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Long Island Gun Club.... 7. 777.
Long Island Shooting Club
Making Game of a Sportsman.
Maryland Notes
.".'.".*

'.

.

.

.'
'.

'

"

188
317
300
374
27
139
411
347
390
236
411

71

7,

To Eradicate Moths from Skins
To Hold the Top of Wads
To Make Varnish for Use on Rods
To Prevent Guns from Rusting
To Prevent Wads Starting from the Shell
To Remove Rust
To Tan Skins with the Fur On
To Waterproof a Hunting Coat
Treatment, of Hernia in Dogs
The Use of Chloride of Lime for Bites.
Water and Rust-I'roofing Guns.
.

.

55
55

151
167
2i
279
55
199
183
123

183
263
151
295
172
212

THE KENNEL.
857
51

327
245
325
181
51

.,

About Our General....
Adapting Sporting Dogs
American Kennels-Mr. George Delano's

116
389
132

A merican Kennels

6
341

An

Elegant

Work

of Art
245,
,

Cure for Mange
Death of "Ajax's " Bess
Death of Bismarck
Death of Fine Dogs
Death of Ruby
Death of Some Noted Dogs.
Death of Valuable Dogs.
Demuth's Laverack.
Distemper in Dogs.
.
Dog Advertisements
Dogs as Sheep Protectors
Dog Fares
.

.

5,

Dog Importations
Dogs

in

..

England—Nottingham Show
............••••

. .

. .

22
292
149
21
229
37
341
277
292
32
70, 406
342
183
21, 277
6
196
229
21,

'.

69, 149

English Dogs on Our Ground

245
245
165

"Eureka Nut"
Fairy as a Prize Winner.

Fatal Distemper

21
70
341
229
342
37
5
309
357

Dogs

Among Dogs.

Feeding Dogs.
Food for Large Kennels
Green Iodide of Mercury— Evil Effects of

FOKBST AND STBBAM Cup
Guidos Lilly
Home for Lost Dogs...
How to Euchre Dog Thieves.

How

to

,

5
261

.

Feed Dogs

Illustrations— Whisky

244
lie, 132, 181, 214

Imported and American Bred Dogs
Imported Setters and Pointers
Jarvis' Dick— Cut
Kennel Notes from Germany
Kennel Produce
.22, 37, IS1, 197, jtjl,
Kirby's Progeny
Large Setters
.
Laveracks in America
"Let Dogs Delight to BarkandBite"
Manchester Bench Show
.

;

;

.

Field Trials

Minor Items
Mr. Laverack and True Colors

Mr. Milner's Dogs
Mr. Saltus' Dash and Bess— Illustrated

Names Claimed.

.

324
i96

373
70
277, 309, 325
245
279
.'84* 229*,
341
*" 341

777777
.

Memphis

.

'

"

.

.

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
165
The Dog Tax ..:.:............
84
The Giant Breed of Setters
165
The Gordon Setter, Flirt
406
The Great Chicago Bench Show
37, 101
The Laverack Sytem
229, 309
The Memphis Field Trials
245
The Montreal Dog Show
309
The Montreal Hunt Season of 1875
Theo Morford's and A. C. Waddell's Kennels. ,. 69
279
To Break Dogs of Riming In
373
Tonks
,

1

Tenn. State Sportsmens' Association
Trap for Sheep-Killing Dogs
Turner's Elcho and Loo II
Valuable Importations
Valuable Library
Value of Dogs in England
West Pennsylvania Poultry and
Worms in the Heart

.

.

Dog Show

341
405

22

213
357
293
37
373
37
325
357

Blood Drinkers

Black Cockatoes
Black Squirrels in Illinois.......

196
*

Bo

243
228

dness of a. Partridge
Catching Woo'dcock Alive
Central Park Menagerie, 4,

•

!

• -

36, 51, m, U, 100, 131,
149. 163, 196, 228, 276, 308,

Chinese Telescope Fish and Hairy Tortoise
Cincinnati Zoological Garden
Collections of the Challenger
Confidence of Wild Fowl
Confidence oi Woodcock
Care of Canary Birds
Curious Case of Horse Instinct
Curious Discoveries in an old

182
322
183
235

•.

Home-Made Apothegms
N«>vel Way to Catch Woodchucks
»

67
Seasonable Hints
Quickest Steamship Passage Across the Atlantic. 18
257
Pace Between a Locomotive and a Deer
306
The Last of the Pennsylvania Elk

A
A

Bull Fight in Texas
Buffalo Hunt

193

354
193

A Deer Hunt in

Washington Territory
Adirondacks and Canada Compared
Aairondacks— Swinging Round the Circle
Among the Bay Birds at Good Ground

An

66
33
2
179
172
386
172
401
34

Antelope Hunt

A

Stage Ride in Arizona.
Gull
A Trip into Mendocino County, Cal
Trip to Virginia
A Trip to the White Mountains
A Week in the Hills of Kentucky
A Winter on the Rosseau River
A Wolf Hunt Fifty Years Ago
Brant Geese— Their Habits, etc

.*

A Tame

&

"Gale Loring"

Canoe Cruising
Cape Breton
Chocorna
Clam Bakes and Barbecues
Deer Hunting in Minnesota

Dam

the Allegosh

Drummers
Duck Shooting in Mississippi
Flora and Fauna of California
Fishing on the Zumbro

.'

Friend Davidson and His Dogs
Game and Fish Notes from Kentucky
Grayling and Bass on the Mainstee
Hunting on the Illinois River

France
Curious Feline Deformity.
Deposits it}, the Stomach of the Moose
Deoi edations of Red Squirrels
Domesticated Wild D acks in Bremen
Domesticated Wood Ducks
Dropsy Extraordinary
Eagles in Pennsylvania
Eagles on the Susquehanna
Edible Fish of the Pacific
English Sparrows in St. Louis
Farming Ostriches for their Feathers
Fed By an Eagle
Fish of California in Ocean, Bay, and Rivers
Habits of Bees and Wasps
Habits of Foxes.
Habits of Pacific Salmon
Habits of the White Pelican
Harmless Rattlesnakes
How Snakes obtain their food
Humble Bees for New Zealand

68

:

195
243
36
372
212
51
100
276
340
372

.

—

260
4
211
228
.260, 276, 339, 388
Hybrid Ducks
83
Is the Yellow-Billed Cuckoo Parasitic?,
404
interest
of
It may be
340
Kinglets and Warblers in Capti vity
228
Lady Bugs to Destroy Plant Lice
,.

Linen-eating Moths
Location for Florida Settlers

Minor Notes

372
372
275
372
357
20, 308, 324
163
388
372
291, 308, 323, 356
292
356
243
356, 388

More about Snakes
Musical Mice
'.
Nature Records
Nesting of American Birds
New Birds from Minnesota
New Tulips
New Variety of Quail
Notes from Our Correspondents
i63
Ornithology as a Recreation
20
Ornithology of the Transit-of -Venus Centennial.
Philadelphia Zoological Garden, 131, 180, 212, 292,
.

Pinnated Grouse in England
Power of the Human Eye over Snakes
Putting Roosters into Catalepsy
Rare Fish in Strange Waters

4,

v.s
Gray Foxes
Red-Legged Partridges

Red Foxes

.

Remains of the Moa

New

in

Zealand

Repetition of Nesting in Birds
Robins as Depredators

Snowy Owls

260

Something about Frogs

116
116
68

Scaup
Sea Island Sheep
Fern in Massachusetts
Singular Boldness of the Partridge
Singular Fate of a Mocking Bird
Singular Freak of a Coot

51
131

Stinging Jelly Fish

289
98
34
386
146
82
34
2
65
321

Tame

146

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

369
290
J13
145, 161, 177
337
178
226

82

225

Game Country

3
178

66
338
353
226

The Dismal Swamp
The Great Lone Land
The Mountains of. West Virginia
The Nepigon River
The NottawaY Region
The Oswegatchie Country
The Rivers of Colorado
The Saranac Route.
The Sportsman and the Whale
The West Twenty Years Ago
The White Talis
\

Snipe

Taming Woodcock
to Canaries and Linnets
Tenacity of Life in a Perch
Testimony of Birds as to Climate at the Pole
The Autumnal Imigration of Birds
The Capture of Hyenas
The Desertion of Penekese.
The Difference between Canvas-back and Redhead D ucks

Teaching Tricks

'.

Essex Institute
Food of Salmon

Mammals of the Black Hills
Natural History of Long Island
Ornithology of the Black Hills
Rattle Snake.
Red-Tailed Hawk
Sea Serpent
Sharp Tailed Grouse
Spotted Lampugus
Swallow-Tailed Hawk

Venomous Serpents in the West
What Do Salmon Eat?
Where Frogs go in Winter

50
322
114
385
258
194

370
370
,

*

194
162
209
1

115
115

35
3
130

A Burrowing Owl
A Flying Snake.
A Model Museum
A Neglected Flower
A Pet Sparrow
A Queer Insect...
A Queer Bird
A Rare Chance
A Snake With Ears
A South American Teal
A Strange Fish— Physalis Pelagica. .:
A Tailed Amphibian
A Trans- Atlantic Pigeon Post
A Very Rare Fish.
A Voracious Fish
A Writer
, . .

,

,

131
..

"

Brought to the Front
Courting and Farming.
.
First Book of Zoology?
Florida, by Geo. J. Alden
"Florida," by Sidney Danier
Fungi— Their Nature
Going West

77

7.7.

'.

7777
77777777
77777 77
7

68
36
276

20

195
" 292
180
323

77777777!

.

How to Use

the Pistol
In-doors and Out
Inf elice
Irish Riflemen in America

'.

Johnny Ludlow
Log Book of a Fisherman and Zoologist

55, 75, 123, 183, 199,
279, 309, 332, 348,

for Rifle Practice
God to Three
Nearer
Nebraska—Its Advantages, etc

My

Running the Blockade
The Modern Cook
The Reading Club
Travelers' Grab Bag.
West India Pickles.
White's History of Selborne

'

332
332
333
167
332
394
348
333
75
348
_. 348
39
284
284

.

Wild Scenes and Wild Hunters
Wrinkles and Recipes

,

.

284*

ne

.

'

83
356
to
214
308
148
68
388
356

332
333

,

Home

,

.

,

Indies

Fortune

356

68
83
276
212
356
404
372
Air Bladder in Fishes
.
143
Abnormal Plumage of California Quail
.77 308
Albinoism
loo, 148, 243, 276, 323
American Hares and Rahbits
388
An Alligator Puzzle
51
An Electrical Fish Bait
180
Analysis of Clean an d Foul Salmon
228
Attack by a Boa Constrictor.
7.7 jgg
Australian Venomous Snakes
195

Bayside Nomenclature
Birds in a Composing Room
Birds that Rear'More than one Brood. "
Bird Wanderers
Birds with Teeth

A New Way to Win a
A Summer in Norway
A Woman in the Case

Manual
4
68
243
355
211
180

.

PUBLICATIONS.

Magazines and Newspapers. 3,

NATURAL HISTORY.

167
100
340
212
339
260
404
340
292

2i*

Amateur Trapper and Trap Makers' Guide

Ballads of

195

228
227

83
163
372
83

White Squirrels
Wild Red Deer in England
Winter Habit of Ruffed Grouse

NEW

260
195
388
100

131

Trogans
Western Mud Fish
Wininnish
Wmninish of the Saguenay
To Clean Old Pork Barrels
Turkey Buzzards

17
146
242, 322

Three Excursions in 1858
Three Weeks in the Maine Woods
Tip
Tishomingo
Trouting Among the White Hills
Trout and Grayling Streams of Michigan
Trout Fishing in Canada.
Trout Fishing in the Dominion
Trouting in Colorado
Two Weeks on the Blackwater
Virginia Barbecues

388
483
212
51
180
404
404
212
340
20
260
228
372
276

146
67

99,130, 179
162
354

Sport in Nevada
Sports in Texas— A Dear (Deer) Drive
Sports in Texas

Sale..

.

Short-tailed

81

for Injun
Overland to Homosassa

.

.

257
97
2
403
49
402
258
201

274
910
306

Not Bad

.

-

.

Leopard Hunting in Cincinnati
Middle Florida
Moose Hunting in New Brunswick
Moosehead Lake Reminiscences
Nantucket Notes
Newfoundland Notes
Notes from Canada.

Fish
Southwest Florida as a

in
291
276
243
276
212
36

'-

MISCELLANEOUS SKETCHES.

372
195
100
308
4
68
228
51

Roman Well

Large Carp
Late Appearance of the Mocking-bird
Life of Winter Birds

MINOR MISCELLANY.

Bamum's

,

"

j

292
327
357
292, 309
Birmingham Dog Show
406
Centennial
149
Champion Dachshund. Mann -Illustrated
229
Chicago Show
327
Color of Irish Setters
,
149
Dog as a Fish Catcher.
117, 165
Dogs of Portsmouth

149

,"

7

,
.

Spaying Bitches
The Alexandria Palace Dog Show

101

...7.7.406
84

......

Setters at Birmingham
Setters, Pointers, and Spaniels.
Singular Birth....
Sir Walter Scott's Dog, Camp
Spaniels vs. Setters....

Baker's Boston Aquarium..
Bald Eagle at Cambridge, Mass

'.

..'.7.7.7

342
J32
341
261
84
325

Qui Ma;...:

Ramblings in Washington Territory
Reflections from Rochester
Shooting in South Carolina
Snipe On the Ice
Some Fishes and Fishing—Barney and the Black

51
181

Colley Field Trials in Great Britain
Color of the Setter
Cost of Keeping Dogs

Phil, Jr.— The Name of.
Plurality of Sires

373

164
261
407
373
51

164
295
295
69
181, 197
277
373
244
',...,. .5, 292

;

5,132.229,241

2(11

277.

Brittany Pointers

357

"Old Grouse"
Pedigrees

Pass and River Shooting in Minnesota
Polly Among the Chickens
Ram Wings in Oregon
129,

325

;

'M
21.

,

Are Cats Snake Proof?

151

,

A Correction
A Kangaroo Dog
A Question of Canine Kinship
A Snake Terrier
A Staunch Dog
A Visit to Idstone
A Visit to Mr. Laverack

Importations
90
26
300
325
52

.....

,

197
39

.167, 199, £95

211
86

Follicular Mange
Fancy Prices for

391

.

Newark Bench Show
Newark Dog Show

Pipes

Preserving Birds for Stuffing
Preventive Against Mosquito Bites
Protection Against Mosquitoes

391
171
299
300
188
325

106

Game Laws

123
74
123
236
220
123
123
315
43
150, 220
262
11, 107, 187, 391
91
53
27
220, 374
315
52

HINTS AND RECIPES FOR
SPORTSMEN.

Dog Photograpns
Dog Poisoning.

235, 252, 261, 283, 299, 315,
325, 346, 358, 374,' 390, 410

T
Game Laws
m ,Virginia
Game Laws of Connecticut,
.

Summer Woodcock.,
Summer Woodcock Shooting
To Fasten Wads in Paper Shells

262
299
52
53
188

.

219,

•.

,

.'

Brooklyn Dog Show

26

Missouri

171

188, 236

Buying and Selling Sporting Dogs
Care of Sport;ng Dogs
Chicago Bench Show
Chichweed and Elacampaigne

187,
52, 171, 204, 262,

Michigan........
Minnesota.

m

204
52
316

....

, . . .

204. 219, 252, 262, 299, 374, 390
42, 171, 219, 252, 283
75, 106, 300
26, 42, 106, 204, 219, 30C

17 J, 2 19,' 2367261,' 300,

'Connecticut.

Maryland

•

91

:

Anecdotes of Dogs
Bench Show at Baden.i
Bismarck
Slack and Tans, etc
Black and Tan Setters
Bloodhounds in Philadelphia
Blue Blood
Bower's Bandit
Breaking Dogs
:
Breaking Setter Puppies
Breaking Black and Tan Terriers.
Breeding Hounds

.'

.*90l

Indiana.

—

Shooting at Twin Lakes, Conn
Shooting at Barnegat
Shooting in Bavaria
Shooting in Virginia
Shooting on Cape Cod
Shot Pistols
Snipe Shooting at Oak Island
Sport
Egypt
Sport in Lomsana.
Sporting in Dakota.
Sporting Notes from Maryland
Sporting Notes from New Jersey
Still Hunting in the Adirondacks

374
374
204
410
410
42
75
358
299
300
300
346
252
122

.'

[

District 6t

315

all Quarters.
."

(

*

410
411
219
411
347

68

—

;

Snapshooting Extraordinary
Shooting at Blooming Grove Park

50
82
148
242
180
50
179
243

'

Scaffold Shooting in Wisconsin

.

Return of Monroe A. Green
Running Streams for Brook Trout— "Pallus Brook

187. 204, 219, 236,262,284,299,
315, 325, 346, 347, 358, 374, 391,

150,

Remarkble Field Shooting

'

.

—

325
315
150
219
284
316
27
235
220
187
203
123
300
139

Page.

Page.

Page.

Page.
Western Plains
e Centennial

3

394
214
332
167
332
348
348
333
263
394
39

OBITUARY.
Death
Death
Death
Death
Death

of
of
of
of
of
Death of
Death of

Charles Bell, of Illinois
Chris. O'Connor
Jackson Frailey ...
John Ross Browne

.*.....

...

Maj H. A. Sevison
.

Prof. J, A.

Lapham

Robert G. Scott.

297
278
321
314
136
105
345

POETRY.

My Visitor

353

Rod and Reel
Tally,

....

&21

,.

Ho.

".'I'."'"'*"

The

Flight of the Buffalo .........
TheFlightof the Wild Geese

The Winter King.

274

'"'''""'*"" 305
%

337
491

RATIONAL. PASTIMES.
At a Great Outlay.

A Meeting of
Athletic

Journalists

Games

...[....'

363
3T5
149

INDEX.
Athletic

Base

Games

Ball.

.

Washington

at

.

.

—

Page.

182,205,231,247

Bicycling.............. ......
Brief Notes of Different Games.

Chess

75, 316,

College Athletics.
.
Cricket.... 27, 39, 55, 75, 87, 102, 119, 134, 169, 182,
Fastest Walking Time on Record
.

Foot Races

27, 55,

Fox Hnnt—Cut.. .......
Tournament
Greco-Roman Wrestling.
Gladiatorial

at

Hippodrome.

........

167, 278, 300, 316'

Glen Drake.

..........

Jumps. .............
Lifting Matches.-

.......*.......

Minor Items

»

National Chess Association.
National Curling Association

...

New York Athletic Club
New York Athletic Games.
Pedestrianism
Rackets...

394
348
363
116
149
278
183
267
332
363
27
278
407
348
316
39
135

Scottish Games— Draughts.
Scottish Games at Philadelphia
Scottish Sport
Seabright Athletic Association
Skating.....................
Swimming Contests...

...

268
363
267
38
135
38
75
11

.....247, 278, 31b
.......27, 119

Walking Match

123
.119, 182

Wrestling Contests

RIFLE.
...169,

Wimbledon ......

—

at

—

378,
10,
....

203
359
74
410
235
346
378

—

Medal Match—Mid-Range Match— Gatlin Match

—Champion Match— Consolation Match, etc

137, 138

.99

A Shell Holder
At Hudson— Parthian Club
Banquet to American Team

154
73
410

•

Brief Notes
Calif ornia National Guard Match
California Rifle Association
California Rifle Practice
Canada Rifle Matches
Canadian Volunteer at Wimbledon
Captain Bogardus as a Rifleman . ."
Composition of Different Gunpowders
202, 218, 233, 251, 266, 282
Conlin's Gallery
,

.

,

283
73
234
234
10
73
170

298, 314, 320, 348, 359, 378, 393, 410

Creedmoor.
Canadian Match

121

Challenge f i om the American Off hand Club .... 106
10, 73, 90, 217
Crouch Bullseye Contest
10, 90
Irish- American Club Practice
105, 169, 251
Luther Badge Competition
10, 121, 154, 185, 233
National Guard Practice
,

265
169
106
59
90
90, 154
105
89
202

Practice at.
Practice of the Cavalry Troop.
Regimental Practice
.

Remington Badge Contest
Team for Canadian Match
The J. H. Steward Prizes
The Ladies Match
The Ratlin and Rand Medal
The Nevada Badge Contest
Turf, Field and Farm Badge Contest... .45,
Jr.,

Range

90,
154, 233
3*6,
251, 299, 314, 326,

359, 393, 410

Among

Regulars and Volunteers

Dittmar Powder for Rifle Practice
Experiments with Dittmar Powder
Extracts from the Volunteer Service Gazette
Fxtraordinary Rifle Shooting
Fifth Weekly Competition Shooting
Foreign Items and Notes
26.
Foebst and Stkbam Badge Contest

247
283, 379
326
394
285
346
155, 234

59,
89, 105, 138, 154

Franklin Club Practice—Hartford
Fuller '8 Chicago Shooting Gallery
General Custer as a Rifleman
General Dakin's Target
German and Swiss Riflemen at the Centennial

Glen Drake Range .... 185,

106
326

—

26
139
235

202, 218, 234, 266, 314,
326, 346, 393

Hamilton vs. Montreal
.283, 298, 314, 326 359, 378,
Gallery
Heiiwig's
-

25

893, 410

218
299, 314, 326. 379
Inter-collegiate Rifle Matches
Indiana.
..... .203
Inter-State Match at Pleasant Lake,
218
In San Francisco.

In Montana

Marvelous S hooting.
Massachusetts

.

.

• •

|»

379, 393

Match at Bellasylva, Penn.
Matches at Syracuse Range
Match of Two Washington County Ladies
Match Shot in Washington
Mauser Gun
Miley's Shooting Gallery

,

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

155
251
106

379
21S
.298, 314, 326, 359
346, 394
• •

•

•

•

58,. 73, 138
Minor Rifle Notes.
106
Mobile Cadets Practice........
Morsemere.......l54, 218, 234. 251, 266, 283, 314,
*

Urs. Scott Siddons as a Rifle Shooter
lit.

Vernon Amateur Club

346, 379
9

Practice.

National Guard Club of San Francisco
National Rifle Association of California
New Rifles for our Regulars
New York and Staten Island Club Contest
Oakland Beach Practice of Seventy-first Reg't
...*..
Omaha Rifle Club.
Ontario Rifle Association
On New Year's Day.
Oswego Rifle Practice
Parthian vs. Saratoga Rifle Club...
Pistol Shooting Ext) aordinary
26,
Point Blank and Point Blank Range

90
314
10
283
73
73
283
73
346
106
90
218
58, 74
379
74
122
10, 379
10

—

Powder Charges for Rifles
Powder Measures
Practice at New Haven

"

Provincial Rifle Association
Rangeat Chicago.....

Sagg Pond
Reception of the American Team
Review of the Canadian Match.

Range

at

Rifle Associations, Clubs, Etc.
At Berlin, Connecticut
At Fort Wavne, Indiana

At Monroe, Michigan

At Jamaica,

Rifle Association......
Elgin (Illinois) Rifle Club
Elmira Artillery Range..........
Empire State Rifle Club.
Fort Wayne Rifle Association
Hartford— Connecticut Rifle Association
Harvard College Rifle Club

—

Holyoke Club Practice and Matches.

L.I...

90,

.25,

......
326,

.10, 74, 90,
106, 138,

Ingersoll Rifle Association, Canada
Jackson (Mississippi) Club Practice

Jamaica, L. L, Rifle Association

•

Lenox and Addington Club Match.
Long Branch Rifle and Pigeon Club
Massachusetts Militia Rifle Association.
Massachusetts Rifle Association—New Mode of
........ ...........
Measurement...
Michigan State Rifle Association.
Middleton (Connecticut) Rifle Club
41, 233, 359,
National Rifle Association
Newark Shooting Society
Parthian, Jr., Club. ........... ....

—

155
251
234
170
90
218
251

326
59
266
378
It6
59
10
Rifle
Club
(Connecticut)
Putnam
218
Rahway Rifle Club
186
Rhinebeck Rifle Club
394
Rhode Island Amateur Club.
Rhode Island Rifle Association. ..155, 170, 186, 203
10
Rhode Island Rifle Range
379
Richmond Rifle Club at Augusta, Georgia
122, 282
Roches'er Rifle Club
90
Rod and Rifle Association of Jamaica, L. I
394
Saratoga Rifle Club
234
Association
154,
Syracuse Rifle
266
Taunton (Massachusetts) Rifle Club
359
The Viley Club of Lexington, Kentucky
106
University of California Club.
*
73
Victoria (Canada) Club Match
282
Waverly Rifle Club
203
Whitney ville Armory Club Scores
.

.

.

*

.

Worcester Sportsmen's Club
Yonker's Rifle Club.
Rifle Club Match at Keysville.

Army and Navy Journal Match—Laflin and Rand

Creeamoor,

Crescent City Rifle Club.

203
283
106
314
315
138
155
346
394

—

Albert R. A. match at Gait, Canada
Amateur Rifle Club

American and Irish riflemen
American Rifle Association
American Team Abroad
An All-comers Match.
An Insurance Match.

, .

Dominion

.,..316, 332

1875.

10
234, 26b, 282, 299
234, 251, 266, 282,
346, 379

Columbia Rifle Association—Festival.

182

Record of Professional Games for
San Francisco.
Scottish- American Games
Scottish Games at Brooklyn

Dignity

Page.
Boston Highlands Club
Boston Rifle Club.
Chicago Rifle Club.... 59, 170

9

..11, 27, 39, 55, 75, 87, 103. U9, 134, 149,
166, 182, 204, 220, ?31, 267, 278, 332

...

f>
41
170

25
43
59
<5

—

25

Swiss Rifle Shooting.
Telegraph on Ranges

73
25
170
218
218
298
298
122
326
283
218
218
155

Thanksgiving; Day at Scheutzen Park
Turkey Shoot at Shakopee, Minnesota

234
327

. . . .

—

Rifle Etiquette in England
Rifle Shooting as a Pastime...
Rifle Shooting at Fort Wayne
Running Deer at Creedmoor

At Winchester Armory
San Francisco Notes
Seventh Regiment Gallery
Short and Long Range
Stock Exchange Riflemen

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Centennial
Elcho Shield Presentation.
Harris Trophy
International Match
International Team Badge—Illustrated
Next International Match

Nevada Badge
Press and the Rifle
Rifle in California

In Georgia
In Scotland
In Wisconsin

The Sliding Man Target
The Team at Poughkeepsie
The Team Banquet in Brooklyn
The Team of Great Britain
The use of the Strap
The Winchester Repeating Rifle
Twenty-second Regiment Reception
What Cheer Range

Whitney Range— Practice

Who next?
Why Rifle Balls

:

Glance to the Right

346
283
346
410
59
379
234
393
186
59, 203
235
299
251
105
58
394
314, 346
170
218
251
170
393
167

SEA AND RIVER.
A Boy's Tussel with a

Small Whale

85

A Castle Connel Rod
A Correspondent
A Day in Goose Creek, Va
A Dolphin Caught
A Fine Trout
A Fishing Outfit
A Handy Trout Fly Book
A Steam Fishing Smack

266
405
117
85
277
405
107
362
389

An Anonymous Correspondent
Angling for Eastern Salmon (Salmo
ifornia Waters
Angling in Kentucky
Angling in Norway
Angling in Prussia
Art Notes
Bass Fishery
Best Method of Angling for Trout
Blue-fish off the Capes.
Braided Fly Rods
Brook Trout in Salt Water
Brief Notes from ail Quarters.

390
38
267
214
307
308
246
230
327
245

308
293
117
1
Colorado
277
197,
.70,
Connecticut
107, 131
Delaware
405
Fishing in the Delaware
230
Florida
85
Georgia
85
Indiana
22,70, 181
Maine
117, 157
Maryland
22,70, 107, 345
Massachusetts
308
Michigan
6, 23, 53, 70, 117, 151, 165
New Jersey
22
New Hampshire
22, 53, 70, 85, 107, 117, 132, 151, 260
New York.
165
Ohio
53, 165, 214, 230, 266
Pennsylvania.
85, 157
Rhode Island.......
85, 133, 214
Virginia...
85
Washington Territory
133
California Angling
53
California Salmon—When to take with Fly
197
Canada Fisheries
342
Capt N. W. Beckwith
405
,
Casting the Fly
197
Catching a Shark in the Hudson,
246
Centennial Salmon and Trout Rods
Comparative Size of American and European
•• 230
Tront......
151
Conger Eels
405
Correction
293
Dr. T. Garlick's Large Trout
198
Eagle-Fight for an Eel
277
English Soles and Turbut in America.
405
Fine Pompano. .
.6, 22, 53, 85, 107, 117, 133,

.

—

,

214

17, 132, 157,
165, 181, 197, 214, 229, 245, 266, 277, 293, 307, 327, 342
362, 374, 389, <05

Fishes and

1

Fishing of the Great Lakes, 293, 307, 327
343, 389

Fishing at Conneaut. Ohio
Fishing for Eels in Tiji....
Fishing in Lake Erie.
Fishing in Montana.
Fish Refrigerating
FlyBookand Fly Hook..
Fly-Fishing for Blue-fish..
Gill- Net and Seine Fishing.
Herbert's Gun

246
166
165

Hornbeam for Rods.
Immense School of Mackerel
Lady Anglers.
LakeTahoe, Cal.....

off

54
277
22
117
246
343
35
197
230
151
165
70
230
181
... 374
362
293
363
374

Newport

.'.»..,

Large Trout in Rangely Waters.
Last Day of the Season in Pa
List of Bass Caught at Newport
Mass. Angers' Association......
Maskinonge

Mesh Measures........
More Early Shad
More Needle Points— "Sharps".
Movements of thg Fishing Fleet.
Mr. J. Ives Pease, of Twin Lakes, Canaan, Co.

—

Sends
Needle Points
New Trout

One

362
342, 308

'

.405

of the Neatest Fly-Dressers

389
6

OnFlies
Oregon Salmon fisheries.

230
293
117

Perception of Fish
Perch Fishing at Betterton
Perch Fishing on the Chesapeake

6

Prodigious Salmon Scores
Salmon Fishing....
Salmon Fishing in California
Salmon Fishing in Bonventure
Salmon Fishing on the Nayo River, Cal
Salmon Scores at River Godbout
Salmon Scores in the Cascapediac
Sea and Bay Fishing in California
Seth Green on Needle Hooks
Shad, Oh!
Striped Bass at Hell Gate
That Veteran Angler, Geo. Dason, Esq

343
6
38
19

.

—

The Adirondacks
The Canadian Fisheries
.

The

Fisheries,

.

. .

2S7
307
117
197
246
278
181
342
54
165

.

*

6, 37, 53, 7C, 85, 107, 133, 151, 165,
181, 214, 230, 246, 266, 278, 293, 308, 327

The Fishing Fleet
The Godbout Salmon Scores
The Grayling in England
The Magnete wan as a Trout Stream
The Muskoka Lakes
TheOrvis Reel
TheOrvis Rod
The Wiuinnish

342
374
405
85
6

267
133
6
38
246
38

This Hook or That
Those Trout Among the White Hills
Trouting in Michigan
Trout in the Magnetewan
Trouting in North Carolina
"Uncle John" at Betterton
Warren (Pa.) Sportsmen's Club

117
19

.

2:4
38
245
327

White-Fish in Detroit River
Willow Bass Hods

THE COLLEGES.
231
247

Amherst
Athletics at Columbia
Athletics at Harvard
Athletics at Princeton
Athletics at Steven's Institute
Athletics at Union
Athletics at Yale

166, 182, 215

247
267
215
166, 182, 198, 2^0
247
Boating at Dartmouth
310
Boating at Hamilton
267
Boating at Yale
199
Bumping Races at Princeton
278
College Athletics
278
College Rowing Association
267
Dartmouth at the Centennial
166
Events at Dartmouth
199
Foot-Ball
Tuft's
Harvard and
278
Number of Students at Yale
231
Princeton
199
Regatta at Harvard
278
Rules for Foot-Ball
331
The Withdrawal of Yale from the Regatta

WOODLAND, FARM AND
GARDEN.

tialar) in Cal-

California

Canada

Page.
Fish and Oysters in the North River
Fish in Market, 6, 22, 37, 53, 70, 85, 107,

A Horse with a Silver Throat
A Piant Destructive to Bees
A Tropical Nursery Wanted
A Word for the Horse

388
101

373
261
388
An Easy Way to Make
4
Agricultural Resources of Maryland
36
American Wild Fruits
261
Anecdotes of Horses
324
Artificial Incubation
100
Canning Fruit
100
Carbolic Acid for Poultry
300
Cattle Diseases
261
Cause of the Death of the Horse Lexington
164
Chinese Agriculture
196
Coal Ashes as a Fertilizer
341
Commission Allowed Gardners
84
Cultivating the Passaflora
212
Care of Horses
......... 100
Curious Propagation of Potatoes
212
Effect of Forests on Rainfall
..•- 260
Ergot
21
Climate
Forebts and
164
Foot and Mouth Disease
132
Fruit in Market.
180
Gapes in Chickens
373
Gardening in California
212
German Method of Preserving Wood
69
Grape Culture in Texas and California
236
Growth of American Cheese Production
180
i
Gusiloge of Maize
172
How Fruit is Kept in Prussia
356
Animal
Mired
How to Extricate a
356
How to Get Eggs in Winter. ..
276
How to Select a Home in Florida.
277
Important Stock Sale in Toronto
324
-228,
•
Flowers
Improved
28i
Indian Summer.
324
Is Florida Healthy
148
Kansas Crops
212
Keeping Fruit in Russia.....
277
Largest Grapevine in America
Lawns
£0
21
Liquid Manure for Pot Plants
.

a Hot-Bed.

—

•

—

.196

Military Gardening.
of Florida

Melon Trade
Minor Notes

5
-196, 212
• •

.,.-..

•

Mushroom Caves

New Food for Horses and
New Ornamental Trees
Officers of Utica

59
228
373
\,\\' 303
*
373
295^ 340
196
....
84

Sheep

'""'

,

Park Association

Oiling Harness

,

Orange Culture in Florida

Our Wool Product
Peaches for Europe

'

Pineapple Culture in Florida
Planting Bulbs
Planting Forest Tree Seeds

20
195
245
373

,

Hants
Plants for the House

69

from Low-priced Grapes.
Pyracantha Japonica
Queen Bees .'.
Profit

196
373
389
373
341
143
84

Rhododendrons
"
Ripe Strawberries
Sap Circulation
September
the Flower Garden
Sheep Feeding
•

*

•

m

339

Spurious Pedigrees... ...:
Stone in the Stomach of a Horse
The Attempt to Export Peaches
The Central New York Fair
The Epizootic— Regimen to Prevent
The Glut of Peaches

:oo

The Land of Horses
The Ntlumbum Luteum
The Potato Bug.
The Use of Fallen Leaves
To Bake Canvas -Back Ducks.
To Make Covered Walks
To Tell the Age of Sheep

180
133
148
196
35
36
69

.

341
373
324
333.

339

Tree Planting.
;
Water Pipes
Watering Poultry
Window Gardens and Winter Ferneries

35,

,'_.

Window

]

.'.'.'.'

164

304

245

Plants

373
228
35$

Wintering Bees
Wintering Flowers

I
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YACHTING AND BOATING
[See also Answers.]

A Book f«r Young Yachtsmen
A Correction

230
348
247

Across the Ocean in a Dory
An Aquatic Novelty
An Aquatic Velocipede
New Portable Boat
Another Challenge

134
87
363
347

A

Around Boston
Around Chicago
Around New York.

7, 23, 43, 54, 71, 118

22
.

.11,

Around Philadelphia
Around Washington

2.2,

43, 54. 71, 86, 101, 118,
133, 155, 166. 182, 198, 332
7, 23, 71, 102, 182
198

Atalanta Boat Club, New York.
At Pittsburg
Ajt Princeton College
At Watkins Lake...
Boat Race on the Danube
Boating in Canada
Boating at Halifax
Boston Yacht Club
Break-up of the Paris Crew
Brooklyn Ice Boat Club
Brooklyn Yacht Club
The Schuylkill Eight- Oai ed Race
Canada Yachting Event
Cedar Point Regatta.
Centennial Notes—Boating at Princeton.
College Regatta
Commodore Garner's Challenge
Drowning of a Yacht Captain
Events at Springfield
Events on the Potomac

375
134

102
134
182
134
247
405
43
278

1

.

,375

,

Fairchild's Canoe Voyage
Fall Reeatta of Small Yachts of the
Florida Haibors

263
54, 71, 101
86
395
347
118
71
155

182
54
118

A. Y. C

348
86
Flushing Bay Regatta
375
Hudson River Yacht Club
295,310, 395
Ice Yachting....
230
In England...
International Regatta in New York Harbor. ..... 332
246
International Regatta on the Schuylkill.
405
International Rowing
86
In the South Cove

International Rowing Regatta
List of Regattas for 1S?5
Lowell Regatta....

7
294

Lynn Yacnt Club

362
278
2*6
262

1«'2

Massachusetts at the Centennial

Match on Lake Saltinstall
Measurement for Time Allowance
Meteor Boat Club of Hoboken....
Minor Boating Events
Monroe (Mich). Regatta
National Association of Amateur Oarsmen
Mr. R. L. Ogden

New Rochelle Regatta
New York Yach t Clu b

.

...
.

3^5

..

.43, 118

.

71

332
405
70
405

. .

J|
W

Northwestern Boating Events
••••

Officers Elected

On Long Island Sound
OnSenecaLake
On the Hudson River
On the Canada Lakes
On the Passaic

•

54
54

43,
••-•

"1

* a, 118
118

••
1J°_

102
Owasco Lake Regatta
Mi
Crew at the Centennial
.3.5
Pioneer Rowing Club of Brooklyn
Races Between the Mohawk and Dauntless, and

Paris

198

the Dauntless and Resolute
(Canada) Regatta.
Reeatta in the Mediterranean
Boats
Ribless

86
H»-,

Red Cap

—

1!

.-.
England
Royal Albert Yacht Club Regatta
Regatta
Club
Yacht
Royal Canadian

Rowing

in

*

-

Rules for Safety in Sailing...
Saratoga Regatta.
Seawanhaka Yacht Club
Seneca Lake Regatta...
Single Scull Races
Steam Launches

4

••

1
I
-

•

•

-

-

•

•

oi

8
•••
.23, ^S
40

3tf
The Amateur Oarsmen
aM
The College Regatta
3°£
The Gramercy Boat Club
Club
Yacht
...Jsj
The Halifax
........ 40
The Harvard and Yale Race
W
The International College Boat Row
...........
Comet
and
The Resolute
j|
1»
The Resolute and Estelle
The Resolute, Dreadnaught, and Vesta
If
The Seawanhaka Boat Club..
3g
............ i»
The Schuylkill Naval Board
The Troy Regatta.
J
,

•

..••••
Watkins* Regatta....
Winning Yachts of 1875
Yacht Cruise to the West Indies
Yale and Harvard.

\-

J*.
..-»
1

.

Terms, Five Dollars a Year.
Ten Cents a Copy.

NEW

|

J

YORK, THURSDAY, AUGUST

lake trout in his boat, which he had just caught with a
hook and line, using a herring for bait. Our skipper esti^tont
jf/r^rms off mated their combined weight at over seventy pounds, and
bought them at the rate of five cents per pound. A fiuer lot
Uchigmf.
of fish we had never seen. On our return a nice laker of
four
or five pounds was caught by trolling, which together
k
with a whitefish was served up for supper in a capital
party lias returned from its annual fishing excurmanner by our chef du cuisine. At this place we were first
sion, this time to the trout and grayling regions of
told about a wonderful "speckled trout" that was caught
Michigan, about the northern terminus of the Indiana and
the Boardman near the city that weighed over five
in
into
Grand Rapids Railroad, and the waters that empty
Grand Traverse and Little Traverse bays. As this is com- pounds and measured twenty-four inches, (and grew to
The outtwenty-six inches in an hour or so, we observed)
paratively a new "field of operations" for the trout fishercarefully
and
accur"very
was
drawn
monster
the
line
of
men, I send this pretty accurate transcript from my noteexhibition,
but
she
and
placed
on
lady
young
a
ately"
by
may
feel
sportsmen
who
brother
book for the benefit of
had innocently given the drawing the deeply notched tail
disposed to visit the waters we have just left regretfully.
June 15. Left Pittsburgh at 2 P. M. on special car on the fish had certainly worn when it wandered up from the

For Forest and Stream.

nnd §>mgMng

OUR

.

—

—

Wayne and Chicago Railroad.
June 16.—Fort Wayne, 2 A.M.; Grand Rapids, 10 A. M.;
Mayfield, Michigan, C P. M. where our car was run on a
siding and we spent the night previous to retiring we engaged guides and conveyance to the Boardman River,
which we proposed to fish the next day.
June 17. A rainy morning, neverthless we started at 7 A.
M. iu a wagon, the bed of which was convertible into a
Pittsburgh, Fort

,

;

—

boat or scow, for the Boardman River, at a point some five
miles across the country. The rain continued and the
weather was chilly and threatening when we got to the
river, which we found to be a shallow, rapid, cold, clear
stream two or three rods wide. It afforded good wading,
but we found it convenient to have a boat along. There is
little or no cover for trout in the Boardman, as the bottom
is sandy or covered with very fine gravel, and the only
shelter the fish have is under the logs that lie along the
shores, and even these are worn and polished, and the interstices between them filled with sand by the long continued log driving that has been done on the river.
fished down four or five miles with indifferent success; our party, four of us, taking only about thirty small
trout, but I had the good fortune to catch a grayling, our
So much has
first and only one taken in the Boardman.
been written about this fish that I will pass over any description of it suffice to say that I subscribe in all respects
to itsgameness and beauty; and though I went West prejudiced against it, and jealous of the growing favor which
the few fishermen who have caught them gave it, likening
it to the speckled trout, yet I may as well confess that I
fished for grayling ever afterwards during my stay at the
waters of its habitat:
Our impressions of the Boardman River were not favorwere, however, asable for reasons that I have given.
sured by the guides and others that our bad luck was an
exception to the rule and ascribable to the weather and a
south wind.

We

;

We

June

18.

—We determined to move to Boyne Falls

.

While

attaching our car to the up train, a young man on it enthuappealed to us to go to Torch Lake, if we would
r

siastically

have

fishing.

"The lake is full of them. Catch 'em from the dock."
"Trout?"
"Yes," "spotted ones." Jerome caught eight hundred."
We were persuaded The appeal in the name of Jerome
persuaded us. Plain Brown, or Jones, or even Robertson
would not have moved us, but Jerome did it. Our canny
Scotchman yielded to Jerome, and,, all agreed to go to
Torch Lake. If Jerome should ever see these notes about
him, I hope he will not be offended, for in our "subsequent
proceedings" we frequently heard of him and his "eight
hundred," and generally in the way of comparison, when
"comparisons were odious." The change of plans were
communicated to the conductor, our car uncoupled, and
the train and Jerome's man left us
Soon the other train
was signalled, stopped, our car attached, and at noon we
.

.

reached Traverse City. We learned that the steamer
would not go North till the next day, so we chartered a
fisherman's boat and spent the afternoon sailing on the
bay, visited his pound nets, in which we saw great numbers
of lake trout, whitefish, and herrings, and called upon a
small boy, though a big fisherman, who had twelve splendid

lake.
19, 7 A. M.— On steamer Van Raalte for Torch
Torch Lake is only a long half mile from the Bay,
accessible by a tram railroad, but we concluded to take the
long route to it, some forty miles, via a chain of interior

June

Lake.

remarkable for the beauty of their scenery.
Therefore we left the boat at Elk Rapids, dined there and
proceeded on board another steamer up Elk River, Elk
Lake, Round Lake, Torch River, and Torch Lake to
Lewis' Hotel, pleasantly located at the head of the lake.
After
It is a first rate house, well kept and comfortable.
tea we caught some small speckled trout "off the dock."
June 20. Fished at the dock, caught more small trout,
crossed the lake to a stream where "Jerome had met with
great success." Found the stream almost dry, and were
Here a man sent
driven back to the lake by mosquitoes.
us to another stream that had a "mill dam full of trout."
Jerome must have caught them all, wT e could not get a rise
Then reBack, and fished the lake at the outlet; no fish.
membered it was Sunday, and we returned to Lewis'. At
the landing found the whole population of the village on
the dock fishing, occasionally capturing a trout, but more
frequently a perch, each capture creating much excitement. They did not want us to carry away the few fish
that Jerome had left behind
June 21. Chartered a tug to take us to Rapid River,
eighteen miles down the Lake, and employed a guide to
conduct us from the landing to the old bridge, a short distance up the river. The guide proved to be a blind guide,
led us a wild-goose-chase seven or eight miles across a
sand plain to a lone cabin, where he was convinced that
lakes, said to be

—

—

we had gone

estray directly

from the

river.

Tired, thirsty

we retraced our steps, and
an unknown place to the guide,
The stream was deep and dark, covered
at a new bridge.
with fallen cedars and brush, the bottom composed of
and

in an exhausted condition,

at length

found the river

at

vegetable soil and quicksand.

Fly-fishing

was impossible

though probably good, but
requiring the activity of a wild cat to climb over and
under and around the cedars, the skill of Blondin to walk
submerged and swaying trunks, and the
their half
hide of an Indian to endure the incessant attacks of the
mosquitoes. As we were lost we struck lor Torch River
through the woods, and after a weary tramp reached it.
Here we rested and lunched. A settler took us to the old
bridge, where we fished and caught some handsome trout.
Rapid River from this point to its mouth is navigable by
small boats which are necessary to successfully fish it. It
doubtless affords excellent sport, as the specimens we got
there were large; and a string we saw in the hands of a
native aroused our enthusiasm. The largest weighed two
and a quarter pounds. But we were too tired to enjoy
more fishing that day, so we walked to the landing and
returned by the steamer.
June 22.— Concluded to go to the Boyne River, via
Petoskey, to which place we telegraphed our car to be sent.
Loafed around all day, there being no steamer north. It
was a delightful day and we enjoyed the pure air as it came
on

it,

and

to us over

June

bait-fishing difficult,

Lake Michigan.

23. 1 P.

M.— On steamer Van

7 P. M. Petoskey; 8
Falls

Mr.

T., of

P.M.

Raalte to Petoskey;

train to Boyne Falls.

Grand Rapids, joined our

At Boyne

party.

By his

12,

Volume

(

1875.

1
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advice we reshipped our baggage and returned to Petoskey,
whore we spent the night.
June 24.— Steamer Van Raalte again to Charleroix, took
dinner there, and employed guides and boats, and on steam
tug went up Pine Lake by south arm to Jordan River,
fifteen or eighteen miles and encamped opposite its mouth.
Storm with much rain during the night.
June 25.— We feel this morning that our wanderings are
Mr. T. is at home, and we are not dependent
at an end.
upon any one for directions or advice, At an early hour
all hands, each with a guide and boat, cross the lake, and
row and push up stream. Mr. T. and myself proceed
scattered along the
I observed that

eight or nine miles, leaving the others
river at convenient intervals.

Going up

is a deep stream of pure cold spring water and
a "hard road to trabble," with pools and rapids, and a few
It has hiding places
places shallow enough for wading.
for the fish among the cedars and logs, and like all the
streams we have seen in this country, contains no rocks
and but little gravel, and the bottom is composed of sand
and quicksands, sometimes covered with a growth of water
weeds. It is a beautiful stream, protected from the sun
by dense forests, and wide enough for the longest casts.

the Jordan

and for several hours
our heart's content, till
the sport grew monotonous and degenerated into labor,
and then we quit out of respect for ourselves as sportsmen,
and floated down to WebsteiV landing, where we tied our
boats, filled a bucket with trout and tramped through the

Above Grass

Island

we began

to fish,

caught trout and some grayling

to

where we remained all night.
June 26.— Started back to the river, pushed up a mile or
so, and again began to fish, till fairly tired of catching them
we pulled up our rods and swiftly floated back to camp.
At camp we were rejoiced to learn that other members of
the expedition had had good sport. We had more fish
than we knew what to do with, so a barrel was purchased
and the guides set to work to clean and pack them to take
home. In some of the boats that were provided with wells
that permitted a free circulation of water many fish were
preserved alive till the day we started home.
woods

to his cabin,

The Jordan River nearly

realizes the

flattering

descrip-

Guide" of the Indiana and Grand
Rapids Railroad, and no one who visits it with proper
equipments will be disappointed in the number of trout it
contains, though they may not average as .large as some
would be led to expect in such a stream. There seemed
tion of

it

in the "Tourist

choice in the selection of flies for this river,
flies than we were accustomed to
use at home preferable, and here I found the red ibis a
killing lure, having always heretofore looked upon it as
only an ornamental feature in a fly-book. And now I may
mention that I lost my only red ibis fly on a large trout,
and extemporised an imitation with a piece of red flannel
cut out of my drawers, and with the nondescript immediately took three large grayling and many trout.
to be little

though we found larger

—

June 27. This morning we struck camp and moved
around the other arm of the lake to Boyne River. We
caught some fine trout in the morning. During the night
we had a heavy storm with much rain.

June 28.— Boated up the Boyne River a mile or two,
but caught few fish on account of the condition of
the stream, owing to the heavy rain of the former night.
On our return we got some black bass by trolling.
June 29.— Fished again on the Boyne, took some trout
and several grayling, but the river being still out of condi"
tion returned to camp.
The trout in the Boyne are fewer than in the Jordan
but they average much larger, and are of that dark color
with red and orange fins, which fishermen love so much.
fished,

The water

of this stream, unlike the others

cept the Rapid River to some exteut,
is navigable only a short distance

is

we

visited, ex-

dark colored.

It

from the lake, but
there are miles of it that have never

above we were told
been fished.
This day we started home. We were surfeited with
trout fishing during the last few days, having taken upward
td two thousand, and on our arrival home we found w@

FOREST AND STREAM.
had more than Jerome's "eight hundred"

to distribute

among

our friendsI have hurried through our tour, and were my letter not
already too long, would be glad to allude to many incidents
that occurred, of interest at least to ourselves," and good
enough to amuse others perhaps, and also to say something
about the country in general which we visited, and hope
to see again.
JV A. H.

— ———-**<*—
-

DOWN AMONG THE BAY

—

regarding a box about the size of a cigar box, whose dampened sides betokened at least as much ice as game. Nor
was our pride decreased when we met a party from Great
South at Jamaica, who, after "nudging" each other, broke
out with
haven't
"Where in blazes did you get these birds!
seen more than that all told, and our gunner couldn't stop
over a quarter of them."
told them where and how we got them, then, as now,
bearing willing testimony to Mr. Lane's qualities as a gentleman, and the kindness of his worthy wife. While it
certainly seems one proof of his ability and judgment as a

We

We

For Forest and Stream.

BIRDS— GOOD
SPORT AT GOOD GROUND.

has always seemed to me that one of the most imporIT tant
features of your journal has been the seasonable
information afforded to gentlemen, who, especially in our
limited by their business to flying trips, and neabsence of reliable advices concerning locations and facilities, exposed to grievous disappointment,
or to the extortionate demands of native gunners, who frequently seem to regard the sportsman as a legitimate prey,
and often succeed with bogus information and unwarranted
praise of their respective grounds and abilities in implanting in the minds of metropolitan Nimrods a wholesome
fear of the sport, which of all others should be furthest
removed from any suspicion of fraud.
•I am led to touch on this subject as T have just returned
from a four days' trip, which marked my first, though I
trust not my final experience, with the bay bird family.
I
am confident that nothing "but the information furnished
by your obliging staff and our mutual friend, Eaton, of the
"Sportsman's Emporium," saved me from joining the noble
army of martyrs who were my companions on the homeward trip, bearing heavy hearts in lieu of heavy bags, and
lighter in pocket than in spirit, their mouths, so to speak,
filled with the ashes of Sodom's apple, and their hands too
often with trophies which reflected more credit on the bayman's financial acuteness than on the metal of the gun or
the skill of its owner. The remedy for all this seems to
he the frank indorsement or prompt exposure of men and
places good and bad by those of your readers who can
speak from experience, care being taken that the inspiration of success or the bitterness of failure may neither unduly praise or unjustly condemn.
friend S. and daughter, with myself and better half,
took the four o'clock train from Hunter's Point Tuesday
evening for Good Ground, Long Island, having satisfied
the grasping corporation with $2.55 per head and seventvHere we made
flve cents in addition for parlor car seats.
a mistake, for we found afterward that we might have obtained excursion tickets good till September 15th for $4
were
each, ignorance of which cost our party $2.20.
headed for Wm. 1ST. Lane's, then a perfect stranger, but
now a valued friend, and being deposited at the station
after a comfortable but uneventful trip, we negotiated with
Sereno Wells to the extent of fifty cents a head for transportation over the mile and a half that intervenes between
Good Ground and our destination, where good Mrs. Lane
endeavored by copious internal applications of clam fritters, steak, and bluefish to fill the acting void which a
three hours' contemplation of Long Island scenery had
short talk with our host convinced us
helped to create.
that our chances for a bag on the morrow were none too
brilliant, but we had arrived unannounced, and declined to
accede to the manifestly fair proposition to charge nothing
for our niglit's lodging and meals if we chose to return on
the morrow to await advices. The "Duke's Motto" was
ours, and we "were thar;" so after loading a few shells we
retired in anticipation of a three o'clock breakfast, which
came duly to hand or to mouth, promptly, and piping hot,
after which we were quickly stowed in a dry, roomy boat,
nd standing across the bay with the glowing disk of Shinnecock Light doing duty for the sun. Our worthy host
was right in his prediction, and his lips found more employment in the interesting recital of twenty-five years' experience in shooting than in the exercise of his matchless
power as a "caller,"" so sweet to the ears of the sportsman,
kept all that
and withal so essential to his success.
came; to the extent of a dozen, which our disgusted guide
said was "just nothiu'."
Thursday was but a trifle better, and was marked by the
return of my friend, whose available time had expired.
He took with him about two dozen birds, as our united
product for a day and a half, and which formed nine-tenths
drenching rain spoiled Thursday
of all we had seen.
afternoon, but on Friday fortune seemed to relent a little;
our stand was more musical and less prosy, and right gladly
did I accompany friend Lane's melody with the heavy bass
Son's ten gauges.
of one of Wm. Powell
Saturday morning' i breakfast was "graced" by the remark, "If them snipe don't fly today I'll go hang myself," and as if to avert so dire a catastrophe, our stools
were scarcely in position when a bunch of three dowitches
stopped on their westward way to listen to a pretty tune,
and accepted the bluff invitation of Mr. Powell's handiwork to stay. Or six big yellow legs that followed closely
four became fixtures, while a pathetic solo by the mellifluous Lane so worked on the feelings of a plump little
robin that he turned from his earthly migration to join the
"innumerable caravan."

gunner in that despite an unaccountably poor flight,
(which, however, we believe now to have fairly commenced,) we came back "at the top of the heap," with

money

left.
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Ten Gauge.
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"JSTow's your time, and mind my head!" whispered my
companion, as eight yellow legs, distrustful of their wooden
prototypes, settled on a bog directly back of our blind.

For Forest and Stream.

A "WINTER ON THE ROUSSEAU RIVER.
the Winter of 1872, while serving with Her Majesty's
IN North
American Boundary Commission, I was ordered,

my infinite disgust, to take charge for the Winter months
of a depot situated on the Rousseau River, some forty miles
east of Pembina.
When I say infinite disgust, it is not
pleasant when you think you are settled in snug Winter
quarters, (snug, at least, for such an atrocious climate as
Manitoba,) to find yourself suddenly called on to face a
Winter that gave early symptoms of being most severe
in such a blighted spot as I knew by hearsay the banks of
the said river must be. I was up in the same direction
during the Autumn, when we were compelled to make a
detour of some one hundred miles to avoid the exact spot
on which my Winter habitation was to be located, it being
at that time under water, and had been so during the entire Summer, being only approachable in the Winter.
One fine Winter's morning, I think about the 15th or
16th of December, 1872, (I shall never forget it, as the cold
to

—

24°,) I was summoned at about 6 A. M.
At this
time daylight proper had not begun, but the daylight, (and
I speak correctly,) of the glorious night still lingered in the
heaven, and was informed that the teams I was to go in
charge of were ready to start. I had a lot of provisions
with which to keep the survey parties of the N. A. B. 0.
(North American Boundary Commission) in as good fettle
as possible during their laborious Winter's work.
terrible survey it was, and performed in the teeth of a terrible
Winter, and reflected credit on those engaged on both sides
of the "line," English and American.
I was summoned,
as I say, by the man who was told off as my cook and gen-

was about

A

eral assistant, and full of the reverse of pleasing anticipations, turned out of
blankets and proceeded to
roll them into a more portable shape, first taking
satchel
in hand, and throwing
bag to
faithful retainer, I

my warm

my

my

my

sought the train which was to bear "Coesar and his fortunes" to his unknown home.
We arrived at the equipages destined to convey us there
securely muffled in wraps of every description, and the
march commenced. Oh, the dreadful cold of that Winter's
morning, freezing one to the marrow; nothing ahead but
snow, nothing but the "pure and beautiful snow," which
A dazzling
I most certainly cursed in a lively manner.
gleam of it shot from the ground, was reflected in the air,
and caught up and played with by the sunbeams, which
tried to shine in a Winter's aimless sort of manner. Enough
to know that we were nearing the primeval forests of
pine that crown the river's heights, and until that same
When we
Winter, untouched by the axe of the lumberer.
camped for the night and had lighted a rousing fire, I am
not romancing when I say that the part of your person not
actually exposed to that enormous blaze was literally freezing while the reverse was roasting. I even heard a man
assert that he could not dry a pair of wet socks, for they
froze one side while they dried on the other. I will not, howAfter three days of this
ever, vouch for the truth of this.
pleasant sort of work, making very slow progress, as no
track had yet been made through the snow, we at length
arrived at our destination. I. chose a spot, according to
directions received, on which to build a dwelling hut and

and in the meantime had a tent pitched, in which my
man and myself were to live till their erection— an erection which was to be effected by a gang of axemen, who
were to be sent after me. In due time they arrived— in
fact, two days after we did; and under a foreman, (who
was destined to be my future companion for that lonely

store,

Winter,) commenced to build my future abode. Right well
they worked, and soon under the strokes of their ringing
axes a space was cleared, logs were cut, the hut commenced,
and in due course was finished, plastered, stoves erected, a
fireplace made in one corner, and, in fact, was an accomplished ditto.

men departed, and left me and
alone and in our Winter's glory,
The day after they had left we were
like flies in amber.
very agreeably surprised by the apparition of a train of
wagons, and the arrival of the chief astronomer and his
party on a tour of inspection. More welcome still, I am
afraid, was the cadeau he brought us, consisting of a hamper of delicacies for our Christmas dinner, together with a
couple of bottles of the "right sort" to make our cheer
The commisariat officer who accompanied the chief
with.
astronomer having the next day to visit a surveying party,
who were working a few miles from my depot, asked me
This was the day before Christmas,
to accompany him.
and was registered by the chief astronomer's thermometer
This work concluded, the

my worthy "henchman"

.

— and days to be marked

for that, and sometimes
whitest of stones a mail

—

would come with a dog

with the
and

train

Indian runners. How the time dragged; books I had but
few Thackeray's "Newcombs," andMacaulay's "Essays"
I got to know them by heart, and few men could pass a
better examination in the essays of Thomas Babbington
than myself. I had read both, of course, but never quite
My worthy assistant not being a literary charso much.
acter, fouud time still more heavy on his hands. He would
sit for hours with his head buried in his hands, occasionally emitting deep groans, as of one in great pain and perturbation of mind, and would hardly open his mouth for a
week at a stretch sometimes. When a storm was raging
he would look out and remark on the genial climate in
which we found ourselves. At other times, on a fine night,
for instance a still, solemn night, as bright as day, yet
sad and silent as the grave, beautiful though in its awful
majesty, the calm, cold moon shining down in pitiless.
splendor on the earth, asleep and shrouded in its spotless
robes of snowy white, the aurora's opening and shutting
with flare and glitter like the clashing of gigantic cymbals
on such nights as these he would look abroad, shake his
head, and shut the door, saying, "'Tis the blasted silence
that fetches me," and again subside into melancholy and a
pipe. I used to go out every day to see what I could shoot;
there were lots of prairie chickens and partridges; the latter were very wild, and as you had to follow them up on
snow shoes through the great depth of snow which lay in
drifts in the woods, and consequently was much harder
traveling than the open country, it was very trying work.
Partridges you could get lots of, and sometimes I found
them very acceptable when out of fresh meat, (which I
had in store, frozen hard.) I also tried a little trapping, in
which I was not very successful. I got one mink and several weasels (ermine) in the course of the Winter; also a
few rabbits. I will give a more detailed description of
such sport as I got, in my next.

—
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with shot guns, traps, and nets, and vandals with seines
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Very rereal sportsman of every source of enjoyment.
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had to plunge through heavy drifts of snow, and
However, we atthere was a fair chance of frozen feet.
tained the camp we sought, and were warmly welcomed,
After
dined, and liquored by the hospitable commandant.
having transacted our business we decided to return by the
river.
The distance we had traversed in coming was not
more than one mile from our camp, but by the river, owing
to its tortuous course, it was good three, or even four.
started about three P. M., (it gets dark about four that time
of year,) and on borrowed snow shoes; we went swimmingly
for some miles, when we came to a regular facer; there
were several channels to choose from, and we had not much
time to choose in. "Right," I shouted, and right we went.
had not gone far when "halt!" was sounded by my
companion, and far in the distance was pointed out to me
the blue flag which marks the boundary line, and which in
that case was a flag of salvation to us; for had we been out
that bitter, black night, "enshrouded in winding sheets of
snow" would the morning have found us. However, being
put on the right scent we rattled merrily home, our joy on
reaching which was somewhat dampened on finding that

34°.

prefaced the double report of Lane's fourteen-pound muzzle loader, to which three birds bowed submissively as ho
resumed his plaintive harmony, which the departing four
heard and hesitated, and turned in time to catch the contents of two fresh shells, leaving a pair with wisdom taught
by experience, who hurried westward, nor tarried to the
furious whistling of a Quogue gunner ensconced half a
mile to windward.
Ah! had we been able to "whistle in" the historical old
party with wings and scythe I should be spared the pain of
telling how we started awav in the heat of the fun, about
half-past ten, leaving Will Lane, Jr., "a worthy scion of a
noble sire," to occupy our stand. As the reports of his
gun came to our retreating boat it awakened just a tinge of
rebellion against so unkind a fate, but this was somewhat
allayed when, with our neat little bundle of fifty-three, we
deposited ourselves in the cars to hear the owners of a
couple of blanketed breech loaders hold converse thus:
"Thunder and lightning, Bob! here we've been for over a
week just to the eastward of that chap," at the same time

,

the chief astronomer, who had started to visit a party east
of us, had not returned.
Parties were organized to search
for him, but before they were underway he quietly sauntered into camp, casually inquiring what the row was
about, and was rather indignant when informed it was for
his personal benefit.
By no means a backswoodman, but a
delicately nurtured gentleman, alone with the stars which
he studied and loved so wr ell, he was as much at home on
the tractless prairie as is the skipper of a ship at sea surrounded with his charts and all appliances that science can
bring to assist him. After a convivial tea we retired for
the night, I having first received instructions from the chief
astronomer as to providing rations for his immediate party
and some others that were expected. I cannot resist here
paying my slight tribute of respect to the untiring energy,
patience, and pluck shown by the officer I have mentioned,
(I mean the chief astronomer,) who was at the same time
commanding officer of the detachment of Royal Engineers
sent from England for the purpose of making the survey.
His uniform equanimity under the most trying circumstances; his courtesy to those under him at the time, and
the talent which he brought to bear on the work he was
engaged in, were beyond praise, and I think all engaged in
the survey so allowed it.
I have somewhat digressed, and
must haste back to my original subject.
The next day was Christmas, and among the many curious places in which I have spent that day, (I was once off
Cape Horn, once on the banks of the River Morrumbridge,
in Australia, and once alone in a mosquito camp at Cawnpore, in India, being unfortunately on duly that day,) I do
not remember a funnier place to celebrate it in than the
However, we did our best; we ate as
place we were in
much as we could, and drank, I fear, more than was good
for us; toasted sweethearts and wives, and tried to be as
merry as circumstances permitted. From after this I may
date the commencement of our solitude— a solitude which
lasted from the 26th of December till the 15th of March,
Occasionally the desolaas all the parties left next day.
tion we were plunged in was broken by some party send
ing for supplies, always accompanied by complaints
about anything and everything. So I did not much care
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FOEEST AND STREAM.
a pound, a few salmon, or pickerel, and a great many silver
perch. The common sluggish fish of all kinds are abundant.
Up near the head of the river, abreast the 'Three
Forks," the bass are larger and the pike abundant. In
nearly all the tributaries the hard mouth fish are to be
found in greater numbers and better size. In Red River,
a short stream which reaches the Kentucky about fifty
miles above Frankfort, any quantity of fine pike are to be
found. I have taken several weighing from sixteen to
eighteen pounds, and pome have been taken exceeding
They require very strong tackle
twent3?-five pounds.
No. 4 or 5 reel, a heavy line and long wire snooding.
bait with what is known here as the sucker, a small striped
Our bass, or black
fish from eight to ten inches long.
Salcnon(?)
perch, in the upper streams take the same bait.

—

We

weighing from five to fifteen pounds are also taken there.
Nearly all these streams are filled with mill dams, and I
We have no law,
feel like damning eve^r time I see one.
as yet, requiring fish ladders, but I hope, as the Legislature progresses in public spirit and intelligence, it will

way for the preservation of the finny
To my mind, the best stream for regular fishing

provide in every
tribe.

anywhere in Kentucky, is Elkhorn, a small tributary of
the Kentucky, entering it a few miles below this city. For
many years it has been a favorite resort for our most accomplished rodsmen. It has but one fish— the black perch,
or bass, as it is commonly called— and that in great abundance.
The stream is shallow and narrow, seldom exceeding three or four feet in depth, very rocky and hill-bound
everywhere. It requires constant wading and faithful
work, but the true fisherman is always handsomely rewarded. The fish range from half a pound to five pounds,
a large number weighing two and three pounds being taken
every season. It is a little singular that, though hundreds
of persons visit this stream every day during the season,
no abatement of the sport is noticeable. I have gone to
one locality in an afternoon and taken fish until I thought
the last one was in my basket, and on the next morning
have been equally as successful.
Some day when I have leisure I will write up the incidents of an excursion or two, making the accounts as
graphic as possible, and as agreeable as I can. Meanwhile
Trout.
I wish you the fullest success with your paper.
Frankfort, Ky. July 20th, 1875.
t
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TWO WEEKS ON THE BLACKWATER.

ON

the morning of the 6th of June, Mr. F., Mr. W.,
and your humble servant started in a light farm
wagon for the Blackwatcr. Our provisions, blankets, &c,
were packed in sacks and a large waterproof tent was put in
the wagon in case of rain. The road which we chose was
a good one, but very hilly, so much of the way we walked.
For the first ten miles the scenery was not remarkable
for its beauty, with the exception of one or two mountain
views. About noon we reached a grist-mill owned by a
man named Chisholm; here we ate our dinners, and if

anyone on his way to Blackwater gets to Chishojjtn's mill
near dinner time I advise him to take advantage of the fact.
The hostess is a kind and intelligent woman and an excellent cook.
After leaving the turnpike, we traveled an execrable road
through a drenching rain the worst road I ever saw once
or twice losing our way, and at last came to the house of a
Mr. Conway, who volunteered to act as our guide. He
went nearly a mile with us. He told us that he was the son
of Porte Crayon's guide, and that he knew all about the
Blackwater. He also said that he was employed by Mr.
Alexander Kent, of Baltimore, to fish for him two years
Mr. Kent got large numbers of trout and shipped
ago.
some of them to his ponds near Baltimore and some to the
ponds of Mr. G-. W. Delawder, of Oakland, Md., who has
had considerable success in fish culture. We reached Mr.
Kitzmiller's about dark, where we were kindly and hospitably treated.
Before proceeding I will say a few words about the way
Mr.
to get to Blackwater during the Summer and Fall.
Kitzmiller will send a team and light wagon to Oakland
twice a week and all persons who desire to go will do well
to go with him, for they will be well treated and the charges
If the parties wish to go on horseback
will be moderate.
he will charge them four dollars each way. The house
called the "Dobbin Hotel" is under his charge, and he intends to keep it open for guests; he will give them good
plain food and nice beds for $1.50 per day, which is very
cheap, as he has to pack all his provisions on horseback.
The Dobbin Hotel was built by Judge Dobbin, of Baltimore, who was an enthusiastic sportsman who wished tohave a place that was entirely out of the reach of ordinary pleasure seekers. The building is two stories high,
containing eight rooms which are very large and comfortThe frame is of hewn logs and covered with shingles
able.
for weather boarding. All through the clearing in which
the house stands there are vast numbers of blackberry
bushes and the crop in the Fall is enormous. Mr. Kitzmiller makes some wine from these berries which is much
praised by his visitors. The shingles that are within reach
are literally covered with the records ot the various parties who have been there.
I can without hesitation recommend Mr. Wm, Kitzmiller as a guide, as a host, and as
an honest man.
The day after our arrival it rained very hard, so hard we
deferred our start until next day. Wednesday morning
was cloudy, but it did not rain, so we started, or rather
we "went in." Our things were packed in sacks and put
on two of Mr. K's horses, while we walked. We reached
Dobbin's about an hour before dark, and after admiring the

—
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view from the mountain on which the house is situated
we made a fire, and after eating our suppers, started for
what our guide called "Point Lookout." After going down
a very steep hill for a couple of hundred yards, we started
out on to a rock which projected for nearly twenty feet
from the side of the mountain. Three good sized hemlocks grow on the extreme outer edge, and leaning against
one of these we can look without danger at the view.
About three hundred feet below us the North Fork of
Cheat is dashing over its rocky bed, while the roaring of
its numerous falls is entirely in keeping with the wild
beauty of the scene. Directly opposite is a mountain that
looks higher than the one we are on, and the two together
form an almost perfect V. To the right we can see nothing but the dense woods which clothe the two mountains.
To the left is the same V shaped ravine, but at the end of
it, not a mile away, another mountain rises very abruptly
and here it is that the North and South Forks unite. Not
far above us is the largest fall on the North Fork.
I have

forgotten the exact height of it, but think it thirty-four feet.
threw some stones into the stream, and in exactly seven
seconds we heard them hit the water. To anyone who
goes to Dobbin's and who love the beautiful in Nature, I
would give this advice: go to "Point Lookout" just before
sunset and wait there until the shadows begin to steal up
the mouutain top.
On our return we piled plenty of wood
on the fire and bringing some straw beds from upstairs, re-

We

tired to rest.

Next morning after breakfast we started for "Kent's
Camp," (as it is called from the fact of its having been
built by Mr. Alexander Kent) with about twenty-five
pounds apiece, in packs which were strapped to our backs.
The camp was in a very dilapidated state, and after fishing
for a short time without any success we went to work on
it.
Before long a party of five, headed by young Conway,
arrived at the camp.
They were all neighbors of his. As
soon as they saw the river they said it was at least three
feet too high for good fishing, so after a short stay we returned to bobbin's. The next day we fished in the North
Fork from directly opposite the house to its junction with
the South Fork, and up the latter for about half a mile,
but we did not get a bite during all the time we were gone.

We

felt somewhat compensated, however, by the extreme
beauty of the stream. At one place where we were fishing we suddenly and without warning found ourselves on
We felt conthe edge of a fall some twenty-five feet high.
fident that we would find trout in the large and black looking pool just below, but we were much mistaken. About
dusk we reached the foot of the path which leads to the
house from the stream. We wished heartily for an elevator
to take us up the thousand or more feet of "almost perpendicular mountain which is densely covered with that curse
The following day we started
of all this region laurel.
for "Kent's Camp," but took the wrong trail and came out
a quarter of a mile above the falls on the South Fork.
We entered the stream here, waded down to the falls and
fished in the pool below. The falls are 63 feet high, and
although the bed of the stream is over 100 feet wide, yet the
falls themselves are not half of it. for they are separated
in the middle by a promontory of rock which shows by its
smooth surface that it is sometimes covered with water.
We caught but eleven fish that day, as the water was still
very high. On Saturday it rained, and on Monday Messrs.
F. and W. started up stream, while I staid at camp, and
as it turned out, I was glad I aid, for the others took a trail
which they thought cut across a bend in the river, but
after walking for two hours through a laurel thicket of the
most diabolical description, they turned and came back to
camp completely tired out, and without a fish. In the
afternoon I went up stream alone and caught 44 small

—

trout.

Mr. D. S. Green, in a letter to the Forest and Stream,
attributes the deep salmon color of the Blackwater trout to
the great number of crawfish which they feed upon, but I
do not agree with him, for in the Soughiogheny River
there are just as many crawfish as in the Blackwater, but
I think that the peculiar
the trout are very light colored.
color of the water is what causes it, for I know of two
small streams that are as dark as the Blackwater and in
each of them the trout are of the same deep salmon hue
All three of
that those in the South Fork of Cheat are.
the streams I mention flow through dense forests of hemlock, spruce and pine, and I think their color is undoubtedly owing to that fact. On Thursday the 17th, Mr. W.
and myself went about two miles and a half up stream and
had the only good fishing that we had while we were there;
we got 170 in half a day our total catch for the trip did
not exceed 300. Our poor luck need not discourage anyone who wants to go there, for everything was against us;

—
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the water was too high it rained a great portion of the
time, and we did not know where to fish.
Of one thing
the angler may be certain, he wi.ll catch a large number of
fish, but they will be very small, the average being about
six or seven inches in length.
On Saturday, June 19, we walked from Dobbins' to Mr.
Kitzmiller's, a distance of about fourteen miles, and on
Sunday morning we started in our wagon for home. The
road runs through one of the most beautiful forests that I
ever saw; it is very dense and is an excellent place for deer.
About five miles from Kitzmiller's there is the loveliest
view I ever saw in these mountains; it is on the left hand
side as we went out, Just where the "National Pike" intersects with the road to Kitzmiller's.
Some three or four
miles further on we pass the old "Pendleton" house, and
just below it on the crown of the hill which commands the
bridge over the North Branch of the Potomac is Fort Pendleton, which was built during the late war and was occupied by what is known here as the "Bloody Sixth" Virginia
Infantry.
1 asked one of the natives if the troops ever
did any fighting.
"Oh, yes!" said he, "there was scarcely
a man in the regiment who did not have a black eye, or
carry his nose in a sling!"
At the foot of this hill the North Branch flows, looking
very different from what it did when we crossed it on the
rode from Dobbin's, within five miles of its head. About
six o'clock that night we reached home, three of the wildest looking men that were ever seen.
When I looked at
myself in a mirror for the first time in two weeks, I said,
"can this distressed looking object be
Alleghany.
1
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SOME RULES FOR SAFETY

IN SAILING.

In our last issue we printed some suggestions with regard to boat sailing and the care necessary to prevent accident.
We now give some practical rules for the management of sail boats and small yachts which we commend to
the attention of our nautical readers.
close observance
of them will prevent accident and add much to the comfort of sailing.
They will be invaluable to the tyro at
boat sailing and fill a want in this direction which has long
been felt. They have been contributed by a valued correspondent:
i. Know, before you leave your anchorage, or wharf, that everything

A

is in order, especially your tack and pennant for reefing.
2. Always carry a compass.
whaleboat's compass answers nicely
in a small sailboat
3. Boats of any considerable draft— one and a half foot and more
should carry a lead line, the first fathom marked off legibly in feet. This
will prove to be very valuable in finding channels in the night, and fogs.
4. Never make your halliards nor sheets fast by hitching or knotting;
They should be made fast either by sufficient turns around the cleat, or

A

by a simple draw-knot, which any boatman can show you.
5. When the wind is very strong and puffy, pass the sheet once aro und
the cleat and hold the end in your hand.
6. Always keep the halliards and sheets in order, by carefully coiling
them so that they will render from the ton of the coil.
7. Never sit to the leeward of your helm, nor allow anyone else to sit
where their position will interfere with the free play of your tiller.
8. Never jibe a sail when the wind is blowing freshly, unless it be a
If you must jihe, do so with your peak settled.
necessity.
Trim in your sheet rap9. Never jibe a sail with the sheet wide off.
idly as you press up your helm, take a turn around the char, and ease
the strain when the sail passes over, by letting go your sheet as your direction from the wind may require. As a rule, it is better to go about.
1(1.
When, from a heavy sea, a boat refuses to mind her helm, and
misses stays, to get her on the other tack you mu.-t perform what is
called wearing. This is done by settling the pi ak of your sail, and following tiie directions above for "jibing. Once jibed, haul up your peak,
trim in your sheet, and bring her on her course.
11. In heavy winds and high waves a boat will sail better, and be safer
with the sheet started a little. Very few boats sail well at any time,
when the sheet is trimmed down fiat.
12. Never luff a small boat in rough water aud high wind, so as to stop
her way. When a puff of wind is too strong for your safety, hold the
boat on her course and ease off the sheet. The danger of stopping a
boat under the above circumstances is, that they are liable to iipse t
win n you put up your helm and keep away to fill the sail again. If you
boat has lost way, slack off your sheet, put down your nelm, and let
her fall off. When she has fallen oil sufficiently to" get a good full on
the sail, up helm and trim in rapidly.
13. Always keep an eye to windward, watching the surface of the
waier for the approach of puffs of wind.
14. Being overtaken by a squall, settle your sail, and tie up snugly,
waiting to make sail, until you have felt the weight of the squall, aud
know how much sail to make. If the squall promises to be very severe
you had better come to an anchor.
15. in reefing, take in all sail; trim in your sheet perfectly flat and
make, secure. Then haul out your clew with your pennant and make
fast.
Next tie down your tack, then tie in your nettles or reef points
with square knots, commencing at either end In shaking out a reef, the
sail being down, reverse this process, commencing to untie your reef
points a t the middle and working to the end. Keep to the windward of
your sail.
10. In running off dead before the wind be careful not to jibe.
If the
wind is heavy it is safer to run with peak setiled. In rougu water, running off, look out that your boom, striking in the crest of a sea, doesn't
trail aft and jibe your sail.
This is calLd tiiuping. To prevent this
bring her more on the wind by putting your helm down. If seas are
liable to comb over on your quarter or stern thev can be broken by trailing a buoy or basket, or two oars lashed together, about five fathoms
astern. Tnis drag will also steady the motion of your boat.
17. Never carry "sail for the sake of carrying it.
18- Never sail strange waters without a chart, or what is better, withj

out a pilot.
19. As a stranger to them, avoid tide-rips and whirls.
20. Be cool in emergencies.
If sailing with company, do not let them
distract your attention lrom the management of your boat.
21. Remember that on the wind the starboard tacts has the right of
way over the port; and that a vessel sailing on the wind has the riyht of
way over one that has her sheet off.
These rules applv to cat rigged boats especially. In the main they apply to sloop rigged boats also.

SUGGESTIONS.
1.

If alone

it is

convenient to have the peak halliard led

aft.

2. The average of boats sail in moderate winds and smooth waters
within four points of the wind.
3. A boat on the wind sails better with the gaff to the leeward of the

topping-Jilt.
4.

Keep your boom

5.

1

well set up,

he upper and outer half of your
are

the most of vour speed

sail gives

on the wind

If your boat carries a lee helm, watch her.
7. In keeping your boat off from the wind, where your room is limited, pull up your board and flat your sheet. Settling the peak also hetps
this movement.
6.

Learn to work your boat by sitting down.
you don't know that you know how to manage a boat in
every particular, hire a competent man to go witn you and teach you
C. J. K. J.
8.

9. Finally, if

It has been my good fortune to be favored with several interviews with
M. A. Williams, Esq.., Surveyor General of the State of Florida. This
gentleman has been personally engaged in surveying in various portions
of the State for over a quarter of a century, and possesses a personal
knowledge of each section thereof.
In compliance with my request he
favored me with his views, which you will oblige by publishing. I may
remark that Mr. Williams has been engaged for the last six months in
surveying the region between the Caloosahatchie, Big Cypress, and the
gulf, and is personally familiar with the region referred to.
Al Fresco.

Fernandina, July 29th, 1875.
to give you what informaSouth Florida as a game country.

Kenwortht— Dear Sir:

i

when yon

Editor Forest and Stream:—

Db.

open and the land firm. A horse at full speed can be ridden almost
anywhere without roads or paths. Nowhere else that I know of can the
sportsman have such variety. Upon the water there is good fishinsr,
are plumage,
unsurpassed in any country; numerous water bird.* with
and sea shells of great variety and beauty. Upon the land, if I were to
attempt to describe the quantity of wild turkeys and deer, I should
hardly be believed. I will give one fact: Three Indians who were
hunting upon the borders of the Big Cypress, and in a short distance of
my camp, killed, in fifteen days, ninety-seven deer, and as they killed
these deer for the hides, they killed only such a were large, and the
skins of which were saleable.
The sportsman, to enjoy fully a few months' sojourn in this region,
should go prepared to take care of himself. It would be best that several gentlemen should unite, get a good boat, good tents, the necessary
provisions, and a good cook; and for exploring and hunting in the
country south of the Caloosahatchie, it would be necessary to have a
Nowhere else on the
light wagon and two mules for transportation.
American continent could a party, supplied as I have indicated, fi..d a
better field for hunting, or a climate more pleasant, and greater attractions upon land and water.
With regard to poisonous snakes and insects, let me say that during
the Winter months mosquitoes are not at all troublesome, and poisonous snakes are rare. During last Spring and Summer I traveled one
thousand miles, and my entire party saw and killed only four rattleYours respectfully,
snakes.
M. A. Williams.
is

I

promised

If there is in the United States a district of country that can excel the
Caloosahatchie and the country south and east from it to the Big Cypress
and Everglades, in its attractions to the sportsman, it must indeed be
a. wonderful country for game.
The quail, wild ducks, wild turkey and
deer are as plentiful in this region as the most ardent sportsman could
desire; and then the Caloosahatchie and Charlotte Harbor abound in
fish—in fact it can't be excelled in the quantity, quality, and variety of
the fishes. During Winter the climate is unsurpassed, cool enough for
healthful exercise, and nevex cold enough for discomfort. The country

*•*-
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The Illustrated Household Magazine. —The

practi-

value and influence of a home magazine serving the
dual purpose of instruction and amusement is clearly

cal

shown in the widely extended circulation of the Illustrated
Household Magazine— formerly Wood's Household Magazine.
It is essentially a magazine for the household.
The selections are made with judgment and the original articles
(stories, &c.) written with taste and ability.
The extremely
moderate price of $1.00 per annum places it within the
reach of all classes, to whom it judiciously and ably caters.
See advertisement.
.

:

-*»

—The Rome, Watertown

*»-

:

.

,

and Ogdensburgh Eailroad

is

one of the best routes from Hew York to the Thousand
Islands, time only about 12 hours, and close connections
with the N. T. Central Railroad.

FOREST AND STREAM.
fe/jr
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FISH culture;
ITS OEIGIN,

:

DEVELOPMENT, AND PROGRESS.

BY ICHTHYOS.—-NUMBER FIVE.

THE

selection of a proper site for a fish farm is a matter
of vital importance, in order to attain success in fish
breeding. Indeed, if any mistake is made in the selection
in which any natural feature is wanting, no possible application of art can remedy the defect. In locating a farm
art may overcome a lack of soil elements, so that the land
may be made adapted to the multiform products of husbandry through skilled labor. It is well therefore to make
a careful and painstaking survey of different sites, and
select that only which combines the most numerous and
natural facilities for pisciculture. The American people
are so easily fired with enthusiasm in the contemplation of
any new enterprise that their zeal often gets the better of
their discretion, and thousands of dollars are needlessly
thrown away, which might have been saved by forecast,
discrimination and patient investigation.
They often rush
into new and untried pursuits with no other results than
defeat and loss.
It is not the plan of the writer to throw undue discouragements in the way of those who propose entering
upon this new industrial pursuit, but simply to state facts
as they have occurred in the experience of others.
The
assertion so often repeated by injudicious enthusiasts that
any farmer who has a spring on any portion of his farm
can enter at once upon successful fish culture, at little or
no outlay of expense in time or money, must be taken
cum grant salis, and pondered over some time before any
investment of money or outlay is made, for nine times out
of ten the most sanguine will become convinced that appearances are as deceiving in fish culture as in any other
There are no doubt
enterprise, and frequently more so.
in many portions of the country, valuable springs, yet they
do not all combine the necessary requisites for a first class
Probably in this new industry there are desfish farm.
tined to be more failures than have occurred in any other
field of labor in this country, without the observance of
more caution than people are willing to exercise It is
well to give this matter careful thought before hazarding
much labor or expense.
The principal points which should be sought for in a
model trout farm are:
1. An ample and unfailing supply of pure cold water is
necessary, indeed indispensable.
2. Sufficient height of spring above the selected site, to
give ample fall for the construction of tanks, ponds and
^

Tine Potomac River is protected by no such law, and constant seine-hauling has destroyed the fish supply of that
river, and the fishermen from that section are now coming
down the bay, fishing along the shore and violating the law
Of Virginia with impunity, and unless they are summarily
dealt with, we may soon expect our waters to be like the
Potomac, and one of the greatest sources of income of the
State broken up. These fishermen come well equipped and
armed to the teeth; they catch the fish, pack them in ice,
and ship them to Washington city, Georgetown, Baltimore,
Philadelphia, and other Northern cities in large quantities,
and they are so bold that at times, when their stock of tee
runs low, they come up to this city, purchase ice, repack
their fish and ship them from here. This nefarious conduct is not only contrary to law, but it is breaking up an
industry that brings millions to this city every year, and
our own law-abiding fishermen will not be the only sufferers.
Sometimes these poachers are arrested, but generally
no one saw them lift the seine from the water with the fish
in it, and the fact of the seine being in the boat, the fish
on board packed, and all the usual preparations for seinefishing, are not accepted as proof.
call upon the proper authorites to see that the law
is enforced, and our fishermen should assist them.
{Norfolk Times.

We

If the Protective club, newly formed in Norfolk, will
undertake the business of prosecuting offenders it will prevent odium attaching to individuals. [Ed.

—

An article on fishing in the sports department of the
Brooklyn Eagle last week made pointed reference to the
fact that in order to afford a few ignorant fishermen the
means of gaining a few more dollars by taking fish out of
season and too young for market use, hundreds of people
employed in the various occupations connected with the
Summer angling business of the island were practically cut
off from their employment. We could wish that a remedy
for this state of things might be speedily reached. Angling
this season along our island coast has not been encouraging
by any means, and once favorite resorts, like South OysterBay and Coney Island Creek, yield no sport of any account

3. Ample and constant protection from surface water,
an absolute control of all overflow, derived from freshets
and melting of snow.
4. Such railroad facilities, if possible, as will insure
daily connection with large cities, in order to secure a
ready sale of fish.
For ascertaining the average value of the water, the
only proper time is during the hottest and dryest portion
of the season, when the flow of the water is at its minimum
First examine
rate, and the temperature at is maximum.
the water as regards its temperature, and if too warm,
further investigation or expense is unnecessary. If it is
found to be above 65°, the stream is unfit for trout culture,
and only fit for breeding bass, pickerel, or perch, which
thrive in water at an elevation of 75°; though trout may
thrive in water at a temperature still higher than 65° as
has been demonstrated by the California Commissioners of
It must be borne in mind as the distance inFisheries.
creases from the spring through the series of ponds, the
water is addicted to growing much warmer, that while the
source of supply maintains constantly a temperature of 55°
to (50°, the lower ponds may reach 70°. But if the fall is
considerable, the water throughout may be kept aerated,
and the fish will be lively though the temperature is maft

The rule is that the colder the water,
terially increased.
the lower the temperature the spawn are subjected to during
incubation, the more healthy the fry will be if the waterdoes not become so cold as to form ice, in which case it
would be fatal to the vitality of the eggs. Springs which
supply the hatching houses of the most successful fish
farms maintain a temperature of 45° to 55° It is true the
higher the temperature of the water, the sooner incubation
is effected; but while this is evident, the increased temperature is supposed to favor fungoid growths upon the fishes,
which in spite of the utmost vigilance, sometimes appear
in the hatching trays or rearing tanks and destroy large
numbers of the fry. Nothing is gained by forcing incubation, for tne cold water seems by nature to agree with the
small fry when hatched, and conspires to produce a healthy
progeny if used in hatching. The salmonidse all require
cold and pure water, indeed their native haunts hint plainly
to the pisciculturist that if he would succeed he must imitate nature rn the selection of his springs and in the construction of his ponds.
In view of this fact, attempts on the part of fish farmers
have been made to keep down the temperature by passing
the water for hatching purposes through refrigerators filled
with ice, but in the main all such experiments, besides being attended with great expense, have resulted in failures,
even when practised on small scales.
Many fish require a high temperature. Shad eggs will
not come to maturity in water in the process of hatching
below 70°, and it is said that gold fish, (Cyprimis auratus),
have been bred even where the thermometer indicated a
But trout, owing to their peculiar
hundred degrees.
nature, require a temperature not higher than 55° if we
would expect the spawn to produce healthy and vigorous
young.

To

be Continued.

The Virginia Fish Law.— This

law, one of the best
statute books of Virginia, prohibits the catching of
fish with seines in the waters of the State for the space of
two months, from the 15th of June to the 15th August,
and the line for violation is $500 and confiscation of boat
and fishing tackle; but to secure conviction some one must
to prevent
first become an informer, and this is enough
almost any honest man from interfereing. Of course it is
not to be supposed that the various Commonwealth's attorneys are to become spies and detectives; consequently

on the

the law

is

of

»o

effect.

East Hampton, Conn., August 6th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Strbam:—
There lives a fellow in this town, two miles from my house, who has
caught and has in his possession a large rattlesnake! He handles and
fondles the snake with impunity, putting it in his bosom, winding
it
about his neck, pinching its back until it seems angered or enraged.
Al

common with snake charmers, we know, but for this fellow, without any artificial means lohatever, with the snake as lively, poisonous
and deadly as when taken from its den, we do not understand. Give
us the secret.
Yours respectfully,
Geo. Bevin.
this is

The

—

».

—

Confidences of Wild Fowl. Mr. A. C. Mclntyre,
the well-known photographer at Alexandria Bay, St. Lawrence River, who takes such charming views among the
Thousand Islands, succeeded this Summer in photographing a ruffed grouse on her nest, placing the instrument
within a few feet of her. After her eggs had been laid,
to build a Summer cottage near the
but took pains not to disturb her, and in course of
time she became so tame that she declined to leave her nest
and hatched out a dozen chicks. Stereoscopes of these,
which we consider desirable for a naturalist's cabinet, can
be had by sending orders to Alexandria Bay.
Another even more remarkable case of confidence came
to our knowledge last Spring, with reference to a woodcock that was found last May by the venerable sculptor,
John C. King, of Boston, in the area under one of the

workmen proceeded

ing their habits and peculiarities. The rattlesnake is slow
in its movements, and seldom attempts to bite unless provoked— allowing itself handled without resistance. In the
Spring of the year its bite is not usually fatal
Before
.

throws itself into a fighting attitude, and invariably gives warning. They appear also to form a sort of
attachment for those who have the temerity to cultivate
their acquaintance.
Your neighbor therefore exercises no
special power over them, beyond taking advantage of these
peculiarities.
In all venormous reptiles, such as the viperrattlesnake, or cobra de capello, there are two large fangs or
teeth that issue from the upper jaw, (aside from the teeth
used in taking food) hanging out over the lower jaw, and
connecting with the poison sac. If these fangs are exbiting

it

tracted, their bite becomes harmless.
Possibly the "fellow" referred to has extracted these fangs, and is thus enabled to astonish the natives with impunity. We do not
by any means regard " foohV " with snakes as a rational
pastime to be encouraged. We once had a friend in Florida
given to investigating the snake family, who was finally
bitten by an insignificant little reptile of the viper species,
and though he made light of the wound, it caused his death
in a few hours.

—A

burrowing owl, (genus spheotyto, Groger,) was captured last Sunday in this city in an up- town house, where
it flew into the scuttle.
It is a very fine specimen, and can
be seen alive at the establishment of J. R. Wallace, taxidermist, 17 North William street.
There is only one species of this bird in this country, but it is found in great
abundance west of the Mississippi River. There is no evidence that this bird was ever caged. He appears to be
merely a wanderer from his native prairie, at least a thousand miles due west. He is an active little fellow, and
none the worse for his long journey.

-+*-

spot,

windows

of his studio, in a thickly settled part

*

Chicago, 111., August 2d, 1875.
•
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I would like to have the address of that Waukeegan gentleman, so
that I can send him a mess of black squirrels this Fall, as I am positive
I can.
I was talking to one of the sons of the late Archibald Clybourn,
whose widow lives near where I do, and he says he has seen black squirrels on his farm not five miles from the city limits as late as two years
ago.
Chicago Sportsman.
-*«-*-

CENTRAL PARK MENAGERIE.
Department op Public Parks,

New York,

Poultry Association. We regret that ill luck continues to
Mr. Valentine has individattach to these experiments.
ually expended already more than $100 in these ventures,
and his perseverance deserves better success:
Prairie Grouse Eggs.— I have received the following
letter:— "I received, three days ago, a consignment of eggs
of pinnated grouse (prairie fowl) from Mr. Richard Valentine, President of Wisconsin Poultry Association, with request to forward them to Mr. Price, Bala, in care of Mr.
I have since received anCross, Liverpool, and did so.
other small lot of eggs without instructions to their disposal, and believe that I can place them in no more appreciative hands than yours, and so forward them to you by
to day's steamer England for Liverpool, also in care of Mr.
Mr. Valentine, you
Cross, 51 Aldhull street, Liverpool.
will remember, sent the lots over last year, but the result
was a failure. He hopes for better success this time."
Charles Hallock, (Forest and Stream,) 17 Chatham
boy arrived somewhere
street, New York, June 24.
about one or two in the morning with a telegram from Mr.
Cross, of Liverpool, to say the above-mentioned eggs were
coming, and the next morning they arrived in due course,
carefully packed, but the straw, etc., was covered with
mildew, and some of the eggs were broken. I took the lot
up to Mr. Bartlett, at the Zoological, and we divided those
Mr. Bartlett kindly put those
that promised to hatch out.
I gave him under a hen, the others I sent on to Mr. Overton, Windsor Great Park, asking him to place them immediately under a sitting hen. I am afraid the result of
either lot of eggs will not be very satisfactory, as I found
in one of the eggs broken that in this instance the development of the chick inside had considerably progressed. The
carrying of birds' eggs for a long distance is a subject
which deserves much more serious attention than, it has
hitherto received.— Fbank Buckland.

—

A

»

August 8, 1875.
Central Park Menagerie for the week ending Au)

Animals received at
1875:—
One Anaconda, Eunectes murinus. Hab. Nicaragua. Presented by
Dr Faul T. Ferrer.
Two Gray Squirrels, Sciurus Carolinensis Presented by Master Wm.

gust, 7th,

.

A. Lilliendabl.

Two

Nonpareils, Cyanospiza ciris. Presented by Mr. James Moran.
Five Horned Toads. Presented by Dr. Theophilus Kramer.
Seven Sea Lions, Eumetopias slelleri.
W. A. Conklin, Director.

—

Pinnated Grouse in England.— Frank Buckl and, Esq.,
makes the following reference in London Land and Water
of July 17th, to the lot of eggs of pinnated grouse recently
forwarded to England by the publishers of this journal
for Richard Valentine, Esq., President of the Wisconsin

.

TJiOSE BLACK SQUIRRELS.

of the

city, where it was supposed he fell after striking one of the
numerous telegraph wires overhead. When picked up he
was apparently unhurt and fed well until his death, six
days after, eating earth worms which he would take from
his flat water vessel after shaking them well to rid them of
He took his bath daily as regudirt, and swallow whole.
Being allowed the run of the room
larly as a canary bird.
he didn't beat against anything, and rarely flew at all, generally trotting around his corner of the room, not being
At daylight one day, he was
afraid of people in the least.
heard taking his bath, and at breakfast time was dead

venomous snakes

are by no means
understood by naturalistsor perhaps we should say that their habits so vary in different seasons and localities, that authorities differ in describ-

habits of the

clearly defined, or intimately

.

.

race-ways.

HARMLESS RATTLESNAKES.

•

*

For Forest and Stream.

THE AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES OF
MARYLAND.
i

4

is somewhat surprising
IT lations,
doubtful

in these days of rash specu
railroad enterprises, hank failures

&c..

ing

more

that the attention of capitalists and persons seekinvestments for their money, has not been
attracted by the numerous advantages held out by

safe

the fertile agricultural lands of the Southern States. It
is true that such investments cannot hold out the unnatural inducements of large semi-annual dividends upon
heavily watered stock, but the investor has the satisfaction
of

knowing

that his

money cannot be spirited away, and
and attention upon his part there

that with proper pare

can be no shrinkage in its marketable value although the
revenue derived from it may not equal that received from
his more fashionable investment for a few years only.
The
eyes of capitalists, however, are slowly and gradually
opening to the realization that good land, returning a
cash revenue of five and six per cent., with the priceless
comforts, luxuries and independence of a country life are,
after all, preferable to the constant constitutional wear and
tear attendant upon the continual excitement of watching
the sudden rise and fall of stocks or government securities.

With

the close of the war, and

its

consequent revolu-

and financial status of the
Southern people, came the vexed problem of, what shall
we do with our large tracts of land? In a majority of
these instances, owing to unfavorable location, or to a previous lack of works of internal and public i mprovement,
this question has remained unsolved to the present day,
but will, sooner or later, force itself prominently before

tion in the social, agricultural

FOREST AND STREAM.'
public eye. The sooner this is done the better, and the
sooner foreign or outside capital is induced to take hold of
this immense, but not productive source of national wealth,
the better it will be for the country at large and the people
themselves individually. The old system of landed proprietor and overseer is strictly among the things of the
lie

The overseer of the past is, in many instances, now
the moneyed man of the two, while the vast tracts of uncultivated land everywhere noticeable in the Southern
States are in striking contrast with the thrift and enter-

past.

which characterize the Northern and New England
Fresh capital must be induced and new blood,
with a fresh set of ideas must be infused into the veins
which have steadily plodded, or rather slumbered on in
prise

farms.

their well-beaten track for the past half century.

the sections of country thus looking forward and
inviting populization, none can offer greater inducements
either to the capitalist or to the energetic farmer than can
the Southern counties of the Western shore of Maryland.

Of

all

Enjoying as they do geographical and climatic advantages
unsurpassed by any section in this country— with a rich,
kind and fertile soil, it is astonishing that so little should
be known about them. Washed on their Eastern boundary by the broad waters of the Chesapeake Bay whose
bottom abounsd in exhaustless stores of oysters, and whose
tributaries affording easy and ready access to the markets
of New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington,
are filled with every variety of fish, crabs and terrapins;
they offer inducements unequalled by any other section of
country in the South.
Previous to the war, and to the abolishment of the old
regime of slave labor, land in Anne Arundel, Prince George,
Charles, Calvert and St. Mary's Counties commanded prices
ranging from a hundred to one hundred and fifty dollars
per acre— and with but little oifered in the market even at
these figures. Very large farms, or plantations, as they
were then styled, embracing from one to three thousand
acres of land were numerous, and farmers raising from one
to three hundred hogsheads of tobacco, with a proportionate amount of cereals annually found themselves in receipt of incomes ranging from ten to twenty thousand

—

The Melon Trade op Florida.— Notwithstanding

the

fact that the first venture of the Floridian fruit growers in
shipping melons to Chicago resulted unsuccessfully, there

are offered inducements to repeat the experiment with more
prospect of success. The melon growers of Central Florida shipping direct to this market via Fernandina have met
with better fortune. One gentleman has shipped $10,000
worth, half of which was profit. The crop has averaged
over forty cents per melon,<fer about $400 per acre. But
this is nothing to the performance of one man, who is reported to have netted $1,600 from three-quarters of an acre
The capacities of Florida for fruit and
of cucumbers.
early vegetable culture are unrivaled; early peaohes could
be shipped here as well as anything else, but this particular fruit does not appear to have received much attention.
Although orange culture will probably always take the
lead, there are other branches of fruit culture which would
pay almost as well, and not require the long and weary
waiting before results could be seen. The cork tree is said
to thrive there, and specimens were exhibited at the recent

Duval county

fair.

Florida now has all the great West and Northwest for a
market, and can draw her supplies, such as flour, bacon,
etc. from these without their having to pass over the tedious route via New York. Melons are now shipped direct
to Chicago via Thomasville, over the Atlantic and Gulf
Railroad.
The Thomasville Enterprise of a recent date
says:
"The passing of these long trains over the Gulf road
to Albany powerfully suggests the importance of the connecting link between Thomasville and Monticello, which
would shorten the route more than 100 miles, and enable
the Floridians to reach their markets in the great Northwest a day sooner than can now be done."
,

—

he

Mmwl.

Mr. M. signaled a policeman, and marched the
jail.
The following day a detective recovthem to their owner. It could
and
returned
dogs
the
ered
not be proved that the two men who had ottered to return
them for the money had stolen them, and after keeping
them in jail five days they were released. The Missouri
Sportsmen's Club is empowered to offer as high as $100 for
the detection of dog or gun thieves, and its members feel
safe in the possession of their dogs, as very few of the
scoundrels will take the chances of detection, knowing that
It
the club will prosecute to the bitter end of the law.
would be well for clubs in other cities to adopt some means

useless,

fellows off to

of joint protection against thieves.
-+•+.

The Dog Ordinance.— Mr. Bergh has done something
very sensible in writing to the Board of Aldermen of this
city asking them to repeal the dog ordinance of last Summer, by which all unfortunate dogs found loose, or that
could be enticed from their owners, or stolen by roughs
and street gamins, were delivered at so much per head to a
dog-pound master, and by him tortured to death. Mr.
Bergh, in his letter, advocates the theory that hydrophobia, if it exists at all, is the rarest of all diseases, and suggests that if anything could produce madness it would be
the treatment to which dogs are subjected at this season of
the year. Notwithstanding all the scandal of last Summer
we fear Mr. Bergh's letter will have no effect; there is too
good a "job" in this dog matter for it to be dropped, and
the disgraceful scenes of last season are likely to be repro-

duced.

Dog Fares.— We

We

hunting dogs free of charge.
that all will do it.

.

Nbdo,

anticipate

Central Railtio.vd Company,
General Superintendent's Office,
Chicago,

111.,

]
.

July 27th, 1875.

V
)

Train Baggagemen.
Until otherwise advised, Dogs will be carried in bap-gage cars fre#
(provided their owners or party in chatge present their own transportation ticket or pass), and yon are not allowed io collect or authorized
transportation.
to receive any remuneration for their
You will inform persons presenting dogs that they will be carried only
Respectfully,
at the risk of the owner.

Joseph

P.

Tucker, Gen'l Supt.

Chicago and Northwestern Railway Company,
General Papsenger Agent's Office,
,i
W. H. Stennett, Gen Pass. Agent, Chicago, 111., June 39th, 1875.
Train Baggagemen.
From this date and nntli further notice Dogs will be carried In baggage
are not allowed to collect or authorized to receive any
cars free, and you
remuneration for their transportation.
You will inform persons presenting dogs that they will be carried onJy
Respectfully,
owner.
at the risk of the
Hughitt, Gen. Supt
(Signed)

M
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"SHOT."

to open up this fertile section of country by works of internal improvement—these counties now offer great and
special inducements to persons seeking landed investments.

The hunting and fishing in the counties of the Western
shore of Maryland is probably unsurpassed in any section
The waters of the Chesapeake Bay, with
of this country.
its tributaries, creeks, inlets, &c, annually hold out great
and special inducements both to the sportsman an 1 the fisherman, at all seasons of the year, owing to the great variety of game and fish which abound there.
Oysters, shad,
rock, white, and yellow perch, herring and catfish, with
crabs and diamond-back terrapins, abound in exhaustless
supplies in these waters.
g|From the middle of August until the first appearance of
frost the marshes and low river lands are covered with
countless thousands of ortolan and reed birds. Partridges
are plentiful, and blue wing, canvass back, bald pate and
red head ducks are annually killed by the thousands
With
such luxuries, ever ready at hand, and such advantages of
a healthful climate, good society, churches, schools, low
taxes, proximity to four of the best markets in the United
States, and rich lands at unreasonably low prices, is it not
surprising that the thrifty New England farmers seeking
new homes, and capital seeking desirable investments have
not been more attracted by this section of Maryland, which
is surely destined to become the garden spot of America.

By and by we

(circular no."17.)
Illinois

entire revolution consequent upon the close of the
war, strange to say, found nearly all in this section in debt.
What previously would have been regarded simply as a
small matter, now assumed such huge proportions that the
abolishment of slave labor necessitated the employment of
hired labor, which was then scarce, and for which cash
money had to be paid. Under such a state of affairs many
of the oldest farmers succumbed, while for several years
the younger ones plodded on, gradually diminishing in
numbers as they became conscious of the necessities of
the times and the only cure for the existing evil— work.
Large tracts of land had to be divided up into small onesdesirable labor had to be introduced, and especially outside
capital and energy had to be invited. Large quantities of
land subject to mortgage were thrown upon the market
with no purchasers, until land which a few years previous
could not have been purchased for $150 per acre was freely
offered at $40 and $50 per acre.
Such a state of affair's
could not possibly exist for any length of time, and now at
last the prospects of this section of Maryland are brighter
than they h|ive been for years.
Under a State government whose wise policy has been

satisfactory.

The

of the companies.

of the baggagemen for
charges heretofore
carrying dogs have been unreasonable, and this is a step in
are happy to state that the Washthe right direction.
ington City and Virginia Midland Railroad also carries

The

are rapidly turning their attention to the cultivation of
market supplies, and their experience so far has been very

officers

made by some

dollars.

Within the past few years the Baltimore and Potomac Railroad has been completed, running from Baltimore to Washington, and with its main stem extending to the Potomac
River at Pope's Creek, a distance of eighty miles, through
the centre of Anne Arundel, Prince George, and Charles
Counties.
In addition to this about fifty miles of
the Southern Maryland Railroad, extending from Washington to Drum Point, has been completed. The Washington City and Point Lookout Railroad is in course of
construction, and the Drum Point Road— running from
Baltimore via Annapolis, through Anne Arundel and Calvert Counties is also under contract.
All along the line of
the Baltimore and Potomac Road great improvements are
manifest.
Saw and grist mills have sprung up, while at
many of the stations thriving little towns are beginning to
appear. A number of Pennsylvania farmers, induced by
the fertility and cheapness of these lands, have disposed of
their farms in that State at high prices and have removed
to this section where fine farming lands, with good improvements in the way of houses, barns, &c, can now be
purchased at prices varying from $40 to $75 per acre.
The soil is a kind, quick loam, easily cultivated, and especially adapted to the growth of fruits, cereals, &c.
Labor is abundant at prices varying from $10 to $12 per
month with rations, and taxes are almost nominal. Within
fifty miles of either Baltimore or Washington the farmers

print herewith copies of orders by
Central,
which
and Illinois

Northwestern 'Railway
have been issued by the

Lawrence, Kansas, July 25th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
The pedigree of Plunket and the article on Ranger, in No. 24, of 22d

my

suggest my taking the liberty of giving yon the pedigree of
dog, Shot, No. 1,762 Kennel Club Stud Book. Shot was brought out to
me by a friend from England, and was bred by Dr. J. H. Salter, of
Darcy House, Tolleshunt, Essex, and is by Macdona's Mac, own brother
to Plunket, whose pedigree, as given by your correspondent "Warwick,"'
corresponds with that furnished by Dr. Salter. Shot's mother was Dr.
Sal was by Capt. Wynne's Spark, out of Capt. Firth's
Salter's Sal.
Nell, by Mr. Wyndham Lewis' Major, out of Capt. Firth's Juno. Spark
was by Mr. Coates' Rap, out of Ruby, by Hutchinson's Bob, etc., etc.
Shot is the true blood red, or bay, and is of magnificent proportions.
He and four brothers and sisters took prizes at good shows before they
were eighteen months old. Shot has taken prizes at Halstead, Beery St.
inst,

The Forest and Stream

—The

above cut reprerecent Watertown Bench Show. We had selected as an appropriate engraving the picture of Mr. Raymond's fine Laverack setter
bitch, Fairy, which a short time before appeared in our
columns. It may be considered a coincidence the cup was
awarded by the judges to Fairy.
Cup.

sents the ice pitcher presented

—

by us

at the

-•--

Chicago Bench Show of Dogs. — Extensive arrangements are being made for the greatest show of dogs which
has ever been held in this country, to be held in the exhibition building at Chicago from January 25th to 28th, 1876,
under the auspices of the National Poultry Association and
A
in connection with their show of fowls and pigeons.
list of premiums will in due time be published in our columns. We wish to keep this affair before the public.
The judges in awarding prizes in the sporting classes will,
if two dogs or bitches of equal merit are exhibited in the
same class, one with pedigree and the other without, award
the prize to the one which has a pedigree, but in no case
will a dog or bitch with pedigree receive a prize over a suThe following named genperior one without pedigree.
tlemen have consented to act as judges in any of the sporting classes in which they do not exhibit, viz.
H. J. Edwards, Chicago, Til. E. F. Stoddard, Dayton,
Ohio; Arnold Burges, Maysville, Ky.; L. H. Smith,
Strathoy, Canada; Horace Smith, of Forest and Stream,
;

New

York.

—

—
-*.>
Thieves.— John W. Munson, of
St. Louis, had two cockers stolen from him in March. The
Missouri Sportsmen's Club, of which Mr. Munson is Secretary, offered a reward of $50 for information that would
lead to the detection and conviction of the thieves. The

How to Euchre Dog

notices appeared in all the papers of St. Louis the day after
the dogs were stolen, and that night two cut-throat looking

creatures came to Mr. M.'s house and informed him they
had his dogs; had bought them from a boy who stole them;
refused to deliver the boy up, and would return the dogs
Finding all
for $50 cash down and no questions answered.
attempts to argue any of the 'moral" points with them
4

Edmonds, and Birmingham, in 1372, at Wolverhampton and Maldonia
Q.
1873, and at Stratford, first prize, in 1874, etc.
give the extended pedigree of Shot, and some further
particulars, as being of interest to our readers:

We

—

f

Beauty.; (sire.)
1

Macdonas

fRake.

Mac
.

Shot.

Grouse 4dam.)

("Rap..

-(

f

Wynd ham

Lewis*

Major.

-{

f
|

Capt.

j

Wynn's

Spark

Nell.

.

^

Salter's
Sal....

tRuby.

I.

Firth's

Juno.

Capt. Firth's
Nell.

Mac

is

own

brother to Plunket from the next

litter;

ran

in the Dinoring stakes, (puppies,) Yaynol trials, 1871, beating Mr. R. L. Price's Bee, after which Mac and Bee had a
trial

with

Don and Ruby, and the prize was awarded to the
Mac was a small, compact, wiry dog, blood

latter brace.

red in color, excepting a small white speck on his breast;
was offered to a friend for £30 in 1871, and was eighteen
months old; he is now dead. Shot was awarded second
prize at Maiden in 1878, and other prizes at local shows,
but was not awarded any prize at the Birmingham show in
1872, on that occasion Capt. Cooper's Ranger taking first,
and Mr. Shorthose's Ben the second prize, and for bitches
Capt. Cooper's Eilie taking first, and Mr. Llewellin's CarRerie, (although not a pure Irish,) taking second prize.
garding our correspondent saying that Ruby was by Hutchinson's Bob, we cannot say if she was or not, but would be
inclined to think that what he said was correct, as he is so
correct in the other portions of the pedigree of Shot, exwould
cepting taking a prize at Birmingham in 1872.
add that Shot was entered at the Crystal Palace Show in

We

FOREST AND STREAM

a
Did not receive any
nor was he commended, and was priced at £52 10s,
English shows they are apt to put a high figure on

June,' 1873, in the Irish setter class.
prize,

At

all

Macdona's Ruth, priced at £1,000
Mr. A. W. Hall, of Claremont, Millbrook, Southampton, England, has an Irish setter bitch, sister to the above mentioned Shot, which is priced at £31 10,
and was bred by Mr. J. H. Salter.
their stock; for instance,

—a mere absurdity.

—From the kennel of

^

—

-—

Lord Downs, Danby Lodge, York

England, Messrs. Seeley & Stevens, of Burling Slip,
of this city, have just imported a liver and gray and white
pointer dog named Rap. This dog was bred by Jno. Armstrong, game-keeper to the Earl of Carlisle; got b}^ Lord

through by the friction of the line
that I was afraid to use it again." This fish ran sixty
yards at a time, and would sometimes keep the ardent
angler following at a break-neck pace for 200 yards down
stream, without halting. The unfortunate part of the
business was that Mr. Sage did not secure his fish, his
Indian having bungled in the gaffing. We never knew
but one Indian living on the river referred to (the Restigouche) that, could gaff a salmon decently, and that one is
Larry Pecaire, a most intellypmt and reliable half-breedi
rod-tip cut so nearly

New Jersey. — Carman House,

shire,

Carlisle's Rap out of his Bess; Lord Carlisle's Rap got by
Lord Downs' Shot out of Wilson's Staff a; Bess got by the
Hon. Noel Hill's Blunder out of Mr. Shaw's Helen; Shot
got by Drake out of Spot, by Rap out of Dell; Spot by
Brag out of Sal.

CAPT.

J.

WHITE'S KENNEL.

P.

Savannah, Ga.. July 25th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—A few days ago I with some friends, was invited by Capt. J. P. White,
and thinking it might
be of some little interest to your readers hereaways to know something
about the best dogs we have, I send you an account of the same. Capt.
White has his kennel arranged as well as could be, not only for the comfort of its inmates, but for looks also, each dog having his house separate from the rest, and under the sheltering shade of either a fine, large,
fig or plum tree, with a large yard for them to run loose or for exercise
of

tills city,

to take a look at his kennel of dogs,

when

not taken out.
Taking the pointers first, we come to Snipe or "Old Reliability, " a
black and white dog who, though not the handsomest, stands at the head
of all sporting dogs in this section for all the qualities that are requisite
in a first-class dog, and I understand is of the same stock as Mr. A. O.
Waddeirs celebrated bitch, Dream, now dead, his dam being a full sister to that of Dream.
Snipe is by W. C. Cozen's Snipe, out of B. B.
FcrriU's Belle. We next come to Fan, a large English liver colored
bitch, pedigree not known, and lastly to Shot, a very large orange and
white dog, the property of Col. Clinch, of Georgia. He is a fine looking
dog all over, with the exception of his tail, which does not taper as much
as it should.
At the head of the setters we find Yoek, a very large, deep chestnut
and white Irish setter, an account of whom, with his mate, Gypscy, I
wrote yon some time ago. His pedigree is as follows: ByJ.W. Cunningham's imp. Yock, Sr., out of J. C. Craft's imp. Flora. Following
him come Gypsey, a dark chestnut Irish setter bitch from imported
stock. Juno, liver and white bitch, by Paul Hawaii's orange and white
setter, Grouse, out of R. H. Elliott's liver and white bitch, Rosa.
Josie,
white and red, by David Brook's celebrated dog, Bismarck, and for pedigree on her dam's side 1 would refer your readers to that of Allin's (H.
Smith's) Gyp, in the list of Gildersleeve setters published in your columns under date of December 31st, 1874. Josie belongs to Major Ceo.
E. Alden, of 'his city. Dash, liver and white, by J. G. Butler's Sport,
out of J. P. White's Juno, and the property of W. F. Scherff. Belle,
liver and white; pedigree same as that of Dash, and belonging to Mr.
R. Tnraxo.
Capt. White has also in his kennel quite a number of fine, handsome
puppies, among them two black and white pointers by his dog Snipe, out
of John Schorl's black and white bitch, Dora. Also three chestnut and
chestnut and white setter puppies by Yock, out of Gypsey, four by
Yock out of Juno, and five red and white aad chestnut and white, by
Yock out of Josie
Grouse, the sire of Juno, was a dog noted for his great endurance, as
well as sureness of nose and staunchness. His owner, Mr. Paul Haskell, one of our.moet thorough and enthusiastic sportsmen, frequently
hunted him day in and out for weeks throughout the season, always in
company with another dog, who, becoming broken down in a little time,
would have to be sent back to the kennel and another taken to be
hunted with Grouse, who, at the last, would be as ready to so as at the
beginning. Capt. White is expecting to receive in a short time a brace
dog and bitch of fine black and white setters from one of the finest
kennels North, and also intends to get out this Winter from Ireland as
fine a blood red setter for breeding purposes as can be got in the Emer-

—

—
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FISH IN SEASON IN AUGUST.
Trout, Salmo fonfinalis.

Salmon Trout. Salmo

Salmon, Salmo salar.
Maskenonge, Esox nobilior.

Land-locked Salmon, Salmo Oloveri.
Black Bas3, microptems nigricans.

confinls.

Pike, esox lucius.
Pickerel.

Weakflsh.
Striped Bass.
Kingfish.

Bluefish.

Sheepshead.

Eish ik Market.— The stormy weather of tlie past
week has driven the fish to sea, destroyed pound nets and
The market
seines, and disappointed the hopes of anglers.

had their usual full supply in consequence.
have not materially changed from those
however,
Prices,
of a week ago. We noticed some splendid specimens of
slabs have not

and some large sheepsMiddJeton
& Carman's. Three of
at
weakfish
head and
the bass named weighed 87 lbs. Blackford has some specistriped bass at Blackford's stand,

mens of hawkbill turtle for the Smithsonian Institution,
which he always bears in mind.
Andrew Clerk, Esq. of Maiden Lane, has just returned
from the Grand River, in the district of G-aspe, Canada,
having left there July 29, with a score of 40 salmon and
one grilse to his credit, the largest weighing 28 pounds.
Dr. Frank Clerk, his brother, remained behind, hoping to
add to his already large tally (for this season,) of 92 salmon
and three grilse. The doctor is credited with an achievement of an unusual character, authenticated instances of
the kind being very few. He captured two fish that had
previously carried away his flies! One fish had the fly in
The latter fact is
his lips, and the other in his throat.
important as indicating that the fish was not incommoded
by the hook. It helps to answer the question whether fish

feat

— A contributor in the

August number of the Atlantic

Monthly, treating on fly-fishing for salmon as an art, mentions
an instance where he played his fish an hour and a half,
"So severe were the rushes
during; which time, he says:
of this fish that I found the brass ring at the end of my

strength of the tide.

The

—

The Fisheries. The number of fishing arrivals for the
week ending Aug. 5th was 93 — 35 from Georges, 49 from
mackereling, and 9 from the Banks. Amount of Georges
codfish brought in, 575,000 pounds, halibut 30,000 pounds;
Bank cod 1,180,000 pounds, halibut 30,000 pounds flctched.
Mackerel 1,500 barrels. The seiners continue to bring in
very light fares of mackerel and the supply does not begin
Number Pa have advanced to
to meet the demand.
$18 3-4 this week, and if the scarcity continues, still higher
prices will be realized,.
Gape Ann Advertiser, Aug. Qlh.

-^

THE W1NINNISH.
Sprjlngfieed, Mass., August, 1875.

^f-

Editor Forest and Stream:—
Having ended a short season of salmon

fishing on the St. Jean, one of
the tributaries of the Saguenay, and finding myself so near their haunts,
I determined to have a look at the wininnish and see what it was like.
The previous week I had met a gentleman at Tadousac, who had, in a
day and a half, killed 43 of these fish; so that my sporting fervor was

kindled, as well as my curiosity, to capture a few of this somewhat unfamiliar member of the salmon family. I found them existing in
abundance at the headwaters of the Saguenay, at the foot of the Grand
and Petit Discharge, where the river discharges from Lake St. John.
The fish were in the great eddies on the margin of the rapids and swift

water, lazily floating about on the surface of the water, showing their
dorsal fins, and feeding on the natural flies which settled on the white,
frothy water. They took little notice of the canoe; sometimes we could
approach within ten feet of them, and, generally speaking, little notice
of our flies. Altogether myself and a friend took over twenty. Nine
we took weighed over 3£ pounds, although we plainly saw several much
I
larger.
It is said they are often taken as large as 6 and 7 pounds.
should mention that the two days I fished there the weather was very
hot go oppressive that 1 was not inclined to fish much, and for the same

—

reason the fish

may have been
this

disinclined to bite.

fact.

Now, what

My guides

arc the

attributed

wininnish?

My

learned friend, Mr. Whitcher, of the Bureau of Fisheries of the Dominion, says they are a ''long-finned trout,' or, as Agassiz called them, the
"Great Northern Char." To my eye they are the same fish as the
Schoodic salmon, which the latter mentioned authority called a "landlocked" salmon. And if there is such a thing as a land-locked salmon,

They look wonderfully like their seaI think the wininnish is one.
going relatives lower down on the river, except in point of size.
Mr. Whitcher says that the same fish exists all up though the northern
water systems as far as Hudson's Bay.
I will only add for the benefit of anglers that an excursion for the
wininnish is a perfectly easy and pleasant one to make. Twenty -four
hours from Quebec— generally on the same steamboat— finds one at
Chicontomi, the head of navigation on the Saguenay. Here provide
subsistence for camping out. Crossing the river, take a buck board and
drive eighteen miles to the house of Tommy Savard. Anglers are hospitably received by Tommy, ana taken into his patriarchal family of
eleven children. The next day himself, and enough of the eleven to
help, will man the birch canoe and take oue fifteen miles up Ihe river to
the camping and fishing ground at the foot of the Grand Discharge. Of
this last birch voyage there is a portage, going up, of one mile over
rocks and stones— it seems two. Returning, wc left the camping ground
at8A.M.,and at 4:30 P. M. arrived at Chicoutomi. It is desirable,
though not necessary, to speak a little French. Most of the habitues
of that region speak only Fiench. The mouth of July— probably the
B. F. Bowjles.
first half— is the best time to go.

[The wininnish is undoubtedly identical with the landlocked salmon of the Schoodic and Sebec Lakes. It is
We
more common in Canada than is generally known
ascertained that they are taken freely with the fly in the
Stoney Lake chain of waters, back of Peterboro, Ontario,
in the month of May only, and were surprised to learn that
they reach a size of ten or twelve pounds. We have
photographs of these fish. Ed.]
.

Verch

fishing at betterton, on

the chesapeake.
—

Editor Forest and Stream:
At the mouth of the Sasafras, twenty miles below Havre de Grace, is
found the best white perch fishing in the country. It is a favorite re-

who

leave the wharf on the upper side of Chestnut street any day, at 4 P. M., by the Baltimore propellers, which, although not large, furnish excellent accommodations, arrive at Bstte! ton
by sunrise, spend a day on the fishing ground, and return by the evening
boat, reaching home by six or seven o'clock n-.'xt mordihg, being absent
only an afternoon and a day. These arc the white perch (Labrax paliisort of Philadelpbians,

dus),

and

same

fish in

much more game than the
northern waters, and run from a half to a pound and a half

here, in their natural habitat, are

worms .pieces

of soft or hard

the same time after the turn of the tide, is the time for taking them. As
soon as the boat is anchored the rod is extended from sides or stern; the
sinker with the baits runs the line from the reel and finds the bottom
There is a pull downward by the perch, a puil upward by the angler, and
the tip of the rod is lowered; then another pull, and another perch
hooked, and then a third in the same manner, when the angler reels up
and lifts his fish on board. On a good day it is not uncommon for three
or four fishers to kill from fifty to eighty dozen. The boats are staunch
and roomy, and will, with plenty of room, hold four or five anglers
The house at Betterton— a peach port, where the boats stop—is kept by
a jolly little fellow named Tommy Crew. He has made a large addition
to his house, and has airy, pleasant rooms. His charges are very modWith the high bluffs on the eastern, and the islands (Spisutia a
erate.
celebrated one for ducks, being one of them) on the western, the tine
bay for sailing, and the good fishing, it is a pleasant place of resort.

Thaddeus Norris.

-

THAT

"THIS FLY A3ND

—

Barnegai, Kinseyh Ashley House, Aug. 2. On account of
stormy weather and water being very thick the fishing has
been very poor during the week. Sheepshead, very few
boats out, b^st catch for one man, 12. On Saturday weakfish running very large (from 1^ to 3 lbs.) were taken in
large numbers at the entrance of Double Creek Channel,
some boats taking as high as 70. J. Harry Litchfield, of
New York, and Mr. Wm. Williamson, of Philadelphia,
took 37, 16 and 55 sea bass on three tides off the Stone
Piles; they run from f to 2 lbs.
E. Y. Comeley, M. D.
Bailey and Wm. A. Yardley, of Yardleyville, Pennsylvania,
35 it same place.
R. N. and J. R. Valentine, of Woodbridge, N,.J., 26 weakfish.
Eleven members of the Americus club, of Reading, Pa., are among the arrivals to-day.

baits are earth

from the sides of the perch. There are known
and an hour or two before high or low water until

crabs, or even slips cut

We

1

<Jf*#/tfVf#*

tributaries,

resorts of the fish,

8.

sent you was detained in transitu so as
to prevent its publication in time for your last issue.
Since
that time some improvement has taken place in the fishing,
several parties happily succeeded in making good catches
the highest amounting to seventy-eight weakfish.
The
fish are taking the hook better than before, which gives some
encouragement that there will at least be some good fishing
yet.
To-day the best catches were Mr. Duffy and Mr.
Ives of New York, caught seventeen weakfish in the
afternoon, fishing only an hour or so. Amos Bunnell,
caught sixteen striped bass of good size, and Antony
Parker, thirty-eight weakfish, average weight, two and a
half pounds.
Sheepshead are daily caught in lots of from
two to twelve fish a boat, while bluefish are among the
things of the past for the present.
look for good bass
fishing every day.
E. H.
last report

their indifference to

jfi>#

Forked River, August

They breed and spend the early Summer months in the fresh
but by the first of August drop down to water slightly brackish, where they remain in large schools until' October.
In August'it
seems that the bottom is covered for acres with themr The lubberly
way is to fish for them with dipsy bow lines, or ordinary hand lines but
the angler prefers a springy rod of ten or eleven feet, with a stifflsh
tip
reel, an easy running multiplier; line small and of flax; hooks
lorn*
shanked and about the size of a No. 7 O'Shaughnessy trout hook. Three
of the latter on snood four or five inches long, are attached to the
line
by loops, beginning a foot above the sinter, and are five feet apart. The
sinker varies in weight from an ounce to three ounces, according to the

in weight.

Editor Forest and Stream:

—

FLY."

Davenport, Iowa, July

36 th, 1875.

I take a special interest in anything relating to the use of artificial
or the making of them, having used them for half a century, and

flies,

for the last forty-five years made thousands of them.
The article under
the above caption in a recent number of the Forest and Stream, by
Thaddeus Norris, was tpiite to my taste, and especially so as the writer
evidently understood what he was writing about. Mr. Norris thinks that
Mr. Pennell "runs the thing into the ground" by reducing his variety of
trout flies to the number of three. I am strongly inclined to agree with
Mr. Pennell, if he will allow me to vary the size of each of these three
I should not fear to compare baskets
flies so as to suit wind and wafer.
with those who want a different fly for every month. Some old practical trout fishers in Scotland would dare to curtail the varieties from three
to only one, viz., a lark wing and hare's ear body, (for a small fly,) with
which I have heard them say they could kill through all the season; and
Experience find observation have demonstrated
I have no doubt of it.
to me that on certain streams to be successful you must use a small,
spare fly of sober color, while on other streams yon will kill better with
a larger and fuller made fly of gayer tints; for instance, on the River
Clyde, in Scotland, above the falls, the above first described fly is essential to success, whereas on the west coast, in those streams that come
from the highlands and run right into the sea, you will be more successful with a fly two or three times the size of the former; or on any of the
small lakes which abound in that country, the most of which contain
trout, a good sized fly is not objectionable, regulated always by the
roughness or smoothness of the surface of the water. The little experience I have had in fly fishing in the West for trout has been in small
brooks in Wisconsin and Minnesota, and near to the Mississippi River,
and that experience has led to the conclusion that the trout in those localities are not so nice about either. the size or color of the fly offered to
them as those I was accustomed to fish for in my early days elsewhere.
In reference to flies for bass fishing, I doubt not there are differences of
opinion among anglers as to what is the best colors to use. I presume all
who fish for bass with the fly will admit that a large fly is what is wanted.
I will state, however, that the first good take of bass I had with fly was
with small flics; they w ere some I had used for sea trout in Scotland,
and they were not more than one-third the size of those I now use. As
to color, I am not very particular; I would, however, prefer always having more or less bright red in them. I have been successful with a bright
yellow body and light gray drake wing and red hackle. Anything that
will make a good show will not fail if the bass are at all disposed to bite.
For the information of the less experienced anglers who read Forest
and Stream I would state that the bass is not the only (though the principal) fish we take in this locality with the fly.
During last Summer,
from this time of the year till cool weather set in, I caught four varieties
of bass— black, Oswego, white or striped, and rock bass— the last one
not plenty, the three former very common; also pickerel, wall-eyed pike,
and sunfish, and, for a variety, can't help hooking a gar sometimes. To
all who desire to enjoy angiitis to perfection, strive to acquire the art of
fly fishing for any fish that will take a fly. It has a great advantage over

on the bottom, where you are liable to get
which is very annoying. Then
you can always have your lure at hand— a few flies in an envelope in your
pocket, (unless you wish to carry a regular tackle book.) "iou are saved
the labor and trouble of carrying a bucket of water with your minnows,
and sometimes when you want to go fishing minnows are not convenient
to be had; and a further recommendation to many is that it is a great
Wm. Gray.
deal more genteel.
bait fishine, especially fishing
fast to stones, roots,

and

otlrer matter,

-«.»^.

MUSKOKA

—

FISHING.

^

Port Cockbtjrn, Ont., August 2d, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I have been spending a couple of weeks in the Muskoka Lakes, making this my headquarters, and if any of your readers want good sport
they can find no better place. Maskinonge can be had in abundance by
of
traversing a few good portages with a canoe, and Mr. Win Ness,
Bolton, our guide, Mr. Wm. Bowers, and myself brought home from
Blackstone Lake eight fish, varying from 12 to 25 pounds in weight, in
.

be
two mornings' fishing, whilst at certain hours of the day bass can
caught in any quantity, ranging from \\ to 3£ pounds in weight. In fact
we
v\e were obliged to put them in again as fast as we caught them, as
were not fishing for such small fry.
if
Duck, partridge (grouse) and deer are in abundance in season, and
any of your readers will put up at Hamilton Fraser's, at Port Cockbaro,
they will find good guides, good canoes, splendid sport and excellent
with
treatment, at very low rates. By-the-bye, Lake Joseph abounds
salmon trout, but the Fall is the time to troll for them. Tours truly,
L. Perceval.

Peterboro, Canada, August 6th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
SociThe general monthly meeting of our Fish and Game Protective
the 4in
ety was held at the Huffman House, on Wednesday evening last,
secretary

President Ludgate took the chair at 8 o'clock, when the
enread correspondence from Mr. John Turner, of Blairton, making
Chas.
Mr.
from
section;
in
that
quiries for trout spawn to stock waters
informal
Gilchrist, fish way overseer for the Rice Lake section, giving

inst.

kuliii*

of contemplated breaches of the game law, by parties who intend
hav
ducks on the Otonabee River before the 18th inst. The Society
the spot
taken action in this matter, and will place a special police on
MarsJ
once. With other letters read was one from Mr. T. Herbert
t
formed in J'
Toronto, informing us that a society was about being
game.
and
fish
of
protection
the
object
especial
city, bavins for its
columns o
hope soon to hear of its successful organization through the
invitation
an
extend
Forest ano Stream Our Society decided to
our backlaRe
Lord DnHcriu, as its patron, to participate in a hunt on
«

'

We should be pleased to n*^
societies l
through your columns, what other fish and game protective
Secy.
Post,
A.
0.
yours,
Respectfully
Canada are doing.

this Fall, to be organized in his honor.

FOREST AND STREAM.
mid §'eating.

ffachting

others; her time being nearly six minutes better than the
Tulip's; but as she was not sailed by a member of the club,

she could not claim the prize.
and friends should

All communications from Secretaries
later than Monday in each wee k.

mailed no

be

HIGH WATER. FOR THE WEEK.

Aug.
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Aug!
Ans.

14

.

,

Au°-

M.
35
35
32

9
10
11

,

15
16
17
18

Aug.
Ang.

H.
7
8

••

.
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New

Boston.

Date.

M.

20
25
18
20
52
36

7
7
8
9

10
53

32

The Newburg Regatta. —The

B.

4
5
6

24

11
r.... eve.

York. Charleston.

M.

H.
3

35
35
32
24

4

5
6
7
7
8

19

Wm.

Yacht: Halcyon.

The New York Yacht Club.—The Squadron

1-j

53
32

Club held their second annual regatta in Newburg Bay on
the 4th inst. The day was delightful, with as much, or
more wind than was desired. The course was about twenty
miles in length, and the following fine fleet of yachts
started:

Eureka
Journeyman
Lorelei

12

31

.12

32

03 Fidget

24
29
30

....12
12
12

:

H. M.

S.

LeRoy

14

C. B, Knowlcs...

..12
.12
13
12
12
12
12
12

Pour Brothers

AuRevoir
Fidget No.

2

Mabel
Annie
Davison

C. G.

Edith

50
20

50

SECOND CLASS
H. M. S.

H.

M.

12
13
13
14
16
16

55 Ripple

12

;b

00 Argonauta
05 Minnie
30 Teresa
14 Mary

18
19
19

18.

OOjOsprey

12
12
12
12
12
12

18

08|Clytie

'

Emma

Hap"

20
81

22
82

.12

8.
17

00
30
35
00
36
28
05

Tne Eureka and Annie met with mishaps before the ten
mile stakeboat was passed. When turning the seventeenand-a-half mile stakeboat off New Windsor, the Lorelei, of
Newburg-, met with her second accident this s*eason, and
was knocked on her beam ends. The following is the result as for as those yachts not thrown out of the race is
concerned
:

FIRST CLASS.
Actual

Corrected
time.

time.

H. M.

Yacht.
Fidget

3
3
4

Journeyman

LeRoy

H. M.

S.
20
22

41
54
01

3

3
4

45

2«

43
54
00

Regatta at Martha's Vineyard. — Arrangements

S.

22
45

Mary Emma....

3
4
4
4

C. B. Knovvles
Fidge tNo. 2

53
04
06
!8

15
35
12
30

3
4

3

South Boston, August

of the best races of the season came off on Saturday, that being
the date of the third championship regatta of the South Boston Yacht
Club. The contest was among the boats of the second class, the prizes

One

been awarded to the Eva and Starlight.
was a very strong south-wester, necessitating single and, in many cases, double reefs. All the boats behaved
well, and there were no accidents, although the rule prohibiting shifiiug
ballast caused some annoyance to the smaller craft. No light sails were
allowed, and eveu if they had been it would be hardly possible q.o use
tbem with safety. Appended is a summary of the race:—
Actual time.
n. at. s.
Owner.
Yacht.
SECOND-CLASS CENTRE BOARDS.
in the first class having already
The breeze throughout the race

—

—The race between the Mary Emma,

of New York, and
the Fidget, of New Hamburg, for the champion pennant
of the Central Hudson Yacht Club, was sailed over a twenty
mile course at New Hamburg on the 6th inst., resulting in
The actual time of sailing
a victory for the Mary Emma.
was as follows:— Fidget, 3h. 14m. 37s.; Mary Emma, 3h.
20m. The Fidget gave the Mary
6m. 13s. time al-

Emma

lowance.

Rockaway Yacht Club Regatta. — This

is gala week
Rockaway Reach, it being the annual festival of the
Rockaway Yacht Club. The rush by steamer and sail has
tested the capacity of all available modes of conveyance,

at

while the crowd has been most respectable and orderly
thus far, and the programme wholly satisfactory. On

Monday

was a pair-oared race open
to all, entrance free; also double seventeen feet working
boats, no outriggers.
The contestants being Tommy and
Tatford, Bartlett and O'Donovan, Fohey and Walden,
McCarthy and Raeg, and Gumford and Murray. Tommey
and Tatford got slightly the best of the start, Bartlett and
O'Donovan being about a length behind, and Fohey and
Walden not more than four boats lengths in the rear of the
leading boat. The other two crews were close behind, and
the

first

race of the day

in this order, with hardly a perceptible alteration, the race
was rowed to the finish. The second and last event of the
day was to be a shell race between Messrs. Biglin, Ten
Eyck, and Bell, for the championship of the State of
York and money prizes, the course a mile and a half and
return, but as Bell did not appear at the Stakeboat, the
race was virtually between Ten Eyck and Biglin. Biglin
fouled at the lower stakeboat, which gave his opponent the
race and the prizes.
The betting was heavy on Biglin at

New

the start.

On Tuesday the yacht club had a clam bake and ladies
picnic, and yesterday a regatta for ferry and excursion
boats, open to all all-comers working boats in Rockaway
Bay. Of this we have no report. In addition to the attractions offered in the week's programme those at th©
hotels were very acceptable, each one being provided with
a band, and dancing being in order. All in all, Rockaway
has been voted a very desirable place to visit.
club held their twenty-

on the 2d

Nahant, Boston Harbor.

regatta-

The wind

inst. at

was northeast, but before the yachts
buoy the wind came from the southward, giving

at starting

reached the

the first class a free sheet to the Granes and the second and
third classes a run home before the wind.
The courses were for first class, from judge's yacht,
leaving Red Buoy No. 2, off Winthrop Head, on port hand;
Bell Buoy, off Granes, on port hand, to judge's yacht, 10f
miles.
Second and third classes, from judge's yacht, round
buoy off Winthrop Head and return, 7 miles. The result
was as follows:
FIKST CLASS.

Owner.

"Name.

Eva
Waif
Queen Mab
Thecla

Arrow
Ariel

Wm. H.
E.

Bangs, Jr

W. Codman

W.

H. Halsall
H. H. Buck
H. B. Jackson.
W. L Lohier
.

Actual

Correct

Time.

Time.
h. m. s.

h. m.
2 14
2 54
3 04

s.

42
05
10

2
2

2

09

52
54

59
46
57

Not timed.
.Not timed.
.Not timed.

.

.P. Grant, Jr

Ibis

.H. C. Leeds

Thetis
Peri

.A.B.Denny

-

1

45

1

57
44
55
43
44
45

47
13

Mona.

.W.C.Haskell
.H.B.Richardson
THIRD CLASS.

2
2
2

41
56
01
03
03

Tulip
Virginia

Vice Com Ruggles
2
C. H. Plimpton ... ....3

06
24

.George Lee

Avis

The

Frolic,

1
1

1

Roberts
A. Dean
Stewart

Unique

1
1
1

36
36
37
38
39
40
41

10
01

00
00
00
on
00

SECOND-CLASS KEELS.

Unknown
White Wing

Chambers
Charnock

Uncle Moses
Banshee

Dolbeare

38 06
44 02
1
44 05
Not taken.
1

1

Orcott
As will be seen above, the Ripple was the first boat in, but by time allowance the race for centre-boards goes to the Queen Mab. The Mabel
and Posey each having won a race, however, one more race will be necessary to decide which is champion. For the keels, the Unknown, having
won in the previous regatta, takes the prize.
The next race will probably come off some time in the latter part of
the month. It looked somewhat like old times to see the old rivals, tne
Ripple, Fannie, Queen Mab and Posey once more sailing together. Many
were of the opinion that the Ripple had a sufficient lead at the close to
be declared the winner, and were much surprised at the decision of the
judges te the contrary.
Ready About.

Philadelphia, August 5th, 1S75.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
will
publishing
the
following
you
oblige the Southwark Double-end
By
Yacht Club and many readers of your estimable paper:—
On Monday evening, July 19th, the owners and crews of double end
yachts met at the house of G. "W. Carlley, No. 1227 South Second street,
for the purpose of forming a yacht club. Representatives were sent from
twenty yachts, and succeeded in forming the club under the most favorable auspices. The following gentlemen, well known in yachting circles,

were elected as officers for the year ending March 1st:— Commodore
John H. Roach; Vice Commodore, John Saunders; Rear Admiral, Valentine Schoch; Secretary, John S. Pomeroy; Treasurer, Isaac Sharp;
Measurer, Geo W. Btugam.
The yachts of the club are graded into two classes, the first class notto be over fifteen feet three inches long, or over four feet six inches
beam. The yachts of the first class carry a black block letter in peak of
sail, the second class a red letter in the same place.
Both classes carry
size they may deem proper.
yachts, with their letter attached, are now entered in
the organization:— First Class (black letter)— Dot, A; A. T. Florence,

but one

sail,

of

any

The following

B; W. R. Caldwell, C; Clara, D; Maid, E; J. Mitchell, F; Red Jacket,'
G; Spurt, H; J. Brugam, I; G. Fletcher, J; Wm. Thompson, K; Maggic, L; Tony T. Brown, M; John Hazzlett, N; Dido, O; Laviuia, R.
Sec<
ond Class (red letter)— R. Morgan, A; J. Hagan, B; G. W. Johnson, C;
Josephine, D. The second class same length as first, but not over four
feet two inches beam, and having round sterns.
The first regatta of the club takes place on Monday, August 23d, to
Chester buoy and return— a distance of thirty miles. The prizes consist
of two handsome silver pitchers for first class and one for the second

1

As we propose

to give an International Regatta in 1776, we would like
from other clubs of like dimensions of boats. All correspondence to S. Y. C. Rooms, 1227 South Second street, Philadelphia.

to hear

John

S.

Pomeroy,

Secretary.

The International Regatta.— This event will take
place under the auspices of the Saratoga Rowing Asssociation at Saratoga Lake on the 24th, 25th, and 26th of this
month. The programme has been issued and comprises,
for the first day, a single scull race for the New York State
Championship and the Empire Diamond Sculls; two miles
with one turn. The junior single scull race for a gold
medal will be rowed the same day. On the second day
will be rowed the single sculls, senior, for the President's
Cup (challenge) and President's Medal; same course; also
pair-oared shells, for the Interlaken Cup (challenge) and
two presentation cups; three miles with one turn.
On the last day the races will comprise the doublescull shells, senior, for two gold medals; same course; also
four-oared shells, for the Saratoga Cup (challenge) and
four presentation cups; same course.
The total value of the prizes is $5,000. The races are
open to members of all regularly organized amateur boating clubs in the United States and Canada.
Entry, $20, at
the time of entering; money returned if the boat rows.
Entries must be made to the Saratoga Rowing Association,
Saratoga Springs, on or before the 20th.
v

SECOND CLASS.

Water Lily

1

Macomber
McKee
B. Dean

class.

Beverly Yacht Club.— This
first

Halsall

Niagara

—

—

Queen Mab
Ripple

Posey
Fannie
Mabel

15
Argonauta
i
The prizes were awarded as follows: First class. First
Second prize Journeyman.
prize Fidget; colors added.
Second class. First prize Mary Emma, and colors added.
Second prize Fidget No. 2.

—

9th, 1875.

Editok Forest and Stream :—

00
35
57
40

53

01
59

are

being made for a grand regatta at Martha's j/ ineyard, to
take place about the 20th inst. Invitations have been sent
to about 200 yacht owners in different parts of the country.
The course for schooners is thirty miles, and for sloops
twenty miles. The prizes are a clip valued at $1,000, to
be known as the "Vineyard cup," and an elegant piece of
In addition to the yacht race there is also to be a
plate.
purse for whale boats.

SECOND CLASS.

1

1

1
1
1

1

2

35
36
48
54
52
53

02
15
28
42

54
21

52
57

04
16

N. H, Gibbs, sailed over the course with the

Amateurs only
to

be a

%nnm\* %o

at

port harbor.

FIRST CLASS.

H. M.

the water.
—Our correspondent, "Blue with a Gold Castle," writes
from Nahant correcting an error in our report of the Isle of
Shoals regatta. The Fearless, Corning, Foam, Halcyon,
Romance, Gracie, and Shadow should have been credited,
to the Eastern club, and the Viva and Ray, only to the
Portland.

passed

Newport. The run from New London to that
port is said to have been the finest the club ever made.
The Schooners Columbia, Mohawk, Wanderer, Dreadnaught, Idler, Alarm, and Rambler participated and arrived in the order named. Besides these, there were also
the Vindex, Eva, Meta, Restless, Addie, Vision, Windward, and North Star. The fleet left New London at 11
o'clock and at 3 the leading schooners had anchored in New-

Sunday

Hudson Yacht

Central

The prizes were awarded as follows: First class to Eva,
Second class to
Solid Silver Waiter; second to Waif.
Water Lily, Solid Silver Vase; second to Ibis. Third class
to Tulip, Pair Solid Silver Napkin Rings; second to Virginia.
First class.— Pennant, for best actual time, won by
Eva; second class, Pennant, for best actual time, won by
Water Lily; third class, Pennant, for best actual time, won
by Tulip. Judges: Charles Whitney, Edward Whitney,
H. G. Otis,
D. Hodges, W. L. Jeffries. Judges

and one who has not rowed for money, been willing
matched to row for money, entered or rowed in a regatta open to all comers since May 1, 1874, been engaged to
instruct or train any person in physical exercises or rowing
for any compensation whatsoever, been engaged professionally in connection with boats or in the use of the oar upon
club,
to be

member

will be allowed to row, and the oarsman
of a regularly organized amateur rowing

§or\t%$mi&mt$.

BP^JVo lYotice Taken "of Anonymous Communications.
M. H., Boston.—Paper boats are made by E. Waters & Sons, Troy,
N. Y. Send to them for circular, giving prices, etc.
J.

—

1ST. Y.
Will you please inform me where I can obpocket map of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick? Ans. Of McMillan & Co., St. John, N.B., and McKinley & Co., Halifax, N. S.

C. S. R., Fulton,

tain a

G. G., Brooklyn.—I have a black and tan dog, and he is much annoyed with fleas. Can you inform me of a remedy ? Ans. By thoroughly lathering your dog with common hard or soft soap you can exterminate the

fleas.

B.-We have ascertained that

the address of S. H. Hammond is
Watertown, N. Y. His profession is that of the law. His two A'olurnes
on the Adirondack*, for a long time out of print, may be procured of the
Waverly Publishing Company, Syracuse, N. Y
J.

11.

J.

H. W., Port Wayne, Ind.— Can yon send

tern targets for use from 100 to 500 yards?

I

me some Creedmoor patwant the new regulation.

Your attention will oblige. Whose work on rifle practice is the best?
Have sent you the Remington Score Book, containing pattern
targets. Wingate's "Rifle Manual."

Ans.

C, New York.—Will

you kindly sav in your next if Bon Butnot the same as won the Queen's Prize in England in 1853, and also beat Mr. Ashbury's yacht a few^ears ago? Ans.
The same yacht. Her history since she was sold in England has recently been published in this paper.
J.

C.

America,

ler's yacht,

is

T. T., Nashville.—Will you please inform me where the Baldwin
is manufactured, and if manufactured in a foreign country, who is
their agent in America? I cannot get them here.
I like them better
than any other wad for brass shells. Ans. Baldwin's wads are imS.

wad

ported, and are sold in

gun

all

stores in the

Northern States.

T. B., Newark, N. J.—How many gentlemen compose the Oquossoc
Club, what are the terms of membership, and to whom should one ap-

game
About

ply?

to be

Is

Ans

had about the lakes

seventy-live

Shepard Page, 10 Warren

members

street, city.

in season,

and what kind?

Initiation fee,
Deer and ruffed grouse.

at

present.

$<!00.

J. W. A., Catskill, N. Y.— It is rumored around here that there has
passed the Legislature a law preventing the shooting of rail until Sept.
1st.
I have seen no notice of it, and will be much obliged if yo a can
inform me in your next issue? Ans. We can find no law to prevent
rail shooting in this State.
The State of New Jersey has a good law
upon the subject; the close time ends Sept. 1st.

Bluefish, New York.— Please state route to Little Egg Harbor, N.
with whom to stop for first rate fishing; what kind; prol able
expense of a week's trip? Which is the best point on Jersey's shore
for weak and bluettshing? Ans.
Take N. J. and Long Branch Railroad, connecting at Red Bank withN. J. Southern Railroad.
2d. Bluefish.
3d.
Including boats, say $10. 4th. Barnegat Bay.
J., where,

J. B. H., New York.—What kind of tackle will it be best for me to
take for a week's stay at the Nonquitt Beach House, Buzzard's Bay?
Also what kind* of sport, (fishing) may I reasonably expect there the last
week of this month? Are striped bass taken near there at that time?
Ans. For latest fishing news always see our weekly reports. For Barnegat Bay, see issue of August 5th.

Fkank, Cleveland, Ohio.— Will you tell me where tip-top prairie
chicken shooting can be had? If near Burlington, Iowa, or St. Paul,
Minn. I never saw a chicken get up, and I am anxious to find one.
Ans. You can find good pinnated grouse shooting west of Burlington
and at Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Our Field Editor has shot at Rudd, Floyd
county, Iowa the past few years, finding good sport.
II.

E. R., Harrison, N.

J.— Can you

please inform

me where I

can

get a dog collar set with sharp spikes, to protect a dog against a lot of
worthless curs who pitch into him everywhere? Here they are very numerous, there being no dog law. Ans. From W. T. & J. Mersereau, 02

Duane

street,

N. Y., you can get dog collars, which are intended
but any harness maker should be able to make a spiked

to protect dogs,
collar.

D. C. B., Indianapolis.—Three of us wish to take a deer hunt about
October 1st in Michigan or Minnesota, within two or three hundred
miles of here. If some brother sportsman will drop me a line as to his
knowledge of a good locality to visit, I will be under obligations. Ans.
We take the liberty to refer you to Fred Pond and Richard Valentine,
Wisconsin, and to J. H. Page, Grand Rapids, Mich. See also our columns this week.

Constant Reader, Boston.—I have a valuable setter dog about four
years old whose hearing seems to have been affected lately, and I have
been at a loss to account for it. On examining his ears a few weeks
since I found quite a collection of dark brown substance, which I took
to be wax.
I then thoroughly cleanedhis ears as far as I could see, supposing that was the cause of his deafness, but since that time he has
not seemed to improve much, if any, in hearing. Lately I have syringed
his ears with tepid water, occasionally dropping in a few drops of sweet
oil, but this does not seem to have done much good so far, the collection in his ears continuing, only it is of a softer nature, and at times
has the appearance of matterating or running, and has a very offensive
smell? Otherwise the dog appears perfectly healthy, and has a good ap-

Can you tell me what the matter is, the cause of it, and the
best course to be pursued in doctoring it? Ans. Your dog has canker
of the ear. After cleaning it with castile soap and tepid water pour into
the ear a solution of sulphate of copper. Thirty grains of the sulphate
to four ounces of water.
One application a day for a few days genpetite.

erally effects a cure.

P. W. T. Washington .--I have a single barrel, French breech loading
shotgun, very light, which shoots Ely's No. 16 brown paper shells.
What powder ought I to use to gain the greatest penetration with the
least possible recoil and dirt? Ans.
Without knowing the weight of
your gun we would suppose that you use 2£ drachms powder and £ oz.
shot.
Coarse powder makes better penetration and least recoil. None
better than Hazzard's andLaflin & Rand's. What is the price of the long
range, Creedmoor, breech loading rifle? Ans. ''Creedmoor" rifle Rem,

—

ington, $100; Sharp, $125.
short range target practice?

What

How

would you advise me to buy for
much would it cost? Ans. Frank

rifle

Wesson

or Maynard; price for former, $28; for latter. $40.. What outfit would
I need for fishing and hunting at Deer Park? Ana.
No
camping outfit is necessary. Is Ralston a better place for fishing and
hunting than Deer Park? Ans. Yes. Could I get cheap board at either
place? Ans. Yes. What outfit would I need for fishing at Cobb's
Island? Ans. Rod and reel, bluefish squid and trolling and hand line.
What double barrel breech loading gun would yon advise me to buy.]
don't^vant to give over $60? Ans. Remington, $45
6
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ANCIENT CANALS IN FLORIDA.
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The

Jacksonville, Fla., Press, in noticing Dr. K's lecture

as above, says of this journal:

OURwho

Chas. J. Ken worthy,
explored Southwestern Florida last Winter,
and under the non de plume of "Al- Fresco," wrote a
dozen long letters of detailed narrative for this journal,
has repeatedly pressed upon the attention of our scientific
men, through these columns, the importance of thoroughly

"We

special correspondent, Dr.
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Ppacticax. Natural History,

Fish Culture, the Protection oe Game, Preservation op Forests,
aitd the Inculcation in Men and Women of a healthy interest
Out-door Recreation and Study :

W

PUBLISHED

BY

examining the ancient canals and mounds that exist in that
Others of our contribupart of the Flcridian Peninsula.
tors who have visited Florida, have urged the same work,
and even offered to aid it with money. We are not aware
that the proposition has been presented in any more direct
way to those most likely to be interested. At all events,
they have manifested no sign, and taken no steps toward
investigation.

Possibly other fields of

fully engross their attention at present.

exploration too

What

has been

printed in our journal, however, has had the effect to create no small stir in Florida itself, and at a special meeting
of the Florida Branch of the International Chamber of Com-
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COMING WEEK.
Thursday, August 12.—Rockaway Yacht Club Raga tta—Trotting

at

Rochester, N. Y., and at Barton, Ohio— Athletic vs. St. Louis, at St.
Louis.
Friday, August 13.— Aquatic sports, Rockaway— Trotting at RochesOhio.
ter, N. Y., and at Masillon and Delphos,

Saturday, August 14.—Beverly Yacht Club Regatta— Creedjnoor,
Turf Field and Farm Badge—Base ball, Athletics vs. St. Louis, at St.
Louis—Rockaway Yacht CI ah.
Monday, August 16.— Athletic vs. St. Louis, at St. Louis.
Tuesday, August 17.— Creedmoor, Eighth Regiment Rifle ClubTrotting at

TJtica,

N. Y., Mendota,

111.,.

and Orono, Me.

Island Yacht
N. Y.. Delaware, Ohio, and Covington, Ky.

Wednesday, August 18.— Long

Club— Trotting

at TJtica,

Very Like a Whale!—-The news of the remarkable accident to the steamer Scy thia in the Irish Sea, in which her
propeller blade was broken by coming in contact with an
immense whale, was received with derision in Liverpool,
and attributed to the fertile invention of some Yankee
newspaper correspondent on board, or the result of contact
But
with, a rock when the ship was out of her course.
whale
off
Ballydead
found
the
Killmany
yacht
the
when
cotton, the scene of the collision, and with the assistance
of a tug towed the monster into Queenstown and alongside
the Scythia, the doubting Thomases were convinced. Subsequently the whale was towed across the Channel and into
the Mersey and beached, where the citizens of Liverpool
could have an opportunity of examining the big fish that
undertook to measure strength with a Cunader. The whale

was

—

fifty-six feet in length.

___

•+*+•

To Buffalo Runners.—We have
one of Remington's army

pistols,

just been handling

and cannot but regard

as just the weapon to use on horseback in running
buffalo out West. It is not only light and effective, a
central-fire six-shooter, of heavy calibre (44) well sighted,
it

and all that, but it also has a swivel attached to the stock,
from which to sling it to the saddle or over the shoulder.
very cheap, too— costing only $15.50. Some 20,000
them have been sold to a foreign government for
army use.
^ ^

It is

of

o

—Fish food
them*

does not create brains;

it

merely strengthens

merce, hel^ in Jacksonville last month, Dr. Ken worthy was
invited to furnish what information he possessed relative
From the Secreto the canals and mounds in question.
tary's report, as printed in the local papers, we gather that
the loHig lines of unfinished canals were undoubtedly undertaken to connect the waters of the interior, including
Lake Okeechobee and the Everglades, with the Gulf of
Mexico, via the Caloosahatchee River and Charlotte Harbor for purposes of transportation, and also to reclaim the
overflowed lands adjacent by drawing off the water. Some
of these canals were on what are now islands in the harbor, having a direction in a line with the Caloosahatchee
above Fort Myers, and the ends of these canals had never
been open so as to admit water into them, but they are opposite and in a line with the best passage from the gulf to
the harbor. The canals at the head of the Caloosahatchee
had the same direction and extended some fourteen miles
or over in a line to connect the Lake Okeechobee with the
Caloosahatchee. Earth-works are also found in some of
the streams emptying into the lake, such as the Fisheating creek, on which Fort Centre stands.
The excavation of one canal on Pine Island, in Charloote Harbor, is eight feet deep and forty feet wide, but
had not been completed at either end, so as to communiAt the southwest end of
cate with the waters of the bay.
the canal, six very large

mounds

exist,

which the Doctor

inclined to believe have been constructed since the excavation was made, and if a future and careful examination should establish this fact, it will lead to the concluis

sion that a race existed on the peninsula antecedent to the
mound builders. These mounds may have been used for
sacrificial or religious

purposes, or for sepulchre, as there

have been examined in other parts of Florida several
mounds, some of which proved to have been for burial and
others were connected with their religious rites and ceremonies. Some excavating tools were found along the lines
of the works, made of conch shells, having a perforation
through which the thumb passed while the fingers grasped
the convex surface of the shell, when in use. The presence of these implements has suggested that the Indians
might have been the laborers upon the works, if not the
designers; but the engineering skill with which the works
are planned would indicate a higher grade of intellect. All
traces of iron or wooden implements would have long
since been destroyed by time, whatever might have been
The age and size of the trees
their state of civilization.
growing in and on the banks of these excavations, negative the possibility of their having been made by the early
Spaniards.

Dr. Kenworthy, in a private letter to the Forest and
Stream, urges that it is the duty of the Smithsonian InIt is even now solicitstitution to follow up this matter.
ing by circular, specimens of aboriginal weapons, pottery,
skeletons, etc., to be exhibited at the Centennial, and if
an examination of the Ancient canals and mounds of the
Peninsula of Florida was made, might it not result in the
discovery of much that would interest the thousands from
afar? Compared with results, the cost of the expedition
would be trifling. The Doctor has reason to believe that
the Institution could secure the cooperation of the Navy
Department in carrying out the investigation, and that
Florida steamboat owners and railroad officials would only
be too happy to extend courtesy to such an expedition.
If a naturalist accompanied it many valuable specimens
might be collected, more especially of birds and fishes. In
Charlotte Harbor, near Pine Island, is the largest rookery
on the coast, and the waters swarm with an infinite variety
With regard to the canals, they might even be
of fish.
finished

by the Government or the State and

utilized,

should an examination prove that the advantage to be
gained would justify the expense of the undertaking.
Indeed we learn from the Jacksonville New South that
two competent surveyors have been engaged for several
months in performing the field-work in carrying out a contract with the United States Government for the survey of
the lands in the neighborhood of Charlotte Harbor and the
It states that they have just returned, and bring
vicinity.
the curious intelligence that the Everglades were dry, and
that Tiger Tail and others of the Seminoles are detained

of

must pay a merited compliment to the publishers
Forest and Stream (the leading sporting paper of
not of the world) for the interest they
in our State, and for their efforts to send
Its correspondents
visitors and sportsmen.

the United States,
have always taken

us

settlers,

if

visited, carefully examined, and honestly and accurately described the most unfrequented and inaccessible
portions of our State, and to them we are indebted for
much valuable information regarding what has heretofore
been considered a terra incognita."

have

A PLEA FOR _THE SEA SERPENT,
*

a brief paragraph last week we noticed the appearance
jf the sea serpent at two different times within the past
fortnight, once near Cuttyhunk, off the Massachusetts
coast, and again off Seguin, where it was seen by the passengers of the steamer City of Portland, plying betweeu
Portland and St. John, N. B. Since then we have found
in the Boston Advertiser a letter dated at Swampscott, July
31st, the writer of which is vouched for by that paper
stating that a serpent (possibly the same one,) was seen near

IN

by a yachting party of six persons on that day.
quote from the letter:

that place

We

consisted of my reverend brother, Miss Mary
and myself, with two sailors. We were sailing in
my yacht about half way between Swampscott and Egg
Rock, the sea being quite rough, when we espied a school
of blackfish, or small whales, between Egg Rock and Little
Nahant. While we were watching their movements through
our glasses the head of an immense fish or sea monster suddenly emerged from among them, remained above water
for some seconds, and fell again, causing the water to boil
for some distance around it, and this performance it repeated at intervals of perhaps two minutes.
We at once headed the yacht for the creature. When
first seen it was at a distance of about two miles from us
and heading toward us. I had on board a small breech
loading Ballard rifle, calibre 44, conical ball, and as soon as
we were within 300 yards I fired at it, but without effect.
We chased it about the bay for two hours, and during that
time I fired at it about twenty times at distances varying
from 100 to 300 yards. Once we distinctly heard the ball
Finally it started
strike it, but with no perceptible effect.
out to sea, and when last seen it was heading in a southeasterly direction, some four or five miles out. During all
this time it was accompanied by the blackfish, some fifteen
or twenty in number, one of which seemed to keep close

"Our party

F., L.,

alongside of

it.

can give it to you, is as folof a lizard's head, long, flat
on top, from two to two and a half feet across, with eyes
large and prominent, set well back on the upper part, a
large mouth, which we could see open occasionally. This
head it raised about eight feet from the surface of the
water, bringing it up slowly, and keeping it up five or ten
seconds, when it would plunge back with a quick motion
like a dive, and showing a small portion of the back, where
we could see a pointed fin about one and a half or two feet
long, standing straight up, and in front we could see the
upper part of what looked like short legs, or the flippers
of a seal, but it never raised the extremities from the water.
Its color was a smooth, glossy black, except the under part
of the lower jaw, and as much of the breast as we could
see, which was white, with a distinct line of demarkation
between the two colors. I could see nothing that looked
could, of course, tell nothing about the
like scales.
length of his body, but there must have been an immense
power somewhere to enable it to raise such a head and
neck slowly such a distance above the surface, and to hold
it there for so long a time."
Its description, as nearly as I

lows:

The head reminded me

We

Among the many stories told of late concerning this
strange creature the one mentioned by Mr. Frank Buckland deserves most attention
It was published in a late
number of Land and Water, and the writer says, speaking
,

from personal observation:
"The animal resembled a serpent, and its length was about ninety-six
The body was thrown in a succession of undulations, or covers,
eight in number, in addition to the head and neck
The motion of the
animal was caused by the undulation of these curves, and was extremely
xapid, ana in fact it made a hissing rush through the water, quite audible
from the vessel of the observer. The sea being quite still, and no wind
feet.

blowing, the party observing the animal were in a sail boat, and at one
time within one hundred yards, at which distance, by means of opera
glasses, it could be seen very distinctly; when nearest, the sea could be
plainly noticed running off its back, neck, and the back of its head, as
itdoesfroma low, flat rock which has been submerged by the waves.
The curves into which it threw itself were supposed to be for the purpose of exposing as much of the body as possible to the air, as when it
moved rapidly it appeared to be perfectly straight."
The writer calls attention to the close resemblance of this

animal in its general character to the sea serpents so frequently reported as existing in the Norwegian fiords, and
states that the resemblance to a string of barrels, one after
another, hitherto noticed, was very striking. This comparison is the same as that given to the well-known Lynn
Bay snake, mentioned hereafter. The snake of Mr. Buckland's is indigenous to Loch Howen.
Norway has always
been particularly identified with these curious tales, and if

we

are to believe the Bishop Pontopiddan, and the drawings of the creature published in his "Natural History,"
(1752,) the matter needs no further discussion, as he gives

them

on the eastern coast by the impossibility of making way
through the Everglades with their canoes. Such a fact as
this goes very far to prove the possibility of so reclaiming these literally swamp and overflowed lands of the
Everglades— all of which, upon survey and selection, must
inure to the State as to rescue from desolation and use-

full credence, and even describes their habits.
In the year 1845 articles appeared in the Norway papers
describing a monster shake, and a full and minute account
is given, and the veracity of the statement is proved (?) by
the names all the prominent men, including scientists, who
viewed it, being appended. The monster was seen in the
vicinity of Christiansand, and also at Molde *and Lunde.
be
It entered the fiords on calm days, and was supposed to
from seventy to one hundred feet long, of a black color,
smooth, and about two feet in circumference. It moved
through the water like an eel, and eame so near the shore
that the waves broke on the beach as if a steamer had

lessness the best sugar region of the world, all things

passed.

—

1 gidered

coa-

mane

On

was observed that waved like a
Archdeacon Deintoll in hir report,

the neck hair

in the water,

s

FOREST AND STREAM.
says that the people

who witnessed

this

remarkable sight

were not frightened, but observed it carefully, and fired
shots at it, which must have taken effect, as it dove and
did not appear for some time. Here certainly a mistake in
observation would seem almost impossible, and we must
believe that some,huge creature was seen that differed from
the generality of marine life known in that locality.
The supposition is not in the least improbable, and it is our
belief that the numerous tales that are told from time to
time bearing such close resemblance to each other have in
Who knows
their meaning some truth yet undiscovered.
but what in the far recesses of the great ocean, perfectly
adapted by nature for its depth and pressure, still exists a
creature allied to some of the huge monsters that ages ago
roamed and spread terror on the primeval seas, the remaining link between some of the old marine reptiles and
a form adapted to this later epoch, and so changed that
only the eye of the scientist can perceive it? By some proenabled to live in the depths
of the ocean perhaps miles from the light of heaven, seeking its food in the uttermost parts of the sea, and only at
rare intervals approaching the land to reveal its huge form

vision of nature this creature

to the

is

wonder of the landsmen and the

terror of the toilers

the descriptions agree in the
main. The long snake-like neck, small head, and peculiar
serpentine movements are points mentioned by all who
have seen the "great unknown," and this strongly points

be noticed that

all

that well-known saurian, the Plesiosaurus,

and

in this

con-

nection the late Professor Agassiz writes:—
disproportionately long and flexible neck, and its small, flat
unquestionably foreshadows the serpent's, while by the structure of the backbone and the tail, it is closely allied to the Ichthyosaurus, while its tail is shorter in proportion to the whole length of the animal. It seems probable, from its general structure, that the Ichthyosaurus moved like a fish, chiefly by the flapping, aided by the fins, while
in the Plesiosaurus the tail must have been much less effective as a locomotive organ, and the long, snake-like, flexible neck, no doubt rendered the whole body more agile and rapid in its movements. In comparing the two it may be said that, as a whole, the Ichthyosaurus, though
belonging by its structure to the class of reptiles, has a closer external
resemblance to the fishes, while the Plesiosaurus is more decidedly rep-

"By

head,

its

it

tilian in character.

Again

In color,

the drawing

etc., it

was

resembled the others described, and

to the

life,

like

the drawing

made by

Bishop Pontopiddan in Norway in 1752. This is without
doubt the most authentic account ever given, as every man
who saw it can be relied upon as making a clear statement
of facts.
This creature or a similar one was seen soon
after in Gloucester Bay by a Mr. Mansfreid and wife. They
saw it in six feet of water, and were standing on a cliff.
They could not agree upon the length, one stating it at
eighty feet and the other at one hundred. They judged
from a pier that was near which measured one hundred
This gentleman afterward saw it off Lynn and Nafeet.
hant, (see "History of Lynn,") and was one of thirty people who ran along the beach while the snake swam along
the shore. It raised its head repeatedly as it moved along,
and the gentlemen who observed it are still living and well

known.
In the Illustrated London JVetcs of October, 1848, may be
seen sketches of a huge monster, supposed to be a sea serpent, seen by the crew of H. M. ship Daedalus in the South
According to the acAtlantic, off the coast of Africa.
count of Capt. McQuhae, sent to the Admiralty, the animal was seen, not in bright and fine weather, but with a
a long ocean swell. It was swimand with its head and neck above water,and it
passed so close under the lee quarter of the vessel that its
The diameter of the serfeatures were easily recognized.
pent was about fifteen or sixteen inches behind the head,
and the animal was never during the twenty minutes it continued in sight once below the surface of the water. The
color was a dark brown, with yellowish white about the
throat.
It had no fins, but something like the mane of a
horse, or rather a bunch of seaweed washed about its
back." This statement, coming from such a source and in
the form of a letter to the highest authority, caused no
small stir in scientific and wonder-loving circles, and so
much interest was taken that Professor Owen found it necessary to publish a long letter in the Times, in which he
tried to prove, and undoubtedly did satisfy himself that
the existence of such a creature was impossible, as no remains, bones, or other parts had ever been found to uphold

11

ming

But, notwithstanding this strong disclaimer, popular
sentiment was in favor of a modern "Midgard," and every
mariner longed to become a "Thor." So the two sides
waged a war of opinion until 1857, when the serpent appeared again to the officers and crew of the ship Castilian,
bound from Bombay to Liverpool. This event occurred
about ten miles from St. Helena, at six in the evening, and
the following is an extract from the personal report of
Capt. Hovington, who did not claim that it was a sea
snake, but that it was some huge marine form as yet unit.

supposition probable.

So

11

will be seen that the great naturalist thought

it

not

some degenerate form of primeval
greatness still coursed the seas, ever and anon appearing as
the sea serpent. Five years ago Hugo and his "Cuttle
Fish" were laughed at, and although his tales are exaggerated, these creatures have been found within a year so
huge and powerful as to establish anew the waning respect
and belief in the old glories and myths of the sea, and if
these huge creatures, with their arms thirty and forty feet
long, have so long remained concealed and only known by
the doubted legend, it is plain that hordes of huge saurians
may yet roam in the heart of the sea unknown and unseen,
working out their destiny to some hiatus that we know
at all unlikely that

•

not

of.

The following

facts were taken from observation at the
request of Sir Charles Lyell, F. R. S., F. G. S. L., etc.,
and are given by him as they occurred:

"In August of 1845 there was seen at Merigomish, in the
Gulf of St. Lawrence, a sea monster, which was estimated
to be about eighty feet long. It was aground in still water
about one hundred feet from the shore, and after showing
itself for over an hour it got off into deep water and disappeared. One of the gentlemen mounted a high bank
and overlooked it. It raised its head frequently from the
water, and its back was either covered with humps, or they
were caused by the movements of its body. The skin was
dark and rough it writhed about continually, and would
bend its body into a circle and unbend it with great rapidity.
It soon disappeared, and left a long, wide wake, although no fins could be seen.
In the vear before this a huge creature swam past a
;

wharf at Arisaig, near the northeast end of Nova Scotia,
and was observed by Mr. W. Barry, of Pictou, who swore
that he was within twenty-five feet of it, and that it was
over sixty feet long and three in width. The back, like
the one above, was covered with 'humps' or 'ridges,' and
it

moved in long undulations."
In the years 1817 and 1820 these strange appearances

were quite common on the

New

England

coast,

and so

much

excitement was caused by it that the Linnsean Society of Boston appointed a committee to investigate the
matter. It was done, and the following is the report of
two well known gentlemen, Dr. Bigelow and F. C. Gray,

who were among

the party:—

"The monster was from eighty

to ninety feet long, his

head usually carried about two feet above the water; of a
dark brown color, the body with thirty or more protuberances, compared by some to four gallon kegs, by others to
a string of buoys, and called by some 'buncles on the
back;' motions very rapid, faster than those of a whale,
swimming a mile in three minutes, and sometimes more!
leaving a wake behind him, chasing mackerel, herrings, and
other fish, which were seen jumping out of water hundreds
He only came to the surface
at a time as he approached.
skillful gunner fired at him
of the sea in calm weather.
from our boat, and, having taken good aim, felt sure that
he must have hit him on the head. The creature turned
toward him, then dived under the boat, and reappeared
about one hundred yards on the other side,"

A

This creature was seen at a distance of thirty feet from
the boat, and was named by the scientific men aboard the
Sketches of it were made on the
spot in various positions by Col. Perkins, of Boston. He
saw fourteen projections, six feet apart, and described

Scoliophys Atlaaticus.

them

hatching of the woodcock late heavy falls of snow prevailed over the country, and most of the young birds were
destroyed.
And then again, the high price paid to market
shooters for this game during the Summer, when the birds
easily killed, is an encouragement for them
few birds that have weathered the storms.
Another objection to Summer woodcock shooting is the
fact that many shooters are disposed to kill young ruffed
grouse and call them woodcock.

are

young and

to kill off the

as being vertical ilexures of the

body when in mo-

known

to naturalists:"

"While myself and officers were standing on the lee side
of the poop looking toward the island we were startled by
a huge marine animal, which reared its head out of the
water within twenty yards of the ship when it suddenly
disappeared for about half a minute, and then made its appearance in the same manner again, showing us distinctly
its neck and head, about ten or twelve feet out of the
water. The diameter of the head was about seven or eight
feet in the largest part, with a tuft of loose skin circling it
about two feet from the top. The water was discolored for
several hundred feet from its head, so much so that on its
first appearance my impression was that the ship was in
broken water, produced, as I supposed, by some volcanic
agency since the last time I passed the island, but the second appearance completely dispelled these fears, and assured us it was a monster of extraordinary length, which
appeared to be slowly moving toward the land. The ship
was going too fast to enable us to reach the masthead in
time to form an estimate of its extreme length, but from
what we saw we judged that it must have been over two

hundred feet long."
At this "snake stock" left par in the dim* distance, and
has continued to rise and fall periodically ever since.
In the Bible we find mention of a sea serpent, showing
that the ancients, at least, had their legends of such a creature, and in Isaiah xxvi., 1, we find: "In that day the
Lord with his sore and great strong sword shall punish Leviathan, the piercing serpent, even Leviathan, that crooked
serpent, and he shall slay the dragon that is in the sea."
And so we might continue compiling evidence of the exIt is quite possible that we have
istence of this wonder.
not yet exhausted the sources of discovery. Every hour
brings forth some new point in the workings of nature.

Huge remains of primeval greatness are shown us that far
exceed the complexity of our subject, and with the magic
wand of science the geologist spreads before us the picture
of lost eras, when each epoch swarmed with its monsters
of form so stupendous that were legacy and hearsay alone
our proofs, the tale would be received with no little doubt.
So we know not what the sea may yet give up, and the
time may come when these monuments of by-gone greatness, if so they are, may appear to us, bringing truth and
conviction out of the rumors of their greatness that have
gone before.
-*»•»

—
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Preservation; op Game. Among the public acts of the
late session is the one relative to the preservation of game.
It

UNLAWFUL

rapidly,

:

"If there exists any animal in our waters not yet known to naturalists, answering to the description of the 'Sea Serpent," it must be closely
allied to the Plesiosaurus. The occurrence in the fresh waters of North
America of a fish—the Lapidcgteus, which is closely allied to the fossil
fishes found with the Plesiosmirus in the Jurassic beds— renders such

it

of the law is to prevent the trampling of corn and
grain fields rather than the preservation of game. Partridges (the pheasant of Pennsylvania and the South) ought
not to be taken till about the 1st of October; and so far as
the law relates to them it is well enough. Prairie chickens
are also included, but there are none in Connecticut, except those brought from the West in boxes and frozen.
The shooting or taking of quail is prohibited till the 20th
of October.
This is quite late for shooting these delicious
It
birds, but it will be gratifying if they can be protected.
is the hard Winters, hawever, when the cold weather and
deep snow continue late in the season, that kill off the quail
wholesale rather than the gunners. Kartfonl (Gt.) Times.
It is only until this season that we have advocated the
passage ot laws prohibiting Summer woodcock shooting.
During the past two seasons just about the time of the
ject

murky atmosphere and

of the sea.
It will

tion.

9

provides that woodcock shall not be shot except in the
of October, November, and December. Few of

months

these birds come through this State in December or later
than the middle of November; so that the law really confines woodcock shooting to about six weeks in the year.
So far as the birds are concerned we cannot see the object
of the law.
Woodcock are migrating birds. They go
South in immense numbers in October, and some in the
early part of November, and if not shot in Connecticut,
more of them will be taken south of this State. They fly
principally at night, and comparatively few of them could
be shot here under any circumstances. Some of the best—
the young birds—are found, here in July, Possibly the ob-

SHOOTING.

Monmouth County, N.

J., July 18th, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—

You can rest assured that I have been a very indignant sportsman at
the frequent and open violations of the woodcock law during the past.
month of June. Indeed, it seems to me that neither city or country
sportsmen have had any respect for the law regulating the close season
There were many violations last seain our county this Summer at all.
son by resident sportsmen, and I was informed of two parties who
boasted of killing from fifty to seventy-five birds before the 4th of July.
This Summer it is much worse. I am glad to say, however, there are a
few honorable exceptions, and from this excellent material it is hoped
an efficient organization can be evoked which will do much to remedy
the present system of violating the law with impunity. Many sportsmen contend, in justifying their unlawful acts, that the present law, as
it affects our section, is defective, as the game leaves for its more northern feeding grounds before the 4th inst., and stoutly insist that the 20th
of June should be the limit of the close season. This may be the case
in some extremely dry seasons and places, yet this I am not prepared to
admit. My experience in the field has been considerable with "dog and
gun," and gives me ample opportunity to judge in this matter correctly,
and my candid opinion is that this is not invariably the case, if at all.
For the correctness of my position take this season for example. It certainly has been very dry with us during the past Spring and so far this
Summer. Many streams and springs in my neighborhood are dried up,
which, I am told, has not been the case before for the past twenty years
Woodcock have not left us yet, I am happy to say, as I have been out
and killed a few since the 4th. It is true they are not very plenty, but
the scarcity is not owing to the fact of migration but entirely to anothet
cause, which I think it my duty to expose. If I am not greatly misinformed the birds have almost all been killed off before the 4th of July in
the few choice localities we have for this noble and exquisite game bird.
I am a farmer-sportsman, and after our busy season of '"hay and h irvest"
take my vacation, enjoying my favorite amusement, and then having
faithfully observed the close season, when you see youug woodcock
within a stone's throw of your residence almost any aay as you walk
over the fitting places for the beautiful birds on your plantation, and to
have them mercilessly and unlawfully slaughtered in their "unclean
and helpless condition, I ask you, Mr. Editor, if I have not just causefor "righteous indignation and outcry." 1 say "unclean," and I think
I use the word advisedly after reading your able essay upon "Unclean
Creatures." By the way, I have earnestly recommended a number of
so-called sportsmen to read your paper, and especially your excellent arI say helpless, and it is true that many young
ticle upon that subject.
broods cannot hardly fly out of harm's way before the 4th of July. It?.
certainly does not require ranch skill or afford real pleasure to kill them
in this condition. I can see no good and sufficient reason to change the
present law as to the time of killing Summer woodcock, but if
anything is done let Summer shooting be abolished altogether, and see;
if it will help the condition of the case any as to violations or preservation. It will surely help the condition of the game for the table, and the
One Fall woodcock is worth two Summer birds
skill of the marksman.
in either case.
One can do nothing single handed to prosecute violators, some of
whom are your friends and neighbors— this for obvious reasons. I know
one man who frankly confessed that he had killed four woodcock last
Spring while shooting English snipe. He and his boys ate said to be
market gunners, and if they should be fined the individual doing it.
would be likely to receive some personal injury. I am told of another
party that ki'led twenty-nine woodcock one day in June, and sold them
for $1 per pair. The proprietor of the farm on which they were killed
was extremely indignant, and threatened prosecution, but has done nothing. I could mention other cases of resident sportsmen equally guilty of
the most flagrant violations, but will forbear. These facts come to my
knowledge unsought and undesired. I must speak of still another casethat of a gentleman high in authority in your city, and his companion,
who were out killing woodcock in June, as I was informed by a friend
that saw and knew them. I speak of these gentlemen more particularly,
because it is my desire and that of other resident sportsmen to cultivate
friendly and fraternal feeling between city and country sportsmen and
sportsmen and farmers. Now, if these sportsmen will persist in shooting game out of season and before those having equal if not superior
game rights can get an opportunity to kill a fair share of the game lawfully, it is but natural and proper a strong prejudice will be engendered
against non-resident sportsmen shooting at all, even in season. I know
of many farmers who will not allow strangers to put their feet upon their
farms with dog and gun. These violations are a fruitful source of much
of the ill feeling which exists between the farmers and sportsmen, and
particularly non-resident sportsmen. It is not pleasant to allude to these
parties or to these things, but something ought to be done to correct existing evils, and to protect the game and to preserve and increase it,
which, if faithfully persevered in, must eventually promote the best interest of all concerned.
Expressions of individual opinions are useful, and a description of the
game conditions of different sections of our country will render assistance in throwing light upon the subject and afford in time, perhaps, ma1 ''

Permit me to commend your indefatigaterial and valuable correction.
ble efforts in connection with the International Association, and the
wholesome influence your paper has exerted in forming local societies
for the laudable protection and propagation of game and fish all over
the country.
.

The Hartford Times

.
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says that the Sharpes Kifle

Company

remove from that city to Bridgeport, Ot., and
contracts have already been awarded for the construction
ot the company's new buildings there. The main building
is to be 250 feet long, 40 feet wide, and four and one-half
The engine house will be 50 by 40 feet, the
stories high.
boiler house 50 feet square, and the annealing building 100
by 40 feet
will soon

FOREST AND STREAM.
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one

fye ^iflt.

—The

CREEDMOQR.

— The

open

at 300 yards,

yards, any

rifle

delegation of Canadian Volunteers who visited
carried off the cup presented by the

Wimbledon not only
week

principal event decided at the ranges this

was the contest for the Crouch "bullseye" badge, which
was shot on Saturday last. Mr. Geiger, of the Remington
works at Ilion, was successful for the second time. Mr,
Jewell's score was higher, but he had one less bullseye
than the winner. The day was comparatively fine, the

Rajah of Colahpore and the $400 accompanying it, but
won also $550 in money prizes, two of them taking $60
each in the Queen's prize, and five of them $15 prizes.

—Mr.
silver

by members of the Amateur Rifle Club only,
900 and 1,000 yards. The following are the scores :—

Schoesze,

cup in the

Mississippi, has won a
shooting tournament just concluded

of Vicksburg,

rifle

at Stuttgart.
-*-**»

,

[from our special correspondent.]

wind, although inclined to be variable, blowing down the
range most of the time. The terms of the match were:

THE WESTERN CREEDMOOR,

Etc

fifteen shots,
at 800,

L. GEIGER.

Yards.

Totals.

Score.

800...
900.....
1000
Bullseyes, 18.

4
5
.....3

54*33555544554
355 553423 3 5545
3 3 5 4 4 5 3 435323
H. S.

B3

800.

65)
.62 V 176
49 j

JEWELL.

43335245455

5
4 3 5 4 5 4 4
5 4 5 3 3 3 3 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 5

900 ..-••
1000
Bullseyes, 17.

51 )
61 I 177
65).

4-3454444

W. B. PARWELL.
800

,

3 5 4 3 5 4 4 4 5 3 5 3 4 4 5
4 5 4 5 5
4
3

62)

453534355
3324543045433

900...
1000
Bullseyes, 15.

A.

61V 172
46)

3 5 5 3 5 5 5 5 3 5 5 5 3 5
?
4 5 5 4 5 3
4 3 5 3 4 3
.3
5 4 4 3
3
2 2 3 3

800.
900;
1000.

62)
50 V 144
32

)

Bullseyes, 15.
P.
2

800..

23

5

HYDE.

4523245535

4 4 3 5 4 5
..4 4 3 4 5 3 3

000
1000----

45)

5
3 5 4 3 2 4

46 V 134

33)

5 2,0

800.

900
1000
Bullseyes, 8.

4
3

RATHBONE.

2
3 3 4 4 5 4
3 5 4
5 3 4 4 3

32 )
48 V 130
50 )

4 3

4 4 4
4 3

244550043553

W. Gih

:

4 4 4 2 4 3 4.. ..25
a 4 a
k 8
a 5 5....
k
29
4 5
-.,3
(200. ...4 5 3 3 4 4 3. ...26

j 200
\
vin
1-500.

p„„ tnri
Burton

_

B. Burton...

1

|

Gon.F.F.MiHan

{™- ;J° »J \\

W.H. Murphy

^Alltlll V.^
\

B.Browne

\

200'
S 3
500.... 5

J;;

;;g

54

f

51

46

}

*

3 2 4 2.... 17
0. ..12 f
5

OQ
"J
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and will send a strong team to
Nevada Badge. The Second Brigade commenced practice on Monday. The Fifth Brigade used the

larly regular in attendance

contest for the
targets

on Friday.

Tiie American Team Abroad.— A dispatch from Paris
dated ihe 7th inst, reported the American Rifle Team in
They were received on the evening of the 6th,
that city.
by Victor Hugo at his residence, in the Rue de Clichy.
The American gentlemen were presented to M. Hugo by
Theodore Michaelis in a complimentary speech, in which
he alluded to their recent achievements in rifle matches in
Ireland and England. M. Hugo, in welcoming the Ameri-

was very proud of America and grateful for
Col.
the recognition it had given to him and his worksGildersleeve, in response, said their meeting with M. Hugo
was the most pleasureable one of their trip.
cans, said he

—The

American team and

their friends arrived in

Lon-

don on the 9th from Paris. Several of the party were to
visit Sir Henry Halford the next day at Wistow Hall, his
country seat in Leicestershire, where they were to meet a
of distinguished guests. To-day all will go to
Liverpool to embark for home on the steamer City of Berlin, except Mr. Bruce, who remains on the Continent.

number

The American Rifle Team in Florida.— Our frequent
correspondent, Major Alden, writes:—
lliink we are so far from civilization that we
get excited over the victory of our American
team. If so, you are much mistaken, for on the eve of
the 6th we had the Evening Telegram, the New York
Herald, and the Forest and Stream, all of which had a
can
diagram of the targets and the glorious news.

"You may

would not

We

shout with your mass meeting— "Glory Hallelujah." Our
bets on the result have been small, mine being one gallon
of the best quality of snake antidote, and I only wish that I
could have the pleasure of giving the team a "right smart"

bumper.

The

result is glorious,

and

as

the Irish have

the gauntlet.
Speaking'of trap shooting gives me occasion to refer to
the Dittmar powder, which I am inclined to think, notwithstanding so much has been said in your columns
through correspondents against its use, has more virtue
than the conservative shot is willing to concede. That
use I do not deny, but may
they not have occurred with the Oriental or any other
black powder? It is my impression that these accidents
its

would have been aveited had the guns been properly
loaded.
Mr. Edwin Thomas, gun dealer, No. 79 Clark
street, George Sherman, Abner Price, and others, all first

best advantage

is

it

to these conclusions

not the fault of the powder. I am led
from the fact that I often meet with

men who have succeeded in its use, and will have
nothing else. Besides, it is comparatively a new thing.
Let us have patience. If one has succeeded others may.
May not much depend upon the compactness with which
the powder is driven into the cartridge?
You will find if
you explode a little of it in the open air that the combustion is comparatively slow, but if under confinement very
quick to ignite. Is there not a happy mean in its manipulation whereby its use can be universally indorsed?
The long talk of forming a shooting club in this city
has at last culminated. A very enthusiastic meeting was
held at the Sherman House on the evening of the 3d with
practical

There were present
a view to a permanent organization.
Judge Bradwell, a well-known marksman in this city; A.
G. Alford, agent of the Remington manufactory; Messrs.
Blackmon, Mills, S. B. Sexton, H. H. Hardy, T. D. Williams, W. C. Dyer, John Ennis, Charles Fuller, H. H.
Thale, C. H. Arnold, W. H. Roney, and others. Judge
Bradwell presided, and Mr. Sexton officiated as Secretary.
A committee of three, consisting of Blackmon, Alford,
and Cleveland was appointed to prepare a call for a general meeting, at which the organization could be perfected.
A committee of five was also appointed to draft a constitution and by-laws, to be submitted to the next meeting; also
to collect information respecting the selection of a range,
purchase of rifles, and other requisites. Mr. Gale offered
the club the use of his grounds at Galewood, on the Chicago and Pacific Railroad, about eight miles from this city,
and other places were tendered. The matter will have to
be submitted for further consideration at the next meeting.
This action has awakened an active interest where it was
not expected* Many not supposed to have any penchant
for the rifle have signified their intentions to take a place
in the team; so much of this having been advanced already
that its success is thereby guaranteed beyond peradventure.
The West has taken up the lead thrown out by the National
Association at Crccdmoor. The victories in Europe of
the gallant team from New York is sounded from every
hill-top. and echoed in every vale. The spirit is contagious,
and ranges will be the order from ocean to ocean, when we
B.
may be truly called a nation of sharpshooters.

— An organization to be known as the Boston
Rifle

Highlands
Club has just been formed and the following officers

President, M. W. Costello; Vice-President, P.
O'Brien; Secretary, P. Shea; Treasurer, R. Timmons;
Captain, B. Bevelander.

elected:

,

<^*Holtokb, Mass. August
,

.Editor Forest

The

report of the fourteenth field meeting of the
7th, is the following:—

Holyoke

Score.

E.C.Smith...
H. A. Smith

C.P.Chase
A. Knight

Chapman
H.White
S.

G.Parker
J. Snover.

R.McDooald
I>.

:'.

3425405
03 45 2 34
3004332
2020023
4034344
0322400
4533453
0024333
3220 350
3030405
443 40

Ketton

Kifle Club,

3

Total.
23
21
15
9

22
11

27
15
15
15

18

Range, 200 yards; position, standing, off-hand; seven shots, with a
possible count of 35
In the meeting:, July 31st, Mr. White made a perfect string of five
On Thursday, the 5th, he scored 94 out of a possible 100, at
bullseyes.
400 yards, making 16 bullseyes, (13 in succession) two 4's and two S's.
.

has been using a Remington 10-pound gun, and considers its shooting qualities perfect; but the expense of shooting it puts it out of the
reach of many of the members. Mr. White claims he can make equally
as good scores with the.9£ pound Maynard, and the expense of cartrid-

He

ges

is less

by

one-half.

GAME

IN

SEASON IN AUGUST.

Woodcock.

Snipe

Curlew.

Bay

Squirrels.

Pinnated grouse, Tetra

birds.

1

ciqrido.

Pinnated grouse, or "prairie chicken, are in season in Missouri, Illiand Indiana. August 15th; Wisconsin and Iowa, August 20th;
Ohio, Maine, New Hampshire, New York, and Pennsylvania, September
In Massachusetts the
1st; Connecticut and Kentucky, October 1st.
season is close until 1876, and in New Jersey until 1880.
'

nois,

—

—

Rhode Island. Providence, August 6th 1875. Our Summer woodcock shooting during July was very good; our
friend Anthony getting about thirty in two week's shooting, and many more were taking by others in different
We have a great many wing shots
parts of the State.
among us, and our Fall shooters are making extensive arrangements to visit the Western States for grouse and
Our bay has not, as yet, been visited by
quail shooting.
shore birds. A few plover were seen a few days since,
but they have not as yet become very plenty. The last of
Several
this month, will no doubt, bring them along.
pigeon matches are t© be tested soon, one to be shot next
Monday, August 9th, at Newport, R. I. The contestants
comprise many of the Summer visitors who are stopping

A few of <ror gentlemen shots from
propose going down to take a hand, and if the
New Yorkers don't shoot pretty well, our representatives
What Cheer.
will warm them.
there for the season.
this city

New Jersey. — Carman

House, Forked River, August 2d,
birds have not settled fairly to the feeding grounds
yet, but are doing so every day, and should nothing occur
we certainly will report big shooting this week. Yesterday
we observed going over a bunch of large snipe about the
size of curlews, marlin shaped, long bill, long legs, and
They passed over our heads within
perfectly white body.
thirty yards; can any of your readers state what they
were? Their appearance created considerable comment
among baymen and others who saw them, and all agree
that their "like was never seen "before."

The

Aug.

&h.

— Snipe

thp past week.
and others bad.

shooting has been

variable

during
luck

Some days we have enjoyed good
The birds have not yet taken to the

Fall

although every day large numbers pass over us.
Yellow legs, marlin, curlew, dowitch, and plover come
hourly in good flocks, but for some reason have for the last
two or three days failed to take the stool as they should.
By the latter end of this week the shooting no doubt will
be first rate, and it will pay to risk a visit here about that
The best bag was made yesterday by Messrs. Taylor,
time.
Carter, and Frame, from this house, Mr. Taylor killing
without decoys over forty birds. Several other good bags
were made yesterday, and all good birds. We have here
to-day over 'fifteen gentlemen from New York and Philaflight,

delphia waiting'for sunrise to-morrow for the fray. Of their
What about tbose
success I will keep you informed.
white marlin (?) I asked you about last week? What were
E. H.
they?

Pennsylvania.

— Blooming Grove

Park, Aug.

10,

1875.—

for good shooting here are very encouraging.
Ruffed grouse are well grown and very abundant. The
recent fires in the woods have driven deer and other game
into the park grounds, and they are seen in all directions.

The prospects

Mr. Myers took 10 black bass yesterday in Lake Giles, the
They take live minnows greedily, but are
largest* 2 J lbs.
Today a party will start
rarely caught on artificial baits.
for Lake Laura to spend a few days in camp.
A duck with a curious bill, or rather with no bill at all,
haunts the shores of the lake; it is a dark brown, with a
When followed it takes to the woods
ruff on the head.
and conceals itself. Can you give us a name for it?

Ancoba.

—

9th, 1875.

and Stream.:—

Name.
D.H.Smith

—The National Rifle Association of California has decided to hold its Fall meeting in September, the opening
matches to be shot on the 25th of that month, at the PresiThe Principal match will be open to
dio Reservation.
teams of six from every company in the California National
Guard. Two all corners' matches have also been adopted.

wt(t j$ng mid $un.

Dittmar with great success, and

want nothing better. Certainly for
double birds it works to a charm. Mr. Thomas says he
can make up cartridges, and does every day, that none need
fear to shoot.
If one don't know how to work it to the
declare that they

on Saturday, August

Provincial Rifle Association.— We have received the
programme of the meeting of this Canadian organization,
which commences on the 24th of August. The prize list
embraces eleven matches, of which but one, however, is
open to all comers, the rest being open only to riflemen of
the Dominion of Canada. The rules adopted are those in
force at Wimbledon.

persons interested in organizing a rifle club, held at the First Light
Infantry Regiment's armory, on Wednesday evening, August 4th, and
agreeable to the call about one hundred and fifty of our rifle shooters
were present. The meeting was called to order by John B. Antbonj^,
Esq., President Providence Tool Co., and committees were chosen for
the purpose of selecting a 1,000 yards range. Many signed a document,
which shows the interest taken in securing the rules of the National
Rifle Association,
although not binding upon any person until the
association assumes a more promising success, which it will, no doubt,
in time, as it is now in the hands of the right gentlemen. A meeting
will soon be called to adopt by-laws and constitution. Rifle shooting
has taken a firm hold anions: some of the military companies, and Company C, First Light Infantry Regiment, made an excursion yesterday to
Oakland Beach for a target shoot. The prize offered was a silver goblet,
and was won by a member of the Boston Base Ball Club, who were there
What Cheer.
to defeat the Rhode Islanders, and they did it.

down

.

The ranges have been extensively used for National
Guard practice. The Eighth Regiment have been particu-

Providence, R. I., August 6th, 1874.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
A notice was given in one of our daily papers that a meeting of all

ized by the several clubs, and challenges are flying to and
fro.
As fast as one club gains the victory another throws

all

On the same day the Irish- American Club held their
monthly competition for a challenge cup valued at $50.
The conditions were seven shots each at 200 and 500 yards,
the first standing and the last in any position. Mr. B.
Burton has been the winner on the two previous occasions,
but this time he was beaten by his son, Sergeant Wing
Burton, of Company K. 12th Regiment. The following
are the scores

—

class shots, are using the

Bullseyes, 11.
R.

Chicago, August 4th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Trap shooting among a certain class in this city is the absorbing question now. Dexter Park is being well patron-

there have been accidents in

ANDERSON.

RHODE ISLAND RIFLE RANGE.

to military guns; the other at 1,000

within the rules.

The Norfolk Game Protective Association has just
been organized at Norfolk, Virginia, and it is the intention of its promoters to secure the formation of similar
clubs all over the State where they are much needed; the
game laws of the State being utterly inadequate for the
purposes for which they are framed. The following
gentlemen were elected officers:— President, S.R.White;
First Vice President, S. P. Moore, of Portsmouth; Second
Vice President, W. H. Seabury; Secretary, J. C. Adkisson; Treasurer, Nathaniel Burruss; Attorney of Association, Judge Garnett; Executive Committee, Messrs. Hardy,
Joseph Hobday, L W. Tazewell, and John B. Corpr.ew.
energetic
Messrs. W. E. Tavlor and J. T. Allyn have been
ot
in this matter, and will endeavor to secure the passage
suitable laws by the Legislature that meets next Winter.
has
—A Rifle and Sporting Club
about

just been organized

in

twenty men, including
Putnam, Connecticut, with
best rine
several prominent business men and some of the
or
and shot gun experts in Windham County. The officers
Sporting
the club, which is named the "Putnam Rifle and
ViceClub " are as follows: President, E. T. Wliitmore:
A,
W.
Treasurer,
and
Secretary
Walker;
President, C. C.
Green; Captain, E. P. Kin?;/

FOREST AND STREAM.
object of the club will be to bring rifle and shot gun
practice to a Uglier standard of perfection than now exists
here (which is good now); also to back up our new State
law, just passed, in the protection of game. The law gives
the close time for woodcock and partridge until October

The

11

No. 4; wads, two large over shot. The above
charge was hard rammed with a steel rammer. Kesnlt, good.
Second Trial— Powder, six drachms- measure, shot gun S. A.; wads,
two large; shot, If ounces No. 4; wads, two large over shot. All hard
rammed. Result, good.
Third Trial— Powder, eight drachms shot gun S. A. wads, two large;
Very hard rammed.
shot, If ounces No. 4; wads, two large over shot.
Result, good.
Fourth Trial— Powder, ten drachms shot gun S. A.; wads, two large;
shot, If ounces No. 4; wads, two large over shot. Hard rammed. Re-

large; shot, If ounces

;

first;

October

quail,

20.

Captain Bogardus.— We give elsewhere a graphic account of the match in which the Captain defeated Mr.
Since then the correspondent of the New York
Stevens.
Herald announces a match to come off at the Welsh Harp,
Hendson, on the 2d of this month, between Bogardus and
Shaw of Manchester, said to be the best trap shot in England North of the Thames, on the followining terms: £200
a side, at 21 yards rise. 100 birds, one oz. shot, and each
man to find birds and traps, and handle against his opponent. BelVs Life rules to be adhered to, with some slight
modifications, and Mr. Edward Smith, of that journal, to
The Manchester men, who consider Shaw
act as referee.
the best professional shot in England, have made him a
favorite in the betting, and when Bogardus beats him, as
he surely will, they will fall heavily. While at Manchester, Borgardus gave one of his exhibitions, astonishing the
At Sheffield the Capnatives by killing 27 birds in 2:55.
tain won a small sweepstake and made a match with a
considerable landed proprietor, merely for £25, 30 birds,
21 yards rise. He also put out a challenge to shoot any
man in Sheffield or vicinity for £100, and it is supposed he
will be taken up bv some one of the many crack shots
around Sheffield.— Turf, Field and Farm, Aug. llh.

—A

pigeon match was shot on the 27th of July at
Brownsville, Mo., between a number of experts of that
place and Sedalia. The conditions of the match were five
birds each, 20 yards rise, 80 yards boundary. The score on
the first round was as follows
5 T.J. Ciimmin£?s
A. Farnham
3
5 J. R. Hupp...
C T. McElvaney
:

;5

.

John Knllmer
J.

3 Dr. T. T. Major
3 S. H. Houston
2!S. B. Ingram
3IR. F. Waddell

:

H. Brewster

..

A. McElvaney
H.

J.

Utt

H.M.Miller
J. D. Brown

1 J.
!

4
5

H. Doyle

2

2 Prank Houston
2 Dr. W. B. Parsons
4 W. J. Maltby
4 M. C. Malan
4 J. C. Wood
2

.

Cochran
A. B. Derapsey
Col. McGoffin
John Montgomery

J. S

4

2

.

Gill

5

3
4
3

2

four gentlemen who had killed all their birds then
shot off at 26 yards, and Mr. McElvaney killing two birds
took first money. In shooting off the ties of four Dr.
Major was successful, and the last prize fell to Mr. W. B.
Parsons. The birds being limited in number, the sport
was not as good as it might have beeu, but all were well
satisfied.
The Sedalia Sportsmen's Club has been challenged by that of Jefferson City, and the match will probrifle team is also in contemplaably be shot this week.
tion in Sedalia.

The

A

-**+~

.

Lexington, Ky., August 4th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream: —
On last Tuesday a match was shot oft between a few amateur sportsmen who had never shot over a trap, to decide which was the best shot.
Eight single birds, 26 yards rise, 80 yards boundary.
6IR. Gilmore
Al Harris
6
(5
M. W. Smith..
2lC. W. Bradley
Fanchee
Lampheor
D.
6|J.
4
(i
6 J. G. Yellmau, Jr
S. McChesuey, Jr
D. Knoble, Jr
5
6JA. G, DeLong.
Seven having tied it was decided to shoot off at one bird each at 31
yards.
Al Harris

IE. Gilmore

D. Fanchee

1

C,

1

J.

S.

McChesney

.

.

;

—

;

quite as safe in a

as the black,

and that unless exlraordinarij pains
would be solely attributable to

We

gross carelessness and ignorance.
still adhere to our instructions
not to ram the powder too hard, aud advise our friends to use the same
as they do of black powder. We remain respectfully yours,

The Dittmar Powder

Idtiotml

Bradley
G. Yellman, Jr
.

BASE

:

Some very

with the following result: McChesuey, 0; Fanchee,
Harris declared the best amateur shot in the
0; Harris, 1; Gilmore, 0.
city.
The boys think we are the best "scrub club" in the State. Jaubert's annual tournament commences the 10th inst.
Your truly,
tied again,

One of the Scrub Club.
•^«»-

BLACK'S CARTRIDGE VESTS.
Columbia, Pa.. August

4th, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
I notice in your paper of the 29th of July, among the Answers to Correspondents, that "S. W., Springfield, Ohio," wants to know the best
method for carrying cartridges fox a Maynard rifle. Tell him to go to
Schuyler, Hartley & Graham and get one of Black's cartridge vests
made to order. They are undoubtedly the best for all breech loading
arms. I only wonder the Government does not adopt them. I think a
man's outfit, owning a breech loader, is sadly neglected without a cartridge vest. I think you should give them a special notice in your
paper.
Yours truly,
G. E. Mifflin.

+
DITTMAR

gun

W e taken to damage the gun accidents

Co., Boston.

MnMimes.

BALL— THE PROFESSIONAL ARENA.

interesting

—

marked improvement in their play, having one game with
the Mutuals— 1 to 1, five innings— and winning games from
the Philadelphia club— 2 to 0— and the Athletics, the latter
being a ten inning game. The championship record for
the week ending August 9th shows another change in the
order of position of the contesting nines, the Chicagos taking a step up in front of Philadelphia, while the Mutuals
fall to seventh place again. The Hartfords, too, once more
tie the Athletics in won games, the latter having lost two
matches last week, while the Hartfords gained two. The
record is as follows:

,

THE

Club.

POWDER.

Dittmar Powder Company, Office

55

Kilbt Street,

Boston, Aug.

2d, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—

m

)

f

Boston

We have been experimenting during the past week with our new sporting powder at the works, and the results may be interesting to your
After repeated trials we are satisfied that it is exceedingly difficult to burst a muzzle loading gun, even with extraordinary charges
both of the powder and of shot. We are also satisfied that while a breech
loader will not bear so heavy an overcharge, either of the "Dittmar" or
of black powder, that the new powder is perfectly safe in the hands of
the sportsmen using such guns, provided they do not heavily overload
and pound and hammer down their charges.
have quite a number
of correspondents who write that they have firei the powder without
and
shot
without using a large sized wad, and the explosion did not
force the wad out of the barrel. Now, if this wad was left in the barrel
when the shell was reloaded, the result of the next firing, either with the
Dittmar or black powder, would be a bursted gun. Several heavy rifles,
loaded with black powder, one at Creedmoor, have been shattered by a
small piece of rag being allowed to remain in the barrel. Accidents with
firearms have been common, black powder being used all over the country, the fault being in careless handling or loading, or from some
radical
defect in the barrels, and not from the powder, and we are perfectly satisfied that the new Dittmar powder when used, even with a
moderate degree of attention to our instructions, is in reality safer than the black.
Letters are now pouring in upon us from all parts of the country from
readers.

We

men, who are enthusiastic in praise of the new article, and we
are satisfied that the few persons who have been unsuccessful in their
trials have either used shotgun powder instead of the rifle, or
the reverse, or have failed to comprehend the wording of our "instructions"
as regards loading. We have this morning received proof beyond question that the actual strain upon a gun with the new powder is from 20
to
25 per cent, less than with black, and we hope soon to be allowed to
give this proof publicity in your paper. Meamvhile we submit the
following:—
July 24th —Gun, muzzle loader, "Harper's Ferry;" barrel, 41 inch,
intelligent

bore, 69-100 inch.; weight, 9J pounds.
First Trial—Powder, four drachms measure, shot

gun

S. A.; wads,

two

fc

|..i

Athletic

I

Hartford
St. Louis ....
Philadelphia
Chicago.

I

Mutual
New Haven...

4i

51

61

3

41

II

1,..|

6|
31

1|

4

7,

6|

0|

5
2
3
2
2

81

3j

a

2

01 21
1
1
0|
I

lj

21

4|

-4]

3

••

4

6j
l|

1

2

..I

1

4|

3

II

Atlantic
Red Stockings.

fci

51

;

I

j

o

0!

II

21
..

2

Games Lost

411

The noteworthy

1

I

51

1

2

4

1

3,

0i..

0; 0;
01

2

0;

2

professional matches of last

.

.

.

.

THE AMATEUR ARENA.
last week were
Buckeye, at Covington, Ky

—The best amateur games of

178

week were

.

as

to
to
to
to
to
to

1

2
3

1

3 to 2
9 to 7
9 to 4
7 to 4

N Y
.

at Provi-_

5—Boston vs. Rhode Island, at Providence
5—New Haven vs. T. B.'s, at Bridgeport. ...
6— Olympic vs. Pilot, at Providence ..

'-"""'

6 to
'

.

"

7 to 2

4 to

Blue Stockings, at Cincinnati (11 in)
6— Lowell vs Grafton, at Lowell (10 innings)
"
7— Fly Away vs. Nameless, at Hoboken
7— Burlington vs. Archer, at Burlington, N. J.'.'.'.".".'
vs.

World, in an article on the coming
the Boston secession business came
before the base ball public any quantity of rumors have
prevailed in regard to the formation of nines for 1876. The
disposition of "pitchers and catchers made by Dame Rum oils in many instances as surprising as contradictory.
Bond
the coming pitcher par excellence, it is said-nhas been sent
to Philadelphia at $3,000 a year by one rumor and to Boston by another. The fact is, however, that Hartford is not
going to let Tommy leave, neither will they part with Allison.
These two are to be fixtures, whatever else may be
done in the way of changes. The great need of next season will be third basemen. There are but few up to the
requisite mark, and these are Sutton, Ferguson, Warren,
Fulmer, Nichols, and Gerhardt, both the latter having been

—

in fine form recently.
The St. Louis have no
one at third base equal to the status of the remainder of
the nine, neither have the Bostons. Pitchers are looming
up quite numerously of late, but the material is of the
crude order as a general thing. Catchers of the "White,
Allison, Hicks, and Clapp order are in active demand, with
but a limited supply, but the other positions can very readily be supplied from the amateur organizations.
What are
wanted most, however, arc reliable players, men of temperate habits withal. Now that Chicago 'fancy prices' are
being offered probably a full supply of all the staple articles will be forthcoming."

showing up

Syracuse, N. Y., July

28,

1875.— A match game of

base-ball was played here to-day between the Aldingtons,
of
York, and the Stars, of this city (both amatuers).
The following is the score:

New

Innings.

Arlingtons

4
2

Stars

1

1—
0-2

First base by errors—Arlmtrton.-s 5; Stare-, I,
Runs earned— Arln rgtous, 1; Stars, 1.
Time of game—1 hour and 40 minutes.
Umpires— C. W. llovey and J. F. Connelly.
Box,

—At

the

first

meeting of the Seabright Athletic AssociaNew Jersey, July 81, 1875, the

at Seabright,
events were as follows:
tion, held

—

One Hundred Yard Race Meats. Merrill, 12 seconds;
Abbott, 11| seconds; Merrill, 12 1-10.
The One quarter Mile Walk.— Alexander, 1 minute 54 1-16
seconds.

High Running Jump.
inch.

Standing Jump.

— Ward and Shipper

(tie)

— Ward (won easily) 4
— Merrill, seconds.

feel. 1

One quarter Mile Run,

4

feet

1

inch.

(Hi

One-half Mile Walk.— MeCarfer, 5 minutes 9 seconds.
One-half Mile Walk (for Fathers of Families).— Dr.
Parmly, 5:04J; Mr. Abbott, 5:10; Mr. Shift', distanced.
One-half Mile Bun.— Kobbe, 2,39£.

Running Brand Jump.

— Merrill,

15 feet 11 inches.

Hurdle Race, (150 Yards,
Hurdles, 8 feet
inches high).
—Won by Merrill in 25 8-1G seconds.
Umpires: Parmly, Drayton, Princeton Athletic Club.
Committee on Arrangements: S. Alexander, J. L. Abbott.

The Toledo Regatta.— The races of the Northwestern
Amateur Rowing Association commenced on the 5th inst.
The river was obstructed to a severe exat Toledo, Ohio.
tent by driftwood, but the weather and conditions gener-

"walked over" the course in 14:541-. The Wah-wah-sums,
had entered, but withdrew.
Montgomery and Barnard, of Chicago Scullers' Club,
and the Sterling Brothers, of the Floral City Club, Monroe, Mich., were the only starters for the junior doubleWhen about half a mile out, the latter broke
scull racean oar, leaving the Chicagos a walk over. Time, 15:49f.
For the senior sculls, two miles, Yates, of the Chicago
Scullers' Club, went over the course alone in 10m. 88£s.For the junior six-oared shells, three miles, four Detroit
They got away in good shape and kept
clubs competed.
nearly even to the turning stake, when the Wataugas fouled
on the buoy, breaking an oar. In turning the Zephyrs
fouled the Excelsiors, tearing away the rudder of the latThe Zephyrs came in first in 20m. 47|s., the Detroits
ter.
of Saginaw,

second in 21m.

The

54s.

four-oared junior was the next race, in which ten

were entered. Seven started. A good start was effected.
The Amateurs broke an outrigger half a mile out. The
Farraguts had the lead to the turn, when the Sho-Wal-CalMatte, of Monroes, Mich., took the lead, and kept it to
the finish, winning by three lengths,
Time, 20m. 48s.
The Farraguts were second, and the Excelsiors third.
Next came the four-oared open-to-all race. Seveu entered and five started.
The Duquesnes, of Pittsburg took
the lead at the start.
The 'Excelsiors and Scullers 'drew
out before reaching the turning stake.
The Duquesnes
crossed the line first.
Time, 19m. 31 2-5s; Wah-wah sums
second m 19m. 52*s., and the Undines third in 21m. 80s
The event of the day was the senior four-oared shell
race, three miles.
Out of seven entries six started. Half
a mile from the start the Undines fouled the Detroits and
caused a detention of several seconds, the Detroits turning
back. The Chicagos took the lead and kept it, coming in
first in 19 :40^,
There was a very close race between the
Wah-wah-sums and the Excelsiors, of Detroit, for the
second place, which was won by the former by half a
length.
Time, 19m. 59f s. Excelsiors, 20m. 5Us. Sprint
Lake, of Spring Lake, Mich., 20m. 31-fs.
On Saturday the river was in much better condition.
The first race was for the senior six-oared shells, and was
won by the Wah-wah-sums, of Saginaw, in 19 minutes 18
2-5 seconds, beating the Detroits and Excelsiors, of Detroit
and the Undines, of Toledo. For the junior single- sculls
;

1

follows:

.

dence.

6-Amateur

1

-.,

as follows:
Aug. 2— Mutual vs. Chicago, at Brooklyn (5 innings).
1
Aug. 3— Athletic vs. St. Louis, at Philadelphia.
3
Aug. 4— Boston vs. Philadelphia, at Boston.
4
Aug. 6— Chicago vs. Philadelphia, at Philadelphia.
2
Aug. 5- Hartford, vs. Mutualat Brooklyn (10 Innings)
1
?..'.'.'.'.
Aug. 7—Hartford vs Mutual, at Brooklyn
3

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

18
19
17
4

16 12 22|19|22|26|89|13

Aug. 2— Star vs.
Aug. 3— Pavonia vs. Hoboken, at Hoboken
Aug. 3 -Rochester vs. Livingston, at Rochester,
Aug. 4— Chess vs. Checkers, at Hartford. ...
Aug. 4—Rhode Island vs. Olympic, of N. Y..

38
28
28
23

..

0!

.

— The New
York
— "Since

nines, says:

were most favorable. Fully ten thousand persons
were present. The first race, for eight-oared barges, was a
failure, only one boat, that of the Grand River Club, of
Lansing, Michigan, putting in an appearance;
they

and finely contested games marked
the play in the championship arena last week despite the
heavy fall of rain, -which interfered so much with the
week's programme. The Hartford club games were noteworthy contests, as the scores 1 to 1, ten innings, and 3
to 1, eleven innings— fully show. The Chicago nine showed

—

first

ally

1

W.

D. Knoble, Jr

Four

good.
Fifth Trial—Powder, twelve drachms shot gun S. A.; wads, two large;
Hard rammed. Result, good.
shot, If ounces No. 4; wads, two.
Sixth 'J rial— Powder, fourteen drachms shot gun S. A.; wads, two
large; shot, If ounces No. 4; wads, two large. Each four drachms hard
rammed with steel rammer, and last two drachms same. Result, good.
Seventh Trial— Powder, eighteen drachms shot gun S. A.; wads, two
large; shot, If No. 4; wads, two latge. Each four drachms hard rammed
with steel rammer, and last two same. Result, good.
Eighth Trial— Powder, twenty drachms shot gun S. A.; wads, two
large; shot, three ounces No. 4; wads, two large. Each four drachma
hard rammed with steel rammer. Result, good. Gun entirely uninjured
July 27th.— Gun, breech loader; barrels, 32 inch.; bore, No. 12; brass
shells; weight, 8f pounds.
First Trial— Powder, 3f drachms S. A.; wads, two large; shot, If
ounces; wad, one large. Not hard rammed. Result, ^good.
Second Trial— Powder, four diachms S. A.; wads, two large; shot, 1
ounces; wad, one large. Hard rammed with a mallet.
Third Trial— Same as No. 2 only harder rammed. Result, good.
Fourth Trial—Powder, live drachma S. A, wads, two large; shot, If
ounces; wad, one large. Not rammed. Result, good.
Fifth Trial Powder, same charge of good quality black; shot, lj
ounces; No. 12 wads. This eharge injured the action by its recoil.
Sixth Trial— Powder, live drachms S. A.; wads, two large; shot, If
ounces; wad, one large. This charge was rammed down very hard with
a mallet. Result, good.
Seventh Trial— Powder, six drachms S. C. shot gun, fine grain; wads,
two large; shot, two ounces; wad, one large. Ordinary pressure in loading. Result, good.
Eighth Trial— Powder, seven drachms S. C, shot gun, fine, grain; wad,
one large; shot, If ounces; wad, one large. Hard rammed with mallet.
Result, good.
Ninth Trial—Powder, six drachms S. C. shot gun, fine grain; wads,
two large; shot, two ounces; wad, one. Hard rammed and pounded.
Result, good.
July 29th. Tenth Trial—Pow titer, four drachms S. C, four drachms
S. A., eight in all; wads, two large; shot, If ounces; wad, one large.
Very hard rammed. Result, good.
Eleventh Trial— Powder, 8 drachms S. A. wads, two large; shot, two
ounces; wad, one large. Powder rammed very hard with mallet. This
finally burst the gun at the breech.
All the above trials were made in the right hand barrel.
Twelfth Trial— Left Hand Barrel— Eight drachms S. A. powder; two
large wads; two ounces shot, loaded by the muzzle as bhell was full;
wad pressed down, not rammed. Result, good.
We also fired eight drachms S. A. powder, two ounces shot, and two
large Wada in a small muzzle loading single barrel gun, which cost $7.50,
ramming the powder down as hard as possible with a steel rammer; result, good; and also tried five drachms S. A. powder, with three ounces
shot, and seven drachms S. A., with 2A ounces shot with the same result.
Our experiments would seem to indicate that the "Dittmar powder" is
sult,

periments in one sense, as the Chicagos will for the
time place a representative team in the field.

7 to
2 to 1
6 to 6
5 to 5
8 to 4

—The Centennial teams, both professional and amateur
promise to be the strongest nines that have ever entered
the arena. It will be the most brilliant base ball season
on
record, and all the clubs seem to be making preparations
already for the following season. It will be a season
of ex-

four started, viz.

:

;

Standish, of the Excelsiors, of Detroit

•

Barnard and Montgomery, of the Chicago Scullers, and
Alexander, of the Wah-wah-sums. They kept pretty even

when Montgomery took the lead, increasing it
way down, and crossing the line five lengths ahead

at the turn,
all

the

Time, 20m. 53 l-5s. Standish was second, 21m. 12s.
—The Sea Cliff Yacht Club held a regatta on Wednesday last in Hempsted Harbor; open to all boats between
fifteen and thirty-four feet in length.
The race was sailed
under Corinthian rules. The Anna won, beating the Halcyon twenty seconds, the course being twelve miles in
en n
T1 e prize was a handsome set of colors presented
!
ft -r, l
by Mr. Beebe*
"

FOREST AND STREAM.

12

The Sportsman's Warehouse.

SARATOGA
ROWING ASSOCIATION.

EDWIN S.

THIRD SEASON.

ON

Broadway,

ISo. fl'77'

LAKE SAEATOGA,

THE

HAEEIS,

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY,

New

GUNPOWDER.

Yo**k.

Hazard's "Electric" Powder.
Unsurpassed in point of
to 5 (coarse).
Packed in square canisstrength ana cleanliness.

BREECH LOADING

OPEN TO THE MEMBERS OF ALL REGULARLY
ORGANIZED AMATEUR ROWING CLUBS
IN THE UNITED STATES AND

Nos.

1 (fine)

ters of

1 lb.

D

RACES.
FIRST DAY, August 24th.— Single. scull

Shells,

State Championship.) Single-Scull Shells,

AND

(Junior.)

SECOND DAY,
nior^

August 25th.— Single

Scull,

(Se-

August 26th.—Double

Shells,

(Se-

Pour-oared Shells.

All the races will be free, but an entrance fee of $20
for each boat will be required at the time of entering,
to be paid to the Treasurer as an evidence of good
faith, to be returned if the boat entered rows in the
race.
Entries must positively be made on or before the
-"20th day of August, addressed

Nos.

isi

Implements,

Cartridges,

Hazard

s

"Duck Shooting."

to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
and hi and 12£ lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close, and with great
penetration. For field, forest and water shooting
it ranks any other brand, and it is equally serviceable for muzzle or breech loader.

Nos.

Brass and Paper.

!>otlx

MATERIALS OF ALL KINDS, CARTRIDGE VESTS, COATS AND BELTS, FLASKS,
POUCHES, AND AMMUNITION OF ALL KINDS. EVERYTHING IN MY LINE FOR
BOTH HOME AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE PRICES.
HA VE LAHiiE STOCK OF MUZZLE LOADING G UNS & RIFL E8 VERT CHEAP

A fine grain,

prairie shooting.

KliixdLs.

ALSO, GUN

In 1 lb. canisters and 6} lb.
quick and clean, for upland and
Well adapted to short guns.

(fine) to 6 (coarse).

1

kegs.

OP ALL

Pair-oared Shells.

THIRD DAY,
nior.)

only.

Hazard's "American Sporting."

BRITISH PROVINCES.

(New York

CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

August 24»h, 25th and 26th, 1875.

POWDER

HAZARD

COOPER HARRIS & HODGKINS,

Late

tirand International Regatta

inccttmuouH.

1

(fine)

Hazard's "Kentucky Rifle."
FFFG, FFG, and "Sea Shooting" FG, in

kegs of

1

SARATOGA ROWING ASSOCIATION,
Saratoga Spring*, N. Y.
The distance in the Scull Races will be two miles,
one mile to a stakeboat and return. In the pair and
four-oarcd ra-es the distance will be three miles, one
and a half milts to a stakeboat and return.

WMrU

t&wzsz^m

PRIZES.
State Championship. Single Sculls— " Flmpire'" Diamond Scull (challenge) and Presentation Cap.

Double Scull*— Two Gold Medals.
Pair Oa'-s— 'Tnterlaken Cup." (challenge,) gift of
Frank Leslie, Rsq., and two Presentation Cups.
Single Sculls (Senior)— '-President's Cup," (challenge,) nd Presentation Medal.
Junior Sculls— Gold Medal.
>
Four Oars- 'Saratoga Cup," (challenge,) and four

'

SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.
GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POWDER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.

'imzm

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Company's agents in every prominent city, or wholesale at

fMJL'QIfTFlJFrSft

,

25,

FFFG is also
12J-, and 6* lbs. and cans of 5 lbs.
packed in 1 and % lb. canisters. Burns strong and
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands
for ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting FG
is the standard Rifle powder of the country.

our

office,

@S Wall Street, INew York.

*

Rowriicj Suits

Presentation Cups.

TOTAL VALUE OF PRIZES,
The New York
only to members

$5,000.

State Championship Race

is

of Amateur Kowing Clubs located
in the State of New York.
The Association will provide transportation for
boats and crews, from Saratoga Railroad Station to
the Lake and return free.
Good board at the Lake, for contestants, will be arranged for in advance of their arrival, at the price of
$10 to $15 per week, according to bill of fare and ac-

commodations.

REQUIREMENTS.
Individuals or crews entering must forward a cerproperly authenticated, containing their name
or names, name and location of club to which they
belong, class of boat and dimensions, clno rowing
colors, and copy of their club by-laws, if printed.
No member of a club will be allowed to compete
unless his membership dates in such club previous to

ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,

The

be allowed to row.
defines an amateur oarsman to be
of a regularly organized
-amateur rowing club, and one who has not rowed for
money, been willing to be matched to row for money
entered or rowed in a regatta open to all comers since
May 1st, 1374; been engaged to instruct or train any
person in physical exercises or rowing for any compensation whatsoever; been engaged professionally in
connection with boats or in the use of the oar upon
the water.
The Junior Scull Race is open to those only who
never won a Senior Scull Race.
The rules of the regatta shall be those laid down in
will

The Association

a person who

is

a

member

Englehardt's American

American

IVtost

And

Materials and

i^T°

heartily advised to send ten cents for a=i§31l
specimen copy of the

=^

^Illustrated Household Magazine,^
pgr„4^8
—Now in its 17th Volume—
|h§p"The Best Periodical Ever Published for^^f
the Family Cirele.
.Jgfll
jj^po=^fci
fag^
with
Replete
Choice
.^JsgHI
Illustrated—
JSP^ Profusely
Reading and Useful Information.

ll^Ari Attractive Monthly

Young and Old

examine the list of
"Prizes and Premiums offered by the pubUshers— YOU WILL, we. are sure, find
ample remuneration in acting on our ad'

-

fit

DON'T

fail

to

m

Whitney

Eg.

ONLY

Postage

g£
S-P. O.

one dollar a year

of^j

send at once for a copy
this excellenc. chaste and=jg
^-sparkling publication— examine it carefully;
at once
word for it,
and,
p£~hecome subscribers for the sake of your little
will
find
because
you
its colftS-ones, as well as
|iL» amns most attractive for your own reading.

l!Pl3o-i»<vnt«i
(311 IN

^r<ll
fit

I

YOU WILL

toons, Life Boats, Lighters,

W iite to

us—

this.

DITTMAR POWDER

street,

New

WiMfyJhr irar^m^0Ht>n, -nd

r

i

:

^^ jBm

Camping Out, &c.

=

_
11111==

These
and perfectly portable
boats will admit of the

'

cAjrr!«i.._ in
a light buggy,
w<igon, norseback, or by single person, and can be unfolded ready for use in three
minutes' time. Boats shipped

by express
of

rate

^V^k.

lar

anywhere,

freight

as

same
other

For descriptive

goods.

^jj-f^L,

55 Kill>y street,
BOSTON.

CHAS.

L.

ANDREWS,

CHAS.

J.

WHIT MORE,
Treasurer.

HAVE FOR SALE
Dittmar's Gunpowder
For Shot Guns and Rifles.

YorK.

^-ar one-eighth

^y^J

safe

Office

Secured by Letters Patent.

Dorys, on board ^tsj
Steamers, Yachts, and other §|j|E

Tourists, Trappers, ExplorParties
ing Expeditions,

CO.,

President.

and

vessels, Al;*o for Sportsmen.,

Y.

(Opposite Astor House.)

PLY AND

DATABLE TOLD/

Dir.gies,

and price

list,

circuaddress as

FIXED AMMUNITION FOR ALL VARIETIES OF
RIFLES AND SHOT GUNS FURNISHED AT SHORT NOTICE.
The new patent Sporting Powder does not soil the
gun; cleans it, when you use one charge of it, alter
manv with black powder; no smoke—little recoil—no
loud"report— high velocity. The best ever made in
this line; not to be confounded with Schultz' or English Wood Towder, or Sawdust Powder, as it is superior to each.

above.

CAMP LOUNGE-THE STANDARD.
used by Campers for a table as well as a bed. Before yon start
get the Canip Lounge. It carries light, lies easy, is always
.-rg, ready, and saves many times its weight and expense in
it>ACT
i rcHT
^'
blankets. With cloth Case, $5. By mail, $5.85. Patent
CO^nwifO'rV^
Folding Gang* Cot, $8. Patent com,i
,-ihni- Camp Pillow, $1.25.
HQUSE^nQME
bined Lounge and Valise, $10 to $»'. We can refer to more
CAMP, than 2,000 sportsmen and military men now using our Camp
Lounge. Special terms to sporting clubs and military organizations. Orders received at Forest and Stream Office
and Eaton & Co.'s, 102 Nassau street. Trade supplied at 177
Broadway. Address all business correspondence to Camp
aug5
Lounge Xnnpauy, Troy, N. Y.^or^NorwalkjiOonn.
Folds to about the size of a fish pole, and

is

Havana

m
rout

Mr
upon

piece of property

which there is a good

Spring-

of*

Water,

Lottery

Only 16,000 Tickets— One Prize to every Seven Tickets.
2097 Prizes of
$1,200,000
1 Prize of
500,000
1 Prize of
100,000
1 Prize of
50,000
2 Prizes each of
25,000
4 Prizes each of
10,000
12 Prizes each of
5,000
473 Prizes each of
*oo
Circulars with full information sent free. Tickets
for sale and prizes cashed by P. C. DEVLIN, Sta
tioner and General Agent. 1 0Libertv street. Npw York.

CUT CAVENDISH
Shaved from the finest Natural Leaf, and expressly
for Meerschaum and Cigarette smoking. Does not
make the tongue or mouth sore. Unlike any other
Tobacco.
N© Sportsman's

can find a

CASH CUSTOMER.

Location must be

within

Patent Pigeon

New

York

State price, and access to property.

City,

Address

H. D. W.. Lockbox No.
aug5-lfc

6,

HACKENSACK,IN.

J.

outfit is

complete without

it.

now generally adopted and considered the
smoking tobacco ever produced.
Liberal samples sent on receipt of money.

is

It
best

THREE MEDALS AWARDED.
Yienna, Grand Medal of Merit, 1873.
Sold generally throughout the United States.
Manufactured only by

w.s.

.

IOO Miles of
Everywhere.
^Agents Wanted
state where you saw

& RAND POWDER Co.,
2 1 Park Row, N.

HECEMAN'S PATENT PORTABLE
Por use as Military Pon-

j

OUR

112 Fulton

Sent to any part of the United States free of charge.

LAFLIN

Conn., U. S. A.

MISFIT
BRUSSELS,
GOOD
INGRAIN CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, &C, VERY CHEAP, AT THE OLD PLACE,

Anyone having a small

Hou^hold Publishing Co.,
4i Park Bow, N. Y.
Box 3,267.

Address

New Haven,

MISFIT CARPETS.
ENGLISH
SECOND HAND AND
THREE

!

10 cents extra.

Arms Comp.

AVhitneyville, near

1
^Subscription,

Workmanship, they areUnsurpassed.
SIZES.
ALL RESPECTS.
Send, for Circulars.

REVOLVERS OF VARIOUS
DESIRABLE

I

Our Readers

$W°sxe

The best for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g, FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest and
most used. Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25
lbs., 12i lbs., and 6£ lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and
i pound.
All of the above give high velocities and less residuum than any other brands made.

ACCURACY,

A very
roughest usage.
liyht, strong and durable
frame of ash or other tough

1

Very quick. For woodcock and quail Nos. 1 to 4.
Packed in metal kegs of 12^ lbs. and 6£ lbs., and in
pound canisters.

Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation.

COMMITTEES.

Wm.

AUDUBON POWDER,

DRifles.

For Simplicity of Construction,

OFFICERS.

Wm

\

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,
For water fowl. Very strong and clean. Nos. 1 to
Packed in metal kegs of 6J lbs. each, and in canis
5.
ters of 1 and 5 lbs.

ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,

Protests and charges against any ontry must be
verified by sworn affidavit and presented to the Qualification Committee before the 23d of August.
The winner or winners in every race are expected
to present to the Association their photographs, of a
suitable size for framing.

Finance—B. F. Judson, J. G. Cooke, R. P. Gardner.
Regatta— C. P. Southgate, H. P. Delafield, A. A.
Patterson. Jr. Lient. McNair, H. Leslie, L. H.
Otamer, P. McDonald.
Qualification- -R. H. Southgate, A. A. Patterson,
H. Bockes, A. W. Shepherd, C. H. Tefft, Jr.
jr
Reception- Geo. M. Crane, John P. Morrissey, E.
Knickerbacker.
F Andre as, S. F. Corey, W. H.
p re s S _D. F. Ritchie, A. S. Pease, H. P. Huling.
Carpenter. C. M.
P.
Lake—
to
Transportation
augl8-lt
White, P. r*. Robbins.

m

breech-loading guns, giving great penetration with
very slight recoil.

Military

Rowing Almanac, governing

Shepherd, Vice
President; P. McDonald, Secretary; C. H. Teffi, Jr.,
Treasurer; L. H. Cramer, Ensign; W. A. Hamilton,
Captain; Wm. H. Bockes, Corresponding Secretary.

strongest and cleanest Powder made. Nos. 1
sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
to 7, packed only
sizes especially are recommended to owners of fine

Approved System

Breech Loading, Sporting

regattas.

Geo. L. Ames, President; J. C.

The

OF

tificate,

July 15th, 1875.
Amateurs only

Orange Sporting Powder.

\ Specially

open

&

CO.,

Peerless Tobacco Works, Rochester, N. Y.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

"AsitetorT^ "YTALUABLE GUN FOR SALE—W. &
lamiV C. Scott breech loader, 32-inch, 10-gauge, brass
fine quality, with
tools,

This AGITATOR is constructed to overcome the
trouble and annoyance caused by pigeons not rising
when the trap is pulled. By its means every bir3
must rise and fly directly the trap is pulled. Every
club should have them. No ground traps are complete
without them. State rights, or the whole
S Patent for sale. Send for illustrated circular ^ feme*-.
jyl ft
T. H. MARSH, Patentee, Toronto; CwmjO*

U

'

nated steel,
all loading
and paper shells, etc. Imported and sold by Read &
Cost $225, without case. Is in perSons, Boston.
fect order, and not sold for any fault. Has double
bolt; top snap and compensating lump; rebounding
locks
Price $150. Can be seen at Forest and Stream
.

q©ce*

jelO.tf

.

-

FOREST AND STREAM.

TOLLEY'S
W.
FINE ENGLISH

Established 1843.
Breech and Muzzle Loading
"'"
Dint,"
os,

BREECH LOADING GUNS,

Sportsmen's Apparatus,

SCOVILL'S

inttlht\mnn.

Blood«4iverSyrup
All cutaneous eruptions on the face or body indicate

Condition of the Blood,
may not he SCROFULA; hut In

An Impure

this may or
either case is nothing

and

that

more than an insidious poison,

&

J.

Made

BURNS LIRE A TERRIBLE FIRE

death
it courses through the viens, sowing seeds of
with everv pulsation.
In this condition of things something is needed at
ONCE TO CLEANSE THE BLOOD and

Syrup

-rvE

ifB&

positively effect this desideratum, expelling
every trace of disease from the hlood and system and

^3fr genuine high class workmanship
and No. 1 SHOOTING POWERS, are built in six qualities
(or brands.) They are now im-

OFFICE, and sold by the
facturers to
the following prices.

FOR

S AlLE

Price $1 a

!

BY ALL DEUGGISTS.

Dr. Rogers's
inflicted

upon

Cannot see hisChild Suffer.
sufferers than that

ana when the parent fully comprehends the situation
he will not delay a moment in securing the most
prompt and efficient remedies to insure the expulsion
of the intruders. The remedy may be found in
Please hear in

Worm

YegetaMe

Dr. Roger's

-

Syrup.

mind that

WORM SYRUP is the reliable preparaWORM SYRUP is a palatable preparation.
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP is liked by children.
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP positively destroys
worms.
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP leaves no bad effects.
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP is highly recommended
by physicians, and is unquestionably the best WORM

-

-

-

-

and others

re-

specially built,

on

Without Extra Cost.
BRANCH OFFICE, 29
NEW YORK

Maiden Lane,

CITY.

DOUGALL'S
EXPRESS SHOT GUNS.
Wimbledon by Editor
by
SHOWN
GREATEST PENEMeld

sale

by

all

druggists.

Carbolie
FOB SALS BY ALL

The wonderful celerity with which this
combination of Carbolic Acid with other
soothing and Curative Emollients acts,
is something akin to the marvelous.
with pride that the proprietors

It is

call

attention to the gratifying fact that

Physicians g-i^re it the highest meed of praise,
and use

and prescribe

it

New

it

in their practice.

York, Dec.

John F. Henry, Esq.
Your Carbolic Salve proves an

22, 1869.

:

excellent article,

I thank you for it. This is another evidence of the
great value of the discovery of Carbolic Acid. Yours
Geo. B. Lincolm,
truly,

and

Pres't Board of Health.

Price 25 cents per box.

REV. R.

B.

new systems, we herewith
beforehand that our system is our own invention (though founded on the American idea) and is DURABLE, a fact remarked on by the Field, that the
guns tried had been in use during last season, and refSend for Hlustrated
erences permitted to the owners
all

.

to

PirfiilflrR

59 St, James's Street London.

The Best Remedy Known, and Endorsed by all the
Rev. R. B Lopk wood's Nasal Douche will be
found valuable in obstinate chronic cases.
Rev. R. B. Lockwood's Liver and Stomach Pills
idyspepsia, receive the endorsement of thousands.

CURRAN &

Long Range Match

Rifles,
SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN,

(24

Frederick Brown,

&c

PHILADELPHIA, PA

AND

"Winnerss of the 'Turf, Field
sxntl Farm" GS-xun. Trials.

JAME8 STREET, LONDON.

(See issue October 3d, 1878.)
In which competition the committees have awarded
our guns, First and Second for POINTS OF MERIT

THIS RELIABLE PREPARATION, one
the oldest of American

CHAS. GREEN,

4

maintains its enviable reputation,
still
and finds a steadily Increasing sale without
advertising, and in spite of piracy.

Breech Loading Shot Guns.
The strongest and most durable snap action made.
Shooting qualities first-class.

Its high reputation has tempted the cupidity
of parties, whose only excuse for their unfair
simulations, exists in the great popularity of

MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
LOADERS.

Same

THE PREMIER GUN.

action as new guns. Send for circular and
No. 3 West Main street, Rochester, N. Y.

the original, and accidental similarity of their

list,

8-fim

names.

BROWN'S essence
SCOTT <fe SON

attention to their
very FINEST weapon, combining all their recent improvements, marked on the rib between their name
and London address the brand— "TH hi PREMIER
<fc

C.

call

is

guns bear full name and address,
Medium and
name and "London" only.
and plain guns
Each gun is numbered and the actions are stamped
with name and trade mark.
SON, fciole makers of the
W. «fc C. SCOTT
Patent Top Lever, solid, Double Locking Bolt Breech

Sneider,

Clai*k Ac

Loader, bearing the full name of the firm. W. & C.
SCOTT & SON caution sportsmen against imitations
of their patent and name. Guns bearing the name
abbreviated, or with different initials, are not genuine.

TRIAL OF SCOTT& GREENER'S NEW SYSTEM
OF BORING, BY THE EDITOR OF
"THE FIELD," LONDON.
(See The Field, January 30th, 1875.)
"From a comparison of the two tables it will be
seen that with Walker's shot, Messrs Scott's guns
showed a marked superiority over Mr. Greener's,
both in average and in the highest score made. Indeed, with the left barrel, in his third shot, Mr. Scott
got a selected group pattern of 239 and a penetration
of 37, equalling the highest pattern made by Mr
Greener, and exceeding the penetration of that particular shot by eight sheets."
.

Castle

St.,

ENGLISH & FRENCH
MEDICINES & PHARMACEUTICAL
PREPARATIONS,

ALTERING
A SPECIALTY.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS.

Which

Q14 W. Fr-att st., Baltimore.

(Established 1822)

No creasers, turners, or topwads required. Loads
in half the time usually required. Fifty percent,
better distribution and greater penetration secured.
SptkI j-n vonr srnn dfah'r for pample.
Jli3-ly

IMPORTING, MANUFACTURING
& DISPENSING CHEMIST,
N. E« Corner Fifth and Chestnut Streets,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Y. Safety Steam Power Coj
30 CO UKTLANJDT ST.

Office :

H. L.

STEAM ENGINES AND

DUNCKLEE'S
PATENT

BOILERS'

and MINING

WHOLESALE.
Aprl-6m

THE

OORJEA/T

*iai»fc»*

CO., Proprietors,

London Gun

Trial,

1875.

Steam Launches & Yachts)
And their Machinery a Specialty, also Machinery for

'

TUGS, LIGHTERS AND STEAMERS?
Propeller

Wheels of Superior

Efficiency.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR.
All our boats are guaranteed to pass inspecSteamboat law whf ti required.

STOVE.

tion TtnripT the

Price 25 Cents per Bottle.

W: W. GREENER

MOTT'S LIVER PILLS
It is easy enough to make a pill, but to make a
pill, ah! that's the difficulty.
There are cheap,
harsh, drastic pills, that are of even less benefit than
a dose of salts. But a good medicine, like Dr. Mott's
Liver Pills, which penetrates to the seat of disease, is
a desideratum indeed. Will positively cure all diseases of the Liver. Sold everywhere. Price 25 cents

good

begs to inform his numerous
clients in the United States that he has been very successful in the above trial, having secured the first
prize, a silver cup, value 40 guineas— elass 2 for 12
bores; also winner in class 1 for 8 and 10 bores, and
He has won in all the classes for
class 4 for 20 bores

Oxygenated

Bitters.

certain periods of life a tonic is a necessity; but
is danger in using stimulants that injure the organs of digestion while giving temporary relief. To
obviate this and present to the public a tonic free
from Alcoholic Poison, Dr. Green prepared the Oxytenated Bitters, a sure cure for dyspepsia and all kin-

At

there

Sold everywhere.

Price

sential points, viz.,

PATTERN, PENETRATION,

and REGULARITY OF SHOOTING.
Mr. HENRY C. SQUIRES, of No. 1 Cortlandt

St.,

him on the 1st July, and can be examined about the 15th. All special orders given to
Mr. Squires will be carefully filled. A full report of
the GREAT TRIAL, showing the marked superiority
of my guns over guns made by Dougal, Pape, Westley
Richards, Tolley, Scott, and others, will shortly be
published, and can be had on application at No. 1
will be shipped to

Cortland

St.

W.W. GREENER,

$1 per

bottle.

Champion Grim Maker,
Tar

Soap.

It cures all kinds of Skin Diseases with a most wonderful certainty; it promotes cleanliness, personal
purity and general health j It is a preventive of many
kinds of disease, and it is an absolute .necessity in
$benui»ery. Prise 25 cents.

PATENTED JUNE

.

improved boring, which is upon a different plan to any
other maker, and is far superior in the three most es-

New York, is now importing my DOUBLE CLOSESHOOTING GUNS to order, an invoice of which

per box.

Packer's

be mailed on application.

Frederick Brown,

Kay Shot Concentrating Cartridge.

AT.

will

Lancaster Street, Birmingham.

panies.

All-Healing

called

Muzzle'Loading" Guns tc Breech-Loading

CAMPING

A PURE OIL that does not gum up and has the
endorsement of the principal Sewing Machine Com-

red complaints.

is

to the Price List of

Manufactory Premier Gun Works,

MACHINE OIL

Green's

Stamp

incorporated with

The attention of Druggists and the Trade generally,

BUILDERS OF

Hotel.

is

PATENT BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUN.

Office:

Regent Circus, near Lang-

JAMAICA GINGER

the steel plate label.

fine
full

&

of

protected by the private Proprietary

of the manufacturer, which

MANUFACTURERS OP THE

QUALITY"

of
Pro-

Pharmaceutical

ducts,

Manufacturer of

Apr

New York.

HENRY'S
SEWING-

BY-

Chief address:

I

Principal Physicians of the Country.

Price 50 cents each.
JOHN F. HENRY,
8 and 9 College Place,

CO.,

Double and Single Express Rifles.

T2 ST.

ham

Cure

&

JOHN RIGBY

INVENTORS AND MANUFACTURERS OP THE FINEST

Breech Loaders.
mm

London

Catarrh

Baltimore.

AND COUNTERFEITS!

BreechLoadingShotGuns

10 Great

LOCKWOOD'8

st..

Birmingham, England.

W.

DIZUGGIS1S.

South Calvert

to the durability of these

warn

price

Salve.

51

BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS

Circle, 30 inches; 300 pellets; average, 191; penetraThe Editor's trial of Greener guns with 343
tion, 37.
pellets of same shot and same charge of powder, gave
180,and penetration 30, although there were 40 more pelShould any controversy arise as
lets in each charge.

MANUFACTORY, PIONEER WORKS,

OF ACTION, MATERIALS, PROPORTION, AND
SHOOTING QUALITIES combined, in all the four

HENETS

No.

trials at

to possess the

of the

ROGERS'

For

ALEXANDER McCOMAS,
je 18

TRATION and therefore LONGEST RANGE—thus:

ROGERS'

Price 25 cents.

_o order, or re-

paired in the best manner.

(Title registered.)

tion.

MEDICINE IN THE WORLD.

Guns made

Wholesale and Retail.

D.

J.

Send for illustrated descriptive particulars and price
sheets to our

jyl

Produced by Worms;

Guns

$65 Gold.
90 "
115 "
140 "
ISO '•
225 "

-

-

at

our new system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
with increased PENETRATION, can have their wishes
carried out WITH DESPATCH

There is no other malady incident to childhood that
is accompanied with more indescribable wretchedlittle

-

-

TRAP SHOTS
quiring

himself, heroically;" but he

ness to the

Pioneer, - Tolley,
Standard, - National, Challenge, -

Paragon,

VEGETABLE WORMSYRUP
A brave man may suffer pain, when

Manu-

SPORTSMEN

AND BEAUTIFUL.

certificates attest its value.

bottle.

NEW YORK

ported direct to our

.eaving the skin

Hundreds of

Materials for Grim-Makers, &c,

These Guns, celebrated for

&£f*>^

JSf

<L~&i&^c>

will

SOFT, FAIR

mm,

Order

FROMJSTOCK.

;

Blood and Liver

to

U§c$lmeou8>

on

as

Scovill's

13

St.

$10

Mary's Works, Birmingham, England.

to

1il

000

a month. Pamphlet free.
er»,SWftUstreets N.y.

I-n^ ested in

stocks an(*
Gold pays 200 per cent

Tumbridge

& Co,, Bank-

rTHERE CAN BE NO GREATER POR-

_L tability without serious defects They are the onlv
portable boats that are equal to the very
best whole
ones for local use.
jy29-ly

BOats!
JLH/CHjS.

Routs'
UUcllh.

any

22, 1875.
Outside dimensions, packed, 12x13x20 inches.
Weighing only 25 po nds, very durable, will cook
ior ten persons, and is especially
adapted for camping
purposes. The ware consists of 8 qt. kettle,
6 qt. Tea
Kettle, 2 qt. Coffee Pot, Fry Pan,
round Tin Pan. 2
square Pans, Dipper, Gridir«n, Tent Collar, 8 ft.
Funnel, and an oven that will roast
15 pounds beef

Pleasure Boats, Hunting
Boats, Fishing Boato of

style, size, or weight, adapted to
use on the lakes
or great rivers, as well as in the
woods. Boats for

hunting weighing 25 to 60 pounds. Boats
for fishing,
5 to 150 pounds. Pleasure boats, with sails or
awn8
oats on h nd or made to order.
Best niateSl| ;«i USe
^ evei boat
nd
made
T
by
4'?
experienced
,
wo.£™Tn
rlCGS t0 SUit he times
Boa sent to
Sfv^5S
'f the
any part of
country. Address J. H. RODGERS,
Agent. Ogdensburg, N. Y.
iiill5tf
1

,

'

A

^

^

-

CANADIAN BASS WOOD CANOES.
T]!RBOKOUGa Canada.
H-ESE CANOES POSSESS ALL THE

TSSS?5'^

The ware is so constructed that it nests
and pacK
in the oven, and the oven and funnel
pack inside the
stove, as represented in cut 2, leaving
p*
?oom
-packing half a dozen Plates, Knives.
.

and Drinking Cups.

'

of the Indian birch canoes, but are
and fa ter Wei «ht abou t 60 pounds!
K
^
erbQtOUSll,

mS SpT

mSre^re
pea
require,

^5soW

'

Just

*Kaf sport*
a.ugl8-4nj,

Jorsaleat
g

'

cibculIb

H. L.

qualities

-

Forks and SP
SnSSSS
°° n8

Price complete $15

smb fob

DUNCKLEE.

^O^MK^l^ii^^?^
and

S?ffi&S£S£^

* * = figs*.

Agwrte wanted is every town.

F0RESTJAND1STREAM.

14
totqls

'COLLINGrWOOD

TUBBS' HOTEL,

mid §£e$orts fargport^mm.

OAKLAND, California.
JOHN M. LAWLOR & CO., Proprietors.

T
Lakefield and Stoney Lake.
VIA THE MIDLAND RAILWAY.
Health Pleasure and the Comforts of Home Combined. This Hotel

is

now Open

Summer*

for the

This Summer resort is situated on the shores of Stoney Lake in the county of Peterborough, Canada.
Stoney Lake has lately been set apart by the Department of Marine and Fisheries for the protection of
it is supefish, and for scenery, hunting, and fishing
rior to any of the back lakes of Canada which are
Salmon
Trout,
are
fish
principal
The
easy of access.
Maekinono'e, Bass. Herrings, and Perch, for which
fishing permits will be granted. The game consists
of Duck. Deer, and Partridge. The Lake is covered
with islands, and presents the same appearance as the
Thousand Islands of the River St. Lawrence. It is
about twenty-five miles long and three wide. The

hotel is commodious, and fitted with every appliance
Company, and
of comfort: it is the property of the
every particuwill be managed to please its patrons in
being
moderate,
$1 50 per day
are
lar.
The charges
by the week, and $2 per day under that time. Children under twelve years of age, half price. Liquors
are kept for the nse of guests only, no bar being kept
open for the public. The hotel is reached by the Mid-

land Railway from Port Hope to Lakefield thence by
steamer Chippewa to Julian's Landing. E. Beatty s
George
boats and canoes are always kept on hire
Cochrane and F. Kane will always be on hand with
sportsmen.
their guides to paddle and accompany
The steamer Chippewa leaves Lakeheld tor Julian s
Landing every Monday, Wednesday, and Saturday,
on the arrival of the morning train from Port Hope.
On Thursdays it will connect with the excursion train
on the Midland Railway.
nTrOTt
The steamer Norseman arrives from Rochester every
morning at Port Hope at 8 A. M., in time to connect
Hope at 10
wj'ththe Midland Railway, leaving Port
reach the
o'clock A. "M. Parties from Rochester can
tor
%.i 80.
rail
hotel in eighteen hours by water and
Hope at
Port
leaves
Railway
Time Tables—Midland
Lakefield at 1 P.
10 A. M. and 5:30 P. M., arriving at
at 5
Lakeheld
and 8:15 P. M. Returning, leaves
and 2 P. M., arriving at Port Hope at :45 A.
A
leaves LakeM' and 7-35 P.M. Steamer Chippewa
,

m

,

.

M

M

<

arriving at Julian's Landing at 3:15
field at 1 :15 P.
P.M.,
P. M. Returning leaves Julian s Landing at 5
at 7:30 P. M,
Lakefield
arriving at
For further particulars, apply .0

M

.

,

Manager

of the

^ B0ULT(m
d

Company,

T

^p

nfc '

t

J5l jbS

SITUATED AT THE TERMINUS OF
the

great Trans-continental Railroad; 40 minutes from San Francisco; 200 rooms, with hot and
cold water in every room; delightful drives and splendid scenery; a favorite home for tourists.
jnly2J-6m

Elizabeth Islands near N. Bedford, Mass.

SALE CHEAP, 450 ACRES LAND
IHOR
on Nashawena
1

for a fishing club or Summer resort. Price $50 cash
per acre, if applied for soon. For further particulars

address

jyl

Out.

lm

Lake Coucliichmg Hotel, Canada.

Summer

first-class

Tins charming and picturesque

on

Resort; will be opened" for the season
and will remain open until October. The

<th of .June,

m

sporting
exceptionally excelthe immediate neighborhood is
access to the Muslent, the Hotel being within ready
koka Lakes. Sparrow Lake, and Trading Lake where
Trout, etc
Speckled
Salmon Trout, Black Lass,

Boating Bathabo uudiu original plenty. Yachting,
ere, provide for
ing Bowling Alleys, Billiard Rooms,
telegraph offices
the amusement of guests. Mai! and
kor<cirin the house. Rates exceedingly moderate.
the^office of
culars containing terms, ete^apply to
B.
Forest and Stream, or
Box 2(i45, P. O Toronto, or to

W. A. STAGG,

68

Broadway, N. Y.

BAY

SHOOTING OF ALL VARIE-

ties.

ground

Shinnecock

in the vicinity of

Bay,

New

the

best

shooting

Wm. N.

York.

Lane

respectfully informs his friends that, having largely
added 10 the ispringville House, he is prepared to entertain and take care of his guests in ample manner.
Moderate prices and satisfactory attention guaranteed
Thejoungbay birds are now coming in and
good ba<*s are the order of the day. Address
N, Lane, Good Ground Station, L. I.
Live wild geese stools for Spring and Fall shooting.

au»53mo

TJIOMAS SCULLY.

Manager,

Comprising the three

upper cabin powerful
side wheel steamers

Cumberland

and

Algoma,

Having splendid drawing room cabins,

in connection

Chicora,

Attractive Route

SPORTSMEN

attention of
and TOURTSTS
invited to the many attractions offered by this line,
now completed from Richmond, Ind., to Traverse
City, on Grand Traverse Bay, and to Petoskey, on
Little Traverse Bay.
The waters of the Grand Traverse region and the North Woods of Michigan are
unsurpassed, if equalled, in the ahundance and great
variety of the finny tribe.
abound
in the streams, and the famous
GRAYLING, now attracting the attention of Sportsmen
everywhere, is found only in these waters. BLACK
BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL, and
are
also found in great numbers in the many lakes and
lakelets of this territory.
is

BROOK TROUT
AMERICAN

MASCALONGE

LUXURIOUS SLEEPING AND CHATR CARS

run through from Cincinnati to Traverse City; also
PULLMAN PALACE SLEEPERS from Detroit over
Michigan Central and Grand Rapids and Indiana road,
via Grand Rapids, to Petoskey, with SPLENDID

making

DAILY CONNECT TON

at latter

point for the Island of Mackinaw.
For Tourists Guide, containing complete and accurate maps, with full information as to Fishing Grounds,
transportation facilities, and in short all that could be
desired by Sportsmen or Tourists, send to Forest and
Stream oMce, or to the undersigned. Low Round
Trip EXCURSION TICKETS good until SEPTEM1

BER

J.

80th.

Proprirtors.
Near the Rapids and Falls. Extra inducements to
Carnages
families or single persons for the season.

ly^dm^

at reasonable ra tes.

NIAGARA HOTEL,
OUEEN'sl&OYAX
^
Niagara;

the mouth

of

Niagara River

Delightfully located ot
Accessible by boat
fourteen miles from the Falls.
nd
and railway. Fine facilities
McUrAW Ac WAINLTT.
bathing.

^™f%^^

m
Rossin House,
j

y 7- 3

Toronto, Canada.

SHEARS & SON,

Proprietors.

gentlemen sportsThis house is a favorite resort for
anada^
men from ailyartBof_the United States and C

Crossmon House,
ALEXANDRA BAY, Jeff.
MON & SON,

Co

,

N. Y.

C.

CROSS-

Proprietors.

recently rebuilt and elegantIt is locais now open for visitors.
ly
places m the thouted in one of the most delightful
view ot
extensive
an
sand island region, Commanding
every facilthe St. Lawrence; and the Islands and offers
of guests. Outlits
ity for the comfort and enjoyment
Parties. Steamers
for boating; Homing and Fishing
the Utica and
with
Clayton
at
for the bay connect
the
Black River Riil road, and at Cape Vincent with
5m
Rome, Water town and Og densburg Railroad.

House,
THISfurnished,

Tourists' and Sports men's Route.

LAFOR GENTLEMEN AND
Splendid

BOARDSportsmen,
dies,

scenery and drives.

Artists, Anglers, &c.
Fine boating, trout, pickerel,

and bass fishing and woodcock shooting. Also leesons in oil and water color painting, drawing and
etching,

if

Address

desired.

J.

IVES PEASE,

We

—

—

PEASE,

—

—

—

and affording most delightful sport for black bass and
Their names are—Lakes Greenwood, Orange,
lohonk, White, Otsego, Cayuga, Seneca, Keuka, Silver and Chautauqua.

The following schedule will afford a partial guide to
the numerous fishing localities reached by this road:
At
"

having leased the above hotel for a term of years, is
determined by sparing no pains to make ihis resort
second to none in the vicinity of New York and
Brooklyn. First class table and low prices. Now

^t^t^
A. BUNTING.

UNG

0.

.

[ON DEPOT HOTEL,
H.

COR BIN,

Proprietor.

and beds, first-class table, &c.
and pleasant drives n earby.

Canaan, Conn.
New. clean rooms

Fishing, shooting,

A P'' 8 om

TWIN LAKES, FOUR
B^OARD^EAR
hours from New York via Harlem Railroad. A

all those
desirable location for sportsmen, artists, and
wantin- a pleasant home. Address P. F COOPER,
county,
Berkshire
Locust Hill Farm, Ashley Falls,

Mar34-6m

Mass.

T WANT

TO RENT A COMFORTA-

bleliouse, witin from ten to twenty acres of land
1
adjoining, within forty miles of this city. Address

Forest and Stream h Office,

New

York.

my27-

42 miles
"
Oxford,
52
"
Middletown, 67
"
Otisville.
76
"
Port Jervis, 88
Monti cello, 112
Milford,
96

or near Southtields,

"
«
"

«

"

subscriber

je;7-tOctl

"

I

ASHLEY

Only live minntes to the Sheepshead Ground, where all the sheepshead are taken. Bluefish, Sea Bass, Blacluish, Barb, and
Weakttsh, only one hundred yards from Jhe house.
Address for circular or engaging yachts,
A
jyl tf

J. W. KINSEY,
Waretown P.O., Ocean chanty, N. J.

from

New

"

"
"
"
"

"

"
"

York.
"
"
"

HOTELS GOOD AND CHEAP.
TROUT, B\S§ and MAsKINONGE

Also,
Appljr at
ronto, and of A. P.
aug!2-toctl

Room

Cars attached, calling at

BRUCE MINES, SAULT STE.
MARIE, MICHIPICOTON, NEPJGON, SILVER ISLET, AND PRINCE ARTHUR'S LANDING.

PRESQTJITE,

Garry

and the

Northwest!

FISHING.

DUCK AND DEER SHOOTING. Etc.
NORTHERN RAILWAY OFFICES, ToCOCK3URN,

Gravenhurst.

Central Railroad of N. Jersey.
ALL RAIL LINE BETWEEN

NEW YORK AND LONG BRANCH.
Six trains each way daily, Sunday excepted, passing through Woodoridtje, Perth Amhoy, South Amboy, Matawan, Middletown and Red Bank.

Leave

New York

at 7:30,

9:00, 10:30

A. M.,

1-00

P.M.

Fort Garry, and with steamers for

3:30, 5:30

DULUTH, FORT GARRY, and THE RED RIVER
COUNTRY.

Returning, leave Long Branch at ?:05, 8:00, 10:05 A
M.,2:30. 4:10,6:20 P.M.
In addition to the above an accommodation train
leaves New York for South Amboy at 6:30 P. M.
Leaves South Amboy for New York at 6:25 A. M.
Stages connect at Marawan, with all trains, to and
from Keyport. and at Lone; Branch Station, with all
trains, to and from Ocean Grove and Asbury Park.
II. P. BALDWIN, Gen. Pass. A^ent,
R. E. Rickfb, Sup't and Eng'r.
jul 153ia

Pleasure Travel.
This route embraces the most enjoyable and picturesque Summer Tour by making the 'circuit of Lake
Superior, with the sheltered and beautiful waters of
the inside channels of Lake Huron and Georgian Bay,
and thence by three hours' rail, with magnificent parlor cars, to Toronto, connecting with the Royal Mail
Daily Lice of steamers on Lake Ontario, and the
Grand Trunk Railway, for the THOUSAND ISLANDS
and the Rapids of the River St. Lawrence, for Montreal. Quebec, White Mountains, Portland, Boston, and
all points East and South; and with the Great Western Railway and Lake Ontario steamers daily for
Hamilton, Niagara Fall-, Suspension Bridge, Buffalo,
Detroit, and all points West and Southwest.

Florida.FoSSsS:

and"
Georgia
u

Florida should subscribe for the Morning
News, published at Savannah, Ga. Daily, $10; WeekAdvertisers desiring customers in
ly. $2 per annum.
these States should use its columns. It is the bent paper in the Southeast. Specimen copies sent on receipt
gia

or

Address

of 5 cents.
augl2-4t

J.

H. ESTILL, Savannah, Ga.

Cheap Excursions
made during

Will he

the

Summer

season, in the

months of June. July, August, and September, affording ample opportunity for visiting the Great Mineral
Region of Lake Superior and the FISHING GROUNDS
of Lake Nepigon.
Connections throughout punctual and certain.
State

Rooms can be

secured at Central Passenger
Offices. Toronto, and all information given by
CHAS. PERRY,
King street, East, Toronto.
D. MILLOY. 8 Front street, East. Toronto.

m

COOK, SON & JENKINS. Ag'ts, 261 Broadway .Y.
ALFRED TELFER, General Agent,
Northern Railway, Brock

street,

SPORTSMiNS' DEPOT.

JOHN KRIDER,
Corner Second and Walnut

8TEAMERS TO
Eastern Maine, New Brunswick,
Nova 'Scotia, Prince Edward Island, &e.

THE

Sts.,

Philadelphia.

IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN
Guns, Rifles, Pistols, and Fishing Tackle,
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breeeh.
1

Loaders.

«

Toronto.

REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Has constantly on hand a full assortment of RodB,
Hooks, Lilies, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair Trout Lines, &c.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of Cane Reeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds' Eggs and Birds' Skins in great varieties.
Taxidermy in all its branches.

SPRATT'S PATENT DOG BISCUITS.

4-ly

Thomas Sparks,
Shot and Bar Lead

Company's Steamers

New York

and City

or near Sloatsburg, 36 miles from .New York.
including Lakes Truxedo, Potagne and Cedar Pond.
At or near Monroe, 50 miles from New York.

At

including; Round, Long, Mombasha and Cromwell's
Ponds
At or near Florida, 64 miles fron New York.
The famed Mirror Lake, is distant 1 mile.
At or near Otisville,
76 miles from New York.
"
"
" Guymard,
"
"
"
SO
"
"
" Port Jervis, 88
"
"
"
"
"
"
" Monticello, 112
"
«'
"
"
" Cen. Valley, 48
"
"
"

October 3d, leave Boston at 8 A. M., and
Portland at
P.M. every Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, for Eastport, Maine, and St. John, N. B.,
forwarding passengers by connecting lines to Calais,
Me., St. Andrews, Fredericton, and Shediac, N B.,
Amherst, Trnro, Picton, Digby, Annapolis, Kentville, Windsor, and Halifax, N. S., Summerside and
Chariot tetown, P. E. I., and Hawksbury, C. B.
This is

10:45

A.M., and

7 P.

M.

JNO
my20

HD^

N.

ABBOTT,

General Passenfier Agent.

&

II.

Slides for

ANTHONY &

$100.

CO.,~591

Broadway, N. Y., opposite Metropolitan Hotel, Chromos and Frames, Stereoscopes and Views,
Graphoscopes, Megalethoscopes, Albums and Photographs of celebrities. Photo-Lantern Slides a specialManufacturers of Photographic materials.
ty.
Awarded First Premium at Vienna Exposition,
au5-ly
_JjJ.

[Established

will, until

A

Office,

1

1808.]

21 Walnut St. Philadelphia.

THE AMERICAN

Most Desirable Route for Sportsmen,

presenting a convenient and pleasant mode of access
to the famous hunting and fishing grounds of the
Eastern regions, at very moderate rates of fare. For
circular, with map and description of the route, apply
•to
W. W. KILtJY, Agent,
Jnlvl5'oOctl
Commercial Wharf. Boston.

Fishing and Hunting

W.

Best Fishing and Hunting

RESORTS.

On Conway

Division, Eastern
Trains leave Boston 8:00
M.

work. Extra
DOG PORTRAITS cut to order, by
sending photographs. JACOB GLAHN, Manager,
Formerly Supt. of Parker Bros. Engraving and OrnaFeb 11
mental Department^

A

(_

Upper waters

f

of Penobscot.

T arj?e t
i roo 1f

m

f

Grand Lalce Stream. \ Land-locked Salmon.
Ne.w Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, and Nova
Scotia, Salmon, Sea Trout, and Brook Trout.
Trains leave Boston 8:30 A. M. and 8:00 P. M.
Rangley lakes, via Farmington, Me., Large Brook
Trout.
Moosehcad Lake, via Dexter, Me., Lake and Brook
Trains leave Boston 8:30 A. M.
Pullman cars on night trains.
Good hunting, large and small game in
localities in their season.
'For maps, fare, tables, &c. address
Washington street, Boston, Mass.

given to

first-class

Bibdb and Animals Preserved to Order by

R,.

Hu

N EWCOMB,

TAXIDERMIST,
CHERRY STREET, SALEM, MASS.

NO. 7
instruction given.

Feh.4

Descriptive Guide to Adirondacks,

THE ONLY COMPLETE AND RELIABLE GUIDE
to the delightful

Hunting and Fishing Grounds of the

GREAT NEW \0RK WILDERNESS.
NEWLY REVISED

the above

EDITION.

red and gold,
Nearly 300 pp.
Price $2.00. Maybe obtained of any bookseller, or
will be mailed post paid on receipt of price, by

Handsome 12mo.,

maps, &c.

flexible covers,
Beautifully illustrated.

WAVERLY PUB.
all

CO.,

Syracuse, N. Y.

Ju3-3mo

'

or call at 134

Northern & British Colonies

Eastern and Maine Gentrai R.R.Line.
Geo F. Field,
GenT Pass. Agent.

is

WALLACE'S

R. R., Brook Trout.
and 2:15 P. M.

Uinbagog lakes, via Gr. Tr'ktoBethel.Me.

CONN.

tVSERIDEN,

Special attention
sketches and

Read, tlie ITollo^ving. for the

Chas. F. Hatch,
Gen'l Manager

jel7-3m

.

"
" SenecaLake, 29 1
"
"
"
Tickets for sale at the General Offices .of the Erie
Railway Company, 124 Washington street Boston; 241
401, 529, or 957 Broadway, New York; and 732 Chestnut street, Philadelphia. Express trains leave New
York from depot foot of Chambers street at 9 A. M.,

MANUFACTURER,

of Portland.

Trout.

Black Bass and Pickerel.

Magic Lantern and lOO

U E F S H — KINSEY'S
BL HOUSE,
BARNEGAT INLET.

Fish,

gicke.'-el.

HOTEL, BATH, L. I.— ONE
BATH
HOUR FROM THE CITY.— The

ready for the reception of quests.

—

or E.

P. O. box 60 Canaan, Conn.
N. B.— Cottage building sites overlooking the lakes
AprS-tf
for sal e cheap; also one for a hotel.

SHERMAN

Tickets from Toronto to the Head of Lake Rosseau and Return only $6.

THE ROUTE OF THE ERIE RAIL WAY

is peculiarly rich in the variety and extent of its
scenery, and while the tourist has alternating glimpses
of the beauty of rivers, gaps and mountains, the
sportsman has within easy reach many localities that
afford him every facility for the enjoyment of the
sports of the field and stream.
enumerate a few
of the pleasure resorts which crowd the line of the
road.
Rutherfurd Park. 9£ miles from New York. Fine
hotels and boating pastimes on the Passaic.
Clifton.— 13£ miles from the city, overlooking the
picturesque Lake Dundee.
Lake Mohonk.— A beautiful body of water 1,200 feet
above the Hudson splendid hotel accommodations.
Orange Lake. Six miles West of Newbursrh, and
noted for its fishing attractions.
Milford, Pn. About eight miles from Port Jervis.
Is noted for its trout fishing, woodcock shooting and
superior hotels.
Avon Springs. Celebrated for 20 years as a resort for
invalids, the waters possessing many valuable healing qualities.
Watkins Glen. -This beautiful gorge is distant 294
miles from New York, via Erie Road to Elmira. Its
wild and picturesque attractions are second only in
reputation to those of Niagara.
Chautauqua Lake. i8 miles long, 3 miles wide; said
to be the highest navigable water on the American
continent, being 730 feet above Lake Erie and 1,290
feet higher than the Atlantic Ocean.
Niagara Falls.— This great cataract is reached by the
direct line of the Erie Railway.
There are along the line of the road no less than

Ten Large Lakes, Abounding- with

Twin Lakes Trout Farm.

TO THE

SPORTING REGIONS OF MUSK0KA.

Leaving Collingwood every Tuesday and Friday
On arrival of Steamboat Express Train, with Drawing

H. PAGE,

Gen'l Passenger and Ticket Agent,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

i

jyl

Steamers Nipisshig and Wenonah

Splendid

of

Northern Michigan,
VIA GRAND RAPIDS A.\D INDIANA RAILROAD, MACKINAW GRAND RAPID*
AND CINCINNATI SHORT LINE.

STEAMER

Northern Railway from Toronto

NORTHERN RAILWAY OF CANADA,

a tiokal hotel THEERIE RAILWAY.
InternNIAGARA
FALLS.
GALE & FULLER,

first class,

With direct connections at Thunder Bay with DAWSON'S ROAD TRANSPORTATION COMPANY for

To the Trout and Grayling Fisheries

LIIVE.

AND

Couchiching, Ontario.

m y2d

Line.

Toronto, Collingwood, Fort William,
Dtiluth, Fort Garry.

Fort

FOREMAN,

JOHN

Lake Superior

Wm.

The

DAILY

with the

aug.1-2 4t

Lakefield,
of the Hotel, Julian's" Landing,

Manager

Island, near Pasque, Cuttyhunk,
Martha's Vineyard. Admirably suited

Pemkese, and

LAKES OFJUUSKOKA.

AND

IN SOUTHSIDE VIRGINIA.
Cheap Lands, Fine Climate, Splendid
Sport, Good Society, Schools
and Churches Everywhere.

Milwaukee and PROTECTION FROM LAND SHARKS.
Paul Railway
5^~ Address Secretary Southside Immigration So3m

Chicago,
St.

Traverses a finer country, affords views of grander
scenery, and passes through more business centres
and pleasure resorts than any other Northwestern
Its forests, praiiies, lakes and streams, aboundline.
ing with game, present unequaled attractions to the
votaries of Nimrod and Walton. It is the only railway route along the valley of the Upper Mississippi.
It is also the shortest as well as best route between
the great metropolitan centres of the NorthwestChicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Minneapolis.
Track and equipment unequaled, and its trains of
palace-coaches and sleeping cars run through without
change.

New York Office, 319 Broadway.
Chicago Depot, cor. Canal & W. Madison.
City Offices, 61 and

63 Clark

St.

Apr29-6m

ciety, Farmville,

Prince

Edward

Co.,

Va

.

my20

fheGossRevo^^
OR METALLIC
CARRIES PAPER
end up, revolves on centre
\J

SHELLS,

either

weighs but \\ pounds, and is only \\ inches
receive
wide. Holders flare at top so as to quickly
slides,

same.
the shells, and, being elastic, securely clasp the
For ease of action and rapid shooting it excels anyinvented.
kind
thing of the
PRICE, C. O. D.,$6.50.
In ordering, give the size of shells and a loose meas„
urement outside of vest. ^^^ n

_

jv32-ly

N,

S.

_-

GOSS, Neoshe Falls, Kan.

,

.

.

FOREST AND STREAM

M Senm
r

fpoqtonunz %oo&8.

^

15
inulhnton§t

\i$ttllmt$onH.

O0RAISfI>

CONROY, BISSETT I NIALLESON,

Held in connection with the
IVew England and New Hampshire

1

STATE FAIR.

02 Nassau

HUNTING

and

FISHING

St., N. Y.

and 10th,

1875.

For premium

list

GEORGE W. RIDDLE,

-

Breeding
The

Newton,

Kennel,

finest strain of

young Pointers and

SILK,

:

P

Any one havbe good size, kind disposition
bitch as above to whelp about 15th of August
price
by addresswill find a purchaser at a reasonable
jy29-3t
ing LEGOE, this office.
ing

.

a"

Fishing
AND

Priee$15.

cupies a space of 12x12x20 inches.

ROBERT WALKER,

lildew-proof,

-

$25,

LIVER COLORED SPRINGER

Gildersleeve setter bitch Flora, and
two of her whelps, gotten by Mr. David Brooks' famous dog Bismarck. The pups over four months old
For particulars address H. S at this office. auglt-Mt

We

,

TRAVELING,

TWO RED GORDON SETTER SLUTS,

two and ten months; had distemper; pedigree
unsurpassed; $40 and $60. Address Box 695 Grange
Post Office. Ow a gf. N. J.
aug!2-1t

au6-5t

HEIVRY GARDNER, M.
LY

all

every variety.
sation.

D.,

Split

No.

sale, medicines adapted to
Dealer in sporting dogs of
Dogs trained for reasonable compen-

diseases.

Ill

best quality of water-proof duck, light tan color
especially adapted for concealment in blinds or sedg e
the woods. Light,
grass, or for approaching game in
cheap.
English style; extra
durable and very
Entire
suit, $15.
cartridges.
pocket in back for

South Fifth ave., N. Y.

Oct 22

CAMP LOUNGES.

Price $5.

folded is about the size of an ordinary shawl
strapped. A light, durable, compact, and comfortSent by express C. '}. D., $5, including
couch.
able
side and supporting sticks at the head. Just the thing
for the camp or lawn

When

DRAB Du OK, CORDUROY,
FUisTI AN, REPELLAIVT,
BLUE BEAVER and FRfEZE.

GEO.

and Samples

list

C.

for

7.

(>.

in knapsack.
for six persons, $15.

be packed

equaro, weighs 15 lbs.; Can
Price $10. Ten feet square

American Dog Biscuits,
of nutritive bone and muscle making material,
and is the only portable food for dogs made in this
country. Put up in packages of 10, 25, and 100 pounds,
and warranted not to spoil in any climate. Price,

Made

10c. per

IIENNING,

BARTON,

HOLABIRD'S

Fishing Tackle.

SHOOTING & FISHING GARMENTS.

pound.

A. B. Shipley

Camp Mosquito Bars,
503

for night shooting and fishing, running rapids, lighting camp, etc.; the best light ever invented. $6 25.

Son,

street, Philadelphia.
Manufacturers of

GREENHEART WOOD a specialty.
FINE ROD MOUNTINGS.

Full line of Tackle for Brook, River and Sea FishAgents for John James
Sons' celebrated Fish

&

ing.

Hart's Metallic Shells.
hand aud made

&

505 Commerce

The celebrated

HEGEMAN'S POKTALiLK CANVAS BOATS.
BOND'S METALLIC BOATS.

071

and

CliaHc and ITi«Iiliig- Lines.
FINE BASS AND TROUT PLY RODS

Jack Lamp,

best shell ever offered to sportsmen.

ALEXANDER & WALLER,
& 103 DUANE ST.. (near
Broadway) New York.

lOl

C.

arranged with flexible wireframe; folded to carry in
pocket. Head net, $1 25. Camp net for sleeping, for
one, $1 50; for four or five, $4 25; six_or eight, $5.

The

Sportsmens' goods of all kinds.
Manufactured and Imported by

it.

CAMP TENTS,
for four persons,

ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.

And
Send

410 Seventh Street,
WASHINGTON, D.

Apr^Qly

Rods and Reels

BREECH AND MUZZLE LOADING GUNS,

free.

ever published.

Fly

Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and other fishing.

bor Clothing, AcGame' Ventilating Pockets.
Illustrated Price List

Bamboo

OF THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.

Wading* Boots, Fishing; Stockings, Kul-

The most complete

and sportsmen a most complete

Rods, Reels, Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets,
Raits, Fish Hooks, &c.

OF

HAS CONSTANT-

on hand and for

the cure of

offer to dealers

Fishing Tackle,

.AND

THOMSON'S FISHING AND HUNTlNu SUITS

—

4

assortment of

FISHING,

f

American

FOR

FORoughbed

SALE—FOUR MALE HOUND

HAND

ALSO, CONSTANTLY ON

THE BEST SELECTION OF TROUT AIVD SALMON RODS, REELS, LINES AND FLIES.
Medals awarded at the World's Fair and
Institute for our superior Artificial Flies.

HUNTING,

Puppies, bred from superior running stock;
price $25 for the four, or $15 for two; can give reference. Address B. B. PULLEN, Littleton, N. C.

the utmost despatch.

GARMENTS

Franklin, Delaware county, N. Y.

Thoroughbred Fox Honnds.

Tackle

Made and repaired with

Moth-proof

SALE— THE SPLENDID THOR-

FOR

and prompt attention.

ALL KINDS OF

and preservative against malaria.
The Culexifuge has been in use for moie than 20
years by the Sportsmen of Canada, and has been
found the only effectual preventive of the attacks of
black flies and mosquitoes. Price 50 cents per bottle

Spaniel bitch, well broken, two and one-half
years old, an excellent retriever on land or water,
been used two seasons on cock and grouse; price

A

.A.

ful

Pritchard Brothers,
No. 89 Fulton St., N. Y.

Those desiring something light and durable for"
camping purposes will find this stove exactly right;
weighs only 25 pounds; will cook for ten persons.
The ware consists of Kettle,- Tea Kef tie, Coffee Pot,
Fry-pan, round Tin Pan, two square Pans, Dipper,
Gridiron, Tent Collar, and eight feet Funnel Stove
PiDe, with oven that will roastl5 pounds beef, all of
which nests and packs inside of stove, which only oc-

XTor Sale.

Barnegat, &c.
Orders by mail will receive care-

Lawrence Fishing Co.

ants,

DUNCKLEE'S CAMP STOVES.

The

Cultyhunk Bass Lines

style

of Extra quality.
Parties fitted ont for the Adirond icks, the Maine Woods,
Lake Superior, Newport, Cuttyhunk, Pasque Island, West Island,

Culexifuge or Sportsman's Friend.
flies, fleas,

'

"Mullaly's" Patent Flies.

New

Foi preventing the attacks of mosquitoes, black

MOTHER WANTED—MUST

~rpOSTER

St.

fishing.

1

LINES,

Sole Importers of Warrin's Celebrated Drilled
Eyed Needles.
4-29

Agents for the

Salmon

made of Split Bamboo (new this
season). Vora Ilofe's Rubber steel
Pivot, Click and Salmon Reels.
The celebrated "Frankfort Reel,
&c, &c. Sole manufacturers of

a Specialty.

Also called "Ashantee"' Hammocks. A luxurious
bed, couch, seat and swing in one article. Weighs
only one pound, and easily carried in coat pocket, capable of bearing a steady strain of 12 cwt. without
breaking. Put up in oil cloth case, with hooks, ready
for mounting. Price complete. $5.

WM. BURNS,

Mr. Sheldon Stephenson's Farm,
Montreal, Canada.

jy29-3t

6.00

and

M'Ginnis Black Bass Rods

appropriate Tackle for the

out with

Bamboo

THE FAMED

every Variety and Style of

fitted

I,

o i> s

for Trout

Rocky Mountains and Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
the Adirondacks, &c, &c.
Split Bamboo, Trout and Salmon Rods and Reels

Mexican Pocket Hammocks.

ported by Mr. Sheldon Stephens, and
Royal Kennel, Windsor Great Park, a strain which
has been crossed with the best breeds in England,
such as Lord A. Paget' s, Col. Challoner's, Mr. Holto

$20.00

,

11

iH LUMBER SPANIELS FOR SALE.—
imV7 A brace Of pups will be sold of the strain
bred at the
Apply

Waterproof and Mildew proof complete
"
"
Wading Jackets

Parties

N.

St.,

Strip Split

it

FISH HOOKS.

HOLABIRD'S CELEBRATED SUITS.

Setters for

Dogs boarded and cared for in the best manner
$5 per month. Pedigrees guaranteed. dogs broken

ford's, etc.

LINEN AND COTTON
And

N. J.

Mar

Six

Tackle,

Every variety of Salmon and Trout Flies, and Hooks
on Gut. Cutty Hunk and Pascme Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Braided Silk Lines, every size and quality of

"

sale.

at
for $50.

65 Fulton

Co.)

Invite the attention of amateurs
to the additions they have made to
their regular stock of Fine Goods,
comprising in part

TROUT, SALMON AND BASS RODS.

waddeits

c.

i.

II.

CO.

the largest and best assortment ever exhibitedin the United States. They particularly call
attention to their

Treasurer,

Manchester, N.

angl2-4t

Y.

On hand

and further

particulars, address

&>

48 Maiden Lane, N.

Fishin?

under the auspices of the New Hampshire Fish and
Game League, at Manchester, N. H., September 7th,
8th, 9th

AJVDIOLW OI^ERK

IMPORTERS. MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

SUITS.

&

(Successors to J. C. Conroy

SUCCESSORS TO

aooks and Needles.

All sizes

SILVER MEDAL awarded by

to order.

the

FRANKLIN

Moccasins, Oil Tanned,
woods; three different styles. $3, $5 50 and $(>.
Wallace's Guide to the Adirondacks. With complete map. Price $2. By mail, $2 25.
Special attention paid to selection of guns for gentlemen at a distance by an expert and an old sports
for the

B.

J.

Crook & Co.,

Manufacturers and Importers op

man.
Sole agent in New York city for J. II Batty, U.S.
Taxidermist. N. A. birds and eggs for collectors.
Buck's heads, and game birds a specialty. Orders
filled with dispatch.
We furnish every article necessary for the outfit of
sportmen in the camp or field. Goods sent everywhere by express. Remit only by draft, Post Office
.

J. H.

BATTY,

N. B.--Sole manufacturers
celebrated

EATON &

COLLECTOR & DEALER in NATURAL OBJECTS,
Mammals,

bird-

skins, and eggs
for scientific use;

animal's

P. O. Box 5,109.

CO.,

grouped

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Sportsmen's Emporium,

PET AND RARE ANIMALS,
BIRDS,
and AQUARIA STOCK

No. 102 Nassa street, New York City.
References— Hon. T.L J*mes. Postmaster, New York
Hon. Geo. H. Andrews, New York City; For
est and Stream Publishing Co.
my6-tf
i

DEPOT

f

bought,

sold, and

exchanGenuine
Indian
smoke-

ge a

.

tanned bnckskin
casins,

b u ff a 1 o, and
moose skin mocfor hunters and for the house.
Buckskin

suits, fringed,

beaded, or plain,

made

NEW UTRECHT,

Address:

to order.

N. Y.

JnlO

JOSEPH

C.

DANE,

MANUFACTURER OF THE

and

The

best, the cheapest,

o^

Dane Breech Loading Shot

Gun.
LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN.
Solid Breech Snap Action.

EASIEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAFE FROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.
Muzzle Loaders Altered
my27

to

Ever Offered

o o x> s

to the

AMATEUR SPORTSMAN.

Write for illustrated catalogue.
W. H. HOLABIRD,
it.-<$s Valparaiso, Jnd.

,1el7

Breeeh Loaders.

Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.
A.

S.

COLLINS,

Proprietor.

Eggs, Fry, Yearlings, &c. of Brook Trout, Salmon Trout, Salmon, White Fish, «fec.
Also Bass, Gold Fish, Silver Fish, and stock for
Aquaria, Wire Cloth, Hatching Trays, Patent Spawning Races, and everything pertaining to fish culture

WALSHE,
DRAPER and TAILOR,
R. J.

retail.

y[BV 4_j y

and most desirable

WALLACE,
Naturalist & Taxidermist,
J.

"Seth Green Fish Ponds"

AQUARIA

Fish and Animal Life, and Aquatic Plants in variety
Also Shells, Pebbles, Ornaments, Corals, &c, to stock
the Aquarium.
Cansries and other song birdsPigeons, Parrots, and Paroquets; Rabbits, Squirrels',
Dogs, pet and rare Animals generally; Bird Seeds
prepared food fo^Mocking Birds and ofher soft-billed
birds; Fish food, Bird Gravel, Dog Medicines
Butler's celebrated Mange and Flea Cure,
&c, wholesale

i

also instruments
and eves. Speci-

mens

and

CASE MANUFACTORY. J. BAGOT, Agent 81
Fulton street, New York City. Goldfish, Silverfish,

City;

\

I

and Salmon.

for Trout,

heads, game and
bright plumaged
birds artistically

shades and cases
iior
ornamental
J rmrposes.
Col9 lectors' supplies;

in this country of lha

Green Heart Rods,
Bass

order, or registered letter to

TAXIDERMIST.
also

^O FuLltom TACKLE!
St., IV. Y.

FISHING

The Piseco
Loader, Crimper and Cap Expeller.
A LL DEVICES NECESSARY FOR

-O-

loading or re-load mg shells of two calibres
in one instrument. Avoids the necessity
of cutting or shortening the shell foi light loads"
needs no wooden table or bench to fasten it to while
in use. Can be taken to pieces by removing one
screw with a jack knife, and stows in a gun case
Malleable castings, nickel plate finish. Complete for
two gauges. Price $10, boxed.

combined

WALTON

je176

BROS.

&

CO., 96 Liberty

street.

IMPORTER OF

McVICKER'S THEATRE BUILDING,

FOREIGN BIRD SKINS AND ARTIFI-

CHICAGO.

CIAL EYES,

19 N.

William

st,

New York

SALE.— A SPLENDID BREECH
FCfR
Loading, Express Rifle, made

M

by E.
Reilv &
Lon
cost 80 guineas, gold; is now offered
at
£?At
?
$>l&>;joia for
want of use. Address H. SMITH at

A

1 thisomce,

;

'

Ju2^

FOEEST AND STREAM.
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THE BEST BREECH LOADING RIFLE

THE WORLD

llN

REMINGTON'S
Long Range, Creedmoor, Breech Loading

Rifle.

Used by Major Henry Fulton, Col. John Bodine, and L L. Hepburn, in the International Rifle Match at Creedmoor, Sept. 26th, 1874, and Maj. FULTON, Col. BODINE
Gen. DAKIN, Capt. R. C. COLEMAN and A. V. CANFIELO, Jr., of the American Rifle Team who won at Dublin the return match, on June 29th, 1875. (tfee Officia
Report of the International Match, published by the Amateur Rifle Club, just out; to any address, 50c.)
The Remington Rifle won every first prize, and other prizes too numerous to mention, in the Spring meeting matches at Creed moorMay 28th, 29th, and 31st, (see official reports

REMINGTON

in this paper.) With it Canfield made 60 out of a possible 75 at 1,100 yards.
For Treatise on Rifle Shooting and Illustrated Price Lists, Address

E.

SONS,

<5c

Manufacturers of

and Hunting Breeeh Loading

Military, Target, Sporting
Armory.

W.

&

Tliow, N. Y.

C.

[P.

SCOTT & SONS

Box 3994

O.

Rifles,

Sales Rooms,

"|

Shot Guns, Pistols, Ammunition,

381 and 383 Broadway,

JOS.C.GRUBB&CO.,
T^ISS Max-lie* street , l^liiladel/pliia,
AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE
-

Etc.

New Tork City.

SCHUYLEH, HARTLEY & GRAHAM,
19 Maiden Lane, 20

<&

32 John street,

N. Y.

BEEECH LOADING GUNS
A SPECIALTY.

Genuine Breech Loaders.

WINNERS OF THE GUN TRIAL OF 1873
Report of Gun Trial sent on application.

AGENTS:

READ & SONS,
WM.
1 3 Faixeu.il Hall Sq.,Boston.
Also

all

other

Celebrated Breech Loading Shot Giuis,Uiie<][iialed in Fine Workmanship and Material.

314
Have now

makes:— Greener, Westley Richards,

Webley, Remington, Moore, &c.
A genuine Scott Muzzle Loading Gun. $25 up.
Maynard, Ballard, Remington and Sharp's Rifles.
"Ballard's toreech loading Sporting Rifles $18! 1"
Bussey's Gyro Trap, for shooting practice.

IMadLo Joy

in store

M.

REILLY&

James
2Pixi*<ioy,
street, London,

Eiigrlancl.
JAMES PURDEY, E.
WEBLEY & SON. W. W.

an extensive assortment of Breech Loading Shot Guns, made by

CO.,

GREENER^and

Oxford

1-£S

WESTLEY RICHARDS, W. &

C.

SCOTT & SON,

P.

a large variety of cheaper grades. Also bkekch loading, central fike, double rifles,
of superior quality. Implements, ammunition, and all other articles appertaining
to Breech or Muzzle Loading Fire-arms generally. Illustrated Circular sent by mail when requested.

and rifle and shot guns

^O-ETNTTS
for the following celebrated makers
W.
C. SCOTT & SONS (winners at the International Gun Trial of 1873); J. P.
&
BRO.; P.
SONS, and

&

HOLABIRDSShootingSUITS,

Fine Fishing Hods and Tackle.
Pine Bronze Yacht Onus on mahogany carriages,
Complete, as furnished the New York and Boston
Yacht Squadrons. SEND FOR CIRCULARS.

DIXONS & HA WKSLE Y'S SHOOTING TACKLE
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,
BUSSEY'S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP,
WITH CASE. AND 100 BIRDS.

"HAVANA LOTTERY.

Black's

Whole, $20;

i,

1-10,

$10; i, $5;
$2; 1-20 $1.

1-5,

5th,

ing

are prepared to

fill

all

orders. Circulars sent
for Spanish Bank

upon application. Highest price paid
Governments, &c,

bills.

TAYLOR

P.O. Box 4,448.
<2>1 t\
<E*XA
tplUj «pO"}

«fc

CO., Banker*,

11 Wall

st..

New York.

Letter A, showing solid head;
Company's caps.

tallic

b b showing

nickel anvils for Berdan Primer, Ely's central Are or

Union Me-

Hart's Sportsman's Favorite Metallic Shells-

Endorsed by the leading sportsmen in the United States, and pronounced superior to anything now offered
A full description of Shells and Patent Loaders with prices, may be obtained from any of the
leading sportsmen's depots throughout the country. Manufacturers of Aluminum, Celluloid, and German ilSalmon, and Basis fishing.
GEO. B. HART <& CO., Newark, N. J.
Trom,
for
Reels
ver
to the public.

Shares in Wall street
often leads to fortune.

<Il1 (\(\
|]|)Xv\/
copv of the Wall Street Review and
Pamphlet, showing the various methods of operating J. HICKL1NG & CO., Bankers and Brokers,
Dec2S
72 Broadway, N. Y.

Send

evenly distributed that it is
Cartridges can be
scarcely felt.
with the heads down in
carried
this vest, which is of great importance when brass shells are used,
as when carrying them with the
head up the weight of the shot often forces the wad forward, when
In
bad shooting is the result.
so

$4;

Drawings take place every seventeen Days.

We

Patent Cartridge Vest.
This Vest affords the best arrangement yet invented for carrycartridges.
The weight is

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

For the coming drawings, commencing January
we have reduced the prices of tickets as follows:

CLABROUGH
WESTLEY

WEBLEY &

RICHARDS.

for a

F. S.

HARRISON,

may

Agent.

From Captain Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot

ordering

send

PRICE

Messbs. Geobge E. Habt & Co.,
Gentlemen- -The fifty shells 1 received from you to-day suit me better than any I have ever used. They
are stronger and better in every respect, and I shall use them in all my shootingjhercafter. Yours truly.
A. H. Bogardus.

the

chest.

$7.50.

AGENTS FOR THE

13-ly

of America.

around

measurement

Union Metallic Cartridge Company's Ammunition,

WARRANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

INDIA RUBBER
Fishing Pants,
Leggings and Boots,
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS,
COMPLETE

Sporting &Cgmping Outfits
Iudia Rubber Goods oi Every Description.

D.
Send

CO..
H0DGMAN&
27 MAIDEN LA KE,

N. Y.

for Price List.

The Up-Town

Sportsman's

Chas. L. Ilitzmaim
943 BROADWAY
Factory, 111 Centre Street.

Depot.

&

Co.,

(above S2d

St.)

^0,

HARTFORD, CO^NECTSCUT.

MOEE
See

SHARPS

VICTORIES!!
ffioial

vsl.

[Reports.

REMINGTONS.

JUNE

26, 187B.
Inter-State Match between Co. E, First California Infantry, Using SHARPS Rifles, and Co. D
Twelfth
York Regiment, Using Remington Rifles. Victory for SHARPS, 511 against 488 points'

New

a

JULY

7,

JULY

24, 1875.

1875.

Won

Contest at Belfast, Ireland, for the Mayor's and Citizen's Cup,
by Col. H. A. Gildersleeve with
over 24 competitors, including the best shots of both Irish- and

SHARPS CREEDMOOR RIFLE

American Teams.

Range for the REMINGTON DIAMOND BADGE. Won by Mr. H. S. Jewell,
SHARPS CREEDMOOR RIFLE, Scoring 96 out of a possible 105.
HIGHEST AVERAGE AT DOI^YMOTJINT, IRELAND.
HHAJRJPH average, 16S points.
Remingrtonsi average. 161 points*
'SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST.,

Contest at Creedmoor
of Brooklyn, N. Y., with a

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Guns, Rifles, Pistols.Fishing Tackle
Remington Rifles and Shot Guns, Holabird Shooting Suits, Cartridge Vest, Belts and Poaches, implements for both muzzle and breech loading guns.
Sportsmen's Goods and Ammunition of AH Rinds.
take muzzle loaders in exchange for breech

We

loaders, and have always

on hand cheap.
Goods sent C. O. D.

some

fine

second-hand guns
.,

,

,,
TT
to all parts of the United

States.
„
Ivory and Pearl Stocks put on Pistols. Repairing
,
of all kinds artistically executed.
Cartridges for Breech Loading Shot Guns, ready
loaded, put up in boxes of fifty, or loaded to order.
.

aug5-6m

.

.

CONVERTED INTO BREECH LOADERS,
and

ON THE MOST APPROVED PRINCIPLE,
effected.
all kinds of BREECH LOADING work

Mortimer & Eirkwood,Mass
24

ELM

Street, Boston,

.

Terms, Five Dollars a Year,
Ten Cents a Copy.

NEW

j

J

YORK, THURSDAY, AUGUST

For Forest and Stream.

laiitftnim

of

Of recreation there Is none
So free as fishing is alone:

ftrgttim

Fresh waters best

And

seek in

life

And when the

'

lumber business?"

my mind

do please;
course I contemplate,

to imitate.

tim'rons trout I wait

take,

Whom vain allurements ne'er surprise.

/

u

—

Friday, June 4, 1875: The Doctor and myself started
from Baltimore on our annual expedition to the mountains
of West Virginia, taking the 6:15 A. M. train, on the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad. We arrived at Sir John's Run
about midday, and proceeded to fish the Potomac for black
Our intention had been to go up stream towards,
bass.
if not to, Dam No. 6, but hearing that people were shooting and netting there every day, we thought we had better
The Doctor used for a stretcher a silver gray
fish down.
fly which we found most successful last year, and for a
drop fly, one which was recommended by Col. Ferguson,
our Fish Commissioner, while I put on the Ferguson fly
as a stretcher, and for a drop tied a yellow fly made by
of Canada, and said by him to be very good
Captain
for small salmon and large sea trout, the result being
that nearly all the fish took the Doctor's drop and- my
stretcher.
We concluded that Colonel Ferguson had dis,

covered the right fly for the Potomac at least. It is made
by Abbey & Imbrie, successors to Andrew Clerk; and yellow and green colors predominate. Twice I caught two
fish at one time, from which, it will be justly inferred,
their size was not large.
We fished down one mile, and
had no rises after the sun left the water. People assured
us that small salmon have been taken this Summer, which,
if true, proves that these fish, placed in the Potomac by

Ferguson a year ago or more, are doing well so far.
We saw several trot lines and felt very much tempted to
follow the example of Mr.
who, we were told, while
Col.

fishing here the preceding Saturday,

whipped out

his knife

whenever he came across one of these abominations.
Score: 25 bass, 2 fall fish and 4 sunfish; total weight,
game, fish, and all, only 11^ lbs.
At 10:20 P. M. we took the train for Oakland (Garrett
Co., Md.) arriving about 3 A. M. .Tuesday, June 8.— Took
the 8:50 A. M. train and reached Grafton before midday.
Finding that Col. C. J. Faulkner and another gentleman
wished, like ourselves, to go to Phillippi, we four sought
to engage a hack. However, Col. Faulkner changed his
plans, and our other partner, who seemed to be a drummer, found a customer to detain him at Grafton, so we
were thrown on our separate resources. We might have
taken the train further on to Webster Station, but as the
distance was only four miles, and the cars would not leave
until three o'clock, we determined to walk, not only to
that point, but to Phillippi, also, twelve miles from Webster.

we

Our

trip

thought

was intended

we might

to

be a pedestrian one, and

as well settle

down

to

the

work

at

We

walked the railroad track to Webster, at which
once.
point the road turns off to the South or Southeast.
now passed through a fine grazing country, and the condition of the farms, style of buildings, &c, gave evidence of

We

a very fair state of prosperity. About sundown we reached
the brow of a mountain overlooking Phillippi and Tygart's
Valley river.
had passed a woman, some distance
back, who asked if we were "showmen," and now, turn-

We

ing a corner in the road while descending the mountain,
we came face to face with a man on horseback, who threw

up both hands, exclaiming "Hello, boys! you look Jest
few years ago!" And so we did, particularly the
Doctor with his snuff-colored fishing suit and haversack.
The Valley river is a noble stream, and we were glad to
learn that it was locked with black bass a year or two ago.
At the same time if was a disappointment to us to find they
like a

"Are you drummers?"

"Are you

pedlars?"

and he devours my bait,
How poor a thing, sometimes I find,
Will captivate a greedy mind;
And when none bite, I praise the wise,

To

were not native to this part of the river; it seems they
have been prevented from ascending by a fall below Grafton.
We had been taken for traveling showmen and likened
unto returning Confederates; but in Phillippi various new
"Are you men in the
characters were attributed to us.

I care not, I, to fish in seas;

Whose sweet calm

,

June 9.— The Doctor had put on a new pair of brogans
To-day's
yesterday and both feet were badly rubbed.
walk of thirty miles aggravated the mischief to such an extent that the sores did not begin to heal for a week afterwards, and few would have had the nerve to keep on under
such painful difficulties. I had worn a pair of canvas
shoes, reserving my brogans until they should at least be
softened and adapted to the feet by wading, and my experience determines me always to have a pair with me on
Crossing Laurel Mountain (the same
these occasions.
which extends into Pennsylvania, and is so often mentioned
in the history of Colonial times) we descended into the
long and beautiful valley watered by the Upper Valley
river.
It must be fifty miles in length, and varies in width
from a quarter of a mile to two or more, having the lofty
Cheat Mountain range on the East, and Laurel, with its
continuation, known as Rich Mountain, on the West. I
have never looked upon a lovelier scene, particularly when
the sun is low, so as to bring out more clearly, and yet,
more softly, the undulating lines of the summits, and the
spires and intermediate hollo vvs, all bathed in richest blue or
purple light. Beverly is rather a quaint old place, and the
square, with court-house on one side, and a long, low
tavern on another, makes it like one's idea of some English
"Are you men pedlars? &c, &c.
villages.
June 10. Started up the valley at 7: 15, and soon had
to cross the river, which we did by wading, as the bridge
has never been rebuilt since its destruction during the war.
At Huttonsville we stopped to lunch. "What goods have
you men got?" Shortly after sundown we reached Jonathan Grouch's, only 18. or 20 miles from Beverly, sore feet

—

having made this a hard day's march, however. A breastwork extending almost if not quite across the valley at
this point, reminding us of a J 'few years ago."
Here it
was that Gen. Lee, in 1861, laid his plans for the capture
of a large Federal force, but the disobedience or remissness,
it is said, of a subordinate, enabled the enemy to escape.
Near by, under an oak tree, Col. Washington, the former
owner of Mt. Vernon, was killed, while reconnoitering.
Col., afterwards Gen. W. H. F. Lee, had his horse killed at
the same time, but mounted that of his less fortunate companion, and escaped
June 11.— About one mile further on we left the Huntersville pike and the valley, "taking up" a stream called
"Elk Water." Near its head we crossed the Brady place,
an open farm on the summit of the divide between the
waters of the Valley and Elk rivers, and descending the
road or path following the course of the Valley branch of

we finally arrived at the river at Jerry Cowger's.
be observed that there is one Elk Water branch of
Valley river and a Valley branch of Elk river, both small
sized tributaries, heading a short distance apart and running in opposite directions. I need hardly state that (Tygart's) Valley river is one of those which form the Monongahela, while the Elk flows westward into the Great Kanawha. The Upper Valley river and its tributaries once
abounded in trout, but they are pretty well fished out, we
are told.
We were now at length on our fishing ground,
but Jerry Cowger gave a most disheartening account of the
fish, saying there were fewer this Spring than he had ever
known, and they ran smaller. He told of a party from
Beverly last Summer who poisoned the stream with fish
berries, and said the dead or frenzied trout were floating
down for days afterwards.
heard much of these murderers during our stay, and although the people of West
Virginia generally seem unconcerned at the rapid depletion
of their streams, the settlers along Elk showed a great deal
of indignation over this instance of wanton destruction
These fellows will yet receive a good tongue lashing at
least, should they venture into this region again;
unfortunately, they had cleared out before their evil deeds were
the Elk,
It will

J

We

.

19, 1875.

j

1

Volume
17 Chatham

5, Number 2.
St. (CityHall Sqr.)

Cowger and his wife, an old couple, were both
sick with the influenza, which seems to have been prevailknown.

ing as an epidemic throughout these mountains, and we
were advised to go three miles lower down, to John Hamrick's, for quarters.
Encumbered as we were with all our
baggage, we determined to fish on the way and were soon
Besides many
in the water, which we found very cold.
very pretty rapids, we found fine pools, notably at the
"Whittaker Rock" and "Falls of Elk," and this is probably

We

fished
as good fishing ground as there is on the stream
rather carelessly and killed only 35 trout, weighing altogether 7£ lbs. in size they ranged from 8 to 12 inches.
.

;

We

true, many others below 8 inches, but
a rule while on this river to keep none under that
Putting up our rods just at the most favorable hour

caught,

made
size.

it

is

it

for fishing, we went to secure our quarters and supper, at
John Hamrick's.
June 12. In the morning it rained quite hard, but we
did a little fishing before dinner, and more after. For at
least two hours I steadily whipped the magnificent pool
below the falls in the hope of striking at least one of the
large trout which are said to congregate there waiting for
a rise in the water. I might have been successful had I perseverod, but left the pool before sundown, which is the

—

time

when

sport

was

these big fellows begin to forage.

in securing

two ten-inch trout

at

once,

My

best

which I

succeeded in doing after many minutes' careful work.
Passing down, my stretcher fly caught on a rock quite
across the stream, and not liking to sacrifice another fine
cast (I had already left one on a sunken log at the falls),
lost the time between sundown and dark in endeavoring to
get free. Meanwhile the Doctor had taken supper and then
visited the pool nearest the house, catching several very
good fish in rapid succession, the largest (14 inches) weighing over a pound, and the others not much smaller.
Score for the day, 36. So far we had fished carelessly and
rather in the way of experiment, having made up our
minds to get to work in earnest the next week; when,
however, we were to be disappointed

Sunday, June

13.

—Hamrick announced his

intention of

going to Beverly with his oldest son for two days, and
hinted that the women folk did not altogether like the
presence of strangers during the absence of their natural
protectors, so we passed down the river seven miles, to his
brother's, Ben Hamrick, sometimes called "Trigger Ben"
or "Little Ben," to distinguish him from "Big Ben," the
former living on and near the mouth of Burgoo creek, and
the latter on Leatherbark, which comes in two or three
miles below. Elk river here becomes so large and we saw
so many bass and other kinds of fish that we argued little

j

:

prospect for trout.
June 14 After breakfast I retraced the path for a mile
and tried a noble pool we had observed the day before. I
spent a couple of hours here, changing my flies until I had
nearly exhausted the resources of a well stocked book, but

—

Black and red gnats, spinners, cochy bondhu and
kinds would not provoke a rise. I also put on
a small English minnow with no better success. Finally
I tried for bass, both with the fly and Buel spoon; but
there was no response.
I then waded down, casting alternately for trout and bass, but caught only one chub. By
dinner time I was at the mouth of Burgoo ;with an empty
basket, and only took two or three on my way up.
The
Doctor had also taken a couple just by the house, having
remained there to nurse his sore feet. I reported there was
no fishing in this part of the river, in which opinion he
concurred on general principles and observations. After
dinner I thought I might as well seek some amusement up
Burgoo, which was said to swarm with fish, seldom exceeding the length often inches, however. I went up
about three miles and found no pools, the stream being -a
uniform shallow rapid. I was told afterwards that, less'
than half a mile beyond the stream became a succession of
deep, dark holes which were fairly alive with trout.
As it
was, I returned with 39, between six and nine in
(having set aside our rule for once for the sake of«meat)"
?and I am sure I threw back as many as one hundred^lnost
of which were about six inches.
By the w ay, our practice
in vain.

duns of

[

all

(

'

'

FOREST AND STREAM.
of returning small fry to the water gave great amusement
to the mountaineers and friend Collins in particular, who
was working on the place, would break out at regular intervals, after "studying" for a while, with "And so you
throw back the little fellows! x Ha! ha! ha!" I doubt if
exhortations which were constantly made to the people
to do likewise, had any serious effect.
Shortly after my"
return the Doctor came ^ith four fine trout, taken in the
Elk near the house. He had gone down without his net,
"not expecting sport, and found trout of large size rising all
over the pool. He had struck a number which he had lost
in wading ashore to land them in the absenee of his net.
went to rest, therefore, with bright anticipations for

—

.

—

—

We

the morrow.

June
menced

— Alas,

it began to rain shortly after we comand poured steadily all day, and at night
In vain I stood, and sometimes sat, on a ledge

15.

to cast,

besides.

my legs dangling in the water, protected as to my
other parts by an immense overhanging rock, casting and
resting by turns.
Evening came, but even then the trout
would not come to the surface with such a rain beating it.
Score, 1 trout and 1 chinquepin perch.
June 16. Still raining, and the streams a "booming"
torrent.
Talked about bears, "painters," rattlesnakes, potato bugs, &c.
There are few settlers in this part of Webster Co. and they are nearly all along Elk.
Up Burgoo,
for instance, there are no settlements whatever, the country
being an unbroken wilderness for thirty or forty miles to
Greenbriar or Greeley, tire latter river being only eight
miles, however, in another direction. Bears are therefore
very numerous and often play havoc with the sheep. Hamrick's family had had a fine view one moonlight night of a
bear in full chase after his sheep on the hill-side just opposite the house. Deer, of course, abound, and there are
many "painters" and some wolves. Elk are no longer
Rattlesnakes are often killed, particularly by sangseen.
ing parties (i. e., getting ginseng). Wonderful sang patches
found in the mountains and lost again, although carefully
sought,f orm the staple of many of the simple legends of these
The bear and panther stories were of the usual sort.
parts.
Heard of a device for deceiving the potato bugs. "You
make your patch with the hills nice and sharp, and then
slip away and plant your potatoes somewhere in the woods;
Hie bugs will sit on the nice sharp hills until they starve
watching for the potatoes to come up."
June 17. The period of our banishment having expired, we concluded to return to John Hamrick's, hoping
that by evening the stream would be low enough there for
could not have crossed the first ford, but forthe fly.
tunately Ben Ham rick was going to Valley Head on "Pete,"
a stout mountain horse, and after crossing himself, with
his load of sang, &c, Pete was- driven back and carried
us over, riding double. Here we parted from Ben Hamrick as fine a fellow as we have seen in the mountains.
At the next ford we passed over in a canoe, but we managed to wade the last crossing, although the people thought
reached John llamrick's
we could not possibly do so.
before dinnertime and held a council of war. It seemed
certain that the Elk would not b'e low again for a day or
two. and as we had marked out rather an extensive programme,, and our time was limited, we reluctantly decided
to turn our backs on this stream and push for Dry Fork.
did not, therefore, have one-half the fishing we anticipated on Elk, but had the satisfaction of proving it to be
a fine stream, and reasonably hope for much better luck on
our next visit. The people all agreed, however, that the
stream is sadly altered from what it was a few years back,
when one needed only to skitter a coarse naked hook on
the water to take all the fish he wanted, and when trout of
fifteen, sixteen and eighteen inches, or more, were not
with

—

,

—

We

—

We

We

very uncommon.

Elk river runs entirely underground for
a distance of five miles (except when swelled by rains) reappearing like a vast spring just above Jerry Cowgcr's.
Very many streams in West Virginia are like it in this reAfter dinner we set our faces in the direction of
spect.
Dry Fork of Cheat, leaving Elk at Jerry Cowger's passing up its valley branch and descending the Elk water,
which, as before stated, is not a tributary of Elk but of
raven had croaked over our left in a most
Valley river.
dismal way while we were crossing the Brady place, perhaps an omen of the storm which presently gathered fast
and dark. First we had a violent wind, making us apprehensive of falling trees, and then a heavy rain, with thunder
and lightning. It was nearly dark when we once more
entered the valley at the mouth of Elk Water and knocked
He had reat the door of our former host, Mr. Crouch.
tired for the night, but fortunately Mrs. Crouch had not,
who quickly set before us a supply of bread and butter
and milk, with a dish of fragrant wild strawberries for
had made to-day about 25 miles.
desert,
June 18. We reached Beverly about four o'clock (distance, 18 or 20 miles) and were glad to rind Baltimore newspapers for one week awaiting us at the post office. Here
we were told of a new road, part cut out and part just
blazed, to the sinks of Gandy, and this we straightway determined to take, instead of crossing over from Beverly to
Soldier White's, on Dry Fork, fifteen miles lower clown
for Gaudy is simply the main branch of the upper Dry
Fork stream. Leaving Beverly at 5 P. M., therefore, we
pushed on, six miles, to Billy Pritt's, some distance up the
had walked to-day about 25 miles.
Cheat Mountain.
June 19.— Cheat Mountain is rather ugly to cross, but
we descended the other (Eastern) side in good condition.
Here we met a party of four or live horsemen returning
from the work of blazing out the new road, and as they
agreed that we could not possibly ford Cheat river on foot,
we engaged one of them to ride back a couple of miles
found the river formidable enough
and put us over.
from the strength of current, but think we could have
managed it, as we did Elk. The main branch of the Cheat,
or Shafer's Fork, is very long and rough, being hemmed in
between two mountains, and does not receive a single tributary of any considerable size in all its course, differing
notably in this respect from the Dry Fork, which is formed
by or receives half a dozen streams of nearly equal size,
Glady, Laurel, Gandy, Red creek, Otter and Blackwater.
Higher up there are trout, but- it has been much fished,
while at the point where we crossed, and below, black bass
had no
abound, called perch throughout this State.
time to try any experiments on them, for we knew our
walk to-day was to be a very toilsome one over a succesFirst, therefore, we
tion of parallel mountain ranges.
went up Shafer's Mountain and descended to Glady Fork,
and finding on it the last (and only) settlement in this direction, (it requires but one settler to make a "settlement") we
saw some fishermen "packslopped a while for dinner.
ing" fish back to Phillippi or its neighborhood, but they

A

We

—

We

_

We

We

We

reported the trout in Glady neither numerous or large. To
pack fish, is to salt them on the stream and carry them
home to be eaten leisurely for two or three weeks afterwards like herrings, and this practice is one cause of the
were condeterioration of tire West Virginia streams.
stantly asked how we intended to pack our fish, being on
After dinner we ascended Middle mountain and on
foot.
the other side crossed Laurel Fork, out of which hundreds
of small trout in a day have been taken this Summer by
finally got on Rich
parties from Beverly and beyond.
Mountain (a different range from the Rich Mountain mentioned before as a continuation of Laurel) and lost our way
from the new road, so that it was nearly dark when we reached
Spanogle\s, half a mile from the sinks of Gandy. "Thought
had made 25 miles or
you men were pedlars, &c."
more. The elevation of this region may be judged from
the fact that there was a white frost the morning before,
and, indeed, in some places a skim of ice.
June 20. Our original intention was to wr ait until Monday and then fish down Gandy from the sinks of Armentrout's, our stopping place in former years, but we were
so strongly advised not to do so, the distance by the stream
being from 17 to 20 miles, and the way, in places, very
rough, wilh not a settlement between, that we reluctantly

We

We

We

—

abandoned the idea, particularly as we would be much
hampered by our baggage. We therefore determined *o
spend an hour or two in examining the sinks and then take
the short path to Armentrout's down the Dry Fork valley
proper, which runs nearly parallel with the Gandy Valle}
the two coming together just at Aaron Armentrout's. Now
,

Gandy deserve a better examination than we
a longer description than I have space for here

the sinks of

made and

to pass through, and I may do more
found to our surprise
justice to the subject then.
that one may pass entirely through with little inconvenience, there being only a few places where it ii necessary
first went in about one hundred yards, where
to stoop.
the stream runs under a shoulder of Alleghany Mountains,
and found the cave so far to be about twenty feet wide and
afteras high in some places much wider and higher.
wards entered the mouth, a mile below, and the cave was
of the same character, having also many side chambers,
and we saw a fine specimen of the whole. There are many
large caverns throughout this region, some well known
and more or less intimately explored, and doubtless many
more remain to be discovered. None, however, are like
this in being a natural channel for a stream also.
At the
lower moutlumd.lying just inside is a long dark pool,
which I felt tempted to try for a large trout, but our rule
were told that the
was to make no casts on Sundays.
stream and cave were discovered by a man named Gundy
from the South Branch, who here spent a year during the
revolutionary war in order to avoid military service. At
ten o'clock we left the sinks, passed over a "low place" into
the Dry Fry Fork Valley and went leisurely down, arriving
at our old friend Armentrout's about five o'clock and meeting a cordial reception.

Next year we propose

We

We

We

;

We

Junk

21.

mentrout's

— Dry Fork and Gandy
meadow.

Above

come together in ArDry Fork runs

this point the

under ground for half its course and therefore affords little
fishing, although trout arc said to pass freely in and out.
Below tiie junction the stream goes by the name of Dry
Fork (from its still sinking in the ground in places) until
Cheat, thirty odd
it unites with Shafer's Fork, or main
miles down.- We spent to-day fishing about one and one1 think the trout have falhalf miles up Gandy and back.
len oft both in numbers and size since last Summer, and
particularly since our first experience of the stream two
years ago. The Doctor admits the difference in size, but
Our rule on this stream is
not the falling off in numbers.
to throw back all fish under seven inches, and we
therefore saved only 78 which toed this mark.
We are
credibly informed that some years back trout might be
taken twenty inches long, but fourteen inches isarather unusual length now. It is sad to hear of the way in Which
the trout streams of West Virginia have been depleted,
and soon they will be nothing like even what they now are.
And no wonder. Last Summer the water was unusually
low, and everywhere we found the pools filled with green
bushes where the fish had been penned and the last one ignominiously captured. At one place we saw six men and
boys standing in a circle "dulling" them out, (i. e. with a
wire loop on the end of a long pole), a horseman below
driving the school back whenever they would break

The ring leader of this party was a man who
commanded a company of "Swamp Angels" during the
war, composed of certain fellows of the baser sort, Who,
through.

under the pretence of military service, kept the whole Dry
Fork Valley and adjoining regions in a state of terror and
wretchedness. One of them communicated to us the information that if a, stick be peeled white and laid on the
bottom, a trout cannot be induced or made to pass it.
The people here assert that the black snake is a mortal
enemy of the rattlesnake, and that encounters have been
witnessed, in. which the former has been uuiformily successful.

— We

went down to Isaac Roy's, about fourteen
June 22.
miles, fishing occasionally, but not doing justice to the
Trout fishing ends some five or six mile above
stream.
Roy's, and it is said the black bass are yearly ascending
higher, which, if true, I take to be a sign, and not a cause,
of the gradual disappearance of their betters.
I have
already mentioned that the Dry Fork, although now quite
a stream, sinks and runs under ground, in places, except.
when the water is high. In Summer, both above and below
Soldier White's, you may pass for two or three miles seeing nothing but a dry rocky bed. After several preliminary showers, the rain set in steadily at four o'clock, and

we and

flies, and our experience was that the arrangement
of the feathers over the point often prevented the hook

Mullaly

from taking hold in striking. We had some very small
and neat flies, made for us by Captain
of Canada
but the water was not fine enough to prove their excellence^
and we held them in reserve, except the cochy bondhu and
harm's ear and yellow.
The flies, which were obtained
from Poultney <fc Trimble, in Baltimore, answered all our
purposes on this trip. Both on Elk and Dry Fork the peo,

ple believe in the existence of valuable lead mines, and
Roy says that his grandmother, (I think) who was held in
captivity for some time, reported that the Indians were in
the habit of going up Red creek and returning with lead
which they moulded into buWets. On my narrating to hinr
the story of the boy who was about starting from a blockhouse to kill a turkey gobbling on the mountain side, when
he was stopped by an old hunter who went instead, and came
back with an Indian scalp (see History of Virginia), Roy
exclaimed "Yes, yes; I know all about that; it was my
There are two small
grandfather," or other relative.
mounds just by his house, from one of which bones have

been dug.

June

—

We

to

Golf's, a

mile

did not feel much in the humor for trying the only
other stream within our reach, Otter Fork, a very rough
Stream some three miles distant, in the heart of the mount-

we

Elk Run, Roaring Run and Coburn, it is true, congood many trout, mostly of small size, but they, are
unsuitable for tly fishing. As for the Blackwater, which

ains.
tain a

here empties into Dry Fork, we had last Summer, ascended it five miles from its mouth, but found no trout in
Nor do I think the
that part of this famous old stream.
Falls, six or seven miles up, worth visiting any longer, except tor the sake of magnificent scenery, and it would
have cost us a hard day's journey to get there— indeed,
The
the way is almost impracticable except at low water.
last time I was there (in 1873) I had poor success— none
with the fly, and t think its glory has departed. At its
head, away \\p in Canada, in 1871, I found the fish to
swarm like minnows, but they were, without exception,
Now the remaining part of our programme was
as small.
to fish for bass, down
with Cheat, arid then

Dry Fork three miles, to its junction
down Cheat 1o Rowlesburg on the If.

&

O. R. U,, but an hour's experiment and observation of
the condition of the water, which was very black and
swollen, convinced us that to carry out our plan would result, in a mere waste of time, ami we determined, therefore,
to put up our tackle and endeavor to make the entire distance to Rowlesburg next day so as to take the evening train.
June 25,— Started from Golf's at 5 A.. M. without breakOn the Backbone we
fast,, taking the mountain road.
Hushed a brood of young pheasanls, (ruffed grouse) and
the old bird charged me so vigorously, to my very feet,
in the huckleberry bushes, that I instinctively brought my
rod down to the position of "Guard against infantry." At
Nicholas Parson's we breakfasted and started again at 8.
An hour later we passed through St. George, which is the
county seat of Tucker, and waded Cheat for the last time.
At midday we stopped to take our favorite and only refreshment, a quart or so of milk, (see Tyndall's "flon'rs of
Exercise in the Alps"), and the good woman of the house
thought we were making off with Ihe pitcher. "Now, I
She apologized with Ihe
say, Mister, I want that pitcher."
explanation: "I thought you were pedlars." In attempting lo take a short cut, some miles lower down, we got
entirely away from the road, and on the summit of one of
We gained an exthe loveliest mountains in these parts.
tensive and magnificent view, but with the almost certain
prospect of reaching Rowlesburg too late for our evening
We
train, were scarcely in the mood for enjoying it.
found it as difficult to get back into the road as it had been
easy to lose it, and our day's walk was certainly increased
four or five miles by this mishap. Finally, we arrived at
Rowlesburg at 0:45, having traveled quite' thirty-five miles.
We belonged in former days to Jackson's foot cavalry.
June 26. Took the morning train to Oakland.
And so ended our tramp of two hundred and fifty miles,
It may be objected by
from Grafton to Rowlesburg.
sportsmen that we show a record of comparatively few
and small fish taken for distance traveled, and the criticism is so far just. Not only, however, were we too early
in the field in this backward season, especially for bass,
Our success cerbut the weather was persistently hostile.
Bat
tainly was not commensurate with our expectations.
even if everything had heed propitious, instead of the reverse, the fisherman on Raugely and other Northern waters
would have had no cause to envy us, while we do envy
The country is also
them their superior advantages-.
rather difficult of access, and, although the people cheerfully give the best they have, accommodations are rough.
Still, our trout, if small, are nimble and vigorous, the climate is bracing, the mountains and valleys are both wild
and beautiful, their streams of the purest, and we only
regret thaL the cares of the world do not permit us to look
forward to another visit earlier than a twelvemonth hence.

—

May pure contents
Forever pitch their tents
tnesse downs, these meads, these rocks, tlie^e mountains,
peace stilt slutubet by these purling fountains,
Which we, may every year
H.
Meet when we come a fishing here,

Upon

Ana

our belongings got a good soaking before reaching quarters. Score, 60. Fish are nowhere so well cooked

June 23. About a mile below, Dry Fork receives Red
creek, so called, and well named, from its color, even the
foam having a reddish tinge, particularly in high water.
had fished a part of this stream hurriedly last year
with very good success and we were relying on it for some
Unfortunately, the unof our best sport this Summer.
precedented lateness of the season and the recent heavy
rains spoiled our calculations, and we returned to Roy's
before dark with but 23. In one of the lower deep pools,
towards evening, I struck a fish which carried away my
entire cast, but whether it was one of the two or three
pounders which are said to inhabit here, or whether I was
indebted to the strength of the current, (it was at the head
of the pool), or my own unskillfulness for the loss, I will
not undertake to say. I should have mentioned before,
that both on Elk and Dry Fork we made a fair trial of the

—We passed down Dry Fork

Last year we saw a duck swimming out
eral pheasants.
from shore with three young ones perched on its back, a
mode of locomotion I had never seen used before. I also
observed a large eagle hovering over another duck cowering among the stones. Here we considered our trout fishing ended, for after our late disappointment in Red creek,

all

as'at Roy's.

^24.

below the mouth of Black Fork. The country is so rough
that for twelve miles nothing but a bridle path has been
made as yet, and traveling is very fatiguing, especially
over the Flannigan Mountains. Saw two' coons and sev-

Quickest Steamship Passage Across the Atlantic—

The

British steamship Germanic, a

new

vessel belonging to

White Star Line, arrived at New York this morning
from Liverpool, having made the quickest passage on record, the time being 7 days 19 hours and 35 minutes from

the

Queenstown, thus excelling the remarkable voyage of the
City of Richmond of the luman Line just two weeks ago,
when the latter came over in 7 days 19 hours and 58 minThe time in favor of the Germanic is 23 minutes.
utes.
Before these recent passages the Baltic of the White Star
Line led the Atlantic fleet in point of speed, her famous
run from New York to Queenstown in 1873 having been
made in 7 days 20 hours 9 minutes (mean time.) The next
quickest was the passage of the Adriatic of the same hue,
which run from Queenstown to New York in 1872 in I
days 23 hours 17 minutes.— Boston Journal;, 7th.

—
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FOREST AND STREAM.
TROUTING IN NO RTH CAROLINA.
Morganton, N. C, July

'

nltnp.

An

article in last

week's paper entitled

Creek" was very entertaining, principally on account of the long list of
home comforts the writer seems to think essential to a trip into the
woods. We do differently in this country, and, as an illustration, 1 wil
give you a short account of a trip I made to the South Tow River in
coffee
June. The party numbered four, and our outfit consisted of one
boil water in, an axe, hatchet,
pot, one frying pan, one tin kettle to
of clothes
matches, two gum blankets, four woolen blankets, a change
pounds of bacori, one
each, one pound of coffee, two of sugar, three
pound of salt, and some hard bread. Add fishing tackle and you see us
ready for the field. We only intended staying out four days, it is true,
but I would add nothing: but a little more provender if I intended to
camp for a month. Much baggage is a delusion and a snare. We were
on horseback, and crossed the Blue Ridge by the roughest trail I ever
saw. In fact, I would not have believed it possible for a horse to travel
over it if ours had not demonstrated it. We reached the river at 4 P. M.,
having left home at 8 A. M. Picketed our horses, and while one of our

number caught some trout for supper the rest of us built our shanty,
collected enough wood to last through the night, and built a lire, and
good supper spread our blankets, and with our saddles for pillows, lay down with our feet to the fire, smoked our pipes, and drank in
the quiet of the woods. Next morning at 7 o'clock three of us walked
up stream two miles, and waded it back to camp, reaching there at 4
after a

P.M. with

141 trout.

a beautiful but exceedingly rough stream. The
trout are small, the average weight being less than half a pound, but are
a very active, gamy fish. I am told this stream is fished almost con1 was gravely told that I must
stantly, in season and out of season.

The South Tow

"fish

we

it

is

in thefEaM. for then I would catch big ones. " As we came
i«,two hours in Buck Creek, and caught forty-seven

fished

home
good

sized fish, a*)d that reminds me of an article published some time ago
called "The HS1 Country of Georgia," in which it is stated that with
one exceptac* there are no streams running east from the Blue Ridge

The writer must take
trout, from Middle Virginia south.
down here next season and convince himself of his mistake. One
day last May the Rev. Mr. II. and I fished Broad River near its source,
and from 7 A.M. tilt 3 P. M. caught 121 tiont. They are small, only an
occasional one reaching a pound in weight, but give excellent sport.

which contain
a trip

Since then some "scalawags" seined it, and in one day caught 420.
Buck Creek, another stream flowing east, affords good fishing also.
Three weeks ago the same friend and I arose at 3 A. M., rode eleven
miles, and having found a good place to leave our horses, walked up
stream a mile farther, waded down, and in four hours caught sixty-three
trout, all of one size nearly, and averaging about half a pound in weight.
I have heard of several other streams running in the same direction
(east) which are said to contain trout, but these two, viz.: Broad River
and Buck Creek, are the only ones I know of from experience. I wish
I could persuade some of the brotherhood to come this way next season;
from the middle of May till the last of June is the best time. They
would find a beautifully picturesque country, streams as clear as crystal,
lofty mountains— Mount Mitchell, you know, is higher than Mount

Washington— and among them
sire.

any one can deGL H. M.

solitude as profound as
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SALMON FISHING

THE BONAVEN-

IN

TURE.

Montmorenci Falls, P.
Editor Forest and Stream:—

K

Q.,

August

7th, 1875.

Have just been reading your welcome paper of 5th hist, and see
therein some notes on Salmo salar. Although a tyro myself at the noble
sport of salmon killing, still I thought I would give you a report of another river in the Bay of Chaleur. On Tuesday, July 20th, my friend
and self left Quebec in the Gulf Port streamer Secret for Paspebiac.
having, through the kindness of Hon. James Domville, of St. John,
N. B., M. P., a permit to fish the Grand Bonaventure River. Reports
of fishing from "beiow" had been fearfully discouraging, but having
leisure time on my hands I determined to "wet a line" at all events.
had a glorious time, and were most kindly and hospitably received
and entertained during our visit to that hitherto (to me) unknown region,
our thanks being mostly due to the good fortune of making the acquaintance or Mr. John R. Hamilton, of New Carlisle, who was a fellow passenger on the steamer, and to whom we are under many obligations.
ButTof the salmon. We learned that a Montreal gentleman had just left
with only five fish. We got into
the river after about a week's fishing,
camp late Friday evening and left Wednesday noon. Saturday it poured
Sunday fishing is Omtrd bonus motes, and Tuesday it rained
all day.
nearly all day. Monday was the only fishing day we had. We were in
luck in one respect, however; there was a fine run of fish come up the
have waited another week I think we
river with the flood, and could we
should have been able to show a good score; as it was we were content
opportunities.* Our score was as folas having made the best of our

some

We

lows:-^ salmon;

weight,

7f, 10, 18, 12, 11, 8j, 9*, 10,

7h

9, 11£, 9; total,

pounds; 3 grilse, 4, 3|, 7i; total. 14 pounds;
1231 pounds; average, 10£
pounds; average, 9 l-(j pounds.
average, 4f pounds; total 15 fish, IBM
killing flies were Yellow Drake, Jack Scott, and Silver Doctor.
I

The

Scribncr, and do not care for
a
can be made of wood, and the

used a greenheart rod made by Diugee
rod as
better; believe it to be as good a
best rod for the money I have yet seen.
teur at this sport to be infallible.

Still I

am

too

much

of an ama-

Of tha Grand Bona venture I can only tell you what I saw. It is a
beautiful river, perfectly clear of obstructions, no bad rapids, and the
The river rose over four feet while
coldest, clearest water I ever fished.
we were there, and even then one could see bottom in six or eight feet of
water. The only fault— if fault it be—is that the salmon pools are what
There is no place so far up as we went, (say
1 should call "rapids."
ten
or twelve miles,) where the water is even comparatively smooth
is a
kill
your fish in very heavy
continuous sharp descent, and you have to
water, especially wheu there is a flood on. As our fish were all fresh
run, you can imagine the sport they gave us better than I can describe it
I have had a taste of salmon fishing before, but when I landed that
eighteen-pounder after more than an hour's hard fight I felt as
.

R

though I
had never known true happiness before, and did not care if I never killed
another fish. I had an experience worth my whole trip. I suppose you
will laugh at my enthusiasm over such small game, but how did you feel
Mr. Editor, when you killed your first large sui/no ?
For a wonder sea trout did not trouble us much. They do not run up
We killed, however, all we
that river until August in any numbers.
could eat, and sometimes more than we wished to. The universal report
from every fishermen I have seen is that it is a "beastly year for salmon," both for net and rod.
I

may

try the trout in this section; if so will

send you score

good enough.
,

«**«».

—A

if it

is

Mac.
•

New Cure for Wounds.
correspondent writing to
the Scientific American, says
"As soou as a punctured wound is inflicted, get a light stick
(a knife or file handle will do), and commence to tap gently
on the wound. Do not stop for the hurt, but continue
until it bleeds freely and becomes perfectly numb.
When
this point is reached, you are safe; and all that s then
necessary is to protect it from dirt. Do not stop short of
the bleeding and the numbness, and do not on any account
close the opening with plaster.
Nothing more than a little
simple cerate on a clean cloth is necessary. I have used*
and seen this used on all kinds of punctures for thirty
years, and never a single instance of a wound becoming inflamed or sore after treatment as above.
:

FISH CULTURE

"Camping on Lycoming

ITS ORIGIN,

:

DEVELOPMENT, AND PROGRESS.

BY ICnTHYOS.

i

-

—NUMBER

agement until public opinion takes advanced ground, is
educated up to a moral status capable of sustaining more
stringent laws against pot hunting and poaching.
must take a higher stand against these vile crimes, or the
products of our toil will continue to be taken from us, regardless of their value or intrinsic worth and without fear
of punishment.
Trained bloodhounds are used on some
fish farms, and they soon put an end to night depredators.
Too much stress, we repeat, cannot be placed upon the
proper selection of the site for a fish farm; indeed the success of the enterprise depends entirely upon a judicious
location.
Should a site be found to combine all the natural
advantages which prefigure success, then to perfect the
work must commence the labor of human hands, must
begin the exercise of skill and art, so blended with nature's
efforts, artless art, as to appear the work almost of nature

We

23d, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—

19

SIX.

»

THE

question in connection with the location of a fish
farm, is when a choice has been made, how shall
we calculate the capacity of the water selected-, and about
To answer this intelligently we find no auto be utilized?
After a
thority but Dr. Slack's work on Trout Culture.
series of* experiments he found .that for each gallon of
water per minute at the temperature of 50°, ten pounds of
trout can be sustained, "thus" he says, "the Troutdale
spring delivers a volume of water which at the dryest season has been proved by repeated experiments to measure
twelve hundred and fifty gallons per minute: as each gallon
will support ten pounds of trout, twelve thousand five
hundred pounds weight can be sustained by the water, of
our spring."
Dr. Slack further says, "when sufficient fall can be obtained by proper aeration the capacity of the water may
be still greater increased." The following rule has been
adopted by enlightened fish culturists and has been found
to be the" most simple, and sufficiently accurate for all
"Measure the width and depth of the
practical purposes.
stream where for a short distance the banks are nearly
parallel and the depth as nearly as may be uniform; between these parallel banks throw a float, chip or a cork
into the water, and note the distance it drifts in a quarter
of a minute, multiply the product of the depth and width
of the stream by the distance traversed by the chip or cork,
and the product when diminished by one fifth will give
the number of cubic feet delivered in a quarter of a minThe one fifth to be deducted, as the rapidity of the
ute.
flow on the surface is greater than at the bottom of the
stream. Tims, suppose the depth of the stream to lie two
feet and its width four, and that the chip has traveled ten
Twice four arc eight.
feet in one quarter of a minute.
This multiplied by ten, the distance traversed by the float,
will give eighty, from which deduct one fifth, (16) and we
have sixty^four cubic feet as the amount delivered in a
quarter of a minute, or two hundred and fifty-six feet per
minute. Therefore as a cubic foot of water contains
about six and a quarter gallons, we multiply the number
of cubic feet (250) by six and a quarter, ami the result 1599,
will be the number of gallons furnished per minute by the
stream." The truthfulness of this mode of measurement
will depend upon the uniformity of depth and the parallelism of the banks over which the float traversed.
For the proper arrangement of ponds, a sufficient fail is
Indeed the
of paramount importance, a prime necessity.
constant maintenance during the hot Summer months, of
proper temperature depends almost entirely on the rapidity
with which the water runs through the entire chain of
ponds. A dull, sluggish stream becomes rapidly heated.
A swift current may How over a long distance without the
water becoming perceptibly elevated in temperature. The
native place of the trout, is the swift running brook, and
consequently all artificial ponds for the propagation of this
beautiful and toothsome denizen of the mountain stream,
should be close imitations. Four feet is calculated to be
the least allowable fall, which will render a location suitable for the construction of ponds for breeding trout. Overflow or influx of surface water has undoubtedly proved a
source of greater annoyance to pisciculturists, and the
means of producing greater losses than any and all other
untoward contingencies. Freshets gully and destroy the
banks of the ponds, and cause the escape sometimes of
large quantities of fish, thereby greatly reducing the
Especially are such disasters liable
profits of fish culture.
to overtake fish farmers who select streams for farms, instead of springs, which are greatly to be preferred, for the
reason that the overflow can be controlled more substantially,
In all cases should the site for operations be selected,
other things being equal, where still! clay predominates, as
this material only will form enduring banks.
Sandy loam
or gravel with proper care in construction and protection
of the banks by sodding will do tolerable well, but stiff
clay is preferable. If a cold and pure running stream can
be found which possesses every natural facility, is constant
and unabating in its flow, the necessary head may be obtained by damming the rivulet, which will give the requisite
fall, and the same life ami vigor to the current coursing
from pond to pond that may be obtained from a spring.
The series of ponds may be constructed either side of the
foot of the dam, and sluice-ways may be excavated so that
the water may be made to feed others lower down and
then discharge into the stream below, thus affording the
same facilities for fish breeding as in the use of a first-class
-

spring.
If a pisciculturist is desirous of entering largely upon
this industry, considerations connected with easy access to
market should prompt a selection of site near a railroad,
where shipping facilities will place him in daily connection by rail with large cities, where alone are found customers for the expensive luxury of brook trout. The location of a fish farm near a large city should be avoided, as
roughs, a> restless and vagabond population, to be found in
every city, have a special fondness for trout, and the
desire of poaching is so bred in their bones that nocturnal
visits from such individuals are usually frequent and attended with unpleasant results and with great losses, and
constant vigilance is required to prevent such forays. In
fact, stealing trout from a private pond is too often regarded by even persons who rank in the so-called better
classes, as a very trivial offence, and in many States it is
considered inlaw, only as a tresspass, and' subjects the
perpetrator to merely a nominal fine. Poaching and the
slight punishment therefor has deterred many from engaging in fish farming. No distinction is made between
fishes artificially propagated, grown with great labor and
expense, and those wild denizens of the mountain stream,
or those of the deep forest shade; all wherever found being
regarded as fern, whether wild or domesticated, and their
captors being liable only to a small fine, and the market
value of the fishes captured. It is said that a large percentage of the trout sold in New York markets bear certain and
unmistakable marks of gill nets, in which they are caupiit.
They are stolen from the magnificent fish farms on LongIsland, and from others near the city.
This feature must
continue for some time to be the greatest drawback to
America fish culture, at least it must operate as a discour-

herself.

To

he Continued.

Fish for the Centennial— Specimens in Plaster.—
Since the appropriation by Sweden of
sole purpose of exhibiting the fish of

$100,000 for the
waters at the

its

Centennial, the zeal of the United States Commissioners in
that direction, in the interest of their own countiy, has
greatly increased.

Professor Baird,

Institute, is at present

engaged

at

of the Smithsonian

Wood's Hole, Mass.,

in.

making an exact counterpart in plaster of paris of every
species of fish that swims in waters contiguous to the
United States. A mould of the fish is first taken, afterward "the copy is painted directly from the originals. Mr.
Eugene Blackford has at present at Fulton Market three
specimens of this work, which were sent him as a compliment by Professor Baird, who has received from Mr.
Blackford 300 different species of fish, for the advancement
of science at the Institute which he represents.

—We

understand that the
FrsirwAvs for the Potomac.
Great Falls of the Potomac have have been surveyed with
a view to plant a fish way there, and that Prof. Baird and
the Maryland and Virginia Commissioners decide its establishment practicable.

—M.

A. Wilmot, Esq., of Newcastle, N. B., the agent
Dominion Government, for propagating fish in the
rivers and streams, is making a tour of Nova Scotia to determine upon the best streams in that Province to stock
with young salmon, trout, bass, whitcfish, etc.

.of

the

—

-

Seth Green. The people of New York State are becoming aware of the fact that Seth Green is one of the

The Hudson River will
greatest benefactors of the age.
again be stocked with sturgeon. It is not many years
since the river was full of this fish, and it was very popular
as an article of food; but of late years they have become
very scarce. Mr.' Green has been endeavoring for some time
to procure sturgeon, in order to secure the spawn to hatch.
This he finally succeeded in doing, and on Thursday some
The
thirty or forty thousand sturgeon were hatched.
spawn was placed in the shad-hatching boxes, and hatched
The experiment was
in four days at a temperrture of 72°.
conducted at the New Hamburg grounds by Mr. A. D.
Marks, under Mr. Green's supervision. Several thousand
more young sturgeon are confidently expected, as the result
of this movement: and the Hudson River will in a few
years again be full of this fish.
Not only will plenty of sturgeon follow from this experiment, but plenty of shad also. Mr. Green has been laboring for some time to secure the passage of a Sunday law,
to prevent shad fishing on that day; but the influence of
the New York stake fishermen has thus far been too much
for him.
These fishermen stick their stakes for from
thirty to forty miles above New York down into the harbor, and reaching entirely across the river.
And these
stakes are planted so closely that their gill nets are sure to
catch the fish, so that scarcely any can pass them. But if
Sunday fishing was prohibited, they would have one day
to escape these nets, and would subsequently be caught by
What cannot be accomplished by
the up river fishermen.
law, however, can sometimes be done by stategy, as the
stake fishermen will find; for when the Hudson River once
more abounds in sturgeon, the fish will force their way
through these nets, tearing them to pieces and liberating
the shad, thus saving the New York harbor police from
doing it for them. Albany Argus.

CALIFORNIA FISH PLANTING.
A

San Ekancisco, August

Editor Forest and Stream:—

Wo

5th, 1875.

are advancing rapidly in stocking our rivers and lakes with a vaWhat sport is in store for anglers in coming time!

riety of food fishes.

Indeed,
line.
cat,

11

we cannot even now complain

of

want

of

amusement

in this

has lately been discovered that the Schuylkill catfish, or "lady
which were placed in some of the sloughs and streams of the Lower
It

Sacramento and San Joaquin have greatly multiplied, and in one slough
was drained for some purpose thousands of these valuable fish have
been taken. I beiieve these catfish, which are favorite breakfast fish in
Philadelphia and its suburbs, and which afford recreation there for some
anglers, are not the same as the channel catfish of the Ohio and some
other of the Western rivers, but a variety of the genus. I understand
some yellow cattish, or bull-heads, have also been put into the Lower
Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers. These Schuylkill and Ohio catfish
are a vci»y active, lively fish, and a nice addition to the cuisine, being
sweet, and the flesh white. Genio O. Scott states s that "the Ohio channel
cut ranges from five to fifteen pounds in weight, is symmetrically formed,
with a smaller head than the brown or black, or yellow catfish, and finer
in general outline than the others, and is also lighter and brighter in
color. It remains in the swiftest waters of the channel, and feeds on the
chub, wach, and other small fry. It is one of the greatest delicacies of
the fish kind, and in play it affords the disciple of rod and reel a treat
long to be remembered. When hooked its run is very swift, and it is
hard to turn and coax out of the channel, or to the gaff and landing net."
My experience verifies tins description, only that I do not agree with the
writer that ic can be compared for the table with the trout and the salmon,
particularly when the latter is in its grilse state. I understand that
some of these fish, too, have been planted in the Sacramento and San
that

Joaquin.

Mr. Throckmorton, our zealous and enlightened Pish Commissioner,
informs me that the young salmon (Salm) quinndt) put into our fresh
water lakes not communicating with the ocean change in many respects
their nature, becoming longer and slimmer, preserving, if not increasing,

FOREST AND STREAM.
As I
flats of the lakes.
these salmon, as well as trout
from Lake Tahoe, are affording excellent sport in Lake Merced, near
this city; also young salmon in Lake San Andreas, a few miles beyond
Merced. Late in the season most of them are taken with the spoon bait
trolling from boats. Some shad have been taken in nets in the Sacratheir garaeness,

observed in

and they spawn on the sandy

my former communications,

mento River, where they were placed a year

or two since.
E. J.

Hooper.

Milwaukee. August

The Board of Fish Commissioners

of Wisconsin

met

11th, 1875.

in this city a

few

days ago, and agreed to suspend for the present the experiment of introducing the several varieties of salmon into our waters which has engaged their attention for the past year or two— and to confine their oper-

—

ations to the introduction irfto the interior lakes of the various species
of lake trout, whitefish and herring of the great lakes. These varieties
are hardy, and can be easily propagated in lakes having a depth of fifty
Nearly all of the
feet, and a temperature not exceeding 65° Fahrenheit.
lakes in the State can furnish these requisite conditions, and it is exected that eggs enough can be procured this Autumn to stock them.
Mr. H. F. Dousman has undertaken to do the hatching for the lakes in

Oconomowoc.

the vicinity of Oconomowoc.
«».

«»
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RIVER PROTECTION IN NOVA SCOTIA.
+

,

N<

Halifax, August,

Editor Forest and Stream:—
The new Inspector of River Fisheries

for

ton, is prosecuting his duties with vigor..

Nova

He

1875.

Hamil-

Scotia, P.
has visited most of the

S.

and has found many in the most deplorable state,
obstructed by mill-dams without the appearance of any fish ladder or
Dass, and in some instances the waters so polluted by sawdust and mill
rubbish as to render it impossible for the fish to pass up. He has had
some of the mill owners up before him for the infraction of the laws
and fined them, but they have appealed to the Supreme Court. They
are wealthy, and have powerful influences at work, and it will be a hard
battle to fight with them. I send you a copy of our amended game laws.
Fitz Ctjlmer.
rivers in the province,

—

y

A
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ORNITHOLOGY OF THE TRANSIT-OFVENUS "CENTENNIAL."
BY DR. COUES.
'

THAT
has

affair

which the celebrated planetary

divinity-

just satisfactorily concluded with the sun, has
led to other results than those in which the'astronomers and
mathematicians who officiated at the ceremony are inter-

In the occurrence itself, we see nothing very remarkable, as certainly there was nothing to prevent the
goddess from being as intimate as she pleased with the
solar orb; and we trust she found that mass of incanescent
hydrogen and iron as warm as even her ardent temperament could desire. We cannot be expected to be very enthusiastic over anything ninety-five thousand miles off.
Kerguelen Island is about as far as our affections will
reach; and while the astronomers are on the "ragged edge"
of the parallax, we are in serene content with some of the
perquisites which have fallen to our share of the job.
For it seems that the affections of our excellent friend,
Dr. J. H. Kidder of the Navy, like our own, rested upon
Kerguelen Island, instead of wandering through planetary
space; and thus focussed, resulted in something more tangible than sines and cosines. Dr. Kidder was the judicious
ested.

selection of the Navy Department to investigate the natural
history of Kerguelen Island, one of the observing stations;
and the scientific matters intrusted to his charge could

hardly have fallen into better hands. His collection of
objects of natural history has reached Washington in exThe
cellent condition, and is already being worked up.
Doctor himself is now at Wood's Hole, where all good
naturalists go, or want to go, about this time every Summer, following the example of one whom it is needless to
mention by name. But before he went his specimens and
plethoric note books were compared, with such satisfactory
result, in one department of natural history „at least, that a
memoir on the ornithology of Kerguelen Island is already

about issuing from the press.
Dr. Kidder's collections of bird skins and eggs are a
very nearly complete exposition of the avifauna of the
island.

It is the first

series of speciStates from this

anu only considerable

the United
embracing several species which are among the
desiderata of American collections, and consequently valu-

mens which have reached
localitv,

able acquisitions to the National Museum. Among the
eggs, particularly, are some kinds not before seep in this
But the concountry, if not also entirely new to science.
tributions which Dr. Kidder is enabled to make to the life
history of these little-known birds, in the elaboration of
his carefully prepared notes of personal observation of their
habits and manners, is, to our way of thinking, the better
have the best possible means
half of his operations.
of knowing whereof we speak, on stating that the treatise
which Dr. Kidder has prepared will be found of unusual
.

—

At the Jardin d' Acclimatation, in Paris, the Seyyid of
Zanzibar exhibited surprise at the zebras being so tame as
to draw the water carts and make themselves otherwise
This is the first place, indeed, at which this has
useful.
been accomplished

— A Boston correspondent says that the blackbirds which
are usually accounted mischievous and destroyed by farmers
like vermin, have destroyed millions of army worms this

month

,

almost continual precipitation; a delectable piece of antarctic property, with volcanic bowels and a glacier for a
backbone. Moreover, there are no less than ninety miles
of Kerguelen in one direction, and fifty in the other. A
part of it is called Desolation Bay— but why this invidious
The chief vegetable productions of the
distinction?
Island seem to be "tea" and "cabbage;" but the tea is
not of ffie kind we drink, nor would the aroma of the latter
revive grateful reminiscences of a Washington boarding
house. There are no indigenous mammals, excepting some
marine monsters that make a virtue of Kerguelen necessity.
In short, the Kerguelen is a good place to remember an
engagement in, and get away from as soon as convenient,
especially if, like Dr. Kidder, we carry away with us a
splendid lot of specimens in lieu of fond regrets.

settled

upon the crawling

—

A correspondent suggests that the fowl referred to by
"Ancora," of Pennsylvania, under date of August 10th, is an
immature specimen of the hooded merganser.

— The Geographical Congress has awarded medals of the
first

class

to

the Statistical Bureau at Washington and
Hay den, the American geologist.

Professor F. V.

•+++-

ROBINS AS DEPREDATORS.

naded.

Yours,

Teal.

—
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THE WININNISH.

/
,

Washington, D. C, August, 1875,
Editor Forest and Stream:—
A few weeks ago I addressed to a prominent official of the IT. S. Pish
Commission the inquiry, Is the wininnish identical with the grayling?
His reply was that, as vet, he knew of no one who could satisfactorily
answer that question. I notice, however, that in a late number of your
journal you effectually dispose of my interrogatory, if not of my doubts,
by naming this hitherto unclassified denizen of the Saguenay, who yet is
every inch a king, whatever we may call him, an undoubted Salmo qloveri.
Ergo he is not a grayling. But is the winninnish "unnloubtedly
with the land-locked salmon of the Schoodic. and Sebec
His small mouth, fine teeth, and the nnusual size of the dorsal
fin are certainly the distinguishing characteristics of the grayling. The
real salmon is found in the same waters of the Saguenay with the whiidentical

Lakes?"

and they deposit their spawn in its tributaries; yet the latter fish
never found in the St. Lawrence. Correspondents of Forest ano
Stream have identified as a grayling a fish found near Quebec, known
by the local name of "spearing." Are not the spearing and the wininInquiringly,
nish the same?
Uphome.

innish,
is

We

will endeavor to have the identity of the wiuinnish
completely established ere long, by proper data, as to
satisfy the Smithsonian naturalist, or any other man.
We
will say here, however, that it is no more a thymallus that
Ed.
it is a coregowws.
so

—
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r
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PINEAPPLE CULTURE IN FLORIDA.
PINEAPPLES

can be grown

at

a profit

much

further

north than is generally supposed. A pine plant will
bear to be frozen solid, even the roots, and if thawed in
the dark (gradually) it will preserve its vitality. No other
tropical plant will bear congelation, except a few cactuses
of the same family.
Pineapples are grown pretty exl ensi vely in the British
Islands, without much expense. In
the south of England a very simple pit is all that is required, while in France they are cultivated in the open air
by covering with mats occasionally during the Winter
months. North of the equator the fruit ripens during the
months of July, August and September. In places subject
to sudden changes of temperature, the plant grows very
The lightest hoar frost will
little in the Winter season.
kill a pine if permitted to fall on the leaves; but if the
plant is covered and kept in the dark before and after the
freeze, the soil may be frozen,- as well as the plant, and
The soil should be very
still it will sustain no injury.
rich, and, if possible, it ought to be clay. Any stimulating manures can be applied unsparingly. Peruvian guano
is the best, and if properly fertilized the sets from the
The pine produfruit can be made to bear in two years.
ces no seed, but around the base of the ripe imported apples miniature plants are to be found, and on the top (or
bloom end) of each apple there is a good plant also. In
the plantations suckers are generally used, as they are larger and easier to plant. The suckers grow around the
main stalk above the ground, and can be pulled off at any
time and transplanted. Either tops, suckers, or sets are
planted by simply setting the base in the soil, deep enough
to prevent its blowing over, and it is injurious to remove
any of the lower leaves. Frequent watering forces the
plant.

The great reason why so many are unsuccessful in growing pines is, that the plant will not thrive if any impurities
are permitted to remain in the bud, or in the leaf joints.
In sandy soil the plant needs washing after every heavy
rain or wind till the plants are high enough to admit
good mulching of corn husks (shucks) or straw. To wash
the pines any vessel can be used that will admit of pouring
a solid stream into the heart of each plant from a height
sufficient to give force enough to wash out the sand and
On a plantation of any great extent a
dust completely.
barrel on a hand cart with a small hose adjusted to the
bottom of the barrel, and a nozzle to direct the stream of
The barrel being
water, would be a complete machine.
about three feet from the ground would give a force to the
stream, and no water would be lost. In pouring from the
spout of a watering-pot, it would have to be held so far
away from the plant that a great deal is wasted. Cleanlia,

Editor Eorest and Stream:—
I think that we ought to have a

better law in Massachusetts against
the law is now no robins are allowed to
be killed at any time. Within the last two weeks the robins have made
my cherry trees their home, staying there from morning till night.
Scarecrows do not disturb them, as they soon become accustomed to the

the depredations of robins.

As

Not only do they

eat cherries, but they destroy apNow, I think that if a few of
these were shot perhaps the others would take warning from the fate of
their companions and leave for parts unknown. In New York they are

presence of these.

ples, pears, grapes, strawberries, etc.

allowed to be shot while engaged in stealing fruit, and I hope Massachusetts will pass an act whereby it shall be lawful to kill any robins on
one's premises in the act of destroying Summer fruits or grapes.
M. W. D.

New York

law has our approval. Robins are often
gregarious, and when they go in large flocks, are often
very destructive to trees, both fruit and branches.'— Ed. ]
[The

BAYSIDE NOMENCLATURE.

interest to ornithologists.

r

They

in Massachusetts.

masses in clouds.

We

Kerguelen Island must be a "demnition cold, moist, unpleasant" place, to judge from the accounts of how. "first
and then it
it rained and then it blew, and then it snew
To be less poetical and more precise, it is a land of
friz."

again, ducks are ducks— that is about here; whistlers are
and coots are coots The young man asks why is'nt a whistler
a duck? "Well, cause "taint."' "But why not?" "'Cause a whistler's
a
whistler and a duck is only a black one or a gray one. " "But why are they
not all ducks?" " 'Cause I know they aint." Then again, every season
some one gets either a new species of fowl or bay bird, "never seen
afore," or else it's a "furriner strayed*n," and so it is. If our local runners would study up the fauna of their respective localities, they would
save their own reputation or add to it, and leani something, too. I
might write further, but fear I have now encroached upon your good
nature. Suffice it to say that it seems strange a bunch. of birds so funny
in appearance should pass anyone within thirty yards and not get sere-

whistlers,

T

—

.

Then

is," etc.

my

FISH CULTURE IN WISCONSIN.

\ Editor Forest and Stream:--

The redeeming feature of Kerguelen is that thither resort
vast bands of various birds to breed, and that among these
birds are some that ornithology cannot slap very familiarly
on the back, and say how are you
dear old friend. In
fact, there are some among them with whom we are on
formal terms. They were introduced to us, it is true, a century ago by such men as Sir Joseph Banks, Gmelin, and
Latham, but we have somehow lost sight of these chance
acquaintances.
Such birds are Procellaria desolata and
Sterna vittata. Then there is a duck that is extremely rare,
and only known to inhabit Kerguelen, with questionable
taste;) this is the Querquedula eatorii, dedicated to the naturalist of the English party, only since the return of that
expedition.
There is another curiosity in the way of a
petrel. w hich neither ourselves nor any other American
naturalist ever saw before a dark gray bird, about the size
of the Cape pigeon, with an extremely thin, hooked bill.
It was described in 1823 by Kuhl, and subsequently by
Schlegel, as Procellaria grisea, but as it is not, apparently,
the bird so named by Latham, a new designation seems to
be required, and the bird will be known as (Murelata kich;
The spederi [Coues, n. sp.,=~P. grisea,, Kuhl, nee Lath.]
cies will be fully characterized in Dr. Kidder's forthcoming
paper.
There does not appear to be a single land bird on Kerguelen Island. There is one wader, the carious Ohionis
minor, a near relative of the longer known C. alba, first described as distinct by Dr. Hartlaub, and apparently confined to this region.
The duck tribe is represented by the
The wreathed "tern,
single species already mentioned.
Sterna vittata, a large black-backed gull, Larus dominicanus,
and a skua-gull, Bwpliagus a?itarcticus represent another
family.
single kind of cormorant, Qmeulus caruncuSeveral different species of
latus, is found in abundance.
penguins, familiarly known to the sailors as "johnnies" and
"rock-hoppers," abound on the shores. The remaining
birds consist of various representatives of the oceanic
family ProceUariidm— petrels. Among them are two or
three kinds of albatrosses, a "mutton bird." (Puffinus), the
diving petrel, {Pelecanoid.es wrinatrix),
little
singular
several members of the genus (Estrela ta, besides (E. kidderi, and other kinds.
But as we have no intention of poaching on Dr. Kidder's
premises, this incipient treatise on Kerguelen birds must be
Still, it may reasonably be inquired how the eggs
stopped.
that, were collected by Dr. Kidder came to be found, since
The simple fact is that all these
his visit was in Winter.
Kerguelen birds lay their eggs at this season or late in the
This may sound oddf to us who are accustomed to
Fall.
associate the singing and mating of birds with the sighs of
Neverthe zephyrs of Spring, and all that sort of thing.
theless it is a way they have at Kerguelen, in consequence
of the flatness of this stationary earth, which also obliges
the people on the other side to walk like flies on the ceiling.
Dr. Kidder himself informs us that it comes a little
hard at first, but that it is nothing wiien you're used to it.
The unsteadiness of gait frequently observed in sailors
ashore after a long cruise may be due to the same cause.

Editor Forest and Stream:

SALEM.IMass., August 14th, 1875.

—

Noticing the remarks of "E.

II., "

under date of August 2d, induces

to write as follows: To some of those who have been in a "booth"
or "blind" with the blocks set for shore birds, these notes of mine will
It's
perhaps call forth a smile,-as they think of some similar incident.

me

the "white marlins" E. II. saw that make me say this. At times when
sport runs slack, one takes notice of the least thing; for instance, a few
peeps heave in sight and all is quiet, except a jargon of noises from all
kinds of whistles; all heads are ducked, both barrels cocked ready for
them summers— no, grass birds— no sir, they're summers or snipe, and
along they come. Sometimes they catch fits, and again they are found
out without shooting to be only "darned peeps." "Did'nt they look big?"
"Yes, yes; I guess its the atmosphere makes them look so— curious!"
Then again you take a person who has studied up the ornithology of his
locality; he goes down on the "mash" or up the creek to try his luck;
he knows what he is likely to see—perhaps godwits, heyl "Oh, you
mean black tails," the bayman says. Well, perhaps you call them
black tails, but the right name is Hudsonian godwit. What's the result
of this confab? Why, the bayman thinks the other is a fool, and sure
of it, if he be a youngster. Says ke "reckons he knows what birds

When

the plants are first set out, if
obtained, and the ground thoroughly mulched, a great deal of trouble would be avoided;
but great care should be taken to use only what is thoroughly rotted. Anywhere that three feet head of water

ness

is

indispensable.

fine, rotten

wood can be

can be controlled, and freezes are not longer than fortyeight hours' duration, and an abundance of water can be
had, there is no trouble in growing pines to any desired
extent.
It makes no difference how hard it freezes, the
pines will not suffer, as the temperature of the water will
be high enough to preserve them. Care should be taken,
however, to let the water off as soon as the frost ceases, as
Where
the plant would suffer if too long submerged.
water cannot be controlled, dig a pit say two feet deep and
four feet wide, and as long as desired; put one foot of good
top soil mixed with half stable manure at the bottom. If
the soil is not stiff enough, board up the sides and end
three feet high, set in one row of plants two feet apart,
and in Winter, during the cold weather, cover well with,
straw, always being careful to not uncover too soon after a
hard freeze.
Any person who will take the time, anywhere from
Charleston to the Rio Grande, can have a pine patch in his
garden, and when you eat a pineapple ripened on the plant,
you will pronounce it the most delicious of fruit. Imported pineapples are gathered green, and give one no conception of the delightful fragrance of a ripe pineapple.—
J, A. Macdonald, in Florida Agriculturist.

—

—

FOREST AND STREAM.
Length of Roots.—Prof

.

who has

Beal, of Michigan,

ointment, green iodide of mercury, carbolic acid, iodid^
of sulphur, and other agents with no success, we adopted
creosote, but not at first with much benefit. Thinking that
possibly a strong alkali might, by softening and breaking
up the cuticular layers of the skin, facilitate the penetration of the drug, we used a mixture of oil and creosote, to
which was added a strong solution of caustic potass. This
dressing seemed to be efficacious, and after a few experiments we adopted the following formula: Creosote, 1
This acts
part, olive oil, 14 do., solution of potass, 2 do.
admirably, and has cured every case, save one, upon which
we have used it. The exception was a very small toy terrier, and suggests that no small or weak dog may be able
to stand a dressing of sufficient strength to destroy the
All cases of follicular mange are obstinate, and
parasites.
require time to cure.
It is safe to allow twelve weeks as
the minimum, so that we can decide at once whether or
not a dog is worth the trouble and expense. Some extreme
cases may require seven or eight months to effect a radical
All cases must have allowance
cure, though only rarely.
made for the renewal of hair on those parts which the disease has left bare. The proper treatment of follicular
mange requires not only the regular use of the parsiticide
above mentioned, but occasional thorough washings with
dog generally requires
warm water and plenty of soap.
dressing about twice a week, and each dressing should be
applied" after Hie dog has been well washed, and become
dry.
To limit the disease and prevent its spreading, the
hair around each spot should he shaved off for an inch or
so on the sound skin, and in very bad cases it is good policy to shave the entire animal.
The skin diseases of the
dog, though usually described under the single term
mange, are many and various. To detect this particular
disease the parasite must be sought for with the microscope, and then treatment can be carried out rationally and
systematically.
Diagnosis of skin disease without the
microscope is very uncertain, and even tolerably experienced persons may confuse red mange, common mange,
and follicular mange, all of which require separate and
different treatment.
I must in fairness add that the chief
credit of the treatment found so successful is due to Mr.
Duguid.
Wm. Hunting, in Land and Water.

given special attention to this subject, furnishes the Country
Gentleman with the following interesting facts from his

forthcoming Report:

"The nature

of the soil has

much

to do. with the length

and number of roots. In light, poor soil, I find roots of
June grass four feet below the surface. People are apt to
underestimate the length, amount, and importance of the
A young wheat
roots of the finer grasses, wheat, oats, etc.
plant when pulled up only shows a small part of its roots.

The roots of a
or six feet, or more.
two-year-old peach tree in light soil were found seven feet
four'inches long. In dry, light soil, this season we_ pulled
Of course
up one parsnip three feet and a half long.
smaller roots went down still farther. The noted bufialo
grass on the dry western prairies is described in the agricultural reports at Washington as having very short roots;
but Mr. Felker, one of our college graduates, found, where
a well was being dug, that the roots went down seven feet.
The roots grow'best where the best food is to be found.
They grow in greater or less quantity in every direction.
If a root meets with good food, it flourishes and sends
out numerous branches. Roots do not "search" for food,
Many of the
as vegetable physiologists now understand it.
smaller roots of trees die every Autumn when the leaves
die, and others die in Spring.
Near a cherry tree in my yard was a rustic basket, without bottom, filled with rich soil. On removing the basket
and earth which had been there several^ years, cherry roots
were found in large numbers, in this rich soil. Roots in
such soil will grow up just as well as down.
They often go down four

A

-*-«-»»

Forests and Climate. —The

question as to the nature

and extent of the influence which forests exercise on climates commands the thoughtful attention of many careful
observers. Among the more recent presented with a view
that
to establishing the affirmative of the argument, viz
the climate and other physical conditions of our globe are
certainly modified by the existence or removal of forests,
is that of M. J. Clave, in the last number of the Revue des
Deux Mondes. After repeating with renewed emphasis the
well-known points regarding the prevention of evaporation and sudden snow-thaws^where the land is wooded, the
writer suggests a possible effect which forests may have on
producing rain, which is certainly worthy of consideration.
Forests are obstacles to atmospheric movements, hence,
:

—

—

A Great Loss to the American Kennel. We record
with marked regret the death of the beautiful, affectionate, and finely bred red Irish setter bitch, Bess, owned by
that thorough sportsman, "Ajax," which occurred in
Brooklyn on the 1st inst. Bess, imported by her owner in
1874, was by Haitian's Pat (lately a prize winner in Ireland), and her dam was Ity the celebrated Hutchinson's
Bob. But her chief fame in this country was won through
her progeny by "Ajax's" celebrated red setter, Dash, and it
is probable none better were ever bred here.
Dash and
Bess took the two first prizes at Watertown Show, 1875,
We sympathize with
as best Irish setter dog and bitch.
"Ajax" in his loss, which indeed is a loss to American
sportsmen.
Turf, Meld and Farm.

air-currents come in contact with
onward course is checked, and they are forced
upward. As a result of this movement, the layers above
are compressed and so compelle dto yield up some of their
moisture. Another interesting fact is noticed with regard
to the influence of forests upon hailstorms, which is to

when rapidly-moving

check them. An instance of this is given, to the effect
that during one of these storms in France, it was observed
that when, during its onward course a forest was encountered, the hail was changed to rain, the hail being resumed
in the unwooded country beyond.
-**»-

COLOR OF THE SETTER.

Manure for Pot Plants.— Continuous

waterthe pots are small, and the plants
comparatively large, have a tendency to make the earth
An occasional watering with liquid manure is a
poor.
Decayed cow manure is excellent
benefit in such cases.
Do
for the purpose, but the kind is of no great moment.
not make it strong. Use enough manure to make the
water the color of weak tea. This is the best rule for
making it that we can give. Only growing plants are benings, especially

efitted

by

when

Savannah, Ga., July

I have seen in your issue of July 8th a letter from Mr. Arnold Burges,
with reference to color in setters, and I must say I am surprised to read
such a communication from so learned a geutlemau. First, he condemns
liver and liver and white in setters, and gives Ms authorities— authorities whose theories are without any foundation, as I can prove.
One of
these, Stonehenge, he says, considers liver, liver and white, and liver
and tan as low grades of color; that they too often indicate a cross with
either the pointer or water spaniel. Now, of what color is there a setter
that you cannot find a pointer or some other breed of dogs which has a
similar color, and if a cross is indicated in the one case, why not in the
other? I would as soon look for a cross in a black and white as in any
color, for there are black, black and white water spaniels, springer
spaniels, cockers and pointers, and I can find as many setters of impure
as there are of liver, or liver and
blood of any color you can mentio
white. "Dmks," another of Mr. Burges' authorities, omits even mentioning black, orange and white, and lemon, and white, as well as liver,
and liver and white, while Stonehenge considers them first-class colors.
With this exception one is only a copy of the other's theory, without
any base to build upon, each having his favorite color, none other being
good in his opinion.
Our dog judges and would-be teachers of this country and England too
often take their own or their friend's kennel as a base to bui.d their
judgment upon. English writers admit that their setters have been
crossed with pointers and other breeds of dogs, so much so that as far
back as the year 1800 they differed entirely from the land spaniel or Irish
setter t and in the face of this they take certain colors as a basis to incti
cate the purity of blood of an English setter, which any one of good

Mmnel.

—

Another Dog Show. A preliminary meeting in reference to holding a bench show of dogs was held at Newark
on Saturday evening last. Some of the most prominent
citizens of that city were present, and after the appointment of an executive committee, the meeting adjourned,
meet again the first of October at the Park House
Newark. Full particulars of the meeting will be given
to

our next

issue.

i

in

in
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—There will be a
New

bench show of dogs at Manchester,
Hampshire, 7th. 8th, 9th, and 10th of September.

The premium

list

— 22
in

classes

of

dogs,

-*-•
have just received from Mr.

is

very

large.

,

—We

L.

H.

Smith, of

a very fine picture of his famous imported field trial setter dog, Paris. It is a rare thing for us
to see a picture presenting finer points.
Strathroy, Can.,

-+•«*

.

Free Transportation for Dogs.— In addition to the
three Railroad Companies which we mentioned last week
having decided to carry sportsmen's* dogs over their
we are now enabled to give that of the
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy. We print a copy of a
recent notice of the company to Hon. J. V. Le Moine,
President of the National Sportsmen's Association, who
has been -greatly instrumental in bringing about this new
order of things, so much to be appreciated by sportsmen.
We hope the Railway Companies will be gainers by their
as

lines free of charge;

'

judgment would deem ridiculous, seeing they try to condemn one of the
oldest colors of the setter, which is liver and white; and the reason why
no fancy breeder in England has adopted this color is, that it was too
common for any one of them to claim as his strain, and this is why the
dogs so marked have no noble title, such as tha Gordon and Laverack.
Pride of the Border is the one swallow which would have been condemned had it not been for his noble name.
Lord Gordon bred for color, and this color, according to English
judges, must be black and tan. English writers state that in the best
strains of the Gordon, red, orange, and black and tan, with "white feet
and frill will appear. On the bench, red, orange, and black, tan and
White would not be considered, and a black and tan from the same litter
might take the prize. The judges stick to color, but Lord Gordon could
not. Laverack also bred for color; black and white, and black, tan and
white, and after forty years there comes one of the condemned colorliver and white.
Mr. Burges says that our sportsmen will be constantly imposed upon
by unscrupulous dealers, if color is not adopted in this country as in
If color is to be the standard of good
England, or words to that effect
setters the unscrupulous dealers will profit considerably by it, for they
can palm their black and tan for Gordons, red for Irish setters, and
black and white for Laveracks. I have seen red dogs sold, and that
very recently, for Irish setters, and at extremely high pricrs, that would
require a microscope to find the Irish in them, possessing not a single
point, save their red color, to show they were such.
.

liberality:—
[copy.]

General Superintendent's Office,
Chicago, August
J.

31st, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—

its use.

r
)it

9th, 1875.

}

f

V. Le Moine, Esq.

Dear Sir— Orders wilt be issued to Train Baggagemen to carry free
in baggage cars dogs belonging to passengers.
R. Harris, Gen'l Snpt.
(Signed)
Yours truly,

Follicular Mange.—Last year you published a letter of
to a new skin disease in dogs, which had
attracted the notice of Dr. Sparks, and from whose paper
thereou you made some extracts. The conclusion then arrived at was, that the disease was due to a minute parasite
found in the hair follicle, and that it was incurable. I then
mine referring

mentioned that we were experimenting with a view to find
a remedy, and I now offer the result of our work to your
In conjunction with Mr. Duguid, the veterinary
readers.
surgeon to the Brown Institution, I have seen and treated a
number of cases, and we have reason to believe we have
found a radical cure. Having tried sulphur, mercurial

This is the mixture that the learned authorities
quoted by Mr. Burges place at the head of the list of colors. They
never stop to consider' whether the dog's actions belie his color, but
raise him up to a high standard over the liver and white, which, as a
color, do not possess these qualities which the black and tan and black,
white and tan possess, as I will show.
These setters are, as a class,
(those with tan, I mean) gun shy; the liver and white are not. The tan
marked are hard to break and easy to forget, unless constantly worked,
which is not the case with the liver and Avhite. Then, too, they have a
greater variety of positions in pointing, and can go longer without water
than a setter of any other color. Had the authorities of Mr. Burges
taken such points as these to condemn the liver and white, there would
be some foundation for their theories.
the pointer or hound.

Frank Forester says the

Irish setter is the original type of the EnEnglish setter— is found of ad colors, and that
the colors of the Irish dog are red, red and white, or yellow and white
spotted. In this he contradicts himself for if these be the only colors
of the Irish dogs, how can the English setter be black, black and white,
black and tan, or entirely white? Liver, and liver and wh'te, he thinks,
indicate a cross of the pointer or water spaniel; here, too, he contradicts himself in this way: He condemns the dropper, and states that in
a well kept kennel such whelps would be consigned to the horse pond,
and with the Irish sportsmen, who are very choice with their setters, a
cross even with the English setter would be regarded as a blemish. It is
a fact well known that there are a greater number of liver and white setters in Treland than there are of any other color, which proves them to
be of the best blood. Richards, author of the "Irish Fossil Deer,"
states that liver and white are the usual colors of the English setter,
and with this we will leave him and take up the Irish dog.
Mr. Burges states that the Irish setter cannot be liver and white, and
that there is no authority in the world which gives him this color; which
shows he has not examined all the authorities that can be referred to.
In answer to a letter written by me to a gentleman who spent over forty
years in Ireland, traveling all over the country— one well posted on the
Irish setters, and a good sportsman—I received the following with reference to the color: "I have seen," says he, "full bred setters red, red
and white, black, liver, liver and white, and yellow. Yon cannot determine an Irish setter from his color. My friend, you ought to know and
to be a good judge of such an one, for you have seen fine Ones yourself
in Ireland." A gentleman, writing from North Wales to the Spirit of
the Times, under date of Juno 22d, 1872, says with reference to this subject:
"Such cast iron rules as to what should be the color of an Irish
setter, would leave us few good ones, and would exclude some of the
very best of that breed. Facts show us that Irish setters of the very
purest blood can be and very often are of almost every color." As for
liver, and liver and white, what is it as a color when applied to dogs,
English setters or pointers? It is any shade of brown, from a dark bay
to almost black; chestnut is one of the shades included in the colors of
an Irish setter, and comes under the head of liver. "Old Calibar," one
glish setter; that

he— the

;

of the oldest writers for the

London

Field, advertises full-blooded, chest-

•

them, their

Liquid
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Dinks places black and tan among the best bred.

If color is to be accepted as the standard for well bred dogs, this color, and black, white
and tan— which are not the colors of a setter, as a careful examination of Mr. Burges' authorities will show— will be sufficient in itself to
show that the English writers and judges take to color as to fashion or

prejudice. The old writers, as well as those of the present day, admit
that the English setter is a cross of the land spaniel and Spanish pointer,
and the Irish setter is the land spaniel. Dinks, Frank Forester and

Stonehenge do not claim black and tan for the Irish setter, and say if
is one of the markings on a pointer it indicates a cross of the
hound.
If this be the case, how is It that black and tan is such a fine color and
indicates a pure English setter, when this color and the feather would
indicate there was a cross of the spaniel, pointer, hound, and Newfoundland dogs. There must be Newfoundland in him to give him this long
feather, for it is longer than the spaniel's, and could not be had from
tan

nut Irish setters for sale. In "The Dog," by William Youatt, we find:
'Many Irish sportsmen were exceedingly careful to preserve the breed
pure; nothing of thg pointer can be traced in them, although different
in appearance rrom the English or Scotch setter.
The Irish sportsmen
are, perhaps, a little too much prejudiced with regard to particular colors: their dogs are very red, red and white, lemon colored, or all white,
patched with deep chestnut. The "Field Book; or, Sports and Pastimes
of the United Kingdoms," compiled from the best authorities, ancient
and modern, by the author of "Wild Sports of the West," published in
1833, places dark chestnut and white, or all red, as the colors of the Irish
setter.
R. B. Thornhill's "Shooting Directory," published in London in
1804, (page 66) says: "There is not a country in Europe that can boast
finer setters than Ireland.
They are there called English spaniels, and
differ widely from the setters of England and Scotland.
They are not
esteemed in Ireland unless their color is either a deep chestnut and white,
or all red, A black and white setter, or any color but red, or red and
white, would not be looked upon or reputed well bred, allowing them to
be ever so good." This work was written in 1801— seventy-four years
ago and as to color ought to be considered the best authority.
All of the authorities quoted by Mr. Burges admit that red is qn§ of
the colors of the Iris"h dog. Dinks and Frank Forester give no particuStonehenge gives blood red, strained with port wine.
lar shade of red.
This is all the English judges give to base their opinion on, which opinion must be only as to the shade of red. The union of crimson with the
color of port wine would give a mixture in color very much like liver,
and not one of Mr. Burges' authorities deny liver red to be one of the
colorB of the Irish dog. R. B. Thornhill, already quoted, says that
chestnut is the shade of red. Examine a chestnut and you will find it
to be liver color, or a shade darker. Webster's definition of red is, that
Now, there are different shades of blood— dark
it is the color of blood.
and light— for he considers liver as red. If liver, then, is one of the
shades of red, as Webster says it is, it becomes only a matter of name,
red, liver, or chestnut being only different names for the color of the
Irish dog. Further, the red of former times, as applied to dogs, and the
so-called red of to-day, are entirely different. One is a deep chestnut,
or liver red; the other is a light red— a cross from the orange and chestnut. I have never seen a dog of the pure liver red, except the Irish setThe so-called liver of the water spaniel and pointer is not really a
ter.
liver color, for it lacks the peculiar shade or tinge of red which the liver
has, and no cross from them would produce the liver red of the Irish
setter, so much admired by Irish sportsmen; so much so that as far back
as 1790, two hundred and fifty guineas were paid for a brace of them,
that being a common price.
I am the party referred to by Mr. Burges, in speaking of the brace of
Irish setters purchased by a gentleman in Georgia, the dog liver and
white. I have a brace of imported Irish setters, the bitch dark chestnut
with every mark of full blood, the dog deep chestnut and white, and as
fine a specimen of the Irish setter as I have seen in this country or in
Ireland. His dimensions are as follows, and you can judge for yourselfNose to end of stern, 4 feet 4 inches; girth behind fore shoulder, 2 feet
41 inches; round top of fore leg, 10^ inches; round cranium, 1 foot 5 inches; length of head, 10 inches; inner corner of eye to end of nose 4

—

inches; length of stern, allowing 3 inches cut off, 1 foot 3 inches; height,
2 feet 1|- inches; ears reaching to the end of the nose. I have one litter
of whelps from this pair of dogs, and I want no better evidence of their
purity of blood than to see these puppies point and stand steady at five
weeks of age. 1 bought the dogs from Mr. Wm. G. Parker, of Mt. Pal-

would not take three times the amount I paid for
my dogs on the bench and the judges were to
rule them out because-they were entered as liver and white Irish setter?,
it would not be the first time I have seen judges more ignorant
than exatine, 111., arfd to-day I

them.

Were

I

to place

hibitors.

Understand

me when I say

that the liver red, or chestnut, is the pure
I do not condemn any color. With me, if a
dog has all the qualities of a good one, color will not make him bad!
J. P. White.
color of the Irish setter.

.

-»•»Lancaster, Penn., August
.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Having noticed some communications in the
valued paper in regard to fleas on dogs, and the

9th, 1875."

late issues cf

best

mode

your

much

of destroying

them, I have concluded to give my experience, which has never failed
having two fine pointers as subjects. In the first place, if the dog has
they are also in the kennel. The first thing to doris to clean out his
domicil; throw away or turn the bedding, and whitewash inside and outside, then put in new bedding (pine shavings are the best), and o-et ten
cents worth of Persian Insect Powder from the nearest drug store and
distribute it over the bedding; so much for the kennel. Take your doofleas

and give him a thor@ugh washing wilh Irish washing soap (manufactured
at Zanesville, Ohio, and for sale by all grocers and soap dealers). I can
guarantee that the above will kill every flea, ana by renewing the washing about every two weeks and the powder once a month, you will never
be troubled with fleas. There is nothing in the soap or powder that can
injure the dog.

Pointer..

'
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THE "ROWE" ON COLOR TEXTURE.
Editok Fobest and Stkuam:—
As an old sportsman, with a warm sympathy

for everything connected
with the noble art of venery, I regret much to see a gathering storm in
the tmpers devoted to my favorite pursuit, incited by Dr. Rovve and Mr.
Arnold Barges. These, compared with myself, are both young men, and
with the centennial Field Editor of the Forest and Stbeam, Squire
Smith (called by his friends the Nestor Methuselah of American sportsmen), and the venerable Col Skinner, of the Turf, Field and Farm, are
mere infants. Under these circumstances, why should they disturb the
harmony of our fraternity ? What do they, after all their noise in the
papers, know about Irish red setters?
How many have either
of them owned, or even seen? When they answer this plain question in
a satisfactory manner we old outsiders will know what weight to give to
their juvenile opinions. Nature in liit wisdvu afilicts blindness upon
puppies before they can bark. Trusting this color question will soon
meet with a solution, I am, very respectfully,
Canonicus.

—
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DEMUTH'S LAVERACK.
Maysville, Ky., August

5th, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—

As I

see that there has been considerable discussion regarding the
of pure Laveracks in this country, and especially whether ther e
are any outside of Mr. Raymond's fine kennel, I wish to say that Mr.
Demuth^s bitch, Picides, is as pure as the best. I have before me a
draft of her pedigree, signed by Mr. Buckell, showing that she is by

number

Llewellin's .Prince, out of Lill 2d. Prince is brother to the celebrated
bitches. Countess and Nelly, and to Mr. Iieid's Sam.
He is by Dash yd
out of Moll 3d. Lill 2d is by Dash 2d out Lill 1st.
Apart from the evidence above, I know that Pickles was sent to this
country from theLlewellin Kennel, as Mr. Buckell mentioned her name
of dogs purchased

in a

list

was

lined by Rock,

from Mr. L. by American genl lemon.

now owned by Mr. Luther Adams,

She

of Boston, before
vessel with Rock

leaving England, and I believe came over in the same
There can be no doubt of her purity or origin.
Your printer made a mistake in the age of my bitch,

was

ten,

not fifteen months old when

I

.

wrote.

.

West Troy, N.

Y., August 16th, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
I wish to claim the name of "Daisy" for my orange and white setter
bitch pup, whelped March 26th, 1875. Daisy is out of Mr. Glass' Fan,
by the late Mr. Kelsey's Sport. Fan is out of Bess (owned by Mr. C. R.
Smith, of Scranton, Penn.) by Jack, and of the Gddersleeve strain.
Sport is by imported stock, both sire and dam. Daisy is a beautiful pup,

and

at the age of four

months would

find

and

woodcock splenJohn H. Fitchet.

retrieve a

Truly yours,

didly.

— Mr. Douglass,

son of Sir Charles Douglass, of London,
August Gth, says that in about three weeks
on the Restigouche, Matapedia and Rimouski Rivers, he
only got seventeen salmon— and he is an A No. 1 angler.

in a letter dated

—

-+«*Kennel PnonucF.— Baltimore, August
,

81//, B.
IF. Jenkins, Owner.—
living, live dogs and a bitch, all perfectly marked and
very like the dam, out of imported black and lan Gordon setter bitch,
The mother won
Alice, by imported black and tan Gordon dog, Her*
firet prize at every place where exhibited in this' country— Watertown,
Springfield, Mineola. Hero was highly commended at Water to vui hi a

Mac.
from S. C. Clarke says: "I have just
returned from the woods of Maine, where I weut into
camp with Dr. Wm, Read and lion. Charles Allen, of
Boston. Trout not plenty; black flies very much so. Dr.
Read killed a bear swimming the Penobscot."
Massachusetts. — Neto Bedford, Any. lUh— Our markets
are filled with sword fish, (18 arrived to-day) bluefish,
squcteague, tautog, seup, and bonitas, with a few Spanish
mackerel and stripped bass, although the latter are smaller
Maine.

class.

mid

Jfua

$$iver Jf/s/w/#,

FISH IN SEASON IN AUGUST.
Trout, Salmo fontinalis.

Salmon Trout. Salmo con finis.

Salmon, Saimo

Land-locked Salmon, bttlmo Oloveri.
Black Bass, ini&mpterus nigricans.

satar.

Maskenoiure, 2&S0X nobilior.
Weaktish;'

Pike, esox lucius.
Pickerel.

Striped Bass.
Kingfish.

Gloucester,

Sheepshead.

m"

roe can only sped
fUnder the head of "Game, and Fisn in Seas
fy in general terms the several varieties, because the laws of States vary
to
particularize
could do no less
attempt
we
ive
to
that
were
so much
titan publish those entire sections thai relate to the kinds of game in
This would require a great amount of our space. Jn desigquestion..
nating game we are guided by the laws of nature, upon which all legislation is founded, and our readers -would do well to provide themselves
with the laws of their respective Slates for constant reference. Otherwise,
our aUemois io assist them will only create confusio?i.]
,

—

Fish ln Market. Fish still continue scarce and high.
Salmon season over; none but the frozen in market, selling
bass, 25 cents;

blackflsh, 15 cents; sheepshead, 25 cents; Spanish mackerel
from Long Island, 40 cents large whit efish, 12 cents; sea bass
;

20 cents; fresh mackerel 20 cents; halibut, 20 cents; soft crabs
plenty at $1 25 to $1 50 per dozen; green turtle, 15 cents;
lobsters, 10 cents; a few whitefish and salmon trout selling
noticed some fine striped bass and large
at 20 cents.
sheepshead on the stand of Middleton, Carman & Co., also
some extra large flounders from the eastern end of Long

We

Island.

The Great South Bay. —Fishing

during the past week
both inside and outside the inlet. A
large number of bluefish have been caught, by chumming,
On Thursday last
in the channel inside of Fire Island.
one boat took 140 fish. They are quite small, however,
not averaging over two pounds in weight. The fish taken
outside, say five miles off shore, are much' larger, ranging
from five to eight pounds. There is a most unaccounta-

lias

been very

fair

ble scarcity of weakfish. in the Bay this season; in fact
none are being taken with the hook, and but few in the
r>ounds. Whether they are kept away by the bluefish or

whether the destructive

net fishing has driven

fly

them

away is uncertain. At this season they are usually to be
taken in abundance, but now the rod fisherman is deprived
of one of liis principal sources of amusement, and were it
not for the bluefish it woula no longer pay to wet a line in
the waters of the Great South Bay.

—Hon.

son, O. W. Stowe, and Frank
have just returned from the
Brunswick, where they caught

AlvahP. Hyde and

Pratt, all of Connecticut,

Miramichi River, in New
eighty salmon and grilse.

—

The Hartford, (Ct.) Fishing Club have been cruising in
the vicinity of Block Island, Nantucket, Provincetown,
and vicinity for a week past, but we do not learn that they
have caught more than the average disciple of the olden
time.

—A

in

H.

Aug.

14///..— The

mackerel made their appear-

our harbor on Tuesday

last,

and since

(10th inst.)

that time Ashing in that line has

been briskly carried on;
though occasionally a lucky

they average in size, No. 3's,
fisherman hauls in a No. 1; most of them are sold on the
spot for .$5 per barrel.
The fishing still continues, though
with less success, as the school is fast going out to sea.
J. S. W. Jr.
The Fisheries. The number of fishing arrivals for the
week ending August 13ih, was 70— 39 from Georges, 10
from the Banks, and 21 from mackereling. Amount of
Georges cod brought in, 470,000 pounds; halibut, 40,000
pounds. Bank cod, 075,000 pounds; halibut, 210,000
pounds. Mackerel continues very scarce, only about 1,000
barrels having arrived the past week.
(Jape Ann Adver-

—

tiser,

August

correspondent speaks of Drake's Brook, that runs
near the base of the Ossipee Mountain, in New Hampshire,
as abounding in small trout of one pound weight and less.
The season thus far has been very favorable to angling,
the constant rains having kept the streams well tilled.

FLY BOOK AND FLY HOOK.
-

x

*

New York,

August

Editor Forest and Stream:—

Gth, 1875

your paper of this week an allusion to "Mr. Hyde's fty
book," and to Mr. Brainerd as a maker of the same, which gives a wronw
impression of the matter. A former item of the same tenor led me to
call on Mr. Hyde, and although I have no reason to regret having done
so, as I was treated with the greatest courtesy, and received much information and pleasure from the call, yet I think it would be well to have
the facts properly understood and spare Mr. Hyde the trouble of entertaining too many interviewers. Mr. Hyde has not invented any fly book
•but only an ingenious little contrivance for holding the Hies by the bend
of the hook. It is itself a sort of book made of thin white metal and
provided with two little spurs, which are pushed through the parchment
aud bent down at the back of the leaf. They can. be placed at a convenient distance apart, and as rnauy rows as the page will accommodate,
Mr. Il3dehasa book which contains eight hundred flies. He uses a
book arranged in the usual manner with parchment leaves, having three
and four pockets on a page. About an inch and a half above each
pocket is a row of the metal fly-holders, which receive the hooks, and
the gut, each length coiled separately, is placed in the pocket. This
makes a book of great capacily, and th« advantages over the ordinary
arrangement are— that the flies are all handsomely displayed, and any
fly can be easily and quickly taken from and returned to its place without disturbing the others. To suit my own ideas of convenience! have
arranged a book with only two rows of holders on a page, one row at
each end and parchment loops in the middle of the page, through winch
pass the gut lengths. These are all the same length, about four and a
half inches. By having them no longer than the book I avoid the necesNow, as
sity of coiling, and the gut is alway s straight and ready for use
to Mr. Brainerd, he does not make fly books, but at Mr, Hyde's suggestion, as I understand, he has made a die to stamp out the fly-holders', (i
don't know that they have auy particular name,) and purely from a
sportsmanlike desire te add to the comfort of the angling brotherhood,
makes and furnishes the article to those who may wish to try the improvement. Mr. Hyde is an importer of watches, and Mr. Brainerd is
of the firm of Brainerd, Steele & Co., 9 Maiden Lane, jewelers, and, of
course, fly books are entirely out of the line of either of these gentlemen as an article of sale. Should any of your correspondents wish to
try their hand at fltting up a book in the new way, let them send to Mr.
Brainerd for as many fly-hoiders as are wanted and go to work ; They
are easily applied, and can be used in the ordinary fly books by taking
out the parchment so as to get at each page separately. The cost is sevI observe in

.

LlTTELL.

enty-five cents per gross.

[In our last issue fly

book should have read

fly

hook—

typographical error.— Ed.]

IzchUiig and$§0Hting.

14///,.

New Jersey—P&rth

Amfoy, August

12///,.

— The weakfish

The first
are biting readily to shrimp, crabs, and mussels.
caught this season was on the 15th of July by Isaac C.
Ackus, Esq. lie and his grandson caught in one tide (low
watt'i) seventy two.
have been out with this old and
1
skillful fisherman several times, always with, good success.
Perth Amboy has afforded, so far, the best weakfish iug
Staten Island boat to
within easy distance of New York.
Third Landing, cars to Tottenville, ferry to Perth Amboy
Boats and bait at
fare whole distance, twenty-five cents.
H.
Tottenville or Perth Amboy.

— Carman House,

Forked Purer, August .16.— The fishing
for the past week has improved greatly, and several parties
have made fine hauls. Among them Wm. II. Florence
and party; best catch, 51 weakfish, 13 kingfish; Mr. E. C.
Taylor, 38 weak and kingfish, 2 bluefish; Messrs. Hadley,
Howell, Wolf, and Bennett, caught 42 and 53 in two days.
Other parties caught from 15 to 30 each. There is every
indication of good sport the coming week, aud visitors may
F.
expect full lines.

—

Bluefish.

at 45 to 50 cents; bluefish, 8 cents; striped

—A letter

and scarcer.

Eleven pups, six

good

—

Long Island. Greenport, Aug. lGth. The fishing in
the waters of Eastern Long Island this year has been unusually poor.
The weakfish, bluefish, blackflsh and
porgies, have beeu scarce. In Peconic, Gardiner's and
Noyac bays, fish are scarce, and I attribute it to the numberless pounds that fill the bays and line the shores, entrapping all the good eatable fish that come in. At Jessup's
bar, the best place for bluefish in these waters, the fishing
has been poor; very few being taken. I live very near it
and would know if auy were 'taken. Last week the bunker
fishing was poor, one boat has just come in and took but
10,000 fish and it requires 40,000 fish to pay expenses.

ance

Queen Mab. She
Arnold Burges.

——

—

The largest trout caught with fly at Rangely Lakes,
Maine, last Fall by any of the Oquossoc fishermen was
taken by L. L. Crounse of this city. It weighed seven and
a quarter pounds.

&.

Barnegat, Kinseifs Ashley House, Aug. 1G.— Fishing has
been poor during the week, except for sea bass— owing to
storms and high winds very few boats out. The house
has been well filled with guests who were very much disappointed. Only catches worth reporting are Messrs.
Horton, Marshall, Swain, Lane, Travis, and Robertson, of
Peekskill, N. Y., 25 sea bass, 5 weakfish, 2 shark; Wm.
Rose, W. W. Twaddell, James N. Galline, of Philadelphia,
35 sea bass, 2 sheepshead; Thomas R. Green, of New
York, 15 sea bass; J. M. Atwater aud son, New York, 30
sea bass, 1 bluefish.
Later, Auy. mh, 2 P. M.—J. M. Atwater,'of New York,
has landed from the sheepshead ground with 15 sheepshead
averaging ten pounds. Our sheepshead fishing will be
good again. Harry Atwater caught this P. M. 8 sea bass,
3 blackflsh, 1 bluefish, and 1 weakfish.

—

—

Virginia. Leesburg, Aug. 15th. The Potomac has been
in bad condition for angling nearly the whole of this month
I have taken a few bass and some fall fish with the fly,
but the water has never been clear, and is generally very
muddy. Major Ferguson, however, took three at a cast

All communications
later

from

Secretaries

and friends should

be mailed vo

than Monday in each week.

HIGH WATER. FOR THE WEEK.
Date.

Aug. 19
Aug. 30

4B S- jj—
22

Amr.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

23
34
25

Tiie

Boston.

12
52
33
20

New

M.

9
10
11
eve.

58

13

1

ir

2
o

31

York. Charleston.

n.

m

53
5

M

H.
9

n

9

10
11
eve.

3
17

1

53
33

20
13
17
3t

New York Yacht Club Cruise.— One

of ihc

most interesting events connected with the present cruise
of this club was the race on Friday last for the two cups
presented by Commodore Kingsland. The only competing
yachts were the schooners Idler, -Mohawk, Restless, and
Clio, and the sloops Addie V., Yindex and Windward.
The Rambler was entered, but did not cross the line within
the appointed time, and was, therefore, out of the race.
The course was from Fort Adams to and around the buoyoff the north end of Block Island and return to starting
The Clio, although the last to start was the first
point.
vessel around the buoy, and owing to her long start on
the homestretch and time allowance, won the schooner
The Windward took the prize for sloops. The corprize.
rected time over the course for each yacht is as follows:
Clio, 6:6:22; Idler, 6:19:00; Mohawk, 6:34:18; Restless,
6:35:00; Windward, 6:42:30; Addie V., 6:49:25; Yindex,
7:18:20.
TnE New York Yacht Club have had a series of sailing and rowing races within the past week, off Newport
notwithstanding unfavorable weather. On Monday last,
in
in the sailing regatta, the winners were the Rambler
first-class schooners, the Restless in the second, the Vision
the
in the first-class sloops, and the Genia probably in
second. The races for the Bennett cup was to be sailed
yesterday.

Chicago Yacht Club— Chicago, August 9l7i.—l send you
them principally with the Ferguson fly (a green fly) tied by a list of the officers of the Chicago Yacht club, chosen
Abbey & Imbrey, Maiden Lane. Eight or ten young men last Saturday at a meeting of the club in the Sherman
from this place made a pleasant trip to Siiannondale House: Commodore, J. Poindiville; Yi'ce Commodore, I.
Springs, on the Shenandoah River, not long since; took' M. Bradley; Rear Commodore, W. T. Higgle; Secretary,
W.
cooks, cooking utensils, and camp equipage, with rods,
C. E. Kennealy; Treasurer, Louis Wahl; Measurer, Y.
They caught bass with the fly and with live bait. I Bates; Executive Committee, W. C. Lyon, chairman; J.
etc.
Reguhave been alternating experimental fly-tying and toothache,
A. Farrow, W. E. Miller, J. Fergus, W. Barnum;
i.
T. W.
while the Potomac emulates the yellow Tiber.
lation Committee, J. B. Lyon, chairman; A. C. Ducat,
UniformBrant.
E.
Brawley,
Nova Scotia. Halifax, Aug. 1875. The salmon, al- Wentworth, F. W. S-frock of navy blue cloth, with two
though late, have been rather plentiful this season. A Members to wear a
in a
rows of large-sized yacht buttons on the breast, nine
gentleman who has just returned from the Margaree River,
material; vest of same, single-breasted;
of
same
pants
row;
in Cape Breton, tells me that, although he had to wait
throat; black silk neck ctotn,
some time, he was rewarded with twenty-three Arte fish standing collar, buttoned to
genu
blue, with letters C. Y. C. in silver, and a
navy
of
cap
of
his
stay.
They
have also been
during the last ten days
inconstitution and by-laws of the
The
in front.
anchor
caught within the last few days at Indian River, St. Maradopted, with slight change*
were
Club
Yacht
ternational
garet's Bay, Halifax county, twenty-one miles from this
The initiation fee was changed from $10 to $o, ancltne
city, where sea trout of from one and a half to two pounds
The club is to have anoinei
Good accommodations, and guides annual dues from $8 to $4. the
are now running.
same course as previously.
inst., over
on
the
21st
regatta
Fitz.
always on the spot.
to give a purse in wiai
offered
have
Trade
Board
of
The
•*-•*»

this season, a repetition of last

—

He

year's exploit.

takes

—

Petekboko, August

12th, 1875.

Editor, Forest and Stream:—
In your issue of the *29th ult. "Camper" is surprised to find that some
of your correspondents use a preparation for killing and keeping away
black flies and mosquitoes, viz. tar, oil, etc. I am equally surprised to
learn that the mixture I referred to in my communication of the 15th
"Camper is no doubt
ult. was ever intended to kill blask flies, etc.
aware that tar and the oil of Jamaica tar are quit) different, the latter
being what is used in the fly preventive I had in camp. We only used it
on the bands, and did not find it either disagreeable or unsightly, nor did
it varnish the skin, a little soap and water removing every panicle of tbe
mixture at once. When w e wish to beaiuify the cuticle, however, we re
sort to rouge, cosmetics, etc., but in this case had no ladies with us, and
rather invited the lays of Old Sol to impart a healthy color. C, A. P.
:

1

'

tion to the club prize.

Cutter-

ocGrand Haven Regatta, Michigan, second annual,
spectators.
curred on the 11th inst. There were fully 5,000
ooin
In the senior scull race there were four contestants:
*•
4di;
15:
in
second,
Pearson
A.
C.
15:38;
in
itjff first,
chick
the
In
fourth.
Allcock
T.
A.
and
Pearson third,
entries.
boat race, half mile and turn, there were seven
nyv
James Welch won easily in 9:29. Junior scull race,
second,
entries; C. A. Barnard first, in 16: 6^; J. A. Wilson
Ham;
P B. Kelsev third, and F. II. Watts fourth. S. B.entriesthree
scull,
double
Senior
phrey drew out.
Lotob,
Beauty, Lotos and Ferry, Time, Beauty, 15:4*;
down.
broke
Ferry
15:13-J;

W

.

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

25

BEVERLY YACHT CLUB.

buying a gun which would you advise mc to
or shot gun? Which manufacturer of guns makes the best
gun for neatness of finish, simplicity of construction, strength, durability, rapidity, and ease of manipulation, close shooting, range, and penetration? Would it be safe to fire on a bear at a distance of thirty-five to
forty yards, using a shot gun loaded with buckshot? Ans. We would
recommend a double shot gun of about 8.J- pounds weight, with which
you could shoot buckshot or ball cartridge effectively. All makers claim
superiority. Any of those advertising in our columns will supply you
with a good one. We cannot advise about the bear, as "circumstances
might alter cases" very much.

W. M., Syracuse.—In

F.

buy, a

*

.

Boston, August 14th, 1875.
Suitor Forest and Stream:—
The twenty-second regatta of the Beverly Yacht Club took place today at Swampscott. Owing to the fact that several of the owners of
yachts which usually race, are off on a cruise, as well as to the light wind
which prevented some of the yachts from arriving in time, the entries
were not so large as usual. The wind through the morning was only a
scries of light airs, varying from southeast to southwest, and alternating
with calms. However, by 12 M. it had settled down to a light S. E. by
judges yacht and the Clochette of
S. breeze.' The course lay from the
moored off Phillip's Point, leaving a stakeboat off Egg
the N: Y. Y.
Rock on the starboard hand; a stakeboat off Little Nahant on the star-

|^°*IMo Notice

Taken

Mortimer. —Your

of"

Anonymous Communications.

on Summer Woodcock

letter

deferred oue week.

is

N. T. G., Niagara Falls.— Packard's "Guide,to the Study of Insects"
can be obtained at tne Naturalists Agency, Salem, Mass.
1

Col vin's Lost Lake is not a
right.
newly-discovered lake. It was known to people in your section thirty
years ago as "Big Deer Pond."

Hunter, Oswegatchie.— You are

rifle

1

C

board hand, to the judges yacht, the first class to go twice round. The
yachts got away with a flying start -as follows, the Frolic's time being
taken, although as she was not sailed by a member of the club, she could
not compete for the prize:
FIRST CLASS.
Starting time.
Owner.
Yacht".
1

W.
W.

Queen Mab
Ariel

Waif
Fanchon

E.

F. Hallsall
1). Solder

II.

M.

S.

12

37
16
16

46
13
42
22

12
13
12

W. Codman

Arthur Burgess

16

Of)

12
12

P. Grant, Jr
W. C. Haskell

Avis

Virginia
Tulip'
Bluebell
Frolic

W.

'

N.

LI.
II.

Jeffries

Gibbs

2?

27
28

a

rifle

would

like to

know through your columns

if

club of any note in this city, and if so, who are its officers?
get the information you need from Mr. Auschutz, rifle

—

had

to be

in this country of

Mr. James Watson,

New

York,

is

also first

After a long sail that was by no means satisfactory, by reason of the
light winds, calms, showers, and at last, as it happened in the case of
the rear boats of the second and third class, head winds, which changed
the home stretch from a free run to a beat, the Clochette was rounded
as follows, the first class going off on the second round:

class.

Q>een Mab, 1:30:40; Waif, 1:33:06; Fanchon, 1:31:28; Ariel,
Water Lily, 1:39:06; Avh, 1:4k:55; Virginia, 1:51:15; Tulip,

1:35:4ft;

names

t:i5:07;

wrote you a letter, July 8th, givII. C. A., Grand Rapids, Mich.
ing names of reliable game dealers in this city, viz. A. & E. Bobbins,
and Smith & Lewis, Fulton Market. The letter has been returned to us
"unclaimed," and we no*v answer herewith. The last named firm deals
also in skins aid hides.

Nora. 2:02:37; Bluebell, 2:02:55. On the second round
the Ariel caught the N. W. breeze first, and ran up on tbe leaders, and
when the wind came out from the original quarter— but very light— she
The boats reached home as follows:
slipped intu the second place.
1

Frolic,

l:'- }!);

40;

Queen Mab-2:12:52; Ariel— 3.27:03; Waif— 3:27:11; Fanchon— 3:31
The following is the actual and corrected time:—
Correct time.

Actual time.
Yacht.

Queen Mab
Ariel

"

-

Waif'
Fanchon.'

*

H. M,

s.

2

55

3
...3
3

10
10
15
18

06
56
59
03

3
3

41

1

55
20
5i
40

1

Water Lily

1

Avis

1

Tulip"."
Virginia
FroHc...'
Bluebell

1

'

1

.'.'.".'.'.'

.'.'...'

1
1

Nora

,..1

27
27
27
31
35
36

:45

ii.

M.

s.

2

411

01

3

04
09

22
43
45
20
52

1

1
1

17

1

41

1

10
12
19
19
19

23
27
27

04

06
23
00
55

plate— were taken by the Queen
The
Mab, Water Luy and Tulip; the second prizes were taken by the Ariel
and Virginia, none being given in the second class, as only two yachts
started. The champion pennants were taken by the Queen Mab, tieing
wilh the Fanchon and Eva;, the Water Lily, who wins it for the second
time, the Ibis having taken it ouce, and the Tulip who wins for the third
time and holds it. The judges of the race were Messrs. J. Jeffries, Jr.,
Harcotirt Armory and E. B. Bussed. The next regal a takes place
*
Yours,
August 26th.
first prizes— pieces of solid silver

-**4>-

Coulter and Mourns.—A
Coullcr and Evan Morris for

five-mile race between Harry
a stake of $1,000, and ihe

championship of America has been arranged. The articles
of agreement, which have been signed at Pittsburg, stipulate that the race shall be rowed on Saturday the 11th of
September next on a course yet to be named, but which
must be within twenty miles of Pittsburg. Coulter now
holds the title of champion, although the late George
Brown, having defeated both William Scharp and Evan
Morris, had some claim to it, but being a Nova Scotian and
the title not having been included in his matches with the
last named men, it has lapsed into the possession of Coulter, who will defend it for the first time

—

O'Neil and Engeliiaht. These gentlemen, the particulars of whose match, fixed for the 21st of September
on Saratoga Lake, we gave in our last issue, are both in
active training; O'Neil at the Lake and Engelhart an. Newtown Creek under the mentorship of John Biglin.

—It

is

now

match made

said that the report of a

at 'Bos-

ton between John Shea and Evan Morris for $1,000, and
telegraplied all over the country, was a fabrication.

—

There was a race on Saturday, 14th, at Yonkers between the six-oaied shells "Old Pres" and the new eightoared barge Resolute, of the Palisade Boat Club: won by
the barge in eleven minutes, two miles straightaway.
The Vespers of Yonkers have declined to row with the
Palisades this year.

W. H.— Ts

A.

there any place in (he immediate vicinity of New York
is taught, except, perhaps, at the free baths?
Ans. In-

where swimming
struction

is

given to both males and females at the private bath foot of
immediate neighborhood. We forget the

Sixty-third street, or in that

We

:

Monmouth, Atlanta, Ga.— How are the spears iiHcd in India in "pig
sticking" made? Please answer for the benefit of our wolf hunters on
the plains. Some of the cavalry ride the wolves down, I hear.
Ans.
We shall have to look to some of our correspondents who arc British
officers for

an answer

to this cpiesliou.

A. R, New York.—Will you please inform me of some locality
convenient to New York where I can get good striped bass fishing? Have
Iried Kingsbridge, Kills, and around Hell Gate, and poor luck.
Ate
blueflsh running well at Fire Island, or if not, where? Ans. For latest
fishing news, always see our weekly fish reports.

W.

Ducks.—You

say you wish to know where to spend a two weeks' vacation, but do not say when or what kind of sport. For seaside we
would recommend you to E. II. Frame, Forked River, New Jersey, or
Wm. Lane, Good Ground, Long Island, for shooting and fishing combined. For upland sport, try the region of White Sulphur Springs, Virginia, twenty-four

hours from

New

York.

D. F. L., Granville, N. Y.— Which of the three following books is the
beat for teaching the art of fly-fishing, the "Fishing Tourist," by nallock, the "American Angler's Book,,' by Thaddeus Norris, or "Fishing
in American Waters," by Genio C. Scott? Is there any other work better than the three spoken of? Ans. Buy Frank Forester's "Fish and
Fishing" and Norris' "American Angler's Book."

A. M., Nyack, N. Y.— Can you tell me where two persons can get
cheap board at or near Sloatsburg, Rockland county, and if that is a good
place for fishing and hunting? Ans. One hotel and two Summer boarding houses at Sloatsburg. Good Spring House, six miles distant, accommodates thirty boarders. Bass and pickerel in Truxedo Lake, Potague
Lake, and Cedar Pond, all within three miles. Some woodcock, snipe, etc.
J. B. H., New York,— Nonquit is a Summer resort at the mouth of
Buzzard's Bay, accessible from New Bedford by land and water— six
miles by land and twice a day by steamer, a nice, quiet place for pic-nics,
clam bakes, etc., with a good hotel. You can fish directly from the rocks
for tautog, scup, and bluefish, and it is only a short distance from Cuttyhunk Island, where the famed New York Club holds sway. You can
always obtain at New Bedford boats and boatmen.

Schweoe, New York.— The "strawberry run"

of sea trout, as it is
Scotia the latter part of July,
the. fish moving east as the season advances.
Those wishing full sport
should begin at Tangier, say about sixty miles east of Halifax, to which
place a good coach runs three times a week, and then keep on to Sheet
Harbor, Moses Itiver, and so on. Accommodations, with good substantial fare, can be had at the farm houses, with guides always at hand.
called, occurs in the eastern rivers of

Nova

Frank, Brooklyn.— What seven-shot 22 cal. revolver would you gel ?
What makes a revolver spring upward when you discharge it? 3d.
Please inform me of a good place on the sea shore where I can get cheap
board and good fishing; also surf bathing? Ans. 1. Smith & Wesson
2d.

the best seven-shooter. 2. Practice crooking your trigger-finger
without moving yo.ur hand. 3. Cannot answer as to cheap boarding
house. There are good hotels, fishing and surf bathing all along Long
is

Island.

Acquaintance, New York.— I expect to leave New York about the
of September to slay away for two or three weeks. I want to go
somewhere where I can have good duck and snipe shooting, and am not
particular about where I go, or how far I go, if I can reach New York in
two or three days from time of starting. What size shot would be best
for duck and snipe with a ten bore breech loader? Ans.
Take steamer
from Rochester to Port Hope, Canada, and thence rail to Rice Lake, 12
miles from Cobourg. Ducks, No. 4 shot; snipe, No. 12.
S. C. B., Madison, Wis —Would you be so kind as to inform me
1st

—

There is no boating going on
Philadelphia, Aug. 11th
on (lie Schuylkill, except the Quaker City's four getting
ready for the National Regatta at Troy. They will perhaps
enter at Saratoga, and will probably be the only Philadelphia representative at either place. Their crew will be,
(I think), McBeajth, Henderson, West and Stiuson.
It is much regretted lhat owing to the inability of the
bow oar to leave his business at that time, the Vesper will
not send their double scull crew that made such a noble
Sculls.
fight against Yates and Curtis.

^«4>

,

Providence, R.

I.,

August, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—

On Saturday last a friendly pull came off on the Seekonk Itiver, r etween the Holmes and Davis crews, of the Pawtucket Boat Club. Both
crews have been in training for some time. The course was one mile
and return. The water was smooth as glass, and at the signal given at
six o'clock the crews got away, the Davis crew consisting of McKelvey,
Leonard, Bucklin. Read, Knight and Davis; Holmes crew—Holmes,
Whi taker, Pierce, Wilboer, Taylor and Davenport. The Davis craw got
off at the start with a little lead, pulling a very quick stroke, but very
imperfect and short-lived. The Holmes crew with a long, steady, winning pull, passed the Davis crew after the first half mile. The race was
won by the Holmes crew in 13 min. 24 sec, the Davis crew being 13 sec.
behind. Two of each crew belonged to the crew who won the race with
the Narragausetts recently. The Davis crew being the challenged had
the choice of boats, having the one used by the Holmes crew— the heavier lap streaked boat—both boats being with stationary seats, the champion boat not being used by either crew.
The Pa, vtucket Boat Club have some hardy men amongst them, and
they propose to enter the field with money and friends, and pull against
any crew in the country. I understand that a purse is soon to be gotten
lip and challenges thrown out promiscuously around the country.

What Cheeb,

whether there is to be found in the United States such a bird as pheasand where I see mention made in your paper of "partridge," please
explain what bird you mean. Ans. The quail strictly belongs to the perdididtB—partridge family. Of the seven species known in the United
States only one (Tetrao coturnix)i» known east of Wisconsin. The ruffed
grouse (Boncum u?nbeMut,) is a pheasant, though we believe it is claimed
that there are no pheasants, in the strict scientific acceptation, in this
ant,

country.

—Will

5 ou please inform me if the time made
in the recent race at Halifax by the Smith-Nick erson crew was better
than that made by the Taylor- Winship crew in 1874. Ans. According to
the St. John Globe the Winship-Taylor crew during the acpiatic carnival
of 1874, rowed six marine miles in 44 minutes 28 seconds, being an aver-

Lapstbeak, Brooklyn.

age of 7 ruinates 24f seconds to the mile. In the last race the SmithNickerson crew made an average of 7 minutes 11 seconds, being a difference of over 13 seconds in thtir favor.
II.

B

,

Brooklyn.

—Can you inform me of

suitable for shooting or fishing, or both,

S. II.

any places on Long Island
where a party of four woula be

allowed to camp out? We would like to go early in October. Ans. If
you wish quail and grouse shooting, of which there is very little, you
must obtain permission from some laud-owner, in order to insure yourself against molestation, although the barrens are hunted all over like
wild lands, except where trespass notices are discovered, objection being
seldom made. There is no inland fishing in October. You can camp
anywhere ou the coast almost, for wild fowl shooting- and sea-fishing, the
Great South Bay, and the Peconic and Shinnecock regions being the favorite localities, both for wild fowl and sea fish.

W., Washington, D.

C—I

have recently received a genuine

Gordon puppy, now about three mouths old. Siie is pure black and tan,
except toes of front feet, winch are white. Her ears are quite large and
covered with long, fine, and somewhat curly hair. A friend of mine asserts that the long ears are an indication of mixed blood. PI case give
me your opinion on the subject. Is the Gordon considered as valuable
Without seeing
for the field as other leading English strains? Ans.
your dog we can form no opinion as to the purity of his breeding. The
Gordon setter is about as good as any other strain of setter. Those we
have shot over were generally high strung, and req Irci much work to
keep them steady.

W. C,

Chambersburg, Pa.—I own a pond covering some twenty
about a mile long, with an average depth of four feet, and stocked
witn black bass, catfish, suckers, etc. Please advise mc as to the best
plan to catch the fish. Last week I tried catching them with a seine, but
the bottom of the pond is very uneven, rocky, etc., and there are but few
points around the pond suitable for drawing a seine. I am inexperienced
in fishing, and have no acquaintance with nets adapted to catching ti.-li
in ponds such as mine,
in reply please also state price of net I want,
and by whom made. Ans. Address W. W. Cherry, of Columbia, Tennessee, for nets such as you want.
E.

L. II. B., Troy, N. Y. You will find the best book on rowing to be
the "Oarsman's Manual," published by Waters & Sons,-Troy, N. Y., or
"Argonauts," "Rowing and Training,"
at least to be obtained of them.
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D. H. B., Iloneoye Falls.— Can you inform me how to preserve the
skulls of animals, etc., and keep them white? Ans. After you have
cleaned them as thoroughly as possible let them remain in the nests of
the large black ant until perfectly cleau, and then scrape and varnish.

TIIIKD CLASS.

Nora

J. T. O., Philadelphia.— I

Ans. You c hi
maker, Third street, below Walnut, in your city.

25
OJ

27

H. R. C, Holyoke.— Will you be so kind as to inform us through your
paper where we can get a trigger tester, and the cost of same? Ans. A
common small spring balance, which can be purchased for a few shillings will answer your purpose fully.
there

SECOND CLASS.

Water Lily J

Hoiioicus, Brooklyn.— Will you please inform me the derivation and
meaning of the mime "llohokus?" It is the name of a place in New
Jersey. Ans. Don't know. Ask Joe Jefferson (Kip Van Winkle.)

acres,

O. C. T., Beacon Falls,

march

Ct.— We want

of civilization where

we can

to find

someplace within a day's

both food and fur animals; we
have fixed upon the country about the Rangely Lakes. Do you think it
a good locality? Ans. The Rangely region, pretty fair in itself, is contiguous to the Coos and Megalloway country, which, though considerably
hunted, will doubtless afford a compensating return of skins and fur.
The headwaters of the Connecticut River and all along the boundary line
is a good fur country.
The Aroostook region of Maine contains vast
wildernesses, through which two stage roads run. You will have to locate your lines according to your judgment.
find

J. J. L., Brockport.— Please inform me in regard to the oysteriug
business on the Great South Bay, Long Island, N. Y". When in season,
how is it in comparison with fifteen or eighteen years ago? Then it was
a good business. What can land be bought for about the bay shore, near
Patchogue say? Ans. The oysteriug business in the locality named has
never been so good as it is now, although the locality where the oysters
are most abundant has changed somewhat, and there arc many more persona engaged in it. The bottom of the bay opposite Sayville and the
greater portion of Islip township is one immense oyster bed from shpre
to shore.
question if there is a similar piece of water in the known
world productive of so much natural wealth, when the fishing and clamping arc included Land along the bay shore is worth from $100 to $500
per acre, according to locality.

We

.

T. O. M, Indianapolis.— What is the proper color of a thorough! >rcd
Russian setter? I would be much obliged for a full description? Ans.
The only Russian setter we have ever seen which we feel assured was
thoroughbred was a full sized black and white dog, which much resembled a cross between a Scotch terrier and Newfoundland. The "Encyclopedia of Rural Sports" says: "It is needless to describe the Russian
setter, which was common enough thirty years ago, as it is now seldom
met, and has no advantage to recommend it. It is a long-haired animal,
resembling a poodle In coat, except that it has not so much curl."
have no doubt there are setters of all colors in Russia.

Wc

J. A. H., Boston.—I am thinking of camping ten weeks on the St.
John's River, N. B., above Woodstock. Can you name a couple of reliable guides? How is the fishing there, and is there any shooting? How

long will it take to make the trip from Moosehead Lake via Aliagasb
River to Fredericktou, N. 11. ? Ans. Woodstock is an old settled place.
Don't know of any good fishing or hunting within twenty miles of it.
Sabanis and Noel, at Tobique village, are good Indian guides, and none
is better than Gabriel, whom you can find at Fredcricton, where every
one knows him. Inquire at the Barker House there. You will have to
go to the Upper Tobique or Nashwoak headwaters for fish and game.
Don't know the Aliegash route. Stage from Moosehead to Guilford on
European and N. A. R. R., and thence all rail to Fredericton; time, say
thirty hours.

C, New York.—What conditions

C. D.

are favorable to trolling for
After trying several times unsuccessfully on a lake, from
which in Winter thousands of pounds of pickerel are taken, I conclude
there is something wrong in my method. Is cloudy weather preferable
to fair? What length of line should be used, in trolling from
a keel row
boat, and what speed? What months are best, and what time of day?
The waters of the lake in question are very clear and deep, mostly sand
and rock bottom. Ans. We have generally found the best trolling for
pickerel to be on the edges of lakes or ponds— as near ihe weeds or lily
pads as it was possible to go. In such water as you describe still fishing
with a minnow for bait would probably be more successful. In trolling
a moderate speed should be used, sufficient to keep the spoon near the
surface. About 100 feet of line should be out, and the early
morning is
generally the best time. The season depends somewhat upon
locality
July is a good month, but the largest fish are generally taken
toward Fall:
pickerel.

Messenger, Boston.— The black bass are quite plentiful in the
Connecticut River, between Brattleboro and Bellows Falls,
Vt., so much so
that when the water is clear they are often seen in great
numbers The
inhabitants are not successful in taking them. An
occasional one is
taken wi'h the minnow and also with the grasshopper.*

The fly has
been used but little, and with no better results as yet.
Why is it' Ans
can attribute it to nothing but caprice
Probably the bass would bo
found to take the fly on certain days or times of day, and
not on others
This is our experience. We cannot -account for the
fact that bass are
taken
some places and not in others. We have fished
this year for
bass in several Canadian lakes, at the Thousand
Islands, St Lawrence
River, and in Pennsylvania, and never failed
to take bass with fly a
mixture of grey and purple. In Canada we found the
fly successful'^
the ratio of 2 to 5 with minnow, spoon, crawfish, worms,
or other bait.

We

.

m

Augustine, Pittsburg, Pa.-I wish to ask your advice
regarding my
pointer dog, three years old. I shot over him three
succeeding days

commencing July 5th, and gave him some pretty hard work,
stiffen im'
him up very much. Since then he has not been himself
at all
He is
almost constantly digging at his skin, (though he has no
signs of mange )

and his ears discharge quite offensively. He also coughs
slightly if I let
into the water, altho- gh he has no signs of distemper.
His general appetite is good, but his hair looks quite rusty, and
is disposed to
come out. Some of my brother sportsmen here tell me that I
have overheated him, but I would rather have your opinion than any
one I know
I also wish to ask your opinion of the cross of a
young setter of mine"
His sire is out of a thoroughbred Irish setter bitch by a
thoroughbred
Gordon setter dog. His dam is a thoroughbred Davenport setter
bitchquite a rare animal? Ans. There are but few dogs ever
in good condition for hard work when the Summer cock shooting opens,
and no doubt
your pointer was entirely overworked, and too much
exposed for a
pointer. Setters can stand much more such rough work.
And t» en tocf
he has canker of the ears. Give him a few doses of flour
of sulphur'
and after cleansing his ears with tepid water and castile
soap pour into

him go

them a
water.

solution of sulphate of copper, forty grains
to four
" ounce* of
"

.
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SHOOTING OUT OF SEASON.

THE

violation of the game laws is now constant and
general throughout the country, notwithstanding
severe legal penalties, the multiplication of protective
clubs, both State and local, and the sweeping jurisdiction
of the National Association.
It is just the season of the
year when such violations may be expected— when they

become frequent by the temptation and opportunity
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We cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brief
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to become a medium of useful and reliable information between gentlemen sportsmen from one end of the country to the other ; and they will
find our columns a desirable medium for advertising announcements.
The Publishers of Forest and Stream aim to merit and secure the
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COMING WEEK.
Thursday, August

19th —Trotting at Utica
.

Fbidav, August 20th.— Trotting

at TJtica

and Delaware, Ohio.

and Georgetown, Ky.

Re-

gatta at Martha's Vineyard.

—

Saturday, August 21st. Creedmoor competition for Luther Badge;
do. Seventh Eegiment ''shells.'" Chicago Yacht Club Itegatta. Base
ball, Athletic vs. Chicago, at Chicago.

Monday, August 23d.—Creedmoor, Seventh Regiment

"rifles."

Base

Ball, Athletic vs. St. Louis, at St. Louis.

Tuesday, August 24th.- Trotting at Springfield. Racing at Monmouth Park. Provincial Rifle Meeting at Fredericton, N. B. International Amateur Regatta at Saratoga. Trotting at Morrisville and Bethel,
Vt., Earlville,

111.,

and Lawrence, Mass.

Wednesday, August
continued.

25th. —Trotting as above.

Regatta at Saratoga

Trotting at Simcoe, Canada.

Another Long Boat Voyaqe.— Canoeing voyages

following note that there is another long, cruise already in
progress, the voyagers contemplating a trip from Kansas
What makes the adventure more into Florida *and back.
teresting is, that there are two ladies'm the case; their courage will command the admiration of all. The total length
of the round trip is about 4,000 miles:—
Ithaca, N. Y., August 12th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream
:

I have recently arrived here from Alexandria Bay, having rowed that
distance in a small, Clayton-built boat, accompanied by Mr. Howard
Wilson of Leavenworth, Kansas, where we both reside. We came via
the St. Lawrence River and Lake Ontario to Oswego, and thence by
Oswego' River, Erie Canal, Seneca River and Cayuga Lake. The trip
was novel and delightful beyond our expectations, and so well pleased
are we with its results that we have arranged to prolong it indefinitely.
Mr. Jarvis, the well known canoe builder, formerly of Watkins, is
building us two 18-foot Baden Powell canoes, and with these, accompanied by my wife and daughter, and Mr. A. C. Carpenter of Ithaca, we
hope to reach Jacksonville, Fla.,and if no serious obstacle presents
itself we will return to our homes in Kansas in the Spring by the same
of conveyance.

We

will start

about September

1st,

the necessity of the larder, the insatiate desire of the epicure, the instinct of the sportsman to pursue and kill, or
the avarice of the market-shooter; the poor man may be
starving, the sportsman in camp may be reduced to short

this is the modern.
It is evident that something stronger
than moral suasion, or moral force is needed to compel
even ourselves to observe our self-imposed restrictions.
We must put on a straight jacket. When we go
into the field or into the cover, the gun must be
left on its pegs or in its case.
Then it will kill no
game. The well disposed and law abiding can check themselves in this way.
For the rest there should be a penalty,
if they are found about the woods or prairies with a gun
at unlawful times.

The opportunity

going down

the Susquehanna and Chesapeake Bay to Norfolk. Prom that point our
course is undetermined, and we are forced to fall back upon your apparently exhaustless fund of information. Will you be kind enough to
advise us as to the most practicable route, or refer me to some party who
can do so? Is the route along the coast from Norfolk practicable, or is
there not an inland course by river or canal? Respectfully,
D. P. Fairchlld.

Mr, Fairchild is Secretary of the Great Western (steam
engine) Manufacturing Company, of Leavenworth, Kansas.
"We have provided him with such information as will undoubtedly serve his purpose. Success to the voyage

that

offered to kill

is

game out

of sea-

son with comparative impunity is afforded by our imperfect game laws, which vary so much that some persons are
totally ignorant of close times and open seasons, while
others can evade thei,r provisions by a plea of ignorance.
Almost daily instances of violation are brougnt to our notice by correspondents, who seem to be vigilant, but are
either reluctant or powerless to prevent.
We are begged
to take the matter in hand, or asked for information how
The fact is, no individual is willing to incur
to proceed.
odium, and often personal risk, by becoming an informer
especially

the offender

if

b*e

words of the immortal Tweed,
selves."

laws

is

"We know how

In the
it is

our-

obvious that a total reconstruction of the
needed, before much can be done in the matter of

preservation.
that

an acquaintance.

It is

For that we must

may soon come.

wait, willy nilly, hoping

We, with thousands

of others,
will anxiously await the action of the Legislatures this
Winter upon drafts of new laws that may be offered from
it

several sources— chief of which are the National and Inter-,
Summer heats and Summer vacanational Associations.
tions now retard the efforts of committees, but colder

weather will be productive of things accomplished. Meanwhile, under the present laws, the easiest way to prosecute
offenders is through club organizations.
Let the club as
a body be recognized as the informer or prosecutor, and defend its members as it would its honor and integrity.
Where clubs do not exist it is well to organize them.
We alluded in a recent issue of this journal to the open
sale of partridges at Saratoga, or rather to those birds being
served at the fashionable hotels at unseasonable times.
Referring to this statement, a correspondent has informed
us by letter that the whole northern country, from Amsterdam to Northville is infested with pot-shooters, who hunt
"All is game that comes in their
for the Saratoga market.
way," he says; "robins, meadow larks, woodcock, and
Their boxes of game pass through our expartridges.
press office daily,

are

becoming popular since our friend N. H. Bishop set such a
notable and brave example. Our readers will see by the

mode

Who

will not justify to himself the act by a
special plea for the attendant circumstances? It may be

commons; the market-shooter who chooses to depend
upon his gun for a livelihood, may be out at the elbow and
in debt for ammunition.
Many and diverse are the conditions when a man may compromise with his conscience.
"He tempted me and I did eat:" this was the primitive excuse.
"I had my gun with me and I could not resist:"

Advance.
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temptation.
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that

provoke them. Nearly all kinds of four-footed
and feathered game are approaching maturity. The fawns
are large and weaned, the old deer are foraging for their
fall fat, and the birds are on the wing, old and young together, and whenever any of these come within gun range
there is a disposition to pull the trigger, even among the
most conservative of us. Who will deny it? This is the
exist

marked

for their respective landlords at

Saratoga, and I have noticed the Monday morning stage
bringing its ice-packed boxes, a pretty sure sign of Sunday
hunting."
is no trouble here to determine the real culprits
aid and abet the violation of the law by giving employment and profit to the hunters. They are accessories
to punish and check these powerful
before the fact.
offenders, with their own wealth and the influence of their

There

who

How

potential guests behind them, has been the problem that
puzzled. The solution is to be reached through club or-

ganization.

Saratoga

is

to

have a game protective club

which will be composed of weighty numbers and influenWhen this is formed, a prosecution may obtain.
tial men.
The woodcock law seems to interpose a serious obstacle to
the enforcement of the general bird law, for our correspondent says that "everything that flies is included as
woodcock, regardless of size or color, and as the pot-hunter's game is generally picked, drawn, [bills cut off?] and
packed on ice, it is hard work to tell just what they are."
It is very discouraging for gentlemen who maintain kennels of fine dogs, as our correspondent says he and several
of his neighbors do at great expense, for the sake of hunt*
ing during the few weeks of the open season, to know that
game birds for miles around them are being shot off by
market hunters for weeks before the law permits them to
Nevertheless, we trust that they will keep the
things and abide their time, which will surely

participate.

law in
come.

all

Another contributor reports that rail, which are
not in season until September 1st, have been shot near
Philadelphia, for two weeks past.
are personally

We

aware that deer have been shot in John Brown's Tract
previous to the 1st of August.
In this connection a New Jersey correspondent writes:
"I am happy to inform you that one of the parties alluded to in a
previous letter as having violated the woodcock law, came to grief
during

month. He and his companion were prosecuted and fined three
(3)
head for killing forty-three woodcock in the month of J llrie
The whole bill they probably had to pay amounted to $140. These unfortunate parties owe mu^h to the leniency of the jury, and yet I can't
see how the jury got over carrying out the spirit and letter of the law
to
its fullest extent of $5 per bird.
I think other punishments in other
cases will follow swift and sure, if this unlawful shooting is not stopped
This is a move in the right direction, and the only effectual way to corlast

dollars per

The infliction of the penalty in this single cat,e will exert
a most salutary and wholesome influence through our sporting fraternity
and cause a more sincere and general respect for the observance of the
game laws. I trust ad sportsmen, interested in this locality will make a
note of these facts and figures and govern themselves accordingly, and
than we will all have an equal chance to enjoy our shooting."
jf.
rect the evil.

ASSISTANCE TO SHIPS IN DISTRESS.

SOME years ago we remember to

have seen noticed in
the English press the necessity that existed for a systematic plan being formed for the purpose of rendering
assistance

distressed

to

deemed urgent
ships,

then,

at

ships

both steam and

-sailing,

The proposition was,

extent!

If the

sea.

how much more

thing were

so now,

have increased

when the
to such an

we remember

if

rightly

by

that there ought to be established

the chief maritime
nations a complete surveillance over the most frequented
parts of the ocean; that a number of fast steamships

should be put in commission
better term,

(to

form what,

we would denominate

the

in

want

of a

"Police Force of

the Sea,") and should be ably officered and well manned
as they would be expected to cruise the North Atlantic
continually, particularly that portion lying between New

York and

the entrance of the English Channel, which conocean highway traversed by the mercantile marine of Europe and America.
This scheme appears
stitutes the great

and pending its adoption, -doubtless the proposiwould be just, that the countries owning the greatest
number of ships and possessing the most trade should fur-

feasible,

tion

nish the chief contingent of this

Flying Squadron.

The

home-bound or European part of the fleet would of necessity, by traverse sailings, narrow to very close limits, and
cross in every direction the intermediate sections not sailed
over by the outward-bound or American part, and viee versa;
so that the probability is that but very little, if any, floating

material could elude the scrutiny of so many watchful
eyes and powerful telescopes, at least under favorable circumstances. The vessels' hulls and spars to be painted of
a uniform color, and that, too, of a shade the most distinguishable at long distances.
This oneness of outline, to
the practiced eye of the seaman, would at once indicate
the proximity of the mariner's friend, and create a certain
feeling of security in those

Ferry,

(or, as

Lieut,

who

navigate the American
it, the
Steam Lane,)

Murray termed

akin to that experienced in a populous city, where the
guardians of the public weal ably and willingly perform
their duties.
Many lives, we admit, have been saved and
much valuable property picked up casually by ships crossing the Atlantic; but how much more efficiently would the
plan proposed be found to operate how many more pining,
perishing castaways would run the certainty of rescue,
under the closer and continuous persistency of this higher
development of the life-boat system! Besides, what a,
number of valuable derelicts might we not expect to be
secured and towed into ports— a great gain, verily— instead
of floating in the pathway of ship*, presenting a lurking
and uncharted danger, of whose neighborhood the mariner
has no .warning! On the first blush the inauguration of
this nautical novelty might seem Quixotic; but when we
observe that an expedition much less practical (although
decidedly scientific in its aims) and costing thousands of
pounds, has been launched into the unknown and dreary
Arctic seas, we do not despair of the one under discussion
meeting favor in some quarters; for what, after all, have

—

ships—H. M.S. Swallow and the Commodore— of
been attempting of late but what would have
been done more efficiently by the agency of the Flying
Squadron ? It would be no more than we might fairly expect from the wealth, intellect and energy of England and
America, at least, that they would create one such safety
the two

this port,

system for the greater security of those who are found
upon the sea, as the Atlantic is pre-eminently the inheritance of these nations and doubtless will be that of their
children.
On the line of lurking rocks and hidden shoals
that fringe the seaboard,

we

find

the lightship moored,

with her various colored lights and signal guns, which prevent many a fatal collision in the dark and stormy hour.
But out upon the pathless deep, anomalous though it seem,
the same forethought is not brought into action; there the
treacherous berg and the more extended ice field, equally
treacherous, are to be met, unsignalled, unlighted, and unbuoyed, and the only intimation the mariner has of their
advance is, in many instances, the sad experience that
befel the unfortunates of the ill-fated Vicksburg.
A great
deal has been accomplished in the cause of humanity, but
much more remains, and a scheme similar to what we now
advocate is a necessity and the chief maritime desideratum
of our times.
A. M., St. Johns, Newfoundland.

—

-

—Florida

is

-*•

preparing for visitors next Winter, the num-

ber of which multiplies yearly. One hotel to accommodate 200 guests is to be erected in Jacksonville; another
will be built at Green Cove Springs with a front of 400 feet
and two wings of 200 feet each; W. Ansley, of St.
-

Augustine will put up a new hotel there, and the old
Augustine Hotel is to have an immense addition.

St,

.

—

,

.
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FOREST AND STREAM.
Bowing Events to Come.— The two great rowing events
next in order are the regattas of the Saratoga Rowing Association, to be held on the 24th, 25th, and 26th of this
month, and that of the National Association of Amateur
Oarsmen, which is fixed for the 13th inst. and 1st of September over the Troy course. The latter organization will
hold its fourth convention in the rooms of the Young
Men's Christian Association at Troy, N. Y. on the 31st
inst. at 10 A. M., when the advisability of holding two
regattas next year, and also the position of the Association
with regard to the Centennial regatta will be discussed.
At Saratoga the list of entries is not expected to be as large
as that of last year, and it will be suggested to the committee to make the races straightaway instead of with a turn
as heretofore.

A number of crack fours

are in training for both events,

including the Beaverwycks of Albany, the Argonautas of
Bergen Point, the Neptune Club of Staten Island, and the
Atalantas of this fcity. The two last mentioned crews wiil

be particularly strong this year, as the Neptunes include
two of the winning Cornell University crew, Ostrom,
stroke, and C. C. King, who rowed No. 5, while the Atalanta crew will be comprised entirely of college men, W.
H. Downs, H. W. Rogers and J. A. Eustis, of Weslyan,
and John Gunster, of Williams. Among the other crews
expected to compete will be one from the Pilot Rowing
Club of Chicago, and others from Buffalo, the Potomac
Boat Club of Georgetown, the Duquesne crew from Pittsburg, and the Mutual Club of Albany.

At

the

Troy regatta the races

of last year,

viz:

single

will be the

sculls,

double

same

as

those

sculls, pair-oared

and four-oared shells, and in addition to the challenge and individual prizes, a handsomely embroidered silk
banner will be given to each club whose representatives
shells

shall be winners.

the constant destruction of
fish in Bristol county, Massachusetts, by means of nets,
trawls, and other devices, contrary to the laws of the
State, and the necessity for increased effort and more sum-

mary means on the
tain the law, the

who are pledged to sussociety known as the "New

part of those

protective

Bedford Sportsmen's Association," has sent out -invitations
to all interested in seeing the game laws enforced, to join
the society.
In Fall River they obtained the names of
seventy-seven of the most prominent citizens in a brief
time.
A correspondent assures us that the enthusiasm is
so great that all who meet him on the street present their
names for membership, aud he believes that they could
have 1,000 in the club. He adds, "If too many hand in
their names, instead of joining the New Bedford club
we shall be obliged to have a separate organization, of
course co-operating entirely with them." This society
evidently means business, and no doubt the influence it
will exert will extend far beyond its immediate sphere of
action.
It has already been instrumental in prosecuting
and fining offenders against the law. If the example thus
set could be generally followed, an end would be soon put

CREEDMOOR.
The second contest for the new challenge badge presented
by the Turf, Meld and Farm Association occurred on
Saturday last. There were sixty-eight entries for the
match, including an unusual large number of national
guardsmen. One of these, Corporal T. W. Linton, of Co.
B, Seventh Regiment, was the winner by a score of 44 out
The weather was fair, a gentle wind
of a possible 50.
blowing down the range. The conditions of the match
were, any rifle; two sighting and ten scoring shots at 200
Mr. W. B. Farwell was the
yards; position, standing.
last

The

winner.

total scores

Names.

were as follows:
Name.

Total.

W. Linton
W.J. Oliver

44 L. Cass
41 Samuel. Hersey

J. P. Burrell

G. H. Pettir,*
40 J. T. B. Collins
40[F.
" Hyde.

W. A

W.

French

C.

E. H. Madison
K. Perley
J. L. Price
R. Rathbone
J. A. Gee
F. E. Scrymser
B. Burton
A. A. Van Hnsen
B. E. Valentine
W. B. Farwell
L. H. Greve
W. C. Clark
G. J). Scott
J.

Le

D

C. Pinney
E. Huntington
K. Valentine
F..Millen
F. Robbing

C.
F.
C.

J. P.

.34
34
?A

John Beattie

.39

39 F.

J.

C.

Total.
35
35
35
35

41

Eeddy

II.

Holton

39 A. L. Farley
39 Samuel Schwartz
Li ndsay
39

34
34
34

W

Thomas Lloyd

3!)

. .

.

.

38 J E. McEvvan
38 J. C. A hrams
38|T. V. Smith....;
;jS| Isaac L. Allen

G. Story
E PresKJOtt
37 E. Brown.?
37 O. E. Bryant
37 W. Herdt
37!C.

31
31

30
30

_. Siiand
37 J.
37| J. E. Irwin.

F. Steele
H. Tolley.
R. C. Ward

29

G.D. Volk
W. W~. Beaven. ..........:.......
36! W\ H Mu rfey

36
36

i

36 J I. C. Clarke
36 C. E. Truslow

T. D. Camerden
J. W. Gardner
Joseph Ross
J.J. CTKelly

,

.

.

.36 J.

35 J

.

28
a8
27
27
.25

25
22
14
K3

F. Luther

P Kenworthy

12

35 H. Fisher

—

past.

—*-«+.

— One of our correspondents complains of

the roughness
rough, we admit, but
we have taken a delicate woman over roads far rougher.
thoroughbred sportsman accepts without a murmur the
vicissitudes of his chosen life as they occur; those who
can't endure heat, cold, and storm, and an empty larder,
should content themselve with shooting hand-fed pigeons
from a trap. 'We retract nothing that has been printed in
these columns respecting the value of the Magnetewan as
a, deer and trout country
of the

Magnetewan country.

It

is

A

—An

"association," as the

name

goes, have bought the
and New Inlet, in Little
Egg Harbor, known as Short Beach, where a town has
already been laid out in squares, and christened Ocean

island lying between Old

Inlet

City.
*+•+»

To Exchanges.— Our
become

list

of exchange

so unwieldy, burdensome,

are obliged to

prune

closely.

We

newsp apers ha
and expensive, that we
retain but a few of es-

pecial service to us.

*++&.

.

—The

following books can be had from this officerManning's "Yachting Annual," Commodore's "Signal
Book," Vauderdecker's "Yacht Sailor." Hunt's "Universal

Yacht

List."

-***»

—Only

—

dogs not properly cared for have fleas. Coastan t
washing with common soap will l^eep them free,

Thursday- Sh ooi for the Challenge Cap, solid silver, worth $100.
Friday, forenoon— President's prize will be shot for. and in the after-

noon

of

all

Louis

three days other prize shots to be arranged hereafter.

Peck, of Lockport,

J.

payment

the

ments from the Eleventh and Fifth Brigades of Brooklyn.
On Thursday, portions of the Twenty third, Thirty-second
and Forty -seventh Regiments, all under command of Mai".
Fetrie, of the Thirty-second Regiment, practiced at the
100 and 150 yards targets, a fair percentage of the men
qualifying. On Friday squads from the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Twenty-eighth shot at the 300 and 400 yards
targets.

So much carelessness his been displayed and so many
markers injured at the butts that orders have been given' to
the Inspector of Rifle Practice of the Second Division to
prefer charges against the men to whom the carelessness is
traceable, and measures have been taken to devise some
system by which accidents may in future be prevented. Nu-

merous improvements are now under way at Creed moor,
including a magazine intended for the storing of National
Guard ammunition, capable of containing 144,000 rounds.
A row of flag staffs is also to be placed along the east side

of the small

sum

which, during matches, will fiv triangular
red bunting, twenty feet long by six feet in width
at the staff, the object of which is to assist long range
determining the direction and force ot the

wind.

The American Team.— The American

riflemen sailed

from Liverpool on the steamship City of Berlin, at four
o'clock, on Thursday, the 12th inst,, and they may, therefore, be expected to arrive in this city on Sunday or Monday next. The arrangements for their reception are very
complete, and will be extremely warm, both to the "team"
and the various individuals comprising it. Captain Kline
will fire a salute at the Battery on the arrival of the team,
and the steamer N. K. Hopkins has received a permit to take
a reception party down the bay to meet them. The procession
will probably be composed of the Ninth Regiment, Third
Brigade, and the Twelfth and Sixty-ninth Regiments, First
Brigade; the officers of the Twenty-seventh Regiment; the
Off-hand Rifle club, and the New York Scheutzeu Corps.
Gen. Ward, commanding the First Brigade, will be invited
to take command of the procession.
Colonel Ward having offered the services of the Twelfth Regiment as an escort, has received a telegram from Colonel Gildersleeve accepting the offer, with thanks.

Mayor Wickham will receive the team at the Governor's
Room, City Hall, on Monday afternoon. GUmore's Band
will give a concert at the Hippodrome on Monday evening
to which the team will be invited, and a dinner will be
given at the Hoffman House, at which it is expected that
225 guests will be present. The price of tickets has been
fixed at $15.

•

A

proper testimonial

to present the guests.

mount

is

also being prepared

The

trophies of the team at Dollyare on exhibition at the St. Denis Hotel.

General Dakin's Brooklyn friends will tender him a banby Mayor Hunter.
Major General Husted has issued a circular calling the
attention of the field and staff to the fact- that Messrs. Bodine and Coleman, members of the American rifle team,
are officers of the division, and in order to giv e them
a
proper and suitable welcome upon their return, unity of
action is eminently desirable.
quet, to be presided over

The Jamaica,
ciation shot

L.

I.,

Rod and Rifle Club.— This

on Wednesday

last

for a

asso-

$50 gold badge at
their 250 yards range.
Mr. W. S. Elmendorf was the winner by a score of 50 out of a possible 75, L. R.
Jaggar
making 47, and Mr. W. S. Cosgrove 46 points,
There

were eleven contestants in

all.

of $5,

which

entitles

him

to

— An interesting and exciting

rifle match between a team
from the Pittsburgh Rifle Club of Pittsburgh, N.
Y., and the same number from the Ausable Yalley Rifle

of ten

.

;

Club, of Keeseville, N. Y., came off at Keeseville, Wednesday, August 4th, in which the Plattsburgh Club was
victorious by a score of 396 to 377 for their opponents.

We think these scores are pretty fair, considering that in
both teams some of the best shots met with accidents
which placed them at the foot of the list. The conditions
were 200 yards, -off-hand, and 400 yards any position without artificial rest; Wimbledon target; two sighting and five
scoring shots at each range.
The following table exhibits
the score of each member at both ranges:—
rUTTHBIJUOII
200 Yards.
5
4 3 5

Broad well

Illf-LK

Wilkinson
McCaffrey
•Smith

Turner
Norton

Ransom

5 5 5 3

Groodale

3 5

13

400 Yards.
2 5 3 5

l'7

45455
54545

go
19

544

10
IS
17

4,
4

5 4

53 535
444 54

20

4 13 2 4
8.8 3 82

Pa<-'e

CLUB TEAM.

Total.

45443
.34444
5 4034
2 4 5 5 4
53253

Gunn

14

4 4 5 5 1
4 4 5 5 5

22
19

5 4 4 5 3

45544

Total. G7I tVl
17
23
43
23
42
22
38
2141
21
39
22
39
2?,
37
21
43
21
40

m

182

214

"396

23
IS
19
"3
22
13

40
34
38
3»

AUSABLE VALLEY RIFLE CLUB TEAM.
Wilkinson
Purple

4 4 3 4 2

17

4
5 5 3 2 4
3 3 3
2

16
19

4 4 4

J. L.

Madden
IV Avi»non

Mould
Stephens
Baldwin

Hatch

45 44

Kennel]

5 5 5 4 5

4545

5
5 3 3 4 3
5 5 5 3 2
4 5 5 5 4
4 4 4 5 5
4 2 3 4
4 5 3 2 3
5 3 12 5
5 5
5 3 5 4 5

] 1

3 3 3
3 5 5 5 4
3 3 4 5 3
4 5 4 3 4

E. Purple

9

22
18
21

177

31

19

35
37

J')

40

22
32

4*

200

377

435

20
24

3

Tofcal

4ft

— The

Saratoga Rifle Club, at a special meeting held
August 10th, accepted a challenge from the Parthian, Jr.,
Rifle Club, of Hudson, to a friendly contest of rifles, to
take place at Saratoga, September 8th, 1875, between a
representative

yards;

team of

Wimbledon

six

from each club; distance, 500

targets.

•

—Through the instrumentality of Mr. F. R. Shattuck,
of Boston, a 250 yard rifle range has been measured off
across Sagg Pond to the beach bluff opposite, at Southampton, L.

I.,

and

targets

—A rifle club has been

field,

in

and John A.

privileges.

Total

marksmen

president,

is

Nichols, of Syracuse, secretary and treasurer.
Any person can become a member of the club, we understand, by

tj

The ranges during the week have been devoted extensively to National Guard practice, principally by detach-

flags of

Tne Philadelphia Sportsmen's Club have recently purchased an eligible plot of ground of thirteen acres, about
ten miles below that city, whereon they are about to erect
a handsome club house, where their future social meetings
will be held, and where their famous planked shad dinners
and marsh rabbit suppers will be gotten up.
Uncle Dan
Wells,.the proprietor of a kind of sportsman's headquarters
in the vicinity of the club house, is one of the originators
of those marsh rabbit suppers, so called. Before we had
the pleasure of knowing and shooting with uncle Dan,
marsh rabbits were call muskrats. But now, those animals,
when gotten up under the auspices of our friend Dan under
the name and style of marsh rabbits, make a delicious re-

take place in the Spring.

2<)

37|C. A. Coffin.
37 T. (J. Noone
37 W. J. Douglas
36 \. P. Clarke

M. Richards

.31

34
33
33
32
3d
32

37, J.

Boutillier

—

Tuesday Frst day, match between J. W". Fowler, of Croton Falls,
and H. V. Perry, of Jamestown, Penn., for $5)0 a side, 40 rods distance,
40 stmts each, no restrictions as to rests, grins, etc.
Wednesday— Shoot for the Association gold medal, worth $500, open
to all memhers of the club, the holder, to retain it till won by some other
member at any subsequent sjmi-annual meeting, the first of which will

all its

T.

of the

to mischief.

Empire State Rifle Club.— The tournament of the
"Empire State Rifle Club," which Was organized at Water
town last Fall, will take place at East Syracuse next September 28th, 29th and 30th, and October 1st. The following events are on the programme:

%t

Joseph K. Barlow
D. Deacon.

A Good Move. —In view of

25

Paddock

have been put up for practice.

organized at Berlin, Ct., with

S.

for president, Fred.

Hubbard, secretary', and M.
Committees have been appointed to

Dudley, treasurer.
purchase rifles and select a practice ground.

Worcester Sportsmen's Club.— The third and last of
the competitive trials by the members of the Sportsmen's
club, for the selection of a rifle team and substitutes,
took
place on the club grounds, east of Lake Quinsigamond
Saturday. The score was as follows:—
'

I.

C. Bates

400 Yards.
5 5 3 4 5 3. ... 29
4 4 3 5 1 4.. ..26
4 5 4 5 5 5.. ..32
3 4 4 3 5 4 '--- 26
3 3 4 3 5 5 5... .28

^mith

4
2
4
3

£• L. Rice

» I- £'-'g?
?" CU ^m3
&
Stedman Clark
A-g- Mann

5 4 43 4 5
5 3 2 4 5 4
5 4 5 5 5 5
3 3 5 2 4 4
5 4 4 4 4 4
3 5 3 5 5

A. E. Grimes

W. J.McFarland
Nathan Washburn
Frank Wesson

3. ...28
4. .. .27
5. .. .34
4. ...25
3. . .28
.

500 Yards

023 5423

tq

4""20

iWoi
f«

5 2 4 5
4
3 5 4 5 3
24
2 5 4 5 5:"'"25
2 2 5
1
2
5
6
3 3 03424.!
19
or
3 2 4 4 3 5 5

46

S

4

51

'

44
47
I*

"^

t'o

34^S.TsO^

55
*a

5452354

5 3 4 5 5 3

455

C.B.Holden...
5.
.26
2
2 3 6 4 5 "II
4?
Messrs. Smith, Rice, Clark, Grimes, McFarland
Wesson
and Hoklen used the Frank Wesson rifle. Messrs
Cutting
Mann and Washburn the Alex. Henry rifle, and Mr Rugs
the Holden rifle.
Messrs. McFarland, Cutting
Wesson
Mann, Ruggs and Rice constitute the club team and
Messrs'
Grimes, Clark and Smith the substitutes. Mr
J Mc
Farland ^ins the rifle offered by Mr. Frank
Wesson for
the best aggregate score in- the three competitions.
.

.'.'

.

'

W

Rifle

Match—

Hamilton vs. Montreal.— A simultane
ous rifle match between members of the
Montreal Rifle
club and those of the Victoria Rifle club of
Hamilton
took place yesterday afternoon, the former firing
at" the
Pomt St Charles ranges and the latter at their own ranges
in Hamilton.
1 he understanding was, that twelve members should be selected to shoot from each
club but Ham
1 ton shot with only ten men, who made
589 points at the
three ranges
The individual scores have not been received.
The Hamilton men selected were Messrs George
Murison, James Adam, F. Schwarz, J. J. Mason,'
William
Mitchell, Albert John Mitchell, C. Murray
David
Thomas Mitchell. The following are the scores- of and
the
Montrealers:—
20 °

Eoss

W*> 500 lfds
$

TnndMrii:::::;;:;;;:;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;^
Thomas
27
Wall
•..
22

West
^aser

26
23

„

I Vinson

...,.21

Pergamn

.'.22

Trihey....---Esdaile..

Stenbouse
Imrie "- "
Total.

From

.22

^M
23

•

21
....272

25
26
18
19
21
21
18
is
24
17

m

-

600 Yards. Total.

I
iq

21

20
21

!
J
§
Sf

g

20

i->

62

91

,.?

in

-

bl

U

%

15

53

M)

m

the above it will, be seen that the
Monti ealers won
the contest
Taking the average of ten men on each
side
Montreal led by 54 vomts^Montreal Witness

m

'

FOREST AND STREAM.
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POINT BLANK AND POINT BLANK
RANGE.
"old scoot" in reply to "point blank."

New

Rochblle, July

28th, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
in your columns of
1 observe the criticism offered by "Point Blank
July 22d, to my articles on "Point Blank and Point Blank Range Explained," and found in your interesting paper of July 1st and 8th inst.,
the latter being in correction. It is courteous, and hence I aim in this
hasty reply to be as mild as possible, but to vindicate my position towards "Nev Beginner," to whom I ventured, at his request, to offer
some information on this most interesting subject.
"Point Blank," as will be seen in his letter, very politely charges me
with committing the "error" of stating to the new beginner in rifle
praclice, that the path pursued by a rifle ball in shooting is a curved line
throughout; nnd, assuming that I have committed an error in so stating, he begs "to correct" the same, fearing I had not "sufficiently considered the subject." This full assurance of his in my "error" calls on
1

me

for

'

tome rem arks

To

correct this alleged error, he offers as a substitution, that the path
of the ball is not a curve throughout, but tnat it is part, a straight line

and the

rest a

curved

line.

I here

quote

and second, because his theory

fairness,

sentences:

from

is

—

letter— first, in

his

all

based on the two following

"Briefly, then, a rifle ball, correctly speaking, traverses a line at first

1.

straight, but

soon becoming more and more curved and called the

tra-

jectory.
2.

"And

the extent of the coincidence

straight line of the axis of the

Thus

of this

trajectory with the

gun determines the true point blank."

point blank lies in the straight line of the axis of
end of the straight line of the path of the ball. To
the contrary, 1 slated that the true point blank lies in the straight line
of sight, (not axis of the gun) and at the point where the pal h of the
(See case 3, No. of July 1,
ball cuts the line of sight the second time.
and 8t.h for definition.)
The issue of fact, then, clearly stated, lies— first, between all curved,
part curved, and straight lines; second, whether the true point blank
These are vital
lies iu the axis of the gun, or in the line of sight.
points, and should be understood by all sportsmen; hence they should
not be left in doubt. That the path is all curved, I offer in proof all
the slandard works on this subject in the whole civilized world, both in
the theory and practice; and should this not satisfy anyoiit^ then he
can make the experiments so often and so easily made in practice, when
the gun,

lie

(2d) his true

and

cannot

at the

fail to

be converted

to the truth as

I

laid

it

down

for the

Thus, iu my contribution I sought only to
I had long since yleaned from the standsubject, and to combine these with the
ard works I
Je.-sons of a long experience in rifle practice, and in the use of firearms

aught were written in error.

my own

way the facts
had studied on this

same as clearly as possible without the aid
of a diagram, through the columns of Forest and Stream. In my
mode of explaining this subject, however, wherein I combine theory
with practice, the one in mutual explanation of the other, I must confess to origii ality, as I believe no other popular article of the kind has
generally,

and

to present the

rJ'or this originality 1 trust I may be exever appeared before in print.
if in so doint< I thereby rendered the subject more clear, or if
more interesting by unveiling the cold forms of theory and clothing

cused,

them with
for

On every hand I
beginner in Wisconsin writes to say:

the lively mantle of praclice.

my effort. A new

am thanked
"I am glad

to hear from you in your article iu Forest and Stream on point blank
and point blank range. Very good. I understand the subject now perfectly. " A sportsman from Texas, writes: "Your article on point blank,
elc, will enlighten many a gunsmith," etc. Just so. These are encouraging words, and yet the truth rolls on. I have op ned the door.
Step in aud improve; there is plenty of room. Forest and Stream
But
is up to her work; always ready to interest, and spread the truth.
let us circulate no false theories; these would mislead and be productive

of harm.
To return a little. I would not say that "Point Blank" means to assert
that his point blank is the true one sought after by "Enquirer," and
mine the wrong one; but 1 may infer this, siice he writes In correction
generally, and lays down his "as the true point blank." I here bring
forward my definition for it, also for the range, in order that tney may
appear clearly before the reader:—
1st, By point blank is meant the &epond point where the trajectory or

curve of the
(Case 3.)

ball in its falling flight intersects or cuts the

Note.— This mathematical point

in theory

-+•+-

line of sight.

and science corresponds

bers congregate in these- places.
If the sportsman will
a "bush house," or properly secrete himself, rare
sport is offered, as they fly over and around him to their
feeding grounds. I think in eating quality they are almost
equal to more popular game birds, as the nature of their
feed imparts a fine flavor to their meat, and they are very
fine and fat, and not easily brought down, as their flight is
very rapid and wild. One pleasant feature about his kind
of shooting in hot weather is, there is not much labor
about it, and often the most exciting you can imagine, f
shot the other day a pair of the finest golden or upland
plover I have ever seen, which I sent to the, taxidermi.sls
to have mounted.
I have seen only a few of these or yellow leg snipe as yet.
M.
10.
Kinseifs Ashley House, Jug.
Bay snipe have
been flying lively during the latter part of Ihe week and
several good bags have been made at the high bar.
AVe
also noted heavy shooting on the Great-Sedge across the
inlet; had your correspondent tiie time to spare from business he could have bagged from 75 to 100 birds on Friday

make

1

.

—

20 th, 1875:

—

—

—

Reining ton & Sons;
Dear Siks: I have been unable to indulge in target practice with the
long range rifle obtained from your firm until the present month. As I
keep an sccurate account of each shot I fire in a score book given me
for that purpose by my friend Major Leech, of the Irish Rifle Team, I
have thought you might be interested in glancing at some of the results.
While I claim to have had no little experience in firing at game of all
kinds at ordinary distances, yet I have never practiced firing at targets
at long range until the present month. I give below my scores at five
hundred yards, made on the fourth and fifth days respectively of my
practice.
The scores were made upon a target constructed upon the
Creedmoor plan— the sime in dimensions as those used at Creedmoor in
the 5'.0 yard matches. On the fourth day I fired nineteen shots, making
the following score:
4—73 out of a
possible 76. On the following day I fired thirteen shots, making the following score:— 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 - 50 out of a possible 52. Instead of being the fourth and fifth days' practice at the distance named
five hundred yards— they should be noted as the third and fourth, as the
MessrB-.

and Saturday.

River, Aug. 16//?-.
The birds are
and every day the shooting improves.
During the last five days we have had a continuous Southerly wind, and this in a great measure lias held the birds
back, but a change, which must come soon, will start them
aud we expect good gunning next week. During the past
week bags have averaged only from 15 to oO birds. Yesterday the flight was better and several good bags were
made. Willits, dowitch, martin, robin, curlew and hay
birds of all kinds are now in season, and we expect to he
able to report you excellent luck by your next issue.
F.

-444433444444444443

first

—

day

I had never fired what is termed a long range target rifle.
I have
caused a target to be prepared of the dimen.-ions used at from 800 to
1,000 yards, and in a few days will commence firing at these and intermediate ranges. Very truly yours,
G. A. Custkk,
Brevet Majoi General U. S. Army.

The Forest and Stream Badge. — The

sixth competi-

by Mr. Conliu was shot at Ihe gallery 930 Broadway on
Thursday evening last. The usual conditions were in force
twenty shots each, strictly off hand, at seventy-five feet,
measurement in inches from centre of bullseye to centre of
sliot.
The following are the scores;—

—

Indiana. May-moat, Marshall Co., Aug,
grouse will afford good sliooting this season.

M

.

}'.

L< nnon.

13|
13 13-1 G|

.

(

Name.

Thomas Lloyd.

.11

Farwell

15

A. O. Hellwig
T. C. Noone

!5

15 7-16

I).

L.

-

Hill

Bedew ith

IWilson MacDonald
J. T. Ralhyen
Robert McPeele

15 15-18
...If

— We

346

Missouri— Sedalia.
are going to have
millions of chickens and quail.

V6-l%

shooting season

4

19

I

Fredk. Kesslar.
F.

Hyde

Charles

I.

William Waters

W.

i

J.

BlauveJt

)i7

2S1

38T3-K)

LayingtOn

321516

26i

Mr. M. P. Lennon takes the Forest and Stream
badge. Messrs. Farwell and Hellwig having tied, shot off
and Mr. Farwell won the second badge. Mr. Ii. F. Hill
having the score nearest to and over twenty inches, took
the third badge.

fant*

GAME

IN

SEASON IN AUGUST.
Bay

Pinnated grouse, Telra cupido.

birds.

Pinnated grouse, or "prairie chicken," are in season in Missouri, Illiand Indiana. August 15th; Wisconsin and Iowa, August 20th;
Ohio, Maine, New Hampshire, New York, and Pennsylvania, September
1st; Connecticut and Kentucky, October 1st.
In Massachusetts the
season is close until 1876, and in New Jersey until 1880.

nois,

to "Enquirer." One shot, as at Creedmoor, where all will admit that
the practice is conducted upon the true theory of gunnery, will serve to
illustrate the two definitions, and to show which is the true one and
which the false one. Let us now, with a Sharp's or Remington's best
rhle, loaded with a full charge, lake a shot at 1,000 yards, with a good
aim at the centre of the bullseye. Are you ready? Aim. Fire! The
Such is true practice; and here, at the centre
ball strikes the bullseye.
of the bullseye, is what?— the true point blank. Why? Because true
point blank means the centre of the target; the terms are synonymous.
Now, mark: This ball (or its path in its falling flight or curve) is here
found, and seen to be on the line of sight; here is the second cut of the
line of sight just according to my definition.
Now, admit— but only to
carry out the illustration— that the rifle carried straight for this distance,
where would we find the point blank in this case? Answer about 145
Why? Because the axis of the gun
feet in the air, over the target.
pointed here when it was fired; and mark, on this axis is the true point

— We

print the following reports re*

month by letter:—

Maine — Bucksport.

— Young grouse

are

now

—

this locality is rather

megre.

We

some bay birds. One gentleman at Ipswich
about two dozen good birds, including curlew,

the gravity of the ball as 10,000,000 to 1. Here are the two forces left
Now construct the "parallelogram of forces" "Point
free to operate
Blank" refers to, and at the muzzle of the piece, for both forces are
.

there and left free to act and here, at the very start of the ball, commences

lately

got

snipe, and
yellow legs. Quail arc reported abundant near Topsfield.
few black ducks have been seen. Hail (rallus Virginianus) are reported.
Teal.

A

—

Mississipr 1— Corinth. The
ply of Bob Whites is good, and
Fall, as the "Mash" is abundant.

The birds are beginning to show
Bedford, Aug. 16.
themselves along our shores and marshes from the city to
the Horseneck beach, 20 miles to the westward of here.

Erode Island— Newport, August 12th.— Bay snipe shooting has been a complete failure here, and grass plover have
just put in an appearance.
"Shot."

we

will

have duck

this

—

Large coveys of young quail are seen
over the country. Young deer are quite plenty this
year.
I see them every day out on the range.
Pennsylvania Game Laws-— The following we believe
is a correct synopsis of the game laws of this State, showing
the limits in which game can be shot:—Deer from September 1 to January 1; rabbits, October, In ovember, Decem-

Round Mountain.

—

A

—

.

prospect for a plentiful sup-

all

Long Island. Shelter Island, Aug. ldth. I do not hear
that the bay snipe shooting in Shinnecock Bay is good this
few woodcock and
More gunners than game.
year.
teal have made their appearance in the ponds of this
(Shelter) Island, but black duck Will not be here until the
middle of September, and coot, old wives &c, until early
in October.
Ike.

New Jersey—Marlboro, August 14th. The exceedingly
wet season we are having has driven the woodcock into the
cornfields, and there they are safe.
The tall aud weighty
stalks afford fine cover for the birds, and the soft, moist
ground equal facilities for their breeding operations. I
have seen several in these places and tried to shoot a few,
but in vain, and I am glad, as I think they will stay with
us until October. We a*e haying some exceedingly fine

W.

Texas— Fori Concho, August 1st— Quail are very abundant in Texas this year; first brood three-fourths grown and
second brood just out of the shell.

Concha.

—

—

J.

—

New

— Council

which, being newly furnished throughout, ami/operated by
the gentlemanly landlord, Jas. Fhinney, affords accommodations unexcelled for the reasonable compensation of
$2.00 per day, or $5.00 per Aveek. Parties wishing to visit
these lands we guarantee will not regret a week spent with
the hunting fraternity
J of Council Grove.

— Sporting

news from
get a few woodcock and

1G.

—

blank set up by "Point Blank" to correct mine (as I infer). If we come
down in distance to 100 yards or less, the same fallacy obtaius in proportion.
No; the point blank is not along the axis of the gun, which points
up or down just as we raise or depress the sight, and is in fact never
pointed at the centre of the target when the line of sight points there
(and the centre is struck), all this being according to the strictest rules
of the true theory. In aiming a rifle the gun, or axis, is not pointed at
the tarcet, but away from it, more and more (as in the case above) as the
rear sight is elevated. But the line of sight always points the same at
the target, aud is the regulator to the gun. All such facts are-only deductions from C^ses 1, 2, and 3. No rifle can ever be made to shoot
straight till gravity, a law of nature, is destroyed, and this will be a long
time, I hope. All the powder in the world will not destroy gravity in
the ball when flying through the air. Say the force of the powder is to

quite strong

on the wing, but the broods are rather small. Deer are
more plenty than usual, and bears have been caught iu

Washington county.
Massachusetts. Salem, Aug.

—

us,

Prairie chickens at
Grove, Aug. 7.
the open season beginning Aug. 1.
From all quarters we hear encouraging reports and almost
incredible stories of the vast numbers of birds which inAn ordinary shot, with the assisthabit the prairie lands.
ance of a good dog, will find it an easy matter to bag from
twenty-five to fifty chickens in one day's shooting. From
two to twelve miles west of this point lies the rich, fertile,
and extensive prairie lauds belonging to the Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company, well watered by the
various streams, Neosho, Elk, Rock, Diamond, Big John,
Four Mile, Bitter, Mumkers, and Muddy. Although better
adapted for farming purposes, the greater portion of it is
abounds with prairie
still uncultivated, and at preseut
chickeu, grouse, quail, snipe, duck and crane, in fact,
nearly every description of the feathered game can be
found within the limits of one day's drive. However,
chickens are the only bird sought for and that is decidedly
the most interesting of all sports. Teams can be procured
at the reasonable price of $5.00 per day, and after a day
of exciting, as well as fatiguing sport, the weary hunter
can find rest, peace aud plenty at the "Old Commercial,"

Snipe

Prospects.

upon

—

Kansas.

Squirrels.

Game

is

this date are "ripe,"

Curlew

ceived this

— Minneapolis,

this season

Letters from Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois announce
abundance of game for next season. Grouse and quail
having escaped the Spring rains, are much more numerous
than the hard Winter allowed us to hope.

&nS Hnd 0tM>

Woodcock.

II.

August {)f7i,. Our chicken
and great are the preparations
for slaughter.
The ganie is abundant in many sections,
but the agricultural interests in a large number can ill afford to have these enemies of the pestilent grasshopper destroyed, while, rc-inforced by the young broods, they are
doing such noble service. But man must and will have his
fun, hoppers or no hoppers.
II.

28

Sherwood

24 15-16 J. II. Potter

Minnesota

27

Charles W. White
21 8-16 Or. W. Irwin
21 15-10 H. G. Taube
20$

William Moser, ,Jr
Sam.'.el Robinson

B.

deep and bitter against the rural shots, who
take the field belore the opening of the season.
B;

THIRD BADGE.
R. F.

J.

plaints are

SKCOND BADGE.

W. B.

—Pinnated

—

Inches.

A. Marsh

1.3.

South Bend, Aug. 15. The whole Slate of Indiana turns
out to day (opening day on chickens) to try their hand at
the game, anticipating much pleasure at the promise of an
abundauce. The laws are not stringent enough, as com-

FIRST BADGE.
Incbes.|
.'

—

—

and the supplemental badges offered

Name.

arriving,

Pennsylvania Trout Bitter. There are plenty of birds
here which have long bills "and make a whistling noise,
when they fly up from the bushes. Some persons from the
cities call them woodcock.
If they are the kind you meant,
there are plenty of them very near here.
Philadelphia, Aug. 1(5
I find
the vandals are still
among the rail, and a few (rail I mean, not the vandals,
unfortunately) are being killed almost daily.
What is the Philadelphia Sportsmen's Olub doimr? One
of the gentry came to grief over in Camden on Saturday,
and as his hearing was to have beeu to-day, he is no doubt
.reflecting on Jersey justice by this time.
Sculls.

day's practice was at four hundred yards, on which occasion I fired
being bullseyes. Previous to that

fifteen shots, the last consecutive five

tion for this trophy

—

Carman House, Forked

daily

to

the exact centre of'the target in practice'.
.
2d. By point blank range is meant the straight line or shortest distance
from the piece to the point blank (or cut, as above). (See Case 3.)
I will now examine the second point at issue, and see if "the true
point blank lies in the straight line of the axis of the gun,'''' as "Point
Blank" claims, or if to tne contrary it lies in the line of sight, as stated

;

dove and pigeon shooting. Wild pigeons aud doves feed
upon neglected and scattered grain of the wheat, rye and
buckwheat fields after harvest, and sometimes large num-

Gen. Ouster as a Rifleman. The Messrs. Remington
have kindly favored us with the following private letter
from Gen. Custer, dated at Fort Lincoln, Dakota, July

new

Hence I reject the proffered "correction" on this point, with
was offered. That the rifle
all the modest assurance with which it
"shoots straight" is the first thing we hear of it, and hence no wonder
But that the earth is not flat, and that the
at this popular fallacy.
paths of all bodies, when projected through the air and left free to
move, are continuous curves, have both alike been established, and this
for centuries since. Immortal fame awaits him who shall prove to the
contrary. The "theory" advanced is no new theory of mine, as "Point
Blank" may have supposed. It dates back to periods unknown by me.
I saw the earnest inquiry of a new beginner after the truth, and was
sensible^ of his desire to obtain it. I saw the intricacy of the subject—
at least to the young mind— and was fully conscious of the responsibility
1 assumed in treating it, as well as the criticism I wonld justly incur if
beginner.

collect in

the curve, infinitely small, to be sure, but it is there, but do not start the
curve anywhere else. Perpetual motion and straight line shooting
will both come into existence when gravity is eliminated from nature,
and not before. Every ball, in passing through the air, describes its own
form of curve; yet all are hyperbolic, as "Point Blank" says, and they
vary in form from different causes, unnecessary to mention, as he states;
but he omits to say that whilst these curves are hyperbolic, that they
have each their asymtotes, and that these lines are such mathematically,
in relation to the curves, as to forever preclude the authority to separate
the functions of either in part, as in calling the trajectery part straight
and part curved. All this, however, is foreign matter. Indeed I could
have considered Point Blank's letter all foreign, for his theory has no
place in science or practice. Hence I reject it.
Old Scout.

and January 1; squirrels from July 1 to January 1;
from October 1 to January 1; grass plover
from August 1 to January 1; gray or Wilson snipe from
September 1 to April 1; woodcock from August 1 to Jan1.
uary 1; rail or reed birds from September 1 to December
ot
There are severe penalties attached to killing game out
Trapping or snaring is equally punishable.
season.
As to the killing of insectivorous birds at any time, the
or
penalty is $5 for each bird trapped, exposed for sale,
is
Sunday
on
had in possession. The penalty for shooting
from $10 to $80,
ber,

wild turkeys

'

—

—

.

—

—

.

1

—

.

.

.

FOREST AND STREAM
WHERE TO

Fishing for speckled trout and salmon ceased on the 15th
Germanioion Telegraph.

27

GO FOR GROUSE.

The Chicago club averages up to the close of their Eastern tour, are as follows:—

in st.

Laws of New Jeksey.— The law

prohibits

the killing,

exposing for sale or having unlawfully in possession the
following kinds of game at the time mentioned:— Grey,
black or'fox squirrels, during the year from January 1 to
July 1; hare or rabbits, from January 1 to November 1;
woodcock from January 1 to July 4; quail, January 1 to
November 1; ruffed grouse, December 15 to October 1; and
pinnated grouse until January 1, 1880. The penalties are
dollars
respectively: five, five, ten, fifteen and fifty
The law further prohibits the killing,
for every offense.
trapping, exposing for sale or having in possession any insectivorous birds under a penalty of five dollars for each
bird.
The robbing or destroying of the nests or eggs of
any birds is also forbidden under $10 penalty.

Laws of New Hampshire. — The

session of the

late

made some changes in the game laws which
sportsmen should make a note of.
Moose are now protected from the first of day of FebLegislature

ruary until the first day of October, the penalty for killing
them being $100.
A bounty of ten dollars for each bear killed is payable
by the selectmen of the town in whicli it is killed.
The penalty for killing song or insectivorous birds, or
taking from their nests their eggs or young, was fixed at
five dollars for each offense.
Partridges are protected until the first of September,
instead of tlie first of August, as has been heretofore
stated.

N arts ac-ansett Gun Club — This organization
some

Philadelphia gentlemen,

who

comprises
York, Boston, and
the habit of spending

New

fifty members, principally

arc in

the Summers at Newport, R. I. Its officers for the current
year are: President, James G-. Bennett; Treasurer, Frank

B. Porter; Secretary, Russell Forsyth; Governing Committee, James G. Bennett, Frank B. Porter, Russell Forsyth,

August Belmont,, John G. Ileckscher, Frank W. Anderson
and Carroll Livingston. Its annual meetings are held at
the club house, on Bellevue avenue, Newport, but it has
private club grounds in the adjacent town of Middletou,
where it has frequent exciting matches during the season.
One of these occurred on the 9th instant, and our correspondent has kindly sent us the score:—
Newport, R.

Editor Forest and Stream: —

I.,

August

11th, 1875.

Inclosed find score of handicap of Narrngansett Gun Club for sil\%r
cup, $10 entrance, August 9th, Mr. Robbing, referee, tea birds each,
which resulted in a tie between II. Bloodgood and E. W. Davis. The tie
was then shot off, Mr. Bloodgood missing his second bird, which fell one
font out of bounds. This was Mr. Davis first match, and lie surprised
himself as well as bis friends by bis skill at the trap. Mr. Ira Paine, the
professional pigeon shooter, was on the ground, and remarked the score
1

as being excellent. The birds were very good amj strong on the wing
with a few exceptions:
Yards
Score.
Name.
Total.
110 10
M. Van Buren
89
dr.
6
30
1
1
T Van Buren
8
....
1
110 10
J. G. Heeksher
28
30
dr.
5
p. Livingston..
2"j
8
S. 8. Uowiand
1 1 I 1 1 1 1
JI. Bloodgood
27
1
1
9
Sands
F. P.
25
1 1 1 1 1
1 dr.
6
25
1 1 1 1 1 1
I 1 1
E. W. Davis....
9
1 1
C. A. Heckscher
26
dr.
1
3
2?
1 1
E. St^phen^on
1
1
1 dr.
5
Redmond
26
1 1 1
dr.
4
W. S. Thornton
27
10
10 1 dr.
3
L. Curtis
2?
1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 dr.
8
23
withdraw n.
C. Allan

—

1110
1111*1
1110
1110011*0
1110 11111
:

R

.

.

.

(

1

s

TIES.

Yards, Score. Total.
1 *
1
|E.
H. Bloodgood.. .27

Yards. Sco re. Total.

I

*DeaI out
There

W.Davis

?5

2

1

1

Redfield, Dallas County, Iowa, August
Editor Forest and Stream:—

of your readers are intending to go West for pinnated grouse
In
few hints from a "native will not be out of place
place decide what point to go to. If you go without any fixed

the first
point i view you may spend a week of time before you find a good
place.
In Iowa this game is abundant over most of the western half of
the State. From Desmoines northwest stop at Grand Junction or Gowrie, north of there, or at almost any station west of Grand Junction.
Going west from Desmoines, stop at Stuurt and take stage line to Fontanels, twelve miles out. Excellent shooting conveniences, and extends
for twelve miles further. Twelve miles west from Stuart is Casey. Take
stage from there to Fontanelle, twenty-four miles. Every foot almost
abounds with chickens, and at almost any station west of Casey good
sport can be had. In most cases it will be necessary to go from four 1o
ten mi'es from the railroad, as the birds are kept "cleaned out" near the
town*;, but in most places a mail route, which carries passengers, extends
On the route northwest from Desmoines
to some country post office.
good sport is to be had after ducks about the numerous' ponds, wading
in the shallow water and "jumping them up." About August 20th they
begin to r?sort to the stubble fields morning and evening, and make good
shooting there. Sand hill and white cranes are also there, but very shy.
The other route abounds in high, rolling ground, affording splendid
views, and is absolutely free from malaria, and in almost every hollow
clear pure water is found. No game there but "hens" and rattlesnakes.
There are hundreds of other places just as good as those mentioned
above, but I have only mentioned those of whicli I had personal knowledge. The best shooting is from August 15th to September 15th. As to
If yon have a good one,
dogs, it is uncertain about getting them here.
bring him. A dog that has only hunted quail and cock will frequently Hush
good ruffed grouse dog is just
chickens, as they do not lie very well.
the thing if he will only range far enough. Breech loaders should bring
full supplies of everything except powder and shot, say 1,000 rounds for
1
shoot.
,i three weeks
Now, supposing you arc snngly quartered at some farm house. After
an e rly breakfast you take thirty or forty cartridges and start for a wheat,
.stubble that is bordered by the open prairie.
Walk about thirty yards
from the edge and keep jour gun ready for instant action. If the dog is
not used to "chickens" "steady" him as soon as he scents Ihe game,
The probability is that a number of the birds have been running in all
directions through the si ubblc, and if the dog is a novice he j/ets confused, and will put them up.
good chicken dog always sto r .s at the
first scent and wails for the gunner to come up.
If the birds are somtwhat scattered thev will frequently get up gradually, and by the rapid
use of a breech loader most of the pack, from six to twenty, may be
bagged. If they get up all at once, try to mark them down on the open
prairie, and when you see them down be sure yon mark the spot by some
bunch of weeds or other object; for if you do not the grass is all so near
alike that you can never find the spot arter once taking your eyes off it. If
ther-j be a slough with grass in it running through the stubble you may
be almost sure of a find along its sides, particularly in the evening. The

thirty yards, fifty birds each, five traps.
After shooting at
forty birds J. P. Grund was declared the winner, he having
killed thirty out of that number, and Heckscher nineteen.

Keferee, S. Hamilton Robbins, and Seorer, Russel Forsyth.
The scores were:

Grund— 11110, m;o,

11110. 11011, 10111. 11100, 1101 1, 00111.
10010, 01001,00101, OOOLII, 10001, 10101.

A

— Below 1 give you the score

of the first

trap shooting

The match was at five
ever done in this part of Georgia.
single and two double birds each, 21 yards rise and 80
yards boundary

:

E. Speer
1
W. B. Thomas... 1

1

W. W. Thomas.. 1

1 1 1

1

1

'0 00— 6 J. IT. Bucker. ...1 1
10 00-5 J. H. Bearing.... 1 1
1 01 11
81
1

111

—

1

1 1

1

1

1

00
10

10—6
11-8

We consider this
and some

very fair shooting, when it it is known
present had ever shot from a trap before,
had never seen one. Can you show a first trial

man

to beat it?

Trap.

Athens, Aug, 13.

birds always

seem

low ground in a field. By ten o'clock the
birds have mostly filled their crops and gone to the grass and cornfields,
where thcy.reniain till three P. M. During the middle of the day they
are hard to find, as they do not move about much. At this time of day
hunt in the grass along the ed«e of the stubble, not more than eighty
rods from the edge, and along the hill sides, and on windy days always
on the leeward slope. Many may be shot in the cornfields by keeping
the dog well in and taking a snap shot as the bird tops the tall corn.
When a large number go down in the grass they run off in every .direction, and make fine trailing for the dog.
They always try to alight oil
some spot out of sight from where they rise. They generally lly over
one rise of the prairie, and stop two thirds of the way up the next, or fly
round one point and stop on the next. After a little expeiienee one can
generally tell from the lay of the land about where they stopped.
In conclusion, I will say that those who come for sport, and are wil ing
to work for it, will not be disappointed. Very few farmers object to
shooting on their grounds, and if they did our laws make no special protection for them, but, of course, no gentleman will invade the farmer's
or any one's rights merely because he can do so with impunity, and in
return for this generous privilege given bj the farmer the sportsman
should not fortret to divide bis game with them sometimes, and thus cement the friendly feeling that now exists. Any one wishing further information may address the writer.
0. H. Hampton.

Editor Forest akd Stream: —
1 send you inclosed a slip from the Minneapolis Tribune

of 8th inst.

giving an account of the contest for the badge in the Trap and Field
Club, recently organized in this city. This organization embraces a
membership of about fifty of the most respectable of our business men,
some of whom, allow me to state, are better men than shots, as there is
room to infer by the score I send you. This was our first shoot :—

Babcock

L. B.

F.L.Morse. ..
George A. Camp.
B. Brown

710. M. Humphrey
7 R. S Pease
9 R. B. Langdon

,

—Captain Webb,

G. W. Tinsley
E. Grimshavv

Chas. Cyphers.
G. S Tuckerman
L Shepley
Chas Morrison
.

.

.

John Harvey
Chas. Hipp
The badge was presented
the President of the club.

withdrew

5 H. rH . Carpenter
6 K. T. Smith

7 George Purmort
10 Geo. Felt
7 A. W. Riekman
6 Geo. A. Bracket!....
9 VV Mc Nair
8 Robt. McMnllen
6 R. J. Baldwin

,3
.5

6
\\',4.

7
."^3

6

.

;

to Mr.

..'"s

7

Cyphers by Major George A. Camp,
**

—The Thompson gun recently completed at the South
Boston Iron Company's works, is one of the largest ever
built in the world.
Its weight is $2,280 pounds, while
the famous Krupp gun exhibited at Vienna only weighed
J
s
80,000 pounds.
—Notice is given of the formation of the Northwest
Trading Company, (Canadian) for the purpose of trading in
furs, skins, etc.
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twenty miles at sea,
hours and forty-five minutes.

THE PROFESSIONAL ARENA.
The contestants in the professional arena
make hay while the sun shines if they desire
harvest of victories prior to the closing

on November

Up

oe

O
u

-d

Ed

r,0,1.44 375

511.27

88

Higham

46 1.15
25ll.l3
39 It. 06
4&I1.0R

!:;->

Bielaski

Hastings
Peters

Glenn

pended

to

August

16,

table:

Yet

Won.

Played.
43

Boston
Athletic
Hartford
St. Louis

38
30
30
23
20

41
47
:^8

M utual

41

Chicago
Atlantic

33
43
33
32

Red Stocking

if

to Quotas Yet to
Play. Played. Play.
48
4
6
49
4
6
43
3
7
52
4
6
46
4
6
hi
3
7
47
3
7
57
2
8
8
76
10

Lost
4

n

17
15

19

21
19
24

4
2

30

19

2!)

13

1

Up

to August 17, the full record of
in Ce arena, stand as follows:

games won and

Club.

o
«

lost

33

w < W
Boston
Athletic

i

|

]

Hartford
St. Lonis

o|

„

|

Mutual
j

1

ll

o

li

Chicaeo.

11

Philadelphia.

New

.

1

2
3
2
2
1

Atlantic

Red

Stockings.

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aua,
Aug.
Aug.

41

II

6|
81

0|
3)

2

2]

3|

31

2

21

4

38
31
31
23
20
19

5,
Oj

1

19

0i

0;

II

0|

0; 0;

1

4

2

..

01..

1

Games Lost

—The games

5|
l|
21

"i|

Haven...

1

4lll 17J16 24[ J9[ 24)301 -SQi 13

played since our

9— Philadelphia vs.
9— Mutual vs. New

last,

are as follows :—

St. Louis, at Philadelphia
Haven, at
Haven.
10— Hartford vs. Mutual, at Hartford
12— Athletic vs. St. Louis, at St Louis
12— Hartford vs. Mutual, at Hartford (8 inning)
.3—Mutual vs.
Haven, at
Haven.
14—Athletic vs. St. Louis, at St. Louis
14—Hartford vs.
Haven, at Hartford.
16 -Hartford vs.
Haven, at
Haven.
16—Athletic vs St. Louis, at St, Louis

New

New
New

.

New

.

New

""
'

.

.

"

" "
*•'

New

.

.

36
96
6

5

17

7|

1

Miller
Zettlein*
J&eerl*

261 33

41

1

40
12

i

?|

!

1

4 12 295

ISM'

.78

*Ilesigned.

The games with the Westerns are included
game with the St. Louis Reds is left

in the above,
out, owing to
In the fielding part there are some

but one

the loss of the score.
games missing, but they do not affect the standing of,
and would cause very little difference in the above figures.

six

TIIR

AMATEUR

AKKN/Y.

Among

the best contests played in the amateur arena
thus far, may be numbered the following:
We give them
in the order of the smallest scores:
Aug. 5— Amateur vs. Blue Sfidelci rigs, at Cincinnati (11 in). 2 to 1
Aug,
Any.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

4— Resolute

Grafton* at Portland,

vs.

JVIe

7— Star

Alio;.

vs.

Ludlow,

.

...3
...y,

—

8—NarpeJess

vs.

Oram port,

...4 to 1
1 tO 2
...4 to 2
...4 u>)l

...

Aug. 14-PYontier vs. Ecklord, at Brooklyn
Aug. 7— Kail River vs. Resolute, a. Kail Rivttf.
Am;. 5— Keystone vs. Athletic, at Brooklyn
Au^. H Confidence vs. Athletic, at New Kochclle
Aug. 6— Milford vs. Buckeye, at Milford, Ohio
Aug. 7— Nameless vs. Kly A« ay, at lloboken
Aug. 10 -Enterprise vs. Suffolk, 'at HuniitiglOn
Aug. 4— Henry Ubrr vs p. ,J. Huolies, at Brooklyn
Aug. 7 -Starr vs. Trenton, at lrvin-t.on
Aui^. 13— F«ll River vs. Rhode Island, at Providence
An<j.

to0
to2

...3 to 3
...4 tot)

Cincinnati

at,

0-1

'.

10-Sunny^ide vs. AiLryle, atJ-jingSing
li—Taunton vs. Fall River, at Pall JEiiw
2- Star vs. Buckeye, at, Covington
5—'Boston vs. Rhode Hand, at Providence
12— Cincinnati vs. Olympic, at Louisville

...4 to 8
4 to
5 to 3

:',

Moo
6to()

at Oreenport.

ti

to 2
to 2

fi

to3

li

to

I

Aug. I— Athletic vs. Neshamock. at iVIanstleld, Ohio
H lo
Aug. 18— Hughes vs. Oorr, at Brooklyn
5 to 5
Aug.
-Lowell vs Grafton, at Lowell (10 innings)
to
Aug. 3— Buckeye vs. Amaieur, at ( olumbiis
7 to 4
Aug. 4 -Chess vs. Checkers, at Hartford
7 to 4
Aug. 12— Union vs. Neshamock, at Urbana, Ohio
7 to 1
Aug. 4— Union vs. Athletic, at Urbana. Ohio
7 to
Aug. 11 -Starr vs. Lone Starr, at Herkimer, N. Y., U0 inns. 7 to
1

I

fi

li

(3

fi

li

11-Bur ingloii vs. Trenton, at, Trenton'
Aug. 14— Boston vs. Star, at Cincinnati
Aug. 13 -Chelsea vs. Olympic; at Brooklyn
Autr.

Aug
Aug
A-usr.

AuAug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

Aug
Aug.

11
'

—Boston vs.

Efp.yskMie, at I&rie,

to i;
S to 1

... .7

Blot

Pa

Siov;

5- Resolute v< Trenton, at AVavetly, N.J
o— Red Stockings vs. I.ndlovv, at St. Louis
2— Ludlam
Empire, at St. Loins

to 6
H 10 6

:-;

9 in

v.--.

Rochester vs. lavinysion. at Rochester
7— Live Oak vs Una at Lynn
3— l'avonia vs. Iloliokcn, at lloboken
11— Norfolk vs. Eekrord, at, Easton, Mass

3

!t

ft

9
9
Hill vs. Olympic oP
Y.. at. Watertown. .9
Western
5— Ionian vs.
Rock, at Oberlin, 0.,(!1 inn). 9

7-Rose

N

.

10 7
to 6
t«> 7
to 7
to 8
to 8

—

A new elub has been organized at Greenpoint, L. I.,
and the new men bave already played noteworthy games.
At the last meeting of the Greenpoint club ihe following
otlieers were elected by ballut:
President, John T. Gallup;
Vice- Preside-] t, J. Madison Wells; Secretary, Edwin S.
Havens; Treasurer, H. A. Reeves, it was voted that the
Board of Directors consist of rive members, and the following were thereupon elected by ballot: Geo. fi. Cleaves,
Theo. P. Clark, Caleb Dawson, Dr. B. D. Skinner, H. A.
Reeves. Their best game thus far was that played Aug. 14,
with the crack Nameless club, of Brooklyn, the latter finding it difficult to win by
to 4.
game

of this

month was the
I. :—

fol-

Fort Hamilton, L.

11, at

Frontier
Star

o
o

2-2
0-0

G

.10 —News
is slightly scarce.
cricketers are as active as they can be, with a goodly
proportion, if not a large majority, out of town.
They
have selected nine members of the team, and hey will play a
practice game to select the rest.
They play a practice
game at Germantowu on Saturday next.
Sculls.

Philadelphia, August

The

—A

foot-race took place on Saturday on the New York
Athletic club grounds between Richard McBride and
Stephen Drumraond. They ran one mile for $300 a side.
The race was well contested and was won by Drummond.
Time, 5 minutes 5| seconds.

Swimming Matches.— On Saturday last John Fitzgerald
and Richard Manning swam a race at Glen Cove °for a
stake of $200, the distance being one mile, straightaway.
Manning was the favorite 5 to 4. Fitzgerald, however,
proved the better man and won the race by fifty yards;
time; 19 minutes 25£ seconds.

—In

the match between S. H. Brown and Chas. A. Milon the Harlem river last week, for a stake of $200 a
side and a gold medal, Miller was the winner, his time was
18 minutes 25 seconds; distance, one mile.
ler

EriTKAORDiNAitY Jumping-.— A jumping match between
James W. Freeman, of Chicago, and Robert H. Ryan, of
this city, for $200 a side, was decided at lloboken on the
11th inst. The conditions of the match were, one single

1*3
I

19

.92
.92
7 .7"
.56
\)\
28 .Ht
2| .40

Golden

.92
.87
.77
.72
.70
.86
.88
.80
.50
.76
.84
.78

97

881
38!

Warren

p",

I

will have to
to gather in a
of the season

they had played less
than a hundred and ninety games, during a period of thr^e
months, and in the two months and two weeks yet to come
they have 2(52 games to play, as will be seen by the ap1.

fe

<rf

Devlin
Hines

lowing, played Aug.

swimmer, has now made
from Dover to Ramsgafe, in eight

&

05

3

so

•55

the English

7
5

.

V

— The best amateur

Idtional ^n§times.

New H aven
9th, 1875.

Pi

V

pj

.::

to prefer the.

Philadelphia

Minneapolis, Minn., August

DO

A

full

Hecksher-10110, 01111,

S 8-3
-w •o a

i

Shot.

In the match referred to, which came off according to
announcement, Mr. Grund was the victor; distance,

£

0J

'

another match next Monday between Pemberton Grund
for $2,500 a side, twenty-five birds, which I vvill re-

port for you.

^
•,-<

1

of bounds.

will be

t/i

&

+J

As many

this season, a

and J. G. Heeksher

that not a

9th, 1875.

"

'

16 to
4 to
7 t0
8 to
1 to
4 to
6 to
17 to
5 to
3 t

2
1

2

3
2

jump, six trials each, spring shoes barred. On the first
trial Ryan, using fifteen-pound dumb bells, jumped
12 feet
Freeman followed with 12 fee', 2f inches. Ryan then
2£.
made 12 feet 4£ inches, which was beaten by Freeman's W>
feet 6£.
Ryan then exerted himself and scored 12 feet 8f
inches, but Freeman saw him and went him one inch better.
Ryan's next jump was 12 feet 11^ inches and Freeman's
13 feet i inch.
On the fifth trial Ryan jumped 13 feet f
inch; Freeman slipped and his jump was not scored.
Freeman now had to jump first and cleared 13 feet 2f inches,
when Ryan jumped 13 feet 3£ inches and won the match'.
The best jump on the record, at least in this country, is
that of Searles, of Utica, 13 feet 5f inches.

—Why

don't the Salisbury Club, of Connecticut, put
a
stop to netting trout from the Macedonia stream?

^« »
Champion Gunners: Shooting
-

.

__
Stars.

This

is

the time

of the year to look, for them.

Unprofitable Pedestrianism :— Professional Tramps,

FOREST AND STREAM.

28

SARATOGA

The ^Sportsman's Warehouse.

ROWING ASSOCIATION.

EDWIN S. HAEEIS,

THIRD SEASON,

Late

Grand International Regatta

LAKE SARATOGA,

New

Yor»k.

GUNPOWDER.
Hazard's "Electric" Powder.
(coarse). Unsurpassed in point of
strength anu cleanliness. Packed in square canis-

Nos.

GUNS

Hazard's "American Sporting."
Nos.

3 (coarse). In lib. canisters andGJ-lb.
grain, quick and clean, for upland and
prairie shooting.
Well adapted to short guns.

August 25th.— Single Scull, (SePair-oared Shells.
THIRD DAY, Ausjnst 26th.—Double Shells, (Se-

Hazard

rass and

$

Jr*ai3or.

GUN MATERIALS OF ALL KINDS, CARTRIDGE VESTS, COATS AND BELTS, FLASKS,
POUCHES, AND AMMUNITION OF ALL KINDS. EVER! THING IN MY LINE FOR
ROTH HOME AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE PRICES.
HAVE LAUGE STOCK OE MUZZLM LOADING G UNS & RLEL E8 VERY CHEAP

ALSO,

SARATOGA ROWING ASSOCIATION,
Saratoga Spring-, N. Y.
distance in the Scull Races w ill be two miles,
one mile to a stakebont and return. In the pair and
four-oared ra/es the distance will be three miles, one
and a half miles to a stakeboat and return.

SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.
GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POWDER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,
OF ANY REQUTRET) GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.

PRIZES.
Championship Single Sculls— "Empire" Diamond Scull-, (challenge) and Presentation Cup.
Double Sc/nlL— Two Gold Medals.
State

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Company's agents in every prominent city, or wholesale at

Cup,''' (challenge,) gift of
Leslie, Esq., and two Presentation Cups
Single Sculls. (Senior)— •President's Cup," (chal-

Pair Oat-a— "Interlaken

Prank

our

Junior Sculls— Gold Medal.
Kour Oars— -'Saratoga Cup," (challenge,) and four
Presentation Cups.

RowiiiqVSuits

$5,000.

only to members/of Amateur Rowing Clubs located
in the State of New York.
The Association will provide transportation for
boats and crews, from Saratoga Railroad Station to

And

REQUIREMENTS.

1875.

ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,
The

^Military

.

7,

breech-loading guns, # giving great penetration with
very slight recoil.

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,
For water fowl. Very strong and clean. Nos. 1 to
Packed in metal kegs of 6}- lbs. each, and in canis
5.
tersof 1 and 5 lbs.

Xfcifles.

\

strongest and cleanest Powder made. Nos. 1
packed only in sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
sizes especially are recommended to owners of fine

to

Breech Loading, Sporting

commodations.

AUDUBON POWDER,
Very quick. For woodcock and quail Nos. 1 to 4.
Packed in metal kegs of 12j- lbs. and 6£ lbs., and in
pound canisters.

For Simplicity of Construction,

ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,

ACCURACY,

be allowed to row.
The Association defines an amateur oarsman to be
member
of a regularly organized
who
is
a
a person
amateur rowins club, and one who has not rowed for

Amateurs only

Orange Sporting Powder.

Most Approved System
OF

Tlie

the Lake and return free.
C*ood board at the Lake, for contestants, will be arranged for in advance of their arrival, at the pi ice of
$10 to $15 per week, according to bill of fare and ac-

July 15th,

A Specially.

open

Individuals or crews entering must forward a certificate, properly authenticated, containing their name
or names, name and location of club to which they
belong, class of boat and dimensions, clan rowing
colors, and copy of their club by-laws, if printed.
No member of a club will be allowed to compete
unless his membership dates in such club previous to

office,

^S Wall Street, IVew York.

nd Presentation Medal.

is

will

Penetration* Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation.

Materials and

money; been willing to be matched to row for money
entered or rowed in a res/atta open to all comers since
May 1st, 1S74; been engaged to instruct or train any
;

Workmanship, they are Unsurpassed.
SIZES,

REVOLVERS OF VARIOUS
DESIRABLE

~

m

person in physical exercises or rowing for any compensation whatsoever, been engayed professionally in
connection with boats or in the use of the oar upon

The best for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g, FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest and
most used. Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25
lbs., 12£ lbs., and 6} lbs., and in canisters of lib. and
i pound.

All of the above give high velocities

uum than any other

The Junior Scull Race is open
won a Senior Scull Race.

to those only

who

Whitney

never

rules of the regatta shall be th03e laid

down

in

Englehardfs American Rowing Almanac, governing
American regattas. '
Protests and charges against any ontry must be
verified by sworn affidavit and presented to the Qualification Committee before the 23d of August.
The winner or winners in every race are expected
to present to the Association their photographs, of a
suitable size for framing.

LAFLIN

OFFICERS.

J. G.

Transportation to Lake— Wm. P. Carpenter, C. M.
aug!2-lt
P. K Robbins.

White,

m

I

mx

Our Readers

Dorys, on board
Steamers, Yachts, and other
vessels. Also for Sportsmen,
Tourists, Trappers, ExplorParties
ing Expeditions,
Camping Out, &c. These
safe and perfectly portable
boats will admit of the
A very
roughest usage.
light, strong and durable
tough
other
frame of ash or
Dir.gies,

to

fail

1

and

is

1

ounge

:

Join pan y, Troy, N. Y.,|or|INorwaiK.

Broadway.
umin.

Address

all

business correspondence to

DITTWIAR

POWDER

examine the list of
offered by the oub-=^j{j

-o-

ONLY

Postage

10

Office

55 Kilby street,
BOSTON.

CHAS.

L.

Household Publishing Co.,-f§|
41 Park Row, J%. Y. *-§3
P. O. Box 3,267.

tS Pm»o'n+
c
JL ell lylll©
a,

I

send at once for a CG py of

=
this excellenc, chaste and
g£|L»sparkling publication— examine it carefully;
word for it,
WILL at once
,yj=and,
.
-J>eco?ne subscribers for the sake of your little
I

OUR

YOU

=ones, as well as because you will find its columns moat attractive for your own reading.

Agents Wanted Everywhere.
Write

to

us

Oil AS. J.

one dollar a yearJ!-f||
cents extra.

A ddress

£«f°

CO.,

ANDREWS,
President.

£^J=.

,

Camp

aug5
;

vice.

^.Subscription,

'

one-eighth

We

are sure, flnd-=f2
ample remuneration in actin on our ad-

r

Chute and Fishway.
and

used by

WILL, we

.

in

cover,

Before you start
for a table as well as a bed.
get the Camp Lounge. It curries light, lies easy, is always
ready, and saves many times its weight and expense in
idACT
.biP,
i rrHT
**'
blankets. With cloth Case, $5. By mail, $5.85. Patent
CO^„ ntApQ0 &
Patent comten-™- Camp Pillow, $1.25. Folding Camp Cot, $8.
HOUSEXMIOME bined Lounge and Valise, $10 to $20.
can refer to more
now
our Camp
military
men
using
sportsmen
and
IN CAMP, than 2,000
Lounge. Special terms to sporting clubs and military organizations. Orders received at Forest and Stream Office
and Eaton & Co.'s, 102 Nassau street. Trade supplied at 177
fish pole,

Premiums

m —YOU

YorK.

folded ready for use in three
minutes' time. Boats shipped
by express anywhere, same
other
rate
of
freight
as
goods. Eor descriptive circular and price list, address as
bove.

Young and Old!

Prizes and

New

AND

space,,for transportation, "nd
buggy,
in
a light
cirried

Attractive Monthly for-«£§

lis he

BiiET^Eirs

STANDARD.
CAMP LOUNCE-THE
Campers

the Family Cirele.

-^^-^W DON'T

— slate where you saw this.

Y.

wigon, horseback, or by single person, and can be un-

Folds to about the size of a

^.Illustrated Household Magazine,;^}
—Now in its 17th Volume—
fW"
«Jg3
^W^The Best Periodical Ever Published for,^^

I^An

street,

can be folded

*m

& RAND POWDER Co.,
21 Park Row, N.

PATENT

wool with caayas

pOBXABL£L

toons, Life Boats, Lighters,

IBi^are heartily advised to send ten cents for &^S£M
fW*°
specimen copy of the
^J0>

fW*' Profusely Illustrated— Replete with Choice „^|
Reading and Useful Information.

A.

S.

HEGEMAN'S PATENT PORTABLE FOLDING BOAT.
Eor use as Military Pon-

Cooke, R. P. Gardner.

112 Fulton

Sent to any part of the United States free of charge.

less resia-

(OrposiTB Astor House.)

MISFIT CARPETS.

COMMITTEES.
Regatta— C. F. Southgate, II. P. Delafield, A. A.
Patterson, Jr.. Lieut. McNair. H. Leslie, L. H.
Cramer, P. McDonald.
Qualificat'iou--R. H. Soulhgate, A. A, Patterson,
jr., Wm. H. Bockes, A. W. Shepherd, C. H. Tefft, Jr.
Reception- Geo. M. Crane, John P. Morrissey, E.
F. Andrews, S. F. Corey, W. H. Knickerbacker.
p reas _D. F. Ritchie, A. S. Pease, H. P. Huling.

Comp.,

SECOND HAND AND MISFIT ENGLISH BRUSSELS, THREE PLY
GOOD
INGRAIN CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, &C, VERY CHEAP, AT THE OLD PLACE,

J. C. Shepherd. Vice
President; P. McDonald, Secretary; C. H. Teffi, Jr.,
Treasurer; L. H. Cramer, Ensign; W. A. Hamilton,
Captain; Wm. H. Bockes, Corresponding Secretary.

Finance— B. F. Judson,

Arms

Whitney vi He, near New Haven, Conn., U.

Geo. L. Ames, President;

and

brands made.

ALL RESPECTS.

Sendior Circulars.

the water.

The

of 25

12£, and 6£ lbs. and cans of 5 lbs.
FFFG is also
packed in I and f lb. canisters. Burns strong ana
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands
for ordinary sportins, and the "Sea Shooting" FG
is the standard Rifle powder of the country.

The

Race

"Duck Shooting."

(fine) to 5 (coarse).
In
lb. kegs.

Hazard's "Kentucky Rifle."
FFFG, FFG, and "Sea Shooting" FG, in kegs

20th day of August, addressed

State Championship

1

and 6i and 12£

O.artri clg^o

Four-oared Shells.

All the races will be free, but an entrance fee of $20
for each boat will be required at the nine of entering,
to be paid to the Treasurer as an evidence of good
faith, to be returned if the boat entered rows in the
race.
Entries must positively be made on or before the

s

1 aud 5 lb. canisters
Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close, and with great
penetration. For field, forest and water shooting
it ranks any other brand, and it is equally serviceable for muzzle or breech loader.

Nos.

Implements,

nior.i

The New York

A fine

OF ALL

SECOND DAY,

TOTAL VALUE OF PRIZES,

1 (fine; to

kegs.

us, Pistols

AND

Sbells,
Single-Scull Shells,

(Junior.)

lenge.)

1 (fine) to 5

ters of 1 lb. only.

FIRST DAY, August 24th.— Single. scull

nior.)

CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

BREECH LOADING

August 24*h, 25th and 26th, 1875.

OPEN TO THE MEMBERS O^ ALL REGULARLY
ORGANIZED AMATEUR ROWING CLUBS
IN THE UNITED STATES AND
BRITISH PROVINCESRACES.
State Championship.)

Broadway,

POWDER

HAZARD

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY,

(New York

THE

COOPER HARRIS & HODGKINS,

IVo. [1*7 7

ON

ijsccJhmam.

HAVE FOR SALE
Dittinar's Gunpowder

Shaved from the finest Natural Leaf, and expressly
Does not
for Meerschaum and Cigarette smoking.
make the tongue or mouth sore. Unlike any other
Tobacco.
No Sportsman's

outfit

is

complete without

it.

now generally adopted and considered the best
smoking tobacco ever produced.
Liberal samples sent on receipt of money.

THREE MEDALS AWARDED.
Yienna, Grand Medal of Merit, 1873.
Sold generally throughout the United States.
Manufactured only by

s.
SEND EOR^CmCXJLAJK,

N. Y.

For £ho' Guns and Rilies.
Secured by Letters Patent.

It

is

Peerless Tobacco Works, Rochester,

WHITMORE,
Treasurer.

CUT CAVENDISH

FIXED AMMUNITION FOR ALL VARIETIES OF
RIFLES AND SHOT GUNS FURNISHED AT SHORT NOTICE.

The Fish-way is constructed In the bottom of. a
chute of any desired width, by meaus of timbers
forming triangles, making a zigzag course, breaking
the force of the water iii its descent, enabling any
kind of fish to ascend it. It may be constructed on a
rise or grade of one foot in ten.
Its upper end extends into the pool of a dam. The water "flows with
uniform
a
swiftness over a smooth bottom." It does
'not form any "pools or eddies.'
This Fish-way can be seen in a dam in the Mohawk
River near Schenectady, N. Y., and for its successful
working see the Report of the New York Commission
1

ers of fisheries for 1874
may 6-ly
J AS.

glish Wood Powder, or
perior to each,,

Sawdust Powder, as it

is

su-

Muncy, Pa.

Sport^inen!
GUNS CLEAN,
KEEP YOUR
and

FREE

lead with one-half the usual
from rust
time and labor, by the use of my chemically prepared
Circular Gun Swabs, suitable for cleaning any size
bore, and warranted not to injure the finest barrels.
Put up iu packages containing 100 Swabs and sent
postpaid to any address on the receipt of 50 cents.
Please state whether they are wanted for shot sun or
Try a package and you will use no other. Adrifle
dress R. L.

The new patent Sporting Powder does not soil the
gun; cleans it. when you use one charge of it, alter
many with black powder; no smoke— little recoil— no
loudreport— high velocity. The best ever made in
this line; not to be confounded with Schultz' or En-

BREWER,

GRAVES,

Sunderland, Vt.

anl9tf

DOUTHOR SALE— A SECOND-HAND Lancasbreech loader, and Charles
at a very low figure.
L, RITZMANN & CO.,
943 Broadway, above 22d street.
Cartridges of fall sizes ready loaded on hand, and
ft%*u
Ojaded to order,
_JJ,

ter

gall 10 bore

muzzle loader, both

CHARLES
.

FOREST AND STREAM.
SCOVILL'S

\i%ctltet\tou8.

BloocMLiverSyrup
All cutaneous eruptions on the face or

body indicate

&

J.

-.

this may or may not be
either case is nothing more than

and

that

SCROFULA;

but in

an insidious poison,

BREECH LOADING GUNS,
Made

BURNS LIKE A TERRIBLE FIRE

to

it

vks)*^

Syrup

genuine high class workmanship
and. No. 1 SHOOTING POW-

ERS,

are built in six qualities
They are now imported direct to our
OFFICE, and sold by the Manuat
facturers to
the following prices.

positively effect this desideratum, expelling
every trace of disease from the blood and system and
will

(or brands.)

-eaving the skin

Hundreds of

SPORTSMEN

AND BEAUTIFUL.

SOFT, FAIR

certificates attest its value.

Pioneer,-

Price $1 a

Tolley,
Standard,

bottle.

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Dr. Rogers's
VEGETABLE WORM SYRUP
suffer pain,

when

inflicted

upon

There is no other malady incident to childhood that
is accompanied with more indescribable wretched-

comprehends the situation
he will not delay a moment in securing the most
prompt and efficient remedies to insure the expulsion
of the intruders.
The. remedy may be found in

.

Worm

Yegetable

Syrup.

WORM SYRUP is the reliable preparation.
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP is a palatable preparation.
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP is liked by children.
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP positively destroys
worms.
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP leaves no bad effects.
EOGERS' WORM SYRUP is highly recommended
by physicians, and is unquestionably the best WORM
ROGERS'

MEDICINE IN THE WORLD.
For

Price 25 cents.

sale by all druggists.

HENRY'S
Carbolic

BRANCH OFFICE, 29

The wonderful

Salve.

celerity

with pride that the proprietors

NEW YORK

call

Physicians g^i^re iit ±lie hig*liest meed of praise,
and prescribe

New

it

in their practice.

York, Dec.

John F. Henry, Esq.
Your Carbolic Salve proves an
thank you for

it.

This

Winners of the* Turf, Field
and Fann" Grim Trials.

excellent article,

Board of Health.

Price 25 cents per box.

REV. R.

B.

Cure

I

Rev. R.B Loekvvood's Nasal Douche will be
found valuable in obstinate chronic cases.
Rev. R. B. LockwoOd's Liver and Stomach Pills
idyspepsia, receive the endorsement of thousands.

call

QUALITY"

Medium and fine guns bear full name and address,
and plain guns full name and "London only.
Each gun is numbered and the actions are stamped
with name and trade mark.
SON, i'ole makers of the
VV. & C. SCOTT
Patent Top Lever, solid, Double Locking Bolt Breech

HENRY, CTJRRAN & CO., Proprietors,
and 9 College Place, New York.

Loader, bearing the full name of the firm. W. & C.
SCOTT & SON caution sportsmen against imitations
of their patent and name. Guns bearing the name
abbreviated, or with different initials, are not genuine.

FIELD," LONDON.

(See The Field, January 30th, 1875.)
''From a comparison of the two tables it will be
seen that with Walker's shot, Messrs. Scott's guns
showed a marked superiority over Mr. Greener's,
both in average and in the highest score made. Indeed, with the left barrel, in his third shot, Mr. Scott
got a selected group pattern of 239 and a penetration

10 Great

Castle

St.,

Offices

Regent

ham

Circus, near
Hotel.

CO.,

OIL

BreechLoadingShotGuns
Long Range Match

Rifles,

It is easy enough to make a pill, but to make a
pill, ah! that's the difficulty.
There are cheap,
arsh, drastic pills, that are of even less benefit than
a dose of salts. But a good medicine, like Dr. Mott's
Liver Pills, which penetrates to the seat of disease, is
a desideratum indeed. Will positively cure all dis-

Price 25 cents

per box.

Oxygenated

Bitters.

At

certain periods of life a tonic is a necessity; but
there is danger in using stimulants that injure the organs of digestion while giving temporary relief. To
obviate this and present to the public a tonic free
from Alcoholic Poison, Dr. Green prepared the Oxygenated Bitters, a sure cure for dyspepsia and all kin-

dred complaints.

Sold everywhere.

Price

$1 per

bottle.

Packer's

Ail-Healing

Tar

|

Soap,

O

original prescription.)

JBreecli
The

Loading Shot Guns.

strongest and most durable snap action made.

Shooting qualities

03

DENTIFRICE,

in

Bottles.

DENTIFRICE,

in

Tin Canisters, suitable for

first-class.

Travelers.

\ARABIAN RACAH0UT,

LOADERS.
Same

Apr 8-6m

Clark
Ac Sxieicler.
MANUFACTURERS OP THE

SNEIDER

PATENT BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUN.

ALTERING

Muzzle-Loading' Guns

COUGH SYRUP.

MRS. HARVEY'S

in

convenient bottlel

AGENT FOR
DEMRDIN'S SYRUP RED ORANGE,

None Genuine without

OF MALTA.
my name as Agent

on the Label.

CORRESPONDENTS.
143 New Bond Street, W.
MAW, SON & THOMPSON,

S.

LONDON*

12 Aldersgate St., E. C.

Breech-Loading
A SPECIALTY.
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS.
to

Q14 W. Pratt St., Baltimore.

F.

NEWBERY & SONS,

G.

V0SS, HAMBURG,

.

E.

DflJARDIN, PARIS,

.

37 Newgate

St.,

E. C.

21 Johannis Strasse.

2 Avenue de

Opera.

I'

Kay Shot Concenfrating Cartridge.
No creasers, turners, or topwads required. Loads
in half the time usually required. Pifty per cent,
hetter distribution and greater penetration secured.
Send to your sun dealer for sample.
Jn3-ly

The

attention of Druggists and the Trade generally,

Office:

30

is

called

to the Price List of

ENGLISH & FRENCH
MEDICINES & PHARMACEUTICAL
PREPARATIONS,

Y. Safety Steam Power Coj

]U.

Which

will

*

be mailed on application.

COURTLAN£>T ST*

BUILDERS OF

The Up-Towu

STEAM ENGINES AND

BOILERS'

Chas.
Factory,

WHOLESALE.

Sportsman's

Depot,

L Eitzmann &
943 BROADWAY
111 Centre Street.

Co. ?

(above 23d

St.)

gB^rM BERU56- '*
i

Aprl-6m

Steam Launches
And

& Yachts)

their Machinery a Specialty, also

Machinery for

TUGS, LIGHTERS AND STEAMERS^

London Gun

Trial,

1875.

Propeller

Wheels of Superior

Efficiency,

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR.
All our boats are guaranteed to pass inspection TmrlpT t.hf Steamboat law wh^n reo'nirfirt
J3§*""

PENETRATION,

and REGULARITY OP SHOOTING.
Mr. HENRY C. SQUIRES, of No. 1 Cortlandt

St.,

New York, is now importing my DOUBLE CLOSESHOOTING GUNS to order, an invoice of which
will be shipped to him on the" 1st July, and can be examined about the 15th. All special orders given to
Mr. Squires will be carefully filled. A full report of
the GREAT TRIAL, showing the marked superiority
of my guns over guns made by Dougal, Pape, Westley
Richards, Tolley, Scott, and others, will shortly be
published, and can be had on application at No. 1

Cortland

St.

W.W. GREENER,
Ohaxirpion. Griin
St.

Maker,

Mary's Works, Birmingham, England.

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Guns, Rifles, Pistois.Fishing Tackle
Remington Rifles and Shot Guns, Holabird Shooting Stilts, Cartridge Vest, Belts and Pouches
Implements for both muzzle and breech loading guns.
Sportsmen's Goods and Ammunition of Alt Rinds.
We take muzzle loaders in exchange for breech
loaders, and have always some fine second-hand guns
on hand cheap.
Goods, sent C. O. D. to all parts of the United
States.
Ivory and Pearl Stocks put on Pistols. Repairing
of all kinds artistically executed.
Cartridges for Breech Loading Shot Guns, ready
loaded, put up in boxes of fifty, or loaded to order

GREENER

W: W.
hegs to inform his numerous
clients in the United States that he has been very successful in the above trial, having secured the first
prize, a silver cup, value 40 guineas— elass 2 for 12
bores; also winner in class 1 for 8 and* 10 bores, and
class 4 for 20 bores.
He has won in all the classes for
improved boring, which is upon a different plan to any
other maker, and is far superior in the three most essential points, viz., PATTERN,

]

SAVORY & MOORE,

Lancaster Street, Birmingham.

It cures all

kinds of Skin Diseases with a most wonderful certainty; it promotes cleanliness, personal
purity and general health; It is a preventive of many
kinds of disease, and it is an, absolute .necessity in
the nursery. Price 26 cents.

CHAPMAN'S ANTI-DYSPEPTIC PILLS
|WISTAR'S COUGH LOZENGES, (front

Manufacturer of

MOTT'S LIVER PILLS

Green's

V)

&c

24 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN,
AND
72 ST. JAMES STREET, LONDON.

Price 25 Cents per Bottle.

good

/ESSENCE JAMAICA GINGER.
CHOLERA MIXTURE.
PRESERVED TARAXACUM JUICE.
MUTTER'S COUGH SYRUP.
BITTER WINE OF IRON.
COOPER'S ANTI-BILIOUS PILLS.

Manufactory Premier Gun Works,

panies.

Sold everywhere.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Lang-

THE GREAT

A PURE OIL that does not gum up and has the
endorsement of the principal Sewing Machine Com-

eases of the .Liver.

N. E. Corner Fifth and Chestnut Streets

Chief address:

HENRY'S
MACHINE

& DISPENSING

INVENTORS AND MANUFACTURERS OP THE ITNEST

'

&

Price 50 cents each.

SEWING

SON

CHEMIST

MANUFACTURING

E.

attention to their
very FINEST weapon, combining all their recent imbetween
their name
marked
on
the
rib
provements,
and London address the brand— "TH ai PREMIER
<fc

London

The Best Remedy Known, and Endorsed by all the

P.
8

(Established 1822)

IMPORTING,

classes.

SCOTT

Baltimore

OF—

&

JOHN RIGBY

action as new guns. Send for circular and
price list, No. 3 "West Main street, Rochester, N. Y.

C.

St..

SOLE PROPRIETOR AND MANUFACTURE*

OF ACTION, MATERIALS, PROPORTION, AND
SHOOTING QUALITIES combined, in all the four

«fc

South Calve rt

Frederick Brown

59 St. James's Street London,

MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH

equalling the highest pattern made by Mr
Greener, and <:xceeding the penetration of that particular shot by eight sheets."

Principal Physicians of the Country.

JOHN

m

of 37,

LOCRWOOD'S

Catarrh

RANGE—

(See issue October 3d, 1873.)
In which competition the committees have awarded
our guns, First and Second for POINTS OF MERIT

W.

St

by

CHAS. GREEN,'

"THE

is

Pres't

trials at Wimbledon by Editor
of the Field to possess the GREATEST PENEthus:
TRATION and therefore LONGEST
Circle, 30 inches; 300 pellets; average, 191; penetration, 37.
The Editor's trial of Greener guns with 340
pellets of same shot and same charge of powder, gave
180,and penetration 30, although there were 40 more pellets in each charge.
Should any controversy arise as
to the durability of these new systems, we herewith
warn ai'. beforehand that our system is our own invention (though founded on the American idea) and is DURABLE, a fact remarked on by the Fitld, that the
guns tried had been
use during last season, and references permitted to the owners. Send for Illustrated
Circulars to

No.

19

Double and Single Express Rifles.

Breech Loaders.
mm

TRIAL OF SCOTT& GREENER'S NEW SYSTEM
OF BORING, BY THE EDITOR OF

22, 1869.

another evidence of the
great value of the discovery of Carbolic Acid. Yours
truly,
Geo. B. Lincolm,
I

CITY.

Birmingham, Engl and.

:

and

Maiden Lane,

1

attention to the gratifying fact that

it

re-

or re-

IMOMAS,

ALEXANDER
Iff

(Title registered.)

THE PREMIER GUN.

with which this
combination of Carbolic Acid with other
soothing and Curative Emollients acts,
is something akin to the marvelous.

and use

and others

MANUFACTORY, PIONEER WORKS,

FOB SALE BY ALL DfiUGGISlS.

It is

';

"

fully

mind that

Please bear in

-

"
"
"

SHOWN

.a order,

paired in the best manner.

EXPRESS SHOT GUNS

Send for illustrated descriptive particulars and price
sheets to our

jyl

Produced "by Worms;

Dr. Roger's

-

-

Gold.

quiring Guns specially built, on
our new system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
with increased PENETRATION, can have their wishes
carried out WITH DESPATCH

sufferers than that

ana when the parent

-

$65
90
115
140
ISO
225

Without Extra Cost,

Cannot see hisChild Suffer.
little

-

-

-

-

TRAP SHOTS

himself, heroically;" but he

ness to the

-

Challenge,

Paragon,

-

-

-

JV&tional,

A brave man may

NEW YORK

Guns made

Wholesale and Retail.

DOUGALL'S

D.

J.

These Guns,* celebrated for

$£.

Blood and Liver

AMMUNITI

( >J\ ,
Materials for Gun-Makers, &c,

FROMJSTOCK.

ONCE TO CLEANSE THE BLOOD; and

Scovill's

Sportsmen's Apparatus,

Order

OR

courses through the viens, sowing seeds of death
with every pulsation.
In this condition of things something is needed at
as

Established 1 843.
Breech and Muzzle Loading

U$cqlfattean8>

W. TOLLEY'S
FINE ENGLISH

Impure Condition of the Blood,

Aii

29

ang5-6m

HPflERE CAN BE NO GREATER POR_L tabihty

without serious defects They are the only
portable boats that are equal to the very best whole
ones for local use.
jy29-ly
Boats, Hunting
T$On,tst UUfllfe.
ROill^t Pleasure
±9Vtllj&.
Boats, Fishing Boats of
any style, size, or weight, adapted to use on the lakes
or great rivers, as well as in the woods.
Boats for
hunting weighing
to GO pounds. Boats for fishing,
ib to 150 pounds.
Pleasure boats, with sails or awnings. Boats on hand, or made' to order.
Best material only used, and every boat made
by experienced
workmen Prices to suit the times. Boats sent to
any part of the country. Address J. H. RODGERS,
Agent. Ogdenshurg, N.
iull5f,f

MUZZLE LOADERS

CONVERTED INTO BREECH LOADERS*
and

ON THE MOST APPROVED PRINCIPLE,
all kinds of BREECH LOADING work effected.

Mortimer & Kirkwood,
24

m

Y

Street. Boston,

Mass

[TRADE MARK.]

OR

.

CANADIAN BASS WOOD CANOES.
BTBBB0WUOH Canada.
T^t?^K?Sv£
HESE CANOES POSSESS ALL THE

ELM

Sportsman's Friend;

»

much

qualities of the Indian birch canoes,
but are

stronger and faster.

Price at

men

Weight about 60 pounds;
Peterborough, $35 gold. Just what spqrts-

require,

augtfffiu

A SURE PROTECTION

Against the attacks of Mosquitoes, Black Flies, Fleas
In pocket bottles. For sale
C.N CRITTENTON & CO., 7 Sixthbv
av„ N. Y,

and Ants.
je^T-St

FOREST AND STREAM-

30

MOUNT

JULIAN

Lakefield

SUMMER

HOTEL,

and Stoney Lake.

VIA THE MIDLAND KAILWAY.

This Summer fesort is situated on the shores of Stoney Lake, in the county of Peterborough", Canada.
Stonev Lake has lately been set apart by the Department of Marine and Fisheries for the protection of
fish, and for scenery, hunting, and fishing it is superior to anv of the back lakes of Canada which are
easy of access. The principal fish are Salmon Trout,
Maekinonge, Bass. Herrings, and Perch, for which
fishing permits will be granted. The game consists
of Duck. Deer, and Partridge. The Lake is covered
with islands, and presents the same appearance as the
Thousand Islands of the River St. Lawrence. It is
about twenty -five miles long and three wide. The
hotel is commodious, and fitted with every appliance
of comfort; it is the property of the Company, and
will be managed to please its patrons in every particuThe charges are moderate, being $1 50 per day
lar.
by the week, and $2 per day under that time. -Children under twelve years of age. half price. Liquors
are kept for the use of guests only, no bar being kept
open for the public. The hotel is reached by the Midland Railway from Port Hope to Lakefield. thence by
steamer Chippewa to Julian's Landing. B. Beatty's
boats and canoes are always kept on hire. George
Cochrane and F.Kane will always be on hand with
their guides to paddle

and accompany sportsmen.

The steamer Chippewa

leaves Lakefield for Julian's

Landing every Monday. Wednesday, and Saturday,
on the arrival of the morning train from Port Hope.
On Thursdays it will connect with the excursion train
on the Midland Railway.
n
The steamer Norseman arrives from Rochester every
morning at Port Slope at 8 A. M., in time to connect
w)th the Midland Railway, leaving Port Hope at 10
o'clock A. M. Parties from Rochester can reach the
hotel in eighteen hours bv water and rail for $3 80.
Time Tables— Midland' Railway leaves Port Hope at
10 A. M. and 5:30 P. M., arriving at Lakefield at 1 P.
M. and 8:15 P. M. Returning, leaves Lakefield at 5
A. M. and 2 P. M., arriving at Port Hope at :45 A.
M. and 7:35 P. M. Steamer Chippewa leaves Lake
field at J :15 P. M ., arriving at Julian's Landing at 3:15
Returning leaves Julianas Landing at 5 P. M
P. M
arriving at Lakefield at 7:150 P. M.
For further particulars, apply lo
\

.

.

^^^

^

Manager

of the

Com pan \\ Lake field. Out.
E. W. GARDNER,

of the Hotel, Julian's. Landing, Lakefield,
1 *m-.

Jy

out,

Lake Conehiehing* Hotel, Canada.
This charming and picturesque first-class Summer

Resort, will be opened for the season on 7th of June,
and will remain open until October. The sporting in
the immediate neighborhood is exceptionally excelto the Muslent, the Hotel being within ready access

koka Lakes. Sparrow Lake, and Trading Lake, where
Salmon Trout, Black Bass, Speckled Trout, etc
abound in original plenty. Yachting, Boating, Bathprovide for
in"- Bowling Alleys, Billiard Rooms, etc.,
Mail and telegraph oihces
the' amusement of guests.
Pates exceedingly moderate. For cirin the house
culars containing terms, etc., apply to t he "iliec ol
JOHN E. hORKMAN
Forest and Stream, or
Box 2015, P. O Toronto, or to
THOMAS SCULLY, Manager,
Couchicbing, Ontario.
my 20

HOTEL
INTERNATIONAL
NIAGARA FALLS.
GYLE & PULLER, Pkoimuktors.
Near the Rapids and Palls. Extra inducements to
families or single persons for the season. Carnages
-

a t reasonable rates.

.ly?

3m

R0YA1, NIAGARA HOTEL,
QUEEN'S
^
NIAGARA.

Delightfully located ot the mouth of Niagara River,
fourteen miles from the Falls. Accessible by boat

and

rai

1

way

.

Pine

facilities for

oathnig,

^"lug^boatinsand

McGaYV & WA1NETT.

-

3#'- 3m

Rossin House, Toronto, Canada.
SHtiARS & SON, Proprietors.

This honseis a favorite resort for gentlemen sportsmen from all parts of the Unit ed States and Canada.

Orossmcm. House,
ALEXANDRIA BAY,

deiV.

MON & SON,

Co ,N. Y.
Proprietors.

C.CROSS-

House* recently rebuilt and elegantIt is localy furnished, is now open for visitors.
ted in one of the most delightful places in the. Thousand Island region, commanding an extensive view of
the St.Lawrcnee and the Islands and offers every facilof guests.' Outfits
ity for the comfort and enjoyment
Steamers
for boating, Hunting and Fishing Parties.
for the bay connect, at Clayton with the Ptica and
with the
Vincent
Cape
and
at
Railroad,
Black River
5m
Rome, Wafertown and Ogdcnsbtirg Railroad.

TITTS

Twin Lakes Trout Farm.

B

LACARD FOR GENTLEMEN AND
Splendid

Artists, Anglers, &c.
) dies,
scenery and drives. Fine boating, trout, pickerel,
bass tishing and woodcock shooting. Also les-

Sportsmen,

and

water color painting, drawing and
sons in oil
etching, if desired. Address J. IVES PEASE, or E.
SHERMAN PEASE, P. O. box 60 Canaan, Conn.
jq-, ij, —Cottage building sites overlooking the lakes
Apr8-tf
for sale cheap; also one for a hotel.

and

HOTEL, RATH, L. L— ONE
BATH
HOUR FROM THE CITY.— The

subscriber
having leased the above hotel for a term of years, is
determined by sparing no pains to make this resort
second to none in the vicinity of New York and

Brooklyn. First class table and low prices.
ready for the reception of guests
C.

jefV-tOctl

A.

OAKLAND, California.
JOHN M. LAWLOR & CO., Proprietors.

Now

BUNTING.

k3 the great Trans-aontinental. Railroad", 40 minutes from San Francisco; 200 rooms, with hot and
cold water in every room; delightful drives and splendid scenery; a favorite home for tourists.
jnlv'S-Vfim

IHOR SALE CHEAP, 450

G H

and bed's, first-class table, &c.
and pleasant drives near by.

Fishing, shooting,

Apr8

run

NEAR TWIN LAKES, EOUR
BOARD
Harlem
A
hours from New York

Railroad.
desirable location for sportsmen, artists, and all those
wanting a pleasant home. Address P. F. COOPER,
via

Locust" Hill Farm, Ashley Falls. Berkshire county,
Mar 24 6m
Mass.

'

BAY

BL HOUSE, BARNEGAT INLET.

five

iyl tf

J. W. ilJ.lNO.CiX,
Waretown P. O., Ocean cjimty, N. J.

SHOOTING OF ALL VARIEShinnecock

ties.

the

Bay,

shooting

best

Wm.

New

York.
N. Lane
in the vicinity of
respectfully informs his friends that, having largely
added to the pipringville House, he is prepared to entertain and take care of his guests in ample manner.
Moderate prices and satisfactory attention guaranteed. The young bay birds are now coming in and
good bags are the order of the day. Address
Lane. Good Ground Station, L. I.
Live wild geese stools for Spring and Fall shooting.

ground

Wm.

N

anuo-3mo

LAKES OFMUSKOIU.

AND

DAILY LINE

Lake Superior Line.

Northern Railway from Toronto

Comprising the three

Cumberland

and

Algoma,
in connection

NORTHERN RAILWAY OF CANADA,
Leaving Gollingwood every Tuesday and Friday
On arrival of Steamboat Express Train, with Drawing

Room Cars attached, calling at
PRESQUITE, BRUCE MINES. SAULT STE.
MARIE, MIOIIIPICOTON. NRPIGON, SILVER ISLET, AND PRINCE AKTHUK'S LANDING.

the Northwest!
Thunder Bay with DAWROAD TRANSPORTATION COMPANY for

and

Garry

direct connections at

SPORTSMEN

BROOK TROUT
AMERICAN

BLACK

LUXURIOUS SLEEPING AND CHAIR CARS
run through from Cincinnati to Traverse City; al-o
PULLMAN PALACE SLEEPERS from Detroit over
Michigan Central and Grand Rapids and Indiana road,
via Grand Rapids, to Petoskey, with SPLENDID

making

DAILY CONNECTION

at latter

point for the Island of Mackinaw.
For Tourists' Guide, containing complete and accurate maps, with full information as to Fi-diing Grounds,
transportation facilities, and in short all that could be
desired by Sportsmen or Tourists, send to Forest and
Low Round
Si ream office! or to the undersigned.

Trip

BER

EXCURSION TICKETS

good

COUNTRY

Pleasure Travel.

HOTELS GOOD AND CHEAP.
TROUT, B\S** and MAisKINOiVOK

Splendid

Fl^HLVG.

DUCK AND DEEP SHOOTING. Etc
Apply at NORTHERN RAILWAY OFFICES,
Also,

ronto, and of A. P.
augl2-toctl

COCKHURN,

To-

Gravenhurst.

Central Railroad of N. Jersey.
ALL RAIL LTNE BETWEEN

NEW T0RK AND LONG

BRANCH.

Six trains each way dailv, Sunday excepted, passing through Wood"ridee, Perth Amboy, South Am-

Matawan, Middletown and Red Bank.
Leave New York at 7:30, 9:00,10:30 A.M., P00

boy,

M.

Returning, leave

Long Branch

at ?:05, 8:00, 10:05

A

2:30. 4:10, 6:20 P. M.
In addition to the above an accommodation train
leaves New York for" South Amboy at 6:30 P. j\i.
Leaves South Amboy for New York at 6:25 A M.
Stages connect at Matawan, with all trains, to and
from Keyport. and at Lone Branch Station, with all
trains, to and from Ocean Grove and Asbury Park.
II. P. BALDWIN, Gen. Pass. Ayent,
R.. E. BioKPR. Sup't and EngV.
Jul 153m

M.,

and
Georgia
u

Florida.r„sS£s:

Plorida should subscribe for the TVIornixg
News, published at Savannah, Ga. Daily, $10; WeekAdvertisers desiring customers in
ly, $2 per annum.
these State*; should use its columns. It is the best pa.
pt-r in Ihe Southeast.
Specimen copies sent on receipt
of 5 cents. Address J. H. ESTILL, Savannah, Ga.
angl2-4t
or

pia

Glioo/p ExctiY-^ioxiLS
made during the Summer season, in the
of June. July, August, and September, affording ample opportunity for visiting the Great Mineral
Region of Lake Superior andihe FISHING
of Lake Nepigon.
month *
1

SPORTS^EriS' DEPOT.

GROUNDS

Connections throughput punctual and certain.
Slate Rooms can be secured at Cenlval Passenger
Offices. Toronto, and all information in veil by
CIIAS. PERRY. 62 King street, East, Toronto.
I). M1LLOY. 8 Front street, East, Toronto.

COOK, SON & JEN KINS. Ag'is, 20.1 Broadway .Y.
ALFRED TELFER, General Agent,
Northern Railway, Brock

street,

New

Maine,

Eastern

JOHN KBIBER,
Corner Second and Walnut

Srs.,

Philadelphia,

IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN
(xiins, Rifles, IMstolsyand Fishing Taekle*
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech

Loaders.

Toronto.

REPAIRING OP EVERY DESCRIPTION.

STEAMEUS TO

Tourists' and Sportsmen's Route.

Tickets from Toronto to the Head of Lake Hossenu mid Return only $6.

Will be

Gen'l Passenger and Ticket Agent,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

iy1

SPORTING REGIONS OF MUSKOKA.

.

This route embraces the most enjoyable and picturesque Summer Tour by making the 'circuit of Lake
Superior, with the sheltered and beautiful waters of
the inside channels of Lake Huron and Georgian Bay,
and thence by three hours' rail, with magnificent pnrlor cars, to Toronto, connecting with the Royal Mail
Daily Line of steamers on Lake Ontario, and the
UrandTi unk Railway, for the THOUSAND ISLANDS
and the Rapid-* of the River St. Lawrence, for Montreal. Quebec, White Mountains, Portland, Boston, and
all points East and South: and with the Great, Western Railway and Lake Ontario steamers daily for
Hamilton, Niagara Fall-', Suspension Bridge, Buffalo,
Detroit, and all points West and Southwest.

PAGE,

J. II.

30th.

SEPTEM-

until

THE RED RIVER

and

and Wenonah

NiBissiiig*

TO THE

3:30. 5:30 P.

Fort Garry, and with steamers for

and TOURISTS
attention of
invited to the many attractions offered by this line,
now completed from Richmond, Ind., to Traverse
City, on Grand Traverse Bay, and to Petoskey, on
Little Traverse Bay.
The waters of the Grand Traverse region and the North Woods of Michigan are
unsurpassed, if equalled, in the abundance and great
abound
variety of the finny tribe.
GRAYin the streams, and the famous
of
Sportsmen
LING, now attracting the attention
everywhere, is found only in these waters.
BASS, PIKE, PICKEKEL, and M ASCALONGE are
also found in great, numbers in the many lakes and
lakelets of this territory.

Steamers

with the

DULUTH, FORT GARRY,

is

STEAMER

upper cabin powerful

Having spleudid drawing room cabins,

Chicora,

1

The

first c'ass,

side wheel steamers

With
SON'S

To the Trout and Grayling Fisheries of
Northern Michigan,
VI .4 GRIND RAPIDS A*D INDIANA RAILROAD, MACKINAW GRAftD RAPIDS
AND CINCINNATI SHORT LINE.

AND

Toronto, Collingwood, Fort -William,
Dulntli, Fort Garry.

Fort

Attractive Route

Brunswick,

Has constantly on hand a full assortment of Rods,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels, Ply Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair Trout Lines, &c.
Perch Snoods, China and Crass Lines. Also, a large
lot of Cane Reeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds Eggs and Birds' Skins in great varieties.—
Taxidermy in all its branches.
1

Nova

Scotia,

THEERIE RAILWAY.

Prince Ed ward Island, &e.
*

THEn

SPRATT'S PATENT DOG BISCUITS.

4-ly

it

THE ROUTE OP THE ERIEandKAIL WAY

extent of its
is peculiarly rich in the variety
scenery, and while the tourist has alternating glimpses
of the beauty of rivers, gaps and mountain*, the
sportsman has within easy reach many localities that
afford him every facility for the enjoyment of the
enumerate nW.w
sports of the field and stream.
of the pleasure resorts which crowd the line of the
road.
Riltherfurd Park.— 9£ miles from New York. Fine
hotels and boating pastimes on the Passaic.
Clifton.— 13$ miles from the city, overlooking the

We

picturesque Lake Dundee.

Lake Mohonk.— A beautiful bodv of water 1,200 feet
above the Hudson— splendid hotel accommodations.

—

Orange Lake. Six miles West of Newburgh, and
noted for its fishing attractions.
Milford, Pa.— About eight miles from Port, Jervis.
Is noted for its trout fishing, woodcock shooting and
superior hotels.
Avon Springs.— Celebrated for 20 years as a resort for
invalids, the waters possessing many valuable healing qualities.
a thins Glen. -This beautiful gorge is distant 294
miles from New York, via Erie Road to Elmira. Its
wild and picturesque attractions are second only in
reputation to those of Niagara.
Chautauqua Lake.— i8 miles long, 3 miles wide; said
to be the highest navigahle water on the American
continent, being 730 feet above Lake Erie and 1,290
feet higher than the Atlantic Ocean.
Niagara Falls.— This great caiaract is reached by the
direct line of the Erie Railway.
There are along the line of the road no less than
Ten Large Lakes, Abounding with Fisli,
and affofding most delightful sport for black bass and
pickerel. Their names are— Lakes Greenwood, Orange,
Mohonk, White, Otsego, Cayuga, Seneca, Kcuka, Silver and Chautauqua.
The following schedule will afford a partial guide to
the numerous fishing localities reached by this road:

W

Trout

At

J^isliiiig'

42 miles from
"
"
Oxford,
52
"
"
Middletown, 67

or near Southfields,

"

**

"
"
"
«
"

«
«
"
«

Otisville,

Port Jervis,
Mouticello,
Milford,

"
"
"
"

7tt

88
112
96

New
"

"
"

«
"
"

"
"

"
"

York.
"

"
"
"
"
"

•

,

"
"
"
Port Jervis, 88
"
"
Monticello, 112
"
"
"
"
Cen. Valley, 48
"
" SenecaLake, 291
"
Tickets for sale at the General Offices of the Erie
Eailway Company, 124 Washington street Boston; 241,
401, 529, or 957 Broadway, New York; and 732 Chestnut street, Philadelphia. Express trains leave New
York from depot foot of Chambers street at 9 A. M.,

"
«
"

7

P.M.

JNO

N.

ABBOTT,

General Passenfier Agent.

Magic Lantern and lOO

&

H.

Slides for

ANTHONY &

$100.
CO., 591

Broadway, N. Y., opposite Metropolitan HoChromos and Frames, Stereoscopes and Views,
Graphoscopes, Megalethoscopes, Albums and PhotoJlLi.

tel,

graphs of celebrities. Photo-Lantern Slides a special"
Manufacturers of Photog raphic materials.
ty.

Awarded
au5-ly

First

Premium

at

Vienna Expos

tion,

MANUFACTURER,

of Portland.

October 3d, leave Boston at 8 A. M., and
Portland at
P.M. every Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, for Eastport, Maine, and St. John, N. B
forwarding passengers by connecting lines to Calais,
Me., St. Andrews, Fredericton, and Shediac, N B.,
Amherst, Truro, Pictou. Digby. Annapolis, Kentville, Windsor, and Halifax, N. S.. Siimmerside and
Charlottetown. P. E. L, and Ilawksbury, 0, B.
This is
(i

[Established

A Most Desirable Route

for Sportsmen,

presenting a convenient and pleasant

THE A31EKICAN

W. W. KILBY,

Agent,
Commercial Wharf. Boston.

JulvlS'oOctl

Fishing and Hunting
T^osiclilie

Following* for

RESORTS.

Division, Eastern R-. R., Brook Trout.
M. and 2:15 P. M.
Trains leave Boston 8:00

A

Ilmba*.
bagog lakes, via Or. Tr'k to Bethel.Me.

|

Upper
jer waters

f

of Penobscot.

^jfjS*
rp^Jf

IS

|"^nd locked Salmon.
L*iSstream.
New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, and Nova
lakes, via

Farmington, Me., Large Brook

Trout.

Trains leave Boston 8:30 A. M.
Pullman cars on night trains.
Good hunting, large and small game in
localities in their season.
For maps, fare, tables, ifec. address
Washington street, Boston, Mass.

taw

W. MERBDEN, CONN.
Special attention is s;iven to first-class work. Exfra
PORTRAITS cut to order, by
sketches and

DOG

sending photographs. JACOB GLAIIN, Manager,
Pormerly Supt. ot Parker Bros. Engraving and OrnaEeh 11
mental Department.

Birds akd Animals Preserved to Order by

K. L.

tlie

Best Fishing and Hunting
On Conway

Gin Engraving

mode

of access
to the famous hunting and fishing grounds' of ihe
Eastern regions, at very moderate rates of fare. For
circular, with map and description of the route, apply
to

1808.]

Office, 121 Walnut St. Philadelphia.

,

Moosehead Lake, via Dexter, Me., Lake and Brook

Ponds.
„
„
At or near Florida, 64 miles fron New York.
The famed Mirror Lake, is distant 1 mile.
76 miles from New York.
At or near Otisville,
"
" Guymard,
-'
80

A.M., and

and City

will, until

Rangley
Trout

36 miles from New York.
including Lakes Truxcdo, Potague and Cedar Pond.
miles from New York.
50
At or near Monroe,
including Hound, Long, Mombasha and Cromwell's

my20

New York

Salmon, Sea Trout, and Brook Trout.
Trains leave Boston 8:80 A. M. and 8:00 P. M.

At or near Sloatsbnrg,

10:45

Shot and Bar Lead

Company'.^ Stoamers

Scotia,

Black Bass and Pickerel.

ASHLEY Tp
U E F I S H — KLNSEY'S Only
min-

utes to the Sheepshead Ground, where all the sheepsheud are taken. Bluelish, Sea Bass, Black tish, Barb, and
Weakflsh, only one hundred yards from the house.
Address for circular or engaging yacjvts,

ACRES LAND

on Nashawena Island, near Pasque, Cuttyhunk,
Penikese, and Martha's Vineyard. Admirably suited
for a fishing club or Summer resort. Price $50 cash
per acre, if applied for soon. For further particulars
address W. A. STAGG, 68 Broadway, N. Y.
aug.12 4t

"

HOTEL, Canaan, Conn.
UNIONDEPOT
CORBIN, Proprietor. New, clean rooms

COLLING WOOD

OITUATED AT THE TERMINUS OF

Elizabeth Islands near N. itedforu, Atass.

Health, Pleasure anil the Comforts of Home Combined. This Hotel is now Open for the Summer,

Manager

TUBBS' HOTEL,

and ;§eforis for^yort§mett.

fofols

NO.

7

IV

EWCOMB,

TAXIDERMIST,
CHERRY STBEET, SALEM, MASS.

WALLACE'S
Descriptive Guide to Adirondack^,

THE ONLY COMPLETE AND RELIABLE GUIDE
to the dclightfnl

Hunting and Fishing Grounds of the

GHEAT NEW YORK WILDERNESS.
NEWLY REVISED

the above

EDITION.

flexihle covers, red and gold,
maps, &c. Beautifully illustrated. Nearly 300 pp.
oi
Price $-2. 03. Maybe obtained of any bookseller,
will be mailed post paid ou receipt of price, by

Handsome 12mo.,

WAVERLY PUB.
all

Feb.4

instruction givdn.

CO.,

Syracuse, N. Y.

,Tu8-3mo

.,

or call at 134

Northern & British Colonies

Eastern and Maine Central R.RAine.

IN SOUTHSIDE VIRGINIA.
Cheap Lauds, Fine Climate, Splenuiu
Sport, Good Society, Schools
and Churches Everywhere.

Geo

F. Fienn,
Gen'l Pass* Agent.
jel7-Hm

Chas. F. Hatch,
Gen'l Manager

Milwaukee
Paul Railway

Chicago,
St.

find

Traverses a finer country, affords views of grander
scenery, and passes through more business centres
and pleasure resorts than any other Northwestern
Its forests, prairies, lakes and streams, aboundline.
ing with game, present nnequaled attractions to the
•votaries of Nimrod and Walton.
It is the only railway route along the valley of the Upper Mississippi.
It is also the shortest as well as best route between
the great metropolitan centres of the NorthwestChicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Minneapolis.
Track and equipment unequaled, and its trains of
palace-coaches and sleeping cars run through without
change.
JVew Vorlt Office, 319 Broadway.
Chicago Depot, cor. Canal
\\\ Madison.

&

City Offices, 61 and

63 Clark

St.

Apr29-6m

PROTECTION FROM LAND SHARKS.
Soj^F" Address Secretary Southside Immigration
niygOg
Parmvi lle, Prince Edward Co., Va.

^

ciety,

ITieGossR^^
/CARRIES PAPER

OR METALLIC

peiUre
either end up, revolves on
i»c» e »
slides, weighs but 1* pounds, and is only 7*
iec« lvc
wide. Holders flare at top so as to quickly
the sa "^the shells, and, being elastic, securely clasp
any
ease of action and rapid shooting it excels

V_y

SHELLS,

For

thing of the kind invented.
,
PRICE, C. O. D.,$6.50.
measIn ordering, give the size of shells and a Jaw*
_.
urement outside of vest.
Kan.
S. GOSS, Neosho Palls,
.

jvaa-ly

N.

FOREST AND STREAM
jpawtMmen'g %oo&x.

Uje fennel.

31
iMtllmwou£

Jfiificelhtiqaus.

a-raA.^33

CONROY, BISSETT I MALLESON,

ABBEY & IMBRIE.

(Successors to J. C. Conroy

SUCCESSORS TO

aivi>:e£1l,w ox^eirk «&
48 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

in connection with the

Held

New England and New Hampshire

1

STATE FAIR.

02 Nassau

FISHING

St. v N. Y.

under the auspices of the New Hampshire Fish and
Game League, at Manchester, N. II., September 7th,
For premium list and further
8ih, 9th and 10th, 1875.

The
sale.
at $5

finest strain of yoiing Pointers and Setters for
Dogs boarded and cared for in the best manner

Mar

JTor
II
LI
LTV
YEEH

A

fesale.

COLORED SPRINGER

bitch, well broken,

Spaniel

ROBERT WALKER,

P5.

JD

oughbred Gildersleeve seller bitch
two of her whelps, gotten by Mr. David Brooks' lamons doir Bismarck. The pups over four months o'd
For particulars address II S at this office.
"Jgjj^
,

Thoroughbred Fox Hounds.

HOUND

T710R BALE— FOUR MALIC

Puppies, bred from superior running stock;
Jj
price $25 for the four, or $15 for wo: can give reference. Address B. B. PULLKN, Little, on, N. C.
au6-5t
I

UAHimEtl, M.

CONSTANT-

D., 11 \S
for saic, medicines adapted <>
sport ng dogs of
the cure of all diseases. Dealer
every variety. Do^s trained for reasonable cjrnpi nOct 22
sation.
No. Ill South Fifth ave.. N. Y.
-

hand and

Wading Jackets

(5.00

ran Pocket II am mocks.
"Ashantee"' Hammocks. A luxurious

Also called
Weigh*
ed, couch, seat and swing in one article.
u nly one pound, and easily carried in coat pocket, capable of bearing a steady strain of 12 cwt. without
Preaking. Put up in oil clolh case, with hooks, ready
bor mounting. Price complete. $5.
attacks of mosquitoes, black
preservative against -malaria.

ITFoi preventing the

THORTHOR SALE— THE SPLENDID Flora,
and
.

i

Pulexifuge or Sporlsman's Fri<m<l*

f

Franklin, Delaware county, N.

HENRY
LY on

"

M ox

11

two and one-half
years old, an excellent retriever on land or water,
been used two seasons on cock and grouse; price
f~\

"

:

and

hies, fleas, ants,

The Culcxifuge has been

in

use

for

HOOKS.

more than 20

style Cuttyhunk
of Extra quality.

Split

ont for the Adithe
Maine Woods,
Lake Superior, Newport, Cuttyhunk, Pas que island, West Island,

for the St.

fitted'

Barnegat, &c.
Orders by mail will receive care-

a Specialty.
Lawrence Fishing Co.

Sole Importers of Warrin's Celebrated Drilled
4-29
Eyed Needles.

Agents

The

Bass Line*

rond cks,

Bamboo, Trout and Salmon Rodg and ReelN

fiil

and prompt attention.

PritcharOrotto

Waterproof,

found the only effectual preventive of the attacks o
black flies and mosquitoes. Price»50 cents per bottl

MJNCKLEE'S CAMP STOVES.

Parties

fitted

by the Sportsmen of Canada, and has been

years

"Mullaly's" Patent Flies.

New

out with appropriate Tackle for the
Rocky Mountains and Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
the Adirondacks, &c, &c.
Parties

Waterproof and Mildew proof, complete .....$20.00

Pedigrees guaranteed. dogs broken

per month.

fur $50.

,

HOLABIRD'S CELEBRATED SUITS.

,

fishing.

of Split IJamhoo (new this
season). Vom Hole's Rubber steel
Pivot, Click and Salmon Peels.
The celubrat d "Frankfort" Reel,
&c, &c Sole manufacturers of

every Variety and Style of

FISII

J.

Salmon

made

LINEN AND COTTON LINES,
And

Newton, N.

Kennel,

Trout and

THE FAMED

TROUT, SALMON AND BASS RODS.

SILK,

Dam boo

Strip Split

M'Giimis Black Bass Rods

Every variety of Salmon and Trout Plies, and Hooks
on Gut. Cutty Hunk and Pasque Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Braided Silk Lines, every size and quality of

IL'S
ig

for

the largesr and best assortment ever exhibited in the United States. They particularly call
attention to their

Treasurer,

Co.)

I,

N.

St.,

m o r> m

Six

Fishine Tackle,

Manchester, N. H.

an "12 4t

65 Fulton

&

Invite the attention of amateurs
to the additions they have made to
their regular stock of Pine Goods,
comprising in part

On hand

particulars, address

GEORGE W. RIDDLE,

co.

IMPORTERS. MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

HUNTING SUITS.

and

f

No. 89 Fulton

St., N. Y.
ALL KINUS OF

Fishing
Made and

'Mildew-proof,

AJ-SO.

CONSTANTLY ON HAND
TII'OUT

THE BEST SELECTION OP

AND

Pr1ce$15.

Tackle

repaired with the utmost despatch.

AND SAL-

MON HODS, KEELS, LINES AND FLIES.

Medals awarded at the World's Fair and American
Institute for ou r super ior Artificial Flies.
i__

Those desiring something light, and durable for
damping purposes will find this stove exactly right;
weighs only 25 pounds; will cook for leu persons.
The ware consists of Kettle, Tea Kettle, Coffee Pot.
Fry-pan, round Tin Pan, two square Pans, Dipper,
Gridiron, Tent Collar, and eight feet Funnel Stove
Pine, with oven that will roast 15 pounds beef, all of
which nests and packs inside of stove, which only oc-

Moth-proof

GARMENTS

upies a space of 12x1.^x20 inches.

I

m

We

offer to dealers

and sportsmen a most complete

assortment of

Fishing Tackle,
Rods, Reels, Lines, Artiiicial Flies, Nets,
Kails, Fish Hooks, &c.

Bamboo

Split

DRAB
fTUOiW^H'S FISH KG AND
r

Illiis

t

.iw M oiTJJ

host quality of water-proof dink, light tan color
especially adapted for concealment in blinds or s^dg
Ligh
grass, or' for approaching j#ihie in the wood*.
English stjle; e*tr
eaeap.
durable and very
suit,
Entire
$15.
ridges.
can
pocket in back for

CAMP

Game

GEO.
Apr

6.

7.

11

eve r

punished. Bend

for

it.

IIENNING,

410 Seventh Street,
WASHINGTON, D.

Tackle suitable
and other fishing,

for Maine,

Adirondack, Canadian,

ARTIFICIAL PLIES DRESSED TO ORDER
MUZZLE
GUNS,

Bit d! ECU AND
LOADING
And Sportsmens gooda of all kinds.
Manufactured and Imported by

BARTON, ALEXANDER & WALLER,
lOl & lOS DUANE ST.. (near
Broa dway)

C.

HOLABIRDS

squaro, weighs 15 lbs.; Can
Price $10. Ten feet square

COLVIN'S PORTABLE CANVAS BOAT, "THE
AMPERSAND; weighs but 10£ pounds Can he

C.

£9 ly

CAMP TENTS,
be packed in knapsack.
for six persons, $15.

list,

Rods and Reels

1

Pdustrared Price List and Samples free

When

for four persons,

Ventilating Pockets.

The most complete

Fly

OP THE FINEST WOKKMANSIirP.

Wading- Boats, Fishing Stockings, Rulib^r Cio things *t».

LOUiNUES. Price $5;

folded is about the size of an ordinary shawl
strapped. A light, durable, compact, and comfortSent by express C. ". U., $5, including
able couch.
side and supposing sticks at the head. Just the thing
for the camp or lawn

COUUHHOV.
FUsTIAN, U18I*EI.J,ANT
BLUE BEAVER arid FRIEZE.
1»»j^K,

New York.

Fishing Tackle.

SHOOTING & FISHING GARMENTS.

packed within the compass of lesb than half a cubic
foot, and carried under the arm.

American Dog Discnils,
of nutritive bone and muscle making material,
and is the only pori able food for dogs made in this
country. Put up in packages of 10, 25, and 100 pounds,
and warranted not to spoil in any climate. Price,
10c. per pound.

Made

A. B. Shipley
S03

TAXIDERMIST.
COLLECTOR & DEALER

in

ing camp,

NATURAL OBJECTS,
Mammals,

bird-

skins, and

eggs

on hand

Moccasins, Oil Tainiert,
woods; three different styles. $8, $5 50 and $(i.
Wallace's Guide to the Adirondacks. With complete map. Price $2. By mail, $2 25.
Special attention paid to selection of guns for gentlemen at a distance by an expert and ah old sports

r o u p e d
shades and cases
ornamental
i

.mrposes.
Collectors' supplies;
also instruments
"d eves. Speci-

mens

bought,

sold, and cxehang e a . Genuine

smc keIndian
tanned buckskin

and
moose skin mocfor hunters and for the house.
Buckskin
b u

casins,

suits, fringed,

beaded, or plain,

made

NEW UTRECHT,

Address:

li

a

I

for the

N. Y.

.TnlO

J.B.

Sole agent in New York city for J. II. Batty, U. S.
Taxidermist.
A. birds and eggs for collectors.
Buck's heads, and game birds a specialty. Orders
filled with dispatch.
We furnish ev. ry article necessary for the outfit of
sportmen in the camp or held. Goods sent everywhere by express. Remit, only by draft, Post Office
order, or registered letter to

9 t

ant> Importbrs op

N

EATON &

£>0
N

T^i Uto*i St., IV.

Y.

B.--Sole manufacturers in this country of the
J

celebrated

Green Heart Rods,
Bass and

CO.,

for Trout,

Salmon.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

P. O. Box 5,109.
Sportsmen's Emporium,
No. l02Nassai street, New York City.

BIRDS, PET AND RARE ANTMALS
and AQTJARf A STOCK

—

References Hou.T.L J>imes. Postmaster, New York
Hon. Geo. IT. Andrews, New York City; For
est and Stream Publishing Co.
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DEPOT and
CASE MANUFACTORY. J. BAGOT AOflARTA
SI
Pulton street, New York City. Goldfish
Silvernsli

City;

a

Crook&Co.,

Manupaotuueks

man

o,

to order.

XAnes.

ITi filing-

ing.

All sizes

for scientific use;

;

f

sportsmen.

fux«rl

line of Tackle for Brook, River and
Sea PishAgenis for John -James & Sons' Celebrated. Pish
nooks and Needles.
SILVER MEDAL awarded by the PRANKLTN

Hart's Metallic Shells.

animal's
a 1 s o
heads, game and
bright plurhaged
birds aiiistieallv
;

HEGEMAN'S PORTABLE CANVAS BOATS.
BOND'S METALLIC BOATS.
shell ever o'fered to
and made to order.

Son,

street, Philadelphia.
Manufacturers of

FINE BAAS AJSB TROUT FLY RODS
The celebrated GREENHEART WOOD a specialty'
FINE ROD MOUNTINGS.
Pull

fishing, running rapids, light$6 25.
etc.; the best li^ht ever invented.

and

The best

&

505 Comuieree

Olialli

Jnck Lamp,
for niadit shooting

and

'

Pish and Aninia] Life, and Aquatic Plant's
in variety.'
Also Shells, Pebbles, Ornaments, Corals, &c
to stock
the Aquarium.
Cnimries and other sons? birdsPigeons, Parrots, and Paroquets; Rabbits,
Squirrel*'
Dogs, pet and rare Animals generally; Bird
Heeds'
prepared food for Mocking Birds and other soft-billed
birds; Fish food. Bird Gravel, Dog
Medicines, Butler s celebrated Mange and Plea Cure,
&c, wholesale
and retail.
Mar 4-1 y
I

Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.
A.

S.

COLLINS,

Proprietor.

JOSEPH

C.

DANE,

The

MANUFACTURER OP THE

Dane Breech Loading Shot

Anyone having a
which there

is

a

small

piece of

CASH CUSTOMER.

within

IOO Miles of

Water,
Location must be

New York

State price, and access to property.

H. D.
aug51t

Muzzle Loaders Altered

TV.,

City.

Address

Lock Box No.

to

Ever Offered

J,

to the

AMATEUR SPORTSMAN.

Write for illustrated catalogue.

W, H. HOLABIRD,
jel7

Valparaiso, hid.

Breech Loaders.

The Piseco
Loader, Crimper and Cap Expelier.
A LL DEVICES NECESSARY FOR

-O-

loading or re-loading shells of two calibres
in one instrument.
Avoids the necessity
of cutting or shortening the shell for light
loads
needs no wooden table or bench to fasten it to while
in use. Can be taken to pieces by removing
one
screw with a jack knife, and stows in a euncase
Malleable castings, nickel plate iinish. Comolete
,u i ),eit 10r
ior
^°
two gauges. Price $10, boxed.
BROS.
CO.,
&
96 Liberty street.
„„ &

combined

6

J.

WALLACE,

WALSHE,
Taxidermist,
DRAPER and TAILOR, Naiuralistd
IMPORTER OF
R. J.

McTICKER'S THEATRE BUILDING,

FOREIGN BIRD SKINS AND ARTIFICIAL EYES,

6,

HACKENSACK, N.

and most desirable

G-OOX>"*S

Gun.

LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN.
Solid Breech Snap Action.
EASIEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS S\FE FROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.
my '27

good

Spring" of
can find a

property upon

best, the cheapest,

19

N,

William

st. f

New York

"

.

WALTON

TpuR SALE.-A SPLENDID BREECH

J- Loading, Express Rifle, made by E. M. Reilv
&
Co London; cost 80 guineas, gold; is now
offered at
$1^5; sold for want of use. Address H SMITH at
Ihiso&ce.

"

jT1 ^4
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ange, Creedmoor, Breech Loading

Rifle.

Usea by Major Henry Fulton, Col. John Bodine, and L L. Hepburn, in the International Rifle Match at Creedmoor, Sept. 26th, 1874, and Maj.FULTON, Col. BODINE
Gen. DAKIN, Capt. R. C. COLEMAN and A. V. CANFIELD, Jr., of trie American Rifle Team who won at Dublin the return match, on June 29th, 1875. (See
Olfleia
Report of the International Match, published by the Amateur Rifle Club, just out; to any address, 50c.)
The Remington Rifle won every first prize, and other prizes too numerous to mention, in the Spring meeting matches at Creed moorMay 28th, 29th, and 31st, (see official reports

REMINGTON

With it Canfield made 60 out of a possible 75 at 1,100 yards.
For Treatise on Rifle Shooting and Illustrated Price Lists, Address

in this paper.)

E.

SONS,

<3c

Manufacturers of

and Hunting Breeeh Loading. Rifles, Shot Guns, Pistols, Ammunition, Etc.
[P- Q, Box
Sales Rooms, a81 and 883 Broadway, New York Pity.

Military, Target, Sporting
Armory.

Ti.iofj,

N. Y.

39fl4

w7& C SCOTT & SONS

1

JOS.C.GRUBB&CO.,
YT&
Market street,

SCHUYLEH. HARTLEY & GRAHAM,
19 Maiden Lane, 20

'

Fliilaxlelpliia,
AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE

«&

22 John

street, N. V.

BREECH LOADING- GUNS
A SPECIALTY.

Genuine Breech Loaders.

VVINNElt* OF THE GUN
Report of Gun Trial sent on

TRIAL OF 1873

application.

AGENTS:

WM.
READ & SONS,
3 Faiicull Hall Sq,,Boston.

Celebrated Breecli Loading Shot Guiis,Uneo;ualed in Pine Workmanship and Material.

other

makes:— Greener, Westley Richards,

Also all
Webley, Remington, Moore, &c.
A genuine Scott Muzzle Loading Gun, $25 up.
Maynard, Ballard. Remington and Sharp's Rifles.
"liallards breech leading Sporting Rifles % 18! !"
Bussey's Gyro Trap, for shooting practice.
Fine Fishing Uods and Tackle.
Fine Bronze Yacht Urns on mahogany carriages,
Complete, as furnished the New York and Boston
Yacht Souadrons. SKNl) FOR CIRCULARS.

M^dLo

314
Have now

1

l-£2

l>y
Oxford

in store an extensive

REILLY&

James
Purdey,
street, London,

Eixs-lancl.
JAMES PTJRDEY E
WEBLRY
W

for the following celebrated makers
W.
C. SCOTT
SONS (winners at the International Gun Trial of 1873); J. P.
&
BRO.; P.
SONS, and

&

HOLABIRDS Shooting SUITS

LOTTEttY.

WITH CASE. AND

Black's

For the coming drawings, commencing January

$10;

i,

$5;

i,

15,

TAYLOR

P. O.

aia

Box 4,448.

m 1"?

d»tlA

1

$1;

<fe

CO., Bankers,
at.. New York.

Wall

i

OlllUft Shares

in

Wall

street

often leads to fortune.
Send for a copy of the Wall Street Review and
various
methods of operathe
Pamphlet, showing
CO Bankers and Brokers,
ting. J. HICKLTNGrg

,

Dec 23

Brdadway.N- Y.

this vest,

HART

From Captain Bogardns, Champion Wing- Shot

as

ordering

send

of America.

Messrs. George E. Hart & Co.,
Gentlemen- The fifty shells I received from you to-day suit rae better than any 1 have ever used. They
are stronger and better in every respect, and I shall use them in all my shootingjiereafter.
Yours truly.
A. IT Boo rdu^
.

which

is

of great impor-

when brass shells are used,
when carry ing them with the

tance

Hart's ^portssnnaii's Favorite Metallic Shellstne leading
icaaing

i

tpM"? «P*""

&

Letter A, showing solid head; b b showing nickel anvils for Berdan Primer, Ely's central Are or Union MecapB.

tallic oy'mpaiiji s

.Emaorsea by
Endorsed
Dy the
sportsmen intue
in tbe United
umtea states,
and pronounced superior to anything now offered
States, ana
the public. A full description of Shells and Patent Loaders with prices, may be obtained from any of the
leadi
ading sportsmen's depots throughout the country. Manufacturers of Aluminum. Celluloid, and German ilver
iv Reels for Trout, Salmon, and Bass fishing,
GEO. E.
«fc CO., Newark N J
F. S. HARRISON, Agent.
may i^.jy

BIRDS.

This Vest affords the best arrangement yet invented for carrying cartridges.
The weight is
-io
evenly distributed that it is
scarcely felt.
Cartridges can be
carried
with th*heads down in

5th,

1-10, $'2; 1-20 $1.
-Drawings take place every seventeen Days.
to nil all orders.
Circulars sent
prepared
We are
upon application. Highest price paid for Spanish Bank
bills, Governments, &c.

100

Patent Cartridge Vest.

the prices of tickets as follows:

Whole, $20;

CLABROUGH
WESTLEY

DIXONS ife HA WKSLE Y'S SHOOTING TACKLE
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,
BUSSEY'S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

we have reduced

&

WEBLEY &

RICHARDS.

«

HAVANA

AGENTS

assortment of Breech Loading Shot Gnu's, made by

CO., WESTLEY KPUIARDS, W. & C. SCOTT & SON, P.
& SON,
GREENER, aifd a large variety 6f cheaper grades. Also breech: loading, centbai, fire, double W.
rifles
and rifle ANn shot guns of superior quality. Implements, ammunition, and all other articles Jtppertainin^
&
to Breech or Muzzle Loading Fire-arms generally. Illustrated Circular sent by mad when requester

M.

head up the weight of the shot often forces the wad forward, when
bad shooting is the result.
In
measurement around the chest.
PRICB $7.50.

AGENTS FOR THE

Union Metallic Cartridge Company's Ammunition,
WARRANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

INDIA RUBBER
Fishing Pants,

Leggings and Boots,
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS,
COMPLETE

Spdrting& Camping Outfits
ANDIudia Rubber Go 9ds of Every Description.

Send
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for Price List.

MAIDEN LANE,

Pope's

N. Y.

Rifle

AIR PISTOL,
Shoots Darts or Slugs
Perfectly Accurate at

MOEE
See

SHARPS

VICTORIES!!
Official

Recommended

New

Reports.

nickle

Sherman.

plated,

Self adjusting Bell Target, &«•

%o.

REMINGTONS. Havana Lottery

vs.JUNE

26, 1873.

Match between Co. E, First California Infantry, Using SHARPS Rifles, and Co. D
York Regiment, Using Remington Rifles. Victory for SHARPS, 511 aqainst 488 points'

JULY

7,

1875.

American Teams.

Only 16.000 Tickets— One Prize to every Seven Tickets.
2097 Prizes of
500,000
1 Prize of
lOftOg
1 Prize of
1 Prize of
2 Prizes each of
f-y**
4 Prizes each of
1JJ.}**
5 >^X
12 Prizes each of .
473 Prizes each of
lC
Circulars with full information sent free. £ *,^
stafor sale and prizes cashed by P. O. DEVLIN,
YorK.
tioner and ftp.neral Aerent. 3 OLi n&rtv gtreet. New

^flS

Mg

,

^

.

JULY 24, 1875.
Contest at Creedmoor Range for the REM NGTON DIAMOND BADGE. Won by Mr H S
Brooklyn, N. Y., with a SHARPS CREEDMOOR RIFLE, Scoring 96 out of a possible'lOB.
I

HIGHEST AVERAGE

General

For sale by gun dealers generally, or sent by mail on
POPE BROS,
receipt of price. Postage 35 cts
MannfaeMirnrs. 4S Hisrh Street.. Roston JV""^

Contest at Belfast, Ireland, for the Mayor's and Citizen's Cup, Won by Col. H. A. Gildersleeve with
a SHARPS CREEDMOOR RIFLE over 24 competitors, including the best shots of both Irish and

of

by

One may become a dead shot by practicing with it*
To a Sportsman it is invaluable. Price, including
Darts, Slugs, Tar ,ts and Gunstock, $5. Handsomely

Inter-State

Twelfth

Thirty Feet,

AND IMPROVES BY USE.
iYO NOISE, AS THE FORCE IS AIR ALONE
Splendid Pf.plor Amusement.

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT.

A.T

DOLLYMOUNT,

'

Jewell

AJN D.
SHABPrsI ayerage, 16S points.
Bemiu^ton^ ayeraffe, 161 P
i*oiiits.
'SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED PBKJE LIST.j
HfcEll,

$10 tO $1,000

gSc? pavsV>per

Pamphlet free,
er8»3WaUstreet,N.Y»

Tumbridge

a menth.

cent

& Co., dm*

,

)

Terms, Five Dollars a Year.
Ten Cents a Copy.

NEW

)

YORK, THURSDAY, AUGUST

For Forest and Stream.

twinging J^ottnd the fUsirqh;

lated in the book, p. 299, about captive bears, rabbits, pa r .
tridges, deer,

and a catamount

tained to that time only.

OR,

been a fishing and exploring, having accomplished a complete circuit of the Northern wilderness,

via, Utica and Black Eiver and Ogdensburgh Railroads,
Lakes Champlain and George, and Central Railroad, home.
In former correspondence I have drawn chiefly on my
recollections of past years; and although the "Saranac
Route" is, I apprehend, to be continued, I "cheerfully interrupt the narrative, to give such of your readers as may
favor me with their attention, direct tidings from the
woods.
On the 5th of July I declared myself free and independent, as sometimes becomes necessary, you know, in the
course of human events, and struck for my favorite North
Woods, to which apply the familiar lines of Dyer in his
Grougar Hill,

"Ever charming, ever new,

When will the landscape tire the view?"
The uproar and confusion of the day, filled with the
letter and spirit of the Fourth of July, crowded cars and
noisy celebrations, prepared me all the better to appreciate
the quiet and seclusion which followed. The evening of

me at Moira station, Franklin Co., en route
Cove Cottage, which is introduced to the sport-

the 5th found

ing fraternity in the Syracuse book, p. 297. On reading
the account there given, which addressed itself very agree-

my fancy, I determined to visit it, and having done
It is the home of deep,
have not been disappointed
Never have I lived so
perfect isolation from the world.
completely in the embrace of the forest, yet surrounded
with every reasonable comfort. It is about 20 miles south
of Moira, approached by good roads, but for miles densely
through the woods. D. S. Smith and wife, of valetudinarian history, are not there now, having retired to Dickinson Centre; and the house is kept in their. place by Mr. and
Mrs. Prentice. I wijl add in this connection, for the benefit of those whom it may concern, that there is no Aldrick's
Hotel at Moira, as when the book was issued, but the only
one in loco is kept by a Mr. Murray, conveniently near the
depot, standing alone, and half a mile from the village.
The name of Spring Cove Cottage imports a triple charm.
Spring? I never drank of a purer, clearer, colder one, nor
ably to

so, I

.

does not require the addition of a "little
something" to make it better than it is. The Spring house
is the ice house of the establishment, where table luxuries
are well preserved. Cove? I never knew a snugger harbor
ever desire

to.

It

from the waves.
Moore interpret me:
or recess

And

as

for Cottage, let

Tom

"I knew by the smoke that so gracefully corl'd
Above the green elms that a cottage was near;

And 1 said

'If

there's peace to be

found in the world,

A heart that is humble might hope for it here,
Oh, how welcome, on returning at night from my
1 '1

river exfar shining light of its hospitable windows, indicative of the cordial reception, bountiful sup-

peditions,

is

was the

which always awaited me. The house
a double one; or rather there are two distinct houses,

per,

and secure

rest

separate yet conjoined. The front building is for reception.
It contains sitting or office rooms, parlor and bedrooms. The rear tenement contains dining-hall, kitchen

and other rooms. These houses are built of logs, but have
regular windows, and plenty of them. The front roof projects, though unsupported beneath, sufficiently to secure
protection from rain for those who may be seated on a
platform under it. Close around is the interminable forest;
but from the water of the cove the cottage appears, at the
distance of a quarter of a mile, or more.
It is claimed
is as much game in that vicinity, of all varieties,
I saw nothing of it, but
as in any portion of the State.

that there

neither did I go in

its

pursuit.

A

party

who came

there

from a settlement nine miles away, after deer,
got one; but another party were not so fortunate. The
one came, saw, and conquered; the other came, didn't see,
and returned with very light loads, however heavy their
hearts were by disappointment. The^extensive things refor a night,

I

cannot see

game there,

why

anywhere

if

The middle branch of the St. Kegis river
flows at the distance of about half a mile from the House.
It is very narrow, circuitous in its course, and bordered on
both sides with alder bushes. It has good gravel or sandy
in the State.

HAVE

for Spring

once, I suspect per-

However,

there should not be plenty of wild

FRESH FROM THE WOODS.
I

at

all

bottom, and
fall

of

to the

its

is

by the rains, in the rise and
boats are small, as better adapted

easily affected

waters.

The

windings of the

river,

and

its

narrow current. In
where inlets

July, the trout are caught only, or chiefly,

and rivulets

caught while there, as appeared in
minus two, all with the fly, and
on one occasion, three at a time. I had been casting in
vain for a while, when, by a lucky throw there was a triple
rush, each fly had its trout, and each trout a fly, and I
brought them all in together. The only flies I have used
on this excursion were, red ibis for stretcher, and orange
and blue professor for the drops. They were all good,
and I found no occasion for changing them. Returning to
Moira, I took the cars to Chateaugay, where I lost no time,
but proceeding as directly as possible to the lakes, I arrived, after a pleasant drive of an hour or two with spanned horses and over excellent roads, at evening, at the
Lower Chateaugay. There I took the little steamer, Nelly
Tupper, and under the auspices of a bright sunset, followed by the light of a full round moon before me all
the way, navigated to my quarters on the upper lake, a distance of eleven miles. These two lakes, of which the

summing

enter.

I

up, an hundred,

upper is by far the larger, and more favored every way,
are connected by four miles of water called the "Narrows."
There are many houses here open to visitors. My lot was
cast at the Adirondack House, kept by Capt.
R. Tupper, the largest certainly, and I suspect the most comfortable, on the grounds.
At any rate, if I were to return it
would be to the same place. The rooms are roomy, windows well netted to keep out the flies, the table neat and

W

.

plenteously provided, the situation delightful, the charges
moderate. The day after my arrival proved a stormy one.
There was a rapid succession of heavy showers, attended
with frequent discharges of lightning and thunder. These
rains "lifted the lake right up," though, as we shall see
presently, it stood in no need of such rising, so far as the

were involved. But as my introducwas by the fair light of the full orbed moon, to-

interests of fishing

tion to

it

day, in contrast I beheld the magnificent spectacle of its
thunder showers which were of the order sublime. The
flashes were vivid and incessant; the reverberations sharp

and

rattling.

As they echoed among

the mountains they

recalled those telling sentences

of Irving in his sketch
book, where, describing a storm on the Hudson, he wrote:
"The thunder burst in tremendous explosions; the peals

echoed from mountain to mountain. They crashed upon
Dunderberg, and rolled along the deep defile of the highlands, each headland making a new echo, until old Bull
Hill seemed to bellow back the storm." I have said that
this lake does not need to be raised
It is already well up,
and high, and kept so by unnatural means. Iron ore is
abundant in its neighborhood, the transportation of which
requires higher water than is naturally supplied.
I under.

stand that the

company

interested, feeling

that

they had

grounds

sufficient for the application, have applied to, ana
obtained consent of the Legislature to raise the waters for
three years, by artificial means, for the purpose named.
Alas for the trials and tribulations of the angler
Tanneries destroy his peace; saw mills, gill nets and set lines;
and now even iron ore is arrayed against him, the iron entering into his soul. But, after all, this suspended fishing
may be for the best. For several years the trout here will
have opportunity to grow, increase and multiply, till the
!

Chateaugay fishing becomes splendid. Might it not be
well in the end, if something similar could happen to many
other of our lakes? An amusing incident will illustrate
the fact of high water here. I had followed up with my
guide a main inlet to the place where a new bridge crossed
it, built in the interest of the iron works, and was purposing to go up higher. The guide said it could not be done,

(

2G, 1875.

1

Volume
17 Chatham

5,

Number
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We

would crowd the boat against the bridge.
disembarked, however, and while on the bridge, from which
I had just caught a trout, I observed three men in a boat
coming down. They surely intended to pass under, and
so it was. As they neared the bridge, the man at the prow
began to pack himself away as best he could, lying down
at full length.
The middle man followed his wise example,
so that four legs were parallel; then the stern man bundled
himself under the protecting sides and ribs of the boat, till
at last, from only a foot or two above, on the sideless
bridge, I saw the good natured individual's face disappearing in the sharp angle of the boat, grinning ludicrously
skyward, and I suspect he saw another just over him laughing in a similar manner.
as the water

The Upper Chateaugay

is

admirably framed with moun<

contains one small island, and there is anothei
far down near the Narrows. Rocky island is just large
enough to hold the one small house that is built on it. I
tains.

It

it one morning and preambulated, taking a survey
limited dimensions, and enjoying the finevie*v which
it commands.
deer was caught in the water, and killed,
of course, on the evening before my departure, six boats
joining in the pursuit. It was during the shades of even-

visited

of

its

A

and miles away, so that little could be seen or heard;
but at the hotel we were aware of the strife, and in the
morning heard all about it.- I retain in vivid recollection,
the sight of gorgeous rainbows here, described over against
fresh watered mountains, radiant with all primary colors
complete in their arcs of promise, and even doubled in the
rich luxurance of their grandeur and beauty.
ing,

Off for

Chazy— about

to realize what I have imagined
and longed to see, ever since I read Hammond's "Hills, Lakes and Forest Streams." I approached
this lake by a new route, one which, I was surprised
to
learn, had not been traveled by a sportsman before— the
plank road, to whose bridge I have just alluded, traversed
only by ore and coal teams. Crossing a section of the
Chateaugay, to a point where man, horse and wagon
awaited me, I was soon on the bridge again, and over it.
The way was an exceedingly wild one, and "Homo" pointed
out the place in a deep wooded ravine, where his dog had
started a deer a few days before, adding that deer were
plenty there. By the way, this dog, en route, was seized in
unmannerly style by a far larger one, and bitten; and in
the melee both wheels passed over his neck; yet I was
for 21 years,

pleased to see that as soon as released he trotted out again
as if nothing had happened.
passed coal kilns, and
the little settlement where iron ore is separated by a
complicated process from dross and clay, being baked,
hammered, broken and cleaned by water. One man's load drawn
by four horses, weighed, he said, over three tons, but far
heavier leads than this are borne away.
passed the
trail leading to Bradley's pond, difficult
of access, but
where trout abound, and after a pleasant drive of several
hours, brought up at the Meader House, beautifully
situated on Chazy Lake.
This is another charmer, four miles
long, by one and a half wide, presided over by Lion
Mountain, being the seventy-fourth link in the
pearly chain of
New York lakes which I have visited. Here too I caught

We

We

more
July

and

trout,

I

but they were neither numerous or large.

not a good

is

month

have seldom

if

for the purpose, particularly here";
ever occupied it in this way. It is as

available, and.not as favorite that I have so used
it now.
Besides, Rencountered violent winds, and furious showers.
The scenes of Chateaugay were re-produced, and I sat
patiently in my boat at times to be rained on.
Behold

my

me,

rod laid down, my head bowed submissively to the pitiless storm, silent, thoughtful,
dripping; yet anon making for the shore to relieve the
boat of
water, and then going a-fishing again, fresher than
before,
reader, in the skiff,

under he smiles of genial rainbows.

O, it is fun! I have
from the waters this year, first and last, nearly 200
trout, and have every reason to be satsified.
There is a
tent spread on this lake made of canvas which
was used
1

lifted

in the last presidential campaign.
On it is an equestrian
painting of Gen. Grant, and I read the words, which
seemed
strange in the solitude.

Union Nominations: Grant and Wilson
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After fiye days I took my departure from Chazy for
Plattsburgh ma Dannemora.' The roads in this direction
are excellent, having been made by the State.
Those who
aim to visit Chazy only, should by all means take this

fee

coming from the East. There remained to me of
contemplated tour, the best and most valued portion,
viz.
a new excursion over lakes Champlain and George.
At Plattsburg I viewed with chief interest the bay which
route,

my

:

forever memorable as the scene of Macdonough's splendid victory, where he humbled the pride of England, and
forever settled the supremacy of the lake. The thunders
of that hurricane of fire have been hushed for sixty years;
hut their echoes will go sounding through the ages of time.
I never so appreciated as I now do, the magnificence of
this Lake Champlain.
The Great Lakes, as they are called,
are altogether too great to be comprehended or enjoyed;
hut this, of 130 miles extent, of variable, yet appreciable
width; great enough one would suppose for all practical
purposes, seems yet a happy compromise. Great enough
to be grand, and the boundary of States, it is yet small
enough to be wholly practicable to the view; and its double
is

range of Green and Adirondack Mountains, set it off to
the best possible advantage. Where in Europe, Asia or
Africa, is there a lake of even such a scale of expansiveness? If there is one, America is not to be surpassed in
lakes, for she has a Superior. And then the raptures of
Lake George! I cannot conceive, taking all things into
There, may be
consideration, how any can surpass it.
higher mountains on lesser lakes. There are doubtless

more

cultivated islands of equal dimensions. But where
find on earth clustered together through 84 miles,
such transparent water, such hundreds of islands in their
native dress, such uninterrupted cradling of majestic hills,
resting on such rocky foundations? It would seem that
He
this lake at least, was intended for man to let alone.
shall

we

cannot meddle with without marring it; and, God be
he cannot well meddle with it at all. Let. it ever
remain a holy Horicon. I never can forget the white,
waving handkerchiefs which everywhere cheered the Minnehaha as she passed along, indicative of happy cheerfulness, and good sociality, nor the ready, whole-souled responses which were made. My excursion for '75, which
commenced in the quiet and restricted limits of Spring

praised,

Cove Cottage, and its environs, expanded in the lakes and
mountains of Chateaugay and Chazy, culminated in Champlain and George, and terminated in en joyment of the splendors which Fort William Henry Hotel, and its divine surAmateur.
roundings abundantly supplied.
Uiiea, August 4, 1875.
,
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For Forest and Stream.

''DRUMMERS."

looking

it

The
question, a great hand for large numbers of a kind.
before he shot thirteen quail out of one bevy, and he
stuffed every one of them.
Rail were now his specialty;
believe he would stuff an old setting hen if he hadn't anything else on hand.
Some of his birds were put up beautifully, but most of them in "artistic attitudes," which
would frighten Mother Nature out of her wits if she ever
chanced to see them. He was after rail, of which he had
one, and snipe, of which he had just killed one, but neither
he nor his dog could find it.
knew he would hunt until he found it if it took all Summer, so we assisted.
Sam
soon came to a point, and there was the dead bird forty feet
beyond where H. had marked him. Two flushed as we
went forward; 1 dropped one, the other went to drumming.
hunted over the marsh, and before long the musicians
scattered; three came down, one taking a direct line for
James', who, as he set his wings to pitch, helped him along,
and down he came dead; the other two went down twenty
rods apart. I went for one, James for the other. I killed
one as I floundered through the mud, the report starting
my bird; he went up, and the one James was after with
him, and they went straightway to cutting up all sorts of
elaborate capers. James, like" a sensible man, sat down
upon an old log to await their pleasure. I crossed the creek,
where the other was circling about very high. Occasionally he would make a dive down to within three hundred
feet.
James' birds came down right for him one after the
other, as usual, and he killed them both handsomely.
My
bird kept at his capers until I was desperate.
As he was at
his lowest I fired at him with No. 6; he was far out of
range, but he immediately took a turn and pitched down
thirty rods off.
I went after him; got him up and missed;
he did not fly over ten rods, and there I killed him.
took our stuffing friend II. into the buggy and drove toward home. Coming to a brook, upon the right hand side
of the road, Sam came to a point through the fence.
H.
and I got out; we got over the fence; uprose three; II.
killed one, I killed one and missed the other.
I went after
II. left us
this one, got him and another when returning.
here for a short cut across the fields.
mile further on
Sam came to another point through the fence; this lime
upon the left. As we drove up two snipe rose, and flying
about ten rods, alighted upon a high bank near some raspI
berry bushes. I could see them running upon the turf.
walked up within a short distance, and as they started killed
had. in all twenty-six.. Of these about ten
them both.
were "drummers." James had killed the larger portion of
I was two or three birds ahead in number,
the musicians.
but was very willing to acknowledge myself beaten.

am now

If the weather be favorsnipe is a musical bird.
able the capers he indulges in are manifold, but not
generally at all satisfactory to the sportsman. It had turned
warm once more. The frogs were holding grand concerts,
and every other bird and animal that could sing at all was
"bound to do his level best. The ideal Spring was at last

with us.
I kidnapped James again, and with the pointer Sam we
once more occupied the covered buggy; we put the top
down. The morning was bright and warm; during the
day somewhat hazy, threatening a storm in a day or two;
the roads were sticky and ungetoverable. Our first objective point a spring brook running through a marshy meadow. We drove up to the fence, stopped and listened.
There was a "drummer" sure enough. We looked long
up in the air, every few moments hearing the clatter of his
wings as he made -his' rush. He was so high that it was
several minutes before we could make him out. A "drummer" will generally follow around the same circle, however large it may be, thirty rods or half^ a mile in diameter.
centre of this circle is generally the point whence he
started, and where he will alight if he ever makes up his
mind to do so, and there also will most likely be found
We tried it with this fellow, spent half an hour
others.
watching him, and looking for his friends in vain;
gave it up; turned down to the right twenty rods or more;
up went one bird wild, "Kek! kek! kek!" two more started
nearer to us, which we dropped; two others kept on, rose
When
into the air, and commenced his circumvolutions.
he made his rush it sounded very much like a flock of
We kept on, hearing another "Kek! kek! kek!"
ducks.
found there a
at our left upon some high ground.
marshy pond ten rods across. As we neared it up went
three birds upon the farther side, and up into the air, they
went to circling, the three together; occasionally they
would come down as low as the tops of the forest trees.
Told James we might as well wait for them; so we sat
down. We could hear the first bird in the distance, the
second also, nearer, and the three came around every few
minutes. So it went on for half an hour; the three had

The

We

turned toward us, and were lowering rapidly. "Kek! kek!
kek!" They came over us not twenty feet high, their
wings at intervals touching the tips above their backs. I
picked my bird; James fired before me, dropping his almost
upon my head. The other two stopped their capers, and
went off like a couple of streaks of lightning with forty
I fired, but when the gun went off the bird
feet zigzags.
was not covered within twenty feet. They went down
within thirty rods, lay to the dog, and we got them both.
No. 2 was lowering his flight, and shortly after pitched
into a ciump of bushes, where I flushed and killed
No. 1 was
quickly, and with great satisfaction.
Drove on a
still in mia-hcavens, and there we left him.
mile further to the cheese factory marsh. There was a
drummer having a good time all by himself, and we could
started six near the road, and
hear another afar off.
trot them all; hunted through the marsh toward the railroad flushing one bird, who flew across the railroad and
straight into some open woods; following after we Hushed
him and three more among the trees. James got one, one

down

him very

wanted us

•

fall

We

.

We

We

We

and where he went no one could tell. James
followed the two on our side; they were very wild; he got
one shot, but did not bring back the bird. As we crossed
the marsh on our return the drummer No. 1 finished his
maneiiverings and pitched down. I went for him he flushed
Explored Uie
like a Christian, and I bagged him easily.
cheese factory had a good drink of pold water, which Was
very refreshing, and ate a large quantity of the fresh curd,
which was very nice, but did not strike me as a very digestiWe now had a hard drive of about
ble article of diet.
four miles, which brought us upon the other road, three
miles from home. Here was some good ground, the first
lying high with marshy spots, and half a mile further on a
muddy brook, with several acres of marsh. Upon the high.

scattered,

;
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A TRIP TO VIRGINIA.

ON

the 10th of November, A. D. 1874, you might have
found a solitary pilgrim, a noted Professor of New
York City, on his way to "Ole Virginy" to try his luck at
When I met him here at the depot I could
the partridges.
see by his determined look that, though a new hand
The followat the business, he was bound "to do or die."
ing morning at seven o'clock found us on the cars of the
Washington City, Virginia Midland and Great Southern
Railroad, (a long name for one corporation, but let me
here say lhat this road is one of a very few that look to the
comfort of, and try to make everything pleasant for sports-

men;

Mr. Barbour, the popular President of the road, issued an order, which is still in force, "that hunting dogs
in the care of persons who travel over the road are to be
passed free of charge;" this is surely an order that shows
how people may expect to be treated who travel over the
road, as well as the thoughtfulness of its managers,) on our
way to Fauquier county, Virginia. At eleven o'clock we
arrived at Warrenton, and after some little delay, caused
by our arrival being expected the previous day, we .found
a son of the sunny South willing to take us over the roads
and up and down the young mountains a distance of ten
miles.
We got our dogs, guns, traps, etc., in the springIt being
less wagon, using the Professor's trunk as a scat.
a trunk with an exceedingly round top, you can better
imagine our journey over a rough road than it can here be
After* proceeding about six miles the dogs acted as if
teld.
something was wrong, and sure enough something was
wrong; for there was a, covey of. birds, and here were our
guns all strapped and apart in their cases. Well, our loss
'

About two o'clock we crossed
their gain.
Waterloo is
the liappahannock and entered Waterloo.
not a very large place, and there is much room for buildAll the place consisted of was a
ings and improvements.
Here we met Mort L r, as
store and a dwelling house.
polite a Postmaster as ever locked a mail bag, and his partAfter directing us to our habitation we
y.
ner, Mr.
started for Mrs.
s, and our driver, after taking many
wrong roads and cross cuts, finally brought us to our destiHere we had a genuine Virginia dinner, which I
nation.
assure you was enjoyed. We had about two hours of hunting, and as the country was a new one, both to ourselves
and the dogs, we did not fare very well. The next day set
in good, and our prospects looking better; it was a line
day's sport.

was possibly

—
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While here we met Uncle John

S.,

a-lookin' in that fire."

we had been

there three or four days Uncle John
turkey hunt with him, and, of course,
we accepted; but there was something the Professor and I
could not understand, for Uncle John took us through fields
that had no cover whatever, but the facts came out, as
pretty soon we saw the store at Waterloo loom up before
us, and at Uncle John's suggestion we took a rest while he
proceeded to get a quart flask filled, not with powder, but
the other kind of material that makes some persons half
shot.
Well, we then went after the turkeys, but got none.
Another time' we broke in on Uncle John before daybreak,

After

A

THE

;

Stuart's cavalry making for the Union forces.
Before h e
could get by either party he found himself in an indiscriminate skirmish. The old darkey that was driving was scared
nigh unto death, and exclaimed, in the greatest possible
anguish, "'fore God, massa John, what shall I do?" and
Uncle John says he said, "Lay down thar as flat as yon
can," and he states, "I was beside a gate-post as calm as I

Just as we were finishing
find a bird.
over a snipe came across from somewhere and
alighted some distance ahead of ns.
He started again
wild, and flying low, we could not mark him at all. James
got into the buggy and drove down to the creek, while I
crossed the road to examine a wet place among some trees.Sam drew uncertainly, and three snipe rose at fifteen roc's,
going off in different directions, but none near me. As I
came out into the open meadow could hear three drummers
down toward the marsh. Whether these were the birds I
had started I could not say. Kept down into the marsh,
where I found James with an acquaintance of ours from
the village— a young fellow crazy over the bird-stuffing

ground we did not

who was born and

Uncle John can tell you more stories, I
"riz" about there.
will venture to say, than any other one person, about Gen.
Polk and his headquarters. He also related his remarkable
exploits during the different visits of the Southern and
Northern armies. One in particular I remember was his
truly remarkable presence of mind and calmness when in
great danger.
It occurred in this way: Uncle John was on
his way to Warrenton with a load of sheep-skins.
While
passing down the road in a narrow ravine he heard, as he
expresses it, a noise as of thunder, and a moment later, on
looking up the road, he espied some of the Union cavalry
coming down the road at break neck speed. On they came,
hut something must be wrong, for behind him he heard another noise as of many hoofs, and on looking back he saw

to take a

and, after routing him up, we went to his blind to getthenl
On our return we
turkeys, but luck was against us again.
found Uncle John reading the Bible to the hands on the
After he had gotten, through the Professor asked
place.
him if it was a usual thing for him to do, and he replied
that he read some to them every morning, and that he told
them that "now thar's the law and d n if you don't go
by it, its not my fault."
After spending a pleasant fortnight we bade our friends
goo'd-by, with a promise, which will' in all probability be
started on our
fulfilled, to come again next October.
homeward journey refreshed in body and mind. And I
cannot close this without referring to the hospitality of the
Virginians.
Go where you will, roam the world over, and
if you can, find a welcome that is more from the heart, one
that makes you think surely these are not strangers, they
are some of my old friends that memory has forgotten the.
looks and faces of, but the hearts are still the same. And
as to the eating, why its enough to make an epicure's mouth
Jeff.
water.
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FRIEND DAVIDSON AND HIS DOGS.GOOD SHOOTING.
JOHN DAVIDSON

resides about two miles from
the city, and has been long and favorably known
He must
as an importer and breeder and trainer of dogs.
also be classed among the best field sportsmen in all the
few months since, on a cold morning, we
Northwest.
paid him a visit. At this time he had under his tuition
fifteen fine setters, ranging in ages from six months to two
years, and of colors sufficiently varied to suit the moht
whimsical taste. When we were snugly seated in. the
warm parlor of my Scotch friend, my first inquiry was
after the welfare of his interesting family; my second, for
that of his famous dog Jack, which he sold a few years
since to a gentleman on the North River. At once all the
smiles left his face, and in tones of regret, he said,
"Jack died last Autumn," at the same time pointing to a
The ensmall, but beautiful engraving of the favorite.
graving had been finely colored, exhibiting the dog in that
grandest of dog attitudes, pointing a bird. After a moment's pause, he said, "I have a dog which gives promise
in every particular of equaling his renowmed predecessor
and as it is too cold to spend much time among the kennels,
if you will excuse me for a moment, I will untether Tom
and bring him to the parlor, and I can assure you he will
Tom was soon on the
conduct himself with propriety."
carpet noble, rollicking fellow he is almost the countercountenpart of the "model dog," abating the color.
ance indicating equal- intelligence, with milder temper.
There were occasions that I can well attest, rare to be
sure, in which Jack could not easily be called from his
particular line of beat, or if he was compelled to surrender,
he did it with ill grace, and with a seemingly dogged purpose to return, as much as to say, if game fs the order of
the day, leave that business to me and I will find it. But
in every such case, where issue was joined between master
and dog, I never knew an instance in which the error was

R.

A

—
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not on the human side.
To return to Tom. Mr. D., anxious that I should have
some ocular demonstration of the dog's excellences, after
muffling his head thoroughly as possible, ordered a quail
to be brought into the room and concealed behind some
The dog was no sooner released than he came to
books.
Soon afterwards
a noint, showing himself in fine style.
the bird was shown to the dog and taken from the room,
aud the conversation between myself and friend was resumed. In the course of a very few minutes our attention
was arrested hy the dog on point near the centre of the
parlor, apparently as breathless and immovable as marble,
his nose raised toward the ceiling and his eyes fixed intently
on the little engraving on the wail, backing the standing
image. It was both an interesting and novel sight. To
be sure that there could be no mistake, I stood between
the dog and the picture, entirely concealing it from his
view, but this was no sooner done than he gained another
position, assuming the position of the dog backing his
friend when on point. Had the picture been a large one,
and hung in a more conspicuous light it would not have
struck me so forcibly. As it was, it furnished a novel exhibition of canine intelligence.
At the outset I spoke oi the merits of my friend J. DEducated as an accountant, and expert
infield shooting.
with the pen, I was confident that he could give some inAfter much solicitation,
teresting statistics if so disposed.
he gave me the amount of shooting done, commencing
July 4th 1871, and terminating January 12th 1873. "I
commene.ed shooting woodcock," he said, "in fields adjacent to my own home on the 4th of July, and went out
frequently till the 15th of August, bagging from eight to
About
thirty-six birds a day, or half day as it might be.
near
this time, agreeable to promise, 1 meet some friends
grouse
pinnated
of
hunting
design
the
with
line,
State
the
My companion was Jack, a black and white
in Indiana.
Being young, he had no experience
setter with tan cheeks.
An early hour next morning aitei
in this kind of game.
exour arrival found us on shooting ground, where we had
relinquish
to
us
heat
forced
extreme
the
cellent sport till
We remained in the
our labors till late in the afternoon.
Business matlocality several days with good shooting.
the party; 1
of
return
several
of
the
required
home
at
ters
to adifc
going
another
party
meet
to
only
returned also,
On this trip the weather had ue-"
ferent part of the State.
teG
ceme cool, and we enjoyed grouse shooting in its P^
The birds were now full grown and strong, i^^m
lion
quite
sixty to seventy birds a dny for our two guns was

'
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The quail now being in
usual, and eighty not uncommon.
season, furnished some excellent sport" in fields skirting the
The ponds on the prairies were plentifully suptimber.
plied with ducks and brant, and some geese. The thorough
knowledge of the country by our teamster united to the excellent working of our dogs, with plenty of game and fine
weather, rendered this trip all that could be anticipated in
the way of sport. My next trip of the season was not as
fortunate, having been sent for to meet a party at a given
point on the Alleghany Mountains, Va., in quest of ruffed
Jack was not altogether a novice in this kind of
grouse.
hunting, and the bird requiring a much closer ranging dog
than its congener of the prairie, gave me a fine opportunity
of experimenting on the merits of the dog. Having
hunted in the old world as well as in the new, I am satisfied that the setter of America must be a very different dog
from the setter of England. Here he must not only be a
fine ranger, drop at shot, never flush a bird, but perform
the office of retriever on land and water, and like the
Yankee, be ready for any new emergency; while in England he is used in an open country only. Jack was alive
Whenever he came to a point on a bird,
to any situation.
concealed in the top of a fallen tree, knowing the habits of
the game, I first chose my position, then sent Jack around
The intellithat he might come in on the opposite side.
gence he displayed in driving it out on my side, was often
remarkable, and any one who has hunted ruffed grouse
must have observed how often they take advantage of going out the opposite side of the thicket, or tree top, from
Our success here was not the best; seldom
the gunner.
bagging over eight brace a day to two guns; we therefore
resolved to try Ohio for quail and ruffed grouse. Among
the Buckeyes we found fair sport, bagging as high as
twenty brace a day to each gun. Returned home, and
after hunting several days on grounds long familiar, was
summoned to join a party going to Indiana and Illinois for
a quail shooting.
I had to meet one of the renowned
Eastern shooters, with a setter of extraordinary reputation,
and I deemed it best to take as an auxiliary to Jack, his
game little sister, Flora. I reached the placi appointed
for our meeting two days in advance of my friends met
'

Now

Capt. H. C. Chester, one of the heroes of the
Polaris, is also here, having general charge of the govern-

work.

only a half-pounder, but there was joy in the soul of one member of our
family and an unwonted fluttering of the heart and long drawn breath,
as he slipped head foremost into my breeches pocket. He was followed
there by several others in the course of an hour before the sun went
down; but I must confess that my second fish— mine by courtesy— got
away from me. He was a beauty and made a bold rise, but I did'nt
want him. In the vernacular of the country, "I had no use for him,"
so I gaped at him and did'nt strike. He thought my gaping rude and
left for other flies less artificial.
After gaping once, I got up, got over

mmt yard.

Transportation op Frozen Fish Eggs,— Here

now

attack of feverish excitement, and caught enough .fish to go back to
camp with a proud air and a happy smile. That night, after a delicious
supper, we slept in an old deserted root cellar, with a ton of old hay, the
wagon Covers, and some buffalo robes for our bed.
To get to this paradise of the trout fisherman, and I may say of the
hunter of bear, deer, grouse, wild ducks, ed id genus omne, the valley
and river of the Rio Grande, in Southwestern Colorado, it is only neces-

.

saw him point six different times
one covey while holding a dead bird in his mouth, each
time, and all in a space of time not exceeding fifteen minalighted near each other,

in

utes.
Another instance, after losing him. among briar
thickets on a prairie, and no response to my repeated call,
heard one loud bark, soon found him pointing a fine covey
of quail, rigid as a statue.
That season alone I killed over two thousand head of
game, besides many ducks, etc.
During the fourteen years I have shot over twenty

thousand."
Monroe, Michigan, August,

TROUTING

Erie.
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1875.

cold will destroy the vitality of the eggs of insecets, provided the principle of life has not been previously awakened; and I have a conviction that the same rule holds
with the eggs of fish. I have known salmon redds exposed
in Winter, by the falling away of the water, to the weather,
and frozen throughout, eggs and gravel forming one mass
of ice; the young fish would, nevertheless, hatch out at
the appointed time.
I believe that whether the suspension of animation caused by the frost endured for one day,
or one month, or almost any period, the effect would be
the same, if thawed in a natural and uniform manner. The
frozen ova, however, must not be "broken up by a crowbar." I would propose that a portion of eggs, duly impregnated, or, which is better, taken from the redd withthe gravel in which it lay (the contents of a pint pot would
stock every river in New Zealand), should be placed in a
cavity between two blocks of ice, which would instantly
freeze into a solid mass.
The simple problem would then
be to convey that lump unthawed to its place of destination not a very difficult matter, I should suppose.
That
done, let what remains of the block be as once submerged
in an appropriate position in a bed ot gravel, over which
a few inches of water run and 1 will wager the expense
that in due time the samlets would appear and stock the.
waters abundantly.

sary to take a ticket to Denver, thence by rail to Canyon City, thence 143
miles over one of the finest of mountain roads in Concord coaches to
Del Norte, which place should form the base of operations. Here saddle
horses, or mule wagons, can be obtained at reasonable prices for future
movements. It was with extreme regret tha t I have hastened back, but
my partner has "struck it rich' on a gold and silver lode, and he was
anxious that I should in person report progress to some Eastern friends
and capitalists. I propose to astonish you in a day or two by some
apecimens of quartz bearing free gold. I have seen a mountain of such
mineral, with gold enough almost in sight to build a first-class rapid
transit road for our suffering fellow citizens, or to furnish capital to
some of our millionaires for a dozen gigantic charitable schemes.
At Wagon Wheel Gaps, near where we were fishing, are also hot sulphur springs of undoubted value and efficacy in many diseases. These
springs are respectively 10?°, 122° and 135° in temperature. The water
contains also soda and iron. Some twenty or thirty families were in camp
'

in tents and covered wagons, having traveled from fifty to two hundred
miles for the benefit of the waters. I was informed of many ca^es of
cure of rheumatism of long standing, and from the character of the

—

waters there is little doubt but that their action would be enrative in
chronic cases of dyspepsia and female diseases.
When the railroad shall have penetrated these mountain fastnesses, and it is now only
a matter of time, many an invalid will delve with advantage in this
mine, and give new proof of. the inexhaustible greatness of Colorado's

many

;
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Warren.

Fish Culture in Tennessee.

.
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milldams, pollution of water, etc., thus preventing
ascent of alewives and other small fish to spawn, these
small fish being the natural food of the cod.

Of Capt. L. A. Beardslee, who has charge of the Government steamer, the Bluelight, that is used for dredging,
the letter says:

"This

Piseco has already told us of the plaster casts of the fish
that are being taken for the Smithsonian Institution.
Mr.

Bowles says:—
"If any novel specimen of fish is brought in, it is immediately photographed, and, as soon as possible, its colors
carefully taken on paper, two skillful water color artists,

H. Richard and Mr. Wakeman Holberton, beingthis purpose.
This work has to be done
quickly, as there is nothing in nature which fades as soon
as the bright hues of a fish out of his native element. After
this is done, a plaster cast is made of the fish.
To-day, a
big horse-mackerel, four or five feet long, was undergoing
this operation.
Later and more leisurely the plaster cast
is mounted at the Smithsonian Institute, and colored to
life according to the portrait made on paper here.
Tliis
cast and painting is done with such faithful exactness that
every scale and ray is shown precisely as in the living fish.
A large number of these casts, embracing nearly all the
J.

employed for

*

Editor Forest and Stream:—
Five weeks ago when I left New York

I did not expect to see you
again so soon, nor to be able to say that I have waded and soaked in the
finest trout stream in America, and gained, in fact, my first real experience in catching the speckled beauties. As a tyro, my opinion may be

open to

criticism. I will therefore fall back upon figures.
Two of my
friends have caught here since the season commenced nearly two thousand pounds of trout, all with most ridiculously small fly hooks and fine
tackle—in short, they are first-class amateurs, with all a sportsman's horror
of ground worms and grasshoppers.
For my part, as a heavyweight

or a heavy fisherman after bass and Wuefish, pickerel and mascalonge,
sheepshead and weakflsh, to which denizens of the deep I feel gratefully
indebted for many a well spent day and week, I must confess that I am,
perhaps through ignoracc, unable to appreciate the beauty of having
such very light tackle as experts choose, which must inevitably, in their
hands even, fail to secure b t a very small proportion of the really large
trout who rise to their lures. One of the objects of sport
is success,
and where fish run so very large the pleasure and excitement of securing
one monster, thereby displaying one's skill (or luck) cannot compensate
for the chagrin of losing a dozen who happen to be smart enough
to nop
their tails against the troutist's fragile gut.
Doubtless many a smile of
derision will greet this opinion, but having formed and expressed
it, I
shall stick to it until the light of other (future) days may
perhaps make
me an altered man.
After having attended to certain mining matters which took
me to
Colorado, and in the course of which i passed several days climbing
the mountains on horseback and on foot, investigating various lodes
in
which I had more or less interest,! started on a three days' trip
to

Wagon Wheel Gaps

in the San Juan Mountains. Here let me, from
pure
feelings of gratitude, as I have no personal interest in the' matter,
as

you

know, mention my foot dressings. I took with me from New York
a
pair of Frank Goode's oil-tanned moccasins, gaiter make, with
soles and
heels, and had hobnails put in them for mountain travel. I found
them
exceedingly serviceable, and while my horse and self were more
than
once exhausted, I never became foot sore or weary, though»traveling
through mud and rocks and marshes, often almost knee deep; and
afterwards, thougu wading for several hours of two days in the waters
and
on the rocky bottom of the golden Rio Grande, they preserved
their
softness and pliability. Alas as friends I regret
them. They are departed! into the hands of greedy miners,
who allowed me only the
choice as to whom I should bequeath them
on my departure
I will not
write up our fishing trip, as it was short and
without special interest to
the general reader. To myself it is of course
something not easy to he
forgotten-at least not just yet-the catching of
my first trout. He was

is

becoming

fish.

now

represents the navy on the commission
for the examination and test of iron and steel, but he
takes such a- lively interest in the work of the Bluelight,
that he prefers to be detailed to superintend its movemonts,
although it is a duty far beneath his rank. In short, he
spends his summer vacation, as some of the professors of
science above mentioned do, in promoting the investigation of the fish commission, because it is for him a congenial and interesting occupation.
Capt. Beardslee also keeps
a large part of the outside world informed of the discoveries of the Bluelight in his letters, partly gossip and partly
science, and altogether agreeable, to the Forest and
Stream, over the signature of "Piseco."
officer

State

"Since the first settlement of the country, great changes
have taken place in our streams. The removal of timber
and the cultivation of the land, have affected the waters
and also the fish. Some of our finest food fishes, as the
black bass, spawn about the time our Spring freshets bring
down from the ploughed lands large quantities of earthy
matter which settles on the young spawn in quantities
greater than the parent fish can clear off, burying the
spawn entirely. Animals of kinds which flourish in a
state of niture, meet with many casualties in a state of
civilization.
Our intelligence and care must provide
against such injurious consequenees as follow changes introduced by us.
The people will also sustain a prudent, efficient and
judicious, system for the propagation and protection of

as

&c,

— This

much interested in fish culture. Prominent among those
who are aiding in this work, is Hon. Joseph S. Fowler, of
Nashville, who has written a letter to the Columbia Herald,
from which we make an extract. He says:

^Tiie United States Fishery Commission at Wood's
Hole. Mr. B. F. Bowles* of the Springfield Republican,
recently paid the Fishery Commission a visit at Wood's
Hole, and tells us all about it in a letter to his journal.
From him we learn that one of the most important conclusions reached through the examinations of the commission
is, that the great decrease in codfishery on our coast is due
to the obstructions placed in our streams and rivers, such

Mr.

IN COLORADO.

in the

sion,

—

an old acquaintance, who had repeatedly seen my anticipated comrade and his dog in the field. I had perfect confidence in my dogs, and resolved to do as well as I could,
though game wae. not very abundant. On the first day I
bagged forty-three quail and four ruffed grouse; missing
two quail only. I asked my old acquaintance how such
shooting would compare with the Eastern party, and how
our dogs would compare. "O'Man," he says, speaking in
broad [Scotch, "he has nae chance, at a', nor his dog either,
nor the quails for that matter." Went out the next day
and bagged thirty-six over little Flora and got back to meet
my Eastern friend in the afternoon. Early the next morning we started for points farther West, and had the best
shooting of the season on this trip, bagging to my gun, a
muzzle loader at that, five hundred and seventy-live birds
in twelve day's shooting; my largest day being seventy-two
Q
birds, the mercury on that morning being 15 below zero.
The law having now expired in Illinois, I returned to Indiana, and in twelve and a half days shooting, from January 1st, bagged five hundred and eighty-five quail and
ruffed grouse, to my gun alone.
This was my last adieu
hunt with my favorite companion, Jack, as an Eastern
sportsman soon after became his owner.
When reading the accounts of wonderful dogs and their
exploits, I will merely say that I have often counted the
number of quail in a oovey when flushed, and when dropping in the long grass in low prairie, seen him find and
pohst every one, and in one instance when the birds had

a sug-

employ of the United States Fishery Commiswrote an article on this subject for Forest and
Stream some time since. We quote:
"It has been proved by experiment that no amount of

my

wealth.

is

gestion for the transportation of fish eggs, which appears
in Land and Water.
It is worth noting.
Mr. Fred Mather,

varieties of fish known to exist in the United States, are
already constructed at the institute, and it is the intention
of Prof. Baird to have the collection complete, if possible,
for exhibition at the centennial, next year."

The personnel of the commission, as at present represented here, comprising both officers and volunteers, is as
follows:

'Trof. Spencer F. Baird, United States Commissioner of
Fisheries, Smithsonian Institute, Washington, D. C. Prof
A. E. Verril and S. I. Smith, and Tutor J. K. Thacher of
Yale College, S. F. Clark, Assistant in Zoology at YaleProf. Theodore Gill of the Smithsonian Institute; Prof
Alpheus Hyatt of the Institute of Technology at BostonSanderson Smith, geologist, of
York; G. Brown
;

1

New

Good and Tarleton H. Bean and J. H. Richards,

artist,

of the

Museum at Washington; James H.
in the Museum of ComparativeZoology at Cam-

United States National

Blake, artist,
bridge; C. Hart Merriam of the Sheffield Scientific School
Mr. Simons, assistant in the Boston Society of Natural
History; L. A. Beardslee, commander, United States
steamer Bluelight; Passed Assistant Surgeon J. H. KidderActing Master S. G. Cook; H. E. Rockwell, Secretary of
Commission and Disbusiug Officer; C. L. Dana, J.Paul
Wilson and Herbert Gill/ stenographers; J. w! Smillie
photographer; William Palmer, modeler. Amonp- the

There are but few States in the Union that enjoy greater
advantages so far as fresh water is considered. The Tennessee is fed from a vast extent of surface by numerous
streams furnishing a body of water that would cover many
hundreds of square miles of land abounding in nourishment for our own fish. To care for this domain and have
it devoted
to useful purposes is at once the duty of the
Stale.
I trust then that the next Legislature will make
such provisions as the experience of the times and the
practice of other States warrant.
The results of intelligent care for fish have proved so satisfactory in many of
our States that there can be no doubt of its advantage."

Trotjtdale Fish

.

<*•
Farm.— We lately had

the pleasure of

visiting this fishery, one of the oldest and best conducted
It is situated in the beautiful valley of the
in the country.
Musconetcong, near Bloomsbury, N. J., in the midst of a
fine farming country whose high rolling lands and pure
cold springs are a guarantee of the perfect healthfulness of
the location.
The site was originally selected by Mr. Thad-

deus Norris, the well known author of "The American
Angler," but was afterwards sold to the late Dr. J. H.
Slack, who extended the grounds devoted to the ponds,
and beautified them.
The hatching house is long enough to do the work of the
fish commissioners of New Jersey, as well as that of the
farm, and the past season has turned out many thousand
California salmon, from eggs presented by the United
States Commission, as well as the salmon trout for the
State, without at all interfering with the hatching of 225 000 brook trout. Since the death of its talented owner
nearly a year ago, it has been successfully managed by
Mrs. Slack. The ponds are well stocked, and the fish
appear healthy and well cared for. Attached to the
hatching
house is a boiler where food is cooked,
principally the heads and lights of beef; they are then put
into a chopper run by water power and brought to the requisite fineness.
The cooking renders much food available that would otherwise be wasted, but as to the comparative amount of nutriment as contained in cooked and uncooked food, we are not prepared to give an opinion, never
having seen it thoroughly tested side by side. It seems to
be conceded that cooked food is best for cattle, but that is
vegetable matter, and reasoning from analogy is not always
sound.
There are nine ponds in fine condition and beautifully
arranged, audit was with a feeling of regret that we learned
that the failing health of Mrs. Slack would compel her to
give up their care, if not to sell her elegant residence and
abandon the work of fish culture altogether.— Live Stock
Journal.

[Why does'nt New Jersey purchase
ing House? Ed.]

it

for a State

Hatch-

TROUT AS——VEGETARIANS.
—
+

X
Editor

_

Rutland,
Forest and Stream:—

Vt.,

August

19th, 1875.

!

.

Mr. Hale, of this town, to whom I sold, before going abroad,
farm, has succeeded in solving a problem in trout culture
•

Clarke.
Prof. Milner, Assistant Commissioner, whose
operations at South Hadley this Summer, in the hatchingand distribution of shad, your readers are familiar with is
staying here for a few days, completing the details of his

my trout

which, it seems
to me is of the greatest importance. His trout
are fed, and have been
for some months, upon bread made of Indian
corn. He adds to the
meal a little sugar or molasses of the cheapest sort, and
the trout eat the
bread thus prepared with as much avidity as they do chopped liver or
;

"

—

—

—

.

AND STREAM.

'FOREST

----other animal food.

More than this, they are in good condition; they
well—though th8y do not grow quite so rapidly as upon a flesh
diet— and their flesh is firm and finely flavored. This discovery makes
trout culture not only possible in localities whereJt would not otherwise
be pract'cable, but in all cases more economical. Whether the vegetthrive

For those whom it may interest I beg leave to inform you
on this island last April, one of which was shot,
but unfortunately before I could procure it the party who shot it had cut
off its wings, which precluded the possibility of my stuffing and mounting it.
j. T. C. Moses.
accidental.

that three were seen

able diet can be rigidly or uninterruptedly practiced is a matter for further trial. Even if the result shows that a certain quantity of animal
food is necessary to the most perfect health and robust development, it
is still a fact of the utmost value that trout can be raised on a vegetable
diet, and that upon it alone they live and grow and fatten.
Very truly yours,
M. Goldsmith,

-<HH*-

CENTRAL PARK MENAGERIE.
Department or Public Parks,

New

One

of the Fish Commissioners for Vermont.

Xntutul ]§istorQ.
,

Two
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EDIBLE FISH OF THE

PACIFIC.

San Francisco, August,

Editor Forest and Stream:—

*

1975.

—

species, as the sturgeon, etc., are of a coarse, dry,

none

of

them can be

and indigestible char-

said to be deleterious in their ef-

fects, or poisonous, unless

they have become so, which is very rarely the
from feeding on poisonous substances. Both the sea and fresh

case,

water

about equal as to their edibility, but the salt water fish are,
more nourishing and palatable. Neither should be
eaten when out of season, as.they are considered the best a short time
after spawning, and unfit to be eaten immediately after.
Most of the salt and fresh v\ ater fish are brought to our market by
Italian and Spanish fishermen, and a few Chinese, who net them mostly,
or take them with long lines furnished with a multitude ol hooks, in our
bay, or at sea outside of what are called "The Heads.
They use small
smacks, furnished with one large sail, which extends from stern to head,
performing the office of both main and foresail. Those which go far out
to sea or to the Farollone Islands, about thirty miles, are provided with
"fish wells," placed in the centre of the vessels, by which the sea water
can flow in and out through a latticed bottom, thus, of course, preserving the fish alive and fresh.
Tho number of fish are now being fast increased here, as elsewhere,
by our State Fish Commissioners and our Acclimatizing Society and
other persons, planting and growing many kinds of fish, especially the
salmon and trout, in our estuaries, lakes, ponds, creeks, etc^, for sporting as well as market purposes, as is now being done in so many parts
of the world; indeed, we have now several breeding places, as on the
McCloud and Merced Rivers, etc. The supply of fish varies a good deal
here according to weather, tides, and ages of the moon, perhaps.
Among the numerous fish that are found on our stalls are the salmon,
true codfish, and another variety, rockfish, (a species of sea bass,)
smelts, torn cods, sturgeon, halibut, white perch, soles, skates, sheeps_
head, turbot, green fi.^h, pompano, sardines, kingfish, jewfish, ancho.
vies, sunfish, brook trout, salmon trout, or lake trout, mackerel, herrings,
"pike," (a species of carp,) and many others of lesser note. We have
at least five species of shellfish valuable for the table— one oyster, (the
Eastern do not yet seem to breed here,) two mussels, one cockie, and a
soft-shell clam. The oysters are small, not finely flavored, and are not
very abundant. We have no lobster, (it is yet doubtful whether the
Eastern kind has succeeded here,) but a crayfish or crawfish, or what
some call a large prawn (Palinwis,) very similar to the lobster in size
color, flavor, (though very inferior,) habits and general appearances except that it lacks the large claws. We have plenty of shrimps. Crabs
are abundant. The abelone or aulone (Haliotis) is found as far north as
Poinlf Reyes, and abounds south of Point Conception. It is a large mollusk with one shell, from five to seven inches across; the shells are beautifully irridescent with rainbow colors, and it is now much used in the
art's for buttons, sleeve buttous, broaches, knife handles, inlaying, and
numerous other ornaments. Many vessels are engaged fishing for them.
The finest salmon is from 6 to 10 cents per pound when in plenty, white
sea bass are 20 cents, halibut 18 cents, soles 30 cents, kingfish 18 cents,
smelts 12£ cents, and pompano, the choicest of all fish here, $2.E0 per
fish are

I believe, considered

1

pound.
Within these two

last years

we have had more

'

torn cod, identical with

the Eastern frostfish, than smelts in the bay. I often catch forty to fifty
torn cod in a morning in four or five hours' time. It is a tender, sweet,
and delicate fish for the table, but has no high flavor like the trout,
salmon, and halibut. The smelts have come into the bav late this year,
but are now being caught at Oakland L ong Wharf in plenty, and of large
I sometimes take a great
size, averaging about ten inches in length.
manjr They are rather game, but they and torn cod will not content one
E. J. Hooper.
for sport after trout and salmon fishing.
.

DOMESTICATED WOOD DUCKS.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
In several answers to inquiries you say the "wood or Summer duck
cannot be domesticated." The following persons have had them:— Fred.
Mather, Honeoye Falls, N. Y.; J. N. Bicknell, Westmoreland, N. Y.;
***
Gen. Cuas. A. Johnson, Newburyport, Mass.

[One of our correspondents made a misstatement of this
but it lias been more than once corrected in these columns, and the names given of parties possessing tame wood
ducks. The latter associate freely with barn-yard fowls.
sort,

Ed

]

—

-©..-

MASS.

«

Davenport, Mass., August
Editor Forest and Stream:—

23d, 1875.

Friday, August 20th, a bald or gray eagle, (Haliactus leucocephalus,)
alighted on a chimney at the pork packing establishment of J. P. Squires
Co., in Cambridge.
A- ladder was placed against the chimney and an

&

attempt made by a workman to capture it by throwing a noose over its
head. This it adroitly eluded, and, after swooping down upon its assail-

away

feet

from

upon the Putnam school house, where it was
was evidently a young specimen, and measured five
of wings.
A. F. Gray.

to alight

shot by a citizen.

It

tip to tip

««-H»-

TURKEY BUZZARDS.
*

.

Grand Man an, N.

B., August 10th, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
In looking over your issue of the 14th of January, 1875, 1 saw a statethat a turkey buzzard had been taken at Calais, Maine, and marked

ment

Presented by Miss Hattie Rosen-

Night Herons, Nyctlardea gardeni.

Presented by Mr. H. F.

Barrell.

One King Snake, Ophibolus sayi.
Mr. Bernhard Speckels.

Hab. Gulf States.

Presented by

Hab. North Africa. Th"e

of the species ever exhibited in this country.
Two Leopards, Fells leopardus. Bred in the Menagerie.

first

W. A. Conkun,

^ntm nnd %nrdm.

foodhnd,

,

—The

Director.

—

-

—

of experiments upon the pawpaw in this regard; it would
be well to know with what success, and whether the breeding and selection have been continued through successive
generations.

"Our American plumbs have for many years been in
some sort of cultivation and have improved upon the wild

forms; but I suppose they have not been systematically attended to. Their exterior liability to black knot and other
attacks renders them, for the present, unsuccessful.

"Finally, if promology includes nuts, there is a promiss
ing field uncultivated. Our wild chestnuts are sweeter
than those of the Old World; it would be well to try
whether races might not be developed with the nuts alarge as marrons or Spanish chestnuts, and without diminution of flavor.
If we were not too easily satisfied with a
mere choice between spontaneous hickory nuts, we might

have much better and thinner-shelled ones.

Varying

as

they do, excessively in the thickness of the shell and" the
size and flavor of the kernel, they are inviting your attention, and promising, to reward your care.
The pecan is
waiting to have the bitter matter between the kernel bred
out; the butternuts and black walnuts to have their excess of oil turned into farinaceous and sugary matter, and
their shells thinned and smoothrd by continued good breeding, when they will much surpass the European walnut."

+

has been flooded with peaches
until within the last day or two, when Delaware growers
have declined to pick their fruit, the proceeds not paying

The Land op Horses.— The "blue-grass region" appears to be a paradise for horsemen according to the following statement made by the correspondent of an ex-

expenses. During the early part of the week the fruit
were selling for 25 cents per basket, and the commission
merchants were not receiving back the amounts advanced
for freight.
Now that the supply has been somewhat reduced and the same quantities are not coming forward,
prices have advanced to 75 cents per basket.
The grocers
and small dealers are the only ones who have made a profit

change:

Peaches.

city

out of the preseut glut, as consumers, unless they purchase at the markets, are charged the usual prices. Prices,
however, must continue low for some time to come. Now
is the time to preserve.

-•

Tree Planting Again.— The importance

of tree plant-

and the profit, direct and indirect, realized from it, are
topics which cannot be pressed home too strongly or too
frequently upon our agricultural communities.
We have
ing,

considered various phrases of this subject at different times,
but the most practical, and therefore the most useful articles pertaining to the matter we have lately seen are those
by Gen. Jas. S. Brisbin, and we present below the substance of his statemets:
"Gen. Brisbin gives the history of a ten-acre field of
black ash planted for hoop-poles. Where thinned at five
years from planting, the poles gathered at the first cutting
were worth $1,620. Two years later the rest of the young
trees may be cut and sold for $4,860.
The total yield of
the ten acres thus planted would be $6,480, at the rate of
$725.70 a year for ten acres, or $92.50 per acre. Land
planting in walnut timber will in ten years yield more than
if the land had been planted each year in grain; and moreover, a crop of corn or potatoes may be planted between
the rows the first and second years with no injury to the
young trees, as the walnut strikes a deep root and draws
sustenance from the subsoil. Three years from planting,
the trees will bear a peck of nuts each, and there are certainly few more delicious nuts than the fruit of the black

walnut

tree

"An

acre of sugar maples, at twenty-five years of age,
will average one foot in diameter and produce 2,000 pounds
When the trees measure twenty inches
of sugar annually.
they will give 60,000 feet of lumber, worth $2,500, beside
a great deal of fuel, and 220 trees will grow on an acre.
lot of chestnut trees planted in Mount Pleasant, Iowa,
eleven years ago, is making a better return than the same
number of acres in orchard. The hickory is valuable on
account of its nut-bearing qualities and its wood. The
shelbark is the best for planting, either for wood or fruit.
The oak is the most valuable of all trees, and can be
readily raised from the seed, which should be gathered
The best month to
in the Fall after the acorns drop.
gather the seed is October, and it should be planted at once,
or kept in a cool, moist condition until Spring.

"The moment you

"The cottonwood commends
ginners on account of

its

itself to

all

Western

be-

rapid growth and easy culture.

grows anywhere, and seems to be undying. If one is
cut down another springs up from the stump.
Gen. Brisbin expresses the opinion that it would grow in almost any
of the Eastern States, and as a shade tree for cattle is unThe young cuttings are readily obtained from
surpassed.
Western nurserymen and cost but a trifle. The cotton r
wood furnishes better shelter and fuel in a shorter time
than any other tree in America. Several acres of these
have been known to grow seven feet in one year from the
cuttings.
A thousand trees can be grown on an acre. The
soft maple is improved by cultivation, and at seven years
from planting will yield three ten-foot rails, while an acre
of soft maple at the end of the same period will yield 3,000
In some sections good land is thrown out of cultirails.
vation because there is no timber adjacent whence to get
supplies of fuel and fencing."
It

"A few wild fruits may be mentioned which manifestly
have great capabilities, that may or may not be developed
The, leading instances in my mind, are the
in the future.
persimmon and the pawpaw; not the true pawpaw, of
course, which we have in Florida, but the Asia Minor, or
Western pawpaw, so called. Both persimmons and pawpaws are freely offering from spontaneous seedlings, incipient choicer varieties to be selected from both fruit when
only a few years old, thereby accelerating, the fixation of
selected varieties into races; and both give fruits of types
wholly distinct from any others we possess of temperate
He that has not tasted a kaki has no concepclimates.
of the capabilities of the diospyrus genus.
The custard
apples of ti;e West Indies give some idea of what might
be made of our pawpaw when ameliorated by cultivation
and close selection for several generations. I have understood that one of the veteran pomologists of the country
Dr. Kirkland, of Ohio, a good while ago initiated a course

enter the 'blue-grass region'

you

heat-

nothing but horse-talk. The whole section lives upon pedigrees.
The stable boys banter pedigrees in a nomenclature of their own.
The men utter pedigrees with a volubility like the flowing of a never-ending stream.
Even the
ladies of polite society will chatter pedigrees, and talk as
fluently of sire and dam as if they had received their accomplishments in the precincts of the breeding portions of
the stock farm. Everywhere it is horse, mare, filly, foal,
gelding.
The stables are swarming with them, the streets
are alive with them, the fields are dotted with them like
the cattle on a thousand hills, and the visitor, even though
he came merely to see, has a secretiveness and obstinacy
more profound than the mysteries of a Sphinx if he does

not buy before he comes away some little equine specimen
which he has no earthly use. There is a certain Free
Masonry or brotherly love among the horse dealers of Kentucky.
If one dealer has nothing in the horse line to
answer your demands he will furnish you with a saddle
horse and accompany you for miles around the neighborhood to inspect stock which he is sure will just suif your
fancy.
Their houses are thrown open to your entertainment. The rarest wine of corn and the freshest of mint,
and the richest of Alderney cream and the tenderest of
Spring chickens are offered with a princely generosity to
feed the flame of your horse fever, which must not be allayed till you have left your money behind you on some of
the stock farms.
This is the logic of all the attentions and
pedigrees and horse enthusiasm, and it is wonderful how
the interest is kept up year after year, and how the surplus
funds of our wealthy horse-fanciers are poured with an increasing volume, into the coffers of the 'blue grass region."'
for

—Robert Bonner, of New York, has just purchased the
seven-year-old trotter, Grafton, from Richard Penniston,
of Lexington, Ky.
He is by Waxy, dam by Kavanagh's
Gray Eagle, and is stated to have made a trial mile at
Cleveland in 2:15-£-. The price is not known, but is said to
be $35,000.

7he

A

American Fruits.— Professor Asa Grey said, in a recent address, of the undeveloped fruits of America:

-

BALD EAGLE AT CAMBRIDGE,

ant, soared

risorius.

One Equine Antelope, Hippotragus eguinus.

As a field for the angler this coast, including California, Oregon, Washington Territory. Columbia, and Alaska, is considered by many good
judges as about the best in the world, and the Pacific Ocean probably
equals the Atlantic in its variety of edible fish, and excels it in numbers,
though I do not think this market comes up to that of New York, Boston, and Bait' more in the quality of the number of good fishes found in
the latter cities. We have such an immense abundance of salmon of
different species, (the Salmo guinnat being the best,) in all our seas and
many of our rivers, that most of our fine ocean fish are almost entirely
overlooked, particularly in a great commercial point of view, although
the halibut and cod might probably be made nearly equally good for commerce if the same attention were paid to them as to salmon. The ranges
of the halibut and true cod are, however, more limited than those of the
salmon. The former ranges from Oregon to the Alentian Islands and to
the Behring Sea, the specimens caught weighing from one to 400 pounds.
The latter—the cod the best for commerce, exclusive of the salmon, is
found in countless numbers from the coast of Washington Territory to
the highest ice floes. Of course we have these fish in plenty in our
markets in this city. The majority of the fish here are eatable, but some
acter, although

Animals received at
gust, 21st, 1875:—
Two Ring Doves, Turtur
thal.

——
,

|

York, August 22, 1875. f
Central Park Menagerie for the week ending Au-

.

--

MmmL

Thk Newark Bench Show.— We
last

week

to the action that has

alluded in our paper

been taken in regard

to the

holding of a great Bench Show of Dogs in the city of
Newark next Fall. Such success has attended each dog
show held in this country thus fary (an institution of quite
recent date here, although long in vogue in England,) and
so rapidly has the interest increased in the matter of breeding and training hunting dogs, that it seemed as though a
-

special effort, if made, might bring out a larger display of
dogs and a larger attendance of spectators that has heretofore been known.
New Jersey was recommended as a desirable locality for such a show, not only because it is central, but because it has a larger proportion of first-class
dogs than any other State of its size. Accordingly an informal meeting was held on the 15th instant at Newark,
which was even a greater success than was anticipated.
The meeting was enthusiastic throughout, and the promise for the Fall is even more radiant than Autumn colors.
Mr. Jacob Pentz tendered the use of his house, and acted
as Chairman of the committee acting on appointments.
Many well-known representatives of sporting interests were
present, and we give herewith the names of those chosen
as the Advisory or Executive Committee:— N. A. Doremus,
E. A. Hawes, W. Grummond, Herman Schalk, Theo. Morford, Foreman Taylor, Charles H. Raymond, S. J. Bestor,
Burdett Loomis, A. P. Baldwin, William Hughes, F. S.
Underbill, Eugene H. Shorb, and Jacob Pentz.
Horace Smith, of the Forest and Stream; Fred. G.
Skinner, of the Turf, Field and Farm; T. C. Banks, of the
Rod and Gun, and Charles A. Foster, of the Sportsman,
were appointed a committee to be consulted upon matters
regarding premiums, programmes, and advertisements.
Upon motion made by one of the committee, N. A. Demorest

was unanimously selected

to act

as

Chairman

of the

meeting, and presided over the parties present with great
Several animated discussions and artact and discretion.
guments arose during the evening, hut through the urbane
but firm management of the Chairman everything progressed in the most harmonious and satisfactory manner.
Col. Skinner, of the Turf, acted as Secretary.. Five hun-

dred dollars were subscribed to be given in special pre-

FOREST AND STREAM.
miums, and as much more subscribed toward the premiums
to be given in the regular classes:—
Class First— Comprises list of spe
cial premiums to be donated.
Class Second— Setters.
Class Third— Pointers.

Class Fourth—Hounds.
Class Fifth— Spaniels.
Class Sixth— Terriers.
Class Seventh—Miscellaneous.

was invited to give his opinion regarding a name under which the
exhibition should be held. After discussion it was decided
to hold the same as "The Grand National and International
Bench Show."
Upon motion each gentleman was asked to name a friend
whom he thought would act toward the advancement of
of the Chairman, each one present

Upon motion

the interests of the exhibition, both pecuniarily and as exThe following were proposed and elected with
enthusiasm and by acclamation: Messrs. Marcus L. Ward,
Jr., W. A. Perry, Jr., William Grummond, Clarence Gould,
hibitors.

—

Herman

Schalk, H. Brentno, E. Whitehead, Dr. J. RobinA. Hawes, A. P. Baldwin, Fred. S. Underhill,
James Peck, S. Street, Vine Hedden, E. E. Becks, A. B.
Kay, A. Van Volkenburgh, William Knecht, John Poenier,
E. A. Green, James Hedden, Thomas Kingston, the brothers Denman, H- Richards, Jr., and A. Parker, all of Newark; C. H. Raymond, of Morris Plains; Theo. Morford, of
Newton; J. Foreman Taylor, of Monmouth; George H.
Wild, of Red Bank; Thos. M. De Russy and Elmor Stout,
of New Brunswick; Al. S. Phillips, of Trenton; Isaac Van
Winkle, of Greenville; George M. Hard and John Walley,
of Rahwav; William Hughes and William Taylor, of Jersey City, all of New Jersey; Burdett Loomis and S. J.
Bestor, of Hartford, and Messrs. Hills and Todd, of New
Haven, in Connecticut; Messrs. R. Robinson, A. Gubner,
E. Orgill, N. Saltus, W. Shipman, and F. S. Massey, all of
Brooklyn, L. I.; Eugene H. Short), F. Palmer, S. Putnam,
F. Colburn, and Joseph Elliott, all of New York City;
son, E.

James

of Locust Valley, L.

Tilley,

Jacksonville,

Hi.;

John E. Long,

Saxon, Canton, Ohio;
Bridgeville, Del.

;

J.

Wm.

I.

George Hayden,
G. D.

;

Detroit, Mich.

Clarkson and

J.

B, Sage, Buffalo, N. Y.

J.
;

;

Spicer, of

Green Smith,

of New York; G. E. Benson, Philadelphia, Pa.; C. Jenkins and John Swain, of Hunting Ridge, Md Shirley Harrison, of Brandon. Va., and Shaler Smith, of Missouri.
Upon motion made and carried the President and officers
;

of each sportsman's club in the different States were extended a cordial invitation, and urged to co-operate in mak-

ing this bench

show

a success, and also to consider themhonorary members of the committee.
Upon motion made and carried, the meeting adjourned
to meet the first day of October, at two P. M., in the Park
House, Newark, where suitable rooms will be provided,
and arrangements further made as to premiums to be
awarded and such other business transacted as may be
brought before the meeting. A cordial invitation is extended to all sportsmen from every section to be present
selves as select

at that time.

—Died at River View, near La

Grange, Mo., on Friday,

August 6th, Grouse and Nell, setters of E. W. Hope, Esq.
aged respectively nine and twelve years. Grouse was born
upon the estate of T. H. Graham, Esq., of Edmond Castle,
Nell upon the estate of Jos. Hope, Esq., of Whooff House,
both of the county of Cumberland, England, and both
were brought to this country by their late owner. Their
death will be mourned by many sportsmen in America,
and also by many in the north of England, where their
excellent qualities gave them a wide local reputation. Their
progeny have been much sought after, and are in the hands
of a few gentleman in that neighborhood, to whom Mr.
Hope had given them. Both dogs had failed rapidly for
some time previous to their death, which at the last was
quite sudden.
These dogs accompanied the Irish Team
on their Western hunt last year into the Indian Territory,
and received much credit for their performances.
The death of these two valuable dogs may have given
rise to a statement which we find in the latest Chicago
Field., to the effect that Mr. Hope had lost his entire kennel
by poiscn maliciously administered. We hope for the
credit of our

who would

human kind

kill

that this is not true, for a man
these dogs wouldn't hesitate at his mother-

We have not been advised of any mortality in Mr.
Hope's kennel other than that we have indicated above.

in-law.

—We are indebted to

Mr.

W.

Milton Farrow, of New"Spec."
The picture was taken while she was on a staunch point,
and shows all the characteristics of a handsome thoroughbred setter.
port, R.

I.,

for a fine picture of his setter bitch

—We recently had an

opportunity of viewing two brace
setters, belonging to Mr.
J. Von Lengerke, of Hoboken, and of seeing a brace of
them in the field. Although Mr. Von L. is quite a young
man, it is a rare thing to see an old experienced sportsman
handle a brace of dogs more skillfully than he.
of stylish young,

thoroughbred

Importation of Valuable Setters.— Mr. J. W. Knox,
of Pittsburg, has been advised of the shipment to his address of Belton, black-white-and-tan field trial setter dog,
by Laverack's Dash, out of sister to celebrated Dan, of
LleweHin's. Belton was bred by Thos. Statter, Esq., Lord
Derby's agent. Mr. K. has also purchased from Mr. Llewellen's kennel, Rifle, by Dan, out of the celebrated
Ruby.
She comes in whelp to Llewellin's Prince, a blue Belton.
These importations must make the Knox kennel equal or
superior to any west of the mountains.
regret to observe that these and other valuable dog are generally shipped to this country during the heats of Summer, thus
doubling the dangers of acclimation,— 2
Field and

We

Farm,

W,

THE VALUE OF DOGS

A

CORRESPONDENT
ing from

London

IN

37

ENGLAND

gree outside of

of the Philadelphia Press, writ-

gives an entertaining account of

the grand national exhibition of sporting and other dogs
held at the Crystal Palace in Juue, and the prices asked
for some of the animals seem marvelously extravagant:
1

Wkst Troy, August

Patrick and

Among

the setters the writer counted a large
number valued at £1,000 each, and one, the property of P.
B. Stone, M. D., was labeled £10,000 sterling. He counted
six retrievers at £1,000 each, and very many from
£500 to £150. Among the Irish water spaniels Mr. N.
Morton's Shamrock was held at $1,000, the others at prices
ranging from £100 to £50. Six of the spaniels were labeled
£1,000 each, two or three £500, and a large variety from
£500 to £200. There were two hounds at £500 each. The
beagles, not exceeding fifteen inches high, ranged from
£100 to £20. There were nearly 200 fox terriers, held at
extraordinary rates, at least half a dozen at £1,000, and
about twenty at £500. The sheep dogs were also very high,
a dozen commanding £1,000 each, and others £500, very
few running as low as £20.
Dalmatian, belonging to
Mr. R. J. L. Price, known as Crib, nine years old, was held
at £10,000 sterling. Another, owned by Miss Julia Barney,
called Sancho, three years and five months old, price £600.
The bull dogs ranged from £250 to £25. One bull terrier,
Young Puss, was held at £1,000 sterling; another, belonging to the same owner, W.Grant Rawes, at the same price.
One of the drop-eared blue Skye terriers, named Sam, belonging to Mr. J. W. Berry, was held at £10,000 sterling.
There was a Dandy Dinmont terrier, called Toper, price
£1,000, and another called Macbeth, price £500.
Yorkshire terrier called Mozart, belonging to Miss H. Alderson,
price £1,000.
The Bedlington terriers commander! from
£100 to £5; of one species called Dachshund, black and
tan, three commanded £1,000, and the rest ran from £100
down to £5. One white Pomeranian, only six months old,
was valued at £1,000; one pug, owned by Mr. A. Doveton
Clark, was held at £10,000, and others at £1,000 and £500."
The annual exhibition of dogs at the Crystal Palace is
one of the most attractive of the attractions of that brilliant resort, and well it might be, if only for the novelty of
seeing a ten thousand pound label attached to the collar of

A

A

a

I6th,.1875.

of you^ readers to the necessity of
muzzling dogs when using green iodide of mercury for mange. I fear I
am a sufferer to the extent of a most valuable pup by Pride of the Border out of Kirby. He had the mange verv had, and I tried for six
months to break it up by the use of whale oil, sulphur and turpentine,
together with Fowler's solution, without effect.
L
saw in your paper,
also in Turf, Field and Farm, a prescription of green iodide of mercury
1 part to 16 of lard.
I tried it, and at the same time gave Fowler's solution, and it cured the mange in a week; but the pup, in licking the
mercury, became salivated, which caused muscular paralysis. He has
not been able to stand for more than a week, and part of the time unable to lift his head from the floor. I have hana-fed him with beef tea
and chopped meat, together with stimulants, and I think he is a little
better, with but little hope of his recovery, however.
He appears to be
in no pain, but his ambition will not let him rest. He tries to get up,
and after wearying himself out, will lie still and sleep. I p^y a boy to
watch and take care of him as if he were a human being. The boy's orders are, to sit by him with a duster and keep the flies away, and shift
his position occasionally to rest him. I have been giving him in his
water say two drops of sulphuric acid to one quart of water. I am well
aware of the effects of mercury upon man or beast, but did not suppose,
or rather thought, if there was danger in the proportions above, the person giving the prescription would so state, and advise the muzzling of
the dog. Sportsmen and others giving these recipes should be more
careful, and state the nature of stuff used. Hoping this may be the
cause of saving the life of some poor canine, also the grief occasioned
by the loss of a valuable dog to some sportsman, who alone can appreciate their valuable qualities, I am, most respectfully yours,
J. H. FlTOHET.
[We have no recollection of having recommended green

.

and £50.

.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
I would like to call the attention

Warwick were each held at
£5,000, and Lauderdale and two others £1,000. Ten pointers brought £1,000 each, a number £500, and others £100
St.

Mr

GREEN IODIDE OF MERCURY.

'Among the bloodhounds the price of thedog called Rival,
three years and nine months old, was £500 ($2,500,) and
that of Rolla, one year and eleven months old, 500 guineas.
Among the mastiffs, the price of the Champion Turk,
owned by the Rev. J. W. Mellor, seven years and three
months old, the dog that has won more than thirty first
prizes and cups and is of immense size, is £5,000 ($25,000,)
while that of the mastiff named Granny, owned by Mr. A.
S. D. Fivas, which won the first nie'lals for 1874 at the
Crystal Palace, for the same year at Northampton, and for
the year 1873-74 at Portsmouth, an animal nearly as large
as a lion, £10,000 or $50,000! The price of the mastiff
known as Duchess is £1,000 sterling, while in a list of 171
of the same breed there are four at £1,000, six at £500, two
at £300, six at £250, nine at £100, ten at £50, and the remainder varying in price from £20 to £5. Several St. Bernards were held at £2,000 each, and one at £1,000. Of the
greyhounds,

my letter,

one could buy plenty of Laveracks of known pediL.'s kennel, and at a much lees price than many
would suppose. I think that the one who wished to purchase the American Laverack pup for $300, gold, could do much better at home for much
less money, an one can never tell bow a pup will turn out.
Hoping that Mr. Taylor may find his Laverack in due season, and that
he may turn out a top-sawyer, is the earnest wish of
Dry Land.
I said in

iodide of mercury for mange, as
gerous.

Can our correspondent

publication.

,

we

consider

it

rather danof its

refer us to the date

Ed.]

Kennel Proddce— Maysville, Ky., August WJi, Arnold

Surges,

wner.— Fifteen pups

to the Irish bitch, Friend, by Rufus.
Four of
these were stillborn, but the remainder are lively and doing well; a fine
lot -eight bitches and three dogs.

Boston, Aug.
of the Border,

liUJi,

all

Luther Adams, Owner.

—Ten pups to Dora by Pride

of which have died, save three dogs
to be very- vigorous.

and one

bitch.

They do not appear

Broolcline, Mass., Aug. 16, F. W. Lawrence, Otover.—Ten pnps, six
dogs and four bitches, out of the fine blue Belton bitch "Kate," f.om
the kennel of our Field Editor, by the prize seter Flip, winner of the
silver pitcher presented by the Forest and Stream to. the Springfield

Bench Show in A.pril last.
—Fanny, an extra fine American thoroughbred setter bitch, owned by
our Field Editor, has recently been served by Mr. C. H. Raymond's famous Laverack setter Pride of the Border. Fanny was sired by Mr. Jas.
Morgan's, of Brooklyn, imported setter Brag, and is out of a fine imported bitch, and as she is full sized, stylish, and well-formed, has a superior nose and been well broken, we are anticipating from her and Pride
of the Border something altogether extra in the

\m and

way

of fine stock.

fflivw

pug dog.

FISH IN SEASON IN AUGUST.

THE LAVERACK SYSTEM.

Trout, Salmo fontinalis.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
In your issue of July 29th, Mr. John M. Taylor has a communication
on the "Laverack System of Breeding,'' in which letter he says "in his
humble opinion, it is impossible for anyone to breed pure Laverack setters but Mr. L. himself." From this conclusion I beg to differ, and

Salmon Trout. Salmo confinis.
Land-locked Salmon, Salmo Gloveri.
Black Bass, micropterus nigricans.

Salmon, Salmo salar.
Maskenonge, Esox nobUior.
Weakfish

Pike, esox lucius.
Pickerel.
Bluefish.

Striped Bass.
Kingfish.

Sheepshead.
»

.

think that Mr. Llewellin, Mr. Hemmhie, Mr. Wardlaw Reid, and the various other gentlemen owning Laverack stoc!k. can and do breed just as
good Laverack stock as Mr. L. himself. In Mr. L.'s book he says there
are several secrets in his breeding that he withholds from the public.
Now, as Mr. L. has sold, is selling, and will sell a good many dogs, is it
not possible for gentlemen buying them to compare pedigrees and the
results of his different inter-crosses so as to get at the system? Can
tk re be any system, where there has been so many generations of dogs
sold, that is past finding out? Are not the different traits of his individual dogs so will known that one could follow his judgment in mating?

Besides, does Mr L. produce dogs ail alike? I think that there is as
difference in dogs of that breed as in any other. Some are
healthier, stronger, and better constitutioned, and some of us dog men

much

would

like to ask Mr. Buckeil,

Mr. Llewellin, and others, if "better conand hardier animals do not exist?
Neither
do Mr. Laverack's dogs come truer in color. In neither of the pedigrees
published in his work do I find any of the Laveracks liver and white,
the color of Pride of the Border. ^V.11 seem to be black and white,
lemon and white, one silver gray, one black gray. In Mr. L.'s work he
says: "There is no better test of a pure breed of setters than a perfect
uniformity of race—that is, in color, form and coat, and never throwing
back to some color and form unknown to the breeder." As Mr. L., in
describing the breed says: "Color black or blue," and in the next paragraph he says, "There is another strain called lemon and white Belton,
same breed and blood." It seems as if, with all his care and system, he
cannot keep to the original type. There can have been no improvement
in the breed for fifty years, or since Mr. L. had it, for in his work he
mentions Rev. A. Harrison's Old Moll as one of the three most perfect
setters he has ever seen, the other two mentioned being of different
blood; so that in all his fifty years of mating and crossing he has not
produced one as perfect as one of his original stock. Further than this
I do not believe, nor can I find any evidence of Mr. L. being so egotistical as to say that his breed is the best, or that he has been the most
successful breeder of setters. In fact he says, "There are doubtless
many strains quite as good as my own."
But enough of Mr. Laverack's system. I do not believe it is "past
finding out, or when found out it will produce all setters alike." It will
have its good and bad ones like all others
What we all should admire
most in Mr. L. is his persistency, when he had a good breed, of sticking
to it and keeping it pure for so long a time.
I hope he may live long
yet to see them work, and get adequate remuneration for the thought
and trouble bestowed on them, even if he has not discovered the perpetual system of breeding dogs all alike, same color, equal nose, same
disposition to hunt and point, and their various other good qualities.
In conclusion let me call Mr. Taylor's attention to the sale of Laverack setters in the London Field of July 17th, where several were sold
the highest priced one being Victress, now owned by "Dog whip," for
which forty guineas was paid. The others sold respectively— one for
eleven and one-half guineas, two for ten guineas each, one for seven and a
half, and one for six guineas.
From the report of the sale of Mr..
Hemming's dogs, with the exception of Rock, bought in at one hundred
and fifty guines, no pure Laverack brought over seventeen guineas, and
that one was a bitch in pup by the one hundred and fifty, guinea Rock.
Then, there was to be sold, the 31st or July, the well known kennel of
stitutioned, better feedeis,

1'

.

Wardlaw Reid, Esq. including
,

several of

%h,v finest

Laveracks.

So,

as

1

[Under the head of "Ga?ne, and Fisn in

Season" we can only sped
fy in general terms the several varie'ies, because the laios of States vary
so much that were we to attempt to particularize we could do no less
than publish those entire sections that relate to the kinds of game in
question.
This would require a great amount of our space. In designating game we are guided by the laws of nature, upon which all legislation is founded, and our readers would do well to wvitide themselves
with the latos of their respective Slatesfor' constant reference. Othsrwise t
our attemvts to assist them will only create confusion.]
*

•

Fish in Market.—The fish market shows but little
change since our last week's report, and prices remain
about the same as last quoted. Frozen Canada salmon are
worth 50 cents per pound; Spanish mackerel from the

Long Island shore bring 40

cents; fresh mackerel, from
Boston, 25 cents each; halibut, 18 to 20 cents per pound;
bluefish, from Matha's Vineyard, averaging 8 pounds in
weight are worth 8 to 12 cents per pound; striped bass,
from Baltimore, 25 cents per pound; blackfish, 15 cents;
sea bass, 20 cents; sheepshead, from New Jersey, 30 cents;
large weakfish, 12cents; codfish, 8 cents; soft crabs, $1.25
to $1.50 per dozen; green turtle, 15 cents per pound.

A

few pompano are caught

in

Gravesend Bay and

sell

for $1

per pound.

The Fisheries.— The number of fishing arrivals for the
week ending August 19th was 56—33 from Georges, 9 from
the Banks, and 14 from mackereling.
Amount of Georges
cod brought in, 300,000 pounds; halibut, 40,000 pounds.
Bank cod, 550,000 pounds; halibut, 140,000 pounds. Mackerel still continue very scarce, the receipts the past week
being only about 800 barrels. Several of the shore fleet,
having become tired of their poor luck, have sailed for the
bay, where the prospect is said to be more encouraging. It
looks now as if the season's catch would be the smallest
for

many

years.

During the season ending August 1st, 1875, 113,990 barrels or 31,000,000 menhaden fish, were taken on the Connecticut shore, from which 3,100 tons of guano and 93,000
of oil were made.
The guano brings from $10 to $12 'per
ton, and the oil from 34 to 38 cents a gallon.
The Connecticut shore furnishes about one-fifth of the supply from the
New England and Long Island district.
A lobster was recently shipped from Eastport which
weighed nineteen pounds, and measured three feet five
inches in length, the claws being eighteen inches long and
eight inches across.
Capt. Samuel P. Cook, oi Tiverton, an old fisherman,
estimates that one thousand tons of tautog perished last

Winter between Gay Head and Block Island, and ascribes
the present scarcity of this fish to the intense cold at that
time,
Qape Ann Advertiser ^ Aug. %lst.

f

—

—

—

—

—

Delaware. Dover\ Aug. 24 One of the best sporting
places to be found along the western shore of Delaware
Bay is Kitts Hammock, kept by John K. Norris, who dispenses daily fish, oysters, crabs, terrapins, &c, at a weekly
ch arge of $8. To reach the place take the Delaware Railway from Philadelphia to Dover, not forgetting to call
upon our friend William C. Fountain, of the Capitol
Hotel, who is a fine caterer and obliging landlord. Weakflsh (called trout here), take crab bait eagerly now, and as
many as fifty to one hundred are taken on a tide to a single
line, to say nothing of an occasional bluefish, or dog fish.
J. E. D.
(

——
«*.**—
HORNBEAM FOR

—RODS.

,

often spoken of, general as the hornbeam, and all have local names, as
iron wood, betel wood, etc. (See Emerson on the Trees of Massachusetts.)
I have tried all these woods, and have found the hop hornbeam
all that is described by your correspondent; but the American hornbeam,
as well as the tupelo, seemed to me wanting in the requisite qualities
for rods. Though they don't "set" permanently, they want tenacity to
prevent their getting out of shape every time they are called upun. I
am more inclined to think that "Woodup 11 meant to refer to the hop
hornbeam and not to the tupelo, from his stating that the late Chester
Harding used the latter wood. I have fished many days, in times gone
by, with Mr. H., and together with him have made rods in the intervals
of rainy days, and know that the wood he used and so much admired
was the hop hornbeam. I still have a fly rod which he and I made
twenty years ago, and it is now as straight as on the day it was made.
With rods of this wood! have removed from their native element almost everything, from salmon to bull heads and snapping turtles, and
don't remember ever breaking a joint. I send you by express two
pieces, the last of a Tot which I got from Chateangay Lake in 1857,
through the late Luther Ellis, who was an excellent fisherman, as well
as an enthusiastic admirer of this wood. They will make tips which
bear abuse without flinching, and I beg you to note its fibre and elasticity.
Some eight or ten years ago I gave Mr. Seth Green, who was not
familiar with the wood, a fly rod made of it after his own pa' tern. He
wrote a letter to the Spirit of the Times praising highly the wood and
rod, and either in that letter or in a private letter to me, I forget which,
pronounced it the best wooden rod he had ever used. He was addicted
then, and perhaps is now, to split bamboo.
Ruflts.

[We

appreciate most highly the valued gift of our correspondent, and shall place the pieces in the hands of the
best artificer

we know

of to manufacture into tips.

Wood

so well seasoned as eighteen years have made this, must
give a good account of itself; but we fear the test will have
One of these tips we
to be deferred until next Spring.

an eight ounce split bamboo joint, that we may
compare its efficacy with the bamboo tip; the other to an
Orvis wooden rod, the gift also of the maker. Ed.]
fit

with generally sunny days. There are no flies to annoy, and the fishing
can be done at a distance of about three miles from Hotels in San Fran^
Cisco, or Oakland, without any of the discomforts which are common in
the British Provinces. In the coast ranges in Autumn, and on the Sacramento River in Summer, fishing can be had with all the comforts of
the older agricultural States.
Hora.ce D. Dunn.
-*-M*-

ANGLING

Frankfort, Ky,, August 3d, 1875.
Editor Fokest and Stream: —
Black's Pond, four miles from Frankfort, covers a space of eleven
acres, and rises almost to the dignity of a lake.
I s principal product is

ver perch of small size are also taken at certain seasons. A few weighing as much as three pounds have been hooked, but these are rare, as are
also large bass. Last year a bass weighing four and 'a half pounds was
landed by a gentleman from this city. Small minnows are used for silver perch and bass, and the soft or ''peeler" crayfish for the lake perch.
I have seen as many as a thousand silver perch, taken from this pond in
one afternoon. It has been a favorite resort for many years, but I have
never heard of any effort to stock it with fine fish, though it is fed by
strong ana tireless springs.
At Versailles, the county seat of Woodford, about twelve miles from
Frankfort, a successful attempt has been made at propagating trout,
though the stock has been killed several times by malicious persons,
who have thrown unslaked lime in the pools. I have seen brook trout
more than twelve inches long grown in these pools.
popular fallacy
is that they cannot exist in limestone streams, but this experiment ought
to remove such an idea. I do not know what effect the forty days of
rain will have on our Fall fishing, but I believe it will work to great disadvantage. The advance and recession of the waters will destroy large
numbers of the small fish by leaving them in the shallows, where they
seek' refuge from the currents, and by carrying them out to the uncharitable Ohio and Mississippi.
We have here a minnow which I have never seen in any other part of
the world, and my experience is that it is more inviting to the small
game fish, salmon, bass and silver perch than any other. We call it a
"steel back," because of its resemblance to the iiopular minnow of that
name, but it is not of that erenus; on the contrary, it resembles the brook
trout much more. It is generally found in the most secluded creeks, in
shady pools, and under masses of flags, lilies and rhododendron. It has
on its side a crimson stripe like the spots of the trout, a dark blue streak
on its back, and a grayish white underneath. It has microscopic scales,
like those of the brook trout, and is full of life and activity. To my
mind a fish who would refuse him deseives to be netted or trapped, if
that species of barbarous^etribution is ever justifiable in any country.
Immense quantities of blue and yellow catfish— a common market article—are taken here by regular fishermen, some of them weighing as
much as 100 pounds. They are cut into steaks and sold as other coarse
fish in the East. I will give you my experience with the pike in Red
River if you care for au article of that kind, and maybe I can furnish
you some deer and bear statistics from last Winter's experience in the
mountains, but I am more of a rod than a ramrod.
Trout.

A

[We

should be pleased to hear frequently from our corEd. ]
-^•*-

respondent.

TROUTING

-*-*%»

SMMON FISHTNG EAST AND WESTHOW THEY TAKE THEM IN CALIFORNIA.

>

San Francisco,
Forest and Stream:—

Cat.,

August

6th, 1875.

Editor.
A constant reader of your valuable paper, T have been much interested
in the reports published of salmon fishing in the British Provinces.
±i'rom the accounts given, the sports there must be attended with unpleasant circumstances, if not actual hardships, such as great heat, at-'
tacks of insect life, remoteness from the conveniences and comforts of
civilized life, etc. Doubtless many persons who like the sport are unaable or dislike to. encounter these difficulties. Bor the benefit of such,
and of your readers generally, I herewith give some information of
salmon fishing to be had in California at various seasons of the year.
The first run of salmon is found in the mouths of the numerous small
rivers acd creeks that flow into the Pacitic Ocean from the coast range
of mountains from Carmel River, near Monterey, north to the boundaries of Oregon. The grilse make their appearance about the middle of
October, followed in November by the adult fish. These remain at tide
water, waiting for the rise caused by the heavy rains of December,
which enables them to reach their spawning beds at the heads of the
streams. While in tide water the fish will bite freely it bait, spoon, and
frequently flies. The coast salmou are s-aid to be a distinct variety from
those spawning in the Sacramento River and its tributaries, and return
to the ocean in March and April. With these salmon comes a large species of trout, known here as salmon trout, which have similar habits,
and return to* the sea about the same time. This last fish is long, round,
and comparatively slender, with a small head, and ranging as high as
seventeen pounds in weight. One of these weighing only eight pounds,

caught in good condition last Spring, measured 321 inches in length.
Any salmon of the same length would weigh from twenty to thirty
pounds. I am thus particular, as some parties here claim, the fish as a
variety of salmon instead of a trout.
The first run of Sacramento salmon arrive in San Francisco about the
They remain within the influences of tide water until
first of January.
April and May, when the waters of the river having cleared, from the
ending of the rains, they proceed to the Upper Sacramento and its tributaries to spawn. A second run of salmon comes ia from sea in May,
and goes up the Sacramento without remaining in the bay. These fish
ascending the river are found in July and August in the vicinity of
Mount Shasta in pools, awaiting their time to spawn, and can then be
caught with hook and line. During the months of January, February,
March, and a portion of April last, salmou were caught in the bay and
rivers in unusual numbers, the cause of which I will explain further on.
In these months at least ten thousand were caught by hook and line
from the railroad pier at Oakland, three miles from this city. An unknown number, but probably half as many more, were taken at other
points around the bay. These fish ranged from one to fifteen pounds
each. The sport being a hew one, and prosecuted mostly by novices
with insufficient tackle and from a pier fifteen feet above the water, the
largest fish were almost always lost after being hooked. When you consider that the hooks were on single and generally inferior gut, on lines
attached to stiff bamboo rods without reels, scores of fishes, almost elbowing each other, with open piling beneath them coated with mussels,
you will readily understand that only the smaller fish were likely to be
taken.
As before stated, the number of salmon in the bay was unusually large
during the present year. This came from the close season in 1873 (the
first we ever had) from August 1st to November 1st, and the putting into
the McCloud River the same year of <100,0f0-young salmon, artificially
hatched out by U. S. Fish Commissioner Livingston Stone, under an arrangement made with our Fish Commissioners, Messrs. Redding,
Throckmorton and Farwell. The Spring run of adult salmon in the
Sacramento also was the largest known for many yeaTS to professional
fishermen, fish weighing from fifteen to twenty-five pounds, at times in
the city market selling from a quarter to half a dollar each.
The coming season for salmon in our bay promises to be much more
favorable than the last, owing to a second close season in 1874, and to
one million fish having been hatched out and placed in the. McCldu'd
River by Commissioner Stone. Visitors from the Atlantic States will,
therefore, find good fishing in San Francisco Day during the coming
Winter. The climate has no greater severity than \\ bite frosts at night,
'

KENTUCKY.
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a hybrid perch weighing less than a half pound, of dark gray color, rather
squarely built and very strong, but not wary. Immense numbers of sil-

Editor Forest and Stream:-Some weeks ago "Woodup' wrote in praise of hornbeam for rods,
and I heartily agree with him, having used it for many years.. I think,
however, tnat he errs when he describes the desirable species as the
tupelo. This tree, the American hornbeam, and the hop hornbeam, are

•

;
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IN MICHIGAN.
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Ukand Rapids, August 1st, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream .—
The morning of July 21st found your correspondent in company with
three friends seated in the comfort-able cars of the Grand Rapids and

Indiana Railroad en route for the trout streams of Northern Michigan.
A ride through the pine forests and lively villages for a distance of one
hundred and thirty miles found us shaking hands with our old friend
mine host Dawdy, of the Dawdy House, at May field. Traverse county,
who knows just how to keep a hotel. Next morning after a good night's
rest and breakfast on trout we started for our camping ground on the
Boardman River, a distance of about ten miles, by team. We took this
route, as we preferred camping out, still it is not necessary, as good fishing can be had one mile from Mayfield, on East Creek. Pitching our
tent we struck water for trout, and on empting our baskets in the evening, found that three of us could muster one hundred as handsome fish
as are rarely scrii together. Our total catch in five days was four hundred and eighty-eight, not to mention one grayling. Northern Michigan
being now well supplied with hotel and i ailroad conveniences must for
some time be the favorite resort for sportsmen, as good fishing for trout
and bass can always be had, and for the gunner deer and partridges are
quite abundant. The Boaidman River was stocked by the State Fish
Commissioners in the Spring of 1874 with 10,000 land locked salmon, and
this season several have been taken with a fly from six to seven inches
in length. They will in a short time make fine sport for the experts with
Valley City.
the rod and fly.

_

THIS
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.

HOOK OR THAT.
New York,

v(

Editor Forest and Stream:—

August

Gib, 1875.

A recent article in your

paper touches upon "This Fly or That." 1
and have experienced the necessity of harmoniously selected colors as well as the predominating subdued or more
gaudy tints that the nature of the water of the different rivers require;
but of greater importance is "This Hook or That." It is one part of the
play to "get fast" on a salmon, but quite another to successfully lead the
With some years' experience I decide in favor of the
fish to the gaff
"Limerick bend" as most effective, being a fair hooker, and generally
brings its game home. Next stands'-the "O'Shaughnessey" with its one
objection— the point stands inward toward the shank slightly too much,
consequently not so certain a hooker, but when fast the Salmo solar may
prepare to leave its pool. Lastly comes the "sprout or sproat" round bend.
This hook would rank with me as -first, aud the acme of perfection for
Woe be to the salmon that rises m even a playful mood with no
flies.
intent; if not in the mouth it is very liable to fasten on him "foul," but
the objections overbalance its good qualities. They can be easily remetie

my own

salmon

flies,

.

the manufacturer will listen to practical experience. They are
too stint of n.etal, aud, although perfectly tempered, yet in cutting
the barb the material is in many cases so weakened in the small size
hooks that a twenty or twenty-five pound salmon bids you good by after
died

if

made

a short struggle. I have lost many heavy fish with this hook, and it is
rather tantalizing after thirty or fifty minutes' experienced exertion, the
fish nearly exhausted, making its death throes in shallow water, almost
within reach of the gaff, to draw home your fly minus the barb and your
silvery prize that you had every reason toexyect slowly, (and with every
symptom of a victory over,) wending its way to its usual haunts. No
more sproats for me until the fault be remedied, after which I use no

••

other.

Novice.

Warren, Penn., August 18lh, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I am directed to inform you that a number of gentlemen, residents
of the borough ol Warren, Penn., and vicinity, met last week to form a
club, to be called the Warren Sportsmen's Club.
Its leading purposes
are the preservation of game and certain varieties of fish, the advocacy
of proper game laws, the enforcement of such laws when passed, and

A

the promotion of healthy public sentiment in relation thereto.
constitution was adopted, and the following officers were elected for the ensuing year: President, Myron Waters; Vice President, F. II. Rockwell;
Secretary, E. Cowan; Tteasurer, Robert Der.ni^on; Counsel, j|. K.

Brown; Executive CunuuitUe,
Rockwell.
By publishing

and Stream

tiiis

\

on u

ill

in this section.

E.

B. Eklred, C.

g;ea;ly oblige

A Bondman,

the leaders of the

Truly 'yours,

A. J.

Forest
jj

f

(X.,
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Scottish Games at Philadelphia, The Quaker Citywas all astir on the 16th over the seventeenth annual celebration of Scotch games by the Caledonian Club* of that
city.
The members of the club and a considerable number of visitors met at the club room at an early hour in the
morning. Many of them were in full Highland costume.
After a short march through some of the principal streets
the cars were taken at the depot on Ninth and Green
streets, and the entire body of Caledonians, along with
several thousand spectators, proceeded to Schuetzen Park,
near East Falls. The parade appeared to create a considerable amount of interest, and in the early part of the afternoon not, less than eight thousand people were present
on the ground. The names of tlu successful competitors
and the feats they accomplished are detailed in the following prize list
Patting the Light Stone—First, W. Robertson, 41 ft. 2 in.
second, John Anderson, 40 ft. G$ in.; third, Hugh McKin:

non, 40 ft.
Standing High Jump—-First, Alex. McKay, 9 ft. 11 in,;
second, John 'Greenan, 9 ft. 8i in. third, J. S. Crossley, 9
ft. 4£ in.
;

—

Throwing Heavy Hammer First, Hugh McKinnon, 101
6$ in.; second, H. McKay, 100 ft, 11 in.; third, John
Anderson, 94 ft.
ft.

—

Running Jump First, J. S. Crosslev, 19 ft-. 11 in.; second. A. O. Reid, 19 ft,' 6 in.; third, John Maloney., 19 feet.
Putting the Heavy Stone First, John Anderson, 34 ft. 2
in.
second, Hugh. McKinnon, 33 ft. third, W. Robertson,
35 ft. 10 in.
Short Race (150 yards)— First, Johu Maloney; second, J.
S. Crossley; third, Wm. Barnes.
Short Pace [boys under 14 years) First, John Spotty; second, John Bunn; third, Thomas Somerville.
Throwing the Light Hammer First, H. McKinnon, 115
third, John Anft, 2 in.; second, A. McKay, 113 ft. 7 in.
derson, 105 ft. 6 in.
Broadsword Dance First, James Kennedy; second, John
West; third, L. D. Robertson.
Punning High Leap First, John West, 5 ft, 10 in.; second, W. Robertson, 5 ft. 9 in.; third, Crossley and Elder,
5 ft. 8 in. (tie.)
Hi ch and Kick First, A. C. Reid, 8 ft. 5 in. second, Wm.
third, John Maloney, 8 ft. 3 in. (tie.)
Elder, 8 ft. 3 in
Running Hop, Step and Jump First, John Maloney, 40
ft.; second, C. Rae, 89 ft.- 5 in.; third, A. McKay, 37 ft;

—

;

;

"

—
—

;

—
—

—

;

;

—

3 in.

—

Tossing the Caber First, II. McKinnon, 36 ft. 2 in. secMcKay, 35 ft. 3 in.; third, W. Robertson, 34 ft.
;

ond, A.
3 in.

Highland Fling— First, James Kennedy; second, James
McLaren; third, L. D. Robertson.
Long Race {one mile) First, Ed. Wilson; second, James
Freeman; third, Wm. Coates.
Vaulting with the Pole First, J. S. Crossley and Wm.
Robertson, 10 ft. 6£ in. (tie;) third, Wm. Elder, 9 ft. 10 in.

—
—

Back Race (over hurdles 18 in. high)— First, W. Robertson;
second, J. S. Crossley; third, Colin Rae.
Standing High Leap— First. Wm, Elder, 4 ft. 10 in. second, John Greenan, 4 ft. 9 in. third, John Maloney, 4 ft.
;

;

8

in.

Hurdle Pace
ond, James

under 14)— First, Harvey Lynch;

(boys

Bunn;

John Spotty.
yards)— First, John Maloney;

fcec-

third,

Hurdle Race (300

Crossley; third, A. C. ReidQuoits^-First, Fred.Emerick; second,

second,

J. S.

John Elliott;

third,

Robt, Millar.
Best Dressed Highlander William B. Smith.
Games in Brooklyn. The ninth annual meeting of the
Brooklyn Caledonian club took place at Myrtle Avenue
Park ou the 18th and 19th August, occupying tlie unusual
time of two days. The weather was decidedly unfavorable, and detracted considerably from the success that
might otherwise have attached to the exhibition, allhough
we question the policy of again trying to keep up the inIn order to
terest in the sports for such length of time.
occupy fully the two days the intervals between the games
were necessarily made very lengthy and wearisome. The
first day's sport was sadly marred by the rain, but Thursday was delightful, and the spc ctators numbered about five
thousand. The athletes present included most of the men
who are considered adepts in this branch of athletics.
Their names and the record of distances are detailed in

—

—

the prize list, as follows:
Most Appropriately Dressed Athlete 1st, John West; 2d,
G. K. Giiluly.
Patting the Heavy Stone (21 pounds) 1st, John Anderson,
35 ft. 3Un.; 2d, W. Robertson, 33 ft. 8$ in.; 3d, H. McKinnon, 32 ft. 5 in.
in.; 2d, AnStanding Jump—-1st, J. T. Crossley, 9 ft,
drew Rennie, 9 ft. 6 in.; 3d, W. Robertson, 9 ft. G in.
Short Race—-1st, J. T. Crossley; 2d, A. C. Reid; 3d, W.

—

—

U

Robertson.

—

Boys Highland Fling Only competitor, James S. Knox.
Panning Hop, Step and Jump-c-lbt, G. T. Addison, 38 ft.
4f in. 2d, John T. Crossley, 38 ft. 3 in. 3d, Wm. Rob1

;

;

ertson, 30 ft. 7 in.
Boys' Short Race—-1st, Robt. J. Forfar; 2d, Charles Pollock; 3d, E. P.Edgar.
Hitch and Kick—-1st, A. C. Reid, 9 ft. ; 2d, John West, 8
ft. 0,111.; 3d, G. T. Addison, 8 ft. 3 in.
Throwing Heavy Hammer 1st, Hugh McKinnon, 88 ft.
8-1- in. ; 2d, John Anderson, 84 ft.
3d, W. Robertson, 75 ft.

—

;

H
J.

in.

Walking Match (one mili)— 1st, John Henderson;

W.

2d,

Hume.
Old Men's Race (over 50 years of age)— 1st, James FaulkMcAdam; 3d, Colin Campbell.

ner; 2d, S. H.

Broadsword Dance— 1st, J.
nedy: 3d. Wm- Summers.

Running High Leap
J.

T. Crossley, 5

ft.

—

1st,

W. Adams;

Wm.

1 in; 3d.

2d,

Robertson, 5

James Kenft.

2

in.

;

2d,

John West,

5 ft.
Forfar; 2d, A.

Mcintosh
Wheelbarrow Race— 1st, Robert
Talmie; 3d, Jas. Artchison.
Hurdle Race— 1st, J. S. Crossley; 2d, A. C. Reid; del,
Wm. Robertson.
SECOND DAY.
Putting Light Stone—1st, J. Anderson, 43 ft, 4. in.; 2d,
7 in; Hugh McKinnon, 39 ft. 5. in.
T. Crossley, 19 ft. 9 in.; Andrew
kLiinie, lb ft. bin.; A. C. Keid, 18 ft. 6 in.
Long Pace— ht, J. T. Crossley; 2d, Andrew Rennie.
Peel Dancing—1st, James McLaran; 2d, Wm. ^Robert-

W.

Ivoutrston, 89

Punning

son,

ft.

Jump— J.

FOREST AND STREAM.
Three-Legged Race—1st, Wm. Robertson and Andrew
Kennie; 2d, J. T. Crossley and James McLaren; 3d, A. C.

Reid and

Wm.

Dunomore.
Caber— 1st, Hugh McKinnon, 38

Tossing the

A. McKay, 36

Egg Eaee—
drew Rennie.

ft.

6

1st, J.

in.

Wm.

3d,

;

ft.

7 in.; 2d,

Robertson.

T. Crossley; 2d;

W.

J.

Hume;

An-

3d,

the Lowells and Graftons, and therefore stand tie with the
Lowells, two won and two lost. The T. B.'s have been
defeated by the Lowells, Graftons and Live Oaks, and gain
one from the Beacons by the failure of the latter to appear
Saturday.
The following are the scores of some of the best amateur

games played

Throwing the 56 lb. weight—-1st, H. McKinnon, 22 ft. 4 in.
2d, A. McKay, 21 ft.; 31, Wm. Laird, 19 ft. 8 in.
One Mile Race— 1st, W. J. Hume; 2d, Maxwell E. More;
3d, H. Faulkner.
Hurdle Race [Boys)— 1st, R. J. Forfar; 2d, C. Pollock;
3d, E.P. Edgar.

*

;

1 in.

—

—

—

Highland Fling 1st, James McLaren; 2d, James AitchiJohn West.
Standing High Leap 1st. J.' T. Crossley, 4 ft. 3 in. 2d,
J. McMillan, 4 ft. 2 in. 3d, John West, 4 ft. 1 in.
Sack Race over hurdles 1st, W. Robertson; 2d, J. T. Crossley; 3d, P. Ried.
son; 3d,

—
—

;

clubs of Waverly and
Baltimore have been sufferers by the rain, and to these may
be added that of the Washington, D. C, club. Nothing
but a fine day was wanting to make the third annual gathMany other cities sent representaering a grand success.
River, New York, Philadelphia,
tives, including Fall
Baltimore and Richmond. The clansmen turned out in
large numbers, and the pipers were playing their best.

The ground — Seventh

street

Park

— had been prepared

and

decorated, and a very general interest was manifested in
Whenthe first part of the games had been
the gatheriug.
carried through and the athletes were enjoying an intermission the rain came on, and with the exception of those
detailed below, the games on the programme were aban-

doned.

PRIZE LIST.
Putting the Heavy stone

—

1st,

Robert Cameron, 28 ft 7 in.
Putting'the Light Stone--1st.
R Cameron, 32 ft 9 in.

A McKay,

burg, 10 innings
vs. Battery, at Jersey City

A McKay,

37

ft

ft

6 in; 2nd,
8

in; 2nd,

—

H. T. T., Tecumseh, Neb.— Please tell me whose make of a revolver
you consider the best. I want to get one and want the best. I think
about 3'MOO is large enough? Ans. Smith & Wesson, .32.

8 to 7

—

EXPERT.
Jackson,

s s

PHILADELPHIA.
P0.

K.

1b.

1

1

l

2
3

Qjiinron, c

Blackburn, 2d b...t
Myers, 1st, b
Dixon, 3d b
flutter,

if

1
1

1

1

1

o Snyder, c

2

2

1

1

1

3 Treacy,

11

27

1
f. ..1

K.

Murnan, 3d b
McMullin, p
5 Addv. r. f..
•o Meyerle, 3d b

5

Fulmer,

Malone

1

4
2

4
3

10

1

E. L. V., New
in Pennsylvania;
Ans? Our paper
vania ended 15th

13

27

9

many

Hartford Amateurs and the Tunxis
had a good game together, ending with

—
—

gor.

Quoits

—

New

of TJnionville; earned runs, none.
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club of last season; Brewster, the professional of the
Staten Island club, together with McDougal, Greig, and
This was too strong a combiGilbert, of the Manhattan.
nation for the Park team and they succumbed as will be
seen by the appended score. Prospect Park, 1st innings,
Paterson, 1st innings, 38; second'
44; second, 33; total, 77.

tourney at

Mutual
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I

Stockings

Games Lost
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the rage at. present in base-ball
circles, the committee men of fairs finding that it paj^s
well to add a base-ball tourney to their attractions.
The
all

Lynn has paid well, being marked by some very
close contests.
The latest announcement is of a tourney
to be held early in September at Lowell, Mass., at which
purses amounting to $1,000 cash are to be contested for.

—

Syracuse, August 19th. A cricket match was played
here to-day between Central Canada and Central New
York. Central New Yorks never having played together
before were no match for the experienced Kanucks. But
one inning was played by each on account of the weather
though the New Yorkers commenced their second innin^.'
Score, Canada, one inning, 137; Central New York, first
inning, 33; second, 42.

—The Boston Red Stocking eleven, base ball champions
plaved an eleven of the St. James Cricket Club on Au»\
20tfi, in St. Louis, the Boston t.eam winning in one inning"
to
with 34 runs to spare.

'

the amateur arena.
Syrabuse, Aug. 17.— The Crickets, of Binghamton, and
the Stars, of this city, played a match game on the grounds
Owing to the Stars' inability to
of the latter club to day.
get together their regular nine, they were
The following is the score:—
'

Crickets
Stars

badly defeated.

Innings.
7
3

2
7

6

ooo

2—11

o—io

balls —Crickets, 4; Stars, 4.
First base on erCrickets, 8; Stars, 7.
Left on base— Crickets, 6:

Passed

—

row*
Stars,

7.

Umpire- Henry Wheeler, of Binghamton.
Time of
game — 2 hours 25 minutes.
Rox.
—In the Lynn tournament the Graf tons won the first prize,
defeating the Live Oaks by 4 to 2. The Live Oaks have
boaten the T\ B.'s and Beacons and lxaye been beaten by

lew

ilnblwitionB.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
Irish Riflemen in America. By Major Arthur Blennerbassest Leech. Van Nostraud, 23 Murray street, New Yoi±. Price $2.
Coincident with the arrival home of the American Rifle Team comes
opportunely Major Leech's hook descriptive of his visit to
year, which' we shall be pleased to review at length soon.

Wild Scenes and Wild Hunters. By
Claxton,

Remsen &

C.

America

last

W. Webber.

Haffelfinger, Philadelphia.

Mr. Webber is already favorably known to the lover of wild Western
sports and scenes as the author of "The Hunter Naturalist" and "Old
Hicks the Guide." His present work contains sketches and portraits of
Audubon, Wilson, and Boone, as well as stories of wild border life and
stirring adventures by flood and field, and in hunting all the larger game
of our continent. Nor are the hunting descriptions confined to America; going to the old world the writer describes the killing of elephants,
lions, giraffes, and the game of South Africa generally.
The book will
be found entertaining in the long Winter evenings when rod and gun
are consigned to rack and closet.

A

Summer

in

Norway.

By John Dean

Caton, LL. D.,
& Co Chi-

Chief Justice of the Sta f e of Illinois. Jansen, McClurg
cago, and D. Appleton & Co., New York.

It is but recently that we published more than a column of
extracts
from the advance sheets of Judge Caton's book, so that little now remains for us to do but to announce its issue from the press, and to inj
form our readers that the bulk of the work amply verifies the samples'
we have already laid before them. The information concerning Nor'

B

,

Field, of

,

alt

good in New York State? Can yon tell me where I
the rules for trap shooting, both English and American?

We

have never seen any of the guns you allude to, and know
reputation in the State. From E. S. Harris, No. 177
Broadway, you can get a pamphlet containing rules for trap and pigeon
nothing of

-their

shooting.

—

Jacob. Please inferm me what a trawl is, technically speaking. I see
often used in Forest and Strram? Ans. A trawl is a line 2 JO yards
long or more, stretched across the mouth of a bay, between two buo/s.
At-about every six feet there will be a wooden float, from which is suspended a short line, at the end of which is a hook kept down by a sinker
and baited with a small live fish. In this manner hardly a fish can enter
the bay to feed without being causrht, and the slaughter becomes wholesale.
Besides a great many are mutilated and killed that are not caught.
it

Gunner, W. Farmington, Me.— Will you please inform a few of us
who are beginners, but not yet able to sport a costJy Remington or

21

2] -1
0|

6 1

— Tournaments are

2i..

fc

V

2|
..

Washington, D. C —Do you know anything about the gnns
London, Eng are they good, and what do they sell
for? Also any other particulars in regard to these guns. Ans. We can
not learn of any gun maker in London by the name of Field. 'Dealers
in guns frequently have their names engraved on guns which they Bell.
G. S.

made by

Ans.

b{\

U

DC

pa

Ked

40; total, 78.

1

in press.

can procure

03

'3

c
5

-

Is'nt his reputation.

p

:2

90

|

—

5 to 3
7 to 3
13 to 1
3 to 2

.

-.2

Club.

correspondent can get the book he wants ("The SetGuide") by writing to Hon. Biennis Eagan, Tallahassee, Fla., enclosing twelve cents postage, and if he Will send his name to Ceo. J.
Alden, New Smyrna, Fla., he will send him his pamphlet, which is now

H. A. F. Delevatt, 111.— Can you inform me as to the reputation of
breech loading shot guns made by CJias. Green, of Rochester, N. Y. ?

2 to

—

.

Atlantic

vs.

3 to 2
5 to 1
2 to 1

—

Prospect Park.— The return game between these clubs was played at Paterson Aug. 17th before
quite a crowd of spectators, including quite a number of
The Brooklyn party found a picked eleven made
ladies.
up against them, all of course, members of the Paterson
club, including Lemon, the professional of the St. George

Paterson

11 to 6

seen that while the Athletics have won every
game they have played out West four up to Aug. 23
the Reds have lost two out of three.
In the defeats sustained by the Reds they were minus the services of SpauldWhite also being out of his position.
ing, their pitcher.
The full record up to Aug. 23, is as follows:

A

,

Pawtaw.— Our

'

It will be

I.

tler's

Aug. 18- Athletic vs. Chicago, at Chicago
Aug. IS—Philadelphia vs. New Haven, at Philadelphia
Aug. 19 -Philadelphia vs. Hartford, at Philadelphia
Aug. 19 -Boston vs. St. Louis, at St. Louis
Aug. 20— Hartford vs. Atlantic, at Brooklyn
Aug. 21— St. Louis vs. Boston, at St. Louis
Aug. 21 —Hartford vs. Mutual, at Brooklyn
A ug. 23— Chicago vs. Boston, at. Chicago
Aug. 23— Athletic vs. St. Louis, at St. Louis

1st,

York Athletic Club.— The Fall meeting of this
association will be held on the 4th of October, and competitors are expected from all parts of this country and
Canada. The grounds at Mott Haven are being enlarged,
the running track having been extended to one-fifth of a
mile in length and twenty feet in Width.
grand stand,
capable of holding 1,000 persons, and a capacious twoInformation regardstory club house, are being erected.
ing entries, etc can be obtained by addressing the secretary, P. O. Box 387.

Brown

F. B. F., Paris, Ont.,

others.- -We have discovered another lot of the

M

THE PROFESSIONAL ARENA.

—

1st, L D Robertson; 2d, John McGregor.
George Anderson; 2d, James Kelley.
The dances were performed in the pavilion. A feature
of the afternoon was a feat performance by Mr. John T,
Maloney, of Fall. River, Mass., who jumped into and out
He was greatly applauded
of 150 barrels consecutively.
for the exhibition in a style so peculiar of his strength and
In spite of the rain, this and other feats which
skill.
could be performed under cover, amused the spectators,
who were very generally satisfied with the day's sport.

Sword Dance

TJmdire, Mr.

August.

111.,

T.
C, Lockhaven, Pa.—Please inform me whether the Ward Burton gun will be realy for the market this season, and what has
caused the delay? Mr. Burton informs us that he can fix no date at
which his guns will be put upon the market, but probably in the Fall.

0-2
0—4

4

New York.
York.— Please inform me if there is good trout fishing
where, and how late fly-fishing is allowed bylaw?
informed you last week that trout fishing in Pennsyl-

W., Farmingten, 111., and
combined sun dial
and compass, which we can furnish yon, or any of our friends who may
desire them, upon receipt of price, $1 each.
G. B., Alton,

0—5
0-4

10 10

will

Syracuse, N.

II. B.,

143 Fulton street,

1

..0

Total
Innings.
2

Union ville,

1

1

f

Brattleboro,

and something that

Y.— Are Coifs navy revolvers of the old style
ammunition or cartridges can be used/and if so,
by whom, and where? Ans. Yes; send to George Hayden, gunsmith,

2

13|

Philadelphia

club, of

2

Vt.— Where

can a pair of light shoes suitable
not soften on the bottoms by standing in water several hours, be obtained? Ans. Frank "Good, Manchester, N. H., has the wading shoes you need.
D.

1

4

AReader,

for wading,

alterable so that fixed

1

f...

c.
1.

10
20, the

A.

2

s. s
1st b

Schafer,

Expert

— On Aug.

P.O.

IB.

2

6
4
8
3

1

Harbridge, c f
Householder, r
Carrigan, p

A.

The games played in the arena since our last issue have
not been as numerous as they should have been, but some
few games have been played, as the record below shows:
Aug. 16 -Hartford vs. New Haven, at New Haven
5 to 2
Aug. 16— Athletic vs. St. Louis, at St. Loins
3 to 1
Au^. 17— Athletic vs. Chicago, at Chicago
8 to 4.

—
—

R

price $10 to $16.

F. Din^fjelder, New York.— Please inform me if there is good duck
shooting in season at South Oyster Bay, and at Canarsie Bay, L. I., and
to whom must I apply? Ans. Duck shooting is only fair at these
placjs. You will find a plenty of good baymen at each place.

:

R

can I get decoy ducks, and at what
C. Squires, 1 Courtlandt street, city;

—

Throwing Heavy Hammer 1st, A McKay, 90 ft 3 in; 2d,
Cameron, 78 ft 2 in.
Throwing Light Llammer 1st, A McKay, 117 ft; 2d, R
Cameron, 97 ft -7 in.
Three-legged Race 1st, Maloney .and Elder; 2d, Cameron
and McKay.
Highland Fling 1st, J D Robertson; 2d, John McGre-

A

II.

Coming.— The best greenheart rods that we know of in this country
are manufactured by J. B. Crook, 50 Fulton street, New York, and
Dingee Scribner, St. John, New Brunswick.

the appended score:
Amateur
Tnnxis

—

At

Ans.

price per dozen?

'

Elder, 9 ft 1 in.
Short Race—-(150 yards)— 1st, J T Maloney; 2nd,
Elder.
McKay, 41 ft 5 in; 2d,
Tossing the Caber 1st,
Cameron, 39 ft 9 in.

H

New Haven.— Where

R. T. M.,

The game is rapidly spreading in Canada. The New
Havens go over the border next week, and other noted
clubs will give the Dominions a call this September.
One of the best amateur games played in Philadelphia
this season was the match of Aug. 14th between the amateur Experts and the Philadelphia professionals, the score
of which is appended

—

August contains a record of

G. W. M., Augusta, Me.—What is the best work on taxidermy, where
can it be obtained, and for what price? Ans. "Field Ornithology,"
published in Boston; price $2.75. We can send it.

...9to0

—

for

Mass.— For information relative to Allagash route,
address E. J. Thompson, 17 Market street, Lynn, Mass.

A pretty game was played in Rochester on the 18th
between the track nine of that city and Criekets, of Binghamton, the former winning by G to 2.

Totals

Running Long Jump—-1st, John Maloney, 16 ft 10 in; 2nd,
Henry Elder, 16 ft 5 in.
Running Hop, Step and Jump 1st, J T Maloney, 38 ft
3 in; 2nd, A McKay, 36 ft 6 in.
Standing Jump 1st, A McKay, 9 ft 7 in; 2nd, William

The Aquatic Monthly

the yachting and boating events of the season, and the extent and reliability of its reports render it a valuable repository of information reAugust Bretano, 39 Union Square.
lating to aquatic pastimes.

%W°^i^ Notice Taken of Anonymous Communications.

.

August 21— Astor

F
32

.

way, its fauna, and the manners and customs of the people is all fresh,
seen with the eyes of a keen- observer, and described by a practiced pen
in a plain and readable manner. We can heartily recommend the book
as one of the most interesting works of travel with which we have met.

J, A. II., Boston,

—

;

Games at Washington. — The

since our last issue:

.6 to 3
August 16— Graf ion vs. Lowell, at Lynn, Mass
August 16— Astor vs. Red Hook of Brook'u.at Jersey City. 6 to 5
August 17— Lowell vs. T B. of Bridgeport, at Lynn, Mass. 3 to 1
August 17— Resolute vs. Star, of Newark, at Waverly. ... .5 to 1
August 17— Alaska vs. Arlington, at Melrose
5 to 3
August 17— Philadelphia vs. Burlington, at Burlington
7 to 4
August 18— Olympic of Paterson vs. Burlington, at Bur'gtn.7 to 5
August 18— Staten Island vs. Athletic of New York
9 to 4
August 19— Live Oak vs. Beacon, at Lynn, Mass
.8 to 1
August 19— Quickstep vs. Mystic, at Mauhattanville, 11 in. .8 to 7
Aueust 19 Grafton vs. T. B of Bridgeport, at Lynn
9 to 3
9 to 3
August 19— Frontier vs. Americas, at Prospect Park
August 21— Active vs. Hamond. at Bracklen, Mass
7 to 4
August 21- -King Phillip vs. Rollston. at Fitchburg
5 to 4
August 21 Staten Island vs. 'Concord, at S. I., 11 in
8 to 7
August 21— Resolute vs. Tuttie &- Bailey, at Waverly
6 to 3
August 21— Grafton vs. Live 0;ik, at Lynn
4 to 2
August 21—Expert vs. National of Washington, at Hams-

Vaulting with Pole— 1st, J. T. Crossley 9 ft. 9 in. 2d, W.
Ronertson, 9 ft. 6 in. 3d, F. Duke, 9ft.
Throwiny the Light Hammer 1st, H. Kinnon, 106 ft. 2
in.; ?d, A. Mckay, 103 ft. 4 in.; 3d, John Anderson, 100 ft.
;

39

Sharp

rifle,

in regard to proper distance, size of target, etc., to be used

in practice with a Stevens or

Wesson skeleton stock

rifle, 15

inch bar-

and 32. Of course with these weapons we do not expect
any long range work; but are they serviceable for practice, and what
ought they to do? Ans. Send to J. S. Conlin, No. 930 Broadway, for
some of his Creedmoor targets educed to scale for 25 yards. Also his
ready measurement targets; price $1.50 per 100.
Oscar. Hants Falls.— Where, in Maryland or Virginia, can our party
,of two or three find first-class duck shooting this Fall, with good private
board and attendance? We prefer some place not visited by the general crowd of shooters. Please give me the address of some party who
can accommodate us and who you can recommend. Ans. Address
Capt. James Scott, Ocean House, Green Run Beach, Worcester county
Md., or Littleton Dennis, Snow Hill, Md. They can inform you. There
is always good duck shooting on the Havre de Grace flats and Gunpowder River, Md., and at Chincoteague Island, Va. Take steamer
from Newtown.
rels, calibre,

1%

i

S. S. W., Washington.— I have a setter about eight months old.
He
has some kind of disease similar to the mange. He breaks out in boils
From the first appearance they seem to be hard and then turn to sores
especially on his knees, which seem to have some five or six on each'.
I have tried several remedies, and lastly coal oil, but they don't seem to"
do any good. Will you please inform me what is best to do for him? I
of ten wash him with soap and water. Would it be advisable to break
him in with a tame bird? When about three months old he would point
it, but now he will trail it up and watch it, instead of pointing.
Ans.
Give your young setter a few doses of flour of sulphur and plenty "of exercise. Feed with boiled rice, corn, or oatmeal.
It very often proves

injurious to a young setter or pointer to practice him much on a tame
bird, as it accustoms him to use his eyes instead of his nose.

Anomily, New, York.— Will you please explain why in pigeon
matches the best shots frequently get no prize? For instance: A and B
each shoot ten birds, E and D each kill nine birds, and E gets eight
pigoons. A and B shoot off their tie and A takes first prize. Then instead of, as one would naturally suppose, B taking second prize, his two
inferiors— C and D proceed to shoot for second prize, while the third
prize goes to E without further palaver. Under this system it mi°nt
happen that a duffer, who shot no birds at all, would carry off a second
or third prize from half a dozen good shots, who had killed all their
We cannot imagine upon what
birds. Why is this thing thus? Ans.
principle of equity such rules as you allude to in trap shooting for prizes
can be made. It is easy to see that very indifferent shooting may be rewarded, while crack shooting gets nothing. In our opinion such a rule
In fact we can see how a shooter may win
is entirely wrong.
a second or third prize surely by making a bad shot. For instance: Suppose
six shooters are shooting for two prizes, $200 for best shot, $103 for sec-

—

ond

The first five shooting kill ten birds
shooting has to do in order to will
tfcg
bad shooting. Should such things he?

best, at say ten birds each.

each.
),

Then,
is to

all

make

the sixth

man

—

„
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FOREST AND STREAM.
FOREST^ AND STREAM AT THE CENTENNIAL.
'We would respectfully suggest to the management [of the Centennial Exhibition a* Philadelphia} that the sportsmen of the United States,
f

fluvial

a numerous and influential class, would be highly gratified if some provision were made for the exhibition in close juxtaposition in order that
comparisons may be more easily made— of the guns, weapons, fixed ammunition, and, indeed, all the paraphernalia used in the sports of the
field, whether by land or water, of each of the peoples represented at
the Centennial. We can see no good reason why one of the numerous
halls in the main building should not be devoted exclusively to this purpose, and be converted into a museum tor the display of weapons and
implements used in the pursuit of 'fur, fin and feather;' and if it is
done, we will venture the prediction that it will prove one of the most
popular features of the exhibition."— Turf, Field and Farm, Aug. 20th.
"Sport, like every other human occupation, has its place in the Centennial, and we hope that some means will be devised for worthily presenting our National Sportsmen to the great gathering of the nations."

—

A WEEKLY JOURNAL,
Devoted to Field and Aquatic Sports, Practical Natural History,
£ I— tt^TURE, THE PROTECTION OP GAME. PRESERVATION OP FORESTS,
akd the Inculcation in Men and Women of a healthy
interest
XH Out-door Recreation and Study
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A discount of twenty percent,

Strictly In
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and upwards.

Advertising Hates.

In regular advertising columns, nonpareil type, 12 lines to the inch, 2E
Cents per line. Advertisements on outside page, 40 cents per line. Reading
notices, 50 cents per line. Advertisements in double column 25 per cent,
extra.
Where advertisements are inserted over 1 month, a discount of
10 per cent, will be made; over three months, 20 per cent; over six
months, 30 per cent.

NEW YORK, THURSDAY, AUGUST 26,

1875.

To Correspondents.
All communications whatever, whether relating to business or literary
Correspondence, must be addressed to The Forest and Stream Publishing Company. Personal or private letters of course excepted.
All communications intended for publication must be accompanied with
real name, as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be published if
objection be made. No anonymous contributions will be regarded.
Articles relating to any topic within the scope of this paper are solicited.
We cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brief
notes of their movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this paper
to become a medium of useful and reliable information between gentlemen sportsmen from one end of the country to the other and they will
find our columns a desirable medium for advertising announcements.
The Publishers of Forest and Stream aim to merit and secure the
patronage and countenance of that portion of the community whose refined intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that
is beautiful in Nature. It will pander to no depraved tastes, nor pervert
the legitimate sports of land and water to those base uses which always
tend to make them unpopular with the virtuous and good. No advertisement or business notice of an immoral character will be received on any
terms ; and nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that
may not be read with propriety in the home circle.
We cannot be responsible for the dereliction of the mail service, if
money remitted to us is lost.
Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday of each week, if possible.
;

WILLIAM

IJHAR LBS HALJLOCR, Editor.
C.

HARRIS.

Business <vtanaeer.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COMING WEEK.
—

26th. Racing at Monmouth Park, N. J. Trotting
and Lawrence, Mass., Portland, Me., Wilkesbarre, Penn.
Simcoe, Canada. International Amateur Regatta, Saratoga. Base ball

Thursday, August

at Springfield

Philadelphia vs Doeer, at Philadelphia; Athletic vs. Chicago, at Chicago; Keystone vs. Active, at Reading, Penn.
.

Friday, August 27th.— Trotting at Springfield and Lawrence, Mass.,
Cynthiana, Ky., Big Rapids, Mich. Base ball—Athletic vs. Chicago, at
Chicago.
Saturday, August 28th. —Racing at Monmouth Park. N. J. Trotting
at Osage, Iowa, Cynthiana, Ky. Base ball Athletic vs. Chicago, at
Chicago, J. B. Doeer vs. Media, at Media, Penn., River ton vs. North
Creedinoor— Contest for Remington
Philadelphia,, at Philadelphia.
diamond Badge.
Monday, August 30lh.—Base ball— Keystone vs. Archer, at Philadel-

—

phia.

Tuesday, August Slst.— Trotting at Hartford, Conn., Dover, N. H.,
Vt„ Jamestown, Penn., Aurora, 111. National Amateur regatta, Troy, N. Y. Ontario Rifle Association meeting, Ontario, Canada.
Base ball— Resolute vs. Burlington, at Waverly, N. J.
Wednesday, September 1st.—Trotting at Hartford, Conn., Dover, N.
St. Albans,

.

H., St. Albans, Vt., Kenosha, Wis., Battle Creek, Mich., Florence, Ky.
Notional Amateur regatta, Troy, N. Y.

A

—

What Others Say of Us. Our entry upon the fifth
volume of Forest and Stream has evoked many valued
complimentary notices from our newspaper contemporaries
which it would please us to acknowledge separately if it
were possible. Their opinion seems unanimous that it is
"one of the very best of weekly papers," and for this expression we thank them all. From the editor of the St.
Augustine Press, who is also editor of the New York Pathwe have received a private letter, which our vanity
prompts us to publish. It is all about ourself, and runs in

finder,

this wise:
1875

Editor Forest and Stream:—
In glancing over the index of your last volume some idea of the completeness and worth of your valuable paper is plainly discovered. Not
only one individual or one State has been benefited by the publication of
the Forest and Stream, but thousands personally and the States universally. Its a requisite in every household, and a fit companion for
either the user of the gan or rod. Its manifest interest in our national
games and sports is a noteworthy feature of every issue. We have
watched with interest the progress of this journal, and. considering the
times when its managers chose to inaugurate it, and the dullness of business generally, we say they have worked a young miracle, and established in a short space of time the best sporting journal in this country.
Its managers never lacked capital or exertions to place it favorably before the public, and to-day it is widely circulated and known throughout
this country and Europe. We cannot correctly predict its ultimate attaining, but feel justified and assured when we foretell a wonderful and
glorious success for |he young institution, a

—

Bond's Sectional Boat. This is made with iron sides and
wooden bottom, with an air chamber amidships. It is
constructed in two sections of eight feet each, which can
be unjointed, and one half of the boat set in the other. It
is evident that wherever a wagon can go, this boat can be
hauled with facility. It is not easy to carry on the back,
as it does not balance well.
In a country much broken by
lakes and streams, where only short portages have to be
made, we see no advantage that the sectional boat has over
an entire boat.
Its advantages, however, are obvious
where long transhipments are to be made by rail or otherwise.
It is flat-bottomed and can run in shoal water, and
being of iron is less vulnerable to snags and rocks than
other boats. Built at Cleveland, Ohio, by Thos. E. Bond;

plants, trolling tackle, bats and balls, billiard tables, aquariums, and cartridge belts. Last month we arranged also
for space outside of the building, adjoining our interior allotment, where we hope to have a genuine camp in the
tents, a veritable

In-

Every department
will be complete, and genuine Indians and trappers have
already been engaged to superintend each one. A great
many friends to whom we privately communicated our
plans have promised contributions, and when all are perfected we will lay them before our readers, whose co-operacanoes, etc., etc.

our contemporaries,-

tion, as well as

we

shall

price $60.
Waters' Paper
1

canoe,

cordially in-

$125.

vite.

Canoe.

— This

made by Waters
The body is made

&

is an improved
Nautilus
Son, of Troy; price $100 to

of tough linen paper about one-

sixth of an inch thick; length fourteen to

PORTABLE BOATS.

A

DOZEN years ago
tically the

What could

feet,

The Rushton Boat is made at Canton, N. Y. This is a
round bottom lap streak cedar or oak boat, with much more
sheer and bearings that the Adirondack boat, and much
lighter, as they are made to weigh as little as thirty pounds,
and therefore very desirable for a single person in an inland
lake country.

gum of the spruce to make them
be more perfect in construction or

sew them together, and the
water-tight.

sixteen

depth amidships eight and one-half inches. It has a canvas deck which buttons at the sides. Weight fifty to sixty
pounds. It has ample accommodations for camp stuff,
but carries only one person. Objection has been made
that the material (paper) would soon become soft and destructible, but the long voyages of months and miles made
in this crat wholly controvert this.
They will stand any
kind of a sea.

the Indian birch canoe was praconly portable boat known in this country
or elsewhere. Its use was limited to the Indians and a few
whites who lived as they lived, by fishing and hunting.
The uncertainties of the chase made their life nomadic,
and their canoes were so constructed as to meet their requirements fully. Weighing but thirty to fifty pounds
they could be easily carried upon the back for long distances from water to water, while the materials for their
repair were always at hand as nature provided— a few splits
of white cedar, a few sheets of birch bark, cedar roots to

Lightness being indispensable to a portable

boat, this boat certainly meets this requirement

any other.

more than

adaptation?

Other canoes, called dug-outs, made of logs,
were much in vogue at the South, and used elsewhere, but
they were ponderous affairs, the lightest of them, and by no

adapted for a single person, but will
accommodate two.
Length,
eleven to thirteen feet;
weight, thirty to fifty-five pounds.

means portable in the

This is a bass wood canoe made by
English, of Peterboro, Canada, and like the Gordon
canoe, more nearly approaches the Indian birch canoe in

ages.

The sportsmen who went

there in pursuit of

game

have entirely

is like the English canoe in all reshape. It is, if anything, perhaps a little
more cranky, but is preferred by many experts. It is made
by Thomas Gordon, at Lakefield, Peterborough, Canada.
The- Herald Canoe is made at Gore's Landing, Rice Lake,

It

She must be of light draught to
and stiff, to stand the flaws and
If we admit that the Adironseas of the deep open lakes.
dack boat combines all these, still, she is not compact enough.
She cannot be folded into a small package and toted about
This seems to be the great desideratum
like a valise.
sought for now in a strictly portable boat.
Some few years ago, two types of canoes were invented
which combine all the essentials of a strictly "traveling boat," one known as the Rob Roy canoe, invented by
Mr. McGregor, and the other as the Nautilus, by W.
Baden Powell. These have been fully described in a series
of papers puplished in Vol. II. of this journal.
They do
not, however, fully meet our requirements. One at least, (the
Rob Roy,) will carry but a single person, while both are
better adapted to a continuous line of water courses than
to a broken country where they must be carried over many
Something different is still
portages of miles in length.

thump on her bottom.

traverse shallow streams,

the above.

this

—

All of the above named are
excepting Bond's, and portable only as to
weight. Ingenious men have lately been contriving some
kind of a craft that would serve all the purposes of a practicable boat, and still be portable as to weight and compact
as to dimensions.
To invent a machine that one can carry
like a valise, or stow in his trunk, which, arriving at his
destination, shall be speedily convertable into a freighting
or sporting boat, seems to be the problem of the hour. Of
course the lightest material must be employed, and this
seems to be canvas. To make a light, jointed frame of suf-

Hegemari's Folding Boat.

entire boats,

keep the canvas shell in proper shape,
and sustain the weight of its load, is what is wanted.
Hegeman's boat does all this. Its frame is a marvel of
braces and joints that shut up like a carpenter's rule foldficient strength to

the canvas into a complete parallelogram whose
not more than forty pounds. This boat is not
sinkable; it will sustain a dozen men easily. It is a good
boat for many purposes, and can bought at prices ranging

required at least for general forest service in this country.
With the rapidly increasing interest in fishing and the
chase which has especially marked the past two years, and
is still. growing apace, the demand for a suitable boat be-

to, meet

its

Canada, by Hutchinson & Co. Its mateiial is white cedar.
has no ribs, and is so constructed that it resembles a
dug-out canoe, both inside and out. Instead of ribs it has
transverse strips of cedar jointed neatly, constituting the
frame of the canoe, and upon which similar boards are
Price, weight, and dimensions similar to
laid lengthwise.

filled

m&

is

The Gordon Canoe

spects except

a craft that will

comes constantly more imperative;

but

stronger, stiffer

They are not easily fractured, as bass wood is very tough.
They can be fitted with a small sprit sail. Price $25.

the bill.
What we renot encumber, one that will
carry a heavy load, that will have speed, that will not
leak with the first abrasion, or founder with the first
to

afloat,

and and faster. It is made of thin
boards laid upon ribs two inches apart so neatly that the
seams cannot be detected on the outside. Length fourteen
to eighteen feet, weight about sixty pounds, and will carry
three persons and their baggage with ease. It is in all respects equal to the Adirondack boat, and is much more
easily managed and handled by one who understands them,
and is of lighter draught and easier to carry over a portage.

long distances; hence the demand
arose for a craft that could be carried easily, as well as
Necessity is the mother of invention, and the incarry.
vention that grew out of the necessity of the circumstances
was the very perfect and beautiful Adirondack boat which
we have all admired and so much enjoyed. The lightest
of them are intended for two persons only with their camp
stuff; but heavier ones will carry three, and they are not
so heavy (eighty pounds,) but that a stout guide will carry
them three miles without frequent rests. Nevertheless,
swift, light, staunch, and graceful as they are, they do not
is

—

shape and character than any other craft

much

fish often traveled

seem

.

Wm.

.

and

It is best

The English Canoe.

true acceptation of the word.
It was
not until the influx of sportsmen into the Adirondacks,
which succeeded the establishment of Pol Smith's and
Martin's hostel ries there, that strictly portable boa*s came
into requisition
In that vast wilderness the thoroughfares are chiefly water-courses connecting together, or
merely separated by narrow strips of land requiring port-

quire

Long Branch, August,

easier to navigate through grass or winding, overgrown
streams; but in the Adirondacks a large proportion of
the visitors are ladies, and very few of either sex are accustomed to canoes, which are easily upset.
sectional
boat would, on the whole, be of no advantage here.
Price $60 and upwards.

pelts and horns, jack lamps, moccasins, tents, rubber
goods, stable furniture, rare birds and animals, fruits and

running stream— shelter

to be

their camp outfit.
They are stiff and safe and possibly
the best suited of any to that particular region. We can
suggest no change. For ourselves,' we should prefer
a
bass wood, or cedar canoe, as being of ligher draught and

relics or new inventions, things useful or ornamental, boats, guns, rods, dog collars, camp utensils, life
preservers, bear traps, snow shoes, lariats, wigwams, buckskin suits, wampum belts, portable stoves, Indian scalps,

wigwam,

.

—

will doubtless be gratified to know
that the proprietors of Forest and Stream took this matter in hand at the very inception of the Centennial Exhibition, and as long ago as last February had engaged space

dian birch

the
are to be

The Adirondack Boat. This is a round bottom, lap streak
cedar boat, fourteen to eighteen feet in length, (we speak
of portable sizes,) accomodating two or three persons
with

Gun, Aug. Uth.

forest with a

where they

wherein they meet the various conditions of service

whether old

Advance.

localities

required of them.

in the building to cover 1,200 square feet. There anything
that comes within our province will be welcome to a place,

SOUTH THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

geography of the

To make ourselves clearly understood, it will be
well to indicate briefly the general features of the several
styles of boats that we have personally examined, to
showused

Our contemporaries

md Jf/rawf

S&™*t
17

—Bod and

BY

PUBLISHED

requisition a dozen builders are taxing their
ingenuitv
Whether any one will ever succeed in attaining the
great
desideratum may well be questioned, because the
service
required of these boats must vary in accordance with

ing with

weight

1

it

is

from $80

to |10Q,

FOREST AND STREAM.
Ampersand Boat— Notwith standing the compactness, lightness, and portability of Hegeman's boat, there
are places so inaccessible, either by their great distance or
their rugged character when reached, that it will not pay
GolmrCs

to carry thither a boat that weighs even so little as forty
pounds. In wilderness fastnesses of this kind, which explorers alone might be induced to penetrate, all that is reis some temporary makeshift, such, for instance, as
the craft of which the Indians of our western plains
sometimes use to cross swollen rivers that are not fordable.
This is merely a bull's hide stretched upon a framework of

quired

cottonwood. It will not be expected that boats of this
character make first-class race boats. Nevertheless, we
find that Colvin's canvas boat, which is made on similar
principles, has considerable speed, as well as staunchness
and capacity, and possesses that invaluable quality of lightIt weiyhs only ten pounds.
ness.
Its frame is cut in the
forest on demand, and fitted to the waterproof canvas.

The gunwale

is

made

fast

by leathern thongs or points.
Made by R. A. Scott,

It is only the shell that is carried.

Albany.
Berthorts Self Folding Boat.—This is now on exhibition
It is the invention of Rev. E. L. Berthon, of

at Paris.

Romsey, Hampshire, England, and differs from all others.
It claims to combine the necessary elements of the lifeboat with the advantage of being folded up to one-tenth
of its hTi&miA again opened and set up in half a minute.
The ribs are longitudmai, joined at the bow and stern by
strong linkage. When the boat is closed up the ribs close
in parellel lines, and when open they are raised into position by the use of braces, and the proper form of the boat
The
is maintained by these braces, the flooring, seats, &c.
sides are of very strong canvas and India rubber compartments, inclosing a continuous air chamber. The exhibitor
offers these boats for yachting as well as for higher uses,

and from the price of 75 francs to that of 1,250, as marked
on the largest shown, which is fully equipped with mast
and sail. Captain Nares took several on shore with his
British Arctic expedition, for

late

which they must be found

From an examination of
difficult to make a portable
just

what

is

the

contingencies of

useful.

the subject
boat.

The

it

does not seem

trouble

is

to

select

nearest adapted to immediate or prospective

What will do for one set of circumstances
and situations, will not do for another. One's judgment
must be used in the selection.

requirements.

—

Fish Pictures. Wakeman Holberton, the artist, is at
Wood's Hole with the United States Fish Commission making studies of fish, Prof. Baird having very kindly offered
the use of his tanks and the hospitalities of the place,
so that he has every facility for prosecuting his favorite
vocation. Mr. Holberton deserves great credit for his painstaking.
No fish looks like itself after it has been even a
few minutes out of the water, and fish portraits, to be accurate, must be taken on the spot.
What, for instance,
can surpass the irridescent beauty of the weakfish when
first taken from the water, glowing with sparkle of a sunshower and the glojy of the rainbow! and yet how quickly
its beauty vanishes, even before it dies. None but an angler
can appreciate the difference between a fish painted in life

him

and

in death.

Mr. Holberton

One
is

animate and the other inanimate.
both an angler and an artist.
is

«+•+.

Colorado Gold Specimens.— Our correspondent from
Western Colorado, whose letter will be found in another
column, however heterodox his opinion may be on scientific
trout-fishing, seems, judging from the specimens of the
ore we have seen, to be sound in his judgment and estimate of the rich mining district he has visited. The formation of these mines is somewhat peculiar.
It is neither
granite nor limestone, but a kind of honey-comb and partially decomposed quartz.
The quartz carries free gold,
much of it visible to the naked eye, easily mined and
treatpd.
When sufficient capital and enterprise enter the
marvellous results are anticipated.
Very little
silver is found in the district, but gold bearing
quartz
crops out in all directions, and in places it stands up in
district

vast pillars fifty feet high.

Long Island Poultry Association.— This society,
recently organized, bids fair to make its mark as one
of
the most successful associations of its kind in the country.
Greai preperations are being made for the grandest display
of fancy and hunting dogs ever held in
America.

The

society will offer an extensive premium list for
the best
display of poultry, pigeons, birds, flowers, deer, and
in
fact every kind of pet and fancy stock that will add to
the
attractiveness of the display.
The committee have secured

one of the largest buildings in Brooklyn, the skating rink,
and will exhibit the first week in December. Address
Thomas Smith, Secretary, Stoney Brook, L. I.
.

*+***

,

—

The remains of Grimwood, the companion of Donaldson in the ill-fated balloon, have been fully recognized by
and friends, and have been taken to Bristol, near
Chicago, for interment. Grim wood's body was picked up
on the shore of Lake Michigan.

relatives

—The New York

Journal of Commerce says that Postmaster James, of this city, is on the whole, the best official

who has filled that position in the last decade. Several
instances of official effort requiring much care and shrewdness have come within our knowledge within two years
past that enable us to fully endorse the.above expression of
approval, so far as our personal experience goes,
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7he i$ifte.
Reception to the American Riflemen.— Late on
Saturday afternoon, the steamer City of Berlin, having on
board the victorious rifle team who have so distinguished
themselves at Dollymount and Wimbledon, was signalled
The steamer Nelson J.
as being outside of Sandy Hook.
Hopkins having on board General Shaler, Gen McMahon,
Gen. Knox, Col. Geo. W. Wingate, Hon. D. W. Judd,
Messrs. A. Alford and J. T. B. Collins, of the joint committee of reception appointed by the National Rifle Association and Amateur Rifle Club, together with a large party
had previously started down the
meet the incoming steamer. Meeting the City of
Berlin the Hopkins steamed alongside amid the greatest enthusiasm, and with continued cheers and firing of guns accompanied the larger steamer to the anchorage at the
Quarantine grounds. Here the members of the team and
their friends were taken on board the Hopkins and brought
It being dark the steamer was decorated with
to the city.
Chinese lanterns, and fireworks were let off in profusion.
On the trip up the bay the party were assembled on the
after deck, and addressed by General Shaler in a speech of
welcome, in which he recapitulated the performances of
the the team abroad and stated the programme which had
of distinguished guests,

bay

to

been arranged for their reception. Colonel Gildersleeve,
who was received with cheers, responded and thanked the
committee for the warmth of their reception and concluded

by saying:—
with the greatest pride and pleasure that I am able
to state to you that during the whole time of our absence,
which has occupied nearly a period of three months, this
body of riflemen have assembled at different times, have
associated together from day to day, and at night also, constantly, under every condition and under all circumstances.
We have been in this acquaintance individual contestants
for matches, and shooters in the team, and during all this
period not one unkind word, I think, has been exchanged
among any of us, and the best of feeling has existed at
Every man has been, at all times and under all
all times.
"It

is

circumstances, willing to make personal sacrifice for the
general good. All have been equally entitled to regard,
and we separate with great regret. We have advised together on all occasions, we have had this good feeling on
all occasions, and each one of the team is justly awarded
an equal proportion in the honor which we have achieved
We are very much obliged to you, ladies and gentlemen,
and at a future time we shall thank you in better terms.

A speech was also made by Alderman Purroy, after
Arrived at the Battery, the
which a collation was served
members of the team were placed in carriages and driven
.

to their respective

On Monday

homes.

team was formally received in the
by Mayor Wickham.
They rendezvoused at the Hoffman House in the morning
and proceeded from there to the Hotel Brunswick, and
thence to City Hall. An immense crowd had assembled to
welcome them, and after being individually introduced to
the Mayor in his office, the whole party proceeded to the
Governor's Room, where his Honor formally welcomed
them in the following speech
Governor's

the

Room

of the City Hall,

t

:

Col. Gildersleeve
In behalf of the City of

and Gentlemen of the Team:—

New York, I give you a cordial
greeting and welcome home. Every Summer now finds in
Europe a great number of Americans, distinguished for
personal qualities and in every walk and avocation of life.
But upon none of them has this year been bestowed half
the attention accorded to you, and I am sure none have
Originally selected after competition
better deserved it.
between those among us who have specially cultivated the
use of the rifle at long ranges, and because only of the excellence of each of you in that single art, you have so acquitted yourselves as to have come home victors indeed, in
many trials of skill with the riflemen heretofore the most
renowned in the world. And that is a matter of national
Excellence in this art of yours largely contriinterest.
butes to the security of the country against a public
enemy. * * * * B) warm-hearted Ireland, and by
more deliberate England, you have been regarded as what
we are very proud and happy to consider you— as representative Americans displaying not meiely the American's
skill in every art which he zealously pursues, but amid
the excitement and allurements which surrounded }t gu,
displaying also the very best American self-coutrol, nerve,
courtesy— in two words, American manhood; again gentlemen, I give you a most cordial welcome home.

—

Col. Gildersleeve replied as follows:

Mr. Mayor and Gentlemen:— I should do great
members of the American Rifle Team, for

tice to the

I

injus-

whom

have the honor

we
us

to speak, did I fail to acknowledge that
feel much flattered by the compliment you have paid
To you, Sir, especially do we feel grateful
this day.

for your attendance here in person to welcome us; you,
Sir, the distinguished representative of this great Metro-

For the very kind terms in which you have been
pleased to address us I beg you, Sir, to accept our most
sincere thanks.
We also acknowledge our obligations to
the Common Council for tendering us this magnificent
room in which to receive our many friends. They are apparently legion.
left with some friends; we have returned apparently with many. Here, in this room containing the pictures of so many distinguished men, I should not
be at a loss in speaking to you: I should be inspired with
words equal to the occasion. While we admire the room,
while we admire the paintings, while we admire the history
and the records of these distinguished men, I am very
sorry that I don't feel such inspiration as I would like to.
The great enterprise of the newspapers of the present day
has left us very little to say for ourselves, or of the many
excellent people we met while abroad, of the many kindnesses we there received, of the great hospitality we enjoyed, or of the unbounded welcome which the Irish gave
[Applause.] From one end ofjrelandto the other our
us.
reception was a complete triumph, and you have already
only assure you to-day, Mr, Mayor
heard it all,
polis.

We

We cm

and gentlemen, that whatever has been written cannot
convey to you any adequate idea of the warm and earnest
welcome which Ireland gave us. * * * * Of our visit
abroad I can only say that the fact that what we said and
what we did and the manner in which wo were able_ to
conduct ourselves was satisfactory to you is most gratifying to us. That no act of ours reflected any discredit upon
the United States Government was a source of great conWe endeavored
gratulation to us as we journeyed home.
from first to last to make everything abroad or at home
secondary to the good name of our native land. [Applause.]
That we succeeded in doing this is a source of great
gratification, and that you, one and all, are so ready to acknowledge it, increases the pride we feel in our success.
I can only say in conclusion, Mr. Mayor, what I said at the
We are
beginning, that you have our warmest thanks.
glad to be among our friends, ami we are glad that you
enjoy the victories and the pleasures we participated in as
[Applause.]
well as we enjoyed them ourselves.
Short speeches were also made by each member of the
team and Alderman Cole. During the reception, the procession was forming in the park, and after taking leave of
the Mayor and Aldermen the team entered their carriages,
and with the Twelfth Regiment formed around them as
an escort proceeded up Broadway in the following order:
Col. Juhu Ward, Twelfth Regiment National Guard, commanding
brigade.
Aids. Col. Clifford, A. H. Bartlett, of the Governor's Staff, Lieut. Col.
Montgomery, of the Ninth Regiment, and Major Taj lor, of the

Twelfth Regiment.
Ninth Regiment.
Sixty-ninth Kegiment.
Oilicers of the Twenty-seventh Regiment, and officers of ihe National
Guard.
Twelfth Reginnnt.
Association
and Amateur Rifle Club.
Rifle
National
American Off-hand Rifle Club,

New York City Scheutzt.n Corps.
Along the line of march the utmost enthusiasm prevailed.
At the Army and Navy Club Colonel Gildersleeve was
called upon for another speech, to which he responded
amid hearty cheers.
in the evening a reception was held at GUmore's Concert
Garden (late Barnum's Hippodrome,) where more speeches
were made, and the same enthusiastic reception awarded
the returned victors. On the whole, the reception awarded
the riflemen was a well earned tribute to their skill and
upholding the reputation of their country
warm as they could have looked for.
The Brooklyn Union says that Gen. Dakin attributes the
victory at Dollymount, in great measure to the splendio^
organization of the team. They helped each other throughout, while the Irish shot almost independent of one anAs to the reception in Ireland, it was an ovation
other.
from the moment they put their foot on the soil, till they
The railroads, steamers, hotels, theatres, and every
left it.
other place of amusement were open to them without cost.
He never saw so many American flags in his life as were
thrown out in Dublin in honor of the team. The compliment paid by Trinity College would always be remembered
by the team. "It was sumptuous, grand."
The reception of the team at Wimbledon, although not
so demonstrative as at Dublin and Belfast, was warm and
There were many jolly fellows there, and numerhearty.
ous crack shots too, many of whom were introduced to the
team. As to the team not being allowed to shoot for the
"Elcho Shield," they knew from the first they would not,
and the impression whieh had got abroad in America that
the team were snubbed in this matter was quite erroneous.
The Canadians had never been allowed to shoot for it, or
in a match side by side with the three teams, therefore the
Americans did not expect to be admitted. Nothing but
the most warm and cordial friendship existed between the
Americans and English during the meeting at Wimbledon.
Erom what General Dakin could learn at the camp the
Americans were much admired and the British were evidently on their mettle. It is proposed to send a picked
team of twelve men to America next year to compete in
the grand international contest.

self-restraint in

abroad, and was as

The National Rifle Association.— The Executive
Committee of the above association have adopted the following new rules:
Any rifle club or association,

organized and having its headquarters
within twenty five miles of the Creedmoor range, may become a member
of the National Rifle Association upon the payment of $50 oer annum
to
.

the association
Such application shall constitute all members of such association or
club members of the National Rifle Association, and entitle them to
ill
the privileges of the association, or any member thereof and each
club
shall be entitled to the publication, free of cost, in each annual
report of
the National Rifle Association of the roll of its officers and members
for
that year, and the scores made in the matches at its principal
annual
meeting; and shall be entitled to receive copies of all reports
pro
grammes and circulars Issued by the National Rifle Association during
such year; and shall be entitled to refer to the Board of Directors of
the
latter any questions in relation to rifle practice which the society
or man
aging committee of such affiliating association or club may deem it
-ex
pedient to so refer for final decision.
Every association or club so affiliating shall be required in its rules
concerning rifle practice, size and shape of targets, value of shots
and
limitations as to arms, sights, and pull of trigger to conform
to the rule*
of the National Rifle Association.
Application for affiliation must be accompanied with a check
for the
annual affiliations, a copy of the constitution and by-laws of the aflilrit
ing society and a roll call of its officers and members.

The American

Association has changed its third
to those of the National Rifle Association.
This is a wise measure, and one that should be
followed by all new rifle organizations throughout the
country. Uniformity is essential to success, and the only
class targets to

way

Rifle

conform

which the proper results can be obtained is bv a
adherence to the rules of the National Association.
Under the system of application adopted by the National
in

strict

Rifle Association their reports will contain the roll of
offiand members and the scores made in the matches of
all affiliating societies, and will therefore constitute
a full

cers

report of
this

way

rifle

the

practice throughout the United States.
In
associations will be able to calculate their

new

and decide when they have obtained sufficient
send a team to Creedmoor to contend for the championship in the_Iuter-State or long range match, Thl^
strength,

skill to

—

—

however, can only be accomplished by the adoption of a
universal system of targets, scoring, marking etc.
The regulations to govern military rifle shooting at Creedmoor have recently been revised, the principal alterations

the National Association were brought into use for the first
time and found to work admirably. The following are the
scores

made:

Name.

8)0. ...5
\ 900. ...5
f 1000....
-800....
I
^ 900. ...3

L.L.Hepburn

being as follows:
THE TABGETS.
Score-keepers shall, as each shot is signaled, call in a load voice the
of the competitor and the value of the shot, and at the conclusion
of the ecore of each competitor announce in like manner his name and

name

H.

S.

Jewell

(100U....4

|

800....
900. ...5
1000....
800....
900. ...4
1000... 2

I

S00....4

T.Hyde

1

900. ...0

A.Anderson

1

i

total score.

All competitors shall he allowed to examine the records of the ecorekeeper during the progress of the match.
The targets, are diwded into three classes, and shall be of the following sizes:—
Third class, to be used at all distances up to and including 300 yards.
Target 4x6 feet.
Bullseye, circular, 8 inches in diameter; centre, circular, 26 inches in
diameter; inner, circular, 16 inches in diameter; outer, square, 4 feet by

Roux

A. J.

J,
/
I

L. Geiger

'{

Second

he used at
Target. 6x6 feet.
class, to

all

distances over 300 to and including 600

yards.
Bullseye, circular. 22 inches in diameter; centre, circular, 38 inches in
diameter; inner, circular, 54 inches in diameter; outer, circular, 70 inches
in diameter.
First class, to be used at all distances over 600 yards. Targets 6x12
feet.

Bullseye, circlar, 36 inches in diameter; centre, circular, 54 inches in
diameter; inner, square, 6 by 6 feet; outer, square, 6 by 12 feet.

MARKING AND SCORING.
_____
Bullseye counts 5; signal, white circular disc; centre counts 4; signal,
red disc; inner counts 3; signal, white and black disc; outer counts 2;
signal, black disc; ricochet counts U; signal, red flag waved twice right
and left in front of the target. Ricochet hits will be marked out after
the flag signal.
When a sho<- strikes the angle iron upon which (he target stands the
marker will open the trap ana raise and lower the flag three times in front
of the target.
When a shot strikes any part of a second class target outside of the
boundary of the "outer." he will open the trap so as to display the trap
danger signal (red square disc) and close it again without marking the
hit.

Whenever the danger flag is displayed, competitors about to fire will
be required to open the breech block of their rifle, (if breech loaders.) If
thev leave the firing point they must draw the cartridge.
No two competitors shall be allowed to shoot with the same rifle in the
same match.
Any competitor delaying his squad may be passed by. Tn no case will
the firing be delayed to enable a competitor to procure a rifle
The positions remain the same, except in National Guard matches,
where the head must now be to the target in the "any position" contests, and kneeling is prescribed for 400 yards.
SCORES.
When the flring takes place at more than one distance, by the score
made at the longest distance and if still a tie, and there be three distances in the competition, by the score at the second distance.
By the fewest misses.
By the fewest outers.
By the fewest inners.
By the fewest centres.
If still a tie, by inverse orders of shots, counling singly rrorn the last
'

first.

firing single shots at the longest range.
the aggregate scores made at the longest distance.

fewest misses.
fewest outers.
fewest inners.
fewest centres.
competitor on each side who has made the highest score firing
five rounds at the longist distance.
The names of the competitors who have to shoot off ties will be posted
on the bulletin board as soon after each match as practicable.
When the ties are shot off one sighting shot shall be allowed without
the
the
43y the
By the
By the

W.B.

C. R. Huntington

A.V.Davis

These are excellent changes in the
be rigidly enforced by the executive

—The programme

rules,

and they should

officer in

command.

meeting
on Tuesday, September
23th and following days has been issued, and comprises the

be held

to

at

of the third annual prize

Creedmoor

following events:
Competition I— Judd Match.— Conditions, any military rifle: distance,
200 yards; position, standing; rounds, seven; entrance fee, $1. Twenty
prizes.

Competition II— Cavalry Match. —Conditions, distance, 200 yards;
,.)sition, standing; rounds, seven; weapon, Remington breech loading
po
arbine, State model, using carbine ammunition, trigger pull not less
than six""ponnds,- entrance fee, $1 each man. Ten prizes.
Competition
ers;

any

Twenty

R.\no:e Match —Conditions, open to all comseven rounds at 200 yards, standing, entrance fee, $1.

///-Short

rifle;

prizes.

IV— 1st Division N. G. Match.— Conditions, five shots
each at 200 and 500 yards with Remington rifle. State model; position,
standing at 200 yards, any at 500; entrance fee, $1. Twenty-five prizes.
Comvetion V—2b Division N. G. Match.— Conditions, same as above.
Competition

Twenty

prizes.

—
Competition VI— N. Y. State N. G. Match. Conditions, same as
above. Thirty prizes.
Competition VII— Inter- State Military Match.— Conditions, open
to one team of twelve men from each State and Territory of the United
States, from any one or more of the regularly organized regiments, batcompanies of uniformed

talions, or

militia; distances, 200, 400

and 600

yards

ya
Gr.__

$ 2 each man.
Competition

miliary

Fifteen prizes.

VIII— Army and Navy Journal Match.— Conditions, any

distance, 500 yards; any position; seven rounds; entrance
Twenty prizes.

rifle;

fee $1.

Competition /X-Gatlino Match.— Conditions, weapon, Hemington
State military rifle; distance, 500 yards; rounds, seven; position, any;
entrance fee, $1 each competitor. Twenty prizes.
Press Match.— Conditions, open only to bona fide repCompetition
resentative employes of any newspaper or periodical; weapon, any military rifle; distance, 500 yards; position, any; rounds, seven; no entrance

X—

fe9.

Ten

prizes.

Competition

XI—Mtd-Range Match —Conditions, open

to all comer?;

rifle; distances. 500 and GOO yards; seven shots at each distance; position, any; entrance fee, $1.50; competitors using rifies other
than military to allow those using military rifle of 50 calibre, nine points,
and all military rifles of less calibre four points; those using military
rifle* of. less tlian 50 calibre to allow those using rifles of 50 calibre six
points. Twenty prizes.
Competition XII— Consolation Match.— Conditions, open to members of the National Rilie Association and competitors in the foregoing

weepon, any

petitors using __
rifles of that calibre three points.

comer;

each

3

800....
90)....
(1000....

3
5
3

(80).

5
2
5
2

4
3
5
3
3
4

5
3

4
5

21 V

4

4

5....21V

5
5

4.... 22/
5. ...25V-

4
4
4

2....1M

j

5

4
4
4
4
3
5
3

67

66

.

...19V

58

...17V
0....16)

55

0....15

5....17V

2
3

2.... 6
5......8>
0..
7,)

Delaware. — Kitts Hammock, Kent Co., Aug. 24.—
Young ducks and all the different varieties of beach birds

42

are here in plenty now.
Take cars from Philadelphia to
Dover, via Delaware Railroad
J. E. D.
Walnut, August 17t7i. Prairie chickens are in
Illinois.
good condition and in fair quantities for good shooting
here now, and should the sloughs keep full of water there
will be no lack of ducks, brant, and geese tecier.

19

.

3

0....12(

Withdrew.

J

Schwartz following with a score of 18. Capt. Robbins,
Regimental Inspector, J. Linton, J. W. Gardner and others
competed.

Members

of the'Seventh are

now

in constant practice at

the ranges, as from the best scores made this month will be
selected the team to represent the regiment in the Fall

matches.

—On

Saturday next the Remington Diamond Badge, now
Mr. II. S. Jewell, will be competed for by
members of the Amateur Rifle Club. The event receives

in possession of

additional interest

from the

several

fact that

members

of

the victorious International team will probably participate!

—

Hudson River Rifle

Ranges, This range, located at
Poughkeepsie was opened on the 19th inst. with an allcomers match at 200 yards, and a long range match at 500
yards.
The highest score made at the 200' yards was 24
out of a possible 35, Richard Pittcher winning the first
The long ronge match was not conprize, a gold badge.
cluded.
•

&<*(!

fyfflfi

GAME

mcl

%m

Woodcock.

Snipe

Curlew

Bay

Squirrels.

Pinnated grouse, Telra cupido.

Game

Market

birds.

confined to woodcock and a
The former, coming from the
few grass plover are offered
West, bring $1.25 per pair.
on the stalls at 75 cents per pair. Bay birds, comprising
yellow legs, robin snipe and willets bring from 75 cents to
$3 per dozen. Although the season for pinnated grouse
(prairie chickens) has opened in some of the Western States,
the law in this State is close until the 1st proximo, and

few

in

varieties of

bay

is still

birds.

A

therefore none are offered for sale.

Mr. McCready, the President of the Old Dominion line
who is a thorough sportsman, by the way, is
building a new line of railroad which will open up a grand
wild fowl country Chincoteague, Northampton, Accomac, and adjacent islands to the north, in Worcester
county, Maryland, which are now difficult of access, and
where a breech loader is seldom seen. Our sportsmen will
be under great obligations, for Currituck is full; every
point worth anything is taken at a large figure.
of steamers,

—

—Next month some of

the best duck shooting to be had,
be found among the Thousand Islands of the St. Lawrence, on the first southward flight of the wild fowl.
Grenadier Island and Com Island, near Alexandria Bay
have long been recognized as favorite points; and if any
of our friends who stop at the Crossmon House will enquire for Fitz Hunt or his brother, we may safely guaranThe Crossmon House will
tee them a boat load of game.
-keep open as long as guests continue to patronize it in payIndeed, it may be said to be open the whole
ing numbers.
year round, for the wayfarer is sure of good entertainwill

ten
yards; entrance f^e, $2. First prize, grand medal of the "National Rifle
Association in gold; second prize, grand medal of the National Rifle Association in silver; third prize, grand medal of the National Rifle Association in bronze. Ten other prizes.

In the above competitions No 2 is open to teams of five
each; Nos. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 to teams of twelve men.

men

— The

third contest between members of the Amateur
Rifle Club for the Luther Badge was decided on Saturday.
The conditions of the match were, two sighting and five

scoring shots at 800, 900 and 1,000 yards. Eight contest*,
aits appeared, the badge being won by Mr. L. L. Hepburn.
The new danger and wind flag-staffs recently introduced by

—

Tuscarora.

Minnesota —Brainerd, August 19th.— Have just returned
from a short foray among the grouse. Birds are plenty
and larger than usual at this "time. We expect quite a
of gentlemen from the East between now and 1st
Haviland.
September.

number

—

—

Wisconsin. Montello, Aug. 20. The season for pinnated
grouse shooting opened finely Aug. 15, and the various reports are extremely flattering, as the birds are more abundThis is wholly unant than for several years previously.
expected, as the severe Winter and late, cold Spring, had
a tendency to annihilate, not only the young broods, but
Much of this bountiful supply is,
the old birds also.
doubtless, from the strict watch kept by sportsmen to prevent illegal shooting, and hence this season but few broken
and scattering covies are found to suggest the marauding
visits of

Fred.

the pot-hunter.

Capt. Bogardus in England.

—The London

Illustrated

JSfeios gives its opinion of Capt. Bogardus in the
following quaint style:
"The Chicago Field says that 'Bogardus is teaching the
English how to shoot.' This is scarcely exact. Captain
Bogardus is showing us how he shoots, and we are mvited
Before he landed in this beif we can.
to do likewise
nighted island he had met and beaten all the crack shots of
America. He is a phenomenon, and we shall not be overwhelmingly surprised if he teach 'the English how to shoot,'
as he has already taught the Americans."

Sporting

—

says:

"Captain Bogardus, after being in England a fortnight, and challenging the best men in the south, made
two matches, [for £400] one with Mr. Rimel, at 30 yards
rise, and one with Mr. A. Stevens (giving the latter four
yards), in which the American vanquished both; then,
traveling further norlh, he made a match with S. Shaw, of
Oldham, near Manchester (considered to be the best shot in
the* north of England), on the following terms— viz.: to
shoot at one hundred pigeons each, 1 oz. of shot, 21 yards
rise, one barrel, the gun to be held below the elbow, to find
birds and trap, and pull against each other, Ihe match
taking place on Monday last, before a very large company.
The American was favorite at starting, and justified the
confidence of his supporters by killing eighty out of ninetytwo. Shaw killed sixty-five out of eighty-nine."
BelVs Life says
"This score was never before equalled in England;" in
fact, the losing man's score is the largest ever previously
made. When we take into consideration the swiftness of
the birds, they being the best blue rocks that could be obtained for the time of year, and the fact of the Captain
being made to load every cartridge himself with shot singly
before he placed it in his gun, and also trapping the whole
of his birds, that is to say, those for Shaw to shoot at, the
performance must be deemed a surprising one. He shoots
exceeeingly fair, with the gun clean below the elbow, and
Each appears
kills his birds in a most astonishing manner.
to receive the stipulated quantity of shot in its body, being
Shaw shot welL enough to
instantaneously doubled up.
beat 09 sportsmen out of a 100, and yet he never was in
S- Hammond, of Kent street,
the hunt on this occasion.
Borough, supplied the birds against Shaw, and Offer, of
Hammersmith, against Bogardus. We have handed over
the stakes (£400) to Captain Bogardus, who sails for Amerhad almost forgotten to state that
ica on August 12.
Captain Bogardus' gun, a choke bore, was made by W.
and C. ScoUf& Son, of Birmingham. It is a strong, plain
weapon, without ornament, and an 'extraordinary killer.'
He used five drachms of orange lightning powder, and one

We

ounce of No. 9, T. Otis Le Roy, of America, wind shot.
Mr. E. Smith, of BelVs Life was referee."
01110 11011 11101
Capt. A. H. Bogardus.... 11011 llllllMr. S. Shaw
'

any time, Winter or Summer.
We have on exhibition in our office one of the Goss
Revolving Cartridge Holders, manufactured by N. S.
Goss, of Neosho Falls, Kansas. For lightness and simpli-

10111 10111 li 111 11111 .11110 11111 M011 11011 01111 11011 01010 OUll'i
11111 11111 10010 11111 11110 llllljllllO 01101 11111 11111 1U1101011
10111 11111 lollo 10111 II— total 80111111 00110 0! 11— toial, 65 out of 89.
out of 92.

we

the 2d of August, at the Preston Gardens, England,
the beautiful 100-guinea champion cup was shot for at nine
birds each— three at 24 yards, three at 27, and a like number
Mr. Howards. Jaffray, of New York, alone killed
at 30.
nine birds, and was thus awarded the trophy. Mr. Burrows received the second prize, and Capt. H. B. Patton
the third.

ment there

at

—

city

we

prefer

it

to

anything in the shape of a belt

have yet seen.

—

The Richmond Whig says that deer are numerous in
Virginia, and have greatly multiplied since the war, esOn the peninsula they are
pecially in the lowland region.
very numerous, and over in Chesterfield and Amelia and
other Southside counties there are scores now where there
was one before the war.
The annual deer hunting excursion of the Blooming
Grove Park Association will take place September 10.
Members and invited guests will assemble at the club house
on Thursda}?-, and the hunt will commence on Friday, 10th

—

we

.

—

The same paper

*

SEASON IN AUGUST.

IN

Maryland. Bnow Hill, Worcester, Co., Aug. 21.—Birds
are plentiful on the beaches, and are being slaughtered in
immense quantities.

49

3....:7\
0....18
5. ...13 V

—

—

5....1<M
...221

4.
5.

when he commences to call, as it surprises them to
hear one out-whistling themselves.
Setter.
Beach Haven, August 23. Willets, marlin, peeps
yellow legs, robin snipe and plover are quite plenty'.
Last week "Mohawk" and "Homo" made big bags.
E.
.

5.... 20
4.

shooting Club, Philadelphia, have just returned from a
two days' shoot at Seaville, N. J. They report woodcock
very plenty, but the musquitoes so thick, they drive you
out of the woods. Bay birds were very plenty; they succeeded in bagging some sixty, principally willets in splenMr. Theo. Shulz, who had them in charge, is
did order.
one of the best sportsmen on the coast, and a good shotalso one of the best whistlers I ever heard; it is "good by
willet"

62

0....11}

5

5

Total,

5....?4)
3 ..23<r
4
20 4
5.... 24

same day members of the Seventh Regiment
Rifle Club competed for the "shells," under the superintendence of Lieut. J. O. Abrams, captain of the regimental
team. The match was at 500 yards with two sighting and
five scoring shots.
The badge was won by F. S. Gardner,
with a tolal of 21 points our of a possible 25, Samuel

charge.

Competitors not present at the firing points at the hour named for
shooting off ties lose their right to shoot.
Any competitor firing on a wrong target in any match will be fined $3,
or he will be debarred from further competition in such match, or both,
in the discretion of the executive officer.
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5
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4
3
5
5

4
4
3
5

...5
{ 900. ...0
{ 1000.. ..2
{
800, ...0
9)0. ...0
{
1000....
|
j 800. ...4

Farwell

5
5
5

3
5
5
3

I

6 feet.

Score.
5 4

Yards.
(

By
By
By
By
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FOREST AND STREAM.
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to the

—

4
3
5
3

Grouse shooting commences September 1. There
Distances, 200 and 400
will be rifle matches for prizes.
yards, for military and Creedmoor rifles, at Wimbledon
inst.

targets.

—

Massachusetts.— Salem, Aug. 23. A few coots have
been seen m the bay; peeps and ringnecks numerous.
There was a flight of yellow legs at Greenwich last Friday.

New
less

Jersey.

and

—

W, H.

Seaville,

Shuster,

Teal.
Aug. 23.—Messrs. Wm. Reckof

the

Forest and Stream

1

That Captain Bogardus has proved himself an
dinary marksman no man can deny.

extraor-

—On

The Late Hecksher Grunde Match.— A

correspond-

our
ent, whose report reached us too late for insertion in
belast issue, in describing the second match at Newport,
tween Messrs. Heckscher and Grunde, states that the latter
winner, ussd wood powder in his

who was the
no
right barrel, and as the day was misty with little or
wind, the absence of smoke gave him an immense advantuse
age over his opponent, who frequently failed to make
obfirst
the
of
smoke
owing
to
the
of his second barrel
that
scuring the bird. If the statement is correct it shows
trap
the wood powder can be made of practical service in

gentleman,

shooting.

Syracuse, Aug. 10.— A pigeon shoot took place to-d?y
ac
on the grounds of the Central City Sportsmen's Club
the
very strong wind #43 blowing, and
East Syracuse.

A

FOREST AND STREx\M.
birds were exceedingly lively, which accounts for. the poor
shooting.
The first shoot was for the Onondaga County
Fage,
Club Medal, between Ed. Lodder, holder, and
challenger, shooting at fifteen single birds, with the following result:

Izchting

43

mtdj§ anting.

Wm.

i

1

t

1

1

1.

1

Name.

Total.

3

E. Earll

Thomas Jackson
R. B. Harmon
James Manning

Ed Mann
W. Staldaum....

Ed

Sept. 1.

6

Erank Daner
7JT. Kunber, Jr
..7 L. Hnbberd

.'

.

Steves

C. J.

6

.

.7

;

Ties of nine, five birds.

E. Budlong

3
...2
J

4-C. Parker

:......

.-

r

3

Mr. E. Budlong won first prize, $51.50. Ties of eight,
five birds, wT on by Mr. E. Earll, of Skaneateles, second
prize, $30.90
Mr. Stalbaum won third prize of $20.60
after shooting off ties of seven four times.
W. F. Daner
Rox.
took fourth prize, $7.

—

•

The Trap and Field Club of Minneapolis, Minn., is in
a flourishing condition.
At a recent election the following officers were appointed to serve for the ensuing year:
President, Major Geo. A. Camp; Vice President, W. W.
McNair; Secretary, Roger S. Pease; Treasurer, Robert
McMullen. Subsequent to the voting a contest took place
at the club grounds for a badge presented by Mr. Hathaway, a member, the shooting "being at seven birds each,
21 yards rise, 80 yards boundary, from plunge traps.
The
following was the result:
2 George W. Felt
2 L. B. Babcock
6 B. Brown
C. Morrison.

George A. Brackett
11. B. Langdon
Frank Morse
John Harvey
Charles Cyphers
George W. Tinsley
E. Grimshaw

6

5
5

3
5
3
6

4iA. W. Riekman
7|lio^er S. Pease

....5D/F. Smith
5,G. II. Purmort
5 Robert McMullen

Mike Hoy
Charles Roberts
L. C. Shepley....

.

...SJOtis

5.

5
6

,

M. Humphrey

Messrs. Harvey and Tinsley having each killed all their
birds and tied, then shot with the result of another tie on
four each. The birds having given out, Mr. Tinsley temporarily waved his claim to the badge, which will be worn
by Mr. Harvey until birds enough can be procured for a
renewal of the struggle.

8
9
10

.

'<"!)

4
.4

7 T. Duplessie
6 C. H. Finch.

Crouch..

..

H.

.6

6
6
§

11

rise,

80

score.

110

J. Stephe.

0— 21 W.

10 10

son

1

S. Bell

1

110

1-4

0-3|
K. C.
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THOSE SUMMER WOODCOCK.
Pout Richmond, August

I3lh, 1S75.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
should keep quiet on the woodcock question, for the presbut after reading your article copied from the Hartford
Times, I feel as if every sportsman that knows anything whatever about
the habits of this bird ought to have a word to say. Now, as regards
the Connecticut law relating to woodcock shooting, as I understand it,
it allows woodcock to be shot from the 1st to the 31st o{ July, and from
October 1st to January 1st. There is no one who is more fond of gunning than your humble servant, or can stand a longer tramp on a warm
day; bat I think there is little sport in following a dog through a swamp,
with the thermometer at 90°, and the air full of mosquitoes. I have
seen the time when I've had to run out of the woods to escape the sting
of these pests. What shooting I have done tnis season has bet n between the hours of 4:30 and 11. A. M., and in nine mornings I have
bagged myself, over one dog, forty-eighty birds. There have been 102
birds shot over him this season. I can just about get these birds home
and down the well before they spoil, and as regards the superior flavor
of a young bird, I disagree with the Hartford Times. I would not give,
I thought

est

for

at

my

large,

I

least,

eaiing,

plump

one Fail

bird, with, his

breast, for three of tue

handsome dark plumage and

Summer

ones.

1 lis e to kill birds

year when I can hang them up and go and Iook at
them now and then. I have seen young birds in July that could hardly
fly, and because a person can kill several of these birds I don't think it
Shoot at birds that get up like a pigeon,
is anything to his credit.
which require something more than two or three pellets of JNTo. 10
shot to stop. When you can knock down six or eight of these birds in
'percussion, " you are doing some shooting. No farmer wants his corn
trampled down, and I know that your correspondent would not care to
have two or three gunners and the same number of dogs running
through his cornfields. The month of August is generally the season
for molting, and I seldom, if ever, shot a woodcock in the cornfields
that did not have pin feathers. Last Mqnday, to oblige a friend, I took
a stroll for them and shot one in a small piece of timber and three in a
field of corn.
I blew the feathers back, arid there were the pin feathers.
I showed them to him and we started for home. On our'way my
dog started two more, but neither of us snot at them. Probably he may
relish pm feathers, but I do not.
In conclusion I would say that, had we a law in the several States to
prohibit the shooting of Summer cock, we would have sport enough for
a king in the Fall, and would be doubly repaid for allowing these^birds
at a season of the

*

to attain their full size.

Mortimer.

-**-
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FORT WAYNE RIFLE CLUB.
"

4

Fort Wayne,

Ind., August 17th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Quite a large number of our leading citizens held a meeting a few
evenings ago, and organized a compa ly to be known as the Amateur
Ride Association of Fort Wayne, and elected the following named members as its officers: President, Capt. James Harper; Secretary, James

S Gregg; Second Vice President, Christian Grafmiller; Third Vice President, T. P. Cordfrey;
Treasurer, Siias Tarn; First Captain, Gen. A. F. Devereaux; Second
C. Beeks; First Vice President, Dr. J.

Hkam

'

Captain. Gen. J. E. Mayer; Trustees, John Leichner,
Id dings,
Will. L. Beeks, and William Schiefer. It was agreed that the Remington rifle sbould be the one used by the association. W. R. Russell,
Esq., of 29 East Main street, has negotiated for the fire arms, which he
is now receiving. They are really fine articles and probably the best
manufactured. Already we carry the names of thirty-one of the best
sporting men in town on our list, and the interest in the thing is so earnest, that the secretary expects to have a hundred names inside of two

mouths. We have made application to the N. R, Association for recognition, and niean business,
W. R. R,

M.

H.

34
43
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34
12
56

3
4

6
7

8
8
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M.
4Q
58
57
50
30

5
6
7
8

11

3

Block Island and return to Newport,
The entries
the total distance being about eighty miles.
comprised the schooners Alarm, Mohawk, Rambler, Dreadnaught, Restless and Idler, and sloops Yindex, Yision and
Addie Y. The clay was stormy, and the rain poured down
in torrents.
The Dreadnaught was the first to cross the
line at 9:48:30, followed by the sloop Addie Y-, and the
others in quick succession.
The yachts were close hauled
on the run to Cuttyhunk, the Dreadnaught being the first
to round the light ship, followed by the Mohawk a minute
later.
The latter vessel, however, in rounding carried
off

away

her fore-topmast.
The Yision, of the sloops was the
first to pass the point.
To the Block Island buoy was a
free run before the wind, but the Mohawk and Dreadnaught had obtained such a lead of the other schooners
that the interest in the race had centered in them.
At
Block Island the latter had gained another minute, o wingto the sheet of the Mohawk's balloon main staysail parting; and on the run home Mr. Garner's yacht also carried
away a bobstay, but she so gained on tlie Dreadnaught
that at the finish she had reduced the starting time of the
The Yision won the
latter as to win by two minutes.
prize for sloops, the Addie Y. carrying, away her topmast
and giving up the race. The following table shows the
result:—
Yuclit.

Dreadnaught
Addie
Rambler

II

S.

.

4

48 30
49 20
51
51 50
53 10
51 20

9
9
9
9
9
9

Actual time.

Finish.

Start.

H. M.

M.

S.

30

58

II.

M.

7

10

7
7
7
8

22
8
43
28

S.

Not taken.

Mohawk

Batchelor

41

22

35
20
15

the

New

go to
London, and the Clio sailed for Fire
Island, where, however, she had not appeared up to Saturday.

The Long Island Yacht Club. — The

M

.

.

.

J.

C. Striiqghaitt
.

S. S.

Rough and Ready

Hen ry

W. H

well

Still

Keator, stroke.

ITarrv
W. R.

Biddle

Kittle

Koop. stroke.

J.

Win te

The Rough and Ready was again

.

Howard* stroke.
DePny, stroke.
Coks, stroke.

victorious, the

Kittle

winning boat. For this there were five entries, as follows:
$amie, William Cocks; Fawn, T. McCauley; Lancashire
Lass, H. Howard; Goldsmith Maid., G. Allen; Cricket, M.
Winser. Allen won; time, 21 minutes. The fifth race was
for the Ladies' Challenge Flag, Valued at $40, presented by
Thin race was for members of the
the ladies of Sea Cliff'.
club only, the winner of the cup being debarred from en

—

Six boats started:
tering tor this prize.
-John Koop, .stroke
L. R. Beniamin
Kate
N. D. Webb
A. T. Webb, stroke.
Lorelie
M. White
II. Howard
<4racie
,

Batchelor

C. Strrngharri

Rough and Ready

W.

11.

-Tames

Cocks

Keaton, stroke.

..II. Stillweli,

stroke.

W. R. DePny, stroke.
The Kittie took the lead at the start, and not being
headed, won by three lengths from the Lorelie; fime, 18nJnutes.

Kittie

S. S.

Bedle

Quincy Yacht Club Regatta.— The second regatta for
the championship of this club took place on Saturday last.
The wind was light and variable, and the time consequently not remarkable. The time made by the various
yachts" was as follows:— First Class
Nettie, Capt. S. F.
Whitmarsh, 4:41:31; Lena, Capt. It. M. Federhen, 4:52:30;
Tlie India claims a
India, Capt. F. VV. French, 4*62:37.
foul with the Lena, which will be decided „ by the Regatta
Committee. Second Class Mabel, Capt. J. W. Roberts,
Flora,
Capt.
W. F. Maybcrry, 3:55 203:40:11;
Wildfire, Capt. H. A. Keith, 4:19:25; Ma'isie, Capt. J. H.
Slade, 4:19:47; Aurora, Capt. J. C. Sharp, Jr., 4:25:24.
The time of the Vesta C., Capt. dishing, was not taken,
and the Secret, Capt. J. Binny, was ruled out for shifting
Third Class Edith, Capt. Riehsails, contrary to rules.

—

—

—

The Mabel of the second class and the
Annie of the fourth class having been wiuners in the previous regatta were declared the champions in their respecPackard, 1:24:51.

tive classes.

35
50
30
35

13
59

5
4
5
6

Commodore issued an order disbanding the squadron. The Dreadnaught sailed for Shelter
Islaud, and the Yindex for the Eastward.
The Alarm and

On Thursday

yards boundary.

IT.

4

Club. The cruise of the squadron
virtually ended on Wednesday, the 181 h inst, with the
race for the cups presented by James Gordon Bennett, Esq.
The course was the triangular one from Newport, starting
from a line between the light ship and the spar buoy on
Bren ton's reef, to the light ship off Cultyhunk, thence
around the buoy

L. R. Benjamin
<*>.

second, and Lorelie third; time of the winner, 18 minutes.
The fourth race was for single-scull flat-bottomed boats, no
outriggers, open to all comers, and the prize $10 to the

—

New Yohk Yacht

Kate

York. Charleston.

was

Vision

—

M. Frederick

no

Grade

5

'

11

Idler
1875.

M.
49
58
57
50
30

morn.

Mohawk..
Mansfield, Alleghany Co., Pa., August 30th,
Editor Forest and Stream:
We had a small shoot here yesterday; ground trap, 21 yards

New

Boston.

Date.

Aug. 26
Aug. 27
Aug. 28.
Aug.
Aug. 30.
Aug. 3i.

6

.-

.

7|J. Steves,

McKrnlly..

be mailed

niGH WATER. FOR THE WEEK.

Total.

Ed

Lodder.
9IK.B. Strong
9 W. R. Earnum
8 S. Taylor
.81 John A. Nichols..

E. Bunions

C.

Name.

|

9

and friends should

Secretaries

than Monday in each week.

After the medal shoot followed a general sweepstakes,
shooting at ten single birds, twenty-one yards rise. The
following is the score:
C. Parker

from

,

later

0-9
0-8

0011110011010

Wi'liam Fas:e....l
...1
Ed Lodder

All communications

tanced. The third race was for ills same class of boats,
but open to members of the club only; the prize a silver
challenge cup; distance one mile and return. The following boats started :
A. I-libbs
Lorelie
.N. T). Webb, stroke.

third

annual

Thursday last from the
rendezvous in Gowanus Bay under circumstances which, if
not exactly favorable, were at least such as to bring out
the good qualities of the yachts and the seamanship of
The courses were for first and second
their owners.
classes From the stakeboat to and around Robin's Reef
regatta of this club was sailed on

—

In the first day's racing of the third International Amateur Regatta at Saratoga on Tuesday, the State champion
race for single-sculls was won by C. F. Courtney' in 13
minutes 39^ seconds; distance, two miles.
The Junior
single-scull race was won by Jas. Riley in 14 minutes (U
seconds.

The Nassau Boat Club.— On Saturday last this club
held their semi-monthly races, the contests being between
a six-oared gig and a six-oared barge, and between fouroared shells. In the first race, distance one mile, the crews
were as follows: Barge— James D. Foote, bow; William
Lenthilon, E. W. Coles, Carl Yon Langen, George
Scott;

George

C.

swr'

W

Power, stroke; William K. Foster, cox-

ter

Chi

Buoy, thence to Fort Lafayette, twice around, and return.
Third class From the stakeboat to and around Oyster

—
three
First class — Siren,
Island

Buoy

times.
The following yachts started:
Thomas Davi<; ]{> HI!,-.
ink Bates
1

I*

and Sophia, Richard Bosch. Sc,coiiu ia.-> - J. o uunders^
James McMahon; Henry Holmes, A. L. Kreymeyer, and
Au Revoir, Arthur Murphy. Third class Ella, W. II.
Johnson; Teresa, J. A. Quinn; Four Brothers,' Edward
Sparron, and Only Daughter, Commodore Farley. The
owners of the Annie, Chapman and Chemung had intended
to take part in the contest, but the storm prevented them
from getting their boats ready. In turning the buoy at
Oyster Island the Ella capsized and the Only Daughter met
with a similar mishap on rounding the home stakeboat for
the second time.
The Holmes also upset in turning Fort
Lafayette and the Siren breaking her topmast stay was
obliged to withdraw.
The following table shows the
<

—

two crews entered, Walker's crew winning in 13m
a race on hand for next month
with a picked crew of the Anolastan Boat Club, of Washington, D. C, to be rowed on the Harlem River.
When
they last met the Analostans were victorious, but in the
coming event the Nassaus hope to recover their laurels.
Break-up op tub Paris Crkw.— Boating men will remiles,

3£s.

The Nassaus have

gret to hear of the disorganization of the Pans— the world's
four oared— crew.
They had engaged in no contest since

result:—,
FIRST CLASS.

Time
Yacht.
Reveille

Sophia
Siren

Saunders
Henry. Holmes
An Revoir
J.

Teresa
Four Brothers
Only Daughter
Ella

The

Finish.
7 16 31
7 15 55

Start.
.,..8 13
....3 13
....3 12

4
4

(3
01

Withdrawn.
SECOND CLASS.
2145
7 30 05
4

3
3 23
3 24

L0
10

09
09
09
08

10
30
20

Time hy
Allowance

of

Race
3

1

55

20

4
4

P3
09

4

20

4
2

16
55

Capsized.
Time not taken
THIRD CLASS.

3
..3

3
.3

7
6

25
04

50

4
2

16
55

40

Capsized.
Capsized.

81

02

40

outngged

boats.

It

was

in

—rigged and
consequence of these victories

that they were named the Paris crew.
On their return
from the Seine they were rowed against, and closelv

pressed by an Indiantown crew; but in the following
year
they gained a great victory over the Indiantown four
In
October, 1868, at Springfield, Mass., they gave the
Ward
Brothers, the champions of the United States, a
bad beat
ing, reaching the winning post fully one
minute in ad"
vance.
The following year they were victorious at reo-attas

Reveille takes the prize in the first class, the Saundsecond and the Four Brothers in the third. The

ers in the

W

judges were Messrs. James_Lenox, James Edwards
II
Johnson, and Commodore Farley. Mr. Frank Bates acted
as referee.

Sea Cltff Rowing Regatta.— The Sea Cliff Amateur
Boating Club held its opening regatta on Saturday last in
Hempstead Bay. Five matcnes were rowed, and the proceedings wound up with a tub race. The first race was
for whale boats, open to all comers, with a prize of
$20 to
the winning boat, for which there were two entries, as follows:—Iris. —Crew— R. J. Mott, bow; 2. G. Anderson- 3
J. Turner; 4 T. Mott; D. Van Pelt, stroke; R. R.
Mott'
coxswain.
Sea Manger.— Crew— W. II. Cocks bow- 2
William Cocks; 3. Henry Stiilwell; 4. Isaac Cocks; Stephen
Cocks, stroke; James Cocks, coxswain. The Sea Ranger
won by five lengths; no time. The second race was for
four-oared Whitehall boats, open to all comers, outriggers
barred, for which three prizes were offered— $50
to first
$20 to second, and $10 to third. Four boats were entered'
as follows:

'

Kittie

W. Stansbury

Glenwood
Grade
Rough and Ready

J.

Turner.

,

...

Isaac Cocks

R J yr ott R f rnl , p
q And
n

Zt
Hnvl/it
wliJam
Ham

M.White
....[

[ !

The Rough and Ready won, making

Tcocks/ stroke

the three miles in
twenty-nine minutes, the Kittie second, and the others
dis-

John Martin, and James Renforth, England's
champion
crew. The race came off at Lachine. The water
had not
been as smooth as desired by our boys, and
St John
citizens, who witnessed the contest, offered to
put uo <M
000 to have another match made at once.
Nothing was
clone until the following year, when Renforth,
Jas Percv
Robert Chambers, and Harry Kelly, as the champions
of
England, met our men in a match on the Kennebecasis
The St. John oarsmen were the victors, but the sudden
death of Renforth made them as downcast-looking i« th»
e
*
vanqusshed.— St. John's
(A".

B.)

Mw*.

Fulton's card published in the St. John Mios
says that
the break-up is not the result of any divission in
the crew
as to the ownership of the boat, as has been intimated
"tjil
real fact being that, as we have no practice
boat we am
compelled to stop rowing for the present."

—A

single scull race for $400 a side has been
arran^d
between Alex. Bray ley, of St. John, and John
Brown of
Halifax, to come off on the 23d of September
on Bedford
Basin, Bray ley being allowed $100 for expenses.
s te m
acht call ed the Charles Roche was
launched
g
AT
North Sydney,
Nova Scotia, last week. The hull ind
engine were built by John Barrington, a lad
about sixteen

,"^A

at

/

years of age

»*aivw^

)

u

FOREST AND STREAM.

The Sportsman's Warehouse,

Tennessee State

EDWIN S. HAEEIS,

Sportsmen's Association.
SECOND ANNUAL MEETING
AT

MEMPHIS, Oct. 2S

9

IS^FS.

TRAP SHOOTING. Premiums $3,500 cash.
BENCH SHOW OP FIELD DOGS. Premiums,

$500 in cups.

FIELD TRIAL.

Premiums, $1,300

$300 in cups, donated by Forest
Bod and Gun.

and

in cash,

Late

Wo.

1*7*7

and Stream and

SAME DAY—

York.

j

only.

SAME DAY— Purse

No. 6, $500; same conditions
Also continuation of Bench Show
and awarding of the premiums in the same. Wednesday at 9:30 P. M. the proprietors of the Peabody
Hotel have tendered the Association a grand champagne suDoer and banquet. All visiting sportsmen
2.

Nos.

ids, Pistols

WHEATLEY,

Memphis. Tenn.

TO

SMOKE

Implements,

g

A

Hazard

Cartridgces, tooth

[Brass

Paper.

aircl

\

and

MATERIALS OF ALL KINDS, CARTRIDGE VESTS, COATS AND BELTS, FLASKS
POUCHES, AND AMMUNITION OF ALL KINDS. EVERYTHING IN MY LINE FOR
BOTH HOME AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE PRICES.
HA VE LARGE b'TOGM OF MUZZLE LOADING G UNS & RIFLES VERY CHEAP

Hazard's "Kentucky Rifle."
FFFG, FFG, and "Sea Shooting" FG, in

used.

fcwinwh:-

Mmm

:

GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POW-

mtt/tm

DER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.

our

A .SpocialtyT.

IiowincfSui( s

Orange Sporting Powder.

The Most Approved System

ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,
The

strongest and cleanest Powder made. Nos. 1
packed only in sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
sizes especially are recommended to owners of fine

to

OF

Breech Loading, Sporting
And

office.

S® Wall Street, New York.

MK 4<(f JSAjT/JKA

Military

i

7,

breech-loading guns, giving great penetration with
very slight recoil.

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,
For water fowl. Very strong and clean. Nos. 1 to
Packed in metal kegs of 6J lbs. each, and in canis5.
ters of 1 and 5 lbs.

ISlfles.

AUDUBON POWDER,
Very quick. For woodcock and quail Nos. 1 to 4.
Packed in metal kegs of 12$ lbs. and 6* lbs., and in
pound canisters.

ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,
The best for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g, FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest and
most used. Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25
lbs., 12£ lbs., and Gi lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and
I pound.
All of the above give high velocities and less resid-

For Simplicity of Construction,

ACCURACY,

1

Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation.

Materials

From F. B. Taylou, U. S. A., in camp, Ellijay, Ga.
I consider your Vanity Fair of superior quality, its
flavor approximating so clos- ly to Havana rolled leaf
that I can scarcely tell the difference in Cigarettes.
Being a great lover and consumer, and conscious of
how much happiness you are conferring upon my
brethren of the weed, in your efforts to furnish them
a good article, I desire to express my appreciation and

and Workmanship, they are Unsurpassed.
REVOLVERS OF VARIOUS SIZES,
DESIBABLE ffl ALL RESBECTS.
Send for Circulars.

uum than any other brands made.

LAFLIN

& RAND POWDER Co.,
21 Park Row, N.

(Opposite Astob House

Arms

Whitney

Whitneyville, near

New

Comp.,

Haven, Conn., U.

S.

smoking tobacco

out.

QCOTTISH GAMES.
Games
The
O
NEW YORK CALEDONIAN
Nineteenth Annual

will be held at

8 th avenue.

LION PARK,

SECOND HAND AND MISFIT ENGLISH BRUSSELS, THREE PLY AND
GOOD
INGRAIN CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS,

2,

&C., VERY
Sent to any part of the United States free of charge.

of the

and

st.

TICKETS FIFTY CENTS.

SPORTSMENS' DEPOT.

JOHN KRIBEB,
Srs.,

Philadelphia.

IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN
Guns, Rifles, Pistols, and Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech
a full assortment of Rods,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair Trout Lines, &c.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of Cane Reeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds' Eggs and Birds' Skins in great varieties.—

CHAS.

4-ly

CO.,

ANDREWS,
President.

i

3HAS.

J.

WHITMORE,

Lounge company, Troy,

FIXED AMMUNITION FOR ALL VARIETIES OF
RIFLES AND SHOT GUNS FURNISHED AT SHORT NOTICE.

and price

list,

other
circu-

address as

hove.

and

is

This lamp supplies a want long
affords them a reliable
can hunt in any weather.

OonAfoiiiatiowL

FISHING LAMP.

The Fish-way is constructed in the bottom of a
chute of any desired width, by means of timbers
forming triangles, making azig zag course, breaking
the force of the water in its descent, enabling any
kind of fish to ascend it. It may be constructed on a
rise or grade of one foot in ten.
Its upper end extends into the pool of a dam. The water "flows wittt
a uniform swiftness over a smooth bottom." It does
not form any "pools or eddies."
This Fish- way can be seen in a dam in the Mohawk
River near Schenectady, N. Y., and for its successful
working see the Report of the New York Commission
ers of Fisheries for 1874
may 6-ly
JAS.

it

by sportsmen,
with which they

C. O. D., with privilege of examination.

rifle.

Lanij>„

GUNS CLEAN, FREE

FOR

GRAVES,

SALE—A SECOND-HAND DOU-

breech loader, and Charles Lancasat a very low figure.
CHARLES L, RITZMANN & CO.,
943 Broadway, above 22d street.
Cartridges of all sizes ready loaded on hand, and
Qjaied to order,
Jy^
gall 10 bore

Fishing,

White Manufacturing Co. J

Jack

aufi

Dash Lamp.

Bridgeport, €©jui»

will use no other. Adaul9tf
Sunderland, Vt.

Try a package and you

dress R. L.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Jack and Dash

Muncy, Pa.

rust
lead with one-half the nsual
time and labor, by the use of my chemically prepared
Circular Gun Swabs, suitable for cleaning any size
bore, and warranted not to injure the finest barrels.
Put up iu packages containing 100 Swabs and sent
postpaid to any address on the receipt of 50. cents.
Please state whether they are wanted for shot gun or

felt

LIGHT

BREWER,

Sportsmen!
YOUR
KEEP
from
and

AS A CARRIAGE LAMP, IT HAS NO EQUAL.
FITS ANY SHAPED DASH.
PRICE, JACK AND DASH. $6.
FISBING LAMP, $8.

alter

is su-

JS.

as

the

recoil— no
rVan'v with black
loud report—high velocity. The best ever made in
this line- not to be confounded with Schultz' or En-

used by hampers for a table as well as a bed. Before you start
get the Camp Lounge. It carries light, lies easy, is always
ready, and saves many times its weight and expense in
blankets. With cloth Case, $5. By mail, $5.85. Patent
Camp Pillow, $1.25. Folding Camp Cot, $8. Patent com[St^noMt. bined Lounge and Yalise, $10 to $20.
We can refer to more
IN CAMP, than 2,000 sportsmen and military men now using our Camp
Lounge. Special terms to sporting clubs and military organizations. Orders received at Forest and Stream Office
and Eaton & Co.'s, 102 Nassau street. Trade supplied at 177
Broadway. Address all business correspondence to Camp
Y., or JNorwcUix, ouiin.
aug5
fish pole,

Burns Kerosene Perfectly without a Chimney.

powder: no smoke—little

Sawdust Powder, as it

as

SPEARING FISH,
CATCHING CRABS,
EELS, B.4IT, Etc.
INDISPENSABLE ON ANY BOATING OR
CAMPING TRIP.
NOT AFFECTED BY WIND, RAIN OR JOLTING.
THROWS A POWERFUL LIGHT 200 FEET.

Secured by Letters Patent.

glish Wood Powder, or
perior to. each,

freight

For descriptive

FOR MIGHT HUNTING DEER,

Dittmar's Wwin>owiler
For knot Guns and Rifles.

it,

lar

MULCTING JACK AND

HAVE FOR SALE

soil

goods.

Boudren's Patent

Treasurer.

The new patent Sporting Powder does not
o-uiv cleans it, when you use one charge of

of

rate

^VSV*

55 Kilby street,
BOSTON.
L.

1

Folds to about the size of a

in all its branches.

Office

and

CAMP LOUNCE THE STANDARD.

Has constantly on hand

POWDER

cover,

can be folded in one-eighth
space, for transportation, nd
cirried in
a light
buggy,
wigon, horseback, or by single person, and can be unfolded ready for use in three
minutes time. Boats shipped
by express anywhere, same

Dorys, on board
Steamers, Yachts, and other
vessels. Also for Sportsmen,
Tourists, Trappers, Exploring Expeditions, Parties
Camping Out, &c. These
safe and perfectly portable
boats will admit of the
A very
roughest usage.
light, strong and durable
frame of ash or other tough
Dir.gies,

Loaders.

SPRATT'S PATENT DOG BISCUITS.

wool wWt\ caavas

toons, Life Boats, Lighters,

REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Taxidermy

Chute and Fishway.

HECEMAN'S PATENT PORTABLE FOLDING BOAT.

For use as Military Pon-

1675.

Music by Robertson's and Wallace's brass and string
binds. Music to cease at the termination of the games.
City cars run direct to the Park.

Corner Second and Walnut

CHEAP, AT THE OLD PLACE,
113 Fulton street, New YorK.

CLUB

106th to 110th

THURSDAY, SEPT.

PATENT

MISFIT CARPETS.

it

Y.

.

BUEWEIfc'S

A.

thanks.

the best

'

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Company's agents in every prominent city, or wholesale at

has a decidedly beneficial effect upon the intellectual power. Companion in our solitude, amuser in
and soother in our troubles.
idleness,
our

think
aug26

25

SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER

IMJ'On TKifS^

It,

From E. A. Greene, Richmond, Vt.
Found your Vanity Fair at Montpelier, and

kegs of

12£, and 6J lbs. and cans of 5 lbs.
FFFG is also
packed in 1 and
lb. canisters.
Burns strong ana
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands
for ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting FG
is the standard Bifle powder of the country.
1

J.

I ever

"Duck Shooting."

(fine) to 5 (coarse).
In
6i and 12£ lb. kegs.

J-

VANITY FAIR.

E. Cornell, Fall River, Mass.
Your Vanity Fair smoking tobacco is the best

s

1 and 5 lb. canisters
Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close, and with great
penetration. For field, forest and water shooting
it ranks any other brand, and it is equally serviceable for muzzle or breech loader.

Nos.

Klincls.

receipt of money.

From

only.

1 (fine; to 3 (coarse).
In 1 lb. canisters and 6 \ lb
fine grain, quick and clean, for upland
and
prairie shooting.
Well adapted to short guns.

kegs.

ALgO, GUI*

It is shaved from the best. Natural Leaf, for Meershaum and Cisf

arettes.
Does not make the
"tongue sore. Liberal sample on
Highest award, Vienna. 1873.
Send for circular. VVM. S. KIMBALL «fc CO.,
Rochester, W. Y.
Peerless Tobacco Wokks,

1 lb.

OP ALL

third.

aus26 8t

1 (fine)

Hazard's "American Sporting."

\

H

Hazard's "Electric" Powder.
to 5 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point
of
strength ana cleanliness. Packed in square canig

Nos.

ters of

AND

are cordially invited, free of charge.
The Peabody
Hotel will entertain sportsmen at reduced rates.
THURSDAY, ct 28th.— Field Frial for Setter or
Pointer Pups under 18 months; for the champion pup
Purse $300 cash, and magnificent cup,
of, America.
value $150, donated h.y B>>& (mil Gun; $15 entrance;
$150 cash and cup to champion; $100, second; $50,

FRIDAY, Oet 2!)th.— Field Tr'al for braces, Setters
or Pointers, regardless of ownership, for Champion
Brace of America
Puise, $500 cish: $25 en! ranee
each braee; $250 and championship to first; $150.
second; $100, third
SATURDAY. Oct. 30th -Field Trial, free for all
Setters or Pointers, for Championship of Amerh a.
Purse, $500 cash, and magnificent cup, value $150,
donated by Forest ano Stream; $25 entrance; $250
cash and champion cup to first; $150. second: $100,
third.
In each purse in the Field Trial it will require
twenty entries to fill or prorate. If only one entry in
either purse $!50 in cash will be paid and cup. Trap
Shooting open to the world except, those barred at
Cleveland in 1875. Barker's traps will he used. Shooters choose the .judges. Judges for Bench Show will
be announced in due time. Programmes with full
details will be mailed on application to
P.
BRYSOtf, President,
W. A.
Secretary,

GUNPOWDER.

1'

BENCH SHOW

i

as Purse No.

GUNS

'

CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

BREECH LOADING

wAME DAY—

V

New

POWDER

HAZARD

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

FIRbT DAY.—MONDAY.

Oct. 25th.— Trap Shooting, Purse No. 1, $1,000; $20 entrance; 50 to fill or
prorate, 10 single rises, class shooting; $350, $250,
$175, $125. $100.
Pubs e No. 2, $500— $15 entrance. 33
lofill or prorate. 10 single rises, class shooting; $150,
$125. $100, $75, $50.
TDESD\Y, Oct. 2fith— Trap Shooting. Purse
No. 3. $1,000; same conditions as Purse No. 1.
Purse No. 4. $500; same conditions
as Purse No. 2. Also,
OP FIELD
DOGS. Cups valued at $35 will be given the prize
dogs, bifche-j and pups in each of the following
classes: Irish, Gordon and English (or of anv breed)
Setters and Pointers. Cups valued at $10 will be given
Hounds. ach to dog, bitch and pap.
WEDNESDAY, Oct. 27th.— Trap Shooting— Parse
No. 5, Gold Medal; for members of the Association

THE

COOPER HARRIS & HODGKINS,

Broadway,

iscclhntonn.

ter

muzzle loader, both

,

FOREST AND STREAM.
SCOVILL'S

iuelht[tann.

Condition of the Blood,
may not be SCROFULA; but in

this may or
either case is nothing

that

Gun and

it

ONCE TO CLEANSE THE BLOOD; and

Blood and Liver

Scovill's

Syrup

positively effect this desideratum, expelling
every trace of disease from the blood and system and
will

.eaving the skin

certificates attest its value.

(See issue October 3d, 1873.)
In which competition the committees have awarded
our guns, First and Second for POINTS OP MERIT

Dr. Rogers's
VEGETABLE WORM SYRUP
when

inflicted

upon

himself, heroically; but he

Cannot see hisChild Suffer.
There is no other malady incident to childhood that
is accompanied with more indescribable wretchedness to the

sufferers than that

little

Produced by Worms;
and when the parent fully comprehends the situation
he will not delay a moment in securing the most
prompt and efficient remedies to insure the expulsion
of the intruders. The remedy may be found in

Vegetable

Dr. Roger's

Worm

Syrup.

mind that

Please bear in

WORM SYRUP is the reliable preparaROGERS' WORM SYRUP is a payable preparation.
ROGERS WORM SYRUP is liked by children.
ROGERS WORM SYRUP positively destroys
worms.
ROGERS WORM SYRUP leaves no bad effects.
ROGERS WORM SYRUP is highly recommended
by physicians, and is unquestionably the best WORM
ROGERS

1

tion.

1

MEDICINE IN THE WORLD.
For

Price 25 cents.

sale

by

all

and London address the brand— "THE

LEVER
ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OE STEEL and the ANGLE of the BODY is left in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.

AT

York, Dec.

and

F.

&

call

TRIAL OF SCOTT& GREENER'S NEW SYSTEM
OF BORING, BY THE EDITOR OF
"THE FIELD," LONDON.
(See The Field, January 30th, 1875.)
''From a comparison of the two tables it will be
seen that with Walker's shot, Messrs. Scott's guns
showed a marked superiority over Mr. Greener's,
both in average and in the highest score made. Indeed, with the left barrel, in his third shot, Mr. Scott
got a selected group pattern of 239 and a penetration
of 37, equalling the highest pattern made by Mr
Greener, and exceeding the penetration of that particular shot by eight sheets."

London
10 Great

Castle

St.,

This

it.

22, 1869.

excellent article,

is

Price 25 cents per box.

Office:

Regent

Circus, near

Lang-

Hotel.

Lancaster Street, Birmingham.

Cure

!

The Best Remedy Known, and Endorsed by all

the

Catarrh

Principal Physicians of the Country.

Rev. R. B* Lockwood's Nasal Douche will be
found valuable in obstinate chronic cases.
Rev. R. B. Lockwood^ Liver and Stomach Pills
idyspepsia, receive the endorsement of thousands.
Price 50 cents each.
JOHN E. HENRY,
8 and 9 College Place,

CURRAN &

THE OREAT
London Gun

Trial,

J.

AND COUNTERFEITS

D.

DOUGALL'S

("Title registered •)
by Editor
trials at
of the Field to possess the GREATEST PENEthus:
TRATION and therefore LONGEST
Circle, 30 inches; 300 pellets; average, 191; penetration, 37.
The Editor's trial. of Greener guns with 340
pellets of same shot and same charge of powder, gave
180,and penetration 30, although there were 40 more pellets in each charge.
Should any controversy arise as
to the durability of these new systems, we herewith
warn ail beforehand that our system is our own invention (though founded on the American idea) and is DURABLE, a fact remarked on by the Field, that the
guns tried had been in use during last season, and references permitted to the owners
Send for Illustrated
Circulars to

SHOWN by

Vimbiedon

begs to inform his numerous

clients in the United States that he has been very successful in the above trial, having secured the 'first
prize, a silver cup, value 40 guineas— elass 2 for 12
bores; also winner in class 1 for 8 and 10 bores, and
class 4 for 20 bores.
He has won in all the classes for
improved boring, which is upon a different plan to any
other maker, and is far superior in the three most essential points, viz.,

PATTERN, PENETRATION,

and REGULARITY OF SHOOTING.
Mr. HENRY C. SQUIRES, of No. 1 Oortlandt
York,

is

now importing my

i

tl

and

&

St.

CO.,

Rifles,

&c

24 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN,
AND
72 ST. JAMES STREET, LONDON.

Shooting qualities

Oxygenated

dred complaints.
bottle.

Sold everywhere.

Price

$1 per

*

W.
TOLLEY'S
FINE ENGLISH

All-Healine

Tar

Soap.

It cures all kinds of Skin Diseases with a most wonderful certainty; it promotes cleanliness, personal
purity and general health: It is a preventive of many
kinds of disease, and it is an absolute necessity in
the nuwery. Price 26 cents.

Which

ERS,

be mailed on application.

Frederick Brown,
(Established 1822)

IMPORTING, MANUFACTURING
& DISPENSING CHEMIST,

LOADERS.

Same

action as new guns. Send for circular and
price list. No. 3 West Main street, Rochester, N. Y.

Apr

N, E. Corner Fifth and Chestnut Streets,

8 fim

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The Up Town

SNEIDER
MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Sportsman's

Ghas. L* liitzmann
943 BROADWAY
Factory, 114 Centre Street.

Depot.

&

Co.,

(above 32d

St.)

PATENT BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUN.
t«

Breech -Loading

No creasers, turners, or topwads required. Loads
in half the time usually required.
Fifty percent,
better distribution and greater penetration secured
Send

to

your gun dealer for sample.

Ju3-ly

IMPOETEES AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Guns, Rifies, Pistols.Fishing Tackle
Remington Rifles and Shot Guns, Holabird Shooting Suits, Cartridge Vest, Belts and Pouches. Implements for both muzzle and breech, loading guns.
Sportsmen's Goods and Ammunition of All Kinds.
take muzzle loaders in exchange for breech

We

and have always some fine second-hand guns
on hand cheap
Goods sent C. O. D. to all parts of the United

Descriptive Guide to Adirondacks,

THE ONLY COMPLETE AND RELIABLE GUIDE
to the delightful

are built in six qualities

now

OFFICE, and sold by the
facturers to
the following prices.

Manu-

SPORTSMEN

Pioneer, Tolley,
Standard,National,
Challenge,

Paragon,

-

-

-

-

Guns

-

-

TRAP SHOTS
quiring

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

$65
90
115
140
180
325

Hunting and Fishing Grounds of the

im-

NEW YORK

GREAT NEW TORK WILDERNESS.
NEWLY REVISED

at

"
"
"
«•

"

12rno., flexible covers, red and gold
Beautifully illustrated. Nearly 300 pp'
Maybe obtained of any bookseller, or
will be mailed post paid on receipt of price by

maps, &c.

Price $2. 00.

WAVERLY PUB.
Jii8-3mo

and others reon

specially built,

illustrated descriptive particulars

NEW YORK

Maiden Lane,

MANUFACTORY, PIONEER WORKS,
Birmingham, England.

Syracuse, N. Y.

Good Society, Kcliools
and Churches Everywhere.

Sport,

PROTECTION FROM LAND SHARKS.
I^° Address
ciety,

States.

Ivory and Pearl Stocks put on Pistols. Repairing
ail kinds artistically executed.
Cartridges for Breech Loading Shot Guns, ready
loaded, put up in boxes of fifty, or loaded to order.
a u g5-6m
of

~MXJZ^X.E

Secretary Southside Immigration SoFarmyiUe, Prince Edward Co,, Va.
myso 3m

LOADERS

CONVERTED INTO BREECH LOADERS,
and

ON THE MOST APPROVED PRINCIPLE,
all kinds of BREECH LOADING work effected.

Mortimer & Xirkwood,
24

ELM

Street, Boston,

Mass

[TRADE mark.]

Colonies

IN SOUTHSIDE VIRGINIA.
Lands,
Cheap
Fine Climate, Splendid

and price

CITY.

CO.,

itish

sheets to our

BRANCH OFFICE, 29

EDITION.

Handsome

Gold.

our new system for! DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
with increased PENETRATION, can have their wishes
carried out WITH DESPATCH

jyl

will

loaders,

(or brands.) They are
ported direct to our

Send for

called

ENGLISH Sl FRENCH
MEDICINES Sl PHARMACEUTICAL
PREPARATIONS,

MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH

Order

Without Extra Cost.
Packer's

is

A SPECIALTY.

These Guns, celebrated for
genuine high class workmanship
and No. 1 SHOOTING POW-

Bitters.

certain periods of life a tonic is a necessity; but
there is danger in using stimulants that injure the organs of digestion while giving temporary relief. To
obviate this and present to the public a tonic free
from Alcoholic Poison, Dr. Green prepared the Oxy-.
genated Bitters, a sure cure for dyspepsia and all kin-

Stamp

incorporated with

ALTERING

FROnfljSTOCK.

At

is

to the Price List of

first-class.

Muzzle. Loading- Gnus

BREECH LOADING GUNS,

pill,

JAMAICA GINGER

The attention of Druggists and the Trade generally,

strongest and most durable snap action made.

&

but to make a
difficulty.
There are cheap,
are
of
even
less benefit than
harsh, drastic pills, that
a dose of salts. But a good medicine, like Dr. Mott's
Liver Pills, which penetrates to the seat of disease, is
a desideratum indeed. Will positively cure all diseases of the Liver. Sold everywhere. Price 25 cents
per box.

Green's

of the manufacturer, which

Breech Loading Shot Guns.

Kay Shot Concentrating Cartridge.

to

essence of

the steel plate label.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS.
S14
W. I>ratt St., Baltimore.

MOTT'S LIVER PILLS
a

BROWN'S

Double and Single Express Rifles.

The

popularity of

protected by the private Proprietary

BreechLoadingShotGuns
Long Range Match

the great

names.

is

Mary's Works, Birmingham, England.

Made

in

the original, and accidental similarity of their

Price 25 Cents per Bottle.

make

high reputation has tempted the cupidity

Its

of parties, whose only excuse for their unfair

St.,

W. W. GREENER,
Champion GJ-u.ii Malter,

OIL

of

Pharmaceutical Products, still maintains its enviable reputation,
and finds a steadily increasing; sale without
advertising, and in spite of piracy.

simulations, exists

A

GREAT

panies.

easy enough to
good pill, ah! that's the

THIS RELIABLE PREPARATION, one
the oldest of American

DOUBLE CLOSE-

to order, an invoice of which
will be shipped to him on the 1st July, and can be examined about the 15th. All special orders given to
Mr. Squires will be carefully filled.
full report of
the
TRIAL, showing the marked superiority
of my guns over guns made by Dougal, Pape, Westley
Richards, Tolley, Scott, and others, will shortly be
published, and can be had on application at No. 1

J.

MACHINE

PHILADELPHIA, PA

RANGE—

Manufacturer of

Co

!

BY-

CHAS. GREEN,

St.

A PURE OIL that does not gum up and has the
endorsement of the principal Sewing Machine Com-

It is

street,

Philadelphia.
aug26-8t

EXPRESS SHOT GUNS Frederick Brown,

1875.

York.

HENRY'S
SEWING

Market

this.

BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS

INVENTORS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE FINEST

CO., Proprietors,

New

where yon saw

BROWN'S
Essence of

JOHN RIGBY

WHOLESALE.

New

LOCKWOOD'8

B.

•State

.

SHOOTING GUNS

REV. R.

PUBLISHERS,
624, 626, 628

Established 1780.

59 St, James's Street London.

W: W. GREENER

:

thank you for

any address on receipt

to

&

Aprl-6m

another evidence of the
great value of the discovery of Carbolic Acid. Yours
truly,
Geo. B. Lincolm,
Pres't Board of Health.
I

8vo, cloth, extra, $2.00.

claxton,remsen&haefelfi.nger

SOUTH CASTLE STREET,

in their practice.

Henry, Esq.
Your Carbolic Salve proves an

John

25

PREMIER

Physicians giye it the higjTiest meed of praise,
New

W. WEBBER.

of price.

LIVERPOOL.

Loader, bearing the full name of the firm. W. & C.
SCOTT & SON caution sportsmen against imitations
of their patent and name. Guns bearing the name
abbreviated, or with different initials, are not genuine.

celerity

it

Demy,

Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on application, and orders may be forwarded through any
of the best' houses in the States for execution in the
Spring.
Guns guaranteed to make patterns of from 160 to
230 with No. 6 SHOT
40 YARDS, as desired.

C.

J£p~ Copies sent by mail

the complicated

fine guns bear full name and address,
and plain guns full name and "London" only.
Each gun is numbered and the actions are stamped
with name and trade mark.
SON, Pole makers of the
W.
C. SCOTT
Patent Top Lever, solid, Double Locking Bolt Breech

Salve.

and prescribe

all

quality:."
Medium and

attention to the gratifying fact that

it

supercede

Manufactory Premier Gun Works,

with pride that the proprietors

and use

will

in use, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any double, treble or quadruple
and GRIP
grip now used. In this new action

aug26-tf

Chief address:

with which this
combination of Carbolic Acid with other
soothing and Curative Emollients acts,
is something akin to the marvelous.
It is

it

&

&

ham

FOB SALE BT ALL DRUGGIS1S.
The wonderful

P. feel sure

SON call attention to their
W.
C. SCOTT
very FINEST weapon, combining all their recent improvements, marked on the rib between their name

druggists.

HENRY'S
Carbolic

<fe

and manifold grips now

NO.

THE PREMIER GTO.

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

suffer pain,

W.

By

Author of "Shot in the Eye, 11 ''Old Hicks, the Guide/'
"Gold Mines of the (jiila,' elc.

Price $1 a

bottle.

A brave man may

,

OP ACTION, MATERIALS, PROPORTION, AND
SHOOTING QUALITIES combined, in all the four

AND BEAUTIFUL.

SOFT, FAIR
Hundreds of

Winners of the Turf Fielcl
and Farm" Grixn. Trials.

THE

ROMANCE OF SPORTING.

Manufacturers,

Sportsmen of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, STRENTH and DURABILITY of their New* Patent "SIMPLEX" Breech loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
The parts m this new action are so few (only two,)
thorough, and the
its mechanical soundness so
strength and simplicity of the action so great, that

more than an insidious poison,

*6

Rifle

OR,

Call the attention of the

BURNS LIRE A TERRIBLE FIRE

courses through the viens, sowing seeds of death
with everv pulsation.
In this conditiou of things something is needed at
as

WILLIAMS & POWELL,

Breech Loaders.
wm

All cutaneous eruptions on the face or body indicate

and

JUST PUBLISHED:

<ffli$cqlhntauz

WILD SCENES AND WILD HUNTERS;'

BloocNLiverSyrup
An Impure

45

Sportsman's Friend;
A SURE PROTECTION
Against the attacks of Mosquitoes, Black Flies, Fleas
and Ants. In pocket bottles. For sale by
C. N. CRITTENTON & CO., 7 Sixth av„ N, Y«
Je27-5t

—

:

'

FOEEST AND STREAM.

46

COLLLTSTGWOOD
AND

§atqh md§e$orteforgport$men.

TUBBS' HOTEL,
OAKL4ND, California.
JOHN M. LAWLOR & CO., Proprietors.

QITUATED
O

AT THE TERMINUS OF

the great Trans-continental Railroad; 40 minutes from San Francisco; 2T0 rooms, with hot and
cold Water in every room; delightful drives and splenjuly22-6m
did scenery; a favorite home for tourists.

Elizabeth Islands near X. Bedford, Mass.

SALE CHEAP, 450 ACRES LAND
FORNashawena
Cnttyhunk,
Island, near Pasqne,

on

Penikese, and Martha's Vineyard. Admirably suited
for a fishing club or Summer resort. Price $50 cash
per acre, if applied for soon. For further particulars
address W. A. STAGG, 68 Broadway, N. Y.
aug.1% 4t

BAY

SHOOTING OF ALL VARIE-

Shinnecock Bay, the
ground in the vicinity of Ne\y York.
ties.

To the Trout

Northern Michigan,

GRIND RAPIDS A\D 1KDIANA RAILROAD, MACKINAW GRAND RAPIDai
AIVD CINCINNATI SHORT LINE.

VI 4

respectfully informs his friends that, having largely
added to the springville House, he is prepared to entertain and take care of his guests in ample manner.
Moderate prices 'and satisfactory attention guaranteed. The young bay birds are now coining in and
good, bags are the order of the day. Address
Lane. Good Ground Sta'ion, L. I.
Live wild geese stools for Spring and Fall shooting.
auu5-3roo

Wm.

N

Lake Coiicliicliing- Hotel, Canada.
This charming and picturesque first-class Summer
Resort will be opened for the season on 7th of June,
and will remain open until October. The sporting in
the immediate neighborhood £3 exceptionally excellent, the llotefbeing within ready access to the Muskoka Lakes. Sparrow Lake, and Trading Lake, where
Salmon Trout, Black Bass, Speckled Trout, etc.,

SPORTSMEN

attention of
and TOURTSTS
invited to the many attractions offered by this line,
now completed from Richmond, Ind., to Traverse

The

is

City, on Grand Traverse Bay, and to Petoskey, on
Little Traverse Bay.
The waters of the Grand Tra-

verse region and the North Woods of Michigan are
unsurpassed, if equalled, in the abundance and great,
variety of the finny tribe.
TROUT abound
in the streams, and the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING, now attracting the attention of Sportsmen
everywhere, is found, only in these waters. BLACK

BROOK

•

.

THOMAS SCULLY,

my20

Manager,

Couchiching, Ontario.

-

INTERNATIONAL HOTEL
NIAGARA FALLS.
GALE & DULLER,

Proprietors.

Near the Rapids and Falls. Extra inducements to
families or single persons for the season. Carriages
at reasonable rates.
jy7 3m

BOYAL NIAGARA HOTEL,
QUEEN'S
"
NIAGARA.

Delightfully located ot, lie mouth of Niagara Liver,
alls.
Accessible by boat
fourteen miles from the
Fine facilities for fishing, boating and
and. railway.
& VVA1NETT.
bathing. "
i

1

I

McGaW

jy7-3m

Toronto, Canada.

Rossin House,

SHU AltS & SON,

Proprietors.

This house is a favorite resort for gentlemen sportsmen from all parts of the United States and Canada.

Crossmon House,
Jeff. Co
N. Y. O CROSSSON, Proprietors.
House, recently rebuilt and elegantIr. is localy furnished, is now open for visitors.
ted in one of the mo^t delightful places in the Thousand Island region, commanding an extensive view of
the StXawrence and the Islands and oilers every facil-

ALEXANDRIA BAY,

,

MON &

THIS

comfort and enjoyment of guests. Outfits
for boating, Hun ling awl Fishing Panics. Steamers
for the bay connect at Clayton with the Utica and
Black River Railroad, and at Cape Vincent with the
5m
Rome, Watertown ana Ogdensburg Kail road.
ity for the

STEAMER

making

DAILY CONNECTION

1

BER

30th.

H. PAGE,

J.

Tourists' and Soortsmen's Route.

V
I

THE ROUTE OF THE ERIEandRAILWAY

peculiarly rich in the variety
extent of its
scenery, and while the tourist has alternating glimpses
of the beauty of rivers, gaps and mountains, the
sportsman has within easy reach many localities that
afford hitn every facility for the enjoyment of the
sports oT the field and stream.
enumerate a few
of the pleasure resorts winch crowd the line of the
road.
Kutherfurd Park. --% miles from New York. Fine
hotels and boating pastimes' on the Passaic.
Clifton.
13|- miles from the city, overlooking the
picturesque Lake Dundee.
Lake Mohonk. \ beautiful body of water 1,200 feet
above the Hudson-splendid hotel accommodation*.
Orange Lake.— Six miles West of New burgh, and
notid for its fishing attractions.
Milford, Pa. About eight miles from Port Jervis.
Is noted for its trout fishing, woodcock shooting and
superior hotels.
Avon Springs.— Celebrated for 30 years as a resort for
invalids, the waters possessing many valuable healing qualities.
Walking Glen. -This beautiful gorge is distant 294
miles from New York, via Erie Road to Ebnira. Its
wild and picturesque attractions are second only in
reputation to those of Niagara,
ChautuuquaLake. j8 miles long, 3 miles wide; said
to be the highest, navigable water on the American
continent, being 730 feet above Lake Erie and 1,290
fee* higher than the Atlantic ocean.
Niagara Falls. This great cataract is reached by the
direct line of the Erie Railway,
There are along the line of the road no less than
is

We

—

—

—

Twin Lakes Trout Farm.
dies,

etching,

if

Address J. IVES PEASE, or E.
PEASE, P. O. box 60 Canaan, Conn.

desired.

SHERMAN
N. B.

— Cottage building sites

overlooking the lakes
Apr8-tf

for sale cheap; also one for a hotel.

HOTEL, BATH, L. I.— ONE
BATH
HOUR FROM THE CITY.—The

subscriber
having leased the above hotel for a term of years, is
determined by sparing no pains to make this resort
second to none in the vicinity of New York and
Brooklyn. First class table and low prices. Now
ready for tire reception of guests.
C.

je:'7-tOctl

A.

BUNTING.

TTNION DEPOT HOTEL, Canaan, Conn.
V_J G. H. CO RBIN, Proprietor. New. clean rooms
and beds, first-class table, &c. Fishing, shooting,
Apr8 6m
and pleasant drives near by.
-

NEAR TWIN LAKES, FOUR
BOARD
hours from New York
Harlem
A
via

Railroad.
desirable location for sportsmen, artists, "and all those
wanting a pleasant home. Address F. F.COOPER,

Locust

Hill

Farm, Ashley

Fails.

Berkshire county,

Mar

Mass.

U E F I S II — KINSEY'S

BL HOUSE, BARNEGAT INLET.

24

6m

ASHLEY

Only five minto the Shecpshead Ground, where all the sheepshead are taken. Bluefish, Sea Bass, Blackrish, Barb, and
Weak fish, only one hundred yards from the house.
Address for circular or engaging yachts,
ute.-:

J.

W. KTNSEY,

Waretown P. O., Ocean county, N.

jyl tf

Magic Lantern and 100

The following schedule will afford a partial guide to
numerous fishing localities reached by this road:

the

r

XVoxrt

&

"Tp
JQj .

ANTHONY &

IT.

$100.
CO., 591

aiuViy

gia

or

— Parties

wanting inIPlfl&'ifis
i f Ui'Ud. formation about Geor-

u Florida310should

42 miles from
it
"
52
it
"
Middletown 07
CI
"
Otisville,
76
Cl
"
Port Jervis, 88
It
"
Monticello, 112
(I
"
Milford,
96

or near Southfields,

"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"

Oxford,

"

New

York.

(i

it

H

<4

[(

(i

((

<(

U

(<

((

If

Black Bass and Pickerel.
Sloatsbuig, 30 miles from New York.
including Lakes Truxedo, Potagne and Cedar Pond.
50 miles from Ne.v York.
or near Monroe.
including Round, Long, Mombasha and Cromwell's

At or near

At

"

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
«
"
"
"
*"
"
"
"
"
" SenecaLake, 29 1
"
"
"
Tickets for sale at the General Offices of the Erie

"
"
"

•'«

Guymard,

80
Port Jervis, 88
Monticello, 112
Cen. Valley, 48

"
"

*'

•«

Railway Company, 124 Washington street Boston; 241,
401, 529, or 957 Broadway, New York; and 732 Chestnut street, Philadelphia. Express trains leave New
York from depot foot of Chambers street at 9 A. M.,
10:45 A. M., and 7 P. M.
JNO N. ABBOTT,
General Passeufier Agent.
my20

subscribe for the

LAKES 0F_MTJSK0KA.
i>.A.i:nr*f

line.

33,.

it* INT

EWCOMJB,

TAXIDERMIST,

CHERRY STREET, SALEM, MASS.

NO. 7
Instruction given.

Feb.4

Fort
With
SON'S

3-Sft
°'

and the

Garry

Northwest!

374 Washington

Boston.

St.,

DAWROAD T RAN S PORT ATION COMPANY for
direct connections at

Thunder Bay with

Fort Garry, and with steamers for

DULUTH, FORT GARRY, and THE RED RIVER
COUNTRY.

Pleasure Travel.,
This route embraces the most enjoyable and picturesque Summer Tour by making the circuit of Lake
Superior, with the sheltered and beautiful waters of
the inside channels of Lake Huron and Georgian Bay,
and thence by three hours' rail, with magnificent parlor cars, to Toronto, connecting' with the -Royal Mail
Daily Line of steamers on Lake Ontario, and the
Grand Trunk Railway, for the THOUSAND ISLANDS
and the Rapids of the River St. Lawrence, for Montreal, Qiiehec.White Mountains, Portland, Boston, and
all points East and South; and with the Great Western Railway and Lake Ontario steamers daily for
Hamilton, Niagara Falls, Suspension Bridge, Buffalo,
Detroit, and all points West and Southwest.

Cheap

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN

Fislxing: Taoltrle,
TTisliin£»-

AND
aug 26-ly

Northern Railway, Brock

street,

Scotia, Prince

CASINS,

the

best

1209

Elm

i

FRANK GOOD,

Manchester. N. H.

st.

Shot and Bar Lead
MANXJFAOTURER,
Office, 121

i

thing ever

Sparks,

[Established

n

•

TANNED MOC-

rUlioiMLas

THE

to

OIL

,

Toronto.

Brunswick,
Edward Island, &e.

called

is

GOODS

worn by sportsmen. No
injured by wetting and
drying— always soft an*
easy to the feet, and
VERY DURABLE— being made of the very best of
stock in threedifferent styles, and warranted the gen-,
•line article, different from anything before offered
Illustrated Circular and Price List free.

TO

^^TJbC^MJERS
Eastern Maine, New
Nova

Sportsmen!
Your attention

the Summer season, in the
months Of June. July, August, and September, affording ample opportunity for visiting 'he Great Mineral
R'-gion of Lake Su perior and the FISHING GROUNDS
of Lake Nepigon.
Connections throughout punctual and certain.
State Rooms can ba secured at Centval Passenger
Offices. Toronto, and all information given by
CHAS. PERRY. 62 King street, East, Toronto.

\\

»

|

ExcTTrsioiis

D. MILLOY, 8 Front street, East. Toronto.
COOK, SON & JEN KI NS. Ag'te, 261 Broadway .Y.
ALFRED TELFER, General Agent,

Hods,
Fish Hooks,

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.

made during

Will be

Walnut

1808.1

St. Philadelphia.

THE AMEBICA1S
n

Company's Steamers

New York

and City

of Portland.

will, until October 3d, leave Boston at 8 A. M.,
Portland at 6
every Monday, Wednesday

and
and

Friday, for East port, Maine, and St. John, N.

B

P.M.

A.

W. MERIDEN, CONN.

,

forwarding passengers by connecting lines to Calais,
Me., St. Andrews, Fredericton, and Shediac, N B.,
Amherst, Truro, Picton, Digby, Annapolis, Kentville, Windsor, and Halifax, N.- S., Sunnnerside and
Charlottetown, P. E. I., and Hawksbury, C. B.
This is

is given to first-class work. Extra
sketches and DOG PORTRAITS cut to order, by
sending photographs. JACOB GLAHN, Manager,
Formerly Supt. of Parker Bros. Engraving and On a-

Special attention

Feh n

mental Department.

Most Desirable Route for Sportsmen,

presenting a convenient and pleasant

mode

of access

famous hunting and fishing grounds of the
Eastern regions, at very moderate rates of fare. For
circular, with map and description of the route, apply
to the

W. W. KILBY,

to

K. Y. Safety Steam Power Coj
Office: 30 COUJRTLANBT ST.

Agent,

BUILDERS OF

Commercial Wharf. Boston.

Julvl5*oOctl

Fishing and Hunting
Reacltlie XPallo'wing' for the

Best Fishing and Hunting

RESORTS.

Division, Eastern R. R., Brook Trout.
Trains leave' Boston 8:00 A M. and 2:15 P. M.

tar ^e ? t

Umhagog lakes, via Gr. Tr'k to Bethel.Me.

|

Upper waters

f .|i™°

of Penobscot,

:

1

Gmnd LakeStream. [Landlocked Salmon.
New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, and Nova
Sea Trout, and Brook Trout.
Trains leave Boston 8:30 A.M. and 8:00 P. M.
Rangley lakes, via Farmington, Me., Large Brook

Trout.

TO THE

Tickets from Toronto to the Head of
seau and Return only $6.

Splendid

Lake Ros-

HOTELS GOOD AND CB.EAT.
TROUT, BASS and MAtiKINONGfl

FISHLVG.
Also, DUCK AND DEER SHOOTING, Etc.
Apply at NORTHERN RAILWAY OFFICES, Toronto, and of A. P.
aueJ2-toctl

COCKSURN,

Gravenhurst.

/CARRIES PAPER
SHELLS,

OR METALLIC
.

either end np, revolves on centre
weighs but 1| pounds, and is only 7£ inches
flare
Holders
at top so as to quickly receive
wide.
the shells, and, being elastic, securely clasp the same.
For ease of action and rapid shooting iD excels anything of the kind invented.
PRICE, 0. O. D.,$6.50.
In ordering, give the size of shells and a loose measurement outside of vest.
N. S. GOSS, Neosho Falls, Kan.
jySS-ly

\_J

slides,

Steam Launches & Yachts
And

Moosehead Lake, via Dexter, Me., Lake and Brook
Trains leave Boston 8:30 A. M.
Pullman cars on night trains.
Good hunting, large and small game in
localities in their season.
For maps, fare, tables, &c. address
Washington street, Boston, Mass.

all

F. Field,
Gen'l Pass. Agent.

)

Propeller

Efficiency

^~ All our boats are
tion nnd*>r

t.hp.

guaranteed to pass inspec-

Steamboat law wbrn red aired. ^^___

or call at 134

Chas. F. Hatch,
Gen'l Manager

,jel7-3m

CAN BE NO
THEREwithout

GREATER

Por-

serious defects They are the only
portable boats that are equal to the very best wiioie
ones for local use.
Jy^I_^
tability

S^&S^

Milwaukee and Boats! Boats!
use on the
or weight, adapted
any
Paul Railway
tbe woods. Boats
or great
as well as

Chicago,
St.

Wheels of Superior

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR.

the above

Eastern and Maine Gentral R.R.Line.
Geo

their Machinery a Specialty, also Machinery for

TUGS, LIGHTERS AND STEAMERS?

Scotia, Salmon,

ANB

Steamers Nipissing- and Wenonah

2s^UMBHtf»'"S'''

:

On Conway

Trout.

Moknino

Birds and Animals Pheskrved to Order, by

M"

at ?:00, 8:15, 11:35 A.

P.M.

Leave South Amboy for New York at 6:55 A. M.
Stages to and from KEYPORT connect at Matawan
Station with all trains, and to and from OCEAN
GROVE and As BURY f ARK. at Long Branch Station, with all trains.
H. P. BALDWIN, Gen. Pass. Agent,
R. E. Rickhi, Sup't and Eng'r.
ju] 153, Q

NORTHERN RAILWAY OF CANADA,

Northern Railway from Toronto

ly,

angl2-4t,

RETURNING.

Leave Long Branch
5:35

with the

t

News, published

at Savannah, Ga: Daily, $10; Week§2 per anuniu. Advertisers desiring customers in
these States should use its columns. It is the deft paper in the Soutfiejasf. Specimen copies sent on receipt
Of 5 cents. Address J. H. ESTILL, Savannah, Ga.

Algoma,
in connection

"

M

.

Ponds.

At or near Florida, 64 miles fron New York.
The famud Mirror Lake, is distant 1 mile.
76 miles from New York.
At or near Otisville,

,1.

Broadway, N. Y., opposite Metropolitan Hotel, Chromos and Frames, Stereoscopes and Views,
Graphoscopes, Megalethoscopes, Albums and Photographs of celebrities. Photo-Lantern Slides a special"
Manufacturers of Photog raphje materials.
ty.
Awarded First, Premium at Vienna Expos tion.

Jtlfil

Ir^isliixis*

SPORTING REGIONS OF MUSK0KA.
Slides for

and

Fish,

and affording most delightful sport for black bass and
pickerel. Their names are -Lukes Greenwood, Orange,
Mohonk, White, Otsego, Cayuga, Seneca, Keuka, Silver and Chautauqua.

"

scenery and drives. Fine boating, trout, pickerel,
and bass fishing and woodcock shooting. Also lessons in oil and water color paint ing, drawing and

Cumberland

—

Ten Large Lakes, Abounding; with

M

first class,

Having splendid drawing room cabins,

Gen'l Passenger and Ticket Agent,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

jyl

Leave New York, foot of Liberty street, North
River, for Long Branch, at 7:30, 9:15,11:45 i \r
For South Amboy at 6:00 P
3:45, 5:00 P.

upper cabin powerful
side wheel steamers

Chieora,

BRANCH.

WEDNESDAY, August 25. 187.5
FIVE TRAINS EACH WAY DAILY Sunday ex
cepted, passing through Wooduridge, Perth Ainbov"
South Am boy, Matawan, Middletown and Red Bank

at latter

point for the Island of Mackinaw.
For Tourists Guide, containing complete and accurate maps, with full information as to Fishing Grounds,
transportation facilities, and in short all that could be
desired by Sportsmen or Tourists, send to Forest and
Stream office, or to the undersigned. Low Round
Trip EXCURSION TICKETS good until SEPTEM-

At

FOR GENTLEMEN AND LABOA.RD
Sportsmen, Artists, Anglers, &c. Splendid

Comprising the three

"

Commencing

Toronto, Collingwood, Fort William,
D ninth, Fort Garry.

Room Cars attached, calling at
PRESQUITE, BRUCE MINES, SAULT STE.
MARIE, MTCHIPICOTON, NEPIGON, SILVER ISLET. AND PRINCE ARTHUR'S LANDING.

LUXURIOUS SLEEPING AND CHAIR CARS

NEW TORE AND LONG

Line.

lakelets of this territory.

abound in original plenty. Yachting, Boating, Bathing, Bowling Alleys, Billiard Rooms, etc., provide for
the amusement of guests. Mail and telegraph offices
Rates exceedingly moderate. For cirin the house
culars coniaining terms, etc., apply to the office of
JOHN E. FOREMAN,
Forest and Stream, or
Box 2645, P. O Toronto, or to

Lake Superior

Leaving Collingwood every Tuesday and Friday
On arrival of Steamboat Express Train, with Drawing

run through from Cincinnati to Traverse City; also
PULLMAN PALACE SLEEPERS from Detroit over
Michigan Central and Grand Rapids and Indiana road,
via Grand Rapids, to Petoskey, with SPLENDID

Centra! Railroad of N.TJersevJ
ALL RAIL LINE BETWEEN

BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL, and MASCALONGE are
also found in great, numbers in the many lakes and

shooting

best

Win. N. Lane

atid Grayling' Fisheries of

"VTEW YORK A^D LONG BRANCH
RAILROAD.

JJN

Traverses a finer country, affords views of grander
scenery, and passes through more business centres
and pleasure resorts than any other Northwestern
line.
Its forests, praiiies, lakes and streams, abounding with game, present uneqnaled attractions to the
votaries of Nimrod and Walton. It is the only railway route along the valley of the Upper Mississippi.
It is also the shortest as well as best route between
the great metropolitan centres of the NorthwestChicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Minneapolis.
Track and equipment unequaled, and its trains of
palace-coaches and sleeping cars run through without
change.

New. York Office, ai9 Broadway.
Chicago Depot, cor. Canal
W. Madison.
City Offices, 61 and 63 CiarU St.
Apr29-6m

&

style, size,
rivers,

to

in

lakes
tot

hunting, weighing 25 to 60 pounds. Boats for nsnwg,
awn75 to 150 pounds. Pleasure boats, with sails or
Boats on band, or made to order. Best mateings.

only uted, and every boat made by expenenceu
to
Prices to suit the times. Boats sent
any part of the country. Address J. H. ft° DG^f;
^^^^tuLKH^
Aeent. Ogdenshnrg. N. Y.
rial

workmen.

'

CANADIAN BASS WOOD CANOES.
WM. ENGLISH, Peteebokouoh, Canada.
THUSE CANOES POSSESS ALL TH^

are
qualities of the Indian birch canoes, but
stronger and faster. Weight about 60 pounas.
spoilswhat
Price at Peterborough, $25 gold. Just
augW-4"»
men require.

much

—

~—

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
Pjr£

\$ottemm%

^enml

<§oo&%.

47
x%ttlfanton$ f

JUffigcellmqcms.

OKA]M>
(Successors to

J. C.

Conroy

&

Co.)

SUCCESSORS TO

CLERK

<&>
A]*ri>I£XL,W
48 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

Held in connection with the
IVew

1

En iland and New Hampshire

STATE FAIR

02 Nassau

FISHING

under the auspices of the New Hampshire Fish and
Game League, at Manchester, N. H., September 7th,
8th, 9t)i and 10th, 1875. For premium li&t and further

HUNTING

and

.....:

St., N. Y.

.

..

..

'

_

.

..:....

pai tieulars, address

GEORGE W. RIDDLE,

ang!2 4t

'

Dogs

sale.

HOLABIKD'S CELEBRATED SUITS.

Setters for
boarded and cared for in the best manner

Mar

____

,

Also called "Aghantee"' Hammocks. A luxurious
Weigus
bed, couch, seat and swing in one article.
nly one pound, and easily carried in coat pocker, capable of bearing a steady strain of 12 cwt. without
preaking. Put up in oil cloih case, with hooks, ready
Piice comp'ete. $5.
D or mounting.

Spaniel bitch, well broken, two and
_
years old, an excellent retriever on land or water,
been used two seasons on cock and grouse; price
ROBERT WALKER,
$25.
Franklin, Delaware county, N. Y.

SALE— THE
FORoughb-ed

appropriate Tackle for the

rond .cks, the Maine
Woods,
Lake Superior, Newport, Cuttyhunk, Pasque Island, West Island,
Barnegat, &c.
Orders by mail will receive careful and prompt attention.

a Specialty.
Lawrence Fishing Co. Sole Importers of WarrhPs Celebrated Drilled
Eved Needles
4-2P

Agents for the

St.

f

No. 89 Fulton

Thoroughbred Fox Honnds.

Fishing

ants,

DUNCKLEE'S CAMP STOVES.

,

Puppies, bred from superior running
X'
price $25 for the four, or $15 for two: can ghe reference. Address B. B. PULLEN, Littleton, N. C.
an6-5t

Tackle

Made and

repaired with the utmost despatch.
ALSO. CONSTANTLY ON HAND

THE BEST SELECTION OF TMOUT AND SALMOi\ RODS, REELS, LINES AND FLIES.

Price$15.

Medalfe awarded at the World's Fair and American

Those desiring something light and durable for
camping ourposes will find tlv a stove exactly ri»;ht;
weighs only 25 pounds; will cook for ten p-rsons.
The ware consists of Kettle, Tea Ket tie, Coffee Pot,
Fry-pan, round Tin Pan, two square Pans, Dipper,
Gridiron, Tent Collar, and eight feet Funnel Stove
Pine, with oven that will roast 15 pounds be>f, all of

THOR SALE— FOUR MALE HOUND
stock;

Y.

St.,
ALL KINDS OF

attacks of mosquitoes, black
and preservative against malaria.
The Culexifuge has been in use for. more than 20
years by the Sportsmen of Canada, and has been
found the only effectual preventive of the attacks o
black flies and mosquitoes. Price 50 cents per bottl

flies, fleas,

1

LY

out with

The

Flies.

Cuityhunk Bass Line*

style

of Extra quality.
Parties fitted ont for the Adi-

(ulexifuge or Sportsman's Friend.

SFLEND1D THOR-

D.,

fitted

New

F01 preventing the

Gildersleeve setter birch Flora, and
two of her whelps, gotten by Mr. David Brooks famous dog Bismarck. The pups over four months old.
For particulars address H. S at this office. aug!2-4t

UErVBY GARDNER, M.

"MullalyV Patent

every Variety and Style of

Rocky Mountains and Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
the Adirondacks, &c, &c.
Split Bamboo, Trout and Salmon Rods and Reels

Mexican Pocket Hammocks.

13

For Sale.
LIVER COLORED* SPRINGER
one half

A

Vom

LIKEN AND COTTON LINES,

Parties

$20.00
6.00

Waterproof and Mildew proof complete
"
"
Wading.Jackets

Pedigrees guaranteed.; doj*s broken

month.

at $5 per
for $50.

made of Split. Bamboo (new this
season).
Hofe'a Rubber steel
Pivot, Click and Salmon Reels.
The celebrated "Frankfort" Reel,
&c, <fec Sole wianufficturers of

FISH HOOKS.

young Pointers and

finest strain of

fishing.

M'Oinnis Black Bass Rods

Every variety of Salmon and Trout Flies, and Hooks
on Gut. Cutty Hunk and Pasque Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Braided Silk Lines, every size and quality of

,N.J.
The

Y.,

THE FAMED

TROUT, SALMON AND BASS RODS.

And

N.

Salmon

Trout and

for

On hand the largest ana Oest assortment ever exhibited in the United States. They particularly call
attention to their

SILK,

St.,

Strip Split I?amboo

Six

Tackle,

Fishiner

Treasurer,

Manchester, N. H.

.

65 Fulton

Invite the attention of amateurs
to the additions they have made to
their regular stock of Fine Goods,
comprising in part

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS AND DEAUERS IN

SUITS.

......

:

OO.

Institute for our superior Artificial Flies.

4

which nests and pucks inside of SLoVe, whicli only occupies a space of 12x1 2x20 inches

HAS CONSTANT-

.

shIc, medicines adapted to
the cure of all diseases. Dealer in sport ng dogs of
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable compenOct 22
sation.
No'. Ill South Fifth ave., N. Y.

on hand and for

We

offer to dealers

and sportsmen a most complete

assortment of

Fishing Tackle,
Roils, Reels, Lines, Artificial Plies, Nets,

Baits, Fisii Hoolss, He.

DRAB DciJK^UOttDJHOY,
FUo'l'IAN, KBI'ISLLAIVT.
BLUE BKA\ ER and FRIEZE.

Split

Wading- Boots, Fishing" Stockings, Ruljg!THOMSON'S FISHING AND HUNTiiw

water-proof cluck, light tan culo
especially adapted for concealment in blinds or eedg
he woods. Ligh
lhiss, or foe a ^preaching game in

best quality of

t

durable

pocket

m

English shle;
Entile suit, $15.

and' very Cheap.
back for cartridges.

folded is about the size of

strapped. A light, durable, compact, and comfortSent by express C. '_». D., $,~>, iucinding
able couch.
side and supp jlrtihg sticks at the head. Jiiet the thing
for the camp or lawn

GEO.

C.

Tackle
and other

sail

able for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,

fishing.

ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.

And

yportMuen.s" goods of

it.

HENNLNG,

410 Seven til Slrect,
WASHINGTON. 1).

AprSifUy

Rods and Reels

Fly

BREECH AND MUZZLE LOADING ULNS,

LTustrared Price List and Samples free.
The most, complete list ever [niblished. Send for

extr

$5.
CAMP LOUNUES. Puce
an ordinary shawl

When

fowr Clothing", Ac.
Game Ventilating Pockets.

r

avi lS

Bamboo

OF THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.

BARTON,

C.

HOLABIRDS

all

kinds.

Manufacliuvd and Imported by

ALEXANDER & WALLER,

& 103

IOI

DUANE ST.. (near
New York.

Broadway)

Fishing Tackle.

.

CAMP TENTS,
for four persons, 7. 6. square, weighs 15 lbs.; Can
be packed in knapsack. Price $10. Ten feet square
por six persons, $15.

COLVIN'S PORTABLE CANVAS BOAT, "THE
AMPERSAND; weighs but 10£ pounds Can be
11

packed within the cornp tss of less than half a cubic
foot, and carried under the arm.
American Dog- JJiscnits,
Made of nutritive boue atid muscle making material,
and is the only portable food for dogs made in this
country. Put up in packages of 10, 23, and 1-00 pounds,
and warranted not to spoil in any climate. Price,
10c. per pound.

A. B. Shipley
Oliallc ancl

FINE BASS

Full line of Tackle for Brook, River and Sea FishA sen is for John James & Sous' celebrated Fish
hooks and Needles.
SILVER MEDAL awarded by the FRANKLIN

PORTABLE CANVAS BOaTs.

ing.

BOND'S METALLIC BOATS.
Hart's Metallic Shells.

to

for a<=~%J
«Jl3l

o.f

-Illustrated Household Magazine,^
3
^-r
—Now in its 17th Volume—
_^S
The Best Periodical Ever Published f'or^^i

The

best shell ever offered to sportsmen.

on hand and made

the Family Circle.
W0~
,|gj
_£gl
|§E Profusely Illustrated— Replete with
Choice^Jg"
5^"
Reading and Useful Information.
'

'

g^An

Attractive Monthly

Young and Old!

!H=
gj5T=
jgg?=

for.=igl

Examine

O
the brilliant

list,

Pri-

(The first is one Klegant Rosewood'
g^p»Piano, retail price $'500. ) Tbe publishers =j|l
pirniov; offer these prizes lor subscriptions, in^f^
ggp^addition to the commission, which is thirty "f^™
g3g?= cents for every subscriber.
For terms in«s£w
pp=-fhll, see announcement in the Ma£a&itie«J9)
(pfr=head^d "Grand Prizes fllow Offered to jSRfl

rtrggf^zes!

^Workers."
p^ it xoill pay you
K#°
r

well to

.-«
act upon our advice. ^^^

O—

^=>. Subscription, OXLY one dollar a year
n0^>
Postage .10 cents extra.

„

G^"

Address

SS==
I

gHP.

Box

O.

3,267.

—
-

.

°

.JgJ
!

\ r

Sole agent in New York city for J. H. Batty, U. S.
Taxidermist. N. A. birds and eggs for collectors.
Buck's heads, and game birds a specialty. Orders

order, or registered letter to

THIRDS, PET AND RARtt ANIMALS,
±J> and

P. O.

Box 5,109.

us— state where you saw

<L*
Ever Offered

this.

~j||

C.

DANE,

MANUFACTURER OF THE
Gun.
LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN.
Solid Breech Snap Action.
EASTEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS S\PE FROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.
to

Breech Loaders,

11.

Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.
COLLINS,

Proprietor.
Eggs, Fry, Yearlings, «&c. of Brook Trout, Salwon Trout, Salmon, White Fish, &c.
Also Bass, Gold Fish, Silver Fish, and stock for
Aquaria, Wire Cloth, Hatching Trays, Patent Spawnjig Races, and everything pertaining to fish culture.

J.

DRAPER

and TAILOR

McVICKER'S THEATRE BUILDING,

O O X>

tS
AMATEUR SPORTSMAN.

to the
Write for illustrated catalogue.

W.

^^

3'el7

AQUARIA STOCK DEPOT and AQUARIA
J.
BAGOT, A^ent 31
street, New York City.
Goldfish, Silvernsh,

If.

Fish and Animal Life, and Aquatic Plants in variety.
Also Shells, Pebbles. Ornaments, Corals, &c, to stock
the Aquarium.
Gantries and other song birds;
Pigeons, Parrots, and Paroquets; Rabbits, Squirrels,
Dogs, pet and rare Animals generally; Bird Seeds,
prepared food for Mocking Birds and other soft-billed
birds; Fish food. Bird Gravel, Dog Medicines, Butler's celebrated Mange and Flea Cure, &c,
wholesale
and retail.
m? r 4-1 y

TAXIDERMIST.

COLLECTOR & DEALER in NATURAL OBJECTS,

HOLABIRD,

Mammals,

Valparaiso, Ind.

bird-

Tine Piseeo

skins, and eggs
for scientific use;

Loader, Crimper and Gap Expelier.
A LL DEVICES NECESSARY FOR

heads, game and
h right plumaged

Dane Breech Loading Shot

rny-i7

S.

Fulton

The oeatjthe cheapest, and most desirable

JOSEPH

and Salmon.

CASE MANUFACTORY.

Sportsmen's Emporium,

Muzzle Loaders Altered

A.

Green Haart Rods,
Ba ss

for Trout,

No. 102 Nassau street, New York City.
References— Hon. T.L Jmres. Postmaster, New York
City; Hon. Geo. H. Andrews, New York City; For
est ano Stream Publishing Co.
my6-tf

YOU WILL

Write to

Y.

country of the

celebrated

°L-^

Agents Wanted Everywhere.^

IN.

in this

with dispatch.
We furnish every article necessary for the outfit of
sportmen in the camp or field. Goods sent everywhere by express. Remit only by draft, Post Office

^£l

Bar*'

Crook & Co

£50 ITultoxi St.,

^JgS

send at once for a C0 Py
this excellent, chaste and^^S
publication—
examine it carefully ;*j§gj
rw=sparklintr
word for it,
|^-and,
at onee^S%
<^rl>ecorne vubsG?ibers for the sake of your liitle^jgil
|K*f=OMes, as well as because \ ou will find its col-„jgf!
5^?=unins most attractive for"your own reading. ^^31

SUPK.RFOR OUALITY and
*
Aprl «m

TACKLE."

N. B.--Sole manufacturers

jk%

M
.

B.

an d

Manitfacturbks and Importers of

=^S

—•—

1874, "for

RODS

man

I

OUR

J.

woods; three different styles. $3, $5 50 and $6.
Wallace's Guide to the Adirondacks. With complete map. Price $2. By mail, $2.25.
Special attention paid to selection of guns for gentlemen at a distance by an expert and au old sports
for the

Household Publishing Co.,„JgS
4i Park How, ft. Y. «^g3J

2PF°
£3r°1Pf8''POTiy«i
|gp=*JL «>ieilL3

FI NISH of

filled

Oram!

of

INSTITUTE,

All sizes

to order.

Moccasins, Oil Tanned,

1

nulling- Lines.
FL Y MOBK

AND TRO UT

GREENHEART WOOD a specialty.
FINE ROD MOUNTINGS.

The celebrated

Jack Lamp,

send ten cents
K^^are heartily advised
pW
the
specimen Copy

Son,

street, Philadelphia.
Manufacturers of

for nisht shooting and fishing, running rapids, lighting camp, etc.; the best Ught ever invented. $6 25.

HEGE.YIAN'S

&

503 and 505 Commerce'

also

hirds artistically

grouped

-XA_

loading or re-loadme shells of two calibres
combined in one instrument. Avoids the necessity
of cutting or shortening the shell for light loads;
needs no wooden table or bench to fasten it to while
in use. Can be taken to pieces by removing one
screw with a jack knife, and scows in a gnn case.
Malleable castings, nickel plate finish. Complete for
two gauges. Price $10, boxed.
BROS. & CO., 96 Liberty street.

WALTON

ie.17-fim

FOR
Co.,

I

shades and cases
iur

onicJlieacd/i

jurposes.
Colectors' supplies;
also instruments
and eyes. Spectens
bought,

m

solu,audtxcuanGenuine
ge d
smokeIndian
tanned buckskin
b u ff a I o, and
moose skin moccasins, for hunter? and for the house.
Buckskin
.

SALE.— A SPLENDID BREECH

Loading, Express

Rifle,

made by E. M.

Reily

&

London; cost 80 guineas, gold; is now offered at
want of nse. Address H. SMITH, at
jx^i

$125; sold for
this office,

animal's

•

made to order.
"UTRECHT, N. Y.
JulO

suits, fringed, be;i led, or plain,

Address;

HEW

FOREST AND STREAM.

THE BEST BREEGH LOADING RIFLE

llN

THE WORLD

REMINGTON'S
ange, Creedmoor, Breech Loaaing i^ifle.
dIkm nS* rT* rS«»^.^a ^ nWS^r
m
mK
^X\^2^^^^^-^^^
oS
^ ^rt^^s
cT
"* ^'^ m*** ^^
*
pa^T
*%
D

Gen

mffit

in this

"

For Treatise on

£' Hepburn,

S

in the International Rifle

Te

c

Match

at

Creedmoor, Sept. 26th, 1874, and
at Dublia the retum match

who won

^1%^SST

mmti ° a

? CreedmoorMay 28th

'"

REMINGTON

.

June

Col. BODINE
(Hee

1875

-

5o

CanflS 3
60 o'St'of' a" poslte'
Shooting and Illustrated Price Lists, Address

Rifle

Maj.FULTON,

-

'

-

*»*. and

(«e

offleial reports

SONS,

<Sc

Manufacturers of

Military Target, Sporting and Hunting Breech Loading
Shot Guns, Pistols, Ammunition, Etc.
Rifles,
* «r*o-.
^
_ ATiMORY. LION, N. Y.
fP. O. RftYSflOll
Q. ™T5
^^«« ,
_,
Jr.
[P.
O.

I

& C. SCOTT & SONS

W.

Box

3994

T
Sales
Rooms,

1

^^1

'-''Jm
a,n<3

^^3 Broadway, 3Vew
'

JOS.C.GRUBB&CO.,
^1^
Market street, Philadelphia,

SCHUYLER. HARTLEY & GRAHAM,
19 Maiden Lane, 20

7

AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE

Yoi*lf City.

<fc

22 John

street,

Y.

If.

BREECH LOADING GUNS
A SPECIALTY.

Genuine Breech Loaders.

WINNERS OF THE

GUIV

TRIAL OF 1873

Report of Gun Trial sent on application.

AGENTS:

& SONS,
Hall
Boston.

Celebrated Breech loading Shot Gtans,Uneqnaled in Pine Workmanship and
Material!

AD
1 £5 ITaneiiil
Also

all

other

l^XadLe loy James Jr*i*r«le^,
Oxford street, London, Enffland.
lve assortment of Breech Loading Shot Guns, made
by JAMES PURDEY E
w^tTtV V ™ i^^,
ARD8 W. & C. SCO^TT & SON P. WEBLEY & SOS
UW W
PRm Kfn
^ EYof "P
GREENER,
and X'
a large variety
cheaper grade*
Also bkekch loading, centbax fire doub-b Sir as

Sq.,

„

makes:— Greener, Westley Richards,

Webley, Remington. Moore, &c.
A genuine Scott Muzzle Loading; Gun, $25 np.
Mayriard, Ballard, Remington and Sharp's Rifles.
"Ballards breech loading Sporting Rifles $18!!"
Bussey's Gyro Trap, for shooting practice.
Fine Fishing Hods and Tackle.
Fine Bronze Yacht -uns on mahogany carriages,
Complete, as furnished the New York and Boston
Yacht Squadrons. SE^ND FOR CIRCULARS.

314

x "^

t

fc

tw

W

ai

?Jll?

.

of superior quality. Implements, ammunition, and all other
articles IroJSSS
&
Breech or Muzzle Loading Fire-arms generally. Illustrated Circular sent by
mail when requlstS

W. &

^

SCOTT &

m

^ X^t^L
n
WEBLEY &
§S?rr\£™
RICHARDS.
1

11

1873 ^

1-10,

$10* h $5;
$*• 1-20 $1.

.

aie prepared

to

fill

all

orders.

1-5,

Patent CartrMge Vest.
This Vest affords the best arrangement yet invented for carrycartridges.
The weight is

$4-

ing

Box 4,418.

Wall

1 1

«r..

«

Circulars sent

New

so evenly distributed that it is
scarcely felt.
Cartridges can be
carried
with the heads down in
this vest, which is of great importance when brass shells are used,
as when carrying them with the
head up the weight of the shot often forces the wad forward, when
bad shooting is the result.
In

Letter A. showiug solid head; b b showing nickel anvils for Berdan Primer, Ely's central
Are or Union
Mo
uu.uumt
tallic Company s caps.

upon application. Highest price paid for Spanish Bank
bills, Governments, &c.
TAYLOR «fc CO., Banker*,
P. O.

CLABROUGH &
and WESTLEY

,

Black's
5th.

Drawings take place every seventeen Days.

We

>

STLIRTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,
BUSSEY'S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP
WITH CASE. AND 100 BIRDS.

have, reduced the prices of tickets as follows:
i,

-

HQLABIRDS Shooting SUITS

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

For the coming drawings, commencing January

Whole, $20;

J

SOm?•

DIXQNS& HA WKSLEY'SSHOOTINU TACKLE

"HAVANA LOTTERY.
we

for the following celebrated makers:
C.
SONS (winners at the Interna-

>

,

ANn rifle and shot guns
to

-A^G-IEIYTS

t

ff

Hart's Sportsman's Favorite Metallic Shells
Endorsed by the leading sportsmen in the United States, and pronounced

superior to anything now offered
to the public. A full description of Shells and Patent Loaders with prices, may be
obtained from anv o f the
leading sportsmen's depots ihrongnout the country. Manufacturers of Aluminum. Celluloid
and German liver Reels for Troul, Salmon, and Bash .fishing.
GEO. E.
dc CO., Newark, N J

1 orb.

HART

tibllt (UJ^ffc <&1ffeft Shares in Wall street
jj|)lU 9 ftlvj tjplW often leads to fortune.
Send for a copy of the Wall Street Review and
Pamphlet, showing the various methods of operaBankers and Brokers,
ting. J. HICKLING & CO
Dec2S
72 Broadway, N. Y.

From' Captain Bogrardus, Champion Wing Shot of America.
George E. Hart & Co.,

mayl31y

Messrs.
Gentlemen- The fifty shells 1 received from you to-day suit me better than any I have
ever u«ed
Thev
are stronger and better in every respect, and I shall use them in all myshooting.hercafter.
Yours truly.
A. H. BOGARDTJS.

,

ordering

send

measurement

PRICE

Union

around

the

chest.

$7.50.

AGENTS FOR THE
Metallic Cartridge

Com-

pany's Ammunition,
WARRANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

UBBFR

.

Fishing Pants,
Leggings and Boots,
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS.
COMPLETE

Sporting^ Camping Outfits
AND-i—

India Runner Go )ds of Every Description.

Send

27

for Price List..

MAIDEN LAKE,

dope's

N. Y.

Kifle

AIR PISTOL,
Shoots Darts or Slugs
Perfectly Accurate at

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT.

Thirty Feet,

AND IMPROVES BY USE.
NO NOISE, AS THE FORCE IS AIR ALONE
Splendid Pf. i>lor Amusement.

MOEE VICTOKIES!!
See
Keports.
PS vs, REMINGTONS. Havana Lottery
Recommended

by

General
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One may become a dead shot by practicing with it'
To a Sportsman it is invaluable. Price, including
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Self adjusting Bell Target, $«.
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{Anser l>emicla—~LmE.

THEIR HABITS- MIGRATION
ING PLACES.

our game birds are perhaps
NONEthe brant
of the East coast
of

so

BREEDlittle

known

North America and
This bird must not be confounded with the
of

as

Arctic region.
brant of the Mississippi Valley, (Anser Albifrons
with that of the Pacific, (Anser Nigrican Law.)

—

— Aud.) or
The

sub-

remarks has been so often and so accurately
described by ornithologists as to require no further specific
characterization.
We would, however, remark that our
observation has led us to believe there is no sexual difference in plumage or size. The young birds are a shade
paler brown than the old ones and have the wing coverts
more deeply margined with white. They are exclusive
and reserved in their habits, never consorting with other
fowl.
They hiss at one approaching as other geese do,
and their ."ruck, ruck," and "r-r-ronk, r-ronk," when
trilled off by an expert, is not altogether unmusical.
They
travel within circumscribed limits, and are not like other
birds scattered and diffused over the .Continent. As far as
wo.know they have never been bred or domesticated in
this country or England.
Their domestic life, the order
of the family, the food of the young, their growth and development, are entirely unknown. No one has at any time,
we presume, studied their habits from birth to maturity,
and consequently that great field for studying character—
ject of these

the

home— is

lost to us

We have had
during

their

good opportunity for observing their habits
migrations at Cape Cod for more than

twenty years, and we learn that at other migratory points
their habits are identical.
The M. B. Club has for many
years kept as decoys all the way from six to twenty of
these birds, but in no instance have they exhibited any connubial desire. Some years since, the club presented half a
dozen of the birds to a wealthy bird fancier in this vicinity
for the purpose of breeding, but the scheme totally failed.
Another party has three fine specimens that are allowed by
day to roam about the house with other fowl, but they, in

common with all their fellows, are first shorn of the tip of
a wing to prevent their speedy departure.
Nor have these
shown any reproductive proclivities. While in bondage,
they drink fresh water, but in a normal condition, if they
drink at

all, it is

of salt water.

We

Their food

is

wholly vege

and other marine growths.
have never seen them partake of fish, or any cf the

table, consisting of eel

grass

myriads of animal life that infest our shores. Their ex.
crementary deposits indicate entirely vegetable diet, and as
they never dive except when wounded and pursued, they
must feed where the water is less than two feet deep. Corn
alone constitutes the bill of fare of the decoys.
From our
stand point on Cape Cod we should say, in ordinary seasons, braut begin to arrive and depart early in March, and

they continue coming and going till the end Of April.' At
times there are immense numbers on the feeding ground.
They are too wise to set out upon a long voyage in the teeth
of a northeasterly storm, but let the wind haul to Southwest,

and one will see those nearest shore gobble

a

sand— "take

in ballast," as the natives saylift up and swing round, often two or three times to get the
proper altitude, then strike out over the beach in an E. N.

quantity of

E. direction, and with such precision as to provoke the reimark that each leader must carry a compass in the top of
There is no day during the season
his head to steer by.
above named when there are not more or less brant at this
point, and with proper appliances and skillful management
large numbers of them may be slaughtered, but no sport is
more dubious than this brant shooting. The tides, wind,
^weather, all have their influence, and the birds are often
jvery freakish and do not decoy well.
The course they lay
;

;]in

departing

jjbring

them

is

further on, somewhat deflected, so as to
Bay of Fundy, up which they pass, lift-

into the

narrow neck of land to Northumberland Straits,
|where again they find shoal water and good feeding ground.
ling over the

Here, and along the shore of Prince Edward's Island, they
"feed and batter" till the end of May or fore part of June,
when they push along still further North. Between Cape
Cod and Prince Edward's Island they rarely stop except
when compelled to do so by hard winds or a storm, nor
have they at any time ventured far inland or out to sea.
Here, however, with an accumulation of strength and adipose matter, they are prepared for the long, tedious, and
possibly somewhat dangerous journev that is before them.
Leaving the Gulf of St. Lawrence they proceed along to
westward of the Island of Anticosti, and at 65° or 66°
west longitude, strike out boldly over the land in a northwesterly direction to the Arctic Ocean. Navigators on
Hudson's Bay have not spoken of seeing them in such
numbers as to warrant the belief that they make any conTheir line of flight from the St.
siderable stop there.
Lawrence to the Arctic is not definitely known, and yet it is
certain they pass north between Boothia and Victoria
Land, and between Melville Island and North Devon.
Whether in the long journey they are guided by certain
isothermal lines, influenced by electric currents, or drawn
thither by the magnetic pole, which is represented as being
at about latitude 70° 10'— west longitude 96° 5'— Is not
known. That they do arrive in the viciuity of Melville
Island in vast numbers, and that they pass along Wellington Channel and other Arctic waters to still more northern
feeding and breeding grounds ,is well authenticated.
We
assume then that all the other swimming birds the eiders
auks, gulls, swan, &c, travel and breed along the coast of
Labrador, Baffin's Bay and Smith's Sound, while the brant
do not. They take a widely different route and go much
further north than the great mass of other birds. What

—

we know,

all

we know,

this inhospitible region

in

is

fact, of the birds

away up

in

gathered from the fragmentary

narration of Arctic explorers, and from the birds themThat they do go North of 70°, or even 82° north
selves.
latitude, and go in large flocks, we Will further on under-

We

do not assume that all the brant go
take to prove.
north of 82°, but that nearly all that 'intend to reproduce
Some from weakness or weariness,
their young, do.
caused by the long journey, or possibly from the pressure
of the egg for extrusion, or other causes, may drop out
of the flock and hence be seen in Summer south of 70°
north latitude.

Again, some

tion of breeding, as

son says of geese

may

do the other

linger

geese.

with no intenJohn Richard-

Sir

"There are a considerable number who do not breed, but keep in small bands
and are called barren geese. Of these we saw several
(vol. 1, p. 251:)

Among the earlier Arctic explorers the opinion
flocks."
evidently prevailed that braut did not' go so far North to
So late as 1848, Sir John Richardson writes: "In
Coronation Gulf are many islands. Swan, snow geese
brant geese, eiders * * * breed in immense numbers on
these islands," Further on he says that they (brant) breed on
Wollston Land. They were going north, and he presumed
they would stop there, but now recent explorers have demonstrated his error. Hall, on his first expedition, saw
breed.

brant at the mouth of the Jordan River, and others 'may
have been seen in out-of-the-way places. The surgeon of
the "Hecla" and "Griper," Alex. Fisher, on the 16th of
July, remarks: "A party of six went out for a ten day's
hunt. They saw a great many brant, but only succeeded
in killing a dozen." And further on, Latitude 70° 30'—
longitude 71° 15', on the third of September, 1820:
"Saw
two flocks of brant geese." June 12, while at Hooper's
Island, (near Melville) he observes:
"We saw several

many of the geese so often mentioned in the course of our journey
*
*
*
f these
birds we managed to shoot four during our stay, and
ptarmigan and a great

found

them

to

each."

be brant geese. They weighed about four pounds
Parry, on his first voyage to Melville Island,
June

"The birds seen by our people were 'many
brant geese and ptarmigan, several golden plover,
one or
two boatswains, and abundance of snow buntings."
12, 1820, says:

They

were hurrying along north, just as they do at Cape
Cod
in fact, they are always in a hurry; always on
the alert.'
We have never seen them sit down like other fowl head
under wing and sleep.
:

s

1875.

2,

)

1

Volume
IT Chatham

5, Number 4.
St. (CityHallSqr.)

McClure, while at Prince of Wales Straits, wrote the following: "The king and common eider, the pm-tail ducks,
and the brant geese form their simple nests in spite of the
prowling fox." As he does not speak of seeing a brant's
nest, we are rather inclined to believe it was not there.
We doubt, with a single exception, if any one has ever
discovered or seen a brant's nest. McClintock, at Cape
Bird, remarks (p. 290):
"I saw and shot a brant goose,
seated upon an accessible ledge, and made a prize of four
eggs." But apparently fearing his reader might be led to
believe it a common occurrence, appended the following:
"It seemed strange that the bird should have selected so
unusual a breeding place." Further on, at Boothia Felix,
latitude 69° 50', longitude 96° 10', (p. 280) he says:
"On
the 8th of June the first ducks and brant geese were seen

Northward." At Bellot Straits (1858) he writes.cannot discover the nests of either ducks or geese." x
Dr. Kane, on his first voyage, (1850) saw no brant till he
arrived in the vicinity of Wellington Channel.
So early as
the 26th of August, the brant began to be seen on the reflying

"We

turn voyage. He says (p. 160): "If we add to these (the
other birds) the crowding tenants of the air, the brant
geese wiiich now came in great cunoid flocks from the
north by east."
And again, (p. 174): "Our solitary
goose, (one shot by Murdaugh with a rifle on the wing) was
the Anser bernicla, crowds of which now began to fly over
the land, and in a cunoid stream to the east of south."

This "cunoid stream" rather puzzles
that shape in the Arctic regien,

move

it is

us.

If they

different from

fly

in

what they

New

England. They generally fly irregularly in a
sometimes bent forward in the centre
so as nearly to represent a V, but never continues so for
any length of time. We should be inclined to believe the
birds described were Canada geese, were they not named

line.

in

That

line is

And, besides, we presume Anser canadensis
does not reach so high a latitude. Sir John Richardson
says (vol. 1, p. 320): "The Canada geese breed throughout
the woody districts, (of North America) but do not reach
the vicinity of the Arctic Sea." Again, writing from Fort
Confidence (vol 2, p. 105): "The Canada geese come in the
van (May 19) and remain breeding in the woody country."
In this northern journey, from the vicinity of Wellington Channel, the brant take a northeast course which
brings them to the north part of Smith's Sound, where
they were seen by Kane, Morton and others.
quote
from Morton's statement (Kane's expedition): "June 21
1854, a flock of brant geese were coming down the valley
of the lowland, and ducks were seen in crowds upon
the
specifically.

We

open water. When we saw the geese first they were apparently coming from the eastward; they made a
curve
out to seaward, then turning, flew far ahead over the
plain
until they were lost to view, showing that their
destination
was inland. The general line of flight of the flock was
to
the northeast." This was near Cape "Constitution,"
and
about latitude 80° North. At Renssalaer, Kane
says (p.
302-3):
"The brant geese had not been seen before, since
entering Smith Straits. It is well, known to
the' Polar
traveler as a migratory bird of the American
Continent
Like the others of the same family it feeds upon
vegetable matter, generally marine plants with the
adherent molluscous life. It is rarely or never seen in the
interior and
from its habits may be regarded as singularly
indicative of
open water. The flocks of these birds, easily
distinguished
by their wedge-shaped line of flight, now crossed the
water
obliquely and disappeared over the land to the
north and
East.^ I have often shot these birds in Wellington
Channel
in latitude 74° 50' nearly six degrees to the
South.
They

were then flying in the same direction."

Dr. Hayes' sledge expedition reached Cape
Lieber- latitude 81° 35', April, 1861, and found the nests and
breeding
places of many birds, but no brant. If further testimony
were
needed that these birds breed north of and
beyond anv
human footprints, we would give the following from
the
last named author:
"Long lines of cackling geese
were
sailing far overhead winging their wav to
some more re
mote point of Northness." (p. 382). Again,
July 7 he
says:
"I found a flock of brant geese, but could
not discover their uests," (p. 411.) If they do breed
along the

— —

—
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,50
shores of Baffin's Bay and the Arctic Archipelago, it is
very singular that none of these voyagers have spoken of
finding their nests or eggs, as they do of the eiders and
other birds.
Capt. Hall's first expedition reached Frobisher's Bay June
24, 1861, and a party went ashore for eider ducks eggs with
the following result: "In ten minutes four of us gathered
six dozen, and at another island, in twenty minutes, sixteen dozen and five." He makes no mention of brant in
this vicinity.
Again, July 23, he observes: "Duck were
* * * They were in
to be seen in every direction.
such numbers that when above us they almost darkened
the air." His second voyage was through Hudson's Bay, to
King William's Land, but he does not speak of seeing
brant.
The third expedition— the unfortunate "Polaris"—
reached 82° 29' north latitude, where he pens this sentence:
"Seals, 'game, geese, ducks, musk cattle, wolves, fowls,
bears, patridges and lemmings are plenty." Our quotations from the brave men who have suffered untold hardships to discover a "Northwest passage," or "open Polar
Sea," are, we submit sufficient to establish the hypothesis
that brant go north of 82° to breed, and that they go in
large flocks. Any observer of the habits of birds knows very
well that while they are in "large flocks," they are in no
condition for breeding. Before nidification takes place,
they "woo and wed," t. <?., they "pair" and retire, to solitary nooks for the seclusion of the little family, and although hugely gregarious at other times, during the breeding season we believe all the ans&rinoa are strictly monogamous. Nor do we suppose all the birds go to one island,
or arrive or depart at the same time. It takes from four
to six weeks for all of them to pass a given point at Cape
Cod or Prince Edward's Island, so that the last of the
flight does not reach the Arctic Archipelago till late in
June. Then see how brief a period they have to build
their nests, incubate and carry their young through the various stages of growth, from the tender days of infancy,
to the self-sustaining period of maturity.
It seems almost
incredible that all this is accomplished in less than three
months! It so happens that some years there are no young
brant.
The cause of this we presume to be the shortness
of the season, i. e., when the Spring is backward and
Winter sets in early. When the young ice forms rapidly
by the 3d of September the parent birds must abandon
their progeny or perish with them.
The law of self preservation is stronger than the love of offspring, and with
sorrowing hearts they bid adieu to the callow brood and
wing their way to more genial climes. On the following
Spring the epicure will in vain call at the Parker House
for the coveted morsel.
have spoken of the Arctic Archipelago as the place
of nativity of these birds. It is possible that Greenland
continues to and beyond the pole. Certain it is that these
birds do not go into the middle of the ocean or "open Polar Sea" to lay their eggs and rear their young.
They are
iiot divers, and must feed on shore or in shoal water.
It
is probable that the region north of Greenland and around
the pole is dotted all over with islands. The Austrian
"Tegethoff" expedition of 1872, which discovered Francis
Joseph's Land, and other islands has proved this theory
further east, and we think the brant themselves have,
westward. The climate must be so warm as to produce
marine vegetables for food, and also to exempt the eggs
from the possibility of destruction by frost. There is
something inexplicable in the temperature of these unexplored latitudes. The sun's rays fall more obliquely as we
approach the pole, and yet it must be warmer than at 70°
It is not possible— nay, probable
of north latitude.
that in the wisdom of the Creator, some law exists whereby
the sun's rays, on reaching a certain degree of obliquity,
renew their heating power, which being intensified as it
approaches the pole makes a comparatively warm climate
know that a similar law exists in regard to
there!
water. Water diminishes in bulk as it cools down to 39 :80<>,
Let
at which point it expands down to the freezing point.
us suppose the law of solar heat to be cooling as the rays
incline up to an angle of 45", (or any other) and warming
beyond that degree, and we are at once relieved from our
brant dilemma. Another feature of the climate disturbs
Dr. Kane discovered ice in Smith's Sound forty feet
us.
thick, and Koldewey, on east coast of Greenland, sixty
The old navigator, Scoresby, in 1820, undertook to
feet
prove that this ice formed in mid-ocean, but this hypotheThe first young ice is
sis is contrary to our observation.
formed along the shore line, in shoal water, then pushes
We presume in the Arcitself out into the bay or ocean.
tic region the ice forms around the islands, then extends to
meet that formed around other islands until it encases everything in its crystal folds- Then as Summer approaches it is
disengaged from the land or broken up by heavy gales and
drifts with the current down through Baffin's Bay, or between
Spitsbergen and coast of Greenland, where it melts and
Of course the ice first melts in Spring, where it
disappears.
first froze in Autumn, along the shore line, and is there
Were it not so the brant would not be
first disengaged.
able to get on to their feeding ground so early as the end
of June, anfl consequently would not be able to reproduce
at all. Then there would seem to be scarcely time for the
growth of marine plants for food. It may be fore-ordained
by Divine Wisdom that the tender herb may be dispensed
have observed, more especially in Spring time,
with.
the decoys constantly pecking at the boards and decayed
posts of their pen. They seem to hanker after decayed
wood, and we have been led to suspect that this article
forms no inconsiderable portion of their food in their boreal
abode. Why should they ea], up their pen? It is a curious way
of obtaining their liberty, and yet we are well assured they
devoutly desire this boon. They often try to fly or jump
out of then* pens, and when a flock is flying overhead in
sight, they instantly and vociferously utter the call note
There is plenty of drift wood
"r-r-ronk! r-r-ronk!"
Capt.
in the Arctic region which in time must decay.
John Franklin (afterwards Sir John) found, in 1821, at
mouth of Banks' River, a fine log of drift wood sufficient
to cook a bear. McClure, at Banks' Land, 1851, discovered wood to the depth of forty feet. MoClintoek and the
other navigators in that quarter, speak of great quantities
of driftwood along the Coast of Greenland, ana Parry
All the rivers of
finds the same thing at Spitzbergen.
.Northern Asia, Europe and America, as well as the swift
currents of Behring's Straits are constantly discharging their
rich freight of drift wood into the Polar Sea, and if the
brant do not feed upon it there they act very different
from what they do in bondage. Here, then, we may, in
our mind's eye, see the different families isolated and scattered all over these islands, at the end of August or first of
September, gathering and reuniting into large flocks ready
.

We

We

I

We

for the long voyage South. Doubtless many of the young
are too feeble to endure the long journey, and either do not
set out, or fall by the way.
Their return is by nearly the
same route they went thither. They make no stop at Cape
Cod, unless compelled to do so by stress of weather, and
the time of their passage is the latter part of October and
whole of November, but at this season they are poor and
not prized, either by sportsmen or epicures. They spend
the Winter months along shore from Barnegat to Florida,
or possibly Gulf of Mexico, where they again recuperate
and on their return North in Spring are regarded as among
the finest fowl on our coast.
"W". If apgood.
Boston, August 14, 1875.
*For Forest and Stream.

X THE OSWEGATCHIE COUNTRY.

THE

east, or main
rises in Crooked

branch, of the Oswegatchie River
Lake that is, if we are to call the
longest branch the main branch. From Crooked lake it
runs in a northeasterly direction, some six or eight miles,
to where it forms the branch from Deer Pond (Colvin's
Lost Lake) country. * It is known above this point as the
Robinson River, taking this name from a hunter named
Robinson, who had a shanty and hunted near it some
twenty-five years ago. In the meantime it receives the
waters from Orin Lake, Grassy Gall, Cracker, West, and
two or three other small ponds. The stream that it here
unites with is formed by the on 'lets of Pari Ion Lake, Gull,
Big Deer, Little Deer, Ch">r and Nick Ponds, and the
drainage of a big bnNum swamp known as the "Inlet

—

Swamp." Below the junction, some two miles, it tumbles
over a ledge of rocks some twenty feet in height. Here,
at the foot of these fails, known as the "High Falls," on
the inlet are found speckled trout of three to four pounds
weight, and now and then one that gets away with your
tackle so easy that you are sure "he was the biggest trout
you ever saw." Above the falls are plenty of trout weighing from a quarter to a half pound. Half a mile further
down you come to "The Plains," a tract of country that
has been cleared of timber by wind and fire, some three
miles long, and varying in width from a quarter to threequarters of a mile, and nearly surrounded by hills of from
three to five hundred feet high. Near the upper part of
these plains a small spring Ivook and very cold spring
empty into the river from the east side, making a good
"trout hole" when the water is not too high. In the brook
For the next two miles the river is
are also small trout.
broken by several rifts or chains of rocks across it, and
from two to ten rods in length. Over some of them it is
necessary to lift your boat. All along here, and for some
miles further down, the fishing is good, and for a stretch
of ten miles the chances for a shot at a deer by day or
jack light is very good. On the west side of the river,
near the foot of the plains, and distant from one and a
half to two miles, are the "Five Ponds," taking their
name from their number. These, or a part of them, are
good ponds for deer. About this section there is now and
then a wolf and panther; just enough to frighten the timid
ones, but not enough to pay the hunters who trap for them,
they seldom getting more than two or three in a season.
At the foot of this si ill water is some three miles of rapids,
on which, about the first of June, is some good fishing.
Below this we come to the "Drowned Land," as it is
g died, being a large swamp overflowed by the draining of
Cranberry Lake. This lake is used as a reservoir from
Which to obtain extra water for running saw logs, and for
The original lake was some
mill purposes in general.
seven miles long and three and a half to four miles wide
in the widest part, while the overflow of swamp land is
probably as much more. When full, the water is raised
twelve feet on the lakes, which damages the sporting somewhat in the early part of the Summer, but by about the
first/} f September the water is nearly down to the old bed,
dozen or more
and fishing and hunting are both good.
ponds empty into the lake on the south and southeast side,

A

all of these are good for trout or deer, and some of
for both.
To reach this hunting ground the sportsman has a choice
First— leave the R. W. &. O. R. R. at
of two routes.
Gouveneur, going through Edwards to Fine, twenty-five

Nearly

them

miles, by stage, three times a week, or by private conveyances.
At Fine you can put up at a good hotel, or go on
five miles to Griffin's, where you will find as good fare and
accommodations as can be had at a first-class farm house.
Here, or at the hotel, you will get good guides with light
boats for three dollars a day and board; also team, usually
oxenl and sled, to convey boats and baggage to the foot
of still water on the outletor inlet, as the river is frequently
Second— you can leave
called above and below the lake.
railroad at Canton and go direct to the foot of Cranberry
Lake by team. The distance is about forty miles and is
accomplished in a day. You can purchase good light
boats weighing thirty to forty pounds at Canton, or hire
You can get
rather poor ones at the hotel at the lake.
there with or without guides. Finally, there is plenty of
work connected with a trip to this part of the woods, and
the lazy ones had better stay at home. But those who are
willing to rough it a little can have a good time.

Hunter.

*+++.

—Those who are about to

.

make new lawns

for
the labor of trenching
The lawn should
or plowing or subsoil plowing very deep.
be made and allowed to settle a week or two, or during two
or three good rains before sowing the seed and leveling up,
and the seed should be sown as early as the season of cool
nights and frequent rains comes on. Some writers advise
the use of grains, as rye, oats, etc., to be sown with the
grass seed; but, as according to the general law, the
stronger overpowers and gradually destroys the weaker,
we have found the use of any coarse grain injurious rather
than beneficial. In the making of lawns we have at times
had the handling of some very light sandy soil, and when
compelled to do the best we could, without aid from topdressing, etc., we have used oats in the Fall, for the purpose of holding it from blowing, and have made our
second sowing of seed after the oats had grown an inch
or so.— [Practical Farmer.

Lawns.

another year should

now commence

—

-*•-

—The Hayden surveying expedition
factory progress.

They

Gunnison and Grand

are at

rivers.

work

:

reports most satisin Utah, west of the

J*4

§ultttp.

—The Mas sachusetts Angler's
Fallmeeting yesterday, Sept.

Association held its first
its rooms, 608 Wash-

1st, at

ington street, Boston.

—The Society D'Acclimatation of France has awarded a
gold medal of the firs f, class to Seth Green for his labors
in fish culture, and particularly for his efforts in sendino- to
France eggs of the salmoiiidse. This is the third honor of
the kind which Mr. Green has received from French societies.

Return of Monroe A. Green.— This gentleman arhome from Europe yesterday. We have already" an-

rived

nounced the failure of his attempt to hatch shad eg^s
while crossing the Atlantic. His theory of the failure is
that the eggs were injured while being conveyed in the
cars, and in a wagon over the rough pavement of New
York to the steamship. The eggs were packed in ice. He
opened them the second day but and worked them two
days in succession in his apparatus. Finding them all affected, he discontinued his operations and threw them
overboard. Mr. Green attributes his failure entirely to the
transportation of the spawn in the cars, or from the Grand
Central Depot to Hoboken.
Constant jarring is fatal to
shad eggs. The spawn of the trout family can be transported thirty days by cars without loss. His apparatus
for fish hatching worked perfectly on the steamship.
It is
worked by the aid of an air pump, and is a complete success.
He experimented with it at Holyoke, Mass., and
found that the eggs progressed better than in running
water. Prof. Baird will probably make another trial early
next season before the water gets too warm. Mr. Green
used Croton water, but thinks Hudson River water preferable.
Water that has run through iron pipes is not beneficial either to spawn or live fishT Those on the other side
interested in the placing of shad in the waters of the
Rhine, are anxious to have another trial made. Prof.
Baird's report on the subject will be looked for with conRochester E.vpres8, Aug. 21th.
siderable interest.

CARP IN THE SOUTHERN STATES.
Woodvillb, Miss., August

18th, 18T5.

Editor Fokest and Stream:—
I have here In the State of Mississippi three artificial fish ponds. One
devote to small fry, perch, etc., and in another, deep and cool, I am
raising carp. From an experience of several years I am satisfied the
carp or fish of that family are most deserving of attention for artificial
ponds, at least in the South, as they can be bred and fed with as much
facility as poultry, the carp feeding to fatness on corn-meal or.sprits.
Now, the American carp is not perfection for the table, and I would like
to obtain a variety of the same family that is better. I have seen a statement that there was to be an attempt to introduce the European carp
into this country as being far superior to the natives. To .do so the fish
themselves will have to be brought over, as the carp eggs I have experimented with hatch in about twenty-four hours after being deposited,
they always being on brush or sticks floating on the pond. If you have
any information of parties that propose importing the carp from Europe
will you please send me such information?
Doctor.
I

[Four years ago,

five

Hamburg, Germany,

to

grown carp were brought from
Santa Rosa, Cal., by Mr. J. A.

Pappe, of San Francisco,
ting a large

number

who

of fish

has succeeded in propagathis small stock.
They

from

weighing as much as ten
size,
are of very large
pounds. Some hundreds of these have been introduced
into waters near San Francisco and into the Sonoma Creek,
thirty miles from that city. They possess a remarkNo douht
able fecundity, and are excellent table fish.
most satisfactory information can be obtained respecting
the introduction of this fish, by addressing a letter to our
valued correspondent, E. J. Hooper, of San Francisco,

some

whom we have also applied for the like favor; also to
Win. A. Newell, President California Acclimating Society.
It is most important that this fish should be introduced
here, and we are- glad to see that "Doctor" is paying atto

tention to

Ed.]

it.

SEINING TO STOCK OTHER WATERS.
<

1

Watertown, N. Y., August 38th, 1875.
Editor Forest akd Stream:—
The sportsmen at Cape Vincent, on the St. Lawrence, have been much
exercised of late, from the fact that pound nets have been extensively
used on the best Ashing grounds. I was told by a gentleman yesterday
that the leaders of these nets extend from Fox Island to the main shore
(a long distance) and that over seven hundred black bass were taken at
one haul. Upon further inquiry I learned that the persons emplo ed in
taking these flsh were in the service of Seth Green, Fish Commissioner
etc., and ot course it is all legitimate; but the question comes up as to
whether it is fair, or even good policy, to deplete our fishing grounds in
*
order to benefit those in another locality.

Mushroom Caves, — The famous mushroom

caves of

Paris are, in reality, deserted stone quarries in the suburbs
They are entered by shafts, and consist of a
of the city.
low, long corridors. Their floors are
dark,
series of
covered with long lines of narrow beds, made of a rich
compost of earth and horse manure. The paths between
the beds are kept scrupulously clean, and the mushrooms
One of these caves at Montrogue,
are carefully cultivated.
just

outside

miles of

the

beds,

mushrooms

and

daily.

of Paris, contains seven
yields an average of 800 pounds of

fortifications

Near Frepillon, an hour's

ride from

that
Paris, there is another class of caves or old quarries,
have a lofty interior, with something of the aspect ot a
ot
vast cathedral. In 1867 one of these caves had a run
twenty-one miles of mushroom beds. During that same
to
year over 3,000 pounds of mushrooms were daily sent
certain
Paris from Prepillon. The crops vary according to
the
atmospheric and other conditions, and at intervals

great quarries refuse to yield a profitable crop

.

They

are

then thoroughly cleansed, the very soil being scraped
out, and are left to lie fallow for a year or two.

—

—

—

,
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A KANGAROO DOG.

%t MmneL

San Francisco,

A

mocking bird,
Singula.il Pate of a Mocking Bird.—
Elliott, came to
| an exquisite warbler, owned by Col. J. E.
its death in a singular manner Thursday afternoon last.
On that day, after the Colonel had listened to its melodious
notes tor some time, he retired to his room for the purpose
of writing.
Having finished his labors he again thought
I
S of his "pet," and went out on the piazza, intending to feed
Upon taking down the cage, he was shocked and
f it.
I grieved to find the unfortunate little songster lying upon
I its back on the bottom, its breast and neck (from which
the feathers had been plucked) all torn and bleeding, and
I
its head twisted completely from its natural position.
lady who resides in an adjoining house explained the mystery.
She, while sitting upon her piazza, noticed a bird
very much resembling a mocking bird flying around and
occasionally alighting upon the cage, as if wishing to hold
J
communication with the other. Suddenly as "Pet" came
near the bars, the stranger dashed forward his claws,
J'caught its little victem by the breast, seized the neck with
'"its strong bill, and suddenly letting go its hold on the cage,
"'revolved round with lightning rapidity, by which means the
poor inmate's neck was as completely wrung as is a fat
^chicken's by a kitchen scullion. Both the colonel and his
|

'

A

1

.

!

tl

much

attached to little "Pet," as they had
other bird belonged to a species known as
flthe "loggerhead," and it is not a very generally known
'S'fact that they invariably attack mocking birds when in
Jacktheir vicinity, and always in the manner described.
•«.W)ii<i)ille, {Florida) Union, Aug. lAth.

lady were very

II

('named

'

The

it.

lr

n An Alligator Puzzle.— Last October Mr. Greenleaf
P&ud a number of small alligators, about eight inches long,

On the arrival of cold weather they
the alligator pen.
""disappeared, and it was thought that they had creeped
''through a small hole under the adjoining building.
When
^Spring came they did not appear, so they were considered
ntas dead.
Last week the large alligator was taken away,
and on removing the tank six alligators from two to three

%m

l

long were found under it. They were strong and
What could they have lived on all that time is the
[puzzle, as no food of any kind was ever left in the place.
I They could not get any water either, for the large 'gator
Florida Agriculwould not allow any other-s in the tank
iifeet

((active.

—

turist^

Aug.

21st.

—

<*$.•«.

—The

ll,!

J

t

1

ence.

Fed by an Eagle. — The Seneca

following:

Falls

— A party were out of town

Courier

the

tells

on Monday, picnic-

ng and fishing along the shores of Cayuga Lake. Iu their
they took in ihe camp of the Seneca Falls boys,
jyvho are whiling away a few days near East Varick
After
posting the boys about home matters, and being told by
hem that the fish were not in a biting mood, which somewhat disconcerted their plan of action, they concluded to
nook a short distance up the lake,
ifeusb. on to a shady
where they exercised their squatter sovereignty by squatting on the rock preparatory to further developments,
\vhen lo! and behold, an eagle was seen approaching, bearing iu his talons a large fish. When nearly over their
i'lciids they all gave an unearthly yell, which so shocked
p he propriety of Mr. Eagle that he loosed his grasp of the
ish, and it fell at their feet.
It proved to be a pike weighing some three pounds, and still alive. They all returned
'<> camp in high glee over their good luck, and fresh fish
''

dffcambl.es

.

J,

,

%as

on the next

bill

of fare for dinner.

Cramer, apothecaries, Race street, at Third, Philadelphia,
I do not send this as an advertisement for Snively,
fori do not know him, but I occasionally see people inquiring for such and, such a remedy for Hydrophobia.
(Give me the scalpel and nitric acid.) This (the chickweed
and the elecampane remedy) are both popular in the counPa.

try."

to

elacampane,

a plant well

known

to

—

— slice

it into a pint of fresh milk,
a half pint, strain, and when cold, drink it,
fasting at least six hours afterward.
The next morning,
fasting, repeat the dose prepared as the last, and this will
be sufficient.

stores
boil

down

or bruise, put

to

These are the directions given by a gentleman of veracwho had a bitten son and four children of neighbors
cured by the remedy, as well as others.
ity,

*+*+.

— Some dastardly scoundrel lately poisoned a

fine

setter

belonging to Major Geo. E. Alden,
of Savannah, Georgia, also a litter of five exceedingly
handsome setter pups two months old, belonging to the
same gentleman, out of his fine bitch Josie, by Mr. ~D.
Brook's Bismark, by Gapt. White's imported Irish setter
Yock. Mr. E. F. Lovell also lost a fine pointer in a similar way.

pup about a year

old,

BLOODHOUNDS

Illinois, is a horse that has been
>ronght up in the business from colthood known to every one in the
jplace as Gold-dust. Becoming lame recently, his owners had the shoe
akeu from the lame foot and the horse turned into the street. His first
l;icl, upon gaining his liberty was to walk through the town until he came
the. blacksmith shop where all the work of the stable is done, upon
each ing which place he deliberately entered the shop and placed his
Being driven back to the stable,
'nine foot upon the customary block.
ie soon found the shop a second time, and was a second time driven
..way.
This being repeated many times, the blacksmith at last gave the
persistant animal the attention he required, after which he was taken
',»ack to the stable, where he remained perfectly satisfied.
This intelligent animal had doubtless, when previously lame, received relief by
qavinghis feet attended to at this establishment, and the fact remained
ipon his memory, But by what faculty did he revive the experience, m-

u

j;

'

l:

tinct or reason?

Uph,
-^«-*»

CENTRAL PARK MENAGERIE.
Department of Publto Parks,

J

IN PHILADELPHIA.

is about eighteen or twenty years ago that two bloodIT hounds
appeared at the beer house of Engel & Wolfe,

on Dillwyn street, above Callowhill. They
were of the German breed, a male and a female, of a
brownish black in color, and of immense size. Since then,
by importation and natural increase, the number has grown
until scarcely any of the many beer breweries is without
one or more of them, while the German butchers as a rule
take a pride in seeing who can own the biggest and savageThere are three varieties— the Siberian, the Russian,
est.
and the German in this city. The best specimen of the
Siberian, the most ferocious of them all, can be found
within the walls of the Eastern Penitentiary, where any
one can interview them by becoming a prisoner, and then,
breaking out of his cell, skirmish around the yard of
The Russian and German vary in size according
nights.
to the purity of the breed, and are without exception the
most ungrateful, vicious, and untamable brutes that exist
among the domestic animals. It is as much as a man can
do, when attacked, to escape unharmed from their fangs.
Some few years since a well known down town lumber
merchant possessed one of these villainous pets that lie had
As it grew towards full size he
raised from puppvhood.
was compelled to keep it chained, because not a workman
in the yard dared to lay a hand upon even a lath but the
dog would fly at him. He had fed the dog always himself,
and therefore imagined he would never attack him. But
one day, when removing the dog's pan in order to take it
away and return it filled with food as usual, the dog ilew
at him and the chain only saved him from a bite.
Then
he took a stick and soundly whipped the chained blood
hound. But the next day the villain was shot; for when
the lumber merchant that night unchained him be barely
escaped with his life by flight to a board pile, where he was

—

It was only last Summer that the
at Bridgeport, opposite Norristown, saw

night besieged.

happening

slowly stalk across the road and into the yard of a large
factory, a most superb female of the Siberian breed. The
watchman of the factory was standing by, and with the
visitor conversed about the animal he had just seen.
I'll
show you something, he said, and opening a stable door,
out jumped a pup as big as a full grown Spanish pointer.
This, he said, was one of her pups, and nine months old,
but I have an older one, a brother of the pup, and he introduced an immense fellow. This, he said, is nineteen
months old, and weighs 190. (Think of what chances an
unarmed man would have with a hound of this weight.)
Did you ever chastise them? was inquired. No, he answered, I would not dare. The fact is that these bloodhounds are dangerous, even to their owners, are utterly
useless to anyone, and are kept only because of a competition between a certain class of citizens as to who shall own
the biggest and most f erocious .— Philadelphia Times.
[In Forest and Stream, Vol. 3, page 310, is the description of a magnificent Siberian bloodhound that was brought
to our office. So far as his manner and record goes, he was

But

passive and
aware of a

little girl

not vicious, at their food.

gentle.

this

is

exceptional.

We

are

t

One Raccoon, Proeyon

England who was nearly killed
while feeding two of these creatures which she had reared
from infancy. We believe that most dogs and cats are

I

Two

snappish,

,

Animals received
|j

'list

28r.h,

1875:

—

at

York, August 29, 1875. f
Central Park Menagerie for the week ending Au-

|

Presented by Dr. E. P. Miller.
lotor.
African Elephants, Mephas Africanus. Smallest one three feet
mx inches high.
One Barn Owl, Strix flammea. Presented by Mr. Joseph 6. Harrison.
One Booby Garnet, Sula fiber. Presented by Mr. James Kiug.

I

One Blue Macaw, Aramucao.
One Zebu. Eos indie us Bred in the Menagerie.
.

,

.*.
—The

failure of the funds

\V.

A. Conklin, Director.

required for the support of
;he kVnikese sehool established by the late Professor
*Vgassiz, together with its indebtedness, has compelled the
faking- o£ an inventory of its property for the purposeXof
/losing up the business.
;

if

,

in

Ed.]

-*»*-*

The Tolley Medal.— Through the kindness of Dr.
Rowe we have had an opportunity of examining the beautiful gold medal presented by Messrs. J. & W. Tolley and
won by Mr. B. W. Jenkins' pointer dog Saneho at the last
Watertown show. The medal
somely ornamented.

is

of solid gold, and hand-

Kennel Produce,— Miurkvrk Furnace, Prince Georges county, Md.,
Coffin, Owner.— On July 19th, six puppies to his black pointer
Meg by his liver dog Ponto. Three are now living and doing well,

Chas. E.
bitch

namely, one black
roan breast.

gip,

one white and liver gip, and one

liver

dog with

18th, 1875.

-

conceiving the idea that I was short of

(I

Podgers.

th/Bn situated

writer,

/ditor Forest and Stream. —
In a livery stable at Waukegan,

New

it is

most persons, and is to be found in many of our gardens.
Immediately after being bitten, take one and a half ounces
of the root of the plant the green root is preferable, but
the well dried will answer, and may be found in our drug-

all

OR REASON-WH1CH?

INSTIiNCT

adds:

"The red chickweed can be obtained from. Dr. A. J.
Snively, Hanover, York county, Pa., or from Johns &

With regard

August

have only eighteen) sends me a dog from that far off land— a veritable kangaroo dog, and a noble fellow he is.
As some of your readers
may never have seen this breed of pups, I give you a description: He is
a cross of the greyhound and bloodhound, stands 34 inches, and from
tip of nose to stern post, 54 inches.
In form he resembles the greyhound, but in muscle and power is equal to half a dozen. His limbs are
symmetrical— a mass of muscles— ears small and pointed; nose long;
mouth deep; eyes large, lustrous, and soft as a woman's; color, a decided
brindle, with bars of black across his back and loins; weight, 85 pounds.
In body and limbs he seems all muscle, lithe, wiry, and as elastic as
rubber. In disposition, as affectionate as a setter, playful and good natured; allows all my little King. Charles dogs to bite his legs (they can't
reach his body standing on their hind legs). I let him loose in the stable
yard and he seemed perfectly delighted to have his liberty, and amused
himself by leaping over a buggy that a groom was washing, and finally
cleared a twelve foot fence as easily as he did the buggy. I thought I
had lost him, but in a moment here he came back again, sailing over the
fence— several feet over it, at that. He frolicked and played until he excited the ire of my old setter* Bob, who had been lying on a pile of
straw, hugely disgusted with the attention the stranger was receiving.
Bob evidently thought the thing had been going on long enough, and
forthwith sailed into knagaroo, who did not seem to understand the
cause of Bob's enmity, and wanted to play, but Bob was jealous and
seized kangaroo by the throat. The new comer could take a joke, but
the matter was getting serious, for Bob's blood was up, and he kept
chawing away until kangaroo concluded that it was time for that fun to
stop, and freeing himself, seized Mr. Bob by the scuff of the neck, and
with no apparent effort slung him clear across the yard, twenty-five
feet, and then continued his frolicking.
Bob gathered himself up, took a
good long look at his enemy, jumped up into the buggy, and could not
be induced to come out again all day; and now, when he sees knagaroo
about, he gives him the widest kind of a berth. I never saw such power
in a dog, and never such a perfect specimen of symmetry.
My Australian friend writes me that by next steamer he shall send
over a fine slut, fully equal to the dog. He could not get her in time to
send with "the dog. So I shall be all right on kangaroo dogs, but at the
present writing am a little short on kangaroos. My friend will have to
continue his favors and send me some. He says they are fine deer dogs
as well, and I am going to take my new acquaintance down into the
country in a few days to have a run with an old friend, who keeps a
pack of greyhounds for coursing, and if my dog don't eat np his whole
pack or sling them over into the next county, we shall have some fine
sport. I have hid some fine dogs in my day, and have some now— Gordon and Irish setters, pointers, etc.— but I never saw such a perfect
specimen of a dog as my kangaroo. They are bred with a great deal of
care in Australia, and are highly prized there, a good pair being worth
£120, or $6%. At the present writing my leviathan is rolling on the car
pet with a little three-year old girl, who has tier little fist flown his throat
and kangaroo is enjoying it as much as she ist I will tell you more of
my dog and of his performances when I have tried him. Yours,
dogs

fresh".

He

-*•-

';

A friend residing in Australia,

is

thought of in Pennsylvania:
1 quart of Beer; 16 ounces Red Chickweed; 16 ounces Thrirac (molasses).
Steep in a new earthern vessel until reduced to 1 pint; drink
while

Cal.,

Editor Forest and Stream:—

cor-

a physician of note, sends .us the following prescription for Hydrophobia, with the qualification that he does not indorse it, although it is highly

Scientific

Then set the rooster
sunlight will fall across the surface.
i'W the table, and hold his head down so that his beak
Now, with a piece of
jjfeomes in contact with the wood.
'"chalk and in the sunlight, draw a line straight from the
""bird's beak.
Move the chalk very slowly, and by the time
"lie line is a couple Of feet in length the rooster will fall
nto a cataleptic or trance-like condition; and although the
Sands are removed from his body, he will remain perfectly
It is said that a black line on
"igid for a minute or two.
™
white surface will produce the same effect. Hens may
je similary treated, but it takes much longer to get tlietii
'Lnto the trance state, it being necessary to hold the head
ijlown several minutes before they come under the influ-

jl

who

respondent,

.

American describes a method of putting
/my rooster into a state of catalepsy. Select a dark colored
'table with a smooth top; place it so a narrow fttreak of

IE

Chickweed and Ebacampane.— A highly valued

A

VISIT TO MR. LAVERACK.
_
London, England, August

,

Editor Forest and Stream:

On Thursday

.

—

9th, 1875.

.

the 5th inst., onr party of two took our departure
hence lor Whitchurch, Shropshire, via Crewe. The railway runs through
a beautiful country, and the ride from Chewe to Whitchurch, a distance
of some twenty miles, is remarkably pretty. From the station we drove
to the Victoria Hotel, arriving there about five o'clock P. M.
Whitchurch is a very ancient town, with old buildings, narrow streets paved
with cobble stones, and kept scrupulously neat, and houses standing
last,

close to the roadway.

The

sidewalks, where they exist at

all,

are very

narrow.

Next morning after breakfast we ordered our turn-out— a dog-cart with
a fine black cob and a "tiger"— and drove over to Mr. Laverack'a, about
a mile beyond the station, arriving there a little before noon. This house
Brouglmll Cottage— is nicely situated in a field, though inclosed by a
hedge, a brick wall, and an iron fence. The stables, kennels and other
outbuildings are on the side nearest the road. The two-story cottage,
which is of unpainted brick, with a fine wide hall separating the parlor
and dining room, fronts the other way.
found the famed breeder of

—

We

English setters at home, and were received wi th a courteous welcome.
This prompt invitation to remain and dine with him was gladly accepted,
and we sent the dog-cart back to return for us at a later hour. Mr. Laverack, one of the oldest and most thorough sportsmen in England is a
gentleman well advanced in years, but his fine physical and mental preservation prove-if proof were needed— how beneficial to constitutional
health and vigor are the exercise and air found while

"Walking o'er the meadows with a dog and a gun."
was to the kennels. Old Dash, greatly to our regret, was
in Scotland, but we saw, first. Cora, orange and white, but little ticked,
a few spots on her side and with orange ears, head all white. Her markings are very dark, almost red— a beautiful deep orange. She is the
Our

first visit

mother of Ruby, now iu America, and is the best and handsomest bitch
we ever saw. Her head is perfect, though at first glance, owing to color
and wave of hair, her ears look high, but they are not. She is of good
size, larger than Fairy, who won your pitcher at Watertown, and is of
thighs, very much curved quaners, long feather like floss
nine years old. Take her all in all, she is a slasher!
The next to show was Blue Prince, four years old, sired by Pride of the
Border. Prince is black and white, and is marked like Mr. Reid's !Sam
with whose picture many of your readers are familiar, but is more ticked
than he. Blue Prince is without exception the most beautiful dog we
ever saw, though slightly under size. We had never before seen such a
head, and the only way to describe it is to call it perfect to a hair. His
coat is very fine, long and soft; his quarters droop, droop, droop, and his
thigh is as flat as a pan-cake. His motions were perfection. We had
already seen most of the famous Laverack setters outside of their home
kenntl, both in America and in this island, and are free to say that Blue
Prince in looks and action is facile rwinceps, or, as we say in Brooklyn
he just "lays over" them all. He has but one fault, or rather misfortune: a second and severe attack of distemper left him with a slight
twitching of the muscles of the hind legs. Mr. L., however, assured us
that this does not in any way affect or interfere with his great speed
and staying powers in the field, and his value as a stud clog is well attested by the finest progeny in England.
The next seen were two puppies three months old, by Blue Prince out
of Cora. They were very fine— one black and white mottled, the other a
perfect blue with a few black patches; in fact, almost as blue as a blue
greyhound. Next four orange and white puppies, same age, by
out
of a white and black bitch by Prince, one of which is named Fairy 2d.
Fairy's American bred litter by Pride were, as we remember them, finer
and bigger at the same age than any of these English puppies. Next the
mother of the litter last shown— a very good setter, but in low condition
The last shown was Rock, and against him our admiration met with its
He is black and white, three years old, with a nearly perfirst shock.
His coat, too, was fine, soft and
fect head and very intelligent eyes.
thick. But his shape did not suit our American ideas of a well-made
setter, being very long in the body and very short in the legs, which
their turn were not as straight in front as we like. He was, however of
the pure blood, and is for that reason preserved by his owner.
We were most hospitably entertained by the courteous and hale proprietor of this snuggest of cottages, and greatly enjoyed his well-matured ideas upon the subject of breeding his favorite strain. As an evidence of the success that has attended his efforts hie sideboard is both a

long body,
silk,

and

flat

is

m

—
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thing of beauty and a joy forever. It is resplendent with silver flagons
and jugs, a large silver tea kettle, beer mugs and claret pitchers with
golden tops, while on his mantle ticks a beautiful French clock, all
prizes awarded at different times to his dogs, and trophies of their winning. (To these must be added also many gold whistles, lt et settery, et
settery," as one of our party suggested.)
Mr. Laverack expressed his admiration of the portraits of Fairy and
Pnde which appeared in your pages, and bidding him good-by, we
brought away with us many delightful and valuable recollections of the
hours spent in his genial society. Yours truly,
Viatores.

GAME

IN

now and then, will stand more work than
the pointer; and, as a rule, his feet bear knocking about
much better, which is a great consideration for a man who
only keeps a small kennel, and expects them to stand work
regularly through the season.
It is often a matter of wonder to me how dogs that spend most of their lives shut up
in a town, and come down to the moors perhaps the very
day before the shooting, get through their work at all; and
I gennerally arrive at the conclusion that the dog's master
is, like the dog himself, out of condition, and consequently
not able for hard work, and so the dog gets two or three
water to be had

days to pick up his wind."

j§ag and %nn.

\mt[t

Maine.
a hunt.

SEASON IN SEPTEMBER.

—Rallowell, Aug. 23. —I am just

MyJbag

Moose, Alces malchis.

Snipe and Bay Birds.
Elk or Wapiti, Cervus Canadensis. Caribou, Tarandus rangifer.
Hares, brown and grey.
Red Deer, Cariexs Virginianus.
Wild Turkey, MUeagris gallapavo. Squirrels, red, black and grey.
Woodcock, Scolopax rusticola.
Quail, Optyx Virginia.

Buffed Grouse, Tetrao umbellus.

Esquimaux Curlew, Numtnius
realis.

Plover, Charadraius.
God wit. Limosinai.
Rails, Rallus Virginianus.

Pinnated Grouse," Tetrao cupida.

Numenvus arquaria.
Sandpipers, Tyinganaz.

bo- Curlew,

Willets.
or Eice Birds,
von.

Reed

Wild Duck,

Dohchonyx

v

—

the correspondents of

week and next

Forest and

this season

West Hampton is seventy-five miles
from New York.
The Connecticut State game club is taking active steps

—

for the detection of parties who are killing birds out of
season. Those who are anxious to preserve the game
birds of the State should promptly report every infringe-,

ment

of the

game laws

to the Secretary of

the State club.

—

We have received one of Dudley & Co.'s recappers,
a useful little instrument by which the sportsman can
be aided in recapping his cartridges in the field. It is
small and compact, and the price only 50 cents. Messrs.
Dudley & Co.'s address is Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Grouse in Great Britain.— -The grouse season, which
opens on the 12th of August, appears to be more promising
than the two which have preceded it. The severe Winter
seems to have had the effect of killing off the weak and

the counties surrounding

of quail; shooting hard,

here.

Augustine.
have plenty

shall

and cover very thick.

Texas.— Gainesville, Aug.

T.

— No

hunting news; Col.
McCarty has passed back toward Denison lately because
"
the grasshoppers had eaten the grass up." Capt. Rowland
and some others camped on Dry Elm, eight miles west of
this place one night last week, and next day brought back
two deer and three turkeys. P. B. Storar and four others
recently returned from a two week's hunt and brought
back twelve deer.

It

the duck season.

in

Virginia.—Nottoway, Aug. 27.— We

incentive, not only for those to prolong their vacation,

—

—

—

to Rice Lake, Can-

but for others to follow them into the fields and forests.
seems altogether probable that the Autumn will be long
and golden, and that the mildness of our Indian Summer
Scientific men
will be continued into the later months.
base such an opinion, upon present meteorological condiA pleasant and cheap trip for a shooting party is to
tions.
take the steamer from Charlotte (port of Rochester) across
Lake Ontario to Port Hope and Cobourg, Canada, and
thence twelve miles by wagon or rail to Rice Lake; after a
few days there, take rail or steamer to Kingston, and thence
steamer to the Thousand Islands, Clayton, and Alexandria
Bay.
An acquaintance on Long Island informs us that Mr.
Nathan Raynor, two miles by stage from West Hampton
railway station, can accommodate a party of four during

Lord.

—

—

ada, for ducks. This resort, and the Thousand Islands,
have long been favorite shooting 'grounds for sportsmen
during the month of September, one of the most glorious
months in the year in that latitude. We understand that
the hotels will keep open throughout the month. Indeed,
the golden sun that has now superseded the long, wet August, has brought a sense of relief to the discomfitted and
weather-bound sojourners in the country, and created a

new

starting out for
for the season is sixty birds.

~Nww Yokk— Watertown,Aug.28.—A friend at CapeYincent
went out for plover yesterday, but only succeeded in getting a shot at one.
He was, however, fortunate enough to
bag eighteen snipe without much labor.
S.
Good Ground, L. L, Aug. 24. Wm. Lane, Jr., and G.
B Eaton, of the Sportsmen's Emporium, on Monday bagged
52 «ay snipe, consisting of yellow legs, willets and marlin
before 9:30 A. M.
Pennsylvania, Baden, August .28— At Conequenessing
Creek, where it empties into the Beaver Creek, near Clinton, there has been a pretty good hotel started in the old
Lock House. Any one going there can be sure of good accommodations. Quail and grouse are about as plenty as
usual, but there is not so many now as there was two
years ago.
Squirrels are not so plenty, although in some
places there are a good many.
Pittsburg, Aug. 25.— Quail and grouswill be abundant

A

are going this

wookcock

20.

—The Franklin Fish and Game Club
-

has

among

its

headquar-

Moungood there. Its officers
are Samuel L. Lyons, President; Henry R. Simons, Vice
President; R. A. Packard, Treasurer, and Charles Allen,
ters at Greenfield, Massachusetts,
tains, and is destined to do some

the Green

—A

James Ward's Skill.
short time ago James Ward,
the champion pigeon shot of Canada, offered to bet $100
that he would shoot 50 pigeons out of 60 under the following conditions: 30 single birds from ground traps 21 yards
rise, and 15 pair of "doubles," 21 yards rise, the two traps
to be placed ten yards apart.
The bet was accepted, and
was decided last week at Toronto. Of the 30 single birds
not one escaped, and of the 30 in pairs, Ward succeeded in
killing 24, making a total of 54 out of 60, thus winning his

—

bet.

— In a pigeon match on the grounds of

the Narragansett
Gun Club at Newport, Aug. 28th, between Messrs. P.
Grund and J. Van Buren, for $500, 50 birds each, distance
30 yards, Grund took 32 birds and Van Buren 37

—

The Lexington (Ky.) Hunters Club have recently held
a three day's pigeon shooting tournament, which brought
together a large number of sportsmen. Our space will not
permit of a detailed account of the result, but we summarize it as follows:

First Day— Winners.— First match, T. J. South; second
match, S. G. Sharp; third match, C. Woodford; fourth
match, E. P. Gaines; fifth match, J. A. Headley; sixth
match, O. Bradley.
Second Day Winners. First match, A. Harris; second
match, J. II Kerr; Third match, J. B. Beck; fourth
match, J. A. Headley and Jun. Smith; Eighth match, C.

—

—

.

H- Yorhies.

—

—

Third Day Winners. First match, M. D. Richardson: second match,
C. Elder; third match, Jas. Gilroy;
fourth match, L. L. Herndon; fifth match, S. W. Bagge;
sixth match, T. Woolley.

$6 currency, being asked for a brace. On the
following day, however, prices had been reduced to 10
shillings ($2.50) per brace for the old birds, and a guinea a
brace for the young ones. Grouse shooting, being followed
over comparatively treeless moors, is somewhat akin to our
prairie chicken shooting, and is the perfection of gunning,
as your dogs are in full sight, there being nothing but the
heather to obstruct the view. With regard to the dogs

THE SHOOTING SEASON

sterling, or

best adapted for moor shooting, we take the following
from the Field, the same remarks applying to prairie

shooting:—

"Very great difference of opinion exists as to whether
pointers or setters are best suited for grouse shooting.
Some men will tell you there is nothing like a pointer,
while others swear by the setter. The fact is, I have seen
The setter has advantages
first-rate dogs of both breeds.
in some ways, while the pointer has the pull over him in
If the weather is such as we sometimes have in
others.
August— boiling hot, with a scant supply of water to be
hau>-the.n the pointer is the best dog, as when in condition
they do not mind the heat very much, and they do not feel
the want of water nearly as much as their longer-coated
brethren. The setter, however, if the weather is cool and

a good shot, and has his dogs under good control in brush, he
can
he wants to pack. The season for these birds commences

ber

Sent^

1st.

be very plenty this Fall; very few Indians have been
abo
here this Summer, consequently the does and fawns have not been
m
lested, for when the Indians let them alone so does the white
man h
it is provoking to see in August or September, (deer shooting
does v\
commence lawfully till October 15th,) a big, lazy brute of a Chipoev
come into town with his squaw bent double under the weight of a sadd^
of venison and know that you dare not kill a deer. "A white man
is
*
good as an Indian," and more than one deer has "come to grief" prem
turely that would have been let alone till later if the Indians were
mad"
to observe the laws as the white man does.

Deer

will

Quite a number of gentlemen from the East, who have evident!
"gotten their bearings" from reading the Forest And Stream,
(and
where can thev get more varied or more correct information?) are
ex
pected here about the 1st of September. Mr, Marble and Mends
of
Worcester, Mass., will be here shortly, and several others, who
have
found out through your paper that along the Northern Pacific is a "hanrur
hunting ground," will be here about the 1st of September prepared
to
take the grouse and ducks. There is room for as many as choose
to
come, and grouse enough for all
T. P o

--

H

—

SHOOTING AT BARNEGAT.
Elizabeth, N.

J.,

August

16th, 1875,

Editor Forest and Stream :—

On Thursday, the 12th inst. I started with my wife, child and gun on
board the 7:45 train on the Penn. Cen. R. R., for Barnegat Bay, to get a
sniff of ocean air and to kill a snipe or two.
Arriving at Squan, we took
stage for Charlie Maxon's, where, after eating a g®od, hearty dinner,
we
were driven over to the landing to find the yacht Rover, Capt. Chadwick
in readiness to sail us down the bay to Billy Chadwick's gunning house'
where we proposed stopping. After being cordially welcomed by "Uncle
Billy,'' v.'ho is the best of hosts, we ascertained there were five gentlemen guests there, one of whom was accompanied by his family. This
was good news for Mrs. W. who had feared she would be, possibly, the
only lady guest there.
,

,

At 4 A. M., Fiiday, we were called, and those gentlemen wishing to
have a chance at the birds before breakfast, we were quickly dressed
and picking up guns and ammunition were on the move for the shooting
grounds, distant about 50J yards from the house. The early morning
was not favorable, as but few birds were flying; but at 3 P. M. up till
dark the shooting was excellent. I shot one and a quarter days, fired
sixty times, and killed by count seventy-five birds, I returned home on
Saturday, bringing the birds packed on ice, by express, with me. They
furnished dinners for five families. There. were ten varieties of snipe.
The wind has been blowing for seventeen daj s incessantly from the
south'ard, causing the ocean to roll up a tide which never leaves the bar
until a change to the north'ard takes place. The best shooting will take
place then, as the birds will have feeding grounds where now they can't
alight.
It was my good fortune to meet there the finest body of true
sportsmen that? ever I met in a strange place; gentlemen in the literal
signification of the term, and who, individually and collectively, heaped
such courtesies and kindness upon the writer that he will never forget
them nor Barnegat. One of them has annually visited the house for the
past forty years, another for twenty-five, and they together own some of
the finest points for duck shooting

Uncle

on the bay.

Any

praise offered

has been sung too long and by better men
than of this generation. He don't "run" his house; his guests do it for
him— they order and he obeys. Any one who goes between the 25th of
Augnst and 20th of September, will find the shooting all that can be desired, and if he is not satisfied with his trip, I would say to him on his
return, ll Go West, young man! go West!" for that country alone can
satisfy him, if any can.
Fare by Penn. Cen. R. R., excursion ticket,
good for one month, from New York, $3.00; stage, dinner and boat up
to Chadwick's, $2.50; board, $2.00 per day. Respectfully yours,
E. S. Wanmaker,
Billy is superflous; it

-«*V

.

Secretary.

sickly birds, leaving only the vigorous and healthy to
The prices asked for the birds in
propagate their species
the London markets" on the first day of the season do not
indicate any very great abundance of game, 24 shillings
.

is
all

—

oriz-

Game in Market. Yesterday saw the opening of the
season for grouse in this State and the stalls are well supplied with both varieties.
Pinnated grouse are selling for
$1 to $1 25 per pair, the young birds bringing the latter
price. The supply at present principally comes from Iowa.
Raffed grouse, called indiscriminately partridge and pheasant in this and adjoining States, are not in such plentiful
supply, but the receipts will probably increase; the price
is $1 25 to $1 50 per pair.
The season promises to be a
proline one for both varieties.
few woodcock are still
in market, and sell for $1 25 per pair.
Reed birds have
also appeared; price $1 per dozen.
The scarcity, of bay
birds in the market does not indicate much sport on the
shores and marshes. They sell for from 50 cents per doz.
for the smaller to $1 50 for the larger varieties.

—A large number of

of

Island. Newport, R. L, Aug. 30. A party of
sportsmen shot forty-one grass plover and green-heads yesterday afternoon on Bateman's point. A few teal, wood
duck, and young black ducks have been shot in the ponds
back of the bathing beaches. Our marshes, which were
once famous for all kinds of bay snipe, are silent, not more
than a good "baker's dozen" having been seen this season.
Shot.
!NEwJERSEY--Zfeac& Haven, Aug. %§. Bay bird shooting has
been bad the last week, owing to the northeaster which
has prevailed. With a change of wind it will undoubtedly be as good as the week previous. Fishing, however,
has been good.
Jay Cooke and a fotend made large
catches of weakfish, and "Homo" was quite successful with
striped bass, which have just begun to come.
E.

Rhode

Stream

.

CHICKEN SHOOTING AROUND CHICAGO.
Chicago,

Editor Forest and Stream:—
For the past week there has been but very

111.,

little

August

15th, 1875.

talked about among

the boys besides chicken and the best places for hunting them and there
were innumerable bets made on which party would bring the most chick,

home with them. The favorites were two oid hunters and trappers,
who have lived around Chicago for years, and know the country by

ens

heart for miles around. We younger boys took all the odds they offered,
and so the excitement grew apace as the momentous day approached.
My partner for the hunt was an old Irish sportsman, who had been an
under gamekeeper on some estate in the old country, and who is the
possessor of one of the best dogs in the city. Our party and the two
old trappers both left about the same time— about 3 P~ M. Friday— we
going west along the Whisky Point road, and they going south byway
of John Wentworth's (commonly called Long John) farm. We did not
stop until we reached a small station on the C. & P. R. R., abouttwenty
miles from Chicago and eighteen from Elgin, called Itaska. Here we
put up for the night, and about 3:30 next morning we were in the buggy
again. As we were driving along the road, just as day was breaking, I
saw a single chicken in a stubble field. He held until I was almost on
top of him, when away he started, but you bet he did not get far. First
blood for me. Letting the dog loose he was not long in putting up three
more, and we got two of them, the third getting up out of range; and
so the sport went on for about thirty minutes, when up comes one of
those fierce thunder storms, and the way it did rain for all of two hours
was a caution; and we poor devils had to take it just as it came. The
only shelter vve had was a stack of oats. When the rain was over, two
more miserable looking sportsmen you never saw. We were covered
with mud and oat chaff and wet to the skin, and throughout the rest of
the day there was as many as a dozen little squalls of rain, and the
roads were little better than a slough.
had very good luck along towards evening; we got everything we saw worth shooting—in fact
neither of us missed a shot until about 5 P. M., when we got in a covey
of chickens in a potato patch. It was raining when we loaded, and perhaps the powder got damp, and my gun failed to go off, and of course
away went the chickens, and when Pat saw the chickens flying away he
got mad, or excited, and blazed away right and left at the same chieken
I was trying to shoot; but the chicken was a long way out of range before he shot. No sooner had he emptied his gun when, from almost under my feet, flew out tha rest of the flock— the old hen and about ten
half grown young ones. O, was'nt I mad, and I do believe I said some
prayers for their benefit about that time. As quick as possible we

We

IN

MINNE-

SOT A.
Brainerd, Minn., August 26th, 1875.
Editor Forest akd Stream:—
The season for "chicken shooting" opened on the 15th of August, and
promptly on time the sportsmen left town, and in a day or so after the
birds began coming in, some in huge bunches, consigned to the hotels,
others in small packages, half a dozen in a bunch, sent in by some
thoughtful sportsman to his friends in town. The grouse are welt grown
for the season, and in remarkably fine order. Letters from friends along
the Northern Pacific west of this point, as well as personal observation,
tend to confirm my former opinion that game of all kinds will be plenty
in this section this Fall. The Summer having been very dry, chickens
are mostly found around "slews" or swampy places, and in brush near
the edge of prairies. In a couple of weeks they will be more in the
open, and when the wheat is cut one wants to look for them where he
would look for quail if "down East."
At the stations neai the Leaf and Otter Tail Rivers ducks are very
plenty more so than usual. They also can be shot on the wheat stubble; they are of all kinds common to the North, and with "stacks" of
chickens and clouds of ducks, what more does a sportsman want unless
it is a "never-tiring dog and a never-failing gun?"
A September day on
a Minnesota prairie with the above mentioned style of dog and gun is
something that once enjoyed will not soon be forgotten.
Raffed grouse are not as plentiful as they were last season, still if one

—

1

loaded up again and followed them over into an oat field, and I had the
luck to raise two and drop them in fine style, right and left. We did
not get any more chickens after that, for they ran into the cornfield and
it is impossible to get them out of there.
We now had fourteen chickens and seven large plover. I call them whistling plover; is that the
right name? And so we started for home, where we arrived muddy,

wet and

tired,

minutes,

about 6 P. M.

when who should

we had been home about thirty
coming along in a worse fix than our-

I guess

I see

Jake and his pard— our rivals— with only one
They got nearly drowned out where they went.
his
They report that Mr. Wentworth has put poisoned meat around on
The
farm for wolves, and so it is dangerous to let the do^s work.
corn.
chickens are very scarce and hard to find, for they lay close in the
We are going out again in a couple of days after that covey we missed
Yours,
yesterday and I hope to have as good luck as before.
J« H. Reading
selves,

possible, but

if,

chicken apiece.

j

FOREST AND STREAM.
KA.Y

SHOT CARTRIDGE.
New

\tu

York, August

53
which is in Napeague Bay. The oil is there pressed
out and the remains of the fish packed in barrels or bags
for fertilizing purposes; and it makes a very strong manHundreds of men are here (Greenport) dependent
ure.
upon this business, and when such luck comes as that of
last week, they are highly exultant, and the proceeds of
the work fills their pockets, for use in the coming Winter.
One of these boats, last week, took a shark sixteen feet in
of

mtA Mivtr Mi

3d, 1875.

FISH IN SEASON IN SEPTEMBER.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
Newark, N. J., on business,
and having some spare time I thought I would step in and see, if possible, the mode of manufacturing the article whose name heads tbis communication. I had heard something of it from my friends in Newark,

A short time since I had occasion to visit

and was glad to have an oppertunity of inspecting its manufacture. It
well to state that the inventor, Mr. A. B. Kay, has for many
years been the leading gunsmith and dealer in sporting implements in
the flourishing city of Newark, and that from his conversance with guns
in general, he found that the shooting of most of them was far below

may be

it

should

be,

hence his invention.

was met in the store by Mr. Kay, who introduced me to his partner, Mr. Robert Kay, and several other gentlemen,
who had dropped in to talk on sporting matters. On stating my business
I was cordially invited te inspect the working; of the various machines
for making the cartridge. On the first floor is the boiler to supply steam
for working the engine up stairs. The latter is of Lilliputian proporers.

Well, to resnme:

I

but of great power, to judge by the way it made things hum. The
buckram, of which the cartridge is made, is first cut into pieces of circular form by means of a large punch, and is then wet slightly to make it
While in this state it is put through a set of dies, which form
pliable.
the disks into little cups. The dies are heated by gas jets, so that the
buckram is dried dnring the process, and are so constructed as to lay the
folds of the stuff -with mathematical precioon, thus securing regularity
After this process these cups or
in opening when shot from the gun.
cases are taken to a little machine, which trims the rough edges, and
they are then ready to be filled, except those use4 for the long range
cartridges, which go through another process by which they have another
the top.
case put inside of them, reversed, and with a hole cut
Now comes the machine. These casss are put one by one into little
cups made to receive them, and of which there are about a dozen. The
cups are on a revolving table, which stops as each cup comes under the
"charger," which fills it with shot measured to a pellet. Another stop
and the wad is put in, and after this it passes round until it comes under
tions,

m

the part of the machine called the "turner," which turns in the end of
the case similar to the way paper shells are crimped. The cartridge is
now complete. The beauty of the last machine is its perfect time. As

being turned in, another is receiving its wad, and still
another being rilled with shot. So nicely does it work that one could
watch it for an hour. It was designed by a Mr. Chapman, an English
gentleman, now resident in Newark, and who is at present perfecting a
double machine for the same purpose with the view of taking it to England and starting the business there to supply our transatlantic cousins.
If all the sportsmen of the country could be convinced of the excellence
of this invention I have only to say that a very brilliant future would
open to Messrs. Kay & Co. One could hardly believe that guns
bored on the "double close" principle practiced by Messrs. Green, Pape
and others could perform as badly as they do. Mr. Kay has a great
number of targets, made with loose shot, by guns of such makers as
Purdey, Richards, Greener, Scott and others, but the use of this cartridge will be found necessary to perfect the shooting of even these, and
besides very inferior shooting guns may be made equal to the best by
the slight expense incident to the use of these cartridges. They are
made of two kinds— the "field" and the "long range" cartridges. The
first are intended to be used for ordinary shooting, for convenience in
loading and handling. They also increase the regularity of pattern. The
second may be used like Eley's wire cartridges, but with the advantage
which cannot be found with the latter— that is, uniformity. All I saw
shot were as if the shot had been put in by hand, so regular was the distribution. What an advantage they would be for pigeon shooting! You
could "knock a bird endways" at fifty to seventy-five yards. Mr. Kay
reversed one or two cartridges to show what they would do, and they
acted like solid shot, tearing a hole in the target an inch in diameter;
very useful in case a bear or panther should be met.
I do not wish to be considered as giving any opinion in regard to the
merits or demerits of these cartridges, preferring to leave the same to
the judgment of those who try them; but they certainly seem to me to
be just the thing which is wanted, and I hope many of your readers
wtll give them a fair trial and report the same at an early day. We have
had arguments on boring and the Dittmar powder; will not cartridges
be an interesting subject? Yours truly,
Choke Bore.

one cartridge

is

.

Pittsburgh, Penn., August

Editor Eorest and Stream: —

your paper of the 12th inst. a gentleman of Cleveland
asking for information concerning chicken shooting in Iowa. I have
shot in Iowa for a number of years, and believe the best grounds in the
State are to be found at Garner Station, Hancock county, and extending on out to Angola, the terminus of the Northwestern Railroad. By
going back from the railroad a few miles, anywhere between the above
named stations, you can have as fine shooting as can be found anywhere,
and will always find a good class of farmers to stay with. Our party
will le tve Pittsburgh August 3tstfor Garner; we will be in camp at
Twin Lakes, nine miles north of Garner, for four weeks., and will be
happy to entertain of the readers of your paper who may wander out
our way. Get off at Garner and mine host of the Eider House, big Bob
Elder, will pilot you out to Cottonwood Grove Camp. If not too lazy
when I get back, I will do what I have long been threatening— that is,
send you an account of our trip.
Yours,
j.
t

[We know of some of our subscribers who will be more
than thankful for the information so kindly given. Ed.]

Game Law of Ontario.—Moose,

reindeer, or cariboo

ideer and elk may be killed from the 1st day of September
Wild turkeys, grouse, pheasto the 1st day of December.
ant or partridges from the 1st day of September to the 1st

day of January; quail 1st October to 1st January; woodcock 1st July to January; snipe loth August to 1st Maywaterfowl, which are known as mallard, gray duck, black
'duck, wood or summer duck, and all the kind of duck
known as leal, from loth August to 1st January; hares or
srabbits from 1st September to 1st March.
No person shall
have in his possession any of the said animals or birds, or
any part or portion of said animals or birds during the
periods in which they are so protected; provided that they
may be exposed for sale for one month and no longer after
feucli periods, and may be had in possession for the private
'Use of the owner and Ms family at any time; but in all
proof of the time of killing or taking shall be
'upon the party of possession. It is enacted that no beaver,
muskrat, mink, martin, raccoon, otter or fisher shall be
'hunted, taken or killed, or had in possession of any person
between the 1st day of May and the 1st day of November.
toe penalties attaching to transgression of this law are as
follows: In case of deer, elk, moose, reindeer or cariboo
'$50, and not less than $10; in case of birds or eggs, $25'
Und not less than $5; in case of fur-bearing animals! $25'
teases the

^nd not

less

than $5,

confinis.

micropterus nigricans.
Sea Trout, Salmo immaculutus.
Weakfish.

length.

till

September

15th.
«

.

.

m

Season' we can only sped
fy in general terms the several varie*ie.s, because the laws of States vary
particularize
attempt
to
we could do no less
we
to
were
much
that
so
than publish those entire sections that relate to the kinds of game in
This would require a great amount, of our space. In desigquestion.
nating game ive are guided by the laws of nature, upon which all legislation is founded, and our readers would do well to provide themselves
with the laws of their respective States for constant reference. Otherwise,
our attemvts to assist tJiem will only create confusion.

[Under

the

head of "Game, and

If 'is/i

1

»

—Fishing

prospects have been more
during the past week than for some time past;
bluefish have "struck in" in large quantities, both in this
vicinity and off the capes in the Vineyard Sound; those
coming from the East are large, averaging ten pounds in
weight, while those taken in this Vicinity rarely exceed
The supply of
five pounds; price 8 to 10 cents per pound
Spanish mackerel is falling off rapidly, and receipts do not
verify the predictions formed early in the season of a large
supply. Up to this time only about one half the usual
quantity have been taken, and those now received come
from the Long Island shore; they sell at 40 to 50 cents per
Large striped bass are arriving from Rhode Island.
pound
We saw a lot of splendid specimens at Blackford's, Fulton
Market, twenty of them averaged forty pounds each, price
20 to 25 cents per pound. Halibut are worth 20 cents;
blackflsh, 18 cents; sea bass, 20 cents; eels, 20 cents;
sheepshead, 28 cents; frozen salmon, 50 cents; fresh mackerel, 20 cents each; green turtle, 20 cents per pound; soft
crabs, $1 50 per dozen frog legs, 50 cents per pound.

Fish in Market.

brilliant

.

.

;

— Our harbor and bay are swarming with

little

bluefish,

known as "snapping mackerel." They are taken off the
wharves with ligjht tackle and float, shrimp bait, in large
quantities and afford excellent sport, not only to the
gamins, but to complete anglers.

— Weakfish are being taken between Bedloe's Island
Gowanus.

and

Several boats can be seen on the ground every

day.

—

The Short Catch op Mackerel Accounted For.
An old fisherman, who has followed the business for half
a century, (a pretty observing man, too) with whom we

were conversing yesterday, says there will not be any
we have a storm, and after
that the fleet will get a good haul.
Now, he says, when it
has been such a long stretch of calm weather, the mackerel are busy feeding on bottom among the rocks, and mix
in with other fish, schooling but little*.
This accounts for
there not being any schools seen recently, the few mackerel which have been brought in having been taken on the
hook. A storm would stir up the water, and cause the
mackerel to school again and change their feeding ground.
Tho mackerel seem to have struck in along the eastern
great catch of mackerel until

—

Nova

Scotia.
Quite a large number of moderately
have been seen at the various coves along the
western shore of Halifax harbor during the past few days.

coast of

large stops

—John W. Nicholson, Esq., of St. John, New Brunswick, who is one of the very best salmon anglers in America, returned last week from a month's fishing on the
which he is partly owner. He
had his wife and family in camp, seven persons in all.
Although a poor season, Mr. Nicholson had not a blank
day; his best day's score was fifteen fish. Mrs. Nicholson
landed two slamon from her own canoe.

river Nepisiguit, N. B., of

14th, 1875.

I noticed in

i

Salmon Trout. Salmo

Trouting is permitted in Maine until October 1, and in Canada until September 15th. Salmon fishing with fly is permitted in New BrunswicK
Land-locked salmon and salmon trout in season
until September 15th.

He

has shot, in the gallery attached to his establishment, many hundred guns, which have been
brought there to be repaired or for the purpose of having them tried at
a target. The knowledge thus acquired that shot guns were uncertain
things at a target led him to invent and perfect the cartridge which bears
his name, and he thinks it is certain to give satisfaction to the sportsman. In this I am inclined, to concur, judging from the comparison
between targets made with loose shot and those with the cartridge,
many of both kinds be'n^ preserved in his store to convince the doubt-

what

Land-locked Salmon, Salmo gloveri.
Black Bass, micropterus salmoides,
Striped Bass Boceus lineatus.
Bluefish, temnodon soltator.

'

—Gen. W. H. Whipple, U. S. A., Rev. M. W. Reed, of
Wisconsin, Rev. Mr. Heberton, of Columbus, Ohio, 'and
Cap. Miner, U. S. A., are among the anglers who have
Nepigon this Summer, and all express their astonishment at the size of the trout found there. Mr. Vernon is the name of the Hudson's Bay agent who has taken
the place of Mr. Crawford, at Red Rock.
fished the

—

G. H. Taylor, and four friends, of Columbus, Ohio,
Capt. Coxetter, of Charleston, S. C, and Mr. Higby with
a party of six from St. Paul, have just returned from the

Nepigon, Lake Superior. The average weight of 251
Nepigon speckled trout, {Salmo fontinalis,) from a score
carefully kept by Mr. Avery, of the Elgin Watch
Co.,
Chicago, in 1873, was a trifle over three pounds apiece.

—Messrs. Kitchen

& Wilmot

caught a few days since in
the Avon River near Windsor, one of the largest horse
mackerel ever taken in Nova Scotiah waters.
Weight, 600
pounds; length eight feet seven and a half inches; girth
six feet six inches at largest part; tail

two

feet across.

—

Menhaden Fishing on Long

Island.
Greenport
August 24.—Last week, ending 2lst, moss bunkers were iii
the greatest abundance in Gardiner's Bay, and around Phim
and Gull Islands and in Plumgut. Indeed the Sound

was full of them as far as Fisher's Island. The fleet of
fishing vessels have seldom in former years had
such success in taking them.
There were some thirty gangs out
and their catch averaged 200,000 each. One vessel
got
fish at hau
0ne vessel latel y
at one haul over
T
200,000.
Last week the Anna Homan got 300,000 in
the
week's fishing, and the Agnes numbered 260,000, and
some
other vessels probably exceeded even that number
These
fish are at.once disposed of to the fish factories,
receiving
aboat $1.50 per thousand. Each vessel carries a crew
of
eight men, and is attended by a smaller craft called
a "Car
away," in which the fish are placed as fast as taken
bv the
gefnes ? and then, carried
the several factories, the chief

§ML

^t

K

p

The

J.

Fisheries.

— The nuniber of

McL.

fishing arrivals at this

—

port for the week ending August 25, was 79 46 from
Georges, 16 from the Banks and 17 from mackercling.
Amount of Georges cod brought in is 775,000 pounds, haliBank cod, 1,450,000 pounds, halibut,
but, 40,000 pounds.
Mackerel scarce as ever, only about 600
107,000 pounds.
barrels having been landed the past week.
Schooner Andrew Leighton, Capt. Olsen, arrived from
the Grand Banks on Saturday with 107.387 pounds fresh
halibut, and 10,000 pounds codfish. Her stock amounting to $3,250. Time absent, four weeks.
Schooner Col. Ellsworth, Capt. Howard, which has been
absent the past month on a voyage to the Bay of Islands,
Newfoundland, for salt herring, arrived home on Friday
lastj with no fish, it being early in the season.
She reports
the Labrador fleet as doing very poorly. Twenty sail of
vessels belonging to Nova Scotia were returning home

without

fish.

Same good mackerel fares are now our greatest need.
The August cast has proved a failure, but September may
show a better result, at least we hope so. Cape Ann Advertiser,

August 26.

—The Gloucester schooner Wyoming, on her

last trip to

Georges Bank had a narrow escape from sinking, through
the attack of a swordfish.
The sword was run through
the planking of the vessel some two feet, and in the struggles of the fish brokeu off and remained in the aperture,
otherwise a leak would have remained sufficient to sink
the vessel.

—The largest lobster which has

Boston market for
Me., last week.

been brought into the

fifteen years was caught at Eastport,
It measured three feet five inches in

length and weighed nineteen pounds.

New

York.

—Syracuse,

in about three

—

Aug. 28. Yesterday afternoon,
hours, in Oneida River, near Bremerton,

and four miles below Oneida Lake,

I

took seventeen black

bass, and a lot of cheap stuff, on a trout fly rod, using my
trout leader and cast of small flies.
That was an experiment, but eminently satisfactory. I found I could "set"

the hook every time and the fish couldn't get a^ay. Four
times I took a pair of black bass, and once I took two
black bass and two rock bass 12 fish at five hauls and
got them all in. I had on four flies, and took all there
was room for for once.
A. J. N.

—

—

Thousand Islands, Aug. 28.— The hotels at Alexandria Bay
are full, and the fishing reported much better than last month.
Black bass do not take the fly at all, this is accounted for
by the fact that the surface of the river is literally covered
with eel flies, consequently the fish are gorged with them;
however, many are taken still fishing with minnows. Many
muscalonge are being taken now upon the St. Lawrence,
ranging from two to forty-five pounds.

New

Jersey.

August

—

—Kinsey's

Ashley House,

S.

Barnegat

Inlet,

28.
Bluefish scarce.
Weakfish ditto.
Striped
bass are getting more plentiful, blackflsh and sea bass very
thick and running very good size, from 1 to 4 pounds, are
taken daily from the stone pile in front of the house.
quote the following catches, all taken on the slack
tides each day.
August 24.— L. A. Oakley, of Elizabeth, 57 blackflsh
and sea bass; A. W. B. Crane and D. Benedict, of Newark, 40 blackflsh and sea bass.

We

August 25.— H. Swansboro, H. M. Vreeland and Judge
Derby, of Cranford, N. J., 20 sea bass; Gen. L. A. Oakley, 35 blackflsh and sea bass; Crane and Benedict, 72
blackflsh and sea bass; J. N. Kane, 20 striped bass, weighing 42 lbs.; Nelson Soper, 32 lbs. bass (striped.)
August 26.—Vreeland and company, 30 sea bass; Crane
and Benedict, 82 sea bass and blackflsh.
August 27.— Crane and Benedict, 56 sea bass and blackfish.

August 58.— Crane and Benedict, 25 blackflsh; J. "W,
Starns and E. D. Beach, of Troy, 8 blackflsh.
Messrs, Crane and Benedict attribute their success to
having employed the well-known fisherman, Dad Parker *
K.

Pennsylvania.— Bucks

County, August 25.— The black
bass have been very lively on the Upper Schuvlkill. Send
any one to Paulin's Bridge, Perkiomen Station, Montgomery County, Pennsylvania, Reading Railroad, for
black bass, 25 miles from Philadelphia. Two and three
pounders are common, and you never fail to make a basket,
w. C. H.
f California Salmon— When to Take them with a Fly.—
Three or four years ago our Eastern anglers would have

given considerable for the information so kindly furnished
us in the following letter. The prevalent opinion among
them then was, that the Pacific salmon would not rise to
the artificial fly, and asseverations to this effect were made
repeatedly by anglers who had thoroughly tested the rivers

without reward. They
seems, in the Summer months, at the
to the salmon season of Canada.
Tourist," published in the Spring of
(they said,)

had gone

there,

it

season corresponding
Hallock's "Fishing

1873, informed these
gentlemen that they had experimented at the wrong time
of year; that the seasons there were different from
the seasons here; in fact, that (we quote,) "the Pacific salmon can

caught with the fly at any time after the Fall rains com
This accompanying letter, it will be seen, corroborates that statement, and makes the way easy for any
of
our anglers who desire hereafter to fish for the California
salmon with fly. This journal, in the course of its publication, has given a great deal of information on this
subject which, if culled, would be of great service;
but here
our readers have the whole story in a nutshell :—
be

!

menceP

San Francisco, August
Editor Forest and Stream:—

16th, 1875

An enthusiastic friend of mine, who, somewhat ltee myself does
a
great deal more talking on the fishing question than fishing-he
because
he is lazy, with lots of time on hand, ana I because I have no
time-said
to me, "Why don't you let us Eastern fellows know all about
your salmon
fishing in time; tell us when to come, etc., so that we could
get ou|

$qw

—

—

—

—

:

.

1

,

FOREST AND STREAM.
way at the proper season." That he
information of others, who, perhaps,

may have no excuse, and for the
may feel like takings trip as far as

say that our salmon come in the
and for ahout six weeks we have the
finest salmon fishing in the world. The fish run into all the rivers after
the first rain, generally about the 15th of October, and remain until later
and heavier rains raise the waters, when they run up the streams as far
as they can go. For about six weeks the rivers are full of them, and
they then take the fly, bait, and spoon. Some seasons they bite well at
California the

coming

Fall, I write to

rivers along the coast in October,

then again they will not raise to it, but they can always be taken
In the Navara, ISToyo, and Big rivers
they are abundant. These rivers axe about ninety miles up the coast,
accessible by railroad and stage. The accommodations are fair; board
$2 per day. Boats and men to row can be had at reasonable prices, and
fine sport it is to haul in twenty -five-pounders every ten minutes. I have
caught for,ty and fifty in a morning and evening in, say four hours' fishing. Tackle should be of the strongest description, for they are awful
the

fly,

trolling with the feather spoon.

fellows to tear and twist. The best tackle is the regular striped bass rig,
heavy rod, large reel, and plenty of line. Spoon baits should have two
or three hooks, wire snells, twisted at that. Bluefish tackle is none too
strong, and is, in fact, just the thing. If any of your Eastern fishermen
are disposed to come out give them mv address, and 1 will take great
pleasure in putting them on the right track and posting them fully.

PODGEKS.

dicum of grasshoppers, which a providing Providence is pleased to send
in large quantities.
party of five persons left Fort Benton a few days
since for a fishing trip to the Highwood Mountains, twenty miles from
the Fort. After reaching the stream one of the party went out and caught
seventeen trout before the lodge was set up or a fire built. The result
of one day's fishing by the party was 150 trout, many of them weighing
over two pounds. Two gentlemen went out from Helena a few weeks

A

ago and returned, after fishing one day, with three hundred trout. I am
indebted to A. A. Surgeon Will E. Turner, IT. S. A., for the following
Pike-perch, catfish,
list of fish caught in the Missouri at this point:
sturgeon, perch and suckers, and in the tributaries of the Missouri in
To a frontiersman it
his vicinity, are trout, grayling and salmon trout.
is no trick to catch trout; only put a line in, and success attends the
The experienced angler can find full scope for practice in any of
effort.
the streams in this locality, and trouble from Indians is not to be apprehended. For real sport I would commend the mountain streams of
A. B. Keeler.
Montana.

All communications

from

Secretaries

my

23, four salmon— 12, 12}, 7}, and 8| pounds each.
24, seven salmon— 22. 9. 7. 17, 1?, 16+, and 17 pounds each.
26, seven salmon— 13, 15, 6|, 23} 11, 21, and 10 pounds each.
27, fifteen salmon-3, 8, 14, 10, 4, 15}, 7, 9}, 17}, 18}, 12, 24 6£.

and 16 pounds each.
July

29,

twenty-seven salmon-7,

m.

9,

15,

1 1,

&,

13, 13. 9}, 15, 10, 11, 15,

and 13 pounds each.
pounds each.
The McLeod River was swarming with salmon. We killed a good

14|, 15+, 21, 15, 2, 6£, 15, 13, 9}, 15, 2}, 12}, 7}, 13,
August 2, siv salmon— 13, 18, 17, 13, 20, and 15

(the local name for a large species of trout,) the
average run of which were about 4} pounds, and found (hat they took
both spoon and minnow greedily. The sa]niou,"iiotwithsl.aiHling their
want of condition, averaged at the very least seven pounds more than

many "Dolly Vardens,"

those of the Sacramento, and became a perfect nuisance from the persistent manner with which they seized, spoon, phantom bait, or anything
they could get hold of.
I have fished in roost of the best rivers of Scotland and Ireland, as
well as in Nova Scotia and Norway, and consider the rivers here as equal
to any, and superior to most of them. As in Scotland, Ireland and Norway a man has to pay from $500 to $1,000 lor a single season's lishing,
the Californians are to be congratulated on having such sport for nothing, though possibly for that reason they do not value it as highly as they
ought. The ordinary trout fishing in the McLeod is superb.
Bosh Price.

—The San Francisco

August 19
quotes the market well supplied with Oregon salmon that
These very low
sell as" low as $6.00 for whole barrels.
prices are explained by the astonishing abundance of these
To illustrate, we
fish which now fill the Oregon rivers.
August
Tribune
of
6, printed at
quote from the Pacific
Coramercial,

Ilerald

of

Washington Territory:
"Probably as heavy a haul of

Seattle,

fish as was ever made on
the Pacific Coast was that of the Puget Sound Salmon
Company, at Muckilte'o, yesterday morning. By actual
count 2,900 salmon were taken at one haul of the seine,
the fish averaging seven pounds each, making an aggregate
previous haul, on Monday last,
of over 20,000 pounds.
brought in 1,000 salmon, of about the same average size.
Few or no other fish were taken in the same seine. So
heavy was the haul of yesterday that the men, could not
drag'it ashore, but were obliged to leave it in shallow water
The first fish of the present seatill the tide left it bare.
son were taken about ten days since, the run increasing
rapidly from that time to this. The salmon are not canned at this establishment, but barreled. So far four men
only have been employed in the work, but the force will
be doubled at once. The season will last until the 1st of

A

November.
-«••*»

THE ADIRONDACKS.
Camp Geo. E. Hart, Kolmns Pokd, August 19th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
As yet
It is raining to-day, aye pouring in torrents. "We are loafing.
No trout
no noble buck hangs from yonder limb, but we hope one will
.

assured
as yet has been deceived by incomparable flies, which we were
were taking and never failed. The woods have a goodly number camping out, but many more remaining like butterflies around the different
houses discussing the latest fashion. and what we shall wear the coming
Winter. As I came in at Martin's I found registered Mr. Manierre and
party, Mr. Pell, the Rich party from Nova Scotia, Rev. Dr. Garrison II.
C. Lea and party from Philadelphia. At Bartlett's, Dr. Ely and wife,
Rochester; Mr. Stewart, Fall River, Mass.; Mr. Pitkin and wife, New
York; Dr. Romeyn and son, Keeseville, N. Y.; Mr. Fulton and family,
Philadelphia, and very many others at above well-known and well-kept
houses. Paul Smith is full; yes, crowded, but of the Saratoga "cut" to
the greatest extent. Paul keeps an excellent house, and knows how to
"cater" for the true sportsman, and those who would be if they had the
I regret to find the majority of "old stagers," save in a few intaste.
l

stances, not here this season. The majority of names registered are new
comers, who out for the day return to their rooms at nighr. Trout and
venison are scarce. No attention is paid to the game laws at any season, and the result will be the entire extermination of game in this beautiful and attractive region. Where are our Fish Commissioners? I write
to a brother sportsman, who has
furnished the fraternity with the best bass and trout reel I have ever
seen or used, and whose acquaintance I hope to make to thank him
S. S.N.
again personally for his interest in our behalf. Cordially,

from camp Geo. E. Hart, out of respect

Date.

FISHING IN MONTANA.
K Editor Forest and

Fort Benton, M.
Stream :—

T., July

21st, 1875.

m.
47
23
59
37

mailed no

York. Charleston.

11

4

5

bZ
46

1

23
59
87
19

9

10
11

morn.

V.)

M.

H.
9

M.
9
41
19

H.

10
10

59

morn

waters, the race being open for working as well as pleasure
The latter were divided into two classes and prizes
boats.
valued at $40 and $20 given for the first and second boats
The course was from the dock at Sands
in each class.
Point to and around he buoy at, Throggs neck, to be sailed
over twice, making a distance of twenty miles. The working boats sailed over partially the same course, but first
rounded Mat tinnicock buoy, making an equal distauce in
one round. The following yachts entered:
I

Length.

Owner.

Name.

Ft. In.

—

1

Keegan & Brush
.SKCoNDCnASH YACHTS.
Williamsburg..
S. & A. Hill

.

F. PirU-eon
Fidget

Mary

Port.

Brooklyn
Sands Point
Williamsburg.

IraSinith
Revere Peek

SusiuS
Grade, (cat)
A. J Brush

H

Emma

L. V an

Wyek

Sophia Emma.
G. J. Orr

SO

<>o

..28

Oil

l

03

..

20

Port Washington. 10
New Roehelle ...2?,

Bros
.1
Varian
Wm. Davis
I

.

00

"JO

seline

Harlem

-

Williamsburg.

.

21
.11

.

in

114

10
10

The Brush carried away her port shroud when half way
up the home stretch, but repaired damages and continued
the race. The Susie upset on the second round and the
Gracic came home alone, making the course in 3h. 19m.
Of the second class the Sophia Emma also upset, and the
Mary Emma took first prize in her class and the Midget
second. Twelve working boats started, but only the following four were timed:
B.
4

Clara

Lena

:

.

A

Fairchild's Canoe

M

H. M. S.

S.l

20 Sarah Lucinda
2u£|Hattie Jencks

37
37

4
4

38
38

00
29

.

few fish are caught, and the fact is heralded in all the sporting journals
that Mr. So-and-So, during a recent trip to the North Woods, caught ton
or twelve trout weighing, say ten or twelve pounds. This is all very nice,
but out here in Montana no such preparation is necessary. All that is
required for a fishing trip is a lodge, a few blankets, and a piece of
bacon; for fishing tackle, a cottonwood pole, a few bent pins, and a mo-

(

he Commodore.

'

—

Canadian Yachting Items. September promises tr
be a lively month for Canadian yachtsmen. The regatta
of the New Burlington Yacht Club, of Hamilton, %\\\
commence on the 4th, to be followed on the 6th and 7tj,
by that of the Royal Canadian Yacht Club at. Toronto
The prizes in both instances are very _ tempting. Tj ie
object sought for by the officers of the Royal Canadian
Club has been to secure a series of races along Lake Gte
tario which would combine a cruise in company, or as
Toronto Bay never looked
fleet, to the various points.
lovlier than at present, and its waters during the yachting
season present a most animated sight.
a,

—The little sloop yacht Julia, of Newborn, K. ft, wiii
a party consisting of I. E. West, the owner, John 8. Pal.
mer, Esq., Dr. W. A. Lodge, of Raleigh, N. C, and if
G. West, Esq., Secretary and Treasurer of the Atlantic
& North Carolina R. R.,Capt, Joseph W. Davis, sailing master, and Lorenzo, the steward, recently arrived at Philadelphia, having made the run outside from Norfolk up ibe
coast.
The trip was considered by some to be foolhardy,
as the yacht is only forty feet overall; but it is only by
such attempts that amateurs in yachting may ever hope to
become thorough sailors. The run from Chincoteague Inlet to
the Delaware Breakwater was made in Utile over
half of a day, and part of the time under two reefed
mainsail.

Fairchild, of

Kansas, who is now en route to Florida in an open canoe
a la Bishop, expects to resume his journey about September 6th, starting from Ithaca, New York, where he has
been having a canoe built by Jarvis & Co. Mr. Fairchild
has intimatedto us his desire to have a companion canoeman accompany him on the voyage, and addressed a letter

effect to the officers "of the Canoe Club of New
York. Mr. Fairchild tells us in a private note: "I am
not undertaking this trip for glory or notoriety, but solely
tor pleasure, and I shall not hesitate to resort to steamer or
rail whenever I can avoid danger or serious inconvenience
by so doing."
—On Wednesday of last week an interesting regatta,
under the auspices of the Long Island Yacht club, occurred from off Frank Bates' on Gowanus Bay. The entries
comprised but three competing yachts, viz., Mr. J. Variant Sophia Emma, Mr. J. Sweeney's Emily P., and Mr.
McManus' Joe Saunders. The cruise was from the float at
the starting point to and around the buoy on Eobbin's
Reef and return, a distance of six miles, the course to be
The Joe Saunders led on each
sailed over three times.
round, and finally came in winner, beating the Emily P. 6
min. 14 sec. on corrected time. The following table shows

—

to that

the result:
Elapsed

Name.
Joe Saunders

EmilyP

S.

2
2
2

20
45
45

11

10

H. M.
5
5

48
54
02

S.

II.

24
33

3

'62
6
11
Emma
Club,
S
N.
Yacht
Halifax
Royal

Sophie

Corrected
time.

time.

Finish.

Start.

H. M.

3
3

M. S.
37
43
50

H. M.

S.

37
43
50

04

04
48
47

3
3
3

18

37

—

On Saturday the
yachts of the Royal Halifax Yacht club competed for the
Dufferin Silver Medal, the Dufferin Bronze Medal and a
The enthird class prize presented by the flag officers.
tries

were
FIRST CLASS.
Tons.

Yacht.
Squirrel
petrel

20

Entered by
R. F. Armstrong.

16

Vice Commodore Black.

8
6
9
9
10
9

Falcon".!

4.

Minnie

1

Squirrel

there

fl

of
of
Ar,

throp, of the Beaverwyck; Ackerman, of the Atlantic, ami
The water was in fine condition;
Orr, of the Seawanhaka.
Courtney, who was a strong favorite, took a commanding
lead at the start, and won easily in 10 min. 59 sec; disThe second race was for pairtance, one mile and return.
oar shells, a mile and a half and return. Three crews
started— the Argonautas, Beavcrwycks and Mutuals. The
Argonautas won in 21 min. 30} sec, ti e Beaverwyck crew
second; the Mutuals withdrew.
The regatta closed on Thurs day with a double scull race
and a four-oared race. For flic first event, one mile and
return, lour crews started, as follows: Neptune— Robert
Lefinan, bow; James Riley, stroke; Union Springs -R. H.
Robinson, bow; C. E. Courtney, stroke; Beaverwyck—
W. Lathrop, bow; James T. McCormick, stroke— Seawaffi
haka, R. H. Orr, bow; J. W. Maxwell, stroke. Courtney

and Robinson were strong favorites, and after rounding
the turn opened a gap of ten lengths between their boat
and the Neptune, and landed winners by this distance
the excellent time of 12 min. 421 sec, the Neptunes doing
the distauce in 18 min. 5f sec, and the Beaverwycks in 13
min 14f sec. The Seawanhakas were not timed.
The great event of the regatta was the four- oared race,
for which six crews started, viz the Beaverwyck, of Albany; the Atalanta, of New York; the Mutual, of Albany;
the Diiquesne, of Pittsburgh, Penn. the Buffalo, of BuffThe Beaveralo; and Argonauta, of Bergen Point, N. J.
wycks were the winners of the challenge cup of the association last year, and the Duquesnes had just returned vicThe Atalanta crew was
torious from the Toledo regatta.
comprised entirely of college men, Rodgers and Downs, oi
this year's Wesleyau crew, Eustes, stroke of last years
crew, andGunstcr, Williams'last year's stroke. Here was a
crew that would not be denied, and when the race was
half finished they had obtained a lead of half a length,
the Duquesnes rounding second. On the run home the Buffaloes drew into second place, but the Atalantas won by a
length and a half, doing the three miles in 18 min. 32J sec.
ill

,

•

Regatta on the Hudson.— On Saturday

last the mem-

the Gramercv Boat club held their reguuir
monthly" contest for a gold medal and the single scull
championship cf the club. The contestants were Henry
Weisaefc
Mills, Frank Winnie, E. J. Atkinson, and R. E.
tlieKWj
from
being
length,
miles
in
was
two
course
The
road Bridge, 130th street, to Pollock's Dock at
lead,
Bridge. Upon the signal being given, Mills took the
and keeping on the Westchester shore, had the advantage
of the tide," passing McComb's- Dam Bridge eight lengUJ
ahead of Winnie, and winning easily. It being darK-JJ
l»j
the conclusion of the race no time was taken. Mills
no
iug won the champion trophy three successive times

bers

of

W

retains

it.

Lake

Seneca Lake Regatta.— The Watkins and Seneca
Rowing and Regatta Association announce then seco

annual amateur and professional regatta to be held at s
kins, at the head of Seneca Lake, on September 7tMj
and 9th. Premiums aggregating $2,000 will be gJ7 eJrJ
follows:— To amateurs, for six-oared shells, pw; }
oared shells, $400; pair-oared shells, $250; senior
For profession**.
sculls, $250; junior single sculls, $150.
pair-oared shells, $300; single sculls, $150. Oarsmen »j

^

on the lake and on
JNor
Central and Hudson River, Erie, and
J*J
oi uibj
Central Railways. In addition to the attractions
trio
gatta visitors will have the opportunity of visiting
tno
brated Watkins and Eldridge Glens. The rules of
Engelhardt's
gatta will be those laid down in

Amey

The assoc
regattas.
essentially the same

Rowing Almanac," governing

8. Norris.
F. C. Snmichrast.

Rear Commodore Hutching.

F.W.Bullock.

^

definition of an amateur is
oj
offl
.^J
governing entries at Saratoga and Troy. The
ri c
Dey,
P.
the WatKins Association are Capt. D.
Ta
Henry C. Silsbee, Vice President; Geo. A. ^cKes.
lfld
urer; .A, S. Stothoff, Commodore; C. H. B »
Asa
Commodore; L. M. Gano, Secretary; JVI. Ells,
.

Siren

The

the second day (Wednesday)

New York

H. St. G. Twining.
R. Macdonald.
...Commodore Scott.

?

On

wert

their boats will be transported free

SECOND CLASS.
Spray
Xipbias

Saratoga Regatta.— The result of the first clay's racin|
Amateur Regatta at Saratoga was given

at the International
in our last issue.

;

Voyage.— Mr. D. H.

3

T1IIUD CLASS.

is

.

5
59

O

Sands Point Regatta.— Sands Point is a pleasant Summer resort on Long Island Sound opposite New Rochelle.
On Friday last a pleasant regatta was sailed in the adjacent

Cygnet'.'.'.!'...!

become

-

n.

Sept. 2.
Sept. 3..
Sept. i.,
Sept. 5.
Sept. 6.
Sept. 7.
Sept. 8.

Mystery
Kate

being said and done to cultivate in the American people a dedisciples of Izaak Walton, and many works are in circu
sire to
lation giving instructions how to wield the rod with dexterity. In the
last only one thing stands in the way of many good people becoming
amateur fishermen, and that is the expense attending the instruction
necessary to become experts, expensive outfitsof highly polished rods,
finely working reels, flies, baskets, etc., not to mention the outlay atA
tending a trip to the place where the festive trout sports himself

Much

New

Boston,.

Cloud

*$*#»

.

be

HIGH WATER. FOR THE WEEK.

DeauSir:

July
July
July
July

and friends should

than Monday in each week.

later

13th.

I returned yesterday witb Mr. and Mrs. Goodman from a
week's fishing on the McLeod, aiid will very gladly give you an account
our
sport.
of
To commence with the fishing in the Sacramento, I give you the result
of
last six days, as under. Mr. Goodman only fished one clay for
salmon, on which he caught twelve, weighing altogether 186 pounds, but
brought in the largest baskets of trout that are ever seen here, culminating in a catch of 200 in one day without any undue labor, or ever having rendered his pleasure a toil. I confined myself entirely to caichmg
salmon, and scored as follows:

club, will be for the challenge cup, the gift of thePrj !
m
of Wales, and two cups recently presented by Dr. Hodder

L

—We copy from the San Francisco Ledger herewith some
salmon scores from the McCloud Kiver, the cold and dashing stream upon which the United States Fishery is located.
S^da SrniNOS, Siskiyou County, August

znd^oatmg.

fnchting

and the third for $40, for all open and half-decked skiff
under 18 feet keel. The race on the second day, open to
all yachts owned by members of the Royal Canadian
Yacht

won

Major Drnidas, 60th.
Dr. Douglas.

in the first class

by two minutes.

f^3

In

Commodore
the second class the Spray did not start;
Scott's Cloud returned first, followed by Mr. McDonald's
Xiphias, to which a time allowance has to be made, and
the race is not yet decided.

—

The Royal Canadian Yactit Club, This club- will
hold their annual regatta on the 8th and 7th of September.
On the first day there will be three races— the first for the
champion flag and $275, open to all yachts in the Dominion or United States of teutons and upwards; the second
for $85, open to all yachts and open boats under ten tons,

Secretary.

—A single scull race was

rowed on

the Charles

r
River,

J

tad 31

Boston, on the 25th inst. between Fred. J. p
cros*ai crc*
the rat
F. Davis, an amateur, of Portland, Maine,
awameai
sed the line bow and bow, but the judges
W
the uj ae |
to Davis on account of a foul by Plaisred.
eve
fastest
the three miles was 22m. 13s., being the
by single sculls over the Charles River course.

^

lsle(

e

^

— Brayley,of

^

John, defeated Landers, of
23d m*
a single scull race at St. John, N. B. on the
St.

?

I

FOREST AND STREAM,
lew gnblicxfians.
Scribner's still holds its

THE INTERNATIONAL CRICKET
MATCHES.

own

Philadelphia., Pa., August 30th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Arrangements for the Cricket Tournament are being rapidly compleThe first game will be on Sept. 13th, between the Philadelphia and
ted.

Canadian teams. On the 15th and 16th September the British Officers'
team will contest. The British Officers and the Philadelphia. Eleven
play on Friday and Saturday, 17th. and ISrh. The game between the
Philadelphia team and an All-comer's eleven will close the tournament
Captain
on the 20th and 21st. The British Officers team is as follows
N. W. "Wallace, field captain; Lieuts. Hon. Keith Turmour, H. L.
Farmer, J. D. llowden, R. C. Davies, all of the Sixtieth Royal Riiles,
Capt. W. W. Taylor, Lieuts. F. Carpenter and M. Singleton, of the
Eighty-seventh Royal Irish Fasilecrs; Lieut. W. Saville, Royal Navy;
Lieuts. G. E. Brown and P. F. Tallents, of the Twentieth Regiment,
and Lieut. H. Cummings, of the Ninety-seventh Regiment; extras,
Capt. C. Tennant, Eighty-seventh Regiment Royal Irish Fusileers; and
Lieut. W. H. Sykes, Royal Engineers; scorer, Lieut. W. H. Holbeck,
Sixtieth Royal Rifles.
The Canadian Eleven will be— Rev. Thomas D. Phillips, field captain;
andC. Brodie, of Ottawa; C. McLean and L. Brison, of Montreal; A.
Greenfield, of Toronto; R. Hope, of Hamilton; J. Whelaa, of London; W.Wells of Chatham; G. Hall, of Port Hope; Maj. Morris, of
Frederictown, N. B. E. Kearney, of Halifax, N. S. and F. Armstrong,
of Orilla; extra,. Dr. Sprague, of Toronto; scorer, A. W. Powell, of Ottawa; umpire, G. Brunell, of Ottawa.
The visitors are expected on the 11th Inst., anl will be the guests of
the Philadelphia cricket clubs. Their quarters will be at the ContinenThe tournament will be held at the grounds of the Germantown
tal.
Cricket Club, near Nicetown. On Saturday last there was a practice
game between two elevens selected by G. Newhall and D. Newhall. On
Saturday next there will be a game between the Young American
Cricket Club and a picked Philadelphia twelve, after which the remainSculls.
ing vacancies on the team will be filled.

most varied and enwe would mildly suggest that a

as the

tertaining of our magazines, although

few more such articles as that entitled "Mr. Beecher" in the current
number would scarcely balance the excellence of its other pages. The
warmest partisanship could scarcely warrant the tone and language of
that article, and the editor has very much mistaken the sentiment of the
general public if he imagines it to be in accord with him. With regret
we notice the conclusion of Mr. C. E. Waring, Jr.'s, sketches under the

"A Farmer's Vacation." No more interesting descriptions of
have ever appeared in an American magazine. We are again
treated to a homeopathic dose o*£ Jules Verne in a chapter of "The Mysterious Island," and to a very entertaining and well illustrated article on
of

title

travel

"Chicago."

:

;

;

•

,

A

correspondent of the Toronto Globe says of this
eleven: "I venture to affirm that the team is not only the
strongest ever got together in Canada, but also the very
It is, moreover, thoroughly representative.
best available.
I propose that as many of the above as possible shall meet
-in Toronto on Saturday, September 11th, and there play
the best twelve that can be brought against them, leaving

The team

for the States that evening.

on Monday,

will

being then completed by the arrival of the Eastern contingent, play the St. George's club of New York a one day's
match, leaving the same evening or next morning for Philadelphia, a run of only two hours by rail, resting Friday,
thus witnessing the finish of the first match of the tournament, America vs. England. The Canada twelve will commence their four days' play on Wednesday, September
15th, their match being against America, and their second
against England, i. e., vs. the English military twelve.
On Monday, the 20th, twelve of Philadelphia will play a
twelve selected from the Canadians and Englismen."
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—THE PROFESSIONAL
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—The games of

the Redstockings have been thrown out
as there is not now time for them to play their quota of
six games with each club, still less to play their full series
of ten games.
The best games in the arena since our last issue, were

—

the following:
Aug. 24—Hartford

vs. Mutual, at Hartford
vs. Chicago, at Chicago
26— Hartford vs. Mutual, at Hartford
27- Athletic vs. Chicago, at Chicago.
30—Boston vs. Mutual, at Boston

3 to 2
2 to 1
8 to 2

Aug, 26—Athletic

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

as

24—Boston vs. Chioago, at Chipago
25— Athletic Vs. St. Louis, at St. Louis (forfeit)
25— Philadelphia vs. Atlantic, at Philadelphia
26— Philadelphia vs. Atlantic, at Philadelphia
27—Athletic vs. Chicago, at Chicago
30— Hartford vs. Philadelphia, at Philadelphia

13 to
9 to
14 to
10 to
14 to
11 to

'

'

— On

26—Live Oak vs. Taunton,
3(J

— flyaway vs. Stars

at

contained within the pages of this magazine" is varied as well as valuable, and we regard it as one of the most valuable of our periodicals.

The- Illustrated Household

Magazine—This monthly

publi-

cation, although unpretentious in typography, contains a large assortment
of excellent matter, ana for the price, only $1 per annum, its pages are remarkably well filled. The current issue comprises a number of inter-

esting sketches of travel and stories by well known writers. Mr. A.
Benrimo is now editor of the Household, and the publication office is at

No.

41

Park row.

Savannah News.

— We direct attention to the card

of this

journal in another column. It is one of the best newspapers in the
South, and contains much intelligence of special interest to those who
wish to visit that section. Its chief editor is Col. Wm. T. Thompson, a
veteran of the Florida war as well as of Southern journalism, and widely
known as Major Jones, author of "Major Jones' Courtship," and other
humorous papers. He is familiarly acquainted with every portion of
Florida, and his paper contains copious notes of current ovents in that

We commend the News to those who would like to read a reliaSouthern journal, or wish to bring their business before the people
of Florida and the South Atlantic States.

5
8
3

.

Syracuse

^nmttfi
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publish the address of the party
J. M. R., Boston.—Will you please
engaged in breeding minks, somewhere in your State? Ana. H. Ressiqtie, Verona, Oneida county, N. Y.
compass and sun-dial is the
J. T. H., Hudson, N. Y.— The combined
same handy little pocket companion to which we alluded last Spring.
We can forward ycu one on receipt of price, $1.
F. G. New York.—Will you please give me the address of some one
who conld supply me with young black walnut trees, in Ohio. Ans,
Address R. G. Hanford, Columbus Nursery, Columbus, Ohio.
Please send me the names of some
F. H. M.,Newtonville, Mass.—
books on dogs and the price of the same.. Ans. "Dinks, Mayhew and
can supply you with a copy; the price is $3.
Hutchinson."

We

inform me what is the best book on
J. B. B., Rockford, III.— Please
taxidermy for a beginner, and what is the price of the same? Ans. This
question was answered in our last paper, and twenty times before.

Bob and Others.—Perth Amboy

one of the best weakfishing
to Third Landing,
Tottenville, ferry to Perth Amboy; fare whole distance, 25 cents.

grounds near
carB to

New

York.

is

Take Statcn Island boat

H. N. C, Waterville.— Cannot partridge (ruffed grouse) be shot after
local paper that the close season
the 1st of September? It was in the
was until October. Ans. Open season in New York State September 1st.
A. J. T., Castile.— Can I use Ely's wire cartridge in a breech loader
may be used hi a choke
choke bored gun? Ans. Ely's wire cartridges
gun, but choke boring is intended to obviate the necessity for their

New York.—Tn your answer to W. S. B. August 5th you say
drachm is a powder measure." Please inform me what the
Ans." The powder drachm is an arbitrary measure, not in ac-

S.,

is.

of

3 to
3 to 1

28— Philadelphia vs. Burlington
4 to
23—Blue Stocking vs. Star, at Cincinnati
4 to 2
25— star vs. Eagle, at Covington
4 to 3
21— California vs Alert, at San Francisco
4 to 2
25— Champion vs. Virginia, at Abingdon
5 to 4
20— Champion vs. Cave City, at Abingdon, Va
6 to
Stocking,
Blue
at
Cincinnati
vs.
25— Eagle
7 to 6
27— National vs. Eagle, at Washington
7 to 6
21—Expert vs. National, at Hamsburg, (10 innings).. 7 to 7
27—Beacon vs. Live Oak, at Boston
7 to 6
27— Star vs. Tuttle & Bailey, at Irvington
8 to 2
28— West Philadelphia vs. Riverton, at Philadelphia. 8 to 3
24— Otoe vs. Baltimore, at Nebraska City
8 to 4
8 to 4
24—Randolph vs. Hoboken, at Dover
27— Chelsea vs. Reliance, at Brooklyn.
8 to 6
.

pleasure

You can use

a paddle, of course.

G.,Morristown, N. J.—Please decide a bet by answering the
will a Colt's navy revolver carry a ball
following question: How far
the pistol to be screwed in a vice
point blank, (so as to hit a bullseye,)
Ans. About forty yards.
and aimed point blank at the bullseye?
pup, three months old, is very
setter
Pa.—
My
Pittsburg,
Augustine,
much troubled with worms, and, like your Philadelphia correspondent,
nut here. Ans. Have sent you some powdered
I cannot find any areca
nut, with directions for its use, and have written you.

H.

M

areca

have observed that at the last WimG. H. W., Jackson, Michigan.—I
bledon meeting canvas targets were used instead of iron. Can you give
they are made, and how the shot
us any information about them, how
For full description of canvas
holes are stopped after each hit? Ans.
week.
targets, see our Editorial pages this

Jackson.—We

are just forming along range

rifle

club,

and need some

information concerning targets, markers, butts, score books, etc. Any
information you can give us will be thankfully received. Ans. Send to
the Rifle Association Rooms, 93 Nassau street, New York, for Annual

Report of N. R. A. for 18?5; price 25 cents.
Plankers, Hudson, N. Y.— What can I do to keep moths out of deer
skins. I have a pair of buck horns with a small piece of skull, and the
skin on that, although very dry, is full of moth. Ans. Dissolve a small
piece of corrosive sublimate in alcohol anl. brush on; or the best arsenic
dissolved in the

same manner

L. J., Greenpoint, L. I.— What is the best
of wads are considered the best?

Do you

the size of the gun, although many persons use a size larger.
is as good as any.

Hazard's

No. 4 powder

G. L., Cincinnati.—You will do me a great favor by stating your opinion of the Remington breech loading shot gun as a sporting arm? I intended to purchase an Englisn breech loader, but the price is too high
for a good one, so I concluded argun of home make might be just as good
as a high-priced English gun, and have not had occasion to try the Rcmiugton gun myself, which caused me to apply to you for information
Ans. Ouv friends who are using the Remington gun speak well of it. It
is an excellent gun for the price.
.

W. II. B., New York.—Having read the report by "the Dittraar Powder Company" of the trial of their new powder, I will trouble you with
a few questions in regard to it: 1st. How does it compare in point of
strength with, say Hazard's Electric? 2d. As to its cleanliness? 3d. As
to any qualities, good or had, it possesses different from those of black
powders by any of the established manufacturers? Ans. Its proprietors claim equal strength with other powders, and greater cleanliness.
As to its qualities, read the numerous letters in our columns, and experiment for yourself.

W. J. W., New York.— Will you be kind enough to inform a reader of
your paper of the best method of cleaning brass cartridge shells (rifle?)
I clean mine by boiling in water and then wiping out each shell with a
swab of cotton; this process is quite laborious, and I would be greatly
obliged if you can tell me of an easier and simpler Avay. Ans. Rub the
with a mixture of two parts sulphuric acid, two parts water, and.
one part pulverized bi-chromate potash, aud then wash them in hot
water. See page 107, No. 7 vol. IV.
PLUvrER, Boston.—Please inform me through your valuable paper
what the best books are on the following subjects, viz.: MarBhand shore
shooting, and black duck, teal and coot shooting. I want a book giving
general information on each, not stories. Ans. "American Wild Fowl
Shooting," by d W. Long; price $2. We can send it. Do you consider
shells

.

the Dittmar sporting powder perfectly safe to use in a shot gun? Ans.
Yes; if used with care and according to Mr. Dittmar's directions.
would suggest, however, that you read the correspondence on this sub-

will answer.

which has appeared in onr columns and judge for yourself.

S. E. P., Cleveland, Ohio.— What size buckshot would you use for
antelope and large game in a 12 bore gun? How many drachms of powder? Are ball cartridges better than buckshot, and where can 1 get
them? Is is best to put enough buckshot in to have them fit snugly re-

gardless of number? What size shot is best for grouse? Ans. Use 1
oz. No. 2 buckshot, 4 drachms powder, two heavy wads between the
powder and shot. Buckshot is more effective than ball, except for large

game

Load them

chamber evenly.
No.

can get ball cartridges at any gun store in
It is better that your buckshot should
Early in the season we use No. 8; later in the season

W. P., Mineola.—I have a fine young setter bitch that I would like
have spayed if it can be done without injury to her hunting quahiies,
and will prevent the periodical annoyance from neighboring canines.
Does it work satisfactorily; if so, will yon please state who I can get to
do it, and the cost? Ans. You can have your biteh effectually spayed by
Capt. Anderson, of Trenton, N. J., but we do not advise any one to
have the operation performed after the animal is over two or three months
old as when done after that age they are apt to become lazy and incliDe
to get too fat. The proper time is when the pup is from four to eight
weeks old. When spayed at the proper age they make a very desirable
kind of dog. The usual charge is $2.
Young Amebica, New York.— 1st. Are these Field Trial dogs of England perfectly broken? 2d. Does Mr. II. Thompson, of New Jersey,
own the champion dog of America, and is his old bitch Bella thoroughly
broken or not? What color are they? 3d. Was there ever a gun manufactured in England with "stub twist barrels" and gold let in at the
breech? 4th. What kind of a gun was the Man ton? Ans. 1st. There is
J.

to

a strain of setters in England called Field Trial do^s, and like all other
2d. Mr. H. Thompson does
strains, some are broken and some are not.
not own the champion dog of America. We do not know how well his
He has a brace of fine-looking red setters. 3d. Yes.
dogs are broken
4th. Manton was a very celebrated maker of muzzle loading guns of his
day.

He died long

ago.

—

C. A. P., Boston. Will you be so kind as to inform me the process of
removing the hair from and tanning deer skins? And also the process
of tanning muskrat skins and other fur-bearing animals with the fur on?

Ans. Indians remove the hair from deer skins by putting them in water,
where they remain until the hair leaves them freely. They are then
cleaned and covered with a coat of the brains of a deer, which are
boiled before using. The skins are then gradually dried and worked soft
by rubbing them with a sharp-edged stone. They are then smoked by
laying them over a frame-work of sticks in the shape of a bell tent or
Indian teepy, with a small smouldering fire or smudge underneath. The
whites use lime for removing the hair from pelts. To tan skins with the
fur on. put them into a pickle of alum and saltpetre until they become
leather; then dress the flesh sides, dry them slowly, and rub them with
a little butter, and dry them by rubbing or treading them out in vaneer
sawdust.

Brooklyn.— Will you inform me how large is the largest setdog you know of in this country? I have the largest setter I ever
saw; those who have measured him say he stands 31i inches, and built
G. F. G.

,

ter

in proportion.

Colburn's

country; he stands

30J-

Dash is claimed

inches.

If

to be the largest setter in the

you know one that

is

larger please le

or I shall claim through your valuable paper the ownership o
the largest setter in this country. He is crossed from an English setter
dog out of an Irish setter bitch, both imported. I see in your paper al
other pigeon shooting clubs but the Long Island Shooting Club is reported. I belong to the latter club, and will send you the reports if you

me know,

in your valuable paper. Ans. Mr. Colburn's Daeh is the
seen, and we think you have the largest thoroughbred setter in this country. If any of our readers have a larger one we
Shall be glad to have reports of Long
will be glad to make a note of it.

them

stands six feet in_height,and

Island Shooting Club,

«

yourself.

6 shot for grouse.

will insert

L.,

You

at close quarters.

this citv.

Bridgeport.—Having heard many inquiries and some disputes
in regard to the height and weight of Capt. A. II. Bogardus, the champion wing shot of the world, i would ask you to give the desired information, and much oblige many of your readers. Ans. Capt. Bogardus

W.

way

to load paper shells?
advise a larger wad
than the shell; if so, why? Is not Hazard's duck No. 4 powder considered as good as any for all kinds of shoo ting "for breech loaders? Ans.
Use one card wad and two Ely's pink edge, or one card wad and one Ely's
thick felt on powder, and one Baldwin wad on shot. All wads should be

What kind

ject

'

Taken of Anonymous Communications.

J^"l\o Notice

J. R. E.—Where can I obtain good shooting in October for deer and
grouse— an accessible locality? Give me route and name of guide acquainted with the region. Ans. Take Erie road to Lackawaxen; thence
thirteen miles by wagon to the house of Moses Westbrook, Blooming
Grove township, Pike county, Pa.
J. H. D., Philadelphia.— Please let me know the cause of a gun recoiling in your next issue. It is a new gun, and I have tried as light charges
as possible, and I have tried coarse and fine powder. I shot eleven birds,
and had to stop shooting, my shoulder being too sore to shoot any more.
Ans. Use less weight of shot, coarse powder, and hold the gun firmly
and squarely against the shoulder.
Constant Reader, New Haven.— A party here told me that he saw an
eel taken from fresh water which weighed thirty-nine pounds, and another from salt water which weighed ninety-eight pounds. Please inform me if it is a "fish story," or if you ever heard of such eels being
taken? Ans. The above no doubt were sea sarpents, or else in the latter
instance congers, which sometimes grow to immense size.
C. C. R., Acton, Ont.—Please inform me if Captain A. H. Bogardus
ever shot a match with Ward, of Toronto, Ont.; if so, where did the
shooting take place, and who won? Ans. Several matches have been,
shot, the last at Buffalo, when Bogardus killed 95 birds to Ward's 88. In
one match shot in Canada Ward won by one bird, but the match was not
a "square" one. In every square match Bogardus has won.

We

—

§a

cordance with any organized table.
the Rushton boat mentioned in last
G. W. H., Philadelphia.— Can
number of Forest and Stream be used with a pair of oars like any
boat, or is it necessary to use paddle? Ans. It is a row boat.

Saturday James Moffat, of Norwich, Conn., and
Kimball, of Huntington, Long Island, ran a foot race
at Hempstead, L. L, for a stake of $200 a side; distance,
125 yards. Kimball took the start at the lead and kept it
for 100 yards, when Moffat closed the gap and going to the
The
front won the race by three feet in 12f seconds.
judges were Messrs. Finch and Crowley, and Thomas Chalmers, referee,

W.

Co., publishers, 677 Broadway.

The Popular Science Monthly, (with cut leaves,) for September contains a valuable paper on "House Ventilation," which we
would commend to the attention of house builders aud architects. The
cliffs and canons of the Colorado Valley arc described in an illustrated
paper by Major Powell, and Professor Morse contributes one of his instructive articles ontitled "Fresh Water Mollusks." The information

table

2

week worthy

Lynn

of Syracuse, at

&

that' "the
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THE AMATEUR ARENA.

Ang.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Ang.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

'

don

H. L.

follows:

—

the amateur games of the past
note, may be named the following:

Memoirs and the military

use.

This week the Boston club plays in Rrooklyn and
Philadelphia, and before they return home they will add
five victories to their record out of the seven they will
play, or we shall be much mistaken.

Among

of the

bored

5 to
9 to 1

— The other games during the week, were
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

appreciation

achievements of which they are a record. "Leah, A Woman of F ashion," by Mrs. Annie Edwards; "A Sketch of Madame Ratazzi," by Junius Henri Browne; "A Slight Misunderstanding," a sketch of New
York life; A Paper on French Plays, by Albert Rhodes; Lucy C. AVhite's
"Summer Days in London;" A Paper on Tennyson's Queen Mary, by
H.James, Jr.,and Richard Kirk White, on "The Spelling of the Future,"
complete the leading articles, which arc supplemented by the usual vaShelriety of "Drift Wood, 1 Scientific Miscellany, Literary Notes, etc.

ble

sj

Club.

warm

writer evinces a

State.

AIIKNA.

The closeness of the contest for the pennant between
the Boston and Athletic nines, which is now marking the
battles in the championship arena is giving an interest to
the closing months of the season not previously anticipated.
Up to August 30, inclusive, the record showed the "Reds"
and "Blues" to be within three games of each other, as
will be seen by the appended' table:

6

St. Nicholas for September contains the continuation of
Miss Alcott's story, "Eight Cousins," and Mr. Trowbridge's capital
story of "The Young Surveyor." The table of contents is uuusually
long and varied, and comprises matter suited for children of every age,
from the little toddler, who can only enjoy the picture, to the more mature master and miss.
The Galaxy for September, full, as usual, of good things,
"Dear Lady Disdain." Justin McCarthy's story, is
is on our table.
continued; JohnCodman takes the reader through the peculiar phases of
Utah life; A Review of Sherman's Memoir is commenced, wherein the

55

tallest setter

we have

—

—

"

—

—
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HONOR TO WHOM HONOR

^rSfe

IS

DUE.

Leaving to the Peace Commission the settlement of
the question as far as the human race is concerned, the
benefits to be derived by our own country from the increased interest taken in rifle shooting are too palpable to
be ignored, and it is a matter of some surprise that those
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To Correspondents.
All communications whatever, whether relating to business or literary
correspondence, must be addressed to The Forest and Stream Publishing Company. Personal or private letters of course excepted.
All communications intended for publication must be accompanied with
real name, as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be published if
objection be made. No anouymous contributions will be regarded.
Articles relating to any topic within the scope of this paper are solicited.
cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brief
notes of their movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this paper
to become a medium of useful and reliable information between gentlemen sportsmen from one end of the country to the other ; and they will

We

find our columns a desirable medium for advertising announcements.
The Publishers of Forest and Stream aim to merit and secure the

patronage and countenance of that portion of the community whose refined intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that
depraved tastes, nor pervert
s beautiful in Nature. It will pander to no
the legitimate sports of land and water to those base uses which always
tend to make them unpopular with the virtuous and good. No advertisement or business notice of an immoral character will be received on any
and nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that
;

terms
may not be read with propriety in'the home circle.
We cannot be responsible for the dereliction of the mail service, if
money remitted to us is lost.
Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday of each week, if possible.

CHARLES HALLOCK, Editor.

WILLIAM

C.

HARRIS.

Business Manager.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COMING WEEK.
Thursday, September 2d.— Trotting

at Hartford,

Conn.; Dover, N.

AnniAlbans, Vt. Florence, Ky.; Jamestown. Pa. Nineteenth
Park, N. Y. Baseballversary of N.Y. Caledonian clubs at Lion
vs. Nassau, at New
Philadelphia vs. Boston, at Philadelphia: Confidence
N.
J.; Eagle vs. Magnolia,
Dover,
at
Olympic,
vs.
Randolph
Rochelle;
Hobeken.
at Brooklyn; Irvington vs. Eagle, at
Aurora, 111.;
Friday September 3d.— Trotting at Hartford, Conn.;
ball— Athletic vs. Boston, at
Base
Mich.
Creek,
Battle
Ky.;
Florence,
Dover, N. J.
Philadelphia; Pavonia vs. Randolph, at
Newport, R. I. Trotting at
Saturday, September 4th.-Racing at
Burlington Yacht Club, Hamilton,
Battle Creek, Mich. Regatta of
at Philadelphia; N. J. A. AsCanada Base ball-Athletic vs. Boston,
vs. Alert, at, Harlem; KeyActive
Hoboken;
at
Hoboken,
vs.

H

•

St.

;

sociation

Del.
stone vs. Quickstep, at Wilmington,

DuSeptember 6th.-Racing at Newport, R. I. Trotting at
Banquet
Club, Toronto
Yacht
Canadian
Royal
of
Regatta
buque, la.
ball-PhiladelAmerican Team, Academy of Music, N. Y. Base

Monday

L

to

phia vs. Boston, at Philadelphia.
7th. -Racing at Lexington, Ky.; Prospect Park,
Syracuse, N. Y. Gardiner, Me. Sycala.
Dubuque,
at
TrottinL 1
Knoxville, and Macomb, 111. Dominion
Minn.;
111Mankato,
more
Canada. Bench Show of Dogs
Association Tournament, Ottawa,

Tuesday September

;

;

;

mu>

Regatta at Watkins Seneca Lake; Royal CanaCanada; Race between Union and Herald
dian Yacht Club, Toronto,
ball-Alaska vs. Hoboken, at Hoboken.
Boat Clubs, Harlem River. Base
at Lexington, Ky.; Prospect
-Racing
8th.
September
Wednesday,
and as above Rifle match of
Park L I Trotting at Syracuse, N. Y.,
Saratoga, N. Y. Bench Show of Dogs,
Saratoga and Parthian Clubs,
on Seneca Lake.
Manchester, N. H. Regatta at Watkins,
at Manchester, N.

H.

Boundaries in Pigeon Matches.— We observe

that

with a contemporary,
Captain Bogardus, in an interview
practice of having boundaries
the
deprecates
strongly
the fact that the element of
nfceon matches, justly urging
that a time allowsuggesting
and
introduced,

m

luck is thus
We have long
birds be substituted.
ance for gathering
Philadelphia,
at
match
recent
advocated this plan, and at a
adopted with
was
mode
new
the
where we were referee,
call attention of sportsmen's
would
We
results.
excellent
throughout the country to this suggestion, and
associations
upon.
trust to see it act ed

Long Branch.-A

A

private letter written at

Long Branch,

S

for
Sy'wlth visitors. The weather has been rainy
n^Bmnch
g
the travel, as all the hotels

w
Tdo r fS
uT

materially affect
did not n
th. seaOwinTtrtLe po P ular,y of the Metropolitan
g
its proprietor, a so of the
Palmer,
W.
W,
Mr.
full.
son the house is
The
has retrieved its reputation
MaUoTia Hotel at St. Augustine, Fla.,
prolonged far into September At this,
vLuauon, it is thought, will be
the Winter resort is discussed,
^e headquarters of the Florida visitors,
well represented in Florida
.aUhe indications are that the State will be so
stringent the numbers
this Fall will not be
Money
Winter
8
of travel to the
greater, and henca an increase
pleasure-seekers
of
jtaly of America.'
4

£

hot

6

'

"

only used for long range

is

target practice.

"After all, what real good is to accrue to the human
race from putting a rifle ball through a bullseye a thousand
yards away?" Syracuse Courier.

;p r ~~ ^tttvtxtbe,

Europe and the muzzle loader

it

high in Federal authority have as yet not made some move
toward recognizing and encouraging it. We believe it is
received as an axiom that those nations best prepared for
war and whose skill both in the manufacture and use of
military and naval appliances is beyond a doubt, are the
least likely to be drawn into a conflict, and although the
comparatively isolated position of this country lessens the
probability of such an event as far as we are concerned, it
must be borne in mind that at the present day both time
and space have been almost annihilated as compared with a
half century since.
Nor are we prepared, as are other
nations, with a large standing army to repel an invasion or
hasten an attack. In the occurrence of either deplorable
event, the working man, the artisan and the merchant must
compose the rank and file, and be called upon to defend
his country, and however "regulars" may sneer at target

among civilians, by which are meant also the
volunteer militia, as being valueless when the men are
brought face to face with an enemy, the veteran must be
the work of time and experience, and previous familiarity
with and skill in the use of his weapon will make the best
soldier when the necessary coolness has been acquired.
Our State governments have been wise in their generations in recognizing the importance of rifle practice in the
National Guard, and present indications show that the epidemic which originated in thb State with the opening of
Creedmoor but little more than two years since, is rapidly
practice

spreading until it has embraced California and Nevada on
The
the West and Maine and Florida, North and South.
improvement in shooting made at Creedmoor since the
opening of the range is almost incredible. A reference to
In
the files of this paper amply verifies the statement.
the issue of

Forest and Stueam

of

December

llth, 1873,

There
victories

is

another aspect also to the recent International

which

entitles

them to greater consideration than

under other circumstances they might deserve. It is the
first occasion on which we have beaten our trans-atlantic
cousins, decisively and unmistakably, and on their own
soil, in any of those games requiring skill and nerve.
The
defeat of the Harvard crew and the almost total annihilation of the crew which subsequently went from this city
is now wiped out, and the eagle may scream himself hoarse
without risking a pin-feather. To be sure the America
taught them a lesson in yacht building, but that event
rather belongs to a different category of victories than the
achievements of the American team and Captain Bogardus.

Although a reticence on the subject
the part of the English

press, the

is

recent

noticeable on
rifle

matches

have excited the greatest amount of comment and some

We

learn that it is highly
consternation across the water.
probable that an Irish team, per se, so far as international!
matches are concerned, will henceforth be unknown, and
that the team to visit this country next Summer will be
strictly a national one, selected

from among the

of England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales.

best shots.

Henry Halford, probably the best shot in England and a leading
spirit at Wimbledon, has entered heart and soul into the
matter, and the probability is that '76 will see a team in
this country whose skill will try to the utmost that of our
Sir

own

riflemen.
So also, the rapidly spreading interest
throughout the United States, that has ^already stimulated
rifle clubs here, there, and everywhere,
evoke a spirit of honorable sectional emulation, and
thereby probably call out a team that will be more strictly
representative, and not confined to the State of New York

the organization of
will

alone.

The moral

International match, is to unify
sympathies, and ambitions, on both
sides, and to nationalize future competitions.
It will bring
the Irishman and the Englishman shoulder to shoulder congenially, on the one side, and our countrymen of the North,
South and West on the other. So far as this effect reaches,
Whether the success of the Ameriit is of appreciable value
can team in making bullseyes at 1,000 yards is worth all
the ado which has been manifested over the victors, may
be a question in the minds of persons inclined to be captious, but one thing is certain, success and consummate
skill have compelled the respect of nations for us, and any
instrument, however humble, that adds one grain of
weight to our American honor deserves to be extolled.
effect of the

national sentiment,

.

will

he found a complete report of the

Creedmoor matches,

(the

same being the

bywhich comparisons might be made

oflicial

first

scores of

ever produced

as to the shooting).

This statement shows that on the opening day, June 21st,
1873, in the first match, out of 220 shots fired only six were
A
bulleyes, and these at a distance of only 200 yards.
comparison of this score with those made in the International contests, shows what wonderful proficiency has been
In the second match only eight
attained in two years.
bullseyes were made, but from then the progress was
steady until the proportion of bullseyes in some of the
recent matches has reached to the enormous figures of 93
per cent.
In a recent capital article on this subject in the Armg
and Navy Journal^ facts in history are pointed out which
go to prove the value of target practice as a purely military
exercise, demonstrating the value to be very much greater

than is generally credited to it by military men. We
quote
"We have in history four campaigns in which troops
trained only in target practice were opposed to troops not
Three of these campaigns belong to the age of
so trained.
archery, one to the age of modern breech loading fire arms.
They are the campaigns of Cressy, Poictiers, Agincourt,
and Sedan. In the first three, as will occur to every reader,
the victory was due wholly to the precision of English
The English archers acarchery, and the result decisive.
quired their skill in shooting at the butts, for the game
laws of England were then frightful in severity, and free
:

shooting unknown, save in the myths of Robin Hood.
We have purposely left out the triumphs of American riflemen in the Revolution, because largety due to a different
sort of marksmanship, that of the hunter, and not so comIn the Sedan campaign of 1870 the Germans,
plete.
likewise used only to target shooting, against the French.
The latter had special corps of marksmen, just as at Cressy
they had the Genoese cross bowmen, but the mass of rank

and

file

was unused

to target practice.

The Germans were

greenhorns, the host that served at Sodowa having been
replaced by new levies of only three years service, but
they had all been used to target practice, and were fair
average shots. The result was marked in every battle
when it came to close range shooting, and in nothing more
than in saving of ammunition as compared with the lavish
expenditure by the French. While the special French
marksmen shot well at long range, at short range all the
Germans and very few French shot respectably, and the
losses soon became out of proportion to the numbers on

each side."

We think,

however, that our contemporary should have

ascribed a certain proportion of the German success to the
great superiority of the Prussian needle gun over the
French Chassepot, which was much commented upon at
the time.

But setting aside the military view of the case, the increased interest taken in rifle shooting is of value in other
respects. An impetus will be given to the efforts of inventors, and although our rifles of the present day seem almost
perfect and have been so recognized abroad, ingenuity at
the present time knows no limit, and it is impossible to predict

what may or may not be accomplished

in the

future.

we

observe a disposition on the part of
many newspapers to fall into error regarding the present
military weapons of Europe, citing the recent International
match as a battle betwen the muzzle loader and breech
loader, and infering therefrom that the former is still in use,
whereas in point of fact both for sporting and military pur-

In this connection

poses the breech,

Joa.der is the

universal

arm throughout

The Forest and Stream
honor

ble way, in doing

gratified to join, in

is

to those

its

who have honored

hum-

us.

CANVAS TARGETS AT WIMBLEDON.
SEVERAL of our readers have asked for a description
of the targets used at Wimbledon, which we are
pleased to give herewith. It is the first we remember to
have seen printed
The targets at Wimbledon are of canvas, stretched on
wooden frames, which are so fitted in iron frames that they
can be easily and quickly removed, and are arranged to
upright sliding posts.
raise or lower on
When the
target is pierced by a bullet a large red disk, operated
by a lever hung on a pivot, with a weight at the extremity,
is swung up so as to conceal the bullseye, indicating that
the target is struck. Immediately the target disappears
downwards, and a dummy target, which is covered by a
:

fine

hung a disk indicating
upon a similar sliding
the other. The dummy target

wire network, upon which

where the

real target

is

struck, rises

is

frame directly in front of
and the real target falls simultaneously, by the marker
simply turning a crank, the two targets being balanced by
a proper weight attached to a chain running over pulleys.
rises

When

lowered, the marker takes a small, diaabout three inches long, one side of
which is painted white to use on the bullseye, and the
other side red to use on the rest of the target. On each
side of this disk is a small wire ho.ok, one of which the
marker inserts in the last shot hole, with the proper color
out, according to where the shot is.
He then covers the
previous hole with a small piece of paper, leaving the disk
in the last shot hole to indicate its exact position until the
next shot is fired; then, by turning the crank, the target is
The
raised and the dummy is lowered at the same time.
large red disk remains in front of the bullseye until the
target is raised, when it is swung out of sight, showing
the target

mond shaped

that the target

is

disk,

By means

all clear.

is

of a field glass the

small disk in the last shot hole can be seen plainly, indicaThe sliding
ting exactly where the last shot struck.
frames extend downwards in a trench about ten feet deep
and eight feet wide; a roof covering the marker extends
over about four feet, leaving the rest of the trench open;

no splash from the canvas targets, the
Tlie marking is according to the
new rules of the N. R. A. of the United States, as adopted
this year, excepting as to the 3d class target, which has
been altered by the N. R. A. so as to include the remainder
of the target outside of the 40-inch ring, to form the outer,
6 feet by 4 feet.
but as

there

marker

is

is

perfectly safe.

•**»-

,

— Summer

—

ended September has come— and
clerk of the weather is now fanning the "embers" of
is

year for a protracted heated term.

M»

«<

—President Grant

hand

at the sport off

the

—

an expert cod-fisher.
Block Island lately.

is

the

He

tried

&

s
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India "Pig Stickers."— A correspondent, who happens
an officer in our Regular Army, recently inquired
how the hog spears used in India are made. The information sought for has been kindly furnished us by Capt. C.
to be

McMurdo,

E.

late of the British

Army, who

writes

:—

"My recollection of the spears used in India for 'pig sticking' is that
they are about seven feet long, of male bamboo, weighted with lead at
the butt end; the heads? vary in shape, but the best are two-edged, the
blade about four inches long by. one inch broad, with a strong socket five
inches long, ana so constructed that it can easily be withdrawn from the
Tough Wood that will not splinter is necessary. I have the head
of a hog spear, and shall be happy to send it to you if you would like it,
but it is not, I think, a very good pattern, as it has three edges."

pig.

Our

who remember the famous

G-eorgia readers

pikes

with which Gov. Brown proposed to arm the Confederate
troops, will observe a striking resemblance between those
curious war implements and the India pig-sticker above de-

The pike

scribed.

boo,

staff

and the base of

was

of hickory, instead of

the spear

had

bam-

a crescent-shaped

blade or shield, designed to give lateral blows and ward off
the thrusts of the enemy's sabre. It was eminently a sanguinary blade, better suited, doubtless, for pig-hunting
than for military service. As some thousands of them
were rusting in the Georgia Armory at last accounts, who
knows but some sharp carpet-bagger down there might
make an honest penny by shipping them to our Western
plains for hunting wolves, or to India. No doubt the Government would sell" at a low figure. The venture would

o
o

promise better than Lord Timothy Dexter's shipment of
"warming pans to the West Indies.
-*•*-

.

Too Many Beavers.

—In the present day, when furs are

to go far beyond the conquest of a livelihood, it seems
strange to hear that in Nottoway county, Ya., the beavers
have so multiplied as to become a nuisance and a distress
So troublesome are they, indeed, that we
to the farmers.
have been requested by a planter there to invite the trap-

and trappers are obliged

scarce,

civilization

ot

fines

in

ping fraternity to come down with their traps, and board
will be furnished free, with the use of traps, if necessary.
Here is a good chance for several of our correspondents,
who have made inquiries for accessible and remunerative
trapping grounds, and if they will only wait a short time
until the setting of the fur makes the pelts merchantable,
they will derive quick and abundant profits.
This is no ruse to induce emigration to Virginia. Take

from City Point, on James River, to any station in
Nottaway; fare $1.50. Fare from New York to City

3
>

p
r
>
3D

G

n
2
o
>,

cars

Point by steamer, $10.
«•**»

.

ft

—

in Close Time
A gentleman of high
and official position, who has not asked us to withhold his name, sends us the following lines:—
"The Rev. Dr. Wm. H. Murray, has been at Cranberry
Lake, (St. Lawrence county,) hounding deer since the midHe has with him a large party, and it is to
dle of July.
be regretted that he is permitted to annually enter this State
for the purpose of breaking the laws. It is said, even,
that he has never killed a deer in season, and his course

Deer Killing

social

certainly deserves reproof at the least."

This reverend gentleman is an old and unscrupulous offender who snaps his fingers at laws and the opinion of
men. We have exposed his derelictions and delinquencies
before, in common with several of our contemporaries, but
he seems to grow great on the censure and happy under
the reproach.

—Fitzgerald

Cochran, Esq., the very efBcieut secretary
Inland Fishery Protection Society of
Nova Scotia, has been appointed to the office of Chief
Game Commissioner of the Province, provided by act of
the Provincial. Legislature last Winter. It is his duty to
supervise and instruct the District Commissioners and the
of the

Game and

Wardens, in the discharge of their

duties, to

as practicable in the prosecution of offenders,

assist

as far

and generally

law for the preservation of
out.
This is a most
important office, and ere long we shall find that one similar
Under such
will be created in every State in this Union.

to see that the provisions of the

useful birds and animals be carried

a functionary,

who

will act as a sort of drill-master to

our

Armies of Game Protection, and chief prosecutor, as it
were, to the Government, we shall soon wipe out offenders
The example of our Canadian
and put a stop to offences
neighbor is worth following; indeed, we have been obliged
from the outset to recognize her leadership in these reIn due
strictive measures, so coveted and needed here.
time we may hope for suitable laws, and capable officials
to compel their observance, and one gentleman who will
be found foremost in bringing about such a consummation
.

Fitz Cochran, Esq., who is also one of the Vice-Presidents and a member of the Executive Committee of the
International Association for the Protection of Game.
is

—

Table of Close Seasons. We reprint this week our
comparative table of close seasons, after carefully correctwhich we have had
must
be attributed to
access.
the incorrectness of the data furnished us, as no pains
have been spared on our part to make a table which shall
be at once valuable and reliable. Secretaries of sportsmen's associstions throughout the Union will confer a
favor by forwarding us copies of any new laws regarding
fish or game which may pass their respective Legislatures.
ing

it

by

all

If

the recent Legislative acts to

any error should appear

—

«+»».

*
M

it

—

—There will be an eclipse of the sun on the 29th September instant, visible to a certain degree in all parts, pf the
United States east of the Mississippi Yalley,
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POINT BLANK.

WE

print herewith

two

letters

on

[FROM

this subject,

We

One sight
four drachms of powder is 130 to 140 yards.
is necessary for sporting distances, and over 200 yards
a full fore sight must be taken, as the bullet begins to drop
In a series of experiments made at
at over 1!;0 yards."
Wimbledon in 1870, to ascertain the fall of projectiles with
military rifles, it was found that with an Enfield rifle, both
weapon and point aimed at being five feet above the level
of the ground, with the sight fixed at 100 yards, the mean
It must be
of ten shots stiuck the ground at 82ii yards.
noted, however, that the fall of a bullet when fired from
the shoulder is less than when fired from a fixed rest, the
reason being that there is a slight tendency of the muzzle
With
to rise when the piece is fired from the shoulder.
regard to the curve of a projectile, we believe with our
correspondent "Trax," that most rifles have a flat trajectory for a certain distance, and that the ball describes a
curve only when the muzzle is elevated. The definitions of
point blank in Webster are probably the simplest that can
be given. "The point at which the line of sight intersects
the trajectory" (the trajectory being the course of the bullet) and "the extent of the apparent right line of a ball

is located' the fishing grounds
Louis and Murdock Fishing Club. This is
smaller in extent than King's Lake and like the same is
four miles from the river, under the bluff, where probably
the main channel of the stream remotely took its course.
The club has been to considerable expense to put the lake

twenty-six miles below here,

of the

only

discharged."
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I have read the discussions on this subject in your paper, and think
"Old Scout," "Point Blank," "Plain Talk," and others are getting the
thing highly mixed, and that some of them might be a trifle more cour-

teous toward those whom they criticise, especially as they may possibly
have a small particle of "beam" in their own eyes, which conld profitably be extracted before plucking the mote that is in their brothers.
When I was in the service I learned that "point blank" was the point
where the trajectory cut the line of sight the second time without the. use
of a rear sight. That is in artillery, the dispart giving sufficient elevation. In heavy garrison guns we used a spirit level with vertical slide
to determine the highest point on the base ring and the swell of the muzThis is known as the "line of metal." Inordinary practice there
zle.
is but oue case where the object is struck by sighting upon the line of
metal— this is then known as point blank range. A knowledge of this
ran^e for each gun can only be obtained by experiment, as it varies with
the length and calibre of the piece as well as the dispart and charge.
The "line of metal" is also known as the "natural line of sight," and
for all distances beyond point blank a gunner's quadrant or breech sight,
(tangent scale,) is used.
The old 42 and 32-pounder sea-coast guns had no natural line of sight,
as the swell of the muzzle was not visible when the eye was on a level
with the base ring on account of the extension of the first re-enforce;
therefore these guns had no point blank. As ihe rifle has a fixed sight
as well as a raised one, I should consider the former as the dispart, and
the point blank of my gun as the distance at which I could strike the
object aimed at by sighting with this fixed sight, and all distances beyond this requiring an elevation of the hind sight as beyond point blank

the "baser fry," and stocking it with croppies and black
bass.
This lake is only nine miles long by an average

width of one-fourth of a mile. It is under the. same management, yet distinct in its organization, and unincorpoThe sportsmen of
rated, unlike the former in this respect.
Louis, if not as enthusiastic at trap shooting as those
of Chicago, certainly are not a whit behind in the
field where the true test of skill should be exemplified,
judging by what I have been assured, read and observed.
St.

are now having a lively time with the chickens, for
kind of game never was more plenty. The grangers
are a little troublesome to strangers, by attesting their
vested rights over their domain; nevertheless, our country
friends are readily approached, through acquaintances, and
cheorfully take a hand or point the way to fields of abundance.
I am happy to know that Col. Williams, of Quiucy,
has formed a company in this city, consisting of a few of
the leading financial men, with a capital of $50,000, for the
purpose of manufacturing his patent cartridges, to which
1 think I called your attention in one of my communicaThe machinery is expected to be comtions last Winter.
The officers in the management of
pleted in ninety days.
the company are Ckas. L. Hunt, President; N. S. Chouteau, Vice-President; Win. A. Albright, Secretary and
Thos. Hunt, Treasurer, <aud will be known as the St. Louis
Patent Shell Manufacturing Company. The patent consists simply of a concentrated inner base of the shell,
giving thereb}'" greater efficiency and preventing recoil, all
of which, it is claimed, can be made 75 per cent, less than
any other. Anything that will lessen the expense and at the
same time increase its efficiency, will be welcomed by the
brotherhood, and the agency liberally encouraged and rewarded. A gentleman, not interested in any way in these
shells, other than general good, made a comparative test.
Perhaps I could do no better than to give the trial in his
own language
"After taking from my library several pamphlets, of the

They
this

my

light literature of the day, to test the penetration of
shot, I proceeded to the trial with the following result:
object was to make the investigation as thorough and
complete as possible, so that no regrets in the future would
own mind as to the thoroughness of
work.
arise in
I blazed away at the
First firing was at Victor Hugo.
creator of Monte Christo with a plain paper shell; distance,
56 yards, 4 drachms of powder, 1£ ounce of No. 6 shot.
The old man must have dodged, for not a solitary shot
took effect. I then tried a patent shell, 8 drachms of
powder, 1 ounce of shot; same distance. Seven shots took
effect, giving a penetration of 42 leaves.
I next used plain metalic shells, No. 6' shot; same distance as before.
5i drs. powder, 14 oz. shot, penetrated 87 leaves.

Mv

"Let us circulate no false theories; these would mislead and be productive of harm." Now, "Old Scout," this is just what you are doing.
I have no doubt that you have received many letters of commendation,
but they only show the ignorance of the masses about anything connected with the rifle and its projectile. "Point Blank's" article showed
your errors very plainly, and now, in order to maintain your position,
you reply with an unintelligible jumble of words and scientific terms.
Either you have misundei stood the subject or the work from which,, you
have obtained your information was incorrect. I do not think you will
or

any one

"

H

"

u

"
10
Pat. shell, %\ drs. powder, 1 oz. shot, penet'd 32 leaves.
"
'"
"
1
50 "
3

4|

else.

In the first place, in your farmer letter you assumed that the bullet
from every rifle describes a curve, whose highest point from the
This may be
line of sight is four inches at one hundred yaids distance.
so with the guns'you have been accustomed to shoot, but take the good
small bore rifles and you will find they have to all intents and purposes a
flat trajectory for from 123 to 140 yards, and in some guns even more,
and no perceptible curve for a still greater distance, and to the distance
which a gun will carry without perceptible fall of the bullet is the point
blank range, which varies according to the gun and the charge used.
Point blank, by which you mean artificial point blank, you describe
properly. As regards your theory of the curve of the ball you are wrong,
and any practical gunmaker will tell you so. The ball does not describe
a curve from the moment it leaves the gun; the fall of the bullet is gradual, and as it increases it describes a hyberbolic curve, owing to its loss
of momentum consequent on the resistance of the air and the attraction
of gravitation. Now, if "Old Scout" is correct in his theory of a con-

fired

re

4

«

.

21.

«

Pat. shell, paper, 3 J drs. powder, 1 oz.

t<

shot,

'j^

«

penetrated

50 leaves.
Plain shell, paper, 4 drs. powder, 1 oz. shot, penetrated
42 leaves.
Pat. shell, No. Gshot, 3 drs. powder; distance, 38 yards,
penetrated 100 leaves, with many shot buried deep in the
bark of the tree. This I consider the best shot out of all
my tests, as the gun was loaded the same as a muzzle loader,
with one wad on top of powder. The distribution was
perfect, the shooting hard and the penetration extraordinThe "Countess of Thule" and "Rob Roy," the
ary.
bold moss trooper, came in for a share of my attention,
with about the same results. I don't hesitate to say that a
complete revolution in this branch will take place as soon
as these patent shells arc placed upon the market."

stant curve, how will be account for the increased trajectory that can be
given a rifle by using a light ball and a heavy charge of powder, as in the
English express rifles and our own Kentucky rifles? Let him go into
the backwoods of Pennsylvania or Virginia to a turkey shoot and he will
see a turkey set up eighty rods away and the natives with their open
and bead sights that they cannot raise loa#ins with two or three of their
ordinary charges of powder, and taking a full sight of the head, unmindful of the increased recoil, shoot, and occasionally win a turkey merely
by increasing the trajectory of their gun by a large charge of powder.
Over that distance the ball undoubtedly falls very quick with a curve
that would delight "Old Scout."

Personally, I have carried one of these shells in my
pocket and exhibited it to many sportsmen throughout my
travels, all of whom accepted the theory of its construction

V

"Point Blank" hopes to see the times when the same sight can be used
to 1,000 yards.
That he will never see, but he can see the same sight
nsed up to eighty rods, or about 400 yards, which practically proves his
theory and that of all practical gunmakers. In the immortal words of
the learned Professor of Chemistry, "Gentlemen, tbe experiment has
So "Old Scout" will probfailed, but the theory remains the same.'?
ably stick to his, but neither he nor any other man can calculate the
parabola of a rifle ball on the principle he advocates. The practice at
Creedmoor is conducted on the. true theory of raising their sights till
Trax.
they hit the target.

my

my

Fred. Mather.

many gunsmiths

St.

good order and beautifying the scenery, and eradicating

in

Editor Forest and Stream:—

enlighten

with the leading sportsmen of the city, and it is fair to
presume that when he praises anything in the line of field
sports, he knows what he is talking about; besides, I find
this confirmed by many others of no less pretentions. B.

This lake is
four miles back of. Sterling's Landing.
It
25 miles long by an average of a half a mile wide.
is fed by springs and river, and abounds with croppies and
black bass. Adjoining are extensive prairie hunting or
shooting grounds. This is said to afford the best fishing
waters within one hundred miles of the city. The club
has an extensive boat club house, with all the appliances
It numbers about eighty memfoa fishing and good cheer.
The veteran fisherman and gun dealer, Mr. R.
bers.
Beauvais is President; E. M. Leeds, Vice-President; J. B.
Beauvais, Secretary and Treasurer. On the Illinois side,

the bullet drops rapidly beyond that distance; also that a
tight-fitting bullet gives a flat trajectory and a long point
blank range.
In speaking of the Express rifle, he says
"The actual point blank range of this kind of rifle with

range of that gun.

Southern Hotel, St. Louis, August 25,1875.
Editor Forest and Stkeam:—
Tlie St. Louis and King's Luke Fish Breeding Assoeiation hold their grounds seventy miles up the river, and

TERS.

also

favorably, and will hail their introduction into the market
with pleasure
I find two clubs, one the St. Louis Gun Club, organized
The other is for
for perfection in trap and field shooting.
the protection of fish and game, called the Sportsmen's
Club." These are distinct in their organization and man-

up

'

v

showing

up this gun and
superior action, and he does not hesitate to pronounce
He is equally skilled
it the par excellence in the gun line.
with the "shooting iron" as with the forceps, and is, ranked
dentist of this city, takes pride in

CORRESPONDENT.]

its

an d

another communication from
"Old
are
Scout," which want of space compels us to omit.
inclined to think with our friend, Mr. Mather, that an excess of scientific terms is apt to confuse the beginner at
rifle shooting, and that the simpler the definition the easier
will it be understood, and the principle involved become
familiar.
However science may define it, we all understand "point blank" to be the range of the piece with the
simple fixed sights, which may vary more or less with the
charge of powder used. For instance: Mr. Greener, in
his work on modern breech loaders, in speaking of the ball
shooting properties of his shot guns, says that their point
blank range is up to fifty yards, beyond which distance a
rifle is required for accurate shooting, as in the ball gun

have

OUR, SPECIAL

MISSOURI 'CLUBS AND OTHER MAT4

agement, but composed of almost the same members. A
great many leading sportsmen are out on the wing.
A few
by the sea shore, on the lakes and streams in the higher
By-the-by, I must not forget to mention the
latitudes.
popularity of the Dane gun throughout the valley of the
Mississippi and its tributaries. Dr. McKellops,ithe leading

The Team in Brooklyn.— Gen. Dakin and his companions of the victorious rifle team were entertained on
Wednesday evening last at a banquet held at the Brooklyn
Academy of Music. After the viands had been disposed of
Mayor Hunter welcomed the General and his friends in a
congratulatory speech, in which he alluded to the fact that
the team having their work to do, had done it well, and
that the confidence placed in them as fit representatives of
their country bad not been misplaced, concluding by proposing Gen. Dakin's health, and wishing that he might
always hit the mark at which he aims. After the applause
had subsided Gen. Dakin arose and replied to the call made
upon him. After alluding to the departure of the team
and the pleasure experienced by himself and associates in
receiving so warm a welcome both abroad and at home,
he expressed his indebtedness to the press of both countries
for their liberality in devoting so much of their space to
the doings of the team, and to the almost marvellous correctness and exactness of their reports, as well as for the

pleasant words they have published complimentary
team and also to himself. Less than one year ago

many
to the

we assembled here as now, only then it was to bestow
honor upon a few of Ireland's noblest sons— [applause]—
whom it was our good fortune and pleasure to meet. [ApWe have since seen them in the land which gave
plause.]
them birth, and in return for the treatment they received
here they have shown us that the hospitality of the Irish
people cannot be excelled [applause]— nor can the magnifience and splendor of their banquets be eclipsed by any

—

nation."
Col. Gildersleeve /.responded to the toast of

"The Ameri-

can Rifle Team" and Col. Mitchell to "The Irish Rifle
Team." Other toasts were proposed and responded to by
various gentlemen. Judge A. H. Dailey in responding to
"The city of Brooklyn," presented to the team an old
time musket which had been used by Patrick Henry in
The gun came
"Virginia during the. revolutionary war.
into the possession of Mr. Dailey's family, and on his last
He proposed that it
visit to his old home he secured it.
should be shot for every year. Major Fulton accepted the
gun, which was handed to him in its old buckskin case,

and he said that the team would shoot for it in preference
to the most magnificent trophy.
Here is what our artist intended should be a fac simile
of this old arm, from a drawing attempted upon the spot,
but the banquet was too much for him.
•&&£j£r

The

festivities

were not concluded until a very

late

hour.

—

The various prizes won by^the American rifle team at
Dollymount and Candeboye, together with the massive
challenge cup presented by the National Rifle Association,
of Great Britain, to the National Rifle Association of
America, for competition at annual meetings of the latter,

on exhibition at the establishment of Messrs. Tiffany &
in Union square.
On the evening of August 80th a banquet wat tendered to Major Henry Fulton, of. the American rifle team,
by the Freemasons of Williamsburg, at the banqueting
hall of DeWitt Clinton Commandery in Broadway. Dr.
are

Co.

,

—

Charles A. Doane, Master of Progressive Lodge, presided,
the guests being limited to seventy-five, representing tlie
various lodges.

American rifle team will be tendered a grand complimentary banquet at Delmonicos, on Monday, Sept. 6th.
About 200 guests will be present.

—The

—A

reception will be tendered

Poughkeepsie, on

at

Monday, Sept. 13th, to Col. John Bodine and Capt. R. C
Coleman of the American rifle team. The other gentletlemen of the team will be present also. A splendid badge
will be offered for competition

team

at

among

the American

500 yards, on the grounds of the Hudson
On Tuesday

Rifle Association, during the afternoon.

team

will

—The

viae

River
the

proceed to Utica.

Ninth Annual Reunion of the

Army

of the

Cum-

and
berland will take place at Utica, N. Y., September 15
Sheridan
President Grant, Gen. Sherman and
16, 1875.
The American rifle team have
are expected to be present.
being
received invitations and signified their intention of
o
member
present. Col. Gildersleeve having been an active
war.
during
the
Cumberland
the Army of the
dogs,
Milner's Muzzle.— We do not refer to Milner's
t e
to
but
of which he has several very fine specimens,
scoie
poor
his
of
the
cause
which
was
muzzle of his rifle,
AmerSince the return of the
in the International match.
matc&
the
ican rifle team we have been informed that after
Dair
the
of
breech
and
upon
the
examined,
his rifle was
entire
y
being removed, it-was found that the rifling was
muzzle,
the
effaced up to within three or four inches of
_

i

proving conclusively that the

rifle

was

solutely worthless, for fine shooting.

defective,

if

'
not aD

FOREST AND STREAM.
CREEDMOOR.

was loudly cheered, and the Devon volunteers boast that
they have now in their county the best marksman and the

The Remington Diamond Badge.— The tenth and last
competition for this badge was shot on Saturday last, resulting, after some excellent and close shooting, in a vic"

tory for Mr. L. L. Hepburn, who, having won the badge
on the fifth and eighth competitions, now becomes the fortunate possessor of a very handsome trophy. The contest
for this badge has always attracted great interest, but on
this occasion it was much enhanced by the presence of
:

American team, four of whom
took part in the match. The wind was light and the
weather everything that could be desired for good scoring.
The conditions of the match were as folio vs:
"Open to members National Rifle Association. Weapon,
several

members

59

of the

markswoman

best

in

England."

— We

publish herewith an engraving of the elegant
Gold and Silver Badges, manufactured by the Gorham
Manufacturing Company for presentation to the victors of
They were delivthe International match at Dolly mount.
ered by Col. Gildersleeve to the Irish committee in charge
of the match.
On the evening of July 3d, at the Exhibi-

Lord Mayor presiding, among
numerous awards distributed, the Lady Mayoress presented to the American Rifle Team these beautiful badges,
which were universally admired by every one.
tion Palace in Dublin, the

the

be

won

Tards.

Rifle.

.Score.

and organized a team to be called the Georgia Game AssoTeam, and elected the following officers: Captain, Malcolm
McLean; Lieutenant, J. P. White; Secretary, William N. Nichols. At
an adjourned meeting held on the evening of the 19th inst rules and
regulations similar to those existing at Creedmoor were read and adopted, after which the names of several new members were added to the
list.
It was decided that the members should be formed into teams of
eight, each team to be commanded by an officer to be elected or appointed, as migbt be decided upon hereafter. Two teams were formed from
those present, under the command of the Captain and Lieutenant, as
follows: Captain McLean's team -Robert Wayne, W. H. Connerat, T.
Halli&an, Jos. Hirschbach, J. Kaufman, W. J. Foiiard, J. W. McAlpln,
B. C. Wright. Lieut. White's team— W. F. Chaplin, E. F. Lovell, Wm.
N. Nichols, J. G. Butler, Geo. B. Alden, J. R. Hamlet, F. W. Dasher,

ciation Rifle

L

L.

I

{

Henry Fulton, Remington

W.

To.'al,
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Hepburn, Remington
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This engraving originally appeared in Harper's Weekly,
and has been kindly furnished to Forest and Stream for

98

98

ts present use.
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petition for (he

The Forest and Stream Badge. — The

'

Remington

A. V. Canfiekl, Jr.,

J. T. B. Collins, Sharp.

A. Anderson, Remington

H.

S.

Jewell

G.

W.

Yale, Sharp

L.

M.

Ballard, Sharp
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D. E. Vannett, Remington
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F. Hyde, Remington.
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H. Fisher, Sharp
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R. Rathbone, Remington
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B. Farwell, Remington
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seventh combadge and the accompanying medals presented by Mr. Conlin occurred at the gallery No. 930
Broadway on the 25th uit. The number of contestants
was large,and the winner proved to be Mr. J. P. M. Richards, with a score of 13f inches in 20 shots at 75 feet.
Messrs. Thos. Lloyd and A. B. Dodge were the winners of
the second and third badges, scoring respectively 16$ and
20 13-1 G inches, being the score nearest to and over 15 and
20 inches. The following are the complete scores:
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FredKesslar
W. Hamilton
A. D. Freeze
Geo. W. Jones
Ed. Brown

77

51

J. P.
38

35

T. C. Clark for

of the National Rifle Asso-

we

"any

NOT

etc.

elocutionist.

is

our authority for the following

known
"The Biddeford and Torrington

Corps have just obtained a

new

long range, which
lately.
In the
presence of Sir Edward Green, the local gentry and the officers and men of the respective corps, Mr. Siddons took a
Martini-Henry rifle and fired at the target, making a bullseye the first time and a centre with her second shot. She
Rifle

29J-

was formally opened by Mrs. Scott Siddons

Avillhave three shots, off-hand. Many of the Springfield rifles among
our military men, it is thought, have had the triggers tampered with,
acting almost as a hair trigger, and for this reason, I am told, the

judges will examine each gun carefully, to see that nothing of that kind
has been done to it. It is expected that many line shots from Macon
and August:* will be present to participate in the contest. Some very
fine shooting has been done lately by the Macon military, but, so far,
Savannah is ahead. Mr. George Allen has the credit of making the
finest single shot, his ball driving the tack in the centre of the target.

GuonuiA.

would be well to procure one or more 6 lb. trigger
testers, and have every rifle tried before shooting.
See
regulations of N. R. A.— Ed.]
[It

Rifle Club at Monroe, Michigan. —A

30
32£

are as

Tin id Badge.

Wilson MacDonald.
A. G. Hell wig.
B. Farwell.
Thos. Lloyd.

W.

will be shot

J. J. O'Kelley.
R. F. Hill.

—

A. B. Dodge.

on Thursday, September

9,

—

——

and construction. Some good shooting
be expected from the members of this club, many of
whom are men accustomed from boyhood to the use of the
rifle, and who want only practice to develop them into
first class long range shots.
We hope to see a visiting team
details of practice

and in the distance looms up a
Chicago is
time to furnish a team or portion of an American team
participate in the great International matches, which
ere long,

vision of inter-State matches without number.
to

will be one of the
nial,

marked

Jackson, Mich., August

Editor Forest and Stream:
We have formed a rifie club here

True, have culminated in the organization of a regular rifle
club, with a constitution similar to that of the Amateur
Rifle Club of this city.
In forming this association, the
projectors have in view a systematic course of instruction
for its members, and propose to encourage shooting under
such conditions and rules as those now in force at Creedmoor, abjuring all artificial rests and selecting a range,
not in some sheltered spot where the influence of the wind
the marksman will be
is escaped, but rather one where
forced to train himself to allow for wind and be prepared
No selection of a
to meet other vicissitudes of weather.
range has yet been made, but a tract at Gale wood and another on the Lake Shore Division of the South Park are
talked of. The officers appointed by the ciub are: President, Judge Brad well; Vice President, Dr. Arthur Edwards; Treasurer, Q. C. Blackmer; Secretary, Col. R. S.
Thompson; Executive Committee, W. R. Rooney, James
Scudder, S. S. Greeley, Mr.
P. Root, J. A. Shaffer,
Blackmer has been appointed as a committee of one to
visit the clubs and ranges in this section and report upon
Creedmoor will receive particular attention,
the same.
and Mr. Blackmer will make himself familiar with all the

in

ling

-#--

M. Richards.

Creedmoor

club

MICHIGAN STATE RIFLE ASSOCIATION.

A. Marsh.
W. A. Sherman.

No. 930 Broadway.
Chicago Rifle Club. "We learn from the last issue of
the Chicago Meld that the efforts made to establish an interest in rifie shooting at that place, and which by the way
were set on foot originally by our Chicago agent, Ira G-.

at

rifle

been organized at Monroe, Michigan, numbering
twenty members, with the following officers: President^
F. H. Hubbard; Secretary, Vincent Kin dier; Treasurer, H.
A. Conant. Tbe rules governing the National Rifle Association have been adopted so far as they may apply to the
club, and the rules of practice observed at Creedmoor have
also been added. The club will commence at once.
B.
just

S93-

may

bit of gossip regarding Mrs. Scott Siddons, the well

and

Forest and Stream badges

at

printed last
rifle club
or association, organized and having its headquarters
within twenty-five miles of the Creedmoor range, may become a member of the National Rifle Association upon
payment of fifty dollars per annum to the association." It
should have read "any rifle jelnb or association having its
within twenty-five miles of Creedmoor,
headquarters

actress

22f
23 5-16
23 6 8
23£
24 1-16

B. Joline

L. Bird.

The next match

second prize in this match, having never been won but
once by any one person still remains in abeyance.
A cut of the Remington badge will be found on page
233, vol. 1, No. 15 of this journal.

— The Pall Mall Gazette

W.

Second Badge.

First Badge.
Yale.

M. P. Lennon.

by Mr.

ciation regarding affiliating societies which
week, was by an error made to read that

of the

Hayes.
Hayes.
G. W. Hamilton.

96
98

—The new rule

222-8

,..a

:

Wm.
Wm.

1

Correction.

Wing

F. Scherff.

Captain McLean's team at once challenged that of Lieut. White to
sboot for a prize to be agreed upon, and as the two teams are very
evenly matched, some close shooting will be looked for. It will be seen
that Messrs. White and Ilirschbach will be opposed to each other, and
to a certain extent it will be decided as to which is the best rille shot.
Quite an effort was made some time ago to bring about a match between
these two fine shots, but failed. My having stated in a letter some time
ago thatCapt. White was the recognized champion rifle shot hereaway,
gave considei able oil'eDse to several parties, hence the effort to make a
match between them. If he is not— and tie is too modest to claim that
distinction— how is it no one who has contended against nim in the
matches gotten up by the members of the old Savannah Rifle Club— now
defunct— or at the festivals of the Scheutzen Gesellschaft of this city,
has ever beaten him?
Great interest is manifested in the rifle contest which is to come off at
Isle of Hope on next Thursday, when a fine Remington rifle and breech
loading shot gun will be given as prizes to the successful winners. The
guns to be used will be the Spriugrie Id breech loading rifle, regulation
pattern. The distance will be one hundred yards and each contestants

W.

G.

73[H. S. Jewell
78|L. L. Hepburn

presented

II.

John Trageser.

—

rifle,

i7|

l!) 1-16
19 5-16

The winners
follows

.'

The Whitworth

Bobbins

G.

S4

IBi

iy#
20 13-16
21f

i7 It 16 1). L. Beckwit.h
17 7-16 Thos. Fenton
17 13-1 6| Joseph Woodward
17 15-16; Fred. Bnllick
,J. L. Price
17|
18
J. B. Gun
184
0. Jones
18 7-16 W. T. Thorp

L. V. Bone

competition was shot an the 15th of November,
Seven competitions were shot at the old style tar1873.
gets, the bullseye counting four, the highest aggregate
score per man being 84 points. The other three were shot
on the new targets bullseye 5 making the highest aggreThe scores of the winners in the ten
gate score 105.
matches were as follows :—
TOIL Fulton.
Robert Omand
77
69 H. Fulton
John Bodine
73
71iL.
L.
Richards
Hepburn
M.
J. P.
98
A. V". Oaniield, Jr
L. L. Hepburn

Mo.sier

C. P.

85

first

—

Noone

Wm.

C. A. Cheevcr

l

The

T. C.

.

. .

Lcunon

P.

Ghas. Johnson
A. B. Dodfice
Geo. W. Yale

1S|
UiJ

Thos. Lloyd
Win. llay.s

(10G0....3

A. Alford, Remington

P.M. Richards

)

.

Inches.

Inches.

1

.043533

(1000..
I

C. R. Huntington, Remington

5 5.... 3;' y
3 S...M)
4 4. ...31 J
5 4....33V5 4..
)
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that evening,

three times, not necessarily consecutively, to

Camield leading with scores of 34 each out of a possible
At 800 yards Mr. Hepburn came up, making seven
35.
consecutive bullseyes, 1,000 yards, as did also Major
At the 1,000 yards Fulton seemed to have
Fulton.
some difficulty in finding the bullseye, but Hepburn succeeded in getting on after the first attempt. At the close
of the shooting it was found that Messrs. Hepburn and
Fulton had tied, but, as under the rule framed for such occurrences, the prize goes to the one making the largest
score at the longest distance, it was awarded to Mr. Hepburn and duly presented to him by Major Fulton as Seere
Mr. Herlmrn made
tary of the National Rifle Association.
a short reply, concluding by saying (hat Messrs. E. Rem
ington & Sons would replace the diamond badge by another
badge or trophy. The following are the scores:

.

Savannah, Ga,, August

In reply to a call through our dailies of the 12th inst. by the Board
of Directors of the Georgia Game Association, to such members of that
organization as were desirous of forming themselves into a rifle team
under its auspices, quite a number met at the rooms of the association

become the winner's personal properly. Entrance fee, $1."
There were eighteen contestants. The shooting at the
500 yards range was very close, Messrs. Fulton, Jewel and

Name.

«

.

Editor Forest and Stream:—

any breech-loading rifle within rules. Distances, 500, 800
and 1,000 yards. Position, any without artificial rest.
Rounds, seven, with two sighting shots at each distance.

To

—

The Rifle in Georgia. One of the attractions of the
Georgia State Fair to be held at Macon in October next, is
a series of rifle matches, open to all-comers. The first
match, to be shot on Tuesday, October 19th, is open to
teams of eight from all parts of the United States, five
shots each at 200 and 300 yards, off-hand; prize, $300.
The second is an all-comers match at 100 yards, five shots,
standing, prize, $100.
The third is a similar match at 200
yards, with the same premium. Entries are to be made to
the Secretary of the Georgia State Agricultural Society beThe shooting will be conducted acfore October 18th.
cording to the regulations of the National Ritie Association.

called the Jackron Rifle Club, and
have secured a range of 1,200 yards near the city. Only two or three of
our members have the long range rifles yet, but those have been engaged
in practice at the longer ranges, and have made fair scores. We hope at
no distant day to send a team to Creedmoor. A number of clubs have
been organized in other parts of the State, and we hope during the coming Winter to form a State association of the amateur riflemen of Michigan.
G. H. Wolcott, President Jackson Rifle Club.

^-The second contest of the NewT Jersey Rifle and Gun
Club for the club medal took place at Ridgewood on Aug.
19ih.
Distance, 200 yards, off-hand, Creedmoor third class
target.
The following is the scorer-

Name.

Score.

Total

453454
443444444

3 4 14
4
2 3 3 3 4 4 3 3 3 3

Gayler

Lane
A. Lane
L.

.-.2444330230

Perry

Reading

0035 32 30 32

Sheffield

3 2
^

3

2
2
C. Martin,

*

40
39
31
25
21
12
Secretary. --

Holyoke, Mass., August 28th, J875
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Our club now numbers thirty-two members. We use the Creedmoor
targets, rules, etc., and are about equally divided in the use of the Remington, Sharps and Maynard rifles. This week's score is at 400 yards,
seven shots, position any without rest:
.27 B. C. Smith (taking the badge). 32
A. Knight
.29 J. Sndver.
28
"27
F. Norton
12 J. Mercier
'.'.'.'.'."22
D. H. Smith
28 D. Kelton
S. Chapman....
27 C. Farrington
17
W. Hey wood.....
27JR. McDonald
26

H. White

'

i

A. Munger.

33|

Week

before last, August 14th, W. J, Bishop and J. Snover rnade a
tie on 34 at the same range, 400 yards, and on shooting off Bishop made
On August 21st E. C. Smith
15 out of a possible 15, taking the badge.
took the badge, 200 yards, score 27. A valuable silver cup is to be shot
Yours respectfully,
for in a few weeks.
g

— At the* third and last

trial of the Parthian Jr. Rifle
York, to select a team to shoot
against the Saratoga Rifle Club at Saratoga, September 8,
the following are the names and score; distance 500 yards';
highest possible score 100:— J. A. Smith, 93; L. Geiger 92Thos. Dennegar, 91; E. S. Elmer, 85; A. Bush, 81; S. b!
Newcomb, 88. Reserve, G. H. Macy and Fred. Geiger.

Club of Hudson,

New

Plankers.

-At

the Provincial Rifle competition at Fredericton, N.
on the 24th August, the national silver medal was
B.
won by Lieut. Congle, with a score of 39 points at 500 and
COO yards.
t

features of next year's Centen-

24th, 1875.

FOREST AND STREAM.
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The Sportsman's "Warehouse.

Tennessee State

EDWIN S. HAEEIS,

Sportsmen's Association.
SECOND ANNUAL, MEETING
AT

MEMPHIS^ Oct. &&>, 1875.

No.

$500 in cups.

FIELD TRIAL. Premiums,

and

$1,300 in cash,

$300 in cups, donated by Forest and Stream and
Rod and Gun.
FIR&T- DAY.— MONDAY. Oct. 25th.— Trap Shooting, Parse No. 1, $1,000; $20 entrance; 50 to fill or
-prorate. 10 single rises, class shooting; $350, $250,

SAME DAT-Purse No.

2,

$500— $15 entrance.

Broadway,

New

MANUFACTURERS

York.

BREECH LOADING

Hazard's "Electric" Powder.
Nos.

to 5 (coarse).
strength ana cleanliness
ters of 1 lb. only.

33

Packed

.

of
in sqnare canis-

Hazard's "American Sporting."

Shooting.
26th —Trap
No. 3. $1,000; same conditions as Purse No. 1.
Purse No. 4, $500; same conditions
as Purse No. 2. Also,
OP FIELD
DOGS. Cups valued at $35 will he given the prize
dogs, bitches and pups in each of the following
classes: Irii*h, Gordon and English (or of any breed)
Setters and Pointers. Cups valued at $10 will be given
Hounds, each to dog, bitch and nup.
Oct. 27r,h.— Trap Shooting— Purse
No. 5, Gold Medal; for members of the Association
only.
Purse No. 6, $500; same conditions
as Purse No. 2. Also continuation of Bench Show
and awarding of the premiums in the same. Wednesday at 9:30 P. M. the proprietors of the Peabody
Hotel have tendered the Association a grand champagne supper and banquet. All visiting sportsmen
are cordially invited, free of charge.
Ttie Peabody
Hotel will entertain sportsmen at reduced rates.
THURSDAY, ct 28th.— Field Frial for Setter or
Pointer Pups under 18 months; for the champion pup
of America. Purse $300 cash, and magnificent cup,
'•alne $150, donated hy E>d and Gun; $15 entrance;
$150 cash and cup to champion; $100, second; $50,

BENCH SHOW

SAME DAY—

Implements,

i^^CL^

Cartridges,

l>ot*lx

Km^.
^f
Paper.
Brass

rAtPonTEBX

third.

OOLLINGWOOD

!

(fine)

Hazard's "Kentucky Rifle."
FFFG, FFG, and "Sea Shooting" FG, in kegs

of 25

and 6* lbs*, and cans of 5 lbs. FFFG is also
packed in 1 and £ lb. canisters. Burns strong ana
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands
for ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting" FG
is the standard Rifle powder of the country.
12£,

SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.
GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POWDER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.

'

FRIDAY, Oct 29th.—Field Tr'al for braces, Setters
or Pointers, Tegardless of ownership, for Champion
Brace of America. Putse, $500 cash: $25 entrance
each brace; $250 and championship to first; $150,
second; $100, third.
SATURDAY. Oct. 30th— Field Trial, free for all
Setters or Pointers, for Championship of America.
Purse, $500 cash, and magnificent cup, value $150.
donated by Forest and Stream; $25 entrance; $250
cash and champion cup to first; $150. second: $100,
third.
In each purse in the Field Trial it will require
twenty entries to fill or prorate. If only one entry in
either purse $150 in cash will be paid and cup. Trap
Shooting open to the world except those barred at
Cleveland in 1875. Barker's traps will be used. Shooters choose the judges. Judges for Bench Show will
be announced in due time. Programmes with full
details will be mailed on application to
P. II. BRYSON, President,
W. A. WHEATLEY, Secretary,
Memphis, Tenn.
aug26-8t

"Buck Shooting."

s

to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
and 6i and 12£ lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close, and with great
penetration. For field, forest and water shooting
it ranks any other brand, and it is equally serviceable for muzzle or breech loader.

ALSO,

HA VE LARGE STOCK OF MUZZLE LOADING O UNS & RIFLES VERT CHEAP

A fine

Hazard
Nos.

axidl

GUN MATERIALS OF ALL RINDS, CARTRIDGE VESTS, COATS AND BELTS, FLASKS,
POUCHES, AND AMMUNITION OF ALL RINDS. EVERYTHING IN MY LINE FOR
BOTH HOME AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE PRICES.

1 (fine;

kegs.

os. Pistols

AND

.

WEDNESDAY,

In 1 lb.' canisters and 6} lb.
to a (coarse).
grain, quick and clean, for upland and
Well adapted to short guns.
prairie shooting.

Nos.

Oct.

SAME DAY—

Unsurpassed in point

1 (fine)

10 single rises, class shooting;

$125. $100, $75, $50.

TUESDAY,

CO.,

OF"

GUNPOWDER.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

$175, $125. $100.
lofill or prorate.

1*7 7

POWDER

HAZARD

COOPER HARRIS & HODGKINS,

Late

TRAP SHOOTING. Premiums $3,500 cash.
BENCH SHOW OF FIELD DOGS. Premiums,

THE

<&

maiwa

i/sn^s

or

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Company's agents in every prominent city, or wholesale at
our

88 Wall Street, New York.

Rowmq^Suits A Specially.

Orange Sporting Powder.
ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDEK,

Tlxe NJTost .A_ppro^ecl System

strongest and cleanest Powder made. Nos. 1
packed only in sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
recommended to owners of fine

The
to

7,

sizes especially are

OF

breech-loading guns, giving great penetration with
very slight recoil.

Breech Loading, Sporting
And

office.

Military

[Rifles.

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,
Nos. 1 to
For water fowl. Very strong and clean
Packed in metal kegs of 6J lbs. each, and in canis5.
ters of 1 and 5 lbs.
.

AUDUBON POWDER,
Very quick. For woodcock and quail Nos. 1 to 4.
Packed in metal kegs of 12$ lbs. and 6J lbs., and in
pound canisters.

AND

ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,

Lake Superior Line.

For Simplicity of Construction,

ACCURACY,

Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation.

Toronto, Collingwood, Fort William,
Duluth, Fort Garry.
Comprising the three

first class,

Workmanship, they are Unsurpassed.
REVOLVERS OF VARIOUS SIZES,

Materials and

upper cabin powerful

DESIRABLE IN ALL RESPECTS.

side wheel steamers

Chieora,

Cumberland

and

Send fox*

Algoma,

Whitneyville, near

Leaving Collingwood every Tuesday and Friday
of Steamboat Express Train, with Drawing

With
SON'S

Northwest!

and the

Thunder Bay with DAWROAD TRANSPORTATION COMPANY for
direct connections at

Fort Garry, and with steamers for

DULUTH, FORT GARRY, and THE RED RIVER
COUNTRY.

made during

the

Summer

season, in the

months of June. July, August, and September, affording ample opportunity for visiting the Great Mineral
Region of Lake Superior and the FISHING GROUNDS
of Lake Nepigon.
Connections throughout punctual and certain.
secured at Central Passenger
Offices, Toronto, and all information given by
CHAS. PERRY, 62 King street, East, Toronto.
D. MILLOY. 8 Front street, East, Toronto.
Y.
COOK, SON & JENKTNS. Ag'ts, 261 Broadway
ALFRED TELFER, General Agent,
Northern Railway, Brock street. Toronto.
State

Rooms can be

THURSDAY, SEPT.

2,

st.

Expeditions,

Parties

by express

A very
roughest usage.
strong and durable
other
tough
frame of ash or

mmfish pole,

aud

anywhere,

same

freight

hove.

is

•"'"V^FO^

Bonclren's Patent Conciliation.

The Fish-way is constructed in the bottom of a
chute of any desired width, by means of timbers
forming triangles, making a zigzag course, breaking
the force of the water in its descent, enabling any
kind of fish to ascend it. It may be constructed on a
rise or grade of one foot in ten.
Its upper end extends into the pool of a dam. The water "flows with
a uniform swiftness over a smooth bottom." It does
not form any "pools or eddies."
This Fish-way can be seen in a dam in the Mohawk
River near Schenectady, N. Y., and for its successful
working see the Report of the New York Commission
ers of Fisheries for 1874

REFLECTING JACK AND FISHING LAMP.

may6-ly

SPEARING FISH,
CATCHING CRABS,
EELS, B4IT, Etc.
INDISPENSABLE ON ANY BOATING OR
CAMPING TRIP.
NOT AFFECTED BY WIND, RAIN OR JOLTING.
THROWS A POWERFUL LIGHT 200 FEET.

TICKETS FIFTY CENTS.

C. O. D., with privilege of examination^

and

Muncy, Pa.

CLEAN, FREE

lead with one-half the usual
rust
time and labor, by the use of my chemically prepared
Circular Gun Swabs, suitable for cleaning any size
bore, and warranted not to injure the finest barrels.
Put up iu packages containing 100 Swabs and sent
postpaid to any address on the receipt of 50 cents.
Please state whether they are wanted for shot gnn or
rifle.

FOR

GRAVES,

SALE—A SECOND-HAND DOU-

breech loader, and Charles Lancaspaugzle leader, both at a very low figure.
CHARLES L. RITZMANN & CO.,
943 Broadway, above 32d street.
Cartridges of jill Bigeg ready loaded on hand, and
gall 10 bore

Fisb|ng ? Jack

aajj

Pash h*w$.

»»£j|? ka*H|?

•I, Hi W%ejport,

Cw*

will use no other. AdaulQtf
Sunderland, Vt.

Try a package and you

dress R. L.

1,

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

JSCS*

BREWER,

YOUR GUNS
KEEP
from
and

Burns Kerosene Perfectly without a Chimney.
This lamp supplies a want long felt by spoilsmen,
as it affords them a reliable LIGHT with which they

AS A CARRIAGE LAMP, IT HAS NO EQUAL,
FITS ANY SHAPED DASH.
PRICE, JACK AND DASH. $6.
FISRING LAMP, $8.

JAS.

Sportsmen!

FOR NIGHT HUNTING HERB,

can hunt in any weather.

Sepi^yi

of

used by Campers for a table as well as a bed. Before yon start
get the Camp Lounge. It carries light, lies easy, is always
ready, and saves many times its weight and expense in
blankets. With cloth Case, $5. By mail, $5.85. Patent
Patent com,r
u-»r- Camp Pillow, $1.25. Folding Camp. Cot, $8.
HOUSE^HOJvlE bined Lounge and Valise, $10 to $20.
We can refer to more
CAMP, than 2,000 sportsmen and military men now using our Camp
Lounge. Special terms to sporting clubs and military organizations. Orders received at Forest and Stream Office
and Eaton & Co.'s, 102 Nassau street. Trade supplied at 177
Broadway. Address all business correspondence to Camp
aug5
Lounge 'Jompauy, Troy, N. Y.^or^NorwalK., Conn.

Music by Robertson's and Wallace's brass and string
bands. M tisic to cease at the termination of the games.
City cars run direct to the Park.

fmn,

one-eighth

CAMP LOUNCE-THE STANDARD.
Folds to about the size of a

1875.

Troy, Bradford Co,,

in

as
other
goods. For descriptive^ circular and price list, address as

rate

light,

and

SALE.— A LIVING bZlD EAGLE
FORAddress
M, A. GATES,

Chute and Fishway.

transportation,
a light
in
w<igon, Horseback, or by single person, and can be unfolded ready for use in three
minutes' time. Boats shipped

other

of the

106th to 110th

YorK.

space,
carried

Also lor Sportsmen,
Tourists, Trappers, Explor-

NEW YORK CALEDONIAN CLUB
LION PARK,

AND

cover,

folded

vefesels.

SCOTTISH GAMES.

The Nineteenth Annual Games

BREWER'S

A.

New

J,

.

Dir.gies,

^
&

vfiil be held at
8th avenue.

8.

PATENT

street,

toons, Life Boats, Lighters,

These
and perfectly portable
the
of
admit
will
boats

Ex<3ixx*«ioiis

Y.

BOAT.
HEGEMAN'S PATENT PORTABLE FOLDING
woo wftb canvas
and
PORTABLE
can be
.-v&mm
*nd
Dorys, on board
for
life
buggy,
Steamers, Yachts, and
For use as Military Pon-

safe

This route embraces the most enjoyable and picturesque Summer Tour by making the circuit of Lake
Superior, with the sheltered and beautiful waters of
the inside channels of Lake Huron and Georgian Bay,
and thence by three hours' rail, with magnificent parlor cars, to Toronto, connecting with the Royal Mail
Daily Line of steamers on Lake Ontario, and the
C rand Trunk Rail way, for the THOUSAND ISLANDS
and the Rapids of the River St. Lawrence, for Montreal. Quebec, White Mountains, Portland, Boston, and
all points East and South; and with the Great Western Railway and Lake Ontario steamers daily for
Hamilton, Niagara Falls Suspension Bridge, Buffalo,
Detroit, and all points West and Southwest.

Will be

112 Fulton

Sent to any part of the United States free of charge.

Camping Out, &c.

Pleasure Trayel.

Comp..

Haven, Conn., U.

SECOND HAND AND MISFIT ENGLISH BRUSSELS, THREE PLY
GOOD
INGRAIN CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, &C, VERY CHEAP, AT THE OLD PLACE,

ing

Cheap

New

MISFIT CARPETS.

On arrival

Garry

made.

& RAND POWDER Co.,
21 Park Row, N.

LAFLIN

Cireulaars.

Arms

NORTHERN RAILWAY OF CANADA,

Fort

uum than any other brands

(Opposite Astor Hotjbe.)

Having splendid drawing room cabins, in connection
with the

Room Cars attached, calling at
PRESQUITE, BRUCE MINES, SAULT STE.
MARIE, MICHIPICOTON, NEPIGON, SILVER ISLET, AND PRINCE ARTHUR'S LANDING.

The best for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g, FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest and
most used. Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25
lbs., 12$ lbs., and 6J lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and
I pound.
All of the above give high velocities and less resid-

ter,

FOREST AND STREAM.
SCOVILL'S

WILD SCENES AND WILD HUNTERS;

Blood 4iverSyrup
Condition of the Blood,
may not be SCROFULA; but in

Impure

this may or
either case is nothing

that

WILLIAMS & POWELL,

Breech Loaders.
mm

All cutaneous eruptions on the face or body Indicate

All

Gun and

Syrup

positively effect this desideratum, expelling
every trace of disease from the blood and system and
will

.eaving the skin

SOFT, FAIR
Hundreds of
bottle.

(See issue October 3d, 1873.)
In which competition the committees have awarded
our guns, First and Second for POINTS OP MEB1T

OP ACTION, MATEEIAL8, PROPORTION, AND
SHOOTING QUALITIES combined, in all the four

AND BEAUTIFUL.

certificates attest its value.

Winners of the "Turf, Field
and Farm" Gun Trials.

Price $1 a

classes.

Dr. Rogers's
VEGETABLE WORM SYRUP
A brave man may

when

suffer pain,

inflicted

upon

himself, heroically;" but he

Cannot see hisChild Suffer.
There is no other malady incident to childhood that
is accompanied with more indescribable wretchedness to the little sufferers than that

Produced by Worms;
ana when the parent fully comprehends the situation
he will not delay a moment in securing the most
prompt and efficient remedies to insure the expulsion
of the intruders. The remedy may be found in
Please bear in

Worm

Yegetable

Dr. Roger's

Syrup.

mind that

WORM SYRUP is the reliable preparaROGERS WORM SYRUP is a paxatable preparation
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP is liked by children.
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP positively destroys
worms.
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP leaves no bad effects.
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP is highly recommended
by physicians, and is unquestionably the best WORM
ROGERS'

tion.

1

,

MEDICINE IN THE WORLD.
For

Price 25 cents.

sale

by

all

W.

Carbolic

&

SON

call

LEVER

25

By

SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.

Demy,

5^~

of price.

CLAXTON, REMSEN & HAPFELFINGER
PUBLISHERS,
624, 626, 628

Frederick Brown
& DISPENSING

FIELD," LONDON.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

London
Castle

St.,

Office:

Regent Circus, near Lang-

ham

DOUGALL'S

D.

J.

EXPRESS SHOT GUNS
(Title registered.)

(See The Field, January 30th, 1875.)
'•From a comparison of the two tables it will be
seen that with Walker's shot, Messrs. Scott's guns
showed a marked superiority over Mr. Greener's,
both in average and in the highest score made. Indeed, with the left barrel, in his third shot, Mr. Scott
got a selected group pattern of 239 and a penetration
of 37, equalling the highest pattern made by Mr
Greener, and exceeding; the penetration of that particular shot by eight sheets."

Hotel.

Chief address:

SHOWN by

trials at Wimbledon by Editor
ot the Field to possess the GREATEST PENEthus:
TRATION and therefore LONGEST
Circle, 30 inches; 300 pellets; average, 191; penetration, 37.
The Edjtcr's trial of Greener guns with 340
pellets of same shot' and same charge of powder, gave
180,and penetration 30, although there were 40 more pellets in each charge.
Should any controversy arise as
to the durability of these new systems, we herewith
warn ail beforehand that our system is our own invention (though founded on the American idea) and is DURABLE, a fact remarked on by the Field, that the
guns tried had been in use during last season, and references permitted to the owners. Send for Illustrated
Circulars to

SOLE PROPRIETOR AND MANUFACTURE!
OF
/ESSENCE JAMAICA GINGER.
CHOLERA MIXTURE.
<0 PRESERVED TARAXACUM JUICE.
MUTTER'S COUGH SYRUP.
BITTER WINE OF IRON.

RANGE—

COOPER'S ANTI-BILIOUS PILLS.
CHAPMAN'S ANTI-DYSPEPTIC PILLS
(WISTAR'S COUGH LOZENGES, (from
I

O

original prescription.)

CO

DENTIFRICE,

in

Bottles.

DENTIFRICE,

in

Tin Canisters, suitable for

59 St. James's Street London.

Lancaster Street, Birmingham.

Travelers.

^ARABIAN RACAHOUT,

&

JOHN ANDRIGBY

WHOLESALE.

CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OP THE FINEST

INVENTORS

Aprl-6m

Breech LoadingShotGuns

THE GREAT

London Gun

Trial,

Long Range Match

&c

24 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN,
•
AND
72 ST. JAMES STREET, LONDON.

i sr.^.

attention to the gratifying fact that

Rifles,

Physicians g-ivo it the highest meed of praise,

CHAS. GREEN,

|„

convenient bottles

AGENT FOR
DEJARDIN'S SYRUP RED ORANGE,

E.

None Genuine without

Double and Single Express Rifles.

call

COUGH SYRUP.

MRS. HARVEY'S

Manufactory Premier Gun Works,

with pride that the proprietors

,i

N. E. Corner Fifth and Chestnut Streets

"THE

•

^w

Wlltlllldli

MANUFACTURING

fine
full

TRIAL OF SCOTT& GREENER'S NEW SYSTEM
OF BORING, BY THE EDITOR OF

with which this
combination of Carbolic Acid with other
soothing and Curative Emollients acts,
is something akin to the marvelous.

street,

Philadelphia.
aug26-3t

(Established 1822)

&

celerity

Market

this.

.

attention to their,

C. SCOTT «fc SON, Tole makers of the
W.
Patent Top Lever, solid, Double Locking Bolt Breech
Loader, bearing the full name of the firm. W. & C.
SCOTT & SON caution sportsmen against imitations
of their patent and name. Guns bearing the name
abbreviated, or with different initials, are not genuine.

Salve.

saw

State where you

guns bear full name and address,
name and "London" only.
and plain guns
Each gun is numbered and the actions are stamped
with name and trade mark.

Medium and

10 Great

8ro, cloth, extra, $2.00.

Copies sent by mail to any address on receipt

Established 1780.

aug26-tf

W. WEBBER.

C.

Author of "Shot in the Eye," "Old Hicks, the Guide,"
"Gold Mines of the Gila," etc.

all

QUALITY."

FOB SALE BT ALL DRUGGIS1S.

It is

SCOTT

supercede

very FINEST weapon, combining all their recent improvements, marked on the rib between their name
and London address the brand— "TH Mi PREMIER

druggists.

HENBTS
The wonderful

C

«fc

feel sure it will

NO.

THE PREMIER GUN.

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS,

& P,

the complicated
and manifold grips now in use, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any double, treble or quadruple
and GRIP
grip now used. In this new action
ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OP STEEL and the ANGLE of the BODY is left in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.
Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on application, and orders may be forwarded through any
of the best houses in the States for execution in the
Spring.
Guns guaranteed to make patterns of from 160 to
230 with No. 6 SHOT AT 40 YARDS, as desired.

W.

THE

ROMANCE OF SPORTING.

Manufacturers,

Sportsmen of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, STRENTH and DURABILITY of their New Patent "SIMPLEX" Breech loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
The parts in this new action are so few (only two,)
thorough, and the
its mechanical soundness so
strength and simplicity of the action so great, that

more than an insidious poison,

Blood and Liver

Scovill's

Rifle

OR,

Call the attention of the

BURNS LIKE A TERRIBLE FIRE

as it courses through the viens, sowing seeds of death
with everv pulsation.
In this condition of things something is needed at
ONCE TO CLEANSE THE BLOOD; and

JUST PUBLISHED:

i§c$hmom

lizcelhtieans.

a

and

61

OF MALTA.
my name as Agent

on the Label.

CORRESPONDENTS.
SAVORY L MOORE,
143
S.

New Bond

W.

Street,

MAW, SON & THOMPSON,

l

LONDON*

12 Aldersgate St., E, C.
F.

NEWBERY &

G.

V0SS, HAMBURG,

.

21 Johannis Strasse.

E.

DEJARDIN, PARIS,

.

2 Avenue de I'Opera.

SOflS,

37 Newgate

St.,

E. C.

J

Manufacturer of

and use

and prescribe

it

it

in their practice.

New York, Dec. 22, 1869.
Henry, Esq.
Your Carbolic Salve proves an excellent article,

John
and

F.

:

thank you for

I

This

it.

is

another evidence of the

Yours
Geo. B. Lincolm,
Pres't Board of Health.

great value of the discovery of Carbolic Acid.
truly,

Price 25 cents per box.

BEY. R.

B.

LOCKWOOD'S

Cure

Catarrh.

The Best Remedy Known, and Endorsed by

all

!
the

Principal Physicians of the Country.

W; W. GREENER

begs to inform his numerous
clients in the United States that he has been very successful in the above trial, having secured the first
prize, a silver cup, value 40 guineas—-elass 2 for 12
bores; also winner in class 1 for 8 and 10 bores, and
cla^s 4 for 20 bores.
He has won in all the classes for
improved boring, which is upon a different plan to any
other maker, and is far superior in the three most essential points,

will bo shipped to him on the 1st July, and can be examined about the 15th. All special orders given to
Mr. Squires will be carefully filled. A full report of
the GREAT TRIAL, showing the marked superiority
of ray guns over guns made by Dongal, Pape, Westley
Richards, Tolley, Scott, and others, will shortly be
published, and can be had on application at No. 1

Cortland St.

A PURE OIL that does not
endorsement of the principal

J.

jum up and has the
ewing Machine Com-

LOADERS.

Same

action as new guns. Send for circular and
price list. No. 3 West Main street, Rochester, N. Y.

Apr R-Hm

&

No

or topwads required. Loads
in half the time usually required. Fifty percent,
better distribution and greater penetration secured.
creasers, turners,

Send to yonr gun dealer

It is

easy enough to
ah! that's the

make

a

pill,

make

but to

a

JU

*tP^e^i&fcJ&^fc genuine

eases of the Liver.
per box.

difficulty.

Sold everywhere.

ERS,

Oxygenated

OFFICE, and

At

Price

$1 per

bottle.

sold by the

im-

at

-

-

-----

-

-

-

$65
90
115
140
180
225

Gold.

"
"
"
«•

"
and others requiring Guns specially built, on
-

-

-

All-Healine

Tar

Soap.

It cures all kinds of Skin Diseases with a most wonderful certainty; it promotes cleanliness, personal
purity and general health: It is a preventive of many
kinds of disease, and it is an absolute .necessity in
ttwmusery. PrUe 3C ce&te.

our new system for: DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
with increased PENETRATION, can have their wishes
carried out WITH DESPATCH

Send for illustrated descriptive particulars and price
sheets to our
.

BRANCH OFFICE, 29
NEW YORK

Maiden Lane,

CITY.

MANUFACTORY, PIONEER WORKS,
Jyl

943 BRO \DWAY
114 Centre Street.

Depot.

&

Co.,

(above 22d

St.)

Hunting and Fishing Grounds of the

Birmingham, England,

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Guns, Rifles, Pistols.Fishing Tackle
Remington

NEWLY REVISED

Rifles

and Shot Guns, Holabird Shoot-

ing Snits, Cartridge Vest, Belts* and Pouches. Implements for both muzzle and breech, loading guns.

Sportsmen's Goods and Ammunition of AH Kinds.
We take muzzle loaders in exchange for breech
loaders, and have always some fine second-hand guns
on hand cheap.
Goods sent C. O. D. to all parts of the United
States.

Ivory and Pearl Stocks put on Pistols. Repairing
of all kinds artistically executed.
Cartridges for Breech Loading Shot Guns, ready
loaded, put up in boxes of fifty, or loaded to order.

GREAT NEW YORK WILDERNESS.

aug5-6m

EDITION.

Handsome 12mo.,

flexible covers, red and gold,
Beautifully illustrated. Nearly 300 pp.
Price $2.00. May be obtained of any bookseller, or
will be mailed post paid on receipt of price, by

maps, &c.

WAYERLY PUB.

CO.,

Syracuse, N. Y.

PIGEON SHOOTING.
THE TRAP

SHOOTER'S REFEREE
CONTAINS THE

Ju3-3mo

Rulesfor Pigeon Shooting

TRAP SHOTS

Without Extra Cost.
Packer's

to the delightful

Manu-

SPORTSMEN

Pioneer, - Tolley,
Standard,- National, Challenge, -

Paragon,

.

Sold everywhere.

to

facturers

there

dred complaints.

now

,the following prices.

Bitters.

THE ONLY COMPLETE AND RELIABLE GUIDE

are built in six qualities

NEW YORK

Price 25 cents

certain periods of life a tonic is a necessity; but
is danger in using stimulants that injure the organs of digestion while giving temporary relief
To
obviate this and present to the public a tonic free
from Alcoholic Poison, Dr. Green prepared the Oxygenated Bitters, a sure cure for dyspepsia and all kin-

SHOOTING POW-

1

(or brands.) They are
ported direct to our

I

Green's

high class workmanship

and No.

There are cheap,
harsh, drastic pills, that are of even less benefit than
a dose of salts. But a good medicine, like Dr. Mott's
Liver Pills, which penetrates to the seat of disease, is
a desideratum indeed. Will positively cure all dispill,

Ju3-ly

Descriptive Guide to Adirondacks,

These Guns, celebrated for

3£/*jw

for sample.

WALLACE'S

FROMJ3TOCK.
triE

Factory,

Kay Shot Concentrating Cartridge.

Price »5 Cents per Bottle.

MOTT'S LIVER PILLS

Chas. L. Bitzmaim

PATENT BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUN.

Order

to

Sportsman's

S14 W.

W.
TOLLEY'S
FINE ENGLISH

Made

be mailed on application*

will

The Up Town

SNEIDER

called

ENGLISH & FRENCH
MEDICINES &. PHARMACEUTICAL
PREPARATIONS,
Which

MANUFACTURERS OP THE

Is

to the Price List of

A SPECIALTY.
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS.
JPratrt St., Baltimore.

Mary's Works, Birmingham, England.

BREECH LOADING GUNS,

panies.

good

The attention of Druggists and the Trade generally,

Muzzle-Loading- Guns tc Breech-Loading

CO., Proprietors,
York.

MACHINE OIL

SEWING

first-class,

MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH

ALTERING

W. W. GREENER,
Champion GJ-u.ii Maker,

New

HENRY'S

strongest and most durable snap action made.

REGULARITY OF SHOOTING.
Mr. HENRY C. SQUIRES, of No. 1 Cortlandt St.,
New York, is now importing my DOUBLE CLOSESHOOTING GUNS to order, an invoice of which

St.

CURRAN &

The

Shooting qualities

and

Rev. R. B Lockwood's Nasal Douche will be
found valuable in obstinate chronic cases.
Rev. R. B. Lockwood's Liver and Stomach Pills
idyspepsia, receive the endorsement of thousands.
Price 50 cents each.
JOHN F. HENRY,
8 and 9 College Place,

PATTERN, PENETRATION,

viz.,

Breech Loading Shot Guns.

Northern^ British Colonies
IN SOUTHSIDE VIRGINIA.
Cheap Lands, Fine Climate, splendid
Sport, Good Society, Schools
and Churches Everywhere.

PROTECTION PROM LAND SHARKS.
S^ ™ Address

Secretary Southside Immigration Society, Farmville, Prince Edward Co., Va.
my3Q 3m
1

of

all

of the prominent

Gun Clubs

of the United

States and Canada, including the Rules of the Hurlingham and London (English) Gun Clubs. Price 50
cents. For sale by Gunsmiths everywhere, and at
the office of Forest and Stream, or mailed on receipt
of price by
bers street,

CHAS. SUYDAM,
New York City.

Publisher, 149

Cham-

Sept 2tf

YACHT WANTED.
TO FEET KEEL.

SLOOP, FROM

40

50

Address, with particulars and price, YACHTSMAN* care of this office.
Sep 2-8t

1

FOREST AND STREAM.
STEAMERS TO

62

TUBES' HOTEL,
OAKL4TVD,

JOHN M. LAWLOR &

Q lTUATED
kJ

To the Trout and Grayling Fisheries

California.

AND CINCINNATI SHORT

attention of
and TOURISTS
invited to the many attractions offered by this line,
now completed from Richmond, Ind., to Traverse
City, on Grand Traverse Bay, and to Petoskey, on
Little Traverse Bay.
The waters of the Grand Traverse region and the North Woods of Michigan are
unsurpassed, if equalled, in the abundance and great
variety of the finny tribe.
abound
inthe streams, and the famous
GRAYLING, now attracting the attention of Sportsmen
everywhere, is found only in these waters.
BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL, and
are
also found in great numbers iu the many lakes and
lakelets of this territory.

on Nashawena Island, near Pasque, Cuttyhunk,

Penikese, and Martha's Vineyard. Admirably suited
for a lislnng club or Summer resort. Price $50 cash
per acre, if applied for soon. For further particulars
address W. A. STAGG, 68 Broadway, IS. Y.

BROOK TROUT
AMERICAN

BLACK
MASCALONGE

attg.l2 4t

SHOOTING OF ALL VARIE-

Shinnecock
ground in the vicinity of

Bay,

ties.

New

LUXURIOUS SLEEPING AND CHAIR CARS

shooting

best

the

Wm.

York.

run through from Cincinnati to Traverse City; also
PULLMAN PALACE SLEEPERS from Detroit over
Michigan Central and Grand Rapids and Indiana road,
via Grand Rapids, to Petoskey, with SPLENDID

N. Lane

respectfully informs his friends that, having largely
added to the springville House, he is prepared to entertain and take care of his guests in ample manner.
Moderate prices and satisfactory attention guaranteed. The young bay birds are now coming in and
good bags are the order of the day. Address
Lane. Good Ground Station, L, I,
Live wild geese stools for Spring and Fall shooting.

STEAMER

aut'5-3rao

Lake

BER

Canada.

Coucliicliing\ Hotel,

This charming and picturesque first-class Summer
Resort will be opened" for the season on 7th of June,
and will remain open until October. The sporting in
the immediate neighborhood is exceptionally excellent, the Hotel being within ready access to the Muskoka Lakes. Sparrow Lake, and Trading Lake, where
Salmon Trout, Black Bass, Speckled Trout, etc.,

Manager,

NIAGARA FALLS.

Southern Hotel,

—

Extra inducements to
Carriages
jyT-im

St. Louis,

Mo.

FRONTING- ON FOURTH, FIFTH

noted for its fishing attractions.
Milford, Pa.—About eight miles from Port Jervis.
Is noted for its trout fishing, woodcock shooting and
superior hotels.
Avon Springs.— Celebrated for 20 years as a resort for
invalids, the waters possessing many valuable healing qualities.
Walking Glen. -This beautiful gorgo is distant 294
miles from New York, via Erie Road to Elmira. Its
wild and picturesque attractions are second only in
reputation to those of Niagara.
Cliautauqua Lake.— i 8 miles long, 3 miles wide; said
to be the highest navigable water on the American
continent, beiug730 feet above Lake Erie and 1,290
feet higher than the Atlantic Ocean.
Niagara Falls.— This great cataract is reached by the
direct line of the Erie Railway.
There aru along the line of the road no,less than

and Walnut

streets, $3, $3.50, $4, and $4.F0
per day, according to floor and location of room.
Luring' the past year this hotel has been thoroughly
overhauled, repaired, re-frescoed, re-carpeted and refurnished from top to bottom, and is first class in all

respects. The Southern is located near the centre of
business, the theatres, and all places of amusement.
The tables are supplied with the beet the market affords, and there is in the hotel building the neatest
restaurant in the city for ladies and gentlemen.

Sep-MOt

ROYAL NIAGARA HOTEL,
QUEEN'S
^
NIAGARA.

Deligh! fully located ot the mouth of Niagara River,
fourteen miles from the Kails. Accessible by boat
and railway. Fine facilities for fishing, boating and
& WA1NETT.
bathing.
jy7-3m

Ten Large Lakes, Abounding' with

MoGaW

Rossin House,

SUKARS & SON,

Mohonk, White, Otsego, Cayuga, Seneca, Keuka, Silver and Chautauqua.
The following schedule will afford a partial guide to
the numerous fishing localities reached by this road:

Proprietors.

This house is a favorite resort for gentlemen sportsmen from all parts of the United States and Canada.

TVoxxt Fishing-:
At
"
a

Ci'ossmoii House,
ALEXANDRIA BAY, Jeff. Co N. Y.
MON & SON, Proprietors.

C.

,

House,
THISfurnished,
ly

.

GROSS-

is

now open

for visitors.

It is loca-

Twin lakes Trout Farm.

FOR GENTLE ME AND LABOARDSportsmen,
&c. Splendid
1ST

Artists, Anglers,

dies,

Fine boating, trout, pickerel,
and bass fishing and woodcock shooting. Also lessons' in oil and water color painting, drawing and
etching, if desired. Address J. IVF]S PEASE, or E.
SHERMAN PEASE, P. O. box 60 Canaan, Conn.
N. B.— Cottage building sites overlooking the lakes
AprS-tf
for sale cheap; also one for a hotel.
scenery and drives.

HOTEL, BATH, L. I.— ONE
BATH
HOUR FROM THE CITY.— The

subscriber
having leased the above hotel for a term of years, is
determined by sparing no pains to make this resort
second to none in the vicinity of New York and

Now
BUNTING.

Brooklyn. First class table and low prices.
ready for the reception of guests.
C.

jeiT-tOctl

A.

DEPOT HOTEL, Canaan, Conn.
UNION
CORBIN,
New,
rooms
G.
II.

Proprietor.

and beds, first-class table, &c.
and_plea.sant drives near by.

clean
Fishing, shooting,

Apr8 6m

NEAR TWIN LAKES, FOUR
BOARD
Harlem
hours from New York
A
via
Railroad.
desirable location for sportsmen, artists, and all those
wanting a pleasant home. Address b\ F.COOPER,

Locust Hill Farm, Ashley Falls. Berkshire county,
Mar 24 6m
Mass,

V E.F I 8 H — KINSEY'S ASHLEY
B~L HOUSE,
BARNEGAT INLET. Only
minfive

utes to the Sheepshead Ground, where all the sheepshead are taken. Bluehsh,Sea Bass, Blackrish, Barb, and
Weaktlsh, only one hundred yards from the house.
Address for circular or engaging yachts,

1

jyl tf

-T.

O mining:.
River,

FACILITY FOR
EVERY
and gunning; house newly

rVew

Jersey.

FISHING

furnished; excellent table, fine boats and competent baymen. Bluekinefish,
weakfish,
striped
bass,
fish,
'geese, brant,
wild fowl and bay .snipe of all kinds in their season.
Woodcock, quail, partridge and English snipe on the
grounds of the Hotel. Reached via N. J. S. R* R.
Via Pier 8, N. R. E. H. FRAME, Proorietor,

Sep 3-2m

«
"
"
"

Oxford,

52 miles from
"
"
52

Middletown, 67
Otisville.

Port Jervis,

*«

Monticello,
Milford,

"

76
88
112
96

"
"

"
"
"
"
"

«•

"
"

New
"
"
"

"
"
"

«
"
"
"
"

from New York.
including Lakes Truxedo, Potague and Cedar Pond.
At or near Monroe. 50 miles from New York,
including Round, Long, Mombasha and Cromwell's
Ponds.
At or near Florida, 64 miles fron New York.
The famed Mirror Lake, is distant 1 mile.
At or near Otisville,
76 miles from New York.
"
" Guymard,
"
"
«
SO
'•
"
«*
"
"
Port Jervis, 88
"
"
"
«'
"
Monticello, 112
"
"
" Cen. Valley, 48
"
"
"
"'
"
« SenecaLake, 29 1
"

•

Sloatsburg,

36 miles

Tickets for sale at the General Offices of the Eric
Railway Company, 124 Washington street -Boston; 24^
401, 529, or 957 Broadway, New York; and 732 Chestnut street, Philadelphia. Express trains leave New
York from depot foot of Chambers street at 9 A. M.,
10:45 A. M., and 7 P. M.
JNO N. ABBOTT,

my20

General Passenfier Agent.

LAKES 0F_MUSK0KA.

DAILY

LIIVE.

Northern Railway from Toronto

V
i
I
Mllui
Company's Steamers

Steamers Nipissing- and Wenonali
TO THE

SPORTING REGIONS OF MUSKOKA.
Tickets from Toronto to the Head of Lake Rosseuu and Return only $<i.

HOTELS GOOD AND CHEAP.
TROUT, BASS and MAgKINONGK

FISHING.
Also, DUCK AND DEER SHOOTING, Etc.
Apply at NORTHERN RAILWAY OFFICES, Toronto, and of A. P.
augl2-toctl

FOR

COCKBURN,

Gravenhurst.

NEW HAVEN, HARTFORD,

Springfield, White Mountains, Montreal and
intermediate points. The new and elegant steamer
C. H. Northam leaves Pier No. 25, East River, daily

(Sundays excepted) at 3, and Twentv-third street,
East River, at 3:15 P. M. A. passenger train will be
in waiting on the wharf at New Haven and leave for
Springfield and way stalions on arrival of the boat.

NIGHT LINE.

Elm

City leaves New
New Haven in time for
the early morning trains. Tickets sold and baggage
checked at 944 Broadway, New York, and 4 Court
Apply at General Office on the
street, Brooklyn.
pier, or to RICHARD PECK, General Agent,
tf

-Steamer

York at 11 P. M., arriving in

1Q

01 lid

New York

and City

'

of Portland.

will, until October 3cl, leave Boston at 8 A. M., and
Portland at 6 P.M. every Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, for Eastport, Maine, and St. John, N. B.,
forwarding passengers by connecting lines to Calais,
Me., St. Andrews, Fredericton, and Shediac, N B.,
Amherst, Truro, Pictou, Digby, Annapolis, Kentville, Windsor, and Halifax, N. S., Summers'ide and
Charlottetyown, P. E. I., and Hawksbury, C. B.
This is

A

WAY

August

25, 1875.

DAILY, Sunday

ex-

cepted, passing through Woodoridge, Perth Arnboy,
hoy, Matawan, Middletown and Red Bank!
Sonth
Leave New York, foot of Liberty street, North
River, for Long Branch, at 7:30, 9:15,11:15 A.
For South Amboy at 6:00 P.
:.
3:45, 5:00 P. M.

Am

Leave Long Branch at

M

M

RETURNING.

A. M., 3:25

7:00, 8:15, 11:35

M.
Leave South Amboy for New York at fi:55 A M.
Stages to and from KEYPORT connect at Matawan
Station with all trains, and to and from OCEAN
GROVE and AS BURY PARK, at Long Branch Sta-

5:35 P.

.

tion,

with

all

trains.

H. P. BALDWIN, Gen. Pass. Agent,
R. E. Eickkr, Sup't and Eng'r.
inl 153ra

^ot[hmenB

Most Desirable Route for Sportsmen,

presenting a convenient and pleasant mode of access
to the famous hunting and fishing grounds of the
Eastern regions, at very moderate rates of fare. For
circular, with map and description of the rente, apply
to
W. W. KILBY, Agent,
JuIyl5toOctl
Commercial Wharf. Boston,

Readthe Eollo^viug- fox* tlio
Best Fishing and Hunting

(§ootl§.

i
374 Washington

St.,

Boston.

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN

RESORTS.

Fisliliig; Ifcocls,

On Conway

Division, Eastern R. P., Brook Trout.
Trains leave Boston 8:00 A M. and 2:15 P. M.

Umba^og lakes,
Upper waters

via Gr. Tr\k to Bethel,™"

AND

ANGLING 'IMPLEMENTS.

Trout.

)

La »* 1*** Salmon,
[
New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, and Nova
Scotia, Salmon, (Sea Trout, and Brook Tmut.
Trains leave Boston 8:H0 A. M. and 8:00 P. M.
Ranglcy lakes, via Farmingtoii, Me., Large Brook
Grlmd Lake Stream.

Sportsmen!
Your attention

GOODS

OIL

CASINS,

the

Moosehead Lake, via Dexter, Me., Lake and Brook
Trains leave Boston 8:30 A. M.
Pullman cars on night trains.

drying— always
easy to

VERY DURABLE— being made

Chas. F. Hatch,
Geu'l Manager

I

the

soft

feet,

and
and

of the very best of
stock in three different styles, and warranted the gen-.
uine article, different from anything before offered
Illustrated Circular and Price List free.

Eastern and Maine Gentral R.R.Line.
F. Fiei.u,
Gen' Pass. Agent.
jel7-tm

called to

is

TAN NED MOC-

hest thing ever
worn by sports men. No
injured by wetting and

Trotil.

Good hunting, large and small game in nil the above
localities in their sea's. m.
For maps, fare, tables, &c. address or call at 134
Washington street, Boston, Mass.

\\

ang26-ly

Trout.

Geo

Hooks,

DFisla

J

*

of Penobscot.

1200

Elm

miomas

FRANK GOOD,

st.

Manchester. N. H.

Sparks,

Milwaukee and
HL Paul Railway

Chicago,

Traverses a finer country, affords views of grander
scenery, and passes through more business "c<- litres
and pleasure reports than any other NOrlhweBtern
line.
Its forests, praiiies, lakes and streams, abounding with game, present unequaled attractions to the
\otaries of Nimrod aiid Walton.
It is the only railway route along the valley of the Upper Mississippi.

[Established

Office, 121

Walnut

1808.]

St. Philadelphia.

THE A3HEK.IOA.ISi

It is also the shortest as well as best route between
the great metropolitan centres of the NorthwestChicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Minneapolis.
Track and equipment unequaled, and its trains of
palace-coaches and sleeping cars run through without
change.

New York

319 Broadway.

Office,

Chicago Depot,

<*or.

City

»»m1 <>3

CMIii-. -n. <;i

E&

Slides for S^IOO.

ANTHONY &

II.

DEN, CONN.

Canal «fc U*. Madison.
Clark St.
Apr-29-fim

Mngie Lantern and iOO

CO.,

^™

1

591

Broadway, N. Y., opposite Metropolitan Ho.
Chroinos and Frames, Stereoscopes and Views,
Graphoseopes, Mcgalethoseopes. Albums and Photographs of celebrities. Photo- Lantern Hides a special
Manufacturers of
ty.
Pilbtog raphic materials.

given to first-class work. Extra
DOG PORTRAITS cut to order, by
sending photographs. JACOB GLAlIN, Manager,
Formerly Supt. of Parker Bros. Engraving and Ornam «n t.al Pepartm p.nt.
Feb 1
Special attention
sketches and

is

tel,

Awarded

First

Premium

at

Vienna Expos

tion.

au5-iy

Florida^- *****-

GBorfiia
t
and
u

gia

or

News,

should, subscribe for the Mofjnino
published at Savannah, C)a. Daily, $10; WeekFlorid;i

NTT. Safety Steam Power CoJ
Office: 30 COUMTLANJ>T ST.
BUILDERS OF

STEAM ENGINES AND

BOILERS':

$2 per annum. Advertisers desiring customers in
those States should use its columns. It is the bcMyittpt-r in t/te Southeast.
Specimen copies sent on receipt
of 5 cents. Address J. H. ESTILL, Savannah, C4a.
ly,

ang12-4c

The

pARUIES PAPER OR METALLIC
\y

SHELLS,

either end up, revolves on centre
weighs but ti pounds, and is only 1£ inches
wide. Holders Hare at top So as to quickly receive
the shells, and, being elastic, zeevveh/ clasp the same.
For ease of action and rapid shooting it excels anything of the kind invented.
slides,

EH10E, U. O. P., SO. 50.
In ordering, give the size of shells and a loose measurement outside of vest.
jy22-ly

N.

GOSS. Neosho

S.

Falls,

Kan.

D VANITY PAUL
shaved from the best NatuMeershaum and Gig
arettes.
Does not make the
tongue sore. Liberal sample on
receipt of money. Highest award, Vienna, In?.?
Send for circular. WM. 8. KIMBALL <fe CO.,
Piskki/ess Tobacco Wouks,
Rochester, N. Y.
It is
ral

AND

Splendid

WEDNESDAY,

Commencing

York.

Black Bass and Pickerel.
At or near

W. KINSEY,

Waretown P. O., Ocean ounty. N,

ITiwTiitig: tixicl
Carman House, Forked

or near Southfields,

"
"
"
u

recently rebuilt and elegant-

ted in one of the most delightful places in the Thousand Island region, commanding an extensive view of
the St.Lavvrence and the Islands and oilers every facilOutfits
ity for the comfort and enjoyment of guests.
for boating, Hunting and Fishing Parties. Steamers
for the bay connect at Clayton with the TJtica and
Black River Railroad, and at Cape Vincent with the
5m
Rome, Watertown and Ogdensburg Railroad.

Fish,

and affording most delightful sport for black bass and
pickerel. Their names are— Lakes Greenwood, Orange,

Toronto, Canada.

ALL BAIL LINE BETWEEN

NEW TORE AND LONG BRANCH.

PAGE,

Rutherfurd Park.—<)£ miles from New York. Fine
hotels and boating pastimes on the Passaic.
Clifton.
13f miles from the city, overlooking the
picturesque Luke Dundee.
Lake Mohonk.— A beautiful bodv of water 1,200 feet
above the Hudson— splendid hotel accommodations.
Orange Lake.—Six miles West of Newburgh, and

FULLER, Proimubtors.

families or single persons for the season.
at reaso nable rates.

:

We

INTERNATIONAL HOTEL
Falls.

II

is peculiarly rich in the variety and extent of its
scenery, and while the tourist has alternating glimpse*
of the beauty of rivers, gaps and mountains, the
sportsman has within easy reach many localities that
afford him every facility for the enjojynent of the
sports of the field and stream.
enumerate a few
of the pleasure resorts which crowd the line of the
road.

Oouchiching, Ontario.

&,

ArW

THE ROUTE OF THE ERIE RAILWAY

JOHN

GALE

J.

Gen'l Passenger and Ticket Agent,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

THE ERIE RAILWAY.

culars containing terms, etc., apply to the office of
E. FOREMAN,
Forest and Stream, or
Box 2645, P. O Toronto, or to

Near the Rapids and

at latter

Tourists' and Sportsmen's Route.

abound in original plenty. Yachting, Boating, BathBowling Alleys, Billiard Rooms, etc., provide for
the amusement of guests. Mail and telegraph offices
in the house. Rates exceedingly moderate. For cir-

niySO

DAILY CONNECTION

30th.

jyl

ing,

THOMAS SCULLY.

making

point for the Island of Mackinaw.
For Tourists' Guide, containing complete and accurate maps, with full information as to Fishing Grounds,
transportation facilities, and in short all that could be
desired by Sportsmen or Tourists, send to Forest and
Stream office, or to the undersigned. Low Round
Trip EXCURSION TICKETS good until SEPTEM-

Wm.

N

LINE.

SPORTSMEN

The

RAILROAD.

Central Railroad of N.T Jersey.
FIVE TRAINS EACH

is

TPQR SALE CHEAP, 450 ACRES LAND

BAY

THE

VIA

Elizabeth Islands near N. Bedford, Mass,

t

Eastern Maine, New Brunswick,
NoTa Scotia, Prince Edward Island, &c.

Northern Michigan,
GR\ND RAPI»S AND INDIANA RAILROAD, MACKINAW GRAND RAP1D8

CO., Proprietors.

AT THE TERMINUS OP

the great Trans-continental Railroad; 40 minutes from San Francisco; 200 rooms, with hot and
cold water in every room; delightful drives and splendid scenery; a favorite home for tourists.
july22-6m

JL'

of

1VTEW YORK AND LONG BRANCH

JJN

Leaf, for

From ,Ias. IT. Staats, /,rch street, Phila.
Please, inform ine where m this city T can procure
your world-renowned "Vanity Fair." Can't keep
house without it.
From Hbnry Wagneii, Capt.

1st TJ. S. Cav,,

Camp

McDerinit, Nev.

We like

Vanity Fair now as well as we did a few
months since, and only hope that it may be sold in its
unadulterated quality for a hundred years to come.
It is clean and sweet, and a most pleasing soother
of disturbed feelings, and a capital companion, and a

comforter.

From Horitz Biet,scjiowskt, Coneyos, Col
As I opened the box of Vanity Fair, a' good many

friends present tried it, and
tobacco we ever smoked.

all

considered'

it

the best

It is a kind of oil and balm for whatever
was
stoi my and harmful; it gives a permanence
to the
smile of existence.
FromH. C. Hasbrotjck, Capt. 4th Artillery, Presldeo, San Francisco, Cal.
Please send me 10 pounds Vanity Fair. I recom
mend your tobacco to my friends and dealers in town,

Steam Launches & Yacht^
And

their Machinery a Specialty, also Machinery iovX

rrUCS, LIGHTERS AND STEAMER^
^ Propeller Wheels of Superior Efficiency $H
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR.
$W~ All our boats are guaranteed to pass inspection vinrlrr +Y10 St.PftTTlboaMflW

wVvn

TOOUirfid.

HPHERE OAK BE NO GREATER

POR-

_L tability without serious defects They are the only
portable boats that are equal to the very best whole
ones for local use.
jy29-ly
Pleasure Boats, Hunting
Boats, Fishing Boats of
style, size, or weight, adapted to use on the lakes
or great rivers, as well as in the woods. Boats for
hunting, weighing 25 to 6'0 pounds. Boats for fishing.
75 to 150 pounds.
Pleasure boats, with sails or awnings. Boats on hand, or made to order. Best material only used, and every boat made by experienced
workmen. Prices to suit the times. Boats sent to
any part of the countrv. Address J. H. RODGEKo,
iuI lStT
Aaent. Os:<lenshrira,
Y.

llftfltti?
-L»U(lj(j&«

RnatG?
Z&UfltO.

any

N

CANADIAN BASS WOOD CANOEsT^
WM. ENGLISH, Peterborough, Canada.
THESE CANOES POSSESS ALL THE
qualities of the Indian birch canoes, hut are

stronger and faster. Weight about 60 pounds.
Price at Peterborough, $25 gold. Just what sports-

much

men

require,

augl2-4ia

FOREST AND STREAM.
\gottemmn %oo&%.

fennel

ZJ\e

63
inttlhnton$t

igcellmqous.

GRAND

BISSETT & IWALLESON,
(Successors to J. C. Conroy

&

Co.)

SUCCESSORS TO

CLERK Sd CO.

BenchShowofDogs

Al>rr>I£lL,W
48 Maiden

Held in connection with the
IVew England and New Hampshire

02 Nassau

1

STATE FAIR.

.

8f

'S

A. C.

,N.J.

HOLABIRD'S CELEBRATED SUITS.
"

for $50.

_

a

Also called "Ashantee" Hammocks. A luxurious
Weighs
in one article.

LIVEK COLORED SPRINGER

A

Mexican Pocket Hammocks.

11_

JTor Sale.

jA

Spaniel bitch, well broken, two and one-half
years old, an excellent retriever on laud or water,
been used two seasons on cock and grouse; price

D ed, couch, seat and swing
nly one pound, and easily carried in coat pocket, cat)
able of bearing a steady strain of 12 cwt, without
breaking. Put up in oil cloth case, with hooks, ready
D or mounting. Piice complete. $5.

ROBERT WALKER,

$25.

Franklin, Delaware county,

SALE—TITE
FORoughbred

N, X.

SPLENDID THOR-

Gildersleeve setter bitch Flora, and
two of her whelps, gotten by Mr. David Brooks' famous dog Bismarck. The pups over four months old.

For particulars address

II. S.

,

at this office.

angl'Mt

Thoroughbred Fox Hounds.

Tp.OR SALE— FOUR

P

COO

Wading Jackets

MALE HOUND

Puppies, bred from superior running stock;
price $25 for the four, or $15 for two; can give reference. Address B. B. PULLEN, Littleton, N. 0.
an6-5t

TTEIVRY GARDNER, M. D., HAS CONSTANT-"- LY on hand and for sale, medicines adapted to

New

of Extra quality.
Parties fitted ont for the Adirondicks, the
Maine Woods,
Lake Superior, Newport, Cutty-

fitted

Rocky Mountains and

hunk, Pasqne Island, West Island,
Barnegat, &c.
Orders by mail will receive careful and prompt attention.

and Salmon Rods and Reels
a Specialty.
Im-

Split Bamnoo,/JTrout

Agents

for the St. Lawrence Fishing; Co. Sole
porters of Warrin's Celebrated Drilled

Eved Needles

4-29

Pritchard Brothers,
No. 89 Fulton St., N. Y.

Culexifnge or Spoilsman's Friend.

ALL KINDS OF

attacks of mosquitoes, black
and preservative against malaria.
in use for more than 20
been
has
Culexifuge
The
years by the Sportsmen of Canada, and has been
found the only effectual preventive of the attacks o
black flies and mosquitoes. Price 50 cents per bottl

Poi preventing the
ants,"

flies, fleas,

DUNCKLEE'S CAMP STOVES.

Mildew-proof,

Price$15.

ALSO.

Medals awarded

AIVD SALFLIES.

World's Fair and American

4—

Institute for our superior Artificial Flies.

dUNTHvG,

cupies a space of 12x12x20 inches

FISHING,

We offer

to dealers

and sportsmen a most complete

assortment, of

AND

Fishing Tackle,Bods, Keels, Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets,
Baits, Fish Hooks, &c.

OP

S3

DRAB DcOK, CORDUROY,
FU&TI \i\, RRPKLLANT,
BLUB BRAVER and FRIEZE.

©
t

THOMSONS FISHING AND

tan

col.o

especially adapted for concealment in blinds or s( d
Liugrass, or 'for approaching game in the weeds.
exir
English st,\le;
cheap.
durable and very
Entire
suit,
$1.5.
cartridges.
for
back
pocket

illustrated Price List

The most complete

GEO.

m

CAMP LOUNGES.

S3

folded is about the size of an ordinary shawl
strapped. A light, durable, compact, and comfortSent by express C. '_». D., $5, including
able couch.
side and supporting sticks at the head. Just the thing
for the camp or lawn

When

.

CAMP
for four persons,

be packed

in

7.

(>.

knapsack.

TENTS,.

list

C.

Price $5.

and Samples

Tackle suiiable
and other lisliing.

Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,

ARTIFICIAL FLrES DRESSED TO ORDER.

And Sport^mens goods
1

ever-published. Send for

it.

HENNING-,
WASHINGTON.

29 ly

for

BKEECH ANO MUZZLE LOADING GUNS,

free.

410 Seventh Street,
Apr

Rods and Reels

Fly

OF THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.

l»er Clothing-, Ac.
Game Ventilating Pockets.

IIUNTIINU (SUIT

water-proof duck, light

best quality of

Bamboo

Split

Wading- Boots, Pishing Stockings, Knli-

©

at the

FOR

Til

©

CONSTANTLY ON UAWD

GARMENTS

TRAVELING,

Cfi

Tackle

with the utmost, despatch.

THE BEST SELECTION OP TliOUT
MON ROUS, HEELS, LINES ANO

Moth-proof

Those desiring something light and durable for
camping Diirposes will find tlrs stove exactly right;
weighs only 25 pounds; will cook for ten persons.
TheTware consists of Kettle, Tea Keltic, Coffee Pot,
Fry-pan, round Tin Pan, two square Pans, Dipp r,
Gridiron, Tent Collar, and eight feet Funnel Stove
Pine, with oven that will roast 15 pounds beef, all of
which nests and packs inside of stove, which only oc-

Fishing
Made and repaired

AND

the cure of all diseases. Dealer in sportmg dogs of
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable compenOct 22
sation. No. Ill South Fifth ave.. N. Y.

«© O

Vom

"MullalyV Patent Flies.
The
style Cutty hunk Bass Lines

every Variety and Style of

out with appropriate Tackle for the
Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
the Adirondacks, &c, &c.
Parties

$20.00

Waterproof and Mildew proof, complete

;

Mar

of Split Bamboo (new this
Hofe's Rubber steel
season).
Pivot, Click and Salmon Reels.
The celebrated "Frankfort" Reel,
&c, &c. Sole manufacturers of

FXSH HOOKS.
And

The" finest strain of young Pointers and Setters for
Dogs boarded and cared for in the best manner
sale.
Pedigrees guaranteed. dogs broken
at $5 per month.

made

LINEN AND COTTON LINES,

SILK,

fishing.

M'Ginnis Black Bass Bods

Every variety of Salmon and Trout Flies, and Hooks
on Gut. Cutty Hunk and Pasque Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Braided Silk Lines, every size and quality of

Manchester, N. H.

auglS 4t

Salmon

and

THE FAMED

TROUT, SALMON AND MASS RODS.

Treasurer,

Strip Split

for Trout

the largest and best assortment ever exhibited in the United States. They particularly call
attention to their
%

On hand

particulars, address

Bamboo

RODS,

Six

SUITS.

under the auspices of the New Hampshire Fish and
Game League, at Manchester, N. H., September 7th,
8th, 9th and 10th, 1875. For premium list and further

GEORGE W. RIDDLE,

N. Y.,

St.,

Invite the attention of amateurs
to the additions they have made to
their regular Stock of Fine Goods,
comprising in part

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

St., N. Y.

HUNTING

and

FISHING

65 Fulton

.Lane, N. Y.

of

all kind*}.

Manufactured and Imported by

BARTON,
lOl &

D, C.

ALEXANDER & WALLER,
103

DUANE

ST.. (near

Broadway) Nev^ York.

HOLABIRDS

Fishing Tackle.

SHOOTING & FISHING GARMENTS.

squaro, weighs 15 lbs.; Can
Price $10. Ten feet square

jor six persons, $15.

COLVIN'S PORTABLE CANVAS BOAT, "THE

AMPERSAND;" weighs but 101 pounds Can be
packed within the com pass of less than half a cubic
loot, and carried under the arm.

©

American

A. B. Shipley

Bog- Biscuils,

of nutritive bone and muscle making material,
and is the only portable food for dogs made in this
country. Put up in packages of 10, 25, and 100 pounds,
and warranted not to spoil iu any climate. Price,

Ph

10c. per

Clialls:

eaders

GREENHEART WOOD a specialty
FINE ROD MOUNTINGS.

fishing, running rapids, light$fi 25.
etc.; the best light ever invented.

^^Illustrated Household Magazine,;Jf|
tW^
—Now in its 17th Volume—
^JgS
^C The Best Periodical Ever Published for^^
the

Family

Circle,

PfProfusely Illustrated— Replete with Choice^jgl
'VpW
Reading and Useful Information.
.=^§31
"
8

ISP

^£0,

HJlAn Attractive Monthly for-^I
Young and Old
UP
Jg
!

j£gp=

Examine

the brilliant

list

of

Grnni Pri-=f|*

j^^zes! (The first is one Elegant Rosewood"^,
j^P=Piano, retail price $500.) The publishers"^
jggpmow offer these prizes for subscriptions, in^^i
jjg§p=addition to the commission, which is thirty °ip™
Por terms in^^^
[£3§?= cents for every subscriber.
jpjf^full, see announcement in the Maeazine^^U
Kp^heailed "Grand Prizes JNow Offered to ,£pfl]
|§~ Workers."
~jg{
pwtt will -pay you well to act upon our advice.**®^"
o
J§2&
^^Subscription, ONLY one dollar a year <=J§3S

^T
KW

fcgp-

||pP.

!

Box

O.

11 Park

on hand and made

All sizes

to order.

Moccasins, Oil Tanned,

J.

woods; three different styles. $3, $5 50 and $0.
Wallace's Guide to the Adirondacks. With complete map. Price $2. By mail, $2.25.
Special attention paid to selection of guns for gentlemen at a distance by an expert and an old sports
for the

1ST.

.

seud at once for a copy o
this excellent, chaste anu
sparkling
publication—
examine it carefully;
igp—
word for it,
at once
|U=-and,
^0"hecowie subscribers for the sake of your little
•p§?=ones, as well as because you will find its colIjif-umus most attractive for your own reading.

and

The

OOOJ3

best, the cheapest,

^Agents Wanted Everywhere.
Write to

us— state where you saw

this.

ana..

C.

to the
Write for illustrated catalogue.

DANE,

W.
jel7

to

Breech Loaders.

AQUARIA

H.

HOLABIRD,

JTn. battyT"

TAXIDERMIST.
COLLECTOR & DEALER NATURAL OBJECTS,
in

Mammals,

also animal's
heads, game and
bright pi urn aged
birds artistically

Loader, Crimper and Cap Expeller.
A LL DEVICES NECESSARY FOR
-/TA_

grouped

combined

shades and cases
for
ornamental

loading or re-loadmg shells of two calibres
in one instrument.
Avoids the necessity
of cutting or shortening the shell for light loads;
needs no wooden able or bench to fasten it to while
in use. Can be taken to pieces by removing one
screw with a jack knife, and stows in a gnncase.
Malleable castings-, nickel plate finish. Complete for
two gauges. Price $10, boxed.
EROS. & CO., 96 Liberty street.

ourposes.

I

"Seth Green Fish Ponds"
Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.
A.

S.

COLLINS,

Proprietor.

Eggs, Fry, Yearlings, «fcc. of Brook Trout, Salmon Trout, Salmon, White Fish, &e.
Also Bass, Gold Pish, Silver Pish, and stock for
Aquaria, Wire Cloth, Hatching Trays, Patent Spawnng Kaces, and everything pertaining to fish culture.

WALSHE,
DRAPER and TAILOR
R. J.

WALTON

je17-fim
J

McVICKER'S THEATRE BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

bird-

skins, and eggs
for scientific use;

Tlxo J?ise<3o

Gun.
LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN.
Solid Breech Snap Action.
EASIEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAFE FROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.

and

Fish and Animal Life, and Aquatic Plants in variety.
Also Shells, Pebbles, Ornaments, Corals, &c. to stock
the Aquarium.
Can fries and other song birdsPigeons, Parrots, and Paroquets; Babbits, Squirrels'
Dogs, pet and rare Animals generally; Bird Seeds
prepared food for Mocking Birds and other soft-billed
birds; Fish food. Bird Gravel, Dog Medicines, Butler's celebrated Mange and Flea Cure,
&c, wholesale
and retail.
Mar 4_iv

Valparaiso, lnd.

Dane Breech Loading Shot

Muzzle Loaders Altered
my27

and most desirable

tS
AMATEUR SPORTSMAN.

Ever Offered

MANUFACTURER OF THE

AQUARIA STOCK DEPOT

CASE MANUFACTORY. J. BAGOT, Sent 31
Fulton street, New York City. Goldfish, Silvertish

P. O. Box 5,101).
Sportsmen's Emporium,
No. 102 Nassau street, New York City.
References— Hon.T.L J -lines. Postmaster, New York
City; Hon. Geo. H. Andrews, New York City; For|E8T and Stream Publishing Co.
my6-tf

JOSEPH

Bass and Salmon.

B~Trds, pet anlTraueanimalpC

CO.,

I

YOU WILL

in this country of tha

Green Heart Rods.

=,

OUR

brated

for Trout,

order, or registered letter to

^d

|

N. B.--Sole manufacturers

celt

(j^g-

H^
'Pm*ATI'f"Q
Kg^-*- til ^JILO

Crook & Go.,

SO Fulton TACKLE!
St.,
Y.

Sole agent in New York city for J. II. Batty, U. S.
Taxidermist. N. A. birds and eggs for collectors.
Buck's heads, and game birds a specialty. Orders
filled with dispatch.
We furnish every article necessary for the outfit of
sportmen in the camp or field. Goods sent everywhere by expr<S&. Remit only by draft, Post Office

V,o. tr

& Y.

Row,

B.

FRANKLIN
Y

FISHING

man.

EATON &

1

Manufacturehs and Importers of

:§Ej|

Household Publishing
3,267.

best shell ever offered to sportsmen.

&

MEDAL

!

Postage 10 cents extra.

Address

Full line of Tackle for Brook, River and Sea FishAgents for John James
Sons celebrated Fish,
hooks and Needles.
SILVER
awarded by the
INSTITUTE, 1874, "for SUPERIOR OJJA LIT and
FINISH of liOIl^auH TACKLE "
aA-i <?„
in?.

Hart's Metallic Shells.
The

Lines.

irisliiiig*

The celebrated

and

HEGEMAN'S PORTABLE CANVAS BOATS.
BOND'S METALLIC BOATS.

|||^are heartily advised to send ten cents for a=JS3l
specimen copy of the
*Jgp&
J^f;

and

FINE BASS AND TRO UT FL Y MODS

Jack Lamp,
ing camp,

Son,

street, Philadelphia.
Manufacturers of

pound.

for niaht shooting

&

503 and 505 Commerce

Made

eg

FOR

SALE.—A SPLENDID BREECH

Loading, Express

Eifle,

made by E. M.

Co., London; cost 80 guineas, gold; is
$125; sold for want of use. Address
this office.

now

Reily &
offered at

H. SMITH, at
j U 34

'

i

Col-

lectors 1 supplies;
also instruments
and eyes. Speci-

mens

bought,

sold, and

txchanGenuine
Indian
smoketanned buckskin
b u if a 1 o, and

ge d

.

:»

moose skin moc-

casms, forhurtPra and for the house.
Buckskin
fcmts, fringed, bealed, or plain, made to order.
Address;
jsfEW UTRECHT, N. Y.
JulQ

.

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

64

DITTNIAR

POWDER

CO.,

Breech

55 Kilby street,
BOSTON.

Office

CHAS.

L.

OH AS.

J.

ANDREWS,
President.
WHIT MORE,

I^oading"

For tehot Guns and Rifles.
Secured by Letters Patent.

FIXED AMMUNITION FOR ALL VARIETIES OF
RIFLES AND SHOT GUNS FURNISHED AT SHORT NOTICE.

and

Guns,

Shot

Barreled

Single

Shot Gun and Rifle Combined.
Revolving, Repeating-,
Derringer and
Vest:

SEND
Fop Treatise
ON

Pocket Pistols.

liifle

Illustrat'cL

CARTRIDGES,

The new patent Sporting Powder does not soil the
gun; cleans it. when you use one charge of it, alter
many with black powder; no smoke little recoil— no
loud report— high velocity. The best ever made in
this line; not to be confounded with Schnltz' or English Wood Powder, or Sawdust Powder, asit is su-

P.

O.

Box 3994.

WESTERN BRANCH,

peri or to each.

SCOTT & SONS

Shooting,
Catalogue?

REMINGTON & SONS,
281 and 283 Broadway.

E.

—

C.

BREECH LOADING GUNS
A SPECIALTY.

AND

HAVE FOR SALE
Dittmar's Gunpowder

&

JE&ifles.

ALSO

Double

Treasurer.

W.

SCHUYLER, HARTLEY & GRAHAM,
19 Maiden Lane, 20 & 22 John street, N. Y

MILITARY, SPORTING, HUNTING AND TARGET

237

HERKIMER

CO.,

IV.

&

&

WEBLEY &

Chicago,

street,

iii-

HOLABIRDS Shooting SUITS,

D1XONS AHA WKSLE Y'S SHOOTING TACKLE
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS
BUSSEY'S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP
WITH CASE. AND 100 BIRDS.
Blmk's Patent Cartridge Test.

Y.

This Vest affords the best arrangement yet invented for carry-

JOS.C.GRUBB&CO.,
712

cartridges.
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GEO. E.
ver Reels for Trout. Salmon, and Bass fishing.
may 13-iy
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From Captain Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot

Shoots Darts or Sings

of America.

Messrs. George E. Hart & Co.,
Gentlemen- -The fifty shells I received from you to-day snit me belter than any 1 have ever used. They
Yours truly.
are stronger and better in every respect, and I shall use them in all my shooting 4 hereafter.
A. H. Bogardus.
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Splendid P' ^lor Amusement.
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One may become a dead shot by practicing with
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Philadelphia.

Koas,
Has constantly on hand a full assortment of
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Jnes,
#c.
Lines,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair Trout
targe
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a
lot of CaneReeds, Bamboo and Japan.
n « oa _
varieties.
Birds' Eggs and Birds' Skins in great
_ TC1/ rrrra 4-JJ
Taxidermy in all its branches.

SPRATT'S PATENT

Co. D
points'

Contest at Belfast, Ireland, for the Mayor's and Citizen's Cup, Won by Col H A. Gildersleeye with
a SHARPS CREEDMOOR RIFLE over 24 competitors, including the best shots of both Irish and
American Teams.
,^„ nr
^ n„m
JULY
24, 1875.
Contest at Creedmoor Range for the REMINGTON DIAMOND BADGE. Won by Mr HS. Jewell,
of Brooklyn, N. Y., with a SHARPS CREEDMOOR RIFLE, Scoring 96 out of a possible 105.

HIGHEST AVERAGE
««A«^

Sts.,

REPAIRING OP EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Reports.

26, 187^.
Inter-State Match between Co. E, First California Infantry, Using SHARPS Rifles
Twelfth
York Regiment, Using Remington Rifles Victory for SHARPS, 511 against

New

Corner Second and Walnut

IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN
Guns, llifles, Pistols, and Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech

VICTORIES!!
Official

Depot.

-

DOG

_

BISCUITS.

n.

[TRADE mark.]

culexifuo^,
—OR
Sportsman's Friend;
A SURE PROTECTION

Flies, B1*m
Against the attacks of Mosquitoes, Black
and Ants. In pocket bottles. For sale by N- *•
C. N. CRITTENTON & CO., 7 Sixth av.,

jesr-et

Terms, Five Dollars a Year.
Ten Cents a Copy.
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For Forest and Stream.

—
—
FLY FISHING ON THE MANISTEE, AND
«

.

_.

TROLLING ON PORTAGE LAKE.

ii /""NLD man, I would rather have been with you on
the Au Sable than hooking and landing big salon the Little Marguerite, where we had iced cham| oaon
pagne at dinner and slept in a luxurious log house." Thus
wrote Dr. Jim Wood, of Poughkeepsie, after reading my
iccount of running the stream just named; he wrote me
|ilso that all the animose of former days had died out.
had both
Killirg big salmon was only hard labor.
Ibome to such conclusion as early as the Summer of 1869,
when we explored the Grand Cascapediac and killed only
pne fish under twenty-five and up to thirty-five pounds.
W Writing this under my own name, I can take my
"affyDr. Jim said, "Let's go to some river
lavy" to it.)
where there are nice little twelve pounders." After such
I thought I would take compassion on Dr. Jim
*| confession,
\

We

1

j

1

''"

to

go with

Dan Fitzhugh and me, and run

the
the lazy superannuated salslayer could seat himself in the bow of a fairy litte

'^Vlanistee this

Summer, where

j non
B )oat, never rising from his

seat,

and

kill

pretty grayling to

He jumped at my invitation, said
f lis heart's content.
count me in—book me for the trip." When July came
he spirit had died out, he allowed business and other
q natters to interfere, forgetting the glorious maxim "pleasure before business." I drew a long sigh— had laid down
lis letter,
''

\gain at
q,

sat

me

informing

my

fly tying,

of his disappointment,

when a young limb

down by me, and with

his

and was

of the law

wonted

came

familiarity,

aft(

Clicked up Dr. Jim's letter and read it. He had never
Soiled as much as a half creel of trout on our closelyU-ished Pennsylvania streams; nor had I since I had taught
grim the art. "Uncle Thad," said he, "I would give my
forefinger to go with you, I'll give up that cricket match."
""!
never had, as you know, a 'belly full' of fly fishing in
n

\fkij life.

J

"Done," I

This boy Jay

replied.

not only a lineal descendant of John Jay,
At legal celebrity, but his uncle Eusebius, now 'a peaceful
pitizen of Westchester, and an ancient chub fisher, was
I renowned Jay-liawker in Missouri during the war of the
jebellion, and, of course, Jay has double right to the name.
the innocent child!
fee had never camped out
started
or Bay City on the 9th of August by the way of Pittsburgh, Cleveland and Detroit, taking the comfortable
* light steamer between the two last named
cities.
^ pent a day and a half with Dan Fitzhugh in Bay City, and
ipn the evening of the 12th of August arrived at Crawford.
)an and I had conceived the Utopian idea of trolling and
^ly fishing Portage Lake for bass, maskinonge and large
4 Northern pickerel for^, few days, and then running down
P
he outlet, which is one of the sources of the Manistee,
nto the main stream, and coming out where the Indiana
j
,nd Grand Rapids Railroad crosses it, and thence back to
^ Jay City with our boats by rail.—Vain mortals that we
ascertained from the best sources of informajiivere.
tion that came within our reach, that the outlet was small
is

—

and much

larger,

of this longer stream

—

1

BY THADDEUS NORRIS.

4 rad ask him

and rising much further north.
and flowing nearly parellel is a
river with a more southerly head and somewhat longer
than that flowing from Portage Lake. The most westerly
of the four is even longer and, as I have heard, larger than
any of the three already mentioned. All of these branches
abound in grayling most of the water being maiden to
the angler.
It is the second branch alluded to that Mi,
D. H. Fitzhugh, Jr., explored by making two trips earlier
in the Summer, one of them in company with his father,
Mr. D. H. Fitzhugh, senior an old sportsman, now in
his ninth decade, and still hale and full of the ardor of
former years. There is a sort of a road to this branch,
which is seven or eight miles distant from Crawford,
almost level, over sandy, barren plains, and through sparse
timber, with little or no undergrowth. Dan's first camp
was north of the parellel of Portage Lake, his second just
opposite, and his third south.
In the three trips including
the last, in which Jay and I accompanied him, he has
fished about twelve miles of the river. Just opposite the
middle of the west shore of Portage Lake, a man by the
name of Babbit, whose home is at Crawford, (or Grayling,
as it is now called) has established a camp for the purpose
of catching grayling with hook and line and sending them
to the Bay City and Detroit markets.
It is illegal to spear
as long

West

We

(

We

,

1;

We

nth no more water

after it left the lake than would float
very lightly ladened boat, even of Daniel's admirable
aodel, and much obstructed by brush and fallen logs.
j
i|o we reluctantly abandoned our programme, and deternined to fish the longer and larger branch of the Manistee
/hree miles west of Portage Lake, and after a surfeit of
land between with our
|li rayling fishing to cross the level
/ioats on a wagon and fish the lake.
A few words geographically as to this noble river. There
a stream— also with many sources— flowing from the
Southeast and uniting with the main river, and which is
ailed the Little Manistee.
good map of the State shows
jour branches of the larger stream flowing from the north;

|j|

*"

.;*

A

(Fae sources generally rising in lakes.
The most easterly
tses in Portage and flowing some twelve or fifteen
miles
/nites with that immediately west, which is. a river twice

them with nets.
was to Babbit's camp on the morning of the 13th that
we made our way with a two horse wagon loaded with our
tents, provisions, etc.
Dan and I riding or walking, as
fatigue or a wish to stretch our legs prompted us. My
young friend Jay scorning the indulgence which we found
so convenient, footed it all the way.
We found at *Babbit's camp a large Norway pine tree on the bank of the
river, one side of which is smoothly hewn for a foot or so,
and the figures 1840 still plainly legible on the surface.
It had been an old landmark of early surveyors and the
figures were neatly cut with one of their instruments.
It
was from this pleasant camping place that they made the
"carry" to Portage Lake, which is about four miles long,
and from thence, after crossing the lake, it is a distance of
three or four miles across a low dividing ridge, to the upper
waters of the Au Sable. Thus was a passage made by
boat from Lake Michigan to Lake Huron; and doubtless it
was an old traditional passage used by the Indians. Dan
had left two of his boats at Babbit's camp on a former trip,
so we had none to wagon over from Grayling.
Ramsdell,
one of the pushers, had his boat already there.
We
lunched with Babbit and his friend Jones, who kept camp
with him, and for an hour enjoyed the rough playfulness
of his little bear, "Billy." We were never tired of his
sagacity and amusing antics
Let me give the biography
"Born of poor but respectable parents" as
of Billy.
some of our school biographies of American heroes have
with two little brothers of the same litter, Jones came
it
upon them in the woods by the Manistee early in May.
They were very poor and very small. Jones has an impression that the large, lean old bear who was with them,
and who fled ingloriously at the ineffectual discharge of
his rifle, was not their mother. It might have been their
paternal parent for the maternal instinct was not evidenced.
The infants ascended small scrubby pines, from which
they were easily shaken, captured, tied with a string
around the neck and taken to Jones' tent. He fed them
bountifully, and the orphans grew apace, both in bodily
vigor and wisdom. But there was constant family jarring,
scratching and biting, as one may suppose, for they were
or take
It

—

.

—

—

all boys.
To preserve peace, Jones did as Jacob's sons did
unto their brother Joseph, he sold two of them "into a far
country."
wandering Hebrew
peddler
became
their purchaser, and Billy remained the sole adopted child
of Jones.
Like all adopted children he was much petted
and spoiled, but naturally formed a strong attachment to
his foster parent. He wears a leather collar around his

A

Note.—I would here say that anglers or hunters wishing to secure
good men for the river or forest, by addressing L. P. Ramsdell, or J P.
Babbit, at Grayling, C rawford county, Mich., can do so. Both of them
have boats after Mr. Fitzhugh's model, and one, or both, (Babbit being
more gennrally at home) are ready to go with them, if engaged a wees;
•r mo preyioui to starting,

j
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neck, to which a short, slight chain is fastened. His
master has taught him many bearish tricks. At Jones*
command he will stand up, lie down, or sit on his gracefully sloping "latter end." He will hold a piece of fish
patiently on his nose until Jones counts ten, and at the
word "ten" will throw it upward and catch it before it falls
to the ground.
Although omniverous he is pisciverous in
the extreme.
When we hauled our boats ashore to dry a
before starting down the river, he would smell around
the well holes in search of a chance grayling and lick off
the stale scales that might perchance have adheared to it.
little

Len Jewel had several boxing and hugging matches with
him, and received some small rents in his trowsers and the
sleeves of his flannel shirt.

On one

Billy seldom plays truant.

occasion, however, he did "abscour," as

my friend

Jim Henry has it. Some days after he had disappeared,
Jones was a half a mile down the river fishing, when h6
heard a gruff but infantile moaning whine. "Billy!" he
shouted, and soon he heard his chain jingling and the
penitant crept into the boat, smelt and nosed his master's
face and hands and seated himself contentedly in the bow.
Billy is a robust little fellow of forty-five pounds, well
furred and black as a coal. The chief plague of his life
is a fine
shepherd dog named Cap., who, although
he loves him and plays with him, will steal from
off and bury his ill-gotten food, and by many
felonious devices trick poor Billy out of his choicest morsels.
The Sunday following, as it was a day of temporary ces-

him, and go

from our sport, we had an elaborate dinner, with
hock, which Jay had brought along, and we invited Jones,
but he did not put in an appearance, which Dan attributed
to our not having extended the invitation to his ward, Billy.
Cap., however, as he belonged to Ramsdell, stayed with
us all the time, and was of much service as a scullion
licking our plates faithfully after each meal, until he would
make them shine again.
This brief history of Billy and his exploits will no doubt
interest my nephew Charley, of Oyerbrook.
But I know
his older brother Joe, and any other young fly fishers who
may read it, are as anxious as Charley's oldest brother Jay,
to hurry on and have a dab at the grayling.
So let us stow
our luggage in our boats, put our rods together, get in and
drop down stream. Dan, who preceded us with as much
luggage in his boat as Len Jewel thought it could safely
carry, dropped down about four miles, where we found
him, Len and Babbit about six o'clock, pitching tents and
making benches, and a table.
embarked about half a
mile below Babbit's camp, and I lingered a little to see Jaysation

We

make

"Not there, " I cried 'but over against
by that log." Jay dropped his flies lightly;
up came a fish, and "SugJ" he had him. After a sharp
scuffle and a hard strain on his rod, bending it almost
double, he landed and held up a grayling of nearly a pound
and a half. "Well; what do you think of it?" I asked.
his first cast

.

;

*

the other shore

"Bully," replied Jay. We dropped down stream, passing
and repassing each other alternately and not stopping to
fish one-third of the likely places, for we had a long
way
to run before we reached the supposed camping ground.
I
Presently Ramsdell pushed up with
arrived at camp first.
"What sport?" I hallowed. "Red hot," responded
Jay.
Jay. We had each a little short of four dozen grayling in
our wells, all alive and kicking. Len had his tea and potatoes on the fire, and soon a big frying pan sizzling, sputtering, and a dozen grayling browning beautifully in corn
meal. I had partaken of but a slight lunch of bread and
cheese, with a cup of tea, at Babbit's camp, and being veryhungry, of course made a pig of myself with the grayling
J
To such an extent, even, that I got up at one o'clock, fanned the smouldering coals, put on fresh wood and some
old pine knots, and soon had a rousing fire. I took a moderate "nip" from the flask on the table, lit my pipe, and
had scarcely smoked it out when Jay, who I had left asleep
at my side, crept out of the tent and joined me.
"Why
Uncle," he said, "I woke up, and not finding you came
out to see if you had gone down to the river and fallen in."
The truth is that he had eaten three grayling of about
three-quarters of a pound each, and was too full to sleep
^Soon after, Dan joined us, and then the
found.

—

FOREST AND STREAM.
oracular Mr- Babbit. Our conversation woke up Johnny
Sharp, a lad aged sixty-eight, who, like Dogberry's old
friend Verges, "would be talking." He always told .of a
man's occupation and history before telling the story connected with him, and frequently forgot part of it, and
broke down in the middle. He reminded me of Jim Henry,
on Broadhead's Creek, who would commence: "Well,
Thad, I'll tell you. There come a man a feller 'long here
one day, peddling tomb-stones."
chatted until three
o'clock in the morning, then turned in and slept until Len
woke us up for breakfast.
August Uth.—
got into our boats at 9 A. M., Johnny
Sharp and Uncle Thad taking the first mile of the water
hitherto unfished; Jay and Ramsdell the second mile, and
Dan and Len the third, Dan returned at 3 P. M., his wells
full of fish.
I overtook Jay, and again got the preceding
day's answer to my query as to his sport, "red hot." The
scamp, through mistake, had fished a great portion of the
stream allotted to me.
knocked off at 4 P. M., Jay
having over six dozen and I about five dozen— all over
half pound and averaging about three-quarters, for we returned to the water all under a half pound. Besides what
we ate of them Johnny Sharp salted down—heads off and
entrails out— three caddies of twenty-five pounds each, and
we had some to put into Dan's big hamper, three by four
feet and eighteen inches deep, which from a luggage receptacle was improvised into a live box and partially sunk"
into the stream.
August 15th being the Sabbath was, as I have already
said, a day of cessation from our sport, and was given to
reading, lounging, and eating.
August 16th.— We commenced two miles below our camp,
where Dan had left off on Saturday, Dan taking the first
mile, Jay the second, and I the third.
It was deadly
slaughter, the fish rose so freely, and yet we pricked many
or held them only for a few moments. By three o'clock,
although we had stopped at noon to take a leisurely lunch,
our wells were chock full, many of the fish "belly up."
pushed back to camp. Johnny headed, gutted, and
salted another caddy of those that were "belly up," and
we put a goodly number of live fish into the hamper for
Babbit. And so it went on for four days and a half.
threw back more than we put into our wells, and computed
that we had utilized, as already described, about nine hundred, weighing, gross, five hundred and sixty pounds, Babbit taking all we could not salt down or eat.
packed",
net weight, just one hundred and fifty pounds.
extended our explorations and fishing cutting our way occasionally through trees that had fallen from each side of the
river— about six miles below our camp, making in all of its
sinuosities and horse shoe bends, as already stated, about
twelve miles by water from the camp Dan made on his first
This river is much
trip.
It is hardly five miles by land.
obstructed by "sweepers," i. e. white cedars, which, growing on the margin, their roots are gradually undermined by
the current, and they incline at a sharp angle from the
bank, causing very frequently the familiar cry from the
pusher "low bridge." These cedars appear never to rot;
if a large tree falls across a deep pool it forms an excellent
hiding place for the "big uns," and here we generally found
our best fishing, taking them "at long taw" from up stream,
or picking them out between the logs with little more than
the eight foot leader extending beyond the tip of the rod.
Our flies -were larger than those used on the Au Sable
last year. I concluded that mine ancient friend Seth Green
has used, and, I think, recommended much smaller hooks
than are necessary, basing his theory, likely, on such as he
found
fishes with on Caledonia stream in New York.
Nos. 6 and 8 (O'Shaughnessy,) with legs and wings proportionate, equally as attractive and more certain of hooking
and holding. If not too gaudy, almost any fly will take.
I in more th,an one instance used one that had been reduced to only the hackle, and sometimes the barest covering of dubbing was killing. The white and lead wing
coachman, the silver widow, the Jewel fly, and the professor, with light yellow died hackle, were mostly used.
In fact, any fly on the sized hooks just mentioned which
we use on Pennsylvania and other clear streams will kill.
The flies tied for Maine or. the Lake Superior region are too
did not use a landing net, but
large and too gaudy.
lifted the fish in a brace on the droppers and frequently
one on the stretcher— with the feeling that if one should
regain its liberty there were plenty more ready to take hold

We

We

We

We

We

We

—

We

t

-

We

—

as soon as

we

We

offered our lures.

Our evenings were passed in the usual jolly way, telling
stories and anecdotes, and discussing the known or heardof angling capabilities of the Michigan streams and lakes,
and then there were songs in great variety. Johnny Sharp
sang many doleful ditties; Uncle Thad gave the "Nigger
Ginral," with banjo accompaniment; Jay gave us several
good ones, but Dan, with his snatches of Irish song and
One I shall never forget,
Irish manner, was inimitable.
the first verse of which was:—
" Ye

gerrls that are prattie,
And lads that are wultie,
dittie
Come list to
While I do rela-a-a-ate

my

Concarning a

visit

enough bass with the spoon for supper and breakfast. This
a beautiful camping place, elevated about fifteen feet
above the lake and surrounded by a fine park of towering
Norway pines. The brisk wind from the south caused the
mimic breakers to give forth a pleasant lullaby as they
broke on the gravelly shore, and soon after supper we were
asleep, unannoyed by mosquitoes and flies, which had
caused us some discomfort on the Manistee.
We spent a day and a half here, killing as many bass as
is

reasonable men could wish, supplying our table, leaving
some in a live box, and taking with us for Hartwick, the
landlord at Grayling, fifteen bass averaging about four
pounds each, besides a large Northern pickerel of twelve
pounds, captured by Jay. He hooked, but failed to get
into his boat, a pickerel or maskinonge of more than twice
the size for want of a gaff hook; supposing that he would
meet only with bass he had only a wide-mouthed landing
net.
Trolling we found dull sport after hooking and playing grayling.
also found that the fishing in this lake had
been overrated.
were told,, however, that a great many
had been taken there during the last two Winters through
holes cut in the ice; for. when the snow and frost makes a
direct line from Grayling practicable the distance is not
more than three miles. During the month of May, when
bass and pickerel come into the shallow water near the
shore, and fish have not as much caution as in Summer,
large numbers of both kinds had been speared during the
Spring of 1874 and 1875.
made our way to Grayling wi-th our boats and camp
equipments one afternoon, and next morning were on our
way to Bay City by a poor "on^ horse" branch of the
Michigan Central Railroad, tfa-'udng on a freight train, (for
the passenger train does w»t, now run as far up that road as
Grayling,) stopping frequently to hitch on lumber cars, and
occupying nearly nine hours in running ninety-two miles—
a great contrast to the facilities to anglers afforded by the
Indiana and Grand Rapids Road on the Lake Michigan
spent a day at Bay City on our reside of the State.
turn, as we did before going up to Grayling, wondering at
its developed and still developing wealth produced from
lumber, salt, and gypsum, the latter burned and ground
producing the fertilizing plaster of paris so much used in
agriculture.
Miles of the river shore above and below are
occupied by immense saw mills and their never-ending
Here John H. McGraw
piles of boards.
Co. and W. H.
Sage
Co. own two of the largest mills in the world. In
a single day McGraw's mill has cut 400,000 feet of lumber.
The refuse from the saw mills is utilized for heating and
evaporating the salt water, which is pumped up a distance
of from seven to nine hundred feet below the surface. The
"salt blocks" of Sage & Co.'s mill produce when in full
operation three hundred barrels of salt in twenty-four
hours.
If I should ever go to Michigan for trout or grayling
fishing again I would try the Western Branch of the' Manistee, approached from Fife Lake Station, on the Indiana
and Grand Rapids Railroad; for those of the east, as well
as the Au Sable, are being rapidly depleted for the Bay
City and Detroit markets, so readily do grayling rise at the
angler's lure or take the bait, and so soon are they fished
Most of the branches of the Manistee, on the westout.
ern side, are not very far from the railroad last named, and
are still virgin waters, and around Little Travers Bay, approached, by the same road, the streams contain both trout
and grayling, and many of them are as yet unexplored. I
have a number of pamphlets with maps describing and illustrating the route named,' and can supply any one wishing to avail himself of the advantages so clearly set forth.
There is no State in the Union where there is so fine and so
great a variety of fishing, and the time and money spent in
a trip to that State is not any more than in going to the
hackneyed and overfished waters of the Adirondacks and
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you always got venison, and that too with
but little effort, except that made by the dogs. Likely this
is a general rule, but last Thursday I found an exception
to it in the following manner:
It was on Wednesday evening that T. passed along the
street and called out, "get up your horses, boys; it will be
a good time to 'drive' in the morning, after such a rain as
we have had." Soon B. was driving in the horses that
were grazing on the fresh grass. Next morning it was
or the chase was- dampened, but
raining, and our zeal
might

infer that

ceased to rain, the clouds broke away,
T.'s horn, and the bellowing of the dogs,
Hastily saddling our horses and
fired us into action.
tying a blanket on our saddles we mounted and started for
the Red River Bluffs. As we passed the Western Hotel.
Jim, Ned, T., and Walter, called out, "go slow, boys, and
about four miles out, it
we will overtake you."
began to rain again, and we might have, turned back had
were
we not been so close to the hunting ground.

about 7 o'clock

it

and the sound of

the head of the Smith Branch, which ran due north,
two and a half miles into Red River. This branch has a
skirt of timber and under-brush running its entire length,
and from one to four hundred yards in width. I dismounted and began to lead, the water streaming off my hat
Breech loaders with pi epared shells
into my gun barrels.
suggested themselves as being more suitable for such ocThey are not much used here yet. I should have
casions.
stated that ravines with timber on them intersected the
main branch from right and left, making it difficult to cross
on horseback in places. As T. fired from his left shoulder,
he proposed to take the west side of the branch. B. had a
Ballard rifle and I suggested that he go down the branch
some distance and take a "stand." I followed down the
east, or right hand side of the branch and soon came upon
B. sitting quietly upon his horse observing a flock of
turkeys on the prairie some fifty yards in front of him. I
"Why the
called to him to shoot, and the turkeys flew.
thunder did'nt you kill one of them turkeys?" exclaimed I,
"I was'nt hunting turkeys," was his only
as I came up.
reply.
I now tried to ride into the woods, and blundered
Beinto a red bud and grape vine thicket, up to my eyes.
I finally got
fore I could get out I wT as as wet as a rat.
back to the prairie, and up flew a half -grown turkey, and
bang! went a load of buck shot right over my horse's head,
the' turkey went on
vv ithout the least disturbing him, but
u
into the thicket worse scared than hurt." It was now

now at

sh

^
you

We failed to start a deer on the Smith Branch and
turned over a ridge on to Mann's Creek, the rain still
pour
ing.
thought struck me that if I got a chance at a
my gun would miss fire, and I suggested the proprietydeer
of
going home, but T. said "No, it will clear up directly "
There was some very dense cover on this creek and
the bushes were dripping with water, but rain and all
else
was forgotten as the dogs began to make the welkin rim-with their music. Soon a louder and more exciting roar
from the ctegs showed that the gunner was a-foot- the
horses stuck up their ears, and the hunters strained their
eyes for a sight of the game. A spur Of prairie ran clear
across the valley; this stand was immediately taken possession of, but the hounds came up, passed through, and
showed that we were too late. Driving the rowef of my
spur into my horse, I made a considerable detour, to another stand. This time the deer turned back up the creek
before it got to my stand, and I had the mortification to
hear the dogs going up the creek almost out of hearing
Over hills, rocks and gullies I followed in hot haste and'
could see B. and T. on the opposite side of the creek, close
after the dogs. I was just edging the thicket at full speed
when the deer burst out of it, coming down, the creek almost in my face; with a half backward bound, he sprang
back into the thicket, and with a sudden lurch I wheeled
my horse around and made for a stand. I had just passed
about a hundred paces; at this place I could see clear
across the valley, I hastily dismounted, turned my horse
loose and cocked both barrels of my gun. Just at this
juncture the deer sprang out of the brush into the opening
about forty paces from me. "Whack!" went my righf,
"whack!" went my left, and into the creek bed went the
deer. "Fits and blazes!" I fancy King Richard would have
offered his kingdom for a breech loader if he had heen ia
my predicament. The deer, now thoroughly scared, made
tremendous bounds and left the dogs far behind. .Jim,
Ned, and Walter coming up, observed it crossing the
prairie lidge, and making a bee line for the east fork of
Mann's Creek. It is needless to make further details; suffice
it to say that after about eight hour's run we put it into
Red River, some four miles from where we started it, and
called off the dogs. We got home a little before night,
and to say that we were tired, would'nt half express it, and
our poor horses looked considerably "worse for wear."
It so happened that I was the only person that got a
chance to shoot, and I couid'nt. You are doubtless aware
to what an extent the mind can be concentrated upon the
game you are in search of, until every thing else is lost
sight of, eveu one's safety.
This was verified recently in
T.'s case.
He was hunting on a fractious horse, that did
not fancy firing over his head. T. was riding leisurely
along with his bridle down, and gun across his saddle,
when a turkey sprung into the air from the dense prairie
grass.
Quick as thought T. covered him and down lie
came. His horse wheeled and plunged madly, T. meanwhile clutching at the dangling reins. Presently the horse
ceased plunging, and commenced running, when T. got
hold on the reins and brought him to a stand.
I hope you will not understand me that we always have
such ill luck as in this case. Capt. Rowland and Mr.
Reavis, citizens of our town, on a three day's camp hunt,
week before last, killed six deer and more young turkeys,
(now nearly grown) and prairie chickens (pinnated grouse)
than they had any use for.
My experience on this has taught me that cheap water
proof caps will do very well for dry weather, but will not
answer for wet weather; consequently I shall be more
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cautious in

my

selections in the futnrc.
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But we'd had a glut of grayling fishing, sowe struck
tents, stowed our luggage one morning, and while the boatmen 'pushed up to Babbit's camp we footed thitherward
two miles by land. Here we passed an hour with Jones
and Billy, when Meade, who was cutting hay in a wild
meadow close by, came by appointment to the camp with
We.put on two of our boats, stowing our baghis wagon.
gage inside, and "set out for the west side of Portage Lake,
three miles eastward. We soon crossed the level, sandy
plain and entered the woods, where Jones, being a professional engineer, took the lead, and Len, Meade, and Bamsthe way, chopping down sapdell with°their axes cleared
logs, Jay and Johnny Sharp
lines and cutting off fallen
the road
following and pulling them aside, Meade blazing
and Uncle Thad engineering the
as we went through, Dan
wagon and team. Within two hours from the time we left
Babbit's camp we came to Portage Lake and lunched on its
beautiful margin. Meade and Jones bade us good-by Ramscedar log soon fashioned it
dell cleaving a slab from a
and Len's setting
into a paddle, with the aid of which,
Ramspole in one of our boats they made the passage to
lake, and by 5 P. M. redell's camp on the east side of the
turned after beating against a head wind with a sail boat.
We eni barked with our luggage, and having a fair wind
back lanued in less than a half hour and pitched our tents,
preferring them to the large log house Ramsdell has put up
Jay and I trolled for half an fyour and captured
here

I

Maine.

When

To fair Dunlm cettie,
Where I was decaived
By a damsel of la-a-a-ate."

and I could only say, "If I'd small
would have sot him?" T. called over, "what-

B.'s time to laugh,

A TRIP THROUGH THE ADIRONDACKS
—CANADIAN SPORT COMPARED.
"Kahwearabejewagamog
THEToronto,

Club," II. P. Dwigbt,
Ont., president; E. Wiman, N. Y-, vice
president, is an association of gentlemen who have for
many years fished and hunted on the rivers and lakes and
in the woods of Canada, principally in the Muskoka and
Hollow Lake regions. None of the members have ever
been through the Adirondacks.
At the Hollow Lake

meeting last Autumn, any member who could visit the
Adirondacks was requested to do so and report to the club,
and make comparison with Canadian sport. About the
20th of June last, by invitation of Mr. Charles Pratt, of
Brooklyn, who has a fine cabin on Fourth Lake of the
Fulton Chain, I joined his party, and now report, with
your permission, to the members of the club in Canada
and New York, and to others who, perhaps, would like to

know

the difference in the two places.
left New York at eight o'clock in the evening,
breakfasted in Utica the next morning.
couple of IiotfKj
more by rail and we were at a hotel in Boonville. Here
we put off our store clothes and "oiled shirts" (as our
guides called them), and donned our blue flannels, etc. A
ride of a dozen miles or so brought us to a good hotel ou
Moose River, where we had speckled trout for dinner.
The harness was taken off our horses *and saddles put on;
we mounted, riding about fourteen miles over an awfully
rough road to the Forge Hotel, on First Lake, now kept by
Arnold. There were a dozen guides here waiting for
ties.
Ours we engaged beforehand, so after break
Saturday morning, we took boats, and got to our camp in
three or four hours, with a good appetite for dinner. At
our first meal we had speckled trout— a speckled trout, tm
little speckled trout of our own catching.
In fact I caught
that one myself.
It was a very fine and perfect specimen
of Salmo fontinalis.
Ii cost me about one hundred dollars
a pound.
In forty hours from New Y'ork (including twelve, a night
Tins is
at Arnold's Hotel) we were at home in the woods.
about the same time it takes from Toronto to the fishi'jj?
grounds on the Muskoka, and a good deal less, and wait
half the expense, fatigue and trouble it does to get m t0
the Hollow Lake region.
There is a large tract of country,
beginning about a hundred miles noith of Lake Ontario, S
water shed, resembling the lakes and rivers in the Adiroj*
dack region. The Canadian lakes, with their island*,
bays and points, are beautiful; but around the whole snot'
o*
of many of them stand tall, black stumps, monuments
I
itself.
carelessness in the use of fire desolation
^
hardly any of this from First Lake to the Saranacs.
us
land in Canada is comparatively level. If one goes
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FOREST AND STREAM.
Adirondack scenery of itself pays well for a trip; but I
don't mind paying a little more to catch two or three trout.
Everybody has heard of the mountains of the Adirondacks, but no. one can have a correct idea of their grandeur without seeing them.
Colvin, in his most interesting report to the New York
Legislature— "Topographical Survey of the Adirondack
Wilderness" gives the names and measurements of three
mountains, each more than 5,000 feet high, to wit— Marcy,
Maclntyre, and Haystack; seven more above 4,900; twelve
more above 4,000; four more above 3,900, and nine more
above 3,700. These high peaks, of course, are only one
here and there, among many smaller ones. The view from
almost any even of the smaller ones is beyond descripYou see range back of range, like tremendous
tion.
waves of the sea, one after another, until in the far distance the last is hardly distinguishable from the blue sky
Pratt and Parsons went up from Third Lake to the
itself.
top of the Bald Mountain. The number of peaks visible
to the naked eye from that point by actual count (according to the last time I heard Parsons tell it), is one hundred
and forty.
I am not much of a flshist or shootist, but I know that
the change that we have from the time that we leave civilization until we get back again boating, tramping, eating,.
(don't forget the onions and bacon) and sleeping in the
w oods, does me an immense deal of good, and 1 like it.
But if Pratt, Dwight, or Tom Townsend, who pride themselves on throwing a fly* want to get up with the punkies
in the morning, or spend their twilights with the musquitoes and black liies at the "spring holes," they may do so.
I shall, if I like, pull the net over my head, put on my
buckskin glomes, or sit with my head in the smoke of the
camp fire and admire old "Nipple-top," which is right in
This is altogether the most fascinating
front of our cabin.
mountain in the whole region. The Deacon, after a week
in camp, would put on the "dope," (tar and oil.) and sit
the whole of a moonlight evening looking at it. Colvin
gives its height at 4,684 feet above tide water, or about
3,000 feet above Fourth Lake. You boys who enjoy fine
scenery fool away your time when you go to Canada. By
the way, we were annoyed by mosquitoes and flies very
little indeed, much less than at any time when I have been
The water
in the Canadian woods this season of the year.
in the Canadian lakes as a general thing is clear and blue,
like clear spring water, much nicer than the dark water of
most of the Adirondack lakes and rivers.
The beauty of Seventh Lake is impressed upon my mind
more strikingly than any .other. It is nearly round, from
three to four miles across, and almost completely surroundI happened to see it first in the
e'd by high mountains.
The clouds were in collight of a most gorgeous suuset.
ors more brilliant and beautiful than can be painted on
The
canvas, and the mountains were tinted as if by fire.
lake like a mirror, so that looking down upon the w ater it
seemed fathomless, like the heavens, reflecting all the glorious scenery around and bright clouds above.
Thus surrounded, one feels in his heart to say: "Praise the Lord for
His goodness and for His wonderful works to the children
of men." There is a novelty about the Cauadian birch
bark canoes which one enjoys; but the Adirondack boats
are preferable.
They are from fourteen to sixteen feet
long, about three feet beam, and weigh only from sixty to
eighty pounds. The}'' are as easily carried across portages
as a canoe, and a guide with his oars" will pull a heavier
load a greater distance and in rougher water than he could
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paddle a canoe.
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Our guides were excellent the best I ever had. They
were pleasant and williDg, and did not drink a drop of
liquor during our trip.
I have had the whole pleasure of a
trip spoiled by aguzzling guide.
One of them was a most
excellent cook, keeping us in fresh bread of different
kinds, griddle cakes, (maple syrup) etc., etc. Anybody
who can get Jack Sheppard or Dick Creigo (P. O. address,
Boonville), or those whom they recommend, will be fortunate.

In Canada we always carry along our tent. There is no
need of it in the Adirondacks. On all the principal lakes
there are plenty of cabins, or bark camps, built like ashed,
one side open. On Third and Fourth Lakes there are
several very fine private cottages, none better adapted to
make one feel like staying all Sirmmer there than Mr.
Pratt's— a log hut. On the first floor is a sitting, bed room
and a store room. Up stairs are four beds, a dining room
and kitchen in the extension. Close by is an ice house,
well tilled. The only objection to such an establishment
affords too many luxuries.
You are not likely to be
nearly as glad to get home. Jack Sheppard also has a
large and very nice cabin on Fourth Lake, and is prepared
to entertain parties and furnish all supplies for the table
for about one dollar a day.
It would have been a great
accommodation and saving of money if we had known it
before we went in.
Guides get three three dollars a day
in the busy season. As only one of our guides had ever
been in there before, after staying about a week on Fourth
is, it

Lake, we packed up in light marching order, sending all
our traps we could spare back via Boonville, a guide and
boat for each of us, and continued our trip through the
Fulton Chain of eight lakes, then Raquette, Forked and
Long Lake (stopping at Kellogg's, about half way down,
the first night) down the Raquette River, by Mother Johnson's and Corry's, across the Opper Saranac, by Bartlett's
and across Round Lake, and through the Lower Saranac
to Martin's— altogether some eighty or ninety miles—
most delightful trip. From Martin's, the next day, we had
a pleasant ride on a four horse Concord coach to Ausable,
thirty-eight miles; then cars to Pittsburgh, where we
took steamer the same evening, arriving in JSfew York the
next day. I hardly need mention the luxurious steamers
.on Lake Champlain, or the Saratoga express, rushing
through with only three stops, for there is nothing in Canada to compare with them.
"Well, did you get any trout?"

Yes we

—

few enough to eat some at. every meal,
not a great many, nor very large ones; should be glad to
have caught more; plenty of salmon trout. It is all nonsense to expect to cat^. many or very large trout in the
main lakes and streams of the Adirondacks. There are
too many fishing for them.
Paul* Smith can accommodate
three hundred guests; Martin half as many more, to say
nothing of smaller hotels. Thousands go in and out every
season.
The best way is to make vour headquarters at a
convenient place on some of the larger lakes, then go off
across, several miles, to less frequented lakes and streams,
and you will get plenty of trout.
~"Did you get any deer?"
did, a

No, we did not; don't bother me with so many questions.
law to kill them now; but they do it, and
a great shame it is. We had venison all the time in camp,
and at every hotel from First Lake to Martin's. I don't
know where it came from. None of our party killed it.
(We could'nt.) I did all I could to keep anybody from
shooting one on Sixth Lake one night. Young Comachio
said he got near enough with a guide from Martin's to hear
a deer stamping in the water one night, at a cost of only
seven dollars and a quarter. His guide blandly remarked
that it was customary to drop a ten dollar bill, if they
killed a deer; but as he did'nt intimate that he should so
drop, he did'nt get a deer.
My conclusion of the whole matter is it pays well to
take a trip to the Adirondacks, and I don't know how you
can improve on the route we took. But if you have
plenty of time, and want to get a good many fine fish and
Kobert Jackson.
game in season, go to Canada.
Brooklyn, Angus 4th, 1875.
«*..
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CLAM BAKES AND BARECUES.

THESE

old time feasts are indigenous to

Rhode Island

and Virginia, both of these States being jealous of
their prestige, and allowing no other to assume first place.
A Rhode Island correspondent writes us, with a pardonable degree of native pride, giving this description of a
Narragansett Clam Bake par excellence:
"A clam bake gotten ud after the old Rhode Island style is something
that cannot be had outside of this State. Many clam bakes are made in

—

Massachusetts and Connecticut, but are nothing but impositions and
An old-fashioned clam bake years ago consisted of a few clams,
say two or three bushels, baked upon the shore upon stones made red
hot by burning wcod upon them; then a little seaweed thrown on, and
the whole covered closely up and left to steam away for an hour more;
then stools and big stones would be collected around the clam pile and
the clams would be eaten. That was years ago. Now I will tell you
how our friend Hiram Maxfield, at Silver Spring, a short way down the
bay, feeds thousands every year from 12 o'clock noon until late in the
afternoon. Hiram puts into one bake from twenty-five to fifty bushels
of clams, and sometimes double the number of bushels. The round
paving stones, forming a circle of ten feet in diameter, are made hot by
burning wood upon them until they become so hot that they crack and
snap. Seaweed is then thrown upon the stones; then the clams are
poured upon the seaweed; then comes more seaweed; next the bluefish,
all dressed and stuffed full of nice dressiug, the sweet potatoes and green
corn, all left well covered up with seaweed and canvas for about forty
minutes; and then the signal is given! Hot clams served by more than a
frauds.

hundred waiters direct from the bake, on nice clean tables, in a dining
room cool and comfortable. Clams, clam chowder, (soup, sometimes
called,) clam cakes, fish, (baked or boiled.) fish chowder, sweet corn, cucumbers, sweet potatoes, and water melons-this constitutes a dinner
from a Rhode Island improved clam bake point of view. Thousands
upon thousands visit these shore resorts, and live upon clams from July
Oakland Beach, Rocky Point, Silver Spring,
1st until September 15 h.
Field's Point, aud Ocean Cottage, all connected by steamers running
half hourly, and now steam cars land you at all of the places, with ono
or two exceptions, where you can obtain the salt air, good shade, and.
clams. Our hard-working merchants and business men who cannot leave
r

their business for a vacation frequently visit these places, taking a

steamer for Silver Spring, get dinner, and step aboard a boat going down
They consider Saratoga, Long Branch, and first-class hi^htoned Summer resorts nowhere compared with our healthy aud beautiful
Narragansett Bay.
M."
the bay.

Speaking of clam bakes, the ninth annual- "clam bake of
the Fat Men's Association of America took place last week
at Gregory's Point, near Norwalk, Conn.
The pounds
weight of solid men was 24,617, divided among 108 perEighty bushels of clams, oysters, bluefish, lobsters,
sons.

FISH CULTURE
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SITE having been

procured, the next step is the
planning of the series of ponds necessary for the
different ages of fish.
Any mistake in the initial work
will always prove a source of embarrassment to the pisciculturist, entailing constant perplexity, if not ultimate
disaster.
It is an easy matter for a man who is skilled in
fish breeding, to plan, lay out and construct ponds; but
with the beginner it is a matter about which he knows
very little, therefore, the expenditure of a few dollars,
paid to a competent instructor in fish culture, or to a scientific piscicultural engineer, will be likely in the end to save
thousands of dollars.
well arranged and productive establishment may be taken as a model, but in each new ap-

A

plication of the art, as applied to the development of anew
site, the plan must of course vary with the ground, in fact, it
would be difficult to apply one model to all localities, for it
is quite impossible to find two or more sites so alike as to
admit of the systematic use of one plan. But the experienced eye can discern at a glance what disposition of
ponds and hatching house will be most feasible, for the
successful, and above all, the economical working of them.
But in the projection of what is known in modern parlance as a fish farm, it is a great mistake, that in order to
be productive, its appointments must be elaborate and expensive.
Such an idea is likely to have been borrowed
from Roman pisciculturists,- who laid out and constructed
pondo and preserves regardless of expense. Indeed they
were often made of expensive materials and were not
only large but elaborately wrought, and constituted one of
the many attractions of a nobleman's estate. Ponds must
be substantially built, especially the banks, which constitute the principle wear and chief expense of the work
of preparation in the establishment of a fish farm.
For successful fish culture, and with a view to the artificial production of fish for commercial purposes, three
ponds are essential. In shaping and arranging them most

conveniently, all depends upon the water supply, whether
be spring or rivulet, and how these sources of water are
situated in reference to height above the ponds and hatching house to be projected.
Four feet is the least fall consistent with the distribution of water through the series of
ponds, rapidly enough to keep the water in the most distant of them cool enough for the health of the fish.
The
shape of the ponds has a very unimportant bearing upon
the success of fish raising.
Some pisciculturists aver that
the ponds are more convenient if oblong, while others advise them to be pyriform, or pear shape".
There might be
such a conformation of the surface of the ground as to
demand other shapes, long, narrow and deep, rather than
wide and shallow in depth. • Mr. Seth Green, whose judgment in all piscicultural matters is authority, says: "It is
better for any one wishing to raise a, large number of fish
to have several series of ponds, than to attempt raising a
larger number by increasing the size of the ponds.
Fish
do not feed so well in large ponds, are not so easily taken
care of, and eat each other more.'' In order to give the
reader an idea of the arrangement of a fish farm a plan is
introduced, the prototype in part, representing the arrangement of ponds, etc., at Troutdale, N. J.
it

*

green corn and sweet potatoes were cooked on the hot
stones under^seaweed, and the quantity of lager beer provided was 800 kegs.
Now for the Virginia Barbecue. Our correspondent is
our old friend, Capt. John M. Taylor, now a permanent
resident of the Old Dojgiinion.
He says:
"I attended a barbecue which took place lately on the estate of Dr.
Booth, of Shenstone. The invitation was for a barbecue and fish fry,
is somewhat interesting to the uninitiated.
These fetes generally
take place in the woods, close to a small lake or stream on the plantation of the host, where the neighbors are invited to m'eet. We drove up
to a grove of pines oq the estate, in the centre of which was a long in provised pine hoard table covered witli a clean cloth. At the head was
a barbecued lamb, roasted whole; at the bottom a barbecued shoat, also
roasted whole, with fixings of vinegar, butter, red peppers, and other
tasty ingredients. These immense dishes were flanked by tureens of
vegetables, water melons, and cantaloupes, and the appearance of the
table reminded one of the olden times. Before proceeding to eat these
nice things the fish have to be caught, so a long net is furnished by one
of the guests and handed to an old white-wooled negro, who is eminently
respectful and understands his business, being at the head of a gang of
five others, all of whom seem to take great delight in walking into the
When sufficient fish are caught, (small perch,
1 ike and hauling the seine.
catfish and pike,) for the present "fry," the gentlemen proceed to clean
and fry the fish as quickly as possible, the negroes continue hauling, and
the invited guests to demolish this rustic meal, many of whom handle
the knife and fork with a good deal of gusto and precision. This spectacle at its height presents a very animated scene, the group of friends
on the wooded knoll above the lake, encircled by numerous horses and
mules, hitched to the surrounding trees. The negroes in the lake beyond
up to their necks singing and howling their weird nondescript songs,
floundering in the water and mud as they haul the nets gradually to the
shore, the rush of the guests from above to see the number of the catchi
the peach and apple brandy passing around, conversation flowing, and
the fete is closed by the assembled company collecting their horses and
forming a cavalcade, and so riding through the beautiful woods to their
respective homes. Altogether, these "barbecues and fries" present one
of the charming phases of the interior life of Southern Virginia, and are
one of the many methods by which the planters, (who are gentlemen of
refinement and culture,) vary the monotony of their lives, which, to say
the least, is harmless and recreative.
Captain."

which

—

Seasonable Hints. The Scientific American says: If
mosquitoes or other blood-suckers " infest our sleepingrooms at night, we uncork a bottle of the oil of pennyroyal and these animals leave in great haste, nor will thev
return so long as the air in the room is loaded with the
fumes of that aromatic herb. If rats enter the cellar, a little
powdered potash, thrown in their holes or mixed with meal
and scattered in their runaways, never fails to drive them
away. Cayenne pepper will keep the buttery and storeroom free from ants and cockroaches. If a mouse makes
an entrance into any part of your dwelling, saturate a rag with
cayenne in solution, and stuff it into the hole, which thencan be repaired with either wood or mortar. No rat or
mouse will eat the rag for the purpose of opening communication with the depot of supplies.

The

spring marked S on the plan constitutes the source
the water of the establishment, and has a capacity of
twelve hundred gallons per minute, constant- and undiminished in flow throughout the year. "The temperature
of the water is 50°, which never varies more than one
degree in the heat of Summer or depth of Winter."
The water from the spring passing down a raceway fiftyfive feet long, (A) four wide and six inches deep, enters
pond No. 1, and following the course of the arrows, passes
successively through 1, 2 and 3, and is* discharged at the
point C into No. 5. This. pond is not used for fishes, but
for the cultivation of watercress, a cruciferous plant much
used in eating houses, which finds ready sale in the markets
of all large cities.
It may be well to state that the ponds
for cress culture may be multiplied to any extent; for the
profits in this direction are truly great, and many fish culturists derive a large revenue from this specialty.
At those
points in the cut marked x are sluice gates in which are
placed screens of wire cloth,' which are arranged in pairs
or sets, and each perform a seperate duty, the one highest
up arrests the leaves and other floating o ejects which "blow
or float into the ponds, while the lower screen prevents
fish of different ages from mixing.
When the small fry
are first placed in pond No. 1, if the whole volume of the
stream was permitted to pass through, the fishes would be
driven against the lower screen with such violence as to
cause them to perish, but by the provision of a cross race
)c) the amount of water supply can be so easily
graduated
as to be harmless.
represents the hatching house, near
the spring, where sufficient cold water passes into :}he
of

all

H

—

—

—
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FOREST AND STREAM.
building for hatching purposes through the filters and conduits into the hatching troughs.
G represents the gold
fish pond, where these much esteemed pets are multiplied
and sold to fanciers, who vend them.
is work shop and
and mill for cutting meats for the fish, the machinery
being driven by water at E, which subsequently discharges
into the bass pond No. 4.
D is the house of the Superintendent. The dimensions of ordinary ponds run from 50
to 200 feet in length and narrow enough to easilv admit of
the removal of dead fish. Pond No. 1, for the smallest
fish, maybe from one to two feet deep; No. 2, two to
four feet; No. 3, three to five.
(To be continued.)

M
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I often see them lying near the outscreen, and know of several cases where they went
through a broken slat. I use telegraph wire screens, as
muskrats gnaw wooded ones.

the deepest water.

in

let

-*"»*-

— The Maine Commissioners of Fisheries have lately been
(or Fitz) Pond
Dedham, which was attacked in 1869 by the introduction of 60 small specimens from West Winsted, Conn.

distributing black bass caught in Phillips'
in

Black
Several hundred have been caught there this year.
bass are also making their appearance in various other localities, which were also stocked in 1869, by the introducstill smaller numbers offish; in one case 13 fish
(proportions of sexes unknown), proved sufficient to stock

tion of

TO RAISE BROOK TROUT.
Mr. A. Palmer, of Boscobel, Wis., gives the following

a large pond nine miles long.

structions in trout culture:

We

I am feeding about fifty thousand, ranging from two to
eighteen inches in length, the larger proportion small, and
they will not eat a beef liver a day. Milk curds, any Jean
meat that is fresh, or other kinds of fish, make good food
for them."

The subjoined

letter

from Fred Mather, Esq., which

originally appeared in the Chicago Field, answers

many

of

the questions which are so frequently pressed upon our
attention:
V\

"Inquiries, as amle, do not give particulars enough to
base an opinion upon as to the probable result of an experiment in trout raising. It is something like saying to
your physician, 'I'm sick; what's,good for me?' To judge
if a particular pond is suitable for trout culture one should
know its highest temperature in Summer, its source of supply and quantity of flow, as compared to the size of the
pond, as its capacity to contain trout depends more on the
frequency with which the entire body of water is changed
than upon the size of the pond.
The character of the water is also important, us upon
this depends the kinds of vegetation suitable for the production of the natural food of the fish, as Crustacea, insect
Again, the locality is to be considered before
larvae, etc.
it can be decided whether it will pay as a business venture
or not; for upon the cheapness of food depends the profits,
and if near a place where many animals are slaughtered,
and the refuse, such as lights, liver, spleens, and heads can
be readily obtained, then it is evident that the slaughterhouse being in the neighborhood of the ponds is an element that must not be omitted from the calculations; for
while the pond will sustain a few fish on its production of
natural food, when we overstock it we must supply the deficiency from the slaughter-house or the dairy.
Curd has been fed in some places with good results, but
in my experience it has not done well as a steady diet; it
has seemed to produce a fatty generation of the vitals
that often caused death; hence, if the pond was well supplied" with water-breeding insects which live either on vegetation or upon each other, it might possibly correct this
Experiments in this direction are sadly wanted. I
evil.
believe, however, that a few insects and larvae, shrimp,
(gam ro arm) and such forms of life as comprise the food of
the trout in a state of nature, are very beneficial from a
sanitary point of view, to the trout kept on what is called
"artificial food."
Your correspondent's idea of having a spring brook enter his pond is good; this wiil bring in much food that he
will never see, and will prove superior to a pond supplied
by springs rising within itself. Now he asks, 'Can 1 raise
trout in my pond?' My dear Sir, no man can tell you
Try it, moderately of course, so that a failure
that.
would not be financial ruin. But the raising of any kind
of stock requires not only natural facilities, but that attention from the owner that only comes from his personal inThe day has gone by when it was supposed
terest in it.
you could buy a thousand fish eggs, put them in your
pond, and three years after take out a thousand fish weighing a pound each. As it is said, 'planting a tree involves
a promise to take care of it,' so does making a fish pond,
and each man must decide for himself the question, 'Can I
take care of it?'— that is, after the novelty has worn oil
and it becomes a auestion of business routine, like feeding
the other stock and fixing the fences, with this exception,
that the fish can be put off a day or two without apparent
1

suffering, but the pigs can't; therefore, the 'day or two
might possibly, with a negligent man, extend to a month.
The next question, as to the price of trout, is easily answered—yearlings, $10 to $12; two-year olds, $20 to $25
per 1U0, 'larger fish in proportion, and fry according to
The cheapest way, if you have the conveniences,
season.
This can be safely shipped in cold
is to buy spawn.

weather anywhere, and hatched without difficulty. As to
it depends on the size of the fish.
For fry he wants wire-cloth of ten wires to the inch for the
first two months, which can gradually be increased in size
Trout will run down stream or up
as the fish grow.
stream, or anywhere else that they can get. In my ponds,
wuich are fifty feet long by ten wide, and from three to
five deep, with a deep pool in the middle, they are often
all over it; but on the approach of any person they gather
the width of 'pickets,'

iuml
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visiting the Zoological

in the year 1869,

nese markets are different varieties of the heron or crane
These invariably have the lids of their eyes
families.
sewed together, the object being to prevent their pecking
out the eyes of the passers by.
»•»..
-

,

—

Dropsy Extraordinary. An extraordinary event occurred the other day to a dweller in the Rue Andrae in
For the last fourteen years a woman living in that
Paris.
street has been believed to be a sufferer from dropsy.
She
has had all the symptoms of that disease, besides the extraordinary swelling or inflation of the body.
A few
to Burgundy to make a visit, and
while there she felt indisposed. At the end of a few days
she experienced the pangs of child birth and gave birth to
a dead child. The child was of ordinary size, but its
The body has been sent
teeth and nails were full grown.
This birth, after a fourteen
to the Academy of Sciences.
years' period of gestation, is unparelleled in France. In
1832 a lady died at Pas de Calais, who believed herself to
be affected with dropsy for seven years. An inquest was
held, and the body of a child, completely ossified, was disExchange.
cevered

weeks since she went

in-

"They are easily bred, and grow rapidly, although they
don't produce as much spawn as some fish, yet a sufficient
amount to. trouble the breeder to find water to raise the fish
in, each female producing from five to eight hundred
spawn at two years old, and about double that amount at
three years old; but they cannot be raised to advantage in
any other than spring or brook water. This may be either
hard or soft, but not largely impregnated with minerals.
Trout, in their natural state, prefer active water of even
temperature, but still they do well in pond water if there
is a continual supply of fresh water running into them,
and will stand a temperature of sixty five or seventy degrees; but water which runs up to a high temperature will
not raise as many trout as that of more even temperature.
The same applies to still water. They are great consumers
of oxygen, and cold water contains more than warm watei,
and running water more than pond water. In building
ponds we try to have a fall from one pond to another to
find in transportcarjy this property into the water.
ing trout that, as long as the cars are moving they need
little attention, but if they stop for a short time the water
must be agitated. They are cheaply raised. Being cold
blooded, they waste no food in keeping up the heat of the
body, and ponds which have been built a few years, as well
as brooks, produce a large amount of insects and Crustacea,
and nearly enough to feed what trout the water will bear.

They are also abundant ir
furnishes them with food.
Spring of the year on the marshes and meadows, where
the grass affords good cover and capital walking. Among
the birds always to be seen exposed for sale alive in Chi-

Gardens

at

writes that

Amsterdam,

he saw a tame woodcock confined in a

.

small cage, with a turf and some finely chopped meat. It
looked quite healthy. He believes that the sandpipers in
the Regent's Park collection have been fed in the same way.
During hard frosts he has thus kept the green plover alive,
removing it from the garden to the greenhouse.
once tried the experiment of keeping English snipe
alive, but met with only partial success, arising from the
difficulty experienced by the birds in finding their food in
the natural way. It has been accomplished successfully,

We

however, in England. The Field, some years since, printed
an instance, which is reproduced by the Rev. Mr. Wood in
his work on natural history, published in London in 1869.
In this instance, a gentleman named Upham, of Starcross,
Devon, had a common snipe, which had been caught by
some boys in a warren in a starving state, which afterwards became very tame and would follow Mr. Upham
around a room for a worm. Her bath was a good sized
pie dish, her dining-room an abandoned flower pot, and
her amusement probing in a large damp sod of rushes
placed fresh for her every day on a piece of brown paper.

The quantity of worms consumed by this bird was enormous, nearly double her own weight in twelve hours. Mr.
Upham kept a diary, noting down "Jenny's" habits and
peculiarities,

but her fate or length of

life is

not given.

Our experiments in this direction were made at Hankow
in China, more than six hundred miles west of the coast,
It is a matter of surprise to all ''barin the year 1863-4.
barians" on their arrival in China that live game, particu-

can be bought in such large numbers, and
no portion of China, perhaps, was this peculiarity more
marked than at Hankow. In the city of Wuchang, the
residence of the Viceroy of the Hupeh and Ho nam Provinces, and a place supposed to be tabooed to foreigners,
the market contained almost every variety of game bird
known in China, the list of which, by-the-bye, corresponds
larly pheasants,

in

very closely to that of Great Britain. The pheasants are,
of course, the same, the bird having been introduced into
England from China; the quail is the same small variety,
and woodcock equal in size to the English bird, largely
exceeding ours in weight. The Chinese are poor shots, but
exceedingly expert netters and trappers, and it was frequently a source of great amusement to follow a party of
snipe catchers in their peregrinations through the low-lying wheat and bean fields. The indignation that would otherwise be felt at witnessing this mode of capturing game
by the uselessness of opposition, and a
is repressed
The
knowledge of the great abundance of the birds.
large and very light
mode of netting was as follows:
net, square, or nearly so, in shape, was borne lightly over
the tops of the wheat by four men, one at each corner, the
.

A

Behind
operation being always conducted at twilight.
these walked another man, carrying a long bamboo, which
he waved gently in the tall grain. The birds being startled,
rose to fly, when their heads became entangled in the

from whence they were withdrawn and
placed alive in wicker baskets. These could always be
bought in Wuchang, in the Spring and Fall, for about
Adjointwenty-five cents, each containing a dozen snipe.
ing our residence was a garden fitted up in the native style,
with much rock work and miniature ponds. Numbers of
snipe were placed within an enclosure in the garden, where
they had access to an abundance of water and some moist
meshes of the

net,

ground, but one after another they died, one occasionally
surviving several weeks, and in one instance, several
months. They showed but little wildness or inclination to
flv, but appeared generally to be dazed and in a state of
stupor, although the ground showed where their long bills
had been at work probing the earth for worms. The
other birds confined at the same time, golden and silver
pheasants, mandarin ducks, etc., did very well. The quantities of English snipe in some localities in China is almost
Deserted lotus ponds, where the water has
incredible.
been allowed to drain off and nothing remains but the soft,
black mud and slimy oogf of great and dangerous depth,
with a deceitful mantle of half decayed leaves, are their
favorite resorts, the attraction, no doubt, being the excess
At the report of a
of insect life and worms to be found.
gun they rise from the ponds in myriads. In the Fall of
the year snipe are sometimes found on very high ground;
every spot available for agricultural purposes being terraced, sometimes to the very summit of the hills, where
irrigation is practicable, the snipe seeking the little detached
wheat and bean fields, where the rich black loamy soil

A

—

Yesterday we were met by a friend,
inquired, in an excited manner, if we had ever seen
a snake that had wings, and "flew through the air with
the greatest of ease?" From his statements we learn that
while two boys, named Remington and Jenkins, the former
from this city, and the latter a Platte Countain, were hunting in the woods, a serpent was seen approaching them,
about four feet above the earth. Jenkins took off his hat,
and throwing it over the snake, succeeded in capturing it.
It is over one foot long, spotted, and has wings about the
size of a man's head.
The boys have the serpent preLeavenworth Times.
served in alcohol

Flying Snake.

who

.

THE BOSTON AQUARIUM.
Danversport, Mass., September 6th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
In company with a friend I recently paid a visit to the Aquarial Gardens, 13' West street, Boston. These gardens are owned and carried on
by Wm. E. Baker, of the firm of Grover & Baker, sewing machine manCollected in the fresh water tanks were a variety of fish,
noticed bream, dace, suckers, shiners, pickerel, catEich of these tanks
fish, lake trout, eels, sticklebacks, goldfish, etc.
were appropriately marked by neatly printed cards bearing the scientific
and common names, with notes upon the objects contained in them.
There were several large tanks, one of which contained a family of frogs,
another a lot of torioise, embracing the speckled, painted, sculptured,
and snapping varieties; two large wooden tanks contained seven seals
ufacturers.

among which we

from the coast of Maine; another contained an alligator seven feet in
length, while another contained one four feet long. Besides these there
were several tanks containing fresh water crawfish or lobsters, English
lizards, American water newts, a leatherback turtle from Nebraska, and
a small sea turtle. In another room were arranged a number of salt
few contained
water tanks, most of which have not been filled yet.
several varieties of British anemones, which exhibited a variety of colors; another was filled with American anemones, mollusks, etc., while
still another had a couple of sea-horses from the coast of France,
which were very curious. I believe it is the intention of Mr. Baker to
charge an admission fee and give the proceeds to the poor as soon as he
gets it well arranged. As it is it is well worth a visit, and one maj speed
an hour advantageously in looking over and studying the specimens
A. F. Gray.
which he has brought together. Yours,

A

CONFIDENCES OF WOODCOCK.
Muirkirk Furnace, Md., Sept. 1st, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
A lew weeks ago I noticed an article in your paper on the courage of

am informed

W.

Mitchell, Jr., (a farmer of this
a woodcock's nest
and made up his mind to watch the nest and see if he could see the
young when hatched. He used to visit the nest every day, but the old
bird would not leave it after he began to set, striking at him with her
birds.

I

by Mr. George

county, and reliable) that

some years ago he found

he attempted te touch her. One evening at dusk he left her
on the nest; the next niorning early she was gone, and only the
Chas. B. Coffin.
broken shells were left in the nest.
~*»«>
long

bill if

sitting

WHITE SQUIRRELS.
Wetauweoa, Waupaca

County, Wis., September

3d, 1375.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
colBeing a reader of your valuable paper I would inquire through its
I saw one yesterday
if any one has ever seen a white squirrel?
of
that was killed near this place by a boy, and is now in the possession
the
Prof. H. T. Boreham, taxidermist, of this place. It is a male of

umns

white as
size of the gray or black squirrel, perfectly white, with eyes as
Geo. W. Teal.
two glass beads. Yours truly.

[Albino squirrels are not

uncommon.

Ed.]

Hannibal, Mo., Sept. 2d, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
you for
Allow me, in behalf of the Hannibal Shooting Club, to thank
hand o
the fine specimen of South American teal, just received by the
G. M. Hewith,
M. M. Barker, Esq. Truly, etc.,
Vice President Hannibal Shooting

Club.

CENTRAL PARK MENAGERIE.
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC PAS£ S

New

»'

\

Sept. 5, 1875.
ending
Menagerie for the week

York,

J

Animals received at Central Park
Sept. 4th. 1875:—
Masie p
One Virginia Deer, Oariacus V'irginianus. Presented by
B. B. Champan.
,
-j*
T
oy
One white-haired Porcupine, EretUzon dofsatus. Presented
A. P. Bansom.
_
Morr
One South down Bam, Ovis aries. Presented by Mr. L. G.

M

One Bhea, Rhea Americana.
One Bed Coatimundi, Nama

w

narica.

Rode.

—Old Tiger Tail,

the Seminole,

•

„ avi(j

Presented by Master
W. A, Oonklin, Director.

is

endeavoring

to c °" c<

Florida, anu
trate his people upon the Big Cypress, in
themselves
occupy
thoroughly
duce them to more
agricultural pursuits.
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GRAPE CULTURE

IN

§ntdm.
TEXAS AND CALI-

FORNIA.

A

from Gainesville, Texas,
20th:—
August
under date of

CORRESPONDENT writes

of our wild grapes.
"I mail you to-day ia a small box a sample
the upland in the lower cross timbers in great quantities.

grow on
raw land can be bought

from $3

to

raised

the grapes has reached us in good
condition, and the contents found to be very similar to our
fear, however, that this grape, even
own wild grapes.

The box containing

We

transplanted and treated with the greatest care would
never be suitable for raisins; the skins are too thick to dry
for this
readily, and the fruit is not sufficiently delicate
should
Texas
why
however,
reason,
no
is
purpose. There

when

and
not produce grapes as well adapted for both raisins
wine-making as any now grown in California. In fact, in
some respects that State has an advantage over California,
inasmuch as her Summer rains would render unnecessary
the artificial irrigation, which in the latter State is advantageous, if not absolutely necessary to the young plants in
In fact, it is only of
the earlier stages of their growth
regular Sumlate years that it has been discovered that the
.

mer soaking given

to

the vineyards could be dispensed

with, and native viniculturists in the southern counties still
adhere to the old custom at the expense of the richness and

wine-making properties of their grapes.
Yines appear to love a stony or sandy and sterile soil,
where the requisite amount of heat is also to be found, and
viniculture in Texas would probably be, as it is in Califorwhich are
nia, exempt from those diseases and difficulties
of our
portions
other
and
Europe
in
growers
of
the bane
own country. There are thousands, yes tens of thousands,
of acres of land in Texas admirably adapted to this business- not the rich river bottoms suitable for other agricultural purposes, but hill sides and sandy mesas, where the
cactus and horned toad now hold undisputed sway. We
remember seeing on the magnificent vineyard of Sunny
Slope, in Los Angeles county, a corner inclosed within the
rabbit proof fence, which was cut off from the former bed
of a mountain stream, and on which, on the surface at
The vines on this spot
least, was apparantly pure sand.
were in the most flourishing condition, and the proprietor
informed us that the grapes were of a superior quality.
Any of the varieties grown in California would probably
answer equally well in Texas. In fact, the vine in the
former State, and the immense business which has sprung
from its introduction, can almost be called the result of accident; the padres who founded the missions brought cuttings with them from Old Spain and Mexico, and from
these has sprung the common variety known as the "Mission."

With

the spread of viniculture as a business

came

also the introduction of almost every variety known to the
world, the qualities of many for table, wine, or raisin mak-

embryo; hybridization has also been attempted, and in some cases with great success. The common mission variety alluded to above, the white muscatel
of Alexandria, the Zagos, and probably other varieties,

ing, being

still

in

for raisin-making in Texas. The first named
the hardiest and easiest to propagate. In fact, nothing
can be easier than the laying out of a vineyard, and the
subsequent cultivation on the California plan. The ground,

would succeed
is

thoroughly broken up and harrowed, deep
plowing being essential, is laid off with a marker in paralThe cuttings, which are
lel lines six feet apart each way.

—
THE NELUMBIUM LUTEUM.
+++.

and in northern latitudes exceedingly
THIS beautiful,plant
was discovered in the vicinity of

rare, water
Monroe, Mich., nearly twenty years ago in the waters of
La Plaisance Bay, a beautiful sheet of water five miles long
and one mile wide on the west extremity of Lake Erie. Its
presence there, and the astonishing growth and natural increase of the plants in those high latitudes, have been a
source of great interest to the botanists who have come in
contact with the plant and the circumstance of its existence in those waters. Mr. Whelpley, who first called at-

to three feet, are inserted in
with the simple aid
intersection
of
points
the ground at the
The
of a crowbar, two buds being usually left -exposed.

two and a half

much

same as that followed
being used, and the vines
for corn, no
trimmed back to one bud each year. Vines planted in this
manner are expected to bear the third year, and to produce
profitable crops in the fourth and fifth.
Upon the completion of the Texas and Pacific Railroad
after cultivation is

very

the

stakes or trellises

will be very easy for our Texas friends
to engage in this business to procure an

it

who may

desire

ample supply of
shall be happy
and
we
California,
Southern
cuttings from
to put them in communication with the leading vine culThe price of cuttings of the mission
turists of the State.
expense of cutting and labor inthe
to
vine extends only
volved in shipping; the choice varieties, such as the muscatels and Hamburgs, rose of Peru, and others, are worth
$10 per thousand; rooted vines can be bought in the nurseries for $2 to $4 per hundred at from one to three years of
age, but for cultivation on a scale of any magnitude the
cuttings would be preferable.
The greatest enemies to the vine culturist in California
The latter can be kept away
are the rabbits and gophers.
to a great extent by having a patch of alfalfa in the vicinity of the vineyard, but during the long and dry Summer,
when every other green thing has been devoured, the rabbits play sad havoc with a young vineyard, although the
older plants, from the height of the stalk, escape.
The usual complaint against California wine is that it is
too "heady." This the wine makers attribute to the soil
possessing too much of what they technically term "fat,"

and anticipate that when

it

has been longer worked this

quality of richness will leave it and improve the wine-making qualities of the grape. In addition to this the mission
grape, of which a large proportion of the wine

much

is

made,

necessary to add a certain
proportion— say twenty gallons to the pipe— of native
contains so

sugar that

it is

brandy to prevent the fermentation which would repeat-

—A

correspondent of the Western
Cure for Ring Bone.
Rivral gives this cure for rinff bone:— 'Pulverized cantharides, oil of origanum, oil of amber, oil cedar, Barbadoes
tar, British oil, each two ounces; oil of wormwood, one
ounce; spirits of turpentine, four ounces; common potash,
one-half ounce; nitric acid, six ounces; oil of vitriol, four
ounces; lard, thr^e ounces. Melt the lard and slowly add
the acids; stir* well and add the other ingredients, stirring;
until cold.
Clip off the hair and apply by rubbing: and
heating into the parts affected. In about three days, or
*

done running, wash off with suds made
soap and apply again. In old cas^s it
takes three or four weeks, and in Recent cases two or three
applications have cured."

when

the part

with white

is

castile

tention to the fact, was a meteorological reporter for the
Smithsonian Institution at Monroe, and communicated the
discovery to that institution, and received the following

Washington, D. C, May

30th, 1875.

Thos. Whelpubt, Esq.:

Dear Sir— *
lumbium luteum
and South. The

*

*

*

The plant

in question is

no doubt the Ne-

of Wildenow. It is common in the extreme West
Asiatic species, I believe, is Nelumbium speciosum,

and is supposed to be represented on the Egyptian monuments. The
plant, however, has long since disappeared from the valley of the Nile.

The above are

the only two species known, and constitute the Nelum
When the seeds are ripe, we should be pleased to reif a convenient mode of transportation can be de-

biacca of Lmdley.
ceive a specimen,

vised—probably by mail.
I am, respectfully, your obedient servant,
E. Fobman, Assistant Secretary.
In compliance with this request Mr. Whelpley transmitted a package of seeds, which were planted in the
aquatic department of the public gardens, and also by priThe Nelumbium speciovate gentlemen near Washington.

successfully cultivated by artificial means in
and excavated tanks, proving that the Nelumbium luteum can certainly be domesticated, and become
one of the most interesting individuals in the great floral
family, and if those found in the waters at the head of
Lake Erie prove to be the hybrids, as above suggested, a
hardihood of plant and facility of culture can be reached
that might be attained in the unmingled class, besides the
It seems
addition of fragrance from the nymphia oduata.
the Asiatic lotas was held in high esteem by the anNot only was it thought sacred by them and an
cients.
object of worship, but was considered a model for Indian
architecture, the same as the bud or germ was for the
Gothic, and the acanthas leaf for the Tuscan, the domes of
their temples being copied from the inverted corrolla of the

sum has been
tight tubs

MmmL

he

reply:—

A Yistt to

Newton. — We have

just returned from a
where we were introduced to
the kennel of Mr. Theo. Morford. Mr. M., it is well known,
makes it a specialty to breed orange and white setters with
black points, and now he can show four or five brace of
magnificent dogs of those colors, and we assure our shooting friends that it would be worth a visit to Newton to see*
their performance, and the easy and great control he has
over them. And then at Newton can also be found the
breeding kennel of Mr. A. C. Waddell, who now has quite
a display of thoroughbred setters and pointers and Iheir
whelps, among which is Fanny, a full-sized liver-colored
pointer bitch, which has recently been served by the faflying visit to

mous black

Newton, N.

J.,

The pedigree

pointer Phil.

of Phil

is

well

known, but having no better pedigree than said bitch
Fanny, she being by Dandy out of Moll; Moll out of Nell
by Shot. Shot was imported by Dr. Alsop, of Middletown, Conn. Dandy is the property of Mr. James Wabberton, and Moll is owned by Mr. Krechus, both of New
Fanny is certainly a magnificent specimen
Britain, Conn.
of a high-bred pointer bitch, and from her and old Phil
something altogether extra

may

be expected.

-#-+-

A

Fine Retriever.

—The

Halifax Herald says that a

pointer dog the other day drove a handsome peacock into
Several boats went to
the water of the Northwest Arm.
The dog witnessed
its rescue, but not in time to save it.
the scene from the shore, not venturing into the water, and
when the boats headed for the land it sagaciously turned

and fled, and was soon no more. The bird was the
property of a gentleman residing at the Arm, and was a
valuable one.
tail

lotus.

We notice in monuments

that have been

exhumed from

Ninevah that the lotus flower occupies a prominent place,
and always appears in connection with their altars for reIt doubtless grew in the valley of Euligious worship.
phrates, and was held sacred by those people the same as
by the Egyptians. The flower is now in full bloom iD
Monroe, and the bays and bayous are in many places covered with the leaves and flowers, while the air is fragrant
with the rich perfume.
Judge Conger, of Michigan, read an essay a short time
since touching upon this plant and the island near which
it grows in such abundance.

—

after being

in lengths of

flowers all Winter. They are all easily grown in any good
rich soil with an admixture of sand to keep it light and
porous.
There are scores of other plants nearly as described, but
these are kinds which flourish best under the treatment of
an inexperienced person, and I am quite sure they will give
good satisfaction.— [E. E. Retford in Western Rural.

the public.

They
The

$5 per acre. Seeing an article in
they might be
your paper about California raisins has caused me to think
here "
at

edly ensue. This, oe course, adds to the strength of the
wine, and is the fruitful source of complaint from visitors
The wines Nld here under the name of Calito the State.
fornia are generally compose^ principally of a mild juice
imported from Europe, advance being taken of this very
quality of the true native wine to<oist an adulteration on

69
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PLANTS FOR THE HOUSE.

A LADY

writes to me to know what plants I would
recommend, and how many for two south windows
She wants something of a variety in
of a sitting room
the collection, and prefers those which give good satisfaction as regards constancy of blooming, and are not very
.

particular as to the treatment they receive.
Sixteen well grown plants are enough for two ordinary
There maybe five or six hanging plants,
sized windows.
if desired, and no plants are more ornamental than our
best drooping plants are when grown with care.

For
would recommend four flowering geraniums.
would take Hector, which is large of flower, has
immense trusses, and a very profuse bloomer. For rose,
Master Christine, a very beautiful plant every way. For
salmon, Fritz, or Mrs. Austin, both desirable. For white,
the White Princess, or Madame Yancher.
For roses, I know of none more desirable than Hermosa,
bright rose, double and very fragrant, and a profuse
bloomer; Agrippina, small, blooming in clusters of very
rich dark crimson, and Safrano, pale sulphur yellow, large,
The Marshal Neil and Bon
full and delightfully fragrant.
Silene roses are beautiful, but more difficult to grow satisI have never
factorily than the other three mentioned.
had any success with Marshal Neil.
You will want two carnation, and among a large number
I

scarlet, I

of splendid kinds I know of none better than La Purite,
bright, clear rose, and Peerless, pure white, both profuse
Of course the collection
bioomers and very fragrant.
should include a calla and oleander, and an abutilon, audit
ought to have a couple of bouvardias, say Davisonii, pure
Then you want a heliowhite, and Hogarth, rosy scarlet.
This gives you
trope for fragrance, and a rose geranium.
But if you want some ornamental leaved
sixteen plants
plants omit a rose, or the salmon geranium and put in a
coleus, than which none are better than Setting Sun, bright
crimson edged with yellow, and a plant of the abutit >n
Thompsonii. This is one of the most striking and effecThe leaves have two shades of
tive variegated plants.
green and two of yellow, and the colors do not blend into
each other, but are clearly defined like mosaic work.
For hanging-iplants take Moneywork, Saxifraga, Kenilworlh ivy and Wandering Jew. These grow readily and
are all fine and effective plants. And you want an English
ivy, too, to clamber up between the windows, and a double
Chinese primrose. With this collection you ought to have.
.

—

More Poisoning. A letter to John Avery, Esq., President of the Blooming Grove Park Association, from the
Superintendent at the Park, dated Aug. 31, says:
"Four of our dogs, yours, one of mine, the black setter
Fanny, and the hound Storm, died the other night. I
suspect they were poisoned by some of our pseudo friends.
When you come up try and bring dogs with you."
[We have been pained to record the death by poison of a
score of most valuable dogs within the single month just
past, and the villiany is not confined to- one locality, but
extends from Maine to Kansas. There is no doubt but that
the miscreants above alluded to, could be indicted and punished severely for malicious mischief, in any State of the
Union, and the sooner the law is enforced the better]
There |are precedents enough on the court records to guar]
antee this.

Ed.]
___

— —^»»

—

.

—

On Breeding Hounds. In breeding; hounds we hava
to be fully as particular as we are in breeding pointers and
Before choosing our dogs and bitches, their charsetters.
acters ought to be fully developed, and it will take at least
two seasons for us to be thoroughly acquainted with them,
and if three all the better. The sire should be a hard
worker, a quick hunter, and a good drawer. By quick we
do not mean fast; a quick hound turns with the scent, a
The bitches must have width in their
fast one. overruns it.
Never breed from an old
loins and length in their flanks.
bitch, although you can put a young bitch to an old dog,
with expectation of a fine litter. In shape, hounds should
have a wide head, wide chests and wide ribs, hams long,
short from hocks to feet, thighs muscilar, feet round,
forelegs short and straight, shoulders well set back, the
neck long and clean, although w^e prefer the neck a little
The earlier in the year the pups are born the
throat}-".
diary should always be. kept, and after every
better.
day's sport the performances of the different hounds who
have distinguished themselves noted down in it, as well as
remarks of wind and weather, etc. and it will prove hereafter when choosing your sires from your two or three season's hounds an invaluable record, by help of which you
can at once choose exactly what hound you wish to mate,
for you must mate mental qualifications, as well as a symmetrical form— i. e., what qualities your bitch may be deIf your
ficient in, should be in preponderance in the sire.
diary is kept alphabetically, very little trouble will be experienced in running back two or three years to see the
performances of different hounds in the field. When your
brood bitches are heavy, they should no longer be left in the
kennel, but have a place appropriated to themselves, with
an inclosed place to run in, the larger the better. If they
can be left loose, only shutting them up at night, it will be
a great benefit to both mother and pups. Four are sufficient to leave with the mother; the longest and heaviest.
When the puppies are a few days old, cut off dewclaws
and a bit of -the tail with a pair of sharp scissors.—-Canal

A

,

dian Sportsman.

—

—
\

FOREST AND STREAM.
—

Distemper in Dogs. There are various remedies for
distemper, and the malady assumes somewhat different
forms, if allowed to run its course. It usually makes its
appearance about the seventh or eighth month of puppyhood, and it is half the battle to attack it in its incipient
stage.
The disease commonly assumes the form of continued fever, like influenza; and, not un frequently nervous
fits constitute the premonitory symptoms. These' are often
mistaken for rabies, and many a valuable dog, under their
attacks, has been unnecessarily destroyed. Some years ago
I gave a terrier puppy to a Highland gamekeeper, and on
afterward inquiring how it was getting on he answered,
"It was rinnin' roun' aboot an' wadna tak' its meat, an' I
knockit its head against the wa'." There is a striking resemblance in the symptoms of distemper to those of general fever in the human species.
In both we have great
prostration of strength, with loss of appetite, heat,' and
thirst, difficulty of breathing, a discharge from the nose
and eyes, great depression of spirits, etc. The animal must
be kept warm, and a pill administered, consisting of one
grain of tartar emetic and one grain of calomel. This will
produce vomiting and purging, and lower the pulse. "When
the action of the medicine has ceased, if the dog be small
and manageable, bathe him in a tub of warm water for ten
minutes, rub him dry, and dress his coat; pour down his
throat half a tumbler of warm rice water or thin oatmeal
gruel, containing from six to eight grains of saltpetre, and
give him a warm bed for the night. Next morning he will
probably show an inclination to feed. Put within his reach
a plate of thin gruel and buttermilk mixed, or rice water,
and at night administer a small dose of castor oil. He will
probably require no more medicine. Feed him for a few
days on broth made with bones and vegetables, to which
maybe added a handful of oatmeal or barley dust, and give
him a bone to pick. Keep cold water always within his
puppy pampered with butchers' meat is almost
reach..
sure to succumb to distemper under any treatment. If kept
lean he will probably only refuse his food for a day or two
and shake off the disease without requiring any medicine
beyond a slight dose of castor-oil, or a bolus of sulphur
and butter. Fanciers Gazette.
v

A

KENNEL NOTES FROM GERMANY.
Munich, Germany, August 18th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:
There is no part of your paper that I read with greater interest than
the articles under the head of The Kennel, and have thought perhaps it
would interest some of the readers of the Forest and Stream to know
what is expected of a dog here. The most important things are, of

—

course, that he point partridges well and does not spring after hares.
After he does these two things well, he is taught to stand ducks and
range in the high grass. He must, in fact, be good with every thingsnipe, roc and large birds. The setter is preferred here, as he goes better in water. It seems to me that these are the kind of dogs needed in

America, being strong, quick, and having excellent noses. There is an
Euglish friend of mine here who has been in America, and says he
thinks they are better adapted to our shooting than English dogs.
Now, one word for the little dachshund. These small dogs are of
great service in what are called "Treib-jagd." They are sent into the
ceutre of the circle formed by the jager and drive out all the game.
They look like a dwarfed fox houna, with bow legs, and weigh from
twelve to twenty-four pounds. Enclosed please find a photograph of my
He is black, with the exception of a few white hairs on breast;
setter.
height, 22 inches; from shoulder to tail, 26 inches; nose to point of

end of bone, 14^ inches; chest, 29 inches in longhim from Prince Karl's Stall Master
here. 1 should like to know what you think of him. His name is HecThe photograph was taken without any brushing or preparation at
tor.
I shall come to America next Summer, and then I hope you can see
all
him in the Held. I shall try and write you an account of the hare shooting, which is about the best sport here.
Hoping that you may find a part of this letter interesting enough to
W. S. Macy.
publish, I remain yours sincerely,
skull, 94 inches; tail to

est; feathering

6§-

inches. I bought

—
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FANCY PRICES FOR DOGS.
•

Rutland, Vt., Sept., 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Will you allow me to say a word or two on dog Tmatters. The article
which you copy from the Philadelphia Press Is apt to produce a wrong
impression about the prices of dogs in England. JBy the rules of the
dog shows every exhibitor is obliged to put a price on his dog. The
fixing of the enormous prices mentioned in the Press, is but another
way of saying, "not for sale." When the dogs on exhibition are offered
genuinely for sale, the price named is generally a moderate one. Very
well bred and well broken dogs can be bought all over England and Ireland for about $50 each. $100 is a high price, and one seldom asked,
except for a noted dog, or for one from some very distinguished kennel,
like Llewellin's or Shorthouse's. There is to be seen at almost all the
shows in England a Doctor Stone. He "totes" round some handsome
red Irish setters, and he takes many Bench Show prizes. He is a twin
to our razor strop man. They call him "Blarney Stone." If I remember aright his best dog is priced £20,000. I have no doubt I could buy
his whole stock for £100. Some celebrated dogs are sold as high as an
hundred and fifty pounds; but such prices are paid chiefly by breeders
of both kinds, i. e., by those who breed for their own use, and breeders
of dogs for sale exclusively; for, as will be seen at once, a dealer who
comes iuto possession of a noted field trial or other winner, can make
sale of such dog's stock at considerably more than the average prices.
But of this your readers may rest assured, that nobody, .unless some one
with more money than brains, ever pays any such prices as are mentioned in the Philadelphia Press article,
A Yank.be Wixo Bought Dogs in England.

Belle Forte, Nottoway County, Va., September 4th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream :—
In your issue of 26th of September the account given by a London correspondent of a Philadelphia paper of the marvelous prices stated to be
given for dogs at a recent show is calculated to mislead the general pubIn some instances the correspondent says they were labeled so and
lic.
another instance he states
so, mentioning incredible sums of money;
they brought £1.,000. I assure you this is alia delusion. As I heard a
gentleman say in reading your journal last night, "What! a dog worth
£5,000?" I took the liberty of explaining the matter to him in this wise:
It has long been the custom at dog shows in England to label the animals
with prohibitory prices, and the uninitiated might fancy that these sums
The facts are simply as follows: For
of money actually change hands.
so many thousands sterling read, "Not to be sold." I believe the largest
gum that ever was paid for a pointer, setter, or any dog used by the
sportsman was something between £300 and £400. Some of the largest
sized dogs, such as the wolf hound and those from the Pyrenees,>ccaFor
sionallv bring fancy prices, but never do ihey reach the thousands.
gambling dogs, such as the grayhound, I am credibly informed that Lord
Lurgan was offered £5 003 for Master McGrath. Why was this? Because this unequaled animal had won in stakes alone somewhere between £7,600 and £8,000, to say nothing of immense sums of money in

m

bets.

Faithfully,

Jno..M. Taylor.

Maine.—Bangor, Aug. 30.— A salmon was taken
weir on the lower end of Verona Island on the
23(1™ a
This is unusually late, and probably the last of
thoPenot

\m %nd Miver Mi

i

FISH IN SEASON/N SEPTEMBER.

scot salmon for this season.
fla 0r

7T

Land-locked Salmon, Salmo qlon^- Salmon Trout. Salmo conflnis.
Black Bass, micropterus sah^des, micropter-us nigricans.
Sea Trout, Salmo immaculuius.
Striped Bass Booms lineatw*
Weakfish.
Bluefish, temnodon soltatc*-

4

.

Fisrr in

,

—We have to report this week

"a

more

winds having
driven them on the coast in larger numbers than at any
time during the past thirty days. Spanish mackerel are
more abundant and now sell for 40 cents per pound. Of
fresh mackerel there are none in market.
Sheepshead are
worth 25 cents per pound; eels, 18 cents; bass, (striped) 2Z
cents; bluefish, taken all along the coast, from New Jersey
to Massachusetts, are worth 8 cents per pound; blackfish,
Re15; pompano, $1 per pound; sea bass, 18 to 20 cents.
frigerated salmon bring 50 cents; halibut, 18 to 20 cents;
green turtle, 15 cents; frog's legs, 50 cents per pound; soft
plentiful supply of fish, the recent westerly

crabs, $1.50 per dozen; scollops, $1.50 per gallon.

—

Shrimp are selling for $1 per quart; shedder
$1.50 per dozen; sand worms, $1 per 100; soft
clams, 40 cents per 100.
Tite Great South Bay. Notwithstanding the presence
of fish in great numbers, both inside and outside the bay,
we hear of but few catches of consequence being made.
On two or three days of fhe past week the waters outside
Fire Island Inlet have apparently been alive with bluefish,
but neither the seductive squid or the oderiferous chum of
mossbunker have been of the slightest avail in alluring
them to the hook. In other words they wouldn't bite. In
the eastern part of the bay some few weakfish have been
caught, but the only catches in the neighborhood of the
inlet were, we regret t® say, taken by a small party of
gentlemen who hitherto have enjoyed reputations as fishBait.

crabs,

—

ermen, from one of the pound nets in the channel. It was
rather singular that fish should bite when confined within
a net, but in this instance both young bluefish and weakfish

took bait readily.

this

aquarium

fishing

We

have no

will

fears,

however, that

become popular, and our

sympathies in the present instance are divided between
the deluded fishermen and the impoverished pound owner.
Sqjjeteagtje.— Any of our Massachusetts friends who
wish to try squeteague (weakfish) fishing are recommended to visit Wareham, Mass. Stop at the Kendrick
House, P. S. Hackett, proprietor, to whom they should
previously write in order to have a boat and boatman engaged to take them down the river into Buzzard's Bay to
the fishing grounds. A party who are fortunate in secur>

ing the services of that renowned and jovial colored gentleman, Dempsey (Hill), who carries parties from the Kendrick House, and his last and well found yacht, "Dempsey 's Dream," will be sure of a pleasant time, even if they
Dempsey is au fait in
experience "fisherman's luck."
everything purtaining to capturing fishes in those waters.

— There seems to be no doubt that the bass fishing at the
Twin Lakes,

that lie on the State

boundary

line

—

The

Fisheries.

— The number of

fishing arrivals at this

port for the week ending September 2, was 63—22 from
Georges, 10 from the banks, 30 from ofT shore mackereling
Amount of Georges cod brought in
and 1 from the Bay
Bank cod, 850,000.
is 300,000 pounds; halibut, 11,500;
Mackerel still continue very scrace, the 30 arrivals only
bringing in of an aggregate 2,000 barrels.— [Gape Ann Ad.

vertiser, Sept. 4.

—Two gigantic codfish were captured by a

party at the
Isles of Shoals the other day, weighing 60 and 36 pounds,
respectively, and measuring five
in length.

— A dead whale was towed

Aug. 28.— Yesterdav afternoon
about three hours, in Oneida River, near Brewerton
an
about four miles below Oneida Lake, I took seventeen
bh.pl
bass (and a lot of cheap stuff) on a trout fly rod, usino- «?
trout leader and cast of small trout flies. .That'was an
ex
periment, but eminently satisfactory. I found I
'could
"set" the hook every time and the fish couldn't get away
Four times I took a pair of black bass, and once I took
two black bass and two rock bass twelve fish at five hauls
and got them all in. I had on four flics, and took all
there was room for, for once.
A. J. ]S[.
New Jersey. Garman Rouse, Forked River, Sept. 7_
The fishing during the last week has been poor, weakfish
being very scarce and small. Some few sea bass and kinsfish are taken daily at the inlet, and this .constitutes
tiie
sport.
To-day the bluefish have again struck in from out-

—

—

.

—

side and several boats have made fine catches with the
squid, averaging 30 or 40 each.
Capt.. F. Mathews ami
York, caught, 39 to-day, and
Mr. J. L. Frame, of
report the fish plentiful, running from 2 to 5 pounds esch.
long this will last we cannot tell— probably not many
days. Striped bass are coming along slowly, some tine
ones being taken at Meadow Bank opposite here, but they
are not plentiful enough yet to warrant much encouragement.
Ii

New

How

and three and a half

feet

into Green Cove, N. S., reIt would yield about 40 bbls oil, worth $200.
cently.
It
had a chain of 12 br 15 fathoms attached to its tail.

^t»

,

THE LAST DAY OF THE

SEASON.

>

Ralston, Lyo*miing county, Pa., August l?Ui, 1875,
Editor Forest and Stream.—
The streams had been swollen for a week past, giving the trout a
chance (which ought to be secured to them by law after August 1st) to
escape the temptations put in their way, and to run up to their spawning grounds. After a good breakfast at ihe Ralston House, Squita
Myer (he is Justice of Peace, and a good landlord, too,) proposed a day
on Roaring Branch to close the season. Soon, seated in- a wagon, we
were bowling along over a good road for the Branch. The Lycoming
was bank full and discolored, but when we reached the mouth of the
Winelow, a side stream, I thought that its clear wa'ers might have
tempted some nice fish; so after arranging to meet the wagonamiie
above, I started up the stream. I soon found I was right. The stream
was small and very clear, requiring careful fishing with long casts,
When I reached the wagon I had some nice fish— enoush to make us
hopeful of a-large basket. The road up the Branch is not Macadamized,
but it climbs the mountain through a beautiful ^orge made by the
stream, and occasional openings through the forest reveal beautiful
scenery, with the Branch glittering like a thread of silver beneath us.
After following this course for four miles we came to a clearing, where
we left the wagon, and taking our rods the Squire and I started down the
mountain for Roaring Branch. We struck it at the forks, and there took
lunch, after which the Squire took one branch and I the other. A few
hundred rods' walk brought me to a splash dam up the left branch, and
after a few successful casts was rewarded by an eight and a ten-iucu
I began to think that I had reached Mecca and the reward of the
fish.
faithful fisherman, but a shower above discolored Ihe stream, and ray
fun was spoiled; not, however, before I had secured a good addition to
my morning's take. I met the Squire at the junction, as agreed upon,
and he, too, had found another splash dam on his branch, and his experience had been good, although I blush to say that he was beat fishing.
We fished down the main stream— the roughest stream bed you ever encountered—and some two miles down met "Shorty," our wagoner, who
had put up the team at a house below and borrowed a "rig" from a boy,
with a few worms, with which he had caught a respectable string, as he
came in search of ns. Our united take was not unworthy of the talent
employed, and we reached home in time for a late supper of trouUnd
other dainties. I look back upon, the past season, as I hope all good
fishermen do, with pleasure. I have taken all the fish I desired, and
have never once disgraced my hand or rod by a bait of any description.
4.

J. B. C.

and friends should

All communications from Secretaries
later than Monday in each week.

between

Massachusetts and Connecticut is very fine at this time..
Mr. Cooper, whose advertisement of a private boarding
house has stood in our columns all Summer, assures us that
there are plenty of bass to be had there this month and
next, and that they are frequently taken weighing three and
four pounds. The Twin Lakes are very beautiful sheets of
water, and accessible in four or five hours from New York.
Our readIt is one of the pleasantest resorts we know of.
ers who want a day's fishing will do well to take a run up
there via the Harlem Railroad to Millerton, and thence via
Connecticut Western Railroad.
Dr. John P. Ordway, President of the Massachusetts
Angler's Association, and Elnathan Delano, another prominent and active member, left Boston on Saturday last for
a month's sojourn in search of rest and recreation among
the Rangely Lakes in Maine. The Doctor has not yet recovered from the effects of the injuries received, occasioned by participating^) in arailroad accident last Winter.
This leaving all care behind is by order of his physician.
—Gen. Henry W. Fuller, of Boston, and brother-in-law
of his excellency Governor Gaston, caught in the Adirondacks, last month, the largest speckled trout (salmon fontinalis) that has been landed there for at least a dozen
years. It weighed 7 pounds 1 ounce, and was taken with
Nearly three-quarters of an
a six-ounce Thomas Tout rod.
hour were occupied in securing the prize. [Saturday Evening Gazette.
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ROAMED
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head of " Game, arid P'ish in

Market.

in fine condition

New York.—Syracuse,

Season" we can only sped
fy in general terms {he several varieties, because the latvs of States vary
so much that ivere we to attempt to particularize we could do no less
than publish those entire sections that relate to the kinds of game in
question.
This would require a great amount of our space. In designating game toe are guided by the laws of nature, upon which all legislation is founded, and our readers would do well to provide themselves
with the laws of their respective States for constant reference. Otherwise,
our attemvts to assist them will only create confusion.
the

was

It

in

Trouting is permitted in Maine until October 1, and in Canada until September 1 5th. ^almon fishing with fly is permitted in New Brunswick
Land-locked salmon and salmon trout in season
until September 15th.
till September 15th.

[Under

'

be mailed no

HIGH WATER, FOR THE WEEK.

H.

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

9
10

12
13
14
15
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7
8
9
9
10
10

5
8
5
53
43
33
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New Rochelle Regatta.— The.

York. Charleston.
M.
48
50
52

H.

50
42
27

5

6

8

6

B.

iff.

6

,

11

New

Boston.

Date.

2
3
4

5

2
3

4
53
43
23

regatta

second annual

Saturday
of the New Roehelle Yacht Club was sailed on
ot the
last, resulting in one of the finest small yacht events
By noon the following large fleet had reported to
season.
the- committee, and were classed in five divisions:—
FIRST CLASS—JIB AND MAINSAIL.
Length.

Name.
Eleaner,.
Susie S

Chemaun

W.

T. Davids

Journeyman

Ft. In
20 00
27 04
25 01
07
28 08

Owner.
"N. Edgar
Ira Smith
Meeker.
F.

W

.

T. Kissam
R. McWhinney

SECOND-CLASS -JIB MAINSAIL.
Sarah

Mary

H

Emma

Emily P

W.

S.

Iselin

Hams

James Sweeney
F.
,.J.

Frou Frou

THIRD CLASS— CAT BOATS.
Thorn Brothers

Kavorita
Lurline.

Gertrude
Ella
Fidget

m

A

10
-

Q
f,h
"'

'A
^1

Farley
Capt. L. W. Gulager
W. H. Johnson
.Mr. Van Wyck

Lavonia

H. Orcott
J. Hickey
Georsre Lambden
A. Hoffman

00
10

02
00

EOATt^.

™

Commodore

G, T.Penfield

RippLi

"}}

E. Spahee

FIFTH CLASS— UNDER

Susie

08

Capt. Baker

Lulu..

Shanghraum

ll

g?

^3

Capt. Van Oott
G. W. Byron
George J. Bradish

FOURTH CLASS— CAT
Four Brothers
Byron
Only Daughter

^

^

Pidgeon
Varian

Pidgeon
Sophia Emma

Kamehameha

ro-

,.-•

Bios

-

f°
\°
lJ

10

00
05
0t
10

15 FEET.
••

g
ft
J

v

,

06
11

m
02

•

1-J

00

The course was from the schooner yacht Meta, ? , in fl
a short distance from the pier, to the Mattinecock
iwc
back for the fourth and fifth classes, a distance ot
miles, and for tl<fkst, second, and third classes,

py^
,

•

mm

—

,

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
Mattinecock's buoy, thence to
Throgg's Point and return to the place of departure, a distance of a little over twenty-one miles.
At 12:23 the final gun started the largest yachts, the little
ones of the fifth class have received the signal five minutes
The Susie S. and W. T. Davids, the latter celeearlier.
brated for her many victories last year, were soon leading
the fleet, and were first around the buoy, followed at short
intervals bv the entire fleet, the little Ripple bringing up the
At Throgg's Point the Susie S. was nine minutes
rear.
ahead of the Davids, and had the race in hand. The
Sophia parted a shroud, and afterward broke her traveler,
but kept in the race. The following is the result:—

same starting place

to

Conected

12

Eleanor

H. M.

00

33

4
4
4
4

12 33 00
SusieS
12 33 00
Chemaan....
F. Davids......... 12 33 00

W

Journeyman

00

33

12

SECOND
Sarah H...

Marv

Emma

Emily P....
Pidgeon
Sophie Emma.....

12 33 00
12 33 00
.....12 33 00
...12 33 00
12 33 00

THIRD

Kamehameha
Eavorita
Lurline...

Gertrude
Ella

Mdget."

11
'29

15
31
40
35
45

22
28
4
CLASS.
4 46 45
4 SZ 45
4 48 00
Nor, timed.
4 52 47
CLASS.

3
3
3
3
3
4

13

59
15

4
4

8.

3
3

55
51

Fannie..

B.Dean....

3
3
3

30
25

Halsall

40
35
45

Queen Mab
Niagara

45
45
00

4
3
4

47

19

4

51
35
49
47
52

37

15

33 00
33 00
33 00
33 0?
33 00
33 0D

43 25
Not timed.
4 40 24
CLASS.
3 50 40
Not timed.
Not timed.
Not timed.
4 01 05
3 38 40

25

10

4

07.25

3

17

40

4,11

25

4

05

35

3

16

10

12
12
12
12
*2

Livonia

Shaughraum
Susie
Ripple..

,

28
28
28
28
28

5
4
4
4

00
00

16

45
40
59

00
15
55
00

33
05

05
40

3
3

26
05

4

48
17
12
31

00
15
55
00

4
4
4
4

45

29

40

4
4
4

17
11

57
15
04

29

51

beating the W. F.
Davids 11m- 34s. The Mary Emma wins $100, the second
prize, beating the Sarah H. 8m. 10s. The Luriine wins $75,
The
the third prize, beating the Kamehameha om. 50s.
Fidget wins $50, the fourth prize, beating the Four BrothThe Susie wins $25, the fifth prize, beating
ers iOm. 36s.

The

the

Susie S. wins $150, the

Shaughraun 6m.

first prize,

lis.

The judges were Messrs. John Sawyer and H. D. Phelps,
while Capt. J. Devoe acted as umpire. The time allowance was two minutes per foot for the first three classes,
and one minute twelve seconds for the others.
report of this regatta was
Monkoe, Mich., Regatta.
shut out of our last issue. The Raisin. River Navy, in
whose hands had been placed the management of the affair, is composed of the Floral City, Amateur, Sho-waecae-'mette, and Independent Scullers' Clubs, which may be
considered quite a navy for a city like Monroe. The following events were contested:—
t%
Time.

—A

Crew.
Distance.
Entries.
Sho-wae-cae-mettes.
3 miles
Four-oared shells
miles
White Fawn
Junior double sculls....
Dolly
Senior double sculls.. 1* miles.
miles
W. C. Walldorf
...I*
sculls.
single
Junior
miles.... ...H. Durrell
Senior single sculls
Amateur B. C
1* miles
Lapetreak race
Sho-wae-cae-Mettes..
.3 miles
Four-oared shells
The last race was a spirited one, and excited the
.

H

.

H

'.

.

.

M.
19
9
10

12
11

8
17

S.

42
58
01

06
OR*
51

?

47

utmost

and enthusiasm, as the clubs were pitted against
each other in the late regatta at Toledo, in which the Shoewae-cae-mette Club won the junior four-oared race, and
the Undines came over to give the Monroe boys a friendly
pull for the prize at this regatta, but they were not successThe Shoe-wae-cae-mettes put in their best strokes,
ful.
and won the race by some seven lengths. The visitors were
entertained in the evening by Monroe crews, and everyKeoka.
thing was pronounced good.
interest

[

Regatta at Hamilton, Ontaeto.— The yachtsmen of
Hamilton held their first regatta on the 4th inst., under
the most favorable auspices of weather and attendance. In
the first class race the Ida, Annie Cuthbert, Lady Stanley,
Brunette, Mocking Bird and Dauntless competed. The Ida
was the winner by twenty-five minutes, the Dauntless being
second and the Lady Stanley third. The race for second
was not

class yachts

sailed.

Royal Albert Yacht Club.— This is one of the most
flourishing clubs in Great Britain, and their regatta, held
last month, for richness of prizes and number and importance of entries was not second to that of the Royal Yacht
Squadron itself. The most valuable prize sailed for was
the piece of plate of the value of $1,000, presented by our
F. Loubat, owner of the Enchantress.
Spithead, round the Nab Light,
then 3e westward around a mark boat moored off Yarmouth
and back to Spithead. The following yachts entered:—
countryman, Mr.

Z.

The course was from
Tacht.
Iona

R-ig-

Cuckoo
Kriemhilda
Neva'

Oimara
Fiona

.

.

'

Vol-au-vent

.

Cutter
Cutter
.Cutter
Cutter
Cutter..
Cutter
.Cutter

Arrow

Cutter...-.

Schooner
Schooner
Schooner
Gweudolin
Schooner
Corinne
Flyjng Cloud. Schooner
..Yawl
Latona
Yawl
Gertrude
Olga...Egt-ria

.

.

.

Tons.
66
92
105
62
159
78
104
115
220
155
192

162
75
163
68
130
45

Owner.
Mr. J Ashbury M. P.
Mr. H. Hall.
Count Batthyanv.
Mr. R. Holmes Kerr.
Mr. J. Wylie.
Mr. E. Boutcher.
Colonel Markliam.
Mr. Chamberlayne.
Mr. J. A. Hankev.
Mr. J. Mulholland.
Major E wing.
Mr. N.Wood.
Mr. F. Cox
Mr. A. B. Rowley.
Sir A. Fair bairn
Mr. W. Jessop.
Mr. W. Blackwood.

Yawl
Yawl
Owing to the lack of wind the race was not a first rate
The Vol-au-vent, a new cutter, was the winner of
one.
Mr. Loubat's gift, arriving some hours before the other
competitors. The Corinne took the second, and the Gertrude the third prize, the. distribution of prizes being on
the plan of the first yacht in to determine the rig of the
winner, etc. We observe that Mr. Ashbury, our old competitor for the American cup, had one of his fleet entered,
but his name has not been as prominently before the yachting public this season as heretofore.
Florida

Heron

Drowning of a Yacht Captain.— Capt.

E. Smith,
master of the schooner yacht Eva^ of the New
York^Yacht Club, Mr. E. Burd Grubo, was lost overboard
on Thursday, Sept. 2, at 2:30 P. M., about forty miles
south of Cape Henlopen. There was a gale of wind at
The yacht was running before
the time, with a heavy sea.
the wind, and the Captain was sitting on the rail. He lost
The yacht was immedihis balance and fell overboard.
ately hove to and a boat lowered, but in the darkness and
heavy sea it was impossible to save him,
sailing

1

FOURTH-CLASS CENTRE-BOARDS.
Bass
Burgess
Plimpton
FIRST-CLASS KEELS.
Dexter
»
Mickerson
Whorff

Lidie

35
36

21

W.

1

38
38
44
53

17
39
19
35

t

48

44

00
17

1

,

;

third heat was a forgone conclusion for
Courtney, of the Union Springs Club. Roach and Bainbridge pulled against him, but could never hurry the chamThe pair-oar
pion, and he won the heat in 9m. 34sec.
race was won by the Argonautas, represented by Ed. Smith

The

Eldred in 9m. 39sec; the only competitors being

Gorman and Wilson, of the Beaverwyck Club.
The first event of the second day was the concluding
heat of the single-scull race between James Riley, of the
Neptune Boat Club, West Brighton, Staten Inland, and
Charles E. Courtney, of the Union Springs (N. Y.) Boat
Courtney won in 9m. 46sec. The event of the day
Club.
was the concluding heat for four-oars, between the Beaverwyks and Atalanta crews. The latter, comprising the four
college men, Rogers, Downs, Eustes aud Gunster, won in
8m. 34^sec. the Beaverwycks time being 8m. 42sec. The
concluding event of the regatta was the double-scull race
between the Neptune, Beaverwyck and Union Springs
pairs, the latter, having the invincible Courtney as stroke,
won in 8m. 501sec; tlie Neptunes time being 9m. 06sec,
and the Beaverwycks 9m. 13sec.
Our thanks are due to Capt. J. K. How, Col. Lee
Chamberlain and others of the Laureate Boat Club for
courtesies extended to our representative and we regret that
want of space prevents us from giving a more extended account of this interesting and successful regatta.
;

The Watkins Regatta.—As we go

to press this event
progress, and there is every prospect of the regatta
being a success. The two Cornell crews have been at the
lake for some days. The course has been laid on the
western shore of the lake and a good stand with a seating
accommodation for a thousand spectators has been erected
opposite the starting point. Gil. Ward has also gone to
Watkins to row in the professional single scull race to-

is in

day.

—

The Schuylkill Naval Board met September 6th and
perfected their arrangements for the Local Regatta of the
18th inst. The races will be in the following order:
Double sculls, single sculls, six-oared barge, four-oared gigs,
The members
pair-oared shells, and four-oared shells.
will take the champion flags for the respective classes, besides a handsome special flag. Each winning oarsman will
receive a handsome badge, which has been adopted for the
"Local." It is unfortunate that the regatta could not be
arranged to meet the programme of the Cricket Tournament, or perhaps it is unfortunate that the cricketers did'nt
accommodate the programme to the date of the regatta.

Sculls.

Typo Rage. — The Union and Herald Boat

clubs

rowed

on the Harlem River on Tuesday,
September 7. The members of both clubs are compositors
employed on morning dalies in this city. The crews were
their third annual race

Vuion—J, P.

Schorield,

'

G. N. A. Montreal.—Please give me your opinion on the Parker gun,
manufactured by Parker & Co., of Connecticut. The gun is selling a
good deal here, and for the price asked, viz., $55, greenbacks, seems a
good article. Ans. Tbe Parker gun compares favorably with any of
American manuacture
W. L. Bridgeport.—Having heard many inquiries and some disputes
in regard to the height and weight of Capt. Bogardus, the champion
wing shot of the world, would ask you to give the desired information,
and much oblige many of your readers. Ans. Capt. Bogardus stands
six feet in height and weighs 200 pounds.
,

.

,

9m. 24|sec, Ackerman second in 9m. 85scc. The second
heat brought out four contestants, R. H. Orr and J. B.
Maxwell, of the Sewanhaka Club, and George W. Latlirop
and T. McCormack, of the Beaverwycks. McCormnck
got the best of the start, but was soon passed by Orr and
Lathrop, the latter winning the heat in 9m. 41fsec. Orr

as follows:

street.

New Orleans.--Will you

Styx, Baltimore.— "The Fly Fisher's Text Book," by "Theophilus
South," i.e., Chltty, can likely be bad through Scribner & Co., or some
importer of English books. Published by Henry G. Bohn, York street,
Covent Garden, London, 1845.
Rail, PhiladelpMa. - Can you give the laws and restrictions regulating
the gunning by non-residents in the counties of Burlington and Camden,
New Jersey? Ans. Apply to any officer of the West Jersey Game Protective Association. Address, B. W. Richards, Philadelphia.

—The rowing season may

;

composed

some honey-

Address Jasper Hazen,

plain; twenty-five cents nickle plated.

A

J.

No. 93 Nassau

S.,

1

1

1

be said
to have been brought to a close with the regatta of the
series of well contested
Amateur Association at Troy.
and interesting races were witnessed by a large congregation of spectators, although the narrowness of the course,
which rendered it necessary to row the races in heats, militated somewhat against the effectiveness of the contest.
On Tuesday the events were the first two heats of the
four-oar race, three heats of the single scull race and a
In the first heat of the four-oar race three
pair-oar race.
crews appeared, the Friendships, Atalantas and Mutuals.
The Atalantas pulling an easy stroke of thirty-four to the
minute, won the heat in 8m. 22|sec, the Mutuals second
Immediately after the conclusion of this
in 8m. 40isec:
heat, three other crews started, the Beaverwycks, ArgonauThe Argonautas started with the
tas and Quaker Citys.
lead, but were soori passed by the Beaverwycks, who won
the heat, doing the mile and a half (which was the distance
and
in all the races) in 8m. 22£sec. the Argonautas 6fsec
In the first
the Quaker City crew a dozen lengths behind.
heat in the single-scull race, Young, of the Arlington Club,
having withdrawn. Riley, of the Neptunes, Ackerman, of
the AUantics, and Randall, of the Potomacs, were left to
compete for the heat. Riley was the favorite, and won in

and

Ans.

I can find

—

Ready About.

second.

___

me where

inform me where I can procure the
book on Trapping and the be«t traps? Ans. Newhouse's "Trapper's Guide." Address him. care Oneida Community, Oneida, N. Y.
E. B. S., Syracuse. If a metal shell fits a gun, should the burnt powder cover the outside of the shell after being fired? Ans. No; but the
gas formed by the combustion of the powder would probably penetrate
the shell and discolor it.
F. B. P., Paris, Ont.--What is the latest edition of "Fur, Fin and
Feather?
Ans. A revised edition just printed. We can send you a
copy. What is the price of the Hart shell? Ans. Twenty cents each,

Y.

31

19

1

Preston

Troy Regatta.

maker of American paper shells? Please
The Union Manufacturing Company,

H. B., Leicester.—-Will you please send me the rules of the CreedAddress Secretary National Rifle Asso-

ciation,

The. Lil>ie, Mariquita, and Rocket, each having won in a previous conIn the second-class
test, take the prize in their respective classes.
centre-boards the Fannie won, and a special race will ha\ e to be sailed
by the Fannie, Mabel an I Wanderer, as a boat is required to win two
races before taking a prize. In the third-class centre-boards the Water
Witch won, tieing the Bristol, and in the second-class keels the Ruby
sailed the course alone, thus tieing the Macduff, and these boats will
have to sail again. This race will take place at an early date, and tho
final regatta of the club will be held on the 20th of September.

Tiie

Ans.

moor Kifle Association? Ans.

42

13
14
17

1
1

Clarke

Ruby
3
3

Not timed.

00
00
00.

1

Mann

Saxon

me

bees for sale? Italy bees are preferred.
Woodstock, Vt.

SECOND-CLASS KEELS.

FIFTH CLASS.
Lu-in

Gorman

Sunbeam

Anonymous Communications.

best

Bristol,,

Mariquita

of

Jr. --Who is the best

,

^ort[t UfanAmt$.

Zeke, Augusta, Ga.—Please inform

Capsized

Water Witch

Socket

K.

the address.
Bridgeport, Conn.

29 02
35 44
1
41 09
Not timed.

lluss

.

send

THIRD-CLASS CENTRE-BOARDS.

Tulip
Virginia
4

S

1

A. Bean

Wanderer

Taken

Iggr'rVo Notice

1

...Roberts

Mabel

55
45
30

59
10

Jfnmvep j$o

SECOND-CLASS CENTRE-BOARDS.

45

07

26

1

H. M.

56

38
56
49
52

Bangs

Eva

time.

S.
15
31

M.

3

4

FOURTH
12
12
12
12
12
12

Four Brothers
Byron
Only Daughter

29

Lillie

Not timed.

12 33 00
12 33 00
12 33 00
12 33 00

Fron Fron

time.
II.

S.

and John Kyle and there is not a stick among these minions
The Union crew won— Time 15m. 20s.
of the oar.

first-class centre-boards.
Corrected time.
H. M. ft.
Owner.
25 08
1
Babb

Yacht.

Finish.

Start.

H. M. S.

Name

Kells, No. 2; J. Macbeth, No. 3; Al. A. Mohr, stroke; C.
Gatter, coxswain.
Herald— J. Armstrong, bow; G. Johnson, No. 2; J. Veitch, No. 3; W. Clack, stroke; J. DutTheir galleys are built by Chris Thomas
ton, coxswain.

Sept. 6th, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The third championship regatta of the Dorchester Yacht Club was
sailed on Saturday, The breeze was strong from the southwest, and the
day was all that could be desired. The only accident was the capsizing
of the Wanderer, which occurred when she was approaching the last
buoy on the home stretch. At the time her chances for winning the
prize was excellent. The crew clung to the bottom of the boat, and
were soon after taken off by the Mabel, which towed the capsized yacht
to South Boston. All the boats sailed over the usual course— about nine
miles— with the exception of the fourth class, which sailed the short
course— something over five miles. Below is a summary:—

FIRST CLASS.

Elapsed

South Boston,

—

71

bow; B,

—

Are Colvin's boats manufactured and sold now; if
B. S., Newton.
where can I get one and at what price? Where can I get any wild
Colvin's boats can be purchased
rice? Please give the address. Ans.
from Messrs. Eaton & Co,' No. 102 Nassau street, this city. For wild
rice, address Richard Valentine, Janesville, Wis.
II.

so,

Nestor, Sloatsburg.— Will you kindly state in your well-Informed
journal how many Government fish hatching establishments there are
Six; on the
in the Dominion of Canada, and where located? Ans.
Mirimichi and Restigouche Rivers in New Brunswick, at Newcastle, Ontario, at the Dartmouth River (Gaspe) and Tadousac, Quebec, and at
Windsor, (now building) Nova Scotia.
D. M. Y., Morristown, Pa.— In a recent number of your valuable paper I saw a recommendation of Belmontyle oil for protecting guns from
the action of Bait water. I cannot find it in this vicinity. Will you
please inform me where to get it? Ans. From Henry C. Squires, No. 1
Courtlandt street.
Fkank, East Liverpool, Ohio— Will you please give receipt for preparation to resist the attack of the festive musquito? Ans. Tar, sweet oil
aud pennyrcyal, in proportion three each of the latter t© one of the first,
or try "culexifuge," to be had of druggists, or Eaton & Co., 102 Naesau.
We have printed many other recipes in this paper, but think
street.
these the best.

Salem, Mass.- -Will you please inform me what you think of the
gun that is sold for $25, having the name of that firm on
the lock. Are they genuine Scott guns and good shooters, and should
you consider them a good gun for the money? Ans. No genuine W. &
C. Scott & Sons guns can be sold for that price; an old second-hand
muzzle loader might be, but we doubt it.
J. A.,

W. &

C. Scott

M. W. A., Brooklyn.—1st. During the latter part "of this and the beginning of next month what sport could be relied upon in the shooting
and fishing line at Alexandria Bay? 2d. What are the essentials of an
outfit to one making his headquarters" at the Crossmon House? Ans.
Wild ducks, black bass and mascalonge. 2d. No outfit, required;
1st.
everything furnished. Take your own gun, of course.

Yonkers.—Will you inform me and other readers what powere taken by. the members of the Irish team in rifle shooting?
In short, I would like to know whether they shot off-hand, or had also
No off-hand shooting is done at the
their patent contortions? Ans.
S. O. P.,

sitions

long ranges.

The

Irish riflemen shot lying at full length in various po-

sitions.

Jno. S. R., Philadelphia.— 1st. What
bottom gig, medium quality? 2d.

shell

is

the cost of a four-oared
of the boat or barge

Do any

clubs in Philadelphia take contributing members, and if so, which one?
3d. What is the cost of .a contributing membership in the different
clubs? Ans. 1st. About $300, with oars. 2d. Yes, several. 3d.
From $5 to $15 per annum.

E. M. G., Solon, Somerset county, Me.—We are going to organize a
club here; where can I get by laws, etc. ? Where can I get a good
book on fly fishing? Ans. Have sent you by-laws, score book, etc.
Write Secretary of National Rifle Association, No. 93 Nassau str-eet for
No strictly Ameritheir report, for regulations regarding shooting, etc.
can work on fly Ashing.
S. K., Concord, N. H.—Will you please inform me how many genuine Laverack setters there are in the United States, and whether any can
be purchased? Ans. Mr. C. H. Raymond, of Morris Plains, N. J.,
and Mr. L. H. Smith, of Strathroy, Canada, possess the only genuine
Laveracks of which we are aware. We know of none for sale, although
a puppy might, in time, be purchased of the former gentleman.
Howakd, New York. 1st. To whom shall I apply for general information about Florida? 2d. What kind of rod would best suit for fishing in the waters of the Southwest coast? Ans. 1st. See answer to
"Pawpaw," in our issue of August 26th. Also address editors of Florida Agriculturist, Jacksonville, Fla. We can furnish from our files as
much general information as any one, and may compile into form of a
pamphlet. 2d. Get a stout trolling rod, such as are sold for striped
bass, with reel to hold 100 yards braided linen line.
E. S. G., Brockport, N Y. Is there such a thing as a plover whistle,
or anything made to imitate their call;" if so, please send me one by return meil and I will remit you whatever the cost of same and tiouble is.
Ans. Take a round miniature tin box three quarters of an inch in diameter and a quarter of an inch thick, or less, and a small hole exactly
through the centre. If it does not answer fully on trial, ream out tbe
hole a trifle. We have seen these whistles on sale at toy stores. A little practice will enable you to call any whistling bird.
rifle

—

—

•

Dixon .—I send you

upon the gills of a blueflsh, Yon
somewhat. Are such parasites
name of this? Ans. Science has

a parasite found

will see that it resembles a centipede

common, and what

is

the scientific

not delved very deep yet into the study of fish parasites. It has teen
ascertained, however, that nearly every species of flsh has a parasite peThe, scientific name of this is hzvomco ovqlis, Harger*.
culiar to itself
.

uncommon

—

—
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'MARSH TACKIES.'

A

shooting under such strain must

CORRESPONDENT

of the

Richmond Dispatch

gives
ponies, or

an interesting description of the swamp
"marsh tackies," as they are called, that are found in certain localities along the coast of North Carolina, and which
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To Correspondents.
o

All communications whatever, whether relating to business or literary
correspondence, must be addressed to The Forest and Stream Publishing Company. Personal or private letters of course excepted.
All communications intended for publication must be accompanied with
real name, as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be published if
objection be made. No anonymous contributions will be regarded.
Articles relating to any topic within the scope of this paper are solicited.
cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brief
notes of their movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this paper
to become a medium of useful and reliable information between gentlemen sportsmen from one end of the country to the other ; and they will
find our columns a desirable medium for advertising announcements.
The Publishers of Forest and Stream aim to merit and secure the
patronage and countenance of that portion of the community whose refined intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that
g beautiful in Nature. It will pander to no depraved tastes, nor pervert
the legitimate sports of land and water to those base uses which always
tend to make them unpopular with the virtuous and good. No advertisement or business notice of an immoral character will be received on any
terms ; and nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that

We

may not be read with propriety in the home

circle.

We

cannot be responsible for the dereliction of the mail service, if
money remitted to us is lost.
Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday of each week, if possible.
'

WILLIAM

CHARLES
C.

HARRIS,

II

ALLOCK, Editor.

Business Manager.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COMING WEEK.
«

Thursday, September 9th.— Racing at Lexington, Ky., Prospect
Park. Trotting; at Syracuse, N. Y., Dubuque, la., Sycamore, PL, Gardiner, Me., Milwaukee, Wis., Northampton, Mass. Dog Show at
Manchester. N. H. Regatta at Watkins, Seneca Lake, N. Y. Shooting
for Forest and Stream Badge at Conlin's, 930 Broadway. Base ballPhiladelphia vs. Boston, at Philadelphia; Alaska vs. Chatham, at Mel-

N. Y.
Friday, September 10th.— Racing at Lexington, Ky., Prospect Park.
Trotting at Syracuse, N. Y., Dubuque, Iowa; Sycamore, III. Gardiner,
Me-, Northampton, Mass. Dog Show at Manchester, N. H. Regatta of
Palisade Boat Club, Yonkers, N. Y. Base ball— Tournament at Elmira,
N. Y.; Athletic vs. Mutual, at Philadelphia; Doerr vs. Active, of
Reading, at Philadelphia.
Saturday, September 11th.—Racing at Lexington, Ky.; Prospect
Park. Trotting at Macomb. 111.; Deerfoot Park, N. Y. Base ballAthletic vs. Mutual, at Philadelphia; Riverton vs. Germantown, at Germantown; Hobokenvs. Chatham, at Hoboken; Stai vs. Wilkesbarre, at
lrvingtan, N. J.
Monday, September 13th.—Trotting at Deerfoot Park, L. I. Cricket-

rose,

;

International

Tournament commences at Philadelphia, Philadelphia

vs.

Canada, at Philadelp hia; Canadian Tdam vs. St. Georges Club, at Hoboken. Base ball— Star vs. Chelsea, at Irvington.
Tuesday, September 14th.— Trotting— Stallion race at Mystic Park,
Boston; Kingston, N. Y.; Pittsburgh, Pa.; Cleveland, Ohio; Dixon,
HI.; Fort Wayne, Ind.; Nashua, la. Regatta of Genesee Yacht Club,
Charlotte, N. Y. Cricket—Philadelphia vs. Canada, at Philadelphia.
Baseball—Doerr vs. Shibe, at Philadelphia.
Wednesday, September 15th.— Trotting as above. Regatta of Genesae
Yacht Club, Charlotte, N. Y. Cricket—British ©fflcers vs. Canada, at

__^__

Pbiladplphia.

-

FOREST AND STREAM AT THE CENTENNIAL.

WE

gave an imperfect outline two weeks ago of our
arrangem ents to have the sports of the Land and
Water fully represented and illustrated at the Philadelphia
Centennial Exhibition next year, inviting contributions from
anv source whatever that might add interest to the exhibiIt gives us great pleasure now to state that we have
tion.
"been invited by Prof. Baird, of the Smithsonian Institution
and United States Fishery Commission to incorporate our
display of sportsmen's goods and implements into the
grand exposition which he is preparing under the auspices
or sanction of the United States Government. It has been
a desire of his to combine the aesthetics of the angle and
chase with those of physical elements that have a more
practical relation to the world's economy, and we have no

doubt that under the plan proposed, the collection will
prove one of the most interesting features of the CentenWe shall do our level best to further and
nial Exhibition.
promote the efforts of Prof. Baird, and to secure such a
success that no American sportsman need be ashamed of it.
Next week we shall probably be able to delineate the Professor's plans in detail.
.

—

—

.«.»»

—

IJgiPA valuable sketch of Nantucket, with some notes
of the operations ox the United States Fishery Commission
at Wood's Hole, by "Piseco/' will appear next week.

correspond very nearly in their characteristics to their congeners of the Florida peninsula. One of these localities,
described by the writer, is Shackleford Island, about twelve
miles from Beaufort. It is twenty-five miles long by from
a quarter to three miles wide. The growth is ~of stunted
The
live oak, cedar, pine, and a variety of shrubbery.
marshes are extensive, and well supplied with marsh grass,
upon which the ponies live. They have no shelter save the
stunted growth and the sand hills of the island. Nature
provides them with ample clothing for their hard lives, and
their hair sometimes grows to the length of six or eight
inches. They, however, improve rapidly when once broken
and taught how to eat civilized food— a process in which
they sometimes die, so hard is it to change their habits.
They will not eat anything but marsh grass until they are
induced to eat from starvation. They graze often in water
that covers their food, and they bite it from the bottom
with their heads immersed. They get water to drink by
pawing the sand near the sea, and drinking the water that
rises in the hollows they make with their feet.
The water
thus brought to the surface is fresh.
These ponies have inhabited the island from time immemorial, and are supposed to be descendants from the stock
which the Spaniards brought to Florida. They are not
handsomely formed like the Shetland ponies. They are a
little larger than the Shetlands, and are hardy to a degree
above the horses that are raised in a civil way. They are
not symmetrical. Their heads are generally over large,
necks small but ungraceful their hindquarters what are
styled "cat hams," and their step cow-like though very
Their faces are their comeliest part. Their eyes are
firm.
gentle, and their features show kindness and docility. They
become very affectionate, and have seldom any bad habits.
Their worst caper is to endeavor to scrape off their load,
whether it be live or not, against a house, or a fence, or a
Their colors are not much varied generally bay or
tree.
sorrel, though sometimes we have black and gray.
The owners of these ponies are the inhabitants of the
island or of the maiuland near the sea. They generally
follow the sailor's or fisherman's life. They have stated
periods for penning the ponies, when "the little devils" are
caught, branded, altered and sold. They sell for from $20
The owners will only sell
to $50 each at three years old.
a few mares, those being kept for breeding. The pen, as it
is called, is made by forming two lines of pine trees, cut
and laid in lines approaching one another until a sort of
throat or opening to a pen is formed. Through this opening the animals are driven by a strong force of men, and
The very stout and
the opening is closed behind them.
skillful men employed for the occasion enter the pen, and
seizing the little colts, lock their arms around their necks,
and soon have them thrown to be branded. There is no
lassooing, the little fellows being so small that it is not
;

—

deemed

necessary.

In Harper's Magazine for 1869, vol. II, there will be
found an interesting description by Chas. Hallock, the editor of this paper, of the ponies that inhabit
off

the coast of

Nova

respects similar to

Sable Island,

and whose traits are in some
those of the Southern stock. The artiScotia,

cle is illustrated.

•'GLOAN"

ON THE D1TTMAR POWDER.

disgusted with black powder and all
and smoke, and therefore am anxious and
some new substitute for it. For two
years 1 have been shooting the English Schultze powder,
and am delighted with it. Its lessened recoil, freedom
from smoke, absolute cleanliness and safety are enough to
make any one delighted with it. But my stock of it is
well nigh gone, and there is no more of it to be had in the
I

make

worthless.

an

utterly

details of dirt
willing to herald

its

A

dangerous imitation of it is sold in Canada,
country.
against which sportsmen should be warned.
I was in hope that the Dittmar powder would prove a deThe comsirable equivalent, but so far I am afraid of it.
pany publish assurances that "if their printed directions
are followed," the powder is as safe as black powder, if
proper precautions are observed, and cite the undeniable
fact that black powder is dangerous if not properly used.
But it seems to me that the statement is put fallaciously,
and instead of dispelling increases my doubts. I fear that
the danger in black powder is not the danger in Dittmar,
because I fear that the Dittmar has chlorate of potash or
some similar chlorate as a basis, and if so, no man can say

when

it is safe.

Mr. Dittmar some weeks ago promised, through the
papers, to publish a chemical analysis of his powder. He
has not done so as yet. He has pledged himself most
solemnly, in answer to one correspondent, that there is no
nitro-glycerine in it, and I am quite ready to believe that;
but he should- have gone a step further, and said that there
is nothing of a rending, annihilative character in it.
explosive agents of which the chlorates
are the base have been known to chemistry for many,
many years. Sugar, starch, vegetable tissue and other like
bodies enter int;> their composition. But they have never
been adopted because they are always uncontrolable. They
are like gun cotton and nitro-glycerine. No care in manufacture or uniformity of preparation will insure uniformity
of results. They are not of the slowly accumulative proThey are instantaneous,
pelling nature required for guns.
rending, shattering and demolishing. They ignite instantaneously and en masse, not grain by grain as black powder
does.
The suddeness of the discharge, the great volume
and elasticity of their gases, particularly when rammed
down and confined in a small space, strain the gun, if they
do not burst it. Even when they are so far controlled that
the strain is not at once perceptible, yet clearly a season's

Gunpowder and

the best ban

l

have watched carefully the reports in the sporti
papers.
Several accidents have been stated, the cause
which seemed to me to be directly traceable to the
I

letters

have been published

f

pre

Many comtnendator
by men who evidently had na

sure of these chemical ingredients.

rather too quick for my gun.'
this indicates the danger I have suggested
and
confirms my belief of the materials employed. In
th
printed instructions there is this suspicious statement"Care must be taken not to press it into too small a space, a& ft
is more elastic than the black.
And again: "DorrV US(;
more than one-third of the amount in weight that you
would of black powder, or it will strain the gun."
Many guns have been reported strained and some worse
Now we all know that whatever danger there may be in
the use of black powder, it is not of this kind. It may he
that Mr. Dittmar has discovered a process whereby
he
thinks he can control this sort of explosive, but if he has
sporting
he ought in candor to tell the
community what its
character is, and just where the point of danger is hi
handling it. Give us the reasons for the caution, and it
will be instinctively observed.
If you are told you are
driving a runaway horse, you understand the necessity of
is

To me

1

''

watching him.

The Shultze powder is made of grains of wood steeped
in alkalies and acids, and finally saturated with a sol ul ion
of saltpetre.
It is safe under all circumstances.
Mr Dittmar proposed at one time to make the Schultze, hiving
been, as he claims, foreman of Capt. Schultze. I trust he
will not abandon the idea.
He may be satisfied that if he
makes it well, there will be for it an immediate and profitable

demand by gentlemen who know

all

about

it.

When

will never be discarded. And he may be
satisfied, also, that half of his time will not be then taken
up, as it is now, in writing pledges of safety, in answer to
suggestions of danger.
[Gloan in Turf, Field and Farm.

once used,

it

Mr. Dittmar has replied to the above letter, asserting
new powder is a great improvement on,
and in every way superior to, the Schultze. He gives instructions for its use, which are identical with those previously published in these columns. With regard to the
composition of the powder, he declares most positively
that no substance such as chlorate of potash or nitro glycerine enters into its composition, nor will he use any
picric acid combination, or any kind of fulminate. This
can be ascertained by analysis. It contains all the ingredients of Schultze powder, with the addition of starchy
and he argues that his powder is absolutely safer than that
preparation. He says that he proposed at one time to
manufacture the Schultze powder, and had a perfect right
to do so; but the parties connected with him did not want
an inferior article made, even if it is more profitable, and
are entirely satisfied that his new product will, in time, be
If there is any danger in using his
universally adopted.
powder not inherent in the black, he desires to know it,
and will be most grateful to any gentleman who will conpositively that his

vince

him

of the fact.

— ^

*

»

—
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Shot Pistols.— The editor of the Manchester Mirror and
Farmer, who is an ardent sportsman, and well acquainted
with the use of firearms, is urging the manufacture of a
breech loading shot pistol for use against tramps, burglars,
and depredators of all kinds. He very truthfully states
that not one man in twenty can by daylight, when perfectly
calm, hit a foot circle a hundred feet off with a common
revolver once in three trials, and the men who can tumble
out of bed half asleep and shoot a dodging burglar in the
dark are as scarce as any kind of men we ever heard of.
What is needed is a pistol that will carry a heavy charge
and scatter at a distance of twenty feet over the size of a

an old arquebuse— a breech loading, single
barrel, of about navy size. Loaded with buckshot it would
prove most serviceable.
cart- wheel, like

Swimming Extraordinary.—A few months
Capt. Boyton

armed with an india rubber

since when
life

saving

accomplished the feat of swimming across the Eneit h as
lish channel, the world rahg with acclamations, but
out
been left for a hardy Englishman, one Capt. Webb, to
only
clad
do, not only Capt. Boyton, but Leander himself,
an
in the garb presented to him without cost by Nature,
Web
without any life saving apparatus whatever. Capt.
has succeeded on the second attempt, in swimming
the
from Dover to Calais. The first effort was made on
water,
12th of August, when after being seven hours in the
up.
owing to the high sea running he was obliged to give it
after
when,
25th
The second attempt was made on the
swimming for twenty-one hours and forty minutes,
wi
landed safely on the pier at Calais, in perfect health,
suit,

somewhat naturally fatigued. Capt. W ebb, who is in
title
•ly claim the
British merchant service, may now safely
incredi
inert
It seems
of champion swimmer of the world.
tlj

.

that

man should possess powers of endurance
him in the water for over twenty-one

sustain

sufflciea

and
a

hours,

was

ma

while the case is not paralled with one wherein a
^ .^
hand,
forced to sustain himself without assistance at
rem
none the less creditable to his perserverence and
able abilities as a swimmer.
**+*.
that
Chronicle mentions the arrival in
dis
entire
of two gentlemen who have traversed the
o
way
the
by
river,
from Boston by ocean, gulf and
open
Maritime Provinces and the St. Lawrence in an
ne
to go -tot

—The Quebec

A schooner has been chartered by them
fishl ° g
rador coast, for the purpose of a shooting and
of t& e
dition, combined with a scientific investigation
and fauna of that desolate coast.

ci^

.

'
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FOREST AND STREAM.
IN A

QUICKSAND— HORRIBLE SITUATION.
.

AN

incident which recently befell one of our esteemed
contributors, Mr. Frank i*. Wade, of Indianapolis,

involved some experiences of such a remarkable character
Mr. Wade is the Genthat it is deemed worth narrating.
eral Passenger and Ticket Agent of the Indianapolis, Peru
and Chicago Railroad. He is about thirty years old, unshort time
married, good looking, genial, and popular.
ago, in company with a few friends, he went up to Lake
Maxincuckee, a small but beautiful body of water in Marshall county, Ind., on a fishing excursion.
He had noticed
some magnificent water lilies in full bloom along the southern shore of the lake, and one day he concluded to gather

A

Perhaps he intended to present them to some fair
and perhaps not. (This is not a narrative of conjectures but of facts.) Taking a row boat he had proceeded
a short distance up the lake shore when he came to a little
There had been a
rivulet not more than four feet wide.
heavy rain the day before, and the inflated rivulet had left
quite a deposit of sand and light debris along its sides,
partially concealing the character of the ground, and making a smooth and apparently solid surface. On the opposite side of the rivulet a little above where he stood there
bloomed a huge water lily— a perfect marvel of beauty.
Frank's soul went out toward it with a true inwardness.
Selecting what appeared to be a good landing place on the
a few.

lady,

other side of the little stream he cleared it at a leap. The
moment he struck the earth he felt it giving way beneath
him, and in less than a second he was up to his thighs in a

mud. His first impulse, of course, was to get out, but
he found he could not move his legs. Worse than this he
found that every movement he made sunk him deeper.
The situation began to look serious. By this time he was
half immersed and rapidly losing control of himself. The
more he struggled the faster he sank. Then the horrible
truth burst on him that he was in a quicksand. The senThe mud grasped him like a vise.
sation was dreadfu!.
His legs were helpless, and his feet seemed to be treading
on nothing. And still he sank. Now he was above his
waist and rapidly losing strength. Up to this time he had
indulged the hope of extricating himself, but now he began to call for help. Again and again he called with all his
strength. His cries were heard by two companions, Messrs.
Elliott and Gall, about a quarter of a mile distant on the
lake, and by some instinct they at once took in the situation.
In a moment they were making toward him as fast
as oars would carry them, but moments are years to a man
in Frank's situation.
By this time he was up to his armpits.
The mud and sand seemed to press him from all directions. Respiration was difficult, and his breathing was
growing shorter. Each breath was drawn with a distinct
effort.
He grasped at a little bunch of grass and held to it
like a drowning man to a life preserver.
With the other
hand he managed to get hold of a small piece of an old
barrel stave, which lay within reach, and worked that under his arm. Both these stays soon failed him, and he continued to descend. The other boys were fast approaching,
but now his arms were extended above his head, and his
rescue seemed doubtful. He thought of home, of mother,
He wondered what he had done to
sisters, and friends.
deserve such an ignominious death. He wondered if his
body would ever be recovered if he sank out of sight. His
senses reeled, and his head seemed to be bursting. The
approaching rescuers struck a bar.

In an instant they

and run to Frank, bringing an oar with them. When they
got to him the mud was within an inch of his mouth. His
head was thrown back, and the back part of it imbedded

mud. He was

pale and helpless.

With

possible haste
to grasp it
under his arms, and thus susfirmly, but managed
tained himself. Then hope revived. After a few minutes
of rest he worked the oar into such position that he could
seize it with both hands, and then the work of extrication
began. Little by little he managed to loosen his body,
though he could not move it. Then the boys would work
him back and forth with the oar. Without describing this
propess in detail suffice to say that after about half an hour
,of hard work he was finally dragged out, leaving his rubber boots behind, the most exhausted and most beslimed
man ever seen. Pale, weak, and sore, he submitted himself to his friends, who hastily stripped off his clothes and
put on dry ones. Two or three stiff drinks of good brandy
revived his strength and brought the color into his face.
As soon as he was able to move he was placed in a boat
and rowed to the landing, and thence led to the hotel. It
was several days before his system recovered its tone, and
a fortnight before the effects of his squeeze passed away.
Frank is as fond as ever of water-lilies, but would rather
in

an oar was extended

somebody

else

to him.
to get it

He was

too

all

weak

would gather them.

The Floating Hospital. —If

there

one charity more
than another which excites our sympathies and is deserving of encouragement, it is that of the Floating Hospital,
organized by the officers of St. John's Guild, by which
sick children and their parents can have one day at least of
pure air and enjoyment. The success that has attended
the efforts of the Trustees, will be greatly enhanced through
the benevolence of Messrs. Jarrett & Palmer, who have
kindly tendered the gratuitous use of their magnificent
steamer, the Plymouth Rock, for a select family excursion,
on Tuesday, the 14th of September, to West Point, returning in the evening. Gilmore's Military Band, the Mozart
Glee Club, the Madrigal Bell Chimes, &c, will furnish
their usual entertainment. Tickets, costing one dollar,
may be obtained from any of the Trustees, Banks, Insurranee Companies and principal Hotels.
is

—

——
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CREEDMOOR.
—
-

.

Won by A. V. Canpield,
of the American Rifle Team. The third competition for this badge took place at Creed moor on Saturday
last.
Conditions, fifteen shots at 800, 900 and 1,000 yards;
any breech loading rifle; excluding the members of the
American team who shot in the International matches of
1874 and 1875; the badge to be awarded to the competitor
making the largest number of bullseyes, and to be won
three times before becoming the personal property of the
winner. In the first two competitions the badge has been
held by Mr. L. Geiger, making in each competition eighteen
bullseyes in a score of 176 points. It is now held by Mr.
Canfield with a total of twenty-three bullseyes in a score of
188 points, which has only been surpassed by the best
scores made in the Leech cup competition at Creedmoor
May 29th, 1875. Shooting opened at 11 A. M. weather
clear and hot; thermometer 90°; strong wind from southwest prevailing during the match, and requiring constant
watching and changing to keep on the bullseye. The scoring was in charge of Mr. George S. Schermerhorn, of the
The Crouch

Btjllseye Badge

—

Jr.,

;

Amateur Club.

The

following are the scores:

A. V. CANFIELD, JK.
Score.
5
5
5
2

Yards.

Total.

4450454445535 5—62
35544 5455254 4—65
5355455543552 3-U1- 188

901)

900
1000

Number

of bullsejes, 23.

W.
800
900
1000

soft

jumped out and were diagging the skiff over it. It was
hard work, but soon done. The life of Frank Wade was
In deeper water again they rowed toward him
at stake.
The boat strikes the land. They leap out
like athletes.

73

FAKWELL.

B.

554545 4 5 4550
4434553 55 3 345
3

5

Number

0055455340454
S.

JEWELL.

555455554 3 4554 4-68
54 3 3445340302 5-50
5423325352 45 2 2—49—167

3 4 5 3 5 5 3 4 3 4 3 4 5 4
1 4 3 5
3 5 4 3 3 4 3 5
4
3

4305443 43053

R.

RATMBONE.

of bullseyes, 12.

2

3rr3

4 2

Y

5-61
3—48
4-26—135

of bullseyes, 11.

E. H. MADISON.
4 2 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 4
3
3
2r0

800
900
1000

the

4 4

2

0—39

32205545 5530 3—47
00002
30032 2—17-103

of bullseyes, 5.

made in this match are to count as forming
competition for the Amateur Club team.

scores

first

hear his rifle crack at long range and his shooting equal if
not surpass the scores of some of the big guns of the Amateur Rifle Club.
During the recent encampment of the Seventy -first
Regiment, N. G. S. N.
at Oakland Beach, R. I., they
were challenged by a picked eight from Prescott Post, G.
A. It., to shoot a friendly contest at 200 yards from the
shoulder, standing; each man was allowed five shots.
The
Rhode Island men shot with Henry-Martini rifles, and the
Seventy-first with regulation military Remington guns.
The new Wimbledon target was used. Shooting commenced at 4 o'clock, the Rhode Islanders shooting first:
BCORE
SCORE OF 718T RBQT TEAM
8CORE OF RHODE ISLAND TEAM
Score.
Name.
T"
Name.
Score.
T'l
Lieut. O. C. Hoffman... 3 4 4 4 4-19 O. Gifford
3 2 3 4 3—15
4 3 4 5 2—18 C. Grey
Sergt. Serverer
3 4
3 4—14
3 4 3 3 4-17 E. E. Roper
Sergt. White
3 3 4
3-13
i 4 2 4 3—17 A. Sweet
Capt. T. V. Smith
4 2 3 4 0-13
Lieut. J. H. Sturche..3 4 3 3 3-16 P. T. Collins
3 3 4 3 0-13
Private Teets
4 3 3 2 3—15 G. A. Wallace
3 2
4—9
Capt. It. 3. Or?or
4 3 3 3 2-15 W. C. Crasley
2
3 0—5
4—10 E. Hagan
Private McDonald
2 4
4 000 0—4

—

HYDE.

325543R4553453
3 233245335 5 20 5

I'OO

18,

Total, 215.

We

ANDERSON.

F.

Bogardus,

233.

up, as he has coolness, nerve and eye to make one of the
will before long expect to
best marksmen of the day.

3
'4

800
900

The

5-46
5-*2
5—44—142

5435434545355 5-63
5 5 3
2 3 5 4 Z 4—37
423052040034 3 5-35—135

800
900
1000

Total,

18, 14, 15, 14, 15, 16, 18.

The highest figure that could be made was 18, and the
highest possible score in the 15 shots was 270.
The rifle
used was a muzzle loading German rifle. Capt. Bogardus
will make a rifle shot of no small calibre, if he will study

of bullseyes, 11.
A.

Number

5- 59

of bullseye8,*13.

00402432453554
4 3 4 4 3 3 3
3 3 3 4 5 5
32353502235023

rifle

12, 9, 14, 18, 18, 14, 16, 14, 5, 16, 15, 14, 16, 16.

5045532234 534 3-51
0320202 540 3-34—144

800
900
1000

Number

3-58
4-50
0-45-153

18,
A. J. HENNION.
5 5 2 2 2 5 4 5 5 2 5 5 3 4
3
43 3
3

800.

Number

Bogardus execute his remarkable feat of killing
pigeons in eight minutes, and to witness a match with

between Messrs. T. Broadway and Bogardus. The
named has had no experience in rifle shooting and it
was almost his initiation. Broadway is an old rifle hand,
as well as pigeon shot, being a member of a Brooklyn club.
The score lor Broadway was:— 12, 17, 12, 18, 14, 15, 17.

of bullseyes, 9.

900
1000

Number

conditions to those of the National Rifle Association; the
Kellogg Challenge Cup, presented by Major S. J. Kellogg,
late of Co.
A., Twenty-third Regiment, Brooklyn.
A
match for enlisted men of the United States Army stationed
at the Presidio; a military long range match at 1,000
yards; a team match, and various subscription matches,
conditions of which will be determined on the day of shooting.
The prizes are very valuable, the four in the team
match aggregating $850.

the

GEORGE CROUCH.

Number

San Francisco, on the 24th and 25th insts. Gov.
Pacheco will open proceedings by firing the first shot. The
matches comprise a military short range match, similar in

last

17.

800
900
1009

Number

meeting

near

fifty

5
2
of bullseyes,

— The opening

association will take place at the Presidio range

this

see Capt.
H.

Number

California Rifle Association.
of

Capt Bogardus as a Rifleman. — A number of gentlemen assembled at Jones' Wood, on Saturday afternoon, to

5-59
5—63
4—48—170

of bullseyes, 20.

800
900
1000

Yonkers Rifle Club. A number of citizens of Yonkers
assembled last week and formed themselves into an Association with the above tittle. The officers elected were:—
G. L. Morse, President; Col. Matt. H. Ellis, Vice President; H. L. Garrison, Secretary; William B. Edgar, Treasurer; Douglas Smyth, Range Superintendent; Frederic
Shonnard, Robert P. Getty, Hugh Hughes and M- K.
Couzens, Directors. An admirable range has been found
on the premises of the President, affording ranges up to
600 yards. The rules of the club are similar to those
governing the National Rifle Association. Mr. L. M. Ballard, of the American team, is a member and some good
shots will doubtless be developed.
The Forest and Stream badge was shot for again last
evening in Conlin's gallery, 930 Broadway, but too late for
the result to appear in this issue of our paper.

Banquet to the American Team.— The

last of the fes-

attendant upon the reception of the American team
of riflemen occurred at Delmonico's on Monday evening in
the form of a banquet.
Many distinguished gentlemen
were present and many more would have been had not
other engagements prevented. No less a personage, however, than Henry Wilson, Vice President of the Republic
was on hand, and made a speech eulogistic of the team and
the manly way in which they had deported themselves
while abroad. Col. Gildersleeve also spoke in response to
the toast of tne evening "The American Rifle Team," and
speeches were made by Gen. Hawley, Gen. Horace Porter
and others. The dinner was in Delmonico's best style.
tivities

Match with the Victoria Rifle Club, of Hamilton,
Canada, and the Amateur Club.— The Executive Committee of the Amateur Club held a special meeting on September 2d to take measures toward the selection of a team
for the above match, to be held at Creedmoor on Saturday,
the 25th inst.
It was resolved to invite the members of the
Amateur Club to take part in three competitions at Creedmoor September 4th, 8th, and 11th, after which the Executive Committee will select eight members to constitute the
team.
Mr. Alford submitted a letter from Mr. F. P. Fairbanks,
late Secretary of the club, acknowledging the receipt of
the testimonial presented to him on his retirement from the
office of Secretary last Winter.
The testimonial consists
of a handsome bronze clock, surmounted with a female
figure, and mounted on a black marble base.
It bears an
inscription:— "Presented to F. P. Fairbanks by the Amateur Rifle Club as a testimonial of their esteem, and for
the services rendered as their first Secretary and one of its
founders."
The President next read a commmunication from Col.
G. W. Wingate, tendering the resignation of his office as
member of the Executive Committee. On motion of Mr.
Johnson, his resignation was accepted, and a vote of thanks
was tendered to him. Mr. G. S. Schermerhorn was unanimously elected to fill the vacancy, and was subsequently
appointed by the President to take charge of the competitions previously mentioned for the selection of a team.
Col.
Wingate reported the receipt of the following subscriptions
toward procuring a testimonial for the American team:
Gen. Hiram Duryea, $25; Oswald, Ottendorfer,
$50; Allan
Campbell, $25. After some further routine business the
meeting adjourned.

—

Total

The

,

Total

127

71st

i6

winning by 41 points.

Ontario Rifle Association.— The annual prize meeting of this organization commenced on the last of August
and continued for the four following days. The number
of competitors was smaller than last year.
In the allcomer's match the number of entries was 198 ngainst 266
last year, and in the affiliated association's match 199
The most important events and the
against 262 last year.
results were as follows:
Distance.
Match.
All

Shots.

1

Comers Match,. ...200 and 500 yards..

Affiliated Association.. b00

Battalion

Match

and 500 yards..

200, 500, BOO yaids.

.

Match
s... .500 and 600 yards..
Nursery Stakes
500 yards
Small Bore Match
700, 800, 900 yards.
Do
2d stage.. 1000 yards

District

•

5
5
5
7
7
7
7

Sergt.

Winner.
Lewis

Pn'ts
37'

Dr. Aikins
32
Gov. Gen Foot Gds* 466
.

Capt. Anderson

Major White
"
G. Murison
Major Gibson....'..'
"

'

47
26
5i
24

Ten men.

The weather throughout the meeting was warm, but the
meeting generally was a success and but few complaints
were made.
—Adjutant General Townsend has issued an order announcing that the revised manual of rifle practice, prepared
by Col. George W. Wingate, General Inspector of Rifle
Practice, is adopted for the instruction of the National
Guard of the State of New York.

—A

match was shot on August 30th

range by the members of the

Cedar Grove
and Staten Island

at the

New York

Rifle Club for the Donvan cup.
Distances, 200
400 and 500 yards, five shots at each range; position, standing; any rifle.
Won by Mr. F. Miller. The following are
the scores:—

Amateur

SCORE.
F. Miller

G- Wilson
F. Gordon
B. McCabe

—Company

200 Yards.
5 3 5 4 2-19
4 4 4 4 5-21
2 4 4 4 4—18
5 4 3-14
2

400 Yards.
4 3 5 3 5-20
2
5 4 3-14
3 5
5 3—16
3 C 4 3 5—15

500 Yards.
5
2—11
4 2 4
4-14
3 5 4
-12
2
3 4
a

4

0—9

Total
50
49
46
38

B, Sixty-sixth H.--V. B. I., Capt. Hart, had
its annual target practice at Bedford, Nova Scotia, on
August 26th. The day was fine, and the shooting Letter
than that of previous years. Range, 200, 400, 500 and 600
yards, ten shoots each distance.
The first prize, a medal
one silver badge and $5, was won by Private Alex. Myers,'
with a score of 127 points, being 39 points more than' won
last year, and 19 points more than in 1873.
Altogether
there were twenty-four prizes presented, the last being a

.

.

.

.

'
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74
leather medal. Company II of the same regiment had their
meeting on the 28th of August at Bedford, Nova Scotia,
eleven prizes, the first being won by Private Merson, score
129 points, eleventh prize by 70 points. Best score at 200
yards, 39 points; best score at 500 yards, 42 points.

— A Remington

at Halifax,

N.

rifle

and complete

be shot for

outfit is to

S.

—The Rifle Range

of the 7th Division

N. G.

opened with very interesting ceremonies and

in

N. was
presence

S.

of a large attendance of spectators at Rochester, Sept.

— The Sixth Division

also actively at

is

3.

work procuring

—The

50th Baltimore 28th Brigade, 6th Division, will
Sheldrake, N. Y., (Cayuga Lake) September 7
to 11, inclusive.
During the encampment a team will be
chosen from each company to compete for a Prize Drum,
The shooting to be
offered by the Colonel commanding.
done under the direction of Captain Bradford Almy, Inspector of Rifle Practice

—A

at

rifle

comers and

match was held in Oswego, Sept.
all

military

2,

open

to

ail

rifles.

—A

meeting was held at Buffalo, September
measures for the establishment of a rifle range.

4, to

take

—

The marksman's badge was competed for on Sept. 7,
by the members of the 2d. and 3d Brigade who have qualified in the first and second classes.
The annual competition of the Dominion Rifle Association commenced at Ottawa on the 7th of September.
The Chicago Rifle Club had its first practice at the
South Park on Aug. 28; distances, 100 and 200 yards.
After Saturday, 4th September, Tuesdays and Saturdays

—
—

will be the regular practice days of the club.

—

The Seventh, Twenty-second and Twenty-third Regiments 'have each established a camp at Creedmoor for the
use of their teams.
4,

.

Holtoke, Mass.,

Sept. 4th, 1875.

Editor Forest anij Stream :—
The score of 'the Holyoke Rifle Club

in their eighteenth field meeting
Distance, 200 yards; position, standing, off handr Creedmoor third class target; seven shots, with a possible 35:—
Name.
Score.
Score.
Name.
31 J. Mercier
25
E. C. Smith*
29 R. Goodail
.24
H. White
Friuk
H.
29
J.
24
J. Chase
29 S. Chapman
23
D. R. Smith
28 G. Parker
23
D. Kelton.
Hey
wood
W.
28
II.
22
J. Snover
is as follows.

.

J.

TMnk

.

-

A. Knight
11. A..

Ballard was very successful, securing a prize at 600 yards, (value £19,)
for the second best shot by actual measurement made at that distance
during the whole meeting.
Thursday, the 22d, was devoted to the International match for the
Elcho Shield. Great interest was manifested in it by the American
party, and a larger number of spectators attended than on any other day
.

a range

encamp

ranges by all winners of £20 prizes or upward at previous meetings. J.
Rigby scored 45, (ten shots at 1,000 yards,) for it, viz., two inners, one
centre, and seven bullseyes.
This was the best score for some time, but
quite late in the evening Mr. Ward, a volunteer, residing in England but
Irish born, made two inners and eight bullseyes, thus securing the cup
by one point. I have now noticed all the competitions in which the
Americans took part, with the exception of pool and carton shooting,
which are always going on briskly at special targets. At the latter Mr.

Smith

E. A. Whiting
* Winning the badge

27 R.
2? R.

McDonald
Rhodes

2!

26 J.

Munn

11

16

25|

Respectf u lly,

S.

AMERICAN AND IRISH RIFLEMEN AT
WWV1BLEDON.

Dublin, Angifst

21st, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:-I have collected for the information of your readers some details of
the shooting at Wimbledon, selecting only for comment those competitions in which the members of the American team took part or were especially interested. I am induced to do this by noticing in yours of July
22d and 29th reports of the proceedings there which, in common with
almost all accounts of that meeting published in the daily press here, is
unavoidably imperfect. The fact is that unless to one who thoroughly
understands the system followed there, Wimbledon is a most confusing
competitors or bystanders is
place, and the information obtained from

usually incorrect. Numbers of competitions pjoceed simultaneously at
nearly one hundred separate firing points, which are spread over a distance of about a mile, and even the competitors themselves require to
have their wits about them, and to aive to the arrangements their full
engagements.
attention, in order to fulfill their several
camp had been prepared for the members of the American team
and the Irish eight, but owing to the incessant rain it was but thinly ocGildersleeve and Major Fulton only
cupied. Of the Americans, Col.
The attractions of London, which can be
slept in camp occasionally.
for the remainder.
Of the
reached in half an hour, proved too strong
Greenhill, John Rigby, William Rigby,
Irish, Messrs. Hamilton, Fenton,
the whole of their stay.
Milner, and Doyle camped out during
On Saturday, the 17th of July, the Americans made their debut in the
with match rifles at 200 yards, any position,
St. Leger— a competition
Fulton, J. Rigby, and Mitchell, of the
three prizes, 130 entries. Major
Gildersleeve and a host of
Scotch eight, tied with the full score, 35.
shot off on Monday, and resulted in
others made 34 each. The tie was
first, Mitchell second, Rigby third.
placing the three winners: Fulton
theii first appearance the Americans did well.
It will thus be seen that at
On Saturday, also, Coleman made the fine score of 49 out of a possible
Members Cup, value £50; Gildersleeve second,
50 at 600 yards for the
for several days, the members choosing their
48 This cup remained open
engaged. Coleman's score was contime to shoot when not otherwise
until the following Thursday, when
sidered safe to win, and was not tied
of very limited experience in the use of the
a Lieut. Birch, an Irishman,
match rifle, was fortunate enough to make ten bullseyes, and so beat it

A

Messrs. Gildersleeve, Fulton, and Coleman gave
and kept diagrams for the Irish team,
who were also supported by many well-wishers, including their Captain,
the Duke of Abercorn, and his adjutant, Major Fairthough, Major Leech,
The proceedings comMessrs. Foster, Bake, Mulliner, and others.
menced at 800 yards,' and the Irish team at once took the lead, the Eng-

during the meeting.

their assistance at the telescopes,

and the Scotch third. This was the state of affairs at
end of tenth round. The Engiish shot rapidly, and pulled up in the
last five shots, but the Irish were delayed by a long stoppage to examine
a disputed shot on one of the Scotch targets, and were thrown into a
change of wind, in which they lost over twenty points during their concluding rounds. A pause was made for lunch, and the shooting commenced again at 3 P. M. at 900 yards. The Irish now made the running,
beating the Englieh score at the range by 23 and the Scotch by 16. One
squad of the Irish, consisting of Young, Hamilton, Fenton, and JohnThe
son, made the finest score yet recorded in any match at this range.
1,000-yard range commenced with Ireland 10 points ahead of England,
and 20 of Scotland. The sun began to shine •in front, and the light became very bad, and seemed likely to get worse; nevertheless in the first
three rounds Ireland had increased her lead by ten points more, when an
accident befell Dr. Hamilton which nearly changed the fortunes if the
day. He found it very difficult to see, and missed three out of four shots.
He then fortunately changed his foresight, and immediately began to
score again. A subsequent examination showed that he had bent the
foresight without perceiving it, and his failure to see or score was explained. The English finished first with 1,502; the Irish were 1,487 and
Ion r shots to fire. J. Rigby, W. Ri^by, and Wilson scored bullseyes,
bringing the score up to 1,502, and Greenhill finished with a centre, landing his country four points ahead. In the meanwhile the Scotch were
shooting splendidly, and had got one point ahead of England, but failing to do more, finished a good second with 1,503.
I have described the match minutely because it has been taken as a
I do not
test match to measure the strength of the American team.

in the first stage are entitled to shoot
three distances. All the winners
prize of £100 which forms the second stage,
on a subsequent day for the
There were over 200 comat 1,000 yards.
and is given for fifteen shots
At 200 yards five made full score, including Hamilton, Rigby,
petitors.
Gildersleeve took second prize (£15,) with
and Greenhill. At 600 Col.
Johnson, and Greenhill won prizes of £5 each.
34 and Messrs. Young,
range no one stood better for the aggregate
At the conclusion of this
total so far being C8; J. Rigby and Greenhill and
than Gildersleeve, his
None of the three were fortunate, however,
one or two others were 67.
range Capt. Bruce won third prize, £15; E.
which
at
yards,
900
at the
Hamilton one of £5. None of the Irish or AmeriJohnson fifth, $10, and
aggregate prize except E. Johnson, who came
can oarty secured an
score is in your report attributed to Sir H. Halfourth with 98. This
Major Fulprize, either range or aggregate..
ford who did not win any
and so was excluded from competing at the
ton was al«o unfortunate,
he would doubtless have been formidable.
1 000 yards, where
was shot on Wednesday, and was won by Mr. E.
stage
second
The
Gildersleeve and Rigby commenced well, but were delayed by

think, however, it is available for this purpose. The relative strength of
the Irish team at Wimbledon aud Dollymonnt can hardly be compared.
Only three of the Dollymount six shot in the eight, and their scores at
Wimbledon were fourth, sixth and eigh.h, indicating that the Wimbledon team was the strongest, if, indeed, any comparison can be made.
As, however, many statements have-been made on this subject, I have
taken the trouble to reduce the scores for the Elcho Shield to old scor
ing, adopting a method which I have proved to give resuits if anything
unfavorable to the reduced score s —i. e., it rather underrates what the
scores would be if made on the old target. I find that neither the average per mai^of the winning eight, or the average score of the best six in
the winning eight, are equal to the average made by the American six at
Dollymount. This is due to the good scores made there at all three distances, and so far the remark quoted by you from the Mall is correct,
,;
but the further statement that atno range were the American scores
equaled," is not so. An examination shows that thelrish score at Wimbledon at 900 yards was slightly better than e/en the famous score of
the American team at Doilymount. It averages 54£ per man over the
whole team, or 55, omitting scores of the additional men, Young and
Greenhill, as against 5ti made by the Americans. Again, the Scotch
score at 1,000 yards at Wimbledon stands es yet unrivaled at that distance. It averages 51 f per man over ike whole team, and 51 per man for
the best six. The American score atl," 00 yard-s averaged 50 5-6 per man.
With one exception every member of the three eights and their Captains were in favor of the proposal that the Americans should shoot
alongside them at Wimbledon, and nothing but an impediment created
by the conditions under which the Elcho Shield was given prevented
that arrangement being carried out. It would not, however, have been
possible for Col. Gildersleeve to enter an eight, whose average strength
look forward to the
would have been equal to the Dollymount. six.
time when nou only an American eight but other national eights will join
in a grand friendly tournament at Wimbledon, and if America be as well
represented there as she has been this year at Dublin, it will require a
very powerful effort on our part to prevent the crown of victory being
l

We

carried again across the Atlantic.
The principal events at Dublin and Wimbledon open to any rifles give
the following as the winning makers: Irish- American Match, first score,
Remington; Competition A, first score, Rigby; B, Rigby. C, Rigby; D,

—

Kemington; Abercorn Cup, Rigby; Freeman's Journal Cup, Metford;
All Ireland Shield, Rigby; Wilkes' Medal, Rigby; Illustrated Sporting
News Cup, Remington; Wimbledon Cup, Rigby; Albert, first stage,
Metford and Ingram, tie; Albert, second stage, Metford: St. Leger, Remington; Members' Cup, Metford; Elcho Shield, Rigby and Ingram, tie;
John Rigby.
Dudley, Rigby; Lloyd's Cup, Rigby. I am yours,

POINT BLANK.
Maple wood, Mass., Sept. 1st, 1875,
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Having read in your paper the recent articles on the meaning of point
blank, and seeing that our friends have not presented the matter fully,
and consequently are inclined to dispute, I would like to give you the
whole matter in a very few words. I quote from Benton's Ordnance
and Gunnery, the text book used at West Point, which authority cannot
be questioned: "The point blank is the point at which the line of sight
intersects the trajectory. Strictly speaking, the line of sight intersects
the trajectory at two points; but in practice the second intersection is
only considered. This distance is called the point blank distance. The

natural point blank corresponds to the natural line of sight; all other
point blanks are called artificial point blanks. In speaking of the point
blank of a piece, the natural line of sight is supposed to be horizontal.
In the British service the point blank distance is the distance at which
the projectile strikes the level ground on which the carriage stands, the
axle of the piece being horizontal."
Thus we see that the natural point blank is at a distance which is constant and fixed for any piece of ordnance, the charge remaining the
same, and is a measure of the power of the piece. I hope this will set
this matter before your readers in a manner which can be understood

Enquirer.

fully.

«»-M»-

POWDER MEASURE.

'

Ross
their squads until a heavy shower of rain came
slow shooting of others in
on and spoiled their chances.
presented to the Americans
On the same (Wednesday) evening the cup
by Major Fulton with d fine score, Mr. Canfield
was' shot for and won
In his last fifteen shots at 1,000 yards, Fulton scored
being a good second.
up of twelve bullseyes, two centres, and
of a possible 75, made
out
71
'

This was the best score at 1,000 yards made during the meetinner
•^exceptingthatof Mr. Boyd, of the Scotch eight, who in the Elcho
also 71 at 1,000 yards, made up of thirteen bullseyes
Shield match made
and two inners.
American Cup was proceeding the Any
While this shooting for the
(£100 value) was being contested afc adjoining
Cup
Wimbledon
Rifle

the

-

measure.

GAME

IN SEASON IN
*

Moose, Alces malchis.
Elk or Wapiti, Cervus Canadensis.
Hares, brown and grey.
Wild Turkey, Mileagris gallapavo.

Woodcock, Scolopax

ruslicola.

Wilmington,

Del., Sept. 2d, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
In almost every number of your valued journal I find that some one is
perplexed with the "drachm,'" powder measure question. Allow me to
explain it. The drachm meant is the one-sixteenth of an avoirdupois
ounce, and is not an arbitrary weight at all, but such as is used for all
coarse articles and all metals, except gold and silver. Now one ounce
avoirdupois weighs 437£ grains, and one drachm avoirdupois, being the
one-sixteenth of an ounce, of course weighs 27 1-3 grains (as near as
may be). I have repeatedly tested Dixon's measures, and find them very
generally correct, my three drachm measure (usual load) weighing 85
grains. Every careful sportsman should test his measures and know
them to be correct. To do so requires very little time and almost ae-

Lambda

Sigma.

SEPTEMBER

Snipe and Bay Birds.
Caribou, Tarandus rangifer.

Red Deer, Caricxs Virgiidanw

"

Squirrels, red, black and grey.
Quail, Ontyx Virginia
Pinnated Grouse, Tet.rao cupida.

Ruffed Grouse, Tetrao umbellus.
Esquimaux Curlew, Num^nius bo- Curlew, Numenlus arquana.

Sandpipers, Tyinganai.
Willets.
Reed or Rice Birds, M>liclwnyx
von.

realis.

Plover,

Charadraws.

Godwit. Limosinoi.
Rails, Ball us Viiginianus.

ori->-

Wild Duck.
-

lish being second,

1

by one point.
On Monday, the 19th, some of the Americans shot in the Albert, which
prize competition open to match rifles. The prizes
is the most important
amount to £500. In the first stage there are ten at 200 yards, fifteen each
making forty prizes, varying in value from £5 to
at 600 and 900 yards,
for the best aggregate scores at the
£20. To these are added six prizes

trouble. Let him take measure and powder to the nearest druggist
and
request the weight of each gauge in grains; then, knowing that 2? 1.3
grains equal one drachm, he can at once prove the correctness of

Game

Market.— The

display of game on the Stalls is
not such as to excite the appetite of the epicure or the imfew pinnated grouse
agination of the sportsman.
(prairie chickens) are "being received from Iowa and sell for
$1 25 per pair, but there is not that abundance to be seen
as is usual later in the year, when the thrifty granger
having stored his harvest can give his undivided attention
Ruffed grouse sell for $1 50 per
to netting and trapping.
pair, but there is not a superabundance of this variety.
Woodcock are still offered for sale at $1 50 per pair. The
market is hut moderately supplied with bay birds, indicating a scarcity of this game in our immediate vicinit}',

in

A

they sell for various prices, ranging from 75 cents per
dozen for the diminutive sandpiper to $1 50 per dozen for
the greater yellow legs.
Snipe Shooting at Oak Island. Oak Island is a
portion of that long ridge which keeps the Atlantic from
washing on the fertile shores of Long Island. It commences on the west of Fire Island Inlet and extends for
The following is an account of
miles in this direction.
the way in which some of our hard- worked letter carriers
attached to Station C enjoyed their vacation, making their
headquarters under the hospitable roof of Rube Anderson,
"a perfect host and genial coinrade."
"We took the last train from New York to Babylon, on
the South Side Railroad, and were met at the depot by
Rube, who set us on the island by 8i o'clock. The next
morning we were up before daybreak, and as the house is
in sight of a great many of the beds, we were not long in
getting to them, and when daylight did come at last, it
bronght with it flock after flock of yellow legs, willet
and tedars, of which we bagged: plent}^. We shot until

—

the signal was raised for breakfast, which consisted of
clams, both ruasted and fried, soft crabs and eels, cooked
to a turn, for Anderson keeps a good cook and the material is just at hand, fresh from the South Bay, where it
may be had for the labor of taking. On counting up our
birds that night we had 86 yellow legged snipe, besides
other various kinds which we always cooked down there,
while the large ones we sent up to the city. On Monday
three more friends came down, and after three day's shootWhen the ducks come
ing, took away over 200 snipe.
Anderson's place will be about the centre of the feeding
ground, and I will predict success for any one shooting in
Silas.
that neighborhood.

—Wild ducks have made their appearance on the eastern
end of Long Island, and in two weeks there will be fun
among the broadbills and their cousins.

—Rev. James Beecher, youngest brother

of Rev. Henry
Beecher, has purchased 600 acres of land on the
Beaverkill, Sullivan County, N. Y., and erected a log
shanty on the margin of Homer Lake, where he is residing
with his family. The nearest settlement is three miles

Ward

away. There is good hunting and fishing all around him,
and he intends to enjoy these and act in the capacity of a

backwoods missionary at the same time.
Massachusetts. WoocVs Hole, Sept. 6. Duck shooting
Saw a large flock of
will soon be prime in Buzzard's Bay.
broadbiUs and some green head plover to-day. In about
two weeks let the sportsmen come. Will notify you in
Take New Bedford steamers direct from pier 39,
time.
New York, reaching here early in the morning. You can
leave New York on Saturday at 5 P.M., take the return
steamer on Monday at 5 P. M., and be back in New York
at 7 A. M. on Tuesday, thus exacting but one clay from
If you want a good bayman write to J. Lafaybusiness.
He can
ette Sisson to meet you on the arrival of steamer.
furnish stools and all appliances.
A friend and myself shot 135 birds oh
Salem, Sept. 6.
the 3d ult., including Winters, Summers, snipe, grass
birds, and other kinds. A party recently returned from
Rowley report a few "black- breasters," and another party

—

—

—

Saw a loon
in a week's rusticating shot rising 200 birds.
yesterday and one coot the day before. Shot the first rail,
a chicken bill, {P. Carolina) on the 31st of August. Partridges are numerous in some localities about here, one genyour kennel editor knows, and a friend, were
tleman
out the other day; they say they did excellently. Others
Quail are not very plenty.
also are holding up their ends.
Snipe and rail grounds are very dry, and we need rain.
Last Friday there was quite a flight of scattering shore
South Boston flats are reported thick with peeps
birds.
Teal.
and ring necks. Woodcock scarce.

whom

—

New Jersey. Carman House, Forked River, Sept, S.-"Sport generally has improved during the past week, and
Mr. Oscar B. Smith
several good bags have been made.
Capt.
killed 26 snipe during the fore part of the week.
Potter killed in all 139 bay snipe, and Capt. Mathews, (out
only one day) 39. E. H. Frame killed to-day 46. Mr.
Fraser, yesterday 39. All the above were either rnarlin,
willet, yellow legs, clowitch or plover, some few robbins
and brant snipe. To-day we have seen a better show oi
bay birds than for two weeks past, and noticed several
good bunches coming down the bay from the North. The
birds have not yet come in any great numbers, therefore
we look for a flight every day. The indications are that
we will meet with good sport the coming week. The late
departure of the birds this Spring for the north (June 22)
makes their return equally behind time, but it insures

«
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FOREST AND STRExlM.
splendid sport for those who may be fortunate enough to
be on hand at the tin&e-.-— 'Quail are thicker than known for
several years, and unless something unf orseen happens
John
to prevent, excellent gunning may be had this Fall.
Burnett killed, last week, 34 woodcock in the grounds
back of this house, and says they are not all dead yet—
Grass plover are plenty, but
pretty good for one day.
hard to get at. John Holmes killed, yesterday, while out
bay snipe shooting, two English snipe in fine order.
E. H. F.

(both rail and reed) as far as I have seen, are not fat yet.
reeds are still strong and make hard pushing.
big

A

expected in about two weeks.
Delaware Water Gap, Sept. 3.— Grouse very plenty in the

flight is

backwoods.
T. t>. W.
District of Columbia.
Washington, Sept 4.
Reed and blackbirds and ortolans very scarce on the
marshes hereabouts, averaging about as one to five on an
ordinary season. My bag to-night shows thirty as against
sixty for same day last year.
Reed birds in exceedingly
thin flocks, and but little fat on the birds when bagged.
None but keen and patient sportsmen need go to the
marshes this year.
Upiiolme.

—

—

Staten Islanders.

4

good bsgs have been made by some of our spoitsmen within
the past few weeks.
Wisconsin. —Madison, Sept. 4. —Grouse shooting, this
season, has been nearly as good as last, notwithstanding
the severity of last Winter.
The season, however, has
been favorable for the young birds, which no doubt accounts for the fact. The organization of the "State Association for the Protection of Fish and Game" has done
considerable towards an observance of the game laws, but
they are very far from being effective as yet. Quail are
almost extinct, but ruffed grouse are plenty. Yery few
ducks have been seen this year in this part' of the State,
and, although the season is now open, (since the 1st inst.)
there is no sport as yet in this direction.
Florida gallinules are plenty and in fine condition.
M. T. B.
•

his shooting

powers

lustrations

of the glorious uncertainty of the National
Sept. 3, for instance, the Reds, apparently not
in the best of trim, met the triumphant Athletics
in the
best fighting order and gave them the worst defeat known
in the history of the club.
The next day, howeve.i, saw
the now exultant Reds defeated at the hands of the Athletics through the assistance of a couple of young amateur
players a pitcher named Knight and a catcher called
Coons these two young "Coons," causing Harry Wright to
"come down" in a style wdiich was surprising. The Reds,
however, managed to leave the Quakers onlv winners in
two games out of four, and with but one defeat scored

Wood

at Jones'

in presence of

On

game.

—

—

Bogardus gave an exhibition of

last Capt.

—

RASE BALL THE PROFESSIONAL ARENA.
of September sees the Boston Club virtually
champions for 1875-6, for 1875 from winning the majority
of games, and for 1876 from legally carrying the champion
pennant for that year as a reward for their success the previous season, that being the rule of the championship code.
Last week the Reds played their last games in Philadelphia
this season, and out of four games played their last but
one.
They may therefore be said to have 'passed the
Rubicon," and now their road to ultimate victory is clear
and unobstructed. Nothing but a series of dire mishaps
can now prevent them from winning the pennant, and well
will they merit the trophy; for it is a triumph of discipline,
training, integrity in play, and general good management
over undisciplined and badly-trained "nines in some instances, and over unfair play in others. It was pretty generally supposed that the Reds would have found their
toughest opponents in the Hartford team, but the Athletics
have been the hardest nine to defeat, that team "playing
for the side" better than the Hartfords have done.
The past week's play was marked by some striking il-

The middle

—

Saturday

—

—

Michigan. Monroe, Aug. 30. The prospects for game
the coming Autumn and Winter are very good, and the
probability is that quail, partridge, and turkeys will be
abundant in this locality. Woodcock have thus far been
quite plenty, but owing to the unusually wet season they
have almost abandoned their usual haunts and taken to the
uplands, and are very much scattered, though some very

—On

K

CRICKET THE INTERNATIONAL TOURNEY.
week gave the programme of the tourney which
begins at Germantown, September 13th. Bejow will be
found the names of the Philadelphia team, which consists
of the following gentlemen:— George M. Newhall, Captain;
Charles A. Newhall, Daniel S. Newhall, Robert S. Newhall, Spencer Meade, John Large, Robert Pease, Francis
E. Brewster, Lopen Baird, Magee, John Hargreaves, CaldScorer,
well, Henry Newhall, and Thomas Hargreaves.
Alexander J. D. Dixon. Umpire, Thomas Rhoades.
On Wednesday and Thursday the British officers' team
will play against All Canada.
On Friday and Saturday the All Philadelphia eleven will
play against the military team, and on the following Monday the last match of tlie tourney will take place, when
the American team of Philadelphia will play against a combined eleven of AH Canada and the British garrisons.
The Statcn Island Cricket Club defeated the Syracuse
Club, at Syracuse, Aug. 23, by 8 wickets, and the Central
New York Club, at Oswego, on the 25th by two wickets. The
Syracuse Club was the victor in its first match with the

We last

—

—

Extraordinary Chess-Playing.— Mr. Wra,

\&tiatml $%$tim*&.

Pennsylvania.— Philadelphia, Sept. 6. The marshes
both above and below the city are full of gunners, but as
far as I can find "big boats" are not plenty, and the birds,
The

a large

number of

spectators, the object being to kill fifty pigeons
within eight minutes, at 21 yards rise. At 5. o'clock Capt.
Bogardus began to make his arrangements for his shoot.
The portion of the programme regarding the traps could
not be carried out as there was not room enough, so the
pigeons were brought on the ground in a box and basket.
The ground chosen was close to the main building and
facing the open lot. Miles Johnson, at the word from
Borgardus, threw up two birds at a time— time being taken
from the death of the first bird. At it he went knocking
down his birds, not only killing them, but almost picking
them. Some two or three birds only were missed. So

—
—

against them, they having defeated the Athletics and Philadelphia clubs eleven times out of sixteen games, three
of which were drawn games, and but two of them
defeats.
This fully shows that the Philadelphias connot
cope with Boston this season.
The record up to Sept. 7,. inclusive, is as follows:—

—

without a thick pair of gloves.

B
V

for $500.
Subscription cup. Nineteen competitors out of
the twenty entered appeared, and the shooting, for amateurs, was first class.
The match was a handicap, entrance
The following is the score:
$5, ten birds each.
Name.
Score.
Name.
Score
E. W. Davis— 28 yards
10 E. Stephenson— 28 yards
7
C. Livingston— 29 yards
5
10 A. T. Rice— 28 yards
T. Van Bui-en- -29 yards
10 A. Bel moat, Jr-26 yards
5
"
II. S. Bloodgood— 23 yards
9 G. A. Post -28 yards
5
M. Van Buren—29 yards
9 S. S. Howland— 26 yards
4
J. P. Grund-29 yards
4
8 J. A. Post-28 yards. •
P. P. Sands- -29 yards
9 P. A. Post— 26 yards.
4
9.J. G. Heckscher-28 yards.
£- A £°?Tcr2 8 y« rds
3
C. D. B. Wagstaff-28 yards
3
8 G. Douglas-27 yards..
Count Castelli— 27 yards
f\
*.

.

. .

:

.

Messrs. Davis, Livingston and Van Buren having killed
birds and tied, shot off, and Mr. Livingston took
*
the cup.
all their

—

;

Newport, R.

Sept. 3d,

I.,

1875.
Editor -n
Forest and oStream:—
Isendscoreofmatch for $600 Cup presented by Mr. Bennett. The
day was all that could be desired for the "pop." The winner
of the
-

tit

'

cup, Mr. E. P. Sand, is new at the trap, this being his first
season in the
club; but his' reputation as a gentleman and sportsman
is first-class.
The cup was of solid silver, with two pigeons facing each other on the
brim, with crossed guns and sporting implements on
the sides, gold
lined, and in every way fit to represent its generous donor.
Shot
Narragansett Gnn Club, Newport, R. I., Sept. 2d, 1875, Cup presented
James G Bennett. Handicap; $10 entrance, p. p $40 to secondbv
third saves entrance; ten birds each. Mr. Robbius, referee
•

;

SCORE

Name.

H

Blood good

T.

Van Buren

Yards
28
30

E. Stephenson, Jr.

M. Van Buren

.

27

29
Carroll Livingston. 30
E N. Davis
28
P. Btlrnmt
28
S. S. Howland
27
A. T. "Rice
29
J. P. Grand
30
Isaac Townsend... 27
Fred P. Sands
27
An". Belmont, Jr
26
G~S Dabney ... 27
latvrmce Curtis
28
Count Costelli.
23
G. A. Post
27
Douglass... .... 26
.

1

1

1

..1110
.

...1

1

1 1

1110 1
I 1 01 10
11111

Total.
1 1

1 1 1 I
1 1 1

111101

10
l

1

10

Saves eniran

8

Withdrawn.

7
1

I

9
1

1

Remarks.
Second.

0011 1
1111 010110

'.1

1

10 11 11

Withdrawn.

8

1 1 1 l

110
1111 1111 1 1
1
1
1
1
1001
10 10 0111
110 1 0-0
1110 0110
111 0111010
1

I)

(1

...'.'.'.i

1

«

_.

sJ

Boston

O

2
10

4
4
5

4
5

Withdrawn
Cup.

Withdrawn
Withdrawn.
Withdrawn.
Withdrawn.
Withdrawn.

Ecening

Post.
1

ScoTTisn Spouts.

— Lion Park was on Thursday last

the
scene of the nineteenth annual gathering of the Caledonian
Club of this city, assisted by a large number of invited
guests from other cities. Ten thousand persons were present at the opening, and, after a Scotch reel performed by
Highlanders in costume, the competitors were called for
the games with the following result:
Piltting the Heavy Stone— 1st, John Anderson, 36 feet 7 inches; 2a,
11. McKinnon, 33 feet 7 inches; 3d, James Melrose, 88 feet 1 inch.
Standing Jump — 1st. Alex McKay, 9 feet 8 inches.; 2d, J. Auderson, 9
feet 1 inch; 3d, Andrew Rennie, 9 feet.
Running Jump — 1st, Andrew Rennie, 19 feet 5 inches; 20, Robert
Mitchell, 18 feet 10 inches; 3d, Geo. T. Addison, 18 feet 5 inches.

Short Race (100 yards)— 1st, A. C.

Rcid; 3d,

Andrew Rennie;

3d,

Robert Mitchell.

Throwing the Heavy Hammer— 1st, Hugh McKinnon, 96 feet 7 inches;
2d, James Melrose, 89 feet 7 inches; 3d, A. McKay, 88 feet 8 inches.
.Standing Hish Leap— 1st. A. Tasker, 4 feet 5 inches; 2d, J. McMillan,
inches; 3d, James Corsair, 4 feet 2 inches.
Broadsword Dance— 1st, J. McLaren; 2d, John West; 3d, L. D, Robertson.
Throwing Fifty-six Pound Weight— 1st. Hltgh McKinnon, 2-1 feet; 2d,
John Anderson. 22 feet 9 inches: 3d, A. McKay, 22 feet 3,1 inches.
Lon<r Race (140 yards)— 1st, Wm. Sutherland; 2d, Thumus B. Irvine;
3d, A. C. Keid.
Tossing the Caber— 1st. James Melrose, 41 feet
inches; 2d, H. McKinnon 41 feet; 3d,M E. More. 4<> fe'Ct 2 inches.
Three-legged Usee—1st, W. Robertson and IIultIi Graham; 2d Andrew
Rennie and Wm. Todd; 3d, L D. Robertson and Robert Mitchell
Hitch and Kick— 1st, James Corsair. 8 fe-.it 3 inches; 2d, G.T.Addison, 8 feet 1 inch; 3d, A. Donelson, 8 feet 1 inch.
Boys' Race— 1st, T. Grassick; 2d,
Baxrer; 3d, Robert Smith.
Mile Race— ist, Peter Mclntyre; 2d, Wm. Forsyth; 3d, Wm. Parker.
Vaulting with the Pole— 1st, Win. Robertson and Alex Donaldson,
9 feet 9 inches (tie) 3t, F. Duke, !l feet 3 inches
Walking Match— 1st, Thomas McEwon; 2d, .John Henderson; 3d,
i feet 4

U

,

M

•

John Lowe.
Sack Race (over Hurdles
Knox; 3d, R. Carmichael.
Hop, Step and

Jump— 1st.

18

feet

high)—1st, W. Robertson;

G. T. Addison, 40 feet

U inches;

2d,

D

2d, Robt.

Mitchell, 39 feet 8$ inches: 3d, A. Tasker, 37 feet ?i inches.
Bagpipe Playing— 1st, Peter Bowman; 2d,. Win. Clelland; 3d, Angus Rankin.
Putting the Light Stone— 1st, John Anderson. 42 feet; 2d, Hugh McKinnon, 40 feet 7 inches; 3d, Wm. Robertson, 39 feet 9 inches.
Highland Fling— 1st, James Kennedy; 2d, James Atchison; 3d, L. D.
Robertson.
Special Race (2 miles, for cup presented by R. Gordon, President of
the St. Andrew's Society.)— Wm. Parker.
Throwing the Light Hammer— 1st, Hugh McKinnon. 114 feet; 2d,
James Melro=e, 110feit4 inches; 3 1. John Anderson, lOSTeet 3 inches.
Boys' Hurdle Race— 1st. T. Gt'tissaek; 2d, M Baxter; 3d, P, Smith.
Hurdle Race— 1st, A. Mitchell; 2d, John West; 3d. Bennett Givig.
Running High Lap— 1st, Wm. Robertson, 5 feet 2 inches; 2d, John
.

West,

5 feet

1

inch; 3d,

James

Corsair, 5 feet.

Best Dressed Highlanders— 1st, John Watt; 2d, J. Jarnieson; 3d, Geo.

McKay.

Quoits— 1st, Geo. Henderson;

2d,

Alex. McGregor; 3d, William Kel-
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— The professional contests played

11..
2[

since our last issue

Aug. 30— Boston vs. Mutual, at Boston
9 to 1
Aug. 30— Hartford vs. Philadelphia, at Philadelphia
11 to 3
Sep. 1— Boston vs. Mutual, at Brooklyn
13 to 7
Sep. 2—Boston vs. Philadelphia, at Philadelphia (10in). 8 to 8
Sep. 3—Boston vs. Athletic, at Philadelphia
36 to
.

4—Athletic vs. Boston, at Philadelphia
to 3
4— Mutual vs. Atlantic, at Brooklyn,.
13 to 4
6— Mutual, vs Atlantic, at Brooklyn
8 to 2
6—Boston vs. Philadelphia, at Philadelphia
9 to 4
7—Boston vs. Atlantic, at Brooklyn
15 to 3
—The Bostons play in Brooklyn three days this week,
and the Mutuals play two days in Philadelphia.
THE AMATEUR ARENA.
—The best amateur games played since our last issue inSep.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.

f>

"

clude the to'l lowing:
Aug. 30— Stars vs. flyaway, at Syracuse
Aug. 31— Hartford vs. Expert, at Harnsburg, Pa
Aug. 28— Philadelphia vs. Burlington, at Burlington
Aug. 23— Blue Stocking vs. Star, at Cincinnati
Aug. 31— Nassau vs. Eagle, at Prospect Park
Aug. 23— Star vs; Red Stocking, at Covington, Ky (12 in).
Aug. 25— Champion vs. Abingdon, at Abingdon, Va
Aug. 24— Young America vs. High Boy, at Harrisburg.
Sep.
Sep.

Aug.
Sep.
Sep. .
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.

Aug.
Aug.
Sep.

Aug.
Sep.

4—
2—
4—

.

Care op the

The Overland Monthly
and

as the

for September has been duly remerchants say "contents noted." Mr. Joaquin Mil-

the ubiquitous, contributes two characteristic
selections, one in
prose and the other a short poem. We do not think
that Mr. Miller is
making a success of bis story "In a California Eden." Aside from
the
fact that that peculiar style of literature of which
Mr. Bret Harte was
the first exponent, has about reached "hard pan," the pathos
of Harte's
sketches, although aimed at
by the grgat Joaquin, is entirely
wanting, and but the harsher and exaggerated side of early
Californian
life appears to us.
The articles in the Overland are generally very good
and there is sufficient lightness in it to counterbalance any more
ponderous themes. The Ameiican News Company are the New York
agents.
ler,

3—

Savannah, Ga., August 21th, 1875.
_
w
Editor
Forest and Stream:—
The base ball spirit runs high, even to fever heat, in our midst, notwithstanding the protests of some of its strongest opponents.
Last
Thursday the last game of the season for the championship
between the
Dixies and the Savannah Juniors came off, resulting in a victory
for the
latter by a score of 23 to 18. The Dixies played under
the disadvantage
of not having their catcher, Bailey, who is the
best in that position hi
tne South, and I doubt if he is to be excelled by many of
the crack professionals North; and during tha late tour of the
Dixies in Florida it
was said thaf Lincoln's pitching and Bailey's catching

won them

;

ceived,

Me

Tne Juniors earned but very few

Very opportunely at this
time is published a little handbook by the Industrial Publication Company, 176 Broadway, entitled "How to Use the Pistol." Printed instructions in pistol practice have long been much needed, and this work
will in some measure supply the want. The author claims in his preface
that it is the first of the kind ever published. Accepting this statement
as fact, and we believe it is, the book ought to be spoken of with favor,
for it certainly contains much information, and is quite correct so far
as
it goes.
However, the instructions are given in such a general way,
and so much is omitted that might be said, that it is far from complete.
Perhaps we expect too much; but one will certainly look in vain for
many of those little rudimentary points which would naturally ocour to
an instructor to give to a pupil. The writer's treatise is written from
the standpoint that the pistol is strictly a weapon of defence. He very
justly asserts that for long ranges and deliberate aim the rifle is to be selected. Therefore he recommends that pistol practice should be at short
ranges of a very few yards and at sight for it is only at short notice and
in emergencies that this weapon is likely to be brought into use. The
suggestion is good, but we think that what might be styled emergency practice might be coupled with good advantage to long range practice
with deliberate aim. We can readily conceive of circumstances
where
skill in the latter would prove most serviceable.
However, not to be too
severe in our criticism, we will simply state that the price of the
book is
trifling (fifty cents, we believe,) and that all sportsmen
should buy one.
The author deserves thanks for his efforts in bringing it out.

the nursing of sick persons, with observations on diet,
ventilation, etc.
and will be found of great aid to those having the care of invalids.
That
practical benefactress and philanthropist, Florence
Nightingale, is largely
quoted.

.

'

their matches.

to Use the Pistol.

Sick.— These arc the titles of two little books issued to its policy
holders
by the Mutual Life Insurance Company. The first contains explicit
directions as to what should be done in cases of accident,
emergencies and
poisons until the arrival of skilled assistance, and is a most valuable
addition to the family library. The other gives some
practical hints as to

'.3

New

4—

How

Accidents, Emergencies and Poisons.

3 to 1
to 1
4 to
4 to 2
4 to 2
.5 to 5
5 to 4
.6 to 4
Active vs. Beacon, at Boston
6 to 4
*.."
3—Mutual vs. Resolute, at Brookivn
6 to 3
30—Rallston vs. Beacon, at Kitchburg
7 to 6
I— Expert vs. Dover, at Harrisburg, Pa
7 to 1
Chicago vs. Mtna, at Detroit
7 to 4
Maple Leaf vs.
7 to 5
Haven, at Guelph
1— Bluff City vs. Phoenix, at Syracuse, 111. (12 in)
7 to 6
3— Resolute vs. Live Oak. at Portland,
'.7
to 6
Eureka vs. Eagle, at Hoiliston, Mass. (10 in)
7 to 7
28— W. Philadelphia vs. Riverton, at Oakland, Pa
8 to 3
28— Wilkesbarre vs. New Haven, at Wilkesbarre.
8 to 5
4- Haymaker vs. Pioneer, at Boston (10 in).
8 to 7
30—New Haven vs. Ithaca, at Ithaca
9 to 5
Pall River vs. Rhode Island, at Fall River. ...'.".*" .'9 to 7
.

—

*.
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45
39
32
22
ti
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Games

1

33

=

,

50

u

Club.

are as follows:

Narrag-ansett Gun Club.— The members of this club
shot a match on their grounds at Newport on Monday last

Mundy,

A

The prizes were distributed at the Club
evening.

.

al

was he, when at his work, that he gave one
the impression it was the easiest thing to do in the world.
Sixty-two birds were shot at, of which fifty-two were killed

which made the fifty. Bogardus uses two barrels, fitting
to the same stock, one a twelve bore and the other ten. He
used both pair in this feat. When he had finished both
barrels were so hot that they could not be held in the hands

II.

of Seneca Falls,
Y., recently played at that place twenty-four tfames of chess at one time against twenty-four different players without sight of men "or boards. The games
were played at the residence of Judge Josiah T. Miller, the
player meanwhile sitting on the stoop, chatting and answering question about the games. This is eleven more,
disgames than were ever attempted at one time before.
pute arose about the position of the places in two of the
games, and Mr. Mundy stood up before the guests and
called off all the moves that had been made in the games
and the position of the pieces on the boards. He bad previously played six games at once in Hudson, N. Y., and
again in Geneva, N. Y. When fourteen years old he beat
some of the best players then living, but has played little
Mr. Mundy is at present in this city. New Yovh
since.

lock.

perfectly cool

with half minute to spare. In fact he killed his fifty birds
in six minutes and fifteen seconds, for it was found there
were two dead birds on the roof within thirty feet of his
stand point,
There was a short delay after the time mentioned, forty-eight birds only being supposed to have been
killed, after which he shot at four more birds, killing two,

75

all

of their runs
Next
Thursday afternoon the Dixies meet the Georgias, and
though the defeat of the former last Thursday throws the champion
bat into"the possession of the Georgias, yet the Dixies are going
to show them the
metal of which they are composed.
Georgia

*

The

Scientific

American, published by Messrs.

Munn*&

Co., No. 37 Park Row, is unequalled in this country as a scientific
jourand probably unexcelled by any in the world. Buy the issue
of
August 21st and judge for yourself. The engravings depict the
whole
modus operandi by which Hell Gate is being undermined, preparatory
to a grand blast in honor of the Centennial. Nor are the
'illustrations
confined to this subject. Recent inventions of value are
described and
made simple by drawings, and the letter press displays much literary
ability. The editors of the Scientific American
appear to have more
than their share of "laming"—more than enough to
divide and pass
around— but then we can't all of us expect to know everything.
nal,

w
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HURST'S

Stereoscopic Studies

The Sportsman's Warehouse.

Natural History

EDWIN S. HARRIS,

For Object Teaching

in Schools

AND

PARLOR ENTERTAINMENT.
We are prepared to furnish the
of the

first series

numbers

sixty

first

of

n>To.

Broadway,

X*7Y

New

THE

POWDER

HAZARD

CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

COOPER HARRIS & HODGKINS,

Late

ixtttUmtonn.

GUNPOWDER.

York.

Hazard's "Electric" Powder.

Animalsand Birds of North America.

WHOLESALE AND BETAIL

To

these will be addei a second series of foreign specivarious Animals and Birds in grotesque attitudes, never however violating their natural instincts.
"We offer these views not as pictures only, hut as
studies from nature
One of the great moving elements in our modern system of educalion is object
teaching. The unerring fidelity of the stereoscope
transfers the animals and birds from their natural
habitat to the rooms of the student and the fireside of
our homes, where they cannot fail to leave a lasting
impression of the form, color, habits, and locality of
each specimen.
An experience of more than twenty-five years as
Taxidermist of the New York State Cabinet of Natural History, and in gathering his large collection of
native and for< isn specimens, enables Mr. Hurst to
combine in every view the locality of the specimen
with its appropriate rocks, woods or water, and coloring from the originals.
Lyncus Rufus.
Wild Cat, or Bay Lynx
:
Surnia Nyctea.
Snowy Owl
2.

Nos.

.

'

Lupus Occidentalis.
American Wolf
Ectopistes Migratoria.
Wild Pigeon
rFelis Concolor.
Northern Panther
Ardea Discors.
Black Crqwned Night Heron
Actomys Monax.
Woodchuck.
Podiceps Rubricollis.
Red Necked Grebe
Ardea Herodias.
Great Blue Heron
Cygnus Americanus.
American Swan
Buteo Hy emails.
Red Shouldered Buzzard
Rusticola Minor.
American Woodcock
Anser Albifrons.
White Fronted Goose
Otus Americanus.
Long Eared Owl
... Mergus Cucullatus.
Hooded Sheldrake
Pediceps Cornutus.
Horned Grebe
Aquilla Chrysoztos.
Golden Ea<de

3.

.

4.

5.
6.

,

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

13
14.
15.
1«.
17.
18.
19.

Prairie

Wolf

...

Spotted Sand Lark

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
25.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

Totanus Macularius.

Marsh Harrier
Mallard Duck
Great Horned Owl
Great Loon, or Diver
American Deer ( Albinoes)

Circus Uliginosus.
Anas Boschas.
Bubo Virginianus.

Colymbus
.

. .

The American Bittern
Ola Wife, or Squaw Duck
The Wild T urkey
The Beaver
."

.

Hazard

os. Pistols

Cartridges,

l>otli

Kinds.
Brass and Paper.

GUN MATERIALS OF ALL KINDS, CARTRIDGE VESTS, COATS AND BELTS, FLASKS,
POUCHES, AND AMMUNITION OF ALL KINDS. EVERYTHING IN MY LINE FOR
BOTH HOME AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE PRICES.

Common American

Snipe

Approved System

Pinnated Gron se
The Sand Hill Crane
The American Black Bear

Red Tailed Buzzard
Buffle Headed Duck
•

41.
42.
43.

44.
45.
46.

And

52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
'7.

Military

Owl
A meri can Opossum
American Coot
Ptarmigan

58.

Shoveller, or Spoonbill

59

Musquash

60.

$3 OO
Prices : By the Dozen
By the Set of 5 Dozen, In Elegant Case, 16 OO
retail by
and
These Stereoscopes are sold wholesale

FOREST AND STREAM PUB.
17

Chatham

st.,

CO.,

P. O. box 2832

(City Hall sq.)

ENGLISH

Curtis
Nos.

&

Harvey's

2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7,

Hawker's Ducking.
sep9-eow

DIAMOND GRAIN.

and 8 Superior

W.

STITT,

61

Rifle,

Cedar

and Col.

street,

New

Agent

for

U.

S.

York,
America.

office,

strongest and cleanest Powder made.
packed only in sealed 1 lb. canisters. The

The
7,

Nos,

For water fowl. Very strong and clean. Nos. 1 to
5.
Packed in metal kegs of 6i lbs. each, and in caniBters of 1 and 5 lbs.

Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation.

Materials and

Workmanship, they are Unsurpassed.
REVOLVERS OF VARIOUS SIZES,
DESIRABLE IN ALL RESPECTS.
Sendior Circulars.

"

Whitney

Arms Comp.

Whitneyville, near

New Haven,

AUDUBON POWDER,
Very quick. For woodcock and quail Nos. 1 to 4.
Packed in metal kegs of 12£ lbs. and 6J lbs., andin
pound canisters.

ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,
The best

for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g, FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finestand
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25
lbs., 121 lbs,, and 6i lbs., and in canisters of lib. and

most used.
J pound.

All of the above give high velocities and lees

Conn., U. S. A.

uum than any other

LAFLIN

MISFIT CARPETS.

resid-

brands made.

& RAND POWDER Co.,
21 Park Row, N.

Y.

(Opposite Astor House.)

'r\ 001)

SECOND HAND AND MISFIT ENGLISH BRUSSELS, THREE PLY AND

\JC INGRAIN CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, &C, VERY CHEAP, AT THE OLD PLACE,
Sent to any part of the United States free of charge.

HEGEIVIAN'S

11» Fulton

street,

New

YorK.

PATENT

PATENT PORTABLE FOLDING BOAT.

For use as Military Pontoons, Life Boats, Lighters,

wood, with canvas cover, and
can be folded in one-eighth
space, for transportation, ~nd

^gQRTABJLE

Dorys, on board
Steamers, Yachts, and *ther
vessels. Also tor Sportsmen,
Tourists, Trappers, Exploring Expeditions, Parties
Camping Out, &c. These
safe and perfectly portable
boats will admit of the
roughest usage.
A very
and durable
liarht, strong
frame of ash or other tough

BREWER'S

in
a light buggy,
wsgon, horseback, or by single person, and can be un-

carried

Chute and Fishway.

folded ready for use in three
minutes' time. Boats shipped
by express anywhere, same
rate
of freight
as
other
goods. For descriptive circular and price list, address as
bove.

[trade mark.]

CULJEXIFUGK,
OR

A SURE PROTECTION
Against the attacks of Mosquitoes, Black Flies, Fleas
and Ants. In pocket bottles. For sale by
C. N. nRITTRNTOM & CO.. 7 Sixth nv.. N. Y.

PET AND RAKE ANIMALS,
BIRDS,
AQUARIA STOCK DEPOT and AQUARIA
and

CASE MANUFACTORY. J. BAGOT,
Fulton street, New York City. Goldfish,

Agent,

31
Silverfish,

Fish and Animal Life, and Aquatic Plants in variety.
Also Shells, Pebbles, Ornaments, Corals, &c, to stock
Canaries and other song birds;
the Aquarium.
Pigeons, Parrots, and Paroquets; Rabbits, Squirrels,
Do^s, pet and rare Animals generally; Bird Seeds,
prepared food for Mocking Birds and other soft-billed
Butbirds- Fish food, Bird Gravel, Dog Medicines,
wholesale
ler's c'elehrated Mange and Flea Cure, &c,

and

M »r

retail

^

used by Campers for a table as well as a bed. Before you start
get the Camp Lounge. It carries light, lies easy, is always
^PAC* ^arJ* ready, and saves many times its weight and expense in
i ififfT
*"
blankets.
With cloth Case, 85. By mail, $5.85. Patent
oRl
C°^cof^
Carn P Pillow, $1.25. Folding Camp Cot, $8. Patent comunncriuoHniwe
HOUSt/wiOMfc. bjned Lounge and Valise,
$10 to $20. We can refer to more
IN CAMP, than 2,000 sportsmen and military men now using our Camp
Lounge. Special terms to sporting clubs and military organizations. Orders received at Forest and Stream Office
and Eaton & Co.'s, 102 Nassau street, Trade supplied at 177
Broadway. Address all business correspondence to Camp
.
Lounge .Company, Troy^N-.Y-^or^NorwaiK, Conn.
aug5

battyTarnold,
IN

JULEP AND BRIGHT COLORED STRAWS,
TURE FRAMES, NATURAL DYED
GRASSES, Etc.
Address P. O. Box 40. New Utrecht, N. Y.

PIC-

TruSiUErS RECEIVED BY
98

Chatham

street,

New

York.

SETTER PUPS, THREE
WO IRISH
OLD, FOR SALE.— Out of Gypsey.
T~ MONTHS
imp. Fan, and by the celeHuge's
is out of

and

is

^

sep9-lt

of a

The Fish-way is constructed in the bottom
chute of any desired width, by means of tinm«'
forming triangles, making azig zag course, ore
the force of the water in its descent, enabling »w
ou
kind of fish to ascend it. It may be constructed
a
Its upper en
rise or grade of one foot in ten.
vi»
'-flows
tends into the pool of a dam. The water
itu
a uniform swiftness over a smooth bottom,
not form any "pools or eddies."
,r„i, flWv
XI
Mom.,
This Fish-way can be seen in a dam in the
Eiver near Schenectady, N. Y., and for its succe »j«
working see the Report of the New York Commission
i

j

Boudren's Patent Combination

_

REFLECTING JACK AND FISHING LAMP.

ers of fisheries for 1874
may 6-ly
J AS.

SPEARING FISH,
CATCHING CRABS,
EELS, B4IT, Etc.
INDISPENSABLE ON ANY BOATING OR
CAMPING TRIP.
NOT AFFECTED BY WIND, RAIN OR JOLTING.
THROWS A POWERFUL LIGHT 200 FEET.

YOUR
KEEP
from
and

can hunt in any weather.

Fishing,

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Jack and Dash Lamp*

,r

„ r»Pfl

Muncy,

GUNS CLEAN FRg
d*

rust
lead with one-half the
time and labor, by the use of my chemically P"^*^
any^
Circular Gun Swabs, suitable for cleaning
.
bore, and warranted not to injure the finest a*
anu
Swabs

AS A CARRIAGE LAMP, IT HAS NO EQUAL
FITS ANY SHAPED DASH.
PRICE, JACK AND DASH. $6.
FISHING LAMP, $8.
C. O. D., with privilege of examination.

BREWER,

Sportsmen!

Burns Kerosene Perfectly without a Chimney.
This lamp supplies a want long felt by sportsmen,
as it affords them a reliable LIGHT with which they

GvDsev

brated Irish setter Jocco, owned by Count Shorb. Sire
Pilot.
Full pedigree
of duos, Waddell's Irish setter
given with pups. H. B, VONDERSMITT, Lancas-

ter,^.

fish pole,

FOR MIGHT HUNTING DERR,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers

LOUIS RUHE,
JJ
jep9-3t____

CAMP LOUNCE-THE STANDARD.
Folds to about the size of a

Sportsman's Friend;

1

coarser

recommended

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,

ACCURACY,

Dir.gies,

SPORTING GUNPOWDER.

ana

and FFG are favorite brands
and the "Sea Shooting" PQ
the standard Rifle powder of the country.

ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDEE,

Rifles.

i

For Simplicity of Construction,

Anas

Little Screech

Burns strone

lb. canisters.

FFFG

to owners of fine
breech-loading guns, giving great penetration with
very slight recoil.

Lyncus Borealis.
Obscura.
Alcedo Alcyon.
/.
Bubo Asio.
DidelphU Virginiana.
Fulica Americana.
Tetrao Mutus.
Anas Clypeata.
Fiber Zrtethicus.

and $

sizes especially are

Tetrao Canadensis.

BlackDuck..
Belted Ki ng Fisher

1

The

Orange Sporting Powder.

to

Fuligula Albeola.
Hystrix Hudsonius
North American Porcupine
Ortyx Virginiana.
Virginia Partridge
Larus Zonorhynchus.
Common American Gull
Vulpes Virginianus.
Grey Fox
Erythrocephalia.
Fuligula
Red Head
Tetrao XJmbellus.
Ruffed Grouse

Spruce Grouse
Northern Lynx

51

is

our

Breech Loading,Sporting

Procyon Lotor.
The Racooon
Fluligula Clangula.
The Whistler
Brown or Bald Eagle ..... JIalicetos Leucocephalus.
Vulpis Fulvus.
Red Fox
Anas Sponsa.
Wood Duck
Pratincola.
Stryx
American Bam Owl

47.
48.
49.
50.

in

moist.

for ordinary sportina,

88 Wall Street, New York.

Tetrao Cupido.

Grus Americana.
Ursus Americanus.
Butero Borealis.

packed

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Company's agents in every prominent city, or wholesale at

OF

Glacialis.

.

"Duck Shooting."

s

(fine)

SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDEE,
GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POWDER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.

. .

.

I

Hazard's "Kentucky Rifle."
FFFG, FFG, and "Sea Shooting" FG, in kegs of 25
12£, and 6i lbs. and cans of 5- lbs.
FFFG is also

HA YE LARUE STOCK OF MUZZLE LOADING G UNS & RIFLES VER T CHEAP
IVJTost

In lib. canisters and(Ui

quick and clean, for upland and
Well adapted to short guns.

and 6} and

ALSO,

The

point of
in square canis

to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
12j lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close, and with qreat
penetration. For field, forest and water shooting
it ranks any other brand, and it is equally services
ble for muzzle or breech loader.

Nos.

OF ALL

Cervus Virginianus.
Ardea Minor.
fuligula Glacialis.
Meledgris Gallopavo.
Castor Fiber.
Scolopax \Hlsoni.

The Buff Breasted Sheldrake. Mergus Merganser
Anser Canadensis.
The Canada Goose
The New York Ermine Putorius. .Noveboracensis.
Mergus Serrator.
Sheldrake
Red Brested

to 6 (coarse).

A fine grain,

prairie shooting.

GUNS

. .

7.

1 (fine;

kegs.

Implements,

Packed

.

Hazard's "American Sporting."
Nos.

.

AND

Unsurpassed in

to 5 (coarse).

strength ana cleanliness
ters of 1 lb. only.

BREECH LOADING

mens and

1 (fine)

White Manufacturing Co. J

Jack and Dash Lamp

Put up iu packages containing 100
^
postpaid to any address on the receipt of ^y „#
Please state whether they are wanted for snot s^.
rifle.
Try a package and you will use no otner.
f
dress R. L. GRAVES, Sunderland, Vt*

SALE.-ALIV7NGBAXDEAGIJS
FORAddress
ort£<
M. A. GATES,
Troy, Brad f

,

j; .

Bridgeport, Conn. 3

;

FOREST AND STREAM.
-r -rr"'--

'

SCOVILL'S

izcelfatieonz.

Condition of the Blood,
may not be SCROFULA; but in

this may or
either case is nothing

that

BURNS LIKE A TERRIBLE FIRE

I

it

Blood and Liver

Syrup

positively effect this desideratum, expelling
every trace of disease from the blood and system and
will

.eaving the skin

Hundreds of
bottle

certificates attest its value.

and.

inflicted

upon

himself, heroically;" but he

Cannot see hisChild Suffer.
There is no other malady incident to childhood that
accompanied with more indescribable wretchedness to the little sufferers than that
is

Produced by Worms;
ana when the parent fully comprehends the situation
he will not delay a moment in securing the most
prompt and efficient remedies to insure the expulsion
of the intruders. The remedy may be found in

Dr. Roger's

Worm

Vegetable

Syrup.

mind that

Please bear in

WORM SYRUP is the reliable preparation.
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP is a payable preparation.
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP is liked by children.
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP positively destroys
worms.
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP leaves no bad effects.
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP is highly recommended
by physicians, and is unquestionably the best WORM
ROGERS'

MEDICINE IN THE WORLD.
For

Price 25 cents.

by

sale

all

OP ACTION, MATERIALS, PROPORTION, AND
SHOOTING QUALITIES combined, in all the four

Salve.

ROMANCE OF SPORTING.

Manufacturers,

Sportsmen of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, STRENTH and DURABILITY of their New Patent "SIMPLEX" Breech loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
The parts in tills new action are so few (only two,)
thorough, and the
its mechanical soundness so
streneth.and simplicity of the action so great, that
W. <te P. feel sure it will supercede all the complicated
and manifold grips now in use, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any double, treble or quadruple
grip now used. In this new action LEVER and GRIP
ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OP STEEL and the ANGLE of the BODY is left in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.
Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on ap'plication, and orders may be forwarded through any
of the best houses in the States for execution in the

By

&

Demy,

CLAXTON, RE.USEN & H AFFELFINOEB
PUBLISHERS,
6.24,

Nbw
John

F.

and

thank you for

York, Dec.

NO.

to

make

patterns of from 160 to
as desired.

SHOT AT 40 YARDS,

25

BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS

SOUTH CASTLE STREET,

AND COUNTERFEITS!

LIVERPOOL.
Established 1780.

aug26-tf

ROWN'S
Essence of

Loader, bearing the full name of the firm. W". & C.
SCOTT & SON caution sportsmen against imitations
of their patent and name. Guns bearing the name
abbreviated, or with different initials, are not genuine.

TRIAL OF teCOTT<& GREEN KR'S NEW SYSTEM
OF BORING, BY THE EDITOR OF
"THE FIELD," LONDON.
(See The Field, January 30th, 1875.)
a comparison of the two tables it will be
seen that with Walker's shot, Messrs. Scott
guns
showed a marked superiority over Mr. Greener's,
and
in
the
highest
both in average
score made. Indeed, with the left barrel, in his third shot, Mr. Scott
got a selected group pattern of 239 and a penetration
of 37, equalling the highest pattern made by Mr
Greener, and exceeding the penetration of that particular shot by eight sheets."

"From

London
10 Great

Castle

St.,

Office:

Regent

ham

Circus, near LangHotel.

Chief address:

DOUGALL'S

D.

J.

BY-

.

EXPRESS SHOT GUNS Frederick Brown,
by
SHOWN
Meld

PHILADELPHIA, PA

(Title registered.)

trials at Wimbledon by Editor
of the
to possess the GREATEST PENEthus:
TRATION and therefore LONGEST
Circle, 30 inches; 300 pellets; average, 19i; penetration, 37.
The Editor's trial of Greener guns with 340
pellets of same shot and same charge of powder, gave
180,and penetration 30, although there were 40 more pellets in each charge.
Should any controversy arise as
to the durability of these new systems, we herewith
warn all beforehand that our system is our own invention (though founded on the American idea) and is DURABLE, a fact remarked on by the Field, that the
guns tried had been in use during last season, and references permitted to the owners. Send for Illustrated
Circulars to

RANGE—

59 St. James's Street London.

Aprl-6m

THIS RELIABLE PREPARATION, one

of
Pharmaceutical Products, still maintains its enviable reputation,
and finds a steadily increasing sale without
advertising, and in spite of piracy.
the oldest of American

Its high reputation has tempted the cupidity
of parties, whose only excuse for their unfair

simulations, exists

Henry, Esq.
Your Carbolic Saxve proves an

No. l,Courtlandt

New

CHAS. GREEN,

st.

York.

This

excellent article,

another evidence of the
great value of the discovery of Carbolic Acid. Yours
truly,
Geo. B. Lincolm,
Pres't Board of Health.
I

it.

is

Price 25 cents per box.

REV. B.

B.

LOCKWOOD'S

Catarrh

Cure

I

The Best Remedy Known, and Endorsed by all the
Principal Physicians of the Country.
Rev. R. B Lockwood's Nusal Douehe will be
found valuable in obstinate chronic cases.
Rev. R. B. Lockwood's Liver and Stomach Pills
idyspepsia, receive the endorsement of thousands.
Price 50 cents each.

THE GREAT
C

JOHN

CURRAN &

P. HENRY,
8 and 9 College Place,

CO., Proprietors,
York.

New

Breech Loading Shot Grims.
strongest and most durable snap action made.

Shooting qualities

London Gun

Trial,

1875.

first-class.

is

of the manufacturer, which

LOADERS.

action as new guns. Send for circular and
price list, No. 3 West Main street, Rochester, N. Y.

A PURE

jum up and has the
owing Machine Com-

that does not
endorsement of the principal
panies.

will be shipped to him on the 1st July, and can be examined about the 15th. All special orders given to
Mr. Squires will be carefully filled. A full report of
the GREAT TRIAL, showing the marked superiority
of my guns over guns made by Dongal, Pape, Westley
Richards, Tolley, Scott, and others will shortly be
published, and can be had on application at No. 1

Cortland St.

W. W. GREENER,
Champion G^im Maker,
Mary's Works, Birmingham, England.
C. SQUIRES, of No. 1 Cortlandt street,

HENRY

The attention of Druggists and the Trade generally,
to the Price List of

&

W.
TOLLEY'S
FINE ENGLISH

BREECH LOADING GUNS,
Made

make

a

to

Order

but to make a
good pill, ah! that's the difficulty. There are cheap
harsh, drastic pills, that are of even less benefit than
a dose of salts. But a good medicine, like Dr. Mott's
Liver Pills, which penetrates to the seat of disease, is
a desideratum indeed. Will positively cure all diseases of the Liver. Sold everywhere. Price 25 cents
per box.
pill,

FROM_STOCK.
^atrtJE

T*Vi

^Cf??^

'tf^QtS&ffctiP^

These Guns, celebrated for
genuine high class workmanship
and No. 1 SHOOTING POW-

are built in six qualities
(or brands.) They are now imported direct to our
OFFICE, and sold by the Manufacturers to
at
the following prices.

NEW YORK

SPORTSMEN

Tolley,
Standard, National,
Challenge,

Bitters.

At

certain periods of life a tonic is a necessity; but
there is danger in using stimulants that injure the organs of digestion while giving temporary relief. To
obviate this and present to the puolic a tonic free
from Alcoholic Poison, Dr. Green prepared the Oxygenated Bitters, a sure cure for dyspepsia and all kin-

dred complaints.

Sold everywhere.

bottle.

Packer's

All-Healing

It cures all

Price $1 *
per

Tar

Soap.

kinds of Skin Diseases with a most wonderful certainty; it promotes cleanliness,
personal
general h a tll ltu& Preventive of many
S l i
lffif^2«

fcwnunery* Prite

% cent*.

N. E. Corner Fifth and Chestnut Streets,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Muzzle Loading Guns tc Breech-Loading
A SPECIALTY.
WRITE POR PARTICULARS.

Baltimore.

Kay Shot Concentrating Cartridge.

The Up-Town

Send to your gun dealer

for sample.

Sportsman's

Chas. L, Ritzmann

No creasers, turners, or topwads required. Loads
in half the time usually required. Pifty percent,
better distribution and greater penetration secured

Factory,

943 BROADWAY
114 Centre Street.

Depot.

&

Co.*

(above 22d St.>

Ju3-ly

WALLACE'S

Paragon,

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.

...

$65 Gold.
90 "
115 «
140 "
180 <•
325 "

TRAP SHOTS

and others requiring Guns specially built, on

our new system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING
with increased PENETRATION, can have their wishes
carried out WITH DESPATCH

Without Extra Cost.
illustrated

Send for

sheets to our

descriptive particulars and price
y

BRANCH

OFFICE, 29 Maiden Lane,
NEW YORK CITY.
MANTJFACTOBY, PIONEER WORKS

3?1

Birmingham, England,.

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

THE ONLY COMPLETE AND RELIABLE GUIDE
to the delightful

Hunting and Fishing Grounds of the

GREAT NEW YORK
NEWLY

WILDERNESS.

REVIS ED EDITION.

WAVERLY PUB.

CO.,

Syracuse, N. Y.

Ju3-3mo

Guns, Rifles, Pistols.Fishing Tackle
Remington Rifles and Shot Guns, Holabird Shooting Suits, Cartridge Vest, Belts and Pouches. Implements for both muzzle and breech leading guns.
Sportsmen's Goods and Ammunition of All Hinds.
take muzzle loaders in exchange for breech

We

and have always some line second-hand guns
on hand cheap.
Goods sent C. O. D. to all parts of the United

loaders,

States.

of

ERS,

Pioneer,-

Oxygenated

Green's

IMPORTING, MANUFACTURING
& DISPENSING CHEMIST,

ALTERING

Handsome 12mo., flexible covers, red and gold,
maps, &c. Beautifully illustrated. Nearly 300 pp
Price $2 00. May be obtained of any bookseller, or
will be mailed post paid on receipt of price, by

OR

MUTT'S LIVER PILLS
easy enough to

SNEIDER
srfc.,

be mailed on application.

will

(Established 1822)

PATENT BREECH-LOADING SHOT GUN.

914 W. Pratt

called

Frederick Brown,

Sneider.

Sc

is

ENGLISH & FRENCH
MEDICINES & PHARMACEUTICAL
PREPARATIONS,

MANUFACTURERS OP THE

plication.

Price 25 Cents per Bottle.

It is

Clark

has just received an invoice of these close-shootin^
guns, and from him any information in reference to
the results of the t Great Trial can be obtained on ap-

J.

MACHINE OIL

OIL

PATTERN, PENETRATION,
and REGULARITY OF SHOOTING.
Mr. HENRY C. SQUIRES, of No. 1 Cortlandt St.,
New York, is now importing my DOUBLE CLOSESHOOTING GUNS to order, an invoice of which
viz.,

incorporated with

the steel plate label.

Which

sential points,

is

MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
Same

begs to inform his numerous
clients in the United States that he has been very successful in the above trial, having secured the first
prize, a silver cup, value 40 guineas— elass 2 for 12
bores; also winner in class 1 for 8 and 10 bores, and
class 4 for 20 bores.
He has won in all the classes for
improved boring, which is upon a different plan to any
other maker, and is far superior in the three most es-

Stamp

protected by the private Proprietary

Descriptive Guide to Adirondack's,

HENRY'S
SEWING

popularity of

BROWN'S essence of JAMAICA GINGER

Manufacturer of

The

St.

the great

names,

Apr 8-6m

:

in

the original, and accidental similarity of their

call

22, 1869.

street,

Philadelphia.
aug26-3t

&

H.C. Squires,

in their practice.

it

Market

626, 628

State where you saw this.

bear full name and address,
and plain guns full name and "London" only.
Each gun is numbered and the actions are stamped
with name and trade mark.
SON, Pole makers of the
W. <fc C. SCOTT
Patent Top Lever, solid, Double Locking Bolt Breech

W: W. GREENER

and prescribe

8to, cloth, extra, $2.00.

of price.

Physicians gire it the highest meed of praise,
it

W. WEBBER.

Copies sent by mail to any address on receipt

d^fF"'

QUALITY."
Medium and fine guns

attention to the gratifying fact that

and use

C.

Author of "Shot in the Eye," "Old Hicks, the Guide,"
"Gold Mines of the Gila," etc.

Spring.

230 with No. 6

SON call attention to thenC. SCOTT
W.
very FINEST weapon, combining all their recent improvements, marked on the rib between their name
and London address the brand— "THti PREMIER

celerity

with pride that the proprietors

Rifle

Guns guaranteed

THE PREMIER GUN.

WHOLESALE.

with which this
combination of Carbolic Acid with other
soothing and Curative Emollients acts,
is something akin to the marvelous.
It is

Trials.

Lancaster Street, Birmingham.

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGI818.
The wonderful

kJ\J l\hJ*

Manufactory Premier Gun Works,

druggists.

HENRY'S
Carbolic

Farm" Grim.

&

Dr. Rogers's
VEGETABLE WORM SYRUP

\M

JL

(See issue October 3d, 1873.)
In which competition the committees have awarded
our guns, First and Second for POINTS OP MERIT

Price $1 a

FOR S^LE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

A brave man may suffer pain, when

k!\J\J 1

,

AND BEAUTIFUL.

SOFT, FAIR

W) U»

"Winners of the "Turf Field

ONCE TO CLEANSE THE BLOOD; and

Scovill's

Gun and

THE

OR,

Call the attention of the

more than an insidious poison,

courses through the viens, sowing seeds of death
with every pulsation.
In this condition of things something is needed at
as

WILLIAMS & POWELL,

Breech Loaders,
mm

All cutaneous eruptions on the face or body Indicate

and

JUST PUBLISHED:

e$ti$cqttmeou8

WILD SCENES AND WILD HUNTERS;

Blood^LiverSyrup
An Impure

77

in—-

Northern & British Colonies
IN SOUTHSIDE VIRGINIA.
Cheap Lands, Fine Climate, splendid
Sport, Good Society, Schools

and Churches Everywhere.

PROTECTION FROM LAND SHARKS.
!^~ Address

Ivory arid Pearl Stocks put on Pistols.
all kinds artistically executed.

Repairing

Cartridges for Breech Loading Shot Guns, ready
loaded, put up in boxes of fifty, or loaded to order,

aug5-6m

PIGEON SHOOTING.
mHE
TRAP
*-

SHOOTER'S REFEREE

-

CONTAINS THE

ciety, Parmville,

Secretary Southside Immigration SoPrince Edward Co., Va.
my20 3m

Rulesfor Pigeon Shooting

"Seth Green Fish Ponds"

States and Canada, including the Rules of the Hurlingham and London (English) Gun Clubs. Price 50
cents. For sale by Gunsmiths everywhere, and at
the office of Fore«t and Stream, or mailed on receipt

of

Caledonia, Livingston Co.,

N Y

all

of the prominent

Gun Clubs

of the United

of price by CHAS. SUYDAM, Publisher, 149 Chambers street, New York City.
Proprietor.
Sept 2tf
Eggs, Fry, Yearlings, dec. of Brook Trout, Salmon Trout, Salmon, White Fish, &c
Also Bass, Gold Pish, Silver Pish, and stock for
40
50
Aquaria, Wire Cloth, Hatching Trays, Patent Spawnag Kaqeg, and. everything pertaining $o flsa culture. * MAST, $*r$ et thin ©fflce,
r
|Nf I4|

A.

S.

COLLINS,

^AciTWANTEDT
TO FEET KEEL,

SLOOP, FROM

:

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
STEAMERS TO

78
fatqk mid ^e§orfn for §port$mett.

New

Eastern Maine,

TUBES' HOTEL,

To the Trout and Grayling- Fisheries

OAKLAND, California.
JOHN M. LAWLOR & CO., Proprietors.
the great
ntes from' San Francisco; 200 rooms, with hot and
cold water in every room; delightful drives and splenjuly22-6m
did scenery; a favorite home for tourists.

ACRES LAND

on Nashawena Island, near Pasque, Cuttyhunk,
Peuikese, and Martha's Vineyard. Admirably suited
for a fishing club or Summer resort. Price $50 cash
per acre, if applied for soon. For further particulars
address W. A. STAGG-, 68 Broadway, IN. Y.
fcang.12 4t

BAY

-

SHOOTING- OF ALL YARIEShinnecock Bay, the best shooting
the vicinity of New York. Wm. N. Lane

ties.

ground

in

respectfully informs his friends that, having largely
added to the Springville House, he is prepared to entertain and take care of his guests in ample manner.
Moderate prices and satisfactory attention guaranteed. The young bay birds are now coining in and
good "bags are the order of the day. Address
Lane. Good Ground Station, L. I.
Live wild geese stools for Spring and Fall shooting.
aug5-3rno
_

Wm.

N

culars containing terms, etc., apply to the ofhee of
B. FOREMAN,
Forest and Stream, or
Box 2645, P. O Toronto, or to'

JOHN

Manager,

(Jouchiching, Ontario.

my 20

INTERNATIONAL HOTEL
NIAGARA FALLS.
GALE & DULLER,

Proprietors.
Extra inducements to

Near the Rapids and Falls.
families or single persons for the season.
at reaso nable rates.

Southern Hotel,

St. Louis,

-Carriages
jy7-3ra

Mo.

FIFTH
THRONTING ON FOURTH, and
$4.f0
and Walnut

Jj

streets, $3, $3.30, $4,
per clay, according to floor and location of room.
During the past year this hotel has been thoroughly
overhauled, repaired, re-frescoed, re-carpeted and re-

furnished from top to bottom, and is first class in all
respects. The Southern is located near the centre of
business, the theatres, and all places of amusement.
The tables are supplied with the best the market afihe hotel building the neatest
fords, and these is
restaurant in the city for ladies and gentlemen.
Sep2-16t

m

ROYAL NIAGARA HOTEL,
QUEEN'S
^
NIAGARA.

Delightfully located ot the mouth
fourteen miles from the Falls. Accessible by boat
and railway. Fine facilities for fishing, boating and
& VYA1NETT.
bathing.
of Niagara River,

McGaW

jy?-3m

_

Rossin House, Toronto, Canada.
SHEARS & SON, Proprietors.
This house is a favorite resort for gentlemen sportsmen from all parts of the United States and Canada.

,

BROOK TROUT
AMERICAN

BLACK
MASCALONGE
.

LUXURIOUS SLEEPING AND CHAIR CARS
run through from Cincinnati to Traverse City; also
PULLMAN PALACE SLEEPERS from Detroit over
Michigan Central and Grand Rapids and Indiana road,
via Grand Rapids, to Petoskey, with SPLENDID

STEAMER

CROSS-

30th.

THE ROUTE OF THE ERIEandRAILWAY

Twin Lakes Trout Farm.

extent of its
peculiarly rich in the variety
scenery, and while the tourist has alternating glimpses
of the beauty of rivers, gaps and mountains, the
sportsman has within easy reach many localities that
afford him every facility for the enjoyment of the
enumerate a few
sports of the field and stream.
of the pleasure resorts which crowd the line of the
road.
Rutherfurd Park.— 9£ miles from New York. Fine
hotels and boating pastimes on the Passaic.
Clifton.— 13£ miles from the city, overlooking the

We

picturesque Lake Dundee.

Lake Mohonk.— A beautiful body of water 1,200 feet
above the Hudson— splendid hotel accommodations.
Orange Lake. — Six miles West of Newburgh, and
noted for its fishing attractions.
Milford, Pa. About eight miles from Port Jervis.
Is noted for its trout fishing, woodcock shooting and
superior hotels.
Avon Springs.— Celebrated for 20 years as a resort for
invalids, the waters possessing many valuable healing qualities.
Watkins Glen. -This beautiful gorge is distant 294
miles from New York, via Erie Road to Ehnira. Its
wild and picturesque attractions are second only in
reputation to those of Niagara.
Chautauqua Lake.— 18. miles long, 3 miles wide; said
to be the 'highest navigable water on the Americau
continent, being 730 feet above Lake Erie and 1,290
feet higher than the Atlantic oceau.
Niagara Falls.—This great cataract is reached by the
direct line of the Erie Railway.
There are along the line of the Toad no less than

—

Ten Large Lakes, Abounding with

The following schedule will afford a partial guide to
the numerous fishing localities reached by this road:

sons in

oil
if

and water color painting, drawing and

desired.

Address J.

IVES PEASE,

or E.

P. O. box 60 Canaan, Conn.
N. B.— Cottage building sites overlooking the lakes
Apr8-tf
for sale cheap; also one for a hotel.

SHERMAN PEASE,

HOTEL, BATH, L. I.— ONE
BATH
HOUR FROM THE CITY.— The

42 miles
"
52
"
Middletown, 67
"
76
Otisville,
"
Port Jervis, 88
"
Monticello, 112
"
Milford,
96

'*

from

Oxford,

"

"
"
"

New
"

York.
"

"
"
"

*»

"
"
"

Black Bass and Pickerel.

or near Sloatsburg, 36 miles from New York.
including Lakes Truxedo, Potague and Cedar Pond.
At or near Monroe, 50 miles from New York.
including Round, Long, Mombasha and Cromwell's

At

Ponds
At or near Florida, 64 miles fron New York.
The famed Mirror Lake, is distant 1 mile.
76 miles from New York.
At or near Otisville,
"
*'
"
"
Guymard,
SO
"
"
"

"
"
"

Port Jervis, 88
Monticello, 112
Cen. Valley, 48

"
"

u
"

"
'
"
"

"
"

"
" SenecaLake, 29 1
"
Tickets for sale at the General Offices of the Erie
Railway Company, 124 Washington street Boston; 241,
401, 529, or 957 Broadway, New York; and 732 Chestnut street, Philadelphia. Express trains leave New
York from depot foot of Chambers street at 9 A.M.,
10:45

A.M., and

P.M.

7.

JNO

N.

ABBOTT,

General Passenfier Agent.

my20

subscriber

having leased the above hotel for a term of years, is
determined by sparing no pains to make this resort
second to none in the vicinity of New York and
Brooklyn. First class table and low prices. Now
readv for the reception of guests.
C. A. BUNTING.
jefVtOctl

DEPOT HOTEL, Canaan, Conn.
TTNIONOORBIN,
Proprietor. New, clean rooms

\j

G. H.

and beds, first-class table, &c.
an d pleasant drives near by.

Fishing, shooting,

Apr8 6m

LAKES, FOUR
B^TlAElTnEAR TWIN
via Harlem Railroad.

A
hours from New York
desirable location for sportsmen, artists, and all those
P.
Address
F.
COOPER,
home.
pleasant
wanting a
Locust" Hill Farm, Ashley Fails, Berkshire county,
Mar

Mass

24

:

HOUSE, BARNEGAT INLET.

five

where ail the sheepsutes to the Sheepshead Ground,
head are taken. Bluefish, Sea Bass, Blacltush, Barb, and
from the house.
yards
hundred
one
Weaktish, only
Address for circular or engaging yacjrts,
jyl tf

Waretown P.O., Ocean county, N.

J^lslalog- audi
Carman House, Forked

J.

FACILITY FOR
EVERY
and gunning; house newly

Jersey.

FISHING

furnished; excel-

lent table, line boats

and competent Daymen.

Blue-

weakfieh, kingtish, striped bass, geese, brant,
wild fowl and bay snipe of all kinds in their season.
Woodcock, quail, partridge and English snipe on the
grounds of the Hotel. Reached via N. J. S. R. R.
^aPierS, N. R. E..IL FRAME, Proprietor.
fish,

'

£ep3-2m

DAILY

LIWE.

Northern Railway from Toronto
AND

WEDNESDAY,

WAY

BRANCH.

August

2*5

1875

DAILY,

Sunday' exPerth AmhoV
Matawau, Middletown and Red Bauk'
York, foot of Liberty street. North

cepted, passing through

South Amboy,
Leave New

Woodo ridge,

\ v
M "
M

River, for Long Branch, at 7:30, 9:15, 11:45
For South Amhoy at 6:00 P
3:45, 5:00 P. M.

RETURNING.

Company's Steamers
E^ew York

Leave Long Branch

of Portland.

and City

October 3d, leave Boston at 8 A. M., and
Portland at 6 P.M. every Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, for Eastport, Maine, and St. John, N.B.,
•forwarding passengers by connecting lines to Calais,
B.,
Me., St. Andrews, Fredericton, and Shediac,
Amherst, Truro, Pictou. Digby, Annapolis, Kentand
Snmrnerside
N.
S.,
Halifax,
ville, Windsor, and
Charlottetown, P. E. I., and Hawksbury, C. B.
This is
will, until

N

A Most

P.M.

5:35

Leave South

Amboy

for

New York

a-os,

A

at 6:55

.

M

Stages to and from KEY PORT connect at Maiawan
Station with all trains, and to and from OCEAN

GROVE

ASBURY PARK,

and

with

tion,

at

Long Branch

Sta-

all trains.

H. P.

BALDWIN,

R. E. Rick^r, Sup't and

Gen. Pass. Agent,

Eng'r..

jul I53

m

m

Desirable Route for Sportsmen,

presenting a convenient and pleasant mode of access
to the famous hunting and fishing grounds of the
Eastern regions, at very moderate rates of fare. For
circular, with map and description of the route, apply
W. W. KILBY, Agent,
to
Commercial Wharf. Boston.
Julvl5toOctl

at ?:00, 8:15, 11:35 A.

374 Washington

-

St.,

Boston.

for the

Ifceacltlie [Following-

Best Fishing and Hunting

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN

RESORTS/

On Conway

Division, Eastern
Trains leave Boston 8:00
M.

A

Fish

.

_

Umhagog

Largest

)

e *
lakes, via Gr. Tr'k to Bethcl,Me.
I
waters ol Penobscot.

Upper

Fishing^ Rods,

R. R., Brook Trout.
and 2:15 P. M.
JXL.

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.

Trout.

)

Hooks-,

AND

Brook

'

ang26-ly

'_
:

Sportsmen!

New

Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, and Nova
Scotia, Salmon, Sea Trout, and Brook Trout.
Train* leave Boston 8:30 A. M. and 8:00 P. M.
Rangley lakes, via Farmington, Me., Large Brook

Your attention is called to
OIL TANNED MOC-

GOODS

Trout.

CASINS,

Moosehcad Lake, via Dexter, Me., Lake and Brook
Trains leave Boston 8:30 A. M.
Pullman cars on night trains.
Good hunting, large and small game in
localities in their season.
For maps, fare, tables, &c. address
Washington street, Boston, Mass.

injured by wetting and
all

the above

or call at 134

Chas. F. Hatch,

F. Field,
Gen'l Pass. Agent.

thing ever

drying— always

soft and
the feet, and
being made of the very best of
VERY
stock in three different styles, and warranted the^n-.
uine article, different from anything before offered
Illustrated Circular and Price List free.

easy to

DURABLE—

FRANK

Eastern and Maine Gentral R.R.Line.
Geo

the best

worn by sportsmen. No

Trout.

120 9

Elm

r

JTlioimL£&,S5i

Gen'l Manager

st.

GOOD,

Manchester. N. H.

"Sparks,

jel~-:-tm

CMcago, Milwaukee and
•St. Paul Railway.
Traverses a finer country, affords views of grander
scenery, and passes through more business centres
and pleasure re^orrs than any other Northwestern
Its forests, praiiies, lakes and streams, aboundline.
ing with game, present uneqnaled attractions to the
It is the only railvotaries of Nimrod and Walion.
way route along the valley of the Upper Mississippi.
It is also the shortest as well as best route between
the great metropolitan centres of the NorthwestChicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Minneapolis.
Track and equipment unequaled, and its trains of
palace- coaches and sleeping cars run through without
change.

New York

Offtee,

Canal

«fc

V\.

63 Clark

Office,

W.

Apr29-fim

Slides for

ANTHONY &

$100.
CO., 591

Broadway, N. Y., opposite Metropolitan Ho.
tel, Chromos and Frames, Stereoscopes and Views,
Graph oscopes, Megalethoscopes, Albums and Photographs of celebrities. Photo-Lantern Slides a special
Manufacturers of Photog repine materials.
ty.
Awarded First Premium at Vienna Expos tion.

2 Walnut St. Philadelphia,

1

1

THE' AMERICAN

Madison.

St.

1808.]

[Established

319 Broadway.

cor.
n"<I

Magic Lantern and lOO
H.

E&

MAi^TJFA-OTTTIfcEIfc,

raERIDEft,

CONN,

Special attention is given to first-class work. Extra
PORTRAITS cut to order, by
sketches and
sending photographs. JACOB GLAHN, Manager,
Bros. Engraving and OmaParker
of
Supt.
Formerly

DOG

Feb

mpntal Department.

U. T. Safety Steam Power
Office

au5-ly

:

30

11

Coj

COURTLANBT ST.

BUILDERS OF

— Parties

wanting inFlorida.[.formation about Georandfthnnlil
Georgia
,u
u
FTlnrifli,
en
a
nr
snh.ypvi
FIorida should subscribe for the Morning
gia oI
News, published at Savannah, Ga. Daily. $10; WeekAdvertisers desiring customers in
ly, $2 per annum.
these States should use its columns. It is the best paper in, the Sovtlieast. Specimen copies sent on receipt
of 5 cents. Address J. II. ESTILL, Savannah, Ga.
.

•^.^

ffc

augl2-4r,

The Sportsmen's Depot.

JOHN KRIBER,
Corner Second and Walnut

Sts.,

Philadelphia.

IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN
GUms, Rifles, Pistols, aiul Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech

Loaders.

REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Has constantly on hand a full assortment of Rods,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair Trout Lines, &c.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of CaneReeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds Eggs and Birds' -Skins in great varieties.—

Steam Launches
And

& Yachts^

their Machinery a Specialty, also Machinery for

TUCS, LIGHTERS AMD STEAMERS/
#

Propeller

Wheels of Superior

Efficiency

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAE.

pw All our boats are

guaranteed to pass

tion nnrlpr the Ste.amboa.t1aw

inspec-

when required.

1

Steamers Nipissing and Wcnonah

Taxidermy

in all its branches.

SPRATT'S PATENT

DOG

BISCUITS.

4-ly

TO THE

SPORTING REGIONS OF MUSKOKA.
Head of Lake Rosseau and Return only $0.

Tickets from Toronto to the

TAXIDERMIST.

COLLECTOR & DEALER in NATUKAL OBJECTS,
Mammals,

Splendid
V

HOTELS GOOD AND CHEAP.
TROUT, BASS and MAeiKINONGE
.

also animal's
heads, game and
bright plum aged

FISHING.

DUCK AND DEER SHOOTING, Etc.
Apply at NORTHERN RAILWAY OFFICES, Toronto, and of A. P.
aug!2-toctl

COCKBURN,

HAVEN,
FOR NEW White

.

birds artistically

Gravenhurst.

grouped

i

shades and cases
for
ornamental

HARTFORD,

ourposes.
Collectors supplies;

Mountains, Montreal and

intermediate points. The new and elegant steamer
C H. Northam leaves Pier No. 25, East River, daily
(Sundays excepted) at 3, and Twentv-third street,
East River, at 3:15 P. M. A passenger train will be
in waiting on the wharf at New Haven and leave for
Springfield and way stalions on arrival of the boat.
NIGHT LINE. —Steamer Elm City leaves New
York at 11 P. M., arriving in New Haven in time for
the early morning trains. Tickets sold and baggage
checked at 944 Broadway, New York, and 4 Court
Apply at General Office on the
street. Brooklyn
tf ,
pier, or to RICHARD PECK, General Agent.

bird-

skins, and eggs
for scientific use;

Also,

Springfield,

O ownNewlug".

River,

LAKES OI^MUSKOKA.

6m

ASHLEY
B^JTE FISH — KINSEY'S Only
min-

i

Chicago Depot,
City Offlcea, 01

Tx*oxit I^isliiiig-

FOR GENTLEMEN AND LABOARDSportsmen,
Splendid

etching,

Fish,

and affording most delightful sport for black bass and
pickerel. Their names are— Lakes Greenwood, Oranee,
Mohonk, White, Otsego, Cayuga, Seneca, Keuka, Silver and Chautauqua.

•'«

Artists, Anglers, &c.
dies,
Bcenery and drives. Fine boating, trout, pickerel,
and bass fishing and woodcock shooting. Also les-

Commencing

is

"
"
"
"
"
"

ALL RAIL LINE BETWEEN

NEW TORK AND LONG

H. PAGE,

THE ERIE RAILWAY.

or near Southflelds,

Central Rail toad of W.MersevJ *
FIVE TRAINS EACH

Ticket Agent,

Tourists' and Sportsmen's Route.

THIS
ly

5m

at latter

Grand Rapids, Mich.

House, recently rebuilt and elegantfurnished, is now open for visitors. It. is loca-

Rome, Watertowu ana Ogdensburg Railroad.

J.

GenT Passenger and
jyl

"

ted in one of the most delightful places in the Thousand Island region, commanding an extensive view of
the St.Lawrence and the Islands and offers every facility for the comfort and enjoyment of guests. Outfits
for boating, Hunting and Fishing Parties. Steamers
for the bay connect at Clayton with the Utica and
Black River Railroad, and at Cape Vincent with the

DAILY CONNECTION

1

"

C.

making

point for the Island of Mackinaw.
For Tourists Guide, containing complete and accurate maps, with full information as to Fishing Grounds,
transportation facilities, and in short all that could be
desired by Sportsmen or Tourists, send to Forest and
Stream office, or x to the undersigned. Low Round
Trip EXCURSION TICKETS good until SEPTEM-

At

Crossmon House,
ALEXANDRIA BAY, Jeff. Co N. Y.
MON & SON, Proprietors.

THE

SPORTSMEN

and TOURISTS
attention of
is invited to the many attractions offered by this line,
to Traverse
Ind.,
Richmond,
now completed from
City, on Grand Traverse Bay, and to Petoskey, on
Little Traverse Bay.
The waters of the Grand Traverse region and the North Woods of Michigan are
unsurpassed, if equalled, in the abundance and great
abound
variety of the finny tribe.
GRAYin the streams, and the famous
LING, now attracting the attention of Sportsmen
everywhere, is found only in these waters
are
BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL, and
also found in great numbers in the many lakes and
lakelets of this' territory.

The

BER

Lake CoucMcliing' Hotel, Canada.
This charming and Dicturesque first-class Summer
Resort will be opened for the season on 7th of June,
and will remain open until October. The sporting in
the immediate neighborhood is exceptionally excellent, the Hotel being within ready access to the Muskoka Lakes. Sparrow Lake, and Trading Lake, where
Salmon Trout, Black Bass, Speckled Trout, etc.,
abound in original plenty. Yachting, Boating, Bathing, Bowling Alleys, Biiliard Rooms, etc., provide for
the amusement of guests. Mail and telegraph offices
in the house. Rates exceedingly moderate. For cir-

THOMAS SCULLY.

GRAND RAPIDS AKD INDIANA RAILROAD, MACKINAW GRAND RAPIDS
AND CINCINNATI SHORT LINE.

,

Brunswick,

Prince Edward Island, &e.

VIA

Elizabeth Islands near N. Bedford, Mass.
450

Scotia,

Northern Michigan,

AT THE TERMINUS OF
SITUATEDTrans-continental
Railroad; 40 rain-

FOR SALE CHEAP,

of

Nora

"VTEW YORK AND LONG BRANCH
^vn
RAILROAD.

JlN

1

also'

and

instruments
eyes.

men s

Specibought,

exchanGenuine
ge d
smokeIndian
tanned buckskin*
b u ft a 1 o, and
sold, and
.

cfifeins,

moose skin mocand for the house. Buckskin
beaded, or plain, made to order.

for hunters

suits, fringed,

Address;

,

NEW UTRECHT,

N.

%

JulO

BE NO GREATER

P*>RCAST
omy
without serious defects They are the
portable boats that are equal to the very ^St
_____jy^LX-ones for local use.

INHERE

X

tabiiity

™

Boats! Boats! S3ErnSS?|2*S
style, size, or weight, adapted to use on gj'jigj
-ooa
or great rivers, as well as in the woods,
hunting, weighing S5 to 60 pounds. Boats
sans tu »
75 to 150 pounds. Pleasure boats, with
u
Boats on hand, or made to order. Jiest
ings.
gd

any

fot^f^

only used, and every boat made by_,ex P?" lt 'to
Prices to suit the times. Bo^pVjjS,
any part of the countrv. Address J. H. KU ry15 ,f
__2!_!i
A sent. Ogd enshurg. N. Y.
rial

workmen.

CANADIAN BASS WOOD CANOES.
WM. ENGLISH,

Pbterbobouou, Canada.

ALL 1^
rpHEBE CANOES POSSESScanoes
but
JL qualities of the Indian birch
po™J
much stronger and faster. Weight about 6°
Price at Peterborough, $25 gold.

men

require,

Just what bP^augi*-**

.

.

'

FOREST AND STREAM.
$2

\$o\i%mmz %oo&n*

getmel.

79
izcelfaneoug,

\i$cellm$ou8.

Tennessee State

BISSETT & MALLESON,

clerk &> co.

A:rer>:raiL.w

48 Maiden

Sportsmen's Association.

102 Nassau St., N. Y.

65 Fulton

JLane, N. Y.

Six

sninsf
On hand the largest and best assortment ever exhibited in the United States. They particularly call
attention to tneir

for

ING.

and tfth.— TRAP

25th, 26th,

$3,50;) cash.

Prizes,

OCTOBER

and 27th.—BENCH

26th

FIELD DOGS. Premiums,

OCTOBER- 28th, 29th, and 30th.— FIELD TRIAL.
Premiums, $1,300 cash, and $450 in cups, donated by
Forest and Stream, Bod and Gun, and Turf, Field

Waterproof and Mildew proof, complete
"
"
Wading Jackets

Programmes, with

full details will

applicants.

W.

A.

bo furnished to

WHEATLEY,

Secretary,

Memphis, Tenn.

sep9-td

GRAND

6.00

Foi preventing ^he
ants,

and

attacks of mosquitoes, black
preservative against malaria.

DUNCICLEE'S CAMP STOYES. Price$15.

a Specialty.
Lawrence Fishing Co. Sole ImCelebrated. Drilled
Warrin's
porters of
4-29
Eved Needles

We offer to

AND

Held in connection with the
arid

and 10th, 1875.
particulars, address

8th, 9th

For premium

GEORGE W. RIDDLE,

list

J.

finest strain of -young Pointers and Setters for
Dogs boarded and cared for in the best manner

at $5 per
for S50.

AN

ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.

month.

Pedigrees guaranteed. ; dogs broken

Mar

11

For Sale.
EXCEEDINGLY HANDSOME
.

hand and for

D.,

HAS CONSTANT-

medicines adapted to
the cure of all diseases. Dealer
sportmg dogs of
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable compensation.
No. Ill South Fifth ave.. N. Y.
Oct 22
sale,

m

Price $5.

When folded is about the size of an ordinary shawl
light, durable, compact, and comfortstrapped.
able couch. Sent by express C. '_». D., $5, including
side and supporting sticks at the head. Just the thing
for the camp or lawn

A

CAMP TENTS,
for four persons, 7. 6. squaro, weighs 15 lbs.; Can
^e packed in knapsack. Price $10. Ten feet square
f >r six persons, $15.

American Dog Biscuits,
1

of nutritive bone and muscle making material,
and is the only portable food for dogs made in this
country. Put up in packages of 10, 25, and 100 pounds,
and warranted not to spoil in any climate. Price,

Made

pound.

10c, per

and

running rapids,
ever invented. $6

fishing,

ing camp, etc.; the best

litdit

Wading Boots, Fishing Stockings, RubGame

Ventilating Pockets.
and Samples free.
The most complete list ever published. Send for
Illustrated Price List

GEO.

C.

HENMNG,

410 Seventh Street,
WASHINGTON, D.

AprS9 1y

it.

styles.

$3,

A. B. Shipley & Son,

C.

HOLABBRDS

503 and 505 Commerce

3"

©

COLYIN'S

&

hooks and Needles.

All sizes

SILVER MEDAL

CANVAS BOAT.

B.

J.

FRANKLIN

Crook &

Co.,

Manufacturers and Importers op

Prices within

TACKLE!

$25 00
32.00
40\00

so Fniton st., -nv. y.
manufacturers

N. B.--Sole

Flooert Rifles.

in this country of the

ce tbrated

Green Heart Rods.

LITTLE NOISE. PERFECTLY SAFE.

for Trout, Pass and Salmon.

Sighted and ready for use. $10, $12, $18. Just
the arm for first lessons by Youny America in acquir
ing the requisite skill for a position in ihe Rifle Team,
and mre death to cats in the back yard.
tep!l

•i-H

awarded by the

INSTITUTE, 1874, "for SUPERIOR DUALITY and
FINISH of RODS and TACKLE."
Aprl-6m

$5 50 and $6.

No.
No.

W5

Lines.

Full line of Tackle for Brook, River and Sea FishAgents for John James
Sons 1 celebrated Fish

ing.

The most complete portable boat constructed. The
largest size weighs but. 12 pounds.
Can be packed in
snace of less than half cubic foot.
reach of all.
1, 8 feet, weight 8 pounds
2, 10 feet, weight 10 pounds
N<>. 3. 12 feet, weight \l poun ds
sep9

Fisliiiig"

AND TROUT FLY RODS.

GREENHEART WOOD a specialty.
FINE BOD MOUNTINGS.

The celebrated

*<lhe Ampersand."

IP

street, Philadelphia.

Manufacturers of

Oliallt axid

FINE BASS

light25.

Moccasins, Oil Tanned,
woods; three different

Fishing Tackle.

ber Clothing", Ac.

on hand and made to order.
for the

DUANE ST.. (near
New York.

103

Broadway)

DRAB DLCR, CORDUROY,
FUSTIAN, REPELL4NT,
BLUE BEAVER and FRIEZE.

Hart's Metallic Shells.
best shell ever offered to sportsmen.

kinds.

all

Manufactured and Imported by

lOl &

HEGEMAN'S PORTABLE CANVAS BOATS.
BOND'S METALLIC BOATS.

The

tiportsmens' goods of

ALEXANDER & WALLER,

OF

SHOOTING & FISHING GARMENTS.

Jack Lamp,
for night shooting

And

TRAVELING,

m

IM-

ported black and white setter dog, sired by a
dog bred by the Duke of Richmond; dam bred by
Basil Wood, Esq., of Yorkshire.
For further particulars, and to see the dog, apply at
sep9 It
7G Gold street; New York Guy

GARDNER, M.
HENRY
LY on

best quality of water-proof duck, light tan color,
especially adapted for concealment in blinds or sedge
grass, or for approaching game in the woods. Light,
English st}le; extra
durable and very cheap.
back for cartridges. Entire suit, $15.
pocket

CAMP LOUNGES.

BREECH ANB MUZZLE LOADING GUNS,

AND

THOMSON'S FISHING AND HUNTING SUITS,

breeding
The

Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and other fishing.

FISHING,

s

Rods and Reels

Fly

OF THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.

HUNTING,

and further

Treasurer,

Bamboo

Split

Manchester, N. H.

augl2 4t

sale.

Bods, Reels, Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets,
Bails, Fish Hooks, &c.

FOR

New Hampshire Pish and
League, at Manchester, N. H., September 7th,

most complete

Fishing Tackle,

GARMENTS

STATE FAIR.

dealers and sportsmen a

assortment of

Moth-proof

New Hampshire

under the auspices of the

Game

Parties fitted ont for the Adi-

St.

Those desiring something light and durable for
camping purposes will find this stove exactly right;
weighs only 25 pounds; will cook for ten persons.
The ware consists of Kettle, Tea Kettie, Coffee Pot,
Fry-pan, round Tin Pan, two square Pans, Dipper,
Gridiron, Tent Collar, and eight feet Funnel Stove
PiDe, with oven that will roast 15 pounds beef, all of
which nests and packs inside of stove, which only oc-

Lines

rond .cks, the Maine Woods,
Lake Superior, Newport, Cuttyhunk, Pasque Island, West Island,
Barnegat, &c.
Orders by mail will receive careful and prompt attention.

Bamboo, Trout and Salmon Rods and Reels

Agents for the

The

Flies.
style Cuttyhunk Bass
quality.

of Extra

fitted

cupies a space of 12x12x20 inches.

New England

New

Rocky Mountains and
Split

fishing.

"MullalyV Patent

every -Variety and Style of

out with appropriate Tackle for the
Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
the Adirondacks, &c, &c.
Parties

$20.00

Culexifuge or Sportsman's Friend.
flies, fleas,

and Farm.
all

HOLABIRD'S CELEBRATED SUITS.

SHOW OF

$500 in cups.

Salmon

Vom

LINEN AND COTTON LINES,
And

Trout and

Bamboo

made of Split Bamboo (new this
season).
Hofe's Rubber steel
Pivot, Click and Salmon Reels.
The celebrated "Frankfort" Reel,
&c, &c. Sole manufacturers of

FISH HOOKS.

SHOOT-

Strip Split

M'Ginnis Black Bass Bods

Every variety of Salmop and Trout Flies, and Hooks
on Gut. Cutty Hunk and Pasque Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Braided Sil-k Lines, every size and quality of

SILK,
OCTOBER'

%

THE FAMED

TROUT, SALMON AND BASS RODS.

MEMPHIS, Tenn.

N.

St.,

Co.)

Invite the attention of amateurs
to the additions they have made to
their regular stock of Fine Goods,
comprising in part

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

HUNTING SUITS.

and

FISHING

SECOND ANNUAL MEETING

&

(Successors to JVC. Conroy

SUCCESSORS TO

Special attention paid to selection of

guns for gen-

tlemen at a distance by an expert and an old sports

man.
ouie agent in New Yo-k city for J. H. Batty, U. S.
Taxidermist. N. A. birds and eggs for collectors.
Buck's heads, and game birds a specialty. Orders
filled with dispatch.
We furnish every article necessary for the outfit of
sportmen in the camp or field. Goods sent everywhere by express. Remit only by draft, Post Office

eg

"TO

SI KE

t

VANITY
FAIR.
from

It is

shaved

arettes;
tongue sore.

Cis,

Liberal sample
receipt of money. Highest award. Vienna. Ib73.
Send for circular.
S.
CO.,

WM.

Peerless Tobacco Works,

„

EATON &

the

on

KIMBALL &

Rochester, N. Y.

CO.,
.g*

P. O. Box 5,109.
Sportsmen's Emporium,
No. 102 Nassau street. New York City.
References— Hon. T.L J^mes. Postmaster, New York
City; Hon. Geo. II. Andrews, New York City; Forest and Stream Publishing Co.
my6-tf

„

Tlie west, the cheapest,

A

Indian skulls, two pounds "Vanity Fair,' which I
declare to be the best tobacco I ever smoked. We
have very good tobacco in Vienna— Turkish and Hungarian, but "Vanity Fair" is the King of all, by its
aromatic flavor and the right sort of strongness. My
friend in New York got an appointment in California,
by that reason I apply immediately to you, begging
you to send me for the inclosed ten dollars a supply
of "Vanity Fair," and send with the next steamer to
Germany. If there is a German firm that sells your
excellent "Vanity Fair," I beg you to inclose me the

and most desirable

1

address.

Your

respectful servant.

Dr. Joseph Hyrtl,
Prof, of Anatomy in the University of Vienna.
It is like your first love— fresh, genial and rapturous.
Like that, it fills up all the craving of your soul.

From

C. A. Worden, Lieut. 7th Inf., Fort Ellis, M. T.
1 assure you that I never smoked better tobacco
tha n your V anity F air.

T3REECH LOADING GUN FOR SALE.

ca ltal shooting pin-fire gun for sale,
12
T^Zr* —£. P
Wllh a PP Qrte aances, $40
Can be seen
? mis
hf- orjice,
nffl£
IW

m

'

.

sep9-tf

AMATEUR SPORTSMAN.

Ever Offered

to the
Write for illustrated catalogue.

W.

JOSEPH
<.

C.

jel7

BANE,

to

Breech Loaders.

HUNTER'S AND TRAPPER'S ILLUS,^.

Periodical Ever Published forlJS
the Family Cirele.

Monthly for^^S

Attractive

Young and Old

Examine

I

o-

Grand Priy^-zes! (The iirst is one Elegant Rosewood
g^°Piano. retail price &500.) The publishers"^
the brilliant

list

of

pp~now offer these prizes for subscriptions, in^fl*
Ufr-addition to the commission, which is thirty HpS
j^p?» cents for every subscriber.
For terms in=S&<D
pf-full, see announcement in the Mao-azine^Jl?!
j^-headed "Grand Prizes Alow Offered to ss^
~*gj
ggr= Workers."
will pay you well to act upon our advice.

*^

tgpp^

ONLY one dollar a year J^JpJ
Postage JO cents extra.
^jg^J
°
*=^§3!l
Household Publishing Co.,„^$
A ddress

I^-Sabscription,

Gun.

LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN.
Solid Breech Snap Action.
EASIEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAFE FROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.
Muzzle Loaders Altered
my27

H. HOLABIRD,
Valpar aiso, Ind.

Tlie Piseco

MANUFACTURER OF THE

Dane Breech Loading Shot

TgfTED PRACTICAL GUIDE-Gnnning

and Rifle Shooting; making and using traps snares
and nets; baits and baiting; preserving, stretch im*
dressing, tanning, and dyeing skms and "furs, fishin^'
etc. With fifty engravings. 20 cents.
Taxidermists
Manual, 50c. Dog Training, 25c. Of booksellers or
by mail. JESSE JHANEY & CO., 119 Nassau street,
New York.
eep9-8t

&^m

Profusely Illustrated-Replete with Choice
Zml
Reading and Useful Information.

|P An
j£g?=

Vienna, Austria, Nov. 30, 1873.
„
Messrs. Win. S. Kimball & Co.:
Sirs:
friend of mine sent me, with a transport of

heartily advised to send ten cents for

fg^The

order, or registered letter to

the best Natu-

Meersbaum and
Does not make

ral Leaf, for

gpire

-specimen copy of the
_^|
|H
^Illustrated Household MagazineHS
-Now in its 17th Volume§fc
JH
Dest

j|gif=

f

A LL

DEVICES NECESSARY FOR

loading or re-load mg shells of two calibres
Avoids the necessity
of cutting or shortening the shell for light loads:
needs no wooden table or bench to fasten it to while
in use. Can be taken to pieces by removing one
screw with a jack knife, and stows in a gun'case.
Malleable castings, nickel plate finish. Complete for
two gauges. Price $10, boxed.
BROS. & CO., 96 Liberty street.

-XAw

combined in one instrument.

WALTON

jel7-6ra

FOR

!

—

4t Park Row,

^° RftPftH
t.s
^^A
<I.I^UL9

e

Y.

\
this excellent,
chaste
f,

|

i\.

at OI ce for a c
°py

-

„^

SALE.— A SPLENDID BREECH

Loading, Express

Rifle,

made by E. M.

Co., London; cost 80 guineas, gold; is
SI 25; sold for want of use. Address
this office,,

now

Reily

&

offered at
at
j u34

H. SMITH,

oL^ga
and^^S

|^-gparkhnff pnbhcation-examine it carefully;.^
gr-ahd, OUR word fo; it, YOU WILL at once^S
l^r*become mbtenbers for tlie sake of your liitle ,g£fl
g^-ones, as well as because you will find its col-^^1
H^-umns most attractive for your own readme

gl^

Write to us—state where you saw this

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

80

POWDER

DITTWIAR

CO.,

Office

55 Kilby street,
BOSTON.

CHAS.

L.

ANDREWS,

3HAS.

J,

WHIT MORE,

Treasurer.

HA7E FOR SALE
Dittmar's Ounpowder
For fe*hot Guns and Rifles.
Secured by Letters Patent.

FIXED AMMUNITION FOR ALL VARIETIES OF
RIFLES AND SHOT GUNS FURNISHED AT SHORT NOTICE.

and

AND
and Rifle

Combined.

Rifle
Illiistrat'd

CARTRIDGES,

Ac
P.

O.

Shooting,
Catalogue'

Box 3994.

WESTERN BRANCH,

237

for the following celebrated makers:
W,
SONS (winners at the InternaC. SCOTT
tional Gnn Trial of 1873); J. P. CLABROITGH &
BRQ.; P.
SONS, and

&

&

WEBLEY &

street,

Chicago,

111.

HOLABIRDS Shooting SUITS

DIXON8& HA WKSLEY'S SHOOTING TACKLE
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS
BUSSKY'S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP
WITTlkCASE.AND 100 BIRDS.
Black's Patent Cartridge Vest.

CO., N. Y.

This Vest affords the best arrangement yet invented for carrying cartridges.
The weight is
so evenly distributed that it is
scarcely felt.
Cartridges can be
with the heads down in
carried
ibis vest, which is of great importance when brass shells are used,
as when carrying them with the
head up the weight of the shot often forces the wad forward, when
bad shooting is the result.
In
measurement around the chest.

JOS.C.GRUBB&CO.,
TX2
Marketstreet,
Market
street, Philadelphia,
AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE

Genuine Breech Loaders.
1873.

Report of Gun Trial sent on application.

AGENTS:
send

ordering

READ & SONS,
WM.
Mall Sq Boston.
Faneuil
3

314
Have now

3£aclo \>y

1-S

in store

REILLY&

Oxford

James
Furcley^
street, London, England.

JAMES PURDEY, E.
WEBLEY & SON, W. W.

an extensive assortment of Breech Loading Shot Guns, made by

CO.,

GREENER,

WESTLEY KIUHARDS, W. &

C.

SCOTT & SON,

P.

and a large variety of cheaper grades. Also bkeech loading, central tire, double rifles,
and rifle and shot guns of superior quality. Implements, ammunition, and all other articles appertaining
to Breech or Muzzle Loading Fire-arms generally. Illustrated Circular sent by mail when requester.

Whole, $20;

h

$10; i, $5;
$2; 1-20 $1.

1-5,

5th.

ing

'

TAY LOR &
1 1

rt..

Rifles.

made by

12 Bore,

New York

40

AT

surur

s
„
Street Review and
Wall
the
^pnd for a copy of
methods of operaPamphlet, showing: the various
Bankers and Brokers,
tin? J HICKLING. & CO ,
Dec 23

$10, $50, $100

CO.,

HIGHEST PENETRATION

CO., Banker*,

Wall

&

yards.

We

Box 4,448.

Pattern

1 1-8 No. 6,

$4;

1-10,
Drawings take place every seventeen Days.
are prepared to fill all orders. Circulars sent
upon application. Highest price paid for Spanish Bank
Governments, &c.
hills
Dills, uoveimu
P. O.

JOHN R1GBY

Manufacturers of Fine Guns and

our Close-Shoot-

IMPORTANT

For the coming drawings, commencing January
we have reduced the prices of tickets as follows:

$7.50.

Celebrated Breech Loading" Shot Guns,Unequaled in Fine Workmanship and Material.

M.

"HAVANA LOTTERY.
NOTICE.

PRICE

AGENTS FOR THE
Union Metallic Cartridge Company's Ammunition,
WARRANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

,

Also all other makes:— Greener, Westley Richards,
Webley, Remington. Moore, &c.
$25 up.
A genuine Scott Muzzle Loading Gun,
Maynard, Ballard, Remington and Sharp's Rifles.
!"
"Ballard s hreech loading Sporting Rifles $18!
Bussev's GyraTrap, for shooiing practice.
Fine Fishing Hods and Tackle.
Fine Bronze Yacht Guns on mahogany carriages,

WESTLEY

RICHARDS.
State

Armory and Manufactory,
HERKIMER

AGENTS

to

REMINGTON & SONS'
S81 and ^83 Broadway.

E.

ILIOIV,

1

Y

ON

SCOTT & SONS

WINNERS OF THE GUN TRIAL OF

street, N.

For Treatise

Pocket Pistols.

this line; not to be confounded with Schultz' or English Wood Powder, or Sawdust Powder, asit is superior to each.

C.

22 John

SEND

ReTolving, Repeating-,
Derringer audi Vest

&>c.,

&

<&

BREECH LOADING GUNS
A SPECIALTY.

Guns,

Shot

Barreled

Single

Gun

Shot

The new patent Sporting Powder does not soil the
gun; cleans it. when you use one charge of it, alter
many with black powder; no smoke —little recoil—no
loud report— high velocity. The best ever made in

W.

19 Maiden Lane, 20

ALSO

Double

President.

SCHUYLER, HARTLEY & GRAHAM,

MILITARY, SPORTING, HUNTING AND TARGE
Breech LoadLIirg- I&ifles.

raBroadway.N.Y.

FIELD TRIAL
Letter A. showing solid head;
Company's caps.

tallic

ON THE MOST APPROVED PRINCIPLE,
LOADING work effected.
and all kinds of BREECH

Kirkwood,
Mortimer 24& ELM
Boston, Mass

anvils for Berdan Primer, Ely's central Are or

Union Me-

Metallic Shells.
Hart's Sportsman's Favorite
pronounced superior to

anything now offered
in the United States, and
description of Shells and Patent Loaders with prices, may be obtained from any of the
leading sportsmen's depots throughout the country. Manufacturers of Aluminum, Celluloid, and German ildc CO., Newark, J* J.
GEO. E.
ver Reels for Trout, Salmon, and Bass fishing.
may 13-ly
P. S. HARRISON, Agent.

Endorsed by the leading sportsmen

to the public.

CONVERTED INTO BREECH LOADERS,

B b showing nickel

A

1875.

Express Rifles, Double and Single,

full

HART

From Captain Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot

.

of America.

Messrs. George E. Hart & Co.,
Gentlemen- -The fifty shells I received from you to-day suit me better than any I have ever used. They
are stronger and better in every respect, and I shall use them in all my shooting^hercafter. Yours truly.
A. H. Bo&AKDTJS.

Street,

.360, .400

and .450 Bore.

XfclGrBY'S Celeoi'ated
MUZZLE-LOADING MITCH

RIFLE.
PRICE LISTS, &c, ON APPLICATION TO
24 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
72 ST. JAMES STREET, LONDOIM.

INDIA RUBBER
Fishing Pants,

Leggings and Boots,
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS,
COMPLETE

Sporting &Camping Outfits
tudia

AND
Rubber Goods of Every

HODGMAN
& CO.,
27 MAIDEN LANE,

D.
Send

Description.

N. Y.

for Price List.

Havana

Lottery

to every Seven Tickets.
2097 Prizes of
&> ,0M
500,000
1 Prize of
100,0W
1 Prize of
50,000
1 Prize of
25,000
2 Prizes each of
10.0W
4 Prizes each of
5,0Oj
12 Prizes each of
500
473 Prizes each of
Tickets
Circulars with full information sent free.
r
staLIN,
DEY
P.
C.
forsale and prizes cashed by
tioner and General Aeent, 3 OLibertv street. New York.

Only 16.000 Tickets— One Prize

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT.

.

MOEE VICTOKIESH
Reports.
See

SHARPS
Tntw c fnte Match

<2»1A +t\
«pJLU IU
a month.
<*r*,2

Wall

tiUI iUUi
fljVUU

Pamphlet free.
N. Y.

Invested in Stocks and
Gold pays 300 per cent
Tumbridge & Co., Ban**

street.

Official

vs..

REMINGTONS.

JUNE

26, 1873.
between Co. E, First California Infantry, Using
Using Remington Rifles^Vietory for SHARPS, 31

SHARPS

TwelKryoTRegimSit,

1

Rifles,

against

and Co. D
488 points'

Cup, Won by Col. H. A. Gildersleeve with
Pontes at Belfast Ireland, for the Mayor's and'citizen's
the best shots of both Irish and
including
competitors,
24
over
RIFLE
CREEDMOOR
a SHARPS
American Teams.
lgm
JULY
Won by Mr. H. S. Jewell,
Contest at Creedmoor Range for the REMINGTON DIAMOND BADGE.
out of a possible lOB.
Scoring
RIFLE,
96
CREEDMOOR
SHARPS
Y
N.
?,
of Brooklyn,

wX

m

HIGHEST AVERAGE

^

AJT

DOLLYMOUNT, IRELAND.

The Goss Revolving CartridgeHoIder
/CARRIES PAPER OR METALLIC
centre
\J SHELLS, either end up, revolves on inches
H

weighs but li pounds, and is only
wide. Holders flare at top so as to quickly receive
the shells, and, being elastic, securely clasp the same.
For ease of action and rapid shooting it excels anything of the kind invented.
PRICE, C. O. D.,$6.50.
In ordering, give the size of shells and a loose measurement outside of vest.
,_
N. S. GOSS. Neosho FaUs, Kan.
jy22-ly
slides,

K. J.

DRAPER

WALSHE,
and TAILOR,

MoVICKER'S THEATRE BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

—

Terms, Five Dollars a Year.
Ten Cents a Copy.

NEW

I

YORK, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER
Island

Imttftket Jftf/fs*

Home

to a realizing sense that

cross the ocean to enjoy the delights

it is

not necessary to

of sea sickness.

I

made

A LTHOUGH

out of sight a good portion of the time
kJtx.
for the last three weeks, the Bluelight has not
been out of rnind. Daily we have gazed upon a solid bank
~>of fog that has shut from our view our neighboring islands,
bveu closing in on the little harbor to such extent that our
ijleet of yachts and sailboats became invisible; and Nobsca
Light House, a light of other days, tolling its own funeral
notes from its lugubrious fog bell.
Fog everywhere, outdoors and in, our beds, our carpets, our curtains, limp and
steaming, our boots, our books a bed for the mold fungous,
Aur Lone Jack and Brown Dick, a green, moist, unpleasant mixture hard to ligU, fearful to smoke, and good
Havanas reduced below the grade of first-class Connecticut
cabbage. Now and then a heavy shower would deposit
—some of our own immediate wrapping, and for a moment
Swhen the rain ceased, we could see the shores of the Vineyard, but beliind them to the southward, the dense bank
^rolling up before the constant breeze from the south, and
\\

I

—

.

we had light, we were
The Bluelight could'nt work, at least
~iot much, for she did manage to dodge in and out a few
James, and time hung heavy on our hands. There was no
Tishing; the constant southerly wind drove the warmer
,

,

jef ore

we had

fairly realized that

'again in darkness.

water of the southern coast into the Sound, and the blueus for cooler climes; 78° to 80° temperature they
|pid not fancy, and even the all-absorbing pounds yielded

edflsh left

poor returns. One bluefish was one day's record at a
pound, when one barrel would have been held in former
times as but slight returns. The lobster pots came up
..empty of lobsters, and without their seductive tails, the
Isaucy tautog, and dandy scup ("scupoug,"— Chester has
ligot it on one of his boats) were not to be wiled from their
"tout

eel -grassy

a trip that day myself, it was a little too rough for the
Bluelight to work; she tried it, but when the spray came
flying over the pilot house, it was thought best to leave the
following out of the lines of dredging in Buzzards' Bay
until a more auspicious occasion.
So I went to Nantucket
on the Island Home, and the sights I saw, and woes I

witnessed are indescribable.
Our first voyage to theVineyard was a little rough, but nothing very bad. As we approached the landing of the Camp
Meeting Association, the usual crowd was not there, and
the hack drivers were in oil skins and umbrellas. But one
sign of comfort met our view, a portly white vested gentleman standing like a sign of "good living here" in a door
of the little building on the wharf and on which is the sign
of the "Highland House," and "Seltzer Aperient" equally
conspicuous. Quite a number, though, got on board there
and at the Sea View Landing, and we started fairly full
for Nantucket.
As we got along to the eastward, the
northeast swell began to tell, and a good many funny
scenes took place. I sat on the starboard after guards,
smoking my pipe, when out rushed a lank, pallid creature
in female attire.
I saw her situation and knocked out my
pipe in deference to her feeling
She saw I noticed her,
and snapped out, "I aint sick." The exertion was too
much for her, giving a spasmodic grasp at her mouth and
thus saving a fine set of false teeth, she rushed for the side,
and she would have lost them if she had'nt.
That afternoon we were content to stay indoors at Nantucket, and good dinner and supper and good attendance
at the Ocean House did what they c@uld to make up for
horrible weather outside.
And the evening passed delightfully at the pleasant home of Capt. Sanford, who, although we were strangers, took us in, in the most Scriptural manner.
mutual acquaintance with nearly every
man who had been in China for years back, and with the
many noble ships and their captains, who in the days of
"Tea Clippers" made an American proud as he came in
from sea, and without seeing its colors, could pick out
every American ship by her beauty from the maze of
.

A

banks.

Our only sourse of satisfaction was to read in our daily
papers that we were not alone in our dampness. From
itoak Bluffs and Nantucket came the same dismal story, and
,

crowds who daily left the cars for the boats, bright,
r the
Hiappy and dry, were supplemented by as many wilted

[|Wy friends to recognize

crowded harbors— proved a link between us
and but for the stronger attractions, and the lapse of time,
we'd have been exchanging notes until to-day.
The next day was pleasant, and we did Nantucket! We
wandered through the grass-grown, cobble-stone streets,
and noticed, as required by guide book, the "quaint old
buildings"— that is, those left by the fire-^the balustrades
on the roofs where the women, legend says, used in whaling days to sit and watch wearily for the arrival of

fc seemingly endless procession.

in the shingled

voyagers returning with limp dresses, disordered crimps,
land unhappy faces. Such a difference as there was between
the comers and goers! Nor were we at this end of the
trip to Newport and a
.Sound alone in our moisture.
'drive on Belleview Avenue, left on my mind but an im-

A
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pression of dissolving views carriage after carriage appeared first the horses, then the coachmen in their

—

and then when nearly alongside, almost tqp late for
and exchange salutes with the occupants, away they sped into the mist to be followed by

-'livery,

By

the way, running into

Newport there occurred a phe-

We caught faintly sounding
sound of the fog bell on Brenton's Beef; heading directly for it again, we just caught
lithe sound and every ear was strained; we approached it
^slowly, when suddenly as we listened in silence the bell
/boomed out loud and distinct, apparently not three hunThis occurred again, and we slowed
fldred yards away.
jxlown; the next peal startled us; it was as distant and as
faint as when we' first heard it; and this occurred the
|S^cond time, when to our surprise the light vessel loomed
lout from the fog close aboard, and the bell clanging loudly.
llJNow fog and its acoustic properties have been made subject of research by learned men, and I will not undertake to account for this strange increase and diminution of
'the sound, but it did occur, and was freely commented on
by all on board
It seemed as though the fog at times interposed a wave, and that through this the sound barely
penetrated; and that at the reflux of this denser wave the
fsound was uninterrupted. One practical lesson I learned
from it, m: not to feel sure that a fog bell was two miles
nomena;

at least a delusion.

in the extreme distance the

.

|

I

distant because

it

so sounded.

But our fog is gone; it has yielded to a sharp northeast
wind that for a day White capped the Sound and brought
the schooners
sengers

down

bound

to

to close reefs, and the out-going pasNantucket on the River Queen and the

spars in the

their lords (skippers, mates,

harpooners, &c.)

We

took

and gable ends of the houses; we
visited the well-arranged bathing establishment, where you
can take your sea water hot or cold investigated the museum, and listened to the minute description, given by the
sides

;

custodian of the place, of his decidedly unique collection;
from the eighteen- feet-long jaw of a sperm whale, "in more
perfect preservation, Sir, than has been obtained for one of

these"— down to little bugs and shells— not half so little
though as we have in our collection. (I'm rather neglecting
the Fish Commission so far in this letter.) His descriptive
powers were good, but when he showed me a case of insects and hippocamuses and little pipe fish mixed as only
Yowhee or Hyqua, of Canton, could mix them, and told
me they came from Nantucket, and I told him they didn't,
and turning over the case, showed him Chinese hyeroglyphics on the back part—I thought perhaps he was a little
uncertain in his foreign relations.
And a mean little
Turks' head pipe
evidently bought by some hard-up
sailor at a Dutch tobacconists—wasn't a "Japanese
pipe,"
although so labeled, and I stuck to it; and he cut me and

—

devoted himself to believers. However, I must do him
justice.
On every point with which he ought to have been
familiar,he was posted and interesting, and his description
of
the whale, its habits and mode of capture, illustrating
as
he went on, by drawings, models, and actual implements-

was

and graphic. And so in regard to the many
from the sea, and trophies from the South Sea

correct

curiosities

16, 1875.
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Islands; and his story of the olden days when the laden
whale ships had to be lifted over the shallow waters of the
bar at the entrance of the harbor by means of a camel
showing us the camel,- wiih a ship six feet long in its embrace—was worth our fifteen cents admission; and I don't
want to discourage any one from spending an hour in the
midst of this curious collection, mostly composed of the
contributions of the hardy mariners whose deeds in their
contests with the Leviathans have rendered Nantucket
famous.
Then we wandered through the business streets; dropping in here and there as the display at the windows
tempted us. Perfect little schooners and cat boats fullrigged, every rope in place and capable of being used to
furl or spread the canvas, were prominent; and ingeniously arranged ornaments, boquets, and baskets made from
At one cosy
brilliant shells and sea mosses were plentiful.
little "shell store," kept by a cheery little middle aged lady,
by name Miss Coffin, we were well entertained. Miss C.
possessed good taste, as her wares, of her own workmanship-showed; was social and pleasant. In five minutes she
knew all of our names, invited us in to an inside room, and
two strange (to us) ladies coming in, she introduced us all to
each other by name, and explained where we came from.
I remember the amused look of the lady from Northhampton, Vermont, as she exchanged bows at the introduction.
Miss Coffin, as her name implies, is one of an old, old
Probably it was one of her forefathers who had
family.
the honor of discovering the only land in the world not
in our country, but owned by it, by all the forms and ceremonies that can establish such ownership; and as all of
them I saw, and part of them I was, I will digress for a
moment, in return for Miss C.'s politeness, and give you
and her an item not connected with the original subject of
this letter.

Years ago, we of the sloop of war Plymouth were in
the East Indies, and there came up talk of a project for
running a line of steamers from San Francisco to China.
The only trouble (that I remember of) was want of a midway coaling station, and to find such was a duty committed
to

Commodore

of

little islands,

A

Perry, our Commander-in-Chief.
group
far out in the Pacific, originally discovered by Capt. Nathaniel Coffin, a whaler captain from I
believe Nantucket, and bearing still his name, were selected
They are in latitude 27° north and longifor examination.

and part of the Bouin Group. Launch and
were fitted out for the work of survey, and leaving the ship at anchor in Port Lloyd, some thirty miles
away, three officers, of whom I was the junior, started for
the work. Eight days we spent in boat and tent life, extude 142°

east,

cutter

first

periencing a terrific typhoon, during which the Plymouth
lost a boat with Lieut. John Mathews and eleven men, who
Our survey and exleft her side and. never returned.
plorations finished, the Plymouth came down and was

which we had charted. Then
we took possession. Under a
tall flag-staff that we cut and raised, a casket was buried
containing coins and papers
At its base stood our captain
and officers in uniform, and from its truck at due noon,
cur flag floated to the wind, and as our cannon thundered a

piloted to a poor harbor

with

pomp and

circumstance
.

national salute our captain in the name of the United
States of America took possession of the island.
copper plate with suitable inscription was fastened to a large
adjacent tree, and then after appointing the milder of two
ex-pirates who with their three wives (one had two that

A

—

—

—

was our Consul) were the only inhabitants U. S. Consul,
we withdrew to the ship, and sailed away to China. And
that was the last I heard of this portion of our beloved
country. I presume our Consul and his friend hooked the
casket, and appropriated the coin, sold the flag to a whaler,
tied

up wild pigs with the

halliards,

and

left for

other islea

— when the steamers failed to come.
But revenons a Nantucket. Miss C. showed us among
her curios, various antiquities cups and saucers of unknown age, plates and platters of genuine blue willow
ware, truly genuine because they each had two little birds
cooing and billing on the wing. And such a wonderful
old clock—a tall, old-fashioned corner clock, imported in

—

—

—
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1720 by her great-grandfather, and still running, and running well. Its upper portion was of English make, the
round copper face surrounded by carvings and bas-reliefs
in brass, with queer masks and heraldric dolphins. In a
circle was a legend of the maker, ''Dan. Keaden, in Noble
street, near Cheapside, London."
The works were inclosed in an oak frame with European adornments, but the
weights and pendulum in a box that suggested. a history;
made unmistakably of English black oak, the "front was
covered with Japanese art. Raised in the thick gold relief
peculiar to Miako were birds, a high mountain, willow
trees, and natives of Japan in costume
unmistakable
Miako work on English wood, and at that date England
had no commerce with Japan. Miss C. could give me no
data except that* her great-grandfather's father, Mr. Eliacum
Swayne, brought it over to his bride.
Nantucket is full of relics of olden times, and reduced

an old hand at the business, and handling a fine rod with a
& Milan reel and one of Abbey & Imbrie's best
braided silk and hair lines, feared not the issue of the strugHastily reeling in a few
gle which was about to follow.
yards of line, he directed the oarsman to land him on a
smooth sand bar, and in a twinkle the battle grew warm.
The bass proved particularly active and showed enormous
His runs were fierce and long, now leaping
strength.
from the water, now seeking the bottom, sometimes headThe gananing for shore and again rushing river wards.
oque refused to budge, however, and in about fifteen or
twenty minutes the bass, twenty inches in length, and a
prince in beauty and symmetry, lay gasping in the bottom
"
Scarcely had we gone a hundred yards
of the boat.
further on when a whoop from E. informed us that something a few sizes smaller than a shark had taken a despeA few minute's hard tugging,
rate fancy to his spinner.
as are many of the best families to make shift for a living,
some skill on the part of E and a fine pickerel was scrapthese relics valuable to one who, like an illiterate acing acquaintance with the dusky beauty already in limbo.
quaintance of mine, "likes them antique things; they're
Our success continued as we ascended the slough to its
so modern, you know" are parted with reluctantly from
source, till seven more bass had fallen victims to an inordinnecessity.
A Mrs. McCleaves has, it is said, a stunning ate love for spoon victuals. The keen edge having been
collection, on which she lectures to strangers at fifteen
worn off our excitement, on org" return we had more leisure
cents a head for the benefit of the poor of the island. Mrs.
to admire the scenery and the stream we were fishing. Its
McO., though, wouldn't let us in, as she was too busy mak- waters, fed by numerous springs, were clear as crystal. In
ing pies to attend to us before her regular hour 2 P. M.
the bends its surface was dotted over with lily pads, the
although we had to leave in the boat. So I can't give her
emerald of their leaves being relieved by the lilies thema puff. Well, that's about all of Nantucket that I saw, and
selves, which waved their graceful heads in snowy purity
now I'll get back to Wood's Hole, gladly, as I always do, everywhere. Its banks were fringed with tall grasses,
not stopping to bore you with that oft-told tale of "how I
ferns of endless variety and stunted irees of soft maple and
went bluefishing," except to say that for that business Nan- willow. It must be a famous habi'at for the wild fowl in
tucket is a quite sure place.
surroundings were highly
the Spring and Fall. The who
The Bluelight had done nothing during our absence, suggestive of the noble fcimo >.vc were catching. In every
but in little boats and on the sea beach the collectors had deep pool, shaded by tin; lj.u1s v large bass could be seen
been busy, and I saw in the aquariums quite a number of breaking water. The daylight was fast waning when we
new fishes, among others little pompanos, mackerel, pipe reached camp, and in a jiffy we were all busily engaged in
Some people think pompanos are peculiar to preparing our supper.
fish, etc.
Florida thay should take a peep into our aquariums. The
To the uninitiated and the onlooker perhaps no more ropounds, too,- had contributed freely, and we have added to
mantic phase of camp life could possibly present itself
our collection of casts and pictures largely. A magnificent than that of the preparations of an evening. The well rebill fish, a horse mackerel nearly nine feet long, weighing
plenished fire throwing its genial light and tinging with
550 pounds, a new shark, and lots of varieties not so rare,
its mellow glow the surrounding woods and waters; in the
sturgeons of immense size, and sucker fish, and what not,
foreground a busy sportsman with frying pan in hand
have been drawn, painted, photographed, cast in plaster,
another struggling under a heavy load of drift wood; a
dissected, measured, weighed, skinned, and described, and
third just discernable in the dim light, at the water edge
their fao similes in plaster will enrich our National Museum
busily engaged in cleaning fish, and Harry on his beam
and the Centennial. The sucker fish bothered Mr. Palmer,
ends in the tent door philosophically contemplating prowho makes the casts. If there is anything that the file- ceedings, and evidently satisfied that ere long any vacuum
toothed, oval apparatus which he has on the back of his
in his interior would be stopped with savory morsels.
head isn't well adapted for, it is letting go. Its best hold is With keen appetites we discussed the supper, consisting of
hold on, and holding on by this contrivance, like a boy's black bass, breakfast bacon, fried eggs, bread, butter, coftoy with which he lifts stones by means of- atmospheric
fee, &c, &c, each one stowing away his full share of
pressure on a wet leather disk, the sucker clings to larger
eatables, and N., especially, doing justice to his reputable
fish and gets free rides. Palmer got a "good contact" with
E. and N. devoted
ability to dispose of a square meal.
his soft plaster, but it didn't let go worth a cent.
the whole of the next day to exploring the surrounding
A party have made an expedition to the northern shore waters, and returning toward evening happening to detect
and made fine collections in the neighborhood of Sand- a shadowy figure wading in the headwaters of^a hitherto
wich, in Cape Cod Bay, and now that the weather is getunexplored slough, upon nearer approach found it to be
ting fine again the Bluelight is making up for lost time.
D. The string of bass and pickerel which he then and
I hope in my next to give you a full resume of our Sumthere produced as the result of his afternoon's fishing was
Piseco.
mer's work, etc. Yours,
a sight for sore eyes.
In accordance with our plans the next day was to be our
For Forest and Stream.
last in camp, and therefore we determined to catch as
many fish as possible and exhibit them on our return as a
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clown and attend to those snipe?
have seen them flving about all day long, close by where we are at work;
thev
^
have been there four or five days.
I knew that he knew a snipe when he saw it— a fragment
of knowledge quite rare among non-sportsmen. But
he
as I remembered of old, was somewhat of a sportsman himself, for always on one day in the year, in the Winter
he
would drop work and go hunting rabbits with a spade and
piekaxe. The next day there came a heavy snow storm'

snow eight inches, and froze hard that night; the second
day was bitter cold did not thaw at all. That evening I
called upon James S., and made arrangements to go Wnti
him upon the morrow; for it must turn warmer. That
night was cold, and the next morning when I went down to
see if James was ready, the weather had not improved a

—

cent's worth.
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FISHING ON THE ZUMBRO.

i

not
MANY,
are more or
if

fish

—

all,

of your readers being sportsmen,

less interested in that paradise of game
Minnesota. As the Ziimbro has its locus in quo

in that State, it will not be wholly uninteresting to have a
detailed account of the fish which abound in its waters,
and the fortunes and mishaps of a small party of Waltonians bent upon securing a fair share of the finny spoil.
cursory glance at the map of Minnesota shows that
the Zumbro rises in Rice County, and flowing southeast
through Goodhue and Wabasha Counties, its volume continually increased by the waters of trauslucent trout streams,
debouches into the "Father of Waters," three miles below
the town of Wabasha, and seven from the foot of Lake
Pepin. Having now understanding^ designated the seat
of our piscatorial operations, we must invite the reader to
.accompany us from Lake City, a pretty little watering
place midway on the western shore of Lake Pepin and
©n the morning of
twenty miles from the Zumbro.
August 5, due preparations having been made, three hail
fellows, well met, could have been seen busily engaged in
transferring numerous camping utensils to a well constructed sailboat, having in tow a duck punt, to serve
as a tender and facilitate fishing: operations. At 8 o'clock
A. if. we got under weigh, a stiff breeze blowing from the
southwest, which increased as we proceeded, until white
caps lent s'pice to the excitement, and reached Read's Landing at the foot of the lake about 12 M. After a short rest
and a light lunch we floated down the Mississippi, the current being very strong, to our destination, our passage being
enlivened by frequent sand bars, upon which we religously

A

struck rnd profanely quit, one man's time being wholly
engrossed in endeavoring to keep our craft in the channel
by preserving a keen lookout ahead. Admonished by
black and ominous looking clouds and an occasional peal
of thunder, we lost no time in selecting a suitable camping
ground, and running up our canvas; nor were we any too
soon, for hardly was the tent pitched and the luggage safely
housed when down came the rain with northwestern imOur camp was situated on a triangular sand
petuosity.
island bounded on the east and west by the Mississippi
Its surface rose
and on the south by the Zumbro.
gradually from the water's edge, and in places was covered
with a dense growth of willows, in which the Spring floods
had deposited drift wood in large quantities, the very thing
for firewood. The rain having held up, we were all imOur first essay was still baiting with
patient for the fray.
live minnows, in the main stream, but for divers reasons
fish.
Then spoons
this kind of bait had no charms for the
of different makes were produced, and our sail-boat being
cleared for action, with a rod over each corner of the stern
and a man at the oars, we started on a voyage up the
river.

Our party consisted of Mr. N., a resident of Memphis,
Tenn., his red Irish setter, Harry, and E. and D., the one
a banker and the other a contractor, of Lake City, Minn.
Having proceeded up stream some half a mile or so, a
Hardly
tempting slough invited us to explore its depths
had the boat passed over the bar, when a stout pull at the
end of one hundred feet of line showed that the game was
awake and hungry. In a moment or two a black bass of
large size sprang into the air in his frantic endeavors to
disgorge the nauseus bait, a gananoque spoon. N. being
.

portion of the trophies of the trip. The first streak of
dawn then, found us upon the ground disguised and wading
out to the site of D.'s operations of the evening before.
succeeded after two hour's fishing in capturing seventeen pickerel and bass, the smallest of which weighed not less
than four pounds. Satiated with sport, and loaded down
with fish we wended our way back to camp, cooked our
breakfast, struck tent at half past ten, and started for
home. There being no wind, we were obliged to row up
stream to Read's Landing, at -the foot of Lake Pepin,
which we reached at 5 P. M., after several hour's hard pulling at the oars, diversified by numerous impromptu halts
on the sand bars. From thence we hoped to sail home,
but not a zephyr was there to gladden our hearts! The
were all anxious to get
lake was as smooth as glass.
home, and there was no choice but to pull for it, and pull
for it we did! To make a long story short, about 9 P. M.
the lights in Lake City began to twinkle on the water and at
eleven we arrived safely, feeling considerably exhausted

—

teff

row

of twenty

odd

miles.

the nights are all delightfully cool and bracing, necessiThe accommodations for
tating the use of a blanket.
All kinds
travelers and tourists at Lake City are superior.
of amusement can be freely indulged in, fishing, shooting,
yachting, dancing, &c. The citizens, many of whom are
ardent disciples of the rod and gun, are kind and hospitable, and ever ready and willing to assist in furthering the
pleasure and happiness of strangers awd sportsmen. The
Lyon House is the principal hotel and is owned by a wellknown merchant of that name in New York. It is delightfully situated close to the lake shore, is fitted up with
all modern conveniences and is presided over by as genial
and accommodating a landlord as can be found anywhere.
Next season the proprietor contemplates making many improvements and rendering his house as attractive as any in
fine yacht, pleasure boats and a bath house
the northwest.
on the lake shore will be amongst some of the new features.
.
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SNIPE UPON THE

ICE.

We

Spring came
THE week
more
a
a

had
in rather mixed, as usual.
of warm weather, which brought
or
bird from his Winter .quarters. The change to
him in a sad plight without overcoat or muffler,
enough to return whence he came. I had heard

—

cold
or sense
carpenter who was working
of snipe here and there.
upon a cheese factory three miles out of the village came
into the store where loafers most do congregate: Herecognized my face as soon as he saw it, once familiar, when
Hernicrania had hold of him, driving him almost crazy
and half blind. I routed the enemy with quinine and
strychnine, thereby acquiring the everlasting gratitude of
the worker in wood. I had been absent two years now
returned on slaughterous deeds intent, not to cure but to
"Why, Doctor, how are you? Why don't you come
kill.
left

—A.

J. Hines,

informs the Germantown

Telegraph

of Patchogue, L.

I.,

that he has sold a

one- third interest

Farm"

to

A.

S.

Collins,

in his "Pallus Brook

former partner of Seth

Green,

who

proposes to remove to that vicinity, to raise trout for
market, as soon as he can make the necessary arrangements. This information is of value to trout culturisls,
because it shows them that an old expert like Mr. Collins
believes there

money

is

in

the business.

It helps to an-

swer the oft-repeated question "whether trout culture will
pay." So far as that gentleman is concerned, Mr. Hinds
advances the opinion, endorsed, he says, by Mr. Collins,

ponds are entirely unnecessary in raising trout for
market. This new firm of trout producers will, therefore,
not prepare or use any ponds for their purposes, except a
small one of about one acre for fly-fishing. Mr. Hinds

that
*

says in his letter:
"I often have letters of inquiry about how many nsli
can be kept in a pond of such and such a size. The quanan
tity is governed by the amount of water running in
through a pond and not by the size. Indeed, no more trout
can be raised in a pond, and that not of as good a quality,
or
by ponding up the water, as can be raised in a canal
as
We then get rid of all danger of freshets, ana
canals.
dams breaking, and the water keeps cool in Summer
does not freeze in Winter, but maintains an even temperaI used to get in 1836 two shillings
ture the year round.
Tuey
per pound, or eight cents apiece alive, for trout.
we
have constantly advanced in price ever since, and now
have no trouble to sell all we can raise for one dollar
shillings per pouna
bring
Island
il

m

trout
two
pound, as Long
more than any others.
Mr. Collins, estimates that I have on

*

place w ate ^,r
IVW
the right quality and of a sufficient quantity to raise
toou
obtain
we
as
trout
a
year,
and
says
of
000 pounds
than ow
gi eat variety from the Great South Bay for less
cent per pound, we can raise trout for twenty cents p

my

.

i

handsome

profit."

We believe that Mr.

Hinds

pound
.

at a

,

is

regardcorrect in his views
adher-

«»»»»

For Forest and Stream.
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^ Running Streams for Trout Culture.

We

In conclusion we can fully endorse the high enconiums
that have been bestowed upon the climate of Minnesota.
The air is highly oxygenated, and, of course, parSparkling springs of the
ticularly beneficial to invalids.
most delightful coolness everywhere abound. The days
are bright and clear, and though somewhat warm at noon,
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We

after our

said he, "this will drive every snipe

—

—

1

"Why,"

out of the country, or freeze them to death." I replied
"It will surely be warmer by noon.
Having made up my
mind to go I do not like to give it up." "All right " said
he; "if you say go, go it is." At eleven o'clock we got
into a covered buggy, hauled the pointer, Sam, in hv the
neck, and were off. Three miles over a road, rough as"only
clay frozen after a thaw in the Spring could be— one hour
and more it took us. There was a large marsh and a
brook and a cheese factory. The brook ran near to and
parallel with the road for half a mile, and was lost in the
marsh at a point, say thirty rods from the cheese factory.
We stopped where the brook, first approached the road. As
we took off our overcoats and shivered, instead of growing
warmer it grew colder. The idea of looking for snipe-!
Either they or we were fools! this to be soon proved with
As we came to the brook we
little chance in our favor.
found the snow over the ankle, the brook frozen, except
a few inches in the centre.
We followed down almost
"There," said James, "is
to the marsh, starting a killdeer.
the kind of snipe and the only one you will see this day.
farmer came across the brook with his horses. We encpiired if he had seen any snipe about.
"Yes." said he,
"plenty of them; but they are very wild to-day." This
mystified us.
"Just over there towards the cheese factory
few rods further and we reached
you will find them."
the marsh, and what was more, up went a snipe twenty
rods off, and they kept getting up one, two, half a dozen
until about forty had started, and never a chance
at a time
had we at them. T\\qj flew up by the cheese factory, and
pitched down close to the road. James went up there and
Soon I heard the reports of his
I went out in the marsh.
gun, and the snipe began to come back. We hammered
away at them, having all our shots up in the air, as they
came over in twos and threes. Some alighted upon the
The shootingice and ran for the grass, but would not lie.
was all overhead, and very bad work I made of it. Not
over an hour and there were no more birds left. We found
we had twenty-three English snipe and two yellow shanks.
Where the rest had gone we knew not, and certainly they
had not stopped anywhere near us. There -seemed to be
two places, not very large, one above the road the other
below, which they fancied, and we routed them out of
They were not extra fat, but in good
there completely.
Altqdis,
condition not poor by any means.
Albany, N. Y., Sep ember, 1875.
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ing ponds, and fell assured that he will win many
intelhg' eI1
ents to these somewhat advanced views. An
treatise might be written in favor thereof.
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the interFish at the Chicago Exposition.— Among
a
is
^P
esting features in the Chicago Exposition
grayling. s
live fish in aquaria, including brook trout,
and two ye
eral varieties of bass etc., also salmon one
The mode
old, as well as those hatched last Winter.
in liatcl a
ova
the
hatching
by
artificial propagation
u
have jjee
boxes is shown, and also the plans that
1

*^
.

%

rivers^
adopted to enable the migratory fish to ascend
Brae p^
of
model
fishways.
of
high dams by means
Mass.
_
fishway over a dam thirty feet high at Holyoke,_
bene
one of Brewer's chute and fishway over a dam
_

A

,

m

tady county, N. Y. } are

made

in the Exposition.
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FOREST AND STREAM.
CARP FROM GERMANY.

S3
one and the same

hhtml

•

NOVEL EXPERIMENTS IN PISH CULTURE.
was announced in the Tribune several weeks ago that
a number of living fish had arrived in a Bremen steamer,
and that the fish had been imported by the United States
Fish Commission for the purpose of adding to the food
resources of the United States. These fish were under the
charge of Mr. Kudolph Russel, and consisted of carp,

THE WINNINISH OF THE SAJ3UENAY.

It

golden tench, and common tench, all having special qualiUnfortuties which were described fully at the time.
nately many of these fish died, most of ihem owing to unthe Hothe PennThe survivors are now suitably
sylvania Railroad Depot.
cared for in charge Mr. Hessel in ponds constructed especially for their reception in Druid Hill Park, Baltimore,
by the Park Commissioners, and under the supervision of
Mr. T. B. Ferguson, the Fish Commissioner of Maryland.
About the time of the arrival of the fish referred to, Prof.
Spencer F. Baird renewed the effort of last year to send
some young shad to Germany, in return for a very liberal
gift of egrs of the Rhine salmon made to the United
The experiStates by the German authorities in 1873.
ment was made under the charge of H. W. Welsher and
Monroe A. Green, to whom, as to Messrs. Anderson and
Mather in 1874, the North German Lloyds gave free passage
As it had been found imposto Bremen and back.
sible, starting with the young fish, to keep them alive to
the end of the voyage, the trial was made of shipping the
eggs and having them hatched out during the voyage in a
special apparatus devised by Messrs. Welsher and Green.
This attempt, however, failed also, owing, as was supposed, to the jarring of the eggs on the cars while coming
from Holyoke, Mass., and the wagons in which they were
transported from the depot to the steamer's wharf.
third effort will probably be made next year, varied by
bringing the eggs all the way by water to the ocean steamer.
The attempt, it is hoped, may be successful.
For the purpose of securing an additional supply Mr.
Welsher was instructed to bring back with him as many
carp as could be conveniently transported, and with the
assistance of Dr. O. Finsch, the eminent naturalist of
Bremen, he obtained what he wanted in Oldenburg, and
Wiesbaden, to the number of 60 carp and 40 golden tench,
mostly yearlings, although some were two years old.
These arrived on board the Bremen steamer Hermann on
Wednesday afternoon last in excellent condition, only one
The travelers were met
fish having died on the voyage.
at the wharf by Prof. Baird and Ferguson, who were provided with tanks filled with fresh water, and the fish were
shipped by the evening train in charge of Mr. Alexander
Kent of Baltimore, to the pond in Druid Hiil Park, where
they will be cared for by Mr. Hessel. The North German
Lloyds Steamship Company brought these fish and their
attendants free of charge, and Capt. Reichmann, captain
of the Hermann, spared no effort to secure a satisfactory
result to the experiment. Of the best varieties, namely,
the mirror and leather carp, no specimens were brought by
Mr. Welsher, as they were considered too precious -by their
owners to be disturbed in their ponds during the breeding
supply of these will probably be forwarded
season.
during the month of November next. The carp and other
fish constituting the importation will be kept in the ponds
of Druid Hill Park as breeding fish, and the young will be
distributed throughout the country, principally by means
It is probable
of the various State Fish Commissioners.
that the first distribution will be made in about a year,
and be continued from time to time. The experiment of
their multiplication will be watched with much interest in
view of the very great economical value of the carp and
tench.
They are especially fitted for the waters of the
more southern States, much more than replacing the brook
trout of colder waters. New York Tribune, /Sept. 11.
avoidable delays in

tile

transfer of the fish from

boken dock of the North German Lloyd

line to

A

A

FISH CULTURE IN VIRGINIA.
BiiAcicsBUBG, Va., September 8th, '875.

Editor Forest and Stream :—
Last weak I transferred the first

black bass from Roanoke to
New River, and made arrangements for the complete stocking of the
latter with these fish. Beow the Kanawha Falls the fishing is very fine.
Above that point there are nothing but catfish, chubs, suckers, etc. The
Roanoke is the only stream in Virginia where bass have long been found.
In Roanoke there are also plenty of red-eye perch, a fish nearly equal in
I do not know whether it will take
size and game qualities to the bass.
the fly; I think not. Notwithstanding the presence of these two predaceous kinds, I know no stream that so abounds with chub, minnows,
suckers, aud small fry of every kind— a fact which does not tally with
the notions advanced by some. Bass are now plenty in the James and
Rappahannock, where they have been put in the last four years
A letter today received informs me that a gentleman caught near my old
homestead on Goose Creek, in Loudoun county, thirty-seven fine bass in
a few hours. The same letter states that salmon have been caught' in
Goose Creek and the Potomac recently— some of those put in that river
The size is not mentioned. Some have also been caught both
last Fall.
in the Roanoke and New Rivers. When those in the New River go below Kanawha Falls they will be lost to Virginia. We hope to have a fish
way ready for them at the Great Falls of the Potomac when they wish to
return.
A good many trout have been caught in Big and Little
Stony Creeks, in Giles, and Dismal and Walker's Creeks, in PuUski
county; also in the headwaters of the Rapidan near Gordonsville. The
State hatching house will probably be put here, with the Professor of
Natural History of the Agricultural College in charge. Hatching establishments will also be placed at the University of Virginia, Virginia
Military Institute, and perhaps other colleges, with a view to the educalot of

IDENTITY WITH THE

SALMO GLOVERI,
LOCKED SALMON.

ITS

OR LAND-

E

have recently sought the best authorities upon this
and with the more earnestness, because we understood that the Smithsonian naturalWe have caught both of
ists entertained 'doubts thereon.
salmo gloveri, but never
winninish
and
the
these fish, the
having compared them side by side, were obliged to trust
interesting question,

memory, which is often treacherous, for justifying points
Our impression has been that they were the
same fish. What we have now been in search of is the
person who has had the rare opportunity afforded him of
examining the two simultaneously. In one instance only

them

identical:

Calais, Me., Sept. 8th, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
I have compared the winmuish of the Saguenay with the land-locked
salmon of Maine, salmo gloveri, and think them the same. Some years
ago, some of the Saguenay fish were sent to Cambridge. Prof. Agassiz,
Mr. Putman and myself compared them, and Agassiz thought them the
same. I have no doubt that the salmo' gloveri is quite common in most
of the rivers about the Bay of Pundy, as well as along the State of
Maine, and when taken have been called the young of the sea salmon.
Unless you have both to compare, it is not easy to tell the difference.
They havebeeu examined as to all their measurements so scientifically,
their markings, etc., which I have no doubt you have seen, that it is not
hard to tell the S. gloveri from the true salmon. The number of vertebra differ— fifty-nine in the salmon to fifty-seven in 8. gloveri, a double
of small teeth in the vomer of the young salmon, a single row iu
the smolt of the gloveri. Some of our English fishermen thought our
Some specifish the same as the European 3. trutla and £'. cambricas.
mens were sent to Dr. Ganther.P. R. S., of England, who pronounced
theui different, and nothing to do with the sea salmon. I do not understand how they ever got the name landlocked salmon, as they always
had access to the sea, and in my boy days S. gloveri was common to the
tide waters, and more often taken as far down as there were fish weirs.
They have been identified in several of our Maine rivers, also in Lock
Lomond and Mespeck, N. B., in Nova Scotia, in St. John's Lake, Grand
Lake, Salmon River, and Pockwock Lake, and I have no doubt it will be
found in many of the riveix of clear water coming into the St. Lawrence,
and when caught are called young salmon. I have seen specimens of S.
gloveri caught on our rivers that weighed ten to twelve pounds. The
large fish seldom take fly or bait, but keep in the deep water.

row

Geo, A. Boardman.

However, our data are
meagre enough, and it is probable that little definite and
convincing information can be gathered at present. Very
few of those gentlemen who are familiar with the winninIt affords us
ish, have ever seen the other; and vice versa.
some gratification, however, to know that Mr. B. F.
This

is

well, as far as

it

goes.

.

Bowles, of the Springfield (Mass.) Republican, who visited
<<
ouininish,
the Saguenay this past Summer, and caught
wininnish,
has
undertaken
or
win-o-nish,
to secure
or
specimens and by sending them to Prof. Baird, to
,

>

settle

the question forever.

We

copy from a private

letter

from that gentleman:—,
Springfield, Mass., Sept.

y)(

?th, 1875.

Editor Porest and Stream:—
I have killed the Schoodic salmon at Grand Lake stream for three seasons. Wben I was not actually fishing or killing 'skeeters, I was pawing over and admiring these fish, which so delight the eye and the heart
of the angler. I killed the. win-o-nish—1 like this orthography better
than yours— at the headwaters of the Sas;uenay this season for the first
time. I have never seen the two fish side by side; I have never articulated either, except with a knife and fork on my plate. My examina-

tion of the two fish, therefore, has been nothing more than a critical
one as to their place of habitation, their manners and customs, their ac.
tion, as relates to the sport of killing them, and a careful scrutiny of

Now, if you deem these grounds sufficient to
their external features.
enable me to give an opinion, you have it for what it is worth. I be-

On comparison side by side,
lieve them to be one and the same fish.
very slight variations may be discovered, but I do not think there will
be sufficient to construct a different variety.
I have sent to a friend at the headwaters of the Saguenay for specimens of the win-o-nish, to be sent to Prof. Baird, and confidently expect
they will reach him soon, and then we shall know in full what we know
B. P. Bowles,
now in part. Yours,

THE WESTERN MUD

FISH.

.

tion of experts and the'spreading of a general knowledge of the principles of fish culture through the State.
hope to get good protective
laws passed next Winter. Very truly yours,
E.

We

Perrisburgh, Yt., Sept.

\

10th, 1875.

Editor Porest and Stream:—

which your drawing is remarkably correct
It belongs to
is the Western mud fish (Amia occidentals).
the genus amia, of Linneus, the characteristics of which
are small paired teeth behind the acute conical ones head
fish;

of

:

—Michigan can now he ranked among the first as a fish
No State in the Union exceeds her natural supply
State.
and advantages. The lake coast of Michigan is over 1,400
miles long, and she has a water surface of nearly 40,000
square miles.

*^«^

The Sea Seepent,— The

—

monster must be on his travels.
Wilmington, N. C. is the last place heard from. There
he was ninety feet long and as big as a barrel. He ran on
one of the shoals and a party of brave men ran to attack him, but he raised his head and threatened to swallow
them, so they retreated and left him undisturbed. "We
trust he will return to the vicinity of Cape Cod or Martha's
Vineyard. Some old whaler may yet get an iron in him

and

settle the

long disputed question.

;

flattened, naked,

rays;

with conspicuous sutures; twelve

dorsal long;

occidentalis,

Vermont — Back

The Spotted Lampugus. — Among
seen at Mr. Blackford's this
excellent, rare,

week

and beautiful

is

fish,

Much lar-

the novelties to be

a fine specimen of that
the spotted lampugus

{lampugus punctulatus), caught by the smack Wallace
Blackford while bluefishing. De Kay, who mentions but
one specimen of this fish as having come under his observation, describes it as sea green in color above the lateral
line; silvery on the sides, with metallic reflections on the
opercles; pupie black; irides yellowish; dark reddish
brown stripes across the head; a series of distant rounded
spots along the base of the dorsal fin, the last ten or twelve
rays of which are somewhat elevated.
The spotted lampugus is a tropical species and its farthest range hitherto
discovered is the latitude of New York, the present one
having been taken off Sandy Hook. In comparing with a fine

specimen of the dusky balistes (batistes fuligiuosas) or trigger
so called on account of the first dorsal setting as a triger..
It will be sent to Prof. BairtJ for preservation.
Another extremely rare specimen received by Mr. Blackford this week
is the black pilot (palinurus perciformis).
In 1815 several
dozen followed a ship into New York harbor and one of
them was taken at the wharves with a hook and line. It is
sometimes called the rudder fish, and has been taken
at Shrewsbury and on the Massachusetts coast. The fisherfish,

men

call it the

snip-nosed mullett.

—

Pinnated Grouse in England. Our readers have been
informed of the.recent latest effort to introduce the pinnated grouse into England and Wales by transportation of
the eggs.
Theeggs were forwarded by us for Mr. Richard
Valentine, of Wisconsin, in two lots one lot to Mr.
Frank Buckland, of London Land and Water, and the
other to Mr. R. J. L. Price, of Bala, Wales. Mr. Buckland's acknowledgement is printed in our issue of August
12th.
To-day we have this very courteous note from Mr.

—

Price :—

Rhiwlas Bala, Merionethshire, North Wales, Aug. 26, 1875.
Editor Porest and Stream:—
I notice in your issue of August 12th, 1875, a paragraph in reference to
some pinnated grouse eggs sent to me by Mr. Richmond Valentine. The
same gentleman was kind enough to forward a quantity last year, but in
both cases the eggs arrived either addled or with dead chicks inside
them. I fear that the distance is too great to admit of eugs from America arriving in England in a state fit for hatching, unless perhaps very
great care was taken only to choose fresh laid ones, and those packed
immediately tight in ice, although it is possible that full-fledged chicks,
if very carefuliy tended on board steamer, might reach their
destination
alive.
I can do no less than ask you, through your valuable columns, to
express my gratitude to Mr. Valentine, and my extreme regret that we
have faded in adding to our too small list of British game birds the beautiful American grouse.
Should I ever visit your country I shall hope to
call on Mn Valentine and personally discuss the matter with him;
also
to witness some of the Bench Dog Shows and Pield Trials, which seeni
to be getting more common across the Atlantic.
Your obedient servant,
r j, l. Price.

-<-<<

A Strange

Fish.— Mr. H. W. Johnson,

of the Marine
and Fisheries Department, has presented to the Provincial
Museum a large sized specimen of the Physalis pelagica or
Portugese man-of-war, as the strange thing is called by
sailors.
It was caught off the -mouth of the harbor
yesterday morning. Its body is oblong, and consists of an air
sack, so constructed that the creature floats on the
surface
of the sea.
It has numerous appendages hanging from
its
'

With these it procures its prey. Some of these appendages, it is said, are capable of extensiou to twelve
or
eighteen feet, and they possess a remarkable stinging
power. It is a common trick with sailors to make a
novice pick up one of these fish, whose beautiful colors
always attract attention the novice is sure to receive
a
sting, not merely a local pain, but one to produce
constitutional irritation .—Halifax (Nova Scotia) Herald Sept
4 thsides.

;

Will you please give me the scientific, and also the common name of
the fish whose portrait and description I enclose with this? I have
never seen any description of him which I recognize. He is a worthless
fellow, or at least is so considered by almost every one, though some
pronounce him good when salted. He is known here as the "bow fin."
There is some fun in catching him, for he makes a vigorous fight, though
not a Very long one. He inhabits our sluggish, marshy streams, and is
caught most in the latter part of Summer, and early Pall, when he bites
freely at worms, frogs, or minnows, alive or dead, and sometimes at the
trolling spoon. He not infrequently attains to eight, ten, and someW. E. Robinson.
times twelve pounds weight. Yours truly,

This

Amia

this individual, 22£ inches, weight, 3i pounds.
ger ones are often caught."

of identity.

the two together &nd pronounced

iL
:

greenish black; top of head, do; gill covers, yellowish
to yelgreen and olive:
sides dark olive, fading
dorsal
fin
lowish
white
on the
belly;
(47 rays,
olive; pectoral,
soft)
and caudal (20
dark
rays)
and anal fins,
ventral
a jet black oval
lighter;
spot encircled by a narrow border of golden yellow at base
of upper half of dorsal; branchiostegous rays, 11; a range
one-half inch wide on upper jaw of smallish, slightly
curved, sharp teeth; on lower jaw a row of similar teeth,
behind which is a band of very small ones. Length of

to

has our endeavor been fully satisfied. The subjoined letter tells us that both tie writer and Prof. Agassiz compared

fish

flat gill-

anal short; air bladder cellular, like

the lungs of reptiles. The Western mud fish is in color
brown; elongated; lateral line, tubular; tail unspotted;
"The only species," says DeKay, "as yet
length two feet.
.

described, is the Amiacalva, which is found in Lakes Erie
and Ontario." Dr. Kirtland speaks of it as the dogfish,
and says that in Lake Erie it is frequently called the "lake
lawyer." It is distinguished by its ferocious looks and
voracious habits. The flesh is rank, tough and uneatable.

is

THE YELLOW-BILLED CUCKOO PARASITIC?

——

,

Editor Porest and Stream:—
The question whether any of our American cuckoos are
parasitic like
fcble European species, I believe has been decided
in the negative
But
this Summer I made some observations which lead to
the contrary onin
ion. While on a visit to Parmington, Ct., last June, I
spent
'

collecting,

and during that time

I

found

several davs

five nests of the

two species of
cuckoo-one of tha yellow-billed cuckoo, Woccyzus Americans
) and
four of the black-billed, (C. erythropihalmus .) The first,
found on June
6th, was placed about five feet from the ground in
a small poplar and
contained a young bird, just hatched, and three egss.
The identity of
the species was certain, as the old bird did not leave the
nest until almost
touched with the hand, thus giving a good opportunity to
observe her
The next day 1 returned to it and found the bird on'the nest
but the
youog one and one of the eggs gone, the nest and ground
covered with
feathers of the old bird. It looked as if a fight had
occurred; whether
between two of the birds or a cat I could not decide. On
visiting th 6
nest again three days after, the old bird was gone, the
eggs were cold
one of them broken, and with these two was a perfectly fresh
eg» of tl
yellow-billed cuckoo. This egg was larger and much
lighter Colored
than the others, and could not be distinguished from three
fresh e«"
the same species taken with a nest the day before. The
measurements
are as follows: No. 1, (that of the yellow-billed,, 1.20
by .94 inches- No
2, 1.04 by .85, and No. 3, broken, but in size like>No.
2
No. 2.
'

'

a troublesome nuisance, often breaking
As yours is the only description we
their hooks and lines.
find of the A. occidentalis, we print it, remarking that Dr.

To

the angler

it is

Richardson's description of the

Huron,

is

identical

with

it,

Amia

ocelUcaudel of

Lake

and that they are undoubtedly

'

Pranklin Benner.

—Big

Jones had to laugh when he saw a hen
fly out
loft on to a barber's pole, and
yell out "cut-

from a hay

mt-cut-har-cutl"

—
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CENTRAL PARK MENAGERIE.
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC PARKS,

New York,

Sept. 13, 1875.

save you
J
)

Animals received at Central Park Menagerie for the week ending
Sept. 11th, 1875:—
Three Pea Fowls, Pavo cristatus. Presented by Master Robbie Shannon.
Two Pekin Ducks, A nas domesticus. Presented by Mr. James E.
Sisson.

One Bonnet Monkey, Macacus

radiatus.

Presented by Mr. William

O'Connell.
t_

One Mexican Deer, Cervus Mexicarais.
One Hog Deer, Hyelaphus porcinus

W. A. Conklin,

Director.

aadhnd Mntm %nd %m&m.

r

much

time,

and a bed, nicely dug up and pre-

pared for Spring planting looks better thus than when
covered with the dead 'stalks of last Summer's flowers.
As every season hath its charms, so every season hath its
duties also; and the duties for this September month is to
do as much as you possibly can for the month of April
next.
You can now prepare seed beds for and plant many
kinds of seeds for next Spring, particularly the "self -sowing" kinds, such as drop their seeds profusely in Autumn,
and which spring up early the next Spring among them
we place the clarkias, nempholias, larkspurs, sweet allysium, candy tuft, portullacas, pansies and Chinese pinks.
These when sown need only to be protected by a covering
of which pine boughs or sprigs of hemlock thrown over
the beds in Winter and removed in the Spring, when they
come forth bright, green and lovely.

—

--

f

—

Peaches for Europe. The steamship Ohio sailed for
Liverpool from Philadelphia on the 26th ult. with a cargo
of 2,400 crates of Delaware peaches.
The steerage of the
ship was turned into a refrigerator and lined with ice, a
current of cold air being kept" constantly in motion by
means of fans connected with the machinery, but the experiment proved a failure probably because the ice gave
out three days after the steamer left port and seven days
before arrival at Liverpool,

—

SEPTEMBER:
THE MONTH AND
•

"Thou waitest

»

H. D. L.,

New York.—Will you

oblige an old reader of the Forest
give your advice as to the cultivation of the Passafiora,
as the Passionate Flower Vine? I propose planting
the seed in a large pot, and by keeping the same in the house during the
cold months to raise plants sufficiently large to have flowers next season,
but don't know what treatment is necessary during the Wintei

and Stream and
otherwise known

Ans. There are several varieties of the passaflora differing in characteristics. The more delicate kinds will require
a great deal of warmth, while the common variety is hardy
and can be kept under glass without artificial heat. Water
every day; in other respects the treatment is the same as
with other potted plants.

ITS DUTIES.

—

%$ Mmnel.

and com'st alone,
When woods and bare and birds are flown,
And frosts and shortning days portend
The aged year is near its end." Thomas Moore.
late,

The Giant Breed of Setters.—H. C. S,, a correspondent in Bridgeport, Conn. informs us that Mr. John
Walker, of that city, had a thoroughbred setter that measures 31 i inches in height at the shoulders. Length of
head, Hi inches; around the head, 1 inch back of the
eyes, 19f inches; around the body, back of the shoulders,
,

we
AS way

journey on, the months swiftly glide on their
to complete the cycle of the constellations, and
each in its time takes its place in the Zodiacal circle. Another sweet season of buds and blossoms has appeared and
is now passing in all its loveliness, casting over our earth
The ripenits many blossoms erf beauty and sweetuess.
ing leaves are even now reminding us of the days of
Autumn's fruits theyare at this early time parting with much
of their deep and cooling green ess, and the russet tint, the
golden and crimson band are even at this early day seen as
;

heralds of the tints and varied beauties of Autumn's fulness. Soon our fruit season will be upon us. Pomona, with
her horn of plenty will pour her rich profusion of fruits of
Our eyes will be gladdened with the
all kinds at our feet.
peach, the plum, the nectarines, melons and all the many

These in their time will
delicious fruits of the season.
abide with us for a while, giving us new and varied blessings; bringing with them new and instructive lessons of
the skill and devotion of the gardener and the horticulturEvery year
ist for the gratification, and pleasure of man.
adds to the usefulness, and gives value to the mission of the
He works slowly and carefully, it
scientific gardener.
may be, in the great laboratory of the earth, but he brings
forth as the results of his application and carefulness the
most astonishing results. Therefore, to the educated and
skillful gardener we must look for those timely hints given
"in season and out of season," as well as forethought and
suggestions of what we are to do to-day, as well as tomorrow and next week. You have a fine garden we will
suppose, well attended, and well cultured; within its
ample domains the lily and the rose are blended in richness and beauty. Here winding walks lead you to scenes
of almost tropical beauty; you lose youself amid the tall
ferns, and you repose amid the purling murmurs of
woodland streams, you rest yourself beside the clear, sparkling waters of a beautiful lake, or gaze in admiration upon
the miniature cataract as it ilings its silver waters into the
All this is yours to command, and you can
all mine, this beautiful garden, the golden
fishes, this sunny lake, the flower bedecked island, thi
wonder not that you
enchanted spot— all are mine!"

basin below.
say "this is

We

love it—we should do so if we
who can share with you

owned

We

artist

have now to

call

and we
and practiced gardener;
your attention back from the golden

of flowers just past, to the serener duties of
the months to come. There is no season so favorable as
Autumnal September for the re-arrangement, or makingover anew of the beds for herbaceous plants, such as the
hollyhocks, pcenies and the like. Now, while you are
preparing your beds for the reception of the above roots,
time, and a saving of time
it will be found a very good
can be made if you now divide the roots of all the tribe,
and all your hardy bulbs. This is probably the best time
Divide your lilies and all bulbs, and replant out
to dc it.
You are to remember, also, as a rule, that all
at this time.
beds of hardy bulbs, such as the hyacinths, tulips, &c,
(last of Sept.)
to be completed as soon as the Fall bulbs

tinted

month

are

can be had of the importers and florists. This is the
month par excellence for our amateur and practical gardento do all they can for
ers ladies as well as new beginners,
To our lady friends we would say a word in
next year

passing and that of encouragement to those who have
Fotiest
been among our friends, patrons and readers of the
efforts to
Our
commencement.
the
from
Stream
and
the new year
serve you will be redoubled as the weeks of
roll on.

Now,

...

as our

Autumn

is

upon

us,

+++•

—We are in receipt of

a letter from Mr. E. L. Francis
of West Stratford, Conn., informing us that the splendid
setter bitch "May," imported by W. A. S. Hubbell, was
poisoned last week, and died on Thursday evening, leaving
eleven whelps eight weeks old, sired by Marshall's red set-

"Rock."

ter

-**+>

— One

of our wool-growing readers suggests that the
reason why so many dogs have died recently, is because

the

mutton they

you

,

.

you eyes
Winter will

will cast

forward a little towards the colder months.
of
soon be here, and now we are to look to these things
Autumn that Autumn demands. Autumn says to you;
1
"Will you plant any bulbs for the coming Spring?
"Well plant
love blossoms of sweet flowers," say you.
do not
out the bulbs now, do not wait until cold weather,
even wait until next month if you are ready to do it to-day,
to-morrow, why not do it?" It will be very important,
bed in
sensible work, to dig up and finely pulverize any old
will
This
renew
the
coming
Spring.
to
propose
you
Which

-»»

—

A correspondent at Janesville, Wis.,
sends us the following account of the remarkable manner
which

in

his setter bitch recently gave birth to

a litter of

puppies:

"I keep Gyp at the club house, and last week while she
was whelping was on the dock jumping the other dogs

Gyp hearing the noise left her kennel and
the dock, and before I could prevent it, was
in the water with the other dogs and swimming about.
After a while she waded out, but wheu still about fifteen
feet from the shore I noticed that she squatted down on
rubbed her dry and returned her to her
the water.
kennel. I thought nothing more about the matter, but an
hour afterwards the club house man in passing the spot
heard a faint cry, and on investigation found a puppy just
crawling up the bank. The little thing must have swam
fully fifteen feet, and is now as lively as any of his brothers.
named him Moses on account of his fondness for bullTwo pups were born after this one, making seven
rushes.
in the litter, and as line a lot as I ever saw.
in the water.

come out on

We

We

—

Richard Yalentine.
•+•+•

Another Cure for Hydrophobia. — A

correspondent

in Washington, D. C, sends the following:—
"I see in your issue of September 3d an article on the use of chick
weed and elacampane in cases of hydrophobia, and thinking that another remedy may be the means of doing some good, I here give it; it
(Scutellaria lateriflora.) This was
is simply a tea made of skull-cap,
used by a former physician of New York city, and who is well known
who was bitten by a
there, on a gentleman living near Alexandria, Va.,
the hydrophobia. The gentleman is
do°- showing every symptom of
were bitten by this same dog died with hydrostill living, while dogs that
phobia, "lie also remembers the case of Mr. Luther Hersey, of Cummington, Mass., who was bitten by a dog supposed to have the hydrophobia, as were also a hog and a dog. The hog and dog were kept
penned up, and died with the hydrophobia. Mr. Hersey used skull-cap,
and lived over forty years after he was bitten. Skull-cap may be bought
ounce packages or in fluid extract.
at almost any drug store, either in
When using it in ounce packages mahe a tea as strong as our ordinary
In using the fluid extract take a teatea and give two tea-cupfuls a day.
spoonful to a tea-cup of water. Give twice a day. It should be used for
One thing must be distinctly understood— that no
at least three weeks.
spasms and frothing at the
case of hydrophobia can be cured after the
mouth have set in; therefore it is necessary that whatever is done must
is possible.
B."
be done as soon after the person is bitten as
.

— «»

>

MR. LAVERACK AND TRUE COLORS.
•

Delaware
Editor Forest and Stream:—

City, Del., September 2d, 1875.

cattle, pigeons and chickens, in my opinion, is
a science as is chemistry, astronomy, geology, etc. The
their results, and if
rules applied are just as positive and uniform in
they are departed from the result is sure to be contrary. Mr. John M.
himTaylor, (Forest and Stream, July 29th, 1875,) certainly deceives
when he predicts the deterioration of the Laverack setter unless

Breeding dogs, horses,

just as

self

am

pure Laveracks in England, and I

minute

100

sure every year will lessen
th

number. Out of thirty-one of this breed Mr. Llewellin has had in
his
kennel sixteen have died, while five were only kenneled for a few
weeks
and then sent off again. These are statistics; they serve to show
what
those who go in for breeding Laverack setters quite pure must
expect
I do not care to discuss the merits or demerits of any particular strain
of
dogs only so far as they are useful in illustrating my "hobby "
*thp
breeding of dogs." It has always been an enigma to me how from
one
pair of dogs and their progeny, and they both blue Beltons, Mr.
Laverack could produce almost every known setter color. Coloi is an unmis(

takable mark of purity. When bred to color, (such as the red Irish
black and tan, Gordon, etc.,) an accidental connection with a dog of
im'.'
pure breeding or of a different color will tell its own story. Mr. Laverack at one time bred from a bitch belonging to a Mr. Walker (pure Lavereck) five red whelps in a single litter, supposed to be by his black
and
white dog Jet. I think I am correct in saying that this same dog Jet
before and since this litter has ahvays failed to produce a single
red
whelp. Mr. Buckell says, "I have had some of these red ones to try
but they were returned because we could not discover in them the char^
acteristics of the rest of the breed.' 1 He also says that he doubts the
purity of these red dogs, and so would any one who has bred setters observingly for any great length of time.
Mark the first appearance of these red dogs; (Mr. Buckell says they
they were red Irish color,) both sire and dam bred through a period of
forty years or

more without a

behold in one

litter five

ones,

how many

trace of this color in their pedigree, and
red whelps. Next comes the liver and white
in the first litter I don't know, but I do know that these

and white ones throw their own color amazingly thick considering,
and I predict that by breeding from none but the liver and white get of
Pride of the Border that it will take a less number of generations than
seven, (which is his remove from Ponto and Moll,) to make the color exclusively liver and white. I don't wish it understood that I am trying to
dispute the purity of Pride—not at all; he has proven his royal lineage
in the stud. The purity of a dog is better judged by his get than by
his performances; in his get you may have dozens to judge by while he
is but one; he may carry all before him both on the bench and in the
field and yet be a grand imposter; we have had several such public examples. What I do mean to say is, that Mr. Laverack made a mistake
liver

in publishing the sire of Pride, (which also changes the color,) through
a defective memory, and that it is just as probable that he has made a

mistake in some other of the dogs or in their color in Pride's pedigree,
which would account for the liver and white. Mr. Hope, in commenting
on Mr. Burges' letter on "True Color in Setters," says that he (Mr.
Burges) mistakes the cognomen of black and tan Gordon f©r Gordon
setters, and red Irish for Irish setters. I do not understand him so. Mr.
Hope might as well say that Mr. Burges believed that Irishmen were not
allowed to breed any other than the red setter. The red setter, of course,
is not the only color bred in Ireland, but this red setter is the dog which
has made Ireland famous for her setters. When pure he breeds true to
his color; you can't put hound, colly, spaniel, or whatnot into his blood
(unless of the same color) without its showing itself. There is no doubt
that this is one of the reasons why he has been kept pure* In all of the
works on dogs where the Irish setter is mentioned this is the dog meant
and generally understood. So also the Gordon; all of the Gordon setters
with a public record were black and tan. The Duke of Gordon bred
hlack, white, and tan dogs by crossing with black and white stock, but
they were not so famous as the black and tan, and by common consent,
(as in the case of the red Irish.) the, black and tans only were understood
as Gordons unless qualified. In my experience I have never known the

dog

to fail in

marking some of the

litter after his

own

color,

and often

half of them. On two occasions all of the litter were marked
after the dog; one of these litters contained eleven whelps and the other
eight. Let who will try it, they will find it 'an impossibility to breed to

more than

eat is "pizen."

Singular Birth.

it..

all these mosaics of earth,
Yet love
reioice also with you in contemplation of them.
them as we may, we cannot linger longer with them, and
regretfully bid them adieu to enter the more secluded
Autumn has its demands upon the
Autumn walks.

landscape

from tip of nose to stern post, 55
Our correspondent inquires if giant dogs like
these are a strain by themselves, or whether they "just
happen that way." We know of no strain of such large
dogs, but have known dogs to grow to an immense size
when they have been kept about slaughter houses and fed
all the meat they would eat.
33 inches; length entire,

inches.

are the best he ever saw, but that the Irish (by Irish he means
the r A
run them very hard. Another reason why the cross is to
be vr .
f erred is the extreme mortality among the young dogs. Mr.
Buckell sa
"I do not believe, counting puppies and all, there are at this
Irish,)

much

Mr. Laverack discloses all of all his system of breeding. We would ask,
has not Mr. Llewellin improved Mr. Laverack's setters by a Gordon
man in Europe has had betcross? General average results say so. No
judge of the Laverack setter
ter opportunities (or is better qualified,) to
as a class than Mr. Buckell. He has handled many of Mr. Laverack's
own breeding and bred them pure himself; he (Mr. Buckell) pronounces
the Field Trial superior to the pure Laverack, and for work says they

color by the selection of bitches. Whelps very seldom throw back to the
bitches color. I mean to the grand dam or great-grand dam, when they
do, the dam, whose color they throw, was well (or long) bred to color.
Many are the slips in pedigrees which would not happen were color adhered to. The most expert dog breeders cannot always distinguish the

long-haired dropper from the setter, or the setter and water spaniel cross.
So well do these three dogs, (setter, pointer, and water spaniel,) cling to
their physical characteristics that frequently the sham is not discovered
uutil they are taken into the field, and sometimes not until they are bred
from, I can call to mind a number of cases as evidence, but will give
only those cases which can be proven by the living dogs and owners.
(Jerry, (setter dog.)
dog.)
( Ned, (setter
<
Steel Hammer
(Flora *...-<
bitch.)
( Nig, (water spaniel
This Steel Hammer, you will see, is three-fourths setter. His hair is
as long and nearly as curly as the bitch Nig, and is nearly as good a
This dog has a full brother who is as
specimen of the water spaniel
well marked after the setter; but how about the get of these so-called
setters and spaniels? They have no progeny to my knowledge, and I
.

my country's good that they never will. Known laws which
govern the breeding of animals were discovered in exactly the same way
that chemical and mechanical laws were, by experiment and observation.
Inbreeding dogs many laws have been discovered, and many more will
be discovered. Let the experience of each be given for the benefit of
or
all in well authenticated cases, but let no man's theories, dogmas,
experience, because it happens to differ with ours, lead us to forget ourselves in the use of ungentleinanly personalities. Yours truly,
hope for

M. Von

-«--
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IN AMERICA.

LAVERACKS
«

.

Craig or Douglas, by Selkirk, Scotland, August 28th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:
were only
I saw in the Forest and Stream a statement that there
of
three pure Laverack setters in America. At the request of the owner
one I write to say that Pickle, the property of C. Demuth, Esq. Vickennel
tress, the property of L. H. Smith, Esq., and Carlowitz, in the
those
of the same gentleman, are all pure Laveracks, and, unlike one of
named by you as the only three in America, they have no "Mystery" blood
country.
in them, a cross which is not admired by most breeders in this
when the
I have never seen it stated in any American paper that Fairy,
Birproperty of Mr. Llewellin, won first at Bangor and second at the
I
mingham dog shows, facts which Mr. Raymond may like to know.

—

;

•

Lavecannot agree with a correspondent of yours who declares none are
the most
racks except those bred by Mr. Laverack himself. Not one of
Laverack,
successful Laveracks of the last few years was bred by Mr,
who
but by Mr. Pilkington, who bred Rock and Dash II.; Mr. Llewellin,
Peter.
bred Phantom, Petrel, and Princess, and Mr. Dickens, who bred
country
Pride of the Border has been successful in America, but in this
he never won a prize, although often exhibited.
gentlemen named
I believe no one besides Mr. Laverack and the three
are two reahas ever bred a good and successful Laverack setter. There
require fresh
sons against breeding them:—First, every one knows they
ex-

their
blood; second, it is nearly impossible to breed them owing to
cessive weakness when young. Yours faithfully,
G. T. Teasdaee-Hickeli-«-•+-

DOG SHOW.
THE MANCHESTER
——
#.

Portsmouth, N. H., September,

Editor Forest and Stream:—

1875.

Show at trie
a few remarks in regard to the Bench Dog
close odand New Hampshire State Fair, of which I was a
on
attractive had more oi
server. It would have been much more
enough to have shown
sporting friends owning good dogs taken interest
I wish to

make

New England

—

—

.

—

FOREST AND STREAM.
them, although, as it was, the show was a grand success, and its management hy Mr. Clark, of Manchester, could not have been better. Some
very fine dogs were shown, and for the interest of sportsmen I will speak
a few words in their favor. The celebrated Dick and Shamrock, two
very fine red Irish setters, owned by Mr. Jarvis, were the winners of "the
first and second prizes in their class, and they were well worthy of the
same, Shamrock taking first prize. Dick second prize. Don, a black and
white Gordon setter, owned and shown by Dr. Wheeler, of Manchester,
was a fine looking dog aftd called one of the best broken dogs in the
Don was winner of the first prize in the class. Snipe, a native
field.
setter pup, sixteen months old, owned by P. H. McGuire, of Salmon
Falls, N. II., very promising and showing some good marks, was winner
Bounce, a fine Laverack and Irish setter
his class.
of second prize
pnp, nine months old, owned and shown by C. H. Loud, of Portsmouth,
N. II., was bred in California by his owner from pure imported stock,
having a pedigree tracing him to the best kennel in England. Bounce
was winner of the first prize in his class. Mr. Loud is about importing
a pure Laverack bitch for the purpose of breeding his Bounce. Grouse,
in the pinion of all sportsmen at the show, was one of the handsomest

m

<

pointers ever exhibited. Grouse shows all the good points of his breed,
has had a very careful and perfect training, and is one of the staunchest
pointers I ever shot over. He was trained by his owner, our forest
champion. Grouse was entered by Youatt Potter, of Manchester, N. II.,
and is owned by J. S. Sides, of Portsmouth, N. H. Grouse was the
have some very fine dogs in
winner of the first prize in his class.

We

Portsmouth which ought to have been on the bench at Manchester:
Dandy, a fine brown' colored pointer, owned by James Carroll, well
broken under the care of his staunch master; Lem and Joe, two fine
setters, owned by Capt. Eastman, of the United States Navy; they are
fine bred dogs, and well broken; Dandy, an Irish setter, owned by John
Sides, is a fine dog, and would have stood a good chance for a prize had
he been at the show; Dash, a fine liver ana white pointer, owned by W.
Young, shows very fine marks, and ought to have had a chance on the
bench; Dash, a fine black and white setter, owned by Capt. Nelson,
United States Navy, is a very powerful dog with plenty of bottom, and
Quail.
good for a long hunt.

Salem, Mass.,

Sept., 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream :—

A

visit to the Dog Show at Manchester, N. H., gave me the following
impressions: In the red setter, or Irish class, only two dogs put in an

appearance— one of Mr. Wm. Jarvis' of Claremont,N. H Shamrock, who
took first prize, and the other, his old Dick, who took second prize;
both were very nice dogs, and Shamrock's pedigree traces to Plunkett on
both sides. I should have liked him a little deeper red, and without anv
white, but his owner said he was shedding his coat, and therefore it had
Norwithstanding _hey had no
not that evenness of color so desirable.
competitors, the verdict as regards prizes would probably have been the
same, for both Shamrock and Dick are able to win in the best company.
The other setters were ordinary, excepting a rather pretty pup owned by
a Mr. Loud, of Portsmouth, N. II. He seemed lively and bright, and his
owner said he was part lemon and white Laverack, and showed me the
pedigree, which seemed very fair indeed. In the spaniel class one little
liverand white bitch (cocker) seemed the right sort. She took the first
prize for bitches and her color was marked—Kittery, Maine. I tbinkjshe
was imported. The pointers were about the same as is usually seen,
exeept a small liver and white flecked one, owned by John Sides, of
Portsmouth, N. H. He was of the small breed, but had an honest,
tough look, with a fine eye, and was shown in very fine condition. There
were quite a number of sheep dogs, or colleys, but none of them had the
coat that "Stonehenge says they should have; but I should not like to
judge them hastily, as I have never seen many of them, nor paid any attention to the breed. A vary fine mastiff named Samson, said to weigh
160 pounds, seemed the right sort. He was fawn with black muzzle, the
only objection to him being his head which, from his eye to nose, looked
too short; but he was not underhung. A fine tawny St. Bernard, nearer
"Stoneheiage's" description of the true rough breed than I have ever
seen. The only otber noticeable dogs were a pair of Scotch greyhound
pups, one light and the other dark brindle, both legitimate colors and
nice looking pups. The show was not as large as I had hoped, but still
in each class there was certainly one good type of the breed, and that
part of the fair seemed to be always crowded, and certainly was a good
beginning. Mr. Clark and Mr. Jarvis were present most of the time,
giving information to all and answering questions and receiving all criticisms with pleasure and urbanity. Dr. Rowe was not able to be present to read his paper on dogs, which was a' disappointment to a good
many. Now that we have got started in New England on dog shows, I
do hope that this Winter we shall have a show at or near Boston that
may approach, in the dogs shown and interest taken, some of the English
Dry Land.
shows. So mote it be is the wish of
-*«*•
,

.

DOG FARES AND THE NEWARK SHOW.
*

J.,

September

were $9.50, a pretty large amount, I take it, for that distance. In this
connection I am glad to see the efforts your paper has successfully made
in the interest of traveling sportsmen for the reduction and abolishment
It is my experience that where the officials of railroad
sportsmen all charges, if any, are moderate and reasonable.
Myself and friend in the Fall of 1862 had to pay from New York to
Washington, D C, a charge of $Q on two dogs, and the trouble and responsibility of their attendance was thrown upon us in the smoking car.
My objection to this was I did not smoke, but on account of my dog
was obliged to stand it all the way through. 1 have since come to the
conclusion that there are no sportsmen In connection with this line as I
hear of other complaints from good authority of a similar nature
I am glad to inform you that my red Irish bitch Nell, the only living
dog of this sex, (if not incorrectly informed,) out of S. Rodman's Dash,
has just been introduced to Pride of the Border, and I am anticipating
excellent and handsome stock from this cross. The red Irish and the
Laverack strain, I am told, blend well together and make reliable and

dog

fares.

.

serviceable dogs.
I think the Bench Show of Dogs to be held at Newark will be eminently successful, as it is sustained by the best sportsmen of the State.
I hope to be able to have a number of my dogs on exhibition at that
tithe, and only wish it was in season to have a "field match" at the same
time and place. In the field is the place to test the real merits of dogs
for the use of practical sportsmen, and I sincerely trust that these trials
will

become abundant and
.

central.

M.

-«s-*-#»

Montello, Wis., September, 1875.
Editor Fore.st and Stream:—
In the report of the Bench Show at Watertown, N. Y., I noticed the
entry of a Gordon setter bitch of fihe stock, owned by J. E. Fisher, of
Brooklyn, N. Y., and entered by the name of Flirt. Will Mr. Fisher
please send the pedigree of his Gordon bitch for publication in Forest
and Stream, as the pedigrees of good stock is a matter of importance
Fred.
to all sportsmen.
[We shall be pleased to publish this dog's pedigree, as
requested.

Ed.]

_________

—The Thirty-Fourth Annual Exhibition of the Queens
County Agricultureal Society will be held at Miueola, Long
Island, on the 28th, 29th, and 30th of this month.
The
premium list is very large, and the celebrated stallions
Blackwood and Dictator will be on exhibition.
A Seasonable question fob Naturalists;—What is
an equine-ox?

«

Land-locked Salmon, Salmo gloveri. Salmon Trout. 8alm,o confinis.
Black Bass, micropterus salmoides, micropterus nigricans.
Striped Bass Eoccus lineahis.
Sea Trout, Salmo immaculutus.
Bluefish, temnodon soltator.
•
Weakflsh.

{Under the head of "Game, and Wish in Season" we can only sped
fy in general terms the several varieties, because the laws of States vary
much that were we to attempt to particularize we could do no less
than publish those entire sections that relate to the kinds of game in
question.
This would require a great amount of our space. In designating game we are guided by the laws of nature, upon which all' legislation is founded, and our readers would do well to provide themselves
with the laws of their respective States for constant reference, Otherwise,
our attemnts to assist them will only create confusion.]
so

—

Fish in Market. The severe storms of the past week
have contributed to make fish scarce. Spanish mackerel
are selling at 40 cents per pound; sea bass, 18 cents; striped
bass, 25 cents; black fish, 15 cents; large weakfish, 12,
small weakflsh, 10 cents; halibut, 18 cents; cod 'fish, 10
cents; bluefish, 10 cents; eels, 20 cents; flounders, 10 cents;
green turtle, 15 cents; scollops, $1.50 per gallon; soft crabs,
Shed$1.50 per dozen; hard crabs, $4 per 100. Bait.
der crabs, $1.50 and $2 per dozen; shrimp, $1 per quart;
soft clams, 30 to 50 cents per 100; sand worms, $2 per 100.

—

—

On Sunday last a party fishing on the banks near Sanely
Hook caught a large dolphin. Not knowing what manner
Blackford of Fulton
it was they took it to Mr.
Market, who, with his usual liberality and desire to further
the interests of science and add to our store of knowledge,
purchased it for Prof. Baird. It is probably the finest
specimen of this fish in the possession of the Institution.
of fish

1

in Maryland muddies our fishing grounds
rest of the river is clear.
I thought I
would never tell a fish story, but to-day I hooked a fall
fish, and in his first flutter a bass seized him and fought
so well that I thought both firmly fastened.
I landed the
fall fish after some time, badly bitten, but lost the rascal
that tried to swallow him.
Please give me in your Answers
to Correspondents the scientific name for fall fish.
It is
a handsome fish from 6 to 22 inches long, silvery white on
the sides, with greenish tinge on back and white on the belly;
has scales; 7 fins; 1 dorsal; 1 caudal; lanal; 2 abdominal;* 2
pectoral; is soft rayed, with the caudal forked; rises to a
fly; is gamy and good to eat; in small streams will continue to bite at fly, bait or wheat dough until all the school
Is caught in the Fall of the year, and generally
is caught.
in swift water (some think the name is from their being

—

caught near
Indiana.

T.

falls.)

— Go?inersmlle,

Sept. 6a ten day's fishing trip to

W.

— We have

just returned
City, Ind., with (to

from
Rome
us) remarkable good luck, our catch averaging about 40
pounds per day to two rods, using live minnows for bait.
Fish caught principally black bass and pike; largest pike
weighing 14 pounds; 'largest bass, 7$ pounds. They are

often taken here much larger than this.
Small fish, croppies, ring perch, blue gills, &c, can be taken so fast that
the sport becomes wearisome.
For the benefit of the
angling fraternity I will say that Rome City, Ind., it situated 35 miles north of Fort Wayne, on the G. R. and I. R.
R.
The Lake Side House, kept by J. N. Berry, a true
gentleman and thorough sportsman, affords good accommodation. By inquiring for "Fawn" Tioby you will find a
courteous and agreeable young man who will accompany
you and point out the best fishing grounds, and who is well
posted.
There are fifteen lakes within a radius of five
miles, which are all accessible from this place, the largest
being six miles long by one-half to one and one-half miles
wide. Duck shooting begins here about the 20th of this
month and lasts until extreme cold weather sets in.

Quite a number of the spotted lampurgus have been
taken recently on our coast. The lampurgus closely resembles the dolphin in form and color, but the two are

^ A Boy's Tussle with a Small

by experts.
—Advices from the Newfoundland fishery show that
there has been no improvement in the catch, and many

by's Neck, in Maine, writes the following account of his
attempt to capture a blackfish, which is a species of whale.

S.

easily distinguished

friend of ours

The boy

have abandoned the voyage.
The cod fisherey at Labrador is announced to be a
complete failure, and a hard Winter is anticipated for the
vessels

—

last

week,

at

Ketch Harbor, 800

barrels

were

caught.

—The

North Sidney, N.

Herald of thelstinst. reports

S.

large schools of mackerel outside their harbor.

—

A species of fish called clam crackers have made their
appearance in Skidaway River, at Isle of Hope, Ga,
being attracted by clams which are planted on the beach.
7

They

are

from four

to six feet

wide across the back and

—The Pensacola Gazette says a party of fishermen caught
one hour on the snapper banks of Pensacola, two hundred and one of these noble fish.
"Shot," asks:

"Have any of the chummers for blue fish tried a float in
The idea came to me as I was having very poor
fishing.
luck some time ago (not getting my hook in the right place
you know)

about a foot above the wire.
many casts, and was not so
fish

tearing the bait from

fishers

would

try

it

and

my

to attach a cork to
line
I took in three blue fish in as

my

much annoyed by
hook.

I

repoffc for the

the small

wish some of the

sake of the brethren.

—Valentine Bachman, while fishing near Indian Rift,

at Lib-

only sixteen years old, but has pluck enough
We quote:

it,

in

at the right time

Summer

1

are spotted like leopards.

— Our Rhode Island correspondent,

has been spending the

Libby Neck, August 28, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I have had. some very good fun fishing since I have been here, with
both targe and small fish
This morning I got up quite an excitement
by striking a blackfish. There were three or four swimming about the
bay, and everybody was watching them.
After staying for an hour or
so tbey disappeared, and everybody thought they had gone out to sea.
I was sitting down on the bank by the water in front of the house when
one came up within fifty feet from shore. 1 jumped up, and it was not
long before I was in my dory with a scnlpin spear, rowing after him.
The water was so shallow that where he went he made a large ripple on
the surface, so it was very easy to tell where he was. I headed him off,
and kept driving him nearer shore unlit got him in water about three
and a half feel deep, and then he kept frying to get by me. At last he
gave
up and made right at the dory, head first, and I thought I was in
for a ducking sure, but 1 could no! get (nit of the way.
So I stood up
and grabbed my spear, and when I saw turn within about three feet I got
ready for him, but just then he saw me and turned his side toward me
and gave a mark 1 could not mi- s, and I drove the spear into his side,
and I tell you there was some water flying for a minute. He swam off
with the spear in him and went toward shore. I shouted to the fellows
on shore for help, but they did not get 'there soon enough, for when he
felt the shore he turned right about and went under my dory with the
spear in his side. So he got off. I turned to row home, and out in the
bay I thought I saw my spear. I went out, and there it was with the
iron drawn out of the handle, and 1 guess that blackfish has got something to remember me by. The barbed part drew out of the handle, and
The, fish, I should judge, was about ten feet long, and if
is in the fish.
more boats had put out to help me we might have got him. I caught a
pollock day before yesterday that weighed Sl£ pounds, which is a pretty
good fish. Mackerel have been plenty, but there are not many now.
Chas. D. Sanborn.

— Mackerel are reported as striking in on Halifax shores.
One day

is

who

W. B.

Whale.—A young

for twice sixteen.

tishermen.

—This item about salmon

Editor Forest and Stream:—
I forwarded by express Don, one of "One-eyed Sancho's" pups, to a
Mend of mine at Burkville, Va. He writes me the express charges

of

FISH IN SEASON IN SEPTEMBER.

up

THE MAGNETEWAN AS A TROUT

seven pounds.

11th, 1S75.

lines are

The Monocacy
when the

often

the Delaware, last week, caught a black bass weighing

.

Marlboro, N.

85

STREAM.

seining in Paget

Sound looks
marvelous, but is corroborated every year by similar
We quote from an Olympia paper:
catches.
"One company, consisting of citizens of Olympia,
whose business is managed by Mr. V. Tull, and another
known as Vining & Beinheimer, are catching salmon by

Toronto, Canada, August 23d, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I returned from Doe Lake last week, and, according to promise, send
you a short account of my
rience and my impressions.

which [ faithfully record my expeparty consisted of Major S., two sons
of Dr. R.,and my own three boys.
We had made arrangements
through Mr. Stenatt, who lives about nine miles to the west of Doe
Lake, to have a commodious boat ready to transport us along the lake
and the Magnetewan River; but to make sure of having one which we
could manage without too much fatigue, we took with us from Toronto
a light cedar, double sculled, one capabk of carrying six or eight comfortably, and which proved very serviceable on the trip.
Inconsequence of some defect in our telegram there was no conveyance ready
at the Severn to transport our boat, and consequently Major S. remained over to bring it along the next day. I arrived at Rosseau about
midnight of Monday, 26th July, stopped at Pratt's that night, and the
next morning started with Marshall's team for Doe Lake. Our route
was along the Nipissing Road for about twenty miles to Adams', thence

The first company caught at
the thousand at Muekelteo.
one cast of the net, last week, 2,900 fish, of an average
weight of 7 lbs., or about 20,000 pounds all told. Of
course such a weight could not be hauled in, so the net
was kept in place until the tide went out and then the fish
weie secured. Every available barrel and kit on the Sound
has been secured, and every cooper is at work making
more, and yet not enough have been secured to hold the
The fish are of the variety known
fish as they are caught.
as silver salmon, and are as rich, juicy and fat as any salmon in the world."

Our Fisheries.— The number of arrivals of fishing
vessels at this port, for the week ending Sept. 9, was 81,
an increase of 18 over those of last week. They are clas35 from Georges, 17 from the Banks, 27
sified as follows:
from off-shore mackereling and 2 from the Bay of St.
Lawrence. Mackerel still continue very scarce, and the
news from the fleet is not of an encouraging nature.
There is, however, time yet for the vessels to get good
fares, ere the season closes, and this is most anxiously exThe receipts of fish at this port during the past
pected.
week, are as follows: Georges codfish, 564,000" lbs. halibut, 16,200 lbs. Bank codfish, 1,700,000 lbs. halibut, 150,000
Shore mackerel, 1,700 bbls.; Bay mackerel, 440 bbls.
lbs.
—Gape Ann Advertiser. Sept. 11.
;

—

New York.— Ghittenango, Sept. 10. Oneida Lake, Madison County, is a place which I will recommend for good
black bass fishing. One day this week two men went out
after 4 o'clock in the afternoon and caught twenty-four
fish, averaging about four pounds, the largest weighing
four and a half. This was at Lake Port, three miles and
a half from Chittenango Station, N. Y. C. and H. H. R. R.

—

My

on a road running eastward nine miles, to Stenatt's, near the'head of
Rainy Lake. It was near ten o'clock before we got off. and in consequence of this delay night overtook us about four miles from Stenatt's,
and as there are no settlers along that portion of the road, we would
have been obliged to camp out if we had not .availed ourselves of the
light of two of our camp candles.
We were kindly accommodated at
Stenatt's that n:ght and the next day until Major S. arrived with the
boat, which came safe and sound, notwithstanding the severe strain it
had been subjected to over the terrific roads.
On Thursday we started for Doe Lake, nine miles to the east of Stenatt's, which we reached about noon, and where, after dinner on a beautiful sandy beach, we embarked in Bob, McMichael's and our own boats
for the Magnetewan. Four miles roiv to the north end of the lake
brought us to the outlet into the river, up which we proceeded two and
a half miles to the first rapids; but as the prospect for trout was very

;

unpromising, we turned about, without landing, passed the qutlet of
Doe Lake, and descended the Magnetewan to the first rapids about
seven miles below, reaching them in time to get our camp nicely arranged before night set in. Our first approach to the river made it evident that we were on no trouting ground. From the rapids above
down to our camp, a deep, dark, dirty river, full of leeches and all manner of abominations, wound tortuously between level banks, about four

Shep.

Virginia.— Leesbury, Sept. 8. The bass fishing in the
Potomac near this place has not been so good this season
The few caught, however, have been of
as formerly.
larger size than the many of previous seasons.
Maj. Murray, on Goose Creek, a tributary flowing into the Potomac
near Edward's Ferry, caught 37 bass one day and 32 the
next, and reports them to be increasing in that stream,

trip, in

or five feet high, with scarcely an appreciable current.
The rapids where we camped were about 150 yards long, with a fall
of about 3£ feet. The rocks were covered .with a dirty, slippery, brown
moss—certainly a most unpromising place for trout. I had carefully
chosen my ground high up on the river, with the reasonable expectation of there finding, if anywhere, my favorite sport; but the illusion

was soon
I

dispelled.

pected, found

We

spent three days there, and as might be exis incorrect; we did get one,
about

no trout—no, that

'

.

—

:

,

pound weight, bat that was all, and accordingly we struck
camp, returned to Doe Lake and camped first on the northern end and
afterwards about the middle of the northern part on the west shore,
where we found bass and pickerel, and where we spent a very pleasant
week. We made four excursions in hope of finding trout. The first
one was to Ragged Creek, about half a mile above the upper rapids on
the Magnetewan, where Champion, a settler on the north end of the
lake, said we would get good trouting.
Here we found a little spring
brook, about five or six feet wide, rushing over a rocky bed, and falling
three-quarter

into the deep, dark, sluggish waters of the river. Where it joins
the
river there were traces in the slimy mud of previous fishermen.
Here
we took one trout, about If lbs. weight, and by following up the creek
as far as was practicable, I succeeded in getting half a dozen more, but
small ones; so disgusted with the Magnetewan, we left, with the firm

determination of never again wetting a line in its dismal waters.
We were informed by a hunter named Crooks, whom we met on the
lake, and also by one named Haines, who lives near the outlet, that we

would find good sportif we went up about ten miles, to Love Lake, an
enlargement of the river; but I had had sufficient experience of the
river to enable me to form an opinion as to its character as a trout
stream, and I could not bring myself to believe that it was such in my
sense of what a trout stream should be, and consequently did not think
it worth my while to go further up,
No amount of trout, if they really
are there, would to my mind compensate for the dreary, dirty character
of the river, which I felt sure must continue to its source.
We made three attempts to find trout in streams running into Doe
Lake, but found none, excepting in Bear Creek, which we reached after
a four mile tramp from the south end of the lake, and where, after
hours of determined bush fishing, we took nine fish, the largest of winch
was about three-quarters of a pound. After this we contented ourselves
with bass and pickerel.. My young friends were blessed with an inexhaustible fund of good nature and good spirits, and we found enough
about our camp to make the time pass pleasantly; so that we returned
home after a three weeks' absence greatly invigorated and refreshed,
despite our failure in trouting. If trout do not abound, deer do; for
wherever we went we found traces of them in great abundance, although I fear from the number of hounds we came across at every settlement it will not be long before they are thinned out or driven away.
Yours

James H. Richardson.

ever,
«*-••»-

i

BITES.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Having read of late many inquiries

in your paper for a good preventive
against mosquitoes and black flies, allow me to send you the following,
which any druggist will compound. It has been nsed many years, and
found to act as a perfect safeguard against these annoying pests: Olive
oil, two ounces; camphor, two drachms; carbolic acid, one drachm;

one-half drachm; oil

cedar,

one drachm;

pennyroyal, one

oil

W.

Mix.

Webb, M. D.

S.

about in every direction. Altering the programme slightly
on account of the water being still a little rough, the sixoared race at three miles was rowed first. The contestants
were the Cornell Universities crew, composed the same as
at Saratoga, the Cornell Freshman crew* and the Watkins
crew. The University crew won in 19 min, the Watkins
crew second in 19 min. 28 sec, and the Freshman last in
19 min. 48 sec.
The second event was the junior single
scull race, two miles— Robinson, of the Union Springs
Club, winning in 14 min. 37* sec. Francis, of the Cornell
Navy, second in 14 min. 49 sec. and Lefman, of the Neptuire club, third in 14 min. 54 sec.
The third race, three
miles, for four-oarcd boats, resulted as follows:—
M. S.
M. S.
Union Spring
19
55 Watkins
20
20
;

;

Stars (Rochester)

A pair-oar

min.

57|- sec.

On

the second day the weather was fine and the water
The races commenced with the single sculls for
professionals, three miles, Gilbert Ward. Biglin, Daniel
Ward, Kilsby, of Philadelphia, and Powell, of Pittsburg.
The latter won in 15 min. 52 sec, Gil Ward second in 16
mm. 4 sec, and his brother 20 sec behind. The second
race was the amateur senior single sculls, between Francis,
of Cornell, and Riley, of Staten Island; Courtney, the
champion, not opposing, Riley won in 15 rain 10 sec. The
professional pair-oar race, three miles with a turn, resulted
as follows:

smooth.

M

HIGH WATER. FOR THE WEEK.
New

Boston.
H. M.
eve. 3

H.

8
9
10
10

44
26
14
6

York. Charleston.
H.
M.
8
3
44
8
9
26
14
10
11
6
eve.
6
1
15

M.
48

30
11

56

11
51
eve. 53
2
1

6

21..
22..

15

Brooklyn Yacht Club. — The

regular monthly meeting

of this club was held on Wednesday evening last, when it
was reported that the new club house on Gravensend Bay
was finished and would be ready for occupancy in a few
The date of the Fall regatta was fixed for Saturday,
day3.
October 2d, which was also appointed for the opening of
the new club house, when a dinner will be given to the
members and their friends. The prizes won at the June
Capt. W. TI. Langley reregatta were then distributed.
ceived the club prize for schooners, a handsome silver
Commodore, Dickerson
"breakfast set, won by the Comet.
took the flag officer's prize, a silver wine cooler, won by
Fowler, owners of the
the Madeleine. Messrs. Brasher
Undine, took a marine telescope as the prize for first-class
The Schemer, Capt. Charles Hall, received a
sloops.
Gen.
silver punch bowl, the prize for second-class sloops.
Tom Thumb, owner of the Maggie B. received the flag officer's prize in this class, and in the third-class, the Wm.
T. Lee, Captain Charles Cheever, and the Victoria, Capt.
Thos. Fry, received the prizes. The prizes won at the
Greenpoint regatta were not delivered, protests having
been entered by the White Wing and Kate, against the
Sadie, and the matter was referred back to the committee
for final adjudication.

&

Scrub Ka.ce in the South Cove.
'

— The cat boats had a

fine race in the South Cove, Jersey City, on Thursday of
Messrs. Frank Bates, George Boyd and B.
last week.
Byron were judges. The course was around the cove five

making a" distance of twenty -five miles. The boats
were divided into three classes, and started as follows
First class Ella, A. J. Martin, Four Brothers; second
class Tough, Only Daughter, Teresa; third class Aunt
Jerusha, Ed. Hunting, Three Brothers. In the third round
the Tough broke her gaff and was withdrawn. The Ella
maintained her lead throughout. The following shows
times,

—

—

—

the result of the

race :—
FIRST CLASS.

Elapsed Corrected
Finish.

Start.

H. M. S.

Name
Pour Brothers

3

Ella

3
3

A.

«}".

Martin

H. M.

00
00
30

3
2
2

3
3

3

40
38
42

time.

S.

M.

55
55
35

40

time.

M.

S.

37
36
40

S.
55
55
05

37
36
39

45
53
35

38
43

10
46

38
43

10
41

41

50
05
45

41

45
05
42

SECOND CLASS.
Only Daughter

.3

3

Teresa.

T 0U gh

t

3

4
5
4

3
3

30
00
00

42
48

4b

.

Withdrawn.

THIRD CLASS.

Aunt Jerusha
Ed. Hunting
Three Brothers

3
3
3

6
6

7

00
30
00

*

3
3
3

47
48
49

50
35
45

42
42

42
42

beating the Four Brothers 55 sec. The Only Daughter wins in the second class,
beating the Teresa 5 min. 31 sec. The Aunt Jerusha wins
in the third class, beating the Ed Hunting 20 sec.

The

Ella wins in the

first class,

Senaca Lake Regatta.— This

S

Ward, Gil Ward— Cornwall
54
2l'
Biglin, Frank Kilsby— Mew York
22
55
Charles L. Smith, Frank P Crouch— Rochester
23
04
The next was a professional four-oar race same distance.
Two crews, Ward's and Biglin's, contested, the former
winning in 20 min. 3 sec, Biglin's time being 20 min. 81
sec The last race of the day and of the regatta, was a
special match in single sculls, between Smith, of Rochester, and Daniel Ward.
It proved to be the finest race of
the regatta— neck and neck from start to finish— Ward
winning by half a length; time 16:48. The prizes were
presented to the winners in the evening.
Ellis

John

_

Cedar Point Regatta.— On Thursday last an interesting

All communications from Secretaries and friends should be mailed no
later than Monday in each week.

16.
17..
18..
19.
20..

miles,

club, wound up the day's sport.
The Cornell men won
easily in 14 min. 46£ sec, the Union Springs time being 15

Wm.

Date.

two

between Ostrom and King,
of Cornell, and Courtney and King, of the Union Springs

Isabel,
Ida, Capt.

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

w

.

'

event, having been postponed for one day on account of the roughness of the
water, was commenced on Wednesday last. The Jake presented an animated picture, a large concourse of people
Slaving assembled from Ithaca, where boating is now at

Feer.

E. McCready, Westport

30
30
28
2S

W. Meeker, Sonthport

Mystery, John Sturges, Southport
Louise, C. Street, Norwalk

Inches.
00
00
05
02

The course was triangular and comprised a distance of
about twenty miles. The Isabel took the lead at the start
and kept it to the finish, winning the race in three hours,
17 min. 20 see. corrected time. The Ida was second by
only 56 sec, the Louise third and Mystery fourth. Messrs.
Eli and Noah W. Bradley were judges and T. H. Nash,
timekeeper.

Queens County Yacht Club .—The fourth annual regatta of this club will be sailed in Flushing Bay on the
29th Inst. There are now 120 members, representing
seventeen yachts in the Queens County Club. The following officers were recently elected to serve for the ensuing
year: Commodore, I. J. Merritt; Vice Commodore, J.
Higgins; Secretary, W. Cheeseman; Treasurer, R.»Wilets;
Steward, Theodore Dummont; Committee on Regatta,
Messrs. W. McManus, S. A. Seaman, G. Y. Carll, Louis

—

H. Watts, Louis Peck, Jacob Lang, and R.

—The
was

Fall regatta of the Central

sailed at

dies race was the topic of the day, and a pretty sight indeed
it was
three double scull boats range in front of the judges 1 boat,
ready to st T
manned—-if I may use the term—with the young and beautiful
Oi u!'
^
gun being fired, off shot the boats together, the occupants puilino
W it.i
will for the mastery. After a vary hard pull the Will O'
the wisp w
8
declared winner. After the races an adjournment, was made
to a shad
grove, where tables were spread, loaded with all the delicacies
of tl/
season, which were provided by the ladies. After keen

New Hamburgh

reached us too late for this

S.

Munson.

Hudson Yacht Club

on Tuesday but our report

issue.

—The match between the jacht Madeleine and Mohawk
was to have been sailed yesterdays over the New York
Yacht Club course.
The regatta for the small yachts of the Atlantic Club,
which was postponed from Friday last, will be sailed to-

—

Mazeppa and Jacqueline.
the second day the Annie Cuthbert won the undecided race of the day before, taking the pennant and $200.
In the race for the challenge cup, the gift of H. R. H.
the Prince of Wales, and the challenge cups presented by
E. M. Hadder, M, D., the Commodore, eight yachts comThe Orioli was awarded the Prince of Wales cup
peted.
and the Commodore's cup for centre board, the Brunette
the $50 prize, and the Geraldine the Commodore's cup for
deep draught yachts.
.^.j*

On

RED CAP REGATTA
Toronto, Canada, Sept., 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Knowing you take a lively interest in sports in all parts of the globe,
I take the liberty of requesting an insertion in your valuable columns of
the enclosed programme of the Balmy beach Red Cap Regatta. The
beach named above is situated on the North Shore of Lake Superior,
about four miles east of Toronto city. It was my good fortune to be
one of those who received an invitation, the regatta being, in a measures
private, being originated with and carried out by the gentlemen and la-,
dies living in that delightful situation for the Summer months. The

afternoon was lovely, and the waters of the lake calm as a minor. On
arriving at the beach the banks and wide sandy shore were crowded with
iheeleie of the city (the news of the sport having been' unaccountably
noised abroad) anxious to witness the several races. Of course the la-

satisfied, the several prizes

were preserited

ners by Mrs. Judge Wilson and Mrs
each case making neat and appropriate speeches.
result was as follows:

The programme

>\m

Race—Double

Scull.— One mile, 1st prize, value $50; 2d
prize
Entries, Bluebell, H. B. White, J. Wallis; coxswain j'
Brown; colors, blue and black. Water Lily, R. Winstanley A
Win
Stanley, coxswain, G. Halle well; colors, red and white; won 2d
prize
Mghthawk, W. Osier, W. H. Banks; coxswain, W. C. Adamson;

First

value $25.

white;

won

colors

1st,

prize.

The Nighthawk came

in ahead, winning

first prize, the

Water Lily

second.

Second Race— Canoe Race —Half mile, 1st prize, value $10; 2d prize
value $5. Entries, No. 1, R. Winstanley, A. Winstanley; No. 2 H
N. Wallace. P. Mason; No. 3, W. H. Banks, W. C. Adamson.
Messrs. Wallace and Mason won first prize and Messrs. R. and
A
Winstanley the second.
Third Race— Double Sculls .—Rowed by ladies, half mile, 1st prize
gold medal, $100; 2d prize, silver medal, value $20. Entries, Violet'
colors, red and white; Miss Winstanley, Miss Banks; coxswain, R, vVmstanley; Wil O the Wisp; colors, black and red; MissE. Winstanley
1

Miss A. Winstanly; coxswain, W. H. Banks; Mignonette; colors, black
and blue; Miss Paterson and Miss Luce; coxswain, H. E, White.
This was the great event of the regatta. The Misses Winstanley took
the lead, and aided by the skillful guidance of their coxswain, won the
race. Miss Winstanley and Miss Banks in the Violet were second.
Sculls —One mile, 1st prize, value $100; 2d
Entries, W. C. Adamson; colors, red; R. Wfnstanlev
piuk; J. Wallis, green; A. Winstanley, blue; n. E. White, black and
blue; W. H. Banks, white; W. Osier, red and white.
Mr. W. H. Banks won 1st prize, Mr. W. Osier 2d prize.

Race— Single

Fotj-rth

prize, value $50.

Tub Race. —Prize value $10; 8 entries, 50 yards. Messrs.
W. H. Banks, and A. Winstanley.
Duck Hunt —Prize value $5. H. N. Wallace, duck;

J. Wallis

pursuers,

Messrs. Osier and Banks, Wallace winning.
The judges were Hon. Adam Wilson, O. Winstanley, E>:q., M. D Jas.
Beaty, Jr., Esq. Starter, Charles Winstanley, Esq. Umpire, J.
;

Maughan,

Jr.,

*

Esq.

Spurt.

*

—See

advertisement of sloop yacht wanted in another

column.
+

.

,

Regatta of the Columbia Boat Club op Brooklyn,
The annual Fall regatta of this organization took place
on Saturday the 11th inst. in Gowauus Bay, and consisted
of a four-oared gig race, the crews being made up as

—

follows:

Dandy

R. Bleeker, stroke.
W. Chapman, No. 3.
J. S. Stokes, No. 2.
G. F. Bassett, bow.

Dixie (colors red and black.)
H. T. Dunham, stroke.
C. O, Lewis, No. 3.
C. Sanderson, No. 2.
H. Leland, bow.

Coxswain—F.

Coxswain— J. D. Halsey.

(colors blue.)

F. Leavens.

The course was a two mile stretch from the railroad
dock near Bay Ridge to the lumber dock near the boat
house. At 5:30 Mr. C. 8. Osborn gave the word "go" and
a good start was affected, both crews getting the water
nearly together, the advantage, if any, being; with the
When within half a mile of the finish the Dandy
Blues.
crept a length ahead. The crew of the Dixie tried by an
extra spurt to overcome this lead, but were unable to do ir,
the Blues crossing the line seven seconds anead, winning
the race in 13m. 20s. Mr. C. S. Butler was judge.

Argonautas and Atalantas. —A very

exciting race

oc-

curred on Wednesday last between two four-oared boats of
the above clubs, pulled by the same crew who have met ia
On those
so many recent contests at Saratoga and Troy.
occasions the Atalantas had proved victorious and their opponents have attributed their defeat to the fact that their
boat was unfit for pulling in fresh water. They have recently purchased a new one built by Fearon, being forty
The result of
feet in length and. eighteen inches wide.
Wednesday's race seemed to justify their excuse, as the
Argonautas proved the winners by an open length. The
race was rowed in the kills, over the three mile course, the
prize being the championship of the Kill Von Kull. The
crews were 3omposed as follows :—
Atalantas (red)

Argonautas (blue.)
Ed. Smith, bow.
Walter Mann, No. 2.
B. Stephenson, No. 3.

day.

Royal Canadian Yacht Club.— The annual regatta
of this club was held at Toronto on the 6th and 7th insts.
The principal event of the first day was the race for the
champion flag and $200, with a second prize of $75. Six
yachts entered, the Orioli, Lady Standley, Brunette, Ina,
Annie Cuthbert and Dauntless. The success of the race
was somewhat marred by the fact that two of the crew of
the Ina, Colonel Shaw and the sailing master, Capt. Lee,
were both knocked overboard, the Dauntlesss in each instance being the rescuer. The Annie Cuthbert was the
first yacht in, but protests being entered by the owners of
the Ina and Dauntless it was decided that the race should
be sailed again on the following day, the Annie Cuthbert
sailing for first prize against the Dauntless and Brunette,
and the Orioli for the second prize against the same yachts.
In the race for second class yachts the Surprise beat the

appetites n'd
to ths fortunate
win
Dr. Winstanley, these ladies
In
l

been

07

20

race,

race was sailed in Westport Harbor, Conn., between yachts
owned by gentlemen residing in that vicinity, the prize
being a purse of $50. The following contested:—

znd Ranting.

fychting

and other cities within easy distance. The wonderful
of Watkins was deserted, the lake steamers were
crowded with spectators, and steam yachts were whizzing
par,

glen

.

""PREVENTIVE AGAINST MOSQUITO

drachm.

—

FOREST AND STREAM.

8tf

acetic,

—

W. H. Downs, bow.
H. W. Rodgers, No. 2.
John Gunster, No. 3.
John E. Enstis, stroke.

F. C. Eldred, stroke.
betting was in favor of the, Atalantas at odds of about
The Argonautas won the toss and chose the
three to one.
Staten Island shore. They started with a lead of threequarters of a length, the Atalantas pulling a little rigged,
and throughout the race the steering was wild. Only once
a
did the boats get even. Both boats took the swell of
The Argonautas
passi ng steamer and shipped a little water.
passed the line a length ahead in the excellent time for

The

three miles of 15 m. 37i sec.
These clubs rowed on the Harlem River on Thursday
Since the defeat of the Atalantas by the Argonautas
last.
had
a change has been made in the crew, Gunster, who

rowed No.

?•,

being retired; Downs,

taking his place, and
the

bow

oar.

Edward

bow,

who had rowed
new man,

Blake, the

taking

as follows:—

The crews were composed
THE ATALANTAS.
Weight,

Edward Blake (bow)
H.

W.

R.

W. Rathhone
S.

W. H. Downs

15^
174

John E. Eustis
THE ATHLETICS

Kogers

Weight,

H.

Weight, It*

lbs.

(bow)

Mack.

lbs.
118

«

'...155

(stroke)

Weight,

lbs.

I

H. C. West

142|C. H.

Cone

;:.'i36

(stroke)

The course was from the powder boat near the railro^
The
bridge to High Bridge, the distance being two miles.
Atalantas started
creased to three
passed, owing to
Atalantas won by

with a length advantage, which was

after

Macomb's

Dam

Bridge had

in-

tw>

the bad steering of the Athletics.
this distance in 11 min. 35 sec.

Nemus Rowing Association.—We

^

have rece ve

^ rters
prospectus of this new organization, whose hea
twopntv
j
about
present
numbers
at
It
Brooklyn.
are in
gentlemen
any
are
open
to
members and the ranks
e
GOTom
interested in rowing matters, and who desire to
a^u
|o,
with a new club. The present initiation fee is
|

?^

^

pleasant
nualdues, $3. It is proposed to build a
lor usee
ready
be
will
Brooklyn,
which
house in South
AV J* *
street,
A. E. Wood, 409 Union
in the Spring.
21o *w
No.
fer, 121 Macon street, and Geo. H. Stetson,
appuw*
street, are the committee, to either of whom
lor further particulars can be made,
,

'

.

j

—

.

.
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Nereid Boat Club.— The Nereid Boat Club

of Brooklyn, closed their ninth regatta season on Saturday last with
The first race was
three races, rowed in Gowanus Bay.

Messrs. J. P. Earle,
for the challenge cup, single-sculls.
Jessup were the conJ. C. Egertou, F. B. Rogers and B. A.
Earle led from start to finish and won by a length
testants.
The second rece was for pair-oars. Two
in 15m. 52s.
boats entered, the Thetis, Messrs. Hardy and Brown, and

the Erato, Messrs. Morrison and Johnson. The latter won
The regatta closed with a fonr-oared gig
in 14m, 43s.
The following are the boats and crews:— Eudora,
race.
Colors blue; bow, W. A. Brown; No. 2, C. T. Jefferis;
No. 3, Benjamin A. Jessup; stroke, J. P. Earle; coxswain,
C M. Bull. Panope— Colors red; bow, J. A. Soutter;
No. 1, H. B. Willard; No. 2, J. L. Galdwin; stroke, D. C.
Broun; coxswain, C. L. Middleton. The Eudora crew
won by a short length in 12m. 4s.

—

Yale and Harvard. — The Troy

Press is responsible for
the following paragraph with regard to the new move contemplated by the boating men of these college "Harvard
is, in conjunction with her old rival, contemplating a new
move but it might be called an old one, as it necessitates
the going back to the eight-oared crews. The colleges, we
are informed, intend to withdraw from the association of
American college and hereafter have the old contest among
themselves. The boat will be light, and a coxswain will
be carried. This will make a race similar to Oxford and
Cambridge, and it is no doubt in imitation of those clubs
that the change is contemplated. Both ot these crews
have studied the English stroke and style, and if we are to
judge from the contemplated change, we have about concluded that our brethern across the water are the best
sportsmen.
few years ago there was no doubt on this
point, but at the present day there are many Americans
who are slow to believe it, and are quick to give utterance

—

A

the arena

was

—

—Detroit, Mich., has a large river navy with a

member-

ship of eight boat clubs. About 400 young men of Detroit
belong to these clubs. They have just closed on this river
three races between ten oared barges. The prize was a
champion flag. The best crew, two out of the three races,
to have it. It was won by the Phoenix Club.
The races
were pulled one week apart and created as they always
have done, a great interest.
W.

—

A match race between the Atalanta and Nassau Boat
Clubs will be rowed early next month.
An Aquatic Yelocifede .— Some Philadelphian has
invented a velocipede for use upon the water, which when
suspended by three cigar shaped zinc floats is propelled in
the same manner as the common velocipede, the wheel
having floats attached to it like those on the wheel of a
steamboat. As a means of amusement it may succeed, but
for practical utility

is

pq

Boston.

—

Pennsylvania

will

many

conceded that

York aquatics.
John McBeath can walk away with the

ship again this year,

if

he

is

so disposed.

seems to be
single championSculls.
It

The

Atlantic club will enter the

lovers of honorable play, and all advocates of the
"Boston plan" of playing with well-trained and disciplined
nines, will be gratified at the almost assured success of the
Boston "Redstocking" as victors on the grand annual race
for the professional "whip pennant."
The season, of
course, is not ended, but sufficient has been already done
to set down the Bostons as sure victors, their record being
one it is almost impossible for the Athletics to equal, and
no other club stands the slightest chance of doing so.
glance at the Boston club record, thus far shows a list of
victories hitherto unequalled in the annals of professional
play, except that of the original Redstocking nine at Cincinnati in 1869:
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Their success is doubly creditable from the fact that it
has been achieved by the most earnest efforts to win in
every game they have played since the club was first organized.
So much for thoroughly honest work, and strict
attention to discipline and good training.
The full record of games won and lost

by each club
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There seems to be quite a furore for the organization of
The latest acprofessional stock company teams for 1876.
cession to the list is that announced in the New York
World, which paper says that "several wealthy merchants
of this city, who have taken an interest in commercial
nines and are very fond of the game, have started a subscription to organize a perfectly reliable professional team
to represent the metropolis in 1876— something the city
has never had. Already stock to the amount of $10,000
committee of three
has been privately subscribed.
will manage the club, and it will be run entirely on the
"Boston plan." The circular of the new association will
be issued in December next. Tbe shares will be $100.
An enclosed ground is to be leased for twenty years, and
fitted up with a ball ground, a cricket field and a course
for athletic games, with grand stands for the public generally and an exclusive stand for the members and their
families.
The organization is under the best social auspices."

A

— The professional games since
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.
Sup.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.
Sup.

7—Boston

our

last are as follows;

Brooklyn
7— Hartford vs. St. Louis, at St Louis
8—Boston vs. Mutual, at Brooklyn
9— Boston vs. Atlantic, at Brooklyn
9 -Mutual vs. Philadelphia, at Philadelphia
9— St. Louis vs. Hartford, at St. Louis
11— New Haven vs. Atlantic, at Brooklyn

15 to
8 to
8 to
10 to
5 to
ll'to
13 to
10 to
6 to

vs. Atlantic, at

.

11—Athletic

vs. Mutual, at Philadelphia
11— St. Louis vs. Hartford, at St. Louis

CRICKET

— THE

3
2
5

in

I.—My pup Spec has got the distemper while
She must have taken cold; her eyes run, she has a cough, and
nose is dry and cracked. A little advice would be thankfully received.
Have given her five drops arcenicum three times per day for two days.
Ans. We have found a dose or two of common table salt in half ounce
doses an excellent remedy in common cases of distemper. But there
are many phases of that disease which require different treatment,
C. H. L., New York.—Please answer the following: Supposing A has
a watch which he sells for $50; he buys it back for $40 and sells it again
for $45, how much does he make by the whole operation ? Ans He
makes $5. Leaving the first transaction, if you please, out of the question, a man has $50, with $40 of it he buys a watch, retaining $10 in his
pocket. This watch he afterward sells for $i5, which added to the $10,
gives him $55, or $5 more than he originally had.

W. M.

F., Newport, R.

.

Plunger, Machias, Me.--What is the best metallic shell? I use nart's
and Sturtevant's; can I do better? I have used for two years a W. & C
Scott & Sons doubie under-grip 13 gauge; shoots well, and is marked 13
bore. Is that at muzzle merely? At breech it is full twelve, or takes
the 12 shells. Is it a choke bore? I do not understand that it is. Ans.
Hart's. Your gun is not a choke bore. All guns that show under
The
twelve when proved are marked the next gauge, viz ., thirteen
subsequent finishing brings them to a true twelve gauge.
Fred, Montello. One of my friends reports a well authenticated case
of seeing a white hare or rabbit with an ebony black head. My informant said that he and a companion saw this curious anomoly last
Winter in Northern Wisconsin, and both were certain that it was a large
sized hare, as they approached it very closely before it was frightened
away. Can you or any of the readers of Forest and Stream, (J. H.
Batty or some other naturalist,) give a parallel case? Ans. The hare observed was the Canadian or common "white rabbit," Lepus Americanos.
We ea.v a
Partial melanism occasionally occurs in the hare family.
specimen of the Canadian hare with black ears in Minnesota in the Win.

—

ter of '75.

any one who wishes shoot on the grounds
Grove Park Association; if not, where and how can I
obtain permission? Ans. Permits to shoot can be obtained only from
members of the Association. Apply to John Avery, Room 21, City Hall,
or Col. S. D.Bruce, Twf, Field and Farm office, 37 Park row. What
outfit would I need for a two months' camp in the above-mentioned

Ballard,

New York.— Can

of the Blooming

place?

Had

I better bring

my 38

calibre Ballard rifle or

my

12 bore, Scott

Ans. Permits are restricted to ten days. The game is
principally deer and ruffed grouse. Would it be absolutely necessary to
have a guide? Ans. No, Where would be the best place for me to go
in? Ans. From Lackawaxen on Erie Road. The club wagons are at
John Williamson's.
E. D., Montreal, P. Q,.— A friend of mine has a large pond or lake
three miles in circumference by one mile in diameter, situated at the base
of a large mountain. The Water is supplied principally by springs (it issupposed from the bottom af the lake,) two small streams only running
down the mountain side into it, and one large one down the valley out of
the lake, driving several small mills and supplying quite a population
with drinking water. Now he wishes to destroy the fish it contains at
present, namely, pike, small perch, etc., and to replace them with game
fish, such as salmon trout, brook trout, etc. without injuring the drinking qualities of the water. What would be the best mode of procedure?
Ans. This is what "no fellow can find out." Best way is to turn in a
supply of black bass that will destroy the other fish.
C. A. H., Utica.— Will you please inform me if the inclosed diagrams
of targets are correct— that is, are they according to N. R. A., Creedmoor, or Wimbledon? If not, will you also inform me where I can obtain diagrams of targets and manner of counting same; also rules of the
N. R. A. ? I am a member of the Utica Citizens' Corps. We have organized a team, and wish to go to work right on the start. We are using
the Remington Spanish arm, 50 calibre. Ans. The diagrams of the targets are correct, but they are the old system, discarded in 1874 by the
N. R. A. of England and by the N. R. A. of the United States this.
year. For the new diagrams send to E. Remington & Sons, 281 Broadway, New York, for their score book, and by addressing the Secretary
of the N. R. A... 99 Nassau street, New York city, you can obtain copies
of their rules, etc. In the Forest and Stream of September 2d you
will find a full description of the new canvas targets at Wimbledon.
I'rapper, Lawrenceville, Va.— The beaver has taken possession of
every small stream in this county to the injury of our lands. Can you
give me any information which would enable me to inform my farming
friends how to destroy them? What kind and where are the traps to be
obtained, and what is the bait to be used? We would welcome gladly a
professional trapper, and believe that there are a thousand in the streams
of Brunswick county. Ans. We have written to several trappers urging
them to go to Virginia. Probably they will wish to delay until quality
of fur improves later in the Fall. Newhouse's traps, made at Oneida,
N. Y., are the best to be had. Iron "traps are the best; they are generally set near the edge of the water where beaver cuttings are seen, and
are baited by rubbing them with the scrotum of the beaver, which im-

muzzle loader?

4
4

4
6
3

INTERNATIONAL TOURNEY.

Philadelphia, Sept. 13th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream: —
The tournament, which was opened to-day by the beginning.of the
game between the Philadelphia and Canadian teams, promises to be the
greatest events in the cricket history of this country. The grounds are
in excellent condition, and the accommodations for spectators in eveay

respect first-class. The Committee of Management, with Mr. A. A.
Suterbridg'i at its head, cannot be too highly commended for the excellence of their arrangements, not the least important of which are the fa-

they have secured for reaching the grounds. The Gennantown
from 11 A. M. to 7:30 P. M., (including the express
trains) stop at a special station near the entrance, and it is but a few
minutes ride from the heart of the city.
The Philadelphians went first to the bat and tan up a score of 117, as
The
will be seen below, the 32 of Tom Ilargreaves leading the list.
Canadians went iu at about 3:30, and when game was called the telegraph
showed 44 run-? for 4 wickets. Armstrong had trouble with the "third
swif t" of Charles Newhall's first over, and went out to think it over.
cilities

trains either way,
1

,

7

off. both C. Newhall and Meade,
from Ban Newhall, who went in in
but came to grief on the
Meade's place to bowl slows. Whelan also went, out on this over, for
unfertile ropes, he sent the third ball into
after putting a "four
Meade's hands at long field.
FIRST MATCH—CANADA VS. PHILADELPHIA.

McLean

piled up ones and twos lively,
ball

first

1

'

—

Philadelphia First Innings
George M. Newhall, run out
F. E. Brewster c. Spragge, b. Eberts
John Hargreavesc. Powell, b. Kearney
R. S. Newhall Hit wicket, b. Kearney
John Large, run out
Whelan
I) S Newhall c Spragge, b
Thomas Bargreaves c. Spragge, b. Eberts
R. N. Caldwell b. Eberts
R. Loper Baird b. McLLean
Charles A. Newhall leg bef. w., b. Eberts
Robert Pease, not out.
Spencer M eade b McLean
.

.

4

'

—

8
13
5
18
1

.

.

3-2

10
11

2
4
9

.

Byes, 4; leg byes,

3;

wides, 2

Total

117

RUNS AT PALL OP EACH WICKhT.
1st. 2d. 3d. 1th. 5th. 0th. 9th. 8th. 9th. 10th. 11th.

38 39
76
76 107 111
112
117
September 14th.— The international cricket match was not concluded
finished
be
to-morrow.
The
concluded
Canadians
to-day, but will
their first inning, making 68 to 117 for the Americans.
The Americans
went in on their second inning, scoring 114; the Canadians followed for
After three men had been put out play for the day
their second inning.
closed with 39 runs.
Sculls.
10

21

28

jpjf'rVo Notice

Taken

—

of
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Anonymous Communications.

R. C. T., Baltimore.— Have written you giving the address of one
supply you with a first class well broken pointer at a fair price.

who can

S. B., Sr.,

New York.— To make

shellac varnish,

how much

of shellac

and alcohol each? Can you give me a good recipe for furniture polish?
Ans. See Vol. 4, pages 99 and 329
B. K. D., Cambridge. Mass.— We know nothing of the firm you men.
tion beyond that their business is of a gambling description, and that
their promises of profit are specious and delusive.
Are Thompson's hunting suits, advertised
S. B., Connersville, Ind.
by Eaton & Co., as good styles and as good material as Holabird's? Ans.
They are lighter and cheaper, but the material is not as heavy. Both
are good articles, and invaluable in bush hunting
W. H. S., Stafford Springs, Ct. What size of Remington's sporting
and target rifles would you advise as the best for target practice at 200 to
400 yards, length of barrel, weight, calibre, etc., rim fire or central fire?
Ans. 34 inches, 44 calibre, centre fire.
S. M. S., Harrisburg, Pa.— Please inform me where I can find a description of the Daniel Fitzhugh fishing boat, with "well" amidships,
such as Mr. Thad. Norris used in his late trip after grayling, I wish to
build a boat of same pattern. Ans. Write to Thad. Norris, 208 West
Logan Square, Philadelphia.
Reader, New York.—Will you inform when Edwin Booth is to ap
person the stage again, and at wnat theatre? Ans. It was reported at
one time that Mr. Booth" would appear this Winter at the Lyceum, but
with what authority we cannot say.
M. M. B., Lonsdale, L. L.- Please inform me where I can purchase
a trap for shooiing pigeons, and price of same. Does the plunge trap
toss the bird up or not? Ans. H. and T. plunge traps cost $15 per pair,
andean be got from H. C. Squires' guu store, No. 1 Courtlaudt street,
.
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PROFESSIONAL ARENA.
A $1,000 tournament will be held under the auspices
of the Rome Base Ball Association, commencing on Oct.
17th, and continuing for one week.
The tourney will be
held on the Rome Riverside Park, and the games will be
played directly in front and in full view of the grand
stand.
The premiums will be divided into two purses, one
of $500 for competition by professional clubs, and one of

IQ
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curiosity is felt in
comments are made among
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Much

sculls entered.

•Si
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Hartford
Louis
Philadelphia

each have a four-oared gig, and there will be at least

regard to the College club's crew, and
^the boatists on this imitition of New

..|

St.

Editor Foeest and Stream:
The entries for the Fall regatta promise some good racing for Saturday. There are four-oared shells entered from the Quaker City, Undine
and College Clubs. The former will have the same crew as at Troy,
while the latter have imported a four from Princeton —Addicks, stroke;
Parmelee, Ely, Van Lenape (bow). Six-oared barges are entered from
the Malta, Pennsylvanian and Crescent clubs. Tne Quaker City and
two and perhaps three double

as follows.--

is

Athletic

useless.

Philadelphia, Sept.

pa

O

five miles.

Englehart and O'Neil. The final deposit of $500 a
side in the match between the above named men has_been
placed in the hands of the stakeholder. The race will
take place on Saratoga Lake on Tuesday Sept. 21st.

o
.....

long anticipated* singlefor $500 a side and the cham-

Coulter took a slight lead at
the start but before rowing halt a mile Morris had passed
him and the turn was five lengths ahead. Coulter pulled a
game race but Moaris maintained his lead and won by four
lengths.
The time given by the referee was 37m. 3s., but
it is claimed that the actual time was 45 seconds less.
distance

inclusive,

Club.

between these men
pionship of America, was rowed on the Alleghany- River,
twelve miles above Pittsburgh on Saturday evening last

The

12,

.

—The

scull race

September

to

in heat.

to this belief."

Morris and Coulter.

up
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in this city. Ground traps cost considerably less.
tosses the bird up.

W.

B. S., Fort Scott, Kan.

—I have a setter pup

The plunge

six or seven

who has diarrhea, passing a red colored fluid like blood; also
something which, when dried in the sun, looks like a mixture

old

trap

months
at

times

of lime

and corn-meal, of a greenish white appearance. I fear he has worms.
would like a small quantity of areca nut with directions how to use it.
Ans. Have written you inclosing some areca nut, with directions how to
I

give

it.

parts a strong scent.
W. H. F., Pittsburg,

Pa.—I have purchased one of W. & C. Scott &
Sons No. 12 gauge 30-mch barrels, 7£ pounds breecn loading guns, pay
ing for same $175. I have never before used nor owned a breech loadiug
gun, consequently know nothing about them, and am compelled to ask
for advice on various matters. 1st. What is the proper method of loading Ely's paper shells, and also brass shells? 2d. Whose make of brass
shells are the very best? 3d. Whose make of powder is best for a fine
gun? 4th. Whose make of shot do you prefer? 5th. Whose make of
wads do you prefer? 6th. Do I use wads in shells the same ga ge as
gun? 5th. Is there such a thing in the market as a very fine gun oil, one
that will neither thicken and get very stiff, nor that will gum? This has
been a terrible annoyance to me for many years. Ans. 1st. Use for
either paper or metallic shells three drachms of powder, ]# ounces shot,
two Ely wads on the powder, one Baldwin wad on shot for upland shooting. For ducks and large game use four drachms of powder, same
weight of shot. 2d. The brass shells made by Hart, of Newark, are

&

considered the best. 3d. Hazard's, Dupont's, and Lafiin
Rand's.
use wads
4th. Sparks', Tatham's, and Le Roy's. 5th. Ely's. 6th.
7th. Fine spermaceti oil, such
size of the gun; some use a size larger.
as is prepared for sewing machines, is as good as any.

We

R. M. Vag, Philadelphia.— 1. I have a fine muzzle-loading rifle of
about .40 bore. Now, I wish to ask what weight, ball, and charge of
powder I should use to have the longest point blank range, and what
will the range be, (point blank range as I understand it being the longest
range one can shoot without altering the sights,) the ball I use weighing
exactly 162 grains, and the charge for hunting 1 £ drachms, though I
have used 2\ drachms with a hardly perceptible recoil ? 2. I had a Remington sporting rifle also while hunting in the Rocky Mountains which
shot very wild. On examining it I found that on taking a ball out of a
cartridge (45 ceutra 1 fire) I could push it through tbe barrel with no force
at all, and if the paper patch were removed it would drop through of its
own weight. Is this the way all the Remingtons are made, also is it
right? While West I saw and handled several English Express rifles
about 44 to 50 gauge, weighing about seven to nine pounds, and shooting
a terrible charge (compared with the weight of the arm.) Do you think
they were the regular Express rifles? And what is the philosophy in
making them so light and short in barrel and the great charge of powder? I shot one, but would not be hired to try it again on account of
the recoil. Ans. In reply to your first query we would suggest that you
experiment with your rifle, using a gun makers rest and varions charges
until you have ascertained its true point blank, which probably varies a
great deal with different guns. The reason why the bullet of your Remington rifle drops through the barrel is becau se they are made to "turn
over," or through the medium of the hollow in the end to expand when
acted upon by the powder, to fill the grooves. Express rifles are similar
to those you describe, the low trajectory or long point blank range being
obtained by using a light bullet and large charges of powder. The bullet used is generally a cone with a hollow point, which expands on strike
ing and makes a f earf ul wound.

—
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GAME PROTECTION.

ALLthethrough
thorough

this Fall

and coming Winter,

investigations

now

in

being

view of

made by

powerful associations of qualified and competent men, to
determine what improvement in our game laws can be devised,
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NEW YORK, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1875.
To Correspondents.
All communications whatever, whether relating to business or literary
correspondence, must be addressed to The Forest and Stream Publishing Company. Personal or private letters of course excepted.
All communications intended for publication must be accompanied with
real name, as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be published if
objection be made. No anonymous contributions will be regarded.
Articles relating to any topic Within the scope of this paper are solicited.
We cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brief,,
notes of their movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this paper
to become a medium of useful and reliable information between gentlemen sportsmen from one end of the country to the other and they will
find our columns a desirable medium for advertising announcements.
The Publishers of Forest and Stream aim to merit and secure the
patronage and countenance of that portion of the community whose reenjoy all that
fined intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and
no depraved tastes, nor pervert
s beautiful in Nature. It will pander to
always
the legitimate sports of land and water to those base uses which
tend to make them unpopular with the virtuous and good. No advertisement or business notice of an immoral character will be received on any
and nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that
;
;

terms

may not be read with propriety in

the

home

circle.

cannot be responsible for the dereliction of the mail service, if
money remitted to us is lost.
Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday of each week, if possible.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COMING WEEK.

we

shall

make Game

Protection a subject for especial

study and discussion; and we herewith invite the members
of duly constituted protective bodies or any qualified person, to advance through our columns such opinions, backed
by natural data, as shall assist in determining habits of
It
species and fixing suitable laws to govern fence times.
will be our especial purpose to collate all such papers as
may facilitate the labors of committees, and members of
committees may themselves deem it advantageous to communicate with each other through our journal, that they
may thereby compare those notes that will be eventually
submitted in a called session. We trust that our leading
naturalists

who have pledged

their services to the

revision

laws, will feel the importance of eo operating
It will materially lighten their labors, and
in this manner.
assist to an intelligent comprehension of the subject in all

of our

its

game

parts

and

their reciprocal relations.

Following this plan of action, we print herewith an intelligent paper from the pen of Hon. Wm. O. Collins, of
Ohio, on Close Time for Woodcock, one of the most difficult subjects to handle in the whole category; also some
short communications of a kindred character:
Editor Forest and Stream: —
Many of your correspondents are still harping upon Summer woodcock shooting, and most of them seem to be correct from their own
standpoint, but as "circumstances alter cases" I am tempted to give a
view from our outlook in Southern Ohio. About fifteen years ago I had
occasion to make an official report on the protection of birds and game
in Ohio, in which the woodcock is spoken of as follows:—

"The woodcock (,6'colopax minor) is a choice game bird, but it was
strangelv treated in the Jaw of 1857, which forbade the killing before the
15th of September. It breeds in vast numbers in the State, and especially in the wetter portions of the great fiat extending from the counties of Brown and Clermont, on the Ohio River, to Lake Erie and the
Michigan line. In the swampy forests of this section it is abundant in
breeding time, but not long afterward. It arrives from the South about
the 1st of March, pairs immediately, makes its nest upon the ground,
hatches about April or May, and its young are generally two-thirds
grown and tit for the table by the 1st of July. Pew are killed on these
grounds where they are produced in such numbers, as they subsist upon
worms ami insects obtained from a moist, soil, and so soon" as the Summer sun dries up these vast flats so that they candot penetrate the ground
with their long bills they change their feeding ground, getting into
marshes and wet places, and at length occupy chiefly the valleys of the
larger streams where the tall corn and rank weeds and bushes afford a
shelter, and the rich soft mud abounds in the insects which they love
Here they are sheltered from observation and pursuit;, and no one would
be aware of their presence unless he came directly upon them, or heard
the whistle of their wings in the dusk of the evening or the morning as
they move from one feeding ground to another. Early in the Fall the
woodcock moves southerly to hi * Winter quarters, though single birds
are sometimes found as late as November; a few will remain during the
whole season along spring branches and other moist places in the vicinity of their breeding grounds, and there are some extensive marshes in
the State where they are found in considerable numbers, but the great
part have left their early quaners for inaccessible haunts long before the
unfrequented
present law allows them to be shot. Lying quietly
places, rarely taking wing by day unless disturbed— and feeding and
migrating by night— changing their grounds suddenly for others far distant, they are in little danger from the sportsmen in Ohio.
Their killing after the 4tl/ of July will not endanger a tithe of the number bred in
the State. If their numbers decrease at all it will not be from the gun,
but he opening up, ditching and drying out of our wet lands, where
only they can subsist."

m

think these views substantially correct, and that in this locality
should be permitted after the 4th of July, for otherwise we
should not get one in a hundred of the thousands we raise. The richest
lands in Ohio, except the alluvial deposits in the valleys of streams, are
the level wet lands once heavily timbered, but now being rapidly cleared
and drained, and, of course, unfit for woodcock breeding. Where
swampy forests are left they still remain. A year ago last March I saw
perhaps a dozen or fifteen in going half a mile through some land of this
They would fly but a few rods and drop again, and were
description.
evidently nesting. By the middle of July not one rould be found on the
same ground. It was a very dry season, the moisture had all evaporated,
and they had gone elsewhere. The present Summer has been remarkably wet, about ten inches of rain falling in the month of July, and they
hare remained, but are scattered over so much ground, and vegetation
In 1849 duty required me to
is so rank that it is useless to hunt them.
be often with a surveying corps on a railroad line, about twenty-five
miles of which ran through a fiat wet forest. In the months of April
and May we often saw a dozen broods a day— cunning little black things
that the mother would pick up in her claws and flutter away with. In
August the ground was dry and hard, and they had disappeared. It
must be remembered that in the milder climate of Southern Ohio woodcock begin to breed probably two weeks earlier than in New York or
New England; that there ate no large permanent ponds or marshes, and
that along the watercourses the immense growth of corn, from ten to
fifteen feet in height by August, with weeds in neglected portions nearly
as tall, furnish an almost perfect protection, so that our woodcock shooting amounts to little at best. Nor would Eastern sportsmen be benefited
by any Ohio law, however stringent. Men in this country, as a general
rule, migrate by parallels of latitude, birds of passage by lines of longitude, though aquatic birds will deflect to follow the seaboard or large
rivers or other water lines. Our woodcock Winter in the swamps of the
Gulf and the Lower Mississippi, where few are killed by legitimate sporting, but many are ignominiously slaughtered in night fire-hunting, often
by darkies with clubs and sticks.
A different rule as to time might suit the lake counties, but the Constitution of Ohio requires all laws to be general in their operation, and
game laws must be the same in Cuyahoga as in Hamilton county, however unsuitable. We prefer large fat Fall birds for the gun or the gridiron, but if they cannot be had give us a chance for a few of the twothirds grown Summer ones, as you do the prairie sportsmen for August
and September grouse, when only they lie well before the dog.
I

still

their killing

Thursday, September 16th— Trotting at Kingston, N. Y./ Pittsburgh,
Park,
Pa East Saginaw, Mich.; Cleveland, Ohio; Dixon, 111.; Myslic
for Luther Badge at CreedContest
Rifle—
Md.
Baltimore,
and
Boston,
moor Cricket—International Tournament, British Officers vs. Cana;

Chicago at Chicago;
dians at Philadelphia. Base hnli-Hnrtford vs.
Expert at HarrisAthletic vs. Mutual at Brooklyn; Philadelphia vs.
burg, Pa.

Friday, September 17th.—Trotting at East Saginaw,. Mich..; CleveVt.; Norristown, I'a.;
land, Ohio; Dixon. 111. Nashua, la.; Plattsburg.
Penu Yan, Chatham, N. V., Westfield, Mass.; Baltimore, Bangor, Me.
Philadelphia
Mystic Park, Boston. Cricket—International Tournament,
Base ball— Athletic vs. Atlantic at
vs. British Officers at Philadelphia.
Hook
Brooklyn; Peabody vs. Doerr at Burlington, N. J. Astor vs. Red
;

;

at

Brooklyn

Saturday, September 18th,— Trotting at Mystic Park, Boston; LockN. Y. Rowing— Schuylkill Navy Regatta, Philadelphia. Rifle-

port,

Cricket—International
Franklin Rifle Club meeting, Hartford, Conn.
Base
Tournament, Philadelphia vs. British Officers at Philadelphia.
Philadelphia vs. Cincinnati at
ball—Atretic vs. Mutual at Brooklyn,
Chicago; Peabody vs. Shi be at
Cincinnati; Hartford vs. Chicago at
Staten Island vs. Hoboken
Philadelphia; Harlem vs. iEtna at Brooklyn;
Concord at Brooklyn; ^Etna vs. Alert at
at Hoboken; Flyaways vs.

Monday, September SOth.-Racing

Qumcy

at Louisville,

Ky.

Trotting at

Cricket—International Tournament, All Comers vs. PhilPhiladelphia. Base ball-A. H. Cain vs. Defiance at Phil-

lil

adelphia at
adelphia; Peabody vs.

Camden

at

Camden, N.J.

Trotting at
Tttt-sday, September 21st.—Racing at Louisville, Ky.
PoughFramington, Mass. ; Burlington. Chester, Vt. Waterloo, N. Y. ;
Boston; Tiskilwa, 111.;
keepsie, N. Y.; Burlington, la.; Beacon Park,
;

Rowing— O'Neil and
Tiffin, Ohio
Cynthiaua, Ky
Saratoga Lake; Regatta of Williamsburg' Yacht Club.
at
Cricket—International Tournament, All Comers vs. Philadelphia
Del.;
Philadelphia. Base ball— Peabody vs Quickstep at Wilmington,
Brookvs. Hoboken at Paterson, N. J.; Flyaway vs. Alaska at
AmblerPark, Pa.

;

.

;

.

Engelhardt,

.

Olympic

lyn; Keystone vs. Doerr at Philadelphia.

Wednesday, September 22d.—Racmg at Louisville, Ky. Trotting
Indianapolis, Ind.; Meriden, Conn.; Cuba,
as above on Tuesday, and at
N. Y.; Columbus, Delphos, Ohio: Watkins, N. Y.

The Dogs of England. —We would

Veteran.

call the

attention

in another column of
of our readers to the advertisement
celebrated sporting
most
the
of
pictures
of
a fine selection
representatives from the
dogs of Great Britian, including
Macdona, E.
kennel of T. H. Murchison, Esq., Rev. T. C.
portion of
others.
and
Lurgan,
Lord
Esq.,
Price,
J. L.
exact imitation
the pictures are colored in water colors, in
and the collection
of the original; all are taken from life,
altogether is most unique and well worthy of examina-

A

tion.

It

can be seen

at this office.
:

«*-**«

yf e have been f avored with a call from Mr. Tuerck,
Chicago Field, who came to this city on business for
the
of
that journal. He represents the Field as being in a vigorour condition. We wish it success.

Belle Fonte, Nottoway County, Va., September, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream.—
It is an axiom among anglers and sportsmen who have traveled, that
if the game and fish of this country, (the whole of it, I mean,) are killed
legitimately in the shooting and fishing seasons there are not enough
flies, nor even angle worms made and grown, nor powder or shot manufactured to extinguish the game and fish in our forests and our streams.
As far as this county is concerned I have many friends who uphold me
and am now preparing, with the aid of other resident sportsmen, local
by-laws, etc., so as to establish a "close season" club. In the county
of Brunswick I believe the editor of the Advocate, Warner Lewis, of
Lawrenceville, a gentleman and a sportsman, has already established a
similar association. In Richmond, you are aware, there exists a large
and influential body of gentlemen sportsmen, who also have a club. In
Norfolk there is the Game Protective Association, and I am informed by Mr. W. G. Taylor, that, they, with the co-operation of the
peopie of Virginia, propose to lay a simple, honest, practical bill before

the Legislature next session.

If the

game and

even fairly protected, nature having been so bountiful, there will be an abundanee for
fish are

Some of the people here, I am ashamed to say, have been ki
wild turkey poults weighing one pound a piece, when on, say Novembe^
10th, these same poults, left to themselves, would weigh six or
seve*
pounds; also deer, does and fawns, when they are scarcely able
all.

^

to

from nature's annoyances. The ruthless hand of
aan
must needs step in and slaughter these suckling babes; for what? .for
they
killed.
deer
rum: and then boast of how many
Wonderful! and
Bo
I might go on to the end of the chapter. For heaven's sake don't send
that murdering "Jack Lamp" down here, for I predict the State that it
enters will cease to protect the game. Is not this fact carried out
on
Cape Cod, where I used fifteen years ago to shoot the golden and
black plover, the sickle bill, the marlin, and other beautiful bay birds
The pot-hunting "Jack Lamp" and fire arrived one fine day, which was
worked with such assiduity for eighteen months that it destroyed the
means of livelihood of over one hundred families. I sincerely trust ihat
every association and club in the Union will pass a resolution to the effect that any member using this "murderous implement" will be instantly expelled, except it can positively be shown that he was procurina
food for camp, and so make once again the quail, woodcock, ruffed
tect themselves

grouse, and- the noble wild turkey a food element for the people

^
Mr. Murray

f

this

country.

Insetting a disgraceful example, and instead of protecting
slaughtering worse than the pot hunter, because he knows
better and can afford to purchase that murderous implement, "the Jack."
shall soon be able now to hunt and fish without the rod and gun.
There is a large sum of money to be made by supplying the public with
fish torpedoes, which can be manufactured for little or nothing. Then
one can walk along the lovely trout streams of the country and kill all
the fish he requires. They have already started "the Jack," and so it is
Oh! that, I had the power of
fairly launched on its atrocious headway.
a Webster or the tongue of a Clay to render this Mr, Murray immortal

game he

is

We

soulless cervisade. My humble pen is of so
leave the matter in your abler hands. Youra truly,

by his

little

avail that

I

Jko.M. Tayum;.
Protective Society,

The Secretary of the Peterboro Game
Ontario, 'Canada, writes September 8th:—
"Oiir Game Protective Society has had two special guards on the hack
waters for some weeks watching the poachers, and in this immediate
We have many
it has stopped a great deal of illegal hunting.
enemies yet who we hope will some day make serviceable members, as
they get to see that carrying out the law is to benefit them more than
any others. 11

locality

The Hudson River Association, whose headquarters are
properly in Newburgh, but whose officers and executive
committee are located not only in Orange county, but in
Dutchess, Greene, Putnam and Columbia counties, have,
during the last year, distributed over one thousand copies
of the game laws of the State between Newburgh and the
Adirondack region, and through the their various officers
are on the lookout for infringements of the laws in every
quarter.
It may not be generally known that any individual citizen has the power to cause a suit to be instituted
against any and all offenders, and the object of sportsmen's
clubs, is to some extent, to enable gentlemen to bring offenders to justice without incurring unpleasant personal
responsibility or notoriety,

which many

dislike,

though

they may fully realize the grossness of the offences committed against the game laws. Not very long since the
Hudson River Association discovered, in an out of the way
place in the Adirondack wilderness, an old reprobate by
name of Hoxie, a store-keeper and postmaster, who employed forty trappers, to whom he paid forty cents per
pound for dressed trout,, and twelve cents for venison,
and in one season shipped over seven tons of trout, and
innumerable deer. The association 'went for him,' and
got out an order of arrest, but he had meanwhile left for
parts unknown, afraid to face the majesty of the law.
Yonkers has done her duty in the matter of oystermen,
and no dredger or raker of oysters has been seen south of
Hastings or north of the New York line since June last.
Now the Yonkers club propose to keep the river clean of
gas tar. The laws strictly prohibits gass companies from
running their refuse into the river under a penalty of fifty
Let all citizens interested seud information
dollars daily.
to the Secretary of the club of any facts in their possession,
and judging from the energy exhibited in the past, the
club will do its level best in the future for the preservation
of fish in our noble river.
A Game Protective Association is formed in Chester,
Delaware. Officers for the ensuing year: President, Y.
S. Walter; Secretary, John S. Kerlin; Treasuer, Wm. C.
Gray. The association offers a reward of ten dollars for
the conviction of every offender against the law.
The Norristown Fish Association offers a reward of five
dollars for the arrest and conviction of any person found
fishing with nets or seines, or in any other manner prohibited by law, in the river Schuylkill within the limits of
Montgomery county.

—

The Monroe County Sportsmen's Club have voted $100
Game Constable Brown for his assiduity and zeal in the
cause of preserving game and the enforcement of the game
to

laws.

A

Sportsmen's Club was started

last

week

in Jersey

City Heights, N. J., for the protection and propagation of
game and the improving of sporting dogs. Richard von
Schmiedeberg was elected President; C. F. Thompkins,
Vice-President; F. V. Lengerke, Secretary. This club has
adopted the rules and regulations of the Philadelphia
Sportsmen's Club, with a few alterations, and from the
well

known

mon

appointed as

and energy of the gentleare convinced that the game

respectability, skill
officers,

we

laws in that section of the State will be promptly enforced
against

all

transgressors.

—

In the late match between the Parthian Junior Rifle
Club, of Hudson, and the Saratoga Club, particulars of
which are given elsewhere, the score of the Junior club,
545 points out of a possible 600, at 500 yards, is the best
score on record at this distance.

—Two

^^

fourteen inch shells thrown by the British i*
of Stonington, Conn. August 10, 1S14,
bombardment
the

1

,

have just been brought up by steam dredges, and one
thf ni is still unexploded.

oi

.

—

FOREST AND STREAM.
ROUTES OF FLORIDA TRAVEL.

At the entrance, or Little Gasparilla Pass, the fishunequalled. On the opposite fiats beach birds are
more than plentiful. The main land is distant about three
hundred yards. In the centre of the island a lagoon with
excellent water will be found; but by digging a hole in the
sand (and planting an empty barrel in it) from twenty to
eighty yards from the bay beach, fair drinking water can
be obtained at low tide. If a party landed at Punta Rassa,
a small sloop or schooner could be chartered to transport
boat, provisions and camp equipage to camping ground.
few weeks spent on one of the islands in Charlotte Harbor would do much to restore the invalid. Frosts are unknown; northeasters and northwesters lose their injurious
influences before reaching these favored spots.
weekly
mail is received at Punta Rassa, and supplies could be obtained through Capt, McKay of the Valley City.
have advised parties to camp on the end of the island, for,
by pursuing this course, bushes and grass would be distant

WINTER
when

approaching and numbers are undoubtedly looking forward with pleasure to the period
they will leave Old Boreas in the rear, and bask in
is

the health-promoting sunbeams of Florida, and as the
present seems an opportune time, I propose furnishing a
few statements for the benefit of those who contemplate a
visit to this State.

As the southwest coast (the scene of my last Winter's
wanderings) presents an attractive field for the true sportsman, I shall refer to it in this communication. I fancied
that my articles published in the Forest and Stream were
sufficiently explanatory, but from the large number of letters
I have received, I find that

something more

is

necessary,

I shall endeavor to furnish the required information.
Steamships leave Boston and Baltimore regularly for Savannah. Florida can also be reached by any of the various
rail routes, and fares can be ascertained by inquiring at
any of the principal offices. Steamships leave New York
for Charleston three times weekly, and from Philadelphia every Saturday, connecting with railroad, and with
the staunch, seaiworthy, comfortable and ably officered
sea-going steamers, the Dictator and City Point. Fare

and

from

New York

to .Jacksonville,

including state

room and

meals, $27 50; excursion ticket, $50.

Steamships leave New York for Savannah three times
weekly, connecting with the steamers Dictator, City Point
and Lizzie Baker. If travelers prefer it, they can reach
Jacksonville from Savannah by the Atlantic and Gulf
Coupons of excursion tickets will be received by
railroad.
the compaay. travelers will find this road supplied with
excellent

Pullman

cars.

Gelpcke's line from New York to Fernandina consists of
the well known steamships, Huntsville and Montgomery.
York to FerThe rates by this line are as follows:—
nandina, $20, excursion ticket $35; New York to Jackson-

New

$22 50, excursion $40; New York to Cedar Keys,
excursion
$45; New York to Tampa and Manatee,
$26,
$36; New York to Punta Rassa, rate not received, but presume about $40; New York to Key West, $46.

ville,

A direct line to Jacksonville is advertised, but we must
await results before anything definite can be stated. Fare
to Jacksonville as advertised, $20, excursion ticket $35.
Jacksonville or Fernandina reached, the sportsman can
If
take railroad, daily except Sunday, for Cedar Keys.
Homosassa is the objective point, a boat can be hired at
from eight to ten dollars for the trip, or if disposed the intending tourist or sportsman can communicate wT ith Alfred
E. Jones at Homosassa, and if timely notice is given, Mr.
Jones would meet" his guests at Cedar Keys and land them
The only difficulty
at his attractive home, free of charge.
attending this arrangement is the fact, that there is but one
mail per week to Homosassa, arriving on Mondays. Homosassa can be reached by another route: Steamer from
Jacksonville to Silver Spring, a natural curiosity that
should be visited by every tourist. Hack from Silver
Spring to Ocala, fare one dollar. From Ocala to Homosassa, a distance of thirty-six miles, over a good road, in
comfortable vehicle; charge for carriage from eight to
twelve dollars, dependent upon number of passengers.
Board at Homosassa, from ten to twelve dollars per week;
accommodations good, table excellent; fishing and shooting superior; and we may add, rooms large and airy;
verandahs spacious; fresh milk and butter; oysters and

oranges ad libitum

.

At an early day, we propose taking a trip overland
from Ocala to Homosassa, and will furnish your readers
with a description of the route. But I must return to
Bronson, a point on the Fernandina and Cedar Keys RailThe ponds in the
road, thirty miles from the latter place.
neighborhood afford fine bass fishing; quail and duck are
plenty, and the sportsman may succeed in shooting turkeys
Accommodations, hotels, fifteen dollars; piyate
or deer.
boarding houses, twelve; board $1 per day or $5 per week.
For information interview Mr. G. Levet.

With the exception of climate, bathing and fishing,
Cedar Keys presents but few attractions for tourists or
sportsmen.

We regret

to state

that the hotel

accommoda-

cannot be recommended, as A 1. Sportsmen arriving
at Cedar Keys and requiring information need but call
upon Mr. Gore, editor of the local paper, or on Willard
and Roux, and mention that the liberty taken was in accordance with the suggestion of Al Fresco.
The steamer Valley City, commanded by that jolly sea
dog, Capt. McKay, leaves Cedar Keys every Friday for
Tampa, Manatee, Punta Rassa, and Key West. Parties
desirous of ascending the Caloosahatchie River, or of
spending a few weeks on the coast, could take steamer to
Punta Rassa, and from there ascend the river or explore
For 'gator shooting, ascend the CalooCharlotte Harbor.
sahatchie to the upper islands, six miles above Fort Myers,
and thirty-one from Punta Rassa. Above the islands the
disciple of Old Izaak can put in all his spare time in landing cavalli ranging from five to fifteen pounds. For fight
and pluck we can recommend this fish. They take the
spoon, or spinner without hesitation, and we are of the
opinion that they would not object to a salmon fly.
For
hunting and sea fishing we can recommend Tanibel, Lacosta, or Gasparilla Islands.
For a camping place for the
invalid who requires a bracing sea breeze, an equable
temperature, salt bathing, and life-giving sunbeams, we
would say camp on the northern end of Gasparilla Island.
The island is two miles \n length, and is we}! stocked with.
tions

r

deer.

ing

Editok Forest and Stream:—

89
jht

is

A

A

We

1

,

some hundred

yards, and in consequence mosquitoes

would

not prove troublesome. To intending visitors I would say,
secure coast survey charts of this harbor, two in number,
obtainable at any large nautical store.

Returning northward, sportsmen could run the coast

from Little Gasparilla Inlet to Sarasota Inlet, a distance of thirty-eight miles. But unless they are familiar
with sailing, and know how to pick their way between
bars, and keep clear of breakers, we would advise them to
take themselves and boat on board the Valley City and
land at Tampa. At Tampa they would find good accommodations by calling upon Lt. Wall. Leaving Tampa
Bay, with its islands stocked with deer, and every inlet
furnishing superior Ashing, they would reach Clear Water
Harbor by the Indian Pa.<s. From Clear Water Harbor
they could run along within two or three miles of the main
land in from three to five feet of water. A barrier reef
exists from five to seven miles from the main land, and
owing to the shallowness of the water, and the grassy nature of the bottom, the water is smooth.
Bayous, coves,
and small bays will be found in numbers along the coast
line, and a good harbor can always be made.
The voyageurs could enter and examine en route the attractive and
beautiful springs at the heads of the Wiccawatchee, Cheseowillshi, Homosassa, and Crystal Rivers.
During the
Winter months the gulf is usually as c lm as a mill pond,
and can be safely navigated with a seventeen-foot Whitehall boat; but for the purpose of navigating shoal water
and carryiug plunder, we would recommend a batteau,
such as is used on the Delaware River. If decked over
and supplied with a centre-board and sail, such a craft
would be found admirably adapted to the navigation of the
southwest. Arrangements could be made for the cheap
transportation of such a boat from New York to Cedar
Keys by the New York and Fernandina line of steamers.
But if money is no object I would recommend intending
sportsmen to secure a boat with sailing master at Cedar
Keys, Tampa, or Manatee, at an expense of from four to
But I may remark that many of the
five dollars per day.
boatmen along the coast have acquired a weakness, and if
peace is desired the whisky bottle must be kept under lock
and key.
Al Fresco.

The Laelin and Rand Medal.— We
cut, or rather cuts, of the

Laflin

& Rand

present herewith a

handsome medal presented by the

Powder Company

to the National

Rifle As-

Creedmoor during the Fall meetMany of the
ing, under the conditions mentioned below.
Creedmoor experts use the Laflin & Rand powder and the
sociation, to be shot for at

probably intended as a recognition of their
with it. Capt. Bogardus has also made the
name of these makers famous. The design of the medal
The
is admirably conceived and the work well executed.
obverse represents the arms of the City and State of New
York combined, surrounded by the national standard and
various implements of war, the shields being surmounted
by an eagle standing on the top of the globe, the legend
surrounding the whole being "Laflin & Rand Powder Co.
Prize Medal." The reverse of the medal represents the
range at Creedmoor, the targets in the distance; at the

medals

are

efforts to excel

Fame in the act of crowning a victorious rifleman, who, with rifle in hand, kneels to receive the decoraThe medal is suspended by a chain from a pair of
tion.

firing point,

line

-*^*-

Choke Bores.

—The last issue of

the

London

Field con-

performances in the field of one
of Mr. W. W. Greener's choke bored guns ordered of that
manufacturer shortly after his success in the competition
for the Field cup. Although the report winds up with the
statement that on the whole the result is favorable for the
choke bore system, when used on grousse and partridge
after the first week of their seasons, we do not consider
the same by any means proven even by the very account
It says

been made in silver and bronze, which the Laflin
Co. have also presented to the association.
The match is open to members of the National Guard of
any State in the United States, members of the National Rifle

have

also

& Rand

tains a description of the

in question.

guns are attached to a plate, or broach to
enable it to be worn on the breast. The medal is two
inches in diameter, and struck in perfectly pure gold, the
attachments being eighteen carats fine. Duplicate medals
cross guns; the

Association,

excepting,

however, such

Amatuer Rifle Club, who shot
at Creedmoor or in Ireland.

members of the
in the international matches

:

"On the 16th five guns were out (by Purdey, Westley
Richards, Grant, and Boss), in addition to Mr. Price's
Greener; but the day was so persistently wet that the birds
would not lie at all, and only a very small bag was made.
The "Greener" did well as far as it was tried, killing five
out of six shots, one or two at very long distances. Of its
long range powers we had no doubt, from our target experience of it; but what we wanted chiefly to ascertain was
how it would act at twenty -five and thirty yards when
loaded in the ordinary way. Of the six shots only two
were within thirty yards, and at this distance it certainly
cut up the birds very much, but not so as to spoil them for
the table nor, indeed, more than a good gun of the ordinary kind. The 17th was devoted to a trial with it at snipe;
but here it certainly failed, and undoubtedly its limited
killing circle is too small for this twisting bird.
If the
"bog-trotter" therefore, has no other gun to use, he should
adopt the plan recommended in the report of the trial committee, by which his circle will be increased sufficiently to
embrace "master Jack."

—

This match

to be shot for

with breech loading military
barrels intended
for long range shooting will be excluded
No cartridges
carrying more than seventy grains weight of powder, or
more than 480 grains weight of bullet will be allowed;
rifles

only,

is

and

all

specially

made heavy

.

Two

days later the choke bore was tried again, but the
writer admits that a Purdey, its only competitor on that
day, did equally as well, and the report also says that "the
choke bore certainly is not suited to a bad shot," and those
who only possess one gun would do well to have one barrel only choke bored, especially if they are not first-class
Mr. Price is of opinion that "the choke bore heats
shots.
more rapidly than the old plan, and, and thinks in a "hot
corner" this will be a drawback; but, as far as our experience goes, we have found no difference in this respect."

Many

of our friends are

making enquiries regarding the

advisability of purchasing

choke bored guns or having their
old ones re-bored on this plan.
To all of these we can
only say wait, and let well enough alone, until further experiment, not at targets, but in actual field work, shall
have demonstrated the advantages of the hew system over
the old.

firing position,

any within the rules of the Association.

The Forest and Stream Badges.— The

eighth contest

for these badges

was shot on Wednesday evening, the 8th
inst., at Conlin's gallery, No. 930 Broadway.
A large
number of gentlemen competed, Mr. Wm. Hayes proving
the winner by the capital score of 10 inches, being the
smallest yet made in these competitions.
For those of our

who may not be familiar with this mode of scoring
we would explain that the shooting was done at 25 yards,'

readers

the shots being measured from the centre of the bullseye
to the centre of each shot.
Thus in Mr. Hayes' score the
total measurement of twenty shots was but ten
inches.

The second and third badges were won by the Messrs. Thos.
Lloyd and F. Hyde, those gentlemen " having made the
scores; nearest to and over fifteen and twenty inches
respee.

!

—

1

—

Mr. Hayes having won the badge three times now
The scores were as follows:—
retains it in his possession.
tively.

FIRST BADGHE.
Inches.

Inches.

W

.

Hayes

Wilson MacDonald

.10
13

B. Farwell

W.

G.

Hamilton

13 7-16

M. Richards

J. P.

14f-

13*

SECOND BADGE.
Thos. Lloyd
G. W. Yaie

Wm.

Moser

Hyde

F.

Sherman Smith

15 12 |A G. Hellwig
17 11-16 L. V. Sonc
|Edward Browne
17 7 8

lb 1-16
19 8-16

THIRD BADGE.
20 116 M. P. Lennon

22±

17f

Woodward

Jos.

20£
21 3-16
20|

T. G. Noone
A. Marsh
Capt. Bogardus
Thos. Fent.on
A. B. Dodge

24 7-16

H. G. Taber
H. T. Joseline
N. P. Gunther

21 3-16

Wm.

21 6-8
23

'.

26|r

2Bi
301

Parks

(i.

30 11-16

|

Several others withdrew.
WINNERS OF THE BADGES.
Winning Meas-

Winning meas-

Trag'eser

Wm. Hayes
Wm. Hayes.

the Team

fob, -the

Rav

—

Score.
5 5 4 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 4 5 2 4
5 3 3 4 4 4 3 3 2 5 5 3 3 4

800
900
1000

5 5

252533354453

A.
800
000

JEWELL.

S.

II.

5 5 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 5 3 4 2

1000.

CANFIELD, JR.
2 5 4 4 5 4 5 3 5 4 5 5 5 4
3
5

55424353
2445055334434
2424

4- 68

2-48
5—58—114
5-65
5—56
5-51-

172

2 5 4 5 4 5 5 4 5 3 5 5 5 4
3 3
5 3 5 5 4 4 5 4 5 2 5
2 4 3 3 3 4 4 3 5 5 4
3

"

'

"

'.'.'.'.

1000

5435555554

<j00*

HO0

4 4 4 5 5 4 4 5 5 4 4 5
5 2
4 4 3 3 3 5 2 3 4 5 9
3
3 3
2 3 3
5 3 5 3 2

')00

1000!

I&r

800
900
1000.

2 2 2 5 5 5 4 5 3 5 5 5 5 3
3
4 3
4 3 3 4 4

*

52020 422
40503

3253

"
'.'.'.
'.

H. MADISON.

E.
qoo-

5443430533553
3 3 5 5 2
3 4 3
3 3 4
33010302155000

..3

1000!

!

!!!'!!!

1™

-342 Anderson...
168-338 Crouch

185
142

14 4-286

167

Tpweil
'.".

Farwell

Hvde
RathboneV.V
The third

and

last

175-

166- 301 Madison

H
W "Anderson
A
p"
Hyde.

J.J. Meagher

Grand

5-46
2-50
0-31-127

—The

W
A

'

D. E. Vannet
P. E. Sciymser
J. A. Gee.

144—279
125-278
127—230

Ill
102

87

Retired

,

.

43
42
42

and Farm badge

J.

K.Bnrlew,-.

Samuel Schwartz
Thomas Lloyd
D. C. Pinney.

W.

T.

42|

Linton

H. Stearns

W.

Lindsay
Huntington
Chauncey, Jr
I. C. Clarke

.4liC. E.

•

41

p.

40
40
40
39
39
39
39

J.

^

lark
^'
Tp- P
B. Burton

'

T. R. Mnrphy
W. H. II. Sabin.

Alonzo Dutch

W.

J. Oliver

39
39
39
38
38
38
...38
33
33
38
!...3g
g7

4—80
5-91
2-75
5—91

target.

of Hartford,

meeting on Saturday the 18th

inst.

will

hold

A number

and the occasion,

is

it

most successfully.

—

Dominion Rifle Association. The annual prize meeting of the Dominion Rifle Association opened at Rideau
Ranges on the 7th inst. The targets used were the new
Wimbledon, or Brunnel canvas targets, described in these
columns two weeks since. A large number of riflemen
were on the ground. The All-comers' match had 134

teams:
Sixty-third Halifax.

.

.-.

Forty-second Battalion

130
130

131

This match was concluded on the third day and won by
the Tenth Royals of Toronto, with a total score of 262
The McDougall Challenge Cup, shot for at 400
points.
and 600 yards, five ronnds each, had 124 entries. Sergt.
Mitchell of the Thirteenth Battalion, Hamilton, was the
winner with a score of 44 out of a possible 50. The next
match, in which considerable interest was also manifested,
was the Provincial match for the London Merchants' Cup,
value $1,000, to be shot for by five competitors from each
Province. Ranges 390, 500, and 600 yards; seven rounds
each. There were four teams entered, as follows: OnThe
tario, Quebec, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.
following are the scores
350! Quebec
330
Nova Scotia

—

—

:

330

Ontario

The

Affiliated Association

1

New

Brunswick..

326

match; ranges 500 and 600

was won by the Thirteenth BatHamilton, their score being 125 points.
—The second annual match of the Lenox and Addington
Rifle Association was shot at Napanee, Canada, on the

yards, seven rounds each,

9 th inst.

thinks their visit

138iTenth Royals
132 Thirteentn Battalion

Foot Guards

there, aud the consequent
be beneficial in many respects.
Mr. J. H. Steward, of London, optician to the National
Rifle Association of England and the National Rifle Association of the United States, has presented the same prizes
this year, for competition at Creedmoor as he presented
a Steward's new Wimbledon Camp binocular
last, viz.
field glass as used by the official scores at Wimbledon this
a Steward's improved watch aneroid barometer,
year,
It

5-85
4- -89

512

wrong

anticipated, will result

talion, of

rivalries will

5555454442444 54454
5554 3 55544555544
2544434 4 5444445445
543555 4 5 45 5 5554345
533255455444523435
5554454555*5555555

total

bullseye on the

Times notes the arrival home and reception of the American Rifle Team, giving them high praise
for- their bearing and achievements during their European

—The London

trip.

545

a bad ballet.

0-^50

Croud)

E Browne

43|J.

Bruce

'.".'.'.".'.'.

'15

Respectfully,

S.

GAME

IN SEASON IN SEPTEMBER.
Snipe and Bay Birds.

Moose, Alces malchis.
Elk or Wapiti, Cervus Canadensis.
Hares, brown and grey.
Wild Turkey, Mileagris gallapavo.

Caribou, Tarandus rangifer.
Virginianus.
Squirrels, red, black arid grey.
Quail,
Optyx
Virginia.
Woodcock, 'Scolopax rus'ticola.
Pinnated Grouse,' Tetrao cupida.
Ruffed Grouse, Telrao umbeilus.
Esquimaux Curlew, Numtnius bo- Cmiew, Numenius arquaria.
Sandpiners, Tyingance.
realis.

Red Deer, Garicxs

Plover, Charadraius.

Willets'.

Godwit. Limosinw.
Rails, Eallus Virginianus.

Reed or Rice

Birds, Dolichonyx

oriz-

von.

Wild Duck.

Game
at the

in

Market.— Trappers

West and

the result

is

are getting fairly at work

shown in an increased supply
by this means.
Iowa fur-

of pinnated grouse killed
nished the bulk of the supply, and the price in our market is $1.25 per pair. Ruffed grouse are being received in
fair quantities, principally from Connecticut; price, $1.75
per pair. We saw at the Messrs Robbins, some woodcock
from the same State, very neatly packed in dock leaves
and ice; they retail for $1.50 per pair. Reed birds from
Savannah are in very fair condition and sell for $1 per

dozen; rail at present are very poor and scarcely worth,
quoting; teal have appeared and bring 75 cents per pair;
wood duck, $1 per pair; mallard, $t 25; Bay birds sell
for from 50 cents to $1.50 per dozen according to size;
wild pigeons, from the northern counties of this State are
worth $1.75 per dozen; squabs, $3.50 to $4.

—

Game Laws of Michigan. The game laws of Michigan
were amended at the last session of the Legislature, and
some important changes made which it would be well for
our readers in Michigan to note. The law now provides
that no animal of the deer species shall be hunted or killed
in the Upper Peninsula from August 1st to December 15th,
and in the Lower Peninsula from September 15th to December 15th. Wild turkeys shall not be hunted or killed
except from October 1st to January 1st. Woodcock can
only be killed from July 16th to December 31st, and prairie
chicken, grouse, partridge, pheasant, and wild water fowl
from September 1st to December 31st. Any railroads or
carriers who shall transport such game ten days
after the expiration of the time prescribed are liable to be
The transportation of live quail
fined from $10 to $100.
is, however, lawful, and common carriers may also transport game from other States where it is lawful to kill such
birds or animals at the time of such transportation.

common

Game Laws op Connecticut. — At

the last session

game laws

•ho Connecticut State Legislature the

The foil owing is the result of the all -comers'
match, 5 shots at 200, 400 and 600 yards each. The wind

blew in puffs across the ranges:
Paymaster Strachan, 47th Bat
Sergt.

M.

Strachan. 47th Bat

James Loyst, 48th Bat
Robt. McDonald

—The Rod

and

Hooper, N. B. G. A..
40
43 Sergt. Kincaid, 14th P. W. O. R.39
43|H. Ruttan
39
42 Lieut. Coburn, 15th A. L. I;
.29

421 Capt.

'.

(

'.

Association of
Island, contested for the second time on
for their marksman's gold badge. Jfo\
Rifle

.

.

Jamaica, Long

Wednesday

Wm.

S.

last

Elmenclrof

of

of that

State were so modified as to do away with July woodcock
shooting, and making the close time for woodcock and

act passed

44.

P. Clark

L C

$

'"10

'
*

.

minion match was shot on the second day. This comprised
a first stage at 300 and 400 yards and a second stage of 500
and 600 yards, five rounds at each. In the first stage,
Capt. Gibson, Toronto G. A. took first prize with a score
In the second stage, which was shot on the folof 58.
lowing day. Lieut-Col. Morris, Seventy-first N. B. took
The Battalion match
first prize with a score of 40 points.
for teams of six men at 300 and 600 yards, seven rounds
each, resulted with the following scores for the five highest

-50

Robertson

™

""

made:—

third contest for the Turf, Field

J T B.Collins
C. P. Robbins
Murfey
II

Total.

Score.

The Franklin Rifle Club,

took place on Saturday. The conditions were: distance
-200 yards, standing; any rifle; two sighting and ten scoring
shots. There were no less than eighty-eight contestants.
Private W. Robertson of the Seventy-ninth Regiment was
The
the winner, with a score of 44 out of a possible 50.
last winner was Corporal Linton of the Seventh, whose
score was the same as the winning one on the present ocThe best twenty -five scores were -as follows
casion.

W

contest in this

is

of valuable prizes will be shot for

Rathbone
V. Canfield, Jr

"S|

'

grouse from July 1st to October 1st, and extending the
time for quail until October 20th.

52 E. Daffy
&U J. J. Collins

•

was

contest

total

their annual

124|

•

The

the score:
PARTHIAN, JR., CLUB.

.

Saturday the Irish- American Rifle Club competed
for a challenge cup at 200 and 500 yards distance, seven
The best scores were as follows:—
shots at each range.
58jT. R. Murphy
Gen. P. P. Millen
Clark
B. Barton

*.

.

distance.

SARATOGA RIFLE CLUB.

—On

J. 1. C.

at this

amatuer team

first

.

-60

H. Madison

rest-

35.

were 200 and 500 yards, seven shots
The winner of the first prize was private
at each range.
New by of the Foot Guards, with a score of 56. The Do-

...135|R.
130|A.

A! J. Hennion, Jr

follows:— Distance, 400 yards: position, any without

entries; the distances

150, George
-.

...!!!!

11th, scored as

Creedmoor second class target; seven shots; possible
D H. Smith (winning the badge) .31|D. Keiton.
30IS. Chapman
H. White
29'R. Goodall
E. A. Whiting
28 H. J. Frink
A. Knight
28 J. L. Mercier
R. Rhodes
25 J. Chase
J. Frink
25 G. Parker
R McDonald

A

185 IE.

S Jewell
B Farwell.,

Holyoke, September 13th, 1875
Editor Forest and Stream:—
The Holyoke Rifle Club, in their nineteenth field meeting, September

six of

F. A. Weller, Lewis. ..500.. 3
Udell Gates, Amsden. .500. .4 5 3
Joel Bay?, Lewis
500. .4
G. W. Ainsworth, Lewis.500. .5
W. II. Hndgman. Ams..50">..2
W. H. Benson, Lewis.. 500.. 4

competition was shot on Saturday,

are the totals

the sights,

the Parthian Jr.
Rifle Club, of Hudson, and the Saratoga Rifle Club, took
place September 8th, on the Saratoga Club range beginning
at half past 10 A. M., aud ending at 2:15, each man firing

Grand

strong wind blowing directly
eight riflemen contending.
up the range interfered somewhat with good shooting, particularly at the longer range, as the figures below will show.

The following

nearly

fired, so

and next time we will show' a better score

Caused by

4-37
2-39-136

135
153
103

1

6

55555 3 5 55454544 4 55 4-91
54455554454445 5 545 4-89
.3435454545* 545554455 -84
E. 8, Elmer, Remington.500. .5 454 5 5 455554555 5 455 4—94
T. E. Denegar. Rem..,;5nO..S 5 55554555 5 544554 5 3 5—92
J. A. Smith, Remington 500.. 4 5555555*5554555553 5—95

4—59
4-47
3—38-144

4-

club.

.

4-42
4-33-125
Mr. Canfield lit ads the list with a total score in the two
competitions of 360 points, the others being as follows:—
.'.

was almost dark when the shots were

—The match between a picked

w'hd—

2*032—9

so that the bullseye could not be seen through

*A

42445003 2 4030

..

It

3 3 3 0-- 9
3 3

dr— 10| Embury

Rifle.
Club.
Yards.
L. Geiger, Remington.. .500. .4
S. B. Newcomb, Rem. .500. .3
A. Bush. Remington ....500.

GEORGE CROUCH.
800
Ooo

Prescott

5—69
3-50
3-47—166

*

3
5 5 3 2 3 3 3 5 4 2 3
4 2 3 5 4 2 4
4 5 4 5 3 3

800
1000;!]*!!"....

3 4
3 2 5

ended the

W. SMITH.

G.

POO
900
1000

Wilson

The following

305034400

040

'.'.

.

Saratoga,

5 5 5 5 3 5 2 5 5 4 4 5 4 5 5-67
4 4 3
3 4 5 4 4 5 3 3 ,i—44
3—33-144
3
4

.'

W

3 4 4 4

country.

anderson.

a.

200 YARDS.
4— 1&|P. Wilson
3 2 3—141 Ailerton

Z. Close

'

KATUBONE.

It.

... .0 2

800

.

5-66
2—55
4—47—168

HYDE.

E.

3 5 5 5
5 4 5 3 4 5 3 5 3 5
3
2
4 3 3 4 4 3 3 3 5 3
2 5 2

800

winner, was obliged to surrender posses-

.

534

1

breech and muzzle loaders, and resulted in a
victory for the breech loaders, by a score of thirty-three.
At the conclusion of the match both teams were invited to
an elegant dinner, at Myers' Cedar Bluff Hotel at the lake.
After dinner were speeches, strolling, viewing the lake
and course of the college cre'ws, &c, and a drive back to

W. B. JAHWJSLL.
800
900

J Mitchell

100 TAROS.
43 3—24
2
5 4 4--31 Allerfon
4 4 4 4— 30|P. Wilson. ...... .4 4 2 3 3 4 4—24
3 4 3 4 5 3- -22
4 3 5 4—29iEinbury
4 3 3 3—19
3 3
4 5 4 4—28 M. Hubs
3 4 3 4—26]

4 5

4
5
3
4

between

A. V.

800
900
1000

4 5
5 5
3*5
4 4
4 4

three sighting and twenty scoring shots.

KOIJX.

.1.

5 5 3 5 5 5 4 4 5 5 4 4 5 5
3 3 5 3 2 5 3 5 3 5 5 2 2

-

'

Total.

5-63
5-55
3—57—175

first

George H. Creed, the President of the
scores have reached us.

meeting; highest possible score at 100 yards, 35; 200

Z. Close

Canadian Match.

the

sion to Mr,

yards, 25.

13 2-8

the list:—

Yards.

—

10

member of the American team who participated. Weather
clear, bright, atmosphere very hazy, thermometer 90°.
The wind was very variable and opposed to good scores.
is

No

amounting in value to $135.
Mount Vernon Amateur Rifle Club. The fifth regular shooting meeting of the Amateur Rifle Club of Mount
Vernon, N. Y., was held on the 11th inst. This club is
composed of a limited number of members, who have no
expectation of becoming "crack shots," but are shooting
The first meeting was held on August 7,
for amusement.
and the shooting has improved at a rate which is at once
A handsome gold badge is
satisfactory and encouraging.
on
inst.
the
25th
at the 100 yard range.
competed
for
to be
The targets used are of canvas, and at 100 yards the bullseye is 5 inches in diameter. Following is the score of
telescope, all

W. Wilson

13$

The second competition for places on the team to be chosen
to shoot against the Canadians in the forthcoming match,
occurred on Wednesday last, Mr. Canfield being the only

The following

Bury

Prescott

...14

Wm.

— Selecting

who was

urement.

W.

Hamilton
12
G.
12 1-16 M. P. Lennon
Richards
P.
J.
M.
12f
Hayes
12 3-16

G. W.Yale...

mountain heights and foretelling weather,
with the addition of compass and thermometer, a. Lord
for measuring

last

urement.

John

—

1

FOREST AND STREAM.

90

Wm.

—

close

Amendment to Section Seven, Laws of Ohio.— An
March

29, 1875,

declares

it

unlawful for any

December and the 1st day.
any wild deer." The section, other

person, between the 1st day of
f

November,

wise,

is

to kill

correct as printed.

—By the laws of 1875, chapter 183, the shooting of
ducks, geese, brant, partridges, prairie chickens and rabbits is forbidden in Suffolk County, N". Y., prior to Oct. 1.
Rail used to be abundant on the Hackensack River,
and we have known of seventy-five being killed on a tide.
What is know as the English Neighborhood is perhaps the
best locality.
However, returns this year are meagre as
Nine boats were out on the first day of the open seayet.

—

we

son; they brought in eight birds, but
better results than this ere long.

—Wild geese appeared at Prince

expect to hear

Edward's
which

of St, Lawrence, on the 7th instant,

of

Island, Gulf
is

unusually

early.

Canada.

— Cornwall^

Ontario, Sept.

7.

— Our

duck

shoot-

ing season has commenced on Lake St. Francis; (about ten
miles below here), but the birds themselves have failed to
make their appearance. Three years ago you could hardly
find better duck shooting in Canada than we had in this
vicinity; but now the ducks, alas! where are they? Probably frightened away by the army of breech loaders. I
took my canoe and Indian down the day the season opened,
expecting to have a good time, but came home disappointed enough, scarcely firing a dozen shots. We are
sure, however, to have them plenty lust
before the lake
J
^
•?
freezes.
a. H. W.

4—

Maine.— Calais, Sept.
The young dusky ducks have
been very plenty; have killed about fifty. Within a few
years there had been quite a change in the breeding 01
birds upon our river.
A few years ago we had no pickerel
to eat up the young water birds.
Several kinds of grebes
that used to breed abundantly have all gone, the woodducks
and hooded meganders are getting quite rare; and the
out,
flocks of young dusky ducks have a hard time to keep
of the pickerel throats. I have no doubt the pickerel win
make the salmon a rare fish in the St. John River, as they
have been put into the Upper St. John, as they will eat
up the young fish. Our time to commence shooting ruiiec
are
grouse (1st of September) has got along, but the birds
ai
small, not more than two-thirds grown, but the flocks
last
very abundant. Woodcock are more abundant than

—

—

—

FOREST AND STREAM.
I shot about sixty before they
began to moult. At this time they are not fit to shoot.
B.
Snipe have not got along.
Machias, Sept. 5th.— Season now open for all kinds

year, but not at all plenty.

of

game save dueks, which opens September

1st.

Grouse

be plenty, I think. Could we enforce the game
law we should soon have good sport Grouse will have to be
I think none should be killed tor market,
better protected.
say for ten years, but allow citizens and visitors to kill all
will not

.

they want for their

own

Hunter.

tables.

— All

along on our
Massachusetts.—
side of Massachusetts Bay bay birds are very late this
We account for it by our having such a late Spring.
year.
Plover are now coming plenty; best bag so far has been
45 to two guns, in one morning. No coot yet, but we expect them plenty in a few days. Smelts are now in their
prime, and we are having splendid sport. Any sportsman
wishing something new and a good time, I can recommend
to Kimball's Hotel, Cohasset, from Sept. 15 to Oct. 15.
He can have all the gunning he wants, and smelts in
S. K., Jr.
abundance.
Grass birds and robin snipe have been
Salem, Sept. 18.
in large numbers on Broad Marsh, Essex ihe past few days,
and large lots of birds have gone along outside, i. e., across
the bay direct, 200 and 180 birds per day being bags made
by two gunners at said marsh. A good many "dough
I saw Saturday evening one lot
birds" have been flying.
of 87 of these, 12 black breasters, and some grass birds
and Summers; all but the Summers were shot on Stage
Gohasset, Sept. 10.

—

,

Hill,

Advices from Chatham state gunners

Ipswich Neck.

thick; birds fair quantity and condition, 150 being killed
by two Salemites wlio are there. Black duck are around
and coots are being seen in' the bay. There has not been
anything like this season for years for birds, but they are
only seen in a few places, not being seen a few in eacli of

about here as one would suppose. No
Teal.
English snipe yet; we need rain.
the

many

localities

Rhode

Island.

—Newport,

Sept. 13.

— The

storm of Fri-

day caused the plover to pay us a flying visit. Numerous
good bags are reported of green heads arid muddy breasts.
Shot.

—

Watch IBli, Sept. Curlew, sand snipe, yellow legs et
omni genus, are killed within ten rods of this house, and
to-day we have noticed a flight of ducks which will now
the season, when geese
This place is easily reached
will also
by steamboat to Stonington, and a charming sail of three
Karl.
miles across the bay.

number until late
be had in abundance.

in

increase in

.

Long

— Shelter

Island Hotel, Prospect, Suffolk
During the month of December, (and
County, S&pt.
sparsely earlier) a fair shot can strike a barrel full of ducks
(nearly all kinds and variety except tlie canvas back) in a
few hours without leaving his tracks, from any of the
low lands of this beautiful Slielter Island, by using decoys.
From the day of legal shooting one can bag all the quail
he can carry.. Green port would prove in these seasons the
Long Island Railroad from Huntbest "base" for attack.
Hole! accommodaer's Point to Greenport; fare, $2.70.
row boat will land the
tions are good in Greenport.
hunter on Shelter Island in a few minutes. The ducks
swarm here in myriads to feed at this season of the year.
Mr. M. C. Grilling, a substantial farmer and old resident
of Shelter Island, informed me that he had olten shot a
barrel full of ducks from such and such a spot, one of
which named was the dock of the Shelter Island AssociaBig as are these figures they are not magnified, as
tion.
doubtless your memory culling up experiences will amply
corroborate.
H.

Island.

—

A

New

Jersey.

— Marlboro,

11.— I have

Sept,

what we

just shot
breasted plover, and it
collection of game

call a bullhead, or black
a fine specimen; will have it in
This is the only one seen
birds to ornament nry parlor.
upon my place this season, but others have told me that
they have seen a few, and we are hoping to have some
flue sport at them soon.
They \vill "stool" and come in
large flocks, sometimes affording exciting sport.
H.

my

is

—Since the

when

the law permitting
persons to kill reed and rail birds went into effect,
a number of non-residents have been arrested in Camden
f'Or killing said birds without license, or without a permit
from the West Jersey Game Protective Society. The
penalty for this is fifty dollars and costs.
In order to
save trouble persons should secure a permit before they
attempt to gun for such birds. This is the statement from
Camden, no doubt from the association itself. But we
can only say now what we said before, in passing such a
law for non-residents, that it is an outrage on common
rights and Ave believe it to be unconstitutional.— Germantown Telegraph.
1st

instant,

—

—

Pennsylvania. Philadelphia, Sept. 18. Reed and rail
birds not only moderately plenty, but the reed birds are
improving in quality. There seem to be a good many
plover and some few English snipe being shot down river.
Virginia.

— Blacksburg,

Sep>t.

Wi.

—No

Sculls.
shooting here-

A few days ago there was a good flight of
and I popped off some cartridges at them loaded
Spring for jack snipe, bagging sixteen. Bear, deer and

abouts yet.

a few hours up Buffalo Lake on the 2d instant, and shot
sixteen wood ducks.
Mallards have not put in an appearance yet, but as the rice is very thick and all things propitious, the shooting will undoubtedly be fine in a few
weeks, or as soon as the southern migration of canvasTeal.
backs &c. begins-.
Capt. Bogardus has published a letter in response to
Ira A. Ptiine's communication in the Herald, underrating

—

the champion's shooting in England, accepting

the challenge to remain open until May 1st, 1876.
Capt. Bogardus left the city for his Western home on
Friday last, being escorted to the point of his departure by

During his stay here
a large number of shooting friends.
the Captain visited Conlin's gallery at 930 Bjroadway, and
had a bout at word shooting with that veteran marksman,
Mr. Wilson MacDonald. Mr. MacDonald hit the bullseye
at seventy-five feet three times out of five at the

not one, two,

The price is very moderate, only 50 cents.
Bogardus and King. Mr. William King, of Jamaica,
Long Island, a Avell known shot has, it is said, arranged

—

for a match with the champion to be shot at Deerfoot
Park, Long Island, in about two weeks, or as soon as Bogardus can get through Avith his present engagements. The
match is for $1,000 each, to shoot twenty-five single and
twenty-five double birds, each to handle and trap for himself.
A forfeit of $250 aside has already been put up.
Narhagansett Gun Club. This club holds a series of
interesting matches at Newport, R. I., on the 13th inst.
The first was for a $250 cup presented by the President of
the club; handicap sweepstakes at 10 birds each, entrance,
$10 to $20 to second men. The following is the score:

—

Van Buren,

30 yard?
J. G. Heckscher, 2S yards
E. W. Davis, 30 yaids

T.

Messrs.

and the

Indiana.

—

—

Valparaiso, Sept. 9.
We've lots of game this
I slipped out quietly the other afternoon and got 14
chickens, all fine birds and strong flyers.
Woodcock and
quail are now here, and the present rains will bring others.
year.

W. H. HOLABIRD.
Iowa.—Burlington,

Sept.

Gth.—We have

fair quail shoot-

ing from October to January; also duck shooting in the
Spring and Fall, as they migrate to and from the north.
Last Spring there were great quantities of English snipe
killed, more than usual, a few turkeys, but no deer.

Adam.
Wisconsin.— Montello,

Qth.— The season for duck
shooting is now at hand, and the wood ducks are unusuallv
plenty
this section.
Myself and a friend took a trip of

m

Sept.

6
9

7
5

8 F. P. Sands, 30 yards

Van Buren and Livingstone having tied, shot off
named gentleman securing a bird to Mr. Liv-

first

Following this Messrs. E.
one's miss, took the cup.
T. Van Buren shot a match at 30 yards, 10
birds, for $40, Avhich Mr. Van Buren won.
handicap
SAveepstakes, 3 misses out, $10 entrance, was_ then shot,
with the following result.

iug-il

W. Davis and

A

C. LiVinsston. 30 yards
Davis, 30 yards
E
J. P. Gruncl, 29 yards..
.

W

3 |M.

J

3

.

.

3jT

.

Won

Van Buren.

G

29 yards
Heckscher, 27 yards
Buren, 30 yards

.

was

2
7
8

Van

by Mr. Van Buren by 1 bird.
Several other matches were shot.

Mr. Russel Forsyth

referee.

—The Trap and Field Club, of Ulun^tp ,li<. AT ton..,
shot for their champion badge on tii
n im.-i
uhti ihe
following result, the shooting being at eight birds each, 20
1

yards

,

John Harvey
Mike Hoy

7 Roger S. Pease

4

A. W. Riekman
Leu Shepley.

(i

L. B. Babcock
F. L. Motse
G. W. Tinsley
Geo. A. Camp
Charles Hathaway
Charles Cyphers

5

Charles

7
7
4
4

6
4

Hepp

.'.4

G. H. Purmort
B.

! . .

.

Brown

.5

6

Robt. McMullen

'ft

4

The last named arrived too late to shoot for the badge.
In shooting off ties John Harvey, a professional hunter,
killed five straight birds, and holds the champion badge.
—
Tokonto, September 7th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
The fourth annual match of the Toronto Gun Club took place at Lambton on tbe 2d of September, when twenty-two of the members put in an
appearance to compete for piizes to the value of over $100. Wild
pigeons were secured, each member shooting at fifteen biids. At ihe
conclusion of the match an adjournment was made to Schiller's Hotel,
where a bountiful repast was prepared, to which ample justice was done
by the members and a number of invited guests. The usual toasts on
such occasions were drunk with all the honors, the party separating at
an early hour well pleased with the day's proceedings. Below is^the
score :—
Name.
Yards.
Score.
Totai.
'

23... .1
23.... 1

J. Taylor
J. Webster

23. ...1

11111111011111
1111111110 1111
11111011111011

Geo. Wright

22.... 1 1 1
23.... 1

C.Hammond

23. ...1

Maughan.

Morison
W. Smith

J.

J. Fairbairn

Chapman
Kennedy
W. Bugg
J.

.

S. Herring.

E. Perryman
A. McGregor
J. Oulcott

Morison

Young
Yours,

„
„
Editor Forest
Sport

1 1
1

1

11

1 1

1

1 1 1

01

1

1

1

12

1

1

1

1

J.

W. Lindon

1
1

1

W.Ward

II.
J.

1

101

14
14
13
13

101011111 10111
23.. ..110011111111110
-.111001111011111
22 ...1
1 1
1 1 1
1
22. ...1 11010110 1.1 1101
22....
11111111011010
23. ...0 10111100101111
23....
11101010 110011
23. ...1 10101110 110010
23.
.1 1 1
1
21. ...1 10011011010101
21. ...0 00111011111001
22. ..0 11000111010011
21. ...1 10001001011000
21....
00100010000001
21. ...0 01001000100000

Geo. Towers
J.

....21

1

.

1 1

etc.,

and Stream.:—

1

1

1

1

withdrew

12

12
12
11
11
11

10
10
9
o
ii

9
8
6

3
3
2

Secretary.

Long Branch, September

9th, 1875.

not very good about this section, and our gunners indulge in
trap and target shooting to pass away spare time. There are
two clubs
here, one ealledthe Long Branch Gun Club, and the other the
Amateur
Rifle and Pigeon Club. Both organizations are in flourishing
condition,
is

and do some

tall shooting.
Mr. Douglas Slocum of the former club
a score this season of 17 out of 18 birds, the eighteenth falling
dead
out of bounds. Mr. George Hoey, the "crack" rifle shot of the Amateurs, made 44 out of a possible 60 at 200 yards,
The last event was a

made

1110 10 111

..1111*11111-9

0-71Mr. Henderson

Loung RU.

*Dcad out of bounds.

SHOOTING

AT BLOOMING GROVj£
PARK.

Editor Forest and Stream:

Club House,

—

Sept. 13th, 1875.

Agreeably to a previous notice there was a meeting of members on the
10th instant to hunt deer, shoot grouse, and catcli black bass, and the results proved that game was never more abundant on the Park land*.
The party consists of members and invited guests, among whom are Dr.
G. H. Glenny and family, Mr. R. Fonda and family, Madame Cazarna-

Miss Cooper,, Smith W. Anderson, M. Bayard, P. M. Wilson, Joseph
Dorie, J. Avery, of New York, and Alfred Parish, of Philadelphia; and
during the rifle match there were present from the vicinity Mr John
zor,

Williamson, Mr. Van Benschoten, Mrs. and Miss Aymer, Miss Morns,
Mr. and Miss Kleinhaus, Mr. Plescher, M. Vancasovich, John Courtwright the gamekeeper, Edward Quick and Bart, the hunters, and Willie.
Fdmiston as marker. The 400 yards off-hand match was won by Mr. R.
Fonda; prize, a Colt's pistol, army size. The 200 yards off:- hand match
was won by John Avery; prize, a gold b tdge of the Blooming Grove'
Park Association. The game bag for last week was three deer, 17 ruffed
grouse, 2 wood ducks; and of lis h, 25 black bass, 15 pickerel, besides
great quantities of percli, cattish and eels. Several bass were taken by
During this week
ladies, with light tackle, using grasshoppers for bait.
there will be rifle aud pistol matches for prizes, and much snort is looked
for during the remainder of the season's shooting and hunting before
An cora.
snow.

«*•*

•

>

THE ENGLISH GUN TRIAL— FAIR PLAY.
St. Louts, Sept., 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
What did the late London Field

trial

of sporting guns decide for

Anything, or nothing? What was it instituted for, and
what did the leading sporting paper of England go to all the trouble
and expense that trial cost it, to prove? Was it a big advertising scheme
started by some gun maker? How much did the Fiddjpocket by it?
These are questions any American may ask, if he will only be candid
enough to try and find his answer in the result of it. The Field wanted
to know what gun in all England was the best; so that, until some other
gun should excel the winner of the trial it proposed to get up, it could
refer its readers to such winner, and point to the result as an answer to
the oft asked question: "Who makes the best gun?" Every gunnmker
in England had the chance offered him to enter his work, and it must
have been a satisfaction lo the gentlemen of the Field to notice yery
nearly every maker of note entering the list. The few who declined no
doubt had good reasons for so doing; but the candid American, and especially the Western man, can't help thinking if, looked like a want of
confidence on their part. How the trial was conducted, Americans are
familiar with by this time— at least those interested Not a breath of unfavorable comment has been ottered against the Field for its part of the
programme. It wanted the best gun to win, and worked honestly for that
end. How was the decision to be arrived at? In the simplest possible
way— by taking tkn closest pattern and greatest penetration. These two
requirements constituted the best mm in England! What more do we
want for our field work in America? Surely no true sportsman among
us will admit he dislikes a close shooting gun because it will require him
to be a better shot to kill game! It ought to be, and it is, our ambition
to shoot as well as men can possibly shoot.
We are satisfied a bird
should get away from us when we don't hold the gun on it; and the gun
which shoots? close and hard will do the work whenever we are not at
fault. Whenever sportsmen brag of the merits of their respective guns
what, after all, does each one mean whenVJie says his is best? Why,
simply that, not referring to the finish, his gun will kill cleaner a id farther than others. He has in view only execution. Were he referring to
its targeting qualities, surely he would not brag of a gun that could put
the least number of shot in a given space.
We must be consistent.
We have all our lives been bragging about our guns, that could shoot
better than any other peoples, and now the time has come to decide
what we have meant by better. If we referred to close and even pattern
and great penetration, then ihe Field trial has demonstrated that one
maker's gun in England was better than all others in England. Americans should be prompt to acknowledge that Mr. Greener showed the
best gun at the trial
It don't matter what gun we shoot, or what make
we prefer; the simple fact is presented to us that he performed better
with his gun than any other exhibitor. In giving the praise which he
has won fairly and honorably, we need not necessarily lay aside our
trusty Dougall'S, or Pape's, or Scott's, or what not. Let us stick to
them. They have served us well and faithfully, aud will continue doing
But let us be manly enough and honest enough to say Mr. Greenso.
er's gun was the best, in all that eonstitn ted the best, according to the
ideas of the London Field. We need not '.buy Mr. Greener's guns if we
like others better; but when his champions claim for him that he beat
all England in a friendly trial, let us be ready to say "he did."
All
bragging about the best gun, I claim, was hushed after that trial. I am
unprejudiced in what I write, but I love fair play all the time. I am no
Greener man— never owned one of his guns, and never shot them twenty
times in my life— but I admire the way his representatives talk for him.
His agent here says: "If you have a fine gun, or if any of your club
have them, or if any man in your county has one that you think is better than any other gun, bring it out and I will shoot against you, and
you may publish the result whenever.^you wish." That's the talk to
suit an American.
I have expressed my views thus candidly and honestly, because I don't
see that cheerful acquiescence on the part of our sportsmen in the result of the Field trial*
We should have been quick to volunteer our approval of the Field's decision, and, if we chose, kept on shooting our
old guns. The new system of choke boring guns has brought out some
controversy, but not enough as yet. It is well for practical sportsmen
to
ventilate their views through the papers whose columns are kindly
open
to them; but let such views be based upon something practical, so
as to
be of some use. I, for one, am satisfied the choke bored guns are
just
what we Avant. It is asserted by their opponents that at distances under
twenty yards they tear the game so badly as to make it worthless.
In
the first place we ought not to do much shooting under twenty
yards in
the field; and in fact we do very little. In the next place the
assertion
is no more true of choke bored
guns than of any other, and I say so
from having seen over a thousand pigeons shot from the trap with
them
inside of twenty-one yards rise. For nearly
two years I have watched

sportsmen?

.

.

rise:-

D.Ward

very numerous, and over in Chester and Amelia and other
southside counties there are scores now where there was
one before the Avar.

9 H. S. Bloodeood, 29 yards
6 C. Livingston, 30 yards
5 J. P. Grnnd, 29 yards

H. Van, Buren, 29 yards

score:—
Mr. Hoey

Capt. Bogardus'

of shots.

shooting rules.

C. C. Small

that deer are numerous in
Virginia, and have greatly multiplied since the war especially in the lowland region.
On the peninsula they are

same number

W.

one,

book descriptive of his recent trip to Europe lias been
issued by the American News Company. It contains not
only a resume of his own matches while there, but an account of the international rifle match, of which he was a
Avitness and almost a participant; also all the new pigeon

last

—The Richmond Whig says

word

Capt. Bogardus accomplished the

three.

feat tAvice in the

at ten birds each, for $25 a side, between Mr. J. S. Hoey and Mr.
J. Henderson, of the Amateurs. The conditions were 21 yards rise,
8U yards boundary, 1} oz. of shot, and use of one barrel. Below is the

match

the latter's

challenge to shoot a match at Baltimore next month and
naming $2,000 a side and the gate money as the stakes. Or
he will shoot him for the Lorillard badge if Paine will
challenge for it, or he will name five men in the State of
Illinois Avhom he will match to shoot against him at Chicago,
at 50 or 100 birds, Prairie Club Rules, staking $500 on
each man. Capt. Bogardus also says that his English
challenge remains open to shoot for 1,000 sovs. a side, and
he also challenges any gentleman from Great Britain
to shoot a match on the same terms in this country, he
allowing the acceptor one yard rise and $500 for expenses;

bull bats

wild turkeys are reported abundant. Partridges (quail)
are plenty.
I have been the past week after wild pigeons
and noticed in fishing Roanoke for bass a few bunches of
wood ducks.
j$

91

the matches closely, and for the past six months .with special
reference
to this very effect. Close birds were
as badly torn with one gun as another. I bave the experience of one week on grouse
this season to justify the assertion that birds
were killed as clean as, and certainly at
much greater distances, than with other guns (and I did not shoot the
choke bore either). Our Pall duck shooting, I believe, will show
the great
superiority of the close shooters over all our brag guns.
When we find
we can stop the mallards at sixty yards and farther, we will begin to
acknowledge there is something, after all, in hard and close shooting
guns.
The wear and tear test which the winning guns in the London
trial were
subjected to, proves the durability of the system,
standing twenty-five
hundred shots unchanged. Who among ns business
men, no matter
how great sportsmen we deem ourselves, fires that number of
shots from
any one gun. Not one in fifty
Before we use up that much ammunition we are getting ready to buy a
new gun and give np the old one.
unt l must stop talking. I only want
to make the point that Greener
freat gUn trial and avoid it as we may
try to, winning at
toat trial meant having the best
gun.
fair Plat.

SfS

'

,

'

.
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HURST'S

Stereoscopic Studies

tMclhueam.

The Sportsman's Warehouse.

THE

OP

Natural History
For Object Teaching

EDWIN S. HAEEIS,

in Schools

AND

PARLOR ENTERTAINMENT.
We are prepared to
of the

first series

furnish the

first-

numbers

sixty

of

these will be addel a second series of foreign specimens, and various Animals and Birds in grotesque attitudes, never however violating their natural instincts.
offer these views not as pictures only, but as
One of the great moving elestudies from nature.
ments in our modern system of education is object
teaching. The unerring fidelity of the stereoscope
transfers the animals and birds from their natural
habitat ro the rooms of the student and the fireside of
our homes, where they cannot fail to leave a lasting
impression of the form, color, habits, and locality of

gathering his large collection of
native and foreign specimens, enables Mr. Hurst to
combine in every view the locality of the specimen
with its appropriate rocks, woods or water, and coloring from the originals.
3

Wild Cat, or Bay Lynx
Lyncus Rufus.
Surnia Nyctea.
Snowy Owl
American Wolf
Lupus Uccidentalis.
Ectopistes Mlgraioria.
Wild Pigeon
Fells Concolor.
Northern Panther
Ardea Discors.
Black Crowned Night Heron
Woodchuck
Actomys Monax.
Podiceps Rubricollis.
Red Necked Grebe
Ardea Ilerodias.
Great Blue Heron
'
Gygnus Americanus.
American Swan
Buteo Hyemalis.
Red Shouldered Buzzard
Rusticola Minor.
American Woodcock
Anser Albifrons.
hite Fronted Goose
Otus Americanus.
Long Eared Owl
Mergus Cucullatus.
Hooded Sheldrake
Pedlceps Cornuius.
Horned Grebe
Aquilla Chrysoetos.
Gol den Easrle

.

'.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

.

7.

8.
9.

.

10.
11.
12.

13

.

Prairie

Marsh Harrier

Totanus Macularius.
Circus TJliginosus.

Mallard Duck
Great Horned Owl
Great Loon, or Diver
American Deer (Albinoes)

2-1.

Anas Boschas.
Bubo Virginianus.
Colymbus
...

Common American

Brass

Cartrldlg-o^, l>otli

andL

IPo/per.

GUN MATERIALS OF ALL KINDS, CARTRIO«E VESTS, COATS A TVD BELTS, FLASKS,
POUCHES, AND AMMUNITION OF ALL KINDS. EVERYTHING IN MY LINE FOR

Pinnated Grou se
The Sand Hill Crane
The American Black Bear

36.-

Red

37.
38.
39.
40.
41

Tailed Buzzard

Headed Duck
North American Porcupine

Common American

Gull

42.

Grey Fox

Vulpes Virginianus.

43.

Red Head

Fidigula Erythrocephalia.

44.

Ruffed Grouse

45.
4H.
47.
48.
49.
50.

The Racooon
The Whistler
Brown or Bald Eagle
Red Fox
Wood Duck
American Barn Owl

5

Spruce Grouse
Northern Lynx
Black Duck
Belted Ki ng Fisher
Little Screech Owl.

!

.

52.

53
1.

55.
56.

And

•58.

3JQlitary

ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,
strongest and cleanest Powder made. Nos. 1
packed only in sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
recommended to owners of fine

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,

For Simplicity of Construction,

ACCURACY,

For water fowl. Very strong and clean Nos. 1 to
Packed in metal kegs of 6£ lbs. each, and in canis5.
ters of 1 and 5 lbs.
.

Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation.

Materials

and Workmanship, they are Unsurpassed.
EVOLVER3 OF VARIOUS SIZES,
DESIRABLE ffl ALL RESPECTS.
Send for Circulars.

AUDUBON POWDER,
Very quick. For woodcock and quail Nos. 1 to 4,
Packed in metal kegs of 12£ lbs. and 6£ lbs., and in
pound canisters.

ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,
The best

Arms Comp.

Whitney

Whitney vi He, near IVew Haven, Conn., U.

S.

A.

for rifles and for all ordinary purposes,
Sizes F.g, FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest and
most used. Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25
lbs., 12£ lbs., and 6J lbs., and in canisters of lib. and
i pound.

All of the above give high velocities

uum than

MISFIT CARPETS.
QOOD
SECOND HAND AND MISFIT
OT INGRAIN CARPETS, OIL
Sent to

and

less resid-

any other brands made.
ft

21 Park

Row,

N.

Y.

(Opposite Astob House.)

ENGLISH BRUSSELS, THREE PLY AND

WALLACE'S

CLOTHS, &C, VERY CHEAP, AT THE OLD PLACE,
any part of the United States free of charge.
112 Fulton street, New YorK.

1

Cornell University,
Ithaca, March 14th, 1870. {
must congratulate yon upon your great success in

If we can arrange
this new educational enterprise.
our amusements so as to make them impart instruction to the mind, it will be a step in advance in edu-

EZRA CORNELL*

cation.

Prices By the Dozen.
By the Set of 5 Dozen, In Elegant Case,
These Stereoscopes are sold wholesale and
:

FOREST AND STREAM PUB.
17

Chatham

st.,

(City Hall so.)

®3 OO
16 OO
retail

by

CO.,

P.O. box

2832

HEGEMAN'S PATENT PORTABLE FOLDING BOAT.
For uge as Military Pon-

pogrw

toons, Life Boats, Lighters,

Dorys, on board
Steamers, Yachts, and *ther
vessels. Also for Sportsmen,
Tourists, Trappers, Exploring Expeditions, Parties
Camping Out, &c. These
safe and perfectly portable
boats will admit of the
roughest usage.
A very
light, strong and durable
frame of ash or other tough
Dir.gies,

i

mm

^M

TRIP TO ENGLAND,

containing

AMERICAN NEWS

REFLECTING JACK AND FISHING LAMP.

street.

This lamp supplies a want long
affords them a reliable
can hunt in any weather.

as

and instructions concerning game birds, their haunts
and habits, and the most effective methods of their
pursuit, with the correct system of using the dog and
One volume. 12mo, fancy stamped cloth, with
gun
steel portrait of the author, and an engraving of his

champs

meda!,

111.

Sepl6-tf

EATON &

07

White Manufacturing
St.,

N. Y.

Co.,

Bridgeport, Conn.

my

Tj^OR SALE

—A SPLENDID BREECH

Loading, Express

Rifle,

EST^O-T^I^H

CLEAN, FREE

lead with one-half the usual
rust
chemically prepared
time and labor, by the use of
Circular Guu Swabs, suitable for cleaning any size
bore, and warranted not to injure the finest barrels.
Put up iu packages containing 100 Swabs and sent
postpaid to any address on the receipt of 50 cents.
Please state whether they aie wanted for shot gun or
Try a package and you will use no other. Adrifle
aul9tf
dress R. L. GRAVES, Sunderland, Vt.

made by E. M.

Reily

&

Co Londonfcost 80 guineas, gold; is now offered at
gl25; sold for want of use„ Address EL SMITE, at
Ju£4
tMs office*

SNEIDER
BREECH

LOADING

SHOT

&

Y.

Syracuse, N.

Northern & British Colonies
IN SOUTHSIDE VIRGINIA.
Cheap Lands, Fine Climate, splendid
Sport, Good Society, Schools
and Churcfees Everywhere.
Secretary Southside Immigration Somy20 3m
Prince Edward Co., Va.

it

S.

Co., N. Y.

COLLINS,

No creasers, turners, or topwads required. Loads
in half the time usually required. Fifty percent,
better distribution and greater penetration secured.
Ju3-ly
Send to your gun dealer for sample.

CHAS. GREEN,
GUN.

PRICES, $50.00 TO $350.00.
Muzzle-Loading' Guns Altered tc Breech
Loading.
AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD'S SHOOTING SUITS.
Send

CO.,

Ju3-3mo

Lamp

^po3~t£maexi!
YOUR GUNS
KEEP
and
from

WAVERLY PUB.

Proprietor.
Eggs, Fry, Yearlings, &c. of Brook Trout, Salmon Trout, isahnon, White Fish, <fcc.
Also Bass, Gold Fish, Silver Fish, and stock for
Aquaria, Wire Cloth, Hatching Trays, Patent Spawning Races, and everything pertaining to fish culture.

Fishing, Jack aud Dash

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Nassau
CO., Agts., 102 Nassau

Maybe

A.

C. O. D., with privilege of examination.

Jack and Dash Lamp

EDITION.

flexible covers, red and gold,
maps, &c. Beautifully illustrated. Nearly 300pp.
Price $2.00.
obtained of any bookseller, or
will be mailed post paid on receipt of price, by

Caledonia, Livingston

by sportsmen,
with which they

felt

LIGHT

NEWLY REVISED
Handsome 12mo.,

t i

AS A CARRIAGE LAMP, IT HAS NO EQUAL.
FITS ANY SHAPED DASH.
PRICE, JACK AND DASH, $6.
FISHING LAMP, $8?

W^price

g-^^Sm,
Elkhart, Logan county,

it

GREAT NEW YORK WILDERNESS.

ciety, Farmville,

Burns Kerosene Perfectly without a Chimney.

FIELD, COYER AND TRAP SHOOTING,
by the same author. A practical book of information

to the delightful

Hunting and Fishing Grounds of the

j^" Address

SPEARING FISH,
CATCHING CRABS,
EELS, BAIT, Etc.
INDISPENSABLE ON ANY BOATING OR
CAMPING TRIP.
NOT AFFECTED BY WIND, RAIN OR JOLTING.
THROWS A POWERFUL LIGHT 200 FEET.

111.

CO., Agents, 119 Nassau

the only Complete and reliable guide

PROTECTION FROM LAND SHARKS.

FOR NIGHT HUNTING DEER,

BOGARDUS,

Elkhart, Loean county,

Combination

DPabtexrt

a nar-

rative of the visit to Great, Britain of Bogardus and
his matches in England, Leland and Wales, with the
ieadina shots there, and the winning of the championship badge of the world by him, giving complete
scores and other details; embracing also an account
of the great International Riiie match, with illustrations of American and English styles of shooting,
championship badge, Lorillard badge, portrait of the
author, etc., 184 pp. price fifty cents, to be had postpaid from the author, CAPT. A. H.
;

wood^ with canvas cover, and
can be folded in one-eighth
space, for transportation, «nd
corned in a light buggy,
wigon, horseback, or by single person, and can be unfolded ready for use in three
minutes' time. Boats shipped
by express anywhere, same
rate
of
freight
as
other
goods. For descriptive circular and price list, address as
bove.

us*-'

Boudren's

Jj

7,

Fiber Zibethicus.

\

T

Orange Sporting Powder!

Ifcifles.

I

..

Musquash

60.

office,

breech-loading guns, giving great penetration with
very slight recoil.

Anas

(Jlypeata.

FFG

sizes especially are

Lyncus Borealis.

Anas

FFFG

The

Procyon Lotor.

Shoveller, or Spoonbill

.

canister*

in 1 and £ lb. canisters. Burns strong ana
and
moist. The
are favorite brands
for ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting" F(J
is the standard Rifle powder of the country.

packed

to

FluligiUa Clangula.
Haliwtos Leucocephalus.
Vulpis Fulvus.
Anas Sponsa.
Stryx Pratincola.
Tetrao Canadensis.

American Opossum
American Coot
Ptarmigan

"-:;.

lb.

Hazard's "Kentucky Rifle."
FFFG, FFG, and "Sea Shooting" FG, in kegs of 25
12&, and 6± lbs. and cans of 5 lbs.
FFFG is also

our

Breech Loading, Sporting

'.Tetrao Umbellus.

Obscura.
Alcedo Alcyon.
..Bubo Asio.
Didelphil Virginiana.
Fulica Americana.
Tetrao Mutus.

and 5

1

88 Wall Street, New York.

Fidigula Albeola.
Hystrix Hudsonius
Ortyx Virginiana.
Lams Zonorhynchus.

Virginia Partridge

"Duck Shooting."

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Company's agents in every prominent city, or wholesale at

OF

Tetrao Cupido.

Buffle

s

to 5 (coarse). In
laj- lb. kegs.

and

SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER
GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POWDER; ALSO SPBCIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT
OP ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.

Most Approved System.

Tire

(fine)

Burns slowly andVerv
6J
clean, shooting remarkably close, aud with great
penetration. For field, forest and water shooting
it ranks any other brand, and it is equally serviceable for muzzle or breech loader.

HA VE LARGE STOCK OF MUZZLE LOADING G WNS & RIFLES VERY CHEAP

Glacialis.

Grus Americana.
Ursus Americanus.
Butero Borealis.

:

and

BOTH HOME AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE PRICES.

. .

32.

Nos.

ALSO,

Castor Fiber.
Scolopax Wilsoni.

Snipe

1 (fine;

Implements,

Virginianus.

The Buff Breasted Sheldrake. Mergus Merganser
Anser Canadensis.
The Canada Goose
The New York Ermine. Puiwius...Noveboracensis.
Mergus Serralor.
Red Brested Sheldrake

33.
34.
35.

59

us, Pistols

Ardea Minor.
Xuligula Glacialis.
Meleagris Gallopavo.

The American Bittern
Oltt Wife, or Squaw Duck
The Wild Turkey
The Beaver

25.^
23.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Cervus

Nos.

OF ALL

._.

Spotted Sand Lark

Hazard's "American Sporting."
to 3 (coarse).
In 1 lb. canisters and
61 lb
kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for upland
and
prairie shooting.
Well adapted to short guns.

.

Wolf

18.
19.

20.
21.
22.
23.

to 5 (coarse). Unsurpassed in po
in nf
strength ana cleanliness. Packed in sauarp ra- 4
canis
ters of 1 lb. only.
1 (fine)

f-

AND

W

.

14.
15.
Id.
17.

5

Hazard's "Electric" Powder.
Nos.

Hazard

each specimen.
An experience of more than twenty-five years as
Taxidermist of the New York State Cabinet "of Natuin

GUNPOWDER.

BREECH LOADING

We

and

Broadway, Ffew York.

\lflf

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

To

ral History,

COOPER HARRIS & HODGKINS,

Late

No.

CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

for Circular.

Sneider.

^14 W. J?rp,tt $$„ ^pltliwoy^,

Manufacturer of

Curtis

&

Harvey's

DIAMOND GRAIN.

2 3 4, 5 6 7 and 8 Superior Rifle, and
Col,
S t\
ttS°v*
Hawker's
,

'-

'

'

Ducking,

Breech Loading Shot Guns.
The

strongest and

most durable snap

MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
;LOADERS.

W. STITT,

61

Cedar

street,

New York,
j

Agent for TL

S,

America^

action made,

Shooting qualities first-class.
•-".

,
otu1
an«
action as new guns. Send for circular
price list, No. 3 West Msin streetj Rochester, B. *

Same

Apr 8-6m

---—•

*

•

=

.

.

.

,

FOREST AND STREAM.
SCOVILL'S

liscelfatieom.

Breech Loaders.

All cutaneous eruptions on the face or body indicate

Condition of the Blood,
may not be SCROFULA; bat in

this may or
either case is nothing

and

that

ONCE TO CLEANSE THE BLOOD; and

Winners of tlie "Turf, Field
and Farm" Oiui.-.Trials.

will

(See issue October 3d, 1873.)
In which competition the committees have awarded
our guns, Eirst and Second for POINTS OF MERIT

.eaving the skin

OP ACTION, MATERIALS, PROPORTION, AND
SHOOTING QUALITIES combined, in all the four

Blood and

Soovill's

Syrup

Liver

positively effect this desideratum, expelling
every trace of disease from the blood and system and

AND BEAUTIFUL.

SOFT, FAIR
Hundreds of

certificates attest its value.

HE PREMIER GUN.

rv

Price $1 a

&

bottle.

aimself, heroically; but

inflicted

he

There is no other malady incident to childhood that
s accompanied with more indescribable wretckediess to the little sufferers than that

II

;

Produced by Worms;
when

;tna

the parent fully comprehends the situation

fe will not delay a moment in securing the most
>rompt and efficient remedies to insure the expulsion
>f the intruders.
The remedy may be found in
Dr. Roger's
Vegetable
Syrup.

Worm

Please bear in

mind that

WORM SYRUP is the reliable preparation.
ROGERS WORM SYRUP is a palatable preparation
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP is liked by children.
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP positively destroys
'Vortns.
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP leaves no bad effects.
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP is highly recommended
y physicians, and is unquestionably the best WORM
,

ROGERS'

1

"

fEDIGINE IN THE WORLD.
Price 25 cents.

For

sale

by

all

—

IM arbolie

&

The wonderful

Salve.

celerity with

I

which

London

with pride that the proprietors

It is

St.,

Office:

Regent

ham

Circus, near LangHotel.

Chief address:

No. l,Courtlandt

est

gire it tlie

New

it

d

London Gun

Trial,

i^r

and prescribe

it

in their practice.

:

Geo. B. Lincolm,
Board of Health.

Jllpy,

REV. R.

B.

Cure

#he Best Remedy Known, and

sential points,

Endorsed by

all

I
the

R. B. Lockvvood's Nasal Douche -will be
ind valuable in obstinate chronic cases.
^lev. R. B. Lockvvood's Liver and Stomach Pills
idyspepsia, receive the endorsement of thousands.
[ice 50 cents each.

HENRY, CURRAN &
9 College Place,

machine oil

PURE

OIL that does not
[/lorsement of the principal

|!

CO., Proprietors,

New' York.

HENRY'S

§i

Champion
St.

jum up and has the
ewing Machine Com-

make

a

pill,

C.

SQUIRES,

of No*. 1 Cortlandt street,
has just received an invoice of these close-shooting
guns, and from him any information in reference to
the results of the, Great Trial can be obtained on application.

J.

&

W.
TOLLEY'S
FINE ENGLISH

BREECH LOADING GUNS,
Made

to

Order

but to

These Guns, celebrated for

make a

genuine high class workmanship
and No. 1 SHOOTING POW-

Jm,

ERS,

are built in six qualities
(or brands.)
They are now imported direct to our
OEEICE, and sold by the Manufacturers to
at
the following prices.

liipse

NEW YORK

SPORTSMEN

M box.

....

certain periods of life a tonic is a necessity; but
re is danger in using stimulants that
iniure the oris of digestion while giving temporary relief.
To
lyate this and present to the public a tonic free
Alcoholic Poison, Dr. Green prepared the OxyI :!P,
jl'ated Bitters, a sure cure for dyspepsia and all kin-

Pioneer,
Tolley,
Standard, National,
Challenge,

j.t

Paragon,
quiring

complaints.

A

cker's
cures

Sold everywhere.

All-Healine

Price $1 per

Tar

Gold.

-

-

115
140

"
«
"

-

-

-

180
225

"

...
...

Guns

«•

and others reon

specially built,

our new system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING
with increased PENETRATION, can have their wishes
S
carried out WITH DESPATCH

Without Extra Cost.
Soap.

kinds of Skin Diseases with a most wonul certainty; it promotes cleanliness,
personal
y a,nJ< Seneral health: It is a preventive of many
f
all

$65
90

-

TRAP SHOTS

,

I

trials at Wimbledon by Editor
of the Field to possess the GREATEST PENETRATION and therefore LONGEST
thus:
Circle, 30 inches; 300 pellets; average, 191; penetration, 37.
The Editor's trial of Greener guns with 310
pellets of same shot and same charge of powder, gave
180,and penetration 30, although there were 4U more pellets in each charge.
Should any controversy arise as
to the durability of these new systems, we herewith
warn ah beforehand that our system is our own invention (though founded on the American idea) and is DURABLE, a fact remarked on by the Field, that the
guns tried had been in use during last season, and references permitted to the owners
Send for 111 ustrated
Circulars to

I

RANGE—

COOPER'S ANTI-BILIOUS PILLS.

CHAPMAN'S ANTI-DYSPEPTIC PILLS
jWISTAR'S COUGH LOZENGES, (from
original prescription.)

MRS. HARVEY'S
in

Bottles.

DENTIFRICE,

in

Tin Canisters, suitable for

\ARABIAN RACAHOUT,

E.

P.ctures by GEO. EARL, the celebrated
Aniirnal Painter, Photographed from the
ori«-nal Paintings by R. W. THRUPP. °

Send for

illustrated descriptive particulars

sheets to our

and price

NEW YORK

Maiden Lane,

CITY.

MANUFACTOBY, PIONEER WORKS,
Jyl

Birmingham, England,

convenient bottlel

OF MALTA.
my name as Agent

on the Label..

CORRESPONDENTS.
SAVORY

MOORE,
143 New Bond

&l

MAW, SON

S.

W.

Street,

& THOMPSON,

I

I

N nn N

12 AldersgateSt., E. C.
F.

NEWBERY

G.

V0SS, HAMBURG,

.

21 Johannis Strasse.

E.

DEMRDIN, PARIS,

.

2 Avenue de I'Opera.

&.

SONS,

:

-.
-•-« •• «^i up«iii<;i, vapmm jjinuoe.
Master Maegrath. Greyhound, Lord Lurgan
Warrior, Scotch Dearhound, Joshua Dawes
'Esq
Michael, English Bulldog, R. J. L. Price,
Esq.
Small size Photo, 5x4 inches, plain, mounted,

E. C.

St.,

,

Terrier, T. H. Murchinson, Esq
Roil, l.nverack setter, (white and black)

Esq

1

is

called

*

3.

ENGLISH & FRENCH
MEDICINES & PHARMACEUTICAL
PREPARATIONS,

S. Lanj?
"'

Luna, Retriever, R. J. L. Price, Esq
Charlie, Blenhem Spaniel, Joshua Dawes
Fsa
Monarque, St. Bernard (smooth) Rev. J. C.
1

attention of Druggists and the Trade generally,
to the Price List of

Fox

Jock,

(10

The

75

cents.

Which

Mac-

will

be mai'ed on application.

St

Bernard, (rough) Rev. J. C. Macdona
Hamlet, Pointer, (lemon and white) T
H Whitevviiite
'
house, Esq.
Kent, Gordon Setter, (black and tan) S. Lang,
Esq
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white)
Gartle Esn
Tell

The Up-Towu

—

Master Maegrath, Greyhound, Lord Lnr»an
Michael, English Bulldog, R. J. L. Price,
Esq.
Colored, 5x4 inches, mounted, $2.50
each
Crib, Dalmatian, R. J. L. Price, Esq

Factory,

Sportsman's

Depot.

Ritznuvim & Co.,

Clias. L-

Bruce, Clumber .Spaniel, R J. L Price
E'Isq.
Tiger, Pomeranian,
Cooper, Esq
Turk, Mastiff, P. Robinson, Esq H

943 BROADWAY
114 Centre Street.

(above 23d

St.)

—

Trimmer, Fox Terrier, T. H; Murchison, Esq
Duke Blenheim Spaniel,
Garwood, Esq
Cato, Newfoundland, (black)
Atkinson, Esq,
Stella English Terrier, (black and
tan) T.
A xx
H JU,U
Mur'

—

'

-

chison, Esq.

*

'

Rook, Skye Terrier, Rev. J. C. Macdona
Bellona, E ox Terrier, T. H Murchison,
Esq
Bandie, Dandie Dinmont, Captain Lindoe
llylas, Ling Charles Spaniel,
Garwood, Esq
Prmce, English Terrier, (white) T. H.
Murchison,
E
Master Macgarth. Greyhound, Lord Lurgan
Drake Pointer, (liver and white)
Garth Esq
Kent, Gordon Setter, (black and tan) S Lanoq
°' Esq
Luna, Retriever, R. J. L. Price. Esq
Rake Irish Water Spaniel, Captain Lindoe
Boll, Laverack Setter (black and white,)
S. Lang,

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

—

—

Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua
Davies
Monarque, St. Bernard (smooth,) Rev. J.' Esa
C. MacHamlet, Pointer (lemon and white,) T.
H
WhitevvmLy
house, Esq.
'

7

'

Jack, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq
Beb Spaniel (liver colored,^ T. Burgess, Esq
Michael English Bulldog, R. J. L. Price,
Isq
Nellie,

Cocker

(liver

and white,) R.

J.

'l.

Remington

and Shot Guns, Holabird Shooting Suits Cartridge Vest, Belts and
Pouches
Implements for both muzzle and breech leading
guns
_

Rifles

Sportsmen's Goods and Ammunition of Alf
Rinds.
We take muzzle loaders in exchange for breech
alw ays some fine second-hand guns

onhmd ch
dS

SentC
'

StSes

°'

D

-

t0 al1

P ar t8 of the United

Ivory and Pearl Stocks put on Pistols.
Repairing
of all kinds artistically executed
Cartridges for Breech Loading Shot Guns,
ready
loaded put up
boxes of fifty, or loaded to order.

m

Price

Bernard (rough,) Rev. J. C. Macdona
Warrior, Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Davies,
Esq.
Large size, 12x10, colored by hand, in exact
imitation
of the originals, in Sunk Mount,
$7 50 each
Barry, Mastiff,
Kingdon, Esq
Pippin, Pug, Mrs. B. Monck.
derSfield E6n Broken - haired Terrier,
Mr. Jonas
Tell, St.

Fo^tS

'

Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua
Davies E«q
Cato, Newfoundland (black,)
Atkinson,

Nellie,

Jack,

Cocker

Fox

(liver

Terrier, T.

8

M

>

WlU be f ° rWarded

Price,

W&

*«*£
JeuToF pS.
FOREST AND STREAM PUB,
17

Esq

H. Murchison, Esq
Garwood b'<a
Joshua Navies, Esq
white,)
Gartle Fsn

h mtho
*?£l! i>£
f» ,P
%
Drake,
Pointer
(liver and
C

£

and white,) R. J.

Duke, Blenheim Spaniel,
>r

BEANGH OFFICE, 29

in

AGENT FOR
DEMRDIN'S SYRUP RED ORANGE,

None Genuine without

Plain Photograph 12x10, in sunk Mounts,
24x18 $3
Tell, St. Bernard, (rough) Rev. J. (.:.
Ma dona.
^Nelson, Lull Terrier, (white) S. E. Shirley, Esq.

.:

COUGH SYRUP.

DENTIFRICE,
Travelers.

England.

of

'

OR

difficulty.
There are cheap
drastic pills, that are of even less benefit than
of salts. But a good medicine, like Dr. Mott's
yer Pills, which penetrates to the seat of disease, is
desideratum indeed. Will positively cure all disPjsb of the Liver.
Sold everywhere. Price 25 cents
id

Maker,

Grran

Mary's Works, Birmingham, England.

HENRY

LIVER PILLS

easy enough to
pill, ah! that's the

is

fl

him on

Cortland St.

Price 25 Cents per Bottle.

..fOTT'S

St.,

the 1st July, and can be examined about the 15th. All special orders given to
Mr. Squires will be carefully filled.
full report of
the GREAT TRIAL, showing the marked superiority
of my guns over guns made by Dougal, Pape, Westley
Richards, Tolley, Scott, and others will shortly be
published, and can be had on application at No. 1

'rdes.

a

PATTERN, PENETRATION,

viz.,

and REGULARITY OP SHOOTING.
Mr. HENRY C. SQUIRES, of No. 1 Cortlandt

;

Jewing

m

improved boring, which is upon a different plan to any
other maker, and is far superior in the three most es-

jflflftev.

and

GEEENER

W.
begs to inform his numerous
clients
the United States that he has been very successful in the above trial, having secured the first
prize, a silver cup, value 40 guineas— elass 2 for 12
bores; also winner in class 1 for 8 and 10 bores, and
class 4 for 20 bores.
He has won in all the classes for

,

incipal Physicians of the Country.

I

(Title registered.)

O HO WIST by
kJ

37 Newgate

A

LOCRWOOD'8

Catarrh

8

lUTTER'S COUGH SYRUP.
BITTER Wltft OF IRON.

EXPRESS SHOT GUNS.

'

will be shipped to

^Price 25 cents per box.

l"OHN F.

DOUGALL'S

D.

J.

,

New York, is now importing my DOUBLE CLOSESHOOTING GUNS to order, an invoice of which

Pres't

01

SOLE PROPRIETOR AND MANUFACTURE*
OF
/ESSENCE JAMAICA GINGER.
CHOLERA MIXTURE.
PRESERVED TARAXACUM JUICE.

Hamlet, Pointer, (lemon and white) T. II
Whitehouse, Esq.
?^:'"!!/^^ n seM e r ( bli\ckand tauj S. Lang, Esq.

Iiig-lt-

thank you for it. This is another evidence of the
value of the discovery of Carbolic Acid. Yours

I

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

From

call

New York, Dec. 22, 1869.
Henry, 'Esq.
"Your Carbolic Salve proves an excellent article,
sat

N. E. Corner Fifth and Chestnut Streets

meed of praise,

ihn F.

flj

& DISPENSING

Dogs

York.

THE GREAT

this

W:

|ud use

MANUFACTURING

st.

wli

»ltyj«}iciaiis

IMPORTING,

59 St. James's Street London.

intention to the gratifying fact that

sj

(Established 1822)

Established 1780.

.

Aprl-6m

H.C. Squires^

tombination of Carbolic Acid with other
\othing and Curative Emollients acts,
something akin to the marvelous.
JF

Frederick Brown

LIVERPOOL.

"From

10 Great Castle

street,

Philadelphia.
aug26-3t

State where you saw this.

TRIAL OF SCOTT& GREENER'S NEW SYSTEM
OF BORING, BY THE EDITOR OF
"THE FIELD," LONDON.
(See The Field, January 30th, 1875.)
a comparison of the two tables it will be
seen that with Walker's shot, Messrs. Scott
guns
showed a marked superiority over Mr. Greener's,
both in average and in the highest score made. Indeed, with the left barrel, in his third shot, Mr. Scott
got a selected group pattern of 239 and a penetration
of 37, equalling the highest pattern made by Mr
Greener, and exceeding the penetration of that particular shot by eight sheets."

Market

624, G2G, 1)28

AT
SOUTH CASTLE STREET,

aug26-tf

any address on receipt

PUBLISHERS,

BODY

NO. 25

to

CLAXTON, RE ftSEN & II \ F FELFINGER

LEVER

&

WHOLESALE.

FOM SALE BY ALL DRUGGIS1S.

M

ARE ONE

8vo, cloth, extra, $2.00.

of price.

Loader, bearing the full name of the firm. W. & C.
SCOTT & SON caution sportsmen against imitations
of their patent and name.. Guns bearing the name
abbreviated, or with different initials, are not genuine.

Lancaster Street, Birmingham.

HENRY'S

I)

Demy,

I^T" Copies sent by mail

P. feel sure it will supercede all the complicated
and manifold grips now in use, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any double, treble or quadruple
grip now used. In this new action
and GRIP
SOLID PIECE OP STEEL and the ANGLE of the
is left in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.
Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on application, and orders may be forwarded through any
of the butt houses in the States for execution in the
Spring.
Guns guaranteed to make patterns of from 160 to
230 with No. 6 SHOT
40 YARDS, as desired.

fine
full

Manufactory Premier Gun Works,

druggists.

W. WEBBER.

C.

1

guns bear full name and address,
and plain guns
name and "London" only.
Each gun is numbered and the actions are stamped
with name and trade mark.
W.
C. SCOTT
SON, Sole makers oF the
Patent Top Lever, solid, Double Locking Bolt Breech

[,

!1

By

Author of "ShotintbeEye, '""0]d Hicks, the Guide,"
"Gold Mines of the Cila," etc.

QUALITY."

upon

THE

ROMANCE OF SPORTING.

Manufacturers,

<fe

&

Medium and

when

W.

—

Dr. Rogers's

Rifle

Sportsmen of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, STRENTH and DURABILITY of their New Patent "SIMPLEX' Breech loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
The parts in this new action are so few (only two,)
its mechanical soundness so
thorough, and the
strength and simplicity of the action so great, that

W.
C. SCOTT
SON call attention to their
very FINEST weapon, combining all their recent improvements, marked on the rib between their name
and London address the brand "THtfi PREMIER

FOR S\LE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

A brave man may suffer pain,

Gun and

OR,

1

BURNS LIRE A TERRIBLE FIRE

it

WILLIAMS & POWELL,
Call the attention of the

more than an insidious poison,

courses through the viens, sowing seeds of death
with everv pulsation.
In this condition of things something is needed at
as

JUST PUBLISHED:

Jfdigcqlbneoms

WILD SCENES AND WILD HUNTERS;

BlooiHLiver
An Impure

93

Chatham

street,

CO.,
New York,

PIGEON SHOOTING,
HE
TRAP SHOOTER'S REFEREE

T

CONTAINS THE

Rulesfor Pigeon Shooting
of

all

of the prominent

Gun Clubs

of the United

States and Canada, including the Rules of the
Hurlingham and London (English) Gun Clubs Price
50
cents. For sale by Gunsmiths everywhere and if
the office of Forest and Stream, or mailed
on receiSt

of price by
bers street,

fi

L

CHAS. SUYDAM,
New York City.

Publisher 149 Cham
Sept 2tf
'

yachtwanted;
P
M T0

2S

'

FJ??

40

50

FEE T KEEL.

.

!

FOREST AND STREAM.
STEAMERS TO

94
)ot$h mid §e£ortz forgportgmm.

AT THE TERMINUS OF
SITUATEDTrans-continental
Railroad; 40 minutes from San Francisco; 200 rooms, with hot ami
cold water in every room; delightful drives and splenjuly2-2-6m
did scenery; a favorite home tor tourists.

BAY

SHOOTING OP ALL VARIEShinnecock

ties.

shooting

best

the

Bay,

York. Win. N. Lane
vicinitv of
respectfully informs his friends that, having largely
added to the Springville House, he is prepared to entertain and take care of his guests in ample manner.
Moderate prices and satisfactory attention guaranteed. The voting bay birds are now coining in and
good bags are the order of the day. Address
Lane. Good Ground Station, L. I.
Live wild geese stools for Spring and Fall shooting.

New

ground in the

Wm.

N

au<i5-3mo

Lake Coucliicliiiig' Hotel, Canada.
This charming and nicturesque first-class Summer
Resort will be opened for the season on 7th of June,
and will remain open nu til October. The sporting in
the immediate neighborhood is exceptionally excellent, the Hotel being within ready access to the Mnskoka Lakes. Sparrow Lake, and Trading Lake, where
Salmon Trout, Black Bass, Speckled Trout, etc.,
abound in original plenty. Yachting, Boating, Bathing, Bowling Alleys, Billiard Rooms, etc., provide for
the amusement of guests. Mail and telegraph offices
in the house. Rates exceedingly moderate. For circulars containing terms, etc., apply to the office of
JOHN E, FOREMAN,
Forest and Stream, or
Box 2645, P. O Toronto, or to
THOMAS SCULLY. Manager,

INTERNATIONAL HOTEL
NIAGARA FALLS.

GALE & FULLER,

Proprietors.
Extra inducements to

Near the Rapids and Falls.
families or single persons for the season.
at reasonable fa tes.

Southern Hotel,
and Walnut

Mo.

FOURTH, FIFTH

THRONTING ON
JD

St. Loins,

Carriages
jy7-3m

streets,

$3, $3.50.

and $4.F0

$4,

per day, according to floor and location of room.
During the past year this hotel has been thoroughly
overhauled, repaired, re- frescoed, re-carpeted and refurnished from top to bottom, and is first class in all
respects. The Southern is located near the centre of
business, the theatres, and all places of amusement.
The tables arc supplied with the best the market affords, and there is in the hotel building the neatest
restaurant in the city for ladies and gentlemen.
SeD2-16t

Barnum's Hotel
Mo.

St. Louis,

THE

Hotel and table are in

all

respects

while the charges are moderate, and
such as similar accommodations cannot, be obtained
elsewhere.- Rates— first, second aEd third floors. $3;
fourth floor, $-3.50; fifth floor, $2. L. A. PRATT,
formerly proprietor of the Spencer House, Cincinnati,
Sepl6
Ohio, and the Gait House, Louisville, Ky.
first-class,

KOYAL NIAGARA HOTEL,
OUEEN'S
^
NIAGARA.

Delphi fully located ot the mouth of Niagara River,
fourteen miles from the Falls. Accessible by boat
and railway. Fine facilities for fishing, boating and
& WA1NETT.
bathing.
jy7-3m
_

McGaW

Rossin House,

Toronto, Canada.

AND CINCINNATI SHORT

and TOURISTS
attention of
invited to the many attractions offered by this line,
now completed from Richmond, Ind., to Traverse
City, on Grand Traverse Bay, and to Petoskey, on
The waters of the Grand TraLittle Traverse Bay.
verse region and the North Woods of Michigan are
unsurpassed, if equalled, in the abundance and great
abound
variety of the finny tribe.
GRAYin the streams, and the famous
LING, now attracting the attention of Sportsmen
waters.
everywhere, is found only in these
are
BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL, and
also found in great numbers iu the many lakes and
lakelets of this territory.

BROOK TROUT
AMERICAN

BLACK
MASCALONGE

LUXURIOUS SLEEPING AND CHAIR CARS

run through from Cincinnati to Traverse City; also
PULLMAN PALACE SLEEPERS from Detroit over
Michigan Central and Grand Rapids and Indiana road,
via Grand Rapids, to Petoskey, with SPLENDID

STEAMER

Crossmon House,
ALEXANDRIA BAY, Jeff.
MON & SON,

Co

N. Y.

,

C.

ly

CROSS-

Proprietors.

is

Twin Lakes Trout Farm.
Artists, Anglers,

scenery and drives. Fine boating, trout, pickerel,
and bass fishing and woodcock shooting. Also lessons in oil and water color painting, drawing and
or E.
etching: if desired. Address J, IVES PEASE,
Canaan, Conn.
SHERMAN PEASE, P. O. box 60
N. B.— Cottage building sites overlooking the lakes
Apr8-tf
for sale cheap; also one for a hotel.

L. I.— ONE
"OATH HOTEL, BATH,
CITY.— The subscriber

|> HOUR FROM THE

•

having leased the above hotel for a term of years, is
determined by sparing no pains to make this resort
second to none in the vicinity of New York and
Brooklyn. First class table and low prices. Now
readv for the reception, of guests.

jS-tOcLl

_^_

C.

A.

BUNTING.

UNION DEPOT HOTEL, Canaan, Conn.
G.. II

COI.4BIN, Proprietor.

and bods, first-class table,
and pleasant drives near by.

<&c.

New. clean rooms
Fishing, shooting,
Apr8

Bail road.

desirable location for sportsmen, artists, and all those
wanting a pleasant home. Address F. F. COOPER,
Locust" Hill Farm, Ashley Falls, Berkshire county,

M an S

Mar

24-

jyt

THE ROUTE OF THE ERIEandRAILWAY

extent of its
i's peculiarly rich in the variety
scenery, and while the tourist has alternating glimpses
of the beauty of rivers, gaps and mountains, the
sportsman has within easy reach many localities that
afford him every facility for the enjoyment of the
enumerate a few
sports of the field and stream.
of the pleasure resorts which crowd the line of the
road.
Rutherfurd Park. - 9} miles from New York. Fine
hotels and boating pastimes on the Passaic.
Clifton-— 13J- miles from the city, overlooking the

We

picturesque Lake Dundee.

Lake Mohonk.— A beautiful body of water 1,200 feet
above the Hudson— splendid hotel accommodations.
Orange Lake.— Six miles West of Newburgh, and
noted for its fishing attractions.
Pa.— About eight miles from Port Jervis.
Is noted for its trout fishing, woodcock shooting and
superior hotels.
Avon Springs.— Celebrated for 20 years as a resort for
invalids, the waters possessing many valuable healing qualities.
Watkins Glen. -This beautiful gorge is distant 294
miles from New York, via Erie Road to Elmira. Its
wild and picturesque attractions are second only in
reputation to those of Niagara.
Chautauqua Lake.— i8 miles long, 3 miles wide; said

Milford,

to be the highest navigable water on the American
continent, being 730 feet above Lake Erie and 1,290
feet higher than the Atlantic Ocean.
This great cataract is reached by the
IViagara Falls
direct line of the Erie Railway.
the line of the road no less than
along
There are

Ten Large Lakes, Abounding with

The following schedule will afford a partial guide to
numerous fishing localities reached by this road:

At

Only

live

min-

where all the sheepsutes to the Sheepshead Ground,
Barb, and
hend are taken. Blueiish,SeaBass, Blackush
Weakllsh, only one hundred yards from the house.
Address for circular or engaging y ac s,
jy1 tf

"

^ Km8EY

Waretown P.

O..,

X^I^liing aixcl
Carman House, Forked

Ocean ounty. N.

.T.

Gmuiing.
River,

FACILITY FOR
EVERY
and gunning; house newly

New

Jersey.

FISHING

furnished; excellent table, fine boats and competent baymen. Bluefish, weaklish, kingfish, striped bass, geese, brant,
wild fowl and bay snipe of all kinds in their season.
Woodcock, quail, partridge and English snipe on the
grounds of the Hotel. Reached via N. J. S. R. R.
via Pier 8 t N. R. E.^H. FRAME, Proprietor.

Sep S-3m

THE

»

"
"
"
"
"

42 miles
"
52
"
Middletown, 67
"
76
Otisville,
"
Port Jervis, 88
"
Monticello, 112
"
Milford,
96

«'

«
«

from

Oxford,

New York

and City

Leave Long Branch

of Portland.

Boston at 8 A. M., and
will, until October
Portland at 6 P. M. every Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, for Eastport, Maine, and St. Johr., JN. 13.,
forwarding passengers by connecting lines to Calais,
Me St Andrews, Eredericton. and Shediac, N B.,
Amherst, Truro, Picton, Digby, Annapolis Kentand
ville, Windsor, and Halifax, N. S., Summerside
Charlottetown, P. E. I., and Hawksbury, C. B.
This is
3d, leave

•

"

New

"
"
"
"

to the famous hunting and fishing grounds of the
Eastern regions, at very moderate rates of fare. For
circular, with map and description of the route, apply
W. W. KXLBY, Agent,
to
Commercial Wharf. Boston.
Jul?15toOctl

Readthe Following- for the
Best Fishing and Hunting

RESORTS.

"
"

"

"

"
"

"
"

"

"

"

"

'"

"

"
"
SenecaLake, 29 1
Tickets for sale at the General Offices of the Erie
Railway Company, 124 Washington street Boston; 241,
401, 529, or 957 Broadway, New York; and 732 Chestnut street, Philadelphia. Express trains leave New
York from depot foot of Chambers street at 9 A. M.,
10:45 A.M., and 7 P. M.
JNO N. ABBOTT,
General Passenfier Agent.
my20

SebecLake.
Grand Lake Stream.

Land locked Salmon.
New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, and Nova
Scotia, Salmon, Sea Trout, and Brook Trout.
Trains leave Boston 8:30 A.M. and 8:00 P. M.
I

LAKES 0F_MUSK0KA.

I>^AILY Lir^E.

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN

Northern Railway from Toronto
AND

Steamers Nlpissing* and Wenonah
TO THE

SPORTING REGIONS OF MUSKOKA.
Head of Lake Ros-

aeau and Return only $0.

HOTELS GOOD AND CHEAP.
TROUT, BASS and MASKINOiVGE

FISHING.
Also. DUCK AND DEER SHOOTING, Etc.
Apply at NORTHERN RAILWAY OFFICES, To-

ronto, and of A. P.

augl 2-toctl

COCKBURN,

Gravenhurst.

"

HAVEN,
FOR NEW White

.

HARTFORD,

Mountains, Montreal and
The new and elegant steamer
Pier
No. 25, East River, daily
C H. Northam leaves
(Sundays excepted) at 3, and Twentv-tkird street,
East River, at 3:15 P. M. A passenger train will be
in waiting on tbe wharf at New Haven and leave for
Springfield and way stalions on arrival of the boat.

Springfield,
intermediate points.

-Steamer Elm City leaves New
M. arriving in New Haven in time for
trains. Tickets sold and baggage
morning
the early
checked at 944 Broadway, New York, and 4 Court
Apply at General Office on thestreet, Brooklyn.
tf
pier, or to RICHARD PECK, General Agent

NIGHT LINE.

York

at 11 P.

'

,

-r.

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.

ortsmen!
Your attention is called to
OIL TAN NED MOC-

GOODS

CASINS,

,

Moosehcad Lake, via Dexter, Me., Lake and Brook

all

the above

or call at 134

Eastern and Maine Gentral R.R.Line.
Chas. F. Hatch,

Geo F. Field,
GenM Pass. Agent.

GenM Manager

the

best

thing ever

worn by sportsmen.
injured by wetting
drying— always soft
easy to the feet,

Trains leave Boston 8:30 A. M,
localities in their season.
For maps, fare, tables, &c. address
Washington street, Boston, Mass.

.

an g26-ly

Trout.

Pullman cars on night trains.
Good hunting, large and small game in

Hooks,

ITIsli

AND

Rangley lakes, via Earmington, Me., Large Brook
Trout.

No
and
and
and

DURABLE—

being made of the very best of
VERY
stock in three different styles, and warranted the gen-,
uine article, different from anything before offered
Illustrated Circular and Price List free.

FRANK

1209

Elm

Thomas

st.

GOOD,

Manchester. N.H.

Sparks,

je17-Mm

Milwaukee and
Paul Railway

Chicago,
St.

Traverses a liner country, affords views of grander
Scenery, and passes through more business centres
and pleasure resorts than any other Northwestern
Its forests, praiiies, lakes and streams, aboundline.
ing with game, present unequaled attractions to the
votaries Of Nimrod and Walton. It is the only railway route along the valley of the Upper Mississippi.
It is also the shortest as well as best route between
the great metropolitan centres of the NorthwestChicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Minneapolis.
Track and equipment unequaled, and its trains of
palace-coaches and sleeping cars run through without
change.

New York

Office,

Shot and Bar Lead
MANUFACTURER,
[Established

Office.

2 Walnut

1

1

1808.]

St. Philadelphia.

THE AMEKICAN

319 Broadway.

W.

RflERIDEN, CONN.

Extra
Special attention is given to first-class work.
PORTRAITS cut to order, by
sketches and
sending photographs. JACOB* GLAHN, Manager,

DOG

ANTHONY

First

Premium

at

Vienna Expos

truaFormerly Supt. of Parker Bros. Engraving and Om
Feb 11
mental Department.

Y. Safety Steam Power Co.

IT.

Office:

tion

30

au5-iy

COUKTLANDT ST.

'

BUILDERS OF

The Sportsmen's Depot-

'STEAM ENGINES AND

BOILERS

JOHN KRIBER,
Corner Second and Walnut

Sts.,

Philadelphia

IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN
Guns, Rifles, Pistols, and FisMng Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech

Loaders.
REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Has constantly on hand

a full assortment of Rods,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies.
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair TroutLines, &c.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of CaneReeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds Ege;s and Birds' Skins in great varieties.—
Taxidermy in all its branches.

SPRATT'S PATENT

TJ

DOG

BISCUITS.

VAMTY

4-ly

Steam Launches & Yachts!
And

FAIR.

shaved from the best Natural Leaf, for Meershaum and Cig
Does not make the
arettes.
Hi.tongue sore.
Liberal sample on
award.
Vienna. 1878.
Highest
money.
of
receipt
CO.,
Send for circular. WM. S. KIMBALL
Rochester, N. Y.
Peerless Tobacco Works,

for
their Machinery a Specialty, also Machinery

TUCS, LIGHTERS AND STEAMERS,
Propeller

i

Wheels of Superior

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED

Efficiency

CIRCULAR.
inflP

pass
All our boats are guaranteed to
Aor th» StAH.mhoa.t.1»w when rednirea^

.

&

From W.

II

.

Hoeabiro, Valparaiso, Ind.

tobacco like Vanity Fair has hewn burned in my
pipe; it is the very best, and all the boys beg it when
opportunity offers.

No

no future without

straggling clouds. It
soothes and tranquib'zes the feelings, and helps the
expansion of all benevolent and kindly sentiments.

There

is

From Geo.

its

E. Pond, Lieut. 8th Cavalry, Fort Gar-

ltnd, Col.

Permit me to say that I am highly pleased with.
Vanity Fair. It answers all recommendations.

From

PrriET.rp C.

Rogers, Merrwinsville, Conn.

Much obliged to you for sending me such tobacco;
nothing like it has ever been smoked in this part of
the country within the memory of the oldest inhabitant—Uncle Peter Gay lord, aged 91..
That first taste of the new smoke and of the fragrant leaf is very grateful. It has a bloom, about it
that sou wish might last.

,

.

Tackle,
Rods,

ITislTLiiig-

It is

Snlendid
v

M

A

at 6:55

& ANTH0N?,
St., Boston.
Washington
374

\

1

'

^

?,.q*
'

BRADFORD

/

E&

"

Ponds.

Tickets from Toronto to the

M

A.

Stages to and from KEYPORT connect at Matawan
Station with all trains, and to and from OCEAN
GROVE and AS BURY PARK, at Long Branca Station, with all trains.
H. P. BALDWIN, Gen. Pass. Asent,
Jul 153m
R. E. Ricicer, Sup't and Eng'r.

On Conway Division, Eastern R. R., Brook Trout.
Trains leave Boston 8:00 A M. and 2:15 P. M.
Umbagog lakes, via Gr. Tr'k to Bethel.Me. ^ggjf
i
Upper waters of Penobscot.
Trout.

Music Lantern and 100 Slides for $100.
& CO., 591
H.
Broadway, N. Y., opposite Metropolitan Ho.

At or near Florida, 64 miles fron New York.
The famed Mirror Lake, is distant 1 mile.
76 miles from New York.
At or near Otisville,
"
"
" Gnymard,
"
"
80
"
"

:00, 8:15, 11:35

nfisHing-

Awarded

"
«

J

'

Desirable Route for Sportsmen,
presenting a convenient and pleasant mode of access

York.

"
"
"
"
"

or near Sloatsburg, 36 miles from New York.
including Lakes Truxedo, Potague and Cedar Pond.
At or near Monroe, 50 miles from New York.
including Round, Long, Mombasha and Cromweirs

Port Jervis, 88
Monticello, 112
Cen. Valley, 48

at

M.
Leave South Amboy for New York

5:35 P.

A Most

At

"
"

"
ALL RAIL LINE BETWEEN
BRANCH.
Commencing WEDNESDAY, August 25, 1875
FIVE TRAINS EACH WAY DAILY, Sunday e*

NEW TORK AND LONG

RETURNING.

Company's Steamers

Black Bass and Pickerel.

"

Central Railroad of N. Jersev

South Amboy, Matawan, Middletown and Red BanF
Leave New York, foot of Liberty street, Nort!.'
River, for Long Branch, at 7:30, 9:15,11:45 A M
For South Amboy at 6:00 P M "
3:45, 5:00 P. M.

tel, Cliromos and Frames, Stereoscopes and Views,
Graphoscopes, Megalcthoscopes, Albums and Photographs of celebrities. Photo-Lantern Slides a special"
Photos r:iphic materials.
Manufacturers of
ty.

"

B

cepted, passing through Woodnrids;e, Perth Arabov

Chicago Depot, cor. Canal «fc VV. Madison.
Apr29-fim
City Offices, 61 apd OS (Hark St.

J^isTiing-:

or near Southfields,

«

6m

H — KLNSEY'S ASHLEY

B~YuEP
HOUSE, BARNEGAT INLET.
S

Fish,

and affording most delightful sport for black bass and
Kickevel. Their names are— Lakes Greenwood, Orange,
fohonk, White, Otsego, Cayuga, Seneca, Keuka, Silver and Chautauqua.

Trout

BRA.NPIT
^U

KAIL ROAD.

H. PAGE,

THE ERIE RAILWAY.

.

I

at latter

Gen'l Passenger and Ticket Agent,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

tim

NEAR TWIN LAKES, FOUR
BOARD
Harlem
A
hours from New York
via-

J.

30th.

|«

FOR GENTLEMEN AND LABOARDSportsmen,
&c. Splendid
dies,

DAILY CONNECTION

point for the Island of Mackinaw.
For Tourists' Guide, containing complete and accumaps, with full information as to Fishing Gronnds,
transportation facilities, and in short all that could be
desired by Sportsmen or Tourists, send to Forest and
Stream office, or to the undersigned. Low Bound
Trip EXCURSION TICKETS good until SEPTEM-

«

recently rebuilt and elegantnow open for visitors. It is located in one of the most delightful places in the Thouan extensive view of
commanding
sand Island region,
the St. Lawrence and the Islands and offers every facilOutfits
ity for the comfort and enjoyment of guests.
for boating, Hunting and Fishing Parties. Steamers
and
the
Utica
with
Clayton
at
connect
bay
for the
Black River Railroad, and at Cape Vincent with the
5m
Railroad.
Rome, Watertown and Ogdensburg

House,
THISfurnished,

making

rate

the

Island, &e.

Edward

SPORTSMEN

The

BER

Brunswick,

LINE.

is

SHtiARS & SON, Proprietors.
This house is a favorite resort for gentlemen sportsmen from all parts of the United States and Canada.

Scotia, Prince

ROAD, MACKINAW GRAND RAPIDS

Tourists' and Sportsmen's Route.

Couchiching, Ontario.

rny20

Nova

Northern Michigan,
VIA GRAND RAPIDS AND INDIANA RAIL-

the great

"VTEW YORK AND LONG
_LN

.

Jf

the Trout and Grayling- Fisheries of

To

OAKLAND, California.
JOHN M. LAWLOR & CO., Proprietors.

New

Eastern Maine,

Attractive Route

TUBES' HOTEL,

.

But what

is

paper, and what are words?

tilings

"The next time Juno ruffles thee,
O, Jupiter, tbx the weed.

Vain

rpHEKE CAN BE NO GREATER
They aj«

POJ;

" le
without serious defects
ho
De J
portable boats that are equal to the very
29 ly"^
^
*-l
ones for local use.

JL

1

tability

.

,

CANADIAN BASS WOOD

CANOES.

ENGLISH, Peterborough, Can

k

f i*
ALL
rpHESE CANOES POSSESScanoes,
u^
WM.

^rj^
e

qualities of the Indian Mrch
.
ta
stronger and faster. Weight about
Price at Peterborough, $25 gold. Just ^JjJ^m

JL
much
men

WV

require

^_________^

BATTY & ARNOLD,

•Wholesale and Retail Dealer
JULEP AND BRIGBT COLORED STRAWS,
•TUBE FRAMES, NATURAL Dli^
Etc.

„

New Utrecht, N.

x

GRASSES,

Address P. O. Bos

40,

"

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
ggovtemens §oad8.

fennel

Pjte

95
\izcettmeou$,

$i$ceJhttqou8.

CONROY, BISSETT I KIALLESON,

Tennessee State

(Successors to J. C. Conroy

SUCCESSORS TO

&

Co.)

Y.,

Sportsmen's Association.

02 Nassau

1

St., N.

.48 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

Y

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

SECOND ANNUAL MEETING

Fishinar

OCTOBER

and jffth.—TRAP

25th, 26th,

OCTOBER

26th

FIELD DOGS.

and 27th.—BENCH SHOW
Premiums, $500 in cups.

and 30th. —FIELD TRIAL.
Premiums, $1,300 cash, and $450 in cups, donated by
Forest and Stream, Rod and Gun, and Turf, Field

OCTOBER

Programmes, with

full details will

applicants.

W.

A.

ba furnished to

WHEATLEY,

Secretary,

Memphis, Tenn.

sep9-td

'S
Setters for

young Pointers and
Dogs boarded and cared for in the best manner

The

finest strain of

sale.

month.

at $5 per
for $50.

Pedigrees guaranteed.; dogs broken

Mar

11

Wading Jackets

6.00

DUNCKLEE'S CAMP STOVES.

Price$15.

Those desiring something light and durable for
camping purposes will find this stove exactly right;
weighs only 25 pounds; will cook for ten persois.
The ware consists of Kettle, Tea Kettie, Coffee Pot,
Fry-pan, round Tin Pan, two square Pans, Dipper,
Gridiron, Tent Collar, and eight feet Funnel Stove
Pioe, with oven that will roast 15 pounds beef, all of
which nests and packs inside of stove, which only oc-

New

Split

fitted

Bamboo, Trout and Salmon Rods and Reels
a Specialty.
Lawrence Pishing Co.

EXCEEDINGLY HANDSOME

IM-

ported black and white setter dog, sired by a
dog bred by the Duke of Richmond; dam bred by
Basil Wood, Esq., of Yorkshire.
For further particulars, and to see the dog, apply at
sep9 It
76 Gold street,. New York Ciiy.

THREE

Out of Gypsey.
Gypsey is out of Hnge's imp. Fan, and by the celebrated Irish setter Joeco, owned by Count Short). Sire
Full pedigree
of pups, Waddeirs Irish setter Pilot.
given with pups. H. B. VONDERSMITT, Lancaster.

St.

TpOK

CAMP LOUNGES.
A

We

Fishing Tackle,

for four persons, 7. 6. squaro, weighs 15 lbs.; Can
be packed in knapsack. Price $10. Ten feet square
for six persons, $15.

Rods, Reels, Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets,
Baits, Fish Books, Ac.

American Bog Biscuit s_,
of nutritive bone and muscle making material,
and. is the only portable food for dogs made in this
country. Put up in packages of 10. 25. and 100 pounds,
and warranted not to spoil in any climate. Price,

Made

10c. per

ing camp,

SALE.

Rods and Reels

Fly

Tackle suitable for Maine. Adirondack, Canadian,
and other fishing,

ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.
GAMING GUNS,
And Sportshlcns goods of all kinds.

and

fishing, running rapids, light^6 25.
etc.; the best light ever invent*" 1

BREECH AND MUZZLE

I

1

Manufactured and Imported by

—A

1

DRAB DLCR, COHoiJBOY,
FUSTIAN, REPELLANT,
BLUE BEAVER and FRIEZE.
Wading Boots, Fishing* Stockings, Rub-

PUPPED MAY

BITCH,

by imp. Gordon and
Laverack Bob. I have owned the strain from which
Pnss descended for twelve years, and do not know its
superior. Bob is a prize dog, and was imported by

Game
THOMSON'S FISHING AND HUNTING SUITS,

J.

GARD

G.

best quality of water-proof cluck, light tan color,
especially adapted for concealment in blinds or sedge
grass, or for approaching game in the woods. Light,
English style; extra
durable and very cheap.
pocket in. back for cartridges. Entire suit, $15.

HEGEMAN'S PORTABLE CANVAS BOATS.
BOND'S METALLIC BOATS.

HAMMOND,

Walnut Grove Farm,

New

Sepl6-4t

London, Conn.

THOROUGHBRED
rORFoxSALE.—FIVE
Hounds. For pan

icuiars, ad-

or Rabbit

B. B.

dress

PURE
ken

BRED,

N. C.

All guaransetters and pointers for sale.
e first-class dogs. L. R. MORKIS, Camp.
Sepl6> f
bell's Station. Guernsey County. O h io.

THE

THOROUGHBRED

IRISH SET-

ter Shot, No. 1,762 Kennel Club Stud Book
(for full pedigree see Foukst and Stream, No. 1 of
Vol.5). Shoe was imported in 187 i for breeding purposes, and now, having seveial litters by him, 1 wish

HARRIS, Lock Box

m

41,

Lawrence, Kan.

for the

GARDNER, M.
HENRY
on hand and for

D.,

LY

Apr29 1y

street,

HOLABIRDS
SHOOTINGS FISHING GARMENTS.

All sizes

all diseases.

SOS

woods; three different

styles.

$3,

P

MEDAL

The

J.

SO

Sighted

arm

tallic shells.

in this

Y.

country of the

Green Heart Rods,
for Trout,

Bass and Salmon.

Jpaper, or Hart's me
the article Jor young sportsmen.

Uses either Ely's
Jnst

$18.00.
Special attention paid to selection of guns for gentlemen at a distance by au expert and an old sports

man.

EATON &

©

are heartily advised to send ieu cents for a^jgcl
specimen copy of the

ppriUustratetl Household Magrazinc,;J||
%W°
-Now in its 17th Volume—
^M%
Tlie-Bes* Periodical Ever PuhlMied iorl^a
the Family Circle.

Illustrated— Replete with Choice
Reading and Useful Information.
^J^l

CO.,

to

flu An Attractive

—

GOODS

*jt5»i, ttita

Ever Offered
Write

JOSEPH

C.

to the

Dane Breech Loading Shot

Gun.
LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN".
Solid Breech Snap Action.
EASIEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAFE FROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.
;

Muzzle Loaders Altered

to

Breech Loaders.

__my27__

AND TRAPPER'S ILLUSHUNTER'S
TRATED

PRACTICAL GUIDE— Gunning

and Rifle Shooting; making and using traps, snares
and nets; baits and baiting; preserving, stretching,
dressing, tanning, and dyeing skins and furs, fishing,
etc. With fifty engravings. 20 cents.
Taxidermist^
Manual, 50c. Dog Training, 25c. Of booksellers or
by mail
JESSE HANEY & CO ., 119 Nassau street,
New York,
aep9-8t
.

II.

HOLABIRD,

Valparaiso, Ind.

Tlxe Piseco

MANUFACTURER OP THE

d-

pg=» Examine the brilliant list of Grand Pripp?™z,es! (The fir-u, is' one Klegant Rosewood

^^-Piano.

ruta')

announcement

jH^°full, see

Pl^nead<-'d

you

j^=

Loader, Crimper and Cap Expelier,
A LL DEVICES NECESSARY FOR

j£5§?=*

-XA-.

iw

loading or re-loading shells of two calibres
in one instrument. Avoids the necessity
cutting or shortening the shell foi light loads;
needs no wooden table or bench to fasten it to while
in use. Can be taken to pieces by removing one
screw with a jack knife, and stows in' a guncase.
Malleable castings, nickel plate finish. Complete for
two gauges. Price $10, boxed.
BROS.& CO., 96 Liberty street.

combined
of

WALTON

xoell

ijggr"

Address

j^»P.

0_

Box

3,267.

the

rV'ow

to act

ONLY

Postage 10

rfr

in

"Grand Prizes

'^p=° Workers.
^W°lt will pay

.^gr'Subscriplion,

o——

Ma^azine^H?!!)

Offered to

upon our advices
!

o—

m

P§f>A

^jg^j

Household Publishing Co^^jgS
41 Park Row, i\. Y. J3*%

of^^S
Wand^^S
.=SgS

'

(^""PoV^ll
til Ml t«l

c=M:!iJ

one dollar a year I^Jgl
cents extra.
*JS%

I

|

sentl at once fov a C(
this excellent, chaste

lyones,

as well as because you will iiud its"col-^Jgi
Kggpnunns most attractive for your own reading. c

jel7-fim

BREECH
—A

LOADING GUN FOR SALE.

capital shooting pin-fire gun for sale, 1£
Price, with appurtenances, $40. Can be seen
at this office.
se»8«tf

gauge,

-

s

The publishers"^

price *500\)

AMATEUR SPORTSMAN.

for illustrated catalogue.

je!7

DANE,

most desirable

cjteape^t, ami

VV.

to

Monthly for^^l

Young and Old!

The

N
to
m
n
m

^J

||C Profusely

P. O. Box 5,109.
Sportsmen's Emporium,
No. 102 Nassa sm et. New York City.

rPartie8want!ngin"

St., IV.

celebrated

The Phienix Single Barrel Breech Loader.
12 gauge.

Fulton

N. B.--Sole manufacturers

Price 50 cents.

or "Florida should subscribe for the Morning
News, published at Savannah, Ga. Daily, $10; Weekly, $2 per annum.
Advertisers desiring customers in
these States should use its columns. It is the best paper in the Southeast. Specimen copies sent on receipt
of 5 cents. Address J. H. ESTILL, Savannah, Ga.
'
augl2-4t

Co.,

Flobert Rifles.

LITTLE NOISE. PERFECTLY SAFE.

eg x

Georgia and
s
Florida.

Crook &

B.

Manufacturehs and Importers of

order, or registered letter to

S

2101)8.

a specialty.'

sep9

l-H

•s

GREENIIEART WOOD

FINE HOD MOUNTINGS.

Bogardus' IVew Book, "Trip to England."
With how gunsaie made and hints to sportsmen.

©

Lines.

Full line of Tackle for ibook, River and Sea Fishing.
Agents for John James & Sons' celebrated Fish
hooks and Needles.
SILVER
awarded by the FRANKLIN
INSTITUTE, 1874, "for SUPERIOR QUALITY and
FINISH of RODS and TACKLE."
Aprl-bm

with dispatch.
We furnish ev»-ry article necessary for the outfit of
sportmen in the camp or field. Goods sent ever}
where by express. Remit only by draft, Post Offic

O

Fisliiiig-

FINE BASH AND T.ROUT FLY

filled

C3

and

OJiallc

Sole agent in New York city for J. H. Batty, U. S.
Taxidermist. N. A. birds and eggs for collectors
Buck's heads, and game birds a specialty. Orders

GO

street, Philadelphia.

Manufacturers of

The celebrated

$5 50 and $6.

constructed.

505 Commerce

and

to order.

The most complete portable boat

York.

HAS CONSTANT-

A. B. Shipley & Son,

C.

and ready for use. $10, $12, $16. Just
for first lessons by Young America in acquiring the requisite skill for a position in ihe Rifle Team
and sure death to cats in the back yard.
!rcp9

sale, medicines adapted to
Dealer in sporting dogs of
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable compensation. No. Ill South Fifth ave.. N. Y.
Oct 22

the cure of

IIENMNG,

410 Seventh Street,
WASHINGTON, D.

Can be packed in
largest size weighs but 12 pounds.
Prices within
8t>ace of less than half cubic foot.
reach of all.
No. 1, 8 feet, weight 8 pounds
$25 00
32.00
No. 2, 10 feet, weight 10 pounds
40.00
No. 3, 12 feet, weight 12 pounds

*

New

se p9-2t

0.

"The Ampersand."
COLVIN'S CANVAS BOAT.

the

RECEIVED BY
FERRETSLOUIS
RU1IE, 98 Chatham

GEO.

it.

Moccasins, Oil Tanned,

to exchange for a Laverack dog or bitch with pedigree approved by Forest and Stream. Address W.

Sepl 6 - 1

best shell ever offered to sportsmen.

The

on hand and made

THOROUGHLY BRO-

teed to

Ventilating Pockets.

Blustrated Price List and Samples free.
Themost complete list ever published. Send for

Hart's Metallic Shells.

PULLEN.

Littleton, Halifax County,

SepltMt

Fishing Tackle.

ber Clothing-, &c.

27th, 1875, out of Puss,

Lawrence, of Boston. Price $25. Also 2 dogs
and 2 bitches, pupped July 26th, 1875, out of Chesapeake duck retriever, Rose, by thoroughbred dog Albert
Price $20. Also liver and white pointer, 1>*
months old, out of Kan by Shot; has been in hands
of trainer for one year, and is thoroughly broken.
Price $100. Pedigrees and particulars on application.

& 103 DUANE ST.. (near
Broadway) New York.

tOl

U_

DOGS,

gia

Bamboo

OF THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.

Jack Lamp,

SETTERS FOR SALE.

2^.

Split

pound.

for nisht shooting

and sportsmen a most complete

offer to dealers

assortment of

BLACK SETTER

City.

Q
O

and prompt attention.

Price $5.

When folded is about the size of an ordinary shawl
light, durable, compact, and comfortstrapped.
able couch. Sent by express C. '_>. D., $5, including
side and supporting sticks at the head. Just the thing
for the camp or lawn

Dog; well broke; for sale cheap. Apply at the
street. New York
store, No.
22 Jackson

JJ

ful

sep9-lt

Pa.

Drug

Barnegat, &c.
Orders by mail will receive care-

Sole Importers of Warrin's Celebrated Drilled
Eved Needles
4-29

Agents for the

.

IRiSH SETTER PUPS,
TWO
MONTHS OLD, FOR SALE.—

of Extra quality.
Parties fitted out for the Adirond ;cks, the Maine
Woods,
Lake Superior, Newport, Cuttyhunk, Pasque island, West Island,

out with appropriate Tackle for the
Rocky Mountains and Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
the Adirondacks, &c, &c.
Parties

CAMP TENTS,

For Sale.

AN

"

"MullalyV Patent Flies.
The
style Cutty hunk Bass Lines

every Variety and Style of

cupies a space of 12x12x20 inches.

N. J.

HUIIIWII,

»»

$20.00

fishing.

inade of Split Bamboo (new this
season). Yom Hdfe's Rubber steel
Pivot, Click and Salmon Reels.
The celebrate! "Frankfort" Reel,
&c, &c Sole manufacturer^ of

FISH HOOKS.
And

SUITS.

Waterproof and Mildew proof, complete

28th, 29th,

and Farm.
all

HOL A BIRD'S CELEBRATED

Salmon

M'Ginnis Black Bass Rods

LINEN AND COTTON LINES,

SILK,

OF

and

THE FAMED

Every variety of Salmon and Trout Flies, and Hooks
on Gut. Cutty Hunk and Pasque Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Braided Silk Lines, every size and quality of

SHOOT-

Bamboo

Strip Split

for Trout

TROUT, SALMON AND BASS RODS.

$3,500 cash.

Prizes,

Six

Tackle,

On hand the targes i and best assortment ever exhibited in the United States. They particularly call
attention to their

MEMPHIS, Tenn.
ING.

Invite the attention of amateurs
to the additions they have made to
their regular stock of Fine Goods,
comprising in part

Agents Wanted Everywhere
Write to

us— slate where you saw

this.

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

96

DITTTO POWDER
Office

55 Kilby street,
BOSTON.

CHAS.

L.

ANDREWS,

OHAS.

J.

WH1TMORE,

HAVE OR SALE
I-

Ditt.ni ar'*

ilimpo wder

For & ho* Guns and Rifles.
Secured by Letters Patent.
.

FIXED AMMUNITION FOR ALL VARIETIES OF
RIFLES AND SHOT GUNS FURNISHED AT SHORT NOTICE.

BREECH LOADING GUNS
A SPECIALTY.

Barreled

Single

Shot

Guns,

AND
and Rifle

Combined.
Gun
Revolvb'gj Repeating,
Derringer and Vest

P.

perior to each.

O.

Box 3994.

WESTERN BRANCH,

SCOTT & SONS

Shooting,
Catalogue'

REMINGTON & SONS'
281 and 283 Broadway.

E.

1

C.

ON

Rifle

many with

&

For Treatise

Illixstrnt'ci

CARTRIDGES,

W.

SEND

Pocket Pistols.

The new patent Sporting Powder does not soil the
gun; cleans it. when you use one charge of it,. alter
black powder; no smoke— little recoil— no
loudreport— high velocity. The best ever made in
this line; not to be confounded with Schultz or English Wood Powder, or Sawdust Powder, asit is su-

237

HERKIMER

AGJ-ENTS
for the following celebrated makers •
W.
C. SCOTT & SONS (winners at the International Gun Trial of 1873); J. P. CLABROUGH &
BRO.; P.
SONS, and

&

WEBLEY &

Chicago,

street,

State

HOLABIRDS Shooting SUITS,

DIXONS & HAWKSLEY'S SHOOTING TACKLE
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,
BUSSEY'S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP
WITH CASE. AND 100 BIRDS.
Black's Patent Cartridge Vest.

CO., N. Y.

This Vest affords the best arrangement yet invented for carrying cartridges.
The weight is
evenly distributed that it is
[so
scarcely felt.
Cartridges can be
carried
with the heads down in

JOS.C.GRUBB&CO
712 Market street,

Genuine Breech Loaders.

WINNERS OP TUB GUN TRIAL OF

Philadelphia,

as

1873.

PRICE

,

other

Eine Fishing Hods and Tackle.
Fine Bronze Yacht Guns on mahogany carriages,
Complete, as furnished the New York and Boston
Yacht Sauadrons. - SEND FOR CIRCULARS.

"Ihayana lottery.

Celebrated Breech Loading Shot Guns--Unoqualled in Fine

314
Have now

Work

manship and Material.

Made
l>y James Pnrdey,
Oxford street, London, England.

1 -2

an extensive assortment of Breech Loading Shot Guns, made by JAMES PUPDEY, IS.
M. REILLY& CO., WESTLEY RICHARDS, W. & C. SCOTT & SON, P. WEBLEY & SON, W. W.
GREENER, and a large variety of cheaper grades. AIsobkeech loading, central mke, double rifles,
and rifle and shot guns of superior quality. Implements, ammunition, and all other articles appertaining
to Breech or Muzzle Loading Fire-arms generally. Illustrated Circular sent by mail when requested.
in store

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

'

For the coming drawings, commencing January

we have

JOHN R1GBY

i,

l-l-G,

$10; h U',
$*; 1-20 $1.

145,

ing

upon
bills,

Governments, &c.

P. O.

12 Bore,

1 1-8 No. 6,

HIGHEST PEIV

ETRATION

TAYLOR &

CO., Bankers,
11 Wall St.. New York.
Shares in Wall

fiw

AT

FIELD TRIAL

street

often leads to fortune.
of the Wall Street Review and
methods of operavarious
the
Pamphlet, showing
CO., Bankers and Brokers,
tine J HICKL1NG
Dec 23
72 Broadway, N. Y.

jLv/5 iptfxfj
Send for a copy

Letter A, showing solid head; b b showing nickel anvils for Berdan Primer, Ely's central
Company's caps.

tallic

&

MUZZLE LOADERS
LOADERS*

CONVERTED INTO BREECH

ON THE MOST APPROVED PRINCIPLE,
and all kinds of BREECH LOADING work effected.

Kirkwood,
Mortimer & ELM
Mass

fire

or

Union Me-

Hart's Sportsman's Favorite Metallic Shells.

Endorsed by the leading sportsmen in the United States, and pronounced. superior to anything now offered
A full description of Shells and Patent Loaders with prices, may be obtained from any of the
leadiny sportsmen's depots throughout the country. Manufacturers of Aluminum. Celluloid, and German liGEO. E. HART «fe CO., Newark, N. .1.
ver Reels for Trout, Salmon, and Bast; fishing.

1875.

Express Rifles, Double and Single,

to the public.

F. S.

HARRISON,

may

Agent.

From Captain Bogardns, Champion Wing: Shot

.360* .400

and .450 Bore.

ISTOBY'S Celebrated

13-ly

of America.

Messrs. George E. Hart & Co.,
Gentlemen- -The fifty shells I received from you to-day suit me better than any I have ever used. They
are stronger and better in every.respect, and I shall use them in all my shootingihereafter. Yours truly.
A. H. BOGARDUS.

MUZZLE-LOADING MATCH

RIFLE.
PRICE LISTS, &c., ON APPLICATION TO
24 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
72 ST. JAMBS STREET, L'ONDON.

Street. Boston',

•24

40

yards.

ate prepared to 1111 all orders. Circulars sent
application. Highest price paid for Spanish Bank

Box 4,448.

5

Rifles.

our Close-Shoot-

Drawings take place every seventeen Days.

We

CO.

Pattern made by

5th,

$^

&

Manufacturers of Fine Guns and

reduced the prices of tickets as follows:

Whole, $20;

$7.50.

AGENTS FOR THE
Union Metallic Cartridge Company's Ammunition,
WARRANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Hall Sq. Boston.
3 Faneuil
Westley
makes:—

Richards,
Greener,
Webley, Remington. Moore, &c.
A genuine Scott Muzzle Loading Gun, $25 np.
Maynard, Ballard, Remington and Sharp's Rifles.
"Ballard's breech loading Sporting Rifles $181!"
Bussey's Gyro Trap, for shooting practice.

of great impor-

head up the weight of the shot often forces the wad forward, when
bad shooting is the result.
In
me inurement around the chest.

send

ordering

ail

is

when brass shells are used,
when carrying them with the

tance

AGENTS:

Also

which

this vest",

AGENTS FOB THE SALE OF THE

Report of Gun Trial sent on application.

1

WESTLEY

RICHARDS.
111-

Armory and Manufactory,
IHOIV,

& 23 John street, RL Y

19 Maiden Lane, 20

ALSO

President.

Treasurer.

SCHUYLER. HARTLEY & GRAHAM,

.SPORTING, HUNTING AND TARGET

CO.,

Fishing Pants,

Leggings and Boots,
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS*
COMPLETE
pa

[ndia

Send

-ANDof Every Description.

Rubber Goods

for Price List.

27

Havana

MAIDEN LANE,

N. Y.

Lottery

Ticket— One Prize

to (very Seven Tickets.
$1,200,000
2097 Prizes of
500,000
1 Prize of
100,000
1 Prize of
50,000
1 Prize of
25,000
2 Prizes each of
10,000
4 Frizes each of
5,0O>
12 Prizes each of
500
Prizes
473
each of
Circulars with full information sent free. Tickets
Star
for sale and prizes cashed by P. C. DEVLIN,
fcionef and General Agent. 3 OLi bertv street. New YorK.

Only

16 000

-

.

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT.

MOEE

.

See

SHARPS
New

YIOTOEIES!
Official

<&1H irk
«pXV
IU
a

REMINGTONS.

26, 1876.
E, First California Infantry, Using
Remington Rifles. Victory for SHARPS,

SHARPS

Rifles,

and

Co.

D

511 against 488 points,

JULY 7, 1875.
by Col. H. A. Gildersleeve with
Contest at Belfast, Ireland, for the Mayor's and Citizen's Cup,
a SHARPS CREEDMOOR RIFLE over 24 competitors, including the best shots of both Irish and

Won

American Teams.

Contest at Creedmoor
of Brooklyn, N. Y., with a

JULY

&9JtJLAJbCJb*id

24, 1875.

Range for the REMINGTON DIAMOND BADGE. Wonby Mr. H. S.
SHARPS CREEDMOOR RIFLE, Scoring 96 out of a possible 105.

HIGHEST 16Q
AVERAOE
average,

points.

AJJC

DOLLYMOUNT,
IRELAND.
Remingtons average,

iSENDlX>K ILLUSTRATED PRl&E

AAA
^ljVUU
<fl»1

month. Pamphlet free.
Wall street. N. V,

Invested in Stocks and
Gold pays 200 per cent
Tumhridge & Co.. Bank-

ers,2

Reports.

vs.JUNE

Match between Co.
York Regiment, Using

Inter-State

Twelfth

.

161

LIST.;

Jewell,

The Goss Revolving CartridgeHoIder
CARRIES PAPER OR METALLIC
centre
\J SHELLS, either end up, revolves on menes

slides, weighs but l£ pounds, and is only 1$
wide. Holders flare at top so as to quickly receive
the shells, and, being elastic, securely clasp the same.
For ease of action and rapid shooting it, excels anything of the kind invented.
PRICE, C. O. D.,$6.50.
In ordering, give the size of shells and a loose measurement outside of vest.
N. s. GOSS. Neosho Falls, Eam
jy22-ly

_

R. J.

DRAPER

WALSHE,
and TAILOR,

MoVICKER'S THEATRE BUILDING,

points,

—

Terms, Five Dollarg a Year,
Ten Cents a Copy.

NEW

j

J

YORK, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

For Forest and Stream.

feek in the

WE

left

Mount

^ilh of ^ninety.

Sterling,

the metropolis of Mont-

gomery County, a flourishing town of 3,000 souls,
at 3 o'clock on Sunday evening, having seven miles of good
metal and eight miles of bad dirt road to traverse before
reaching the banks of Red River. Montgomery is the
last county in the Blue Grass belt, and the very moment
you leave its eastern boundary, the untamed and untameSpurs of the irregular
able wilderness opens before you.
mountains subordinate to the Cumberland range reach
almost down to the green pastures, and thus far|no wellgraded thoroughfares have been opened beyond what is
called the "Levy" Heaven only knows why.
Black
Creek Mountain rears sombrely in front, and the traveler
has a dreary prospect when the wheels of his spring wagon
turn up the first angle of 45°. There were four of us in the
party.
Two "rods," one "shot," and a contraband, or
man of all work. Our wagon was light in appearance,
but new and well joined, and the horses, a pair of steady
bays, strong and sure-footed as goats.
We found them at
Horace Carr's, a rather distinguished stableman and jockey
of Mount Sterling, and many times had reason to congratulate ourselves upon the endurance and intelligence of the
animals. The ascent of Black Creek Hill was not more
abrupt and perilous than its descent, and all of us preferred the solid ground to the uncertain wheels.
It was
fairly dark when we entered the dismal windings of the
unsettled valley, and but for the moon, which rode over
us, as Read says, "swinging boat-like," we could never
have solved the problem of courses with our coursers.
The gnarled knees and roots of old sycamores, elms, walnuts and willows were everywhere in the way, and we enjoyed the ride about as thoroughly as a pea if it had senwould enjoy the interior of a child's rattle. It was
sibility
fairly 10 o'clock when we debouched from the vale of
Black Creek upon the wider bottom of Red River. Two
miles above at the Forge there were several good houses
where we might have found shelter and food, but Caesar,
with the enduring spirit and courage of another whose
name he bore, determined we should enjoy a spring mattrass of ferns and a covering of firmament.
We had a
tent -fly in our equipages, but the Czar, as we called our
black tyrant, said we would enjoy the night better without
it.
Our stores consisted of a frying pan four foot iron
handle a camp kettle, a skillet, a coffee pot, half dozen
tin cups, half dozen tin plates, knives and forks and a
small liquer chest containing bottles, glasses and several
useful articles. The provision department was rather more

—

minnows. We made several hauls with a good seine, but
found Black Creek rather thiuly settled. We did not take
more than two or three dozen bass minnows and none at
Our objective fish on this occasion was the
all for pike.
pike, or jack, as he is called in this region, and we were
anxious to open the campaign that morning at Lindsey's
dam, two miles above. We failed to find the bait, however, and had no alternative but to waste the morning with
black perch and rely upon taking a supply of suckers at
noon and late in the evening. After breakfast we struck
camp, and in the language of the immortal Livingstone, or
Stanley, or somebody, "trecked up the left bank of the
Lim-po-po," or rather Red River. The dam at the Forge
a horror to any true fisher
is an old fashioned concern
man above fourteen feet high. It was constructed before
the enactment of a law requiring dams not to exceed six
Form erly there was a mill on the right
feet in height.
bank, but one morning there came a tide and the mill
went away with it. Ed. remarked: "Here is a very fine
dam by a mill site, but no mill by a dam site." All of
which would have been very funny but for the staleness.
I have no doubt the bass in the pool under this dam would
have taken almost any fly that morning, but we did not
come prepared with any flies. I secured a position on the
right abutment, or rather under it, and Ed. located himThe water was runself about the middle of the dam.
ning over in one or two low places only, and there was no

—

—

difficulty in crossing.

rods and

—

—

—

elaborately furnished than either necessity or true sportshad a fine side of bacon, two hams,
manship required.

We

a peck of meal, a dozen loaves of fresh bread, four pounds
crackers, two jars chow-chow, three pounds coffee, eight
pounds sugar, and a small assortment of canned meats and

Condiments of all kinds. Our supper on Sunday
night consisted of bread and butter, coffee, boiled middling,
and the remains of two broiled chickens, brought from
Mount Sterling for an emergency en route.
were too
much fatigued by our rough ride to remain long with the
cigars after supper, so by 11 :15 we were duly rolled up in
fruits.

We

r

&

A bath in the brook is

a great aid to
case it did most of
the restoring, as I knew it would before I took the plunge.
Whilst breakfast was being prepared, Ed. and I went after

and

in

—

—

daylight than sunrise.
I called to Ed. and Bob, who
were coiled together like a bunch of White
Hunt's newfangled cigars, and they "came out of the kinks" with comcelerity.

seized one of our large pike

—

blankets and off to the land of nod.
Monday.. Caesar gathered his fuel and was midway the
breakfast when I arose to investigate the M krik" in my neck,
and the unusual resistance at my knee and hip joints. His
fire was burning brightly by the side of an old sycamore
log.
There was an aromatic odor of coffee and a general
freshness about everything, except my joints. The sun
was just struggling up, but the fog of the river obscured
everything and left the impression that the hour was nearer

tired nature's sweet restorer,

Bob

to a small island in the pool.

my

L

Though

he had no pretensions as a fisherman he took the first bass,
striking him at the right time and landing him with the
He was the
skill and nonchalance of a thorough Walton.
largest we caught that day, weighing three pounds five
ounces.
We took eighteen in all, and they weighed 15£
pounds. The sport was excellent whilst it lasted^ but the
bass refuse to eat after the suu has fairly reached the water,
We employed
so we were compelled to close in an hour.
a young gentleman who paid us a visit during the day, to
catch the pike bait, and he was very successful, bringing
in about fifty fine lively suckers from eight t© twelve inches
long.
This boy was a rare character a thorough mountaineer the son of a bear hunter and skilled fisherman
named Sea. His christian name was Rucker. He had red
hair, a freckled face, strong grey eyes, was compactly
Two years ago,
built and about thirteen years of age.
alone and unaided, he killed and brought home a large she
Bob tied to him at once, and arrangements for a
bear.
deer hunt were entered into without delay. In the evening we tried the pike, but without success. The mill pond
or dam is about six miles long, very deep and filled with
It is a fine harbor for fine
large logs and trunks of trees.
fish, and many very large ones have been taken here.
On
our way to camp we landed five more bass, one weighing
nearly two pounds.
Tuesday. Caesar made the acquaintance of a mountain
lady and produced, to our astonishment, a jug of fresh
buttermilk and some fried potatoes. These with our fish
and coffee made a breakfast for a prince. At six o'clock
we were in a canoe slowly paddling up the dam towards
Lindsey's saw mill about three quarters of a mile above
and by six and a half were comfortably established on
some logs of an immense drift. I did not have much hope
of taking a pike, and had brought my bass pole and was
fishing with a small sucker, not more than six inches long.
Ed. was using a long India cane with full rig and bait for
He always had greater ambition than I, and
large fish.
though he caught fewer fish they were better than mine.
Bob and Rucker passed us on the horses, shouting
"good-by!" as they went up on the west side. They were
bound for a point above the town of Stanton, the county
seat of Powell, where deer were said to abound.
Just as
we replied to his salutation my cork we are obliged to
use corks on account of the many snags went sailing
southward and down the river. It moved rapidly and my
reel sang sweetly.
At first I thought it was a large bass,
but it carried away so much line, and with such apparent
ease that I became convinced it was a pike, and was
alarmed for the security of my tackle. It was evidently

—
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mendable

waded over

—
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more than
from where I stood. It was clearly no time
to strike, because he had not paused a single instant, and
I could not risk giving the reel any slack for fear of drawing the bait from his lips. My line was more than twoEd. noticed the conthirds gone and the fish still going.
making
a

for another drift pile on the west side

hundred

feet

dition of things and kept saying "let him run! let him
run!" just as if I did not know that was the only chance.
At last he stopped in the very edge of the drift, and nearly
He remained still at least half a
at the end of my line.
minute. I did not wait longer, but pressing my thumb on
the spool, I brought the rod severely to the left and hung
him without difficulty. Fortunately he struck for midstream, and it enabled me to recover more than ten feet of
line.
I was using a small wire-snood about twelve inches
long with a bass Limerick about three-quarters of an
inch from barb to shank. I knew he would be sate as far
as this was concerned, but I feared he would turn suddenly
and snap the line or the rod when I was recovering the slack.
Pike often do this even with much stronger tackle. I soon
found he was hung in the throat and felt more confident,
being able to turn him without trouble by simply holding
a tight line when he started in any objectionable direction.
The difficulty in taking him out was apparent in the surroundings of my position on the drift. I knew if he wasallowed to run deep and come close to my station he would
entangle the line and walk away almost without opposition.
Ed. observed this and brought the canoe around without
I stepped in and we floated out to the middle of
delay.
In
fcLe river where we had an open field and a fair fight.
twenty minutes from the striking he was tractable and perI brought him up to the side of the
fectly in my power.
canoe four or five times befcre Ed. used the gaff upon him,
and even then I was rather regretful that I had not given
him a fairer show. At one time I thought he would
weigh twenty pounds, but upon taking him out of the
water I saw he was not so large. He drew just eleven
pounds and a half on the scales at the mill.
continued in the mill pond all day with no further success of
Ed. caught a long, thin, hungry looking
consequence.
pike weighing 4£ pounds, but there was no sport in taking
him. He appeared sluggish and came out of the water
making no gallant resistance. Both of us had several
misses in the afternoon, and Ed. a most deplorable misfortune in losing a large fish after he had completely
worn him out. I could have taken him with the gaff
hook several times, but Ed. preferred to let him play until
he played off the hook within ten feet of the bank where

We

we stood. He floated away slowly, and I presume as
much to his own surprise as ours. We reached camp
about five o'clock, and before supper I scored eight small
Caesar proved a better hand with the minnow seine
bass.
than any of us, and had two full buckets of fine lively
steel backs when we came in.
Wednesday.
We were off again tolerably early, this
time to an unfrequented place above Lindsey's mill "at the
head of Jackson's Bottom. The river here is very beautiful, running under great high cliffs on one side, and a
magnificent fringe of elms and wild cucumber trees on the
other.
It is rather tortuous and winds provokingly in
horse shoes and letter S's. In some places we could walk
an hundred yards and cut off a full mile of water route.
We paid our respects to the fish at the mouth of a small
stream the name of which I do not know about nine
.o'clock.
It had a most inviting appearance and many rare
traditions were associated with it, but though we fished
faithfully until nearly noon we took nothing but a twopound bass and a blue channel cat. At three o'clock we returned to the mill, and whilst I enjoyed the process of
plank making, Ed. sat in the canoe at the boom log and allowed his minnow to play in the deep water. One of the

—

—

mill hands called

my

attention and I

went forward to

find the inveterate fisherman in a glorious struggle with a
large jack.
His bait had been taken with great voracity
a very few moments after I left him, and he was now en-

joying a hard fight. Being alone in the cause he was
at a disadvantage, for the fish controlled its movement and

bore

him

in whatever direction

it

chose to go.

I

wa§

FOREST AND STREAM.
anxious to reinforce him, but there was no other boat in
reach and no possible chance except through a cold swim
to give him any assistance.
The mill stopped and all
hands came forward to witness the sport. It lasted nearly
a half hour, the fish making a desperate effort to approach
the timbers of the log- way, or to enter a drift pile on the
east side.
Ed. managed to prevent either by hard work
and the most consummate skill. I felt sure he would never
succeed in taking the game; but he presisted manfully
and at last managed to bring him near enough to strike
with the paddle. The gaff hook was unfortunately lying
on the boom log where I had disembarked, and he had no
weapon or retriving instrument except the paddle. When
taken out of the water the fish looked enormous for this
stream.
It was nearly four feet in length, but rather
slender. It weighed sixteen pounds, and was pronounced
the largest fish of the season. Last Fall two weighing respectively 15 and 27 pounds, were taken near the same
place.
This ended our sport for the day.
Thursday^
A slight discoloration of the water this
morning deterred us from any long journey. Red River
rises with great rapidity, and frequently without any admonition it overleaps the banks, and in a single night
attains a hight of twelve or fifteen feet above the fishing
stage.
Fortunately the stream did not rise very rapidly,
and in the evening we tock a large number of silver perch
with small river minnows. I gathered a good many rare
ferns and secured some roots of a pretty variety of the
rhododendron. We saw very many squirrels, and had a
surprise in the appearance of a large otter just in front of
camp. The deers were very heavy and we found the tentfly useful.

The sky was heavily

Friday.

overcast and a rich prombreakfast, when Bob came in
with a wild halloa. He brought 'four ruffed orouse, a
turkey, two opossums, a monstrous owl, and a dressed
ise of rain.

We

were

at

skin.
He reported the" deer abundant, but wild and
wary. He had a fine chase in a cove at the headwaters of a
creek joining Red River near "Ki Bowen's." The dogs
belonged to Weed Gay, a votary of the chase, living about
ten miles above Stanton. Two of the hounds were still
out when he left. The stag passed but one stand and the
shot passed under him, being fired from the lower side of
the mountain. We had a hearty laugh at his ill luck, and
suggested that he try the rod and abandon the "villainous
saltpetre." It began raining at seven o'clock and continued without a ray of sunshine all day. Our sport was
clearly broken up and we prepared for departure on the
morrow. Csesar caught an immense turtle on a "set out"
a large beech branch tied to the bank with a heavy bit
of cotton staging for a line, a pike hook, and a suntish for
bait.
As we could not remain to enjoy turtle soup he was
doomed to transportation to Mount Sterling with aboat
thirty pounds of pike and bass.
Saturday.
We left early, the rain still falling and the
branches much swollen. It was a terrible journey, but
we accomplished it by 3 P. M., having only suffered the
loss of a broken wagon pole and a camp kettle which
rolled down Black Creek Mountain.
Thout.

buck

—
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ALLEGASH.

X

OF

the many ways of spending a Summer vacation,
there is none, in my opinion, equal to a canoe voyThoreau aud Winthrop have written in its praise,
age.
and next to taking the trip itself comes, I think, the pleasure of reading Winthrop's racy account of his voytige down
The advanthe Penobscot or Thoreau's visit to Katahdin.
tages of a trip of this kind over the usual "camping out"
There is a constantly changing view presented
are many.
to the voyagers; something new and often startling is presented to the eye at every turn of the river or lake, whichever you may chance to be on, like theeverchanging forms
in the kaleidoscope; there is the healthy activity acquired
by every nerve and muscle in its being brought into use in
paddling on through lake and river, and if the latter, aud
it should be the Allegash, with its almost continuous rapids, you will find a cool nerve and a quick, steady hand are
If, howrequisite tor your comfort if not for your safety.
ever, you have a guide, and are in the canoe with him, the
labor and anxiety comes on him, while you may sit in the
bow of the canoe, gun in hand, watching for game and
feasting your eyes on the ever-changing scenery as you
glide noiselessly along. Being constantly on the move, the
monotony of camp life is dispelled by being obliged to find
a new camping place every night.
The principal requisites of a trip of this kind are a good
route through an uninhabited region, as there you will be
more likely to meet with game. Again, a route pleasantly
diversified by lakes and. rivers, and where ingoing through
the latter you can take the advantage of the current. The
latter is an important item, especially If you have many
rapids to encounter; and last, but not least, a good guide.
Of the many voyages taken by the writer, the Allegash
route answers all the requirements mentioned better than
any other. The route is through the forests of Horthern
Maine; thence into New Brunswick. There is a pleasant
change from river to lake and from lake to river throughout the entire journey no currents to struggle against, and
but few carries, and game and fish are abundant enough to
give good sport, besides furnishing food enough so that
one is not obliged to load down with provisions at the start.
Greenville, at the head of Moosehead Lake, is the starting point. Good guides and canoes can be obtained here
by addressing Mr. D. T. Saunders, who also furnishes
everything that is needed for the trip, both provisions and
-

;

cooking

stepped to the shore and snuffed the air tainted with bur
scent, and turned on his heels and plunged into the woods,
He could not stop a moose, but he did stop a runaway
French Canadian, who, thinking we had evil desigus against
him evidently, locked his store as we approached, and
"English" couldn't stop him as he ran for his house; but
Thomas came to the rescue, and his French proved an

"open sesame" to his store.
Moosehead Lake has been described so often that a repetition here is unnecessary.
Harper's for August-has an illustrated article, which I think is the best description of
the lake and its surroundings yet published.
We left
Greenville Friday, September 4th, on the steamer Fairy,
and after a most delightful sail reached the head of the lake
about 2 P. M. Here we fouud a "hay rack" ready with
two horses attached to transport us across the carry, two
miles to the PenoDscot.
The canoes were placed on the
top of the rack, the baggage and passengers beneath, and
our Nimrod took his gun, going ahead, as he said to
"frighten away the bears" and perhaps get a partridge for
supper.
Our course was down the Penobscot, twenty
miles to Chesuncook Lake, although we could have reached
the St. John River from this point by ascending the Penobscot and carrying across to Baker's Lake, thence down the
South Branch, but by this route there are but two small
lakes, and at the time we were there not enough water for
comfortable canoeing. We launched our frail barks, and
dividing our party as we thought best for each other's comfort and safety, putting the one with the least experience
of canoe life with the guide, and then went on. For the
first few miles the river is still wuier, so that by the time
the first rapids are reached yoi ,oel well enough at home
in the canoe to venture i..u cue small rapids without the
least fear.

We

camped the first night at the mouth of the Ragmuff,
a small stream, almost immortalized by Winthrop. Here
we expected to catch our first trout, so while others were
preparing the camp we put our rod together, and with a
white miller for a leader, gently threw it on the dark still
water.
splash, a whirl, a call for the landing net, and
after a brief struggle a large chub is landed.
Another cast
and yet another, and each time we are rewarded with a
chub a fish that Thoreau, who ventured to cook and eat
it, said "tasted like brown paper salted."
retired that
night disgusted, but early dawn found us there again, and
with a red Palmer substituted for the white miller we
caught enough trout in a few minutes for a breakfast, and
then went on our journey. At Pine Stream Falls we lightened our canoes and the guide run them through alone,
and about 5 o'clock reached Chesuncook Lake, where we
camped for the night in plain sight of Mount Katahdin, and
although at this point it is over twenty-five miles away we
had a magnificent view of it. Chesuncook Lake is eighteen
miles long by three wide.
There is nothing of special interest about the lake or its surroundings.
obtained
provisions at Murphy's farm, at the head of the lake, and
went on our way up the Umbazookskus River, which, with
the Caucomgomuc, come together at this point. Here is
still another route in which to reach the Upper St. John,
namely, up the Caucomgomoc River, through the lake of
the same name, thence across the "seven miles carry" into

A
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We

We

Our course was up the Umbazookskus— at
for several miles, a sluggish, silent stream, running
through a wide interval overgrown with dwarf shrubbery,
interspersed with tall dead pines.
The river is as crooked
as the paths of the wicked, and we thought appropriately
so for us, the day being Sunday, but we feared a rain storm
and hence pushed on, being anxious to get across the Mud
Pond carry before it rained. After following its twists and
turns for seven or eight miles it dwindled to a mere brook,
so that we were obliged to get out and wade, dragging the
canoes after us. The stream was literally alive with wild
also saw the tracks of a bear and the bones of
ducks.
a moose, which evidently had been killed a long time beBaker's Lake.
first,

We

fore.

We

reached Umbazookskus Lake at dark, spent the night
banks, and, as we feared a cold night, each one of
us sewed his blanket up with a fish line into a huge bag, in
which on retiring he crawled, and no amount of kicking
enabled us to throw off the bed clothes, hence we slept
warm. Umbazookskus Lake is four miles loug and one
mile wide, a lovely sheet of water, and on this "cloudless
day looked like an amethyst set in emeralds. This was the
last of the waters of the Penobscot, and we reached the
carry, took a lunch, and prepared for work. The carry between this lake and Mud Pond, the headwater of the St,
John, is two miles long, and is called the wettest carry in
the State, but we found it in good condition, as it usually
is in September.
We were obliged to go across twice, the
Indian carrying the canoes while we took the luggage.
met a student of Harvard on the carry who had been spending his vacation hunting about Eagle Lake, and who was
now returning with his guide, bringing with him as trophies
the skins of two large bears which he had shot.
communicated to him the latest news from the "outer world"
and resumed our travels.
reached Mud Pond. tired and
hot, having been four hours making the cairy.
launched our canoes, and after ignominiously "pushing"
our canoes through the shallow waters of Mud Pond came
to the conclusion that it was rightly named.
It had never
seemed right to me that while all the lakes and ponds in
this vicinity with this exception should have romantic Indian names this one, which to the traveller is the most important of any of them, should be called simply Mud Pond,
but, as I said, after literally pushing our canoes across it
we recognized the fitness of its name. I will not acknowledge that the one that christened it was wiser than we oh,
no! he only saw the pond before we had a chance to give
saw here signs of moose, and judged that
it a name.
one had been feeding here the previous night on his favorite repast— the large leaves of the yellow pond lily (JYupar
advena,) which grow here in abundance.
The waters of
the pond being covered with them, a colony of beavers
have established themselves here and have built a dam
across a small stream running into the pond, and have built
a number of houses in the pond which they have created.
The brook, which is the outlet of Mud Pond, we found so
low that instead of running through, as we had anticipated,
obliged us to make another carry "of half a mile, where we
found water enough to float our canoes.
short distance

on

its

We

We

We

We

—

We

utensils.

Our party in 1874 consisted of three besides the guide,
which required two canoes for our transportation. For a

we were fortunate in procuring Thomas Nichols, a
well-known Ijadian guide, who knows the woods and waters
of Maine and the provinces by heart, and a true son of nature, as we found him, able to imitate the whistle of
the partridge or the peculiar sounds made by the mink and
weasel, so that they were deceived and approached near
enough to be shot. When we saw two fleet-footed caribou we had the "buck fever" for the first time. Crack!
crack! went our rifles, but the animals took to the woods
unharmed; but Thomas was after them, and we followed
on.
They heard his peculiar calls a kind of guttural
"Ugh! ugh!" arid stopped to listen; one of them, a fine
guide

—

buck, we succeeded in bringing to the ground. With his
birchen horn he could call the moose from the forests. Ah!
Thomas, if you only could nave caused the wind to have
blown in the opposite direction when the proud buck

A

more in the brook and we came to Apmojenegamook or
Chamberlain Lake. It was about dusk; we could plainlv
see the red buildings on the farm across the lake four miles
away, and although we were all pretty well tired out, concluded to cross the lake, pitch our tent, and get some supper at the farm house; besides we feared that if we remained and built a fire it would bring some of the men

over from- the farm, that being the signal when any
one
wishes to cross the lake. We found at tne farm eight
met
but no women, a man cook being employed, aud unless
our
ravenous appetite deceived us, he is a good one. We replenished oh'r small stock of potatoes and hard bread here*
paying a good, round, price for the same, rested our weary
limbs hall a dav, had a good dinner at the farm house and
started for the. Locks, which are situated between this lake
and Eagle Lake below. These locks were built at a ^reat
expense for the purpose of rafting lumber up f roill
Churchill aud Eagle Lakes below, into Chamberlain Lake
thence into Telos Lake, from which a canal was cut into
Webster Pond, On the east branch of the Penobscot. This
route is sometimes taken by the tourist, who, after visiting
the lakes, wishes to reach Bangor easily^
We caught a number of fine trout in the river between
the. lakes,- and after a sumptuous breakfast of bread and
milk and fried trout we started for Eagle Lake. The river
between the two is short and swift, but with plenty of
water it can be run with care. The men at the farm told

us that they had raised the gates at the foot of the lake ten
days before, so that we should probably find a "good pitch"
of water in the Allegash, which was the case as we afterward found. Chamberlain is the largest of the Allegadi
Lakes, but Eagle Lake is by far the most beautiful. We
intended to hunt for moose on some of the brooks running
into the lake, but found a party already hunting on one and
a great fire raging on another favorite hunting ground, so
we took Pleasant Brook and spent half the night in calling
for moose on its banks, but were doomed to disappohifment. This lake was for many years the home of a noted
hunter and trapper named Donald, or "Dirty Donald," as
His cabin is tcnantless and fast
die was generally -called.
going to ruin, and the remains of his bark canoe are strewed
along the shore near by. Peaked Mountain is the show
piece of this lake, and'the tourist on this route will do well
to arrange his plans so that he will be enabled to stay here
a few days.
We left it regretfully and passed on to
Churchill Lake, camping at the dam at the outlet of the
same aud at the commencement of the Allegash River.
The old dam has been destroyed and the clearing has grown
up with -blueberries; we feasted here on its luscious fruit,
together with partridges in abundance and ducks to be had
by shooting them more than we could dispose of.
We went to the head of the rapids, which commences
here, and through which we must go, looked at them and
thought of the morrow, whether Thomas would "run"
them or carry by; if the former, we made our minds up to
follow him; and we did. Known as Chase's camp they are
the worst rapids on the Allegash, one mile in length; it is
a continuous run from the time you enter them until you
come to the still water at the foot, and the channel through
which you are obliged to run your canoe is crooked and
tortuous, first to one side, then the other, or through the
middle of the river, and woe be to you if you cannot hold
your canoe while making the changes, as we found when
congratulating ourselves that we were nearly through,
A look ahead and we saw we were wrong, and must
change. The silting poles were put hard down, and we
tried to go back a few feet, but the waters came into our
canoe, in an instant filling it full. We jumped out and fortunately found the water shallow, and after bailing the
water out of the canoe went through without further trouble. At the foot of the rapids a fire was kindled, our
clothes quickly dried, in the meantime we quietly enjoying
ourselves by fishing from the rocks en dUliabille, and succeeded in catching in a few minutes all the trout we should

—

need for two days.

We camped that night at the head of Umsaskis Lake,
and having seen signs of moose started out about 9 o'clock
at night to call for them.
Silently we paddled along the
shores of the lake, not a sound to be heard save the wild
cry of the loon, the splash of the startled muskrat as our
canoe came upon him, or the loud call of our Indian guide
through the birch bark horn something like "oogh! oogh!
oogh! ooooooogh!" then a long pause of seveial minutes
and the call would be repealed. Suddenly splash! splash!
in the water, then a loud cracking of the underbrush on
shore, told us that a moose had taken the scent and fled.
Cast down but not destroyed, we continued the hunt, but
without success. The surroundings of Umsaskis and Long
Lake, which we came to next, are very beautiful. The
islands are numerous and covered with a large hard-wood
growth of trees, beneath which, instead of the inevitable

underbrush fouud where pine and spruce abound, was a
tall rank grass, ripe for the mower, but desiined
to fall beneath the storms of Autumn and decay. At Long
Lake lives Mrs. Johnson, husband, and family of live children.
Before reaching the house we asked Thomas if we
had not better get her to bake us some bread; his reply
was, "You get the flour here; me bake the bread." We
made a^shon call here, for we wanted to see the Amazon
of whom we had heard so much— a. noted half-breed of
prodigious strength; she has married a white man and settled here in the wilderness, rearing a family in ignorance
and dirt. She seemed to be posted on some of the important events that had transpired in the country during the
year, and was very anxious to see a guide book, as she understood there was something about her in one of them.
Although we had the book with us we did not let her see
it.
Our provisions getting low we procured some potatoes,
eggs, and flour from her, gave the children a few- pennies
and her "old man" a cup of lump sugar, bade them goodby, pitched our leaking canoes, and went on our journey
down the restless Allegash, swift water and a few lapitls
enabling us to make a run of twenty-five miles that day,
reaching Square Lake about dusk. The Allegash needs a
rest, takes it here, recovers its wonted energy, and then
rushes on again for thirty-six miles, when it is swallowed
up by the noble St. John. There were manv places where
it seemed to defy us and say, "I shall crush yon if possible," but we knew others had made the "run" from Eagle
Lake to the St. John without a carry and we were determined to accomplish it, which we did, save the carry at
the Allegash Falls, where there is a fall of over forty feet,
Square Lake, also called Round Lake by some maps, is a
little gem of a lake.
The shores are mountainous, and as
no dam has ever been built, killing the trees by the rising
of the water around the shores, as was the case in some of

growth of

the lakes we came through, we were all charmed with the
beautiful prospect, and it being Saturday and we needing
rest, the Sabbath was spent here in a quiet way, makingrepairs in our clothing and w atching the loons on the lake.
were amply paid for our resting this day, for we had
gone but a few miles on our course the next day when we
saw two caribou on the shore, both noble bucks, one ot
which we shot, the larger one escaping in the excitement
r
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of the chase.

What

trout

we had we threw away,

and,

although the river was alive with them- in places, we packed
our. rods, not caring to catch them and have to throw them
away again. For the next seven days the juicy steaks from
the fat buck was on our bill of fare three times daily, and
no one cried "enough." What we could not eat we smoked
over our camp fires and preserved, so that the folks at home
might have a taste. That night we camped at the Grand
Falls of the Allegash, and were lulled to sleep by the roaring waters as they came thundering down past our camp.
The next day we reached the St. John River, having been
The
eleven days on our journey from Moosehead Lake.
settlements

commence

at

the

mouth

of the Allegash, the
there, at first two

hanks being dotted with houses here and

or three miles apart, but after reaching Fort Kent quite
numerous, and about every three mites a Catholic church
has been built, while along the shores, near avery house,
the wooden dug-out or "pirogue," a craft peculiar to the
Canadians, would be pulled up on the shore.
We were
six days on the St. John in going from the -Allegash to
Woodstock. There is but one carry— thai around the
Grand Falls, where we loaded everything on a team ready
for jobs of this kind.
Below the falls the water is very
quick, but no rapids.
We run forty miles the day we carried by the falls, which, considering that it took us two
hours to make the carry, was quick time.
Sunday we spent at the Indian village of Tobique, and
Tuesday about noon reached Woodstock, where we took
the cars for St. John, while the guide came hack to Bangor
on the cars with the canoes, we not caring to continue our
journey down the river from Woodstock as we might have
done if we had had more time. The expense of the trip,
everything included, was about $4-Z each. The time it requires varies from fourteen to twenty-four days; we went
through in twenty-one. I have never heard of ladies taking the trip, but see no reason why they should not find it
a delightful one; and Nalium Smith, of Greenville, has a
party from New York engaged for this trip which includes
two or three ladies. We wish them pieasant weather, and
hope they will be induced to relate their experiences of the
voyage, they being the first of the fair sex who have ventured on the Allegash.
jDn. E. J. Thompson.
.
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plenty of granite in Green's Pond— yes, and yonder land
looks copper-bearing, and that, lead-hearing. But up with
the anchor and away for Stag Harbor Run.
C.
Harbor Grace, 1875.
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Shad in Lake Ontario. A Syracuse correspondent reminds us that some five weeks ago we stated that shad had
been raised in Lake Ontario, and asks us in what part?
We answer that Seth Green has been prosecuting the production of shad near Rochester for several years, and with
so great success that half-grown fish have been seen swarming in the lakes in immense numbers. These have spread
to other parts of the lake.
Last July, early in the month,
vast schools of these fish, about six inches in length, were
found dead and floating on the surface near Cobourg, Canada.
Much speculation arose as to the cause of the mortality, but we have never heard a satisfactory explanation
Our own theory is that shad will not live in fresh
water after a certain period in their existence, and that they
must reach salt water or die. The solution of the question
will come when the first full-grown shad Js taken from the
given.

lake.
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R. Still Green's arrangement of ponds prohably involves less lahor in construction, and is less expensive lhan tho.9p described in my last.

The cut introduced illustrates a
series of pyriform ponds, which
are just as efficient for fish breeding as any in use. In a springy
locality where sufficient water can
he found for the hatching house,

now approaching one

of the most dangerous
parts of our coast.
Cape Freels is not far off.
That chain of islands, the Wadhams, are in the distance.
It was off this coast that we met with our first ordinary
are

gale.
Thank heaven it has never been our misfor'une to
he in an extraordinary gale, such as a hurricane, or typhoon, or a cyclone.
We have read of them, but are of
the opinion that a. real one would upset our common attainments in meterology, in which science we want sailors
to take an interest.
Not seldom on board ship the dinner is the prelude to a gale of wind on the ocean. The
sun may cross the foreyard well, but two P. M. (observation time) develops yon sky rolling onward in sable and
black and burnished gold. The wind dies away from the
southwest, the sun's essential brightness becomes dim, the
gloom increases, and the rumble of distant thunder is
heard; the wind Hies to the north. Brace up the yards
sharp, or haul in the sheets, and rumble, bang, clang,
clang! goes the thunder, and pierces through the gloom the
executive lightning. Ah! how humanity feels its weakness, and the heart of the brave sailor is awed in the presence of the majesty of heaven! I pity the man who does
not feel awe—not fear, for that interferes with duty. Finally the vessel was laid to for that night and all the next
day, and we then laid in bed all day, with the exception of getting up at twelve o'clock to get some cheese and
porter and bread.
A friendly southeaster took us into
Pond, or Green's Pond, on the next morning. It is a queer
place; we'd rather make it in our handy little craft than in

a brig or big brigantine. There is a succession of small,
low granitic and porphorytic islands. "Green's Pond Tickle
is a small harbor on the southeastern side of Green's Pond
Island," so says the sailing directions.
Might I be permitted to say that the harbor appears more like a ribbon of
water wending its way between the island on which the
small settlement of Green's Pond stands, and the opposite
island.
There are several rocks to be avoided in entering
this Tickle.
Rocks are ticklish things to deal with, and
often make poor people think of kingdom come.
Our seamen and captain are wonderfully fortunate in keeping
Providence is good; but then we don't
clear of them.
race ahead like other people.
We are a slow people, at
least comparatively.
It is quite au interesting sight to see the girls from the
islands coming in boats rowed by their beaux, or fathers,
or brothers, of a Sunday morning to church, and it was
grand to hear the noble, deep, solemn-toned voice and clear
enunciation of the clergyman in reading the opening passages of the scripture.
A fine, new Episcopal church has
been built here. The road from Burkings to the Court
House at one time lay over a ravine, surmounted with old
and worn timbers. There is now a fine graveled road.
The water was, at one time here the coior of tea, but now
the people have a fine reservoir.
The healthiness of our
climate, the fine sea air, and the azone contribute to make
many of our settlements healthier than they otherwise
would be.

Here on this island is granite everywhere— f eld spathic,
hornblendic. etc., and away over the low hills is the turfy,
mossy ground. And there is a fine flock of curlew.
once saw a legal friend of ours knock or shoot, down seven
from the wing, with an old rusty gun.
were Yery
glad the gun did not burst.
were also glad to partake
of the curlew after being placed in the hands of the cook.
This island is very small, about a mile square each way.
What an archipelago of islands! almost enough to make
one think of the lovely Paternos, particularly when the
sea is like glass.
Green's Pond was, at one time, a most
successful place in the seal fishery.
Green's Pond men are
nearly always first into St. Johns with a heavy trip.
Fine
vessels were owned there and well to do planters abounded.
But alas! now the sailing vessel cannot cope with the
steamer. The future of this fine colony of Newfoundland
is a problem.
are in earnest about our railway, and I
am sure any article on railways in, your valuabte paper,

We

We

We

We

Mr. Editor, would command great attention. To one who
has seen the outposts in busy times and in dull times, such
as now, it seems as if his pen could never rest until something is done to increase our resources. Well, we have

often occurs that a series of
springs exist, which may be let into the artificial rivulet to increase
the volume of water in the second
and third ponds. The spring is
marked S, and supplies the hatching house, II, from which it passes
into pond No. I, which is twenty
feet long and two feet deep with a
race at the head for the fish to ascend into running water.
The
second pond is a trifle longer than
the first, with a spawning race at
the head six inches deep, with a
slot, designated by dotted lines,
and the third is a trifle longer than
the second, with a spawning race
at the head fifty feet long; beit

tween each pond are screens, and
also below the third pond, for
catching floating substances, and
for separating nshes of different

A

ages, designated by x's.
dotted
line also represents slots for nets.

In the construction of ponds the
material point 'to be considered is,
the proportionate size of the banks
required to retain the water. This
mechanical feature should command more attention than perhaps
any other part of the labor involved in the perfection of the farm.
In the first place, moving earth by

mechanical means is very expenaud'as in road engineering or
road making, every cubic yard unsive,

necessarily removed is money out
of pocket to the proprietor, while
if the banks are not substantially
built, the whole
enterprise will
collapse and end in disaster.

r rencii engineers suggest the following proportions,
which in every case has proved entirely satisfactory in constructing artificial banks, viz. the widtn at base must he
three times that of the height, and the width at top equal
to the height.
Thus, if. the height of embankment is ten
feet, the width at base must be thirty feet and width of top
ten.
This holds good in the construction of all artificial
banks, and is none the less applicable, when the action of
water keeps up a constant erosion until protected by grass
and the roots of trees. These are the proportions of ordinary earth banks, but if stiff clay is employed the thickness may be diminished, and if soil of sandy loam, or
gravel are used, the width at base and top must be increased.
The ordinary water line should be within one foot of the
top of the bank, never nearer.
The great enemy of the fish culturist is the muskrat;
not so much on account of the alleged offense of killing
trout as from burrowing propensities. If the fish farm is
located where these pests abound, it may be necessary to
build a wall of brick or stone, and fill in each side of the
wall with earth, meantime forming the proper slope. Sheet
piling of inch boards or plank is used by some, and driven
down the centre of the banks, but this means will not arrest their passage, for they rather enjoy gnawing through
a wooden barrier.
Raceways for the same reason should
be lined with brick or stone, either being effectual, and the
cheapest course is advised.
Where brick is cheap and
stone plenty, it will perhaps pay to outline the ponds with
walls of these materials and fill in with earth as directed;
then burrowing is out of the question, by mink or muskrat.
The mink is much more given to eating fish than the
muskrat, for it lives exclusively upon animal food. As
soon as the banks of the ponds have become solid and firm
by settling they should be thoroughly sodded, then planted
with weeping willows (Salix babylonica) as they soon form,
from their rapid growth, abundant shade for the trout,
and keep the banks from washing By binding them together
with myriads of roots, which penetrate the soil in all di:

The willow not only adds beauty to the farm
view, but is the first tree to show its leaves in Spring and
the last to shed them in Autumn.
In the arrangement of the bottoms of ponds it matters but little of what materials they are composed. "Clay,
mud, or moss— anything," says Mr. Green, "except gravel,
for the fish will spawn upon it and the eggs will be lost
for artificial incubation." The pond where only trout are
kept one year may be bottomed with gravel, but the bottom of the others in the series should not be gravelled.
The ponds in all cases should be so contrived that they
may be completely drawn off at any time, where the slope
of the ground is such as will permit; otherwise much labor and expense will be involved in pumping and bailing.
This may be obviated in arranging the sluice-ways, which
may be constructed in the form of a flume, and reaching
from below the bottom of the pond to the top, with carefully fitted sluice-gates, that may be raised at the top by a
lever, and the screens made so as to correspond with the
size of the gates, and carefully adjusted in slots, the upper
one to incline down stream at the top, while the fish
screen proper may be inserted perpendicularly in reference
to the flume.
The screens may be made of common iron
wire, painted or tarred, or of galvanized iron wire.
The
latter is the best as it will last longest, while the expense is
but a trifle greater. The screens for keeping the small fish
in this pond should be of wire, fourteen strands to the
inch; for fish one year old, eight to the inch; for two-year
olds, five to the inch, and for three-year olds, three or four
to the inch.
In all cases incline the screens to the angle of
forty-five degrees, the top down stream.
In most fish
ponds the screens are too small, consequently they become
clogged, stop the water, and thus the ponds overflow and
the trout eagerly pass down into the next pond and get
mixed. Screens should fit snugly, but so accurately that
they may be easily removed. Extra screens should be
made and kept on hand that in case of failure of one, it
may be readily replaced.
^So far in the description of ponds, and advice regarding
their arrangement, the work applies to fish farming on a
large scale.
In case, however, of amateur fish culture, or
the breeding of them by agriculturists, the arrangement of
ponds may be simple and inexpensive, indeed may consist
of one only, into which small fry may be placed, where in
the main they will shift for themselves, grow and thrive,
until they are sufficiently large for the table.
It is true,
feeding will rapidly promote their growth, and in an economical point of view the artificial food may be more than
balanced by their rapid growth. Farmers may construct
ponds where there are a number of springs, or they may
connect several together, and by scooping out a pond of
considerable size, and conducting the water into it, may
have a pond of no mean capacity, where trout in abundauce may be grown for family use. In such a case the
bottom may be laid with gravel, for trout thus confined
will spawn there in any event, and the gravel bottom becomes a fit receptacle for spawn and their subsequent
hatching.
pond of this kind should have shallow borders constructed, that the small fish may escape, after being hatched, from the large fish, or the pond may be so arranged that after the fish have spawned they may be removed into another receptacle or pond, leaving the eggs to
hatch out and the little fish to grow. During the next
spawning season the small fish may be again reproved into
another pond and the parent fish let in again to' spawn.
rections.
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Pisciculture. Few of our readers are aware of the
extent to which Mr. George Jelliff, on the old Paul Taylor
place, near Poplar Plains, has carried his fish breeding enterprises.
He has not more than an acre of ground coverered by his ponds and sheds, and yet he has propagated
many millions of young brook trout and salmon. Last
vear he placed 50,000 young salmon trout in the Saugatuck
River, 15,000 in Mill River, Southport, 5,000 in Lake Waramaug, and 300,000 in the Upper Connecticut. He put 50,000 in Housatonic near New Milford, just before Christmas, 100,000 in the Farmington Rivei> near East Hartford,
and 50,000 again in the Saugatuck. This spring he has
r

placed 200,000 in the Farmington River, 500,000 in the
Housatonic, 50,000 in the Shetucket, 30,000 at a stream in
Guilford, 20,000 at Southport, and 10,000 in Saugatuck.
He has also placed several thousands of land-locked salmon
from Sebec Lake, Me., into a number of the larger ponds
about the State, all of which is accomplished under State
authority and directed by our State Fish Commissioners.
It will repay auy one to take a ride to Mr. Jelliff's trout
propagating ponds. Normalk (Ot.) Gazette.
Sandusky, O., Sept. Iitb, 1875.
Editor Forest And Stream:
The Fish Commissioners of this State will meet in this city on the 21st
in St., with a view of making exploration through the islands, for the pur-

—

pose of testing the practicability of establishing a State Hatchery for the
breeding of white fish. It is supposed that the waters of the mid lake is
better adapted, from its clearness, for the propagation of white fish than
the waters near shore, or even the waters of Detroit River. This idea
is advanced by H. JST. Clark, of Michigan, whose services are secured by
the Ohio Commissioners, and who will accompany them in their survey
of the islands in and around Put-iirBay. I understand they have secured a small stream for that purpose, and will be accompanied by many
scientific gentlemen from different parts of the State, who have been in
vited to participate in the investigation.

A

Shell Holder.— Take

jj.

a dry pine board

two inches

thick, eight inches wide and long enough to hold the required number of shells. Mark it in 1£ inch squares for 10gauge shells, or a little less for 12 gauge. Bore a hole of
the right size for the shell to tit snugly through the centre
Fit a thinner board on one side of this,
of each square.
and hinge it there so it can be thrown back to put the
shells through.
Bore half inch holes through this just opposite those in the thick board. Now, supposing the shells
are empty, with the old caps on, throw back the light board
or lid, put the shells through from that side, close it, lay it
lid side down on the table and each shell stands ready to
have the cap punched out. Turn it, open the- lid and reClose the lid and turn again and they stand muzzles
cap.
up ready to be charged. Of course this contrivance is not
intended to be carried while in the field, but it is a great
convenience in loading, and is just the thing far carrying
them in a wagon. If desired a neat box can be made to

inclose the whole.

O. H.

«m » r
One

of the Saratoga hotels

Hampton.

»

has nine gunners, supplied

with ammunition, constantly on the mountains kiling
birds for the table, which are paid for at the uniform rate
of 75 cents apiece.

'
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Birds. We copy the following
from the London Times of Aug. 17:
gi r: is there a warm zone at the North Pole? Most
probably there is. The last American expedition saw a
vast expanse of open water in that direction, but were unThe brent geese and the knot also anable to reach it.
swer in the affirmative, but especially the former. A few
nests of the latter have been found as far south as the
Hudson's Bay territory, &c. But it may be interesting to
many Of your readers to know that only one nest of the

The Testimony op

very interesting

letter

—

brent goose has ever been found, either in its wild or domesticated state, and that was found at Melville Island,
and it contained three young ones. All who have visited
Holland, the Baltic, or our own eastern coast during a
severe Winter, or even Tobay, must know this bird; it is
at times sold in large quantities in Leadenhall Market, for
a mere trifle, its delicious flavor being unknown here, it
having the name of being fishy, which is a mistake, as it
It
never dives, unless wounded, and is a vegetarian.
leaves our coasts in the early Spring, and appears in the
Gulf of St. Lawrence and the coast of Labrador, where I
have seen it in millions, directly the ice breaks up (about
the middle or end of April), where it is highly prized by
epicures, and is now shot in a novel manner in vast quantities, with decoys, out of a punt sunk in the middle of an
eight-foot raft (below the water line), and sent to the
United States, where it is highly prized.
Long after the wild geese and ducks have gone to Labrador or the Hudson's Bay territory to breed, the brent
goose is seen in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, finally disappearing early in June, probably just in time for the Arctic
Summer. It generally makes it flight on a moonlight night,
and they are constantly seen in their progress northwards.
If there is open water and land at the North Pole, we
may fairly presume the brent geese breed there, as they
have been seen at Melville Island-, nor can it be extremely
cold there, otherwise the eggs would be addled and there
must be land uncovered with snow, otherwise, being a
vegetarian, it could not live there.
Several brent geese have recently been sent out to the
Australian Colonies by our ever active superintendent at
the Zoological Gardens, to see if they will breed there. I
only trust our Arctic voyagers may find them in the vast
quantities that I have seen them in during their flights
northwards; then, indeed, they will have a delightful
change from their potted meats, &cI am, Sir, yours obediently,
;

Frederick Swabey.

— Two interesting

cases of albinism in

have recently fallen within my observation. The
first was a specimen of the common haddock (Melanogrammus ceglefinus), taken off Barnegat, N. J. This fish, which
was thirty-one inches long, was normal in every particuIts general hue was pinkish-white,
lar except in color.
with a pearly lustre, instead of the usual brownish-gray.
The back and top of the head were slightly darker, approximating a very light salmon color. The black stripe
which usually marks the lateral and the blackish-brown
the traditional
"blotch, behind and above the pectorals
mark of the thumb of the disciple Peter were entirely
The fins throughout were yellowish-white with a
absent.
tinge of red, except the ventrals which were a shade darker.
The slightest trace of the normal ashy tint of the' belly
might be discovered just below the origin of the pectorals.
The second instance is a specimen of the common eel
{Anguilla Bostoniensis) taken in salt water at Noank, Conn.,
in December. In this the color is a dull, pale yellow
above, becoming nearly white beneath.
According to M. Dareste albinism is not uncommon
among European eels. It appears, however, to be very
exceptional in our waters. I have never seen or heard of
an instance besides the one just cited. True albinism is
fishes

—
—

especially uncommon among the members of the family
to which the haddock belongs. »The ground -color of the
cod and haddock varies much with the bottom on which
they are taken, but I have never known of a case in which
familiar
the spots and other markings were obliterated.
instance of the influence of the color of the bottom is
found in the rosy "rock-cod" of the coast of Maine, which
is usually taken in the neighborhood of ledges covered
with the bright red algae such as Ptilota sesrata and DeleaIn a similar manner the "butter-fish" [Enseria sinuosa.
neacentrus ouatalibi) and the "grouper" (Epineplidus fasciatus) are influenced by the white coral-sand bottoms about
the Bermuda Islands but though they assume a very pallid hue, the character of their markings is quite unchanged.
Brown Good, in American Naturalist.
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Cincinnati Zoological Garden was opened on the

The garden,
with appropriate ceremonies.
which comprises some sixty acres of ground, has a number
of lakes, fountains, etc., and is laid out in walks and drives.
The collection of animals, birds, etc., is one of the largest
in the country, and the buildings appropriated for their
reception arranged in "the most convenient and perfect
manner.
18th

inst.

^«»
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BRIEF NOTICE OF SOME FISHES OF
CALIFORNIA IN OCEAN, BAY AND
RIVERS.
^_
Editor Forest and Stream:—

our markets, sold under the name of perch, and in this case
It is a viviparous fish, as are some o&iers in our waters.
It is brought from the rivers Sacramento and San Joaquin, and isoften caught in all parts of our bay, but chiefly on the Oakland and other
wharves. This is one of our most esteemed common fishes. I have
often caught many of them. Its average length is nine inches and weight
from half a pound to four pounds. Its scientific name is Centrarchus
muculosus. Its color is a dark grayish brown on the upper parts, becoming lighter beneath, with large, irregular dark blotches on the sides.
This fish is the representative in our Pacific regio.i of ceneus in the
Eastern.
The torn cods (Morrhun Californicus), which have been taken in such
great numbers in our bay for the last three years, is without doubt closely
allied to Morrhua Pruinosa (Mitch.) the torn cod and frost fish of the
Atlantic coast, and may be deemed its representive here. Tt differs
from it, however, in form, in the relative proportions of the head and the

common in

it is

a correct one.

'

position and size of the fins, etc.

Another good fish that we have, and which sometimes affords us good
what is called by the fishermen sea trout, probably because of
Others do not distinits elegant form and the red spots on its sides.
guish it from the species of Sebastes, before mentioned, in company with
which it is caught, and call it rock fish. It has, however, little resemblance to either; while its true position may be deemed somewhat doubtful, it may be judged better for the present to arrange it with the genus
Its length is about twelve
It is not very abundant in our bay.
grystes.
inches and common weight from half a pound to three pounds.
The sturgeon is the largest fish on our stalls. They commonly weigh
from twenty-five to fifty pounds, though those from 150 to 200 pounds are
by no means uncommon; but they have been offered for sale here weighing more than 300 pounds. They are taken at all seasons of the year
with large hooks and very strong lines, small fi.-h and meat being used

San Francisco,

Sept., 1875.

Names of fishes are used in this State with so little precision that no
dependence can be placed on such evidence. He who should infer that
anything resembling pike was taken in the Sacramento River or the San
Joaquin, would be much deceived; yet I have caught these, and have
seen continually in the markets and sold in abundance fishes bearing
that name. In our markets, also, there are fish constantly offered for
sale in great numbers under the name of rock fish and rock cod. I have
taken plenty of them at different times with a rod and line and a variety
of baits, the hooks used being rather large in proportion to the size of
their mouths. They are captured in rocky localities along the coast and
in the bay, and the title rock fish applies to them very well. One more
inappropriate, on the contrary, than that of rock cod could scarcely
have been selected, inasmuch as they are widely removed from the famTwelve distinct species of them
ily in which the cod fishes are classed.
at least have been alieady detected here, all belonging to the Sebastes.
Of this genus Jwas not previously aware of more than one species—S.

the type of disease
ties of

New York

which has broken out in
the Texas fever or not,

several coiin

is

If so,

it

can

be made to yield to a rigid quarantine system, and need exIn several towns of Massachusetts"
cite no great alarm.
where the people are familiar, by costly experience, with
the Texas disease, they are again lamenting its manifesto
There is no doubting the origin of
tion among the herds.
the trouble in their case, as a herd of Texas cattle were
driven through the section infected only two weeks a^o

The

fever showed

itself

among

the Massachusetts

cattle

immediately after the _ strangers had left. Massachusetts
fortunately, has a Board of Cattle Commissioners, and
those officers have been summoned to use their power in
staying the spread of the disease. They will at once lake
the high-handed measures which the law enables them to
enforce, and the disease will doubtless vanish from Mas
sachusetts as speedily as it has vanished in other years.
In this State, town and county authorities assume the work
which is performed in Massachusetts and other New Eqo-.
land States by commissioners acting for the Commonwealth. It would be better for New York if she had a
commission of men skilled in cattle diseases, to do for the
whole State what is now left to the limited knowledge of.
County Supervisors, each set acting independently of
others!!
N. Y. Journal of Commerce.

sport, is

as bait.

Canning Fruit.— The following

description of methods

taken from a prominent agricultural paper.-—
"As to cans, the simplest are the best. Those of glass
with glass covers, a rubber band and a screw ring, are as
easily sealed as they are unsealed, and can be managed by
any intelligent child of twelve or thirteen. The porcelaintin funnel, just fitting into
lined caps are also good.
the neck of these, can be made for twenty cents, and with
this the cans may be filled very rapidly and without spilling. As to fruit, it should be perfectly fresh and sound,
and carefully picked over, so that no ill flavor injures its
The time of boiling
quality when it comes on the able.
the fruit should vary somewhat with the kind, ranging
from five to thirty minutes, as follows: Cherries, 5; raspberries, 6; blackberries, 6; plums, 10; whortleberries, 5;
peaches, whole, 15; peaches, halved, 8; pears, whole, 30;
is

A

i

Smelts were, a year or two back, the most plentiful fish in our bay, but
they have lately become more scarce. The torn cod now are exceeding
them in number. Next Winter we expect to have finer sport with the
young salmon or grilse than we had this year, owing to our again close
season this year, and to one million of fish having been hatched out and
placed in the McCloud River by Commissioner Stone. Our lakes— Merced and San Andreas, near this city— also promise always good sport to
anglers in the future, as they have done this year.
E. J. Hooper.

A WHITE CROW.
Charlestown, Mass., Sept.
Editor Forest and Stream:—

15th, 1875.

A Boston gentlemen (Mr. Marston) has recently shot at Centre ville,
Mass., a fine specimen of a pure white crow. It is now being stuffed
by Mr. C. J. Goodale, taxidermist, and can be seen at his store, No. 93
Sudbury street, Boston. This bird has been seen for several years, and
efforts were made by numerous parties to effect its capture, but without
success, until Mr. Marston became the fortunate, possessor.

*

Cory ton Park, Axminster, Aug. 13
«*-+

Albino Fishes.

Novoegieus.Cnv.- -in the United States; it is the Hemdurgun of the
Three of our species are very closely alMassachusetts Bay fishermen
The one most nearly typical here is the S. ?wbulosus. Their averlied.
age weight is two pounds and a half, and they are about thirteen
inches in length. In color this fish is finely mottled with dusky yellow
and dark brown. One of this kind of fishes is a bright red, and is the
most important commercially, and is consumed in large quantities daily,
and it is, like the others, an excellent fish. Then we have a fish very

Sportsman.

•+•+•

CENTRAL PARK MENAGERIE.
Department op Public Parks,

New

York,

Sept. 19, 1875.

{

pears, halved, 20; pineapples, sliced, 15; ripe currants, G;
grapes, 10; tomatoes, 30; gooseberries, 8; quinces, sliced,
The fruit keeps just as well without sugar as with it,
15.

and many prefer it without. Sugar always rises in price
during the preserving season, and we can wait till Winter
and then add sugar as well as to put it in now. In canning
peaches, if two or three are put in without removing the
pits a bitter almond flavor will pervade the whole can. As
to the process: place a very wet cloth in the dish-pan; set
the jar in this, having previously rinsed it by rolling in hot
water; place in it a silver spoon; put in the funnel a cupRemove
ful of syrup first tnen fill with fruit to the top.
the spoon, and set the jar where no draft of air can strike
The fruit should be covered with syrup. In ten minit.
utes the jar will have cooled and settled some, and they
Fill them to the top with syrup
will be ready to seal up.
or hot water; put on the rubber, the glass cover, and
screw ring. When the jars are cool, the covers should be
tightened again, and then set away in a cool, dark place."

**-

J

Animals received at Central Park Menagerie for the week ending
Sept. 18th, 1875:—
One brown Capuchin Monkey, Gebus capucinus. Presented by Dr. J.
K. Cheeseman.
Two Bonnet Monkeys, Macacus radiatus.
One brown Capuchin Monkey. Cebus capucinus. Presenred' by Mr.
William Jayne.
One Seal, Fhocavilulina.
W. A. Conklin, Director.
-#^*-

THE ESSEX INSTITUTE.
Danversport, Mass., September .20, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
About a year ago the Essex Institute received from Mr. C. H. Foster a
valuable collection of skins, including mammals, birds, etc., collected in
Australia. The mammals have just been received from Prof. Henry A.
Ward, who has mounted them in life-like attitudes. They embrace the
following species, viz.:

One Kangaroo, Macropus major; one Wallabee, Ilalmaturus walabaanother representative of the kangaroo family unmarked; one Wom-

tus,

bat, Pliascolomys vrsinus; two Duck-billed Platypus, male and female,
Platypus anatinus; two Koalas or Native Bears, male and female, Phascolarctos cinereus; one Kangaroo Rat, Hypsiprymnus minus; two Repoona Roos, Petaurus australis; one Sugar Squirrel, Petaurus sciureus;
one Tasmanian Devil, Diabolis uf sinus; one Dingo or Native Dog, Cards
dingo
Besides these there is a gigantic lizard six or seven feet in length,
which is also unmarked. These may be seen in the Institute collection
A. 3J. Gray.
at the Peabody Academy of Science at Salem.

aodhnd, Mntxn m& %m&m.
Cattle Diseases. — County papers in the Eastern and
r

Middle States chronicle the re-appearance of various cattle
These maladies are rarely absent from portions
diseases.
of the West, but their visits to the East are only occasional,
and they disappear as suddenly and mysteriously as they
come. Caledonia, Livingston county, and Rhinebeck,
Dutchess county, are mentioned as the places in this State
where a very malignant disease has developed itself among
the cattle. It is vaguely described as a kind of murrain,
and is supposed to have been caught from Western cattle.
The West and Southwest have generally, but not always,
been the source of cattle diseases. At different times English and Dutch cattle have brought over a malignant distemper, commonly known as the Russian cattle plague, to
New York, New Jersey and Massachusetts
this country.
have, in former years, suffered somewhat from this most
unwelcome importation. But of late it has not appeared
on this side of the Atlantic, the introduction of cattle from
England and the Continent being now a very rare occurThis form of disease had the property of being
rence.
portable in the clothing of persons touching or driving the
infected cattle; and it could be spread in that way to herds
without the actual presence of the diseased animal among
them. Cars and boats in which these cattle were transported became seed beds of this fatal variety of murrain,
and it was not safe to allow healthy animals to graze in the
pastures where the sick ones had fed. The most prevalent cattle disease of the present day is of a different character, and not as much dreaded as the older form.
It is popularly known as the Texas cattle fever, and, as the name
implies, is believed to be primarily derived from the herds
sent northward from Texas, It remains to be seen whether

•

Spurious Pedigrees.— The Kentucky Live Stock Journal
"We have noticed with amazement the series of sales
held during this Spring and Summer at leading horse
markets in New York, at which large numbers have been
sold as Kentucky horses with high-sounding pedigrees attached, not one of which ever saw Kentucky. We can
say S:

—

assure the public that they are not only fictitious and spuriask our New
ous pedigrees, but totally unreliable.
York contemporaries, to whom Eastern readers and purchasers look for correct information on pedigrees, to reject

We

such advertisements and expose with unsparing
these attempts to foist bogus pedigrees on the
public.

«»»»

.

hands

New

York

:

—

New varieties of potatoes sometimes come in strange
ways. Timothy Wheeler, a farmer of Waterbury Centre,
Vermont, tells one of the agricultural papers how he procured some forest dirt or soil way back at the foot of a
mountain, for flower boxes; in about ten days a slim stalk
was noticed coming up, and it grew to about six or eight
inches in height, when one leaf appeared on its end, which
indicated its nature to be a potato. It was then taken up,
it
the root examined, and no signs of a potato to be seen;
was then set out in the open field.
—The Belmont Driving Park of Philadelphia is rapidly
The appointments of grand
approaching completion.
and
stands, club houses, stables, &c, &c, are on a large
best m
the
of
one
considered
is
and
track
the
liberal scale,
unequaled
this country, being of capacious width, with an
road-bed.

The

proprietors are

making

extensive prepara-

tion for a grand display during the Centennial.

A New

city is again afflicted
a
during the past week has attacked

Horse Disease.— Our

with a disease which

a8
which fortunately is not
fata
so
serious in its effects as the epizoot which was
acThe symptoms are a mild cough,
three years since.
freque
companied at times by infiamation of the throat,
sneezing and occasionally a discharge at the nose. I

large

number

of horses, but

attache
said that nearly every horse in the city has been
beim
with it, but it quickly passes away, seldom leaving
it

anything more serious than extreme

debility.

Carbolic Aero and Poultry.— A wrtterin

the Loudon

Field recommends the rise of carbolic acid in V l
x
it ne
poultry houses for destroying parasitic insects,
1
nes
their
from
them
drives
injures the birds nor
e
in
dissolves two ounces of common carbolic acid
o
wa
with
quarts of water, and applies once a week
tnc
pot to all parts of the poultry house. It destroy^
dl8inI
a
as
also
building,
and
acts
the
in
and acari
g f
For the purpose of expelling the lice from the
Q \\ C
liquid
the fowls or pigeons, he mixes one part of
a
acid
acid in thirty parts of water, first mixing the
& oQ
using
little glycerine, and shaking well bef ore
brush to the roots of the ieau«*

»f°^
-

^

.

ff

W^

^
ca^

.

plies this

with a small

—

—

—

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
the applithe under side of the bodv, and around the vent,
cation killing all the parasites without staining the feathTwo or three applications, at intervals of a few days,
ers.
are sufficient for a permanent cure.

A Plant

Destructive to Bees.— The large podded

milk weed almost invariably causes the death of every bee

The bee either adheres to the plant or
alighting upon it.
eke bears awav a small scale sticking to its feet, and cripples itself fatally in attempting to remove the annoyance.—
Agricultural Report.

—

The second annual meeting of the Tennessee State
Sportsmen's Association, which commences on the 25th of
October, promises to be very successful. The Field Trial
Many of our
of dogs will occupy the three last days.
local kennels will be represented, and some teams are
already on the ground. It is quite a journey to Memphis,
but we think that owners of fine dogs will be amply repaid

—

for their trouble.

.+«*»

—The

signature to Mr. Buckell's letter which appeared
was erroneously printed G.

in our issue of the 16th inst.

Wht

T. Teasdale Hickell should read

Mmneh

are informed that Mr. J. T. Blackburn, of Marshalltown, Iowa, has purchased the Lavarack bitch puppy

THE MANCHESTER BENCH* SHOW.
.

«

T. Teasdale Buckell.

67.

—We

[from our special correspondent.]
.

The Bench Show of Dogs at the New England and New
Hampshire State Fair held last week at Manchester was
The buildquite a success and attracted much attention.
ing containing the canines was packed from morning till
night with wondering and admiring people. It was something new for the steady-going people of the State to have
a dog show at their fair, and though a few old fogies
growled because a dog should take a silver medal, yet by
far the greater part favored and appreciated the exhibition.
The arrangement for the comfort of the dogs was admira-

they being in a long building with roomv stalls on both
while the many windows, and the doors at either end,
admitted as niuch fresh air as possible, considering the
The show of sporting dogs,
crowd that filled the building
though good, was not so large as it ought to have been,
owing probably in part to the season, since at this time
ble,

sides,

Diamond, by Mr. Raymond's Pride of the Border, out of
Under western clihis Ruby, imported by Dr. Gautier.
mate and training she should develop into a fine field dog
and breeder.
field trial setter bitch Kirby has
week mated with Mr. Raymond's Pride of the

—"Mohawk's" imported
been

this

Both dogs are in good condition, and their pro
duce should be the possible beginning of a fine strain of

Border.
setters.

—

-•**»

—In

our advertising columns will be found a list of puppies for sale by Mr. Gardner Hammond, of New London,
Conn. The prices are low, and we believe the stock to be
all Mr. Hammond claims for it.

.

most of the bird dogs are in use. I know of several
sportsmen who could have had their dogs on exhibition,
but thought the prizes not worth going for. Now this was
all wrong, for the prizes were good; a solid silver medal
for first and a bronze medal for second, and when two
dogs were close for second place, a diploma was awarded
In some cases
for third, at the discretion of the judges.
where there was no competition, and in one case where
there was, the first prize was withheld, and the second
awarded to the "entry," which caused a little dissatisfaction among the exhibitors, but this was right, as a dog unworthy of first prize should not take it by favor or compliment. As to the value, a medal, whether silver or bronze,
with the stamp and signature of such an agricultural society as either the New England or New Hampshire State
a greater treasure than twice the value in either money or
other prizes, for the veiy reason that these medals cannot
be imitated, and are only given by the societies, they alone
possessing the mould and stamp. Any one can have a
silver goblet or pitcher inscribed to his liking I don't mean
that any sportsman would, but that they could do so
while one of these medals must be given by the society,
find earned to be possessed, for they are venale nee auro.
For trick dogs there were three prizes of twenty-five, fifteen
and ten dollars. The entrance fee of each dog was one
dollar, which entitled the exhibitor to a two dollar season
Of the non-sporting dogs there was a fine show;
ticket.
a St. Bernard and a powerful mastiff attracting particular
The former, imported, was a red tawny in color,
attention.
standing 31i inches at shoulder, and weighing 160 pounds.
The latter of a lion tawny in color, with black muzzle and
points, stood 30 inches at shoulder, girted 40 inches, and
weighed 165 pounds. Scarcely less in size was the Siberian bloodhound which occupied the next stall to these
magnificent pair of Scotch deer hounds, immonsters.
ported only a short time since, one of them a perfect image
of the cut in Stonehenge, drew much attention, and were
The
really rare and remarkable specimens of the breed.
managers and superintendent of the show deserve great
credit for their first exhibition, and if there is a dog show next
year on the list of either of these societies, as I trust there
will be, let every man who owns a well bred dog have him
on exhibition, and every man who owns a cur go and see
what a fine dog is like, whether it be sportsman or not, for
New England and even New Hampshire, small and bleak
though she may be, can send forth specimens of the canine "race second to none. Below I give a list of the prize
is

—

A

winners:
Red Irish Setters.— 1st prize, Shamrock;

Wm. Jarvis, Claremont. 2d,
Dick; Wm. Jarvis, Claremont.
Black and Tan, or Gordon Setters.— 1st, Don; Dr. Wheeler, Manchester.

—

English Setters. 1st, Bounce; C. A. Loud, Portsmouth. 3d, Snipe;
P. H. Maguire, Salmon Palls.
Pointers.— Gronse; Trent Potter, Manchester. 2d, Sancho; J. W.
Drevv, Concord. 1st for bitches, Gyp*ey; CO. Clement, Manchester.
Spaniels.— Horace Greely; N. S. Clark, Manchester. 2d, Ned; N. S.
Clark; Manchester. 3d, diploma, Ira Moore, Manchester. 1st for
bitches, Susie; Capt. Matthews, York, Me. 2d, Fanny; Asa T. Truitt,
Candia.
Pox Hounds.— 1st, Lion; J. Byron Huse, Manchester. 2d, Music; H.
E. Sturtevant, Manchester. 1st for bitches, Liliie; H. E. Sturtevant,
Manchester.
Shepherds.-lst, Vic; Campbell Grisin, Manchester. 2d, Scott; name
of owner not reported. 1st for bitches, Minnie, J. W. Cogswell, Manchester, 2d, Topsey; George Hook, Chester. 3d, diploma, Sport; E.
Hubbard, Candia.
Black and Tan Terriers.— 1st for bitches, Fannie; J. S. Taber, Manchester.

Scotch Terriers.—2d, Louny; E. Matheson, Manchester.
Newfoundlands.— 1st, Bruce; M V. B. Kinne, Manchester.
jor; Frank E. Boyd,
St. Bernards.— 1st,

2d,

Ma-

Manchester.
Jack; Dr. A. H. Nichols, Boston.
Mastiffs.— Sampson; Peter H. Clark; New Ipswich. 2d, Andrew
Jackson; Arthur Clough, Canterbury.
Spitz.
1st, Bill; George Conner, Manchester.
2d, do.
Large Greyhounds— 1st, Prince; J. Byron Huse, Manchester. 2d, Spring;
James Richardson; IN ew bury port. 1st for bitches, Flora; S. Hayes,
Manchester. 2d, Bessie; James Richardson, Newburyport.
Scotch Deer Hounds. —1st, Sir Walter; H. G. Bixby, Nashua. 1st for

—

bitches, Mollie; do.

Coach Dogs.—1st, Tom; Edward Clark, Manchester. 2d, Spot; Cyrus
W. Coombs, Manchester. 2d for bitches, Spot; — Emery. Manchester.
Trick Dogs.— 1st, $25, Turk; James Hamilton, Nashua.
Foot, C. P. Shepard, Manchester.

2d, $15, Light

Nimrod.

—No

complaints yet from the "chicken" shooters as to
difficulty with baggage masters and railroad officials generally regarding the transportation of their dogs.
It seems
probable that the authorities have recognized the importance of showing some consideration to traveling sports-

men, and that the crop of complaints and maledictions
will be smaller than last year.
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A

Curious Crime.

— One

and

recluse, living in

daughter's skull
with an axe, cut his own throat and that of the dog's. The
daughter is still living, bat the others are dead. The faithful dog seemed to have dragged himself for some distance
after crushing his

had been cut, in order to die at his
Old Symonds was disgusted with his own
existence, and did not wish the others to enjoy their's. The
daughter was an attractive girl, but the father would permit no attentions from gentlemen who sought her.
after his jugular vein

master's feet.

BREEDING SETTERS.
Belle Fonte, Nottnway county, Va., Sept., 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream :—
The public test and appreciation is the only criterion as to whether
other gentlemen in England are breeding Laveracks with the success
that Mr. L. has done for so many years. Friend "Dry Land" thinks that
there are other breeders who can and do breed as fine Laveracks as the
originator; but, unfortunately, the sales he quotes in his communication
to your joarnal of the 26th alt. prove the very contrary, so far as public

estimation goes, for "Dry Land" says in substance: "The produce of
some of these dogs bred by other gentlemen brought very low prices."
Now, friend "Dry Land," are not you aware of the thins; called a "weed"
—if not, I will inform you that most large breeders of valuable and
fashionable dogs occasionally send drafts from their kennels to be sold
at public auction, which pay for keep and kennel expenses, still retaining the best stock dogs, brood bitches and puppies for themselves. If
you fancy you have a grand dog for a low price, you are much mistaken;
fine dogs, like fine horses, command high prices anywhere. Mark: You
may have the pedigree, but never the choice of the litter. At nearly
every dog show and field trial in England during the last decade Mr. L's
bieed has taken the palm, ©fall the English dogs and bitches whose
pedigrees are recorded in the Kennel Club stud book of 1859-74, one-third
are either pure Laverack or partly so. This breeder's secret is apparentNot every
ly the selection of the fitted, and the knoiving how to select.
breeder who buys of Mr. L. (the only person to purchase them from
—Motto: Never play second fiddle where the first is attainable) takes into
consideration the great time, labor and experience in continuing and
preserving through thick and thin, and much against the advice of
friends, this pure strain of animals. Most purchasers have been perfectly satisfied to improve their idea of the setter by engrafting upon it
the Laverack stock, and with equally good opportunities none have succeeded in making as perfect dogs, nor to compare with the man whose
name they bear. In regard to Pride's color it is chestnut and white, not
liver and white, or pointer color; and his puppies— Blue Prince, Bandit,
and other prize Laveracks- -have already made their mark on the show
bench. I have referred above to the sale by public auction of some of
the L. strain bred by other gentlemen. "Dry Land" calls my attention
to the sale of Mr. Ileid's, on July 3lst, including several of the finest
Laveracks. His pure animals offered were six in number— the grand
dog Sam, seven years old, brought 37 guineas, and will soon be past service for either field or kennel; Jess, his sister, six years old, 29 guineas,
both high prices for aged dogs; Rothay and Brathay, by Pilkington's
Dash out of the above Jess, tach two years old, brought 16 guineas apiece.
jf Sam and Jess had been two-year olds, instead of aged dogs, they not
only would have commanded three times the sum at public auction,
but Mr. Reid would never have parted with them. Clytie was in poor
condition and brought 12£ guineas; Sampson, three years old, unbroken,
by the above bam, out of Mona, brought 6^ guineas. He showed skin
trouble. The prices and condition of these animals were sent to me by
a friend, who attended the sale in person. Now, the above sums are far
below what Mr. Laverack gets from his whelps vide Blue Prince out of
Cora (Fairy's sister) £40, and all his litters are engaged in advance,
while for Fairy Mr, L. informed the writer that there were more parties
than one, both in England aud America, who were willing to give even
more than the price paid by Mr. Raymond, and in one instance a telegram from this side of the Atlantic was received by Mr. L. offering a
higher price, but Mr. L., in his high-toned courtesy, sent her to her present owner, as he had promised him the first refusal. By Mr, L's personal advice Fairy was bred to Pride. This is doubtless the reason that
their progeny has attracted the large offers of English sportsmen who, if
,

"they could do much better at home for less money," would scarcely run
the risk of transporting such valuable puppies across the Atlantic. So
tne opinion advanced in
far, Mr. Editor, the facts entirely sustain

my

Mr. Laverack's unequalled and unIn case it might be thought
that I have any interest in Mr. L's dogs, I may state that I have never
sold a dog up to the present, and have never received any commission
for the many animals of all breeds that I have imported into the country
for my friends. This makes one independent, and I write simply from
my admiration of the unprecedented success of Mr. L. in breeding these
world-renowned dogs.
Jno. M. Taylor,
last

communication

to you, viz.

rivalled success in breeding his

:

own

strain.

—A darkey called at Owensboro', Ky.,
wanted
lopes?"

to

know "Does

dis

and Routing.

All communications from Secretaries
later than Monday in each week.

and friends should

be mailed

no

HIGH WATER. FOR THE WEEK.
Date.

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

Boston,.

H.
6
7

23.
24..
25.,
26.
27.,

28.

10
11

29.,

11

Tiie

New

York. Charleston.

M.

H.
3

M.
15

4
5
6

26
29
22

7

17

36
21

1

7

36

8

44
18

36

M.

29
41
44
36
21

Mohawk and Madeleine. — The

29
41
44

1

match between

these celebrated yachts which was sailed on Wednesdaylast, has created more interest in yachting circles than any
similar event since the match between the Comet and the
Magic, when Commodore Garner was more fortune e in
the result than he was on the present occasion. The match
was made when the Mohawk was yet on the stocks, and
The first public perfor the large sum of $1,000 a side.
formance <^f the Mohawk was at the Cape May regatta
when, although reaching the stakeboat first, she was forced
The
to yield the cup to the Madeleine on time allowance.
subsequent performances of the Mohawk, however, have
justified her owner in assuming that^ with sufwind there was every prospect of her winning the

no doubt
ficient

match; but the Madeleine is a very hard customer to beat,
and besides is a good all-weal her yacht, requiring neither
a gale of wind or a calm to brim? out her best qualities.
The wind on Wednesday was light and baffling in the
morning, so that the start was delayed until noon, the Madeleine crossing the line two minutes. in advance of her an-

The course to be sailed over was the usual New
York Yacht Club course, from the club house to and round
the Southwest Spit buoy, around thejlightsbip and home.
The wind was from the southward, and there was considerably manoeuvering in beating out of the narrows, the Motagonist.

Symonds, a

the northern part of Ulster county, on a spur of the Catskills, with only a daughter and a large shepherd dog for
companions, concluded, a few days since, that they had
lived long enough,

UlnchtinQ

postorfis

the other day, and
keep stamped ante-

hawk
Spit

finally taking the lead and rounding the Southwest
at 1:39:30, the Madeleine being 2m. 6s. later.

buoy

After passing the point of the Hook, where there was
sea on /the Madeleine appeared to make much better
weather than her larger rival, and at the lightship, which
she rounded at 3:23:30, she had obtained a lead of over
On the run back to the Spit with the wind
six minutes.
free, both sailed very fast, the Mohawk securing some of
her lost ground, and still a little more on the run home, but
the Madeleine had plenty in hand, winning without her lime
allowance.
She passed" the flagship at 5:28:17, the Mohawk's time being 5:33:33. The judges of the race were
Mr. W. Bend, who was on board the Madeleine, on the part
of Mr. Garner, and Mr. Alexander Taylor, who represented Mr. Dickerson on the Mohawk, with Mr. E. E.
Chase as umpire. A large fleet of yachts, among them the
America, Resolute, Wanderer, Rambler, Comet, Idler,
Dreadnaught and Clio accompanied the racers. At the
conclusion of the race Mr. Garner challenged Commodore
Dickerson to sail another match twenty miles to windward
from the lightship and return for $3,000 or upwards a side,
but for reasons of his own Mr. Dickerson did not accept
the challenge.
Atlantic Yacht Club.— This club had a race on
Thursday last for the cat-rigged boats belonging to the
Notwithstanding the rain, which fell during a
fleet.
The course
greater part of the day, a fine race was sailed.
was a triangular one in Gowanus Bay, to be sailed over
three times^ The following yachts entered*

some

Yacht.

Ft.
18

Thaver
Caprice

18
18
18
21

Lapwing

Ada
Vanita

"

In
6
6
3

Owner.
H. Hogan.
R. S. Cnurch.
J B. Morgan.
C.B.Moffat.
.

A. H. Farrington.

The Vanita, notwithstanding her large allowance of time
won by several minutes.
Regatta on Staten Island Sound. There will be a
regatta sailed on Monday, September 27, for the champion-

to the Others,

—

ship of Staten Island Sound, a cup of the value of $150,
and three other prizes. The course will be from Black
buoy in Newark Bay, rounding stakeboat in Staten Island
Sound and return to starting point. The particulars can
be obtained by addressing the Elizabeth Daily Herald
office, or George Morthaler, No. 16 Dey St., this city.

—

NiAGAitA Regatta. The fleet of fine yachts that has been
participating in all the regattas held of late in the Dominion ports of Lake Ontario, assembled at Niagara on the
11th inst. to sail for the valuable prizes offered by the proprietors of the Queens Royal Hotel and the City of Toronto
strong northeast wind prevailed, rendering
managers.

A

snug "canvas

necessary and bringing out the

weatherly

The course was in the form of an
qualities of the yachts.
equilateral triangle, five miles on each side, the distance to
be sailed over twice. The fleet came out of the Niagara
River and at 10:50:15 the Oriole was the first yacht to cross
The Lady Standley followed at 10:52:23, the Ina
at 10:56:20, the Cuthbert at 11.02:08 and the Brunette at
11:04:18.
The only change in positions on the first round
was that the Ina passed the Lady Standley, and the Cuthbert passed both, taking second place.
The winning boat
was passed in the same order, but computing for time allowance and difference in start the Ina takes first prize, the
Brunette second and the Oriole third. The judges were
Wm. A. Thompson, M. P., Mr. Angus Morrison and Mr.
W. C. Bunting.
From Niagara 'the fleet proceeded to Cobourg, where'they
participated in a regatta organized by the citizens of' that
place.
The course was to a buoy placed six miles to the
east and thence to another a similar distance down the
lake, the second-class yachts going over but half the course.
The entries were, in the first-class the Lady Standley, Cuth-

the line.

bert and Gorilla; in the second-class the Surprise, Nioma
and Fury. In the latter class the Surprise won first prize
and the Nioma second. In the first-class the Lady Standley
and A^inie Cuthbert were the winners. Much regret was
expressed at the absence of the Oriole, she arriving in time

only to see the close of the race.
portion of the fleet now sailed for Charlotte and participated in the regatta of the Genesse Yacht Club at that
place on Tuesda}^ and Wednesday of last week. The International race on the second day had but four entries the
Water Witch of Genesee, the Bessie of Sacketts Harbor
and the Ina and Brunette of the Toronto Club. The distance was twice around a twelve mile course. The Ina
won by a long distance. On the first day, when the secondclass yachts contended, the Ocean Wave, another Canadian
yacht, took first prize, the Seth Green being second.

A
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Yachting in the Mediterranean. We hear upon
good authority that the Bank of Monte Carlo intend offering prizes to the amount of 100,000 francs (£4,000) for
prizes to be sailed for by yachts of all nations next Spring
at Nice.
The Sappho (which has been sold to Prince
Schiarra) will be probably one of the competitors; and as
the Enchantress (Mr. Loubat) will Winter in the Mediter-

We

ranean, she, too, probably will compete.
do not know
to what extent English yachting will be represented, bnt
we trust that some good vessels from our yards will be
there to break lances with the American-built craft.
The
Livonia, we believe, will spend the Winter up the Straits,
and she, although not good enough to tackle the Sappho,
might'take something out of the Enchantress. But what
we should like to see— and no doubt the authorities at Nice
would like to see the same would be a whole fleet of
crack racing vessels appear on the spot to meet the two
large American-built craft.
There should be the Guinevere, the Centonia, the Kriembilda and Florinda, and as
many more as could be induced to go. The £4,000 would
make a certain bullion freight home, and all expenses
would be paid by winning the magnificent prizes.—London
Field:

—

THE SCHUYLKILL NAVY REGATTA.
Philadelphia, September

Editor Forest and Stream :—
The Pall regatta of the Schuylkill Navy is over and the prizes distributed; the winners satisfied, and losers left, to talk over how "it might
have been if—-" The water could not have been better, the attendance
moderately good, and the entiies more than usually numerous, all the
clubs of the navy being represented except the West Philadelphia Club.
The racing was not above the average, rather below, the chief excitement
being tiie struggle in single sculls and for second place in the four-oared
shells.
Holsmau, of the University, showed up better than very well,
and proved himself not only a goer but a stayer. Young and very
slight, he does not look a match for a well seasoned sculler, but he made
his opponents row hard all the way to the finish.
Umpire— Com. James M. Ferguson. Timekeepers— Vice Com. John
Hockley, Jr., E. S. Miles.
The four-oared shells rowed from the Falls to Rockland, one and* a half
miles straightaway, while the other races were from Rockland around
stakeboats off Laurel Hill, one mile and return. At 3:10 the double
sculls started.

Malta Boat Club—D. Townsend, s'roke;

The race for single-scull working boats, same distance, was awarded to Jos. McLaughlin.
Time, 18m. 40s.
J. Ladd won the race for single" wherries.
Time, 17m.
The Sherman brothers won the double-scull race,
12£s.
two miles, in 15m. 16s. Two crews entered for the four53s.

oared shell race, three miles with a turn, for gold medals
and the city ehampionship. The crews entered were the
Lowell and Union, the former winning; no time.

—The Queens County Yacht Club will hold its third annual regatta on Monday the 27th iDst., the course being
from Little Bayside to and past Stepping Stones .buoy,
thence around a stakeboat at City Island and home. The
boats will be divided in three classes, two prizes being offered for each.

Harlem Club Regatta.— The Fall regatta of this club
was held on Friday on the Harlem River. The first race
was for the single-scull championship, two miles straightaway, two prizes being offered, one a gold championship
challenge medal and the other a special gold medal presented by Mr. T. B. Tilghman, the Captain of the club.
The contestants were Thos. R. Keator and Howard Conkling.
The boats fouled soon, after receiving the word, but
started again. Keator won in 20m. 50s.
A strong ebb
tide was running.
The next race was a single-scull handicap, one mile.
The entries were A. B. Hoeber, allowed
25 seconds; J. W. Arthur, 10 seconds; A. G. Scranton,
scratch.
Scranton easily passed Arthur but was unable to
overtake Hoeber, who won in 10m. 50s. The last race
was for the four-oared club championship, two miles. The
entries were Howard Conklin, bow; n. W. Coates, No. 2;
Arthur B. Hoeber, No. 3; Thomas R. Keator, stroke; blue
and white.

Henry M. Knapp, bow; Robert B. Dodson, No. 2; Edward B. Pinckney, No. 3; Alva G. Scranton, stroke. Soon
after starting Keator's crew ran ashore, owing to a broken
rudder. The damage was remedied and the boats given a
fresh start. Scranton's boat was fouled by a pleasure boat
and the blue and white won in 13m. 20s.

Palisade Boat Club.— The regatta of this club, which
was postponed from the previous week on acconnt of the
weather, was rowed on the 14th inst. at Yonkers. The
first race, single-sculls, two miles with the tide, had three
contestants.
A. Moffat was the winner in 11m. 22s. The
junior single-sculls, same distance, was won by S. S. Leo
in 13m. 45s.
The race for double-scull working boats, one
mile, was won by Addie, pulled by II. T. Keyser and II.
M. Underhill in 7m. 19*s. The fourth was for eight-oar
barges, two miles; this was won by a crew pulling in the
barge Resolute with W. II. Myers stroke. Time, 12m. 2s.
The judges were Charles Lyons, of the Resolute Boat Club,
and S. F. Jackson, of the Pioneer Boat Club.
Owasco Lake Regatta.— Owasco Lake is a beautiful
sheet of water in Cayuga County, this State.
On the 14th
concourse of persons assembled at Ensenore
banks, to witness a regatta, which resulted as
The single-shell race was over a course of one
mile and return, and was won by Charles E. Courtney, of
Union Springs, the champion oarsman of the State. Time,
14m. 28s. Robinson, of Union Springs, was second, and
Courtney and Robinson won
Francis, of Cornell, third.
the double-shell race in 13m. 6s., over a course of a mile
and a half and return. The prizes were in silver-ware.
O'Leary and Davis. The single-scull race between
these men was rowed at Portland, Maine, on the 15th inst.,
Davis winning in 23m., the distance being three miles;
O'Leary gave up after pulling two miles.
inst. a large

Glen, on
follows:

its

—

— The Analostan

Boat Club of Washington held a reThe principal race was between a
gatta on the 18th inst.
picked six and the racing four, resulting in a tie, owing to
the four having been foaled in turning the stakeboat. The.
skiff race was won by Mr. Luckett.

—A three mile sculling race
on the 18th

was rowed

at Steubenville,

between John Pedgrift of Chicago, and
Robert Peal of the former place. Pedgrift won in 22m.
40s. Another race will shortly be rowed by the same men.
James McMasters of. Brooklyn, and Richard Hammond of this city, rowed a two mile race on the Harlem
River on 20th instant for a stake of $200 a side. Hammond won after an excellent race by two lengths in 18m.
O.

inst.

—

24|s.

______
Pkinceton, N.

»

Editor Forest and Stream:—
A meeting of the College was held

J.,

Sept. 16th, 18<5.

yestej clay to reorganize for the en-

A

large majority of the
suing year the University Boating Association.
College was .present and great interest was manifested. Mr. William
Allen Butler, Jr., the efficient treasurer of la^t year, read a letter from
Mr. Willard H. Porter, class of '75, stating that he presented the association with a check for $1,000. The tbanks of the college were voted to
this gentleman. The following officers were then elected for the coming
year: W. A. Butler, Jr., class of "76, president; F. A. Marquaud, class
of 76, vice president; W. Libby, class of 77, treasurer; Samuel Alexander, class of '79, secretary; Benjamin jSIlcoll, class of '77, captain.

Loungeb.
«

—We

desire to express our thanks to Mr. Outerbridge,
President of the Philadelphia Cricket Club, for courtesies
shown to our representative during the International
Cricket Tournament held in that city.

Trimble, bow; position,

east.

Crescent— Geo Milliken, Jr., stroke; Geo. W. Young, bow.
Tne Crescent crew won almost as they liked, going to the front from
.

Lowell Regatta.— The

second annual regatta of the
Lowell Boating Association was held on the 14th inst. on
the Merrimack River near Pawtucket Falls. The sinelescull race, two miles, was won by Michael Welch in 16m.

W.

the start, turning the stake in 7 min. 10 sec, with a lead of twenty seconds, and won in 14 min. 56f- sec. Malta, 15 min. 53 sec.

single scull race.
University Boat

Club— J. M. Holsman,

east.
Quaker Oily— John D.
McBeath, centre. Pennsylvania- -W G. Thomas, west.
Thomas went to the front at once, with the University man pressing
him hard. Off Berky's clearing all three were close together, and all
keeping too far to the west, and to round the stakes had to alter their
course,
heavy disadvantage to the eastern boat. Coming down Thomas
lead to the head of the island, but showing distress. McBeath put on
steam, took a lead, and came in winner in 15 min. 24 sec. Holsman, apparently fresh, was overhauling Thomas hand over hand, but there
wasn't quite distance enouga to close up the gap, and when the flag
dropped he was still half a length behind. The timekeeper gave the
time: Thomas 15 min. 28 sec. Holsmtn 15 min. 32 sec.
SIX-OAKEO BABGE RACE.
Malta Boat Club—C. F. Gieler, stroke; J. F. Dunton, W. T. L.
Warthman, P. F. Schemm, E. lllman, S. B. Haddock, bow; W. F.
Warthman, coxswain; east.
Pennsylvania— A. Kappes, stroke; F. Street, Emil Herline, Ed. Herline, Pt. T. Middleton, H. Hutchinson, bow; R. H. B. Faimiau,
cox.

?.

;

swain: centre.
Crescent--^. R.

Harrison, stroke; A.

Spering, George Milliken, Jr.,

H. W. Terry, George W. Young, C. E.

Steel,

bow; U. K.

Hinchman'

coxswain.
The Malta lead off, but before the boats had passed Tom Moore's cottage the Crescenls were in front, and the Pennsylvania dropping hopelessly to the roar.
The Crescents turned in 6 min. 40 sec; Malta in fi
min 50 sec. and Pennsylvania in 7 min 8 sec. They came home n be
same order, Crescents in 14 min. 11 sec. Malta, 14 min. .22 sec. Pennsylvania, no time taken.
,

.

i

;

Crescent -II.

Untiotml ^npimez.

18th, 1875,

t

:

FOUK-OAUEO GIG RACE.
K. Hinchman, stroke; C. P. Ta?kei, H. F. Witmcr, W.

C. Jones, bow; G. E. Steel, coxswain; east.

Ten nsylowrda—John Lavens, Jr., H. Conrad, Max Schmitt, Thomas
Massey, bow; R. II. B. Fairman, coxswain; centre.
Quaker City—C. R. Adams, stroke; Samuel Goimley, J. B. Ferguson,
C. S. Wise, bow; Geo. W. Parker, coxswain west.
Tne Crescents lead at the head of the island, but were soon passed by
the Quakers, the race then becoming a procession: Quaker City, 14 njin.
13£sec; Crescent, 14 min. 34£sec; Pennsylvania, 14 min. 50| sec.
The pair-oared shell race was between two crews from the Philadelphia
Club, one of which merely entered to make a race, with no hope of winning: C. V. Grant, stroke, ana J. B. Taylor, bow; J. M. Taylor, stroke,
CM. Lee, bow. Grant and Taylor pulling in beautiful shape, paddled
;

over in 16 min. 5 sec.

THE GREAT CRIC KET TOURNAMENT
our own correspondent.]
drawing to a close and it well merits
the title of the Great Cricket Tournament.
It more than
bears out our prophecy of last week that it would )e
[fboji

The tournament

/'/,'*

]

event in the cricket history of this country, teller U(
][
vidua! players may have been seen, but for general all."
around play, it has beeu the finest exhibition ever wjr
nessed on this side of the Atlantic, and is worthy of
the
cricket headquarters of America, which this city 'certainly
is.
There is no flattery in saying that the management has
been above criticism, and every Philadelphia!! should feel'
grateful to the committees and Jt.o every member of \\
Philadelphia clubs for the able manner in which they have
susta ined the refutation of our city for hospitality.
Lovers of athletic sport, particularly those who' devote
their time and energy to its promotion, can but feel
encouraged by the audiences that have added interest to
each of the matches. No small feature of the week has
been the constancy of the ladies in their attendance, and
tlve grand stand (which resembles the parquette on
opera
nights) is a strong rival of the field in' its attractions.
The
grounds, which are al! that could be desired, both for (he
accommodation of players and spectators, have been in ex
cedent condition, and except Thursday there has been
2;ood cricket weather.
The first match, 'Canada vs. Philadelphia, part of which was reported in last week's issue
\

](

was concluded on Wednesday, and

C. K. Barns, J.

College— W. H. Ad dicks, stroke; Benj. Nicol, Richard Hall,. John Ely,
bow; centre.
Quaker City—J D. McBeath, stroke; O. F. West, F. M. Henderson,
S. Stinson, bow; east.
The College Club jumped off with a clear lead, but at Laurel Hill the
boats were almost level. The Undines were well over toward the towpath, and had to comeout from behind a canal boat. The College crew
were pressing in close, and the two got their oars considerably mixed.
The Quakers now went to a lead of a couple of lengths, and left their
opponants to fight it out for second place; and a hot fight it was. From
the willows to the island the Undine had three-fourths of a length.
Along the island the boats were level, and at the foot of the island both
crews spurted for the lead, and again the oars clashed. The College
crew crme out of the struggle with a few feet in front, and the boats
came in, the Quakers in 9 min. 10* sec; College in
min. 2(j£sec;
Crescent, 9 min. 27 sec. Claims of foalwere made, but the umpire de-

winning boat.

The winning oarsmen each received a handsome gold

Silver cups were given to the winners of the stx-oared barges,-

four-oared gigs, and four-oared shells.

Sculls.

Philadelphia, Sept.

20th, 1375.

Editor Forest and Stream .—
The Fall Regatta is, as a general

thing, the virtual end of the boating
season here, but this year bids fair to be an exception. There is a single scull race on between George Miliken, of the Crescents, and the oftdefeated Frank Pleasontou, formerly of the Bachelors, but late of the
Quaker Cltys, later of the Vespers, and latest the Quaker Citys again. If
Flip's skill did but equal his pluck and perseverence-and I hope it will,
eventually— he would be a great sculler. Captain Nicolis, of the Princeton Rowing Association, who rowed two in the College crew on Saturday,
has, on their behalf, sent a challenge to the Schuylkill Navy to row them
a race on the 9oh of Ootober. If the challenge was put into a lntle different shape it is very likely it would be accepted; but as it stands, it is
more like an invitation for the nauy to hold an open regatta in the Fall.

an open regatta in June last, and probably will be in the succeeding Junes for some years. By vva> of rarity there is to be a swimming
match on Saturday next, open to all members of the navy; one mile
straightaway, on Flat Rock Bam. Handsome prizes for first and second
will be offered, and the entry promises to be^ large.
There may possiThere

v\

.
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Eberts
Jolui Uargreaves

as

Challenge of the Princeton

Bowing

Association

to the

Pkinceton, N.
the Secretary of the Schuylkill

Schuylkill Navy.
J., Sept. 17th, 1815.

Naty:—

8

Powell, b.

c.

wicket, b.

nit

Eberts

...13jb.

.

1

Whelan

5 c. Sprague, b.
18 b
Greenfield

out,

24
80

.

Spragne,

c.

b.

Whelan
7
1 st. Armstrong, b. Greenfield
Thomas Uargreaves c. Spragge, b
E U
32 c. Armstrong, b. Whelan
p
M 'nVr
ir;-p;
R. N.
Caldwell
b. Eberts
10 c. Kearney, b. Eberts..
L.
R.
Baird b. McLean
..lllb. Eberts

5

:

Charles A. Newhall leg

bef. w.

tiberts

>>

Eberts

0|b.

Robert Pease, not
pencer Meade b

out,

Byes, 4; leg byes,

3;

S

wides, 2...

Total

5

2|«\ Brodie, b. McLean
1
'..."'.
4 not 011 1
9 Byes, 2; leg byes, 2. wides, k. ... 6

M cLean

.

"5

|

117

Total

114

•

CANADA.
F. W.
hall.

First Timings.
Armstrong, b. C. A.

Second Innings.

NewT. Uargreaves,

c.

C. McLean,

and

c.

D.

b.

S.

b.

New-

hall

18 b

E. Kearney, b. Meade
5 b.
Greenfield, c. B. S. Newhall, b.
C. A. Newhall.....
14 c.
Whelan,c.Meade,b.B. S. Newhall. 4. b.
I): M. Eberts, b. Maade
[t|h.

13.

.

.

b. C.

5

leg bye,

;

;

behalf of the Princeton Rowing Association, I
hereby
challenge the Schuylkill Navy (intending to include the Vesper Club)
of
Philadelphia to a four-oared shell race over the national course
to be
rowed October 9th, subject to amateur's rules. The said race to 'form
a
regatta for all crews that may choose to euter from the several
clubs.
leave the question of the prizes to the discretion of
the Schujlkill
Navy, the expense to be borne equally by -the entering clubs
respectfully,
Yours very

We

^nj.Nicoll

Capta.nof the Frinceton Rowing
Association.

12
<)

Meade

B

1

Newhall..:

Mt-ade

8
'.'.'.'.'.'.'..'.'.

.

B. S. Newhall
Byes,

11

Newhall

8.

D. Newhall,

Wells, Hargreaves_,_b C A N 'hall Ob. M eade
Hall, and b. B. S. Newhall
4 b
Meade
Br. Sprague, run out
12 b. Meade
J. B. Laing, b. B. S. Newhall....
not out. .^
E.G. Powell, not out
b. Meade
Brodie, c. J. Hargreaves (sub) b
.

Meade

Meade

.

I)

.

:

!

'

10

.

1

21

c and b.
S. Newhall
8 Byes, 2; leg byes, 2.....

wides, 2

Total

G

.

4

Total

68

76

RUNS AT FALL OP EACH WIGKbT.
PHILADELPHIA.
1st. 2d. 3d. Jth. 5th. 6rh. 7th. 8rh. 9th. 10th. 11th
1st innings... 10
21 28
33 39
76
92 107 111
112
117

2d innings.... 13

55

65

98

98

98

T'l

9S

113

113

114

114

117
231

47
54

66
57

66
68

68
68

68
7G

144

CANADA.
1st innings...

35

17

39

47

47
54

2d innings.... 14
14
39 44 50
Won by Philadelphia by 87 runs.
Immediately after the the

close

of the

first

18

match

the

game between the British Officers and the Canadian teams,
was commenced and line play followed. The game was
interrupted on Thursday by the rain, and was not completed until afternoon on Saturday.
The strong batting of the Officers more than compensated for the weakness at bowling, an d occasional looseness in the field.
Although the Canadians ran up their
score to 1G7 in tlie second innings, they found themselves
with over 60 runs to get, and no way to get them. The following is the score:
SECOND MATCH— BRITISH OFFICERS VS. CANADA.
BRITISH OFFIBEKS.
First Innings
Second Innings.
Lieut J. D. Howden, b Eberts..
b Brodie
Lieut G
Browne, b Kearney.
b Kearney
Lieut R C Davies, c Armstrong,
b Mc Lean
c Spragge, b Whelan
Lieut Hon Keith Tumour," c
Laing, b Eberts
12 bBrodie.
Lieut
Cummings, c Kearney,
b Eberts
7 c Greenfield, b McLean
CaptN
Wallace, c Spragge, b
Eberts
3 c McLean, b Eberts
Lieut H L Farmer, c Armstrong',

23

K

1

9

11

H

4j

W

bKearney
Capt
Japt Taylor,
Tavlor.

st

McLean

Armstrong b
h
Armstrong,

jg run

Mr

5

44b McLean

23

out

....

St Leger Herbert, b McLean!
U Eberts
Lieut F Carpenter, b Laing
18 b Kearney
Lieut Singleton, c Armstrong, b

Eb

t
Fb?
m
Lieut
Philip m
Tadents,
not out...

>••-

-

x>
Byes

4

1,

•

2

not °ut.

...

Ojrun out

,

Tot ^

Total..

162|

6

.'.

[Byes, 2; leg bves, 7: wides,
15
no balls 2../.......

,

wides 14

6

13

14

,

6;

V
AM

CANADA.
First Innings
Second Innings.
E Kearney, b Singteton
2 b Browne
G F Hall, c Cn minings, b Browne 1 c Bavies, b Howden
B Wells, c Singleton, b Browne 1 not out
C McLean, c Wallace, b Howden 13 b Browne
J Greenfield, b Browne
3 c and b Howden
J Whelan, run out
51jcBavies, b Browne:."..!.
.b
Armstrong, b Howden
34 c Singleton, b Howden
Br Spragge, c Tumour, b Singleton.
b Howden
D Eberts., b Singleton
2 b Singleton
E G Powell, run out
1 c Farmer, h Howden
(J B Brodie, c and b Howden
c Cummings, b Howden..
J b Liing, not out
Cummii g«, b Singleton
B,Y
byes, 3; wides,
Byes, 1; leg byes, 1: wides,

47
3

W

"
^

A

Dear Sir— in

30

McLean

8|G. Powell, b.
|

Kearney
R. S. Newhall
Kearney
John Large, ran
D. S. Newhall

bly be a Schuylkill-Nassau race yet this season; but there are so many
contingencies in the way that I think it doubtful.
Sculls,

To

!

Philadelphia— First Innings.
Philadelphia—^Second Innings
Geosge M. Newhall, run out.... 4|cKearney. b. Eberts
F. E. Brewster c. Spragge, b.

.

cided that the boats should be placed as they came in.
After the race the prizes were presented to the winners, the Quakers
taking the championship flags for four-oared shells, four-oared gigs, and
singles, rather a large proportion.
Special flags were presented for each

,

resulte
in a splendid
victory for the Philadelphia team.
The fielding of the
home players was excellent, and kept the score of the
Canadians down close, the}'- making only 68 in the first
and 7G in the second inning, Dan Newhall taking in the
first 5 wickets in 4 overs, one of which was a maiden for
12 rnns. Meade took 8 wickets in the second for 20 runs
olf 78 balls, and nine maiden overs.
The following is the
full score of this meeting:
FIRST MATCH— CANADA VS. PHILADELPHIA.

.

FOUR OARED SHELL RACE.
Undine—John R. Baker, Jr., stroke; \V. C. Madeira,
N. Be Haven, bow; west.

medal.

is

]9

*

W

M

1

.

bal.s.

Total

lb

12

1

123

balls, 2..

Total

[j

^
?
tl

4;

to

«

...M

—

.

—

1

—

.

"
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FOREST AND STREAM.
RUNS AT THE FALl/OF EACH AVICKET.
CANADA.
1st
I

5

3

3

8
12

11
?0

Second Innings

3d. 4ih. 5fh. 6th. 7th. 8th. 9th. 10th. 11th.
123
94 106 121 123 123
58
9
7
290
15 50 117 129 147 155 157 161

2(1,
'

...

First Innings

BRITISH OFFICERS.
First Tn nines

Second Innings

51

38
50

73

109
145

68
120

66
102

114
182

116
145

.162
352

160
182

Won by British officers by 63 runs.
The big game of the series was began on Saturday,
As the Officers sucBritish Officers vs. Philadelphia.
ceeded in making so much larger scores against the Canadians than did the Philadelphians, it was with some
anxiety Uiat the score was watched during the first inning.
Although the gane is not jet completed, its result may be
with some confidence foretold. It is evident that although
the batting of the Officers is fine, their hitting being free,
and their defence stubborn, the splendid bowling of
Charles and D. S. Newhall, and the sharp play of the

whole field is more than a match for them. The wicket
keeping of Geo. Newhall is deserving of praise, and if in
addition to the analysis of bowling, we had an analysis of
fielding, he could have the well merited pleasure of seeing
on paper, "well done."

sharp running off light hits. Geo. Newluill's score of 04
Meade is suffering
stands so far at the head of the list.
from a boil on his left hand, and has not been able to bowl
or bat this game. The Philadelphias 230 runs were made
Iherlore for only 10 wickets.
The Officers were at the bat all this afternoon, and were
making a score rapidly, until j lis t before game was
called, when three wickets fell in rapid succession, reducAt the close of to-day's play the telegraph
ing the average.
.marked 97 run*, for 9 wickets. Unless they secure more
than 18 runs of the next two wickets they will have to go
to the bat again at once to play their second inning.
At the time of going to press we are in possession of only
The match was not concluded until
Hie first innings.
yesterday and a full report will appear in our next.
THIRD MATCH -BRITISH OFFICERS VS. PHILADELPHIA,
Iliilaclelphia First Inaintjs.

Score.
61

Players.

Newhall, c Tumour, b Singleton

J Large,

c

Oummings,

K New hall,

b
c Wallace, b

Howden

9
18
30
7
31
..23
15
9

Tenuant

L Baird, b Singleton
Newhall, c Carpenter, b Howden
Thomas Hargi eaves, c Taylor, b Singleton

DS

c

Cummings, b Howden

Newhall. not out

C A Newhall,

'.

c Taylor, b J Singleton

Magee. b Singleton
S Meade (did not bat)
Byes, 6; leg byes, 8; wides, 5

Nq

Notice

Taken

of

<$art[e8yondent$,

Anonymous Communications.

Russell, Baltimore.— Can yon give me the address of any dealer who
Ans. J. Bagot, No. 31 Eulton street, N. Y.
sells aquatic plants?
C. M. S., Berkeley, Cal.— Enles and Eegulatious forwarded you as requested. We will soon issue a Eifle Manual containing all the iuforma*-
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almost impossible that the. Atlantic or New
their quota of six games with every
other club prior to the last day of October, their games
have been thrown out of the championsbip record, and
the table now stands as follows, up to Sept. 19, inclusive:

now

Haven clubs can play

1

!

cj

P

H. O., St. Andrews, N. B.— For a pin fire gun, No. 8, what is the
proper charge for sea ducks (eiders)? Ans. Five drachms powder and
1J- oz. No. 4 shot.
Vanity, Greenburgh.— Will you please inform me if there is an agency for Vanity Fair tobacco in New York? Ans. B. Stein, 102 Nassau
street and 896 Third avenue, has Vanity Fair for sale.
M. E. N., Sudbury, Conn.—Where can I purchase a pair of leather or
canvas leggina, knee high, for gunning, in connection with ankle shoes?
Ans. Eaton & Co No. 102 Nassau street.
F. C, Flint, Mich. — Will you oblige me by informing me whether there
is a pi ace in your city where they make the cleaning of velveteen clothing a specialty? Ans. No'one makes a .specialty of it, but any of our
scourers and dyers can clean velveteen.
G. W. H., Philadelphia.— Where can the Eushton boat be bought and
what is the price? Ans. J. II. Eushton, Canton, N. Y.\ sizes 11 to 13
feet in length, and price accordingly— say $15. We do not know ex-

Club.

s o u

3w

se

jj

CQ |<!

CE

7}

32

C

Boston

6

•

I

sz
"-'

ft

'O i'S

3

1

5
~

©

p

[p

03

1-55

CD

Sj

61

»>;

5ii0j

8

6

6|

6|

5

3|

4\

8'j

38
37
30
30

I

Athletic

2|..

I

Hartford
St. Louis
Chicago
Philadelphia

I

Oi

3

3

1

~|
Oj

1

I

•

•

!

'

Mutual

0!

I

3
2

S\
i\

OI

S|

{

.I

3

r

>l

14
13
13

2|

*H
3 6

]
l

61 14| 30

I

games played

our

since

20135] 25

..

last

vs. St. Louis, at St. Louis
vs. Chicago, at Hartford
Sep. 15 -Philadelphia vs. Athletic, at Philadelphia

as

3 to
10 to 3
5 to 4
10 to 4
14 to 4
13 to 2
6 to 4
14 to 4

15— Mutual vs. Atlantic, at, Brooklyn
16— Hartford vs. Chicago, at Chicago
17— Athletic vs. Atlantic, at Brooklyn
Athletic, at Brooklyn
IS— Chicago vs. Hartford, at Chicago

18— Mutual

143

issue, is

follows.
Sep. 13— Hartford
Sep- 14— Hartford
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.

32

1

vs.

Only three good games out of the eight played. The
Mutuals, it will be observed, are at the foot or the class,
where hey will generally be found as long as the club is
run under the co operative system. Chicago has got ahead
of Philadelphia, and St. Louis is close upon Hartford.
The interest, therefore, in the contests yet remaining to be
played will be chiefly in the matches to be played on the
last Easlern tours of the St. Louis and Chicago clubs,
when some exceedingly close fights may be expected, especially between the Hartford, Athletic, St. Louis and
Chicago nines.
t

— A m-itch was shot on Monday

between the Secretary
and Treasurer of the Staten Island Shooting Association,
of which we give a summary below.
The guns used were
W. W. Greener's choke bores, the close and powerlast

which caused much favorable comment.
25 and 28 yards, 60 yards boundary, 1J ounce No.
9 shot, birds given the wind, and extra good flyers.
Chas.
Tranter, Referee, and Wilton Randolph, Scorer.

ful shooting of

Match

at

At
J.J. Piathyen

t

At

11

Eathyen

Yard s,
M. Johnson

111 1—4

28 Yards.

0—3! John son

At

Eathyen. 1

25

111 1— 51C.

11*0111111—

1

* *

1

i_q

25 Yards.

OiJohnson

Piscator.— I see frequent mention in your paper of the fall fish.
"What is it? Ans? The chub— fall fish In New York State some times
Leucosonms
called "windash," sometimes very improperly, "dace."
rhothcus. a species of the carp family.
F. F. B., Governeur.- In trap shooting, a bird (wounded) drops just
inside the boundary and is challenged; the party gathering it goes around

the bird, which has hopped outside, but is picked up inside. Is the bird
scored as killed? Ans. No; a bird once out of bounds is a lost bird.
Inquirer.— Where can I find a good comfortable place to spe:.d two

Erjss.—'When out a short time ago I started an old woodchuck in the
woods, and the beast went straight up an oak tree which had no limbs
within thirty feet of The ground. Is this common? My friend B
reports seeing a white one last month but could not get him. Ans. Woodchucks are good climbers, but don't practice much.
Eoss, Wood bridge.—In looking over the Table of Close Seasons in
your paper of Sept. 21, I see that the close season for quail in New York
is marked Jan. 1st to Oct. 1st, while in the '-Fur, Fin and'Featlier' it is

marked Jan.

1st,

to

Oct

20th.

Which

is

Ans.

correct?

Look

again,

and you will find it is Oct. 1st— that is, if you have the latest edition of
"Fur, Fin and Feather." The law was changed to Oct. 1st in March
last.

New York.— What places on

the Atlantic Ocean along the coast
North and South Carolina, Georgia and Florida,
have the most important fish business? Could you tell me any firms of
wholesale fish dealers there? Ans. Baltimore, Norfolk, Newbern,
Charleston, Savannah, Jacksonvil e. Canuot give the names of fish
G. B.,

of Maryland, Virginia,

..1 1 1 1 1 1 l

.

1

1

i_io

*i)ead out of bounds

About 200 birds were shot at
Eathyen and Johnson concluded

in sweepstakes.
Messrs.
to divide the expenses.

Mortimer.

MAGAZINES.
Lippincotfs for September contains a number of capital
illustrated papers, among which "Glympses of Polynesia" carries us to
"Summer isles of Eden," and Mose Underwood gives us a view of backwoods life. The Miscellany contained in Llpplr,coWs is of the most interesting description, and its corps of contributors second to that of no
other petiodical.

The
monthly

Scientific

Farmer.— This new periodical

is

issued

Amherst, Mass., aud in the inter, st of the Agricultural College of that place. To the farmers of New England the establishment
of this journal in their midst must be of immense benefit.
A corps of
at

W. H. B., Pontiac, Mich.— Do you know if Kay's concentrated cartridges are for sale yet or not? Do tbey make any loaded with buckshot?
I should think that if they shot as close in proportion fl&I .understand
they do with common bhot, they would do first rate for deer hunting.
How do they fell them? Ans. Kay's cat trid«es are now being manufactured, and will shortly be on the market, when they will be advertised
with all particulars as to juice, etc.
G. S., New York.— What is the proper charge for a muzzle loading
shot gun, double barrel, weight S pounds, 28 inches Jong, and No. 10
gauge? And also the beet way to aim at a bird flying or sitting? Also
which gun shoots the best at a long range, a short or long barrel ? Ans.
Use 3| drichms powder and 1£ oz. shot
You must practice at birds. 30
to 32 inches is the best length for a 10 gauge gun.
Eeader, Bath, Me.— 1. Where can I procure Ely Bros, second best
central fire, 12 gauge cartridges ready for loading, and also loaded, and
the price per thousand, aud price paid by mail or not? 2. Where can I
get a Hart's metallic sheil; also the price for same? Ans. 1. H. C.
Squires, No. 1 Courtlandt street, price $1.75 per hundred; by mail about
$2.

2.

Same place;

price 20 cents.

Naturalist, N. Y.— I came across a wall chart of Natural History,
showing the different orders and genera in a very comprehensive manner, published some ten years ago by E. B. & E. C. Kellogg, 87 Fulton
Is it still procurable, and the price, or can it be obtained
street, N. Y.
in book form? Ans. We have made inquiries and cannot find one.
The firm you mention are now non est.
South Fork, Pittsburgh.— Do you regard the material used by the
Eemingtons and Parkers in the manufacture of their plain $45 shot gun
the homogeneous decarbonized steel, to be such as will
barrels, viz.
make as safe a gun— i. e.,safe from bursting— in the hands of the
sportsman, as a Damascus, laminated, or twist barrel? Ans. No; they
would not stand the same charge of powder, although perfectly safe for
:

ordinary use.

H. B. S., Chestnut Hill, Mass.— 1. Where can I get any wild rice to
plant? 2. Please give me the exact address of the person who makes
Thomson's hunting and

fishing suits

3.

What

is

the best preparation

keep them soft when they are wet one hour and dry
the next; does oil make them rot? Ans. 1. Address Eichard Valentine,
Janesville, Wis. 2. J. M.Thonpson. No. 338 Broadway, N. Y.
3.
There is no preparation for canvas shoes; dry them in the sun when they
for canvas shoes to

.

jt

powders of different sized grains?
please
J. P. C. Brainerd.— Will you
powder in gun caps, rim fire cartridges,

iell

etc.

me what
is

the

detonating

composed of, and what

the proper proportions are? Ans. Usually fulminate of mercury. The
formula for its manipulation!* as follows: Dissolve by a gentle heat 100
parts, by weight, of merenry in 100 parts, by weight, of nitric acid of a
specific gravity 1.4, and when the solution has acquired a temperature of

pour it through a glass funnel tube into 830 parts,
weight, of alcohol, of the specific gravity of .830. When effervescence
is over, and white fumes cease to rise, filter through paper wet with cold
water, dry (the residue) by steam heat not exceeding 212°. If you pro130°. Fahr., slowly

it, we will say that the Mutual Life Ins. Co., of this
good a company as you could insure in.
F. II., S"daha, Mo.— 1st. What are the facts about the killing of Remington & Sons agent in England by one of their breech loading rifles,
and what was the cause? 2d. What length, bore and weight of rifle
would you recommend for target and game (as deer and antelope) shooting at from 100 to 500 yards? 3d. What sights would you use, and what
kind of triggers, single or double, the double being made so it can be
used as a set trigger or without? Ans. 1st. We have never heard of the
accident to which you allude. 2d. A Remington sporting 30-inch barrel 40
calibre weighing 9 ponnds. 3d. Beacd fore sight and the regular adjustable peep sights attached to the Eemington sporting rifle. They are

pose manufacturing
city is as

1

actly.

deal ers

•Games Lost
of

;

,

1

£.1

.so

The record

1

!

tion desired.

—

19

Total

being

J£IF

^a

—

,

5

II

It

Jjlnxwep
b

accessible from Eastnort? Please state locality, quarters,
(whether hotel or farm house ) and route; also nature of ground. I have
a prejudice against burned woods, having had some experience of them
in'Oanada during the deep snow. Ans. The best place easiest accessible
from Eastport is the Upper Machias Eiver. Take the Eockland steamer
to Machias town, where you can secure Indians, canoes, and provisions,
and then go up to the headwaters of the river. You will find good hunt
ing and trapping there.
W. W. E., Saranac Lakes.—Yon state in answer to a correspondent
that "the powder drachm is an arbitrary measure, not in. accordance
with any organized table."Is notthis an error? The Troy drachm is oneeighth of an ounce, or 60 grains. The avoirdupois drachm is one-sixteenth of an ounc?, or a little over 27 grains. The drachm scale on the
powder flask is in accordance with the avoirdupois drachm, Ans. Gun
makers and powder manufacturers say that the drachm as. used for powder is an arbitrary measure. We grant that it weighs 27 or thereabouts
grains, avoirdupois; so does a bushel of potatoes weigh so many pounds.
If a drachm avordupois is intended, how would you measure or weigh
tolerably

We

or three weeks,

John Hargreaves, run out

BASE BALL

those

can recommend thl
pens of Professors in various departments.
journal to the country gentleman who makes farming a source of pleasure rather than of profit, as well as to the professional farmer, whose
labors will be lightened and mind enlarged by its perusal. The subscription is but $1 per annum.

on some railroad, and not too faraway, where there are
plenty of gray and black squirrels? Ans. Monficello, Sullivan county,
Delaware county is
or Milford, Pa. Take Eric Eailroad to Port Jervis.
also good squirrel ground.
He is
S. II. O. T., Olympia, W. T.—What is a cure for a limid dog?
eleven weeks old aud very cowardly that is, ir anything comes upon him
suddenly he will run and cry for ten minutes at a lime. I have tried
different methods without success. Ans. Kind treatment and age may
produce good lesubs.
W. E. L.. Flushing. Will you be so kind as to publish in your next
paper the quail liw, as to when the close season is ended for this State,
including Long Island, Staten Island, and all the adjoining States— viz.
New Jersey, Connec'icut and Massachusetts? Ans. See Table of Close
Seasons tor all the States, in Pokes c and Stream Sept. 2d, J 875.

.'....

R
H

F E Brewster,

Guides can be had, but are not numerous or generally well qualified. All
we know of are engaged by parties whom you will probably meetthere. Have sent pamphlets.
Eller shahs, Boston.— Will you kindly inform me whether I can ob
tain good hunting of deer, bears^erc, in the northern part of Maine,

scientific men, continually investigating cause and effect and scattering
the result of their investigations broadcast, must tend to largely increase
the store of agricultural knowledge and raise the standard of intelligence
among the farming classes. The work of the college itself is too well
known to require comment, and now the benefits received by the students can, through the medium of the Farmer, be largely participated in
by the people at, large. The papers on different subjects are from the

1} to

The Officers are noticeably weak in bowling, and they
made a serious error in judgment in setting their field so
wide to save the rapid run getting off long hits. The
Philadelphia score was largely made up of singles made by

Gr

103

get wet.
L. B. S., Binghamton, N. Y.— Will you please answer me the following questions: What would be the cost of a pair of German dachshund
hounds? What would it cost to import them, or could they be got in
this country pure?

Would a

letter reach

W.

S.

Macy

at

Munich? Ans.

The

cost in Leipsig or Munich would be about $20 each, and the expense
of getting them here about that amount for a biace. See an article on
page 358, Vol. III. Mr. Macy's address is Munich.

C. W. O., Alexandria Bay.— I intend going to Georgian Bay and the
Magnetewan Eiver section for deer shooting this Fall. What is the best
time to go and the best route from Eochester? Can T get good guides
there? Does any railroad company publish a pamphlet giving descriptions of the country? Ans. Go at once. Take steamer Norseman from
Eochester to Port Hope, rail to Toronto, and thence rail to Severn
Bridge, Northern Eailroad. Thence boat and stage to Magnetewan.

made with the double trigger.
Watts, Little Falls.— Can you tell me how to distinguish infalliblyedible mushrooms from poi«onouR toad stools? Ans. See "Fungi: their
Nature, Influence and Uses," by McCooke, M. A., 109 illustrations, price
also

D. Appleton & Co., New York. We find the following clipping in
an exchange: "It is not. impossible to know the difference between toadstools and mushrooms, but it is not worth while trying to learn this difference unless you belong to a very long-lived family, and don't object
It takes years to find out, and authorities
to being poisoned at the end.
$1.50,

Tne only

differ.

If

you

sure test

is

to eat one.

If

you

live, it is

a mushroom.

die, it is a toad-stool.

Beaver, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.— Will you kindly inform me of some
whom I could correspond with about the beaver and

responsible party

other fur bearing animals in Virginia? I read in your paper an item in
regard to these animals being so troublesome down in Old Virginia.
Ans. Address Warner Lewis, Lawrenceville, Brunswick county, Va., or
Capt.

John M. Taylor, Belle Fonte, Nottoway county.

They

will

give

you the same information that we do, namely, that these two counties
and some others are so overrun with beavers that, despairing of clearing
them out in other ways, the farmers are preparing to import professional
trappers. If you will make cither place mentioned your objective point,
and go down there, you will make a little fortune. Bring a gangpf trappers and as many traps as you can carry. The settlors will receive you
with an ovation. This is no humbug. The appearance of the beaver is
a freak of nature not yet explained. We have frequent inquiries from
Virginia how to procure traps and trappers.
Englishman, New York.— T landed in New York July 31st from England by steamship Dakota with a setter dog. The officers of the Customs on coming aboard in New York demanded $10 duty for the doc.
which I paid them, being, as they told me, twenty per cent, on the value'
The dog was for my own
of the dog, which cost, me $50 in England.
use for hunting, having come over here for a few months for that purpose. They also told me there is a duty on guns; however they passed
my gun on giving them the $10 At the same time I think I was imposed
on, as I have never heard of auv duty on dogs or gun for own private
use. Please give me your opinion. Ans. There is no duty on dogs imported for breeding purposes, but there is on all others
Still, if you intended to take your dog back to England' by giving a bond you would
have had no duty to pay, aud yon can now recover your $10 There is no
duty upon a gnn which has been m=e"d and is not intended for sale.
J. A. D., East Oilcans. Mass.—What sizes shot and quali y of powder would be most desirable for the coming Fall and Winter shooting in
Sonhwestern Florida? Can ammunition be purchased there, or had we
best take it with lis— if the lat.tpr, what would be the best means of transportation, as we understand it is unlawful for us to take it as baggage?
"

What

are the terms of subscription for Forest and Stream for six
ai d can you mail it to different points when advised of change

months,

Ans. Nos. 6 and 8 shot. For powder take Dupont's DiaGrain No. 2, or Hazard's E'ectric No. 4, or Laflm & Rand's Orange
Lightning No. 5. These grades all correspond in quality and size. Terms
for. Forest, and Stream six months $2.50; can be sent to any point that
you may request if we are advised of the change. For information
about sporting in Florida buy the new book entitled "Camp Life in
Florida," a hand-book for sportsmen and settlers.
in address?

mond

Subscriber, Pittsburg.— Will you plea?e answer the following if in
your province: A and B in playing croquet, both being "dead on each
other," i. «., both having croqued each other since they had gone through
an arch. Botn being for the same arch, A'being on one side and B on
the other, it. also is the latter's (B's) shot, and in order to prevent A from
going through his arch he (B) plays his ball to such a position, (touching
A,) that he (A) cannot go thiough his arch without knocking B's ball
away* Now, the question is, do the rules of the game allow A to make
such a stroke? But has he not rather to play for a new position and not
interfere with B? Ans. We can find no rule to govern the case, but
should say that

A was

entitled to place his ball clear of B's, as it is manihim of his shot, though we are of the opinion

festly unfair to deprive

that he has no right to touch B's ball. Perhaps some of our readers
are experienced at the game will answer this problem.

who

First Lieutenant, Philadelphia.— In this city there is about being organized a yacht club; the members are to we*ar the United States naval
uniform. At the election last night I was elected First Lieutenant.
Now, I am very well acquainted with, all kinds of sailing boats, but still
I do not know the orders for setting and taking in sails as given by First
Now, will you please tell me of
Lieutenants in the United States Navy
a book describing all the orders given by the First Lieutenant in hoisting
anchor, setting any sail, or taking in sails, where the other officers are
stationed when he gives his orders, and what are their duties? The club
has already thirty members and six officers. We intend to buy a laro-e
sloop or schooner, so therefore the book need only contain the orders
pertaining to a sloop or schooner; also price of book. Ans. We know
of no books suitable for your purpose, but English ones, in which the
terms are different from ours. We would suggest to you as the most
practical mode of acquiring the desired information to take a short trip
in a coasting schooner, where you could learn much better than by book.
For square-rigged vessels, the naval instructor at Annapolis would prob"
a^ly be able to tell you where to find a manualof instruction.
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To Correspondents.
All communications whatever, whether relating to business or literary
correspondence, must be addressed to The Forest and Stream Publishing Company. Personal or private letters of course excepted.
All communications intended for publication must be accompanied with
real name, as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be published if
objection be made. No anonymous contributions will be. regarded.
Articles relating to any topic within the scope of this paper are solicited.
cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brief
notes of their movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this paper
to become a medium of useful and reliable information between gentlemen sportsmen from one end of the country to the other and they will
find our columns a desirable medium for advertising announcements.
The Publishers of Fobest and Stbeam aim to merit and secure the
patronage and countenance of that portion of the community whose refined intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that
8 beautiful in Nature. It will pander to no depraved tastes, nor pervert
the legitimate sports of land and water to those base uses which always
tend to make them unpopular with the virtuous and good. No advertisement or business notice of an immoral character will be received on any
terms ; and nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that
may not be read with propriety in the home circle.
cannot be responsible for the dereliction of the mail service, if
money remitted to us is lost.
Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday of each week, if possible.
HALLOCK, Editor.
C. HARRIS, Business Manager.
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CALENDAR «OF EVENTS FOR THE COMING WEEK.
Thubsday, September 23.— Racing, Louisville, Ky. Trotting, Quincy
Burlington, Vb.; Waterloo, N. Y.; Poughkeepsie, N. Y.; Beacon

111.;

Park, Boston; Tiskilwa, 111.; Indianapolis, Ind.; Meriden, Ct.; Columbus, Ohio; Watkins, N. Y.; Sharon, Pa. Sculling, Geo. Brown and
Alex. Brayley, at Bedford Basin, Halifax. Base Ball, Philadelphia vs.
Chicago, at Chicago; Eaele vs. Una, at Cummunipaw, N. J.: Active vs.
Quickstep, at Philadelphia.
Feiday, September 24.— Racing, Louisville, Ky. Trotting, Quincy,
Beacon Park, Boston;
111.; Poughkeepsie, N. Y.; Burlington, Iowa;
Ambler Park, Pa.; Cynthiana, Ky.; Tiffin, Ohio; Meriden, Ct.; Cuba,
N- Y. Base Ball, Alaska vs. Americus, at Brooklyn.

Saturday, September 25.— Racing,

Louisville, Ky.; Dallas, Texas.
Sharon, Pa. Creedmoor, Amateur Rifle Club vs.
Ontario Army Rifle Club. Meeting of Mount Vernon Amateur Rifle
Club. Base Ball, Philadelphia vs. Chicago, at Chicago; Hartford vs. Boston, at Hartford; Flyawa\ s vs. Chelsea, at Hoboken.
Monday, September 27.— Racing, %llas, Texas. Trotting, Dayton,
Ohio. Central New York Fair, Utica. Regattas, Newark Bay; Queens
County Yacht Club, Bay side, L. I. Base Ball, Philadelphia vs. St. Louis,
at St. Lom>, Star vs. Chelsea, at Irvington, N. J.

Trotting, Quincy,

111.

its

fessor Ellszey, the Professor of Natural History of the
Agricultural College at that place, in charge; thus allying
the two sciences in one common institution and granting
to agriculture the same importance and attention that is

now devoted

YORK,

growth of

fish culture in this country
progress i3 to be in accordance with
the rapid strides of science of every kind and form, which
is one of the marked characteristics of the day.
But no
step, having in view its further development, has been
taken which possesses a greater amount of interest, importance and encouragement than that which emanates
from the old, and as it is now customary to call her, effete
State of Virginia.
In a letter from a valued correspondent
published in our last issue, we are advised that the State
hatching house is to be located at Blacksburg, with Pro-

that

proposed to
with the
University of Virginia, the Virginia Military Institute, and
perhaps other colleges, with a view to the education of
experts and the spreading of a general knowledge of the
principles of fish culture throughout the State.
We are
glad that this movement Was originated with "Old Virginia,"
foremost in so many things in days of yore, and look confidently to see her example followed in this and other
States.
Why should not fish culture be placed on the same
footing as agriculture? "An acre of water will produce as
much as an acre of land." Its importance from the food
producing point is equally as great, and the necessity of
preserving and increasing equally important, and as certain
ultimately to be recognized. It must be gratifying to the
to the sister study.

hatching

plane

It is further

establishments, in conjunction

pioneers in this science to see the results

from

humble beginnings.

which now flow

When

Seth Green first
tried the experiment of hatching shad eggs at Holyoke and
his boxes were stoned by the unbelievers, who would have
predicted that snch a triumphant success would have
rewarded his labors, and that colleges for instruction in
fish culture would be established throughout the country?
their

THE RIFLE MOVEMENT.
is a matter for congratulation that the occasion which
IT has
given rise to the increased interest

taken in

rifle

shooting throughout the country was a peaceful one, and
not the outcome of some sad necessity.
The reports of
new rifle clubs which reach us and the enquiry for "rules
and regulations" come from almost, if not quite, every
State in the Union, and if the present mania for long range
shooting continues the remarks of trans- Atlantic papers in
extenuation of their riflemen's defeat, that the Americans
were a nation of riflemen, will be amply verified. It is
also true that the American possesses the foundation upon
which to build the marksman. Familiarized as most of
our young men are from an early age, with the use of a

gun of some description, with ample room for its use, and
without hampering restriction in the way of licenses or
caste, the first great principle is learned and the embryo
riflemen is fit to be initiated into the higher branches and
all the apparent mysteries of elevation, trajectory, and wind-

Not the least striking result of this movement is the
rapidity with which proficiency is acquired.
hear on
one day of the formation of a rifle club and on the next
receive diagrams of targets showing remarkable shooting.

We

excellent exemplification of this

is

shown

in the

case

of the recent match at Saratoga between the club of that
It was
place and the Parthian Junior Club of Hudson.

the

first

;

match

in

which the former club had ever

partici-

We have the

Tournament, East Syracuse, N. Y. Third Annual Prize Meeting N. R.
A., Creedmoor. Queens County t Agri cultural Society, Mineola, L. I.
Athletic Games, Yonkers, N. Y. Base Ball, Philadelphia vs. St. Louis,
at St. Louis; Confidence vs. Hoboken, at New Rochelle, N. Y.; Alaska

diagrams of the targets made before
us, and the array of shots in the bullseyes is really formidThe range was 500 yards, number of shots, twenty
able.
The Parthian Club scored 545 points out of a possieach.
ble 600, four of the team making over 90 points each,
"Trustworthy" Smith alone contributing 95. The Saratoga
Club scored 512 points. Of course this shooting would
not be considered remarkable among the older members of
the National Rifle Association and Amateur Rifle Club,
and indeed at Creedmoor on Saturday last in the Ladies'
Match several of the contestants scored 50 points in ten

vs. Keystone, at Brooklyn.

shots at 500 yards, the highest

Tuesday, September 28.—Racing, Dallas, Texas. Trotting, Beaver.
Pa.; Blmira, N. Y.; Salem, N. J.; Keene, N. H. Empire State Rifle

Wednesday, September 29.—Racing,

Dallas,

Trotting, Le
Tournament, East

Texas.

Roy, N. Y., and as on Tuesday. Empire State Rifle
Syracuse, N. Y. Queens County Agricultural Society, Mineola, L.
Regatta, Queens County Yacht-Club, Flushing Bay.

I.

pated.

amount

possible.

While

referring to this Creedmoor match it is rather suggestive
to look at the scores made at 200 yards off-hand, where in
a large number of instances the short range men who have

have excelled at this range, showing that
our long range experts have not devoted as much attention
as they might have done to shoulder shooting.
It is reported that the committee of the Amateur Rifle
Club appointed to select a team to contend with the Canadians in the forthcoming match, have had some difficulty
in completing their labors, owing to the poor scoring made
in the competitions for places, and that they may yet be
compelled to exercise their prerogative and select from
inferior totals

—

A Noble Action. The most inveterate opponent to
Mr. Bergli's system of philanthrophy must give him credit
for great magnanimity on reading of his action in the
Court of Special Sessions a few days since. One John
Sheriden was charged by the officers of the Society for
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals with working a horse
upon whose withers a dreadful sore was discovered. The
case was not only clearly proven, but the circumstances
were greatly aggravated. In extenuation, however, it was
shown that Sheriden had only worked his horse to provide
food for a wife and six children who were in almost a
starving condition.
So aroused were Mr. Bergh's sympathies that he not only withdrew the charge, bat handed the
man a five dollar note wherewith to provide necessities for
his family. Actions of this kind on the part of Mr. Bergh
nave great effect in drawing toward him the sympathies of
a class of persons who have hitherto looked upon himself
as a meddlesome hypochondriac, and his Society as a nuisance.

_

-» » »»

A snake recently cut open on the Lehigh. Mountains was
found to contain a large quantity of potato bugs.

probability of

a renewal next year of the contest for international honors
on this side of the water is mentioned, and the key note to
the popularity of rifle shooting given, when it is shown
to

be one of the amusements "into which the corruptions of
the betting ring will not be allowed to intrude," a point on

which we have previously expatiated.
says

The Times

further

:

"No one

has ever doubted the perfect integrity with
shooting competitions are conducted,' and
it is only bare justice to say that the American marksmen of Col. Gildersleeve's team shoot as "straight" in every
sense of the word as the best of our Wimbledon prize win.
ners. These are some of the incidental benefits to be expected from the encouragement of such rivalries as that of

which our

rifle

The main advantage
the American and Irish marksmen.
of course, in every movement of the kind is that it breaks
down some small portion of the thick wall of distrust
suspicion, and jealousy which a painful history, checkered
with many misunderstandings, has raised up between two
great nations, who ought to be one in heart as they are oue
in blood.
do not exaggerate the effect of a slight affair like a rifle match, but many private friendships have
been comented by a community of amusements, and communities, after all, are very much like the indiyiduals who

We

make them up."

+++

GAME PROTECTION.

.

WE

alluded last wT eek to the efforts of the Hudson
River Sportsmen's Association to prosecute and
punish an old offender named Hoxie, who dwells in the

Adirondacks and gains his livelihood by systematic poachSince then Dr. Chas. W. Torrey, the Vice President
of the Yonkers Club, has handed us the following letter
ing.

'from John R. Wiltsie, Esq., President of the Association
first named, referring to the same matter:

Newburg, N. Y., September 6th, 1875.
Dr. Chas. W. Torrey, Vice President Yonkers Sportsmen's Club:
Dear Sib:—We started our association with a view to calling the attention of sportsmen to the fact that the laws for the protection of birds
and. fish were violated, continually by men calling themselves sportsmen.
We think that we have done some good by circulating about 1,000 copies
of the game law annually from our own vicinity to the Adirondacks. We
have not had many suits at law. We arrested one of the chief poachers
of the wilderness and broke up his business, which was perhaps the
largest in this State. He had working for him about forty trappers in
the Adirondacks, catching trout and killing deer. His name was Hoxie,
and he was located at Indian Lake, kept a store, and was Postmaster
there. In one of my tramps through the lower region of the Adirondacks I came across his place after traveling over 100 miles on foot
among his employes. He sold that season over seven ions of trout to
Saratoga, Springfield, and Boston, and all the deer he could ship. He
paid his men forty cents per pound for dressed trout and twelve cents
for venison. He visited me the day following and wished me to purchase some venison. I spoiled the sale of his venison, and one of our
members had a barrel of trout seized at Poughkeepsie, in cont>equence of
which Mr. Hoxie left for parts unknown, leaving his sewants unpaid.
Our friend sent the papers to Hamilton county for his arrest, as the law
will reach any violator of the game law whose penalty reaches $50.
You speak of our gas house. The law clearly forbids their running
their refuse into the river, as well as all other matter calculated to destroy
Although the game law is not by any means perfect, if it were
fish.
rigidly enforced it would answer a good purpose. I hope that the sportsmen of -the State may yet meet somewhere and draft such a code of iaws
as may be easily understood, making them as brief as possible, and submit the same to our Legislature for their consideration. I have persongame of all kinds, for I have spent
pleasant days in hunting and fishing for the last half century, and
am not exhausted yet. I enjoy the sport as well as ever, and am happy
to say that I can keep close to the best of the boys, and propose to go on
until the machine runs down. Very respectfully yours,
John R. Wiltsie.
ally felt a great interest in protecting

many

guage.

An

The

American team was a demonstration.

among the members
done we fear that our neighbors

of the International team.

ion of our riflemen as

If

this is

form the same opinthe Chinese have of our navy, the
will

Hartford having been sent to the Asiatic station so often
that the celestials believe she is the only big ship we have.
It has been suggested that outside riflemen, for inst'ance
the best of the Hudson Club, might be invited to places on

the team, but as the challenge was to, and accepted by the
Amateur Club, the places must be filled from among their

own body.
The London

Times,

complimentary

to

length, in

which of late has been unusually
America and Americans, discusses at
a recent issue, the significance of the movements

in this country of which, the reception accorded

to the

It will be observed by the last clause that the honorable
gentleman urges a meeting of the sportsmen of the Btaie
for the purpose of drafting a new and simplified code of
game laws. Surely, the ink and effort of the past two
years have been to some extent expended in vain if Mr.
Wiltsie has not been made aware that a Convention of

Sportsmen from all the States met at Cleveland, Ohio, last
June, and appointed a committee to draft suitable game
laws to govern all the States. Moreover, an association of
gentlemen, for the most part naturalists, was organized last

May

for a similar purpose.

It

included representatives

from both the United States and Canada, and for this reason was styled the "International Association for Protecting Game and Fish."' It invited the co-operation of any
person interested in its objects, and has already secured a
membership of over two hundred. Mr. Wiltsie should be
one of the members. Any person who wishes to aid its efforts is admitted on application by the payment of $1, and
such aid^in order to be most efficient, should be proffered

A call will soon be issued for a meeting
Committee with a view to appoint subExecutive
of the
committees. These committees have power to add to their
at once.

number, and any volunteer qualified

to

serve will be

re-

Any
may be offered to any memceived.
ber of the committees in writing, from any source whatthe
ever, will be appreciated, the object being to obtain
genera
the
upon
fullest and most intelligent information
suggestions- that

subject at the earliest

A
at a

moment.

completion of this important work
date sufficiently early to enable

it

is

sought

for

to be submitted

to the Legislatures of the several States the

coming Win-

some law by which the public can be intelligently
n
guided and governed being greatly needed. However,
w
any time until it

ter;

code of laws will be submitted

deemed

make

it.

as

perfect in

its

at

entirety as

human wisdom

This law will be as nearly uniform

in

its

can

appli-

condi-

cation to all the States as their genera and climatic
tie
tions will permit, so that being simplified, it maybe
an
executed,
more readily and universally understood,
co-operative
obeyed. This plan of uniform, or at least
yea 1
laws, has been much discussed during the past two
m
press
the
by the press, and especially by that portion of
been
has
It
the interest of sportsmen and propagation
,

—
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,

—
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.
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FOREST AND STREAM.
operation in Great Britain for many years, where it works
In this country, whose area is broader
to great advantage.
and the number of States greater, these advantages would
be more conspicuous, not only in preventing the enactment
of special laws that confuse by their diversity and invite
by their incongruities, but by stopping the

transgression

ment

of this journal,

among

is

now

one State and its open
sale in another State where the law does not forbid.
It is not our desire to crush or discourage any such
movement in this State as that suggested by the honorable
President of the Hudson River Club. Doubtless it would
prove a valuable auxiliary to the general and more comprehensive efforts that we have alluded to. We are merely
anxious that its force should be utilized in the best manner,
and that will be by making it tributary to the greater move-

ment and

illegally in

in direct correlation thereto.

The Union Club, of South Bend, Indiana, has expelled
Henry Galloway, a member, for shooting out of season.
Galloway was convicted before a Justice and fined.

CREEDMOOR.

absent on a two week's hunt

the prairies of Iowa.

Meanwhile, in the absence of so important a part of our
working force, the editorial charge of the paper will devolve upon our very efficient lieutenants, Wm. M. Tileston
and S. A. Atkinson.
*++<+.

,

shipment of game taken

105

in Florida."— We call attention to the
advertisement of this forthcoming and very seasonable
handbook for sportsmen and settlers, which all persons
who contemplate visiting Florida, for business, health, or
recreation, will do well to purchase.
It designates all
varieties of game animals, birds, and fish found in the

"Camp Life

State, and their modes of capture; the best localities for
the sportsman and intending settler; routes of travel by
land and water, outfits, expenses, distances, and objects
of interest; and supplies in a great measure a want that
has been long felt. A book of this kind is very frequently
inquired for. It is no s in press, and will be issued early

in October; price $1 50; 800 pages 12

The Luther Badge. — Saturday was

a very lively day
Creedmoor, there being two'matches an the tapis. In
the forenoon, when the Luther badge was shot for, the
wind was very unsteady. Nine contestants appeared, the
winner being Mr. Willard B. Farwell, with a score of 64
out of a possible 75. This match, which is usually shot
at

in

A

"Society for the Protection of Birds Useful to the
is one of. the societies in a French department
All nests found are reported to the society, and protected
by it. In the past year the society protected 214 nests.

Prof. J. A.

Lapham,

doing.
We understand that no
than six gentlemen went over to shoot at the usual
hour, but found that the contestants already on the ground
had taken charge of the match and shot it without regard
to who might be coming later.
The total scores were as
follows.—
of an opportunity of so

Name.

®f heart disease on the 14th inst. near

Watkins, Schuyler county, N.

Y., Sept. 2d, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
.Our citizens have long felt a just pride in the unsurpassed heauty and
loveliness of Seneca Lake, and have been content to talk of the wonderful fishing it afforded when their "grandfathers were boys," and
wondering why it is that the finny tribe have become so scarce within
the last twenty -five years. But having found that talking and wondering will not replete the waters while seining is continually practiced by
those having no fear of the law before their eyes, they have organized
and incorporated an association bearing the above name, whose chief
object is to thoroughly stock the waters of said lake with those kinds of
fish best adapted thereto, and use all proper means to enforce the laws
for the protection of the same, and of the game in the counties of Schuyler, Seneca, Ontario and Yates.
Onr lake is forty miles in length, varying from one to five miles in
width. Its waters are clear, cold, and very deep, with rocky bottom,
and it has been frozen over but twice in the last thirty years sufficiently to
impede steamboat navigation, which is carried on here during the entire
year by the Seneca Lake Steam Navigation Company, with her line of
beautiful, commodious and staunch steamers, making a trip in midWinter with the mercury below zero, a novelty to the stranger, and causing one who chances to speak of it among strangers to be looked upon
as a "yarner," It is surrounded by the best farming lands in Western
New York, and its head waters at this place, being in the immediate vicinity of the famous Watkins Glen, renders it interesting and beautiful
to the tourist and pleasme seeker.
Our association means business, and intend to make this beautiful
body of water productive as well as beautiful; so that of the many
thousands who annually visit ours glen and scenery, those who feel
disposed may bring the rod and line, and dog and gun and make them
available to help to while away the "lang Summer's day" on the banks
and bosom of the queen of inland waters. Eespectfnlly yours,

W.

M.

J.

*

who

1

General T.

L.

no other salvation. As long as men will
hold the game laws in contempt, so long must we expect to see a scarcity
of game, which nothing but a combined and fearless action of sportsmen can remedy.
B.

Ho! for the Mountains.— Our managing editor, Mr.
Chas. Hallock, leaves us this week for a month's recreation
in the mountains of West Virginia, where he will be the
guest of Major Jacob Wagner, of the United States Revenue Service. The expedition will be provided with saddle
horses, tents, a mess wagon, photographer, cook, &c, and
contemplates extending its investigations into North Carolina and, Tennessee, by way of White Top, and the Grand
Unaka Range, "the highest land east of the Mississippi,"
and amidst the splendid scenery of the French Broad. A
visit will also be paid to the Natural Tunnel, in Scott
County, Virginia, a wonderful freak of nature quite equal
to the famous Natural Bridge, which has never yet been
fully described and measured.
Photographs of this and
other attractive localities will be taken. Attention will be
especially paid to the quail, grouse, turkeys, squirrels, deer,
bears, black bass, and other game with which this not
much frequented section abounds. No doubt our readers
will at

some future day reap the

benefits of this tour of

exploration.

"Squire Smith,"

who

is

attached to the Kennel Depart-

H.

S. Jewell

L.

Webber.

Following
Ladies'

The Forest and Stream Badge. — There

are

some

teresting statistics in connection with the shooting for

in-

this

badge, which, owing to the experience and popularity of
Mr. Conliu, has been so successfully carried to an issue.
There were in all nine competitions. In these competitions
eighty-five marksmen took part.
One hundred and ninety

were used, and 3,800 shots were fired. The first
match was shot on the 1st of June and the last on Septem-

targets

this

Match was

63

'

3:
3. .21 V
5.
5..2U

3..23

61

I

R
r

5.. 19 I

5
5
4

4.. 24j

59

b.A7\

1

.0

..5
800.. ..5
900.. ..3
1000
..0
800..
.0
900.. ..2
1000..
800..
I
< 900..

0..15
3. .19)
0..191

58

5.. 7^.
4.. 22 I

48

2. .19)
2. .18V
2. .Ill
2.. 8]
3.. 13

48

37

B..T6
0..12
4.. 9
4.. 15

(1000..

36

match known as the

contest a novel

shot, the conditions being that

each gentleman entering should do so in the name of a lady, to
whom he should act as escort during the day and present
any prize he might win. Ten shots were to be fired at 200
yards and the same number at 500, which, wilh the large
number of entries, delayed the conclusion of the match
until a late hour.
Gen. Dakin was the winner of the
first prize, and his good lady thereby became possessed of
a handsome sewing machine.
We should mention that a
system of handicapping the rifles, and also the contestants,
was adopted, by which the latter who had won prizes were
to give points, and the Creedmoor long range rifles made
the same concession to the military arm.
We give the abstract of a very long score list without allowances or deductions:

Name.

Yds.

General Thomas S.
S. Jewell
W. B. Farwell

Dakm

H.

H. Raymond

FankHvde
II.

Rathbone

Captain L. C. Bruce
L. Geiger
:. T. B. Collins
L. M. Ballard

IsaacS. Allen
Charles E. Huntington
Homer Fisher

ber 14th.

It

tional badges

was not
were

match that the addiThe following table shows the

until the third

offered.

result of the shooting:

WINNERS OF THE BADGES.
FIRST BADGE.

W.Yale

G.

12
G. W. Hamilton
12 6-8 |M. P. Lennon
J.
P. M. Richards
12f
11 13-16JWm. Hayes

John Tragesser, Jr
Wm. Hayes
Wm. Hayes

Inches.

H

13g.

J3i
...lo

SECOND BADGE.
Inches.
|

L. Bird

Wilson Macdonald
A. G. Hellwig

Inches.

W.

B. Farwell

Thos. Lloyd
Thos. Lloyd

15f
...15$-

15 2-8

|Thos. Lloyd

1*
16£
15&
,18 1-16

THIRD BADGE.
Inches.

A. Marsh
A.. Sherman
J. J. CTKellev
R. F. Hill

The following

Inches.

...20 13 16 A. B. Dodge
F. Hyde
21*
21
A. Marsh

W.

:.

29 13-16
20 1-16

20f
list

shows the average

targets

made by

twenty of the competitors:
Inches.

Wm.
W.

Hayes

B. Farwell

John Trageser, Jr
G. W. Hamilton
Wilson MacDonald

Inch es.

M. Eichards
G. W. Yale
13 8-48 L. Bird
.....13 17-24 L. V. Sone

M. P. Lennon
Thos. Lloyd
G. Heliwig
Fred Kesslar

A

11 9-48

J. P.

125-6

13
14
15
15
15

Hyde

37-48 F.
1-3

Wm.

Moser
D. L. Beckwith

9-48
9-48 Kobcrt Fabgr
25-48 Jos. Woodward
15 34Taube

16 18-24
!7 5-48
18 24-48
lb 5-48

will

.

.

Association have tendered
the American Off-hand Rifle Club the use of their range
for a practice match on Friday, which will be availed of,

and a.large attendance

is

expected,

.".503

200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200

.

41....

.5,0

40
34
37
33
38
36
36
31
89

500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
.500
.500
.500
500

36.
40.
38.

2i.O

36

900
~00
200
200
200
200
200
200
200

30.
36.
31.
35.
37.
41.
34.
37.
32.
28.

.500
.500
.500
..500
..500
.500
.5"0
.500
.500

34

.500
.500
.500
.500
.500
.500

Total.
50
50
48
49
45
47
44

500

31
34.
31.

27
31

Gr. T'l
92
90
88
86
8«
°6

85

45

85

50
47
50
44
46

84
84
83
82
82
SO
77

44
43
38
42
36

77
78
76

34

72
72
72
72

36

42
J
l6
37

68
66
66
65
62
60
58
55

31

29
24
28
23
26
28
17
12
8

51

43
42
42

11

14

41
31

—

The Rifle Team at Poughkeepsie. The last of the
receptions awarded to the American Rifle Team was at
Poughkeepsie on the 14th inst. General Dakin was the
only absentee. The principal event of the occasion was
the shooting of a match for a valuable gold badge, presented by the Hudson River Rifle Association. An immense concourse of people had assembled in the fields
which formed the range. The target was a wooden one of
the same form and dimensions as those used at Creedmoor.
The conditions of the match allowed the use of any rifle,
distance 500 yards, two sighting and ten scoring shots.
Major Fulton won the match by a score of 49 out of a
possible 50.
The scores were as follows:
.Name.

Major Fulton
A. V. Canfield, Jr
Colonel John Bodine
G. W. Yale
Colonel Wingate

20 2124
20 33-48
....24 42-48
25 42-48

be given.

—The Union Hill Schutzen

H. C. Poppenhusen

.19|
20 5-48

Noone
H G
In explanation of the mode of scoring, we give herewith
a cut of the last target made by Mr. Hayes; exact size of
bullseye and shots, although the target itself is extended to
six inches. Another badge is now being manufactured
which we offer for competition among all short range riflemen. Mr. Conlin has had his gallery extended to 110 feet,
at which distance future matches will be shot.
Due notice
of the first match, which will probably be early in October,

T. C.

Lieutenant Douglass

39

. .

.

.

J.A. Armory
Captain Joseph G. Story
J. McGlensey
Hdward Browne
Dr. Joseph L. Farley
Alonzo P. Clark
Herman Funke, Jr

40....
37.
41....

..500
..500
..500
..500
..500

40.

Adjutant Wm. H. Murphy. .. .200
Captain Charles F. Robbins..200
Colonel G D Scott
200
A.J. Hennion, Jr
200
Captain Lindsay
200
General Alexander Shaler
200
William Stewart
200
Samuel Clark
200
William A. French
..200
Lieutenant J. W. Gee
200
.

Yds.

Total.
42

200
200
200
200

Lieutenant D. E. Vannett....200
200
Captain R. C. Coleman
200
Colonel G. W. Wingate
A. Anderson
200

Inches.!

Camden, N. J., Sept. 16th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream :—
The regular annual meeting of the West Jersey Game Protective Society was held in Camden, N. J., yesterday. There was a large attendance. All the counties embraced by the Society, as well as Philadelphia,
being represented. The treasurer's report showed a balance on hand of
$970.63
The following directors were elected: Camden county, Henry
Fanuxem; Gloucester county, J. C.Wood; Salem coumty, George T. Ingram; Cumberland county, T. W. Walder: Atlantic county, J, B. Beebe;
Cape May county, Wm. B. Brown; Jesse W. Starr, Jr., of Camden, was
elected treasurer, and Richard T. Miller, of Camden, secretary. A committee was appointed to purchase game birds and game fish to be distributed in the different counties, and an appropriation of $1,300 was
made for that purpose.
Secretary.
-+*+-

800.
900..

A. J. Hennion, Jr.

the personal loss.

and now they find a liberal reward for their trouble in an abundant supply of game beyond their expectation. They anticipate fine shooting
this Fall. The island is three miles from Sandusky, and contains about
330 acres, and is well protected from poachers by the inhabitants, who
are interested in the sale.
The Erie Club is hardly organized, but expects to be next month, when their rooms will be completed, although
they have adopted their constitution and bylaws. This was done May
25th last, when W. V. Latham was elected president, D. S. Worthington,
vice president; T. F. Spencer, treasurer, and W. K. Marshall, secretary;
Board of Directors, E. B. Saddler, J. J. Finch, G. J. Anderson, O. H.
Rosenbaum, and J. W. Hunter. Thus, you will observe, the sportsmen

is

Geiger

64

3..20J
5.. 21',
5.. 31,
3. .21
5.
5. .19]
.19)

!''(H)..

the shore with the occupant lying on his face dead, his
hand clutching an oar, and a large string of fish near him.
Science has lost an able exponent, and a large circle of

Editor Forest and Stream:—
A few members of the Erie County Sporting Club have purchased the
game right of Johnson Island, for the purpose of stocking it, as a reserve, with quail One year ago last December they placed in it ten pairs,

There

Dakin

R. Rathbone.

was most singular. The boat in which he had
been fishing on Oconomowoc Lake was seen drifting near

E.

trust it will be sure.

S.

of death

mourn

5
5
5
5
4
3
5
3
5

1000

Total.
4.. 211
5.. 23

5

800
.< 900
/ 1000
800
900
!iooo
800
{ 900
'1000

E. H. Sanford.

Lapham has resided in Wisconsin since
doing much to reflect honor on that State, His mode

friends

Score

800
8(
900
\ 9<
'looo
/10(
800
9P0
(

Oconomowoc, Wis-

O., Sept. 14th, 1875.

of this section, as in every other, begin to realize the absolute necessity
of organizing for the protection of game. It seems to come slow, but I

Conlin

J. S.

died

Sunderlin, Secretary.

Sandusky,

B. Farwell1

Prof.

consin.
1836,

Yards.
I

mo.

of Wisconsin,

the forenoon, no

in

we are informed, without aumany who had proposed to shoot

less

Obituary. It is with pain that we record the demise of
one of the veterans of the scientific world, and one to
whom his adopted State is indebted for much assistance in
restocking her interior lakes with desirable kinds of fish.

We refer to

was commenced

thority, thus depriving

—

Farmer"

the afternoon,

notice being given, and as

Colonel Gildersleeve
L. Geiger
L. M. Ballard
R. C. Coleman

A. F.Lindley

J.N. Winelow
Captain Bruce...

H. S. Schroeder.

H.F.Clark
G. L. Dennis

Score.
5
5
4 5 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5
4 5 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 4
5
5
3
5 35
3
5

5555

5455

445554555

55455 5453
555554544
3544545
454445544
333445 553
...A 445534245
2 4255 44 3 45
3
4

Total.
49
47
47
47
46
45
43

234334544
354250243

.....2302540333

0300

3

0000

42
42
40
38
37
32
25
6

For the evening a banquet had been provided, after
doing justice to which the usual toasts were drank and
speeches made; in the latter performance Colonel Gildersleeve fully sustained his reputation as an orator.

—The

American team visit the State fair at Waverly, 1ST.
today, as the guests of the officers of the Agricultural
Society.
In the evening a reception will take place, when

J.,

—

—

—

—

—— —

——
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Mayor and Common Council and officers of various
Jersey "regiments will call upon them.
—The American Off-Hand Rifle" Club have challenged
the Amateur Rifle Club to shoot a team match, six or
the

weapon would be no mean addition

New

in these days of daring burglaries.

more men, at 200 yards, any rifle to be used, for the offhand championship of America. The challenge has been
forwarded to Major Fulton, but his response has not yet
been received.

—

A number of the members of the Second Connecticut
Regiment are practicing for the competition for the Army
and Navy Journal match to be shot at Creedmoor next
month. The following is one of their scores, each man
shooting two rounds with a Peabody rifle, and subsequently
one with a Sharp; distance 500 yards:
Name.
F Company

500 Yards.
3. 13
2 4
5 4 2 2
5
4
3 3 0..13
2 2 2 2
2 4 5 4 0. .15
33 3 2 42
5 C
4 4 2 3.. 18
4 4
3 5 3

Hooker,

4
3

Sandford, E Company
Bacon, 15 Comonny
Richardson, D Company

Gr. Total.

.

0. .18

31

0.. 8
0.. 17
0.. 19

21

31
37

SHA.BP RIFLE.

Hooker

2
5 0.. 7|Bacon
2 3 4 3 3 4 4. .23 Richardson

Sandford

5 3 4 4 4 3 3. .25
3 3
5
0..11

1

Mr. Sandford is one of the best shots in the regiment,
and holds a number of badges.

— The following scores were made by

Company

C, Six-

400 yards; any position; a score ot 12 out of 25
necessary to qualify at the short range, before shooting at
400. Battalion represented by 44 men. Twenty-nine quali
tied to shoot at 400 yards; of these 5 qualified to shoot
The following are the principal
later at 200 and 500.
at

150 yards.
4 5 5 4 5.. 23
3 3 2 2 2. .12
2 4 4 3 4. .17
2 3 3 4 2. .14
2 4 3 4 4. .17
2 2 3 2 3.. 12

Captain A. Jones
A. Smith. ...••••
Chailes Smith....
Corporal Emory Acker
.

-.

A. Tompkins
Creedmoor regulations.

400 yards.
4..2i

Total.
41
34

3.. 15

32

3. .17
2. .11

«1

3.. 14

20

i 5 4 5.. 18

4

5 4
4 5 3
4 5
5
4 3 3 a
4 5 2
5

31

—

Newark Shooting Society. This society held a shooting festival on their spacious grounds on the South Orange
road on the 13th and 14th insts. The shooting was all done
at the 200 yards range, and the scoring was on the ring
plan. Most of the prizes were in money. On the 13th Mr.
Wra. Hayes took the award for the greatest number of
bullseyes on that day, and on the following day Mr. J. J.
Rathjen was successful. Prizes for the greatest number of
bullseyes during the meeting were won as follows: First,
(22,) Wm. Hayes, second, (21,) A. Hellwig;. third, (20,)
Win, Knecht; fourth, (20,) J. J. Rathjen. At the ring target, Mr. Wm. Hayes made in three shots 73 rings out of a
possible 75, and took the first prize of $50.
winners were as follows:
Names.
Points.
Names.
69 ,J. Belcher
J. Morf

The

"

A. Powell
OGj A. Hellwig
65 C. Zetilcr

Pehalk-....
J. P. Beck

64 J
64 J.

William' Klein
O E. Sillard

.

and the Sharp

— The

Rifle Co.

tournament of the Empire
grounds at East
Syracuse, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,
There will be
Sept. 28th, 29th, 30th, and Oct. 1st, 1875.
semi-annual

first

matches,

They have

were

as

follows:—

.

Points.
Names.
43 John Raschen
40 J. P. Rathjen
40 G. Schalk
40, Heifers
401 L. G

Names?.
J. Almonslechner

William Hayes
O. E. Tillavd
William Klein

Beck

Cleveland
Th. Klein

Points.
38
38
37
34

39;C. Koetrel

33
31

39|U. Faber.

39

amounted to nearly .$600, disfollows: Premiums on bullseyes, $50; bullseye

total value of prizes

tributed as

man

target, $118; ring targets, $273;

target, $154.

—

A number of members of the Mobile Cadets, First
Alabama V. M., have been practicing with the rifle of late,
and obtained a most creditable proficiency, as the following score will show. The shooting was clone at 200 yards,
The target, which
off-hand, at Arlington, near Mobile.
was 6x4 feet, was placed on a jetty with water on each
The following ^is the score:
side, and facing west.

at present a 300

will be increased.
We
adopt the new Wimbledon circular target instead of the
old square one.

Dominion Association.

— Our last issue contained the re-

port of the shooting at this meeting

up

the fifth

to

day.

day commenced with the Governor
all winners at the meeting.
The
ranges were 500 and 600 yards, five rounds at each. Lieut.
Manachtan took first prize with a score of 41 points; Bombadier Crowe second, with -37, and Capt. Anderson, Tenth
Royals, third, with the same score. This match was followed by the first stage of the Wimbledon match. The
competitors in this match bind themselves, if selected, to
proceed to Wimbledon with the Canadian team of 1870.
The ranges were 20G, 500, 600 and 800 yards. The following were the prizes winners, although a number of others
were qualified to shoot in the second stage:
Winners.

Prizes.

20
20

30
20
20
20

Rnmbadier Crowe,

M
C

3 4 4 4
5 2 4 3
5 3 4 3
4 4 3 3
4 3 5 3
3 3 3 4

Prime

W'

W

1st.

H

A

Sheffield

S

Moreland
Holt

L' h! Kennedy

4-19..

I

3.. 17.. 3

2.. 18.. 4
5. .19.-4

5..20..4
4. .17. .4

2d.
5 4 4
4 3 3
3 3 4
3 3 3
4 4 4
5 4 3

110

Totals
Out of a possible 450.

3d.
4.. 21.. 3 3 2
2.. 15.. 3 4 4
1..18..4 5 5
4. .17. .3 4 4

Gr Total
4 3.. 15
4 4.. 19
3 4.. 21

55
01

3..19..4 3 2 2 5..16
5. .21. .3 4 4 4 5. .20

57
55
55
58

110

331

i 4. .19

111

10

Surgeon McDonald,

WF

of the ninety shots there were in the bullseye 12;
The rifle used
centre, 43; inner, 29; outer, 6; no misses.

the United States Springfield breech loader.
Johnsvii/le, N. Y,. September 23th, 1875
Editor Forest and Stream:
I send yon the scores of a rifle match between two yoang ladies of
Washington county. If they are as fortunate in the other matches they

was

—

may have

in contemplation I think

we may congratulate them. Distance

m yards, ten. shots

conn ting

each; target, bnlheye 2 inch.,
inch., counling2; outer 6 inch., counting 1; possible

Miss S
Miss L

3

2

3
2

3

3

3; centre, 4

30:—
3-27
3-26

T hese ladies are just beginning, Miss L. having fired eight shots previously and Miss S. eleven. What will they not do with practice? N.

[True enough, what will the ladies not do with practice?
This is a "Ladies Match" in earnest, and if the epidemic
spreads what

become of the riflemen?
Seriously
speaking, although we do not, as a rule, care to see ladies
adopt those pastimes which come more particularly within
the province of their husbands, brothers or lovers; yet we
can imagine no reason why ladies shoutd not practice with,
the rifle and pistol. Indeed, proficiency with the latter
will

first English snipe of the
seaappearance in market this week, coming
from New Jersey, though not in sufficient quantities to
even warrant a quotation. The supply of Western game
is also limited, prairie chickens holding to their price
of
last week, $1.25 per pair.
Ruffed grouse were worth $1.5fl
per pair, but until the cold weather fairly sets in neither sunply or demand will be very large; the birds, having been
packed in ice, do not present a very inviting appearance, and

the hotels and clubs are the principal purchasers. Woodcock
are in fair supply and retail at $1.50 per pair.
Our quota-

unchanged: Mallard are worth
$1.25 per pair; teal, 75 cents,/ and a few woodcock at $1.
Reed birds are being received from the South, and also
tions for water fowl, are

from

tig

B

,

'.
.

.

67
67
66
g§

'

"'
'
.

_

65
65
65
64

On the last day the second stage of the All-comers'
Match, 1,000 yards, any rifle, was shot. Sergeant Saucier,
Eighteenth Battalion, won the f 100 with a score of 56
The second stage of the Wimbledon Match was
points.
then shot, the prizes amounting to
in the first competition.

The conditions
The following

were the same as
:

Points.

Coroin, 03d
Corp. Mitchell, 13th Batt
G
Sutherland,
Sergt.
Sergt„

GFG

Bomb. Crowe, Wellington F

W

Points.
84
g4

Bachhllle, 78th Batt...
95 Sergt. Flynn, lOiii Royals
Asst.
Surg. Macdonald,
94
FB
93Qr-Master Cleveland, 54th Batt.
91 Corp. Laugstrath, 8th Batt.
S
90 Lieut. Fitch, 78th Bate

W

1

B.
Lieut. Cole, 42d Batt
11
Private Ross, P
Lt-Col.Johnstoue,71st liat.N B.
K
Private Turnbull, P
Sergt Mitchell, 13th Batt
Lieut. Wright, 50th Batt

W

Names.

I

O81 Lieut.
'

83
8'i

N

88 Capt. Mason, 13th Batt
8? Capt. Baillie, loth Batt
85 Corp. Throoo,
GFG
811Capt. Graham, HamtltonF. B.

81

SI
81
79
79
78

'

G

'

The Canadian Wimbledon team will comprise the following riflemen, together with one man each from the Provinces of Manitoba and British Columbia provided they
the necessary

number

of points:

vate Turnbull, Prince of Wales Rifles; Sergeant T. Mitchell
Thirteenth; Lieut. Wright, Fiftieth; Lieut. Barnill, Seventy-eighth; Sergeant T. Plynn, Tenth Royals; Assistant
Surgeon Macdonald, Wellington, P. R. Color Sergeant
Cleveland, Fifty-fourth; Corporal Langstrath, EighthLieut. Fitch, Seventy-eighth; Capt. Mason, ThirteenthCorporal Baillie, Tenth.
-*$**

Holyokb, Mass., Sept. 20th, 1875
Editor Forest and Stream:—
At our regular weekly meeting last Saturday, Sept. ISth, the
score of
the Bolyoko Rifle Club stood as follows: Distance, 200 yards"
•

class target; seven shots, standing,

Name.

third-

off-hand:—

Points.
29

a

w

e

Points.
9\
%\
i\
1%

"

» wood*
W. T?
H. Hey
D. Kelton.....
..28 R. Goodail....

E. C. Smith
E. A. Whitiug
H. J. Frink
J. Mercier

?9

27 A.

Munger

*.

S. Chapman
h. e. Nash....,
A. Knietht
26. J. Snover
R. McDonald
26 J. F. Chase.....'
G. Parker
25 J. Munn.
D. H. Smith....
...25
In shooting off the ties for the badge the score stood—E
3. A. Whiting, 24.
2"

..".::.':;;.*"'i9

""is
.19
.13

*

C ouuin
Smith o'^G
•

S.

A New Gun Stock.— We have received from Mr Cpo
Smith, of South Bend, Indiana, a rough
specimen of hi J

new gun

stock, the peculiarity of

which

is

that the

can beso altered and arranged as to suit
any

There

is

drol

upon which the stock movesshooteT
beht
any point within a certain radius
by meinfof

a pistol grip

adjusted at
a «jrew. The curious in such matters can
see

it

sell

bay birds for from 50 cents

for $1.25, and the former

Wild pigeons, $1.75 per dozento $1.50

per dozen, according

to size.

—A.

Kellogg, of Oswego; L. W. Ledyard, of Cazeof the Crossmon House, Alexan-

S.

W. Crossmon,

ncvia; C.
dria Bay,

New York, and G. H. Johnson, of Bridgeport,
have all gone this week to the Magnetewan region,
Canada, to hunt. There are few places where deer arc
more abundant. The inland lake steamers will probably
run until ice forms, say until November. The Lake Couchiching Hotel will remain open, (according to advertisement in this paper,) until October first, and excursionists
should not fail to give it a passing visit. It is the most delightful Summer resort in Canada, and October is the most
attractive month to the sportsman visiting that section.
The climate, though frosty, is equable,and the days are
Ct.,

•

Sept.

at

of the country are quite

16.— Ruffed grouse
abundant, more so,

in
as

tell

Minnesota. —Brainerd, Sept.— Messrs. Jerome Marble,
Houghton, and Major White, the party of gentlemen
from Worcester, Mass., that was referred to in a late issue,
arrived last week, and at once commenced proceedings
against the grouse.
They shot two days near town with hutsport, considering that birds have been hunted more than a
month, and nearly everybody here shoots more or less.
Last Monday, Mr. Towne, of the Northern Pacific Railroad,
furnished the party with a car fitted up with berths, tables
.mihI cuoking apparatus, and they are now somewhere near
Crookston, on the St. Vincent Branch of the St. Paul anif
Pacific Railroad, not far from jPembina.
J. C. Whittacker,
one of the best shots on the line, is with them, and no
doubt they are having any amount of shooting. Mr. Marble has his imported Gordon dog Grouse with him, and
from what we saw of him we should say he will be hard
to beat after he has had some work on the prairie.
Deer
shooting commences on Oct. 15. Deer will be very plenty
this Fall, they have not been disturbed much as yet, but
after the first they will have to "look a liddle oud" till

December

oui-

15.

T. P. C.

Michigan.— Pontiae,

17.— Woodcock are scarce and
scattering.
Ruffed grouse few and far between. Pigeons
are beginning to come in.
I have seen several flocks and
heard of quite a number being killed.
Sept.

S".

—In

the Virginia game law there is no general period
fixed.
In some counties named in the act, and in such
other counties as shall decide through their boards of supervisors to adopt the provisions of the act it is unlawful
to hunt, shoot, or otherwise cause the destruction of partridges, pheasants, and wild turkeys from the 1st day of
January to the 15th of October, or woodcock from the 1st
day of January to the 1st day of July.

Capt. Bogardus and his English Challenge —The
and Dramatic News calls attention to

;

.

Jersey; the latter

O; C.

.65

Sergeant Lewis, Queen's
Corporal Tnroop
Lieutenant Barnhill, 7tith

New

for 75 cents to $1 per dozen.

me, than they were thirty years ago, owing,
I suppose, to the destruction of the large woods and the
increase of scrub oak, a great protection to the birds
against botli hawk and hunter.
Summer woodcock very
scarce this year in most places.
Have seen several bevies
of quail, some nearly full g'own.
Russ.

68
(^

.

Market.— The

their

old hunters

fjj?

Private Mus'Mi. 13th
Captain Anderson, 10th
Captain Boyd, 54th
Captain Walsh, G3d
Quartermaster Cleveland, 54th.

in

made

Massachusetts— Lexington,

.

Out

Game

son

this part

Score.

Name.
A B Woodcock

'

70

70

WFB

10

make

Squirrels, red, black

71)

.70

Corporal Spronle, B Cav
Lieutenant John* ton, 71sf.
Corporal Graham, TIF B

are the scores
Names.

Caribou, Tarandus rangifer

Red Deer, Caricxs Virqinianus

Wild Duck.

7;>

Lieutenant. Cole, 43d
...Sergeant Mitchell, 12

It)

Snipe and Bay Birds.

and grey
Quail, Oplyx Virginia.
Ruffed Grouse, Tetrao umbetlns.
Pinnated Grouse,' Tetrao eupida
Esquimaux Curlew, Numtnius bo- Curlew, Numenius arquariu.
reads.
Sandpipers, Tyingance.
Plover, Charadraius.
Willete.
Godwit. Limosiiue.
Reed or Rice Birds, Dohchonyc oriz
Rails, BaUus Virginianns.
von.

warm.

75
74

GFG

75
50

2\

Points.

Corporal Mitchell, ISth Battalion
Sergeant Sutherland, G
Sergeant Fly nn, 10th
Color Sergeant Graybnrn, G G F G
Private Cotton

$100

IN SEASON IN SEPTEMBER.

Moose, Alces malcliis.
Elk or Wapiti, Cervus Canadensis.
Hares, brown and grey.
Wild Turkey, Mileagris gallapavo.
Woodcock, Scolopax rus'licola.

that

General's prize, open to

10
10
10
10
10

57
57

form
and regula-

targets

yard range which
would suggest, however, that they

club.

rifle

....01

5!)

Creedmoor

— The students of the University of California are forming
a

;0

Lippmun

forty rods, ten consecutive-

at

the association abolish the old

tions?

10

At the man target, where only shots on the line count, in
five shots Mr. J. Belcher, of Newark, scored 43 points out
of a possible 50, and received first prize of $30. The other
prize winners

be shot

all to

Why does not

shots.

02

59

rifle

State Rifle Association, will be held on the

01

63 Ckj veland
63 William Kes^ler

O. Cliristel,....

The

first

.02

Easehen

.

William Knecht

F.

The scoring was on the old fashioned measureMr. A. F. Spencer made the best score and took
prize, a Sharp's rifle, presented by Gen. Hawley

Meadows.
ment plan

five

GAME

-

practice meeting on Saturday last at the' range in the South

01

.,

inst.,

— The Franklin Rifle Club of Hartford held their annual

Points.

6fi

13th

of a possible 25.

other

67 J. J. Rathjen

K. Klein
J. Almonslechner.

Oswego on the

at

§hq mid §un.

nn\t

Ed.]

and 500 yards. The winners were J. S. Barton, C. A. Barton and J. L. Wood,
In
their scores being 41:39 and 39, out of a possible 50.
the carbine match at 100 and 200 yards, Captain Turner
took first prize with a score of 39. In the 200 yards, offhand match J-. L. Wood was first with a score of 20 out

The shooting on

scores:

Name.
Captain Smyth

was shot

woman's education

to

to all comers, distances 200

of shcoting and adopt the

teenth Battalion, on the range of the Yonkers Rifle Association, Sept. 20, under supervision of Inspector Douglas
Five rounds at 150 yards, standing, and five
Smyth.

J.
J.

—A rifle match
open

the

PEABODY RIFLE.

rounds

—

'

Illustrated Sporting

the fact that after the departure of the champion for this
country one of its contemporaries published the following

statement:
"In reference to the challenge made at Brighton by or>e
of the members of the club to shoot a match against the
champion wing shot of America, Capt. Bogardus, for 200
sovs.aside, we are iuformed that the last named failed
to cover the stake at the stated time.
The conditions suggested were that the match should take place on Monday,

August

9th, and that each man should have fifty blue rocks
thirty yards rise, five traps, five yards apart. The
American says that on his return from America next May
he will be happy to shoot against the representative of the
International Gun and Polo Club for 1,000 sovs. a side.
This is a large stake to shoot for, and if Capt. Bogardus
would like the amount increased it can be made for 10,000
sovs. a side."

or

With regard

to this piece of

bombast the News pertinently

adds "Now that Capt. Bogardus has gone away we may
expect "plucky'Vchallenges of a like description every day
in the week. " While in this country he "flaunted" a challenge to shoot any body for any amount, in the faces not
only of pigeon shooters but of every body else who lik e(i
to try conclusions with him; and we know with what
result."

;

——

—

—

a

—

"

FOREST AND STREAM.
Pigeon Shooting on Statbn Island.— A match was
Wednesday of last week at Sea Yiew Park. New

shot on

S. I., between J. P. Robertson, ex-champion of
Chicago, now of Hoboken, and Moses Myers, of Newark.
The terms of the match were 7 birds each; in case of tie,
one miss out; 21 yards rise, Long Island rules. The fol-

Dorp,

lowing

the result:

is

SCORE.

11111 1— GIMyers

Robertson

...1

110 11

1—6

11

1

TIES.

Robertson...... 11

111111111 HMyers

ft

1 1

11

1

Robertson winning, after killing 18 birdg out of

1

rod without being a loafer, or of the horse without being a jockey; and
it has lived to see the fruits
of its labors disseminated throughout
the land. This teaching is no longer looked upon as heresy to good,
sound, moral ethics. This is why the Forest and Stream is found on
file in every well regulated household— a sentiment which has so often
been given to me on every side, that I am constrained to repeat it in my
correspondence as a confirmation of public confidence in the integrity of
its purpose.
You have struck out nobly, manfully. Be not weary in
doing good. The fruit is ripening; the harvest will be your reward, and
your coffers filled to repletion. So mote it be.
B.

10

THE DITTMAR POWDER.

19, to

his opponent's 17 out of 19.
number of sweepstakes, at 8 birds each, was then
shot. The first was won by Colonel Gildersleevc, as fol-

107

!;

A

lows:—
Gildersleeve..

Col.

Score.

Ties.

..til

ill M. Myers

Score.
...

Ties.

1

1

11
110 Mr. Olfermann. ...1 1
11
110
The two following sweepstakes were both won by Dr.
Robertson.
A match for $250 a side is arranged to take place at
the same place on Wednesday next, the 22d inst., between
J. P. Robertson and M. Myers, 50 pigeons each, at 21
yards rise, and to trap and handle for each other. T.
Luby, of Sea View Park, is stakeholder.

Mr. Austin
J. P. Robertson

..1
1

1

—

Pigeon Shooting at Newport.

— A match

was shot on

the 15th inst. on the grounds of he Narragansett Gun
Club between Messrs. Carroll Livingston, of New York,
and J. P. Grund, of Philadelphia. The following summary gives the details:
Narragansett Gtm Club Grounds, September 15.— Challenge match between Ca roll Livingston and J. P, Grund, for $600 a side, 30 yards
rise, Livingston to slioot at 51 yards and Grund at 50.
I

Livingston

1

110

1

111101

OjGrund.

110110100100010110 0,1

00

1-22.

1

i

.

.

.1

11* 10110 11 10111

11111111101011111

11 11
—34.

After the match a handicap sweepstakes, $5 entrance,
was shot, with the following result: —
E. W. Davis, 29 yards
4 M. Van Buren, 30 yard?
retired/
Matt Ellis. z7 yards
J. G. Heckscher, 27 yards,

C

.

3,

Grund, 30 varus
Bloodgood, 2S yards

J. P.

retired. ill.

Livingston, 29 yards

..retired.

4

4\

In shooting off the

and Blood-

Messrs. Livingston

tics,

killed two birds, and then decided to divide
similar sweepstakes was afterwards shot
by Mr. E. VV Davis.

good each

A

the stakes.

and won

.

Pigeon Shooting

Missouri.— Considerable rivalylias
long existed between. Sedalia and the adjacent towns of
Brownsville and Lexington, resulting in many friendly contests at the trap.
One of these matches was shot last week
between the experts of each place, resulting in a victory
for Sedalia, as Mr. Majors of that place won the first prize.

The

scores were as follows:—
William Hamlet
S. E. Ingram
W. B. Parsons
William Gill
Colonel John Reid
R P. Waddell
8. H. Huston.
H.J. Utt
T. W. Parsons
T. T. Majors
John T. Hill

Sr-ore.

*

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

l

1

1

1

.

l

;

l

l

1

1

1
1

..1
1

*

1

1

1

1

1

1

i

1

1

1

1

'0

5

1

1

*

1

I

1

*

*

1

1

1

1

i

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

.1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

SHOOTING NOTES FROM

I

1

1

*
1
1

ST.

LOUIS.

St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 4th, 1875.

range on the grounds.

Here I found Col. L. A. Pratt, the propriefamous Barnum\s Hotel of tins city. It was in this hotel
where ex-Gov. Yates, the friend of Gen. Grant, lived and died. Mr.
Pratt was well and favorably known in Cincinnati as proprietor of the
old Spencer House in its palmiest days; also in Louisville, as connected
with the Gait House. I mention this for the benefit of traveling sportsmen who may take this city on their western trip. As an old sportsman,
a congenial landlord, and an enterprising and public spirited gentlemau,'
he is proverbial. He proposes to form one of a company to establish a
race-course in this city, which it is badly in need of; but It is a question
whether there is public spirit enough to accomplish so desirable an obtor of the

the score as follows:

Distance, 21 yards; for the club

medal:

SQUAD NO.

J. D.Johnson
E. V.Verrier
C.

M.Williams

George Rerikil
Dr. Newbery
Capell ...
Soulard

Viemont

Score.

11110 111
110 11110
lllllllll
11110 110
.....1101100000
111111101
101111
ill
111110
110
llllliioi
10 1110
11
1010110111
1

1

7
4
9

1
1

9

1

4
6

l

Pierce
Albright

1

Annlan
Wilson

1

Sterling

1

Col. Pratt

1

Wilson

1

I
»

f

10

1

8
10
5
3
10

8
3

4

1

4

1

3
1

Quinlin and Scott, judges; Barker, referee.
After the score the tie was shot off by Pierce and Wilson and won by
the former; distance, 31 yards, when the medd
was transferred by Card
to Pierce, the honors of which he wears with becoming
dignity.
The spirit in which the Shooting Club conducted the match, as well as
the character of its individual members, inspired
me with a great degree
of respect for its increasing and lasting
popularity. It is the only true
plan by which perpetuity can be maintained.
You must fill up the list
with memoers of character and moral worth
to guarantee a pleasurable
recreation in this sport, as well as in any
other. It was this principle

that induced the
J

110

Cole

Annan

7

YARDS.

Pierce

J

8

2.

111111001
lllllllll
011001101
110000001
lllllllll
111110011
011001000
010001001

1

31

-

9

..1

Cole

I

Total.
8
8

.1

SQUAD NO.

'>a.mgthe

Forest and Stream

,

you our score at the
80 yards boundary:

erty of sending

yards

rise,

first

—

Name.

Name.

Score.

Preston
Beardslee
M. Spencer

7

E.

9 J.

J

.

Wood

3
5

Gates

Knight

Score.
4

G. P. Ormston.
M. Sparks

J. B.

b'.

shoot of ten single birds, 21

5

H. Sudds
W. Ba-bour

8
7
5

G,Bowk

&|

18th, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
The annual Sta:e shoot came

off on the 14th and 15th at Little Chebeaque Island, about fifty members of the Androscoggin, Me., and Forest City Clubs pani6jpating.
Tue shooting was at 15 birds each, 21 yards
rise, with the usual boundary.
The score was led by Messrs. Noyes and
Hall of the Forest City Club, and E. Nason, of the Androscoggins, each
killing fourteen.
In shooting oil the tie at 27 yards, Mr. Hall killed his
five straight, and won
the State championship and diamond badge.
Joe Martin, of the Forest Citys, and C. Nason, of the Androscoggins,
being tied at 13, had a sharp tussle for the second prize (a Parker gun),
which was finally won by Mr. Nason, after tieing six Tim°s. 02 birds be-

ing required to settle the matter. Thenli^n men vvivu t\\
birds
each to their credit, stepped up to contest for the third prize— a Stevens
rifle— which was captured by Mr. Curtis, of the Androscoggins, he getting all his five birds.
There were ten contestants for fourth prize—
fly rod.
Shooting off ties of eleven, Mr. Billings, of the Forest Citys,
scoring four out of five and winning. Mr. Leavitt, of the Androscoggins, beat four competitors in shooting off ties at ten, and took the prize
- a pair of sleeve buttons. The birds were a fine lot, and over 1,300
were used during the two days.
Vidi
.

1

.

v.

.

\m nnd Miver

to start out as the advocate of elfield sports, believing that one
can be fond of the <nm and

—

—

eratum, obviating the necessity of soaking, or straightening in other ways and ready for instant use. The leathern
covers should have pockets of their full length for holding
thread, silk, a bit of wax, a few feathers, tinsel, bait hooks,
and other trifles, and there should be leather loops for
An elastic
scissors, and flannel slips for needles and pins.
band should pass over the covers to keep all snug.

—

— Hon.

S. P.

Russell, Superintendent of the

New York Custom

Department of the
turned from a trip

to the

Thousand

Warehouse

House, has just

Islands.

re-

While there

he pulled in among others a twenty-pound maskilonge,
which was dispatched forthwith to John R. Lydecker, Assistant Collector of Customs, New York. We congratulate
our venerable friend on his success. It proves conclusively
that the cares of the responsible position he holds have not
obliterated his old love for sport, or lessened the persuasive

powers he was wont to display among the speckled trophies
in Madison county, where, with Beckwith's assistance,' he
used to beat the strings of Judge Mason and Dave Mitchell
on a Monday's fishing.
The Severn River, which heads in the Muskoka district, is a great place tor pike and black !*ass.
The Orillia (Canada) Expositor states that on Tuesday of last week,
at its outlet on Lake Huron, Mr. R. Cummner, of Millbrooke, caught fit teen pike, the largest weighing 35 lbs.,
the next 34 lbs., and the other thirteen averaging 18 lbs. each.
An enormous pike, much larger than he caught snapped
the trolling hook, dragged his boat a short distance, and
finally broke loose.
He also secured a large amount of
bass and other fish.

—

—

The Fisheries. The number of fishing arrivals at this
port for the week ending September 1(5! h was GO— 40 from
Georges, 10 from the Banks, and 16 from mackcrcling.
Amount of Georges cod landed is 000,000 pounds, halibut
21,000 pounds, Bank cod 600,000 pounds, halibut 165,000
pounds. Mackerel still continue very scarce, the receipts
being but about 1.000 barrels. No Bay fares have arrived
Cape Ann Advertiser, Sept. 18.
the past week.

—

The American fishermen have not fared well thus far
this year iu the Gulf.
The fleet of mackerel men found
their favorite fishing grounds at the Magdalen Islands barren, and though they made a good haul off Prince Edward's Island early, the right of in-shore fishing, acquired
by the Treaty of Washington, has not yet proved so profitable a boon to them as Canadians generally estimate it.

— The largest striped bass of

the season, taken at CohasNarrows, Mass., was landed with rod and reel from the
bridge, on Thursday afternoon, by Ellerton L. Dorr, Jr.,
12 years of age, a magnificent fish weighing 19 lbs., which
was sent to the Temple Club and served up.
Millions of Catfish in the Lii'I'er Delaware. As a
locomotive tender was being rilled with water at the tank
in the Erie Railway yard at Port Jervis, a few days ago,
suddenly the water ceased to flow. The apparatus was
taken apart, and the pipes were found to be choked witli
catfish from an inch to two inches in length.
The same
day, as engine No. 273 was going up the mountain, it was
found that no water was running from the tank to the
boiler.
The train was stopped aud the fire drawn to prevent an explosion.
An investigation showed that the
connecting hose was literally packed with these little fish.
Hydrants ceased to work throughout the village, and the
pipes carrying water to the boilers in the Erie shops refusing to discharge, operations were necessarily suspended
set

—

As in other cases, catfish-was
the cause of the stoppage.
There was almost a complete
famine for several hours. An examination of the waterworks reservoir showed that the strainer had been cut in
some way, giving free access to the water main to millions
of the young fish.
The break was repaired, and the cause
of the trouble removed.
Easton Free Press.

Land-locked Salmon, Salmo gloveri. Salmon Trout. Salmo conflnls.
Black Bass, micropfetms salmoides, micropterus nigricans.
Striped Bass Moceus lineatus.
Sea Trout, Salmo immaculutus.
Bluefish, temnodon soltator.
Weakfish.

Fish in

in

until they could be eleared.

FISH IN SEASON IN SEPTEMBER.

T.

1

Card

Goveuneur, N. Y., Sept. 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Having organized a shooting club with the above name, I take the lib-

Portland, Me., Sept.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
The Sportsmen's Club of this city held their monthly shoot this afternoon at Rinkel's— the Six-Mile House. This is also the Scheutzen Park,
and, as usual, held in great repute by our German friends, who have a

C.J.Clark
W. H. Wadsworth

Dittmar —and this is the point
from "Gloan's" opinion— is, that it is altogether
too slow; in fact the report, which was very slight, was entirely distinct
from that of the cap, and sounded as though the gun had hung fire,
while with the black powder in the other barrel the explosion of cap and
powder was simultaneous, and I know the gun was perfectly clean. Sub-,
sequent trials in the field proved the target trial correct, the penetration,
though not great, being sufficient for ordinary shooting, and the slight
recoil, report and smoke being agreeable.
But I found it almost impossible to make a cross shot successfully, ou account of the slowness of the
powder. I should also state that after firing a few times, some of the
powder, unconsumed, could be shaken from the barrels, some grains
coming out not even blackened.
Athos.
fault I have chiefly to find with the

We think this a good score for amateurs, some never having shot fiom
a trap before. The club was organize! July 23d, but we were unable to
get birds until now; but our efforts were, effectual in protecting game
the balance of the el jse season.
Yours tru'y,
E. F. Beardslee.

one railroad director, one restaurant proprietor, one glass
dealer, two merchants, one lumberman, one capitalist, one
bank president, and one bank cashier.

Name.
R. S. Henry

The

at whicli I totally differ

C.

7
5
7
8
7
8
8
10
4

1

Trap and Field Club, of Minneapolis, Minn., a
report of whose match for the champion badge we published last week, is composed of a heterogeneous assortment of members. There are two members of the State
House of Representatives, one Senator, one pot hunter,
one Chief of Police, a leading lawyer, one gun maker,

I enclose

the Dittmar and a similar charge of shot. In this way I fired three
rounds at thirty-two yards distance, using old numbers of the Atlantic
Monthly for targets, and found the reBult'to be in each case as follows:
Pattern from bo.h powders materially the same; penetration about forty
per cent in favor of the black powder. There being no wind at the time,
the smoke from the black powder hung about the muzzle of the gun and
hid the target at the moment of firing, while there was no smoke to speak
of from the Dittmar. In regard to the recoil, the Dittmar certainly had
the advantage; in fact, it was almost imperceptible.

U. G.
A. C.

9

1
1

*

1

Total.
7

—The

ject.

the 9th inst.
I loaded the left-hand barrel of my gun
(an English muzzle loader, 12
bore) with two drachms of first-ciass black powder and one and one-half
ounces of No. 7 shot, and the right-hand barrel with the same bulk of

tn

Name.
A B Dempsey

rifle

New York, Sept. 14th, 1855.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I wrote you a few weeks since asking some information in regard to
the Dittmar powder, and received, through your Answers to Correspondents, the sensible reply that the best way to discover it was to experiment with the powder myself, which I have done to a certain extent. 1
send you the result of my trial, principally because it seems to indicate
properties in the powder so different from those mentioned by "Gloan,"
in his article reprinted fiom the Turf, Field and Farm in your issue of

Both should have the Hyde contrivance described
an August number of this paper, which is a little metal
hook provided with two small spurs which are pushed
through the parchment or card and held firm by being
bent down at the back of the leaf. These can be placed at
any preferred distance apart, and in as many rows as the
page will accommodate. When parchment leaves with
pockets are used, they hold the fly by the bend of the
hook; the snoods or snells are coiled separately and placed
in the pockets.
When cards are used, we have the snoods
of uniform length the length of the page— their loops
passing over the metal holders, and the fly hooks
through little elastic loops attached at the opposite end of the
card, which keeps the gut lengths straight a great desidpockets.

Market.— The

late gales have had the very
—Fish will live twice as long if killed by a blow on the
dampening the ardor of our fishermen, head when caught as when left to die
gradually.
and in consequence the market ^supply has materially diShelter Island, Prosi>ect,
minished. Bluefish are now being received from New A'
Suffolk County, N. 5T., September, 1875.
Jersey, Long Island and Massachusetts, but the causes
Editor Forest and Stream:—
mentioned above have tended to raise prices, and we now
The season here closes to-day (15th.) It has been, notwithstanding the

natural effect of

)

(

quote these fish at 10 cents per pound. Sheepshead are
very scarce,- the few in market being received from our own
and adjacent Long Island waters; price 30 cents per pound.
Striped bass from Rhode Island sell for 25 cents; halibut,
20 cents; kingfish, 25 cents; pompano, $1.; blackfish, 15
cents; sea bass, 20 cents; eels, 18 cents; salmon, (frozen,)
50 cents; frog's legs, 45 cents per pound; soft crabs, $1. to
$1 50 per dozen; green turtle, 20 cents pei pound. Bait.
Shedder crabs, $1 50 per dozen; shrimp, $1 per quart;
soft clams, 30 to 50 cents per 100; sand worms, $1 50 to $2
per 100.

—

—Our

correspondent /'Monmouth," begs some suggesmaking a proper book for holding trout flies.
A perfect book in our opinion, should have flexible leathern
covers with movable pairs of leaves, each pair slipping under an independent cord in the back of the book, so as to
be detached or inserted at will, when, as in the case of a
few hours fishing, the whole book, which is bulky in the
pocket, is not required.
Some of these pairs of leaves
should be made of parchment, with six pockets in each,
three on a side; others of plain Bristol board, without
tions for

unusual density

the business atmosphere, a season of brilliant
I have not been disappointed.
This
"Beautiful Isle of the Sea ' is indeed a shelter from amidst the whirl of

success.

I

filling

rame here

to fish.
1

New York life.

do you know how many of your neighbors and
friends have found here the change "to the weary mind so needful.
The day I arrived here two gentlemen went to Gardiner's Island for such
fish as they could find.
They chartered a sloop of about thirty tons
measurement. Within an hour of their arrival at the fishing ground they
struck a school of sea bass, the final result of which was a grand catch
of 3,500 pounds of this capital fish. They telegraphed to New York and
sold the whole to a single buyer at 15c. per pound.
Little

Gardiner's Island for

its fish is

of the

book

would

like to catch fish don't

of St.

a copy of the

John.

as well

But tens

know where

Forest and Stream.

known

of thousands

to

you as the

who

like to

first

verse

sail

and

go for them until they grasp
All through the Summer Gardito

ner's Island is alive with some one variety or other of the finny game.
The fishing ground is about two hours' sail fiom Shelter Island Hotel.
Parties frequently go for a two or three days' trip. Plum Gut is also

within two hours'

sail

of Shelter Island.

You know what Plum Gut

is

as a fishing ground, and so know your readers. One who has read your
journal for two years past, but cannot remember the best fishing localities throughout the United States and Canadas must have a memory like
a sieve. Capt. George F. Randolph, of New York, was here for ten days

with his beautiful yacht, now belonging to the Brooklyn Yacht Club—
theKete. He gave one delightful excursion party previous to starting

on his final trip for this season, which is to Martha's Vineyard, taking
°
Newport, etc., by the way. Yours in fishing rig,
H.

.

'
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HURST'S

Stereoscopic Studies

tH^iMclhwom.

The Sportsman's Warehouse.

THE

OF

Natural History
For Object Teaching

EDWIN S. HAEEIS,

in Schools

AND

PARLOR ENTERTAINMENT.
We are prepared to
of the

furnish the

sixty

first

numbers

of

first series

No.

York.

Nos.

.

Snowy Owl

2.

Sumia

•

Nyctea.

American Wolf.
Lupus Occidentalis.
Wild Pigeon
Ectoplstes Mlgratorla.
Northern Panther
Fells Concolor.
Black Crowned Night Heron
Ardea Discors.
Woodchuck
Actomys Monax.
Podlceps RubHcollls.
Red Necked Grebe
Ardea Herodlas.
Great Blue Heron
Gygnus Amerlcanus.
American Swan
Buieo Hy emails.
Red Shouldered Buzzard
Rustlcola Minor.
American. Woodcock
Anser AMfrons.
White Fronted Goose
Otus Amerlcanus.
Long Eared Owl
Mergus Gucullatus.
Hooded Sheldrake
Pedlceps Cornutus.
Horned Grebe
Aquilla Chrysmtos.
Golden Eagle

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
1«.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Wolf

Prairie

Spotted Sand La^k
Marsh Harrier
Mallard Duck
Great Horned Owl
Great Loon, or Diver

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.

Totanus Macularlus.
Circus Uliglnosus.
Anas Boschas.

08, Pistols
OF ALL

Common American

Snipe
Buff Breasted Sheldrake.

The
The Canada Goose
The New York Ermi ne
Red Brested Sheldrake

.

t>otlx

AND BELTS, FLASKS,
MY LINE FOR
BOTH HOME AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE PRICES.

POUCHES, AND AMMUNITION OF ALL RINDS. EVERYTHING

Most Approved System

Tlie

.

.

Mergus Merganser
Anser Canadensis.

Grus Americana.
Ursus Amerlcanus.
Butero Borealls.

W his

T he

And

Wood Duck
American Barn Owl
S pruce G rouse
Northern Lynx
Black Duck
Belted King Fisher

51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
~,7.

Owl
American Opossum
American Coot

Military

58.

Ptarmigan

59

Shoveller, or Spoonbill

60.

Musquash

I must congratulate you upon your great success in
If we can arrange
this new educational enterprise.
our amusements so as to make them impart instruction to the mind, it will be a step in advance in edu-

EZRA CORNELL.

cation.

Prices By the Dozen
By the Set of 5 Dozen, In Elegant Case,
These Stereoscopes are sold wholesale and
:

FOREST AND STREAM PUB.
Chatham

st.

,

#3 OO
16 OO
retail

by

CO.,

P. O. box 2832

(City Hall sq .)

"CHAS. GUKEJS,

Materials and

AUDUBON POWDER,

Workmanship, they are Unsurpassed.
SIZES,
1ST ALL RESPECTS.
Send, i or* Circnlars.

Arms Comp.

Whitney

Whitneyville, near

New

Haven, Conn., U.

S.

A.

112 Fulton

Same

For use as Military Pontoons, Life Boats, Lighters,
Dorys, on board
Steamers, Yachts, and *ther
vessels. Also for Sportsmen,
Tourists, Trappers, ExplorParties
ing Expeditions,
Camping Ont, &c. These
safe and perfectly portable
boats will admit of the
very
roughest usage.
lieht, strong and durable
frame of ash or other tough

street,

New

_

m

$

Ju3-3mo

CO.,

EATON &

White Manufacturing

CO.,';Agts

,

Nassau

102

St.,

PROTECTION FROM LAND SHARKS.
Secretary Southside Immigration So-

Prince
ciety, Farniville,

Edward

Co.,

Va.

my20 3m

A BEAUTIFUL, WELL
THOU SALE.—
brace of highly bred setter pups, EnP

matched
^UshfandiGordon
Meriden, Conn.

Across,

Address ARTIST, West

Bridgeport, Conn.

ENGLISH
SPORTING GUNPOWDER.

Colonies
Northern &British
VIRGINIA.
and Churcfc esEyerywhere.

Co.,

N. Y.

Syracuse, N. T.

IN SOUTHSIDE
Cheap Lands, Fine Climate, splendid
Sport, Good Society, Schools

Lamp

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Jack and Dash Lamp

,

pW~ Address

Fishing, Jack aud Dash

C. O. D., with privilege of examination.

of
be mailed post paid on receipt

Curtis
Nos.

BREECH

LOADING

SHOT

GUN.

PRICES, $50.00 TO $250.00.
Muzzle-Loading Guns Altered tc Rreech
Loading.
AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD'S SHOOTING SUITS.
Send

Clark

for Circular.

£z

300

Sneider.

314 W, I*ratt St., Baltimore.

&

Harvey's

12mo.

CONTENTS:
Introductory Chapter.
Birds-eye Glance at Florida.
Outfit for Sportsmen.
Hints for Southern Hunting.
Coastwise Route? of Travel.
Game Animals and Birds of Florida.
Game Fish of Florida.
Three Months in Florida for One Hundred Dollars.
Supplementary Hints for Cheap Recreation.

the St.

John River.

Indian River.
Florida the Promised Land.

Fort Capron.
Fishing at St. Augustine.
Black Bass Fishing on Spruce Creek.
Hunting the Panther.
The Environs of Tallahassee.

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

and

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1—Fernandina to Cedar Keys.
2—Manatee Sarazota and Gasparilla.
3

—Among the Keys.

4— Meteorology.

5— Punta Rassa and

8 Superior Rifle,

W. STITT,

10— Subterranean Streams.
11—A Sportsman's Paradise.
12

—Suggestions to

Cedar

and Col.

lishing Co.

PRICE, $ 1 .SO.ADVANCE
IN

Ascent

ORDERS SENT TO THIS OFFICE
OF PUBLICATION WILL BE

street,

New York,
forU.

S.

America.

Tourists.

Published by Forest and Stream M'-

u
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Caloosahatchie.

6— Up the Caloosahatchie River.
7—Visit to Okeechobee.
8— Indian Mounds and Canals.
9— Tampa.

DIAMOND GRAIN.

Hawker's Ducking.
sep9-eow

Settlers.

pp.,

Shooting at Salt Lake.

AS A CARRIAGE LAMP, IT HAS NO EQUAL.
FITS ANY SHAPED DASH.
PRICE, JACK AND DASH, $6.
FISHING LAMP, $8.

EDITION.

men and

The Okeechobee Expedition.
Southwest Florida.

can hunt in any weather.

WILDERNESS.
red and gold,

id

Private Dougherty and the Bass.
Pet Birds of St. Augustine.
Steam Yachting on the St. John.
Among the Seminoles.
In the Cypress Swamps.
Cruising" Along Shore.

Burns Kerosene Perfectly without a Chimney.
This lamp supplies a want long felt by sportsmen,
as it affords them a reliable LIGHT with which they

to the delightful

WAVERLY PUB.

Lite

A Hand-Book for Sports-

Up

SPEARING FISH,
CATCHING CRABS,
EELS, BAIT, Etc.
INDISPENSABLE ON ANY BOATING OR
CAMPING TRIP.
NOT AFFECTED BY WIND, RAIN OR JOLTING.
THROWS A POWERFUL LIGHT 200 FEET.

Hunting and Fishing Grounds of the

will

Combination

FOR NIGHT HUNTING DEER,

THE ONLY COMPLETE AND RELIABLE GUIDE

flexible covers,

i

YorK.

REFLECTING JACK AND FISHING LAMP.

Descriptive Guide to Adirondacks,

TTnTidsome 12mo.,

Y.

PRESS,

AND

1

BoTiclren's IPatexit

WALLACE'S

Nearly 300 pp.
maos &c Beautifully illustrated.
May be obtained of any bookseller, or
00
pS-p
price, by

made.

& RAND POWDER Co.,
21 Park Row, N.
IN

olded ready for use in three
minutes time. Boats shipped
by express anywhere, same
of
rate
freight
as
other
goods. For descriptive circuand
list,
lar
price
address as
bove.

A

A.pr 8-6ro

NEWLY REVISED

uum than any other brands

AND WILL BE ISSUED IN FOUR WEEKS,

wooi, with canvas cover, and
can be folded in one-eighth
space, for transportation, ~nd
buggy,
cirried in a light
w<»gon, horseback, or by sin;le person, and can be un-

«titiijjHlWiH&te>

Dir.gies,

action as new guns. Send for circular and
No. 3 West Main street, Rochester, N. Y.

GREAT NEW

rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g, FF.g, FFF.g, the iast being the finest and
most used. Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25
lbs., 12$- lbs., and 6 J lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and
i pound.
All of the above give high velocities and less resid-

best for

HEGEMAN'S PATENT PORTABLE FOLDING BOAT.

list,

vORK

ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,
The

(Opposite Astob, House.)

SECOND HAND AND MISFIT ENGLISH BRUSSELS, THREE PLY
GOOD
INGRAIN CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, &C, VERY CHEAP, AT THE OLD PLACE,
Sent to any part of the United States free of charge.

Very quick. For woodcock and quail Nos. 1 to 4,
Packed in metal kegs of 12J- lbs. and 6J lbs., and in
pound canisters.

LAFL1M

MISFIT CARPETS.

LOADERS.

price

Orange Sporting Powder.

.

REVOLVERS OF VARIOUS
DESIRABLE

Breech Loading Shot Guns.
MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH

ana

For water fowl. Very strong and clean Nos. 1 to
Packed in metal kegs of 6£ lbs. each, and in canis5.
ters of 1 and 5 lbs.

Manufacturer of

The strongest and most durable snap action made.
Shooting qualities first-class.

Burns strong

SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.
GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POWDER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.

p
I

1870. f

£ lb. canisters.

FFFG

strongest and cleanest Powder made. Nos. 1
to 7, packed only in sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
sizes especially are recommended to owners of fine
breech-loading guns, giving- great penetration -with

JEJAfles.

Fiber Zibethicus.

:

Cornell University,
Ithaca, March 14th,

17

|

ACCURACY,

Obscura.

Bldelphll Virginiana.
Fullca Americana.
Tetrao Mutus.
Anas Clypeata.

and

The

Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation.

Bubo A sio.

:

1

and FFG are favorite brands
moist. The
for ordinary sportins, and the "Sea Shooting" F(J
is the standard Rifle powder of the country.

S® Wall Street, INe w York.

For Simplicity of Construction,

Alcedo Alcyon.

Little Screech

packed in

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,

Lyncus Borealis.

Anas

Hazard's "Kentucky Rifle."
FFFG, FFG, and "Sea Shooting" FG, in kegs of 25
FFFG is also
12£, and 6| lbs. and cans of 5 lbs.

very slight recoil.

Fluligula Clangula.
Haliados Leucocephalus.
Yulpls Falvus.
Anas Sponsa.
Stryx Pratincola.
Tetrao Canadensis.

tier

"Duck Shooting."

(fine)

ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,

Procyon Lotor.

TheRacooon

!

and

our ofhce,

Breech Loading,Sporting

Fullgula Albeola.
Hystrlx Iludsoidus
Virginiana.
Ortyx
Partridge
Virginia
Larus Zonorhynchus.
Common American Gull
Vulpes Virgiuianus.
Grey Fox
Fuligula Erythrocephalia.
Red Head
Tetrao Vmbellus.
Ruffed Grouso

Brown or Bald Eagle
Red Fox

s

to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
6} and 12£ lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close, and with great
penetration. For field, forest and water shooting
it ranks any other brand, and it is equally serviceable for muzzle or breech loader.

Nos.

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Oompar
ny's agents in every prominent city, or wholesale at

OF

Headed Duck
North American Porcupine

46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

IN

HAVE LARGE STOCK OE MUZZLE LOADING GUNS & RIFLES VERY CHEAP

Buffle

44.
45.

and Paper.

[Brass

Xuiigula Glaclalls.
Meleagrls Gallopavo.
Castor Fiber.
Scolopax Wilsoni.

Puiorius. ..Noveboracensls.
Mergus Serrator.
Tetrao Cupldo.

Pinnated Grou se
The Sand Hill Crane
The American Black Bear
Red Tailed Buzzard

KjlikIs.

ALSO, GUN MATERIALS OF ALL KINDS, CARTRIDGE VESTS, COATS

Bubo Vlrglnlanm.
Colymbus Glaclalls.
American Deer (Aibinoes). ..Cervus Virglnlanus.
Ardea Minor.
The American Bittern
Ola Wife, or Squaw Duck
The Wild Turkey
The Beaver

A

Hazard

Cartridges,

point of
in square canis-

a (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and 6} lb
fine grain, quick and clean, for upland and
Well adapted to short guns.
prairie shooting.

GUNS
Implements,

Packed

1 (fine; to

kegs.

AND

Unsurpassed in

(coarse).

Hazard's "American Sporting."
Nos.

.

each specimen.
An experience of more than twenty-five years as
Taxidermist of the New York State Cabinet of Natural History, and in gathering his large collection of
native and foreisn specimens, enables Mr. Hurst to
combine in every view the locality of the specimen
with its appropriate rocks, woods or water, and coloring from the originals.
Wild Cat, or Bay Lynx
Lyncus Rufus.
1

1 (fine) to 5

strength and cleanliness.
ters of 1 lb. only.

BREECH LOADING

We

GUNPOWDER.
Hazard's * 'Electric" Powder.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Animals'and Birds of North America.
To

these will be added a second series of foreign specimens, and various Animals and Birds in grotesque attitudes, never however violating their natural instincts.
offer these views not as pictures only, but as
studies from nature
One of the great moving elements in our modern system of education is object
teaching. The unerring fidelity of the stereoscope
transfers the animals and birds from their natural
habitat to the rooms of the student and the fireside of
our homes, where they cannot fail to leave a lasting
impression of the form, color, habits, and locality of

New

Broadway,

1*77

CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

COOPER HARRIS & HODGKINS,

Late

POWDER

HAZARD

PROMPTLY

FILLED.

a book that has long been needed.Iff
Winter tourists to Florida and persons seeking seme

*** This

is

gai"
there. It gives a full classification of the
and fish of the Southern Peninsula, routes of wteiw
w
or
and coastwise travel, the agricultural resources
country, and sites for settlement, hints for canip^fe
utforuw
out, resorts for game, hotels, and such other

ment

Kay Shot Concentrating Cartridge.
No creasers, turners, or topwads required. Loads
in half the time usually required. Fifty percent,
better distribution and greater penetration secured.
Send to your gun dealer for sample.

u3-ly

seewiv
tion as will be of great benefit to visitors
pen"*
Florida for health, pleasure, exploration, or
nent settlement.

.

,

FOREST FAND STREAM.
SCOVILL'S

intt\fot[tom.

Blood a 4iverSyrup
All cutaneous eruptions on the face or body indicate

An Impure
that

BURNS LIKE A TERRIBLE FIRE

ONCE TO CLEANSE THE BLOOD? and

Blood and Liver

Syrup

will positively effect this desideratum, expelling
every trace of disease from the blood and system and
.eaving the skin

SOFT, FAIR
Hundreds of

certificates attest its value.

OF ACTION, MATERIALS, PROPORTION, AND
SHOOTING QUALITIES combined, in all the four

inflicted

upon

There is no other malady incident to childhood that
accompanied with more indescribable wretchedlittle sufferers than that

ness to the

Produced by Worms;
ana when the parent fully comprehends the situation
he will not delay a moment in securing the most
prompt and efficient remedies to insure the expulsion
of the intruders. The remedy may be found in

Worm

Syrup.

mind that

WORM SYRUP is the reliable preparation.
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP is a payable preparation.
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP is liked by children.
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP positively destroys
worms.
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP leaves no bad effects.
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP is highly recommended
by physicians, and is unquestionably the best WORM
ROGERS'

MEDICINE IN THE WORLD.
For sale by

all

SCOTT & SON

C.

1

with pride that the proprietors

and use

New Yoek, Dec. 22, 1869.
John F. Hbnbt, Esq.:
Your Carbolic Salve proves an excellent article,
and

thank you for

This

another evidence of the
great value of the discovery of Carbolic Acid. Yours
Geo. B. Lincolm,
truly,
Pres't Board of Health.
I

it.

is

REV. R.

B.

LOCKWOOD'S

Cure

Catarrh

I

The Best Remedy Known, and Endorsed by all the
Principal Physicians of the Country.
Bev. R. B Lockwood's Nasal Douche will be
found valuable in obstinate chronic cases.
Rev. R. B. Lockwood's Liver and Stomach Pills
idyspepsia, receive the endorsement of thousands.
Price 50 cents each.

JOHN

P.
8

HENRY, CURRAN & CO., Proprietors,
and 9 College Place, New York.

HENRY'S

(See The Fidd, January 30th, 3875.)
''From a comparison of the two tables it will be
seen that with Walker's shot, Messrs. Scott
guns
showed a marked superiority over Mr. Greener's,
both in average and in the highest score made. Indeed, with the left barrel, in his third shot, Mr. Scott
got a selected group pattern of 239 and a jjenetration

the highest pattern made by Mr
Greener, and exceeding the penetration of that particular shot by eight sheets."
of 37, equalling

London
10 Great

Castle

St.,

Office:

Regent

ham

Circus, near
Hotel.

Lang-

Chief address:

A PURE OIL that does not gum up and has the
endorsement of the principal Sewing Machine Com-

easy enough to
good pill, ah! that's the

make

Green's

pill,

Oxygenated

No. ljConrtlandt

New

London Gun

st.

York.

Trial,

GREENER

PENETRATION,

and REGULARITY OP SHOOTING.
Mr. HENRY C. SQUIRES, of No. 1 Cortlandt

St.,

New York, is now importing my DOUBLE CLOSESHOOTING GUNS to order, an invoice of which
him on the 1st July, and can be examined about the 15th. All special orders given to
Mr. Squires will be carefully filled. A full report of
the GREAT TRIAL, showing the marked superiority
of my guns over guns made
by Dougal, Pape,
Tolley, and others, will shortly be published, and can
be had on application at No. 1 Cortland St.

W-W. GREENER,
Champion Grun Maker,
8t.

Mary'* Works, Birmingham, England.
C. SQUIRES, of No. 1 Cortlandt street,

HENRY

has just received an invoice of these close-shooting
guns, and from him any information in reference to
the results of the Great Trial can be obtained on application.

&

W.
TOLLEY'S
FINE ENGLISH
BREECH LOAMHG GUNS,
Macle to Order

CD'S

Tnese Guns, celebrated for
genuine high class workmanship

-Ai *Cf£»*.

Hf& (Ks^kkSi^

and No.

1

SHOOTING POW-

ERS,

are built in six qualities
(or brands.) They are now imported direct to our

NEW YORK
ManuSPORTSMEN at

OFFICE, and sold by the
facturers to
the following prices.

...

I

Pioneer-,Tolley,
Standard,.
National,
Challenge,

Paragon,

-

-

-

-

quiring

Guns

«
-

-

TRAP SHOTS

.

-

-

$65 Gold.
90 "
115 "
140 «
ISO «•
225 "

and others reon

specially built,

our new system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
with increased PENETRATION, can have their wishes
carried out WITH DESPATCH

Without Extra Cost.
Tar

Soap.

It cures all kinds of Skin Diseases with a most wonderful certainty, it promotes cleanliness, personal

f

purity and general health: It ia a preventive of many
kinds of disease, and it is an absolute necessity in
tbe nursery. PrioeSS cento.

street,

Philadelphia.
aug26-3t

this.

AND COUNTERFEITS

!

SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.

BROWN'S
Essence of

Established 1780.

aug36-tf

BY-

J.

D.

DOUGALL'S

Frederick Brown,

EXPRESS SHOT GUNS

PHILADELPHIA, PA

(Title registered.)

by
SHOWN
the

trials at Wimbledon by Editor
Field to possess the GREATEST PENEthus:
TRATION and therefore LONGEST
Circle, 30 inches; 300 pellets; average, 191; penetraThe Editor's trial of Greener guns with 340
tion, 37.
pellets of same shot and same charge of powder, gave
180,and penetration 30, although there were 40 more pelShould any controversy arise as
lets in each charge.
to the durability of these new systems, we herewith
warn all beforehand that our system is our own invention (though founded on the American idea) and is DURABLE, a fact remarked on by the Field, that the
guns tried had been in use during last season, and refSend for Illustrated
erences permitted to the owners
Circulars to
of

THIS RELIABLE PREPARATION, one

RANGE—

Dogs

England.

of

the celebrated Aui-

Plain Photograph 12x10, in sunk Mounts, 24x18 $3.
Tell, St. Bernard, (rough) Rev. J. C. Ma dona.
Nelson, Bull Terrier, (white) S. E. Shirley, Esq.
M. P.
Hamlet, Pointer, (lemon and white) T. H. Whitehouse, Esq.
Kent, Gordon setter, (black and tan) S. Lang, Esq.
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white)
Gartle, Esq.
Nellie. Cocker, (liver and white) R. J. L. Price,Esq.
Beb, Spaniel, (liver colored) T. Burgess, Esq.
Rake, Irish W ater Spaniel, Captain Lmdoe.

the oldest of American

Send for illustrated descriptive particulars and price
sheets to our

BEANCH OFFICE, 29 Maiden Lane,
NEW YORK CITY.
MANUFACTORY, PIONEER WORKS,
Jyl

cents.

maintains its enviable reputation,
still
and finds a steadily increasing sale without
advertising, and in spite of piracy.

Its high reputation has tempted the cupidity
of parties, whose only excuse for their unfair
simulations, exists in the great popularity of

the original, and accidental similarity of their

names.

Birmingham, England.

OF

JAMAICA GINGER

protected by the private Proprietary

is

of the manufacturer, which

is

Stamp

incorporated with

the steel plate label.
The attention of Druggists and the Trade generally,

is

called

to the Price List of

ENGLISH Sl FRENCH
MEDICINES Sl PHARMACEUTICAL
PREPARATIONS,
Which

be mailed on application,

will

Frederick Brown,
(Established 1822)

IMPORTING, MANUFACTURING
& DISPENSING CHEMIST,
N. E, Corner Fifth and Chestnut Streets,

Jock, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchinson, Esq.
Roll, Laverack setter, (white

of
Pro-

Pharmaceutical

ducts,

Master Macgrath, Greyhound, Lord Lurgan.
Warrior, Scotch Dearhound, Joshua Dawes, Esq.
Michael, English Bulldog R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Small size Photo, 5x4 inches, plain, mounted, 75

and black) S. Lang.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Esq.
Luna, Retriever, R. J. L. Price, Esq.

Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Dawes, Esq.
Monarque, St. Bernard (smooth) Rev. J.C.MacCharlie,

dona.
Tell, St. Bernard, (rough) Rev. J. C. Macdona.
Hamlet, Pointer, (lemon and white) T. H. Whitehouse, Esq.
Kent, Gordon Setter, (black and tan) S. Lang, Esq.
Drake, Pointer, (liver aud white)
Gartle, Esq.
Master Macgrath, Greyhound, Lord Lurgan.
Michael, English Bulldog, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Colored, 5x4 inches, mounted, $3.50 each.
Crib, Dalmatian, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Bruce. Clumber Spaniel, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Tiger, Pomeranian,
Cooper, Esq.
Turk, Mastiff, F. Robinson, Esq.
Trimmer, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Duke, Blenheim Spaniel,
Garwood, Esq
Cato, Newfoundland, (black)
Atkinson, Esq.
Stella. English Terrier, (black and tan) T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Rook, Skye Terrier, Rev. J. C. Macdona.
Bellona, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Bandie, Dandie Dinmont, Captain Lindoe.
Hylas, King Charles Spaniel,
Garwood, Esq.
Prince, English Terrier, (white) T. H. Murchison
Esq.
Aiaster Macgarth, Greyhound, Lord Lurgan.
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white)
Garth, Esq.
Kent, Gordon Setter, (black and tan) S. Lang, Esq.
Luna, Retriever, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Rake, Irish Water Spaniel, Captain Lindoe.
Roll, Laverack Setter (black and white.) S
Lang
fa5
Esq.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Monarque, St. Bernard (smooth,) Rev. J. C. Mac-

—

The Up-Town

Sportsman's

Depot.

L

llitzniaisn & Co.,
943 BROADWAY (above 22d St.)

Chas.

114 Centre

Factory,

Street.

—

—

—

—

—

'

FROMJ5TOCK.

of life a tonic is a necessity; but
danger in using stimulants that injure the orTo
gans of digestion while giving temporary relief

All-Healing

25

imal Painter, Photographed from the orignal Paiutmgs by R. W. THRUPP.

W.
begs to inform his numerous
clients in the United States that he has been very successful in the above trial, having secured the first
prize, a silver cup, value 40 guineas— elass 2 for 12
bores; also winner in class 1 for 8 and 10 bores, and
class 4 for 20 bores.
He has won in all the classes for
improved boring, which is upon a different plan to any
other maker, and is far superior iu the three most essential points, viz., PATTERN,

At certain periods

Packer's

NO.

—

tSiere is

uottle.

SHOT AT

From Pictures by GEO. EARL,

i^r«s.

Bitters.

obviate this and present to the public a tonic free
from Alcoholic Poison, Dr. Green prepared the Oxygenated Bitters, a sure cure for dyspepsia and all kindred complaints. Sold everywhere. Price $1 per

saw

BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS

patterns of from 160 to
40 YARDS, as desired.

59 St. James's Street London.

OR

but to make a
difficulty.
There are cheap,
harsh, drastic pills, that are of even less benefit than
a dose of salts. But a good medicine, like Dr. Mott's
Liver Pills, which penetrates to the seat of disease, is
a desideratum indeed. Will positively cure all diseases of the Liver. Sold everywhere. Price 25 cents
per box.
a

Market

make

.

THE CGREAT

Price 25 Cents per Bottle.

It is

State where you

BROWN'S ESSENCE

panies.

MOTT'S LIVER PILLS

to

Aprl-6m

JT

MACHINE OIL

SEWING

Spring.

TRIAL OF SCOTT& GREEN ER'S NEW SYSTEM
OF BORING, BY THE EDITOR OF
"THE FIELD," LONDON.

will be shipped to

Price 25 cents per box.

PUBLISHERS,
624, 626, 628

caution sportsmen against imitations
of their patent and name. Guns bearing the name
abbreviated, or with different initials, are hot genuine.

call

in their practice.

CLAXTON, REMSEN & H AiFELFINGER

SCOTT & SON

W:

it

of price.

is numbered and the actions are stamped
name and trade mark.
W. & C. SCOTT «fc SON, Cole makers of the
Patent Top Lever, solid, Double Locking Bolt Breech
Loader, bearing the full name of the firm. W. & C.

of* praise,

and prescribe

it

8vo, cloth, extra, $2.00.

Copies sent by mail to any address on receipt

Each gun

Physicians give it tJxe high-

meed

Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on apand orders may be forwarded through any
of the best houses in the States for execution in the

W. WEBBER.

with

attention to the gratifying fact that

est

C.

plication,

'

H.C. Squires,

The wonderful celerity with which this
combination of Carbolic Acid with other
soothing and Curative Emollients acts,
is something akin to the marvelous.

Demy,
fl£SF°

ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OP STEEL and the ANGLE of the BODY is left in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.

call

WHOLESALE.

FOR SALE BY ALL BBU0GI81S.

By

Author of "Shot in the Eye," "Old Hicks, the Guide,"
"Gold Mines of the Gila,'' etc.

LEVER

Medium and fine guns bear full name and address,
and plain guns full name and "London" only.

HENRY'S

It is

&

P. feel sure it will supercede all the complicated
and manifold grips now in use, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any double, treble or quadruple
and GRIP
grip now used. In this new action

W.

330 with No. 6

Lancaster Street, Birmingham.

Salve.

Manufacturers,

Sportsmen of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, STRENTH and DURABILITY of their New Patent "SIMPLEX" Breech loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
The parts in this new action are so few (only two,)
thorough, and the
its mechanical soundness so
strength and simplicity of the action so great, that

THE

OR,

ROMANCE OF SPORTING.

.

Manufactory Premier Gun Works,

druggists.

Carbolic

&

quality;.

Cannot see hisChild Suffer.

Tegetable

THE PREMIER GUtf

attention to their
very FINEST weapon, combining all their recent improvements, marked on the rib between their name
and London address the brand— "THE PREMIER

himself, heroically;" but he

Price 25 cents.

(See issue October 3d, 1873.)
In which competition the committees have awarded
our guns, First and Second for POINTS OF MERIT

W.

VEGETABLE WORWISYRUP

Dr. Roger's

lU'UiWUul \JJ kJ\J L\k/i
Winners of the "Turf, Field
and Farm" Grinn. Trials.

Price $1 a

Dr. Rogers's
A brave man may suffer pain, when

Rifle

Guns guaranteed

FOR SALE BY ALL DKUGGISTS.

Please bear in

Gun and

Call the attention of the

AND BEAUTIFUL.

bottle.

is

Breech Loaders,
JL

it

Scovill's

WILD SCENES AND WILD HUNTERS;

WILLIAMS & POWELL,

an insidious poison,

courses through the viens, sowing seeds of death
with every pulsation.
In this condition of things something is needed at
as

JUST PUBLISHED:

J$i$cqlfamoM

Condition of the Blood,
SCKOFULA; but in

this may or may not be
either case is nothing more than

and

io§

dona.

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Guns, Rifles, Pistois.Fisliing Tackle
Remington Rifles and Shot Gun?, Holabird Shooting Suits, Cartridge Vest, Belts and Pouches
Implements for borh muzzle and breech leading guns.
Sportsmen's Goods and Ammunition of AH Rinds.
We take muzzle loaders in exchange for breech
loaders, and have always some fine second-hand guns
&
on hand cheap
Goods sent C. O. D. to all parts of the United
States.

Ivory arid Pearl Stocks put on Pistols. Repairing
of all kinds artistically executed.
Cartridges for Breech Loading Shot Guns, ready
loaded, put up
boxes of fifty, or loaded to order

m

aug5-6m

Hamlet, Pointer (lemon and white,) T. H. Whitehouse, Esq.
Jack, E'ox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Beb. Spaniel (liver colored,"! T. Burgess, Esq
Michael, English Bulldog, R. J. L. Price, Esq
Nellie, Cocker (liver and white,) R. J. L
Price
Esq.
Tell, St. Bernard (rough,) Rev. J. C. Macdona
Warrior, Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Large size, 12x10, colored by hand, in exact imitation
of the originals, in Sunk Mount, $7.50 each.
Kingdon, Esq.
Barry, Mastiff,
Pippin, Pug, Mrs. B. Monck.
Huddersfield Ben, Broken-haired Terrier, Mr Jonas
Foster.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Davies Esq
Cato, Newfoundland (black,)
Atkinson, Esq
Nellie, Cocker (liver and white,) R. J
L Price '

PIGEON
SHOOTING.
TRAP SHOOTER'S REFEREE

fTlHE

CONTAINS THE

f-

Rulesfor Pigeon Shooting
of all of the prominent Gun Clubs of the United
States and Canada, including the Rules of the Hurlingham and London (English) Gun Clubs. Price 50
cents.

For

sale

by Gunsmiths everywhere

and

cS

'

Esq.

Jack,

Duke,

Fox

Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Blenheim Spaniel,
Garwood, Esq.

Warrior, Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Davies Esq
Drake, Pointer (liver and white,)
Gartle, Esq
These Pictures will be forwarded (postage paid) on
receipt of price.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB.
J7 Chatham street,

CO.,

New York,

at

the office of Forest and Stream, or mailed on rer^intof price by CHAS. SUYDAM, Publisher, 149
bers street, New York City.
Sept 2tf

"Seth Green FlsTPonds
Caledonia, Livingston Co
A.

8.

COLLINS,

77

N Y

Proprietor'/
Eggs, Fry, Yearlings, &e. of Brook Trout,
mon Trout Salmon, White Fish, <fcc ' SalAlso Bass, Gold Fish, Silver Fish, and
stock for
Aquaria, Wire Oloth, Hatching Trays Patent
Spawn*
iug Baces, and everything pertaining' *>
ci5t£%

S£

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
STEAMERS TO

110

Attractive Route

TUBBS' HOTEL,

To the Tront and Grayling Fisheries

OAKLAND, California.
JOHN M. LAWLOR & CO., Proprietors.
the great Trans-continental Railroad; 40 minutes from San Francisco; 200 rooms, with hot and
cold water in every room; delightful drives and splendid scenery; a favorite home for tourists.
july22-6m

BAY

SHOOTING- OF ALL VARIEties.
Shinnecock Bay, the best shooting
ground in the vicinity of New York. Wm. N. Lane
respectfully informs his friends that, having largely
added to the Springville House, he is prepared to enand take care of his guests in ample manner.
Moderate prices and. satisfactory attention guaranteed. The young bay birds are now coming in and
good bags are the order of the day. Address
Lane. Good Ground Station, L. I.
Live wild geese stools for Spring and Fall shooting.
autt5-3rao
tertain

Wm.

Lake

Coucliicliiiig" Hotel, Canada.
This charming and picturesque first-class Summer
Resort will be opened for the season on 7th of June,
and will remain open until October. The sporting in
the immediate neighborhood is exceptionally excellent, the Hotel being within ready access to the Muskoka Lakes. Sparrow Lake, and Trading Lake, where
Salmon Trout, Black Bass, Speckled Trout, etc.,
abound in original plenty. Yachting, Boating, Bath-

Bowling Alleys, Billiard Rooms, etc., provide for
the amusement of guests. Mail and telegraph offices
in the house. Rates exceedingly moderate. For circulars containing terms, elc, apply to the office of
Forest and Stream, or
JOHN E. FOREMAN,
Box 2645, P. O Toronto, or to
ing,

THOMAS SCULLY.

my20

Manager,

INTERNATIONAL HOTEL
NIAGARA FALLS.
Proprietors.
Extra inducements

Near the Rapids and Falls.
families or single persons for the season.

to

Carriages

at reasonable rates.

jy7-3rh

'Southern. Hotel, St. Louis,

J**o.

THRONTING ON FOURTH, FIFTH
JD

and Walnut

streets, $3, $3.50. $4, and $4.f0
per day, according to iloor and location of room.
During the past year this hotel has been thoroughly
overhauled, repaired, re-frescoed, re-carpeted and refurnished from top to bottom, and is first class in all

respects. The Southern is located near the centre of
business, the theatres, and all places of amusement.
The tables are supplied with the best the market affords, and there is in the hotel building the neatest
restaurant in the city for ladies and gentlemen.

Seu2-16t

Barnum's Hotel
Mo.

St. Louis,

THE

Hotel and table are in

respects
first-class, while the charges are moderate, and
such as similar accommodations cannot be obtained
elsewhere. Rates— first, second aEd third floors. $3;
all

fourth floor, $3.50; fifth floor, $2. L. A. PRATT,
formerly proprietor of the Spencer House, Cincinnati,
Ohio, and t he Gait House, Louisville, Ky.
Sepl6

ROYAL NIAGARA HOTEL,
QUEEN'S
6
NIAGARA.

Delightfully located or, the mouth of Niagara River,
fourteen miles from the Falls. Accessible by boat
and railway. Fine facilities for fishing, boating and
bathing.
WA1NETT.

McGaW &

jy?-3m

Rossin House,
StftiARS

Toronto, Canada.

& SON,

Proprietors.

This house is a favorite resort for gentlemen sportsmen from all parts of the United States and Canada.

Grpssmon House,
ALEXANDRIA BAY, Jeff.
MON & SON,
House,
THIS
ly furnished,

Co

,

BROOK

Proprietors.

recently rebuilt and elegantnow open for visitors. Ic is locadelightful places in the Thouof
the
most
in
one
ted
sand Island region, commanding an extensive view of
the St.Lawrence and the Islands and offers every facilOutfits
ity for the comfort and enjoyment of guests,
for boating, Hunting and Fishing Parties. Steamers
for the bay connect at Clayton with the TJtica and
Black River Railroad, and at Cape Vincent with the
5m
Rome. Watertown and Ogdensburg Railroad.

Twin Lakes Trout Farm.

FOR GENTLEMEN AND LABOARDSportsmen,
&c. Splendid
Artists, Anglers,

Fine boating, trout, pickerel,
and bass fishing and woodcock shooting. Also lescolor painting, drawing and
water
and
sons in oil
etching, if desired. Address J. IVES PEASE, or E.
SHERMAN PEASE, P. O. box 60 Canaan, Conn.
N, B.— Cottage building sites overlooking the lakes
Apr8-tf
for sale cheap; also one for a hotel.
scenery and drives.

HOTEL, BATH, L.
BATH
HOUR FROM THE CITY— The

I.

—ONE

subscriber

having leaded the above hotel for a term of years, is
determined by sparing no pains to make this resort
second to none in the vicinity of New York and
Brooklyn. First class table and low prices. Now
ready for the reception of sruests.
~

jel7-tOctl

C.

A.

BUNTING.

DEPOT HOTEL, Canaan, Conn.
UNION
CORBIN,
New,
rooms
G.
Proprietor.

II.

and beds, first-class table, &c.
and ple asant drives near by

clean
Fishing, ehooting,

Apr8

.

via
Railroad.
desirable location for sportsmen, artists, and all those
wanting a pleasant home. Address F. F. COOPER,
Locust" Hill Farm, Ashley Fails, Berkshire county,

STEAMER

— KINSEY'S ASHLEY
BLUEFISH
minHOUSE, BARNEGAT INLET. Only
five

the sheepsutes to
head are taken, BlueftshsSeaBasS; Blacktish, Barb, and
Weakflsh, only one hundred yards from thehouje.
Address for circular or engaging yachts,
,1.

jyl tf

Fisliing

EYERY

all

W. KINSEY,

Waretpwn P.O., Ocean ouuty, N.

Carman House,

and

J.

Griiiming".
New Jersey.

Forked*^ River,

FACILITY FOR FISHING

and gunning; house newly furnished; excellent table, fine boats and competent baymen. Blueweakflsh,
kingfish, striped bass, geese, brant,
fish
wild fowl and bay snipe of all kinds in their season,
Woodcock, quail, partridge and English snipe on the
grounds of the Hotel. Reached via N. J. S. R. R.
FRAME, Proprietor,
Via Pier 8, N. R. E.
s

JL

gep 3-3m

making

DAILY CONNECTION

at latter

point for the Island of Mackinaw.
For Tourists' Guide, containing complete and accurate maps, with full information as to Fishing Grounds,
transportation facilities, and in short all that could be
desired by Sportsmen or Tourists, send to Forest and
Stream office, or to the undersigned. Low Round

EXCURSION TICKETS

Trip

BER

good until

SEPTEM-

J. H. PAGE,
Gen'l Passenger and Ticket Agent,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

30th.

jyl

THEERIE RAILWAY.
THE ROUTE OF THE ERIE RAILWAY

peculiarly rich in the variety and extent of its
scenery, and while the tourist has alternating glimpses
of the beauty of rivers, gaps and mountains, the
sportsman has within easy reach many localities that
afford him every facility for the enjoyment of the
sports of the field and stream.
enumerate a few
of the pleasure resorts which crowd the line of the
road.
Rutherfurd Park.—9£ miles from New York. Fine
hotels and boating pastimes on the Passaic.
Clifton.— 13£ miles from the city, overlooking the
is

We

picturesque Lake Dundee.

Lake Mohonk.— a beautiful body of water 1,200 feet
above the Hudson— splendid hotel accommodations.
Orange Lake.— Six miles West of Newburgh, and
noted for its fishing attractions.
Milford, Pa.—About eight miles from Port Jervis.
Is noted for its trout fishing, woodcock shooting and
superior hotels.
Avon Springs.— Celebrated for 20 years as a resort for
invalids, the waters possessing many valuable healing qualities.
Watkins Glen. -This beautiful gorge is distant 2ft4
miles from New York, via Erie Road to Elmira. Its
wild and picturesque attractions are second only in
reputation to those of Niagara.
Chautauqua Lake.— i8 miles long, 3 miles wide; said
to be the highest navigable water on the American
continent, being 730 feet,above Lake Erie and 1,290
feet higher than the Atlantic Ocean
Niagara Falls This great cataract is reached by the
direct line of the Erie Railway.
There are along the line of the road no less than

—

Ten Large Lakes, Abounding with

Fish,

and affording most delightful sport for black bass and
pickerel. Their names are^-Lakes Greenwood, Orange,

Mohonk, White, Otsego, Cayuga, Seneca, Keuka, Silver and Chautauqua.
The following schedule will afford a partial guide to
the numerous fishing localities reached by this road:

Trout

At

I^isliiixg-:

or near Southfields,

42 miles from
"
"
Oxford,
52
"
"
Middletown, 67
"
««
Otisville,
76
"
«
Port Jervis, 88
"
"
Monticello, 112
"
"
Milford,
96

"
"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"

New
"
•*«

"
"
"
"

York.
"
«
"
"

"
"

Black Bass and Pickerel.
from New York.
including Lakes Truxedo, Putague and Cedar Pond.
At or near Monroe, 50 miles from New York.
including Round, Long, Mombasha and Cromwell's
Ponds.
At or near Florida, 64 miles fron New York.
The famed Mirror Lake, is distant 1 mile.
At or near Otisville,
76 miles from New York.
"
" Guymard,
"
"
"
"
SO
"
" PorlJervis, 88
"
"
"
"
"
" Monticello, 112
»
"
'•
"
"
" Cen. Valley, 48
«
"
"
"
"
" SenecaLake, 29 1
"
"
"
"

At or near

Sloateburg,

36 miles

Tickets for sale at the General Offices of the Erie
Railway Company, 124 Washington street Boston; 241
401, 529, or 957 Broadway, New York; and 732 Chestnut street, Philadelphia. Express trains leave New
York from depot foot of Chambers street at 9 A. M.,
10:45 A. M., and 7 P. M.
JNQ N. ABBOTT,
my&0
General Passenfier Agent.

LAKES OFJEUSKOKA.

DAILY LINE.

Northern Railway from Toronto
AND

Steamers

Nipissiflg•TO

and Wenonah

THE

SPORTING REGIONS OF MUSKOKA.
Head of Lake Rosseau and Return only $6.

Tickets from Toronto to the

Splendid

HOTELS GOOD AND CHEAP.
TROUT, B4SS and MAHKINOiVGE
FISHING.

DUCK AND DEER SHOOTING, Etc.
Apply at NORTHERN RAILWAY OFFICES, ToAlso,

ronto,

and of A. P.

COCKBURN,

Gravenhurst.

augl%-tocU

HAVEN,
FOB NEW White

LINE BETWEEN

WEDNESDAY,

Commencing

WAY

BRANCH.
'

August

2^ 1rs*

DAILY, Sunda'/, v

cepted, passing through Woodnrid^e, Perth Amliof
South Amboy, Matawan, Middletown and Red Bait'
Leave New York, foot of Liberty street North
River, for Long Branch, at 7:30, 9:15, 11-45 A at
For South Amboy at 6:00 P M
3:45, 5:00 P. M.

RETURNING.

Company's Steamers

New York

Leave Long Branch

of Portland.

and City

October 3d, leave Boston at 8 A. M.. and
Portland at 6 P. M. every Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, for Eastport, Maine, and St. John, N. B.,
forwarding passengers by connecting lines to Calais,
B.,
Me., St. Andrews, Fredericton, and Shediac,
Amherst, Truro, Pictou, Digby, Annapolis, Kentville, Windsor, and Halifax, N. S., Summerside and
Charlottetown, P. E. I., and Hawksbury, C. B.
This is
will, until

N

A Most Desirable Route

HARTFORD,

Springfield,
Mountains, Montreal and
intermediate points. The new and elegant steamer
C. H. Northam leaves Pier No. 25, East River, daily

(Sundays excepted) at 3, and Twentv-third street,
East River, at 3:15 P. M. A passenger train will be
in waiting on the wharf at New Haven and leave for
Springfield and way stalions on arrival of the boat.

.NIGHT LINE. -Steamer Elm City leaves New
York at 11 P.M., arriving in New Haven in time for
the early morning trains. Tickets sold and baggage
checked at 944 Broadway, New York, and 4 Court
Apply at General Office on the
street, Brooklyn.
pier, or to RICHARD PECK, General Agent.
tf „

'

at 7:00, 8:15, 11:35

P.M.

5:35

A. ".O.Jj,
M s-or

Leave South Amboy for New York at 6:55 A M
Stases to and from KEYPORT connect at Matawan
Station with all trains, and to and from OCPatj
GROVE and Att BURY 1 ARK, at Long Branch Sta
tion.

with

all

trains.

H. P. BALDWIN, Gen. Pass.
R. E. Rickfr, Sup't and Ene'r.

Acrent
j ui

i5g

m

for Sportsmen,

presenting a convenient and pleasant mode of access
to the famous hunting and fishing grounds of the
Eastern regions, at very moderate rates of fare. For
circular, with map and description of the route, apply
•to
W. W. KILBY, Agent,
Julvl5',oOctl
Commercial Wharf. Boston.

BRADFORD

SItHONT,

&

374 Washington

St.,

Boston.

Fishing and Hunting
Reacltlie Eollo^pring' for Hie

Best Fishing and Bunting

RESORTS.

On Conway

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN

Fishing' Tackle,

Fishing Rods,
Fish Hoolcs,
1

Division, Eastern R. R., Brook Trout.
Trains leave Boston 8:00
M. and 2:15 P. M.

A

lakes, via Gr. Tr'k to Bethel.Me. I largest
TJoriM-ic/x-ih
TTnnur
r i>rOOK
Upper u/ntura
waters r*t
of Penobscot.

Umbagog

Sebec Lake.

j

Grand Lake Stream.

»

,
„
T
Land

AND

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.

Trout.

)

,
, „ ,
locked Salmon.
.

aug26-ly

New

Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, and Nova
Scotia, Salmon, Sea Trout, and Brook Trout.
Trains leave Boston 8:30 A. M. and 8:00 P. M.
Rangley lakes, via Farmington, Me., Large Brook

ortsmen!
Your attention is called to
OIL TAN NED MOC-

GOODS

Trout.

CASINS,

Moosehead Lake, via Dexter, Me., Lake and Brook
Trains leave Boston 8:30 A, M.
Pullman cars on nmht trains.

Good

game

in all the above

localities in tfieir seanou.
For maps, fare, tables, &c. address
Washington street, Boston, Mass.

or call at 134

hunting, large and small

best

thing ever

DURABLE—

No
and
and
and

VERY
being made of the very best of
stock in three different styles, and warranted the yen-.
uine article, different from anything before offered
Illustrated Circnlar and Price List free.

Eastern and Maine Gentral R.R.Line.
Geo F. Field,
GenM Pass. Agent.

the

worn by sportsmen.
injured by wetting
drying— always soft
easy to the feet,

Trout.

1209

Chas. F. Hatch,

Elm

r

J?liO'm.£L&

Gen'l Manager

PRANK GOOD,

st.

Manchester. N. H.

Spar-ks,

je17-:-im

Milwaukee and
Paul Hallway

Chicago,
St.

Traverses a finer country, affords views of grander
scenery, and passes through more business c -litres
and pleasure reports than any other Northwestern
line.
Its forests, praii ies, lakes and streams, abound
ing with game, present unequaled attractions to the
votaries of Nimrod and Walton. Itist'^e only railway route alone the valley of the Upper Mississippi.
It is also the shortest as well as best route between
the great metropolitan centres of the NorthwestChicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Minneapolis.
Track and equipment unequaled, and its trains of
palace-coaches and sleeping cars run through without
change.

New York

Office, 319 Broadway.
Chicago Depot, cor. Canal
V%". Madison.
City Offices, 01 ai»d 63 Clark St.
Apr29-fim

Magic Lantern and 100
H.

E&

Slides for

ANTHONY &

$100.
CO., 591

Broadway, N. Y., opposite Metropolitan Ho.
tel, Chromos and Frames, Stereoscopes and Views,
Graphnseopes, Megalcthoscopes, Albums and Photographs of celebrities'. Photo-Lantern Slides a special"
ty.
Manufacturers of Photos: r;phic materials.

Awarded

Shot and Bar Lead
MA1NUFACTURER,
[Established

Office,

First

Premium

at

Vienna Expos

W. MERIDEN, CONN.
is given to first-class work. Extra
DOG PORTRAITS cut to order, by
sending photographs, JACOB GLAHN, Manager,
Formerly Supt. of Parker Bros. Engraving and Ornanum tfil Department.
Feb 1

Special attention
sketches and

N".

tion.

Y. Safety Steam Power Co.
Office: 30 COUKTLAN£>T ST.
BUILDERS OF

The Sportsmen's Depot.

STEAM ENGINES AND

JOHN KRIDER,
Sts.,

2 1 Walnut ST. Philadelphia.

n

au5-iy

Corner Second and Walnut

r

I8O8.]

THE AMERICAIS

&

BOILERS

Philadelphia.

IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN
(Jims, Killes, Pistols, and Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech

Loaders.

REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Has constantly on hand

a full assortment of Rods,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair Trout Lines, &c.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of CaneReeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds' Eggs and Birds Skins in great varieties.—
Taxidermy in all its branches.
1

Mar 24-6m

the Sheepshead Ground, where

lakes and

run through from Cincinnati to Traverse City; also
PULLMAN PALACE SLEEPERS from Detroit over
Michigan Central and Grand Rapids and Indiana road,
via Grand Rapids, to Petoskey, with SPLENDID

tim

NEAR TWIN LAKES, FOUR
BOARD
Harlem
hours from New York
A
Mass.

are

LUXURIOUS SLEEPING AND CHAIR CARS

is

dies,

MASCALONGE
many

ALL

NEW YORK AND LONG

'

Traverse

.

also found in great numbers iu the
lakelets of this territory.

BRANPTL
"A^U*

Central Railroad of N. Jersey
''
RAIL
FIVE TRAINS EACH

this line,

verse region and the North Woods of Michigan are
unsurpassed, if equalled, in the abundance and great
variety of the finny tribe.
TROUT abound
in the streams, and the famous AMERICAN GRAYLING, now attracting the attention of Sportsmen
everywhere, is found only in these waters. BLACK

BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL, and

RAILROAD.

JJN

i

TOURISTS

and

City, on Grand Traverse Bay, and to Petoskey, on
Little Traverse Bay
The waters of the Grand Tra-

il

C.CROSS-

N. Y.

SPORTSMEN

attention of

invited to the many attractions offered by
now completed from Richmond, Ind., to
is

Tourists' and Sportsmen's Route.

Couchiching, Ontario.

GALE & FULLER,

THE

GRAND RAPIDS AND INDIANA RAILROAD, MACKINAW GRAND RAPIDS
AND CINCINNATI SHORT LINE.

VIA.

The

"XTEW YORK AND LONG

Eastern Maine, New Brunswick,
Nora Scotia, Prince Edward Island, &c.

Northern Michigan,

SITUATED AT THE TERMINUS OF

N

of

1

.

SPKATT'S PATENT

SHE
From W.

BISCUITS,

i-ly

VANITY FAIR.
from

It is

shaved

the best Natural Leaf, for Meershaum and Cig
arettes.
Does not make the
tongue sore. Liberal sample on
Highest award. Vienna, 1878

money.
Send for circular. WM. S.
Peerless Tobacco Wokks,
receipt of

DOG

KIMBALL

«fc

Rochester,

Steam Launches
And

& Yachts

their Machinery a Specialty, also Machinery for

TUGS, LIGHTERS AND STEAMERS/'
Propeller

I

Wheels of Superior

Efficiency

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR.
8^"" All our boats are guaranteed to pass
Steamboat law whfMi required.

inspec-

tion rind^r the

CO*.,
JV.

Y.

H

Hotjaeird, Valparaiso, Ind.
No tobacco like Vanity Fair has been burned in my
pipe: it is the very best, and all the boys beg it when
opportunity offers.

There is no future without its straggling clouds. It
soothes and tranquilijses the feelings, and helps the
expansion of all benevolent and kindly sentiments.

From Geo.

E. Pond, Lieut. 8th Cavalry, Fort Gar-

land, Col.

Permit me to say that I am highly pleased with
Vanity Fair. It answers all recommendations.

From Phillip C. Rogers, Merrwinsville, Conn
Much obliged to you for sending me such tobacco-

nothing like it has ever been smoked in this part of
the country vvithin the memory of the oldest
inhabitant—Uncle Peter Gay lord, aged 91

That first taste of the new smoke and of the fragrant leaf is very grateful. It has a bloom about
it
that jou wish might last.

CAN BE NO
THEREwithout

GREATER

Por-

serious defects They are the only
portable boats that are equal to the very best vvhoic
jy294y_
ones for local u se
tability

CANADIAN BASS WOOD CANOES.
WM. ENGLISH,

Peterborough, Canada.

rpHESE CANOES POSSESS ALL TH^
but are

qualities of the Indian birch canoes,
stronger and faster. Weight about 60 pounus.
Price at Peterborough, $25 gold. Just what sporis^__aud2 4n]_.
men
-1_

much

require

:

BATTY & ARNOLD,
Wholesale and Retail Dealers
IN"

wliat is paper,
thin'^

and what are words?

(

"The next time Juno ruffles thee,
O, Jupiter, try the weep,

Vain

JULEP AND BRIGHT COLORED STRAWS, PICTURE FRAMES, NATURAL DYED _
Address P. O.

GRASSES, Etc.
^
Box 40, New Utrecht, N. T.

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
%$otttemm% %oo&%*

fennel

Pjus

Ill
izcellmxeong,

ligcettmtqaus.

Tennessee State
(Successors to J. C. Conroy

SUCCESSORS TO

CLERK Sd CO.

i

^JVJDIfcl^W
48 Maiden Lane,

Sportsmen's Association.

02 Nassau

1

St., N. Y.

65 Fuilon

N. Y.

SECOND ANNUAL MEETING

MEMPHIS,
OCTOBER
ING.

OCTOBER

SHOOT-

and

26th

-BENCH SHOW OF

27th.

FIELD DOGS. Premiums,

OCTOBER 28th, 29th, and 30th.—FIELD TRIAL.
Premiums, $1,300 cash, and $450 in cnps, donated by
Fobbst and Stream, Bod and Gun, and Turf, Field
and Farm.

W.

A.

WHEATLEY,

Secretary,
.

WADDELL'S

".

C.

cupies a space of 12xlix20 inches.

Newton, N.

Kennel,

Breeding

±

Memphis, Tenn

sep9-td

CAMP LOUNGES.

J.

When

finest strain of

month.

at $5 per
for $50.

Pedigrees guaranteed. dogs broken
Mar 11_
;

for four persons,

.

New

FORFox

or Rabbit Hounds.

For paniculars, ad-

P URE

BRED,

THOROUGHLY

BRO-

ken setters and pointers for sale. All guaranteed to he first-class dogs. L. R. MORK1S, Camp,
^pplfit f
bell's Station. Guernsey C/uintv. O hio.
,

To

Excliaug'e.

THOROUGHBRED

THE

Tackle suitable
and other fish ing.

Vol. 5). Snot was imported in 187 for breeding purposes, and no \', having seveial litters by him. i wish
to tiXcHjinge fur a Laveracfc dog or bitch with pedigree approved by Forest and Stream. Address W.

And Sportsmens' goods

DRAB

l»LOR,(JOttuUROV,

FUSTIAN, RUI'ELLANT

BLUE BEAVER and FRIEZE.
Wading Boots, Fishing- Stockings, Rub-

HARRIS, Lock Box

THOMSON'S FISHING AND HUNTING SUITS,
water-proof duck, light tan color,
especially adapted for concealment in blinds or sedge
grass, or for approaching game in the woods. Light,
durable and very cheap.
English style; extra
pocket
back for cartridges. Entire suit,' $15.

m

HEGEMAN'S PORTABLE CANVAS BOATS.
BOND'S METALLIC BOATS.
MILES JOHNSON'S PIGEON TRAPS—Price,

HENRY
LY

_^

GARDNER,

on hand and for

M.

D.,

HAS CONSTANT-

medicines adapted to
the cure of all diseases. Dealer in sport:ng dogs of
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable compensation.
No. Ill South Fifth ave.. N. Y..
Oct 22
saie,

all

kinds.

BARTON, ALEXANDER & WALLER,
lOl & 103 DUANE ST.. (near
Broadway) New York.

Fishing Tackle.

Illustrated Price List

The most complete

GEO.
Apr

Hart's Metallic Shells.
The

and .Samples

list

C.

free.

ever published. Send for

HENNING.

410 Seyenth Street,
WASHINGTON, D.

29 ly

it.

A. B. Shipley & Son,
C.

HOLABIRDS

best shell ever offered to sportsmen.

All sizes

SHOOTING & FISHING GARMENTS.

to order.

woods; three different

styles.

$3,

$5 50 and

$6.

of

No.

No

.

No.

street, Philadelphia.

Manufacturers of

JTisliiiig-

ziiicl

Twines.

BAM ANT) TROUT FLY HOBS.
The celebrated GREENIIEART

less

than half cubic foot.

WOOD a specialty.
FINK ROD MOUNTINGS.

Prices within

8 feet, weight 8 pounds.
10 feet, weight 10 pounds
3, 12 feet, weight 12 pounds
1,

$25 00
32. 00
40.00

Crook & Co.,

B.

J.

all.

2.

1

MEDAL

CANVAS BOAT.

The most complete portable boat constructed. The
largest size weighs but 12 pounds.
Can be packed in
8'iace

505 Commerce

ing.

Ampersand."

ki '\ lie

COLVIN'S
reach of

and

Clialk

Full line of Tackle for'Brook, River and Sea FishAgents for John James & Sons celebrated Fish
hooks and Needles.
SILVER
awarded by the FRANKLIN
INSTITUTE, 1874, "for g UP KRIOR QUALITY and
FINISH of RODS and TACKLE."
Aprl-6m

Moccasins, Oil Tanned,
for the

503

FINE

on hand aud made

La.vrence, Kan.

41,

Sepl6-1m

of

ber Clothing-, &c.
"Game Ventilating Pockets.

-

jt.

Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,

BREECH

OF

$14 per pair.

Club Stud Book
Stream, No. 1 of

for

ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.
ArVD Ml 7//A.K LOADING GUNS,

FISHING,

TRAVELING,

IRISH SET-

ter Shot, No. 1,762 Kennel
(for full pedigree see Forest and

Rods and Reels

Fly

OF THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.

HUNTING,

best quality of

.

Bamboo

Split

FOR

London. Conn.

B. B. PULLEN,
Littleton, Halifax County, N C.

dress
Sepl6-it

GARMENTS

Manufactured and Imported by

HAMMOND,

SALE.— FIVE THOROUGHBRED

most complete

Hods, Reels, Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets,
Baits, Fish Hooks, &c.

AND

Walnut Grove Farm,
Sepl6 4t"

Moth-proof

for night shooting and fishing, running rapids, lighting camp, etc.; the best light ever invented, $6 25.

dealers and sportsmen a

Fishing Tackle,

Jack Lamp,

by imp. Gordon and
I have owned the strain from which
Puss descended for twelve years, and. do not know its
superior. Bob is a prize do_r, and was imported by
Price $25. Also 2 dogs
J. Lawrence, of Boston.
and 2 bitches, pupped July 26th, 1875, out of ChesaRose,
by thoroughbred dog Alretriever,
peake duck
Price $20. Also In er and white pointer, 1^
bert
months old, out of '''an by Shot: has been in hands
of trainer for one year, and is thoroughly broken.
Price $100. Pedigrees and particulars oh application.
T.

squaro, weighs 15 lbs.; Can
Price $10. Ten feet square

We offer to
assortment of

AND

pound.

10c. per

Puss,

GARD

Mildew-proof,

is

SALE.-

PUPPED MAY

BITCH,

DOGS,

1
2?th, 1875, out of

Waterproof,

American Bog

and

Pontjac, Michigan.

O
O
Laverock Bob.

6.

Flies.

Eved Needles

4-2P

Made

W. H BRUMMITT,

SETTERS FOR

a Specialty.
Lawrence Pishing Co.

Sole ImSt.
porters of Warrin's Celebrated Drilled

Agents for the

VCuityhunkBass
Patent
The
Lines

style

of Extra quality.
Parties fitted ont for the Adirond .cks, the Maine
Woods,
Lake Superior, Newport, Cuttyhunk, Pas que Island, West Island,
Barnegat, &c.
Orders by mail will receive careful and prompt attention.

appropriate Tackle for the

Biscuit s 5
of nutritive bone and muscle making material,
the only portable food for dogs made in this
country. Put up in packages of 10, 25, and 100 pounds,
and.warranted not to spoil in any climate. Price,

I HAVE TEN MOREFERFERRETS.—splendid
fellows; $12 per pair.

an23 tf

Parties fitted out with

New

Rocky Mountains and Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
the Adirondacks, &c, &c.
Split Bamboo, Trout and Salmon Rods and Reels

for six persons, $15.

au2 3-2t

rets ready:

7.

be packed in knapsack.

"Mullaly

every Variety and Style of

CAMP TENTS,

at

season). Voin Hofe's Rubber steel
Pivot, Click and Salmon Peels.
The celebrat d "Frankfort" Reel,
&c, &c. Sole manufacturers of

FISH HOOKS.

A

,

FOR SALE -RED IRISH BITCH, nTnE;
months old; sire and dam took first prize
Watertown. WM, JARVIS, Claremont, N. H.

Price $5.

folded is about the size of an ordinary shawl
light, durable, compact, and comfortstrapped.
able couch. Sent by express C. 'L D., $5, including
side and supporting sticks at the head. Just the thing
for the camp or lawn

young Pointers and Setters for
Dogs boarded and cared for in the best manner

The
sale.

CAMP

DUNCKLEE

bo furnished to

full details will

applicants.

all

,

,

.

Programmes, with

And

$20.00
Waterproof and Mildew proof, complete
"
"
6.00
Wading Jackets
>$
STOVES. Price$15.
Those desiring something light and durable for
camping purposes will find this stove exactly right;
weighs only 25 pounds; will cook for ten persons.
The ware consists of Kettle, Tea Kettie, Coffee Pot,
Fry-pan, round Tin Pan, two square Pans, Dipper,
Gridiron, Tent Collar, and eight feet Funnel Stove
PiDe, with oven that will roast 15 pounds beef, all of
which nests and packs inside of stove, which only oc-

fishing.

M'Ghiiiis Black Bass Rods
made of Split, Bamboo (new this

LINEN AND COTTON LINES,

SILK,

HOLABIRD'S CELEBRATED SUITS.

$500 in cnps.

Salmon

and

THE FAMED

Every variety of Salmon and Trout Flies, and Hooks
on Gut. Cutty Hunk and Paso ue Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Braided Silk Lines, every size and quality of

$3,50;) cash.

I,

Bamboo

Strip Split

for Trout

TROUT, SALMON AIVD BASS RODS.

and tfth.—TRAP

25th, 26th,

Prizes,

Six

Tackle,

On hand the largest and best assortment ever exhibited in the United States. They particularly call
attention to their

Temi.

N.

St.,

Co.)

Invite~the attention of amateurs
to the additions they have made to
their regular stock of Pine Goods,
comprising in part

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Fishinsf

&

Manufacturers and Importers of

sep9

FISHING

Fiobert Rifles.

LITTLE NOISE. PERFECTLY SAFE.
Sighted

and ready

for

use.

$10. $12. $16.

•^O

N

Just

the arm for first lessons by Young Aiuerica in acquiring the requisite skill for a position iu ihe Rifle Team,
and sure death to cats in the back yard.
sep9
The Phoenix Single Barrel Breech Loader.
12 gauge. Uses either Ely's paper, or Hart's me.
tallic shells.
Just the article lor young-sportsmen

YOUR
KEEP
from
and

man.
Sole agent in New York city for J. H. Baity, U. S.
Taxidermist. N. A. birds and eggs for collectors.
Buck's heads, and game birds a specialty. Orders
filled with dispatch.
We furnish every article necessary for the outfit of
sportmen in the camp or field. Goods sent everywhere by express. Remit otily by draft, Post' Office
order, or registered letter to

are

"Trip

made and

to

England."

hinis to sportsmen.

CAPTAIN

Price 50 cents.

EATON & CO.,
P. O. Box 5,109.
Sportsmen's

FOR
BUCK FAWN
Address

102

Nassau

street,

shooting

The

"THOR
_L

JOSEPH

FRANCIS,

Pittsfield,

Mass.

C.

DANE,

AMATEUR SPORTSMAN.

Ever Offered

to the
-Write for illustrated catalogue.

MANUFACTURER OF THE

SALE-AN ENGLISH BREECH

GOODS

best, the cheapest, and inost desirable

l

loading double barreled gun, top action, 12 bore
and weighs 7f pounds; new; price $6(J. Can be seen
at 33 Murray street, office of the Orcutt Manufacturing

Co

au23lt

-

THOR SALE— A WINCHESTER

RE-

SHAHf> « RIFLE:
w™?
^TDOUBLE
5^G and BARRELED
\\HITNETt
SHOT GUN,
a

T

also a
all

breech loaders and fresh from the factories,
having
never been fired. Will be sold (for want
of use) at
om-ihird less than manufacturers'' prices. For paro culars address P. O. Box 3. Syracuse, N. Y. au23-tf

TpOR SALE.— A SPLENDID BREECH
-L Loading, Express Rifle,

&.L °^°r

1;

tlii office

made by E. M. Reily

cost 8° guineas, gold; is
.

USe
'

AddreSS

now

H

'

&

offered at

« MITH at
.

contorting n nar-

m

SALE-WISCON-

DWIGHT

;j.

BOOKS.

rative of the visit to Great Britain of
BoWdiissnd
his matches
Eng and, 1; eland and Wales, with ihe
leading shots there, and the winning of the championship badge of the world. by him, giving
complete
scores and other details; embracing "also' an
account
of the great International Hide match, with illustrations of American and English styles of

New York City.

sin stock.

au23-2t

BOGARDUS'

TRIP TO ENGLAiMJ,

Emporium,

No.

GUNS CLEAN, FREE

rust

lead with one-half the usual
tunc and labor,. by the use of my chemically prepare*!
Circular Gun Swabs, suitable for cleaning any size
bore, and warranted mt to injure the finest barrels
Put up iu packages containing 100 Swabs and sent
postp dd to any address on the receipt of 50 cents
Please state whether they are wanted for shot gun or
rifle.
Try a package and you will use no other. Address R. L. GRAVES, Sunderland, Vt.
atHfltf
.

New Book,

Pass and Salmon.

Sportsmen!

Special attention paid to selection of guns for gen-tlemen at a distance by an expert and an old sports

Bogardus'

TACKLE!
St., JX. Y.

Creen Heart Rods.
for Trout,.

$18.00.

With how guns

Fulton

B.--Sole manufacturers iu this euuuuy of the
ceibrated

Dane Breech Loading Shot

Gun.

LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN.
Solid Breech Snap Action.
EASIEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAFE PROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE
Muzzle Loaders
my27

Altered to Breech Loaders.

AND
HUNTER'S
TRATED

TRAPPER'S

PRACTICAL

ILLITS-

GUiDE-Gunnmg
R
and Rifle
Shooting; making and using traps snares
and nets; baits and baiting; preserving, stretching
dressing tanning, and dyeing skins and furs,
fishing'
etc. With fifty engravings. 20 cents.
Taxidermists
Manual, 50c. Dog Training, 25c. Of booksellers or
by mail. JESSE HANEY & CO., 119 Nassau street
New York.
8ep9 . 8t
.

,

>

W.
jel7

H.

HOLABIRD,

Valparaiso, Ind.

The Piseco
Loader, Crimper and Cap Expeller.
A LL DEVICES NECESSARY FOR

_X3_

loading or re-loading shells of two calibres
in one instrument. Avoids the necessity
of cutting or shortening the shell for light loads:
needs no wooden table or bench to fasten it to while
in use. Can be taken to pieces by removing one
screw with a jack knife, and stows in a gun case.
Malleable castings, nickel plate finish. Complete for
two gauges. Price $10, boxed.
BROS. & CO., 96 Liberty street.

championship badge, Lorillard badge, portrait of the
author, etc., 184 pp.; price fifty cents, to be had
postpaid from the author, CAPT. A. H. BOGARDUS,
Elkhart, Loran county. III.
AMERICAN NEWS CO., Agents, 119 Nassau street.

FIELD, COYER AND TRAP SHOOTING,
by the same author. A practical book of information

and instructions concerning game birds, their haunts
and habits, and the most effective methods of their
pursuit, with the correct system of using the dog and
gun. One volume. 12mo, fancy stamped cloth, with
steel portrait of the author, and an engraving of his
champion medal, 400 pn., price $2. Address"'

CAPT.

A. H. BOGARDUS,
Elkhart, Logan county 111

Sepl6-tf

combined

WALTON

je!7-6m.

e

and Florida.r„Ss „VaCir&S:
Georgia
oi "Florida

should subscribe for the Morning
Isews, published at Savannah, Ga. Daily $10Weekly, $2 oer annum.
Advertisers desiring customers in
these States should use its columns.
It is the best pagia

p.rm Me Southeast.
ot 5 cents.

Address

Specimen copies sent on receipt
H. ESTILL, Savannah, Ga.

J.

.

—

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

112

DITTMAR POWDER

CO.,

Breech

55 Kilby street,
BOSTON.

Office

CHAS.

L.

ANDKEWS,

CHAS.

J.

WHITMORE,
Treasurer.

HAYE FOR SALE
Dittmar's Gunpowder
For Shot Guns and Rifles.
Secured by Letters Patent.

The new patent Sporting Powder does not
gun; cleans it. when you use one charge of it, alter
many with black powder; no smoke little recoil— no
loud report— high velocity. The best ever made in
this line; not to be confounded with Schultz' or English Wood Powder, or Sawdust Powder, asit is su-

the

CARTRIDGES,
&C, &C.y

E,
P.

perior to each.

&

SCOTT & SONS

SEND
For Treatise
ON

O.

Shooting,
Catalogue*

REMINGTON & SONS'
S81 and S83 Broad-way.
Box 3994.

WESTERN BRANCH,

C.

Guns,

llifle
Illixstrat'cl

Pocket Pistols.

—

W.

Shot

AND
and Rifle

CombinedShot Gun
Revolving, Repeating
Derringer and Ves

FIXED AMMUNITION FOR ALL VARIETIES OF
RIFLES AND SHOT GUNS FURNISHED AT SHORT NOTICE.
soil

Barreled

Single

and

237

HERKIMER

AGENTS

for the following celebrated makersSONS (winners at the Interna
W.
C. SCOTT
tional Gun Trial of 1873); J. P. CLABROUOH X
BRO.; P.
& SONS, and

&

&

WEBLEY

street,

Chicago,

111-

HOLABIRD'SShootingSUlTS,
DIXONS «fc H AWKSLEY'S SHOOTING TACKLP
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS
BUSSEY'S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP

WITH CASE. A ND 100 BIRDS.
Black's Patent Cartridge Test.

CO., N. Y.

This Vest affords the best arrangement yet invented for carrying cartridges.
The weight is

JOS.C.GRUBB&CO.,
TX2

I

Market street, Philadelphia,
AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE

Genuine Breech Loaders.

WINNERS OF THE GUN TRIAL OF

1873.

Report of Gun Trial sent on application.

AGENTS:

READ & SONS,
WM.
1 3 Faneuil Hall Sq. Boston.

1-10,

$10; i, $5;
$2; 1-20 $1.

1-5,

Celebrated

314
Have now

BreeHi Loading Shot

]Vta<le "by
Oxford

1-^

in store

M.

REILLY&

Guns— Unoqualled

Fine

in

Work manship and

an extensive assortment of Breech Loading Shot Guns, made by

CO.,

WESTLEY

GREENER,

Material.

IPixrcley,
James
street, London, Enffland.

JAMES PURDEY,

E.

hlUHARDS, W. & C SCOTT & SON, P. WEBLEY & SON, W. W.
cheaper grades. Also breech loading, central fire, double rifles,

and a large variety of
and rifle and shot guns of superior quality. Implements, ammunition, and all other articles appertaining
to Breech or Muzzle Loading Fire-arms generally. Illustrated Circular sent by mail when reaueste a

jwrigby&m;
Manufacturers of Fine Guns and

our Close- Shoot5th,

ing 12 Bore,

$4;

1 1-8 No. 6,

upon
bills.
Dins,

Governments,
«u

CO., Bankers,

** Wall

P.O. Box 4,448.

at..

New York.
AT

often leads
$10* $50, $100
the Wall Street

to fortune.
Review and
of
of operamethods
various
the
"PamDhlet. showing
CO., Bankers and Brokers,
ting J SICKLING
Dec 23
'$2 Broadway, N.Y.

Send

for a copy

FIELD TRIAL
Letter A, showing solid head;
tallic Company's caps.

MUZZLE LOADERS

CONVERTED INTO BREECH LOADERS,
ON THE MOST APPROVED PRINCIPLE,
LOADING work effected.
all kinds of BREECH

Kirkwood,
Mortimer 24& ELM
Boston. Mass

b b showing

nickel anvils for Ber dan Primer, Ely's central Are or

Union Me-

_„
„.
„, ,,
Metallic
Shells.
Hart's Sportsman's Favorite
superior
to
pronounced
anything
now offered
States, and

&

and

$>rx

HIGHEST PENETRATION

&c.

«fc

|

40

yards.

are prepared to fill all orders. Circulars sent
application. Highest price paid for Spanish Bank

TAYLOR

Rifles.

made by

Pattern

Drawings take place every seventeen Days.

We

chest.

IN THE MARKET.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
i,

the

WARRANTED THE BEST

"Ballard's breech loading Sporting Rifles $181
Bussey's Gyro Trap, for shooung practice.

Whole, $20;

around

$7.50.

AGENTS FOR THE

Also all other makes:— Greener, Westley Richards,
Webley, Remington. Moore, &c.
A genuine Scott Muzzle Loading Gun, $25 up.
Maynard, Ballard,, Remington and Sharp's Rifles.
!"

For the coming drawings, commencing January
we have reduced the prices of tickets as follows:

PRICE

Union Metallic Cartridge Com'pany's Ammunition,

,

"Ilatana lottery.

so evenly distributed that it ia
scarcely felt.
Cartridges can be
with the heads down in
carried
this vest, wr hich is of great importance when brass shells are used
as when carrying them with the
head up the weight of the shot often forces the wad forward, when
bad shooting is the result.
In

measurement

send

ordering

Pine Fishing Rods and Tackle.
Fine Bronze Yacht Guns on mahogany carriages,
Complete, as furnished the New York and Boston
Yacht Squadr ons. SEND FOR CIRCULARS.

WEStW
*****

RICHARDS.

State

Armory and Manufactory*
ILION,

'

BEEEOH LOADING GUM
A SPECIALTY.

ALSO

Double

President.

SCHUYLER, HARTLEY & GRAHAM
19 Maiden Lane, 20 & 22 John street N y

TARGET
Loading' Ulfles.

MILITARY, SPORTING, HUNTING AND

1875.

_,.

Endorsed by the leading sportsmen in the United
to the public. A full description of Shells and Patent Loaders with prices, may be obtained from any of the
leading sportsmen's depots throughout the country. Manufacturers of Aluminum. Ceiluloid, and German li«fc CO., Newark, N. J.
«EO. E.
ve* Reels for Trout, Salmon, and Bass- fishing.
may 13-ly
F. S. HARRISON, Agent.
.
« .
,sr .
+

HART
^
,.,„.*
Champion Wing

Shot of America.

From Captain Bogardus,

Messrs. George E. Hart & Co.,
Gentlemen- -The fifty shells I received from yon to-day suit me belter than any I have ever used. They
are stronger and better in every respect, and I shall use them in all my shooting^hereafter. Yours truly.
* A. H. BOGARDUS.
.

.

Street.

Express Rifles, Double and

Single,

and .450 Bore.

.360, .400

Celebrated
MUZZLE-LOADING MATCH RIFLE.
IfclOJETST'S

PRICE LISTS, &c, ON APPLICATION TO
24 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
72 ST. JAMES STREET, LONDOiV.

INDIA RUBBER
Fishing Pants,

Leggings and Boots,
BLANKETS,
RUBBER CAMP
COMPLETE
Sporting & Camping Outfits
AND—
Rubber Goods

India

& CO..
HODGMM
MAIDEN

D.
Send

of Every Description.

LAKE,

27

for Price List.

Havana

Lottery

Only 16.000 Tickets— One Prize

mi

See

SHARPS

er«.2W«n

Reports.

REMINGTONS.

26, 1878.Inter-State Match between Co. E, First California; Infantry, Using SHARPS Rifles, and Co. D
York Regiment, Using Remington Rifles. Victory for SHARPS, 511 against 488 points
Twelfth

JULY

7,

187S.

Mayor's and Citizen's Cup, Won by Col. H. A. Gildersleeve with
over 24 competitors, including the best shots of both Irish and

at Belfast, Ireland, for the

a

Contest
SHARPS CREEDMOOR RIFLE

American Teams.

^ 18m
REMINGTON DIAMOND BADGE. Won by

Range for the

slides,

Mr. H.

S.

points*

free.

V

Tumbridge

Co..

_--

weighs but 1* pounds, and

is

i* iU
rec*

.

e

.

N.

jv22-ly

I

Jewell,

lOB.

N.

wide. Holders flare at top so as to quickly
™v
the shells, and, being elastic, securely clasp
{ •»*
For ease of action and rapid shooting it exceis
thing of The kind invented.
PRICE, C. O. D., $6.50.
natmat
m
In ordering, give the size of shells and a loose
urement outside of vest.
_ „ -^an

Otll

SHARPS CREEDMOOR RIFLE, Scoring 96 out of a possible
IRELAND.
HIGHEST AVERAGES AT DOLLYMOUNT,
Remingtons average, 161
»JtiAJtfcJE'R* averaffe, 16Q points.
.SENDl^OK ILLUSTRATED PKICE LIST
with a

Pamphlet

fl*-r«*«f..

The Goss Revolving GartridgeHolder
METALLIC!
CARRIES PAPER ORrevolves
on cen
\J SHELLS, either end up,
only

CI! AIT

JULY

Contest at Creed moor
of Brooklyn, N. Y.,

SZ

$10 to $1,000 ssy^VrJ
oau»
&

a month.

vs.JUNE

New

every Seven Ticket

D^"

YICTOEIES!
Official

to

*l
Prfzes of
1 Prize of
100,000
1 Prize of
50,000
1 Prize of
25,000
2 Prizes each of
10,000
4 Prizes each of
5,000
12 Prize 8 each of
500
_.-.
473 Prizes each of
Circulars with full information sent free,
for sale and prizes cashed by P. C. DEVLIN, Jg
tioner and General Agent. 30LibertvstreekNew^or».

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT.

MOEE

N. Y.

S.

OOSS. Neosho FaUg^£^

EXPLANATORY CIRCULAR <t
how $10 TO $500 invested m $

|

I

»

(] tfl

U

Stock Privileges has paid and
will

pay Large

Profits.

Bailroad

on"lKargins7 Interest Six Per <T L U M
Ceut. allowed on deposits sub- «puw"»
iect to sight draft.
w«. 10
,
««
Co., Bankers and Brokers,
Buckwaiter
,
Wall Street, New York.
JT D r r
rilLL

&

—

—

Terms, Five Dollars a Year.
Ten Cents a Copy.

NEW

\

YORK, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

For Forest and Stream.

$£fllg Jfrnoqgtht $hickffl$.

grounds he had to think so I could not imagine, but going
down to investigate, sure enough he found it lying dead
upon the mud. "What do you mean," enquired he, "by
a 'solitary sandpiper,' when there was
another with him? I think you had better get apiece of
sand paper and polish up your ornithology." At the report
of our guns six wood ducks started out of the creek.
They went down before going far; we struggled after them
through the high grass and reeds, and as they rose I killed
two. They turned back, giving me two more shots. The
first one came down dead, the other going off, hit very hard,
taking along the creek towards the prairie and out of sight.
Polly retrieved the three, and we worked out and towards
the higher ground, it still being so fearfully hot that we
There we found S. E. J.,
were completely exhausted.
and as good luck would have it, he had seen the duck, and
marked it down in a thick mat of bushes in the middle of
After getting the bearings I went down
the creek.
with the dog. The clump was about twenty feet in diameter, and so thick that Polly, who immediately scented the
bird, swam whining around it twice before she could
force an entrance, but go in she did, and brought out the
then lay down behind a knoll and wished
bird dead.
We then went to work at the
for it to become cooler.
stubbles, but for some reason did not find many chickens
four or five odd ones and one small covey. The Procalling this bird

THE

Professor and S. E. J. own a large farm in the
southern part of the State, at Grand Meadow, and
they find it absolutely necessary to take a trip down there
each year to see how it is getting along. The farm boasts
a horse and a barn, and a well, but no tenant, for this
last reason it needs all the more looking after; for the
the geese and the chickens, and the sand hill cranes of
those parts are very lawless and unmanageable. Polly has
been there twice and knows all about it. During one of
these visits occurred the only instance on record of Polly's
failure upon ducks.
The Professor and S. E. J., after
much banging, had destroyed two little divers in a small
Polly brought out one, but the other
prairie pond.
she absolutely refused to bring. She would swim out to it
and smell at it contemptuously, but nothing more. They
were not her kind of ducks. Polly, you were a sensible
dog, a smart dog, and with all this an exceedingly active
dog, as I have before demonstrated.
Manifold invitations had 1 received to accompany them
upon these visitations; now they were inclined to compel.
gentlemen of our acquaintance whose chief qualification
was the possession of a steady pointer, we expected to be
of the party, but at the last moment he failed us and we decided to go with Polly, for the farm had to be seen to.
"Converse" had written that the chickens were very
troublesome. Polly had a personal acquaintance with
every chicken in that part of the State— I knew she would
thought in the praibe delighted to show us around.
rie grass we could manage to shoot over her.
Experience is a great thing, but it requires so much of it

A

We

produce any permanent effect. So September 1st we
with Polly, who made an important fourth, took
the seven o'clock A. M. train for the South rolled along
through a. general landscape of vast wheat stubbles and
steam threshers, down through Owatonna to Ramsey, then
the Southern Minnesota East about 40 miles. Two o'clock
P. M. we reached Moro Station. This was our objective
point, and here the conductor put us off with our plunder,
plump into the high prairie grass; not a tree or a fence,
and but one house in sight; the station as yet consisted of
an imaginary point upon this iron road, where the grass
grew a little higher than it did anywhere else. Principal
inhabitants, three forlorn sportsmen and a white dog.
A
chicken started ahead of the engine as the train stopped;
to

three,

—

we had marked him down some

my

clothes, Polly

and

utes demonstrated to

I

thirty rods off.
Changing
went for him, but a very few min-

my

satisfaction that neither

man

nor

dog could hunt under such a broiling sun, so we returned
to our companions, who looked very much like two big
frogs lost in the prairie grass
Converse was to send a
team for us, so we waited patiently, helpless as thousii
stranded upon a rock in mid-ocean. In the course of half
an hour much to our relief over the knoll appeared a wagon
with attachments— soon it drove up, and we packed in. A
three-mile ride over an unbroken prairie with an occasional
wheat stubble in the distance, and we arrived at Converse's
one story mansion, situated close to the timber. Converse is a live Yankee, herds cattle and horses at so much
a head— about five dollars for the season I believe—had
about five hundred animals in his charge including a cow
who had just been bitten by a rattlesnake. He raises
wheat for diversion, and the threshers were now at work,
putting through the wheat crop. At table we had just
sixteen men, including ourselves, and not including Polly,
whom we always shut up in the parlor at meal times.
As the sun lowered, the Professor and myself went out
back of the house to a small creek. I pointed out a solitary sandpiper about ten rods distant.
Says the Professor:
"I see a white spot on that black mud—is that it?" "Cer.

tainly

it is,"

I replied.

I don't believe there

white spot in this whole section.

is

another

After grave deliberaand several trigonometrical calculations, he fired; the
sandpiper rose up and coming over, I killed him. The
Professor affirmed that he had killed his bird; what
tion

We

—

and I killed six. As we
were returning to the house in the dusk of the evening a
duck came flying over, which I dropped in a cornfield apparently quite dead. Polly went in to retrieve, when I
heard a great flapping, and off went the duck to all ap-

fessor killed three, S. E. J. one,

pearance as wild as ever.
The next morning was cloudy looked like rain. Converse provided us with a span of jackasses, and a heavy
lumber wagon, with which we were to do as we pleased. S. E.
J., who had sprained his ankle and could not work, was to do
the driving. As we were getting ready one of the boys came
in and said a large lot of chickens had just dropped in the
stubble near the house. I went there.
Three rose, giving
me a double shot and two birds. Upon the next stubble,
a strip of high grass lying between, I saw four or five sitI crept through the grass, but
ting on the wheat shocks.
when I rose up near enough, all had disappeared. I walked

—

out into the stubble field
all

around me.

I

when up went at

least thirty birds,

missed both barrels, firing too quick, but
who had not started until a

getting in a shell dropped one

moment

after the others.

I

was

flurried, I

must confess

something to say the least, surprising, to have a
large covey of chickens flap up under your feet out of a
stubble where there does not seem to be cover enough to
there

is

conceal a quail. They flew across the prairie half a mile
to a patch of poplars and hazel bushes.
I walked right
in among them and they got up on all sides, giving me fine
shots as fast as I could get in the shells.

Three went down

dead, the fourth hard hit, at twenty rods, the other missed.
The covey took a line directly back. When I got there I
found S. E. J., the Professor, Polly and the jackasses.
They had seen the chickens, but could not mark them on
account of an intervening swell. I took Polly and searched
for them half an hour, and would eventually have found

them and had good shooting, but S. E. J. was anxious to
get over to the farm where the birds were much more
plenty than here. I foolishly consented, and we drove off
across the prairie. No road, but they knew the direction.
One of our jackasses got the rein under its tail and not one
of us dared to pull it out, for the critters had a reputa-

and we feared we should touch him off.
So there we left it. About three miles, and we reached the
farm. Converse had raised a crop of wheat upon a portion for kicking,

j
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prudent for us to retrace. It grew rapidly darker and
darker; the thunder louder and louder; the lightning
brighter and more frequent. An old cock chicken
started ahead of the team and settled in the grass twenty
rods off. I went after him, cut him down as he rose, ran
back to the wagon and pitched him under the seat just in
time to get him in out of the wet, for the rain soon came
down in torrents with plenty of thunder and lightning for
accompaniment. S. E. J. and myself sat upon the seat
with the Professor in the bottom of the wagon.* He wore
a thin linen coat, and I insisted upon his taking my corduroy.
He took it, but was not thankful— said all the water

down

neck and collected in the coat tail and things
Where we were it was very much
like sitting in a river.
But our guns, ammunition and
chickens were covered up snug and we did not pity anybody,
though the water felt very cold indeed. The off jackass
ran

his

— like sitting in a spring.

still

kept his

—

down upon the rein at every clap
an extra spasmodic squeeze. Passing

tail tight

of thunder giving

it

a stubble a pair of sandhill cranes rose not ten rods away
first I had ever seen.
mile and a half more
through the heavy rain, and it held up just exactly as we

A

—the

drove into the yard at Converse's.

Dinner was ready

—had the game which we had killed the day before —but
from the wonderful effects of cooking, we couldn't
an
old chicken from a young— a chicken from a duck, or any
tell

of them from horse flesh, which they all resembled
tough as though made of wire. The Professor twisted
out two teeth, whereat he was delighted.
"See there,"
said he, "what a saving— nothing to pay the dentist fr>r
pulling or filling.
What a comfort to have them torn out
without the dread of expecting it."
We had changed our clothes, and after dinner S. E. J.
and the Professor were discussing business and seven-up
with Converse. I lay upon the lounge trying to sleep, but*
working like an automatic wind mill in my frantic efforts
to drive off the flies.
One who has never been West as far
as Chicago knows nothing about flies.
They swarm in
masses through the whole prairie country, a thousand times
thicker than they ever did in Egypt.
The rattlesnake-bitten cow had died. Converse said the
men often found the small moccasin snake under the wheat

shocks

when

thresher

pitching them upon the

wagon

—sometimes as many as three

to carry to the
or four in a day.

They did not appear

to mind them at all, but it made me
E. J. said nothing, but I noticed after this
that his ankle did not get better as fast as it should have
done.
One of the herders gave me half a dozen rattles
which I stowed in one of my boxes.
Two o'clock—showering, but no heavy rain just now.
One of the men who has come in says two sandhill cranes

nervous.

S.

have just gone down upon a wheat stubble half a mile off.
I went up stairs, and with my opera glass could
make them
out near some wheat stacks, but alas, I had nothing
to wear.
The suit i wore in the morning was soaked through, and
corduroy don't dry in a minute— and as yet it had
not dried
at all— everything was wet out of doors,
and more rain
coming. I did not dare to wet my reserve suit; must
have
dry clothes to come home in. Not one among
those sixteen men had an extra pair of breeches.
At last, after
much and determined entreaty, Mrs. Converse hunted up
a pair of old overalls in a frightful state of
dilapidation.
I took them, and with the white pieces
of cotton cloth
which I had brought with me to clean out my gun, I
put a
big patch upon each knee, and a bigger

Now the things
at the

same

one on the seat.
and were ornamental
The Professor was inclined to be faceI "had been sitting in a flour barrel, or

would hold

time.

together,

asked me if
on my knees in a flour barrel, or both at once? Don't
let
the Indians see you," said he, "those patches
would make
conspicuous marks, a bullet through one of them
estious;

'

we went

over the stubble, starting just
I killed one; the other which I fired at
was hit hard—he flew forty rods, towered, and down he
went.
marked the spot, but could not find him. We
then explored the prairie around, collecting "rosin gum"
and shooting hawks which at any time if we crouched
down would come sailing along over to examine us. Not
another chicken could we find— a heavy thunder storm was
^ coming up from the south and S. E. J. thought it would be
tion

and"
three chickens.
of

it,

We

pecially the big one, would make you hop, or
stop hopping.
don't you fill in the dark places with
more
white— the cranes would take you for their long lost
brother, with a strawberry mark on his arm.
Try

Why

Frank;

a frog

I believe they

always swallow them whole."
I gravely replied, "my dear ^Sir, your
craneological development in imperfect."

.

—

—
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of the door, lie sent after me "yours
determined to have the last word. I crouched and
crept and crawled across the intervening stubbles, going
plump into the middle of a fine covey of chickens
brought the wheat stacks between the cranes and myself
hurried up to them and around the side, but no cranes to
he seen. When they left I know not. As I returned S. E.
J,, the Professor, Polly and the jackasses came gaily driving out of the yard. We took ihe direction in which the
chickens had gone. I stumbled on to five of them in a
small patch of grass, and killed them all in about half a
minute, before Polly could get back to me. Just then, fortunately she having taken one of her wildest ranges- she
found two more, the Professor getting one of themT Upon
the stubble we had hunted the day before we flushed a
covey of twenty or more 1 getting up just in time to get
the last bird.
The rest took off towards some of the highest ground of the prairie, a large knoll covering perhaps
eight acres.
Going slowly ahead, we starting four more,
of which the Professor got one.
As we struck the high

As

I bolted out

remembered forever. It was a remarkable coincidence that all three of us at the same time enquired of
Converse how far it was to Austin. We hadn't discussed
the matter, or said a word to each other about starting
home, but each one had made up his mind to get out of
this and into civilization.
We were not inclined to be particular, but we couldn't get anything fit to eat or digestible.
Arr nging my things preparatory to packing up, I tipped
out the rattles which I had placed in one of the boxes.
They went off with a sudden wmirr, which made me jump
with a yell into the middle of the floor, and the Professor
fell backwards over the little box stove.
Nobody bitten
Converse hitched up and
I had forgotten all about them.
drove us over to Austin, where we bid him farewell, and
went straight to dinner at the hotel, and then straight
aboard the St. Paul train, and straight home as fast as

weight of another caught by a lady in the lower lake of
which Mr, Headley writes, who played the fish successfully
with skill and care, and finally captured it with her own
unaided hands, though the guide sought to relieve her
(chapter 36, page 318) In the morning we launched for
the
head of the Upper Lake. Having selected a choice place
for encampment, we spread out tent and feathered it with
hemlock. In the afternoon I proceeded onward to the head
of the lake, where, winding nine times around the little

we

recorded our names, however
reception of visitors.
and thus headed the list of a long succession who were to
After a good night's rest our destination for the
follow.

to be

isn't,"

—

—

could go, where we arrived that evening, to the great
astonishment of all our woman kind. For a week after
our poor stomachs were very captious and exacting. Polly
picked up rapidly, and S. E. J. sold her for a ten dollar
bill.
1 hope her new master will prove to be a merciful
man merciful to himself, and then he will blow her head
off the first time he goes chicken shooting.
Aliquis.

ground beyond the stubbies, up went three birds at ten
rods.
By good luck I killed the double shot. These were
part of the large covey, and within ten minutes Polly
routed them all out of the grass where they were well scattered, giving me four more wild shots of which I dropped

—

For Forest and Stream.

Twenty^ rods bevond, just over the highest part,
we found a lot of "old cocks" who were lying all about,
and never getting up any more than one or two at a time.
Polly would strike the scent, draw on rapidly, point, and
dash in. I was helpless, except to get as near as I could
and nre away at twelve or fifteen rods. I hit two of them,
but they were too far, and I gave it up in despair. We must
have started at least twenty of these old ones how many
were left I Gannot say. With a steady dog I should have
three.

THE SARANAC ROUTE.
(Concluded.)

MY

easily bagged upon this knoll from thirty to fifty chickens.
I thrashed and scolded Polly until I was tired and hoarse,
and that was all the good it did. She would either not
hunt at all, or hunt wild. I know now I did not know

—

then— that

I should have shot her

and kept shooting her
until she either changed her tactics or was ready for a
funeral.
S. E. J. and the Professor sat in the wagon and
thought how much better they would have managed it;
and when I went to them for consolation they I "had better charter an express train to follow after Polly with, if I
would hunt those chickens; could sit on the cow-catcher,
and if it ran over her so much the better." We rested and
then turned back to the stubbles. I told Ihe Professor he
might do the halloaing, for I shouldn't say another word
Indeed I could not speak above a whisper. The
to Polly.
team jogged along slowly, and when Polly struck game
the Professor and~I hurried up as fast as we could run, and
when the chickens rose banged away. One covey I missed
with three barrels, the Professor getting his two birds,
which pleased him mightily.
So it went on until dark. Upon the last stubble the

thoroughly fagged out.

We

were wet through again and

all as
as fence rails ; the walking and the running and the
wetting had affected us. The weather was fine, but we felt
The jackass team came round
little disposed to hurry.
and we all embarked for a ride over the prairie. I hadn't
courage to attempt following Polly among the chickens,
and we were hunting just enough to satisfy our consciences.
rode perhaps three miles through the prairie grass,
covered part
then struck an outlying wheat stubble.

it strange that a man should carry fiquor with him,
"for," said he, "he is all the time running it down.'
The day after arrival it rained steadily. I was content,
after three days' passage, to remain within, and Martin
commended my wisdom in doing so. But Mr. Banks, who
was under appointment to meet otheis elsewhere, moved
on under an escort of coats, overcoats, wrappers, and overalls, suggestive of inflation, which greatly enlarged the
sphere of his influence, both in diameter and circumference, and made him waterproof
The next day it drizzled,
but this was insufficient to detain me. So taking a guide
I went up the lake to the river, and down it again to the
Cold Brook Junction, and I if I did'nt have sport there I
diary reminds me that I took sixteen trout
never did.
that weighed 13f pounds; among them was a three pounder, which I welcomed aboard at the confluence of waters.
I had to take them trolling, for it was too early and cold
and the water was too high for fly fishing. I was pleased
to find that my luck was sensational, even at Martin's, and
I set down the day with a good mark in my piscatorial experience.
I cannot further proceed with this narrative without introducing the well known and highly esteemed name of
R. Gr. Allerton, Esq., of your city, now one of the champion Maine fishers, who was my companion the sharer and
promoter of my joys throughout the excursion. Meeting
at this point, with similar tastes and purposes, we readily
joined forces, or, "like kindred drops, were mingled into
one." This gentleman had an extensive outfit of gutta
percha, and I was surprised to observe in the case to how
many useful ends the article can be applied. His blanket,
havelock, pillow, cup, brushes, combs, pencil, match box,
business card, etc., were all of this material, and he had a
havelock and pillow for his friend. This rubber seemed
to me well adapted to such use, as it would not soil, or
washed easily, and was impervious to water. We planned
our excursion for the following Monday; but when it arrived we had to wait till afternoon, because the passage
was completely clocked up with rolling lumber. And here
I have to notice another of the extraordinary phantom
statements of Kev. W. H, H. Murray, which I have never
On pages 16 and 17 of his marvellous
yet seen criticised.
performance, he expatiates on the lumber question, giving
the reason for his preference of the Adirondacks to Maine.
"Go where you will in Maine, the lumbermen have been
before you, and lumbermen are the curse and scourge of
the wilderness," etc., etc.
"In the Adirondack wilderness
you escape this. There the lumberman has never been.
No axe has sounded along its mountain sides, or echoed
across its peaceful waters. No logs obstruct the rivers."
Mr. M.'s book appeared in 1869. Here were we in 1868,
precluded from ascending in the morning, and barely making the ascent with difficulty in the afternoon, because of
obstructing logs and nothing else. And on the Raquette
River we were continually assailed with these threatening
Franklin Falls, on the Saranac Liiver, was built
runners.

thought

stiff

1

We

of the ground with the long eared animals, Polly the rest.
The Professor and I sat in the bottom of the wagon all
ready for any chicken that might chance to fiy over. Two
men were straightening up the wheat shocks, and we

stopped to speak with them. Polly came round, and ~a
big dog belonging to the men savagely pounced upon her,
and before we could interfere chawed her up badly. The
men hurried up and booted off the big dog, but poor Polly
was done for; she wouldn't chase any more chickens for
many a day. She couldn't walk a step, or even stand up.
We put her carefully in the wagon, and with a feeling of
great relief, for we had gone through one solid day's shooting with her and dreaded another. Now the thing was
We drove home in time for
settled, and we were happy.
dinner; I took off my wet shoes and things and was com
For dinner we
f ortable in my reserve suit and slippers.
had corned beef, tough and half cooked, and more than
We made our meal of potatoes and bread
half decayed.
and milk. One ol the men said the pigeons were plenty
on the other side of the timber. S.
J. proposed that
we ride over to see the country and to use up the time.
Not ten rods from the house the near jackass shied and
backed, and we heard the whirr of a rattle. S. E. J. and
I were delighted, and told the Professor to get out and kill
He ha boots, while we had slippers and exposed
it.
ankles.
With the whip in one hand and a gun in the
The reptile
other, he marched upon the enemy's position.
gave one more shake of his musical extremity, but no
more, though the Professor tramped down pretty much
all the grass for five rods square.
We turned into the
branch and followed a very rough and stumpy road
through quite a forest for a mile, when we came out upon
A
the prairie again, with a wheat stubble upon the left.
queer, outlandish, indescribable sound, something like the
death gurgling of a ventriloquist choked in the middle of
a performance, broke upon our ears, 1 thought it came
from under the fence within two reds. "What on earth
"That," replied S. E. J., "is a sandis that?" I enquired.
iNo
"Then he is right under this fence."
hill crane."
he isn't; more likely a mile off." We stood up in the
wagon, and we soon made out a pair of the lanky birds at
least a hundred and firty rods distant, standing perfectly
1 thought I could stalk
still among the wheat shocks.
them and started, taking through a strip of bushes, and
stepping high, expecting every moment that a rattler
would grab me by the ankle. When I got wmere I could
look out, the cranes were gone. They had flown across
the road about thirty rods ahead of the wagon, not five
minntes after I left." The pigeons came into the stubble
feeding upon the wheat shocks, a dozen or more together.
They were very wild, and we killed but one.
At supper we each had a bowl of milk and a cup of tea.
The bread we couldn't eat, and there was nothing else.
During the night— it was very warm Polly whined, the
flies buzzed, ihe Professor and S. E. J. groaned, and I
kicked and thrashea, dreaming of rattlesnakes, and was
tiiankiul when daylignt appeared.
At breakfast each
drank a cup of coffee. There was plenty of ham cut up
in chunks and fried.
It was salt and tough, and one
mouthful was enough, for present purposes and something

Sarn.acs commenced in a pourmatter, the day appointed and

and abounding jokes. At Bloomingdale we parted, some
being bound to Smith's and others to Martin's. Of the latter there was a Mr. Banks of your city, a very agreeable
gentleman and brother sportsman, whose kindness and attentions I have never forgotten, and which it is a pleasure
now thankfully to acknowledge and recall. At Martin's 1
also met my friend and companion of other days, G-. D.,
(very guessable initials) who has since canght a salmon, and
who, at the time, was purposing to draw out some leviathan
with a hook. This gentleman called my attention to a pun
that he was about to perpetrate.
Some one preparing for
an expedition had just set a demijohn in the boat. G. D.

The next morning we were

We

trip to the
ing rain. But no

We

infernal brute stirred out at least fifty birds without giving
us a chance. Our bags footed up thirty-two; it should

have been a hundred.

second

impatiently awaited (May 18th, 1868,) had arrived; any
change would be for the better. I should be far more comfortable in the cars than at home, in the circumstances; if
I went I might get a little wet, if I remained it would be
very dry; a fisherman should not be afraid of water; the
evening would find me far forward on my windiug way,
so it did find me at Whitehall.
It was too early in the
season for a night boat, so I had to make myself comfortable at Hall's Hotel till noon of the next day, then onward
in the steamboat Canada, which brought me and others
similarly destined to port at 8 P. M.
Stopping at Keeseville over night, in the morning there was quite a large
party of us, affected with trout on the brain, who were
about to try the Adirondack water cure.
all started off
together, and had a pleasant day of it; no dust, wind, rain
or mud; only good roads, salubrious air, fine prospects,

;

.

.

''

.

My

—

K

I

* l

saw

in 1860, wheu I was there,
I conclude that either Mr.
Murray has, in this instance, again drawn oil, his imagination for his facts, or that by the "North Woods" and "Ad-

up

chiefly

by

its

mills,

and

the logs had preceded me.

irondack Wilderness," he means Murray Island and the

—

[arts adjacent.

We reached Bartlett's in time to see

a fifteen pound laker
from the Upper Saranac by Dr. Homey n, who
had workeu perse veringly for such a prize, and to congratulate him on his luck.
He appeared very happy and de
lighted, enjoying the satisfaction which belongs only to
the self-made man. By the way, this was exactly the
fresh caught

1

island in front of Hough's, I took as

many

lakers.

Here

was joined by the ever welcome presence of Mr. A
who, however, cared little or nothing for lake trout, devoting all his energies to the capture of what he calls the
"angler's pride." In this he was very successful, \y"
e
called at Hough's, who was there for the first time, about
to open his house, but was was hardly yet prepared 'for the
I

We

day was Raquette

Falls.

We moved

onward

in sunshine

taking fish occasionally. In one of the ponds beyond the
carry we were shown the place where a man performed a
remarkable feat. He had first put a stove in his boat
Then he poured liquid fire into his stomach, and having
made these preparations, he rowed unsteadily for awhile,
when he made his boat turn a somersault, empty ina Its
contents into the depths below. Arrived at the river^we
realized more and more that it had not rained for uotnino"
lately, the waters being very high and opposing, and our
prospects for good fishing essentially lessened. But our
guides understood their business, and persevering through
submerged branches, against counter currents, we safely
reached the Falls. There we found the kind-hearted Mr.

Banks, seated in his boat, with two attendants. He had
also a long string of trout, but they were not caught there.
No one of the three, to the best of my recollection, had
any success at the Falls. Our guides amused themselves in running the rapids.
They did not ascend
very high, however, and exhibited no specially "royal
sight to see." N. B.
Mother Johnson and her pancakes

—

were yet in the future.

May

28th,

FacUis

descensus.

—We

made good

progress

down

the river to Folingsby's Lake, where we found enchantment and fine sport, catching quantum stiff of each
variety.- I have before (Forest and Stream, Sept. 24th,
1874,) fully expressed an opinion respecting this living water, and need not now re.peat.
Proceeding, we paused ou
our way to see something new.
hound had attacked a
hedgehog, and though the latter got the worst of it, he
had presented the hound in recognition of his attentions
with a bristling pair of mustachios, of which his owner
was relieving him. Every time a quill was drawn it was
acknowledged with a cry; yet I was told he would attack
the next one he saw with dogged persistence. I suppose
we may as well
"Let dogs delight to bark and bite, for 'tis their nature to."
Tupper's Lake was enraged'as we entered it, but whether it was owing to our good behavior or otherwise, it soon
was calmed down, and remained so till our departure. We
bivouacked on a sheltered island, high above the waves,
whence we proceeded right and left on our excursions. Allerton is a singer, possessed (sotto voce don't tell him I say
so ) with a melodious voice.
Perhaps it was this that so
quieted the lake, for he approached singing.
One morning, ascending the lake, he took the left shore and I the
right. He soon broke forth into singing, and if all the trees
of the woods did not clap their hands, it was only because
they had no hands to clap with. I have an ear for music
at alh events, and greatly did I enjoy the clear sound of his
voice, as from a silver horn, as it floated across the water.
One morning on the heights he addressed himself to an
imaginary enemy on the opposite shore, having no real one
to contend with.
I cannot recall all he said, but well do I
remember the emphasis with which he uttered the neplus
ultra of his terrible wrath, saying, "You're another."
Mr. A. asked me here whether I would rather catch a
twenty-five pound laker, or a five pound brook trout, adding that he would have no hesitation in deciding for the
five pounder.
Having reflected a little, I think I would
prefer to catch them both.
Though this is not strictly answering the question, it is the only way in which I can answer as he did, without hesitation; and it occurs tome
that there is no just occasion for so limiting- myself to the
one fish.
not catch them first, and then decide on
their respective merits, on the principle of Mrs. Glass' receipt for cooking a hare—first catch your hare/ The next
year he went to Maine, and his ideas were enlarged. At
this time neither his thoughts or mine had extended much
beyond a three pound trout. Now, I have caught my lour
and a quarter, and he looks down upon the fives. In 1869
he would not count a three pounder; but his famous list of
thirty, weighing 180 pounds and more, caught hy his
party, begins with three four pounders.
It is from no lack
of kindness and attention on his part, that I, too, have not
visited Maine.
He has done all he could t j induce me to
accompany him, and I thank him from my heart. But i

A

—

—

Why

rest contented at one time as another. Though.
should catch these x\laine ones, I still would not have
caught a salmon, and my ambition rather inclines in this
direction; b.it to catch a salmon would cost at the least estimate $200 or more. I think I could more advantageously
and wisely invest that amount. Here is a noble park right
at my very doors, superior in every respect but one to anythat Maine can offer, and in some respects not to be surpassed in the wide world. Great as is my love of angling,
attached to it as I am through life as a No: 1 pastime, 1
yet do not regard it as the "chief end of man," and am
thankfully content with what the Empire State can do for
me. The trout of New York are as much superior to those
of New Hampshire, as those of Maine are to New iork.
I have filled my basket brimful in the White Mountains
more than once, and yet I never saw there a trout that
would weigh half a pound. Besides, we have, the thousand Islands, with their bass and pickerel and mascaloriges.
I have caught bass by the bushel with a party, and P lclieI
till surfeited with them,
one of them weighing eleVe
pounds, but have never yet tempted or attempted a rnasc
r
louge.
I have a design in that direction now, and P& P
^
to go for one of them (or more) as my centennial fish. *
\>_
entered
ranting minister, describing the animals that
ark, spoke of the zebra, that had three hundred strip

might as well

I

-

or less, depending upon how m
the giraffe, that could eat hay
stripes he
oi.
of the top of a barn— depending upon the height
oU
barn. INow, a mascalonge, you know, weighs fony P
more or less, depending upon how much he weighs.
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IN

THE DOMINION.

Boston July 12th at noon in the steamer Alhamand reached Halifax, Nova Scotia, 5 at o'clock on
the morning of the 14th. Here we landed many of our
passengers, and sailed again at noon, reaching the Strait of
Canso at 4 o'clock on the morning of the 15th, and Port
Hawksbury at 8 o'clock. This is a thriving yillage on the
Cape Breton shore of the strait, with considerable shipping

LEFT
bra,

at anchor; mostly Amercan fishermen bound to the Gulf
Such handsome vessels have they that I
for mackerel.
took them for a fleet of New York yachts, which indeed
some of them had been. Left at 9 o'clock A. M. in company with half a dozen of the pretty crafts, which having
left here a
a fair wind, held way with us very well.
party of young fellows from Boston, with guns, rods and
camp equipage, who were going into the woods. From
Port Hawksbury to Picton, eighty miles, we steam in eight
Some thirty sail of vesels there loaded with coal.
hours.
Leave Picton at 7 o'clock P. M. and arrive at Charlottetown, Price Edward Island, about 6 o'clock A, M. on the
After a slight examination of my trunk, (in Canada
16th.
a fishing rod or gun helps one easily through the Custom
House) I w ent to the Osborn House, kept by Mr. Davis, an
Davis tells me that in June
angler, and a good fellow.
they catch sea trout, S. Canadensis, at the harbor mouth
about three miles off, from a boat by casting with a fly,
and this up to three pounds weight. In July they are in
the fresh water up the river.
Friday July ISth.—AX 2 o'clock P. M. this day, Mr. Davis
and I started in a buggy for Wilkie's River, about fourThe road ran perteen miles north, or across the Island,
soil a
fectly straight over a succession of hills and valleys
red clay, quite fertile, with good crops of oats, grass, pota-

We

T

—

The road was mostly bordered with
toes, and some wheat.
farms, houses of wood, and small. No large timber, but a
second growth of maple, white birch, and spruce. As well
as I could judge, the farms are small, and fairly cultivated.
The people we met were in light one- horse buggies, or
heavy carts drawn by one horse. I saw no oxen, oi; two
The principal stock'kept seem to be sheep;
were to be seen. These roads when dry are
very good and pleasant to drive upon, like those of the
prairies.
We crossed two or three small streams in the
valleys, and at 4 o'clock P. M. we arrived at our destinaThere were a few small houses and a tannery at the
tion.
bridge which crosses the river. We stopped at a sort of
tavern kept by a Mrs. Baens, who seemed to be friendly,
though dirty. Here the sea is about four miles away, and
the tide ebbs and flows up above the bridge to a mill dam.
Davis commenced fishing below the bridge; the river here
was at high water, thirty or forty yards wide. I went toward the mill, guarded by a boy, who appeared on the scene,
and took a lively interest in our movements. There was a
mill pond, said to contain trout, but it was full of logs and
stumps, so I began to cast in a pool below the dam. My
first brace were pounders, then I got five or six of smallcT
sea trout.
size
I then went down and fished toward the
the bridge, where Davis had half a dozen, also taken with
When the sun went down the trout rose more
the fly.
briskly and we got in all twenty-six of fine size— perhaps
averaging half a pound. At. Mrs. Baens' we got a line supper and turned in,
Saturday July 19t7i— We rose at 4 o'clock this morning
and I went to the pool at the mill, while Davis fished below the bridge. The pool seemed full of trout, and I had
fine sport for an hour, but when the sun began to shine on
horse teams.

few

cattle

—

the water, they stopped rising.
I got twenty-four trout
from the pool that morning, and twice I got two at a cast,
using three flies. I found the claret fly the most killing,
and then a brown hackle; the red ibis, so taken in many
waters, they would not touch; my string weighed about
eight pounds, or three quarters of a pound each.
Davis
got six this morning, two of them pounders.
Our whole
catch numbered fifty-five, averaging three to the pound.
arrived in Charlottetown at 10 o'clock A. M, and the
next evening went aboard the steamer Princess of Wales
at 7 o'clock P. M. but she did did not start till Tuesday
morning at 5 o'clock A. M.
Tuesday July 22.—
arrived at Summersville, sixty
miles down the coast at 10:30. This a thriving town, with
a large hotel on the American plan, and many visitors
are here from the States.
At 11 :30 we cross the straight of
Northumberland, to Shediac, where we arrived at 3 o'clock
P. M., or rather Point du Chene, two miles from Shediac,
where the lines of steamers connect with the railroad to
St. John, 108 miles distant.
The steamer Miramachi, from
Quebec, arrived at 6 o'clock P. M. at the dock, which is
the most complete in the Dominion, and at 7 o'clock we

We

We

She

very long and narrow, having been built
steamer during the war, and in heavy
weather must roll badly. The sea to-day was smooth and
the night fine.
The boat was crowded, but I got a good
berth and turned in at 9 o'clock. The Captain, who was a
Frenchman, sat playing his violin close by me. I turned
started.

is

for a blockade

out at 4 o'clock; the morning was beautiful, and we were
entering the Bay of Miramachi, and arrived at Chaiham at
I went to Mrs. Bowser's, got a room, and after5 o'clock.
wards a nice salmon steak for breakfast.
Thursday July 24fA.— Left Chatham at 7 o'clock A.
in stage wagon for Harris' on the Tabusintac,
twentynules.
Woods most of the way, a fews farms; land poor
with a tliin growth of pine and spruce. All this region
was burned over many years ago and it seems never to
have recovered itself. Road straight and good; crossed
three or four streams, tributaries of the
Tabusintac on
good bridges; at the Ballyboge, the largest stream,' the
bridge was gone and we had to ford. I had one
companion, a stout Irishman from Prince Edwards
Island a tavern
keeper there, who was very sociable when he found
I was
an ; 'American," as men from the States are
called.
He
believed that all Canada must join the stars and
stripes be-

M

fore

many

years.

two men from New York, they got over a barrel of
trout
I he river banks are so covered
with bushes that there is
no beach to fish from, and you go to the pools
where the
trout are ma heavy dug-out, drawn
by a horse who travels
intnebedol the stream; this is often used on Canadian
rivers, and is called a horse
boat
Friday Jahj 35tf, -Started in the
horse boat with Kane
A
We i00i\ P° rk bread aQd ^a with us,
hltlndW t
intending
-

M

'

camp

,

at the

'

"big pool,"

ten

miles

down

4S&H §&$%%&

—

built, were still green and fresh; it was about two feet
high above the water, and woven together in a most ingenious manner, and strengthened with large sticks and cot-

ton wood trees from six to eight inches in diameter, which
had been cut down by the beavers (the marks of their teeth
being visible) and worked into the dam, which was at least
one hundred feet long, and three or four feet in thickness,
The water
so that a man could cross the river upon it.
was set back into a pond several hundred yards long, and
four feet deep, and Kane said it had all been built since he
had passed there a week ago. Old Whitey managed to
drag the canoe over the dam, assisted by the current.
Kane showed me a place where the beavers had built a
dam which he was obliged to pull down when last he en me

down

They
the river, in order to get his boat through.
He said also that he
at another place.
could show me a place not far off, where the beavers had
dug a canal nearly 100 yards long, as described in Morgan's

had now rebuilt

book,

"The American Beaver and

his

Works-"

We

arrived at the "big hole" about 2 o'clock P. M. It is
in a bend of the river, where a large tributary comes in,
and is some two hundred feet in diameter and six or eight
feet deep in the middle. There is a place just below the
mouth of the brook where the bushes have been cleared
away for a camp ground, with a small beach in front.
Here we made our camp, and the trout not being in the
humor to rise in the hot noon day, we got our dinner of
tried trout.

About 4 o'clock

P. M. I tried a cast from the canoe while
the stream. Presently the trout began to rise
and we had fine sport for an hour, killing in that time
about twenty-five fish from one to two ponds weight.
I used a claret fly for tail and brown hackle for dropper,
and hooked at one cast two trout of two pounds each.
This was on my Scribner spliced rod, which worked beautifully, and in about ten minutes brought the pair well
tired to the landing net, but Kane managed to lose one of
them in getting them in. After this they stopped rising
for a while, and Kane went down the river to a rapid,
while I continued to fish from the canoe. Presently I rose
and hooked a two pounder on the tail fly and as he rushed
about the pool, one of one pound seized the dropper, and
after about ten minutes play I succeeded in landing both
f.sh without assistance on the beach.
I got no more till
about sunset, when I killed three good ones, and Kane,
w ho waded far into the pool, continued to fish till alter
dark.
Then we built a large fire which banished the mosquitoes, and we had a good night's rest.
Saturday July, 2$th
At daylight (in this latitude about
3:30,) Kane waded out and began to cast, getting two or
three of two pounds each, but I waited half an hour later,
till I could see my tackle, and only raised one trout which
did not fasten.
They would not rise, though the pool was
full of them.
After breakfast we started up the river.
When we came to the beaver dam, we found it built a foot
higher than we left it the day before. There must have
been a large working force to do so much in a short Summer night, for the animals do not work by day. It was
with difficulty that the old horse could drag the boat over
the dam.
fished the various pools and rapids as we
went along, but although in several pools we could see
great trout covering the bottom in schools, they would
neither take fly or bait.
got only a dozen in returning,
and arrived at the bridge about 1 o'clock P. M. with fifiysix^ trout from two and a half pounds to four ounces in
weight; about forty pounds or an average of three-quarter
pounds each. I packed a claret box of the best, hoping
to take them to my landlady at Chatnam, but as they have
no ice here in Summer, though they are frozen up two
thirds of the year, I did not succeed in getting "them
through in an eatable condition, the weather being very
hot.
Kane said that in twenty years in which he had
fished this river, he had only known the trout to refuse to

Kane waded

—

We

We

twice before this, and then it was before heavv thunder
storms, and he predicted one within twenty-four hours. In
fact, the next day as I returned to Chatham in the stage
the storm came, with torrents of rain, and great electrical
disturbance.
rise

Most people who have been to the Tabusintac have
wonderful stories to tell of the number and size of the
trout they have taken; and probably they tell the trouth.
I give

my own

experience only.

Monday July 28th.— At Chatham, Mrs. Bowser's boarding house— a very comfortable place— board one dollar per
day.
Tuesday July 29th.— Left in the steamer Rothsay Castle
for Shediac, many anglers onboard, returning from salmon
rivers.
Arrived at Point dn Chene about 7 o'clock; train
for St. John gone and we all had to pass the night here,
quite filling all the hotels in the place, which, perhaps was
the object in the delay.
If so, our host of the Waverly
was not equal to the occasion, for he only charged me for
a good bed and breakfast next morning the a~bsurd sum
of thirty-five cents.

arrived at Harris' (now kept by Goodwin) at 11-30
A. M., fare from Chatham $1 75. House tolerable,
river
quite low.
An old man named Kane, who acts as guide to
anglers told me the last time he went down the
river with
I

to

Most of the way the water was not deep enough to float
the canoe, which was dragged over the stones, a rough road,
and perhaps good for dyspeptic patients, if there be any
such among anglers river from fifty to one hundred feet
wide, with wooded hills down to the bank. Aboat three
miles down, coming to the first fishing place, the horse was
stopped, and he stopped readily, either from fatigue, or
perhaps from an interest in our doings, at any rate this
veteran steed seemed to observe our casting with a critiHere the water ran
cal eye, as one familiar with the art.
about two feet deep under the bank, leaving on the other
I rose
side a narrow strip of beach, from which I cast.
and killed one small trout here. Before we reached the
big pool we stopped at three or four places and got a dozen
About six
trout between us, averaging half a pound.
miles down we came to a beaver dam in process of conI had seen many
struction, which was a curiosity to me.
old and abandoned dams all over the States, but not a recent one. The leaves of the alders of which this was
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Wednesday July 30t7i— Started at 7 o'clock, and arrived
at St. John at noon— at Park Hotel till next morning, when
I left in steamer New Brunswick for Boston July 3ist
and
arrived there the next day at 3 o'clock P. M.
This trip consumed three weeks and cost $75 00,
S. C. C.

—To

estimate the quantity of shelled corn on the cobs
space, level them, and measure the length
breadth and depth; then multiply these dimensions together'
and the product by four. Cut off the last figure, -end
the
result will be the number of bushels of shelled
corn and
the decimal of a bushel.

m any given
t

For Forest and Stream.

CARP IN CALIFORNIA.
*

OBSERVING
quiries

in your issue of the 2d instant, some enfrom a correspondent signing himself "Doc-

concerning the importation of carp into this country,

tor,"

and your mentioning my name as being likely to give some
information concerning their importation into California,
I take pleasure in sending you all the information in my
power concerning this fish here, although I fear what I can
tell- you about this matter at present is somewhat meagre.
That it has thrived well here in some localities I can, however, speak with confidence, and that for some four or five
years.
I know that in some good sized ponds, supplied
with fine spring water, near. the town of Sonoma, in Sonoma Valley, on General Valiejo's estate, they have done,
and are still doing very well. I can also speak from occular demonstration that this same species of the most valuable European carp, are in fine health, and have enjoyed it
for these two years in a compartment of the aquarium at
Woodward's Garden, in this city. They have grown there
to a good size about four pounds in weight
I recollect
well the circumstance you mention of Mr. J. A. Pappe, of
San Francisco, bringing from Hamburgh, Germany, to
Santa Rosa, Sonoma Valley, in this State, some good sized
carp.
These I have heard have succeeded well in some

—

ponds, if not in Sonoma Creek. The Valley of Sonoma is
noted for the mildness, and in Summer, the warmth of its
climate, causing its waters to be of sufficiently grateful

warmth, particularly in its ponds, for this fish, which does
best in water not too cold
I understand that Mr. Rudolph Hessel, the German pisciculturist, has been sent to Germany this year by Prof.
Baird, to bring over to this country the two more important and favorite kinds of German carp.
I do not know
whether they have yet arrived. This kind are known, I
am informed, as the karpfen-Imnig, or carp king, and the
called in England, the mirror or
informant states that "the carp is as

sgiegel-karppe, which. is
,

leather carp.

My

near a complete vegetarian as any fish we know of," and
the Germans call it a fine fish, but they spice it so, and
serve it with a wine-sauce in such a manner, as, to quote
Frank Forester, "would make a kid glove palatable." I
might here, perhaps, name another thing which is certainly
very favorable for the flavor and relish of all fish, namely,
that it is well known that the Germans keep all theif fish
in tanks before they offer them for sale, which makes them
always fresh for the table. At any rate the carp is very
highly esteemed among European nations for his edible
qualities.
This fish will not have a delicious flavor in still
or stagnant ponds, where it is often found in England, as,
probably, on the continent of Europe, but those fish are
best, both in color and flavor, which are taken out of lakes
and ponds of pure limpid water, which is continually
changed by a placid current perpetually running through
them, and the bottoms of which are covered with fine sand
or pebbles instead of mud, as in Sonoma Valley, and in
General Valiejo's grounds. The carp is certainly a very
handsome fish. It lives to a great age, and in favorable
situations will attain a very large size.
Monsieur- PessonMaisonneure, a high authority, thinks their size varies according to the places they inhabit, and the food they live
upon.
"In France," says he, "they reach ten or twelve
pounds; in Germany, they become monstrous. They are
taken in Ponerania, thirty or forty pounds in weight; and
in Prussia, fifty pounds is not an uncommon size."
I hope
as we, in California boast, and with reason, of raising every
thing, whether vegetable or animal, big and even mon-

strous, that I shall see some of these fish ere long as large
as above stated, and I don't know why I shall not be as
fortunate.
It

certain that

is

the

carp multiplies prodigiously

an expression which was more in vogue when I was
a youth than it is now.
A fish of half a pound in weight
has been found on examination to contain
270,000
eggs; one of a pound and a half weight, 342,000, and one
of ^ne pounds, the enormous number of 621,000 eggs.
The carp is also very tenacious of life. In France it is said
to be no uncommon thing to transport them to. great distances, wrapping them in fresh grass and dipping them
every twelve hours in fresh water for a few minutes.
to use

The

flesh of this fish is certainly soft, as are all the cypri-

noids, but

it is

possible.

The head

flavor.

Much

nourishing and should be eaten as fresh as
is preferred on account of its excellent
depends, of course, on the cooking.
I will

make it one

of

my

objects to learn more soon about this
and write you concerning it again, if acceptable.
E. J. Hooper.
-*••
\
Gratifying Returns prom Fish Culture in Rhode
Island. A correspondent whose official position is well
known, sends the following pleasing letter from Providence,
R. L, dated September 19th:—

fish in California,

'

—

ditor Forest and Stream .—
I would like to gi> e publicity through the Forest and Stream to the
fact that the work of the Rhode Island Fish Commissioners in stocking
our ponds and reservoirs with black bass is beginning to be r< aliztd
large catches and flue sport.
As an instance I would mention that three
of the members of our Fish and Game Protective Association— Messrs.
Root, McCormick, and Hemperley— started for the northern part of the

m

State last Friday evening for the purpose of dropping a line to the bass
in one of the stocked ponds. They were hospitably entertained by fcfcl t
genial gentleman, Mr. Bellows, of Pascoag, and on
morning,

Saturday
with a cold northeast wind blowing quite hard, the
party set out for the scene of operations.
The result of the fishing,
bright

and

early,

FOREST AND STREAM.
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which terminated at 4 o'clock, was 120 bass and two striped perch. After
a good supper, gotten up by Mrs. Bellows, the party returned to Providence on the 6:53 train well satisfied with the efforts of the Fish Commissioners in stocking Rhode Island ponds with black bass. I might add
that upward of a dozen Providence families had fried bass for breakfast
Sunday morning. Yours piscatorially,
H.

FISH CULTURE
PLANNING,

LAYING

OUT,

AND

THE

Patchogue, L. I., September, 1875.
Editor Forest ahd Stream:—
I notice you indorse some of my views on fish culture by following nature. With your permission I will further elucidate my ideas.
However necessary it may be for the full development of some kinds of fish,
such as bass, perch, etc., the miniature ponds, (especially on small

v^

streams,) as far as brook trout are concerned, are not necessary or even
desirable for raising fish for market. As ponds are desirable for casting

:

CONSTRUCTION

the fly and for pleasure, I will note some of the conditions necessary to be
observed in order to raise handsome, well-flavored fish in ponds:— First,
ponds must be regulated according to size of stream, so as in no case to
foul up in wet weather or freeze solid in cold weather. Ponds choke up
the springs, hence it is best in all cases of small streams to excavate, as
this increases instead of diminishes the volume of water.
Sometimes
fish will die in a new pond or canal from the presence of too much iron
or other mineral substances, but it will soon settle all right. Many have
vainly tried at great expense to maintain a sandy or gravelly bottom to
ponds. This is an impossibility, owing to the law of gravitation. The
color of trout will be regulated by the nature of the bottom; the flavor
by the purity of the water and feed. The advantages of canals over
ponds for raising trout for market are that you can fatten up those you
wish to sell and take them out at discretion; you can maintain a sandy
and gravelly bottom, making them light coloaed, and by giving the proper
feed they will have that high flavor which is so desirable. A trout properly fattened is as far superior to a common brook trout as a Spanish
mackerel is to a common- black bass. You can have them under your eye
at "all times.
The advantages of ponds are, then, to furnish more natural food, which in some locations is an item of account.
The fish must
have sand or gravel at the head or at some place where it will be kept
clean, else the fish will be dark colored. Pcnds are well enough if the
fish can run up stream at will. If the bottom is springy they will do
well enough. Por a self-sustaining pond a stream or spawning race at
the head is necessary.
self -protecting spawning race is best.
A. J. Hinds.

OP

PONDS.

BY ICHTHYOS.

i

—
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UMBER EIGHT.

would seem in collecting the experience of fish culturIT ists,
much more depends" upon the quality of water,
its coolness and purity, than upon the shape of ponds, as
Indeed, if pisciculturists in proreceptacles for the fish.
pagating trout and salmon, would imitate their native
haunts the ponds would need to be constructed with very
Hon. David H. Hammond, of Elgin,
little regard to art.
111., already aluded to in these papers, in arranging his fish
farm, has constructed his ponds mostly upon the natural
surface of the ground in a square or oblong shape, the
sides being made of stone laid in hydraulic cement, thus
giving a secure pond of three to five feet in depth, where
salmon and trout may be seen as vigorous and thrifty as
ever grew. These ponds are not affected by freezing, as the
spring water rarely gets below 35°. So we can conceive
that in many instances ponds of such shape and material,
may be adopted and less expense incurred than in the
choice of the oblong or pyriform shapes, especially so if
stone abound in the neighborhood of fine springs or
streams.
Such ponds for a private gentlemen, may be made not
only quite profitable, but afford agreeable pastime in the
study of the finny tribes, not the least interesting members
of the animal creation. More than that, the pond runs
itself without material expense to the owner, and with a
small outlay of labor he can produce many fish, which are
indeed pleasant to have upon the table of the peasant or
millionaire.
Thus it is possible for many persons to have
at their very doors, by a trifling outlay, cheap and wholesupply of water that will fill a pipe four
some food.
inches in diameter will produce at least fifteen hundred
trout annually.
Some fish farmers cultivate in ponds set apart for the
youngest fish, aquatic plants, for the reason that they
powerfully aid in aerating the water. This is philosophically true, for fish in aquaria could hardly be sustained
without the aid of water plants. There is but one drawback to this arrangement, the dead fish are concealed, and
much of the food is lost among the plants, which together
with the dead fish soon render the water impure and quite
untenable for its inhabitants. But if the aeration of the
water, through the use of plants affords more oxygen to
the water than could be obtained in their absence, it may
In case they are used for
be desirable to cultivate them
this purpose, those best adapted are the hornwort (ceratopyllum) and the water starwort (caUiridie), both natives of
ponds and ditches. Stones, angular in shape, should be
placed in all of the ponds for the fishes to chafe against,
that they may rid themselves from troublesome parasites
that often infest them. As has already been hinted in a
previous paper, if midnight thieves prowl about the ponds
in quest of fishy plunder, stakes may be driven into the
ponds at near intervals, and sawed just below the surface
of the water as a means of embarrassing poaching with
seines, gill-nets and coop-nets.
Everything complete, the whole area included in the.

A

.

\

\
|

farm, should be surrounded with a tight board fence,
strongly built eight or ten feet high. This will prove an
excellent barrier against gangs of marauders, who steal,
live and thrive, upon the products of toil and labor of
honest men; "sharks on shore" who have a decided fellow
feeling for the fishes, but care not so much for the quid
pro quo as they do for the trout.
In the arrangement of ponds for trout, what has been
said in that connection applies as well to the salmon, only
that they should be more roomy and deeper, as this fish is
a natural denizen of deep, as well as rapid streams. It is
the highest type of this species, and though large, if ponds
are constructed correspondingly large and deep, they can be
as profitably produced. In connection with the production of the different varieties of the salmonidse, black bass,
perch and pike can be as successfully produced as the salmon family. In all cases the pond should be arranged so
that the different varieties cannot intermix. Bass ponds
should be roomy, perhaps a series of them connected together and separated by screens would be more congenial
to the habits of the fish, and admit of more seclusion during their spawning season, and when this is over they may
betaken out and placed in another pond until the eggs are
hatched and the fish obtain such a size that they may be
able to shift for themselves. Perch ponds may be coil:
structed in a series of small ponds connected by races, ana
if the formation of the ground is favorable, they may be
constructed one above another at different elevations. The
perch is a noble fish, both as regards its flesh and the
avidity with which it seizes a tempting bait.
Regulation
anglers, however, scout the idea of taking such tame fish,
as with them angling is not angling unless employed in the
capture of gamey fish superior in agility and beautiful in
form. The pike is also worthy of propagation, not only
on account of gamey qualities, but from its flesh. They
soon become accustomed to those who are employed about
the ponds, and domesticate as easily as the trout. He is a
predacious fish, and is decidedly a good liver, feeding upon chubs and tender minnows. But when angry he erects
his fins in a remarkable manner, as the lion does his mane,
or the porcupine his quills, but when caught he dies right
regally, and when in the creel, we may count upon a
dainty meal that a king might covet- The bass, perch
and pike should be transferred to the artificial ponds and
left to increase, for but little is known of their artificial
production.
[Concluded.']

— We

are requested by Professor Baird to inform those
interested that should the promise of abundance of Mr.
Livingston Stones' salmon eggs be realized, he (Professor

Baird) will give to any applicant as many eggs as he may
agree to hatch out. Nine hundred thousand eggs have
been collected in one day, so that the supply promises to
be almost unlimited.

my way over the bogs to them. They werp
catching frogs. They would strike them with clubs
where
they could reach them, but the most of them they caught
with a wire /snare.' They had a large basketful,
more
than a hundred pounds, they said, and I guess they
told
the truth. One of them said he made a good deal
of
money catching frogs for the New York market. He said
that in one month last season he caught 1,600 pounds
of
dressed frogs, for which he got thirty cents a pound, making $480 for his month's work. Part of the time he had
two boys to help him. Last week near Hudson he said he
caught upward of 500 pounds and sold them for $160 or
at an average of thirty-two cents a pound.
These stories
seemed to me incredible, and yet he assured me it was
truth.
He can clear twenty-eight cents a pound, he says
easily.
He seemed to be an honest man, and from the ease
with which they caught the frogs I was led to believe that
he had not stretched the truth much, if at all."
and picked

.»»»»
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A FINE EXHIBITION OF

FISH.

«,

i

v

Harrisburg, Sept.

18, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
The display of fish at the Berks County Fair, recently held at Eeading,
Pa., was a decidedly valuable acquisition. There were many fine specimens of black bass of all sizes, salmon, etc., on exhibition, which attracted no little attention. The fair continued four days, and was attended by thousands, among whom were some of the most prominent
men of the State and America. Our prominent pisciculturists, Messrs.
John Hollenbach, Jonas J. Houck, ex-Sheriff Evan Misbler, Reese Davis,
and Samuel U. Hollenbach, all assisted in making this department a success,

and the public are under obligations to the~

solely, for the excel-

,

Pere Nixon.

lent display.

-*-«*-
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A

Snake with Ears.

.

—The Reading

Eagle states that a
correspondent in Robeson township sends it an account of
a large swamp black snake, recently killed in that vicinity

was found

have two ears about two inches apart'
from the back of the mouth. The
ears were about half an inch in length and shaped like a

that

to

theree inches and a half
rabbit's.

Stinging Jelly Fish.

—

Probably the nearest approach
during Capt. Webb's great swim from Dover to
Calais was where he came in contact with some stinging
jelly fish.
He relates that the burning and pain was most
intense, and for days afterwards his neck was covered
with a rash.
We find in an exchange a statement
from a writer to the effect that he had met with
a similar experience while swimming.
He suddenly
felt as if thrown into a bed of nettles, his breast and
arms smarting severely. On looking for the cause, he
found himself surrounded by these tormentors, and a
young friend swimming with him became so frightened
from the attack, that both returned to shore faster than
they left it. Calling on a chemist and druggist on their
way home, they purchased a pot of cold cream, with
which they anointed themselves and soon recovered.
to failure

.

GENERAL SHERIDAN AS A FISH CUL-

lie

TURIST.
United States Salmon Breeding Station,

McCloud River,
Editor Forest and Stream:—

Cal

.

,

Sept. 19, 1875.

MmneL
—

)
\

Gen. Sheridan made us a visit to-day, together with his party, consisting of Mrs. Gen. Sheridan, Col. Sheridan and wife. The General showed
a snprising familiarity with the processes of fish culture, and expressed
very great interest in the work which the United States is doing here.
We fortunately had seven millions salmon eggs in fine condition to show
him. He impressed us all as a very genial and pleasant man, with a
mighty reserve power to call out in case of emergency.
Very truly yours,
Livingston Stone.

Distinguished Arrival. On the National Line Steamship Erin, which reached this port from Liverpool the
27th inst., came a fine setter consigned to "Ajax," by
"Idstone." In color, a rich red; in strain, pure Irish; age,

and a half months;

five

sex, the gentler.

A

bony, blood-

like head; flat cheeks; high occiput; large dark lustrious

eyes; dark nose; long muscular neck; oblique shoulders;
large for her age; strong loins;

straight front legs; girth

commencing a comblike feather; hindquarters drooping,
and hind legs remarkably "let down" and as flat as a knife;
and the whole standing on the daintiest, firmest, cat-like
And her pedigree, which
feet such is her appearance.
we intend to publish next week, shows she comes honestly
by her good looks. We are glad to welcome so rare a
setter to our shores, and are confident that in the hands of
the true sportsman who has imported her, she will develop
into all of which a thoroughbred field dog is capable.
tail

\ntnml <§isforg.

SOMETHING ABOUT FROGS.

;

has always "been a matter of conjecture as to what
IT becomes
of the frogs in Winter.
A correspondent

of

Land and Water relates an instance of what came under
his observation many years ago on the Cumberland shore
TJllswater Lake:

"I ought to
draining-tiles,

premise that prior to the introduction of

drains were usually constructed in Cumcerland by filling up the trench cut with broken stones
In some mountain meadows (where of course the plough
was never used) the drains were so filled to the top, care
only being taken to keep them out of the way of the scythe.
Sometimes the drains became choked with soil and clay,
and required to be opened out. In such duty a laborer
was engaged when he suddenly struck his pickaxe into a
mass of many hundreds of frogs. Had I written thousands I should not have exceeded the truth. For several
feet in length of the drain were the animals closely packed
among the broken stones. Their color was a dirty, corpselike white, all the bright yellow, or russet, of Summer was
gone. On exposure to the air, it was really a difficult matter to decide whether Froggy was living or dead, as no
motion indicatee the former state of existence. Questions
suggested themselves to me at the moment, the solution of
which has remained a puzzle to this hour. How did the
frogs get there? It is not difficult to imagine that a stray
member of the ranal community finding out so convenient
a hibernating shelter, but how came such a multitude
thither? Will this in any way account for what we are
constantly hearing of— batrachians being found imbedded in
rocks, timber, etc? These are generally solitary. Supposing,
again, that the whole number should have perished in situ,
and become fossilised, what would some Hugh Miller or
Buckland of the future think of the discovery? Through
the medium of your columns I would inquire if similar
frog "holds" have been observed by others. The laborer
who disinterred the lot in question was himself of an inquisitive turn, and immediately dispatched one of his
young hopefuls in quest of me, and so afforded me the
only chance I ever had of viewing frogs in a Winter state
The manner in which they were packed
of existence.
amongst the broken stones was of itself sufficient to impair the efficiency of the drain as a channel for the surplus
water of a very boggy mountain meadow."
have frequently quoted frog's legs among the ar-

We

our fish market/and are aware
that there are parties in Canada who make a business of
catching them for market. According to the Troy Times
this is the way the supply is caught nearer home:
"I was out driving on Saturday, and a few miles from
here found two men in a swamp by the side of the road
who seemed to be crazy, to judge from their movements!
ticles

exposed for

I watched

sale in

them from

the carriage

made up my mind they were

some

fishing, but

time,

and

how

they could

finally

find water enough to fish in I could not imagine.
Finally
I called out to them, 'What are you doing there?'
'Uome

and

see,'

one of them shouted back.

I hitched

my

horse

—

Gentlemen proposing to send dogs to the Memphis
Field Trials are notified that they will be forwarded from
Louisville, Ky., free of charge.
'*»»

—

—By reference to our advertising

columns it will be seen
that 'Mohawk's" fine Field Trial setter bitch, Kirby in whelp
to Mr. Raymond's Pride of the Border, is offered for sale.
Kirby, whose pedigree has been published in our paper, is
splendidly bred and will be an acquisition to any kennel.
-**^~
'

,

SOMETHING ABOUT OUR GENERAL
Editor Forest and Stream:—
General was a pup; he was bought at no mean price, and
brought home curled up in his master's hat.
He was a setter,
beautifully marked, and came of a family
high in reputation;

we considered ourselves fortunate when we became his posBut we stop just here to ask, did you ever raise a pup— a setter
pup? If so, you know something about the trials that awaitea us. We
named the dog General, thinking in time he would deserve the appellation, but alas for our hopes, he was ere long pronounced a general nuisance. The first few nights after his arrival were made hideous by his
continual mournings for his mother, whom he was never more to see
again. All sorrows come to an end, however, and kind treatment and
good feeding solaced our puppy's feelings, and he soon became contented and happy. As soon as his four short legs could scamper around
with his fat little body his mischievous pranks commenced. He from
therefore
sessor.

!

the first evinced the greatest fondness for brushes; carried away shoe
brush, stove, hair and clothes brush each in turn, and with most untiring industry endeavored to pick them to pieces. He would pull at the
bristles, and when they pricked his tender nose would bark with puppylike fury and redouble his efforts at annihilation of the brush kingdom.
A broom was another object of his love, and he would destroy one with
the greatest delight.
once asked a little girl if she knew what the

We

in

"Yes, um," was the prompt reply, "all
pieces." According to this definition our dog was a genuine pkcemakM'i
for he was ready at short notice to make any article all in pieces that
could be thus rendered by his claws and sharp teeth. "Woe to the boots
and shoes that were left within his reach; he has hidden more than one

word peacemaker meant.

where the owner never found them. A young lady came on a visi
house and at first fancied General greatly, praised his glossy coat,
of
fine head, and pretty brown eyes, expressed herself as being very fond
the
dogs, aud thought she should like nothing better than a romp with
hu
mischievous pup. The dog was nothing loth, and a romp they had,
Genera
poor Miss Flora came off with clothes soiled and rent, while
s
wagged his tail, shook himself, and was ready to tatter Miss Flora
her
wrapper more completely if she did not object. Miss Flora laid
when
pretty new hat in a chair, which was careless, we know. The pup,
after
soon
was
it
to
the
took
grass
and
plot,
snatched
it,
unobserved,
*a
found standing over its remains, seemingly delighted at his own dest
^
whe^
tiveness. It was very early Spring when Gen. came to us. therefore
fuiij^
the first broods of young chickens appeared he was old enough to
how
appreciate fun. The first brood quickly vanished from our &ifi?ht;
pair

to the

I

—

—

;

—

—

—

;

FOREST AND STREAM.
The clucking mother "clucked in vain, and we searched
and wondered also in vain. It was thought the rats had carried away the
wee helpless things, but when the second hen mother came off with her
He
flock of downy ones it was found that Gen caused all the mischief.
would catch a chicken, roll it over and over, and toss it about till it was
dead, and then discard it for another. And oh! what sport it was to torment the soft, small creatures as long as there was life in them. When
made
first Gen. was given lessons in retrieving the amount of trouble he
almost
is beyond describing. Repeatedly he caught a turkey that was
grown, dragged it to his master and dropped it at his feet, at the same
time wagging his tail as if pleased with what he had done. Of course
the turkeys, which we all know are tender, died from such treatment.
He served the hens in the same manner; would chase one until it dropped
from fatigue, and then it would be taken to his master. Whipping did
no good, the dog persisted in thinking it was better to carry live fowls
than dead birds or a sawdust ball. But now Gen. is grown, and is one
of the best dogs we have ever known. A general favorite is he—good at
home and excellent in the field. This is all due to faithfulness in training; judicious management will accomplish wonders with a bird dog.
A. D. W.

Colorado.— Denver, Sept 20.—Fishing

we knew not.

.

THE DOGS OF PORTSMOUTH.
Portsmouth, N. H., Sept.

20, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
In your last issue I saw a letter from this city giving a statement as regards some of the dogs owned here, and which was written hastily or
from a want of knowledge of the dogs in our city. Capt. Eastman owns
Capt. Pickering owns a fine
two fine dogs, both setters and well broken
James
setter, and does a good deal of work in the field in the season.
Carroll has a fine pointer, and does probably more work than any of our
sportsmen. John S Sides owns a couple of dogs, a setter and pointer,
and in the woodcock season gets more of those birds than any one else.
Joseph Bell owns one or two dogs, and being a lover of the gun, has only
fine stock. A. P. Thurston, Esq., has probably the finest six months old
setter pup in the State, both for beauty and good points; he is also the
owner of Pete, formerly the property of Dr. Day, of Warren, R. I. Pete
is the father of the pup from Don, the well-known blooded setter of
Prank Cozzens. Shot, another of his dogs, is a fine blooded two-year
old, and was bought by the editor of the American Sportsman for him.
Taken together, a bet' er set of dogs are not to be found, and could they
have been sent to the late Dog Show would have taken prizes, but Mr. T.
was averse to sending them on account of the trouble involved, and wishing them to use during the shooting season in Nova Scotia. All these
dogs are of considerable value, and were purchased on account of their
excellent qualities in the field. Adolphus Nelson, a watchman in the
navy yard, also owns a black and white setter, but I never heard much
said about his qualities. Your correspondent spoke of this dog as being
the property of Capt. Nelson, of the United States Navy, but there is no
John Young, another watchman,
such officer attached to this station
owns a fine-lookine pointer, but is a curious dog, being of the most willful nature; will hunt when he pleases, and when not in humor wont move
Axe.
a peg for anybody. Yours,
.

.

FISH IN SEASON IN OCTOBER.
Black Bass, micropterus salmoides, micropterus nigricans.
Bluefish, temnodon soltator.
Striped Bass Boccus lineatus.
^
and
Fish
in Season" toe can only syecify in
"Game
[Under the head of
general terms the several varieties, because the laws of States vary so much
that toere toe to attempt to particularize we could do no less than publish
This
those entire sections that relate to the kinds of game in question.
would require a great amount of our space. In designating game we are
guided by the laws of nature., upon which all legislation is founded, and
our readers would do well to provide themselves with the laws of their reOtherwise, our attempts to assis
spsclive States for constant reference.
them will only create confusion.}
.

—

*

Fish in Market. The better weather of the past week
has had the effect of bringing in fish in more abundant
supply. Bluefish of large size have appeared in a;reat quan
tities on the south side of Long Island, and are also abundOur quotations do not
ant on the Massachusetts coast.
vary much from those of last week. Striped bass from
Rhode Island are worth 20 to 25 cents green smelts, from
Maine, 30 cents per pound; bluefish 8 to 10 cents; salmon,
frozen, 50 cents per pound; fresh mackerel from Massachusetts, 25 cents each for large and 6 cents for small fish
weakfish, caught in this vicinity, 12 cents per pound; white
perch, from Long Island, 12 cents; Spanish mackerel from
New jersey and Baltimore, 50 cents each; green turtle, 20
cents per pound; terrapin $12 per dozen; halibut 20 cents
per pound; haddock, 8 cents; kingfish, 25 cents; codfish,
;

8 to 10 cents; blackfish 8 to 10 cents; flounders, 10 cents;
porgies, 10 cents; sea bass, 18 cents; eels, 18 cents; lobsters, 8 cents; sheepshead, 25 cents; scollops, $1 50 per
gallon; whitefish, 20 cents; pickerel, 20 cents; vellow perch,

10 cents; salmon trout, 20 cents; ciscoes, 10 cents; hard
crabs, 40 cents per dozen; soft crabs $1.50 per dozen;
frog's legs, 50 cents per pound.

—

Bait. Shedder crabs,
$1.50 per dozen; shrimp, $1 per quart; soft clams, 40 to
60 cents per 100.
Another leather turtle was taken on Friday last near
Orient, Long Island, and forwarded to Mr. Blackford, of

—

Fulton Market, from whose premises it goes to grace a
niche in the Smithsonian Institute. This makes the fifth
of these monsters taken in our waters this Summer.
There
is something remarkable in this invasion of the sphargis
coriacea/ Mr. Blackford has also forwarded to Professor

Wood's Hole, a large "drum" and two smelt-like
which Professor Baird says are great treasures, being
the saury of the Gulf of Mexico, (saurus fcetans) which he
has not seen taken from our waters for twenty years past.
Baird, at

fishes

Great South Bay.—Fish

are very scarce. Neither the
professional fishermen or the rod and reel division are
Most of the pleasure boats have had
doing anything.

Summer cabins taken off, "cuddys" put
now hard at work oystering.

their

New

—

on,

and are

—

Jersey JBarnegat Inlet, Sept. 18th. Large schools
of bluefish made their appearance to-day. Eight or ten
yachts are among them. Captain Ridgway just landed
with 77; others taking them in proportion. Striped bass
are biting freely; blackfish and sea bass also.

Maryland, Frederick, Sept. 22d.—On Saturday, September 18th, over two hundred eels were caught in a single
fish basket in less than twelve hours, in Lingamore Creek,
which is not more than ten yards wide from'bank to bank,
the largest one weighing five pounds, and measured from
tip of head to tip of tail, three feet four inches long. Who
can beat this catch in such a run?
F. S.

Poudre must be something remarkable.
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PERCH FISHING AT BETTERTON.

in the Cache-laMessrs. N. O.

Vosbuigh, C Stimson, Kelley, Brazee, Menkee and Connor caught 617 trout from one hole, and there are plenty

Easton, Pa., Sept.

.

left.

—E.

Wiman,

Wm.

and T. E. Leeds, city,
together with H. P. D wight, Tom Townsend, and others,
making a large party of the Kayweambejewagamog Club,
left Toronto the 20th on an extended fishing and hunting
expedition in the extreme northern lakes of Canada. "Kaweambejewagamog" is the Indian name for Hollow Lake.
The Nepioon. Fishing has been splendid during the
season and all parties came away well pleased. The fish,
however, have not averaged as large as usual, heaviest
weighing from 4| to 4f pounds. Any number of large
P. Raynor,

—

could be seen in the deep water, but the small

trout

ones

would only take the fly. The following is a list of visitors
to the Nepigon River during the season of 1875:
M. W. Reed, Cyrenius Hall, Milwaukee, Wis. G. Ger;

main, Dodge Co., Wis.; S. D- Burchard, Willie T. Burchard, Beaver Dam, Wis.; Ben. Robinson, Cincinnati, Ohio;
Harry H. Brown, Cleveland, Ohio; Gen. W. D. Whipple,
U. S. Army; M. K. Moorehead, Pittsburgh, Pa.; W. W.
Herberton, Elkton, Ind. E. P. Lewis, Cincinnati, Ohio;
C. W. Miner, Twenty-second Infantry, U. S. Army; Hon.
D. L. Gillis, Iowa; A. H. Evans, Washington, D. C.
C. V. Gillis, Penn.; Com. J. H. Gillis, Lt.-Com. A. G.
Kellogg, H. D. McEwan, Wallace Graham, F. L.DuBois,
H. Graves,
U. S. Navy, G. Gocdloe, Lexington, Ky.;
Duluth, Minn.; F. H. Clark, Philadelphia, Pa.; Lt.-Col.
E. W. Smith, U. S. Army; Ed. Rice, St. Paul, Minn. J.
Pomeroy, C. R Bushnell,
Gilpiling,
Martin,
Langdon, Minneapolis; Dr. F. Carter and lady, C. L. Taylor, R. W, Clark, Jr., Rob Roy McNutty, Columbus, Ohio;
A, V, Bogart, J. P., C, E. Lewis, F, S. Lewis, E, C. McFetridge, T. L. Newton, Beaver Dam, Wis. E. E. Higbee,
Mercersberg, Pa.
C. D. Murray, A. J. Avery, M, L.
Hinman, Dunkirk, N. Y.; John McDougall, Hornellsville,
N. Y.; J. V. Granger, H, M. Butler, A. Wright, St. Paul,
;

C

;

—

—

—

;

;

Minn.

Salmon Fishing in Canada.— Reports, as a rule, have
not been favorable from the Canadian rivers, but the following list, furnished to the Field, and vouched for by the
Vice- Admiral Farquhar, shows that oneindividualhas been
The stream from which the fish were taken is
successful.
the Cascapediac, a small river in the Province of Quebec:
Pounds.

Pish.

June 25— 31 pounds; only evening fishing one pool
June 26-33, 32, 24, 29 pounds, and 2 kelts
June 27— Sunday.
June 28— 13, 21, 23 pounds
June 29—35, 40 pounds
June 30—38, 13, 32, 31, 13, 21, 33, 36, 33 pounds
July 1—12, 27, 36, 23, 39 pounds
July 2—25, 25 pounds
July 3 -21, 32, 34 pounds

34
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1

4

57
75
250
137

3

2
9

5
2
3

49

87

July 4— Sunday.
July 5—Blank; calm and clear all day.
July 6—30 pounds; moving up river; only fished one hour 1
4
July 7—35, 22, 20, 27 pounds
July 8—Blank; calm and clear all day.
July 9—36, 17, 20, 25 pounds
4
July 10—28 pounds; only fished in morning before starting

down

river

,

Total

My score:

Total, 39

salmon in

13

days

1

30
194
108

1

28

39

1,077

fishing; weight, 1,077

average weight, 27.6.

pounds;
O. F.

The Fisheries.— The number of fishing arrivals at this
port for the week ending Sept. 23, was 60—24 from Georges,
Amount of
7 from the Banks and 29 from mackereling.
Georges cod brought in, 300,000 pounds; halibut, 20,000;
Bank cod, 880,000 pounds. The mackerel seiners are still
doing a slim business. About 2,200 barrels have been
landed the past week, mostly tinkers. Recent news from
the Bay is not of a very encouraging nature, and the prospect now is that the mackereling season will wind up exGape Ann Advertiser, Sept. 24.
ceedingly poor.
-*>-

—

FLY-FISHING FOR BLUEFISH.
y

1

20, 1875.

week, I would say to him that
It has been in practice some
all know, must have a moving
time where it
bait.
Now, wherever you have a swift tide if you anchor your boat and
let your lines out it answers the same purpose as if you were sailing,
Do thus and have
the watei rushing by the line giving the same effect.
Of course bait
a stiff bass rod with 300 feet line, and it is all you need.
and lines to suit yourself. To catch one ten pound fish this way is more
fun than a dozen by trolling, the meanest of all fishing where you have
to pull against the boats sailing. This same rule will apply to weak fish.
The best place on the coast for this kind of fun is at Barnegat Inlet, that
being the strongest tide.
S. K., Jr.
last

not a new idea.
can be done. Bluefish, we

reel fishing for bluefish is

-*

.

A DAY IN GOOSE CREEK.
*

Leesburg Academy,

—

Sept. 16th, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Having heard so much about the abundance of bass in Goose Creek I
thought I would go and see for myself. Well, duly equipped with a
Conroy rod, a fly-book, and a snack of cold mutton and buttered bread,
I left

my

rise.

I

A great deal has been written of the perch fishing at Betterton, but of
such a general character as not to furnish data of the ground that the
experienced fisher who is a stranger to it requires. Such was my experience, and I was even unable to get precise data on some points after
prior correspondence with residents of the locality. Correspondents are
too apt to desire to write too "interesting sketches," and facts and points
suffer in proportion. For those who may be situated as I was I will give
the result of my observation. Betterton is in Kent county, Md., on the
extreme upper end of Chesapeake Bay, within sieht of the mouths of
the Susquehanna, Elk, Northeast and Sassafras Rivers. It is about eighty
miles by water from Philadelphia and forty from Baltimore. It is
reached by the Ericson steamers which leave both cities at 4 P. M., requiring for the trip about eleven hours' from the former, wharf
above Chestnut street, and four hours from the latter city. The fare
from Philadelphia is $1.50, which includes berth. Meals are fifty cents
extra. The Delaware branch of the Philadelphia, Wilmington and Baltimore Railroad also runs to Still Pond, a station four miles from Betterton.
The train leaves Philadel phis at 8 A. M.,and makes the trip in
four hours.
Still Pond is also the Post Office, Betterton having only a
few scattering dwellings and no Post Office. Thomas Crew keeps the
house (not a hotel and without a bar,) and can probably accommodate
twenty guests, for whom he provides bountifully. His rate is $1-50 per
day, and boats with captain and bait $3 per day. The favorite fishirg
ground is about two miles from the house, and the water tnere is about
thirty to forty feet deep.
The ebb current runs about two and a half
miles an hour, and the flood current about two miles an hour, or with
about one-half the force of the current in the Delaware, hence a 10 or 12ounce dipsey is heavy enough for a bow or hand line, and two ounces for
a rod line. I used a bow line and hand line because I got the impression
that the water was sixty feet deep. but. shall use a rod the next time.
bass rod nine feet long, with multiplying reel, is the proper rod. The
perch bite better at the turn of the tide- -an hour before and after each
the low water and young flood being the best. The perch season is in
from the 1st of September until the middle of October, and the best time
to select is those days when it is high water from 6 to 9 o'clock.
Then
you can set the benefit of both tides in one day. Earth worms and crabs
are the only native bait provided, crabs Vicing the main stay, as worms are
scarce, owing to the dry nature of the soil. Minnows are better bait
than either, but there is no appliance there for catching them. Shrimp
are a capital bait, and clams are also good bail;.
It is not amiss to take
some bait along— worm, clam, or shrimp, or a good dip minnow net. But
fish are so abundant that they are not specially dainty as to bait, and I
have no doubt that the very large perch would strike with avidity for
minnows when they might pass other bait. That has been my experience
in the Delaware, If a hand line is used, glove fingers are necessary, else
any but the toughest hand will give out before a dav's fishing is over. I
saw several gentlemen binding their lingers with strips of handkerchief to
shield their hands. The reports of the abundance of perch and the certainty of finding them upon any day, except when the water is muddy after a heavy rain have not been much exaggerated. They are so
plentiful as to destroy any motive for the traditional fish lying.
two fishing— caught in two tides three peach baskets full. Our largest
perch weighed sixteen ounces, and the run was very fair, from six to
twelve ounces, favoring the larger size. Our captain said the run or
catch was not nearly up to a fair average, which we could credit, as there
was a stiff wind blowing from the northeast, considered an nnpropitious
quarter. There were eight boats fishing the same day, containing fortytwo fishers, all pursuing their sport within an area of less than 100 yards
square. It is thought better to be grouped together, as it holds the fish.
The entire party fishing one tide (with one exception,) caught at a reasonable estimate between 4,000 and 5,000 perch. The sport is satisfying
to any craving. When I say that the bottom is a little sticky, with here
and there a stone, and the locality being free from marshes is also free
from mosquitoes, I will have embraced the most essential points, except
that it would be difficult to find a spot where more sport of the kind can
be had at such a comparatively trifling expense.

A

We

The

Chesapeake are published in the Nautical AlHigh water at Betterton would be about half an hour earlier
Turkey Point.
B.

tide tables of the

manac.
than at

-*.<<>.

TROUT

IN

THE MAGNETEWAN.

*f

—

Philadelphia, September,

1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:

Hi your issue of September 16th appeared an account of the expe
rience of a fishing party on the Magnetewan this Summer, in which this
river as a trout stream was condemned up and down
Now, Sir, will
.

Boston, Mass., Sept.

Editor Forest and Stream.:—
In answer to your correspondent of

V

16, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—

domicile at five o'clock and reached Goose Creek Bridge at suncast and took a small bass; another, and hooked my
fly in a willow behind me, breaking my second joint at the ferule before
I knew I was fastened. I was then in a pretty fix; sun getting higher
and higher, and fish showing every disposition to be caught; but by
splicing my tip on with part of my line, cut off with a sharp rock, I managed to fish thoroughly about three or four miles of the creek at the
The creek used to be a canal, and the old locks
pools below every dam

made one

.

and dams form suitable water below for fly-fishing. My plan was to
wade in when in sight of a dam, and fish up to it carefully, and I had
very goo i sport— caught 22 fish in all, 16 bass, 3 fall fish, and 3 perch.
Twice I caught two at a cast; once I fell in up to my neck, and altogether had a splendid trip. Towards evening I fished back over nearly
the same ground, and just before coming Jaway, at Mabin's Dam, the
small bass were jumping out of the water at every cast. I lost several
large fish by want of skill, and hope Til find them some other dav. All
fish were taken with home-made flies tied by inexperienced hands. The
The flies had red, green, white, yelfish, however, took them eagerly.
low, and orange bodies, wrapped with silver tinsel, wings of red, white,
black and lead color, and hackles brown, yellow, white, black and ginger
from a game cock. They took any and every sort, i passed e ight angThey seemed to have had poor luck. I've
lers fishing with the minnow.
had twinges of neuralgia since, but don't regret my day on Goose Creek.
Since Saturday last the anglers on the river have done well, three gentlemen getting 30 and other strings having from 5 to 20; one colored brother
catching a good string, averaging, so they say, 2$ pounds. An anglomaniac
friend will be our guest next week, and as he knows the use of the rod,
we hope to show a good score. One fall fish, over 12 inches, fought as
T. W.
well as the bass.

you

listen to the other side of the question

What

here can be
proved, if necessary, by four persons—Mr. Edward Carnahan, of Philadelphia; Ed. Jenkins, of Magnetewan Village (!), and Theo. Haines and
.

is said

Mr. Champion, of Doe Lake, all of whom saw the trout. Mr. Carnahan, Jenkins, and myself went up the Magnetewan from Lake Sheesheep
to the Forks, fished the rapid above there, or what is knowu as the Third
Portage on the North Branch, in company with Mr. Walter Beatly, the
Government Surveyor, who was camping above that spot, and in one afternoon took 140 trout, none (except two) of which were under half a
pound, and from that up t© two and two and a half. From there we returned and ascended the South Branch to Little Doe Lake, taking good
trout out of each of the three rapids between the lake and the Forks.
From there we went to the mouth of Ragged Creek, on the East Branch
of the Magnetewan, or what is known on the map as Trout River, and
on one Saturday evening at sunset the writer took thirteen trout, seven
of which weighed twenty-one pounds and two ounces! The reason
I
say seven is that the remaining six were not weighed, being used for food.
The seven largest were preserved by being sunk in cool running water
until Moiiday, when we returned to Doe Lake and weighed them!
I do
•

not think I exaggerate when I say that there was not the difference of
one pound in the whole thirteen, and it was hardly a matter of choice
which to retain to show. I took off the heads of two, soaked them in
salt, and after smoking them over the camp fire, brought
them back to
the city as curiosities. They can be seen at my room here.
Theodore
Haines told me he caught one that weighed over six pounds some
few
days before.

Although we had good fishing during the first ten days of our trip we
only got the stragglers, for in July the water in the iarge river becomes
very warm, and the trout run up into the spring lakes far above. When
we returned to the first rapids two weeks later in company with Messrs.
Richardson and Lyons, of Oswego, N. Y., George Ross, their guide, told
me he had never in all his experience seen the water so low, and then we
had no fishing at all to speak of. The Magnetewan is a dark, still stream
in Summer, with few rapids, but in Spring:, they tell me, is vastly different. When a river is low and the water warm, as it is in July in
Canada, a man cannot expect to get good fishing. Major Blodgett, of NewYork, was in at the best time, but the black flies drove him away as soon
as he touched at the first rapid, at Ross' Clearing. Messrs. Rust and
Taylor, from Fulton, N. Y., were also there in a good time, but Rust fell
out of the stage and had his leg run over, so that spoiled their fun as
they returned at once. Richardson and Lyons were in too late for the
tront, as was also Mr. Osborne, of Philadelphia, and Carnahan and I just
got the fag end of the fishing, but that was amply sufficient to satisfy me
that tho fish are there in any quantity to suit if tried for in season. Mr.
George Johnson, of the White Manufacturing Company of Bridgeport]
Conn., is at Horn Lake now, so you ought to hear from him in regard to
September fishing. Jenkins is to send me a box of trout next May if
all's well, and if they arrive safe I will convince you that there are trout
in that river, and big ones, too, as he says he will send none under three
pounds dressed, and some larger. Yours, etc.,
Music.

-^

—

—

housed.

All communications from Secretaries and friends should be
later than Monday in each week.

maUed no

+

HIGH WATER, FOR THE WEEK,
Date.

Boston,.

H.
30
1

morn.
.,

Get.

2..

,

Oct

3
4

...:

Oct,
Oct.
Oct.

M.

5
6

9

.

48
26
5
48
37

,

New

York. Charleston.

B.

8
9
10
10
11

M.
57

M.

32

48

the last round the Brunette broke her tiller
to retire from the race.
The Ina
took first prize, the Lady Standley second and the Dauntless third.
In a race for second class yachts five started,
the Leo winning first, the Enid second, and Katie Gray
third prizes.
In the third class race nine boats started, the
Sunberry, of Belleville, winning first, and Troubler, of
Cape Vincent, second prizes.

12

A Challenge from the Mohawk.— Commodore

9
10
10

morn.

11

26
5

48
37

13

Regatta of the Small Yachts of the AtlanYacht Club.— The regatta of the Unas, (single sail

Fall,
tic

open yachts) for a prize offered by the Flag Officers, and
for the Champion Pennant, which took place on the afternoon of the 16th September, was held to be no race because
the Vanita, as reported by its owner in turning the yacht
Orion, used as a stakeboat, had touched the boom of the
Orion, and the other yachts preferred to sail it again to
taking a prize won by a fluke. The Commodore appointed
last Saturday at two o'clock P. M. in Gowanus Bay, around
the same course. At the time appointed the following yachts
appeared and after some delay caused in getting Kaiser,
one of the yachts to be used for a stakeboat in lieu of the
Orion, into position, the gun to start was given, and in the
five minutes given for the flying start the yachts got of! as
follows
Name.
Owner.
H. M. S.
Lapwing
Secretary Morgan
2 27 36
Carringcon
Moffat
Treasurer Hogins.

Ada
Tnayer

2

2
2

28
28
29

00
11

35

The first course was a dead heat along the shore to the
Kaiser at anchor near the Bay Ridge Ferry, and the yachts
took the first tack in shore towards Whitman's boat shop.
On that first tack the Ada got ahead of the Lapwing, and
the Vanita, but on the port tack the latter closed up the
space between her and the Ada, and taking advantage of
a severe knock-down of the little boat, when they had to
let the main sheet run, easily got past, and from that time
she steadily gained on the whole fleet. The others followed in the order we have named till they arrived at the
home stakeboat on the first time around as follows.
H. M. S.|
H. M. S.
Vanita

3

'

03|Thayer
19;Lapwing

15
23

..3

Ada...

3
3

25
30

—A

54
32

In coming down on the last course the Vanita was so
well handled that she made it in one tack, while the others
not having made due allowance for the severe current running up the river, drifted above the dock around the Gowanus Basin and had to beat quitea little space along it
After passing the home stakeagainst a powerful tide.
boat the Vanita having a good lead, went off on the second
course bu^ the Ada standing in too near the shore, the
Thayer saw the mistake and coming about much sooner.
When they came together near Hunt's dock the Thayer
was ahead, which she kept till about half way between the
Kaiser and Agnes, when the xlda slowly gained and passed
This lead the Ada kept till the end of the race. On
her.
the second round the home stakeboat was passed in the
following order:—
_
II. M. S.j
H. M. S.
Vanita

Ada

53 Thayer
44|Lapwing

55

3
.....4

11

.....4
,

4

13
16

Seawanhaea Boat Club.— This club had their fourth
annual regatta on Newtown Creek on Friday last, the large
number of seven races being on the programme. The re-

Searle getting off

4
4

Ada

.......

The

Ol.Thayer
29|Lapwing

40
57

the race

5
5

oJ

in 10m. 15s.

i{

leads Thayer 2m. 15s.

4^

11m.

champion pennant.

—The following named cat rigged yachts competed in a
regatta at South Cove, Jersey City, on Thursday last, the
course being eight times round the Cove :—

Alice..

Teresa

18
18

06
04

17
10

oo
Q4

n

n

Smith
Johnson
SECOND CLASS.
P.Dillon
J Quinn
THIRD CLASS.
.M. Bradley

Three Brothers

.

.

Point,

.

—The

Dorchester Yacht Club held their third and final
championship regatta for the season on the 21st inst. The
first prize for the second class centre-boards was won by
the Fannie, in the third class by the Water Witch, and in
the second class keels by the Ruby. Appended is a sumof the race

Name
Mabel......

Wanderer

:

SECOND-CLASS CENTRE-BOARDS.
Actual
Owner.
Length.
time.
J. M. Roberts.... 20.
22.3
C. E. Russ

2:08:32
2.04:20

Fannie..

Benjamin Dean. .22.2
2:02:09
THIRD-CLASS CENTRE-BOARDS.

Bristol

H.S.Mann

10.7

Water Witch.... W. H. Gorman... 19.

12m.
Corrected
time

1:41:18
1:38:46

2:19:23
2:22:39

1:44:08
1:45:48

SECOND-CLASS KEELS.

Macduff
H. Hilt
Ruby.. ........T. W.Preston.

20.11
..19. 09.

—

Yachting on Lake Ontario. The fine fleet of yachts
whose matches at different points on Lake Ontario we
have chronicled so frequently of late, met in another
friendly contest on the 20th inst, the occasion being the
Belleville regatta held at Massassaqua Point. The course
was laid out in the form of a triangle, which was to be
sailed around three times, making a distance of nearly 40
The starting yachts in the first class race were the
miles.
Annie Cuthbert, Ina, Lady Standley, Brunette and DauntReefs were in order, and the Ina had her topmast
less.

last.

The

first

race

Hunter's

was

45s.

Atlantic Boat Club Regatta.—This regatta was held
on Monday last at Pleasant Valley, on the Hudson. Four
races were rowed; the course for all racers was one mile
and return. The Senior single sculls was the first rowed.
For this there were three entries: P. C. Ackerman, Joseph.
Benson and James Reed. The first named won in 13m.
The next race was for Junior single
14s., Reed second.
sculls; entries: J. H. -Allair, J. Devlin, and W. T. Reiley.
Allair won in 14m. 15s., Reiley, second.
The third race
was for four-oared barges. Two crews appeared as fol-

1:32:30
1:30:46
1:28:20

2:18:23
2:15:45

on Wednesday

their sec-

for senior
sculls, If miles; R. V. Young, F. Pigon, Jr., J. B. White
and J. Rodgers were the starters. The last named won in
11m. 80s. The junior single scull race, same distance,
was wT on by J. D. Wheaion in 13m. 45s. The third race
was for pair-oared gigs, distance the same, between G.
Thomas, bow; R. V. Young, stroke, with G. Lucas, coxswain, and F. Pigon, bow; B. Briggs, stroke, with A. H.
Baultman, stroke. Thomas and Young led during the entire race, winning by about three-quarters of a length;
time, 14m.
The fourth and last race was an eight-oared barge race
between the married and single men of the club, sides being chosen by the married and single ladies present. The
married crew were: A. J. Valentine, bow; C. J. Kennedy.
stroke; J. D. Wheaton, F. Pigon, Jr., R. V. Young, C. M.
Wiske, C. W. Havemeyer, J. Cook, J. E. Rogers, coxswain. The crew of the single men consisted of W. H.
Rexter, bow; J. B. White, stroke; E. F. Williams, H. S.
Starr, G. Lucas, W. Logan, A. H. Baultman, J. Y. Van
Wycklaw, G. M. Bennington, coxswain. The distance
was the same as in the other races. The bachelors won in

Geo E verson
11
10
Aunt Jerusha
The smaller yachts labored under some disadvantage
from being repeatedly becalmed by the larger ones. After
deducting the time allowance of thirty seconds to the foot,
it was found that the Ella won in the first class, beating the
Four Brothers 3m. 5s. The Alice won in the second class,
beating the Teresa 45s., and the Aunt Jerusha in the third
class, beating the Three Brothers 2m. 2^-s.

mary

•

The last event of the day was the race between
foi
oared shells, for which there were two entries as
follows^A. J. Dupignac, bluer~P. C. Ackerman, stroke- TaJ*

Reed.No. 2; C. Worden, No. 3; W. T. Reilay, bow
*
Joseph Russell, white— Joseph Benson, stroke- J H Ai
Al
lair, No. 2; J. Bryson, No. 3; G. Hadley, No. 4.'
Benson's crew won in 11m. 34s. The weather was
nlea
ant overhead, but the water sufficiently rough to
make ii

"

"

disagreeable for the oarsmen.

u

'

Athletics.— A contest between the nickel
fours of these clubs was rowed on the Harlem on
Saturdav
last, the course being from the powder schooner to
Moitp
dock, above High Bridge, a distance of three miles
Tli
Nassaus got the best of the start but by bad •steermolowed the Athletics to get even or a little ahead, the
latter
in striving to. take their opponent's water fouled,
and the
Nassaus stopped rowing. The referee ordered both
boats
to proceed but on arriving at the finishing stake
boat
awarded the race to the Nassaus, the Athletic crew beiuV
"
clearly to blame for the foul.

Nassau

ts.

J

—John

Walker and Jasper Wells, on Wednesday

last

of the Nassau Boat Club, rowed a match on the
Harlem
River, for the championship of the club.
The course was
the two mile stretch from High Bridge to the
Railroad
Bridge. Wells won the race by nearly three lengths
in
15m. 23s.
•

—Two interesting races were rowed at Bayonne, N. J
on Saturday. The first was between a gig and a baW&
each four-oared, of the Bayonne Rowing Association; distance, two miles
The crews were composed as follows
Gig— J. L. Beach, coxswain; I. Van Buskirk, strokeW. H. Jasper, 3d; W. T. Mclntyre, 2d; B. T. MettW
bow.
Barge— G. S. Boice, coxswain; T. Mettam, stroke; E E
Shaw, 3d; I. Cadmus, 2d; G. S. Stilt, bow.
The gig crew won in 13m. 8£s., the time of the barge being 13m. 15£s. E. W. Humphries, referee.
The second was a single scull race, between Fred Spring
of the Argonautas, and W. E. Van Buskirk of the Bayonne Rowing Association. Spring took the lead, but Van
Buskirk passed him and came in several lengths aheadtime, 14m. 12s.; distance, two miles.
—The Hudson Boat Club of Jersey City held their final
regatta of the season in the South Cove, Jersey City, on
.

'

Saturday.

The

first

race was a single scull race between

Hardenburgh, J. N. Gregory, and H. C. Pierson.
Hardenburg won easily in 13m. 30s. The next was a working boat race between W. Clarke, Jr., and H. C. Pierson.
Clarke won in 19m.
The Triton Boat Club held a regatta on the Passaic
River at Newark on the 25th inst., when three races were
rowed, the water being rather rough. The first race was
for single sculls, four contestants appearing.
T. E. Townley won in 14m. 45s.
G. A. Small and J.' A. Smith rowing a dead heat for second; distance one mile and a half
with a turn. The second was a four-oared shell race, same
distance.
Two crews contested, the winners being Townley, Bruntzenhoffer, Beach and Smith, in the shell BacheJ.

P.

'

time 13m. 30. The last race was for six-oared barges
over the same course; the Douglass, pulled by Rommel],
lor:

Shipman, Hayne, Clarke, March and Van Ness won: time
11m. 55s. A tub race was also provided for the. amusement of a large concourse of spectators.
Engelhart and O'Neil.— The long anticipated race
between these men was rowed at Saratoga on the 23d, resulting in a victory for Engelhart. The course was three
miles and the time made 22m. 22fs.
O'Neil had been suffering for some time with a cough, which broke out afresh
during the race, and materially affected his rowing. Last
year he pulled over the same course fn" 21m. 19|s., and has
repeatedly beaten this time in practice. A large sum of
money changed hands on the result, thd stakes alone being
$2,000.

Binghamton Regatta.— This event was

held on the 22d
presence of a large concourse of spectators.
The races opened on the first day with the fouroared race, three crews competing. The Argonauta crew
won in 13m. 57^s. Watkins second, Bmghamton third, but
the race was ordered to be rowed again the next day,
owing to a fowl. Courtney won the single scull race easily in 15m. 5s.
distance, two miles.
The sport on the
second day commenced with the junior single scull race,
two miles. There were three entries, R. H. Robinson, of
the Union Springs Club, winning in 16m. 30s. The fouroared race did not fill, and the Binghamton crew rowed
over the course alone. The double scull race was also a

and 23d

insts., in

;

Length.
to
In

J.

Com

Ella

42s.

The Arlington Boat Club.— This club held
ond annual regatta on Newtown Creek, near

FIRST CLASS.

Fl

Searle,

Sixth Race—Four oared shells for four silver goblets.
This was the best race of the afternoon, three boats being
entered, the Harry Moore, Charle3 A. Gerdler and Susan
Nipper, the first named winning in 9m. 20s., the Gerdler
crossing the line in 9m. 23s. The Susan Nipper ran into
the winner, crushing her sides and almost drowning the
rowers.
Seventh Race—Eight oared barges, won by the Arlington in 10m. 55s.
The races were all one mile .and
three-quarters with a turn.

49
49

after

_

C.

members. Two
C. Hiel and John Rankin, coxfor junior

gigs for senior members.
Two
crews started, getting off well and keeping up a close
struggle to the finish, Robert H. Orr and Michael Smith,
with C. Searle, coxswain, winning by a length in 11m.
Fifth Race— Double sculls for two silver b'oquet holders.
Three crews started,. C. Searle and C. Heil winning; in

41

, Owner.

the race in 11m.'

won in 11m. 15s.
Fourth Race— Pair oared

The Vanita consequently

Name.
Four Brothers

won

swain,

Thayer leads Lapwing 12m. 16s.
takes the prize and with it the

;

Goldenkirch

—Pair oared gigs

Third Race
crews started.

allowing for start and
measurement was: Vanita leads the Ada 12m. 3s.; Ada
result of

last.

two boats crossing the line together in 12m.
Second Race— Single scull shells by senior members of
the club for a valuable silver cup.
Robert Orr and Win.
Wilson were the only two who started, Orr winning easilv
J
55s., the other

last

Vanita

were

as follows:
First Race-Single scull shells for junior members. Nicholas Goldenkirch, Charles Searle and David Myerly started,

sults

time around all kept in about the same relative
The head boats adding, however, a little to the
positionr.
lead as the wind, which had been fresh, was gradually
dying out. The finish was made' as follows:—
H. M. Sj
H. M. S.

The

—

$m

:

Vanita...

Garner

has addressed a letter to the Editor of the New York
Times, in which he makes -the following challenge:—
''Observing the remarks concerning the Mohawk in your
editorial upon yachting in this morning's issue, and with a
view of ascertaining if the yachting fraternity coincide
with the opinions therein expressed, I will, during the next
month, upon any day when an eight-knot breeze, or upward, is blowing, sail aiiy yacht— keel or centre-boardtwenty miles to windward and back, outside of Sandy Hook
Lightship, provided that notice shall be given to your
newspaper before the 1st of October."
[But why stipulate for an eight-knot breeze? It strikes
us that the yacht which is good in all weathers is the best.
It sounds as though a turfman should demand a muddy
track on which to run his horse against another. Ed.]
The Challenge Accepted .—In reply to the above challenge of Commodore Garner, ex-Commodore Bennet, has
addressed the following letter to the Editor of the Times.
If the match is made it will be productive of more excitement in yachting circles than anything which has occurred of late:
To the Editor of the
York Times:
In answer to Commodore Garner's manly challenge published in your paper to-day, I beg leave to say that I am
prepared to accept his challenge in accordance with his
letter, to sail the Dauntless against the Mohawk twenty
miles to windward of Sandy Hook lightship and return,
on any day during the last week of October, in accordance
with the rules of the New York Yacht Club, for a thousand dollar cup. I am also willing *to sail the Mohawk at
any time between the 10th and 25th of November next, also
in accordance with the rules of the New York Yacht Club,
from Brenton's Reef lightship to Sandy Hook, tor five or
ten thousand dollars.
James G. Bennett.
Boston paper reports that the yacht America, on
Friday- night last, coming from New York, made 240 nautical miles in sixteen hours, and during eight miles of that
distance she was run under bob jib.
Most of the time she
was double reefed, working splendidly.

9

47
32

On

and was forced

post,

Sflpt,

—

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

118

Ocr,

—

—

—

4
8

lows:

Ding-Ding, Color, white— R. B. Taylor, stroke; W. Pollock, No. 1; R. Bryson, JMo. 2; R. Murray, No. 3; J. Brysou, coxswain.
Loreley, color, red—Mr. _ Wallace, stroke; J. Browne
No. 1; J. Devlin, No. 2; H. Slerk, No. 3; P. C. Ackerman, coxswain.
The race was easily won by the Ding-Ding crew time
14m. Loreley, 15m.
?

i

j

'

and Courtney and Robinson walked over. The
Binghamton junior single scull race w as w on by C.A.
failure,

T

Lyon

T

in 17m. 6s.
»

„
Editor Forest ahd Stream:—

Pkincetost, Sept.

21, 1875.

The Univer&ity Boat Club has purchased a flue new four-oared shell of
Fearon, and are now open to challenges from any amateur club. A challenge has been sent to the Schuylkill Navy.
Lounger.

[The challenge, which has been accepted, was
in our Philadelphia correspondence last

published

week.—Ed.]

—On

Wednesday, Milliken and Pleasonton had their
race from Rockland to Laurel Hill, one mile and return.
Milliken won easily. Keep it up, Flip, there will be a
second centennial.
Sculls.

—The

City Point Rowing Club, of South Boston, held
annual regatta on the 23d inst. Three races were
rowed, resulting as follows:
their

The first was a single scull race for a silver goblet. The
entries were P. Corbett, Henry Nash and P. Welsh; distance, two miles. P. Welsh won in 19m. 10s., P. Corbiils
time being 19m. lis. The second race was for double
scull working boats for a silver cup. There were three
entries, Thomas Scanlan and W. G-. Higgins, Henry Nasli
and Henry Wiggle, and Henry Phillips and P. Corbett.
Scanlan and Higgins won the race in 19m.-4 distance, two
miles.
The third was for four-oared boats, two entries: H.
Phillips, bow; Henry Wiggle, J. Costello, and F. M. Cambridge.
The other crew comprised M. Driscoll, bow; n
Q. Higgins, P. Welsh and H. Nash; distance, two miles
with one turn. The Driscol crew won the race in 12m.
A two mile single scull race came off on Toronto Bar
on Tuesday last, between Paul Patillo and James Douglass
for $300.
It was won by Douglass by five boat lengths m
14m. 46s.

—

—In the single scull race over a three mile course

ifax,

K:

S.,

on the 24th

lengths; no time.

inst.,

at Hal-

Brayley beat Brown by

tea

—

.

—

—

1

—

—

FOREST AND STREAM.
—A single

been arranged for a prize val$500 and the amateur single scull championship, bescull race has

ued at
tween Mr. Wilbur Bacon of the New York Rowing Club,
and Mr, R. B. Bainbridge, of the Atalanta Boat Club.
They are to row three miles straightaway on the Harlem
River on Oct. 26th. The course will be from the bridge
Bainbridge won the
to Morris Dock, above High Bridge.
single scull amateur championship this Summer by defeating Frank Yates of Grand Haven.
—Another match has been made between Henry Coulter
and Evan Morris for $500 a side, to row a five mile single
scull race over the same course on the Alleghany River as
It is said that in this race
the last match was rowed upon.
Coulter will pull in the shell formerly owned by George
Brown, and that it will be brought from Halifax for that
purpose. The race is to come off on the 16th of October.
A dispatch from Halifax, N. S., announces that another boat race has been arranged between St. John and
The boats will be double sculls, rowed by BrayHalifax.
ley and Ross, of St Johns, and Smith and Nickerson, who

—

The distance
are fishermen, of Halifax.
Neither place
and the stakes $1,000.

—A gathering

nor day

is

yet

named.

THE AMATEUR ARENA.

of veterans took place at Hoboken, Sept.
on the Knickerbocker Club grounds which was specially
noteworthy, the occasion being the twenty-fifth anniversary of Mr. James Whyte Davis's joining the old Knickerbocker Club. The weather was fine and the attendance
large, a number of ladies gracing the scene with their
presence and occupying a carpeted tent near the ball field.
The contesting nirues were Dr. D. L. Adams, aged 58,
catcher; William Avery, 62, first base; E. F. Stevens, 43,
pitcher; William H Tucker, 58, right field; William L.
Tolman, 57, third base; John Murray, 47, left field; W.
P. Bensel, 58, short stop; R. F. Purdy, 56, second base,
and John Stanton, 44, centre field. The second nine was
composed of younger men. They were J. Whvte Davis,
50, pitcher; S. H. Kissam, 43, short stop; W- L. Taylor, 47,
second base; Dr. W. O. McDonald, 40, catcher; Robert
Dorsett, 53, right field, and Messrs. Righter, Robinson,
and A. and B. Kirkland, men whose heads have not grown
The score is appended
white
27,

:

.

VETERANS OE

to be five miles

is

R.lBP.O.A.E.

Dr. Adams, c
Averv, 1st b

0.2

2

1

5

Tucker, 1. f
Tallman, r. f
Murray, s. s
Bensel. 3d b..l
Purdv, 2d b

——
THE CRICKET TOURNAMENT.
ffuptimes.

«,

Stanton, c.

*

Philadelphia, Sept. 87th,

Carrie,

1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
The predictions that the Philadelphians would win their game with the
British officers in one inning were not verified. The officers made a
hard fight in their first inning, but did not succeed in getting the requisite one-half, and were of course sent at once to the bat for the second
inning. By beautif ul batting and caref al running they secured 184 runs,

which, with the
runs to make to

first

inning of 98 (total 282)

tie.

the

left

home team with

Cummings, who made such a hard

52

fight in the first

20 runs, secured in the second 43, having been given a
Cummings' batting was without doubt the finest of the
tournament, although George Newhall's average was, up to the closing
inning, pressing him hard, the magnificent score was made against bow-

inning,

making

and fielding that was almost unapproachable. At 3:25 on Wednesday, the Philadelphians again began at the bat, and found the visitors
ready, willing and able to contest it to the end. The fielding and bowling both seemed to improve, and four home wickets had fallen before

ling

the requisite 52 were scored. As at the Halifax tournament, the Philadelphians had carried away the championship cup and the bowling prize.
The "average batting" had to go back, and it is to be hoped nest year
there wil be an equally hard fight for the honors. After the game was
concluded the presentation of the prizes was next in order, and the
crowd gathe ed around a roped arena in front of the grand stand. Mr.
A. A. O nter bridge, in appropriate speeches, presented the trophies, and
1

the recipients replied in grateful and complimentary remarks. The gen
eral result of the tournament was as follows:
Canada vs. Philadelphia— Philadelphia, first inning, 117; second inning, Hi; total, 231. Canada, first inning, 68; second inning, ^6; total,
144, Philadelphia winning by 118 runs.
British Officers vs. Canada— British Officers, first inning, 162; second
inning, 191; total, 353. Canada, first inning, 123; second inning, 167;

—

British Officers winning by 53 runs.
Philadelphia vs. British Officers -Philadelphia,

total, 290.

first inning, 230; second
British Officers, first inning, 93; second inning,
184; total, 282, Philadelphia winning by 8 wickets.
The bowling averages for the tournament were as follows:

inning, 52; total, 282.
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Sculls.

—

There will be a match, on Saturday, 2d prox. on the
grounds of the St. George's Cricket Club, at Hoboken, between twelve Englishmen, residents of New York, and
Americans
twelve Americans, composed as follows:
Soul ter, Stevens, Oashman, Moore, Westfeldt, Davis, Satterthwaite,Duer, Jennings, Robinson. Hosfordand Sprague.
English Marsh, Jones, Moeran; Giles, Bance, Brewster,
Sleigh, Gibbes, Roberts, Luske, Donald and Phipps.
The
wickets will be pitched at 11 o'clock sharp, and the pro-

—

ceeds will be for the benefit of the two well known professionals, George Gates of the St. Georges, and William
Brewster of the Staten Island Club. All lovers of good
cricket should be present.

BASE-BALL

The following

is

—THE

PROFESSIONAL ARENA.

now

the record of the clubs

playing in

the professional arena whose games will count in the record.

The table is up to Sept. 28. The Mutuals have played five
games with the Chicagos, and they will forfeit their sixth,
which was arranged to be played in Chicago in October,
thereby completing their quota of six. The Hartford and
Athletic Clubs will also play their quota of six games
together
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ridge he obtained, and what is the price of
they will be put on the market next week.
H. J. S., Brooklyn.—Is there any law on

them? Ans. "We understand

Long Island for rabbits, and
when does rotnn shooting commence. Ans. Rabbits are protected until
October 1, and robins until the same date on Long Island, although in
the rest of the State they may be killed August 1.
D. M., Greenpoint.—Please answer the following questions: Howmnch
shot, and what size, for wild pigeon shooting, with a 10 bore
Parker breech loader, 9 pounds? How u.uch powder and shot, and
what size, for partridge shooting in the same gun? Ans. 3& to 4 drachma
powder, and 1£ to \\ ounces No. 8 shot.

powder and

Stranger, New York.—Will you please inform me whether there is
any shooting to be had in the vicinity of New Brunswick, N. J., and
what kind of game is to be had there, and if there are any hotels
at New Brunswick; also the price of board for a couple of days? Ans.
Snipe on the meadows and some quail. Go to the George Street House;
board about $2 per day.
Constant Reader, Syracuse. Can you freeze fish and spawn and

—

bring it to life again? How long does it take to hatch spawn after it is
in the bed? Ans. Instances of resuscitation of frozen fish, particularly
number of cases were reported in this
smelts, are not uncommon.
paper last Winter. Fish spawn would not hatch if frozen. The time
required for hatching varies with the spawn of different fish.

A

B. C. H», Dangerfield, Texas.- -I have just completed a pond for- fish;
150 feet long, 100 feet wide, and five feet deep. It is supplied with
water from springs. Please inform me which will be the best fi^h to
stock it with, and if it will do to have more than one variety. Ans. The
white perch of the Delaware and Potomac Rivers and the German carp.
The first afford excellent sport, and both are of fine flavor and adapted

it is

1
1

3

2

3

to

waim

water.

I

0—0
Yeterana
0-21
5
13
3
Youngsters
First base by errors—Veterans, 3; Youngsters, 10. Runs earned—
minutes.
hour
of
game—
15
Time
Youngsters,
2.
1
Veterans, 0;
Umpire—Mr. Chadwick.
After the game carriages took the guests to Duke's Hotel,
Handsome mementos of the
a collation was served.
occasion were presented to Mr. Davis, and a good social
time was had.

A. D. 3., New Haven.— I have a Winchester rifle, a good shooter, and
with it a set of reloading tools. The bullet moulds and swedge make a
bullet without grooves.
I would like to inquire if it will injure the rifle
by leading it or otherwise to shoot such balls through it. providing, of
course, the bullets were greased well after being loaded in the shells?
Alr-:o. does tiie Remington rifle bullet moulds seut with the gun make
groove bullets. Ans. No. The bullets are intended to be cast in that

where

manner.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
The Trenton nine was defeated by the University nine on Saturday,
Sept. k.5, by the following score:

Rallus Virgtntanus. I am very fond of rail shooting among the
reeds of the Delaware. Very often I drop a number of the birds in plain
view, but before I can recover ihem several disappear mysteriously
Can you inform me if this is
friend tells me that the eels take them off
the case? Ans. Most assuredly; eels will not only drag small birds under water, but ducks even. Hence one should lose no time L retrieving
The operation has repeatedly been witnessed by sportsmen
his game
who were willing to test the question at the expense of their bags.

Princeton, Sept.

27, 1875.

1st. 2d. 3d. 4th. 5th. 6th. 7th. 8th. 9th.

Trenton

1014

00

C

00-1

1—22
2
5
5 4
Princeton
Base bits— Princeton, 14; Trenton, 3.
Mr. Mann's pitching proves as effective as ever, and the playing of the
rest of the nine was in no wise depreciated. Mr. Kaufman, of '77, played
second base in place of Mr. Moffat, of '75, who has graduated.

Lounger.

—

Roman Wrestling. The style of wrestling practiced
by the ancient gladiators of Rome is to be reproduced in
this city through the medium of a match which has just
been made between two famous wrestlers, Prof. Wm. Miller of Australia, and Mr Andre Chistol, the champion of
France and Spain. Miller has done some remarkable
wrestling in California with the celebrated Bauer, and
Christol is the famous masked man who was a wonder
The match will prob
of the Paris Hippodrome in 1867-8.
ably come off at Tammany Hall the first week in October.
As the rules governing this mode of wrestling are peculiar,
we print a portion of the articles of agreement:
1. No hold shall be allowed lower than the waist.
2. The wrestling to be with open hands.
3. No striking, scratching, or gouging shall be allowed.
(Clasping hands
4. Clasping hands shall not be allowed.
means that the wrestlers shall not clasp one of their own
within the other, nor interlace their fingers, but they are
allowed to grasp their own wrist to tighten their hold
around their opponent.)
5. The wrestlers must have their finger-nails cut close,
and they must wrestle either in soft shoes or socks.
fall shall be declared when either man has been
6.
fairly put upon his back, with two shoulders on the ground
the same time.
7. In the event of the wrestlers rolling over each other,
the one whose shoulders shall touch the ground first, as
under rule 6, shall be deemed to have losst one fall.
8. Fifteen minutes' rest shall be allowed between the
bouts, and either man failing to appear when time is called
shall be considered to have lost the match.
9. This match shall be decided by either party to this
agreement winning three fair falls out of five.
The prizes offered for the swimming match of the
members of the Schuylkill Navy, on Saturday, brought
out but six entries, six more than should be expected when
the water was below 55°, and the judges had to don overThe starters were John R. Baker, Jr., Ed. Twincoats.
ing, A. P. Douglass, Undine Club; Chas. M. Lea, Philadelphia Club, Eugene Townsend, College Club; G-eo. MilBaker and Townsend showed ahead
liken, Crescent Club.
when they came from under the wet, and soon were well
ahead, but the water was so cold that the "tug" had to begin
Milliken was taken from the
picking up the frozen.
water at the half mile, so much chilled that flannel and
the furnace were called into requisition. The others having given up some time sooner, the race was left to Lea
and Baker, the former winning by a few feet, he and
Baker being the. only ones who stood out to the mile.

A

—

Both men were very
it

will be in a season,

and when another, match is tried
when men can live a half hour in the

cold,

Sculls.

water.

Remarkable Billiards. —Monsieur Izar is an expert
who plays better with his fingers than most players with a
cue.
He has been giving exhibitions in this city in connection with Albert Gamier and conquered the professional
Dion with ease, using only his fingers against the practiced
cue of his opponent. His exhibition shots- are simply
wonderful, the most difficult caroms, draw shots and twists
being executed with marvelous precision. Arranging fifteen balls in a line parallel with* the cushion, he spun his
bull from the top of the table, and striking the first ball,
rebounded to the cushion, thence to the second ball, and
again to the cushion, until it had completed the circuit.
Nothing like it has ever been seen before.

—

A

Ashley, Lnzerne county, Pa.—Can you tell me if metal
for pin fire "uns, ana if so. where they can be procured?
I have a 12 here gun, and prefer the pin to central fire, but don't like the
paper shells as well as metal. Also want a copy "of "Camp Life in Florida11 when ready. How do you send it, by express C. O. D. or by mail,
cash sent direct? Please let me know. Ans. You can have tDem made;
go to Ilait's, No 216 Market street, Newark. ''Camp Life" can be sent

W.

C,

S.

shells are

by mail

W.

made

when issued.

A. B., Irvington on Hudson, N.

*

j^°]\o Notice Taken of Anonymous Communications.
Teal, Salem, Mass.— Can you tell me the price of Hart's shells? Ans.
Twenty cents each.
Will Dr. E. J. Thompson, author of the sketch "Down the Allegash"
favor us with his Post Office address.
Baldy, Yonkers.— Can the Hart pattern shell be used in the Remington rifle? A us. Hart makes no rifle shells.
H.N. C, Watervil'e.—Where can the Kay shot concentrating cart-

Y.—In

shooting pigeon match,

each. 21 yards nse\80)ards
boundary, both barrels allowed, a bird rises from the trap, is shot at with
both barrels and mused; bird' alights in sap ing within boundary, w hen
a sheoter bends the Sapling and catches the bird within the time al-

Long Island

Should

lowed.

found

rules, four shooting

o^he

it

five birds

be claimed 1 on his scoro, or a miss,

Ans.

bird?

no shot being

It is a lost bird.

G. A. T., Harlem.— I would very much like to know where Lake
Sullivan countyis located; also the best route to the lake in
ide many inquiries,
going there. I have examined several maps and
but without success. Ans. Tbere is no Lake Hi mer. Thomas Lake is
the lake referred to. It is at the headwaters of the Beaverkill, and was
sold by Mr. Van Cleaf, of Poughkeepsie, to Rev. James Beecher. You
can go via Morstown, on the Midland Railroad, and thence up the Beaverkill, or oy Rondout and Oswego Railroad to Margaretsville, thence over
the mountain to Malin.-ley s, on the Beaverkill. Whichever way you go
you will wish you had tak^n the other.
Wagner, Troy.— E propose a vi-ut to New Smyrna and Indian River
in Florida, tnis Pall. Cau you recommeud a good hotel and good guide?
Also what is the best time to go? Ans. Go to Major Alden's house, or
Mr. Loud' 8. One of the best guides is Morrison Lewis. His terms are
$2 per day, and $1 for the use of a horse, which will be found necessary
In hunting the great swamp that extends from New Smyrna to the head
of Indian River. The best time for hunting is from 15th December to 1st
February. In February the does are with fawn, and only the bucks are
Wild turkeys should not be killed after February. The fishfit to kill.
ing is best after February. Bears are very abundant near New Smyrna,

Homer in

m

much des: auction to hogs.
Duck Hunter, Norwich, Ct.— 1st. When is

causing

the best time during Ocducks and other birds on east end of Long Island?
2d. What is the hest point to go to, and how can I get ther*- from Sag
Harbor, and whom can I address at place you recommend for particulars
and to engage guide and traps other than gun and ammunition? 3d.
What amount of powder and shot, and what size of each are best for
ducks used in a Parker breech loader 12 bore? Ans. 1st. From middle
of October to last of November. 2d. Go to Wm. Lane's, Good Giound,

tober or

November

for

on ShinnecockBay; take Long Island Railroad. You will find every3d. Si drachma powder, Dupont's No. 2, Hazard's No. 4 or
But the charges and
5, or Laflin & Rand's No. 6, li ounces shot, No. 6.
size of shot adapted to one gun might not suit another.
B. S., Newark.— 1. Do you think the gyro pigeon of much importance
to the beginner, and what is the price of it? 2. I have an imported
breech loading shot gun of Cogswell & Harrison's make, No. 10 bore.
Ely's No. 10 cartridge just fit, but, the American cartridge is too large;

thing there.

is it the fault of the cartridge or gun, and if the fault lies in the gun,
could it be remedied? Ans. Yes; of great assistance. The price of
Bussey's gyro is $25, hut we believe Mr. Jacob Glahn, of Meriden,
Conn., is about introducing a cheaper one. 2. We have heard this complaint before, that the American cartridge is a shade larger than Ely's,
though possibly yours may be damp. We have sometimes peeled off the
outer layer of paper.

—

BinLT Breech, Inwood, N. Y. A few weeks ago I hought a Remington ($45) breech loading shot gun. I find it will discharge by pulling the
trigger when at half cock. Are all Remingtons made this way? Are
foreign guns made the same? Can it be remedied? Do you consider it
dangrrous? 2. Please inform where (within five or seven hours' ride of
New York) I can find good pigeon shooting. Can you give me the address of some farmer where*! can get good board at about $6 to $7 per
week? Would like to he near the railroad so I can send home the birds
every dray. Ans. 1. Your gun certainly should not go off at half cock;
the nearest gunsmith can remedy the trouble. It would be decidedly
2 Sullivan county, on line of Erie Raildangerous in its present state
way. Do not know any farmers; go to Monticello and inquire.
.

Sussex Corner.—Would you inform me whether there is a spehammer throwing or not, and where I could obtain
them? Ans. The following is the only rule of which we are aware applicable to hammer throwing, and is that in force at all Scotch games in
this country: Weight of heavy hammer, 16 pounds, exclusive of hanale;
weight of light hammer, 12 pounds, exclusive of handle; length of hanHandle to be stiff and made
dle, 3 feet 6 inches outside hammer socket.
of hickory wood. The competitor must stand at the "scratch" and deliver the hammer without swinging the body around. When the bead
and handle strike the ground at the same time, the head mark is the
measuring mark* Should the handle srrike first a length of the handle
will be added, measuring from the point of striking in the direcuon of
the head. Three trials. Your former communication "not received.
J. E. S.,

cial set of rules for

146

follows :-

....13to8
vs. Hartford, at Cincinnati
22 -St. Louis vs. Philadelphia, ac Cincinnati
5 to 1
,!3— Philadelphia vs. Chicago, at Chicago
5 to
24— Hanfotd vs. Mutual.. »t Brooklyn (exhibition).. . 8 to 6
24 Boston vs.
Haven, at
..16 to 1
Haven
Sep 25—Boston vs Hartford, at Hartford.
5 to
Sep. 25— Philadelphia vs. Chicago,.at Chicago
15 to 6
yen. 15— Muualvs. Atlantic, at Brooklyn
10 to 7
Sep. 27—Mutual vs.
Haven, at Brooklyn
4 to 2
Sep. 27— St. Louis vs. Philadelphia, at St. Louis.
5 to 5

Sep.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.

1865.

RUNS SCORED.

Lieut.

life at 21.

S.

YOUNGSTERS OF

1855.

Stevens, p
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GAME PROTECTION.

CHOKE BORES.
CORRESPONDENT

THE INTERNATIONAL.

writes to us asking
for i n f

mation regarding choke bored guns, the
mod"°
adopted to prodcce the results claimed for them
and tl
'

We publish herewith a call to the

Executive Committee
of the above association which we trust will be fully responded to. The objects of the organization have been

A WEEKLY JOURNAL,

advocated.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COMING WEEK.
Thursday, September 30th.— Racing at Dallas, Texas. Trotting at
Great Falls, N. H. Salem, N. J. Lexington, Ky ., Titusville, Pa. Bifie
N. R. Association at Creedmoor; Empire State Club at Syracuse. Fall
Fair, Queen's County Agricultural Society
regatta N. Y. Yacht Club.
atMineola, L. I
Base ball—Keystone vs. Pacific at Philadelphia.
Friday, October 1st.—Racing at Dallas, Texas. Trotting at Lexington, Ky., Titusville, Pa., Elmira, N. Y. Empire State Rifle Club
at Syracuse, N. Y. ; N. R. Association at Creedmoor. Central New York
State Fair, at Utica. Base ball—Athletic vs. Mutual at Philadelphia;
Alaska vs. Resolute at Elizabeth, N J.
Saturday, October 2d.—Racing a, Jerome Park. Trotting at Lexington, Ky. N. R. Association, Creedmoor. Fall regatta Brooklyn Yacht
Club. Central New York Fair, Utica. Cricket— 12 English vs. Americans at St. George's Club Grounds, Hoboken. Base ball—Athletic vs.
Mutual at Philadelphia; Flyaways vs. Staten Island at Staten Island.
Monday, October ith.— Racing at Nashville, Tenn. Trotting at St.
Louis, Mo. Prospect Park, L. I. New York Athletic Club meeting,
,

,

—

Mott Haven
Tuesday, October 5th.— Racing

at Jerome Park, Nashville, Tenn.
Trotting at Prospect Park, Cincinnati, Ohio, Owego, N. Y., Manchesat Nashville, Tenn.
Trotting at
Prospect Paik,, Fitchburg, Mass., Monroe, Mich., Cincinnati, Ohio.

—

Around the World in Eighty- eight Days. George
Francis Train used to^oast either that' he had been, or could
go, around the world in ninety days, and Mr. Jules Verne
has found it comparatively easy in one of his remarkable
books to make his hero beat this time by ten days, to say
nothing of rescuing Indian princesses, righting savages,
and bursting boilers on the way; but it has been left for a
simple letter to accomplish the feat in the remarkable time
of eighty-eight days. A gentleman, says the United States
Mail, addressed a letter to the TJ. S. Postal Agent at Yokahoma, Japan, and forwarded it via Brindisi by the steamer
leaving New York for Southampton on the 13th of May
last.
Within the cover was another letter addressed to
himself, which he requested the Postal Agent to forward
to New York via San Francisco by the first opportunity.
The letter reached Ypkphoma July 11th, San Francisco,
July 31st, and Newr York August 9th, being eighty-eight
days on the journey. Of course, however, it was only the
close connection at Yokohoma that saved it.
«___

late

attempt to

,«».»

ROBT.

B.

ROOSEVELT,

present

celebrated maker, many years ago bored guns on this
or
similar principle, which, after a time, were found to

it can show so little real knowledge upon the su bject
as does
sporting matters. Sportsmen shoot game and catch fish, and write reports ol the same for sporting papers, the readers of which cannot understand what kind of bird, beast or fish is intended to be described. To

voted to

illustrate I will

Stream

quote from

of September 16th:

"Game Bag and Gun,"
"Grass

birds,

dough

in

Forest and

birds, black bieasters,

summers, green heads, muddy breasts, bull head, bull bats, jack snipe,
and chickens." It is with no view to discourage brother sportsmen
from writing reports of their experience and knowledge of game that I
have made the above remarks; but it is to illustrate and again call the
attention of editors of sporting papers to the great need felt by us
sportsmen of information upon the subject of American game and fish. I
for one should hail with pleasure a portion of each number of Forest

and Stream devoted to

-

Check Cord.

this subject.

THE CANADIAN RIFLE TEAM.
THOSE of our readers who may remember Creedmoor
in its infancy— that is, in 1873, for it has only taken
two years for us to develop in a most remarkable manner
rifle practice in the United
States— may call to mind
the advent of certain noted Canadian riflemen in our
midst.
Their coming was talked about almost in bated
breath, and with awe and reverence.
As far back as Oc-

No. of the Forest and Stream
may be found the names of certain gentlemen from the
tober, 1873, in the tenth

Provinces who carried off prizes at long ranges. If the
element of awe has, at least for the present, passed away,
and we can now hold our own with the Canadian riflemen,
our respect for them has been even enhanced. It should
be forever recollected that whatever progress we have

made

in scientific

rifle

shooting, in the construction of

and in the rules governing matches, is very much
due to Canadian riflemen. If the school of modern rifle
practice originated in England, it was in Canada, near to
Thanks to the courtesy,, of the very
us, that it flourished.
riflemen who met our team at Creedmoor on Saturday last,
we were enabled some three years ago, to examine in detail their ranges.
But the dry, theoretical details, thendrawings and plans, might have been of but little avail to
our National Rifle Association, if it had not been that the
Canadian riflemen came among us, and sparing no pains

—

ship peaches to Europe having
now proposed to coat them with

proved unsuccessful, it is
melted paraflne which, when dry, would effectually resist
both air and water. Peach growers are very much disappointed with the result of the season's business, many of

them finding themselves in debt for advances, besides the
expenses of cultivation, picking, crates, etc. It is even
proposed to cut down a large number of the trees, to prevent the recurrence of like misfortune through the medium of unmarketable surplus.

taught us practically our first rifle lessons. From the very
initial movement of our rifle ranges in the United States
until to-day, their courtesy has known no limit. Those interested in such matters may have noticed in the Forest
and Stream how many able contiibutions have graced our

columns emanating from Canadian correspondents, and
they have always been ready to share with. us all the
secrets they had acquired by long toil and study in rifle
shooting.
Our team system, the method of coaching, is
essentially the Canadian one, and the victory gained by our
men at Dollymount was due to their teaching. Canada
was our foster mother, and we, as her children in the rifle

how

owe her

a lasting debt of gratitude
The welcome
then extended to the team of the Ontario Rifle Association
was a hearty one, and the fact that the Canadians were
made members of our National Rifle Association might be
considered simply as a formality, since they had long ago
been considered as an integral part of ourselves.
school,

—In
are

the

town

more than

many cocoanut
fusion.

.

of Fort Myers, in Southern Florida, there
five

hundred fruit- bearing
and guava orchards

trees,

orange

trees
in great pro'

a

be

unequal to the wear and tear, and the practice was abandoned. This, however, we relate merely as a bit of gossip
and do not vouch for its accuracy. Certain it is, however
that the practice of choke boring guns has been known
to
and frequently adopted by makers in this country for very

many years.

That the

result of the last Field

trial

was

to

bring forth guns showing remarkable pattern, is beyond
a doubt; the utility of such close shooting is still an open

upon which hinge others involving the matter
and wear and tear. We have watched closely for
printed results of guns avowedly choke bores, and have
question,

of leading

President.

needs but a glance at the game laws of States lying
adjacent to each other to show the absurdity of the discrepencies between them. Nor is there greater temptation
to violation of the laws than this difference of close seasons, which by opening markets stimulates the cupidity
of lawless pot hunters, or affords a cover for illicit practice to the reckless and indifferent owner of a dog and gun.
The question of nomenclature alone is a standing disgrace
to the country, and the following letter very correctly instances the confusion of terms now prevailing:
Shrewsbury, N. J., September 27th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I much doubt if any occupation receiving half the amount of time de-

his possession
an

We

This Executive Committee comprises seventy members, representing
all parts of Canada and the United States.
Upon it devolves the ap
pointment of Standing Committees on Legislation, Nomenclature, Distribution of Species, etc. While it will be desirable to have a full meeting, in order to secure intelligent appointments, a quorum of seven is all
that is required by the constitution. To those who reside at long distances this notification must be a mere formality. Those who can be
present should make an effort to be.
Appointees will be duly notified by the Secretary. Their duties will
commence upon the receipt of such notification, and will be indicated
by the Chairmen of the committees respectively. The results of their
labors will be engrossed f of use at the regular annual meeting to be
called as soon as the completion of their work will permit, which should
be during the legislative sessions of the coming Winter.

ranges,

N. H., Mount Holly, N. J,
Wednesday, October 6th.—Racing

ter,

The

old brass fowling piece, bearing the Tower stamp, and
the
date 1776, which was choke bored.
have also been informed that the late W. W. Greener, father of the

It

We

WILLIAM

wherein the writer stated that he had in

A

Respectfully,

we printed some time since a letter

)

Chas. Hallock, Corresponding Secretary.

All communications whatever, whether relating to business or literary
Correspondence, must be addressed to The Forest and Stream Publishing Company. Personal or private letters of course excepted.
All communications intended for publication must be accompanied with
real name, as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be published if
objection be made. No anonymous contributions will be regarded.
Articles relating to any topic within the scope of this paper are solicited.
cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brief
notes of their movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this paper
to become a medium of useful and reliable information between gentlemen sportsmen from one end of the country to the other and they will
find our columns a desirable medium for advertising announcements.
The Publishers of Forest and Stream aim to merit and secure the
patronage and countenance of that portion of the community whose refined intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that
s beautiful in Nature. It will pander to no depraved tastes, nor pervert
the legitimate sports of land and water to those base uses which always
tend to make them unpopular with the virtuous and good. No advertisement or business notice of an immoral character will be received on any
terms ; and nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that
may not be read with propriety in the home circle.
cannot be responsible for the dereliction of the mail^ervice, if
money remitted to us is lost.
Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday of each week, if possible.
HALLOCK, Editor.
a

antiquity of the practice,

Dear Sir:
meeting of the Executive Committee of the International Association for Protecting Game and Fish is called to meet at
the Secretary's office, 17 Chatham street, at 11 o'clock A.
, Oct. 22.

NEW YORK, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1875.
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International Association for Protecting Came and Fish,
3H,
Secretary's Office, 17 Chatham Street,
New York, September, 1875,

:

PUBLISHED

we can

are made as there are manufacturers of guns.
Previou /
the late Field Gun Trial, we note that by the English
so t°
ing press it was generally conceded to be an Americanly
**
vention, but since that event each gunmaker who
parti
pated in the trial claims a method of his own, and
mu h
acrimonious letter writing has been the result. As

too often expressed in these columns to require repetition
Scarcely a day passes that we do not receive communications from various portions of the country, the substance of which is to call for more strenuous and united
action on the part of those interested to obtain the reforms

now.

Di^ot:^ to Field and Aquatic Sports, Practical Natural History,

With regard to the latter portion
say that almost as many claims to

date of invention.
his query

concluded that for general field purposes, guns bored oa
the old plan are the best.
In confirmation of this opinion
which has repeatedly been expressed, we find the following note in such g)od authority as the London Sporting
Gazette; but before quoting it, we would say that we think
a distinction should be drawn between close shooting and
choke bore guns:

"Admirers of the "choke bore" seem to have considerably modified their enthusiasm since they have had an opportuity of trying the practical effect of the new gun upon
game. The grouse have fortunately, in most cases, been
wild this year, and for long range shooting there can be no
question that the choke bore has its advantages over the old
system. But at short ranges the birds have been ripped to
ribbons, and we have heard of sad complaints from the
game dealers on this score. Bad shots complain that
birds are much harder to hit, but with that complaint we
need hardly to say we have no sympathy; the complainants
must learn to shoot straighter, that's all.
more serious
complaint, however, is that the number of cripples is greater than ever, for. so strong is the sportsman's faith in the
extraordinary killing powers of the new gun, that he blazes away at impossible distances, and more birds than ever
get wounded just sufficiently to ensure their subsequent
death in some hole or corner from exhaustion and sickness,
For our own part we fail to see that much advantage is
gained by the new system, and we note that it is already
becoming modified. Sportsmen are now trying the exper-

A

ment of having one barrel choke bored and the other
bored on the old system. We have tried such a gun, and
were not much enamored with the result. It saves the
horrible mauling of the birds with the right barrel, but
neither barrel shoots as well as when both are constructed
on the same system. We should think choke bores would
be quite useless for partridge shooting, and, if used, not one
bird out of ten will be fit for the table.
We are still of
opinion that nothing beats a good gun of the old sort for
ordinary shooting."

The accompanying letter relates a different experience,
but we should like to hear from our correspondent after he
has tried his gun on quail and grouse, where the conditions
are quite different from those pertaining to bay birds or
wild fowl.
Editor Forest and Stream:

—

Norfolk,

Va., Sept.

25, 1875.

I nave read with much care the articles appearing in yonr issues, as
well as in other papers which have come under my observation, as I am
interested in the subject, having recently purchased one of Messrs. Scott
& Sons' fine guns similar to the one made by them for Capt. Bogardus,
except that it is 1£ inches shorter than his, and weighs one pound two
ounces less. It was with much hesitancy that I bought this yun, fearing
was not a sufficiently good shot for such "close" work, but so far as I
have used it have found that my fears were groundless, and now would
not give it for all the guns I ever saw/or my use. I used it on marsh
birds in August at Cape Charles with fine results, making some of the
longest shots I ever saw, one of which was at a marlin; killed clean at
eighty-five steps with No. 8 snot, flying by, and knocked over a curlew at
110 steps with No. 6 shot, which recovered and flew off. Last week I
had a few shots at wood duck, killing each bird easily, which was inside
of fifty yards, and some much further.
One which was about seventyfive yards was penetrated with four pellets, No. 5 shot, and killed clean.
Of the fifty or sixty birds shot thus far with this gun I don't think but
very few have been killed inside of thirty yards, and of these none were
badly torn or injured in the least for the table, hence I think we have
nothing to fear on this score, while we have almost the absolute certainty of killing our birds at forty to fifty yards, which I have found hard
to do heretofore with the best guns bored on the old plan.
Oar principal shooting here is at quail and snipe. On these I have not
had a chance to try the choke bore, but bave no apprehensions as to the
this
result except in thick cover. Some have advanced the idea that
method of boring will increase the recoil. I do not find it so; for ins
stance, at ducks I used 4J- drachms powder and 1£ ounces shot, withEly
felt wads, without any perceptible recoil, and shall increase the charge
of powder to 4£ drachms, Hazard's No. 5 ducking. The gun weigh*
pounds 14 ounces. I have been induced to write this thinking it mig
be of service to some of your numerous readers, who may be consiae
Ali^ding the subject as I was, of which you must be the judge.
-***»
I
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A New Cartridge

Neosho
Belt.— Mr.
S. Goss, of
Kansas, has invented a revolving cartridge heli
which seems to fill the bill in. this direction. It is supportre
ed from the shoulders, as well as the waist, and as it
disvolves easily, the weight can at all times be equally
tributed on the body.
specimen can be seen at this ofnceFalls,

'

A

—

Uncle John Krider, the veteran angler and sportsman
way
of Philadelphia, dropped in on us on Monday, on his
totue "Hub,"

—

<

.

.
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FOREST AND STREAM.
THE NEW SPORTING
——

FIELD.
/fru

,

READERS of

the earlier numbers of our paper will recall a series of letters written from Northampton
county, Va., describing the plover and snip'e shooting at
Mockhorn and Hog Islands, a short distance below Chin-

Although admitted to be one of the best
upland shooting along our
points for bay
whole coast, the difficulty of reaching it was so great as
to prove an almost insuperable obstacle to such sportsmen
as have not an unlimited command of time.
It was necessary to go first to Norfolk, then take a small steamer back to
Cherry Stone, and from there hire a fishing smack, or other
chance conveyance, to the beach. Now, however, by the
opening of three new railroads the last of which will be
in operation next month, all this is changed, and these fine
shooting grounds become most easy of access. These railroads are the Junction and Breakwater, the Breakwater
and Frankford, and the Worcester Railroad. The sportsman leaves New York by the steamers of the Old Dominion Steamship Company, which, in Summer, sail daily,
and in Fall and. Winter every Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, from pier 37, North River, at 4 P. M. Lewes, Del.,
is reached at 5 P. M. the next morning; at 9 o'clock a train
starts for Berlin, Snow Hill, and Chinee teague Bay, reaching Snow Hill early in the afternoon and the Bay by 3 or 4
o'clock.
Return trains run daily, connecting with the
steamer at Lewes on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
at 4 P. M., reaching New York at 5 A. M. on the following
morning. Mr. N. L. McCready, President of the Old Dominion Steamship Company, is also President of the Railcoteague Bay.

birds, as well as

;

road Company.
The formation of the country around Chincoteague and
Worcester county generally, and also the adjoining coun-

Accomack and Northampton, in Virginia, is like
the Long Island and New Jersey shores, and
the varieties of game very similar, the more southern loties of

that of

calities having a fortnight advantage in the Spring and being the same period later in the Fall. Every variety of bay
bird, so called, from the little sand-piper to the great jack
curlew, are found on the beach, together with an occasional flock of black plover, while in the Fall and Winter
the various points afford excellent duck shooting, without
the enormous expense attendant upon the sport at the
"club" grounds. The main land of the above mentioned
counties has long been noted for the excellence of the
quail and rabbit shooting, and ruffed grouse are also

abundant in some

some

localities.

The neighborhood

of

Lewes

English snipe ground, and there are
doubtless many meadows further south equally as good.
Altogether sportsmen may congratulate themselves upon
the opening up of this new country, where fair sport can
be almost certainly relied on, at a reasonable distance from
the city, easy and pleasant of access, and above all, inexpensive.
We have said nothing about the oysters, those
of Accomack possessing a world-wide reputation, or of
the fishing, which must be equal to that of Bamegat.
possesses

fine

Equatorial Africa and the Arctic Circle.— It is but
a few days since reports were circulated concerning the
supposed death of Cameron and Stanley, the African explorers.
We are still without news from Cameron, but
Stanley has been heard from. It will be remembered that
Stanley, who became famous as an explorer through
finding the long-lost Livingston, organized an expedition
under the auspices of the London Telegraph and New York
Herald, and started from Zanzibar for the interior on the
15th of November, 1874. Letters have now been received
announcing his arrival at the town of Kagehyi, in the
country of the Usukuma, on the shores of the Lake Victoria N'yanza, and that he was making a survey of its shores.
Further information from the intrepid traveler will be anxiously awaited, although months must elapse before it can
be received.
Turning from where Stanley and his men are sweltering
under an equatorial sun, we have tidings of another expedition, which by this time is undergoing the opposite extreme of temperature. The British Arctic Expedition has
been heard from at Disco, in Greenland, from whence they
were to sail for Upernavik, and thence strike into the ice
of Melville Bay. Hall's grave at Polaris Bay was to be
visited, after which the ships would go into Winter quarters, pursuing their explorations by means of sledge journeys, and making every effort to reach the North Pole.
No Arctic expedition ever started under more favorable
circumstances, or better fitted for the work in hand, and
the results, it is hoped, will set at rest many vexed ques•

tions in Arctic navigation.
.***.

The

the annual meeting of the Missouri State
Association has been issued by ex-Gov. Silas

call for

Game Law

Woodson, the President of the Association. It will take
place at St. Louis on the 6th of October, at eight o'clook
P. M., in the Director's room of Mercantile Library.
As
this date comes just in the middle of "Fair week," when
thousands of visitors from all parts of the State are in St.
Louis, it is natural to expect a large attendance of sportsmen. Every club in the State will send its delegates, and
no doubt many clubs will form between now and the time
of meeting, at points where there is now no organization
for enforcing the laws.
A State like Missouri, containing
an abundance of every variety of game, should be the
banner State in the number and efficiency of its game law
associations.
The game laws are good; they only need enforcing; and this can best be* done by the union of all interested parties.
hope to hear of good results following
the October meeting in St. Louis.

We
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people on the grounds, the match opened, the final results
being as follows:

—

^iflt.

—The National Rifle Association have published for gra-

tuitous distribution

&

brief description

of their rules

and

Sept. 25, 1875.—Match between teams of eight from
the Victoria Kifle Club, of Hamilton, Ontario, Canada, and the Amateur
Rifle Clnb, of New York City; distances, 300, 900 and 1,000 yards; fifteen
olinfa o»r>h c\iatar\Pc* nor man» ntio i-ifln .iTifViin +V10 vnlf>R* flnv TOftSltlOTJ

Creedmoor,

L. I

,

regulations.

—On Thursday several detachments of the Eleventh
Brigade shot at Creeemoor. In the Twenty third Regiment
Lieut. H. K. Smith made the highest score, 21 at 300 yards,
and 18 at 400 yards; total, 39. Of the Thirty-second Regiment Corporal Schmidt scored 13 at 300 yards, 23 at 400
yards; total, 26. In the contest of the Forty-seventh, Private Miller led the score, making 18 at 300, and 16 at 400
yards; total, 34.

—The Autumn meeting

with a score of 30 points out of a possible 35. Messrs.
Robertson and E. S. Browe made similar scores, but
their shots were not similarly placed. There were in all
twenty prize winners in this match.
The Short Range Match, at the same distance, had 257
entries, seven shots each.
Sergeant T. R. Murphy, of the
Eighth Regiment, scored 32 out of a possible 35, and took
first prize, Messrs. Starr & Marcus' diamond badge.
There
were also twenty prize winners in this match. The last
shot was the Cavalry Match, open to teams of five from
any troop of the N. G. S. N. Y., distance 200 yards, weapon
Remington breech loading carbine, seven rounds. Three
teams contended, the Yates Dragoons, Sixth Division, tieing the Separate Troop, Twenty-fourth Brigade, on 112
points, the latter winning.
The Washington Grays scored
109 points. The best individual scores were:
.

Freer, Third Regiment
24
27 II. B. Kelsey, W. G. T
B. Nicholson, Yates Dragoons.26 W. Wagner, Twenty-fourth Brig. 24
Sheldon, Twenty-fourth Brig. 26 D. Lackeman, Fifth Brigade
24
T. Decker, W. G. T
25

The day was fine and favorable
Match with the Canadians.

for

good shooting.

—

This most interesting
which dates back as far as April of tjiis year, originated in a challenge sent by C. K. Murray, Esq., President
of the Victoria Rifle Club, to Col. Wingate, which was accepted by the Amateur Rifle Club. At that time the Amateur Club were fully engrossed with the arrangements necessary for the Dollymount match, and though this contest
was always fully in their minds, perhaps as careful preparation for it as was necessary was not made
Some excuse may be plead, that the original Dollymount team,
fatigued by their heavy exertions, could not be assembled,
and that as the match was to be shot just prior to the Autumn meeting, the time was an inconvenient one. Now
that a new American team has won the victory, the least
said about the preparation would be the better, but if we
had been worsted, doubtless recriminations among the
losers would have been constant.
It can readily be understood that our original team cannot be required to shoot on
every occasion. There must be some limit to the tax put
on these gentlemen. Rifle shooting is a very good thing,
but it sometimes must give place to business. The team
that shot at Dollymount may be said to have been fully
five months at their work, and what with the serious task
of training and shooting, and the illimitable amount of
junketing, they must have been fagged to death. But there
is no reason why a second team, a double of the first,
should not always be kept up for handy work. If the seniors
have the honors, let the juniors have the labor, and some day
two of our own teams might be so closely approximate
as to skill, that there might be but the difference of a few

Totals.
800
5 5—69
900
5
5 35 5-61
5-63—193
1000
A. V. CANFIELD, JR. REMINGTON CREEDMOOR KIFLE.
5—62
5
...5
800
5-68
5
900
5 3
5-5—56—186
1000

...5555525445554

points between them.

In this way, in case of accident, or
would never be without her champions. The want then in the Amateur Rifle
Club, or in any other club, is more teams, not one or two
additional replacing members, but a full eight of accurate
and steady men. Certainly a fine beginning has been
made, which only wants training and encouragement to
The day of the match, Saturday last, the 26th of
perfect.
September, was a fine one. Above the heavens were clear,
with just occasionally a fleecy speck in the sky. Tke snn
gave no unusual glare, and objects were clearly and sharply
defined; the mirage and quivering of the air were but slight,
and the heat never unpleasant. But the wind! It was a
dreadful wind. It cannot be said to have been more than
illness,

235*443445
45445454345335
—
355455 344540
553 45544555
3352335535423

HEPBURN—REMINGTON CREEDMOOR

800
900
1000

3

4 5
L. C.

the National Rifle Association

brisk, and yet it was of the most capricious character.
It
was what is termed a fish-tail wind. Icthyological readers
know the peculiar flare of a fish's caudal appendage, and
how it streams out. Now the wind would blow from the
back to the targets—right along the range, while the
streamer on both sides of the grounds would point inwards;
that is, in rifle lingo, it blew IV, VIII, and IV, all at the
same time. It is said in philology that he who acquires,
of the commonly used languages, Russian, can manage all
other living tongues; so he who is "canny" of the Creedmoor zephyrs, has at his fingers ends any other tantelizing
breezes, effecting winds on ranges.
And so it proved.
There is undoubtedly some slight element of luck attending Creedmoor, and the elements have been propitious. In
the International match at Creedmoor last year, the hot
sun melted down the gallant Irishmen; on Saturday last,
the fickle wind blew the Canadian bullets off their track.
The Americans were at home with the wind, the Canadians
were at sea.

Punctually at 11 o'clock, there being a goodly, number of

RIFLE.

5524505
445555554544
454555355505

53445

4

5—60
3—62
2-62-184

5

BRUCE—SHARP CREEDMOOR

800
900
1000

RIFLE.
4 4 5 4 4 5 5 5 2- 59

5 5 4 4 3
5

5425345345455

4—63
4-61—183

...35533555344354
F.

HYDE—REMINGTON CREEDMOOR

RIFLE.

54555535 4554 5—65
5—60
045532334455 5—56—181
JEWELL— SHARP CKEKDMOOR RIFLE.
4 5545424555425 4-63
555003 3 535542 3 8—51
4 34545554 3 5545 5-66—180
2
3
3 3 4 5 4 5 4 5 4 3 4 4 5 5
5
3

800
900
1000
H.

S.

800
900
1000
J. S.

CONLIN— SHARP CREEDMOORlRIFLK.

800
900

3

554324 n3 83553

5 3

4 3

1000..
L.

3-51

550433353354 4—55
554043533404 5—52-158

GEIGER—REMINGTON CREEDMOOR RIFLE.
5 55003205534 4 3 2—46
32242452403345 4—47
2 505 3 454425530 3-50—143

800
900
1000

Total

1

,

409

THE CANADIAN SCORE.
800
900
1000

GEORGE MURISON—METFORD MATCH RIFLE.
4 555 3 455354555 4—67
5 4 5 4 2 2 5 5 3 3 3 5 4 5 3-58
4 5 5 3 5 5 2 4 4 5 3 5 5 5 5J. J.

MASON—METFORD MATCH
5
4

64-189

RIFLE.

5—63
4—56
4-62—181

5 5 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 3 5 4 4

800
900
1000

333 2 555345234
5545555334 3 25

DAVID MITCHELL— METFORD MATCH RIFLE.
800
900
1000

5
2
4

"WM.
800
900
1000
F.

contest,

.

RIFLE.

Score.

,

opened on Tuesday with every prospect of being
brought to a successful termination. Three matches were
shot, of which our space and the hour of going to press
will only permit us to give an outline.
A detailed report
of the meeting will appear in our next issue. The first
shot was the Judd match, for which there were 188 entries, distance 200 yards with any rifle.
The principal prize
was won by Capt. Joseph Mason, of the Canadian team,

H.
M.
G.
A.

Yards.

L. L.

of the National Rifle Associa-

tion

W

THE AMERICAN SCORE.
FARWELL— REMINGTON CREEDMOOR

"W. B.

32

3

555324 553

3—53

5444455535455 5—65
4035555505555 3—59—177
MITCHELL —METFORD MATCH RIFLE.
5 4445253434443 4—58
5 52 554443 5 23 53 3—57
3 4554445322435 4—57—172
SCHWARZ—METFORD MATCH

RIFLE.

4535453345 5 34 2—58
444450 334535 5 3—52
4 50 5 54553355245 -60—170

800
900
1000

3

C. R.

MURR AT— METFORD MATCH

800
900
1000

3

3
3

RIFLE.

4534544254355
44503254324 3 5
33535 33 353554

GEORGE DISHER— METFORD MATCH

25

800
900
1000

2 2
4 3

JAMES

4
4
5

ItlFLE.

44554344443
333044444552
453343423555
3

ADAM—RIGBT MATCH

800
900
1000
Total

4—60
4—51
4—57—168
5—59
5-50
5—58—167

RIFLE.

35330234 5—54
25543552 2—50
354443442443 3 4—56-160
4544
2332

3
3

1,384

RECAPITULATION
Americans.
Total afl?800 yards
Total at 900 yards
Total at 1,000 yards

Grand

totals

M

CanadiauS.

475
467
467

472
439
473

1,409

1,384

One thing

noticeable in the shooting of the Canadians,
was that they shot laying down on their stomachs, while
the Americans, with the exception of Mr. Geiger, shot laying on their backs. Mr. Geiger is a left handed shooter.

We think the back position at long ranges is the better,
and we fancy that in time, those who shoot a la Bodine,
will be the exceptions.
Some day later we may enter into
the details of the back positions, as it has already several
modifications.
There are a half dozen different ways of
shooting in this manner
It may be seen that at 800 and 900 yards the American
team led, while at 1,000 yards the pluck and steadiness
of the gallant Canadians told, they making six points more
than our men. Every one knows that the peculiarity of
Creedmoor is that at sundown the wind quiets. It may be
be noticed how the Canadians improved just as soon as the
conflicting and puzzling elements of the wind were withdrawn, their averages being better at 1,000 yards than the
American team. Mr. Farwell was the high man on the
American side, with a total of 193, and Mr. Murison took
the same place on theXJanadian eight.
Some duck's eggs
are visible in the scores, in one or two cases due to firing
on the wrong target, but the majority were clear misses on
both sides. Mr. Geiger's low score was said to be due to
the loss of his front sight, and having to substitute for it
another. As Mr. Geiger is a very steady man, no doubt
his poor score can be accounted for in this way.
The

match was conduced in the most admirable way, and not a
single dispute took place. The exceeding courtesy rendered
to our men when in Canada last, was we believe fuly re-

turned.

Questions of what are called "nippers," balls
on the edge of the defined limits of the targets,
were always accepted without a murmur. The marking
was highly creditable, being prompt and accurate.
handsome collation was offered to the guests, and all the
striking just

A

riflemen and members of the press, and by five o'clock
the match was concluded, with uproarous cheers for hoth
sides.
Gen. Dakin and Col. Gildersleeve made happy
speeches, which brought forth an admirable reply from

What he
we

said was noteworthy, and from
only have room to cull the follow
ing, that "he acknowledged the superiority of American
arms, and that he believed they were beaten not by the
men, but by the guns."

Mr. Murray.

his excellent speech,

It was with great pleasure that the representative of the
Forest and Btrjjam welcomed mck old friends as Messrs.
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Murison, Mason and Adam, to whom Creedmoor owes so
Great credit is due to Gen. Dakin, who arranged
the match, and saw it through to its fortunate conclusion.
Among the distinguished guests present was Gen. ("Fighting Joe") Hooker, who sat admiringly through the whole
contest, never doubting the result.
Said he, "There is the
Government giving great prominence to artillery practice.
Every week they go out and burn no end of powder. Why
don't they do more to improve our regimental rifle practice?
It looks as if artillery at 1,000 yards would stand
a mighty poor chance if opposed to such shooting as I see
here.
I hav'nt, you know, the credit of being easy skeered,
and can stomach some fighting, but on my word, I should
like to be under cover, at least when these boys were popping at me." Some of the Canadian riflemen will remain
over for the Autumn meeting, when we trust to see each
one of them carry off a handsome prize. We are sure
there is not an American rifleman who would begrudg e
them a crate full of cups, medals or badges.

much.

— A circular letter has been issued by General

Shaler ad-

dressed to the various military officers of the United States
It is
Militia in reference to the coming Inter- State match.
expected that a large number of States and Territories will
be represented. Copies of the programmes have been forwarded to all the Adjutant Generals.

—In regard to some points of controversy between the
Sumner Guards, of San Francisco, and Company D, of
the Twelfth Regiment, respecting a late rifle contest, the
one shooting in California, the other in New York, we
must give the victory in every way to the Californians, and
accord it with good grace. But what we hope to see is
California represented here.
Let some of the gentlemen
come on in person, and a return match will be certain.
Californians, from the fact that riflemen can use their arms
all the year round, must make in time splendid marksmen.
Those who know best, think that the first drubbing New
York will receive will come from the other side of the
Rocky Mountains.

—The

last of the series of practice

matches by the Sum-

ner Guards, of San Francisco, for positions in the team to
shoot next October has been concluded. The names of
the team and the reserve, with the percentage made by
them in five matches, are as follows: 1, J. Steed, 83 1-7;
2, D. Watson, 81 5-7; 3, C. Nash, 80 6-7; 4, Capt. Burns,
79 5-7; 5, G. H. Strong, 77 1-7; 6, T. Murphy, 76. Reserve
W. Murphy, 73 3-7; A. S. Folger, 72' 4-7.

—

Mabvellotjs Shooting. The following score was made
at the rifle range, at Yalley Falls, Rhode Island, by Mr. Raboth, of Paw tucket, at 500 yards, under the rules of the
N. R. A. no sighting shots Remington rifle. In the mornIn the afternoon,
ing, out of a possible 100, he made 95.
out of a possible 50, he made 50. At the first trial he
;

;

made fourteen

bullseyes in succession

First trial

Second

454545555555555555
5555555^5

3

trial

5-95
5-50

—Orange Judge, of

the Agriculturist, has been trying his
hand at target shooting. He used a Remington rifle, Creedmoor target, 1,000 yards, and at the first trial, in 18 shots

made
3,

4,

able,

the following

handsome

score:

5,

3,

3,

2,

3,

4,

3,

The wind was vari5, 5, 3, 3, 4, 2, 4, 2, 3—61.
and the main shooting was done with the wind guage

moved four points.
Rochester Amateur Club. A meeting took place at
Rochester, N. Y., last week for the organization of an
Amateur Rifle Club. The following officers were elected:

—

President, Dr. C. E. Riders; Secretary and Treasurer, E.
The meeting was addressed by Major Fulton.
S. Combs.

Under such fortunate auspices, no doubt the Rochester
Amateur Club will take a leading position.

—A

New Haven,

Conn., September, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream :—

On the 21st. inst. the rifle team of the Second Connecticut Kegiment
competition in the Army and Navy Journal match had a practice shoot
on the Whitney Rifle Range, near New Haven, with Sharps rifles, 4A calibre; powder, 90 grains, bullet, 500 yards. The shooting was excellent,
considering the unfavorable wind, which blew in gusts. Col. Bario,
Lieut. Col. Bacon, and many other prominent military men were present. The following is the score, seven shots each:—
15
24 Capt. Byxby
Sergeant Muuson
19
Sergeant Lane
Corporal Crarupton
27
25 Lieut. Ross
Corporal Bacon
25
23 Sergeant Mix
Private Jorry
22
Sergeant Wilson
22|Private Jones
Sergeant Elliott
13

club was formed at Detroit, Mich., on the 17th
President, Alfred Howinst., with the following officers:
ard; Yice President, Charles Barnes; Secretary, George B.
Mather; Treasurer, F. H. Ellis; Executive Committee, G.
H. Thomas, Louis Sutter and Geo. Ludwig. The rules of
the Amateur Association of New York was adopted, with
a few alterations.

Wood

lOIPrivate Folsom
2l|Private Wapler

28
23

Corporal Barnes
While the shooting was going on a neat and durably constructed military rifle was exhibited on the grounds, manufactured by the Whitney
Arms Company. It was pronounced by military experts to be a very
safe and superior weapon. By request of several military men it was
shot by Sergeant Munson, of Company K. The following is the scoredistance, 5C0 yards,

two sighting shots:

A .Neat

Compliment.

—That

most excellent

journal,

allusion

team:—
"As is

on the occasion of the return of the American
natural and

fitting,

the

famous American

Rifle

has been received with much rejoicing and much
well earned applause in New York. An account of the
proceedings will be found in another column together
with a reprint of a very graceful and appropriate leading
article on the subject which appeared in the Times a few
days ago. The members of the team were, of course, loud
in their praises of the greeting they received in Ireland,
and we are glad to find that they understood fully the difficulty that stood in the way of their shooting with the

Team

Wimbledon. The New York Forest and Stream
says:— As to the team not being allowed to shoot for, the
Elcho Shield, they knew from the first they would not, and
the impression which got abroad in America that the team
was snubbed in this matter was quite erroneous. The
Canadians had never been allowed to shoot for it, or in a
match side by side with the three teams, therefore the
Americans did not expect to be admitted. Nothing but
the most warm and cordial friendship existed between the
Americans and English during the meeting at Wimbledon.'
We can only once more assure our American friends that
there have never been more welcome guests at Wimbledon
than the genial and pleasant gentlemen who represented
their country there last July," and that when they come
again, they will be made at least as welcome, and may, we
are sure, depend upon finding a match arranged which will
test even their skill satisfactorily."
eights at
l

Handicap sweepstakes, $60 each, half forfeit, to shoot at twentv-fivp
from five traps, with 1£ ounces of shot, both barrels so
yards boundary; London Gun Club rules; closed with 39 entries, of which
21 went to the score; value of the stakes, $1,450, of which the second rn
single birds,

ceived $100, the third saved his stake.

B. De Forest for W. Knapp (B.,)
00111, 11111, HI 1-27 killed,

N. Earle (B

27 yards-

,)

28 yards— 1 1 1 1
2 missed.

1, 1 1 1 1 1, 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1, 1 1 1 1 0, 1 1 1 1 1, 1 1 1 1

0- 26 killed, 3 misled.
S. Saxon for C. Banks (M.,) 27

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 1 1 1

vards-0 1011, 11111,

1 1 l 1

n
u

1

1

111, 11111, 1111 1-27 killed, 3 missed.
B. De Forest (B.,) 28 yards— 1 1111, 01111. 10111, 10111 111
1 1, 1 1 1 1 0—26 killed, 4 missed.
J. Snedicor (M ,) 24 yards— 1 111 1, 11111, 11111, 01111, oioi
l

'

0—21 killed, 4 missed.
P. Belmont (B.,) 28 yards— 110 1, 01111, 11111, 10111, H11
1—21 killed, 4 missed.
1 1 1, 01 1 1 1, 1
C. Lampson (B.,) 28 yards— 1 1 1 1 0, 1
1 1 l, 1 1
1

10—20 killed,

5 missed.
Heckscher, for H.

G.

J.

11111, 1000 0—20

10,

G.Heckscher (B

«T.

.

Draper

yards— 1

26

0—20 killed, 5 misseu.
C Snyder. (B.,) 26 yards—

1

Van Buren

—

W.

Davis

Curlew, JSfiimenius arquaria.
Sandpipers, Tyingance.

Br. Talbot
missed.

Willets.
or Rice Birds, DolicJionyx orizvon.

5 missed.

1—14

Pinnated Grouse, Tetrao ciqrida.

—

Market. Onr quotations remain unchanged
week. The weather is still too warm to permit
of Western game being sent to this market in quantities,
nor is the demand excessive, Prairie chickens are worth

since last

$1 25 per pair; ruffed grouse. $1 50. Woodcock are being
recived in fair quantities, New Jersey and Connecticut being the principal points of shipment, price $1 50 per pair.
Reed birds are coming from all along the coast from New
Jersey to Savannah, and are lower in price, say 80 cents to
Wild
$1. per dozen; mallard $1 50 per pair; teal 75 cents.
pigeons, from Sullivan and Fulton counties, $1 75 per dozen.

—

Maine. Halhwell, Sept. 19— The following is my bag for
Monday, 4 woodcock, 1 partridge (ruffed
the week:
grouse); Tuesday, 12 woodcock; Wednesday, 5 partridges,
6 woodcock; Thursday, rain; Friday, rain; Saturday, 4
woodcock, 6 partridges.
Lord.

Massachusetts.— Gohasset,

Sept. 20.

—During the

last few
along lively.

Coots and loons have been coming
days.
cold weather has started them up. I killed on the
18th a pair of sea or eider ducks, which is rather strange
Sunday, it being very rough
for so early in the season.
so that boats could not do much, three men killed 100 coots
on one of our ledges where they could make a lee. This
is the best day's gunning that has been done here for some
Smelts are now plenty, 20 or 30 dozen to a man
years.
being about the average.
S. K., Jr.

The

—Have

just returned from Parker River,
Rowley, and brought some birds, such as dough birds,
black breasters, grass birds, yellow legs, &c. The best

Salem, Sept. 20.

The first black duck this
last week.
season was shot in Phillip's Beach slough a day or two ago.
I shot a loon this morning, sculling for him in my float.
This is the first web-footed bird I have shot this season.
Parties returned lately from Chatham; two of them report
their best day last Thursday, getting 35 big birds; 6 geese
went along last week; brant have been seen, and a few
English snipe have been shot. Coot are catchinsr it off
"Tinker's Isle" and the "Pigs."
Teal.
gunning was had

—

—

Pennsylvania. Philadelphia, Sept 26. Rail and reed
seem to be very abundant. Forest and
Stream Club have their semi-annual shoot on the 4th of

yards— 1

yards—1

29

1010

0,

01111,00111, 111

1,

1

(B.,)

1 1 1, 1 1 1

0, 1

1 1, 1 1

0110 0, 11110, 01001, 0010
110 1, 0100 1, 11010, 1110 0, Oil

1 l'l 0,

killed, 11 missed.

E. Stevenson

0—13

Wild Duck.

in

(B.,)

Quail, O/rtyx Virginia.

Snipe and Bay Birds.

yards— 1 1101,

30

(B.,)

killed, 8 missed.
C. Livingston (B.,) 30
1
16 killed, 9 missed.

Woodcock, Scolopax

Game

H
i_

0—17
E.

Caribou, Tarandus rangifer.

1

C. Floyd Jones (B.,) 25 yards— 1 1011, 10111, 11111, 1101 1, 10
0—19 killed, 6 missed.
H. S. Bloodgood, (B.,) 28 yards— 1 1 1 0, 1 1 1 1, 1 1 1. 1 1 l'l 1
1 1 1—18 killed, 7 missed.
J. P. Grand (B.,) 30 yards -11 110,01110, 10001, 11111, 0111
1-18 killed, 7 missed.
B. Purely (B.,) 28 yards— 1 1111, 10 111, 01011, 11011, 0001 0~

Red Deer, Oarzcxs Virginianus
Squirrels, red, black and grey.

Reed

1, 1

1

Moose, Alces malcMs.
Elk or Wapiti, Cervus Canadensis.
Hares, brown and grey.
Wild Turkey, Mileagris gallapavo.

God wit, Limosinoz.
Rails, Ballus Virginianus.

111

19 killed, 6 missed.

1

Ruffed Grouse, Tetrao umbeilus.
Plover, Gharadralus.

1 1,

1, 1 1 1

1 1 1, t 1

.

T.

IN SEASON IN OCTOBER.

rustioola.

111

1 1 1 1 1

1111,11101,01111,01110

17 killed. 8 missed.

GAME

yards— 1 1111,

killed, 5 missed.

26

,)

(B.,)

1 1

4 5 2 3 5 3-25
At the wind up G. W- Yale, of the American Rifle Team, showed the
boys how to make bullseyes, which he did successively with a Sharps
Gl—n.
military rifle.
3

24 yards-0

killed, 12 missed.

28

(B.,)

M. Van Buren

yards-1
29

(B.,)

100

10101, 11111,

1,

yards— 1 111

1,

1—12

killed, 5

01001, 01111, 1—12 killed,

H. S. Bobbins (B.,) 27 yards— 1 1 1 1, 1 0-5 killed, 3 missed.
Mr. De Forest, shooting for Mr. Knapp, won first prize
amounting to over $900. Mr. Earle won second prize and
Mr- Saxon third.

Nakragansett Gun

Cltjb.

— Three matches

were

shot

this clnb at Newport on the 22d inst.
for $250 a side, between J P. Grund, of

on the grounds of

The

was

first

Philadelphia, and Travis
was won by the latter.

Van Buren,
They shot

thirty yards rise, Hurlingham
following is the result:

Van Buren— 1 010
1 3. I

1

1

1,

Grand— 1

1,

1

1 1 1,

1

of
at

this a

York, which

fifty

birds each,

Club rules governing.

11111,11111, 01110, 1010
0—

The

1

111

1,

missed,

Killed, 35;
1 1
0, 1 1 1 1 0,
1 1 0, 1 1 1 1 1, 1 1 1
1, 1

00110, 00010, 10111, 0000 0—Killed,
Following

New

15.

1 1 1

1,

0,

29; missed, 21.

match between M. Van Buren,

brother

of the victor in the above match, and Mr. Grund, the
former killing five birds to his opponents' four and winThe last match was between Mr. J. P. Grund and
ning.
T. Van Buren, which was also won by Mr. Van Buren by
a score of five to three.

—A

pigeon shoot occurred at Syracuse, Sept. 21, under
The first shoot was a
the auspices of the Onandaga Club.
five-bird sweepstakes, thirteen entries, eighty yards boundGeorge Stevens took the first prize; Prank Dennisoh,
ary.
The second shoot, a tensecond, and Charles Hart, third.
bird sweepstakes, with eighteen entries, resulted thus:
J. Connors, first prize; Frank Dennison, second; Thomas
third sweepstakes followed, five birds,
Kimber, third.
eleven entries, with the following result: J. Conners,
first prize; Dennison, second; S. Taylor, third.-

A

—

The pigeon shots of Grand Rapids have shot a number
of matches recently, two days of last week being devoted
One match for $125 a side, between Glen and
to the sport.
Burchard, the former to shoot at 21 birds to the latter's 25,
resulted in a victory for Burchard by killing 22 to Glen's
The second match was for $20, between Burchard
21.
and Dowding. The former won as before, killing 17 to
Dowding's

The

14.

last

match was between Burchard

and

Rosenfield, the latter winning.
On Saturday two matches
were shot, resulting as follows:
Purse $20—10 birds each.

Dowding

SjGlen
9|Burcnard
Hascall
In shooting off the ties Glen won.

Handicap,
Hascall, 26 yards
Dowding, 26 yards
Glen, 26 yards

10 single birds.

»
•

Purse f""

10 Burchard, 21 yards
5 Rosenfield, 18 yards.
8
.

October.

North Carolina.— New

Berne, Sept. 23.

—Deer

extraor-

dinarily plenty this Fall.
Yenison weighing 29 pounds
per quarter hawked about the streets for 5 and 6 cents per
pound. Large number of Summer ducks (wood ducks)
on the Neuse and Trent Rivers. No snipe as yet.

E. W.
brought to a
I.

the Volunteer Service Gazette, makes the following happy

—

'

RESERVE.
Lieut.

birds do not
rifle

A pigeon match which has attracted much interest was
concluded on Monday on the grounds of Ira A. Paine
at
Babylon, Long Island. The following is a summary in.
eluding ties:

—A

pigeon match is on the tapis which, if
conclusion will prove the most interesting event of the
kind ever shot in this country. The stakes are $10,000,
and the contestants Mr. James Gordon Bennett and Capt.
A. H. Bogardus on one side, and Mr. Carroll Livingston
and Mr. Ira A. Paine on the other. The conditions are
for each to shoot at fifty-eight birds from five traps placed
five yards apart, thirty yards rise, eighty yards boundary.
The match is to take place on the 6th of October at Newport, R. I. Messrs. Bennett and Livingston are well known
as amateur pigeon shots of more than usual excellence,
while the fame of the professionals who are to shoot as
their partners is too well known to require remark.

Long Island Shooting Club-— A

large number of the
of this club competed at Dexter's on Thursday
last for their challenge cup, the conditions being that the
cup should be shot for at twenty five yards rise, H.
T.
traps, the winner to hold it until the next monthly shoot
for it, when, if he has to surrender it, he receives in lieu
$25 from the clnb. The following shows the result of the
last shot:

members

&

—

Waters

9

(B)

Reddon (M)
Gildersleeve (B).
Elrnendorf (M)..

(B)

4
"""4

Wynn(M)

3
'"3
"'"3
'.

5 Birdseye (M)..

(M)

5|Posten (M)

(Jbarman (M)

5|Robinson (M)
4 Madison (B)
4 |Hartshorne (B)

...YYV "" 3
3
3

"

'3

.'

Wiugate

(B)

.

Walters (B)

Some

of the

muzzle loaders.

.

.'

*

.

[

.

\\

\

\\\

\

members, it will be seen still adhere
Mr Parks acted as referee
.

2

'

."

.

each shooting at 15 birds, 21 yards
birds, strong

and

lively.

rise,

The following

is

80 yards boundary: domestic
the score:—

>•••"
6lStimpson
This makes Stimpson the winner of the medal three successive times,
a
twice killing 11 and once killing 14 out of 15 birds. Mr. Stimpson is
take
fine shot,' and it will be a hard struggle for any of the members to
bethe medal away from him. Following the match was a sweepstakes
tween members of the same club at wild pigeons, each shooting at four
birds, with the following result:
3 'Loud
Potter
I

Carroll

Emmerson
Nelson

2 Bell
2 Hartshorn

%
t

1

Sides
2lStoddard
Eldridge
l|
^vPotter killed three out of four, making him the hero of the dav.
the
Potter is one of the best shots we have at the trap, and looking at
bags of woodcock he brings in is good proof of his ability in the aldeM.
After the shooting was over Capt. Emmerson challenged Mr. Loud,
Loi^
shoot a match for $15 a side, Capt. Emerson to shoot at 16 and Mr.
at
birds,
one bird. Mr. l°
giving
the
tt

15
this
advantage of
Emmerson
&
accepted the kind offer and the stakes were put up. the match to
&
place within a week. Mr. Loud will have something to do, as Capt.
merson is a crack shot.
n
At a meeting of the Portsmouth Sportsman's Club, held at their
wee
one
last evening, it was decided to have the annual match within
ra
each member to shoot at fifteen birds, at the Bockingham Trotting
^
remai
of this city. Hoping to give you a good report of the day,
<&"*"
yours,
.

.

^

,

"

7 Eddy (B)
6 Blankeley (B)...
,...6 Baxter (M)'.
.5 Baylis (B)

Austen (B)
Fendick (B)

Remsen

Broadway

7 Waters (B)
. . .

Portsmouth, N. H., Sept. 25, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
A match was shot to-day between Mr. Stimpson and J. Carroll, of the
Portsmouth Sportsman's Club, for the Eldridge Championship Medal,

\\ \\

[[2

to their

1875.

Portland, Sept. 16,
Editor Forest and Stream:—
wa5
The annual tournament for the club badge and State championship
14th
held at Little Chebeague Island Tuesday and Wednesday, the
.

h
this
15th of September, under the charge of the Forest City Club of
rules top
the
under
and
the
winners
of
the
badge
being
last
year,
they
vide the shoot this year. Fifty shooters participated representing ^ ^
Forest li '^
clubs, viz.: Androscoggin, of Lewiston, and Maine and
tra]^
Portland. Wild pigeons were used, all of them having been
flyers, a
within ten days of the ghoot, and were most of them strong
c

,

.

—

——

—

—

«

FOREST AND STREAM.
were four prizes besides the club badge, which of itself was a beautiful
The badge was in the sbape of a shield, and of fine gold eleaffair.
gantly engraved, and a fine diamond set in the centre. The other prizes
consisted of :— Eirst prize, a fine breech loading Parker; second prize, a
fine breech loading rifle; third prize, a fine prize, a fine fly rod; fourth
prize, a fine set of sleeve buttons.
The shooting was very close throughout

mond badge was won by R. G.

and very exciting.

The

Hall, of the Forest City Club,

he

dia-

killing

fourteen out of fifteen birds, tieing Nason, of the Androscoggin, and
Noyes, of the Forest City, and winning in shooting off ties. The second
prize, for the gun, was won by 0. Nason, of the Androscoggin, after a
most exciting contest, he having tied Martin, of the Forest City, in thir-

Seven trials were made resulting each time in ties bewas reached. Curtis, of the Androscoggin, won the
breech loading rifle, and Billings, of the Forest City, the fly rod; Leavitt,
of the Androscoggin, the sleeve buttons. Then came sweepstakes and
shooting at double birds, and one member was frightened by "triplets"
so badly that he could not shoot. Perhaps the ''darkey' didn't show his
"A general good time" was the verdict of all concerned, and
ivories.
next year if those "triplets" show themselves let them look out, for I
Sanbz.
intend to be ready at the word "pull."
teen birds each.

fore the final result

1

*

1

South Ambot, N.

J., Sept. 15, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—

Today has been a gala day for this place, the excitement being a shooting match between Isaac V. Selover, of this place, and James Vanbrokle,
of Mateawan, the conditions being to shoot at 25 single birds each, find
trap and handle, the birds to be put all in one box, 1± oz. shot, 21 yards
rise and 80 yards bounds. The birds were not of the best quality, although fair, but the shooting was very remarkable for amateurs, as the

—

appended score will show:
Isaac V. Selover.... 1 1 J 1 1

James Vanbrokle.. 1

.1.1 1

1

1

1 1 1

I

1 1

1

1-23
1—25

1 1 1 1 1

lllllllllllllllllllllll

In connection with this I would say that the same parties have tied hefore on twenty-one birds each for the same amount, each killing their
H. C. G.
twenty-one birds straight.
«

,

.

Mateawan,

Sept.

14, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream :—
At last the sportsmon of Monmouth county have aroused to the importance of having their game laws enforced, and for that particular purpose have passed their by-laws laws and formed themselves into a shooting club to be designated and known as the Midway Shooting Club of
Mateawan, N. J. Tuesday, the 14th day of September, being their dedication day, of course there was an exceedingly grand turnout, and your
correspondent was pleased to see with what harmony good discipline
could be accomplished. Their badge is an exquisite piece of workmanan emblem as the sportsmen could desire, beautifully
engraved with the name of the club and other costly workmanship. The
shooting commenced at precisely 2:15 o'clock, with twenty-five out of
In regard to the birds,.!
thirty-five members answering to the roll-call.
never saw better turned from the trap, they being swift, and seemed to
have the enduranre to carry away all the shot that would penetrate them.
The match proceeded under the auspices and direction of the officers of
ship, as appropriate

the club, men
as follows:

who knew

The

their avocation.

result of the

match was

8 Charles Applegate, 25 yards
7 A. Tenicke, 25 yards
8 Wm. Madden. 21 yards
8 Elwood Warne, 11 yards
A. Dnnlop, 25 yards
7 Wm. J. Conover, 25 yards
Kort. H. Warne, 24 yards
7 Aaron Longstreet, 22 yards
George Partington, 21 yards
Beers, Jr, 21 yards
8i Wiu
Richard Woreil, 21 yards
6 Spaf. Walling, 21 yards
James Vanbrockle, 25 yards
7 James Wilson, 21 yards
Garett Hendrickson, 22 yards
Stephen Lambertson, 21 yards. .... 6 D. H. Gordon, 22 yards
McGee, 23 yards
7 Frank E Hyer, 24 yards
8 John H. Farry, 22 yards
James Terhune, 22 yards
7
Henry Gordon. 22 yards

James Lambertson, 24 yards
K II Wyckolf 24 yards
H. Warne, 25 yards
.

9

7
6

,

.

Wm.

Wm.

7

8
6

7
6
9
6
8
8

.

Mr. Charles Applegate and Mr. James Wilson having tied, it became
necessary to shoot off at five birds each, which they did with the following result:
41 James Wilson, 21 yards
Charles Applegate, 25 yards
5
Mr. Wilson being the winner the badge was presented to him in a
H. C. G.
neat and appropriate speech by the President of the club.

Baltimore, Sept.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
Inclosed please find score of match

Gun Club

shot last Saturday.
yards and out of five traps.

is

Our club

rules, \\ oz. shot, 21 birds.

the

is

of

Name.

Score.

Yards.
2S....1
29.... 1

29. ...1
Jno. Stewart
24... 1
R. C. Thomas
28
Harry Fisher
28. ...1
Geo. Brown
29.... 1
Robt. Hoffman
Raudolph Mordecai..23....1

1

1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1

I

101

01

10

1 1
1 1 1 1 1

1

1 1
1 1

01110100011110011000
1100101111110001010
01111010000010001010—9
1000011101100010010 1—10

Yours

R. C. T.

truly,
i

*

.

Paris, Ky., Sept.

Editor Forest and Stream: —

22, 1875.

the Nimrod Club at their regular quarterly
shoot. J. M. Taylor and Chas. Mills were judges:—
Single.
Double.
G'd total.
Name.
*
1-7.... 11 11 11 11 11-10
17
C. A. Kenney
1—8....
11—
11
11
10
11
1
9
17
J. W. Ferguson...
1—7.... 11 10 11 11 11— 9
1 110
16
F. Champ
1-9.. .10 01 11 11 10- 7
1
16
Kit Clay
1-6....
*
*
111
11
10
11
11
1 1
1
1
9
15
Mat Kenney
1 1 * 1 1 1— 6... .11 11 11 11 01— 9
1
15
C.M.Clay
1-6
11 11 11 00 01— 7
13
James Kerr
1—8. ...1*01 00 10 00- 3
1 110
11
Geo. R. Bell
0—5.
...11
11—
10
11
09
11
00
1
10
6
Woodford...
11
e\
C

Below

is

the pcore

11111*1
111111
1*11
1111111

.

'

111110
1111

«

—The following

5
rises.

11

Ky.

a correct score of the competitors in
a match for the champion badge of the Irvington Game
Club, shot at Irvington, Sept. 25:
is

OIGeo. H. Frisbie
W. Lawrence
2
5|W. A. Emmet
Hauptman
l."g
and
F. Hagen. Referee, T. H.
Judges, J. B. Fulton
Mann.
E.

Chas.
C. H.

SPORTING NOTES FROM

only fair

to

middling, the lands

being trimmed up, drained, and put under cultivation. Quail we have
numbers, providing the last severe rains have not
drowned out the young broods that have been seen. I don want to
picture Monmouth county— that is, this portion of it as portsman's paradise, but I have killed 208 quail in nine days.
This was done in the Fall
of 1872, and I think I can do this same thing this Fall. Of course they
don't fly in your door yard; you have got to work for them, and work
hard at that. We have no sportsmau's club here as yet, but we have
some whole-souled fellows who live up to the laws to a letter. Pigeon
shooting is carried on here very extensively. We shoot for the Shrewsbury Cup No. 2 every month. The present holder is challenged to shoot
this month. I call this cup No. 2 as, No. 1 was. presented by me, and
shot for at my Summer residence in 1872. This cup was won by my old
friend Wm. Dunlap, of Mateawan, N. J. His score was 19 out of 20; the
last four out of five were killed at thirty-one yards rise.
I want the "Squire" down with me soon.
I think we can warm the
boys at the trap. We have no imported dogs among us, but wu have
got some of the finest domestic goods you ever saw— I refer to the ones
bred and"Wned by that prince of sportsmen, Forman Taylor, of Colt's
Neck, N. J. Your kennel editor had the pleasure of looking over some
of Mr. Taylor's stock. I think his Sancho and Shorb's Jocko would
make the finest team of setters in the country. Shorb's Jocko is no
snipe dog, but is great on woodcock, quail, and partridge. You will go
many miles to see one that will beat him; and furthermore, I am ready
to purchase any dog—pink, blue, snuff, or auy other color— that will
beat Jocko on any or all tfiree of the last mentioned kinds of game. I
can safely say that Jocko has had 10,000 head of game killed over him,
and that's what's the matter. Mr. Editor, you will pardon me for giving
my friends' dogs these puffs, hut as they can't be bought for love or
money, you will pass it over. I first shot over Jocko when he was eignt
months old and found him simply perfection, and on my return offered
Mr. Shorb $250 for him, hut I was politeiy informed that was just onehalf of what he was valued at.
Well, Mr. Editor, I think I have spun this article out rather long, but
you know what you must expect when shooters get to talking. I have
matched the Squire to talk against Forman Taylor for a basket. The
match will take place in the city of New York some evening this Winter,
when the nights are as long as we can get them. I can picture the result.
Time, 5 A.M.; Taylor flat on his back, hands thrown up, eyes
closed, and the Squire whispering in his ear. Will notify you all in time
so that you may enjoy the fun. Fraternally yours,
G. 11. Wild.
7

l

—

Upper Marlboro, P.ince George County, Md., Sept. 25, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Since the commencement of September the swamp and marshes adjacent to the Patuxent River and its tributaries have been alive with sportsmen from the neighboring cities of Baltimore and Washington, and even
from your great metropolis, who have been busily engaged in paying
their respects to the thousands of ortolans and reed birds which aboundTlie shooting this season commenced rather earlier than usual, owing to
the fine condition of the birds. Feed upon the marshes has been unusually good and plentiful, and a large number of gentlemen are encamped along the river in order to enjoy the full benefit of the shooting
season, which will close with the advent of the first frost. In this connection sportsmen generally are glad to see the lively interest which the
Forest and Stream is now manifesting in the passage of laws for the
protection of game in the different States. In our county such a law is
especially in eded during the ortolan and partridge season, as owing
to the proximity to

hunters,

who

1

tlemen

1

who annually come from New York

The crops
The tobacco

generally throughout this section of Maryland are very good.
crop, which is nearly secured, promises to be large, and the
agricultural interests seem brighter than they have been for years. I
will keep you posted from time to time concerning sporting matters
throughout this region. Yours,
jyr.,
1

'

Shot Pistols-— As burglaries increase the necessity improper defensive arms becomes more impressive. A Philadelphia correspondent writes:
"I was glad to notice in your paper of the 8th inst. that the Editor of
the Massachusetts Mirror and Farmer had called the attention of manufacturers of fire arms to shot pistols for use against burglars and tramps.
want a weapon that will bring down the game when pointed in the
direction of it, so that if called upon suddenly to use it, it shall be effective without requiring an extra marksman. It should be a five or six
shooter, for there is no time for loading when engaged with a burglar.
It cannot be doubted that, for protection, a shot pistol would be superior

sun; it blinds +hem. Then you can rapidly approach quite near enough,
but your time is short, and these few minutes, just as the sun is rising
above and is tangent to the horizon, are precious. Aim low; their position and the light give them an artificial height. To bring one down is
a good test of accuracy in judging distance. Now move along the foot
©f the hills in search of snipe, beccasseen and duck and a possible quail.
Wn passant, it would be rendering a service to the Fellah to knock over
every fox (they are not game here and are plenty) or ichneumon that
crosses the path.
Directly, after a few miles tramp, we get into the large palm groves
about Sakara, where we find droves of doves and wood pigeons, Corbean,
(not the common crow) and paroquets do not go amiss with the natives.
By dusk a good bag ought to be the reward; it always so proved with

me. October, November and December arc the months for this sport,
and are decidedly the most pleasant of the year; and then, too, you will
have gotten the cream of it in time to go on further up the Nile and continue the same, with the addition of wild geese, that arrive in January
Should it be convenin vast numbers, en route to the upper country.
ient, by all means run down on the cars to Damreitd, situated near the
eastern mouth of the Nile, and on the great lake Menzaleh, for snipe,
duck and fish. The numbers are a surprise. The large overflows, the
reedy canal and sedgy swamps on either side of the river give them a
good home. They are not hunted much— only by a few Greeks and Italians of the town, just for their own tables, using old-fashioned muzzle
loaders, with bad powder, good being difficult to get and expensive.
This causes the birds to be somewhat tame, and they can be brought
within easy reach of our fine

Mosher and Douglass would have undoubtedly escaped
not been for shot guns. They were armed with pistols loaded
with ball, and although brought in close contact with their assailants
and firing at them several times, they tailed to hit them.
By all means let us have the new shot pistols as soon as nossible. No
family should be without one."
all

had

others.

it

SOME SPORTS

TN EGYPT.

modern gun.

By

getting a letter to our Consular Agent, Mr. John Sura, who would
consider it a compliment, you will get more facilities for lodging and

A

few days thus spent will give more real pleasure, reveal
and resources of the country than months of hanging around the hotels. I am not more than half through with the list
of game to be sought and how to do it^but think I have said enough for
the present.
Delta,
hunting.

more

of the beauties

«©•«»

—

With regard to guns rusting from exposure to
our correspondent, "Maryland," writes:

salt air,

have at last found out the best way 1o keep
from rusting while at the seashore. For several seasons I have been greatly troubled; but this year I
have had no trouble. I procured some of Riggs Belmontyle Oil, and find that if I carry a rag saturated w hh this
oil and rub my barrels with it, that they keep perfectly
free from rust.
I think I have fully tested this, as one day
"I think

gun

I

barrels

1

r

all day, but my b rrels did not rust
barrels also keep free from rust when not
used; so that I consder the oil a perfect success, and write
this letter so that brother sportsmen can derive benefit
it

rained very nearly

at all.

The

my experience.
When Shooting

from

—

on the Wing Originated. Tn en^
deavoiing to fix a date from facts, for the period of perfection in the use of firearms for sporting purposes, the curious will be greatly assisted by a small Italian work, entitled "Eccellenza della Caocia de Cesare Solatio Romaua,"
printed at Rome, in 16G9, who states, that at the time he
wrote, the art of shooting on the wing had been known in
Rome about eighty years, so that it may be taken for
granted that in Italy sportsmen began to shoot on the iving
about 1589. It is therefore natural to suppose that about
the same period that practice became tolerably general on
the continent of Europe.

—

The first annual games of the New York Centennial
Athletic Association will be held on the second Tuesday in
October on the Oapitoline Grounds, Brooklyn. The programme includes a one mile walking match for amateurs;
one mile running race for the championship of America,
open to all; four mile -walking match, open to all; 100 yard
running race, heats, three in five; 440-yard race; 880 yard
race, and a jumping contest.
Two prizes will be given in
each contest.

—

N. Y. Athletic Club. As announced in our last, the
Fall tournament of this club will be held at Mott Haven,
on October 4th. The programme includes nine events, as
follows: One hundred yard running race, quarter of mile
running' race, half-mile running race, one mile running
race, and one 120-yard hurdle race, one mile walking
match, three mile walking Tnatch for the amateur championship of America, and running high and wide jumps. These
contests are for gold and silver medals, valued from $20 to
$100, which will be awarded to the first and second in each
contest.
The races are open to all bona fide amateurs.

International Pedestrian Match.

— A walking match

for the championship of the world and a stake of £100 a
side is about being arranged between William Perkins, the
champion of England, and W. E. Harding, of this city,
arising out of a challenge of the former "ped" in Bell's
Life offering to walk any man in the United States 50 miles
here for that amount. The backer of Harding proposes
two matches, one to be walked in this country and one in

England.

We

to

,

».».

is

this season in fair

made by

1
1 1 1 1 1 0-6.... 11 10 01 01
John Kidd
#Dead out of bounds.
John Kidd shot at only eight single and four double

Woodcock shooting

to enjoy the partridge shooting we have already had the pleasure of welcoming our old friend, Mr.
Constable, who is accompanied by several of his friends. These gentlemen have visited tuis section for several years past during the partridge
season, and they report the sport as far superior to that in Virginia.

1111111110100001100
1111110100111110011
1
1

(finger boards.)

0-13
1—16
1—17
1—16
1—11
1-13

gentlemen amateur

shots.
C. Fisher
J. S. Frick

—

Total.

first

composed

Lewis Merrigold. It is a quiet and well-appointed house, with plenty to
We have splendid drives on the finest of clayed turnpike and crossroads. Little Silver, Pleasure Bay. Seabright, Long Branch, and all the
lesser watering places can be reached by short drives.
We are but six
miles from Monmouth Park, so you see we can take our dinner at the
usual country hour, 12 o'clock, attend the races, and be home in time for
an early supper. The products of the Shrewsbury River— oysters, farfamed for their fine flavor, migratory fish, such as bluefish, weakfish,
kingfish, occasional sheepsheacl, clams, both hard and soft shells, and soft
crabs in abundance generally. Snipe we have in fair numbers. I believe everybody has snipe shooting in the vicinity of their homes if they
will only drive far enough for them. We have no snipe in the Fall; I account for it in this way we shoot all in the Spring. Some fair bags
were made last Spring, birds one mile apart by actual measurement,
eat.

markets the country is annually overrun by potusually go in parties pf six or ten and daily ship huge
quantities of game to market. The farmers throughout the county have
at last awakened to the necessity for action, and have called for a public
meeting to be held next week. The partridge season opened on the 15th
inst., and promises to be unusually good.
The birds are well grown and
fat, and sportsmen report an unusual number of them.
Among e gen-

Baltimore County

(friendly) of

time we have shot at 29
shot 80 yards boundary, Narragansett

This

We

20, 1873.
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MAGAZINES.
——
,

.

The American Swine and Poultry Journal

is

published

at

Cedar Rapids, Iowa, and is one of the best magazines devoted to the
interests of the farm and barn yard which reaches ns from the West.

The Aquatic Monthly, under the editorship of Mr. Chas.
A. Peverelly, continues to issue an interesting resume of aquatic events.
In the current number Mr. Stuart M. Taylor, well known in the yachting world, contributes a letter on the Cape May regatta and other topics,
in which "Devoted Yachtsman," of the Spirit, is handled very severely.'
The other correspondence is from well known aquatic writers. This
magazine is published by Mr. August Bretano, of No. 39 Union Square.

,

NEW JERSEY.

Red Bank, NT.
Editor Fokest and Stream:-We are forty miles from your editorial rooms.

J.,

September, 1875.

We have

several ways
of reaching this place, one all water route, one all rail route, and the last
and least, half rail and half water. Red Bank is situated at the head of

the Shrewsbury River, or at the head of steamboat navigation, county of
Moumouth, Shrewsbury township. It has a population of about 3,000.
The farmers in the vicinity are well to do, and are perfectly indifferent as
to the ravages of the potato bug (Colorado beetle.) The Shrewsbury
River, from the headwaters to Sandy Hook beach, is about eight miles in
length, and from half a mile to one mile in width, both sides of the river
affording beautiful building sites, and inconsequence of its picturesque

and healthful location has been appropriated by parties from New York
and elsewhere for Summer resorts. The hotels on the Shrewsbury River
are Thompson's Pavilion, at the Highlands; Jenkinson's, at the same
place; the Fowler House, at Oceanic, and the Tontine, at Fair Haven.
The notel of Red Bank is the Globe, kept for many years by Mr. ExSheriff Hendrickson, but last Spring changed hands, and is now kept by

Editor Forest and Stream:—
Through the medium of your valuable journal I would like to give
some of my experience, and a few hints about the pleasures of sport in
the land of Egypt.
I, like most other tourists, arrived with only guide hook knowledge of
the country. At Cairo guns and accoutrements can be obtained on
hire. The reedy borders of the Nile and its numerous canals furnish excellent retreat and food for the snipe, several species of duck and other
water fowl. Following along the levee, roads leading in the direction of
the Pyramids of Gizeh offer the best chance of success, and by taking
a carriage or donkey, the fatigue is lessened. To hunt just here it were
better to so arrange as to be on the desert near the Pyramids about
dawn, to have opportunity to get a gazelle, or a pop at a hyena. The
gazelle, after Drowsing and taking water in the valley, under the safeguard of night, returns for greater security into the desert for the day.
The surface is undulating, offering cover, and as the sun rises they can
be seen— a beautiful sight indeed— standing out in bold relief upon the
crests of the sand hills, in herds from six to fifteen, leisurely browsing
on the scant, acrid growth, and wending their way deeper into the sol£
tudes of this sea of sand. Be careful now to get between them and the

Scribnefs for October presents its usual attractive table
of contents, although we miss the able articles from Mr. Waring's pen.
Dr. Holland'e "Story of Sevenoaks" will be concluded in the December
number. Next month we are promised the first installment of a new
serial by Bret Harte entitled "Gabriel Conroy," the whole of which
is in
the publishers' hands, and which is to run through twelve numbers. In
the current issue we have two chapters more of Jules Verne's "Mysterious Island," another of Major Powell's illustrated articles descriptive
of the Grand Canon of the Colorado, and other entertaining sketches
St. Nicholas for October opens with an account
of the
naval battle between the Essex, of our navy, under the gallant Porter
and British ship Poosbe and consort off Valparaiso during the war of l^p'
Miss Olcott's story of "Eight Cousins" is concluded, and so is Mr'
Trowbridge's excellent

"The Young Surveyor."
number and furnish a fund

tale,

of illustrations enliven the

A

of

large number
amusement for

the juvenile reader.

Our Some Journal, published weekly at New Orleans by
James H. Hummel, presents a valuable record of the agricultural
progress of the Southwest.

$3, 50 per

annum,

Its contents are^varied

and

praetical.

Terms
Y
y
-

FOREST AND STREAM.
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HURST'S

inttlhnton^

The Sportsman's Warehouse.

Stereoscopic Studies

THE

-OF-

EDWIN S. HAEEIS,

Natural History
For Objeet Teaching

in Schools

We

are prepared to furnish the
of the first series of

WHOLESALE &FD RETAIL

these will be added a second series of foreign specimens, and various Animals and Birds in grotesque attitudes, never however violating their natural instincts.
We offer these views not as pictures only, but as
studies from nature. One of the great moving elements in our modern system of education is object

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

18

Sumia

"

.

14.
15.
1Q.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Implements,

Cartridges,

Ibotli

Colymbus

American Deer (Albinoes)
The American Bittern
Ola Wife, or Squaw Duck
The Wild Turkey

.

. .

MATERIALS OF ALL KINDS, CARTRIDGE VESTS, COATS AND BELTS, FLASKS,
POUCHES, AND AMMUNITION OF ALL RINDS. EVERYTHING IN MY LINE FOR

BOTH HOME AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE PRICES.

HA YE LARGE STOCK OF MUZZLE LOADING G TJNS & RIFLES VERT CHEAP

Nyctea.

Snipe

Breech Loading, Sporting
And

fl

52.
53.
54.
55.
56.

ACCURACY,

57
58.

Materials and Workmanship, they are Unsurpassed.

Grus Americana.

REVOLVERS OF VARIOUS
DESIRABLE Hi ALL

Send for Circulars.

Arms Gomp,
Whitneyville, near

Anas

Shoveller, or Spoonbill

Musquash

Obscura.
Alcedo Alcyon.
Bubo Asio.
Bidelphil Virginiana.
Fulica Americana.
Tetrao Mutus.
Anas Clypeata.
Fiber Zibeihicus.

Cobnell University,
Ithaca, March 14th,

Sent to any part of the United States free of charge.

:

For use as Military Pon-

17

Chatham

st. ,

(City Hall sq

.

Dorys, on board
Steamers, Yachts, and «ther m
vessels. Also for Sportsmen, g ^
Tourists, Trappers, Explor- |jjj
ing Expeditions, Parties gg
Camping Out, &c. These =§|
safe and perfectly portable =ij
boats will admit of the te
A very "=^
roughest usage.
light, strong and durable
frame of ash or other tough
Dir.gies,

by

CO.,

P O box 2832

)

.

s^iMWHIMfe^

toons, Life Boats, Lighters,

$3 OO
16 OO
retail

street,

ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,
The best for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g, FF.g, FFF,g, the last being the finestand
most used. Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25
lbs., 121 lbs., and 61 lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and
1 pound.
All of the above give high velocities and less residuum than any other brands made.

LAFLIN

& RAND POWDER Co.,
21 Park Row, N.

(Opposite Astob House

.

{

PRESS,

IN

New

AND

Y.

.

AND WILL BE ISSUED IN FOUR

WEEKS,

1

I

YorK.

HEGEMAN'S PATENT PORTABLE FOLDING BOAT.

I

FOKEST AND STREAM PUB.

11» Fulton

Very quick. For woodcock and quail Nos. 1 to 4.
Packed in metal kegs of 121 lbs. and 61 lbs., and in
pound canisters.

d

EZRA CORNELL.

Prices By the Dozen
By the Set of 5 Dozen, In Elegant Case,
These Stereoscopes are sold wholesale and

Conn., U. S. A.

SECOND HAND AND MISFIT ENGLISH BRUSSELS, THREE PLY
GOOD
INGRAIN CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, &C, VERY CHEAP, AT THE OLD PLACE,

1870. f
I must congratulate you upon your great success in
arrange
we
can
If
enterprise.
this new educational
our amusements so as to make them impart instruction to the mind, it will be a step in advance in edu-

cation.

New Haven,

MISFIT CARPETS.

Lyncus Borealis.

59

SIZES,

RESPECTS.

Stryx Pratincola.
Tetrao Canadensis.

60.

AUDUBON POWDER,

Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation.

Procyon Lotor.

American Opossum
American Coot
Ptarmigan

For water fowl. Very strong and clean. Nos, 1 to
Packed in metal kegs of 61 lbs. each, and in canis5.
ters of 1 and 5 lbs.

For Simplicity of Construction,

Flyligula Clangula.
HaliaiCos Leucocephalus.
Yulpis Fulvus.
Anas Sponsa.

Spruce Grouse
Northern Lynx
Black Duck.
Belted King Fisher
Little Screech Owl

51

strongest and cleanest Powder made. Nos. 1
to 7, packed only in sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
sizes especially are recommended to owners of fine
breech-loading guns, giving great penetration with
very slight recoil.

EMfles.

34Lllitary

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,

Tetrao Cupido.

Yulpes Virgiuianus.

Orange Sporting Powder
ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,

. .

Fuligula Erythrocephalia.
Tetrao Umbellus.

,

FFG

The

Glacialis.

Red Head
The Racooon
The Whistler
Brown or Bald Eagle
Red Fox
Wood Duck
American Barn Owl

FFFG

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Company's agents in every prominent city, or wholesale at
our office,

Glacialis.

Grey Fox
Ruffed Grouse

Burns strong ann
1 and 1 lb. canisters.
and
are favorite brands
moist. The
for ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting" fa
is the standard Rifle powder of the country.

packed in

OF

Ursus Americanus.
Butero Borealis.
Fuligula Albeola.
Buffle Headed Duck
Hystrix Hudsonius
North American Porcupine
Ortyx Virginiana.
Virginia Partridge
Larus Zonorhynchus.
Common American Gull

43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

Hazard's "Kentucky Rifle."
FFFG, FFG, and "Sea Shooting" FG, in kegs of 35
12J. and 61 lbs. and cans of 5 lbs. FFFG is also

Tlie MIost -A_ppro^ecl System

. .

Pinnated Grouse
The Sand Hill Crane
The American Black Bear
Red Tailed Buzzard

1 (fine)

and 61 and 121

S® Wall Street, New York.

The Buff Breasted Sheldrake. Mergus Merganser
Anser Canadensis.
The Canada Goose
The New York Ermine Puloi'ius. Noveboracensis.
Mergus Serrator.
Red Brested Sheldrake
.

to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canister
a
lb. kegs.
Burns slowly and verv
clean, shooting remarkably close, and with areat
penetration. For field, forest and water shootu^
it ranks any other brand, and it is equally services*
ble for muzzle or breech loader.

Nos.

SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER
GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POWDER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF Man!
UFACTURED TO ORDER.

Cervus Virginianus.
Ardea Minor.
JfruHgida

1 (fine; to

-

Meleagris Gallopavo.
Castor Fiber.
Scolopax Jftlsoni.

The Beaver

41.
42.

Brass and Paper.

ALSO, GUIV

Circus Vliginoms.
Anas Boschas.
Bubo Virginianus.

Mallard Duck
Great Horned Owl
Great Loon, or Diver

Common American

PislolS

Totanus Macularius.

Marsh Harrier

21.
22.
28.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
84.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

Hazard's "American Sporting."
3 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and6*]h
kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for upland and
Well adapted to short guns.
prairie shooting.

Nos.

OF ALL

Prairie Wolf....

Spotted Sand Lark

IBS,

AND

each specimen.
An experience of more than twenty-five years as
Taxidermist of the New York State Cabinet of Natural History, and in gathering his large collection of
native and foreign specimens, enables Mr. Hurst to
combine in every view the locality of the specimen
with its appropriate iocks, woods or water, and coloring from the originals.
Lynciis Rufus.
Wild Cat, or Bay Lynx
1

Lupus Occidentalism
American Wolf
Ectopistes Migratoria.
Wild Pigeon
Felis Concolor.
Northern Panther
Ardea Discors.
Black Crowned Night Heron
Actomys Monax.
Woodchuck
Podiceps Bubricollis.
Red Necked Grebe
Ardea Herodias.
Great Blue Heron
Cygnus Americanus.
American Swan
Buzzard
Buwo
Hyemails.
Shouldered
Red
Rusticola Minor.
American Woodcock
Anser Albifrons.
White Fronted Goose
Otus Americanus.
Long Eared Owl
Mergus Cucullatus.
Hooded Sheldrake
Pediceps Cornutus.
Horned Grebe
Aquilla Chryscetos.
Gol den Eagle

1 (fine)

Hazards "Duck Shooting."

teaching. The unerring fidelity of the stereoscope
transfers the animals and birds from their natural
habitat to the rooms of the student and the fireside of
our homes, where they cannot fail to leave a lasting
impression of the form, color, habits, and locality of

5.

to 5 (coarse). Unsurpassed in uoinf
«
strength ana cleanliness. Packed in sauarppfl*;;
iwaecamg.
ters of 1 lb. only.

BREECH LOADING

Animals and Birds of North America.

Snowy Owl

Hazard's ''Electric" Powder.
Nos.

<

To

2.
3.
4.

GUNPOWDER.

numbers

sixty

first

177 Broadway, ISTew York.

THo.

CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

COOPER HARRIS & HODGKINS,

Late

PARLOR ENTERTAINMENT.

POWDER

HAZARD

wood, witb canvas cover, and
can be folded in one-eighth
space, for transportation, p nd
buggy,
carried in a light
wagon, horseback, or by single person, and can be unfolded ready for use in three
minutes' time. Boats shipped
by express anywhere, same
freight
rate
of
as
other
goods. For descriptive circular and price list, address as
bove.

Me

in

A Hcmd-Book for Sportsmen and
300

Settlers.

pp., 12rao.

CONTENTS:
Introductory Chapter.
Birds-eye Glance at Florida.
Outfit for Sportsmen.
Hints for Southern Hunting.
Coastwise Route? of Travel.
Game Animals and Birds of Florida.
Game Fish of Florida.
Three Months in Florida for One Hundred Dollars.
Supplementary Hints for Cheap Recreation.
..

Dittmar Powder

Manufacturing

Co.

Boudren's Patent Conibination

MAHTJEACTUBERS OP

CARL DITTMAR'S

Up the

REFLECTING JACK AND FISHING LAMP.
FOR NIGHT HUNTING DEER,

SPEARING FISH,
CATCHING CRABS,
EELS, BAIT, Etc.
INDISPENSABLE ON ANY BOATING OR
CAMPING TRIP.
NOT AFFECTED BY WIND, RAIN OR JOLTING.
THROWS A POWERFUL LIGHT 200 FEET.

BLASTING POWDERS, &e.,

AS A CARRIAGE LAMP, IT HAS NO EQUAL.
FITS ANY SHAPED DASH.
PRICE, JACK AND DASH, $6.
FISHING LAMP, $8.

introduced, and allowing an even
In addition to the greater density
have also obviated the great rano fear of overloadDiditv of ignition. There is now
for use,
No necessity for any special directions
ing
and use the same
Powder,
Black
simply use it like
ity of the

kind

first

loading every time.
of the new powder,

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Jack and Dash Lamp

EATON & CO.,

White Manufacturing

Agts

102

Nassau

st.,

Co.,

N. Y.

Lamp

Bridgeport, Conn.

ENGLISH

powde/ftask. The
The sizes and numfor both Shot Guns and Rifles.
for black powbers for the gram are the same as those
adapted for general
best
der
The Medium size is
and the fipurposes, the largest size for small bores,
nest size for large bores.
>.„„„,„
my signabears
Every package of the new powder
None geuuine without it.
ture.
conI manufacture none of the old kind, and all
nection with my former agency, the so-called Dittmar
orders
all
address
Please
an
end.
is
at
Powder Co.
tome. Any letters unanswered or orders not filled
since September 1st will be immediately attended to
I will exchange,
if parties will please re- write to me.
when requested, any of my powder bought before that
data for the new kind.
My best thanks to the friends of my New Powder,
who have by their kind suggestions helped me to make
doubt of its complete
it perfect, s@ that I now have no

SPORTING GUNPOWDER.
Curtis
Nos.

BREECH

%

CARL DITTMAR.

Fishing, Jack and Dash

C. O. D., with privilege of examination.

I

now be used from an ordinary
^TnfIXdef can same
kind of powder can be used

guccefjis*

Shooting at Salt Lake.

The Okeechobee Expedition.
Southwest Flobida.

can hunt in any weather.

Black

SHOT

LOADING

GUN.

PRICES, $50.00 TO $350.00.
Muzzle -Loading Guns Altered tc Breech
Loading.
AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD'S SHOOTING SUITS.
Send

Clark

(

for Circular.

<$c

^14 W* Pratt mt

Sneider.
.»

Baltimore.

&

Harvey's

8, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

DIAMOND GRAIN.

and 8 Superior

Hawker's Ducking.

W. STITT,
sep9-eow

John River.

Private Dougherty and the Bass.
Pet Birds of St. Augustine.
Steam Yachting on the St. John.
Among the Seminoles.
In the Cypress Swamps.
Cruising Along Shore.

Burns Kerosene Perfectly without a Chimney.
This lamp supplies a want long felt by sportsmen,
as it affords them a reliable LIGHT with which they

NEPONSET, MASS.
objections that
I have succeeded in overcoming all
Powder
may have been raised to the kind of Sporting
previously manufactured by me. By an entiiely new
nrocess and with the assistance of new machinery, I
hard as those of
am now able to make the grains as
Powder, thus avoiding the great compressibil-

St.

Indian River.
Florida the Promised Land.
Fort Capron.
Fishing at St. Augustine.
Black Bass Fishing on Spruce Creek.
Hunting the Panther.
The Environs of Tallahassee.

Rifle,

and Col.

61 Cedar.street,

New York,
Agent for U.

S.

America.

Kay Shot Concentrating Cartridge.
No creasers, turners, or topwads required. Loads
in half the time usually required. Fifty percent,
better distribution and greater penetration secured.
Send to yomr gun dealer for sample,

No. 1— Fernandina to Cedar Keys.
No. 2—Manatee Sarazota and GaspariUa.
No. 3— Among the Keys.
No. 4— Meteorology.
No. 5— Punta Rassa and Caloosahatchie.
No. 6—Up the Caloosahatchie River.
No. 7—Visit to Okeechobee.
No. 8—Indian Mounds and Canals.
No. 9— Tampa.
No. 10— Subterranean Streams.
No. 11—A Sportsman's Paradise.
No. 12— Suggestions to Tourists.

Published by Forest and Stream

?u»'

lishing- Co.

PRICE,#1.50.
-ADVA*
ORDERS SENT TO THIS OFFICE INBE
OF .PUBLICATION WILL
PROMPTLY FILLED.

*** This is a book that has long been vee^a
Winter tourists to Florida and persons seeking
trie g

1

b1

ment there. It gives a full classification of or iiu
and fish of the Southern Peninsula, routes
and coastwise travel, the agricultural resources.^
tor
country, and sites for settlement, hints
Jf.^.
1
out, resorts for game, hotels, and such \f^o
visitors
tion as will be of great benefit to
or
Florida for health, pleasure, exploration,
mut settlement,
.

7see
ee ting

^

.

.

.

FOREST "AND STREAM.
SCOVILL'S

tHctlfatieom.

Condition of the Blood,
may not be SCROFULA; but in

this may or
either case is nothing

and

BURNS LIRE A TERRIBLE FIRE

courses through the viens, sowing seeds of death
with everv pulsation.
In this condition of things something is needed at
as

it

Winners of

Blood and Liver

Syrup

positively effect this desideratum, expelling
every trace of disease from the blood and system and
.eaving the skin
will

Dr. Rogers's
VEGETABLE WORM SYRUP
A brave man may suffer pain,

when

inflicted

upon

himself, heroically; but he

Cannot see hisChild Suffer.
There is no other malady incident to childhood that
accompanied with more indescribable wretchedness to the little sufferers than that
is

Produced by Worms;
and when the parent fully comprehends the situation
he will not delay a moment in securing the most
prompt and efficient remedies to insure the expulsion
of the intruders. The remedy may be found in

Vegetable

Dr. Roger's
Please bear in

Worm

Syrup.

mind that

WORM SYRUP is the reliable preparaROGERS WORM SYRUP is a payable preparation.
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP is liked by children.
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP positively destroys
worms.
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP leaves no bad effects.
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP is highly recommended
by physicians and is unquestionably the best WORM
ROGERS'

tion.

1

MEDICINE IN THE WORLD.
For

Price 25 cents.

sale

by

all

Carbolic
The wonderful

I

Physicians give it tlie
est
and use

-

meed

The

Field,

January

.

Castle

St.,

Office:

Regent

ham

Circus, near

Lang-

Hotel.

Chief address:

New
John

York, Dec.

22, 1869.

:

excellent article,
and I thank you for it. This is another evidenee of the
great value of the discovery of Carbolic Acid. Yours

Geo. B. Lincolm,
Pres't Board of Health.

truly,

Price 25 cents per box.

REV. B.

B.

LOCKWOOD'S

Cure

iCatarrh

The Best Remedy Known, and Endorsed by

all

I
the

Principal Physicians of the Country.

'

Rev. R. B. Lockwood's Nasal Douche will be
found valuable in obstinate chronic cases.
Rev. R. B. Lockwood's Liver and Stomach Pills
idyspepsia, receive the endorsement of thousands.
Price 50 cents each.

JOHN

!'

P.
8

HENRY, CURRAN & CO., Proprietors,
and 9 College Place, New York.

No. IjCourtlandtst.
York.

THE CGOREAT

A PURE

OIL that does not gum up and has the
endorsement of the principal Sewing Machine Com-

I

London Gun

Trial,

1875.

GREENER

W.
begs to inform his numerous
clients in the United States that he has been very successful in the above trial, having secured the first
prize, a silver cup, value 40 guineas— elass 2 for 12
bores; also winner in class 1 for 8 and 10 bores, and
class 4 for 20 bores.
He has won in all the classes for
improved boring, which is upon a different plan to any
other maker, and is far superior in the three most essential points, viz., PATTERN, PENETRATION,
and REGULARITY OP SHOOTING.
Mr. HENRY C. SQUIRES, of No. 1 Cortlandt St.,
New York, is now importing my DOUBLE CLOSESHOOTING GUNS to order, an invoice of which
will be shipped to him on the 1st July, and can be examined about the 15th. All special orders given to
Mr. Squires will be carefully tilled. A full report of
the GREAT TRIAL, showing the marked superiority
of my guns over guns made by Dougal, Pape,
Tolley, and others, will shortly be published, and can
be had on application at No. 1 Cortland St.

W. W. en-EKNERi
Champion Grim Maker*,
St.

25 Cents

Mary's Works, Birmingham, England.
C. SQUIRES, of No. 1 Cortlandt street,

HENRY

has just received an invoice of these close-shooting
guns, and from him any information in reference to
the results of the Great Trial can be obtained on application.

FINE ENGLISH.

BREECH LOADING GUNS,
Made

These Guns, celebrated for
genuine high class workmanship

It is easy enough to make a pill, but to make a
jl»oodpill, ah! that's the difficulty.
There are cheao,
^oarsh, drastic pills, that are of even less benefit than
idose of salts. But a good medicine, like Dr. Mott's
Liver Pills, which penetrates to the seat of disease, is
desideratum indeed. Will positively cure all dis-

and No.

ERS,

NEW

facturers

Price 25 cents

I

Green's

Oxygenated

ijj-

Mere

Pioneer, Tolley,
Standard,
National,
Challenge,

-

-

-

.....

Paragon,

at

$65

Gold.

-

-

-

90

-

-

-

140
ISO
225

"
'**

"
«•

"
and others requiring Guns specially built, on
-

-

-

TRAP SHOTS

.

our new system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING
with increased PENETRATION, can have their wishes
carried out WITH DESPATCH

Without Extra Cost.
packer's

All-Healins

Tar

Soap.

kinds of Skin Diseases with a most won.
jpg
<lerful certainty; it promotes cleanliness, personal
;punty and general health; It is a preventive of many
jMnda of disease, and it is an absolute necessity in
U» nursery. Prfoe 85 cents.
It cures all

;

DOUGALL'S

D.

EXPRESS SHOT GUNS

Send for illustrated descriptive particulars and price
sheets to our

BEANCH OFFICE, 29
NEW YORK

!

(

Maiden Lane,

CITY.

MANUFACTORY, PIONEER WORKS,
Jyi

aw

street,

Philadelphia.
aug26-3t

this.

Frederick Brown

CHEMIST

SHOWN by

SOLE PROPRIETOR AND MANUFACTURE!
OF
/ESSENCE JAMAICA GINGER.
CHOLERA MIXTURE.
09 PRESERVED TARAXACUM JUICE.
MUTTER'S COUGH SYRUP.
BITTER WINE OF IRON.

trials atVimbledon by Editor
PENEo" the Field to possess the
and therefore
thus:
Circle, 30 inches; 300 pellets; average, 191; penetration, 37.
trial
of
The Editor's
Greener guns with 340
pellets of same shot and same charge of powder, gave
180,and penetration 30, although there were 40 more pellets in each charge.
Should any controversy arise as
to the durability of these new systems, we herewith
warn aL beforehand that our system is our own invention (though founded on the American idea) and is DURABLE, a fact remarked on by the Field, that the
guns tried had been in use during last season, and references permitted to the owners
Send for Illustrated
Circulars to

GREATEST
LONGEST RANGE—

TRATION

COOPER'S ANTI-BILIOUS PILLS.
CHAPMAN'S ANTI-DYSPEPTIC PILLS
jWISTAR'S COUGH LOZENGES, (from
|

registered*)

("TitlG

o

original prescription.)

COUGH SYRUP.

MRS. HARVEY'S

m

DENTIFRICE,

In

Bottles.

DENTIFRICE,

in

Tin Canisters, suitable for

'

Travelers,

\ARABIAN RACAHOUT,

in

convenient bottld

AGENT FOR

Birmingham, England,

DEJARDIN'S SYRUP RED ORANGE,
OF MALTA.

Dogs

of

England.

Pictures by GEO EARL, the celebrated Aniimal Painter, Photographed from the orignal Paintings by R. W. TIIRUPP.

None Genuine without my name as Agent on the Label,;

CORRESPONDENTS.

.

Plain Photograph 12x10, in sunk Mounts, 24x18 $3.
Tell, St. Bernard, (rough) Rev. J. C. Ma dona.
Nelson, Bull Terrier, (white) S. E. Shirley, Esq.
M. P.
Hamlet, Pointer, (lemon and white) T. H. Whitehouse, Esq.
Kent, Gordon setter, (black and tail) S. Lang, Esq.
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white)
Gartle, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker, (liver and white) R. J. L. Price,Esq.
Beb, Spaniel, (liver colored) T. Burgess, Esq.
Rake, Irish W ater Spaniel, Captain Lindoe.

Master Macgrath, Greyhound, Lord Lurgan.
Warrior, Scotch Dearhound, Joshua Dawes, Esq
Michael, English Bulldog R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Small size Photo, 5x4 inches, plain, mounted, 75
cents
Jock, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchinson, Esq.
Roll, Laverack setter, (white and black) S. Lan»

SAVORY & MOORE,
143

MAW, SON

S.

New Bond

W.

Street,

& THOMPSON,

L

LONDON*

12 Aldersgate St., E. C.
F.

NEWBERY & SONS,

G.

V0SS, HAMBURG,

.

E.

D&ARDIN, PARIS,

.

37 Newgate

The

St., E. C.

21 Johannis

Stress*

2 Avenue de I'Oper*

attention of Druggists and the

Trade generally,

Is

called

to the Price List of

ENGLISH & FRENCH
MEDICINES iL PHARMACEUTICAL
PREPARATIONS,

Esq.
Luna, Retriever, R. J. L. Price, Esq.

Which

wW

be mailed on application.

Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Dawes, Esq.
Monarque, St. Bernard (smooth) Rev. J. C. MacCharlie,

dona.
Bernard, (rough) Rev. J. C. Macdona.
Hamlet, Pointer, (lemon and white) T. H. Whitehouse, Esq.
Kent, Gordon Setter, (black and tan) S. Lang, Esq.
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white)
Gartle, Esq.
Master Macgrath, Greyhound, Lord Lurgan.
Michael, English Bulldog, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Colored, 5x4 inches, mounted, $2.50 each.
Crib, Dalmatian, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Bruce, Clumber Spaniel, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Tiger, Pomeranian,
Cooper, Esq.
Turk, Mastiff, F. Robinson, Esq.
Trimmer, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Duke, Blenheim Spaniel,
Garwood, Esq.
Cato, Newfoundland, (black)
Atkinson, Esq.
Stella, English Terrier, (black and tan) T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Rook, Skye Terrier, Rev. J. C. Macdona.
Bellona, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Bandie, Dandie Dinmont, Captain Lindoe.
llylas, King Charles Spaniel,
Garwood' Esq.
Prince, English Terrier, (white) T. H. Murchison,
Esq.
xVlaster Macgarth, Greyhound, Lord Lurgan
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white)
Garth, Esq.
Kent, Gordon Setter, (black and tan) S. Lang, Esq.
Luna, Retriever, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Rake, Irish Water Spaniel, Captain Lindoe.
Roll, Laverack Setter (black and white,) S
Lan°*"
Esq.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Monarque, St. Bernard (smooth,) Rev. J, C. Macdona.
Hamlet, Pointer (lemon and white,) T. H. Whitehouse, Esq.
Jack, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Beb. Spaniel (liver colored,) T. Burgess, Esq.
Michael, English Bulldog, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker (liver and white,) R.J
L Price '
Esq.
Tell, St. Bernard (rough,) Rev. J. C. Macdona.
Warrior, Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Large size, 12x10, colored by hand, in exact imitation
of the originals, in Sunk Mount, $7.50 each.
Kingdon, Esq.
Barry, Mastiff,
Pippin, Pug, Mrs. B. Monck.
Huddersfield Ben, Broken-haired Terrier, Mr Jonas

The Up-Town

Tell, St.

—

Chas.
Factory,

Sportsman's

Depot.

L Eitzmann &
943 BROADWAY
1 14 Centre Street.

Co.,

(above 22d

St.)

—

—

—

—

'

•

----115

Bitters.

At certain periods of life a tonic is a necessity; but
is danger in using stimulants that injure tne origans of digestion while giving temporary relief
To
f sbviate this and present to the public a tonic
free
Green prepared the Oxy| from Alcoholic Poison, Dr.
jfcenated Bitters, a sure cure for dyspepsia and all kin!;Ired complaints.
Sold everywhere. Price
per
bottle.

SPORTSMEN

to

,the following prices.

per box.

\

are built in sis qualities

(or brands.)
They are now imported direct to our
YORK
OFFICE, and sold by the Manu-

M

Sold everywhere.

SHOOTING POW-

1

Market

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

'

FROMJ5TOCSC

MOTT'S LIVER PILLS

eases of the Liver.

Order

to
OR

per Bottle.

s

& DISPENSING

—

panies.

Price

By State where you

MANUFACTURING

Established 1780.

—

MACHINE OIL

PUBLISHERS,
624, 626, 628

N. E. Corner Fifth and Chestnut Streets

From

HENRY'S
SEWING

CLAXTON, BEMSEN & HAEFELFINGER

E.

New

8vo, cloth, extra, 82.00.

of price.

59 St. James's Street London.

Aprl-6m

liig-li-

Henry, Esq.
Your Carbolic Salve proves an
F.

Demy,

^gF~ Copies sent by mail to any address on receipt

.

call

in their practice.

LIVERPOOL.

J.
-,

10 Great

W. WEBBER.

C.

IMPORTING,

'

London

By

Author of "Shot in the Eye," "Old Hicks, the Guide,"
"Gold Mines of the Gila," etc.

SOUTH CASTLE STREET,

aug26-tf

30th, 1875.)

'From a comparison of the two tables it will be.
seen that with Walker's shot, Messrs Scott
guns
showed a marked superiority over Mr. Greener's,
both in average and in the highest score made. Indeed, with the left barrel', in his third shot, Mr. Scott
got a selected group pattern of 239 and a penetration
of 37, equalling the highest pattern made hy Mr
Greener, and exceeding the penetration of that particular shot by eight sheets."

W:

it

25

TRIAL OF SCOTT& GREENER'S NEW SYSTEM
OF BORING, BY THE EDITOR OF
"THE FIELD," LONDON,

of* praise,

and prescribe

it

NO.

&

'attention to the gratifying fact that
I

P. feel sure it will supercede all the complicated
and manifold grips now in use, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any double, treble or quadruple
grip now used. In this new action LEVER and GRIP
ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OF STEEL and the ANGLE of the BODY is left in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.
Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on application, and orders may be forwarded through any
of the best houses in the States for execution in the
Spring.
Guns guaranteed to make patterns of from 160 to
330 with No. 6 SHOT AT 40 YARDS, as desired.

Loader, bearing the full name of the firm. W. & C.
SCOTT & SON caution sportsmen against imitations
of their patent and name. Guns bearing the name
abbreviated, or with different initials, are not genuine,

celerity

with pride that the proprietors

W, &

Medium and fine guns hear full name and address,
and plain guns full name and "London" only.
Each gun is numbered and the actions are stamped
with name and trade mark.
SON, Sole makers of the
W. & C. SCOTT
Patent Top Lever, solid, Double Locking Bolt Breech

H.C. Squires,

it

Manufacturers,

quality:."

(See

THE

Established 1822)

WHOLESALE.

Salve.

Rifle

Sportsmen of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, STRENTH and DURABILITY of their New Patent "SIMPLEX" Breech loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
The parts in this new action are so few (only two,)
thorough, and the
its mechanical soundness so
strength and simplicity of the action so great, that

call

Lancaster Street^ Birmingham.

with which this
J
^combination of Carbolic Acid with other
Soothing and Curative Emollients acts,
is something akin to the marvelous.
It is

SCOTT & SON

C.

Manufactory Premier Gun Works,

druggists.

FOR SALE STALL DRUGGIS18.

,

&

attention to their
very FINEST weapon, combining all their recent immarked
provements,
on the rib between their name
and London address the brand— "THIS PREMIER

HENRY'S
!

Trials.

THE PREMIER GOT.
W.

FOR S\LE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Field

OP ACTION, MATERIALS, PROPORTION, AND
SHOOTING QUALITIES combined, in all the four

Price $1 a

certificates attest its value.

bottle.

tlie * 6 Turf9

(See issue October 3d, 1873.)
In which competition the committees have awarded
our guns, First and Second for POINTS OP MERIT

AND BEAUTIFUL.

SOFT, FAIR
Hundreds of

Cun and

1 WJ KJV l\KJi

Farm" Grim

audi

ONCE TO CLEANSE THE BLOOD; and

Scovill's

«.

ROMANCE OF SPORTING.

Call the attention of the

more than an insidious poison,

IU/UIMUVJ

OR,

WILLIAMS & POWELL,

Breech Loaders.
mm

All cutaneous eruptions on the face or body indicate

that

JUST PUBLISHED:

ligcqlhmonz

WILD SCENES AND WILD HUNTERS;

Blooth4iverSyrup
An Impure

125

Foster.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Davies, Esq
Cato, Newfoundland (black,)
Atkinson, Esq
Nellie, Cocker (liver and white,) R. J. L
Price
'

Esq.
Jack,

Duke,

'

Fox

Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Blenheim Spaniel,
Garwood, Esq

Warrior, Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Davies, Esq
Drake, Pointer (liver and white,)
Gartle, Esq
These Pictures will be forwarded (postage paid) on
receipt of price.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB.
17

Chatham

afreet,

CO,,

New York,

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Guns, Rifles, Pistols.Fishing Tackle
Remington Rifles and Shot Guns, Holabird Shooting Suits, Cartridge Vest, Belts and Pouches. Implements for borh muzzle and breecli leading guns.
Sportsmen's Goods and Ammunition of All Kinds.
take muzzle loaders in exchange for breech.

We

and have always some fine second-hand guns
&
on hand cheap.
Goods sent C. O. D. to all parts of the United

loaders,

Ivory and Pearl Stocks put on Pistols. Repairing
of all kinds artistically executed.
Cartridges for Breech Loading Shot Guns, ready
loaded, put up in boxes of fifty, or loaded to order.

aug5-6m

PIGEON
SHOOTING.
TRAP SHOOTER'S REFEREE
rilHE
•*-

CONTAINS THE

Rulesfor Pigeon Shooting
of all of the prominent Gun Clubs of the United
States and Canada, including the Rules of the Hurlngham and London (English) Gun Clubs. Price 50
cents. For sale by Gunsmiths everywhere, and at
the office of Forest and Stream, or mailed on receiot
of price by CHAS. SUYDAM, Publisher, 149 Chambers street, New York City.
Sept 2tf

"Seth Green FishTonds
Caledonia, Livingston Co., N.
A.
8.

COLLINS,

Proprietor.

77

Y

Eggs, Fry, Yearlings, Ac. of Brook Trout, Sal.
mon Trout, Salmon, White Pish, Ac.
Aquaria, Wire Cloth, Hatching Traya, Patent Spawn>ng Raw, tad everything pertaining t© nshcoiW,

i

1

FOREST AND STREAM.
STEAMERS TO

jatyh unci §e$orte for ^pvrtgmm.

Attractive Route

HOTEL,

To the Trout and Grayling Fisheries

OAKLAND, California.
JOHN M. LAWLOR & CO., Proprietors.

The

Bay,

the

York.

Lane

respectfully informs his friends that, having largely
added to the Springville Honse, he is prepared to entertain and take care of his guests in ample manner.
Moderate prices and satisfactory attention guaranteed. The young bay birds are now coming in and
good bags are the order of the day. Address
Lane. Good Ground Station, L.I.
Live wild geese stools for Spring and Fall shooting.

BROOK TROUT
AMERICAN

abound
variety of the finny tribe.
GRAYin the streams, and the famous
LING, now attracting the attention of Sportsmen
everywhere, is found only in these waters.
are
BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL, and
also found in great numbers in the many lakes and
lakelets of this territory.

bLACK
MASCALONGE

Wm.

N

aug5-3mo

LUXURIOUS SLEEPING AND CHAIR CARS

-

.

run through from Cincinnati to Traverse City; also
PULLMAN PALACE SLEEPERS from Detroit over
Michigan Central and Grand Rapids and Indiana road,
via Grand Rapids, to Petoskey. with SPLENDID

Lake CoiicMcliIng Hotel, Canada.
This charming and picturesque f¥rst-class Summer
Resort will be opened" for the season on 7th of June,
and will remain open until October, The sporting in
the immediate neighborhood is exceptionally excellent, the Hotel being within ready access to the Muskoka Lakes, Sparrow Lake, and Trading Lake, where
Salmon Trout, Black Bass, Speckled Trout, etc.,
abound in original plenty. Yachting, Boating, Bathing, Bowling Alleys, Billiard Rooms, etc., provide for
the amusement of guests. Mail and telegraph offices
in the house. Rates exceedingly moderate. For circulars containing terms, etc., apply to the office of
JOHN E. FOREMAN,
Forest and Stream, or
Box 2645, P. O Toronto, or to
THOMAS SCULLY. Manager,
Couchiching, Ontario.
my20

STEAMER

DAILY CONNECTION

making

at latter

point for the Island of Mackinaw.
For Tourists' Guide, containing complete and accurate maps, with full information as to Fishing Grounds,
transportation facilities, and in short all that could be
desired by Sportsmen or Tourists, send to Forest and
Stream office, or to the undersigned. Low Round
Trip EXCURSION TICKETS good until SEPTEM-

BER

J. H. PAGE,
GenT Passenger and Ticket Agent,

30th.

NIAGARA FALLS.

GALE & FULLER,
Near the Rapids and

Proprietors.
Extra inducements

Falls.

to

THE ROUTE OF THE ERIEandRAILWAY

Carriages
jy7-3m

families or single persons for the season.

a t reasonable rates.

extent of its
is peculiarly rich in the variety
scenery, and while the tourist has alternating glimpses
mountains,
the
rivers,
beauty
of
gaps
and
of the
sportsman has within easy reach many localities that
afford him every facility for the enjoyment of the
enumerate a few
sports of the field and stream.
of the pleasure resorts which crowd the line of the
road.
Rutherfurd Park.— 9£ miles from New York. Fine
hotels and boating pastimes on the Passaic.
Clifton.
134- miles from the city, overlooking the
picturesque Lake Dundee.
Lake Mohonk.— A. beautiful body of water 1,200 feet
above the Hudson- splendid hotel accommodations.
Orange Lake. Six miles West of Newburgh, and
noted for its fishing attractions.
Milford, Pa
About eight miles from Port Jervis.
Is noted for its trout fishing, woodcock shooting and
hotels.
superior
Avon Springs.— Celebrated for 20 years as a resort for
invalids, the waters possessing many -valuable healing qualities.
Watkins Glen. -This beautiful gorge is distant 294
miles from New York, via Erie Road to Elmira. Its
wild and picturesque attractions are second only in
reputation to those of Niagara.
Chautauqua Lake. j.8 miles long, 3 miles wide; said
to be the highest navigable water on the American
continent, being 730 feet above Lake Erie and 1,290
feet higher than the Atlantic Ocean
Niagara Falls.— This great cataract is reached by the
direct line of the Eric Railway.
There are along the line of the road no less than

Southern Hotel, St. Louis, Fo.

THRONTING- ON

FOURTH, FIFTH

streets, $3, $3.50, $4, and $4.50
per day, according to floor and location of room.
During the past year this hotel has been thoroughly
overhauled, repaired, re-frescoed, re-carpeted and refurnished from top to bottom, and is first class In all

JO

and Walnut

—

m

—

Scp216t

.

Barnum's Hotel
Mo.

THE

Hotel and table are in

respects
first-class, while the charges are moderate, and
such as similar accommodations cannot be obtained
elsewhere. Rates—first, second and third floors, $3;
all

fourth floor, $2.50; fifth floor, §2. L. A. PRATT,
formerly proprietor of the Spencer House, Cincinmiti,
Sepl6
Ohio, and the Gait House, Louisville, Ky.

NIAGARA.

Delighi fully located ot the mouth of Niagara River,
fourteen miles from the Kails. Accessible by boat
and railway. Eine facilities for fishing, boating and
& WAiNETT.
bathing.

Ten Large Lakes? Abounding with

3y7-3m

Rossin House, Toronto, Canada.
SHEARS & SON, Proprietors.

The following schedule will afford a partial guide to
the numerous fishing localities reached by this road:

This house is a favorite resort for gentlemen sportsmen from all parts of the United States and Canada.

MON & SON,

House,
THIS
ly furnished,

Co

Jeff.

,

N.

is

now open

for visitors.

is loca-

It,

BOARD

York.

Mail Steamship Company's

Magic Lantern and 100

E&
Awarded

sportsmen,

and

all

™ a3S

New

.

weakfish,

Tickets from Toronto to the

Jersey.

Snlendid
1

blue-

OIL

is called

to

TAN NED MOC-

VERY DURABLE— being

the hest thing ever
worn by sportsmen. No
injured by wetting and
drying— always soft and
easy to the feet, and
made of the very best of

stock in three different styles, and warranted tlie^n-.
nine article, different from anything before offered
Illustrated Circular and Price List free.

FRANK

1209

Elm

et.

GOOD,

Manchester. N. H.

r

J?llO!XB.O^

[Established

Office.

1

1808.]

2 1 Walnut St. Philadelphia.

THE AMEBICAN

W. MERSDEN, CONN.
Special attention is given to first-class work. Extra
PORTRAITS cut to order, by
sketches and
sending photographs. JACOB GLAHN, Manager,
Formerly Supt. of Parker Bros. Engraving and Orna-

DOG

^eb "

FAIR.

Y. Safety Steam Power

f.

Office:

30

Co.

eOURTLANDT'ST.

<

BUILDERS OF

Rochester, N. Y.

There is no future without its straggling clouds. It
soothes and tranquib'zes the feelings, and helps the
expansion of all henevolent and kindly sentiments.

From Geo.

E. Pond, Lieut. 8th Cavalry, Fort Gar-

land, Col.

Permit me to say that I am highly pleased with
Vanity Fair. It answers all recommendations.

From PruiLBipC Rogers, Menwinsville, Conn.
Much obliged to you for sending me such tobacco;

taste of the new smoke
grant leaf is very grateful. It has a

Steam Launches & YacbM
And

But what

is

their Machinery a Specialty, also Machinery for J

fTUGS,

and of the frabloom about it

LIGHTERS AND STEALERS;

Propeller

Wheels of Superior

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED

Efficiency

C1RCDLAE.
inspec-

pass
JST" All our boats are guaranteed to
tion under the Steamboat law \\dienwjaMnrecL_

that juu wish might last.

paper, and what are words?

Vain

things

"The next time Juno ruffles thee,
O, Jupiter, try the weed.

of

Lake Ros-

,

Gravenhurst.
n

NIGHT LINE.

Corner Second and Walnut

tl,

.Has constantly on hand a full assortment of Rods,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair Tront Lines, &c.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of CaneReeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds Eggs and Birds' Skins in great varieties.
Taxidermy in all its branches.

w

^

.-SPRATT'S

New

^

NO

ones for local use.

CANADIAN BASS WOOD

i!

^

v

ENGLISH, Peterborough, g

T*

'

CANOES.

WM.
HESE CANOES POSSESS ALLduj1^

%tjV.

qualities of the Indian hirch-canoes,
stronger and faster. Weight about bu ;w
±^
Price at Peterborough, $25 gold. Just what
men require

much

rtg

1

.

*

Philadelphia.

Loaders.
REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

HARTFORD,

at 11 P. M., arriving in New Haven in tinie for
.Tickets so.l<l and baggage
the parly morning -trains
checked at 944 Broadway, New York, aiid; .4 .Court-,
Apply-at General Office on the
sweet, Brooklyn*-*
tf
to RICHARD FECK, General Ageat ,
Pier,

Sts.,

IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN
Gimg * Rifles. Pistols, and Fishing Tackle.
ikuzzle Loaders Altered to Breech

,_

-Steamer Elm .City leaves

P0HJDJCiXH^ GREATER
TrJLEi.mii UiUN BE
^^^^^^^h'pnllly
e
tability without serious defects They f ™;Li e
portable boats that are equal to the very wfJj.y

HERE OAN

York

'

attention

Valparaiso, Ind.
tobacco like Vanity Fair has been burned in my
it is the very best," and all the boys beg it when
opportunity offers.

Mountains, Montreal and
The new and elegant steamer
C. II. Northam leaves Pier No. 25, East River, daily
(Sundays excepted) at 3, and Twentv-third street,
East River, at 3:15 P. M. A passenger train will be
in waiting on the wharf at New Haven and leave for
Springfield and way stations qn arrival of the boat.

;

gplttlftbtw, Olilti.

Your

GOODS

No

l

HAYDEN. BELT WORKS,

ortsmen!

From W. H. Holabird,

Springfield,
intermediate points.

FOR BREECH LOADER^.

j3ep8Q-8H*

Head

HAVEN,
FOR NEW White

Revolving Cartridge Bell
for circular.

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.
aug26-ly

pipe;

and Weuoaah

CQCKBURN,

;

Sep 2-2m

Send

Flsli Hooks,
AND

KIMBALL &

WM.

HOTELS GOOD AND CHEAP.
TROUT, BASS and MASKKNONGE

ronto, and of A. P.
augia-tocti

kina-fish,

all dealers.

YAMTY

Peerless Tobacco Wouks,

FISHING.
Also, DUCK AND DEER SHOOTING, Etc.
Apply at NORTHERN RAILWAY OFFICES, To-

"

Sold by

Kods,

mental Department-

seau and Return only @6.

.

.

Boston.

SPORTING REGIONS OE MUSKOKA.

those

striped bass, geese, brant,
their season.
wild fowl and bav snipe of all kinds in
Woodcock, quail, partridge and English snipe on the
ero'ind- of the Hotel. Reached via N. J. Ss.K. R.
«J*Ber.B, N. R. E. H. FRAME, Proprietor.

fish

JTisliIng-

I

TO THE

FOR FISHING
"T7WERY FACILITYnewly
furnished; excel_DJ and "Tinning; house
baymen.
lent table, fine boats and competent

tion.

It is shaved from the best Natural Leaf, for Meershanm and Cig
Does not make the
arettes.
HI.'tongue
sore. Liberal sample on
receipt of money. Highest award. Vienna, 1873.
CO.,
S.
Send for circular.

AND

Giiiining.
River,

Vienna Expos

That first

Mar 24-6m

JFlsixin.g' soicl
Carman House, Forked

St.,

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALEES IN

I

\

.

at

nothing like it has ever been smoked in this part of
the country within the memory of the oldest inhabitant—Uncle Peter Gay lord, aged 91.

home. Address F. F. COOPER,
waS" a pleasant
Farm, Ashley Fails. Berkshire county,
Locust"Hill

Premium

TO

:

artists,

First

auo-iY

JNO N. ABBOTT,
General Passcnfier Agent.

Steamers Nlpissiiig

>

$100.
CO., 591

graphs of celebrities. Pholo-Lantern Slides a special
Manufacturers of Photog rapine materials.
ty.

A BUNTING.

hours

Slides for

ANTHONY &

H.

Broadway, N. Y., opposite Metropolitan Ho.
Chromos and Frames, Stereoscopes and Views,
Graphoscopes, Megalethoscopes, Albums and Photo-

"
"

Fishing, shooting,
AprS -6m

,B0

"'

ahthonT

&
374 Washington

.

Ga., sailing every Saturday, from Pier 22, below Pine
street. Delaware Biver, at 10 o'clock A. M., making
close connections through to all points South.
The line is composed of the steamships Juniata and
Wyoming. The Wyoming does not carry passengers.
The Juniata is a favorite ship with the traveling publie, having passenger accommodations of the most
She has recently been refitted and
superb character
elegantly furnished with everything requisite to the
comfort and convenience of passengers.
Families en femtetox FLORIDA, Georgia, Alabama,
and even as fer as New Orleans, will find the Savannah route the most desirable for comfort, as well as
he most economical. Through trains of the Central
Railroad.of .Georgia, and Atlantic and Gulf Pailroad,
Florida, leave Savannah every morning and evening.
The Florida steamers leave Savannah three days in the
week for all points on the coast.
For through passenger tickets and billspf lading to
all points in Florida, Georgia. Alabama and Tennessee, apply to WM. L. JAMES, General Agent, 416
South Delaware avenue, Philadelphia.

"
" Port Jervis, 88
"
"
"
" Monticello, 112
*•
"
"
"
" Ceu. Valley, 48
"
"
"
" SenecaLake, 29 1
"
Tickets for sale at the General Offices of the Erie
Railway Company, 1,24 Washington street Boston; 241,
401, 529, or 957 Broadway, New York; and 732 Chestnut street, Philadelphia. Express trains leave New
York from depot foot of Chambers street at 9 A. M.,
10:45 A. M., and 7 P. M.

NEAR TWIN LAKES, FOUR
B"~OARDfrom
New York via Harlem Railroad. A
rlosirable location for

&

PHILADELPHIA ANDlineSOUTHERN
to Savannah,

DEPOT HOTEL, Canaan, Conn. Northern Railway from Toronto
TTNIONCORBIN,
Proprietor. New, clean rooms
LJ G. H.

and beds, first-class table, &c.
and pleasant drives near by.

M.

a-os

CASINS,

•

my20

M

A.

Leave South Amboy for New York at 6:55 A. M
Stages to and from KEYPORT connect at Matawan
Station with all trains, and to and from OCEaV
GROVE and AS BURY PARK, at Long Branch Station, with all trains.
H. P. BALDWIN, Gen. Pass. Aaent
R. E. Rtcktk, Sup't and Eng'r.
jul 153m

York Office, 319 Broadway.
\\ Madison.
Chicago Depot, cor. Canal
Apr29-6m
City Offices, 61 and 63 Clark St.
rVew

or

"
"

8:15, 11:35

Milwaukee and
Paul Eailway

"

*«

? :00,

for Sportsmen,

Traverses a finer country, affords views of grander
scenery, and passes through more business centres
and pleasure resorts than any other Northwestern
Its forests, praiiies, lakes and streams, aboundline.
ing with game, present unequaled attractions to the
votaries of Nimrod and Walton. It is the only railway route along the valley of the Upper Mississippi.
It is also the shortest as well as best route between
the great metropolitan centres of the NorthwestChicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Minneapolis.
Track and equipment unequaled, and its trains of
palace-coaches and sleeping cars run through without
change.

"
"
"

"
"
"

at

Chicago,

Ponds
At or near Plorida, 64 miles fron New York.
The famed Mirror Lake, is distant 1 mile.
76 miles from New York.
At or near Otisviile,
"
"
" Guymard,
"
"
"
SO

subscriber
having leased the above hotel for a term of years, is
determined by sparing no pains to make this resort
second to none in the vicinity of New York and
Brooklyn. First class table and low prices. Now
ready for the reception of guests.

tt

A Most Desirable Eonte

5:35 P.

presenting a convenient and pleasant mode of access
to the famous hunting and fishing grounds of the
Eastern regions, at very moderate rates of fare. For
circular, with map and description of the route, apply
W. W. KILBY, Agent,
to
Commercial Wharf, Boston.
Julvl5toOctl

near Monroe, 50 mile's from New York.
including Round, Long, Mombasha and Cromwell's

LA-

of Portland.
,

or near Sloatsbnig, 36 miles from New York.
including Lakes Truxedo, Potague and Cedar Pond.

HOTEL, BATH, L. I.— ONE
BATH
HOUR FROM THE CITY.— The

«

New
"

and City

'

Leave Long Branch

wilk until October 3d, leave Boston at 8 A. M.. and
Portland at 6 P. M. every Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, for Eastport, Maine, and St. John, N. B
forwarding passengers by connecting lines to Calais,
Me., St. Andrews, Fredericton, and Shediac, N B.,
Amherst, Truro, Picton, Digby, Annapolis, Kentville, Windsor, and Halifax, N. S., Summerside and
Charlottetown, P. B. L, and Hawksbury, C. B.
This is

At

dies, Sportsmen, Artists, Anglers, &c. Splendid
scenerv and drives. Pine boating, trout, pickerel,
and bass fishing and woodcock shooting. Also lessons in oil and water color painting, drawing and
etching, if desired. Address J. IVES PEASE, or E.
SHERMAN PEASE, P. O. box 60 Canaan, Conn.
N. B.— Cottage building sites overlooking the lakes
Apr8-tf
for sale cheap; also one for a hotel.

jelVtOctl

"

At

York

|$jew

Black Bass and Pickerel.

5m

FOR GENTLEMEN AND

"
"

"

ted in one of the most delightful places in the Thousand Island region, commanding an extensive view of
the St.Lawrence and the Islands and offers every facilOutfits
ity for the comfort and enjoyment of guests".
for boating, Hunting and Fishing Parties. Steamers
for the bay connect at Clayton with the TJtica and
Black River Railroad, and at Cape Vincent with the

Rome, Watertown and Ogdensburg Railroad.

"
"
"

"
"
"

Proprietors.

recently rebuilt and elegant-

42 miles from
"
"
52
Oxford,
"
"
Middletown, 67
"
"
Otisviile,
76
"
"
Port Jervis, 88
"
"
Monticello, 112
"
"
Milford,
96

or near Southfields",

"

CROSS

AmW

South Amhoy, Matawan, Middletown and Red Bank'
Leave New York, foot of Liberty street Nonti
River, for Long Branch, at 7:30, 9:15,11:45 A M
For South Amhoy at 6:00 P M
3:45, 5:00 P. M.

tel,

Troxit; I^ishingAt

C.

Fish,

and affording most delightful sport for black bass and
pickerel. Theirnames are— Lakes Greenwood, Orange,
Mohonk, White, Otsego, Cayuga, Seneca, Keuka, Silver and Chautauqua.

McGaW

ALEXANDRIA BAY,

—

—

&OYAL NIAGARA HOTEL,
QUEEN'S
^

Crossmon House,
Y.

—

ALL RAIL LINE BETWEEN
BRANCH.
Commencing WEDNESDAY. August 25 ISTfi
FIVE TRAINS EACH WAY DAILY, Sunday ei

NEW TORK AND LONG

RETURNING.

Oonrpany's Steamers

We

The Southern is located near the centre of
respects.
business, the theatres, and all places of amusement.
The tables are supplied with the best the market afthe hotel building the neatest
fords, and there is
restaurant in the city for ladies and gentlemen.

St. Louis,

II

St.

INTERNATIONAL HOTEL

Central Railroad of N. Jersey*'

cepted, passing through Woodnridge, Perth

Grand Rapids, Mich.

jyl

Island, &e.

this line,

Traverse
City, on Grand Traverse bay, and to Petoskey, on
The waters of the Grand TraLittle Traverse Bay.
verse region and the North Woods of Michigan are
unsurpassed, if equalled, in the abundance and great

shooting

best

¥m. N.

Edward

TOURISTS

and

invited to the many attractions offered by
now completed from Richmond, Ind., to
is

SHOOTING OF ALL VAEIENew

SPORTSMEN

attention of

Brunswick,

THE

Northern. Michigan,

GRAND RAPIDS A\D INDIANA RAILROAD, MACKINAW GRAKD RAPIDS
AND CINCINNATI SHORT LINE.

the great Trans-continental Railroad; 40 minutes from San Francisco; 200 rooms, with, hot and
cold water in every room; delightful drives and splenjuly22-6m
did scenery; a favorite home for tourists.

BAY

Scotia, Prince

VIA

SITUATED AT THE TERMINUS OF

ties.
Shinnecock
ground in the vicinity of

of

Nova

New

Maine,

Eastern

YORK AND LONG BRANCH
**"«Ui
RAILROAD.

"AJ-EW

IN

•

BISCUITS.

Swabs

of fifty cedfe" H.*L.
>

any

sent to

G&&YBS,
•

Wholesale- and Retail Dealers

j£T ly

HIINDBED GHEMICA^X PBEfANE
'pared^ircuiafGTni
address'

\-Jf
on receipt
Yermout.

t

PATENT DOG

Sunderland,

AND BRIGHT, COLORED t£TRAJ?'
,TURE FRAMES, NATURAL Di^
-/: grasses; Etc. ,M:
V
Address F, 0, Bos 40, New Utrecut, a. *

JULEP.
i

:.

•

j3ep3Qtf^

\

'

.

"

.

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
\$oitemm% %oo&%.

H^mnel

TA\t

127
tzcelhnecing,

\i§ttlhn$on%.

Tennessee State
(Successors to J. C. Conroy

SUCCESSORS TO

U0UKM1

clerk

A.:rxr>:mrL.w

JU

k)

«&>

co.

1

02 Nassau

St., W. Y.

IMPORTERS..

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Six

Tackle,

On hand the largest and best assortment ever exhibited in the United States. They particularly call
attention to their

MEMPHIS, Tenn.
ING.

and ;37th.—TRAP

25th, 26th,

$3,500 cash.

Prizes,

OCTOBER

and 27th.—BENCH

26th

FIELD DOGS. Premiums,

SHOW OE

OCTOBER 28th, 29th, and 30th.—FIELD TRIAL.
Premiums, $1,300 cash, and $450 in cups, donated by
Forest aud Stream, Bod and dun, and Turf., Field
and Farm.
Programmes, with full details will bo furnished to
applicants.

all

W.

A.

WHEATLEY,

Secretary,

Memphis, Tenn.

sep9-td

'S

SILK,

HOLABIRD'S CELEBRATED SUITS.

$500 in cups.

Waterproof and Mildew proof, complete
"
"
Wading Jackets

DUNCKLEE'S CAMP STOVES.

Price$15.

Those desiring something light and durable for
camping purposes will find this stove exactly right;
weighs only 25 pounds; will cook for ten persons.
The ware consists of Kettle, Tea Kettie, Coffee Pot,
Fry-pan, round Tin Pan, two square Pans, Dipper,
Gridiron, Tent Collar, and eight feet Funnel Stove
Pine, with oven that will roasflo pounds beef, all of
which nests and packs inside of stove, which only oc-

Vom

"MullalyV Patent

Flies.
style Cuttyhunk Bass
of Extra quality.

every Variety and Style of

fitted

out with

New

appropriate Tackle for the

The
Lines

Parties fitted ont for the Adithe
Maine Woods,
Lake Superior, Newport, Cuttyhunk, Pasque Island, West'lsland,

Rocky Mountains and Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
the Adirondacks, &c, &c.
Split Bamboo, Trout and Salmon Rods and Reels

rondacks,

a Specialty.
Lawrence Fishing Co. Sole ImWarrin's
Celebrated Drilled
porters of
4-29
Eved Needles

Agents for the

fishing.

made of Split Bamboo (new this
season).
Hofe's Rubber steel
Pivot, Click and Salmon Reels.
The celebrated "Prankfort" Reel,
&c, &c. Sole manufacturers of

FISH HOOKS.
Parties

Salmon

M'Ginnis Black Bass Bods

LINEN AND COTTON LINES,
And

$20.00
6.00

and

Bamboo

THE FAMED

Every variety of Salmon and Trout Plies, and Hooks
on Gut. Cutty Hunk and Pasque Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Braided Silk Lines, every size and quality of

SHOOT-

Strip Split

for Trout

TROUT, SALMON AND BASS RODS.
OCTOBER

Y.,

Invite the attention of amateurs
to the additions they have made to
their regular stock of Fine Goods,
comprising in part

SECOND ANNUAL MEETING

Fishing

Co.)

N.

St.,

48 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

&

Barnegat, &c.
Orders by mail will receive care-

St.

ful

and prompt attention.

cupies a space of 12x12x20 inches.

a

young Pointers and Setters for
sale.
Dogs boarded and cared for in the best manner
Pedigrees guaranteed. dogs broken
at $5 per month.

The

finest strain of

;

Mar

for $50.

11

TTIERRETS.— I HAVE TEN MORE FERJU rets ready: splendid fellows; $12 per pair.
W. H BRUMMITT,
an23

CAMP LOUNGES.

J.

Pontiac, Michigan.

tf

SETTERS FOR SALE?
DOGS, 1 BITCH, PUPPED MAY

3
Laverack

by imp. Gordon and
Bob. I have owned the strain from which
Puss descended for twelve years, and do not know its
superior. Bob is a prize dog, and was imported by
87th, 1875, out of Puss,

Lawrence, of Boston. Price $25. Also 2 dogs
and 2 bitches, pupped July 26th, 1875, out of Chesapeake duck retriever, Rose, by thoroughbred dog Albert
Price $20. Also liver and white pointer, 1H
months old, out of ^an by Shot; has been in hands
of trainer for one year, and is thoroughly broken.
Price $100. Pedigrees and particulars oh application.

J.

GARD

T.

When folded is

Price $5.

about the size of an ordinary shawl
strapped. A
durable, compact, and comfortable couch. Sent by express C. '). D., $5, including
side and supporting sticks at the head. Just the thing
for the camp or lawn
light,

We

CAMP TENTS,
'

Rods, Reels, Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets,
Baits, Fish Hooks, &c.

American Dog Biscniis,
Made

of nutritive bone and muscle making material,
and is the only portable food for dogs made in this
country. Put up in packages of 10, 25, and 100 pounds,
and warranted not to spoil in any climate. Price,
10c. per

it"
OF THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.

pound.

for niffht shooting

ing camp,

Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,

Jack Lamp,

and other

and

ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.
BREECH AND MUZZLE LOADING} GUNS,
And Sportsincus' goods of all kinds.

fishing, running rapids, lightetc.; the best light ever invented.
$6 25.

Manufactured and Imported by

lOl &

Conn.

DRAB DLCR, CORDUROY,
FUSTIAN, REPELLANT,
BLUE BEAVER and FRIEZE.
Wading Boots, Fishing Stockings, Run-

THOROUGHBRED
FORFoxSALE.—FIYE
Hounds. For
or Rabbit

particulars, ad-

PULLEN.

B. B.

N. C.

Littleton, Halifax County,

Sepl6-n

PURE
ken

BRED,
setters

ner Clothing, &e.

sale.

All guaran-

teed to he fitsi-class dogs. L. R. MORRIS, CampSepl6tf
b eirs Station, G uernsey County, Ohio,

THE

Excliang-e.

THOROUGHBRED

IRISH SET-

ter Shot, No. 1,762 Kennel Club Stud Book
(for full pedigree see Forest and Stream, No. 1 of
Vol. 5). Shot was imported in 1871 for breeding purposes, and now, havina; several litters by him, 1 wish

fo exchange for a Laverack dog or bitch with pedi
gree approved by Forest and Stream. Address W.
JL.

HARRIS, Lock Box

41,

SALE. — IMPORTED

TpOR
Trial

Setter bitch, Kir by, in

mond's

*

FIELD

whelp to Ray-

VERY

OF

superior,
well broken Setters
(dog and bitch) must not be over two years old; full
pedigree must be given; state price, where and when
they can be seen. Address B. G. HUGHES, Lock
;

Camden, N.

very

J.

"cocker^

Sep30 4t

and

portable boat constructed.

-£ ELY on hand and for sale, medicines adapted to
the cure of all diseases. Dealer in sportmg dogs of
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable compensation.
No. Ill South Fifth ave., N. Y.
Oct 22
-

OS

street, Philadelphia.
Manufacturers of

Oli alls:

Full line of Tackle for Brook, River and Sea FishAgents for John James & Sous' celebrated Fish
nooks and Needles.
SILVER MEDAL awarded by the FRANKLIN
INSTITUTE, 1874, "for SUPERIOR QUALITY and
FINISH of RODS and TACKLE
Aprl-6m

The

.

J.

Mantjpacttjbbks and Importers op

!

^O Fulton

P

Green Heart Rods.
for Trout,

New Book,

"Trip

made and

are

to

England."

;

paid from the author,
Elkhart, Lo^an county,

hints to sportsmen.

AMERICANNEWS

Nassau

street,

New York

City.

The

JOSEPH

C.

Breeoh

Loading Shot

Gun.

Loaders Altered to Breech Loader g,

AND TRAPPER'S ILLTJSHUNTER'S
TRATED

#

DWIGHT FRANCIS,
Pittofield, tfagst

and Rifle Shooting; making and using traps snares
and nets; baits and baiting; preserving, stretching
dressing, tanning, and dyeing skins and furs fishinS'
etc. With fifty engravings. SO cents.
Taxidermists
Manual, 50c Dog Training, 25c. Of booksellers or
by mail. JESSE HANEY.& CO., 119 Nassau street,
Ne W York,
eep9-8fc

111.

street.

W. H. HOLABIRD,
je!7

by the same author. A practical book of information
and instructions concerning game birds, their haunts
and habits, and the most effective methods of their
pursuit, with the correct system of using the dog and
gun
One volume, 12mo, fancy stamped cloth, with
steel portrait of the author, and an engraving of his
champion medal, 400 pp., price $2. Address'

Valparaiso, Ind .

A LL DEVICES NECESSARY

_£A_

FOR

loading or re-loading shells of two calibres
combined in one instrument. Avoids the necessity
of cutting or shortening the shell for light loads;
needs no wooden table or bench to fasten it to while

Can be taken to pieces by removing one
screw with a jack knife, and. stow,s in a gun case.
Malleable castings, nickel plate finish. Complete for
two gauges. Price $10. boxed. -_.
WALTON BHOS.& CO., 96 Liberty•- Street,
3el7-6m

in use.

,

A. H. BOGARDUS,
Elkhart, Logan county, 111.

jla and

gia

Florida.s&xsS&S:

or "Florida should subscribe for the

Morning

News, published at Savannah, Ga. Daily, $10; Weekly, $2 per annum.
Advertisers desiring customers in
these States should use its columns. It is the best paper in the Southeast. Specimen copies sent on receipt
of 5 cents. Address J. H. ESTfLL. Savan nah, fla

Tlxe JPIseco

,

CAPT.

_

„
ifl
Sepl6-tf

AMATEUR SPORTSMAN.

Write for illustrated catalogue.

LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN.
Solid Breech Snap Action.
EASIEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAFE PROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE
Muzzle
my37

and most desirable

0-0033 M

Ever Offered to the

PRACTICAL GUIDE-Gunnino-

stock.

nest, the cheapest,

DANE,

MANUFACTURER OP THE

CAPT. A. H. BOGARDUS

CO., Agents, 119 Nassau

FIELD, COYER AND TRAP SHOOTING,

Sportsmen's Emporium,

102

containing a nar-

rative of the visit to Great Britain of Bogardus and
his matches in England, Ii eland and Wales, with the
leading shots there, and the winning of the championship badge of the world by him, giving complete
scores and other details; embracing also an account
of the great International Rifle match, with illustrations of American and English styles of shooting
championship badge, Lorillard badge, portrait of the
author, etc., 181 pp. price fifty cents, to be had post-

I

SALE-WISCON-

Bass and Salmon.

TRIP TO ENGLAND,

Sole agent in New York city for J. H. Batty, U. S.
Taxidermist. N. A. birds and eggs for collectors,
Buck's heads, and game birds a specialty. Orders
filled with dispatch
We furnish every article necessary for the outfit of
sportmen in the camp or field. Goods sent everywhere by express. Remit only by draft, Post Office

Price 50 cents.

eg

Y.

IN".
N. B.--Sole manufacturers in this country of the
celebrated

man.

Bogardus'

9

St.,

$18.00.

No.

*

B.Crook & Co.,

LITTLE NOISE. PERFECTLY SAFE.

P. O. Box 5,109.

jJ".

Fisliing- Lines.

ing.

largest size weighs but 12 pounds.
Can be packed in
snace of less than half cubic foot. Prices within
reach of all.
No. 1, 8 feet, weight 8 pounds
$25 00
No. 2, 10 feet, weight 10 pounds
32.00
No. 3i 12 feet, weight 12 poun ds
40.00

With how guns

©

o 9f
fln9
n?3 '**

and

FINE BASS AND TROUT FLY RODS.
The celebrated GREENHEART WOOD a specialty.
FINE BOD MOUNTINGS.

order, or registered letter to
fl8

FAWN FOR
BUCK
sm
Address

& Son

503 and 505 Commerce

"The Ampersand."
COLVIN'S CANVAS BOAT.
The Imost complete

A. B. Shipley

C.

$6.

Special attention paid to selection of guns for gentlemen at a distance by an expert and an old sports

Meriden. Conn.
D.,

$3, $5 50

HAS CONSTANT-

brace of highly bred setter pups, En-

TfENRY GARDNER, M.

'

HENNING,

410 Seventh Street,
WASHINGTON, D.

Moccasins, Oil Tanned,

ARTIST, West

.

BEAUTIFUL, WELL
Address

S9-ly

it.

All sizes

Sighted and ready for use. $10, $12, $16. Just
the arm for first lessons by Young America in acquiring the requisite skill for a position in the Rifle Team,
and sure death to cats in the back yard.
s?ep9
The Phoenix Single Barrel Breech Loader.
12 gauge. Uses either Ely's paper, or Hart's me
tallic shells.
Just the article for young sportsmen.

M

and Gordon cross.

Apr

C.

ever published. Send for

Flobert Rifles.

choice cocker spaniel

SALE.— A
FORmatched

GEO.

list

order.

for the woods; three different styles.

Fishing Tackle.

Ventilating Pockets.
and Samples free.

Hart's Metallic Shells.
sportsmen.

ST.. (near

Illustrated Price List

The most complete

$14 per pair.
shell ever offered to

DUANE

103

Broadway) New- York.

'

pups; parents not related, and from stock that
was imported; retrieve and tree partridges splendidly.
Price $20 each. Particulars address
P. McKOON, Franklin, Del. County, N. Y.
Sep30-lt

glish

m

HEGEMAN'S PORTABLE CANVAS BOATS.
BOND'S METALLIC BOATS.
MILES JOHNSON'S PIGEON TRAPS— Price,

MOHAWK,

A BRACE
WANTED.—
thoroughbred,
I,

best quality of water-proof duck, light tan color,
especially adapted for concealment in blinds or sedge
grass, or for approaching game in the woods.
Light,
English style; extra
durable and very cheap.
pocket
back fee cartridges. Entire suit, $15.

on hand and made to

imported Laverack dog Pride of the
Border; price $250. Address
this office,
or Charles II. Raymond, Morris Plains, N. J.
it

Box

THOMSON'S FISHING AND HUNTING SUITS'

The best

Lawrence, Kan.

SeplG-lm
JL)

Game

THOROUGHLY BRO-

and pointers for

To

fishing.

HAMMOND,

New London,

dress

and sportsmen a most complete

Fishing Tackle,

for four persons, 7. 6. square, weighs 15 lbs.; Can
be packed in knapsack. Price $10. Ten feet square
for six persons, $15.

Walnut Grove Farm,
SeplO 4t

offer to dealers

assortment of

-

SALE— A
FORPRATING
and

WINCHE8TER~K^
a

SIIAHPS RIFLE:

also

WHITNEY DOUBLE BARRELED SEOT GUN
breech loaders and fresh
from the

a
all

factories having
never been fired. Will be sold (for want of use) at
one-ihird less than manufacturers'' prices
For parculars address P. O. Box 3, Syracuse,
. Y.
au23-tf

N
TTIGR SALB.—A- SPLENDID

BREECH

_U Loading, Express Rifle, made by E M. Reily &
c 08
Slimeas, gold; is now off ered at
£?&
i^ ?'
$125; sold for want of iuee. Address H. SMITH, at

^

this oflice,

j u g4

FOREST AND STREAM.

128

CHAS. GREEN,

MILITARY, SPORTING, HUNTING AND

Manufacturer of

Breech Loading-

Breech Loading Shot Guns.
The

strongest and

Shooting qualities

first-class.

Double

and

Shot

Gun

LOADERS.

list,

Apr 8-6m

W.

&

SCOTT & SONS

C.

Shot Guns,
Barreled
AND
and Rifle Combined-^
IS e*> eating-,

Revolrin^j

J^S^
^^^ ^<
^S*Z+

v«
Vesc

^
and

JDerringrex-

^mry
^
^^
^*^>W

E.

Genuine Breech Loaders.

WINNERS OF THE GUN TRIAL OF

P.

AGENTS:

X 3 J^aixeuil
makes:—
Also

Sq. ,

Greener, Westley Richards,
ail other
Webley, Remington. Moore, &c.
Loading Gun, $25 up.
Muzzle
Scott
A genuine
Maynard, Ballard, Remington and Sharp's Rifles.

"Ballards breech loading Sporting Rifles $18! 1"
Bogardus' New Book— 50 oents, by mail
BiiBsey's Gyro Trap, for shooting practice.
.Fine Fishing Hods and Tackle.

QN

O.

Box 3994.

237

ILIOi\,

HERKIMER

CO., N. Y.

CO., Poughkeepsie,N. Y.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

Union Metallic Cartridge Company's Ammunition,

THE BEST IN THE MARKET.
WARRANTED
WA
CIRCULAR.
Celebrated Breech Loading Shot Guns-Unoqnalled

Ms^dLe l>y

314
Have now

Oxford

i-^

in

Fine

Work

SEND FOR

nianship and Material.

DRixx*cley,
James
street, London, Engrlaxi<l.

an extensive assortment of Breech Loading Shot Guns, made hy JAMES PURDEY,E.
& SON, W. W.
M. REILLY& CO., WESTLEY RICHARDS, W. & C. SCOTT & SON, P.
rifles,
GREENER, and a large variety of cheaper grades. Also breech loading, central fire, double
appertaining
other
articles
and
all
ammunition,
and rifle and shot guns of superior quality. Implements,
requested.
mail
when
sent
hy
Circular
Illustrated
generally.
Fire-arms
to Breech or Muzzle Loading

WEBLEY

12 Bore,

1 1-8 No. 6,

AT

Shares in Wall

street
to fortune.

Review and
Send for a copy of the
Pamohlet. showing; the various methods of operaBrokers,
tins J SICKLING & CO* Bankers and
Dec 23
72 Broadway, N. Y.

ON THE MOST APPROVED PRINCIPLE,
all kinds of BREECH LOADING work effected.

Mortimer & Klrkwood,
Boston, Mass
ELM

Letter A, showing solid head;
Company's caps.

tallic

b b showing

nickel anvils for Berdan Primer, Ely's central

,,.

^.^

fire

—,._

or

Union Me-

Shells and Patent Loaders with prices, may be obtained from any o f the
Aluminum Celluloid and German lileading sportsmen's depots throughout the country. Manufacturers of
CO., Newark, N. J
GEO. E.
ver Reels for Trout, Salmon, and Bass fishing.
may 13-ly
_._
, ..
.
.
F. S. HARRISON, Agent.
,

_
Champion

B

and

HART &
_.
Wing Shot of America.

Single,

and .450 Bore.

.360, .400

RtGrBY'S

Oelet>i~ated

.

me better than any 1 have ever used. They
my shooting|hercafter. Yours truly.

shells I received from you to-day suit
better in every respect, and I shall use them in all

S'tlemen- Thefilty
are stronger
3

Express Rifles, Double and

A full description of

From Captain Bogardus,

MES

1875.

_

Metallic Shells.
KCart's Sportsman's Favorite
in the United States, and pronounced superior to anything now offered
___^

Endorsed by the leading sportsmen

mtjz^le loaders

24

FIELD TRIAL

to the public

conterted into breechloaders,
and

S^Ts

HIGHEST PENETRATION

CO., Bankers,
1* Wall St.. New York.

often leads
€PW} fivvWall
Street

|

40

yards.

orders. Circulars sent
for Spanish Bank

TAYLOR &

.^f*

Eifles.

made by

Pattern

ing

upon application. Highest price paid
&c.
«uvc
bills.
Diiw, Governments,

Box 4,448.

JlNliGBY&i;
Manufacturers of Fine Guns and

our Close- Shoot-

Drawings take place every seventeen Days.

P. O.

send

ordering

Tor the coining drawings, commencing J anuary 5th,
we have reduced the prices of tickets as follows:
Whole, $205 h $10; i, $5; 1-5, $^
1-10, $2; 1-20 $1.
all

so evenly distributed that it is
Cartridges can be
scarcely felt.
with the heads down in
carried
this vest, which is of great importance when brass shells are used,
as when carrying them with the
head up the weight of the shot often forces the wad forward, when
bad shooting is the result.
In
measurement around the chest.
PRICE $7.50.

Pliilaclelpliia,
AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE

in store

llAVASTA LOTTERY.

fill

This Vest affords the best arrangement yet invented for carryThe weight is
ing cartridges.

AGENTS EOR THE

central lire breech loader should
have one of the -'Dudley Recappers," for reloading
his shells. It does the work perfectly, and can be
carried in the vest pocket. Samples sent by mail
post paid on receipt of fifty cents, and money refunded if not satisfactory. In ordering give the gauge of
the gun. Liberal discount to dealers.

are prepared to

HOLABBRDSShootingSUITS,

Marketstreet,

owner of a

DUDLEY &

&

WEBLEY &

JOS.C.GRUBB&CO.,
71S

EVERY

HANDY,

AND

&

DIXONS & HA WKSLE Y'S SHOOTING TACKLE
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,
BUS SET'S PATENT GTRO PIGEON AND TRAP
WITH CASE. AND 100 BIRDS.
Black's Patent Cartridge Test.

Recapper.

IPoelcet

AGENTS
for the following celebrated makers:
SONS (winners at the InternaW.
C. SCOTT
tional Gun Trial of 1873); J. P. CLABROTJGH &
SONS, and WESTLEY
BKO.; P.

RICHARDS.

Chicago.

street,

State

Pine Bronze Yacht Guns on mahogany carriages,
Comolete, as furnished the New York and Boston
Yacht Sauadrons. SEND FOR CIRCULARS.

We

Y

Treatise
For ^

Armory and Manufactory

& SONS,
WM. READ
Hell
Boston.

It

street, N.

send

REMINGTON & SONS*
S81 ancl S83 Broadway.

WESTERN BRANCH,

1873-

Report of Gun Trial sent on application.

V_y

John

Rifle Shooting,
Illnstrat'd Catalogue*

CARTRIES,

i^HEAP

SJ2

Single

Pocket Pistols.

'

<fc

BREECH LOADING GUNS
A SPECIALTY..

ALSO

action as new guns. Send for circular and
No. 3 V/est Main street, Rochester, N. Y.

Same

19 Maiden Lane, 20

JEtlfles.

most durable snap action made.

MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
price

SCHUYLER, HARTLEY & GRAHAM,

TARGET

A. H. Bogardus.

MUZZLE-LOADING MUTCH

RIFLE.

PRICE LISTS, &C, ON APPLICATION TO
34 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
72 ST. JAMES STREET, LONDON.

Street,

INDIA RUBBER
Fishing Pants,
Leggings and Boots,
RUBBER CAMP BLANKETS,
COMPLETE

Sporfinj
-ANDludia Rul>ber Goods of Every Description.
»

Send

27

for Price List.

Havana

MAIDEN LAlXE, NJ^

Lottery

to every Seven Tjcke^i
2097 Prizes of
^'ffino
1 Prize of
1 Prize of
g.OOO
1 Prize of
2 Prizes each of
in'mrt
J
4 Prizes each of
"»Jg
0,
12 Prizes each of
f^
"
—.
473 Prizes each of
c k tt
Circulars with full information sent free. iJ fT
w*
for sale and prizes cashed by P. C. DEVLIN,
tioner and General Agent. 3 OLibertv Btreet^New^or^

Only 16.000 Tickets- One Prize

fM
1«

MOEE
See

SHARPS
^^

"

Inter-State
Twelfth.

Tvro+Mn
Match

2B. 1875.
187
26,

NGTONS.

T^land

Rifles.
7,

187s.

and Citizen's Cup, Won by Col. H. A. Gildersleeve with
over 24 competitors, including the best shots of both Irish and

for the Mayor's

JULY

24, 1875.

$10 to $1,000 Sr&VS?**
&Co., J»"*
Pamphlet

a month.
ers.2

Wal

l

8fx«w»t. TJ

free.

v

Tumbridge

_____——

'

The Goss Revolving CartridgeHolder
OA-RKIES PAPER OR METALLIC
on cot*
\J SHELLS, either end np, revolves
is only H
';
slides,

weighs but 1* ponnds, and

ll

rece ive

wide. Holders flare at top so as to quickly
tne»
the shells, and, being elastic, securely clasp
exceis «^#
For ease of action and rapid shooting it
thing of the kind invented.
PRICE, C. O. D., $6.50.
„ Mn paS.
looser
In ordering, give the size of shells and a
_ .. Tr an
urement outside of vest.
,

jv22-ly

N.

S.

GOSS. Neoah ejglgJ^-.

<T
Or AIT EXPLANATORY CIRCULAR
invested in 4>

OLll

I

bow $10 TO $oOQ

tfl
| f)
I

W

W

e

-

+

*

'

lw

Stock Privileges has paid and
wHl pay Large Pr ofits. Railroad
Stocks, Bonds and Gold bought
ft
on Margins. Interest Six For ffUII
««ut. allowed on deposits sub- J>JU«"
«- JO
iect to sight draft.
„ , _ a «»

BADGE. Wonby Mr. H. S. Jewell,
r^— ,*w^™» Ranae for the REMINGTON DIAMOND
Scoring
RIFLE,
96 out of a possible lOB.
CREEDMOOR
rDEX
Rr o°oki yn N ^wTth a SK^RPS
rntt
X>OLX.YMOXJISTT,
IRELAND.
AT
TTTr^lIElsnn A^TERAOE
points
Buckwaiter & Co., Bankers and Brokers,
^m ***
C

«f
01

Reports.

RE

vs.JUNE
JTTNR

JULY

SHARPS CREEDMOOR FUFLE

American Teams.

Official

Using SHARPS Rifles, and Co. D
^^^Co.
between Co. E, First California; Infantry,
Victory for SHARPS, 611 against 488 points
Using Remington

New YOTkRegffi
+ -r^-ifocH-

VICTORIES!

Wall

Street,

New York. jm

—

Terms, Five Dollars a Year.
Ten Cents a Copy.

;

NEW

}

YORK, THURSDAY, OCTOBER

For Forest and Stream.

—

^rnnblittQB in 0r*$cm.
*

PART

I.

THE

State of Oregon, which is now said to absorb the
greater portion of the emigration from the States

bordering the Eocky Mountains, is undoubtportion of the United States,
owing to its isolated position and the difficulty of reaching
it from the East; and yet no section is so eagerly inquired
for at present, not only by our own migratory class, but
also by a large number of the natives of Great Britain,
who have heard that it possesses a climate similar to that
of England, while it produces all kinds of grain, fruit and
vegetables in the most lavish profusion. The information
heretofore given about the country is extremely meagre in
extent and poor in quality, as the writers were not acquainted with its character, and judge it from a superficial examination; hence, a false impression has been given
of ii in many respects.
Its scenic charms 1iave also been
misrepresented or overlooked, when, in reality, it will compare with any region on this continent in all forms of
beauty from the picturesqueness of sylvan vales to the
sublime grandeur of towering mountain peaks clad in
shrouds of eternal snow. One may behold there at a coup
d'oeU tranquility and energy, action and repose, picturesqueness and ruggedness, bleak desolation and tropical luxuriance.
Grandeur and expansiveness are, however, the
most marked characteristics of the country, for Nature
seems to have made everything there with a lavish hand.
It is also one of the finest hunting and fishing regions of
the world, for almost all species of game birds and fish
found west of the Rocky Mountains are very numerous

and

territories

edly less

known than any

and in Summer its valleys display their floral wealth,
seem one vast flower bed in which the gaudy hues
are most prominent.
It is a splendid field for the naturalist
and geologist hence I may safely assert that it possesses an interest for all classes of people, from the farmer to the
tourist and scientist that cannot be surpassed by any portion of the country.
Those who seek new fields for their
enterprise and energy, or desire to behold scenery entirely
sui generis, will find that distant commonwealth well worthy
of consideration.
To reach it from the East one has a
there;

for they

;

choice of three routes. The first is to leave the cars at
Keltou, Utah, and take the stage through the artemisid
plains of Idaho, and the bunch-grass plateaus of Washington Territory; the next is to go by rail to San Francisco,
thence take the steamer north; and the third is to pass
through California overland by stage and rail, and enter
Oregon from the south. The former is the most tedious
the uext the most comfortable, and the third the most interesting, as one has an opportunity of enjoying grand old
woods, towering snowy pinnacles, and wild, primeval Nature in all her most erratic moods.
On my first visit to the
country I chose the latter route, and on the fifth day after
leaving San Francisco crossed the Siskiyon Mountains,

which divide Oregon and California. On reaching the
northern side of the range a magnificent panorama, formed
of rugged mountains crowned by many-shaped peaks of
snow, immense forests of dark green firs which stretched
away to the horizon in every direction, and a rolling valley
clad with coppices of foliaceous trees of warm hues, and
smiling beneath the soft, yellow rays of the morning sun
was spread out before me like a map, and to give animation to the scene, flocks of white, restless sheep and large
herds of horses and horned cattle roamed over the plain,
and numerous mining camps and cosy farm houses embowered in leafy arbors dotted the landscape in various directions.
It was such a tableau as that region only can
show, with many forms of beauty. I gazed long and
earnestly at it and drank in its charms with an enthusiastic
delight I have seldom experienced.
At my suggestion the
stage driver stopped a short time to let me enjoy the scenic
feast of which I could not weary.
The horses dashed merrily down the mountain side and in three hours I reached
my first halting placed, Jacksonville, a city of about seven
hundred inhabitants, and famous as being the first place

It is
outside of California in which gold was discovered.
situated in the midst of a large mining and agricultural region, and is the entrepot for all goods passing through

Southern Oregon. It has also acquired notoriety from
having been the headquarters of the troops operating against
the Modocs, and the first place to declare Captain Jack an
outlaw. The country surrounding it is one of the most
beautiful on earth, and can scarcely be excelled in fertility.
The mines were formerly the principal wealth of the place,
but they are now mainly confined to placer diggings, which
are in the hands of Chinamen, and some quartz ledges

which would pay well were the transportation

of ores not

This region is a perfect paradise for immigrants,
provided they can bear comparative isolation for a few
years, and take pleasure in the chase, natural beauty and
the acquirement of competence, if not wealth, instead of the
The entire area of the
company of their fellowman;
Rogue River Valley, which embraces several hundred thouso costly.

sand acres,

is

which make

composed of

rolling vales

and oak-clad

hills,

excellent pasturage, as they are covered at

all

seasons with an abundance of graminaceous verdure. The
rich alluvial soil of the plains produces all crops in profuWheat yields from twenty to sixty bushels to the
sion.
acre, according to mode of cultivation; oats, barley and
rye from forty to ninety bushels; vegetables and tuberous
roots grow in equal luxuriance, and fruils raised there will
equal in flavor and size those of any portion of the conti-

Many species of fruit are indigenous, such as the
nent.
wild plumb, the cherry, crab apple, grapes, strawberry, salmonberry and kindred fruits. The foothills produce the
grape in lavish profusion, as the subsoil is of granite formation, and is both well watered and well drained. The
fruit is also free

from blight or the attack of worms, so

can attain the fullest perfection. The experiments
made have proved that these hills are equal to those of California as vineyards, and that the boquet of the wines produced compares favorably with the best vintage of Hungary
As a locality for those desiring to engage in stock
raising, farming or vine culture I know of no section of the
country that offers equal facilities, for the reason that land
is cheap and fertile, and that the Winters are very mild, snow
being a rare visitor, while the Summers are genial and
moderate, owing to the cool and bracing breezes which constantly sweep over the plain from the snowy mountains
which environ it. Its most serious disadvantages are the
lack of a ready market and facility of transportation.
Whenever the latter is supplied the Rogue River Yalley
will prove one of the arcadian spots of the Pacific coast.
One important advantage that it possesses for the immigrant is the liberal support given to the public schools by
State and people, and considering the small number of in.
habitants occupying the region, it will be found that its institutions of learning will compare quite favorably with those
that

it

.

much

more pretentious localities.
composed of natives of the
once border States, and, although many of them are
imbued with rather primitive ideas of life, and are somewhat deficient in education, yet they manifest a keen in-

those of

The

older and

residents are largely

advancement. I did
not encounter one man who did not have a fair general
knowledge of his own country, and none that did not seem
to have devoted nearly all his years to the study of politics,
if I should judge from the glibness and positiveness with
which all argued on political issues. I learned subsequently that this species of knowledge is readily obtained,
for there is not a town of five hundred inhabitants in the
State that does not boast of two weekly journals, and
terest in all pertaining to intellectual

these are nothing

if

not controversial.

The

fact

that the

an indication of the
interest of the people in useful information.
I found the
citizens of Jacksonville obliging and hospitable and willing
to do all in their power to make one acquainted with the
fertility and beauty of the land of their adoption.
They
seemed to be anxious to give every information about it;
and their statements I found on investigation to be true.
One thing attracted my attention, even among the rural
population, where the study of aesthetics is popularly supposed to be overlooked, and that is the keen interest they

press

is

so well supported

is,

of

itself,

7,

(
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manifested in any striking scenery. This attribute they
from the beauties surrounding them, for intellect
must be dull indeed that would not be impressed with the
charms which Nature displays so generously in southern
Oregon. I heard much from all classes of a lake said to
exist in the Cascade Mountains, which was so deep that a
bullet fired, from a rifle could not be seen to strike the
water, and the walls around it so steep that it was impossiThis I resolved to visit, so, accomble to reach the base.
panied by four friends, I started out early one morning, and
reached the foot of the mountains, distant about seventy
miles, late in the evening.
We provided our own larder,
tents and camp equipage, as we did not expect to meet many
houses on the route, and these we strapped on the back of
a mule that would not permit a rider to occupy that exalted position.
Our course led over the broad rolling valley until we came to the foot hills of the Cascade range,
and there we encamped for the night. During our journey
I noticed the almost tropical luxuriance of the flowers, and
receive

their general

gaudy hue.

All seemed to delight in the most

striking colors, fox yellow, crimson, white
the prevalent shades.

The

and orange were

liliaceous plants

are very nu-

Oregon can produce a more
generous display of this family than any country known
to civilization, and many of them are unknown to science.
A German botanist sent there by the Duke of Baden said
that if his master owned such a magnificent floral bed, he
would spend more money upon it than the Government of
merous

in the region; in fact,

the United States did for exploring

all

the territories.

It is

certainly not very pleasant to consider that the rich scientific stores of the country do not receive more attention from
government or people.
At an early hour next morning we were astir, clambering
up the mountains, and having a good bridle path we found
little difficulty in reaching the summit.
We had to camp
there that night, and despite a roaring fire we suffered much
from the bitter cold, for the snow laid in heavy masses on
the ground. After breakfast we went in quest of the lake
and soon discovered a clue that we knew indicated its presence, in the soft pumice and scoria freely scattered about;
and following a pathway of these rocks we soon found
ourselves standing on the brink of a cavernous basin, whose
gloomy waters made it look deeper even than it was. Gaz ing downwards for a few minutes causes a dizziness that

the strongest nerves cannot withstand.
One has to jump
away rapidly to escape this dizziness, for any toying with,
the nerves is only increasing the danger; that is, provided

one stands on the extreme edge.
After observing its
depth from above, we discovered a trail leading down the
bluffs, which is used by deer, bears, elks and other large
animals in reaching the water, and being profusely clad
with scrubby pines and tough shrubs, we were enabled by
their aid to descend to the base, after much stumbling,
checking and slipping. Once below and we had an opportunity of experiencing to the fullest extent the rude
wildness and desolate grandeur of the scene. The walls,
which are formed of the Plutonian, augitic basalt, hug the
water so close that not a vestige of shore is seen. They
average two thousand five hundred feet in altitude, and are
as smooth, apparently, as if they had been planed by glaciers.
The lake itself, which resembles a huge, round chaldron; has a circumference of about thirty-six miles, and a
depth of nearly six hundred feet in the middle. No living
object, however, is sustained in its inky waters, for not a
fish, or even a fly, disturbs its droning solitude.
A large
island, having a diameter at the base of several hundred
yards, and a height of three hundred feet, towers upward
in the centre, and this has a crater at the summit which is
one hundred feet deep, and about twenty feet in width.
The island, like the walls, is of igneous formation, and
from this circumstance it is supposed that it was once an
active volcanic peak which sunk when the burning matter in the interior was rejcted.
This is a very plausible
theory, as scoria, pumice and other igneous rocks, apparently as fresh as if they were thrown out only yesterday,
are very abundant in the vicinity. Whatever its origin may
have have been, the lake must remain an object of interest
to tourists and geologists, as its scenery is entirely alone in
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rugged grandeur. It is a Mecca to many families of
Jacksonville in Summer, as they enjoy the wildness for
which it is so famed, as well as the refreshing snow-cooled
breezes which sough the picean forests at all hours. Several pretty mountain tarns, which fairly swarm with delicious trout, are convenient, and amid their charms dreamy
anglers can hook pleasure and fish all day long, while the

its

Nimrod

finds an abundance of deer, black bears, rabbits
and kindred game about them, so that he can satiate himself with sport and delicate pabulum in a short time.
The

'

best period for visiting the lake is July or August, as the
snow is then melted, the tall, green grass carpets the forests and furnishes a succulent dinner to the horses, and the
many varieties of berries that grow at such an altitude are
fully ripe.
person can extract as much health and pure
pleasure from Crater Lake and its vicinity as he can from
any portion of the continent, provided he loves manly sports
and grand scenery. Our party remained there only one
day, as we had thoroughly explored the place in that time,
and were anxious to exchange the rare, chilling air of the
mountains for the soft breezes of the valley.
stopped
at the Rogue River Falls for an hour or two on our return,
and enjoyed their picturesqueness. They leap down a
height of nearly two hundred feet, and send masses of
spray, tinged with the prismatic colors, soaring upward in
tapering showers.
returned to Jacksonville in the evening, and there I bade adieu to my pleasant guides and took
the stage for the north. I occupied a seat with the driver
in order to learn the names of the most prominent scenes,
for I have found, as a general rule, that those Western Jehus are not only thoroughly acquainted with every
landmark on their route, but are also full of pleasant anecdotes .*
This one I found to be an exception to the rule, for my
utmost endeavors could illicit only monosyllabic responses,
so that I was compelled to depend on my own observation
for any facts I might glean.

A

We

We

*This is called Lake Majesty, Volcano Lake, and other names, so I
gave it this name thinking it the most appropriate.

John Mortimeb Muktiiy.

with the point of a pocket knife that the juices may
flow and combining with the butter make the meat more
succulent.
Young squirrels thus cooked with a slice of
ham as a condiment, and the cold buttered beaten biscuits,
"betther still sir-r" fit for
is a dinner fit for a King; aye
an honest hungry hunter.
Three or four hours are thus wiled away, and it may be
a nap indulged in, until the squirrels are again out of their
holes and nests, and running; on the ground, leave fresh
The old squirrels, which are easily
trails for the dogs.
distinguished, especially if they are males— are taken home
to make soup of next day, and they make good soup, or to
give away to one's neighbors.
Frequently through the Summer there were squirrel barbecues, where a goodly number would meet at some well
known and more accessible spring, and there was a more
elaborate cuisine and more jollity.
There were also barbecues, as described by "Captain,"
with a "fish fry" as an adjunct, where neighboring farmers
and country store keepers would contribute and attend.
Where long rough tables and benches were extemporized
and crockery borrowed for the occasion. Where longpits
tle

—

—

much wood burnt in them to produce coals
over which fat spitted muttons, shoats, and chickens,
were dug and

and squirrels were roasted, and hams and squirrel soup were
boiled*; the latter well seasoned with onions and smoked
middling. Where there was sometimes a little speech making, always card playing, and not unf requently quarter races
for what was a young Virginian in those days without his
horse? I fear that one of the sequences of "the late onpleastness" is that such meetings are not so frequent as of
yore.

"The

most delectable of such gatherings, however, was
the "Ladies Barbecue" the "Dancing Barbecue," where
matrons and maidens who danced were invited to attend,
and at which no one could accuse Virginians of being arThis "institution" descended to newer States,
istocratic.
of which the Old Dominion may be called the mother; to
Kentucky, to Tennessee, and other States where an "instituThis kind of
tion" of another sort has been wiped out.
a barbecue was the most enjoyable of all. Ladies came
in fine carriages, and in all sorts of two and four wheeled
There was the level, well
vehicles, and on horseback.
beaten earthen floor beneath the wide spreading arbor of
green boughs, with benches and chairs around the sides;
there were dinner managers with reel ribbons, and floor managers with blue ribbons in their button holes; there were negro fiddlers, and negro cooks, and negro waiters, in all their
"pride, pomp and circumstance;" there were reels, and
cotillions, and jigs; and most glorious of all, the pretty
graceful girls. Can I ever forget them? Are such gatherings,
I pray that they have not entirely gone out
still extant?
should they?
with the "institution."

—

.
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VIRGINIA BARBECUES.
BY THADDEUS NORRIS.

"OUR

"Clam bakes and Barbecues" in
9th, has awakened memories of many happy occurrences in the Old Dominion in
"days of Auld Lang Syne," and why now in the decline of
article entitled

your issue of September

•

life

"Should auld acquaintance be- forgot
never brought to mind."
recollection of old incidents and
So let me refresh
old scenes and describe as well as I can the different kinds
of barbecues in which I have participated, and firstly
The little squirrel barbecue. This was an occasion on
which there was less hilarity, or I might say, less noisy
mirth than on any other, but one in which true sportsmanship was involved, and with the addition of a dinner that
could not be surpassed. Two or four might engage in a
barbecue of this kind. If four, there was a trysting place;
generally a cool spring in the forest or by its margin,
where we would meet at noon. If two, any spring so located that we might come upon it at that hour.
June, July or August were the proper months; for the
new litter of squirrels were then young, when their flesh
had that crispy tenderness and flavor that can scarcely be
equalled by any other game. The pair that hunted in
company were generally equipped, one with a squirrel rifle

Why

And

my

NEWFOUNDLAND

—

and the other with a shot gun. For when the dogs "treed"
game would frequently seek the topmost bunch of
leaves, where the least wind would sometimes prevent he
of the rifle from drawing a steady bead, and the shot

the

'

would, of necessity be conceeded to the "scatter gun."
We started always early, sometimes before sun rise, and as
a uniform rule were mounted on sure footed horses, that
would "stand tire."
Squirrels do not stir much, at least in the Southern
forests, after ten o'clock, when a trail soon becomes cold,
and the sport slackens, or temporarily ends by noon. This
So we halt
is the time of rest for men, horses, and dogs.
at the spring, loosen our bunches of squirrels from the
crups, take off saddles, hitch or hobble our nags, and prepare to cook dinner.
We draw from capacious saddlebags, first the flask and
lay it in the spring, then our roll of buttered bread or biscuit, and cold ham thinly sliced, our pepper and salt and

raw middling— in polite parlance, now called "breakfastbacon"— the use to which the latter it applied will be described anon. The first and all important thing in the
programme is building the fire. The best place is between
two large logs laying, say two feet apart, in the absence of
which, forked sticks as large as one can manage to cut
with his pocket knife are. sharpened, and stuck rectangularly into the ground where the fire is to be made, the
forks of these corner sticks being in the same plane and
eighteen inches or so above the surface of the ground. By
the time a good bed of coals has accumulated, the squirrels
have been dressed, and it is a little interesting to a novice
to witness the dexterity of an old woodsman, who with a
slit in the belly and a notch in the skin across the back,
and then inserting the thumb and fingers of each hand,
with a vigorous pull denudes and disembowels the little
After washing and seasoning them properly they
rodent.
This is done by sharpening, and then
are "spitted."
hardening under the ashes, the ends of stout switches of

A

switch is
length to reach across the fire.
thrust through the flank, belly and shoulder on one side,
and another switch on the opposite side of the squirrel; the
sides having been spread out and distended. Two poles
are now placed longitudinally on each side of the bed of
coals, the ends resting securely i n the forks of the stakes at
each corner. The squirrels are then placed side by side
over the fire; the ends of the switches on which they are
As soon as they are heated
spitted resting on the poles.
through and through, the basting begins. This is done by
laying a slice of middling in the belly of each squirrel if
the bellies are uppermost, or over their backs when they
are turned, (four or five turnings are necessary) or the middling may be "bunched" on the end of along stick and
used in that way. The squirrels should be cooked slowly,
and for this reason it is sometimes necessary to spread the
ashes or a sprinkling of earth over the coals, the", same being removed to give them a final browning. They should
be buttered as soon as they are taken off, and gashed a lit-

sufficient
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low cape, with a ridge of
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Fish Culture in Virginia. We noticed in a recent
was hereafter to be carried
on in Virginia in connection with the State colleges. We
have since learned that Mr. Fred. Mather, of the United
States Fish Commission, has been detached for duty hi
Virginia for the season of California salmon to superintend
issue the fact that fish culture

We

can. congratulate the Virthe State hatching house.
ginians upon this appointment, as Mr, Mather, besides
being a genial and popular gentleman, stands in the foremost rank of fish culturists. His contributions to this pa-

per have been noted for their sensible matter-of-fact spirit.
We note that the Fish Commissioners have already met
at Blacksburg and procured a site for a hatching house
which is to be immediately constructed and employed in
hatching several hundred thousand eggs of California
salmon presented by Prof. Baird. By the middle of the

month the Virginia Military Institute will be similarly
The Richmond Whig alludes to this subject as

vided.

lows

We

We

long ago

it

since he was here we know not. The largest island is
called Peckford, one and a half miles long. Copper Island
is the nearest to the main land; it is high and bold, too,
The other islands are comjust like the copper formation.
posed more or less of a slaty rock, and are low and tame
The upper Wadham is furthest seawaid. It is
in outline.
a long, low island, with a pretty high, long hummock at
one end. Here is situated the light house. These islands
extend in a long, somewhat curved chain, and are as the
advanced guard of the north, being six in number. The
chart will show that there is a great deal of bad ground for
sailors about here, but so there is ashore in far more civicall the mainland
lized places than the Wadhams.
from Cape, Freels to Gander Bay Head the straight shore.
But what a shore. Hear the roar of the great sea billows
as we have in the dead of night, or see the white foam
glistening in the sunshine. The pretty green verdure clad
Penguin Islands are off this shore. Here lived the penguin, now alas! no more, being driven from us by the monstrous monopoly and rapacity of untrue humanity and the
want of stringent game laws. So were the mackerel driven
from us; why people actually used them as manure for the
land, so I am informed, as they now use the caplin. What
a piece of nonsense and daring misuse of God's mercies.
However, the neglect of the laws of nature brings the punapproach the entrance of Stack Harbor
ishment.
is

We

We

Tickle. Evening shades come, darkness comes, but we
beat through under our pilot. I cannot say in scenic truth
that the view by day is pretty, but it is romantic, and fires
Theie is no seasickness here. The water
one's attention.
is too smooth, and of times there is a quiet rest; a glassy
sea lashes the storm outside, still we are safe here, and the
wavelets play musically on the sides of our little boat, or if
at night, lull us to sleep if we care not for the deck with
the sailors chatting and enjoying a pipe. This tickle is
formed by the island of Togo on the east side, and by the
mainland" of Notre Dame Bay and the islands on the other.
In fact, casting our eyes away to the west we see nothing
but a host of islands and the mainland; and yonder is the
intricate Dildo Run, which should in no case be attempted
without a pilot; neither should the Stack Harbor Tickle,
Seldom Come By, or vernacularly, Selly Come Bayer, a
It is a great shelter for
fine harbor in the Swend of Fogo.
Labrador vessels in the Fall of the year when bound home.
This Stack Harbor Tickle is called the Inside Run, in contradistinction to that outside Fogo by the barracks, Little

North Bacaliew is in sight. This name
Islands, etc.
is a perversion for another, signifying cod fish, which by
the laws of this country are legally recognized as fish, for
which we as Newfoundlanders have the highest respect.
That little island yonder is Gull Island, a mere rock, but it
marks the entrance to Twillingate. There are a great many
gull islands on our coasts, among others that one of sad
memory, Gull Island of Cape John. The squalls come
quick and strong off the highland of Burnt Island in beating into Twillingate. But then they make people quick.
They are great teachers. It is fine to see the noble boat
give way and rise again. However, stand by; let go the
anchor, and there is Twillingate, the capital of the North.
Jlarbor Grace, July 6th, 1875.
c.

Fogo

at the Agricultural Col-

lege at Blacksburg and at the Military Institute, already in
rapid process of erection, will be run at very small additional expense, and will every year send forth a corps of
experts, who, when supplemented by the University and
Academy, will disseminate the art in every neighborhood

hills

These islands are

how

The two hatching houses

houses.

Commonwealth,"

^. <

».

Yonder are the Perfume Islands, and
there is the Charge Rock; I believe that is near where we
were before. But it is not now as we were, but as we are,
and aswa are overhauling the Wadham Islands fast, I don't
want to bother the general reader with sailing directions,
etc., matters nevertheless which are so essential to safety
but

fol-

"The hatching house, near Blacksburg, will be under the
direct supervision of Prof. Ellzey, of the Agricultural and
Mechanical College, and that at Lexington in charge of
Col. McDonald, one of the Professors at the Instituted At
both institutions the art of fish culture will be introduced
into the regular course of studies, and the zeal and science
of Profs. Ellze}^ and McDonald guarantee success.
hear it is the purpose of the Commissioners to erect
similar establishments next year at the University and at
the Hampton Academy, so that all four of the State institutions may be employed in disseminating a practical
knowledge of this useful art, and, by sending forth annually a corps of experts, diffuse the knowledge to every
corner of the Commonwealth. Nothing eould better tend
to impress the whole population with the importance, not
only of propagating, but also of protecting fish.
are glad to see that the Forest and Stream, the
foremost fish and game paper in the Union, appreciates
fully the programme initiated by the Fish Commissioners
of this State in combining fish culture with the State Colleges.
That movement by our Commissioners insures flsli
culture as a permanent fixture in the State, and with comparatively little cost, after the construction of the hatching

HATCHING APPARATUS AND THE
HATCHING HOUSE.
BY ICHTHYOS. — NUMBER ONE.
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to the

at sea or running along a rugged coast.
called, I believe, after a Col. Wadham,

pro-

:

in the
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well authenticated accounts Pinchon and Jacobi,
FROM
natural process
in giving the world the novel and
tin

were but reviving a lost art. Th^re
seems to be no doubt but that the ancients propagated fish
artificially, and during the dark ages, the transition period
from ancient to modern civilization, the art and all knowof artificial fecundation,

ledge connected therewith

known through

was

lost.

It

is

satisfactorily

reliable Chinese historians that they have

continued to propagate fish artificially for nearly four thousand years, and that a large percentage of the people of
that densely populated empire derive their subsistance
from food obtained from an immense water area. In ancient Egypt, if fish were not artificially produced, particular attention was given to their natural increase, supervised
by officials appointed by the reigning potentate. Lake
stretches in its longest direction from north
supposed to have been excavated for an immense reservoir, and is three hundred feet deep. The
water is introduced from the Nile by a canal. The curreut
sets for six months into the lake from the river, and for the
next six months into the river from the lake. While it runs

Moeris,

which

to south,

is

out to the laks it returns a talent of silver daily to the royal
treasury from fishes taken; but when the current sets riverward, the returns sink to one-third of a silver talent, an
annual revenue equal to $500,000. If the Romans did not
produce fish artificially, Lucuilas had immense fish ponds
at Tusculem which were made to communicate with the sea
canals, and also were fed by streams of fresh
Oysters were cultivated successfully by Sergius
Orata in the Locrine Sea. We know further that in Lake
Tuscaro, Italy, oyster culture has been carried on since its
occupation by the Romans. It is a matter of surprise,
when we consider the value of aquaculture, that so much
tardiness is manifested by many States of the Union in
giving this great industry the proper aid its importance demands. Artificial fecundation, if rightly applied and taken

by means of
water.

advantage

of, as

greatest of all

it

may

be with but slight expense,

is

the

human family. As
modest beginning made by the discov-

modern

br-nisons to the

a food resource the
erers of this art, and improved, upon by one and another ot
the eminent pisciculturalists of Europe and America, we
can plainly see foreshadowed an industry that is destined
quite soon to

become one

of vast proportions on this conti-

value
nent.
It appears from an approximation of the total
-in.
of the maritime and inland fisheries of the world, that
the aggregate they amount to nearly $150,000,000. When
we consider that fish culture on this continent is only ten
ten
years old, how vastly may these figures be swelled in
in
exhausted
years more, when the impoverished and
{^
waters of our country are made to teem again as in ol d£
In connection wit
times, when the red man held sway.
JacoD
the discovery of artificial fecundation Pinchon and
any
have
we
which
hatching
apparatus
first
of
invented the
tn
authentic knowledge. The trough was a rude one, like
are told tn
plain troughs in use at the present day.
^
was placed by a stream, nearly filled with coarse sand
we
ends
the
spread;
the
spawn was
gravel, upon which

We

*

.

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
guarded by wire screens, and over it was placed a cover,
small stream of water
secured by lock and key.
was caused to flow over the gravel and ova, and this
trough, rude as it was, performed in a very creditable
manner the office of incubation, much after the manner
that fresh eggs are hatched in a state of nature, hence
its quite general adoption by pisciculturists as a cheap
The discovery of Pinch on and
hatching apparatus.
Jacobi languished for a long time for lack of individual or
national appreciation, and like all great benefactions has
been tardily received by all nations. Indeed, it was not
fully recognized till the re-discovery of Rhemy and Gehin,
unlettered^ but subsequently famous French fish culturists
These men by ocof the Vosges mountains of Alsace.
cupation were fishermen, and deplored the unfruitfulness of
the mountain streams which once teemed with salmon and
trout, and in closely studying the cause of such barreness
In their experiments,
re-discovered the long abeyant art.
and when afterwards they were employed to restock the
streams of their country, they employed hatching boxes
made of zinc a foot in diameter with a lid or cover pierced
with holes, care being taken to smooth the ragged edges
lest the ova be ruptured by them as they were moved about
by the current of the stream. These boxes were partly
filled with sand or gravel, and the spawn having been spread
thereon, were placed partially buried in the gravely bottoms
of running streams, where they were examined from time
to time, until incubation was completed.

A

131

A, the spout, B, B, B, B, the triangular corner pieces upon

est limit of its habitat is at present set

which the grille rests, and C, the drainage tube.. Plate No.
2, which represents a grille being raised from a tray, is
composed of glass tubes 3-16 to 5-16 of an inch in diameter,
inclosed in a frame of black walnut, measuring inside 18£
by 4£ inches. This arbitrary length is recommended, as it
will contain, on an average, one hundred eggs, and thus the
amount taken may be easily estimated. The width is advised for economical reasons, in order that no waste shall

The time

occur in the cntting of the material, a fact of pecuniary
importance, when large numbers are to be manufactured.
The tubes of glass constituting the grilles are lightly but
firmly bound together by copper wire, which admits of
slight latreal motion, if required, and binding them together
in this manner divides the force of a shock, causing it to
be distributed among all the grilles constituting the set,
therefore the force of a blow which would fracture a single
tube is divided among them all, and thus they escape unharmed. The ends of the frame holding the glass tubes
are fastened with screws, and should any of the tubes be
broken they may easily be removed by unscrewing the end
These trays used
piece of the frame and others replaced.
singly, or a pair of them, are convenient for experimenting
in hatching, and the water may be easily supplied from a
bath room; these trays, moreover, have also as an adjunct
to the aquarium, met with great favor from persons interested in physiology, natural history, or embryology. It
would be an amusing as well as an interesting pastime for
an amateur to watch the progress of the development of
the fish in the egg as it goes through the embryonic stages
The use of
ere it bursts the shell and enters upon fish life.
these trays by farmers who have cool running streams upon
their farms would be a cheap method of hatching trout
eggs to supply those streams, or artificial ponds, or preserves,
where they might grow and increase, and furnish their
tables with cheap and wholesome food with but a small outlay, while the study of incubation would be not only interesting but highly instructive.
The shell of the egg of the
fish being transparent, the formative process of the finny
being at all periods of development can be plainly seen.

as they

is

coming when we

do pheasants

shall

down

have

as latitude 41°.

to breed

our game

England, or conserve it as closely
The present indisas are the grouse of the British moors.
criminate netting and slaughter will soon finish, the pinnated grouse, but the sharp-tails have as yet escaped the
pot-hunter, and it is to be hoped that before war is declared
upon them that sufficient numbers can be obtained for
breeding in localities where they can be protected.
The prevailing colors of the sharp-tailed grouse are a
clear dusky black above and pure white beneath; no buff
about the head; upper parts variegated, with tranverse,
rather zigzag spots of yellowish brown; wing coverts with
large rounded, and outer webs of primaries with smaller
and more quadrate, spots of pure white; breast thickly
covered with broad V shaped, and the sides with less numerous, sagittate marks of uniform clear slaty or dusky;
legs densely feathered; throat thickly spotted with dusky;
the two middle feathers of the tail one inch longer than the
in

Brewer and Ridg way.) The Arctic form
found throughout the Arctic region, from
Alaska southward and eastward to an extent not fully asothers.

(Baird,

of this grouse

is

We find

certained.

tl

the following in the

work

excellent

found in abundance on the outskirts of the Saskatchewan plains and throughout the
wooded districts of the fur countries, frequenting the open
glades or low thickets on the borders of lakes, especially
where the forests have been partially cleared; perching on
trees in the Winter, but keeping to the ground in Summer,
and at all seasons met with in small flocks of from ten to

just referred to:

It is

They are said, early in Spring, to select some lone
where a covey meets every morning and runs around
iu a circle of about twenty feet in diameter, so that the
ground is worn quite bare. If any one approaches this circle the birds squat close to the ground, but if not alarmed
by a too near approach they soon stretch out their necks to
survey the intruder, and resume their circular course, some
running to the right and others to the left, meeting and
These 'partridge dances' are said to
crossing each other.
last a month or more, or until the female begins to incusixteen.

place,

bate.
They are said to lay about thirteen eggs early in
June, the nest being on the ground, formed of grasses and

lined with feathers.

•+*+

—A queer bird has been shot in Lebanon county, Pa.
we judge

It

resembles a chicken hawk, with a white head, blue and
white spotted back. The wings are black outside and white
It measinside; its tail is shaped like that of a swallow.
ures two feet from head to tail, and four feet from tip to

of the great works accomplished by these
men in restoring the streams of Eastern France, these inexpensive boxes of zinc were a success, for these fish cultursts soon made their unfruitful waters to teem again as of
^ore with the finny tribes whose scarcity had been deplored
ry these peasant fishermen, but who now had not only
*iven France a great boon, but the whole world a great food
gesource that in coming time was destined to drive want
md hunger from the poor man's cot, and to supply rich
'aid poor alike with health-giving sustenance.
Besides
If

tip of the

wings.
•+•+»
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SINGULAR FREAK OF A COOT.

lt[

Micse boxes willow hurdles

were arranged

lirpon

which were placed the

iiiipon

grilles

in

Boston, Mass.,

wooden boxes

eggs, as they are now placed
of glass tubes, where a constant stream
>f water flows upon them.
Charapaignc boxes have also
)een made to do duty as hatching trays, which hatched a
arge per cent, of the ova.
The earliest form of box used.
ipon the introduction of fish culture into our own country
vas the long wooden trough similar to those originated by
?inchon and Jacobi. This simple trough has undergone
4
nany modifications, among which may be noted that of
Charring the ends and sides, so as to prevent the slime
ivhieh generates by exposure of wood in water, and which
s said to dcterioate the eggs, as well as to cau&e the fly to

ity,

j

SINGLE FLIGHT OF TIIE COSTE TRAYS.

'

'

i

A form much used by many pisciculand a favorite box with the late Dr. J. H. Slack, is
he Caron or Coste box, which was invented by M. Caron,
nd used by M. Coste, Professor of Embryology, in the
Jollege of France, in connection with his well known experiments in embryology.
This box or tray is undoubtedly

tecome unhealthy.
urists,

very durable as well as convenient one, for it is easily
lanaged, and affords every facility for examining, handling and keeping the spawn free from parasites, silt and
flther extraneous substances which are so deleterious to the
ocubation of the ova; and last, not least, there is no patent in this country which interferes with its general use, a
liing uncommon in the annals of fish culture.

curious incident, which is vouched Tor on good authorhappened ou the east of Nantucket some time during the past Summer: A well-known fisherman was returning alone from his labors, towards shore, in a rowboat, when he was suddenly struck down senseless,
and remained in that condition for perhaps a minute. On recovering his
senses he could not, for tire momeii', account for the unwelcome salute,
but saw a loon rise from the water in front of him. Then he felt scrnething fall from his shoulders down into the boat. Turning, he found a
black coot lying dead there, and the back of his own head was covered
with feathers. The story was thus soon explained: The coot, on rising
from the water, must have flown blindly against the fisherman and
caused its own death iu the heavy blow it had given him. An after examination of the bird showed that it was literally crushed to pieces, and
many of the bones were protruding from the skin. It was also blind in
one eye, which accounts for its wild flight. The bird was allowed to remai?\ where it had fallen in the boat until the shore was reached, that it
might be seen by others as the fisherman had first seen it. Several examined the bird, but it was missing when asked for to preserve.
Ti.

The following

made

!,

1S75.

Editor Forest and Stream:—

Plate 4 represents a single flight of the Coste hatching
trays fed by a small jet of water and resting upon a stand
which can be moved anywhere in the hatching house where
the water supply is most convenient.
As these boxes have
an average capacity of fifteen hundred spawn, the entire
(light is capable of containing and hatching about seven

thousand eggs.

It

must be apparent

to

every

fish culturist,

of large or small experience, that in elevating hatching
boxes nearly breast-high, when the fall of water will admit,
the labor of attending daily to the eggs is vastly abridged
over the old method of arranging the trays upon a plane of
the hatching house floor, where the stooping posture is constantly necessitated in the care of the hatching ova.
The
Coste tray is also inexpensive, when its duribility is taken
into the account, and hence is strikingly well adapted to the
small fish farmer who is desirous, of producing only a small
stock. The trays are economical in reference" to water, for
they require but a gentle trickle, which enters the highest
and flows down step after step until all have been supplied,
and when the last box has been served the water glides
away into an appropriate waste gutter beneath the series of
flights, which are usually placed along either wall of the
hatching house by twos, and thus leaving a passageway in
which assistants can stand to examine and remove those
eggs which fail to present indications of vitality, or have
become affected with parasites which make their way into
the trays in spite of eternal vigilance, which fish culturists
have come to understand, applies with full force to this industry, and is the key to success and the price of fish.

*+•**-

CENTRAL PARK
MENAGERIE.
__

—Department op Public Parks,
New

Oct. 4th, 1875.
f
Animals received at Central Park Menagerie for the week ending
Oct. 3d, 1875:—

One Arabian Baboon,
One Cliacma Baboon,

Cynoceplialus hamadryas
Cynoceplialus percanus

Three Lions, Felis

leo, fourteen months old.
One Leopard, Felis leopardus.
One Bald Eagle, Ilaluelus leucoceplialus.

The following are
Garden:—

"W.

A. Conklin.

recent arrivals at the Philadelphia

Zoological

Gardeh op the Zoological Societt,
Fairmount Park, Philadelphia, Oct. 4th, 1875.

Two Prong horn

Phasianethos-

THE

/ The

Coste box is constructed of galvanized iron, known
kyiutag tinners as Ho. 29 guage. The box is twenty inches
fs length, six inches in width, and three in depth, and one
jjlfod a half inches
from the top a triangular piece of galvanized iron is soldered, upon which the grille or frame
"'jests at the corners, and a tube for drawing off the contents
f the box when
necessary is attached to the end. The
frbe, when the tray is in use, is closed by a well-fitting
j

<

|S

(fork.

Mn c

%5d
1

III
,

Jj!

A SECTION OF TIIE COSTE TTCAV.
This cut represents a section of the metalic box or tray.

-Elliot.)

habitat of this bird

is principally in British America from Hudson's Bay territory south to northern
shore of Lake Superior, and west to Alaska and British
Columbia. They are also found within the limits of the
United States, as our Field Editor, whose letter we publish
in another column, is now shooting them in Eau- Claire
county, Wisconsin. In fact, they abound in all the north-

ern counties of that State, as well as in Michigan. The
rather curious fact is mentioned in the leffter before alluded
to, of the writer having killed in three consecutive shots
specimens of the sharp-tailed, pinnated, and ruffed grouse.
In addition to its table qualities, which are unsurpassed,
this bird is liardy and a good breeder, and we have advocated its introduction into localities from whence the pinnated grouse has been exterminated. The barrens and
scrub oaks of Long Island, if the outrageous poaching
which prevails there could be stopped, would be admirably

adapted to the propagation of this bird; so also would cerNew Jersey and Pennsylvania. The low-

tain portions of

j

\

Antelopes, Antilocupra Americana.

One English Magpie, Pica

THE SHARP-TAILED GROUS K—tPeclicecetes

}

York,

candita.

Purchased.
Presented by L. Simpson, Phila-

delphia.

Two
Miss

Cardinal Grosbeaks,

Cardinalus

Virginianus.

Presented by

Ilaffelfinger, Philadelphia.

Two Sandhill

Cranes, Grus Canadensis.

Presented by E. F. Cabada,

Philadelphia-

Two Wood Ducks, Anassponsa.

Presented by E. F.

Cubada, Phila-

delphia.

One

Two

Troupial, Quis calus h/gubris. Presented by Miss E. P. Smith.
Caribous, Taarandus rangifer. Purchased.

PURCHASED.

One Rhesus Monkey, Macacus erythraeus. Two brown Capuchins,
Cebusfaluettus.
One weeper Capuchin, Cebus capucius. One common
Ocelot, leopardus pardalus. One grey Ocelot, Leopardus' griseus. One
Capybara, Hydrochoerus capybara. Oi_e white-lipped Peccary, Dicotyies
Four Acouchys, Dasyprocta acouchy. Six crested Curassoms, Crax alector. Two silver-fronted Amazons, Chrysotes ochrocepala.

lubriatus.

One blue-fronted Amazon, Chrysotes amazonica. One little Tinamou,
Tinamus pileatus Six Grey's Guaus, Penelope greeyi. One common
Trumpeter, Fsophia crepilaus. Four white-faced Ducks, Beudrocygna
.

viduala.

A

Knowing Bird.— The Boston Post is responsible for
the following, and our readers can believe as much of it as
they like :-

"A family
parrot

of

near Boston is happy in the possession of a
than ordinary intelligence, and one
oi

more

FOREST AND STREAM.

^

whose talking powers are the wonder of the neighborhood.
In an evil day, however, the bird was taught by some
naughty boys to swear like a trooper, and with a perversity wonderfully human, and, withal, strangely savoring of
original sin, the feathered biped found pleasure in nothing so much as a sounding oath. Mild correctionary measures proved unavailing, the offender was at last regularly
soused in a pail of cold water after each burst of profanity,
and then placed on the stove hearth before the fire to dry.
During a recent rain storm, some small chickens belonging
to the same family got very wet and thoroughly chilled,
and several of them were placed on a perch before the fire
It so happened that
to be warmed into full activity again.
the parrot had just been treated to an involuntary bath
himself, and he a& once knowingly cocked his head on one
side and surveyed the new comers for a moment in silence.
Then, as if all was plain to him, he hitched a little away
from his dripping companions and exclaimed in an ora"
cular tone, 'Little d— d fools, been swearing!'

aadhndt Mmtn nnd %nrdm.

r

Mabket—Domestic— California

pears are being received at the rate of two or three car loads per week.
The prices received for Fall fruit are by no means remunerative however. In the Winter months grower's may

Fruit in

be more fortunate. We quote: White Doyenne, $3 to
$3 50 per box; Dutchess, $4; Buerre Dill, $2 50 to $4;
Beau D'Anjou, $4 50 per box. A box contains on an
average about 140 pears. Bartletts now nearly gone, are
worth $16. to $17. per barrel; Sickles, $8. Apples are
worth $3. to $3 50 for good pippins. Grapes are now in
abundant supply, Concords from the North River counties,
bring 5 to 7 cents per pound; Delawares, 9 to 11 cents;
Catawbas, 9 to 11 cent3; Isabellas, 5 to 7 cents; Dianas,
very slow of sale at 6 to 7 cents; these are box quotations.
Most of the grapes in market come from Western New
York. Foreign.— With the exception of a small quantity
of Jamaica oranges held at $10. per barrel there is but
A cargo is daily expected
little foreign fruit in market
from Cuba.
--*«
.

•
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THE ATTEMPT TO EXPORT PEACHES.
R T. LOCKWOOD, who recently went to Eu*

MR

rope on the steamer Ohio in charge of 200 crates of
peaches, has furnished the Wilmington Commercial with an
account of the trip and the causes which led to the disastrous results of the venture. He says that when the steamer
sailed on the 26th of August there were but fifteen tons of
The lowest temperature gained on
ice in the refrigerator.
the voyage was 48°, which was on the second day out. On
opening the refrigerator on the 31st, and when the ship
was off the Newfoundland" Banks, it was found that the
ice had entirely melted, although the fruit was still in fine
condition. Ten tons of ice was then furnished from the

must have been soon consumed, as
the mercury continued to rise until on the 6th of SeptemOn the following day the ship anber it stood at 74°
chored in the Mersey, and the temperature in the refrigerator found to be 90°, while that of the outer air was but 65°.
At 9 A. M. on the 7th the hatches were" removed and the
refrigerator opened. A terrible sight and smell greeted
the eyes and nostrils. The peaches had all spoiled, save an
occasional sound one which was found in the centre of the
They had settled
crates, and were soft, mushy, and sour.
down in the crates about two and a half inches, being
pressed into each other. Fermentation had gone on for a
couple of days at least, and the gases and vapors from the
decaying fruit filled the compartment with an atmosphere
which set the brain to reeling upon entering it. One stevedore, a strong, burly Irishman, was overcome by it and had
The peaches were in good condition for
to be removed.
distillation, and Mr, Lockwood undertook to sell them for
this purpose, but could find no purchasers. He finally was
compelled to give them away, with the crates, to procure
removal from the wharves where they had to be landed, it
being unlawful to throw them into the river. What finally
became of the fruit is not known.
ship's stores, but this

.

of Reeve's Favorite, stored in the ship's ice
room, was found to show signs of decay when opened on
the voyage, and the best of the fruit was then wrapped in

One

ci ate

paper, turning out in perfect order. It seems, then, as
though the experiment would succeed if this plan were
adopted, or that mentioned in our last issue, of dipping

The result financially, however, might
in paraffine.
not be satisfactory, as Liverpool dealers said that they
them

would not have brought more than $2.80 per
would hardly have paid.

crate,

which

«+*+».
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trotting mare,

the

American Girl. This celebrated
property of Win. Lovell, of this city, dropped dead
white trotting a race at J&luaira on the 2d inst. An. examination proved her lungs to be much congested, the result

American
of a light attack of tne prevailing epizootic.
Gill was valued at $25,000, anil had a record of 2:17.
,

--»"

the knell of parting day, the
slowly o'er the sea, the hard crab sea-

Autumn.—The curfew tolls
lowing clam

sails

ia&es his bacKward way, and leaves the town to
succulent crustacean is
oysters and to me. The day of the
is heard in the throat of the laxrattle
death
the
and
over
JPeaches-oh! peaches— are in the sere
ative watermelon.
and yellow leaf, and the first of the reed buds and blue
wings are being sacrificed upon sweetly buttered toast.
The weekly record of the defunct no longer shows the
same demand for small coffins, and the florists are making
The
.up their white flowers after a different fashion.
oysters are surprisingly good for the season, and on the half
sneli are firm enougn to chew if they come from York
What witn canvas backs, red heads, terrapin
Ktver.
and such vegetables and drinkables as the miserable climate

ward

produces, we suppose we shall manage to worry through
the Winter somehow. Baltimore Bulletin.

Txt

AMERICAN KENNELS— No.
.

5.

«

MR. GEORGE DELANO'S.

WHEN

who

der of tea
garments.

Mmnel.

the "pleasures of a retired life" are

summed

up, a good kennel of dogs should be reckoned
among them. For a sportsman who can live in the country no one thing can afford more pleasure and recreation

has been my good fortune to see lately an instance of
this kind in the kennel of George Delano, Esq., a retired
merchant of New Bedford. Mr. Delano has lately purchased a fine large estate near his native town, Marion,

attempted to cross, did so

at the risk of
his

But strange to say, it was only the Hankow
man who was attacked. If a Canton man appeared no
matter whether he was a swell compradore or a fireman
from a steamer, he was merely greeted with a sniff at his
To us who often watched Mm
legs and allowed to pass.
it seemed most extraordinary that he could thus detect
the
difference, where to us none appeared to exist. Poor
Qui
Ma, he captured one trowser-leg too many, and was made
way with by some indignant Celestial, much to the regret
of every one, foreign and native, in the establishment.

It

embracing a wide and charming variety of field, forand water, a pretty cottage, and an excellent
dog kennel. This latter is located about a quarter of a
mile from his house on the edge of a pretty oak grove
where the proper degree of shade and sunshine are capiThe kennel itself is built on the most aptally adjusted.
well ventilated house with cemented
large,
plan,
a
proved
floor and a roomy trough or trundle bed, filled with straw,
Mass.
est,

,

rocks,

bed the dogs upon. The large yards, divided by strong
palings, are paved with a brick floor and inclined toward
the centre, where a sewer drains the whole so easily that a
few buckets of water or a smart shower cleanses
whole is kept
Inside, the
the yards completely.
freshly whitewashed, with a carbolic acid admixed,
which keeps away all vermin. In this place, with judicious feeding, his dogs have been perfectly healthy, scarcely
The kena case of sickness having occurred among them.
nel faces a broad expanse of field and pasture leading down
to the bay, affording the finest place to exercise and train
to

the dogs that could be desired. As to the occupants of
Mr. Delano's kennel, quality rather than quantity may be
said to be its leading feature. First among them should be
mentioned the beautiful Field Trial bitch Doll, imported
from Mr. Purcell Llewellin's kennel last Spring, now three
and a half years old. Doll is a black, white and tan, and
boasts of as high a pedigree as any animal in the country.
On one side she is from Moll and Dash, and from Barclay
Field's Duke on the other. Doll took a prize at the Springfield show, but is now in far better condition and appearance than at that time, having then just weaned a litter.
Of the ten whelps which arrived with her— she whelped
on the voyage over—Mr. Delano now retains only four,
two dogs and two bitches— Lselaps, Adonis, Diana, and
Blanche. These are by Leicester, a noted prize dog, since
purchased and imported by Mr. Smith, of Canada. They
are all healthy, handsome pups, now eight months old.
Next to these should be mentioned a Pride and Fairy pup,
liver and white, eight months old. He is heavy and lumbering in appearance just now, but promises to be a large,
strong dog. In point of beauty and style he does not approach the black, white and tan stock of Mr. Delano's kenIt remains to be seen which has the most endurance
nel.
Lastly, but not the least noticeable member
of this kennel is a black and tan Gordon bitch, Maud,
eighteen months old, out of Hope, imported by John W.
Boyden, of Worcester. She is a beautiful animal, and al-

in the field.

ready exhibits the best qualities of that stock.
Mr. Delano maintains his kennel for his own amusement
and recreation. He -is an ardent friend of the dog, and
takes pride in breeding pure animals for their own sake.
Through the efforts of such men the blood and qualities of
sporting dogs in this country will be greatly improved.

Druid

.
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QUI MA.
Derby,
lamented
THEJohn Phenix,
meaning
when asked

otherwise known as
the
of his nom
de plume of "Squibob," replied that it was a Hebrew
word, signifying "there you go with your eye out." My
dog's name was derived from a still more ancient source, as
Lieut.

late

Ma

means literally, the cumore appropriate name.
nsed to say that Qui Ma did'nt handsome
Pocr old P
much, but that he "curio'd" awfully. The origin of Qui
Ma I could never make out. He was probably a waif, picked
up in the London docks and given a free passage in a tea
ship to Shanghse, from whence he journeyed to Hankow,

in the vernacular Chinese,

rious

Qui

one— and never had dog

a

—

and found a

Ma had

all

home in the far interior of China. Qui
the characteristics of the rough, long-coated
final

English terrier, and' developed an intelligence that was almost marvelous. The most remarkable instance of this is
the one I am about to relate.
It may or may not be known to the reader that throughout China, at whatever port foreigners are engaged in bubrokers, and most of the nathey have dealings, are Cantonese; in
fact, nearly all of the middle men, or go-betweens, are naNow, to the barbarian
tives of the southern provinces.
eye, the difference between a Hankow man and a Canton
man was as nil; but to Qui Ma there was all the difference
between an authorized visitor and an obnoxious intruder.
In front of my residence was a broad stone jetty the width
of the premises, with stone steps leading to the water's
edge. During the Summer the water was at the top of
these steps, but in Winter, when the river fell— for the
Yang Tsze varies in height some thirty feet between the
seasons— there was left a narrow strip of bank, to which
access could be had from the adjacent streets, and which

siness, their servants, the tea

tives

with

whom

formed a short cut for boatmen and others to the neighboring houses. Qui Ma became the self-appointed guardian
of this debatable ground, and the itinerant barber or ven-

T.

—Mr. Arnold Burges has had

the misfortune to lose his
red Irish setter bitches Kathleen and Belle 2d. Kathleen was out of Jarvis' Kitty by Knowing. Belle 2d was
sent to Mr. Burges in whelp, from the kennel Mr. Skidmore, of England was six weeks on the passage and lost
her whelps, from the effects of which she died.
fine

;

.*.»

—The

beautiful red

—

bitch

setter

lately imported
by

looking remarkably well and handsome, and
promises great speed in addition to her other good points
She is bred as follows: Liil, by Shamrock, by Brennan's
Rap out of Jephson's Belle Lill's dam is Kathleen, by
Barton's Larry, out of the celebrated Lill 2d; she by Cooper's Ranger, out of Jephson's Belle; she from the Corbett
Cooper's Ranger, one of the very best
strain of setters.
red setters in England, was by the renowned Col. Hutchinson's Bob. Lill 2d has taken very many first prizes. Shamrock was called the handsomest red dog in England. He

"Ajax"

is

.

was

lately sold for a large

sum

to the

King

of Italy.

-»*-

PLTJNKETT'S PEDIGREE.
The "Retreat," Belle Fonts,
Nottoway county, October

2d, 1875.

I

j"

Editor Forest and Stream:—
I have just received a letter from G. de Landre Macdona, wherein he
states:
"I have seen in Forest and Stream a notice that Mr. dimming
Macdona's Plunkett was by im. Mr. Goldsmith makes a mistake. He
(Plunkett) was by the Hon. David Plunkett's Beauty out of Grouse, and
owners of sporting hogs to breed as much as possible
qrand old dog. I have sent a fine specimen of the Gordon setter, direct from Gordon Castle, Scotland, to Texas, and two red Irish to
other parts of the United States; also two others to Hong Kong and India, so that the real pure breed will soon spread over the sporting globe.
I have some pups of Ranger 2d by Lort's champion Lucy. They are
beautiful silk white, strong and healthy."
Jno. M. Tatlok.

I strongly urge

from

this

+•+•
Kennel Produce.— At Fox Farm,

Morris Plains, N. J., on Sunday
the 3d iust. Fannie, the property of the Kennel Editor of this paper, sis
fine whelps by the imported Laverack Pride of the Border.
All six are
doing finely, and all are of the male persuasion.

\m mid Mtver
FISH IN SEASON IN OCTOBER.
Black Bass, micropterus salmoides, micropterus nigricans.
Bluefish, temnodon solicitor.
Striped Bass Roccus lineatus.
•

*

•

"Game and Fish in

Season'' we can only specify in
general terms the several varieties, because the laws of States vary so much
that were we to attempt to particularize we could do' no less than publish
those entire sections that relate to the kinds of game in question. This
would require a great amount of our space. In designating game we are
guided by the laws of nature, upon which all legislation is founded, and
our readers would do well to provide themselves with the laws of their reOtherwise, our attempts to assis
spsctive States for constant reference.
them will only create confusion.]

[Under the head of

Fish in Market,
tive

demand

for

1

—

Fish are in fair supply, with an acthe choice kinds for family use. "We

quote: Striped bass from Rhode Island are worth 20 to
25 cents per pound; green smelts, from Maine, 25 cents;
bluefish from Massachusetts and Long. Island, 10 to 12
cents; frozen salmon, 50 cents; mackerel from 6 to 20
cents; weakfish, principally from Long Island, 12 cents;
white perch, 12 cents; Spanish mackerel, frozen, 50 cents;
green turtle, 20 cents; terrapin, $12 per dozen; halibut 18
cents per pound; haddock, 8 cents; kingfish, 25 cents; codfish, 8 cents; sea bass, 18 cents; eels, 18 cents; sturgeon,
10 cents; lobsters from Boston, 8 cents; sheepshead from
the Chesapeake, 25 cents; scollops, $1 50 per gallon; salmon trout from the lakes, 20 cents; hard shell crabs, 40
cents per dozen; soft do. $1.50 pel- dozen; frog's legs, 50
cents per pound; pompano, $1 per pound. Bait.— Shedder crabs, $1 50 per dozen; shrimp, $1 per quart; soft
clams, 40 to 60 cents per 100.

Casts of Fish.— There are at present on exhibition at
Mr. Blackford's in Fulton Market— a portion of that gentleman's office having been given up for the purpose—

number

of casts of fish intended for exhibition at the Cen-

wr ith the department of the United
Commission. Mr. A. Wyderveldt, an artist of
great promise, has colored some of these specimens in
close resemblance of Nature, and with remarkable correctness.
Mr. Wyderveldt is making a specialty of fish painting, and with the facilities afforded him by Mr. Blackford
exhibits a progress which promises to carry him to the
tennial in connection
States Fish

top of the ladder.

—The

largest weakfish captured in the bay this season

was caught off Bergen Point on Wednesday of last week
by Mr. Frank Lang. The fish weighed thirteen pounds
four ounces.

—Fish

of

all

descriptions,

bass,

and
weakfish, tautog

mackerel, are again' plenty in Buzzard's Bay,
the neighborhood of

New

Bedford

and

particularly

m

the Elizabeth

Islands.

Hell Gate, Oct. 4.— Striped bass are now being caught m
the Gate.

I caught one last

week weighing

ten pounds,

n
and my companion, Mr. Dorrity, of the Morgan Iw
others
Works, caught one weighing 12-£ pounds. Several
caught them weighing from three tQ eight pounds.

—

—

—

——

—

—

—

—

—

w
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The Canadian Fishekies.—A

from Ottowa,
Ontario, announces that while Sir Alexander Gait was in
that city he held a conference with the Minister of Marine
dispateh

and Fisheries and Mr. Whitcher, Fishing Commissioner.
Figures have been prepared for presentation before the
High Commission to meet at Halifax, which are to prove
Canada's almost undisputed claim to at least $7,000,000 per

pretty cascades and clear pools. Purissima Creek, before spoken of,
contains trout of rare beauty. The rich color of the fish in this stream
The wais attributed to the fact that they never reach the salt water.
ters of this creek empty into the ocean over a precipice fifty or sixty feet
in height.

pounds; Bank halibut, 185,000 pounds; shore mackerel,
There is a little
4,000 barrels; Bay mackerel, 100 barrels.
better prospect for the shore fleet than heretofore, which is
somewhat encouraging. Gape Ann Advertiser, Oct. 1.
Delaware River.— Large numbers of black bass are
being taken from the Delaware with hook and line.
Mr. Rutledge Scarborough, of New Hope, has been fishing at "Eagle Island" for the past few days, and at last accounts had taken over one hundred pounds, the bass ranging from one to four and a half pounds. On Tuesday last,
Isaac Scarborough, while fishing at Washington's Crossing,
caught with hook and line thirty black bass, which
weighed thirty-four pounds .--Exchange.

Canadian- fishermen on the shores of Lake Huron and
Superior declare that they are forced from home to fish
on*the American grounds because of the disadvantages to
a five-inch mesh, the Americans can use nets with a four
or four and a half inch mesh, and the fish that escape from
Canadian nets only do so to fall into those of Americans,
as the shoals are continually on the move from one side to
the other. Thus, while the present regulation of the size
of the mesh lasts on one side only, the Canadian grounds
It is also
are made nurseries of fish for the Americans.
alleged that the close seasons are not suitable to these
western lakes, as fish come in from two to three weeks
later in Lake Huron than in the lower lakes, and from one to
two weeks later in Lake Superior than in the upper part of
Lake Huron, and the close seasons at presenU/fixed prevent
any catch of white fish or trout in these waters during the
Thus, the close season for white fish being from
Fall.
November 10 to December 1, and for trout irom October
15 to December 1, includes the period during which there
is any chance of a successful catch, and as the fish cannot be made to understand the Canadian regulations for
their protection, they are just as liable to be caught on the
American side as to remain safe under the shield of Canadian law. These are the reasons given why Canadian fishermen take their boats, nets and labors to the American
Toronto Globe.
shores.

+*+.

Va., Sept. 21, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
Bass fishing is "on the mend." W. B. C. took forty-two Saturday,
and parties near him were quite successful. 1 started for Goose Creek,
but learning that it was muddy, turned off to the river. I caught two
one bass and one fall fish; had promised my better half I would not
wade. I beard afterward that the creek was not too muddy, a friend
Tbey seem very fierce in Goose Creek for tbe
taking eighi with the fly
fly, and T thitik hereafter the fishing will be in that stream in preference
to the Potomac, at least for fly fishing. The largest taken have been captured with toads. Two anglers near me Saturday took eight or nine fish,
largest 2J pounds. A friend writes from Norfolk of the formation of a
Protective Game Association, and wants the co-operation of sportsmen
in different parts of the State to get suitable laws passed and carried out.
fish,

.

becoming more fashionable, and accessions from the
T. W.
number.
State more in want of such an association

liners are increasing in

[There is no
is, one whose field will be general and not confined to
any one locality, than Virginia. Her game laws now are
very imperfect, and their operations confined to certain
counties only. Ed.]

CALIFORNIA ANGLING.
San Francisco,

New York,

Sept. 20th, 1875.

later

and friends should

be mailed no

HIGH WATER. FOR THE WEEK.
Date.

Cct

7.

Oct.

8 ...
9

Oct
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

New

Boston,.

H.
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

.

10
11

12
13

M.
32
31
31
34
30
20
6

York. Charleston.
M.
19
17
17
19
14
6
52

H.
1

2

3

4
5

6
6

Matches to be Sailed. — The week has been
challenges and acceptances.
allowances of time, and will

H.

M.
32

1

2
3
4
5
6

31
31

34
30
20
6

proline in

Mr. Bennett has waived all
the Dauntless agaiust the
Mohawk, an ocean race, on the 26th of October. Mr.
Rufus Hatch, owner of the Resolute, has published a challenge, which Mr. Bennett also accepts, naming the 30th
inst. Then comes a deluge of challenges upon Mr. Hatch's
devoted head from the owners of the Estelle, Comet, Vesta
and Dreadnaught, all of which he accepts, and the race
with the Estelle was to have been sailed yesterday, that
with the Vesta and Dreadnaught Tuesday next, and
to-morrow at the remarkable hour of 4 P. M. he hopes
Mr. Hatch must intend to get Mr.
to meet the Comet.
Lanley outside and lose him.

Fall Regatta

sail

Alarm
Palmer
Resolute
Atalanta

Estelle

smelts, rock cod, torn cod, perch, etc.; others go to the northern rivers
for salmon, generally trolling with a spoon for them, although they can

Vision

sometimes be taken with a fly, and many dip, bait fish, or throw the fly
for the smaller brook trout in the mountain streams, such as the Lagonitas, in Maria county, the Purissima and Pescadero Creeks, in San Mateo
county, with numerous others farther south as well as north. Some
of the rivers communicate with the ocean, from which salmon are continually running to and fro. My nephew, P. F. Hooper, generally goes

Active
Sadie

Comet

Cubic
Owner.
Feet.
W. T. Garner
21,023
Com. Kingsland
14,703
R. Stuyvesant
14,035
•-•-..
R. Hatch
10,860
W.'Astor
7,947
S.J.Colgate
7,945
SECOND-CLASS SCHOONERS.
..J. Smith
5,736
W. H Langley
4,662
Bradhurst & Asten
3.729
J. R. Maxwell
3,498
.

Clio

Peerless

Sadie

..."

..1
1

.

Estelle

V

Addie

1

Comet

1

Vision

1

Halanta

1

Peerless

1

After passing this point

R. Center

C.Roosevelt
J. J. Alexander
SECOND-CLASS SLOOPS.
W.J. Hurst

Allowances

M.

S.

Allows

Norris
J. R. Busk

Madcap

The
the

;

Allows.

None

Addie V
Vindex
Madcap..

11
Jl

Alarm
Comet
Sadie..
Active

H
n
11

n
11

18

Vindex

33 Resolute
03 Mohawk

of the

41

59

time.
H. M. 8
10 51

h. m. s.
6 10 51

40
35

18
36

5

5

43
54

08
05

02
18

50
29

40

33

6

sloops

first class

29

40

made

6

6

49

07

the course.

Brooklyn Yacht Club Regatta.— The

57
18

S3
29

49

07

Thus

Fall regatta of

which was

also intended for an inauguration of
the new club house, was sailed most successfully on Saturdaylast. In order to allow ample time for the subsequent
festivities it was decided to shorten the course, omitting
the run to the lightship and making the Southwest Spit the
turning point, the start being from Gravesend Bay and the
distance sailed over about fifteen miles. The following
this club,

:—

W.

SCHOONERS.
Owner.
H. Langley

Area
1,529

Dr. Morrough
FIRST-CLASS SLOOPS

13

31

Sadie

.W. M. Brasher
G. F. Randolph
John B. Norris

Not measured.
357
876
753

[.'.". ..['„".
[[

SECOND-CLASS SLOOPS.
Allows.
05
06

1,903

Allows.

1,491

05

Mean length.

05

47

25

Time.

H. M.
11

11
II

11
II

41
11
11

41
41
42
45
46
47
48
49

L

J. G.

Sophia
Flying Clond
Hope-.

.CM.

Lizzie

S.
18
59
09

27
22
24
07
07

Fortunately the tide had just commenced to run ebb, as
wind was so light from the southwest that liad it been

the

11

Corrected

time.

h. m. s.
5 52 50

the Atalanta wins the first-class schooner prize, having no
competitor; the Comet wins the second-class schooner
prize, beating the Estelle 28m. 6s. on corrected time.
The
Sadie wins the second-class sloop prize, having no adversary, and the Vision still keeps the Bennett cup.

Undine
Kate

:

S.
36 Palmer.....
52 Atalanta
31 Idler
48 Clio..
58 Peerless...

s.

11

28
43

5

m.

SECOND-CLASS SLOOPS.
Sadie

11

her cable. The Estelle also collided with the schooner
Dreadnaught, carrying away the latter's mainboom, and
nearly spoiling the pleasure of Mr. Osborne's large party
of friends, but with that generous feeling with which members of the "Board" always come to each other's relief,
Mr. Kufus Hatch insisted upon receiving the entire party
on board the Eesolute. At 11 :33 the second whistle started
them, and the yachts one by one drifted over the line. The
crew of the Mohawk, being busily engaged in clearing
from the Kaiser, had evidently misunderstood the whistle,
for after she was clear she rounded the steamer and came
for the line the second time, after the fifteen minutes of
allotted time had expired, thus throwing her out of the
race unless her original time of crossing was taken. As it
turned out this was of but little consequence. The time of

35
36
37
37
38
40
40
41

the leading yachts favored

Finish.

h.

11
.11

Siren

slip

11

all

Palmer

18
05
31
25
14
09
44

SECOND-CLASS SCHOONERS.

Comet
Estelle

Name.
Comet

same way. At 11:23 a signal from the judges' steamer
warned the racers to prepare, as the start was to be a flying
one, the yachts crossing a line between the judges' steamer
and the club house. About this time the huge Mohawk,
in getting Under way, fouled the little sloop Kaiser, breaking off the end of the latter's boom, and compelling her to

H. M.

1
1
1

Elapsed

yachts entered

by the Vision for the past three years, the Vision having in

Estelle

1

1

Mohawk

Start.

Yacht.
Atalanta

10

this race to allow the Madcap 12m. 44s.
The course to be sailed over was the regular club course,
around the Southwest Spit and light ship, returning in the

as follows
Time.

Active
Resolute
Idler

50
52
52
54
57
58
58

schooner, not timed. At 4 o'clock the Comet passed buoy
5i homeward bound, the becalmed yachts, with the exception of the Mohawk, having got their heads in the same
direction.
At 4:10 the Mohawk had got the breeze and the
Resolute turned about to have a tussel with her, but the
Mohawk broke both the shackles which held her bobstays
to the stern rods and her racing was over for the day, except before the wind, as the crew managed to get a tackle
rigged which relieved the bobstay. The finish was as follows:

27
47
38
39

Madcap were also to contend for
Bennett Challenge Cup for sloops, which has been held

was

Vindex

all hope of further competing in the race.
Those outside,
however, were not having as nice a time as appeared. The
Comet had gone to the front and taken the leadinor position.
A heavy swell from the East made it lively for the
smaller yachts, and the accidents commenced. First the
Addie V. had enough of it and ran home. Then the Peerless parted her bobstay and down came both masts, they,
with the browsprit breaking off close to the deck; only one
of her crew was hurt, and a passing fug took the dismantled vessel in tow.
Then the" Vision's turn came,
her jib stay parting and causing her to run back
under a close reefed mainsail.
Next came the Clio,
who sprung both masts, and had to be towed home. The
little Madcap behaved remarkably well, but the sea was too
rough for her and she too took the back track. Four
yachts only rounded the lightship; the Comet at 3:19:45,
the Estelle at 3:20:45, and the Atalanta, Mr. Amor's

1

sloops Vision and

crossing the line

1
...1

schooners along in a way that looked like racing. The
unfortunates who were still becalmed inside the Hook were
the Active, Vindex, Resolute, Idler, Mohawk and Palmer.
Those on board coujd see the rest of the fleet bowling
along while they were compelled to remain inactive, with

1

3
8
8

3,259
2,711
2,545

—

W.

H. M. S.
Clio

by a strong tide managed to get outside the point of the
Hook, when they found a fresh breeze blowing from the
south which made them take in topsails and sent the

I'lRST-CLASS SLOOPS.

Vindex
Addie

Time.
S.
35
00
45
08
20
08
49
13

34
38
38
40
40
47
49
50

1

FIRST-CLASS 'SCHOONERS.

FIRST-CLASS SCHOONERS.

Mohawk

H. M.
Madcap

regatta
to be sailed for

ing yachts:
"Name.

she was afterward towed off by the club steamer, but was
henceforth out of the race. The time of rounding the

New York Yacht Club.— The

for the prizes offered by Commodore Kane
by the yachts of the New York Yacht Club on Thursday
resulted in a most remarkable series of contretemps, and
It could scarcely have been
practically was no regatta.
expected that on the last day of September almost the entire fleet should have been becalmed inside of Sandy Hook,
while the few fortunate, or it may be unfortunate, ones
that succeeded in getting outside should at the same time
have found a fresh breeze of wind and sea enough to carry
away masts and disable some of the finest vessels of the
It seemed cut out for a day of disaster, as the misfleet.
haps commenced with the signal to prepare to start. When
the judges' steamer reached the club house, about 10 A. M.,
sixteen yachts were found lying with fore and mainsails
and working topsails set, and a large fleet of yachts not entered in the race were cruising on and on, waiting to accompany the competitors. The following is a list of the start-

Editor Forest and Stream:—
The love of angling is very much on the increase on this coast. In
my occasional visits to Liddle & Kaeding's gun and fishing store, I often
They go to all points of
find it full of applicants for rods and tackle.
the compass from here to fish on this slope. Some take to the bay for

every Saturday to Lagonitas, some distance up among what are called
the red woods, in very wild and romantic scenery of brush, vegetation,
rocks and boulders, where, with his companion, but sometimes alone, he
camps out at night, and he has been occasionally disturbed by the rather
heavy tread of some large animal in the thickets around him, which he
has thought to be a bear, and which supposition was rather confirmed by
the keeper of a tavern near the station where he alights from the cars
informing him that the place of his encampment was near the cave
or lair of a cinnamon bear, which had been sometimes seen in that
neighborhood, near which there is a small swamp where he is in the
habit of wallowing. The campers out always keep up a good fire, which
renders them fearless of any attack from bruin, and besides these animals, whether grizzlies, brown bears, or cinnamons, seldom attack any
one unless they are crowded upon too closely in some narrow place from
which they cannot escape without some sort of an encounter. While these
gents were camping on this spot they told me that one of them, during
the night, threw out a piece of beef into one of the adjoining bushes,
when it was not long before two wild cats were heard, with horrible
screeches, contesting for the coveted prize. The red woods abound in
foxes, wildcats, skunks, bears, and some other wild animals; but tree
squirrels are scarce and cotton-tail rabbits rather plentiful.
The largest
brook trout my nephew has taken with a fly in these waters weighed one
pound and a half, with many others a good deal under that size. The
fishing on this creek is very fatiguing work, owing to the many rocks,
boulders and thickets with which it and its banks are covered. The fa
cilities f 6r piscatorial sport in the natural streams here are of course not
so abundant as in former years, owing to the generally thoughtless action of metropolitan anglers, who abuse the streams, fishing out of season, as well as in season, curtailing the stock of fish and obliging the enthusiastic and discriminating disciples of Izaak Walton to seek pastime
usually more than half a day's journey from the city. But the protective law is beginning to operate a little favorably for true sportsmen, and
the stocking of many of our lakes and rivers with game fii-h is already
affording excellent recreation and amusement for our anglers, and is
promising for us a still brighter future. This is. arousing the enthusiasm both of accomplished anglers and amateurs, and provoking contin-

—

Secretaries

than Monday in each week.

Idler

Sept., 1875.

Orvis, of Manches-

^Hchfing %ndj§anting.
from

The

city.

Time.

new

All communications

way

the yachts would have drifted toward the
drifting continued until the fleet had reached
the lower bay, when a light breeze sprung up, which enabled the little Madcap, the leading yacht, to round the
Spit at 1:34:35. Meanwhile, the Commodore's schooner
Alarm had drifted ashore on the west bank, from whence

the other

Southwest Spit was as follows:—

extra nickel plated click reel, capable of holding from
forty to fifty yards of line, with a neat walnut case. The perforation of
this reel is a very decided improvement on the old style, making it light
and protecting it from sand, and allowing the line to dry without removing it after use— a very decided advantage, which any angler will readBeing quite narrow, it takes upline very rapidly, and
ily appreciete.
gives evenness in the reeling. This reel is strongly and beautifully
constructed and convenient in size, and its strength, lightness, compactness and moderate price, must meet requirements long needed, and the
F. C. F.
approval of anglers.
ter, Vt., his

that

x>:

E. J. Hooper.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
I received, some time since, from Mr. Charles F.

them resulting from the Canadian fishery regulations.
While the Canadians are not allowed to fish with less than

hand

_

+++.

THE ORVIS REEL.

arrivals of the
Gloucester fleet the past week, as follows: 64 from off-shore
mackereling, 8 from the Bank fishing, 1 from the Bay, and
30 from Georges. The receipts of Georges cod is 347,600
pounds; Bank cod, 410,000 pounds; Georges halibut, 13,700

Fly-fishing here is

likely localities for legitimate

Most of our mountain brooks are
sport and pleasure in this way.
famed for their picturesque beauty, and abound in charming nooks and

annum from the American Government.
The Fisheries.— There have been 103

Lbesbukg,

most

ually increasing inquiries about the

W.

Johnson

40
34

Felt

P. Smull

oo*

11

06

'.'.'.'.'.'."si

John Bimon

Not meas'rd
THIRD-CLASS SLOOPS.
Victoria
Thomas Ply
28
00
The Saddie was the first to cross the line, followed by the
Undine, Kate, Lizzie L., Flying Cloud, Hope, Siren, Sophia,

A

Comet and Victoria, in the order named.
good topsail
breeze was blowing, and a large fleet of yachts cruising in
the lower bay, the scene was very spirited and exciting.
It seems, however, as though a yacht race could
not be'
sailed in any weather without mishaps.
The first of the
unfortunates was Dr. Morrough'snew schooner Siren, whose
jibboom broke off at the cap and rende'red her Jiors du combat as far as racing was concerned.
And then off Coney
Island Point the Sophia lost her topmast and
withdrew.
Before the Spit was reached the Undine had passed the
Sadie and the Comet was gaining rapidly on the leader.-

They rounded

as follows:
S

Undine

ii

g°"?et
ad e

12

|
i
Kate
The wind was
fl

;

J?
12

35
36
36
38

46'uzzie

%

L,

lOjHope

..V. 12

40 Flyimr Clond
00 Victoria

12

40
43
48

30
05
00

Not timed

fresher on the run home, but the positions
were not materially altered, the Comet, of course, being
the first over the line. The prizes were awarded to
the
Comet, Undine, Lizzie L., and the Victoria.
The Seawanhaka Ladies' Race Tt was a capital idea,
that, of the members of theSeawanhaka Club, to give
their
lady friends one eood day of yachting before the
season
closed, adding a race to give zest to the occasion.
The
course finally decided upon, in order to provide the
best
sailing compatible with the comfort of those for
whom the
event had been inaugurated, was from the Harrows
to the
Spit and return, going over the same course twice
The
yachts crossed the line as follows:
Name.
Owner.
^ _, a
Idler, schooner
S.J. Colgate..
to
ij
Madcap,sloop
J. B. Bneh
ii 2n no
Ariel, sloop
William Be.ekman
11
2Y VX
Addie V
Cornelius Roosevelt."!
11
in
Alert, sloop
Henry Vail
i
\\\\
\\

—

™

Christie, sloop ...... Frederick Tarns ....

11

A
% S

""

44

1$

"
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There was a fair wind, and plenty of it both ways. The
Idler weet off at a grand pace, increasing her lead at every
moment. The Ariel soon passed the Madcap, but could
not overhaul Mr. Colgate's schooner.
The Addie also
passed the Madcap, and the four named turned the buoy in
that order, followed by the Christine and Alert.
On the
run back to the stakeboat the Alert passed the Christine,
and they rounded in the following order; Idler, 1:32:10;
Addie V., 1:55:45; Madcap, 2:11:20; Alert, 2:18:55; ChrisThe Ariel did not turn, but continued on
tine, 2:19.33.
up the harbor. On the second round the only change was
in the positions of the Christine and Alert, which had been
reversed, but the Alert's allowance made her first on corrected time, the other winners being the Idler and Addie Y.

An

Aquatic Novelty.

—A

correspondent sends us the
yacht:
"In this clay of limited mail trains and fast horses it is
pleasing to observe that those interested in yachting are
following description of a

new iron steam

likewise inspired by the cry, excelsior. The lovers of acquatics now claim our attention, and the last addition to
the steam yacht fleet must be described, as she is remarkaThe Continental is a new
ble in more points than one.
iron steam yacht, fifty feet long, built by Holmes, Shaw,
Brown & Co., Bordentown, N. J., and delivered in Philadelphia last Saturday to the members of a new steam yacht
club organized by certain gentlemen in that city. The
Continental has performed a feat never before accomplished, for she has run when loaded with a day's fuel and
a party of gentlemen on board her, the extraordinary
speed for a small yacht of 16 miles in 57f minutes, being
the average of two runs as follows: First run, eight miles
against tide, 31 minutes, 15.48 miles per hour; second run,
eight miles with tide, 26f minutes, 17.94; average speed,
16.71. This record is sustained running and not a furious
effort for the distance of one mile and no power to breathe
The Continental can run a mile in, three
at the finish.
minutes, being at the rate of twenty miles an hour, but
this is not her boast her novelty and renown is derived
from the fact that she can run when loaded at the sustained
high rate of speed of between sixteen and seventeen miles
per hour
She is handsomely fitted with a hard wood cabin,
and has points of excellence and elegance about her pleasing to the yachting man. One great novelty in her build,
is that her propeller is at the extreme of her length, being
abaft the rudder, and is lowered so that half its diameter
revolves below the vessel's keel and is consequently always in solid water. The screw is protected by a deep
skeleton shoe projected below it so that in case of getting
The
in shoal water no harm can happen the propeller.
seats in the cabin arranged to form berths, so that a party of
gentlemen can live in comfort while on a gunning or fishing excursion. In fact she is designed for sportsmen, and
with her great speed is the craft a sporting man is proud
to own, for it is claimed for her that she is the fastest
yacht in the United States."

—

;

.

The Argonauta Rowing Association's Fall regatta
•was held on the Kill Von Kull on Saturday afternoon.
as would be considered first
class for rowing, but the spirited oarsmen of the Argonauta were not to be baulked of their fun, and four races
were rowed, although the single-scull race was, owing to
the roughness of the water, necessarily abandoned. The
pair-oared race was first called, and responded to by

The weather was not such

T. Taylor and J. F. Ward, composing one crew,
and M. A. Phillips and E. Smith, another. The course
was from the Latourette House dock, three fourths of a
mile and return. Taylor and Ward were ahead at the
stake boat, made a close turn, and won.
The next race was for four-oared gigs, in which the foll©wing crews contended: White L. D. Hyatt, bow; E.
A. S. Man, S. B. Trask; S. S. Zabriskie, stroke; H. Meigs,
Red— A. P. Vreedenburg, bow; E. R.
Jr., coxswain.
Craft, J. A. Lodwick; R. H. Jackson, stroke; E. Smith,
coxswain. After one false start, owing to Zabriskie breaking his oar, they got off even, each boat leading alternately
until the stakeboat was reached, when the Red took the
lead and kept it to the finish, winning by a length.
The heavy and light weights next contended in fouroared shells, the crews being composed as follows: Heavy
—Frank L. Gunther, bow; E. R. Craft, M. G. Cavalli;

Messrs.

W.

—

Light— James McNider, bow;
F. E. Ballard, E. R. Peck; G. E. Man, stroke. The light
weights proved too heavy for their opponents, and won by
William Gwynne,

stroke.

a steamboat's length.
The last event was the senior four-oared shell race, the
following crews appearing: While—Ed. Smith, bow; J.
F. Ward,
W. Frank; Walter Man, stroke. Red— W.
T. Taylor, bow; John A. Walker, B. Stephenson-; M. A.
The reds had rather the best of the race
Phillips, stroke.
to the stake boat, but the whites found better water and

K

passed them. The matter was settled, however, by Phillips breaking his oar, allowing the other crew to win as
they pleased. Man's crew offering to row the race over
again, the offer was accepted, but with the same result.
The regatta was very successful, and the many lady friends
Of the members present appeared to enjoy the racing immensely.
—The regatta of the Saugerties Rowing Club came off
on the Esopus Creek on the 2d inst. The barge race between the Trinity crew, of Madalin, and the Saugerties
crew, one mile with turn, resulted in the defeat of the
Trinity crew after a very close and exciting contest. TimeTrinity, 8:35; Saugerties, 8:34.

with turn, be-

The four-oared shell race, two miles
tween Saugerties and East Kingston crews, resulted in the
victory for the former by four boat lengths. Time— Saugerties 14:10; East Kingston, 14:25.

The 'judges

at

the

homestake were R. MacCarthy and Mr. Rathbone, of
Trinity Institute, and at the upper stake, Mr. Moles and
Charles M. Streeter, of the East Kingston Association.
Jerry Day, formerly stroke of the Yale crew, and now
stroke of the Catskill crew, acted as referee.

Denmarsh and Pedgrift.— A

single scull race between
of Pittsburg, and John Pedgrift, of Chihalf and
cago, for $250 a side, three miles— a mile and a
repeat— was rowed at Pittsburg on the 30th mst. Denmarsh gave Pedgrift thirty yards start and choice of water.
At the word "go" both got away in good style, Denmarsh

Frank Denmarsh,

gaining rapidlv. When they had pulled about 400 yards
they fouled, but continued over the course, Denmarsh still
in the lead, which he maintained until the close, coming in
four lengths ahead. Time— 19m. 38Js. Pedgrift claimed
the race on a foul, but the referee decided it a draw, which
caused general dissatisfaction on both sides. The betting
was $2 to $1 on Denmarsh, and large sums were staked on

A

was

the result.
large crowd
to be the best on lecord.

The time

present.

said

is

Professional Single Scull Race at Watkins.— A
match single scull race between Ellis Ward, of Geneva,
(one of the noted Ward Brothers, and formerly of Cornwall, in this State,) and Frank Kilsby, of Philadelphia,
(late of England,) will come off on the Seneca Lake reThese
gatta course, at Watkins, for $500 a side, to-dajr
noted oarsmen are both hard at work on the course, w^ell
matched, and a closely contested and highly interesting
and exciting race is anticipated.
.

—The Paris crew, of St. John, New Brunswick, recently
issued a challenge offering to row any four-oared crew in
the world a four-oared shell race over a three or a six mile
course for $2,500 a side, offering £100 expenses, the race to
take place on the Kennebacasis River or on Bedford Basin,
Halifax, Nova Scotia.
In reply to this challenge Richard
Blakey, of Newcastle, England, accepts the challenge and
agrees to select four men and two substitutes to row the
Paris crew for £500, and will give £100 expenses to row on
The
the Tyne or take £150 expenses to row at Halifax.
English crew will probably be Boyd, Sadler, Lumsden, and
Hepplewhite. The Paris crew is unchanged Fulton, Price,
Hutton, and Ross. As the backers of the English champion four have accepted the Paris crew's offer, the race
will be arranged at amearly day.

—

'afioml ffapimes.

—AMERICAN

VS. ENGLISH, TWELVE A SIDE.
This match, played on the St. George's ground, Hoboken, Saturday last, for the benefit of Georges Giles and
Wm. Brewster, professionals of the St. George's and Staten

CRICKET

Island Cricket Clubs, attracted a large number of spectators, the players being selected from the several clubs of
,

New York

and

vicinity.

that could be desired.'

The weather and ground were all
The Americans went first to the

being represented by Messrs. Soutter and Jenkins to
the bowling of Brewster and Marsh. The ground was
lively and the bowling good, but 19 runs were scored before
Jenkins, who had been hitting freely and well for 13 runs
was caught off by Giles. Satterthwaite filled the vacancy,
and playing carefully would doubtless have made a better
Soutrecord had he not been most unfortunately run out.
ter remained till he had contributed 30 well put together.
Stevens played very well for 15 and White for 9 (not out,)
and the American innings closed for 8.6. It is noteworthy
that Jones obtained three wickets in three successive balls.
After lunch the Englishmen went in, but- the bowling of
Messrs. Sprague and Soutter was so straight, and the fielding and catching of the Americans so faultless, that they
(the English) retired in close and quick order for only 22
runs, (Giles alone being able to defend his wicket,) thus
leaving the Americans victors by (54 runs. The wicket
keeping of Westfeldt was also a splendid exhibition of good
There being still an hour of daylight left the
cricket.
English had to "follow on," and obtained 37 runs with the
Before time
loss of three wdekets befoze time was called.
was called, however, Soutter had taken Giles' wicket with
a ball that caused the professional to remark that no man
could stand against that bowling. Thus ended this most
hope to
interesting match in favor of the Americans.
Appended is the score.
see it played every year.

bat,

We

FIRST INNINGS

—AMERICANS.

Soutter (St, George's) c. Gilbert, b. Giles
Jtnkins (Manhattan) c. Gilbert, b. Brewster
Satterthwaite (St. George's) run out

Hosford (Manhattan) c Brewster b Jones
Cashman (St. George's) c. Bance, b. Gilbert
Westfeldt (St. George's) 1. b. w., b. Jones
Stevens (Staten Island) b. Jones
Irving (Staten Island) c. Brewster, b. Jones
M. Eyre (Staten Island) b. Jones
Sprague (Prospect Park) b. Jones
"Van Nest (St. Ueorge's) b. Jones
,

.

White (Prospect Park) not out
Byes, 3; leg byes, Z; no balls, 3

30
,

2
4
15
1

—

62

60

69

Innings.
Bancc (St. George's) b. Sprague.. 2
Satterc.
Gilbert (Manhattan)
4
thwaite, b. Soutter
Roberts (Staten Island) c. Sprague
Soutter
b.
Brewster, Prof., (Staten Island) c.
Satterthwaite, b. Soutter
Moeran (St. George's) st. WestSprague
feldt, b
Giles (Prof. St. George's) not out 7
4
Marsh (St. George's) run out
Peters (Prospect Park) b, Spr'ge.
Jones (St. George's) b. Sprague..
Luske (Ntateh Island) St. West-

LOth.

11th.

69

86

69

clubs are slated for dismissal. In fact, reliable men are the
stock now in demand. Managers now ask the question
'If this fellow is so ready to leave this or that club ami
break his word to them, or show an ungrateful return for
kindness extended to him, why will he not do the same to

This is logic, and it tells. Club managers iu search
us?'
of so-called amateur players should examine well into character, antecedents, etc., and not take him simply because
he handles a ball in splendid style in this or that position,
Amateur nines are now in the field^composcd of the veriest

roughs of the metropolis, fellows whom it would nut be
Their language ami
safe to leave your coat or shoes with.
companionship exposes them. As a general thing they can
play ball finely, but their characters— 'on! no, wc never
mention 'em.' "

—

The record of championship games up to October 5l.lt
not counting forfeited games, or the games of clubs which
cannot play their quotas, is as follows:—
a
o

Club.

.

—

Athletic

Louis....
Hartford....
Philadelphia
i^muu£i>
Chicago
St.

Westfeldt, b. Hosford

2

22

}

6

6

BASE-BALL

— A word of

10

—THE

16

2|

7

51

5J

l|

7

4!

51

I

•

21

8

20

-I

II

2

jl

2

j

si's

6 15 (^3

1

3-2

!

28 27
j

and

..

154

3;-l

1

exhibition

12 to

9

4 to 2
3 to 2
14 to
13 to 9

—Boston vs.

Hartford, at Boston
2— Athletic vs. Mutual, at Philadelphia
2— Chicago vs. St. Louis, at Chicago
2

Oct.

27

(J

oh

1— Chicago vs. St. Louis, at Chicago
1— Mutual vs. Athletic, at Philadelphia

Oct.

6

I

of championship contests
for October, thus far, is as follows:

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

40

6|

81

4

1

|

0110

'i\

—The record
games

4—Mutual vs. Boston, (exhibition) at Troy, 12 in.. 6 to 3
4—Athletic vs. Philadelphia, at Philadelphia
19 to 10
The games in September, since our last issue, were

Oct.
Oct.

—

us

:

fielded finely.
2d

Following

is

3d

6th

4th

4 to 2^
5 to 5
8 to 6
3 to 2
9 to 5

4 to

1

the score by
7th

10

5tli

3

1

Gearnantown

8th

2

Time

in-

9th

0-5
0-8

1

Umpire, Mr. Dunning, of Princeton.
one hour and three quarters.

of game,

—The
not out
b. Soutter
not out

Stars, of Syracuse went to Rochester on Saturday,
and defeated the Rochesters by the following score:
R.lEr.O.A.B.I

Ferrer, 2d b

McLean,

1

Mvers,
White. 3d b

2

McGrtiu,

c.

Ruilerty,

r. f

1;

wides, 2

—

Robinson,
6

37

18

19

1

PROFESSIONAL ARENA.

advice to professional players will not be
out of place at present, considering that the majority have
become so inflated with the idea that their services will be
in such immense demand next season that there is no getThere
ting them to listen to offers of reasonable salaries.
are in training for next season's professional play over a
hundred first class players now in the amateur fraternity
that is, not in any club belonging to the professional assoThe majority of these are intelligent, educated
ciation.
young fellows, who may be relied on for faithful service as
This material must eventually
far as their ability admits.
take the place of the class of professionals who, in the
Winter are the frequenters of gambling houses and brothels, and whose companionship and habits of life will not
bear a moment's investigation as far as a reputable record
Many professionals have been engaged by
is concerned.
clubs this season, in the eagerness of managers to secure
what they have thought to be first class material, who really
are not worthy a position in any reputable club fellows
who for some seasons past have been under the ban of
justly suspected participation in what is technically termed

—

"crooked" work. Then, too, others have been engaged
who, though not on the suspected list exactly, are known
to associate with such characters, as to preclude their being rated as thoroughly reliable men. In addition^ there

1

2 Lester,

1.

1

13

Total

5

3

27 13

5

4

Rochester

1.

f
s.

1

110
3

4

3

13

1

5

I

s
12

Calder. 1st b
J. Cadler, c

0Ball,p
3

2

Hotaling, c

f

it.

1

f

c.

Wamsley,
4

3
1

"Stars
22

1

f

.0

R, iBJ'.O.A.E.

Taylor,

5

14
1

I

McCormick, p

Total

16

4

:.l

s.s
1st b

16

ROCHESTER.

STARS

1

8
15

2d. 3d. 4th. 5th. 6th. 7th. 8th. 9th. 10th. 11th.

2-4

0,

6

3

Games Lost

RUNS AT THE PALL OP EACH WICKET.
1st.

II

Mutual

Oct. 2,

Sleigh (St. George's) c. Sprague,
b. Soutter.
Dodge (Prospect Park) runout.. 3
2 Byes, 3; leg byes,
Byes

Total ...

2\

~
21

ID

P^

6

1st

5

Sprague

feldt, b.

4

cq

Boston

Princeton

Cashman

Westfeldt, b.

c.

fielders

be thrown overboard next year who now think thev
have sure places secured. The record of players is beinfi
watched more carefully by managers than hitherto. Those
fellows who have been so ready to sign to two or three
will

mantowns,
nings:—

Second Tunings.
c.

"WW

igc eat eh.

short stops, pitchers, second basemen, and out

ers,

ENGLISHMEN.

Mrsi

(

A fine game of base ball (amateurs) was played at
Princeton on Saturday, October 2d, between the Princeton
College nine and the Germantowns, of Philadelphia.
Mann's pitching, for Princeton, proved to be too good for
Van Rensselaer and Sharp, of the Gfertheir opponents.

9
8

69

properly says :— 'The

—

,

1st. 2d. 3d. 4th. 5th. 6th. 7th. 8th. 9th.

46

The Hartford Times very

THE AMATEUR ARENA.

86

30

A

—

RUNS AT TUB FALL OF EACH WICKET.
24

,

_

Sep. 27 Mutual vs. New Haven, at Brooklyn
Sep. 27— St. Louis vs. Philadelphia, at St. Louis (9 in)
Sep. 28— New Haven vs. Mutual, at Brooklyn
Sep. 28— Philadelphia vs. St. Louis, at St. Louis
Sep. 29 -Philadelphia vs. St. Louis, at St. Louis
Sep. 29— Boston vs. Hartford, at Boston (exhibition)

1

Total

19

—

f ollowr s

13
3

.

a class of professionals who lack the one great
essei r
of a really successful professional player the mental
S^
ity to play the game up to the best mark of what is
knrwl
Now, all these inefficient ffienvS
as "keadwork" play.
ultimately be weeded from the best stock company org
1'
zations, and when they are, then will come an
opportunit
y
for the honorable, educated class who are now in a
rnf
sure placed in the background. Then will come the
los&S
fat places and high salaries, which the grasping unreliable
are now seeking with such effrontery.
thousand doUaS
for the season's service of seven months is a really
hand
some remuneration for any ordinary professional position
amount
should
not
be paid to any projW
and double that
sional in the fraternity, unless to one of rare ability
autf
marked intelligence and integrity of character.
is

1

Murray, 3d b
Snyder, r. f
Kimball, 2d b..'.

1

a

5

o

3

oil
4

Total

2

10

4 2713

3

11

0-5
1-2

1

Passed balls— J. Oalder, 3; Hotaling, 0. First bass by error s-Sta",
Left on base— Stars, 3; Rochester 5.
8; Rochester, 4.
Time of game— 1 hour and 45 minutes. Umpire— C. Najdor, of lii'V"
ton, Canada.

— A. Chicago paper
official

ine
gives what maybe regarded as
'•&»
team of the Chicago club for 187G, as fallows:

the negotiations excepting, perhaps, the signing of the P&"
pers, having been completed, the announcement is ma&
^ninethat the following persons will compose next year's

James White, Boston; Alfred
MeVey, Boston; Ross Ban
Athletic, Philadelphia; John ire icrs, wuuuagu, u^ f
Chicago; Robert Addy, Philadelphia; Jones, of KeoKuw
Bielaski, of Chicago, and Andrus, of Jackson, Midn^
The last two named will go in as substitutes."
^nnc*
have
point with a view to the

—We

made

it

a

a
to compare our record or g
played to such contests as are marked by figures s^°\J
i»*
excellent fielding displays. This event is_ readied
nv&
ever nine runs are scored by the winning side in a
gaw
Below will be found the record of the best played
ou
in which amateur nines took part on one side or
ex
during August, in which the winning club did not
is iwsa score of nine runs. It will be seen that the number
ntests
in excess of that of the same character of
/^}w;
previous munth or season in the history of amateur
new
ing, the result proving conclusively how well the

ment

of

amateur players,

•

^

K^
.

—

—

2

'

.

1

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
game have worked

of the
imr:

this

year in improving the

field-

2 to
"Ang. 11— Frontier vs. Star, at Fort Hamilton. (11 inns)
2 to
Aus. 5— Olympic vs. Louisville, at Louisville, Ky
Aug 23—T.B. of Bridgepert vs. Live Oak, at Lynn, Mass. 2 to
Cincinnati
in).
to
at
(11
2
Stockings,
Aug. 5— Amateur vs. Blue
2 to
Aug. 4—"Resolute vs. Grafton, at Portland, Me
3 to
Aug. 10-Sunnyside vs. Argyle, at Sing Sing
3 to
Aug. 26—Live Oak vs. Taunton, at Lynn
3 to
Aug. 7— Champion vs. Lebanon, at Abingdon, Va
3 to
Aug. 9— Keystone vs. Archer, at Philadelphia
3 to
Aug. 16— Eagle vs. Capital, at Louisville, Ky

.

A

so impervious as to be almost expressionless, he devotes
whole time, energy and thought to his favorite game.
His whole life consists of a mere series of games of checkers.
While at play he exhibits the stolidity of a statue, and
never lifts his 'eyes from the board; but his admirers say
that when he makes his first move, he can see his last, and
certainly his play is wonderful.
Scotsmen in America display much of the fondness for
checker
the game which characterises them at home.
tournament for prizes and the championship for the year,

1
1

1
1
1

30— Stars vs. Flyaway, at Syracuse
31—Hartford vs. Expert, at Hamsburg, Pa
11— Taunton vs. Fall River, at Fall River

is

2—

7—

—

.

2—

'

—

4—

—

-

—

.

(

.

.

.

Me

4—
9—

be

2 to'
4 to 1
4 to 1
I to 3
4 to 2
.5 to
5 to 1
5 to 2
5 to 3
5 to 4
6 to 1
6 to 2
6 to 2
6 to 3
6 to 3
6 to 3
6 to 4
6 to 4
6 to 4

-—

«•••••»

SCOTTISH GAMES—
DRAUGHTS.
_
>

NUMBER

—

.

SIX.

*

117 the question should be raised whether there

is

any

authority for treating of draughts or checkers under
the title of Scottish Games, it may be disposed of on a
In the first place, it is a game which
variety of grounds.
is played to a greater or less extent over the whole of Scotland.
So universal is its practice that it may be safely
said to be more generally prevalent in that country thai in
any other. The "dom-brod" and checkers fine! a hidingplace in some secret nook of the farm laborers' bothy,
whence they are brought when the completion of the
day's darg brings the '''hands" together, and they are none
the less prized adjuncts of the manse. They are brought
at the hour of the midday meal from a place reserved for
their reception under the weaver's loom, and take up the
attention of the employees in the tailor's workshop.
The
game is one, in short, which appears to possess a peculiar
fascination for all classes of the Scottish people.
If their
occupation is sedentary, or their tastes lie in the direction
of quiet pursuits, the game is an unfailing resource; if
otherwise, they turn to it as a relaxation whose merits are
enhanced by the change it presents. It is a game admirably suited to the national temperament and character. It
requires thought and caution, and calls for a considerable

be played with credit.
The Scotch have also, in a manner, made the game their
own, by the success they have won in its practice. Mr. James
Wyllie, the "Herd Laddie," has gained victories enough to
entitle him to the name of champion of the world.
He has
defeated the best players of Great Britain, and since his
arrival in this country upwards of two years ago, his career
has been one unbroken series of victories. After traveling
over a great portion of the United States and Canada, he
has not met a single "foeman worthy of his steel." He is
a perfect prodigy in his wav.
Short in stature, without

intellectual effort to

players.

Each player then moves alternately, advancing their
men along the diagonals in which they were first posted.
Every move must be forwards, except in the case of
crowned men, which are obtained by being advanced to

2— Star vs Ludlow, at Cincinnati (10 innings)
6—Active vs Expert, at Reading, Pa
15 -Carbondale vs. Cricket, at Binghamton (5 inns).
13— Resolute vs. Mountain City, at Altona
9— Cnicago vs. Red Stockings, at Cincinnati
13— Philadelphia vs. Shibe, at Philadelphia
2— Fall River vs. Rhode Island, at Providence
17— Olympic vs. Chelsea, at Brooklyn
15— High Bay vs. Mountain City, at Altona, Pa
11— Star vs. Red Stocking, at Covington, Ky
1— LiveOakvs. Resolute, at Portland,
2— Mutual vs. Resolute, at Brooklyn
6— Coin vs. Archer, at Philadelphia
3— Ludlow vs. Hartford, at Cincinnati
Active vs. Beacon,' at Boston
Fall River vs. Providence, Jr., at Fall River
15— St. Louis Red Sox vs Blue Stockings, at Cincinnati
6 to 4
;
Sep. 17— Burlington vs. Peabody, at Burlington
6 to 4
.

Sep.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.

is

hand of the

to the right

3—

to

N.

G. A. E., Northfield.— 1st. Where is the Land and Water published?
Does Captain Bogardns sight with both eyes or -with but one? Ans.
2d.' Both.
1st. London, Eng.

the material of the stockings.

W

I

|
J
j

\

A. M. New York.— Can you inform me where I can go to find good
pigeon shooting in New York or Pennsylvania? Ans. Sullivan county.
Take Midland Railroad to Monticello and inquire.
,

.

W. S., Randolph, Mass.— What kind of rifle is used by Mr. William
Hayes at Mr. Conlin's gallery? What kind of sight is there on the same,
and what is the calibre of the rifle? Ans. Ballard, 22 calibre, globe
sight at muzze and peep sight at breech.
Nimrod, Newton, Mass. Do you know anything regarding the reputation and Workmanship of the guns made by Charles Buckley, Birmingham, Eng.? Can yon teil me anything concerning the man? Ans. No
such man among the gunmakers of Birmingham.

—

<•

A., Gonzales, Texas —Which is the best breech loading gun?
a short account of our game and fish be of interest to you r readare
about
ers? Ans. Hardl ca d
equal in quality. Shall be very glad to have yourifish and game reports.
R. O. X., Syracuse.— Please let me know if there Is any way of catch-

W. W.

Would

,

Ans. We have heard of their being taken by
means of decoys in nets, and also by means of fish hooks baited with
minnows on lines, but all snch means are unsportsmanlike, and their
ing wild ducks alive.

use to be deprecated.

Y.— ©an you tell me if

there are any gunsmiths in this city
and the probable expense, and
would you advise it done to a line gun? Several sportsmen are desirous
gunmakers deprecate the
of enlightenment on this point. Ans. Our best
altering of guns to choke bores, on account of the necessity of making
would not advise it.
the metal so thin near the muzzle.

Jaoob, N.

or country

fine guns,

who choke bore

We

played, according to the ordinary usage in
America, by two players, with twenty-four
men, twelve each, and a board containing sixty-four
squares in black and white, or any two opposing colors.
The men are arranged four in a row, on alternate squares,
at opposite sides of the board, which is placed so as to have
the double corner, or extreme corner square unoccupied,

Y

Sep

For these reasons the game may be treated under the
present heading, although it must be admitted that
history leaves considerable room for questioning the
Mr. Augas, the author
authenticity of its Scottish origin.
of "Savage Life and Scenes," says that draughts is played
by the savage tribes in the interior of New Zealand under
the nam^pf e'mu, and that it does not seem possible they
could have derived their knowledge of it from any other
The argument works both ways. For identically
people.
the same reason it does not seem possible that they could
have communicated their knowledge of it to any other
are therefore left in the presence of a supposipeople.
tion that the game was invented by the New Zealanders,
and also by some one belonging to the world outside of
Australasia, and if so, why not Scotland?
If it be true, which is argued by some writers, that
chess is the* development of draughts into a more scientific
form, then the origin of the latter is removed, to an antiquity beyond the pen of writers of the nineteenth century,
as Sir William Jones is the authority for saying that chess
Allowing a few hundred years for the
is 4,000 years old.
development. of draughts into Chess, we are brought to the
conclusion that the former was played at the same time
that Gallic was spoken and the bagpipe tuned in Paradise.
This would clearly indicate the Scottish orign of tne

The game

—

Sep.

G. H. R., Gainesville, Tex.— Cannot get a copy of Coue's "Key
American Birds" for less than $6.25.

G. Harrisburg.— Is there any way to mend Scotch wading stockings
which leak in the seams of leet? Ans. Cannot tell without knowing

Britain and

—

as to or-

dinate of trajectory.

Caledonian

order.

.

may

New York

Passing from that question, the middle of the sixteenth
century is the earliest date at which, according to the best
historical evidence at our command, the game became preMallet published an elaborate treatise
valent in Europe.
upon it at Paris in 1G68, and about a century later Mr.
Win. Payne gave to the world his famous introduction to
Books multiplied thereafter. In 17G7 Painter
the game.
wrote his "Companion for the Draught Player," and in
1800 Joshua Sturges published his book, "The- Guide to
the Game of Draughts." Having thus brought the game
within the light of modern times, it is unnecessary to go
into the antiquarian dispute as to whether it were of Greek
Nor do we feel called upon to
or Scandinavian origin.
enquire into its utility. It is enough that it is a game of
calculation, and a national amusement of a very high

,

the best games played in Septembernamed the following:—
Sep. 2— Flyaways vs. Ciloket, at Binghamton (10 inns)
Sep. 10— Ludlow vs. Red Sox, at Louisville, Ky
Sep. 16— Live Oak vs. Star, at Rome, N. Y

the Winter events of the

+

2J.

game.

&

Among

among

——

A

We

'

.

N

.

S^^TSo Notice Taken of Anonymous Communications.
Wapsononsck.— Give weight of ball and charge of powder

Club.

.

—

any gracefulness in movement or address, and with a face
his

3 to 1
3 to 1
3 to 2
to 2
3
Star vs. Buckeye, at Covington
4 to
5— Boston vs. Rhode Island, at Providence
28— Philadelphia vs. Burlington, at Burlington
4 to
4 to 1
12— Cincinnati vs. Olympic, at Louisville
4 to 2
Aug
Fall River vs Resolute, at Fall River
4 to 2
Any. 7 Nassau vs. Eagle, at Brooklyn
4 to 2
Aug. 14— Frontier, Jr., vs. Eckford, at Brooklyn
4 to 3
Aug. 5— Keystone vs. Athletic, at Brooklyn
6 Confidence vs. Athl etic, at New Rochelle
4 to 3
ug
4 to 3
Aug. 25— Star vs. Eagle, at Covincton, Ky
5 to
Aug. 7— Boston vs. Howard, at Brockton
Aug.
5 to 2
Pavoniavs. Olympic, at Paterson, N. J....
5 to 3
Aug. 6—Milford vs. Buckeye, at Milford, Ohio
Aug. 3—Pavonia vs. Chatham, at Prospect Park
5 to 4
5 to 5
Aug. 25— Star vs. Red Stocking, at Covington (12 inns)
5 to 5
Aug. 7 Nameless vs. Fly Away, at Hoboken (7 inns)
6 to
Aug. 10— Enterprise vs. Suffolk, at Huntington
6 to 2
Aug.
Corr vs. Hughes, at Brooklyn
6 to 2
Aug. 7 Starr vs. Trenton, at Irvington
6 to 2
A ug 18— Eagle vs. Capi tal. at Frankfort, Ky
6 to 3
Aug. 13—Fall River vs. Rhode Island, at Providence
Aug. 13— Reliance vs. Confidence, at New Rochelle, N. Y.'.6 to 3
6 to 3
Aug. 16— Grafton vs. Live Oak, at Lynn, Mass
.6 to 3
Aug. 31 Resolute vs. Burlington, at Waverly, N. J
6 to 4
Aug. ll—Athletic vs. Neshanonck, at Mansfield, Ohio
Aug. 11— Nameless vs. Greenport, at Greenport, L. 1
6 to 4
6 to 4
Aug. 24— Young America vs. High Boy, at. Harrisburg
6 to 4
Aug. 30— Peabody vs. Swann, at Baltimore
to 5
Aug. 13— Hughes vs. Corr, at Brooklyn
Aug. 5— Archer vs. Union, at Ashland, Ohio
6 to 5
Aug. 10—Western vs. Ottawa, at Topeka. Kan
6 to 5
Aug. 6— Lowell vs Grafton, at Lowell (10 innings)
6 to 5
Aug. 31— Staten Island vs. Produce Exchange, at Staten
Island
6 to 5
Aug. 21— Cincinnati vs. Milford, a^ Milford
7 to
Aug. 27— Eureka vs. Olympic, at San Francisco
7 to
Aug. 3— Buckeye vs. Amateur, at Columbus,
7 to 3
Aug. 11— Union vs. Neshannock, at Urbana, O
7 to 4
Aug. 4— Chess vs. Checkers, at Hartford, Conn
7to4
Aug. 20— iNational vs. High Boy, at Harrisburg, Pa
7 to 4
Aug. 12— Union vs. Athletic, at Mansfield, O
7 to 6
Aug. 11— Burlington vs. Trenton, at Trenton
.7 to 6
Aug. 11— Star vs. Lone Star, at GVskill, N. Y., (lu inns) 7 to 6
Aug. 27 -Beacon vs. Live Oak, at Boston
7 to 6
7 to 6
Aug. 25— Eagle vs. Blue Stockings, at Cincinnati
Aug. 27— National vs. Eagle, at Washington
7 to 6
Aug. 30—Rollstone vs. Beacon, at Pitchburg
7 to 6
Aug. 21— Expert vs. National, at Harrisburg, (10 inns)
7 to 7
Aug. 11— Oholsea vs. Olympic of Brooklyn, at Brooklyn. .8 to 1
Aug. 11 -Boston vs. Keystone, at Erie Pa
8 to 2
Aug. 27— Star vs. Tattle
Bailey, at Irvington
8 to 2
Aug. 28— W. Philadelphia vs. Riverton, at Oakland, Pa
8 to 3
Aug. 12— Cincinnati vs. Eagle, at Louisville, Ky
8 to 4
Aug. 14— Blue Stockings vs. Aiert. at Cincinnati
8 to 4
Aug. 21— Woodburn vs Milford, at Woodbury, O
8 to 4
Aug. 24—Randolph vs. Hoboken, at Dover, N. J
8 to 4
Aug. 24— Otoe vs. Baltimore, at Nebraska City
8 to 4
Aug. 30— Active vs. Creger, at Beading, Pa
8 to 4
Aug. 28— Wilkesbarrc vs. New Haven, at Wilkesbarre
8 to 5
Aug. 5-. Resolute vs. Trenton, at Waverly,
J
8 to
Aug. 3— Red Stocking vs. Ludlow, at St. Louis
8 to 6
Aug. 27 Chelsea vs. Reliance, at Brooklyn
8 to 6
Aug. 28— P oilstone vs. Taunton, at Fitchburg, Mass
8 to 6
Aug. 2— Chicago vs. Eagle, at Lonisville, Ky
9 to
Aug. 26 Boston vs. Mutual, at Jackson, Mich
9 to
Aug. 31—Burlington vs. Trenton, at Burlington, N. J
j to 2
Aug. 3- Rochester vs. Livingston, at Rochester, N.
9 to 4
Aug. 30— New Haven vs. Ithaca, at Ithaca
9 to 5
Aug. 7- Live Oak vs. Etna, at Lynn, Mass
9 to 6
Aug. 11— Norfolk vs. Eckford, at Easton, Mass
9 to 7
Aug. 12—Boston vs. Ludlow, at Cincinnati
9 to 7
Aug.
Pavonia vs. Hoboken, at Hoboken
9 to 7
Aug. 31— Capital vs. Louisville, at Frankfort, Ky
9 to 7
Aug. 5—Ionian vs. Western Rock, at Oberlin, O., (11 in) .9 to 8
Aug. 7— Rose Hill vs. Olympic, at vVaterbury, Conn
.9 to 8

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
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These have
the side of the board opposite to the player.
Men take others
the privilege of moving backwards.
standing in the direction in which they move by leaping
over the contiguous piece if there is a vacant square beyond.
The advance is made by one square at a move, except
when a series of men standing in such a way, with one
square separating them each one from the next, that they
can be captured by one man leaping over one after another.
various rules and moves are too intricate for treatlimits of an article of this description.
Polish draughts is played with forty men on a board of
100 squares, or as in Germany and by Germans generally,
on the ordinary board with twenty-four men. The men
are moved forwards as in the other game, but in taking
they can move either backwards or forwards. The crowned
men do not require to be contiguous to the man they take,
but can be advanced from one end of the diagonal on
which they stand, to the other, provided the passage is not
obstructed by two or more men standing in the squares adjoining each other. This game also differs from the ordinary a'ame in another respect. In the latter, reaching the
crown completes the move. In the Polish game, a man
may touch a crown square in the course of a, continued
coup, without being entitled to be crowned, if there are
other men to be taken on a backward move before the
play is finished.

The

ment within the

——^••^——— —-—
-

'

New York Athletic Club.— The
piominent club were held on their

games of this
Mott Haven grounds on
Fall

Monday last in the presence of a large concourse of spectators. The events and results were as follows, the crowded
condition of our columns this week not allowing us to go
into details

:

Run— First heat, 1st A. M. Hunter; second
M. E. Burn's; third heat, 1st, C. Herraty; fourth heat, 1st, A.
C Reid; final heat, M. E. Burris. Time, 11 2-5 seconds.
One Mile Walk— 1st, D. M. Stern, N. Y. A. C. Time, 7m. 11 l-5s.
Half Mile Run— 1st. F. J. Hynes, N. Y. A. C. Time, 2m. 18s.
One Mile Run— 1st, W. E. Sinclair, N. Y. A. C, Time 5m. 8s.
Running High Jump— 1st, John West. Brooklyn, N. Y., 5 ft. 1 in.
One Hundred and Twenty Yards Hurdle Race, ten flights— 1st, E. B.
Foote, Jr. Time, 20£s
Four Hundred and Forty Yards Run- First heat, 1st, W- L. Stow, N.
Y. A. C. Time, 59 3-5s. Second heat, 1st, James Loch, Pawtucket, R
Third heat, 1st, Frederick C. Saportas, New
I." Time, lm. 3 4-5s.
York Time, 58s. Final heat. 1st, F. C. Saportas. Time, lm.
Three-mile Walk— 1st, D. M. Stern, N. Y. A. C. First mile. 8m. 15s.;
second mile, 8m. 35s third mile, 8m. 57 3-5s.; total, 25m. 47 3-5s.
RunniDg Broad Jump—1st, Mr. Elliott Burris, N. Y. A. C, 17 ft.
One Hundred Yards

heat, 1st,

Subsciubbr; Lexington, Ky. -In your issue of Sept 23d, page 107,
as long if killed by a blow on
find the statement that "fish will live twice
the head, when caught, as when left to die gradually." What do you
mean? Please give us infor~ation. Ans. We had supposed that the
"slip" was too palpable to require correction. Of course what should

would keep twice as long, etc.
find the best fishing ground for weakafford sport. Am in doubt which will
.fish, or, if soo late, any that will
prove tiie most favorable, whether Newark, Princess, or New York Bay.
Please inform me. Ans. It is impossible to predict where the best fish
mg will be at the date you name; probably in Princess Bay. Look in our
have been said was that a

D. M.,N

paiter

fish

Y.—Nov. 4-1 desire to

about that date.

Ela.— Would you please inform me,

J. B. A., Port Orange,

first,

on the starboard tack which side of the boat is the sail
on? 2d. How do you find the water line of a boat? Anf. 1st. A boat
the wind is on that side. For instance:
is on the starboard tack when
the wind west, she would be on the starrr a boat is heading south, with
board tack. 2d. The water line is the point of immersion when the

When

a boat is

boat is in light load trim.
please inform me as to which place
the State of Illinois, within the distance of one hundred miles from
be able to obtain good duck shootthe city of St. Louis, wbere I should
shall not have the convenience for
ing on small rivers or sloughs, as I
We are informed that in any of the
taking a boat with me? Ans.
counties of Illinois S.E. of St. Loitis.aud within a distance of seventy-five

Young Subscuibeb.— Would you

in

miles, there is

good duck shooting, probably

better,

however, on the

Mississippi.

you please inform me where the Spencer remanufactured, or where the salesroom is? Is not that
sporting purposes as the Remington, or Sharps, or any
rifle as" good for
The Winchester Arms Co.
at all.
other rifle? Ans. Not manufactured
should be drawn between
have bought out the patent. No comparison
carrying a single cartridge, although we bea repeating rifle and those
distance, say 350 to 500 yards, the Winchester
lieve that, up to a certain
equal to any for sporting purposes.

M.

J. P., Syracuse.— Will

pealing

rifle

is

is

Brooklyn.—Is there anything that will color a gun barrel so
b ack and keep it from rusting so easily? 2d. Where can I
gun, and at what price? 3d. Where
get a good one or two barrel shot
Remington breech loading rifle, and at
can I get a good second-hand
G. B. R.,
as to make

it

what price? Ans. 1st. Spirits wine, \\ oz.; tincture steel, \\ oz.\ coroz.; blue vitri®l, 1 oz.;
spirits uitre,
rosive sublimate, 14- ok.; sweet
in one quart of warm water; or, betnitric acid, I oz. Mix and dissolve
gunsmith. 2d. Any dealer in guns. 3d. H.
stiil, take your gun to a

U

ter

C. Squires has a Remington
gauge, price $35.

rifle

44

cal.,

globe and peep sights and wind

Webb, Binghamton, N. Y.—Would you advise the alteration of a fine
double muzzle loader to a breech loader? Gun was made by Schafller, of
Boston. If desirable to so alter, who can do it well in New York city?
Where in New York city can be found the best assortment of hooka
2d.
which to select for purchase? 3d. Where
on" fishing and shooting from
can I, during the month of October, get good duck shooting and bass
hundred miles of New York? 4th. Would you
gun In preference to the alteration mentioned
above? Ans. 1st. We would not. It can be done, however, by George
Hayden. Pulton street, this city. 2d. At this office. 3d. The combinaWe would mention Barnegat Bay, Niantic,
tion will be difficult to And.
points on the Chesapeake. 4th. Yes.
Conn., or possibly some of the
J|
fishing within say three

advise a Remington

$(50

Which is the healthiest place to live, a Winter
S. C, St. John, N.
California, and where is the best shooting in
in Florida, or Southern
places? What is the fare to each place, and what is the best route

B.—

these

to take get to these places

by

rail,

and

is

there fever and ague in these

In Winter
places? What kind of a place is South Carolina? Ans.
they are both healthy, but California has the advantage of being healthy
In the latter State the shooting is pretty evenly distribuall the year.
ted- route, vea Union and Central Pacific Railroads from Omaha to San
are about
Francisco; steamer, or rail and stage, down the coast.
publishing a pamplet entitled "Camp Life in Florida," which will give

We

you all the information you desire as to route, fares, etc. Portions of
South Carolina are much rssorteed to by invalids during the Winter.
Your questions regarding fever and ague are too indefinite. There may
be some in certain localities of each State, but we don't know of any.

ANNOUNCEMENTS.
May Agnes

Fleming's books have, within two years,

reached a sale of 40,000 volumes. Her latest novel, "Norine's Revenge,"
will be published next week by G. W. Carleton & Co.

;

ll|in.

Medley Race— Fifty

yards hop, 100 yards walk, 100 yards run, and 100
yards run over ten hurdles 2£ feet high, in Ihe order named. 1st, G. H.
Parker, Olympic B. B. G. Time, lm. 4s.
Four Hundred and Forty Yards Run (handicap, memhers only)— 1st, E.
Merritt, 25

ft.

Time, 55s.

officers of the

Readers

—

of "Puitledge" lias written an introduction
which G. W.

who

are fond of ghosts

and goblins, will find

&

of the horrible in a forthcoming reprint by G. W. Carleton
Co., from the recent London publication, "History of the Supernatural,"
by Frederic Lee, Yicar of All Saints, Lambeth.

their

day were-. John C. Babcock, referee;
F. S. Kinney, starter:. C. H. Pierce and P. A. Curtiss,
timekeepers. Great credit is due to the clerk of the course,
Mr. John H. Stead, for the punctuality with which the various events were called.

The

The author

to a bright little book for girls, "Marguerite's Journal,"
Carleton, will soon have ready.

fill

Emerson's

line "All

Mankind Love

viting motto on an anonymous novel that G.
soon Issue, entitled "Charette„"

a Lover,"

W.

Carleton

is

the In-

& Co.

will
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devote considerable space in our rifle columns today to the late contest at Creedmoor, which ended
on Saturday, October 2. This Autumn meeting of the National Rifle Association concludes most happily what must
be considered as an exceedingly brilliant period in the hisIt was not sufficient that
tory of American rifle shooting.
the attendance at Creedmoor should have been large, and
that all should have entered fully into the spirit of the occasion, but it was a necessity that a manifest improvement
Let any one compare
in scoring should have been made.
the shooting last October with that of this year, and it will
be found how much higher the percentage is. Shooting
which in 1873 and even 1874 would have secured to individuals and teams first prizes in the various contests would
When one
this year have only been placed fourth or fifth.
takes into consideration, too, that the newer system of targets is employed, the scoring becomes even more remarkable.
The American people are fast mastering all the secrets of scientific rifle shooting, and there is no reason why
next year we may not look for even higher results.
If there is some appreciable limit to man's skill in the
thorough command of the instruments he employs, those
secrets which he may still acquire as to the better construcIt would be absurd to
tion of such tools have no limits.
say that the rifle of to-day is the very best, and that beyond
If the breech loader has been
it nothing can be done.
amazingly improved in the last fifteen years, what may it
not become in 1885? It is as certain as can be that before
long we will change the character of the targets so that
with better arms we may make further discriminations in
marksmanship. If we hear of there having been constructed lately in England a cannon which is to send its
ball a distance of eight miles, and a careful adjustment is
put on the piece, and gunners are to be taught, and what is
more, required, to drop their 600 pound cannon balls within
an area of one-thirty second of an acre, why are we not to
increase in time the range and the accuracy of rifles? Speculations of this kind are not at all visionary in their charIt may be supposed to be foolish to think how the
acter.

ING WEEK..

Trttrsdat, October 7th.— Racing at Jerome Park; Nashville, Term.
Trotting at St. Louis, Mo.; Armenia, N. Y. Prospect Park; Monroe,
Mich. Rifle— Forest and Stream Badge, Conliu's Gallery, 930 Broadway. Regatta at Owasco Lake, N. Y. eingle scall race, Ellis Ward and F.
,

;

Kilsbv, Watkins, N.Y. Cricket— Staten Island vs. Prospect ParkClub, at
Staten Island; St. George's Club vs. Picked Eleven, of Orange, N. J.
Base ball— Chicago vs. St. Lonis, at Chicago; Philadelphia vs. Boston,
at Philadelphia; Athletic vs. Quickstep, at Wilmington, Del.

Friday, October 8th.—Racing at Nashville, Tenn. Trotting at Prospect Park, St. Louis, Mo.; Owego, N. Y.; Cincinnati, Ohio. Annual
Eair at Monroe, Mich. Match of Resolute vs. Comet, in N. Y.Bay.
Base ball— Chicago vs. St. Louis, at Chicago; Athletic vs. Hartford, at

a match
accident

may cause the tail men, who have been thrown by
among the last to shoot, to point their rifles at tar-

which are just visible in the gloom of the evening,
and chances are unequalized.

gets

The
and

rule of shooting in rain or sunshine should be held,
no matter what convulsion of nature should oc-

that,

an earthquake, the match must be shot between

cur, save

Saturday, October 9th.— Racing at Jerome Park. Trotting at Prospect Park; St- Louis, Mo. Rifle Crouch Badge, Creedmoor. Fouroared race, Princeton vs. Schuylkill Navy, National Course. Base ball
—Athletic vs. Boston, at Philadelphia; Flyaway vs. Nameless, at

certain hours, and that after a certain indicated time in the
afternoon, fixed on beforehand by the officer of the range,

—

not a single
ficial

Brooklyn.

Chatham,

at

Brooklyn.

who

rifle

should be

fired*

On grand

occasions of-

scorers should be had, and paid for their services,
ought to be always in position near the shooting point.

Tuesday, October 12th.—Racing at Jerome Park. Trotting at Parker
CenCity, Pa.; Pater son, N. J.; Rockland, Me.; Lowell, Mass. N. Y.

Then again, a sufficient clerical force should be assembled
to work up statistics of the matches. In many cases repre-

tennial Athletic Association, Capitoline Grounds, Brooklvn. Base ballHartford vs. Athletic, at Hartford; Alaska vs. Olympic, at Brooklyn;
Concord vs. Cheb-ea, at Brooklyn; Malone vs. Active, at Reading, Pa.

sentatives of the leading journals had just cause of complaint, finding it impossible to make up their reports in
Tken again, that disagreeable business of listening
time.

and Dreadnaught, at Sandy Hook.
as on Tuesday, and at Philadelphia, Terre Haute, Iud. Base ball— Hartford vs. Athletic, at Hartford.

Match

the greatest praise is due for
haviu
6
to bring the many matches to
the'

officer

power

conclusion.

GAME PROTECTION.

THE

meeting of the Executive Committee

call for the

Society for Protecting
Gam
and Fish was issued last week. The appointing of standing Committees on Legislation, Nomenclature, etc., -which
of the International

will be the

duty of the Executive Committee, must

shortly

more perfect system of game laws, and a more
application of the same when they shall have
be-

result in a

stringent

come legislative enactments. In this respect our Canadian
neighbors are already taking the initiative, and are determined to have their laws enforced without regard to person or position. Under the head of "Game Protection m
Canada," w e find the following in the Peterborough Times'
"On Saturday Mr. G-. B. Sproule was charged before the
Police Magistrate, by the County of Peterborough Fish
and Game Protective Society, with hunting deer and having venison in his possession during the close season. It
appeared from Mr. Sproule's evidence that some of the
party had hunted on the 31st of August, but he had not
taken part in the hunt.
deer was brought into camp
that evening, and was divided the next morning, Mr.
Sproule taking a hindquarter. He was fined $10 and' costs'
for having venison in his possession.
On Thursday a similar charge was brought by the society against Mr. D. Denne.
He was in camp while the same party were hunting, and also
received ashare of the venison. He was fiued $10 and costs."
.

T

A

There

however, between the adminisCanada and this country. In
the former there is engrafted upon the minds of- the people
generally a strict deference for the laws relating to game
which is an inheritance from the mother country, where
the slayer of game out of season ranks with the poacher
and vulpecide. With us, particularly in the case of men
living on the outskirts of civilization, game laws are felt as
a restraint, and are too irksome to be observed. They must
be taught that a respect for them will ultimately be a necessity of their own existence.
We had the pleasure a few
days since of a call from Mr. Wm. Eastland, of Peterborough, and Mr. J. W. Sheridan, formerly of the same
children of the men who shot at Creedmoor last week will
place, both gentlemen largely interested in the preservation
use their rifles, or what comments or inferences some fuof game.
We are informed by them that the Canadian
ture writer in the Forest and Stream will record, but rifle
Legislature, in order to prevent as much as possible the viomaking and rifle shooting will not, at least in the United lation of the laws induced by the prospect of a market on
States, remain at a standstill.
our side of the border, have given instructions to all their
Customs agents to refuse the customary export entry for
speculations
such
to
the
actual
match,
Returning from
all game or fish which may be offered for transportation,
the management on the whole was fairly good, but it might
have been improved. The fact is, that the National Rifle and to seize the same. This is one step in the right direction.
If our Government would issue similar instructions
Association has grown so fast and in such an unheard-of
way, that on grand occasions like the Fall meeting it be- 'to its Customs officers, the practice of rinding a market for
comes rather unmanageable. Though the shooting element illegally killed fish and game could be effectually prevented
as between the two countries.
is admirable as to order and deportment, it wants puncThere are doubtless innumerable instances of game being
Rules, and very positive ones, ought to be made
tuality.
through ignorance of the laws a wretched excuse,
killed
and enacted as to the scoring of the competitors at the
facility is now offered for procuring the informaevery
as
in
the
champion
shoots
match,
if
he
Mr.
A-,
matches.
ought not only to have the day of the match indicated to tion, which should be the sportsman's first object on starting on an expedition, particularly if it be to a State other
him, but should be instructed to be present at a fixed hour
than his own. A case in point is now under our observapresent
then
he
Mr.
is
not
ought
If
A.
to
to take his turn.
A good many of the matches weie run one t'on, We published recently an account of a trip to Maine
lose his entry.
One or two men late in written by a gentleman who probably had nothing further
into another, causing confusion.

Philadelphia; Star vs. Chelsea, at Brookly n.

vs.

his

difference,

is this

tration of the

game laws

in

—

CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COM-

Monday, October 11th.—Base ball—Alaska

all in

of Resolute vs. Vesta

Wednesday, October 13th.— Trotting

Obituary— "The Old Shekakry."— The

death of

a

gentleman so well known as a writer on sporting subjects,
and as a traveler, as was the late Major Henry A. Leveson,
deserves nolice and a slight tribute to his memory, even on
There are few who take an interest
this side of the water.
forest
and field, who have not read with
the
in the sports of
of wild eastern life and the
sketches
graphic
the
delight
killing of big game, from the pen of "The Old Shekarry."
"The Camp Fire," "The Hunting Grounds of the Old
World," and "Forest and Field," are books read wherever
the English language is spoken. Major Leveson served
with great distinction throughout the Crimean war and
was several times severely wounded. His graphic sketches
of sporting incidents will be sadly missed from the pages
of periodicals to which he was a frequent contributor, and
the public, as well as the large circle of friends by whom

he was loved for his personal worth, will mourn his loss.
Major Leveson, who died recently at Brighton, England,
in his forty-eighth year, was a sportsman in the true sense of
the world-, not killing for the sake of slaughter, but preferring contests with the larger and more dangerous game,
such as "Rogue" elephants, and man-eating tigers. He
shall all
was also a valuable contributor to science.
sadly miss "The Old Shekarry."

We

and adjudging them should be delegated to a
officers, who should be always on the
ground ready to solve all mooted questions. Capt. Story
was indefatigable in his duties in the statistical department,
assisted at times by Gen. Woodward, but had there been
at least four able clerks to help these gentlemen it would
have not been more than sufficient to give the results.
to protests

selected

body of

There is a very unfortunate clause in the rules regulating
the officers of the National Rifle Association which precludes any of them from being paid for their services. If
a feeling of devotion to the military interests of the country, and a pride in the honorable positions of President,
Vice President, or Director of the N. R. A. might prevent
any of the incumbents from being salaried, some executive
officer who does the every-day work should be paid, and

handsomely, too. What is everybody's work is generally
nobody's work, though in the N. R. A. there has been an
immense amount of very hard drudgery accomplished by
every officer, often at a great sacrifice of time and money.
In fact, with them all it has been a labor of love. We
trust those leading gentlemen who have given us our Creedmoor, and have originated systematic rifle shooting in the
United States, will see that it is to their interests to have
this clause about giving a salary to some executive officer
inserted in their privileges, and then, if all things do not
move as smoothly as they should, we may at least have
somebody whom we can hold responsible, To Gen. Pakin

from intention than a violation of the game laws of that
Yet he nevertheless killed caribou in the month of
State.
September, and boldly published it over his own sigj
nature, notwithstanding the fact that

it

is

illegal to

kill

caribou before the 1st of October. The publication of -the
article in question has brought forth a letter from a leading
citizen of Maine, noted also as being devoted to the preservation of game, and a gentleman of high scientific attainments. We do not feel at liberty to publish the letter
in full, but the sentiments expressed are so admirable, and
the case so well put, that we cannot refrain from printing
a portion of it
:

in this world by education or property are influensame ratio are they responsible to society for the example
The greatest obstacle that I have met in this State in my own

"As men's positions
tial,

in the

they set.
pergonal experincee to the enforcement of our game laws is, the continual cry that we want to preserve ihe game for the rich, etc. Guides
themselves have told me that when they state to their employers lhatto
you
kill this or that game is against the law, the reply is, "O, we'll hold
blameless, and pay all expenses if it is found out." In many cases these
very men, thus inciting our guides to commit a crime, are the very men
who cry out loudest for the severe punishment of poachers, and for the
State
better protection of e;arae. These are the men who come to our
men
and slaughter our trout by tons and call it sport. These are the
who boast that they made a bag or creel of 50, or 100, or 500. A good
sportsman kills his brace of two or four, pound fishes, or as many as ni3
brave
needs require, then casts all back. Your true sportsman, like your
We must establish a
soldier, is never a braggart of the number killed.
good healthy public opinion in sporting matters. We must discounteare
nance these raids over the border by outsiders, who, when at home,
beyond our jurisdiction. They are welcome to take our game «P°
wi
equal terms with ourselves, but they must not corrupt our guides
own ac s
their money and their example, and then seek safety from their
exby flying over the border. Of what possible use are our State laws,
cepting to place Maine sportsmen at a disadvantage, under the influen
and example of such sportsmen as the party alluded to?"

Our correspondent further suggests

that as a graceful

ac

of the

the killer of the caribou pay over to the Governor
killed,
State the full penalty for every deer or caribou

money

to

the

be devoted to charitable objects.

We have received another letter relating to

no
a subject

in
the probable extinction of deer
sngge^
Wales'
Adirondacks, and we cordially indorse Mr.
for a o
tion that the deer should be closely protected

less

important, viz.

:

andm
years, until they- have had opportunity to increase
a str
where
There is no section of the country
tiply.
enforcement of the game laws is of more importance
should be
the Adirondack region, and special officers
andprosec
pointed whose sole duty would be to prevent

P

,

—

—

—

—

—

—

FOREST AND STREAM.
infringements of the laws.

Wales

to the

We are glad to

band of game protectors

TWENTT-SECOND REGIMENT.

welcome Mr.
Privat e

Department of Docks, New York,

Oct.

2, 1875.

1 am not a sportsman, therefore I cannot make any valuable contribution to the stock of knowledge that will interest that large class of our
citizens who find health-giving recreation in our woods and streams.
I feel, however, a deep interest in the preservation of the fish and game,

which seems to be rapidly disappearing for want, possibly, of a vigorous
and intelligent enforcement of the game laws. My first visit to the Adirondacks was made this Summer. This whole region abounds in lakes
and weird streams, which in the past more than now abundantly rewarded the rod and the reel. I find that a good fisherman prefers to
sport for the bass, a very "gamy fish," but the vield is not large, and is
evidently growing les s every year. One cause for this scarcity was suggested to me, viz. the wicked practice among the residents along the
lakes and streams, of shooting for food the spawning bass as she lays on
the shore, thus ruthlessly destroying millions of young, and effectually
draining the lakes of this most delicious fish. There may be a law
aeainst this murderous business; if not, there surely ought to be one,

—
The Autumn Meeting

op the Rifle Association.—

Tuesday, the 28th September the opening contest took
place with the Judd Match: Conditions, weapon, any military rifle; distance, 200 yards; position, standing; rounds,
seven; entrance fee, $1.00, open to all members of the As-

On

S.

H. Wales.

of Wars.— From each direction,
and west of us, the black clouol of _war seems to 'be
looming upon the horizon. It would puzzle a Philadelphia lawyer to decide the questions arising out of the
Herzegovina difficulties. The simpliest explanation is that
those provinces, envious of the greater freedom enjoyed by
the semi-independent principalities, Montenegro, Roumania, and Servia, are anxious to cast off the Turkish yoke
and strike out for themselves. Turkey has so long acted
as the balance pole of Europe that her upsetting would reNot the least unpleasant
sult in a general scrimmage.
feature of the affair is the fact that she has succeeded in

Wars and Rumors

east

Name.
E.

4445

F. Edmundstone
J. A. Gee
F. H. Holton
LeBoutiliier
B. Frothingham
!
C. Smith

4354445
4 4 4 4 4 4 4
4444444
3444445

W.J.

4 4 4 4 4 3 5

John Waydell
J.
J.

Oliver

W.

.4445344
4454344
3 4 44 444

H. H. Meday
T. Duke
E. H. Sanford

Joseph Holland

W.

T. Everett

J.
.

I.

W.

C. Clarke

Mandeviile
E. H. Sanford
S.

A

disastrous to the peace of

J. L. Allen

4345554

William Beavan
T. J. Fagan
T W. Linton

5 5 5 4 3 4 4
3 5 4 5 5 5 3
5 4 4 4 4 4 4

E. S.

D.
J.

4344545

fcJrowe

Pinney
Bodine

4 4 5 4 3 5 4
4 4 4 5 5 3 4
5 5

C.

44434

E. H. Madison...J.

....5444453

Le Boutillier

M. A. Wilkes

5 4 5 4 4 4 3

Cavalry Match — Open

New

N. G. of the State of

distance 200 yards; position, standseven; weapon, Remington breech loading
carbine, State model, using carbine ammunition; trigger
Eleven prizes, value
pull not less than six pounds.

sharp-tails, a magnificent member of the grouse family.
Yesterday in three consecutive shots I killed, first, a sharptail, then a pinnated, and lastly a ruffed grouse, all fullsized, plump birds, and as they were shot clean and retrieved without rumpling a feather, how I wish I could
have laid them on the office table for your inspection. One
of the great drawbacks to this shooting is our inability to
get the game to our distant friends, but we have the comfort of knowing that none is allowed to spoil on our hands.
You would be astonished to see the consumption of sharptailed b}^
friends before alluded to.
You know I am
a very delicate young man, and of small dimensions, but
they "do say that I can get through with a two-pound grouse
in less time than most older and larger men.
have now hanging in a cool nlace about seventy-five
birds of the three varieties of grouse, which will be sent to
our friends at Milwaukee, Chicago, and other places not
more distant.
start to-morrow for Lake Koshkenong,
where we will shoot snipe and ducks a few days. While
shooting among the bluffs yesterday, near Beef River, we
encountered a bear. Bears, you know, are proverbally impolite, and that fellow was not an exception, for, instead
of politely waiting until we could shoot him, he very impolitely and unceremoniously 'got up and got,' and with
very little order as to his going. It was not a smooth 2:20
gait he traveled, but a most awkward three-minute "lick."
After seeing him I was a little cautious in turning sharp
corners lest I might come rather too near some of his relatives.
Mr. Theo. Morford left us at Milwaukee and ran out
to St. Paul with the view of shooting with Mr. Shipman

my

We

We

over the famous setter Joe."

[A description of the sharp-tailed grouse, a bird but too
known, will be found under the head of Natural His-

little

tory.—Ed.]

The Colleges. — The

receipt of our college exchanges
advises us that the college year has recommenced.
The
Yale Record, Harvard Advocate and Crimson, Trinity Tablet,
Amherst titudent, and others, are once more on our table.
The pages of the first issue are largely devoted to resumes
of the late inter-collegiate race at Saratoga, and Cornell is
freely awarded the palm of victory.
judge from the
indications thus far exhibited that boating and athletics
generally will receive a large share of attention during the
coming collegiate Tear.

We

4
2
3
3
2

2 4 4 3
3 5 4 3
4 3 4 3
2 4 3
3 4 2 4

445 3244

Private Sheldon
Private Warner
Corporal Benson
Serg-ant Wellington
Private Ames

3 3 3 2 5 4 4
4 4 4 5
3 3
4 4 3 3 4
2

26
24
23
20

2

19

3 4 4 3 3

numbered twenty, valued at $480, out of which
went to teams making the highest scores,
and the remaining seventeen were awarded to the best in-

The

4 3
4 4
4 5
3 4

4 4 3 4-3
3 4 3 33
3 3
4 5
2 4 4 4 2
2 2 3 2 4

25
24
24
23

109

:

INDIVIDUAL SCORES.
Score.
Name.
4 4 4 4 4
H. Freer, Third Regiment
4 2 4 4 3
M. B. Nicholson, Yates Dragoons
4 4 5 3 2
G. Sheldon, Twenty -fourth Brigade
3
4

3

4

4
3
2

3
3

5

4
4
2
3

3
3
5

2

3

Total.
27
26
4
26
25
4

54
4
13
3

3

24

4

4
4

24
24

4

In connection with the prizes awarded to winners in the
foregoing matches a prize was awarded by the Second DiThis
vision staff to the troop making the highest score.
was won by the Separate Troop of the Fifth Brigade on a
This concluded
score of 96 out of a possible 125 points.
the programme of the day weather fine, wind quiet.
Wednesday, Sept. 29.— Second Division National
Guard Match. Conditions, open to teams of twelve
from each regiment or battalion of infantry in the
First Division of the State National Guard; weapon,
the regulation military rifle; distances, 200 and 500
yards, five shots at each range; position, standing at
200 yards and any at 500. There are four prizes for teams
making the highest aggregate scores, and twenty-one
prizes for the highest individual scores— altogether twentyfive prizes, valued at $550. There were-nineteam entries:—

—

—

SEVENTH REGIMENT.
200 Yds.
.....20

Name.
Corporal Sanford
Corporal Hinron
Sergeant Le Boutillier....
Corporal Gardner
Sergeant Price
Private Gardner
Sergeant French
Private Scrymser.,.

Total

r

„

:

FIRST DIVISION TEAM TOTALS.
Score.
Regiment.
Regiment.
Seventh Regiment
447 Sixty-ninth Regiment
42P Seventv-nrst Regiment
Twelfth Regiment
438 Eighty-fourth
Twenty-second Regiment
Seventy-ninth Regiment
415 Ninth Regiment
Eighth Regiment
379
SECOND DIVISION TEAM TOTALS.
414 Fourteen th^R^sriment
Twenty-third Regiment
4^51 Thirteenth Regiment
Forty-seventh Regiment..
Thirty-second Regiment

19

17
17
18.-

18
19
.20

,..,....

500 Yds.
24
24
22
22
20
19
18
17

Totals.

44
43
39
39
38
37
37

37
447

Score.
372

370
306
303

332
283
209

Regiment

338 Fifteenth

INDIVIDUAL PRIZES.
Score.
Nhme.
43 Captain Bradley, 4?tli

Name.

42lDrnm Maior Beavan, 23d

T. Limb, Jr., 47th
Covvperthwaite. 23d
Corporal Stearns. 23d
F. H. Holton, 23d

38'Captain Lntss, 37th
38 •I. J. Hinrichs, 47th

J.

C

Score.
36
39
36
35
35
35

I

Bariow,23d regt

J. K.

38 M. King. 14th
38 L. Strong, 13th
38',S. E. Condon, 47th
38|Corporal Corry, Hth

Pinney, 23d.

34

34

37|

30.

— Third day of

York

State Match; conditions,

Guard

of the State of

individual scores:
Team.
Seventh Resiment
Twenty-third Regiment

13

Total

4
4

first

upen

New

the meeting,

New

York;

to te'ams

distances, 200

and 500

first two were silver trophies, one valued at
and the other at $125; the third prize was a
medal, and the fourth a silver trophy. The above
team prizes, to this were added twenty-five prizes for

Last year better shooting was done, the total of the winning team having been 123 made by F. troop Third
calvary

A. T. Dicker, W. G. T
H. B. Kelsey, W. G. T
W. Wagner, Twenty-fourth Brigade
D. Lackeman, Fifth Brigade

prizes

the three

The

WASHINGTON GREY TROOP.
Lieutenant Decker
Sergeant Kelsey
Sergeant Puller
Sergeant McHugh
Sergeant Wilson

to

yards; position, standing at 200, any at 500; weapon, Remington rifle, State model; five rounds at each distance; entrance fee, $1 each man; thirty prizes, value, $1,142 50.

112

Total

38

38
38
38

of twelve
from each regiment or battalion of infantry of the National

SEPARATE TROOP, 24TH BRIGADE.
.

..-88

in the

Thursday, Sept.

112

Total....

38

'flvateE. II. Madison. 12th..
Sergeant J. L. Price, 7th
Captain Dutch. 79th
Private J. Manner, 23d
W. Robertson, 79th

teams from each regiment or battalion of infantry
Second Division; weapons the regulation military
200 and 500 yards; five rounds at each
rifle; Distances
range; position, standing at 200, and any at 500 yards; enThere were six teams entered.
trance fee $1 each man.

open

D.

26
23
23
21
19

5 4

2 4
3 3
4 5
4

8Hi
G. A. Banta, 12th
Lieut. J. A. Gee. 8th

12th.. 39

U. G. Brown, 47th
Adjt. Frothingham, 23d
P. Baekhofen, 47th

SCORES.

Captain Auer
Private Decoy
Lieutenant Amer
Private Kelly

W. H. Murphy,

39
39
38

W. Ben van s,

I

teams of five of any troops of
York. Men to be in uniform
to

Sergeant. Nicholson

.

Second Division National Guard Match.— Conditions,

prizes

YATES DRAGOONS.

Horace Smith, our Field and Kennel Editor, writes us from
Augusta, Eau Claire county, Wis., September 26th:—
"Our party, comprising Mr. Whitman, of Chicago; Mr.
J. J. Seitzinger, of Philadelphia; Mr. J. S. Ross, of Milwaukee, are having excellent sport, yet neither the sharptailed or pinnated grouse are as abundant as I found them
hereabout two years ago. Still there are enough to afford
most capital sport, as by shooting five or six hours per day
we can bag from twelve to fifteen birds to each gun, mostly

Adjutant

Score.
39

Sergeant T. J. Dolan 1 2th
Private M. Cochrane, 12th

by the Forty-seventh with 405, the third
by the Thirty-second with 338. The following table
will give in a comprehensive form the totals of the team
scores of the 1st and 2d Divisions with the individual

ing; rounds,

--

The

Name.

Score
Name.
44
Corporal Sanford, 7th regt
12th..
43
Cipt. J. T. Van^ensslaer.
43
Corporal T. W. Linton. 7th
43
Lieutenant Waydell, 22d
41
Private W. Boorman 22d
41
22d
Jacobs,
BSergeant J.
41
Private A. J. Berrien, Jr.. 22d
40
Captain Munro. 79th
39
Sergeant J. LeBoutellier. 7th
39
Corporal F. S. Gardner. 7th

(full dress or fatigue);

The "Squire" on Short-tailed Grouse. — "Squire"

438

•

a total of 415.

prize

30
36
30
30
30
30
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

444

4 45 5
5 4 5 3 4 4 5

McGlensey

38
37
37

of 414, the second

31
31
31
30

4544454

S. Loomis
L. H. Greve

J.

J.

31

5 44
:5 4 4 4 4 4 5

18
19
17

dividual scores in the competing regiments, according to
the men's order of merit.
The first prize was won by the Twenty-third with a score

31

55 44

T. S. Dakin....
J. E. Stetson

38

38

18

,

Total.
32

545454

F.Backofer

21

20

petition are as follows:

SCOPES.
5 5
5 4 4 4 5 4 5
4 4 5 5 5 4 4
5 4 4 4 5 4 4
4

20

18
20

lower range
Twelfth having
Twenty-second
the
while
prize,
second
the
accorded
were
wins the third prize. The individual prizes in this com-

Last year at the Autumn contest, owing to very
adverse circumstances, the first prize in the Judd Match
was won with 23. Mr. Joseph Mason's score of 30 in a
We are more than pleaspossible 35, is a handsome total.
ed that Canada carries home a token of her prowess.
Short Range Match —Conditions, open to all-comers;
weapon, any rifle; distance, 200 yards; seven rounds; posiTwenty prizes, value
tion, standing; entrance fee, $1.

Score.

19
17

recorded a higher total at the

winners.

45 454

19

Total

In the ties on 29, Mr. Gee made the best shot, and for
On the tie
the 28 score Mr. Frothingham took precedence.
of 27 Mr. Smith took the eighteenth place on the list of

Name.
T. R Murphy

24

20

:.

43
39
39

19

20

The Seventy-ninth Regiment made

2?
27
27
27

3 4 4 4 4 4 4
3 4 4 4 4 4 4
4 3 4 4 4 4 4

A. Smith

...438

Captain Van Rensealear
Sergeant Dolan
Adjutant Murphy

Captain Reddy
Captain Smith

28
28
28
28
28
28
28

4 4
3 5 3 5 4 4 4
4 4 5 3 4 4 4

R. Vail

21
19
19
18
16

-.

Private Banta
Private Madison
Private Van Husen

29
26
28
28

344 54

G. H. Pettit
T.J. Dolen.'

anxiety of her creditors to preserve peace.
very pretty quarrel has also arisen between China and
England, the results of which, if declared, would be no less

•

Browe

S.

W.

22*

TWELFTH REGIMENT.

Total.
30
30
30
29
29

Score.
4 5 4 4 4 5 4
4 5 4 5 4 4 4
i 4 4 5 5 5 3
4 44
4 4 4 5 4 4 4
4 4 15 4 4 4

,

Total

prizes, value $183:
scores.

Joseph Mason
W. Robertson

contracting a very respectable debt, the loss of which
would shake European financial circles as much as her disHence the
memberment would the political world.

Europe than in the case just
mentioned. The struggle for dominion and Empire in the
far East, west to us, is between Russia and England, while
Prussia looks suspiciously upon the increase in territory of
those powers. But setting aside that view of the question,
although a war could but result ultimately in the success
of the English, it would not be the child's play of former
contests.
The most inveterate enemy of foreigners, LiHung-Uhang, is now in power. He it was who planted himself doggedly before Nanking and moved not until he had recaptured that city and trodden out the great Taeping rebellion; who used the foreign soldiers loaned him as officers
and drill masters, as mechanics and experts, until they had
fashioned him an army and built him fortresses and guns,
and then cast them off. Our own interests centre more in
the result of the China affair than they possibly can in the

Twenty

sociation.

with severe penalties rigorously enforced.
Another branch of this subject interests me deeply, and that is the
gradual disappearance of the deer from the Adirondack forests. This
ought not to be allowed to go on. I should have no pleasure myself in
the killing of one of these beautiful creatures, especially after be has
been forced from his woody cover to find shelter in the lake. The State,
for the protection of the waters of the Hudson, wisely proposes to make
Now, why not for a time at least reof this region a great reservation.
serve the deer and allow them "to increase and multiply?" Will you
not give emphasis to these somewhat crude suggestions, and oblige, re-

-^.*~

f

43
41
41
41
38
36
36

22

21
19
20
22
... 19
18
20

Boorman

Sergeant Jacobs
Private Berrien
Private Wagner
Captain Briggs
Private Greve

CREEDMOOR.
_
_

:

spectfully yours,

—

Lientennnt Waydell

:

Editor Forest and Stream.—

Turkish imbroglio,

137

Name.

Totals.!

Team.

451|Twelfth Regiment
446! Seventy-ninth Regiment
INDIVIDUAL PRIZES.
Score.

Captain Briggs. 22d regiment
M. J. Beaman. 9th
J. W. Gardner, 7th
J. Covvperthwaite, 23d
Captain Reddy, 12th
Captain J. J. O'Kelly, 69th
Corporal Davis. 84th
Private Pyle, 79th
Dri^haur. 19lh
Captain Bradley, 47th
Ord. Sergeant Ferris, 22d
Lieutenant Waydell, 22d

De Forest, 23d

Name.

$500
gold

were
best

Totals.
435
434

Score.

Vannett, 79th regiment
43 Adjutant, Frothingham, 23d
41 Lieut.

42
Feeley, 69th
42 Corporal Sanford, 7th
42! Captain Barker, 8'h
42|Lieut. Col. Lindley, 21st
42 Adjutant Murphy. 12th
42 Sergeant Le Boutellier, 7th
4l'Sergeant Deyo, 21st
41 ILieutenant Hofele, 8th
41 Captain Coleman, 19th...
41 Sergeant Oliver, 23d
41|Lieut. Edmundstone, 79th

41
41
41
41

40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40

Army and Navy Journal Match. — Conditions,
to one

open
team from each State and Territory of the United

men chosen in such manner as
be prescribed by the military authorities of such State
or Territory from any one or more of the regularly organized regiments, battalions or companies of uniformed militia; distance,
200, 400 and 600 yards; position, at 200
yards, standing; 400 yards, kneeling; and 600 yards, any;
weapon, the authorized military rifle in use by the National Guard of the State or Territory which the team represents.
In cases where the State has adopted no particular model, (which must be certified by the Adjutant-General), the team will be allowed to use the rifle in use by the
regular army of the United States, or by the uniformed
States, consisting of twelve

shall

Rounds, ten each distance.
militia of any other State.
There were fifteen entries for this interesting match, a
team of United States Infantry and one from the engineers competing with the militia, but the regulars were
very badly beaten, taking a very low position as marksmen, not perhaps from any fault in their arms, but because
they were not as familiar with the use of the weapon in
shooting as our citizen soldiers. The first
by the second Connecticut with a score of

prize

was won

306, the second

—

——— — —

.

by the Twenty- third of Brooklyn with 304, and the
by the Forty-eighth with 302, Last year the Seventh
Regiment with 247 carried off: the Army and Navy Journal
prize.
Though an improvement over last year, this important match ought to bring out a bigger total. The
prize
third

Connecticut second deserves the highest compliments for
having secured the prize. Gentlemen of the National
Guard hailing from New York will have to look to their
:

INDIVIDUAL PRIZES.

Name.
Captain Curtis, 48th regiment.
Corporal A lien, 23d, .
Corp. La Barnes, 2(1 Conn
.

'

"

Ser.'^t

.

,

FOREST AND STREAM.

138

laurels

——

Barrett, 1st

Conn

Private Robertson. 79th N.
Sergeant Bu rto-n, 48th
Jones, 2d Conn
Laycraft, 71st N. Y.
Sergt. Smith, N. Y. Eug

Score.
33
32
32
32

Y

Name.
Barlow, 83d

m

Clark, 8th

3B

32 Sergeant Boauman, 9th
31 Bntium, 1st Conn
31 Sergt, Jacobs, 22d
31 Drii ui Major Beavan,
31
.

2M

Laflin and Rand Match.
any State

30
30
30
k9

N Y

.

— Conditions,

Army and Navy and

bers of the

Score.
80
30

Mnvphy. 12th
Captain Smi th, t'Sth
Adjutant,

in the Union,

iiad the misfortune of bringing out no end of protests,
though as a counterbalance to this, the marksmanship was
excellent.
It was won by Mr. Bruce, of the Turf, Field
and Farm, in a most creditable wa}*-. Such is the advance

Mr. John A. Nichols, of
Syrac "^
the shortest string, 9f inches, and was
award 1
first prize; Mr. Charles Frazier, of Syracuse,
won the
ond prize; Mr. H. V. Perry, of Jamestown, the

day that journalists sometimes are representative marksmen, Mr. Bruce having been one of the
American team. Conditions: open only to bona -fide representative employes of any newspaper or periodical;
weapon, any rifle; distance, 500 yards; position, any;
rounds, seven. There were ten prizes altogether. The

Mr.

of civilization to

following

Winners.
prize— L.

Score
Score.
Winners.
30
Turj\
9th prize—I). F. Acker
34 7th prize— W. H. Murphy, Eoe-

Bruce,

C.

1st

Fi<M and Farm

V

open to memGuard from

of the National

Rifle

Association and of the Amateur Rifle Club, excepting only
the team that shot in the international match last
year or the team that shot this year in Ireland; breech loading military rifles only, excluding the special model. No
ammunition to exceed 75 grains of powder, nor more than
480 grains lead; distances, 200 and 500 yards; ten shots at

members ot

each range; position, standing at 200, and any at 500. The
prizes, first, a gold medal, a silver, and third, a bronze
medal. The following are the winners out of 180 contestants:
W. S. Oliver, Twenty-third regiment, Brooklyn, 80;
W\ A. French, Seventh regiment, New York, 84; Captain
W. C. Clarke,- Seventy -ninth regiment, New York, 82.

39
Canflelcl, Jr.... 33
2d prize— A.
ning Mail
3d prize—1) Cameron
31 Sth prize— ,T. E. Whitley, World.29
4th prize— W. Robertson
31 9th prize— J. 1. C. Clark, Herald. ..29
5th prize— Thomas Lloyd, Har10i,h prize— W. II. Clark, jSun

—

one, with a rather strong but steady

fine

from VIII

.

—

distance 500 and 600 yards; seven shots at each range; poCompetitors using rifles
sition, any, without artificial rest.
other than, military, to allow those using this class of
weapons of .50 calibre, seven points, and all military rifles

Those using military rifles of
of less calibre, three points.
than .50 calibre to allow those using rifles of that
bore five points. Twenty-one prizes, valued at $490.

less

There were 137 entries. Consequent to the handicapping, the
match were not published on the day of the

results- of this

We

are enabled, however, to give the following
shooting.
list:—
as the correct
THE PKIZE LIST.
Yards.
Yards.
Name.
200
600 Total
600 Total.
200
03 J. S. Conhn....:-<2
31
34
63
31
Anderson
A.
33
61 L. Uciger
30
63
30
31
W. CI irk
Swan
34
67
&.
S.
29
33
63
34
II. S. Jewell
6'
T. J. liabbatte..30
32
33
62
34
Bruce
L.
ti2
32
66 (J. W. Coleman.. 30
32
34
Karhboiie
31
31
66 11. Fulton
31
62
J. T. 13. Collins. 35
II. San ford.... 31
31
E
62
65
31
34
M. Fislier
2>j
Raymond.... -33
62
6a H.
SO
B. Farwell..35
30
32
04 ff. Hyde
62
32
33
A. J. Roux.
Schneelock
Lto
30
O
23
64
53
31
33
G. W. Yale
01
30
34
li. C.Cokman
I

wind blowing

attracted a great

Couditions: weapon, any rifle or rifles;
distance, 200, 600 and .1,000 yards; ten rounds at each
range; position, standing at 200 yards, and any, without
artificial rest, at the other two ranges; entrance fee, $2;
ten prizes'.
The first three were the grand gold, silver
and bronze medals of the National Rifle Association, and
the remaining seven were made up of various sums of
There were
money, amounting in the aggregate to
35.
THE riUZE
Names.
II.

R. C
li.

.

Mason
Coleman

Bruce

C.

Yds.
42
40
47
44
48
44
43
40
43
42

37
45
38
41
42
37

F.J.Rabbath
F. Hyde
A. Anderson
II. S. Jewell
W. B. Farwell
W, S. Mandeville

3(3

42

•

42

1000 Yds.
47
43

Total.
131
120
123
122
120
119
118
117
117
117

41

40
31

33
38
35
32
33

Major Fulton's score, 181, is a fine one, the 47 at 1,000
yards showiug this accomplished marksman's powers. The
scoring of all the men might have been higher, had it not
been for the late? hour when the match was concluded,
which made the buts obscure.
Long Range Match. Conditions: weapon, any rifle;
distances, 800 and 1,000 yards: ten shots at each distance;
any position:

—

Yards.

Yards.

Name.

.40

1000
43
39
42
36

45

3!>

43

'At

George Crouch. .43
A. V. Canfield,Jr.45

3(5

Sanford.... 44

30

800

R. C. Coleman.... 41

Win Robertson
FMI>de
Henry Fnlton.
A, Anderson
L. Weber

.

17

.

43
.

E.

11.

Consolation Match.
to all

members

Name.

T'tll

801)

87 R. Rath bone
8o G. W. Yale
85 b\ J.

45

42

loOO
33
30

Robbeth. ..32

4

85 J. S. Con "in
84 L. Geiger
8i L C. Bruce
81 A. S. Swan

— Conditions:

the

I

33
30
30
34
34
31

43
44
43
as
44
81 II. Fisher
80 J. T. B. Collins.. 36

89

.

^
^

w'i^

Secretar^"

T^

'

W.

S. Barnum. Syracuse.. 27
A. Nichols, Syracuse.
3S

a.

W.

Jnche:

S'
?K
|-

Fowler,Croton Falls
ly
5-16 John Shout Syracuse
C Frazier, Syracuse
29 3-16
York
M. Wilbur,
30 10-16 M. Hatch. Syracuse. '
II. D.Warner, Kidgway, Fa. 31 1-16 II. V. Ferry, Jainestowu"^
York.. 33 4-16
J. Williamson,
.

.

New

Mr. L.

J.

^t*H

New
Peck acted

as judge.

On

Thursday, the third and last day, the "shoot for
silver challenge cup was to have come off, but owinc? jqA
high wind it was deferred until the Spring meeting
of
association.
A contest for one of Malcomb's celebrate
rifle telescopes took place, however, and several
shooter
Mr. 31. Wilbur won the telescope, and
participated.
the
following gentlemen won money prizes in the sweepstakes
tl

1

which followed:
A.Iiibbard.CanibMg'pt^Mass.ST 7-16! A. Warner, Ridgway. Pa
J. A. Nichols, Syracuse.
34 MtijW. S. Barnum. Syracuse!'
.

T'tl
79

78
76
?£
74
73
72
6R
68

-^

'

<

.

-,

33i-

The next semi-annual tournament will be held next
The attendance at the first tournament was not
very large, but otherwise it was a decided success.
Spring.

— On

LIST.

200 Yds.
42

Fulton.......

J osepb

third

Barnum,

S.

gold medal, same distance and same restrictions
a
Tuesday. The following were the best strings
made
by the contestants:
Name.
Inches.
Name.

thirty-nine entries:

.

which the team represents.
It was pretty much of a walk over, the Connecticut
team giving in after the contest at the shorter range, New
York having made 823, their adversaries G38. Of course
the Connecticut men took the second prize, which they deserved for having formed the only representative team.
Fjriday Oct. 1st. This, the fourth day of the Autumn
The wind was blustering
contest, was a disagreeable one.
and a heavy shower fell, which considerably disturbed the
shooting. The competition first in order was
The Mid Range Match.— Conditions: weapon, any rifle,

The champion match

IX.

to

a

deal of attention.

—

the best military shots in the State: Capt. Briggs, 22d Reg.;
Gardner, 7th Reg.; Davis, 84th; Sanford, 7th; Frothingham, 23d; Pyle, 79th; Beavan, 9th; Cowpcrlhwaite, 23d;
Reddy, 12th; Waydcll, 22d; Jacobs, 23d; Robertson, 79th;
and as reserves, Messrs. O'Kelly, 09th; Bradley, 47th; FerConditions, open to teams
ris, 22d, and De Forest, 23d
of twelve from any State or Territory in the Union; distances, 200, 400 and GOO yards; position, standing at 200,
kneeling at 400, and any at 600; ten rounds at each range;
weapon, the authorized military arm used by the Stale

The Champion Match.— The day was

2.

W.

tl

30

October

^

of Syracuse, the fourth. On
day, the second day, occurred the shoot for the

.

—

Inter-State Match.' Only two teams, New York and
Connecticut entered, which fact is to be regretted. Next
year we hope to see every State represented, when the
Centennial match takes place. Col. Wingate as Captain
of the team had picked the following men as representing

made

J.

per's

and members of the National

Name.

the score:

is

weight of the gun.

Saturday, Oct.

2,

seventeen members of the

oke Rifle Club competed for the badge.

The

Holy,

following

are the scores, seven shots, 200 yards, standing, off-hand

Name.

E.

C .•Smith

A

M. linger

qa
:,'

'.'.!.".'."

K.„

McDonald

II.

A. Smith

"8
"(M

;

Suover

~

:

2? 11. E. Nash
27 G. Parker
25 R, Goodall
25 C W. Brown
24

Henry White
J.

:

Score.

a
31 Sidney
Chapman.
29 D. H." Smith
28 B. A. Whiting
27 li. Rodes

A. Knight
W. J. Bishop
J. L. Mercier
.

.^m%

Score.

in

J

'."..""."'..W

J5

i

.

.....U

The same members competed for the B. and B. Cup on
same day, fit teen shots each, at 200 and 400 yards,
Creedmoor regulations. This cup, which is valued at $50,
the

was won by W. J. Bishop on a total of 131 out of a possi150-68 at 200 yards, and G8 at 400 yards. The day
was very windy, which bothered the boys considerable. S.
The Fokust and Stream Badges.— The first competition
for the new badge presented by this paper will be sliotat Conlin's gallery, 980 Broadway this evening.
The conditions
have been somewhat altered since the last badge was shot
for.
There will now be butten shots each at a Wimbleble

match was open
and com-

of the National Rifle Association

petitors in the foregoing matches, but excluding

all win500 yards; weapon, any military
rifle; position, any; number of rounds, seven; entrance
fee, $1; competitors using military rifles of less than .50
to allow those using rifles of that calibre three points.

ners therein; distance,

1

,

Fifteen prizes

.

the
A.

msT.

raizis

Score.
Name.
28 W.J. A. McGrath
27 13. A. Collins
27 W. S. Smith
26 VV Ferchlembnrg
20JJ B. Holland
26 F. E. Scrymser
26 B. Burton

Name.

Wood

Buckley
Bettenhausen
J. Cavanagh
W. E. Droge
W. Lindsay
F. F. Millen.
T. M, Henderson
J.
J.

Score.
25
25
27
24
24
24
26

.

. .

26|

On

the evening of Saturday, the State Arsenal was crowded'by the riflemen who were in attendance to receive their
prizes. Major-General Shaler presided, and the Hon, W. D.

Judd and
numerous

Col.

"Wingate addressed the assemblage.

trophies were tastefully

displayed,

The

and were

don

target reduced to scale to correspond with the 200 yardi
The distance is 110 feet, and the scoring will not

range.

be by measurement as heretofore, but by the Wimbledon

The best score will secure principal badge, the best
score of centres the second, and the best score of inners
code.

1

C

E

W

.

.

shot for, or concluded from the
Conditions: to be shot for by any team
of twelve in the National Guard of th State of New
York; weapon, any military ride; distance, 500 yards;
position, any; seven rounds; first prize to the regiment
whose team makes the highest score, Gatlin gun, presented

The Gatlin Match was

day before.

To be
the Gatlin Gun Company, valued at $2,00*0.
twice (not necessarily consecutively) before becoming
held for the year
the winner's property. The gun to be
is now held by the Twelfth RegiIt
corps.
winning
the

by

won

by
ment N- G.

There are
S. N. Y., which won it last year.
twenty-one prizes in all the first three team prizes, the
seventeen others money prizes:—

—

THE PRIZE

LIST.

Regiment.
.317 3 missjTwelfth Regt
rv*i nrv-second Regt.
levSy-ninth liegt....317 5 miss|Seventa Regt
INDIVIDUAL PKIZES.
Totals

RnmmpTir

.

Totals,

I

309
309

. .

•vromo

Smith,
EB
Private G. Williams,

W

Name.
Score.
33 J. L. Price,
|

12tlx

regiment
7lst

..
Greve, 22d.
Sergt. J S Burton, 48th
Captain E. A. Perry, 47th.
Robertson, 70th
Private
A. Pyle, 79th
79th
Stevenson,
W.
F. H. Holton, 29th

D.

.

.

.

.

Last year the best scores

Score.

7% regiment

31

dj Lieut.

Edmundstone, 79th

31 Corp.

E. H. Sanford, 7th

30
...30
30
30

30
W. Boorman, 22d
Sergeant W. A. French, 7th.. ..40
30
32 C. A. Barton, 48ih
3,

g

.

.

W

.

3 miss
5 miss

Purine, 48th
|1 Private E.
31 Private J Munginzer
.

. .

31

made

for this

match were, by
194, and a score

the ?9th, 206, 22d, 196, and by the 12th,
of 25 took the first individual prize.
Tress Match. —This most interesting

match where

gentlemen attached to newspapers contest for the mastery,

distributed to the skillful ones, and so ended the

Creedmoor contest of 1875.
If any modifications occur, as
possible, they will

to prizes,

be reported in our next

which

is

Autumn

the third,

not im-

particulars can be obtained at the gallery.
with a cut of the principal badge.

issue.

— The Crouch Bullseye Match will be shot at Creedmoor
on Saturday next.
—A number of the members of the American Oil-hand
Rifle

at Union Hill target grounds on Friday.
those present were Mr. MacDonald, President of

Club were

Among

the club; Mr. Rathyen, Mr. Hellwig, Capt. Klein, tLe winner of the $1,000 prize at Baltimore last year, and Mr.

accomplished marksmen, who have
made splendid scores. Although the day was stormy the
shooting was far above the average, and great skill was
shown in handling the heavy rifles. The scores were as
follows: Mr. Rathyen, off-hand, 200 yards, made 210 out

Noone.

These are

all

—

Mr. Hellwig, 198; Capt. Klein,
Mr, Rathyen
197; Mr. MacDonald, 173; Mr. Noone, 171.
has made 225 out of 250, which is very remarkable. His
ten shots would make a string of but twenty-four inches,
which would give an average of 2 4-10 inches for each shot.
There are other members of the American Off-hand Team
who have fully equaled this shooting.
The Empire State Rifle Association Tournament.
The first semi-annual tournament of the Empire State Rifle
Association was held at Syracuse on Tuesday, Wednesday,
and Thursday of last week. The weather was, for the
most part, quite favorable, though the wind was considerably too strong for fine shooting. The tournament was to
have opened with a match between J. W. Fowler, of Croton
Falls, and H. V. Perry, of Jamestown, but the latter gentleman declined to shoot and paid his forfeit, $200. A general sweepstakes was held instead of the proposed match
with twenty entries, forty rods distance, no restriction as
of a possible 250 points;

—

to sight or rest,

odds being allowed in proportion to the

The competitions are open

A Merited

to every one.

We

Further
here-

give

Compliment.— F.

P. Fairbanks, Esq., Hi*
Secretary of the Amateur Club, lias been
presented with a handsome French clock, with appropriate
inscription, by the Amateur Club, as a token of their appreciation of his valuable services.

former

efficient

Resignation.— Major Fulton, so well known as the leading American rifleman, has resigned his position as Secretary of the
R. A. Very certainly the duties of tins
gentleman as the working officer of the association were
onerous to a degree, entailing a labor which was en31es3
and without remuneration. Practically and theoretically
to
all riflemen in the United States are largely indebted
take
Major Fulton.
are pleased to state that he will
a leading position in the well-known house of Messrs.

N

.

We

Remington

&

Sons.

Rifle Shooting at Easton, Pa.— The Greys, of Easton,
had their match last week. Distance, 200 yards; three shots;
9.
targets, old Creedmoor style.
F. A. Stitzer won with
the
making
Belgian Rifle Shooting.— While we were
riflemen
field at Creedmoor ring with our rifles, Belgian
were doing the same thing at Brussels on the occasion
ni
the Belgium Tir National. Their trigger pull is
pounds. Distances generally not over 225 metres;
245 yards; target, eliptical. We hope to see some
liege men here at the Centennial.

—The Amateur

about
ot

to t

Club have not yet replied
challenge of the Off-hand Club for a 200-yards matcft
o
reason of the delay is doubtless owing to the fact
niuc
recent Creedmoor meeting having occupied so
their attention.

Rifle

We shall

liminaries of this match.

the
doubtless soon hear of

^^
]

—

——

—

FOREST AND STREAM.
— General Dakin

lias

recently

made an

interesting extransportation upon rifle

periment testing the effect of
Previous to his departure for Ireland with the
shells.
American team he prepared some cartridges and carried
them over the entire route, some 8,000 miles. A few days
since he used some of these same cartridges in a match at
Creedmoor, making the following scores:—

444444 4 55
55555 555 5

S^ore at 200 yards, standing
500 yards..

4—42
5-50

Aggregate

92

139

went out on Onondaga Lake last week and brough
home eight teal duck and sixteen golden plover, which is

city

considered fair shooting for this region.

Wisconsin. — Mo

niello, Sept.

29.— Duck shooting

now

is

very important, as showing that if cartridges
carefully, made they will stand long jour
neys and variations of climate. It would be an interesting
experiment for some of our riflemen to load a number of
cartridges and test them occasionally through a series of
years until it was ascertained how long they would retain
their properties.
Above is General Dakin's target made on
the occasion referred to, with a Remington rifle.

To-day the Junior Gun Club held their annual match

Dundas

score:—

—

the 18th ult. they participated in the State Fair Shooting
Match against teams from the Stillwater and St. Paul
Clubs, and although they were third in the match, one of
their members, Mr. Reickman, made the best score of the
The following are the
day, killing all of his twelve birds.
scores
STILLWATER.
Score] Name.
Name.
Score.
George Watson
N. Castle

C. J. Bustlee

9i

Samuel

9| J.

Jucld

William Veazie
J

7
11

10 J. E. Carli

McCnsick

.

H.

10|

11

Simmons

J)

Total

70
ST. PAUL.
Score.
Name.

Name.

Score

I

William Goleher

10|Mr. Finch
7| Mr. Taylor
10 Mr. Larpeutour
lOJCal Uline

t

Mr. Slater
Mr. Baldwin
Dr.

11

10
10
9

1

Day

Name.

Score.

C. Shears
Crawford
Coen

1

11111100001111
Withdrawn.
1

1

1

1

Winstanley

7
12
7
8
13

1

Winfield

Total

mid %nn.

Callaghaii...

MacNabb
Messrs. Coen aud
..56

1

1

1

1

Name.
Score.i
lO'A. W. Reickman
11 A. O. Rami
OjL. C. Shoplcy

GAME

Moose, A Ices ?nalchis.
Elk or Wapiti, Oervus Canadensis.
Hares, brown and grey.
Wild Turkey, Mileagris gallapavo.

Woodcock, Bcolopax raslicola.
Hulled Grouse, Tetrao umbettus.
Plover, CImradraius.
Godwit, Linwsince.
Rails, Rallus

George W. Tinsley
Major Camp ...

IN SEASON IN OCTOBER.

Virginianus.

Snipe and Bay Birds.

FrankMorse

Red Deer, Caricxs Virginianus.
Squirrels, red, black arid grey.

Pinnated Grouse, Tetrao cu-pida.
Curlew, JSfamenius arquaria.
Sandpipers, Tyingance.
Willets.
or Rice Birds,
von.

oriz-

Caribou, Tarandus rangffer.

—

in Makket. As our close time for quail in this
State expired on the 1st instant, these birds, are now to be

found in market. They are not in first rate condition, although they sell for $4 50 per dozen. Reed birds from
Savannah bring $1 25 per dozen. Bay birds of all varieties are coming from Long Island, and sell from 25c. per
dozen for ox-eyes to $3 for large yellow legs. English
snipe, shot in New Jersey and on Long Island, are coming
in in fair quantities, and sell for $2 to $2 50 per dozen.
Prairie chickens are worth $1 25 per pair.
Ruffed grouse
are more abundant and cheaper, selling for $ 1 per pair.
Mallard are worth $1 50 per pair; teal, 75c.; widgeon, 75c.
Wild pigeons, from Fulton county, $1 75 per dozen.
By an advertisement in this issue it will be seen that
the duck shooting season has commenced in the Peconic

—

—

Bay. The locality known as Nayack about four miles
west of Sag Harbor— is a quiet spot, but little visited, and
in the adjoining woods there is good sport.
The ducks fly
over Jessup's Neck in the morning by hundreds, and the
bays are full of them from October 10 to the first week in

December.
—The sportsmen of Bangor, Maine, have formed a shooting club. We have forwarded them the by-laws of a similar association for their guidance.

Massachusetts.—Newport, Sept. 27.— Have just returned
from a camping trip in Southeastern Massachusetts, and
have the unwelcome report to make that partridges (ruffed
grouse) are very scarce, in consequence of so much snaring being done. In fact, we were tiampiug over last year's
hedges in nearly every hundred yards. I took pleasure in
removing strings from at least a dozen newly set. This
silent but powerful enemy of our noblest game bird should
be prohibited by law.
Shot.
[It is true that the game laws of Massachusetts permit
any person to take ruffed grouse, and only ruffed grouse,
on Ms own premizes, by means of snares, for his own use
and not for sale, but this provision extends only from the
1st of October to the 1st of January, so that if during an-

other season our correspondent will acquaint the Rod and
Gun Club of Springfield of any infraction of the law they
will attend to the case con mucho gusto.— Ed.]
Salem, Oct. 4.— Shooting news rather meagre, the chief
sport being "cooting," one gun securing twenty-eight on

one day last week. Swampscott gunners arc also at them
off the Ledge.
A few teal of both kinds have been taken
Notwithstanding the frosts, I have to report eighteen rail
being shot on Parker River last week, between slack
full aud half ebb tide.
Partridges are around, with an occasioned woodcock; snipe and quail are also about, though
not yet in season. These with a few bay birds make up the
list
Teal.
Gohasset, Oct. 4.
Gunning now on our shore is in its

—

;

are

now

being

made by good gunners.

from Cape Ann.

Would

like to hear

g,

K.

Jii,

New Bedford, Oct. 1 .—Shore birds and ducks are scarce
and very shy, they having run the gauntlet of all the gunners along the whole coast. Partridges, woodcock, and
land birds are plenty and numerous; covies of quail give
promise of good Fall shooting.
Concha.

W

^-— Syracuse,

Oel
T?
m K5
this vicinity in small flocks.
i

1

4.—Ducks begin

Two

To t al
75
the 20th they had a shoot for the club championship,
nine birds each, usual rules.
Seventeen gentlemen contended, of whom three tied on nine.
The following is the
score
Name.
Frank L. Morse
A. W. Keickman
A. C. Rand
R. J. Baldwin
John Harvey
:

Bokchonyx

Wild Duck,

Game

G|MikelIoy

On

Quail, Optyx Virginia.

Reed

1

.

to

appear

gentlemen from this

Name.

Score.
7
5
4

9

R. S. Williams

Georqe Purmoit

3

W. W. McNair

Grimshaw

fi

Charles

Charles Cyphers

6

B.

Score.

Haley
Baldwin Brown
George W. Tinsley
George A. Camp
Roger S. Pease
L C. Shepley

9 J.

7
8
9

;

3
6
7
6
8

Hepp

Morse, Harvey and Tinsley having tied went
yards,.
Mr. Harvey missed his first bird, and
the others each killed their Ave. The distance was again
increased to 31 yards, and after shooting at three birds Mr.
Morse was declared the winner, having killed seventeen
This club has challenged the St. Paul Club
birds straight.
to shoot for the State badge.
Messrs.

back to 26

•+•+•
St. Louis, Sept. 25th, 1875.

—

Editor Forest and Stream.:
Since your able correspondent, Mr. Barker, was here, very little has
been done in the way of trap shooting, owing to the scarcity of pigeons
no wild ones to be bad, and tame ones very scarce. The boys have made
up, however, by setting to rights their shooting traps, trying new dogs,
and forming parties for the Fall hunts, &c. Arrangements have been
made by the gun club for the erection of a house to hold fifteen thousand pigeons. Large roosts abound in Southeast Missouri, near Springfield, and arrangements have been made by the club with netters to furnish the number, when the pigeons arrive, at very small expense. With
plenty of pigeons shooting here will be lively this Winter, and some

may

be looked for, as St. Louis boasts of many amateurs.
When our club is sufficiently aged and equipped we hope to invite brother sportsmen from abroad, and especially from Chicago, to Yisit us and
compete for honor, if not prizes.
Captain Bogardus has been in the city several days, arranging for an
exhibition of his wonderful shooting,-and for a grand tournament during f air week, to be held at the A b by race track. To-day Captain Bogardus accompanied a few members of our gun club to their shooting
grounds at Rink el's Six-mile House, to witness a match between Mr. C.
Jeff Clark, President of the club, and Mr. H. C. Pierce, holder of the
club's champion gold medal. The match was at fifteen pairs, 18 yards
rise, 80 yards boundary, from H & T plunge traps set five yards apart,
tame pigeons, very strong flyers, and were aided in iheir attempts to get
away by a strong wind blowing directly away from the score and traps.
Captain Bogardus acted as referee, and pulled traps. Mr. John W.
Munson kept the score. Clark used Bittmar powder, 5} drachms S. B.,
\\ oz. No. 8 N. Y. shot; Pierce used American black powder.
The following is the score:—
Clark
10 11 10 11 10 00 11 11 11 11 11 10 10 11 00- 21
Pierce
11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11
H 11--30
pronounced
Captain Bogardus
the score of Mr. Pierce wonderful, as it
was the third time he had ever shot at double birds, and in fact Pierce
never saw a trap shoot until June of this year. He has participated in
ten club class shoots at ten birds each, at 21 yards rise, and made a score
of 96 out of the 100 birds.
After the double bird match a shoot at five single birds, 20 yards, was
made up, in which Captain Bogardus joined.
SCORE.
Captain Bogardus
1 111 1— 5jF. C. Hodgman
1 110 1—4
H. C. Pierce
1 1 1 1 1—5 Dr.
Nubey
1 l o 1 0-3
C. Jeff Clark, Jr
1 1 1 1 1—5 John W. Munson
10 1 0—2
Jeff C. Clark, Sr
1 1 1 1 1— 5|Gaston Souland
—1
10
large delegation from this city will attend the Memphis Bench Show
and Shooting Tournament iii October, and from there branch out
through Tennessee and Arkansas to enjoy the fine general shooting
those States afford, Reel Foot Lake, in Tennessee, being the objective
point of many. Yours truly,
c.
fine scores

U

A

Philadelphia, October 1st, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream :—
Below is the score made by the Kensington Hunting Club, at their
regular quarterly shoot for the three club medals:—
Name.
Score.
Name.
Score.
Chrn. Metzser....l 10 10
10-4 E. Stees
1 10 10 111-6
Chas.Hebding....l 1111110-7 Wm. Knauf..
Graber
1
10 10 0-3 F. Widmayer
Hepfner
10
110-3 F. Bechman

Wm.
M.

F. Bindewald.....! 10
F. Deissroth
1 * *
J.

Ginde

Wm.

Charles

outside.

Hebbmg

1

1

1 1-5
1-1

L.

10101104

1

Holzscheider..O
Deissroth

Wm.

M. Brierly
0-0 H. Scheuringer

Pfeiffer

G. Sonneck

*Dead

10 111-6

1111111-7
00010111-4
1

110 10 1-5
110 1111-6

1110
11110

1-4
0-5

10 1111-5

In shooting off the ties Wm. Knauf won first medal,
second, and P. Bindenwald third medal.
Fr. Deissroth,

Xwm

1

10

1

1

1

1

1

1

1*

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2
7

Coen— 111 1—4, at
resulting for the prizes as

off their ties.

James-0 110 0—2,

Mr. Moore, the President's Medal, value $30, Mr. Coen, first
Mr. James, second prize, $20; Mr. C. Shears, third prize,
$17; Mr. Winfield, fourth prize, $10. Mr. George Smith, of the Toronto
Gun Club, was referee.
S.
**++.

follows:

prize, $25;

CHOKE BORE GUNS.
1

Editor Forest and Stream. :—
Having recently purchased one of an invoice of Mr. W. W. Greener's
finest choke bore guns from Mr. II. C. Squires, weight, 9 pounds; 10
bore; barrels 32 inches, of laminated steel; treble wedge; pistol grip stock—
I think your readers will be interested in knowing what it has done, as
I confess it has surpassed my most sanguine expectations. At a target
of 30 inches at 30 yards, with a shell charged with 4 drachms of C. & II.
powder and 1$ oz. No. 8 shot, it threw 351 pellets within the circle, and
so close and evenly were they distributed that the smallest game could
not have escaped. A very noted nrake of breech loaders, same weight
and bore, was pitted against this gun, but was so thorougly defeated that
the owner fully admitted the great superiority of the Greener gun. If
any of the readers of the Forest and Stream have a gun that can equal
F.
the above record, I should like to hear from him.

--

SHOT.
CHILLED
——

Score.
12
10
11
9

1

1

James then shot

yards, five birds each.

77

Name.

1

1

MINNEAPOLIS.

John Harvey

1

1

Moore

2

1111110 10 1110 11
1110 111111111
Withdrawn.
0*0101000
10 11110 10
10

1

James

11

12

1

Marsh
Killaly

Total

1

*

;

'##

Wilson's Ho-

at

road, for the President's Medal (presented annually) and four
other prizes, the lowest valued at $10. There were fifteen birds (wild,
tel,

grounds, or waters, to enjoy that pleasurable occupation
autumn wild fowl shooting. The Puckaway Club
will enter their cosy quarters, at the head of Puckaway
Lake, on the first of "hearty brown October," and then Ave
may look for large scores. Snipe shooting is not good as
usual at this season of the yeai, and grouse shooting has
ite

:

and

1875.

pigeons) each at 20 yards rise and 80 yards boundary. The weather was
The wind was fresh
all that could be desired, and all the birds strong.
and caused many of the boys to lose their birds. The following is the

—

test is

iid,

Lakes of Buffalo and Puckaway, though as yet
the mallards are not very abundant.
Wood ducks and teal
are plenty, and the sportsmen are migrating to their favor-

Minneapolis Trap and Field Club. The members of
On
this club have been doing some good shooting of late.

This

Rossin House, Toronto, October

Editor Forest and Stream:—

fine at the

been superseded by water fowl shooting. The season is
not far enough advauced to furnish the par excellence of the
sport when the wild geese add their clamor to that of their
smaller kin, and the noble canvasback stops on his way
southward to feed on the favorite valisneris and be shot
October will
for the enjoyment of the sporting fraternity.
Fiied.
bring about this "consummation," etc.

are properly

,

.

'SuiiEwsnuKY, N. J., Sept. 27th, 1875.

—

Editor Forest ano Stream:
In looking over tlie late gun trial published
ask the question if the supposed "now system"
dependent upon the new method of making

in the Field, I
of

am

led to

choke boring was not

shot, for the fine results
achieved at the late trial over the trial of 1866? With the old system of
boring guns, at the Field trial of 1866 Mr. Greener's best gun made an
average pattern of 121.4, with Walker's & Parker's soft shot. At the
late trial his hest choke bored gun only made an average of 117.6 with
the same kind of hIiol, against an average of 185. with the chilled slut.
The above figures would go to prove the desirability of using chilled shot
or abandoning the choke bores. Believing it to be a question of importance to sportsmen, I will ask through your columns if any of our American manufacturers of shot make the chilled shot similar to that used in
the Field trial of 1875, and manufactured by Roberts, Sampson & Co.

England?
I am aware that some makers advertise their shot to be chilled, and
have written this article hoping to call the attention of manufacturers of
shot and of Bportsmen to the importance of chilled shot.
Check Coed.
Yours truly,
«•••T-

LQAD1 JNG SH ELLS.
Cambridoeport, Mass., Sept.
Editor Forest and Stream:—

28th, 1875.

Although much has been said in regard to the proper loading of shells,
have never seen the reasons given for so doing. Experience teaches
that a paper shell, loaded with two wads over the powder, is much betWhy is this so? Is it that the combuster than with only a single wad.
tion of the powder is more perfect, or that the charge passes out of the
gun more evenly, or is it that the powder, being more closely confined, gives greater explosive power? Why should not the effect be the
same with metal shells? Captain Bogardus, in his book on "Field, Trap
and Cover Shooting," makes emphatic distinction between the two,
using bat a single wad over the powder in metal shells, without giving
any reason for so doing. Everyone who uses a breech loading gun deI

sires to know the very best manner of so doing, and tne reasons why;
and oftimes when reading reports of target practice with shot guns, the
question has occurred to me whether there may not have been more difference on account of the loading of the shells than in the guns used.
I
doubt not this question has occurred to many, who would be equally
pleased with myself to know the best method and the reasons why. Be-

a constant reader of your valuable paper, 1 take the liberty of thus
addressing you. Yours very truly,
J. S. S.
in;/

[The reason why two wads are used is that they produce
greater resistance, and consequently the shot is acted upon

and they also nil more of the case and more
chamber of the gun. The tendency of the paper
shell is to expand to a greater extent than the metal, which
is perhaps the reason why Capt. Bogardus uses but one wad

more

forcibly,

of the

in the latter.

Ed.]

PARTRIDGES

IN
«

MARYLAND.
.

Muiriurk, Prince George's Co., Md., Sept. 30th, 18? 5.
Editor Forest and Stream: —
In your paper just at hand, I notice an article by "M.," in which he
says: "The partridge season opened on the 15th inst." Now this is a
decided mistake, as the season for partridge (quail) does not open in this
county until the 20th of October. If "M:" will inform me, or any other
member of the State Society for the Protection of Game, of the shooting of partridges before the 20th of Octobor by any person, giving name
facts, they will certainly be prosecuted to the full extent of the law,
as the Society mean business. Partridges are well grosvn in this neigh-

and

borhood and plentiful.

It is certainly necessary to have a uniform law
season, as now we have a dozen different seasons for the
opening of partridge shooting in Maryland.
The general law, however, is the 20th of October, and Prince George's county comes under

for the

game

Yours truly,
Chas. E. Cofjtin.
[Mr. Coffin is right, and "M." decidedly in the wrong.
Still we find the law conflicting.
The act of 1858, which
applied to certain counties, including Prince George's,
that law.

named the 1st of October as the end of the close season,
but there appears to be a general law covering the State,
wdich gives the date as October 20th. As this law was
amended in January, 1864, it is the one now in force. Ed.]
suggested that agricultural societies offer
best walking horses.
Walking is the
gait that is of most use to farmers, and it is this pace that
ought to be encouraged.
It is sensibly

premiums

for the

-*-»^-

Personal.— The Key. William

.

C.

Wilson, of Boston,

spending several weeks in the Adirondack wilderness.

is

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
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The Sportsman's Warehouse.

HURST'S

EDWIN S. HAEEIS,

Stereoscopic Studies

— OF

_

Natural History
For Object Teaching
-

in Schools

—AND

PARLOR ENTERTAINMENT.
We

are prepared to furnish the
of the first series of

Animals and Birds of North America.
To these will be added a second series of foreign specimens, and various Animals and Birds in grotesque attitudes, never however violating their natural instincts.
We offer these views not as pictures only, but as
studies from nature. One of the great moving elements in our modern system of educalion is object
teaching. The unerring fidelity of the stereoscope
transfers the animals and birds from their natural
habitat to the rooms of the student and the fireside of
our homes, where they cannot fail to leave a lasting
impression of the form, color, habits, and locality of

each specimen.
An experience of more than twenty-five years as
Taxidermist of the New York State Cabinet "of Natural History, and in gathering his large collection of
native and foreign specimens, enables Mr. Hurst to
combine in every view the locality of the specimen
with its appropriate rocks, woods or water, and coloring from the originals.
3 .

Wild

2.

Snowy Owl

—Surma

Bay Lynx

Cat, or

Nyctea.

Lupus Occidentals.
American Wolf
Ectopistes Migratoria.
Wild Pigeon
Fells Concolor.
Northern Panther
Ardea Discords.
Black Crowned Night Heron
Actomys Monax.
Woodchuck
Podiceps Rubricollis.
Red Necked Grebe
Ardea Herodias.
Great Blue Heron
Gygnus Americanus.
American Swan
Buieo Hyemalis.
Red Shouldered Buzzard
Rusticola Minor.
American Woodcock
Anser Albifrons.
White Fronted Goose
Otus Americanus.
Long Eared Owl
Mergus Cucullatus.
Hooded Sheldrake
Pedlceps Comutus.
Horned Grebe
Aquilla Chrysoetos.
Golden Easle

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
1<>.

17.
18.
19.
20.

Prairie

Wolf

Spotted Sand Lark
Marsh Harrier
Mallard Duck
Great Horned Owl
Great Loon, or Diver

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
23.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

BREECH LOADING

Colymbus
.

.

.

Cervus

AND

Cartridges, both

HA YE LARGE STOCK OF MUZZLE LOADING G UNS & RIFLES VERY CHEAP

System
Approved
OF

Tlio 3JCost

34Qlitary

.A.iid

Procyon Lotor.
Fluligula Clangula.
Halimtos Leucocepkalus.
Vulpis Fulvus.
Anas Sponsa.
Stryx Pratincola.
Tetrao Canadensis.

^7.
58.

Spruce Grouse
Northern Lynx
Black Duck
Belted King Fisher
Little Screech Owl
A merican Opossum
American Coot
Ptarmigan

59

Shoveller, or Spoonbill

60.

Musquash

Lyncus Borealis.

Anas

Obscura.
Alcedo Alcyon.

Bubo Asw.
Bidelphil Virginiana.
Fulica Americana.
Tetrao Mutus.
Anas Clypeata.
.Fiber Zibethicus.
.•

ACCURACY,

in

new educational enterprise. If we can arrange
our amusements so as to make them impart instruction to the mind, it will be a step in advance in edu-

Materials

1

and

-J-

lb. canisters.

Burns

stron^ ann

moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite ttrands
for ordinary sportins, and the "Sea Shootin^' FG
is the standard Rifle powder of the country.

SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDEE
GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POWDER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPOET
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.

and Workmanship, they are Unsurpassed.
REVOLVERS OF VARIOUS SIZES,
DESIRABLE IN ALL RESPECTS.

Whitney

Arms

Whitneyvllle, near

office,

7,

strongest and cleanest Powder made.
packed only in sealed 1 lb. canisters. The

Conn., U. S. A.

MISFIT CARPETS.
11$ Fulton

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,
For water fowl. Very strong and clean. Nos. 1 to
Packed in metal kegs of 6J- lbs. each, and in canis5.
ters of 1 and 5 lbs.
%

street,

New

Very quick. For woodcock and quail Nos. 1 to 4,
Packed in metal kegs of 12£ lbs. and 6J- lbs., and in
pound canisters.

AND

YorK.

HEGEMAN'S PATENT PORTABLE FOLDING BOAT.
For use as Military Pontoons, Life Boats, Lighters,

woo J with canvas

PM^SMmS^tHG.

cover, and
can be folded in one-eighth
space, for transportation,, °nd
carried in a light buggy,
w*gon, Horseback, or by single person, and can be un_

Dorys, on board
Steamers, Yachts, and *ther
vessels. Also for Sportsmen,
Tourists, Trappers, Exploring Expeditions, Parties
Camping Out, &c. These
safe and perfectly portable
boats will admit of the
A very
roughest usage.
light, strong and durable
other
tough
or
ash
of
frame
Dir.gies,

I

1

AUDUBON POWDER,

SECOND HAND AND MISFIT ENGLISH BRUSSELS, THREE-PLY
GOOD
INGRAIN CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, &C, VERY CHEAP, AT THE OLD PLACE,
Sent to any part of the United States free of charge.

Nos.

coarser

recommended

to owners of flue
breech-loading guns, giving great penetration with
very slight recoil.
sizes especially are

Gomp..

New Haven,

OKANGE LIGHTNING POWBEK,
The
to

Send, for Circulars.

folded ready for use in three
minutes' time. Boats shipped
by express anywhere, same

ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,
The best for rifles and for all ordinary purposes,
Sizes F.g, FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest and
most used. Packed in wood and metal kegs of 26
lbs., 12£ lbs., and 6£ lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and
i pound.
All of the above give high velocities and less reBiG'
num than any other brands made.

LAFLIN

& RAND POWDER Co.,
21 Park Row, N.

Y.

(Opposite Astor Hotjsk .)

IN

PRESS,

AND WILL BE ISSUED IN FOUR

WEEKS,

other
freight
as
rate
of
goods. For descriptive circular and price list, address as

bove.

d

Lde

in

I

Prices By the Dozen
By the Set of 5 Dozen, In Elegant Case,
These Stereoscopes are sold wholesale and

$3 OO
16 OO

FOREST AND STREAM PUB.

CO.,

:

St.,

(City Hall sq.)

retail

A Hand-Book for Sports-

REFLECTING JACK AND FISHING LAMP.

men and

FOR NIGHT HUNTING DEER,

SPEARING FISH,
CATCHING CRAHS,
EELS, BAIT, Etc.
INDISPENSABLE ON ANY BOATING OR
CAMPING TRIP.
NOT AFFECTED BY WIND, RAIN OR JOLTING.
THROWS A POWERFUL LIGHT 200 FEET.

EZRA CORNELL.

cation.

by

300

Manufacturing'

AS A CARRIAGE LAMP, IT HAS NO EQUAL.
FITS ANY SHAPED DASH.
PRICE, JACK AND DASH, $6.
FISHING LAMP, $8.

Co.

MANUFACTURERS OP

CARL DITTMAR'S

C. O. D., with privilege of examination.

EATON & CO., Agts.,

Nassau

BLASTING POWDERS, &c,
have sneceeded in overcoming all objections that
raised to the kind of Sporting Powder
previously manufactured by me. By an enthely new
process, and with the assistance of new machinery, I
I

make

the grains as hard as those of
Black Powder, thus avoiding the great compressibility of the kind first introduced, and allowing an even
loading every time. In addition to the greater density
of the new powder, I have also obviated the great rapidity of ignition. There is now no fear of overloadNo necessity for any special directions for use,
ing
simply use it like Black Powder, and use the same
quantity in bulk
The powder can now be used from an ordinary
powder flask. The same kind of powder can be used

for both Shot Guns and Rifles. The sizes and numbers for the ?rain are the same as those for black powder. The Medium size is best adapted for general
purposes, the largest size for small bores, and the finest size for large bores.
Every package of the new powder bears my signa-

None geuuine without it.
ture.
I manufacture none of the old kind, and all connection with
former agency, the so-called Dittmar
Powder Co. is at an end. Please address all orders
tome. Any letters unanswered or orders not filled
since September 1st will be immediately attended to
if parties will please re- write to me.
I will exchange,
when requested, any of
powder bought before that
date for The new kind.
best thanks to the friends of
Powder,
Who have by their kind suggestions helped me to make
it perfect, so that I now have no doubt of its complete

my

my

my New

CARL DITTMAR.

Up
Fishing, Jack aud Dash

Lamp

st.,

Co.,

Bridgeport, Conn.

N. Y.

JUST PUBLISHED.

NEPONSET, MASS.
may have been

,.

White Manufacturing
102

^Vlxig-ate's

Manual for f£ifie Practice.

INCLUDING SUGGESTIONS FOR PRACTICE AT LONG RANGE, WITH
CIAL DIRECTIONS FOR THE. FORMATION AND MANAGEMENT
OF RIFLE ASSOCIATIONS AND FOR TEAM SHOOTING.

GEO. W. WINGATE,

Captain of the American Team Creedmoor, 1874; ex-President Amateur Rifle Club, and
ex-Secretary National Rifle Association; General Inspector
of Rifle Practice, N. G. S. N. Y.

John River.

Private Dougherty and the Bass.
Pet Birds of St. Augustine.
Steam Yachting on the St. John.
Among the Seminoles.
In the Cypress Swamps.
Cruising Along Shore.

Shooting at Salt Lake.

The Okeechobee Expedition.
Southwest Florida.
No.

SPE-

the St.

Indian River.
Florida the Promised Land.
Fort Capron.
Fishing at St. Augustine.
Black Bass Fishing on Spruce Creek.
Hunting the Panther.
The Environs of Tallahassee.

No.

IBy Colonel

.

Outfit for Sportsmen.
Hints for Southern Hunting.
Coastwise Routes of Travel.
Game Animals and Birds of Florida.
Game Fish of Florida.
Three Months in Florida for One Hundred Dollars.
Supplementary Hints for Cheap Recreation.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

jack and Dash Lamp

pp., 12nio.

Introductory Chapter.
Birds-eye Glance at Florida.

Burns Kerosene Perfectly without a Chimney.
This lamp supplies a want long felt by sportsmen,
as it affords them a reliable LIGHT with which they

P. O. box 2832

Settlers.

CONTENTS:

can hunt in any weather.

Dittmar Powder

My

Hazard's "Kentucky Rifle."
FFFG, FFG, and "Sea Shooting" FG, in kegs of 25
12£, and 6£ lbs. and cans of 5 lbs.
FFFG is also

Orange Sporting Powdel

Boudren's Patent Combination

(

this

able to

"Duck Shooting."

S® Wall Sti-eet. ISe w York.

Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation.

I

1870.

T must congratulate you upon your great success

am now

a

to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters*
12* lb. kegs. Burns slowly and verv

•-

Cornell University,
Ithaca, March 14th,

Chatham

XSlfles.

For Simplicity of Construction,

Grus Americana.

Vulpes Virginianus.

The Racooon
The Whistler
Brown or Bald Eagle
Red Fox
Wood Duck
American Barn Owl

(fine)

clean, shooting remarkably close, and with, oreat
rnetration. For field, forest and water shooting
ranks any other brand, and it is equally services?
ble for muzzle or breech loader.

our

Virginianus.

Fuligula Erythrocephalia.
Tetrao Umbellus.

Ruffed Grouse

1

and 6i and

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Company's agents in every prominent city, or wholesale at

Tetrao Cupido.

.*.

Red Head

ftf

A

.

—

in point

in 8anarpr„T,£
e cani8 "
H

3 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and 6} lh
fine grain, quick and clean, for upland
and
prairie shooting. Well adapted to short guns.

kegs.

packed in

Breech Loading, Sporting

Glacially.

Ursus Americanus.
Butero Borealis.
Red Tailed Buzzard
Fuligula Albeola.
Buffie Headed Duck
Hystrix Hudsonius
North American Porcupine
Ortyx Virginiana.
Virginia Partridge
Larus Zonorhynchus.
Common American Gull

17

Brass and Paper.

AND BELTS, FLASKS,
ALSO, GUN MATERIALS OF ALL KINDS, CARTRIDGE
POUCHES, AND AMMUNITION OF ALL KINDS. EVERYTHING IN MY LINE FOR
BOTH HOME AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE PRICES.

. .

Pinnated Grou se
The Sand Hill Crane
The American Black Bear

Packed

1 (fine; to

Nos.

VESTS, COATS

The Buff Breasted Sheldrake. Mergus Merganser
Anser Canadensis.
The Canada Goose
The New York Ermine Pulo?i,us. .Noveboracensis.
Mergus Serrator.
Red Brested Sheldrake
.

Unsurpassed

(coarse).

Hazard

Jiimcls.

Implements,

iuligula Olacialis.
Meleagris Gallopavo.
Castor Fiber.
Scolopax Wilsoni.

,

52.
53.
54.
55.
56.

Nos.

OF ALL

Ardea Minor.

,

1 (fine) to 5

Hazard's "American Sporting."

es, Pistols

Circus Uliginosm.
Anas Boschas.
Bubo Virginianus.

Ola Wife, or Squaw Duck
The Wild Turkey
The Beaver
Common American Snipe

51

Hazard's * 'Electric" Powder.
Nos.

strength ana cleanliness.
ters of 1 lb. only.

Totanus Macularius.

American Deer (Albinoes)
The American Bittern

Grey Fox

GUNPOWDER.

WHOLESALE AND

GUNS

CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Lyncus Rufus.

"

POWDER

HAZARD

COOPER HARRIS & HODGKINS,

IXew York.
No. 177 Broadway,RETAIL

numbers

sixty

first

Late

THE

1— Fernandina to Cedar Keys.
2— Manatee Sarazota and Gaspanlla.
3— Among the Keys.
4— Meteorology.
5— Punta Rassa and Caloosahatchie.
6—Up the Caloosahatchie River.
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FIFTH EDITION, ENTIRELY RE-WRITTEN AND PRINTED FROM NEW STEREOTYPE PLATES.
ILLUSTRATED WITH 35 WOODCUTS.

ORDERS SENT TO THIS OFFICE INADVA*
OF ^PUBLICATION WILL BM>
PROMPTLY FILLED.
^

This work is the standard authority on Rifle Practice, and has been adopted
the National Rifle Association as the authorized text-book on this subject,
Sent by mail, postage paid, on receipt of the price.
price 1 .50

ment there. It gives a full classification 01 01
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FOREST PANDY STREAM.
SCOVILL'S

izctlhtitouz.

Blood"4iverSymp
on the face or body indicate

All cutaneous eruptions

Condition of the Blood,
SCROFULA; but in

An Impure

this may or may not be
either case is nothing more than

and

ONCE TO CLEANSE THE BLOOD; and

Syrup

Blood and Liver

ill's

positively effect this desideratum, expelling
every trace of disease from the blood and system and
.eaving the skin
will

SOFT, FAIR
Hundreds of

AND BEAUTIFUL.

certificates attest its value.

bottle.

FOR

S

Price $1 a

suffer pain,

inflicted

upon

himself, heroically;" but he

Cannot see hisChild Suffer.
There is no other malady incident to childhood that
accompanied with more indescribable wretchedness to the little sufferers than that
is

Produced by Worms;
ana when the parent fully comprehends the situation
he will not delay a moment in securing the most
prompt and efficient remedies to insure the expulsion
The remedy may be found in
of the intruders.

Dr. Roger's

Worm

Yegetable

Syrup.

Please bear in mind that

WORM SYRUP is the reliable preparaROGERS' WORM SYRUP is a palatable preparation.
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP is liked by children.
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP positively destroys
worms.
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP leaves no bad effects.
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP is highly recommended
by physicians, and is unquestionably the best WORM
ROGERS'

tion.

MEDICINE IN THE WORLD.
Price 25 cents.

For

sale

by

all

'

&

&

Loader, bearing the full name of the firm. W. & C.
SCOTT & SON caution sportsmen against imitations
of their patent and name. Guns bearing the name
abbreviated, or with different initials, are hot genuine.

TRIAL OP SCOTT& GREEIYER'SNE W SYSTEM
OF BORING, BY THE EDITOR OF
"THE FIELD," LONDON.
(See The Field, January 30th, 1875.)
of the two tables it will be
seeH that with Walker's shot, Messrs. Scott ;guns
showed a marked superiority over Mr. Greener's,
both in average and in the highest score made. Indeed, with the left barrel, in his third shot, Mr. Scott
got a selected group pattern of 239 and a penetration
of 37, equalling the highest pattern made by Mr
Greener, and exceeding the penetration of that particular shot by eight sheets."

"From a comparison

London
10 Great Castle

ham

Circus, near

Sportsmen of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, STRENTH and DURABILITY of their New Patent "SIMPLEX" Breech loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
The parts in this new action are so few (only two,)
thorough, and the
its mechanical soundness so
strength and simplicity of the action so great, that

& P.

W.

and manifold grips now

with pride that the proprietors

supercede

all

NO.

25

SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.
Established 1780.

aug26-tf

THE

81

GJ0R.ELA.T

London Gun

Trial,

1875.

York, Dec.

22, 1869.

John F. Henry, Esq.
Your Carbolic Salve proves an
:

REV. R.

B.

LOCKWOOD'H

Cure

Catarrh

I

The Best Remedy Known, and Endorsed by all the
Principal Physicians of the Country.

Rev. R. B Lockwood's Nasal Douche will be
found valuable in obstinate chronic cases.
Rev. R. B. Lockwood's Liver and Stomach Pills
i dyspepsia, receive the endorsement of thousands.
Price 50 cents each.

JOHN

P.
8

PATTERN, PENETRATION,

and REGULARITY OF SHOOTING.
Mr. HENRY C. SQUIRES, of No. 1 Cortlandt

HENRY, CURRAN & CO., Proprietors,
9 College Place, New York.

St.,

New York, is now importing mv DOUBLE CLOSESHOOTING GUNS to order, an invoice of which
will be shipped to

Price 25 cents per box.

him on the

1st July,

and can be ex-

amined about the 15th. All special orders given to
Mr. Squires will be carefully filled. A full report of
the GREAT TRIAL, showing the marked superiority
of my guns over guns made
by Dougai, Pape,
Tolley, and others, will shortly be published, and can
be had on application at No. 1 Cortland St.

W.W. GREENER,
Gun Maker,

Send

A

PURE OIL that does not gam up and has the
^endorsement of the principal Sewing Machine Com-

St.

Mary's Works, Birmingham, England.
C. SQUIRES, of No. 1 Cortlandt street,

HENRY

has just received an invoice of these close-shooting
guns, and from him any information in reference to
the results of the Great Trial can be obtained on application.

BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS
AND COUNTERFEITS
J.

D.

FIXE ENGLISH

BREECH LOADING GUNS,
Ma<le to Order

RANGE—

FROMJ5TOCK.

MOTT'S LIVER PILLS

These Guns, celebrated for
genuine high class workmanship
and No. 1 SHOOTING POW-

pill,

ERS,

are built in six qualities

(or brands.) They are now imYORK
ported direct to our
OFFICE, and sold by the Manu-

NEW

Liver Pills, which penetrates to the seat of disease, is
a desideratum indeed. Will positively cure all diseases of the Liver. Sold everywhere. Price 25 cents
per box.

facturers

Pioneer,
Tolley,
Standard,National,
Challenge,

Bitters.

At certain periods of life a tonic is a necessity; hut
there is danger in using stimulants that injure ine organs of digestion while giving temporary relief. To
obviate this and present to the public a tonic free
from Alcoholic Poison, Dr. Green prepared the Oxygenated Bitters, a sure cure for dyspepsia and all kindred complaints. Sold everywhere. Price $1 per
bottle.

SPORTSMEN

to

at

the following prices.
-

-

Oxygenated

Paragon,

-

-

-

-

-

-

Guns

-

-

TRAP SHOTS
quiring

-

*

-

$65 Gold.
90 "
115 "
140 "
ISO «
225 "

and others reon

specially built,

our new system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
with increased PENETRATION, can have their wishes
carried out WITH DESPATCH

Without Extra Cost.
Packer's
'It cures

All-Healing

Tar

Soap.

kinds of Skin Diseases with a most wonderful certainty; it promotes cleanliness, personal
purity and general health; It is a preventive of many
kinds of disease, and it is an absolute necessity in
all

the nuwery .

Price 26 cents.

by-

Frederick Brown,
PHILADELPHIA, PA

Plain Photograph 12x10, in sunk Mounts, 24x18 $3.
Tell, St. Bernard, (rough) Rev. J. C. Mac dona.
Nelson, Bull Terrier, (white) S. E.Shirley, Esq.
Hamlet, Pointer, (lemon and white) T. H. Whitehouse, Esq.
Kent, Gordon setter, (black and tan) S. Lang, Esq.
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white)
Gartle, Esq.
Nellie. Cocker, (liver and white) R. J. L. Price, Esq,
Beb, Spaniel, (liver colored) T. Burgess, Esq.
Rake, Irish W ater Spaniel, Captain Lindoe.

—

Master Macgrath, Greyhound, Lord Lurgan.
Warrior, Scotch Dearhound, Joshua Dawes, Esq.
Michael, English Bulldog R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Small size Photo, 5x4 inches, plain, mounted, 75

THIS RELIABLE PREPARATION, one
the oldest of American

maintains its enviable reputation,
still
and finds a steadily increasing sale without
advertising, and in spite of piracy.

ducts,

high reputation has tempted the cupidity

Its

of parties, whose only excuse for their unfair
simulations, exists

in

the great popularity of

the original, and accidental similarity of their

names,

BROWN'S

essence of

cents

Fox

Terrier, T. II. Murchinson, Esq.
Luna, Retriever. R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Dawes, Esq.
Monarque, St. Bernard (smooth) Rev. J. C. Mac-

Jock,

of
Pro-

Pharmaceutical

is

JAMAICA GI-NGER

protected by the private Proprietary

of the manufacturer, which

is

Stamp

incorporated with

Rev. J. C. Macdona.
Colored, 5x4 inches, mounted, $2.50 each.
Crib, Dalmatian, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Bruce, Clumber Spaniel, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Tiger, Pomeranian,
Cooper, Esq.
Turk, Mastiff, F. Robinson, Esq.
Trimmer, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Duke, Blenheim Spaniel,
Garwood, Esq.
Cato, Newfoundland, (black)
Atkinson, Esq.
Stella, English Terrier, (black and tan) T. H. Mur-

the steel plate label.

—

The attention of Druggists and the Trade generally,

is

called

to tho Price List of

ENGLSSH & FRENCH
MEDBCEMES & PHARMACEUTICAL

—

Which

will

be mailed on application.

Rook, Skye Terrier, Rev. J. C. Macdona.
Bellona, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Bandie, Dandie Dinmont, Captain Lindoe.
Hylas, King Charles Spaniel,
Garwood, Esq.
Prince, English Terrier, (white) T. H. Murchison.
Master Macgarth, Greyhound, Lord Lurgan
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white)
Garth, Esq.
Kent, Gordon Setter, (black and tan) S. Lang, Esq.
Luna, Retriever, R. J. L. Price. Esq.
Rake, Irish Water Spaniel, Captain Lindoe.
Roll, Laverack Setter (black and white,) S
Lang,
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Monarque, St. Bernard (smooth,) Rev. J. C. Macdona.
Hamlet, Pointer (lemon and white,) T. H. Whitehouse, Esq.
Jack, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Beb, Spaniel (liver colored,) T. Burgess, Esq.
Michael, English Bulldog, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker (liver and white,) R. J. L. Price
Esq.
Tell, St. Bernard (rough,) Rev. J. C. Macdona
Warrior, Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Large size, 12x10, colored by hand, In exact imitation
of the originals, in Sunk Mount, $7.50 each.
Kingdon, Esq.
Barry, Mastiff,
Pippin, Pug, Mrs. B. Monck.
Huddersfield Ben, Broken-haired Terrier, Mr Jonas

(Established 1822)

—

\

IMPORTING, MANUFACTURING
& DISPENSING CHEMIST,
J

N, E. Corner Fifth and Chestnut StreetSj

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

.

but to make a
difficulty.
There are cheap,
harsh, drastic pills, that are of even less benefit than
But a good medicine, like Dr. Mott's
•a dose of salts.

Green's

Pictures by GEO. EARL, the celebrated Aniiinal Painter, Photographed from the orignal Paintings by R. W. THRUPP.

—

OB

Price 35 Cents per Bottle.

a

Essence of

(Title registered.)

trials at Wimbledon by Editor
of the Field to possess the GREATEST PENEthus:
TRATION and therefore LONGEST
Circle, 30 inches: 300 pellets; average, 191; penetration, 37.
The Editor's trial of Greener guns with 340
pellets of same shot and same charge of powder, gave
180,and penetration 30, although there were 40 more pelShould any controversy arise as
lets in each charge.
to the durability of these new systems, we herewith
warn all beforehand that our system is our own invention (though founded on the American idea) and is DURABLE, a fact remarked on by the Field, that the
guns tried had been in use during last season, and references permitted to the owners. Send for Illustrated
Circulars to

!

ROWN'S

DOUGALL'S

—

panies.

make

Sno icier.

chison, Esq.

MACHINE OIL

easy enough to
fjood pill, ah! that's the

for Circular.

Ac

Tell, St. Bernard, (rough)

HENRY'S

It is

GUN.

dona.

Ohai*ij>ion.

and

SEWING

SHOT

LOADING

PRICES, $50.00 T0 $250.00.
MuzzleLoading Guns Altered tc Breech
Loading.
AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD'S SHOOTIN G SUITS.

S14 W. Pratt St., Baltimore.

GREENER

W.
begs to inform his numerous
clients in the United States that he has been very successful in the above trial, having secured the first
prize, a sjlver cup, value 40 guineas— elass 2 for 12
bores; also winner in class 1 for 8 and 10 bores, and
class 4 for 20 bores
He has won in all the classes for
improved boring, which is upon a different plan to any
other maker, and is far superior in the three most essential points, viz.,
.

excellent article,
and I thank you for it. This is another evidence of the
great value of the discovery of Carbolic Acid. Yours
Geo. B. Lingolm:,
truly,
Pres't Board of Health.

BREECH

DOGS OF ENGLAND.
W;

New

SNEIDEK

EXPRESS SHOT GUNS

call

in their practice.

aug5-6m

Clark

From

it

Ivory and Pearl Stocks put on Pistols. Repairing
of all kinds artistically executed.
Cartridges for Breech Loading Shot Guns, ready
loaded, put up in boxes of fifty, or loaded to order.

,

Physicians give it the highest meed of praise,
and prescribe

States.

in use, its one powerful grip

59 St. James's Street London.

it

We

and have always some fine second-hand guns
on hand cheap.
Goods sent C. O. D. to all parts of the United

loaders,

far stronger

attention to the gratifying fact that

and use

Remington Rifles and Shot Guns, Holabird Shooting Suits, Cartridge Vest, Belts and Pouches. Implements for both muzzle and breech leading guns.
Sportsmen's Goods and Ammunition of All Kinds.
take muzzle loaders in exchange for breech

now

SHOWN by

^r"

-

St.)

Guns, Rifles, Pistols.Fishing Tackle

Chief address:

Aprl-6m

C(K,

(above 22d

the complicated

than any double, treble or quadruple
used. In this new action LEVER and GRIP
ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OF STEEL and the ANGLE of the BODY is left in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.
Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on application, and orders may be forwarded through any
of the best houses in the States for execution in the
Spring.
Guns guaranteed to make patterns of from 160 to
330 with No. 6 SHOT AT 40 YARDS, as desired.
being

grip

Depot.

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Hotel.

H. C. Squires/

The wonderful celerity with which this
combination of Carbolic Acid with other
soothing and Curative Emollients acts,
is something akin to the marvelous.

feel sure it will

Factory,

Lang-

WHOLESALE.

Salve.

Manufacturers,

Rifle

Call the attention of the

Office:

Regent

St.,

Lancaster Street, Birmingham.

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGIS1S.

It is

bear full name and address,
and plain guns full name and "London only.
Each gun is numbered and the actions are stamped
with name and trade mark.
SOIV, Sole makers of the
C. SCOTT
W.
Patent Top Lever, solid, Double Locking Bolt Breech
1

WILLIAMS & POWELL,

Manufactory Premier Gun Works,

druggists.

HENRY'S
Carbolic

call

QUALITY."
Medium and fine guns

VEGETABLEWORWISYRUP
A brave man may

&

Mary's Works, Birmingham, England.

Gun and

THE PREMIER GUN.
W.

Dr. Rogers's

St.

OF ACTION, MATERIALS, PROPORTION, AND
SHOOTING QUALITIES combined, in all the four

attention to thenC.
very FINEST weapon, combining all their recent improvements, marked on the rib between their name
and London address the brand— "THtf PREMIER

\LE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

when

(See issue October 3d, 1873.)
In which competition the committees have awarded
our guns, First and Second for POINTS OP MERIT

943 BROADWAY
114 Centre Street.

-

GUNS. Winner of the Silver Cup,
value 40 guineas, at the Great London Field Trial 1875, beating 33 competitors with 68 guns, also winning
in all the other classes for the Improved System of Boring. These
guns will kill from 80 to 100 yards,
loaded with large shot, and will
shoot well with small shot with a
less powder charge than guns bored
upon the old system. For report of
the Gun Trial apply to Messrs. McLaran, Williams & Co., Ageuts, St.
Louis, U. S. A. Address
W. VV. GREENER,

Winners of the«'Tnrf,Field
and Farm" Grixia. Trials.

SCOTT «fc SON

CLOSE SHOOTING

DOUBLE

Breech Loaders,
mm

Sportsman's

Chas. L Bitzmann &

W. W. GREENER'S

an insidious poison,

it courses through the viens, sowing seeds of death
with every pulsation.
In this condition of things something is needed at

The Up-Town

<f$i$cqlhtitants

BURNS LIKE A TERRIBLE FIRE
as

141

Send for

illustrated descriptive particulars

and price

sheets to our

BEANCH

OFFICE, 29 Maiden Lane,
NEW YORK CITY.
MANUFACTORY, PIONEER^WORKS,

jyl

Birmingham, England*

Foster.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Davies, Es>q
Cato, Newfoundland (black,)
Atkinson, Ei«q
Nellie, Cocker (liver and white,) R.
J. L Price
Jack, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Duke, Blenheim Spaniel,
Garwood, Esq.
Warrior, Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Davies, Esq
Drake, Pointer (liver and white,)
Gartle, Esq
These Pictures will he forwarded (postage paid) on
receipt of price.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB.
17

Chatham street,

CO.,

New York*

mHB TRAP

HOOTING.

SHOOTER'S REFEREE
CONTAINS THE

•*-

Rulesfor Pigeon Shooting
of all of the prominent Gun Clnbs of the United
States and Canada, including the Rules of the Hurlngham and London (English) Gnn Clubs. Price 50
cents. For sale by Gunsniiths everywhere, and" at
the office of Forest and Stream, or mailed on receipt
of price by CHAS. SUYDAM, Publisher, 149 Chambers street, New York City.
Sept 2tf

"Seth Green Fish Ponds"
Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.
A.

S.

COLLINS,

Proprietor.

Eggs, Fry, Yearlings, &c. of Brook Trout, Sal.
mon Trout, Salmon, White Pish, dec
Also Bass, Gold Fish, Silver Fish, and stock for
Aquaria, Wire Cloth, Hatching Trays. Patent SpawnI ing Ibices, and everything pertaining to Sua enWe,

.

142
)otyh mtd Hegorfz farggartgmm.

TUBBS' HOTEL,
OAKLAND, California.
JOHN M. LAWLOR & CO., Proprietors.

AT THE TERMINUS OF
SITUATEDTrans-continental

Railroad; 40 minthe great
utes from San Francisco; 200 rooms, with hot and
cold water in every room; delightful drives and splendid scenery; a favorite home for tourists.
july22-6m

FOREST AND STREAM.
STEAMERS TO
DUCK SHOOTING.—THE UNDERsigned

is

now ready

to receive regular sports-

men to board at his homestead at Nayack, near Sag
Harbor, which is located on the shores of Peconic
Bay, near Jessup's Neck, off which point there is fine
bluefishing, and near by excellent bass and blackfishing.
On the Neck duck shooting is now in order.
Boats are supplied at reasonable rates. Q.uail and
partridge, with hares and rabbits, abound in the woods
near by. A carriage will attend at the railroad and
steamboat depots to take boarders when notified.
Terms, $7 a week. Address
NELSON H. PIERSON, Nayack,
oct7-lt
Sag Harbor, Long Island, N. Y.

Lake Couchieliing Hotel, Canada.
This charming and picturesque first-class Summer
Resort will be opened for the season on 7th of June,
and will remain open until October, The sporting in
the immediate neighborhood is exceptionally excellent, the Hotel being within ready access to the Muskoka Lakes. Sparrow Lake, and Trading Lake, where
Salmon Trout, Black Bass, Speckled Trout, etc.,
abound in original plenty. Yachting, Boating, Bathing, Bowling Alleys, Billiard Rooms, etc., provide for
the amusement of guests. Mail and telegraph offices
in the house. Rates exceedingly moderate. For circulars containing terms, etc., apply to the office of
Forest and Stream, or
JOHN E. FOREMAN,
Box 2645, P. O. Toronto, or to
THOMAS SCULLY. Manager,
Couchiching, Ontario.
my20

INTERNATIONAL HOTEL
NIAGARA FALLS.

GALE & FULLER,

Proprietors.

Near the Rapids and

Falls. Extra inducements to
families or single persons for the season. Carriages
jy7-3m
at reasonable rates.

Sontliern Hotel, St. Louis, Mo.

ON FOURTH, FIFTH
FRONTING
and Walnut
and $4.f0
streets,

$3,

$3.50.

$4,

per day, according to floor and location of room.
During' the past year this hotel has been thoroughly
overhauled, repaired, re-frescoed, re-carpeted and refurnished from top to bottom, and is first class in all
respects. The Southern is located, near the centre of
business, the theatres, and all places of amusement.
The tables are supplied with the best the market af-

and there is in the hotel budding the neatest
restaurant in the city for ladies and gentlemen.
Sep2-lot

fords,

Barnum's Hotel
THE

Hotel and table are in

respects

all

while the charges are moderate, and
such as similar accommodations cannot be obtained
Rates—
first, second asd third floors, $3;
elsewhere.
fourth floor, $3.50; fifth floor, $2. L. A. PRATT,
formerly proprietor of the Spencer House, Cincinnati,
S eplf)
Ohio, and t he Gait House, Louisville, Ky.

ROYAL NIAGARA HOTEL,
QUEEN'S
^
NIAGAKA.

Delighrf nlly located ot the mouth of Niagara River,
fourteen miles from the Falls. Accessible by boat
and railway. Fine facilities for fishing, boating and
&\v"AINETT.
bathing. *

MoGaW

3*yy-3ni

Toronto, Canada.

SHEARS & SON,

Proprietors.

This houseis a favorite resort for gentlemen sportsmen from all parts of the United States and Canada.

Crossraon House,

ALEXANDRIA BAY, Jeff. Co N. Y. C.CROSSMON & SON, Proprietors.
,

THIS
ly

House, recently rebuilt and elegantfurnished, is now open for visitors. Ir, is loca-

ted iii one of the most delightful places in the Thousand Island region, commanding an extensive view of
the St. Lawrence and the Islands and offers every facilOutfits
ity for the comfort and enjoyment of guests.
Steamers
for boating, Hunting and Fishing Parties.
for the bay connect at Clayton with the Utica and
Black River Railroad, and at Cape Vincent with the

5m

Rome, Water town and Ogdenshurg Railroad.

Twin Lakes Trout Farm.

FOU GENTLEMEN AND LABOARDSportsmen,
&c. Splendid
Artists, Anglers,

dies,

Fine boating, trout, pickerel,
and woodcock shooting. Also lessons in oil aiid water color painting, drawing and
etching, if desired. Address J. IVES PEASE, or E.
SHERMAN PEASE, P. O. box 60 Canaan, Conn.
N. 13.— Cottage building sites overlooking the lakes
AprS-tf
f or sale cheap; also one for a hotel.
scenery and drives.

and bans

fishing

HOTEL, BATH, L. I.— ONE
BATH
HOUR FROM THE CITY.—The

subscriber

having leased the above hotel for a term of years, is
determined by sparing no pains to make this resort
second to none in the vicinity of New York and
Brooklyn. First class table and. low prices. Now
ready for the reception of guests.
C.

jelV-tOctl

A.

BUNTING.

XTNION DEPOT HOTEL, Canaan, Conn.
LJ

G.

II.

CORBIN,

Proprietor.'

and beds, first-class table, &c.
and p leasant drives near by.

New, clean rooms
Fishing, shooting,
Apr8

tim

NEAR TWIN LAKES, FOUR
BOARD
A
Harlem
hours from New York

Railroad.
via
desirable location for sportsmen, artists, and all those
wanting a pleasant home. Address F. F. COOPER,
Locust Hill Farm, Ashley Fails. Berkshire county,

Mar 24-6m

Mass.

JTitsliing' and. Griinxiing?.
Carman House, Forked River, New Jersey.

FACILITY FOR FISHING
EVERY
and gunning; house newly furnished;

excellent table, fine boats and competent baymen. Bluefish, weakfish, kintrhsh, striped bass, geese, brant,
wild fowl and bav snipe of all kinds in their season.
Woodcock, quail, partridge and English snipe on the
ground* of the Hotel. Reached via N. J. S. R. R.

?)i«Pier8, N. R.

E. H.

FRAME,

Proprietor.

Sep 2-2m

BAY

ties.

SHOOTING OF ALL VARIEShinnecock

Bay,

the

New

of

Northern Michigan,
VIA GRAND RAPIDS AMD INDIANA RAILROAD, MACKINAW GRAND RAPIDS
AND CINCINNATI SHORT LINE.

SPORTSMEN

attention of
and TOURISTS
invited to the many attractions offered by tins line,
now completed from Richmond, Incl., to Traverse
City, on -Grand Traverse Bay, and to Petoskey, on
Little Traverse Bay.
The waters of the Grand Traverse region and the North Woods of Michigan are
unsurpassed, if equalled, in the abundance and great
variety of the finny tribe.
abound
in the streams, and the famous
GRAYLING, now attracting the attention of Sportsmen
everywhere, is found only in these waters. BLACK
are
BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL, and
also found in great numbers iu the many lakes and
lakelets of this territory.
is

BROOK TROUT
AMERICAN

MASCALONGE

LUXU PIOUS SLEEPING AND CHAIR CARS

run through from Cincinnati to Traverse City; also
PULLMAN PALACE SLEEPERS from Detroit over
Michigan Central and Grand Rapids and Indiana road,
via Grand Rapids, to Petoskey, with SPLENDID

making

DAILY CONNECTION

at latter

point for the Island of Mackinaw.
For Tourists' Guide, containing complete and accumaps, with full information as to Fishing Grounds,
transportation facilities, and in short all that could be.
desired by Sportsmen or Tourists, send to Forest and
Stream office, or to the undersigned. Low Round
Trip EXCURSION TICKETS good until SEPTEMrate

BER

30th.

J. U. PAGE,
GenH Passenger and Ticket Agent,

Tourists' and Sportsmen's Route.

best

shooting

THE ROUTE OF THE ERIE RAILWAY

is peculiarly rich in the variety and extent of its
scenery, and while the tourist has alternating glimpses
of the beauty of rivers, gaps and mountains, the
sportsman has within easy reach many localities that
afford him every facility for the enjoyment of the
sports of the field and stream.
enumerate a few
of the pleasure resorts which crowd the line of the
road.
It uthcrftird Park. - 0£ miles from New York.
Fine
hotels and boating pastimes on the Passaic.
Clifton.
from
miles
the
overlooking
city,
the
13J-

We

—

picturesque Lake Dundee.

Lnke Mohouk. — A

body of water 1,200 feet
above the Hudson splendid hotel accommodations.
Orange Lake. Six miles West of Newburgh, and
noted for its fishing attractions.
Milford, Pa. About eight miles from Port Jervis.
Is noted for its trout fishing, woodcock shooting and

—

Wm.

N

beautiful

—

—

superior hotels.
Avon Springs. Celebrated for 20years as a resort for
invalids, the waters possessing many valuable healing qualities.
YVatkius Glen. -This beautiful gorge is distant 291
miles from New York, via Erie Road to Elmira. Its
wild and picturesque attractions are second only in
reputation to those of Niagara.
Chautauqua Lake. 18 miles lung, 3 miles wide; said
to be the highest navigable water or> the American
continent, being 730 feet above Lake Erie and 1,290
feet higher than the Atlantic Ocean
Niagara Falls.— This great cataract is reached by the
direct line of the Erie Railway.
There are along the line of the road no less than

AN UNDIVIDED INTEREST IN

Commencing

—

Ten Large Lakes, Abounding with

Fish,

and affording most delightful sport for black bass and
pickerel. Their names are Lakes Greenwood, Orange,
Mohouk, White, Otsego, Cayuga, Seneca, Keuka, Silver and Chautauqua.

—

The following schedule will afford a partial guide to
numerous fishing localities reached by this road:

the

At

42 miles from
"
u
Oxford,
52
"
"
Middlotowu, 07
"
"
Otisville,
76

or near Sonthfields,

"
"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"

Port Jervis,
Monticello,
Milford,

88
112
96

"

"
"
"

"
"

New
"

until October 3d, leave Boston at S A. M.. and
Portland at 6 P.M. every Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, for Eastport, Maine, and St. John, N. B.,
forwarding passengers by connecting lines to Calais,
Me., St. Andrews, Fredericton, and Shediac, N B.,
Amherst, Truro, Pictou, Digby, Annapolis, Kentville, Windsor, and Halifax, N. S., Summerside and
Charlottetown, P. E. I., and Hawksbury, C. B.
This is

A Most Desirable Route

acres of laud on Currituck Sound, comprising
of the best points for shooting. Price low.
Particulars to be had and title deeds to be seen at
oct7-tf
this office,

gome

5:35

P.M.

with all trains.
H. P. BALDWIN, Gen. Pass. Agent,
R. E. Rickek, Sup't and Eng'r.
jul l53 m

tion,

BRADFORD

& ANTHONY,
374 Washington St., Boston.

Milwaukee and
Paul Hallway

St.

Traverses a finer country, affords views of grander
scenery, and passes through more business centres
and pleasure reports than any other Northwestern
Its forests, prairies, lakes and streams, aboundline.
ing with game, present unequalcd attractions to the
votaries of Nimrod and W'alton. It is the only railway route along the valley of the Upper Mississippi.
It is also the shortest as well as best route between
the great metropolitan centres of the Northwest
Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Minneapolis.
Track and equipment nneqnaled, and its trains of
palace-coaches and sleeping cars run through without
change.

New York Office,

38 9 Broadway.
IV Madison.
Chicago Depot, cor. CnnnI
Apr29-6m
City Offices, 61 avA 03 Clark St.

&

HAVEN,
FOR NEW White
Monu

U'isliiwg"

II.

IPisIi Koolts,

AND

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.

Sportsmen!

HARTFORD,
Montreal and

tains,

NIGHT LINE. -Steamer Elm City leaves New
New Haven in time for
at. 11 P. M., arriving! in
(he early raornin-g trains. Tickets sold and bagcage
Checked at 944 Broadway, New York, and 4 Court
Apply at General Office on he
street, Brooklyn.
tf
pier, or to RIOIIAKD PECK, General Ag:en .
York

Yonr attention is called to
OIL TANNED MOC-

GOODS

CASINS,

Magic Lantern and 100
H.

E&

Slides for

ANTHONY &

"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"

LAKES OF MUSKOKA.

LINE.

graphs of celebrities. Plioro-Lantern Slldfca a special
Manufacturers of
Pbotog rapine materials.
ly.

Awarded

Manchest er. N. H.

arks,

Premium

First

at

Vienna Expos

MEAIN"CJFA.CTTJI5,Xr:iC,
[Established

1808.]

tion.

au5-iv

THE AMERICAIN
10

Liberal sample

igue sore.

money.

receipt of

Send

Highest award, Vienna,

lor circular.

WM.

8.

on

1SV3.

KIMJIALL

«fc CO.,
Rochester, N. Y.

Tobacco Works,

Pekiil,kss

From W.

II HoiiABIJU), Valparaiso, Tnd.
tobacco like Vanity Fair has been burned in my
it is the very best, and all the boys beg it when
opportu ni ty oilers

No

pipe;

There

no future without

straggling clouds. It
soothes ami tranqnibzes 1hc feelings, and helps the
expansion of all benevolent and kindly sentiments.
is

From Geo. E. Pond,

its

Special attention is given to first-class work. Extra
PORTRAITS cut to order, by
sketches and
sending photographs. JACOB GLAHN, Manager,
Formerly Supt. of Parker Bros. Engraving and Orna-

DOG

Feb

mental Department.

11

Lieut. Sth Cavalry, Fort Gar-

land, Col.

am

tn say that I
It

answers

highly pleased with

recommendations.

all

From PiiiuipC. Rookus, Merrwinsvillo, Conn.
Much obliged to you for sending me such tobacco;
nothing like it has ever been smoked in this part of
the country within the memory of the oldest inhabitant—Uncle Peter Gay lord, aged id.
That first
t

jou wish might

But what

is

AND

Steamers Nipissing- and Wcnonah
TO THE

SPORTING REGIONS OF MUSKOKA.
Lake Ros-

and of the frabloom about it

HOTELS GOOD AND CHEAP.
TROUT, BASS and MASKINONGE

FISHLYG.
Also, DUCK AND DEER SHOOTING, Etc.
Apply at NORTHERN RAILWAY OFFICES, ToGravenhurst.

OAK BE NO GREATER PorTHEREwithout
serious defects They
are the only

tability

WW?

portable boats that are equal to the very best
o nes for local use.
jyJ___L_

last.

paper, and what are words?

Vain

things!

CANADIAN

WOOD

BA.SS

CANOES.

Peterborough, Canada.
CANOES POSSESS ALL lUJ^

WM. ENGLISH,

THESE

"The next time Juno ruffles thee,
O, Jupiter, tut the weed.

are
qualities of the Indian birch canoes, but
ol]na 'stronger and faster. Weight about 60 P
•spoilsPrice at Peterborough, $25 gold. Just what
8 nfifl2-4m_
men require.

much

The Sportsmen's Depot.

JOHN KBIDER,
Corner Second and Walnut

Sts.,

Philadelphia.

IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER, and DEALER' IN
Guns, lillles, Pistols, and Fishing* Tackle,
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech

Loaders.
assortment of Rods,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair TroutLines, &c.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of CaneReeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds Eggs and Birds' Skins in great varieties.—

V_y

J"9i

Revolving Cartridge Belt
EOR BREECH LOADERS.

in all Its branches.

SPRATT'S PATENT

DOG

BISCUITS.

4-ly

HUNDRED CHEMICALLY PRE-

( \NE

IN

JULEP AND BRIGET COLORED STRAWS, FUTURE FRAMES, NATURAL DYED
GRASSES, Etc.
Address P. O. Box 40, New Utrecht L N_YJ___

full

1

Taxidermy

Wholesale and Retail Dealers

.

REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Northern Railway from Toronto

CQCKBURN,

st.

I

Has constantly on hand a

ronto, and of A. P.
auglS-toctl

Elm

tel,

ABBOTT,

General Passenfier Agent.

Tickets from Toronto to the Head of
seau and Return only $6.

thing ever

best

FRANK GOOD,

1209

$100.
CO., 591

Broadway, N. Y., opposite Metropoli an Ho.
Chromos and Frames, Stereoscopes and Views,
Graphoscopes, Megalethoscopes, Albums and Photo-

the

worn by sportsmen. No
injured by wetting and
drying— always soft and
easy to the feet, and
VERY DURABLE— being made of the very best of
stock in three different styles, and warranted thefl^i
uine article, different from anything before offered
Illustrated Circular and Price List free.

I

Permit me
Vanity Fair.

'«
"
" Port Jervis, 88
"
"
"
"
"
•'
"
'
"
Monticello, 112
"
"
« Cen. Valley, 48
"
"
"
"
"
" SenecaLake, 29 i
"
"
"
Tickets for sale at the General Offices of the Erie
Railway Company, 124 Washington street Boston; 241,
401, 529, or 957 Broadway, New York; and 732 Chestnut street, Philadelphia. Express trains leave New
York from depot foot of Chambers street at 9 A. M.,
10:45- A. M., and 7 P. M.

DAILY

Tackle,

The new and elegant steamer
Pier No. 25, East Kiver, daily

Northani leaves
(Sundays excepted) at 3, and Twenty-third street,
East River, at 3:15 P. M. A passenger train will be
in waiiing on the wharf at, New Haven and leave for
SpringCey! and way stations on arrival of the boat.
C.

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN

an g2G-ly

.

tha

N.

'

Leave South Amhoy for New York at 6:55 A K
Stages to and from KEYPORT connect at Matawan
Station with all trains, and to and from 0(TR\"Nr
GROVE and AS BURY I ARK. at Long Branch Sta

York.

36 miles

JNO

M

at ?:00, 8:15, 11:35 A. "M ^-<>k
,0v5

Chicago,

from New York.
including Lakes Truxcdo, Potague and Cedar Pond.
At or near Monroe. 50 miles from New York.
including Round, Long, Mombasha and Cromwell's
Ponds
At or near Florida, 64 miles fron New York.
The famed Mirror Lake, is distant 1 mile.
76 miles from New York.
At or near Otisville,
"
"
" Guymard,
"
"
"
SO

my20

BRANCH.

August

1874
WAY DAILY, 25Sunday
pv

for Sportsmen*

presenting a convenient and pleasant mode of access
to the famous hunting and fishing grounds of the
Eastern regions, at very moderate rates of fare. For
circular, with map and description of the route, apply
W. W. KILBY, Agent,
to
Commercial Wharf, Boston.
Julvl5toOctl

Black Bass and Pickerel.
Sloatsburg,

WEDNESDAY,

Leave Long Branch

of Portland.

and city

taste of the new smoke
grant leaf is very grateful. It has a

At or near

LINE BETWEEN

RETURNING.

Company's Steamers

—

Splendid

400

ALL

NEW YORK AND LONG
FIVE TRAINS EACH

pared Circular

on receipt of
Vermont.

fifty

Gun Swabs

cents. R. L.

sent to

GRAVES,

Sold by

all

dealers.

Send

for circular.

IIAYDEN BELT WORKS,

Columbus, Ohio.

Sep30-8m

any address
Sunderland,
Sep30tf

EN&LISH

I^

No creasers, turners, or topwads required.perc
in half the time usually required. Fifty
secna
better distribution and greater penetration
dealer
for
your
sun
Send to
;

•

sample.^

au_c5-3mo

Shooting Property for Sale,

Central Railroad of N. Jersev*'
RAIL

Am

Springfield,

THE ERIE RAILWAY.

1\TEW YORK AND LONG BRANCH
"A-iNL-H.
RAILROAD.
±N

cepted, passing through Woodn ridge, Penh irnbov
hoy, Matawan, Middletown and Red
South
BariK
Leave New York, foot of Liberty street, Nnvti
River, for Long Branch, at 7:30, 9:15. 11:46 A *T
J
For South Amboy at 6'OO'p
3:45, 5:00 P. M.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

jyl

Wm.

N. Lane
York.
in the vicinity of
respectfully informs "his friends that, having largely
added lo tbe Springville House, he is prepared to entertain and take care of his guests in ample manner.
Moderate prices and satisfactory attention guaranteed- The young bay birds are now coining in and
good bags are ttitT order of the day. Address
Lane, Good Ground Station, L. I.
Live wild geese stools for Spring and Fall shooting.

ground

To the Trout and Grayling Fisheries

STEAMER

THE

will,,

Attractive Route

The

Brunswick,

Prince Edward Island, &e.

inlenuediate points.

first-class,

Rossin House,

Scotia,

New York

Mo.

St. Louis,

Nora

New

Maine,

Eastern

—

—

.

Curtis

&

Harvey's

DIAMOND GRAIN.

Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 Superior Rifle, and Col.
Hawker's Ducking.
W. STITT, 61 Cedar street,
New York,
sep9-eow
Agent for U. S._ America.

"TZTUNTERS AND SPORTSMEN^
but ptovidy 0^

Xl

Do not get lost any more,
,u
selves with a true "compass and timekeeper
pockft." Sent to any address

P$*^W

iot
'

.

!

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
j$0i[famm's <§oo&%.

<§,mntl.

fy\e

143
t8ttllmw(m£f

igcelhnqouz.

Tennessee State

CLERK

AJVIXOJbLYW
48 Maiden Lane, N.

SECOND. ANNUAL MEETING
1

MEMPHIS,
)0TOBER

25th, 26th,

OCTOBER

St., N. Y.

26th

.ELD DOGS.

::

.

and 27th.—BENCH SHOW
Premiums, $500 in caps.

Six

OP

28th, 29th, and 30th.— FIELD TRIAL.
$1,300 cash, and $450 in cups, donated by
rest and Stream, Rod and Gun, and Turf, Field
i Farm
programmes, with full details will bo furnished to
.applicants.
Secretary,
W. A.
Memphis, Tenn.
ep9-td

On hand the largest and best assortment ever exhibited in the United States. They particularly call
attention to their

ItUWflUll,

,

N.J.

^he finest strain of young Pointers and Setters for
Dogs boarded and cared for in the best manner
3.
Pedigrees guaranteed. ; dogs- broken
$5 per month.
Mar 11
£850.
\

Ferrets.— i have ten more ferW. H BKUMMITT,
Pontiac, Michigan.

tf

SETTERS FOR SALE.
BITCH, PUPPED MAY
1

DOGS,

2?th, 1875, out of Puss, by imp. Gordon and
I have owned the strain fro m^which
i.verack Bob.
^
ss descended for twelve years, and do not know its

a prize d02. and was imported by
lienor.
A Lawrence, of Boston. Price $25. Also 2 dogs
July 26tli, 1875, out of Ohesa1 2 bitches, pupped
ike duck retriever, Rose, by thoroughbred dog AlAlso
liver and white pointer, Is
Price
$20.
Ijf't
nths old, out of Fan by Shot; has been in hands

Bob

is

strainer for one year, and is thoroughly broken.
ce $100. Pedigrees and particulars on application.

GARD

T.

HAMMOND,

"Waluut Grove Farm,

New

'>16-4t

London, Conn.

And

6.00

Price$15.

Those desiring something light and durable for
camping purposes will find this stove exactly right;
weighs only 25 pounds; will cook for ten persons.
The ware consists of Kettle, Tea Kettie, Coffee Pot,
Fry-pan, round Tin Pan, two square Pans, Dipper,
Gridiron, Tent Collar, and eight feet Funnel Stove
PiDe, with oven that will roast 15 pounds beef, all of
which nests and packs inside of stove, which only oc-

Parties fitted out with

For

or Rabbit Hounds.

femg

Littlet on,

;)l«-', t

To

appropriate Tackle for the

porters of Warrin's Celebrated. Drilled

CAMP LOUNGES.

Price $5.

A

We offer to dealers

Fishing Tackle,

CAMP TENTS,
for four persons, 7. 6. squaro, weighs 15 lbs.; Can
be packed in knapsack. Price $10. Ten feet square
for six persons, $15:

Rods, Reels, Lines, Artificial Flics, Nets,
Baits, Fish Hooks, &c.

American Dog* Biscuit,
Made

of nutritive bone and muscle making material,
is the only portable food for dogs made in this
country. Put up in packages of 10, 25, aud 100 pounds,
and warranted not to spoil in any climate. Price,
10c. per pound.

and

OP THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.
Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and other fishing.

Jack Lamp,
for night shooting and fishing, running rapids, lighting camp, etc.; the best light ever invented. $6 25.

ARTIFICIAL FLIES PRESSED TO ORDER.
BKiSECIl Ai\D MUZZLE LOADING GUNS,

And Sportsmens goods
1

a

UNBROKEN

jfOR SALE— A PAIR OF
setiers,

If

nine months old, orange and white; old

Address C. L., Box

Uiterbury stock.
ia
A5

9,

Post Ofliee.

Philadel-

DRAB DUCK, OORDUROV?
FUSTIAN, REPELLANT,
BLUE BEAVER and FRIEZE.
Wading Boots, Fishing- Stockings, Rubber Clothing,

Game

months
itcrtown.

best quality of waier-proof duck, light tan color,
especially adapted for concealment in blinds or sedge.
grass, or for approachiug game in the woods.
Light,
durable and very cheap.
English style; extra
pocket in back for cartridges. Entire suit," $15.

HEGEMAN'S PORTABLE CANVAS ROxlTS.
BOND'S METALLIC BOATS.
MILES JOHNSON'S PIGEON TRAPS-Price,

WM.

dam

took first prize at
JARVIS, Claremont, N. H.

old; sire

and

»ct7 St

The

HAVE FIVE DOG WHELPS OP

,

Sired by Kirk; bred from General
26.
stock by the late Hon. K. C. Barker, Detriot.
ji; of Daisy. She was by Mr. R. Hoe, Jr/s, imported
ring, out of Fanny, bred by the late Hon. K. C.

August

;

ster\s

rker

from his old stoek.

Price,

boxed and

deliv-

>d

at express office at six weeks old, $25 each. Will
Price $50.
Daisy after whelps are weaned
OAKLEIGH THORNE,
A
Millbrook, N. Y.
i ct7-tf
.

1

JyTANTED.— A BRACE OF

VERY

^V

superior, thoroughbred, well broken Setters
Hg and bitch); must not be over two years old; full
must
be given; state price, where and when
Pligree
iy can
be seen. Address B. G. HUGHES. Lock
x I, Camden, N J.
iSep30 4t
.

,

8 f|j

IflOR

SALE

—A

BEAUTIFUL, WELL-

matched brace of highly bred setter pnps, EnAddress ARTIST, West
y >h and Gordon cross.
friden, Conn.
t
Sy
\

EIVRY UAKDNESt, M.

LY

best shell ever ottered to sportsmen.

on hand and made

on hand and for

D.,

HAS CONSTAN'F-

sale, medicines adapted to
Dealer an sporting dogs of
Wry variety. Dogs trained for reasonable coinpenpion. No. Ill South Fifth ave., N. Y.
Oct 22

Pj cure of all diseases.

HEW WING,

410 Seventh Street,
WASHINGTON, D.

AprfeOly

it.

A. B. Shipley & Son

C.

HOLABIRDS

503 and 505 Commerce

Clifillc

All sizes

styles.

$3,

JTiKhingj- X^ines.

PJNR ROD MOUNTINGS.
Full line of Tackle for Brook, River and Sea FishAgents for John James
Sons' celebrated Fiah.

$5 50 and $6.

constructed.

&

ing.

u The Ampersand."
COLVIN'S GANVAS BOAT.
The ;most complete portable boat

a iixl

a specialty.

to order.

woods; three different

street, Philadelphia.

Manufacturers of

WWE BASS ANT) TROUT FLY RODS.
The celebrated CJREENIIKART WOOD

Moccasins, Oil Tanned,

!

Mr

C.

free.

ever published. Send for

Hart's Metallic Shells.

pOR SALE— A SPLENDID LOOKING
REINSCK,
New
Scotch Deer Mounds for Sale.

and Samples

list

$14 per pair.

for the

red and white setter dog, two years old, very
[bilious and well to mind; will be sold cheap for
22 Jacknt of use
Apply to PH. H.
oct7-lt
l street,
York city.

The most complete

GEO.

Fishing Tackle.

&{>,.

Ventilating Pockets;

Illustrated Price List

THOMSON'S FISHING AND HUNTING SUITS,

oct.7-lt

pORSALE— RED IRISH BITCH, NINE

kinds.

ALEXANDER £ WALLER,
& 103 DUANE ST., (near
Broadway) New York.

lOl

SET-

NepHMrn

all

BARTON,

Jd^Glaang^.

No. 1,762 Kennel Club Stud Book
and Sthkam, No. 1 of
Shot was imported in 187 t for breeding pur»es, and now, having seveial litters by him. i wish
xchange for a Laverack dog or bitch with pedi
Address W.
le approved by Forest and Stream.
HARRIS, Lock Box 41, Lawrence, Kan.

of

Manufactured and Imported by

i

1.5).

and sportsmen a most complete

assortment of

B. B. PULLEN,
Hal fax coun t y, N. C.

THOROUGHBRED HUSH

The

Cuttyhunk Bass Lines

stylo

Eved Needles

4-29

particulars, ad-

pedigree see Forest

full

r

1

"Mulialy's" Patent Flies.

of Extra quality.
Parties fitted ont for the Adirondacks,
the
Maine Woods,
Lake Superior, Newport, Cuttyhunk, Pasque Island, West Island,
Barncgat, &c.
Orders by mail will receive careful and prompt attention.

Rocky Mountains and Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
the Adirondacks, &c, &c.
Split Bamboo, _Trout and Salmon Rods and Reels
a Specialty.
Agents for the St. Lawrence Pishing Co. Solo* Im-

let Shot,

mL

1

New

When folded is about the size of an ordinary shawl
light, durable, compact, and comfortstrapped.
able couch. Sent by express C. 0. D., $5, including
side and supporting sticks at the head. Just the thing
for the camp or lawn

ken setters and pointers for sale. All-guaranL. R. MORRIS, Campto be first-class dogs.
SeplGtf
Ps Station, Guernsey County, Ohio.

1

fishing.

cupies a space of 12x1 2x20 inches.

d

<1IIE;

Salmon

Vom

.

OURE BRED, THOROUGHLY BRO!fc—

and

season).
Hole's Rubber steel
Pivot, Click and Salmon Peels.
The celebrated "Frankfort ' Reel,
&c, &c. Sole manufacturers of

every Variety and Style of

FISH H Q O JK S

$20.00

TOR SALE.— FIVE THOROUGHBRED
'

Bamboo

M'Giinnis Black Bass Rods
made of Split Bamboo (new this

LINEN AND COTTON LINES,

SILK,

HOLABIBD'S CELEBRATED SUITS.
Waterproof and Mildew proof, complete
"
"
Wading Jackets

rets ready: splendid fellows; $12 per pair.

Pox

Y.,

THE FAMED

Every variety of Salmon and Trout Flies', and nooks
on Gut. Cutty Hunk and Pasque Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Braided Silk Lines, every size and quality of

DUNCKLEE'S CAMP STOVES.

W

N.

St.,

Strip Split

for Trout

TROUT, SALMON AND BASS RODS.

WHEATLEY,

I

\

65 Fulton

Invite the attention of amateurs
to the additions they have made to
their regular stock of Fine Goods,
comprising in part

SHOOT*

)CTOBER

n 23

CO.

Y.

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Wums,

J

<&>

Co.)

$3,500 cash.

Prizes,

G.

Tenn.

and ;ffth.—TRAP

02 Nassau

&

(Successors to J. C. Conroy

SUCCESSORS TO

portsmen's Association.

aookeaild Needles.

SILVER MEDAL awarded by the FK.ANKLIN
INSTITUTE, 1874, "for SUPERIOR OTJALITY and
FINISH of RODS and TACKLE.
Aprl-lim

The

1 '

largest size weighs but 12 pounds.
Can be packed in
soaee of less than half cubic foot. Prices within
reach of all.
No. 1, 8 feet, weight 8 pounds
I
$25 00
No. 2, 10 feet, Weight 10 pounds
32. 00
No. 3, 12 feet, weight 12 poun ds
40.00

J.

B.

Crook & Co.,

MANirFACTtTREKS AND IMPORTERS OP

sepi)

Flobert Rifles.

TACKLE
Y.

LITTLE NOISE. PERFECTLY SAFE.

£>0 Fulton St.,

Sighted and ready for use. $10, $12, $1(5. Just
arm for first lessons by Young America in acquiring the requisite skill for a position in ihe Rifle Team,
and sure death to cats in (he back yard.
sep9
The Phoenix Single Barrel Breech loader.
12 gauge.
Uses either Ely's paper, or Hart's me
tabic shells. Just the article lor young sportsmen.
the

N. P».--Sole manufacturers

IN".

in this country of the

celebrated

Creen Heart Rods,
Bass and Salmon.

for Trout,

$18.00.
'

Special attention paid to selection of guns for gentlemen at a distance by an expert and an old sports

man.

TRIP TO ENGLAND,

Wogardus' New Book, "Trip to England."
With how guns are made and hints to sportsmen.

Box 5,109.
No.

102

championship badge, Lorilbird badge, portrait of the
auihor, etc., 184 pp. price fifty cents, to be had postpaid from the auihor, CAPT. A. H. BOGARDUS,
Elkhart, Lot^m county. 111.
AMERICAN NEWS CO., Agents, 119 Nassau street.
:

Sportsmen's Emporium,

Nassau

street,

New York

FIELD, COVER AND TRAP SHOOTING,

by the same author. A practical hook of information
and instructions concerning game birds,' their haunts
and habits, and the most effective methods of their
pursuit, with the correct system of using the dog and
gun. One volume. 12mo, fancy stamped cloth, with

City.

steel portrait or ihe

The

best, the cheapest,

and most desirable

C.

DANE,

MANUFACTURER OF TDE

Ever Offered
Write

to the

AMATEUR SPORTSMAN.

for illustrated catalogue.

VV.

LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN.

Solid Breech

Snap

Muzzle Loaders Altered
my27

to

AND TRAPPER'S ILLUSHUNTER'S
TRATED PRACTICAL

GUIDE— Gunning

and Rifle Shooting; making and using traps, snares
and nets; baits and baiting; preserving, stretching
dressing, tanning, and dyeing skins and furs, fisninS'
etc. With fifty engravings. 20 cents.
Taxidermist^
Manual, 50c. Dog Training, 25c. Of booksellers or
by mail
JESSE HANEY & CO , 119 Nassau street
New York.
sep9-8t
.

.

HO LA BIRD,

Tlxe Piseco

Action.

Breech Loaders

II.

Valparaiso, Ind.

jelT

EASIEST MANIPULATED AN D ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAFE FROM ACCIDENTAL DIS<TiA RGB

author, and an engraving of his
Address
pp;, price $2.
CAPT. A. It. BOGARDUS,
Elkhart, Logan county, 111.

champion medal, 400
SeplG-tf

JOSEPH

containing a nar-

rative of (he visit to Great Britain of .Bogardus and
his matches in England,, I; eland and Wales, with the
leading shots there, and the winning of the championship badge of the world by him, giving complete
scores and other details; embracing also an account
of ihe great International Rifle match, with illustrations of American and English styles of shooting

Price 50 cents.
Sole agent in New York city for J. IT. Batty, U. S.
Taxidermist. N. A. birds and eggs for collectors.
Buck's heads, and game birds a specialty. Orders
filled with dispatch.
We furnish every article necessary for the outfit of
sportinen in the camp or field. Goods sent, everywhere by express. Remit only by draft, Post Office
order, or registered letter to

P. O.

BOOKS.

w Florida

_

,

—Parties wanting information abon t Geor-

"should subscribe for the Morning
News, published at Savannah, Ga. Daily, $10; Weekly* %~ per annum.
Advertisers desiring customers in
these States should use its columns. It is the best pa."
per in the Southeast, Specimen copies sent on receipt
of R cents
Address J. II. ESTILL, Savannah, Ga.

gia

or

.

Loader, Crimper and Cap Explter.
A LL DEVICES NECESSARY FOR

-0_

loading or re-loading shells of two calibres
in one instrument.
Avoids the necessity
cutting or shortening the shell for light loads;
needs no wooden table or bench to fasten it to while
in use. Can be taken to pieces by removing one
screw with a jack knife, and stows in a giin case.
Malleable castings, nickel plate finish. Complete for
two gauges. Price $10, boxed.
BROS.
CO., 96 Liberty street.

combined
of

WALTON

jel7-6m

&

also a
FOR
WHITNEY DOUBLE BARRELED SHOT GUN,

SALE— A SHARP'S RIFLE,

all breech loaders and fresh from the factories, having
never rteen fired. Will be sold (for want of use) at
one-ihird lets than manufacturers'' prices. For parcular s address P. O. Box 3. Syracus e, N. Y. au?8-tf

FOR

SALE.—A SPLENDID BREECH

made by E. M. Reily &
London; cost 80 guineas, gold; is now offered at
$125; sold for want of use. Address II. SMITH, at
Loading, Express Rifle,

Co.,

this office.

jU34

.

CHAS. GREEN,
Breech Loading Shot Guns.

A.

strongest and most durable snap action made.
first-class.

Snooting qualities

action as new guns. Send for circular and
No. 3 West Main street, Rochester, N. Y.

Same

list,

Apr 8-6m

&

C.

SCOTT & SONS

Shot Guns,
Barreled
AND
and Rifle Combined.

Single

Double

and

Shot

Cun

LOADERS.

SEND

Revolving, Repeating,
Ves
Derringer and

For Treatise

Shooting,
Illxistrat'd Catalogue*
&DC.m to
llifle

Pocket Pistols.

CARTRIES,
.

REMINGTON

E.

SONS'

&<
^

^81 and S83Broadway.
p.

Genuine Breech Loaders.
Report of Gun Trial sent on application.

ILION,

& SONS,
Boston.

READ

3 Faneuil Hall &Q.

Box

399/4.

237

,

Also all other makes':— Greener, Westley Richards,
Webley, Remington. Moore, &c.
A genuine Scott Muzzle Loading Gun, $25 up.
Maynard, Ballard, Remington and- Sharp's Rifles.
«•
Ballard's breech loading Sporting Rifles $1811"
Bogardus' New Book— 50 oents, by mail,
g§i
l-sussev's Gyro Trap, for shooting practice.
-,.%
,
Fine Fishing Hods and Tackle.
Fine Bronze Yacht Guns on mahogany carriages,
Complete, as furnished the New York and Bosion
Yacht Sauadrons. SEND FOR CIRCULARS.

HERKIMER

AGENTS

for the following celebrated makers'
W. & C. SCOTT & SONS (winners at the Litem,
tional Gun Trial of 1873); J. P, CLABROTJGH X
BRO.; P.
& SONS, and WESTIFV
U

WEBLEY

RICHARDS.

street,

State

Chicago, 111

BIXONS&HAWKSLEY'SSHOOTIIVCTACiiLK
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS
BUSSEY'S, PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP

WITH CASE. AND

CO., N. Y.

JOS.C.GRUBB&

oct7-lm

AGENTS FOR THE

For the coming drawings, commencing January

we have reduced the prices of
Whole, *20*.i, $10$

.AGENTS FOR THE

*5*
1-20 $1.

IN THE
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

THE BEST
WARRANTED
W
Celebrated Breech Loading Shot Guns- Unoqualled in Fine

Ma<ife X>y

314
Have now

Oxford

1-^

Work

an extensive assortment of Breech Loading Shot Guns, made by JAMES PUKDEY.E.
& SON, P. WEBLEY & SON, W. W.
REILLY& CO., WESTLEY RICHARDS, W. & C. SCOTTloading,
central fire, double rifles,
GREENER, and a large variety of cheaper grades. Also breech
and kifle and shot guns of superior quality- Implements, ammunition, and all other articles appertaining
by
mail when requested
sent
to Breech or Muzzle Loading Eire-arms generally. Illustrated Circular

M

in store

Box 4,448.

<2»1f*

* 1

at..

40
"

yards.

,

HIGHEST PENETRATION

New York.

AT
ifeKfi

€

4

1£'l£^

S^res

in

Wall

street

ffllUj.^WVj-'fl^-'vV often leads to fortune.
Send for a copy of the Wall Street Review and
Pamphlet, gnawing the various methods of operaCO , Bankers and Brokers,
ting J HICKLING
Dec 23
72 Broadway, N. Y.

&

LOADERS

MTJZ^JLiE

Mortimer & Kirkwood,
ELM

Street, Ronton,

Letter A. showing solid head;
Company's caps.

tallic

b b showing nickel anvils for Berdan Primer, Ely's central fire or Union Me.;
^___
,-_
_, _,
_^

Favorite Metallic Shells.
Hart's Sportsman's
United States, and pronounced superior to anything now offered

Endorsed by the leading sportsmen

in the
description of Shells and Patent Loaders with prices, may be obtained from any of the
country. Manufacturers of Ahunnium Celluloid and German fithe
hrouguout
depots
sportsmen's
leading
CO., Newark, N J
GEO. E.
ver Reels for Troui. Salmon, and Bass fishing.
ma^r 13sly
.
. :
.
F. S. HARRISON, Agent.
d
te

A

1875.

,

Express Rifles, Double and

full

.3 GO,

Single,

.400 and .450 Bore.

RIGBY'S

HART &

i

ON THE MOST APPROVED PRINCIPLE,
all kinds of BREECH LOADING work effected.
24

FIELD TRIAL

to the Dublic

CONVERTED INTO BREECH LOADERS,
and

our Close-Shooting 12 Bore,

CO., Bankers,

Wall

Rifles.

made by

Pattern

1 l-81No. 6,

Governments, &ci

P. O.

Manufacturers of Fine Guns and

5th,

We

TAYLOR &

MARKET.

I^pjrdLe-y*
James
street, London', Enffland.

1-10, $'2;
Drawings take place every seventeen Days.
Circulars sent
to fill all orders.
prepared
aie
upon application. Highest price paid for Spanish Bank
bills.

',

manship and Material.

$4;

1-5,

'

Union Metallic Cartridge Company's Ammunition,

tickets as follows:
i,

send

ordering

and

ANA LOTTERY.
HATIMPORTANT
NOTICE.

Vest.

so evenly distributed that it is
scarcely felt.
Cartridges can be
with the heads down in
carried
ihis vest, which is of great importance when brass shells are used
as when carrying them with the
head up the weight of the shot of
ten forces the wad forward, when
bad shooting is the result.
In
measurement around the chest.
PRICE $7.50.

Philadelphia,
TX& Market street,'SALE
OF THE

Jroutdale Fish Ponds.
PAWN, FRY, ETC., OF BROOK
Mrs. J. H. SL4CK,
Bloomsbury, N. J.

BIRDS.

This Vest affords the best arrangemen t yet invented for carry.
ing cartridges.
The weight is

s

Trout; also Salmon Trout, Black Bass,
everything pertaining to fish culture.
Price lists sent upon application to

100

Patent Cartridge

Black's

'

K3

W

"

HdLABIRDS Shooting SUITS,

Armory and Manufactory*

AGENTS:

.

O.

WESTERN BRANCH,

WINNERS OF THE GUN TRIAL OF 1873

1

'

BREECH LOADING GUM
SPECIALTY.

ALSO

MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH.

W.

SGHUYLER, HARTLEY & GRAHAM
19 Maiden Lane, 20 & 22 John street X y

MILITARY, SPORTING, HUNTING AND TARGET
Breech Loading" ^Rifles.

Manufacturer of

price

'

FOREST AND STREAM.

144

The

«

<

.

Oeletyrated

-

From Captain Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot

.

of America.

RIFLE.

m

->
Messrs. George E. Hart & Co.,
Gentlemen- The fifty shells I received from you to-day suit me better than any I have ever used. They
and better in every respect, and I shall use them in all my shootmgjiercafter. \ ours truly
are stronger
s
A. H. Bogardus.

PRICE LISTS, &c, ON APPLICATION TO
24 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
7% ST. .JAME8 STREET, LONDON.

•

Mass

Fishing Pants,

Leggings and Boots,
BLANKETS,
ROBBER CAMP
COMPLETE

Sporting & Camping Dots
AND
£
India Rubner Goods of Every
-

Send

27

for Price List.

Havana

Description.

MAIDEN LA ftMjJ^

Lottery

Only HI 000 Tickets— One Prize

to every Sevoi

H

2097 Prizes or
]

1

r zeof
£
Prize off

100,000

!

50

i.od

Prise of
2o'o00
2 Prizes each of
,q qqo
4 Prizes each of
5'ooj
12 Prizes each of
'sqo
••
478 Prizes each.of
Tickets
g
aCirculars with full information sent freefor sale and prizes cashed by P. ^-"^J^kort.
tioner and General Aeent. 3 OLibertv^treet^^^,
1

•

^

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT.

MOEE
**;

YIOTOEIES!

T

Twelfth? New Y^k

r

JUNE 26, 1875.
E, First California; Infantry, Using
Regiment, Using Remington Rifle^Jictory for SHARPS,

SHARPS

i

e+

and

Co.

D

511 against 488 points

Range for the REMINGTON DIAMOND BADGE. Won by Mr. H. S.
SHARPS CREEDMOOR RPFLE, Scoring 96 out of a possible lOS.

Sa
'HIGHEST A.VERAOE

rrmtest at Creed moor

N Y

uhakhm

16S

A.T

DOLLYMOUNT,
IRELAND.
Reming-tons arerage,

^END ^0R ILLUSTRATED

average,
»ttiVj**-» avera

points*

PRICE

161

LIST,

* ^°-

______

weighs but 1* pounds,

is

Z,'J

quit* iv rec
Helder/flare at top so as to
l"e
securely

eive

w» #

N^

CItlCULAB

CCAIT EXPLANATORY
bow $10 TO $500

OtN

Jewell,

points*

Tnrahridse

;

,

24, 187S.

S%^fs—
^T

Mayor's and'Citizen's Cup, Won by Col. H. A. Gildersleeye with
over 24 competitors, including the best shots of both Irish and

JULY

free.

V

wide.
the shells, andT Being elastic,
e^ lg mr
For ease of action and rapid shooting P
thing of The kind invented.
PRICE, G. O. D., S6.0O. a
e
In ordering, give the size of shells and
gan.
urement outside of vest.
„
1Is
boFaUg^-^N. S. OOSS.
jv22-ly

«t "R^fast Ireland, for the

American Teams.

"NT.

011

slides,

]

SHARPS CREED MOOR RIFLE

«f Rrooklvn

Rifles,

Pamphlet

Wft1?Bt™r>t.

The fioss Re volvilig C^rMgeBoWe;
METALLIC
/CARRIES PAPER ORrevolves
.^
\J SHELLS, either end up,
oa
and

REMINGTONS.

c +Q f^ Match, between Co.

*

«r«.<?

oe Official Keports.

SHARPS vs.
V-#

$10 to $1,000
a month.

rnrr
rntt

<T

m$

invested
Stock Privileges has paid and
Eailroad
Profits.
will pay Large

fl
|

{J

I

bought
Stocks, Bond's and Gold
Sixltr,
on Margins. Interest
suD«*«t. allowed on deposits

ject to sight draft.

Buckwaiter

^^ — -.

ker8,
R rnWVh
Co., Bankers
Wall Street, New York, r

&

K*

l

—

Terms, Five Dollars a Year.
Ten Cents a Copy.

NEW

)

p
For

—

^nmhlinqB

Forest

YORK, THURSDAY, OCTOBER

and Stream.

in 0rqgon.

»

PART

FROM

the time of startiDg until

late at

night, I

the geological formation of the country, and found that the
substratum was composed entirely of metamorphic rocks.

The only exceptions was an

eccentric plateau of trap called

Table Rock, that springs abruptly from the plain a few
miles outside Jacksonville. This, from its contour, altitude, and the fact that it was the scene of a battle between
Indians and whites in the war of 1855-6, makes it a marked
spot, and it is therefore pointed out to the tourist.
The
botany of the country also changed as we progressed northward, for the coniferse took the place of the deciduous
trees.
One of the finest of the latter, the Madrona laurel,
is a peculiarity of the Pacific flora, and the most tropical
looking tree in the country. It has broad, green glaucous
It would be a
leaves, and the trunk is generally crooked.
very ornamental appendage to parks and the gardens of
gentlemen, and is therefore well worthy of cultivation in
the East.
The most striking tree in the region is the silver
fir (Picea amabilis), whose towering, heavy trunk is relieved
by the graceful festoons which droop from the branches.
Half a dozen species of firs grow in the southern section,
but as the coast is approached they give place to gigantic

The

smaller shrubs, which form the
undergrowth, are composed of manzanita and several vaforests

of spruce.

Deciduous trees, principally alders,
willows, cornels, and poplars, are quite numerous throughout Central and Southern Oregon, but as one proceeds
north they become scarcer. The only oak of any import-

rieties of edible berries.

ance encountered is the Quercus garrymia, which is the
only indigenous variety of any prominence. My route led
through forests of these various trees all night, and on
being aroused from my broken slumber the next morning
I found myself in the Umpqua Valley, a region which is
composed of rounded, wooded hills and narrow vales.
This is the great sheep raising section of Western Oregon,
hence one sees the white flocks browsing on every hillock.
The valley was apparently formed by erosion, as fossiliferous shales are found in many places, and the general formation is composed of primitive and metamorphic rocks,
the most characteristic being a hard talcose slate. It presents a very picturesque appearance, as it displays wooded
hill and rolling plain in alternate succession.
Several of
the vales have most euphonious names, showing that their
occupants have an idea of natural beauty, for one hears of
such places as Paradise Valley, Pleasant Valley, Mirror
Valley, and kindred titles. These deserve their cognomens,
for they are typical of fertility.
Crops average as well
there as in the more southern portion, and the climate is
equally good. Useful minerals are also abundant, and,
were capital employed to develop them, they could be
worked with profit. Placer mines are worked in a few
places, and yield from three to ten dollars per diem to the
man. Grazing ought, however, to be the most prominent
enterprise, owing to the facilities at command.
Another
important industry is the production of honey. This needs
but little care, as the bees find plenty of food until late in
the season by following the blooming of the flowers from
the valley to the higher hills. Thus, when the whortleberry is in fruit in the valley, it is only in flower on the
mountain tops, and the same with other plants. This climatic and topographical change enables the busy creatures
to secure all the working material they require up to November, and as they have a large number of the best
shrubs to select this from, the result is that they produce
honey that cannot be excelled in transparency or delicacy

of flavor.

One

great advantage the

more southern portion

of the State

is its

means

of

com-

Ocean by the Umpqua River, which is navigable
for light draught boats for a short distance, and a road
which is passable in Summer, but in Winter only pedes-

Pacific
II.

moved by the drowsy
noticed that the topography of
the country was constantly changing, for we would suddenly find ourselves hemmed in by rugged hills, then tra.
versing dense forests, plutonian in their darkness, or careering at full speed over vales level as a floor. During the
early portion of the evening I had an opportunity of noting
god

the

munication with the different sections. It is connected
with the metropolis by a line of railroad, and with the

Umpqua Valley

horsemen can plough through its sea of mud.
condition of the roads in the more remote parts is
the greatest discomfort attending travel in Oregon during
the rainy season. In fact, the residents of Curry county,
which" adjoins the ocean, have no roads at all, so that all
It is probtheir traveling is done on foot or on horseback.
ably the only county in any State in the Union which cantrians or

The bad

not show a wagon; but such a vehicle would be useless
there, owing to the wooded and hilly character of the
country. The dwellers in these Alpine retreats live principally by their flocks and herds, and the fruits of the chase.
Some have cleared small farms along the course of streams,
but the valleys are usually so narrow that the quantity of

Along
fit for agricultural purposes is very limited.
the coast there are several open valleys which produce good
crops, except maize, the climate being too cool and humid
land

Several of these forest
dwellers devote their attention to agriculture and stockraising in Summer, and in Winter engage in mining along
the seashore, where a black sand is spread out in fresh layers every morning. This is popularly supposed to be
washed ashore every day by the waves, and to be, thereto bring this cereal to

perfection.

unlimited in extent; but time has proved both to be
an examination has shown that the auriferous
metal which it contains has been -pilfered from the bluffs
along the shore by the energetic billows which constantly
This sand yielded fabulash them with ponderous blows.
lous sums in former times, it being no extraordinary thing
for a person to cull from it in a day dust worth from fifty
It is, however, comparatively unto one thousand dollars.
productive at present, as the gold-bearing shales of which
fore,

fallacies, for

composed are now

subject to the action of the
Several of the farmer- miner class also hunt the
ocean.
sea otter (Enhydra marina), which is very common along
This pursuit requires great patience, good
the coast.

it is

less

marksmanship, and fair nautical skill to make it successanimal keeps far to sea in its ramblings, and if
it is not killed immediately it will sink and be lost, for it
will face any danger rather than encounter its human foe.
As its skin is worth from forty to one hundred dollars in
the markets of China, its pursuit is quite profitable. Some
men clear from five hundred to two thousand dollars in a
Sea lions are also abundant on the coast,
single season.
and their hoarse, rough roar is heard above the din of the
surges that loudly brawl in anger as they lash the dark,
adamantine, rocky islets that guard the shore in many
places; but they are seldom hunted, except by a few hungry Indians.
The only industries of any importance in which the
denizens of the coast region are employed are coal mining, lumbering and ship building, and these are increasing
in importance every year, owing to the introduction of
capital and the securing of good markets in Australia and
the Oriental nations. The facilities for ship-building can
scarcely be surpassed, as the towering Douglass spruce,
several varieties of fir, the laurel, pitch pine, and other

ful, for the

species of valuable trees grow along the coast in tropical
luxuriance, and can readily be cut down on the shore

where the vessels are to be built.
The gigantic redwood {Sequoia sempervirens)
in this portion of Oregon,

but

is

also

found

habitat does not extend
Another fine botanical production is
far into the interior.
the Oregon cypress (Gupressus Lawsoniana), which equals

the best varieties of Italian

its

cypress in gracefulness, and

them in density and picturesqueness of foliage.
The most marked arboreal characteristic of the region is
its towering spruces, which exceed in altitude, thickness,
and leafage their congeners in any other portion of the
world, except those of Washington Territory, and rank
next to the redwood in dimensions, while they surpass all,
excels

except the firs, in abundance. The wealth oi the section
possesses over * in timber alone cannot be estimated, and when that com-

14,

(

1875.

1

Volume
17 Chatham

5,

Number

10.

St. (City Hall isqr.)

modity becomes scarcer, by the felling of the Eastern forOregon will find her most profitable revenues in her
grand old woods.
ests,

The climate

of the coast region differs materially

from

being more humid
and equable. The temperature of Port Orford shows the
Spring to average 52°, Summer, 60°, Autumn, 55°, and
Winter 47°. 5; which gives an annual mean of 53°. 5,- and
only a difference of five degrees between Spnnr and WinThis is an equability of temperature that no other
ter.
portion of the Pacific coast can show; hence we find little
sickness in the country, and scarcely any of that class produced by severe weather, such as pneumonia and consumption. The invigorating ocean breezes keep the heat of
Summer down to 60°, so that woolen blankets are required
upon the bed every night throughout the year, and warm
clothing is worn, generally, both morning and evening.
The most prevalent diseases are rheumatism and intermittent fever, which are produced by the heavy rains that
prevail throughout the Winter and Spring, but the latter
type, so that it rarely causes
is usually of a very mild
that of the remainder of the

State,

it

death.

The only means of communication between this wooded
Alpine country and the interior is a single road, which is
almost impassable in Winter, so I was compelled to return
by the same horrible route iu order to continue my journey.
Were it not for the luxuriance of the forests, the
many varieties of trees they contain, and the tropical profusion of the shrubbery, a trip over this route would prove
the acme of painful lassitude, but these accessories relieve
its monotony and interest the traveler if he has any idea of
arboreal beauty.

On reaching Roseburg, the chief town in the Umpqua
Valley, I took the cars and hastened northward, glad to
escape from the muddy roads and jolting stages which
prove such an inducement for indulging in a mild profanijumps forth

can be checked. I left this
twr o houses throughout the Northwest is usually denominated a city at four
A. M., and in an hour the train had left the mound like
hills and narrow vales of the Umpqua region behind, and
was dashing over the table like Willamette Valley, that lay
in quiet repose beneath the protecting shelter of two mountain ranges that environ it on the east and west. This is
called the "Garden of Oregon," and the name is most appropriate, as it produces cereals, vegetables, tuberous roots,
and fruits, except peaches, in great abundance, while their
It has a length of one hundred
quality cannot be excelled.
and forty miles, and a width of fifty miles, or 4,480,000
acres— an area as large as Massachusetts, and larger than
the States of Connecticut and Delaware combined.
It is
one of the handsomest portions of the American continent
in Summer, being one mass of verdure, as every spot in
sight is rich in growing grain, except those used for pasturage and the space occupied by coppices of deciduous and
coniferous trees. Pretty towns, white and fresh-looking^
nestle together every few miles, while far as the eye can
discern one sees picturesque farm houses dotting the landThere is an air of thrift, comfort, and pastoral
scape.
beauty about the entire valley that the traveler is impressed
with it at once. The contrast between the freshness of the
houses and their neat appearance, and the rickety, unkempt
aspect of similar structures in Eastern towns, is apparent
at a glance.
Even the people seemed to be superior in intelligence to their rustic kindred of the East, and certainly
far better clad.
I saw no indications of poverty any where,
for the reason that such a thing is unknown in the country.
No man is out of employment there, provided he is willing
to work, and as all receive good wages, and the necessaries
of life are cheap, pinching want, often the common lot
of laborers in other countries, is never experienced.
It ia
the paradise of farmers, for they are never subject to the
varying fortunes of their kindred of the East. In the first
place, the seasons are so regular that there is no danger
that crops will be injured by storms or suffer from drought;
and attacks from blight or insects a»e not known. The
Summers are long and dry, so that crops can be left stand-

ty,
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town, or rather city
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the soil always receives moisture enough to produce all the
The fercereals, roots, and vegetables in lavish profusion.
tility of the region seems marvelous to those acquainted
only with the worn out fields of the Atlantic States, for it
is no unusual event to gather twenty tons of cabbages or
carrots from an acre of land, and from thirty to seventy
bushels of wheat. Cabbages often produce two crops in a
season, for as soon as one head is lopped off another soon
replaces it. Other advantages that they have are ready
markets in Portland, San Francisco, British Columbia, the
Sandwich Islands, China, Japan, and England and Ireland;
their taxes are light, and they enjoy every opportunity of
giving their children a finished education, for schools and
colleges are spread throughout the length and breadth of
the State. There are twenty colleges and acadamies, besides two universities, in existence, and thh number does
not include the State University, now in process of erection, nor the Agricultural College, which has a large FacEvery town of any size boasts of its common and
ulty.
high schools, and very often of two or three private instiThese facts speak well for the character of the
stutions,
people, and their appreciation of intellectual attainments.
I made my first tarry in Albany, a pretty city of 1,200
inhabitants, and situated in the centre of the valley. The
country adjoining it is as level almost as a floor, but its
monotony is relieved by a dingle, or gorse, in several places.
This is the place from which Bierstadt sketched his painting of Mount Hood, the cold, white sentinel whose head
soars above the heavy masses of cumulus clouds that loiter
along the eastern horizon. He couid scarcely have selected
a better spot, as the mountain looms up in all its grandeur
on a sunny day, and its towering height is well contrasted

.

.

by the snowy peaks that extend in seriied ranks southward
from it. From an elevated ridge back of the city one can
behold six white crested peaks, that vary in altitude from
nine to twelve thousand feet, and they present a striking
appearance as their hoary hue is placed in opposition to
the bluish-green foliage of the interminable forests of conifers that clamber to the snow line, and extend north and
south as far as the eye can discern. All the pinnacles are
The last
of volcanic origin, but they are now inactive.
eruption from Mount Hood occurred in 1842, when it scattered hot ashes over an area of hundreds of miles. TLe
damage to the country was very trivial, but all the fish in
the streams were killed by the cinerous shower, as it
poisoned the waters. The Indians have a tradition that
Mounts Hood and St. Helena— the latter being the next
peak to the north—were once man and wife, but that they
quarrelled and threw fiery spittle at each other, and that
the latter, like all women, held out the longest and defeated
the other, so that it is afraid to renew the contest. This is
the reason they give for its inactivity. It shows even now
that all its energy has not departed, for columns of heavy
black smoke may be seen issuing from it occasionally. The
height of this peak is a great source of tribulation to the
natives of Oregon, as they have set their heart on making
the Calif ornians dispute
it the tallest on the Continent; but
Humthis, and claim the honor for their Mount Shasta.
boldt estimated the former to have an altitude of 17,000
feet- others, by triangulation, have reduced it to 14,000,
and Colonel Williamson, aided by an aneroid barometer,
decreased its pretensions still more by making it only

12 000 feet. As these doctors of cosmography disagree,
the Oregonians adhere to the middle term, and map their
grand old pinnacle at 14,000 feet.
&

John Mortimer Murphy.
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THE NEPIGON

RIVER.

river upon which our camp is pitched is about
seven hundred miles north of Columbus, Ohio, and
flowing through a wild mounDut fifty miles in length,
unbroken forests, and emptytainous region covered with
into Lake Superior as the Ohio
water
much
as
about
ing
The name of the river is the
empties into the Mississippi.
signifies "deep clear
NemVon which in the Indian tonguevariety
of scenery as
water" 'its banks present every
found in America. 1 he
wild and picturesque as any to be
into a beautiful lake, dotted with
river sometimes broadens
like-islands, and then again narcastle
and
srmice covered
a passage apparently no
row- and crowds itself through
Indeed the river is at
feet.
broader than fifty or sixty
cataracts, and a chain of peacewild
of
succession
once a
river, the scenery opens in
A.3 you ascend the
ful lakes
Here and there you -will be
o-rondeur and magnificence.
only here the
Sminded of the Palisades on the Hudson,
their height, and now
twice
water
the
of
out
rocks rise
over its crest, or a deep chasm
and then a stream will leap
through deep, dark, dreary aisles of
will lead the eye
covered rock.
eothic spruce, and moss
g
little space and your patience in the
my
exhaust
I could
of this river the flora and fauna
description of the banks
the novel beauties of its horizon,
woods,
o Is impenetrable
healing, and quickening influences of its
and the inspiring,
P
But the chief attraction,
ekli ciSp cooT atmosphere.
to his unfrequented reus
brought
which
that
and it was
beneath the water, its
hidden
beauty
and
Hon was the life
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Sometimes you
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i.,Xb against the canoe,
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delicate fins

iStiS blush, no mathematician can arrange

natiX eighing five or six
iri one peVson in ten

pounds, it
who has

and

tail

is beau-

not to be expected
ever fished in the

is

the Alleghemes, will bestreams of New England or of
still there are those who may enjoy the enstory,
the
lieve
they may not credit his
thusiasm of a fisherman while

It may be further said that the numbers of the
stream are no less a marvel than their size.^ So
remote and so seldom visited, they have chance to multiply.
Lake trout and pickerel also abound, but they are seldom
molested by the fisherman.
One great charm about this regron, is that it is visited
comparatively seldom by tourists. It has not yet been
brought into notoriety by the newspaper and magazine,
and only a half dozen parties or so may be found in a
season going up the river. The ascent has to be made in
birch canoes, and the services of Indians employed to pad-

accuracy.

fish of this

dle and make the portages, which are frequent, and some
It has only been within the past year ob
of them long.
two that the country has been surveyed,, and as yet no accurate description of it can be found in the maps and pubIndeed it is not long since Lake Nepigon, of
lished atlas.
which the river is the outlet, was thought to be as large as
Lake Erie. The late survey shows it to be a hundred by
Its northern limit passes latitude 51°.
forty or fifty miles.
Next to the trout of that region, the Indian has been the
object of wonder, admiration, and I may say love, of our
party.
The Chippewa in his native state is a gentleman,
and where he has known nothing of civilization, and been
under the influence of the Jesuit he is a Christian too. Our
experience with them may have been exceptional, but it

has been deeply impressed upon us. Wherever the Indian
of that country has become corrupt and lawless it has been
through the instrumentality of the white man.
In honesty, in temperance, in the observance of the
Lord's day, the Indians with whom we were thrown were
an astonishment, and sometimes we eould almost feel that
they were a reproach to us. O-io of our guides hung his
moccasins upon a tree to dry, lie found them after a week's
absence, untouched. A v. unable rod and other fishing implements were for four days left in the path of a portage,
and three parties of Indians passed them. Whether they
were lost or left there they could not tell, all they knew
was that they were not theirs. A small package of cartridges left in a log cabin within the reach of a party of gentlemen from Wisconsin, two of whom carried breech loading guns, was the only loss we met with among the savages.
It was told us that when white trappers first went
into this region they frequently suffered from their game
being stolen from their traps. That difficulty, however,
was shortly remedied. A little white cross composed of

—

two short sticks placed over the traps
tection against all Indians.

was

suliicient

proB.
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FLORA AND FAUNA OF CALIFORNIA.

AT

this time, when travel Westward has become so
general, a picture of the country in Yentura county,
It is
Cal., may be of interest to some of your readers.
during the months of April and May that the country preThe flowers are then to be
sents its finest appearance.
found in perfection, the wide, open expanses of adobe land
becoming like immense gardens filled with orange, purple,

and white blossoms, intermingled with a dense
growth of burr clover and alfileria. In the dry and sandy
soil of the knolls, and even large hills, the green cactus
plants its mighty roots, and here increases with astonishing
rapidity, spreading out its spiny arms in all directions, and
encircling in its growth the neighboring shrubbery and

pink,

flowers.
The quail, lately found in immense flocks of four or five
hundred, are by this time mating and selecting nesting
places. As we look up the hillsides, faintly green where
the tender blades of grass are struggling through the sandy
soil, we see the male bird perched on the topmost twig of a
sage bush or dry flower stalk, ready to give alarm if auy
one approaches, while hidden beneath some fallen bush or
in the dry bunch grass the female is selecting a place for
her nest. After the heavy rains have fallen small ponds

or lagoons are formed in the bellows between the hills, and
Here they
to these resort the ducks and sandhill cranes.
remain in small flocks of twenty or more during the pleasant months that succeed these few weeks of rain and sunshine, but later in the season they take flight, passing away
But there are other homes for
as suddenly as they came.
them on the borders of the great Tule Lakes and margins
of the winding rivers, where they have their young undis-

turbed.

This part of California is very hilly, the hills succeeding
one another with so little variation that the scenery would
become monotonous were it not for the woody canons
through which we have to pass in going from one point to
another. In many of these canons there are deep gulches,
bordered likewise with trees. Over its sides lean live oaks,
sycamores, and cottonwoods, mingling their wealth of light
and dark foliage into richly-shaded canopies of green.
the rain fell in torrents upon the hill-slopes that surround us, and the thirsty earth could drink no more, brooks
of different sizes were formed, and these, by uniting their
waters, created a stream of such size and power as to burst
through the sandy gulch beneath 2 laying bare the rocks and
roots in its course, and thus many of the large trees, deprived of their original footing, now lean against their
neighbors for support. As we stand in the bottom of this
deep ravine and look above us and beyond, the picture is
Some of the trees are bending over;
full of wild beauty.
others have fallen to the ground; many have so grown together that their gnarled branches entwine and overreach
each other in their growth, forming strange and fanciful
figures, while through the occasional openings steal in the
golden bars of sunshine. The sides of these gulches are
really the sides of the steep hills which surround them.
Many of these hills, rocky in their formation, and with
great cavernous places in their sides, are covered with a
heavy growth of chemisal, among whose dark and tangled
thickets the deer hide their forms and trails. Here they
remain during the heat of the day, but toward evening,
when the parting sunlight is leaving the eastern hill- slopes
black in shadow, they come timidly out from their dark
hiding places, feed among the yellow flowers that grow on
the hillsides, browse the foliage as they saunter on, passing
slowly into the deep shade of the forest.
Beneath the mighty shade trees which I have already described springs find their way out of the sandy soil, and to
this hidden watering place come the timid deer, birds, and
animals for miles around. At this hour, too, the canon and
surrounding country undergoes a beautiful change.
sea
fog has lately blown over the land, and through this the
rays of the setting sun are beginning to penetrate, softened
The brown
to a rich and mellow haze by its influence.
Stone, of which the hills are largely composed, assumes,

When

A

the imagination's aid, in this variable light, the form
of old ruins or dilapidated castles, while soaring far abov
them in the evening sky is a night-hawk, or perhaps a vu]
ture, as if attempting to catch the last glimpses of the
die
dining sun. This lovely picture is not destined to lastloar
swift-fiying
groups
in
flats,
the
out
of
of
Up
two aud three
together, come the turtle doves. The rosy mist that shortly
veiled the hills and distant mountains has changed to
a
deep purple; gradually the purple turns to leaden cn av
and slowly and almost imperceptibly the darkness of nigy

by

-

W. M. Hinckley
creeps over all.
Ventura Comity, Gal, September, 1875.

LEOPARD HUNTING
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matter how much sOever the nasal organs of our
Eastern friends may be elevated .over* accounts of
the squirrel which squelched the rattlesnake, or the asinine
quadruped which vanquished the lioness, these statements
After the battle last mentioned, and while the
are truths.
brave little jackass was in hospital under the care of a good
surgeon, our poets sang his praises, and our sculptors
"sculped" him, and if he was'nt preserved by the # taxidermist as was his leonine antagonist, it was only because

NO*

"chawed him up" too miscellaneously.
But "Linden saw another sight;" what, indeed, is the use
of having in our midst a Zoological Garden if it cannot

the lioness had

furnish sensation?

On last Saturday night in some manner as yet unexplained, a leopard was allowed to escape from his cage,
and all the efforts put to recapture him proved unavailing!
He was at large in the woods near the garden on Sunday.
On that night it was thought he had taken refuge in a sewer.
On Monday evening a gentleman residing in our aristocratic Clifton, thought he saw in the twilight a stray dog
of large size, and disliking canines on-general principles,
tried on the indistinct figure of the animal the virtues of a
stone about the size of a goose egg. It was efficacious.
The ''dog" made a spring of some fifteen feet, and if the
gentleman got away from that spot in bounds less in actual
measurement, he made it up in the rapidity with which he
He neared a policeman, but
multiplied his movements.
he, having only a revolver, recollected that he had urgent
business elsewhere. The authorities seem to have given
up the hope of capturing the leopard alive, and word was
given to "shoot him on the spot" wherever seen. Many
hunters, desirous of sharing the dangerous sport, turned
out with good arms, and canvassed the woods adjacent to
the "Zoo" pretty thoroughly, but without results until
yesterday (Tuesday) morning, when the dog of policeman Pfeifer, brought the animal to bay in a brush pile in a
ravine near the southern boundary of the garden. He was
averse to firing just then, and sending word to Mr. P.
McEvoy, simply held his position until that gentleman's
arrival.
McEvoy came, with the Scott ten bore which lie
used on the now famous lioness, and with little ceremony
blazed away at short range with No. 6 shot at the first
Whether this shot would have proved
favorable chance.
fatal is doubtful; anyway the leopard commenced to execute one of its famous leaps, and while in the air was given
at least two more barrels, one of which was buckshot.
Thus died the spotted terror of timid mamas and school
children, regretted by none save the animal's keepers. He
was a valuable specimen, and it is a matter of regret that
both it and the lioness above referred to could not have
been captured

alive.

the lioness, the taxidermist, Schaan, was very sucIn this case it is as yet doubtful as to the mountcessful.
ing of the leopard. It is fonmd to have been fearfully
"spotted" with shot, but it is said that Mr. C. Dury will
undertake to prepare it so as to be presentable.
E. Ducaigne,
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CHOCORNA.
listened to tales of Mount Chocorna. Its
its
steep and rocky sides, so difficult of ascent;
outboulder,
on
boulder
with
off
topped
summit,
cone-like
«fcenery,
rivaling the Tower of Babel; its wild and beautiful
on the
standing, as it does, like an outpost or picket guard
Mountain
southern border of the world-renowned White
in procluster; its deep caverns; its ravines, where grow
laies
bear
black
the
which
on
fusion the luscious blueberry,
tJie
sumptuously during the month of September. Ah,
will go
bear! He is the meat for which we hunger. We
for Mount Chocorna and a bear.
nvo
leave the Eastern Railroad at Madison, is. H.,
ttfw
miles from the mountain. Piper, the old veteran
mountain,
killer, lives at the foot, .and has a camp in the
happy.
and
comfortnble
made
W*J
were
we
him
and with
in connection
all such landmarks, Chocorna has a history
uimo
with the early settlement of ttie country, and the
ment of the Indians. It took its name from the fact -^
and liwt
a chief by the name of Chocorna made his home
pi
acts
various
committing
after
ing grounds here, and
to
redation and cruelty on the settlers he was driven wiic
fastnesses of the mount, and pursued to the summit,
being given the alternative to leap from the P*e°ipw*- ,

E have

We

»

m

the nui^face the guns of the exterminator he chose
mwjg,
leap
and
foe
What, Chocorna turn his back to his
breast
noble and certain death? No, never! Bis

J*

breai o^"is ushered into the presence of ttie
stcducrouched beneath some overhanging cliff or
ravw
climbed from crag to crag peering over into the
slowly ±* *
neath, the dim gray of the morning was
_ f
away before the rising sun, and revealed to me myuv
like
panions on some distant "spur" employed
watching for bear. Then I could picture before
ana
poor Chocorna was traced to his stronghold,
watching w
for with deadly intent even as we were
<?^oiuk he
How with brute instinct and savage
bruin.
u
behina
^
avoided his pursuers by hiding in ravine or
us wabove
peak
overhanging
until driven to the

coma
I

^
w ^
.

paid the penalty. But here we must turn

±™m

the

s,

no
figure of comparison
to the provoking, for
Otoconia, air
pocr
fate
of
the
Unlike
parallel.
runs

my

i

a
|

unguard^a^^,.
hot chase our bruin escaped through an
and our Chocorna is still at iai a e < g-

accessible pass,

shepherd and his flock
Boston, September^ 1875.
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seven by twelve inches in

with a bottom of the finest
these trays is placed the spawn,
thickly spread over in a sine-le layer, as being best, although
a double thickness would do no harm.
It requires sixtyfour whitefish eggs to cover the surface of a square inch,
and, therefore, it is computed each tray holds at least 5,000
eggs, or 20,000 in a box. The box properly loaded is placed
in its compartment, and the topmost tray covered with a
piece of tin perforated with minute holes, wbich serve a
double purpose, excluding the light, sifting the sediment,
and admitting the water evenly over the trays below without any bubbling or commotion. The water, too, by an
ingenious arrangement of barriers, has to go down through
all the trays, finding its way up between the outside of the
box and a division of the next compartment. The water
thus pursues its devious ways through the long trough 'up
the outside and down the middle' of the boxes and trays
like the unending 'ns' of a schoolboy's copy."
It is proper to say, for the benefit of all whom it may
concern, that the design representing the above described
apparatus is taken from Prof. Baird's report "On Fresh
Water Fishes," and that Mr. Clark's method of hatching is
secured to him by letters patent.
brass, 'dairy' wire.

HATCHING APPARATUS AND THE
HATCHING HOUSE.
BY ICHTHYOS.

X

—NUMBER TWO.

E may

say that the advantages of the tray over the
trough system are too plain to require an extended
comparison of merits. In the experience of all pisciculturists it is plain that the trough is an unwieldy and an uncleanly apparatus for hatching; for it always becomes foul

—

from the deposit of dirt at a time, too, when the accumucannot be removed, when the fish, after being

lation

Any system, the grille or
hatched, fall directly upon it.
is
preferable,
which
can be lifted out .if need
tray,
wire
the
be, and the diseased eggs removed that they may not contaminate the healthy ones. The advantages of the tray
over the trough are clearly set forth in Dr Slack's experiments in the different methods of hatching. He says:
"It is impossible for any dirt to settle upon the glass and
destroy the vitality of the egg. The eggs are always in
full view; not only can their development be watched
.

—

size,

Upon

bears along with it in its current microscopic matter which,
not strained or filtered, becomes deleterious to the hatching spawn. Mr. Livingstone Stone, one of the most indefatigable of the UniteoTStates Deputy Fish Commissioners,
who has been intrusted with the collection and hatching of
the ova of the Sahno quinnat of the rivers of the Pacific
coast, and who established a hatching house on the McCloud River, a tributary of the Pit, a clear mountain
stream, where, in describing his filtering apparatus, he says:
"The filtering arrangement was quite perfect. It consisted of what the miners call a sand-box, which is merely
on empty box to catch the heaviest of the sediment, and
of two filtering tanks proper. The water, after leaving the
sand-box, passed through ten filters of sand and gravel and
eight common filters of flannel.
"All this provision for cleansing the water did not, however, prevent a fine fungoid growth from coming down
with the water on the eggs, which, when it was first discovered, had got such a start that its results must have been
disastrous had it not been for the ingenuity of my first assistant, Mr. John Gr. Woodbury, of San Francisco.
Mr.
Woodbury, on having his attention directed to the condition of the eggs, suggested the very bold course of washing off the fungus
if

with sand and wa-

The plan adopted was to put a few
hundred eggs into
ter.

—

matter of great interest to every true fish culturist but
any dead or dying ones can at once be detected and re-

a pail partly

As a further value of the tray over the trough,
number of 'rods in each grille being known to contain
one hundred eggs, the number of spawn on hand can be
estimated, and when the eggs are to be packed for shipping
the uncertain method of measuring and the tedious one of
counting can be avoided. The young fishes when hatched
moved."

the

through the interstices of the tubes into the water beand by withdrawing the cork can be drawn into a
pan of water and removed to the nursery trough. If no
trough is at hand ready for use they may be retained in
the pan until the trough is thoroughly cleansed and a little
sand thrown into the bottom, where they may be kept until ready for the pond.
If the tray is intended to be used
as a nursery, which it can be without detriment to the
'young fish, the orifice of the spout should be covered with
fine gauze to prevent their escape after the absorption of
As a further
•the yolk sac— an event quite likely to occur.
corroboration of the superiority of the tray system and the
use of glass rods or grills, the Pennsylvania Commissioners
of Fisheries, who have been employing the troughs with"
gravel bottoms, propose to abandon the old method and
substitute the grille system, which is almost exclusively
ijused in Europe on account of advantages which have
been urged. It will be found, in the more extended expedience of American fish culturists, that there is a point of
success in the practice of the art, which may be realized
/jjooner by the use of durable, even if more expensive, apparatus, than by the use of the cheaper, which is often attended with waste and loss much to the detriment of the
profit side of this industry. Niggardly parsimony oftener
iJian all else conspires to defeat men in any industry; for
hey will attempt possibilities with impossible and cheap
iigencies, and as a matter of course failure is the legitimate
fall

was

brouglit into
contact with the
whirling eggs so
constantly and rapidly and yet so
gently that in a few
minutes the fun-

neath,

was
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The cut represents the hatching apparatus

A is a supply trough of filtered

in

OPERATION.
working or

water; BBB are trays;
prevent floating;
,P, trough with compartments; E, boxes within trough into
which trays are set; FFJFF, trays; G,
and K, troughs
tor small fry; LLL, trays containing eggs
in process of
matching, from which diseased eggs are being removed by
me ladies, who are employed as assistants in the hatching
louse: M, trough through which a stream of water runs,
nto which the trays are placed where the current of water
veeps the eggs in motion, that the assistants maybe
the
petter able to observe the diseased eggs; 1ST, discharge pipe;
tank;
R,
discharge, over which is placed a wire* screen
.p,
|":o prevent the fry from passing
out.
The inventor of the hatching apparatus as shown in
;the plate, is one of the most eminently
successful 'ipisciculHunsts
the Northwest, and his hatching house at Clarkston, Oakland county, Mich., is a model
establishment for
my man to consult who is about to engage in fish farming
In describing his hatching and trays a portion
of an editorial is copied from the Detroit Free Press,
which says
''Tim hatchery of N. W\ Clark, at Clarkston, is a
frame
building 24 by GO feet, one story high, quite
well lighted,
and comfortable, by a plentiful use of sawdust
packed in
between the siding. Lying below the level of the
little
lalve, a constant supply of
running water is obtained, and
ti-om the hillside, at the rear, clear,
cold spring water 'of a
ler.

0, clamps for holding

down

the trays to

H

;

m

i;
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{temperature of 40°.
The hatching apparatus, although an object of
much
stucty and several years'
experimenting by Mr. Clark is
quite simple

Troughs fifty feet in length lead on an inth building, being a foot or more square and
5
gtevated four feet from the floor.
Each trough is subdi1
thirty-three water-tight "compartments.
Into
& com P artments is Placed a square
wooden box,
2En«
t
a ^stale tour tiays, of wooden
frames, like a picture frame,

"S^

11

E^M?
&™r^

and he-

but as

its sucso marked
it may serve as a
remedy to be used
by others in like
cases
and under

roic,

cess

was

like circumstances.

PLAN OF HATCHING HOUSE 32x64 FEET.

—

.,

Woodbury was

truly bold

f

r

entirely

cleansed from the
eggs, while the eggs
were not injured in
the least."
The treatment of

:

"result.

filled

with water, and
having a handful
of fine river sand
at the bottom, hold
the pail of eggs
and sand under a
stream of water,
and the agitated
and whirling sand

Plate 6 represents a hatching house wherein is designated the arrangement of troughs and trays for hatching.
The dimensions of a building suitable for conducting °a
large business should be at least 32 by 64 feet— a plain onestory edifice witli posts; if built of timber, 14 feet, or if a
"balloon frame" is chosen, studding 2 by 4, 14 feet. It
need not be expensively constructed. The studs maybe
set three feet apart with .cross pieces toed in, say three
rows between sill and plate, upon which the boarding and
battens of the outside may be nailed. The boarding should
be one foot wide and planed, while the battens°may be
three-inch strips with beveled edges.
The roof should be
well shingled, the inside lined with rough or matched
boards, planed, and the interspace filled with sawdust or
tan-bark.
The outside should be well painted with some
of the many tints of mineral paint.
The building should
be well lighted with windows, placed high up, and provided
with blinds to graduate the light in order to admit as much
or little as may be desired. The floor should be constructed
in such a manner as that dropping water may pass directly
through. The floor may be made of 1 by 2 inch pieces
laid on the edge, the upper corners rounded off, supported
by posts 10 by 6. The care of a hatching house is disagreeable, and doubly so if it is both damp and cold, therefore
a stove should be used in the coldest weather. Doors
should be so arranged as to accommodate ingress and
egress, that no more steps may be taken than are really necessary.
In all well-regulated hatching houses a good office
should be attached, possibly in the form of an L to the
main structure. In glancing into the hatching house the
reader will observe it has a skeleton-like appearance, but
the chief design is answered in the perspective view of the
interior, in the illustration, by showing the arrangement of
the Coste trays in pairs on each side of the building, where
they abut against the wall by twos that the grills may be
more readily examined by assistants, while the centre is
occupied by a long trough, which is calculated to be used
in large hatcheries as a nursery trough for hatchlings until
the yolk sack is absorbed. As the trays are all placed in
situ within the building ready for use, we will give a
detailed description

of the water,

how

supplied,

how

ar-

ranged and how filtered. The water in all cases' used for
hatching purposes should be uniformly 40° to 45° Fahr.
If from a spring or stream, it should be conducted to the
hatching house filtering box through an iron pipe; for such
a pipe will last one a life-time, and will not leak or decay.
Lead is objectionable, for in certain cases the water will
become affected. Terra cotta is unreliable, for it easily
crumbles by the action of frost. The supply pipe is to the
hatching house what the main artery is to the human system, for but a temporary derangement may cause the loss
of much of the spawn in process of hatching.
The upper
or spring end of the pipe should project well into the
spring in order that the supply may be the purest. A perforated tin or zinc filter, with minute holes, must be well
fitted over the end.
Avoid bored pump logs, for they are
the worst lores ever invented for conveying water. A pipe
two inches in diameter will supply sufficient water for the
hatching of 200,000 spawn if trays are used. If troughs
are used nearly one-third more water will be required.
Internally connected with the arrangement of the water
supply is the proper filtering of it for use in hatching. It
has
been found in the experience of all fish culturists that the
utmost purity of the water is indispensable. It has been
demonstrated; that the purest water to the eye and taste

It is quite

probable

that many failures
occur from the bestowal of too little care in filtering the
water, which is certainly the best preventive of parasites
and fungoid growths— the deadliest enemies to pisciculture.
The filtering box should be located at the spring end of the
building, the water entering near the centre of the box
passes through strainers, the first of which should be made
of hair or grass cloth, after which it should be strained
through coarse, and finally through fine flannel.
set of
these should be placed at each, end of the pipe.
The best
method of fastening the strainers is to bend them over the
ends of the pipe in the manner that a drumhead is fastened
to the shell; there they will remain until renewal is necessary.
From the filtering box the water is conducted along
each side of the building in elevated troughs, which are
supplied with stop-cocks for each set of trays, and the
water in passing down through the different series of trays,
when leaving the lowest is received into a funnel, from
which it passes into a pipe, as has also been noticed, that
leads into a gutter under the supply troughs, from, whence
it goes into the race which supplies the ponds.
The flow
of water is regulated according to the wants of the trays
by a stop-cock at the entrance of the supply pipe. Much
care should be exercised with a view of maintaining an
equable flow that there shall not result a disproportion between demand and supply. Some hatching houses become
more disagreeably sloppy than they need be from ignoring
a few simple rules in constructing and graduating properly
the troughs and trays; the latter should always be leveled
that the spawn may be alike submerged, and the former
set with an inclination that will give an equable flow of
water from the head to the foot of the trough. The troughs
or trays, whichever are used, should be covered. Half-inch
boards, made to fit closely, will protect the spawn from
their numerous and natural enemies.
Hats are persistent
seekers for eggs, and if the trays are without covers they
will destroy thousands.
Arsenic and strychnine act
promptly in the removal of these pests, and with the exercise of great care in their use there is no danger of injury
to other animals.
For the use of this kind of thieves art
has given fish culturists effectual remedies, dead shots, that
are infallible; but those thieves which are endowed with
reason, and who have acquired such perfection, yea such
tact and proficiency in steeling trout, that they almost elude
the watchman on duty, they baffle all human instrumen-

A

except bloodhounds, which, if properly trained,
will scent these vile creatures to their very lairs. Use them
and your profit will show a margin that is the legitimate
talities

outgrowth of honest

toil.

DEAD SHAD

IN

LAKE ONTARIO.

Little Falls, N. Y., Sept. 28th, 1875.
Editor Forest .and Stream:—
I notice in your issue of the 23d inst, an article on the probable
cause
of death of shad in Lake Ontario. While at Henderson Bay last
June I
noticed quite a number of shad about six inches in length floating
on
the surface, and was informed by Prince Stevens, an old lake
captain
and capital oarsman, that the fishermen, in hauling their nets,
found
large numbers of these shad among the white fish, and that
they were
dead when removed from the neis and thrown back into the water
Tours truly,
W. H. H. Lintner.
[This may account for the fish being seen dead on the
surface of the water, hut not for the cause of their death
unless it was from being gilied in the nets,—
Ep.]

—

—

—

THE INGHAM FISH FARM.
Prospect Farm, 1ST.
Editor Forest and Stream:—

J., October, 1875.

who, like myself, have made a failure of fish culIngham Spring Fish Farm they will find it no
failure, and will get more practical information in one hour free of charge
than from reading all the books ever published. I was there last week,
and found there had been some money expended, but I believe it is a
fortune. The spring has a flow of 3,800 gallons per minute, a stone
hatching house, in which millions of eggs can be hatched at one time
without the use of gravel or filtering the water, with ponds and all fixtures complete ; also a lake, which covers fifteen acres, in which I saw
hundreds of salmon breaking, and to convince myself they were salmo
salar I was allowed the pleasure of taking a few with a fly— five in all—
which, as they were not in season, were returned to the lake again. Mr.
Thompson said one was a five year old, and it was a beauty; the others two
and three. There are plenty of this year's hatching. A club has the exclusive privilege of fishing the lake,, without any limits. I hope some
of the members will send me an invitation, that I may enjoy some of
the sport, as I think they have a privilege which cannot be equalled.
I wish to say to

all

J. C.

Schencke.

SPRATT'S DOG BISCUIT AS FISH FOOD.
Charxestown, N. H., October 4th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream :—
I send you an extract from a letter received from England a few days
since from Sir William Marriott, Bart., thinking his ideas on the subject of Spratt's dog biscuit may prove valuable to some of our fish
breeders in this country. He says:—
"I have had capital luck with last year's brood of Salmo fontinalis, except; that I lost some in transport from my place to a river about ten
miles off, from not carrying them i^a proper sort of vessel. I feed them
now on Spratt's dog biscuit pounded up, and I find they do first rate on
compounded, I fancy, of
iti and it is a very economical sort of food,
meat juices and biscuit. I nope to fill our Dorsetshire streams, in time,
with your beautiful trout, as 1 nave every reason to believe they are much
superior to any of British breed. I hope the ova will arrive in the same
capital order the last did. Do you feed the very young fry on liver, or
what? I fed on Thames worms— very small, thread-like, red things,
supplied by Frank Backland's man, Edon— hut they come very expensive, and I think this year I shall try some with liver. I think the dog
biscuit a great discovery; the risn seem to like it very much, and do well
on it, and it is the cheapest food possihle."
Now I do not know as dog biscuit would be, in this country, tlm cheapest food we could use; but I should think it might possibly prove a valuable change in diet, about the time that any epidemic is liable to attack the young fry, and there is usually a season of the year at which we
may expect such trouble, and which we have to use every means in our
to

ward

Francis

off.

-*.»-

•

W- Webber.

>•

—Mr. J. B. Thompson, of New Hope, Pa., writes us
that he will hatch, free of charge, any salmon eggs that
private persons or clubs may^desire for stocking suitable
waters. The California salmon eggs, as we have before
advised, can be had gratis on application to Prof. Baird.

—

\utnml ]§i8targ.
•

go to in Winter.— A correspondent,
lk
I have noticed in your
writing from Milton, Mass., says:
frogs go to in Winter.
the
where
to
as
inquiry
an
columns
Where should they go to except to the springs? Here we

use them for bait for smelt fishing through the ice. We
bail out the springs and find them under the stones close to
the fountain head they come out bright and lively, of a
natural color, and the several kinds of frogs, as well as different kinds of snakes, are found in the same springs. We
often find as many as one hundred in a single spring."
;

*»»—
A correspondent writes us
Tanager.—
Crimson
The

for

information as to the habitat of the above bird. We can
inform him that it is found most abundantly along the
Amazon, but is quite plentitful in any part of Brazil.
«.».
.
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THE CENTRAL NEW YORK FAIR.
aodhnd,

r

[from our own CORRESPONDENT.

THE

great Exposition of the Central New York Agriand Mechanical Association has drawn to

cultural

Utica throngs of people. The city seems crowded with
Steam cars, steamboats,
every description of conveyance.
street railroads, carriages, carryalls of every conceivable
and inconceivable form are endeavoring to transport the
world to the fair grounds, which are about one mile and a
quarter from the centre of the city.

The

fair

opened on Monday, September 27th, and con-

tinued until the 6th of October. Its managers after araranging a superior disply in all branches of art and agriculture, devote the track and a portion of the grounds to
trotting, racing, military pageants and drill, lady equestrians, melody band contests, boy riders, races for farmers,

•

Where Progs

Albino Fishes.

Those species that are
station and locomotion.
deprived of the organ in question will, at the surface of
the water, experience the pressure of the atmosphere, or,
at a depth of 300 yards, be exposed to thirty times that
pressure, without contracting its bulk, its tissues being as
incompressible as water. The fish, on the contrary, that
has an air bladder cannot pass from one pressure to another without experiencing a modification in the inflation
It will be more dilated at the surface, less
of that organ.
so at a certain depth; and hence naturalists have been induced to suppose that by contracting its muscles the creature would, at the surface cf the water, reduce its volume,
and, on the contrary, increase it according to the depth attained by relaxing its muscles; so that by means of these
two operations it could realize a constant normal bulk and
density at the same time. This is the view adopted by
Borelly, by Cuvier, Milne Edwards, and all our contemporaries.
M. Armand Moreau, however, denies the correctness of this theory, and explains the matter thus The fish
when it changes its level, and consequently the pressure,
stores up air in its bladder against the casualty of a diminution of bulk, but as soon as the pressure diminishes it
By direct experilets out the excess of air it possessed.
ment he has ascertained that at a depth of ten metres the
creature had doubled the quantity of air it had before descending; now at that depth it experienced a pressure equal
A fish not
to double that it was exposed to at the surface.
possessed of an air bladder, and exposed to the same experiments, always presented a constant bulk. The conclusion is that the muscular system has nothing to do with
the faculty the fish has of adapting itself to different pres-

power of

ture, that if they will visit

power

.

1

.
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interesting cases of albinism in

have recently fallen within my observation. The
first was a specimen of common haddock, [Melanogrammus
aglefinus,) taken off Barnegat, N. J., May 7, by the
schooner White Cloud, of New London, and shown to me
by my friend, Mr. Blackford, of Fulton Market, New
York. This fish, which was thirty- one inches long, was
normal in every particular except in color. Its general
hue was pinkish-white, with a pearly lustre, instead of the
usual brownish-gray. The back and top of the head were
slightly darker, approximating a very light salmon color.
The black strioe which usually marks the lateral line and
the blackish-bfown blotch, behind and above the pectorals—
fishes

mark of the thumb of the disciple PeterThe fins throughout were yellowishentirely absent.
white with a tinge of red, except the ventrals which were
The slightest trace of the normal ashy
a.shade darker.
tint of the beliy might be discovered just below the origin
of the pectorals. The second instance is a specimen of the
common eel {Anguilla Bostoniensis) taken in salt water at
Noank, Conn., in December, 1874, and presented to the
United States National Museum, by Capt. Elihu Potter.
the traditional

were

-

above, becoming
Dareste albinism
It appears, howis not uncommon among European eels.
1 have never
ever, to be very exceptional in our waters.
seen or heard of an instance besides the case just cited.
True albinism is especially uncommon among the members
of the family to which the haddock belongs. The ground
color of the cod and haddock varies much with the bottom
on which they are taken, but I have never known of a case
in which the spots and other markings were obliterated.
familiar instance of the influence of the color of the bottom is found in the rosy "rock-cod" of the coast of Maine,
which is usually taken in the neighborhood of ledges
covered with the' bright red algae, such as Ptilota serrata
and Delesseria sinuosa. In a similar manner the "butter
fish" {Enneacentrus ouatahbi) and the "grouper" Epinephelus fasciatus) are influenced by the white coral sand bottoms about the Bermuda Islands, but though they assume
a very pallid hue, the character of their markings is quite
this the color is a dull, pale yellowish
nearly white beneath. According to M.

In

A

&c.

The exhibition is one of superior merit. In the cattle
department, Whiting's famous herd of Dutch cattle, Bellinger's herd of Jersey's, the Oneida Community's fine display, and the famed Kerry cattle of R. Saybold, of Waterloo,

much

attract

attention.

Machinery

hall is

an immense

building with huge engines and boilers, and
gins, corn huskers, and lots of whirling things tell

wrap

my

"to

drapery" about me.

stoves are light and shiny and

The

cotton

me

warm, and the

toughest lot of men rattle away all day about back-action,
reverse draft, patterns "saving half your coal," and "only
by my patent gas eating, mica framed, meandering draft
fuel saver."
The dairy display entries counted 549, good honest
cheese and wonderful butter.
The floral and vegetable shows were under two large
The display was admirably arranged, evergreen
tents.
branches being fastened to the three poles which were sur-

rounded by octagonal tables filled with a massed variety, of
exoties and rare plants.
Another large tent contained the show of poultry, rabThis display is exceedingly
bits, squirrels, pigeons, etc.
C. H. Warner, of
choice, and the coops are uniform.
Verona, game fowls, Newton Adams, of Utica, Hamburgh,
G. T. Hollingworth, Brahmas, T. R. Proctor, Cochin and
The frizzled and other
spangled, A. Leach, bantams.
The pigeon
varieties were worthy of particular notice.
display of jacobin, fantails,

carrier,

ring doves, etc.,

was

carriage department filled

centre of the half mile track

implements

two large

was devoted

tents,

to

while the

agricultural

in every variety.

Under the grand stand is Domestic Hall, where knitting
machines, type writers, rocking chairs, baby jumpers,
burglar alarms, oil paintings, draining boots and striped
hose, rugs, patched quilts, and suspenders form an indescribable medley.
The clock indicates 2:30, the bell in the judge's' stand is
struck and four horses come on the track to compete for
,

the $100 prize, trotting to harness. The race was won by
J. Ballou's horse Reuben in three heats, the time was 2:37f,
Then two trial trots for time were made by
2:38,2:36.

The Judge awarded 1st
Nellie Ernin and Aberdeen Colt.
premium for lady rider to Miss Julia C. Thurston; Harriet
Sarah Thurston commended. Best boy
2d;
premium to Dan. Butterfield; 2d Fred. Harter.
At 4 P. M. music is heard at the Grand Entrance Gate.
Young's mounted cavalry and Bacon cadets enter upon the

Garlock,

rider: 1st

+«»-

forming a guard of honor to Samuel J. Tilden,
Governor of the State of New York. In the carriage with
him is Ex-Governor Horatio Seymour, and Mr. T. Proctor,

in Fishes.— The Revue Scientifique
^publishes a paper read by M. Armand Moreau at a sitting
.of the French Association for the Advancement of Science
that met last month at Nantes. It is a well-known fact
that there are fishes provided with what are called air bladders/and others that have none; and this difference of
structure exercises considerable influence on the creature's

President of the Society, and in the carriage following,
Senator Francis Kernan, and Hon. C. W. Hutchinson,
Mayor of the city. The line moved to the front of the
Grand Stand, the crowds enthusiastically cheering the
cortege. As these distinguished guests of the society entered
their box, the surging, compact crowd was a sight never to

unchanged.

American
.

The Air Bladder

Naturalist.

The immense Grand Stand

ing 4,500, was

filled

beyond

its

capacity.

ordinarily

-

Two thousand^

were in the free stand; the quarter stretch and tra I
formed a mass of faces, while the field was dense!
crowded with carriages. Twenty thousand people honp
yeomen, were there to pay homage to the chief magistrat
of the Empire State. He was formally introduced
b«
able address by President Proctor, and then the Governoleast

t

impressive

delivered an earnest

speech to the audienp

Then followed the eloquent remarks of Ex-Gov. Horatf-'
Seymour and Senator Kernan. Nothing seemed lacking
except the presence of Senator Conkling, who was unf

voidably absent.
At the conclusion of the addresses the Governor receivethe grand cavalcade of military, machinery in motion
ladies on horseback, prize horses, matched teams, ptfel
cattle etc.
The whole forming a pageant once seen,' never
to be forgotten.
The arrangements of this great exhibition are uneqalled
Every department moving apparently without labor thus
showing the genius of the management. Everybody was
delighted, as was your corresponpent.
To-morrow we
visit the State Lunatic Asylum, the woolen and cotton
mills, and the next day proceed to Trenton Falls, promising to send you notes by the way.
Jennie Morton.
-***-

.

SAP CIRCULATION— WHAT HAS BEEN
PROVED.
.

«.

THE experiments
and

of the past two years by President
his co-laborers have unfolded one of the
Clark
most interesting natural laws since Harvey's time, In this
article we can only give a short resume of the more important points.

The Law: (1). The sap flows upward during the expansion of the buds and whole life of the leaves. (2). This
crude sap pervades the sound wood throughout, the heart
wood as well as the alburnum. (3). The leaves perfect
the sap. (4). The perfected sap descends within the hi,
ner tissues of the bark. (5). All growth takes place diThe Proof; (1),
rectly from the bark toward the centre.
Plant a small tree in a metallic case that will admit of
sealing the roots up air-tight. After sealing up, weigh the
whole. Then water with weighed quantities of water,
through an aperture provided with a cork, and it will be
found upon weighing after some hours that the weight diminishes. By other experiments it is proven that this loss
in weight is occasioned by exhalation of water from the
tube with threads cut upon it was inserted
leaves.
(2).
in a maple tree to the heart-wood, so that no sap could enconsiderable quantity of
ter it but from that region.
sap ran from this spile, but not so freely as from the sap
wood, because the cells of old wood become filled with
lignin; and when a gauge was attached to this point the
pressure reached a height equal to 28.34 feet of water. (3),
Many elaborate experiments, by various investigators, show
that nearly ninety -five per cent, of the water of the sap is
exhaled in large quantities. This carbonic acid is decomposed under the action of life, sunshine and chemical affinity, most of the oxygen is thrown off and the carbon reThe carbon, under the same influence, is united
tatned.
to the water to form the starch compounds, as celulose,
gum, starch, and the sugar, which have nearly the same
composition but different properties and uses. (4). When
a tree is thoroughly girdled below the leaves in Winter or
early Spring, the upper portion will continue its growth
through the season and a new layer will be produced, but
there will be none below the girdle, thus showing that perThat the perfected sap is all in the
fected sap descends.
inner bark tissues is shown by there being no growth below the girdle; otherwise the nutrient matters would have
passed around the cut, in obedience to the old theory of
osmose, endosmose, diffusion, capillarity, etc., and supThis is also proven by
plied the requirements of growth.
the following beautiful experiment: Before any organized
tissue had been deposited, (Mav 30th,) but when the bark
was easily removable, slips of tinned copper were inserted
beneath the bark, extending around the stem, of several
small trees; elm, willow and chestnut. The bark was then
replaced, and wound with a cloth saturated with grafting
wax. After the leaves had fallen in Autumn, the results
were noted. "In all cases the new wood was deposited
outside of the metallic band. (5). Examination under the
microscope showed that a thin layer of parenchyma corresponding to the pith of the first year's wood was formed
upon the metal, and outside of this the woody tissue,
while the medullary rays were as numerous as in other
portions of the layer of wood, and extended directly from
the bark to the metal under it."
that
In addition to this clearly proven law, it appears
some plants have phases peculiar to themselves. ThehW
of sap in the maple in early Spring is entirely independent
branch of maple, frozen stiff, was cut,
of root action.
an
the lower end seared and pitched, and taken into the p
then
house, (Spring weather always there). The stem was

A

A

A

large and fine.

The

be forgotten.

track,

tapped, and the sap flowed continuously for tbirttjjfijj
the
hours, when it stopped as if the season was over,
uy
the tree was taken out of doors and allowed to freeze
again, and a second time placed in the plant house,
in
the flow was repeated, but not quite so^ freely.
^
similar to the phenomenon of sap flowing

w

during warm days in
Again, when the gauge
the maple, no pressure
high pressure upon the

Winter when the roots are fro
was attached to the severed root
was exerted, although there w

,
trunk.
„«
ot
these phenomena, it appears that the flow
jj
news
from the maple and other species that flow only after *
frozen, is not a vital but purely physical process, i-Q
un ae^
is separated from the cellulose by the cold, and
j*
dinarv circumstances gradually re-absorbed. -But
the tree is tapped so that the liberated sap can escaj
will do so.
The bleeding is, therefore, a sort ot im* ^
from the vessels of the wood, caused by the freezing

From

.

,

thawing.

JScientifie
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Farmer.

have
in Kansas cannot
other
P 0T
very full this year, if they are not better in
correspondent
of the State than those referred to by a

Kansas Crops —The crops

ing from Delphos.

He says:—
we have had

^

i
eS

.

seaso.
rather a poor
i
£
pecially for wheat, rye and oats, they averaging
»°V,
a
acre, ana
t;
i„ „„,
+ „™iJ„ z^a t,ff„ nn >,„oi^i
c per
npr
acre
bushels
tively, seven, twelve and fifteen
acreS
have damaged even that considerably. From ^.J'gfty
wortn °"
**
of grain, I have only 200 bushels, and that
w jj
must
cents per bushel, so you can well see that I

"In

this section

—

expenses.
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FOREST AND STREAM,
CENTRAL PARK MENAGERIE.
DEPARTMENT OP
•

New

York,

jht

PtTBLTC PABTCS,
Oct. 10th, 1875.

)

f

week ending

Animals received at Central Park Menagerie for the
Oct. 9th, 1875:—

Two Snow Bantings,
.

Presented by Mr.

Plectrophanes nivalis.

THE CHAMPION DACHSHUND, MANN.

MmmL

r
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Wm.

Steward.

RECEIVED IN EXCHANGE.
Four Red-crested Cardinals, Paroaria cucullata.

Dog Poisoning.— A

time since a valuable fox
hound belonging to Mr. Josiah Eaton, Jr., of New Bedford, which was bred from one of the finest importations
from England, and was probably as good a dog as any in
the country, was poisoned. Mr. Eaton had refused an

The accompanying

short

portrait

is

a faithful representation

of Mann, one of the best dachshunds in Germany, and the
property of an officer of the Guards at Potsdam. The
owner, in giving his biography, says:—

"I wish to maintain

that long

Two
Two

Troupals, Icterus jamaicai.
Bobalinks, Dolichotiyx oryzivorus.
Twelve Crossbills, Loxia curvirostra.
Four Cardinal Grosbeaks, Cardinalis Virginianm.
Two Bed breasted Grosbeaks, Hedymeles ludrocianus
Two Bins: Ouzels, Turdus t«rguatus.

One Bed wing Thrush, Turdus tiiacus.
One Song Thrush, Turdus musicus.
One Tambourine Pigeon, Tympanistria bicolor.
One Barred Dove, Geopelia striata.
On^ Sora Bail, Porzana Carolina.
One Calcutta Monkey, Macacus cynomolgus.
One Squirrel Monkey, Su,imirls sciurea.
One .Hog-nosed Snake, Herterodon platyrhinos.

and killing all sorts
of game, although
contrary to
is
it
public opinion that
such is the case.
Mann was born in
1869 near the mountains of the Herz,

and when a few
months old amused
himself by hunting
rats
Presented by Mr.

W. A. Con klin,

Henry Eeiche.

coated terriers (dachshunds) may be excellent for pursuing

and

Director.
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BASE-BALL
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M
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Athletic

Hartford
St. Louis...
Philadelphia...

O

W

£_0

8:

71

6

51

,.|

2

5

2

1

1

6
7

3
1

Mutual
Chicago

New Haven

1165
0|49
0146
4 36
34
1|29
4 28

...

Red Stockings.
Washington
Centennial

Oj

Atlantic

0|

Western

Games

01

lost..

01

7 19! 24j 24 29 34'30|37|14 22 13 42 12 37

—The regular record of games which will count in deciding the championship is as follows.
In this it will be
seen that the St, Louis stands third on the list in won
games, and the Athletics may be said to have secured second position as surely as the Bostons have the first:—
«a>

(J

<

ffl

II

Boston
Athletic

|

Louis
Hartford
Philadelphia
Chicane
St.

|

'.....!

.|

2

81
..

o

-

.d J3
PU ei

:-•

1

5|

71

8

6J.6I

43

7|

29
23

6|

1 ..| 4j 5! 5|

3.

0|

2j

4

3'

2
5

4'

2l

..
j

3

6 18 33 24|29|29|33
1
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But for the
is the great abuse
the Amateur Association must try to put a stop to next
season, the season ot 1875 would have been a very creditable one to the amateur fraternity.
Despite the prevalence
of the picked nine contests played under the guise of club
contests, there have been a goodly number of legitimate
matches, and most assuredly a higher degree of fielding
skill displayed— thanks to new rules— than ever
before
known. Below will be found a record of the best played
games for October, in which amateur nines have participated on one side or the other, or also on both:
October 2- -Star vs. Bochester, at Bochester
5 to 2
October 2 Princeton vs. Germantown, at Princeton 5 to 3
>ctober 4- Confidence vs. Flyaway, at Brooklyn
5 to 3
October 7- -Quickstep vs. Athletic, at Wilmingron".".!*6 to 4
October 2— Androscoggin vs.Bates College,at Lewiston6 to 5
October 4— Alaska vs. Hobokeu, at Hoboken
6 to 5
October 9—Harvard vs. Tannton, at Taunton
7 to 6
October 2— Lowell vs. Resolute, at Pall River
8 to 2
October 5— Downer vs. Iron City, at St John, N. B
8 to 3
October 2— Produce Exchange vs.Nameless,at Brooklyn8 to 4
October 5—Active vs. Archer, at Reading, Pa..
8 to 5
October 2— Bagle vs. Olympic, at Louisville. .
8 to 5
October 2—Live Oak vs. Beacon, at Lynn.
9 to
4
October 1—National vs. Creighton, at Washington "9 to
4
October 8— Chelsea vs. Star, at Brooklyn
"9 to 6
''"9
October 9—Equitable vs. Winona, at Brooklyn
to
<

'

'

" *

$300 for the animal.

offer of

Shortly afterwards another

dog of the same breed was poisoned. We trust Mr. Eaton
may be able to discover the miscreants who perpetrated
this outrage, and if there is no law for their punishment, that they can be held up to the execration of their
countrymen.
-+*+»

—

Trials. We are advised that arrangements have been made with the Illinois Central Railway company to transport parties desirous of attending
the bench show and field trials of the Tennessee State
Sportsman's Association, which commence in Memphis
October 25th, from Chicago to Memphis and return at $24
the round trip.
Tickets good to return until November
4th.
Return tickets, to be valid, must be endorsed by the
Secretary of the association. Dogs are carried free over
Quite a large party will leave Chicago October
this line.

The Memphis Field

23d

at nine

A. M., to arrive in Memphis at three P. M. of

the 24th.
With regard to an impression which has gotten abroad,
that dogs without pedigrees will be barred at the coming
show, we are requested to state that such is not the case,

when known. Mr. Bryson,
President of the association, writes us that their meeting
will be one of the largest ever held in the United States;
enough dogs are now entered to make a large and creditable show, and more are coming in daily. The trap shooting will undoubtedly be very fine.

Athens, Ga., October
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Among other communications in your valuable paper

Athletic

Club, Mott Haven.

The

first

day's

races will comprise a 100-yards run and a five-mile run.
On
the second day, a one-mile run and a three-mile walk.
The
prizes are $75 in each event; $50 to first, $15 to
second
and $10 to third; entrance fee $2 for each race. Entries
to
close at the office of the Sportsman at 4 P. M. on
Monday
the 25th inst.
Mr. James Watson will have the management of the meeting.

JiiGHT Miles Walked in One Hour.—
notwithstanding
the many claims to the performance of
the above feat advanced by ambitious "peds," the one under
consideration
is the first genuine performance
of the distance within the
time mentioned. The walk occurred
on the 20th ult. at
Lille Bridge London, W. Perkins,
the professional champion of England being^the performer
in a walk against
time.
The hrst lour miles was covered in 28m 59>f
and
he eight miles in 59m. 5 2-5s.
The walking ihroughout
stnctly fair, and the time at both
distances the rastss
ever achieved by any human being.

£

4th, 1875.

I see frequent al-

mange in dogs and its treatment. I am surprised that a remedy which has been in use among sportsmen in the South from time immemorial, and which is as certain as it is simple, has not long before this
found its way into your columns. I have used it for ten years, and
seen it used by others in numberless cases— for mange is very common
in warm climates— but have never known it to fail in a single instance. It
Take two parts
will not only cure mange, but any cutaneous affection.
hog's lard, one part sulphur, and one part pine tar. Stir well together.
Kub the parts affected well with the mixture, and be certain to put
on enough to saturate the hair and skin. It is not a bad plan to anoint
the whole dog from the end of the nose to the tip of the tail; for when a
dog has mange in one spot the whole skin is usually dry and hard. After
applying it, rub the skin briskly for about a minute, and then tie the dog
in a clean spot.
The tar produces at first a slight itching, and the dog,
This,
if allowed to run loose, will seek relief by rolling in the sand.
however, will pass off in a couple of hours.
Two applications about four days apart will effect a cure in the worst
of cases. The dog will stop scratching after the first application; the
skin becomes healthy and soft, and the old coat of hair is shed and replaced by one as glossy as silk. Usually within ten days all traces of the
disease disappear; but of course it takes a longer time to shed off the
hair.
I think Wm. Hunting, in Land and Water, will find that follicular

mange

will not require twelve

weeks of

this treatment.

W.

Yours,

B. Thomas.

.*-»-«*.

"

Athletic Games.— There will be a series of walking
and running matches, open to professionals, on Friday
and
Saturday, October 29th and 30th, on the grounds
of the

tussel

From

moment he was

Freaks of a Dog. — Some weeks ago we had occasion
made by a dog owned by our

to chronicle a "leap for life,"

fellow townsman, S. P. French,

the said

canine having

made a successful leap over the railing of the verandah of
the Sun building, a distance of some twenty feet, to the
order to escape the vengeance about to be bestowed upon him by the junior member of the firm. On
Sunday last the said dog appeared in a new character
Some boys were engaged in throwthat of a fisherman.
ing pieces of brick in the deep channel of the river below
Jones' warehouse, when the dog would dive and bring the
pieces back. At last he remained under water longer than
usual, somewhat to the alarm of the boys, when finally he
came to the surface with a salmon in his mouth, the fish
wiggling for dear life, and the dog struggling for shore.
Another dog on the bank, taking a view^of the situation,
hastened to his relief, and the two succeeded in bringing
the fish on shore.
It weighed, when dressed, eleven
pounds. Golusa ( Gal. ) Sun.
street, in

*+++*

—A correspondent suggests a Bench

Show in connection
with the State Fair to be held at Albany next year. The
grounds are ample, and the location central and accessible.
If the managers would offer premiums we have no doubt
that a large entry of dogs could be obtained, and a very
successful

show would be

the result.

in

creeping in fox burrows, and would
bark and snarl at
old reynard until
the workmen had
succeeded in unearthing the fox. I used to take Mann out
whilst deer stalking and duck hunting, and he acquired
such a passion for all kinds of hunting that he learned to
retrieve ducks from the water as well as the best retriever,
and would follow wohnded deer until he- succeeded in
making them stand to receive the finishing ball."
"Even wild boars he brought to bay and was very clever
in avoiding the tusks of these ugly costomers.
Twice he
received very severe punishment, but he was as undaunted
as ever after his recovery.
I used to hunt snipe with him
on marshy swamps that would not bear me, and even
there, he was useful to me, as the little scamp would beat
the ground and flush the birds, and I got many a good shot
at them.
And in the evening whilst lying in wait on the
runways, Mann had learned to lay quiet at my feet and
when the game came near, he would give a low whimper
and lick his nose and shiver all over. But an admonishment made him quiet and he only kept trembling until my
rifle finished the career of the animal.
At home my little
pet is rather lazy, but as soon as he sees me handling the
rifle he is life all over,
lie has ugly tricks too; if he finds
the wounded or dead animal before I do he will help himself to a goodly meal, and when he .thinks I do not take
him out often enough, he will go out alone, visit the burrows and hunt for day's after hares and deer, and I never
feel sure that some of the sporting fraternity will not stop
the little fellow's pastimes by a ball, should he be found
outside of the limits of my hunting grounds."

%mt[t j$ag mid %nn.
GAME IN SEASON IN OCTOBER.

-*<»»•

CURE FOR MANGE.

'
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Club.

He had

completed his

with a polecat; he
dug him out and
killed him after a

PROFESSIONAL ARENA.

a matter of reference we give below a full record of
championship contests played in the arena from April 19
to October 10 inclusive, by all the clubs which entered the
lists in April last, the table, of course, including the games
not only of the clubs who have failed to play their quotas,
but also of the three disbanded clubs. Forfeited games
It will be seen that the Boston Club
are not included.
heads the list by fifteen games majority, the Athletics leading the Hartfords by three games only, while Hartford
leads St. Louis ten games.
The table is as follows:

loqk

field.

'hot

had his

As

Boston

and digging up
killing mice in

Moose, Alces malchis.
Elk or Wapiti, Cervus Canadensis.
Hares, brown and grey.
Wild Turkey, Mileagris gallapavo.
Woodcock, Scolopax rusticola.
"Ruffed Grouse, Tetrao unibellus.
Plover, Charadraius.
Godwit, Limosinoe,.
Rails, Rallus Virginianus.
Snipe and Bay Birds.
Caribou, Tarandus rangifer.

Game
rather

Market.— The

in

more

Red Deer, Caricxs Virginianus.
Squirrels, red, hlack and grey.
Quail, Optyx Virginia.

Pinnated Grouse, Tetrao cupida.
Curlew, Numenius arguaria.
Sandpioers, Tyingance.
Willets.
or Rice Birds,
von.

Reed

Dohchonyx

oris

Wild Duck.

supply

liberal than at the date of

of

game, although

our

last reporj;,

must

necessarily remain limited until really cold weather has set

Our quotations are: For pinnated grouse and ruffed
grouse, each, $1 per pair.
Quail, $4 50 per dozen, some
so small that the dealers throw them out without offering
them for sale— so much for changing the close season to
the 1st instead of the 20th, or even the 1st November,

in.

which would have been more appropriate.

Connecticut
appears to furnish the bulk of the ruffed grouse, and Iowa
the prairie chickens.
Woodcock sell for $1 per pair; we
saw some remarkably fine ones at Messrs. Robbin's. English snipe are worth $3 50 per dozen; reed birds, $1 25; rail,
$1 50; plover, $2 40; bay birds, all prices, from 25 cents
per dozen for ox-eyes to $2 40 for yellow legs; mallard
ducks bring $1 per pair; teal, 75c. widgeon, 75c.
portion of the ducks come from Illinois, but the largest quantity, and by far the best in
quality, are received from
Seneca Lake. Wild pigeons are worth, for stall fed, $2 50,
for flight, $1 75 per dozen.
;

A

—

"Born in the Woods to be Scajred by— a Hare." As
M. Quimby and a friend were shooting at Morris

Mr. E.

Plains,

came

N.

J., last

week over a brace of setters, both dogs
by each other on opposite sides of

to a stand unseen

a fence.

On

approaching the nearest one a

little

hare

from almost under her nose, and dashing through
the fence, flushed a ruffed grouse from under the other setter's point.
Query can hares be trained to "tree partstarted

—

ridges ?"

—We have received a pamphlet containing the

constituby-laws, and revised regulations governing pigeon
matches of the Long Island Shooting Club, of which Mr.
Wm. Parks is President.

tion,

—The telegraph tells us that on Saturday last Capt. Bogar dus, the champion wing shot of the world, was arrested
in St. Louis, at !he instance of the Society for Prevention,
of Cruelty to Animals, for shooting a match.

—

— —

—

—

—

—

.

:

—

1—

Massachusetts.— Salem, Oct.
Sporting items "from
old Essex are quiet with two exceptions-^-the booting, which
is now a regular thing, and smelt fishiug.
This last is
much pursued, and affords good sport. At Marblehead
they do the "boss" fishing, catching from six to fifteen or
twenty dozen per day with pole and line.
flock of geese
went along last week. Saw one "winter" yesterday. There
ought to be some snipe, as we have had a lot of rain lately,
Hope to say something for the quail soon.
Teal.

A

—Four

wild pigeons and seven ty-five men with guns
passed North Saturday afternoon.— Banbury JSfeius.

—

New Jersey.—Kinseifs Ashley House, Oct. 7. The prospect for Fall shooting looks well. Season opens on the 15th
inst.
Large quantities of black ducks and sprig tails are
feeding intke coves to the southward of high bar and Clam
Island. If they are not disturbed until the 15th there will
be some big day's gunning.
B.
Kansas. Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railroad, Oct. 4.
Quail more abundant than for years before. Prairie chickens are coming in to feed on cultivated farms by thousands
Those who delight in shooting in corn have plenty
of it. Duck shooting promises to be good, owing to abundence of water. The writer does not own the above road,
nor has he any interest in it. This is simply written for
the eyes of sportsmen, with the assurance that plenty of
game can be found &t any point along the line of the M.,
K. and T. road in the State where there are cultivated
farms.
TJm Zoo Ee.
(jAme Laws op Maine.—
are indebted to Mr. E. M.
Stillwell, Commissioner of Fisheries of the State of Maine,
for the following transcript of the game laws of that State,
The laws relating to fish will be found under the head of
Sea and Kiver Fishing:

—

ing a meeting of the club was held to elect a team to represent the club in the contest for the State badge.
The
following gentlemen were elected: John Harvey, Al.
Smith, G-. W. Tinsley, A. C. Rand, Robert McMullen, L.
C. Shepley, R. S. Williams, Michael Hoy, and George S.
Tuckerman, with Roger S. Pease, E. Grimshaw, and Major
Camp as alternates. Colonel S. W. King was unanimously
elected a member of the club.

—The crack pigeon shots of Sedalia and Jefferson City
had a team match on the 29th ultimo, in which six men
from each town participated, resulting in a victory for the
Jefferson City team by two birds.
The score was as follows, the Sedalia members being represented by the even
numbers before their names, and the Jefferson City's by
the odd
:

.

We

Section 1. ISfo person shall kill or have in his possession, except alive,
or expose for sale, any wood dack, woodcock, or English snipe, commonly so called, between the 1st day of January and the 4th day of July
following, or kill any quail, grouse or partridge between the 1st day of
January and the 1st day of September following, or have the same in
possession, or expose the same for sale, except alive, between the 1st
day of February and the 1st day of September following, under a penalty of not les* thau Ave nor more than ten dollars for each bird so
killed, or had in posession, or exposed for sale
Section 2. No person shall at any time, or in any place within this
State, with any trap, net, snare, device, or contrivance, other than the
usual method of sporting with firearm?, take any wild dack of any variety, quail, partridge, grouse, or woodcock, under a penalty of five dollars for each bird so taken. Penalties, when collected, to be paid onehalf to the overseers of the poor of the town or city in which conviction is had, and the remainder to the prosecutor. Upon non-payment of
penalty tne defendant may be committed to common jail of "the county
for a period of not less than five days, and at the rate of one day for
each dollar for the amount of judgment where the sum is over five dol.Revised Statutes State of Maine, chap. 239, p. 168,
lars in amount, etc.

March 3d. 1874.
Deer and caribou may be killed from 1st of Oct. to 1st of Jan. Penal ty
for killing at any other time, or for hunting a-nd killing with dogs at any
time, forty dollars for every deer or caribou so killed, and dogs to be shot
at sight.—.Revised Statutes, chap. 103, p. 68, Feb. 17th, 1873.
No moose shall be killed in the State of Maine from Feb. 16th, 1875,
until the 1st of Oct., 1880, under penalty of one hundred dollars for
every moose so killed. Revised Statutes, chap. 12, p. 11, Feb. 16th, 1855.

—

— The members

of the Worcester (Mass.) Sportsmen's
Club shot a number of matches on their grounds on Tuesday of last week. The following is the result of the ten
bird match:
Score.
Name.
7 Isaac Fiske

Name.
S. Koowles

F.

Fitch

J.

1

6

5

L Taft
M. Adams

8

3 O.

R. L'. Gilbert...
A. P, Cutting
S. A. Smith
H W. Cleveland

Score.

M, Djennan

9 F.

6

7 L. R. Hudson

4

Verry
W. S. Perry
C. H. Bowker

2jJ. Ply;npton
3 Sted man Clark
8 G. J. Rugg
6 Benjamin Zacder

John Boyden
J. E. Browning
G.R. Newton
A. Houghton

4S.1I. Bowker
5|L. W\ Hollman
6|C. B. Holden
7 John Goodell

.

B

.

Score.

I

1 1 1

Beckers. .0 1 11 1110 01-7 A. S. Krekel... .1
11110 11*1 0-7 J. G. Fish
T.fl. Pruit... -...lllllll 011-9 Capt. Holmes.... 1

A. B. Dempsey

.

.

11-8

1 1 1

1

1-6
1-6

111111111-9
111111011-9
1101011111-8

!

D. Watson. ,..1*01 111111-8 McBlvany..

P.

1110

1 * 1 1 1

1

A.M.

T. M. Lamb
J. F. Davenport

\

.....7
8
6
5

Forhhand

W.H.Cole
7\
Mr. A. P. Cutting having killed all of his birds took the
first prize, Mr. John Goodell the second, Mr. C. R. Holden
the third, Mr. C. H. Bowker the fourth, and Mr. J. M.
Drenn an the fifth. In a subsequent match at five birds,
contested by twenty-three members, Mr. 1ST. S. Johnson
took first prize, Mr. Goodell second, and Mr. Wood third.
A number of other matches were shot, which our space
The ."judges were A. L.
will not allow us to summarize.
Rice and A. Houghton, Jr. referee, C. H. Frost, of Hopkinton. This is regarded as the most successful field clay
the club has yet enjoyed.
A match occurred at Long Branch on Saturday, the
3d, between Messrs. J. L. Bright and J. L. Henderson .at
15 birds each, 21 yards rise; shot according to Long Island
;

—

Below

rgles.

is

the score:

J. L. Bright

1

1 1 1 1 1 1

1

1

0*1 1

1

I-H

1

0*1 111101111111 1—13
W. J. Henderson
*Dead out of bounds.
This is the best shooting that has ever been done by
members of the Amateur Club.
The following are the scores of the Forest and Stream
Shooting Club made at the match on October 80th for club
badge; 21 yards rise, 80 yards boundary; shot at Tacony:—

—

Name.

Score.

William Sinister
William Reckless

1

Brown
Thomas South

1
1

..1
1

Dr.

Fred Widera ay er
Matthew Brieily
A. H. Capper
Charles Foulke
Adam Smythe
A. Cummings

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

J

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

G

9

1

1

1

1

1

J

I

1

1

their club badge, with

iName.
F. L. Morse
D. T. Smith
John Harvey,

Score

...

1

7
6
7
5
5

1

1
1

1

1

1

the following

'

•

\.

10 J. P. Fromme
7 J. D. Brown
P. T. Miller, Jr......

Farnham

A.

J. C.

Wood

J.

Commins..
C Parmerlee

J.

G. Fish

T.

J.

.

.

J. J.

Cnmby

P. D.

Watson

W.

7

James Doyle
John J. Brown
J. M.Kulimer
S.

II.

John Noble
R. S. Williams
Chismore

Ilnsten

W. B. Parsons
W.B.Hamlet
D. W. Papons
J. W. Babcock

;

G. L. Schofield
S. Austin

2
8

4
3

S.

There still
thirty- one yards:—

...1

1—2 Roger
|

S. Ptase

Mr. Raad therefore holds the club badge.

5
7
5
6
6

9!B. J. Freeson.. .
9 John S. Cochran
9 A. B. Demsey
7 S. W. Scovern
E. Diamond

4
4
7
6
]0
7
9

F. Heinrichs

Henry Ewing
In shooting off the ties of ten at twenty-six yards Mr.
Diamond killed three birds and took first prize. The ties
of nine were then shot, resulting, after another tie between
Fish and Houston, in a win for the latter. The same result followed in shooting the ties of eight, Messrs. Parmelee and Babcock tieing on three birds. In shooting off again,
Mr. Parmelee proved' the victor. There were no less than
twelve who- had tied on seven birds. In shooting off, there
were several other ties, the contestants finally being reduced to two, Messrs. Pierson and Dempsey, who divided.
would call the attention of our Sedalia^ friends to the
fact that their mode of shooting off ties is becoming obsolete.
It seems scarcely reasonable that a man who kills
but seven birds in the first round should receive a prize
when he who kills ten has none.
should say that when
three men each kill all of their birds the one who is best
in shooting off the tie takes first prize, and the other two
shoot off for second, or if one is better than the other in
the first round of tie shooting he takes second and the
other third prize. It is like the old question in raffling,
which has been so often decided, that where there are two
prizes, and the highest throw is tied, the throwers either
divide, or throw off for first and second.
5

We

We

_*.*.».

Portsmouth, N. H., October

—

6th, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:
A match was shot here yesterday for the Eldridge Medal, between J.
Bell and M. Stimpson, at fifteen birds each, 21 yards rise, 80 yards boundary. It was a very cold day, but some fine shooting was done by the
champion, Mr. Stimpson, as will be seen by the score:

1101001001100
1111011111*1110

Bell

1—8

...1

Stimpson
1—13
Stimpson has now been the winner four successive rimes. Afterwards
came the match of the Portsmouth Sportsmens 1 Club at wild pigeons,
ten birds each, 21 yards rise, 80 yards boundary. The birds were stall
fed and very lively, and the shooting was not very good, as will be seen
by the score

Name.

Score.
Name.
5 Norton

Bell
Carroll

5

Conner

Score.
8

Nelson

6

3 Potter
5 Sides

Eldridge

Emerson

1

Goodrich
Hartshorn
Kidder

7
7

Loud
Lock
Moses

7
1

8
4
4
2
4

-.

Stimpson
Watkins

Young

;

5 Slurtevant
5 Stark

6
.,.'

Hayes

".

8
3

2

Following the annual shoot four small matches were shot, between
Captain Emerson and J. Sides, which resulted in favor of Mr. Sides winning all four, the loser paying for the birds. A match for $25 a side at
twelve birds each, between Mr. Stark of Concord, and J. Lock of this
city, Lock won, killing 10 to Stark's 9.
Another match was made between Mr. Stark and Mr. Sides for $50 each, English rules, 25 birds
each, to be shot at Manchester within one week.
A pigeon match took place recently between Captain A. L. Emmerson
of York, Me., and C. A. Load of this city. Captain Emmerson shot at
sixteen bi<"ds to Load's fifteen, with the following result:—

1011011111111 1_12
1000001111101010 1—9

The Portsmouth Sportsmens' Club will have their annual match on
We expect a lively time, as about twenty five
Wednesday, October 6th
members will shoot at fifteen wild birds each.
Quail.
-^*<&»

LETTER FROM MR. EDWARD HOPE.
*

1
0-1
In the even-

m

*

'
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Mr Hi??

with him a very handsome red setter bitch, whose working
Wonldh ^
been perfect but for the almost universal fault (West) of
runiii
*
ter the gun is fired.
Of this, however, he expects to, and I
belUy
° p"'
cure her; for he handles a dog well and shoots like a son of
a gun
did beautifully, though only ten months old, and over him
I k"li
•

1

"^
and a royal bird they are. I fmd that
"the
the staple bird here, the genuine prairie chicken only being
occasuf X
met with. I killed one of the latter, however, associated" with a
of the former. Next morning we pushed on to Fargo,
011 tl
n'^
first

sharp-tailed grouse,

River of the North, passing over as fine a farming country a8
man. c
desire, and from the appearance of the cattle and the favorable
r
that on all sides I have received of the crops, T have coucludedi
own mind that there is a compensating influence either in the pre t^
length of the days, or larger space of sunlight during the
growing se!
/'
son, which makes up for the apparent disadvantage of beiaw
g
**
north. I returned with General Mead as far as this point, which
is s
rounded by a dense forest, with prairie no great distance, and for
tl
reason presented, I thought, better advantage for making ray
n
camp than any other part of the road. I shall go into camp about
twenty miles north of here, (with my partner, Sam Brewer) a loghou<
on Red Eye Creek, having found a good deal of bear, some moose
and deer in great quantity. Ruffed grouse are very plentiful, and Samn
arrived home the other evening with five spruce partridge- at least
that
is, 1 think, what they must be— red iris, shorter tail and darker
plumage
bird.
are,
however,
than the other
not well fixed in dogs for
We
this
kind of sport, though Rap occasionally gets a point and we a flying shot
thereby. Your readers I trust will consider, should they come this
war
that such as it is, we are at home to them, and Mr. Walker, of this
place'
will haul them to the d en.
Edward Horn

Mills,

Northerx

Pacific Eailroad,
Minnesota, October, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
A few weeks ago I sold Riverview House, with

all its beauties and its
comforts, and found myself foot loose, with a strong desire to go northward, and taking the Northwestern, of the Keokuk Northern Line (Capt.
Davidson) made a most delightful journey to St. Paul. Let me recommend the Northwestern and her genial captain to all good fellows who
have occasion to navigate the Northern Mississippi. My Scott gun and
Bap, the sole survivor of my old breed left in my posses-ion. and a small
outfit was all I took from the dear old place, and I felt as many of yonr
readers T trust wou'd feel, a^ the good boat passed under the bluff where
poor old Grouse and Sell rest peacefully. On arriving at St. Paul, on
Saturday, I called on my old friend General Mead, of the Northern Pacific,

and he invited

me

to

t

W

r

gj

si

'

i
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SUMMER WOODCOCK

SHOOTING.

*

Portland, Me.,

Sept. 20th,

1875,

Editor Forest and Stream:—
I am glad to see that the "feeler" I put out on the subject of Summer
woodcock shooting has brought out views from many sportsmen of different sections on this truly difficult question, and 1 have just read "Veteran's" letter from Ohio with pleasure. The question is a wide one, aud
there is much to he said for and against Summer shooting, rforget
whether myself or anyone else has brought this argument to bear on this

question or not, but if so it will bear repeating—viz. that admitting
Summer shooting ought to he abolished, is ic wise or politic to pass laws
to that effect 11010 ? oris it better to wait until our people have become
more familiarized with the wisdom and importance of all game laws, before increasing their stringency? Of one thing I feel certain, that while
Boston or New York dealers can lawfully expose woodcock for sale in
July, it is worse tban folly to pass laws in Maine forbidding the shooting
of them before October, oecause no law can be enforced with an open
maiket tempting poachers with high prices to evade it. Again, co-oper*
ation is needed between the different States, in order for the law to be
effective, no matter at what time the close season ends; aud I for one
am more satisfied, the longer I think of it, that July 4th is the best compromise for us all to agree upon. I admit that sometimes (this year, for
instance,) the birds here in Maine are many of them coo young to shoot,
and some not fledged; but on an average season such birds are rare, and
seldom found by the sportsman, because our young birds, bom and bred
as they are on a dry southern hillside, do not come into our July covers
of alders until their bills have grown so that they can probe for earth
worms, and then the owners of said bills are well worth a quick shot and
a gridiron, and he who finds fault with either before a breech loader or
a knife and fork, is neither sportsman or epicure nil ju dice. I sec that
"Sanez" has sent in another protest to you, bused on his own personal
experience. Now, perhaps I have flashed as many rock as he, but neither
his or my personal experience. is a safe guide to go by. He. was ont in
July, and his dog picked up an unfledged woodcock with no feathers on
I was out the same day from 5 A. M. until dark, and went through
it.
the best range of covers I know in Cumberland county, or the Slate,
and did not see a young bird; «hot one old one only, yet a friend of
mine watched eighteen broods of cock hatch near these very cover?,
and some, if not all, would have struck into them as soon as they were
grown large enough. I could have found them on the hillsides, but
:

knew

that if they were there then they were not fit to shoot. But no
matter; neither his experience or mine is wide enough to determine this
question. Let us look at the result for our section, say Cumberland
county, and see how much destruction has been caused by allowing close
How many of these unfledged, uneattime to end July 4th.
able birds have been shot?
I have been unable to hear of a single instance outside of the case that
"Sanez" relates in his own experience, where a woodcock has come to
an untimely end in this county this year. 1 have hea-d of a very few
unfledged birds being seen, bat of none being shot, and I am firmly convinced that woodcock can never be exterminated here by July shooting,
for the reason that until they are grown and able to take care of themselves they are as difficult (if not more so) to find, and as broadly scattered as in the moulting season. At any rate there are some thousands
of woodcock shot in this county each year on an average, and I Will
challenge "Sanez" or "any other man" to prove that twenty have been
shot his season unfit for gun and table; and I will also guarantee to him
1

that
1st,

if

we were

change onr close time next year from July 4lh to Oct.
would be more woodcock shot in this county
than after, in spie of all the laws that might be enacted,
to

as he advocates, there

before Oct. 1st
or protective clubs organized.
Let us "make baste slowly" in this matter. First, foremost, and all
important is agitating and discussing this question of grme protection,
until all the people have become familiar with it, and do not let its iron
bands be bound around the innocent bands of ignorant "sboorisfcs' he1

we have taught them what
the man who killed the goose

fore

is

If

their interest as well as our own.

the golden egg had been
quietly reasoned with, I have no doubt, Mr. Editor, that goose would be
alive to-day (for the natural life of a goose is still an unknown quantify).
"We are in a very similar predicament with the last-named man. Wv
that laid

him

have'nt quite killed the goose (our game and fish), but we are not quite
sure that she may not die of neglect and ill treatment, so we are trying if any of her eggs will hatch so that we may keep up the breed, let
us go slow and sure, if possible, and if it is necessary for me to given?
s
training my young dogs in July on cock, so as to have a fortnight
shooting in October, I'm willing to do it for the benefit of brother
sportsmen south of me, even so that the Louisiana darkey shall not w
see
disapoinled on his nightly quest with torch and pole; hut I want to
^ AG
the necessity first.
Yours.
,

—
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NewYoek

4

Pease... ....i 1111—5
being a tie, the distance was in3reased to
|

4
7

H. Burtt

6 J.

...2

:

I— 5 Roger

...

J.

7

A. C. Rand and Roger S. Pease having tied, the distance
was increased to twenty-six yards, a miss and out being the
1 1 1 1

9

.

10JT

6
t

8

Frank Houston
J. Warren
O. A. Crandall
A M. Beckers

.

re-

"s

A. B. Band
L. C. Shepley

5

2
7

A. S. Krekel
H. T. Holmes
2 T. T. Majors
8 S. K. Parsons

J. Maltby__

Sides

4

GRand

° R. J. Baldwin
5 G. A. Bracket!
4 Allie Brackett
7 H. S. Pease
:4 George P urn fort
7 W. W. McNair
7

Grimshaw

A. C.Raiid.

R. F. Waddell

Emmerson

Score.

C. Cyphers

f

-.

G. A. Camp
Charles Haihaway
G. W. Tinsley

rule

"

.,111011111011

8-

Nnme.

-

%
7

M. Hoy

A. C. Rand

1

Loud
1*0*0-11
Emmerson..
1
1
1
1 *0
1
1
*0 0— 7
1
Captain Emmerson, not feeling satisfied, challenged John Sides, of
this city, for the same amount of money, Mr. Sides shooting at seventeen to Emmerson's fifteen birds. Tbe match took place on the 30 h,
and was a very pretty affair, Mr. Sides putting in some very neat work.
The following is the score:—

7
7
8
6
10

1

45

the following day a grand tournament was inaugurated, which resulted in some capital shooting.
The following table shows the result:
Name.
Score.
Score.
Name.
C. T. McElvany
7 H. Pierson
7

—

suit,-

.

1

Trap and Field Club of Minneapolis shot on the

30tli instant for

E

Total.

1
1

J. Kiehl
W. J. Givens

—The

I

Sedalia

47

On

7

W. Carev

6|J.
..7IS.

Jefferson City

6
..7
1
6
6

This gave me the opportunity of meeting
many
ei1
of sporting proclivities and seeing several well bred
setters
o fir Sl
stop was at Brainerd, at which point are the general office
and w v*
of the road, and here I was invited to go chicken shooting
v
i?
Hick, who makes his home there, and taking a good double
*
rean
11 '
driver, we drove to a prairie some eight miles distant,

day evening.

I

Name.
Score.
Name.
S.K. Parsons....lloll0111 1-8|PhilT. Miller....*
T.T.Major
UlloOlOll 7|W. J. Maltbv... .0

.

H.

'
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Dana K.

!

'

accompany him over the road,

starting Sun-

Ciiamots Stalking.— Chamois stalking has opened in
some of the Swiss cantons. In the Orisons it has been
marked by what local papers term a perfect carnage. A
single sportsman killed fifteen in a very few days, an
011
public opinion protests against the wholesale riestruet}
of precision, and whicj
threatens to exterminate the breed. Much is expected fros
the measures now being discussed in the Federal Chambeis
c
for the protection of mountain game.—Illustrated x }

which comes from improved arms

and Bramatic News.

—The Camp Lounge

been
advertised elsewhere has

adopted by some of the crack companies of the Massaclaibypromi
setts Volunteer Militia, and is highly commended
neat army officers.

FOREST AND STREAM.
C.
the President, Dr.

FISH IN SEASON IN OCTOBER.
Black Basg, micropterus salmoides, micropterus nigricans.
Blueflsh, temnodon solicitor.
Striped Bass Boccus lineatus.

kinds of game in question. This
those entire sections that relate to the
wou 7 d require a great amount of our space. In designating game we are
auided by the laws of nature, upon which all legislation is founded, and
laws of their reour readers ivould do ivett to provide themselves with the
Otherwise, our attempts to assis
spsctive States for constant reference.

them will only create confusion.]

Mahket.—The

sidering the propriety of bringing the objects of the association more prominently before the people, to report at an
early day.
The committee is composed of Colonel Needportion of
ham, B. P. Ware, and S. W. Hathaway.
the entertainment of the evening was the reading by Mr.
Hathaway of the letters of George Dawson, Esq., editor
of the Albany Evening Journal, giving an account of his
salmon fishing trip with General Arthur, Chief Justice
Gray, and Chief Justice Ritchie, of New Brunswick, which

A

head of " Game and Fish in Season" we can only syecify in
[Under
aeneral terms the several varieties, because the laws of States vary so much
we could do no less than publish
that tvere ive to attemvt to particularize
tlie

Fish in

»

was extremely

supply of fish during the past

ance this Fall of live cod, caught off Nantucket, price 10
cents per pound. Blueflsh are caught all along the coast
from Cape May to Martha's Vineyard Sound, outside, however, the large school fish showing no inclination to enter
the various inlets; price 10 to 12 cents per pound* Striped
bass come principally from the eastward large fish bring 20
Smelts, from
cents and small do 25 cents per pound.
Maine, of the variety known as "green," 25 cents; salmon,
(frozen) 50 cents; mackerel are not yet in as good condition
as they will be a few weeks hence, price 6 cents each for
;

small "ones and 22 cents for large, Weakfish are worth 10
white perch, 18 cents; Spanish mackerel, (frozen)
50 cents; halibut, 16 cents; haddock, 8 cents; kingfish, 25

Jersey Kinsey's Ashley House, Barnegat Inlet, Oc1875.— Occasionally some blueflsh are taken
The only fish now worth trying for are
outside the beach.
O. Parker took fifty-one to-day,
sea bass and black fish.
B.
averaging from one to two and a half pounds.

salmon trout, 20 cents; soft shell crabs, $2. per
dozen; hard shell do, 40 cents; pompano, $1. per pound;
cents;

frog's legs, 50 cents; green turtle, 20 cents; terrapin, $12.
per dozen, lobsters, 8 cents per pound.
Hell Gate. Bass fishing since the last storm is reported

—

Gate and the upper portion of the
East River. On the 10th one man took a dozen off Eightyninth street, the largest weighing five pounds. On Wednesday of last week Mr. Tripler, a lumber dealer, took one,
as being excellent in the

while trolling with live squid, weighing sixteen pounds.
Our friend, the veteran angler and sportsman, John
Krider, of Philadelphia, has just returned from an expedition to Betterton, Md., and reports the perch fishing there
note, however, that it takes a
as something superb.

We

two pound sinker to catch a one pound fish.
—Smelts this season appear to be more plenty than ever in
Boston Harbor and its estuaries, which makes the members of the Anglers' Association, who enlisted the strong
arm of the law in their protection during the spawning
Good returns and results are reported from
season, happy.

56 arrivals of the
Gloucester fishery fleet the past week, as follows: 30 from
Georges, 8 from the Banks, 10 from off-shore mackereling,
and 2 from the Bay. The receipts are 10,700 pounds
Georges halibut, 205,000 pounds Bank halibut, (335,000
pounds Bank codfish, 348,000 pounds Georges cod, 1,000
barrels shore mackerel, and 460 barrels Bay mackerel.
Reports from North Sydney, C. B., state that the fish are
very scarce at the Magdalene islands and the Banks, but
there are prospects Osgood fares on this shore, as the
mackerel had commenced to strike in pretty well the last
few days. Cape Ann Advertiser, Oct. 8.

LAKE TAHOE— ITS SCENERY AND
TROUT FISHING.
San Francisco, Cal., September 24th, 1875.
k
Editor Forest and Stream:—
James Lick, of whom yon have no doubt heard, one of the wealthiest
the whole of his riches benefitting
public institutions, and one of his
great gifts to California is an appropriation of $800,000 to build an astronomical observatory on this coast. The place he first pointed out for
this purpose was one of the highest mountains close to the beautiful and
romantic Lake Tahoe, not very far from the snow clad Rocky MounSince then, however, he has altered his ideas as to itssiie, and
tains.
at present has fixed upon Mount Hamilton, in Santa Clara Valley, as being more convenient to this city, and for the public generally. The apparatus for this project will be about the finest and most expensive in the
world. This grand undertaking leads me to speak of this Lake Tahoe—
formerly called Bigkr— where so many persons go to enjoy its splendid

men of this city, is spending nearly
many scientific objects and worthy

scenery, fishing and excursions in

sailing

and steamboats on its

clear,

blue and deep waters. The Indians say that Tahoe means Big Lake,
while those who have a smattering of the Indian tongue insist that its
significance is deep water-; and others, again, say it means fish lake. It
hours' journey from San Francisco, and thousands
is about forty-eight
every year go to revel in its glorious beauties, grandeur and maanificence.
Many of our first families visit it every season, and bring home numerous sketches in oil or otherwise, of its scenes and surroundings, to be

worked up into complete pictures.
mountains and other pieces

jestic

But the grand realities of these maof water in lakes, streams and water-

connected with it, can hardly be conveyed satisfactorily to the eye
by the brush or pencil of the most eminent artist. Paintings of this Jake
contrasted with the grand reality cannot but carry with them great deDescriptions, too, fail to convey the true loveliness of the scenfects.
P. H. Hooper, visited these sublime wonery, and although my nephew,
ders of nature on a fly-fishing excursion to capture trout this last Summer, with others who were so fortunate as to then have the leisure to
linger on this lake's shores, I had not, and therefore I can h only enter
tbelistB of its admirers with the aid of his description to place my humbe tribute to its merits on record in the Forest and Stream; yet no
falls

their rtsorts.

A Bemabkable Feat. —A few days since a dog, a cross
between a retriever and a Newfoundland, belonging to a
gardener in the employ of General R. B. Potter, of Newport, caught in the surf near "The Rocks," General PotWe
ter's residence, a bass which weighed forty pounds.
can vouch for the truth of the story as far as the dog catching the fish is concerned, and as the gardener sold the
bass in the Newport market for four dollars, the weight is
probably also correct.
Congehs. A correspondent some time since asked us to
decide a bet relating to the weight of eels, one of the parties having bet that an eel weighing fifty pounds had never
been caught. We decided at the time that conger eels frean
quently exceeded that weight, and we now note
account in Land and Water of one of these monsters weighing seventy pounds having been recently caught off BonAs the Jersey pound
nenuit, on the coast of Jersey.
exceeds the English by one ounce and a fraction, the actual
weight of the eel would be over seventy-five pounds. The

—

conger is highly esteemed by the inhabitants of Jersey, a
soup being made of the head and shoulders which is said
The eels are also salted and
to be extremely palatable.
preserved. These fisheries were once of great importance,
the estimated catch at one time amounting to 160,000
pounds. Falle, the Jersey historian, thinks that conger
fishing lasted until it was replaced by that of Newfoundland, early in the seventeenth century.

Laws oe Maine.— We

publish herewith the laws
of the State of Maine as referring to close seasons and the
regulations governing certain much visited waters.

Fish

1th,

The Fisheries.— There have been

cents;

cents; black fish, 10 cents; flounders, 10 cents; porgies, 15
cents; eels, 18 cents; sheepshead, 20 cents; pickerel, 20

interesting.

—

New

tober

week has been abundant in quantity and varied in descripAs most worthy of mention we note the first appeartion.

all

R

Dame, E. Delano, L. M. Chase, and
Ordway, On motion of Colonel Needham, a committee was appointed for the purpose of con-

W. Hathaway,

md

Xtn
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We

have omitted the penalties for want of space, and also the
laws relating to netting and spearing, as we apprehend
none of our readers capture their fish by those means:—
Moosehead and Brassatt Lakes— No person

shall take or kill in anyof trout, in Moosehead or Brassau Lakes between the lbia.
March.
of
day
1st
the
dav of October and
St. Croix River ani> Tributaries—The close time in which it is unlawful to catch, take or kill any land-lock d salmon, trout, or togue in
the ht Croix River or its tributaries, is hereby extended from the 15th
day of September to the 1st clay Of March, during the live years beginning with the 15th day of September, 1874.
Rangsly Waters- The yearly close time for taking trout in the
tributaries of the Androscoggin Kiver above the outlet of Umbagog
Lake a, id Sturtivant Bond
No. 5 Range 1, shall be five months, com-

way any kind

m

mencing October 1st and ending March 1st, during which time no trout
shall hd taken or killed in an> maimer, under a penalty of not more
than thirty nor less than ten dollars.
The law of close time for land locked salmon, trout and togue for the
rest of the State of Maine is from the 1st of Oct. until the 1st of Jan.
Ulvck Bass— Whoever shall take any black bass during the months of
April, May and June, or at anytime, from their spawning beds, shall
forfeit tor each offense not more than twenty nor less than five dollars,
and a further penalty of one dollar for each black basi so taken.

Massachusetts Anglers' Association.

— Quite

a

spir-

and interestiHg meeting of this association was held
Tuesday evening, 5th instant, at their rooms in Boston,
Dr. J. P. Ordway, the President, in the chair.
Several
new members were elected and a large number of proposals
for membership presented, among which were several quite
influential names.
The meeting was addressed by Colonel
ited

Daniel Needham, Messrs. John Shields, John F- Mills. S.

doubt those who come after me will say: "How far wide of the true
mark he came."
My nephew informs me that when he first saw this lake he thought of all
and water views which he has ever visited
the different scenes of land
(and he has traveled in Switzerland and Italy) and none could compare
to that before him, except Niagara, though
in beauty and sublimity
the
beauty of the Falls and the lake are dissimilar-the former strong and

gigantic in its grandeur, while the latter is, mostly, as peaceful and
at times it is something
like an inplacid as an infant's smile, though
its squalls; for he sailed npon it
on its whole
fant in the suddenness of
Here,
at
an
boat.
altitude
sail
of
smad
6.215 feet above the
length in a
reposing in the strong embrace of dark and frowning
level of the ocean,
of
the
feet
the
most
craggy hills, lies a sheet
mountains and laving
of
of which the roughest nature or
water, from the lovely bosom
the mot
insensible of human beings might draw inspiration. It is twenty- three
in width. The water is tri-colored-my
miles in length and fifteen
nephew so described it, if he might be allowed that expression regardFor half a mile from the shore (which is generally a^soft,
ing its tints
the color is a most beautiful pea green,
fine yellow sandy beach)
tinned
crystal, objects on the bottom
being as diswith blue, and as clear as
just
before your eyes. For half
though
tinct in most places as
a mile
green about two shades darker, still
further it changes to a
with the
as before. From the last color it
blaeieh tinge, but as clear
chsnges incolor of indigo blue.
The water is purity
stantaneously to the deeper
highly
ratified
the
of
state
of
account
the air it is not very
itself, but on
and my nephew, although a good swimmer, found
.

some

buoyant,

little

in other words, he was compelled to
keep
moving all the time he was in the water. The depth of the water is very
found is 1,523 feet. People drowned
deceptive. The greatest depth
in
never appear again on the surface it is said. Standing on Its
fatigue in

moving in it,

or,

southern
shore listening to the regular beat of the surf, toward sunset, the receding
of
gorgeousness
his
evening drapery, and as the
sun arrayed in all the
shades of night commence their gradual approach, no scene can be more
impressive. To the west the cold and sterile mountains rise in majesty,
their tops covered with eternal snow, fringed with a bright blush from
the setting sun and from the reddened clouds above, and resting against
the sky with a profile as clear and defined as if cut with a sculptor's
To the north and east mountains and hills rise up as if on guard
chisel.
to protect the beauties of the place, and thick forests of fir, balsam, pine,
red wood, and oak trees like regiments, straight and luxuriant, appear
almost to the sandy beach wi'h well filled ranks. New beauties, as my
nephew said, constantly unfold themselves. At times a gentle breeze
wafts across the bosom of the lake, but at others its surface is as fretful
as an unruly child. The waters become agitated all at once, the whitecrested waves dance and sparkle, and all the wondrous mysteries of the
storm-tossed ocean show themselves in miniature form.
About three-quarters of Lake Tahoe lie in California, the remainder
being in the State of Nevada. The trout were in great plenty when my
nephew visited it, and he captured about three handred in four days;
yet the Indians spear them when in the very act of spawning. This
drives both the male and female away, and the tron. then seek the deep
water and keep more out of view at such times. They are now deforcing more stringent laws regarding this, and soon Lake Tahoe and the
neighboring streams will be better fronting waters than they have hitherto been. I hope next year to make a fishing tour on these tempting
and attractive waters, and enjoy a ptrsonal cognizance of these wonders and beauties of landscape and almost matchless views, without
taking them, as I have in this article, second-hand from another party.
it

£. J.

Hooper,

—

*

<jfW~No Notice

Taken

of

Anonymous Communications.
«

Boston News Dealer.— The matter is being investigated. An error
exists no doubt.
Val, Nashville, Tenn.—Will you please state the best goods used In
making pantaloons for the field in a rough country? Ans: Corduroy or
velveteen.

New Bedford .—What is the length of barrel of the rifle used by
Wm. Hays, at Conlin's Gallery? Is it a rifle, or a shoulder reBt pis-

S.,

Mr.

Ans. A 26-inch Ballard rifle.
G. N. B., Delphos, Kan.— How shall I patch balls so that the paper
will not wrinkle when the gun becomes a litt'e foul? Ans. There is no
method known to obviate this. The gun must be kept clean.
tol?

F. Th., New York.— Where in the vicinity of New York, that is not
over fifty or sixty miles, could I And fair quail shooting, and cau I find
grouse within about the same limits? Ans. In the vicinity of Norwalk,

Conn.
J. N. D., Jr.—Do you know anything of a breech loading gun made by
William Moore & Sons? If so, please answer. Ans. William Moore,
who was a celebrated gun maker, is dead. Several other gun makers

name upon their guns.
N. Y., Carmansville, N. Y.—I have a rabbit hound three years old,
and he has a habit of frothing at the mouth. Can you suggest a remedy? Ans. Examine your hound's mouth; the whole trouble probably
arises from broken or otherwise imperfect teeth.
A. F. J., Brattleboro, Yt.— Can yon tell me anything regarding the
reputation and workmanship of guns made by James King, of London,
and guns and rifles made by Stevens, of Chicopee Falls, Mass.? Ans.
James King is not on the list of London gnn makers. Stevens is a reputable gun maker.
Plankers, Hudson, N. Y.— Please decide: B" says that by the game
law of 1875 that he has a right to shoot quail Oct. 1st. H says 20th, and
we abide your decision. Ans. The law was changed in March last,
and the close season for quail now (very erroneously, we think,) expires
in this State on the 1st of October.
M. F. Bonzano, Troy, N. Y.— 1st. In buying a Kemington $75 shot
gnn, what length of barrels will give best result? 2d. What pattern and
penetration will such a gun give at 40 yards? Ans. 1st. We would reuse that

commend

a 12 gauge, 30 inch barrels.

2d.

Guns vary

so

much

in pat-

and penetration we cannot say what such a gun will do.
Transit, Peacedale, R. I.— Please inform me about my gnn. I have
been shooting it with three drachms of powder and two ounces of shot.
Would you please inform me how to
It kicks more than is pleasant.
remedy it? Ans. The extra weight or shot is the cause. Use one ounce
of shot to three drachms of powder, and your gun will shoot pleasantly
and effectively, if held in the right direction.
tern

E.S. G., Brockport, N. Y.—W. & C. Scott &Sons advertise that no
guns are genuine without their trade mark stamped en the under side of
the barrels. Now there are several guns bearing Scott's name, etc., all
Are they genuine, or not? Ans.
correct, but they have no trade mark.
All genuine W. & C. Scott & Sons' guns have their trade mark stamped
upon the barrels, or on the action under the barrels.

Mo.— I would like your advice as to the treatShe appears in good health, but vomits continually
ana does not get in as good condition as I would like to see her. If you
can advise me from this meagre description as to the disease and cure,
you will greatly oblige a constant reader of your paper. Ans. Your
setter is probably affected with worms; have mailed to, you some powdered areca nut, with directions for its use. Trv it.
W. H. C, Cazenovia.— Do yon know of anything that will waterproof
a hunting coat? I wrote to W. P. Co., Dey street, as you recommended,
but found that it was a trade secret, as I expected. The coat is heavy cotton duck? Ans. One half pound sugar of lead; one-half pound powdered alum. Dissolve in a bucket of rain water, then pour off the fluid
with the dissolved ingredients into another vessel. Steep yonr coat
thoroughly,, letting it stay in for a considerable time. Hang it up to dry
but do not wring it.
E. H. S., Milton, Mass.—I have noticed strong recommendations in
your valuable paper of a certain nut, good for worms in dogs' (I have
forgotten the name of nut). Now I believe I have read every number of
your paper, and I have a good of faith in your recommendations, so I
would like to try some of this new remedy, as worms in dogs always
bothered me, and I have never found any remedy equal to powdered
Can you send me some, or tell me
glass, but always hate to give that.
where I can get it, and also amount of dose? Ans. We have sent to
yon some powdered areca nut— the nut you allude to with directions
C.

A. W., Kansas

ment

how

of

City,

my setter.

to use

it.

Crook, New Haven.— Is a gun apt to burst if the wad starts from fhe
shell and gets down sixinches or more into the barrel of the gun? I use
brass shells, and if such is the case, and I am told it is, I shall be careful

and change the

shell to the other barrel after shooting, as it is apt to

wad—

that is if only one barrel is shot. Ans. The gun would
start the
be very likely to burst. Try a drop of Spaulding's glue on the top of
your wad. This is an excellent device with paper shells, as it does away

with both creaser and reamer, and makes the shell to

fill

the chamber.

We have tried it with great satisfaction.

C—

Will you please inform me if conical base metallic shells
C. F.
are being manufactured, and where I can get them ? Also advantages, if
they have anv, over other shells, as I see by your paper there are fifteen
patents on them. Ans. The conical base shell is manufactured by the

Hart Shell Company, of Newark, N. J. (No. 216 Market straet). The
advantages claimed for it are the same as those claimed for the conical
chambered breech, introduced into muzzle loading shotguns just before
a concentration of the effect of the
the advent of breech loaders, viz
:

powder and
"

less recoil.

J.H. W.,Fort Wayne, Ind.— Please inform me what

Bodine takes when shooting

at long ranges?

Ans.

position Mr.

Bodtne has

Col.

downward

position, lying on his stomach, and
matches in that position.
are assured, however, that he

shot, so far, in the face

We
has shot all
and shoot, lying on his back. He states that
will change the position
when in good condition he can, he thinks, shoot well enough when face
down, but that for general shooting, the lying on the back position is the
Consult Wingate's Manual, Fifth Edition, page 225, where a
better.
cut of Mr. Bodina's method may be seen.
R. S. B., Waterville, N. Y - J A. B. wishes to know when a boat
Supposing the wind to be due north, if the
is on the starboard tack.
boat heads to any point east of north or north of ea^t, she is on the starboard tack, and when she changes her course by luffing up and standing
west of north, being on the wind, she is on the port tack. Tf however, a
vessel had the wind abeam, and she could hold her course without making leeway, I should consider her as not tacking at all, having a fair
wind. Ans. The expression is used even when a vessel has the wind
abeam, that she is on this or that tack.
G. H. W., Cornwall, Out.— 1. How can I obtain a sample of the
Diltmar powder? I have written to the. Company but have received no
answer. They do not say in their advertisement anything about samto be sent, or in fact anything at all about
ples, or whether any money is
the price of it. 2. Where can I get a pair of choke bore barrels for my
shot gun? 3. What would be the result of a cross between a thoroughbred
Gordon black and tan setter dog and a good water spaniel bitch, lemon and
white? 4. In case a player is injured during a match game of base ball
which captain shall decide who shall run for the. party that, ig injured?
Ans. 1. Address Carl Dittmar, Neponset, Mass. 2. We would suggest
would not advise such a
your sending to England for then. 3.
cross. 4. The captain of the nine to which the injured man belongs
names a substitute, but the selection must be approved by the opposite
.

We

side.

'

—
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THE CLOSE SEASON FOR DEER AND
QUAIL.

of game, that

laws
THEmonths

of this State allow us to kill deer only in the

of September, October, and November, but
allow venison to be sold in December and January as well.
It will be seen from the letter which we publish below that
the question of a change in the law will be brought before
shall feel
the Legislature during the coming session.
obliged if our correspondents at the West and in the interior of this State will, in accordance with Mr. Phelps'
suggestion, favor us with their views upon the subject.
Upon referring to the files of our paper, we find that caribou from Canada was exposed for sale in our markets as
late as February 18th, and antelope from Nebraska as late
as March 4th, although the close season in the latter State
commences on the 1st January, and in Canada, for caribou,
on the 1st of December, and 1st of January in the Pioviuces of Ontario and Nova Scotia and Quebec and New
Brunswick respectively. Now, in this State the law regarding the possession of game mentions "moose, wild
deer, and fresh venison," and if caribou and antelope are
not included under these heads we would suggest that they
should be without delay.
While on this subject we would call the attention of the
society to the fact that the close season for quail now expires on the 1st of October.
Comparatively few sportsmen are aware of the fact, yet nevertheless it so stands.
Now, it is a notorious fact that quail, as a rule, are unfit
for shooting on the 1st October.
gentleman mentioned
to us that he shot a quail only a few days since on Long
Island the body of which was not much larger than a sparrow's.
The adjoining States of Pennsylvania and New
Jersey hold to the 1st November as the expiration of their
In making our date a month earlier we are
close season.
opening a market for pot hunters and offering a premium
Where was the energetic member for Suffor poaching.
folk, who has already had so many amendments inserted
in the laws for the protection of game within the limits of
Scarcely a section of the law but conhis own county?
tains some exception in favor of Long Island, but we look
in vain in the act passed April 29th, 1875, for any clause
which gives to the quail a longer lease of life. Mr. Phelps'
letter is as follows
22 East Sixteenth Street,
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Editor Forest and Stream:—
We sball have lo go to the Legislature this Winter for some amendments to the Game Law of the State, and I should like very much to
know what the people from the interior, as well as from he Western
.

tninkof the present law in respect to deer, which, while it only
allows us to kill deer iii September, October and November, it allows
venieon to b,e sold during the months of September, October, November,
States,

Would the people from the localities named
and, January.
wish a change in the mouths for selling venison? If you can, thiough
Forest and Stream, draw out an opinion and the reasons for it. I
should be obliged, and I will lay it before the Association for considerYours truly,
Royax Phelps,
ation.
President of the N. Y. Association for the Protection of Game.

December

CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COM- GAME LAWS—THEIR ORIGIN AND OBING WEEK.
JECTS.
Thursday, October 14th—Racing at Jerome Park. Trotting at Parker City. Pa.; Paterson, N. J.; Rockland, Me.; Lowell, Mass.; Philadelphia. Cricket— St. Georges vs. Young America, at Philadelphia.
Base ball—Hartford vs. Athletic, at Hartford; Philadelphia vs. Chicago,
at Philadelphia.

Friday, October 15.— Trotting

Mass

; Philadelphia; Terre
Haute, Ind. Cricket— St. George vs. Germantovvn, at Philadelphia.
Baseball— Athletic vs. Chicago, at Philadelphia; Doerr vs Archer, at

at Lowell,

Philadelphia.

Saturday, October 16th.—Racing

at

Creedmoor— Lu

Jerome Park.

ther Badge; Seventh Regiment "Shells;" Irish American Club Challenge
Cup. Scull race between Coulter and Morrison, at Pittsburgh. Regatta at Troy, and Charles River, Boston. Cricket- St. George vs. Young
America, at Philadelphia. Base ball— Athletic vs. Chicago, at Philadel-

phia; Hartford vs. St. Louis, at Hartford.

Monday, October 18th.—Baseball—Hartford

vs.

St.

Louis, at Hart-

ford; Philadelphia vs. Chicago, at Philadelphia.
at Goshen, N. Y; Woodburv, N.
Washington, D. C. and Lawrence, Mass. C.eedmoor— Hofele Field
Glass Match. Rifle meeting at Maeon, Ga. Base ball—Athletic vs.
Chicago, at Philadelphia; Alaska vs. Resolute, at Elizabeth, N. J.

Tuesday, October 19th.— Trotting

J.

;

Wednesday, October 20th. —Racing

at Baltimore.

Trotting at

Cam-

Washington, D. C. and Goshen, N. Y. Rifle meeting
Macon, Ga. Creedmoor—Morrison Medal. Single scull race between
Wilbur Bacon and R. B. Bainbridge, on Harlem River. BaseballHartford vs. St. Louis, at St. Lonis.
bridge City, Ind.

Capt.

Webb

;

Webb and

His Swim.— The furore over Capt.
and his feat of swimming

continues in England,

to Calais having outlived the nine-day period,
appears to have settled down as a national wonder.
should be the last to decry, or attempt to detract from, the

from Dover

We

merit of Capt. Webb's performance, but we would ask
Cousin John if he is not rather overdoing the thing, you
know, and following a line which, when adopted on our
Twenty-five thouside of the pond, he is apt to sneer at.
sand dollars", John, is "big money" even for a big swim,

and although Capt. Webb's feat is unparalleled, we don't
see how any one but Capt. Webb is to be benefitted by it.
Contrast the amount of money paid for this simple performance of an act of endurance with the amounts paid
men of science for their great discoveries. For example,
in this country, in 1867, Seth Green made the discovery
relating to the hatching of shad, which has been, or will
be, the means of restocking our rivers, and is worth milHe has the name of benefactor, and
lions to the country.
only
perhaps a medal or two, but it don't buy bread.
mention this instance as a case in point, and probably could

We

name hundreds who have been no better rewarded, while
the singer or dancer who caters to the senses alone is enriched.

observing the laws promulgated for the
preservaf
we may not only enjoy it in abundance
h]
that the same privileges may descend to our children
Th
absence or rapid decrease of game in certain localities
I
which perhaps attracts the attention of sportsmen
ai
should be a matter of concern to the whole people
T*
with them rests its preservation through a strict observa '
of close seasons. The increased love for field sports
is ti
one thing which is to lift us above the reproach of
bein
an enervated people.
But to return to the origin of game laws. In 1621
th
property qualification was embraced in an act which
pro
vides "that no man hunt or hawk hereafter who hath
not
a plough of land in heritage, under the pain of one hundred pounds," and in Scotland to the present day this law
of qualification still exists, so that nominally field sports
are only to be enjoyed by those possessing land in the
The law, however, is so liberally construed that
country
it is understood that those holding the landowner's permission possess also the landowner's qualification. It was not
until 1831 that the property qualification was removed in
England, and as late as 1844 unqualified persons pursuing
game, even in season, were subjected to the same penalties
In 1850 farmers were given
as the trespassing poacher.
the right to kill hares, on their own premises or holdings
only, without qualification, when it could be done without
breach of contract with the landlord. At the present day
even the properly qualified landowner is obliged to take
out a license and pay a tax before he is permitted to kill
strictly

we go back to the earliest history of game laws,
IF they
were orginally termed, forest laws, in

or, as

Great Brit-

we find that less importance was given to the observance of close seasons than to the restriction of sporting
privileges to those persons who were solely entitled to
them. And as the prerogative was at one time strictly
vested in the crown alone poaching being punished by
death— it was probably presumed that the sole individual
interested would observe such seasons as suited his fancy.
It was not, however, until after the irruption of the Northain,

—

ern nations into the Roman Empire that restrictions were
placed upon game other than the natural ones applying to
laws of trespass. It is said that all forest and game laws
were introduced into Europe at the same time, and by the
same policy that grew with the feudal system, to retain as
slaves the conquered races, and, by preventing their joining in the sports of the field, depriving them of the use of
weapons that might be turned against their masters. With
the division of conquered territories among the followers
of the crown, came the game laws which, with some modi

have been handed down in Great Britain to the
present day; and of all the social peculiarities of that
country they are the ones which retain in their observance
fications,

the most marked characteristics of their feudal origin.
In reference to this subject, Blackstone, who seems to have
preferred that game should have continued the prerogative
solely of thecrown, writing upon the forest laws, says in

commentaries: "From this root has sprung a bastard
known by the name of the game laws, now arrived to
and wantoning in its highest vigor, both founded upon the
same unreasoning notion of permanent property in wild
creatures, and both productive of the same tyranny to the
commons, but with this difference, that while the forestlaws established only one mighty hunter throughout the
land, ilie game laws have raised a little Nimrod in every
manor." How the great commentator would open his eyes
if he could look upon the laws, or rather the absence of
them, in this country, and see a hundred Nimrods in every
parish.
We should consider ourselves very fortunate when
we consider the hampering restrictions and expenses whioh
in Great Britain, confine the pursuit of game in a great
measure to men moving only among the upper classes of
With us the laws which secure to us life, liberty,
society.
his

slip

and the pursuit of happiness, confer upon us privileges

en-

joyed by no other people. How much, then, does it behoove us to show our appreciation of those liberties by

.

Penalties for killing game illegally and out
his own game.
of season are not only very heavy, but the commission
of the act carries with it an amount of moral odium that

would almost extend

to social ostracism.

defining of the ownership of game has always been
a matter involving much tribulation in Great Britain. The
statute books contain so many old laws of forestry—rights

The

—

of manor and rights of warren that the sportsman must
be most careful that in his shooting he is not committing a
trespass, or appropriating game to which he has no legal
As understood abroad, we have no game laws,
claim.
their place being taken by those governing acts of trespass.

Our laws for the protection of game refer solely to close
seasons and illegal means of capture, not to ownership.
The rapid settlement of our country will soon demand a
closer definition and expansion of the laws of trespass, or
the instituting of a code of game laws which shall confer
upon the owner of land the game which may be found
upon it, or with which he may stock it. Much of the iuterest that would be taken in the introduction of new, or
the preservation of old species, is lost from the discouragement such efforts receive; and the same remarks apply to
As a matter of some interest, we print herefish culture.
with extracts of the game laws of various European counfor which we are indebted to that enterprising and
wonderfully entertaining journal, The Illustrated London
Sporting and Dramatic News:—
In Naples a license to shoot is required, which gives permission to shoot in open country, but not in inclosures.
In Venetia fines are inflicted for shooting and hunting
without license.
In Austria- Hungary, poaching is punishable as theft. On
holdings of less than 200 acres the shooting reverts to the
commune, and the proceeds of lease is divided among the
tries,

proprietors.

In Piedmont shooting is punished with fine or imprisonOwners of inclosed
license to shoot is required.
ment.
land have absolute power over the game in its season. A

A

similar law exists in Lombardy.
In Italy the rule laid down in the civil code is that occupancy gives a title to property in game or fish found on it,
whether bred there or passing through.
In Tuscany the property in game lies only in so far as it
cannot be pursued without leave in inclosures. A license
to shoot is required, and shooting is prohibited from sunset
to sunrise, with an hour's margin each way.
The law of Belgium decrees the right to game to be coOwing to the number
existent with the property in land.
of large

towns poaching is frequent.
to Denmark, it is said that

With reference

there are no

pheasants in that country, except in the king's preserves of
Amack and Klampenborg; hares are very scarce, and rabThe law, however, protects not
bits are almost unknown.
only the nobler animals, which may be called "wild," but
also the lower sorts, such as foxes, badgers, otters, marlitens, polecats, fieldfares, curlews, and red shanks. No
censes for carrying arms are required. Every one has a
right to deal as he pleases with the game on his land, suDject, of course, to the directions of the general laws.
In Spain shooting goes on at all times and seasons; snares,
retraps, and decoys are used all over the country, and the
game
sult is the most alarming decrease in every species of
throughout the country.
oi
In Portugal game does not belong either to the State
rerer
to private individuals, and the laws relating thereto
to
chiefly to such persons as may be found doing damage
property in pursuit of it.
The Bavarian law of 1850 admits the principle that game
goes with the proprietorship of the land. Small holdings
German
are the rule, and the shooting on these, as in other
r0
States, reverts to the commune for the benefit of the p
game
but
preserves,
apply
not
to
does
time
Close
prietors.
Man traps aim
is not allowed to be sold out of season.
bl
spring guns may be used in inclosures, if notice is V?
is m
up.
In the palatinate of Bavaria the code Napoleon
"

.

force.

,

t

u

tnc

down
In the State of Baden the law of 1850 laid
it w*
principle that the right to own land carried with
For small estate
right to preserve and kill game upon it.
Ihe cio^
this right became vested in the communal body.
excel
game,
all
for
time is from February 2 to August 28
Dims
boars, deer, capercailzie, blackcock, rabbits, and
ieb
passage. Poaching is severely punished; game in P
®J ft
as iu
with
dealt
and
poaching
property,
is considered as
e
distinctly recognizes gaj»
to tue y*
property, but this right in small holdings passes

The law

of

Wurtemburg

•

FOREST AND STREAM.
Convicted poachers are forbidden to carry firearms.
In the Grand Duchy of Hesse, where a property is very
much subdivided, shooting is made a corporate right, and
exercised for the benefit of the community.
In Saxony game is considered public property when

ish.

found outside of preserves.
to Russia, it is stated that every landowner
there has a right to shoot over his own property; that close

With regard

time is observed; and, also, that in certain provinces a license is required. The Emperor, the members of the imperial family, and those accompanying them, may shoot over
all lands in Russia without paying a license and without
leave of the owners.
In the dominions of the Sultan game laws have never
existed, but certain police regulations apply to the killing
Wild animals are looked
of game at particular seasons.
upon in that country as public property. The taking out
of a license to carry a gun enables its owner to shoot on
crown and also on private lands, except such as are walled
in. Shooting in the vicinity of the Sultan's palaces, kiosks,
powder magazines, and the like is prohibited.
The game laws of Persia are very simple. Every person, as a rule, shoots when and where he pleases, except in
The Shah has certain parks where wild
inclosed gardens.
animals are taken care of, but nearly every creature ferce
This
natures throughout the country has been destroyed.
is pretty much the state of things existing in Ireland.

OUR EDITOR

IN CAMP.

WE

are in receipt of a letter from our Editor-in-Chief,
Mr. Cha3. Hallock, dated "In Camp, Smith county,

which he says:
To-morrow night we shall be at "White Top," the highShall attempt
est mountain east of the Rocky Mountains.

Ya., Oct. 10," in

its

it

ral Tuttael

Every comfort is provided that is possible when on the
constant move. I am enjoying myself famously, and hope
to recover strength to give you material relief from arduous duty after

my

H.

return.

*#+»
Fate. That young man's face was apparently calm and placid, and yet the close observer might

—

An Untimely

have noticed a certain vacuous, exhausted look about him
as he rather sank than seated himself in the car which bore
the riflemen from Creedmoor to the ferry. By his side
was his rifle, at his feet was his ammunition box, and in
Friends, comrades,
his hand was a simple score book.
companions rivals in the rifle contests passed by him unSome said kind words to him, but no reply did he
noticed.
vouchsafe. It was observed, too, afterwards, that when

—

—

the captain of his team, that grrm old chief, addressed him,
he threw around his words the tenderest inflections, but
the young man, as he pored over his score book, heeded
him not. There were men in that cai\ veteran soldiers,

seen many a loved comrade fall on the battle-field
and had made no comment, but who now looked with wistThe merry talk,
ful, pitying gaze on that young rifleman!
the gay laughter, was now hushed, and men only spoke in
low whispers— there was silence around him. Presently,
as if awakening from a lethargy, he plunged his hand into
his pocket and drew out a second score book, and from his
breast a third, and from various receptacles, even from his
Now for an instant
hat, an infinite variety of score books.

who had

young

that poor

eyes lost their lack-lustre gaze,

fellow's

and flashed with unearthly fires; but alas! the struggle was
a short one— let it be hoped it was a painless one, for an

We hope to obtain photoand the surrounding scenery; also of the Natu-

instant afterwards that dull guise of inanity, like a leaden
cowl, crept over his handsome features, and it was appa-

week hence. I am ena rough way among these mountains.

rent that his mental faculties were in a state of collapse.
Then his lips uttered some feeble sounds. Those who

ascent, if not too stormy.

graphs of

53

in Scott county, Ya., a

joying myself in
Our horses are sure-footed, and cross gullies, ravines, and
river-beds as though they were graded thoroughfares. The

Autumn

gorgeous— raThere is game in abundance
diant with its October tints.
A
to be had for the shooting, generally from the saddle.
nights are frosty, but the

foliage

is

flock of wild turkeys flew across the ravine to our left this

morning, from one mountain knob to the other, out of gun
shot range. Our barn-yard fowls are not that strong of wing
"by a long chalk." All the streams about are filled with
speckled trout, Salmo fontinalis. They spawn one month
later than in the Adirondacks. Any sportsman who wishes
a change from his customary stamping grounds would do
well to come to this luxuriant section of Southwestern VirThere are no insects to annoy; the
ginia at this season.
snakes are in bed; the temperature not too cold, and the
inhabitants will appreciate the distribution of a little fractional currency among them. Money of any kind is scarce,

but it is often difficult to get change for a five-dollar note,
even in the large towns.
On my way hither I dropped off the train on a brief visit
to our Captain Taylor, at Nottoway, and found him surrounded with a fruition of corn, tobacco, and garden truck,
enjoying his otium cum dig with the elegance and savoir
/aire of an old-time planter.
His success has exceeded his
expectations.
He will represent the Fokest and Stream
at the Memphis Bench Show and Field Trial on the 25th
inst., at which he is entitled to an honorable place as the
introducer of field trials into America.
At Farmville I visited the English colony established by
Mr. J. S. Stanley -James and others, and found that their
settlement there had met with a cordial welcome from the
old residents, and their anticipations with a measurable
reward. Their energy will do much to develop the reMr. James has just completed a
sources of this section.
He has lobeautiful house, one of the finest in the* city.
cated with a view to permanent residence; so have others.
Some of the colony, however, are merely sojourners, we
opine.
These copy the architecure of the medioeval period
in the structure of their dwellings,

which

ure surrounded

by large estates of many hundred acres, cultivated to some
extent with tobacco and corn, and crossed by intricate
paths that are much walked over to reach the covers where
the grouse and the deer hide.
The manse of Maj. Powell
is especially noteworthy, with its large herds of swine,
which it would delight the old folks at home to contemplate.

The baronial castle of the Po wis brothers, who are well known
to the gentlemen sportsmen and cricketers of England, is
fashioned of magnificent logs that are plastered without and
whitened within, while its spacious apartment glows with
aneient armor, rare works of art, coon skins, and other
trophies of the chase that would do credit to their ancestral halls in England, a picture of which adorns their
rough-hewn mantel. I would like to describe their style
of life in detail, but forbear to trespass on their privacy.
Most generous is their hospitality, the measure of which is
large and overflowing sometimes plain in its administerings, sometimes enlivened by a dash of soda water.
From
all I could observe, their ways are ways of pleasantness,
lAd all their paths are peace. On couches of luxuiious
bear skins they nightly stretch their limbs, while Judy
serves them faithfully at meals, dispensing corn pone, ham
doins and chicken fixins with a lavish but ebony hand.
I
had the pleasure of knocking over a few quail, in company
with brother Dick one day, to grace the evening meal. It
was dark when I left their ranch. Turning my horse's
head from the door, I dove into the sombre woods and
bethought me of the "cricket on the hearth," just now left
behind.
Of your whilom correspondent, Major Jacob
Wagner, in whose company I travel, I am compelled to
say, that as each day lightens our load of provender, so it
adds to the weight of obligation which I have to carry.

—

were near him heard him murmur as he hurriedly looked
from score book to score book, for now he had quite a
library on his knees: "Elevation wind nineteenth shot
—outer— calibre— bullseye— weight of powder— sixty-five
degrees inner open bead five hundred and one, no, two,
no, ninety-nine grains Yernier— spirit level— alas! oh, my
poor mother!" Then the pencil which he held in his hand,
and with which he had been making figures on each of the
twenty-nine different score books, fell from his nerveless

—

—

—

—

—

—

fingers.

That poor young man, who had once been strong and
was now an imbecile and an idiot. Too many rifle
score books had wrecked that once noble intellect.
virile,

-o-m*»

An Honok Well Bestowed.— The

Geographical Con-

gress at Paris on the 12th ultimo awarded medals of the
first class to the Statistical Bureau at Washington, and to

Professor Hayden, the American geologist. This Congress
was a most noticeable gathering. It numbered eighteen
hundred members, from all parts of the world, every one
of whom was a more or less distinguished member of an
honorable society, college, or order, and the sessions of the
Congress were attended by the highest dignitaries of the
empire, President McMahon and suite lending their presence on the opening day. The Tuilleries, famous as the
residence of the third Napoleon, was the place of their
assembling, the sessions being held in the grand salle des

capable of seating two thousand persons. This was
which honored Pro feasor Hayden with a gold
medal for his explorations in the Rocky Mountains, and
no higher compliment could be paid to the merit of his
etats,

the body

great work.

«»-

THE MANUFACTURE OF GUNPOWDER.

city of

little

visit

to

the thriving and prosperous

Wilmington, Del.,

I

enjoyed a brief

the celebrated

about the manufacture of this important auxiliary of
sportsmen, and essential for modern warfare, a brief
description of how gunpowder is manufactured may not
prove uninteresting to your thousands of readers.
The Dupont mills are situated in a lovely valley on the

banks of the Brandywine creek, and are surrounded on all
by lofty rock-clad and wooded hills. At first sight
the visitor cannot realize that these small, low, and oddlooking buildings nestling so romantically on the water's
edge, are capable of making 37,000 pounds of gunpowder
daily, or about 11,000,000 pounds per annum, and yet such
The location of the mills was selected by Mr.
is the fact.
Dupont, Sr., in 1817, in opposition to the strong personal
sides

Thomas

of

Jefferson,

located in Virginia,

owing
,

still

be seen.

The manufacture

menced here about the year

of

gunpowder was com-

1819, with one set of mills,

embracing the best machinery then known. Year by year
they have increased in number, until now they extend
along the banks of the stream for more than a mile.
In the

first

tirely separate

place,

and

gunpowder

is

composed of three ennamely sulphur,

distinct substances,

—

and charcoal. It is not a chemical combination,
supposed by many persons, but a mere mechanical

saltpetre

as

is

the coal mill, where a madust is manufactured. The mill itself is
a large, grimy-looking frame building, completely filled
with clouds of impalpable charcoal dusts, through which
are barely discernible the sjhadowy forms of a series of

drums or barrels, covered with sheep skins,
each of which revolve with a low, rumbling sound. Here the
grimy, black charcoal and the golden yellow sulphur are
mixed in their proper proportions, first separately, and
then together, in these barrels, with a number of iron or
zinc bullets, which the rapid revolution grinds to a very
From here the coal dust goes to the compofine powder.
sition house, which is a little building clasped, as it were,
in the very arms of the hillside, sunken deeply in the banks,
and sheltered and protected by its walls of heavy, solid masonry.
Here the coal dust is weighed, and mixed in certain proportions with the snowy white and very finely
powdered saltpetre. The composition being mixed and
packed in bags, is loaded upon the miniature railroad with
its little trucks, which are moved by hand or horse motion
until they stop, and are silently unloaded at the dust mill,
wherein are more revolving barrels similar io those in the
coal mill. In these barrels the composition is placed, and
yet more thoroughly incorporated and finely pulverized
with great care, as now comes the first step of real danger;
for were the attendant to neglect for a moment the regular
cleaning of the circumference of the barrels with a mallet,
to dislodge any adhering mass, it would become clogged
around the axis in its rapid revolutions, and produce sufSuch accidents,
ficient friction to cause an explosion.
however, but rarely occur, as great care is taken to prevent
such neglect upon the part of an attendant. After this
operation the composition is termed "dust mill dust," and
it is considered very dangerous.
large octagonal

From

the dust mill the dust mill dust is conveyed to the
two of which are always placed side by side

rolling mills,
for

economy

in

Three of the sides of these mills
and roof are
framework, built in sections. This is done
power.

are built of solid masonry, while the front

merely of light

save the building in case of an explothen merely the front and roof, acting somewhat
Between the rolling mills, and
as a mortar, are blown off.
connecting both revolvers, the huge water-wheel, almost as
high as the buildings themselves, slowly turns its busy
round, splashing the crystal water into a white foam and
throwing a shower of glistening water drops, sparkling in
the suns ray's, and agaiu falling to kiss the murmuring
stream below. Within the rolling mills we first notice two
large wrought iron wheels', or rollers, each weighing ten
tons, and revolving on a horizontal axis in a trough, their
bright, shining faces contrasting strongly with the black
dust adhering to everything else within the building.
as a precaution to
sion, as

The dust mill compound having been well moistened, is
now placed within the trough; the huge rollers having
been previously stopped, are again
with a horrible, low, rumbling sound,
plowing and crushing over the black
one is allowed to enter the rolling mill

set

in

their

motion, and

twenty tons go

mass beneath. No
while it is in motion,
as a single particle of foreign substance, such as gravel, an
old iron nail, or even a few grains of sand, would, in a
few seconds, blow everyone into eternity. This rolling
process continues about two hours, during which the powder has to be kept well moistened, as it now contains all
the chemical and explosive properties of powder. The
is now hardened into perfectly homogeneous unequal sized cakes of a grayish black appearance, called
rolling mill cakes. From the rolling mill the cake is con-

aggregation of these substances in their varied but defini-

to the press mill,

where

it

is

run through a breaker

consisting of a double set of toothed rollers,

further break

it

into

pieces

of various

sizes,

which still
which are

subsequently broken into pieces two feet square and one
inch in thickness. To produce this change the cake is introduced into the press, which resembles a great box,
within which is arranged at equi-distant parallels a series
of hard rubber plates, between which the material from
the breaker is placed.
An immense hydraulic Engine with
a pressure of about three tons per square inch, is now applied, and with a groaning, cracking sound, the tortured
powder is compressed up, up, until you almost imagine
that the press itself is going to give way.
When in motion
this mill is justly feared more than any other in the yard,
the immense pressure rendering it much more dangerous in its effects were it to explode. The explosive shock
of one of these mills has been felt even in Philadelphia
a distance of thirty miles where window panes have been
broken by the shock.

—

After remaining in this press for about six hours the

who was

exceedingly
to a varianxious to have them
improbability
of the
the
advantages,
prospective
ety of
neighborhood's ever being thickly populated and the admirable water power. The original residence of the
founder of the mills— a little stone house, now incorporated within the buildings and used as a storehouse— may
solicitation

until the

terial called coal

veyed

powder nulls of Dupont &Co.,
which are located about two and a half miles northwest
from Wilmington. As but comparatively little is known
to

visit

no chemical union taking place

moment of their ignition.
The first building visited was

powder

[CORRESPONDENCE OP THE FOREST AND STREAM.]

DURINGr a recent

tive proportions,

powder is taken out, when is resembles a very hard and
compact substance, or an odd kind of stone. After this it
is

again run through a breaker with but one set of toothed
which grinds and crumbles it up.

rollers,

Next comes the graining mill, where we see a series of
composed of zinc, and executed in the best style of
mechanieal art, through which the broken press cake is
rollers

run, thereby being thoroughly crushed into a very fine
powder. Now conies what is generally thought to be the
most interesting part of the process of powder making
the sieving or arranging of the powder into its proper and
By an ingenious arrangement of sieves of
different sizes.
different sizes, arranged in regular order, the powder is
passed over the sieves, gradually working its way into its

properly assorted boxes, called respectively, large grain,
and meal powder dust, the latter being always

fine grain,

—

;

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

154
worked up

Being thus entirely freed from dust, b3

T

again.

%ht

the passage over the sieves, the process is continued by
Here are
transporting the powder to the glazing mill.
Into
large revolving barrels with "manholes" on one side.
these barrels the powder is placed, with the manhole firmly

-battowed down, and a rotation

ued

until

other,

the

grains,

become highly

is

commenced, and

contin-

from constant contact with each

glazed.

In the lower grades of powder a very small quantity of
plumbago is used to assist in the polish. Even now
the powder is by no means ready for immediate use,
as it contains an excess of moisture, and must now
be removed to the dry house, which is a large frame
building, within which aie a long series of stacks of
wooden trays, which are heated by an outside furnace.
The heat, which is conveyed from the furnace inside the
building by a peculiar process, is kept constantly up for
about twenty hours, at a temperature of from 160° to 170°
Fahrenheit, and until the powder contains only 1$ to 2
per cent, of moisture, which it is necessary for it to
contain.

From the dry house the powder is conveyed to the packing house, where, after again being passed over silk sieves,
to remove every particle of adhering dust, it is packed into
water-tight canisters and kegs of various sizss, and then
removed

to the

—This week

THIRTEENTH REGIMENT.
Yards.

Name.

300
23
19

Corpl. Fadenburg
Sergt. Miller

4r
24

Name.
Lieut. Watson

Tt'l

47
28 Lieut.

9

Yards.
400
200

Tt'l

14
17

12
4

26
26

20

10
10

30
26

12
14
14

34
32
30

Coffin

Sergt. Feiten
Private Lutz

19
11

Pvt. Robinson.
Corpl. Miller
Pvt. Smith

20
16

W.

800
900
1000

Nedo.
-*><*-

The following from Blackwood may be

interesting to

our military readers as indicative of the change rifle prac
:—
tice has made in warfare
"The distance at which guns open fire, and the dread of
exposing them to the rifles of the infantry, prevent artillery from being brought as much to the front as in former
times; while the system, of concentrating fire without massing toVether large numbers of guns causes batteries to be
scattered and out of hand, not only of the Generals of
corps or of divisions, but of their own proper commandmore than once passed on
ant- consequently the criticism

the 'tactical employment of the artillery was to the effect
that their operations were too diffuse and not sufficiently
confined to the main object at issue. The very excellence
of our guns, especially of the new i6-pounders, adds to
the difficulty of solving the problem in regard to the line
of demarkat ion between the individual responsibility permitted to commanders of batteries and their proper superThe most effective fire of
vision by superior authority.
artillery is at ranges over a thousand yards; consequently
to bring them nearer would be entailing danger without
any advantage, excepting the moral support that the presence of guns might produce; but the further they are removed from the infantry the more they are beyond the
control of the General who would probably be directing
the movements of attack or defense, and there arises a
risk lest his intention, either from not having been sufficiently impressed on the commandant of artillery, or on
the officers of the batteries, should fail to receive the support which the guns ought to afford."

68

53—167
63
50

4340555424534

4 5 3 3 5 5
2

57-170

3543435232543 4
42554355444555

60—167

9i<0

1000

5 5

3342

52

3

5444

4

3

5033503430040
R.

5

800
900
1000

The number

RATHBONE.

of bullseyes

made

4

44
42

5

merit was as

quite good shooting:—
Score.) Name.
43 W. Burton
Elmendorf
is

S

H

Greve
Scrysmer
J L. Allen
A. French.
L.

.

F E

W

G. Perry
B. Farwell
Fisher
G. Crouch

S.

W.
II.

L. C. Bruce

42

1

W.

Soore.
38

C. Clark

E

38
3g
37
37
35
36
36
35

41 C.
II u ntragton
41 T. L. Price
41 D. Chauncey, Jr
41 E. A. Ferrv
.

40 P. Hyde
39 C. P. Bobbins
38 J. V. Meserole
38

There were' seventeen other scores under 36.
There should have been held on Saturday a Marksman'*
Badge competition, to have been shot for by the rifle inspectors, but as none were on the ground the match was
indefinitely postponed.
At a meeting held at

Creedmoor on Thursday evening, a
Creedmoor Rifle Guard was formed, composed of the
markers and officers of the range. W. H. Brower was
chosen President; E. H. Brower, Secretary, and Captain
On the 19th inst. the Guard will have
Klein, Treasurer.
a competition for badges.
ten shots for each man.

The range

will be

200 yards,

—Prizes offered

Supplementary Prizes at Creedmoor.
by Mr. Steward, of London, were awarded

as follows:

To

E. H. Sandford, score 115, highest aggregate in the Gatlin
Match, a binocular glass valued at $45. To F, Hyde, score
173, highest aggregate at short, mid, and long range, a
"Lord Bury" telescope, value $40. Protest of the Seventyninth against score of the Twenty-second, in the Gatlin

Match, was laid over by the committee of the N. R. A. for
further action.

Rifle Engagements for October. —Luther Badge,
Amateur Rifle Club, Saturday, October 16th at 10:30. Distances, 800, 900 and 1,000 yards; rounds, 5; weapon, any
Seventh Regiment Shells
rifle; to be won three times.
Challenge Badge, Saturday's Oct. 16th and 30th, at 3
o'clock. Distance, 500 yards;

weapon, Remington. Seventh

Tuesday's, Oct. 12th and 26th, at 3
Distance, 200 yards, weapon, Remington State
o'clock.
Military Rifle; rounds, 5. First competition for the Hepburn Trophy, -N. R. A. Saturday, October 23, 2 o'clock

Regiment

rifles,

first match for
presented by this paper was shot on Thursday evening last at Mr. Conlin's gallery, No. 930 Broad-

new badge

The match was

way,

and

shot under the Creedmoor rules as
a target reduced to correspond

at

Score,
42
40
39

P..

Lennon

:

'

H. Ripley

39
35
36
36
35
35
36
35
34
33
32
31

Name.
Thomas Llovd
W. K. Williamson...

L

C.

Scor?,
29

Bruce

28

W.Conley

ae

F.Hyde

\\\\\%

William Baily
William Moser
P. H. Lord

V.'.'Zfy

->S

or

McGlensey
Alonzo Forrester
S. 'Freman
John Barclay
James Wright
J.

C.

M

§5
.,Jil

\'.M

r

........21
!

" '.20

1

Veile

.'

E. P. Jones
H. Crowell
30 A. E. Witley
30 H. M. Wheatmoore...
29|Robert Boyde

.'

'20

]9

3-1

is

.

,..17
17

..

10

29

—

26—112

in order of

Name.

W

The Forest and Stream Badges.— The

the

J.

follows:— Canfield, 19; Farwell, 17; Hyde, 15; Geiger, 14;
Bruce, 11; Rathbone, 10; Mr. Crouch the giver of the
badge, 9. Last month Mr. Canfield won the same badge
with 23 bullseyes. It has been won with 18.
The Turf, Field and Farmhadge followed. Distance, 200
yards, won by Mr. Elmendorf with 43 out of a possible 50,

which

tween the stake at 500 and 400, he may be required according to the rules, to fire three times at the target, or having
ten cartridges, to fire ten times between 500 and 100 yards
or with five cartridges, to shoot as he passes the 450, 350
250,200, 150 yard stake. There would be lots of amusement in this, though the markers might see no fun in it.
That it would greatly improve the soldier is evident. Efficient skirmishing is one half of a battle.

.

33-J2S

305302333535
2 5
5 3 3 3 3 3 5
3 3
004245542000

oppo-

respective targets at certain specified distances.
On the word advance, the marksmen run forward and.
Say the rifleman starts at 500 yards. Beload and fire.

Joseph Woodward
H. M. Post
George II Glenney
J. E. Whitley
E. P. Whitney
H. C. Faber

56
39

.......333535^30335024.

somewhat

site their

T. C. Noone
A. Marsh

50-160

CROUCH.
3

is

piece",

A. Q. TTellwig
J. O. Wrloht
II. C. Merry

61
49

544342305 2425
334232535555
G.

The-English system
Competitors stand with unloaded

as follows:

Robert Miley

54-163

3 5 3 4 5 5 5 4 2 4 5 5 5 4 4
4
3
3 2

800
000
1000

Col

of these days skirmishing competitions must be

W. McDonald

GEIGER.

L.

—Some

Robert McFeely
W. B. Farwell

57
52

3352435505534

successor.

started at Creedmoor.

M.

BRUCE.

2-5 4 3 5 4 4 3 4 3 5 4 4 4 3
3 3 3 2 2 4 3 5 4 5 5
4 4 4
3
4

800

elected as his

Gildersleeve previously held this position to the satisfaction of the board, and was cordially welcomed back to it.

William Klein
G. W. Hamilton
D. L. Beckwith

55
52

3 5 3 3 3 5 4

E. C.

was unanimously

sleeve

Name.

HTDE.

i

—

with the 200 yards range. The following is the result, Mr*
Win, Klein taking the first badge for the best score, Mr.
G. W. Hamilton the second for the best score of centres,
and Mr. J. E. Whitely the third for the best score of in'
The next match will be shot on Thursday, the 21st:
ners.

fit

A. V. CANFIELD, JR.
2 4 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 5 3 4 5 2 4
5 5 2 5 2 S! 3 3 2 2 5 5 4 5
3
4
F.

800
900
1000

Total.

4

800...
900
1000

*

to counting, etc.,

04344555345 5 5 5...
5
2 5 4 4 5 4 4 5 3 4
8 5
3 00455354543 4 35

800
900
1000

kept constantly boiling. After many crystalizations,
purifying and re- purifying, it is packed for draining; previous to this, however, it is pulverized under huge copper
Just outside of this building is the coal, or rather
rollers.

over the place.

FARWELTi.

B.

Score.

Yards.

is

kinds of powder, nitrate of soda is' substituted for nitrate
of potash or saltpetre. Having wandered a little to look
at the great piles of peeled willow, which is stowed and
stacked away for daily use, we retrace our steps down the
yard, past the dreaded mills and the sulphur house, with
dust, to the machine and millits piles of golden yellow
wright shops, where thousands of dollars are annually
spent in endeavoring to devise labor and danger-saving
machinery, and as we pass out of the frowning gate we
realize that, although one may not think it the most che°rful place to live in, yet there hovers a spirit of quietness

Hi

Conditions: 15 shots at 800, 900
breeze was uncertain.
and 1,000 yards; members of international teams excluded:

where a number of workmen are busily engaged in boiling
and refining the saltpetre, which is manufactured here by
a double decomposition of soda aud chloride of potassum.
Here there are twenty iron cauldrons embedded in the iron
floor, each of which having a capacity of 1,000 gallons

Beyond the charcoal house is the soda refinery, which is
a new branch of soda manufacture wherein, for certain-

21
16

22
18

matches were shot. The Crouch Match is better known as
the "Bullseye Match," the prize being given to the greatest
number of bullseyes. The weather was good, but the

(SaMx alba) whose bright green foliage contrasts most pleasurably with the sterner oak, until we stop at the refinery,

very disagreeable odor.

18

39,Capt. Parkinson
37 Pvt. Vauxhall
34|Capt. Maher

19

Corporal Fadenburgh's total 47, in a possible 50, is a telling score
On Saturday the Crouch and Turf, Field and Farm

From such reflections as these we retrace our steps back
down the shaded walk, between long lines of willow trees,

charcoal house, where, in a peculiar sort of oven or retort,
burned the wood (mostly willow) which is to be used for
The wood is distilled of all its constituents, excharcoal.
liquid, which, after the distillation, has a
pure
the
cept

16

FOURTEENTH REGIMENT.

friends.

is

40 Pvt. Schweitzel
32| Lieut. Bossert

21
21

Morrison Medal, Scottish American Rifle Club, each
V
nesday throughout the month at 2 o'clock; open to
mem"
distances, 200 and 500
bers of the S. A. R. C.
yard
weapon, any rifle. Fifth Competition Hofele Field Glass'
Eight Regiment Rifle Club, Tuesday, Oct 19th, 2 o'clock
open to memoers of the Eighth Regiment; distances
200
and 500 yards; ten rounds; weapon, Remington State ilili
Challenge Cup, Saturday, October 16th
tary rifle.
at 2
o'clock, Irish American Rifle Club, open to members
of
the I. A. R. C; distances, 200 and 500 yards; rounds 7.
weapon, any rifle. On the 19th the Washington Gray
Troop Rifle Club will shoot at Creedmoor for prizes.
At the regular monthly meeting of the Board of Directors of the National Rifle Association, Major Henry Fulton
resigned his position as Secretary, and Col. H. A. Gilder;

the left wing of the Eleventh Brigade of Brooklyn were to
have been on the range for practice in the second and
third classes, as a preliminary for the Marksman's Badge,
but the weather kept all back save the Eighty-fourtfi. The
"Boylan" and "Conklin" badges were shot for by the
Eighty-fourth Rifle Club. Corporal Davis of company H
won the Boylan badge with 39 out of a possible 50, and
Drum Major Nolte carried of the Conkling with 35. On
Friday the 8th October, the Fifth Brigade Second, Division,
The Thirteenth, Twenty-eighth,
closed their practice.
and Fourteenth sent their best men to the front to compete
Conditions: 5 shots at 300 and 400 yards:—
for the prizes.

scattered piecemeal

,

in-

As they may still
terest in rifle shooting has not flagged.
have a good month's practice, our marksmen do not seem
On Thursinclined to allow any opportunity to escape.
day last, the 7th October, the several regiments composing

over these hills in
shapeless masses, even unrecognizable to their mourning
are

1

W

Creedmoor has been a busy one, and

at

'

;

TWENTT-EIGHTH REGIMENT.

and whose picturesque shadows die away in the dim perHere, inspective, as if meeting against the distant skies.
deed, the Indian warrior of by-gone days may have
plighted his troth to some dusky maiden, or his shrill warwhoop may have sounded in strange contrast with the now
pervading quiet. Who can imagine how this stillness is
sometimes rudely broken by the crash and shock of an exthese hills sometimes quake and
ploding mill— that
tremble, and their crowning trees bend and sway with the
Yet so it is, and
terrible detonation of an explosion?
men who a short time before were full of the hopes of a
life,

any breech loader; distances, 500, 800 and 1000
va-l 8
rounds, 7; entrance fee, $1. to be competed for
montbl
and to be won three times, not necessarily consecutiv

Hifte.

CREEDMOOR.

magazine.

This building, which is an immense frame structure, is
perched on the hillside, at whose base glide the silent
waters of the Brandywine. It is a lovely spot, and we
forget the danger behind us as we gaze away up the
stream, with its silent, dark green waters, throwing from
their surface the shadows of the giant oaks and chestnuts
which cover the hills between which they are embosomed,

long

1

Yorkers Rifle Assoctatioh. The new Morsemere
range at Yonkers, of the Yonkers Rifle Association, was
duly opened on Saturday for the first competition. The
Association numbers already thirty-five members. The
officers of dhe Association are as follows:— President. G.
Livingston Morse; Vice President, Col. Matt. H. Ellis; Secretary, H. L. Garrison; Range Committee, Frederick Shonnard and Douglas Smyth. Among those present at the
opening of the range, were Thomas Cooper Campbell,
Cyrus Cleveland, John T. Waring, Dr. J. 1ST. Swasey,
Jonathan Yail, Colonel John Bodine, L. W. Ballard and a
large

number of ladies. The first match was for two
handsome field glass and a life membership.

prizes, a

Ten

shots at 500 yards.
Name.
Frederick Shonnard
Henry Quibn
Douglas Smyth

We

give the six best scores:—
Score.
5 3 3 3 5 3 4
3 3 3 4 4 3
3 2 4 2 4 2 3
4 4
40 4

Colonel Bodine
Edward Connell

Total.
P3
33
32
23
22
21

2 3 2
5 3 5
3 5 4
J 2 3

3330303205

E. L. Morse

2 3

2 4 2

4 2 2

between Shonnard and Quinn, the former made
a centre to the tatter's inner and recured the first prize won
A handicap followed of 10 shots, which
at Morsemere.
was handsomely won by Mr. Smyth, though having
against him such doughty opponents as "Old Reliable"
and Mr. Ballard. We append the scores:—
In the

•

tie

Name.
4

Bodine

4

Ballard.

4 3 5 3 5 5 3 3 4 4
3 4 3 4 5 4 5 4 2 5
45 5
2

Quinn
Shonnard

Total.
43
41 *

Score.

554444544
344355554

Smythe

225 353

•

39
39
36

The opening of the range at Yonkers was a most
The name chosen— Morsemere— is a happy
liant one.

bril-

one;

"mere" is of the same family as our "moor" of
Creedmoor.
Parthian Rifle Club op Hudson, N. Y.— The last
competition match for the field glass by the Parthian Rifl*
was
Club, took place at the close of last week. The glass
valuable
this
to
addition
In
Denegar.
Thomas
won by Mr.
year s
prize there were three other prizes offered, one being a
won
was
subscription to the Forest and Stream, which

the final

by Mr. J. A. Smith, the second a score book, won by
Leonard Geiger.

Mr-

has
Sixth Division Rifle Association, at Syracuse,
Genthe following directois:— Major-Gen. D. P.Wood,

—The

Major
Richardson/ Col. Hawley, Lieut.-Col. Manning,
Lieut. W'
Birchmeyer,
Capt.
McCarthy,
Griffin, Major
At »
wards and Messrs. A. C. Chase and F. B. Klock.
presentee
committee
late meeting Major Griffin of the range

FOREST AND STREAM.
plans for the construction of a range, which the finance
committee were instructed to proceed in establishing.

—A

correspondent to the VolTelegraphs on Ranges.
unteer Service Gazette writes thus sensibly:
"There should, I think, be some telegraphic communication between the firing points and each set of targets.
I
mean such as would permit of messages of inquiry being
gent and replied to, and not a mere signal."

[Why

could not some "of our military organizations add
regiments a small body of telegraphers?
military telegraph is to-day one of the necessities of war.
A
ground wire could be laid readily at Creedmoor and pracTo drive a buggy up and parade it betice could be had.
fore the targets in order to find out an error, sometimes
stops firing for a half hour.
It is a wonder the telegraph
has not been used before at Creedmoor. Ed.]

A

to their

Foreign Items.— It seems
easy in regard to their

that the Swiss are getting un-

Recently

rifle laurels.

at Stuttgard,

in a match between the Swiss and Germans, though the
former were the victors, it was but by a few points. Three
years ago the Germans, so it is stated by the Swiss, knew
little

or nothing about rifle shooting.

German

Rifle drill

among

soldiers requires that each soldier should

the

practice

A

annually with 30,0 cartridges.
Swiss authority says that
as they (the Swiss) have enlarged their target "they have
lowered the former high standard of national rifle practice
seriously."

— The influence of
are quite

marked

and

climate

on rifle shooting
correspondent of the

light

A

in Natal Africa.

Natal Rifle Association, writing to the Volunteer Service
Gazette, ^says that "Wimbledon men break down with the
lighter air and stronger lights of the country, but gradually
improve and 'plant them on,' but are uot at first able to
beat the old stagers, who can bowl over a springbok at 500
yards, or make a pot shot bullseye from horseback at the
same range." This method somewhat recalls Buffalo Bill's
idea of shooting at Creedmoor, which was to ride a mustang at full speed, and with rifle in hand, blaze away at
the targets.
We have seen this kind of thing in romantic
books of adventure, but when it is tried we want to be behind the horse and rider every time. The family circle of
the English N. R. A. is a widespread one, and seems to
flourish

-<*•*-

THE RIFLE

Ind., Sept., 1675.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
The Amateur Rifle Association of Fort Wayne and Loneview, the
of our range, although

unknown

Brooklyn, N. Y., October 1st, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
At a rifle match held at Bellasylva, Wyoming county, Pa., in the last
week of September, the following .scores were made. Distance, 100
yards; target, 2 feet square; bullseye, 6 inches; center, 1 foot: bullseye
counting 4, center 3, and outei 2:—
Name.
Score.
Name.
Score.
Geo. Houseweart
3 4 3 4 3-17 Louis Ernst
4—12
Joh.i Hou«eweart....2 4 4 3 3— 16 Joe Girven
2 2 I 2 2— 12
Bruce Girven
2 2 3 4 4—14 August BMcht
3 2 2 2 3 -12
Rush Girven
3— 14 A. T. Ross
2 2 2 2 2-10
John Delclisur
3 2 3 2 3—13
Messrs. Bruce Girven and John Delclisur used a Winchester repeating
rifle and Remington sporting rifle respectively; the rest shot with muz-

0323

1

the following score:

—

LAFAYETTE.

LONGVIEW.

Name.
Score. T'l;
Name.
Score
T'l
Dr. D. D. Wei?ell....5 3
4 5— 17|W. W. Stennett
3 5 4 4-16
J. 0. Beeks
..5 5 4
2--16:Z. Hopkins
2
4 3 5—14
Gen.A.E.Deverereux.4 2 4 4 0—14 J. S. Finkenbeimer 4
2 2 4—19
W. Edsall
3
5 0- 8|Dr. J. S. Grege
4
J. H. Stophlet
...2
3
Capt. James Harper.. 3 2
C— 5
Henry Overman
3—3 T. P. Cordrey
0—4
C. Rundel
3-3 Geo. J. E. Mayer
J. Leichner
0—2 C. Graff miller
0—0

0030—7

0—5

0004
4—4
0000

2000

Total

Total

68

62

used were the Remington sporting, except Leichner's, a German breech loader; Graffmiller's, a muzzle loader, and Captain Devereux and W. W. Stennett's, Remington Creedmoor rifles. The members
of the club speak in terms of the highest praise of the kindness and
hosrifles

pitality of their hosts.

Yours

RHODE

truly,

"Vy.

R. R.

«+*«-

.

ISLAND' RIFLE ASSOCIATION.
.

«.

,

Central Faixs, R. I., Sept. 27th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
As I have seen no notice in Forest and Stream of the formation of
the Rhode Inland Rifib Association, I inclose a list of its officers.
The

Range Committee have hired a strip of land containing thirty-five
acres
at Greenwood Station, about ei£ht miles from
Providence on the Stonington Railroad, and are busily at work fitting it up. It is
4,000 feet
long by 400 wide, and will require but very little grading
to make it fit
for use.
The committee are in hopes to have it ready for use within
two weeks. They will start with four targets— two of 200 yards, one
each for 500 and 1,000 yards. The fence will probably be built
next
Spring. The Association has a large membership already,
with some
fine marksmen.
Among them we would mention Mr. Rabbeth, of Pawtucket; Mr. Perkins, of Providence; Mr. Thomas, of
Central Falls; Mr.
Howe, of Providence, and many others who give promise of sustaining
the credit of the State. Mr. Rabbeth is no
novice in shooting, though
he has practiced but little at long range. Last week,
Tuesday, he made
4a out of a possible 50, and on Thursday
last, in his forenoon practice,
made 95 out of 100, and on the afternoon of the same day nradeoO
out of
a possible 50; in the forenoon he
made fourteen bai'seyes in succession,
and in the afternoon every shot
(10) were buliseyeg
This shooting was
.

ened for a while but again fell away. At the Southwest
Spit, on the return, the Comet had increased her lead to
ten minutes.
From this point there was more wind and
the Resolute gained so rapidly that when the home lime
was reached those on board claimed that she was leading.
The judges could not agree on this point owing to the
darkness, but the race was awarded to the Comet on time
allowance. Both yachts were over the eight hours prescribed by the club rules for making the course, and had
not Mr. Hatch, previous to the start waved this rule, the
race would have been sailed again. Mr. Hatch has challenged both the Comet and Estelle to another trial, but Mr.
Langley, for the Comet, declines.
Perth Amboy Yacht Club. A race was sailed on Saturday, October 9th, by the Perth Amboy Yacht Club for a
handsome silk pennant, presented for the purpose by the
•

—

Misses Meeker of that city. As usual, there was very little
wind, and consequently the race was long and comparatively unexciting.
The prize was easily won, however, by
Com. Miller's yacht Cynthia, of Elizabelh, formerly the
Lizzie.
The conditions of the race were that boats should
be sailed by their owners and carry working rig only, and
had there been a good breeze the winner of that pennant
would have had to earn it.

The Seawanhaka Ocean Race for Sloops.— Captain

3333

zle loaders.

d,

-^^^-

1

Holtoke, Mass., October 11th, 1875.
Editor Forest ahd Stream:—
The Holyoke Rifle Club now numbers forty members; field days each
Saturday.

Only a few members entered for the contest

The following

October 9th.

shots; position,

any without

rest:

Name.

A

.

A. Munger
D. H. Smith

W.

II.

—

Heyward

Score.

.

.22
21
21
19

29jSamuel Chapman

E. C. Smith

—

lUxchHng and Ranting.
later

from

and friends should

Secretaries

be

mailed no

than Monday in each week.
+

HIGH WATER. FOR THE WEEK.
Date.

Boston.

r c t.

14.

H.
10

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

15..

11

New

16.
17.

eve.

M.
55
34
20

1

9

9

18.
19.

2

4

10

3

1

11

20.

4

4

;ve.

York. Charleston.
M.
37

H.

8

16

9.

6
55
46

7
8
9
10

46
41

II

1

eve.

4

B.
r*

8

M.
55
34
20
9
4

were watched with much interest, and her

fine

weather quali-

general admiration. The Resolute's jib topsail
having gotten adrift, volunteers were called for to stow it,
and the lour men who responded were at times completely
submerged. At 12:30 the Resolute was close to the lightship, but owing to a miscalculation was unable to fetch it,
and being compelled to make two more tacks lost several
minutes by the operation. At 12:34:30 she lowered her
peak and gybed around the Estelle, rounding just four
minutes and a half after. Topsails were now set and both
yachts headed for'the Spit again with sails wing and wing.
At one o'clock an unfortunate flaw struck the Resolute
and carrying over her foresail, the strain of the foretopsail
against the stay carried away her foretopmast.
At the
Southwest Spit the Resolute had gained a little more on
the Estelle and on finally reaching the club house was more
than tenminutes ahead. Her time allowance to the Estelle
however, was twelve minutes and ten seconds, nvhich gave
the race and the dinner to the latter by two minutes ^and
The official time as given out by the judges
eight seconds.
was as follows:
ties excited

Actual
Start.

Estelle

Resolute

9
9

m.
19
19

s.

53
35

Arrival.
H. m. s.

2
2

18

08

28
03

time.
h. m. s.
4 58 30
5 48 28

Corrected
time.
h. m. s
4

4fi

4

48

20
28

was

a good race, pluckily sailed and stubbornly confew more such would relieve our yachtsmen of
the imputation of being only fair weather sailors.
It

tested; a

The Resolute and Comet.— The second of

the

"Hatch"

matches wassailed on Friday over the same course. The
day was a most unpropitious one, the wind being so light
as to indicate a drifting match, and Mr. Hatch was desirous of postponing the match, but to this Mr. Langley
would not consent, and he also obtained a further concession in his favor of an abrogation of the rule of the club
which demands that all races shall be sailed within eight
hours. The result was a forgone conclusion; nothing but
a sudden gale of wind could prevent the Comet from winning, and in addition she was receiving a time allowanceof 17m. 38s.. Mr. James D. Smith was on board of
the
Comet as judge for Mr. Hatch, and Mr. G. L. Haight accompained the Resolute in the same capacity for Mr LangShortly after half -past ten o'clock the signal was
given for the start, and with the light air that was stirring
the Comet very easily took the lead.
Tbta match was for
the most part devoid of interest. It was lour o'clock before the Comet reached the light-ship, with the Resolute
but three minutes astern. j .After turning the wind freshley.

club held their twentvannual regatta on Saturday last on the Harlem
The water was as smooth as glass and a large
number of spectators liad assembled on the various steamers
to do honor to the occasion.
The interest in the principal

was somewhat marred
by the withdrawal of Mr. Ebcn Lozee, the present holder
of the championship belt.
In his absence Mr. R. B, Bainbridge was made the favorite at the odds of live to three,
but there were not wanting supporters for Mr. P. C. Ackerman, whose condition gave promise of pushing the favorite
closely.
Mr. S. M. Clarke also started, but fouling a stake
was out of the race. The distance was three miles with a
turn.
Bainbridge took the lead at starting but was passed
by Ackerman, who finally won in 23m. SS^s. The second
race was for pair-oared gigs, two miles with a turn, the
crewr s being W. EC. Downs, stroke; E. D. Blake, bow, and
J. H. Kent, coxswain; and J. E. Eustis, stroke; W. H.
Catlin, bow, and B. F. Kobbe, coxswain.
Downs' crew
were the winners in 19m. 12s. that of their opponents 19m,
16-£s.
A single-scull contest between juniors was the third
race, the prize being the Columbia belt, distance two miles
with a turn. Tin re were four entries: E, Mills, Jr., Geo.

first of the series
of races arising out of the challenge of Mr, Bufus Hatch
was sailed on Wednesday last. The day was disagreeable
in the extreme; raining, and with a strong easterly wind
that brought the coasters down to double reefs and deterred
any of the yachts at the club house anchorage from accompanying the contestants over the course. The arrangements
were very satisfactory. Mr. Krebs as judge for the Resolute took his station on hoard the Estelle, and Mr. Chase,
judge for the Estelle, was on hoard the Resolute. The
signal being given, the Resolute at 9:19:35 crossed the line,
followed in less than half a minute by her smaller antagoThe course was that usualty sailed over in the New
nist.
York Yacht Club regatlas. The wind was about eastsouth-east, enabling them to lay a course for the Southwest
Spit, which was rounded by th-e Ifpsohite loin- minutes
ahead of the Estelle. From this point to the light-ship it
was a dead beat to windward, and once clear of the Hook,
the heavy seas almost buried both yachts. But little beimr
known of the sailing qualities of the Estelle her movements

h.

Atalanta Boat Club.— This

eighth
River.

;

The Resolute and Esteli/e,— The

Yacht.

sailed.

race, that for the senior single sculls,

26

All communications

Center, of the Vindex, last Spring offered a silver prize of
the value of $500, to be sailed for by sloops of the Seawanhaka Club some time in October, the course to be
from Sandy Hook Lightship to and around Cape May Fivefathom Lightship and return, to be sailed without time allowance. The regatta committee were to have received
entries up to 3 P. M., of Tuesday and fixed upon a day not
later than the 20th inst., on. which the match would be

j'ards;

Score.
Name.
23 E. A. Whiting
32 J. E. Mercier
31 J. Fnnk

Knight

Saturday,
seven

last

the score; distance, 400

is

as yet to the country at large, are

by no means unappreciated in this locality; and I wish you .could have
been with us to have witnessed the enthusiasm with which the good
people of Kendallville received us on Saturday, Sept. 25. The occasion
of the invitation was the "Ladies Centennial." The preparations for
our reception had evidently baen made. A large number of the
most prominent citizens received the members of the clab at the depot,
whence they were driven to the Dodge House, and entertained until 11
o'clock, when dinner was served in elegant style.
It had been arranged that the shooting should take place across Bixler
Lake, which lies close to town, and Vice President Cordrey made a careful measurement of the shorlest distance across by means of a theodlite.
It was found to be 750 yards.
About 2 o'clock the "teams were driven
to the point selected, where an immense crowd awaited them, the gate
money going to the Centennial fund. The distance was a great surprise,
as it had not been anticipated that it would be more than 500 yards, none
of the club having shot at longer range than that. The targets, too, had
been prepared at home, and were of the second class, with 22 inch bullseye only. At 750 yards range a target of the first class, with a bullseye
36 inches in diameter, would have be^en the right size. The fact that
the shooting was across the water presented another difficulty, inasmuch
as there was no means of judging the force of the wind, away from the
firing point, except from the movement of the waves.
Owing to the peculiar formation of the ground, the wind was unsteady and generally
unreliable. These considerations will account for the poor scores made
by some members of each team.
The ladies had provided a beautiful banner, on which appeared the emblematic rifles, crossed, and the inscription 'Tndi ana Amateur Rifle AsThe conditions of the match allowed the use of any rifle,
sociation.'
two sighting and five scoring shots.
Col. Zolliuger, Mayor of Fort
Wayne, who is a member of the club, and an ardent rifleman, was executive officer. The Lafayette team won the match, as will be seen from

The

E. L. F.
«*>•-«»

;

IN INDIANA.
Fort Wayne,

name

done at Valley Falls, some five miles from Providence, on the range of
Mr. Mr. C. EL Perkins, at 500 yards, with regulation target, and according to the rules of the National Association, in the presence of several
gentlemen.
The officers of the Association are, Maj. General Ambrose E. Burnside, president; Hon. George F. Wilson, 1st vice; John B. Anthony, 2d
vice; Arthur W. Dennis, treas.; Capt. E. F. Annable, sec'y. Directors,
Maj. General Ambrose E. Bnrnside, Maj. General Wm. R. Walker, Brig.
General Thomas W. Chace, Brig. General Frederick Miller, Brig. GenHeber LeFavour, Brig. General James Shaw, Jr., Colonel ElishaDyer,
Jr., Colonel R. H. I. Goddard, Colonel A. N. Crandall, Colonel E. L.
Freeman, Colonel A. C. Eddy, Major Hugh Hammill, Captain E. F. Annable, Hon. George F. Wilson, John B. Anthony, Esq., Mr. C. H. Perkins, Mr. Hevvton Dexter, Mr. A. W. Dennis.
Superintendent, Captain
E. F. Annable; assistant superintendent, Major Hugh Hammill.

hugely in South Africa.
_
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M. Young, John Gunster, and Thomas Scanlon. At ihe
finish Mills' time was 15m. 14fs; Scanlon's, 15m. 30:1s.,
and Guuster's 15m. 56s. Young's time was not taken.
For the fourth race, with four-oared shells, same distance,
there were three entries, but only two crews came to the

They consisted of W. II. Downs, stroke; P. O.
Ackerman, No. 8; E. Mills, Jr., No. 2; E. Blake, bow,
and J. E. Eustis, stroke; W. H. Catlin, No. 3; 8. M.
Clarke, No. 2, and E. Lozee, bow. The race was a plucky
one throughout, but Downs' boat finally came in an easy
winner. Time— 13m. 37-fs.. and its rival, 13m 89J s.
The
last race was between the eight-oared barges Atalanta and
Gramercy, distance one mile; won by the' Atalanta in 7m.
scratch.

;

37£s.

Gramercy Boat Club.— The

sixth

annual regatta of

was rowed on the Harlem River on Friday last.
The weather, however, limited the attendance. The first
race was the senior sculls for the championship belt, three
miles straightaway. Frank Winne and Ii. R. Mills were
the only starters, the former winning in 26m. 56s.
Three
this club

started for the junior sculls, the distance being one mile
straightaway, H. Spitzka winning in 10m.
The third race
was for pair-oared gigs,. distance one mile, with the following entries:— H. Brown, bow; H. R. Mills, stroke; C. I.
Hudson, coxswain; blue and white. M. L, Sutton, bow;
E. J. Atkinson, stroke; E. B. Welch, coxswain; blue and
red.
G. H. Pierce, bow; O. Earwicker, stroke; D. Pentz,.
coxswain; red and white, Hudson's crew won in 10m. 31s.
The fourth race, for four-oared shells, was declared bv the
referee "no race."
The day's sport wound up with a contest between two
eight-oared barges, the distance being one mile, for a set of
colors.
The following entered:— J. Kiefer, bow; H.
_

and

red.
H. Mills, bow; D.Pentz, No. 2; J. Baird No
H. Braisted, No. 4; II. A. Palmstine, No. 5; C H' Wilcox, No. 6; R. E. Wiesmer, No. 7; H. R. Mills, stroke;
C
I. Hudson, coxswain; blue and white.
The start was an
even one and for some distance the two crews pulled well
together.
After a ten minutes' struggle blue and red came
in the winners by a length.
3;

Nautilus Boat Club.— The last of a series of monthly
races for the senior and junior championship of this
club
took place on Friday last on the Llarlem River, For the
senior championship Fred. Levein and Gerald McLaughlin
row ed over a two-mile straightaway course from the powder schooner, McLaughlin winning in 14m. 45s. This race
decides the match, as McLaughlin has won a majoritv
of
the series.
For the junior championship Daniel Herdnon
and Louis Rouse entered, the course being one mile from
the same starting point. Herdnon won in 7m., which makes
him the junior champion of the club.
T

Boat Race at Spring-field.— The double scull Whitehall boat race between M. DeLowrey and M. J
Mahonev
of the Boston Boat Club, and F- A. Plaisted and
Ahern
of San Francisco, took place on the Connecticut
River at
Springfield on Tuesday afternoon of last week
Owing to
afoul the race, which was, over a five-mile course
was
rowed twice, the. Boston men winning in 46m.
'

M

18s.

About ten miles from Denver, Col, is situated a mammoth hennery, which was established a short time ago by
two brothers. It covers four acres, and is laid out in streets
and avenues like a village. The population is about
2,000,
divided into Brahmas, Cochins, and Dorkings.

'

—

..
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HURST'S

The Sportsman's Warehouse.

Stereoscopic Studies

Natural History
TVo.
in Schools

New

177 Broadway,

v^

LEAH:

ft

WOMAN

York.

1

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

We are prepared to famish the
of the

first series

first

My

Pistols

Implements,

To these will be added a second series of foreign specimens, and various Animals and Birds in grotesque attitudes, never however violating their natural instincts.
We offer these views not as pictures onlv, but as
One of the great moving elestudies from nature
ments in our modern system of education is object

:o:

RECENTLY PUBLISHED:
A CHARMING STORY

l>otli

or

Brass and

GUN MATERIALS OF ALL KINDS, CARTRIDGE VESTS, COATS AND BELTS, FLASKS,
POUCHES, AND AMMUNITION OF ALL RINDS. EVERYTHING IN MY LINE FOR
BOTH HOME AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE PRICES.

teaching. The unerring fidelity of the stereoscope
transfers the animals and birds from their natural
habitat to the rooms of the student and ihe fireside of
our homes, where they cannot fail to leave a lasting
impression of the form, color, habits, and locality of

each specimen.
An. experience of more than twenty-five years as
Taxidermist of the New York State Cabinet "of Natural History, and in gathering his large collection of
native and foreign specimens, enables Mr. Hurst to
comhine in every view the locality of the specimen
with its appropriate rocks, woods or water, and coloring from the originals.
Lyncus Bufus.
Wild Cat, or Bay Lynx
1
Surnia Nyctea.
Snowy Owl
2.

By

HA VE LARGE STOCK OF MUZZLE LOADING G U~NS db RIFLES VERY CHEAP

A

5.
6.

of Cornell University,
author of " Gunnar."

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

13.
14.

15.
1«.
17.
18.
19.
20.

of Norse

Colymbus

American Deer (A Ibiaoes)
T he American Bittern

.

.

.

3XIlitary

life.

"We may

ISiiles.

1

say that altogether we have not read manypromise as 'Paul Massie.' "

full of

A STORY OP THE AMERICAN NAVY.

LOVE AFLOAT.
Sheppaub, U.
12mo

F. H.

Snipe

ACCURACY,

32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

Tetrao Cupido.

Pinnated Grouse
The Sand Hill Crane
The American Black Bear

41."

42.
43'

44.
45.
46.
47!
48.
49.
50.

The Racooon
The Whistler
Brown or Bald Eagle
Red Pox
Wood Duck
American Barn Owl

51.
52.
53.
54.
55.

*7
58.

Procyon Lotor.

REVOLVERS OF VARIOUS
BKSIBABLE
IN

Send ior

Sent to any part of the United States free of charge.

Shoveller, or Spoonbill

60.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB.
st.,

(City Hall sa.)

T|

4

C. O. D., with privilege of examination.

•(

street,

New

AND

the best NatuIt is shaved
ral Leaf, for Meershaum and Cig
Does not make the
arettes.

&

E. Cornell, Pall River. Mass.
is

the best 1

ever used.
It has a decidedly beneficial effect upon the intelCompanion in our solitude, amuser
lectualp ower.
our idleness, and soother in onr troubles.

TOSSED.

-

Fourteen editions

sold.

NEW

EATON &

CO., Agts

White Manufacturing
,

102

Nassau

St.,

YORK.

PRESS,
1

l
•

LBfl

D

111

A Rand-Book for Sportsmen and
3O0

pp.,

Settlers.
12mo.

CONTENTS:
Introductory Chapter.
Birds-eye Glance at Florida.

Fishing, Jack aud Dash Lamp

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Jack and Dash Lamp

re-

SHELDON & COMPANY,
IN

Co.,

N. Y.

Bridgeport, Conn.

Outfit for Sportsmen.
Hints for Southern Hunting.
Coastwise Route? of Travel,
^ame Animals and Birds of Florida.
Game Fish of Florida.
Three Months in Florida for One Hundred Dollars.
Supplementary Hints for Cheap Recreation.

Up" the

St.

John River.

Florida the Promised Land.

JUST PUBLISHED.

"Wing-ate's

Manualfor Stifle Practice.

INCLUDING SUGGESTIONS FOR PRACTICE AT LONG RANGE, WITH SPECIAL DIRECTIONS FOR THE FORMATION AND MANAGEMENT
OF RIFLE ASSOCIATIONS AND FOR TEAM SHOOTING.

By Colonel GEO. W. WUVG^lTE,

m

B. Taylor, U. S. A., in camp. Elhjay, Ga.
I consider your Vanity Pair of superior quality, its
flavor approximating so closely to Havana roll leaf
that I can scarcely tell the d)fference in cigarettes.
Being a great lover and consumer, and conscious of
how much happiness you are conferring upon my
brethren of the weed, in your efforts to furnish them
a eood article, I desire to express my appreciation and
thanks.

Prom P.

Prom E. A. GREENE,_Richmond. Vt.
Found your Vanity £air at Monipelier, and think
the best smoking tobacco out.

$2.00.

AND WILL BE ISSUED IN FOUR WEEKS,

CO.,

FAIR.
VANITY
from

Your Vanity Fair smoking tobacco

ice

Either of the above sent Dy mail, post-paid, on
ceipt of the price.

YorK.

P. O. box 2832

WM.

Pi

Indian River.

'tongue sore. Liberal sample on
Vienna,1873.
receipt of money. Highest awarrL
CO.,
S. KIMBALL
Send for circular.
fl. \.
Rochester,
Peerless Tobacco Works,

Prom J.

112 Fulton

AS A CARRIAGE LAMP, IT HAS NO EQUAL.
FITS ANY SHAPED DASH.
PRICE, .TACK AND DASH, $6.
FISHING LAMP, $8.

:

Chatham

Illustrated.

Price, $1.00, or $1 75 Cloth.

can hunt in any weather.

&3 <*>
Prices By the Dozen
Bv the Set of 5 Dozen, In Elegant Case, 16 OO
These Stereoscopes are sold wholesale and retail by
17

BOOK,

LINLEY ROCHFORD.

EZRA CORNELL.

cation.

GEN. CUSTER'S

Price, $1.75.

Burns Kerosene Perfectly without a Chimney.
This lamp supplies a want long felt by sportsmen,
as it affords them a reliable LIGHT with which they

Asia.

_

A.

FOR NIGHT HUNTING DEER,
SPEARING FISH,
CATCHING CRABS,
EELS, BAIT, Etc.
INDISPENSABLE ON ANY BOATING OR
CAMPING TRIP.
NOT AFFECTED BY WIND, RAIN OR JOLTING.
THROWS A POWERFUL LIGHT 200 FEET-

Obscura.

1870. f
I must congratulate you upon your great success in
arrange
can
we
If
enterprise.
educational
new
this
our amusements so as to make them impart instruction to the mind, it will be a step in advance in edu-

GREAT
MY LIFE oix tlie
PLAINS.

REFLECTING JACK AND FISHING LAMP.

Didelphil Virginiana.
Fulica Americana.
Tetrao Mutus.
Anas Clypeaia.
Fiber Zibethicus.

Cornell University,
Ithaca, March 14th,

S.

Patent Combination

Boixciren's

Alcedo Alcyon.

Musquash

Haven, Conn., U.

SECOND HAND AND MISFIT ENGLISH BRUSSELS, THREE-PLY
GOOD
INGRAIN CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, &C., VERY CHEAP, AT THE OLD PLACE,

.

59

-O-

Elegamly

MISFIT CARPETS.

Lyncus Borealis.

. ,

Paper, $1.00.

.50.

:

JUSTIN MCCARTHY'S oTORY,

Anas Sponsa.

Bubo

Price, Cloth,

Arms Comp., TEMPEST
New

Stryx Pratincola.
Tetrao Canadensis.

Anas

SIZES,

ALL BESPECT8.

Circixlars.

Whitneyville, near

Fluligula Clangula.

'

N.
Paper, $1.

THEODORE TILTON'S GREAT NOVEL,

Halicetos Leucocephalus.
Vulpis Falvus.

Spruce Grouse
North ern Lynx
Black Duck
Belted King Fisher
Little Screech Owl

American Opossum.
American Coot
Ptarmigan

56.

Grus Americana.

Ursus Americanus.
Butero Borealis.
Red Tailed Buzzard
Fuligula Albeola.
Buffle Headed Duck
Hudsonius
Hystrix
Porcupine
American
North
Ortyx Virginiana.
Virginia Partridge
Larus Zonorhynchus.
Common American Gull
Vulpes Virginianus.
Grey Eox
Fuligula Erythrocephalia.
Red Head
Tetrao JJmbellus.
Ruffed Grouse..

S.

$1. 50.

an

Materials and Workmanship, they areUnsurpassed.

Olacialis.

.

Black Stamp,

MRS. ANNIE EDWARDS' POWERFUL STORY,

Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation.

. .

.

Price, Cloth,

For Simplicity of Construction,

Virginianus.

The Buff Breasted Sheldrake. Mergus Merganser
Anser Canadensis.
The Canada Goose
The New York Ermine Pulorius. .Noteboracensis.
Mergus Serrator.
Red Brest ed Sheldrake

$1.00.

1 vol.

tuligula Olacialis.
Meledgris GaUopavo.
Castor Fiber.
Scolopax Wilsoni.

The Wild Turkey
The Beaver

&c.

vol. 12mo.

1

Cloth,

By

Ardea Minor.

Ola Wife, or Squaw Duck

Common American

Ce?^vus

in the

beautiful picture

Black Stamp, $1.50. Paper,
From the Pall Mall Gazette.

Price,

books so

Anas Boschas.
Bubo Virginianus.

Mallard Duck
Great Horned Owl
Great Loon, or Diver

$1.50.

a perfect gem

most

PAULMASSIE

Breech Loading,Sporting

1

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31

is

of a novel, as well as a

'

7.

Laid paper,

Small 12mo.

1 vol.

Norseman's Pilgrimage

Bt Justin McCarthy,
Author of "Linley Ro.diford," "A Fair Saxon,"

And

and.

Norseman's Pilgrimage.

way

OF

'

4.

LIFE.

H. H. Boyesest,

Prof.

A

The Most Approved System

.

Lupus Occidentalis.
American Wolf
Ectopistes Migratoria.
Wild Pigeon
Felis Concolor.
Northern Panther
Ardea Discors.
Black Crowned Night Heron
Actomys Monax.
Woodchuck
Podiceps Bubricollis.
Red Necked Grebe
Ardea Herodias.
Great Blue Heron
Cygnus Americanus.
American Swan
Bureo Hyemalis.
Red Shouldered Buzzard
Busticola Minor.
American Woodcock
Anser AMfrons.
White Fronted Goose
Otus Americanus.
Long Eared Owl
Mergus
Oucullatus.
Sheldrake
Hooded
Pediceps Cornutus.
Horned Grebe
Aquilla Chryso&tos.
Go den Easle
Prairie Wolf
Totanus Macularius.
Spotted Sand Lark
Circus JJliginoms.
Marsh Harrier

NORSE

ALSO,

.

3.

preachers.

of

Cartridges,

Students.

12mo, cloth, black stamp, $1.25.
Mr. Spurgeon undoubtedly occupies the position of
greatest celebrity at the present moment among living
vol.

OF ALL

numbers

sixty

'

2d.

i,

AND

••

Rev. C. H. Spuegeon's Great Book,

One

GUNS

OF FASHIOlf

«;ps^r

$?£

Lectures to

PARLOR ENTERTAINMENT.

sto

for Wives," "Estelle," & c ., &c
One vol. 8 vo. printed on laid tinted paper Vr\„ a
ce<
in paper, $1 .00; cloth, with black stamp, $1.75
"This author has never written a poor book ~~
Democrat, St. Louis.
"Mrs. Annie Edwards is one of thsvery best of the
story writers of the fay .—Journal, Boston.

BREECH LOADING

AND

Trie Novel of the .Season.

By

COOPER HARRIS & HODGKINS,

Late

BOOKS

1st.

Mrs. Annie Edwabods' New and Charming'

EDWIN S. HAKKIS,

OF

For Object Teaching

TWO NEW

it

There must be some magical properties in it akin to
the wonderful Eastern plant that made captive the
senses of those who inhaled it.

Team Creedmoor, 1874; ex-President Amateur Rifle Club, and
ex-Secretary National Rifle Association; General Inspector
of Rifle Practice, N. G. S. N. Y.

Captain of the American

Fort Capron.
Fishing at St. Augustine.
Black Bass Fishing on Spruce Creek.
Hunting the Panther.
The Environs of Tallahassee.
Private Dougherty and the Bass.
Pet Birds of St. Augustine.
Steam Yachting on the St. John.

Among

the Seminoles.

In the Cypress Swamps.
Cruising" Along Shore.
Shooting at Salt Lake.
The Okeechobee Expedition.
Southwest Florida.
No. 1— Fernandina to Cedar Keys.
No. 2 Manatee Sarazota and Gasparilla.
No. 3— Among the Keys.
No. 4— Meteorology.
No. 5— Punta Rassa and Caloosahatchie.
No. 6— Up the Caloosahatchie River.
No. 7—Visit to Okeechobee.
No. 8— Indian Mounds and Canals.
No. 9— Tampa.
No. 10— Subterranean Streams.
No. 11—A Sportsman's Paradise.
No. 12— Suggestions to Tourists.

—

Published by Forest and Stream Publishing' Co.

PRICE, ^1.50.

FIFTH EDITION, ENTIRELY RE-WRITTEN AND PRINTED FROM NEW STEREOTYPE PLATES
ILLUSTRATED WITH 35 WOODCUTS.

ORDERS SENT TO THIS OFFICE IN ADVANCE
OF PUBLICATlON WILL BE

This work is the standard authority on Rifle Practice, and has been adopted by the State of
the National Rifle Association as the authorized text-book on this subject.
Price $1 .50. Sent by mail, postage paid, on receipt of the price.

*** This is a book that has long been needed by
Winter tourists to Florida and persons seeking setuement there. It gives a full classification of the game
and fish of the Southern Peninsula, routes of inl£T}°

W.

C.

&

New York

F, P. CHURCH, Publishers,
ARMY AND NAVY JOURNAL, S3 Muniy st?e©t New York.

and

t

PROMPTLY

FILLED.

and coastwise travel, the agricultural resources of tne
ccintry, and sites for settlement, hints for campin»
oui, resorts for game, hotels, and such other wtom*-

tion as will be of great Denefit to visitors feeeinns
Florida for health, pleasure, exploration, or iperma^
nei't settlement.

FOREST ?AND T STREAM.
SCOVBLL'S

inttttm{tom.

Blood a 4iverSyrup
All cutaneous eruptions

on the face or body indicate

Condition of the Blood,
SCROFULA; but in

Impure

Aii

this may or may not be
either case is nothing more than

and

that

\W)

BURNS LIKE A TERRIBLE FIRE

it

ONCE TO CLEANSE THE BLOOD; and

Blood and Liver

Scovill's

Syrup

positively effect this desideratum, expelling
every trace of disease from the blood and system and
.eaving the skin
will

Hundreds of
bottle.

certificates attest its value.

A brave man may suffer pain,
himself, heroically;" but he

when

inflicted

upon

Cannot see hisChild Suffer.
There is no other malady incident to childhood that
accompanied with more indescribable wretchedness to the little sufferers than that
Is

Produced by Worms;
ana when the parent fully comprehends the situation
he will not delay a moment in securing the most
prompt and efficient remedies to insure the expulsion
The remedy may be found in
of the intruders.
Please bear in

Worm

Vegetable

Dr. Roger's

Syrup.

mind that

WORM SYRUP is the reliable preparaROGERS' WORM SYRUP is a palatable preparation.
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP is liked by children.
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP positively destroys
worms.
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP leaves no bad effects.
ROGERS' WORM SYRUP is highly recommended
by physicians, and is unquestionably the best WORM
ROGERS'

tion.

MEDICINE IN THE WORLD.
Price 25 cents.

Eor

sale

by

THE PREMIER GUN.
&

call

QUALITY."

Medium and fine guns bear full name and address,
and plain guns full name and "London" only.
Each gun

is

numbered and the actions are stamped

name and

with

W.

&

trade mark.

&

SCOTT

SON, Pole makers of the
Patent Top Lever, solid, Double Locking Bolt Breech
Loader, bearing the full name of the firm, W. & C.
SCOTT & SON caution sportsmen against imitations
of their patent and name. Guns bearing the name
abbreviated, or with different initials, are not genuine.
C.

TRIAL OF SCOTT& GREEN ER'S NEW SYSTEM
OF BORING, BY THE EDITOR OF
"THE FIELD," LONDON.
(See The Field, January 30th, 1875.)
a comparison of the two tables it will be
seen that with Walker's shot, Messrs. Scott
guns
showed a marked superiority over Mr. Greener's,
both in average and in the highest score made. Indeed, with the left barrel, in his third shot, Mr. Scott
got a selected group pattern of 239 and a penetration
of 37, equalling the highest pattern made by Mr
Greener, and exceeding the penetration of that particular shot by eight sheets."

"Prom

London
10 Great Castle

ham

with pride that the proprietors

W.

&

it

GLE

thank you for

in their practice.

This

another evidence of the
great value of the discovery of Carbolic Acid. Yours
truly,
Geo. B. Lincolm,
*
Pres't Board of Health.
it.

is

Aprl-6m

B.

LOCKWOOD'8

Cure

!

The Best Remedy Known, and Endorsed by all

the

Catarrh

Principal Physicians of the Country.
Rev. R. B Lockwood's Nasal Douche
found valuable in obstinate chronic cases.

will

be

Rev. R. B. Lockwood's Liver and Stomach Pills
i dyspepsia, receive the end®rsement of thousands.
Price 50 cents each.

JOHN

F.
8

HENRY, CURRAN & CO., Proprietors,
and 9 College Place, New York.

HENRY'S

Squires/ 'aSsSE**
-

THE GREAT
London Gun

Trial,

1875.

A PURE OIL that

does not

gum up and

prize, a silver cup, value 40 guineas— elass 2 for 12
bores; also winner in class 1 for 8 and 10 bores, and
class 4 for 20 bores.
He has won in all the classes for
improved boring, which is upon a different plan to any
other maker, and is far superior in the three most essential points, viz.,

PATTERN, PENETRATION,

and REGULARITY OP SHOOTING.
Mr. HENRY C. SQUIRES, of No. 1 Cortlandt

St.,

New York, is now importing my DOUBLE CLOSESHOOTING GUNS to order, an invoice of which
him on the 1st July, and can be examined about the 15th. All special orders given to
Mr. Squires will be carefully filled. A full report of
the GREAT TRIAL, showing the marked superiority
of my guns over guns made
by Doogal, Pape,
Tolley, and others, will shortly be published, and can
be had on application at No. 1 Cortland St.

W.W. GREENER,
Champion Gruux Maker,
St.

has the

Mary's Works, Birmingham, England.
C. SQUIRES, of No. 1 Cortlandt street,

HENRY

has just received an invoice of these close-shooting
guns, and from him any information in reference to
the results of the Great Trial can be obtained on application.

NO.

easy enough to make a pill, but to make a
good pill, ah! that's the difficulty. There are cheap,
It is

&

W. ENGLISH
TOLLEY'S

BREECH LOADING GUNS,
Made

Order

to

W These

1C& e&$#k£&^£; genuine

Guns, celebrated for
high class workmanship

and No.

1

SHOOTING POW-

ERS,

are built in six qualities
(or brands.) They are now imported direct to our
OFFICE, and sold by the Manufacturers to
at
the following prices.

NEW YORK

SPORTSMEN

per box.

....

Pioneer,
Tolley,
Standard,National,
Challenge,

Bitters.

At certain periods of life a tonic is a necessity; but
there is danger in using stimulants that injure lae organs of digestion while giving temporary relief. To
obviate this and present to the pu'uic a tonic free
from Alcoholic Poison, Dr. Green prepared the Oxyfenated Bitters, a sure cure for dyspepsia and all kinred complaints. Sold everywhere. Price $1 per
bottle.

LIVERPOOL.

Soap.

kinds of Skin Diseases with a most wonderful certainty; it promotes cleanliness, personal
purity and general health; It is a preventive of many
'

It

cures

Mads of

all

disease,

(he nursery.

and

it

is

Paragon,

-

-

-

-

...

Guns

quiring

-

TRAP SHOTS

-

Gold.

"
"
"

«
"

and others

re-

specially built,

on

our new system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
with increased PENETRA.TION, can have their wishes
carried out WITH DESPATCH

Send

for illustrated descriptive particulars
sheets to our

BRANCH OFFICE, 29
NEW YORK

and price

Maiden Lane,

CITY.

MANUFACTORY, PIONEER;WORKS,

an absolute necessity in

Price 86 centa.

Sneider,

Ac

2X 4 W. Pratt st., Baltimore.

Frederick Brown
(Established 1822)

IMPORTING,

MANUFACTURING
& DISPENSING
N. E. Corner Fifth and Chestnut Streets

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SOLE PROPRIETOR AND MANUFACTURER
OF
'ESSENCE JAMAICA GINGER.
CHOLERA MIXTURE.
PRESERVED TARAXACUM JUICE.
lUTTER'S COUGH SYRUP.
BITTER WINE OF IRON.

Established 1780.

COOPER'S ANTI-BILIOUS PILLS.
CHAPMAN'S ANTI-DYSPEPTIC PILLS
IWISTAR'S COUGH LOZENGES, (from
|

%

COUGH SYRUP.

MRS. HARVEY'S

DOUGALL'S
EXPRESS SHOT GUNS.
Wimbledon by Editor
SHOWN by
GREATEST PENEJ.

D.

DENTIFRICE,

in

Bottles.

DENTIFRICE,

in

Tin Canisters, suitable for

Travelers.
V

ARABIAN RACAHOUT,

jyl

Birmingham, England,

in

convenient bottle*

registered.)

trials at
of the Field to possess the
TRATION and therefore LONGEST
thus:
Circle, 30 inches; 300 pellets; average, 191; penetration, 37.
The Editor's trial of Greener guns with 340
pellets of same shot and same charge of powder, gave
180,and penetration 30, although there were 40 more pellets in each charge.
Should any controversy arise as
to the durability of these new systems, we herewith
warn &l\ beforehand that our system is our own invention (though founded on the American idea) and is DURABLE, a fact remarked on oy the Field, that the
guns tried had been in Use during last season, and references permitted to the owners
Send for Illustrated
Circulars to

E.

AGENT FOR
DEjARDIN'S SYRUP RED ORANGE,
OF MALTA.

None Genuine without my name as Agent on the Label*

CORRESPONDENTS.
SAVORY & MOORE,
New Bond

143

EARL, the celebrated Aniimal Painter, Photographed from the orignal Paintings by R. W. THRUPP.

W.

Street,

MAW, SON k THOMPSON,

S.

LONDON'*

12 Aldersgate St., E. C.
F.

NEWBERY & SONS,

G.

VOSS, HAMBURG,

.

21 Johannis Strasse.

E.

DEJARDIN, PARIS,

.

2 Avenue de I'Opera*

E. C.

St.,

.

.

Plain Photograph 12x10, in sunk Mounts, 24x18 $3.
Tell, St. Bernard, (rough) Rev. J. C. Ma dona.
Nelson, Bull Terrier, (white) S. E.Shirley, Esq.
Hamlet, Pointer, (.lemon and white) T. H. Whitehouse, Esq.
Kent, Gordon setter, (black and tan) S.- Lang, Esq.
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white)
Gartle, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker, (liver and white) R. J. L. Price,Esq.
Beb, Spaniel, (liver colored) T. Burgess, Esq.
Rake, Irish \Vater Spaniel, Captain Lindoe.

—

The

attention of Druggists and the

Trade generally,

is

called

to the Price List of

ENGLISH Sl FRENCH
MEDICINES & PHARMACEUTICAL
PREPARATIONS,
Which

be mailed on application.

will

Master Macgrath, Greyhound, Lord Lurgan.
Warrior, Scotch Dearhound, Joshua Dawes. Esq
Michael, English Bulldog R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Small size Photo, 5x4 inches, plain, mounted, 75

The Up-Town

cents.

Pox Terrier. T. H. Murchinson, Esq.
Luna, Retriever, R. J. L. Price, Jttsq.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Dawes, Esq.
Monarque, St. Bernard (smooth) Rev. J. C. Macdona.
Tell, St. Bernard, (rough) Rev. J. C. Macdona.
Colored, 5x4 inches, mounted, $2.50 each.
Crib, Dalmatian, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Bruce. Clumber Spaniel, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Tiger, Pomeranian,
Cooper, Esq.
Turk, Mastiff, P. Robinson, Esq.
Trimmer, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Duke, Blenheim Spaniel,
Garwood, Esq.
Cato, Newfoundland, (black)
Atkinson, Esq.
Stella, English Terrier, (black and tan) T. H. MurJock,

Factory,

Sportsman's

Depot.

L Bitzmaim &

Chas.

943 BROADWAY
114 Centre Street.

Co,,

(above 22d

St.)

—

—

chison, Esq.

Rook, Skye Terrier, Rev. J. C. Macdona.
Bellona, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Bandie, Dandie Dinmont, Captain Lindoe.
Hylas, King Charles Spaniel,
Garwood, Esq.
Prince, English Terrier, (white) T. H. Murchison.
Master Macgarth, Greyhound, Lord Lurgan
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white)
Garth, Esq.
Kent, Gordon Setter, (black and tan) S. Lang, Esq.
Luna, Retriever, R. J. L. Price. Esq.
Rake, Irish Water Spaniel, Captain Lindoe.
Roll, Laverack Setter (black and white,) S. Lang.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Monarque, St. Bernard (smooth,) Rev. J. C. Mac-

—

dona.

Hamlet, Pointer (lemon and white,) T. H. Whitehouse, Esq.
Jack, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Beb. Spaniel (liver colored, T. Burgess, Esq.
Michael, English Bulldog, R. J. L/Price, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker (liver and white,) R. J. L
Price
Esq.
Tell, St. Bernard (rough,) Rev. J. C. Macdona.
Warrior, Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Large size, 12x10, colored by hand, in exact imitation
of the originals, in Sunk Mount, $7.50 each.
Kingdon, Esq.
Barry, Mastiff,
Pippin, Pug, Mrs. B. Monck.
Huddersfield Ben, Broken-haired Terrier, Mr. Jonas
)

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Remington

Foster.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Davies. E>-q
Cato, Newfoundland (black,)
Atkinson. Esq
Nellie, Cocker (liver and white,) R,
J. L. Price.
Jack, Fox Terrier, T. H, Murchison, Esq.
Duke, Blenheim Spaniel,
Garwood, Esq.
Warrior, Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Davies, Esq
Drake, Pointer (liver and white,)
Gartle, Esq
These Pictures will be forwarded (postage paid) on
receipt of price.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB.
17

Chatham

street,

CO.,
New York.

Shot Guns, Holabird Shoot-

Rifles and.

ing Suits, Cartridge Vest, Belts and Pouches. Implements for both muzzle and breech leading guns.

Sportsmen's Goods and Ammunition of Alf Kinds.
We take muzzle loaders in exchange for breech
loaders, and have always some fine second-hand guns
on hand cheap.
Goods sent C. O. D. to all parts of the United
States.
Ivory and Pearl Stocks put on Pistols. Repairing
of all kinds artistically executed.
Cartridges for Breech Loading Shot Guns, ready
loaded, put up in boxes of fifty, or loaded to order

aug5-6m

ENGLISH

'

$65
90
115
140
180
225

Without Extra Cost.
Tar

SOUTH CASTLE STREET,

—

FRdAAJSTOCK.
*w "ac*-^

harsh, drastic pills, that are of even less benefit than
a dose of salts. But a good medicine, like Dr. Mott's
Liver Pills, which penetrates to the seat of disease, is
a desideratum indeed. Will positively cure all diseases of the Liver. Sold everywhere. Price 25 cents

All-Healing

35

aug26-tf

—

FINE.

MUTT'S LIVER PILLS

Packer's

ENTIRE STRENGTH.

of the best houses in the States for execution in the
Spring.
Guns guaranteed to make patterns of from 160 to
230 with No. 6 SHOT AT 40 YARDS, as desired.

From Pictures by GEO
begs to inform his numerous
clients in the United States that he has been very successful in the above trial, having secured the first

*

Oxygenated

in its

for Ciicular.

37 Newgate

Price 25 Cents per Bottle.

Green's

is left

DOGS OF ENGLAND.

endorsement of the principal Sewing Machine Companies.

BODY

.

.

MACHINE OIL

SEWING

of the

Clark

RANGE—

will be shipped to

Price 25 cents per box.

REV. R.

the complicated

59 St. James's Street London,

:

I

all

Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on apand orders may be forwarded through any

(Title

call

New Yobk, Dec. 22, 1869.
John F. Henry, Esq.
Your Carbolic Salve proves an excellent article,
and

supercede

will

plication,

W; W. GREENER

and prescribe

it

Send

Hotel.

Physicians gl^e it: the hAg-liest meed of praise,
it

P. feel sure

and manifold grips now in use, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any double, treble or quadruple
grip now used. In this new action LEVER and GRIP
ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OF STEEL and the AN-

Loading-.

Lang-

attention to the gratifying fact that

and use

Manufacturers,

Sportsmen of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, STRENTH and DURABILITY of their New Patent "SIMPLEX 11 Breech loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
The parts in this new action are so few (only two,)
its mechanical soundness so
thorough, and the
strength and simplicity of the action so great, that

GUN.

AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD'S SHOOTING SUITS.

Chief address:

H. C.

The wonderful celerity with which this
combination of Carbolic Acid with other
soothing and Curative Emollients acts,
is something akin to the marvelous.

Rifle

Call the attention of the

SHOT

LOADING

PRICES, $50.00 TO $250.00.
Muzzle Loading Guns Altered tc Breech

original prescription.)

Circus, near

WHOLESALE.

Salve.

WILLIAMS & POWELL,

BREECH

Office:

Regent

St.,

Lancaster Street, Birmingham.

FOB BALE BY ALL DRUGGI818.

It is

SCOTT & SON

C.

W. GREENER,

VV.

Mary's Works, Birmingha m, England.

St.

Gun and

attention to their
very FINEST weapon, combining all their recent improvements, marked on the rib between their name
and London address the brand— "THW PREMIER

HENRY'S
Carbolic

KI\J l\kl*

Manufactory Premier Gun Works,

druggists.

all

Winner of the Silver Cup,
value 40 guineas, at the Great London
Field
Trial 1875, beating 33 comf~r~Ti?
npb§ petitors with 68 guns, also winning
in all the other classes for the Im'<*?§lf
proved System of Boring. These
guns will "kill from 80 to 100 yards,
loaded with large shot, and will
shoot well with small shot with a
less powder charge than guns bored
upon the old system. For report of
the Gun Trial apply to Messrs. McLaran, Williams & Co., Ageuts, St.
Louis, U. S. A. Address

\

OP ACTION, MATERIALS, PROPORTION, AND
SHOOTING QUALITIES combined, in all the four

W.

Dr. Rogers's
VEGETABLE WORMSYRUP

W

JL

Jl GUNS.

(See issue October 3d, 1873.)
In which competition the committees have awarded
our guns, First and Second for POINTS OP MERIT

Price $1 a

FOR S\LE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

\J*KJ\J\J 1

SNEIDEK

W. W. GREENER'S
DOUBLE CLOSE - SHOOTING

If

Winners of the"Turf, ITielxI
and Farm" Grim Trials.

AND BEAUTIFUL.

SOFT, FAIR

\i£cqlfaneou8

Breech Loaders.
mm

an insidious poison,

courses through the viens, sowing seeds of death
with every pulsation.
condition of things something is needed at
this
In

as

157

Curtis
Nos.

&

Harvey's

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

DIAMOND GRAIN.

and 8 Superior

Rifle,

Hawker'^ Ducking.

W. STI IT,

61

Cedar

and Col

street,

New Ycrk,

sep9-eow

Agent for U.

S.

America.

CHEMICALLY PREONE HUNDRED
Gun Swabs
any
pared Circular

on receipt of
Vermont.

fifty cents.

sent to

R. L.

GRAVES,

address
Sunderland,
jg

ep30tf

:

m& Quarts far j»$ort§men.

J§otqte

J.
Kinsey, Barnegat Post Office, N. J. To insure good gunners, write one week in advance.

JO

OAKLAND, California.
JOHN M. LAWLOR & CO., Proprietoks.

AT THE TERMINUS' OF
SITUATEDTrans-continental

Railroad; 40 minthe great
utes from San Francisco; 2i")0 rooms, with, hot and
cold water in every room; delightful drives and splendid scenery; a favorite home for tourists.
july22-6m

Lake ConcMcliing Hotel, Canada.
This charming and picturesque first-class Summer
Resort will be opened for the season on 7th of June,
and will remain open until October. The sporting in
the immediate neighborhood is exceptionally excellent, the Hotel being within ready access to the Muskoka Lakes. Sparrow Lake, and Trading Lake, where
Salmon Trout, Black Bass, Speckled Trout, etc.,
abound in original plenty. Yachting, Boating, Bathing, Bowling Alleys, Billiard Rooms, etc., provide for
the amusement of guests. Mail and telegraph offices
in the house. Rates exceedingly moderate. For circulars containing terms, etc., apply to the office of
E. FOREMAN,
Forest and Stream, or
Box 2645, P. O. Toronto, or to

my20

Manager,

Couchiching, Ontario.

oct!4

GALE & FULLER,

DUCK

Southern Hotel,

Proprietors.

St. Louis, ]P"o.

ON FOURTH, FIFTH

$00

and Walnut

streets, $3, $8.50. $4, and
per day, according to floor and location of room.
During the past year this hotel has been thoroughly
overhauled, repaired, re-frescoed, re-carpeted and refurnished from top to bottom, and is first class in all

The Southern is located near the centre of
respects.
business, the theatres, and all places of amusement.
The tables ate supplied with ttie best the market affords, and there is in the hotel building the neatest
restaurant iu the city for ladies and gentlemen.
Sep2-16t

Barnum's Hotel
St. Louis, RHo.
Hotel and table are in

is now ready to receive regular sportsboard at his homestead a* Nayack, near Sag
Harbor, which is located on the shores of Peconic
Bay, near Jessup's Neck, off which point there is fine
bluefishing, and near by excellent bass and blackfish-

NELSON

H. PIERSON, Nayack,
Sag Harbor, Long Island, N. Y.

respects

all

while the charges are moderate, and
such as similar accommodations cannot be obtained
third floors. $3;
elsewhere. Rates— iirsi, second
fourth floor, $2.50; fifth floor, $2. L. A. PRATT,
House,
Cincinnati,
formerly proprietor of the Spencer
SeplG
Ohio, and the Gait House. Louisville. Ky.

To the Trout and Grayling- Fisheries

McGaW

jy7-3ni

Rossin House, Toronto, Canada.
SHKAES & SON, Proprietors.
This house is a favorite resort for gentlemen sportsof the United States and Canada.

men from all parts

Crossmon House,
N. Y.

MON & SON, Proprietors.

C.

CROSS-

House,
THISfurnished,

recently rebuilt and elegantis now open for visitors.
It is localy
delightful places in the Thouone
the
mo4
in
of
ted
sand Island region, commanding an extensive view of
the St.Lavrrence and the Islands and offers every facilOutfits
ity for the comfort and enjoyment of guests.
for boating, limiting and Fishing Parties. Steamers
for the bay connect at Clayton with the- Utica and
Black- River Railroad, and at Cape Vincent with the

5m

Rome, Watertown. ana Ogdensburg Railroad.

FOR GENTLEMEN AND LABOARDSpoitsnim,
&c. Splendid

Artists, Anglers,
dies,
scenery and drives. Fine boating, trout, pickerel,
and bassJishing and woodcock shooting. Also lessons in oil and water color painting, drawing and
etching, if desired. Address J.IVES PEASE, or E.
SHERMAN PEASE, P. O. bos 60 Canaan, Conn.
N. B.— Cottage building sites overlooking the lakes
Apr8-tf
for sale cheap; also one for a hotel.
'

HOTEL, BATH, L. I.— ONE
BATH
HOUR FROM THE CITY.— The

subscriber
having leased the above hotel for a term of years, is
determined by sparing no pains to make this resort
second to none in the vicinity of New York and

Brooklyn. First class table and low prices.
ready for the reception of guests.
"

C.

A.

Now

Proprietor.

and beds, first-class table, &c.
and pleasant drives near by.

BOARD
hours from New York

clean
Fishing, shooting,

Apr8

fim

NEAR TWIN LAKES, FOUR

Harlem Railroad. A
sportsmen, artists, and all those
via

.desirable location for
wanting a pleasant home. Address F. F. COOPER,
Locust" Hill Farm, Ashley Falls, Berkshire county,

Mar 24-6m

Mass.
.

and

D^I^liing*

Carman House, Forked

EVERY

Griiiming;.
River,

New

Jersey.

FACILITY FOR FISHING

and gunning; house newly furnished; excelBluelent table, fine boats and competent baymen.
fjsh, weaktish, k'mgrlsh, striped bass, geese, brant,
in
their
of
kinds
season.
all
wild fowl and bav snipe
"Woodcock, quail, partridge and English snipe on the
Reached via N. J. S. R. R.
grounds of ttie Hotel
E. H. FRAME, Proprietor.
via, Pier 8, N. R.
.

Sep

2-2in

BAY

SHOOTING OF ALL YARIE-

Bay, the
ground in the vicinity of New York.
respectfully informs his friends that,
added to the rfpringville House, he is
tertain and take care of his guests in
ties.

Shinnecock

HOTELS GOOD AND CHEAP.
TROUT, B4SS and MAtiKINONGE
FISHING.

DUCK AND DEER SHOOTING, Etc.
Apply at NORTHERN RAILWAY OFFICES, ToCOCK3URN,

BRANCH

Au<mst2H

ts-s

DAILY, SaiJdayex

Gravenhurst.

York, foot of Liberty

IWh'

street

3:45, 5:00 P.

'

RETURNING.

Leave Long Branch
5:35 P.

Also,

A M
m,

at ?:00, 8:15, 11:35

M.

'

A

s-od

'

Leave South Amboy for New York at 6:55 A M
Stages to and from KEYPORT connect at Matawan
Station with all trains,, and to and from OOFaw
GROVE and AS BURY PARK, at Long Branch Sta
tion. with all trains.
H. P. BALDWIN, Gen. Pass. Agent
R. E. Rickbr, Sup't and Eng'r.
jed i^ la
.

§pai[famen8 <§00d$.

New

Brunswick,
Island, &c.
Edward
Prince

Eastern Maine,
Nora

BROOK TROUT
AMERICAN

MASCALONGE

LUXURIOUS SLEEPING AND CHAIR CARS
run through from Cincinnati to Traverse City; also
PULLMAN PALACE SLEEPERS from Detroit over
Michigan Central and Grand Rapids and Indiana road,
via Grand Rapids, to Petoskey, with SPLENDID

STEAMER

making

DAILY CONNECTION

at latter

point for the Island of Mackinaw.
Eor Tourists' Guide, containing complete and accurate maps, with full Information as to Fishing Grounds,
transportation facilities, and in short all that could be
desired by Sportsmen or Tourists, send to Forest and
Stream office, or to the undersigned. Low Round
Trip EXCURSION TICKETS good until SEPTEM-

BER

J.H.PAGE,

30th.

Gen'l Passenger aud Ticket Agent,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

jyl

Tourists' and Sportsmen's Route.

i

THE ROUTE OF THE ERIE RAILWAY
is peculiarly rich in the variety and extent of its
scenery, and while the tourist has alternating glimpses
of the beauty of rivers, gaps and mountains, the
sportsman has within easy reach many localities that
afford him every facility for the enjoyment of the
enumerate a few
sports of the field and stream.
of the pleasure resorts which crowd the line of the
road.
Rutherfurd Park.— 9f miles from New York. Fine
hotels and boating pastimes on the Passaic.
Clifton.
131 miles" from the city, overlooking the

We

—

picturesque Lake Dundee.

Lake Mohonk. — A beautiful body of water 1,200 feet
above the Hudson — splendid hotel accommodations.
Orange Lake.— Six miles West of Newburgh, and
noted for

its fishing attractions.

Mil ford, Pa.—About eight miles from Port Jervis.
Is noted for its trout fishing, woodcock shooting aud
superior hotels.
Springs. Celebrated for 20 years as a resort for
invalids, the waters possessing many valuable healing qualities.
YVatkius Glen. -This beautiful gorge is distant 294
miles from New York, via Erie Road to Elmira. Its
wild aud picturesque attractions are second only in
reputation to those of Niagara.
Chautauqua Lake. 18 miles long, 3 miles wide; said
to be the highest navigable water on the American
continent, being 730 feet above Lake Erie and 1,290
feet higher than the Atlantic Ocean
Niagara Falls This great cataract is reached by the
direct line of the Erie Railway.
There are along the line of the road no less than

—

Avon

—

—

Ten Large Lakes, Abounding with

best

shooting

Wm.

N. Lane

having largely
prepared to enample manner.
Moderate prices and satisfactory attention guaranteed- The young bay birds are now ^oming in and
good hags safe the order of the day. Address Wm.
Lane, Good Ground Station, L. I.
Live wild geese stools for Spring and Fall shooting.
atiL 5-3mo

Fish,

and affording most delightful sport for black bass and
names are — Lakes Greenwood, Orange,
Mohonk, White, Otsego, Cayuga, Seneca, Keuka, Silpickerel. Their

ver and Chautauqua.
The following schedule will afford a partial guide to
the numerous fishing localities reached by this road:

Troixt

BUNTING.

DEPOT HOTEL, Canaan, Conn.
UNION
rooms
New,
CORBIN,
G.
II.

Lake Ros-

seau and Return only $6.

Scotia,

THE

SPORTSMEN

and TOURISTS
attention of
invited to the many attractions offered by this line,
now completed from Richmond, Ind., to Traverse
City, on Grand Traverse Bay, and to Petoskey, on
Little Traverse Bay.
The waters of the Grand Traverse region and the North Woods of Michigan are
unsurpassed, if equalled, in the abundance and great
variety of the finny tribe.
abound
in the streams, and the famous
GRAYLING, now attracting the attention of Sportsmen
everywhere, is found only in these waters. BLACK
are
BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL, and
also found in great numbers iu the many lakes and
lakelets of this territory.

1

jel'7-tOctl

of

WAY

of

Northern Michigan,
VIA GR4.KD RAPIDS A*D INDIANA RAILROAD, MACKINAW GRAND RAPIDS
AND CINCINNATI SHORT LINE.

NIAGARA.

Delighr fully located ot the mouth of Niagara River,
fourteen miles from the falls. Accessible by boat
and railway. Fine facilities for Ashing, boating and
& WA1NETT.
bathing.

,

WEDNESDAY,

Long Branch, at 7:30, 9:15, 11-45 'a at
M. For South Amboy at 6 "00vr
P -™M

River, for

STEAMERS TO

ROYAL NIAGARA HOTEL,
QUEEN'S
6

Co

Head

Tickets from Toronto to the

Attractive Route

aM

Jeff.

SPORTING REGIONS OF MUSKOEA.

ronto, and of A. P.
augl2-toctl

New

Leave

TO THE

On

oct7 It

Commencing

cepted, passing through Woodoridge, Perth
ArinW
South Amboy, Matawan, Middletown and Red Bani'

Steamers Nipissing and Wenonah

Splendid

NEW YORK AND LONG
FIVE TRAINS EACH

AND

to

the Neck duck shooting is now in order.
Boats are supplied at reasonable rates. Quail and
partridge, with hares and rabbits, abound in the woods
near by. A carriage will attend at the raiiroad and
steamboat depots to take boarders when notified.
Terms, $7 a week. Address

first-class,

ALEXANDRIA BAY,

Northern Railway from Toronto

signed

men

Jer<5<M#
""

ALL RAIL LINE BETWEEN

374 Washington

Boston.

St.,

is

Near the Rapids and Falls. Extra inducements to
families or single persons for the season. Carriages
jy7-3m
a t reasonable rates.

-TT1RONTING

Central Railroad of N.

SHOOTING.— THE UNDER-

The

NIAGARA FALLS.

YORK AND^LONa BRANCa
b

JSq-EW

W.

ing

JOHN
THOMAS SCULLY.

LAKES OF MUSKOKA.

Kinsey's Ashley House, JBarnegat Inlet.
GEESE, BRANT AND DUCKS.

THOR FALL SHOOTING ADDRESS

TUBBS' HOTEL,

THE

a

FOREST AND STREAM*

L58

JD

—

-

At

or near Soutbfields,

«
"
"

-

"
"
"
"
"

"

«<

JB^isiiiiig42 miles

«
"
"
"

52
Oxford,
Middletown, 67

76
Port Jervis, 88
Monticello, 112
Milford,
96
Otisville.

New
"

from
"

"

"
"
"
"
"

"

"

York.
"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"

.

Black Bass and Pickerel.
Sloatsburg, 36 miles from New York.
including Lakes Truxedo, Potague and Cedar Pond.
At or near Monroe. 50 miles from New York.
including Round, Long, Mombasha and Cromwell's

At or near

Ponds.
At or near

64 miles fron
Mirror Lake, is distant

The famed
At or near Otisville,
"
"

New

Florida,

Guymard,

76 miles
"
80

1

York.

mile.

from

New

"
"
"
"
"

"
"

*

York.
"
"

"
88
"
«'
*•
"
Monticello, 112
"
"
.««
"
"
Cen. Valley, 48
"
" SenecaLake, 29 1
"
"
Tickets for sale at the General Offices of the Erie
Railway Company, 124 Washington street Boston; 241,
401, 529, or 957 Broadway, New York; and 732 Chestnut street, Philadelphia. Express trains leave New
York from depot foot of Chambers street at 9 A.M.,
10:45 A. M., and 7 P.M.
*»

Port Jervis,

JNO

my20

3 fl
c-3

N

N. ABBOTT,
General Passen 1 er A gent.

U. S.

Camp Lounge Co M $

TEQT,

17.?. Circulars Free.gl"

Folds Very Small.

Price

r

400

acres of land on Currituck Sound, comprising
gome of the best points for shooting. Price low.
Particulars to be had and title deeds to be seen at
this office,
oct?'-tf

New York

The Popular Sheridan Lounge, $5 plain; $10 quilted,
is

the standard with sportsmen. Sold at Eaton <fc
Nassau st,, and E. S. Harris, 177 Broadway.

Co.'s, 102

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN

of Portland

and City

will, until October 3d, leave Boston at 8 A. M.. and
Portland at 6 P. M. every Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, for Eastport, Maine, and St. John, N. B
forwarding passengers by connecting lines to Calais,
Me., St. Andrews, Fredericton, and Shediac, N B.,
Amherst, Truro, Pictou, Digby, Annapolis, Kent-ville, Windsor, and Halifax, N. S., Summerside and
Charlotte town, P. E. I., and Hawksbury, C. B.
This is
,

A

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.
ang26-ly

^_^

ortsmen!

presenting a convenient and pleasant mode of access
to the famous hunting and fishing grounds of the
Eastern regions, at very moderate rates of fare. For
circular, \vilh. map and description of the route, apply
W. W. KILBY, Agent,
to
Commercial Wharf. Boston.
Julvl5'oOctl

Milwaukee and
Paul Railway

Chicago,
St.

Traverses a finer country, affords views of grander
scenery, and passes through more business centres
and pleasure resorts than any other Northwestern
Its forests, praiiies, lake's and streams, aboundline.
ing with game, present unequaled attractions to the
votaries of Nimrod and Walton. It is the only railway route along the valley of the Upper Mississippi.
It is also the shortest as well as best route between
the great metropolitan centres of the NorthwestChicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Minneapolis.
Track and equipment unequaled, and its trains of
palace-coaches and sleeping cars run through without
change.

New York Office, 319 Broadway.
Chicago Depot, cor. Canal & VV Madison.
Apr29-6m
City Offices, 61 aud 63 Clark St.

Hooks,

ITisIx

AND

Most Desirable Route for Sportsmen,

Your attention is called to
OIL TANNED MOC-

GOODS

CASINS,

the

thing ever

best

worn by sportsmen. No
injured by wetting and
drying— always soft and
easy to

the feet, and
of the very best of

VERY DURABLE— being made

stock in three different styles, and warranted the gen-,
nine article, different from anything before offered
Hlnstrated Circular and Price List free.

FRANK

1209

Elm

at.

GOOD,

Manchester. N. H.

Shot and Bar Lead
1808.]

[Established

Off iGBp

1

2 1 Walnut St. Philadelphia.

.

FOR NEW Whine
Springfield,

THE AMILTOXOAIN

HARTFORD,

HaVEN,

Mountains, Montreal and

intermediate points. The new and elegant steamer
C. H. Northam leaves Pier No. 25, East River, daily
(Sundays excepted) at 3, and Twenty-third street,
East River, at 3:15 P. M. A passenger train will be
in wailing on the wharf at New Haven and leave for
Springrieid and way stations on arrival of the boat.
NIGHT LINE. -Steamer kltn City leaves New
York at 11 P. M., arriving in New Haven in time for
the early morning trains. Tickets sold and bags-age
checked at. 944 Broadway, New York, and 4 Court
Apply at General Office on the
stieet, Brooklyn.
.tf
pier, or to RICHARD PECK. General Agen
.

W. MEmDEN, CQHN.
Special attention
sketches and

is

given to

first-class

DOG PORTRAITS

cut

work. Extra
to

order, by

sending photographs. JACOB GLAHN? Manager,
Formerly Supt. of Parker Bros. Engraving and OrnaFeb 11
mental Department.

For

ITlox^icla.
PHILADELPHIA. AND SOUTHERN
Mail Steamship Company's line to Savannah,
Ga., sailing every Saturday, from Pier 23, below Pine
street. Delaware River, at 10 o'clock A. M., making
close connections through to all points South. The
line is composed of the steamships JUNIATA and WYOMING. The Wyoming does not carry imssengers.
The Juniata is a favorite ship with the traveling public, having passenger accommodations of the most
superb character. She has recently been refitted and
elegantly furnished with everything requisite to the
comfort and convenience of passengers.
Families en route for FLORIDA, Georgia, Alabama,
and even as far as New Orleans, will find the Savannah route the most desirable for comfort, as well as
he most economical. Through trains of the Central
Railroad of Georgia, and Atlantic and Gulf Railroad,
Florida, leave Savannah every morning and evening.
The Florida steamers leave Savannah three days in the
week for all points on the coast.
For through passenger tickets and bills of lading to
all points in Florida, Georgia. Alabama and Tennessee, apply to WM. L. JAMES, General Agent, 416
South Delaware avenue, Philadelphia.

CAN BE NO- GREATER PorTHEREwithout
They
serious

are the on iy
defects
tability
aoio
portable boats that are equal to the very best w
Dy^ii—
ones for local use.

CANADIAN BASS WOOD CANOES.
WM. ENGLISH,

Peterbobotjgh, Canada.

POSSESS ALL
THESE CANOES
of the Indian birch canoes,

THJi

but are
°U
much stronger and faster. Weight about 60 P 0B
;;
spoils
Price at Peterborough, $25 gold. Just what
qualities

men

avnrf^m^

-eanive

'Wholesale and Retail -Dealers
IN

Magic Lantern and 100

E

t

&

H.

Slides for

ANTHONY &

$100.
CO., 591

Broadway, N. Y., opposite Metropolitan Ho.
Chromos and Frames, Stereoscopes and Views,
Graphoscopes, Megalethoscopes, Albums and Photographs of celebrities. Photo-Lantern Slides a special
Manufacturers of Photog rapine materials.
ty.
tel,

Awarded

First

Premium

at

Vienna Expos

Ad dre ss

P. O.

GRASSES, Etc.
Bos 40. New Utrecht,

, _„
ft.

Y^___

.

Revolving Cartridge Belt
FOR BREECH LOADERS.

Tb® Sportsmen's Depot.

Sold by

J0H1 KRXBEB,
Corner Second and Walnut

Srs.,

assortment of Rods,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair Trout Lines, &c.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of CaneReeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds' Eggs and Birds' Skins in great varieties.—
full

branches.

DOG

for circular.

Columbus, Ohio.

Philadelphia.

Loaders.
REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

all its

Send

Sep 30- fan

aM

SPRATT'S PATENT

all dealers.

HAYDEN BELT WORKS,

IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN
Guns, Rifles, Pistols,
Fishing* Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech

Taxidermy in

PIC-

JULEP AND BRIGHT COLORED STRAWS,
TURE FRAMES, NATURAL DIED

tion.

au5-iy

Has constantly on hand a

Shooting Property for Sale.

AN UNDIVIDED INTEREST IN

Company's Steamers

BISCUITS.

4-ly

Kay Shot Concentrating

Cartridge.
Loa^

No creasers, turners, or topwads required. c
per
in half the time usually required. Fifty
better distribution and greater penetration
Send to your gun dealer for sample.
jl^—-

^

•

'

-

__

a TTUNTERS AND SPORTSMEN^
but

XI

^

pr-oYigJ-J
Do not get lost any more,
yu
selves with a true compass and timekeeper
io t
'*
pocket. 1 ' Sent to any address,
J:
of $1.
2,018, Philadelp&a.-

'P^^i^bld

oct7-3t

t

P.O. Box

"

FOREST AND STREAM.
^u H&enml

\$ofLtnmm% §aads.

159
'tBcelhmong,

\i£tt\hn$&n%.

Tennessee State

ETT&

S

clerk

a:tndi£1l,w
48 Maiden

SECOND ANNUAL MEETING
AT
I

MEMPHIS,
OCTOBER

25th, 26th,

Prizes,

ING.

OCTOBER

and

©2 Nassau

St.,

26th

jtfth.-,-

TRAP SHOOT-

and 27th.—BENCH SHOW
Premiums, $500 in cups.

OP

W.

A.

WHEATLEY,

Secretary,

DUNCKLEE'S CAMP STOVES.
The

Newton,

Kennel,

finest strain of

young Pointers and

N.

Setters for

;

Mar

11

CAMP-LOUNGES.

$12 per pair.

SETTERS FOR SALE.
.DOGS, 1 BITCH, PUPPED MAY
Q
out of Puss, by imp. Gordon and
O
have owned the strain from which
Lav erick Bob.

New

Agents for

a Specialty.
Lawrence Pishing Co.

or Rabbit

Hounds.

of nutritive bone and muscle making material,
and is the only portable food for dogs made in this
country. Put up in packages of 10, 25, and 100 pounds,
and warranted not to spoil in any climate. Price,
10c. per

BRED,
setters

teed to he first-class dogs. L.
bell's Station, Guernsey Countv,

sale.

Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,

C

OF

.

ber Clothing-, &a.
Game Ventilating Pockets.

IRISH SET-

SALE— A BRACE OF YERY

SU-

perior thoroughbred, staunch, well-broken setbroken to work together; good retrievers; should

For particulars address H.

this office.

TT10R

S., at

octl4

SALE-A SPLENDID LOOKING

.U
ied and white setter dog, two years old, very
ambitions and well to mind; will be sold cheap for
want of use Apply to PH. H. REINECK, 22 Jackson street, New York city.
'oct7-lt

Scotch Beer Hounds for Sale.

T HAYE

FIYE DOG WHELPS

OF

_L August 26. Sired by Kirk; bred from General
Custer's stock by the late Hon. K. C. Barker, Detriot,
outof Daisy. Sue was by Mr. R. Hoe, Jr.'s, imported
Spring, out of Fanny, bred by the late Hon. K. C,
Barker from his old sto^k Price, boxed and delivered at express office at six weeks old, $25 each. Will
sell Daisy after whelps are weaued
1?rice $50.
.

OAKLEIGH THORNE,

-

Mii lbrook, N. Y.

oct7-tf

A BRACE
WANTED.—
thoroughbred,

OF

YERY

superior,
well broken getters
(dog and bitch); must not be over two years old; full
pedigree must be given; state price, where and when
they can be seen. Address B. G. HUGHES. Lock
Box I. Camden, N. J.
Sep.30 4t

SALE —A
FORmatched

BEAUTIFUL, WELL-

brace of highly bred setter pups, Enand Gordon cross. "Address ARTIST, West
Meriden, Conn.
glish

TFEIVRY GARDNER, M.

HAS CONSTANT-

D.,
11 -"on hand and for saie, medicines adapted to
the cure of all diseases. Dealer in sport ng dogs of
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable compensation.
No. Ill South Fifth ave., N. Y.
Oct 22
-

LY

of

all

kinds.

Manufactured and Imported by

lOl &

DRAB DUCK, CORDUROY,
FUfeTIAfY, REFELLArVT
BLUE BEAVER and FRIEZE.
Wading Boots, Fishing- Stockings, Rub-

All guaran-

THOMSON'S FISHING AND HUNTING SUITS,
best quality of water-proof duck, light tan color,
especially adapted for concealment in blinds or sedge
grass or for approaching game in the woods. Light,
durable and very cheap.
English style; extra
pocket
back for cartridges. Entire suit," $15.

m

Senlfi-lm

ters;

And Sportsmens' goods

TRAVELING,

No. 1,762

not bo separated.

other fishing.

ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.
BREECH AND MUZZLE LOADING GUNS,

AND

Kennel Club Stud Book
(for full pedigree see Forest and Stream, ^o. 1 of
Vol.5). Shot was imported in 187 f for breeding purposes, and now, having se.vet.al litters by him. i wish
to exchange for a Laverack dog or bitch with pedigree approved by Forest and Stream. Address W.
i.. HARRIS, Lock Box 41, Lawrence, Kan.

FOR

ifnd

FISHING,

for nieht shooting and fishing, running rapids, lighting camp, etc.; the best li^ht ever invented. $6 25.

R. MORKIS, CampseplGtf
Ohio.

THOROUGHBRED

ter Shot.

OF THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.

HUNTING,

Jack Lamp,

To Exchange.

THE

Rods, Heels, Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets,
Baits, Fish Hooks, &c.

FOR

pound.

THOROUGHLY BRO-

and pointers for

most complete

PULLEN,

Littleton, Halifax Comity, N.

PURE
ken

dealers and sportsmen a

Fishing Tackle,

GARMENTS

par' iculars, ad-

B. B.

dress
Sepl6-<t

and prompt attention.

assortment of

Moth-proof

Made

London, Conn.

For

ful

We offer to

AND

SALE.— FIVE THOROUGHBRED

FORFox

The

Cuttyhunk Bass Lines

Barnegat, &c.
Orders by mail will receive care-

Eved Needles

4-2P

style

of Extra quality.
Parties fitted ont for the Adirondacks, the
Maine Woods,
Lake Superior, Newport, Cuttyhunk, Pasque Island, West Island,

Sole Importers of Warrin's Celebrated Drilled
"the St.

American Bog* Biscuit^

Walnut Grove Farm,
S epl6-4t

"Mullaly's" Patent Flies.

New

appropriate Tackle for the

•

HAMMOND,

T.

Parties fitted out with

for four persons, 7. 6. squara, weighs 15 lbs.; Can
be packed in knapsack. Price $10. Ten feet square
for six persons, $15.

I

Puss descended for twelve years, and. do not know its
superior. Bob is a prize do?, and was imported by
Price $25. Also 2 dogs
J. Lawrence, of Boston.
and 2 bitches, pupped July 26th, 1875, out of Chesapeake duck retriever, Rose, by thoroughbred dog AlPrice $20. Also liver and white pointer, 1«
bert
mouths old, out of Pan by Shot: has been in hands
of trainer for one yectr, and is thoroughly broken.
Price $100. Pedigrees and particulars on application.

GARD

of Split Bamboo (new this
season). Voui Hofe's Rubber steel
Pivot, Click and Salmon Reels.
The celebrated "Frankfort" Reel,
&c, &c. Sole manufacturers of

Rocky Mountains and Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
the Adirondacks, &c, &c.
Split Bamboo, Trout and Salmon Rods and Reels

CAMP TENTS,

2?th, 1875,

r

made

H HOOKS.

folded is about the size of an ordinary shawl
strapped. A light, durable, compact, and comfortable couch. Sent by express C. '>. D., $5, including
side and supporting sticks at the head. Just the thing
for the camp or lawn.

Pontiac, Michigan,

tf

M'Giimis Black BassEods

every Variety and Style of

S

fishing.

Price $5.

When

W. H BLiDMMITT,

an23

F1

Salmon

cupies a space of 12x12x20 inches.

FERRETS.— I HAVE TEN MORE FERrets ready: splendid fellows;

Pi ice$15.

Those desiring something light and durable for
camping purposes will find this stove exactly right;
weighs only 25 pounds; will cook for ten persons.
The ware consists of Kettle, Tea iSettie, Coffee Pot,
Fry-pan, round Tin Pan, two square Pans, Dipper,
Gridiron, Tent Collar, and eight feet Funnel Stove
Pioej, with oven that will roast 15 pounds beef, all of
which nests and packs inside of stove, which only oc-

J.

Dogs boarded and cared for in the best manner
sale.
Pedigrees guaranteed. dogs broken
at $5 per month.
for $50.

And

$20.00
6.00

and

Bamboo

THE FAMED

LINEN AND COTTON LINES,

SILK,

HOLABIRD'S CELEBRATED SUITS.

Strip Split

for Trout

TROUT, SALMON AND BASS RODS.

Waterproof and Mildew proof, complete
"
"
Wading Jackets

Breeding

Six

Every variety of Salmon and Trout Flies, and Hooks
on Gut. Cutty Hunk and Pasque Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Braided Silk Lines, every size and quality of

Memphis, Tenn.

sep9-td

Co.)

St, N. Y,

On hand the largest, and best assortment ever exhibited in the United States. They particularly call
attention to their

bo furnished to

full details will

applicants.

&

Invite the attention of amateurs
to the additions they have made to
their regular stock of Fine Goods,
comprising in part

Tackle,

Fishinar

and 30rh.— FIELD TRIAL.
OCTOBER
Premiums, $1,300 cash, and $450 in cups, donated by
Forest and Stream, Bod and Gun, and Turf, Meld
and Farm.
Programmes, with

co.

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

28th, 29th,

all

,&>

L,ane, N. Y;

Tenn.

$3,500 cash.

FIELD DOGS.

(Successors to J. C. Conroy

SUCCESSORS TO

.

HEGEMAN'S PORTABLE CANVAS BOATS
BOND'S METALLIC BOATS.
MILES JOHNSON'S PIGEON TBAPS-Price,

Illustrated Price List

The most complete

GEO.

and Samples

list

C.

it.

HENNLNG,

Hart's Metallic Shells.
The

best shell ever offered to

sportsmen.

All sizes

and

and

Cliallc

!FisliAiig-

X^ines.

AND TROUT FLY RODS.

GREENHEART WOOD a specialty.
FINE ROD MOUNTINGS.

Full line of Tackle for Brook, River and Sea Fishing.
Agents for John James & Sons celebrated Fish
hooks and Needles.
SILVER. MEDAL awarded by the FRANKLIN
INSTITUTE, 1874, "for SUPERIOR DUALITY and
FINISH of RODS and TACKLE."
Aprl-6m

$6.

1

"The Ampersand.
COLYIN'S CANVAS BOAT.
The 'most complete portable boat constructed. The
largest size weighs but, 12 pounds.
Can be packed in
space of less than half cubic foot.
reach of all.
1, 8 feet, weight 8 pounds
2, 10 feet, weight 10 pounds
3, 12 feet, weight 12 poun ds
sepQ

street, Philadelphia.

Manufacturers of

The celebrated

Moccasins, Oil Tanned,
$3, $5 50

503 and 505 Commerce

FINE BASS

on hand and made to order.
for the woods; three different styles.

A. B. Shipley & Son

C.

HOLABIRD'S

$14 per pair.

Fishing Tackle.

free.

ever published. Send for

410 Seventh Street,
WASHINGTON, D.

Apr £9 ly

DUANE ST.. (near
New York.-

103

Broadway)

Prices within

No.
No.
No.

'"

J.

$25 00
32 00
40.00

Crook & Co.,

B.

Manufactubeks and Importers of

J

F!oJ)ert Rifles.

LITTLE NOISE. PERFECTLY SAFE.
Sighted and ready for use. $10, $12, $10. Just
arm for first lessons by Young Auaerica in acquiring the requisite skill for a position in '.he Rifle Team,
and mre death to cats in the back yard.
sep9
The Phoenix Single Barrel Breech Loader.
12 gauge.
Uses either Ely's paper, or Hart's me
tallic shells.
Just the article J or young sportsmen

£50

the

Fulton

St., 3V.

Y.

m una couuiry
Green Heart Rods.

N. B.--dole manufacturers
celebrated
for Trout,

of the

Bass and Salmon.

$18.00.
Special attention paid to selection of guns for gentlemen at a distance by an expert and an old sports
-

man.

TRIP TO ENGLAND,

Bogardus' r¥ew Book, "Trip ro England."
With how guns are made and hints to sportsmen.
Price 50 cents.
Sole agent in New York city for J. H. Batty, IT. S.
Taxidermist. N. A. birds and eggs for collectors.
Buck's heads, and game birds a specialty. Orders
filled with dispatch.
We furnish every article necessarv for the outfit of
sportmen in the camp or field. Goods sent everywhere by express. Remit only by draft, Post Office
order, or registered letter to

:

paid from the author, CAPT.
Elkhart, jjOgan countv, HI.

AMERICAN NEWS

P. O.

Box 5,109.
No.

102

Sportsmen's Emporium,

Nassau

New York

street,

<^oo;o
s
AMATEUR

BANE,

C.

Ever Offered

W.
je 1 "

LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN.
Solid Breech Snap Action.
EASIEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAFE FROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.
Muzzle Loaders Altered
my27

™

to

Breech Loaders

HUNGER'S
™ A AND

TRAPPPR'S ILLUSPRACTICAL GUiDE-Gunning

o„ Snooting; making and using traps,
and Rifle
snares
and nets: baits and .baiting; preserving, stretching
dressing, tanning, and dyeing skins and furs, fishing
,

etc.

With

fifty

engravings.

20

cents.

Manual, 50c. Dog Training, 25c.
by mail
JESSE HANEY & CO
.

New York.

Taxidermist's

Of booksellers or
.

,

119

Nassau

street

Bep 9-8t

BOGARDUS,

CO.. Agents, 119 Nassau

street.

H.

HOLABIRD,

Valparaiso, In d.

Tlie Piseco
Loader, Crimper and Cap Expelier.
A LL DEVICES NECESSARY FOR

-£A-

loading or re-loading shells of two calibres
combined in one instrument. Avoids the necessity
of cutting or shortening the shell for light loads:
needs no wooden table or bench to fasten it to while
in use. Can be taken to pieces by removing one
screw with a jack knife, and stows in a gun case.
Malleable castings, nickel plate finish. Complete for
two gauges. Price $10, boxed.
BROS. & CO., 96 Liberty street.
jel7-6m
I

WALTON

by the same author. A practical book of information
and instructions concerning game birds, their haunts
and habits, and the most effective methods of their
pursuit, with the correct system of using the dog and
gun
One volume. 12mo, fancy stamped cloth, with
steel portrait of the author, and an engraving of his
champion medal, 400 pp.. price $2. Address

CAPT.

A. H. BOGARDUS,
Elkhart, Logan connty. 111.

Sepl6-tf

SPORTSMAN

to the
Write for illustrated catalogue.

MANUFACTURER OF THE

A. H.

FIELD, COYER AND TRAP SHOOTING,

City.

The best, the cheapest, and most desirable

JOSEPH

containing a nar-

rative of the visit to Croat Britain of Bogardus and
his matches in England, I; eland and Wales, with the
leading shots there, and the winning of the championship badge of the world by him, giving complete
scores and other details; embracing also an account
of the great International Rifle match, with illustrations of American and English styles of shooting,
championship badge, Loriilard badge, portrait of the
author, etc., 181 pp. price fifty cents, to be had post-

-TRlfl
gia

BOO

l! Oil 08 .formation about Geor-

or "Florida should subscribe for the

Morning

News, published at Savannah, Ga. Daily, $10; Weekly, $2 per annum.
Advertisers desiring customers in
these States should use its columns. It is the best paper in the Southeast. Specimen copies sent on receipt
of Scents
Address J. H. ESTILL. Savan nah, Ga.

SALE— A SHARP'S RIFLE, also a
FOR
WHITNEY DOUBLE BARRELED SHOT GUN

breech loaders and fresh from the factories, havin^
never Deen fired. Will be sold (for want of 'use) at
one-ihird less than manufacturers' prices. For parcularsaddress P. O. Box 3. Syracu se, N. Y. au'^S-tf
all

1

FOR

SALE.— A SPLENDirTBR^ECH

Loading, Express

Rifle,

made by E. M. Reily &
now offered at
H. SMITH, at

Co. London; cost 80 guineas.gold; is
$125; sold for want of use. Address
this office.

j lX2i

j

FOREST AND STREAM.

160

CHAS. GREEN,

Breech

Breech Loading Shot Guns.
The

strongest and

Shooting qualities

first-class.

action as new guns. Send for circular and
No. 3 V* est Main street, Rochester, N. Y.

list,

Apr

8-fim

&

W.

SCOTT & SONS

C.

Gnus

Shot

Rifle Combined.
Kepeatin^,

Gun and

Shot

Revolvin^j
Derringer

SEND
For Treatise

Ves

and

ON

Shooting,
Catalogue'
Illustrat'd

Pocket Pistols.

Itifle

GARTRIES,

REMINGTON & SONS,
^S 1 aad 28.3 Broadway.
P.

Genuine Breech Loaders.
WINNERS OF THE GUN TRIAL OF

O.

Box 3994.

WESTERN BRANCH,

1873.

Report of Gun Trial sent on application.

ILION,

Also ail other makes:— Greener, Westley Richards,
Webley, Remington. Moore, &c.
A genuine Scott Muzzle Loading Gun. $25 np.
Maynard, Ballard, Remington and Sharp's Rifles.
'•
Ballard's breech loading Sporting Rifles $18!!"
Bogardus New Book— 50 oeutw, by mail.
£HussevV Gyro Trap, for shooting practice.
Pine Fishing ttods and Tackle.
Fine Bronze Yacht Ouus on mahogany carriages,
Complete, as furnished the New York and Boston
Yacht Sauadrons. SEND FOR CIRCULARS.

HERRLYIER

State

Chicago,

street,

III.

CO., N. Y.

71Q Market street,

O

This Vest affords the best arrangement yet invented for carry,
ing cartridges.
The weight 9
i

so evenly distributed that it
scarcely felt.
Cartridges can
with the heads down
carried

head up the weight, of the shot often forces the wad forward, when
bad shooting is the result.
In

aie prepared

to

fill

all

Celebrated Breeeh Loading Shot Guns-- Unoqualled in Fine

5th,

314

Work

TAYLOR

Box 4,448.

f

Manufacturers of Fine Guns and

Have now in store an extensive assortment of Breech Loading Shot Guns, made by JAMES PURDEY, E.
M. REILLY& CO., WESTLEY hlUHARDS, W. & C. SCOTT & SON, P. WEBLEY" & SON, W. W.
GREENER, and a large variety of cheaper grades. Also bueech loading-, central fire, double rifles,
and rifle and shot guns of superior quality. Implements, ammunition, and all other articles appertaining
to Breech or Muzzle Loading Fire-arms generally. Illustrated Circular sent by mail when requested.

Pattern

<& CO.,
««..

•

$o0 $lfW

oftsnjeads

i.

5

"

'

*

'

'

'

'

\

ETRATIOIY

fortune.

Send for a copy of the Wall Street Review and
Pamphlet, showing the various methods of operaBankers and Brokers,
ting. J. HICKL1NG <fc CO
Dec 23
72 Broadway. N Y.

•X«
SS w.

5f.V

HIGHEST PEN-

Yorfe.

to

Rifles.

*

.

U^k

6,40

yards.

Bankers,

&>w

12 Bore,

1 1-8 'No.

AT

$>10 5

chest.

made by

our Close- Shooting

$4;

1-5,

orders. Circulars sent
for Spanish Bank

Hull

* I

the

MTRiGBum;

manfchip and Material.

Made \vy James 3?iur«ley
1-Q Oxford street, London, Eng-land.

Governments, &c.

P. O.

around

$7.50.

IN THE MARKET.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

upon application. Highest price paid
bills,

PRICE

AGENTS FOR THE

Drawings take place every seventeen Days.

We

measurement

send

ordering
s

reduced the prices of tickets as follows:
1-10,

of great impor-

when brass shells are used
when carrying them with the

as

and

IMPORTANT

$10; h $5;
$2; 1-20 $1.

in

WARRANTED THE BEST

For the coming drawings, commencing January
i,

is

is

be

tance

AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE

Mrs. J. H. SL4CK,
Bloomsbury, N. J.

Whole, $20;

which

this vest,

Philadelphia,

OF BROOK

HAVANA LOTTERY.
NOTICE.
we have

HOLABIRDS Shooting SUITS,

Union Metallic Cartridge Company's Ammunition,

Trout; also Salmon Trout, Black Bass,
everything pertaining to fish culture.
Price lists sent upon application to

oci7-lm

"^

DIXON8 dk HA WKSLE Y'S SHOOTING TACKLK
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS
BUSSEY'S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP
WITH CASE. AND 100 BIRDS.
Black*s Patent Cartridge Vest,

Troutdale Fish Ponds.
ETC.,

&

WEBLEY &

JOS.C.GRUBB&CO

1

QPA.WN, FRY,

for the following celebrated makers*
SONS (winners at the Interna
C. SCOTT
Gnn Trial of 1873); J. P. CLABROUflTT *
BRO.; P.
SONS, and WESTiLhl
IP*

W. &

tional

RICHARDS.

237

Armory and Manufactory,

AGENTS:

1 £$ Faneuil Hall Sq. , Boston.

GTJNS

AND

LOADERS.

Same

BREECH LOADING
a SPECIALTY.

Barreled

Single

and

Double

'

IV

ALSO

most durable snap action made.

MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
price

SCHUYLER. HARTLEY & GRAHAM
19 Maiden Lane, 20 & 22 John street
V

TARGET
Loading* UHless.

MILITARY, SPORTING, HUNTING AND

Manufacturer of

FIELD TRIAL

m

'"kj/k

^-

'

•

*

.

.

.

•

1875.

,

.

MUZZLE LOADERS
CONVERTED INTO BREECHLOADERS,
and

ON THE MOST APPROVED PRINCIPLE,
all kinds of BREECH LOADING work effected.

Mortimer & Kirkwood,
24

Dittmar Powder

ELM

Street, Boston,

Mass

Manufacturing'

Letter A, showing solid head; b b showing nickel anvils for Berdan Primer, Ely's central
Company's caps.

tallic

Hart's

Endorsed by the leading sportsmen in the United States, and pronounced superior to anything now offered
A full description of Shells and Patent Loaders with prices, may be obtained from any of the
leading sportsmen's depots ihrongnout the country. Manufacturers of Aluminum, Ceiluloid, and German liGEO. E. HART
CO., Newark, N. J.
ver Reels for Trout, Salmon, and Bas* fishing.

&

HARRISON,

P. S.

may

Agent.

From Captain Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot

Eor use as Military Pontoons, Life Boats, Lighters,

wool with canvas

^rQTABLE

far

Also for Sportsmen,
Tourists, Trappers, Exploring Expeditions, Parties
Camping Out, &c. These

I

vefcsels.

NEPONSET, MASS.

objections that
I have succeeded in overcoming all
raised to the kind of Sporting Powder

:

and perfectly portable
boats will admit of the
very
roughest usage.
light, strong and durable
frame of ash or other tough
safe

cover,

and

of

freight

as

other

For descriptive circuand price list, address as

Fishing Pants,
Leggings and Boots,
BLANKETS,
RUBBER CAMP
COMPLETE

Sporting& Camping Outfits

goods.

mm

lar

hove.

AND
Iudia Rubber Goods of Every Description.

mav have been

.previously manufactured by me. By an entnely new
process, and with the assistance of new machinery, I
am now able to make the grains as hard as those of

Black Powder, thus avoiding the great compressibiland allowing an even
ity of the kind first introduced,
loading every time. In addition to the greater density
the great raobviated
of the new powder, I have also

There is now no fear of overloadNo necessity for any special directions for use,
ing
simply use it like Black Powder, ai.d use the same
pidity of ignition.

quantity i)i bulkThe po.vder can

now be usel from an

ordinary
of powder can be used

The same kind
for both Shot Guns and Rifles. The sizes and numare the same *s those for black powgrain
the
bers for
The Medium size is best adapted for general
der
purposes, the largest size for small bores, and the fipowder flask.

nest size for large bores.
Every package of the new powder bears my signaNone genuine without it.
ture
kind, and all conI manufacture none of the old
nection with my former agency, the so-called Dittmar
Powder Co. is at an end. Please address all orders
tome Any letters unanswered or orders not filled
eince September 1st will be immediately attended to
me. I will exchange,
if parties will please re- vrite to
when requested, any of my powder bought before that
kind.
date for the new
Powder,
Mv best thanks to the friends of my New
me to make
who have by their kind suggestions helped
of
its
complete
doubt
no
have
it perfect, so that I now
V| A K.
(AK1; 1)1
enci'PM
"

I

CO.,

THE

Orange Sporting Powder.

POWDER

HAZARD

CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

GUNPOWDER.
Hazard's "Electric" Powder.
to 5 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point of
(fine)
Nos. 1
strength ana cleanliness. Packed in square canisters of 1 lb. only.

TBAP

aEIOOTER'S flEFEHEE
CONTAINS THE

Rulesfor Pigeon Shooting
all of the prominent Gun Clubs of the United
States and Canada, including the Rules of the Hurlngham and London (English) Gun Clubs. Price 50
For sale by Gunsmiths everywhere, and at
,cents.
ithe office of Forest and Stream, or mailed on receipt
of price by CHAS. SUYDAM, Publisher, 149 ChamSept 2tf
bers street, New York City,

of

strongest and cleanest Powder made. Nos. 1
to 7, packed only in sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
sizes especially are recommended to owners of fine
breech-loading guns, giving great penetration with

very slight

recoil.

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,
5.

For water fowl. "Very strong and clean. Nos. 1 to
Packed in metal kegs of 6i lbs. each, and in canis
1 and 5 lbs.

tersof

AUDUBON POWDER,

8 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and 6} lb.
fine grain, quick and clean, for upland and
kegs.
Well adapted to short guns.
prairie shooting.
1 (fine) to

A

Hazard

s

5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
Burns slowly and very
lb. kegs.
clean, shooting remarkably close, and with great
and water shooting
forest
field,
For
penetration.
equally services
it ranks any other brand, and it is
blefor muzzle or breech loader.

Nos.

1

Very quick. For woodcock and quail Nos. 1 to 4.
Packed in metal kegs of 12£ lbs. and 6J lbs., and in
pound canisters.

ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,

"Duck Shooting."

(fine) to

and 6i and 12*

•

Hazard's "Rentucky Rifle."
FFFG, FFG, and "Sea Shooting" FG, in kegs

of 25
is also

and 6i lbs. and cans of 5 lbs. FFFG
packed in 1 and i lb. canisters. Burns strong ana
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands
for ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting" FG
is the standard Jiijle powder of the country.
12*,

Wilis

ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,
The

Hazard's "American Sporting."
Nos.

lbs., 12£ lbs.,

Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25
and 6J lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and

\ pound.
All of the above give high velocities

nam than

and

less resia-

any other brands made.

LAFLIN &

RAND POWDER Co.,
21 Park Row, N.

Y.

DER: ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,

GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POWOF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.

Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.

of dealers, or of the Company's agents in every prominent city, or wholesale at

Eggs, Fry, Yearlings, «&c. of Brook Trout, Saln»on Trout, Salmon, White Fish, <fcc.
Also Bass, Gold Fish, Silver Fish, and stock for
Aquaria, Wire Cloth, Hatching Trays, Patent Spawn-

office,

__,.

8@ Wall Street, IVe-w York,
,

r

S.

COLLINS,

Lj^

Lottery
to every Seven

TicJcets,

2097 Prizes of
^'ffiSn
1 Prize of
KSn
Igjg
1 Prize of
1 Prize of
5ffl
2 Prizes each of
ftSw
*"#£
4 Prizes each of
5
12 Prizes each of
'|J{,
473 Prizes each of
mi.wg
a/cmw
Circulars with full information sent free,
for sale and prizes cashed by P. O. DEVLIW, *J*
tioner and General Agent. SOLibertv BtreetJSte*^^

$10 to $1,000 S%i ™"vl
bridge &
n

Pamphlet

month.

or«.9Wq11

Rfr*»pt..

M.

free.

V

Co.. »•>»

Turn

The Goss Revolving CartridgeHoIder
/CARRIES PAPER OR METALLIC
\J SHELLS, either end up, revolves on cem
slides, weighs but U pounds, and is only H "£
lcM
so as to

^

(Opposite Astok House .)

A.

M AIDEN LAKE,

Only 16.000 Tickets— One Prize

wide. Holders flare at top
XjZme.
the shells, and, being ela^ic, securely clasp ""*;--*.
exeeis
For ease of action and rapid Bhooting it
thing of The kind invented.
PRICE, C. O. D., $6.50.
loosew&r
In ordering, give the size of shells and a
rr an
nrement outside of vest.
_, ..

^

i

The above can be had

27

for Price List.

Havana

.a

The best for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g, FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest and
most used.

Send

Proprietor.

ing Races, and everything pertaining to fish culture.

N.

v 22-1 v

SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.

our

RIFLE.

PRICE LISTS, &c, QN APPLICATION TO
24 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
72 ST. JAMES STREET, LONDON.

INDIA RUBBER

can be folded in one-eighth
space, for transportation, ° nd
buggy,
carried in a light
w^gon, Horseback, or by single person, and can be tmfolded ready for use in three
minutes' time. Boats shipped
by express anywhere, same
rate

A

MUCH

MUZZIHOADIflG

of America.

HEGEMAN'S PATENT PORTABLE FOLDING BOAT.
Dingies, Dorys, on board
Steamers, Yachts, and *ther

BLASTING POWDERS, &c,

13 ly

and .450 Bore.

.300, .400

IfcXGOBY'S Oele*>x-ated

Messrs. George E. Hart & Co.,
Gentlemen- -The fifty shells I received from yon to-day suit me better than any I have ever used. They
are stronger and better in every respect, and I shall use them in all my shooting^hereafter. Yours truly.
A. H. Bqjsardus.

Co.,

II

Union Me-

or

to the public.

MANUFACTURERS OF

CAUL MTTMAll'S

fire

Sportsman's Favorite Metallic Shells.

S.

aOSS. Neosho_FalK^l-

ff
EXPLANATORY CIRCULAR
in

(1 tfj

i«
I W
invested
Stock Privileges has paid and
will pay Large Profits. Railroad
Stocks, Bonds and Gold bought
pnfl
on Margins. Interest Six Per <T
Ceut. allowed on deposits sub- $\JV"*
«„
ject to sight draft.
«•• JO
Co., Bankers and Brokers,
Buckwaiter

how $10

TO $500

$

|

CM

CDCC
inLL

&

Wall

Street, flfew York.

_^

—

Terms, Five Dollars a Year.
Ten Cents a Copy.

NEW

>

)
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For Foivst and Stream.

^HmblingB

in 0rqgan.
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lit.

This is situated on the Willamette River, and has a
population of 5,000. It is one of the most picturesque
cities on the continent, as every dwelling house is surrounded by a pretty flower garden, and often by shade

The surrounding country

is highly cultivated, and
the place a very interesting appearance. Salem
contains several good public buildings, the most important
being the penitentiary, an octagonal structure with three
radiating wings.
It cost about $160,000— no small sum

this gives

Oregonians to pay. It is a model institution in
every manner, and tlie unfortunate inmates who are domiciled within its walls are as well cared for as the law will
for the

A

permit.

Capitol building

is

now

in process of construc-

and when finished will be a plain, substantial, and
unpretending edifice of the Roman order of architecture.
tion,

The
of

Legislature has heretofore held its sessions in a couple
in the second story of a shop, but now that the

rooms

State

is

not care to occupy their simple apartments any longer.
Perhaps none of the galaxy said to form the Union has had
her laws prepared at such little cost as Oregon. When
first

organized into a Territory, after the vacation of the

Hudson Bay Company, the members of the Legislature were
allowed $1 25 per day. They had to board themselves, but,
being indifferent to the Grundies, they found this an easy
matter, as they provided themselves with food and prepared
a wigwam of boughs or tents, where they rested after the
They were primitive people in
severe toil of the debate.
those days; a fact which is attested by their simple mode
of life and the instructions they gave the gentleman whom
they honored with the title of Judge of the Supreme
Court, for he was told to "do as he liked until he could
get the New York statutes." He proved to be a Rhadamanthus, for though his justice was often incompatible
with the wordy tomes of his prototypes elsewhere, yet it
was founded on natural laws, and, as such, gave satisfacWhen the Territory became a State the pay of the
tion.
legislators was increased to $3 per diem, and that of the
Governor from naught to $1,500 per annum. I witnessed
a night session of the Oregon House of Representatives,
and a more mirth-loving party it would be difficult to find,
judging from their actions. The speaker's chair was occupied by a witty member of the "Third House," and beneath him sat grouped the Solons of the State, who, amid
much hilarity, debated hypothetical questions. Whenever
the decision of the Chair was needed, and it seemed to be
every minute, the worthy functionary who represented
that wooden authority referred to the patent office reports
or to an old almanac for instruction, and read from them
with much gravity something about a new bolt, or facts
about onions. The debate was becoming fast, furious, and
provokingly personal, when a "message from the Governor," announced by a very small page, brought the
assemblage to order and caused a resumption of the regular
business, much to the regret of the audience that packed
every cranny of the room, and even disputed their seats
with members. Such scenes may not represent in a worthy
manner the dignity of statesmen, yet it was thoroughly
characteristic of pioneer life in its hilarious freedom.
Salem was settled by the missionaries of the Methodist
church, sent out to instruct the Indians in 1840-1. The
country was theu British territory— at least it was governed by a British monopoly, the Hudson Bay Company—
and from the time these pilgrims settled in the then unknown Oregon they were the most determined foes of all
English intrusion, and did more than any class to have the
State annexed to the United States, principally through the
But for their labors, and
influence of Senator Benton.
those of the hardy pioneers who followed them, the whole
of the Pacific coast west of the Rocky Mountains and
north of California would to-day acknowledge the English
standard a* its flag. The diplomatic correspondence which

known

.

known in the Atlantic States; yet it is fully capable of imparting a thorough literary or medical education. It has a
large corps of teachers in every department— although the
building is rather small, and as ungainly a mass of brick as
one would care to behold—who occupy recognized positions in the classical and scientific world.

From Salem

I

went

to

Oregon

City, thirty-eight miles

further south, a town which one would take for another
Sleepy Hollow.. The scenery in the vicinity has the elements of the picturesque, and this relieves the place of its
monotony for a brief period. High walls of augitic basalt

extend along the rear of the city and crowd it towards the
To reach the summit of these bluffs, wooden stairs
wind around them and terminate in a ledge of broken
The entire region in this neighborhoed is of ignescoria.
ous origin, hence the forests are very heavy, and the soil
is unproductive, except where alluvial deposits exist along
This basaltic formation loses its
the course of streams.
individuality to the south, and is supplanted by argillaceous
The Willamette Falls are in close
shales and schists.
proximity to the city. These have a height of thirty-eight
river.

feet,

the

classes, a fact

ground, that the most exalted in the city have
own efforts from obscurity, and, being known
to all the old inhabitants, any pluming with stilted pretence would become a matter of ridicule. The people, as
a body, are much colder and more sedate than those of
California, and also lack the frankness and electrical buoyancy of the latter. This frigidity must be the result of
climate, as both classes are composed of the same material
yet, while those of the more southern region are easily
aroused, and prompt to undertake any scheme that promises even the most shadowy results, their northern kindred
never yield to excitement, and indulge in no speculations
that do not give an emphatic indication of success; hence
they bear an excellent name in the marts of the East and
Europe. Their social pleasures, are, like other characteristics, founded on moderation and quietude.
Receptions
ciple, or

risen

and the British kingdom. The greater portion of its trade
with the latter, as several London houses have branch

establishments there for the purpose of dealing in grain,
canned salmon, hides and other products. It exported
products valued at one million dollars to England last year,
as much more to other countries, while its exports to
domestic ports must have been at least three times these
sums. This would make the total annual exports amount
to eight million dollars, and this is a close approximation.
Considering that the white population of the Stale does
not exceed one hundred thousand, this is a very good show-

and

by

their

and parties at private residences are much rarer than in the
East, and large mixed assemblies are still rarer.

ing, and one which reflects credit on the people, as it
proves them to be both enterprising and industrious. The
latter qualities are evident from the fine warehouses and
mercantile establishments which grace the city, while the
general thrift of the citizens is proved by the many elegant
private residences of the wealthy and the neat cottages of
the poorer classes. No signs of poverty display themselves, for the lowliest laborer receives liberal wages, and
The latter is certainly
is generally in regular employment.
and
socially
morally, than his
individual,
higher
a much
kindred in Eastern cities, as he has a better opportunity for
the display of his manhood, the rules of caste not being
Even the Chinese popso arbitrary as they are elsewhere.
ulation, which is comparatively large, seems more contented than that of San Francisco. This is largely due to

Much

paid td beautifying the city, hence
admirable order, and in Summer
they have a charming aspect, as they are shaded by the
broad, rich leaves of the white maple and perfumed by the
flowers of acacias. The scenery around it is wild, as the
country is covered with firs, above which loom, in the east,
the gigantic snowy peaks of Hood, St. Helens, Adams, and
the Three Sisters, while the Willamette River, which
courses on to join the Columbia, is seen in the foreground.
attention

is

the streets are kept in

——_

;

John Mortimer Murphy,

^ »»

—Schroeder's air ship, now

the fact that the prejudice against race, which is so active
in the southern city, is unknown in Portland, or if it is

occupy a

all

of academies,

distinctions of political and religious
creeds are, as a rule, obliterated, yet coteries rather than
broad social gatherings seem to be the most prevalent form
of uniting the people for an evening's pleasure.
Democracy is the ruling social penate, on the very natural prin-

is

Celestials

number

petty, childish little

It has a population of about 13,000, and is
of its citizens.
probably the richest city of its size in the world. It holds
commercial intercourse with the South American republics, the islands of the south Pacific, the Oriental nations,

The

and admirably
Education receives a large share

large, well-furnished,

the education of both sexes, all of excellent reputation.
Society in Portland is cosmopolitan, but not so much so
as in cities of equal size in California; and, although these

communication on the river is uninterrupted to the head of
navigation, a distance of one hundred and forty miles.
Leaving this place I next visited Portland, fifteen miles to
the north. This is the metropolis of Oregon, and the pride

it.

from

filth

which is evident by
and their high order. The
Catholics, Episcopalians, and Methodists have schools for

of attention

A

taken not to manifest

which are

adapted to their purpose.

and present a respectable array of eddies and cascades

is

rookeries

and these abodes of

schools,

in the rainy season, as they extend the width of the river.
ship canal now enables river boats to pass them, so that

care
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near the principal business
and disease are the only
blot on the fair face of the city.
The residences of the
principal Chinese merchants also reek with vile odors, the
product of bad ventilation, tobacco smoke, opium, often
putrifying meat, and general uncleanliness, so that the proEven their
verbial bad habits of the Chinese are verified.
temple, or Joss house, partakes of the characteristics of
the dwellings, it being a rickety, unswept and unpainted
wooden structure, which is garnished in the interior with a
few scraps of tinsel that are arranged about the gods. The
latter are as unkempt as their abode, for not a vestige of
paint remains on one of them, except an individual that
typifies moral greatness by leading a mule, despite its earnest protestations with legs and head, from one portion of
a city to another. This fellow is kept in a case, hence his
bright looks and the freshness of his tawdry apparel. The
respect that those children of the Flowery Land bear for
their temple and its sacred host of deities may be deduced
from the fact that they play cards and smoke opium there.
I saw four or five vagabonds enjoying themselves there by
sucking heavy brass pipes filled with this narcotic; and
judging from their vacant, glassy eyes, yellowish, wrinkled
skin and ghoulish appearance, they were long its votaries.
A more wretched picture of humanity cannot be seen anywhere than the slaves who are enchained by this drug.
The Chinese temple presents a sorry contrast to the Christian churches so numerous there, and while none of the
latter can be called handsome, yet all are solid and commoThe proudest structures in the city are the public
dious.
street,

acts

increasing in wealth and importance the Solons do

)

series of low, foul

as the "Ashburton Treaty," and was one of the
which made Polk's administration so popular- The
early dedication of Salem to the cause of religion is felt
there yet, for it contains more churches than any city of its
size found between the Missouri River and the Pacific
Ocean. The residents seem to be largely composed of the
natives of the New England and Middle States, judging
from their quietude and love :>f learning. They have a
university for boys and girls under the control of the
Methodist denomination, and a splendid structure for
young ladies under charge of the Sisters of Mercy The
former, though bearing a high sounding name, must not
be supposed to resemble any of the great seats of learning
is

FROM Albany I went to Salem, the capital of the State.

trees.

gave that immense region to the Union displayed the brilliancy of our statesmen to better advantage than any we
have had since, for it was characterized by subtlety, boldness, and the most undoubted logic.
The treaty then made

I

21, 1875.

-

»

.

under construction

at Balti-

more, will be completed in two or three days. He expects
to fly to Washington, thirty-five miles, in eighteen
minutes
New York, 200 miles, in one hour and forty minutes; and
he thinks he can make Liverpool from New York 8 800
miles, in forty hours.
new phase of "great expectations,^

A

^5

;
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FOREST AND STREAM.

:

For Forest and Stream.

TISHOMINGO.
"Hath not old costom made this life more sweet
Than that of painted pomp?"
what memories of a -wild free life are
revived at that name; of days of rapturous excitement spsnt in the chase; of the melodious music of the
pack in full cry; the boom of guns, and the mad gallops
quarter of a centuy ago the northafter the hounds.
western part of this country was a veritable hunter's paraIt was a sort of terra incognita, close to the borders
dise.
of civilization. The old stage road from Memphis to Tuscumbia, Alabama— the only thoroughfare through the
country ran along a pine ridge that traversed it from
Persons passing on this route and seeing
east to west.
nothing but pines and poverty, concluded naturally enough,
that the whole country was nothing but a desolate waste of
dreary pine lands, nor dreamed that on each side of this
divide lay broad forests overshadowing rich and producAnd so it stood; and "Tish." was a synonym
tive soils.
for poverty and desolation. Ho railroad had then peneThe inhabitants,
trated this almost primeval wilderness.
were uneducated and ignorant, and few of them had even
been beyond the confines of their own county. They wore
homemade clothing, drank spring water, tempered with
a little good old home-made peach brandy, sweetened with
wild honey— for even at that early day the Arabic art had
found its way among them— chewed home-made tobacco,
shot flint lock rifles, looked upon "scatter guns" as only fit
,

TISHOMIN#0—

A

—

to waste ammunition and kick men down; and abominated
*
'niggers" and "hound dogs" as they did the Evil One.
But^ a change earn e over the spirit of their dreams; this
diffair country could not remain for ever unexplored.
The forests disappeared,
ferent class of people came.
and the farmer's house took the place of the squatter's

A

cabin.

Kailroads were

surveyed

and

built,

and towns

early settler looked on, dazed and wonderingly for a while, and then went "farther back." Tishomingo had not been at that time divided into three counEngland
ties, and was almost as large as one of the New
Near the northern boundary, and running nearly
States,
paralled to the county line, flowed a small stream, with a
wide strip of bottom land on either side; south of the
stream was a broad extent of second bottom, and beyond a
gentle undulating country extended on to the steep "Hills,"

sprang up.

The

where
"Up clombe

The bottom

the shadowy pine above the

woven copse."

lands were at that time

grown up with
hornbeam. The

switch cane, alternating with thickets of
second bottom was covered with a growth of magnificent
forests trees in endless variety, with very little undergrowth. The hills with pine, chestnut, oak and other
for
trees, with clumps of thick underbrush, affording cover

hunted here, in 1851, game of every
description was abundant; deer roamed the forests in herds;
turkeys, ducks, countless thousands of wild pigeons, squiras thick as leaves
rels, and all kinds of small game, were
in Valambrosa. The streams were filled with fish—the
black bass, perch, bream, pike, catfish, and other varieties.
Of the fur bearing animals, there were beaver, raccoon,
The ratotter, mink, muskrat, and two varieties of hare.
tailed marsupial, that the old plantation darkey loved so
well, baked with 'taters, roved around at night and could
be found at every grape vine and 'sinimon tree. The gray
fox only, was found here. We hunted him sometimes for
a change, though I must confess that I never "hankered"
The custom was to hunt him at night, and
after the chase.
balls on
I was never particularly anxious to hang my eye
off with a bamsawed
head
my
have
or
to
underbrush,
the
boo briar, or have any of the hundred accidents happen,
that might befall a man riding to hounds at night. Oats—
that did not live in purlieus— wild cats inhabited the bottoms, and polecats the hills. One of the latter once made
me leave a deer stand. He was colored black and white,
and came at me like Joe Johnston advanced through GeorAs he
gia or like Cornelius Agrippa come into the world.
would not retreat worth a s-cent for a vigorous bombardment with pine knots, and, as I was not pining for a whiff
me
of his scent, which I imagined would not "come o'er
I
like the sweet South breathing upon a bank of violets,"
field.
the
of
master
him
left
and
fled
to this part of
I brought the first hounds and pointers
the county, and for ten years we had it all our own way.
that
It is something to have passed one decade in a life as
was passed, in a splendid game region with all the auxillife.
iaries of the chase, and nothing to do but to enjoy
Yet I sometimes think we did not enjoy it as we could
now, with the same surroundings. A man's capacity for a
with his
full realization of the pleasures of this life grows
What
years.
ripening
his
with
strengthens
and
growth
would I not give now for one year, one month, of such
sporting
sport as we had then? The improvements in
arms add greatly to the pleasures of the hunt. We had to
use such inconvenient guns then. Think of a man having
from the
to get off his horse, as we did, to load his gun
muzzle, and while he is down the hounds clean gone, deer
and all, out of hearing. And worse, I have shot turkey
and deer too, with a flint lock rifle. Shades of the mighty
Nimrod and the chased Diana, Just think of it, ye who
now shoot, an "Express." Your hounds have flushed a
into a
flock of turkey, and one immense old fellow pitches
with
tree right over your head; you draw a bead on him
fire,
old flint lock and touch trigger. Kerwhack— it misses
about a teaspoonful of powder pours down from the pan
boomeranging
into your shooting eye, the old gobler goes
and madoff through the trees in search of safer quarters,
dened by^pain and the loss of the game you leap around
a potu. A
as frantically as a kangaroo with the mania
man that could stand it and not use words "ye like
whereof are not in Watt's hymns," could run his neck
in
against a clothes line on a dark night without indulging
any appropriate remarks
We generallv drove for deer, but sometimes stalked
them and occasionally "fire hunted," thereby violating a
The modus
statute of the commonwealth of Mississippi.
operandi was as follows: armed with a gun, a long handled
you
pan, and some split pine, you sallied forth. When
got to the woods you lit your head-light and went ahead.
The first pair of eves you saw you blazed away, and dropped your deer, colt, or yearling, as the case might be. I
heard of a native that went out one night, and traveling in
a circle, came back to his unfenced cabin, shined the eyes
ol his honest watch dog, who neglected to bay deep mouthed welcome as he drew nigh home— lammed away, and
Jelled the animal as he lay on the door step,

When the

writer

first

_

;

in bed—within a mile. After a proper interval, I tried him
He answered as before, and came so near that
again.

We always used the double barreled shot gun in driving,
and the rifle in still hunting. I would not have the reader
imagine that we always used the old flint lock rifle.
'Twas only in an emergency when there were more hunEvery one who has bagged his deer
ters than good guns.
remembers the first; 'tis like the rememberance of his first
Nothing can give him such exquisite joy again— it
love.
can happen but once in a lifetime. Well, I remember my
Though nearly a
first deer— and dear too, for that matter.
quarter of a century has rolled away since that October
day, and they who rejoiced with me are all sleeping in
nameless graves on far off battle fields, and the old gun
from which I fired the fatal shot is standing rusty as a
crowbar, broken and useless in a neglected corner. Shall
We had gone to the bottom
I tell you how it happened?
for a drive, I took the hounds, the rest went to the stand.
Two deer soon broke cover, but ran the wrong way. I followed hoping to get a shot or turn the deer to the stands.
After going a short distance the deer separated, part of the
pack following each. I pressed on after the larger part of
the pack and the deer coming to the stream crossed over and
Knowing
the pack were out of hearing in a few minutes.
the deer would come back to the same crossing, I hitched
my horse out of sight from the stream, and sat down at the
root of a tree near the water. I had up to that time fired
perhaps fifty shots at deer without ever touching a hair.
Had fired at them running, walking, standing, and even
lying down, always with the some result— no venison.
Sometimes after being shot at, they would wave their white
tails defiantly— fling out their bR'irs to the breeze— and
bound gracefully away. If it i id -a little fellow, he would
Some old
vif* at top speed.
be scared like sixty and f<>
forest monarchs would ei^p and gaze at me in blank astonishment as if asking, "Why the thunder did'nt you kill
me?" and then giving their antlered heads a contemputous
It was unaccounttoss would disappear in the dim forest.
I shot birds fairly— never missed a good shot at a
able.
Gradually the convicturkey, but could not hit a deer.
tion had forced itself upon me that I did not hold on them,
and I determined the very next chance I got, to take dead
aim or not shoot. I had been sitting down perhaps an
hour when I heard a faint note from the hounds; then another and another, nearer and nearer,loud«r and louder; they
I had on a light colored hat and
were coming straight back
fearing the deer would see it I walked back a little way,
threw it on the ground and returned to my stand. The
hounds were getting so near that I looked eveiy moment for
the deer to rush out from the cane and take the water.
How my heart leaped at the wild cry of the pack. In a
few moments- 1 found the deer had passed and was going
up the stream to a crossing above. Just as I was about to
turn away I heard a slight noise in the cane behind me,
and looking saw an immense buck. He stood with dilated
nostrils and heaving flanks, gazing at my hat in blank astonishment. As I raised my gun he saw me and threw up
his head. Now or never, thought I, and taking fair aim
lie wheeled off at the shot
at his breast, I pulled trigger,
and bounded away, head and tail up. After getting out of
gunshot he stopped, looked at me for an instant, and then
giving his tail a rapid flirt, disappeared amongst the trees.
'Missed him, by the great Diana. Why the thunder did'nt
No use; if I can't hit one
I shoot the other barrel?
standing I certainly can't when he is running." Thus soliloquizing I picked up my hat and did not even look for
blood. As I mounted my horse I thought I heard something plunging in a slough, in the direction the dear had
gone, and rode out to it, but all was still. By this time the
hounds had crossed the stream above, and were coming
back, (the deer had got a good distance ahead and was
trying to give them the dodge when he ran upon me).
Thinking it was another deer I dismounted to have a bet
On came the hounds, and when they reached
ter shot.
the place where the deer stood when 6hot at, they rushed
around frantically for a moment, then taking up the scent,
ran to the sloueh, plunged in, swam over, but could not
take off the trail. At that moment an old hound came up,
and going down the bank near me, gave a loud yelp and
seized something that lay in the water amongst the reeds
and rushes. I looked, and 'twas the dead monarch. I
gave an exultant shout, such as I never gave but once
afterwards, and that was when Joe Johnston rode up the
lines as the sun went down, at the first Manassas, and "the
red field was won." I'm loll now and I should'nt mention
I never saw a deer go off after being mortally hit as
it.
he did. From that day I became at one stride a mighty
slayer of the Cervus Viginianus. I had found out how it was
done.
The most fortunate snap-shot I ever made at a deer, was
one day as the hounds were working up a very cold trail of
an old buck that we had driven for without success several
times. I sat sidewise on my horse near the edge of a very
dense cover. Suddenly with a burst of canine music the
hounds raised him. I had barely time to cock my gun
when with a crash he bounded into the open, not ten yards
away. His sudden rush, with horns covered with wild
pea vines, was too much for the steadiness of my horse.
He wheeled round and I went sprawling to grass. The
hounds were so close on the buck that he could not turn
back, and rushed by, so scared that his eyes looked like
small saucers. I knew from the nature of the ground that
a few jumps would put him into the bed of a dry slough
out of sight. Rising to my knees I let drive at him as he disappeared down the bank and knocked him over with one
shot—perhaps a stray one— in the orifice of the ear.
The woods were filled with turkey, both hill and bottom, and I have often seen them from the house in long
lines feeding in the wide fields that stretch away toward
the bottom as peacefully as tame ones in a farm yard. We
hunted them Fall and Winter with hounds, shooting them
i

T

him drum, but would

not come in si^ht tt
went entirely around me, gobbling at intervals for* full*
two hours. Finally I stopped yelping in answer wait/
half and hour, and was beginning to think that he had gone
when he gobbled again. I did not answer; and in a few
moments, looking through my "port hole" saw him stand
ing erect and motionless not fifteen yards away. H e W .J
a magnificent bird; his plumage shone with a. metallic lus
ter, and in the bright sunlight glittered with as manv
changing colors as "show upon the burnished dove." jtfL
eyes sparkled in liquid brilliancy; he was adorned with a
sweeping beard and spurred legs. All this I took in at a
glance, and drawing a "bead" just to miss the side of a
bush that stood in the way, touched trigger. The sharn
crack followed, and the ball grazing the bush was turned
aside, striking the butt of the wing without touching his
He leaped into the air and came down running at
breast.
quarter -horse speed, and I got out my bullet pouch and
went for him, and for about two hundred yards we held
our relative positions.' Then his staying powers began to
show; a little farther on "I got so puffed up mit vind," as
Smidt says, that I was distanced, and saw him pass out of
However, my horse was not far off, and going for
sight.
the hounds I soon had them on Mr. G-allo's trail, and jumping him from a fallen holly, they ran into him in a twinkHe was the finest turkey I ever bagged.
ling.
One spurt on the home stretch and I am done, this is to
be taken cum grano salis—z, handful if you like. A native
had seen a gobbler fly up to roost, and came to borrow a
gun to shoot him with. As he only had the light of the
moon to shoot by he concluded to try a shot gun. He
took an old fusee, stocked to the muzzle and brass mounted
that out-kicked a Spanish mule; loaded it, and went forth!
He put in hardly enough powder to blow the shot out of
the gun muzzle, and the old gobbler merely raised up,
looked around and sat down again, after being fired
This so riled the native that he came back, put in a handful of powder and a corresponding load of "slugs." This
time he crawled up, got right under the tree aud lying flat
on his back with the muzzle pointed toward the zenith,
pulled trigger; ablaze leaped far up into the branches of
the tree, a report that shook the everlasting hills followed,
and with a shock that nearly jarred the soles from his cowhide shoes, the old arquebuse bounded into the air and
coining down the heel-plate stamped him square in the
cloud of smoke as from a cannon ascended,
forehead.
and the fragments of turke}', legs, flesh and feathers, with
pieces of burning tow, and bark and limbs from the tree,
Then the reverberations died away and
fell in a shower.
all was silent save the sough of the night wind through the
forest trees and the mocking laugh of the owl. "Captain,"
said the native as he set the old gun in its accustomed corner, "that ere piece ware a leetle to heavily loadened."
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STRAY NOTES FROM CANADA.
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trees when first flushed, and calling them up when
wT ell scattered. In "gobling time" they were either shot
I
off the roost or called up and killed with a shot gun.
have frequently bagged two in a morning's hunt, at this

from

They are exceedingly shy and usually approach
season.
with great caution, stopping at intervals to look and listen,
and are off instantly on the leasj; suspicion of danger. For
ways that are dark and for tricks that are vain, they go
aheao^of the heathen Chinee. I have called at some old
fellows that like La Fontaine's dog, would run the other
way. One I recollect that had been called and shot at unbut would gobble
til he would not come up within shot,
and strut as long as he could hear a yelp. He was a patriarch, and I went after him one morning with a big riflenot a flint lock. Selecting an open space where a fallen
trfe with a limb on top made an excellent hiding place, I
gave a yelp in answer to his gobble. He gave a stunner in
reply that wake<l all the owls—who were just comfortable

PROMISED you some

notes from here some time past,
but have deferred sending them until I returned from
Peche a Malcolm, on the North St. Anns. I started a few
days prior, to the expiraiion of the season, intending to include partridge shooting with my fishing. I had an excellent Indian from the village, but he was unable to speak a

I

Our communications were, therefore,
of English.
endured
necessarily limited to our common wants.
considerable hardship, and were four days in reaching the
Peche. The weather was very cold, and one day we were
camp bound by a terrific snow storm. It commenced
about seven in the morning and lasted until ten at night.
Over eight inches of snow fell. Next day, when we continued our journey, there was still some five inches on the
ground. I camped one night only at the Peche, and had
but a couple of hours' Ashing. I took only nine trout,
four of which were between three and four pounds, and
The river was too
the remainder between two and three.
high and too cold for a large take or very heavy fish. They
friend" Neilson, who was
would not rise to the fly.
there three w eeks ago, returned laden down with a magThe distance to
nificent lot of fish, salted and smoked.
the Peche and the hardships to overcome deter many from
going there, and as a consequence the river is well siockjid/.
proximIt is impossible to expect very fine fishing in close
taken
ity to the settlements, although this season I have
some exceptionally fine fish in the Jacque Oar tier.
The stocking of lakes is beginning to receive some attena
Messrs. Glass and McLeod, of Quebec, have
tion here.
trom
bass
black
with
stocked
line lake here which they
Lake St. Joseph. This Summer they have enjoyed some
One rod in a single day took from one to two
fine sport.

word

We

My

r

three.
dozen fish, none undier a pound, and from that to
moderate
very
a
that,
at
here
There are many fine lakes
tocKea
outlav, might be made io yield splendid results if s
aK^j
with black bass. They are better adapted for such
w»
as they are run out of trout and their place supplied
kill on.
soon
would
bass
the
which
suckers and minnows,
gomg in
I saw a barrel of live trout, taken with a seine,
mg.e"
Quebec to stock Bilodeans Lake. There was an

m

iously contrived pump attached to the barrel for suppij
good cu
the fish with air. They appeared active and in
taKen
have
dition.
The men informed me that they
was ve j
over fifty dozen in the above manner, and the loss
w
trifling.
Not a bad way to stock a small lake, if asm
easily obtained.
_ f tj^
The hunting season is fairly inaugurated. *f*™'k
settlel
and pigeons are in fair abundance in the back
J*
on
Ducks are just beginning to make their appearance u'
at
crack
a
have
to
hope
week
I
river.
By next
Hares are very numerous, and will afford first raw

^

i

later

in the season,

when we have some snow to
burrow like our common ™»"">

fe

«

them. They do not
oat n &
take shelter under anv fallen brush. Start them
3:40.
in
they gooff at the rate of a mile
"^eood
8
quick shot to bring them down. They are esteemeu
tu^
time
eating, but are so plentiful that after a short
oa
sra
The Indians have many of them »«"
neglected.
i
&
t
their annual Fall trapping and hunting trips,
q
to try my hand at it soon, taking one
truly,
Good bye for the present. Yours
nership.
J*
Gv M. Faibcbild,
ft

^

i
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Valcartier,

Canada East, Sept %Uh,

1875.

Weston too has mounted the rostrum and
'What I Know About Walking."
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FOEEST AND STREAM.
nltnp.
—Fish

must be looking up.

culture in Minnesota

At

the recent fair held at Red Wing, Mr. S. S-. Watkins exThe trout
hibited 300 trout and salmon, raised by himself.
were salmo fontinalis, but the salmon were of three varieMr. W. is of
ties, California, eastern, and land locked.
the opinion that

all

of these fish could be easily and abund-

——

—Prof. Baird,

——

«*-**————
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Canada

Fisheries Department with 100,000 eggs of the California
salmon, from the State hatching house at Sacramento.
<»•
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NEW HAMPSHIRE
AND CONNECTICUT.
» —

BLACK BASS IN
m

ON

the subject of stocking

Mirror and Farmer says

this fish, the

:

Commission of

"IF the Fish

ponds with

New

Hampshire had

ac-

complished nothing beyond the introduction of black bass
into the waters of the State, it would have made a most
handsome return for the small expense which it has been to
the public treasury. Previous to 1868 the bkck bass was
a fish almost entirely unknown, even by name, to New
Hampshire people, but so completely successful have been
the efforts which have been made since that time to introduce and acclimate this prince of the perch family in our
waters, that to-day the trout and pickerel are hardly better and no more familiarly known than he.
More than to any other one, or indeed to all other men,
we owe this success to Dr. William W. Fletcher, of Concord, a gentleman whose tastes and intelligent study of the
nature and history of fishes abundantly qualified him for
the position of head and chief executive of the Fish Commission, a position which he held and filled with great zeal
and without pecuniary reward, from '69 to '74. Through the
courtesy of this gentleman we are enabled to give our
readers the dates when the several ponds in the State were
stocked with bass. From this list of dates those interested
can easily see when the different ponds become open to legal fishing, the law protecting the fish in each pond for
five years from their introduction and during the months
of May and June in all ponds and in ail years.
During the year 1868 Dr. Fletcher stocked the following
ponds or lakes: MascomaLake, Westfield; Webster Lake,

Franklin; Pennacook Lake, Concord; Massabesic Lake,
Manchester; Cocheco Lake, Rollinsford; Sunapee Lake,
Wilson's Pond, Keene; and Echo Lake, Franconia. These
Waters have all been open to the angler during the past two

and there

seasons,

is

scarcely a sporteman in the State

who

has not taken more or less. Large numbers have been taiteti from Sunapee, Massabesic, and Webster Lakes, showing that they have multiplied and grown with great rapidity.

In 1870 the following ponds were stocked by Dr. Fletchas agent of the Board of Commissioners, he having
been appointed the year previous: Pleasant pond, Warner, Aug. 25th;
pond, Munsonville, Aug. 20th; Blaisdell'spond, Sutton, Aug. 25th; Pleasant pond, New London, Aug. 30th; Highland Lake, East Andover, Aug. 23d;
er,

Hat Hole pond, Loudon, Aug. 18th; Rocky Bound pond.
Croydon, Sept. 16th.
In 1871 the Commissioners continued their work by
stocking the following; Wakeman Lake, Meredith, Aug.
29th;
pond, Canaan, Sept. 7th; Long pond, Webster,
Sept. 5th; Clough's pond, Canterburv, Sept. 9th;
pond, Harrisville, Sept. 13th; Loon pond, Hillsborough,
Sept. 15 th.

In 1873 the following were added to the list: Winnepesaukee .Lake, July 28th and Aug. 8th; Long pond, Moultonboro', Aug. 8th; Red Hill pond, Moultonborough, July
28th; Gregg's pond, Antrim, Aug. 5tli; Partridge pond,
Littletou, Aug. 12th; Stinson's pond, Rumney, Aug. 21stBaboosic Lake, Amherst, Aug. 28th; Beaver pond Perry'
Sept. 18th; Pleasant pond, Deerfield, Sept. 12th; Suncock
pond/ Northwood, Sept. 12th.
We are not advised what, if anything, has been done
during the past year by the new Board of Commissioners
towards extending the work of their predecessors, but
judge it has been very little. This, however, is not of
so
much matter, as it is now a very easy task for anyone interested in a body of water to obtain a few live bass
and throw
them loose in it, which is all that is required to stock any
pond. The commissioners, as will be seen, have made
the
transfers from one pond to the other in the Fall
it being
much more easy to obtain the fish at this than any other
season of the year; but those anxious to save a
year's time
can do so by obtaining a number of fish in April
and carefully transporting them to the waters they
wish to stock
I he fish begin to spawn about
the middle of May. About
a month previous to the spawning
season they pair, and
leave the deep, still water where they have
spent the Winter and seek out some retired
spot in shallow water, about
eighteen inches or two feet deep, but near
deeper water to
which they can fly when alarmed. Here they make
their
nest^ by scouring from the pebbles
on the bottom all the
mud and slime. The nest is circular, and about twice the
length of the fish in diameter.
Here the female lays her
eggs, which at once become glued
to the pebbles where
tliey remain for eight or ten
days, when they hatch the
iemale all the time remaining on or near the
nest to keen
P
off
predatory intruders.
In two or three days after hatching the
young frv rise
ana separate, the old ones having to take
care of themselves
While young the fish feed on insects, worms
and larva?*

e
tliey ap P ear t0 rel
^ mam] y u P° n other
&
They are not very particular
as to their diet,

ai

wSliTfi?
small
nsh.
ineir

mam

racious

care being to get plenty of food.

eaters,

They

are vo-

and when hard pushed by hunger do not

smaller and weaker of their own
l^P an I mdcv ? urfacttheP roba
bly exists the reason why
'

w'

tl ls

n-

othLTi

^

ed
ed ?«
to tT«
them.

v16 \d
,
'

m £ch

more

ra P id

^

they
in some P° nd s than in

a PP??rance, are equally as well adaptw
Waters which abound, m chub, minnows,
al1

j

J

of Washington, has presented the

Putin-Bay, and one at Cleveland —in order that it maybe
found out where the best water for desirable kinds of fish
is located!
Well, well, this is better than nothing; it will
be a beginning, and Ohio will be glad some day, not long
in the future, that a beginning was mside.—Qermantown

suckers, insect larvse and crawfish afford plenty of food
for the bass, and in them he multiplies and grows apace,
but in waters where these are wanting he is reduced to the
necessity of eating his own kindred, and of course his increase is very limited.
report recently made to the United States Pish Commission says that the bass which, a few years after their
introduction into the Potomac, literally swarmed in that
river are now becoming scarce, because they have nearly
cleaned the river of the Cyprinidce family, upon which they
formerly subsisted. To the same reason is ascribed the
fact that they each year move further down the river,
abondoning the feeding grounds which they have exhausted, and seeking for others.
Except a lack of food there seems to be no limit to the
production of black bass. Nearly every body of water in
our State is fitted to their propagation. They thrive in
the largest lakes and smallest ponds, and are at home in
rivers and large brooks, and at. the same time they are
abundantly able to protect themselves from all water enemies.
They are a match at equal weights for anything
that swims, and their gaminess does much to save them
from the destruction that lurks in the covered hook.
Little need be said of the merits of this fish for the table.
Few better pan fish, are known to epicures. He is thick,

A

antly propagated in the waters of the State.
,
***»
-^At the Virginia State Fair, which opens at Richmond next week, a room has been furnished to the fish
commissions, where they can receive and confer with all
who choose to meet them, on the best mode of propagating fish, and with regard to further means of protection.
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solid

and heavy, has

little

Telegraph.

though some have been taken which weighed six pounds
each.

The fish is said by writers to arrive at maturity at three
years of age. During the first year they grow about two
inches in length; and the same the second, while if well
fed, at three years old, they are from eight to twelve inches long."
And now comes a voice from Connecticut, taking quite
a different view of the subject. Perhaps Mr. Mather will
reply to the accompanying letter, which we find in the
Live Stoelc Journal, and let us have his valuable opinion
upon the merits of this fish, both from the sporting
and as a means of increasing the fish supply:

out-

look,

"It is now about eight years since sufficient interest in
inland fishery was taken to create the necessity for the appointment of Fish Commissioners, whose duty it was to
carefully guard the fishery interest.
For the first year or
two the operations of the commission were confined more
particularly to the proper protection and increase of Fhad
in the Connecticut River, and subsequently to their dissemination by means of transporting the small fry obtained by
artificially hatching the ova.
In a little time attention was
directed to the stocking of some of the many lakes, reservoirs and ponds by which the surface of our State is dotted, and black bass (Orystes fasciatus) were the fish first
employed. These were highly recommended by the Commissioners as beingagamey fish, affording ample sport in
the catching, a nice pan fish, and withal of exceedingly
rapid reproduction. For some three years or more the
Commissioners were active in introducing these fish into
some sixty or eighty of the inland bodies of water; some
had been previously stocked, and many others by private
enterprise, so that the ponds were pretty generally supplied with this kind of fish. Very many of these ponds
previously furnished excellent fishing grounds for the more
common kinds of fish, sueh as perch, pickerel, bull heads,
but in consequence of the high recommendations of
etc.
bass, the desire for their introduction was very strong, and
now it is believed that our waters are well stocked; but with
this increase of fish and a few past years' experience comes
a very decided reaction, and prejudice against the action
in introducing this variety of fish.
The complaint for the
year past has been, that uot only is it impossible to catch
the bass in any very considerable quantities, but that in
consequence of their being in the waters it has entirely destroyed fishing for all other kinds of fish, and in some instances the Commissioners have been severely censured.
are not prepared to judge of the facts any further
than our own observation extends, and in that it goes to
establish the charge of destruction to general fishing.
The
Columbia Reservoir, a body of water covering some three
hundred acres, was originally stocked with pickerel, which
with these more common kinds inhabiting our waters,
furnished good fishing ground; but as bass were highly
spoken of, a few of these were introduced; they multiplied rapidly, but with their increase all other fish appeared to diminish, and now the reservoir is nearly abandoned as a fishing ground. The same is true of a lake in
Coventry; and in fact the same is said to be true of all"
those cases where black bass have been introduced. On the
other hand, in North Lake, where none exist, good fishing

*

It is easy to see several reasons which account for the popularity of ornithology as a rural recreation. In the first place, it can be

Ornithology as a Recreation.

pursued everywhere. Even the barest common has its
birds, and yet there is just such sufficient diversity among
the birds which haunt similar localities in different countries
to interest the mind and induce philosophical reflection on

'

prevails to-day.
Now, will Fred Mather rise and explain? In the first
place, are black bass destructive to all other kinds of fish;
or, more correctly, of such as are usually found in our inland waters? Do they prey upon existing fish, or is their
work confined to the destruction of the spawn and young
fry? Does the gamey character of the bass cause the difficulty in catching, or is it for want of the knowledge of
the manner, or in consequence of a want of the proper
baU? When is the most proper time for catching? And if
there is no patent on the same, will Mr. Mather please give
in detail a description of the habits of the fish, the kind of
bait and apparatus necessary, and the most successful
manner employed in catching them, in connection with
this article, if his time will admit, and I am sure that the
fishing community generally will be very grateful for the
information.
are not professional sportsmen, but have
become interested in the subject somewhat, or would not
trouble you with these inquiries.

We

—There has been great controversy in Ohio for some
time about the location of the State Fish Hatchery. From
the acrimony involved one would be led to suppose that it
was a matter of great value in a pecuniary sense to have
the hatching house near. Indeed to such an extent has
this fight been continued that the Fish Commissioners
were afraid to act definitely, and adopted the miserable
temporizing policy of erecting six little hatcheries, not to
cost the State over $75 each—one at Toledo, two
on the
Islands around Sandusky, ©n# at Castalla Springs,
one at

Indeed, the

the causes of this variation.

lems which the study of birds presents

why

number
is

of prob-

another reason

The mere dillettante
so generally fascinating.
in solving these, while the professed
student finds many which baffle his closest scrutiny. The
migrations of swallows, for instance, were until recent
in
years beset by the same haziness which attended
Gilbert White's mind. People, sensible enough on oiher
points, gravely affirmed that the approach of Winter drove
the Mrundines to their hibernating quarters, hollow trees or
the bottoms of rivers. The claims of overlapping species,
of partial migration, of the abundance or paucity of allied
species in different years, of the curious, changes of color
in the plumage of many shore birds without their undergoing a molt, together with that special crux of most departments of natural history, what constitutes a species?
are specimens of the speculations to which ornithology addresses herself. But even more difficult and delicate inquiries remain on such points as the presence of instinct and
violation of bird life.
The disappearance, whether partial
or total, of different species from the several provinces of
Great Britain, forms another interesting branch of study,
and others might be indicated if the extent and variety of
questions which imperatively demand an answer from the
scientific ornithologist had not been sufficiently demonstrated. Perhaps the being brought face to face with nature
while prosecuting these and the like inquiries, and freedom
from the drudgery involved in the use of the microscope
indoors, enter largely into the pleasures of the bird lover.
And yet ornithology demands in the open air minute and
extended observation, large powers of discrimination and
comparison, and an enthusiasm which never Hags at disappointment. The ornithologist might almost be weighed
against the comprehensive standard of virtues required of
the angler in the seventeenth century. He must be untiring and eagle eyed, sanguine yet disinclined to believe on
insufficient premises, a clever antagonist, a well taught disciple of the inductive method, skillful at forming a hypothesis, but slow to admit its truth without the most rigorous
collection of instances and testing of their agreement.
Such an admirable Crichton is the scientific ornithologist
of the nineteenth century, and among our countrymen
such men can be counted on the fingers. ComhUl Magit is

can amuse himself

Hum
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MORE ABOUT SNAKES.
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Societe d' Acclamatation of France has

eggs to France.

is

A

.

awarded
Messrs.
naturalists,
and
silver
medals
to
the
gold
American
Green and Jerome, and a bronze one to Mr. Stone, Secretary of the American Fish Cuiturists' Association, in recognition of their labors to transport transatlantic salmon

waste and few bones about him,

sweet, tender and juicy, and when well, cooked makes a
dish fit for a king.
Pew directions can be given as to angling for the bass.
Probably, as a rule, live bait is the best, and from eight to
twelve feet of water the best depth; but some of the finest
specimens which have been coaxed from ponds in this section have been taken with worm bait i» fifty feet of water.
bass that will weigh three pounds is called full grown,

—_____^» ^
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—The

G-ARDEN OF TUB ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY,
Philadelphia, Oct. 14, 1875.
Editoii Fo*best

\
j

and Stream:—

Your correspondent "Speculator" in "A Few Remarks on Snakes,"
Vol. IV., page 406, says: "There has from, time to time been considerable discussion as to whether 6nakes produce young by birth or by eggs.
* * * Most species lay eggs; a few give birth to the young, while
others are ovavi parous." I will just mention two instaLces to corroborate part of his statement that have come under, my notice, and will
probably interest many of your readers. A garter snake {Eutnima eirta/is,) captured in the Philadelphia Zoological Gardens on August" 10th
last, was placed in one of the glass cases used for snakes, and the earue
day produced tifry-six young ovaviparonsly, as several bad not the e<^g»
formed skin broken when observed. They were five inches long when
born. The next case was of a water moccasin (Toxicophis phscivorus,)
received a week or two later at the Gardens, which gave birth to hi ty-one
young, each nearly eight inches in length. All out one of the garter
snakes ht.ve since died, it being impossible to get them to eat; the moccasins have fared little better. An idea may be formed from the foregoing of the amazing fecundity of snakes.
W. K. A.
••*-**
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THE SWALLOW-TAILED
HAWK.
——
—
»

.,

,

Editor Forest and Stream:—
I notice in your issue of October 7th an item in the Natural History
column of a queer bird having been shot in Lebanon county, Pa. From
the brief description therein given there is no doubt but that the bird is
the beautiful swallow-tailed havik (IVauclerus furca/iis— Btnn.). Below
is the description from "Birds of North America.'" Wing's and
tail
the latter deepiy forked; head and neck, under wing coverts, teeoiitfary
qmlls at their ba-e, and entire under parts, white; back, wings and tail,
black, with a metallic lustre; purple on. the back and wine coverts;
green and blue on other parts: tarsi and toe e, greenish blue; bill, horn
.

;

color; total length, female, 23 to 25 inches; wing. 16 to 17} inches; tail,
14 inches; male rather smaller.
AUhongh this.' bird is most abundant
in the Southern States, yet it is sometimes found throughout Pennsyl-

vania. It is one of the most beautiful and graceful of all ourbiidsof
prey, the long, clean cut wings and long, forked tail giving it, powtv of
continued, rapid and very graceful flight.
NnmoD.

^ » —__

r,

CENTRAL PARK MENAGERIE.
Department of

Ptjbljc Parks, }'
York, Oct. nth, 1875.
Central Park Menagerie for the week ending

New

Animals received at
Oct. 16th, 1875:—

One Capuchin Monkey, Cebus capucinus. Presented by

J

Sflgg Roslle

A. Heiser.

One Woodchuck, Arctomye minasc. Presented by Mr. Theodore Roosevelt, Jr.

One pair Silky Fowls, Oallus domesticus. Hab. Japan. Presented by
Mr. P. A. Chichester. Hatched out from eags sent from -Japan
One Marsh Hen, Rallus etegam. Captured in Central Park
Two Yellow Birds, Chiysomitvis trtstis. Captured in Central Park.
One Rhea, Rhm Americana.
One Sun Bear, Vrsus mulayanut.
W, A. Conkmw, Director,
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CHINESE AGRICULTURE.
no nation is the labor of the agriculturist held in the
same repute as in China, As an occupation it ranks
next to letters, and to perpetuate and encourage this feeling the emperor himself, during the Summer solstice,
grasps the handles of a golden plow and turns a furrow.
We say that it is held in the same repute, but to a large

IN

breed of sheep is the same, as that which is so abundant
throughout Tartary, and is known as the fat tail. The fat
accmulates on the hind quarters in large masses, and the
little short tail, almost as wide as the animal itself, is one
mass of oleaginous substance. Tallow is therefore an article of commerce, but a large portion of that used in the
empire is not animal matter, but the product of the tallow
tree.

fowls, the Shanghais and Cochin Chinas
are familiar to all, but the traveler rarely meets with the
huge specimens that are to be seen at our poultry

Of barn yard

extent the consideration is but nominal, for while the literman is always a candidate for official position, the agriculturist must abandon his fields for study in order to

shows, and are supposed to have sprung from a Chinese
origin.
The largest fowls ever seen by the writer were on

cope with the other for equal honors.
The foreigner, upon first viewing the rude implements
used by the Celestial agriculturist, would sneer at such
appliances, so different are they from anything in use
:atnong even the ruder of European peoples; but a sight at
the neat and weedless fields, the trim and inviting appearance of crops of every kind, soon changes this feeling of
contempt to one of admiration at the patient plodding
which has produced such results. Nor is simple industry

or

ary

the only cause of success.

John Chinaman

is

a slow-going,

methodical being, who is sufficiently cold-blooded to study
cause and effect to the very bottom, and make practical
application of the results of his research. His implements,
it is true, are of the rudest kind, and apparently have descended from his father Adam, but upon examination each
will be found to be peculiarly adapted to the use intended.
For instance, their plows appear to be nothing more than
pointed sticks, witlf which the ground is serrated, and yet
by repeated applications these same ploughs turn a deep
furrow in lines drawn with mathematical precision. In
most instances man power is the one used, as the few
horses, or rather ponies, bred on the plains of Tartary, are
required for, and are solely in possession of the Tartar cavalry, of which a body is stationed in of near every large
The only neat cattle in the country are the zebus
city.
(B. indicus), the soft-skinned

cattle of India,

and the buf-

water buffalo, as they are more
are huge, ungainly creatures,
latter
The
commonly called.
almost hairless, and with great flat horns lying back from
The buffalos are used for draught purposes,
their heads.
for turning wheels to give motive power for lifting water
used in irrigation, and for milking. The milk used by foreigners is procured, or supposed to be, from these beasts
We say supposed to be, advisedly, for it is a matter of extreme doubt where the milk used in the matutinal coffee
falo (Bubalus buffelus),

comes from.

The

tfr

old Canton story contains

more

truth

than poetry. A luckless foreigner, on abusing his cook
told— "that cow hab got
for not providing the milk, was
that
woman hab got sick;
away,
lun
hab
pig
that
chilo,
how can?" It is customary among foreign residents to
have the buffalos driven within the house enclosure, or
compound, as it is called, and there milked in the presence
In the interior they
of some member of the household.
and
the
sportsman coming
wild,
almost
sometimes run
apt
would
to find himself
be
unexpectedly
herd
upon a
somewhat embarrassed. On such an occasion the only
course to pursue is to face them and advance, when they
In districts where active cultivation is being
are sometimes very useful in crossing small
they
on
carried
to sit on his neck and
streams. With a youthful native
acceptable ferry.
very
a
makes
buffalo
guide him, the
understood
by the Chinaman in
better
nothing
is
There
pursuing his agricultural occupations than the value and
of application is very reuses of manure, albeit his mode
Having
nothing like our
ideas.
Western
our
to
pulsive
barnyards, almost the sole resource is in human odure, and
everything of this description is most carefully preserved.
This is not scattered upon the ground and plowed in, but
with water is thrown broadcast
after being largely mixed
upon the growing crop. The traveler will sometimes pass
inviting vegetables, perhaps celery,
a field of succulent and
the odor proceeding from them
but
radishes,
or
turnips,
will retire.

The refuse of large cities is distributed
stavs his hand.
districts by boats and sold to
neighboring
throughout the
is a large source of revenue,
collection
The
fanners.
the
public receptacles are provided in the cities with an
and

adjoining tea house, where the wayfarer is invited to stop
and refresh himself with a cup of tea, furnished gratis.
for a large tract of country in
Nile does for Egypt, that is,
the
as
offices
China the same
a deposit of alluvial matleaves
and
annually
it
overflows

The Yang Tsze performs

ter

washed from the

far western mountains,

which adds

greatly to the richness of the soil. But the Chinese are by
no means satisfied with cultivating their accessible lands
only.

Mountain

sides are

terraced,

and

if

irrigation can

be managed such crops as rice are cultivated far up the
In handling this cereal, which is the staple arhillsides.
classes, they are of course adepts,
ticle of food amongst all
the seed being first planted on low land, near the course of
a stream if possible, and at the proper time transplanted to

permanent bed. Irrigation is firmly believed in and
largely practiced, and in this respect we believe a lesson is
The huge water wheels used for
to be learned from them.
it through flumes to the
conveying
and
water
the
lifting

its

not unlike those in use on the Nile, yet there is
much of the soil, however, is of
a clayey nature, and requires constant working to prevent
it from baking.
In the northern and western provinces large flocks of
sheep are to be met with, used by the natives for the fleece
alone, but providing for the foreigner a very fine quality of
mutton, and an agreeable addition to his bill of fare. The
fields are

no lack

of rain In China;

Whether

the island of Formosa.

from a peculiarity

it

arises

we

in the breed,

from the food,

will not pretend to

but the flesh of Chinese fowls cannot begin to compare with that of our own poultry. Caponizing, however,
is understood and largely practiced, the effect of which is
The
to increase the size and largely improve the quality.
wife of a well known captain in the China trade was so
pleased with the capons she ate at Canton that she wished
her husband to bring some home in order to introduce the
breed into this country! Turkeys there are none, except
those brought from Manilla, but ducks exist in great abunsay,

dance, the artificial hatching of ducks' eggs being carried
on to a large extent. Ducks are also split and dried, and
sold in this condition.

—

Foot and Mouth Disease.— This singular complaint
has broken out in almost every county in England and
Scotland and is largely on the increase, causing much consternation among farmers, shepherds, and stockraisers,
both sheep and cattle being similarly affected. As a
plague, it must be almost equal to our western grasshoppers or the Colorado beetle. One of the alleged causes of
the spread of the disease is most remarkable, and it is attributed to the laws affectling ground game. It is said to be
carried from place to place by hares, and a Perthshire
farmer has recently trapped two hares, both of which
were ill with the disease. Disinfection by means of carbolic acid is said to be the best preventive.

—

One of the great cattle breeders was recently visited
by an old college friend who frequently overtaxed his
host's memory by using Latin quotations long forgotten by
reason of disuse. One day the great cattle breeder got
even with his pedantic guest. Pointing to an immense
herd of fine young cattle in prime condition for the market,
the visitor said, "You must have had good luck since you
"Yes." replied the host, "it is
this pursuit?"
luck that I can say, Hinc Mm lachrynm,' in
my herds." "What do you mean?" asked his

commenced

my

to
looiting at

(

}

"Why,

astonished guest.

don't you see?

'Hence 'these

steers.'"

WATER
The following

PIPES.

unsolicited testimony, taken from the Engineering and
New York, i8 a most gratifying tribute to the excel-

Mining Journal of

lence of the goods fnrnishtd by the National
Boston, Mass., and McKeesport, Pa. :—

Tube Works Company,

of

Extba Lakgb Lap-Welded Tubes and Enameled Water Pipes.—
visit to the works of the National Tube Works Company at
McKeesport, Pa., we witnessed ihe operation of making lap welded tubes
At a recent

Jor notice. The company makes
size up te fourteen inches dipt,',-e!er.

of such a size and quality as to
these seamless tubes or pipes of any
And us every length is tested by hydraulic pressure before leaving the
works, their sireneth and quality is fully guaranteed. They have been
found admirably adapted to carrying; water for the hydraulic mines of
California, Nevada, and other Western States, and for water works
which do not require larger mains than fourteen inches. The company
has just completed an order for the Virginia City and Gold Hill Water
Company, of Nevada, of seven miles of 10 inch pipe, the most extensive
order for a large size that, we believe, has ever been given in this counThese seamless pipes, even without coating, are more durable and
try.
are" also less expensive than the riveted pipes, but the company applies a
patent enamel 10 them that, it is claimed, makes them almost indestructible, and. indeed, the company is williug to guarantee their durability
The appended reports by Dr. S. Dana Hayes,
for any length of time.
Massachusetts State Assayer and Chemist, and Prof. Otto Wuth, of Pittscomburg, Pa., fully establish the claims of this pipe to durability.
mend it not only to our gas and water comput ies, but also 10 our mine
have
use
or
convey
impure
to
who
water,
others
Mich,
for
and
exowners
ample, as in many anthracite mines. These large pipes would make exbreakers,
and
the
enamel would doubtcellent screen shafts for our coal
less be of great advantage for coating the exposed iron work about the
call

We

In bringing the matter to the consideration of "those whom ifc may
concern,"' we believe we are doing consumers as well as manufacturers a
service.

reports.
"I have recently made a series of tests of your enameled pipe, for the
purpose of ascertaining its value as a service pipe for conveying water
and other fluids, and now submit the following brief report of the results

obtained:—

Portions of the enamel covering itself were first removed from several
pieces and submitted to chemical analysis, to determine the presence of
deleterious substances, but the result of these analyses are entirely negaThe pipe is made of
tive, as there is nothing of this kind present.
wrought iron, covered, inside and outside, with an elastic, enamel like
material that does not contain any unwholesome or objectionable ingredients.

'

,
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ON BREAKING

DOGS.

Port Scott, Kan., Oct. 12 ia*»
°' 5,
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Por the benefit of amateur dog trainers, or Western sportsmen
wh
train their own dogs, please give some of the fine points, say in
trainin°
'

of the setter Joe, spoken of in your issue of 7th inst., or any other
f
excel any ordinary broken dog in? 1st.
Do
,
"shooting
over
him' to the "dead
he go straight from, the party
bird"
and immediately return with it? 2d. Does he carry or fetch by wing
o
leg? 8d. Does he point the "wounded bird" and await, command
to
fetch? 4th. What are his points of excellence in quartering his
ground
down charging, "coming into," or remaining at heels? Please publish
for general information of country sportsmen' who break their own

mous dog— what does he

do?

the general terms now in use in handling dogs in the field
Has not cub *
torn made general terms abbreviating the "good dog business," g
fte
used in "Prank Forester's Breaking or Training?" We of the
West
cannot buy or get hold of "broken dogs" at anything like reasonable
have twelve-month dogs here that "hi on" at comniacl
figures.
"quarter their ground" in chicken shooting an eighth of a mile right
am
left, thus ranging a quarter mile; turn and go in opposite dhectiou
at
sound of whistle; "come in to heel" at prolonged whistle or command
.

We

"come in;" "seek dead" at command from "down charge" after shotpoint the "wounded bird" and wait for command to "fetch." or Im'.
mediately return with dead bird when found. These pups are few but
we have two in this community. As to nose, they find biro's and are
staunch when they find them, and do their back pointing, we think
finely; yet where there is so much 'blue blood" written about, we
expect there must be better dogs, and would like to read of them and their
fine points
One of the dogs above spoken of is a pointer with an m>
July of this year, when he was less
known father. Thi* dog found
than a year old, eleven covies of prairie chickens in one afternoon, and
out of upward of 200 chickens killed over him he retrieved at Last 180
before he was a year old.
g#
.

Although the last named subjects may not, strictly speakand indeed in
ing, come under the head of agriculture
China are usually treated as specialties— they are nevertheless valuable adjuncts, as showing some of the resources of
a wonderful people.

due

%$

,

.

i

Its durability was then tested, by exposing different p.eces of the pipe
to the solvent action of bard, soft, and sea waters, alcohol, and other
fluids, for many days, and finally those fluids were boiled in the pipe for
several hours in each case— the object of this boiling being to obtain, as
nearly as possible, in a comparatively short time, the effect produced in
the pipe by lon?-continued usage. These tests have been very complete,
and i am quite surpri-ed at the durability and power of resistance of the
enamel covering determined in this way. It has not failed in any trial
laboratory, and It has withstood the action of
with natural waters in
boiling coirosive fluids for a longer time than specimens of other water
use.
common
in
pipes novv
I commenced this investigation with some doubts about your enameled
pipe, but the severe tests which I have employed prove that it is perfectly
harmless, and possesses great durability, these being the properties of
S. Dana Hayes,
most importance in water pipe..

m

'

[We have done much

shooting over the famous setter
"Joe," the dog you alude to. His great reputation arises
from the fact that he is an exceedingly beautiful, high-bred
well formed dog, of great endurance and stylish action in
the field; and then he was carefully broken by one of the
best breakers among us, and when sold he went into the
hands of a very skillful, energetic sportsman, who keeps
him constantly at work in the shooting season, and an unusual quantity of game of all kinds has been shot over him
and now, as he is five or six years old, and always having
been skillfully handled, he has become, no doubt, about as
good as dogs ever get to be. There are certainly hundreds
of dogs possessing all the good natural qualities of this
dog, yet but few have been so well broken, few so well
handled, and few have had so much game shot to them.
He does nothing but what hundreds of other dogs will
do, but whatever he does he does it well.
He was not
broken to fetch by wing, leg or head, as we have had
them, but at the crack of the gun he will "charge down,"
and remain until ordered to "fetch dead," which he does
without "mouthing" his game. We do not think his owner
requires him to "point dead," because, to us, it appears an
absurdity to ask a steady old and good retriever to point a
dead or wounded bird. All such dogs know to a certainty,
if a bird is dead or wounded, and there is about as much
necessity for a dog to "point dead" before retrieving, as
there would be for a boy sent for the bird to be required
to stand upon one leg awhile before he picked it up.
In breaking a rash pup or young dog, it is well to make
him "point dead," but after they come to discriminate between a dead or live bird they give it up almost invariably.
All that we require of our dogs, is that they shall quarter the ground regularly, ranging wide in the open and
closely in cover, come "to heel" when ordered, point and

break steadily, and to either "drop to shot," stand in their
tracks, or to come quietly "to heel" and remain sitting,
standing, or at "down charge" until the gun is reloaded, and
they are ordered to "fetch" dead, if the bird is killed, and
To "drop to shot"
to "hold up" and "heigh away" if not.
is all well enough on dry land, bat in snipe shooting, when
the water is often as cold as ice, the shooter who would
compel his dog to "drop to shot" should at once be attended
to by "The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals."

We have

no pups in the East any better than those you
describe, but as a general thing the dogs in the East are far
better broken than those of the West, and this state of
things arises from the fact that game being so much more
scarce with us we require better dogs to enable us to make
a bag.

We have made

shooting trips to the West,
Southwest, and Northwest, since 1859, and with but few
U1S
exceptions have ever met with well broken dogs. In
to
obliged
section of the country, as before stated, we are
be
can
know
have good well broken dogs, and such we
purchased at reasonable rates.
let
In regard to the dogs of "blue blood," you allude to,
they
that
claim
us say, that the importers of such do not
Americai
will do any better work in this country than
inbred dogs, but all good sportsmen will admit that the
periodical

<

bes
fusion of fresh blood through dogs imported from the
at a
kennels in Europe is well calculated to improve, or
have atevents keep them up to the high standing they
imsuch
tained, and consequently it is wise to encourage
.

portations.

my

Slate Assayer and Chemist, Massachusetts."
made a complete series of tests in order to ascertain the qualyour patent enameled pipe, and found that the enamel covering
perfectly both the inside and the outside of the wrought iron pipe is not
in the least affected by the action of alkalies, acids, salts of any composition, alcohol— in fact, any liquids which in practice are am to be conveyed through the pipe. The enamel itself contains no deleterious substances whatever, and even if it did it would not make any difference, as
not a trace of it will become soluble. Pipe so enameled is specially
adapted for water and ga*.
q. wvth."

"I have
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—An international

dog show was held

at

Baden

1

High"
last month under the patronage of her Serene
wbt^
with
Baden,
of
Princess
Hamilton,
the Duchess of
Highness
the idea originated. At the request of her
over from Englan

Rev.

J.

Gumming Macdona came

_

which capacity he was assiste
contin J
eight gentlemen from different parts of the
^
rand
~ u **
&
Yery costly prizes were given by the
Mon
of
Baden, Dowager Duchess of Hamilton, Princess
and om
Solms
Albert
Prince
Hamilton,
of
Duchess
officiate as

judge, in

>

—

— —

.
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FOREST AND STREAM.
The

last

named gentleman won no

less

dog and bitch classes,
first in English setters with a grand white and tick colored
young setter whelp by Mr. Macdona's champion field winner Ranger, from his sister Vaynol Ino, and first with his
black and tan Gordon setters, Duke and Duchess. Mr.
Mahler, a well known German sportsman exhibited a grand
team of pointers, winning first with a daughter of Mr.
Garth's Drake. The first prize in the dog class went to a
very fine lemon and white dog of Mr. Whitehouse's strain.
Of course the entries included a large number of German
boarhounds and dachshunds. The show was held in the
Gymnasium, the dog benches being covered with pine
leaves, the smell from which counteracted any unpleasant
odor from the dogs, and acted as a disinfectant. The
show is to be repeated next year and will help, with the
races, to restore some of the prestige of Baden, lost since
the abolition of the gambling rooms. A bench show on a
Including two with

FAIRY AS A PRIZE WINNER.
—

than ten first prizes,

.=»

Irish setters in

»., .< -

Langham Hotel, London,

Sept. SO, 1875.

have seen published in your issue of the 16th Inst, an article over
the signature of G. T. Teasdale-Buckell, Mr. Llewellin's breaker, in
which he says he has "never seen it stated in an American paper that
Fairy, when the property of Mr. Llewellin, won first at Bangor and second at Birmingham Dog Shows, facts which Mr. Raymond may like to
know." Together with your correspondent "Viatores" I visited Mr.
Laverack last August and heard him say that Mr. Llewellin never owned
Fairy, but that Mr. Llewellin was anxious to purchase her prior to her
shipment to America. I f urther heard him remark that Mr. Llewellin
had borrowed Fairy for field purposes, promising to send her back when
she came in use eo that she could be bred to Blue Prince. Mr. Llewellin, however, failed to return her in time.
Tne-se are facts, and I have
no doubt that when Mr. Laverack sees your paper he will publish a card
stating that Mr. Llewellin (or his breaker) never owned Fairy.
Yours truly,
A. V. V;, JR.
I

stated that the dog tax last year
yielded the State of Tennessee the sum of $300,000, which
will be used in remunerating the owners of sheep for losses
is

occasioned by dogs, and that if the tax is continued four
years there will not be ten sheep killed in the State in any
one year.

Other States have nominally a dog tax, but we believe
nowhere else is it sufficiently well enforced as to produce such a revenue as the above. The imposition of a
tax, and the strict enforcement of the law, would be hailed
with delight by all sportsmen. Not only would it soon rid
jthe world of an immense number of worthless curs, but it
that

would give to the dog a recognized status as property, and
confer upon him the same rights and immunities as are enjoyed by the sheep. Let it be as much of an offense to
steal a dog as it is to steal a sheep, and let the penalty be
great as for stealing a horse, and dog owners will willingly
pay a tax. Good dogs are rarely sheep killers— they are
too well trained to the knowledge of what is right, and although the proclivity, when once indulged, can never be
destroyed, it is generally found in mongrel and ill bred curs,
Let each owner of a dog, on paying the tax, receive a
metal tag, with a number, to be attached to the dog's collar, and we shall soon hear less of worried sheep and stolen
pets.

The Dogs of Portsmouth. —We have received a letter
from our correspondent, "Quail," taking exception to the
remarks of another correspondent, "Axe," on the former's
report of the Portsmouth dogs. He says:
Now, it did not occur to me at the time to mention Mr. Thurston's
dogs, neither did it occur to me to mention some twenty or twenty-five
other dogs (and good ones) that are owned in Portsmouth. I merely
speke of a few of the best dogs in Portsmouth. But "Axe" seems to
feel that Thurston's dogs were slighted, and as I did not mention them
before I will now do so. They are very handsome native setter dogs, unbroken, with the exception of Pete, who is getting too old for the Held;

but when he claims that the pup is probably the finest in the State he
making an assertion that would be hard to sustain. He cannot be well ported when he says that he knows very little about Mr.
Nelson's Dash, for there is not a dog in Portsmouth so well or favorably
known as said Dash. In regard to Mr. Nelson's name having been given
with the addition of naval lank, which he does not possess, I will say
that it was certainly a mistake, and one that has mortified Mr. Nelsou
very much, as he does not hold any naval rank, being not a watchman,
as "Axe" says, but Captain of the Watch at the United States Navy
Yard at this place, the same yard at which Mr. Thurston is an employee.
Mr. Thurston had plenty of opportunity to show his dcgs at the Manchester fair, and if they were worthy they would certainly have taken
prizes, but the mere assertion that they would have taken prizes does not
QuAii.
make the matter certain by any means.

certainly is

THE GORDON SETTER

FLIRT.

Brookltn,

Oct.

4, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
In Vol. V., No. 6, page 85, 1 noticed a communication from "Fred,"
Flirt for
of Montello, Wis., requesting me to send the pedigree of
publication in Forest and Stream. 1 inclose you the draft of Flirt's
pedigree as I received it from Mr. Arnold Burgee today. The copy of
the pedisree is the saine as it v\ ill appear in Surges' coming stud book.

my

lean ouch for, is the handsomest black and tan in this country.
Sue is the most perfect marked bitch I ever saw. In color she is a shiuy
She
jet black with rich mahogany tan, and a faint white frill on chest.
was formerly the property of Mr. Arnold Burges, now of Maysville, Ky.
Whenever
I am getting her broken at A. C. Waddell's, Newton, N. J.
you go there I wish you would give your opini©n about her. She is, in
I saw some of Hamilton
fact, the handsomest Gordon bitch I ever saw.
Thompson's Gordon stock yesterday, but they could not come near my
Flirt.
Flirt took premium at the Watertown (N. Y.) Bench Show last
Jane; she is very gentle and easily handled. When I get her from WadI had a very superior litter of seven pups
dell's I will show her to you.
(Duke was imported by
out of Flirt last March by J. L. How's Duke.
H.Thompson.; For one dog pup I got $75, and for the balance I got
from $40 to $60. Sold them all through the advertisement in Forest
and Stream. I have still a hitch left out of the litter which I intend to
keep, audi must say, in my judgment sha will excel Flirt when full
Joseph E. Fisher.
grown. Yours truly,
Flirt,

\

FLTRT-Born

Sept.

9,

1872.

Bred by T. A, Fowler, Esq., Orange, N. J.
Mr. H. N. Mnnn's
Duke of Gordon.

Mr. T. A. Fowler's
Duchess.
Mr.

J.

N. Andrews'
Grouse.

Mr. T. A. Fowler's
Duke.
Dr. Gautier's

T. A. Fowler's

Dandy

Kate,
of the Stockton breed.

LangstaiE's
Moll.

Jobling's

Dandy.

Jobllng'a

Rodman's

SelL

Pelter.

The counsel engaged by the Canadian government to
conduct their case before the Fishery Commission will
meet in St. John early in November to consult.
Close Seasons in Canada.— The Honorable the Minister of Marine and Fisheries has issued the following regulation to the fishery overseers of the Province of Ontario^—
Three of the fisheries regulations of 8d of April last are
rescinded and others passed instead, making present close,
seasons for whitefish, salmon trout, and lake trout in Onlario from 12th November to 1st December, both days inclusive, and doing away altogether with close time for

W.

herrings.

F.

Whitcher,

Commisioner of

Fisheries.

•

\tn

nn& Miver

FISH IN SEASON IN OCTOBER.
Black Bass, mioropterm salmoides, micropterus nigiicans.
Bluefish, temnodon soltator.
Striped Bass JRoocus lineatus.

[Under the head of "Game and Fish in Season''' we can only syecify in
general terms the several varieties, because the laws of States vary so much
that were we to attemvt to particularize we could do no less than publish
This
those entire sections that relate to the kinds of game in question.
would require a great amount of our space. In designating gam,e we are
guided by the laws of nature, upon which all legislation is founded, and
our readers would do well to provide themselves with the laws of their reOtherwise, our attempts to assis
spsciive States for constant reference.
mem will only create confusion.]

*

•

—

Fish in Market. There lias been a fair display of fish
on the slabs during the past week, but very little in the

way

we

except a lot of small gar-fish brought
from Boston. Striped bass are being received from Rhode
Island as well as along the Long Island shore, and sell for
20 cents per pound for fish weighing from 15 to 40 pounds,
and 25 cents for the smaller ones. Green smelts from
Maine are worth 25 cents; bluefish are gradually working
their way south, the catch coming now from the lower
Jersey coast, price 12 cents per pound; frozen salmon, 50
cents; mackerel from Massachusetts, 25 cents each; weakfish, 10 cents; white perch, 15 cents; Spanish mackerel,
frozen, 50 cents; halibut, 20 cents; haddock, 10 cents;
kingfish, 25 cents; codfish, 8 cents; black fish, 15 cents;
of novelties,

if

Ottowa, October

1st,

—

1875.

—

«»»».

—

in the Rangely Waters. The Hart*
ford Times, of a recent date says that Mr. Thomas
Sedgwick Steele, of that city, who has of late turned his
attention in leisure hours to trout painting, has among his

Large Trout

+

The Dog Tax.—It

A

third Commissioner remains to be chosen by the
Austrian Ambassador at London. When this takes place
the Commission will be fully organized and will proceed

agent.

to business.

Editor Forest and Stream:—

large scale is to be held in Berlin next year, to be followed
by a public field trial for English and German sporting

dogs over the extensive shootings of Mr. Andr6, and under
the Kennel Club rules.

.
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sea bass, 18 cents; eels, 18 cents;
sheepshead, 20 cents; whitefish, 15 cents; pickerel, 18 cents;
salmon trout from the lakes, 18 cents; green turtle, from
Indian River, Florida, 20 cents; terrapin. .$12. to $15. per
dozen: scollops, $1.50 per gallon; hard shell crabs, 40 cents
per dozen. The season for soft shell crabs is now over and
Bait, shedder crabs, $2. per
there are none in market.
dozen; shrimp, $1. per quart; soft clams, 20 to 40 cents

flounders, 12 cents;

studies drawings of brook trout from five to ten pounds in
weight, with the date and place of their capture, as well
as the name of the fortunate angler who landed them; and
These
their varied proportions make an interesting study.
Professor
fish are all from the Rangely region in Maine.
Agassiz is authority for the statement, that "no other waters in the world produce such large brook trout as these

pure cold streams in the wilderness of Maine," and they
grow very rapidly in the first few years of their lives.
Many of them have been liberated after capture with

weight and year stamped on a platina tag inserted in the
dorsal fin, and Thomas Moran (artist of the Yellowstone)
captured a two and a quarter pound fish with one cf these
tags attached, stamped 1871, showing that the trout had increased one pound and three-quarters in two years.
At the headquarters of the "Oquossoc Angling -Association" on the Rangely River, a place of annual resort by
Mr. Steele, and where he captured a six-pounder in June,
1873, there is a

book in which a record of

all

large trout

with dates, place and weight affixed. Here on
one page is an exact account of the numbers and weights
of thirty brook trout taken by eight gentlemen visiting
this locality in 1869, the average time of fishing being
about six days each. In this list none are mentioned under four pounds each, although a large quantity of smaller
ones were taken.
is

kept,

8} pounds •ach
4 pounds each!2 brook trout
brook troat
.6j poundi each
brook trout.
±b pounds each 2 brook Iroui ....
7 pounds each
1 brook trout
4i pounds eac b 2 brook trout
?£ pounds each
2 brook trout
4f poundi? oacl;|l brook trout.
brook
pounds each
il
trout
pounds
each
TJ5
3 brook trout
8 pound* each
1 brook trout
&i pounds each|3 brook trout.
8k pounds each
5+ pounds each 1 brook trout
4 brook trout
9 pounds each
6 pounds each| brook trout
2 brook trout
Making thirty trout, total weight, 181£ pounds, or averaging over six pounds each. There is another account of a
gentleman taking in three-quarters of an hour 24£ pounds.
Mr. Page, the president of the association, some seasous
ago took with a fly on the Rangely River a brook trout
3
1

.

.

.

.

,

1

per 100.

New Jersey— Forked River.— Our correspondence from
this point came to hand too late for last week's issue. The
report dated October 11th, says:
"The fishing here during the past week has been excelBoats are catching from 40 to 60 weakfish to a man,
lent.
averaging two and three pounds. Whenever the bar is
quiet enough to permit the boats going outside, the bluefish suffer" considerably; they average ten pounds each.
Strioed bass are being taken now in fair quantities, weighThe bay is alive with snaping from one to four pounds.
ping mackerel (so called), and they serve as hrsi -class bait
The fishing season has been good
stealers, if nothing else.
and bad by spells; this is one of the good ones. How long
it

will last

we cannot

tell.

Pennsylvania.— Philadelphia,

October

18th,

1875.— The

Fair
bass fishers are still at it, and report fair success.
success, so far as one can learn, is not more than from
three to five to the rod, averaging perhaps a pound, with
an occasional two or three pounder.^ The up-river anglers
have told some interesting fish stories about their catches
at Flat Rock, Conshohocken, Pawlen's Bridge, and Norristown. One Reading basket was said to number nearly a
hundred, and several from one fourth to one half that
number. One of the well-posted, after stoutly insisting
on a big «core until our incredulity gave place to our native
politeness, said, "but there's an old fellow down there who
fishes all the time, and puts all his fish in a bank, who will
use a 'green
piece out your string for a consideration.
Verb,
tly,' and will until specie payments come again."
Sculls.
sat.

We

Oct. 15th— Situated about ten miles from
Licking Reservoir, a noted place of resort
This resfor sportsmen in this vicinity, as well as abroad.
ervoir is a sheet of water covering about five to six thousand acres, abounding in good fishing and hunting. Black
bass, pickerel, suufish, and Lake Erie bass, wild ducks and
quail are found in this locality. There are three hotels;
Boats at all of
cost of board from $1.50 to $2 per day.
these places for 50 cents per day; man to row for $2. It is
reached from Newark by rail for 25 cents, or by team foils per day. Distance from Newark, Licking county, Ohio,
Fishing season, April, May and June— best in
ten miles.
Hunting from October 1st through the
last two months.
Rolling country. One hotel is located on the line of
Fall.
the Newark., Somerset and Straitsville Railroad; other hotels reached by teams; they are kept open the year through.
F. G. McC.

Ohio— Newark,

this city is the

—

The Fisheries There have been 77 arrivals of our
fishing fleet the past week, as follows: From Georges, 29;
Banks, 11: off shore, mackereling, 34; Bay of St. LawThe receipts are— Georges codfish, 316,000 lbs.
rence, 3.
Banks cod, 930,000 lbs.; Georges halibut, 18,100 lbs.; Bank
halibut, 83,000 lbs.; shore mackerel, 2,875 barrels; Bay
Cape Ann Advertiser, Oct. 15th.
mackerel, 380 barrels.
The Canadian Fisheries.—A dispatch from Ottawa,
Canada, announces that Mr. Ford and Mr. Bergne, the English officials appointed to act with Sir A. T. Gait, the
British Commisioner of the International Commission on
the Fisheries Settlement, are busily engaged in preparing
It is understood that Lieut.
the case for the Commission.
Gov. Clifford, of Salem, Mass., will be United States Commissioaer,

and Judge Foster, of Boston, the American

weighing ten pounds, and if the reader has any doubts of
statement the next time he is iu New York, if he will
on Mr. Page at No. 10 Warren street, (second floor) he
will be permitted to examine the fish, now at rest under a
A party in the Spring of 1874 took, in two
glass shade.
weeks, 175 trout, weighing 232 pounds, and among the
lot were fish which turned the scales at three, four, five,
In July last, in this
six, six and a half and eight pounds.
same region, a gentleman landed four in one day that averaged oyer five pounds each; and during one week's fishing there were captured two of seven and a half pounds,
and three of six pounds each; while a novice to the sport
was made happy by a string of twenty-four, which weighed
The past season was the best in five
seventy-five pounds.
years, the trout not being so plenty but of larger growth.
They have all the beautiful spots, tints, and recognized
peculiarities of brook trout, such as square tails, small
this
call

heads, the inside of the mouth black (instead of white, like
lake trout), and are no doubt the genuine Salmo fontinatia t
as lake trout are not known in that locality.
number of these large trout are now frozen, preparatory to their exhibition at the coming Centennial, and they
certainly have every right to be there, as it is estimated
that the ages of two of the largest combined would
make a hundred years.
.The facts certainly prove beyond all question the state*
ments regarding the extraordinary growth of speckled
brook trout: still, it's considerable satisfaction to know
that there is a limit, and that we are not to be annoyed by
those of the size of whales and sea-serpents.

A
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FISHING IN LAKE ERIE.
Kelley's Island, Ohio, Lake Erie, Oct. 12, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
The usual number of regulars have been here this season enjoying
themselves black bass fishing- anglers from Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus, Pittsburg, Indianapolis, Covington, Ky., and numerous other
places far and near. The fishiog season commenced .about the 20th of
last month, and is now almost over. The catches have been good.
On
the 5th inst. one boat with two rods took 127 bass, ail good sized fish,,
some 3£ and four pounds. One angler, using an Orvis 'Coming Bass
Rod," made two quadruple catches— one catch aggregating eight and
one half pounds", and on a subsequent day, using a McGinniss bass rod,
made another quadruple catch, ail fine fish. In former days at this point
heavy rods were used entirely, but now it is conceded that fine tackle is
more effective, as it is certainly far more pleasant to handle. The fishing here continues to improve from year to year, which is owing to the
fact that now there are but three pounds off the island, whereas a few
years since they might be counted by the score, rendering it almost im-

[M'

possible for any bass to escape them. This island contains sonle2, riOO
acres, almost a solid bed of the best limestone, about *1,000 acres being
set out in vineyarde, which produce most excellent grapes of many vaThere is only one hotel on the island, but as it is capable of acrieties.
commodating some 250 guests, and as the pleasure season is over before
the fishing season commences, there is ample room for all anglers, to

the fare is $2 per day. Mine host Jacob Rush is an efficient landand is always on the alert to make his guests happy and comfortable. This is written in the interest of lovers of our gentle art who may
be looking for "fresh fields and pastures new."
X,

whom
lord,

—

#

—

—

,

FOREST AND STREAM.
FISHING FOR EELS IN
—

—

FIJI.

yachts seemed to be going through the water at a very
rapid rate. The Resolute was sailing remarkably well
logging, it is said, llf- knots, and more as the wind increased.
In half an hour she was abreast of the Vesta,
and at 6 o'clock had passed the Dreadnaught and taken
leading position, the latter having passed the Vesta some
time before. At 7:30 Bar negat Light was passed, and at
11 o'clock the wind hauled to the north, and main hooms
were^jibed over. The Vesta had gradually fallen astern,
but before the lightship on Five Fathom Bank was
reached had regained a position close to the Dreadnaught.
At 1 o'clock A. M. on Wednesday morning the Resolute
jibed, and heading to the eastward, rounded the lightship
eleven minutes later, with half the distance accomplished.
The Dreadnaught and Vesta each went to the eastward of
the lightship, and rounded from the other direction, the
former at 1:20:15 and the latter at 1:24. From this
point the Vesta was in trouble. First, her main topsail
was found to be nadly torn, and later in the night, or
rather day, the leach of her foresail parted close to the
gaff, and before the sail could be taken in it, was badly
torn.
The delay of patching and rebending effectually extinguished any chance she may have had in the race. At
about 2:40 A. M. the wind died out, so that the yachts
made but little headway. When Barnegat was reached
the Resolute was about six miles ahead of the Dreadnaught
and the latter twelve miles ahead of the Vesta. Here the
Dreadnaught, which was inshore, caught a breeze from off
the land that carried her up to the Resolute, and' at 4:30
she was leading by five miles. From that time throughout
the long day the yachts were becalmed, and at nightfall
the Resolute was nine miles to windward of the Dreadnaught, and the Vesta had drifted out of sight of both.
At daybreak on Thursday morning the Highland lights
were to leeward, the Resolute and Dreadnaught being
about four miles apart.
most exciting race now ensued between these two, resulting in the Dreadnaught, by
very skillfully luffing when close to the lightship, passing
the mark by a shave less than one minute ahead of the
Resolute. The official time given was as follows:

A correspondent writing from Fiji is

furnishing; the LonField with some very graphic letters regarding fish and
fishing in the principal of those distant isles of the Pacific.

don

We take the following from

a recent issue:

"We sometimes fish for these fellows with a hand line at night, and
my servant tried one evening a lamp of dough for want of a better bait.
He felt something nibble, nibble at his line, and at last a steady haul; so,
returning the compliment, he hauled too, and presently landed a strange
fish, like a aiganrie English bream in shape.
It was cooked and pronounced Al bv all the household, and, encouraged by his success, P. tried
again next nigtit. Another rewarded him, and he fished on. Presently
a bite, and then a dead pull. Having a strong line and wired hook, he
hauled away, and dragged up an ugly brown eel. When he attempted to
seize it the creature turned and bit him across the knuckles, nearly clearing two of the joints of skin and flesh! Fishing in Fiji has its dangers!
After dressing his wound I sat up writing, the household having retired to bed.
I was interrupted by a young bo>itman rushing in, 'Oh,
please, sir, give me a light, I have got a big eel lik-j that which hit P. this
evening. He lies in my boat biting furiously, and I can't get him off the
line.
I have jumped overboard and come for help.' He was dripping.
We lit a lantern, ana, taking the big office ruler, adjourned to the battle-field.
First Charley drew in the boat, at the bottom of which,
#

" By the lantern dimly burning,'*

enemy

cruising about. He dropped in, and I passed in
the lantern and scrambled down. As socn as we approached him he
made »t Ciarley's naked feet. The young fellow made a spring, nearly
shot me out of the cranky little boat, and upset the lantern. As 1 stooped
the brute charged me. I had quite enough to do to save myself,
to lift
and, as f had dropped the ruler at the first surge, I had no weapon. The
ruler k-;,»i, rolling about with the rocking boat, sometimes just within
reach, but as I tried to seize it away it would roll! The eel was master
of the situation for the time, but at last Charley fetched him a crack with
the stretcher, and, having managed in a lull of the fight to catch the errant ruler, I secoi dad the blow with a 'stunner.' The heavy ebony did
its duty, and the slimy brute lay quiet while Charley rained blows on it,
and finally severed his head from his body with hisxlasp knife. I never
saw a more savage, fierce beast; he fairly sprang at us, with his jaws
wide onen and Ms small- white eye gleaming ferociously. The way the
lad and I danced in that rocking boat, with the lantern, the ruler, and the
fish rolling at the botton, would take cleverer pens thau mine to describe.
Next evening, however, P. met with a more serious affair. He and my
son were out at the end of the pier trying for a big cod. Presently I
I could see the

i

A

doorway stood my servant, as pale as a she?t, and streaming blood from
his wrist. Seizing the ruler and some red tape I made a temporary tourniquet, poured half a tumbier of brandy down his throat, and carried him
off to a chemist, who luckily lives closo* to me, and is a good surgeon, as
all these men should be.
Here we sewed np two frightful gashes, that
had severed some small arteries, just missing the main one of the pulse,
and thus causing the severe hemorrhage. After the wound was dressed
and the bleeding stayed we learned the following account of the accident.
P. had hooked and hauled up the eel, about four-pound weight. Remembering the fight of the previous night, he had sw ung the brute round
his head, bringing him down with a thump on the boards; this was the
sound of blows I heard. The last blow dislodged -the hook, and then
the creature sprang at him and seized him by the wrist. How he got
him off he cannot tell, for the pain was extreme, and he was covered
with blood in a second, but he remembered dashing it down, and it
slipped a a ay between the interstices of the plankiDg. It was a very
narrow escape with life.
There are several kinds of eels here in the rocks and stones under the
These fellows grow to a great size. I
pier, and two in the fresh water.
have beard of one as thick as a man's thigh. The sea eels are sometimes very prettily mottled with brown. Lately I was watching a rush
of danlfa from a big fish. It was low tide, and many of the little fellows
sprang on shore; escaping from one foe, they became the prey of another. As they tumbled about in the rocky little pools and between the
intersacea of "the stones, half a dozen of the mottled eels rushed
at and seized them; and here I witnessed what I never before
suspected. I saw an eel constrict a fish as a snake does its prey, in its
convolutions, and. fastening its teeth in the fish's head, it drew it through
the folds of its coils and swallowed it."

—
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The Resolute, Dreadnatjght and Vesta.— The

M.
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third

of the Hatch series of matches was sailed last week, when
the Resolute contended against the Dreadnaught and Vesta, over the outside course around Cape May lightship and
As there is a material difference in the constructreturn.
ion of these yachts, and as at least one of them has a celebrity which is almost world-wide, a description of them
may not be inappropriate. The Resolute is a centre-board
.schooner, built in 1871 by David Carll at City Island. In
length she is 114 feet over all; beam, 25 feet 1 inch, and
The Reso8 foot depth of hold; tonnage, 208 tons o. m.
lute has not participated, except as a spectator, in many
of the regattas of either of the clubs to which she belongs, her owner preferring to keep her in cruising trim to
the nuisance of tearing to pieces in preparation for racing.
The Vesta is also a centre-board schooner, built by the
same party in 1865; her length over all is 102 feet; beam,
25 feet, and depth, 8 feet 7 inches. The Vesta attained
celebrity in the memorable ocean race to Cowes, participated in also by the Henrietta and Fleetwing, being at that

time owned by Mr.

The Dreadnaught is a keel
Brooklyn by the Poilion's in 1871; her
Lorillard.

schooner, built in
length over all is 117 feet 11 inches; beam, 24 feet; depth,
9 feet 7 inches. Her original owner was Capt. Samuels,
who sailed the Dauntless in her ocean race against the
Cambria. She was purchased from him by Mr. Stockwell,
of Pacific Mail notoriety, and from his hands passed into
those of Mr. C. J. Osborne. There is no finer specimen of
yacht building afloat than the Dreadnaught, and with all
tli'- ~* equal, probably none of her size possessing greater
speed,
THE RACE.
On Tuesday of last week the racers got under way at
noon, and proceeded with a fine breeze to the lightship to
prepare for the start. The ocean tug Cyclops had been
engaged to tow the yachts from the club house anchorage;
but this was found to be unnecessary. Mr. E. S. Chapin
and Mr. J. H. DeMott as the judges representing respectively the owners or the Dreadnaught and Vesta, were on
hoard the Resolute, which vessel was represented by Mr.
J. P. Williams on the Dreadnaught, and Mr. W. E. GreenAt 8:53 P. M. a gun from the Resoleaf on the Vesta,
lute signalled the yachts to make for the line, from which
all were distant about three miles
At 4 :2 :45 the Vesta
luffed around the lightship followed by the Dreadnaught
At the time of the start
at 4:3:55, and the Resolute 4:4:20.
afresh taeae was hip wing from KI.W., and all the
f

.

.

Arrived.

Actual Time.

A.M.

Dreadnaught

6:18:15

Resolute
Vesta

6:19:53A.M.

38:14:30
3§:T5j33

M.
40:45:06
The Resolute is entitled, according to the New York
Yacht Club rules, to an allowance of 8m. 54s., and on this
allowance wins the race. The cwner of the Dreadnaught,
however, claimed that the rules only applied to races
sailed over the regular regatta course; but the judges, after many consultations, decided on Friday in favor of Mr.
Hatch. The victory of Mr. Hatch affords general pleasure, for the plucky manner in which he issued his challenge and sailed the match; and although two of the races
were against him, his fine yacht has done herself much
credit by vanquishing such worthy antagonists as the
Dreadnaught and Vesta.
The proposed ocean race between the sloops of the
Seawanhaka Yacht Clab, tor Captain Center's $500 cup,
will not be sailed this season, there being no entries.
The
prize certainly is handsome enough, but the course around
Cape May lightship perhaps a little too long.
8:47:38 A.

-

—

1

—

—

—

Mr. Roussell, the owner of the keel sloop yacht Eugenie, has issued a challenge, open to any sloop yacht, except the Vindex, to sail twenty miles to windward and return, from the lightship, on the same day that the Mohawk
and Dauntless sail their match. Mr. Roussell proposes to
sail for $150, to be divided among the winning crew.
It
is a sportsmanlike challenge and is worthy the attention of
the owners of such boats as the Addie, Vision, Sadie, Active, Undine, Orion and others.

The Champion Scull Race. — On

Saturday

last, at

Pittsburgh, Evan Morris and Henry Coulter rowed a fivemile single scull race over the Hutton course for a stake of
$1,000 and the championship of America. Coulter managed to take the lead at the start, and at the end of the first
mile he was three lengths ahead
After rounding the stake
boat, however, Morris made a spurt, and passing Coulter,
crossed the line first a length ahead. Time, 35m. 20s.
Friday last Messrs. R. W. Rathburn and W. E.
McCready rowed a two-mile race on the Harlem River for
the championship of the Athletic Club.
McCready took
the lead at the start, and kept it until three quarters of a
mile had been accomplished, when Rathburn passed him
and won by fifteen lengths. Time, 14m. 40s.
.

—On

Philadelphia, Oct.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
The Fall review of the Schuylkill Navy

off

Rock,
be virtually

will take place at Turtle

Fairmount Park, on Saturday next, at 4:30 P. M. This
the wind-np of a very active boating season, nothing
being likely to come
Thanksgiving Day.

18, 1875.

will

else of interest

unless some of the enthusiasts get up a race for
*

Sculls.

the yearly contests between Oxford aud Cambridge
nosticated.

is
'

Harvard.— In referring to the election of a
for the University crew, the Crimson says

new

nm°a"
p

capta'

:

"The

man who

has

never rowed on the TJ
t# the position of captain of the crew
markka
new departure in our boating affairs. The leaf which w
are about to turn will, we trust, be brighter than the
last
one.
For the new captain of the crew we can confldenilv
promise that his sole idea will be the conscientious discharge
of the responsible duties committed to his charge.
Hebe
lieves in having only those men in the boat who are (to
use
his own words) 'heart and soul in the crew,' and he will
endeavor to find five men in the University who have, beside
the requisite amount of muscle, a sufficiently high 'idea
of
the trust confided to them to exert themselves to their
versity

election of a

crew

ut-

most, both before and during the race.
In the crew of last year there was more lack of enthusiasm than of muscle. The men went through the regular
routine of work laid out for a uuiversity crew, but they
thought more of going to Saratoga and of wearing their
University hats about Cambridge than they did of wmni a£r
the race.
This feeling the new captain intends to keen
down. The object of the crew will be to win, and if h e
succeeds in picking out for his crew men who will enthusiastically devote themselves, mind and body, to the work
we can begin to cherish hopes of victory."
The Fall scratch races were rowed on the Charles Riveton Saturday last, the course being one-half mile and return.
The first race was for. single sculls, the boats coming
in as follows: Danforth, 1st; Weld, '76, 2d; James, 8d
Weld, '79, 4th; Lemoyne, 5th; Denton having fallen out
of the race.
The second race was between four-oared boats, with the
following crews and positions: Martin, '77; Katzenbich"
'79; Page, '77; Price, '79, inside; Wells, '78; Wells '??'
Weld, '79; .Gale, '79, second; Bird, '77; Brown, '77- Up'
ham, '77; Ives, '79, third; Raynor, '78; Powell, '77;Preston, '79; Earl, '79, outside.
The start was even. The
Martin crew won by several lengths.
The next race was for double sculls, but proved a fizzle,
Denton and Danforth pulling over the course at leisure. *'
The concluding contest was between four six-oared boats
manned as follows: First boat Wiley, '77, stroke; Perkins, L. S. S., 2d; Hastings, '76, 3d; James, L. S. S., 4th;
Riggs, '76, 5th, and Lemoyne, '78, bow.
Second boat-Loring, stroke, Martin, '77, 2d; Crocker, '79, 3d; Preston,

—

4th; Katzenbach, '79, 5th; James, '79, bow. Third
'76, stroke: Wetmore, '75, 2d; Wells, '79, 3d;
Morgan, '78, 4th; Upham, '77, 5th; Jacobs, '79, bow.
Fourth boat— Thayer, L. S. 8., stroke; Bancroft, '78, 2dLittaner, '78, 3d; Wetherbee, '78, 4th; Page, '.77, 5th; SMIleto, '75, bow.
This race was well contested, andwas won
'79,

boat— Wells,

1

by the Wiley crew.

Dartmouth.— The students of Dartmouth held their
Fall athletic sports on the 13th and 14th instants. The
most important event was the rowing match between the
Senior and Sophomore crews, in six-oared shells, over a
two and a half mile course. The Seniors took the' lead fit
the start, but were passed by the Sophomores, who came
in first in 14m. 85i:3.
The Seniors, .however, claimed a
foul, which was, after much discussion, allowed, and the
race rowed over again on Friday afternoon. On this occasion the Seniors also took the lead, but retained it to the
end, winning in 14m. 52-£s.
Trinity.—A race was rowed on Saturday last between
two six-oared boats of the Trinity navy. The distance
was two miles, and the crews composed as follows, the
first two numed being short two men through sickness:—
Uppercrew— Prout, stroke; Sherman, DuBois, captain;
Rutherford, bow.
Lower crew— Ebberts, captain and
Potwine, Bredin, Deuell, Roberts, Scott, how.
E. Warner, '76. Judges— Professor G. 0.
Holbrooke, J. D, Tuckerman, '76, W. V. Chapin, '78. in
endeavoring to clear a schooner the boats collided, and in
the melee the stroke of the upper class crew lost an oar.
The referee decided that the foul was the fault of the
lower class crew, and gave the race to the upper crew.
stroke;

Referee—B.

fatiotml Igagtimez.
the professional arena.

—The

for the professional whip pennant is
the closing record of Nov. 1st will find
Stockings possessors of the pennant for
This year the Athletics will occupy second position, and as for third place, the fight is now pretty
close between Hartford and St. Louis, the former occupying third place, when the record was made up— Oct. 18th
as will be seen by the appended table:—

contest
nearly~over, and
the Boston Red
the fourth time.

—

.
|

'.XI

.

2

SO

Club.

Yale Fall Races.— The

versity Boat Club took place on Saturday last on Lake Saltonstall, the attendance of students and New Haven citizens being large. The first race was between the six-oared
shells of the law school and the class of 77; distance,
Thelawschool crew, composed of V. H. Metthree miles.

(bow)C. Ives, J.
Ward, R. H. Johnson,

W.

Westcott, A. A. Canavan, J.B.
(stroke.,) won in 19m. 27s.
The next was a barge race, two miles, between the Freshmen crews of the Academic and scientific departments, the

calf,

former winning

in

13m. 33£s.

The

victorious crew

is

as

Clarkson, (bow) B. S. Keator, F. A. Stokes,
W. S. Asay, A. L. Holmes, F. E. Hyde, (stroke) E. S. Rowland (coxswain).
For the single scull race there were three entries: H.
Livingston, '78; T. A. Vernon, '76; and W. A. Ransom, '78.
Livingston was the winner, doing the two miles in 15m.
26fs., Vernon's time being 16m. 38is. and Ransom's 16m!
The last race wr as the most exciting of the day. It
50fs.
was hetween six-oared shells of the law school and classes
'77 was victorious, doing the two miles in
of '77 and '78.
I3m. 18fs. It is said to be the first race ever won by '77
hence the names of the winning crew should be handed
down to posterity. They are, F. J. Stimson, (bow) C. L
Alvord, C. S. Mervine, A. W. Cole, W. W. Colin, E. c!
Atwater, (coxswain). Mr. E P.Howe
Coake (stroke)
acted asstarter and referee, and R. J. Cooke. as timekeeper
—Yale students are being stirred up on the subject of
athletics, and the students of '77, '78 and '79 are appealed
to to spoil the monopoly in prizes which '76 is likely- to esmeeting between Yale and Harvard, similar To
follows:

J. B.

A

c
.„

Boston

3

p
a

Fall regatta of the Yale Uni,
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Athletic

Hartford
St. Louis.
Philadelphia
Chicago
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4
4,
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4

,

Mutual
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This table does not include forfeited games.
The record of all the games lost and won in the arena
since April 19th, and up to'October 18th, is as follows:—

This week the Chicago and

St.-

Louis clubs play

thetf

FOEEST AND STREAM.
games in Brooklyn for the season. The games played
the championship arena in October are as follows:—
3 to 2
g—Boston vs. Hartford, at Boston.. ....
Ct

last

In

„

0ct

.

O ct
C

fc

Oct
()ct

Oct

o c t„
Oct
Oct'
Oct'
Oct'
Oct'.

Oct'
Oct!
Oct!
C t]

Oct!

4 to 2
vs. Athletic, at Philadelphia.
4 to 2
8— St.. Louis, vs. Chicago at St. Louis
Cincinnati
5 to 1
g— Cincinnati vs. Philadelphia at
Troy,
—..„.
at
to 3
(exhibition)
6
Boston,
Mutual
-vs.
4—
.
.
7 \,o 1
9_ahicasro vs. St. Louis, at Chicago....
6 to 4
r— St. Louis vs. Chicago, at St Louis
>.
7 to 4
5— Athletic vs. Hartford, at Philadelphia...
8 to 1
8 -Hartford vs. Athletic at Philadelphia
8 to 7
7— Boston vs. Philadelphia, at Philadelphia..
Hartford
to 2
Athletic,
at
18
12—Hartford vs.
8 to 7
13— Athlefic vs. Hartford, at Hartford
10 to 10
14—Hartford vs. Athletic, at Hartford
10 to 6
14— Chicago vs. Philadelphia, at Philadelphia
to 8
Boston
...12
Louis,
at
vs.
St.
Boston
14—
6 to 2
15— Athletic vs. Chicago, at Philadelphia...
.11 to 3
18— Philadelphia vs. Chicago, at Philadelphia
.5 to
.
18— Hartford vs. St. Louis, at Harlford.
i —Mutual

—

.

.

THE AMATEUR ARENA.

—The

revolving season of the amateur fraternity will

not end until Thanksgiving Day, in November, up to which
time games will be played every fine day, especially at
Prospect Park. The important match of the week was
the return game between picked tens of New York and
Brooklyn, in which New York was again successful, this
time by 8 to 0. Mr. Chad wick awarded the prizes, as follows::' Best batting to Hankinson and Lee; best fielding
The model games in which amateur
to Tracy and Dunn.
nines took part since our last are as follows::
4 o 1
Oct. '9— La Belle vs. Clipper, at Wheeling, Va
4 to 2
Oct. 13— New Haven vs. Yale, at New Haven, Ct
Oct, 13—Active vs. Philadelphia, a' Reading, Pa., OC ins). 4 to i
7 to 4
Oct! 12— Chelsea vs. Concord, at Brooklyn (13 innings)
8 to
Oct. 18 -New York vs. Brooklyn, at Brooklyn
8 to 4
Oct. 2—Eureka vs. Olympic, at Oakland, Cal
8 to 7
Oct. 2— iEtna va. Cass, at Detroit, Mich
9 to
Oct. 9— Portsmouth vs. Athletic, at Portsmouth, Va
Reading,
Pa
to 4
Active,
at
.9
vs.
Philadelphia
Oct. 15—
t

—

CRICKET.

— The young Americas

polished off the Morions on Oct.
2d to the tune'of 379 to 82 in one inning play. John Large
scored 74 and Bussier 81, Soper Baird carrying his bat out
The five Newhalls added 97 to the score. Ashfor 83.
Only eight of
bridge's 22 was the best on the other side.
Young America went to the bat. *

Greco-Roman Wrestling.— The novelty of the longpromised exhibition attracted a large crowd to the Grand
Opera House on Wednesday evening of last week, to witness the wrestling match between M. Andre Christol and
William Miller. The latter is a tall, muscular man, weighing 225 pounds, while the Frenchman is much smaller and
turns the scale at 170.

Both men were stripped

to the
activity.

waist, and were splendid specimens of muscular
This mode of wrestling is different from anything of the
kind usually practiced in this country or in England. The
contestants' are allowed to catch each other in any way
above the waist, and a fall is decided by the loser "being
thrown flat upon his back with both shoulders touching the
Christol was much the trickiest and
floor simultaneously.
quickest, but Miller evidently possessed the greatest
strength.
The former, however, gained the first fall, laying his opponent flat upon his back. Miller won the sec
ond and third falls and Christol the fourth. The deciding
round was intensely exciting; the men pushed and struggled, until Miller, by main strength, pushed his adversary
down, and catching hold of his outstretched wrists, pressed
his whole weight again and again on his breast, until
Miller was
Christol's shoulders were touching the floor.
declared the winner, and the stakes— $1,000 handed to
him.
One hundred and forty members of the New York Stock
Exchange have organized arrowing association, to be known
as the New York Stock Exchange Rowing Association. On
Tuesday the following officers 'were elected :— President,
Brstyton Ives; Vice President, Alex. Taylor, Jr; Secretary,
E.A.Drake; Treasurer, R. B. Hartshorn; Captain, C. H.
Leland; Lieu tenant, C. G. Peters; Trustees, J. W. S. Ondee; W. Lummis, M. Burr, Jr., S. J. Drake, and F. K.

—

—

Sttuges.

lew

BOOKS —RECEIVED.
First

Book of Zoology.

etc., etc.

New York: D.

.

By Edward

Appleton

&

S.

Morse, Ph.D.,

Co., 1875.

This very notable and entirely original work will immediately receive
and retain the favor of all to whom the instruction of our youth in NatCertainly no work has appeared in this counural History is confided.
try which so perfectly answers the requirements of the case; and we
suspect that not a few of the teachers themselves will be taught by it.
Prof. Morse's reputation as a naturalist is like that which Csesar's wife
had, or ought to have had, for virtue. Few, if any, of the younger zoologisis of this country stand higher, and none more deservedly so. His
brilliant career as a public It cturer is well known; but as in all similar
cases the public is less familiar with the enormous amount of patient, la
borious application, both in the closet and in the field, which have been
the distinguishing features of Prof. Morse's scientific career, and which
alone could have given him the enviable position he now holds among

men

of science. It is a gratifying indication of the healthy state of science in this country that a man like Prof. Morse, absorbed as he is in
study of the most important and abstruse questions in biology, will yet
take time to smooth the way for the timid beginner, and set forth the
fundamental principles of zoology in a manner which will enable even
a child to understand them. Nothing can be clearer than his description
of the various animals he treats of, or than his explanation of their

modes of life, or than his exposition of the principles of their classification.
Witu equal tact and judgment he does not seek far for rare or
strange objects, but in our homes, streets, and gardei s he picks up the
objects that meet us at every turn, tells us all about them in his own inimitable way, and invests each with a charm. He moreover tells where
to look for such things, and how to find them, and preserve them and
study them. Such a work as this will be of the greatest possible use,
not only as a text book from which cer r ain facts may be learned, but as a
stimulant to the young mind, exciting interest, calling for the powers of
observation and judgment, and faiily placing the student in position to
take care of himself. To ourselves,, the book comes as the welcome reflection of the man himself, whom we have known only to respect, admire and love; and this, too, not alone in the brotherhood of science,
but in the higher relations which may subsist between men. Certainly

more delightful teacher of the rising generation
matters of which this book treats, could be desired.
The success of the volume, which is placed beyond contingency, will
of course be in no wise affected by anything we might say about it; but
this is no reason why we should uot add our slight tribute of piaise. to
the many high enconiums which the work merits and receives.
no

safer, or surer, or

In all

Nebraska: Its Advantages, Besources, and Drawbacks. By Edwin A. Curley. New York: The American and Foreign Publication

grant is by no means always confined to the agricultural classes. Younger
sons and others who seek the New World to engage in sheep growing
or stock-raising are invariably tinctured with the love of field sports iuheient inBritish nature, and the country affording these facilities, in conjunction with those @f the more material pursuits, is the one to which
their attention can be most easily directed. And of all the States in our
Union, Nebraska, probably, taken as a whole, is the most tempting.
Sufficiently removed from civilization, by which we mean the proximity
of crowded and overgrown cities, for the settler to find an abundance of
rich and virgin soil, the hand of the speculator has not as yet grasped its
fairer portions to consign them to disuse until such time as he can command a fancied value. Watered by beautiful streams, and with timber
in the Nio Bran, its fartherst boundaries still the home of the red
man and the bison, a railway, one of the arteries of the continent, con-

with both Atlantic and Pacific, it offers inducements for settlement and emigration which Mr. Curley has by. no means overstated. His
work, indeed, is a plain statement of facts and figures with no strain of
romance but matter-of-fact detail, and hence its value. He has gone into
the subject in a spirit quite contrary to that which produces the usual
speculative hand book, made up of ancient and apocryphal maps and

necting

it

traveler's stories, issued in the interest of local speculators or a railroad
land grant. Our emigrant system is described in detail, and the emigrant
advised of his course from the moment of his arrival at Castle Garden
The resources of the soil and
until he is landed in his Western home.
the mode of cultivation are all explained, and a mass of information collated in its four hundred and odd pages. The book is a handsome addition to the library, and can be relied on for accuracy.

&

Company will publish in a few days a second
"Our Poetical Favorites," by Prof. A. C. Kendrick, of Roches-

Sheldon
series of

ter University.

This volume will contain selections of longer English poems. The
remarkable success of the first series proved that Dr. Keudrick, with his
and this
fine poetic taste, had made a selection of unusual excellence;
new series will doubtless And a ready sale.

Company.

Mr. Curley visited this country in the interest of the London Field as
its special commissioner to the emigrant field of North America.
The
fcook under observation is one of the results of his travels and re-

feet and ears well with caetile soap suds, and when dry, anoint thoroughly with the ointment. Give him very little or no meat. Well boiled
purgative, we think
mush made of Indian or oat meal is good food.
would be beneficial.

A

Young Subscriber, St. Lonis.—You informed me in your last issue
that I could obtain good duck shooting in any of the counties of Illinois
southeast of St. Louis. Please state in your next issue what county in
the above given State you think is best for good sport, where I had better leave the cars, and also in what direction I shall travel to find the
given place. .Ans. If you will walk six miles ea^t of St. Louis to Breese
will probably find as good duck shooting as you would by going further from home; or go toward Alden. only ten or twelve miles
distant; there inquire for Long Lake; or go to Maradosia, in Morgan
county, or almost anywhere in Greene, Scott, or Morgan counties. Ask
the station master in what direction you are to walk after leaving tho

Lake you

cars.

Nimrod, Boston.— I made a careless mistake in my last inquiry. I
should have said Henry Buckley, Birmingham, instead of Charles. 1st.
Can you give me any information concerning this man as a gnnmaker?
2d. Can you give me the names of a few reliable dog trainers in the vicinity of Boston? 3d. Will "F," who owns the Greener choke bore
that made such a fine target at thirty yards try it a't forty and forty-five
yards and report through the columns of your paper? Ans. 1st. We have
examined the list of Birmingham, England, gunmakers, and find no one
named Buckley among them. 2d. Know of none near Boston. H. J.
Perry, Palmer, Mass., has. a good reputation. 3d. Pe.haps "F." will
reply to this.

New York.— Will you be kind enough to let me khow

the Post
Co. gunmakers? Also inform me of the
proper way of loading a double barrel muzzle loading shot gun made by
the above parties, size 30-inch barrel, weight 8 pounds, No. ll bore; and
J. B.,

Office address of

Wm.

Moore

&

way to clean a gun after coming home from a good day's
shooting? Ans. Wm. Moore, the gunmaker, is dead, and we do not
know that any of the firm are manufacturing guns now. For upland
shooting use three drachms of powder and 1£ ounces shot. For ducks,
four drachms powder. After a good day's shooting wash your gnn with
tepid water rand a little soap dry thoi oughly and oil with sewing maalso the best

;

chine

oil.

J. J. F., Montreal.— Can yon inform me where I can get within 80 or
100 miles of this city (Montreal) shooting of the following description:—
Snipe or woodcock, ruffed grouse and ptarmigan, and lastly, squirrel
v

*

JSHT'Mo JVotice

Taken

of

made by the Whitney
J. B. T., Astanta, 111.— Are the sporting rifles
Arms Company good and reliable? Ans. Yes, equal to any.
Justice, New York.—Please decide the following:—A bets B that C
C does
will nut walk two miles in nineteen minutes before Oct. 1, 1875.
not intend to walk before Oct. 1, nor does he attempt it. Is the bet off,
or does A win? Ans. We should decide the bet off.
H. H. S., New York.— I have a black and tan slut near seven months
running for some six weekso d, who has been troubled with her eyes
some days not at all, and others a good deal. I have been told that sugar
and how often must I use it? Ans.
of lead is good. Is it so, and how
Apply a weak solution of sugar of lead or sulphate of zinc.two or three
times a day.

H. G. New York.—Please inform me what shoot there is, if any, in
also it any guide and
Pike county, Pa., and at what stations to stop;
Erie Railway to Port
dogs can be had up there? Ans. Go to Milford.
"Bub Wells will find guide, but you had better
Jervis; thence stage.
Game, ruffed grouse, quail (after 1st prox.,) and
take your own dogs
1

'

.

wild pigeons.
tell me where I can obtain the Naturalist
E. H. D., Peotone.—riease
and its price. How should
Advertiser and Historical Bulletin" for 1875,
book'manuscript be prepared for publication— that is, on what size paper
pencil? Ans. Address the Natushould it be written, and with pen or
we do not know the price. Prepare your
ralist's agency, Salem, Mass.;
on large sized note paper and write with pen and ink only

manuscript
on one side.

Is your your book, "Camp Life in FlorE. W.. Hudson, N. Y.— 1st,
'"
issued yet? 2d. Which do you consider best for general use in
ida
breech loading gun or a good double barFlorida, a Stevens single barrel
Ans. 1st. "Camp Life in Florida" will be ready
rel muzzle loading gun?

double gun by all means, as, if one gnu
early in November. 2n. The
be used for ball or buckshot.
oulv is carried, one barrel could
inform me which is the best ornithology,
P. D., Brockport.—Please
by Prof. Baird, and the price?
others than "Birds of North America,"
Birds," price $7, is a concise acAns. Coue's "Key to Nwtli American
present known north of the Mexiof every living and fossil bird at

G

Published by the Naturalist's Agency, Salem, Mass.
fished this Summer and early Fall on
S H. P., Bridgeport, Ct.— I have
with fair success, but since our first
the Housatonic River for black bass
almost entirely. Is it usual for them to
frost they have ceased to bite
depth of water make any difference
stop biting so early, and does the
us from every locality visited
with them'? Ans. The same report reaches
bv frost. We think the bass find the deep water when practicable, .and
S.

and black?)

c°.n get squirrel

Are dogs or guides required

shooting?

Ans.

at

We are told that

within its basal half; color, of head, rich pnre chestnut, with bronzy or
red reflection; of back, mixed silvery-gray and black in equal amount;
the dark weird lines unbroken. Canvas back—bill blackish, high at the
base, and narrow throughout; not shorter than head, the noetrils at it*
middle; head much obscured with dusky, black waved lines of the back,
sparse and much broken up Into dots, the whitish thus predominating.
A little practice will enable you to distinguish between them.

Green Bay, Wis.— 1st Please give me John Mortimer Mur2d. Can you furnish me a book on zoology of Oregon or
Washington Territory, or any kind of a book on hunting in that locality,
J.

H.

J.,

phy's address?

or publishing company in that part of the
or name of person, paper,
country who might give me such information? 3d. I am thinking of
going there principally for hunting, can you tell me whether Oregon Of
Washington Territory is the better place to go, and what part in the State
and Territory do yon think preferable? Ans. 1st. Box 3,166 New York
get a book on the zoologv and resources of both
city. 2d. You can
countries by writing to S. J. McCormick, Portland, Oregon. Mr. Murphy has compiled both; also others on the entire region west of the
Rocky Mountains. 3d. The same class of hunting can be found either
Washingtoii Territory. Any part will afford you
in Western Oregon or
elk to panther hunting.
the sport you desire from
all

Constant Reader, Wilkesbarre, Pa.— Will you kindly answer the
following questions in your valuable paper:— I have a pointer pup a litWhen he first came to me he hai a slight
old.
tle over four months
had him a few weeks this spread and
eruption on the poll. After I had
came out all over his body indiscriminately; no actual sores, but the hair
seemed to get thin and come off in small patches not larger than an old

him with carbolic acid and glycefashioned three cent piece. I rubbed
nearly passed away, but he lost flesh from the
rine, and the eruption has
and three weeks ago he was but a living skeletime' I first received him,
Sometimes his appetite would be good; at others he seemed not
ton.

are not inclined to bite.

H. C, Columbia,

any place where you
in the neighborhood
of Kilkenny Lake most of the game you men ion is to be found. Route
from Montreal to New Glasgow by stage every day; from thence you
must hire conveyance to the lake. On the read to New Glasgow inquire
for John Haile, who will post you. At the lake, W. Hamilton, or "Rapidee Willie," as he is called, or the Ward Brothers, will act as guides.
Take your own dogs if you have any.
C. W. T., Yonkers.— Please give me the exact distinction between
canvas back and red-head ducks. Ans. The red-head is the pochard of
Europe, although abundant in this country, while the habitat of the canvss back appears to be confined principally, if not altogether, to North
America. We give you the exact description of both, italicizing those
parts wherein the distinction appears. Red-head— bill, dull blue, with a
black belt at the end, broad and depressed, shorter than hea'd, the nostrili
(gray

Anonymous Communications.

Gount
can boundary.

$$uMicatian8.
+

searches. Looking at it from our own standpoint, we cannot but regret
that the author, during his tours of observation, should not have given
more attention to the sporting facilities afforded by the wide plains and
the waters of the Platte River and its tributaries; for the English emi-

167

C— I see by your paper that you answer questions

which pertain to field sports. Please answer in your next issue the following: What size shot is best to be used in a single barrel Parker muzinches in length, for duck shooting, and
zle loading shot gun, 15 bore 27
with the shot you advise me using?
at what distance it will kill duck
Ans. For ducks we would suggest one ounce No. 4 shot; the distance depends on the gun; forty yard's would be very fair.

Boy Hunteb, New York.—I would dice to go shooting on election day,
where to go. Would you tell me where,
2, and I do not know

Nov.

within an hour's or less ride from New York, say from ten to twenty-five
miles I can find good shooting for rabbits, robins, squirrels, quail, or
any small game? 1 would like to go as near New York as possible, but
would like to go where the game is pretty thick. Ans. No place to our
knowledge within that distance of New York where you would not be
likely to trespass on private grounds. Go to Rockaway beach or on the
flats about Barren Island and shoot sand pipers and peeps.

H. E., Poughkeepsie.—I notice in the Forest and Stream a note
about the beaver in Virginia, and I should like to have a little information regarding whether it would pay, and what other game there is, and
there yet for the beaver? Is the country setif there are many trapping
tled very much or not? Ans. We are told that the Nottoway and Meherrin Rivers are full of beaver, and that all ttieir small tributaries are
large number of
dammed by them to the injury of lands and crops.

A

persons have gone there, and we should think they would soon be cleaned
out. There is small game in abundance, and some turkeys and deer.

Neophyte, Brooklyn, L. I.— 1st. What quantity of powder and shot
wonld make a reliable killing load for a muzzle loading 14 bore gun,
weight 8|- pounds? 2d. What brand of powder would you recornuiend?
3d. Where, within two hours' ride from the city, could one g© for a
couple of days' shooting, a full bag rather than a few choice birds being
the desideratum? Ans. Try three drachms powder \\ ounces shot. 2d.
The different brands of powder advertised in our columns are all good.
3d. Farmingdale, Monmouth county, N. J., where the season opens on
the 1st of November.
Attorney, Washington, D. C —I have a thoroughbred Gordon setter
pup, eight months old, that is troubled with an eruption or rash, which
seems to be confined to his ears, and between the toes of the forefeet the
feet are very warm and feverish; he walks with great difficulty, keeping
one foot off the ground most of the time; appetite i.ot very good. If
you can give me any advice as to what treatment to follow I will be
greatly obliged. Ans. Take one ounce flour of sulphur, one ounce powdered charcoal, and laid enough to make an ointment. First wash the

and wanting to be quiet. At this time I
changed his food from corn-meal to bread
from the table; he has improved a Utile
and milk and the general scraps
still continues, and some blood
ia
vnder this change, but the diarrhea
shivering
to care for anything,
noticed he had a diarrhea, and

are generally black to a lead color, and
passed occasionally; the fseces
if wet gunpowder had passed through
him undigested. When the diarrhea first commenced I noticed a few
the worms were not larger than hairs, and about
fine worms were passed;
him also a few of the tonic pills recoman inch iu length. I have given
mended in Dinks, Mayhew & Hutchinson, on page 156, but as yet have
think he had the distemper, but I do
seen no improvement. I should
nose is cool and moist, eyes clear and
not find the other symptoms; his
normal, tongue normal, breath not offensive. 1st. What is the matter
with him? 2d. What shall I do to cure him? 3d. Is the leanness all
caused by his disease? Ans. The distemper in pups comes in such a.
variety of forms it is often difficult to detect; yet we can hardly think
your pup has that disease. He probably is afflicted with worms, and
would advise you to givo him thirty grains of powdered areca nut, to be
followed by half an ounce of castor oil. It can do him no harm, and

as
have a granulated appearance,

may relieve him

—

The theory in a recent inquest that the deceased was
killed by the glancing of a rifle ball fired in anothe'r direction but striking the water, has elicited the statement from
Mr. W. W. Winchester, of the Winchester Arms Works,
that the deflection from any given rifle is always to the
Where the twist is to the right the ball on. striking
right.
The ball has
the surface of the water will go to the right.
two motions, direct and rotating, and when it meets with
an obstruction, as the surface of the water, the.flrst motion
is opposed or arrested to a certain extent, while the rotating is not obstructed, but on the contrary accelerated, and
its flight on the angle of motion, viz., to
ball fired from a rifle with the twist from the
the right.
Mr. Winchester beright to left would glance te the left.
lieves that a ball fired*from a smooth bcre rifle striking the
water at a complete right angle at the point of its Impact
would not be deflected either way,

caused to pursue

A

—Mrs. Maria R. Audobon, granddaughter of the gre; t
naturalist, is a remarkable swimmer, and at Watch Hil),
this season,' ventured out to sea far jbeyond the most &d*
venturoub man in the place.

,
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SUBTERRANEAN

RIVERS.

has long been a mooted question as to what becomes
IT of
the surplus water of Lake Ronkonkoma in Suffolk
county, Long Island, and the stream which flows past and
through the property of the South Side Club is supposed
to connect by a subterranean passage with the lake, and to
form its outlet. The recent <2iscoveries at Garden City
would indicate a remarkable condition of the sub-strata of
the island, and if the report is correct the presence of so

many
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by means of its own pressure. The peculiarity of
Long Island stream appears to be in its proximity to the
surface, although we have in mind a whole district of
the
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To Correspondents,
»

All communications whatever, whether relating to business or literary
©orrespondence, must be addressed to The Forest and Stream Publishing Company. Personal or private letters of course excepted.
All communications intended for publication must be accompanied with
real name, as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be published if
objection be made. No anonymous contributions will be regarded.
Articles relating to any topic within the scope of this paper are solicited.
cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brief
notes of their movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this paper
to become a medium of useful and reliable information between gentlemen sportsmen from one end of the country to the other ; and they will
and our columns a desirable medium for advertising announcements.
The Publishers of Forest and Stream aim to merit and secure the
patronage and countenance of that portion of the community whose refined intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that
s beautiful in Nature. It will pander to no depraved tastes, nor pervert
the legitimate sports of land and water to those base uses which always
tend to make them unpopular with the virtuous and good. No advertisement or business notice of an immoral character will be received on any
terms ; and nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that
may not be read with propriety in the home circle.
cannot be responsible for the dereliction of the mail service, if
money remitted to us is lost.
Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday of each week, if possible.
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culuminating in trout streams can be acMr. Hinsdale, who is in charge of Mr.
Stewart's improvements at Garden City, has written a letter
to Professor J. D. Dana, of Massachusetts, describing the
results which have followed the excavation of the gravel in
the vicinity. At a point within three quarters of a mile of
Hempstead, he says, they are simply removing gravel
from a river, which he describes as a sheet of water flowing southerly in a continuous stream, with a descent of
eight feet to the mile.
Its motion, of course, is retailed
by the gravel, but it is nevertheless moving, and as unceasIn boring
ing in its flow as the Hudson or the Mississippi.
for artesian wells it is not uncommon for the workers to
come upon such subterranean streams, and when found
between two stratas of clay or rock, the water, finding no
other outlet, is forced through the pipe and forms a flowing well. But when the stream is found flowing through
gravel the loose soil permits the water to percolate through
it without "heading," and hence it cannot be forced to the
springs

counted

HARRIS,

Business Manager.

country where artesian wells are found at a depth of one
hundred feet.
At many points on the coast Of California where the
coast range of mountains are some distance from the shore
line, the plains between have been successfully tapped and
that greatest of blessings in a dry country, an abundance
of water, easily procured, and that at a depth varying from
The ease
sixty-five to two hundred feet from the surface.
with which flowing artesian wells are obtained in those loThe mouncalities, is however, very readily explained.
tain range extends usually for thirty miles in width; in the

counties there is scarcely a stream from them
which finds its way to the sea; although there is a rainless
Summer, yet in Winter the snow covers the summits of
peaks five thousand feet high, and the immense drainage of
all this surface must bo stored in great subterranean lakes,
or in underground rivers finding its way with the dip of the
impervious strata until it reaches the sea. Hence, when

southern

pipe taps the water the pressure behind forces it
through the aperture, and where the pressure is sufficient or
the fountain head higher than the locality where the boring
is being done, it rises above the surface in an endeavor to
obey the law of hydraulics which compels water always
The principal is the same with artificial
to And its level.
the

fountains.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COMING WEEK.
Trotting—Deerfoot
21.— Racing— Baltimore, Md.
Park, L. I. ; Indianola, Ind.; Goshen, N. Y.; Woodbury, N. J. Rifle—
Forest and Stream Badges, Conlin's, 930 Broadway. Base Ball— Boston vs. Chicago, at Boston; St. Louis vs. Hartford, at Hartford; Alaska
vs. Olympic, at Manhattan ville.
Trotting— Cambridge
Friday, Oct. 22.— Racing— Baltimore, Md.
City, Ind.; Lawrence, Mass. Washington, D. C. Goshen, N. Y. Deerfoot Park, L. I. California Rifle Association Tournament commences.
Base Ball- -Boston vs. Chicago, at Boston; St. Louis vs. Mutual, at
Brooklyn.
Saturday, Oct. 23 Creedmoor—Hepburn Trophy Match. Base Ball
Athletic vs. Philadelphia, at Philadelphia; St. Louis vs. Mutual, at
Brooklyn; Flyaway vs. Active, at Philadelphia.
Monday, Oct. 25.— Trotting- Prospect Park, L. I. Tennessee State
Sportsmen's Association, Memphis; trap shooting. Rhode Island Hifle
Association. Base Ball— Hartford vs Chicago, at Hartford; St. Louis
vs. Mutual, at Brooklyn.
Tuesday, Oct. 26.—Racing- -Washington, D. C. Trotting— Prospect
Park, L. I.; Pottsdam, Pa.. Tennessee State Sportsmen's Association,
Creedmooi— Seventh Regiment "Rifles"
Memphis; trap shooting.
Match. Yachting—Mohawk vs. Dauntless. Base Ball— St. Louis vs.
Mutual, at Brooklyn; Hartford vs. Chicago, at Hartford.
Wednesday, Oct. 37.— Racing—Washington, D. C. Trotting— Prospect Park, L. I; Pottsville, Pa. Creedmoor—Morrison Medal. Base

Thursday,

Oct.

;

;

;

—

—

Ball— Hartford

vs. Chicago, at

Hartford

Game Protection. — The

Executive Committee of the
International Association for Protecting Game and Fish
will meet to-morrow, October 22d, at the Secretary's Office,
17 Chatham street, at 11 o'clock A. M.

The critic of the Great Thunderer must be quite ignorant in regard to rifie shooting and its practice. In a late
number .of the London Times he naively states that "wind
lias of course less effect on a man when he is in a recumbent position, such as is assumed by riflemen when shooting at long- ranges." Wind, in this sense, must be applicable to certain internal derangements of the rifleman himThen the rifle critic of the same paper gravely
self.
states "that when once a rifleman has learned to strike the
target over and over again in calm weather, it might be
better for his efSciency as a soldier that he should practice
only on days when the elements are adverse." As it rains
now and then in England the opportunity might of course
occasionally be found.. One very good thing proposed by
ft
the Times' rifleman is, that all soldiers, particularly volunAn admirable
taught
at night."
be
to
should
shoot
teers,

Another notion equally good would be for them to
The Thunderer is usually superb, but
shoot undex,water
of
journalism
Jupiter
drivels when he talks rifle.
great
the
Let him. stick to his bolts „
ideal

.

The

peculiarity of the

Long

Island discoveries

no apparent cause for the storage of so
much water, located as the island is between two bodies of
salt water, whose depths must be so much greater than
is

that there

is

that of the subterranean stream.
Artesian wells, so named from

the province of Artois

bored in Europe a
century or more since. One at Aire, in Artois, has been
flowing constantly for more than a hundred years, and still
rises eleven feet above the surface at a rate of two hundred
In some instances warm
and fifty gallons per minute
(Lat. Artesium) in

France, were

first

.

water is obtained, and at Wurtemberg large factories are
heated by the water beiag conveyed through pipes, a uniform temperature being thus obtained. The well at Paris
used for warming the Grenelle hospital, the water being always at a temperature of 82° F. is one of the deepest in
,

the old world. It was commenced in 1833, and in 1841
at a depth of 1,797 feet the boring rod penetrated the rock
over the subterranean waters and fell fourteen feet. The

water immediately commenced to rise, and in a few hours
had reached the surface, bringing with it an immense
quantity of mud and sand. It now yields 500,000 gallons
This flow, however, does not
in every twenty four hours.
compare with the well at Passy, which, with a depth of
1,923 feet emits daily 5,500,000 gallons of water. The
higher the piping is carried above the surface, however, the
less is the flow of water.
There is an immense area of our country which could be
brought into cultivation and made of practical value if
artesian wells could be bored to supply it with water. And
such we doubt not will be the result when the increase of
population shall have brought the lands into notice and delarge portion of California, Colorado, Arizona,
mand.
and New Mexico require water as a first necessity. That
with patience and the proper appliances it can be procured
As far back as 1858 a French engineer
is beyond a doubt.
commenced boring for water in the Sahara, and now there
are seventy-five wells in that desert, yielding an aggregate
Such a supply would
of 600,000 gallons of water an hour.
almost answer for a county in California for irrigating purThe effect in Africa has been most surprising. Villposes.

A

drowned out, it ia hard to imagine, but the lonely *.
wary would no longer dine off the succulent missionary
and spoil his digestion with the "hymn book too." a
has for its culmination the flooding of the
&
aArizona desert by means of the waters of the Gulf of
Cal'*"
Although much more feasible than the first
fornia.
me
tioned plan—which might indeed, by drawing so
much
water from one place to deposit it in another, throw
th
earth off its centre of gravity and send us spinning through
space— if artesian wells could be bored the jand° could
b
put to much more practicable value. Our government
have already made examinations of a portion of the wastes
of our country with a view to their water resources. Tn
1855, Captain, now General Pope, bored several wells on
the
staked plains, near the borders of Texas and New Mexico
and although water was found in each instance, none with
sufficient head to rise to the surface was met with, although
in one instance after boring 641 feet the water rose 400
feet
ilar project

The artesian well at St. Louis is 2,199 feet
deep and that at Louisville, Ky., 2,086. Water flows from
both, but so highly charged with mineral substances as to
be practically valueless. In Onargas, Irroquois county
wells within a radius
Illinois, there are over 200 artesian
of twenty miles, the estimated daily yield from which is
over fifty millions of gallons. The value of such an
amount of water in one of the southern counties of CaliWells are bored there
fornia could hardly be estimated.
but by a careless, thriftless class of men, without proper
appliances, who, if water is not struck at the first effort
discourage their employers and abandon the attempt for
another location. We shall look for the results of Mr.
Hinsdale's work and Professor Dana's report with much
in the tubing.

interest.

OUR YACHT SQUADRON.

THEher

recent ocean matches between the Resolute and
four antagonists, the Comet, Estelle, Dread-

naught and Vesta, and the approaching matches between
the veteran Dauntless and the new Mohawk, come at
time when people had begun to ask if, after all, our yachtsmen were not smooth water sailors, and carried the possession of their pleasure machines only to the point wheie
pumps could be worn with safety and white ducks remain
immaculate. And unthinking persons are still inclined to
believe that, with a few notable exceptions, the imputations cast upon our amateur sailors are not without founa,

dation

.

Time was when yachting and yacht

building were

costly yachts of the present

day

will continue in existence,

unless as oyster boats, for more than a fraction of the
riod the America has been afloat?

pe-

And after all, if many of our yachtsmen dislike trusting
themselves to the mercies of a gale of wind or a heavy
sea, we question the justice of taunting them with it when
we consider the cockle shells in which they would he
obliged to expose their lives. Judging from the frightful
array of broken masts, parted rigging, upsets and leaks of
which we hear on the occurrence of almost every regatta,
a trip to the lightship must be fraught with almost as
much, or more, danger than a voyage across the ocean.
And who is to blame? Does it rest with shipbuilders, who
take large pay and build for their patrons mere shells in
place of good seaworthy vessels? or do yachtsmen insist
upon having unsubstantial sailing machines like weedy cup
horses, the ownership

of

which

will

buffet with plate instead of proving a

the

result in loading

means

of encourage-

who might form

our navy, and continuing that march of improvement which seems to have died
no
out with Steers? Probably both are to blame, but it ia
season
less a fact that some of the yachts set afloat each
»
are, so far as construction and fastening are concerned,
could
we
instances
many
of
builders.
One
disgrace to the
gentleman
cite is that of a yacht belonging to a well-known

ment

to the youths

for
handsome enough to look at, and modeled
other
with
races
friendly
Summer,
in
Twice last

of Albany,

speed.

compel
yachts at Fire Island, did she leak so badly as to
occasion
one
her owner to abandon the matches, and on
brough
absolutely threatened to sink before she could be
inside the inlet.
The clubs are also somewhat to blamearea
In the old days, when time allowance was based upon
heard
never
we
of canvas and not upon displacement,
fast, too.
all these accidents, and the yachts were good and

M

seen Mr. Rutherford's Una and
Ji
Waterbury's invincible Julia racing up the bay under
was
and mainsails, and with topmasts housed. There

Many

times have

we

ages embowered with palm trees have sprung up where
before were dreary wastes of sand, and a thousand tropical
gardens now exist where once even the prowling jackall

could only find a living in picking the bones of luckless
travelers.
We see that it is under discussion to cut a canal
from the Mediterranean and flood the Sahara with water,
thus opening- up an easy. mode of- travel to hitherto, .uhex-:
What, the unfortunate inhabitants of
pl'ored districts.
Timbuctoo would say to being, perhaps, incontinently

least,
Mr. Lloyd Phenix, and now, or last Summer at
twenty y
than
more
must
be
boat;
she
pilot
duty as a
her
And then there was the old Maria, with
oldbarrel;
a
like
hollow boom built of hoops and staves,
figuringalso is,afloat f and when last heard from, was
ne* er
case of smuggling arms to the Oarliste. We

flourish,

•

^

m&^

inducement then for all the kites which now
yard
ing a first class yacht look like a laundryman's
to
drying day. And, although it may be old fogyism
ago
years
say so, we believe the yachts of twenty
present
almost if not quite as fast as those of the
those
than
substantial
more
were
Certainly they
ing
shoddy era. There is the Widgeon, formerly belong

'

en-

couraged as a means of improving naval architecture, and
it is not many years since George Steers produced our finest
ships, and sent a model yacht across the water to show
how near perfection our ship-modeling and building had
reached. The yacht in question, after almost marvellous
vicissitudes, is still afloat, and promises to last for years.
Does any one suppose that the majority of the elegant and

^

'

^

a

_

^

FOREST AND STREAM.
of these yachts carrying away their masts and havin g to be
towed up the bay by tugs. There is something wrong in
our modern yacht building. If a little more was spent on
the hulls and less on the cabins it might effect a radical

change,

RIFLE TYPES— No.

I.

—

The man who believes in himself He has just fired.
"There— bull, sure;
Position a la Fulton, {Loquitur. )
Heard it get on mydidn't you hear it go ping?
I say, you fellows with the glass, can't you tell
self.
me where it is? Ought to be just on the right hand of the
exact compass centre of the bullseye, and nowhere else.
I am positive about that. May be three inches off, and
not a fraction more. That is where I aimed, and I never
held her more plumb in my life. Confound those markDon't believe one of them
ers; awful slow, ain't they?
understands his business. Wind is kind of uncertain, but
made an allowance for it. Got the wind down to such a
fine point, so dead sure, that I wouldn't have the least difficulty in

making a bullseye every time

Time though the

in

hurricaneNo sign yet?

a

reached that target.
Not even a centre; not an inner? By George, I hope it
What are you chaps giggling at? I never
ain't an outer.
made an outer yet. Haven't made a black this season.
No sign yet ? Well, now, that is strange. This morning I
ball

off a string of fourteen bullseyes straight,
one after another. Every one of them most in the same
place; you could have covered them all with a pint tin
It is
eup. Don't believe me? Look at my score book.
No show yet about that shot of
all written down there.
mine? Must have fired on the wrong target; no getting
over that. If it ain't that, I must have got hold of a badly
loaded cartridge. There, that accounts for it; I couldn't
miss that target if I tried no, not with my eyes shut of a
pitch dark night.
The slow man. He takes his position with the utmost
deliberation, as if he was stretching for a sound nap on a

just polished

—

—

sofa.

Suddenly finds that his dead latch key

Assumes a

into his ribs.

is

sticking

sitting position, extracts his key,

and finds that his penknife incommodes him. Puts his
knife in his vest pocket, but gets entangled somehow in his
watch chain. At last he extends himself out, but the rim
Moves his hat around
of his hat is too limp to suit him.
his head several times, and finally settles it just right; but
there is something wrong with the lapel of his coat;
smooths out a crease there, and now he looks as if he was
ready.
So he would be, but the shade on his sight don't
suit him; the bit of rubber on it is not sound he is sure
He snaps the
of that; it might be wanting in elasticity.
bit of rubber once or twice, and is apparently satisfied.
Of course, before he shoots he must be sure of his elevation.
He turns the vernier solemnly deliberately, an unappreciable difference, such as no micrometer could ever
measure; and of course this delicate operation takes time.
All right now; but stop! He remembers that a week ago
he saw a cartridge with a wrinkle on the paper. That
Prudence dictates his
cartridge may be now in his rifle.
looking at it. He opens the breech, extracts the cartridge,
and finds it perfect in every respect. "Now for it Mr.
Lightning," sportively remarks a bystander. "I can't stand
being hurried," says the slow man, "it just destroys all my
nerve.
I won't make rifle shooting a business when it
should be a pleasure. Where is my pad ?" He now adEvidently there is either one side softer
justs his pad.
than the other side, ^>r there is a favorite side to that pad,
sola.) tries it every way before he is satisfied.
Now the
tv ill 1, which has been just stirring the flags, barely shakes
a loid in them. He stops until they droop on the masts
again.
Now for it. His face bears a determined look, but
"It is at half cock, Mr. Lightning,"
his gun don't go off.
"Disturbing a man just as he is
says a kind informant.
about shooting is the most annoying thing in the world,"
is all the thanks the slow man vouchsafes as he removes a
microscopic chip from under his elbow. He does cock his
gun though, after having let the hammer go down once or
twice on the load; he accomplishes this, at intervals of half
At last, having aimed full
a minute, quite reflectively.
Fortunately for the exten minutes, his^gun does go off.
cellence of the piece, it does not follow the idiosyncracies
He makes a high
of its owner, or it would have hung fire.
The markers someouter, just barely missing the target.
how, out of spite apparently at having been kept waiting
Mr. Lightning even
so long, show both signals at once.
now seems as if chained to mother earth, but at last slowly
A lot of felgathers himself up, saying— "Just my luck.
lows hurrying a man so; men who don't shoot themselves
nor let anybody else shoot in comfort." Mr Lightning
then proceeds to clean his gun. He looks through the barrel for five minutes by the. watch, as if his rifle was a telescope, and he was waiting for the next transit of Yenus,
and cleans and sponges for thirty minutes more. By the
clock, Mr. Lightning, is ready "to shoot again in a trifle
over an hour.

—

—

—Mr. Andrew Peck, of the firm of Peck and Snyder,
was the recipient on the night of the 14th instant (his
birthday) of a massive gold headed cane by his employees—
and which reflects enviable honor" oh recipient and credit
s

to the donors.

....
»»»
.
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—Parties desiring an excellent-water pipe are referred to
the advertisement of the National Tube -Works Go., in our
paper today
The California .State Fair, fust closed at;
San Francisco, awarded to this company' a' special gold
medal for their enameled water pipes/
.

'
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CHOKE BORE GUNS.

WE

have so many queries as to the advantages of
choke bored guns, the mode of manufacture, etc.,
that we publish the following extract from Land and Water,
in the hope that it will prove of interest to our readers, reiterating, however, our former caution with regard to haste
in changing a serviceable gun for an untried one, and sugthat all letters bearing upon the subject
which appear to have been written in the interest of this
or that maker be taken cum grano salis.
We also print a
letter from a gentleman, whose assertions should carry
great weight, on the same subject, as referring to the description of shot to be used in choke bore guns.
We notice that in all the reports commendatory of the new system chilled, or hard shot, is spoken of as being used, and
if the wonderful results of pattern and penetration claimed
can only be obtained by the use of this hard shot the choke
bore is not the gun for general work in this country. For
gesting, also,

pigeon shooting

it

certainly possesses advantages, but

believe a modification or

abandonment

we

will be the result of

another year's experience:

"The latest and most important alteration made in the
internal construction of the modern breech loaders is what
This system has only been
is known as 'choke boring.'
brought into prominent notice during the last twelve
months or so, and has been the cause of, we may say, unusual excitement amongst gunmakers, and that section of
the shooting community who are always on the qui vive
for anything like an improvement or invention in a weapon
in the use of which they take delight. Probably we are in
error in assuming that a majority, or, at any rate, a large
minority of sportsmen are not conversant with the principles, or the meaning of the term, choke bore, but nevertheless we should imagine that scores of gunners who have
had the good fortune to be tramping over the moors and
stubbles and root crops during the last month or five weeks,
Under
are unacquainted with this new system of boring.
the circumstance, we may be pardoned for presuming to
explain them. To the unitiated, therefore, we w ould say
the 'choke bore' system is intended to produce a better
concentration of the shot charge, that is to produce close
shooting, and consequently to have greater effect on trie
object receiving the charge. Many years ago Espinar recommended widening or relieving the muzzle, and even
such an authority as Colonel Hawker was favorable to enlarging the muzzle slightly. Numbers of the old type of
blunderbuss were widened there to such an extent as to
give them the appearance of a postboy's horn, but we can
scarcely imagine it could be with the hope of producing
favorite way of causing shot to adhere
concentration.
in their range was to mix oil or water with them, and even
T

A

tow

entirely with the shooter whether he prefers a very
close-shooting gun to one which does not produce such concentration of the charge.
If the former, then we can assert that a choke bore will be likelier than any other to
meet his views. No doubt gunmakers can so 'choke' their
guns as to make them almost club or ball the charge at
thirty yards, but such a quality is decidedly not desirable
rests

for field shooting."
September, 1875.

EDITOR FOREBT AND STREAM:—
The very fairly written letter over the eignature of "Fair Play," In
your paper of the 16th nit., shows that American sportsmen are in
search of Pennine information on the above subject. What I would desire to point out to them is, that the "trial" was quUe as much one of
hard versus soft shot, as of guns themselves. The report bears out this
all through, and when at the entire end of the whole, Mr. Greener's gun
or guns were tried with the regular soft shot, as used by all scientific
sportsmen, the targeting, etc. fell so immensely that I decline eiving the
The
figures, lest your readers may fancy that I write in prejudice.
whole report is published in a pamphlet, to be had for one shilling at the
Field office, Strand. London, and in it your readers can find the facts for
themselves. The hard shot used at, the trial is not at all what is called
"chilled ,, shot in America, and is very unlikely to be ever used there,
Tf, however, American sportsmen desire to have the benefits of the
choke bore, as carried out to what the very best judges here and in your
own great country consider a mistake, they must import the hard shot

along with their guns. "That's the talk to suit Americans," as "Fair
Play" savs. It is only fair also to Mr. Dougall, whose guns have for a
long period been so famed for hard shooting, to say that he only entered
the competition out of courtesy to the Field editor, and under the protest printed in that paper before the trial began, that he could not possibly win, as his guns were bored for regular game shooting, and not for
the occasion. It is a great advantage in the Dougall boring that either
hard or soft shot can be used; but all experience at came ana scientific
English Opinion.
data are in favor of soft shot.

fa

CREEDMOOR.
—Representatives from two cavalry troops and from
Creedmoor on Thursday. The
Captain Hinrich's score, a total

three regiments were at
practice was quite good.

We

give some of the best scores.
is quite excellent.
Distances for cavalry, 200 and 300 yards; for infantry, 200
and 500 yards; shots, 5:
of 41,

CAPT. KBEUSBR'S TROOP.
Yards. Total. Yards.

Name.
Private Kramer

200
200

Lieut. Behlen

has been stated that the theory of 'choke boring,' as it
termed, was known in this country in the old ManChoke
ton's time, but fell into disuse several years ago.
boring consists simply in enlarging a portion of the bore
of the gun by 3-1000th of an inch, commencing about onefourth of an inch from the muzzle (which is left in its normal size,) and continuing the enlargement some three and
The theory is that, in
a half inches toward the breech.
discharging the piece, the charge, after traversing the unenlarged portion of the barrel, and coming to that part of
the chamber so increased by the extra boring, expands, but
the muzzle being smaller than this proportion of the barrel
causes the shot to become compressed or concentrated in a
more compact mass before they can make their exit from
the piece, thus, by balling the pellets, preventing them
from diverging from each other so early in their course.
few days since we paid a visit to E. M. Reilly & Co.'s
(the well-known London and Parisian gunraakcr) shop at
502 New Oxford street a course we propose continuing in
reference to the other principal Loudon gunmakers who
may not be unfavorable thereto, with the view of noting
any specialty or other matter, and reporting thereon in our
columns for the benefit of these of our readers who may
be interested in guns and subjects connected therewith
when, at our request to make a trial of some of this firm's
guns bored on the new System, they s^nt some specimens
of their central fire breech loaders bored on the newly-introduced 'choke' system down to their range at Wormwood Scrubs for trial. We simply give the result of our
experiments, which we confined as nearly as possible to the
course pursued at the late gun trial at Wimbledon, and
leave our readers to judge of the efficacy of the new sysIt

is

now

A

—

tem.

We found that their twelve-bore fifteen-guinea guns,
bored on the new system, would, with a charge of three
drachms No. 6 Curtis & Harvey's powder, with 1£ ounce
chilled shot, throw an average of over 200 pellets within a
30 inch circle. Now, this, of course, compared with the
pattern ordinarily made with a gun of the usual boring,
shows a considerable improvement in concentrative qual140 is a very good average for one of the latter. Of

ity, as

course, in firing at a mark or given surface much depends
on accuracy of aim, and the chances are that the bulk of
the charge, or rather the central portion thereof, may,
through inaccuracy of aim, be put outside the margin of
the circle, which would not then under such. circumstances
represent fully the actual coricentrative powers of the piece.
In. a series of experiments with the same guns, selecting
circles, that is that portion of the plate where the body of
the charge had fallen, we found. on an average that about
three-fourths of the wholecharge was placed within a 30ineh circle at forty yards, while firing at thirty yards produced greater concentration than even the amoun t of the
decrease in the distance would warrant one in expecting.
It is unquestionable that guns bored on the new make deSo
cidedly better patterns than those on the old system.
far, then, choke boring is an advance in the!; art of gunmaking in this particular. Regarding the penetrative powers of gnns 'choke bored,' we found those referred to equal
to thirty -six sheets of the orthodox pads used for testing
the qualities of guns in this respect. It has" been contended
that the choke bore's superiority of pattern has been gained
only at the expense of penetration. This, however,. has
never, so far as we are aware, been borne out by authenticated facts, but the contrary has been proved to be the case.
If penetration were to be sacrificed to pattern, the Improvement irrthe latter'respect-would more than negative: itselfby the falling off in the former, and the concentration of
the charge would be a positive disadvantage. OI course it

Total. G'd t'l.
17
86

19. ...300
11. ...300

CAPT. SANDHUSEN'S TROOP.
200
16.... 300
200
16. ...300
200
16. ...300
19... 300
200

Private Gerken

PiivateWecht.ee
Lieut. Morhman
Private Wisbauer

14

25

19

85
35
30
80

19
....14
11

THIRTY-SECOND REGIMENT.

r
.

Hifle*

Corporal Gillit
Private Ritter
Private Klein
Capt. Wunder
Sergeant Klein
Private Daerlic

200
200
200
200
200
200

16. ...500
15.... 500
16. ...500
16. ...500

19
20
18
18

35
85
34
34

]6....5ro
17....5t0

18
17

34
34

21
18
.16
17

41

FORTY-SEVENTH REGIMENT.
Capt. Hinrichs
Capt. Wardel)
Private Bailey

2(0
.....200

20. . . .500
18. ...500
18. ...500
17. ...500

2i)0

Corporal Henricks

200

86

34
34

TWENTY-THIRD REGtMKNT.
Corporal Stearns
Capt. W. G. Burton
Sergeant Bryant

200
200
200

—

20. ...500
17. ...500

39
36
34

19

19
17

17. ...500

On Saturday the fifth contest for the Luther badge
took place. Conditions Distances, 800, 900, and 1,000
yards.
The very bad weather which prevailed deterred
marksmen from contesting in the match. There were only
fonr entries. The following are the leading scores:
c 00-4
5 5 5 5-84)
900-5 4 5 5 5-24 1 65
R.Rathbone
{

—

1000-2
(

W.

A

4 5
—5555
900-4
4

80—5

2— 17
*—25J

J

3-20
€3
0-18
/
The Seventh Regiment Rifle Club contested for the regimental "shells" at 500 yards; position, lying; five scoring
Mr. W. A, French was the successful competitor
shots.
upon the score of 19 out of a possible 25 points. At four
o'clock the rain fell so heavily that shooting was impossiB. Farvvell.

4
1000-44

5
5

3
4

5
5

ble.

— The

contest

for the

"Boylan" badge by Inter-State

teams will take place next Saturday at two P. M. Distances, 200 and 500 yards; position, standing at the first, any
at the second range; two sighting and seven scoring shots
at each distance; weapons, Remington military rifles, State
model. The badge will be finally awarded to the successful competitor on that occasion.

—

The entries made for the match for the "Nevada'
Badge are as follows:— Seventh Regiment, Company H,
Captain Smith, and Company I, Captain Casey commanding; Twenty-third Regiment,

Company A, Captain J. G.
Company G, and Forty-

Story commanding; Forty-seventh,
eighth,

Oswego, Company A, Captain Burtiss command-

ing.

— The members of
First Division,

the several regiments comprising the
to shoot for the "Marks-

who have qualified

man's Badge," will contest for that trophy next Friday

at

200 and 500 yards distance.

—The

"markers'" match

at

Creedmoor promises

to

be

quite a remarkable event.

Indifferent to such baubles as
medals and badges, the "Creedmoor Guard" go in for the
substantials.
The grand prize, we are led to believe, is a
barrel of prime flour, and boots, shoes, and tobacco are to
be the other awards. Distance will be 200 yards, 10 shots,
with military rifles. On the evening of the match there
will be a grand entertainment at the Century Hotel.

Amateur Rifle Ci/UB.-*On Wednesday

the

Amateur

Club met for the purpose of electing a President.
Mr. Sand ford called the meeting to order. General Dakin
was .unanimously elected President, an honor well conferred, which position the General will undoubtedly becomingly fill.
Rifle

.

— —

FOREST AND STREAM.
—

We call attention to a letter from a Canadian correspondent in regard to the late Autumn meeting at Creedmoor. The points taken by "Shooter" are well put, and
they recall an editorial on this subject to be found in the
number

fifth

of the current

volume of

this paper.

—

Foxiest and Stream Badges, These badges will be
shot for again to-night at Coniin's gallery, No. 930 Broadway. A large attendance and some capital shooting is anticipated.

Rod and

"Rifle Association of Jamaica,— The third
contest, and last but one of the season for the $50 gold
badge, took place at the range of the association on the
18th
The weather was fine, and everything was conducted
Distance, 200 yards. Mr.
in the most admirable order.
W. 8. Elmendorf, the winner of the Turf, Meld and Farm
badge, carried'olf the prize, making 65 out of a possible
The attendance was a large one:—
75.
.

Wm.

S. Elmendorf
Theod ore Rogers

65

Q-.

W. Damon

Hon

55
52
49
47
35

M. Oakley
59 Elijah Nostrand
61

Geo. H. Creed........

.

J.

58 Thos. Fish
John Fleming
57 Win. Darland
Hon. J. M Crane
:..56
Elbert Remsen
This is the second time that Mr. Elmendorf has carried
The last match will take place November
off the prize.
10th, if the weather will permit; if otherwise, it will be
.

continued over until next season,

Connecticut— Whitney Range.— On

the 14lh instant

the Second. Conneciicut Regiment had their trial.
Individual and team shooting were fair in character.
append the various team scorings:
Teams.

Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Companv

200 Yards.

A
B

.

.

.

C

,

D
E
F

II

119
82
83
105
98
109
1 9
...122
132
123
;

I

K

Governor's Foot Guard

STards.

66
5
20
67
61

59
96

85
76
G6

Both

We

Total.
185

87
103
172
159
168
215
207
207
189

For the Colonel Smith medal the highest count was 20,
seventy-nine members engaging in the contest. For the
Colonel Bario medal, at 200 yards, twenty-two entries were
made. The highest individual score made was 21. Members of the press were well represented, gentlemen from
the .Pa ladmm, Courier, Register, and Uhi&n competing, Mr.
F. D. Root, of the former paper, making 20, in five shots.
Our own press man here, Mr. Bruce, will have to look out
J

for his laurels.

Chicago Rifle Club.— On October 10th the Chicago
Rine Club met at Soutli Park to contest for the Hamilton,
Rowe & Co.'s medal. The medal is of solid gold, and bears
design:— "The Hamilton, Rowe & Co.
;" suspended thereto is an open circle, attached to
Medal
the upper half in relief the word "Chicago;" below and
upon t]ie face of the lower half the words "Rifle Club."
This circle is surmounted by a cross of arms and a Wimbledon 500 yard target. Suspended from the circle is a
shield-formed plate, upon which is to be engraved the
name of the winner, his score, and the date when won.
To this prize, valued at $100, were added the following:—
A life membership in the Chicago Rifle Club, transferable,
value $25;. cash, $12; cash, $10; cash, $5; cash, $3; and a
pocket knife valued at $4 50. The rules of the club proThe
hibit any excepting members to shoot for these prizes.
bad«*e is to be competed for every Saturday afternoon until
-won, or until otherwise ordered by the executive committee- in the meantime to be held from one competition to
the next by the contestant making the best score at such
competition, and to become the property of the contestant
the

who

following

shall

win

it

three times.

Considering that the day was stormy, the wind puffy,
and the weather cold, the shooting was remarkably good.
The following are the best scores in a possible 35:— S. W.
Burnham, 29; George Willard, 28; S. E. Bloss, 27; J.

Muir, 27; C. W. Prouty, 27; C. Fuller, 27; W. C. Dyer,
Thompson, 24; A. H. Simon26; S. B. Sexton, 26; R. S.
Blutenmuller, 23. The
ton, 24; H. H. Howe, 23; George
was
all that could be derange
the
on
order and system
Shaffer
A.
of
and his assistJ.
supervision
the
under
sired,
ants,'Messrs. S. W. Burnham and A. R. Rooney.

Our Syracuse correspondent in furnishing us a report
of the recent Empire State Rifle Club Tournament, stated
that it was to have opened with a match between J. W.
Fowler, of Croton Falls, and II. V. Perry, of Jamestown,
but that the hitter gentleman declined to shoot, and paid
Mr. Perry now writes us to the effect that the
forfeit.
statement was "entirely erroneous: that he had no match
with Mr. Fowler, and very justly objects to have his name
mentioned in that connection; and further that H. D. Warner and G. W. Fowler were to have shot such a match,
but by mutual consent it was postponed until the 28th
shot at Jamestown,
Y. We make
inst.., Vhen it will be
Our correspondents will
pleasure.
this correction with
great care in mentioning names
see the necessityof using

K

on such occasions.

•

Rhode Island Rifle Association.— The following is
prize meeting of the
the programme of the first annual
Rhode Island Rifle Association, to be held at the What
Cheer Range, Greenwood:—
Monday.
from

Oct. 25.— Pool shooting from 8 to 10 o'clock at 150 yards, and
Competition I.— Short Range

10:30 to 12 o'clock at-~00 yard*.

teams of ei^ht from each legmient, battalion, or company, also Grand
Army Republic teams in the State of Rhode Island. Ten prizes, value

Tuesday, Oct. 26.— Competition III.— Long Range Match.— Conditions— °pen to any team of sis; weapon, any; distances, 600, 800 and
1.000 yards; rounds, seven at each distance; position, any. Ten prizes,
Y8

WEUNKsr>AT, Oct. 27.— Competition IV.—New England Match.— ConAftloas— Open to all teams of eight in New England, including military

Army Republic;

and Grand

distance?, 300

and 600 yards; rounds, seven

at each distance; weapon, any rifle; competitors using rifles other than
r.ilitary to allow those using military rifles of 50 calibre seven points,
and all military rifles of less calibre three points. Tnose u^ing military
rifles of less than 50 calibre to allow tnose using rifles of 50 calibre five
points. Twelve prizes, £531.
Competition V'.— Consolation Match.—Distance, 200 yards; weapon,
any military rifle; rounds, five; competitors using military rifles of less
than 50 calibre to allow tiiose using that calibre three points. Ten
prizes, value $112.
Total amount of prizes. &l,8?i.

Ambrose E. Burnside, 'President; G. F- Amiable, Secretary; Prize
Committee, Messrs. Frederick E. Perkins, Chas. R. Dennis, J. Albert
Monroe, Newton A. Dexter.

—

English conservatism is a strange thing, and though in
her array she does now and then strive to shake off old
customs, yet the fashions of other times seem to stick to
her.
In fact, all army regulations have something peculiarly antiquated about them which refuse to be molded or
fashioned in order to assort themselves to present wants
and requirements. For the first time in history the British
army, at the Browndown meeting, had their rifle competition arranged on the same plan as that common to the English volunteers for the last sixteen years.
One strange
thing was that the English regular had to buy his own ammunition in order to learn how to shoot. Another remarkable fact was that rigorous distinctions of classes were

We

made.
may perfectly understand that a major may
not choose to shoot with a private, but it seems to us stupid
that sergeants should be pitted against sergeants, and rank
and file only with rank and file. The hierarchy of military
is one thing, and of course then the school of rifle
practice something else.
Then volunteers have never yet

grade

been allowed

to

shoot with, regulars.

Thank goodness, we

are wiser of late about these things in the United States.

Undoubtedly

England the volunteers can far outshoot
it would not be pleasant f.or the Duke of
see the British soldier generally nowhere

in

the regulars, and

Cambridge

to

with his rifle. Perhaps our own military functionaries
would do well if the practical instruction of the rifle school
were more cared for in regular service. No better arms
are made in the world than those turned out at Springfield,
but the use of this queen, of weapons is but little understood by the regular United States soldier.

The Range at Inverness.— The situation of the rifle
ranges is the same as that on which the shooting has taken
place for the last few years, and a more suitable locality
for the purpose is perhaps not to be found in the kingdom,
Wimbledon not excepted. It is conveniently close to the
town of Inverness, and the ground occupied for the work
of the association is very extensive, and allows every facility to carry on the competitions to the greatest advantage,
with perfect safety and comfort to all concerned. The
magnificent surroundings of the shooting ground its advantages in point of natural situation and the beauty and
variety of the surrounding scenery have been so frequently described that we will not repeat a thrice-told tale.
Suffice it to say that these are always fully appreciated by
both competitors at the meeting and visitors who may not
be actively engaged in the work going on; and although
mi«t and rain occasionally obscure the pleasant prospect,
some time or other during the proceedings there is certain
to be a break in the clouds, with a gleam of sunshine following, which permits the country around to be seen to
Inverness Advertiser.
full advantage.

—

—

«**«?-

,

—The following table shows the composition of

the dif-

patch they get through.

This does away with men hanging
har-tr
hour for a good time to shoot, which I have seen
f
17
practiced at Creedmoor. That is one of the causes of a
greatTT ° f
time being lost, and also of dissatisfaction and of protects
being \\»
There were so many causes of delay at Creedmoor, all on
accotmf^
men having too much spare time on their hands, that I was
rnyselfh
coming so imbued with the feeling of protesting that I thought
at
time of sending in mine. By the way, the gentlemanly
°^
editor of
Hamilton Times says that if I get protested against he will have
to d?*
charge me; so I think my best plan will be to forego the
pleasured
shooting among my brethren of the quill at Creedmoor any more
rath **
than lo?e my situation. Yours very truly,
Shooter
this or that

THE WINCHESTER REPEATING
.

Mount Veenon,

Oct. 15

Editor Forest and Steeam:—
Among the topics which have made Forest and Stream
ing and valuable

RIFLE

«
'

w\
a,
r

so interest *

gentlemen sportsmen of the country
mr
instructive than the discussions in reference'
to th
various firearms now in use which have from time to time appeared
in
your columns. A recent visit to the armory of the Winchester Repeating Arms Company, at New Haven, gave me an insight into the
progress
made in the manufacture of sporting rifles by that company, which was
as surprising to me as no doubt it will be to many of your readers.
It
has been their leading aim to increase the efficiency of a weapon by multiplying its capacity, while at the same time preserving all the important
features of strength, durability, comeliness of outline, and accuracy of
performance. The Winchester Repeating Rifle, by its essentially destructive features, forma a separate class or type from any other gun produced
in this country. This destructive power is obtained by the magazine
attachment, which carries from ten to seventeen cartridges, according
the variety of the arm, and may be fired at the rate of two in one second
It is unnecessary to describe this attachment further than to eay that it
is located under the barrel, extending its entire lengh, and the cartridges are inserted through an apparatus covered by an automatically
closing lid. It is so simple and easy of manipulation that it may he fired
with one hand— a very desirable feature to the cavalryman, or sportsmen
in the chase; it may also be loaded without looking at the gun, leavin*
the eye free to watch the game or the enemy. The cartridge is inserted
by a lever, which opens the breech, extracts the empty shell, carries the
cartridge to the barrel, cocks the gun, and closes the breach, all by one
motion, forward and back, leaving no other motion necessary, save that
to the

have been more

of puiling the trigger. Thus it is apparent that the claim of the manufacturers that it may be fired every two seconds is not exaggerated. If
rapid firing is not desired it may be used as an ordinary breech loader, by

insertiug one cartridge every time

it is

discharged, and this without

re-

moving the gun from the shoulder. This arm is made in different styles
for sporting and target use, to meet the varied demands of hunters and
sportsmen, and the cavalry carbine and infantry musket for military purNearly 200,000 of the various patterns are in use in all parts of
The Winchester Repeating Arms Company succeeded the
New Haven Arms Company in 1866, who formerly manufactured the
Henry rifle, and until recently produced the Winchester model adopted
at the time.
They are now producing only the guns known as the "new
model of 1873," as above imperfectly described. The works of the company are located about two miles from New Haven, and embrace an area
of five acres of floor room, the present capacity of the company reaching;
750 to 800 guns per day.
The company also manufacture metallic cartridges, and has facilities
for producing one million military cartridges and half a million pistol
and sporting cartridges per day. Besides making cartridges for their
own guns, which was their chief design, they are executing orders for
all known varieties of military and sporting guns and pistols, and are
shipping them to foreign governments in lots of several millions at a
poses.

the world.

time.
I was eleepiy interested in looking through every department of their
vast establishment, where several hundred hands were employed, and
would like to describe more in detail the various processes through.
which the rough iron and wood is carried in the production of this wonderful arm, but must not trespass further upon your space. As the maga-

zine or repeating arm is regarded by high military authority as the gun
of the future, this outline of what American enterprise has done to inj
augurate an important advance in the military art may be acceptable to

your readers.

A

ferent gunpowders:
Nitre.
75 00
75.00
78.00
65 00
,75.00
75.00
73.78
72.00
16.47
76.00
....76.00

Mills.

W

al ham A bbcy
Royal
France, National Mills
t

Charcoal.
1

.

French Sporting .....
French Mining
United States of America

Sweden

Switzerland (Konnd Powder)
Chinese
75.00
Theoretical proportions as above. 75. 00
<+•*»

.

10 00

20 00
12.50
11.50

.

.

•13.50

Moose, Alces malchis.
Elk or Wapiti, Cervvs Canadensis.
Hares, brown and grey.
Wild Turkey, MUeagris gallapavo.
Woodcock, Scolopax rusticola.
Ruffed Grouse, Tetrao umbellus.
Plover, Charadraius.

12 63

16.00
12 75
9.00

17. Oi)

10.78
15.00
11.(0
14.40
13.23

lO.fiO

9.30

Hamilton, Ontario,

Oct.

9,

1875.

Editob Foeest and Stream:
The match between the Amateur

Rifle Club, of New York, and the
Victoria Rifle Club, of Hamilton, havine; been fairly won and lost, your
kind remarks and those of other papers in New York in regard to ns (the
losing team) makes it nearly as pleasant lor us to be in that position as
on the winning side. I only hope that it may be our turn next time to
return the compliment in as soothing a manner as you have done on this
occasion. In fact, tbe reception and hindness which we received from
the members of the Amateur Club and other gentlemen is beyond my
powers to describe. It certainly will not be forgotten, and I trust that
it will be only the first of many other friendly contests.
I suppose you are fully aware that nearly all riflemen have apologies to
make when their shooting is not up to the mark, and I am no exception
To begin: Before leaving Hamilion for New York,
to this general rule.
on trying to take out the nipple of my rifle, it broke. I carried my rifle
to a gunsmith, and he had some difficulty in getting the broken part out,
and the new one was not put in to my satisfaction. I had doubts about
I shot with it in the
it standing, as it was not very well screwed in.
match on Saturday, fearing it would blow out- every shot, which fortunately, it did not, do before gettiug through; but the following week, in
commencing to shoot in the matches of the N. R. A. I had fired just

four shots

when my presentiment provod

correct; out the nipple blew.
from putting in another at that

at that, which prevented me
shooting for the time.
time, so, of course, that put an end to
next misfortune was that on going to get a small Maynard sporting rifle,
which I had left in the tent of some friends, it was gone. It had been
taken away in mistake, but I have no doubt it will turn up.
I must acknowledge that you on the other side of the line have ad-

and broken

my

My

vanced in the art of rifle shooting to a most wonderful degree, and far
ahead of any oiher nation, taking into account the short time you have
devoted to it. But there are several points which you have yet to learn
in the management and conducting of your competitions before they approach anything near perfection. Allow me to mention just one: The
number of matches which were shot might have been pushed through
much quicker than they were by having the day and the hour on which
each competitor or team shoots marked on his or their ticket, and a rule
should be enforced that if riflemen are not at the firing point at the
proper time they should lose their chance of shooting. This is done at
Wimbledon and at all well-regulated rifle tournaments where there are a
great ""number of men to shoot; and it is really astonishing with -what ctig=

Red Deer, Caricxs

Virginianus.
Squirrels, red, black and grey.

Quail, Optyx Virginia.
Pinnated Grouse, Tetrao cupida.
Curlew, JYumenius arquaria.

Sandpipers, Tyingarm.

Rails, Ralius Virginianus.

Willets.
Reed or Rice Birds, JDohckonyx
von.

Snipe and Bay Birds.

Wild Duck.

Godvvit, Limosince.

11.77

-,

FROM ONE OF THE CANADIAN TEAM.
—

%mt\t |?## mid (§nth
GAME IN SEASON IN OCTOBER.

i u 00
12.50

.

12.50
12.00
15 00
12.50
13.50

.

Prussia
Russia
Austria (musket)
Spain

Sulphur.

5 00

oriz

Caribou, Tarandus rangifer.

Game in Market.— The market is a little more liberally
supplied with gam(|;>f most all descriptions than it was last
week.
note the arrival of a fair quantity of venison,
in very fine condition, from the Adirondacks and from
Minnesota; it sells for 30c. per pound, +£he bulk of the
luffed grouse in market comes from Connecticut; price $1
per pair. St. Louis and Chicago are the principal shipment points for Western game, and it is difficult to fix the
locality where most is being killed.
Prairie chickens are
worth $1 25 per pair. Quail are coming from Long Island
and Connecticut, none being received from the West, many
being so small that dealers will not off er them; they sell
for $4 50a$5 per dozen.
Woodcock are worth $1 per pair,
and are more abundant. Granby, in Connecticut, and
Westly, in Rhode Island, are large shipping points at present.
English snipe are also more abundant; some we saw
yesterday were in very fine condition; they are being shot

We

and in New Jersey; price $3 per dozen. Reed
from Philadelphia and from Savannah are worth
$1 25a$l 50 per dozen bay birds have about disappeared.
Canvas back ducks have arrived, the first received being
from Wisconsin they sell for $3 per pair. Mallards are
worth $1 25; teal, $1; widgeon, $1. Stall fed wild pigeons,
$2 50a$3 per dozen. There are a few rabbits in market,
but the demand for them is so small that a quotation would
in this State

birds

;

;

be worthless.
The proposed pigeon match between Merars. Bennett
and Bogardus on one side and Livingston and Paine on the
between
other, has been declared off. Another is reported
side.
Mr. Bennett and Mr. Travis Van Buren for $2,000 a
thirty-five
at
each
fifty
single
rises
The conditions to be

—

London Gun Club rules. The match is announced
8
take place in November, Still another match on

yards,
to

—"

—

—

FOREST AND STREAM.
tapis is that

between J. Q. Hecksher and Carroll Livingand Messrs. Randall and Grubb, of Phil-

ston, of this city,

adelphia, to be shot on the 20th instant at Baltimore.

stakes and conditions are the

same

as those

The

governing the

Bennet-Van JJuren match.

Protection of Game.— The Tremont Shooting Club,

at

a meeting held at Young's Hotel, Boston, on Tuesday evening, 12th instant, formed themselves into an association for
the purpose of the protection of game and the enforcement of the game laws of Massachusetts, under the name

|

Tremont Sportsmen's Club.

use its influence, under_the authority of the club, in prosecuting all
persons who may be found killing game out of season, or
unlawfully snaring or killing of game. In view of. the
scarcity of game and the depredations made by snaring,
etc., the sentiment of the club was unanimous for the enf orcement of the law s.
of the

1

It will

Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Cltjb.— A number of
representatives of sportsmen's club met on the. 12th instant

1

Harris^urg to organize a State society, for the purpose
laws for the better protection
It was agreed
of game, its propagation and improvement.
that the Corresponding Secretary of the meeting should
send circulars to all the known sportsmen's clubs in Pennsylvania, inviting them to send delegates to an adjourned
convention which will meet in Harrisburg on November

at

of securing the passage of

18th.

Missouri State Sportsmen's Association.— The next
meeting of this Association will be held in Sedalia, when
The
the members will engage in a prairie chicken hunt.
days since at St. Louis, when
.'last meeting was hold ten
Mr. Jeff Bedford, of the Lexington Sportsmen's Club, was
elected Recording Secretary.

The Peterboro Fish and Game Protective

Society.

We

noticed recently the excellent work which the above
society is doing in bringing to punishment parties found
guilty of infraction of the

game

laws.

We

are

now

in-

debted to Mr. C. A. Post, Secretary of the association, for
the following report of a recent meeting:
"The October meeting of the county of Peterboro Fish and Game Protective Society was held at the Huffman House, on Wednesday evening
last, the 6th inst,, Mr. E. J. Toker in the chair.
The Secretary read letters from H. Stewart, of Hastings, and Henry Merriam, of Eice Lake,
making complaints of illegal trapping by the Indians and others; from
'George Cochrane, Fishery Overseer at Lakefield, notifying the society of
certain alterations in the fishery act, making a uniform close season for

and lake trout in On ario, which is from November 12th to December 1, in each year, both days inclusive; the act respecting the close season for herring is. repealed; from Jas. Stewart, Buckthorn, and from Lord Dufferin's Secretary, at Halifax, expressing His Excellency's regret that, on account of his not leaving England till the 8th
/'of October, he would not be able to accept the society's invitation to a
The.resignation of Mr. G. B, Sproule as
rtdeer hunt on our back waters.
Ma member of the Central Committee (one of the society's most active
Imembere,) was tendered and accepted. We are still increasing our membership list, and the diligence displayed by our district committeemen
ethionghont the county gives us every encouragement.
:

whitefish,

salmon

trout,

Massachusetts— Salem, Oct. lQth.— Stock in the gunning
There have been more fowl in the
line is about as usual.
'bay this season than for several years.
I have shot a number this week. There have been a few woodcock killed
about Beverly lately, also some partridge. The quail will
be heard from probably next week. An occasional snipe
I have also killed some "winters" this week,
and they were solid fellows. Weather for the past fortyeight hours. easterly, with fogs and rain at intervals.
Teal.
I
Connecticut.—-Ruffed grouse are said to be very plentiIn Hartford, last week, they
ful throughout the State.

"is also shot.

f

'

A

60 to 70 cents per pair.
number of instances are noted of late where grouse have dashed themIn Meriden, last week, one flew
selves against houses.
against a large plate glass window, valued at $100, in a
piano manufactory, and shivered the glass, which was a
^quarter of an inch thick, to pieces. Of course the grouse
;;was killed, but it seems incredible that the bird could have
broken the glass.
(jfwere selling at

Pennsylvania— MUford,

12th.— Partridge (ruffed
grouse) abundant. Ed Quick and Halsted, and Bob
Wells, the champion hunter, are daily out with New York,ers and Philadelphians, and some good bags have been
made. The best scores lately were 13, 19, 12, 23, 17 and
20 birds in about five hours' shooting.
Woodcock scarce,
bat expected on the flight after a couple of frosts, when
the shooting on the Delaware will be excellent.
Last year
in five days' shooting between the 12th and 22d of Oct.,
seventy-four woodcock were killed to three guns on these
islands, one day's score footing up 21.
Quail will be nuOct.

merous.

New

—Forked

::

We

:work next week, and have already received notice from
(Several of your citizens that they would be with us on
.Thursday night. We have nothing, therefore, to do but to
I'bide our time and await lesults, which in all probability
will be highly enjoyable to all save the clucks.
English
j^suipe have been plenty during the past week, E. II. Frame
^killing 17 in two hours on the grounds immediately in front
"of this (Carman)
house, over the imponed Gordon
f setter Dan, the property of Mr. Chas. W. Wingate, of
Brooklyn, and his own setter, Grouse. These are excellent snipe dogs, but their "great grip" is on quail. Bythe-bye quail are literally as "thick as hops," and can be
;jfouDd in large quantities within three minutes' walk of
this house.
When the close season is over there is nothing
that can be foreseen to prevent the biggest kind of shooting.
Bay snipe are gone, save a few golden plover and
some "big tell-tales." Surf snipe are on the beach in clouds,
one gentleman from here killing 143 in two thots. For
any one who likes this kind of fun the sport is plentiful
and easy got at. So you see that with all the birds here
reasonably good gunning and plenty of game during the
I
season just opening may be expected.
F.
[The above reached us too late for our last issue— Ed.]
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Park,

for penetration, where again their hardness gives them a marked advanT have just returned from a fortnight's shooting, and can only say
tbat I shall never use any other shot when these are obtainable. I hope

shooting season

tage.

in full swing, and sportsmen have been more than usual"
ly successful.
Ruffed grouse, quail, rabbits and squirrels
were never more plentiful. Ducks have been very scarce,
and so have wild pigeons, although there were plenty of
the latter during the last of September and first of Octotober in the "beech marsh." Deer are frequently seen but
few have been killed, as yet. Onr second snow storm, on
Saturday, the 6th, opened the ball for rabbit and fox hunting.
Several wild turkeys have been killed near town.
is

more from my brother sportsnnn on this matter, which I tnink
I know that some dozen of our best sportsmen here
an important one
have come to the same conclusion as myself, and now use them exclusively. As it is probable that these shot may not be readily found, I will
say for the information of the numerous readers of your paper, that
they can now be purchased of any size and in any quantify of Mr. William R. Schaefer, 61 Elm street, Boston, where I obtained mine, and
who has, I believe, made arrangements to have them always in stock
direct from the only manufacturers, Messrs. Roberts, Lampeh & Go.,
Newcastle, England. Let every one try a few and compare notes.
Under Grip.
to hear

Alleghany.

—

Onip

Lenox, Ashtabula county, Oct. 15th. Quail were
quite plenty early in the Fall, and the farmers still say,
"O, there are plenty of them just back of the barn, in the
corn lots and grain stubble; you can't miss them." But
diligent search fails to find them.
The cold, wet and unseasonable weather has driven them somewhere out of
sight.
Ruffed grouse here are not so abundant as last Fall,
but rtill afford good bags to experienced sportsmen. Wild
pigeon not plenty enough to make a good string with gun,
but many are netted by "old hands," principally for pigeon shoots. Not late enough tc say much about wild turkeys, but reliable information from a party working on a
section of railroad near Leon, in the. Big Woods, say that a
large flock have been about there for a week, crossing and
recrossing the track, and numbers setting along the fence,
while others were busily engagad scratching in the leaves
and dirt, apparently not noticing the workmen, although
not one hundred yards away. They will soon be interviewed. During the Winter" many are killed with rifles,
and last season a number were brought in weighing, when
dressed, 21 and 22 pounds; but it requires endurance,nerve, and an expert shot to make a success at it.
Gray
and black squirrels, which were so plenty last Fall, have
disappeared, and quite mysteriously. They are scarce and
wild.
A party living on the next farm shot 123 on a fence
running from a cornfield to the woods, not Qne-quarter of a
mile from the house, last Fall, and left as many more.
This season I have interviewed that fence many a bright
morning and failed to score ©ne; could bag ten to fifteen as
easily last Fall as three or four can be now. When it takes
longer than until breakfast time to shoot all the squirrels
we want, game is considered scarce. Many claimed the
hard Winter killed them off. My deductions, though, are
thcit perseverence will fill your bag; still game is scarce.
Uli.
Missouri— Sedalia, Oct. 15th. We are having fine plover
shooting now. Our fields and meadows are full of them.
Quail are quite plenty. The second brood are very plentiful.
Prairie chickens are also plenty.
Ducks are coming
in.
Squirrels are also plenty.
Shooting this season will be
fine.
Crops plenty and birds will fare well.
J. D. B.

[Our correspondent will find a letter on this subject under an article on choke bores in this isnie. Ed.]
<» »»
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CLOSE SHOOTING GUNS.
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Editor Forest and Stream:
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stock in both cases.
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Northern Wisconsin has proved

The scaup ducks (known

as blue bills,

etc. ,) are
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BLOOMING GROVE PARK NOTES.
Office Blooming Grove Park Association,
37

Park Row,

Oct

.

12,

1875 .

.

|
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Editor Forest and Stream:—
Members returning from the Park report ruffed grouse very p]enty also
wood ducks in Lakes Giles and Laura. Messrs. Avery and Anderson
were in camp at Lake Laura last week, having transported a boat and
camp equipage from the ciub house. Matt officiated as steward, and
Ned Quick provided the table with fish and game.
The President acknowledges a donation from Smith W. Anderson,
Esq., of High Bridge, of a curious relic of past hunting days— a double;

barreled flint lock fowling piece, made by Booth, of England. Agents
have been appointed to watch the park lands and prevent depredations
by lumberers and others. The annual dinner will take place in New
York at a time and place to be determined by the Executive Committee.

John Avery,
_:

.

President.

-+•-$»

Boston, Oct.

Editor Forest and Stream :—

grind in giving this location;

11, 1875.

some time since in the columns
interesting account of the last great gun trial,
of being strongly impressed by the conspicuous advantage obtained by
those guns using the Newcastle chilled shot, both as regards pattern and

London Field the

penetration.

Tiie excitement of our English friends

on choke bores and
close shooting was not contagious
my case, as those matters had been
pretty thoroughly tried in this vicinity by one of our best gunmaker's
years ago. Moreover, I have a very poor opinion of an extremely close
snooting gun, and believe that most of our sportsmen with Mr. Greener's
prize gun in their hands would, in the great majority of American shooting, miss most of their birds outright, while a few crack shots would enjoy the inestimable privilege of bringing to bag continuous shapeless
masses of flesh and feathers. I belong to the first class, and don't want
that Greener gun. But the shot question interested me, and I hoped to
hear through your journal of experiments in ihat direction. For myself, having obtained a few pounds through the kindness of a friend who
had used them with great success and satisfaction in England as well as
here since his return, I have tried them both at targets and game quite
thoroughly and to a reasonable extent, and find them, in my guns at
least, to increase both pattern and penetration, the latter being to my
mind of much greater importance. I account for this gain on the hypothesis that, being much harder, they suffer less than soft shot from the
crowding process in the barrel during their expulsion, leaving it, therefore, with a much larger percentage of perfect pellets absolutely spherical in shape, and consequently reaching either target or game in greater
number, with -more even distribution, and, of course, in better condition

m

and arrive at Warrenton at 11 A.M.; from there Myers will, if
you to Jeffersonton, distant ten miles. I have no axe' to

notified, bring

I recollect perfectly well, while reading

of the

VIRGINIA.

wild turkeys are also numerous. To those who desire first rate sport
they must leave the line of the railroad, where every station sends forth
daily a motley gang of ameteur huntsmen, armed with every variety of
gun and accompanied by every conceivable style of dog, from the thoroughbred pointer down to the "cur Of low degree," and who scare up
all game within a radius of five miles.
Well, as I was saying, the very
best placet know of is a little village of about a dozen houses called
Jeffersonton, in Culpepper county, and fifteen miles from Culpepper
Court House. It is surrounded by many well-tilled farms, which have
large fields, and in these stubble fields the partridges feed. There are
but few of the citizens who keep dogs; their time, as a general thing, is
too precious to be wasted in hunting, and but few, very few, of the lands
are posted. To a party of good shots with fine dogs they can get their
fill of the best of shooting, though I would not advise them to come until the 1st of November; for it will take several heavy frosts to kill the
weeds enough to allow the doss to scent the birds.
To those who desire to get full information let them write to Geoige
Myers, at Jeffersonton, who will board them, and give them all the particulars, though I will state for their benetit that to get here yon take the
cars at Washington City at 7:30 A. M. on the .Virginia Midland Railroad,

CHILLED SHOT.

IN
»

sportsmen are reco^nizine; the fact that they are behind the times in adhering to an obsolete firearm. What the mass of people of Virginia
want is a good, plain, serviceable breech loader which can be bought for
$25. The manufacturer who will meet the popular demand and advertise freely will realize a rich harvest.
I have been hunting in this section for a couple of weeks-more for the purpose of marking the covie's
of birds than shooting them. It was first thought that birds were very
scarce, but during the last two weeks sportsmen have changed their
opinion, and now feel assured that there is more than the usual number
of quail. The unprecedented rains of August have caused weeds,
briars, and vegetation generally to shoot up in the wildest luxuriance,
and sheltered the birds lrom observation and nosice.
This section of Virginia, and especially this immediate locality, I consider the best hunting ground anywhere in the middle part of the Sfa'te.
The fields are alive with rabbits, and tho woods abound in squirrels;

;

>

.:

pair are bored so that with l£ oz.

Jeffersonton, Culpepper county, Va., Oct 9, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
On the 15th of this month the law forbidding the shooting of "panridges" ceases, and all sportsmen are actively engaged in preparations
for the coming season. 1 notice that the love for the old muztfle loa
and prejudices against the new breech loaders are disappearing, and

..,.<
iian, .a, a,
meed
canoeman and old hunter. Good hotel accommodations
at Harwood and Gore's Landing, both on the shore of the
lake, and in sight of millions of ducks.. Capital sport until the lake is frozen over.
P.

Inquire for

The thirty-inch

SHOOTING

plenty,

but afford little sport, as they frequent the open waters
and cannot be approached. Wild geese are coming in
from their northern sojourn, and furnish the most exciting
of all sport in wild fowl shooting, with the exception of
swan shooting. Snipe are abundant, and I have no doubt
a fair shot, with or without dogs, might bag from fifteen
to twenty brace per day, or even more, on the marshes
outlying from Puckaway Lake and the Fox River. This
sport is seldom indulged in by resident sportsmen, and the
birds are both ta.rae and- fat, rarely flying upwards of 100
yards when shot at.
Fred.
Canada— Peterboro, Oct. 11th.— It any of your friends
want good Fall duck shooting now is their time. Send
them to Rice Lake County, Peterboro, via steamer Norseman from Rochester to Cobourg. Rail 12 milr>s to Har1'" vr*«t Fall
wood, when they are right in the mid
•"•
duck shooting in Canada; cano> -=.
''nen.
•

5th, 1875.

No. 10 shot, 5 drachms powder, in a thirty-inch circle 100 feet, I can
put 400 pellets, and drive them in or through so that it Is death to a bird.
The twenty-four inch pair are bored to spre id, and spread very evenly,
so that shooting the same distance it covers over quite a space where one
cannot put down their hands without covering two or Ihrec shot holey.
Some may say that an eight-pound gun is too heavy for woodcock, snipe,
etc.; but it possesses one or two advantages.
Being short, it, is much
easierto get in the birds, and as it is 2£ at the breech, it will stand a
heavy charge if neccessary. I have killed one and. broken the wing of
another woodcock, so that the dog retrieved him, 67 yards, with short
barrels, two drnchms powder and one ounce No. 10 shot.
Tin re is si ill
another advantage. Tbe gun hangs about the same with both pairs of
barrels, and the bend of stock, reach of trigsjer, etc, is jufit the same,
saving the annoyance of getting used to two guns. Then if one goes away
duck shooting, where there is a possibility of seeing quail, stipe, etc., it
is much easier carried than two guns and takes up less room.
If I were
to use the close shooting pair, and should I be so fortunate as to get in a
bird in the bush, where we generally kill woodcock, it would be usele-s
for the table. I should think that ail who have guns of a little above the
medium weight, 'would Have them bored to shoot close, and have a
short pair fitted to the stock, both of which can be done. I am conviuced
that they would be very much pleased with it.
S. S.

Duck shooting in
to be the poorest for years,
for some unknown reason, possibly that the early frosts
killed the seed of the wild rice before it had ripened, and
thus deprived the water fowl of their accustomed food.
Wisconsin

—

Cazenovia, K. T., October

I see in your valuable paper a good deal about close shooting gnns,
choke boring guns, etc., and what, amount of powder and shot shall I
use for such a gun, giving the weight, bore and length of gun. Now I
think that at the head of your "Answers to Correspondent*" yon would
do well to put something like this: "Try your gins with different size
shot and different amount of powder and shot, and use that which it
shoots the best." Although cot so very old, I have had a little experience, and find that certain guns shoot better with certain size shot.
Some ask the question if choke bored guns are the thing for the bush,
and from my limited experience 1 answer, no. I have had quite a number of guns made for me, and now have one that suits me to a fraction;
have one stock and two sets of barrels which Jit it— by fitting, t mean
One pair are
that all the joints are as near perfect as they can be made.
thirty inches long and weigh nine pounds one ounce; the other pair are
twenty-four inches and weigh eight pounds— of course that includes

—

—

Jersey

Biver, Ocean comity, Oct 11th.
,The season for wild .fowl shooting will open on Friday
next, Oct. 15th, and preparations are completed for that
purpose. The amount of game now in the bay is very encouraging, and the prospect for good gunning is much
better than for many years past.
expect to make good

;

Maryland— Deer

171

1 merely, as requested, write for the benefit
of gentlemen sportsmen who desire a good place to shoot. I leave next
week for the finest hunting ground in the Middle States— I mean the
Nottoway River region, in Virginia, bordering on the North Carolina
line.

In

my

next I will write you a

full

account.

'alone.

I

go there for sport

Chasseuu.
*H».49»

GAME PROSPECTS
*

IN

MISSISSIPPI.

Corinth, Miss., Oct.

8, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream.—
The weather has been, and still is, too warm for much work in the
field.
The high weeds, grass, and growing crops in the fields, and the
leaves and brush -in the woods, make it almost impossible to either see
the dogs or to shoot. The frost has not yet killed any vegetation, and
until it is killed we cannot do much with bob white. Squirrels are plenty,
and ducks will come in as soon as the weather gets a little cooler. Mercury to-day at 12 M., 69° in the shade: sun warm, and sky perfectly
clear. I am very anxious to have a whole day after quail. Those that I
have shot with the gun built for me by Tolley have been killed clean
and it knocks a squirrel out of the high trees like a rifle. It is a lon»
way ahead of any gun I ever shot. T had the pleasure of seeing a
"Challenge" gun, 10 bore, by the same maker, built for a friend: it is a
splendid piece of workmanship, and is in every respect a first-class arm.
While on the subject of breech loading guns I would state, for the benefit
of those sportsmen who have the Sturdevant shell with the anvils broken
—and they will all break if shot awhile- that the Orcut primer fits them
without any difficulty. Hope to meet you in Memphis at the dog show.

—

—
:

FOREST AND STREAM.
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The meeting of the Tennessee State
Sportsmen's Association, which begins at
Memphis on the 25th inst and continues
during the week, promises to be well attended. Thirty -five hundred dollars have
been offered for trap shooting, $1,300 in
cash, and $450 in plate for field trials, and
$500 in plate for a bench show of field dogs.
Several fiae kennels from the Eastern States
have already arrived, and the West will be
well represented.

A Tame Gull.— Located as he is now, in
a country place, among dogs, ducks, and
poultry, with plenty of liberty, but well
looked after, Peter has become quite domesticated, after his own fashion.
During the
last Winter he was allowed by his friend the
(Cook to come into the kitchen and sit before
the fire, where a small piece of carpet was
placed for him. Peter took possession of
this, entirely excluding two small kittens
from any share in it. To these little animals he was quite a tyrant. If they attempted to sit on any part of his carpet, he
drove them away; they were permitted to
sit as near as they pleased to the edge of the
carpet, but not on it.
He invariably took
away from them sticks or anything else that
they began to play with, and on one occasion kept one of the kittens a prisoner in a
drain-pipe into which it had run. No sooner
was it in than Peter, always on the alert,
took up his station outside, and there kept
guard, pecking the kitten every time it tried

come

be was seen and the kitten rescued. In fact, they had a very bad
time of it while in Peter's society. Another
to

on "The Reptiles of India," I fail to find
the term imamba mentioned by either of
those authors, so I conclude it is a special
name given by colonists to a snake indigenous to Natal and the Cape of Good Hope;
but the question arises, Does this so-called
imamba possess all the deadly qualities of
a poisonous snake? I cannot imagine any
animal receiving a wound in the face, causing it to swell up, from a snake said to be
deadly in the strict sense of the term, and
yet to survive.
It is true that pigs in the
United States destroy numbers of rattlesnakes, but I suppose they would succumb
to the effects of the poison if they were bitten by the snakes.
In the same way it was
maintained that the mangoose was capable
of resisting the venom of the cobra, I b(*
lieve, but few believe it now.
Many years
ago, while in India, I saw a tame domesticated mangoose on two occasions seize cobras by the back of their heads and carry
them off in triumph. It was much too wily
and active to be bitten by a cobra. Had it
received the full charge from the poison
fang of the latter, death, I doubt not, would
have ensued. If the common domestic cat
of this country were to be bitten by our
only poisonous English snake, the adder,
would it escape death? I believe not.
Land aud Water.

The success of the pig in this country in
destroying the rattlesnake is not owing to
any immunity from the effects of the poison, but to the fact of his always presenting his jowl to his adversary to receive the
bite; the thick fat on the cheek containing
no blood vessel by which the poison could
be carried to the rest of the system.

The Sportsman's Warehouse

EDWIN S.
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out, until

•occupaut of the kitchen, however, found
more favor with him. This was a retriever
pup, now a very large dog, and the friend
;and companion of a sea gull! To see these
two together is most amusing. Whenever
the dog lies down anywhere near Peter he
does not long remain unmolested; the bird
leisurely walks up to him, and at once begins to pull his hair and peck his tail every

time it moves! To all this the good-tempered dog makes no objection— in fact,
Peter can do what he likes with him. He
will sometimes sit on his back, at others lie
down close to his side, or even between his
fore paws, and when the dog is having his
food, run off with portions of it from the
plate, a liberty that none of the poultry dare
This is a very strange friendship, but
take.
not altogether an unusual "one. Almost all
animated beings are so fond of society of
some kind or other that, when they cannot
get that of their own species, they will select creatures of a very different character,
and often form very strong attachments for
them. Morris mentions a tame gull that
was kepi in a garden, where it made a great
friend of a terrier dog. Gavvel speaks of
another that made great friends with a pair
But the most curious
of silver pheasants.
anecdote of a gull is given by Mr. DonaldThis bird acquired
son, in the Naturalist.
a taste for sparrows, and scarcely a day
passed on which he did not regale himself
with four or five. His system of catching
them was this: He was on the bestteims
with a number of pigeons, and as the sparrows fed along with them, he mixed with the
grays, and by stopping, assumed as much as
possible their appearance, and then set at
the sparrow as a pointer dog would do at
bis game; the next instant he had his prey
by the back and swallowed it without giving it time to shut its eyes. The sporting
season with him began about the middle of
July, as the young birds were leaving their
This was, however, rather a mercenests.
nary friendship. Like most gulls, Peter
will eat almost anything, although in his

younger days nothing would satisfy him
but fresh fish.. Now he is not so particular;
be will eat meat, young chickens, and even
small rats and mice the latter he seems to
have a great relish for. At one time he
This
lived on no thing but snails and slugs
was after his removal from Falmouth; for,
being so far inland, we could no longer supply him with the fish he had been accustomed to, and for a few days we were afraid
he would starve, as nothing seemed to suit

—

.

his taste; but he very soon got used to different fare, and now there is no trouble
whatever in finding food for him. At first,
when fish was his only food, he stldom

without previously soaking
water, and now almost everything
it in
he eats goes through the same process.
Argosy.

swallowed

it

Are Cats Snake Proof.—In an" article
u Two Years in Natal," the author-

entitled

ess writes, "Perhaps every one does not
know, that cats are snake proof. A bite
has no effect on them. We had an opportu-

A

nity of proving this.
long green imamba
in a fierce tussel with a big cat,
in which the cat had bitten out one of its
eyes, and in return had got a wound on its
face that swelled up to an enormous size,
bui beyond that he seemed none the worse
for the encounter, and in a few days was
well again." On referring to those magnifi-

was engaged

cent works by Dr. Fayrer, on "The Thanatophia of India," and by Dr. G-tXnther,

— Fruit

kept in Russia by being packed
The lime is slacked in
water in which a little creosote has been dissolved, and is allowed to fall into powder.
The latter is spread over the bottom of a
deal box, to about one inch in thickness. A
sheet of paper is laid above, and then the
Over the fruit is another sheet of
fruit.
paper, then more lime, and so on until the

And

is

in creosotized lime.

box

full,

is

charcoal

is

when

a

packed
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Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation.

Materials and Workmanship, they are Unsurpassed.

little finely powdered
in the corners and the

REVOLVERS OF VARIOUS
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Send for

—

a small quantity of chloride of lime

in a

tightly corked bottle.
This is to be used in
case of wounds inflicted by dogs or rabid
animals, in the following manner: Mix thoroughly two tablespoonsful of lime with a
half pint of fresh water and bathe the wound
almost without cessation until the physician
arrives, or u\.til the poison is neutralized.
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Letter A, showing solid head;
Company's caps.

tallic

Hart's Sportsman's Favorite Metallic

Shells.

in the United States, and pronounced superior to anything now offered
to the public.
full description of Shells and Patent Loaders with prices, may be obtained from any of the
leading sportsmen's depots throughout the country,. Manufacturers of A luminnm. Celluloid, and German liver Reels for Trout, Salmon, and Bast fishing.
GEO. E.
CO., Newark, N. J.
rnayl3-ly
P. S. HARRISON, Agent.

A

HART &

From Captain Bogardus, Champion Wing" Shot
Messrs George E. Hart
.

&

of America.

Co.,

Gentlemen- -The fifty shells I received from you to-day suit me better than any I have ever used.
are stronger and better in every respect, and I shall use them in all my shootingdiercafter. Yours truly.

IW

A. H. Bogardus.

Water Pipe

SPECIALTY.

.A.

SEAMLESS
Lap Welded, Wrought

Iron

From

One-half Inch to Fourteen Inches diameter: in
Capable of Sustaining
a Pressure of 1,000 lbs. Jo ihe Square Inch. Manufactured by the

lengths from 16 to 20 feet.

_
the tongue sore

Send

Works

ettes.

Co,,

Boston, Mass., and McKeesport, Pa.

COATED INSIDE AND OUT WITH AN

INDESTRUCTIBLE ENAMEL
WARRANTED.
Joints are connected by our Patent Sleeve Couplings, preventing all leakage.
Specimens can be seen and obtained on application
at the Company's Offices, 8 Pemberton Square, Boston, and 78 William street. New York.
OcsJl-12w

for circular.

KIMBALL & CO.,

8.

Rochester, W.

The

strongest and most durable snap action made.

Shooting qualities

first-class.

and coastwise travel, the agricultural resources of the
country, and sites for settlement, hints for camping
oat, resorts for game, hotels, and such other informa-

MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BKEECH

tion as witi be of great benefit to visitors seeking
Florida for health, pleasure, exploration, or fperma*
sent settlement.

price

Same

LOADERS,

action as new guns. Send for circular and
No. 8 West Main street, Rochester, N. Y.

list,

Apr 8-6m

V-

From Jas. H. Staast, Arch street, Phila.
procw"
Please inform me where in this city I can
w*i
your world-renowned
house without It.

"Vanity

Fair;" can

From Henry Wagner, Captain 1st
Camp McDermit. Neb.
We like Vanity Fair now ag well
months

since,

and only hope

that

it

L.

j-j.few
a™

we

as

C

S. Caulry.
did

^

may

unadulterated quality for a hundred years

b Q'«

to cu»»

It is clean and sweet, and a most pleasing ^JJJ
»"
disturbed feelings, and a capital companion,
comforter.

,

From Horitz Bielschowskt, Coneyos, Col.
Ty
As I opened the box of Vanity Fair a g°^
u» e /

friends present tried

tobacco

we

it.

and

all

considered

t

w

ever smoked.

whatever «g
It is a kind of oil "ancTbalm for
stormy and harmful; it gives « permanence

smile of existence.

From H.

V4

C. HASBROTTCK~Capt. 4th Artillery,

Please send me ten pounds Vanity f al f
tobacco to my friends and dealers
'

It is a

wonderful solace, and the best

in te\vn.

proof tba^

u
the refreshing feeJine J
uu
with next morning, conscious that there is
able task you would not perform.

works no injury

is

TpOR SALE.-AN
JD

rea£0

n-

ENGLISH. BUg

Baden Powell eaa«e,i Andreea

aad'iStream.

f

* reconi-

.

mend your

Manufacturer of

Breech Loading Shot Guns-

not
money.

1873.

WM.

San Francisco.

CHAS. GltEEM,

mm

Does

Liberal sample on receipt of

.

Highest award, Vienna,

its

National Tube

the
It is -shaved from
for
best Natural Leaf,
Cii?arMeershauni and

»

Peerless Tobacco Works,

WATERPIPE,

promptly: filled.

ment there. It gives a fnll classification of the game
and fish of the Southern Peninsula, routes of inferior

nickel anvils for Berdan Primer, Ely's central Are or Union MO'

Endorsed hy the leading sportsmen

ORDERS SENT TO THIS OFFICE IN ADVANCE
OF ^PUBLICATION WILL BE

%• This is a book that has long been needed by
Winter tourists to Florida and persons seeking set'ie-

b b showing

*...i*"

#
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W.

&C SCOTT &

i$t$hntou&

sfflmtthtfeom.

SONS

W. W. GREENER'S

Genuine Breech Loaders.
WINNERS OF THE GUN TRIAL OF I8T3Report of

Gun Trial sent on

application.

AGENTS:

& SONS,

AD

1 £g JTaneuil Hall S<j. , Boston.
Also ail
Webley, Remington, Moore, &c.
A genuine Scott Muzzle Loading Gan, $25 up.
Mavnard, Ballard, Remington and Sharp's Rifles.
"Ballard's breech loading Sporting Rifles $1811"

New Book— 50 oents, by mail.
Bussey's Gyro Trap, for shooting practice.
Vtods and Tackle.
Fishing
.Fine
Bosjardus'

GUNft». Winner of the Silver Cup,
value 40 guineas, at the Great London Field Trial 1875, beating 33 competitors with 68 guns, also winning
in all the other classes for the Improved System of Boring. These

IVVUlUUV 1 1 U/UV/llWt
Winners at tlie "Turf, Field
and DETariM" Grim. Trials.

THE PREMIER GUN.
W.

&

SCOTT «fc SON

C.

HURST'S

Medium and fine guns bear full name and address,
and plain guns full name and "London" only.
Each gun is numbered and the actions ate stamped
with name and trade mark.
C. SCOTT «fc SON, Pole makers of the
W.
Patent Top Lever, solid, Double Locking Bolt Breech

&

Stereoscopic Studise

Loader, bearing the full name of the firm. W. & C.
SCOTT & SON caution sportsmen against imitations
of their patent and name. Guns bearing the name
abbreviated, or with different initials, are hot genuine.

TRIAL OF SCOTT& GREENER'S NEW SYSTEM
OF BORING, BY THE EDITOR OF
"THE FIELD," LONDON.

OF

Natural History
For Object Teaching in Schools
-AND

(See The Field, January 30th, 1875.)
''From a comparison of the two tables it will be
guns
seen that with Walker's ghot, Messrs. Scott
showed a marked superiority over Mr. Greener's,
both in average and in the highest score made. Indeed, with the left barrel, in his third shot, Mr, Scott
got a selected group pattern of 239 and a penetration
of 37, equalling the highest pattern made by Mr
Greener, and exceeding the penetration of that particular shot by eight sheets."

London

PARLOR ENTERTAINMENT.

10 Great Castle

from 80

St Mary's Works. Birmingham. England.

Rifle

We

numbers

P. feel sure

it

will

supercede

all

Manufactory Premier Gun Works,

Octl-6m

teaching. The unerring fidelity of the stereoscope
transfers the animals and birds from their natural
habitat ro the rooms of the student and the fireside of
our homes, where they cannot fail to leave a lasting
impression of the form, color, habits, and locality of

each specimen.
An experience of more than twenty-five years as
Taxidermist of the New York State Cabinet of Natural History, and in gathering his large collection o.'
native and foreign specimens, enables Mr. Hurst to
comhine in every view the locality of the specimen
with, its appropriate rocks, woods or water, and coloring from the originals.
Lyncus Rufus.
Wild Cat, or Bay Lynx
3.
Surnia Nyctea.
Snowy Owl
S,
•

Lupus Occidentalis.
American Wolf
Ectopistes Mlgratoria.
Wild Pigeon
Fells Concolor.
Northern Panther
Ardea Biscors.
Black Crowned Night Heron
Actomys Monax.
Woodchnck
Podiceps Bubricollis.
Red Necked Grebe
Ardea Herodias.
Great Blue Heron
Cygnus Americanus.
American Swan
Red Shouldered Buzzard. ...... .Buieo Hyemails.
Rustlcola Minor.
American Woodcock
Anser Albifrons.
White Fronted Goose
Otus Americanus.
Long Eared Owl
Mergus Cucullatus.
Hooded Sheldrake
Pediceps Cornutus,
Horned Grebe
Aquilla Chryscetos.
Golden Easle
Prairie Wolf
Totanus Macularius.
Spotted Sand Lark
Circus Uliglnosus.
Marsh Harrier

8.

—

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

12.

18.
14.
15.
1«,

17.

18.
19.
20.
21.

Mallard Duck
Great Horned Owl
Great Loon, or Diver

22.

23.
24.
25.
26.

Anas Boschas.

American Deer (Albiaoes)
The American Bittern

. . .

.Bubo Virginianus.
Colyrnbus Glaclalls.
Cervus Virglnianus.

iuligula Glaclalls.
Meleagris Gattopavo.
Castor Fiber.
Scolopax Wilsoni.
Common American Snipe
Sheldrake.
Breasted
3fergus
Merganser
Buff
.
The
Anser Canadensis.
The Canada Goose

28.
29.

8 ),

.

Bjl,

st.

York.

THE CGREAT
London Gun

Trial,

875.

1

GLE

of the

BODY

is left

in its

ENTIRE STRENGTH.

Spring.

Guns guaranteed
330 with No. 6

NO.

to

make

patterns of from 160 to
as desired.

SHOT AT 40 YARDS,

25

Frederick Brown,

Established 1780.

aug26-tf

PHILADELPHIA, PA
THIS RELIABLE PREPARATION, one

of
Pharmaceutical Products, still maintains its enviable reputation,
and finds a steadily increasing sale without
advertising, and in spite of piracy.

35.
86.

Red Tailed Buzzard
Buffle Headed Duck

37.

Fuligula Albeola.
Hystrix Hudsonius
North American Porcupine
Ortyx Virginiana.
Virginia Partridge
Larus Zonorhynchus.
Common American Gull
Yulpes Virgiuianus.
Grey Fox
Fuligula
Erythrocephalia.
Red Head
Tetrao Umbellus.
Ruffed Grouse
...Procyon Lotor.
TheRacooon
Fluligula Clangula.
The Whistler
Halimtos Leucocephalus.
Brown or Bald Eagle
.Vulpis Fulvus.
RedFox
Anas Sponsa.
Wood Duck
Stryx Pratincola.
American Barn Owl
Tetrao Canadensis.
Spruce Grouse
Lyncus Borealis.
Northern Lynx
AnasObscura.
Black Duck
Alcedo Alcyon.
Belted King Fisher
Bubo A sio.
Little Screech Owl
DidelphU Virginiana.
American Opossum
Fidica Americana.
American Coot
Tetrao Mutus.
Ptarmigan
Anas Clypeata.
Shoveller, or Spoonbill
....Fiber Zibeihicus.
Musquash

•88.

39.

40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.

46.
47.

48.
49.
50.

51
52.

53.
54.
55.
56.
-7.

58.

58 .
60.

PENETRATION,

and REGULARITY OP SHOOTING.
Mr. HENRY C. SQUIRES, of No. 1 Cortlandt

St.,

New York, is now importing my DOUBLE CLOSESHOOTING GUNS to order, an invoice of which
shipped to him on the 1st July, and can be examined about the 15th. All special orders given to
Mr. Squires will be carefully filled, ipfnll report of
the GREAT TRIAL, showing the marked superiority
of my gnus over guns made by Dougal, Pape,
Tolley, and others, will shortly be published, and can
be had on application at No. 1 Cortland St.
will be

W. W. GREENER,
Olianrpion. Grim Maker,
St.

Mary's Works, Birmingham, England.
C. SQUIRES, of No. 1 Cortlandt street,

HENRY

has just received an invoice of these close-shooting
guns, and from him any information in reference to
the results of the Great Trial can be obtained on application.

J~.

&

W.
TOLLEY'S
FINE ENGLISH

BREECH LOADING GUNS,
Maxle to Order

T

must congratulate you upon your great success in

new

we

can arrange
our amusemeuts so as to make them impart instruction to the mind, it will be a step in advance in edu-

this

educational enterprise.

If

FROIV^STOCK.
--:

These Guns, celebrated

Prices By the Dozen
S3 OO
By the Set of 5 Dozen, In Elegant Case, 16 OO
These Stereoscopes are sold wholesale and retail by
:

FOREST AND STREAM PUB,
17

Chatham

st„ (City Hull sq.)

ERS,

are built in six qualities
(or brands.) They are now imported direct to our
OFFICE, and sold by the Manufacturers to
at

NEW YORK

SPORTSMEN

the following

price!*.

....

Pioneer,
Tolley, - Standard,.
National,
Challenge,

-

-

-

*

.

-

-

...
...

-

-

TRAP SHOTS
quiring

Guns

-

$65 Gold.
90 "
115 *«
140 "
180 *•
225 "

and others reon

specially built,

our new system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
with increased PENETRATION, can have their wishes
carried out WITH DESPATCH

Without Extra Cost.
Send

for illustrated descriptive particulars

and price

sheets to our

BSANCH

CO.,

P. O. box stag

for

genuine high class workmanship
and No. 1 SHOOTING POW-

EZRA CORNELL.

cation.

OFFICE, 29 Maiden Lane,
HBW YOKE 0ITY.

JlASUFAgTQRY, PJONEERiWORKS*
jjt

Pictures by GEO. EARL, the celebrated Aniimal Painter, Photographed from the orignal Paintings by R. W. THRUPP.

Plain Photograph 12x10, in sunk Mounts, 34x18 $8.
Tell, St. Bernard, (rough) Rev. J. C. Ma; dona.
Nelson, Bull Terrier, (white) S. E. Shirley, Esq.
Hamlet, Pointer, (lemon and white) T. H. Whitehouse, Esq.
Kent, Gordon setter, (black and tan) S. Lang, Esq.
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white)
Gartle, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker, (liver and white) R. J. L. Price,Esq.
Beb, Spaniel, (liver colored) T. Burgess, Esq.

Its high reputation has tempted the cupidity
of parties, whose only excuse for their unfair

simulations, exists

Rake, Irish Water Spaniel, Captain Lindoe.
Master Maegrath, Greyhound, Lord Lurgan.
Warrior, Scotch Dearhound, Joshua Dawes, Esq.
Michael, English Bulldog R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Small size Photo, 5x4 inches, plain, mounted, 75
cents.

Fox Terrier. T. H. Murchinson, Esq.
Luna, Retriever, R. J. L. Price, Hisq.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Dawes, Esq.
Monarque, St. Bernard (smooth) Rev. J. C. Macdona.
Tell, St. Bernard, (rough) Rev. J. C. Macdona.
Colored, 5x4 inches, mounted, $2.50 each.
Crib, Dalmatian, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Bruce, Clumber Spaniel, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Tiger, Pomeranian,
Cooper, Esq.
Turk, Mastiff, F. Robinson, Esq.
Trimmer, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Duke, Blenheim Spaniel,
Garwood, Esq.
Cato, Newfoundland, (black)
Atkinson, Esq.
Stella, English Terrier, (black and tan) T. H. MurJock,

Birmingham, England,

the great popularity of

in

the original, and accidental similarity of their

names.

BROWN'S
is

JAMAICA GINGER

essence OF

protected by the private Proprietary

of the manufacturer, which
the steel plate label.

is

Stamp

incorporated with

The attention of Druggists and the Trade generally,

Is

called

to the Price List of

ENGLISH & FRENCH
MEDICINES A, PHARMACEUTICAL.
PREPARATIONS,
Which

will

be mailed on application.

Frederick Brown,
(Established 1822)

IMPORTING, MANUFACTURING
& DISPENSING CHEMIST,
N. E. Corner Fifth and Chestnut Streets,

—

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The Up-Town

Sportsman's

&

Chas. L. Ritzmann
943 BROADWAY
114 Centre Street.

Factory,

Depot.

Co.*

(above S2d

St.)

—

—

chison, Esq.

Rook, Skye Terrier, Rev. J. C. Macdona.
Bellona, Fox Terrier. T. H Murchison, Esq.
Bandie, Dandie Dinmont, Captain Lindoe.
Hylas, King Charles Spaniel,
Garwood", Esq.
Prince, English Terrier, (white) T. H. Murchison
Master Macgarth. Greyhound, Lord Lurgan
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white)
Garth, Esq.
Kent, Gordon Setter, (black and tan) S. Lang, Esq.
Luna, Retriever, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Rake, Irish Water Spaniel, Captain Lindoe.
Roll, Laverack Setter (black and white,) S. Lang.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Monarque, St. Bernard (smooth,) Rev. J. C. Mac-

—

—

OR

(

1870. f

RANGE—

—

Paragon,

Cornell University,
Ithaca, March 14th,

D.

trials
of the Field to possess the
TRATION and therefore LONGEST
thus:
Circle, 30 inches; 300 pellets; average, 191; penetration, 37.
The Editor's trial of Greener guns with 340
pellets of same shot and same charge of powder, gave
180,and penetration 30, although there were 40 more pellets in- each charge.
Should any controversy arise as
to the durability of these new systems, we herewith
warn all beforehand that our system is our own invention (though founded on the American idea) and is DURABLE, a fact remarked on by the Field, that the
guns tried had been in use during last season, and references permitted to the owners. Send for Illustrated
Circulars to

GREENER

W;

W.
begs to inform his numerous
clients in the United States that he has been very successful in the above trial, having secured the first
prize, a silver cup, value 40 guineas— elass 2 for 12
bores; also winner in class 1 for 8 and 10 bores, and
class 4 for 20 bores.
He has won in all the classes for
improved boring, which is upon a different plan to any
other maker, and is far superior in the three most essential points, viz., PATTERN,

Tetrao Cupido.

Grus Americana.
Ursus Americanus.
Butero Borealis.

DOUGALL'S
EXPRESS SHOT GUNS.
at Wimbledon by Editor
SHOWN by
GREATEST PENEJ.

DOGS OF ENGLAND.

.

Pinnated Grouse
The Sand Hill Crane
The American Black Bear

BY-

SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.

From

»2.
The New York Ermine Puiorim. ..JVoveboracensis.
t. .Mergus Serrator.
M, Red Brested Sheldrake
34.

AND COUNTERFEITS!

Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on apand orders may be forwarded through any
of the best houses in the States for execution in the

59 St, James's Street London.

Ardea Minor.

Ola Wife, or Squaw Duck
The Wil d T urkey
The Beaver.

27.

No. l,Courtlandt

New

'

plication,

(Title registered.)

thes=e will

H.C. Squires,

S14 W. JPratt St., Baltimore,

the oldest of American

WHOLESALE.
be added a second series of foreign specimen?, and various Animals and Birds in grotesque attitudes, never however violating their natural instincts.
We offer these views not as pictures only, but as
One of the great moving elestudies from nature.
ments in our modern system of education is object

Sneider.

Ac

the complicated

Office:

Lancaster Street, Birmingham.

To

Clark

for Ciicular.

and manifold grips now in use, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any double, treble or quadruple
grip now used. In this new action LEVER and GRIP
ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OF STEEL and the AN-

Chief address:
are prepared to f nrnish the first sixty
of the first series of

Send

Manufacturers,

Circus, near LangHotel.

ham

Loading'.

Sportsmen of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, STRENTH and DURABILITY of their New Patent "SIMPLEX" Breech loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
The parts in this new action are so few (only two,)
its mechanical soundness so
thorough, and the
strength and simplicity of the action so great, that
<fc

GUN.

AGENTS FOR HOLABIK!)\S SHOOTING SUITS.

Call the attention of the

W.

SHOT

LOADING

PRICES, S50.00 TO ®25O.O0,
Muzzle Loading: Guns Altered tc Breech

BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS

Regent

St.,

BREECH

to 100 yards,

GREENE K,

W. W.

Cun and

attention to thenvery FINEST weapon, combining all their recent improvements, marked on the rib between their name
and London address the brand— "TH& PREMIER
call

will kill

loaded with large shot, and will
shoot well with small shot with a
less powder charge than guns bored
upon the old system. For report of
the Gun Trial apply to Messrs. McLaran, Williams & Co., Agents, St.
Louis, U. S. A. Address

OF ACTION, MATERIALS, PROPORTION, AND
SHOOTING QUALITIES combined, in all the four

QUALITY."

Fine Bronze Yacht Guns on mahogany "carriages,
fiommete. as furnished the New York and Boston
Yacht Sauadrons. SEND FOR CIRCULARS.

guns

(See issue October 3d, 1873.)
In which competition the committees have awarded
our guns, First and Second for POINTS OF MERIT

other makes:— Greener, Westley Richards,

CLOSE - SHOOTING

DOUBLE

Breech Loaders,
mm

dona.

Hamlet, Pointer (lemon and white,) T. H. Whitehouse, Esq.
Jack, Vox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Beb Spaniel (liver colored,) T. Bnrgess, Esq
Michael, English Bulldog, R. J. L. Price, Esq
Nellie, Cocker (liver and white,) R, J, L
Price
Esq.
Tell, St. Bernard (rough,) Rev, J, C, Macdona
Warrior, Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Davies, Esq,
Large size, 12x10, colored by hand, in exact imitation
of the originals, in Sunk Mount, $7.50 each.
Barry, Mastiff,
Kingdom Esq.
Pippin, Pug, Mrs. B. Monck,
Huddersfleld Ben, Broken-haired Terrier, Mr Jonas
Foster.

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OP

Guns, Rifles, Pistols.Fishing Tackle
plements for both muzzle and breech
leading gans
Sportsmen's Goods and Ammunition of
All
We take muzzle loaders in exchange for Rinds
breech

onhand cheap^

^^

d8 8Gnt °°'

D

S°

me

t0

'

fine

^^^nd-Snd |uns

aU partsof Reunited

StS°es
V
a
ai 1St Cks
Puton Pistols.
n7^ artistically
f- I
?
of all
kinds
executed
Cartridges for Breech Loading Shot

dP

.A

v^^k

Repairing

1

au^'eC

UP

°f

fif ty
'

Guns, readv

loaded t0 0lder

ENGLISH
Curtis

&

Harvey's

DIAMOND

GRAIN:.

Nos. 2 3 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 Superior Rifle,
and Oof- tu
Hawker's Ducking,
W. STITT, 61 Cedar street
'

Jack,

Duke,

Fox

Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Blenheim Spaniel,
Garwood, Esq
•

Warrior, Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Davies Esq
Drake, Pointer (liver and white,)—- Gartle, Esq
These Pictures will be forwarded (postage paid) on

receipt of price.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB,
J7 Gbafchjua

gfcreei,

CO.,
Hew Yotk.

sepO-eow

Agent for U.

HTmt^

QNE HUNDRED CHEMICALLYPOT

KJ

pared Circular

Gun Swaba

sent to

a™ «£*

-

FOREST AND STREAM.
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Attractive Route

HOTEL,
OAKLAND, California.
JOHN M. LAWLOR & CO., Proprietors.
sreat
Railroad; 40 minutes from. San Francisco; 2 10 rooms, with hot and
cold water in every mora-; delightful drives and splendid scenery; a favorite home for tourists.
july2'2-6m

The

Resort, will be opened for the season on 7th of June,
will remain open until October.
The sporting in

exceptionally excel-

Manager,

Conchichine, Ontario.

Southern. Motel, St. Louis, Mo.

ON

TTIRONTINGIJD and Walnut

FOURTH, FIFTH

streets, $3, $3.50, $4, and $4.ro
per day, according to floor and location of room.
During the past year this horel has been thoroughly
overhauled, repaired, re-frescoed, re-carpeted and refurnished from top to bottom, and is first class in all

Traverse

BROOK TROUT
AMERICAN

lent, the Hotel

THOMAS SCULLY.

this line,

verse region and the North Woods of Michigan are
unsurpassed, if equalled, in the abundance and great
variety of the finny tribe.
abound
in the streams, and the famous
GRAYLING, now attracting the attention of Sportsmen
everywhere, is found only in these waters.

and

my20

TOURISTS

and

City, on Grand Traverse Bay, and to Petoskey, on
Little Traverse. Bay.
The waters of the Grand Tra-

Conchicliing- Hotel, Canada.
This charming and picturesque first-Class Summer

in the house
Rates exceedingly moderate. For circulars containing terms, etc., apply to the office of
Forest and Stream, or
JOHN E. FOREMAN,
Box 2645, P. O Toronto, or to

SPORTSMEN

attention of

invited to the many attractions offered by
now completed from Richmond, Ind., to
is

Lake

is

of

Northern Michigan,
VIA GRIND RAPIDS A\D INDIAN A RAILROAD, MACKINAW GRAi\D RAPIDS
AND CINCINNATI SHORT LINE.

SITUATED AT THE TERMINUS OF
Trans-continental
the

the immediate neighborhood

St-

To the Trout and Grayling- Fisheries

being within ready access to the Muskoka Lakes, Sparrow Lake, and Trading Lake, where
Salmon Trout, Black Bass, Speckled Trout, etc.,
abound in original plenty. Yachting, Boating, -Bathing, Bowling Alleys, Billiard Rooms, ere, provide for
the amusement of guests. Mail and telegraph offices

BLACK
MASCALONGE are

BASS. PIKE, PICKEHEL, and

also found in great numbers in the
lakelets of this territory.

many

lakes and

LUXURIOUS SLEEPING AND CHAIR CARS
run through from Cincinnati to Traverse City; also
PULLMAN PALACE SLEEPERS from Detroit over
Michigan Central and Grand Rapids and Indiana road,

Grand Rapids,
STEAMER making
via

SPLENDID

Petoskey, with

to

DAILY CONNECTION

at latter

point for the Island of Mackinaw.
For Tourists Guide, containing complete and accurate maps, with full information as to Fishing Grounds,
transportation facilities, and in short all that could be
desired by Sportsmen or Tourists, send to Forest and
Stream office, or to the undersigned. Low Round
Trip EXCURSION TICKETS good until SEPTEMBER 30th.
J. H. PAGE,
Gen'l Passenger and Ticket Agent,
3yl
Grand Rapids, Mich.
1

respects. The Southern is locatea near the centre of
business, the theatres and all places of amusement.
The tables are supplied with the beet the market affords, and there is in the hotel building the neatest
restaurant in the cit}7 for ladies and gentlemen.

^o.

St. Louis,

Hotel and table are iu

respects
first-class, while the charges are moderate, and
such as similar accommodations cannot be obtained
elsewhere. Rates— lirst, second a ed third floors. $3;
all

fourth floor, $2.50: fifth floor, $2. L. A. PRATT,
formerly proprietor of the Spencer Hou«e, Cincinnati.
Ohio, and the Gait House, Louisville, Ky.
SeplG

QUEEN'S BOYAL .NIAGARA HOTEL,
NIAGARA.

Deligh' fully located oc the mouth of Niaerara River,
fourteen miles from the Kails. Accessible by boat
and railway. Fine facilities for fishing, boating and
bathing.
& VVAINETT.
jy7-3m

McGaW

,

Rossin House, Toronto, Canada.
SHKARS & SON, Proprietors.
This house is a favorite resort for gentlemen sportsUnited States and Canada.

men from all parts of the

Oirosismoii. House,
ALEXANDRIA BAY, Jeff. Co N. Y. C. CROSSMON & SON, Proprietors.
,

House,
THIS
ly furnished,

recently rebuilt and elegant-

now open

for visitors. It is located in* one of the roost delightful places in the Thousand Island region, commanding an extensive view of
the St.Lavvrence and the Islands and offers every facility for the comfort and enjoyment of guests.
Outfits
for boating, Hunting and Fishing Parties. Steamers
for the bay connect, at Clayton with the Utica and
Black River Railroad, and at Cape Vincent with the
is

5m

Rome, Watertowu ana Ogdensburg Railroad.

Twin Lakes Trout Farm.

BOARDSportsmew,

FOR GENTLEMEN AND

LA-

Artists, Anglers, &c. Splendid
Bcenery and drives. Fine boating, trout, pickerel,
ftnd bass Ashing and woodcock shooting./ Also les-

THE ROUTE OF THE ERIE RAILWAY

is peculiarly rich in the variety and extent of its
scenery, and while the tourist has alternating glimpses
of the beauty of rivers, gaps and mountains, the
sportsman has within easy reach many localities that
afford him every facility for the eujoymeht of the
sports of the field and stream.
enumerate a few
of the pleasure resorts which crowd the line of the
road.
Rntherfurd Park.—9f miles from New York. Fine
hotels and boating pastimes on the Passaic.
Clifton.
13£ miles from the city, overlooking the
picturesque Lake Dundee.
Lake Mohonk A beautiful body of water 1,200 feet
above the Hudson splendid hotel accommodations.
Orange Lake.—Six miles West of Newburgh, and
noted for its fishing attractions.
Milford, Pa. About eight miles from Port Jervis.
Is noted for its trout fishing, woodcock shooting and
superior hotels.
Avon Springs.—Celebrated for 20 years as a resort for
invalids-, the waters possessing many valuable healing qualities.
Watlung Glen. —This beautiful gorge is distant 294
miles from New York, via Erie Road to Elraira. Its
wild and picturesque attractions are second only In
reputation to those of Niagara.
Chautauqua Lake. i8 miles long, 3 miles wide; said
to be the highest navigable water on the American
continent, being 730 feet above Lake Erie and 1,290
feet higher than the Atlantic ocean
Niagara Falls.— This great cataract is reached by the
direct line of the Erie Railway.
There are along the line of the road no less than

We

—

—

—

—

—

Ten Large Lakes, Abounding with Fish,
and affording most delightful sport for black bass and
names are— Lakes Greenwood, Orange,
Mohonk, White, Otsego, Cayuga, Seneca, Kenka, Silver ,and Chautauqua.
pickerel. Their

The following schedule will afford a partial guide to
numerous fishing localities reached by this road:

the

dies,

At

sons iu oil and water color painting, drawing and
etching, if desired. Address J.IVES PEASE, or E.
PEASE, P. O. bos 60 Canaan, Conn.
N. B.— Cottage building sites overlooking the Jakes
AprR-tf
for sale chea p; also one for a hotel

EVERY

FACILITY FOR FISHING

and gunning; house newly furnished; excelBluelent table, flue boats and competent baymen.
kingiish, striped bass, geese brant,
weakfish,
nab,
wild fowl and t>av snipe of all kinds in their season.
Woodcock, quail, partridge and English snipe on the
ground- of the Hotel. Reached via N. J. S. R. R.
vi«PJer8, N. JR. E. H. FRAME, Proprietor.

•'

"

ground

Shinnecock

in the vicinity of

Bay,

New

the

York.

best

Wm.

shooting

N. Lane

respectfully informs 'his friends that, having largely
added to (tie Sprin'gvUle House, he is prepared to entertain and take care of his guests in ample manner.
Moderate prices and satisfactory attention guaranteed. The young bay birds are now coming in and
good bags are the order? of the day. Address
Lane. Good Ground Station, L. I.
Live wild geese stools for Spring and Fall shooting.
aug5-3iuo

Wm.

N

.

"

Oxford,
Otisville.

Port Jervis,
Monticello,
Milford,

IN

from
"
"
"

New
"
"
"

York.
"
"

i

"
"

"
"

&

.

HAVEN",
FOR NEW Whi

HARTFORD,

Springfield,
e Mountains, Montreal and
intermediate points. The new and elegant steamer
C. H. Northam leaves Pier No. 25, East River, daily
(Sundays excepted) at 3, and Twenty-third street,
East River, at 3:15 P. M. A pa^ensier train will be
in waidng on the wharf at New Haven and leave for
Springfield and way stalions on arrival of the boat,
JM1GHT LINE. -Steamer Kim City leaves New
York at 11 P. M., arriving in New Haven in time for
the early morning trains. Tickets sold and baggage
checked at 944 Broadway, New York, and 4 Court
street, Brooklyn.. Apply at General Office on the
pier, or to RICHARD PECK, General Agen
tf

including Round, Long,

At
"

"
"

or near Otisville,
76
" Guymard,
SO
" Port Jervis, 88
" Monticello, 112
" Cen. Valley, 48

miles fron New York.
is distant 1 mile.
miles from New York.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
•
"

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
SenecaLake, 29 1
Tickets for sale at the General Offices of the Erie
Railway Company, 124 Washington street Boston; 241,
401, 529, or 957 Broadway, New York; and 732 Chestnut street, Philadelphia. Express trains leave New
York from depot foot of Chambers street at 9 A. M.,
10:45 A. M., and 7 P. M.
JNO N. ABBOTT,
my20
General Passenger Agent.
"

U. Sv

TpOR FALL SHOOTING ADDRESS

Ga., sailing every Saturday, from Pier 22, below Pine
street, Delaware River, at 13 o'clock noon, making
close connections through to all points South.
The
line is composed of the steamships JTTNIATA and
YOMING. The Wyoming does not carry passengers.
The Juniata is a favoidte ship with the traveling public, having passenger accommodations of the most
superb character. She has recently been refitted and
elegantly furnished with everything requisite to the
comfort and convenience of passengers.
Families en route for FLORIDA, Georgia, Alabama,
and even as far as New Orleans, will find the Savannah route the most desirable for comfort, as well as
he most economical. Through trains of the Central
Railroad of Georgia, and Atlantic and Gulf Railroad,
Florida, leave Savannah every morning and evening.
The Florida stearriefs leave Savannah three days in the
week for all points on the coast.
For tlirouiili passenger tickets and bills of lading to
all points in Florida, Georgia. Alabama and Tennessee, apply to WM. L. JAMES, General Agent, 416
South Delaware avenue, Philadelphia.

Magic Lantern and lOO

E&

17.?. Circulars Free, gfr

Folds Very Small.

g

£

it
5" 9'

$10

to

si?

is

Kinsey, Barnegat Post Office, 1ST. J. To insure good gunners, write one week in advance.

CONTAINS THE

The Sportsmen's Depot.

JOHN

of the prominent

Gun Clubs

of the United
States and Canada, including the Rules of the Hurlngham and London (English) Gun Clubs. Price 50
cents. For sale by Gunsmiths everywhere, and at
the office of Forest and Stream, or mailed on receipt
of price by CHAS.
Publisher, 149 Cham^©rs street, Hew York City.
SeptJtf

SUYDAM,

If

RETURNING.
Leave Long Branch

at ?:00, 8:15, 11:35 A.
M., 325

Leave South Amboy for New York at 6-55 A M
Sraees to and from KEYPORT connects MariL
StaMon with all trains, and to and from oVpiv
GROVE andAsrURY i ARK. at LongK Branch
i?
™nch Stawith

tion,

all

trains

ll.

P.

BALDWIN,

Gen. Pass. A»ent
j^

^

R. E. Rickeb, Sup't and Ens'r.

\^ot[tnmtnk <§ood$.

374 Washington

St.,

Boston.

slides, weighs but 1£ pounds, and is only 1$ inches
wide. Holders flare at top so as to quickly receive
the shells, and, being elastic, securely clasp the same.
For ease of action and rapid shooting it excels anything of the kind invented.
PRICE, C. O. D., $6.50.
In ordering, give the sLse of shells and a looseme&b'
urement outside of vest.

N.

S.

GOSS. Neosho

Falls,

EXPLANATORY CIRCULAR

s

T Stock

how $10

TO $5©0. invested

<T

in J)

Privileges has paid and

Kan.
I
I

*«
U 10
fl

pay Large Profits. Railroad
Stocks, Bonds and Gold boueht
on Margins. Interest Six For
Ceut. allowed on deposits subwill

Co., Bankers and Brokers, Ko*
Wall Street, New York. V*

<fc

IFlsliiiig*

IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER
Crime, Rifles, Pistols,

and

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.
aug26-ly

ortsmen!
Your

GOODS

DEALER IN

to

attention

OIL

CASINS.

is

called to

TAN NED M0C-

the best thing ever
.*!
worn by sportsmen. No
injured by wetting and
drying— always soft and
easy to the feet, and
being made of the very best of
stock in threedifferent styles, and warranted the gen-:
uine article, different from anything before offered
Hlnstrated Circular and Price List free.

VERY DURABLE—

120Q

_____^
" r

Elm

FRANK
st.

GOOD,

Manchester. N.H,

JTixonxo^ Sparks,

Office,

1

1808.]

2 Walnut St. Philadelphia.
1

THE AMLERIOAJN

and Fishing: Tackle.

Muzzle Loaders Altered
Loaders

Hooks,

Fissli

AND

[Established

Philadelphia.

Sts.,

Tackle,

Fishing- ISocls,

Shot and Bar Lead

Breech

REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Has constantly on hand a

full assortment of Rods,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair Trout Lines, &c.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of CaneReeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds' Eggs and Birds' Skins in great varieties.—
Taxidermy in all its branches.

W. MER1DEN, CONN.

4-ly

is given to first-class work. Extra
sketches and DOG PORTRAITS cut to order, by
sending photographs. JACOB GLAHN, Manager,
Formerly Supt. of Parker Bros. Engraving and Orna-

INDIA RUB

11

Fishing Pants,

Leggings and Boots,

RUBBER

GARftP

BLANKETS,

COMPLETE

CAN BE NO GREATER PorSporting& Camping Outfits THERE
omy
tability without serious defects They
are the

-AND-

Iudia -.Rubber Goods of Every Description.

KODGMAM&CQ.,
27 MAIDEN

D.
Send

LANE,

for Price List.

portabla boats that are equal to the very
ones for l ocal use.

CANADIAN BASS WOOD
WM. ENGLISH,

W. Y.

best-

wnom

3yjij[L-

CANOES.

Peterborough, Canada.

TO

ALL

POSSESS
THESE CANOES
of the Indian birch

canoes, but aw
about 60

qualities

P»'

stronger and faster. Weight
BPortsPrice at Peterborough, 25 gold. Just what
an2l2-4rn
men require

much

MANUFACTURING

MY

CO.

NEW IMPROVED POWDER
can novv be loaded from an
ordinary powder

flask; grains hard. Use it now like Black Powder.
No fear of overloading. Burns slow now.
fouling of the gnu. Little or no smoke. Little or no recoil.
Not very loud report. Less heating of the bar-

No

rapid firing. Good penetration and good pattern. Safe to keep, as it does not exolode if set on
fire, except well conilned.
Shells furnished loaded
with powder only, if desired. None -genuine without
my. signature on the can.
DI i
Nefqnsbt.
AS3.
rel in

A

CONTAINING HINTS TO SPORTSMEN, NOTES
ON SHOOTING, AND THE HABITS OF
THE GAME BIRDS AND WILD
FOWL, &C, OF N. AMERICA.
J.

8vo.
Third Edition. Extra Cloth, $2.75.
"This elegaut hook is deserving of an extended

LIPPINCOTT &
715

dk

JULEP AND BRIGHT COLORED STRAWS,
TURE FRAMES, NATURAL DY^
GRASSES,
Address P. O. Box

40,

New

Etc.
Utrecht,

PJ

.

IS.

*

feT'i

Revolving Cartridge

Belt

FOR BREECH LOADERS.
Sold by

all dealers.

Send for

HAYDEN BELT WORKS,

circular.

Columbus, onio.

Sep30-6m

Lewis, ;M. D.

Elegantly Illustrated with Nearly 200
Engravings.

J. B.

Retail Dealers

M

Valuable Handbook.

By Elssha

Wholesale and

TMAR,

V}^'^^^~

10

Feb

mp.ntal Department.

popularity. It is superior to any book on sporting
that has been
-Philadelphia Dispatch,
***Foe sale by all Booksellers, or will be sent by
mail, on receipt of price, by

ject to eight draft.

Buekwaiter

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN

RIDER,

Corner Second and Walnut

i

.jv22-iy

Rulesfor Pigeon Shooting

'

au5-iy

/HARRIES PAPER OR METALLIC
\y SHELLS, either end up, revolves on centre

SHOOTER'S REFEREE

$100.
CO., 591

Broadway, N. Y., opposite Metropolitan Hotel, Chromos and Frames, Stereoscopes and Views,
Graphoscopes, Megalethoscopes, Albums and Photographs of celebrities. Photo-Lantern Slides a special
Manufacturers of Photog raphic materials.
ty.
Awarded First Premium at Vienna Expos tion.

CARL

J.

W.

meE TRAP

Slides for

ANTHONY &

H.

.

Camp Lounge Co., |

TEQ?,

Th< Popular Sheridan Lounge, $5 plain ; $10 quilted,
is the standard with sportsmen.
Sold at Eaton &
Co.'s, 102 Nassau st., and E. S. Harris, 177 Broadway.

oci!4

"

PHILADELPHIA AND SOUTHERN

Ponds.

At or near Florida, 64
The famed Mirror Lake,

400

AND DUCKS.

°*\m^ "HAW*

Florida.

JE^o^

Mombasha and Cromwell's

oct7-tf

GEESE, BRANT

Y

Centra! Railroad of N. Jers^v
ALL RAIL LINE BETWEEN
y
NEW TOEK AND LONG BIUNrir
Commencing WEDNESDAY. An*u«t2S 'm-*
IVE TRAINS EACH WAY DAILY fnnli 5

.

"

Kinsey's Ashley House, Barnegat Inlet.

ail

319 Broadway.

"

S

-of

Office,

VV Madison.
Chicago Depot, cor. Canal
Apr29-6m
City Offices, 61 and 63 Clark St.

W

Special attention

and Pickerel.

acres of land on Currituck Sound, comprising
gome of the best points for shooting. Price low.
Particulars to be had and tiile deeds to be seen at

JD

New York

SPRATT'S PATENT DOG BISCUITS.

or near Sloataburg, 36 miles from New York.
including Lakes Truxedo, Potague and Cedar Pond.
At or near Monroe. 50 miles from New York.

»___.

this office.

"
"
"
"
"

76
88
112
96

Blacfc Bass

Shooting' Property for Sale.

N UNDIVIDED INTEREST

A

42 miles
"
52

Middletown, 67

At

Sep 2-2m

SHOOTING OF ALL VARIE-

"
"
"

"

"

lETisslxiMLg' sxncl Griiiming*.
Carman House, Forked River, New "Jersey.

or near Southfields,

"

SHERMAN

ties.

line.
Its forests, prairies, lake's and streams, abounding with game, present uuequaled attractions to the
votaries of Nimrod and Walton. It is the only railway route along the valley of the Upper Mississippi.
It is also the shortest as well as best route between
the great metropolitan centres of the Northwest
Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and Minneapolis.
Track and equipment nnequaled, and its trains of
palace-coaches and sleeping cars run through without
change.

W

Barnum's Hotel

BAY

Traverses a finer country, affords views of grander
scenery, and passes through more business centres
and pleasure resorts than any other Northwestern

F

Mail Steamship Company's line to Savannah,

See24Gt

THE

Milwaukee and
Paiil Railway

Chicago;

CO., Publishers,

71 T Marfeet

Strc«t, Phila.

No creasers, turners, or topwads required.pe
Fifty
in half the time usually required.
b
better distribution and greater penetration
Send to your gun dealer for sample.

^^

^

DIOR SALE.-A SPLENDID BRgOH
Jj Loading, Express Rifle, made by B. &
a
'

^no^on B&tat
Sl

London; cost 80 guineas, gold;
$125; sold for want of us* Addim S.

Co.,

this offio©.

FOREST AND STREAM.
^mml

Pjr£

\$minmm%

175

\i£tdlmi$0n%.

1§oo&%+

Tennessee State

iKDBli.W

Sportsmen's Association.
SECOND ANNUAL MEETING

ox^eh&b:

«&>

48 Maiden Lane, N.

Y.

CO.

IMFOBTEBB, MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Six

OCTOBER

26th

FIELD DOGS.

and 27th.—BENCH SHOW
Premiums, $500 in caps.

On hand the largest and best assortment ever exhibited in the United States. They particularly call
attention to their

OF

28th, 29th,

applicants.

all

W.

A.

WHEATLEY,

Memphis, Tenn.

sep9-td

QETTER DOG FOR SALE— Lemon -and

DUNCKLEE'S CAMP STOVES.

white; very handsome; four years old; purchased of Morford; well broken; price $75; very fond

Those desiring something light and durable for
camping ourposes will find this stove exactly right;
weighs only 25 pounds; will cook for ten persons.
The ware consists of Kettle, Tea Kettie, Coffee Pot,
Fry-pan, round Tin Pan, two square Pans, Dipper,
Gridiron, Tent Collar, and eight feet Funnel Stove
Pine, with oven that will roast 15 pounds beef, all of
which nests and packs inside of stove, which only oc-

O

of

children.

Wall

street,

Bamboo

Address
New York.

JOHN

DAVENPORT,

S.

71

Priee$15.

And

fishing,

M'Ginnis Black Bass Rods
made of Split BajnbVo (new this
season). Voin Hofe's Rubber steel
Pivot. Click and Salmon Keels.
The celebrat d "Frankfort*' Reel,
Sole manufacturers of
&c-, &c

LINEN AND COTTON LINES,

SILK,

Salmon

and

TUB FAMED

Every variety of Salmon and Trout Flies, and Hooks
on Gut. Cutty Hunk and Pasque Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Braided Silk Lines, every size and quality of
ttOjuAtHiVI* 8 (JEJLEiiltATEp SUITS.
Waterproof and Mildew proof, complete
$20.00
"
"
Wading Jackets
6.00

Secretary,

for Trout

TROUT, SALMON AMD BASS RODS.

and 30th.—FIELD TRIAL.
Premiums, $1,300 cash, and $450 in cups, donated by
Forest and Stream, Bod and Gun, and Turf, Field
and Farm.
Programmes, with full details will bo furnished to

OCTOBER

Strip Split

SHOOT

$3,500 cash.

Prizes,

INC.

and J*7th.—TRAP

Y.,

I.

MEMPHIS, Tenn.
25th, 26th,

Co.)

Invite the attention of amateurs
to the additions the.y havemado to
their regular stock of Fine Goods,
comprising iu part

AT

OCTOBER

&

(Successors to J. C. Coriroy

SUCCESSORS TO

"MullalyV Patent Flies.
The
stylo CuityhunkBass Lines

every Variety and Style of

New

of Extra quality.

Parties

fitted

out with appropriate Tackle for the

Parties fitted ont for the Adirondack*, the
Maine Woods,
Lake Superior, Newport, Cutty-

Rocky Mountains and Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
the Adirondacks, &c, &c.
Split Bamboo, Trout and Salmon Rods and Reels
a Specialty.
Agents for the

St.

porters of
4-29

hunk, Pasque Island, West Island,
Barnegat, &c.
Orders by mail will receive caref nl and prompt attention.

Lawrence Fishing Co.

Warrm' s Celebrated
Eved Needles

Sole ImDrilled

cupies a space of 12x12x20 inches.

J.

young Pointers and Setters for
Dogs boarded and cared for in the best manner
$5 per month. Pedigrees guaranteed. dogs broken
finest strain of

The
sale.

at
for $50.

;

Mar

.

11

CAMP LOUNGES.

When folded is

FERRETS.— HAVE TEN MOREPERI
rets ready; splendid fellows; $12 per pair.

W. H BRUMMITT,

an23

Pontiac, Michigan.

tf

FOR

SALE— A BRACE OF VERY

SU-

perior thoroughbred, staunch, well-broken setbroken to work together; good retrievers; should
not be separated. For particulars address H. S., at
ters;

oct!4

t his office.

FOR

SALE— A SPLENDID LOOKING

red and white setter dog. two years old, very
ambitious and well to mind; will be sold cheap for
want of use Apply to PH. H. RE1NSCK, 22 Jackson street.

New York

CAMP TENTS,
American

Dog'

of nutritive bone and muscle making material,
is the. only portable food for dogs- marl e in this
country. Put up in packages of 10, 25, and 100 pounds,
.and warranted not to spoil iu any climate. Trice,

and

Hounds

fishing, running rapids, lightetc.; the best light ever invented.
$6 25.

And Sportsmens* goods

m

OF
DRAB DICK, CORDUROY,
FUbTIAN, REPELLArVT,
BLUE BEAVER and FRIEZE.
Wading* Boots, Fishing: Stockings, Rubbar Clothing, *c.

Game

Millbrook, N. Y.

BRED,

THOROUGHLY BRO-

and pointers for

teed to be first-class dogs. L.
bell's Station, Guernsey County,

HENRY GARDNER, M.

sale.

All guaran-

R. MORRIS, CampSepl6tf
Ohio.

HAS

CONSTANTD.,
for saie, medicines adapted to
the cure of all diseases. Dealer in sporting dogs of
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable compensation.
Oct 22
No. Ill South Fifth ave., N. Y.

LY on

hand and

all

kinds.

THOMSON'S FISHING AND HUNTING SUITS,
best quality of water-proof duck, light tan calory
especially adapted for concealment In blinds or sedge,
grass, or for approaching game in the woods. Light,
durable and very cheap.
English style: extra
pocket
back for cartridges. Entire suit, $15.

C.

m

HEGEMAN'S PORTABLE CANVAS BOATS.
BOND'S METALLIC BOATS.
MILES JOHNSON'S PIGEON TEAPS-Price,

Apr

HENJNLNG,

410 Seventh Street,
WASHINGTON, D.

39 ly

it.

503

and

All sizes

$3, $5 50

and

ing.

INSTITUTE, 1874, "for SUPERIOR OUALITY and
FINISH of RODS and TACKLE."
Aprl-«i»

The

J.B.

:

Pvifles.

LITTLE NOISE. PERFECTLY SAFE.

SO Fulton St.,

and ready for use. $10, $13, $15. Just,
for first lessons by Soung Avaericti in acquiring the requisite skill for a position in ihe Rifle Te;im,
and sure death to cats in the bae£ yard.
?ep9
Sighled

arm

gauge.

tallic shells.

3NT.

Y.

N. B.--tiole manufacturers in tins country of tha
celebrated

Green Heart

The Phcenix
12

Crook&Co.,

Mantjfactitrkks and Impoeteks of

sep9

the

Lines.

Full line of Tackle for Brook, River and Sea FishAgents for John James & Sous' celebrated Fish
hooks and Needier
SILVER MEDAL awarded by the FRANKLIN

$6.

largest size weighs but 12 pounds.
Can be packed in
snace of less than half cubic foot. Prices within
reach of all.
No. 1, 8 feet, weight 8 pounds
$25 00
No. 2 10 feet, weight 10 pounds
32 00
No. 8, 12 Met, weight 12 poun els
40 00

Robert

OFlshiiig*

GREENHEART WOOD a specialty,
FINE ROD MOUNTINGS.'

"The Ampersand."
COLVIN'S CANVAS BOAT.
The most complete portable boat constructed.

and

The celebrated

Moccasins, Oil Tanned,
styles.

8011

street, Philadelphia,
Manufacturers of

FINE BASS AND TROUT 'FLY RODS.

on hand and made to order.
woods; three different

'&

505 Commerce

Oil all*

Hart's Metallic Shells.
best shell «ver offered to sportsmen".

for the

A. B* Shipley

C.

$14 per pair.

The

Fishinq Tackle,

Ventilating Pockets.

ninstrared Price* List and Samples free.
The most complete list ever published. Send for

GEO.

»

& 103 DUANE ST.. (near
Broadway) New York.
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.

setters

of

Manufactured and Imported by

OAKLEIGH THORNE,

PURE
ken

Reels

ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER,
BUrfECH AIYD MUZZLE LOADJX& (iUN8 9

26.

oct7-tf

anil

Tackle writable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and other fishing.

and

for Sale.

FIVE DOG WHELPS

Hods

Fly

OF THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.

Jack Lamp,
ing camp,

Bamboo

Split

pound.

for night shooting

most complete

Rods, Reels, Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets,
Baits, Fish Hooks, &c.

BiscnH^

Made

10c. per

dealers and sportsmen a

Fishing Tackle,

for four persons, 7. 6. squara, weighs 15 lbs.; Can
be packed in knapsack. Price $10. Ten feet square
for six persons, $15.

Sired by Kirk; bred from General
Custer's stock by the late Hon, K. C. Barker, Detrior,
out of Daisy. Site was by Mr. R. Hoe, Jr.'s, imported
Spring, out of Fanny, bred by the late Hon. K. C.
Barker -from his old sto^k Price, boxed and delivered at express office at six weeks old, $25 aach. Will
sell Daisy after whelps are weaned
Price $50.

JL August

We offer to
assortment of

oct7-lt

city.

Scotch Beer

T HAVE

Price $5.

about the size of an ordinary shawl
strapped. A light, durable, compact, and comfortable couch. Sent by express C. O. D., $5, including
side and supporting sticks at the head. Just the thing
for the camp or lawn

Single Barrel Breech J ooder.
Uses either Ely's paper, or Hart's mo
Just fcne' article sat young sportsmen.

for Trout, Bass

and Salmon.

$18.00.

CAPTIS

Special attention paid to selection of guns for gentlemen at a distance by an expert and an old sports

man.

TUIP 10 liNGLANlJ,

Bogardus' r¥ew Book, "Trip to England."
With how guns are made and hints to sportsmen

containing

a nar-

rative of the visit to Great Britain of Bogardus and
his matches inEng'and, I: eland and Wales, with ihe
leading shots there, and the winning of the championship badge of ihe world by him, giving complete
scores and other details; embracing also an account
of the great International Rifle match, with illustrations of American and English styles of shooting
championship badge, Loriilard badge, portrait of the
author, etc., 184 pp. price fifty cents, to he had post-

Price 50 cents.
Sole agent in New York city for J. H. Batty, TJ. S.
Taxidermist. N. A. birds and eggs for collectors.
Buck's heads, and game birds a specialty. Orders
filled with dispatch.
We furnish every article necessary for the outfit of
sportmen in the camp or field. Goods sent everywhere by express. Remit only by draft, Post Office

;

paid from the author, CAPT. A. H.
Elkhart, Lo<ran county, HI.
AMERICAN
CO.. Agents, 119 Nassau street.

BOGARDUS

order, or registered letter to

NEWS

Manufacturers of Fine Guns and Eifles.
Pattern

made by

P. O, Box 5,100.

No.
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Sportsmen's Emporium,

Nassau

street,

New York

FIELD, COVER AMD TRAP SHOOTING,

City.

our Close-Shooting

13 Bore,

1 1-8 No. 6,

40

The

yards.

best, the cheapest,

and most desirable

by the same author. A practical book of information
and instructions concerning game bird*, their haunts
and habits, and the most effective method* of their
pursuit, with the correct system of using the
dog' and
gun. One volume. 18mo, fancy stamped cl<>t,b,"with
steel portrait of the author, and
an engraving of his
champion medal, 400 pp.. price $-2. Address"
CAPT. A. H. BOGARDUS,
«. _
a

fe>eplo-tr

Elkhart, Logan county,

HIGHEST PENEver Offered to the

ETRATION

W.
jel/

1875.

M|

•3G0, .400

„,,„„„,

mu

U111D1V ,

and .450 Bore.

RIGHT'S

Oeletoatedl

MUZZLE-LOADING MUTCH

RIFLE.

PRICE LISTS, &c, ON APPLICATION TO
24 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
*» 8T. JAMES STREET.LONDON,

Muzzle Loaders Altered
my27

to

H.

HOLABIRD,

Valparaiso, ind.

LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN,
Solid Breech. Snap Action.
EASIEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAFE FROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.

FIELD TRIAL

b

M

'jft

Write for illustrated catalogue.

AT

">ss

AMATEUR SPORTSMAN.

111

Ttie 3?Iseeo

Breech Loaders.

AND TRAPPER'S ILLUSHUNTER'S
TRATED

PRACTICAL GUIDR— Gunning

and Rifle Shooting; making and using traps, snares
and nets; baits and baiting; preserving, stretchingdressing, tanning, and dyeing skins and" furs, fishin^'
etc. With fifty engravings. 20 cents.
Taxidermists
Manual, 50c. Dog Training, 25c. Of booksellers or
by mail. JESSE HANEY & CO., 119 Nassau street,
New York.
eep9-8t

A LL DEVICES NECESSARY FOR
loading

-Oj.

combined

in

or re-loadmg shells of two calibres
one instrument. Avoids the necessity

Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. T.
A.-S. COLLINS, Proprietor.
Eggs, Fry, Yearlings, &c. of Brooli Tront, 8a|.
mon Trout, Salmon, White Fish, «&c.
Also Bass, Gold Fish, Silver Fish, .and stock for
Aquaria, Wire Cloth, Hatching Trays, Patent Spawning "Races, and p»"r>rvtlmio- pnrta'Tr*n$r to fmh fnl^rn

of cutting or shortening the shell for light
loads-

needs no wooden table or bench to fasten it to while
Can be taken to pieces by removing one
screw with, a jack knife, and stows in a gun case.
Malleable castings, nickel plate finish. Complete for
two gauges. Price $10, boxed.
WALTON BROS. & CO., 96 Liberty street

in use.

JelM

OPAWK,

FRY,

ETC.,

OP BROOK

KJ Trout; also Salmon Trout. Black Bass
everything pertaining to fish culture
Price lists sent upon application to
eel?

1

m

Mr "' £' M SL A CK
*

and

'

>

FOREST AND STREAM.

NEW

HAVEN, CONN.,

U.

A.

S.

REASONS FOR BUYING

REPEATING
WINCHESTER
THE
UNSURPASSED RAPIDITY OF FIRE,
STRICT ACCURACY

RIFLE.

AND EFFECTIVENESS,

SMOOTHNESS OF MANIPULATION,
PERFECTION OF WORKMANSHIP,
Cheapness of its Reloading Ammunition.
rp

Ll

ml
I
ILL PITS
Of
11
Address
and
ARMS
CO.,
REPEATING
WINCHESTER
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
Cun

1

For

All

Dealers.

First-class

THE

'

Hazard's « 'Electric" Powder.
(coarse). Unsurpassed in point pi
canisstrength ana cleanliness. Packed in square
1

Shot

Hazard

8

Rifle Combined.
Repeating-,

and

For Treatise
ON

A

Shooting,
Illnstrat'd. Catalogne?
&c, to
Itifle

Pocket Pistols.

CARTR8GES,

"Duck Shooting."

REMINGTON & SONS'
S81 and 283 Broadway.

E.

•

Me

P.

4

KT

O.

Box 3994.

WESTERN BRANCH,

Hazard's "Kentucky Rifle."
kegs of 25
FFFG, FFG, and "Sea Shooting" FG, inFFFG
is also
lbs. and cans of 5 lbs.
and
strong ana
Burns
canisters.
lb.
in 1 and i
The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands
Shooting" FG
for ordinary sporting aud the "Sea
the country.
is the standard Rifle powder of

m
bSW

BREECH LOADING GUNS

SEND

"Vest

(fine)

!

237

HERKIMER

ILlO\,

for the following celebrated makers:
C. SCOTT
SONS (winners at the InternaGun Trial of 1873); J. P. CLABROUGH §
BRO.; P.
SONS, and WESTLET

W. &

&
WEBLEY &

tional

RICHARDS.
State

street,

Chicago,

111.

Armory and Manufactory*

HOLABIRD

S Shooting SUITS,
DIXQNS & HA WKSLEY'S SHOOTING TACKLE
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,
BUSSEY'S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TEAT
WITH CASE. A ND 100 BIRDS. x
Black's Patent Cartridge Test

CO., M. V.

This Vest affords the best arrangement yet invented for carry-*
The weighing cartridges.
h »
so evenly distributed that

C.GRUBB&CO

SUPERIOR MINING ANiTbLASTING POWDER.
GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET'POW-

DER; ALSO SPKCTAL GRADES FOR EXPOR1,
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOfc MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.

7^1^

Market street,

M

Cartridges can
scarcely felt.
with the heads dom*
carried

JPhilculelpli.ici,

this vest,

AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE

of dealers, or of the Compawholesale a!
ny's agents in every prominent city, or
_
our office,
__

The above can be had

strongest and cleanest Powder made. Nos. 1
sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
owners of hue
sizes especially are recommended to
penetration with
breech-loading guns, giving great

packed^? ™

Celebrated Breeeu Loading Shot

recoil.

OBANGE BUCKINGandPOWDER,
clean. Nos.

314
Have now

1 to
Wgs water fowl. Very strong
in cams
Packed in metal kegs of 6* lbs. each, and
5.
.

M.

Very quick. For woodcock and
Packed in metal kegs of 12ilbs.and6*
pound canisters.
„„„,..„„

lbs.,

1

4.

to

and m

& RAND POWDER Co.,
21 Park Row, N.

Work

uiauship and Material.

$7.50.

Havana

JAMES PURDEY, E.
WEBLEY & SON, W. W.

an extensive assortment of Breech LoadingShot Guns, made by

WESTLEY RICHARDS, W. &

C. SCOTT & SON, P.
of cheaper grades. Also breech loading, central fire, double rifles,
of superior quality. Implements, ammunition, and all other articles appertaining
Loading Fire-arms generally. Illustrated Circular sent by mail when requested

CO.,

Breech or Muzzle

^J-W

^1A

^ dM AAA

•»,3 Wall

street,

Invested in Stocks and
f
Jfjllf IU tpljUUlf Gold pays 200 per cent
free,
Pamphlet
Tumbridge & Co,, Bank
a month.

Y.

40mwM» Amx*» Uovm,)

'

H.Y*

LOTTEBY.

For the coming drawings, commencing January

Whole, $20j

h

prices of tickets as follows:

$10;

h

$51

1-5,

,

Tjjj^

•

—

•

•

.

P\^-^ Nw

5th.

MUZZLE

LOAl>

^fRS
W> CONVERTED INTO BREECHLOADER
ON THE MOST APPROVED P^^Tld.
work

1-10, %*$ 1-20 $1.
Drawings take place every seventeen Days.
We are prepared to fill all orders. Circulars sent
upon application. Highest price paid for Spanish Bank
bills, Governments, &c.
ds CO. .Bankers,
P. 0. Box 4,448.
»t.. New ¥««k.
XX

TAYLOR
W»H

to every Seven

*
2097 Prizes of
500,000
•-1 Prize of
tOO.000
1 Prize of
50,000
"
1 Prize of
25,000
2 Prizes each of
io,000
5,003
4 Prizes each of
?00
12 Prizes each of
rackets
473 Prizes each of
free.
.
sent
information^
gtf
full
with
Circulars
rfc
,y ~~
for sale and prizes cashed by
h^rfr^wtrfiPt^
OLT
3
tionerand General Agent.
•

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
we have reducedthe

—
Lottery

Only 16.000 Tickets- One Prize

and a large variety

~'5 tpw^j
Send for a copy

rifles

All of the above give high velocities and less residuum than any other brands made.

LAFLIN

Fine

James
Pnrdey,
street, London, EragriaiicL

Shares in Wall street
often leads to fortune.
of the Wall Street Review and
Pamphlet, showing the various methods of operaHICKLING
& CO., Bankers and Brokers,
ting. J.
Dec 23
72 Broadway, N. Y.

and for all ordinary purposes.
and
Sizes F.g, FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest
most used. Packed in wood and metal kegs of xJ5
and
lb.
lbs., 12* lbs., and 6i lbs., and in canisters of 1
best for

in

and rifle and shot GUNS

OBANGE Bl^LE POWDER,

The

REILLY&

GREENER,

Guns— Unoqualled

I^tacle toy
Oxford

1-S

in store

5 lbs.

to

tue ^
the

around
menrPTTiPTit "around
measurement

AGENTS FOR THE
Cartridge ComAmmunition,
pany's
IN THE MAK*^'
WARRANTED THE BESTCIRCULAR^
SEND FOR

OBANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,

AUDUBON POWDER,
quail Nos.

lmpw

Union Metallic

The

and

send

PRICE

er.

lers of 1

is of great

as
head up the weight of the when
ten forces the wad forward,
bad shooting is the resu. t. uco

ordering

very slight

which

when brass shells areuseo,
w
when carrying them with
shot or

tance

9 8 Wall Street, IVew York.

-to T,

Y.

Guns

Shot

Cun and

to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
and 61 and 12* lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very
with great
clean, shooting remarkably close, and
shooting
penetration. For field, forest and water
services
equally
is
It ranks any other brand, and it
loader.
breech
for muzzle or

Hoe.
"

IV.

AND

Derringer

Hazard's "American
and 6* lb.
Nos. 1 (fine; to 3 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters
and
ken* A fine grain, quick and clean, for upland
guns.
short
Well adapted to
prairie shooting.

GRAHAM,

& 22 John street,

A SPECIALTY.

Barreled

Single

Kevolving:,

lb. only.

Sporting."

and

Double

1 (fine) to 5

ters of

19 Maiden Lane, 20

ALSO

GUNPOWDER.

&

SCHUYLfcK. HARTLEY

MILITARY, SPORTING, HUNTING AND TARGET
Breecli LoadLixig- X51fl.es.

MANUFACTURERS OP

Nos.

Price List,

Illustratecl Famplilet

Sold by

USE

and

all

kinds of

BREECH LOADING

l

effect

Mortimer & Kirkwoo%

Terms, Five Dollars a Year.
Ten Cents a Copy.

NEW

)

f

YORK, THURSDAY, OCTOBER

For Forest and Stream.

^nmhlingn

in 0rqgon.
——

»

PART

—

IV.
.

FROM

Portland I went to Astoria, at the mouth of the
Columbia, and distant one hundred and ten miles.
I passed several fishing hamlets on the way down, and they
were a scene of bustling activity, being in the height of
the season. The canning of salmon is now one of the best
industries in Oregon, the quantity of salmon exported last
year being valued at $1,000,000. England and China are
the greatest purchasers of this most edible product, but
nearly all the Pacific Republics and the nations of Continental Europe are now sending orders for it.
The canned
salmon is prepared as follows The fish are first cut into
:

weighing a pound they are then packed in cans,
which have a small orifice i* the lid, and boiled in salt
water half an hour; they are then boiled in fresh water; a
few spices are added, the hole is soldered air tight, and the
fish is ready for exportation.
This was formerly a great
pieces

;

secret, but the number of establishments now in existence
have caused it to be known. Arriving at Astoria I visited
Young's Falls, a romantic cascade situated in a dense forest, and surrounded by shrubbery so luxuriant as to be
almost impassable; thence proceeded to Clatsop Beach, the
most fashionable watering place in Oregon. This was prepared by Ben Holladay, Esq., for the reception of guests,
and through his energy one of the wildest abodes on the
continent has been made into a beautiful park, with fine
buildings and all the comforts of civilization.
The place
is historical as the spot on which Lewis and Clarke, in their
explorations of the Columbia in 1805, spent one Winter.
They hunted elk, made salt, and studied Indian character
there, and the same advantages now exist; hence it is
doubly interesting, as barbarism and civilization can be
contrasted at a glance. Board is only $15 per week at this
Summer resort, and added to this are fine opportunities for
hunting and fishing within even two miles of the hotel.
Within that distance the Ninirod may possibly encounter
the deer, elk, and perhaps a surly black bear, while the
woods teem with the grouse, dove, and quail. The cop-

pices adjoining the hotel are also interesting, they being
the burial grounds of the Clatsop Indians for centuries.
They contain large numbers of canoes, in which the moldering bones of many a child of the forest is placed, and
little mounds, frequently made of several skeletons—
evidently those ejected from their charnel house to make room
for the newly deceased followers.
All the coast Indians

bury their dead in canoes.

This must have been a costly

species of sepulture in the past, as

the construction of a
canoe occupied several months, owing to the blur.t stone
instruments which were used; and from this we can obtain

an idea with what veneration they regard the dead. Being
anxious to explore the streams in that section, I made
an
examination of the cemetery to find a sound canoe, and
having found one, I summarily ejected its ghastly
occupants, and was exploring the sinuosities of the
rivers and
creeks in a short time thereafter.
Had the friends of the
deceased learned of
bestowed blessings

my

sacrilegious act

upon me

they would have

neither pleasing nor accept-

able.

Having finished my tour of that section, I returned
to
Portland and took one of the Oregon Steam
Navigation
Company's excursion steamers up the Columbia River.
The
trip as fur as the
Lower Cascades, a distance of sixty miles,
quite interesting on a beautiful morning, as
the snowy peaks of St.

is

one beholds
Helen's and Hood along the route,
and encounters several picturesque
falls and massive crags
that loom upward
hundreds of feet. Both sides of the
river are heavily wooded,
and farm houses appear only at
distant intervals, so that one
enjoys the sensation of traveling in a new country.
The first object of scenic importance encountered was Cape Horn,
a massive ledge of basalt
that has a length of several
hundred yards and an altitude
or 315 feet. It
received its name from the earliest pioneers,
•wing to the difficulty they experienced
in posing it with

their batteaus during a storm.

blowing about

up or down

it,

and

A heavy breeze is generally

this frequently prevents the

passage

sailboats; even the steamers are often
driven to their utmost power to crawl against it or even
withstand its leviathan force. When seen in profile, the
ledge resembles somewhat an aggregation of organ pipes,
of

all

which constantly flow over it, have worn
deep furrows in its face in several places. Two other isolated crags, remarkable for their size and shape, lie east
of this.
They are called respectively Rooster and Castle
Rock. The latter is a gigantic crag 880 feet high. The
most picturesque cascade seen was Multonomah Falls, a
ribbon of foamy water that courses through a dense forest, and finally leaps into the river from a bluff eight hundred feet high.
Reaching the Lower Cascade landing passengers were
transferred to the cars, which carried us five miles, when
We took another steamer. This short ride is generally one
of keen pleasure, as a person is borne along the edge of
the Cascades, so that he has an opportunity of thoroughly
enjoying the brawling, foam-flecked surges that circle
around black crags, or rush onward through a narrow crevice.
On this route the stockade in which Gen. Sheridan
had his first fight with the Indians is pointed out with pride
as thin rivulets,

by the Oregonians, and beyond it the log cabin in which
President Grant took his first lessons in roughing it. At
the Upper Cascades the scenery becomes grand indeed, as
the river assumes a lake-like aspect, and its tranquil water
reflects every tree and mountain peak within range with
the fidelity of a mirror; islands, small and tree-clad, dot
the stream in various places; an almost tropical growth of
foliaceous trees skirt the valleys, and high above all, thousands t)f feet, loom the dark or gray crags— mountains of
stone.
No river in the United States can at all compare
with the Columbia in grandeur or variety of scenery, and

no words are adequate

to paint its

multifarious beauties.

From

Portland to the Dalles, a distance of 120 miles, it is
a panorama that one can steadily gaze at with intense pleas-

An object of peculiar interest on this route is Mamaloose Island, so called from its being used as a grave-yard

ure.

by the Indians. It
which a few stunted

a small, rocky islet of basalt, on
struggle for existence. It is covered with diminutive houses, made of a few boards, in
which the dead of the Dalles Indians have been placed for
is

firs

many

years.
Old bows, arrows, and camp utensils, the
property of the deceased, are strewn about, it being customary with the Northwestern tribes to place all the property of the dead in or on their graves.

stopped at Dalles City to enjoy the scenery in the viand note the character of the country. The former
is confined entirely to the passage of the Dalles, where the
river contracts to a few feet, and breaks its way through
black, adamantine masses of trap.
This is a great resort
for the Indians during the fishing season, and many a son
of the forest may be seen on a projecting rocky shelve
hurling his spear into the glittering masses of salmon that
play beneath him, or casting hi3 scoop net as they rise to
leap.
Their camps are always close by at such times, and
are the scene of merriment; for this is the festal season with
all the tribes who depend mainly on salmon for food Beyond
this town, about five miles, is another Cape Horn, which
is situated on the short line of railroad connecting the two
navigable points of the river. The country in the vicinity
of Dalles City is of igneous formation— in fact, the whole
of Eastern Oregon is a volcanic region.
Trap terraces to
I

cinity

.

the number of twenty often rise one above another to a
height of three thousand feet, and this is what gives the
scenery of the Columbia its rude, savage wildness. The
overflow of lava is estimated to have spread over an area
of 300,000 square miles, as it extends from Oregon to the

Wyoming

frontier on the east, and British Columbia on the
north, and to have a depth ranging from one to five
thousand feet. The Northwest is, therefore, one of the most
interesting regions on the continent to the geologist

and

lover of paleontology, as fossil animals of the
Miocene
period are very numerous in its lacrustine formation.
Eastern Oregon embraces nearly two-thirds of the State,
it
haying an area of sixty thousand square miles, but it dif-

J
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from 1he western division not only

in

its

topography,

The former

but in climate and character of resources.

is

composed of high, rolling, treeless plateaus, seamed by deep
canons, marked by truncated cones of medium altitude,
which spring abruptly upward, and traversed by chains of
mountains varying from two to six thousand feet in altitude, while the latter is principally formed of a series of
large valleys, separated by mountains which are covered
with immense forests of fir, spruce, and kindred trees.
Even the flora and fauna of the two sections are the opposite of each other, for the Cascade Range is the most arbitrary chain on the continent in its distribution of plants
and animals. Animal life is very abundant in the western
division, owing to its mild climate, extensive shelter, and
profusion of food, but that of the eastern is confined to a
few species, the most important of which are the elk,
black-tailed deer {Cervus macrotis,) mountain sheep (Ovis
Montana,) the black bear, badger, sage hare (JLepus artemisia,) and the sharp-tailed grouse, and one or two species
ot squirrels. The botany of the eastern division is also quite
marked, from its paucity. The most prominent shrubs are
the artemisia (Artemisia tridentata,) and greasewood {Purwhich often cover an area of hundreds of
miles— a desert of vegetation. The famed bunch grass
(Festucca scabrella) of the pioneers is the only indigenous
shia tridentata,)

grass of any importance, and as this covers nearly the entire country, and retains its nutritive qualities throughout

the year, the region

is one of the best stock-raising counSheep and cattle thrive admirably without
any care, except in unusually severe Winters, and these
come so seldom that they are scarcely worth considering.
The yearly mean temperature of Eastern Oregon is 53°,
the temperature of Spring, and only one degree warmer
than Autumn. The Winters are usually short and the
Summers long and dry, so that crops are never endangered
by storm. Although grazing is the most prominent industry in the eastern division, yet some very fine farming land
is foun^ along the creeks and rivers, the soil being a rich

tries

on earth.

alluvial deposit which produces all the cereals.
Fruit
thrives even better than in the western division, especially

peaches, in whose production it will equal either Delaware
or Maryland. This difference in climate, soil, and resources
makes Oregon one of the best States in the Union; for it
has all the elements necessary for the support of a large
population. Its contrast in> topography makes it exceedingly rich in scenic charms, so that nearly all phases of nature known to the Pacific coast may be seen there.
While
the western division is the more interesting, owing to the
presence of forests, of which the eastern division is bare,
except on the mountains, yet the latter has more of the
grand and sublime, quaint and strange in its scenery than
the other. Its chasms and cliffs, sage plains and ocean-like
plateaus, gigantic pines,

and rivers fringed with amanta*
ceous trees arouse the traveler's attention immediately by
their unusual appearance.
Even the falls are of the rugged
order, and depend more on the erratic forms of the
rocks
for effect than the leap of the water.
characteristic
scene of this sort is White River Falls, which makes three

A

leaps ere

it reaches the basin, in which
it soughs and edand rises and falls with the utmost regularity. The
most prominent industry of the country being stock-raising
and sheep husbandry, he who desires to engage in these
pursuits will find it superior to any portion of the continent for such business. This fact is now recognized, for
sheep-raisers from Australia, Scotland, and England are

dies

flocking

thither.

a peculiar fact in connection
animals brought there improve in
size and weight, so that they are worth from ten to
forty
per cent, more the second than they were the first year
of

with the region that

It

is

all

their arrival.

Throughout the whole of Eastern Oregon, except in a
few instances, the farm houses are usually made of logs
and seldom exceed one story in height. They follow
the
courses of streams, and as these are much rarer
than in the
western division, one may travel several miles
before he
sees a cabin.
The grazing plateaus of, this region present
one of the most magnificent spectacles the eye
can behold
in Summer when they are robed in their
luxuriant robes of
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verdure and gaudy flowers; for they roll away in undulating lines until they are lost in the distant horizon. They
are devoid of trees, except where a slender margin decks
the bed of a meandering stream as it babbles on its way to
mingle its waters with the mighty Columbia, so that the
view is unbroken from horizon to horizon. Their solitude
may also be unbroken, save by a group of Indians moving
camp or out on a hunting expedition, or a long train of
"prairie schooners" that winds in and out among the many
There is very little of the picturesque in Eastern
bluffs.
Oregon, for magnitude, as in all basaltic regions, is
the prevalent expression, The traveler's sense of the
strange and grand is constantly aroused, but seldom the
quieter emotion produced by picturesqueness, and which
lie frequently longs for.
The most common, and, indeed,
the only strikingly individual scenery in this division, is
the mountains of many-formed basaltic rocks that spring
abruptly upward from the plain in many places, and the
.

As I
terraces of" the same material that skirt the river.
passed up the Columbia my attention was riveted by these
terraces, which hugged the stream so closely as to leave no
shore in some places, while they towered to such an altitude as to make our steamer look a most insignificant atom.
They resemble the Palisades of the Hudson very much in
arrangement, but the comparison can go no further, for
the latter are mere pigmies compared to them. There is a
sameness about Eastern Oregon that one soon wearies of,
but along the course of the Columbia there are so many
deep canons, falls, eccentric ledges, and brawling cascades
that the interest never relaxes. I followed it upward to
where it joins the Snake River, in Idaho, and found some
Not the leasi interestattractive objects every few miles.
ing are the Indian graves seen quite frequently. These are
readily recognized by the horse hide stretched on a pole
that surmounts the stockades, for the Snakes kill a pony to
take each departed warrior to his abode in the spirit land.
Indian weirs for catching salmon, poles for Summer encampments, and occasionally a lodge of some wandering
tribe are seen along the banks, but they only add to tne air
of wildness and solitude the. region possesses. The tourist
fond of bold, striking scenery, and desirous of enjoying that
weird romance which Indian life has for many, will find a
trip through Oregon and up the Columbia as far as Idaho
one of the pleasantest that can be made on the continent,
while the lover of the rod and gun will find it unsurpassed
by any region on earth for indulgence in his favorite amusement. The material advantages of the State, its scenic
charms, and wealth of animal life, cannot be made known
in these notes, which must necessarily be comparatively
brief; hence all that can be done is to give a glimpse that
will convey a fairly correct impression of its many sources
tour through the State will
of wealth and pleasure.
cost about $150, including the fare to and from San Francisco, and for that sum the tourist will reap as much of the
pleasures of travel as he can in any portion of the world,
if rapids and cascades, erratic crags, deep chasms, grand
old rivers, dense forests growing in tropical luxuriance,
gentle vales, and immense plateaus and rugged hills and
lowering pinnacles clad in robes of eternal snow possess
any charms for him. It is both a Switzerland and a France
combined, and while it equals them in some scenic beauties
it excels them in many, and is, therefore, well worthy of a
pilgrimage from all students and lovers of nature.

A

John Mortimer Murphy.
For Forest and Stream.
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SPORT

IN NEVADA.

the C. P. R. R.,
the Truckee River,
distance to Pyramid Lake eighteen miles, the reservation
for the Pah Ute Indians. The lake is an extensive and
beautiful sheet of water, slightly salt, and abounds with
innumerable water fowl. Gulls and pelicans breed here
on some of the rocky islands, and many eggs of the gull's
are gathered during the breeding season.
Commencing about October 20th and until March the
is

Winnemucca

Pyramid Lake and Mud or
and ascend the Truckee River to spawn.

During

lakes,
this sea-

the chief source
During the past year up-

son a great quantity are taken, in fact

A

"

morning

situated on
WADSWORTH
Washoe county, Nevada, on

trout leave

River; 100 pounds per day to the rod being of frequent occurrence.
No other fish inhabit these waters that I- know
of, except the black mullet, or coyies, as the Indians call
them. They come up the river later than the trout, but
The Indians take and
are not molested by the whites.
dry them for their Winter's food, which with the pine
nuts form their principal source of Jmbsistnce.
Humboldt Lake, the Sink of the Humboldt, as it is
usualy called, is about forty miles from here, in close proximity to the railroad, and abounds with all kinds of water
fowl, ducks, geese, swans, curlew^, snipe, &c. The shooting, however, is very dirlicult, owing to the absence of
Very few
cover, as no flag or tule grows near the lakeThe water is
fish are taken here, and of a small size.
stronglv impregnated with alkali, and hardly fit to use.
About "eight miles west of Wadsworth the country becomes
mountainous. Here a few mountain quail, grouse, and
sage hens can be found, but not in plentiful quantities.
few black tail deer and occasionally mountain sheep are
found, but more an exception than the rule. Jack rabbits
abound in every direction, and any quantity can be killed—
twenty or twenty-five per day would be an average day's
work for one gun. They are usually in good condition,
and weigh from six to seven pounds when full grown. I
shot one mountain quail this season about eight miles from
here which weighed exactly three-fourths of a pound, and
know I have killed much larger ones, but never put one on
the scales before. I also shot four sage hens, or cock of
Still the shooting in this vicinity
the plains, the same day.
during the season is excellent, in
is poor, but the fishing
Lake Tahoe, situfact the best I have found on the coast.
ated on the summit cf the Sierra Nevada Mountains, about
eighty miles from here, is a great resort for pleasure seekers
during the heated term, and affords very good trout fishing, the fish being usually taken with the spoon or minnow. These fish will frequently weigh thirty-five or forty
pounds and do not resemble the Truckee trout. Independence Lake, about fifteen miles from Truckee, abounds with
a small variety of trout which would average about a pound,
but are highly prized by epicures. They take grasshoppers or flies very readily, and afford fine sport. The lake
is entirely surrounded by mountains covered with timber,
but game is scarce; still a few deer, mountain quail, and
grouse are taken. Sierra Valley, however, is the most
frequented place for sportsmen in this section, as there is
such a varity of game. Stages run into the valley from
Reno and Truckee; distance about thirty miles. Here
may be found quail, grouse, deer, ducks, rabbits, and
brook trout in all the small streams in abundance. Next
to Hope Valley this affords the best shooting to be found
Hope Valley is rather isolated, and too far
in this State.
from the railroad to be accessible to the sportsman from a
distance, but parties fit out at Carson and Virginia City,
and usualy meet with good success. I start for Tulare
Lake, California, in a few days for a week's duck shooting,
and without exception it is the best place I know of for
I was there last Fall and shot with
that kind of shooting.
a party of professional hunters, The lake is about eighty
miles long and abuut twenty wide, with a strip of tule, or
Every
flag, near the shore, from one to four miles wide.
variety of ducks and geese known on the coast are to be
found'here. Shooting is principally done from duck boats
hid in the tules and over decoys. One hundred birds per
day, on morning and evening flight, are about the average
One hunter last Winter killed 2,200 ducks in eleven and a*
half days with onegun, and a muzzle loader at that. This
was not flock shooting, but all done over decoys on a pass.
Two guns have frequently killed three hundred on the

it is

of subsistence to the Indians.
wards of fifty tons of trout were shipped from this station
They are
to Virginia City and San Francisco markets.
taken entirely with hook and line, the law prohibiting the
use of seines or other fixed machines, and all dams are
furnished with fish ladders to enable the trout to reach
Lake Tahoe, or any of the tributaries of the Truckee.
They take minnow or grub worms readily, but the favorite
and most successful bait is fish spawn, tied up in mosquito
tied
bar, cut in squares of about two inches and firmly
with thread. They resemble a large sized strawberry, and
make the most successful bait I know of. The favorite
manner with the Indians is the spear, with which they are
very skillful, and the spear itself is a novelty and entirely
It
different from anything I have ever seen or heard of.
consists of a verv light and flexible handle about fifteen
feet Ions:, at the "end of which are two prongs of wire, usualy NcTS, to this is attached by a stout line two very
sharp points about half inch long, which slip oif the ends
of the wire when the fish is struck, and have a tendency
from the peculiar formation of the points, to cross themselves jn the fish, making ft next to impossible to pull out,
deep
as it only requires a very gentle shove to strike
get
can
large,
however
fish,
secure.
No
it
make
to'
enough
the points and
oif, unless, the lines which are attached to
connected with the handle should break. The Indians
the
post themselves near the spawning beds and only kill
during
female
the
accompanies
always
which
trout,
male
all the small
this operation. The largest male will drive
ones off. The Indian takes advantage of this fact, and
never disturbs the female, but as soon as the largest male
and the Indian will
is killed the next will take his place,
male hsh
wait patiently by those beds and pick off all the
experienced in the
as fasi as they appear. To anyone not
fash.
1 he
art it would almost be impossible to see the
novice
a
and
time
day
the
during
done
all
is
spearing
might stand near the bed and not see a fish all day. lhey
resemble a dark yellow cloud in the water, and the spear
the obis allowed to float, down the current until opposite
ject, when a very gentle stroke makes the fash secure.
Minnow find spawn are the principal baits used by those
using rod and line. The fi^h weigh from four to nine

pounds, and are darker than the Eastern salmon
These come mostly from Pyramid Lake, but another species
called the silver trout come from Winnemucca Lake. Both
kinds are taken freely during the season in the Truckee

trout..

J.

flight.

Wadsworth,

Lockwood.

^Yas^ioe County.

.»»»-
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REFLECTIONS FROM ROCHESTER.

about this time of the year that Burns

must have been
IT penned
the lines—

westlin winds and slaughtering s^ns bring Autumn's pleasant
weather,
moorcock springs on whining wings among the blooming heather."

"Now
The

1

although we dwellers in the domain of Brother Jon athan designate our lands and game by. other names^fc
prevail in the "land o' cakes," no one can fail to se^p;
aptness of the quotation as applicable to field sports in our
own favored land. What though we have neither moor,
moorcock, nor blooming heather, we can well bear the
loss while our prairies are free and the pinnated grouse
struts proud lv o'er the lea, or leads the startled covey on
have
rapid wing to safety in the slough or cornfield.
no poetic heather, but surely the tints and glow of Indian
Summer are ample compensation to theJover of natural
scenery for the deprivation; and for whirring wings back
me our ruffed grouse against the world. Of this latter
bird, the pride of our Eastern woodlands, most sportsmen
retain interesting reminiscences illustrative of its wonderful cunning, instinct, sagacity, or whatever you call fts
power to baffle its pursuers. The destruction of the woods
and the great increase of population hereabout has lamentably decreased the chance for a bag of partridges near this
city, but it was a famous place, I am told, in the brave

And

We

days of old.
Creek" were

The "Dugway," "Hopper's

Hill,"

and "Red

noted reoorts for grouse in other days, but
Although not yet a grayalas, their glory has departed.
beard, I can myself remember when many a thrifty covey
or pack of grouse and bevy of quail could be found just
over the border of the Flower City. Many readers of
Forest and Stream have seen the Rochester Driving
Park; others have heard of the famous ground where
Goldsmith Maid astonished the equine world by her speed,
but not everv sportsman who has been there knows that a
decade of years ago the immediate locality of the park
was a small paradise for the field sportsman; yet so it was.
The field north of the grounds then contained Merchant's
woods, and had a wonderful attraction for grouse, woodall

cock, quail, rabbits, and pigeons. Here it was that the
writer first found acquaintance, outside the books, with
those interesting subjects and, good lack, muckle was the
Why, even as late as two years
sport he there enjoyed.
ago, the likeliest place I knew of to find a wisp of snipe
was in the first field south of the Driving Park, now cut
at
's block.)
up into building lots, (for sale by
Oh, most woeful progress!
"Thus shall memory often in dreams sublime,
;

—

,

Catch & glimpse of the days that are over;
Thus, sighing look through the waves of time
For the Ion* faded glories thty cover."

That pernicious animal, the pot hunter, has a heavy
score to settle for his share in cutting off the game with

Without him the woodman's axe could not have
wrought such mischief with the game. To show how
powerful for evil your downright unconscionable pot hun
ter is, I will relate an instance given me by a fellow sportsman whom I met on a recent excursion. He was after
plover and I mushrooms, and as neither birds nor fund
were abundant we naturally fell to bemoaning the degeneracy of these later times, and speculating as to the cause
We were standing on an elevated field, and Johnny S. a
crack shot and generous sportsman, pointed to a woods' a
short distance off and with visible excitement and india Qa
tion told me that a year or two before he was walking
through the wood in early Summer, accompanied by his
old dog Burt; the dog pointed, and on calling him off a
grouse was found on a nest containing twenty-two eo^s
us.

.

did not disturb the nest, but gave orders (it"was on*his
father's farm) that no one should molest the bird. In a
week or two after one of the farm hands, passing that way
heard a shot, and fearing the worst hurried to the nest id
time to see the big rascal taking the dead grouse from off
S. was immediately apthe nest where he had shot her.
prised of the disaster, and thought to have alien hatch the

He

weazel,

eggs, but a

or

other

vermin, destroyed them.

Johnny searched the city for three days to catch the wretch
whose vulture swoop had destroyed such promise of sport
but the villain was never detected, and I suppose never will
be until that final day of settlement in the Jewish valley
where doubtless among those on the left hand will be seen'
distinguished above all the rest by the heat of his chains!
the murderous poacher who slaughtered that grouse. I
need not add that the ruffed grouse has been indeed a ram
But there a few to be found
avis in that wood ever since.
here still. A week or two ago a companion and I, while
seeking what we might find in a small unpretentious piece*
of cover, flushed six or eight grouse quite unexpectedly.
Only one fair shot was had, which fell to me, but nothing
more substantial than a cloud of feathers could be found
when the smoke lifted. When the leaves fall in that cover
perhaps I shall try again, and may be with better result.
Nearly every man in Rochester who owns a gun was
greatly agitated just previous to the opening of quail shooting.
It had transpired that several bevies of quail had
been seen in a certain locality south of the city, a mile or
two out, and, to be sure, the knowing ones made ample
preparations to give them a salute early on the morning of
October 1st. I wasn't there to see, but am told there were
more men, guns, dogs, and horses on hand than could be
seen at a batteau on the preserve of my Lord Tom Noddy;
but the spoil was not as heavy as that on the ground of his
lordship; in fact, I believe nine brace, divided among I
don't know how many, was the result of the onslaught;
but then the boys were out of practice, for there has been
but little trap shooting this Summer, and woodcock were
almost as scarce as the great auk. Is it Summer shooting
that causes the scarcity of woodcock, or is the apparent
scarcity periodical, like the return of the ten year panic,
u
seven year locusts, and sich?" If it is the July shooting
that makes the trouble then %way with it to execution, oif
with its head, for under the innocent guise of woodcock
shooting I fear many a dark and bloody deed of violence
is done to other winged game; many a grouse and quail is
brought to an untimely end, even before their days of useIf I was not bound by the most safulness have begun.
cred ties of friendship— if I did not feel that to betray the
trust reposed in me would be an act of treachery only second to that of Benedict Arnold, 1 could a tale unfold that
would freeze the young blood of each particular sportsman
in the land, and make them with loud voice demand the
abolition of Summer shooting. If the injunction of silence
was removed from me I could tell of a respected and trusted young man of ancient lineage and noble descent being
led through a concurrence of circumstances to stain an honorable escutcheon by killing a hen grouse with a young
family on the 3d of July! I have said that if I was at
I might relate
liberty to speak I might tell these things.
how this young man, whose previous career as a gentleman
and a soldier was without spot or blemish, was led by his
how,
evil genius to try a certain swamp for woodcock—
when a great rustling occurred in a bush, he thought a
Megatherium, Mastodon gigantious, or some other gigantic
barrels
cuss, was after him, and how he boldly fired both

intruder— how, a moment after, one of the party
picked up a sorely wounded grouse, which, on examinarecovery
tion, was found to be past medical aid or hope of
—that on consultation it was then and there determined to
existput the bird out of pain and proof of guilt out of
ence—how this sage resolve was carried into effect, and tiie
won
victim devoured. I could tell such a story, but I
ot a
and yet such an event might occur from the inabilitygame
law-abiding sportsman to distinguish the kind of
at the

t,

u
this suppositious incident occurred
witliiaw
concurred
.Nature
that
present
was noticed by
the nesu
to forbid the taking of game out of season, for
j°
was tasteless and actually unfit for food, con Arming,and
Forest
that extent, the assertions of the editor of
sucu acStream before the National Association, When certain'*
is
it
sportsmen
cidents happen to conscientious
toieratius
unwise of the law to lead into temptation, Iw
Summer shooting, parties who would not scruple to aom
tentionally an act that its author deeply deplored.
son
Our long billed favorites, the snipe, have been here
us
time, and given great sport to a certain few of
De iou
tunately know a locality where they can generally
tne-O™
thank
parenthetically
me
Here let
in the season.
banK »w<
ring engineers who did not make the canal
0l
proof, for many an hour's sport with Scolopax. f
out or cl[n
you, if numerous little streams did not leak
^
adjacent w
ion's ditch and spread over the meadows
here.
near
would be but little snipe shooting
lateiy
some of us have filled our bags several times
nave
Wilson and white robin snipe, or sandpiper. I
lor tnew
to harbor no love for ring engineers, but
*;
grounds I am greatly their debtor.
n
..„„.„„
00
There is to be a free-for-all rifle shoot this suit f
the new range at Rattlesnake Point, on the east
^
tain
Genesee River, near its mouth, and as I would
close.
a
to
I must now bring this communication
Mtffr
Bocheder, October loth, 1875.
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AN ANTELOPE HUNT.
_

^XJRXNG the Fall of 1872 I took my usual trip west,
from Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, to Fort D. A. Rus-

"_

Wyoming

Territory, for the purpose of enjoying the
hunting of larger game than is found through Eastern
description of one of the antelope hunts in
Kansas.
-which I took part 1 hope may prove interesting to the"
sell,

A

who read the Forest and Stream.
companion upon this hunt was Major George North,
Letter known through that section of country as the
"White Chief of the Pawnees," and at that time employed
by the United States Government as Captain of the Scouts
He is one of the most thorough sportsmen I
at Russell.
We left
ever met, and a splendid fellow in other respects.
the Fort one morning just affer daybreak, equipped for
sportsmen

My

We

were
slung over his shoulder by a leather strap.
mounted on two of the swiftest horses the fort could
boast, as we were aware we would be compelled to "run"
Riding due west toward the Black Hill
the antelope.

we arrived, after awhile, upen a section of prairie
rolling than the rest, and here we began to look
sharp for our game.
Oar plan of operations was to dismount in one of the
range,

more

small hollows, and while one of us held the horses the
other would" crawl ciretully up the opposite slope, one moment looking nervously around for "rattlers" and the next
dodging cactus plants, until he could bring his head on a
level with the top, then take a survey with the glass of
Here I
the crests of all the surrounding hills in sight.
must state that there is never much danger coming upon
any antelope in the hollows of the prairie, as they rarely
graze where they cannot see for a long distance on all sides
After continuing our alternate riding and crawlof them.
ing for some time, the Major at last returned from one observation, and said he could make out three feeding on a
rise about rive miles to windward of where we were, and
proposed we should set about getting as near to them as
possible without showing ourselves.
To accomplish this we started, leading our horses down
one of the valleys which ran parallel to the hill upon which
continued down this gully unour game were feeding.
branching off more toward our
til we came to another,
goal; this we took and contiuued our serpentine course unT
til at last w e reached a point from where we could proceed no further without crossing high ground and so exWe now again reconnoitered, and to
posing ourselves.
our satisfaction discovered the animals still feeding, and
The Major now
only about eight hundred yards from us.
insisted he would hold the horses, while I was to crawl to
Obeying orders,
the top of the hill and take the first shot.
I made my way on hands and knees to the top, poked my
rifle through a small tuft of grass, and with a "raeloncatcus" f or a rest I sighted the nearest fellow just behind
Before the smoke
the fore shoulder and pulled trigger.
cleared and enabled me to see whether my shot had taken
effect, I heard a terrific noise behind me," and turned just
in time to see the Major pass me on horseback on a "dead
run." Of course I lost no time in mounting and following.
1 now discovered he was in full chase after one of the antelope, which had fallen behind the others, and which ran
in a manner that plainly showed my bullet had taken efAlthough wounded, that antelope led us a good long
fect.
He kept steadily
four-mile chase before we got him.
along the top of a range of hills for the greater distance;
but towards the last he suddenly turned and went out of
we were sure of him;
view up a small rocky ravine.
for, being weakened from loss of blood, he had sought
carefully made our way
refuge among the tall grass.
up the ravine, and when midway, discovered him crouching in the weeds, his head and neck only being visible.
Being now about three hundred yards off, we halted, and
the Major leveling his carbine, fired, his ball hitting the
buck in the middle of the neck^ and stretching him out
lifeless upon the grass.
Upon riding up we found him
young and in perfect condition, and we immediately made
preparations to carry him to the fort, which consisted in
first cleaning him,
then stuffing the body full of grass,
wrapping him in a piece of oil skin, and tying him on behind the saddle of the Major's horse.
now turned our
faces toward Russell, and by taking it leisurely, and stopping thirty minutes for lunch, we arrived home a little before sundown, rather tired, but highly pleased at the success of our hunt.'
P. C. Yak Vleit.
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For Forest and- Stream.

NEWFOUNDLAND

NOTES.

Y last letter left us at Twillingate.

This is the capithe North, thirty -three miles or more distant
from Tilt Cove^ the great copper mine of the country, the
resources of which were energized by Mr. C. F. Bennett, who is now an old man of near eighty-five years.
The Bay of JSotre Dame is a rich bay, and bids fair
to be a great stronghold for the welfare of the people. The
man of science entering the harbor of Twillingate will not
fail to notice the prevalence of iron bearing rocks.
But
then we have no coal mines near so as to smelt the ore.
I
believe the peat fuel was tried in Sweden with success;
Why we cannot do the same I cannot tell. Perhaps if we
had some American energy and skill, they would help.
There are two entrances to Twillingate the main or harhor entrance, and the Burnt Island Tickle. Your readers
tal of

—

will

understand that

we

call a

narrow passage between an

island or islands and the main-land a tickle; and, indeed, it
is a tickle which will tickle one with some grave thoughts
of kingdom, come when there's a strong sea on*
never

We

think of going through there witkout a

good

pilot,

and

it

remarkable how intelligent our fishermen are in the
knowledge of rocks. Old S., our pilot, how true to duty
was he.
We usually bring to anchor off- Path End. Right oppo ;
site the handsome' English church a beautiful grassy plot*
lays above the Path End landing place a pretty road, which
leads to Back Harbor, wends its way to the eastward of the
church, and a fine grove of trees covers the hill.
But the
ground is very rocky from the landing place up toward the
old Court House; still there are many fine fields and gardens, and the grass has a brilliancy which rivals that of
more favored climes. There is a great deal of bisulphuret
oi iron in the soil.
The oxide of iron is prominently visible everywhere.
The Court House is an ancient building,
aqvq Mr. Cormaek, the pioneer, traveler, made a fine speech
is

|

;

i

about the Boethicks in presence of the late Judge De
Barres, Mr. Iyte, and many others, some fifty years ago.
Twillingate town is built upon two islands, with the harbor
between. The two islands are connected by a draw-bridge.
The population of the islands is upward of 3,000 people,
big and little.
large number of schooners go from here
to Labrador codfish catching.
The fish is brought home,
salted in September, and made.
There are several mercantile houses on these islands, and the trade is considerble, but, Mr. Editor, it is subject to the uncertain sea. The
anchorage in Twillingate Harbor cannot be called good,
and a gale of wind from east or east-northeast or northeast
is a critical event here in the Fall.
walk to DurrelPs
Arm, etc., is quite interesting, and from the high hills a
beautiful view is obtained of Twillingate. In Durrell's
Arm there is a great deal of fine land, and there are many
good farms. Back Harbor, on Twillingate Island proper, is
a livelv little place of about a quarter of an hour's walk
from Twillingate. Picture to yourself grassy meadows,
thick groves, neat housed, cows and sheep, and beautiful
flocks of geese, and you have at once the pastoral idea of
Back Harbor, which is defended by Patrick's Island. This
little haven forms a refuge for shipping to somo extent,
but
as it is only small, the accommodation's limited.
are
thankful that as often as we laid in a ship or vessel or
steamer at Path End we never had reason to regret not
going to Back Harbor. Twillingate is the grand assize
town of the North, but the people are so good the lawyers
don't get much to do.
Old John Doe and old Richard Roe
are long since legally deceased, and so is the good old
Northern Circuit Court, out of the remains of which
has sprung up the beautiful flower of the Supreme Court
on Circuit. All honor to our worthy Judges. May the
Lord protect them forever. Our pleadings are now so simple that we could write a most abstruse declaration or
pleading on half a sheet of note paper.
believe in
simplifying law, geology, and every other "ology," and
thereby the people are enlightened. And so we'll bowse
up the anchor and sail for Exploits, Burnt Island, the
northern terminus of our journey, and thence to Fogo,
and so south to Harbor Grace, and then "Newfoundland
Notes" will be finished, and thanks to Forest and Stream.
If such a valued paper as yours, Mr. Editor, had been in
existence in the earlier days of our study I could have
made these notes more interesting.
q
Harbor Grace, Aug. 30, 1875.
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FISH CULTURE FOR RUSSIA.
CAVIARE,

a favoiite Russian relish,

is

made from

the
a prospect of
the supply failing, or whether the attention of the Muscovite authorities has been called to the falling off of their
fish supply generally, is uncertain, but it is known that it
roe of the sturgeon

now

.

Whether there

<;

stock-fish are sold, and the fish markets of Hamburg and
Vienna are supplied. The fish are carried alive in wellboats down the Elbe, and through canals as far as Hamburg, a distance, as the crow flies, of nearly 400 miles.

The

Speigel carp, or Cyprinus rex ciprinorum, will not
Dr. H.Fric is inspector of fisheries in Bohemia,
and has a laboratory for experiments. Baron Berlepsch
breeds trout only for his own property. Herr Kuza breeds
Rhine salmon and river trout to be turned out into the
Oder. He has also a large establishment for carp. Eferr
Helmstaetter sells trout eggs.
The following is a list of the establishments which Michael Girdwoyn had visited before obtaining the above
certificates
Paris— That of Mr. Carbonier's, and the Zoological Garden of Acclimatation; Brieg, (Germany, Poland)— Special fish culture of salmon; Boron, FranceArrangement of ponds for fishes; Ostend, Belgium— The
oysters' and fishes' establishments; and different aquaria in
Paris, Boulogne, Berlin, and Hanover; as well as the fish
markets in Paris, Boulogne, and Basel (Switzerland) in
carry.

•

Wurzbufg.
Carbonier

aquaria only, he also deals largely
rnontee, to stock ponds. Brieg
breeds salmon for the river Oder. At Boron, near Mulhausen, Mr. Bourgiun breeds carp, pike, and sells fry for
sells fish for

in fry of eels, calls in

French

stock.

We

believe that ours is the only government that has
offered impregnated eggs for gratuitous distribution.
The

immense quantity of salmon ova collected on the McCloud
River by Mr. Livingstone Stone and his assistants, as shown
by the list printed below, enables it to furnish not only
the various State commissions with the means of stocking
public waters, but to private individuals who maybe desirous of attempting experiments on their own account.
On his return to Russia, Mr. Girdwoyn, who is a scientific
engineer -and accomplished draughtsman, will bring out a
great book on fish culture. It is to be published simultaneously in Russia, Germany, and France, and an English
edition will be anxiously looked for, as it promises to be a
practical work, likely to prove of great value to the fish
culturists af the world.

—

Shipment of California Salmon Eggs. We are indebted to Mr. Livingston Stone, of the United States Fish
Commission, for the following table showing the results of
this season's campaign at the United States salmon breeding establishment on the McCloud River, California:
Sent to Connecticut
"
Massachusetts..,.
Eliode Island....
"
New York

is

being directed to practical fish culture as a means
of increasing the supply.
There has just 'arrived in England, says Land and Water, Mr. Michael Girdwoyn, engineer-lieutenant, who has been for some time past studying
scientific fish culture in all its branches, in various parts of
Europe, with a view to the cultivation of the hitherto
neglected waters of the vast empire of Russia. For procuring a supply of eggs for the propagation of salmon
Russia possesses advantages which exceed even those afforded this country by the Columbia and other rivers of
the Pacific coast, although without the same facilities for
During the Summer months the upper
transportation.
waters of the Amoor fairly teem with salmon, scarcely
disturbed in their swim of two thousand miles to the
spawning beds by the few aboriginal tribes of Gilyacks,
Tongoos, and others, or the more recent Cossack settlements on its banks. The Russians claim four different
varieties of salmon for this river, but we have never met
with an intelligent classification or comparison. But little
also has been written regarding the fish of European Russia beyond the fact that sturgeon abound, though we believe that a large portion of the caviare is imported.
The
following list shows the places at which Mr, Girdwoyn has
been prosecuting his studies, and the officials from whom
he has obtained certificates:
France— From the College de France {k Paris) Laboratoire d'Embryologie comparee et de Pisciculture.
Germany—From Hera- Haack, director of the Imperial piscicultural establishment at Hiiningen (Huningue), in Alsace.
From Herr C. Schuster, chief magistrate of Freiburg
(Germany), establishment at Seltzenhof. Switzerland—
From Herr M. Huge, director of the Piscicultural Society
at Fribourg (Switzerland); from Messrs. Frederich Glaser
and Son, at Basel. From Herr T. B. Kuffer, Germ-any
(Bavaria) court pisciculturist at Munich; from Herr C. von
Siebold, Professor of zoology at Munich.
Austria— From
Herr Gottein, director of the piscicultural establishment
at Saltzburg; from Herr C. Horak, steward of the domain
of Prince Schwarzenburg, in Wittingau (Bohemia); from
Dr. H.Fric, director of fish culture in Bohemia; and Baron
Berlepsch, of Horskych Centralkanzlei, at Horskysfeld
(Bohemia). Germany (Poland)— From Herr Kuzia, director of the piscicultural establishment at Mokrotona (Germany, Silesia), Germany (Bavaria)—From Herr F. C.
Helmstaetter.
Mr. Girdwoyn informs Mr. Frank Buckland that in the
College^le France they breed river trout for scientific purposes only. At Huningue Herr Hack breeds all the principal kinds of Salmonidm, and sells the eggs,
Herr Schuster,
at Fribourg, breeds river and lake trout and salmon for the
Rhine. The eggs are sold. Herr Huge, of the Fribourg
Piscicultural Society, breeds river trout to stock Swiss
waters.
Messrs. Friedrich Glaser and Son, at Basel, lay
down principally Rhine salmon eggs for sale. They are
not eyed, but simply impregnated; these are the best eggs
in Switzerland.
Herr Kuffee,- of Munich, Bavaria, sells
the eggs of Salmo Hucho, the Danube salmon. Herr Gottein has at Saltzburg the best establishment for Salmo Salveliiius, Ombre Glievaliev, that is, charr.
Herr Horak has a
very large establishment, there are nearly 300 lakes on the
prince's property.
Here they cultivate pike, perch, carp,
JPerco .lum perco, or pike perch; no silurw.
The young 1
is

1

Iowa

480. 000! Sent to

"

New

"
"

Pennsylvania....

,k
Colorado
£0,000
"
200,000| ~
Utah
80,000 To Kern and Truckee riv- \
320. 00U
ers for California
\
480.000
New Zealand....

Maryland

SfiO.OOO

"

Virginia

320,000
800,000

«'

"
"
"

Jersey.

...

Michigan
Illinois

80,000'
40,000|
400,0001

Wisconsin
Minnesota
Total impregnated eggs taken,

"

Canada

To N. W. Clarke
U.

tablshment

mehio

river

&0U,mu
,

60,000
80,000
for the { , nnn r^r.
>1 uuu uuu

Fish Commission

S.

Now hatching

300,000
240,000
16?,000

>

'

j

at tnis es-

for

and

Sacia- V2,000,000
tribs.

.. J

8,170,000.

There were in bulk over eighty bushels of salmon eggs.
took 150 bushels of moss from Mount Shasta to pack
them. When packed they weighed 20,000 pounds or ten
tons, and filled 156 boxes two feet square by six inches
It

deep.

Several millions of salmon eggs are now being hatched
out in the waters of the McCloud River for the increase of
the supply in the Sacramento. Part of the expense of this
latter work is borne by Gov. Stanford and other public
spirited citizens of California.
Operations in connection
with the taking of the eggs of the sea salmon and of the
land-locked salmon of Maine have also been commenced,
and are progressing successfully under the direction of
Charles G. Atkins.

—At Kugata, Japan, the latest rage
of goldfish called koi, whereof the

is

for breeding a

body

is

kind
white and the

A

head only a

light, red.
fish a foot long is reported to
fetch thirty -five "yen" (about £7 10s.) The reason for this
extraordinary fancy is that the rumor has been started that

gold can be extracted from the scales, and some people
have in consequence turned their fields into fish ponds.

—-—

_____
Fish Hatching.—

K

-*-.

W.

Clark, of Northville, Michigan,
publishes a letter in the Detroit Tribune touching priority
in methods of fish hatching, in which he says:—

"In the month of November, 1871, in connection with
Mr. George Clark, of Ecorse, I placed a few thousand #of
the whitefish ova between two layers of moss, well washed
and cleansed from all impurities, and so arranged the keg
in which they were placed as to receive a constant dripping
of ice water until the following March, when these eggs'
were taken from the cold bath in which they had been for
about four months, and were placed in the ordinary hatching box, where, after a lapse of about ten days, they neariy
all hatched out in good condition.
There was then no
perceptible difference between these and others that were
hatched by lying in running ice water during the same
time.

"Again, in the Fall of 1872 I arranged two lots similarly;
with one I used sponge, and distributed the eggs in it in
such a way as to furnish moisure, as the water was constantly dripping on them, while the other was packed
properly in moss. I then covered the whole with fine sifted
and washed gravel, which lay in one corner of the hatchery,
This gravel remained moist all Winter, but with no
water dripping on it, and consequently it crusted over with
frost, though so much above the eggs, and also so much
below them as not to freeze. These eggs lay in this condition until about March 20th, 1873, at which time I removed
them to the hatching boxes, and a large proportion of them
were also hatched in good condition. Those in the sponge
becafme perfectly worthless, in consequence, as I think, of
the constantly wet sponge lying too heavily upon them and
excluding the air too much. This last experiment of laying the eggs down in gravel which kept them slightly above
the freezing pojnt satisfied me that the egsjs could be so
packed in ice as to retard the process of incubation until
such time as they could be transported long distances while
'

in process of hatching.

1873, arranged refrigerators in
different forms, although substantially alike on general
principles, all disclosing the fact, however, that by placing
the ova between any light and durable fabric and then by
surrounding the whole with thin layers of moss slightly
moistened and kept in close proximity to ice constantly,
and in such a manner that water dripping from the ice
would not run upon the eggs, as I found that to hatch, fish
eggs only slightly moistened will keep much more perfectly
than to allow the moss to be kept so moist as to have a

"I therefore in December,

drop of water run from them. Consequently, my last portable
arrangement for hatching and keeping the ova in a proper
condition to undergo the natural process of incubation
without a spoonful of water daily, was arranged at my
hatchery last Winter, as can be vouched for by Governor
Bagley, with the whole board of fish commissioners of this

It is also
State, as well as many other first class citizens.
known fact that I packed some 5,000 of these eggs
in this manner and took them to Lansing during the session
of our Legislature, traveling to and from point to point
with them, opening and handling them as occasion rehatchery and
quired, and then taking them home to

a well

my

hatching them out in perfect condition. This invention of
mine, I will say for the benefit of Seth Green and all others
interested in the matter, is secured by letters patent bearing
date March 31st, 1874, to which I beg leave to refer."

—

__
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Fish Culture in Virginia.— Dr. W. B. Robertson, one

of the fish commissioners of Virginia informs the Lynehburg Republican that he sent to the hatching boxes at Lexington 10,000 California salmon eggs, and a like number to
the hatching boxes at Blackshurg. These eggs were received from the United States Fish Commissioner, and will
hatch in about two weeks. The young fish will then be
fed and taken care of until they are from one to two months
old when they will be distributed among the various rivers
in the State suitable for their growth and propagation The
California salmon is a very superior fish, and it is-hoped
that in a few years the Virginia rivers will be well stocked

with them.
„
Dr. Robertson also says that he put a large number ot
young black bass in the North River last week, and next
week he will have some put in the Rapidan, the Rivanna,
Tye River, New River, and other streams. The Virginia
and should be
fish commissioners are doing a good work,
sustained and encouraged in every possible way by the
people and the Legislature.

-»»
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AT
SALMO SALAR
——

t

NEW

Experiments
said to attract an immense number of fishes.
have been tried lately on the Cotes du Nord department
with a fishing boat, and have proved very satisfactory, on
a bank of sardines. The glass must be green or black,
otherwise the fish are frightened by the glare and do not
follow the submarine light.

A

Insect. There was captured in the streets of
Austin, Nev., the other day, a curious insect, which the
Reveille thus describes:
"It is of the tarantula order, and
its back, which is about the size of a twenty -five cent piece,
is pure white in color, and when viewed from one side presents the exact marks of the features of a human face, with
a complete mustache
When viewed from the reverse
side the marks assume the appearance of the face of an
animal of the feline species." The animal was embalmed
in alcohol and placed among the curiosities in the cabinet
of the Sazerac saloon at that place.

—

.

The

'following are recent arrivals at the Philadelphia

Zoological Garden:

New Hope,

Pa., October 18th, 1875.

Two Turkey

Buzzards, Cathartea aura.
Mercur, Westchester, Pa.

professor, who has always contended
without going to
that salmon (Sal»-o salar) could not live the third year
the lake, I took my.
sea. Ashe was anxious to see some of the fish in
where I
best rod, adjusted three of my most killing flies, put the boat
seen them break very lively, and very soon hooked nine. As we

were anxious to examine them without killing' any, I put a tub which
measured seventeen inches across in the boat. The longest could not
fine condition,
lay .straight in it by three or four incnes. They were in
thick and deep; we guessed at the weight, and you will have to do the
the lake.

Jas. B. Thompson.

——
*

whale in the weir at Yarmouth, Massachusetts, on the cape,
which is probably the first time this kind of fish has been
taken in the waters of the United States on the .Atlantic
seaboard. The specimens captured are a cow and a calf,
the former about ten feet long, perfectly white, and weighing about 700 pounds, and the latter some two feet less in
lenath, of a dark gray color and about 500 pounds weight,
both being quite fat. Johnson, in his natural history,
^ Genus Beluga
gives the following description of this fish:
—Of this is the northern beluga, round headed cachalot,

small catodon, or white. When young it is black, when
a yellowish or rosy
it is white, sometimes having
It is twelve to eighteen feet long, feeds on fish, and
tinge
inhabitants of the northern
is esteemed good eating by the
It abounds
countries, the seas of which it frequents.
Hudson Bay, Davis Strait, and along the shores of KamtsIt sometimes ascends large rivens, and is often
chatfca.
Quebec. It is seen in schools of forty to
, observed near
follow ships and frolic in the waters
frequently
which
fifty
around them. They usually flock to the east coast of
Greenland, where they are a serviceable supply to the inThe oil of the beluga is of the finest quality;
habitants.
animal is wrought into morocco, and the
the
of
skin
the
internal membranes are used for windows and bed curtains." Boston Journal

mature

m

.

Remarkable Attack by a Boa Consteictor.— A. very

curious incident took place in the Zoological Gardens of
gentleman well
a 'fortnight ago.
known in South Wales visited the gardens, accompanied
bv a friend and a courier. When passing by the compartment in the snake house, in which the huge boa constrictor
asked whether the visitors would like
is kept the keeper
Receiving an affirmative answer, he
fed.
boa
the
to see
on returning liked up the glazed
and
rabbit,
went for a
giving the snake his
door a few inches with the view of
No sooner had he done so than the boa, who was
meal
at the opening of
coiled up in the corner, darted with fury
hands of the geninto
the
fangs
his
sent
and
door,
glass
the
tleman, making fearful gashes. The keeper*, aided by the
courier and another, laid hold of the snake by his throat,
and succeeded in shoving him back under the opening of the
window. I had an opportunity of examining the wounds
inflicted on the gentleman's hands, and it is remarkable
how lie escaped further and more serious injury. lie is
now convalescent, but he evidently got a shake to his nervous system, which can scarcely be wondered at. It is
said that the Amsterdam, boa is the largest ia Europe.~(£r . Land and Water.

Amsterdam about

f

rufesctns.

Born

in the

One young Bald Eagle, Haliaetus cucocepJialus Presented by Major
A. C. Richards, "Washington, D. C.
One Spider Monkey, Ateles grisescensi?) Purchased.
.

.

One black Iguana, Metapoceros cormitus. Purchased.
Two Pinche Monke} s, Midas c&dipus. Presented by Dr. John Agnew,

A

.

foodfartd,

win,

resident in

Presented by Mr. J. Edward

a^nrm mid

%mdm.
Farmer with a
he describes with

Scientific

examining the windpipe of a fowl after death, a number
of small red worms will be found, varying from a half to
three quarters of an inch in length, thus unmistakably indicating the seat of disease and the cause of death.
Dr. Andrew Wiesenthal, of the Baltimore Medical College, published the first account of this malady which we
can lay claim to, under date of May 21, 1797. Concerning
its ravages in those early days of American poultry breeding, he says:
'-'There is a disease prevalent among the gallinaceous
poultry of this country called the gapes, which destroys
eight tenths of our fowls in many parts, and takes place
in~the greatest degree aniong turkeys and chickens bred
upon old established farms. Chicks and poults, in a few
days after they are hatched, are found frequently to open
their mouths and gasp for breath, at the same time frequently sneezing and attempting to swallow. At first the
affection is slight, but gradually becomes more and more
Very few recover;
oppressive, and it ultimately destroys.
they languish, grow dispirited, droop and die. It is generally known that these symptoms are occasioned by worms
I have seen the whole windpipe completely
in the trachea.
filled with these worms, and have been astonished at the
animals being capable of respiration under such circum-

stances."

claimed by some that this

worm

is

the larva of a

upon the face of the chicken, and
that after being hatched the young worms find their way
by the nostrils and windpipe to the air passages, and thus
insect, deposited

cause the disease; but the doctor refutes this theory, as
well as others equally erroneous, and proves that this parasite is a true nematoid, or thread-like worm, and of the
highest order of the'annelides, but, zoologically speaking,
belongs to the lowest division of the articulated animals,
and is therefore separated from the insects by the crustacse,
which includes all those lobster-like creatures of the sea.
a radical difference," he says, "between the
of an insect^ and a true worm; the former
emerge from the egg composed of thirteen regular segments, while the worms have no such numerical division
Again,
of structure in any moment of their existence.
none of the insects proper are sexually mature until they
have reached the last or imago state of their existence. In
the larva state the male and female^ insect, though easily
recognized upon microscopic dissection, present to the unaided eye little or no difference in form, size, or general
appearance, which is not the case with this gape worm and
many other verminous creatures. The female worm is

"There

is

larval state

much longer

just lost a valuable

Godmare*

A

it was evidently suffering from.
farrier of considerable experience and skill was called in, but his services
were of no avail. Ultimately, on a post-mortem examination of the horse's stomach being made, it was found to
contain a large stone of some ten or a dozen pounds in
weight, in shape like a petrified kidney, and in color, not a
bad imitation of a piece of uncalcined flint-stone. Bern*
sawn in two, the flat surface presents the appearance of a
large onyx stone, the grain being laid on in layers, no doubt
the result of rolling round and round in the stomach in its
efforts to collect the particles of undigested stone dust
The smell emitted
eaten along with the horse's food
from the stone is not unlike that given out by a decayed

pain

Horse keepers from this should be careful, when
giving their horses food, that the dust often found in. corn
is properly sifted out before being given along with the
animal's provender. Occasional analyses should also be
made of the food, so as to detect fraud in mixing the same
with calcined flint stone and plaster of Paris to add to its
weight, and thus deceive the purchaser.
clip the above from an English exchange at the time
that a similar case comes under our observation in this
few days since we were shown by Mr. Dorian,
country.
of Fulton Market, a stone precisely similar to the one mentioned above, and which was taken from the body of a
horse which had been carried to the offal depot at Barren
The stone in question was not discovered until
Island
the horse was dissected for the purpose of obtaining what
was of value from his hoofs, hide, and bones, and from
among the hundreds brought there weekly it would of
course be impossible to identify this one. In addition to
the causes ascribed by our contemporary we are inclined
to think that drinking of water impregnated with lime is a
fruitful occasion of this disease, and, as in the case under
notice, many horses die from this trouble without the
cause being known. Any of our "vets" who may desire to
see the stone can do so by calling upon Mr. Francis Swift,
the city contractor for the removal of offal.

We

A

a

than the male, and

ifl

completely gorged with

———

The Ensilage of Maize.— For

the last

two or

three

has hardly been possible to look into an agricultural publication coming from the southern part of Continental Europe, or from that portion known as the "maize
region," and ttot find one or more articles or communicayears

CRESSY has furnished the
DR. treatise
on this subject, wherein

It is

Stanley, has

under peculiar circumstances. * For some time past the animal has been ailing, and has to all appearance suffered unknown agonies, no cause being apparent for the acutp

,*.«.«,

cristata.

GAPES IN CHICKENS.

winged

^*»»

Remarkable Discovert. — A coal merchant named

Philapelphia.

Three Blue Jays, Cyanara
Farnum, Philadelphia.

great minuteness the causes of this peculiar parasitic disOn
ease, which manifests itself in the form of "gapes."

Rake Fish in Strange Waters.—Last week Captain
Benyamm Lovell captured two fine specimens of the white

-*>.

Oct. 9th, 1875.

Presented by Mr. Eichard

One Rufous Rat Kangaroo, Hypsiprymnus

had

we returned them to

)

Gardens.

bell,

the impregnated ova."

.

Society,

One Greyhound. Presented by Miss A. W. Whelen, Bryn Maur, Pa.
One crested Curasson, Crax alector. Presented by Capt. A. Camp-

Editor Poeest and Steeam:—
Last Monday I had a visiL from a

tures in existence which really fulfil the injunction of sacred writ, that the two sexes shall become 'one flesh.' Yet
such are the facts, and hence the embryos can only escape
by the dissolution of the maternal body; but this state of
things is true of even other worms of the cestoid series
where the vaginal orifice is too small to allow the escape of

tooth.

—

Queer

ova which are mature for impregnation. This act never
takes place in the larval insect, but can be very readily observed in this parasite, for the two sexes frequently become
united, and form an indissoluble union for life. Hence we
see that these lowly worms of the dust are the only crea-

.

Philadelphia, Pa.

HOPE.

-

\i

An Electrical Fish Bait.—In the Paris International
Maritime Exhibition there is a small object deserving of
notice. It is a platinum wire placed in a bottle and ignited
by electricity from a bichromate battery. It is intended to
be immersed in the sea, and the light emanating from it is

FairmountTark, Philadelphia,

by runuing

.

—

—

a wire across the pond
and hanging some liver to it, the fly will "blow" it, and
about the third day the maggots will begin to drop off.
Repeal the liver every two days and you have a constant
food for the young fish, and a very good food too.

green fly appears, and

Bird Wanderers.— Last Friday evening two curiouslooking birds flew down in Marysville, DeKalb county,
Mo., apparently from exhaustion. Some of the town boys,
attracted by the curious noise they made, set about catching them, and succeeded in catching one, the other making its escape. The birds were rather a dark gray, speckled
on the back and wings, with white breasts, and very long
bills and web feet, and their wings were long, extending
back and crossing over the tail. They were a little larger,
perhaps, than a crow. The villagers, never having seen
such birds, were at a loss at first to determine the species
to which they belonged, but on examination and comparison they were found to be sea birds, and are known as
There can be
terns or sea swallows, a species of sea-gull.
but little doubt that during the heavy storm that prevailed
along the Texas coast they were blown inland, and, becoming lost, kept flying in "search of salt water until compelled to light from exhaustion. JSxchange.
«»»»

Garden or the Zoological

To Peed Young Fish.— Dr. Pratt, in the Prairie Farmer ^
gives a novel mode of feeding young fish. He says that
about as early as the young fish begin to eat in Spring the

same, as

AND STREAM.

.'FOREST

180

it

tions relating more or less to the subject named at the head
To ensilage is to bury in silos or pits,
of this paragraph.
and the ensilage of maize consists in cutting up corn which
has made a full growth, but is still green, and chopping up
the whole plant more or less finely, and then placing it in
pits prepared for the purpose, and covering with earth.
The details are, that the corn having been hauled to the
and their location should be as near the barn as conpits
venient, and to the south of it— it is chopped small by
knives or a machine made for the purpose. The pit having been opened from three to six feet wide, and of length
equal to the quantity desired to be stored away—but not
more than two or two and a half feet deep and always on
underdrained land, or where there is a certainty that water
will not leach in, its bottom and sides are lined with straw,
and the chopped corn is then thrown in, tramped and
packed as hard as may be, and rounded up so as to make a
complete water shed. More straw is then placed upon the
pile, taking care to largely increase the quantity at the top,
The earth is then
for the purpose hereinafter stated.
thrown back on the pile, and the thickness should not be
less than eighteen inches or two feet, the perfection of the
process depending on a fermentation which takes place beyond the reach of the influences of the atmosphere. The
excess of straw thrown on the top of the pile is for the
purpose of absorbing the resulting moisture and gases, and

—

—

when

in sufficient quantity will take
plants,

Maize and other green forage

them up

effectually.

when so treated, uncabbage when made into

dergo a fermentation not unlike
sour-krout, and is greedily eaten by all kinds of domestic
animals, and is particularly sought after by cows giving
milk. In France, where this method of preservation was
invented, the practice of ensilage has grown into almost
general use, and in "the north is found very profitable as a
means of preserving the foliage of the beet, s> largely
grown there for the' sugar manufacturers, and in the southern provinces as a substitute for roots and other green crops
which the dryness of their climate makes difficult of production.
Prof. Miles, of the Illinois Industrial University, has
made pretty liberal experiments in the ensilage of maize
and broom corn seed in the course of this Autumn, the outcome of which will be given to the public as soon as the
success, or want of it. in the undertaking has been deter-

mined.
withia
If the successful ensilage of maize proves to be
prethe easy reach of ordinary care, and if cattle food so
ana
milk-producing*
and
pared should be found healthy
dimbe heartily eaten, it seems to me that one of the great
removea,
culties of profitable dairying in Winter will be
ltseu,
for a substitute for green food, if not green food

wherevtu
be at the cheap command of every milkman
the corn crop is common and popular in the country.—
Country Gentleman.
will

India

English surveying party in the interior of
peop
succeeded lately in capturing a couple of wild
man and woman, who inhabit the mountainous districtaa
stature,
the Western Ghauts. They are of dwarfed
convene
have no fixed dwelling places, but sleep on any
spot, generally between two rocks or in caves.

—An

,
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—The Long Island Poultry Association will hold a Bench
Show of Dogs in connection with their annual exhibition,
which commences on November 30th, and will last until
December 4th. This show will be held in the city of Brookproximity and accessibility it should be
one of the largest ever held in the country. The premium
It is now in press,
list will be on a very liberal scale.
and can be had by addressing the Secretary of the association, Mr. Thomas Smith, at Stony Brook, Long Island.
The display of pigeons and other birds, poultry, etc., will
also be very fine.
lyn,

and from

its

—
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Colley Field Trials.

—Bather a novel but

practical system of proving the

capabilities

exceedingly

of dogs used

in sheep herding has been instituted in Great Britain,
coupled with a distribution of prizes, which is likely to

have the same

effect in

improving the qualities of these
herdsman as bench shows and

excellent assistants to the

have had in developing the different strains of
purposes alone. A series of these
colley trials was recently held in Glamorganshire, on the
side of the Craig-av-leyshon Mountain, where a vast amphitheatre, with a sheep quarry in the centre, afforded an exThe sheep were liberated
cellent ground for the purpose.
in trios, and it was the duty of the dog, after a certain time
had elapsed, to pen them again In the first trial a thirteen
.months old puppy succeeded in penning his sheep neatly
fin seven minutes, but this performance, good as it was,
was subsequently surpassed by Mr. Jones' blue clog March,
and Mr. Meyrick's Prince, who were placed first and second. The other trials were for all aged dogs.
In all there
were seventy-two entries, and prizes ranging as high as
twenty pounds sterling each. We are inclined to think
that the value of the colley dogs is underrated in this country. Our farmers, particularly those who raise sheep would
ifind them invaluable, and their faithfulness is beyond praise.
field trials

•dogs used for sporting

.

«»»»»
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Another Importation. — Capt. John M. Taylor
?us

writes

Brittany Pointers. It may be a natural, and is decidedly a patriotic feeling, to believe that no nation in the
world understands the breeding and management of dogs
so well as we do.
Hounds, and their various breed,

And no less various use.
Yet the poor, uneducated peasant of Lower Brittany, the

who gets his livelihood by the chase, shooting
seven days in every week, and shooting partout, breaks a
pointer for his own use immeasurably superior in many
respects to the highly, trained dogs so often met with in our
turnip fields and grouse moors. The former will break
fence, it is true, and will foot a hare like a very hound;
but this he has been taught and encouraged to do it is a
qualification essential to the bag.
On the other hand, he
will, as has already been stated, face the thorniest brake,
never rake in drawing for his birds, and, above all, will retrieve his wounded game by land or water perfectly.
Without these accomplishments, especially the first and
last, he would be valueless to the braconnier in that land.
However, suum cuique is doubtless the fair conclusion;
certain it is that the thiiirskinned, highly bred and highly
broken English pointer is found to be utterly useless
Lower Brittany; while probably the coarser bred dog of
that country would be unequal to the quick stubble work
and fine style required in this.
There is a sad disfigurement practiced on Brittany
pointers, which, considering the gorsy nature of the covers they draw, has doubtless its advantages, but, on the
other hand, it detracts largely from the good looks, and
even the dignity of the dog in action; the tail, that indicator of all a dog's thoughts, that silent tongue that explains
all he means, is chopped off in puppyhood, and a mere
stump is left, scarcely longer than that of a Salisbury
sheep dog. Shame on the braconnier for his utter disregard of ihe pointer's beauty and graceful movement! Better might he have rounded his ears, as we do those of the
fox hound, than mutilate the tail in such barbarous fashion.
The former operation would be far more serviceable,
and at the same time less disfiguring to the appearance of
the dog. What a sorry object a stump-tailed pointer would
cut side by side with those grand animals exhibited in that
class at our National Dog Shows
And yet, over and
through the rough cover-land of Brittany, the latter, as I
have abundantly tested, will bear no comparison with his
coarser congener. He is worth a parish pound full of- the
other for the scrub work required of a pointer in that
country.
Wild Sports in Brittany.
braconnier

—

m
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from Belle Fonte, Va., under date of October 22d, as
Kennel Produce.— Bonnet

follows:

"Mr.

Raymond informs me by this

mail that a present of

pup arrived safely in fine condition per
steamer Idaho from the Rev. Gumming Macdona as an addition to my kennel.
Mr. Macdona wishes me to mate her
with a first-class native pointer dog, and send him one of the
a pointer bitch

progeny, so that he may judge of the cross on color, slyle,
and beauty. I claim the name of Dona for this bitch, and
think Squire Smith's Major of the Stockton breed would
make a good cross. Mr. Raymond says "she is little, but
a more perfectly- formed pointer puppy I never saw; liver
and white in color, strong, well, sprightly, and particularly handsome.
I regard her as a most promising dog."
As many inquiries about the expenses of importing dogs
from England have been made in your journal I give the
following for the benefit of future importers: Freight,
£3©$5.65, $16.95; Purser, $5.05; butcher, $3; total, $25.
This only $1.55 more than the cheapest figure at which I
have known dogs imported, and the fine condition of the
puppy justified, I thought, concession of the addition."

—

^

.

«

Carre, a very beautiful red setter, bred by
Mr. C. H. Kaymond, and owned by Hon. Granville P. Howes, of this
city, dropped four strong whelps to Pride of the Border on the 7th Inst.
One gyp, dark red, after the dam, and three deep chestnut and white
dogs after the sire. Bonnet Carre is herself very finely bred, being by
Mr. Raymond's Dick, out of his Dimity.

Kittt, by Plunkett, owned by F. H. Bierbower, of Maysville, Ky.,
whelped on the 9th inst. Seven of the puppies— four dogs and three
gyps- -are living and doing well, all being large, strong, and very lively.
They were also sired by Plunkett, whom they much resemble.

Gtp— A beautiful, and very superior young setter bitch, owned by
Horace Smith, our Field and Kennel Editor, recently gave birth, at Perrineville, Monmouth county, N. J., to eight fine healthy whelps, by the
famous one-eyed Sancho, the property of Forman Taylor, Esq., or Monmouth county, N. J. Gyp is a full" sister to Queen, lately sold by Mr.
Theodore Morford, of Newton, N. J., to J. J. Sei winger, Esq., of
Philadelphia, at a very high figure. The pedigree of both Queen and
Sancho were published in our columns a few months ago. From each a
strain of setters we expect something altogether extra.

\m und Miver

»»

London, Eng., October
Bditob Fohbst -Ind Stkeam:—

1st, 1875.

Blandford, one of England's prettiest Tillages, is situated on the river
and is famed for being the center of an immense agri.
cultural district.
found ourselves in this place one bright day towards the last of September, on a visfc to Morden Vicarage, to see the
kennel of "Idstone."
East Morden, where this worthy author and
breeder of setters and retrievers resides, is nine miles from Blandford,
Stour, in Dorset,

We

and the drive there

is beautiful; but as your readers will not care to hear
a description of It, I will not weary them, and only mention passing a
beautiful park, in which were herds of deer,buff alo (not American bison)

Australian ostrichs, and kangaroo, the latter, when started from his
hiding-place, going with great bounds, making an American thiuk he has
started the biggest kind of a jackass rabbit.
On our arrival at the vicarage we learned to our regret that the author
of "Idstone on the Dog" was away from home, and therefore am unable
to give

the pedigree or age, with one or two exceptions, of the dogs
shown. Many of the youug dogs and some of the old ones were in the
hands of breakers, and of course we missed them. The first shown us

was

Ruby— black and white
all

bitch, very

that could be desired; well

good looking, her coat and

made body, but her

feath-

nose, to our fancy

was altogether too sharp. She is almost a fac simile, though smaller, of
Mr. Waddell's Polly, is thoroughly broken, and a nerfect retriever on
feather or fur.

The next was a black dog with white hairs through his coat, by Shamrock (the famous Irish setter) out of the above mentioned Ruby.
The next was a brace of red Irish pups, dog and bitch, seven or eight
months

old, large for their age.
The dog red
breast; the bitch had a white "heart." Both

with a faint star on his
were remarkably fine in

looks and color, but the dog was too leggy.
The next was Shot, a one-eyed dog. He is a fine specimen of the red
Irish, and is darker in color than "Ajax 1 "' celebrated
Dash; but his color
is not so even, fading off on his legs to too light
a shade. He is larger
than Dash, but his shape, movements and general appearance are
'

enough

make one almost think they were brothers.
small
white spot on his breast was all the white he showed.
With him was a red Irish bitch called Kathleen. She has a white spot
on her nose, white feet and frill. She is the dam of a pnp (hat "Idstone"
has just sent to ' Ajax," and although her color is not as dark
as that of
her companion, it is even, and we have yet to see a dog of
that strain
that can please us more.
Kate, a black and tan Gordon, with white feet and frill, was the next
shown. She is too small to meet our ideas of a dog of that blood, but is
very handsome, and her tail markings are of that deep burnt umber
color
that would be hard to beat. All these dogs have black noses
and eyes.
Two black retrievers, one smooth and the other wavy coated, the latter
pleasing us the most, finished our inspection of the sporting dogs.
We saw a couple of handsome fox terriers, one with black marks and
tan spots on head is the prettiest dog of that kind we have ever seen.
A beautiful Scotch terrier finished the lot.
must not forget to
mention that we saw in the stable a pair of moor ponies, one a brown,
the other a gray, that we were informed could take
their master to
Blandford and back, a distance of eighteen miles, inside ©f two hours.
After a glass of prime old cider, and pitting the Scotch terrier, we said
good by to Morden Vicarage, greatly regretting we had not jormed the
acquaintance of it* worthy ©wner,
Vo-toses,

A

like that dog's to

We

.

{Under the head of "Game and Fiih in Season" we can only syecify in
general terms the several varieties, because the laws of States vary so much
that were we to attemot to particularize we could do no less than publish
those entire sections that relate to the kinds of

tide

is

Perhaps

suitable, better at night.

it is

because the

bait used, the squid or cuttle fish, a veritable octopus,
younger brother of the huge cephalopod, so vividly de-

by Victor Hugo in "Toilers of the Sea," throws
out a phosphorescent light which allures the prey. The
mode of fishing is by trolling, the rower, when alone, fastening the line around his leg with a knot which can be
cast off in an instant, and the boat being kept by a gentle
exertion head to the tide, the current carries the bait astern
to any particular eddy the fisherman may desire. The
pleasantest way,- however, is to be under the guidance of a
good boatman and occupy a seat placed across the stern of
the boat, with a good bass rod and reel with four or five
hundred feet of line. The squid are caught up the Sound
by fishermen in their nets.
strong snell attached to the
hook is passed through them by means of a needle, allowing the point and barb to remain among the legs, while the
long tentacles armed with their rows of suckers trail out
behind, and the glassy eyes stare with a cold and clammy
look.
The line floats far astern, the bait being weighted
sufficiently to keep it below the surface.
A bass when he
strikes generally swims across the current, and the rod
fisherman has his hands full with one of twenty pounds.
When the fish is somewhat exhausted the boat is frequently
rowed to one of the coves of Ward's Island, where the fisherman can step on shore and finish the battle at his leisure.
The largest fish taken this season weighed from fifteen to
twenty pounds, but before the season closes some much
larger ones will probably be caught.
few evenings since,
in company with Mr. Edgerton Browne, of Ninety-second
street and East River, who has squid and all appliances for
this fishing, and whose information can be relied on, we
tried the Gate fishing.
But one fish rewarded our efforts,
but the surroundings as night came on and the two cities
were illuminated were most enjoyable. Far below us the
rock drills were at work preparing for the great centennial
blast on the 4th of next July.
steady stream of water
pumped from the mines flowed over the parapet of Gen.
Newton's bulkhead, and the puff of white steam from the
high pressure engine rose unceasingly in the air. As the
tide fell and the rocks on the Hog's Back and other reefs
came nearer to the surface, the water danced in wilder eddies, and the whirlpools twisted and bubbled, almost turning the boat in spite of the strong arms at the oar, and as
we reeled in our line for the last time where the strong tide
rips were dashing wildly against the sides of the boat, the
glassy- eyed octopus seemed a most appropriate bait for
scribed

A

A

A

—

Black Bass, micropterus salmoides, micropterus nigricans.
Striped Bass Boccus lineatus.
Bluefish, temnodon soltator.
6

rudelv disturbed, had been discovered, that the rapids of
Hell Gate, the whirlpools and eddies, were the favorite resort of the striped bass.
Not the little fellows that run in
schools, but the huge bass from the sea— such fish as are
caught off Cuttyhunk and Newport Rocks. Then it was
not uncommon for a man to catch several of these monsters of a night, weighing perhaps from thirty to fifty
pounds. Now one of much less size is a satisfactory catch.
Strange to say, the fish seem to take the bait, when the

such hellish waters.

FISH IN SEASON IN OCTOBER.

A VISIT TO "IDSTONE."

ering

181

game

in question.

This

would require a great amount of our space. In designating game we are
guided by the laws of nature, upon which all legislation is founded, and
our readers would do well to provide themselves with the laws of their respsctive States for constant .eference.
Otherwise, our attempts to assis
them will only create confusion.]

Fish in Market.—The supply of fish during the past
week has been quite equal to the demand and our quatations show no material change, either in prices or the
sources from whence the supply is received. Prices are as
follows:— striped bass, 16 cents for large and 20 cents for
small fish; smelts, green, from Maine, 25 cents, (we hear
of quantities being caught in the neighborhood of Boston
but suppose they are comsumed in the home market); bluefish are worth from 12£ to 15 cents as the fish run from
large to small; salmon, frozen, 50 cents.
Mackerel are of
various size, some very small sell for 5 cents each, while
the largest bring 20 cents; weakfish, 15 cents; white perch,
18 cents; Spanish mackerel, frozen, 50 cents; frost fish, or
tom-cods, 8 cents; halibut, 20 cents; haddock, 8 cents;
cents; codfish, 8 to 10 cents; blackfish, 12 to
18 cents; flounders, 8 to 12 cents; porgies, 15 cents; sea
bass, 20 cents; eels, 18 cents; sheepshead, 25 cents; whitekingfish, 25

Massachusetts Anglers' Association. A regular
meeting of the society was held Wednesday evening, October 20th, at their rooms in Boston, Yice President Charles
Stan wood, in the absence of the President, presiding. Sixteen names were added to the roll of membership.
Addresses were made by several members, notably by L.
Prouty, Esq., who favored the meeting with a very interesting epitome of his experience and observation during
his recent three weeks' trip, accompanied by Commodore
J. N. Roberts, to the Lake Rosegnol district in Nova Scotia
in search of fish, game, rest and recreation, and for which
a vote of thanks was tendered.

—We

learn that Mr. Hiram L. Leonard, of Bangor, Me-,
the originator of the six-splice split bamboo fishing rod, has
recently made a valuable improvement in the construction

which will add greatly to its durability. The
improvement relates particularly to the ferules uniting the
parts, and has been secured by letters patent.
of the rod,

Our Fishing Fleet.— There have been 74 arrivals the
past week, as follows:— 23 from Georges, 42 from off shore
mackereling, 8 from the Banks, 1 from the Bay. The receipts are 240,000 pounds of Georges cod, 98,000 pounds
Georges halibut, 555,000 pounds Bank cod, 60.000 pounds
Bank halihut, 2,095 barrels shore mackerel, 170 barrels Bay
mackerel.

Gape

Ann Advertiser,
!

Oct. 22.
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Failure op the Last Salmon Shipment from EngAn attempt has been made to convey salmon and

land.

—

scollops, principally

from England to Victoria by the Peninsular and
Company's steamers carrying the Indian and Australian mails.
The result has been— what most persons
predicted would be-the case— failure. At the last meeting
of the Melbourne Zoological and Acclimatisation Society,
Mr. Geo. Teals, who conducted the experiment, gave some

pompano,

little

16 cents; pickerel, 20 cents; salmon trout, 18 cents;
hard crabs, 30 cents, per dozen; lobsters, 10 cents per
pound; green turtle, 20 cents; terrapin, $12. per dozen;
fish,

$1. per

from Long Island, $1.25 per gallon;
pound; frog legs, 50 cents per pound.

Fishing for Striped Bass in Hell Gate.— There is
something about this Hell Gate fishing which, in the
mode pursued, the bait used, and the fish themselves,
differs from any other kind of fishing, and when once successfully attempted becomes most fascinating.
The impatient fisherman, however
he who expects a bite as often
as his hook touches the water had better stay at home; in
no fishing, probably, is patience so much required; in none
more satisfactorily rewarded. Time was, years ago, before
the myriads of tugs which now dash hither and thither
like gigantic water beetles were thought of; before two opposition lines of steamers ran to Harlem and made' both
day and night hideous with their screeching whistles; before the nitrp-glycerme with which the river bed is now so

—

—

trout fry

Oriental

information with reference to the attempt. He stated
were in high condition when placed on board the
steamer for the outward voyage, and that his apparatus
worked well. The Peninsular and Oriental Company's officers on board the steamer afforded every facility for the
safe transport of the fish, and furnished plentiful supplies
of iced water from time to time.
All went well with the
experiment until Suez was passed and the Red Sea reached.
Then mortality commenced, and the death rate showed an
alarming increase each day. From the fifteenth to the
eighteenth day the loss became terrible, and the twentieth
day out saw the whole of the fish dead, and the apparatus
laid on one side.
Mr. Teale is of opinion the Suez route
with its forty-two days from home, cannot under any circumstances be made available for the transport of live salmonidas, whatever might be the case with ova well disposed
the fish

,

of in ice.

Field,
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onting.
All communications from Secretaries and friends should be malted no
later than Monday in each week.

HIGH WATER. FOR THE WEEK.
Date.

Boston.
H.

Cct. 23

11
11

.

Oct,, 29.

Oct. 30
Oct. 31

M.
4
41

morn,

Nov. 1...
Nov. 2
Nov. 3

1

2

15
59
40
27

New

_

York. Charleston.

ff.

M.

7
8
9

47
20
3
45
24

9

10
11

16
59

11

on September 15th, under the auspices of the Magyar AthClub, the course being from Buda-Pesth to Comom
and. back, a distance of 166£ English miles.
Entries
closed on the 12th September, and the race was open to
four-oared out-riggers belonging to the three rowing clubs
of Buda-Pesth. First prize, five silver medals; second
prize, five bronze medals given by the Magyar Athletic
Club. The entire distance to be completed within seventytwo hours. The entries were; 1. Four-oared out-rigger
Egyetertes, of the Egyetertes Rowing Club; coxswain, B.
Rumbold; stroke, A. Balazsovitz, Odon Baranyi, Emil
Novelly, M. Ferenczy. 2. Four-oared out-rigger Lidercz,
of the Nemzeti Rowing Club: coxswain, Ferencz Mayer;
stroke, M. Zsingor, Pal Varga, B. Denjanovitz, Jozsef

M.
4

H.
7
7
8
8
9
10
11

41
15

59
40
27
14

—

Pollak.

This race was a great success, and for weeks before public excitement
was on the qvivive, and the chances were
freely discussed.
Very few people believed the thing possible, knowing the strong current of the
Danube, with
^

—Mr. Ashbury, who

will be well remembered in this
of the yachts Cambria and Livonia,

country as the owner
recently met with a severe accident while driving at Luzerne, Switzerland.
Another carriage coming into collision with his own, he was thrown out and his knee badly
injured,
In a few days, however, he was able to proceed,
to Venice en route to India.

Nassau Boat Club.— This club held
Harlem River on Saturday

gatta on the

its

annual Fall

re-

There were
two events, the course in each race being from Gates' dock
to Florence's dock, distance of one mile straightaway. The
first race was for pair-oars, the entries being A. B. Frost
and George Floyd Jones; W. Robinson and W. Ljndelhon;
Frank Bacon and John Guneter; J. B. Reynolds and Lindsey Watson. The first named were the winners by five
lengths, Reynolds and Watson second.
The second race
was for single sculls, for which A. B. Frcst, Frank Roberts, E. J. Foote, and J. J. Wilson entered.
Foote won
by ten lengths; Roberts second. The prizes were elegant
/silver cups and medals.
Orion Boat Club. This club held its closing regatta
for the season on Saturday last, the course being on the
Hackensack River. Only two boats appeared for the pairoared race, distance a mile and a half with a turn, Messrs.
P. W. Leveringand Dr. Yarrington, white and blue, and
H. Adams and D. Lawrence, color brown. They were sent
off to an even start, and kept well together until rounding
the stakeboat, when Mr. Levering and companion assumed
the lead, and kept it to the finish, winning by six seconds
in 9m. 80s.
The second race was for four-oars over the
same distance, Mr. Lawrence's crew beaiing Col. Toffey's
in 9m. 10s.
last.

—

—The

Nemus Rowing

Association, of Brooklyn, has
b.een amalgamated with the Brooklyn Athletic Club, an arrangement which will probably be found of practical benefit to both clubs.
As in the case of the New York Athletic Club, rowing can be joined to other athletic exercises
with much advantage. The initiation fee to the Nemns
Association is $5, and the monthly dues $2 instead of $2
per annum, as erroneously printed in our issue of Septem-

ber 16th.

—

Schuylkill Navy. The Schuylkill Navy was reviewed
on Saturday, 23d inst., on Fairmount Dam, opposite the
boat houses, by Commodore James M. Ferguson and Vice
Commodore John Hockley, Jr. The line consisted of sixoared barges from the Quaker City, Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, University, Malta, College, and Undine, and fouroared gigs from the Crescent and Undine. The Faugh-aBailah, the six-oared outrigger of the Philadelphia, was
used by the Commodore, and the four-oared outrigger of
the Undine by the Vice Commodore. The drill was gone
through with more than usual precision. The scrub race
from Guard Bridge down was won by the Quaker City.
The weather was very fine and the attendance very large.
It would add much to the popularity of the navy if these
reviews were of more frequent occurrence.

The Centennial Regatta Committee hold another meeting
on Wednesday next,
Sculls.
The Potomac will be the scene of some very interest-

—

ing racing to-day, the occasion being a four-oared race between crews of the Anolastan Club, of Washington, and
the Nassau Club, of this city. The New York crew is
composed of John Gunster, stroke; F. W. Bacon,' No. 3;
Lindsay Watson, No. 2, and J. B. Reynolds, bow, with G.
T. Floyd Jones as substitute. John Biglin has been training the Anolastan crew, which will be composed of O. L.
Prescott, stroke; E. Cumberland, No. 3; S. Burns, No. 2,
and C. A. Brown, bow. They row in a boat built for them
by Elliott of Greenpoint, and the Nassaus in one of
Fearon's.
Harvard. The Advocate states that the question of Harvard's withdrawal from the Inter-collegiate Rowing AssoThe consideraciation has been decided in the negative.
tions inducing this decision were solely those of the propriety of Harvard leaving an association which she had
taken the first steps to form, as a member of which she had
never won a race; by leaving which, therefore, she must
render herself liable to the imputation of confessing that
her new competitors were too strong for her, and of being
guilty of cowardice in wishing to regain the prestige of
victory at the expense of limiting the number of her opponents to one. This would be a thoroughly satisfactory
conclusion of the matter, but for what must necessarily be
racorded with it the action of Yale. Our decision was
governed by considerations affecting ourselves only, and
we certainly expected quite as much of Yale. Instead of
which, the whole policy of that college seems to have been
to wait and see what Harvard would do.
Trinity. The Tablet in discoursing on the question
"Does Boating Pay," assumes that as regards the colleges
the students to support the boat
it does, and calls upon
club with energy. It says: "As our new buildings rise,
we must make "Trinity as familiar a word in the mouth
of the people as Harvard, or Yale is now, and when this is
so, it will more readily receive the support it deserves.
do not claim that success in a boat race will do all
this, but certainly it will go very far toward effecting it.
In this wav boating will benefit us, if in no other." The
unfortunate drowning of poor Camercn prevented Trinity
from participating in the last inter-collegiate regatta. It is
to be hoped that she will be worthily represented in the
next and her many friends will wish her success.
boat race on this
Boat Race on the Daunbe.
river is a novelty in itself, but one over a course of over a

—

—

—

—

We
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—A

A

hundred

and sixty miles

is

so decidedly unique that

give the following description from

'atiannl §n$timen.

letic

Land and Water

we
ver-

batim :—
MA race of a novel and interesting description took place

rapids, shoals, etc., the course up the river (eighty-three
miles) being an exceedingly severe one.
After a good start,
at five P. M., which was "very numerously attended, the
two crews kept well together, reaching Vacz (twenty-five
miles) at 10:30 P. M., where one hour's rest was taken.
The cutting head wind and severe puli against it, and the
current, had very much numbed the crews, who had to
land to get rubbed down, and then had a run of about half
an hour on shore to keep themselves warm. After this
they settled down to their night work, Lidercz leading,
reaching the undermentioned stations, where they had to
report as follows:—

NazyMaros

(twelve milee)

Szobb

Lidercz.
12.45 A. M.
........ 4.40 "

{«|-»

E 8Z ,ergon,(Grao)

-Egyetertes.

2.15
4.3)

«

'«

A. M.
"

South of England eleven and eighteen of Hastings o
measuring the distance it was found to be 118 yards'
fro
the crease to where the ball was pitched. At the
conch?
sion of the play the South of England had scored 35Q e™\
of which Mr. W. G. Grace made 210, and Hasting win,
un
five wickets down, has scored 60.
BASE BALL— THE PROFESSIONAL ARENA.
'

_

—The

rangements were excellent.

The reception at Comorn was most enthusiastic, a special
committee having charge of the arrangements. The Egyetertes left Comorn on their down journey, after a stay" of
about ten minutes, starting September 16th, at 5:40 P.M.,
the Lidercz not being in'sight then.
After a fine run of
14h. 52m. the Egyetertes reached the winning post at
Buda-Pesth on the following morning at 8 32 A. M., having accomplished the whole journey of 166 2-5 miles in
39h. 22m., pulling up fresh and well.
The Lidercz pulled in 11£ hours later, viz., at 8:5 P. M.,
having had to give up racing at Comorn, but being still entitled to take second honors, having done the distance in
51h. 5m. The finishing time was 1st, Egyetertes; time,
39h. 22m.; 2d, Lidercz time, 51 h. 5m.
The following gentlemen kindly took the management:
Umpire, Mr. Sarkany Janos, M. A. C. starter, Mr. Ohe.A. C. Secretary, Mr. Csaszar Ferencz,
nolly Janos,
The winning crew pulled on an average
sec, M. A. C.
38-40 strokes a minute the whole distance.
The crews
were entertained at a banquet last Saturday week, given by
the rowing clubs and M. A. Club, at the Grand Hotel in

—

;

record

Blood Drinkers.

—Upon inquiry at slaughter

found that there are nearly 2u0 persons

.

houses

<!

Boston
Athletic

morning

wo-

drink blood. They
always imbibe beasts' blood; never the blood of sheep.
Some of them wince a bit at first; but when you close your
eyes, blood warm from the beast's neck has just the same
We don't charge for
taste as warm milk from the cow.
the blood, except when we sell it to sugar refiners."
Thi blood of beeves is said to be more efficacious for
weak lungs than cod liver oil— The~Laboratory.
^-*^Pedestrtanism. Dennis O'Leary recently walked one
hundred miles at the Chicago Rink in 18k 53m. and 40s.
Said to be strictly fair walking and the best time on record
The walk occurred in a match with James Ennisfor $1,000.
Ennis, however, broke clown on his sixty-second mile.
—On the 25tli Oct. James Mesler of Trenton, N. J., and
James Wheat of Pittsburg, Pa., ran a race of one hundred
and twenty-five yards for a stake of $1,000. Mesler won
by eighteen inched,. -doing the distance in 13 seconds,

—

—
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contests since our last issue are

professional

as

:

.

5 to
11 to

six

good games out of

3

to

1

7 to
13 to

3

1

3

10 to
14 to
to

4

18 to

7

4 to

3

3

n

.

Oct. 7— St. Louis vs. Mutu.il, at Brooklyn (10 in j
Oct. 2-2— Boston, vs. Chicago, at Boston
Oct. 23— St. Louis vs. Mutual, at Brooklyn
Oct. 23— Athletic vs. Philadelphia, at Philadelphia.

But

-:

s

'O

Oct. 18— Hartford vs. St. Louis, at Hartford
Oct. 18— Philadelphia vs. Chicago, at Philadelphia
Oct. 19 -Athletic vs. Chicago, at Philadelphia (8 in)
Oct. 20—Boston vs. Hartford, at Hartford...
Oct. 20— Chicago vs. Mutual, at Brooklvn
Oct. 20— St. Louis vs. Haiti ord at Hartford
Oct. 21— Philadelphia vs. Mutual, at Brooklyn (8 in.)
Oct. 21— Boston vs. Chicago, at Boston
Oct 21—Hartford vs. St. Louis, at Hartford (8 in )

n

9

3

t

6 to

2

(7 In) 9 to

6

thirteen.

THE AMATEUR ARENA.

— The Star Club of Syracuse has closed

play on
matches for the season and below will be found the

regular

record

of their best games for 1875:
August 23— Star vs. Syracuse, at Syracuse
October 2— Star

An gust

vs.

— Star vs.

3 to

Rochester, at Rochester

Lone

It

Star, at

—The best games of the

Star Club of

1

5 to 3

Herkimer, 10 in ,,..,,,
Soptember 9— Star vs. Franklin, at Auburn.
September 14— Live Oak vs. Star, at Syracuse
July 28— Arlington vs. Star, at Syracuse
September 2— Cricket vs. Star, at Binghampton 10 in
September 3— El yaw ay vs. Star, at Syracuse.
September 11— Live Oak vs. Star, at Syracuse
September 14— Live Oak vs. Star, at Syracuse

7 to 6
8 to 5
4 to 1

.

8 to 3

6 to
7 to
8 to
9 to

Covington,

for 1875 are as follows
July 10— Star vs. Ludlow of Cincinnati
August 2— Star vs. Buckeye of Columbus
August 7— Star vs. Ludlow of Cincinnati
August 24 Star vs. Eagle of Louisville
September 3— Star vs. Ludlow of Cincinnati
July 15— Star vs. St. Louis Reds of St. Louis

5

4

4
5

Ky.,

:

2 to
3 to .3
4 to 3
4 lo 3

—

July 31— Star

4 to 3
5 to 3

Milford of Milf ord
5
August 31— Star vs. Cincinnati of Cincinnati, 12 in ...5
September 11— Star vs. Cincinnati of Cincinnati
ti
vs.

to 3
to 5
to .J
6 to 4
8 to 5
7 to 3

June 4— Star vs. Ea°;le of Louisville
June 16— Star vs. Blue Stockings of Cincinnati
October

9— Star vs.

Cincinnati of Cincinnati

June 5— Star vs. Olympic of Louisville
September 28— Star vs. Amerlcus of Cincinnati
July 5— Star vs. Olympic of Louisville.
September 4— Star vs. Red Stockings of St. Louis
July 8— Star v*. Buckeye of Columbus
July 9— Star vs. Eckford of Maysville
July 19— Milford vs. Star
August 23— Blue Stockings

8 toO
7 to 6
...7 to 6
8 to 5
9 to 2
.9 to G
3 to

vs. Star

4 to

June 29— Philadelphia vs. Star
July 13- St. Louis Beds vs. Star
September 18—Ludlow vs. Star
August 14—Boston vs. Star
September 20— Hartford vs. Star
August 20—Lexington vs. Star

A

—
—
The proprietor said: "All last Winter we had men,

»

4-3

it

baste."

children every

as follows :—

c

in

1

men and

is

i-3

brilliant affair."

the city of
New York who are in the habit of drinking blood flowing
warmly from oxen for strengthening purposes and for the
lady is reported to have spoken
cure of certain diseases
to an inquirer as follows:
"Prof. Nalpeau, of Paris, prescribed blood for me. I
was consumptive and hastening to the grave. It has prolonged my life fifteen years. I had the utmost repugnance
for it at first, but now a half pint of hot blood from a wellconditioned ox is the greatest luxury of my life. My
sister's baby, so far, has been preserved and nourished with
I know twenty person who drink it
little else but blood.
in my neighborhood to whom I recommended it.
It has
extraordinary effect on some people, especially women, but
should not be resorted to unless there is absolute weakness
of the system.'
On a visit of the inquirer to a slaughter house in Tenth
avenue, near Forty-second street, he found a delicate looking woman with a sickly boy holding a glass to the blood
which ran from an ox with its throat cut. Both drank two
or three glasses in turn, and departed with an appearance
One of the butchers was asked if he ever
of added vigor.
drank blood, and is reported to have replied to the following effect:
"Shure an' I do, now; why not, now? faith, an' ye
couldn't tell the differ betwixt it an' milk.
'Tis just as
swate, shure, an' in the Winther 'tis warrum an' foine.
Bedad, but 'tis stringthinen' shure! Hould an an' I'll get
ye a dhrap. 'Tis best warrum runnin' right from the
is

championship

--)

;

which was a very

of the professional

>

;

Pesth,

week

been reached, and in our next issue we shall
h
able to give our readers the official result of the contest
a
regards the number of games won and lost, which will'b
counted as legally won games. The record up to
Ocf
25th leaves Bostons first, on the list, the Athletics second'
and the St. Louis, third, and this is not likely to be clianV
ed by the result of the last week of play in the arena.
TiS

Mutual

'/,

A

M

last

son has

•

After this the Egyetertes retained the lead, pulling hard,
with but one stoppage (of about one hour), reaching
Comom (83 1-5 English miles from Pesth), at 5:30 P. M.",
having thus accomplished their up-journey of 83 odd miles
in the incredibly short time of 24h. 30m.
The Lidercz,
owing to some oversight in the "catering department,"
reached Comorn one hour and a half later, rather the
worse for wear, but struggling on gamely. On various
points of the river from Pesth to Comron refreshments had
been provided for the competing crews, of which, however,
they availed themselves but sparingly, the crew of the
Egyetertes chiefly supporting themselves on a little red
wine, some oranges, concentrated food, and black coffee,
and declining any mere substantial refreshments.
special steamer preceded the race, with umpires, reporters^
friends, and a fashionable array of ladies on board.
All
the piers of the Danube Navigation Company throughout
the course were beflagged and decorated, and all the ar-

v

CRICKET.

—Mr. W. O. Grace, the celebrated English cricket*
made a great hit recently in a match between the Unii/i

—The
lows

6 to

7to0
7 to 5
8 to 1
8 to 3
9 to 7

amateur games of the past week were

as fol-

:

October
October
October
October
October
October

1 to 1
18— Lowell vs Live Oak, at Lowell
7 to 6
19— Live Oak vs. Lowell, atLvnn...,
Cincinnati
vs.
Blue
Stockings, at Cincinnati.. 7 to
14—
8 to
18— New York vs. Brooklyn, at Brooklyn
.

19— Concord

vs.

14— Philadelphia

Chelsea, at Brooklyn
vs. Quickstep, at Wilmington.

9 to 8
.

.

.9 to 8

Hoboken, N. J., October 19th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
A game of foot ball was played here this afternoon between the twenCity
ties of the Stevens Institute of Technology and the College of the
in favor of Steven?. On
of N. Y., which resulted in the score of 6 to
Saturday, Oct. 23d. Stevens Institute of Technology, of Hobokeu, play
C. P.
the Butger twenty of New Brunswick at the latter place.

W

*

1

Bicycling Extraordinary.— David Stanton, the famous
long-distance bicyclist, is about to undertake another extraordinary feat. He has backed himself to ride 050 miles
on
within seven successive days, and was to have started
Tuesday, the 26th inst. Should he succeed he will finis]
on Monday, the 1st of November. Lillie Bridge, Eoglann\
dishas been chosen as the place for this great ride, the
the
tance of which is the- same as from Vienna to Paris,
match is for $500 a side.
1

Greco-Roman Wrestling.— The gladiators who

recently

Grand Opera House are preparing another
deMessrs. Andre Christol and Muller have each
bout.
wresposited with a stakeholder $100 as forfeit money in a
inuting match for $500 a side, to take place on or alter
vember 9th.
contested at the

Wrestling

in

San Francisco.— The

wrestling match
Lane,

for the chamoionship of America between Homer
toon
of New York, and Richard Whalen, of San Jose,
Blthe
gaming
place on the 19th inst., and won by Lane,
and third falls. The stakes were $1,000 a side.

^

—There will be a series of walking and running rac jhw
the grounds of tlie-New York Athletic Association at
01
Haven on Friday. an 1 Saturday of this week. Many 1^
prominent-professional pedestrians will compete 101
valuable prizes offered.

FOREST AND STREAM.
Fox-Hunting Club,—According to the New. York
Times, a number of gentlemen of this City fond of field

MAGAZINES.

A

have taken decisive steps toward the organization of
a fox-hunting club. The sum needed for a commencement
of a suitable kennel
is $10,000, and that is for the erection
and the purchase of a pack of hounds and some horses for
the huntsman and whipper in, and from present indications
total amount will be raised in a short
it is believed that the
time, and that the club will be in active existence this WinThe price of membership is placed at $100, and thus
ter.
have signed the roll, so that nearly
far" forty young men
one half the sum needed is already secured. A pack of
fifteen couples of thoroughly trained fox hounds of Irish
pedigree have been secured in Virginia at a cost of only
They
$800, although they are of the very purest breed.
are deemed better for fox-hunting in. this country than the
English dogs, as they are not so fleet as the latter, and have
Their lack of great
a clear, ringing, melodious tongue.
fleetntss is much in their favor for hunting in this section
of the continent, as the country is so densely wooded that
horsemen could not follow them, hence all the pleasures of
the run would be lost; but in being slow and sure and loud
in^the mouth they can be followed by a good pedestrian.
The men will be well mounted at the expense of the club,
and their duties will require them to keep pace with the
pack, and see that all do their duty, and that there is no
They are to be paid from $1,200 to $1,500 per
shirking
annum for this service, and are to receive house rent free.
The kennel is to be established at some convenient point
on Long Island, as that section of the State fairly swarms
with the red and gray fox, so that little troubLe will be
encountered in finding game at any time. Its insular position will prevent the possibility of losing any of the dogs,
and ladies can ride to the hounds in many places. The
first hunt will be held immediately after the close of the
Baltimore races, for as soon as Mr. Douchue, Mr. Bennett,
and other gentlemen now attending these return home a
meeting will be called, and the feasibility of establishing'
hunting clubs both in New Jersey and Long Island will be
If the run proves successful, and no contrary.opintested.
ion is entertained, the work of organization will be commenced at once.
sports

Dogs as Sheep Protectors.— I used

to breed

cattle,

but having a natural fondness fur sheep, and an opportunity to purchase a couple of Scotch Colley shepherd dogs,
removing my fears on the score of destruction by mongrel
curs, which deters so many from keeping sheep, I concluded to try the experiment which has resulted so satisfactorily.

my

stock of 100 ewes, I have half a dozen bells, and
In
in case of danger, the sheep all run to the dogs for protecThis familiarity between the dogs and sheep, and
tion.
the watchful care exercised, is one of the prettiest sights in
These faithful guardians of the flock are ever
the world.
on the alert, day and night. The rapid tinkling of the

once arouses the dogs; and about three weeks ago,
middle of the night, I heard an unusual disturbance among the sheep, but was so confident that the dogs
would be equal to the emergency that I did not come down
stairs.
In the morning I had the satisfaction of seeing one
of the worthless curs which go prowling about at night,
lying stone dead along the fence, with marks on him of a
I should say, however, that I made one
desperate fight.
cross, by putting my shepherd dog to a Newfoundland
He lias proved a
slut, and kept the choicest of the litter.
fine, large dog, about twice the weighty of either of the
shepherds, and though never interfering in what he seems
to consider their especial duty, is always ready for service.
It is curious to observe how, when strange dogs cross
the place, the two shepherd dogs will take a survey, and if
they see much business (they are, themselves, great fighters),
by a kind of silent understanding and arrangement, the
three dogs go together; and although we in this country
are overrun with all kinds of dogs, there seems to be a
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The Live Stock Journal, as

we have

frequently had occa-

It caters
sion to mention, is a live journal in the best sense of the word
to the interest of the farm, the turf, the dairy, the poultry yard, the
apiary, and the family; and, besides all this.it has a fish department
presided over by our friend Fred Mather—a sufficient guarantee of the
.

thoroughness with which that portion is conducted. The articles coming
within the above mentioned scope
the current number are
in
The Journal is
all ably written, and carry much valuable information.
published in this city and Buffalo. The American News Company are
the New York agents; price $1.50 per annnm.

Th3 American Naturalist

is

published monthly by the

at Salem: Mass., and contributed to by
The current number is devoted largely to
address or J. W. Dawson, Vice President, of the

Peabody Academy of Science

many

of our leading savants.

the production of the
American Association for the A dvancement of Science, delivered at the
recent meeting of the Association at Detroit, in which he discusses
the historical or paleontological aspect in which life presents itself, as
seen in fossil remains entombed in the sediments of the earth's crust.
There is also the continuation of an illustrated paper contributed by A.
S. Packard, Jr., and entitled "Biographies of some Worms," and copious

''Notes" on Natural History.

Aquatic Monthly and Nautical Review. The October numis before us, and we find it contains, in addition to
an interesting summary of recent aquatic events, a number of letters on
ber of this magazine

yachting topics. A great want of the present day is more discussion on
yachting affairs. Many are deterred from expressing opinions or making suggestions by the fear of adverse criticisms; and of the very few
writers on the subject the majority have assumed a blustering, arrogant
style, with an assumption of knowledge which awe,3 the modest writer
into silence. The pages of the Aq uatlc are open to all coiners. Let
yachtsmen ventilate their.idias as our sportsmen do then'a in our columas Mr. C. A. Peverelly is the editor, and August Brentano, No. 39
Union Square, the publisher of the Aqualio Monthly,

The

current

number

of

the

Overland

Montldy

opens
1 '

with an appropriate paper on the "Antiquities of the Pacific Slates,
amply illustrated with sketches of working implements and bas-reliefs
taken from Isthmian antiquities at Chinquee, Costa Rica, Nicaragua and
elsewhere. Mr. Joaquin Miller's story, "In a California Eden," is concluded, as is also Miss Kinnen's "Fantasy of Roses." Mr. J. Ross
Browne, whilom Minisier to China, contributes a sketch entitled, "A
Quarter of a Century," which is a retrospective view of men and events
in the State of California since the discovery of gold, to the present
day.

Names now high

in naval, military

and

civic authority are

men-

tioned as having then been subalterns, or as having mixed with the eager
crowd in the chase for wealth. In the "Etc." the quarter centennial of
the State is commented upon, and figures given showing the value of the
industries, and the wonderful increase in the value of the products, minWe understand that
eral, cereal and manufactured, during the period.
the editorial management of the Overland has been changed.

The American Swine and Poultry Jowmal, published

at

Cedar Rapids, Iowa, is a creditable exponent of the important departments of agricultural industry to which it is devoted. It contains much
valuable information on the breeding and management of swine, poultry,
Ward & Darrah, Publishers. Terms, $1. a
pigeons and pet stock.
year.

bells at

in the

general fear of
1

my three dogs,

and we are seldom disturbed.
two good shepherd
Missouri Cor.
step towards keeping sheep.

recommend the purchase

dogs as the
Practical

first

of one or

Farmer.

A Novel Way to Catch Woodchucks.— The

Chester

responsible for the following plan
to kill the woodchuck or ground hog:
"Procure a small
dog; get a water turtle small enough to enter the hole, bore
a hole in his shell just above his tail, procure a piece of
wire about six inches long, fasten to one end of this wire
cotton wick saturated with kerosene oil, fasten the other
end of the wire to the turtle, place him in the hole, ana
then light the cotton wick, and in a moment the turtle will
enter the hole in double quick time until he reaches the
end of that hole, and then retraces his steps and appears in
front again ready for another march for another camp.
You can imagine the surprise of the woodchuck on the entrance of such a blazing enemy. He leaves his fort only
to meet death at his own door by the dog sentinel. I would
remark that this effective plan is the invention of a Virginia negro. I have seen it put in practice often, and never
knew it to fail. It matters not what is in the hole woodchuck, skunk, or any other animal he must leive on the
approach of this formidable torch-bearer."

county Village Record

—

is

—

—

A New "Wat op Hunting.— Franklin Adelbert Ham
Winkle, of the Honesdale Herald,, is the most remarkable
hunter in Pennsylvania. Partridges are his favorite game,
and he formerly used a gun. On one of his excursions,
however, having discovered a partridge in a hemlock tree
and fired thirteen times at it without hitting it, he picked
up a stone and at the first throw brought down his game.
He at once gave his gun to a poor blind bc^, and ever since
hunts with stones.
When he goes into the woods he fills
his pockets with well selected ammunition.
When he puts
up a bird he barks like a fox. The bird at once trees, and
its fate is sealed.— Sun.

—A Yale

Senior received bad "game" the other clay.
a couple of coots, tile gift of a sporting
friend, under the impression that they were the finest mallard duck, and with the intention of sendiDg the same to
his paternal ancestor.
His rage and disgust we're increased
when the true nature of the birds was revealed to him by
the fact that he had spent all Sunday in exhibiting his
ducks" to about half the class. He has ^given up all
hopes of eliciting cash from the stern parent by any propitiatory offering, and his destitution yet remains unallevia-

He boxed up

ted.—Record,

*

Jgp-No Notice Taken of Anonymous Communications.
Auctioneer, Ballston Spa.— Are you obliged to follow suit, or trump,
You must either rollow suit, or trump.
in auction pitch? Aus.
M. V., Baltimore.— Will you be kind enough to give me the date of
the Forest and Strea.m in which an account of Mr. Jacob Seitsinger's
kennel was given? Ans. June 17th, 1875.
Colonel, New Bedford.— Will you please state which you consider the
bestAvork on taxidermy yet published, and what the work costs? Ans.
"Field Ornithology," Dodd & Mead, 751 Broadway; price $3. 50.
S. S., Cazenovia.—A correspondent who signs himself "Tame Indian"
would be pleased if S. S. would name the maker of gun recently described in this paper; also the bore of each set of barrels, whether they
are both breech loading, and cost.
W.. St. Louis.— Can you oblige me with a recipe for making the best
varnish for use on lashings of rods; something that will best resist the
action of water? Ans. Shellac dissolved in alcohol makes an excellent

varnish.

F. K. K., Syracuse.— I have one of Remington's single-barrel shot
guns, No. 16 gauge. Which would you advise me to shoot, paper or
brass shells, and of whose manufacture? Ans. Hart's brass for wild
fowl, and Ely's paper for field shooting.

York.- -Will you be kind enough to infoini me where
1
I can, within two hours ride of the citv, get some good squirrel and
rabbit shooting? Ans. Near Pascack, New Jersey, fourteen miles' from
the city. Take New Jersey and New York Railroad at foot of ChamJ. F. H.',

New

bers street.

Sam, New York.—Is Robert Hughes, Birmingham, Eng., considered a
goodgunmaker? 2d. Where is there a good place to go around New
York to shoot duck, snipe, etc. ? Ans. 1st. There is such a gunmaker,
but we know nothing of his standing. 2d. Barnegat Bay, or Oak Island,

South Bay, opposite Babylon.
Perdrix, Boston.— Please inform me where, within two or three
hours' ride of Boston, I can get good partridge or black cluck shooting;
Ans. Fair shootif they can both be had at one place I should like it.
ing is to be had in the neighborhood of Salem, Beverly and Cohassett;
also near Swampscott and New Bedford.
T
F. J., New York.— ill you be kind enough to inform me if surveying
is a g ood business, aud the books needed by a beginner; also if Florida
Ans. Surveying is a good business
is a good field for a beginner?
where there is enough of it. We should recommend Davies' "New Surveyor" for a beginner. Florida might answer, but we should prefer one
of the Western States, or California.
Reader, Albany.— Please let us know dimensions of target used at
Creedmoor for the 200 yards ranee, and is bullseye round or square, also
where can we procure such targets? Ans. Target-4x6; bullseye, circuin Great

lar,

8 inches in diameter; centre, circular, 26 inches in diameter; inner,
inches in diameter; outer, square, 4x6. You will have to

circular, 48

have your targets made.

Czar, Shelbyville, Tenn.— One day last week I broke the needle in my
machine for recapping my cartridge shells. I tried to get a new needle
in Nashville, but could not, there being no extra needles in the city, I
wish to know if I can get some of the_ needles in New York? Ans. If
you will -write toH. C. Sqnires, No. 1 Courtiandt street, this city, giving
Bize, etc., he will send you spare needles.

—

Reader, Boston. Please inform me where some of the best shooting
grounds are in Virginia, or North and South Carolina, the way to reach
them, and the kind of game there? Ans. Ducks and wild fowl along
all the tributaries of the Chesapeake; quail and grouse in the Shenandoah Valley; deer in Dlnwiddie and all through the Dismal Swamp; turkeys and bears in the Blue Ridge and Alleghany ranges. For routeB, see
railroad maps and guides.
A. K.

J,,

Philadelphia.— Can you infoam

me what the

for a Scott or Greener double barrel breech loader,

which

cost

would be

will

outshoot

a $75 American? Would the latter and a $40 central fire rifle answer
for everything likely to be met with in Nebraska? Ans.
good Scott
or Greener gun can be purchased at from §85 upward, the shooting of

A

depend upon how it is bored. If choke bored, it will shoot
A double breech loading shot gun, and a $40
central fire rifle will, wo think, answer your purpose.
B., Erie, Pa.—I have a setter dog eleven months old that, until recently,
never failed to take the scent of a bird, dead or alive, under favorable*
circumstances; now, the taking of a scent is the exception and not the
Did you ever hear of a similar case, and do you know of any asrule.
signable cause for this apparent loss of scent? If so, is there a remedy?
Ans. We have never known an instance of a dog losing bis powers of
scent, except from severe illness, and we know of no remedy when it oc-

which

will

very

close.

curs

It

.

may return.

Constant Reader, New York.— Being desirous

of purchasing a good
breech loader, I have taken the liberty of asking your advice. I have
seen a gun at II. C. Squires', in Courtiandt street, marked "The Western
Gun," with "W. & C. Scott & Son" on the locks and barrels. This is
just what I want, if it be a genuine Scott, ^an you inform me if they
make such guns? Ana. The gun is unquestionably a Scott, and from all
we hear of the "Western Gun,'" although it is perfectly plain in finish,
it is an admirable weapon for general shooting.
J. A. L.,

Rockingham, N.

C—

I

expect to put up a ten-pin alley and

like for you to, give me the
following information, to wit: The length and breadth of a ten pm alley,
and where can the pins and balls for the alley be bought; also a dart gun?
Ans. Ten-pin alleys vary In length from thirty to fifty feet; usual
width, four feet. Messrs. Peck & Snyder, No. 126 Nassau street, of
this city, will furnish you with balls and pins; also with every description of dart gun

a shooting gallery in this place,

ana would

E.

S., Sussex Corner, N. B. -What is the
size for a revolver
both of the target and disks 2d. Soma days ago I wrote you.
inquiring length of hammer handle for throwing. You answered, three
feet six inches. Is it not an error? Snould it not be two feet six inches? 3d. Where could a person purchase a good Newfoundland pup,
and what would be the probable cost? Ans. A four-inch bullseye and
eight-inch outer for any distance from ten to thirty pares. 2d. The
length of handle for hammer throwing was stated correctly. 3d. From
Henry Gardner, 111 South Fifth avenue, this city; price from $15 to $25.
W. H. S., Philadelphia.— 1st. What is the best thing you know of to

J.

target,

remove rust from the

interior of a rifle barrel,
2d. What is the length
of Coulin's short range rifle gallery, what kind of sights do they use,
and what is the size of the bullseye? 3d. Which rifle do you consider
the best, a Wesson, or a Ballard? Ans. Benzine; afterwards use Bel-

montyle oil. 2d. 110 feet; peep and globe sights, and usually a bullseye
one inch in diameter. 3d. Both good; some prefer one and some the
other. The Wesson is now coming into very general use for short
range
shooting.

George, Cornwall, Ont.— Will yon have the kindness to tell me if I
could have a pair of choke bore barrels made for my gun, or if I could
purchase a pair to fit? Mine is an English niide pin- Are, 12 gauge
breech loader; a very nice gun, but scatters too much for my shooting.
I have tried every practicable quantity and quality of
powder and shot,
but, cannot remedy the shooting.
Ans. By sending your gun to our office we can have a pair of choke bored barrels of the
best material fitted
to the stock; or, if the present barrels are thick enough,
they can be
choke bored.

Amateur, New York.— Have bought a breech loading shot gun in the
London market, marked on barrels, "Tatham, Charing Gross," cost £5
(secondhand). Can you inform me whether Tatham has any standing
as a gunmaker, and whether you consider a gun sold at said
price can be
safe? My gun is 12 bore; I use paper shells, 3 drachms
powder and 1£
oz. shot. Ans. We know nothing of Tatham as a
gunmaker, and cannot give you any idea as to the safety of your gun, but would
net have
any confidence in such a low-priced breech loader. You are using
too
shot with three drachms of powder; lfr oz. is quite enough.

much

J B. T., Atlanta, Logan county, 111.— I am in want of a small boat,
of probably the yawl style, say 25x7 beam, that could be easily
decked,
to descend the Mississippi, and make a tour in Florida.
second hand

A

one would do me. Please send me a priced circular from some parties
making them, or having second-hand ones for sale? 2d. Are the sporting rifles made by the Whitney Arms Company good and reliable? Ans.
lst. The expense of getting a boat to you would be as much as you could
get one built at home for. A second-hand yawd could be bought for
about $60. Why not buy one in Chicago? 2d. They are.
Doctor, Bostou.— 1st. Are any of the Wimbledon targets circular
bullseyes? 2d. Have any of the long range rifle matches, either in this
country or England, in the last two years, been shot at targets with circular bullseye?

3d,

What

your opinion of the breecn loading, double

is

barreled shot gun, and do

you think the difference between the decarbonized steel barrels at $
and the twist at $
is worth the difference
in price? Ans.
1st.
All the Wimbledon targets have circular bullseyes. 2d. The International match at Dollymouut was shot with square
bu lseyes. At the Autumn meeting this year at Creedmoor, circulat
bullseyes were used for long rang.;, and for all ranges; square bulleyes
are things of the past. 2d. An excellent, reliable gun in every way.
think for difference in price would prefer the cheaper gun. •
,

,

Lotus, Philadelphia.— In sporting affairs, if in doubt, I generally apyou for information, aud have always found you correct. Not
knowing the proper way to proceed, I will trouble you to give ns the in«
formation we ask. Having contracted for a twenty ton yacht, now
building, we wish to know can we join the Brooklyn or New York
Club? What Is the entrance fee to same ana dues, and where is the
yacht list for 1876 printed? Ans. You can become members of either
club on being proposed and seconded by members and your names
passed upon by the Committees on Membership. The fees in the New
York Yacht Club are $50 as entrance fee, and $25 per year dues, and the
initiation fee
of the Brooklyn
Yacht Club
is
$25, and the
annual dues $13. The Yacht List for 1875 can be had by addressing.
Thomas Manning, No. 318 Broadway.
ply to

Aub, Boston.— I am about purchasing a double breech loading shot
gun, and am limited to $75. What shall I do? 1 have examined and
like the appearance of one maker's at that pric8.
I want a gun of say
28 inches barrel, 10 bore, and weighing 8 to 10 pounds. Would that be a

my purpose, viz., mainly brush shooting, but ona that
could be used on duck, coot, or trap shooting. It mast be capable of
shooting 5 drachms of powder and li oz. shot without unpleasant recoil
and make a fair target with that charge. Do the makers I mention per
mit a trial of their guns before purchase? Do they guarantee any
standard pattern or penetration? Do you know of any other guns at
that price that would be likely to suit me better? Ans. The gun you
allude to we do not think capable of shooting 5 drachms of powder
without great recoil. The makers will not allow a trial, nor will they
guarantee pattern and penetration. For $85 you can get a good BDglish,
gun— one .that will shoot the quantity of powder you name with safety.
Call on Messrs. Wm. Read & Sons, of your city.
J. S., New York.— I have purchased a setter dog, audi wish to keep
him in good health and condition. Different persons have different
opinions. Some tell me to give the dog all the meat he will eat; others,
say that it is the worst thing to give the dog, so I would like to have you.
settle this for me, if you please, and let me know what the best food is.
I feed him morning and evening.
I have been feeding mostly meats and
Indian meal. How much Indian meal is sufficient for a dog, if he is fed
twice a day? Do you think that one pint a meal ^s sufficient, or not!
Ans. Feeding a dog upon meat altogether often causes mange, canker,
or skin diseases generally. The refuse of the table, comprising scraps,
meat bones, vegetables, gravy and bread, is good foed. Mush of Indian meal, well boiled, with some scraps of meat added, is also good;
feed enough to keep him in good condition, neither too fat, nor too thin.
3ome dogs, like horses, require much more food than others; and dogs
in the shooting season,when hard worked, require twice as much food
as when they are idle. In order to keep a dog in good condition, if he 'is
kept chained generally, he should have his liberty a few minutes' twico a
day.
good arm for
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COMING WEEK.
Thursday, October 28th.—Racing at Washington, D. C. Trotting at
Prospect Park; Pottstown, Pa. Memphis Field Trials, puppy stakes.
Rowing—Nassau vs. Anolostah, at Washington, D. C. Rifle— Turf,
Field and Farm Badge at Conlin's, 930 Broadway; American Rifle AssoBase ball— Boston vs. Philadelphia, at Boston.
ciation, Pelhamvilltj.
Friday, October 29th.—Racing at Jerome Park. Trotting at Prospect
Park; Pottstown, Pa. Memphis Field Trials, braces. Walking and running at New York Athletic Club Grounds, Mott Haven.
Saturday, Octobor 30th.—Racing at Jerome Park. Memphis Field
Athletic
Trials, setters and pointers for championship of America.
Games— New York Athletic Club Grounds, Mott Haven. Rifle— American Rifle Association, Be Pnyster Badge, Pelhamville.

Tuesday, November 1st.—Trotting at Washington, D. C.
sey Athletic Association meeting.
|

New

Jer-

Wednesday, November 3d .—Trotting at Washington, D. C.
Tituhsday, November 4th.— Trotting at Washington, B. C.

Mr. Hallock.t— We heard from our Editor-in-Chief on
Saturday last from Philadelphia en route for home. His
through the mountainous regions of Virginia, North
Carolina and Tennessee, which was made in company with
the Federal force in search of illicit distillers, was most
enjoyable, and afforded some fine still-hunting. He crossed
the Alleghanies on the 16th of October during a severe
snow-storm, which whitened the hill- sides in every direcWhite Top was ascended on the 12th, and different
tion.
mountain ranges— the Unoca, Blue Ridge, Alleghanies, and
Clinch were all visible, stretching away for scores of
miles, while the lesser ranges in the foreground, flattened
and depressed into an almost apparent level by refraction,
and sombre with October tints, and rifted and slashed with
many a chasm and ravine, resembled nothing so much as

*trip

—

the well baked and cracked crust of a loaf of Boston brown
bread. The immense elevation of 5,500 feet to which the
party attained will no doubt account for this extraordinary
simile.
An illustrated description of his trip will shortly
be given to the public through one Of the magazines.
1

m

«».».

—— -

«'Camp Life
Florida."—This forthcoming volume is
now in the hands of the binder, and its publication will
not be much longer delayed. It will be a valuable book
of 348 pages, price $1.50 in cloth. Qrder$ are flowing in

f§rj

freely,

.

exhibition.

Those who have examined the ground plans of the buildings are aware that the manufactures or products of any
class extend longitudinally, while the spaces allotted to

To Correspondents.

WILLIAM

are to be two exhibitions of this kind at the
Philadelphia Centennial, one in the Government Building and the other by the Agricultural Department. Prof.
Baird has conceeded to the latter the Vivaria, and will give
the weight of his influence and counsel to make it a success, while he will display his casts— perhaps a thousand
colored to life, with all the specimens of preparations,
showing the various use to which each species is applied,
economically and commercially. The Government will
exhibit all the appliances for taking fish— of which the
white man's forms but a small proportion— from models of
pounds and seines down to the smallest minutise of the
anglers' outfit; also boats and canoes, or models of
them.
In the Agricultural Hall will be exhibited the same,
with the exception of canoes, boats and the fishing implements of the Aborigines. In this building there will be
the competitive display of fishing tackle, fish cultural apparatus and models of spawning races and fish ways; also
an exhibition of the process of fish culture, and in aquaria
various food fishes in different stages of growth, and sporting and ornamental fish. In fact anything or everything
to be had from avelings and minnows, to sharks and huge
tunnies.
Thaddeus] Norris, Esq., of Philadelphia, the
veteran author of two of the best American books on angling and fish culture, assisted by Theodore L. Harrison,
also of Philadelphia, has been entrusted with the getting
up of the display.
do not hesitate to say that he is
most competent. He has given us an outline of the plans
proposed, and although he declines to assure their fullest
accomplishment, he still hopes that the Director General
will approve and the Finance Committee appropriate the
necessary amount to perfect them, notwithstanding the
many demands made on them for various purposes of the

We

Advertising Rates.

In regular advertising columns, nonpareil type, 12 lines to the inch, 22
Bents per line. Advertisements on outside page, 40 cents per line. Reading
notices, 50 cents per line. Advertisements in double column 25 per cent,
Where advertisements are inserted over 1 month, a discount of
extra.
10 per cent, will be made; over three months, 20 per cent ; over six
jnonths, 30 per cent.

each Nation or State cross such classes; thus allowing
each Nation or State, while occupying its prescribed limits,
to exhibit in any branch or class.
The space designed for
the fish, fish cultural and fishing tackle display, in the
Agricultural Building, is on the west side.
It will be forty
feet wide and extend the entire length of the hall say
about eight hundred feet—half of the space having been
reserved for the United States. The hatching apparatus
and things pertaining thereto, and the aquaria, will be on
the side next to the lights, and the display of fishing tackle,
etc., on the opposite side of the aisle.
Approaching the fishery department from the east,
through the main transept, visitors will be attracted by a
large fountain at the western side of the building.
In the
circular base of this fountain will be seen gold fish and
other species with brilliant colors. Next will come hatching apparatus, models of spawning races and fish ways;
then an exhibition of the process of hatching the eggs of
Following these the sightseer will find glass
fishes.
aquaria of various sizes, from two to six and a half feet
long with a great variety of our fresh and salt water fishes.
The cold water species, such as salmon, trout, grayling,
whitefish, and lake trout will be exhibited in aquaria, the
constant stream
water of which will be refrigerated.
At the northern end of
will flow through all the tanks.
the building will be three very large aquaria; one twenty,
and two ten feet long; all of them seven feet wide and
The twenty foot tank will contain
nearly four feet deep.
large marine fish, mammals and invertebrata sharks, and
dolphins and tunnies, or "horse mackerel," if they can be
had porpoises, seals, huge sea turtles, etc. One of the
ten foot tanks will have the salt water fish of smaller size
and in greater numbers; the other will hold the larger fresh
water fishes, cat fish, buffalo fish, gars and mud or shovel
fish of the West, sturgeons, and large specimens of the great
northern pickerel, muscalonge and walleyed pike. These
large tanks will have plate glass only in front, the backs
and ends will be of substantial wood. The glass will be
an inch thick; six plates 45m 40 inches in the largest, and
three plates of the same size in each of the smaller.
This
part of the building will be darkened and the light from
without thrown directly on the surface of the water, a
plain dark curtain extending from the top of the front of
the tanks to the ceiling, thus giving the effect of looking
through windows into the sea.
The plan of aerating the water in these is the same as
that adopted at Brighton and other large European aquarial
shows. The water flows from them into a reservoir under
-is allowed to settle, and is reduced in
ground, where
temperature, and is then continually pumped into large
vessels above, from whence it flows into the aquaria, the
streams being broken in their descent so as to aerate it.
This will be a most interesting feature of the exhibition.
One never tires of looking
Ii is always so at State fairs.
The sight is a "calmer of unat a well stocked aquarium.
quiet thoughts," the beautiful colors and symmetrical forms
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of the firh;

and
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movements—the very poetry
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mo-
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The International —The

meeting of the International
Society for the Protection of Fish and Game named for the
32dinst., was postponed at the request of several leading

members

to the 19th

large attendance

—Will our

is
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at
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us reports of rifle matches
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INDIANS.

WHEN

General Sheridan remarked that the
only KO od
Indian was a dead one, he probably did
not h
in mind those Indians of California who,
coming untT*
^
the jurisdiction of the padres, had been converted
bv
very gentle hands *into (Dy .profession at least) true

At

belief

whether or no the reverend fathers
had*
provided for their future existence, they had at least
init'
ers.

all events,

ated them into the mysteries of husbandry, and
diverted
of scalp-taking into the sowing of
grain
Not that the so-called Mission Indians ever were a

their pastime

blood

compared with the Apaches and Conian-'
dies; their origin traces from a different source, and
the
term savage is only applicable to them as denoting
their
thirsty race, as

aboriginal status.

The Acagchemem

nation, from

whom

descended the Temecula Indians, the only body
in
Southern California who have held together under the lead-

are

ership of their own Capitan, at some earJy period crossed
the Mexican boundary and settled in the many valleys
of
Alta California, where the missionaries found them. Of
the four tribes inhabiting Mexico, viz: Tulticas, Chiohi-

mecas, Aculnas, and Mexicanos, Father Torquemada is of
the opinion that the race in California proceeded from the
Chichimecas, as their manners, customs, and mode of life
were almost identical with that race. However, they took
kindly to the christianizing process, obeyed the behests of
their lords and masters, the priests, and finally, when the
United States government disbanded the mission establishments, after the treaty of Monterey, instead of mixing and
amalgamating with the Mexican population, as did most of
the Mission Indians, they held together, settled down as
rancheros, and followed the pursuits taught them by the
Franciscan monks. In time their straw-thatched jacak
were surrounded with melon gardens and modest vineyards
and at each semi-annual sheep-shearing they were in great
demand on all the large ranches, as they had become expert shearers. Later, as that portion of the country became more settled up, in the Fall they would start through
the valley of San Gabriel, working in a body in the vineyards, or, detached in smaller parties, engage in the same
occupation, until finally their coming became anxiously
looked for by the vineyard proprietors, and wool growers,
who depended on them for assistance. In the Summer, or
early Fall, they would go to the mountains and, with characteristic want of forethought, burn down the pinom
And now some one has discovtrees and gather the nuts.
ered that he holds an old Mexican grant which covers the
land occupied for centuries by these pe®ple, and they are
be turned from their homes not to starve; there is too
good stuff in them for that, and they have learned to work;
but it must be a bitter task for them to have to remove

—

to

aged and infirm to some new spot. There is plenty
government land, not covered by any grant, probably
within twenty miles of their home, to which they should
their

of

be given pre-emption rights; but it does not apparently occur to their agent to thus locate them, and provide for
wells or such other necessities as they may be abandoning.
If the inside history of the land grant business in California could ever be written, it would furnish all the antiadministration papers in the Union with material for a
page of invective every day in the year. As to the merits
of this particular grant, we have nothing to say; that it
perpetrates a foul wrong upon an industrious and inoffenIt is said that Don Pio Pico,
sive people no one will deny.
the last Mexican governor of California, sat up all night beThere was one,
fore the capitulation signing grants.
within a few leagues of the Temecula Indians, in which a
second survey shifted the sobrante some six or eight leagues
in order to take in the valuable tin mines of Temescal,
which had been discovered and were then being worked
by independent miners. The whole mission of San Gabriel
was given away by a grant proven half a dozen times to be
bogus, yet in some mysterious manner alwaj's admitted
But such instances could be
for further examination.
thousand.
the
numbered by
We feel sympathy for even the miserable Sioux, or any
of the Indians of the plains, if they are wronged. How
much more are these Temeculas entitled to it? They have
lived so quietly and peaceably that outside of the State
their existence

was unknown.

And

yet their history

is

closely interwoven with that of one of the fairest portions
of our country, the annals and legends of which are most
interesting, breathing of nothing but peace and good will,
and marred by no strife until the irrepressible gold hunter
is
appeared. The treatment of these Temecula Indians

but another example of the slip-shod policy followed by
the Government in its dealings with the "nation's wards.

The Forest Lake Villa Park Association.— The

ob-

corjects of this association, as set forth in the articles of
proper
by
encouragement

poration, are the promotion and

means

of the propagation

and preservation

of fish aDd
in

game, and the creation of a Villa Park, to be located
With this view the association
the county of Herkimer.
and
have purchased a large track of land located as above,
lakes
embracing probably 10,000 acres, which encompasses
mos
and streams stocked with fish, and contains game in
upon
act of incorporation confers
their
the Directors especial privileges in the way of naming
a
fish
their
own close seasons and otherwise protecting

inviting quantities.

The

stockholders
game. Villa sites are set aside, upon which
and
can build their cottages for Summer occupation,
thos^
of
large club house will be erected for the reception
Seymou
Horatio
who will be but transient visitors. Hon.
Director
is President of the association, and the list of

FOREST AND STREAM.
comprises the names of Hon. C. W. Hutchinson, Mayor of
Utica; Hon. Roscoe Conkling, United States Senator; Hon.
R. B. Roosevelt, of this city, and many other well-known
and influential gentlemen. The capital stock of the association is $200,000 divided into 2,000 shares of $100 each.

Baby got hold of mine and played hob with them.
Found his face black with powder, and bless me if he
wasn't sucking a bullet and whistling in a cartridge, which

The Young Lady at the Bange.— And would he be kind
enough to explain it all? That was very good of him. She
was afraid he would think her dull. It was too absurd on
her part, but she must confess that she had not the faintYes, she had been two
est conception what it all meant.
or three times at Creedmoor, and had enjoyed it very much.

accounted for the kitchen range exploding and scalding
my .wife when the tea kettle blew up. My sights don't
look kind of true. Yesterday she tumbled off a shelf,
and somebody sat on her sights and likely put her out of
kelter.
Any fellow got a wiping stick? (Feels in his
pocket and draws out a handful of loose powder, some
matches, and a few sound cartridges.) I thought I had
made a scratch on the bad cartridges, but now I can't tell
tother from which." The careless man throws himself on
the ground, and is no sooner in position than he fires.
Somebody says "a ricochet." "Shouldn't be at all sur-

(Here she looked very steadfastly at a fine looking young

prised," replies the careless

man, who, with

that cartridge

RIFLE TYPES—NO.

II.

was just about shooting.)
had been always the same

in hand,

rifle

Somebody%ad tried, yes, it
gentleman, who had done his very

best to

make

it all

clear

but then always, just as she hoped she was
getting to have a glimmer of the whole matter, he had a
provoking way of leading the subject off into quite other
matters, of course interesting ones to her, but not at all
to her,

relative to rifle shooting.

riflemen

It

was

at a

Was

were shooting now?

thousand yards the
he sure of that? It

—

looked to her two or three miles off ever so far, in fact.
Yes, she knew that it took from twenty-five to thirty yards
of silk to make a dress with overskirt and trimmings, and
had now some conception— a faint one what an awfully
long stretch of silk sash it would take to reach from where
she stood to those targets.
She would prefer his not mentioning to her all at once such things as trajectories and
elevations, for they would only puzzle her.
Had they ever
tried shot guns at Creedmoor? or could they put in their
guns as many balls as they pleased? Now, what did that
red thing mean which popped up so funnily when some of
the gentlemen tired, and didn't jump up at all when others

—

;

ibis

fired?

What made

it

do that?

Oh! somebody worked

it.

Why couldn't

a rifleman take a nice comfortable chair
not a rocking chair, of course, because that would teeter,
but something solid on its legs and shoot that way? Now,

—

what was that— that black thing getting pushed up in such
an absurd way? That was an outer, and it counted two?
The bullseye was three feet wide at a thousand yards and at
five hundred yards twenty-two inches?
Wasn't twenty-two
inches just about as big as the top of a band-box? If she
could only fix these things in her mind by means of fami.
liar objects she felt sure she would get along.
But didn't
it make gentlemen's head ache to be shooting, with the awful noise the

could have

guns made?
rifles

Wouldn't it be nicer if they
which made no noise at all? Yes; she

had read when she studied chemistry, or astronomy, .or
something, all about air guns. Oh! they wouldn't do? She
had heard something about a bubble gauge. Did they blow
bubbles to see the way the wind blew? Was it not possible to make some kind of gunpowder that wouldn't black
people's hands so something, say like toilette powder?
But were not the trees beautiful, with all their changing
colors, their sulphur yellows, their chocolate browns, and
their crimson flushes?
Oh! what did those red flags mean,
and their waving them so, and that man shouting "danger" until he was red, too, in the face? She hoped there
was no danger where she stood. That meant cease firing.
Wasn't Lady Masserene not only very beautiful, but so
lady-like and dignified, and what a pleasant, courteous,
whole-souled gentleman Major Leech was, and would he
ever come back again? She hoped he would, and must
confess it wasn't loyal on her part, but she wished he would
come with an Irish team, and beat the American one; for
the Americans were awfully conceited. Of course that
was a sweeping remark; she meant that she knew one gentleman of the team who had been dreadfully stuck up ever
She half believed, too, he had lost his
since Dollymount.
heart with some Irish girl; all Irish girls were so elegant
looking and fascinating. She had been thinking that a
nice little space might be fenced off for croquet. It wasn't
military? That might be, but it would be so nice.
She
was sure that neither Gen. Shaler nor Col. Wingate nor
Col. Gildersleeve would object, they all looked like such
pleasant and amiable gentlemen.
She was a thousand

—

times obliged for his very clear description of rifle shootand she would think it all over. In fact, she was cer-

ing,

could master those horrid things, a
trajectory and an elevation— and she was going to put her
whole mind to it some day she would then know a great
deal more about Creedmoor than any other young lady.
Yes; she wore that gold medal, but she was only taking
care of it for him.
He had won it at the Autumn meeting.
Yes, she sported, too, the blue ribbon of the Amateur Rifle Club
But she observed he was looking quite
cross and weary; for she had noticed that at his last shot
they had popped up a black thing over his target, and she
knew now that that meant an outer, but then maybe he
might find a good excuse for it and would be allowed to
tain that if only she

—

.

shoot over again.

was one of those

for sugar candy."

careless

man.—-He

does a shiilalah,

an Irishman

and has a funny way of bringing

on the bystander's toes
at

flourishes his rifle like

.

He always

it

his oil

cans,

you

and scatters around promiscuously
wipers, and cartridges. {Loquitur.) "Oh, I

fellows,

it's all

humbug

being so dreadful particu.

two or three, or something. Screw
her up until the nut jams, and then let her down again; it
don't much matter.
Who has got a drop of oil handy?
lar.

Some

TVIy

elevation

fellow has put gravel in

hotel, I don't

know which,

left

but

Jimmy

took

^*^

cognizance of such barefaced violations of
suggest the immediate formation of one;
or if that is impracticable, we would say to the citizens of
that place that the penalty for shooting ducks with a swivel
gun is $100 for each offense. For the benefit of those who
read Forest and Stream we give herewith the section of
the law passed as last amended on May 12th, 1875, which

we would

refers to this offense

"Sec.

8.

No

person shall at any time

kill

any wild duck,

my breech arrangement.
my box in the car or at the
I had some i& my pocket.

last,

SEVENTH REGIMENT.
Yards.

Name.
Private Riker

19

McCready..l8

Prt.

Yards.
Total
Name.
200
500 Total.
40 Pvt. Beebe
17
16
33
37 Lieut. Nichol ..17
16
33
35 Pvt. Dederick....!?
16
33
Pvt. Flash
15
15
30
84

500
21
19
16
19

200

Pvt. Drummond,.19
Lieut. Bacon
15
Lieut. Dominick.. 18

M

16

NINTH REGIMENT.
Kirk

Corp.

19

Captain Harker..l9

20
17

Capt. Koss
19
DramMaj.Bersht.20

10
8

39|Capt. Harding... 2!
86 Private Hoover.. 18
1

29 Capt. Ploeger....21
28|Pvt. Wilhelra....l2
1

Nolte.19
Corp. Davis
19

16

—After

mania had seized so
strongly upon our Western friends it was a natural sequence
that the question of pedigrees should follow, and the system of giving the lineage of prize fowls has been adopted.
How far back they claim to go we are not informed, or as
to whether any ambitious cockerel can claim descent from
the thrice crowing bird of Peter.
"This is the cock that
crowed in the morn" would be a capital heading for the
page of a poultry stud book, but we fear that the bar
would darken many a fair leaf. We had supposed
that the mania would have stopped here, but in the last isfirst

sue of the. London Fancier's Gazette we find a pro-forma
pedigree for canary birds, duly ruled and lined for a
thorough registration.
correspondent of that paper
states that the idea is not a new one, that he has followed

A

since 1842.
The latest inventor, however, claims the
cognomen Ckingachgook and very naturally a "squaw" supports him in the following original manner:
it

"Chingachgook, the son of Uncas, has spoken; he speak
the word of Great Chief.
Birds ought to have name.
When Great Tamenund go to hunt, he tell squaw— Put
one bird in this place, put 'nother bird in t'other place,
how she know if he no name? and how you know him
squaw not him sister if you buy 'em ? Two hundred birds
in wigwam; all got name; many warrior, many Great
Chief.
They no smoke pipe of piece; like war path; take
many feathers. Me tell all, give bird name. Put him in
book then you know him granfather,|and him tribe, better as him who say Chingachgook, father of Uncas, when
him son. Me say, give bird name; stop de prize-grubber.
;

Make him

tell

tribe,

know

then

him show him won

if

bird."

The writer we should imagine had
large dose of Cooper,

and

it

recently taken a

has "struck in."

By

the bye, speaking of pedigrees the following has been
sent to us for publication, as recording the birth of "an
extraordinary colt."
have not yet heard that the animal has been named, if not we would suggest Everseffort
as very appropriate
At early noon, near the B
estate, our friend S. G. ~F. came in possession of a most extraordinary colt— by Indigestion oat of Nightmare,
she by Canvass Back, by Terrapin, by Plum Pudding; he by Otard;
Green Turtle by Brown Stout, he by Kennel, out of Setter, by Snipe; he
by Grouse, by Bowe, out of Kyor's Pape; she by Importation; dam by
Wagstaff's Gun; he by Taylor's Breech Loader, out of William's P., by
Squire Smith; he by Canonicus, out of Red Setter; she by Irish White,
iam by Pride of the Border, sired by Burge's Rufus; he by Bowe's
Ranger, by Goldsmith's Plunkett; he by Shores' Count Jock; he by
Pintz's Stubbs, out of Sutter's idstone; she by Shamrock; he by Snap,
by Cavallo, out of Cameron, by Sam Mathoron, out of Lunatic; she by
1, 2, 3, 4 out of Billy Mack, by Honest Old Man Holsten, by Lager Bier;
he by Pedigree, by Palmer, out of Belle Brandon; she by Wrestler; he
by Edgehart, out of Boatler; she by Wellsman, by Dramatic; he byNo
Go, out of Waddler, by Dog Sport, out of Good Girl; she by Frank B.
he by Apple Toddy, by Rifle, out of Creedmoor, by Krick, out of World]
by Reporter, out of Lawsuit, by Dr. Smith; he by Whack, out of Talk-

We

:

Beauty;

she by Times, out of Herd-

ness.

—The Brussels rifle meeting seems not to hava been as
successful this year as on prior occasions.
There were
less competitors, and the prizes were diminished in quanand value.
!

—The

M»

«

'

ocean yacht race between the Dauntless and Mosailed on Tuesday last in a good breeze.
The
Dauntless was the winner, but owing to some misunderstanding regarding the way in which the lightship was
to
b© passed at the finish the race was not entirely satisfactory.

hawk was

.

.

.

36
35

7
16

28
28

17

1

34|Sergt. Oaborn....20

10

On

Saturday, October 23d, three important matches were
shot at Creedmoor. The Hepburn match should have come
off, but for some reason was postponed.
C. E. Huntingdon, Esq., however, having offered in an impromptu way
a silver cup as a prize, this contest brought out some of the
most remarkable shooting ever yet made at Creedmoor.
Conditions for the Huntingdon Cup, 800, 900 and 1,000
yards; five shots at each range. There were twenty-two
entries.
append the best scores:
Name.
Yards.
Score.
Total.

We

(

R. Rathbone.

'

I

S.Dakin

T.

-

I

H.

Jewell.

S.

W.

'

800....
900.... 4
1000.... 5
800.... 4
900.... 5
1000.... 5
800.... 5
900.... 5
KlOO
800.... 5
300 ...5
1000.... 5
800.... 5

5
5
5

5
5
5

4. ...23V
3 ...23 )

5

4

5... 23)

5

c

B. Farwell
i

W. Smyth.

5....2hI

70

5
4

5. ...24
5. ...24)
5. ...24V

70

5

5

5
3
6

5

SCO.-:. .4

5

5

1W0....5

4

4

4

5
5
4
4
3

800.... 5
900.... 3
1000.... 5
800.... 4
> 900.. ..5
(1000..
(
800..., 4
•{
900.... 3
/ 1000.... 5
800 ...5
i

5
4
5

4

3....22>
5.... 25
5..
24
3.... 21
5.... 24
5. ...21
3.... 19

4
4

Swan

W.Lindsay

5

2
5
5
5

>-900;...5
100J....3

3

)

or

4.... 23

66

4.... 20
5. ...22
4. ...21
5.... 22

5
5
4
5

4
4

70

5... 23

.3-55

S.

n

3

<

J.T. B. Collins

5.... 25)

4
5

5

..455

the poultry

sinister

Greatty

35|h'ergt_

H. Fisher.

.»«-«»

Pedigrees.

15
17

EIGHTT -FOURTH REGIMENT.

Drum Ma.].

result of the use of these

swivel guns is that the
ducks are almost immediately driven from their feeding
grounds, and honest sportsmen deprived of their shooting.

tity

October 22d, the contest for the Marksman's Badge by the First Division took place. The Ninth,
Fifth, and Eighty-fourth Regiments were at Creedmoor.
The day was warm and pleasant, and the shooting fairly
good.
We give the best scores:—

Friday

:

goose, or brant with any device or instrument known as a
swivel or punt gun, or with any gun other than such guns
as are habitually raised at arms' length and fired from the
shoulder; or shall use any net, device, or instrument or
gun other than such gun as aforesaid,, with intent to capture or kill any wild duck, goose, or brant, under a penalty of $100."

The

__#

,

On

FIFTH REGIMENT.

at Catskill to take

the law

is

Lend us a cartridge; I have

little

down

leaves his cleaning rod

the last firing point,

say>

that our

"Guess

Illegal Shooting.— We are informed that at the Embough, near Catskill, and also at Rodgers' Island, in the
same vicinity, several parties are^ shooting ducks from boats
armed with swivel guns. There are known to be three of
those guns in use in that neighborhood, and we have positive information that on Sunday week nine ducks were killed
with one of them. If there is no sportsman's association

to-Death, by Veterinary, out of

The

man, quite pleasantly.

CREEDMOOR.
—

65

4. ...31.)

5 ...19
5.... 24

-

5. ...24
4. ...21
_

60

4. ...19

Mr. Rathbone's score, 71 in a possible 75, was very good,
Most notable was a string of no less than twenty (20) bullseyes made by Mr. Farwell at 800 yards— five made on the
regular score, with the two for the sighting shots, and thirteen more.
We are pretty certain that this has never been
equaled before by any marksman at Creedmoor or on any
otlier range in the world.
The weather was superb, not
too much sunlight, and hardly any glare, the targets being
nicely shaded.

After the Huntingdon the Boylan Badge was shot for.
This prize was presented to the winning team for competition by the twelve members of the successful team in
the
inter-State match.
Conditions, 200 and 500 yards, seven
shots,

with the State model

scores

:

4

Captain S. Briggs, S2d
Corporal

E

.

H. Sanford,

-j|^;;;;;4-

W.

Gardner, 7th.

.

4

append the

5
5
2

7th.
-j

Private J.

We

rifle.

\
|

gj}

j

\

••;)
j£X
500
4

-J

Sergt. B. J. Jacobs, 22d
j

gjjj

|

61

*

54

54
54

5....2?f

*

gg

4.... 31

4....30 f
5.... 24
5
80 r
4.. ..25)
5
29
»....27|
5....J7I
)

'

Adjt. Frothingham, 23d

five best

>....26)
4.... 26

52

The Irish-American Challenge Cup concluded the day's
programme, which prize was cleverly won by Mr. B.
Burton, which makes the fourth time he has
taken it, when

the cup becomes his property.
yards, seven shots:

200.... 3
«5'0.... 5

Bethel Burton.

J

General Millen

J

gjO.
.

Major Dnffy
")

Ed. Browne..

The American

Conditions, 200 and 500

50

•

5....26>
8.. ..SIT

•*

V"

57

3. ...21)

5....30f 51
4.. ,,38)

3

3
28
5.... 29

jj^J

3....17

Rifle Association will open
their
the 27th at Glen Drake.
Gov. Tilden

f

51

I

J"

new

range on
Gen
Husted, and Brig. Gen. Blauvelt will probably
attend The
matches will be continued from Wednesday to
Saturday
To-day the Westchester Cup Match and
Ladies' Match will
be shot for, and also two open subscription
matches one
at 200 and the other at 500 yards.
On Friday there' will
be team shooting, and the Twenty-seventh
will contend
for various prizes offered by Col.
Underbill.
On Saturday
the match for the De Peyster
medal, distance 800- yards
will be shot also a subscription
match at 300 yards and an
all-comers match, the first prize
being valued at $50. Office of
the American Rifle Association,
25 Dey street. Entries
tor matches can be made there
or on the ground
In our
next number we will give report of
proceedings.

upon

a suggestion

gaged

who

Actino-

which appeared some weeks since in
these columns the Directors of the
American Rifle Associa
tion have arranged for telegraph wires
from the targets to
the firing points, connecting also
with the main lines
These will be under the management of Lt.
G. H Thorap
son, 27th Inft., assisted by a corps
of operators from
Thompson's Manhattan Telegraph Institute.
-An impromptu rifle match was shot at Auburn
last
week, Capt. Coleman, of the American
team, being ore of
the contestants, and the only one out
of the
eighteen'

hit the bullseye at 1
Q0Q yards>
49 out of $ possibi© 50.
S

m/

J

FOREST AND STREAM.
RHODE ISLAND RIFLE

ASSOCIATION.

OPENING OF THK WHAT CHEER RANGE.
'{From Our Special

What Cheer
It is

Correspondent,']

Range,

It. I.,

Oct. 25, 1875.

always with exceeding pleasure that

we welcome

the birth of a new rifle association, and herald the opening
of a range. There might have been somt reasons of a
local character why Rhode Island should have had some
Firstly, the
difficulty in finding a proper site for a range.
gallant little State of Rhode Island is rather restricted in
size; secondly, the country is a hilly one; and lastly, so
thickly studded is she with factories and school houses that
it might have been almost impossible for her to find space
enough unoccupied for the purposes of a rifle range. But
these reasons, rather more amusing in character than positive, have all been overcome by the enterprise and public
What Cheer
spirit of a few gentlemen of Providence.
Range at Greenwood, the practice ground of the Rhode
Island Rifle Association, partakes, as to its construction,
something almost akin to the miraculous. One month ago
there was no What Cheer Range at all—not even a plan on
paper. On Monday, the 25th of October, when we at-

tended the opening performances of the Rhode Island Association, we found an excellent range, in good order and
They must have an Aladdin's
perfect in all its details.
lamp somewhere in Providence, or what is even better, no
end of pluck, energy, and determination.
What Cheer Range is at Greenwood, on the line of the
Stonington Road, some seven miles from Providence, and
can be" reached in twenty minutes by the cars from the
The grounds are 1,400 yards long by 400 feet wide,
city.
and there is room to double this handsome space if necesThe field is a perfectly flat one, having required but
sary.
very little grading at the extreme ranges, and is surrounded
on two sides by a low range of hills some half mile disFour targets are in position, with well-constructed
tant.
traps for markers, and back of them is a blindage some
thirty feet high, built of double timbers, filled in with
What Cheer Range, from position and extent, has
stone.
and with but little expense can be renadvantage,
every
dered one of the finest schools for rifle practice in the United
States.

Generally at the opening of a range certain hitches are
considered as things to be expected, but thanks to the aMe
management of the Range Committee— Col. J. A. Monroe,
F. Annable, Major
N. A. Dexter, A. W. Dennis, Capt.

&

programme at the
opening day went off even more smoothly than at Creedmoor. Even the markers seemed to understand their business thoroughly, and the value of the shots were promptly

Hanimill, and Mr. F. E. Perkins— the

and correctly signaled.
After pool shooting, the first competition— Short Range
Match, 150 and 200 yards, seven rounds— was the real opening of the What Cheer Range. There were some twentygun our readers in New York know little
eight entries.
about— the Peabody & Martini— seemed very much in favor.
This weapon is now being manufactured in large quantity

A

Government.

in Providence for the Turkish

similar in construction

and

rifling

to

It is quite
the Martini-Henry,

the only difference being in the size of cartridge used. It
proved as a military arm to be an excellent one, winning
the second prize. From the score, of which we give the
ten leading ones, it may be seen for a first match how creditable the shooting

was .—

201)

G.

5
3

4
4

5
4

5
4

4
5

4

5

4
4

5

4
3

4
4

5

4
4

I

G. A.
150.
200.

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

3

3

ISair©.

J.'

4
4
Score.

4

27-58

I

5
4

3
4

I

28

28—56

Name.

Score.
53
53
52

.-

53|

N. Crowell

To Mr. Thomas was awarded the first prize, a handsome
The second competition was the Rhode
silver trophy.
Island Military Match, open to teams of eight from Rhode
Island regiments; distances, 200 and 300 yards; rounds,
seven weapon, any military rifle. Four teams contested.
The following are the scores:
Score .! Name.
Score.
Name.
320 First Light Infantry
301
The Slocuma.....
;

..817jJR.

Prescott Post

Best individual scores:—
Score.
Name.
J. C.

I.

Guard.....

108

Bent

4.
-...46

B. J. Collins

Score
46
45

O. F. Gifford
G. A. Forsyth

t

.45

The first and second teams used the Peabody & Martini.
After the military match pool shooting at long range took
On Tuesday the Long Range Match was shot for,
place.
and on Wednesday the New England Match, open to all
teams, with the Consolation Match.

We

Rhode Island Rifle Association in
opening of their range, and trust we may often

congratulate the

the brilliant
report its matches in our columns. If at the very start
such good practice is made, New York riflemen, individually ^>r in teams, may have to look for their laurels.

The Forest and Stream Badges.— The

competition for these badges was shot at Conlin's gallery, No. 920
Broadway, on Thursday evening last. For the information of our readers we would say that these matches are
shot at a distance of 110 feet, a rifle of .22 calibre being
used, and at a target on the Wimbledon plan reduced to
correspond exactly with those used at Creedmoor at 200
Tfee firbt prize

Score.

B. Farwell.
Robert Miley, 2d badge
L. V- Sone
A. G. Hofl*tatter

Name.

is

awarded

Score

.....41! John Burns
39 |K. Offley

M. P. Lennon
L.C.Bruce..

25
36
36
35
35
35
34
34
33
33
33
32
32

..39|Thomas Lloyd
39jJ. E. Whitley
39!Robert McFeeley
39;F. C.

William Moser
William Klein
Wilson Macdonald
John Tragesser, Jr

Moone

38! Fred Ke?slar
,3-*!A. Marsh

,37iThomas Fenton
37 N. G. Duffy

P. Helm
W
William

Wright
H. Fisher

37 J. O.

Tobin

37

R. Faber

H. H. Albro
F. Hyde
G. W. Smith, 3d badge
J. McGlenfiey
F. Whittaker
George H Ripley
.

36 Dr. Glennev
&« Captain J S Loomis
36 John WaydeJl
30 M. W. Doran
.30 D. T. Renney
23JC. Snyder
25 William H. Park
.

31
31

.

•

25
25
14

10

1

The first of a series of similar matches for badges presented by the Turf, Field and Farm, will be shot to-night.

The Rifle

last

to the best scores the

first,

making

1,797 rings,

i.

Ermisch received the second,
making

i, ro5

ring?.

And now,

in conclusion, take the averages of Messrs
Hayes* P
or Klem-202, 198, and 195 rings, which is equal to a little
more th
8-inch bullseye on the 200 yards range at Creedmoor.

i

^
th"

*h

Has
T^
been accomplished at Creedmoor by any one shooter— to make
a bill
-every shot at different times and in different weathers?

^

Rifle

The Rifle in California.— Early this month a to
pleasant presentation took place at San Francisco
wh"
will tend to fix the date of the real beginning of

h

scientifi

military

rifle

practice in California.

On

the occasion of

th

muster of the Second Brigade, Captain H.J. Burns
f
Co. E, First California Infantry, was presented
with^
Sharp's Creedmoor rifle, coming from E. J. Westcott
Es
President of the Sharp's Rifle Company, as a testimonial
of the great interest this officer had taken in introduciutr
military rifle shooting into California, The^rifle
was of
the finest make, and bore a plate containing the presentaBefore the surprise caused by this
tion inscription.
handsome gift had subsided Major R. H. Savage gave to each
member of the California team a gold medal. The following gentlemen were the recipients of these handsome trophies:— Private William Burke, Private J. Robertson
Sergeant George H. Strong, Corporal C. Nash, Private
d'

New

Jersey.— The Jersey City Scheutzen* Watson, Private T. Murphy, Private J. Steed, Private R."
Corps and the Greenville Sharpshooters constitute tlie
A. Sarle, Captain H. J. Bums, Corporal C. B. Preble PriUnited Scheutzen Park Association of JerseyCity, and have
vate W. Dove, Lieutenant E. O. Hunt, and the captain of
been lately incorporated as such by the Legislature of the
The medal was dethe team, Private J. S. Campbell.
They have purchased at a cost of signed to commemorate the victory of the Sumners over
State of New Jersey.
about $20,000 a plot of ground situated in Greenville, at.
Co. D, of the Twelfth New York Infantry. The decoraBergen avenue and Newark Bay, and erected thereon a tion, on the medal, a cut of which we give, is as follows.-—
in

nice lofty festival hall, in Swiss style, also shooting and
target houses; distance of range 200 yards. These grounds,
from which one has a line view over Newark Bay, Staten

can be reached by the steam cars of
New Jersey, or by horse cars
from Jersey City, and were inaugurated a few days ago by
Island shore,

etc.

;

it

the Southern Railroad of

a prize shooting festival lastiDg three days, and which was
attended by numerous marksmen from New York, Hoboken, Newark, etc. The weather was fine during the festival and the shooting good, considering that the place,
range, etc.,, were new to every comer. The following is

the result of the shooting:—
Target of Honor.— Only open to members of the Jersey City Scheutzen Corps; three shots each; target divided in twenty -five equal riugg.
each ring one inch wide,
lstpmo, $20—e. H Helmers (crowned king.)

2d prize, $20— L. Miller
3d prize, $20— B. Lippmann.
4th prize, two barrels of ale— H. Kahl,
5th prize, $J0— F. Ettins.
Gth prize, $10— F. Schafer.
Ring Target— Divided in twenty-dve equal ring*, each one inch
wide; open to all comers; one ticket lor 'hvee shots cost $2; number of
tickets unlimited, each shooter getting but one prize; thirty prizes, $200.
No. ofKiners. Amount.
No. of Prize.
Winner.
68 rings
$30
Wm. Hayes, Newark,
1st prize
T. J. Rathjen, 8. Island.
$25
2d prize
67 rrnga
A. Zensner, Greenville.
$20
3d prize
67 rings
66 rings
F. Belcher, Newark.
4th prize
$15
66 rings
$12. ... K. Klein, New York.
5th prize
6th prize
66 lings
Ph. Klein, New York.
$10
Ch. Koegel, Newark.
7th rings
..65 rings
$ 8
7
64 rings
J. Beller, New York.
8th prize
$
John Raschen, Hoboken.
9th prize
63 rings. ...$ 6
10th prize
J. Blinnenburg, Hobokon.
62 rings
$ 6
Man target— Divided in ten perpendicular lines, each line one inch
wide from breast to top of head,- open to all comers; one ticket for five
shots cost $2; number of tickets unlimited; each shooter getting only
one prize; twenty prizes, $150.
No, of Shots. Amount.
No. of Prize.
Winner.
1st prize
48 lines
Wm. Hayes, Newark.
$25
42 lines
2d prize
20
A. Ermi^ch, Hoboken,
42 lines
A. Zensner, Greenville.
'id prize
15
40 lines
4th prize
12.... Ph. Klein, New York.
39 lines
10.... T. F. Rathjen, 8. Inland.
5th prize
6rh prize
39 lines
.Captain Ra.schen, Hoboken.
9.
7th prize
38 lines
J. Belcher, Newark.
8
38 lines
8th prize
John Raschen, Hoboken
6
•,

.

This association will have ready for use before the opening of the next season some more improvements, viz. they
will build a commodious hotel for the accommodation of
all the visitors and Summer boarders, also a large pier for
landing passengers coming by steamer from New York and
elsewhere. To it will be attached a large number of bathing houses, etc. This place will without doubt be next
Summer the rendezvous of a great many sportsmen as well
as those whose business will not allow them to be absent
from the city for a long period.
Scheutzen Park, Union Hill, October,

1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—

The

shooting of the season took place last week, and I
give you a few items of the shooting last Summer.
There
were in all twelve regular shooting days on which participated 51 shooters, or 15 to 20 every day. In this period 9,032 shots have been fired at
the different targets, viz: 1,970 at the ring target, making 34,441 rings;
486 at the stich, making 55 bnllseyes; 6,576 at the bullseye target, making 6 15 bullseyes. Average of rings in one shot, 17.5—that is, six inches
from the centre. Average in bullseye target, one bullseye in 10. 19 shots
bulbeye four inches in diameter. Average in stich target, one bullseye in 8.81 shots bullseye four inches in diameter.
In the bullseye target the following gentlemen made the most bullswill

last practice

now

—

Name.

49 J. Jordan.

F. H. Bent

Name.

W.

5—44

:

31

55|F. <Jowperthwaite
54|J. W. Hayward
53 G. W. Yale.

Williams

F.'

32

5

FORSYTH—PEABODY & MARTINI.

A.*v"'Canflel'd
F J* Eabbeth
J.

Total

4
3

27-59
W, BARRY— PEABODY & MARTINI.

150.
200.

545444454

badge

1st

—

Score.

Yards
150

Charles A. Cheever,

.

THOMAS — REMINGTON.

E.

second to the best score of centres, and the third to the
best score of inners, thereby giving encouragement to those
who are but just commencing to shoot, as otherwise the
Mr. Conlin
prizes would go to the three leading scores.
now gives to every competitor a card containing a record
of his score with a target diagram showing the position of
each of his shots. The following are the scores:

—

eyes: Wm. Hayes, Newark, 108; T. J. Rathjen, Staten Island, 92; Ph.
Klein, New York, 73; Tac Acshback, Hoboken, 52; John Raschen, Hoboken, 50; A: Ernisch, Hoboken, 40. The following are thebestindi
vidual scores on the ring targets:—

Name.

Result.
*ten Island
fork,

boken
William Hayes, Newark

John Raschen, Hoboken
Captain Raschen, Hoboken
Tac Aeschbach, Hoboken..

12 davs, 2.3
12 days, 2,3
12 days, 2,3..
11 days, 2,228
12 days, 2,189
12 days, 2.169
11 days, 2,016

rings,
rings,
rings,
rings,

average
average
average
average

202.5
182 4

18(L7
183.3

There were five gold medals to be awarded— one given by the United
Scheutzen Association to the shooter who had it the most times in his
possession. Messrs. William Hayes and T. J. Rathjen were tied, each
one having won it three times, and had to shoot off, Mr. Hayes winning
the medal with the remarkable score of 218 against the 205 of Rathjen.
Two medals of the New York Scheutzen Corps, given to those gentlemen having the most and second most rings during the year, except on
the first shooting day.' Mr. T. F. Rathjen, Staten Island, receives the
first, making 2,174 rings; Mr. Ph. Klein, New York, receives the
second

making

2,162 rings.

Two medals

of the Jersey Scheutzen Corps, given to those gentlemen
year, except the
three first shooting days. F. J. Rathjen, of Staten Island, received the

making the most and second most rings during the

On

the face

CALIFORNIA MEDAL.
engraved the flags of California and New

is

York, with the Creedmoor 500 yards target in the centre;
surrounding the flags, on the outer edge of the medal, the
title earned by the terms of the match, "Champion Rifle

Company of New York and California," also the date and
place of shooting. The back of the medal is reserved for
the name of the wearer, and the perpetuation of the score
made by him

We

in the match.

sincerely trust that the

members of the

various San

Francisco regiments will put in an appearance here next
year. Nothing can be more absurd than the idea that New
York men are the only ones entitled to carry off the prizes
in the rifle contests.
There is nothing like a keen rivalry
i*l *ti en matters.
We also hope that before long some of
oar Creedmoor men will pay a visit to the Golden State.
We have even heard that such a thing is *iot only possible,
but probable. Rifle shooting must not be made one-sided
nor monotonous. California, from its pleasant climate and
the fact that men can use their ranges almost all the year
round, must in time produce a class of riflemen which will
be hard to beat. As it is to-day, nothing ^ives us more
pleasure than to record their triumphs.

—The

on

Tournament opened in San Francisco
Friday morning at the Presidio range. Twelve teams
Rifle

The

six each entered, besides 200 individual entries.

of

first

of the California Rifle Association, commissioned officers of the United States Army,
and members of the National Guard; distance 200 yards.

match was open

to

members

The second match was for the Kellogg Challenge Cup;
open to members of the National Guard and officers of the
United States Army and Navy. The third contest was the
m
Presidio Short Range Match, open only to enlisted men
the United States

Army

vicinity.

stationed at posts in that

The aggregate value of the prizes was $1,300.
In the first match at 200, with United States

Springfield

seven shots, there were 120 entries. The two highwere 30 each. In shooting off the tie the ms
h
prize was won by 4 points, and the second by 2. 1

rifles,

est scores

Ten competitors
third prize was won by a score of 29.
priz es
scored 28 each, and shot off for the remaining five
Of the 148 contestants for the Kellogg Challenge Cup,
twentance 500 yards, five shots; greatest -possible score 25;
them o
admit
to
points
ty-seven scored the required fifteen
un i
the second stage of the match, which was deferred
twelve
between
Saturday morning, after which a match
-

^

teams of the National Guard was

_

shot.

-«HH*-

A NEW RANGE ON THE
Rhinebeck. N.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
A number of the citizens of our

HUDSON.

21st,
Y., October
.

village

have formally organize

1875-

*$£&

Kifle CI ub, *

^

selves into an association called the Rhinebeck
n:
meeting held on Monday evening last, elected the following °
preside
vice
Livingstone,
president;
Lewis
Esselstyne,
H.
Geo.
Me j ^
Tremper, secretary; James B. Livingstone, treasurer; Peter
tf0
M
James
^'
morer, and the following executive committee—
WiUi a™
more Burgher, M. H, Wygant, K. B. Killmer and Arthur
buildi^^
as
The club has already begun work on the range, such
is
JT
excavating marker's pit, and having targets built. It
ge
rflD
the one
opinion of those who have inspected it, that this will be

^

^

^

^^

^

_

FOREST AND STREAM.
on the Hudson River. As- soon ar the club, has its first practice I wh}
send yon the scores. I think they will' be 'good ones rand no donbt the
numerous friends of the members will be glad to hear from them through
P.M.
the medium of your inimitable Forest-and Stream.
.

187

has been mostly black duck, shelldrake, and brant,
with very few coot. Smelt fishing is still good. We expect a large flight of ducks next week. Winter yellow legs

next shot

plenty for the last two days; large and in splendid condition,
s. K., Jr.

S. Siiaw

flight

GAME

1

Red Deer, Oaricxs Yirginianns.
Squirrels, red, black and grey.

Hares, brown and grey.
Wild Turkey, Meleagris gallopavo.
Woodcock, 'Scolopax rusticola.

Quail, Optyx Virginianus.
Pinnated Grouse, Tetrao cupido.
Curlew, Numenius arguaria.
Sandpioers, Tringanai.

Buffed Grouse, Tetrao umbellus.
Plover, Charadriinm.

Willets.
Reed or Rice Birds, Dolichonyx
vorus.

God wit.
Rails, Rallus fl^ginianus.

orw

Wild Duck.

Snipe and Bay Birds.
Tarandus rangifer.

Caribou,

Game

Market.— Considering

the weather and tk© diftransporting without loss, the market is well
supplied with game of eveiy description peculiar to the
Buffed grouse are very abundant, the fine fresh
season.

in

ficulties of

looking birds received from

Connecticut and this State
being worth $1 per pair, while those brought on ice from
Prairie chickens (pinthe West bring considerably less.

i?ell for $1.25
per pair. Woodcock, coming
from Connecticut, are worth $1 per pair for
Quail are more abundant, the law now being
fine birds.
off in Connecticut, und prices have fallen to $3.50 a $4 per
dozen. It is a little remarkable that no quail should be received from the West, and it indicates a short supply from
The supply of English snipe is very limited,
that region.
most of those received being from New Jersey; price $3
Canvas back ducks, Western birds, are worth
per dozen.
$2.50 a $3 per pair; mallards, $1 a $1.25; widgeon, 75 cents
to $1; black ducks 75 cents to $1; teal, mostly greenwinged, 75 cents to $1. Venison, from Minnesota, in very
fine order, is worth 30 cents per pound.
Stall-fed wijd

nated grouse)

principally

pigeons, $2. 50 a $3 per dozen.

TnE Dtttmak Powder. —A correspondent

writes

"Why

:

Dittmar let the sportsmen of the country know
(by the experiments of disinterested parties,) through the
columns of your valuable paper whether his powder is now
uniform in quality and free from danger of bursting guns?
Sportsmen here are anxious to know more about it before
adopting its use." We would suggest to our correspondent to write to Carl Dittmar, at Neponsett, Mass., and procure a sample of the powder and experiment for himself.
There have been numerous results published in our columns, which appear to differ practically. We believe,
however, that Mr. Dittmar now claims to have made the
powder safe and sure.
don't Carl

—A sportsman's club has been
Montgomery county,

organized at Amsterdam,
Y., with the following officers:—

N".

Vice Presidents, Hon, Jas. Shanahan and Dr. J. C. Schoon; Secretary and Treasurer, L. H.
Young. The club has twenty charter members, all sportsPresident, E. V. Green;

men thoroughly

interested in the protection of game and
the carrying out of the State game laws, which for some
time have been a dead letter in "that vicinity, particularly

Sunday shooting. Our correspondent
Sunday he met with a party of three

the clause relating to

mentions that
"hunters,"

last

whose united bag comprised a

robin, a chip-

munk, and a female yellow bird. The new club means
business, and will publish fair warning to violators of the
law in each paper published in Montgomery county.

New Jersey.—$?/m?r.s'

25.— This

Point, Oct.

was arrested and taken before Recorder
him $10 for each bird.

who

Myers,

fined

We

The Number op Shot

in a Charge.—
publish the
following for the benefit of game and pigeon shots alike.
Both class of sportsmen will find this table useful when
trying new guns at, a target, as it will show the number of
shots a charge contains against the number the gun puts in
the target
oz. of

i. e.,

presuming that no one

shot in a charge
Leroy,

10..
9..
8..

....82-3

....560
....375
7.
2<8
6..
209
5.. ....149
121
4..
3.. ..... 98
2.. .... 82
1..
09
B..
58
BB
49
.

To

Tower Co.

Bros.

No.

84S
568
399
291
218
168
132
306
86
71
59

56

ounces, of course

854
9..
596
8., .....434
7..
323

10..

6..
5..
4..
3..

....216
....172
143
118

2..
1..

92
75
62
53

B..

BB
one and

it is

English
Shot.
1,700
1,000

606
350
270
220
180
130
110
80

—

a quarter or one and
only necessary to add the

proper proportion.

Massachusetts.—Salem, Oct 25.—During the past week
have been a few quail shot, but one party started two
broods, and neither of them were grown so as to fly well
there

in fact, they are rather late this year.
One man" reports
sixteen woodcock as the result of a day's sport lately, and
others say they are more plenty this than for some seasons.
Bay birds are essentially gone, though an occasional "winter" is seen.
Snipe scarce. Partridge are about, as usual,
and never plenty, and always shy. Ducks are about.
Old
squaws and shelldr&ke T have seen, undr a large flock of
geese went south yesterday A. M.
whistlers or dippers

No

Loon and other divers are quite numerous. Coots
Teal.
Gohdmi Oct. 25.— Gunning for- the past week has been
poor, too much calm weather with fog on the coast. The

,yet.

Plenty.

1

East New York, Oat. 16, 1875.
EDtTou Forest ajid Stream:—
Yesterday the Nassau Shooting Club of this place had their regular
monthly ehoot. The old shooting ground of the club has been abandoned, as the close proximity to dwellings and the congregation of boys,
find ont the dayB fixed for great events, made the whole thing
an annoyance to all hands; so we appointed a committee to visit Mr!
Dexter, of Dexter Park Shooting Grounds, and arrangements have been
made to hold the ro«t of our shoots at his place, and, by the way, ho has
got all the facilities requisite for a good trap shoot. The badge presented
to our club by Mr. II, Van Widen, of Brooklyn, is creating much interest among the members, and is looked upon as a sort of "Flying Dutchman.'" Every time you see it, it is somewhere else. Yesterday was the
firth time 1t has been contested for, and yesterday the fifth different man
took it home. Our shoots we hold every four weeks, so four weeks from

Thursday

last,

A. Dunham
H. Van Widen

1

Sam

1

W.

Livingston

1

R. Selover

S B. Newton
10 Stark
Richards.
3

Perrv...
G; Crandall.
.

.

.

v

.

io

jo
10
'..'.,'.
2
. ! !

()

10

Messrs. Tucker, G. Crandall, Locke, Anthony, and S. B.
tied, they^agreed to divide the $100 be-

Newton having

tween them.
Another sweepstakes of $100

'

bird.

1100
1001

.

11 1—4
10 1 1—

,.0 1 1

C. Colyer. ...

Geo. Koroel
1—3 Geo. Orr
l-3;Gerrit Bergen

1

1
1

1—3
1—3

(,

0—2
l i o
1-3
10
1—2
"o 10 1-2

,.

1— *i

-*^».

.

,

LOUIS GUN CLUB.
St. Louis, Mo., October 17th, 1875,

Editor Forest and Stream:—
You have doubtless noticed some account of the

arrest and datention
of Captain Bogardus in this city, on the 8th inst., at the instance of
R8. McDonald, President of the St. Louis Society for the Prevention of
all
Animals,
on
account
of
the Captain's having given an exCruelty to
hibition on that day at the Abbey Race track, to a few friends, of hia
abi'ity to shoot twenty- ehjht pigeous in four minutes.
He accomplished the feat in two minutes and forty seconds.

When Captain Bogardus— who is recognized by persona here who are
acquainted with him to have much tenderness of heart towards dumb
creatures— indulged in an exhibition of his profession, which he had
done hundreds of times before unmolested, the soft-hearted President of
the 8. P. C. A. hired a fourteen-year old boy to attend the exhibition,
as
a spy and informer, and upon this youth's testimony lie swore out
a warrant and had the Captain arrested while at his dinner at the Southern
Hotel. Bail was promptly furnished by Mr. John W. Munson, Secretary
of the Gun Club. The Captain was put to considerable expense
and
trouble to be present at his trial. So warmly was his cause espoused
by
members of the Gun Club that Mr. McDonald asked to have the case

"Elk are found

,

wounded

0—2 J K. Powell
0-3 Henry Haubt

1 1

1

ST.

dismissed, which was dot.e. With a view to more fully show the
President how little the members of the club cared for his bluster and
threats
to arrest every person found shooting pigeons in the city, they
determined to hold their last club shoot for this year for the champion gold
medal, and invite Captain Bogardus to be present and participate.
The
shoot was held Tuesday, October 17th, at the club grounds, at

Rinkers
There wai quite a gathering of friends of
the club
members, citizens and reporters. The expectation was that
arrests
would be attempted, but sueh was not the case. The shoot passed
off
pleasantly, nothing occurring to interrupt nor mar its enjoyment
Six-mile House.

The

following is the result of the shoot for the champion gold medal
'which
muBt be shot for twelve times during the year to become t&e property
of
the person winning it the most times in that number. H. C.
Pierce is the
present holder. Ten single birds, 21 yards rise, 80 boundary,

'

plnnge traps, tame birds,

St.

Name.

Louis

Gun Club

Score.

H. C Pierce. ..111111111 1-10
E. Capelle
1 1 1
1 1 1 0- 6
111110 111-8
T. Bissell
W. A. Albright..l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1- 8
.

.

Jno.A.Ringola..01100 11001Geo. Rinkel....llll

.

—

strike a gait for a

The above score resulted In the transfer of the badge from Mr. Davey
Storms, the previous winner, to Mr. 6. A. Livingston, the Secretary of
the club. Yours, etc.,
IIighh0l:dbr.

—A

Locke
Anthony

them

1

H. Boehme.

should like to know what kind of a rifle they use in
Colorado, where they kill two-thirds of a herd of elk before
they are out of range. It must be either a "repeater," or
a very good scatterer. Ed ]

1

1

IkeVancise
Dave Storms

in almost every part of the park, generally in the timbered
country or on mountain slopes, singly and in bands of ten
and fifteen, according to the season. With proper care
they can be stalked as near as 150 yards, but a good hunter
who "jumps" a herd at fifty yards will bag three-fourths
of the number before they are out of range.
When
dressed they weigh 800 to 1,200 pounds; but as a dozen
tall fellows, their shapely horns laid back, go crashing and
thundering through the thick pine forest, leaving a
storm of branches and dust in their wake, each elk may
easily be estimated to weigh a ton."

3

We

be contested for again.

wind np with one or two small sweep-

ecore is as follows:—

Wm.

R. C.

—

llth.it will

pois, it is sport in itself lo see

The

•»

--The Tremont Sportsman's Club have been holding a
pigeon shooting tournament for the last few days at Beacon
The first match on Thursday was at double
Park, Boston
rises, 18 yards rise, 100 yards boundary, five pairs of birds
each. Messrs. Portlock, Stark, and Mingav each killed all
of their birds, and agreed to divide the $100.
In a similar
match which succeeded, Mr. G. Crandall killed ten birds
and took first money, the second being divided between
Messrs. Portlock, Stark, and Mingay. After some minor
sweepstakes, one for $100 was shot at 10 single birds, 21
yards rise, 80 yards boundary, with the following result:—
Score.
Name.
Name.
Score

November

stakes, and for pure amateurs at the sport we have considerable fun. I
herewith inclose you our score of the regular club- shoot at five birds
each, twenty-one yards rise, 1* ounce No. 8 shot, each man to gather his
own birds, and as we have some members who count heavy on avoirdu-

"Helena is a beautiful little city of 5,000 inhabitants
situated in Phillips county, Ark., on the Mississippi River'
and about 100 miles south of Memphis, Term. There are
numerous lakes on both the Mississippi and Arkansas sides
of the river which teem with all the varieties of water fowl
that, winter in this latitude, while on their banks roam the
black bear, deer in abundance, and ore, -in ^ally a pnnther
larger than those I saw in Central i/ariviu September. Dur-

pigeon match was shot at Peter's Valley, Sussex
county, N. J., on the 21st inst., between Hon. D. A. Wells
of Mflford, and S. Danley, of Matamoras, Pa., for $100 a
side, ten birds each, twenty-one yards rise.
Wells killed 9
and Danley 7 birds.

or

generally, after the regular shoot,

.

Portlock

10

NASSAU SHOOTING CLUB.

powerful to tow one of Colvin's
twelve pound canvas boats with a cargo of 175 pounds.
We fancy that such machinery would be as expensive as a
small steamboat, and that our friend will have to content
himself with getting at his ducks by the old-fashioned
methods. Regarding the sporting facilities of that section
our correspondent writes

Mingay
Cook
Tucker

lo
o
e

;

Richards

Messrs. G. Crandall, Anthony, and Locke having killed
all their birds, agreed to divide the money.
During the afternoon a match for $25 a side was shot between Messrs. Stark and Locke, both of New Hampshire.
Mr. Stark won the match, killing all his birds but the
fourth, wi ile Mr. Locke missed his eighth and ninth.
Mr. Locke, of Portsmouth made some excellent shoot*
ing, scoring his first twenty birds without a miss; three
birds that were nicely killed with open wings were ruled
against him, eaUed on the ground by the referee, there being
no judges in any of the matches except in the match between Lock and Stark
Quail.

[We

find the proportion in

a half

more than 1|

NUJUBEK OF PELLETS EACH SIZE IN 1 OZ.
Tatham &
Edgar
Chicago Shot

&. Co.

No.

fires

;

,

9lT. Smith
10 |Locke.

G. Crandall

sufficiently

Miner says:

Smith

Locke

9'Anthony

„

Cook

,'

(Col.)

,

tied,

Stark

correspondent, writing from Helena, Ark. wishes
to know if he can have two imitation swans made with

make

shot twelve robins,

8 S. A.
10
6

Healey

duck, widgeon and teal. Heretofore we have had plenty of quail
within from ten to twenty miles of this city, but this year
thare appears to be very few; have shot but tweuty-one
this season against about 100 for same period last year.

—The Georgetown

Richards

1

W. W. Crandall, G. Crandall, and Healey
divided the whole money among them.
Next came another $100 sweepstukes under the same conditions as the last, and this resulted as follows:-—
Name.
Score.) Name.
Score.
9|Tucker
W. W. Crandall
,, 8

ing, killed thirty-three, pintails, mallard, black

say.

An Unfortunate Sportsmen.— J. C. Brigham, of Elizabeth, N. J., who went to Bayonne a few days ago and

J. B. C. Lucas.

llllll

.1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

H&T

rules to

Name.
H. P. Wilson.
O. Jeff Clark.

gevern:—
a rnrik

111"
11 001 101117
1 1

1 1

W.H.Wadsworthl oil

l-io

N.

S.

Choteau/.O

1

1 1 1

Messrs. Pierce, Lucas and Rinkel having tied on ten birds,
to 26 yards and settled the tie with the following score:—

Pi^ce..
Rinkel

110

C. M. Williams. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
5 E. C. Sterling 10011 tin
10E. V. Verrief .0 1 1
1

1 1 1

1

l-5|Lucas

1 1

1

0^3|

"

Q

«
ll |
1
?~ i
1

1

inn
1 1

00

tI

moved back

...o

I 1

1-%

,'-..

Mr. Pierce having won with fifteen straight birds,, retained the
medal
After the club match Captain Bogardus shot at twenty birds
from two
traps set forty yards apart, he standing eqni-distant between
them
He
did yery clean shooting with the following result :—
Captain A. H. Bogardus....!

1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 l i i

j j j j 1

j_ J9

There is no member of the Gun Club but would gladly assist
Mr McDonald to protect dumb animals from cruelty, or to carry out
the full
intent of the society of which he is president; but they
are equally de
termined to protect themselves from imposition. Now
that the game
season is at hand, sportsmen generally are gone, or going,
after the fur
and feather of forest and field
Many from here are going to the Memphis Bhoot and show. We hope to meet you and other
Eastern sportsj

.

}

at

6
8
5
2

10 Stark.....

Messrs. Shaw,

having

Virginia.— Norfolk, Oct 23.— Have just returned from
"Back Bay" and although much too early for good shoot

a reel sing."

t
..10

Cook

.

Morgan

a favorite

ing all winter our market is supplied with what is called
here the trout, weighing from 21 to 8 pounds— a very
game fish, and also what are known as the bass and white
perch, weighing from two to five pounds. All three will

Bell,

Score.

who soon

is

while shooting off Rodger^'
Island, near Catskill, last week, saw and killed two canvas
back ducks. Very rare visitants to those parts, we should

—Messrs. O. and C.

Name.

I

eiHealey....

G. Crandall

duck and snipe shooting, and, in fact, for
shore shooting of every kind, as well as for fishing. Ruffed
grouse, and an occasional deer and bear in the adjacent
Capt. Japheth Townsend keeps a first rate country
wilds.
inn for the accommodation of sportsmen. He and his sons
are expert hunters and fishermen, and are clever and obligHe has a good yacht and plenty of boats. Charges
ing.
$10 a week. His house is five miles from Abseacom Sta
tion, on the Camden and Atlantic Railroad.

machinery

excellent shoot-

lOIFifield

Perry

locality for

—A

Score.

Portlock

Lake, Essex county, Oct. 18.— Sporting times are lively in the vicinity of this lovely sheet— the
Lake Como of our country. On the 11th inst. Messrs.
James G. Dimond, J. E. Sidman, Jacob B, Crane, C. L.
Smith,
B. Smith, W. D; Haven, and Will Fisk, all of
New York city, engaged in a "grand hunt," with George
Wickham and Ed. Jenks as guides. In the afternoon a
noble deer was driven into Schroon Lake by the hounds
and speedily dispatched by Mr. Dimond. On the following day another deer wa<; killed on the same ground by Mr.
Fisk and Art. Jenks. On the 13th inst. the same party,
accompanied by Messrs. John Wright, J. D. and J. H.
Burwell (the latter the well-known and most popular proprietor of the Ondawa House,) proceeded to Crane Pond,
about five miles distant, where they encamped for three
days, enjoying in the meantime capital and successful
sport.
Result, five deer and dozens of ruffed grouse.
Schroon Lake lies on the very borders of the great forest,
and within a few hours' drive and tramp of some of the
wildest and most sublime scenery of the Adirondacks. Indeed, some of the noblest pinnacles of that range display
their majestic forms in full view from this lake.
No better accommodations could be desired than those furnished
by the model establishments, the Leland and the Ondawa
Hotels, both situated in the pleasant village at the head of
the lake. No more efficient guides can be secured anywhere than Sam. Saunders, Ben. Wickham, Geo. M. Sawyer, N. B. Knox, and Ed. Jenks.
Route to Schroon Lake:
Rail from Saratoga Springs to Riverside, 50 miles (Adirondack Railroad, fare $2;) stage to Pottersville, six miles
(good road and fine scenery, fare $1; excellent dinner at
Lock's Hotel, 75 cents;) steamer Effingham, through the
entire length: of Schroon Lake, nine miles, fare 75 cents.
No more delightful trip could be enjoyed.
E. R. W.

some

result, after

Mingay
W. W. Crandall
Tucker

R

Moose, Alcesmalchis.
Elk or Wapiti, Cervus Canadensis.

and the

for,

as follows:

Name.

New YonK.—Schroon

IN SEASON IN OCTOBER.

was

ing,

ten singl© birds,

was

mea there,

Respectfully yowrs,

g c*&

:

—

^

FOREST AND STREAM.
PIGEON SHOOTING IN KENTUCKY.
Lbxinoton, Ky., October

17th, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—

We have organized a, club at this place, tinder the name of
the Viley Shooting Club, and we hope to do some good work in a short
time. The following is a list of the officers and members: F. \F.
Woolley, president; M. D. Richardson, treasurer; R. Gilmore, secretary;
Executive Committee— Jmius Smith, chairman; C. M. Johnson and G.
A. DeLong. Members— 0. Y. Peck, D. Knoble, Jr., C.W.Bradley,
Samuel MeChesney, John Lamphear, H. P. Kinkead, John A. Headley,
Samuel Smith and Thomas Martin. All are amateurs. Below I hand
you the score of our first match against the Hunter's Club, of this city;
and considering the difference in practice of trap shooting (the Hunter
being an old organization) between the two, we feel somewhat elated at
our success, and hope to come off victorious in our return match. The
score is as follows, seven men from each clab shooting, ten single birds,
31 yards rise, 80 yards boundary:—
Hunter's Club
541Viley Club
50
,
I would send yon the score of each, but it would take too much of
your valuable space. The judges were Col. Frank Waters, C. M. Johnson and Major Joel Higgins, I will send you a report of the return
match*
R. Gilmore, Secretary.

CHILLED SHOT.
•*

Boston, Mass., October

22d, 1875.

/Editor Forest and Stream:—
As your foot note to my letter of the 11th instant refers to "English
'Opinions' " communication of September, I will again avail myself of
jour courtesy in the way of a few brief queries. Wishing simply to get
at the truth (having no interest whatever in any particular manufacture
of guns or shot), I have a very decided determination to have the best of
both if obtainable. Now, like Mr. Thomas Gradgrind, I want, facts. E.
O. says, "The shot called chilledln America are not the hard shot used
at the late trial." This may be so. but I have never heard of any chilled
shot here other than those I referred to as for sale by Mr. Schaefer, and
imported by him from Roberts^ Lampen & Co., Newcastle, England, and
these, I can say without fear of contradiction, are precisely similar, and
of the same make, as those used at the trial, and they are the shot we
have been trying in these parts with capital results. E. O. also says,
"All experience at game, and scientific data, are in favor of soft shot."
Possibly, but that is not the conclusion arrived at by sportsmen here,
and I confess that, failing to apprehend the theory in the case, and never
having met in my readings with the facts he refers to as sustaining it, I
shall feel under obligations to him if he will favor me with both, I am
not quite prepared to believe a soft substance to possess better penetration and killing qualities than a hard one, and in my own guns, both
choke bore and perfect cylinder, I know the chilled shot give the best
results. Why should they not? I am open to conviction on this, as on
all

other matters.

thing in the way of a
gun— one stock and two pairs of barrels; one choked, the other short and
open for covert. With these one good gun i8 a complete outfit, and, as
Frank Forester says, "The man of one gun is to be bewared; he is likely
Under Grip.
to prove an ugly customer."

Your correspondent,

S. S., describes the correct

[Will our English correspondent reply to the above?
chilled shot

was manufactured

produce such superior

effect

it

in this country

If

and would

would doubtless come

into

general favor, unless, indeed, the constant use should result in an undue amount of wear and tear to, gun barrels.
But we are already taxed for our shooting appliances far

beyond the imposition of our English cousins, and everything but our powder and shot is imported, and pays a
duty guus, shells, wads, caps, and, in many instances,
4og$ all go to swell the list. Why our manufacturers do
not produce as good material is unexplained; that they do
We were recently shooting with
not is beyond a question.
a gentleman who used paper shells of American manufacture; his misfires amounted to at least fifty per cent., a reIs it
sult following which profanity was almost a virtue.
inability, indifference, or a niggardly economy that imposes such material upon sportsmen who are desirous of
patronizing and encouraging home manufactures. Ed.]
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the slaughter— nothing else. They seldom shoot at
flyi n „ h a
sneaking, cat like, upon the unsuspecting young flocks
th* y Cnt(
* 0w,J
five, ten and fifteen at a single discharge.
Oh, how I hate'tae
(thep °
men, I mean). Well, the ducks have come, but long
l
C ont?
10 1611
ta ^
rains, gleet ani snow has at last driven them south. It
seem )! U
tacia
since the season opened for pinnated grouse, and now
y
it's m
f
19,
Geese have been moving south in great numbers of late, and
tl
r
kee marsh must be alive with the honk, honk, honk, momincr
and
Messrs. Westcett and Davis, of the Philadelphia
Sportsme 8
have been shooting with me for a day or two. I very much, o .^ u ^
r
the chicken shooting was over, practically speaking!! for
Mr
+
^tC0t,[
aonmn^
anvinne
Viqtta
q
i^otr
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i
seemed anxious to have a day at them. We visited my old
st 03 511
^
grounds, but the birds were wild and did not give us any

my driver particu-

circled around over him, and he must have dropped hirn fully
ten
a
with No. 9 shot at that. We had a good day at snipe, killing
an^h
chicken on the way to the marsh. This is the second day at snin
I don't know how many the gentlemen bagged, but near a
htmd^
Next week they have arranged a trip to the Kankakee and to ihe CM
met, and as they are both superb shots, I have no doubt will
?'
make "^
bags. Eastern gentlemen will always find a hearty welcome
and U °
pains will be spared to make their trips successful. Yonrs, W,
H H
-+++•

and one of the shafts to the buck board. I instructed
mention anything of this second mishap.

larly not to

GROUSE SHOOTING IN IOWA—THE
SETTER BISMARCK, Etc.
Philadelphia, Oct.

22, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream :—
Meeting the "Squire" of your staff, shortly after my return from the
West, he made me promise to furnish a short account Of my shooting.
Starting with Bismarck from this city September 8th, and spending a
day at Chicago, I arrived at State Centre, Marshall county, Iowa, about
2 P. M. on the 11th. I found my friend Shipman at the depot in hunting dress, with a two-horse team and his dogs, waiting my arrival to give
me an evening's shoot. In a few minutes I had unpacked my baggage,
changed my dress, and with gun and Biz I was with him in the wagon,
and the team making last time for the prairies. After driving some six
or eight miles we let the dogs into the stubble fields and soon found the
buds. That evening I killed ten and Shipman eleven. The next day
was Sunday.
On Monday I went by myself; rode out on a "buck board" with a boy
10 drive. A "buck board" is simply the skeleton of a wagon with a seat
And a board for the feet and on the hind axle is tied a box, in which we
carried the birds. I started in a southwest direction, and after proceeding about eight miles commenced shooting. This day 1 bagged twentythree chickens and a few snipe. During the week I gunned in this manner, averaging about twenty grouse per day, a few snipe, and some
ducks. I enjoyed the week very much, as my horse was very suitable,
and took no notice of the gun or its report. She had but one eye, so certainly did not see much on the other side of tne bead. The place once
occupied by the eye was entirely vacant. The name of this horse, which
was of the feminine order, was Cyrilda. She was a good traveler, true
as steel never shied at objects, nor moved a muscle at the report of the
gun. I often fired from the wagon every day, killing more or less without rising from the seat, and scarcely ever doing so or getting out until
,

Shooting in this way at my time of life is pleasanter
than continued walking with pockets loaded with these huge birds. In
dozen cartridges in my pockets, everyshort I never carried over half a
the box attached to the buck
thing in the nature of luggage being in
Twice I got sloughed (slooed) during
board, which was always at hand.
I
obliged to unbarweek. Cyrilda got fast in a quagmire, and was
the dogs pointed.

the
or rather superequine, efforts
ness before she could, only by superhuman,
serious business; one of these
extricate herself. Getting "slooed" is a
events occurred in this manner: Driving near a slough I noticed a flock

among the reeds in the water. I let them have one barand gave them the other as they rose. Biz helped me to gather three
from the water, but I noticed one fall in the grass on the other side, so I
got into the buck board and started for the place. I drove, as I supposed, far enough from the slouch to enable Cyrilda to proceed without
danger, but it was a mistake— all of a sudden Cyrilda went down. I was
obliged to jump out into the water about knee-deep and unharness. I
then pulled the buck board out on to the dry ground, and after everything
of duck= sitting

rel

ia to assist, Cyrilda.

Getting hold of her shoulder

past

week

I

1

.

7
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David Bbooks.
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SHOOTING ON CAPE COD.
Portsmouth, N. H., October 17th, 1875.
Editor Forest .and Stream:
Myself and friend, Mr. James Carroll, with our staunch and faithful
dog—Dandy, a fine pointer; Speed, a staunch and good setter, and
Bounce, my Laverack and Irish prize winner— started on Monday down
the cape, arriving the same evening at Eastham. On Tuesday morning
we prepared for grass birds and snipe. After a row of about two miles,
we landed on the marshes of Nosset Harbor, a fine marsh of two or three
miles square. We had only walked a few yards, when old Dandy brought
up stiff, being well backed by Speed and Bounce. Up went a snipe, to
be brought down by your humble servant. After bagging several of the
same sort, we fonnd good grass bird shooting. It being my first hunt on
them, I was surprised to see they were so near a game bird, as I saw
them lay to the dogs as well as snipe. They are very fat and well suited
for the table. After about four hours' work our bag consisted of thirteen snipe, forty-f our grass birds and three yellow legs. On Wednesday
the 30th, we shot over tht same marsh wiLh about the same luck. On
Thursday we went in search of quail, and on Friday we were successful
in finding three large coveys, and after breakfast we started for the
swamps. Arriving at the edge of the brush and near a log, up went a
snipe out of range. I pulled on him, however, and marked him down
on a sandhill two hundred yards off. Thinking he must be hit, we went
after him, when he got up again, and was nicely brought to bay. Just
as Bounce was bringing him in, Dandy and Speed came to a point, and
up went about fifty quail, heading for the swamp. Three fine fellows
fell to our guns, and we marked the covey down in the grass among
some little pines, and in a short time we were among them, and such
sport as we had for about two hours cannot be described. After ahout
two hours' shooting it commenced raining very hard, and we were forced
to leave the field and start for home, where we counted our bags, and
found thirty-five quail and one snipe, making In all about one hundred
and thirty birds. After partaking of dinner, we bid good bye to our
friends, Mr. and Mrs. Penniman, and ooarded the train for Portsmouth,
where we arrived in good order, well pleased with our trip down the

—

cape.

Quail.
«»«»i
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NOTES FROM INDIANA.
Valparaiso, Ind., October
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spent at my friend Shipman's, but birds are not plenty
in that neighborhood. One is obliged to drive from four to six miles before reaching the prairie. Near the town the land is fenced and under
cultivation.
Sunday evening Shipman, with two very fleet nags hitched
to a light buggy, drove about twelve miles in a northwest direction to
Farmer Price's, where we put up for the night, intending to make a full
day on Monday at the grouse. That day I bagged twenty-six, Shipman
twenty-five; one sandhill crane and about twenty ducks were also killed.
We saw six geese and tried to get a shot at them, but to no purpose. If
we had not been diverted from the grouse by the other game we could
easily have bagged forty grouse each that day.
Last year I killed on the
22d of September on that ground forty-two grouse. Shipman's method
of approaching cranes is in this wise: when the wind is fresh, with dogs
in he wagon, drive down with the wind on to the crane at full speed.
The cranes when they rife are obliged to fly against the wind and in your
direction.
We then fire from the wagon. In this manner we got near
enough to kill one dead with No. 6 shot. We got several shots at cranes
that day, and would have killed more had our cartridge been loaded with
coarse]* shot. Tuesday we gunned homeward, killing about forty grouse,
some snipe, and a few ducks. The remainder of this week I made Shipman's my quarters, having Cyrilda and the buck board in service.
I occasionally took a shooting friend along, especially those who had
brag dogs. I never boast of my dog, but am proud of my shooting
Relying entirely upon this, my strong hold, I could easily beat
qualities.
any of those fellows about two to one. After shooting at State Centre
from the 11th to the 27th inclusive, I was about to pack up and come
home when I was persuaded to give them another trial, which I did, and
was badly beaten, and that by a base stratagem. Each of them— Shipman and Fairhead— had two bitches. One of these animals was in that
peculiar condition to which such creatures are liable two or three times
in the course of the year.
She was tucked away under the seat, and 1
knew nothing of the circumstance until we got out of the wagon after
driving some ten miles to the hunting ground. Old Biz soon left me.
He and that miserable cur got hid away in a corn-field for npward of an
hour. I called and whistled, all to no purpose.
Aiterl fonnd the rascal
he would not hunt, any, but leave me and go with Fairhead. I msnaged
to kill eleven, while Fairhead bagged twenty, and Shipman seventeen;
so out of forty-eight I got only eleven, and these I "walked up" in the
corn. Out of this business there came very near being an unpleasantness, but as Fairhead gave me all the birds, packed them carefully in
ice, furnishing ice and otherwise treating me handsomely, I concluded
The birds I brought home in splendid
to say nothing more about it.
condition.
The total of the trip of my own shooting was 209 grouse, 42 snipe, and
about 50 ducks. The sandhill crane and some other birds were killed
between us. This is the seventh season that I have hunted grouse at
State Centre. The first was in 1866. Then there was scarcely a dwelling where now there is a very busy and thriving town. The Northwestern Railway had just opened through the country— a beautiful and rolling prairie, extending as far as the eye can reach. I am confident I saw
more chickens in oi e day in 1866 than I saw during the entire trip of this
season, but when chickens are so abundant you do not get a proportionate number of shots. When they are plenty they gather in flocks of often
fifty to a hundred, called packs, and you seldom get any more from one
of these flocks than you do now from a bunch of, say half a dozen.
They are not half as plentiful this season as last, but owing to the heavy
crop of grass they lay well to a dog's point.
This is the sixth year I have hunted them over Biz, who is now in the
He hunts with as much endurance as ever. I
eighth year of his age
hunted him every day but one of this trip except the Sundays. There
seems to be no tire to him. He scorns riding in a wagon, even after a
week's hunt. Three-quarters at least of all the birds killed w ere over
his points. Some days every bird killed was from his point.

The
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and lifting to the utmost of my strength, Cyrilda reared and extricated
her fore feet, only to make a lunge in my direction, falling again, this
time with my legs under her body, so that I was fastened in this position
with only head above water. I finally extricated myself, but with every
thread of clothing dripping with water. I again assisted Cyrilda; she
would rear, pitch, and flounder; then rest awhile and try It again; at
last poor Cyrilda reached terra jirtna. After harnessing and hitching her
to th« buck board we drove on the prairie, and Biz found the duck. My
boy driver said this duck was a "dam duck," but they are usually known
as "mallards." This experience occurred about sunset as I was,, returning to my quarters, and I was obliged to ride at least six miles wet to
the skin. I gave the boys at the village an account of my mishaps, but
instead of receiving sympathy they laughed at my misfortunes. On the
other occasion of getting "slooed" Cyrilda broke some of the harness

16th, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
Rumors of war! AH along the banks of the Calumet and down the
Kankakee the firing has been rapid for days past. No call for re-inforcements has yet been issued; but flying squadrons of—geese—have been
passing all day long, hungering, hastening towards the scene of conflict.
Reports have come in from the outposts, but they are not entirely satisfactory; so I am going to rig ray light battery of No. 20 C. F.B. L. e 4
drachms powder and 1 oz. of No. 6, and hasten to join the fray.
It's a pity, ia'nt it? The pot hunters are getting the best of the birds;
alwajgonthe ground &»ys *kea& «l th* JUghtftboy u% prepared for

fl
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DEER HUNTING
»

IN VIRGINIA.
..

-

Belle Fonte, Nottoway
Editor Forest and Stream :—

Co., Va., Oct.

2jd, lgft

Captain Eraser and party, including my brother and self, accomp anied
by seven deer hounds, hunted the Hone & Fraser estates, in Dimviddio
county, last week. First day killed two and st-.rted eight; second day"

broke a fine buck's leg, but he
swam
the Nottoway River and got away; killed none, startea three othersfourth day, hunted Col. Tucker's and Mr. Edwin Eraser's plantation
hi
Brnnswick county, joining another party; killed three, all of them being
two
stands.
Two
at
deer
Frank
Jones
Mr.
were
shot by
killed right and
I regard this as a great* field performance,
left on the full jump.
as
these deer were hunted and killed In true sportsmanlike manner, none of
them being on or near water, but on the full run through pines and oaks
The annual camp deer hunt takes place on the Cabaniss estate in Noven^
ber, where the prominent deer hunters of Nottoway, Dinwiddie and
Brunswick meet. I start for Memphis, Tenn., to-morrow, to attend the
Tennessee State Sportsmen's Convention, as judge of dogs, etc., and to
represent your journal. If all accounts are accurate, there will be a
meeting of owners of pointers, setters and hounds, also field sportsmen
such as this country has never seen before. However you will soon hear
Jno, M. Taylob.
from me.
killed none, started four; third day,
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GAME PROTECTION

IN

_

NEW

JESEY.

Philadelphia, October,

1375.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
In one of the September numbers of your paper I saw a notice (which
is taken from the Germantown lelegrapli) informing all persons who desire to shoot in the six lower counties of New Jersey, that they are
obliged to purchase certificates of membership in the West Jersey Game
Protective Society, or be liable to arrest and imprisonment.. Theartide concludes with the remark that they (the Qermantovvn Telegraph)
consider the act of Assembly, f em wMch the West Jersey Game Protective Society derive their charter, unconstitutional, and an outrage oa
the community. If, Mr. Editor, such a charge as the above had appeared
in the Germantown Telegraph only, I should not have thought it necessary to answer it; but when published in such a paper as the Forest
and Stream, which is recognized by all as one of the leading sporting
papers of the country, and with no comments to the contrary by yon, as
to the un justness of such allegations, I cannot let such remarks pass by
unanswered. Those persons who declare our charter unconstitutional,
do so on the ground that it distinguishes between the citizens of New
Jersey and other States, and prohibits citizens of other States from enjoying the same benefits. As this question is purely a legal one, Ida
not intend to burden you with a legal argument, but will refer you to the
case of Haney et at vs. Compton, which is reported, I believe, in 3 Ver00m (New Jersey Reports). In that case the constitutionality of the
rights of non-resident oysternien, under an act of Legislature, are felly
diccussed. Under an act of Assembly no non-resident can engage, or be
employed, in the oyster trade in the State, under penalty of seizure and
confiscation of his boat and tackle. This act is analogous to the act
under which we derive our charter, and it has been sustained by the Su1

preme Court of New Jersey.
It will be found that all cases in which State laws have been held to be
unconstitutional, as trenching upon the privileges and immunities of tbe
citizens of the several Statee, that the State Legislature has attempted
to define the way in which individuals may use their property; to define
the way in which property may be used in which the State has no interest, and not as in the present case to define the way in which its own -the
See also the case of Corfidd vs.
State's own— property may he used.

Coryell,

-i

W&sh. C. C. Rep.

371.

For the

benefit, therefore, of

those

to contest this matter, I think it may be safely said that a decision of a Supreme Court of the United States w oulcl be necessary for
a final disposal of the question. And should any one desire to enter into
litigation with us on this point, we are prepared to right it. oat to the

who wish

r

Leaving, therefore, the question of constitutionality to the courts,
to the second remark of the Germantown Telegraph, to wit:
That our charter is an outrage on the community. How an outrage on
the community? Are we working against the community? Are we trying to exclude the community from joining our Society? Let us, Mr.
It
Editor, look for one moment at our charter, and see what it requires.
dolrequires all non-residents to take out certificates at the cost of five
resident
lars the first year and two dollars every succeeding year, and
members, by our by-laws, are required to pay three .dollars the first year,
to
and two dollars for each succeeding year. The only requirements
end.

we come

it

membership are the payment of dues, and as no election is necessary,
of
not possible to exclude any person from membership on the ground
the
prejudice or dislike. The funds of the .Society are derived from
charter
membership dues, and after defraying all current expenses, the
is

in tw
of the Society requires the balance of the funds to be expended
to,
purchase of fish and game. This has been most faithfully adhered
ten pai«
and
quail
hundred
purchased
nine
Society
the
season
and last

aw

of prairie chickens, which was all they were able to obtain so late
oa=
season. This season the Society has already purchased 225 black
made
and have stocked several streams. Arrangements have been
gam
purchase 200 more fish, 4,000 quail, and 400 prairie chickens. This icoo
and fish is distributed among the different members, over the six
<

>

an

which are included in our charter, ae evenly as possible. In
power
tion to the above, the Society uses every possible means in its
prevent the shooting o£> game and fishing out of season.
the
Now, Mr. Editor, this is what the Society has done, and this is
in repi
ject for which it was formed. If the Society can only succeed
ties

theprev
ishing each year the stock of game which has been shot out
wih
season, and thus giving gocd shooting for the coming one, it
then
accomplished its ends. If this is an outrage on the community,
better.
the
societies
protective
game
with
away
sooner we do
Tel
It is to be regretted that a paper like the Germantown
jJ^.
not firs
_
which professes to take an interest in sporting matters, does
con
quire into the objects and actions of a Society like ours, before
00 *
ingit.
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Harmless Amusement. Mr. Mucklestone (after
ing his bird for the twentieth time): I say, Gaskins, 1
(Want"/''
believe the birds are frightened at me Old Keeper
Thev didn't ought to be sir!
!

m

FOREST ^ANDISTREAM.
The Most Approved System
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W. W. GREENER'S

BreechLoading,Sporting
And

Breech Loaders.

GUNS. Winner

of the Silver Cup,
value 40 guineas, at the Great London Field Trial 1875, beating 33 competitors with 68 yuns, also winning
in all the other classes lor the Improved System of Boring. These
guns will kill from 80 to 100 yards,
loaded with large shot, and will
shoot well with small shot with a
less powder charge than guns bored
upon the old system. For report of
the Gun Trial apply to Messrs. McLaran, Williams & Co., Ageuts, St.
Louis, U. S. A. Address
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Winners of the «Tu:rf Field
and Farm" GJ-nn Trials.
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For Simplicity of Construction.

ACCURACY,

Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation.

Materials

and Workmanship, they are Unsurpassed.
REVOLVERS
OF VARIOUS SIZES,
DESIBABLE IN ALL RESPECTS.
Send for Circulars.

Arms Gomp.

Whitney

New

Whitneyville, near

Haven, Conn., U.

8.

A.

Sent to any part of the United States

BRUSSELS, THREE-PLY AND

The Sportsman's Wareho
Late

New

9

C.

SCOTT <& SON

attention to their
very FINEST weapon, combining all their recent improvements, marked on the riboetween their name
and London address the brand— "TH hi PREMIER

York.

BREECH LOADING

London

us, Pistols

mplements,
artriclg-os, tootJx

Brass

name and

full

address,

&

St.,

4

AND

ham

Circus, near

NO.

Lancaster Street, Birmingham.

MUZZLE LOADING GUNS & RIFLES VERY CHEAP

SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.
Established 1780.

Chief address:

lOncis.

GUN MATERIALS OF ALL KINDS, CARTRIDGE VESTS, COATS AND BELTS, FLASKS.
POUCHES, AND AMMUNITION OF ALL RINDS. EVERYTHING IN MY LINE FOR
BOTH HOME AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE PRICES.

25

aug26-tf

Lang-

WHOLESALE.

^SKr
THE GREAT

H. C. Squires/

London Gun

(Title registered.)

SHOWN by

-
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DOUGALL'S

D.

J.

EXPRESS SHOT GUNS

Octl-6m

LSO,

IAVE LARGE STOOK OF

The parts in this new action are so few Jonly two,)t
mechanical soundness so thorough, and the
strength and simplicity of the action so great, thatr
W. & P. feel sure it will supercede all the complicated
and manifold grips now in use, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any double, treble or quadruple
grip now used. In this new action LEVER and GRIP
ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OF STEEL and the ANGLE of the BODY is left in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.
Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on application, and orders may be forwarded thr5ugh any
of the best houses in the States for execution in the
Spring.
Guns guaranteed to make patterns of from 160 to
280 with No. 6 SHOT AT 40 YARDS, as desired.

Hotel.

Manufactory Premier Gun Works,

Paper.

STRENTH
INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.

Office:

Regent

OF ALL

axidL

and
its

bear

Loader, bearing the full name of the firm. W. & C.
SCOTT & SON caution sportsmen against imitations
of their patent and name.
Guns bearing the name
abbreviated, or with different initials, are not genuine.

lO Great Castle

Rifle Manufacturers,*

Call the attention of the Sportsmen of America to theextrerae SIMPLICITY,
and DURABILITY of their New Patent "SIMPLEX" Breech loader

(See The Field, January 30th, 1875.)
a comparison of the two tables it will be
seen that with Walker's shot, Messrs. Scott
guns
showed a marked superiority over Mr. Greener's,
both in average and in the highest score made. Indeed, with the left barrel, in his third shot, Mr. Scott
got a selected group pattern of 239 and a penetration
of 37, equalling the highpst pattern made by Mr
Greener, and exceeding the penetration of that particular shot by eight sheets."

WHOLESALE AND BE1AIL

GUNS

call

full name and "London" only.
Each gun is numbered and the actions are stamped
with name and trade mark.
W.
C. SCOTT
SOW, Pole makers of the
Patent Top Lever, solid, Double Locking Bolt Breech

&

&

"From

COOPER HARRIS & HODGKINS,

^o. 177 IBroa<lway

&

TRIAL OP SCOTT& GREENER'S NE W SYSTEM
OF BORING, BY THE EDITOR OF
"THE FIELD," LONDON.

EDWIN S. HAEEIS,

Mary's Works, Birmingham, England.

Gun and

THE PREMIER GUN.

and plain guns

&C, VERY CHEAP, AT THE OLD PLACE,
free of charge.
113 Fulton street, New YorK.

W. W. GREENER,

St.

OF ACTION, MATERIALS, PROPORTION, AND
SHOOTING QUALITIES combined, in all the four

QUALITY."
Medium and fine guns

xMISFIT
CARPETS.
AND MISFIT ENGLISH

SECOND HAND
GOOD
INGftALN CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS,

(See issue Octoher 3d, 1873.)
In which competition the committees have awarded
our guns, First and Second for POINTS OF MERIT

W.

CLOSE - SHOOTING

DOUBLE

**

Trial,

trials at Wimbledon by Editor
of the Field to possess the GREATEST PENETRATION and therefore LONGEST
thus:
Circle, 30 inches; 300 pellets; average, 19i; penetration, 37.
The Editor's trial of Greener guns with 340
pellets of same shot and same charge of powder, gave
180,and penetration 30, although there were 40 more pellets in each charge.
Should any controversy arise as
to the durability of ^these new systems, we herewith
warn all beforehand that our system is our own invention (though founded on the American idea) and is DURABLE, a fact remarked on 'oy the Field, that the
guns tried had been in use during last season, and referenced permitted to the owners
Send for Illustrated;
Circulars to

RANGE—

.

59 St, James's Street London,

CHAS. GREE^,
showing solid head; e b showing^nickel anvils for Berdan Primer, Ely's central Are or Union
Company's caps.

Letter A.

:';

Uic

Sptoirtsmsui'is

Xiarfc's

Me

Fayorite Metallic Shells.

Endorsed by the leading sportsmen in the United States, and pronounced superior to anything now offered
the public. A full description of Shells and Patent Loaders with prices, may be obtained from any of the
jS&ding sportsmen's depots throughout the country. Manufacturers of Aluminum, Celluloid, and German ilr Reels for Trout, Salmon, and Bass, fishing.
GEO. E.
dfc CO., Newark, N. J
F. S. HARRISON, Agent.
may 13-ly
.

'''"

HART

,

JProm Captain Bogardus, Champion

Wing Shot

of America.

George E. Hart & Co.,
,.
Gentlemen- -The fifty shells I received from you to-day suit me better than any I have ever used. They
stronger and better in every respect, and I shall use them in all my shootingjiereafter. Yours truly.
A. H. BOGARDUS.

sssrts.
;
'

...»

New and

PATENT

and MINING

FAH
LXHn

Attractive Books.

A WOMAN OF FASHION,

I

A

By Annie Edwakds,

.

By

L^ZL%Z

F. H. Shepard, $1.

FSTFl I F

By Annie Ed wards,

™

851.

HENRY

viz.,

C.

,

Tempest-Tossed,

Ought

has just received an invoice of these close-shooting
guns, and from him any information in reference to
the results of the Great Trial can be obtained on ap-

J.

We

&

W.
TOLLEY'S
FINE ENGLISH

Made

nests and packs
ie oven, and the oven and funnel pack inside the
as
«»
represented in cut 2, leaving room for packhalf a dozen plates, knives, forks, spoons, and
siug cups. Price, complete, $15.
•;
,

m

/For sale at

so constructed that

Visit

FROMJSTOCK.
^»*tfE <&t^&5»w
!P^ ««??ra^S>^

New York

f
M^al
street, Montreal.
street,

City,

and by R. H. KILBY, 846

jijwBT^enU wanted in every town,

©ct&3 6t

^

Tnese Guns, celebrated for
genuine high class workmanship

and No.

1

ERS,

SHOOTING POW-

are built in six qualities
They are now imported direct to our
OFFICE, and sold by the Manufacturers to
at
the following prices.

$i.

-

-

Paragon,

-

quiring

-

Guns

-

-

-

-

-

-

$65
90

Gold.

115
140
180
225

<<

"

"
<•

«

and others

re-

specially built,

on

our new system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING
with increased PENETRATION, canhave their wishes
carried out WITH DESPATCH

Philip Earnscliffe,

Without Extra Cost.
Send

toy

-

Standard,. National, Challenge, -

TRAP SHOTS

Ordeal for Wives,

Either of the above sent
ceipt of tke price.

mail, post-paid,

on

re-

for illustrated descriptive particulars
sheets to our

BRANCH OFFICE, 29

and price

Maiden Lane,

NEW YORK CITY.
mSHVAGTOm, PIONEER:WORKS,

SHELDON & COMPANY,

xm TORS,

>

Orange Sporting Powder.
ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,

The

strongest and cleanest Powder made. Nos. 1
to 7, packed only in sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
sizes especially are recommended to owners of fine
breech-loading guns, giving great penetration with

very slight

JyJ

recoil.

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,
For water fowl. Very strong and clean
Nos. to
Packed in metal kegs of 6£ lbs. each, and m canis
ters of
and 5 lbs.
AUDUBON POWDER,

Bimiagfeam, Bagtoad*

1

.

5.

•

1

Very quick. For woodcock and quail Nos. 1 to 4.
Packed in metal kegs of 12* lbs. and 6£ lbs., and in
pound canisters.

ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,

The best for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest and
most used. Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25
lbs., 12* lbs., and 6i lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb.
and
I

pound.

All of the above give high velocities

uum than any other

and

less resia-

brands made.

21 Park

Row,

N. Y:

Water Pipe
A.

NEW YORK

Pioneer-,Tolley,

Her?

Annib.Edwards.

A pr 8-fim

(Opposite Astok House .)

OR

$1 75.

it

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
H. L. DUNCKLEE,
BOX 2710, BOSTON.
SPORTSMAN'S EMPORIUM, 102 Nas-

Order

to

SPORTSMEN

to

action as new guns. Send for circular and
No. 3 V/est Main street, Rochester, N. Y.

list,

BREECH LOADING GUNS,

Annib Edwards,
is

Cortlandt St.,

W. W. GREENER,
Champion Grim Maker,

By Justin McCart hy,

By Annie Edwabd*,

ware

1

(or brands.)

Linley Rochford,

ie

of No.

1st July, and can be examined about the 15th. All special orders given to
Mr. Squires will be carefully filled. A full report of
the GREAT TRIAL, showing the marked superiority
of my guns over guns made
by Dongal, Pape,
Tolley, and others, will shortly be published, and can
be had on application at No. 1 Cortland St.

Illustrated, $2.

Theo.Tilton

first-class.

LOADERS.

Same
price

him on the

:

'

strongest and most durable snap action made.

MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH

PATTERN, PENETRATION,

SQUIRES,

New York, is now importing my DOUBLE CLOSESHOOTING GUNS to order, an invoice of which

MYByLIFE on the 3PH, AXT*S.
Gen. Custer,

The

Shooting qualities

REGULARITY OF SHOOTING

Mr

plication.

LOVE AFLOAT:

22, 1875.

sential points,

and

Mary's Works, Birmingham, England.
HENRY C. SQUIRES, of No. 1 Cortlandt street,

By Justin McCarthy,

Breech Loading Shot Guns.

.

St.

E. H. Boyensen, $1 25.

Paul Massie,

Outside dimensions, packed, 12xl'2x20 inches.
Weighing only 25 pounds, very durable, will cook
ten persons, and is especially adapted for camping
rposes. The ware consists of 8 qt. kettle, 6 qt. tea
ttle, 2 qt. coffee
pot, fry pan, round tin pan, 2
lare paus, dipper, gridiron, tent collar, 8 ft. funnel,
;
5
vd an oven that will roast 15 pounds beef.

$1.

Norseman's Pilgrimage,
By

STOVE.
PATENTED JUNE

begs to inform his numerous
clients in the United States that he has been very successful in the above trial, having secured the first
prize, a silver cup, value 40 guineas— elass 2 for 12
bores; also winner in class 1 for 8 and 10 bores, and
class 4 for 20 bores
He has won in all the classes for
improved boring, which is upon a different plan to any
other maker, and is far superior in the three most es-

will be shipped to

DUNCKLEE'S

UMPING

Manufacturer of

W: W. GREENER

SPECIALTY.
SEAMLESS

Lap Welded, Wrought Iron

WATER PIPE,

From

One-half Inch to Fourteen Inches diamete*; in
lengths from 16 to 20 feei. Capable of Sustaining
a Pressure of i,000 lbs. to the tequare Inch. Manufactured by the

Boston, Mass., and McReesport, Pa.

COATED INSIDE AND OUT WITH AN

INDESTRUCTIBLE ENiftll
ULU
WARRANTED.

'

Joints are connected by our Patent
aient weeve
Sleeve CoupPnnn
lings, preventing all leakage.
Specimens Can be seen and obtained n« ot^k„„+,at the Company's

0mee^pSS2\SS^?*

,

FOREST AND STREAM.

190

\go\famm8 <§oo&$.

)ot$h m&<§,t§ottnfor^$ort£mm.

TUBBS' HOTEL,

To the Trout and Grayling Fisheries

OAKLAND, California.
JOHN M. LAWLOR & CO., Pboprietobs.

AT TH^ TERMINUS OF
SITUATED
great Trans-continental Railroad;
40 min-

the

utes from San Francisco; 200 rooms, with hot and
©old water in every room; delightful drives and splendid scenery; a favorite home for tourists.
july22-6m

Southern Hotel,

Fo.

St. Louis,

TT1RONTXNG ON

FOURTH, FIFTH

JD

$3,.

and Walnut

streets,

$3.50.

and $4. SO

$4,

per day, according to floor and location of room.
During the past year this hotel has been thoroughly
overhauled, repaired, re-frescoed, re-carpeted and refurnished from top to bottom, and is first class in all
respects. The Southern is located neariJle centreof
business, the theatres, and all places of amusement.
The tables are supplied with the best the market afthe hotel building the neatest
fords, and there is
restaurant in the city for ladies and gentlemen.

m

SepjMQt

Barnum's Hotel
Mo.

St. Louis,

THE

Hotel and table are in

respects

all

*

while the charges are moderate, and
such as similar accommodations cannot be obtained
elsewhere. Rates— first, second asd third floors, $3;
fourth, floor, $3.50; fifth floor, $2. L. A. PRATT,
formerly proprietor of the Spencer Houee, Cincinnati,
Sepl6
Ohio, and t he Gait House. Louisville, Ky.
first-class,

of

Northern Michigan,
VIA GRAND RAPIDS AND INDIANA RAILROAD, MACKINAW GRAND RAPIDS
A1VD CINCINNATI SHORT LINE.

BROOK TROUT
AMERICAN

BLACK
MASCALONGE

McGaW

Rossin House, Toronto, Canada.
SHEARS & SON, Proprietors.
This houseis a favorite resort for gentlemen sportsmen from all parts of the United States and Canada.

_^isB__i_|g'

and

Carman House, Forked

Grnnningj-.
New

River,

Jergey.

FACILITY FOR FISHING
EVERY
and gunning; house newly furnished;

excelBluelent table, fine boats and competent baymen.
fish, weakfi-m, kingtish, striped bass, geese, brant,
wild fowl and hav snipe of all kinds in their season.
Woodcock, quail, partridge and English snipe on the
ground* of the Hotel. Reached via N. J. 8. R. R.
via Pier 8, N. R. E. H. FRAME, Proprietor.

Sep2-2m

SHOOTING OF ALL VARIEShinnecock

ties,

Bay,

the

shooting

best

Wm.

N. Lane
in the vicinity of Nev/ York.
respectfully informs his frieuds that, having largely
added to the 8prrngville House, he is prepared to entertain and take care of his guests in ample manner.
Moderate prices and satisfactory attention guaranteed- The young bay birds are now coming in and
good bags are the order of the day. Address
Lane, Good Ground Station, L. I.
Live wild geese stools for Spring and Fall shooting.
ground

Wm.

N

au»5-3mo

.

,

STEAMER

AN UNDIVIDED INTEREST IN

400

acres of land on Currituck Sound, comprising
gome of the best points for shooting. Price low.
Particulars to be had and tide deeds to be seen at
oct7-tf
this office.

making

DAILY CONNECTION

BER

30th.

GEESE, BRANT

FORW.

AND DUCKS.

FALL SHOOTING ADDRESS

J.

Kinsey, Baraegat Post Office, N. J. To insure good gunners, write one week in advance.
octl4

PIGEON SHOOTING.
THE TRAP

SHOOTER'S REFEREE

BREECH

J.

Send

Fisliiiigf

(Established 1822)

-

IMPORTING,

ortsmen!
Your attention

called

is

GOODS

OIL

CASINS,

the best

to

TAN NED MOC-

1209

_____

to

the

feet,

and

FRANK GOOD,

Elm

st.

Manchester. N. H.

Sparks,

r

JPlioiixas

Shot and Bar Lead

N, E. Corner Fifth and Chestnut

PHILADELPHIA,

Office, 121

Walnut

1808.]

St. Philadelphia.

THE AMEEICAPi

COOPER'S ANTI-BILIOUS

O

(frora

original prescription.)

MRS. HARVEY'S COUGH SYRUP.
DENTIFRICE, In Bottles.

TV

DENTIFRICE,

New

City leaves

VARABIAN RACAHOUT,

W. MER1DEN, CONN.
Special attention is given to first-class work. Extra
PORTRAITS cut to order, by
sketches and

DOG

sending photographs. JACOB GLAHN, Manager,
Formerly Supt. of Parker Bros. Engraving and OrnaFeb 11
mental Department.

M., arriving in New Haven in time for
the early morning trains. Tickets sold and baggage
checked at 944 Broadway, New York, and 4 Court
Apply at General Office on the
street, Brooklyn.
at 11 P.

or to

RICHARD PECK.

General Agen

U. S.

Circulars Free.

Folds Very Small.

Price

The Sportsmen's Depot.

^~
I £

$3
§1
to §10 1
J

Philadelphia.

Loaders.
REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Has constantly on hand a full assortment of Rods,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair Trout Lines, &c.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. _ Also, a large
lot of CaneReeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds' Eggs and Birds' Skins in great varieties—
Taxidermy in all its branches.

DOG

SPRATT'S PATENT

BISCUITS.

AGENT FOR
SYRUP RED

4-ly

-The Popular Sheridan Lounge, $5 plain $10 quilted,
is the standard with sportsmen.
Sold at Eaton &
Co.'s, 103 Nassau st., and E S. Harris, 177 Broadway.
;

The Goss Revolving CartridgeHolder
/DARKIES PAPER OR METALLIC
\J SHELLS, either end up, revolves on centre
slides, weighs but 1£ pounds, and is only 1$ inches
wide. Holders flare at top so as to auickly receive
the shells, and, being elastic, securely clasp the same.
For ea£e of action and rapid shooting it excels anything of the kind invented.
PRICE, C. O. D.,$6.B0.
In ordering, give the size of shells and a foose measurement outside of vest.
N. S. GOSS. Neosho Falls, Elan.
jv22-ly

ORANGE,

OF MALTA.
without my name as Agent

on the

CORRESPONDENTS.
143

MAW, SON

S.

New Bond

W.

Street,

& THOMPSON,

LONDON!

L

12 Aldersgate St., E. C.

NEWBERY & SONS,

G.

VOSS, HAMBURG,

,

E.

D&ARDIN, PARIS,

,

The

St., E. C. J

Sto

21 Johannls

2 Avenue

de I'Open.

attention of Druggists and the Trade generally,

is called

to the Price List of

ENGLISH & FRENCH
MEDICINES & PHARMACEUTICAL
PREPARATIONS,
Which

will

The Up-Town

be mailed on application,

Depot.

Sportsman's

Chas. L, Bitzmann &

Rulesfor Pigeon Shooting Fishing Pants,
of
prominent Gun Clubs of the United
of
Leggings and Boots,
States and Canada, including the Rules
the Hurlnghain and London (Engjish) Gun Clubs. Price 50
RUBBER CAMP
by Gunsmiths everywhere, and
For
BLANKETS, THERE CAN BE NO GREATER PORof Fore«t and Stream, or mailed on
the
COMPLETE
without serious defects They are the only

Label,,

SAVORY & MOORE,

37 Newgate

IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN
Guns, Rifles, Pistols, and Fishing Tackle*
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech

suitable for'

inconvenlentbottlei

DEfjARDIN'S

None Genuine

F.

JOHN KRIDER,
Sts.,

E.

Camp Lounge Co., %

TEOY, K. Y.

tf

.

Tin Canisters,

in

Travelers,

HARTFORD,

Elm

-Steamer

PILLS,

CHAPMAN'S ANTI-DYSPEPTIC PILLS
IWISTAR'S COUGH LOZENGES,

fi

NIGHT LINE

Streets

PA,

SOLE PROPRIETOR AND MANUFACTURE*
—OF'ESSENCE JAMAICA GINGER,
CHOLERA MIXTURE,
CO PRESERVED TARAXACUM JUICE,
MUTTER'S COUGH SYRUP.
BITTER WINE OF IRON.
I

[Established

IND|A RUBBER

CONTAINS THE

& DISPENSING

thing ever

of the very best of
stock in three different styles, and warranted the gen-,
uine article, different from anything before offered
Illustrated Circular and Price List free.

CHEMIST

MANUFACTURING

worn by sportsmen. No
injured by wetting and
drying— always soft and

.*

Mail Steamship Company's line to Savannah,

Sneider.

Frederick

AND
an g26-ly

Ac

Rod^,
FisH Hooks,

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.

street,

York

sm^

°uiin,

for Circular.

914 W. Pratt St., Baltimore.

easy

A

tc Breech

Fishing- Tackle,

H. PAGE,

Springfield,
Mountains, Montreal and
intermediate points. The new and elegant steamer
leaves
Pier
No. 25, East River, daily
C. H. Northam
(Sundays excepted) at 3, and Twenty-third street,
passenger train will be
East River, at 3:15 P. M.
in wailing on the wharf at New Haven and leave for
Springfield and way stalions on arrival of the boat.

GUN

Clark

VERYJiDRABXJEUJbeing made

HAVEN,
FOR NEW White

SHOT

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN

at latter

Ga., sailing every Saturday, from Pier 22, bwlow Pine
Delaware River, at 12 o'clock noon, making
close connections through to all points South. The
line Is composed of the steamships J UJNTATA and"W YOMING. The Wyoming does not carry passengers.
The Juniata is a favorite ship with the traveling public, having passenger accommodations of the most
superb character. She has recently been refitted and
elegantly furnished with everything requisite to the
comfort and convenience of passengers.
Families en route for FLORIDA, Georgia, Alabama,
and even as far as New Orleans, will find the Savannah route the mest desirable for comfort, as well as
he most economical. Through trains of the Central
Railroad of Georgia, and Atlantic ai»d Gulf Railroad,
Florida, leave Savannah every morning and evening.
The Plorida steamers leave Savannah three days in the
week for all points on the coast.
For through passenger tickets and bills of lading to
all points in Florida, Georgia. Alabama and Tennessee, apply to WM. L. JAMES, General Agent, 41
South Delaware avenue, Philadelphia.

LOADING

Loading.
AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD'S SHOOTING

Gen'l Passenger and Ticket Agent,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

jyt

Corner Second and Walnut

Klnsey's Ashley House, Barnegat Inlet.

Boston.

Muzzle Loading Guns Altered

point for the Island of Mackinaw. -*
For Tourists' Gnide, containing complete and accurate maps, with full information as to Fishing Grounds,
transportation facilities, and in short all that could be
desired by Sportsmen or Tourists, send to Forest and
Stream office, or to the undersigned. Low Round
Trip EXCURSION TICKETS good until SEPTEM-

pier,

Shooting Property for Sale.

St.",

PRICES, $50.00 TO $250.00.

LUXURIOUS SLEEPING AND CHAIR CARS
run through from Cincinnati to Traverse City; also
PULLMAN PALACE SLEEPERS from Detroit over
Michigan Central and Grand Rapids and Indiana road,
via Grand" Rapids, to Petoskey, with SPLENDID

_^lo__dL_L.
KOYAL NIAGARA HOTEL,
QUEEN'S
^
NIAGARA.
AND SOUTHERN
PHILADELPHIA.
Delightfully located ot the mouth of Niagara River,
fourteen miles rrom the Falls. Accessible by boat
and railway. Fine facilities for fishing, boating and
& V7A1NETT.
bathing.
jy7-3m

&
374 Washington

SPORTSMEN

attention of
and TOURISTS
invited to the many attractions offered by this line,
now completed from Richmond, Ind., to Traverse
City, on Grand Traverse Bay, and to Petoskey, on
Little Traverse Bay. The waters of the Grand Traverse region and the North Woods of Michigan are
unsurpassed, if equalled, in the abundance and great
variety of the finny tribe.
abound
in the streams, and the famous
GRAYLING, now attracting the attention of Sportsmen
everywhere, is found only in these waters.
BASS, PIKE, PICKEREL, and
are
also found in great numbers in the many lakes and
lakelets of this territory.

The

SNEIDER

ANTHONY,

BRADFORD

is

J^ox*

BAY

"

.

Factory,

943 BROADWAY
114 Centre Street.

Co.,

(above 22d

St.)

the-

all

of

sale

cents.

at
receipt

office

CHAS. SUYDAM,
ber s street. New York City.
of price by

A

THE

Sept 2tf

Yaluable Handbook.

Sporting & Camping Outfits
_

SPORTSMAN.

AMERICAN

tability

Cham-

Publisher, 149

CONTAINING HINTS TO SPORTSMEN, NOTES
ON SHOOTING, AND THE HABITS OF
THE GAME BIRDS AND WILD
FOWL, &C. OF N. AMERICA.
By Elisha J. Lewis,
D.
Elegantly Illustrated with Nearly 200

Send

HODGMAN
& CO.,
27 MAIDEN
LAKE,

for Price List.

Engravings.

IV.

Y.

Third Edition. Extra Cloth, #2.75.
Svo.
"This elegant book is deserving of an extended
popularity. It is superior to any book on sporting
that has been published."- -Philadelphia Dispatch.
***For sale by all Booksellers, or *will be sent by
mail, on leceipt of price, by
'

LIPPINCOTT &

J. B.

715

<fc

CO., Publishers,
717 Market Street, Phila.

OC4IT EXPLANATORY CIRCULAR

OLR

rnrr
lULL

TO $500

how $10

1

fr

invested in J)

Stock Privileges has paid and

in**.
| (J TO

will pay Large Profits. Railroad
Stocks, Bonds and G^ld bought

Interest SixPerffrnfj
Ceut. allowed on deposits sub- J)0UU»

on Margins.

ject to sight draft.

Buck waiter

<& Co.,

Wall

Bankers and Brokers, K©» 10
Street.

New

Magic Lantern and 100
& H.

"TP

York.

Slides for

ANTHONY &
Broadway,

§100.
CO., 591

_1JJ.
N. Y., opposite Metropolitan HoChromos and Frames, Stereoscopes and Views
Graphoscopes, Megalethoscopes, Albums and Photo-'
graphs of celebrities. Photo-Lantern Slides a specialManufacturers of Photog raphic materials.
ty.
au$-X.y

First
-

Premium at Yienna Expos

an ordinary powder

Use it now like Black Powder.
No fear of overloading. Burns slow now. No fouling of the gun. Little or no smoke. Little or no reNot very loud report. Less heating of the barcoil.
Good penetration and good patrel in rapid firing.
tern.
Safe to keep, as it does not explode if set on
fire, except well contined,
Shells furnished loaded
with powder only, if desired. None genuine without
my signature on the can.
DI 1
flask; grains hard.

CARL

tiom

TMAR,

Weight about 60 pounds.
Peterborough, $25 gold. Just what sports-

Price at
require

men

AN

FOR SALE CHEAP.
UNDIVIDED HALF INTEREST

in a Splendid Fishery, well stocked, with 30
ponds, and room and water for IOC more. Sixteen
acres of land, and a fine green house filled with plants,
For particulars, enqui.e of H. H.
Ran-

THOMAS.

FOR

oct28 tf

SALE— A FINE DOUBLE CEN-

Fire Breech Loading Gun, second hand;
price $60. Also, a fine thoroughbred red Setter, nine
months old, with first class pedigree. Address H. S.,
at tf»te office.
oct28
tral

^
SALE—A NEW IRON STEAM

FORYACHT;

Apply to HOLMES
CO,, Bord«ntown, ft. j,
etS8 8t,

speed, 18 miles.

SHAW, BROWK &

ane:12-4m

BATTY & ARNOLD,
.

ik

JULEP AND BRIGHT COLORED STRAWS,
TURE FRAMES, NATURAL DYED
Address P. O.

PIC-

GRASSES, Etc.
Box 40, New Utrecht, N. Y.

HAYDEN«
FOR BREECH LOADERS.

.

all

dealers.

Send for

HAYDEN BELT WORKS,

Sep 30-8m
-

Shoot-

Remington Rifles and Shot Guns, Holabird
ing Suits, Cartridge Vest, Belts and Poaches. A"»
piemen ts for both muzzle and breech leading guu».
in(U
Sportsmen's Goods and Ammunition of AH &

on hand cheap
Goods sent C. O. D. to

'

..

Columbus, Ohio

Ivory and Pearl Stocks put on

FOR

SALE. —A SPLENDID

BREECH

Loading, Express Rifle, made by E. M. Reily &
London; cost 80 guineas, gold; is »ow off ered at
$125; sold for want of uge. Address H. SMITH, at

Co.,

th&omqe.

j^

^

__——

ENGLISH

SPORTING GUNPOWDER.
Nos.

&

Harvey's

2,- 3. 4, 5, 6, 7,

DIAMOND

and 8 Superior

W. STITT,
or topwads required. Loads
in half the time usually required. Fifty percent,
better distribution and greater penetration secured.
Send to your gun dealer for sample.
Ju8-ly

Repairing

Pistols.

Hawker's Ducking.

creasers, turners,

-n,,,-^
Un^u

parts of the

all

of all kinds artistically executed.
tow
Cartridges for Breech Loading Shot Guns,
oruu.
loaded, put up in boxes of fifty, or loaded to

Curtis

circular.

Kay Shot Concentrating Cartridge.
No

'

breech
take muzzle loaders in exchange for
loaders, and have always some fine second-hano g

au£5-6m

Revolving Cartridge Belt
Sold by

Guns, Rifles, Pistols.Fishiiig Tackle

We

Wholesale and Retail Dealers

Neponset. Mas s.

-

dolph. Cat tarangus cosnty, N. Y.

tel,

Awarded

MY

CO.

NEW IMPROVED POWDER
can no>v be loaded from

stronger and faster.

OF

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURED

Peterborough, Canada.

qualities

DITTMAR POWDER
MANUFACTURING

WM. ENGLISH,

POSSESS ALL THE
THESE CANOES
of the Indian birch canoes, but are
much

,

M*

CANADIAN BASS WOOD CANOES.

!LAND

India Rubber Goods of Every Description.

D.

portable boats that are equal to the very best whole
ones for local use.
jy29-ly

sep9-eow

ONE

„

61

GBAI»j

Rifle,
,

and

,„„ of

Cedar^stree^

AgentJgirJUBjJgg^

EB
HUNDRED CHEMICALLY
^
any
sent

to
pared Circular Gun Swabs
fifty cents. R. L. GRAVES,

on receipt of
Vermont.

_______——-——

^

^f %

d)

»

e

t(

~"~

Crystal 'Springs Fishery,
Yoi
Randolph, Cattaraugus County, New
FOB *./
20,060 BROOK TROUT EGGS
.

Orders solicited and

o

128

3m

THOMAS*

filled

^

promptly-

,

.

ABBEY, Prppn^*'

j
]

FOREST AND STREAM.
'$o\wmmB %0o&n.

$jt J$emut.

I

191
initttmiton£t

igcellmqouz.

'S

c.

SUCCESSORS TO

™

CLERK

I.J.

"UIWIWII,

f

young Pointers and Setters for
Do^s boarded and cared for in the best manner
guaranteed. dogs broken
Pedigrees
per month

A1VI>I£1L,W
48 Maiden Lane, N.

of
P finest strain

1p

at $5
for $50

I02 Nassau

;

.

Mar11

St.,

Pontiac, Michigan.

^^aTe^a~"brace of very

perior thoroughbred, staunch, well-broken settogether; good retrievers; should
tiiw' broken to work
For particulars address H. S., at
riot 'be separated.

J

.

FIVE DOG'

HAVE
T Auo-nst

for Sale.

WHELPS OF

Sired by Kirk; bred from General
Barker, Detrior,
Puster's'stock by the late Hon. K. C.
Mr. R. Hoe, Jr/s, imported
nut of Daisy. She was by
Crine out of Fanny, bred by the late Hon. K. C.
Price, boxed and delivBarker from his old sto^k
six weeks old, $25 each. Will
ered at express office at
Price $50.
whelps are weaned
geu^aujr
sell Daisy after
26.

.

y

0AKLB1GH THORNE,

Millbrook, N. Y.

oetT jf

THOROUGHLY BRO"DURE BRED, pointers
for sale. All guaran-

ken setters and
IL
L. It.
teed to be first-class dogs.
County, Ohio.
bell's Station, Gu ernsey

MOKRIS, CampSepl 6

P

months

Three

old,

from imported stock.

Price

EJ.ROBBINS,

Wether sfield, Conn.

ocl28 2t

DUNCKLEE'S CAMP STOVES.

_

Dealer in sportmg
the cure of all diseases.
owrv variety. Dogs trained for reasonable

for six persons, $15.

No

sation.

1 1

South Fifth ave

1

.

.

N. Y.

dogs of

compen-

Parties

fitted

Pattern

Rifles.

503

GARMENTS

Oliallc

ing

DRAB

COKDUROV,
BLUE BEAVER and FRIEZE.
Wading Boots, Fishing- Stockings, RubGame
THOMSON'S FISHING AND HUNTING SUITS,
best quality of water-proof duck, light tan color,
especially adapted for concealment in blinds or sedge
approaching game in the woods. Light,
English et}le; extra
durable and very cheap.
pocket
back for cartridges. Entire suit, $15.

GEO.

grass, or for

UUUIJIU M.IM UU>QIU,
.800, .400 and .450 Bore.
,

RIGBY'S Celebrated

m

HEGEMAN'S PORTABLE CANVAS BOATS.
BOND'S METALLIC BOATS.
MILES JOHNSON'S PIGEON TEAPS-Price,
Hart's Metallic Shells.

PBICE LISTS, &c

The

best shell ever offered to sportsmen.
on hand and made to order.

ON APPLICATION TO

,

SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
ST. JiHE« STREET, LONDON.

All sizes

list

C.

HENNING,

PRESS,

woods; three different

styles.

$3,

FISHING GARMENTS.

$5 50 and $6.

"Ilie Ampersand."
The most complete

i

A Hand-Book for Sportsmen and Settlers.
300

12mo.

pp.,

CONTENTS

:

Introductory Chapter.
Birds-eye Glance at Florida.
Outfit for

Sportsmen.
Hints for Southern Hunting.
Coastwise Route? of Travel.
'tome Animals and Birds of Florida.

portable boat constructed. The
Can be packed iu
largest size weighs but 12 pounds.
snace of less than half cubic foot. Prices within
reach of all.
No. 1, 8 feet, weight 8 pounds
$25 00
32.00
No. 2. 10 feet, weight 10 pounds
No. 3, 12 feet, weight 12 poun ds
40.00
sep9

One Hundred Dollars.
Cheap Recreation.

New Book,

m

Private

Dougherty and the Bass.
Birds of St. Au&ustine.
Steam Yachting on the St, John,

m the Cypress Swamps.

P. O. Box 5,109.

Lruising

Along Shore.
Shooting at Salt Lake.
ihe Okeechobee Expedition.
SOUTHWEST FLORIDA.
n *~~Manatee
J— ern ai"iina to Cedar Keys.
Sarazota and Gasparilla.
•w«
*£• ?-^mong the Keys.
Jo, 4-Meteorology.
8«* f~frunta Ra9sa
& Caloosahatchie.
v°* °-Up the Caloosahatchie River
go.
7-Visit to Okeechobee.
w« n ~ m (lian °auds and Canals.

No.

102

A. 8. COLLINS, Proprietor.
Eggs, Fry, Yearlings, &e. of Brook Trout, Salmon Trout, Salmon, White Fish, dkc.
Also Bass, Gold Fish, Silver Fish, and stock for
Aquaria, Wire Oioth, Hatching Trays, Patent Spawning Kace*. and pverythinsr pertaining to fish cuHnre

JOSEPH

M

kJ

and Stream PuI)-

lishing- Co.

UKD^R b SENT TO THIS OFFICE
IN ADVANCE
OF [PUBLICATION WILL BE
PROMPTLY FILLED.
* *mK•

tV

filt

>

s to

5

Flonda and Persons seeking

11 ives a ful1 classification of
§
"h,
the Southern Peninsula,

and !n?„?

Conner

-

ans

a book that has lon
S been needed

,

e
A

?

the

.

TJfu°u e

Plorlnl fii i?

neat Sttiom

game

SMOKE

t

'

,°f

»

i

'

best, the cheapest,

Write

LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN,
Solid Breech Snap Action.
EASIEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAFE FROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.
Muzzle Loaders Altered

to

Breech Loaders,

my 27

AND TRAPPER'S ILLUSHUNTER'S
TRATED PRACTICAL GUIDE— Gunning

camping
Informa-

etc.

great Denefi t to visitors seeking
pleasure ' exploration, or iperma-

With

fifty

Manual, 50c.

engravings. 20 cents. Taxidermist's
Training, 25c. Of booksellers or

Dog

by mail, JESSE
New York.

mmvmm,

and most desirable

HANEY & CO

.

,

119

AMATEUR SPORTSMAN.

Nassau

street,

*ep9-8t

to the
for illustrated catalogue.

W.
je!7

H.

HOLABIRD,

Valparaiso, Ind .

The Piseco
Loader, Crimper and Cap Expeller.
A LL DEVICES NECESSARY FOR

-LA-

it is shaved from the best
Natural Leaf, for Meershaum

and Cigarettes.
Does not make the tongue sore.
Liberal sample on receipt of money. Highest
award,
Vienna, 1873. Send for circular.
S. KIMBALL dk CO.,
Pbbrless Tobacco Wokks,
Rochester, N. y.

WM

Vienna, Austria, Nov. 30, 1873
„
S. Kimball <& Co.:
friend of mine sent me, with a transport of
Indian skulls, two pounds "Vanity Fair, which
I declare to be the best tobacco I ever smoked.
We have
,

Gun.

and

Mrs. J. H. SL \ OK,
Blooms bury, N. J.

od7-lm

Ever Offered

and Rifle Shooting; making and using traps, snares
and nets; baits. and baiting; preserving, stretching,
dressing, tanning, and dyeing skins and furs, fishing,

routes of interior
ravel < the agricultural resources of the

Betl ement hint8 for
oarSJA^ ale8for
game notels and sucn otner
lion

by

setile-

Black Bass,

everything pertaining to fish culture.
Price lists sent upon application to

DANE,

Dane Breech Loading Shot

12-Suggestions to Tourists.

Published by Forest

C.

MANUFACTURER OP THE

f'
}\~£ Sportsman's Paradise,
iNo.

TroutdaleTisFPon^r
ETC., OF BROOK
Trout-, also Salmon Trout.

PAWN, FRY,

The

-

.

Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. V,

.

9 Tam a
P
*S 1
w°/ JO-Subterranean Streams.

with

"Seth Green Fish Ponds"

City.

m

cloth,

A. H. BOGARDUS,
Elkhart. Logan county, 111

CO.,

New York

street.

CAPT.
Sep1fl-tf

"Trip to England."

street,

BOGARDUS,

author, and an engraving of his
pp., price $2. Adlress

Sportsmen's Emporium,

Nassau

II.

111.

One volume, i2mo, fancy stamped

s*eel portrait of the

made and

EATON &

the Seminoles.

CAPT. A.

CO., Agents, 119 Nassau

champiou medal, 400

hints to sportsmen.
Price 50 cents.
Sole agent in New York city for J. H. Batty, TJ. S.
Taxidermist. N- A. birds and eggs for collectors,
Buck's heads, and game birds a specialty. Orders
filled with dispatch.
We furnish every article necessary for the outfit of
sportmen in the camp or field. Goods sent everywhere by express. Remit only by draft, Post Office
order, or registered letter to
are

containing a nar-

rative of the visit to Great Britain of Bogardus and
his matches in Eng'and, I: eland and Wales, wit1i the
leading shots there, and the winning of the championship badge of the world by him, giving complete
scores and other details; embracing also an account
of the great International Pifle match, with illustrations of American and English styles of shooting,
championship badge, Lorillard badge, portrait of the
author, etc., 184 pp. ; price, fifty cents, to be had post-

gun.

Sighted and ready for use. $10, $12, $16. Just
the arm for first lessons by Young America in acquiring the requisite skill for a position in ihe Kifle Team,
sep9
and mre death to cats in the bade yard.
The -Phtenix Single Barrel Breech Loader.
Uses either Ely's paper, or Hart's me12 gauge.
Just the article tor young sportsmen.
tallic shells.

JBogardus'

TRIP TO ENGLAND,

BOOKS.

and Instructions concerning game birds, their haunts
and habits, and the most effective methods of their
pursuit, with tiie correct system of using the dog and

Flolbert Rifles.

With how guns

Indian River.
Florida the Promised Land.
PortC-apron.
Fishing at St. Augustine.
{Hack Bass Fishing on Spruce Creek.
annting the Panther.
The Environs of Tallahassee.

BOGARDUS

FIELD, COVER AND TRAP SHOOTING,
by the same author. A practical book of information

LITTLE NOISE. PERFECTLY SAFE.

man.

7
CAPTAIN

AMERICAN NEWS

$18.00.
Special attention paid to selection of guns for gentlemen at a distance by an expert and an old sports

Florida.
in Florida for

Supplementary Hints for
UP Che St. John Paver.

and Salmon.

paid from the author,
Elkhart, Lo«ran couuty.

CANVAS BOAT.

COLYIN'S

for Trout, Bass

C.

Moccasins, Oil Tanned,
for the

Creen Heart Rods,

it.

HOLABIRDS
SHOOTINGS

in this country of tha

celebrated

ever published. Send for

410 Seven tli Street,
WASHINGTON, D.

Apr 29 ly

$14 per pair.

1

SO Fulton St^N.T.

N. B.--Sole manufacturers

Ventilating Pockets.
and Samples free.

Illustrated Price List

The most complete

TACKLE!

FISHING

ber Clothing, &c.

1875.

meSt

Co.,

Dt,OK,

AT

Wintr,

Crook &

Manupacturekb and Importers of

FUSTIAN, REPELLANT

FIELD TRIAL

s

B.

J.

ETRATION

Among

U.nes.

^issliiug-

Full line of Tackle for Brook, River and Sea FishAgenrs for John James & Sous' celebrated Fish
hooks and Needles.
SILVER MEDAL awarded by the FRANKLIN
INSTITUTE, 1874, "for SUPKRIOR QUALITY and
FINISH of RODS and TACKLE.
Aprl-6m

fishing, running rapids, lightetc.; the best li^ht ever Invented
$6 25.

40

Game Pish of
I'mee Months

and

ing.

and

HIGHEST PEN-

72

street, Philadelphia.
Manufacturers of

GREENHEART WOOD a specialty.
FINE ROD MOUNTINGS.

13 Bore,

31

& Son

505 Commerce

The celebrated

Jack Lamp,

yards.

&m

and

FINE BASS AND TROUT FLY RODS.

our Close-Shoot-

1 1-8 iVo. G,

DUANE ST.. (near
New York.

A. B. Shipley
Moth-proof

by

:

ALEXANDER & WALLER,
103

'Mildew-proof,

pound.

for nteht shooting

kinds.

Fishing Tackle.

Waterproof,

American Bog Biscuit?,

10c. per

all

Broadway)

is

ing camp,

* -«M

lOl &

Eved Needles

4-29

of nutritive bone and muscle making material,
the only portable food for dogs made in this
country'. Put up in packages of 10, 25, and 100 pounds,
and warranted not to spoil in any climate. Price,

and

Guns and

BARTON,

Sole Importers of Warrin's Celebrated Drilled
St.

Sportfunens' goods of

Manufactured and Imported by

a Specialty.
Lawrence Fishing Co.

Made

Manufacturers of Fine

And

out with appropriate Tackle for the

7.
6. squara, weighs 15 lbs.;
Can
be packed in knapsack.' Price $10. Ten feet square

Oct 22

'5

BREECH AND MUZZLE LOADING GUNS,

Rocky Mountains and Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
the Adirondacks, &c, &c.
Split Bamboo, Trout and Salmon Rods and Reels
Agents for the

Rods and Reels
WORKMANSHIP.

ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.

every Variety and Style of

CAMP TENTS,
for four persons,

on

Price $5.

When folded is about the size of an ordinary shawl
strapped. A light, durable, compact, and comfort-,
able couch. Sent by express C. '.». D., $5, including
side and supporting sticks at the head. Just the thing
for the camp or lawn

M. D., HAS CONSTANTHENRY GARDNER,
hand and for saie, medicines adapted to

LY

Price$15.

cupies a space of 12x12x20 inches.

CAMP LOUNGES.

And

Fly

TilE FINEST

Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and other fishing.

FISH HOOKS.

$20.00
6.00

Those desiring something light and durable for
camping purposes will find this stove exactly right,;
weighs only 25 pounds; will cook for ten persons.
The ware consists of Kettle, Tea Kettie, Coffee Pot,
Fry-pan, round Tin Pan, two square Pans, Dipper,
Gridiron, Tent Collar, and eight feet Funnel Stove
Pine, with oven that will roast 15 pounds beef, all of
which nests and packs inside of stove, which only oc-

f

t

™1TSALE---IRISH SETTER PUPS,
feeach.

Waterproof and Mildew proof, complete
"
Wading Jackets

OP

LINEN AND COTTON LINES,

SILK,

HOLABIRD'S CELEBRATED SUITS.

Bamboo

Split

Every variety of Salmon and Trout Flies, and Hooks
on Gut. Cutty Hunk and Pasque Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Braided Silk Lines, every size and quality of

,

,

Hounds

Baits, Fish Hooks, &e.

TROUT, SALMON AND BASS RODS.

octl4^

Scotch Deer

and sportsmen a most complete

Reels, Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets,

On hand the largest and best assortment ever exhibited in the United States. They particularly call
attention to their .

stj-

h

tMs_office

offer to dealers

Fishing Tackle,
Tackle, Rods,

Fishin?

W. U BHUMMITT,

03 tf

We

EST

assortment of

HAVE TEN MORE FERF-^iETS^I
ready; splendid fellows; $12 per pair,
y

CO.

IMPORTERS- MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS

L__________

rets
remits*
j,

<&>

Y.

r
Messrs.

„
r
Wm.

Sirs— A

1 '

very good tobacco in Vienna-Turkish and Hungarian
-but Vanity Fair is the King of all, by its aromatic
flavor and the right sort of strongness.
My
in
New York got an appointment in California:friend
bv that
reason 1 apply immediately to you, begging von tn
send me, for the enclosed ten dollars, a supply of
ity Fail, and send with the next steamer to
Germ-mt
th re s a German firm that sells
your excellentf Pair,
j , I beg you
Vanity
to enclose me the
address
Your respectful

Vm

U

loading or re-load mg shells of two calibres
combined in one instrument. Avoids the necessity
servant,
Dr. Joseph Htrti
of cutting or shortening trie shell for light loads;
Prof, of Anatomy in the University
of Vienna.
needs no wooden table or bench to fasten it to while
in use. Can be taken to pieces by removing one
It is like your first love— fresh Peniai on ^ „„v,+
screw with a jack knife, and stows in a gun case.
Like that, ft fills up ail
Malleable castings, niekel plate finish. Complete for
two gauges. Price $10, boxed.
Prom C.A.Worden, Lieut. Tthlnf'y,
FortEJlls
T
BROS.
CO., 96 Liberty street
•
jel7-6m
1

t^cSvinWjow iT^"-

WALTON

&

M

.

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

WINCHESTER

Target made by C.W.RENNEL, Esq.,
Keeseville, N. Y Aug. 9, 1875.
,

Target made by IRA.
Esq Saranac, N. Y„FL^DE**
July, iff

REPEATING RIFLE.
THE

Position, off hand.
Bullseye, 22 inches.
Distance, 400 yards.
Possible score, 25.
Score, 25.

Position, off-hand.
Bullseye, 22 inches.
Distance, 400 yards.
Possible score, 50
Score, 46.

Hunter's and Sportsman's Favorite,

Consecutive Shots, made by Gen. W. E.
Peshtigo, Wis., March 11, 1875.

\

made by Dr. E. H. PARDEE, San

Target

STRONG,

Francisco

California.

Tiie accompanying are authentic copies
o±*

made

targets

Position, kneeling.
Bullseye, 24 inches.
Distance, 500 yards.
124
31 Bullseyes
129
43 Centres
14 Outers
28

the style of

-witli

represented, above.

gpuxiL

30 consecutive shots.
Distance, tlO yards.
String, 32£- inches.

Average.

„oi out of a posible 352.

88

For

Illustrated

Pamphlet and Price

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS
TH E

POWDER

HAZARD

MANUFACTURERS OF

Hazard's
Nos.

1 (fine)

*

'Electric"

to 5 (coarse).

strength ana cleanliness".
ters of 1 lb. only.

Powder.

Unsurpassed in pomt of
Packed in square canis-

Hazard's "American Sporting."
Nos.

1 (fine; to

kegs.

In 1 lb. canisters and 6 J lb.
quick and clean, for upland and
Well adapted to short guns.

prairie shooting.

Hazard

s

"Duck Shooting."

to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
12j- lb. kegs.
Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close, and with great
penetration. For field, forest and water shooting
it ranks any other brand, and it is equally services
blefor muzzle or breech loader.

Nos.

1

(fine)

Double

and

Shot

Barreled

Single

Hazard's "Kentucky Rifle."
FFFG, PPG, and "Sea Shooting" FG, in kegs

BREECH LOADING GUNS

Guns.

Shot Gun and Rifle Combined
Revolving, Repeating,
Derringer and. Vest

send
Fop Treatise

'" *~ '

ON

Rifle Shooting,
Ulu-strat'd Catalogue,

Pocket Pistols.

CARTRIGES,

4&-0.,

Ac-

O.

FFFG
12£, and 6i lbs. and cans of 5 lbs.
packed in 1 and £ lb. canisters. Burns strong ana
moist. TheFPFG and FFG are favorite brands
for ordinarv sportins, and the "Sea Shooting" FG
is the standard Rifle powder of the country.

237

HERKIMER

&

&

WEBLEY &

RICHARDS.
State

street,

Chicago,

111.

HOLABIRD'SShootifig.S.UITS,
DIXONS&HAWKSLEY'S SHOOTING TACKLE
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT' SHELLS,
BUSSEY'S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TEAT
WITH CASE. A ND 100 BIRDS. x

Armory and Manufactory,
ILION,

for the following celebrated makers:
W.
C. SCOTT
SONS (winners at the International Gun Trial of 1873); J. P. CLABROUGH &
BRO. P.
SONS, and WESTLEY
;

Box 3994.

WESTERN BRANCH,

AGENTS

to

REMINGTON & SONS'
281 and. 283 Broadway.

E.
,P.

CO., N. Y.

Black's Patent Cartridge

Test.
This Vest affords the best arrangement yet invented for carry-

SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.

GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POW-

OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.
The above can be had

of dealers, or of the Company's agents in every prominent city, or wholesale at

our

GRUBB
JOS.t\2C.
Market

W.

ing

oVCO.,

C.

weight

tf

»

i,his

vest,

which

is

of great impor

when brass shells are aew,
w»
when carrying them with
shot,«

tance

AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE

as

Wo.H Street INew York.

&

The

cartridges.

it
so evenly distributed that
Cartridges can De
scarcely felt.
down™
with the heads
carried

street, Philadelphia,

office.

3^*^

& GRAHAM,

& 23 John street, N. Y.

AND

of 25
is also

DER; ALSO SPKCIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,

CONN.

A SPECIALTY.

and 6i and

•

19 Maiden Lane, 20

ALSO

3 (coarse).

A fine grain,

CO.,
NEW HAVEN,

SGHUYLbii. HARTLEY

MILITARY, SPORTING, HUNTING AND TARGE
CO.,
Loading- Initios.

GUNPOWDER.

1 9-100.

List, address

head up the weight
ten forces the

bad shooting

SCOTT & SONS

ordering

measurement

send

PRICE

wad

is

of the
forward, when

the r

around

ult *

^toe

heg t.

$7.50.

AGENTS FOR THE

Union Metallic Cartridge Company's Ammunition,
MABKJ"'

IN -.THE
WARRANTED THE BESTCIRCULAR

SEND FOR

Celebrated Breeeh Loading Shot Guns— Unoqualled in Fine

Genuine Breech Loaders.
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and he was out of luck; then to Bates, one of the
veteran hunters, and he scored one; then to the gallant
Captain, and he got in two shots and counted two; then to

general,

ttf

your humble servant, and he scored one. There were many
more shots, but they failed of their mark. The hunt for
the day closed in about two hours, and we all being thirsty,

THINKING

probably that you would be glad to hear
something from one of your readers in this far off
portion of the American Union, I have concluded to give
you a brief account of a deer hunt in which I had the

camp to take a drink— of water, of course!
The next morning was bright and glorious, and the

repaired to the

hunters were early at their stands. Soon the baying of the
hounds was heard, and from its deep base and frequency
we all knew that they had started au antlered monarch.
Round and round he swung, but keeping constantly within the dense brush; eager and more furious became the
chase— the whole pacK of hounds were bellowiug close in
his rear.
In about three-quarters of an hour they drove
him from his brush retreat into the open ground. He
passed by two hunters, who fired at him, but he plunged
over the bank into the water with the hounds after him,
swam about a mile, and reached the shore of another pe
ninsula, and entered the brush again.
The fleet-footed
Barlow confronted him as he came out of the water, and
The hounds
to the astonishment of all fired and missed.
soon brought him back to the water again, when he boldly
struck out across the channel to the Sau Juan shore. The
old veteran, Bates, was on hand with a boat this time, and
then commenced a row for life. The old veteran gained
at every pull, and half a mile out, or more, came within
rifle range.
He took his rifle, fired six shots, but missed,
He again seized
finally clogging a cartridge in his gun.
the oars, and pulling alongside of the noble fugitive,
seized him by the horus, and ignobly drowned him by

pleasure of participating.

On

September

the 24th of

last,

about one o'clock,?. M.,

our party, consisting of nine persons,

among whom were

A.; Judge Jacobs, J. J. Hunt, purveyor general of the party; Wychoff, a capital shot; two
other veteran hunters, as well as three soldiers of Capt
Burton's command, a leash of nine hounds, left in an open
boat the wharf at Port Townsend for Lopez Island, distant
across Admiralty Inlet about twenty-five miles.
It will be
remembered that Lopez Island is one of the islands long in
dispute between the United States and Great Britain, and
which was finally awarded to the United States by the deCapt. Burton, U.

cision of his

S.

majesty,

the

Emperor

of

Germany.

It lies

and parallel with the historic San Juan Island.
It is on an average four miles in width, and twenty in
length.
It is lower than the surrounding islands, is mostly
covered with brush and fir and alder timber, but the land
is generally fertile, and the climate very mild.
There are
no wolves, bears, panthers, cougar or other destructive annortheast

imals on the island.
hunter's paradise.

It is

the

home

of the deer,

There are a few

and

is

settlers scattered

the

over

a state of primitive simplicity, most
them having Indian women for wives. Our objective
point was one of these settlers named Barlow; but none
of the party knew on what portion of the island said Barlow lived. All being pioneers, however, we did not doubt
our ability to find Barlow's; therefore, with sails unfurled
and a fair breeze, we ploughed through the tide rips that
abound in this portion of Admiralty Inlet, and steered towards the southern end of Lopez Island.
But alas! about

the island, living in

He brought him in triand we weighed him; he pulled down
two hundred and five pounds. This chase disorganized
the hunt for a short time, but late in the afternoon three
more were added to the killed. This closed the third day.
The fourth day was to close the hunt, and all were eager
We early took our positions
to make this their great day.
on the southern bank, and along a road leading across the
base of a densely wooded peninsula, about a mile south of
where we had hunted the previous days. The hounds
were taken upon said road and let loose about seven o'clock.
Shortly a shot
In less than ten minutes they gaye tongue.
was heard, and one of the veteran hunters counted one.
Soon another shot was heard, and the gallant Captain added to his list of laurels a fine barren doe. Another shot,
and Wychoff counts another, and so on, until the number
of the dead arose to six, as the result of about four hours'
hunt in the forenoon. In the afternoon we were reinforced
by quite a large party of gentlemen from the revenue cutter Oliver Woleott, which happened into an adjoining bay
on a cruise for smugglers, who abound in this archipelago.
The hunt in the afternoon, in which our friends joined,
was very exciting, but not as fruitful in results as desired
The hounds had three large bucks in
or contemplated
the water at the same time, and the firing for fifteen or
twenty minutes was very continuous; and yet, Mr. Editor,
those noble animals reached the cover of .the woods again
Still, it may be said, in extenuation, that the
unscathed.
firing was down a steep bluff, at a running object, and at
long range. Nothing but the head of a deer can be seen
while he is swimming, and when there is anything of a
swell it requires some practice to hit that head with a rifle.
The hounds, chilled with swimming, returned to the
woods with but little spirit to force the hunt. Two more
were started, however, and both killed, and our jolly
friend, the purveyor general, covered himself with glory.
In four days we had killed twenty deer, and had at least
eighteen hundred pounds of venison. As we were kindly
tendered a. tow to Port Townsend, we gladly embraced the
opportunity, and arrived with our freight at that beautiful
town about two o'clock in the night, refreshed, reinvigoraO. J.
ted and rejuvenated.
holding his head under the water.

of

umph

from our destination the wind failed us, and we
were compelled to propel our heavily loaded craft with
oars.
Late at night we succeeded in making a landing in
eight miles

bay at the southern end of the Island. The hounds
were eager for the fray, and notwithstanding all our efa small

forts,

one of them broke away,

started a deer close to

camp, and the music of his voice resounded in the woods
until long after midnight.
Early the next morning the
.

Captain and myself,

Mr. Hunt and Wychoff, two and two,
started off to find Barlow's.
Directing our course northward, we wandered through dense brush, over logs and
under logs, for about an hour, when hearing the sound of
a woodman's axe. Ave directed our course thither, found the
chopper, and he put us on a trail leading to Barlow's, about
four miles distant.

and

we

all

Word was sent to the rest of the party,
arrived at the objective point about two o'clock

.

° M. Mr. Barlow is an old resident
of the island. He
was formerly a British subject.
He has a farm of about
one hundred acres.
By extending a fence across a narrow
n cck of laud
spreading out into three peninsulas, he has
enclosed by about eighty rods of fencing full fifteen hundred acres of land.
On the northern peninsula, containing
ibout two hundred
acres, we turned loose all of our hounds
a oout three
o'clock, and in an hour the party had killed
three fine deer.
"oble old buck

This ended the hunt for the day.

One

successfully ran the gauntlet of five hun-

ters

armed with Henry rifles, and passed, with tail flying,
barlow's clearing into
The purveyor
the woods beyond.
general, a man
in whose vision death was supposed to
dumber, the gallant Captain and the crack shot, each got
iQ 8ev
eral shots, but to no purpose.
They all declared they
JJ'onldnoi shoot at that buck again, even if they should
bad him sleeping
on bis sylvan couch.
The next morning was foggy and drizzly, and the hunt
md not commence until about ten o'clock, when the
pounds were turned loose
upon the same ground as before,
In
short time the woods were wild with their noise.
:

e

y swung around towards Wychoff;

J>wt of

&g rj£e

^

we C0UD t e<i one

.

we heard

the

*

—

—

Keeper "Well, Miss, there's a lot o' city gents a
coming down with Master to shoot on the let, so I'm a
takin' a few o' their flight feathers out!"
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A BULL FIGHT
ILOYE to on the sea-shore

IN

TEXAS.

in the clear moonlight,
sit
and, watching the long waves roll in, listen to the

heavy boom of the surf and dream. Many such an hour
have I spent on the shores of North Carolina,. Florida,
and Texas, and above ail, in dear old California, lying on
the white sand near the water's edge and looking out on
old ocean, peopling the beach with memories of bygone
days with fair ladies and brave men, many of whom, alas!
have long ere this wandered beyond i4 the shining shore"
which bounds the thither world.
But 'tis not alwa} s a dream, for many a brave and
knightly deed have I witnessed on the.smooth sea beach,
though as yet unheralded in song or story; and I once was
a spectator at as gallant a tourney as was ever fought in
the brave old days when the lelies of the Moslem and the
war-cry of the Frank rang over the desert, while Christian
and infidel strove together for the possession of the Holy
Cross and the Sepulchre of our Lord; albeit the combatants were not mail-clad warriors, but used alone the weapons provided by their Maker.
One bright night in Texas, when the moon shone with
unrivaled splendor and the soft trade wind had cooled the
air after a hot, hot day, when the wavelets of the bay rippled on the shore with a gentle murmur, and the sea birds
had gone to their rest, and the laughter and song of the.
camp had quieted down to the light and regular foot-fall
of the sentry as he slowly paced his lonely beat, the Captain and I lighted our pipes, and going a little distance
from the camp, sat down oh the pure white sand to smoke
and talk and dream. Long we sat quietly smoking, with
but a word now and then for silence is golden at such
r

— when three

—

bulls came down from the
beyond the bluff to the smooth, level sand of the
beach. They came about the same time, but by different
paths, some fifty yards apart; nor had we any notice of
their coming uy hearing them roar while on the prairie.
They came in a quiet, determined way, that at once attracted our attention. Voiceless as they stemed while coming down, no sooner were they fairly on the beach than the
trio commenced a loud deep roar, which seemed to be the
very incarnation of wrath. This was done by all three
almost at the same instant so much so that we could not
distinguish which commenced first. At the same time they
began pawing up the sand most viciously, and throwing it

times

immense

prairie

•

—

showers over their backs with their horns, while ever
und anon they would slowly advance toward each other a
few steps at a time. They were the biggest brutes that ever
in

I saw, fully a3 large as buffaloes, but with

quite

six feet

from

tip

to

tip

(Texan

immense horns,

cattle, as is

well

known, are celebrated for their wide-spreading and long
horns.) It was very evident that there was to be a triangu»
lar duel, though not precisely like the one in which Mr.
Midshipman Easy figured. So the Captain and I picked
up our chairs and removed to a shady spot under the bluff
whence we could overlook the field and study the maneuvers of the combatants.

The moon was shining so bright that it was almost like
day, and the shadows were as sharp cut as in the sunlight.
The moonlight of California and Texas is celebrated for
magnificence. Travelers say that of Italy and the
Orient pales before it. To give a practical illustration, one
capable of being appreciated and understood by all your
its

mention that one night in Texas while discussing this subje2t I proposed as a test the reading of the
small print of the New- York Herald, and upofl bringing
out a copy we found that we could read it with ease. If
any of your readers wish to test the force of tne illustra=
tion let them try the same experiment here. It is probably
due to the purity of the atmosphere, for I know that ob
jects on the Texan prairies are visible fully one-third furreaders, I will

ther than at other places,

Prep akation.—Parson's daughter (to the Squire's
Keeper)— " What are you doing with the pheasants, Mug-

re-

th en to thepurveyer

to the shore,

4,

and

I noticed the

same thing in

California.

After about half an hour of sullen roaring and pawing
had approached within proper distance, when,
giving one last and most terrific roar, they rushed furiously
the animals
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at each other, the three heads striking together almost at
the same moment. The shock was tremendous, and the
crash of the horns could have heen heard fully a mile. All
three came to their knees, and one rolled quite over; for,
the colliding forces not being exactly in equilibrium either
as regards degree or direction, the effect was necessarily diverse.
The two which struck most squarely were brought
to their knees, while the third, who. struck at an angle,
caught one of his horns, came'to his knees, and fell quite
over.
Instantaneously springing to their feet (it is wonderful how quick these creatures are,) they interlocked
horns, and straining and panting, swaying this way and
that, struggled over the sand, pressing hither and thither
as advantage offered. After quite a while, by common
content, they ceased and withdrew a space, and though

quite close together, commenced pawing the sand and
roaring. After this defiance, which lasted perhaps five
minutes, they backed off a little distance, and once more,
as if at a given signal, rushed toward each other, renewing
the battle. About the same result ensued, although there
was there was no fall the same mighty struggling and

still

—

roaring and straining. It seemed to strike them somehow that the triangular business was inconvenient, for
suddenly the largest two appeared to unite their forces and
attack the smaller. He was soon made to give ground,
and as he did so in an unfortunate moment he exposed his
side.
Instantaneously the others rushed on him and bore
him. to the earth, goring him terrifically. He was soon
placed hors du combat, and lay moaning on his side, his
head flat on the ground, and his limbs limp and effortless,
the laxitude of sudden and total prostration. The others
stood looking at him, pawing up the sand and roaring, and
every now and then rushing upon their prostrate enemy
and goring him furiously while he lay passive and unresisting, oniy moaning piteous] y at each savage thrust.
At length they seemed satisfied he could be no further
In their way, and, as if by mutual agreement, thev ceased
their roaring, and walking off about a hundred yards, arranged themselves near the water's edge, where "the sand
was hard, face to face and some twenty yards apart. -Then
commenced the most magnificent duel I ever witnessed.
The roaring, pawing, and throwing up of sand with the
horns was renewed, and we could perceive by the manner
in which the combatants shifted their positions that they
were generals maneuvering, and that seemingly careless
exposures were mere feints. At length, satisfied that each
was too wary and skillful for any advantage to be gained,
they rushed at each other, their foreheads meeting with a

resounding crash. The shock was so tremendous that it
brought both to their knees. With horns still locked they
sprang to their feet, roaring and pushing, each striving to
gain some decided advantage. Then, after a pause, they
withdrew a lew yards, and the whole was repeated. This
was continued for nearly an hour, until finally one of them,
being rather quicker than the other, thrust his horn deep
in the breast of his antagonist, who uttered a loud beilow
of pain, The effect was decidedly evident, for the beast
immediately gave way. Quickly retreating, they again
rushed at each other; but it was very apparent that our
wounded friend was growing weaker. He seemed to give
way more easily, and suddenly he turned tail and galloped
He soon overtook him,
off, the other rushing after him.
when again they rushed at each other. The wounded brute
was evidently maneuvering to get away, for, after a mo
mentary resistance, he again lushed off. This time the
victor pursued but a short distance when he stopped and
commenced a triumphal roar, at the same time throwing
up the sand. This he continued until his antagonist had
reached a considerable distance, when he turned and walked
slowly back toward the one first vanquished, roaring as he
went. When he came near the prostrate foe he stopped,

and as the other seemed to make some feeble efforts to rise,
he rushed upon him, goring him again and again. Then
he waited, but there was no symptom of resistance, so
presently he walked around him two or three times, uttering a low, deep roar, almost a threatening growl. Appar^
ently he was satisfied, for he then turned toward the bluff,
and with loud roars of victory galloped to it, and dashing
up the steep bank, rushed off across the prairie to his expectant admirers.
We approached the prostrate animal, which was uttering
low groans, and found the ground stained with blood on
every side, while the sand was plowed up in every direction.. The poor fellow seemed utterly exhausted and apparently dying, and we discussed the propriety of putting
him out of his misery. My friend was wiser than I, and
advised me to do nothing of the kind, else the law would
make me pay its value, and, moreover, he thought he might
not be injured beyond recovery, though he had evidently
lost much blood. Sure enough, when we arose in the morning he was gone. The sentry stated that about an hour before daylight he had, after many efforts, struggled to his
feet and slowly slaggered up the bluff and across the
prairie away.
We never saw any Of them again. The
three had evidently come some miles to have their duel on
the beach, for they did not belong to any of the herds in
the neighborhood. It was a magnificent display of prowess
all through the fight, and it was the only bull fight at which
1 "assisted," as our bpanish iriends say, while 1 was in

Monmouth.

Texas-.
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OW I would like to

see your broad, savage, good-naYou hid a great many adtured, intelligent face.
mirable points, Old Tip, and some you hadn't. Tip was a
bread chested, large-headed, half pointer, half coach dog,
with tail turned up in about a three-foot curve. I first
made his acquaintance in this wise: Lauren Hinsdale, a
young farmer,- who lived a mile out of the village, came to
me one evening in the latter part of June and said, "There
are two or three broods of woodcock up in my thorn lot;
come up early on the Fourth and I will show them to you."

any dog."
"I've got a dog, and what is more, I will give him to
you if you will take him. He is about a year old; can't
get him to do anything but chase the chickens and suck
eggs; he ought to make a good hunter."
Just at daylight upon the Fourth I drove up to Lauren's
house; found him in the back yard washing out his gun,
losing every other rag in the bottom of the barrel, and then
twisting and twisting with -an old rusty wormer to extract
He had made about two quarts of ink and wasted half
it.
of it over his clothes, hut it didn't hurt them any. Tip
was chained up near by, anxious for freedom. We walked
©ver to the thorn lot— high ground covered with thorn

"But
_ at

I haven't

'

bushes running down to a brake at the outer edge. This
was a favorite place for Fall birds, and also for a breeding
ground. Tip didn't know a woodcock from a grasshopper
wouldn't even chase one. He enjoyed the shooting, but
he did not help us or interfere with us at all. We found
the birds without much trouble, and in the course of an
hour and a half I killed twenty-two. Lauren fired twice.
He said he "didn't know how it was, but he could hit them
better when he was alone." We then went to the house
and took breakfast, and then Tip and I drove home. I
found that Jatnes Seymour, a friend of mine, had given
the dog to Hinsdale.
The reason he gave him away was
because he was such an awful thief; would steal anything
and everything he wanted, or rather take it whether anybody was about or not. His mother was one day broiling
some steak: as she stepped out a moment Tip stepped in,
and when she returned she found Master Tip had pawed
the steak off the gridiron on to the floor, and was sitting
calmly by waiting for it to cool. Cooked meat or raw
meat, milk or pie, or eggs, everything eatable suited him,
and a great deal of it. Tip stood by while Seymour was
telling me this, looking up in our faces with an air which
made me think that perhaps he could explain if he only
had a chance. He certainly behaved well with us. I
chained him to the bannister of the front stairs the first
night and he gnawed off two of the uprights! After that I
did not chain him there any more. He wouldn't steal anything if he couldn't get at it, and so we got along together
nicely.
(My wie says "he would steal off the fourth
pantry shelf.-") I didn't know she kept anything up there
except soap and salt.
Tip enjoyed accompany Tng me upon what the old ladies

—

my

"docterin' " excursions.- He was perfectly fearafraid Of* an} Uiing or any dog, or any number
of dogs.
One, two, or three would come out of a farm
yard to dispute his passage, and he would pitch straight
into them all, and whip them out before they comprehended
that hostilities had commenced, and come out gaily with
head and tail up, perfectly unconcerned and unruffled. One
day a big dog twice .his size, with a small dog to do the
barking, came up to the further side of a ditch— ten feet of
water between. One growl from the big dog, and Tip
pounced plump into them. They were so astonished that
they went off iu a prolonged yelp in directions various.
few weeks this went on and there was a change. .Tip was
a thoughtful dog.
I have no doubt but that he looked at
the matter in this way: "It is all very nice to whip out a
dozen or two of these miseraWe curs every day, but nearly
every one gives me a taste of his teeth, and with them all I
notice that the next, morniugl am very stiff and sore. Now,
a sensible dog will consider whether it pays, and I have
made up my mind that it does not. I won't fight any more
for fun; I will run away when I can, and when I can't,
look out." He acted upon this principle ever after, and
Tip was much thought of by all the dogs round about, except two or three whom he was compelled to chaw up to
their heart's content.
Tip learned to hunt pretty well. He would find and
point snipe and woodcock very nicely, seldom flushing a
bird, for he was very deliberate in his' movements. He was
as strong as a horse; would have made a capital dog on
prairie chickens. He would dash into the creek for a duck,
and when he reached the deepest part would invariably
thrash and kick and nearly drown himself, but he never did
quite.
I kept him for a year and then handed him over to
Seymour, his original owner. James kept him a few
months, and one day when S-. E. J. was in the store he told
him that he might have Tip if he wauted him. He had
such a habit of jumping through the front windows that
he couldn't afford to keep him. S. E. J. said he would take
him. Tip, standing by, heard it ail, and what did he do
but march straight off all alone a quarter of a mile to S. E.
J.'s house, jump over the gate, w^alk into the sitting room,
and lie down quietly at Madam's feet. There S. E. J.
found him upon his return home. That night he was put
in the barn, where he amused himself by gnawing off a
second growth hickory spoke in the wheel of the new
buggy. But they fed him well, and talked to him, and
made much of him in every way, and he never stole any
more. Uncounted beefsteaks might have been piled up
under his nose and he wouldn't have touched a mouthful.
His great failing was a propensity for chasing geese and turkeys and calves. He would take after two or three calves,
run them judt about off their legs, and then swing to. one
side with head and tail up with an air that said as plain as
could be that he "hadn't seen a calf anywhere in these
parts."
flock of geese-he would drive ahead as fast as
tney could waddle and then dash through the flock, looking neither to the right nor left— "hadn't seen a gjose."
called
less;

was

not,

A

A

Turkeys would rise and fly; on he would go under them,
taking no note of the commotion overhead. Think he liked
calves the best.
One day S. E. J. and myself were out
after spring snipe with him, driving from one piece of
ground to another. Tip had been worse than usual among
the calves and geese.
1 told 8. E.J. that, if there was not
a stop put to it soon every farmer would be after us.
Said
he, "I don't like to have him do so, but how can I help it?
if you can, go ahead."
Tip soon ran into a flock of geese,
scattering them in ail directions.
S. E. J. called to him
but he did not heed until the dispersion was concluded;
then he turned to wait for us; we had stopped, and I gave
him a charge of No. 8. He came straight in, and never
after did he disturb the flat-footed bird; and furthermore,
he never forgave me for shooting him. For months after,
whenever we met he would growl in a way that would have
led any one not well acquainted with him to the conclusion
that he would certainly bite the next second.
He visited
me every day as usual; came up to me to be patted, growling savagely all the time. I understood him, and respected
him the more. S. E. J. was his master; "if he thought
proper to shoot me, well and good; but it was not for you
When S. E. J. and family left for Minnesota
to doit."
Tip accompanied them to the depot, sat down in the waiting room, bid them a solemn farewell, and when the train
had gone he walked straight. up to the store of James Seymour, his old master, and took possession. Since then he
has taken H. G.'s advice and "gone West," where, I trust,
he is happy and makes some one else happy among the
prairie chickens.

—"My young colored friend,"

ALiquii.

said an army- chaplain to
a young negro, "can you read?"
"Yes, sah!" "Glad to
"Shall I give you a paper?"
hear it," said the chaplain.
"Sart-in, massa, if you please."
"Very "good," continued
the chaplain. "What paper would you choose, now?"
"Well, massa," said the meditating negro, "if you chews,
I'll ta&© a paper o' terbacker,"
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HEN

the leaves are falling, the nights
cool mid
the October moon is full, the lordly bucks
W'gin
over
rambles
their
their nocturnal
favorite runways
^'U
scraping grounds in search of the timid does that
r
away from them in the thickest "popples" and will
little later in the season the deer will
swamps.
be foi
running in pairs, and then the still-hunter has but to wat
the scraping grounds in openings in the. forest and
n
"jack" oak ridges which are so common in Minnesota
a \
other States. Early in the Autumn the deer brows."
poplar thickets on the outskirts of the .prairie or nearth8
settler's clearings, and at such times they lie very
close
often jumping from their beds within a few rods of
\]\
season
advances
the
As
and
hunter.
the snow falls
tl
cold North winds drive them into the heavy timber
whers
they browse on hazel bushes and red willow, (kinnikinin
\
the inner barks of which the Chippewa, Sioux, Dakota
northern
Indians smoke clear
Ariekaree, and other
and
mixed with tobacco. I have often detected the smoke of
the red willow in the cabins of many of the settlers on
the
frontier, whose limited means necessarily make them
use
economy in everything.
When the twigs of the trees become toughened hy the
cold, the deer browse on species of the white pines, and
visit lumbering camps regularly at night to feed on
-the
twigs of the fallen trees. There are several species of
fungi that the "white tails" are very fond of, which grow
on the white birch and sugar or rock maple. I h ave
i

A

i

i

trailed

when

them from swamp

to

swamp and

finally shot them
full of the'

feeding on fungus, their stomachs being

same.
Deer have their desserts, which consist of young wheat
and "bagas," Swedish turnips, which a re taken from the
The acorns of the white oak is the natural
settler's patch.
dessert of the deer, yet there are many epicureans anion.'?
them that show a decided preference for the rutabagas!
for a -word to sportsmen.
Donot all go to Minnesota.
The State is over run with hunters, and has heen for
three years. Last Winter Todc and Otter-tail counties
were overrun with hunters, both red and white. The
Chippewas and half-breeds shoot deer for lumbering camps,
and for shipping. The settlers lie with guns loaded with
buckshot all night in "baga" patches and on "jack" oak
ridges, and woe to the unfortunate cervus that" leaps the
garden 'fence, or steps out from the shade of the thickly
leaved oaks into the moonlight to munch a few acorns,
The Western, or "timber Avolves," ran into Minnesota
last Winter in large numbers, and I often heard their prolonged howls when going the rounds to my traps, and lor
several weeks I saw but a few trails of deer near camp, no
thoroughly had they been routed by the hunters and wolves.
In vain I tramped many miles to lay bait for the wolves,
but they would never touch the titbits I left for them in
the^timber, though on the prairie, fifteen miles from camp,
many wolves were poisoned by- hunters. Small packs of
six or eight would come within twenty feet of my cabin
door, where deer, grouse, hares, and small birds were
hanging in easy reach, yet they never gained courage to
steal the game; but appeased their hunger by eating the
bloody snow where game had been dressed.
Minnesota was once the best hunting ground of the Sioux
and Chippewa Indians, and when they moved away from
certain districts, there were deer enough left for the whiles
around the beautiful lakes and in the unlimited hardwood
timber of the "Gopher" State, yet the hunters have flocked
from all quarters until the deer are "cleaned out" from
many localities. In the Fall of '73 the country from Avon
to the Little Elk River was alive with hunters. Ruffed
grouse were killed in thousands early in the season, and.
The crack-crack crack-crack of Winchester rifles was
heard from all sides at the break of day, as numerous deer
were running the gauntlet between lakes and tamarack
swamps hotly pursued by dogs. It was no uncommon occurrence to hear the full fifteen shots of the "Winchester,"
and the seven louder reports of the "Spencer," and after a
pause, two or three scattering shots as the hunter had
found time to shove a few more cartridges into the empty
magazine of his rifle, before the game wT as out of sight.
During moonlight nights the occasional sound— bang of
the shot gun, told a sad story for many an old buck taken
unawares on his nocturnal parade.
>

Now

•

—

I crossed

many

bloody

trails

15th of

of deer after .the

December, showing plainly that the settlers hunt long after
A few gentlemen in Sauk Centre and
the deer law is up.
vicinity offered a reward for the apprehension of any
person found killing deer after December 15th, and pat
posters in many places, preventing the killing of deer in
great measure, as the settlers were afraid to smuggle them
to hotel keepers and butchers after a certain date.

*i

There are deer in Florida, Georgia, Alabama, Colorado,
Michigan, the Canadas, and many nearer our homes, ana
as
there is no necessity for us ail to crowd into Minnesota
a

did last Autumn. In the "Gopher State," deer, and
straggling elk, moose, or black bear, is all the game to W
'
mute
had. In Colorado there are antelope, white tailed and

we

deer— "black tail deer"— elk, mountain sheep, bears, tffti
which can be found within a few day's ride from Denver,

in close vicinage to Fairplay," Oro City, HamuU?%
e
Granite, and many mining towns "in the Autumn lie, !"
plenty of game in the liocky Mountains west of # en?-aa

and

'

t

and in Winter good shooting can be had in the foot mj
qu'
where game collects from the mountains for winter
ter3.

yWg

In some localities where deer were numerous four
ago, it is now a rare sight to see a deer's tail going
hoor \*
the bushes, or hear the thud thud-thud, of their
they strike the ground when retreating. Never visit
fcparticular locality year after year until the game
camp,
winter
a
hausted. It is an easy matter to' build
UC
by scouring the country game can be found a0 ". n? est D
inter _$
ritory pleasantly surveyed and many new and
There are plenty of good am
places be discovered.

(r

j

-

anu

—The weather has been so

anomalous

in

^\
Great &

j

^

grounds to be found if live hunters will strike out
them, so let us not kill too much game in one locality
e
in so doing "kill the goose that lays the S ohlelir
nr

.

i

this year that in the middle of April sunstrokes
in the north of Scotland, while in the.south of
weather was still wintry.

oct
au

IW

—The fish-hawk's motto— "I fights mit sea-guii.
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FOREST AND STREAM.
black bass in cans, furnished by Prof. Baird, which
his intention to place in the Rivenna, Tye,

FISH

CULTURE

that gentleman at Berneuchen,

Prussia, and

gives the following as the result of his observations:
"The breeding of trout in natural waters is much easier
and more certain than keeping and feeding them in a confined space, as in the former they seek their own food,
particularly if the breek contains various acquatic plants
aud insects. Trout thrive in ponds as well as in running,
streams if the bottom is suitable.

Trout fry love shallow biooks with pebbly bottoms.
They avoid holes, as there lie the larger fish ready to prey
on them. They also prefer a change from the sun's rays
to the shady resorts under the overhanging branches,
Mr.
shrubs, and water plants where their food abounds.
v. d. Dome's brook is arranged as follows: The water is
taken from the Mietzel, a tributary of the Qder, a stream
plenty of pike, perch,
in which there are no trout, but
The
pike-perch, burbot, eels, and the usual whitetish.
water flows in a lively manner over sandy and partly
clayey ground, in which there are many weeds aud insects.
The water is led from above a. mill belonging to Mr. v. d.
The brook
B., from whence there is a fall of twelve feet.
is 800 feet in length, and has a gradual fall of twelve feet.
It is also provided with a number of miniature waterfalls
made with boards, in which three-cornered holes are cut
The bottom of
out to allow the trout to pass and repass.
the brook is partly lined with drain tiles, and in some
places boards placed on end-stones, which are kept. in their
places by weights above, below which small pools are
The wire-netting at each
created for the use of the fish.
end is closely woven, so as to prevent oilier fish entering,
Notwithstanding these preor the departure of the trout.
cautions, small pike fry, burbot. .and the large destructive
But by an arwater beetle (Dytiscus margin alts) do enter.
rangement above the entrance a key is turned which
stops the flow of water, and partly empties the brook.
I was present when this was done, aud we caught several small burbot {Lota vulgaris), monster frogs, and beetles.
Late in the Autumn the outlet of the water is raised two
and a half feet, so as to form a m mature lake and good
Winter quarters. Both sides are planted with irees^and
shrubs, serving as a protection to the fish as well as a supThe fish
ply or* insects which fall from the branches.
hatching house itself is built partly under ground, as the
aquarium at Hamburg is. The interior of the largest room
Vv^ithout^detailing
is 40x40 feet; the other, 20x20 feet.
all the appliances within, I will merely mention that there
arc twenty-six stone troughs to accommodate 1,000 fry in
each. It certainly is the most extensive establishment of
the kind I have seen, and must have cost this enterprising
gentleman considerably over a thousand pounds
The result is that the Oder now contains salmon, which a few
years since was not the case.
One of twelve pounds was
eauglit, and sent to Mr. v. d. B. during my stay at his hospitable mansion, and ate as nice as any of those which find
'

their

way

to

The enemies he has to contend with are otters, herons,
kingfishers, sea-eagles, etc.; for instance, from a pond containing 400 large carp, 852 were killed by otiers in six
weeks. To prevent this destruction, some traps were procured from Henry Lane, Wedneslield, England, which
admirably answered their purpose.
In the years 1871-74,
the following were trapped:— 45 otters (including 1$ tinbo n), 2 fish eagles, 187 herons, 120 kingfishers, 40 clivers;
178 vaiious ducks, 47 carrion crows and other birds of
prey, 4 foxes, and other animals.
The otter traps are
placed three inches under water at places where the animal
enters and leaves the water.
trapped he descends
to deep
water and there drowns.
In Canada they are
usually trapped in the paths they make to slide down to
the water, the localities of these otter slides -being well
kuown to the trappers there. In one heron's stomach,
Mr. v. d. Borne's keeper found twelve hand-long carp.
Henry Lane's trap for these birds is excellent.
fish is
placed on a kind of fork under waler, which, when the
heron seizes, calehes him by the beak.
The kingfisher's
traps are arranged thus: a narrow board is placed across
Ike brook, and on the centre a square pf.ee of wood, which
contains the trap.
The lungrlshers naturally seat themselves on the trap to look for the small trout and are
caught."

When

A

Mr.

Borne has recently published a small work on
and is now engaged in collecting information
from all pars of Germany, Switzerland, Austria and Hungary, preparatory to issuing a book which will be a guide
to the fishing
tourist in each of these countries, telling
them where to fish and the varieties to be caught in eaeli
v. d,

udi-hatching

place.

Fish

Culture in Virginia.— The Richmond Whig says:
'We understand that the Fish Commissioners have, durjag the past few
weeks, been engaged in distributing black
gjps-, caught in
the Shenandoah, in various streams on this
side of the
mountain. Beginning with the tributaries of
the Oecoquan,
they have deposited some in the Rappahan-

m VNorth

Uld lU triD utaries, the tributaries of the

i

Pamunkey,

and South Anna, and then the Rivanua, the
ttockfish, and the Tye
Rivers.
They have also deposited
auoutiony in the James at this point, aud about the same
'lumber in the North River
They propose,
at Lexington.
ourtn«rii le
present week, to stock toe Aupomattox, the
jWk water, the Nottoway, and the Meherriuand New Rivle y desire, also, as soon as they can, to put some in
tk\r
lJ
ie Maiaponi
and iu Jackson's River, at Clifton Forge.
llle u PPer Roanoke the black bass has been for sevp
eral years,
but the stream being small, they were almost exeimiuated by seines and traps.
A law forbidding the use
traps and seines was
in force for two years, and both
anci r cd-eye began rapidly to multiply; but the
1,,?
'-w_ bemg
very unwisely repealed, the seines and traps
egjttn appeared,
and the result was that the Commissioners
,°uuinot rind enough bass in the stream to stock the neighstream— New River. Seines and traps'in small
msare tatai to any permanent increase of fish, and
toT\
l^opie must make
up their minds to that result."
la addition
to the waters mentioned above, Mr. John N.
*wse, of Lynchburg,
in the employ of the Fish Commis«oa of th« State,
recently left Eivertoa with 800 young
-

.4
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all

that strange longing to travel

"Up and Away!"

is

After a time they

Frsn Culture in Tennessee.

—Prominent men in Tenn-

power the growing interest
Hon. Joseph N. Fowler, of
Nashville, has written a letter to the Columbia Herald on
the subject, in which he says:

now taken

in

culture.

fish

"Since the first settlement of the country, great changes
have taken place in our streams. The removal of timber
and the* cultivation of the land, have affected the waters
and also the fish. Some of our finest food fishes, as the
black bass, spawn about the time our Spring freshets bring
down from the plowed lands large quantities of earthy
matter, which settles on the young spawn in quantities
greater than the parent fish can "clear off, burying the fish
entirely.
Animals of kinds which flourish in a state of
nature meet with many difficulties in a state of civilization.
Our intelligence and care must provide against such
injurious consequences as follow changes introduced by us.
The people will also sustain a prudent, efficient and judicious system for the propagation of fish.
There are but few States in the Union that enjoy greater
advantages, so far as fresh water is considered. The Tennessee is fed from a vast extent of surface by numerous
streams furnishing a body of water that would cover
hundreds of square miles of land abounding in nourishment for our own fish. To care for this domain and have
it devoted to
useful purposes is at once -the duty of the
^

State.
I trust, then, that the next Legislature will make
such provisions as the experience of the times and the

practice of other States warrant.
The results of intelligent care fcr fish have proved so satisfactory in many of
our States that there can be no doubt as its advantage."

r^OINGr home

from my office just before daybreak,
these calm October mornings, I sometimes hear
overhead faint little calls, so tender and far away that if
the ear was not trained to observe them they would never
be -noticed. These small cries are the notes of delicate
birds flying south.
It is delightfully mysterious!
"Where
have they come from? and where are they going thus by
night, and straight over forest and farm, and city and sea?
If we go into the woods we shall find them peopled by a
^—*

different,

three

dy

all

crowded

folk than

months ago.

Summer

The

long,
their

arches six months or
which have made melo-

their

thrushes,

have unstrung
leave.

The

their harps,

dainty,

and are

si-

satin-slippered

ground warblers and wag-tails have

left their fern coverts.
The- scarlet tanagers, that used to glow among the trees
like firebrands, have kindled the maples and flown away,
taking with them titled orioles and crazy chee-winks.
In

their place are strangers— fox, and white-throated, and
gray-crowned, and tree sparrows'; the northern pee-wee;
the liny kinglets and little groups of warblers chattering

gaily in

among

subdued tones

quiet, serene

satisfaction

themselves. There is a
expressed in the demeanor of

Autumn visitors altogether different from the exultaand riotous singing of the full-plumaged hosts which
return to us in Spring.
Yet they are all except the young
birds of the year the same that we saw when the crisp
oak leaves under our feet were unfolding from juicy buds.
But in some cases birds which were common in Spring are
very rare now, and vice-versa; this has come to be a rule
with some species that we can count upon, since we have
learned that in the Spring they always migrate northward
by a route west of the Aileghanies, and return along the
these

tion

—

—

coast, or just the opposite.

you ask why they go north at all, I must tell you that
these sparrows and warblers only differ from all other birds
in going farther.
Every bird moves more or less with the
If

Crows, for example, are here pretty much all
Winter, but not the same individuals; those who built their
nests in our woods are now in Virginia, and the ones we see
Our Autumn birds went
to-day are visitors from Canada.

seasons.

north to find suitable places iu which to raise their young.
A bird cannot live anywhere, although we have come to
think it as free as air. Even the eagle and the frigate bird,
roaming over continents and oceans, must have a home
wherein to liatch their eggs. The choice of this by any

upon one consideration
chance of getting suitable food for its
young. For whatever be the chosen diet of the parents,
the chicks must have their tender worms and flies— and an
astonishing quantity, too until they are strong enough to
gather their own subsistence and gradually adopt the
rougher fare of their parents. If the birds cannot find the
necessities of their home life here, and only about one bird
in three does, they must go on to the high Catskilis or the
higher Adirondacks, to the plains about Quebec, or to the
wilds of Labrador, to those mysterious mountains south of
Hudson's Bay, even to the reedy shores of lakes close under the Arctic circle, that have scarcely time to get free
from ice before another Winter freezes them again. No
explorer has been to s'u( h high latitudes that he has not
found birds yet nearer the pole iu the Summer time. But
the Arctic Summer is a short one, and the adventurous
water fowl that have been consorting with the polar bears
are easily chased out by Jack Frost.
Then two or three
families join together for the journey, and some bright
morning whirl away from the ice-clad shores buoyed up by
a favoring wind. Soon they come upon Qther friends and
bird depends on several things, but

in

particular

— the

—

move more

leisurely,

and the hardier Winter birds who don't care for cold
weather so long as the tall grasses are not snowed under
linger behind, while the old males of all kinds gradually
outstrip the females and weaker young, and reach us a little ahead of the rest.
Thus the fugitives keep just in advance of Winter, as he also marches southward, flying
mostly by night, and by day picking up a bountiful harvest
of berries, ripened seeds, larvae and eggs of spiders and
beetles and flies, and such insects as they can capture.
By the last of October about all the small, short-winged
birds are gone from our woods— some no farther than Cape
May, some to the rice fields of Louisiana, some even to the
West Indies and Honduras. Then the tardy robins collect
in noisy flocks and depart as though they had clone us a
great favor in staying so long; the few last Spring birds
revive their notes for a day, and at night reluctantly drift
away, twittering gentle farewells as they go; cawing crows,
like huge crayons, draw black lines across the sky; a solitary

hawk wheels majestically athwart the lurid November
we are alone with the snow-birds and the

sunset; and

Ernest Ingersoll, in The Christian Union.

gathering storm.

«©-;*

•

— One would hardly think

of looking in the composing,

or even the editorial rooms, of a

New York

daily paper for

month several birds, migrating at night, have flown iu at the wiudows of The Tribune rooms on the top floors of their new building about
midnight, and their names have been taken. Thus came a
living birds; yet during the

last

ruby-crowned kinglet (Regitim calendula)\ a golden- crested
kinglet (&<gulus patrapa); a piue-creeping warbler {Dtndroeca pimis))

mtorQ.
THE AUTUMNAL MIGRATION OF BIRDS.

upon

army

ward the

south.

seizes

of messengers sweeps by, and
the cry as every wing is stretched to-

increasing

as this

ers.

essee are encouraging all in their

.

warn them, and

in

lently taking

London.

was

The Virginia Commissioners are taking active steps
restocking the waters of the State, and at the recent
State Fair held at Richmond they were in attendance to
receive suggestions and consult with gentlemen interested
in the subject.

IN -PRUSSIA.

A correspondent of Land and Water has been visiting
Mr. Max v. d. Borne, at the extensive fish hatching establishment of

it

and James Riv-

a

white-eyed

vireo

{Vireo

novelmraGmsis))\

two white-throated sparrows {Fohotrichiaalbioleis); a snow
bird {Juneo hyemalis); and last, Wilson's black-cap (Myiodioetes imsUmis).

—The

—

—

<-«-»*»

with which canary birds and linnets have
execute tricks is well known. In India the
barga, a species of weaver bird, noted for the skill with
which it constructs its retort-shaped nests, so as to escape
the depredations of the monkeys, are also taught wonderful feats.
On given signals it is said that the birds will
feed every lady spectator with a bit of sweetmeat or candy,
thus showing a ready discrimination between the sexes.
miniature cannon is also loaded by the birds with coarse
grains of gunpowder one by one; the ramrod is skillfully
used, and they then take lighted matches procured for
them, and apply them to the touch-hole. It is substantiated that a bird has been known to apply the match
five or six times on the failure of the cannon to explode,
and to remain perched on the gun apparently quite elated
by the performance, when the piece finally went off.
-*«>facility

been taught

to

A

Eagles.

— A number of

eaglei have recently been

shot
shot by John Hadman, in North Coventry, Chester county, had carried off
bodily a large lamb and returned the following day after
another.
When his wing was broken by a shot he fell and
was seized by a dog, but he forced his talons entirely
around one of the dog's ribs, causing him to howl terribly.
The eagle was then killed with clubs. Another, a bald
eagle, was killed near Landis Valley, Lancaster county,
which measured seven feet three inches from tip to tip of
in various parts of Pennsylvania.

wings.

One

When

eagles take to carrying off lambs and young
must of course be killed; but in a few years
the typical American bird will be as extinct as the great
auk or the dodo.
babies, they

Chinese Telescope Fish and Hairy Tortoise. —Mr.
Henry Lee, writing to Land and Water says that severai
^

notable living curiosities have recently been brought to the
Brighton Aquarium. Chief among them were ten individuals of the "telescope fish," just arrived from China, and
which are so called from their prominent eyes protruding
considerably from each side of the head. The Chinese
name of this fish is "Lonir-tsing-ya," Bloch makes of it
a distiiict species, which he calls Cyprinus macropthalmMs,
but it is merely a "monstrosity though a very remarkable
one— of the common gold carp (Oarmsim auratus,) and has
been cultivated by continuous selection by the Chinese,
with the wonderful art they display in breeding these elo'mesticated pets, until the progeny is" so disguised that the
original form is almost lost,
Regarded from the front, it
appears to have a broad forehead, large and projecting

—

eyes, and compressed under lip; a countenance, in facf^
which reminds one at once of a half strangled pug dog.

Mr. Bartlett, of the Zoological Gardens,
since

had some of them

who many

years

in his

possession, compares the
skill of the Chinese in breeding and perpetuating these deformities in fish with that of the Chinese in producing, by
similar selection, pet dogs with very short noses and large
projecting eyes.
Goldfish were first reared in China,. in
A. D. 9G0. In the year 1129 they abounded, aud since 1548
there has been produced at Kang--chow a variety called the
"fire fish," from its intensely real color.
It is universally
admired, and there is not a household where it is not cultivated, in rivalry as to its color, and as a source of profit.
Several artificially produced varieties of the goldfish are
preserved in the British Museum. Some have the vertebral
column deformed, and are humpbacked; in others the
dorsal fin is reduced in size, or to a serrated ray, or is entirely absent.
Others again have the caudal fin tri-lobed
or four-lobed.
Iu the specimens just received at Brio-hton
the caudal fin has three lobes, and is elongated iu an
extra-

the young of the ordinary goldfish.
three inches in length.

They average about

Mr. John Mesney, of tk« Imperial Customs, Hankow,

—

recently arrived from China, lias presented to the Aquarium a little tortoise covered with a singular growth on the
shell three or lour inches long, which he believed to be
hair.
This erroneous belief is doubtless fostered by the
Chinese, who induce Europeans to purchase, as great curiosities, their "hairy tortoises," as some rogues in England
sell painted canaries. The so-called "hair" is a filamentous
alga, or water weed, which grows on the back of the aniELtit in the pond or tank in which it is kept exposed to the
The microscope soon showed the character of the
light.
filiform growth.

We have examined several specimens of the so-called
hairy tortoise, and know of no more amusing pet for the
aquarium. They are extremely rare, however, even in
China. Mr. Edward Cunningham, of Boston, we believe,
once brought some to this country. The Japanese produce
the peculiar malformation in the upper jaws of their dogs,
by breaking their bones when they are puppies.
^•-

Zoological Gardens
have recently acquired specimens of the great black cockatoo (Microgiossa aierrima) or JNew Guinea and the adjacent

Black Cockatoos.— Tne London
The

entire

plumage

is slaty

black,

powdered with

the white excretioa from tne skin tliat Ls so abundant in
The bare,
cockatoos, pigeons, and some other birds.
skinny cheeks are of a blood red color, varying in intenThe bill
sity with the health and condition of the bird.
posis of immense size and strength; the head very large,
sessed of powerful muscles to wield. tne jaws, and covered
with a feathered crest. Than this singular bird perhaps no
living animal offers a more striking example of the exact
.

relation that always exists between the structure of.
mal and its habits, it is evident that the form of

an

aniex-

its

traordinary Dill alone enables it to live upon a kernal that
cannot be obtained by any other bird.
Its favorite food in its native state consists of the kernel
of the canary nut, which grows on a lofty forest tree abundant in the islands where the birds are found. These nuts
are so excessively hard that it requires a very heavy hammer to break them; but they are readily opened by the
bird, which, taking one in its bill and holding it against
the notch in the narrow, upper mandible by means of the
singular, horny-tipped cylindrical tongue, cuts a notch in
lower mandiin- it by sawing tne cutting front edge of the
This aoue, it is enabled to bteak off
ble from side to side.
a small piece of the hard shell by a strong bite, and then,
with the long tip of the upper mandible, it picks out the
kernel piecemeal. The tongue itself is very singular, being
a bright red cylinder with a horny black tip, and having
two roots diverging to each side of the lower jaw. The
appearance of tne oird is remarkable.

-»»
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Australian Venomous ISnakes.— A long experience

of

the effect and cure of snake bites in Australia i,the country
most infected with poisonous snakes) shows tnat, in ail
cases of poisoning by the snakes of that country, injected
ammonia affords a perfect cure. The large blood vessel
immediately above the bite should be opened arid the ammonia forced in. 1 know an immense number of instances
in which ammonia has effected apparently impossible cures.
But tiiis may not hold good of tlie snakes or otner lands.
It would be difficult to say that all snake poisons are the
same substances, or have the identical eifects upon the
system, and, therefore, it cannot be said that the same substance is a remedy in cases so distinct. The poison of the
carpet suake may yield to a cure that would be powerless
It is certain
against that of tne terrible Op/uophagm etaps.
that the poison of the Australian snakes is less powerful
than the Asiatic ones, but they make up an equality by
bo thickly are they spread over tne souintheir number,
em part of the continent that the large sheep farmers there
employ natives to destroy them, giving so much a head.
In Killing them they should be approached sideways and
smartly nit with a stick on their back. Tnis is easily
broken, and then they are powerless, if they be approached

from behind tiiey can rise and bite you as easily as in front.
But unless its young are attacked or unless its enemy
stands between it and its hole, tnese snakes seldom attack
man.
-«»-•—
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gull of the season appeared in
Oct. 28th.
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week ending

Itaoock.
Bird, Serinus canarius.

Presented by Mrs. John B. Sav-

Oue Monkey, Macacus cynomolgus.

Presented by Mr. Jacques War-

Two Young Opossums, Mdelphys
Morrill,

Virginiarta.

Presented by J. L-

W. A. Conklik,

M. D.

Director.

nrdm.
Gardener's Chronicle
pastrefers to the introduction of gardening as one of the
.NaLord
India.
iu
soldier
times provided for the British
last
the
of
experiments
the
oi
results
the
pier, in reporting

Military Gardening.- The London

increased innot only
gardens
regimental
terest in the matter, and the
troops,
the
to
vegetables
of
quantities
supply considerable
soldiers, and
the
for
recreation
healthful
afford
but also
It is a diversion which deare attractive places of resort.
shall be glad to hear that
we
serves encouragement, and

year in Bengal, says the

soldiers are taking

our inends on tne outposts are seasoning their rations and
adorning their quartets with the products of their own vegetable

and liower gardens.
_»
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Planting Bulbs.— Readers

—

.

of

There are no flowers which possess more brilliant
beds.
hues than those comprised in the bulbous tribe, and none
which give so gay an air to the garden beds early in the
Sometimes long before the snow has left us, their
season.
tightly shrouded crowns will appear and delight their
owner by the first signs of vegetation which the garden
displays.
Bulbs of all kinds are now offered by the florists and
seedsmen at quite low.rates. Those which possess highsounding names, to be" sure, are high-priced, but a dozen
unnamed hyacinths cr tulips will often give you quite as
much satisfaction as the costly ones, and their price is
bed
trilling when compared with their rare loveliness.
of tulips and hyacinths in early Spring is a possession often
coveted by one's neighbors, arid now is the time to secure
it.
Clusters of crocuses and snowdrops, either scattered
over the sward, or planted in clusters, among other bulbs,
are also a lovely adornment when the fa ;e of nature is
brown' and sear.

A

—.*-

r»

Coal Ashes as a Fertilizer.

—

According to the accepted chemical tests of the day we believe it is usually
claimed that coal ashes contain no fertilizing elements. An
Illinois farmer, writing to the Country Gentleman says he
has found them a valuable addition to the soil of the garden, and that their influence for good is particularly felt
on tomatoes, potatoes, cabbages, and vegetables generally.
Our own observation in the cold clay soil of Westchester

county confirms the opinion of
largest corn we saw during the

this
last

Western farmer. The
season was grown on a

small plot where the coal ashes had been deposited, and
were very freely incorporated in the soil. The writer

above referred to adds
"In volume five of the Ufaison Rustique du
:

XIX Steele,

ago, I find in the chapter entitled
Jardinage en Europe ," the following
paragraph: We encounter on the banks and borders of
canals and rivers many boats loaded with coal ashes, which
come from Belgium, Antwerp, Ghent, Brussels, and a
large number of other cities and towns which send to Holland the excess of tbeir coal ashes, of which a part only is
used in the agriculture and horticulture of Belgium. This
very exciting fertilizer {amendment), when carefully rid of
r.he half-vitrified scorias with which it is always mixed, is,
for the gardeners of Holland, a powerful means of forcing
active vegetation."
The soil of Holland is very sandy, if not all sand, the
earth so saturated with moisture, and the climate so humid,
Coal ashes
that the use of the watering pot is unknown.
have been found of great value in moist and cool situations
with sand, and in dry and hot ones without it, and the
benefit conferred by them in two such opposite conditions
of soil and climate would seem to warrant a trial of them
The cost of
in almost any and all intermediate places.
coal consumed in the United States and the quantity of
ashes produced, are almost beyond calculation in sum and
quantity, and if agriculture and horticulture find in the lat
ter a powerful fertilizer it will practically result in cheapening food and fuel both.
thirty years

printed

"Coup

(Ell 8ur

d'
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— At the Georgia State

V

which should be adopted by all agricultural exhibitions, and is not uu worthy of encouragement by turf associations.
A fast walker, for the practical uses of the farm
ture

—The epizootic has been very prevalent this Fall, but the
experience

gained in 1872 in

Forest and Stream

have each year had seasonable hints on the proper care of
bulbous plants. The beds should now be prepared and
pro^triy enriched with leaf mould or well-rotted stable
manure, preserving the lightness an^ tilth of the soil by

its

its

severity.

preventive and cure has

It is pretty

clearly settled

by competent medical authority that epizootic
the animal

is

simply

in-

judiciously treated is as
Horses that are
readily relieved as an ordinary cold.
properly fed and cared for seldom suffer seriously from it.
The best English and American authorities agree that a
mixed diet and cleanly and well ventilated stables—in
short, such regimen and care as a proper regard for the
comfort of the horse require, secure him against all danger
fluenza,

from

which,

if

epizootic.

is

_^

— The Department of Agriculture of

the State of Geor-

gia estimate the average cost of raising a bushel of corn in
that State at fifty-eight cents; of oats, twenty-nine cents;
of cotton, eleven

cents.

The average

cost of raising a

horse or mule to three years old is reported at $60, the
number annually foaled is reported at 6,033. There were
$1,100,000 expended this year in buying horses and mules

brought into the State,

Profit from Low-Priced Grapes.— It

—~——

.

•#-<•—

Our Wool Production. — The Bulletin of the
Association of Wool Manufacturers publishes a

National
paper by
Mr. George Geddes on "Wool Growing in the United
States," from which it appears that since 1860 the product
has trebled, while it is an admitted fact that our growers
have the best variety of sheep for the production of wool
for clothing purposes. While the industry has developed
to remarkable extent the possibilities before it are great.
The plains of the trans-Mississippi States and of the Pacific coast afford a fine field for it, and there exists there
the opportunity for the production of fine wools, equal to
those of Australia and INew Zealand, and superior to those
Mr. Geddes thinks that these plains
of South America.
will eventually become the source of the world's supply of
fine wools.

is

probable th»

the time for "fancy" prices and enormous profits in
gr
growing has gone by. The culture has extended so ranidto
that we shall never again see entire crops marketed
t
fifteen to twenty cents per pound, and the fortunale
grow
reap a profit of $1,200 to $1,500 per acre. The erape is
easily grown that such prices cannot be maintained
and
lovers of this fruit may reasonably expect a supply at
'rate
low enough for the consumer, but giving a fair profit
to
The great secret of success is in selecting
the producer.
varieties that are early enough to always ripen a crop
and
are always hardy enough to withstand our severe Winter
Aside from our old stand-by, the Concord, we can ^afVv
recommend the Salem, Delaware and Rogers 43 and 4
Any one of these can be produced by the acre, at a cost
not exceeding two cents per pound,' and sold and marketed
<i

good

at

profit

at

five

cents.

A

friend of ours, residing

near Rochester, sold and marketed Isabella grapes for four
cents per pound, and cleared considerablv more ihan
$100
per acre over all expense of cultivation and interest on
value of the land. The only difficulty he experienced was
that occasionally his crop would not ripen, and had to be
sold at about two cents per pound for making vinegar.
Even then it paid expenses and as much profit as most
farm crops. With varieties like Salem and others we
have named above, there need be no difficulty in ripening
a crop every year. Babylon Signal.

—

The art of baking an apple well, is to hake it in a
moderate heat without breaking the skin. It is confining
the steam— holding the moisture— while baking, that reduces the apple to the proper delicious consistency. Different apples— according to the thickness of the skin, require a longer or shorter time to bake, but three to five
hours are about the the extremes, sweet apples requiring
more time than sour ones.

— Some idea of
may

the magnitude of the trapping interest
be gained from the sales of traps annually by the

who make a speciality of selling traps
Their sales of- traps, in 1874,
as well as of using them.
of all sizes, from those large' enough for the grizzlies of the
Rocky Mountains, down to the most diminutive rat traps
amounted to $92,431.23.
Oneida Community,

—

The rapid spread of the foot and mouth disease in
Great Britain, and the ravages committed can be somewhat appreciated by considering the number of cases. For
the quarter ending October 16th, these numbered as follows:— In Somersetshire, 83,000; in Cheshire, 50,000; in
Dorsetshire, 48,000; in Gloucestershire, 44,000; in Oxfordshire, 39,000; in Warwickshire, 33,000; in Norfolk, 31,000;
Throughout England and Wales
in Cumberland, 32,000.
there were for the same time over 500,000 cases. The
money damage is estimated at $1,000,000.

—

The farmers of Linn, Hardin, Grundy and Marshall
counties (Iowa) are building a railroad.
It is called the
Farmers' Union Railroad. Its starting point is Lisbon.
Twenty miles are graded. The rails are of Michigan
maple, which will te used until the road earns the iron. It
is of the narrow gauge, and will cost, ready for business,
a little over $4,000. "Farmers along the line have laid out
towns at the stations, and donated lots to the company
which will sell for enough to pay for the road,

—The Louisiana orange crop this year

is

larger than

that

of any previous year.

lie

Mennel.

DOGS IN ENGLAND AND THE
TINGHAM DOG SHOW.

NOT-

_#

from our valued correspondent,
"Viatores," will be read with pleasure by all who are interested in the importation of fine dogs from England:—

The following

letter

Northampton, England,

held recently at Macon, a

Fair,

valuable prize was offered for. the fastest walking horse.
There were six competitors, a colt belonging to J. E.
Lewis of South Carolina, being the winner. This is a fea-

greatly mitigated

Presented by Miss Lesher.
Presented by PiasOucj Whue-uuired Porcupine, Erttkizon dormtus.
ter Harold u. MiLer.
Onu .icd-e Hog, Eriaaoeus ewropaeus. Presented by kMrs. Katanne

One Uanary

from one to two inches, according to their size.
After planting the bulbs, cover over the beds with dried
leaves or loose straw to the depth of three or four inches,
and place pieces of board over it to prevent the covering
from blowing away. Early in the Spring, take off the
leaves or straw, and as soon as the bulbs appear, rake off,
with great care, all the debris which may remain upon the
cuses,

.«.»*.
|

Virginia Deer, Cariacus Virginianus.

fig

A
A

heavy damp soil is unsuited
the intermixture oi sand.
writer in the New England
to bulbs eff any kind.
Farmer gives the following practical directions for securing a beautiful floral display in the early Spring:
"Plant large sized hyacinths and tulips from three to
four inches in depth, smaller ones at two inches. Cro-

or the road, is quite as valuable as a fast trotter.

fUKLlC PAKIvS,

York, Oct.

Animals received at Central Park Menagerie
October 30ta, 1875:—

Cue

—

jFOREST AND STREAM.

19)1

islands.

—

—

Oct.

1873.

4,

Editor Forest and Stream :~

On September
Peckham Rye,

30th

we

six miles

visited Mr. Wra. Wardlaw ReidJs ketinel at
from London. Owing to failing eyesight, Mr,

Reid sold most of his fine kennel at Aldriehe's last July, among which
were his celebrated Laverack setters Sam, and Jess, full sister to S<iiiL
Although Mr. Reid has given up shooting to any great extent anil disposed of most of his kennel, he still has the wish that is. in every mis
sportsman's heart, viz., that of owning one or two brace of szood dogs,
and if he has parted with Sam he has some young ones of his gee as w.dl
as a few fine brood bitches. Mr. R. goes in for the Laverack!?, and hai
bred his three-quarter and f nil-blooded bitches of tliat strain to such dogs
as Mr. Pilkington's Dash, Mr. Laveraek's Blue Piince, by Pride of the
Border, and his own Sam. He does not object to a slight out cross of
good setter blood, and when he cannot get them pure Laverack, likes
them at least three-quarters. He still keeps a few dogs in training, arid
ak
as these were in the country, and we did not see thtni, we can only sp<
mouihs
of Clytie, black and white Laverack bitch, two years and three
to
old, by Pilkiugtons Bash, out of Mr. Reid's Jess; Jess full sister
Sam. She is a very handsome bitch, and her orange and white brother
at
Brathay is about as hanisome a setter a^ Wj ever saw; he was sola
auction last July for sixteen guineas, which was "dog cheap." B'Jag^
s
an orange and white bitch, three years and a half old, by Mr. Brierly
aim
Fred, out of Mr. Reid's Jess, is a three quarters bred Laverack,
ten
very fine looking. This bitch was bid in at the sale at Aldriche's for
to
guineas, Mr. R. thinking she is worth much more, if only to use her
long
breed from. If she had been in a little better condition to stand a
bad D0
sea voyage we would have purchased her for a friend, but as she
afraid
fully recovered from weaning a large litter of puppies, we were
risk her

oa the high

seas.

However, there

is

a possibility of her

seeing

your country before Spring.
y
We next saw a brace of black and white ticked, or more correct
Frinw.
speaking, blue dog pups four months old, by Mr. Laverack Blue
W,1I
out of Mr. Reid's Flirt; Flirt oy Mr. Reid's Sam, out of May,
^
guineas, iw
ter he sold to Mr. Heubbeil, of Philadelphia, for fifty
looking,
puppies were seven eighths Laverack, and were very fine
above,
J
brace of black, white and tan bitch puppies, same age as the
Joy 1 ^
next shown. They wer= by Mr. Reid's Sam, out of his Joy.
^
.

1

**

J

v^
liked these a»
a
has
Reid
Mr.
seen in England.
»f_
so
saw were very hau
.

the celebrated

.Wemyss Castle

breed.

For looks we

young dogs we have
breed of Dandy Binmots. The puppies we
shows.
and his stock dog Nip is a winner at Crystal Palace and other
was
Nottingham i>oo Show, Oct. 2, 4, 5, and 6. -This show
went so far
fine in every respect but one, and that was the one we
as any

were el
the pointer and setter entries. Of the pointers there
the
with
but
classes,
small
entries of dogs and bitches, large and
have giv
tion of three or four they were a poor lot, and we could
viz

,

dog shovV
ten points and a beating had they been entered in any
better
averaging the pemts in each lot. The bitches were
ov> a *g
dogs, though there wasn't one that could have held her

ica,

.

^^

^
^
^^

Waddeli's old lemon and white Bream.
i
The getters were not much better in way of entries, and
omn
classes for Irish reds there were but four shown, and i>wt

<

lije

^

^o
^^

FOREST AND STREAM,
and one of them waa very
Both the winners were without pedforees,
only thing we saw that could
bright in color, with much white, and the
prize was his great size. A fifhave induced the judges to give him a
long odds the best looking.teen months old dog was by
better. There were thirteen in all, and
Tr-e black and tan setters were
were remarkably good. We have never seen a better lot toall of them
the judges considerable trouble to award
getber, and it must have given
however, they sacrificed one or two points in
the prizes. We think,
a dog that to our eye was perfect in everyfavor of color, for there was
wlrch were a trifle too dark.
thing except his tan marking?,
nine entered, and some of .'them
Iirthe English class there were only
F. Bayly's were all good. He showed
were sorry looking enough. Mr. W.
orange and white dog Dash, by Grouse,
two flcst rate Laveracks, and his
This dog is a very fine one, but terribly
prize.
out of Lard, took first
"throaty." His Pert, a black and white ticked bitch with a very LaveZephyr, a white dog with black and tan
rack took, took first in her .-lass.
markings, was another good one. This dog was entered without a pediHe was not a Laverack, but in looks was like
gree, and for sale at £20.
"Mohawk's" Field Trial bitch Kirby.
In tb« spaniel classes there was a fair show, there being thirty-eight in
three Irish water spaniels and five water ones other
all which included
Some of the clumbers were beautiful, and are the dogs we should
Irish.
breed in America for ruffed grouse, woodcock, and all covert shooting.
We never remember of seeing a fall blooded dog of that breed at home,
but there are some good spaniels of Norfolk and Sussex blood bred there,

breeder has, we believe, a fine strain of black and tan
Strange to say, none of that color were at this show. We beof Baltimore, has the only pure clumbers in
lieve that Mr. Jenkins,
America. We saw some fine dachshunds, and the show of fox terriers
va^ wonderful, there being no less than 130 of those useful and beautiand a

New Jersey

cockers.

Areca Nut as a Cure for Worms. —A
writes us

25th, as follows:

was not

a single entry.
We have yet to see the Russian setter that so much has been written
about, though we have seen a dog that answers the description of that
These dogs we first saw in Paris at the
breed, and that is the griffon.
Jardin cTAcclimatation, and a half bred one, the other half being setter,
was very like the picture "Stonehenge" gives in his book on "The Hog"
of a "Russian setter with English cross." The griffon is much used on
the Continent for sporting purposes, being very staid, staunch, requiring but little breaking, and, as a general thing, is a good retriever. They

though we have seen some with white
were tawny gray, or rather dull redwhite underneath. They are as shaggy as a poodle,

are usually of a dirty liver color,
marks, as well as one or two that
black, with dirty

being that of a good-sized setter, the half breed^when crossed
with getter or fox hound, being somewhat larger. These dogs are used
sometimes to cross with the fox hound, the issue making a large and
They are also crossed
wiry-haired animal, not unlike the otter .hound.

their fize

with the French beagles, and, we are told,
ing rabbits to the gun. Yours truly,

make

excellent dogs

for driv-

Viatobbs.

IMPORTED SETTERS AND POINTERS.
Editor Forest and

Stream:—

and I may say aged, setters and pointers, which will be better suited for
stock purposes than for the field. I have given these extracts from Mr.
Laverack' s letters to the readers of Forest and Stream, trusting they
to them in importing animals from abroad.
Homo.

may be valuable

BRITTANY POINTERS.
Boston, Oct. 30, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
The little extract from "Wild Sports in Brittany," which appeared in
your paper of October 28th, attracted my attention at once, recalling, as
it did, a conversation long since with a fine old sportsman now passed on.
A gentleman of elegant leisuie and a collineomaniac, his experience in
fieid sports covered neatly every part of the globe.
I recollect well
(being, as they say, a dog man,) his praises of the Brittany pointer as the
very best dog for general shooting within his ken of fine nose, staunch,
enduring, facing the roughest cover, and withal a capital water dog. Are
not these dogs the very fel ows for American sportsmen, and worthy the
attention of our importers and breeders? How can we get the genuine
eimon pure, and of whom? Can your Leipsic friend, Fr. von Invernois,
give us any information, or possibly Col. Waring may have heard something of them, as his charming "Farmers' Vacation" papers in Scribnet's
Indicate his late travels in their region? I nave no personal knowledge
that the gallant Colonel would even look at a dog, but a lover of good
horses and fine cattle usually has an eye for a good dog, and I hope he
may have met some sportsmen there who can put us in the right track.
Under Grip.

—

von Invernois

may

—The

remedj'-

mentioned

well worth a trial, but we have found the areca
nut to be so successful that we now prescribe it in preferis

ence to anything

else:

Brighton, Penn., October
Editor Forest and Stream:—

26th, 1875.

many

inquiries in your valuable paper asking a cure for
would give you a very simple remedy which I have nsed
with success, namely, common washing soap dissolved in their food, or
cut in small cakes and put in a piece of meat.
S. S.

Seeing a great

worms

in dogs, I

Kennel Produce.—-At the kennel of A. C. Waddell, E?q., at Newton,
N. J.* Fanny, one of the finest pointer bitches in the country, whelped
on the 29th utt. The litter comprised seven puppies, viz., five dogs and
two gyps, sired by old Fhil, who is too well known to require further
mention.

hu mid Mivw

be able to furnish us with information regarding Brittany pointers, or some of our English or French correspondents may confer the same favor.
If Col. Waring has as good an eye for a dog as he has for
a cow—vide his capital description of the cattle on the
Island of Jersey— his observations would be both valuable
and interesting. We agree with our correspondent that a
tough, rough and ready dog of the kind described would be
admirably adapted for this country. —Ed.]

plying the oil and fertilizing factories, were somewhat
astonished when off Newport on Thursday last at finding
themselves in an immense school of mackerel. The Newport JVews says:
"The fabulous amount of mackerel secured yesterdav off
the cliffs and beach is the principal topic of conversation.
The immense amount of about, 125,000 mackerel was seined
yesterday in our waters by sixteen steamers and a number
of smaller fishing craft. The fish average 150 to the barPeter Lee shipped 13,500 to New York by last night's"
rel.
steamer, which was delayed nearly an hour by taking them
on board, and 12,000 to' Boston. The whole catch was
worth, in round numbers, $6,000. Men were at work all
night getting the fish ready for the Providence and Boston
markets. All yesterday the cliffs were lined with ladies
and gentlemen, catching mackerel by the slower but more
As many as fifty
interesting method of the hook and line.
people were fishing from the forty stens, and people had
to take care not to get on other people's hooks instead of

own."

their

Mackerel have also appeared in
Fisher's Island Sound, where at least
engaged in the fishery. Last year the
very poor, but this season it has been

quantities in

large

a hundred boats are

mackerel fishing was
exceptionally good*

—

—

Connecticut ISFeio Haven, Oct. 27th. Blackfish have
been very abundant for the last two weeks. For the first
time in many years hake have come into this harbor, and
handlast week they were in the Sound in large numbers
some fish, weighing from one to three pounds. On Friday
a party fishingon "New Reef," off Branford, caught a large
number, the first of the season. But the best day's &port
yet recorded was on Saturday, when Dr. W. H. Thomson,
of New Haven; M. S. Crosby, of Waterbury; and J.
Kinney, of Hartford, in company with Eli Hills and Capt.
Ward," with the yacht Niagara, caught in two hours a bushCourant.
el and a half of hake by actual measurement.
A muscalonge was caught at Cromwell, Conn., ono
day last week. This fish "is very rarely found in any

—

FISH IN SEASON INNOVEMBER.
Black Bass, micropterus salmoides, micropterus nigricans.
Striped Bass Hoccus lineatus.
Bluefish, temnodon soltator.

[Under the head of "Game and Fish in Season" we can only syecify in
general terms the several varieties, because the laws of states vary so much
that were we to attenmt to particularize we could do' no less than publish
those entire sections that relate to the kinds of game in question.
This
would require a great amount of our spare. In designating game we are
guided by the laivs of nature, upon which all legislation is founded, and
bur readers would do well to provide themselves with the laws of their respsctive States for constant reference.
Otherwise, our attempts to assis
them will only create confusion.]

C

—

waters but the

St.

Lawrence and the great

The Fisheries— There have been

lakes.

82 arrivals of the

the past week, as follows: 1 from off shore, raackerfrom the Banks, 13 from Georges, and 9 from the
Bay of St. Lawrence. The receipts are— 1,355,000 lbs. of
Bank codfish; 259,000 lbs. Georges codfish; 432,000 lbs. of
Bank halibut; 106,000 lbs. Georges halibut; 1,700 barrels
Bay mackerel, and 3,075 barrels shore mackerel. Many
of the shore mackerel catchers are about hauling up.
Cape

fleet

eling, 19

—

A bountiful supply of fish and
kept within moderation is a blessing to the peor>le.
Such is the condition which we have to report this week,
and although the variety is not so great as before the close
season for trout commenced and the Spanish mackerel left
for Florida, still the benches present a fine appearance.
Fish in Market.

prices

The cousins German to the last named fish, the common
mackerel, appeared in immense quantities off Newport
harbor last week; the catch is estimated at three quarters
The quality is called No. I. and very fat.
of a million fish.
Some found their way to this 'market, but the larger proportion were salted the price is from 10 to 20 cents each,
according to size. Striped bass are being caught in Rhode
Island; price 15 to 20 cents.
Smelts (green) are still coming from Maine, and in larger quantities, the price haviug
It is rather remarkable that bluefish
fallen to 20 cents.
should linger so long on our coast, and their presence may
possibly foretell a mild Winder; they have been caught re;

and pointers broken abroad and brought to this country have
proved inferior as a rule to our best breeds, when tested with them at
once in the field, as well as against animals that were imported when
young and traiued on American game. The English greatly surpass us
in the breeding of fine stock of every description, and there is no doubt
that the blood imported to, this country in the past two or three years
bas improved, and will further greatly benefit our stock of American
field dogs; but I am convinced that foreign setters and pointers, broken
on their native birds, cannot compete with our own trained dogs on our
species of game, owing to the difference in the cover in which they would
be hunted and the dissimilarity of the game of the two countries.
In answer to a letter, Mr. Ed. Laverack, who is doubtless the best
breeder of setters living, expresses himself as being of the same opinion, and I have taken the liberty of quoting that portion of his favor to
me: "I consider yon are quite right in procuring a young dog, from nine
to twelve months old, and to break him on American ground and the
game found there. I feel certa.n that American dogs, accustomed to
your game and the nature of yonr country and the variety of scrub or
ground, would beat our English dogs until they were accustomed to hunt
and find your different species of game. I have ever found that all dogs
require to be accustomed to the nature of ground and game.
An English dog, accustomed to range wide and fast, on Scotch and English
moors, would be too fast and not range close enough for quail, snipe,
etc., and, unless used to cover or brush, would have to be educated, that"
is, used to the ground and game.
Nevertheless, well bred English dogs,
when brokou at your game in your country, would quite equal, if not
surpass, American dogs.
The great value of my pure breed is, they
never knock tip, and can last daily for weeks, and are good on all kinds
of gam:', when accustomed to it." Again, in a second letter to me, Mr.
Laverack reiterates his opinion: "I quite agree with you as to having
the young dogs broken on your American game."
Thus far all importation of English dogs have been those of broken,
Setters

[Fr.

.

Another Cure for Worms.
below

In clas? No. 20, for other hounds, there was but one entry, a large,
wiry-coated dog, and we should think this breed would be a useful animal in America to run foxes on the snow in some of the Northern States.

dogs were not better filled—in fact, in that for fox hounds there

—

correspondent
Scott, Kan., under datetof October

"I administered one of the areca nut powders (thirty
grains) to my Gordon setter Billy to-day noon, and in two
hours he passed several pieces of a well defined tape worm.
Dr. O. A. fngalls submitted it to microscopic examination
and discovered both the head and tail. The Doctor was
greatly surprised at the quick action of the powder, and
started off immediately to find some man with tape worms
so he could dope him with areca nut.
S."

ful little creatures.

Baring the setter and fox hound classes the show was a great success,
As many sportsthere being 640 dogs entered in the different classes.
men with their setters are shooting on the moors, and that cub hunting
has just commenced, it is not to be wondered at that the classes for these

from Fort
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cently in

May;

immense numbers between Barnegat and Cape

Salmon, (frozen), bring 50 cents
per pound; weakfish, very few in numbers and caught in
nets in this vicinity, 15 cents; white perch, 18 cents: Spanish mackerel, (frozen), 50 cents; frost fish, (tomcods), 8
cents; halibut, 18 cents; haddock, 8 cents; codfish, 8 to 10
cents; blackfish, 8 cents; flounders, 10 cents; eels, 12 to 18
cents; lobsters, from the eastward, 10 cents; sheepshead,
Fresh sheepshead, however, are being
(frozen), 25 cents.
also received, coming from New Orleans in refrigerators
on the steamers. Red snappers are brought in the same
way, and sell for 20 cents per pound. Scollops are worth
Soft clams, 40 to 60 cents per 100; white$1.25 per gallon.
fish, 18 cents; salmon trout, 20 cents; pompano, (frozen),
$1. per pound; pickerel, 15 cents; yellow perch, 12 cents;
hard shell crabs, 50 cents per dozen; frog's legs, from
Canada, 50 cents per pound. Green turtle, from Key
West, 20 cents per pound; terrapin, $12. per dozen; the
price 12 to 15 cents.

latter are

brought from Norfblk and Savannah.

— Our correspondent, Edgerton Browne, of Ninety-second
East River, who is well known to our better class of
and thoroughly informed on all fishing matters in
the vicinity of Hell Gate, states that there has been very
fine bass fishing in the Gate for the last few days.
Mr.
Dorrity caught five fish weighing 40^ pounds; Mr. Gal way
four, 17 pounds; Mr. Davis four, 15 pounds; Mr. Heine
three, 15 pounds; Mr, Clark one, 7 pounds, and himself
one, 16£ pounds, and one five pounds. Mr. Foley caught
a good fish; weight not given.
street,

anglers,

—Striped bass fishing
and Montauk.

is

said to be

good about Watch

Hill

—Gil Ward, one of the Ward brothers, noted as a famous
oarsman, recently captured, at Cornwall, N.Y.,ashark
some three
Hudson so

feet

in length, the

ever captured in the
far north.
The fish lay upon the surface, evidently affected by the fresh water, and was dispatched
first

with an oar.

—Dr. Lavvie, in charge of

the Fisheries Protection Service in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, informs the Fisheries
Department at Ottawa, that, contrary to the experiences of

previous years, great abundance of codfish prevailed at the
Magdalen Islands, and herring and mackerel were struck
in large quantities on the 13th tilt
Eighteen American
vessels were anchored in Pleasant Bay, and about a hundred vessels were taking mackerel among the islands.
Fishing from vessels is not as good as the inshore fishing.
The American schooners averaged about 250 barrels each,
which represents from $200,000 to $250,000.
.

Large School op Mackerel.—The fleet of steamers engaged in Fall fishing for menhaden (mossbunkers) for sup-

Ann Advertiser,
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AND BAY FIS.HING IN CALIFORNIA—WONDERS OF THE DEEP.

SEA

is not the mere hooking of fish that brings delight,
IT though
to a thorough angler this and the playing
.

them

in

game

their

struggles to escape

al-

of

and elude the

skill, constitute a large portion of the sport,,
but either the quiet, pleasing or exciting scenery, a^ the
The free wind beating upon the
case may be, is a charm.
cheeks, the glad waters sparkling and singing in the sunshine, the dancing waves, the rugged and romantic rocks,
the exhilarating sail or row; if on a river or lake, the shade
of trees, the song of the birds, and here in California even in
in our mild Winter season, just after the welcome rains,
the vendure of the newly Spring grass and budding of
some of the small wild flowers, are some of the most delightful sources of enjoyment.
At the time when you have
rigid Winter at the East we have plenty of enjoyable fishing in San Francisco Bay, and in the Pacific Ocean, especially in the bay in the Winter months, we have had for these

fisherman's

two years good

bait fishing for

sides other kinds of

you some' idea

young salmon

or grilse, be-

angling which I will presently give

of.

Speaking of scenery while fishing, there are but few
anglers who do not love the poetry of nature during their
sport they indeed live in the midst of it, and if they read
Izaak Walton's great and fascinating work, they must love

—

Here there is the poetry of angling—
enjoyment of beautiful natural scenes and the
delightful repose it produces for the contemplative mind.
The most pleasing passages in good old Izaak's book are
those in which he leaves his rod to angle for itself, and for
the fishes to hook themselves if they Will, throws himself
down under the shadow of the trees on the grass, and converses of what he sees around him.
"There was a good
and contented and genUe spirit," as a good writter declares,
"in the interesting old man, a soul at peace with itself, a
mind ever at ease," and these form the very life of his
pages, and make them ever fresh and young. In one part of
the "Complete Angler," his great work, it is mentioned that
he and his companion, Venator, seek shelter while a shower
of rainfalls; they watched the drops from the leaves of
the trees dotting the stream, and a rainbow appeared,
which caused the old angler to repeat some beautiful lines
on the rainbow, by Vaughn, beginning with:

poetry for his sake.
in the quiet

"Still

young and

but what

fine!

We slight as old and soiled,
How bright

wert thou

when

is still in view
though fresh and new;

the

first

ravished eye

Thy

vivid colored arch did first descry;
Which, with inlentive looks, watch'd every hour
For thy new light, and trembled at each shower."

This reminds me that one day last April, while fishing
for tom-cods I beheld after one of our mild Spring-like

showers over the bay, one of those glorious bows of tho
most brilliant and distinct colors, spanning the whole heavens, without any other object to interfere with our ravished
vision, and, on account of its strong and dazzlingly bright
colors, forming a double arch.
But to resume the subject of fishing— of all our outdoor
sports, I think, angling

is

the pleasantest, (of course this
is

merely an individual opinion); but this may so prove
to
me because I have for so many years (being now seventythree) most earnestly entered into this amusement,
and acquired of course, by continued observation and practice,
a
tolerable skill

and successsful experience in

it.

If

one

is

FOBEST AND STREAM.
weary there is generally a pleasant bank to sit down upon;
the clear ocean, bay, lake or river to look over, the fresh
breeze blowing "about one's face; the graceful flight of the
sea gulls and other water fowl, as well as land bird3, to
watch and observe; in short, nearly all the attractive luxuries to be found together that throw such a charm around
open-air amusements.

gig race
Stewart,
All communications
later

Date.

Nov.

common

of the most

many

of the

fish

on our coast, and

sea perch,

by some here

called

porgies or surf

fish,

very plentiful. On the coast of New England they are
termed dinners or nippers— the latter name is obviously
derived from their nipping bite. In New York, I believe,
the cunner is termed the "bergall," a Dutch name, and is
known also by its Indian name, "chogset." At Boston it
is described as the "blue perch."
Their general color is
black, mixed with brown, with faint transverse bars of an
uncertain dusky hue. The largest exhibit a light orange
tint throughout the whole body, with the head and gillcovers of a chocolate color, mixed with light blue, and
with blue lias and general bronze coloring in some lights.
Like all the perch tribe, on the back is a stiff fin with
spines.
Tiie\r are caught most plentifully near rocky
shores; they take almost any bait. It is a tolerably good
and sweet pan fish, but they should be eaten as fresh as
possible, as their flesh is very soft.
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notice.
The Mohawk is the
largest centre-board yacht ever built; the Dauntless is one
of the largest and finest specimens of a keel schooner ever
constructed for pleasure purposes in this country.- The
race, therefore, was to be a test of keel vs. centre-board,
and the results wT ere directly opposed to those expected by
yachtsmen, the conclusion of the race being so close as to
leave the main epiestion unsettled.
It was anticipated that
in going to windward the greater draught of the Dauniless
would give her a better hold on the water, and that before
the wind the huge centre-board of the Mohawk being
mostly out of the water would so lessen the resistance as to
give her the advantage in speed.
On the contrary, however, the Mohawk proved the abler vessel in going to windward, and passing her antagonist, was the first 'to round
think, however, that this result hardly dethe buoy.
cides the question of the superior ability of the centreboard vessel in going to windward. It was observed that
the Dauntless labored heavily, and appeared to sail better
on one tack than on the other, and hat her mainmast set
badly.
It must also be remembered that the Dauntless has
been out of commission for a year or more, and was only
fitted out, and that somewhat hurriedly, for this race,
whereas the Mohawk has had the benefit of a season's racing, and was in thorough order for the event.
The Dauntless, also, on the run home, split her fore gaff, tearing the
foretop-sail, and rendering that and the foresail almost
valueless, and yet she fairly beat the Mohawk before the
wind. It is to be regretted that the sailing directions were
misunderstood by those on board the Mohawk, and that in
finishing the race she did not pass the light ship "close
aboard," as ordered. The finish would have been much
more exciting, and not decided by an error. As for the
advantages of a centre-board over a keel vessel when of
the largest class we do not consider them sustained.
In a
very large yacht a few feet more or less of draught can
make but little difference, and even if a little speed is

We

i

The

perch,

much,

also, in

which inhabit chiefly the
some parts of our bay; they

rivers,

abound

are white with
on their sides. The quality of
their flesh is much better than that of the sea perch. They
are found but in small numbers on Ihe ocean coast; they
run about two pounds in weight. We have most years an
abundance of smelts in our bay and all along the southern
coast, especially in the Bummer months.
They are considered generally to belong to the salmon family.
Their
average length is ten inches, although I have seen specimens occasionally as long as eighteen inches and weighing
two pounds. They are angled for from the wharves with
long rods, the bait or hooks about one to two feet from
They are rather dry in their
the surface of the water.
quality of meat, but are much liked by some persons as a
breakfast fish. They come up the bay in immense schools
in Summer, and are very voracious and afford great amusement to women and children anglers from the piers.
We have a fish called the rock- cod or rock-fish— another
There is a numerous variety
species of the perch family,
of them of several colors— brown, black, and bright red.
They are taken in plenty wherever the bottom is rocky.
They weigh from half a pound to twenty or thirty pounds.
You fish as deeply as possible for them, and they are almost omnivorous in their appetites, taking all sorts of
worms, flesh and small fish. Thir meat is white, and good
At Fort Point, near the Golden
in flavor and firmness.
Gate, where I sometimes fish, there is a large sea-wall, at
the end of which the rolling waves from the Pacific break
with great force. In the eddy formed by these billows,
the bottom of which is very rocky, I often catch "some fine
The first is a fish of a dark greenish
sea trout and bass.
black color, spotted on its sides with red. Its. form is
They are Very game
rather long, like the trout family.
and lively, and are a good fish for the table. But the sea
bass is much better. This fish is nearly as silvery as the

blotches of a dirty black

salmon, which it much resembles. It is not plentiful in
the bay, but is numerous in Monterey Bay, 200 miles south
of this.

We have had for
the bay,

which

is

three years the rather small tom-cod in
a great acquisition for the fishermen,

both professional and amateur. It is one of the best in the
market; its flesh is white, very tender, sweet and delicate.
Most persons fish for it with hand lines, but I use a rod
and take about as many with it as any one else.
Of course we have many more valuable fish than I have
named. We have many oceanic wo'nders and curiosities,
too, such as medusae, sea-squalls, jelly fish, or sea nettles,
(some of them a foot in diameter), star fish, painted
shrimps, sea-balloons, spider crabs, and other marvels too
E. J. Hoopeu.
numerous to mention.
-

Fighting

for.

an Eel.— A

fight

between two eagles

oc-

A

large numcurred at Masonboro Sound a few days ago.
ber of persons were at the different landings along the
sound at the time, when their attention was attracted to
the combatants by a piercing cry, often repeated at short
The birds were each of the bald eagle species,
intervals.
and when first: observed were about two hundred yards
above the Banks channel.
One of the birds held pendant from his talons an enormous eel, which the other bird was endeavoring to gain
possession of. The bird possessing the eel was taken at a
great disadvantage, as it required the use of his talons to
hold his prey, which Mi him but his beak with which to
ward off the assaults of his roe. The attacking bird, realizing his advantage, swooped upon his enemy, tearing the
feathers and flesh from the back and breast of his oppo-

nent.
Long and fierce the struggle waged. Each of the
birds was of enormous size, yet one of them, taken at so
great a disadvantage, at last perceived that resistance was
in vain, and, after one despairing wail, released its prey.
As the eel descended, and had nearly reached the water,
the triumphant bird, with victorious cry, swooped upon il,
and firmly closing it iu his talon- born it way to (lie i'isThe struggle lasted about 'iilecn mint ant sand shosK
ttjes*^ Willing ton &m\

gained the advantage is more than counteracted by the loss
of cabin room. The liability to spring aleak in the tiu»k
when in a heavy sea-way, or of accident to the centre-board
itself, should be considered.
Our first large centre-board
schooners were built for the lumber trade, and to enable
them to navigate the shallow waters of the Southern rivets.
We remember an instance that occurred some years ago
when one of these vessels was discovered at sea in an almost
helpless condition.
In crossing a bar her board had. token
the bottom, and on the voyage had broken in tw o and become fastened athwartships, the iron band twisting but not
breaking, and holding the broken part in this position, acting almost as an anchor, or at all events as a. very respectable drag.
For small yachts, where quickness in stays is
an essential there can be no question as to the advantages
T

of the centre-board.

The Dauntless and Resolute.—-The last raee of the
season was finished on Thursday, and the years' yachting
brought to a termination by the match between these two
fine yachts.
It was another trial also between keel and
centre-board, although a leading wind both ways prevented
the match from being more than a trial of speed between
the two vessels, and no occasion offered for bringing out
qualities which may be especially claimed for either mode
of construction. The Dauntless, with the consent of Mr.
Hatch, had taken on board several tons more of ballast,
and there can be no question as to her advantage in point
of fitness over her trim on the day of the race with the
Mohawk. There was none of the dragging or unequal
sailing which was so perceptible on the Latter occasion, and
she made the round trip of 220 miles in eighteen hours and
a half, the quickest on record over this course.
The start was made from iStapleton, Staten Island, on
Wednesday evening, the Dauntless crossing the imaginary
line between the yacht Vindex and the club house at 5:27:
10 and the Resolute at 5:85:38.
The wind was from the
west, blowing the eight knot breeze stipulated for iu the
agreement. As the darkness set in soon after the start the
yachts remained invisible to each other until the conclusion
of the race.
From the reports of guests on board of each
both yachts must have been sailing splendidly, the Dauntless logging from thirteen to fourteen knots per hour. .Barnegat was abeam at 9:30, and as the Resolute reports the
same bearings at 9:47, the yachts must have been very close
together at this time. At 2:45 A. M. the Dauntless rounded
the lightship on Five Fathom Bank, and the Resolute at
3:57 turned the same mark, having lost about an hour and
ten minutes.
Tiie same breeze held on the homeward run.
the Dauntless passing the winning point, the Sandy Hook
Lightship, at 11:55:25. The Resolute was off Barnegat at
9:30 in the morning, and when off Long Branch, the Dauntless being seen beating up from the lightship, it was known
that the race was lost, and the yacht was kept along the
beach. The Dauntless anchored off Stapleton at 3:29:3o,
and the Resolute at 3:50, although had the latter rounded
the lightship she would have been much later.
.

— The

yacht Nautilus slipped her moorings in Newark
Bay, near Bayonne, Wednesday morning. 'She was driven
by ihe wind against the Newark Bay bridge with such violence that her bow was stove in, and she filled with water
and sunk.
Rowing on the IIaklem. The rain storm of Saturday interfered with what promised to be a very interesting
raoe between Mr. Julieu Kennedy of Yale College, win"
ner of the single scull race at Saratoga last year, and Mr.
Wilbur Bacon. The New York Rowing Club was to have
held its annual regatta at the same time, and a portion of
•the programme was carried out.
Messrs. Win.' G. Scott
and -Frank Ellison contested for the Le.land medal, and the

—

latter,

the present holder, retains

the:

trophy.

th?

official

morn.

51
1

54

Other races were rowed, but no
was taken on account of the rain.

the winners.

York. Charleston.

ST.
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The
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friends should be mailed no

Mohawk and Dauntless.— In our last i^sue we could
only summarize the result of the race between these
yachts; there were many points involved winch make it

shores in most parts of the world, are a

species of the percldce, both the sea and river perch.

and

Boston.

4.

"Nov.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

ing to some minds.

One

Secretaries

than Monday in each week.

HIGH WATER. FOE THE WEEK.

But now let me cease from sentiment and romance,
and begin to talk a little about the fish and other matters
connected with this recreation here, and something of their
natural history— the latter a. study which is at least interest-

indeed on

from

W

was also rovred by the following crewsV o
bow; T. R. Green, J. A. McKinn, J. T, Van
R*

A

six-oared

closely contested of any ever rowed on this water, and
was
witnessed by thousands o f enthusiastic spectators.
Tl a
Crews were composed as follows:.— JSFassaus— Stroke Tohn
Gunster; No. 8, G. T. Floyd Jones; No. 2, Lindsey'
\Va
son; bow, Robert Reynolds. Average weight,
148J 'pounds'
t

.

AnaJo.ff.an— Stroke, O. L. Prescott; No. 3, E. CumberlandNo. 2. S. Burns; bow, C. A. Brown. Average weight,
155
pounds. On the word being given to go the Nassaus°eatWt
the water first and gained a slight lead.
Their opponents
however, quickly drew even, and for two miles the boats
were side by side, when the Nassaus drew ahead and took
a lead, which, in spile of repeated spurts on the part of
the
Analostan crew, they maintained to the winning srakeboat
Time, for tire Nassaus, 20m. 52s. for the Analostans, 20m'
;

58s.

Bibless Boats —Sail boats, for coast and river fishing
up without ribs, are very popular in Massachusetts
Bay, on account of their speed, lightness, cheapness, and
ease of construction. They are so easily and quickly made
.that Eastern fishermen are becoming independent of tlie
boat builders, and each man builds his own boat at his leisure'
To make one, ihe only material needed are good clear pine
hoards, each the whole length of the intended boat, a few
pounds of small nails (galvanized.) and the material for the
stem, keel, and stern post.
The boards are run through a
'saw mill and cut into strips about an inch and a half wide,
and out of these the boat is built up according to working
models. These models are merely patterns of wood that
give the outside of a half sect ion 'of the boat. They give
"built

'

the shape of the boat at every foot of her length, and°are
formed from some existing boat or drawn from a scale de-

signed by some competent boat builder. The keel, stern
post and stem are set up and secured together firmly, and
then to the keel two strips are fitted horizontally, one on
each side, and having been planed down at each end to tit
the model, holes are bored through them and thr-y are securely nailed to the keel.
Over each is laid another strip,
and willi the plane and shave it is fitted to them in such a
way as to conform to the shape of the boat, and then each
is nailed down as before.
In this simple manner the work
proceeds. As the strips are nailed one over the other, iliey
are bent to conform to the shape of the boat, and beveled
to give the sides the right form.

A

single day's practice in fitting the strips to the shape
of the boat will enable a good carpenter to do the work
with neatness and dispatch, and any person skillful with
plane and hammer could in time turn boat builder. When
the sides rbe to the gunwale, a broader and thicker strip of
oak or ash is laid over all, to act as a fender and gunwale.

aptly conforming on the outside and in to the model. To
give lateral strength, shorter pieces of the strips are built
up from the keel inside, and carefully fitted to the sides,
The seats are placed over these., and then decks, storeroom
and cabin may be added as desired. Boats made in this
way are very light and buoyant, and, being smooth on the
outside, are good sailers. In case of injury, they are easily
repaired by cutting out the broken place and inserting new
strips, secured by backing on the inside.
In practical use,
such boats are found to be swift, dry and safe. They make
good sea boats, and are said 1o resist injury with ease, in
sailing ihey demand plenty of ballast, to compensate for
their lightness.
Their cheapness and ease of construction
are rapidly bringing them into favor, as the cost is about
one-third less than by the ordinary method. Two men
with the materials in hand can easily make a'boat 18x0 in
sixteen days.
Beribner's.

—

eSB

Fn

QtfiO

Tale.— The annual Fait lestl'val of the Yale Athletic
Association was held at Hamilton Park, New Haven, on
the 27ih iust. The track was h^avy, owing to the previous
night's rain, yet many of the performances were far above
mediocrity. The sports commenced with putting the shot
T. H. Linsiey, '7(5, 8. S. S.,32 ft. 5 in., 1 F. f.
(16 lbs.)
Vaille, '76, 80 ft. iCi in., 2; N. H. Strong, '78, 2b ft. 10
;

in., 3,

One Hundred Yards Do.sh— First Heat— AY. J. Wakeman,
F. W. Yaitle, '7(5, 2; E. M. Andrews, S, 8. S., 3Time, lis. Second Heat— 1). Trumbull, '76, 1; J. F.
Keaton, '77, 2. Time, Ibis. Third Heat— F. W. Brown,
'76, l

;

'78, S. S. 8., 1; J.

II.

Hammond,

UK

Anthony, '76, 8. Time,
man, '76, 1; D. Trumbull,
S

.

3.

Wakcrnan ran very

'76,

'76, S.

S.

fast,

10K

E.

8., 2; 0.

Final Heat— W.
2; F. W. Brown,

and won by two

J.

Wake-

'78, S.

S.

yards

in

One Mile Walk—B. Maurice, "77, 1; M. II. Phelps, '76.2;
B. Crenshaw, '76, law, 3.
Maurice took the lead, and
was never headed. Time, Maurice, 8m.l3s.;Phelps, 8m.2ls*
Running High Jump— A. M. Gale, '78, S. 9.
5 .ft-

J.

fcJ..

O. 1). Thompson, '79, 5 ft: 2 in., 2; W. A. Surrie
'76, 4- ft, 9 in,, 3
I Tie struggle was close between Gale and
Thompson; the latter weighed 190 pounds.
Ha'f-mite Bun—D. H. Kellogg, '76, 1; W. J. Wakeman,
in., 1;

r

'76, 2.

Time. 2m.

Standing Long

M.

10s.

Jump—O.

D. Thompson,

1; A.
Gale, '77, 8. S. S., 11"
'76, 10 ft. ?$. in., 3.

ft.

1 in., 2;

'79, 11 ft.

H

in ->

D. B. Cusliman,

Three-mi's Bun—A, II. Ely, '76, 1; L. L. Clapp, '76, 2;
T. A. Vernon. S. t5. S., 3.
Elv held a commanding lead
throughout, and won by 200 yards. Time, Ely's first mile,
-39s
5ui. 54s.
second mile, L2tn. 27s
three miles, 18m.
;

;

Clapp, 19m. 27s.; Vernon, 19m. 29s. The latter entered
the race without practice, and was not provided with suitable shoes.
ILnde Uaee, 120 Yards, Ten F!uJifs—W. J. Walientfft
ie
'7b\ 1; D. Trumbull, '76, 2; O. D. Thompson, '79, 3. 'ii»
>

19|s,'

Senior Sc; / IV. / 4i0 Yards-~Q'i Crcigiilon Webb, 1; «;
Strong, 2; W. T. Sfrong, 3.
Fifteen or treaty started,

li.

.

AND STREAM.
being divided and running opposite ways of

the number
Time, 57s.
track.

T)n<k of Four Hundred and Forty Yards— W. A. Durrie,
<!• W. H. Backus, '77, S. S. S., 2; N. H. Strong, 76,
5
Durrie won by thirty yards. Time, 58s.
'76, 1; A. H. Ely, '76, 2;
One Mile Bun-V. H. Kellogg,
Kellogg won by 100 yards.
'76, S. 8. B,, 3,
T. A. Vernon,
Time 5m. 20s.
throwing the Base Mall— C, H. Morgan, 327 ft, 1; W. Y.
Downer, 320 ft., 2; 0. M. Dawes, 316 ft. 3 in., 3. There
was a strong cross wind, which prevented the competitors
throwing up to their best form.
Referee and judge of walking, James Watson, Kew
York. Starters,' W. P. Watts, New York; G. C. Webb,
»7A

'

Yale College.

Harvard.— The annual

Fall regatta of

Harvard College

30th ult.
The weather was unfavorable
took place on tire
In the six-oared race, two
and the water quite rough.
13m. 31£s., Hoi worthy second, in
miles, Holyoke won in
Holyoke also won the four-oared race in 15m.
13m. COs.
Ik,' Hoi worthy second, -in 15m.
single scull race in 16m. 49s.

Loring

9s.

won

the

and has not been used before in the United States,
although adopted by the McGill's of Montreal, skill and
agility taking the place of brute strength.

modified,

Princeton— Fall Regatta Bumping Races.— The need
has

long
been
felt
though spoken of often by many,
in the college, but
Early last Spring a
tins year has witnessed the first race.
movement was made toward this end, but the interests of
the University crew clashed with those of separate class
races

class

of

series

organizations, and the project was postponed until this
straight away race being out of the question upon
Fall.
our narrow canal, it was decided to adopt the English
Wednesday last witnessed the
style of bumping races.

A

first

day's rowing,

and today the

last.

We

subjoin a brief

account:—
got away 1o a very poor start, not hearing
"Are you ready?" '77 got away rapidlv, closeAt the end of the
ly followed by '78 and '79 in order.
The other two crews rowed
first quarter '78 bumped '77.
First

the

to the recent assertion of a well

Day— 7$

words',

After the lace
the finish, '76 being in the lead.
'77 claimed a foul start, alleging that their steering appaAfter conratus was broken within the first ten strokes.
ssdcrable discussion the referee allowed the foul, declaron to

had made no bump under the existing circumand that the boats must start on the second day in
'76 pulled in moderately good form.
The
the same order.
best rowing and steering on this day was done by '78,
ing that '78
stances,

Thurston, their bow oar, was performing his part' well.
Second Day.— 76 and 78, dissatisfied with the decision
r
They conof the referee in regard to '77, refused to row
tended that the rudder of '77's shell was not broken until
'77 and '79, therefore, were the
after the first ten strokes,
only crews to start; '79, however, followed the example of
'?? on the preceding day and broke their rudder.
foul
start was again declared." '76 and '78, wishing to row again,
the judges decided that the race should be rowed in heats,
'7(5 and '78 pulling together, and after them '77 and '79.
Third Day.— Considerable excitement had been caused
by the results of the two preceding days; and when '76
and '78 appeared, they were greeted with enthusiastic
good start was efcheers by their respective classes.
fected, and the two crews leaped from their positions simultaneously,
'78, by very splendid rowing, succeeded, in
spite of Mr. Parmley's fine stroke,
and Mr. Taylor's good

known savant that centenarians are
The miscellaneous sketches of Scnbner's are all goal, and the

myths.

number calculated to sustain its high reputation as a maL'az.ne.
St. Nicholas .—We miss Miss Alcott in the current number of this charming magazine. Mr. Trowbridge, however, has not deserted his little friends, who were so much pleased with "The Young
Surveyor," and is contributing a series entitled the "Bass Cove
Sketches." which are quite as enteitaining. Mr. Noah Brook?, of the
'limes, commences a serial entitled "The Boy Emigrants," which pr mises to be very interesting.
Mr. Brooks tells a story in a simple, j et
.

attractive manner, and his long experience on the Pacific coast must have
furnished him with an exbaustless fund from which to draw the materials
of sketches similar to the one under mention. The engravings and cuts
in St. Nicholas are always good, and the whole number is one of unusual
interest.
We are promised, however, in the issue for December, something quite out of the common. Our little friends will find both instruction and pleasure from the perusal of St. Nicholas.

The Popular Science Monthly, under the able direction of
Prof. E. L. Yonmans, is the most attractive of scientific periodicals.
The current number opens with a very able paper by Ely Van de Work-

on "The Relations of Women to Crime," followed by an
on Hydroids," from the pen of Mrs. S. B. Herrick.
Hydroids are those beautiful and delicate plant-like forma, living on the
border line, which unite the animal and vegetable world, and are brought
from the bed of the ocean by dredge or trawl. "The Origin and Development of Engineering" is ably explained by Sir John Hawkshaw, F.
R. S.; another illustrated paper is that on "Insectivorous Plants.'* by E.
R Leland. and the medical profession is still further represented by Br,
B.W.Richardson's remarkable article on "Induced Duease from the
Influence of Passion," and 'Suicide in Large Cities," by Allan McLane
Hamilton, M. D. The miscellany contains a number of short articles of

M.

er,

Harvard and Tuft's Foot Ball.— The second of the
these colleges was played on Tuesseries of games between
As the games
day last, resulting in a victory for Harvard.
interest centres upon the third and
are now even, great
probably be played at Cambridge durfinal one, which will
The game played is tiie Rugby, somewhat
in<* the Fall;

of a

Native Princes," and "The Curiosities of Longevity," the latter producing some rather startling statements, if not facts, which are opposed

its

D.,

illustrated article

<

current interest in the scientific world.

Lippincotfs Magazine for

inhabited by a nearly forgotten tribe, who are living in abject poverty
aud misery. "Summer Days at Vichy" is a pleasant and readable description of this famous watering place and the minded crowd of health
and pleasure seekers to be found there during the season. There are
many other entertaining sketches, and the usual "Gossip" and able reviews of current literature.

The Galaxy.

— The November

and Mr. Presbrey's stroke was good. '77,
by the experience of a winning race at
Saratoga, and were too fast for their opponents to catch.
Fourth Day.—It now remained for '77 and '78 to row
the deciding heat.
The weather was a great drawback,
but the crews were at their places at the given time.
The
start was good, and both crews pulled in fine form and at
a high speed.
'78 gained considerably on '77, both crews
fine

material,

however, profited

putting in a lively spurt

on the

last

quarter.

.

The

Sophs,

however, did not succeed in bumping the doughty Juniors,
and so the cup presented by Messrs. Drayton, xllexander
6 McCook, was handed over to Captain Nicoll, who will
probably hang it up beside the flags brought home from
^latoga in the Summer of '74. Below is a roll of the
crews and judges:—
'7G.-J. II. Tavlor, Phila
bow; F. H. Markoe, N. Y.,
No. 2; F. A. Marquand, N. Y., No.. 3; W. B. Yan Lennep,
Great Barrino-ton, Mass., No. 4; J. M. Mann, Princeton,
No. 5; G. D. Parmley, N. Y. stroke and captain.
George
,

s

Goldie,

umpire.
"77.-0. Green, Towa,

bow J Halsted, N. J., No 2
C, No 3 W. Williamson,
;

Campbell, Washington, D.

;

;

J.

Illi-

No. 4; John Kly, Michigan, No: 5; Benjamin Nicoll,
J. M. Cross, umpire.
and Captain.
J. C. Thurston, N. Y., bow; J. H. Hess, Md,, No.
2; J. McFarland, Ya., No. 3; E.
J. Yan Lennep, Mass.,
No. 4 and captain; D. Stewart, Md., No. 5; H. Stevenson,
N. Y., stroke.
A. Marquard, umpire.
'79.-H. Williamson, N. J., bow; H. Rankin, N. Y.,
No. 2; P. Larkin, N. Y., No. 3; E. Roessle, Washington,
£• C., No. 4 and captain; J. Gillman, N. Y., No. 5; P.
rresbrey, Washington, D. C, stroke.
Jos. Dulles, urnnois,

N. Y., stroke

%—

Pii'e.

Col. S.

W.

Stockton, referee.

SUMMARY.
Class regatta,

gaascrew/77,

Princeton College, Oct. 27th-30th, 1875:
crew, '78, 2; Class crew, '76,3;

1; Class

LOUNOEU.

Class crew, '79, 4.

MAGAZINES.
Scribncfs. —Probably the
November issue of this magazine

most important feature of the

commencement of Mr, Bret
serial, "Gabriel Conroy."
The opening chapters, which in^tory of unusual interest, and which may be said to be in Mr.
is

the

Halted new
dicate a

m

his usual style— appear to be founded
"pan the melancholy incidents connected with the loss of the Donner
P'T'ty of emigrants
while en route to California many years ago. The
M'>ry, however,
cannot yet be outlined, the hero— or at least he from
*)uun ihe si ory takes its title— but just appearing. The; leading illus*
teteji articles ia this issue are '-William and Mary College," "India and

Hurte'e best style— or, rather,

person.

T. J. A. F., Helena, M. T.— 1st. Please inform me what size wire,
cartridge to use in a No. 12 Parker shell? 2d. What No. of shot would

you recommend for ducks and geese? 3d. How can I break a young
dog from biting birds when retrieving? 4th. What make of breech
loading shot guns draws the cartridge out the farthest? Ans. 1st, No.
12".
2d. No. 4 for ducks*and No. 1 for geese. 3d. Run wires sharpened
at both ends through a bird, and compel your dog to retrieve a few times.
4th. Little, if any difference
an English pointer pup nix months
me through your paper whether it is
proper to cut a dog's tail or not; also which is the best book on drg
breaking? Ans. If your pup's tail promises to be very long we think its
would be best to shorten it a little, but some tails are naturally of the
proper length. The operation should be performed in the case of a
pointer when the pup is very young, say four or five weeks old, so as not
to show a blunt end.
"Dinks, Hutchinson aud Mayhsw on the Dog" is
the best. We can send you a copy, price $3.

A.J.

old.

D., Philadelphia.— I have

wish you would answer

I

Billy Breech, New York.— Some time ago I wrote to yon asking
where to go pigeon shooting, to which you so kindly replied. Unforseen
business prevented me leaving; town, so I must again trouble yon for information. Where do you advise me to go for good snort? How is
Pike county, Penn., or Sag Harbor, LI? I prefer wild pigeon, grouse,
If possible, give me the address of some parties to
can go for minute particulars. Ans. Pike county is an excellent
locality.
Go to Milford, via Port Jervls, on Erie railroad. Find "Bub"
Wells for information.

or email shooting.

whom

I

Perrineville, N. J —I have two fine thoroughbred bitches; on©
a setter, the other a pointer; both had pups recently; the eetter had
eight, the pointer only one. As the pointer is a good mother I have placed

H. A.,

Is

four of the setter pups upon her. Now, I want to know if the hair upon
the setter pupa will be shortened by sucking the pointer bitch? ^.ns.
We are inclined lo think it will, as it Is well known that, when an AmerU
can baby is nursed by an Irish nuise the chiid ever afterward speaks
with a brogue, Is very fond.-of potatoes, and uses a ehillalah skillfully.

Stansteap, Montreal. —I have a fine deer hound nearly two years old
had the distemper last Spring; he seems to be partly paralyzed in
his hind parts, and when standing his head is shaking or nodding.
I
have had him out several times this Fall and he is worse after each chase.
What cau I do for him? Ans. Try the following remedy:— Sulphate of
zinc, three grains; extract of gentian, three grains. Mix and form a
bolus. To be given three times a day. It frequently happens that dogs
afflicted as yours is with chorea, are also afflicted with worms.
If
they are suspected you must expel them before any remedy for chorea
that

Woman of Fashion." An unusual
a feature of the Lumber under notice, the
most notable of which are "The Battle of Chickamanga," by William
Farrar Smith, and Nannettc Schiller," by Mary A. E. Wager .Mr. Richand Grant White continues to split straws in his windmill crusa'de against
the present mode of writing and speakins the Engh'sh language, an A
contends, in reply to the World criticism, that if he did write "2 gills

sneak boat combined, worked by a screw under water, and that can be
immersed to the gunwale at pleasure. Is it unlawful to use such a boat
or not. 2d. Can-you inform me where I can purchase a light second

one pint," he knew

hand

Annie Edwards' nove', "Leah, a

number

of short sketches

will relieve

Heterophemy

better.

is

the awful

word used

as a title

_____^__

W. W.
ting

up

No \otice Taken

Anonymous Communications.

af

Tame Indian.— If "Tame Indian" will fend his address to "Top
Snap," lock box 39, Cazenovia, N. Y., he. will write him about gun.
R. J. K M Philadelpliia.—Where can I procure a sm:dl metallic pump
&
to fasten on the side of the well of a 16-foot yacht? Ana. From
B. Dougias, No. 85 and 87 John street, this city.
Bevix, East Hampton. Does powder grow better or worse with age?
At what age does the change take place? Ans. Powder certainly deteThe time the change takes place depends entirely
riorates with age.
upon how and where it is kept*.
J. B., New York.— A correspondent informs tie that the business of
William Moore So Co., the senior of which firm we reported as dttfnnct,
is still being carried on in London, at No. 43 Old Bond street, under the
style of Wm. Moore & Grey.

W

—

Black, Columbia, Pa.— Will you please tell me where I can get a setter dog broken, and how much they would charge for doing it; also,
how loan ^end a dog to the place? Ans. Write to Lewis R. Morris,
Campbell's Station, Guernsey county, Ohiol
Sportsman, Jb'ranklin, Wis. — Will yon be kind enough to give me, in
in the next issue of jour interesting paper, the name of some prominent
came dealer to whom I could ship wild ducks aud other game. Ans.
Messrs. E, & A. Robbins, Fulton Market, New Yoik.
Ed., Harrisburg, Pa.— Can you give me any information in regard to
Thornton as a maker of breech loaders? I have a ten gauge enn bearing that name, imported by Low & Garlick, of your city. Ans. Know
ofno such maker, and are inclined to think the gun is of German manuS.

—

T. C. F,, Huntingdon, Pa. I have a very nice
eyes become inflamed after hunting and discharge
sens matter for a few days. She then appears to yet
very little. Can you favor me with a prescription

spaniel bitch whose
a disagreeable, naubetter and discharges
to relieve her?

Ans.

See answer to 'Augustine" in this column.
F. C:, New Haven. —Does Captain Bogardns pull both triggers with
his first finger or not? There has been a great deal of discussion on this
subject, and it interests a great many. Ans. The champion uses one
The illustrations in his last book,"Trip to Engfinger for both triggers.
land," show his mode of holding the gun and shooting very accurately.
R. A.,

New York.— Can

you inform

me whether

there is good

shoot-

ing in the neighborhood of Dover Plains, N. Y.? I would like to go to
a place for about a week's good sport, and do not care to take a journey
Ans. Know nothing positively about Dover Plains. Unfor nothing.
derstand there is a fair ruffed grouse and woodcock shooting.
F. D. Philadelphia.— 1. I have a valuable Pape breechloader, the stock
of which has not sufficient bend to suit me. Can I in any way have it
made more crooked? 2. Can I for $100 get a better English gun than
any $75 American; if so, where? Ans. 1. Yes, your gunsmith can have
address us. 2. Yes, decidedly better; of any
it done for you; if not,
•
importer.
J.J.P., Bellefontaine.— In answer toCrook yon say, "Try a drop of glue
on top of wad; it will do away with both creaser and reamer." Please
indefinite
give mode of application, as a drop on top of wad is very
Ans. Have a bottle of Spaulding's prepared glue by you when loading
paper shells; pa«s the brush around the edge ef the shot w^ad after it is

in the shell;

enough glue

will

adhere to hold

it

fast.

Mo.— Do you think the gun by which enclosed target was made choke bored? What is meant by 30-inch circle; thirty
inches in circumference or diameter? Do you consider enclosed a good

W.

T., Hamilton,

Ans. Cannot tell without seeing the gun. The target, which
appears to have 104 pellets in a 10-inch circle, is equal to any made by
choke bores. The usual target? are thirty inches in diameter,
target?

S Philadelphia. — 1. Where can belmontyle oil be obtained?
be bought in Philadelphia, and in what quantities do they sell it?
good shooter? Ans. 1 John
2. Is a Springfield a- my riiie considered a
may keep if; if not, you can
Iviider, corner Second and Walnut streets
street, this city; it is sold by the
<ret it of II. C. Sqrrires, No. 1 Courttend
shoot remarkably well.
bottle. 2. Some of the Springfield lilies

W. H.

Can

it

,

A., Philadelphia.—I have been thinking for a year past of get*
a boat for duck shooting; it is in the form of a lifeboat and

skiff 12 to 16 feet in length, square stern preferred, tvithor without.
centre board? Ans. There I« no law to prevent the use of any such boat
on the Delaware River. Stephen Robert*, Nos. 368 and 873 South street*
this city,

facture.

him.

is

for the reply.

A

steering, in bumping '76 before half the course had been
'79 was not so
gone over.
successful with '77, the two
crews coming in about the same distance apart as at the
start, with a slight shade in '77's favor.
'79's crew showecf

issue of this popular liter-

ary periodical contains the continuation of Mr. Justin McCarthy's story,
"Dear Lady Disdain." and the conclusion— rather a sad one— of Mrs.

.

A

November presents an unusually

embracing several entertaining rlustrated
articles and the continuation of two serial stortes.
Mr. Sidney Lanier
tells us of St. Augustine in April, and accompanies his sketch with ilius
trations of the quaint old Spanish town, and a description of the Indians
now confined in Fort Marion as prisoners of "the Government. Auothcr
account of Indians is given in the article entitled "Qnalla," which describes a mountain region of North Carolina almost inaccessible, and
attractive table of contents,

G. W. M., Augusta.— Please inform me what kind of a gun is best and
from twelve to fifteen years of nge to practice with to become good shots. Is not an air gun good to begin with? If so, whose
make would you recommend, what is the price, arid where can I obtain
it?
Ans. An air gun we would consider dangerous. A breech loading
rifle of 22 calibre would be the best to commence with, but even then
it should be done under the supervision of some experienced and careful
safest for boys

may have

fcuch a boat

on hand.

Pointer, Lancaster, Pa.— I have been contemplating the purchase of
a new good breech loading shot gun. Will you please answer the following que.<tkms:-lst. Is there any choice between a P. Webley & Son
and
W. & C. Scott <fc Son? 2d. Should a 10 bore gun be 28 or 30 inches
the barrel? 3d. What would be the price of Scott * "Western Gun," 10
bore, 9 pounds in weight? 4th. How will the "Pioneer," by
J. & W.
Tolley, compare with the "Western?" 5th. What is the price of Bussey's gyro pigeon aud trap ana 100 birds? Ans. let, We should prefer
the Scott. 2d. 80 inches. 3d. f 125, gold, 4th. The " Western" is the

m

1

highest priced.

5tb.

$25

;

N. A,, New York.—T have seen areca nut mentioned several times
iu your paper as being a good medicine for worms in dogs. I would like
to know where it can be procured aud how it is to be used? I have
been
in the habit of washing my dog, a spitz, once a week, aud using common
brown laundry soap. Would the soap cause his hair to fall out all the
J.

it does?
What soap Is the best for the purpose? Ans. The
areca nut we consider the best known remedy for worms in dogs, and
•we can supply you wbh some with directions for its use. It is very probable that such frequent washings of your dog with common soap would
cause his hair to fall off. The use of castile soap would oe better; but
we can see no necessity for washing a dog so frequently if he is properly
fed and cared for.

time, as

Subscriber, Boonton.N. J. -1. Will yoti be so kind as to tell me where,
at all, the Oriental powder is made, or where can I get some? 2. Do
you know of a gunmaker named J. Foxall, Birmingham, and what is his.
repute? 3. Are the new conical base Hart's shells better than the Orcutt,
or capped ba-?e. that require the nipples in the caps? 4. Which is lho
best rifle for general sporting at under 500 yards? Ans. 1. Of Oriental
Powder Company, No, 12 Broad street, Boston. S. There is such a gunmaker in Birmingham, but we have never seen his guns. 8. They are
totally different in construction, the first named having a conical chamimproved muzzle loaders. Hart also makes
ber, similar to that in th
the Orcutt shell. 4. We cannot designate any particular rifle as the best.
if

i

H. B.

S.,

Chestnut

Hill,

Mass.— 1. Please

give

me

the exact address of

some person who has wild rice for sale, as I wish to get some to plant
Richard Valentine, whose address yon give me, has not rep'.ied as yet*
2. Where can I get a strong pair of light snow shoes, and at what
price?
3. Do you know of any one who has a Remington sportimr rifle
for gale
either 41, 45, or 46 calibre, and what price does he ask for it?
Aretha
45-100 rim fire cartridges still made. Ans. 1. Henry Meriam, Harwood
Ontario, Canada; state that the rice is required for seed. 2. Address
& Co., No 102 Nassau street. 3d. Know of no second hand <*an»
The .45 rim fire cartridges are still made.

Eaton

Penn.— I have to come to you for advice again
His eyes are troubling him very much, a thick, heavy
mucous discharge coming from them, which is increased when working
him. He has no signs of distemper, eats well, and seems to feel well
A.TJGTJSTINE, Pittsburgh,

about

my

pointer.

all but his eyes. They are pretty bad, or I should not trouble
you.
His age is three years. I wish also to ask your opinion regarding my
setter pup.
Several parties, among them some who claim to be good
judges of dogs, Have told me his tail should be cut off about two inches*
that it will improve his ranging and endurance. He is five months old
or nearly so, and being a very high breed, and a beautiful pup, I do not;
wish to do anything about it without the opinion of an expert. So I
come to you. I am of the opinion that nature regulates things pretty well
even to a dog's tail. Plea>e state how the operation is to be performed
Ans. Try this remedy: Nitrate of silver, one grain; water'
if necesfary.
one ounce. The proper manner of applying this preparation is with a
large sized camels hair brush. Pour a little of the liquid into a saucer
saturate the brush with the liquid, pull the lids gently asunder, beingr
careful not to frighten your pointer with any exhibition of haste
'or violence, then, having the eye exposed, draw the brush quickly
across it
and the business is done. Do not think of cutting your pup's tail
until
he attains his growth, and then an esp-rt can see how much, if
anv
should be taken off. A setter's or pointer's tail, to be
symmetricaV
should reach jubt about the second joint of the hind leg, but
bunkers
frequently disfigure their dogs in docking them, tke
operation snoulvi
by
done
always be
an estierc.

enough

-

—
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ers, etc.

(3.)

Under

the

animals.
head of apparatus for capture

will

special articles of dress or of clothing for the better

Taring, Five Dollars a Year, Strictly in Advance.

A discount of twenty percent,

The apparatus which may be enumerated

as used in pursuing,
capturing, and utilizing the various species consists: first, of special
clothing for the protection of the wearer, such as waterproofs, boots,
hats, gloves, etc.; second, of the different, klnd.3 of canoes, skiffs,
birches, boats, and rafts, with their oars, paddles, or poles, and other
devices for pursuit and capture, or for transportation of the articles, as
smacks, merchantmen, etc.; third, of bows and arrows, spears, har(3.)

poons, lines, hooks, floats, sinkers, reels, rods, artificial flies and baits,
nets of all kinds, traps, pounds, dredges, trawls, rakes, etc. The apparatus for the preparation and utilization of these products will consist
of models of smoke houses, salting establishments, fish flakes for drying fish, factories for the manufacture of fish or other oils, fertiliz-
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Orrwe Box
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FISHERIES,

Dbvotbd to Field and Aquatic Sports, Ppactical Natural History,

be included:

first,

accomplishment of

or capture of the various animals; second, the means of approach, such as boats, sledges, snow shoes, etc.; third, the various modes
of attack and capture in the way of traps, decoys, lariats, bows and arrows, lances, harpoons, guns and rifles, both muzzle and breech loading,
This division will also embrace the various forms
pistols, knives, etc.
of powder flasks, shot belts, cartridge cases, caps, primers, etc. Of the
boats the smaller kinds, and especially the so-called portable boats, may
he of he ordinary size; of the larger ones models will be best adapted
pursuit
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to the purpose.

In fact, eveything in the way of appliance which in any
manner forms a portion of the outfit of the hunter, the
It is our desire to make this
trapper, or the fisherman.
department as thorough and complete in detail as possible,
and with this view we would solicit from our friends contributions of any articles included in the above lists, and of

For instance, there
others not mentioned therein.
have been of late many improvements in shot guns, loading implements, cartridge belts, etc. We should like all
of these, and also camp equipage of every description,
models of yachts, pictures of celebrated dogs, hunting
All articles embraced under the above heads,
scenes, etc.
whether old relics or new inventions, useful or ornamental,
We shall make it our duty
will find welcome and a place.
to see that every contributor obtains due credit for the
article he exhibits, and when desired they will be returned.

many

To Correspondents.
*•

All communications whatever, whether relating to business or literary
correspondence, must be addressed to The Forest and Stream Publishing Company. Personal or private letters of course excepted.
All communications intended for publication must be accompanied with
real name, as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be published if

No anpnymons

objection be made.

contributions will be regarded.

Articles relating to any topic within the scope of this paper are solicited.
cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brief

We

notes of their movements and transactions, as 5t is the aim of this paper
to become a medium of useful and reliable information between gentlemen sportsmen from one end of the country to the other and they will
find our columns a desirable medium for advertising announcements.
The Publishers of Forest and Stream aim to merit and secure the
patronage and countenance of that portion of the community whose refined intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that
depraved tastes, nor pervert
s beautiful in Nature. It will pander to no
the legitimate sports of land and water to those base uses which always
tend to make them unpopular with the virtuous and good. No advertisement or business notice of an immoral character will be received on any
terms ; and nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that
may not be read with propriety in the home circle.
;

We

eannot be responsible for the dereliction of the mall service, if
money remitted to us is lost.
Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday of each week, if possible.

CHARLES
WILLIAM

C.

HARRIS,

11

at

Washington, D. C. Rifle.
Pigeon Shoot-

930 Broadway.

Woodcock on

Toast.

— A bunch of very rare visitors flew

in at our office door on Friday last, in the shape of some
fine woodcock, for which we are indebted to our friend,
Bedford, Mass. The birds
Mr. John H.Thomson, of

New

and although as a rule not in
presented tons, we will liquidate
of this description as fast as they appear.
in excellent condition,

favor of having long

bills

Mr. W. E. Papb.— We had

the pleasure of a call a few

eminent English gunmaker. Mr.
country is more one of pleasure than of
business. He is now sojourning with some friends in
Ohio, enjoying duck shooting. Mr. Pape is of the opinion that the question of the advantage of the choke
bore system for general shooting has by no means been determined, and as many guns are ordered bored on the old

days since from

this

visit to this

It will he remembered that the prize
cup was awarded to this gentleman as the original inventor
(in 1859) of choke boring.

G-.

fish

find their

ht.s

fish

when

way into our

waters,

and

in the cause of science are fully recognized
ated by those in authority at Washington,

the purest, sweetest, the most exhilerating air; to see ranging far above and beyond the snow-capped mountains; to
discern below the feathery water falls and silver streams,

and to

listen to the

music

of the tinkling

cow

bells,

from

It rethe herds pasturing in the emerald green valleys.
calls the rifle in one hand, the stout iron-pronged alpin

us I

in

these are filled out to obtain accurate statistics of the fish busines of New York.
Mr. B. has already shown much public spirit in obtaining
for preservation and classification all the specimens of rare

which

an expanse of 25,000 acres, we are to hunt the lordly stag
Nay, more than that. If
and the bounding roe-buck.
such noble game did not suflice, we are to be tempted with
chamois hunting. Salzburg Iks in the midst of an Austrian Switzerland, and is the loveliest and most picturesque
country on earth. Chamois hunting! That means crags
to be climbed, cliffs to be scaled, and break-neck passes to
It means to scan the chamois from afar, a
b-3 threaded.
faint, black moving speck on the mountain side; to breathe

and appreci-

United States Fish Commission, and
been supplied with blanks to be distributed among
dealers, the object being,

hunt, to
sess on almost every beast, fish, or bird that inhabits land
or water, forest or stream. Noted Shekarecs have begged
us to hasten to India and polish off a tiger or so in the
jungle, and we have been cordially pressed to come and
take a rogue elephant as he charged. But to-day we have
received a letter from a German gentleman, a leading
sporting authority, who asks us to Gorach-thal near TamThere, over
sieg, in the Duchy of Salzburg, in Austria.

bis endeavors

Blackford has been appointed agent

this city for the

WE

have been, in our time, the recipients of many a
kind invitation. We have been asked to fish and
exercise what little skill and cunning we might pos

stock in the other, a game bag thrown over the shoulder,
and howT one's heart was in one's mouth all the time, until
the game was down, and then the cheers, the vims, as they
rang reverberating in *loud echoes from peak to peak, and
next the cups of kirchwasser drained to bold chamois hunters, and to gallant Yagers all over the world.
This is what Heir von Ivernois, the editor of that wellknown journal, Ber Waidmarm, writes us. "If you will
come and visit me, I warrant good shooting. We have
There is also good trout
stags, roe-bucks, and chamois.
fishing.
There are 25,000 acres of land, and no one has
the privilege of hunting there but myself, or such guests

plan as on the new.

E.

the

owners of collec
who can assist greatly by

«»»»

!

—

—Mr.

call attention to the other sections of

circulars, as deserving the notice of all

AN INVITATION.

ing Tournament, Paris, 111,
Trotting at Washington. D. C.
Friday, November Bth
Saturday, November 6. --Racing at Jerome Park. American Rifle
Association, at Glen Drake. Exhibition at Wood's Gymnasium.
Tuesday, November 9.— Wrestling, Miller and Christol.

c

our expense.

We w'ould also

Business Manager.

Thursday, November 4 tk.—Trotting
Forbst and Stream Eadee, at Conlin's,

P ipe's

We

response from those who desire to exhibit, that the necesOur
sary details as to arrangement etc., can be prepared.
proposed camp is exciting much interest and promises to
be a feature of the exhibition. Articles can be sent to us

tions of Natural History, etc.,
their perconal contributions.

ALLOCS, Editor.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR THE COMING WEEK.

all

We

ask from our readers a generous and enthusiastic
co operation, that the sportsman's share in the great CenOur extensive cortennial shall be worthy of the country.
respondence has already furnished interesting and valuable
contribution to the general display, and we are promised
would request an early
a large assortment of articles.

at

may

invite."

hunting elysium.

G-orach! That

TO CHOOSE
A RIFLE
_ —*——
i

E

an adjoining column will be found the circulars issued from the Smithsonian Institute and the United
States Commission of Fish and Fisheries, showing how it
is proposed to illustrate the animal and fishery resources
of this country at the approaching Centennial International
Exhibition. The supervision and the labor of collecting
the material for the special departments designated as section 3 in each circular, has been placed under the charge
and management of this paper. The sections referred to

A WEEKLY JOURNAL,

were

,
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must be

truly a

German

have chosen

,

this

title

for our

little

essay a 8 u

what it. purports to be, a general answer
the numerous questions received by us every week
u

•

just

to

There are so many kinds of rifles now
this subject.
in u
market that persons are puzzled which to choose. With
recommending any particular maker, we will point out c
tain general principles which, if remembered and
acted
upon, will help very much in choosing. It is certainl
much easier to do this now than it would have been a ij
years since. The race has been won by breech loaders
a
against muzzle loaders; and by the central fire cartridges
capable of being reloaded several times, as against the rite
We shall not stop to discuss either of these
points, but go on at once to our subject.
All rifles divide themselves into two great classes— lone
range and short range. Long range rifles are used as

fire cartridge.

mili-

arming infantry, and as sporting weapons
for hunting cariboo, deer, antelopes, and other such timid
tary

weapons

game

for

as will not allow

of near approach.

Short range

ri-

weapons for arming cavalry and
The division between the
for general sporting purposes.
two may be taken at 200 yards. Rifles for match shoolia'g
may be used at both, ranges; but, from the natural desire
of all of us to accomplish the most difficult feats, they are
fles

are used as military

generally held to mean long range weapons.
The first rule we shall lay down is this: It is necessary
to decide whether you want a rifle for long or for short
range. You can select either, or both, but not both hi the

same rifle. One will not do the work of the other. A
knowledge of this will save much annoyance and some

We

money.

will first consider the requisites of a

short

and how they are to be attained in practice. 1.
The first requisite is, that you shall be able to hit any mark
small enough to be seen over what are technically called
''hunting sights," with an off-hand shot from the

range

rifle,

Greater accuracy than this is not needed. Such
to» shoot close enough to place a majority of
any number of shots within the following sized targets:—
2 inch ring up to 50 yards distance; 4 in do. 100 yards;
inch do; 150 yards, and 8-inch do. 200 yards. A good offhand shot can do this and fire very quickly, and his gun
ought to be able to shoot as close as he can hold it.
2. The next requisite is, that the trajectory of the ball
should be so flat within the above ranges, or, in other
shoulder.
a

ought

rifle

11-

its velocity so great, that the rifleman fhould not be
obliged to depend on an elevating back sight, raised to
distances before ascertained, but should be able by merely
drawing a coarser bead the farther off he is to hit his mark.

words,

There

The

no military or long range rifle that will do this.
example of a weapon that could' do it was the old

is

best

muzzle loading, long barreled Kentucky rifle. In this eshunting rifle we have not improved
upon the weapon of our grandfathers, but have, for certain
reasons, fallen behind it.
sential requisite of a

The

3.

third requisite

is,

that the ball should have

suf-

impinging surface to give a severe shock to and stun
This requires a large calibre for small
the game fired at.
game.
The sportsman will have no difficulty in finding a number of different rifles in the market, which will answer the
laid
first requisite of accuracy within the conditions above
T
sugto
except
point,
cU>w n. We will say no more on this
gest that he ought to insist upon his rifle doing as well ai
When we come
that at least; better would be of little use.
ficient

second point,, and try to get a rifle that does not reeven
quire the use of an elevating back sight above 150, or
to the

we

100 yards,

shall not find

it

easily.

The

reason of

range, are so

this

fash-

that military rifles, which are long
th«
ionable that makers of so-called sporting rifles follow
twist
proportions of powder and projectile, and the rate of
short
best suited for long range, but quite unsuitable for
possias
bore
small
a
For long range we want as
range.
quick twist,
ble, as long a projectile as possible, and a very
is,

enough velocity of rotation to keep the elongated
sirral
projectile end foremost, and as much powder as the

to give

The result is a moderate initial velocity;
bore will burn.
resistance o^
but owing to the small surface exposed to the
very long
the air, the momentum of the heavy projectile, a
range.

Now,
site

of

for a short range

all this.

We

want

rifle

we

as large

require the very

opposi-

'possible, s^

a calibre as

clial « e
a big hole in our game; as large a
wji ch
without
powder as possible, to give a high velocity,
require^
we cannot have a low trajectory. This also
r0
short projectile, to diminish the friction on the S °

as to

make

.

Bfr
and a short projectile requires a slow, twist. The
diminl?
ls
a
°
which
of the rifle barrel must be shorter,
friction.

To reduce

we
these proportions to practice,

jj

flnd

ammU °

Creedmoor long range rifle and its
]bs
have the following proportions: Weight of rifle, 1
«
wag" J
weight of projectile, 550 grs. (ratio 1-6)'
powder, 90 grs.; twist, 1 in 20 inches; calibre,
^
that the

.

length of ball, 1 6-10 inches, length of barrel, 30

inC

^

'

ld

etc.,
suited for deer, bears, buffalo,
weight©
lbs.
9
rifle,
of
Weight
^ Q
have the following:
tv?1
jecile, 320 grs. (ratio ±); weight of powder, 80;
cheS
projectile, *
48 inches; calibre, 55-100; length of
g
game,
length of barrel, 24 inches. For smaller
0l

short range

rifle,

;

'

.

.

-^

the

len^

turkeys, a calibre of 35-100 will answer, and
red
weight of ball, charge of powder, etc., will be

^

proportion.
the
difference in the practical operation o£
it
weapon,
y
raeige
fies will be this? With the long
few yards, and elevate y

The

your range within a very

t

[.

*

haV e

^

—
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EDWARD LAVERACK.

you can make accurate shooting at all
you misjudge your distance at all, or even
if you know it and have not time to elevate your back
sight to its proper height, you will certainly either shoot
With a short range rifle proporover or under your game.
tioned as we have described, the drop of the ball, owing to
its great velocity, is so little, there is absolutely no judging
of distance required. Whether you are at 25, 50, 75 or
100 yards, all you have to do is to draw a little coarser
bead the farther off your game is. Practice will soon
show you how much. Your ball should not deviate more
than a couple of inches above or below, and this does not
exceed the limit of accuracy heretofore laid down.
The faults of modern American breech loading rifles intended for sporting use are: 1st— not large or heavy
enough projectile to make a disabling wound on an animal
2d— not enough velocity of
as large as ah old buck deer.
ball, owing to too little powder being used, and too great
sight accordingly,

ranges.

But

from an unnecessarily quick twist. The
muzzle loading hunting rifles that were made twenty or
thirty years since avoided the second of these faults. Their
calibre was smaller than we should now use; but the reason was, that in those days a hunter had to prepare his own
ammunition, and he liked to make it go as far as possible.
There is one oilier point that deserves mention. Shall we
choose a single loading rifle, or a repeater, that carries a
magazine of cartridges? Now, it is very clear that there
are many advantages in a repeater, like the Winchester or
the new Evans rifle, and the only question is, whether there
are any disadvantages, due to the greater complication of
the weapon, sufficient to counterbalance the admitted advantages. Time and use will alone show this. If we had to'
encounter a grizzly bear, an Indian tiger, or an African lion,
we should prefer a weapon carrying at least an ounce ball
and 90 grains of powder. After we had put three or
think we would stop;
four of these into him, we
but we should hate to try it with a small projectile
and light charge of powder.
— ~~
»«».-

——

—

RIFLE TYPES— NO.
The Country Gunsmith at Creedmoor.

Made and

father before me.

built rifles

Me and

Bill

III.

—Yes

all

my

Simmons

from Can-

Sir,

life,

as

did

my

—you must have

heerd of him, Capting Simmons, the best shots in eighteen
well, Bill and me, we took shots this
counties, barring me

—

Summer at a loose stone on top of Bald Eagle Hill, and
away at that stone with this here piece. How fur?
No telling how fur it was; a dooced sight further than
blazed

targets.

How many yards? You

— we did'nt measure

have got

me

there,

because you see we was in
the dry bed of the branch and shooting up hill, and it
would have been a tough climb to the top of Bald Eagle
after every shot.
Mebbe it was as much as 306 rod some
fellows in the township allowed it was 400, but it haint
never been measured. No sir, we don't load that way. We
Mister

it,

—

go in for old-fashioned muzzle loaders, and aint partickler
to a grain of powder, if powder is plenty.
Kiver your ball
over good with the powder, that's

our rule, and a leetle
more nor less don't make no matter, providing the ammunition is. dry, and your piece will hold it; and there is nary
a gun I kin make that won't stand all you kin pour into her.
No sir, we don't stock our rifles like birding guns. We
want something that fits snug into a man's shoulder. Ef a
man aiut hardy and tough, and wants to shoot a rifle, and
is afeerd of his collar bone being shook
well, 'he had bet^
ter not try to be an expeert.
There aint no use of being so
nice as you fellows make out, with a surveying party's tools
and instruments hitched on up and down, the barl. Mebbe,
after awhile, you will be having some kind of a machine
dummy, with a measuring chain, running ahead every time
afore you fire, staking off the ground to an inch.
I see
some of you kind of clerking over your shooting, and
keeping a regular set of books, just like single and double
entry.
No sir, them kind of things would'nt suit the boys
around Cantauwipsit. By the time it would take to do all
that figuring over your gun, the deer would be in the next
county.
This here weapon was made by me— lock, stock
and barl. There ain't nary a screw, nor a bit of wood,
brass, iron, nor steel about her as was'nt turned out by me;
and you bet she will shoot. You pint her on a turkey,
and you will see. Mebbe she would'nt work good on that
furthest target, which is the longest thousand yards I ever
see.
We ain't well surveyed around my part of the country, and don't have no mile stones, and don't make a practice of shooting from one mile stone to the next one. Anyhow, this ere style of gun suits usaround Cantauwipsit, and

—

is all

the boys require."

rifle,

which

is

The

native gunsmith exhihits his
bjt of work; in fact it is

when one

takes into consideration how
it was made
at a village smithy in the back woods, with
the simplest and most primitive tools.
The arm is well
balanced, and is a most effective weapon at one hundred

—

yards; but beyond that is not reliable.
Generally it has a
stock cut at the butt in the shape of a crescent, set round

with a knife edge rim of metal. With a heavy load the
almost cuts the arm off. Thirty years ago the country rifle was a good arm, but to-day it must be classed

recoil

the

—

k

1876.

arquebuses and matchlocks of olden times.

—

Fish Culture in Canada. Mr. Wilmot, the Government Inspector of Fish Culture, is at Windsor superintending the introductiou of the machinery necessary to put into
operation the wliiteflsh breeding establishment at Petite
Cote, near Saadwich,

Departments

— Na-

Collections to Illustional Museum, Smithsonian Ins'itution
trate the fishery Resources of the United States.

The Smithsonian Institution and the United States Commission of
Fish and Fisheries desire to secure as complete a collection as possible
to Illustrate the fisheries of the United State?, or its resources as derived
from the sea, the lakes, and the rivers, for the International Exhibition
to be held in Philadelphia in the Centennial year 1876. This will form a
part of the Governmental display, to be held In accordance with nn act
of Congress of

March

3d, 1875,

and an Executive Order of March

5t.b,

1875.

As

stated, the object of this collection

to illustrate, in the fullest

is

manner, the resources of the United States derivable from the \varers,
and it will embrace: first, an exhibition of the objects themselves, living, in refrigerators on ice. stuffed, dried, or in al<ohol,as al^o pliolo
graphic representations, and plaster ea-ts colored from nature; second,
the products derived from the various spf cies. either in their crude ctate
or modified, together with their applications in the arts or in trade: third,
the apparatus by which these objects are pursued, captured, killed, and
utilized; and fourth, the means by which the- same are multiplied by
natural and artificial methods, or maintained in a healthy living state.
(1.) The forms more particularly to b° illustrated are: first, the seals,
whales, porpoises, etc, as furnishing skins, hides, oil, teeih. and hone;
second, the aquatic reptiles, snch as the various turtles, frogs, alligators,
the fishes iu their diffeient varieties; fourth, the marine invertebrates, or shell fish, crabs, lobsters, corals, sponges, etc.; firth, the
ulgte or sea weeds, and other marine products not of an animal nature.
{$.) Among the applications of objects maybe mentioned: first, various preparations of flesh and roes, as dried, salted, smoked, pickled,
canned, etc
second, oils, spermaceti, etc. third, gelatine, isinglass,
glue, leather, shell, whalebone, teeth, and other parts of the aninvd. in
their crude condition, their stages of manufacture, their final condition,
and their simpler ?nd more special employments; fourth, the different
manures derived from the inhabitants of the waters, and the applications
of thei s?a weeds and other vegetable or mineral articles.
(3.) The apparatus which may be enumerated as used in pursuing,
capturing, and utilizing the various species consist'-: first, of special
clothing for the protection of thewearer, such as waterproofs, boota,
bats, gloves, etc.; second, of the different kinds of canoes, skiffs,
birches, boats, and rafts, with their oars, paddles, or poles, and other
devices for pursuit and capture, or for transportation of the ai tides, as
smacks, merchantmen, etc.; third, of bows and arrows, spear*, harpoons, lines, hooks, floats, sinkers, reels, rods, artificial flies and baits,
nets of all kinds, traps, pounds, dredges, trawls, rakes, etc.
The apparatus for the preparation 8nd utilization of these products
will consist of models of smoke houses, salting establishments, fish
flakes for drying fish, factories for the manufacture of fish or other oils,
etc.: third,

WE

present to our readers in this issue an excellent
Mr. Edward Laverack, who is probably the best known, oldest, and- most successful breeder of
the English setter that the world has ever seen. He was
born in the North, of England in the last year of the last
century and is consequently at the present time seventysix years of age.
Mr. Laverack is of the fine old school of
English sportsmen, having been for half a hundred years
on the moors and stubbles what Sir Tattou Sykes was on
the racing turf, or Squire Osbaldiston in the saddle behind
the hounds. From his eighteenth year Mr. Laverack has
been a field sportsman, and from his twentieth, a careful
and observant breeder of setters. Untiring attention and
shrewd and clever inter-breeding of his favorite strain have
made him so famous during the past thirty-five years that
likeness of

English sportsmen have attached his name as a mark of
distinction to all dogs of this blood; and he now enjoys as
one fruit of his labors the rare satisfaction of seeing in the
last volume of the Kennel Club Stud Book, the name of
Laverack recorded in the pedigrees of the great majority
of the winning English setters.
A brief synopsis of the records of this class in the club
calendar will show both the high repute attained by his dogs

and the successes of those breeders who
have wisely united his blood with that of their own

of the full blood,

kennels.

The total number of setters in this class is 70, of which
65 are of recorded pedigrees. Of those, 17 only have no
trace of the Laverack blood, while 33 chum that strain in
their stock, and the remaining 15 are pure Laveracks without a cross. Of the Laveracks of the full blood, 6 were
by his celebrated champion prize winner, Old Blue
Dash, and 5 by Dash's son, Pride of the Border, now owned

sired

in this country.
It

would appear from these

statistics that for the success-

shown in the stud
book, the chances are 48 to 23, or about two to one in favor of those possessing the Laverack blood. And this
without disparagement to the beautiful and highly successful dogs of the Mount
Loftus Kennels; of Viscount
ful breeding of the English

setter, as

Downe's; of Major Co wen's, Blaydon Burn; of Mr. P.
Murphy's, Castleknock, Ireland, and of other strains
whose fame the calendar records.
Here, in America, the pure Laveracks and those of the
part blood have already attained honorable distinction, although, owing to. their scarcity, but few specimens of
either have been exhibited.
To return to the original of our picture, Mr. Laverack
is in appearance, a hale, hearty gentleman
not tall, but
erect, vigorous and wiry. In temperament and disposition,
as might be supposed, he is nervo-sanguine, active and energetic.
That for several months in each year he pursues
his favoiite sport over his shootings, in Ross shire, Scotland, is sufficient evidence of great physical vigor and
sportsmanlike pluck at his advanced age. His home
Broughall Cottage, at Whitechurch, in Shropshire— is a
model of neat and cosy retirement, and good old-fashioned
comfort; and his kennels the casket containing the jewels of his life long gain and guard—are the perfection cf
propriety and canine convenience.
Blessed with good
health and fine spirits, Edward Laverack bids fair to enjoy
for many more years the honors so justly his due, and the
best wishes of all true sportsmen who appreciate and admire the perfection of the setter.
;

—

more than a clever

a miracle of skill,

among
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Shooting Quarters.— There

scarcely an issue of our
paper that does not contain, in the column of Answers to
Correspondents, a number of inquiries regarding localities
is

where shooting can be had. Now, there are very many
sportsmen who would be only too glad to make their headquarters at some quiet farm house in the neighborhood of
the ground over which they expected to shoot.
In many
instances a city sportsman at a country hotel is a source of
intense interest to all the small boys and idlers in the
place, to the great annoyance, frequently of the guest.
At a farm or private boarding house all this is avoided.
However, whether hotel or farm house, it is always desirable to know something in advance of the quarters at
which, one is to put up
We shall feel obliged for any information regarding such in districts where shooting is
to be had.
.

;

;

fertilizers, etc.
(4.) The display under the fourth division will consist: first, of plans
of piscicultnral establishments, models of hatching houses, models of. or
real, hatching troughs, bbxes, trays, screen*, and whatever is used in the

United States for the
lustrations of fish

artificial

hatching of aquatic animals; second,

il-

ways and ladder*; third, the various devices for tansand other aquatic animals and their eggs; fourih,

porting live fishes
those by which such animals are kept livintr in a healthy condition for
the market, for amusement, and for study: fifth, ice houses and refrigerator* for preserving them in afresh sta^c for food; sixth, the special
apparatus used by the naturalist for collecting living animal-, a« dredges,
trawls, sieves, etc., and also the thermometers, water bottles, logs,
sounding lines, and other articles for collateral physical research.
All articles contributed towaid this colh ction will be duly credited to
the donors both on the labels in the Exhibition and in the published reports and catalogues.
Where the objects themselves are too large for transportation or convenient exhibition, models may be substituted as far as procurable.
After they have served their purpose at the International Exhibition
the collection will be tran-ferred to Washington and form part f the permanent exhibition of the National Mn>enm, iThere, &i in PhiJadelphia, due credit will be given to the contributors.
The articles intended for this exhibition nny be sent by mail or express; or, ir of larye bulk, by railroad. The expense of transportation
will be paid on receipt, in Washington, to which place they should be forwarded, addressed lo the Smithsonian Institution, and marked 'Inter*
national Exhibition, 1876. " fcnd with the name and addre»s of sender.
Bulky objects, in some cases, to form the subject of special arrangement, should be sent direct to ihe Government building at Philadelphia.
<

Joseph Henry,
Secretary Smithsonian Institution.

Spencir F. BaIko,
U. S. Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries.

Animal Resources of the United States.
The Smithsonian lnsii uiion is at prest nt engaged in making
tion to illustrate the resources of the

a collec-

United Srares as deriv. d from the

animal kingdom, and to this end invites the co-operation of i.l\ who may
have it in their power to render any aid in the undertaking. This will
form part of the governmental display to be made in acco- dance with
the act of Congiess of March 3d, 1875, and the executive order of March
5th, 1875.

The

general object of this exhibition is to show: First, sp-cimens of
the animals of the United States which are hunted or collected for
any economical purpo-e whaever; second, the products derived from
'he various t-pecies. both in their crude and thnr applied or manufactured condition; third, the apparatus or devices by means of which, dirt c;ly or indiiei-tly, these objects are pur-usd, captured,
and utilized by
sportsmen, hnnters. trrppers. and others.
(i ) Under the first head will be included: First, specimens living, or
preserved er.t re, as far as they c*n be obtained and conveniently exhibited; second, skins of mammals, birds, reptiles, etc., stuffed
and
mounted, or otherwise arranged; third, skeletons; fourth, restorations
of extinct forms; fifth, piaster casts o^ the objects, colored from nature;
and sixth, an exhibition of particular parts, such as skulls, horn:?, teeth,
all

;

shell, feathers, etc.
(3 ) Among the animal products to be displayed will be inchided
First,
a eerie* of dressed furs, showing all the diff rent grade* of quality, dependent on locality, season, or other-condition (his will also include
skm* of bi<d< used as articles of clothing;) second, preparations of
suins audh.de-* for leather, b ickskin etc ; third, any prepa-a ions of
:

bristles, hoof-, horns, bones, etc ; fourth som simple or primary applications of ihe^e products to domesr'c purposes or t'e arts, as arth 1. s of
dress, ornament, etc., these to be exhibited both in their iu< rmediate
stages of manufacture and as furni-hed to the trade; fif h, food preparations, whether dried, smoked, pickled, canned, etc.; and sixth, any
other
objects not include d in the above divisions.
(3.) Under the head of apparatus for capture will be included: Fir^t,
special articles of dress or of clothing for the better accomplishment
of
pursuit or capture of the various animals; second the means of approach, such as boats, sledges, snow shoes, etc. ; third, the various modes
of attack and capture in the way of trsp^. deeovs. lariats, bows
and arrows, lances, harpoons, gnns and rifle-*, both muzzle and breech loading

pistols, knives, etc.

This dnision will also ernbr;

the vaiious foinis
Of the
boats the smaller kinds, and especially the so-called portable boats,
may
be of the ordinary size; of the larger ones models will be best adapted
to the purpose.
For the purpose of rendering this exhibition complete and strictly national
its character, the Smithsonian Institution
invites donations of
the above mentioned objects from, manufacturers
of

powder

Crf

flasks, shot belts, cartridge ca«es, caps, primers,
etc.

m

and

dealers,

and com-

manicarloiw conceraing.them, with the guarantee that full credit
snail

FOEESTAND STREAM.
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be given to all contributors on tha labels of the articles and in the catalogues and publications of the Exhibition.
After the collection referred to has served its purposes at the International Exhibition, it will be transported to Washington and form a part
of the permanent display of the National Museum, in charge of the
Smithsonian Insti'ution, where, as in Philadelphia, proper acknowledgments will be made to all who have aided in rendering it complete.
The more expensive articles will be received as a loan, should they be
deemed important to the Exhibition, to be afterwards returned; but it
is expected that, as far as possible, all specimens will be presented, so
that they may form part of the permanent display at Washington.
Specimens may be sent by express or mail; or, if in large bulk, by
rai'road con eyance. Their transportation will be paid on receipt in
Washington, to wlrch place they should be forwarded, addressed to the
Smithsonian Institution, and marked "International Exhibition, 1876,"
Joseph Henry,
and with the name and address of sender.
Secretary Smithsonian Institution.

GAME PROTECTION.
We are

constantly in receipt of complaints to the elTect
where game would otherwise be abundant
the birds are completely destroyed by snaring and trapIn Massachusetts, during a certain season, trapping
ping.
that in localities

permitted on one's own premises, a section of
the law which, we trust, will soon be abrogated. The
most flagrant violation of the law in this Slate is the one
referred to in the letter which we publish below:—
Summit Lake House, Orange county, N. Y., Oct. 29, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream :—
I send you herewith a paragiaph cut from the New York Commercial
Advertiser, which must excite ths indignation of all true sportsmen,
and should arouse them to enforce a law which now seems a dead letter.
Unquestionably birds will soon be a thing of the past in many localities
if thesa wretched game sneak thieves arc permitted to go "unwhipt of
justice." In this part of tee country, some ten miles distant from West
Point, the place mentioned in the paragraph, great havoc has been made
among the partridges this season by trapping with the figure 4 "dead
or netting

is

Two hundred dozen seem an extraordinary number, but a very
falls "
probable success in an unfrequented district witn such a wholesale
method as the horse hair snare.
It is reported that two men were caught iu flagrante alilectu at Cedar
Lake, and are now in jail at Haverstraw, but it remains to be seen whether
the punishment that the law specifies, and which they so richly deserve,
will be iKflicted. It scarcely (-peaks well for a respectable paper to pubThat such a wretch
lish such a transaction in terms of commendation.
should be dubbed a Nimrod! What a base application of a mighty
name! As well applaud the adroit pickpocket, the expert, cracksman,
and

premium to ail the petty rascalities from which communities
But this was probably written through ignorance. Sportsmen

offer a

suffer.

have too Ion? stood idly by and seen themselves robbed of their priviSteps cannot be taken too soon to prevent the rapid exterminaleges.
tion of the game of tlife country by the cunning devices of these NimElisha Stockdridge.
rods. Yours, etc.,
The paragraph referred to is as follows

and doubtless would

be,

if

evidence could be brought

Justice should be swift, and in this instance
no mercy should temper it, as, if the laws are broken by
men of position, others in humbler spheres of life will find
against them.

in it an excuse for like violation.
That all the pot hunters
do not escape, is shown from the instance narrated below,
which we find in the German town Telegraph: —
"It; was two men, ominously named Samuel Hunter and
James McKill, who loaded their little guns, and meandeied
out on Friday to play sad havoc with the feathery tribe.

at Torrcsdale, within the limits of this city, where
they banged away at robins and sparrows. It was six, the

It

was

of birds they had bagged, when Daniel Snyder
had them arrested for violating the game laws. They contributed $84.50 to the State, being about five dollars for
each bird, and the costs, and left with their high priced
game in their garments."

number

Tennessee State Sportsmen's Association.

— We had

lipped in this issue to have given our readers the result of
the Field Trials held last week at Memphis, but up to the

lime of going to press a full report had not reached us. The
pigeon shooting on the 25th and 20th resulted as follows:
In the first match, for a purse of $1,000, $20 entrance, 50
to fill, or pro rata class shooting, ten single birds, $350 to
the first, $250 to the second, $175 to the third, $135 to the
fourth, $100 to the fifth, there were 84 entries.
F. J.
South, of Frankfort, Ky. S. S. Terr ill and W.
Wilcox,
of Chicago, made clean scores, but in shooting off, South
won first money; Dr. D. D. Saunders, of Memphis, won
second money. Charles Leland, of Memphis, and F.J.
Perkins, of Franklin, Term., divided the third money, after tying each other twice.
Horace McNeely won the
fourth, and II. C. Pierce, of St. Louis, the fifth.
The second match, for a purse of $500, in whieh'there
were 3% entries, concluded thus. K. V. Pearson, of Mississippi; F. J. South, of Ky.
J. II. Acklin, Dr. D. D.
Saunders, of Memphis; If. VV. Sherman, of Wis.; and G.
D. Hunter, of Elkhart, 111., made clean scores,
In the shooting on the second day, for a purse of $500,
continued from the day before, the first money was won by
J. H. Acklin, the second by Horace McGeely (both of Memphis), the third by S. H. Terrill, the fourth by J. F. Wehol, (both of Chicago), and the fifth by Charles Leland, of

R

;

;

Memphis.
In the match for a purse of $1,000, $20 entrance, and 50
to fill, or pro rata, there were B0 entries.
The first money
was won by J. II. Acklin, of Memphis; the second by II.
N. Sherman, of Wisconsin-; the third by T. J. South, of
Ky. the fourth by Church, of Ky.
and 'he fifth by
Clinker, of 111.
The sweepstakes were also won by Sherman.
;

;

:

—

Gkand Sport in the Highlands An experienced
JJHmrod hailing from these parts, has been spending the
last few days in the Highlands, back of West Point, catching partridges, or " pheasants," as they are called out West,
and he has extraordinary luck. He sets snares made of
horse hair in the runways of these birds, ana occasionally
revisiting them with a bag, takes out as many birds as he
can well carry. Many a luckless rabbit gets caught in the
same way, but is thrown out as not worth bringing to marFor want of better occupation, the sportsman referred
ket.
to sends his birds to the neighboring towns and to Washington Market, often putting forty or fifty pairs in a single
He says his receipts from this source average $7 a day,
lot".
not to speak of a comfortable subsistence obtained on the
His captures already number a few hundred dozen.
spot.
Partridges are reported more plenty back of West Point
than before for many years.
WmvEsnAiuiB, Perm., October 26th

1875,

Edit on Forest and Stream:—

Luzerne county, Penn., has organized a sportsmen's club for the preservation of game and fish, to be known as "The Luzerne County Sports11
men's Association, and held their first regular meeting October 25th,
At this, our
1875, when they adopted their constitution and by-laws.
first

meeting there were thirty names signed

to the constitution,

and we

confidently anticipate at our next meeting to more than double this number. The officers elected were— President. H. H. Derr; Vice President,
William B Mann; Clerk, Ben. P. Dorrauce; Treasurer, S Ayres; Counsel, Gen. W. H. McCartney; Directors, Dr. J. B Crawford, II. C. Gates,

A. Lay cock, C. Leonard, W. J. Harvey, W. L. Loomis, George
H. Parrish, Jno. Lanning, A. Miller, J. M. Courtright. Our object in
making this a county association is to draw in as members farmers, lumbermen and others residing in the county and among the mountains,
where peopls are in the habit of trapping pheasants, quail, and other
small game, and, when a clear case can be made against them, to prose-

H

Col.

them to he full extent of the law.
estimate can be placed upon the great good that
be accomplished in the direction aimed at. Clubs
will eulist the sympathy and co operation of farmers
cute

i

No

that

80th, 1875.

sorry to record a violation of our game law in the killing of a pair
of quail by one of our residents, who, before he cast his lot among us,
signed his name to an article he wrote, and which was published in one

am

of the leading sporting papers— "Tnat I am to be a permanent resident
of Eed Bank in a short time, and if any violations of our game laws
name is
come under my notice they will be strictly dealt with, or

my

not a pleasant task to complain of those with whom
not
your relations have always been friendly, but when a man makes such
professions as the above, and carries a gun with him during the clost.
season when he fakes out his dog (that he has owned aud shot over a
year ago)U.o try on quail, and shoots them, I believe it to be a duty to report the fact, and am more than half of the opinion that it is false delicacy in not mentioning his name. This is the only case of violation I
am aware of, and that in a section where there is but little, -if any, appreciation of sport for sport's sake; but on the contrary, it may be said it
However, to
is the headquarters of market shooters and pothunters.
give credit where credit is due, the close season is well observed, and
Check Cord.
poaching discountenanced.
."

It is

*

Memphis, Fanny,

as best bitch,

and Arthur

Gibson, of Memphis, Socks, as best pup.

Florida.— Rev. E. Vanslycke and Mr. Thomas Gumming, of Stamford, Conn., sailed on Saturday last for
They
having taken with them

Jacksonville, Fla.

and recreation,
the yacht Startle, purchased t x-

travel

for health

pressly for sailing in Florida waters.

It

is

their intention

with her the Upper St. Johns River to Lake
Harney and Sail Lake, and Indian and Halifax Rivers, from
Mosquito Inlet to Jupiter Inlet, and the Everglades. The
Startle— which is enrolled in the Atlantic Yacht Club, of
Brooklyn, and carries their flag— measures 25 feet in length,
6 feet beam, and draws 6 inches of water in ballast, and is
thoroughly fitted out for yachting and camp life in Florida.
She was dispatched on Wednesday fortnight by
schooner for Jacksonville. We hope to lay before our
readers the results of the trip.
to navigate

!

Gentlemen Pot 1-Itjters.— The Easton Free Press complains that men of intelligence, position, and means living
in that place and professing to be sportsmen, have been
shooting quail before the expiration of the close season,

and adds that there are enough sportsmen interested in the
maintenance of the game laws to bring these vandals to
judgment. They should certainly be made examples of,

—

A

tal

Company, Twenty-third Regiment Forty-one men- tonumber of points, 664; average points per man, 16 8-41-

average points per shot, 1.619.
The highest individual scores in each company arcCompany, Seventh Regiment 41
Sergeant LeBoutillier,
C. A. Coffin, Twenty-third Regiment, 84; Private A.. Dom'
inick, I Company, Seventh Regiment, 88; Private S.
E
Cjndan, Forty-re venth Regiment, 36.
The telegraph reported the shooting of Co. A, Forty.
eighth Regiment as giving the unprecedented average of
27 9.10! As 866 was made by Company I, Seventh Ueg\ment, who are by no means what are called in the classic
language of the range, "duffers," the 1,283 claimed by the
Oswego regiment, or a beat of 417 points, is indeed remarkable. It is an average of 27 9-10 per man. Evidently
the Forty-eighth of Oswego have improved since they shot

H

Creedmoor some few weeks

at

operators

we

ever,

ago.
Perhaps the telegraph
be in error. If there are no mistakes, howshould only be too glad to herald the triumph of

may

the Forty-eighth.

—

Conlin's.
The first competition for the handsome cup
presented by the Turf, Field and Farm,- was shot at Con*
lin's Gallery, No. 930 Broadway, on Thursday evening last.
The conditions were the same as those under which the
Forest and Stream Badges are shot for, viz: 110 feet, 10

Wimbledon targets, reduced to correspond
with those used at the 200 yards range, the prizes being so
divided as to give even the less f-killful shots a chance to
win one. Each shooter is provided with a score card,
which contains also a miniature representation of the target made. The following are the scores.—
shots each at

Name.

Score. jVa..e.

Robert Faber, (1st cupl
W. B. Farwell
T. C. Noone
G. W. Smith
Fred Kesslar

.41

P. Lennon
T. Hofstatter

William Moser, Jr
L. V". Sone
William Klein
L. O. Bruce

'

D

..37;M.

Hyde
;.

Cnaries A. Cheever

Robert McFeeley
D. L. Beckwith
N. G. D ully, (2d cup)
A. Hofst alter
H. D. Blydenburg

»Foiiest

34
3t
34
V,
33

33
31

.

A. Marsh

The

33

81

-.

Frank H. Lord

d

Score,

Thomas Lloyd

40 J. B Blydenhur?
39 J. O. Wright..,.
39jBoberr, Miley
39 H. G. Tail be
38 Walter Campbell
H8 R. Offlev
38 C. E. Bhrknbunr
3S|J. MCGIensev. .7
37J William J. Sherwood
37 J.
Hester

M.

Fn

1

'.

.

31
10

.

W. Doran

....30
27

37 .1. Woodward
37 H. Fisher
37jJ. Burns, (3d cup)

20
'35

U

3G|rm> Glenney
86!Gkwge Blank, Jr

-.

Sfcl

35 H. B. Armstrong
35 JC E. Preecot
35! L.

17
lfi

A. Ludwig.

and Stream Badges

will

16

be shot for

on

Thursday, Nov. 4lh, and the Turf, Field and Farm Cups
on the following Thursday Nov. 11th.
Ameiuoax Rifle Association. —The new range of this
association was opened on Wednesday.
Glendrake is situated about a mile from the Pelhamville railroad depot, in
Westchester county, some fifteen miles from New York.
Two third-class targets were in use on Wednesday. The
feature iu Wednesdays proceedings was a review and inspection of the Twenty-seventh Regiment (infantry) of the
Seventh Brigade, Fifth Division, N. G S. K. Y., after
winch the President Col. J. T. Underbill, and Capt. J. "W.
Woodward proceeded to the 200 yard tiring point, and formally opened the range, Col. Underbill making a centre,
Capt. Woodward scoring a bullseye. The first match was
for a badge to best score of any member of 27th Regiment,
Seven shots at 200 and 500 yards; won by Capt. McGowan, Co. K., in a score 24, 14, making a total of §8.
On Thursday the second day's meeting took place.
The first contest was a subscription match. The winners were Lieut. Ilofele, 20 points; John Gorham, 18; H.
Fisher, 18.
The prizes in the subscription match at 500
yards were won by II. Fisher; 23; Lieut, Hofele, 18; John
Gorham, 18. The Ladies Match was won by A. W. Peck,
on a score of 22; G. O. Starr took the second prize with 17
points, and Capt, E. Cardoze came in third on a score of

—

'

.

—

10 points.

can

Editor Forest and Stream:—
I

Miller, of

G.

and
mountain men are greatly needed. Much missionary work
remains to be doue among these classes.
Shrewsbury, October

In the bench show of field dogs, premiums were awarded as follows: English setters, best dog, 1st, to L. Smith,
of Canada, dog Leicester; second, J. II. Whitman, ChicaBest bitch, T. H. Smith's Victress; best
go, dog Grouse.
pup, J.H. Whitman's Count, Gordon setter, best dog,
Edmund R. Gill, of N. Y., Kip. Best bitch, Dr. Thornton, of Lexington, Ky., Mot.
Best pup, T. M. Horsfall,
Setters, best clog, Arnold Bnrge", of
of Ark Rock, 'Irish.
Maysville, Ky., Rufus.
Best bitch, J. H. Whitman, of
Chicago, Gypsey. Sweepstake, L. II. Smith's Paris. Pointsecond for best dog; Chas.
er,-;, J. M. Taylor took first and

—

Forty-six men; total number of points, o,
erage points per man, 18 2-46; average points per shot
1.804. Captain Perry's company, Forty-seventh Ihgiment
—Forty-six men; total number of points, 718; average
points per man, 15 28 46; average points per shot, 1.560

Regiment

National Guard Match for the Nevada Badge.

—

—

Creedmoor, Friday, Oct. 2Qth This trophy was given by the
National Guard of Virginia City, Nevada, to be shot for
by the National Guard of the State of New York. The
badge is a splendid one, made of gold, silver and platina,
and is valued at $1,000. Conditions, open to companies of
the National Guard State of New York; not less that 46
members in each company to shoot, and as many above
that number as the commander may see fit to bring into
the field; no competitor to shoot who is not an active member of the competing company; distances, 200 and 500
yards; five scoring and two sighting shots at each range;
position, standing at 200, and any without artificial rest at
500 yards; weapon, the regulation arm used by the State
National Guard, the winning company to hold the badge
for one year; the records of the company to be made public through the press; the company making the best average shooting to be the winner.
There were
Col. Wingate superintended the shooting.
but live entries of companies for the match. These were:
Co. I, Seventh Regiment; Captain Casey in command; Co.
PI, Seventh Regiment, Lieut. Nicolls; Co. A, Seventy-third
Regiment, Captain Storey; Co. G, Forty-eighth Regiment,
(Oswego) Captain Curtiss, and Captain Perry's company of
the Forty-eighth (Brooklyn) Regiment. We give the scores
as far as completed:
I Company, Seventh Regiment— Forty-six men; total
number of points made, 866; average points per man, 18
Company, Seventh
8846; average points per shot, 1.882.

H

On Saturday, in the very worst weather, the last day's
shooting at Glen Drake range took place. The Pej'ster, Adcomers and Subscription matches were contested for. New
Wimbledon targets were used with Creedmoor disks. The
following are the winning scores; distance in all the
matches, 800 yards; position, standing:—
JJE PEYSTEB BADGE.
Lieut. J. A. Gee

4 4 8 4

4 4.... 23

AIE COMERS MATCH.
4 3 4 3 4 4 3. ...35
3 5 4 4 3 4 %.... 25
4
5 3 3 4 4. ...23

J. L. Price
J.
J.

Mallov
Holland

SUBSCRIPTION MATCH.
*

—

....5 4 4 4 i. ...21

J. L. Price

J.

B. Holland

H. Fisher

The

..

targets in use were of canvas,

18
2 4 4 3 5
....2 3 4 4 4....1'

worked, upon

the

Wimbledon, but simplified a good
deal.
Their merits were displayed to good advantage on
Saturday when the matches were carried on in spite o
the
a driving rain. The more the rain beat upon them
would
whiter they looked. At Creedmoor the whitewash
have been washed off the iron target. Another new feaadmirature upon the range was the telegraph; it worked
same plan

as they are at

messages were sent over the wires, when necessary,
has
saving much trouble and time. It is the first which
br
Lieut,
be
erected
on
any range. It was
ever been used
H. Thompson. Mr. E. W. Starr -as. Chief Telegrapher,
and his assistants were Messrs. Rich and Uuderhin,
Thompson's Manhattan Telegraph Institute.
On Saturday next the second competition for the Item*
ington Sewing Macfiine takes place, and also a match
bly,

FOREST AND STREAM
by Mr. H. Fisher,

a rifle presented

of 290

Broadway; con-

200 and 500 yards.

tests at

The What

ticipated in.

high position

A

in. rifle

20°

Cfeeer Range has already taken a
shooting in the United States.
'

corres—Boston is calling, for a rifle organization.
pondent to the Boston Journal, urging the founding of a

—Washington is agitating the rifle question, and talks of
a team to contest at the Centennial.

club, says.—
"Undoubtedly as a means of recreation nothing: is destined to be more popular for some time to come than target practice, and competitions will be as many and rife between rival clubs as the base ball contests have been hereHereafter, however, base ball will be a thing of
tofore.
the past, and rifle clubs will spring- into existence all over

—The rifle range at East Syracuse, for the use of the
Sixth Division, N. G. S. N. Y., promises to be one of the

rifle

constituting strictly a

the country, thus
field of sports."

new feature

in the

—

RnoDB Island Hifle Association What Cheer Bar,ge.
—In our last issue we gave a description of the opening of
-

matches continuing while we were going to
Oct. 27th, the team match took place.
This event was a notable one, as it was the first time in
the United States that, any home teams, apart from those
selected from military organizations, had competed. Three
In very good taste, in order to
teams were in attendance.
more
equal,
chances
supplementary members of
the
make
The
the Americrn team shot with the New England team.
match opened on Tuesday, and was concluded on Wednesrange, the

this

On Tuesday,

press.

best;

Associaheld
their
second
annual festival
at
their
grounds, Steinbrenner's Park, Guttenberg, N. J., the
first two days
of last week.
The shooting was at 200
yards, off-hand.
The following is the result :—
tion

Honor— open only to niembeis, three shots at the ring target:
inner ring counts 25. anfl is one inch In diameter; all others three
quarters of an inch; possible score. 75.

Target of
ih.;

Name.

1.

W

R Ftftwell
A. V- 'Canfleld...,
L C. Brhce
Henry 'Fulton
Yale
G.

W

*

33

30
i&
29

R C Coleman
.

l?
l'J

,?4

-

New

28
20

14

—

ijfl

A g?i'P!_r a e

430

f

Total at 000 yard-*
Total at 800 yards
Total at 1,000 yards

183
.

.

.

180
67

,

Williamshnrgh

Rino-o.
.50

New

P5.B

New

New
New York

Wm

a..

9.

Krihely.
A. Ermi-ch, Hoboken
P. Landotr, New York
O.

10.

54|17. G. Baier.
54 t 3 O. Meyer,
54 19. A. Appel,
51

New
New York

43

Hohoken
Hoboken

27
27

.

Bergmann, Hoboken
"*
Ring Target— open

3.
3. R. Faber.
4. Ph. Klein,
5. J. AsctaWh.

.

.

.

.

6.

C. Bauler,

7.

J.

Rings,
62
6>
«0

.

New York
New York

Name.

.30

20

17

:3a

Hyde. Captain

F.

800 vds
33
35
30
20
J)

000 yds...32

T. H. Grey
n s. Jewell

....29
--'3

Bliike

fit I'-

It 8. Grey

Freeman

E. L.

100O yds.
27

Total.
92
83

18

17
17

7ti

60
59
39
..409'

A ggrcgate
Total at, 60a yards
Total at, 800 yards
Total at 1,000' ya-ds

1H4
15.)

90

RHODE ISLAND TEAM.
f00 yds.

N.irue.

C. It. Perkins, Captain.
E. Thomas
D. A. Keyes
F. J. Rahher-h

.

.29

27
30
29
23

M Jordan
John Howe......
Thomas

800 yds.
26
28
23

,

363

-.

at 600 varus
Tota! at 800 yards
Tola! at 1 000 yards.

The

Total.
fS
69
03
63
49
45

22
19

22

Aggregate
Total

1000 vds.
§0
14

360-

H9

-

ice pitcher and gobof a possible 505.
Second Prze--Long Range Crecdmoor Rifle, valued at $150. to the
New ErH.dand team. Score. 409 our of a pos-ible 630.
Thin! Prize— For highest
dividual aggregate :-core, a gold watch Ar aled at $150,
T. f{. Grey, of the Naw England team. Score, 92 out of a
First
to the

lets,

nismcan team.

-

Score.

-430 out.

1

Hoboken

New York

63|16. T. Blnrnenberg, Hoboken.
63|t7. T. Ra«chen, Hoboken

Heintz New York
C. Koegel, Newark
F. Landolt, New York

..

59
59
58
56

63 18. T. Patterson,

furnish a team of twenty members, each man to fire ten shots at the
ring target; twenty-five equal rings, each ring one inch wide. .ThereThe New Yorkers won with
fore, the possible score cf each was 5 000.
a ecore of 3 28?, leaving the Jerseymen at 3 227. Each corps has now
won the medal, for which they have shot twice; but they will have to
shoot for it three more years, until it is decided whose property it shall
After the shootiuT was over there was a fins collation served, and
be.
ide by President II. D. Dnsch, Captains Aery and Schuspeeches were
*
mann, and others. Another shoot will be held in November.

r

Wiiitneyyille Armouy Amatecu Club.— Last week
had their practice at the Whitney range, using the
Whitneyville musket. The shooting was remarkably good,
as may be seen by the scores, which we append: —
this club

"Name.

Fourth Prize— For second, highest; individual aagres'ate score, long
range ri tie, valued at $125. to W. B. Fanvell, of the American team.
Score. 85 out of a possible 105.
Fifth Prize -For the tnird highest individual aggregate score, field
glass, valued at, $50, to IT, S. Jewell, of the New England team.
Score,
III ont of a possible 105.
Sixth Prize— For highest individual score at 1.000 yards, champion
Rhode Island Rdle Association badsro for 1875, valued at $75, to T.
Grey, oi New England team.
Score, 27 out of a possible 35.
Seventh Prize— For highest, individual score at 800 yards, breech loading sporting an n, valued at $50, to II. S. Jewell, of the New England
team.
i/!r. Jewell and W.
B. Fanvell, of rhe American team, each made

F. TiesinoS. Kennedy....
C. Gerner
W. Post...

35 out, of a possible 35, and in
Mr Far well only three.

shooting

off

Mr. Jewell scored

live,

and

Eiahth Prize— For Idghest individual score at. 600 yards, a silver trophy
valued ar $ 00. to W. B. Farwell, of the American team.
Score, 33 out
px a possible 35.
Kintli Prize— For largest number of successive bnllseves, rifle ammunition sa ch<d. equipped, value $2'). to W. B. Farwell, wh,r> made
tenthree at 600 yards and seven at 800 yards, consecutively.
Tenth Prize — For largest nnmber'of successive centres, Colt's revolver,
to Henry Fulton, of the American
team, who made three consecutively.
;

Long Range Match

In the Individual

the following are

the scores:

Name,

800 vds
43

H. B, Jewell

'".43

W, B Farwell
G. W. Y,ale
T. U. Grey,

"

'43

1000 yds.
43
32
23

37

28

?."5-Biake
::::;;:;::;;:;::;:32
A. V. Oanfteld, Jr
32
..

""42

25
23
8

33

11

,.

.

Hyde

T.

^• S

(!|

'

'
'.

'

(

T

Henry Fulton
li, 0.
Bruce

Total

66
65

57
55
50
46

41

41

36

36

t

l

Sg

S

d

Cr
1

'i

ml
^y

nvtll

F

p

Qeld S las? valued
^ Ahfe
raemoer:lli
.

i)

j^I].7

~ Casu

H.

at $50, to

g

in

at $35, to

W.

Khode Island

S.

B. Farwell.
Rifle Association, to G.

W.

one third receipts for entries in the match, to T. H.

.

Annual membership in Rhode Island Rifle Association, to H.

Sfcth-Same to
oiveath— Same

For the

A.

Hvde.

New England Match

for teams of eight, the
pescott Post, First Light Infantry, Wesson and First
Light
hlaniry amateur teams contested. Conditions,
seven shots
at 300 and
600 yards.
The following were the results
:

P|e?cott

lam

Team— Peahody-Martini

rifle

223

on—Various rifles
Infantry— Springfield

the afternoon of

resulted as follows:

follows:

C.

E.

.......

18

George Nichols
A. A. Vining
R H. Wright

19
18
19

13

S3
82

n

7

M

11

a -2

j

140.

— The matches of

the Albert Rifle Association were held
Canada, Oct. 26th. The first prize was won by
Sergeant Rosenberger, with a score of 51 points; second by
H.J. Jaffray, with 50 points. Ranges, 200,800, and 500
yards; five shots at each. The match between Gait and
Walkerton was won by Walkerton by 24 points. Score:
Gait, 407; Walkerton, 431; majority for Walkerton, 24.
Thirteen men on a side, each firing on tlieir own ranges.
The weather was very disagreeable for firing.
Gait,

THE RIFLE

the Consolation Match
At 200 yards the highest scores were
out

scored 13 each.

The American team was
treated in a most hospitable
way by the gentlemen
of the R. I. R. A., and by the citi&ens o. Providence,
and a grand entertainment was par-

IN GEORGIA.
Savannah,

Ga..,

October 23d,

1875.

Editor Forest akod Stream:—

The managers

of the Georgia State Fair having offered a pnrse of $300

competed for by rifle teams throughout the State, and two of $100
each, open to all comers, at a meeting of the Georgia Game Association
it was decided to send a team to Macon to contest for these prizes, and
the following gentlemen were selected to represent that body, viziMessrs. J. P. White, captain; John G. Butler, John K. Hamlet, George
E. Alden, Wm. A. King, Wm. C. Nichols, E C, Swain, George S. HerThe Savannah Rifle Associabert, and George W. Hussey, alternate.
tion had "also decided to send a'team, and which was composed of Messrs,
to be

f)g

f,Q

,

«:J,

'.

Georgia Gr me Association
.

1

;

1

Total.
151
15^
104

5-1

Si

8fi

lr.

K8

17

101

17!)

j.tyj

(

The highest individual score was that, of Mr. George II. Plant, of the
Macon Hifle Association, who scored 30, the next highest being that of
Mr. Robert Wayne, of ihe Georgia Came Association, and whojdiotfor
E. C. Swain, he making 20. The contest ended about three o'clock
when the remaining hx teams scored a« follows: —
Names.
300 vds.
200 vds.
,
Tobd.
Floyd Rifles. M>con
]<
jgy
l

Washington

MuC'Qn

Rifles

t-Jnfirds

Richmond Rifle *; lu h
Company R, Ma con Volunteers.
Quitman GuardMr. J. D. Rooks, of the Richmond

52

01

47

gj
gg
7o
S2

r,t
.

48
<]

Rifle Club,

made

fcjjj

,0}

150
:2t
118

the highest score

during t\.U part of the contest, scoring 30 points at the two ranges. The
prize of $3.'0 having been won by the Savannah Ride Association.
.the
next in order was the $1(10 prize, open (0 all comers, distance. 1C0 yards.
For this purse some forty entries were made,' and Mr. J. D Rooks, "of
the Richmond Itifie Club of Aimusrn, was the fortunate Vi oner, nis
score was 78-out of a possible on. He was closely pushed by Mr North.ington, of the Washington Pities, and Mr. Davis, of the Floyd Rifles,
who scored 73 each, and Mr. J. R. Il-imlet, of the Gt'Oigia Game Association who scored 71. But little interest seemed to be manifested in
the
contest for rhe second purse of $10(7, distance, 200 yards, there being
but twenty Ave entries. Mr. A. L. Reese, of the Savannah Rifle Association, won the prize by a score of f.8 out of a possible ?0.
A. game association is much needed in Macon, and if one is
not soon

oig;mizcd thegani'i there -ibouts will soon become extinct. Gne gentleman told me that, during Hie whole of tho past Summer parties had not
only been bringing qua-rl into town for sale, but a large quantity of their
eggs; that no one took any steps to have it, prevented, -out that the birds
had not the ghost of a chance for protection. There are many very line
shots in Macon, bdi good dogs are as scarce as heirs teeth.

Gkoeoia.

htg

nnd

m

—

Wednesday

Koffee, 22,

1

37
32
37

jKHVvd*.
98

fif)

Volnmeer.*-. „
fti in- As^ociat ion

3!)

Fort Wayne, lnd., the Jackson Rifle Club, of Jackson,
Mich., and the Chicago Rifle Club, of Chicago, 111., for the
championship of the three States named. Prize a silver
The ranges were 200 and 500 yards,
ice pitcher, value $50.
five scoring shots at 200 yards, seven scoring at 500 yards;
A. The weather was very
rifle, any; rules of theN. R.
unfavorable in the forenoon, the wind blowing almost a
gale, but towards night brightened up and wind nearly
calmed down. Owing to the Fort Wayne team not being
on the ground until late in the day, by reason of the cars
being behind time, the match was delayed until nearly one
o'clock; consequently it was dark before the 500 yard
match could be finished. It was therefore declared unfinished, and will be again shot under the same conditions at
500 yards, at Jackson, Mich., on November 10th. The following are the scoses: Jackson team of six men at 200
yards, 84; at 500 yards, 73; total, 157; Remington rifle. Ft.
Wayne team— at 200 yards, 70; at 500 yards, 78; total, 148.
Chicago team at 200 yards, 84; at 500 yards, 56; total,

I'Ml'M] 87

of a posible 25; A. L.
19; E, H. Brower, 17.
In an improvised match at
P* yards, T. M. Jordon scored 19, out of a possible 25,
and George II. Clark,
16.
J. A. Monroe and A. L. Sweet

^
Sweet,

19

H

M>eon
Macon

Total

19
10
18
14
18

133

Fir«t Light
In.

-

.232

Light Infantry— Sharps.

21

The Inter-State Rifle Match at Pleasant Lake,
Lnd— On the 27th inst. a rirle match took place at Pleasant Lake, lnd., between the Fort Wayne Pifle Club, of

at

V. Canfleld, Jr.

to F.

500 vds.

—

The prizes in this match were awarded as follows:~ F ° higllest a re ?*te score, a clock, valued

.Tewd]

,

Wm. Scharf
F. Doerchuck

H

r

200 yds.
20

300 vets/

Baldwin Blues
Savannah Rifle Association

.59

Hoboken
02119. C. Bergmann, Hoboken
C Huruey, Williams'onrgh...62j20. A. Erini.-ch, Hoboken
Man Target-open to all comers.
Prize.
Name.
Lines. iPrize.
Name.
Lines.
1. T. J. Rathjen, Staten Island.. 42! '1. C Bergmann, Hoboken
37
2. Ph. Klein, Now York
42 19. J. Acschbach, Hoboken
36
3. Q. Horney, Williamsbnrgh. ,4i Jl3. F, Heinfz. New York
35
II.
4.
R.schen. Hoboken
4114. C Heinfz. New York
34
5. VV. Hayes. Newark
40!l5. T. Blnnieniierg. Ho joken ...33
G. F. Landolt, New York
39 16. G. A Knndahl. New York. .. .83
391 17. T. Patterson New York
7. J. Rein. Williamsbnrgh
32
8. R. Faber, New York
38118. J. I) Bischof Hoboken
31
9. J. Ra-xhen, Hoboken
30
38] 19. A. Ermisch, Hoboken
-^9
10. J'. Tragesser, New Yoik
87/i20. T. Fabarins, Brooklyn
The most bullseyes (4 inches in diameter) were by Wm.
Hayes, of Newark, with 21; the next by Jac. Heintz, with
20, and the third by O. Heintz and T. Tragesser, each 17.
SenuETZKN Pahk, October 23th, 1875,
Editor Forest and Stream:—
The shooting match between the New York Schnetzen Corps, Capt.
George Aery, and the Jersey Schnetzen Corps, Capt. W. F. Schumann,
came off to day under the most favorable auspices. Each corps had to

possible 105.

Names.
Columbus Guards

G

m

51

were awarded as follows:
Prize—Henry T. Brown prize, sterling silver
prizes

Tne contest began about half past ten o'clock. Ihe Columbus
Guards opening the ball, and at five o'clock, when the firing ceased, ike
following learns had completed their shooting, wiih scores as follows:—

64 13. T. Tragesspr, New York
64114.
A. Knndahl, New York. ..60
63 15. f. Rathlen, Staten Island, .. .CO

.

NEW ENGLAND TEAM.

Macon. It Md fair t.o be a lovely day, and at nine o'clock (he different
teams assembled at the armory of the Macon volunteers at the call of J.
L. Hardeman, the President of tho Macon Rifle Association.
General
R H. Anderson, President of the Savannah Rifle Association, was unanimously chosen chairman, and Captain Wilherforca Daniel, President of
the Richmond R'fle Club of An-usia. as Secretary. Twelve teams were
present, as follows: Columbus Gtwtdft, Captain Shepherd, Columbus;
Baldwin Elues, Captain Walker, MilledgevilJe; Savannah Rifle Association, Captain McAlpin, Savannah; Macon Volunteers, Captain Wylie,
Macon; Georgia Game Association, Captain J. P, White, Savannah;
Macon Ride Association, dipt in O'Gorman, Macon; Floyd Rifles, Cap*
tain Sparks, Macon; Company B, of Macon volunteers, Captain J-ones,
Macon; Washington Pities, Captain Northiiigton, Sandergville; Richmond Rifl^ Club, Captain Boii.hr, Augusta, and the Quitman Guards,
Cap'ain Chambers, Forsyth. Twelve numbers were then placed in a hat,
and these were drawn by tiic captains of the respective teams for choice
of position. It was d< cided that each team should complete its shooting
at each ranee, and that all shooting should cea*e at three o'clock, in order
that all the teams should have equal advantage of light. Such teams as
were not able to shoot under this decision were to shoot the following
day.
George B. Pritchard, of Savannah, W. W. Carnes, of Macon, and
J. J. Bradford, of Columbus, were then selected as referees by the captains of the different teams, and to them all questions were to he subThe shootinir was conduced under the regulations of the.N.
mitted!,
R. A.

to all comers.

Nam-.
Rings. (Prize.
Name.
Wm. Hayes, Newark
36 11. T. Bnhl. Brooklyn
W. Kribely. New York.
.61 12. H. Ra-chen. Hoboken

Prize.

8.
9.
10.

69
oS

J. Rein,

New

7fi

5

Name.

IPrize.

fir.jll.
1

Total.
85
83

17'

35
33
%®

.......33

.

1000 yds.

Rngs.

T. Acschnaeh Hoboken

1.

SOOvds.

Name.

Prize.

2. J. F. Rathjen, Staten Island... 64 12. J. Walker,
York
50
3. J. Heintz
York
....60
Lippmann. Jereev City. ...49
4. J. Blum en berg, Hoboken
GO 111. J Trairesser,
York."
47
5. C, Heintz,
York
55 15. Win. Wavhansen, Hoboken. .44
6. G. A. Hnndahl.
Tork....C4|l«. C. Knndahl.
York...;. ..42

dav, with the following results:—
A MK R1C AN TEAM.
.600 yds.

Seneca.

The Columbia. Rifle Association,— This

W. McAlpin. captain; George Allen, D. McAlpin, A. L. Reese, J. W.
Schley, W. C. Vincent, R. H. Anderson, and B. B. Ferrtll, with Frank
Wirriers as alternate.
The morning of the 19th found both teams in

J.

GAME

IN

SEASON

NOVEMBER.

IN

Moose. Alee Amer'canits.
Elk or Wapiti, Cervi/s Canadensis,
Red T)(i'n\ Cervua Vtrghdanm.

Woodcock, P/iilohela minor.
Plover^ Chara$riitw.

Caribou. Bahijifur caribou.
Hares, Leporinm.

Snipe.

Squirrels. ScUrrince,

SaMpiuern, Tr'vnga.
Reed or Rice Bird's, Doliclwmix orvz*

Wild Turkey, MMeqgtit

Wiilets, $ijm»lti?nia seritfpatwata
Bird's,

fftft&va-vo.

God wits. Curlews and Bay
SeulQpaeidw,

Ruffed Growee, Bonasa irmMtlup.
ilftrus.
Pinnated Grouse. Capto'orda cupula Wild Bucks. Anaifrim
Quail, Ortyx Virgbdanus.

——^

Gams

in

Market.— Tlie

f

colder weather

is bringing the
Connecticut certainly
is the banner State, as far as game is concerned,
this season, the quantity received from there probably exceeding
that from all the other Eastern and (he Middle States combined.
The ruffed-grouse are mostly from there, and are
larger, finer birds than those received from elsewhere;
price $1 per pair.
Pinnated grofise (prairie chickens) are
more abundant; price $1 per pair. Quail are very scarce
the weather not yet permitting their being brought from

game along

in greater

abundance.

the West; prices have advanced to $4 and $4:50 per dozen
and the birds not very fine at that. Woodcock are more
abundant, and it would seem as though the late frosts had
sent the flight along; tiiey-sell for 75 cents per pair.
English snipe still scarce at $3 per dozen.
The first Chesa-

peake ducks were expected this week. Western and LonoIsland birds are worth as follows: Canvas backs,
$3 to
$2.50; red heads and mallards, $'1.25 to $1.50; widg.on

and broad

bills, 50 to 75 cents; black ducks and
teal, 75
cents to $1; wild geese, $1 to $1.25 each; reed birds,
$1.25
per dozen. Venison is abundant, the present supply com-

ing mostly from Michigan; price 25 cents per pound.
Stall
fed wild pigeoF.s, $2.50 per dozen; there are no flight
wild
pigeons in market.

—The
ciiy,

says:—

Louis Bepubliean speaks of a Mr. Vie, of that
recently killed 108 blackbirds at one shot and

St.

who

'

"The shot is probably the greatest on record. The num*
ber of birds was actually picked up, and Mr. Vie will
be
pleased to cite to doubters the gentjerasn who witnessed
the
shot, and were not more astonished than he at the
result It
is estimated that at least one bird was secured
for every
single shot in the gun— and not much of a day for
shootino»

either.

Our contemporary is wrong, as there, are a number
of
sportsmen who can me with the St. Louis sportsman
and
have killed with one discharge of their guns an
equal or
greater number of birds-not black birds, but
ox-eyes
some of

or

the small

varieties

of snipe

that are

sometimes

FOREST AND STREAM.

204
seen in myriads on the sea shore. Our contemporary will
him regarding a bird having been
killed for every shot in the gun.- Supposing that Mr. Vie's
gun was loaded with only one ounce of No. 9 shot, the
charge would contain 596 pellets of the shot manufactured
by the Chicago Shot Tower Company. Of No. 8 shot
there would have been 434 pellets, or about four for each
also allow us to correct

bird.

Massachusetts— Sahm, Oct. 30£A.~ Woodcock, quail and
partridge are now in good order; snipe grounds are splendid, but birds scarce; geese are flying, and a few brant are
about.
A. nice bunch of grass birds were sent to a gentlemen in this city from Scarbpro, Me., and Rowley gunners
report some of their best shooting on shore birds the past
week; so shore birds are not all gone, as I last week stated.
Weather the past three days easterly and dry, later, raining
hard, wind southeast.
I should say that politics are now
more thought of in Massachusetts than birds. There is
considerable discussion just now about chilled shot, and
the arguments seem to be in its favor.
Teal.
Cohassett, Nov. 1st.
For the past week the shooting has
been very line. Brant and geese have been quite plenty
for so early in the season, and quite a number have b een
shot.
Plover not all gone yet, and the smelt fishing still
holds good.
S. K., Jr.
New Berlfrrdj, Oct. 27.
1 am glad to report rhe'shooting
season now in its zenith in this region. Quail, partridges
Shore birds scarce.
(grouse.) and woodcock are plenty.
Sea fowl afford good shooting at the islands across the bay.

PIGEON SHOOTING AT PORT RICHMOND.
Pokt Richmond, October

Concha."-

—

Connecticut. Duck shooting along Long Island Sound
and the inlets from it is remarkably successful. Most of
1he birds, however, are coots, with an occasional black
back, and now and then a broad bill duck. They are said
to be of very rauk flavor as a general thing.
E,

iode Island

— Newport, Nov. — Our
1.

shooting season

We

have coot shooting from three points
and in hoa,t< within one hour's ride from the city; black
deck, w ikeoD, etc., two hours' sail up the bay; a good
show of Wilson snipe and "winters." A party came down
the bay from a three days' cruise, and the yacht was somewhat crowded with black ducks, coots, shelldrakes, and
oic stranger a mallard the only one seen this way for
Shot.
years.
New York— Syracuse, Oct. 2Wi. Ducks have made
their appearance on Onondaga Lake in quite large numbers
for this vicinity, but there are about five shooters to every
Hundreds of poachers with wap nets are said to
duck.
by the sportsmen's clubs,
i/ifest Oneida Lake, undisturbed
Seneca.
that ought, to bring them to punishment.
New Jersey— Forked River, Nov. 1st. Quail shooting
opened to day und r the most favorable auspices. They
are very plenty and easily got at. and good bags are the order of the day. Ducks are plenty and gunning very good.
Some few geese and a number of brant have made their
appearance. Black duck and widgeon are plenty on the
meadows, and can be killed in the ponds over decoys any
stormy day in goodly numbers. Mr. Frame has closed the
Carman House, and may be found at the LaFayette
House, where lie will take good care of sportsmen visiting
is at its

hcighr.

—

—

—

—

*

this place

Pennsylvania— Hamburg,

(Berks county) Pa,, Nov. 1st"—
kinds is scarce; cotton tails are mainly caught
from under corn shocks by farmer boys. Reading market
was stocked wilh a fair" supply of rabbits of an inferior
Birds are extrordinarily scarce,
quality.— small and lean.
and but few flocks are seen; wild oigeons, turkeys, pheasants, etc., have been shot, but owing to the great number
of sportsmen on the mountains, they have no opportunity
As soon as they
to settle down on a tree or the ground.
give any evidence of coming, sportsmen are on the terriQjEkma of

all

Pere Nixon.
Canvas Backs on the LEnion. — A. number of canvas
hacks have recently been shot at Chain Dam, on the Lehteh, near Easion, the first ever known in that vicinity.
tory selected For landing.

Other ducks are plentiful in the same locality.
Florida St. Awjmtine, Oit. 24. A. party of five gentlemen returned from a few day's hunt south of this city recentlv, hringhig with them as Hie result of their trip one
bear," seventeen deer, thrve raccoons, and quantities of
Four rattlesnakes, one measuring
quail, snipe, and ducks.
A very
several moccasins, were also killed.
7-£ feet, an
auspicious commencement of the hunting season, although
we would rntlur dispense with the "snakes" in ours.
—Mr. William M. Bulger, an Indiana correspondent, who
for thirty five years has been noted in his locality as a deer
hunter, says of the English Williams & Powell gun, con-

—

—

*

cerning which frequent inquiry is made:—
"I had one sent me from London for trial with three
barrels in (me stock, it being a No. 1 douole barrel shot
gun, No. 12 wore, with a 44 calibre, rifle barrel placed in
one of the shot barrels, and it proves to be one of the finest
shooting guns [ ever fired; cost me here $120. I have been
sporting with a rifle more or less ever since I was twelve
years old. 1 am now sixty-two, consequently ought to
know something about the good qualities of the rifle. I
-wonder that some of your sporting correspondents have
never mentioned the qualities of this gun."
Minnesota —White Beaver Lake, Oct. 13.— This lake is
situated hi Ramsay county, and has a circumference of
about thirty miles. There are three large hotels and a number of privae boarding houses; cost of board from $1.50

Bald Eade is a meeting place for trains
per day.
from lour different duections, viz.: St. Paul, Duluth, MinThe L., 8. and M. li- R. runs
neapolis, and Stillwater.
daily seven trains from St. Paul, three from Stillwater, and
foui from Duluth, and the M. and St. Louis Road three
The game in the vicinity comprises
from Minneapolis.
prairie chickens, ruffed grouse, quail, pigeons, foxes, and
deer, and in the lake are pike, pickerel, salmon (walleyed
to

pj

-30

pike,} bass, etc.
man in Greenville, Tenn., has captured twenty-seven
hawks by selling a steel trap upon the dead timb of a tree
upon which they have been in the habit of alighting.
—Wild i-ame is abundant in the vicinity of Fort Sanders,
Six soldiers went out the other day and killed seven
Col.
eik, eight black tailed deer, and half a dozen antelope
A pigeon match, was shot near Montreal last week for a

—A

gold medal valued at $75, there being eighteen competiCapt. Esdaile, Vice President of the Quebec Rifle
tors.
Association, was the winner, bringing down live birds in
fiue style.

26, 1875.

i

Editor Forest and Stream:—

$5; value of gun,

$S10C.

Name.

Mo

ler....

2
.4
..5

fiv'j
Junbecker
Georee Hempstead

5

.

H.Miller
L.

Score.

Capt. G. A
6 Charles Offeriuan
ft L. Palmer

5

L, Rhiberger
J.

Name.

Score

John Rei in
John Bohling..

..8

'

8
7
7
8
8
7

7^. Genez

Lane

..5|F. Rathyen
3 George Franter

H. Moller
A. Lane
B. Huff
Lewis Palmer

Wm

6|

H

7jA. Genez

Ties in eight.
J. Moller
Miller.

4

Hempstead

2

31

Tranter

4

Win.H

4J

2|Wm.

g

~

2 M ~
Games won
Games lost
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9|

2!

ll

7
2
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'5

z.

V
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~
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-

SItiIS

ej
1>

V

8 10
2

6j

0!

51

li

51

i!

01

oi

Eh

6

5i

V.
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championship

record unequaled in

7

1

8

The Bostons lost two exhibition games at Troy,
making ten defeats for the entire season against over
enty victories

o

O <

tiie

thus
sev-

history of the

contests.

—The

close of the professional championship season
leaves the regular contestants, whose games will be counted
by the Championship Committee, occupying the following
relative positions:
1

.

Club.

H

--

6

1

-1

13
C
oo

p

C2\<

Boston

8|

|..|

Athletic

8u-j

I

Hartford
St. Louis
Philadelphia...
Chicaec

2J

v) Ic71

9J
3,

*

o

£ «
4j Kg Ijc

>3

'O

a

£

6J

SJlOj

6|

8|

6j

41

7| 6J
6! 8!

48
32
?8

.|

5| 5] 8
7| 2|

26
20

5i

....I 0| 2i 4j 5|..
»»|

li

4\

i

0!

3

2|

I

7!19l27l28lSl!36i3t|

5;

J

Mutual

Games

l|

8j

I

(M

41..

11

j

-

«

Oil)

3

Lost

3,

3|

,.

1

13'

51

185

The above

table does not include forfeited games, two of
are claimed by the Bostons with Philadelphia, two

which
by Athletic with

St. Louis, and one by Boston with St.
Louis.
By the above record it will be seen that the Boston Club
leads by sixteen games; the Athletics lead the Hartfords
for second position by four games, aud the Hartfords the
St. Louis for third place by two games.

—

The record of the best played games in the professional arena for October is as follows:
1 to 1
Octobpr 19— Chicago vs. Athletic, at Philadelphia, (8 innings)
3 to 2
October 2— Boston vs. Hartford, at Boston
4 to i
Octoher 1— Mutual vs. Athletic, at Pailaeldphia
innings)
Brooklyn,
to 3
at
..4
(10
October 22— St. Louis vs. Mutual,
4 to 3
Ociober 8— Sr. Louis vs. Chicfipo, at St Louis
5to0
October 18—H irtford vs. St. Lonis, at Hartford
...5to3
October 25— Hartford vs. Chicago, at Hartford
5 to 5
October 29-- Muuiai vs. St. Louis, at Brooklyn
6 to 2
October 15— Athl. tic vs. Chieag at Philadelphia..
,.6 to 2
October 23— St.. Louis vs. Mutual, at Brooklyn
6 to 3
Octoher 4— Mutual vs. Boston, at Troy, (exhibition)
O toher 7— St. Louis vs. Chicago, at St. Louis
6 to 4
7 to 1
October 9— Chicago vs. St. Louis, at St. Louis, (exhibition)
ford
( >ct^ber 19— Boston vs. Hartford, at Hat
7 to 3
.

SHOOTING AT TWIN LAKES,

CT.

4

»,

Twin Lakes, Conn., October

18th, 1875.

Editor Forkst asd Stream:—
The ducking season has opened with a splash, on these otherwise
placid waters. While I write — Monday P. M.— a barrow load of red
heads, shelldrakes. black ducks and coots have been wheel d past my
window, the net gdn of a couple of guns that have been blazing away
since morning, and it is now about dinner time. There are eighteen of
Miles, Jr. ^oth
them, ten shot by E. Sherman Pease and eight by
he same parties have done good shootlesidents on the lake skor s.
ing on the Housatonic and the coves and small ponds along its scores,
where wild rice and ducks and geese do abound: and, by the way, there

Wm

,

'1

be an effort made to plant the margins of the '•Twins,'" Mount. Riga,
and other of our mountain lak^s with this favorite duck forage, aiid
from which a great, increase of migratory aquatic* may be expected some
day. Partridtre (grouse) shooting has ben unusually good this season,
and a few woodcock m iy yet be found in their usual haunts. Quail are
not numerous, and real sportsmen will spate what few bevies are found.,
in the hope of better chances by and by; and, by the way, the owners of
the Bashbish region, Messrs. Arthur and Malcom Douglass, turned out
some thirty brace of these cho ce birds a year ago in their well sheltered
11
may be heard at the
dell, and already the pleasant, call for "bob white
charming Sumim r house that has sprung up like magio (with graperies,
11
conservatories, etc.) not far from the picturesque "Falls that artists
so love to make turu {if not a mill wheel) an honest penny. The Douglass' have al-o let loose a number of deer in their spacious u oods, aud now,
if they will lioerate a few turkeys to gobble up arid down the more than
Adirondack wilderness of this Taconic rang i, the hundreds of Summer boarders that frequent its high altitude will have at least something
J. J. P.
to look at besides farm bouses and poultry pens.

October-

October
October
October
October
October
October
Ootobir
Octoher

-•*-•-«-

CHOKE BORES AND CHILLED

SHOT.

Boston, October 23d, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I have had the privilege this Fall of using both— the first I condemn,
but the second think n great, improvement. A man armed with a choke
bore tiying to shoot snipe, quail, partridges, or any bird hard to hit will,
nine times out of t«m, miss single one= unless he be a champion shot.
For such only are choke bores of any service for field shooting. And I
would say to any one thinking of buying such a gun 10 first try it.
When 'hey return they won't want it, or will wait, as they will be cheap.
I

think it nonsense to talk about close shooting breech loaders when it
almust impossible to make Old gunners give up their muzzle loaders
for breach loaders for the only reason that the latter shoot too closely.
All that the majority of sportsmen want is a breech loader which will
shoot as well as their old guns, with the advantage of being breech oadexpect to get a gun to shoot
ing. No more is expected. I, for one, never
any better than my old Greener muzzle loader, although I have a breech
loader which thoots as well, though made by another maker. It has been
rebored to shoot more openly, the same as the old gun, and no one can
the work, and it does not tear a board
tell by targets made which gun did
I

is

pieces at thirty yard*, and miss entirely at ten or fifteen; for how
shoot a bird on the wing with a ride ball. I saw a duck
hole as big as your
killed by a choke bore gun at fifteen yards that had a
I would like to see a company of' twenty
finger right through him.
a pigeon shoot, twenty one yards rise, all having something up,
all to

many men can

at

and see how many would shoot choke bores from choice. The English
American, is so hard that it
chilled shot is one eighth smaller than the
flattening, and will
can be driven into a board with a hammer without
than the American; it will
give the same penetration ten yards farther
make a better tarnot lead the barrel at all, and will go more evenly and
American. With a ten pound
get than can possibly be made with the
shot I can kill ducks at
gun, five drachms powder, and one ounce No. 5
S. K., Jr.
eighty yards, which is good enough.

Xdtionnl §la§timt&.

5— Athletic

vs. Hartford, at Philadelphia
I'oston vs. Hit tford, at Boston
7— Boston vs. Philadelphia, at Philadelphia
13— AtluVtii vs. Hatfont, &r Hartlord
27— Hartford vs. Chicago at Hartford
28 -Athletic vs. St. Louis, at J hiladelphia
23— Philadelphia vs. Athletic, at Philadelphia
(J— Cincinnati vs. St.. Louis, at Cincinnati
29— Hartford vs. Boston, at Hartford, (7 innings)

professional season for 1875 terminated on Saturday, October 30th, the last game of the season, as was the first, being
marked by a victory for the naled Red Stockings of Bosoff
ton, a club which for the fourth time in succession bore
the'emblem of the season's championship, and this by a
record of honorably earned victories unprecedented in the
will
history of the Professional Base Ball Association, as

8
8
9
9

to 7
to 7

9

f.o

to 2
to 3

6

9 to 7
8 to 8

October 25- Ha 'trord vs Chicago, at Hartford
October 25— Philadelphia v?. St, Louis, at Philadelphia
October 26— Hart ora vs Chicago, at Hartford
«

'ctober

October
October
October
October
October
October

5 to 3
17 to 2
9 to 2

26— Philadelphia

vs. Athletic. at Philadelphia, (exhibition) 8
17
vs. Chicago, at Hertford
10
Haven
Haven, at
28- Boston vs.
9
28- Athletic vs. St. Louis, at Philadelphia
9
29 -Hartford vs. Boston, at Hartford. (7 innings)
5
29 -Mutual vs St. Louis, at Brooklyn, (7 innings)
Boston
7
at
30—Boston vs. Hartford,

27— Hartford

'

New

New

THE AMATEUR

to 4
to 6
to 7
to S

to 8
to 5
to 4

AliENA.

There can never be any champion amateur nine of the
United States, for the simple reason that in order to attain
such supremacy as would be necessary to give a clear title
a club would have to incur such expenses as none but a
But
professional organization could very well defray.
there can readily be amateur champion clubs of towns,
cities, and counties of States, and perhaps of a single State,
under certain circumstances. Thus far the close of November leaves the Chelsea Club the amateur champions of
Brooklyn and Long Island, and the 'Ply a ways the champions of New York city, the Staten Island Club being
champions of Richmond county, and the Paterson Club of
Northern New Jersey, if not of the whole State. Of
Western New York, the Stars of Syracuse are the champions, while in the Eastern States the Live Oaks of Lynn
and the Lowell club divide the honors. The champion of
the legitimate amateur clubs in the metropolis is the old
Knickerbocker Club, the only existing organization of the

kind in the State.

—The following is the record of the best amateur gameg
played since our last:
19 -Concord vs. Chelsea, at Brooklyn
21—Taunton vs. Live Oak, at Taunt.m
17-Stocks vs. Red Stockinet*, at St. Louis,

October
October
Octoher
October
October
October
October
October
Octoher
Octoher

J J<>
§
» 10
7 w» »
° "> *

16- Downer vs. Meller, at Pittsonrg
»
16— Bed Caps vs Clipper, at Winona, Minn
"> *
22 -Hartford vs. Yale, at Hartford
J»
2S-*Standard vs. Buckeye, at Wheeling, Va. ......
u
to £
23-La Belle vs. S'andard, at Whee.iiiEr. Va.. (5 innings). .3 to
a
«
22-Frauklin vs. Bluff City, at Elgin, 111., (7 innings)
19— Live Oak vs. Lowell, at Lynn
q *« 2
»
Ocober 21-Downer vs. Sevvickley, at Alleghany
pjj n
October 18— Lowell vs. Live Oak, at Lowell
""i*nt
Octoher 19— Kandolph vs. Olympic, at Dover. N. J
h)n%
»
?
dekstep, at Wilmington
Octoher 20— Philadelphia vs.
J"

-•%

™
™

'

*

Q

October 22- Quickstep vs. Flyaway, at Wilmington
October 28— Bates College vs. Bowdoin, at Brunswick

"j

1

Woodhead, 3d b
Brown, c
White,r. f
Crane,

s.

Cook,

c. f

1

1

McKennon,

3
4
3

8

l|

b

*

1

Foley, p

Totals

J)
1

r. f

Whitney,

1. f

0,Madden,3db

1

OiMcGlynn, c
4|Adams, c. f

3

3'

1

°
1

llKina, 1st b

2
3

_

Dorgan, s.
White, p

..0
..0

s

Lowell

1

LiveOak

_

11

1

1

£

rt

1

_

"0

Totals
2 27 12 7
Score by innings.

Umpire, Otis Tilden, Brockton.

1

010

OHawkes, 2d b

10

15

Shattnck,
3

1

1st

is,

B
P
B
-*o o°'o' 6

LOWELL.
1.

best

as follows :-

the score of which was
Pike.

.

° lu

—The finest amateur game of the season, and the
on record, was that played at Lowell, Mass., on;Oct.

Morriil, 2d b

BASE BALL— THE PROFESSIONAL ARENA.
—Though the amateur class of the fraternity will continue their play through November up to Thanksgiving
Day—the regular closing day of the bate ball season— the

7 to 4
.7 to 4

30

— The sames played since our last issue were as follows:

is to

men

a

— — o

1-S

We are much grieved at hearing of the accident which
has befallen Mr. Johnson, and rejoice at the prospect of
Ed.
his speedy recovery.

—

5
'.

a,

1

Tranter
1
,
Mr. H. carried the gun to Newark, N. J.
I am sorry to have to advise you of a very serious accident that befel
Mr. Clarence M. Johnson, the efficient secretary of the association, and
which at one time was thought would cause his death. A. week ago last
Thursday, while out shooting wild pigeons, he was shot in the back, just
below the nape of the neck, by tiie discharge of his friend's gun. He
was sitting or squatting down at the time, and the whole charge entered
his back, tearing away his coat, vest, and carrying portions of the same,
together with the two wads, into his back. The gun was only some five
feet away, and contained 3 drachms Lightning powder and 1$- ounces of
No. 9 shot. He was picked up for dead, but after returning to consciousness walked to a friend's, and bavins procured a hard spring wagon sat
on the seat and rode a distance of four miles. Dr. Rogerson, the expresident of the club, attended his rounds, and it is expected, should he
have no drawback, that he will be out in the course of two weeks. It is
astonishing how fa^t his flesh heal-, but his ever buoyant spirit has done
wonders in his case. I trust it will be a lesson to many to use more care
Mr. J. has always been known as one of the
in handling their guns.
most careful gunners we have among us, and it has caused considerable
A. B. C.
indignation to have him shot through carelessness.

—

>

-

-a

Boston.

Ties on four.
Miller

be

.

a

yen scores of a shoot for a "Joseph ClabronehV mnzzle loading shot gtm, which came off last Thursday at Sea View Park. Staten
Island, and was won by a celebrated rifle shot. Malch at ten birds each,
Staten Island Shooting Association rules to govern, twenty chances at
I enclose

"

—

be seen by the appended table giving the number of games
played, victories won, and defeats sustained this season
exclusive of forfeited games:

J?
3 27 12

*

0-1
0-0

Time, lh. 30m.
4M~»»

rode
Waco, Texas, fair, recently, R A. Ford lasi
the
minutes,
sixty miles in two hours and fortv-nine
After dismounting ior
est time on record by five minutes.
an"
in two minutes
mile
his
last
made
he
horses,
two
ty
horses.
Texan
common
rode
He
seventeen seconds.

—At the

FOREST AND STREAM.
—

Bicycling. Mr. Jaiwes M. Mason recentHighland, Ohio, to London,
ly rode from
of the same State, and
county
Madison
in
return, in eleven hours and forty minutes,

This
the distance being ninety-nine miles.
time included several stoppages, which, being deducted, made the actual riding time
nine hours and five minutes, or within a
This perfraction of eleven miles an hour.

formance is certainly the best of which we
have record in this country, where, after
the novelty of its introduction
the interest rapidly died out.

had worn

Long

CITY OF BROOKLYN, Nov.

'

30th, Dec.

Fancy and Hunting Dogs,
Preminm

list

He says: "The devilish
down my corn and my

neighbors', and'we are bound to keep more
than one cur, or the corn will 'scatter! ophis-

over the equanimity of the for-

est."

374 Washington

2d and 3d.

Etc.

Etc.,

Boston.

St.,

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN

THOS. SMITH. Secretary,
Stony Brook, Long Island, IS. Y.

Address

mailed free.

Fishing" Tackle,

Hooks*

Irish
AND

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.

OF

_

Rods,

ITis-lilng;

Tlie Most ApproTed System

ang26-ly

BreechLoading,Sporting

ortsmen!
Your attention

GOODS

OIL

CASINS,

the

is

called

to

TAN NED MOC-

thing ever
worn by sportsmen. No
injured by wetting and
drying always soft and
easy to the feet, and
VERY DURABLE— being made of the very best of
stock in three different styles, and warranted the gen-.
uine article, different from anything before offered
Illustrated Circular and Price List free.
best

—

For Simplicity of Construction,

ACCURACY,

FRANK GOOD,

Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation.

1209

Materials and Workmanship, they areUnsurpassed.
REVOLVERS OF VARIOUS SIZES,
DESIRABLE IN ALL RESPECTS.
Send, lor Circulars.

for the Curs.— A member of

in his section.
coons are tearing

1st,

the would.

oomfettixxon open to

Arms

Grange No. 550 writes in defense of curs
and against the. dog law being put in force

ticate' all

'

Poultry, Pigeons, Song and Ornamental Birds, Flowers, Fur-bearing Pets, Deer,

A

A Plea

JHfligcftlmteann

A GRAND DISPLAY OF

amateurs as well as professionals is really
mile in three minutes, or
remarkable.
minutes, are by no
fourteen
in
miles
four
nuans uncommon performances, while the
English papers speak of te*n to twelve miles
an hour as only fair road riding. Long
trips, extending sometimes for days and
among several counties, are taken by members of the numerous English clubs, apparLast Winter
ently with much ^enjoyment.
a performer attempted to run against a trotting house ri'klen by Dan Mace, in Barnum's
Hippodrome, ihe bicyclist making the circuit of the inner ring while the horse went
around the outer circle. The bicycle, howMr. Mason's
ever, was very badly beaten.
performance, although perhaps it would not
he considered remarkable across the water,
is really a very excellent one, and stamps
him as an athlete of the first order.

Island Poultry Association.
FHfcSST ANNUAL EXfflBITION
IN

off,

In England,
hold
firm
taken
as an athhas
it
however,
letic pastime, and the speed obtained by

205

Whitneyville, near

New Haven,

INGUAIN CARPETS, OIL

a. sx^eoi^ilVjcy.

street,

New

SEAMLESS
Lap Welded, Wrought

MISFIT
BRUSSELS,
CLOTHS, &C, VERY CHEAP, AT THE OLD PLACE,
112 Fulton

Manchester. N. H.

st.

Water Pipe

Comp.,
Conn., U. S. A.

MISFIT CARPETS.
ENGLISH
THREE PLY AND
GOOD SECOND HAND AND
Sent to any part of the United States free of charge.

Elm

YorK.

Iron

WATER PIPE

From

One-half Inch to Fourteen Inches diameter: in
lengths from 16 to 20 feet. Capable of Sustaining
a Pleasure of i ,000 lbs. to ihe square Inch.. Manufactured by the

National Tube Works Co.,

I

Our Readers

SE^are

heartily

advised io send ten cents for
specimen copy of the

I

The Sportsman's Warehouse.

EDWIN S.

a»^^

"^H
^-Illustrated Household Magazine,;^
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—Now in its

17th

Volume—

S^~The Best Periodical Ever Puhlished
J^T*
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Late

for<^fc5

HI An
gr

Attractive

New

INDESTRUCTIBLE ENAMEL.
WARRANTED.
Joints are connected by our Patent Sleeve Couppreventing all leakage.
Specimens can be seen and obtained on application
at the Company's Offices, 8 Pern bei ton Square, Boston .and 78 William street Ne w York.
Oc<M V?w
lings,

COOPER HARRIS & HODGKINS,

17 7 Broadway,

^Vo.

(^"Profusely Illustrated— Replete with Choice«J£f
K£?~
Reading and Useful Information.

HAEEIS,

Boston, Mass., and McKeeaport, Pa.

COATED INSIDE AND OUT WITH AN
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WHOLESALE AND BE1AIL

BREECH LOADING

Monthly for=fg

Young and Old!

Shot and Bar Lead
M: Aiq UFACTURER,
[Established

Office,
jj^nov: offer these prizes for subscriptions, in'
{H^addition to the commission, which is thirty ~J|pj|
pp-cents for. every subscriber. For terms in""^™
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'iea-ii'd ''Grand Prizes
i\ow Offered to^Jgfl)
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you well to act upon our advice.

ONLY

^"Subscription,

KW~

Postage

o

one dollar a year!!

,
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X$rja&s

JQ cents extra.

and

GUN MATERIALS OF ALL RINDS, CARTRIDGE VESTS, COATS AND
FLASKS
POUCHES AND AMMUNITION OF ALL RINDS. EVERYTHING IN MY BELTS
LINE FOR
BOTH HOME AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE PRICES
'

1

HAVE LA HUE STOCK

01'

MUZZLK LOADING QUNS

<fc

I

W. MERBDE

RIFLES VERY CHEAP

Special attention is given to first-class work Extra
sketches and
PORTRAITS cut to order, by

YOU

DOG

sending photographs. JACOB GLAHN, Manager "
Formerly Supt. of Parker Bros. Engraving and Ornampntal T'epartmpnt
p P K <(

flflflffllOIIIIJilte*

The conductors of this magazine have=4€li
^P
EElspared neither pains nor money iu order to=JS3

CHAS. GREETS',

*H_niake it what it is to-day— an instructive and.=JI2S
^^entertaining detiderarnm for every house- *£$
*H^hold v Its pages are devoted to popular lit-=Sl
*H_eratnre, scie ce, art, education,

now on hand, from noted pen-v

!~|Laiid otht-rs especially engaged, embrace an. __
|~|Lnmisualiy attractive list of S'.ieteh •« of ^r3

»§|, Travel,
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'

||JICri icisms,
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SfJPSTUDV, Important and Pressing Ques-«Jgl
Unions of the Day, will be treated with learbjLje^s. uncompromisii>g
independence, and-^8
SfLnnswerviiis? loyalty and devotion to Truth, =Jg$

^.Justice anl Right.
S|L,

A.list of brilliant attractions

of 1876 will

^.appear in the December Number. New subJgL.scrtber8 who send in their subscriptions for
EIJ876, before Dec. 15, will receive FJRE E the-^9
November and December numbers— bot
•eing tiiied

^-P.
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—state where you saw this.

YORK KENNEL
THE NEW the
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offer for sale
iow rates in order to
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^|||

CLUB
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.

D0CK STEWART,
XT,

Me

F. S.

HARRISON,

Agent.

made

LOADERS.

Favorite Metallic Shells.

in the United States, and pronounced superior to anything now offered
fall description of Shells and Patent, Loaders with prices, may be obtained
from any o f the

to the public. A
leading sportsmen's depots ihronynout the country.
ver Reels for Trout, Salmon, and Bass fishing.

durable snap action

first-cla^s.

MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
Same action as new guns. Send for circular and
price list, ISo. 3 Vest Main street, Rochester,
IS
Y
A J)f «-fim

Manufacturers of Aluminum. Ceilnloid, and German ilGEO. E..
«& CO Newark N J
may'l3-ly

HART

From Captain Bogardns, .Champion Wing Shot

of America.

Messrs. George E. Hart & Co.,
Gentlemen- -Tire fifty shells I received from you to-day suit me better than any I have ever u«ed
Thev
are stronger and better in every respect, and I shall use them in all my shooting>ereafter.
Yours truly.
A. H. Bogardus.
-s
___.

Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.
A.

8.

COLLINS,

Proprietor.

Eggs, Fry, Yearlings, «&c. of Brook
Salmon Trout, Salmon, WhiJe Fish,Trout,
«fee
Also Bass, Gold Fish, Silver Fish, and stock
for
Aquaria, Wire Cloth, Hatching Travs, Patent
Spawnin? Knp.»»f». qnd evpryihino nerraSnirig- .io rt>n ™rnw

IN

hitjhly-bred dogs at

Johnson's Station, Orange county,

Union

Wholesale and Retail Dealers

diminish stock:- DANDY, a handsome red 2J- years old setter, Irish
and Gordon stock; well broken. $',00.
DON, a year old black Gordon, out of Mr. Belmont's
imported brace. $50.
Two 9 months Setter Puppies, black, tan and white,
0f Mr Bennett's imported brace, bred by Sir Wm.
Sf
ii
„
Call, England.
$50 each.
0ar ,^ months Setter Puppies, red and red and
«,*!
wnite, from the finest stock in the kennel:
cannot fail
to be good ones. $40 each.
to
T ^

nickel anvils for Berdan Primer, Ely's central Are or

Endorsed by the leading sportsmen

Send your names and address- on Postal Card

X.

JULEP AND BRIGHT COLORED STRAWS.
TURE FRAMES, NATURAL DYED

"PRACTICAL FARMER/'
Weekly

published.

40,

New

nov4-eow6t

BREECH

Revolving Cartridge Belt
Sold by

all

dealers.

HAYDEN BELT

LOADING SHOT G'TO.
PRICES, S50.00 TO $250 ©O.
Muzzle Loading auns Altered tc
JBreeeli
Loading-,

AGENTS FOR HOLABIH^

FOR BREECH LOADERS.
Sep';0-om

anting inabont GeorGeorgia
Florida.i£ES5.x
u
gia or Florida should subscribe for the
ge Moenixg
News, published at Savannah, Ga. Daily, $10; Weekly, $2 per annum.
Advertisers desiring customers in
these States should use its columns. It is the best paper in the Southeast. Specimen copies sent on receipt
of 5 cents. Address J. H. ESTILL, SaYannah, Ga.

SNEIDER

Etc.
Utrecht, N. Y.

Splen-

did PREMIUM LIST and NEW CLUBBING
TERMS Address "PRACTICAL FARMER,"

Box 5,722, New York.

PIC-

GRASSES,

Address P. O. Box
for sample copy of

the best Agricultural

lj
££R
WW

b b showing]

Household Publishing Co.,
41 Park Row, t\. Y.

Agents Wanted Everywhere^
iar,

Shooting qualities
Letter A. showing solid head;
tallic Company's caps.

with rich literary matter,

Address
0.

Manufacturer of

Breech Loading Snot Guns.
The strongest and most

and the de--J!E§

jg|^,vtlopinent and maintenance of the moral in-,
E§sp,nueiice of home attractions.
Its characters
•fustic feature is comprehensiveness. The.

sfLjuauu-cripts

21 Walnut St. Philadelph ia.

THE AMERICAN

Pistols

OF ALL

Implements,
Cabx*tx-i<i^e^ 9 tootlx

1

ALSO,

send at once for a copy o
^ this excellent, chaste and
park'inrr publication — examine it carefully:
and, OUR word for it,
WILL at once
'become subscribers for the sake of your Hi tie
ones, as well as because .you will find its columns most attractive for your own reading.

SlPareiifr

AND

1808.]

uf

Send for circular
WORKS, Columbus, Ohio

Olark

Ac

S 1 4 W. Pratt St

and

J-

:

No creasers, turners, or topwads required.
Loads
in half the time usually required. Fifty
percent
better distribution and greater penetration
Send to your gun dealer for sample,

.,

B«lti

Crystal

^0,000

BEOOK TBOUT IQGS

Order, .olicitad and

.

Wto

.

Niieider.

«pring- s i'isiierr
Randolph, Cattara 0gM
County, NewVork

secured'*

JuWy

H0OT ING SUITS

fllied

FoI*$ m

promptly

THOMAS * JUBfe.fete,,

FOREST AND STREAM.

20G

OAKL4l\B,

ige Sporting Powder.
ORANGE LIGHTNING POWBEK,
The strongest and cleanest Powder made. Nos,
packed only m sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
to
7,

CO., Proprietors.

sizes especially are

AT THE TERMINUS OF
SITUATEDTrans-conrinemal
Railroad; 40 min-

Southern Hotel,

St. Louis,

and Walnut

Jj

owners of

fine

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,

Po.

J.

Made to Order
FROM STOCK.

AUDUBON POWDER,

per day, aceoiding to floor and location of room.
During the past year this hotel has been thoroughly
overhauled, repaired, re-frescoed, re-carpeted and refurnished from top to hpttoni. and is first class in all
respect-. The Southern is lo'cated near the centre of
all places of amusement.
business, the theatres an
The tables are supplied with the best the market afhe hotel huiidiiig the neatest
fords, and there is in
restaurant, in the city for ladies and gentlemen.
1

W.
TOLLEY'S
FINE ENGLISH

BREECH LOADING GUNS,

Very quick. For woodcock and quail Nos. 1 to 4.
Packed in metal kegs of 12^ lbs. and 6£ lbs., and in
pound canisters.

and $4. TO

$4,

$3-50,

$3.

to

For water fowl. Very strong and clean. Nos. 1 to
Packed in metal kegs of 6£ lbs. each, and in canis
5.
ters of 1 and 5 lbs.

fourth, fifth

streets,

recommended

breech-loading guns, giving great penetration with
very slight recoil.

the °reat
utes from San Francisco; 2K) rooms, with rrbt and
cold water in every room; delightful drives and splenjuly23-6m
did, scenery; a favorite home for tourists.

TjIRONTING on

&

1

California.

JOHN M. LAWLOR &

^aiitmmiB %oo&$.

These Guns, celebrated

£****genuine high

ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,

The

and. No. 1 SHOOTING POWare built in six qualities
They are now im(or brands.)
ported direct to our
OFFICE, and FO'd by the Manuat
facturers to
the following prices.

ERS,

and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g, FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest and
most used. Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25
lbs., 124 lbs., and Qi lbs., and in canisters of lib. and

1

best for

rifles

All of the above give high velocities

1

NEW YORK

SPORTSMEN

pound.

I

uum

and

less resia

....
Gold.
..... @65
90 "

I

than any other brands made.

Pioneer,
Tolley,
Standard,National,
Challenge,

Sep2-16t

Barnum's Hotel

21 Park
(Opposite Astor House

.

Row,

N. Y.

Paragon,

)

THE

quiring

MANUFACTURING

fourth floor, $2.50; fifth floor, $2. L. A. PRATT,
formerly proprietor of the. Spencer Hon*e, Cincinnati.
SeplG
Ohio, and the Gait House, Louisville. Ky.

Y NEW

can no vv be loaded from an ordinary powder
Use it now like Black Powder.
flask; giainshard.
No fear of overloading. Burns slow now. No foul-

Toronto, Canada.

SHKARS & SON,

Proprietors.

coil.
rel in

SHOOTING OF ALL VARIE-

A.Y

Bay,

New

the

York.

sho »ting

best

mv

Win. N. Lane

Not very loud

CARL

signature on. the can.

Curtis

—

1)1

1

TMAR,

&

Harvey's

J.

CONTAINS THE

PHILAIELPHTA AND lineSOUTHERN
to Savannah.

Rulesfor Pigeon Shooting

Mail Steamship Company's
("la., sailing every Saturday, from pier 23, below Pine
street, Delaware River, at \2 o'clock noon, making
Tii
close connections through to all points Smith.
and 'WYline is composed of the steamships-)
passengers.
carry
does
not
Wyoming
The
OMING.
The Juniata is a favorite ship with the traveling public, having passenger 'accommodations of the most
superb character. She has recently been refitted and
elegantly furnished with everything requisite to the
comfort and convenience of passensrera.
Families en route i'ov FLORIDA, Georgia, Alabama,
and even as far as New Orleans, will rind the" Savan-

of all of the' prominent Gun Clubs of the United
States and Canada, including the Rules of the Hurlngbam and London (English) Gnn Clubs. Price 50
ceuts. For sale by Gunsmiths every" here, andat
the office of Forest mid Stream, or mailed on receipt
Publisher, 149 Chamof price by (JHA8.
Sppt ^tf
p.w York City.
bers street*

CMATA

N

JOHN KRIDER,
Comer Second and Walnut St8., Philadelphia.
IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN
Guns, Rifles, Pistols, and Fishing- Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech

[

1

Loaders.
REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

WM. L. JAMES, General Agent, 416
South Delmvare av^i.ue. Philadelphia.

see," apptv to

Wbi

The new and elegant steamer
C H North am leaves Pier No. 25, East River, daily
(Sundays excepted) at 3, and Twenty-third street,
passenger train will be
East River, at 3:13 P. M.
in waiiing on the wharf at Ne^v Haven and leave for
Springfield and way stalions on arrival of the boat.
JS1GHT LINE -Steamer liim City leaves New
York at 11 P. M., arriving in New Ilav< n in time for
Tickets sold and baggage
the early morning trains
checked at 944 Broadway, New York, and 4 Court

intermediate points.

Taxidermy

E"&

Slides for

fto.

10

$100.
CO., 591
Send

for Price List.

27

MAIDEN LAKE,

Awarded

Vienna Expos

Y.

A

N

TTND.IVIDKD

('•HEAP.

HALF INTEREST

in a

-

DOUBLE CENTHOU SALE— A FINE
Loading Gun, second hand;

Jj

Fire Breech
Also, a tine th.orough.ored red Setter, nine
Address H. S.,
old, with lir=t class pedigree.

tral

price $60

months

octsfo

at enjs cilice.

.

(3IIJ5AP— ELEY

TpOR SALE
JJ

brown paper

shells, 10

nov4

JOHN BEATTIE.
QS$

4t

FOR

BROS.

gauge, for pin-fire breech

loaders.

Chambers

sfrpfttf!

SALE—A. SPLENDID RKEEUH

Loading. Express Rifle, made by E. M. Reily &
London; cost 80 guineas, gold; is now offered at
S125; sold for want of use. Address H. SMITH, at
Ina4
thic oflW
Co.,

-

ONE

H U N DRED OHEM ICA LLY PRE-

pared Circular

on receipt of fifty
Vermont.'

viz.,

Gun Swabs sent to any address
©HAYES, Sunderland,

cents, B. L,

SepSOtf

Pattern

PORHP HERE CAN BE NO GREATER
They are the only

X

without serious defects
boats that are equal to the very best whole
jy-Q- ly
ones for local use.
tability

portabl

;

CANADIAN BASS WOOD CANOES.
WM. ENGLISH, Peterborough, Canada.
THESE CANOES POSSESS ALL THE
are
qualities of the Indian birch canoes, but

much

Weight about 60 pounds.
Peterborough, $25 gold. Jnat what sports-

stronger and faster.

Price at
man require

W. W. GREENER,
Champion Oxo* Maker,

feet long. 10£ feet

cabins-, a

state

W. GREENER,

VV.

Mary's Works, Biiiningliam. England.

Mary's Works, Birmingham, England.
SQUIRES of No. 1 Cortlandt street,
HENRY

»*•»«*'*)

llifles.

by

ing 12 Bore,
1

1-8 No. C, 10
ya rds.

HIGHEST PEN
ETRATION
AT

FIELD TRIAL
1875.

Express Rifles, Double and Single,
and .450 Bore.

.880, .400

RIGBY'S

Celebrated

.

St.

C

has just received an invoice of these close-shooting
guns, and from him any information in reference to
the results of the Great Trial can be obtained on ap-

MUZZLE-LOABH
PRICE LISTS, &c, ON APPLICATION TO
34 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
7» ST. JAMES STREET, LONDON.

Breech Loaders.
Cun and

Rifle Manufacturers*
Sportsmen of America to the
and DURABILPatent "riiMPLhlX" Breech loader

Call the attention of the

1 \AJ KJ\J LMJ*
Winners of the« 6 Tiirf, Fieia
and Farm" Grxin Trials.
(See issue October 3d, 1878.)
In which competition the committees have awarded
our guns, First and Second for POINTS OP MERIT

OF ACTION, MATERIALS, PROPORTION, AND
SHOOTING QUALITIES combined, in all the four

SCOTT

&

SON

attention to their
C.
W.
very FINEST weapon, combining all their recent improvements, marked on tiie rib Between their name
and London address the brand— "THE PREMIER

beam. 42

55
inches draueht, two

room completely furnished

in first-class
for a Winter trip

order, ready for use. Just the boat
The yacht has a surface condenser and
to Florida.
Satisfactory reasons for selling,
all improvements.
and will be sold low. Apply at this office, novl 3t

OR SALE— A NEW~IRON STEAM

YACHT; speed, 18 miles. Apply to HOLMES
SHAW, BROWN & CO,, Bordentown, N. JV 0©t2S St,

ITY
and

of their

New

STRENTH

INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR,

action are so few (only two,)
thorough, and the
strength and simplicity of the action so great, that
W. & P. feel sure it vv.ill supercede all the complicated
and manifold grips now in use, its one powerful grip
heing far stronger than any double, Ireble or quadruple
jmp now used 7 In this new action LEVER and kKIP

The

its

parts in

ttiis

mechanical

new

soundness so

ARE ONE SOLID PIECE Ob STEEL and the ANGLE of the BODY is left in its ENTIRE bTRENGTH.
ap1

Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on
and O! tiers may be forwarded through any
of the best houses in the States for execution in the

plication,

Guns guaranteed
230 wilh No. 6

to

make

patterns of from 160 to

SHOT AT 40 YARDS,

as deoired.

call

Medium and line guns hear full name and address,
and plain guns full name and "London only.
Eachgun is numbered and the actions are stamped
with name and trade mark.
SON, f.'ole makers of the
C. SCOTT
W.
Patent Top Lever, solid, Double Locking Bolt Breech

&

NO.
augS6-tf

25

SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.
Established 1780.

The TJp-Town

Clias.
Factory,

Sportsman's

L> Ritznianii
943 BROADWAY
114 Centre Street.

Depot.

&

Co.,

(above 22d

St.)

TRIAL OF fcCOTTA GREENER'S NE W SYSTEM
OF BORING, BY THE EDITOR OF
"THE FIELD," LONDON.

(See The Field, January 30th, 1875.)
a comparison of the two tables it will be
guns
seen that with Walker's shot, Messrs. Scott
showed a marked superiority over Mr. Greener's,
both in average and in the highest score made. Indeed, with the left barrel, in his third shot, Mr. Scott
got a selected group pattern of 239 and a penetration
of 37, equalling the highest pattern made by Mr
Greener, and exceeding the penetration of that particular shot by eight sheets."

"From

ang12-4 m

TfioR SALE^-A STEAM YACHT,
JD

St.

our Close-Shoot-

PATTERN. PENETRATION,

Loader, bearing the full name of the firm. W. & C.
SCOTT & SON caution sportsmen against imitations
Guns bearing the name
of their patent and name.
abbreviated, or with different initials, are not genuine.

Splendid Fishery, well stocked, w ith 30
ponds, and room and water for Hit, more. Sixteen
acres of land, and a due green hon*e flUatt with plants.
For particulars, enqui.e or II. H. THOMAS Ranocu8 tf
dolph. 0?rtaraugii* count y. N. 1

JZL

points,

sential

and REGULARITY OF SHOOTING.
Mr. HENRY C. SQUIRES, of No. 1 Cortlandt. St.,
New York, is now importing mv DOUBLE CLOSESHOOTING GUNS to order, an invoice of which
will be shipped to him on the 1st July, and can be examined about the 15th. All special orders given to
Mr. Squires will be carefully filled. A full report of
the GREAT TKIAL. showing the marked superiority
by Dongai, Pape,
of my guns over guns made
Tolley, and others, will shortly be published, and can
Cortland
St.
at
No.
1
application
had
on
be

&

tion.

fjl)5-i v

FOR SALE

Laran, William? & Co., Agents,
Lotus, U. S, A. Address

'5

'

IV.

graphs of celebrities. P hot oVLan tern Hides a specialPhoton nph.e materials.
Manufacturers of
ty.
at

St.

1

Chromos and Frames, Stereoscope* and Views
Graphoscopcs, Megalethoseopes. Albums and Photo-,

Premium

jW,

^iSi
Z^=0

Trii

from 80 to 100 yards,
huge shot, and will

i-hoot well with, small shot with a
less powder charge than guns bored
upon the old system. For report of
the Gun Trial apply to Messrs. Mc-

Yorlt.

QUALITY"

tel

First

Xew

wiLh

Manufacturers of Fine Guns and

&

India Rubber Goods of Every Description.

Broadway, N. Y., opposite Metropolitan Ho-

.

H.C. Squires^

Will kill

loaded

st.

T»E PREMIER GUN.
-AND-

York.

ANTHONY &

II.

mms
No. l,Conrtlandt

4-ly

BLANKETS,
RUBBER CAMP
COMPLETE

10 to

and Broker*?,

Magic Lantern and IOO

1Vt

in all its branches.

Fishing Pants,
Leggings and Boots,

will pay Large Profits. Railroad
Stock-'.* Bonds and Gold boni'ht
p[jrr on Margins. Interest Six Per
MlLL Cent, allowed on deposits sub-

Xew

il

lU'lilUUU]

EXPLANATORY CIRCULAR

ject to si ght draft-,
RuckAvaiter «& Co., Rankers
\Vi»ll Klr<M't,

NEW YORK CITY.
MANUFACTORY, PIONEER^WORKS,

OLOSE- SHOOTING

Winner

of the Silver Cup,
value 40 guineas, ar the Great Loudon Field Tiial 1375, beating^ competitors with i)8 unns, also winning
iu »H the other classes for the Improved System of Boring. These

\

Maiden Lane,

extreme SIMPLICITY,

.

how $10 TO- $500 invested in
Hock Privileges has paid and

DOUBLE

full

SPKATT'S PATENT DOG BISCUITS.

General Office on the
tf
General A gen

at.

W. W. GREENER'S

1

A

59 St. James's Street London.

tJlirVs

BRANCH OFFICE, 20

"

.

and price

plication

assortment of Rods,
Hooks, Lilies, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Trout Lines, &c.
and
Hair
Silk
Lines,
Silk
Waterproof
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of CaneReeds. Bamboo and Japan.
Birds Eggs and Birds' Skins in great varieties.—

Has constantly on hand a

HARTFORD,
TpOR NEW HAVEN,
c Mountains, Montreal and

Apply

6UYDAM,

The Sportsmen's Depot.

nah route the nmst desirable for com fori, as well as
he mosr economical. Through fains of the Central
Railroad of Georgia, and Atlantic and Gulf Railroad,
Florida, leave Savannah every morning an evening.
The Florida steamers leave Savannah three days in the
week for all points on the coast.
For through passenger tickets and bills of lading to
alt points in Florida. Georeia Alabama and Tennes-

RICHARD PECK.

illustrated descriptive particulars

begs to inform his numerous
clients in the United States that he has been very successful in the above trial, having secured the first
prize, a silver cup, value 40 guineas— elass 2 for 12
bores; also winner in class 1 for 8 and 10 bores, and
class 4 for 20 bores.
He has won in all the classes for
improved boring, which is upon a different plan to any
other maker, and is far superior in. tbe three most es-

mils TRAP ©HOOTER'S REFEREE

Fieri

street, Brooklyn.
pier, or to

re-

specially built, on

W: W. GREENER

octl4

Springfield,

«

and others

RANGE—

DIAMOND GRAIN.

Kinscy, BVriegat Post Office^ N. J. To insure good gunners, write one week in advance.

Jj

<•

trials at Wimbledon by Editor
of the Field to possess the GREATEST PENETRATION and therefore LONGEST
thus:
Circle, 30 inches; 300 pellets-, average, 191; penetraThe Editor's trial of Greener guns with 340
tion, 37.
pellets of same shot and same charge of powder, nave
lS0,and penetration 30, although there were 40 more pelShould any controversy arise as
lets in each charge.
to the durability of these new systems, we herewith
warn all beforekand tyiat-our system is our own invention (though founded on the American idea) and is DURABLE, a fact remarked on by the Fitld. that the
guns tried had been in use during last season, and refSend for Illustrated
erences permitted to the owners
Circulars to

THE GREAT

W.

For

-

"
"

115
140
180
225

Nos. 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 Superior Rifle, and Col,
Hawker's Ducking.
W. STITT, 61 Cedar street,
New Ycrk,
Agent for U. S. America.
sep9-eow

Kinsey's Ashley House, Barnegat Inlet.
GEESE, BRANT AND DUCKS.

THOU FALL SHOOTING ADDRESS

Gun*

London Gun

N

Jj

-

(Title registered.)

SHOWN by

sheets to our

Neponset. Mass.

respectfully inform* his friends that, having largely
added to the ^psdngville House, lie is prepiued to entertain and take care of his guests in ample manner.
Moderate prices and satisfactory attention guaranteed. The young bay birds are now coming in and
good bags aire the order of the day. Address Wm.
Lane. Good Ground sta'ion, L. I.
Live wild geese stools for Spring and Fall shooting.

au yo -3tno

Send for

Little or no
report.

smoke. Little or no reLess heating of tbe barrapid firing. Good penetration and good patSafe to keep, as it does not explode "if set on
tern.
Shells furnished loaded
(ire except well eontined.
with powder only, if desired. None gennifle without

ing of the gun.

This house is a favorite resort, for gentlemen sportsmen from all parts of the United States and Canada.

._J ties. Shinnecock
ground in the vicinity of

-

-

EXPRESS SHOT GUNS.

Without Extra Cost.

CO.

POWDER

IMPROVED

j:

Rossin House,

-

-

-

-

-

our new system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
with increased PENETRATION, can have their wishes
carried out WITH DESPATCH

all

1

-

TRAP SHOTS

St. Louis, nrib,
respects
Hotel and able are in
first-class, while the charges are moderate, and
such as similar accommodations cannot be obtained
elsewhnre. Rates— firsi, second aud thud floors. $3;

for

workmanship

class

London
10 Great Castle

St.,

Offices

Regent

ham

Circus, near

Lang-

Hotel.

Chief address t

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Guns, Rifles, Pistols,FishingTacklBRemington Rifles and Shot Guns, Holabird Shootiming Suits, Cartridge Vest, Belts and Pouches,
plements for hoth muzzle and breech lcadiugffuns.
Sportsmen's Goods and Ammunition of AH Rinds.
take muzzle loaders in exchange for breech
and have always some fine second-hand guns
on hand cheap.
TT .. ,
Goods sent C. O. D. to all parts of the United

We

loaders,

,

States

Lancaster Street, Birmingham.

WHOLESALE.
Oetl-em

Ivory and Pearl Stocks put on Pistols. Repairing
,
of all kinds artistically executed.
Cartridges for Breech Loading Shot Guns, ready
order.
to
loaded
loaded, put up in boxes of fifty, or

FOREST AND STREAM.
We Mmne^

\§0thmmn %oo&n*

SUCCESSORS TO
finest strain of

The

Newton,

Kennel,

ig

iut\hnean§ t

\i§itlfan$$nn.

'S

C.

A.

207

young Pointers and

AJN^Rli-W OLEISIi:

N. J.

Setters for

Dogs boarded and cared for in the best manner
«:ale.
Pedigrees guaranteed. dogs broken
at $5 per month.

02 Nassau

;

Mar

fur_S50.

Y.

We otter to

IMPORTERS. MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

-_^_

.^%^b. -:£_m

:

:

..::'

;

:

'>F-f-i

::_:-

:.

Pontiac, Michigan,

tf

ScotdTlTeer HoundiTfor

OF

Sired by Kirk; bred from General
Cnster's'stock by the late Hon. K...O. Ba fleer, Detrior,
out of Daisys She was by Mr. R. Hoe, Jr.*s, imported
Spring <»it of Fanny, bred by the late Hon. K. C.
Price, boxed and delivBarker from his old sto^k
ered at express office at six weeks old, $-25 each. Will
are.
weaned.
Price $50.
whelps
sell Daisy after

August

{

Y.

Miil brook. N.

oct7-tf

THOROUGHLY BRO"
P~~URE "BRED,
and pointers for sale. All guaranken

setters

MORKIS, Camp-

dogs.
R.
Guernsey County, Ohio.
L.

he iiisi-class

teed to

bell's Station,

Sepl6*f

r'^olT^TrE^-mrsH SETTER pups
ihree
$15 each.
octSS 2t

months

from imported s'ock. Price
K- J. ROBBINS-,.'
Wethersfield, Conn.

old,

THOROUGHB RED

TTioiTTALS^-A

lemon and white setter bitch, 2J years old; very
JJ
staunch, superior nose, well broken, from imported
stock; will be sold cheap for the want of use; pediFor particularsltddrese
BRISgree guaranteed.
TOL, Esq.., Post Office Box «46, West Meriden, Ct.

WM.

________

ji^v4

SETTER PUP,

IRISH
REDmonths

out of Gipsey,
Eidmnrrs Dash, out of Fan; Fan

FIVE

dam

_

U.

Full pedigree^} ven.

R.'VONDERSMITH,
Lanc a-

"

_er,

.

Pa

.

\S CONSTANTLY on hand and for sale, medicines adapted ro
Dealer
sport ng dogs of
the cure of all diseases.
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable compenave.,
Fifth
N.
Y.
1
South
Oct 22
11
No.
sation

HEMIy17aKpSe51, M.

'

D., II

OO LAB1BDS CELEBRATED

DUN€KLEE'S CAMP STOVES.

m

And

6.00

.

Pr_ce$15.

Those desiring something light and durable for
camping our poses will find this stove exactly right;
weighs only 25 pounds; will cook for ten persons.
The ware consists of Kettle, Tea Kettie, Coffee Pot,
Fry-pan, round Tin Pai\, two square Pans, Dipper,
Gridiron, Tent Collar, and eight feet Funnel Stove
Pioe, with oven that will roast 15 pounds beef, all. of
which nests and packs inside of stove, which only oc-

ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.
muzzle loading guns,
And Sportsrnens goods of all kinds.

HOOKS.

every Variety and Style of

F1SJJ

$20.00
'.

OP THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.
Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and other fishing.

LINEN AND COTTON LINES,

SILK,

SUITS.

Waterproof and Mildew proof, complete
"
"
Wading.Jackets

Parties- fitted out

BKtfECH Ai\D
1

with appropriate Tackle for the

Manufactured and Imported by

Rocky Mountains and Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
the Adirondacks, &c, &C
Split Bamboo, Trout and Salmon Rods and Reels
Agents for the

St.

a Specialty.
Lawrence Fishing Co.

lOl &

Sole Im-

CAMP LOUNGES.

DUANE ST.. (near
New York.

103

Broadway)

porters of Warrin's Celebrated Drilled

Eved Needles

4-99

Fishing Tackle.

cupies a space of 12x12x20 inches.

Price $5.

When folded is about the size of nn ordinary shawl
strapped. A light, durable, compact, and comfortable couch.
Sent by express C. '}, I).. $5, including
side and support ing sticks at the head. Just the thing
for the camp or lawn
.

CAMP TENTS,
for four persons,

7.

6,

be packed in knapsack.
f o r s: x person s
5.
_

,

imported.

Price $v5. Gordon setter slut, eight months old, out
Gin is out of J ones R. Tillev. steck, and
of Gin.
verv hard to beat on all same.. Lowest price $35.

lit

Every variety of Salmon and Trout Flies, and Hooks
on Gut. Cutty Hunk and Pasque Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Braided Silk Lines, every size and quality of

.

Gipsey sired by

old,

nov4

TROUT, SALMON AIVD BASS RODS.

26.

OAKLEIGH THOKNE,

Rods, Reels, Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets,
Baits, Fish Hooks, &c.

On hand the largest ana best assortment ever exhibited in the United States. They particularly call
attention to their

f»ale.

FfVE DOG- WHELPS

T HAVE

most complete

Fishing Tackle,

per pair.

W. H BKUMMITT,

an 23

dealers and sportsmen a

assortment of

HAVE TEN MOREFER-

rets ready; splendid fellows; $1*2

St., N. Y.

& CO.

11

;

TTTERRETS^-I

48 Maiden Lane, N.

sqnaro, weighs 15 lbs.;

Ten

Price. $10.

A..B. Shipley & Son

Can

feet square

503

1

of nutritive bone and muscle making material,
the only portable food for dogs .made. in this
country. Put up hi packages of 10, 25. and 100 pounds,
and warranted not to spoil in any climate. Price,

FINE BASS AND TROUT FLY RODS.
The- celebrated G KEEN HEART WOOD a specialty.
FINE ROD MOUNTINGS.

is

10c. per

pound.

Full line of Tackle for Brook, River and Sea FishAgents for John James & Sons' celebrated Fish
hooks and Ne.dles.
SILVER
awarded by the
INSTITUTE, 1874, "f*r KCPH RIOR OUaLITY and
FINISH of HODS and TACKLS."
Aprl-6m

Jack Lamp,

ing,

shooting and fishing, running rapids, lighting camp, etc.; the best li^ht ever invented. $6 25.
for ni_

slreet, Philadelphia.

Fisliiwg- Lines.

Cli all* a.n<l

Made
and

505 Commerce

and

^Manufacturers of

AimriCiUi Bog- Biscuit,

lit

MEDAL

Crook & Co.,

B.

J.

1

FRANKLIN

Manofactureks and Importers or

DRAB DtCii.cUiiUUHOV,
FUSTIAN, RKPELLANT,
BLUE BEAVER and FRIEZE.
Wading Boots, Fishing Stockings, Rub-

J_

A Hand-Book for Sportsmen and Settlers.
301) pp., _2i_o.

CONTENTS

:j

THOMSON'S FISHING AND HUNTING* SUITS,
best quality of waier-proof duck, l'ght; tan c< lor,
especially adapted for concealment in blinds or sedge
grass, or for approaching game in the woods. Light,
English style; extra
durable and very cheap.
pocket
back for cartridges. Entire suit," $15.

m

Ch apter.

Intro _ uctory

HEGEMAN'S PORTABLE CANVAS BOATS.
BOND'S METALLIC BOATS.
MILES JOHNSON'S PIGEON TEAPS-Price,

Bitd-eyc Glance at Florida.
Oiu ill for Sportsmen.
Bints for Southern .Hunting.
Coastwise Homes of Travel
'.;uic Animals and Birds of Florida.

hidi-'u ttiwr,

Floii

!

tiit!

Hurt's Metallic Shells.
best shell ever offered to sportsmen.

tf

'Jhe

COLYIN'S

Bass Kisiiius.! on Spruce Creak.
Hunting the Panther.
The EnViroue of Tallahassee.
Private Dougherty and the Bass.
Pet Birds of St. Augustine,
Steam Yachting; on the St. John.
.Black

All sizes

HEN WING,

410 Seventh Street,
WASHINGTON, D.

£9 ly

styles.

$3,

$5 50 and

C.

TRIP TO ENGLAND,

KOLAB9RDS

the Seniinoles.
tiie "C\ press Swamps.
Cruising Along Shore.
Shooting al Salt Lake.

In

SHOOTINGS FISHING GARMENTS.

$6.

:

CANVAS BOAT.
constructed.

AMERICAN NEWS

The

FIELD, COYER AND TRAP SHOOTING,

by the same author. A practical book of information,
and instructions concerning game birds, their haunts
and habits, and the most effective mei hods of their'
pursuit, with the correct system of using the dog and
LHin.
One volume. 13tno, fancy stamped cloth, with
sted portrait of the author, and an engraving of hi*
champion medal, 400 pp.. price $3. Address

Jlobert Rifles.

LITTLE NOISE. PERFECTLY SAFE.

4— Meteorology
5— Punta Ra _aand Caloosahatrhie.
6— Up the Calooj-ahatchie River.
7— Visit to Okeechobee.

Seplfi-tt

arm

The Phoenix Single Karrel Breech

Trouttlale

QPAWN,

oader.
Uses eith-r Ely's paper, or Hart's me
13 gauge.
Just the article tOi young sportsmen.
tallic shells.

6-lndian-Mounds and Canals.

5

10-Siibterranean Streams.
it— a _pbr_.mau _ Paradise.
l_-_u_ij____u_ to Tourists.

^Piice

lists fceiit

man

Published by Forest and Stream
1 telling (o.

Puli-

§1.50.

Tills OFFICE IN ADVANCE
0? PUBLICATION WILL BE

PROMPTLY FILLED.

%* Tins is a book that has long been needed by
Winter tourists to Florida and persons; seeking set lenient there.
It g ves a full classilication of tue game
and ti.h of the Southern Peninsula, routes of interior
atid coastwise tiavel, the
a _.r; cultural resources of the
country, and sites for settlement, hints for camping
pat, resorts for game, hotels, and such oilier information _as will be of great benefit to visitors seeking
-Florida for health, pleasure, exploration, or ipern_a!

Fish Ponds.
ETC., OF BROOK

PRY,

kJ Trout; also Salmon Trout, Black Bass,
everything pertaining to fish culture.

$18.00.
Special attention paid to selection of guns for gentlemen at a distance by an expert and an old sports

9 -Tampa.

A. H BOGARDUS,
Elkhart. Logan c ounty, 111.

CAPT.

and ready- for use. $10, $12, §18. Just
for first lessons by Young Avaeilca in acquiring the requisite skill for a position in die liifle Team,
and- aire death to cats in the back y;ird.
scp9
Sighted

the

containing a nar-

-hip badge of the world by him, giving complete
scores and other details; embracing also an account
of the great International Pide match, with illustrations of American and English styles of shooting,
championship badge, Lorjilard badge, portrait of the
author, etc., 181 pp. price fifty cents, to be had postpaid from the author, CAPT. A. H. BOGARJJUti,
Elkhart, Losran county. 111.
CO., Agents, 119 Nassau street.

eep9

The Okeechobee Expedition;
Southwest Florida.
No. 1— .ernamiuia to Cedar Keys.
No. S5—.Jlamiiee Sarazota and Gasparilla.
No. :\~ Amount lie Keys.

Y.

country of the

rative of the visit to Great, Britain of Bogardus and
his matches in Eng'and, i. eland and Wales, with the
leading shots there, and the winning of the champkm-

Ampersand,"

The most complete portable boat

in this

for Trout, Bass and Salmon.

Can be packed ia
largest size weighs but 12 pounds.
snace of less than half cubic foot. Prices within
reach of all.
No. 1, 8 feet, weight 8 pounds
$25 00
No. 2. 10 feet, weight 10 pounds
32 00
No. 3. 12 feet, weight 14 poun tis
40.00

Ameng

_PI_XC1__.

Apr

C.

St., IV.

Green Heart Rods,

it.

Moccasins, Oil Tanned,

Augustine,

ORDERS SENT TO

GEO.

Fulton

N. B.--Sole manufacturers
celebrated

to order.

woods; three different
*

Port .apron.
Fishing at _?

No,
No,
No.
No.
No.
No.
No,
No,
No.

The

on hand and made
for the

.un.iJbJ Land.

I

Ventilating Pockets.
Illustrated Price List and Samples free.
The most complete list ever published.' Send for

$14 per pair.

Game

Fish of Florida.
Three Months in Florida for One Hundred Dollars.
Supplementary Hints for Cheap Recreation.
Up. the bt J"hn River.

50

ber Clothing* Ac.

Game

and

upon application to
Mrs. J. H. SUCK,
Bloomsbury. n J.

Uogardus' i\ew Book, "Ttip to England."
With how gnnsaie made and hints to sportsmen.

mmmm.

Price 50 cents.
Sole agent in New York city for J. II. Batty, U. S.
Taxidermist. N. A. birds and eggs for collectors.
Buck's heads, and game birds a specialty. Orders
filled with dispatch.
We furnish ev< ry article necessary for the outfit of
sportmen in the camp or rhld. Goods sent everywhere by express. Kemit only by draft, Post Office

it is shaved from the Olw,
Natural Leaf, for Meershanm
Does not make the tongue sore
Lineral sample on receipt of money.
Highest award,
Vienna, lb?3. Send for circular.

and Cigarettes.

WM

KIMBALL &

8.

Peerless Tobacco Wokks,

Rochester,

order, or registered letter to

Frnn.J.E. (Jorvku, Fall Ri^er. ?,fass.
row Vanity Faf* smoking tobacco

P. O. Box 5,100.
Sportsmen's Emporium,
No. 102 Nassau street, New York City.

is

CO.,
i\. Y.

the best I

his a decidedly beneficial effect upon the intelus p ower.
Companion in our solitude, amuser in
our idleness, and soother in our troubles.
It

ne»i «e!_lom<_r

lect

-

x

U.S.
\

SECY. 1.7.

Circulars Frco.

B. Taylor, U. S. A., in camp. Eilijay,
Ga.
1 consider you* Vanity Fair of superior quality, its
flavor approximating so closely to
Havana roll leaf
that I can scarcely tell the difference in
cigarettes
iieing a great lover and consumer, and

ifrora f

Canp Lounge Co.,

|

g%

The

best, the cheapest,

and most desirable

conscious of
are conferring upon my
to furnish them
J dCSirC t0 express ray appreciation and

how much happiness you
brethren of the weed.

opnlar Sheridan Lounge. $5 plain $10 quilted,
standard with sportsmen. Sold at Eaton &
iglN^^m., an d E _. Hants, 177 Broadway.
I

:.

The Goss RevoSving CartridgeHolder

QAIUilES PAPER "OR

oHELL**, either end up, revolves on centre
pounds, and is only ^ inches

JkJ^

^

METALLIC

t^igisbntli

™

£

oUlers flB
at top so as to quickly receive
__»
u|^aens, and, being
elastic, securely clasp the same.
of
ction
and raP id scooting it excels any^
?
thin
J _*_
"uugot
the kind invented.
i

,

r nft

,

PRICE, C. O. D.,

.

e rms
ive the size of
,§
_*X,?S
wtment outside
of vest.
-

_*}_y

N

.

Sj

86.50.

sliells

loose

m&b-

Kan,

to the
for illustrated catalogue.

W. H. HO LA BIRD,
jel?

Valparaiso, Ind.

LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN,

to

Breech Loaders.

AND TRAPPER'S ILLUSHUNTER'S
TRATED PRACTICAL GUIDE—

Gunning

and Rifle Shooting; making and using traps, snares
and nets; baits and baiting; preserving, stretching,
dressing, tanning, and dyeinsr skins and furs, fishing,

With

engravings. 20 cents. Taxidermist's
Dog Training, 25c. Of booksellers or

fifty

Manual, 50c.

by mail.
Falls,

Gun.

Solid "Breech Snap Action.
EASIEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAFE FROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.

etc.

and a

GOSS, Neosho

Write

Dane Breech Loading Shot

Muzzle Loaders Altered
mv37

JESSE

.New York.

HANEY &

AMATEUR SPORTSMAN.

Ever Offered

MANUFACTURER OF THE

CO., 119 Nassau

street,

sep9-8t

Tlie 3?iseeo

ani
t

hanS

Vt.

Found your Vanity Fair at Montpelier, and think it
smoking tobacco out.
There must be some magical properties in it airin
to

the best

the wonderful Eastern plant that
bouses of those who inhaled it.

and

combined

" th

this

may

Ca3e

1S

that*

or
n°

may
S

made captiv

'

^ulS

not be SCROFULA: but in
than an insidi0 «s Poison,

the VieDS

8 ° Win
'

8

oiVScSSSS?^ BLS Xf

= S6ed * of de

thhlg

is

needed

bottle.

FOR

S^LJJ

the-

m° re

BURNS LIKE A TERRIBLE FIRE

_/3_

WALTON

your efforts

From E. A. Greene, Richmond,

Loader, Crioiper and Cap Expeller.
A LL DEVICES NECESSARY FOR

loading or re-load ing shells of two calibres
in one instrument.
Avoids the necessity
of cutting or shortening the shell for light loads:
needs no wooden table or bench to fasten it to while
in use.
Can be taken to pieces by removing one
screw with a jack knife, and stows in a gun case.
Malleable castings, nickel plate finish. Complete lor
two gauges. Price $10, bosed.
BROS, & CO., 96 Liberty street.
3el7-6m

ir.

BY ALL DRUGGIST®,

^
-

FOREST AND STREAM.

WINCHESTEE EEPEATING

Sectional

RIFLE.

View

of Rifle with Set Lock.

Position of parts after firing.

The

Strength of

The

Parts,

its

all

Simplicity of

The

Construction,

its

Rapidity of

The impossibility of accidental discharge

commend

loading

in

Fire,

its
it

of all who

to the attention

have use for a Rifle for Defense, Hunting, or Target shooting.
For

Illustrated

Pamphlet and Price

List, address

REPEATING

WI^OKEJESTER,
THE

Breech

GUNPOWDER.
Hazard's "Electric" Powder.
to 5 (coarse). Unsurpassed In point of
strength ana cleanliness. Packed in square canis1 (fine)

ters of

1

lb. only.

and

.

Guns.

Shot

^
audi

^^
W^r

^T*& *

Vest1
-wr

^S^tfZ^t

Shooting,

Illnstrat'd Catalogue?

CARTRICES,

AG-ENTS

«&c, to

!

ltEMNGTON & SOKft
S81 audi ^83 Broadway.

E.
p.

Hazard's "Kentucky Rifle."
'-Sea Shooting" FG, in kegs of 25
Ft'FG is also*
YZ\. and 6i lbs. and cans of 5 lbs.
packed in 1 and i lb. canisters. Burns strong ana
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands
for ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting" FG
is the standard Rifle powder of the country.

Treatise
For ^

ON
liifle

Pocket Pistols.

send

Zf^

1

Hazards "Duck Shooting."
Nos. (fine) to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
and 6£ and 12£ lb. ke^s. Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close, and with great
penetration. For field, forest and water shooting
it ranks any other brand, and it is equally services
ble for muzzle or breech loader.

street, N. V

AND

Derringer

Hazard's "American Sporting."

22 John

A SPECIALTY.

Barreled

Single

<&

BREECH LOADING GUNS

Shot Gun and Rifle. Combined.^^^ **>^
Repeating,
^"^^^^
devolving;,

(fino to A (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and 61 lb.
A fine grain, quick and clean, for upland and
kesrs.
Well adapted to short guns.
prairie shooting.

Nos.

19 Maiden Lane, 20

Loadixig- Klfles.
ALSO

Double

HAVEN, CONN.

SGHUYLbH. HARTLEY & GRAHAM,

MILITARY, SPORTING, HUNTING AND TARGET.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Nos.

NEW

Box 3994.

O.

WESTERN BRANCH,

FFFG, FFG, and

237

HERKIMER

&

&

CLABROUGH
WESTLEY

WEBLEY &

RICHARDS.
Chicago,

street,

State

111.

HOLABIRES Shooting SUITS,

DIXOIV8 & H A WKSLE Y'S SHOOTING TACKLE
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,
BUSSEY'S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP
WITH CASE. AND 100 BIRDS.
Black's Patent Cartridge Test.

Armory and Manufactory,
ILION,

for the following celebrated makers:
SONS (winners at the InternaW.
C. SCOTT
&
tional Gun Trial of 1873); J. P.
BRO.: P.
SONS, and

CO., N. Y.

This Vest affords the best arrangement yet invented for carryThe weight is
ing cartridges.

SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.
GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POWDER; ALSO SPKCIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.

so evenly distributed that it is
Cartridges can be
scarcely felt.
with the heads down in
carried
this vest, which is of great importance when brass shells are asta,
as when carrying them with the
head up the weight of the shot often forces the wad forward, when
J»
bad shooting is the result.
measurement around the cheat.
PRICE $7.50.
)

1

The above can be hid of dealers, or of the ^Company's agents in every prominent, city, or wholesale al

Q Market street,S AFliilartelplilo,
LB OF THE
AGENTS FOR THE

our office.

New York.
W7&C. SCOTT & SONS

^*^ Wall-Street.

ordering

send

AGENTS FOR THE

Union Metallic Cartridge Company's Ammunition,
IN THE MARKET.
SEND FOR CIRCTJLAJ^^^^^,

WARRANTED THE BEST
in Fine
Celebrated Breech Loading Shot Guns-Unequalled

James

W1WVERS OF THE UVN TRIAL OF
Report of

Gun

1873.

Trial sent on application.

AGENTS:'

ttFrn/rrv^ CO WESTLEY ulcflARDS, W. & C.
CRPFNER and a laree variety of cheaper grades. Also breech loading, centkal fibb

m

to

1 £6 Faneia.il Hall Sq., Boston.
Also all other makes:— Greener, Westley Richards,
Webley, Remington, Moore, &c.
A genuine Scott Muzzle Loading Gun, $25 np.
Maynard, Ballard, Remington and Sharp's Rifles.
'"Ballard a breech loading Sporting Rifles $181!"
Bogardus' New Book— 50 oents, by mail.
Bussev's Gyro Trap, for shooting practice.
Fine Fishing Rods and Tackle.

Fine Bronze Yacht Ouns on mahogany carriages,
Complete, as famished the New York and Boston
fcwhtS4ttMbf«ai.

JSJSK©

TOR CIRCULARS,

manship and Material,

i!MEa/de t>y
street, London, EiigrlajadL
I-® Oxford
314
LoadingShot Guns, raacte by JAMES PURDKY^E.
Have n?w in store an extensive Wtmen£of Breech
SCOII & foON, r. w &UL>&x & ouin, w w.
*&m

nuine Breech Loaders-

Work

IPurdeyy

Breech or Muzzle Loading Fire-arms generally.

Illustrated Circular sent py

Shares in Wall street
s^tPX/5 «piOO often leads to fortune.
Send for a copy of the Wall Street Review and
Pamphlet, phoning the various methods of operaand Brokers,
ting. J. HICKL1NG & CO ., Bankers
Dec 23
72 Broadway, N. Y.

v ',

5

in
1

Stocks and

pays 200 per cent
$10 to $1,000 SSfffti
Tumbridge & Co., Bankv»«ivi

Pamphlet

amonth.
Wi.gWanftreet.H.Y.

free.

man wnen

.

double kipdes,

requeste j

.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

Whole, $20;

h

$10; h $b;
$2| 1-20 $1.

1-5,

TAYLOR

f -'

°^tTn?
Prize of....

••

1

Sewn Ticket

M
M

Soo5
inn nnn

J
Prize of..
1 Prize of
2 Prizes each of
7?<mi
4 Prizes each of
^''JJg
°'^5
12 Prizes each of
•••
473 Prizes each of
rnrMU
c
free
sent
Circulars with full information
|!?
for sale and prizes cashed by P. C. DE ^ewj^or^
firmer and funeral Agent, 3 OLibertv street,

1

5th,

MUZZLE LOADERS

$4;

CONVERTED INTO BKEECH LOADERS*

1-10,
Drawings take place every seventeen Days.
aie prepared to fill all orders. Circulars sent
upoD application. Highest price paid for Spanish Bank
<fc CO., Bankers,
bills, Governments, «fcc.
* 1 Wall •*«, »aw Y«r«,
P. Q, Bos 4,448.

We

2

Lottery

I*rlze to every

^
^Ij^rk

HAVANA LOTTERY.
For the coming drawings, commencing January
we have reduced the prices of tickets as follows:

Havana

Only 16.000 Tickets - One

and

ON THE MOST APPROVED PRINCIPLEeffected.
all kinds of BREECH LOADING work

Mortimer & Kirkwood,***
94

MM

Street, Jfc»fe>n.

—

.

Terms, Five Dollars a Year.
Ten Cents a Copy.

j

NEW

1
j

YORK, THURSDAY. NOVEMBER

For Forest and Stream.

grouting

J$nwng

the fftfife ^jiilh.

»

AWAKE

that

an idea prevails among the disciples of

Walton that trout fishing among the White
has beoome a thing of the past,
and that one might expect to be more successful in a search
after the stereotyped needle hid in the hay stack than in
attempting to take trout from the waters that empty into
the Connecticut from that State, many of your readers
may therefore be not a little surprised to learn that in the
Isaac

New Hampshire

Hills of

ji

|

|

clear,

sparkling waters of the Granite State there are now
good fish as ever were there caught. So with your

just as

Mr. Editor, I propose

consent,

my

from

diary expressive of

my

giving you a few leaves
experience during a visit

to that section

was on the afternoon of a beautiful day in August
your correspondent found himself at the Fabyan
House, situated at the terminus of the Boston, Connecticut, and Montreal Eailroad, where, after partaking of a
hearty supper, I approached some of the attaches of the
house and sounded them as to the probability of finding
trout in the neighborhood.
Just as I expected, nothing
could be gleaned from men whose only idea of the pleaIt

that

was derived from the acquisition of dollars
who never once had experienced the electric thrill such as
is felt when a two pounder takes the
dropper.
Retiring for the night, I was soon in dreamland,
and while having some good fishing there, was suddenly
disturbed by a rap at the door, accompanied by "six
o'clock, sir."
Donning my fishing rig and shouldering my
Mitchell rod, I was soon plodding along the road in
the
lirection of the upper falls of the Ammonusic,
distant
ibout two miles.
The morning was a fine one— the clear,
fresh, crisp air seemed to
quicken every muscle with a new
rigor, and after a brisk walk
of half an hour I reached my
destination.
Seating myself on a large boulder by the side
of the stream, I took
a look at the situation. The view
tm a grand one, and would have gladdened the heart of
in artist.
Away to the left old Mount Washington reared
*? us lofty head far up into
cloudland, while on either side
stood others of no mean
elevation, all serving to separate,
is it were,
the valley from the outside world, while long
stretches of rolling
woodland, far extended, bounded the
new, and seemed to tone
down its general effect. Guide
sures of life

"and

and

cents,

'

)ook writers are pleased
to designate
beautiful Ammonoosuc."
If
s at

least

the stream as the
not the most beautiful, it
the most rapid stream in New Hampshire,
de-

scending, as

it does, upwards of five
thousand feet in its
comparatively short course from
it head waters to its junc-

lon with

the

unction of

Connecticut River.

two brooks, named

It is formed by the
from the mountains in

vhich they respectively
take their rise, viz:
ou and Mount Clay.

Mount

Jeffer-

runs smoothly along for several
QUes until reaching
a spot where the contraction of its
ocky banks giving
it additional impetus, it rushes madly
long and dashes
over a fall of some twenty feet, widening
It

'ut

into a pool, the deep
dark waters and circling eddies of
wuch would satisfy the
craving of the most fastidious flshrman. Surely, thought
I, there must be trout, if any are
a the stream.
Adjusting my rod, I put on a brown hen
a tail fly, with
a red hackle for a dropper, and prepared
g

my

r
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first cast.

could

i
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Cast after cast were made with all the
command, without any signs of fish. After

flipping every inch of surface in the pool, I
concluded
at my
speckled friends had gone to attend a convention
either down stream,
and, fisherman like, decided to make
/JM more cast before following them. Changing the brown
n for an ibis,
I threw under the falls and drew across to
i i
water beneath an
overhanging rock.
roll, a quick
nu a responsive
turn of the wrist, and I had him.
v
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;
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hook he straightway led
for the other side
w pool, where an old stump, off
lying half in and half
J
or the
the

water, offered

%i
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him a safe haven. Ah! how he
° ld rod > victor in man y a well-waged fight,
ben d ut d0 not b ™k. Steady,
give it to him

5° W
,

sol

'i

Foiled in his

first

dasa for

liberty,

he darted

bottom and there lay sulking in six feet of water.
senses, and after one or,
two frantic attempts to free himself he gave up the fight—
another victim of misplaced confidence. Nobly had he
fought, and it was with no little satisfaction that I dropped
a pound and a half trout into my creel
Picking my way
down stream, I meantime kept adding to my string, till
having secured seventy-six very good average trout I shouldered my rod and bent my steps homeward, very well
pleased with the day's sport.
Jefferson Brook was my next objective point; accordingly, on the next afternoon, mounted upon the box of one
of the meuntain stages, I was soon bowling along behind
a six horse team in the direction of the base of Mount
Washington, A pleasant drive of six miles brought me to
Marshfield, where, nestling under the shadows of Mount
Washington, stands the Marshfield House, offering accommodation for man and beast. Here I proceeded to make
myself comfortable for the night, intending to take an
early start the next morning. Long before the sun's rays
had dispelled the mists that hung upon the mountains I
breakfasted, and in company with my genial host, who
volunteered to put me on the path that crossed the brook,
we started out. Our route lay up the track of the Mount
Washington Railway for half a mile, whence we struck off
on to Mount Clay, and after a short walk came upon an old
bridle path that had in former years served as an approach
to the summit.
Here my guide bade me adieu, with the
remark that the path was just a little bit blind, but he
guessed I could find the brook if I kept my eye peeled.
Profiting by his advice, I pushed on through the thick
woods for an hour or more, when the dull, sullen murmur
of the brook broke upon my ear.
Standing on its bank, a
single glance satisfied me that whatever fish were taken
from its waters must be taken with something other than
a fly. Now I know some fishermen who would have given
that brook the go-by, because to fish it with a fly was simply out of the question. Not being troubled with any such
scruples, I had provided myself with a supply of bait before starting, and rigging up a short line, with an inviting
to the

A steady strain brought him to his

.

worm upon a Sproat bent hook, 1 introduced it to the favorable notice of the denizens of Jefferson Brook. Oh,
but it was lively work! There was hardly an inch of water
that did not cover a trout.
Pool after pool yielded up its
finny inhabitants, and several times I took as many as twenty
trout from a single hole.
The fun grew hotter and hotter,
without any sign of abatement, but the lengthening shadows warned me that if I intended to get out of the bush
before dark it was now time to make the start. Emptying
my creel upon a mossy bank, I found that my catch had
yielded me just two hundred and thirty-seven fish. I think
I hear you say— ah! yes; all very well; minnows, of course.
On the contrary, they were a handsome me3s of trout,
many of them running up to ten inches in length. Compelled to travel down the brook in order to get out, the
thick woods on either side precluding all hope of a passage, bo much good ground was passed over that I decided
to give that brook another call.

Seven o'clock next morning found me on the road, it
my intention to strike the brook at its mouth and
fish up to where I had left off on the previous day.
I was
soon at work, but something was evidently wrong, for,
though fishing very carefully, not a single fin did I see.
On I went, however, clambering np the brook, when suddenly they commenced to bite. Prom that time I had my
hands full. ''Trout to the right of me, trout to the left of
me, trout right in front of me, bit and were captured."
Finally, from sheer inability to creel any more, I was
forced to reel up and quit. On reaching home I found my
catch was within one of that of the previous day, making
a total of four hundred and seventy- three fish for the two
being

days.
I might go on and tell you how, with a brother fisherman, we took some eighty fish from a mill pond under the
shadow of the Fabyan House, four of which weighed a
pound apiece, but desiring, with your permission, to give
you some account of a camping trip, I hasten on. On my
return to the Fabyan I found a marked degree of excite-
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ment prevalent

in consequence of the circulation of certain
marvelous stories respecting the number and weight of
trout to be obtained from certain ponds situated in the
woods about sixty miles distant from our headquarters.
These ponds were said to be connected with each other
by a stream which rose in the mountains, by which they
were fed, and which also served to discharge them into the
Connecticut. The reports were set forth with so much of
particularity and apparent truthfulness that a small but
enthusiastic party was formed on the spot in order to visit
them, and, by personal inspection, to test their quality and
productiveness. Ourarragements were speedily completed,
and oh the morning of the 27th of August last our party
set out, and in due season arrived at Northumberland, a
station on the Grand Trunk Railroad, where we were to
meet our guide. Here we turned our backs on the iron
horse, and took our places on a buck board wagon, that
was to take us some miles further on our way. Our guide,
who rejoices in the name of Ethan Allen Crawford, and is
a grandson of the famous pioneer of the same name who

carried civilization into the White Mountain region,
took the ribbons, and as he sat in front, mounted on an
empty box, stark, stalwart, six feet, and the very personification of cheery good humor, we had every reason to
congratulate ourselves upon having secured so valuable an
addition to our party. We found him to be a most enthusiastic fishermen, and having lived in the neighborhood all
his life he knew every inch of water in the region.
Not a
pond or stream did we pass but that he entertained us with
piscatorial reminiscences respecting how, in days gone by,
he had filled his basket from this or that spot.
ride of
five miles brought us to a log shanty in the edge of the
woods, which Ethan said was as far as wheels could carry
us, and that we must trust to our legs the rest of the way.
This shanty was occupied by Otis Pike, whom our shouts
soon brought to the door. He and Ethan being old comrades in many a fishing scrape, we at once received a hearty
weleome, and preparations for dinner were soon under
way. Having satisfied the inner man, we lit our pipes and
calmly entertained ourselves by watching Ethan's arrangements for the tramp. Approaching the wagon, he pulled
from among the boxes that had served us for seats two
smaller ones fitted with straps, so that they might be slung
as knapsacks, into which ho packed our provisions and
cooking utensils. He then turned his attention to us, and,
subjecting us to a close scrutiny, insisted upon our leaving
everything behind save oar rods and the clothes we stood
in, remarking, with a quiet smile, that we had about ten
miles of the hardest kind of traveling before us ere we
might expect to see camp. Slinging one of the packs on
his own back, and the other on that of his friend Pike,
firsj

A

whom he had persuaded to accompany us, he gave the
word, forward! Graspins: our poles, all fell in, and soon
lost sight of everything except the thick woods by which
we were surrounded. The trail lay along the spur of a
mountain, and followed for some distance a good sized
stream, that served as the outlet to the ponds towards
which we were journeying. Toiling along, we reached a
bridge where Ethan ordered a halt for rest, and informed
us, as he unslung his pack, we had come half way, but
somewhat dampened our ardor by intimating that the worst
part of the road was yet before us.
We found his words
only too true, the trail leading us through windfalls, over
fallen trees, and into holes of every shape and size, till
we
were almost ready to give up. Encouraged, however, by
our cheerful and indefatigable leader, we pressed on, and
at nine o'clock in the evening arrived at camp, having
walked the last two miles by birch bark torch light. Pike
soon had a rousing fire ablaze, and while he was preparing
supper we were studying the surroundings. The shanty
as Ethan called it, proved to be a very good log house
situated on a knoll near the edge of the water, commanding
a view of the pond from shore to shore, and though
built
by a party of loggers several years ago was still in a
good
state of preservation, and promised a safe and
comfortable
shelter against the weather.
Pike's summons to supper
having put a stop to our observations, we were soon busy
discussing the merits of salt pork and coffee,
Having
sat
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our appetites, we turned to the fragrant weed, and
while watching the curl from our bria^ roots waxed eloquent^ over the scenes of auld lang syne. Quiet finally
prevailed as one after another, stretching himself on the
hemlock boughs, surrendered to 4 'nature's sweet restorer."
In this condition, and while unable to speak for themselves,
let me make you acquainted with the occupants of Camp
Butler, That one with his feet turned towards the fire and
head resting'on his arm, is Mr. I., a prominent "limb of
the law" from Cleveland, Ohio, and a genial, warm-hearted
gentleman he is. He is the wit of the party, and his sallies
and puns largely contribute to the cheerfulness of our
camp. This one, with his head resting on an old meal
bag, his pants stuck into a pair of well-worn boots, and his
body twisted into the shape of a figure four, is Mr. B., of
Boston, another disciple of Blackstone, and learned in the
law. He is the best fisherman of the party, as well as a
great authority on euchre. His opinions are never appealed
from, and when he decides that the right bower, if well
played, would always take a trick, the whole bench concurs.
That bundle of shawls contains Charley F., a good
fellow, who knows how to cook a trout as well as capture
him. Your correspondent completes the party, respecting
whom modesty compels me to remain silent. We were
astir at daybreak, and performed our morning ablutions in
the ice cold water of a neighboring brook, while honest
Pike busied himself in preparing our morning meal. It
was ready on our return, and, such as it was, was soon
discusssed, when, with our tackle prepared, we set out for
the scene of operations. Arrived at the pond we divided
into two parties, and embarking on rafts which had been
prepared by the friendly hands of some former visitors,
pushed out into midwater. Mr. I. had brought a new and
untried split bamboo rod, the qnalities of which he was
anxious to put to the test, so to him, therefore, was accorded the courtesy of the first cast. Anchoring near some
lily pads, while his comrade, Mr. B., was skirmishing with
a worm, he made the first cast accordingly. Straight out
went the line, delivering the fly with the lightness of a
snowflake. Again and again he threw, handling the long
line with consummate skill, his light bamboo responding
to every motion. The next cast brought up a fish, which
seized the tail fly, splashed, and went down with it. Now
then my genial friend, from the way in which that tip
crosses the butt you have hooked an old stager, and unless
you keep him well in hand you will have to score a lost
isfied

_

a clear field, and no favors for you, my beauty,
Yieldin vain are your mad efforts to escape.
ing to the steel-like spring of the tough bamboo which met
him at every turn, he was at length brought alongside and
landed on the raft, where he pulled the scale down to two
and a half pounds, and raised our hopes of a good day's
were destined to be disappointsport accordingly.
ed, however, for every effort to entice another of them
from his lair proved futile. Crestfallen and discouraged,
we reluctantly reeled up and poled ashore, where, in
mournfnl tones, we lamented the uncertainty of trout fishIn the afternoon two of us resolved to try the little
ing.
pond adjoining the large one, and in company with Ethan
we headed for that point. Poling out to nearly the centre
of the pond, we drove the pole into the mud and commenced operations, meeting with no better success than
that of the morning; so after exhausting the resources of
our fly books we came to the conclusion that there were no
trout there, and that we were the victims of a misrepresenOur deliberations were suddenly interrupted by
tation.

said Ethan; "well that's a spring hole; it is about eight
feet deep, and right there, and nowhere else, we took those
big trout you saw this morning. Keep quiet now, and I'll
move up a little bit closer."
As I stood on the edge of the raft, rod poised, ready to
make a cast when the proper moment should arrive, I must
confess I felt just a little bit excited. Reaching the desired
spot, my line was soon in the air, and shooting out straight
before me delivered the fly in the centre of the hole.
furious dash, one flash of his silvery sides, and away he
went for the pads; once in them there was little hope for
me. Giving him the butt, I succeeded in turning him, and
soon had him alongside, wmere Ethan landed him, weighing two pounds, upon the raft. One after another of the
beauties did we take till, having secured seventeen, we
concluded that, as the night was fast approaching, and we
had a two miles' tramp through the woods ere camp could
be reached, we had better start.
struck camp the next morning, and turned our faces
homeward, whence, in addition to what was consumed by
six hungry fishermen, we carried ninety-four as handsome
brook trout as the most enthusiastic fisherman could wish to
see.
They ran from a quarter of a pound to two pounds
and a half, and were duly displayed and admired at headquarters.
Good bye, old camp; long will the happy moment passed
under your roof live in my memory; and you, old guide,
may your shadow never grow less, but, like the sturdy
pines among which you make y our home, long may you
wave. To you, my genial western friend across the rugged
head of old Mount Washington under the shadow of which
we have passed so many ple:i>a;it hours, I waft my regards.
I nave thus, Mr. Editor, endeavored to demonstate the
fact that not only are brook trout still abundant in the
White Hills, but also that many may be taken which weigh
over half a pound.
J. G. M.
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CAPE BRETON.
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fancied, and I suppose others fancy, that Cape
is a desolate sort of place, inhabited by the
waifs and strays of mankind, who earn a precarious living
on the coast by cod fishing, and in the interior by no one
knows what; that ice and snow are the portion of the inhabitants for eight months of the year, while the balance is
II

I

Breton

an exclamation from Mr. I. "Hallo, M., there's a rise."
Sure enough, a trout had risen, seized a fly, and disappeared. Our expiring hopes were raised, and we were
soon busily engaged in quest of our prey. Our flies, however, were evidently unsuited to their tastes, for though
we carefully fished every inch of surface in the pond we
Resorting at last to a large
failed to tempt a single rise.
blue lay fly, which had on many occasions stood me in
good stead 'in my pursuit of bass, I cast out upon a lily
pad, and gently dropped it thence into the water, when instantly an angry rush, a plunge, and a quick tightening of
my line assured me that a good fish was fast to my light
Away he dashed, the line cutting through the
tackle.
water like a a knife till, wearied by his struggles to escape,
he concluded to come in out of the wet. Prom the earnest
way in which he battled for liberty, I had mentally
put him down at two pounds, and was correspondingly
disappointed to find that he slightly exceeded a pound only.
They were now rising rapidly, so dropping my last captive
into the creel I cast and hooked another good one. The
water now seemed alive with them. Furnishing my friend
to my own, we caught a fish at nearly
I. with a fly similar
every throw, keeping at it until darkness put an end to our
sport when we poled ashore and found ourselves in posfrom a quarter
session of a very handsome catch, running
bark torch
of a pound to a pound. Lighting his birch
Ethan struck off for camp, where we arrived about nme
for supper.
o'clock, sufficiently fatigued and ready
The next day being Sunday we quietly remained
camp The following morning found us early astair, and
under a due sense of responsibility as regarded the coming
much
results of the day, which was to be our last in camp,
anxkity beiny felt to make such an addition to our string
at headquarters
as would enable us to meet our friends
with a sufficient demonstration of our success and skill.

divided about equally between fog and fine weather. However true this may be of the seasons, the impression one
forms of the people does not suggest any great struggle in
the fight for existence. In traveling from Hawkesbury,
in the Gut of Canso, to Fort Hood; from there to the Margaree Forks; thence to Baddeck and back again, by the
Bras d'or Lakes to the place of starting, one traverses a
country in some places thickly settled, but all apparently
well settled by a race of men physically the superior of
of any other on the face of this continent. They are
chiefly of Highland Scotch descent, with a sprinkling of
French Canadians, and as a matter of course nearly all
Roman Catholics in their religious belief. The accommodations in the way of inns in the villages we passed
through were of the poorest and dirtiest description, the
only really decent place we came across being the Bras
There was nothing Frenchy, howd'or Hotel at Baddeck.
ever, about this establishment, as the name might imply,
nor was it again Highland Scotch in its internal economy.
It lay somewhere between these opposite poles, being kept
by a Mr, Crowder, of English and Irish descent, and we
found it a clean, comfortable, country hotel. The Cape
Bretoners seem to be very prolific in the propagation of
No immigration is wanted here; only give
their species
them time and they will compass the same ends themselves.
Nothing under ten children is considered a large family,
and those who fall short of this generally consider it necessary to explain the unusual circumstance. The meadow
lands lying along the rivers, called "intervals," produce
large quantities of tolerably good hay, and this seems to
be the favorite crop of the people. Scarcely any grain is
raised, the long Winters being doubtless partly the cause
of this; but 1 suspect the people themselves, like their
Highland progenitors, are not specially industrious.
Women constantly may be seen harrowing the fields and
doing other unfeminine work, as in the Lowlands of Scotland ; but unlike that country, their husbands are probably
looking at them out of the kitchen windows. The hay
crop, requiring little labor, suits exactly the genius of the
people and the exigencies of the seasons. When patiently
waiting in the Spring of the year for the grass to grow, a
certain' portion of the inhabitants devote themselves to
making as much money as possible in conveying benighted
passengers across country, in what are called "Extras" an
appropriate term for the extortionate charges demanded
from strangers unacquainted with the proper rates, which
vary according to the appearance and necessities of the
passengers carried; and as stages on many of the routes
are, like angel's visits, few and far between, the necessienough. The breed of small
ties of many are urgent
horses on the island, though remarkable for their "staying"
qualities, are certainly a forlorn, ragged lot of quadrupeds.
They scuttle along, however,at a great pace, drawing loads
The
that look absurdly out of proportion to the drawers.
rudimentary education of these equines has been sadly

Mr Land

neglected.

fish.

It's

though

all

We

m

to fish the little pond, while
to another which had not as
at our pond at six o'clock,
arrived
visited.
yet been
pushed out, and commenced business. The trout rose
handsomely, and for two hours we had some glorious
good, and terminated
sport, till suddenly they stopped for

myself decided

Ethan and Mr. B. were

to

go

We

'

our success.
Returning to camp we rested in the shade, took a pull at
our comour briars, and anxiously awaited the arrival of
the woods.
from
emerged
shortly
who
rades,
"What luck, boys?"
.

»

see here!"
exhibited the finest
When 'opening their baskets, they
There were just
mess of brook trout I had ever seen.
half a pound and the
weighing
smallest
the
fish,
forty-two
were two, weighing two pounds
largest, of which there
resolved to have
and a half each. As I looked at the fish I
taken. Accordingly,
a look at the pond whence they were
made the
during the afternoon, accompanied by Ethan, we
as 1
Ethan,
to
remarked
I
shore,
its
at
Arriving
start.
with
looked out up©n a shallow sheet of water, covered
pond lilies, "there are no trout in there, I know."
"Now don't be in a hurry," said he, "just wait a little,
the
and while poling away from shore he quietly worked
clear spot about
raft out to the pond, where I noticed a
"Do you see that hole?
feet in circumference;

"Good*

twenty

.
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They put bits in their horses' mouths; but in
obedience to the rein the little animals do not turn about
their whole bodies. They simply turn their heads round,
the bodies pursuing the even tenor of their way. It is
only after a prolonged pull at the rein, and after describing
a mighty circle that the heels consent at last to follow the
Of cattle, the country seems well supplied, and of
head
a very fair breed; but the representative hog is a curiosity
indeed. It is a parti-colored animal, with long legs and
nose to match, but withal admirably adapted for subsMling
!

operations in a thickly wooded country. The tail (unlike
the more civilized pig) is a prominent feature, of sufficient
dimensions to supply the entire youth of the country with
When cooked, he richly deserves Johnson's
whistles.
scornful criticism of certain viands, "111 bred, ill fed, ill
cured,

ill

cooked."

Bituminous coal of excellent quality is supposed to underlie the entire country, and their plaster quarries are numerous and of considerable prospective value. At present
the coal mines are in a sadly depressed state, and will
probably remain so as long as the Americans prefer dear
The sale of liquor is proscribed on the
fuel to cheap.
island; but this is a law that the inhabitants don't feel
themselves bound to respect.
"The cock may crow, the day may daw,
Bat

i'aey

wUi have

their barley bree."

Smuggling,

by some

too, is carried
of the people, but

on with a good deal

of zest

occasionally a custom officer
pounces down upon some contraband rum and seizes the
same in Her Majesty's name, which the inhabitants not
infrequently recover in their own during the following
night; a case of this kind occurred during our visit to the

Margaree.
In regard to salmon fishing, the Margaree River is considered the best in Cape Breton but there are doubtless
many smaller streams on both shores of the island where
good sport might be had. The banks of the river are
^

;

quite open and clear of trees, and there are few rocks or
impediments of any kind to prevent one fishiDg it with the
greatest ease.
The owners of the pools up and down the
river, within a mile or so of the forks, are in the habit of
renting their rights to certain fishermen, and unless one engages these pools many months in advance, a trip to this
river for salmon fishing would probably result in unmitigated disappointment. When, howevei, the river is full
of fish, I understand there are some good pools up the
northeast branch, which the owners have not yet learned
to charge for, and in which good sport can be had under
For trout fishing, the Midcertain conditions of the river.
dle and Baddeck Rivers are first rate, and for sea trout I
had excellent spoit at tide water in the Margaree, killing
many ranging in weight from one to three pounds. On
our road to Baddeck, in one of ihe afore-mentioned "extras," we were highly amused at the difference of opinions
expressed by the people we met on the road, in regard to
the fishing in these two rivers. Men living on the banks of
the river all their lives were positive there were no fish in
them; others living miles away swore they had killed
them theree pounds in weight, and of unprecedented
length! Those living on Middle River highly recommended the Baddeck for sport, and those on the Baddeck extolled the praises of the other; and so it went on till we
put up our rods and tested the matter for ourselves. I
confess I pity the strangers who have to rely upon the
peasantry of this country for their information in regard
They will probably exclaim in their
to things piscatory.
haste, "all men are liars," but if they have the good fortune to make the acquaintance, as we did, of the Rev. I.
I. Chisholm, whose parish is at tide water in the Margaree,
they will rind one bright and shining exception to the rule,
for certainly a more courteous, hospitable, Christian gentleman it has never been my f ortune to meet. Wherever
we went we found his name a passport to the hearts of the

people (for he is very much beloved by them all), besides
being a gentleman well posted up in regard to the people
and places, rivers and streams throughout that portion of
Nova Scotia. All the rivers being late the past season, we
were amongst the number of unfortunates who had to return home minus any fish. But I received a letter some
time ago from my faithful camp servant, Patrick Tompkins, according to promise, giving me a list of fish killed
I may state in conafter I left, which 1 give you below.
clusion that said Tompkins owns one very good pool in
the river, besides having certain proprietary rights over
two others, and anyone wishing to fish there next season
might find it to their advantage to correspond with him.

The take was as follows: Col. C, 25; Capt. B., 19; Mr.
J. D. C.
T., 51; Col. R., 8; Col. G., 9; others, 20.
-^*+-
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WICK.

a close season here for moose until September
BEING
17th, 1876, I started for the headwaters of Tracadie,
I did not arrive at the river
B,, for September calling.
Then, through a heavy cold rain, proceeduntil the 17tb.
old camp and
ed over six miles of a passage road to
found everything all right, but not a diy match to start a
fire with. After trying until I was half choked with smoke
I then
to start one by friction, I gave it up as hopeless.
cut the short end of a cartridge, poured part of the powdish-cloth and folded it up loosely; then
der from it on
holding the gun close to it, I pulled the trigger and the result was a fire, and a hot cup of coffee, some broiled par]N.

my

my

(which i shot coming in) and a good warming up.
then started for home with the horses, leaving me
Such a lonesome, weary night, but warm and comalone.
tridge,

Hugh

fortable, hoping against hope that the wind would die
away so I could have the morning's calling at least. Up
at four o'clock, and a mile away on the Big Meadow, only
to find it blowing a strong breeze—so an end to calling for
that day at least. I did not mean to be idle, as there was
So finding a fresh one in the
a first-class chance to track.
meadow, I worked it up for about an hour an a half, feeling more and more certain as it grew hotter that it was
"the big one" I had tried for more than once before, but
with poor success. I once or twice got a glimpse as he

was going out of sight. Coming nearer every minute it
was necessary to be very cautious, always leaving it going
to the lee; move on for about one hundred yards, take it
up, then lee again, always watching the turns, until it
a sudden right angle. On looking up quickly I could
just distinguish through the alders the outline of a large
moose's head, sixty-five yards away. He must have heard
me, as he was still listening, looking over me and to one
side.
I dared not move, but watched the ears for full
three minutes, waiting for him to turn. Directly the ears
were slightly moved forward, then the great head swung
round, but not until it was full side to did I bring the gun
Catching a quick glimpse on a line with the ear, hut
up.
mighty spring upwardsslightly forward of it, 1 fired.
and with a great crash, down he went on his back. I
ran quickly forward in time to see him spring to his feet,
stagger around, moaning pitifully, then down, up again,
and down again for the last time. I went back to camp
for the axe, and for the next two hours I had hard work,
He was in splendid condition,
being all alone, dressing it
and weighed about one thousand pounds, having a handsome set of antlers, four feet from prong to prong. I have
since mounted it, and it is a periect beauty, as all admit
who see it. I went out for Hugh and the horses, and it
took all the next day to get the moose out, when I returned

made

A

.

camp for Monday's calling.
Sunday morning was a perfect one for calling, but 1
concluded to let it alone and visit a camp four miles away
When a mile from
to see if there were any signs near it.
camp, I heard a buck rub his horns about one and a hah
miles up the meadow. Then I wished I had my caller,
to

_

So 1 put my
it.
did my best to give the sound, and
with good success, as I could hear the young buck when

but I

left it at

hand

to

camp, not intending to use

my mouth and

—
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rush down towards me. I knew lie was
akhe made the
by the noise, so I went slightly to the lee
time
good
oin
He came up
fifty yards forward to meet him.
ana* about
yards of me, when I fired for his neck
to within fifteen
Going up to the spot, there lay a handsome fivebone.
Bad work
(but with small horns) dead enough.
old
year
consider the temptation, and besides, the
for Sunday; but
work of hauling that fellow out atoned for it.
two others up in this month, but lost them
I have called
One morning I saw a fine buck
both by my carelessness.
standing on my camp road, within two hundred yards of
gun was where I could not reach it
the camp, but my
without starting him, so I had to watch him out of sight.
Yet I would not change my old hunting grounds in Cumberland, N. S., for this one, as I consider they are much
lever, double barrel shot gun,
I use only a Purdey top
No. 12, and for timber shooting it is superior to any rifle,
owing 'to the quickness with which you can take aim. I
knocked the big fellow's brains out with a round ball at
sixty-five yards; also, last Winter, shot one through the
Elk.
heart at one hundred and five yards.

K

Cumberland,

&,

V
Association.— A very inmeeting of the association was held on Wednesday evening, 3d inst. at their rooms in Boston, President
Ordway in the chair. Several new names were presented
for membership, and some of the most prominent gentleMassachusetts Anglers'

teresting

men

in the State

were admitted.

Benj. P. Ware, Esq., ad-

members on the subject of deep sea fishing,
trawling, &c, showing by figures what a great amount of
devastation was constantly going on on our coasts by such
means, and also that he had not changed his opinion since
bis last address to the association, but his convictions had
been strengtkend by letters received from fishermen at
Marblehead, Gloucester, Provincetown and other places
that the wholesale practice of trawling must be legislated
upon by getting wholesome laws passed. Walter M.
dressed

tbe

Brackett, Esq.
his

Summer

,

gave a pleasing and instructive epitome of
Canada and Maine, and the meeting

trip in

was one of great interest to

all.

—
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Black Bass for

New

Item, records the arrival of

lake near that place.

two hundred

(N. J.)
black bass for the

by Mr. M. P. Pierce, of Ninonah,
making the supply of this fish for stocking

Game

Protective Society

who

is

—The Hamilton

They were furnished to the New Jersey

N.

J.,

Jersey.

The demand on him is so great that
purposes, a business.
he employs over thirty men and boys, fishing for bass on
the Upper Delaware, and cannot fill his orders.
A

-*«»
Fish Culture in Virginia. We have repeatedly spoken of the laudable efforts now being made to propagate
good fish throughout Virginia, and to instruct at educational institutes and otherwise, the people of the State in
the science of aquaculture.
Of these efforts our valued
correspondent, John Williamson, writes:
,

—

"Dr.

and

we

Grahm Elzey paid us a visit about the time ^of our county fair,
tried the bass on Goose Creek with but slight success— six or

all.
He is evidently the right man in the right place, colinformation about the denizens of all our streams, and making
arrangements for stocking our waters with suitable fish. He is personally acquainted with our best rivers, being a native of this section (the
east), educated at Lexington, in the middle of the State, and now residing in Blacksbnrg, in the southwestern part of the Old Dominion. Some
large bass were exhibited at the county ?air.
The trout hatched last
year were not shown for want of water, and because their owner was

seven fish in

lecting

Some of them are gro ^ing finely, although they haye not been
and are in a contracted area.

sick.
fed,

1 '
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FISH

CULTURE

through

filtering screens, fed from a water tight tank.
Here the eggs lie unmolested until April, when they will
hatch: Seven hundred thousand eggs are now undergoing

the process of incubation in this establishment.
In this process the accidents attendant upon the natural
mode of propagation are avoided. The ova is a choice
tidbit for other fish; immense quantities are destroyed by
the ice which forms to the bed of the creek in Winter, and
the swift stream where the salmon loves to form its bed
carries away many more.
All these dangers being avoided
in the artificial process, Mr. Wilmot succeeds in hatching
from seventy to eighty per cent, of the eggs, while by the
natural mode it would not exceed four or five per cent.
Each fish, as it leaves the building after being stripped, is
marked, a puncture being made in the tail— one for each
year— and salmon have visited the establishment with three
perforations in their tails.
The article in the Toronto
Globe, from which we gather this information, states that
the one thousand salmon which have ascended the Wilmot
stream within the past two weeks were all reared at the
establishment, none being found in the adjacent streams

except

diers,

covered with wounds and scars.

These were

re-

ceived in their labors when forming breeding beds, by
which the whole channel has been changed. T K efish,
when they desire to spawn, turn up the gravel with their
noses at a point where the water is swiftest, and by writhing their bodies, aided by the current, they scoop out large
holes, into which they drop their ova.
Large and heavy
stones are thus displaced, the eggs being deposited as they
are turned over.
Many fish have lost large portions of
their noses in these efforts, and injured their sides.
The eggs now deposited in the government breeding establishment will hatch in April, when the young fisbrwill
be distributed in different streams throughout the Dominion, though not as liberally as in former years, the eggs
having acquired a commercial value. In past years the
United States government has been a large purchaser at
the rate of $40 per thousand, but the present policy of the
Canadians is to retain the eggs for their own rivers. And
indeed, it is questionable whether our government, with the
bountiful supply obtained this year from California, would
care to be a purchaser.
portion of these California eggs
were presented to the Dominion Fisheries Department by
Prof. Baird, and are now in the breeding house far advanced in incubation, the embryo fry being readily seen in
all of them.
This is the second attempt to hatch the California salmon at this establishment, that of last year having been entirely successful, although it is claimed that
the Canadian fish are superior in richness and delicacy.
Mr. Wilmot is about opening an institution for the
breeding of whitcfish at Sandwich, on Detroit River, and
hopes to have it in such a state of advancement as' to be
able to lay down many millions of eggs during this season,
its capacity being fifty million.
At the breeding house on
Saguenay River a large number of salmon eggs have been
laid down.
The establishments at Gaspe and on the Restigouche and Miramichi rivers have not yet been reported on;
it is feared that on account of the freshets which have prevailed in those districts much difficulty will have been experienced in procuring the eggs to stock them.
new
establishment has been erected this season on the Sackville
River, near Halifax, and has been stocked.
The government contemplated also erecting a similar building in
Prince Edward Island, but it was found impossible to erect
All these establishments are under
it during this season.
the supervision of Mr. Wilmot, who, taking up this science
as a labor of love, has prosecuted it with commendable
zeal, and accomplished valuable results.
The present government have entered into it. with considerable spirit, and
made increased grants towards improving by this artificial
means to supply the better classes of fish in our streams

A

A

and lakes.

IN CANADA.

Newcastle, a short distance from Toronto, is located
the building in which fish culture operations are
heing carried on by Mr. S. Wilmot, on behalf of the Dominion government. Wilmot Creek, on which the build-

forms a natural inlet of the sheltered bend
between Bond Head and Darlfogton. The
stream flows over a gravelly bed through the major portion
of the distance from its fountain head, ten miles away, and
from this fact, and the purity and rapidity of the waters,
it is admirably adapted
for the formation of spawning
beds.
In early times it was famous for salmon, as indeed
is

thero.

of the ponds connected with the establishment contains upwards of five hundred fish, ranging from four to
sixteen pounds in weight.
These do not, however, represent the largest class which enter the stream, for, by reason of the shallow water, they remain below the breeding
house and deposit their eggs in the main stream. Many of
the fish to be seen in the creek and pond are, like old sol-

**$.<,+,

CAN DEPLETED STREAMS BE RESTOCKED?

T

ing

when placed

One

Oct. 25th, 1875.

located,

of the lake

many of the neighboring streams. Only a few stragremained when, in 1866, Mr. Wilmot entered upon
his self-appointed task of replenishing the stream by artificial methods of breeding.
His efforts have been crowned
with success. Salmon may now be seen by hundreds in the

were
glers

creek.

During the spawning season no less than one hundred
and ten spawning beds can be seen within a distance of
half a mile, and^each bed representing the work of from
war to six salmon. To prevent the destruction of the eggs
thus deposited, it is proposed to erect a small building for
receiving the fish at a point lower down on the stream.
Such salmon as pass up the stream to the breeding houses
enter the reception house on account of the main stream
being blocked. They are there distributed into compartments according to sex, and remain until they become mature, when they are removed to the breeding room.
Half
a dozen fsh are placed in a box through which a constant
stream of fresh water passes.
The operator then takes a
female, and by gently pressing the abdomen the eggs flow
from the vent into a'receptacle. This fish is immediately
liberated through a small aperture in the corner of the
building, and passes down into a pond below.
male fish
is next
operated on in a similar manner, the melt being
deposited in the same receptacle, which is shaken, and impregnation is the result.
The eggs are then measured out,
so as to place four thousand
on each tray, which is a small
wooden frame-work, covered on the bottom side with fine
wire cloth or perforated zinc.
These trays are laid in
troughs, through which there is a constant flow of water,

A
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Rochester, N. Y., Nov.

</

5th, 1875.

Edttok Fobest and Stream:—

In

answer to

your inquiries as to

how

I

know

our

depleted trout streams can be stocked again and be made a
success,
I will explain.
In the year 1871 Charles Upton,
a banker in this place, bought a small, played out trout
stream about one mile long. I put 4,000 young brook trout
one inch long in the stream. During the Summer of 1872
the creek was alive with yearling trout. In 1873 Mr. Upton commenced fishing for them. He would go out at 3
P. M., after bank hours, and his take would be from 50 to
100 during the afternoon, and in 1874 his take would be
from 20 to 60 three year old trout, and in 1875 his take was
from 5 to 19.
good many of the 1875 take were pound
fish.
Care should be taken in putting young trout in trout
streams, and to not put in any more than there is food for.
They feed on all kinds of small animalcules and larvae of
small flies. I have just returned from the lower end of
Lake Ontario. I have had great success in gathering sal-

A

mon trout spawn. I shall have some millions to distribute
Seth Green.
next Spring. Yours,

—

Some Rare Pishes. Mr. Blackford recently received in
a box of halibut from Gloucester a fine specimen of a
very rare Greenland fish allied to the cod family, and
known as Macrurus rupestris. Its peculiarities are a very

htuml

HOW SNAKES OBTAIN

A

THEIR FOOD.

CORRESPONDENT,

writing from Philadelphia,
hearing a disturbance in the grass,
he investigated it, and discovered that a snake fifteen
or twenty inches long had the hind legs of a large sized
frog in its mouth, while the frog was making desperate efforts
states

that

\

to escape.

He

says,

"What

I

wish to know

is,

how

that

snake intended to derive any benefit from his prisoner? It
would have been impossible for him to have swallowed the
frog whole, and he could not bite off the animal's legs."
In the assertion that the snake could not swallow the
frog, our correspondent reckons without his host.
snake's powers of deglutition are almost unlimited, and the
whole anatomy of the head and throat has reference to
this habit of eating their prey whole, for it is true that
they have no teeth with which to bite or chew their food.
All the bones of the skull, except those which enclose the
brain, are joined together loosely, so as to be capable of
expansion. This is particularly the case with the lower
jaw, the two branches of which are not united by a connection of bone, but by elastic ligaments; and the quadrate
and squamosal bones, through which the lower jaw is attached on either side to the skull, are also slightly movable and allow a wide separation of the mandibles from
each other, and from the base of the skull. All of these
arrangements allow of an immense distension of the throat,
and the muscular construction of the gullet or oesophagus
is such as to admit of the passage into the stomach of anything which can get through the gate-way of the jaws.
The usual fare of our smaller snakes consists of frogs,
They captoads, and field mice, with the larger insects.
ture these animals by means of stealth, and rarely seem to
pursue a frog or mouse that avoids their first spring. The
hind legs of a frog would naturally be seized first by a
snake and held by the minute hooked teeth which stud the
roof of the mouth, all pointing backward, until the frog,
exhausted by its efforts, had become quiet, when the snake
would pour out a copious flow of saliva, and slowly, by
repeated efforts force the huge mouthful down his throat.
The tongue, which is devoid of organs of taste, helps in
His meal safely swallowed, the snake lies
this operation.
quietly down to digest it, becoming almost torpid meanwhile.
It used to be thought that serpents ate but once a
year, and at a particular season, but we now know better.
They seek food whenever hungry, except during the season

A

r

of hibernation.

The strange thing about it is, that not only might the
snake which our correspondent saw have swallowed his
frog whole, but that the frog might have lived through it,
if liberated from his Jonah-like prison without much deProf. Alpheus Hyatt, of Cambridge, Mass., once
lay.
found a striped snake which had recently enjoyed a meal
as indicated by a large bunch near the centre of its body.
He teazed the snake until the reptile seemed to become
sick, and the "bunch" was observed to move towards the
"In a few moments more a live frog was seen tryhead.
ing to get out of the snake's mouth, which, after a hard
trial and a good many jerks and kicks, it succeeded in doing, and jumped off, highly delighted at making its escape."
And Mr. Cooke, editor of Science Gossip, tells how he saw
a live frog liberated from the stomach of a snake which
had been killed soon after swallowing it.
With these facts before us, why should we doubt what
so many maintain, that young snakes are taken into the
throat of their mother for protection, and come forth again
when the danger is past. But, as Mr, Putman says, "one
might easily believe, that, if the old snake should take the
young into her throat in a moment of danger, she might
afterwards, on being pressed with hunger, be strongly
tempted to work them down a little farther and provide
herself with a good dinner, especially as snakes are known
to feed on smaller ones ." But this opens questions which
we cannot at present discuss.
***<•*

,

—A writer in the London Science

Gossip relates his experience with a sparrow which his servant girl nursed and
fed until it grew to full stature. It was finally placed in
the garden, where it remained until another sparrow, apparently of its own age, enticed it away to a more natural
condition of sparrow life; but not sb far away as that it
forgot its early friends, whom it frequently visited, and
continued to recognize with signs of affection. If the
nurse was in the garden, the grateful little creature would

perch upon her head or shoulder, and was perall the household.
At breakfast, dinner or supper time it did not fail to tap at the window with
its beak until it was opened, when it would fly to its loved
nurse and partake of its usual feed from her mouth. This
happy intercourse has been continued for three or four
years, during which the sparrow has raised three or four
broods, on which occasions food has been left for it upon
the window, so as to be at ail times accessible for supplies
fly to her,

fectly at

home with

to the rising generation.

was no

the food

less

Once the number

of its visits to

than two hundred and thirty-six in

large head, pointed scales like armor, and an enormous and
soggy-looking eye. The fish was sent to Prof. Baird, who

one day.

expressed himself much pleased with it, as it is the first
one of the species he has ever seen. At the same time another rare fish—the American angler, or Gophius Americanus was forwarded to the Smithsonian Institute. This
fish was seen floating on the water at Pier No. 20, and Mr.
Blackford, being apprized of the fact, went to the spot,

correspondent who is about to take a long trip,
writes to ask whether he can preserve birds for stuffing
upon his return to Philadelphia. The only proper way, or
rather the best way, is to skin and stuff the birds day

mounted.

But

and hooking

means of a

glass syringe, with a small quantity of carbolic

—

it

in the gills, brought

it

ashore.

—A

by day

as they are collected, after
if

birds

which they can be
and mammals are injected, by
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acid at tlie mouth and vent, it will prevent decomposition
from taking place immediately.
After injecting, the
mouth and vent should be plugged to prevent the acid
staining the feathers. Birds injected this way for three
successive days will keep fresh for a long time, and if
kept dry, may afterwards be skinned. The acid must be
used with extreme care; and the time spent in this process

might much better be applied in becoming expert
dermy,

in taxi-

—An American sportsman writing from Bremen, Germany, says that the best street in the city, includes, so to
speak, an old water course, the banks of which are clothed
with well clipped greensward, flowering plants or shrubbery carefully kept. In this water various kinds of wild
ducks are found perfectly tamed, coming to call, almost
taking bread crumbs out of your hand. Among them are
some old acquaintances, the green winged teal, bald-pates,
red -heads, sprig-tails, broad-bills and butter-balls. Some
winsc feathers are frequently pulled out of both wings, but
more out of one than the other, so as not to mar the beauty
as in cropping one wing.
Nineteen species are thus domesticated, eleven of

which breed

there.

—A

correspondent in East Hampton, Conn., who, last
August, wrote to us about, a rattlesnake in continemeut
which remained as irascible and deadly as when first taken
from its den, now tells us that the snake died a fewvveeks
alter that date.
•*»*»-

—A taxidermist in Paw
of the birds of that

Paw, Mich.,

State for

preparing a case
exhibition at the Centenis

————«-— <—
THE MAMMALS OF THE BLACK HILLS

nial.

^XJRING the Summer
of the Black Hills

of 1874 a military reconnoissance

was made by

Wm.

Ludlow,
Chief Engi neer of the Department of Dacotah, an elegant
report of which has just been issued from the Government
Col.

presses.
The topographical and geological information
therein given is of great value, but of most interest at
present are the reports upon the mammals and birds of
these unexplored regions, which are written by Mr. George
Bird Grinnell, of New Haven. The expedition started in
June from Fort Abe Lincoln, crossed to the Belle Fourche,
where the Black Hills were entered and completely traThe return march was made from Custer Park to
versed.

Bear Butte, and thence across the plains to Fort Lincoln,
where they arrived on August 30th. There is only time
now for a brief review of the list of mammals, which
comprises thirty four species, leaving the Ornithology of
the Report for another day.
The cougar, wild cat {Lynx rufus), Canada lynx (Lynx
Canadensis) gray wolf and coyote, are put down as common in the Black Hills. The kit-fox, or swift (Vulpes velox) is abundant on the plains.
It is not considered very
fleet of foot, well trained hounds having caught it in a
fourth of the distance required to overtake a jackass rabThe mink, otter and badger are abundant on the rivbit.
ers flowing iuto the Missouri, and squirrels, gophers,
woodchucks and muskrats are common on the plains. The
beaver builds its dams in all the streams. Indications of
many grizzly bears were seen and a few shot No evidence of great ferocity was manifested by them, and they
always ran, unless too badly wounded to do so. The author says that the swiftness of the grizzly is considerable,
and in a rough country it can easily run away from a slow
horse, while it requires a pretty good animal to catch
the prairie. Thirty miles east of the Little
it, even on
Missouri was the most easterly point at which this bear
was noticed. But few elk were seen, but there was every
indication of their presence in large numbers. There is
much variation in the horns of this species, which is
thought to be largely due to injuries received when young.
The extremities are apt to be very much flattened, and in
two instances noted, the basal prong, instead of projecting
forward and downward, turned outward and downward,
and then inward and up again, so as to bring the point of
the snag immediately under the animal's throat.
few
red deer were seen near the Missouri River, but in the
Black Hills this species was replaced by the white-tailed
(Cerous leucurus), which were very numerous. The mule
deer (Gervus macrotis) was also abundant. The pronghorned antelope afforded fine sport after getting away from
"The antelope," to quote
the vicinity of Fort Lincoln.
4k
the text, is regarded by hunters as the most difficult to
kill of any animal found on the. prairie, or in the mounIn proportion to its size it is more tenacious of life
tains.
than the grizzly bear, and from its astonishing speed it is
often enabled to escape, even after having received a
wound that would have brought a deer or an elk immediately to the ground."
,

.

A
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high water mark.

—

Speaking of the use Natural History is to Geology in
deterijiming changes in the earth's surface which have left
no geological vecord, Mr. Wallace says with reference to
the Malay Archipelago, "It is certainly a wonderful and
unexpected fact, that an accurate knowledge of the distribution of birds and insects should enable us to map out
lands and continents which disappeared beneath the ocean
lonir betoie the earliest traditions of the human race."

—A

writer in Land and Water speaking of Australian
says:
"lu its fiercest rage if a snake's eye meets
the eye of a man it is instantly calmea; no magnetic exertion is required; a man has simply to keep his eye on the

—

snake and it is entirely at his mercy. Snake charming is
extremely easy with Australian snakes." It would be
ve;y interesting to see how far this is true of American serpents.

Pigeon Post. —Experiments are now
England, in training a variety of carrier
pigeon indigenous to Iceland, the object being to establish,
is possible, a pigeon transatlantic mail between the United
States and England,
The bird is of great docility, intelligence, and spirit, and is naturally ocean-homing. Its
speed is over 150 miles per hour, and it is said to be able to
return to its habitation from any part of the world. Should
the present efforts to educate the birds prove successful,
next Summer will find an almost daily ocean mail in prac-

oodhndf ^rtn nnd §zrdm.

f

tical operation, as it is believed

that the flight

from

conti-

nent to continent can easily be accomplished between sunrise in one hemisphere and sunset in the other.
The records which we have of the vigor of endurance of flight
displayed by these birds, are such as to make believe this
will be possible.
A pair of these birds brought dispatches
from Paris to a lonely part of Kent, within ten miles of
London, in one and a half hours. Press carrier pigeons
took the dispatches on to the city, the whole distance from
Paris to London by actual parcel mode of conveyance being done within one and a half hours. Yarrell mentions
carrier pigeons that flew from Rhuen to Ghent, 150 miles,
in the same time, but this speed is surpassed by our wild
pigeons, which have been shot in New York before the
wild rice they had picked in Georgia had been digested.
Pigeons were used in transmitting to Baltimore the result
of the recent races at Pimlico.
The four birds used were
very young, having been bred last Spring, with no training
whataver. At the end of each race a small tag was attached to the bird's leg by means of a slenier silver wire,
having on it the name of the winning horse, the time made,
and the time the pigeon was tossed. The birds took a direct line to the city, and were out of sight in from fifteen
to thirty seconds after being set free.
The first bird made
the distance from Pimlico, five miles, in 9£ minutes; the
second bird arrived in 11£ minutes; the third bird making
ihe distance in 9^ minutes; and the fourth bird arrived in
i?£ minutes.
contest between the fanciers of Baltimore
will probably come oh next January, and it is said that
the Poultry Association will pay especial attention to the
cultivation of carrier pigeons.

A
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Farming Ostriches for their Feathers

The

ex-

periment of farming ostriches for the purpose of securing
a regular and abundant supply of their valuable feathers is
being tried in the vicinity of the Cape of Good Hope,
where the ostrich is native, and where land of the right sort
can be obtained to any extent. A large extent of suitable
bush land is fenced in, over which the birds roam peaceably enough in ordinary times, but in the breeding season
the pairs select and occupy one of the several small camps
laid out for the purpose.
The birds are very fierce and
savage at this period, but at all other times are as tame as
a flock of sheep. They assemble to be fed at bugle call,
though the feeders have to be careful of any loose articles
there may be about, for the ostriches snap up and swallow
immediately any such trifles as tobacco pipes, knives,
spoons, coins, &c, and make attempts to wrench off butThe plucking of the birds is a dangertons from clothing.
ous operation. They are enticed by the bugle call into a
small inclosure, where they are packed as closely as possible to prevent them from administering those terrible
kicks which are delivered with a force sufficient to break a
man's thigh. The plumage of the farmed ostrich is stated
to be abundant in quantity and superior in quality, and the
yield from a well-stocked and carefully tended farm returns a large profit on the whole outlay.

—

—

and which are described in Vol. Ill of the Transactions of
the Zoological Society, came from the North Island, as did
also the remains of the dinoruis which he also described.
''Since that date," says Prof. Owen, "most of the evidences
of the great extict wingless or flightles birds of New Zealand which have reached me have been from the South
Island, and I need not add with what interest I should
compare those which have been recently and abundantly
discovered in the North Island. I have no idea that this
strange group of birds is any longer in existence, notwithstanding all the stories of the natives and others. If any
be alive they will probably be found in the middle island,
which may be almost said to be uninhabited, except on the

«»**
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THIS subject

is attracting much attention, both in
this
country and Europe, and the weight of observation
and of scientific evidence has seemed to demonstate the
utility of forests in piomoting atmospheric moisture,
and
consequently the fall of rain. But on this subject, as well
as on the diagnoses of human diseases, "the doctors differ "
and we find ourselves confronted by opposite theories, each
apparently supported by existing facts. For instance,
"Walker's Statistical Atlas'* states that the rainfall in the

Maine and Minnesota precisely identiwith that of the prairies extending west of Chicago
which are almost treeless. Also, that the heavy timber
district of Northern Michigan has the same rainfall asSouthern Minnesota, which is in the same latitude, and
almost treeless.
On the other hand, Prof. Stockbridge asserts that on ourAtlantic seaboard the annual rainfall is forty-four inches,,
forest regions of

cal

New

in Western
York forty two inches, in Ohio from
thirty-eight to thirty nine inches, in Iowa thirty inches, on
the plains only fifteen inches, and still further West only

two

Gakden op the Zoological Society,
Fairmounx Pabk, Philadelphia, Nov. 8th, 1875.

thus seeks to demonstrate that while climate is in part the
result of forests,.) t is also true that forests are the result of
climate, and are more dense near the seaboard and large bodies of water than further inland. The Desert of Sahara, he

must admit, forms an exception to this general condition,
or law, of nature, for there the barren plain extends to the
ocean.

Whatever the effects of forests upon the rainfall, or of
moisture upon the production of forests, it is a fact demonstrated by the commonest observation that our streams
diminish in volume as the country contiguous to them is
denuded of trees. How far this is. owing to the increased
amount of rain absorbed by a soil subjected to cultivation,
which otherwise flows off on the surface to swell the vol-

ume

of streams,

no nutriment in it save starch; no albuminoids for the muscles, no phosphorus for the brain, or
mineral matter for the bones. These elements are chiefly
bolted out of the ground wheat to secure the white starchy
flour has little or

compound, which only makes fat and heat Can nothing
be done to disseminate the simplest principles of chemistry principles so dosely allied to the preservation of
health— among those who prepare our food?

—

Good Suggestions.—Dr. William Home, U. S. A., delivered a lecture at a fair in Wisconsin recently on the care
which he urged the importance of light, venand cleanliness in stables. Light, he urged, should
never come through windows glaring in front of the horse,
of horses, in
tilation,

but should be jn his rear. So, too, in stopping a horse in
cold, windy weather, he should always be allowed to stand
This protects the centre of circulation
tail to the wind.
also to break

Presented by Master John

One young prong-horn Antelope, Antilocapro, Americana, and one
Hawk, Buteo borealas. Presented by Lieut. Emmet Crawford,

red tailed

S. Cavalry.

One young prong-horn Antelope, A. Americana. Presented by Capt.
Dearie Monahan, Third U S. Cavalry.
One night Heron, Nyctiardea gardeni. Presented
Brooks, of Philadelphia.
One checkered Tortoise, Emys picta. Presented

its

and the vehicle helps

by Mr. William H.

fol-

used in Germany for the preservation of

is

wood: Mix forty parts
melting them together

chalks, fifty resin, four linseed oil,
in an iron pot; then add one part
of native oxide of copper and afterward one part of sulphuric acid. Apply with a brush. When dry this varnish
is as hard as a stone.

4**»

'

—

To prevent the destruction of insects on house plants,
a strong solution of soap suds, with a few drops of carvery simple and quite efbolic acid, is very effectual.
fective preventive, also, is to bake the earth in whicli plants
are to be potted, subjecting it to such a degree of heat as
to destroy the eggs of all insects.

A

by Mr. John Pear-

—Apples should be kept in a temperature as uniform and

of Philadelphia.
One golden EagJe, Aquila Canadensis.

sail,

Presented by Mr. George W.
Bush, of Philadelphia.
One great horned Owl, Bubo Yirginianus. Presented by Mr. M. M.
McNeil, of Huntingdon, Pa.
One screech Owl, Scops asio. Pre»ented by Mr. B. M. Taylor, of

as free

from

air currents as possible.

Presented by Mr. Ed. S.

Aschom

of

Eiddlesberg, Pa.
One young black Bear, Vrsus Americanus. Presented by Mr. Harthy
Howard, of Pittsourg, Pa.
O ne Mer.opoma, Menopoma alleghanimse. Presented by Mr, Andrew
Fredricks, of Philadelphia.

One Llama, Lama peruana. Still born at the Gardens.
Two American Rheas, Rhea Americana. Purchased.
One Mocking Bird, Mimus poli/glottvs. Presented by Mrs,

if

wrapped separately

— A party of

R.

Ma

—

in paper.

——,

—

***»
over one hundred persons from Minnesota,

and their families, arrived in Tallahassee,
few days ago. They propose to purchase lands and
make Florida their home.
— -—
+++>
chiefly farmers

Fla. , a

—

•

S,

If they could be kept

at thirty-two degrees they would not decay in a year. They
keep longer in barrels than on open shelves, and still longer

Philadelphia.

garge, ©I Philadelphia,

effects of the cold,

force

German Method op Preserving Wood.— The

One red-tailed Hawk, Buteo borealis. Presented by "Kind Hands."
One common Boa, Boa constrictor. Presented by Mr. E. F. Moelling

torquaius.

an interesting subject of observation.

grieve to say it— our housewives
also, seem totally oblivious to the fact that the whitest

lowing method

K. Sulger, of Philadelphia.

One Loon, Colymbus

is

Keeping Feuit in Russia.—Fruit is kept in Russia by
being packed in cieosotized lime. The lime is slaked in
water in which a little creosote has been dissolved, and is
allowed to fall to powder. The latter is spread over the
bottom of a deal box to about one inch in thickness. A
sheet of paper is laid above, and then the fruit.
Over the
fruit is another sheet of paper, then more lime, and so on
until the box is full, when a little finely powdered charcoal
is packed in the corners and the lid tightly closed.
Fruit
thus enclosed will, it is said, remain good for a year. We
have constantly at this season these new and successful
ways of preserving fruit; but they seldom are worth anything, and if otherwise, who wants an apple or pear in
June or July?

|

J

Three gray Foxes, Yuipus Yirginianus. Presented by Mr. JohnBaird,

Third U-

and in these instances the maximum and miniof rain and of forest correspond. Prof, Stockbridge

inches,

mum

from the severest

recent arrivals at the Philadelphia

of Philadelphia.
One black Squirrel, Sciurus Carolinensis.

RAIN-

— Our cooks, and — we

Prof. Richard Owen writes to The Colonist, (London,)
with reference to a correspondent's notice of the discovery
of remains of the moa one of the gigantic fossil birds of
New Zealand— in the North Island, where they were supposed not previously to have been found; to say that all
the series of bones which hav« passed through his hands,

The following are
Zoological Garden:—

FALL.

-*&^&

--

coast."

THE EFFECT OF FORESTS ON

of Philadelphia.

The voyagers in the Pandora report having encountered the most lovely May weather for several days in the
latter part of August in Peel Strait, and found a colony of
gulls secure in their isolation on the face of rocks where
the vegetation formed an extensive green patch down to

snakes

A Transatlantic

in progress in

—

——

—Potatoes are abundant in the West, as well as in the
Northern States. In Wisconsin they sell for fifteen cents
a bushel.

—

.

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
of Canada. Grouse, 2d, owned by Whitman, of Chicago.
Bitches— 8 entries— Victress, 1st, owned by Smith, of
Canada; Maud, 2d, owned by Bryson, of Tenn.
Puppies—7 entries— Count, 1st, owned by Whitman, of
Chicago; Shot 2d, owned by France, of Tenn,
Class II— Gordon Setters— 9 entries, Rip, 1st, owned by
Orgill, of New York; Don 2d, owned by France, of Tenn.

owned by Smith,

%* MmtteL
TENNESSEE STATE SPORTSMEN'S
ASSOCIATION.

[from our special correspondent.]
Memphis, Tenn., October 30th 1875.
after a break down on the
correspondent,
special
Tour
Blue Kidge Mountains of Virginia, arrived here, and proceeded to the Peabody Hotel, the headquarters of the
T

Tennessee State Sportsmen's Association. The first gentleman I chanced to meet was Capt. Dick Lightburne, who,
more for the noble companion of man
I believe, has done
anyone
else in the State. With the co-operthan
dog—
the
ation of the writer, Capt. Lightburne drafted the rules
and laws by which the Tennessee State Sportsmen's Association, in field trials, is now governed.

The Tennessee State Sportsmen's Association,

practical-

ly organized for the protection of game in the State, is
more of a pigeon shooting society than an association for
game protectigon, and we could wish that it would follow
in the footsteps of the Ohio State Association, which, on

the 8th of June last, during their meeting at Cleveland,
eliminated from their proceedings everything relating to
visited Hernando Park, near Mempigeon shooting.
phis.and found there assembled some of the most prominent

We

sportsmen of the United States, among them as delegates
also met delegates from
from the Chicago Gun Club.
St. Louis, Mo.; Cleveland, Ohio; Boston, Mass.; LouisNew York, Brooklyn, and
ville, Ky.; Nashville, Tenn.
All
of
the
trap
shooting was made fiom
cities.
other
from
H & T plunge traps; most of the birds were wild pigeons,
The quartering birds
and, as a rule, were top-drivers.
were generally killed, but we noticed, even with the immense loads of powder (some using 8 drachms), a great
many birds were missed, the wind being in favor of the
birds. Most of the prominent gun manufactories had their
representatives present, among whom we noticed W. W.
Greener's agent (Mr. Williams, of St. Louis,) who extended to all gentlemen sportsmen a handsome reception at the
Peabody Hotel, where he exhibited a superb battery of
breech loading guns. Mr. Williams is the only agent for
this English firm in the country, whose guns have proved
so successful in England.
There were as many as 6,000 wild pigeons furnished for
shooting, which were supplied by Mr. Martin, of Chicago.
Among the prominent amateur pigeon shots present were
the old Chicago boys mentioned often in your journal;
also Mr. Acklen, of Louisiana, the great snipe shot, Williams' and Alleys, of Tennessee, and gentlemen from Wis-

Bitches

—No entries.

Puppies— Mab 1st, owned by Thornton, of Ky.
Class III—Bed Irish Setters.— 3 entries, Rufus, 1st,
owned by Berges, of Ky.; Harry 2d, owned by Nicholson,
of Tenn.

Bitches— 2

entries,

;

and other Northwestern

States.

[Our limited space compels us to omit the details of the
pigeon matches, the results of which were announced in
our last issue. Ed.]

THE BENCH SHOW.
The exhibition of sportsmen's dogs was acknowledged
by all present to be perhaps the best display ever held in
America. We noticed that the prominent colors were
white, with orange, lemon and blue ticks.

How

shall I begin to give you the different classifications
and almost perfect strains of the setters on exhibition? I
The most perfect
will start with the field trial breed.
beauty in the show was Paris, owned by Mr. Smith, of

Although not awarded the first premium, owing to the change of judges, yet still we state
here that Paris, with Dan, Dora, Rake, and the far-famed
Laverack, took the first prize in the champion class. These
Ontario,

Canada.

perhaps, the purest setters of their class in America.
In the Irish class we noticed Mr. Burges' grand dog, Rufus.
As a sire the excellence of his get will have yet to
be determined. He has great power forward, a fine quarter, chest, and a better coat and feather are seldom seen.
His quarters are long perhaps a little too narrow in loin.
His sire, French's Shot, was always a successful getter,
going back as far as the Plunkets, Everleighs and others.
Old Rufus, with his grand body, lost the first prize because his mother was not capable of heading him.
I must
notice just here among native dogs, Count and Grouse,
owned by Mr. Whitman, of Chicago, who has always been
so liberal to gentlemen sportsmen and anglsrs as a railroad
man. These dogs are not pedigreed as stock blues, but, in
my estimation, among the pure white and lemon Beltons,
such a yearling puppy as Count is seldom seen in a show
of sportsmen's dogs anywhere.
He took my fancy, alare,

—

though master and dog were both unknown to me. The
dog reminds me a good deal of Mr. Brooks'
dog, Bismarck, of Philadelphia.
The native stock undoubtedly

showed the improvement due

It
to recent importations.
very well to laugh over what is called blue blood;
but when it comes to practical facts, the native and English blood has achieved wonders.
We are not speaking of
individual trained dogs for snipe, quail, etc.
But give us
a good English performer, and when mated to a handsome native dog their progeny will be excellent.
The show of pointers, although numerous, was, in my
opinion, second class.
The most noticeable dog without
doubt, although awarded only second premium by the
judges, was Capt. Lightburne's chestnut pointer Sandy.
His head was almost perfect, reminding me of Garth's
Drake, now owned by Mr. Price, of Bala, Wales. I noticed es| ecially his shoulders.
They were narrow at the
blades, with fine muscle.
His feet were only fair, and
neck a little too throaty; the only bad fault was in his
stern.
The fine-looking black and whites belonging to
Major Taylor, of Kentucky, were a little too snaky, though
the feet, legs, loins, and stifles were about middling.
The
fox hound class were undoubtedly the best dogs of the
show, except the setter class
Mr. J. W. Alley, 'of Memphis, entered some lovely animals, black and tans, with a
touch of the tawny on their backs and arms, reminding
me of the dogs of the Wheatley Kennel. I paid particular attention in this class to a pup crossed with the native
stock by a recent importation.
1 will now give you the entries and prizes.
There were
76 entries in all, of the canine race:—
Class \.—E7iglish Setters. Premium, a silver goblet of
the value of $35; 14 entries— Leicester, 1st premium,
is all

.

—

Gypsey

1st,

owned by Whitman,

of

Chicago; Friend, 2d, owned by Burges, of Ky.
Puppies No entries.

—

Class IV— Champion setter on exhibition, Paris, 1st,
owned by Smith, of Canada.
Pointers.—20 entries, Duke, 1st, owned by
Class
Taylor, of Ky Sandy,2d, owned by Lightburne, of Tenn.
Bitches— Fanny, 1st, owned by Miller; May 2d, owned
by Dr. Saunders, of Tennessee.
Puppies— No Name, 1st, owned by Gibson, of Tenn. Joe
2d, owned by Howe, of Tenn.
Extra Wass Pointers.—-5 entries, 1st prize to Duke, owned
by Taylor, of Ky.
Extra Cass Setter Puppies.— Grouse, 1st, owned by Whitman, of Chicago.
Class VI— Fox Hounds.—-8 entries, all owned by J. W.
His dogs Frank, Tom and King, and
Alley, of Tenn.
bitches Flora and Kate, and a puppy bitch were well
worthy the premiums. There was no competition

V—

;

;

We

consin,
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THE FIELD TRIALS.
Memphis, Tenn., October

30th, 1875.

The second annual meeting of the Tennessee Field Trials
for dogs on quail, came off October 29th and 30th, on the
plantations of Cols. Townsend, Mosby and Brooks, situated
about fifteen miles from this city, the former gentleman
having extended the courtesies of his house to the sportsmen present on the field. The farms had been specially
preserved for this occasion, and many birds laid down
which were purchased two years ago in Arkansas, so as
nothing could mar the success of the trials on account of
the scarcity of birds
It may be noticed here that Mr. P. H. Bryson, the President of the Association, and Mr. Wheatley, the Secretary,

have really labored very hard to bring these tests of merit
in dogs in the field over game to something like success, although I scarcely think they received the support
they deserved from the public, nor from their own memThe entries were by no means so numerous as exbers.
pected, and the small patronage received was, I presume,
owing to the great expense one has to incur in bringing
dogs and guns such long distances from the North and
Northwest. The rules, regulations and points governing
these trials were arranged and published by the writer—
your former Field Editor—in Forest and Stream some
two years ago. The handling and working of the dogs
was, with the exception of Mr. Horsfall, nothing to speak
Although repeatedly requested to act as judge, I
of.
found it impossible to kill the quail over single points with
one barrel at the same time in other words, to take notes
and give a fair impartial report to the public, and at the
same time do justice to the different owners of the animals. Dr. Rowe's dogs failed to arrive. His breaker, having
to lay over at St. Louis, had the misfortune to loose Banshee by a dog thief. The breaker being so long delayed,
and the dogs fatigued by 1,500 miles of travel, were evidently unfit to enter the stakes. It is a pity that the grand
dog Rufus, owned by Arnold Burges, is a stock dog, as he
would do well in the field.
The performances of the dogs in the different stakes,
although the weather was dead against them the first day,
were such as to lead one to suppose that there was only
one breaker in America. His system I like, although perhaps a little too slow at times. The careful, masterly
style in which he handled Romp and Rake, in the brace
stakes, would have easily given him an extra prize for amateur workers, which ought to have been awarded to him
by the association. The judges in this stake were greatly
in error. Admitting, as I do, Tom to be the best dog, although unbroken for a field trial, yet his companion, May,

—

was frequently weak in his backing, trained miserably,
good style and pace, nose inferior, handled and worked
with no judgment, but by a gentleman. The flag was
thrown up for Tom and May, while Romp and Rake, barring their pace being slow, and rather of the woodcock order of workers, were simply perfect. I had never seen
one of the dogs or owners before this visit to Memphis, so
In the All-aged
these remarks may be called impartial.
Stakes, Tom be it everything easily. He could have given
Harry twenty points and beaten "him, but as he had nothing to show against, he was not called on. Harry is perfield sportsman's dogs I ever saw.
points of merit are to be judged, he must be
worked by a professional. The puppies, Maud and Paris,
were entered, and worked in all the stakes, and when the
time came for the All-aged Stakes they were, as a matter
of course, completely tired out.
The Tennessee Brace Stakes for Setters and Pinters, Dogs and Bitches
Champion Brace of America, for a purse of $ 00 cash and a Silver
Cup, value $150, given by the Turf, Field and Farm, the absolue winning brace to take Cup and $150, the rest of the money pro rated.

haps one of the best

When

Mr. P. H. Bryson's black and white Maud, Mr. Smith's,
of Ontario, Canada, field trial breed, Paris; Mr. Williams'

Romp and Rake; Mr. Wheatly's Campbell
and May; Mr. D. Bryson's native breed, Lee
and Mab, making four entries. Judges Luther Adams,

blue Beltons
breed,

Tom

—

Maud
of Boston; W. W. Sterling, of St. Louis, Mo.
and Paris went down, ranging over the first cornfield, but
failed to find; continued hunting down wind, then entered
some weeds in another cornfield. Maud fouud first, Paris
backing, sitting on her haunches. Maud again a little too
close; flushed in sedge. Paris flushed; Maud, gently working, made a false point: Paris points, Maud backing. Paris
The weather now was sultry.
retrieves in good shape.

Romp and
Paris, both flushing, were taken up.
flush for Romp in corn, and well done-, the little rascal. Rake, made a beautiful point, Romp backing, the bird
retrieved by Rake. Romp and Rake now beat the ground
honestly but slowly, and were taken up. Tom and May
Maud and
Rake

were put down, both going off in grand style, dashing
through a cotton field, and at the bottom of a little ravine
Tom pointed. The birds were flushed and killed, and then
Tom then pointed a running bird in,
retrieved by Tom.
sedge grass, which was retrieved by May.
following down a steep ravine, May pointing pretty
well, Tom backing, both dropping to shot fairly, as the
This con*
birds were killed. May retrieved in good style.
tinued with more or less success for half an hour. Both
are good rangers, and hunt in a masterly manner, but are
not thoroughly broken. Mab and Lee were now cast off,
up wind, crossing the railroad track. Lee flushed a large
bevv. Mab found them and stood. Lee, coming up to
back, flushed. Lee and Mab made five successive flushes,
Mab again flushed,
three scarcely penal in my opinion.
with her nose right on a bird; both taken up. Now comes
the prettiest performance of the day. Romp and Rake,
the two little beauties, worked cautiously over the line of
a cotton field, running over the edge of a wheat stubble,
and entered a garden patch. Here Mr. Horsfall showed
Romp and Rake mad©
his working the dogs to perfection.
six successive points, each sought dead, found and reTom and May were
trieved also six times in grand style.
put down again, both dogs finding and backing after a
speedy range. Maud and Paris, after ranging through
some hog weeds, Paris made a beautiful point, both drop,
ping to wing and shot. Evening was now coming on, and
all of us returned home, gladdened with the excellence of
the sport. The following were the winners and points
awarded: Tom and May were the winners, 77 polnls;
Romp and Rake, second, 74 points; Maud and Paris, third,
72 points; Lee and Mab nowhere, with 52 points.
Setter and Pointer Puppy Stakes, under eighteen months, for championthick, close

Tom

Purse ^300 cash and a beautiful Cap, va'ue $150,
given by Rod and G-un. The Cup and $150 in cash becomes the al>KOof
the
winner, the rest of the money pro rated.
property
lute
ship of America.

Entries— Mr. L. H. Smith's, of Strathroy, Canada, field
dog, Paris, against Mr. Luther Adams', of Boston,
Mr. P. H. Bryson's, of Memphis,
field trial dog, Duke.
field trial bitch, Maud, against Major Taylor's, of Kentucky, field trial bitch, Blanche. Paris and Duke cast o I
They beat out a stubble field in a masterly manner;
first.
failing to find, they quartered a cornfield. Passing through
this they entered a sedge field, and on coming up by a
cotton patch, Duke made a very short point, which he socn
Paris, on running up, made a staunch point, but
left.
failed to find, as they were running birds, evidently showing that they had passed through the fence into heavy

trial

They then beat several fields, not being able to
cover.
find birds. Paris was first to find a bevy of birds, which
he pointed very staunchly in a cornfield, which Duke did
the birds being marked up by Mr. Smith,
own dogs, Paris retrieved his birds in
good style. Paris then made a point in a cotton patch;
Duke, refusing to back, stole his point from him, and as
no birds were flushed, it was evident they were standing
After a little more work at this place, the judges
scent.
ordered them up. The two sisters, Maud and Blanche,
were the next put down in a patch of sedge grass, in which
was a scattered bevy of birds, where they did some very
pretty work, pointing and backing each other, Maud reAs birds were plentiful, the judge*
trieving in good style.
soon ordered them up, the flag being raised for Maud.
Paris and Duke were then ordered down again, both doing
beautiful work, each dog seeming to feel that it was his
duty to back the other. Paris was now instructed to back
Duke; he finding, Paris backing. They were then or-

On

not back.

who

handled his

dered up
The following were the winners

Maud,

first,

93; Paris, second, 86;

and points awarded:
Duke, third, 74; Blanche,

fourth, 71.
Satttbday, Oct. 30th.—The Open Stakes; free for All-aced Setters and
Pointers, for the championship of America. Parse $500 and a magnificent piece of Silver Plate, valaed at $150, given by Forjsbt an»
Stream, $250 cash and Cnp to the winner; rest of the money prorated.

P. H. Bryson's, of Memphis, Maud against Mr. WheatMr. Nicholson's, of Memphis,
of Memphis, Ida.
Harry, against Mr. Campbell's Tom. Mr. Smith's of CanMaud and Ida were put down
ada, Paris to run a bye.

ley's,

and

cast off in

her chance;

behaved
well.

some heavy sedge grass. Ida flushing, lost
also flushing up wind.
After this Maud

Maud

better;

found

The dogs were

were then unloosed.
style, and pointed an

in a large cotton field and retrieved
at length taken up.
and Harry
went off at full speed in grand
immense bevy of quaii, the handler

Tom

Tom

three birds, which Tom retrieved, Harry rinding
and pointing first this time, and drawing carefully on hia
birds— bird killed, Harry pointing dead. This he did three
times successfully. Paris and Ida were now put down to
show a few of their actions to the judges. In pace and
style, and dropping to shot, Paris was by far the better
dog. Ida and Tom started, but were objected to by Mr.
Bryson, on account of their having been broken together.
Ida was taken up and Tom was cast oif by himself to see
He failed to do it, but dropped to
his dropping to shot.
hand. Paris was then put down against Tom, Tom, a*
usual, doing the wide ranging, Paris the closest.
Tom
found in a cornfield— Paris, after being called up, backTom retrieved, and again found a single bird. Maud
ing.
and Paris were now put down, and after along trial, were

killing

taken up.
The following are the winners and points awarded: Tom,
the Forest and Stream set and purse, 92 points; Harry,
second, 7t points; Maud, third, 67 points; Ida, 05 point's;
Paris, 65 points.
This concluded the meeting.
While we are speaking of dogs and shooting, we must
not omit the handsome silver ware on exhimtion at the
store of Messrs. Bird & Co., consisting of a magnificent silver goblet, mounted with gold, valued at $150, which was
presented by the Turf, Field and Farm.
We aLo notice a
rnagnificent'water set,

consisting of pitcher, goblets,

and

bowl, and engraved with a most beautiful picture of a'do^.
This was, as you know, donated by the Forest and'
Stream. There was a large goblet, 21 inches iu height,
presented by the Bod and Gun, and last, but not has? 16
goblets given by the Tenn. S. S. A., valued at $35 each.
omit mention of winners here, as you will see them elsewhere.
The banquet, given jointly by the proprietors of the
Peabody Hotel and members of the Tennessee State Sport*-

Ve

FOREST AND STREAM.
men's Association, in the dining rooms of the house, wsa
a superb affair. There were present some 320 sportsmen's
delegates from all parts of the country, among whom we
noticed Mr. Sterling, of Cincinnati; Mr, Acklen, of Louisiana; Dr. R. Young, your correspondent from Mississippi;
Dr. Rowe, of New York, and the editors of the local press,
the editors of the Empire State, the Rod and Gun, the Chicago Meld, the representative of the Forest and Stream,
and a large number of other gentlemen interested in the
protection of game. The chair was occupied by Mr. P.
Bryson, President of the Tennessee State Sportsmen's Association, who opened the banquet by a few well chosen
words. Mr. Acklen, of Louisiana, replied. The rooms
were handsomely decorated, many toasts were drank, and
the evening passod off with the greatest good feeling and
eclat.

Our correspondent summarises the result of the recent
gathering at Memphis as follows:
have to congratulate the members and friends of
the Tennessee State Sportsmen's Association upon the
fair and upright manner in which the late meeting at
Memphis was conducted.
would at the same time
suggest that more co-operation and greater assistance to
one another is necessary on the part of the citizens of the
State, and especially the sportsmen of Memphis, in fact
the whole army of those interested in the dog and gun, in
order to bring such multifarious and difficult details to a
final success.
For such laborious duties to devolve solely
on two or three gentlemen, is too much to expect, and we
would suggest that the next exhibition of sporting dogs, or
pigeon tourney that takes place in the United States (which
will most probably be held in Chicago) should demand the
support and interested consideration of every owner of a
dog and gun in the country. Gentlemen, it is not because
you do not own a dog nor can make it convenient to be
present, that your co-operation, and good will is not sought
after.
A suggestion, however small and apparently of little utility, will always be acceptable to Executive CommitThe judges of field trials,
tees of sportsmen's clubs.
Luther Adams, Esq., of Boston, and W. W. Stirling, Esq.,
of St Louis, although we believe for the first time holding
that unenviable and onerous position, completed their
arduous and difficult duties to the satisfaction of all owners
of entries. There are many slight alterations in judging
and points, which may at a future time be made with ad-

We

We

vantage.
propose during the coming Winter from time to
time to give such additional information as wT e may
gather from our numerous friends, both at home and awould also call attention at once as to the
broad.
points in judging on the show bench, as conducted at this

We

We

exhibition.

They

are

two numerous, and some are wholly

unnecessary. The head, neck, shoulders, legs, loins, and
If the original prostern are quite sufficient to judge by.
gramme had been carried out at this meeting, each and all
the judges would have had to write down on paper
some 10,000 figures in order to arrive at the maximum
merits of the animals. Supposing the entries to have been
300. some 22,000 (?) figures would have been noted. This is
too. much to expect from any judge, and will have to be
curtailed.

The animals on the whole, both on the show bench
(which was cleanliness itself) and in the field trials deserve
praise; in the former for the general sleekness of coat and
physique, and the latter for the manner in which they
were handled. However, we can not say so much for their
Taking into consideration that these exhibitions
training.
of sporting dogs are comparatively new in this country,
and that this was only the second field trial ever held here,
we think we take up things pretty fast, and trust in one or

We
to hold our own against any other country.
wish to impress upon owners of clogs and trainers that they
must begin with their pupil puppies at an earlier age, teaching them their A. B. B. in field breaking, where there are
positively no birds, and with care, consideration, and firmness these youngsters will be able to spell D. O. G-. on

two years

shorter time than if left to their own careuntil they are yearlings.
The exhibition of prizes, comprising plate and articles
of vertu, drew together quite a large number of citizens and
The
visitors interested in the success of the meeting.
sporting journals of the United States behaved nobly, as
their contributions of plate were very costly, and what with
the cash prizes offered by the Association made up a very
handsome aggregate.
have now a very pleasant task to perform in thanking the President, P. II. Bryson, Esq., and the Secretary,
M. A. Wheatley, Esq., for the many courtesies and necessary information extended to us. The proprietors of the
Peabody House will also accept our greati'ul thanks for
their handsome and elegant banquet, where they received
the sportsmen of America as their guests in the proper acceptation of the latter word.
The names of the following gentlemen sportsmen who
gave their time and experience to the welfare and praiseworthy success of this convention, as a labor of love, will
hereafter be handed clown in the future history of the dog
and gun in the sporting annals of America: Mr. Whitman,
of Chicago; Mr. Smith, of Strathroy, Ontario, Canada;
Mr. Acklen, of Louisiana; Dr. Rowe, of New York; Mr.
Luther Adams, Boston; Mr. Arnold Burgess, of Kentucky; Mr. W. W. Stirling, of St. Louis; Mr. Campbell,
of Tennessee; Mr. Horsfall, of Memphis; Major Taylor, of
Kentucky; Mr. Nicholson, of Memphis; Mr. S. H. Terrill,
of Chicago; Captain Lightburn, of Memphis; Mr. Orgill,
of New York; Mr. Williams, of Tennessee; Mr. J. W.
Alley, of foxhound notoriety, of ^Tennessee, and several
T.
other prominent gentlemen.
birds in a

less will

much

and way
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—A full-blooded English

scatter

,

belonging to

Thomas W.

Lane of the United States postal-car service, while hunting
at West Roxbury, Mass., last week, brought to his master
a large pocketbook, containing $425 in currency and some
valuable papers, belonging to Mr. Langley of CambridgeThe dog now wears a $30 silver collar as a reward
port.

—

FISH IN SEASON INNOVEMBER.
Striped Bass, Eoccus lineatm.

Weakftsh, Cynoscion regalis.

SOUTHERN WATERS.
Pompano, Trachynotus carohnus.

Drum

(two species.) Family Sciainidm.
Kingfish, Menticirrus nebulosus.
Sea Bass, Sciamops ocellatus
Siieepshead, Archosargus probatocephalus.
Snapper, Lurjanus caxus.

Grouper. Epinephelpus nigritus,
Trout (black bass,) Centroprisiis
alrarius.
Striped Bass

or

Kockfiah, Boccus

lineatus.
Tailorftsh, PomaUmus saltatrix.
Black bass. Micropierus salmoldes;

M.

nigricans.

[Under the head of "Game and Fish in Season" we can only syecify in
general terms the several varieties, because the laws of States vary so much
that were we to attemnt to particularize we could do' no less than publish
those entire sections that relate to the kinds of game in question.
This
would require a great amount of our space. In designating game toe are
guided by the laws, of nature, upon which all legislation is founded, and
our readers would do well to provide themselves with the laws of their respsclive States for constant reference.
Otherwise, our attempts to assis
them will only create confusion.']

—

..

—

—

Fish in Market. Our quotations show no material
change from last week's prices, and the supply of most
varieties continues abundant.
Striped bass are more scarce
than they should be at this season, those in market coming from Long Island, where they are caught in the surf.
Smelts of very fine quality, indeed unusually large, are being received from Maine, price 25 cents. Blue fish, which
last week were being caught in quantities off Cape May,
have suddenly disappeared and the smacks have followed
them to the North Carolina coast; those now in hand are
the remains of the last catch, and sell for 12£ cents per
pound. Frozen salmon bring 50 cents; mackerel from
Provincetown, Mass., from 10 to 25 cents each, according
to size; white perch, 18 cents; yellow do., 12 cents per
pound. Spanish mackerel, (frozen), 50 cents; torn cods,
Scents; halibut, 20 cents; haddock, 8 cents; codfish, 10
cents; pollock, 8 cents; blackfish, 10 cents; flounders, 10
cents; eels, 18 cents; sturgeon, 12 cents; siieepshead,
(frozen), 25 cents; whitefish, very fine, weighing as high as
nine pounds, 18 cents; pickerel, 18 cents; salmon trout,
20 cents; pmopano, (frozen), $t.; green turtle 20 cents,
terrapin, $12. per dozen; scollops, $1. per gallon; soft
clams, 40 to 60 cents per 100; hard crabs, $5. per 100.

—

Fish and Oysteus in the North Riveb
For some
weeks past large numbers of bass of fair size have been
taken along the river front in the upper part of the city,
and the fishing is said to have been better than for many
years previous.
This increase is said to be due mainly to
the efforts of the Yonkers Sportsmen's Club in preserving
the oyster beds, which furnish the natural food for the
fish.
Oysters are also bung planted, and if they can be
secured from the depredations of foreign oystermen a very
important branch of industry will be revived in that vicinity, and a means of livelihood provided for many.
week or two ago Capt. John Krider, the well-known
egg-ologist, gunner, and fisherman, of Philadelphia, accompanied by the two Williams, surnamed Brooks and
Young, and Charley Thomas, went down the Delaware to
the favorite fishing grounds at Betterton, and in two days
caught four barrels of perch, weighing from a pound to a
pound and a half apiece. Uncle John swears this is a fact,
and we know that he wouldn't tell a fib for one barrel.
These successful disciples of Walton fished with rod and
reel, using hard crabs and worms foi bait.
One inducement for them to go to Betterton, aside from its beina: a
good fishing ground, was the cosy farm house kept by Mrs.
E. Price, who can accommodate at least forty such thoroughbreds. Uncle Thad Norris goes there, and so does
friend De Moyne, and such like.
Betterton can be reached
by Ericsson boat at Chestnut wharf, and we understand
the sport is good there now.
—Our correspondent, J. W., at Leesburg, Va under
.

—A

,

November 6th states that the bass fishing on the
Potomac has lately been very fire—no small fish taken,
date of

as to number.
Goose Creek furnishes
but nearly the same number to the rod or line.
They seem to have dropped back into deep water, and the
minnow is the surest lure. A few were taken with the fly,
but all small.
Bass fishing, however, may be said to be practically over
for the season in all high latitudes. Those who are disinclined to hang up their rods must go to Florida, where the
sport throughout the Winter will be unequalled.
A. B. Shipley & Sons, of Philadelphia, have just received an importation of six large logs of greenheart wood,
This information
of the fine quality suitable for rods.
may be acceptable to many of our rod makers, professional
and amateur.
A correspondent mentions that the common ailantus
T
tree, in grain, etc., is very much like the iancew ood used

and

fair

smaller

strings

fish,

—

—

for tips to rods, and asks
pose.
use.

if it is

ever applied to that pur-

We have never heard of its being put to any such
We have cut down a great many, old and young, but

have been too disgusted with its odor to examine it with
It is a succulent, pithy
a view to utilizing its wood.
growth, and, we should suppose, wholly unsuited for rods.
The Fisheries. There have been 85 arrivals of the
fleet the past week, as follows: 12 from off shore maekereling, 10 from. Georges, 5 from the Banks, and 8 from the
Bay of St. Lawrence. The amount of fish landed is 6,700
pounds of Georees halibut; 110,000 pounds Bank- halibut;
128,000 pound? of Georges cod; 295,000 pounds of Bank

—

cod; 1,545 baarrels of Bay mackerel; 1,500 barrels of shore
mackerel. Most of the Bay fleet are on their way home,
with small fares, and it is estimated that they will not land
Cape Ann Advertiser^
in the aggregate over 6,000 barrels.
JSfov. 5th.

—The Mid Nation

for his sagacity. Moral: teach your dogs to retrieve pocketbooks, only be careful that no one puts cayenne pepper

men

in them.

Tuesday

of

&

says: Messrs. Collier
Hicks, fisherPoint, Canada, captured in their gill net, on
night last, a sturgeon over six let long and weigh-

Long

ing nearly one hundred and twenty pounds. It had to
be
allowed the net three times before it was got into the boat
After being hauled in it floundered so as to endanger the
craft, and was with no little difficulty kept in.
Angling in Prussia.— In our last issue we printed, under the head of Fish Culture, a description of a visit made
by a correspondent of Land and Water to Berneuchen, the
residence of Mr. Max v. d. Borne, the eminent fishculturist,

The same

of Prussia.

writer describes fishing in the

Berneuchen, Berlichen and Dobberphaler (they must fish
with floats there) Lakes, as follows:
"During my sojourn, at the latter end of August last
with Mr. Max v. d. Borne, I fished the Paver Meitzel)
wT hich traverses his estate, and caught many jack, carp,'
pereh, bream, etc. They seemed to be abundant, and did
not require any skill in their capture. In the trout brook
were a fine let of trout, some up to a pound in weight.
My friend asked me several times to throw a fly over them
but knowing the trouble he has had in rearing the same'
I thought it a sin to try, as I am sure it must be a pleasure
to his friends to see these handsome fish disporting themselves in their element.
Mr. v. d. Borne feeds these trout
with maggots. He has a covered square box, fixed on to
long, outstretched legs, which is placed in the water at the

head of the brook. This box is pierced with holes at the
bottom, and in it a dead heron, from which the maggots
are continually falling through the apertures, and winch
the trout seem to know, for I saw a shoal of the largest in
close attendance.

From Desenow
several jack

Lake, close to Berneuchen,

we

caught

and perch, but did not succeed with

pike-

perch; they are considered a crafty fish, yet are taken ocYou must not expect to catch any
casionally on eel lines.
very large fish in these Magdeburg Lakes, because they are
netted and the largest removed. The North Germans arc
great fish eaters, and are tied to fresh water species, because, with the exception of an occasional salmon, they
never see salt water fish, except in a cured sfate.
About thirty miles from Berneuchen is a pretty town
called Beriinchen, which has a large lake close by.
The
drive to this place is mostly through fir forests belonging
to the State; about half way we halted at the residence of
Mr. v. d. Borne's brother, vdio is Oberforster of that disHere we were pressed to stay and enjoy some wild
trict.
deer and wild boar stalking, which I should have enjoyed
very much if I had come prepared. We, however, left in
the afternoon for Berlinchen, where we were met by the
postmaster of the town, who is considered a great fisherman there. This lake is netted several times a week, yet
The centre contains a submerged mounis very prolific.
tain, and is so very deep that there is no chance of the
fishermen who rent the fishery ever catching all the big
ones.
rowed to the declivity of the submerged mounMr. v. d. Borne being supplied
tain and commenced.
with Farlow's best tackle, we soon caught a nice lot of
fish.
The postmaster had a long wand or pole, about
twenty feet in length, no winch or running line, but a
strong cord the same length as the rod, and about a foot
of six twisted horse hairs, with a very large hook for the
bottom, and a big cork for a float. The baits we used
were soft crayfish; these crustaeeaus are about double the
size we see them in London the whole of the shelled tail
is put on one hook, and the body on another; and notwithstanding the very coarse tackle, the postmaster caught several large perch and roach, my opinion is that the large
bait is so tempting, "like the Turkish bonds," that the fish
overlook the dangerous attachment, and are caught. A
yacht near us contained a lady and gentleman. They had
The most laughable thing is to see all these
five rods out.
long poles with their tops resting and lying about a foot
deep in the water. The small fish nibble away at the baits
a long time, but when a larger comes and the floats .walk
away, the angler simply strikes and lifts the fish into the
punt. At first I tried a usual roach line and a small piece
Afterwards
of crayfish, and caught no end of small ones.
Mr. v. d. Borne and I used a float-ledger with two hooks
each, and the large crayfish bait. Our fine tackle soon put
the extinguisher on the other boats, for when we left off
we had caught seven fish each to the others' one. The following morning we were joined by Herr von Klitzing, one
This genof the largest landed proprietors in Magdeburg.
tleman had English tackle, and was my partner for the
He had taken care to bring an excellent lunch of
day.
cold partridge, etc., and some excellent wines, and altogether was a most agreeable, charming companion. He
caught the largest roach, which must have weighed about
two pounds, and I had a rudd to match. Mr. v. d. Borne
was with the postmaster in another punt, and both were
doing well, Mr. v. d. Borne pulling the perch out two at a
were going on so successfully, when a storm
time.
arose, and although we stood the rain out for over an hour,
the drenching made us retire; and it never left off all day,
which was a sore disappointment to all. Mr. v. d. Borne's
coachman drove us that evening to one of the country seats
belonging to Herr von Sydow, who owns a lake close by,
called Dobborphaler Lake. This gentleman was away with.
his family on one of his estates among the hills, but had
sent his servant with a carriage full of good things for our
slept there that night, and the following
delectation.
day attempted to fish for pike-perch7 with which this lake
abounds; but a hurricane drove us off the wT ater, and completely spoiled our sport, and so we returned to Bernenchen again and fished the Desenow Lake once more, before
my departure to Stettin and Berlin. I regret now that I
did not stay another week, for such angling is not to ha

We

;

We

We

met with every day."

Venomous Serpents op the West Indies.— Poisonous
serpents are very unequally distributed in the West India
islands.
Cuba, fortunately, has none; St. Domingo few
or none; Jamaica none; while the Windward Islands, off
to the southeast, do not fare so well.
In Martinique the
dreaded fer de lance (lance of iron), or rat-tailed snake,
originally introduced from Venezuela and the region of the
Orinoco," to destroy the rats in the sugar cane fields, has
multiplied at such a rate as to become a public pest, an
ever present source of danger to all who visit the cane
fields, or go on foot into almost any place outside of St.
Pierre, oreven into the pleasant botanical grounds of that
chief town of the island.
In the island of St. Lucia, south

of Martinique, it is still worse; there, the abundance of
venomous snakes of all kinds is such as to make it dangerous to every one who visits the interior of the island, and a
premium is now given for snake's heads with a view to
their extermination..

—

—
FOREST AND STREAM.
the various kinds of sights, how a rifle is to be dismounted or put together or cleaned, we find the Manual thorough in every detail. In fact,
within the compass of some 290 pages the Manual is encyclopedic in

alleges.
Hartakd.

— The Fall meeting

215

of the Harvard Athletic

Association took place on last Saturday afternoon at Jarvi's
Field. Cambridge, in the presence of 2,000 spectators.
The mile race was won by C. James of '79 in 5m. 2-J-s.; the
mile walk by Taylor of '77 in 7m. 33is. the running high
-jump by Hubbard of '78, five feet one inch; the 100 yards
'dash by Thayer of '78 in lis. ; the half mile by Lowell of
'77 in 2m. 10s.; the quarter mile race by Conant of '79 in
the hurdle race, 120 yards, over ten hurdles by
59£s.
Thayer of '78 in 20^8.
It is said that at a meeting recently of the Harvard V.
B. C., it was decided to propose to the Yale crew, that
Harvard and Yale have a race at Saratoga next Summer,
"all by themselves." If Yale accepts tne invitation the
acquatic duel will probably come off the day before or the
day after the annual University race.
;

character, for nothing

on the subject of

which can have any bearing,

scientific or practi-

shooting has escaped the diligence of the
author. The "suggestions to marksmen," including instructions to individual riflemen and to teams, cannot fail to bring out expert shooting. As has been before remarked by us, rifle shooting differing from
other manly sports, must be founded upon a certain basis of theoretical
acquirements. To become an adroit marksman sound books must be
read and good rifles fired. The rifles have been in existence for some
time, and now the book is found.
cal,

rifle

;

Union. — The athletic

sports of this college were held on
The first event, a hundred yards dash, was
the 2d instant.
won by W. A. Holman, '77, in 10£s. Next on the programme was throwing the heavy hammer, which J. E. Bold,
For the one'78, won, throwing the hammer 83ft. 4in.
quarter mile race but two men appeared— T. D. Frear, '75,
The running high
beating his opponent^ by 15ft. in 62s.
iurr.

B

J.

8i—
ning in 5m. 45s. Throwing the base-ball brought out five
Holman, '77, winning, however,
aspirants for the prizes
by throwing 294ft. 10 in. Holmes, '79, a non-competitor,
threw it 301 ft., and was awarded a testimonial by PresiP. Jenkins, '77, jumped 16ft. 10 in., thereby
dent Potter.
winning the prize for the running long jump, Moorhouse
in

:

For ourselves, Col. Wingate's Manaal has for the last two years been
our book of reference, and as we know of no other which eqnals it, we
most unhesitatingly recommend the fifth edition of the work to all military organizations and riflemen in general throughout the country as
being the most useful aud comprehensive volume yet published on rifle
practice.

_
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— The Princeton

Princeton.

match game
Columbia College.

will play a

of

—In

University foot ball twenty
here next Saturday with the twenty

Lounger.

game

of foot ball between the second eleven of
Bates and Tufts Colleges, at Lewiston, Me., on Saturday
last, the Tufts College eleven won.
a

book

below that of the

for the tiaveler.
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Manual of Rifle Puacttck: Including Suggestions for Practice at
Long Range for the Formation and Management of Rifle AssociaBy Col. Geo. W. Wingate. General Inspector of Rifle Practions.
tice

Fifth edition, entirely revised.
S. N. Y.
F. P. Caarch. 1875.

N. G.
C.

&

Taken

Anonymous Communications.

of

Reader, Albany.— Can procure

Box 26, Taunton, Mass.
W. W., New Haven.— Will

a cloth target 4x0

by writing

to Post

Office

or buckshot

from

Akketel, New

it?

it

hurt the shooting of a gan to shoot balls

Ans. No.

Canada.— We have

received to-day from the
printer the first specimen copies of our "Camp Life in Florida," and
can fill your order by the time it reaches us.
Carlisle,

Apologetic— apology

due to several valued correspondents for
neglect in replying to their favors during the absence of our chiel editor.
Prompt attention is pledged henceforth.
is

J. L. B., New York.— Will you please inform me where I can get some
good quail or partridge shooting within two and a half or three hours'
ride of New York? Ans. Address A. J. Hnyler, Tenaily, N. J.

BOOKS RECEIVED.

W.

IVotLce

F. J. P., Ellenville, Ulster county.— Will yon please tell me through
I could get iron targets and bullet moulds? Ans.
From any of the gun dealers advertising iu our columns.

ffttblicdUans.

.

New

York:

Undoubtedly the best books are written by those having the most thorough acquaintance with the subject to be treated. This assertion at the
But
first glance may seem to partake of the nature of a platitude.
should ever the private history of book-making be known it would surprise the general reader to learn how much sheer manufacture and ordinary job work enters into the compilation of certain volumes, and more
especially those called into existence to meet a sudden demand for infor
raation on a new topic. Rifle practice in the United States may be cited
as precisely one of these novel subjects, which has attracted very great
attention of late. From all parts of the country there comes reports of
lb« foundation of rifle associations and the opening of new ranges. It
might then have been supposed that, according to the rules of demand
and supply, the literary market would have been flooded with a mass of
commonplace books devoted to rifle practice. For a wonder this has not
been the case. The only reason we can deduce for this is that at the
very commencement of the rifle movement Col. Geo. W. Wingate wrote
and published his Manual for Rifle Practice, a work so exhaustive in
character, showing such familiarity with the rifle, and so fully covering
the whole ground, that since its appearance there has never been even
In fact, the
felt the want for any other book on this particular subject.
Manual covered the whole field, and there was no room for another. Anticipating with no small amount of foresight the development of rifle
practice in the United States, the author may be truly said to have thoroughly identified himself with the renaissance of the rifle, and accordingly wherever a rifle is shot at a range the Manual is the text book.
In
fact, so familiar has the name become that we no longer say "according
We have before us the fifth
to Hoy le" but "according to Wingate."
The volume is a
edition of Col. Wingate's Manual, entirely revised.
neat and handy one, clear in print, and fully illustrated. In the preface
the author states:— "When this work was originally prepared, few, if any
Americans, had any practical experience upon the subjects of which it
treated, and the author was compelled to rely mainly upon foreign publications for everything outside of his own limited experience as an individual. Since then the establishment of Creedmoor and the regular
instruction of the National Guard of the State of New York in rifle practice have resulted in developing a degree of skill fully equal to anything
that is known elsewhere, and culminating in the triumph of an American team over the victors of Wimbledon in two international matches by
scores unparalleled in any similar competitions." Very rightly Col.
Wingate has paid special attention to the use and practice of the rifle for
military purposes, and by means of the Manual the duties of the officer,
of the inspector, and regimental commanders can be thoroughly acquired. Every detail necessary to instruct the soldier in the use of his
weapon can be found in the book, as the preliminary drill of the soldier
in the armory, with all the steps to be employed, in order to convert the
raw recruit into the expert marksman. It is strange that even today,
when State aid is asked for by military organizatitns for the establishment of rifle ranges, it should be withheld. It is only on the range that
our militia can be taught the use of their arms. For every shot fired at
Creedmoor by the amateur a thousand are fired by the national guardsman. Ranges are made for soldiers and not for that class known as
sportsmen. Ranges are, of course,. the sources of much rational amusement and health-giving exercise, but military practice is the foundation
on which they must stand- all private mateh shooting is subsidiary. The
larger portion of the Mannal devoted to this special work—the training
of the soldier, will help to disperse all false conceptions in regard to the
utility of ranges and the specified purposes for which they are intended.
Every day the Forest and Stream is in receipt of questions of various
character— how rifle associations are to be founded, how their laws are
arranged, and how ranges are to be laid out. Every one of these important topics are discussed in extenao in the work under review. You can
find all about it, even how a scoring card should be printed, with the
rules and regulations governing matches.
The author himself having
been most prominent in founding the N. R. A., and having located and
planned Creedmoor and given personal attention to the construction of
the targets, butts, mantlets, and screens, is thoroughly at home in all
such topics. When we come to the practical portion of the book, as to
the absolute shooting, the field use of the rifle, how a gun is to be loaded,
what weight of powder or ball is to be employed, what are the positions
to be taken, with all the facts regarding elevations, trajectories, allowances for wind, effects of thermometries! or barometrical disturbance^

Florida," the

G. H. S.. New York.---Please tell me are J. Hollis & Son, London,
considered good gunmakers? 2d. Is New Dorp, Staten Island, a good
place for ducks? Ans. 1st. Hollis & Sons are good gunmakers. 2d. No.
J. C. B., Secretary A. R. R.— Can a strap be used in anyway in shooting according to therults of the N. R. A.? Ans. The use of the strap

would be decidedly contrary to the rules of the National Rifle Associaand would not be allowed.
S. S., Cazenovia, N. Y.— The maker of the gun I wrote you about is
Chas. Daly. I f has top snap, extension rib, double bolt at bottom in
lump, and two bolts iu extension rib, making it one of the stoutest fastened there is. Both barrels are No. 10 gauge.
tion,

W.

S. S., Boston,

eend me some of
some of your corAns. Have sent you some

Mass.— Will you kind enough

to

the areca nut, with instruction?, as you are doing to

respondents? My setter pup has worms.
areca nut by mail, with directions for its use.

D. M. S , Rogers, West Va.— Where can I get a sing:e barrel breech
loading choke bore shotgun? Are they to be had of American manufacture? Ans. You can purchase an American or foreign made single
barreled breech loader from the gun dealers advertising in our columns,
who will have it choke bored for you.

Dead Shot, Phi'adelphia. Do you know of any responsible gunmaker who alters Colt's army or navy revolvers into cartridge revolvers?
What would be the cost, and would they be satisfactory after it was
done? Ans. Address Geo. Hayden, No. 143 Fulton street, New York.
J. F., Xenia — I have a breech loader marked Dean on the locks. Can
you inform me whether Dean has any standing as a gunmaker? Ans.
Dean & Sous are first-class guumakers. But guns made by other and indifferent makers often have the name of good makers engraved upon
•

them.

Canvas Back.— Are Mr. Glahu's gyro pigeons

in

market yet?

What

vVhen will "Camp Life in Florida" be out? Ans.
are they selling for?
The new birds to be used with the old gyro are manufactured, but
we have not seen the gyro itself. "Camp Life in Florida" will be ready

next week, and can be had at this office.
Tremont, Boston.— Will you have the kindness to inform me through
the columns of your valuable paper as to the reputation and merits of
the breech loading guns made by J. P. Clabrough & Bro., London? How
do they rank as compared with Scotts? Are they on the list of London
gunmakers? Ans. They are on the list of gunmakers of Loudon, and
rank favorably.
J. B. M., Brooklyn.— Would you recommend the Palisades (on the
Hudson) for punning? or will you please advise me where to go on Long
Island to get robins? Ans. Yon would find very little game near the
Palisades, and in New Jersey and other States there is a law against
shooting robins and other insectivorous birds. We know of no place on
Long Island where they abound.

G. G. H. Jr., New York.— 1st. What is the best place for duck shooting the Chesapeake during January? 2d. What ducUs are to be found at
that place at that time? 3d. What weight gun would you advise me to
use? Ans. Havre de Grace is a good place for duck shooting generally,
but January is too late in tne season for good sport. The guns used for
shooting on Chesapeake Bay rarely weigh less than 12 pounds.

R. B. B., Sparta, Ga.— Where can I get targets for testing the distribuand penetration of breech loading shot guns, and the. price per
dozen? 2d. How will I remedy the fault of my too close shooting gun?
Ans. 1st. We think there are no such targets as you need in this city,
but any of the gun dealers advertising in our columns will procure them
for you. 2d. Any practical gun maker can remedy the difficulty.
tion

Subscriber.,

New York.— 1st.

Please

tell

me what is

considered a

first

class pattern as to spread and penetration of one ounce of Nos. 6 and 8
shot at 30 yards, 30 inch circle? 2d. Where may targets by which pene-

tration can be ascertained be obtained? Ans. Half the load of shot in a
30 inch circle at forty yards is a good pattern. For pads to ascertain
W. Tolley, No. 29 Maiden Lane, or H. C.
penetration address J.

&

Squires,

No

.

1

Courtland

street,

New York.

Constant Reader.—I have a No, 12 Scott gun, called the "Western
Gun," price $110. I never held a closer and stronger shooting gun to my
shoulder; it does not recoil; the charge is three drachms of Oranga medium sized duck powder and li oz. shot. At 32 paces I put 11 out of 14
buckshot into the bottom of a bucket and through an inch of pine be
hind it. If anything, it shot too close and strong for grouse. It killed
a loon with No. 4 shot from a boat.— W. C. W,

first

numbers

of

week, and can be had at this

which

office.

will

come from

the press next

Price $1.50.

r

W.

your columns where

M ew —

H.—

Will you in your next issue give me the adAxe, Portsmouth, N.
#
dress of your correspondent "Al Fresco," so I can communicate directly with him regarding what points to go for quail, snipe and duck
shooting, making Jacksonville my headquarters, and what distances
from there to arrange for? Ans. Dr. Chas. J. Kenworthy, or "Al
Fresco," resides at Jacksonville, Fla. All the information you require,
gathered in great part by this gentleman, is published in "Camp Life in

Reader, Brockville, Ontario.— 1st. Do you know if Remington's $75
gun, 12 bore 30 inch barrel 8J pound3 weight, will shoot 4 drachms powder and 1^- ounces shot with good results and little reeoil, or would 3$
drachms do better? 2d. Can you tell me how it is that their 12 bore guns
w eigh more than their 10 bore? Ans. 1st. Four drachms of powder and
1£ ounces shot is frequently used in such guns; 3$- drachms would give
less recoil, and for ordinary use would be sufficient.
2d. The 12 and 10
gauge Remington gun barrels are made alike, and in order to make the
10 gauge the 12 gauge is bored out, which, of course, reduces the weight

*

first and second prize
Vedder, '79. Time, 21m. 16s.
were awarded in each contesst in the shape of silver medals, varying in size.

Blue J at, New Hamburg.— Will you be kind enough to inform me
whether there is any statute (among the State game laws) forbidding
the shooting of partridges in any part or parts of Sullivan county, N. Y. ?
I am told by some that you yre not allowed to shoot partridges in Sullivan county for Ave years; others say it is not so, and as I usually resort
to Sullivan county every Fall to shoot partridges I would like to know
how the law is on the subject. Ans. No such clause in the game laws.

The "Travelers' Official Guide for November is at hand,
with its usual amount of handsome maps and carefully compiled information. Tne editor is also Secretary of the Convention of Railway General Managers and General Superintendents which meets twice a year to
arrange the time for through trains, and in this edition the schedule is
published which takes effect on November 21st. Travelers who propose
commencing their journeys about that time will find this woik an invaluable aid in laying out their routes. Price 50 cents per copy; $4 per year.
The National Railway Publication Company, of Philadelphia, the publishers of the above named Guide, are also issuing a pocket edition of
the same called Official Time Tables, at the law price of 25 cents per
copy. With its description of towns, giving population, hotels, telegraph stations, etc., the numerous small railway maps, and the handsome
colored general railway map bound with it, make it an invaluable hand-

No
mile run

Am

J. C. K., New York.—
using Hart's metallic shells in a No. 12
breech loader, and find that the discharge of one barrel loosens the wad,
or drives it from the other, although I use over the shot a No. 10 Ely's
pink edged, which is the thickest the length of the shell will permit. Is
there no way of preventing this? Ans. We know of no other means.
Perhaps some of our readers can suggest a remedy, or perhaps you are
using a heavier load of powder than necessary.

New

12.

Is there such a gunmaker in London as
Manton? 2d. What charge would you recommend for a muzzle loading
gun 28-inch barrel 13 bore, weight 7£ pounds, for upland shooting, and is
it heavy enough for ducks; if so, what charge shall I use?
3d. What is
the best book on trap shooting? Ans. 1st. The famous gunmaker Manton has been dead many years. Guns with his name engraved upon them
are frequently met with, but not made by him. 2d. Use from 2J- to 3
drachms of powder, l£ ounces shot for upland shooting. Your gun is too
light for duck shooting. 3d. "The Trap Shooter's Referee," price 50

N.,

Haven. —let.

cents.

A. O. J., Philadelphia.— I am going West to reside permanently, and
would like advice in the purchase of a shot gun. Would you recommend a $45 Remington breech loader or a $50 muzzle loading gun; the
latter is all I feel able to pay
What make would you advise? Where I
am going there ia no Dlace to purchase breech loading ammunition.
Which gun would shoot the strongest and capable of standing the
heaviest charge. Would an English gun be better than an American?
Ans. A $45 breech loader will probably give you satisfaction. An
English breech loader would cost you more. By using metallic shells
you would have no difficulty in the way of loading. Good judges differ
as to which is the best gun.
J. B. V., Fall River.— As a constant reader of your valuable paper I
wish to trouble you for the recipe of a preparation for the coating of
gun locks and gun barrels to prevent their rusting when in contact with
salt water. 1 have used a waterproofing which I prepared from a recipe,
but which proved too sticky upon applying. Ans. A thin coating of
.

shellac dissolved in alcohol is excellent; also a coating of best copal varnish, first heating the barrels to the temperature of boiling water, not
any hotter, or they may be injured; let them remain hot for half an hour

and then rub them with a soft rag. The barrels will show no sign of the
varnish. Belmontyle oil is prepared for the purpose, and can be had at
gun stores.
Val, Nashville, Tenn.— 1st. I shoot a No. 12, 8 lb. W. & C. Scott &
Sons' breech loading gun, and am desirous of obtaining a set of choke
bore barrels that can be used with s nne stock. You would greatly oblige
me by stating where the same could be had, and about how much
would be the cost. 2d. I have an Irish setter pup six months old which
is extremely timid, although she is petted and much fondled with.
Am
afraid to take her into the field, for I think she will "break on the first
fire." What's to be done? Ans. 1st. There are several gunmakers in
this city who can fit a first-class pair of choke bored barrels to your gun;
by sending it to us we can see that it is properly done. The charge is
from $25 to $55. 2d. Nothing but time and gentle handling will bring
your pup around all right.
C. M. T., Erie.— Will you oblige me by answering the following questions through the columns of your valuable paper:— 1st. Is a Scott <fc
Sons' breechloader^ bore, 32-inch barrels, 7* pounds weight, too light
for general shooting? 2d. Will such a gun burn four drachms of powder? 3d. What is the proper test to ascertain the amount of powder a
gun will burn? 4th. What is the best method of keeping wads down on
shot in paper shells, by use of crimper or creaser, or by using wads a sizo
larger than shell? 5th. Will two pink edged wads on powder make the
gun recoil more than using one only? Ans. No; but we prefer 30-inch
barrels. 2d. Yes; but for ordinary upland shooting 3* drachms of powder is enough. 3d. We know of no certain test, but any skillful shooter
can soon ascertain the proper load for his gun. He should shoot just as
as his shoulder will comfortably bear. 4th. Crimping, or
Hall's creaser, answer well, but we frequently use a little mucilage to
keep the wad in its place, and find it answers the purpose. Some use
Spaulding's glue and approve of it. 5th. Two wads on the powder
causes more recoil than one, yet the gun shoots harder for it.

much powder

D. F. E., Pond Eddy.—In what respect are moccasins better than ordinaiy boots besides being softer and easier to the feet? Could a rattlesnake inflict a wound through them easier than ordinary leather? Are
they waterproof, and what is the best boot for Florida use? 2d. What is
the best large (very large) hook for fish weighing twenty and thirty
ponuds? 3d. In changing your powder from fine, say No. 5 Orange
Lightning to the coarsest No. 7, do you use the same number of
drachms or more; also in changing from the lightning to the ducking?
4th. Can I obtain Kay's concentrated cartridges yet; when will they be
for sale? 5th. What is the lowest priced Greener muzzle loader? 6th.
I can only find about 86 shot of No. 6 in my shot pouch of one-ounce
measurement. Ans. 1st.
should prefer long thigh boots, with moccasins perhaps for camp wear. Those of porpoise leather are the best..

We

knobbed O'Shaughnessy, Nos. 10-0, 9-0, 8-0, 7-0, 6-0, or Virginia 3 0, 2-0, 1-0. 3d. Increase the measure slightly in changing from
4th. The Kay's concentrator is now for sale by
fine to coarse powder.

2d. Either a

gun

dealers.

5th.

About $75 new.

6th.

Your pouch must be wrong;

there should be over 200.

W. H.,Greenburgh, N. Y.— 1st. Where is the best place in Westchester county, N. Y., for a day'8 duck shooting or snipe shooting? If
none in that county, where
the immediate vicinity of New York could
I go and return the same day? I reside in Greenburgh, twenty miles
from New York city, on the line of the New York Central and Hudson
River Railroad. 2d. Is there any way to prevent or help a gun from scattering shot (muzzle loader, 12 bore, 30 inch barrel,) without it being rebored? 3d. What would be the proper charge and No. of shot for ducking and quail shooting with such a gun? 4th. Where can I obtain the
different rules for pigeon shooting, and if the New York Society for the
Protection of Game will send me a list of the close seasons in this State?
Ans. 1st. At the Embough, or Rodgers' Island, near Catskill, we are informed, there is good duck shooting; possibly a few snipe on the marshes
in the same vicinity. 2d. Try different charges of powder and shot at
targets. 3d. For ducks, 3£ drachms powder, :j ounce No. 4 shot;
for

m

quail, 3 drachms powder and 1 ounce No. 8 shot.
4th. Write to Chas*
Snydam, No. 149 Chambers street, for "Fur, Fin and Feather" and
"Trap Shooter's Referee," for game laws and rulsg for trap shoe-tins;

price of both P

A
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PIGEON SHOOTING.

with 150 to 200 yards of line, and above all, plenty
of
Some sportsmen are ordering as many as four
dozen, the largest weighing four ounces.
Sportsmen
say they can not find a stone in Florida largo enough
to
anchor a decoy with, which is true as to many localities
Any of our readers who may desire the services of a
skipper for coastwise voyaging, are referred to Capt. Wm.
I. Bennet, of Sarasota, Manatee Co., who has an
eleven
ton schooner
yacht accommodating a dozen persons
which, with two men to sail her, and a small boat, he will
furnish at $8 per day. He will meet them at Cedar Keys
or Key West upon proper notification given him. This
worthy skipper piloted our Florida Commissioner "Al
Fresco," to Charlotte Harbor last Winter, and is recommended by him.
+++.
reel,

sinkers.
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We are glad that the National Association decided to
hold their deliberations aloof from pigeon shooting tournaments hereafter. At the last meeting of the Ohio State
Association the more important business of the occasion was transacted without the usual accompaniment of a
feu dejoie. Local associations are also beginning to see
the necessity of prompt measures to prevent the rapid decrease in the supply of game, and in abandoning their pigeon shooting are enabled to give due attention to the main
objects of their organizations. The Yonkers Sportsmen's
Club, one of the most energetic associations in the country,
has divided, and that portion of the members comprising
those who are opposed to pigeon shooting as an adjunct to
their institution, have formed themselves into a new club,
with the title of the Yonkers Game and Fish Protection
Society.
The list of officers' are as follows: Dr, Charles
W. Torrey, president; G.Livingston Morse, vice president;
H. T Keyser, secretary; James Ackerman, treasurer; Alanson J. Prime, counsel; Frederick Shonnard, Hyatt L
Garrison, Ralph E. Prime, Dr. G. B. Balch, Isaac D. Cole,
N. F. Rowe, J. A. Sniffen, J. G. P. Holden, W. F. H.
Getty, and W. W. Wilson, executive committee.
There can be no question but that pigeon shooting particularly where the matches are shot under the auspices of
an organized club, or game protective society has a tendency to increase the number of pot-hunters and lessen the
true instinct of the sportsman, who would otherwise have
willingly walked and worked for his shots.
There is not
the feeling of elation or satisfaction after a pigeon match,
even if one is successful, as there is after a good day's
tramp in wood or stubble, with pockets filled and the performances of a well broken dog to expatiate upon. It is
said that trap shooting is good practice, and that proficiency
?
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may not be read with propriety in the home

is not the. first occasion on which we have advocated the abolition of pigeon shooting at the meetings of sportsmen's associations; and we would say to the
members of the numerous clubs now forming for the protection of fish and game, that the ostensible objects of
their organization will be much better served if the shootiug of pigeons is not made the all important portion of
their meetings, and allowed to entirely override the real objects of confederation.
In discussing the question we are
disposed to leave out the humanitarian view entirely, and
put it upon the broad ground of expediency; that the much
needed preservation of fish and game may not be forced
to disappear before the opportunity of attaining reputation
as a skillful pigeon shot, or acquiring a trophy of one's

if possible.

ALLOCK, Editor.

Business Manager.

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR
PROTECTING GAME AND FISH.

—

—

at it indicates also

doubt the

skill

in

the

field.

latter statement, at least,

We

are inclined to

and believe that many

superior shots at the trap would be quite at a loss in general field shooting.
That trap shooting in England is on the decline there
can be no doubt, and the leading clubs are witnessing a
rapid falling off. Royalty across the water sets the fashion
in most everything, and pigeon shooting is to be no longer
The Prince of Wales and all the princes of
fashionable.
the royal family have withdrawn from the Hurlingham
Club, and the sport is to be tabooed in the British Army.
It is said that some of the officers stationed at Aldershot,

who

An

recently engaged in matches, were severely rebuked.
of high rank, in writing to a leading London

officer

"Officers of the Army, of all people in the
world, ought not to patronize so debased an amusement
if amusement it can be called—especially after the very
praiseworthy conduct of the heir to the throne." This
seems like strong language, but perhaps the writer had in
mind the Hurlingham rules, which permitted the shooter,
if he missed with his first barrel, to kill his bird when on
the ground with his second. If the word debasing can be
used at all, it certainly must apply to this potting at birds
while on the ground, and nothing, we should imagine,
would so soon destroy the truer and better instinct of a

paper, says:

THIS

merely a temporary organization of scientific
men and others, numbering some 250 persons, whose
sole object is to devise and prepare, upon purely scientific
data, a suitable law for the propagation and preservation
It
of the creatures that populate our wodds and waters.
has the approval and direct support of the Smithsonian
and other leading academies of science, and there can be
no doubt that upon the information and aid directly available it will be successful in its objects. It should not be
confounded with the National Sportsmen's Association,
which, although interested in, and laboring for, the same
delegates
objects, is a permanent organization composed of
is is

annually elected to its conventions from the local clubs of
the several States recognizing its jurisdiction, and operahealthy opinion as to
tins: through them to disseminate a
thenecessity of game laws and the protection of game.
meeting of the International Association, first named,
was held in New York last Spring at the Cooper Institute,
and this was followed by a meeting of the Executive Committee on the 22d of October just past. An adjourned
meeting of this body will now be held on the 19th of this
month "of November at the Hall of the College of Physiat which
cians, Locust and Thirteenth streets, Philadelphia,
of any
presence
The
pledged.
is
attendance
an influential

A

member

of the association

object of this meeting

is

is to

earnestly invited.

The

Association.
Charles Hallock, E*q Secretary International
the "International
Dear Sir—It was announced that the meeting of
:
19th insfc.
was adjourneu to meet in this city on the
Philadelphia Sportsmen's Club tenI would beg leave to say that the
objects of the meeting, and wil
ders their rooms and assistance for the
our efforts.
feel honored by the acceptauce of
B. A. Hoopes, President.
respectfully,
,

Very

This courtesy and recognition of the objects of the soWe are
ciety were duly acknowledged by the Secretary.
authorized to state that any gentleman interested is most
cordially invited to attend the meeting.

We have no royalty, however, in this country, and pigeon shooting matches will probably continue until the millenium, Mr. Bergh's efforts to the contrary notwithsanding.
We merely wish to enter our protest against trap shooting
being made the leading object in the formation of sportsmen's associations. We have done the same before, and
If
are glad to see that our efforts are bearing good fruit.
the members of the various organizations throughout the
country and particularly the State Associations cannot
be brought together to take measures to secure the enforcing of the game laws, without the inducement of trap
shooting, we had better abandon our game and take to preserving pigeons for our own potting.

—

—

direct

perfect the committees on No-

menclature, Habits of Species, etc.
After the locality for holding the meeting was designainvitation was extended to the
ted the following courteous
Club, through
association by the Philadelphia Sportsmen's
:—
Esq.
Hoopes,
A.
Bernard
its President,
Philadelphia, Pa., November 5th, 1875.
.

sportsman.

— The

begun somewhat earlier
and many of our subscribers have
already departed, among them, G. M. Fairchild, of Quebec; and Fred. A. Ober, known as Fred. Beverly, who conducted our Okeechobee expedition. Geo. A. Bcardman,
the naturalist of Calais, will go next month, and so will
Greene Smith, son of the late lamented Garrett Smith, Esq.,
with Hiram P. Wilson as his traveling companion. Almost the only business done now by our dealers in fishing
exodus

to Florida has

up orders for parties about visiting
Dropping into Messrs. Conroy, Blissett, and Mallison's, and Messrs. J. B. Crook & Co.'s on Fulton street,
we found them packing large orders. For general fishing,
heavy bass tackle appears to be the best, and the larger
sized O'Shaughnessy and Virginia hooks—say from 10-0 to
A good large
6-0 of the former and 3-0 to 1-0 of the latter.
tackle

is

are in receipt of several communications on the
subject of ammunition of American manufacture in
which the writers contend that the shells for breech loading guns made in this country are equal, or nearly so, to

These letters are apparently called forth by
our statement in a late issue to the effect that a friend
with whom we recently shot, and who used American
shells, had at least fifty per cent, of missfires.
Of course
our remark was not intended to lead to the inferrence that
all persons using these shells had this per centage of missfires, nor was it made in favor of the imported article, but
simply as an appeal to American manufacturers to give us
every article of a sportsman's outfit of a quality equal to
that of the imported goods, thereby relieving our pockets
of the extra cost.
We are very glad that our remarks have
called forth these letters, and we print such as are not annonymous with pleasure, in hopes that the subject may be
further ventilated.
Mr. Hayden appears to lay much stress
upon the pattern and penetration made with the native
ammunition
We should be induced to give some of the
credit to the gun.
The best of our powder we believe to
equal the English. As for the shells, notwithstanding the
fact that so many gentlemen, whose names are signed to
the communications below, have fired such a number without a missfire, we are still inclined to think that their experience is not that of all sportsmen. In fact, for them to
have used so many shells of any manufacture without a
missfire is a little remarkable, and if the superiority of the
Bridgeport shell can be substantiated, we will herald the
good news to the extent of our ability. It will be borne in
mind that we mentioned no particular make of shell, and
we will also add that the gun with which the mrsfires occurred had rebounding locks, and complaints have already
been made in these columns that missfires were more
frequent in guns fitted with these locks than with those
on the old style. The caps, however, were fairly and
deeply indented. We shall be glad to hear further from
our readers on this very important subject:—
the imported.

.

Jacksonville,

111.,

Nov.

1,

1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
a communication from your Boston
correspondent, "Under Grip," also your foot note in relation to American ammunition. On the 24th of September, in company with the field
editor of the Turf, Field and Farm and a dozen or more of prominent
New York and New Jersey sportsmen, I witnessed a trial with American

In yonr issue of Oct. 28

I notice

ammunition that is good enough for me. With 3i drachms of Laflin &
Rand's No. 6 powder and 1£ ounces Le Roy No. 7 shot, Bridgeport paper
shells, distance 40 yards, six shots from each barrel, 166}- pattern (30-inch
circle.) and thirty two sheets penetration was made; averaee of the
twelve shots. I have one of these penetration pads, 9£ by llj- inches,
forty sheets heavy wrapping paper, weight 17J ounces; four shots are
sent through this pad of forty one sheets, including the pattern sheet.
What better ammunition is wanted than this. The English pad, same
size and number of sheets, weigh scant, T6 ounces. The gun making
the above record it a ordinary field gun made by E. C. Green, of Cheltenham, England, 12 gauge 30-inch barrels, weight 7£ pounds; has oeen
in use over a year. In regard to paper shells, I have been using the
Bridgeport paper shells, sometimes nearly a 10') a day. I have never had
one to miss fire
I append the testimony of a few of our best sportsmen who use the Bridgeport shell for trap and field shooting.
Yours very truly,
George Hayden.
Jacksonville, 111., Nov. 1, 1875.
We the undersigned, using the American paper shells made by the
Union Metall'c Cartridge Co., Bridgeport, certify ihat we have never
known one to miss fire.
Alfred Hayden, George Rippon, Richardson Vasey, Wm. G. Russel,
C. H. Baker, K. Blackburn. Robert Ranson, R. R. Chambers, Cnas.
Henry, John Ranson, Wm. Benson, Chas. O. Sperry, D. M. fcimmons,
U. D. Fitzsimmons.
Jacksonviixe, 111., Nov. 1, 1875.
.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
While on a visit here to my brother sportsmen the subject of the merits
of the Bridgeport and Ely's imported shells was fairly discussed. I, together with numerous sportsmen, both East and West, whom I have conversed with upon the subject, practical not theoretical sportsmen, claim
the Bridgeport shell equal to any imported excepting Ely's gas tight
shell, which costs fully one-third more.
Euoene H. Shore.

^*>
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Fox Hunt.—-It is now said that the fox hunt recently
alluded to will really come off in about a fortnight. The
vicinity of Hackensack is the location fixed upon for the
"meet", and if a "real live" fox cannot be found, a "bagwill be in readiness.
Even a red herring is sometimes used for a drag, and if none of the showmen will lend
a fox, this mode of procuring a scent might be resorted to.
We are informed that it is to be only an "invitation hunt,"
but that the general public will kindly be permitted to look
on and see the noble horsemen "negotiate" their fences.

man"

this season than usual,

Florida.

WE

AMERICAN AMMUNITION.
—

in putting

Seriously speaking, if this meet is successful and a regular
club is organized, one good effect from it will be to popularize riding.

The number

of good horsemen, in this secdisgrace, and a

tion of the country at least, is a standing

rough riding across country will do more to familiarour young men with this healthful recreation than all
of Mr. Dickers and other riding master's efforts combined.
We might in time see something of a field in a gentleman's
race at Jerome Park, and ultimately arrive at the point
where an American gentleman would undertake to ride a
little

ize

steeple-chase.

—

.

——

—
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GAME PROTECTION.
Society for the Protection of Game.—
its first monthly meeting of this
This
present season on Monday evening, at the house of the
President, Mr. Royal Phelps, about forty members being
present. The President called the meeting to order at 9

New York

Association held

magnificent chair made of
bucks' horns and fawn skins, which used to be filled by
honorable Presidents of this Society in those years when
o'clock, taking his seat in the

were held in a club room, and not at
now. When the social character of
modified, the late lamented Secretary,
was
organization
the
Mr. Hays, the artist, became its custodian. His widow has
deliberations

its

private residences as

requested the Society to take charge of the old relic,
accordingly resumes its time honored functions
it
and
honored no less now than then by the gentleman who has
for successive years efficiently and courteously discharaged

now

senting different parts of the State, having for its object
the organization of an association to promote the multiplication of fish and game in this Commonwealth, was held
at

Richmond

of

December, and January, and while the Association
disclaimed any intention of going outside of the city to see
that the laws are enforced, it has been determined to spare
no effort to see them faithfully executed in the city.
Deer can only be killed in this State under the present
law during September, October, and November, and in Suffolk county only during the first fifteen days of November,
under a penalty of $50 for each deer. December and January have been thought to be sufficient additional time for
getting the deer to market, and disposing of them, but if
the people in the localities where the deer are killed want
a longer or shorter time this Association would be glad to
As the law now stands in this State, the
hear from them.
open season for killing quail is from Oct. 1 to Jan. 1; partridges and prairie chickens from Sept. 1 to Jan. 1, except
in Suffolk county, where it commences Oct. 1; woodcock
from July 4 to Feb. 1; trout from March 15 to Sept. 15.
But dealers are allowed all of January and February to
dispose of their stock of quail, partridges, and prairie
chickens, provided they prove that such birds or game
were killed within the period provided by this act, or were
killed outside of the limits of this State at some place
where the law did not prohibit such killing. After a
lengthened discussion the matter was laid over "until next
meeting, when final action will be taken.
The President said that there were pending in the courts
three suits brought by the Association for having trout, and
twelve for having game out of season, all of which, now
that the courts have resumed business, would be pushed
ber,

to trial

On motion the club unanimously appropriated $2,000 to
he made use of by the Executive Committee in rewarding
and paying detectives and lawyers during the present season.
The President announced in appropriate terms, the
death of an old and valued member of the Association, Mr.
Ocden Haggerty.
On motion, three practical sportsmen were added to the
Committee on Game Laws, to report at the next meeting
of the Association.
After the transaction of some routine
business, the meeting adjourned, and the members repaired
to the supper-room, where Mr. Phelps' usual hospitality
was partaken of. This influential association now numbers
seventy-seven active, and lour honorary members.
The initiation fee is $50 and the annual dues $10.

The Luzerne County Sportsmen's Club.

—This

club
has been distinguishing itself by vigorous action in the
way of prosecuting offenders. Our contemporar}', Turf,
Field

and Farm, thus speaks of it:—

"This vigorous young organization, which now numbers
fifty members, hefd its third meeting on the 1st of November.
The Club, before it was three weeks in existence,
prosecuted and convicted a greedy pot-hunter, Samuel Ed
wards by name, of a violation of the game laws, and he
was mulcted in the sum of thirty-six dollars for snaring
ruffed grouse.
He has already destroyed two hundred
birds this season.
The following are the officers of the
Luzerne County Sportsmen's Club: President, H. H. Derr;
Yice President, W. B. Mann; Counsel, W. H. McCartney,
Clerk, B. F. Dorrance; Treasurer, S. Ay res, Jr.; Directors,
Dr. Crawford, H. C. Gates G. C. Parrish, W. I. Harry,
W. D. Loomis, Charles Leonard, A. Miller, J. Lanning, H.

We

A. Laycock and J. M. Courtright.
like to register the
names of such earnest brethern of the rod and gun, and
would rather give them credit for the conviction of one
such poaching fellow as Samuel Edwards than lor having
made a miraculous score on tame pigeons sprung from a
trap."

—A

Sportsman's Club.
number of prominent citizens of
TJniontown, Fayette eounty, Penn., have organized themselyes into a sportsman's club, for the purpose of insuring
a better observance of the laws for the protection of fish
and game. The officers appointed are as follows: Presi-

M. Baily; Secretary, A. D. Boyd; Treasurer,
R. H. Lindsay.
On motion, it was resolved that R. H.
Lindsay, Z. B. Springer, C. H. Beall, S. M. Baily, and
Thomas Hadden be a committee to prepare a constitution
dent, Gen. S.

and by-laws. The name of this organization is "The
Sportsman's Club of Fayette county," and acceptable persons in the various townships of the county are solicited to
become members.
Virginia Association for the Protection of Fish
and Game.—A meeting of the citizens of Virginia, repre-

Eubank was

King William; Hon W- W. Crump,

called to

Richmond; and
committee was appointed
of

Marshall Parks, of Norfolk. A
to prepare and report a constitution and
government of the Association.

"We hope

New

J. L.

the election of the following officers: President, Alexander
Moseley; Vice President, Dr. M. G. Elzey, Blacksburgh;
Dr. W. B. Robertson, Lynchburg; Capt. J. Warner Lewis,
Brunswick county. Secretary and Treasurer, Peyton JohnExecutive Committee, Dr. Richards,
ston, of Richmond.

A

outside of the city, and in the Western States, in regard to
York. It
the time for selling venison in the city of
is now allowed to be sold in September, October, Novem-

Col.

Mr. John Graeme elected Secretary. The
Chairman appointed Dr. Robertson of Lynchburg, Col. W.
Perkins of Buckingham, and Major Alex. A. Little of
Fredericksburg, a Committee on Permanent Organization.
The Committee on Permanent Organization recommended

The Secretary read a great mass of correspondence from
all parts of America and Europe containing many flattering
testimonials to the valuable services performed by the Association in protecting game, and requesting information
for localities in which new protective clubs are about to be
In the course of his remarks the President said that the
Committee on Amendments to the Game Law had decided
to recommend the prohibition of killing quail during October, thus reducing the open season for killing this bird to
November and December. The committee were anxious
to know what were the wishes of the people of this State,

recently.

the chair, and

the office of President.

formed.

",5

by-laws for the

Virginia correspondent writes:—

to get a good law from our Legislature, preventing the killing or taking game out of season by any
one, (even owners of land or water) thus protecting animals
The Norfolk Game Protective
at their breeding seasons.
Association has issued circulars invoking united action
on the part of naturalists, farmers, sportsmen, and good
citizens generally. Interest in healthy sport, in fish culture, game preservation and such subjects, is increasing inthis State and is largely dne to the efforts of our
leading sporting journals. If I was'nt already a good union man, I'd ask to be let in at the Centennial, just to see
"Section, No. 3" in the Animal and Fishery Department,
under supervision of Forest and Stream. "

—

People in Louisiana are awakening to the necessity
and importance of game protection as even the splendid
sporting facilities of that State will soon become depleted
if wanton pot-hunters are allowed to shoot everything that
The Louisiana State Register
flies, in and out of season.
says

:

"A few

hours spent in the passage of such a game law
as was drafted by the sportsmen's meeting last Winter,
will accomplish more for the benefit of the country than
twice as many weeks spent in amending the Constitution

and creating new parishes and other
A Warning to Pot Fishermen.

follies."

—We confess to a very

great

amount

ment

of violators of the

upon hearing of the punishgame and fish laws. It is rarely,

of satisfaction

however, that we can record such a just retribution as has
fallen upon the men in California who attempted to net a
If that California justice could only hold
trout stream.
court for awhile on Long Island, the prospect of a total
extermination of trout from private as well as public
waters would be considerably less. The case alluded to is
thus described in the San Francisco Evening Bulletin:

—

"J. M. Waite, deputy sheriff of Marin county, reports
to the fish commissioners that a few weeks since he found
two men trapping trout with nets on Paper Mill Creek, in
They set their nets and then frightened the
that county.
He learned that this had been continued
fish into them.
for some time, and that they had been taking from twenty
to thirty pounds daily, which they had forwarded to San
Rafael for sale. After much trouble he succeeded in arThey were
resting the offenders and capturing their nets.
brought to trial before Justice Hughes, and although they

made every

pffort to escape they

fined $50 each,
to prison, and

were

which they refused

finally convicted

to pay,

ana

and were sent

now are serving out a term in default of
Too much credit cannot be awarded Mr. Waite

payment.
for his energy and perseverance in procuring this convicThe fish commissioners have written him a letter
tion.
thanking him for his energetic efforts to prevent the violaIf the county officers of other counties
tion of the law.
would exhibit some of Mr. Waite's energy in making arrests for violation of the game and fish laws, they would
be doing the public a great service."
While we can record the above instance of punishment
for one violation of the law, another equally pernicious is
being carried on with impunity under the very eyes of the

San Francisco. We allude to the illeEven salmon roe are exposed for
If measale in the markets there during the close season.
sures are not taken, and at once, to stop this destruction,
the magnificent salmon rivers of the Pacific coast will in a
few years be as depleted as those of Maine. We would
entire population of

RIFLE TYPES— MO.

V.

The Critic at the Range.— "Twenty years ago, when my
was good," he will tell you, "I used to make bullseyes on bullseys."
To-day it is highly problematical
whether he could even hit the embankment which backs
the targets. In fact, no one has ever yet seen him fire a
rifle, though he has quite an armory of weapons at home.
sight

He

is very fond of handling other men's guns, and looks
them over critically, descanting gravely about their mechanism, and is even bold enough to suggest improvements.
You would be very much mistaken if you imagined you
could not learn something from him. He keeps elevations,

wind, barometical and theometrical influences in
in his head, and can tell you to a minute how many degrees of elevation Colonel Bodine used
when he fired his last shot at Dollymount. He has at his
finger's ends all those dry formula which belong to the science of rifle shooting. He contributes to all the journals
devoted to this favorite subject, and though dry at times,
many a bit of good sound information has been imparted
by him to the public. Of course he has a pet theory of his
own in regard to twist and projectiles, which he ventilates
on all occasions. It is rather abstract in character. In
fact no one ever did comprehend it, and even the most
willing of his hearers are in doubt as to whether he quite
understands it himself. He by no means belongs to the
old school of rifle shooting, but adopts eagerly the most
advanced theories. He will tell yon that "before long we
will be shooting, sir, at 1,500 yards and at smaller targets,
and will smile at our crude attempts of to-day." He is to
be found at all the principal matches, and has apparently
the mission of propagating rifle shooting in the United
States.
Young men laugh at him behind his back, and call
him a "bore" (perhaps in a rifle sense), yet the beet shots
consult him at times, in regard to theory and mechanical
improvements. "That was tried," we heard him say to a
noted marksman, who had some idea of a new sight, "in
1872, at Wimbledon.
Mr. Ross shot with it and it did
not work well. Next time I see you I will give you a copy
of my notes about that sight."
We all had to laugh heartily at the critic the other day, when he consented to keep
a score.
He made an awful mess of it, mixing up the
effects of

rifle

practice well

shooters,

marking outers for

inners,

and centres for

bulls-

of the signals.

Like

eyes, apparently in utter ignorance

the slur cast on the critic who discussed learnedly the comparative degree of excellence, as displayed in a three-legged
stool,

but

who

theoretically

was

could not for his

life

make

one, our friend

might have been superb, but practically he

insignificant.

+++>
Siege of Paris. Any of our readers who have not already seen this marvelous dramatic painting should avail

—

themselves of the earliest opportunity. The Frenchman
who only thought of Niagara Falls as a grand water power,
would admire this creation for the immensity of its canvas
if not for its artistic merit.
It can be seen at the Coliseum.

-**-

— J. D wight Francis, Esq., of thePontusuc Woolen Mills,
informs us that his four year old buckhas just killed his old doe, wherefor he sent him to his
long home. He adds: "He was the best buck I ever saw
in confinement, and weighed 200 pounds.

Pittsfield, Mass.,

-».*.

.

—Any

one wishing to communicate with Mr. Pape, the
celebrated English gunmaker, who is now absent from the
city,

may address him at the Occidental
Broom street, New York.

Hotel, corner

Bow-

ery and

-*2^»«.

—We

be glad to mail our paper for any specified
time to any of our correspondents or subscribers visiting
Florida the coming season.
shall

gal traffic in salmon.

earnestly call the attention of California sportsmen to the
following extract from the San Francisco Daily Evening
Post, and ask them to join in some effort looking to a
remedy:
"Illegal Traffic in Salmon. The barefaced manner
in which fresh salmon is being sold right and left by fishdealers during the close season has been a subject for uniThere is a section in the Code providing
versal comment.
against this illegal traffic, and we have fish commissioners
whose special duty it is to see that the law is strictly enforced; and yet, in open defiance of this law, the markets
teem with forbidden fruit, and of late dealers expose it for
sale above board on their counters, and even give its price
to commercial reporters for the benefit of the readers of

—

All the reputable fish dealers
their respective journals.
have done their utmost to see that the law was obeyed, but
unscrupulous parties have taken away their custom so
much that they are now forced to sell the article to pre-

A protective society was even formed,
and rewards were offered for the apprehension of all persons engaged in the traffic; but after several had been arrested, tried and acquitted of the charge, the matter became monotonous, the society disbanded, and the honest
serve patronage.

fish dealers fell into the vice of their less

scrupulous neigh-

canneries situated on the Columbia
River bave just as much right to take, kill, and preserve
salmon in the close season as the fishermen and dealers in
this vicinity, and should this policy be carried out the consequence would be that one of the greatest enterprises on
the Pacific Coast would soon dwindle into nothing. It is
certainly evident that should the present looseness of law
be continued next season the canners will catch the fever,
and wholesale slaughter will prevail all the year round.
bors.

The numerous

,

——
«

The Crouch Bullseye Badge.— Saturday

last

was a

pleasant day at the Creedmoor range; moderately cool, but
the wind blew in a most curious manner, veering round
from all parts of the compass sometimes at the same time.

Besides the handsome character of the Crouch badge, a
great deal of keen rivalry has been felt to become its possessor.
The present competition was the fifth one, and the
history of the bullseye

badge

heretofore

may be

briefly

given as follows:

When won.
July 3
Aug. 7
Sept. 4
Oct. 9

Winner

Score.

L. Cre'ger
L. ('reiser
A. V. Canfield, Jr
A. V. Canfield, Jr

Conditions— Open only

to

members

Bullseyes.

...174
176
18S
170

of the

18

18
23
19

Amateur

Rifle

Club, excluding those who have participated in any international team match.
Distances, 800, 900, and 1,000 yards.
Fifteen shots at each range. Badge to become the property of the contestant who shall win it three times.
Entrance fee, $1.
Seores as follows:—

Name.
L. Geiner

F Hvde

W

B. Farwell

L.Webber
A. V. Canfield
J. Hennion, Jr
J.S. Conlin

H. Fisher

800 yds.
63
68
57
70
66
63
41
£9

90nyda.
55
51
58
53
62
46
41
47

1000 yds.
61
f-7

50
39
27
25
49
30

Total.
179
176
175
172
175
134
131
135

Record on the bullseye total— L. Geiger, 22; F. Hyde
22, W. B. Farwell, 21; L. Webber, 21; A. V. Canfield, Jr.'
15; A. J, Hennion, Jr., 13; J. S. Conlin, 12; Hv Fisher, 9.
Messrs. Geiger and Hyde having tied with twenty-two
bullzeyes each, though Mr. Geiger had made a total higher

FOREST AND STREAM.

218
score than Mr. Hyde, according to the rules, as imposed by
the donor, Mr. Crouch, who was to carry off the prize was
still undecided.
It was determined that the two contestants should shoot for a bullseye at 1,000 yards.
Mr. Hyde
led off, making a centre, followed by Mr. Geiger, who,
with a good bull, was adjudged the undisputured winner
of the trophy. So ended a series of contests which, thanks
to Mr. George Crouch, have developed a great deal of interest among the riflemen.
trust that some badge of
precisely the same character will be put up for competition
next season. If we are not too high or lofty, even some
second trophy might be awarded to the marksman making
the most centres.

We

Forest and Stream Badge.

— The third contest for this

trophy, on Thursday, November 4th, was the most interesting yet held at Conlin's -gallery.
The conditions were:
10 shots, 110 feet, off hand, Wimbledon rules, miniature
200 yards target reduced in proportion for distance. A
score and diagram card was given to every competitor.

Name
W. B. Far well

Klein

R. McPeeley
G. W. Smith
Otto Schenelock
Thos. Hofstati/.r

Wm.

Moser, Jr
H. Richards
Robert Faber

W.

H. G. Tunbe
D. L. Beckwith.
S.

Ronaldson

Fisher
M. P. Lennon
N. G. Duffy
II.

Joseph Woodward

45

5

43
42
42
41
41
41
40
40
39

4445

J.B. Whitney

420

Mann

John Waydell (third badge).
F. Hyde
Frank 11. Hyde

..

A. F. Ferris
J. Wright

3 3 2 5

2

40352

at

will visit the grounds.

On Friday last the Seventy-ninth Regiment Rifle Club
presented Captain Joseph Ross, the captain of their team
with a handsome snuff box as a token of their apprecia-

The American

Westchester county

Company

celebrate Thanksgiving Day.

will

Seventy-first Regiment, IST.G., under Captain

G,

of the

Webber,

will

Drake, Pelhamville. At Mount Vernon the company will
be received by Company B, of the Twenty-seventh Regiment, and escorted through the principal streets of the village and thence to Glen Drake, where the DePeyster badge
will be contested for, and several other prizes.
An old
fashioned turkey shoot and a pigeon match are spoken of
as a part of the diversions of the occasion.

The Rifle

—

On October 1st a match was
between a toam of four from
Deer Lodge and one of four from Helena, for a $130 silver
cup and the championship of the Territory, distance 1,000
in Montana.

shot at Helena, Montana,

Creedmoor

rest,

ten shots each,

target, (square bullseye.)

28 H.
24
23

Granville Stuart
.

Anderson

McKinstry

21

Total

96

1IKLENA— SHARPS' SPORTING RIFLE.
22IW. F. Wheeler

John Rogers
Thos. H, Clark
O. Allen

Total

19|

78

feet square), positian any, without artificial rest, fifteen
shots each man.
DEER LODGE -SHARP3' SPORTING RIFLE.
Trios. Stuart
56' R. Anderson
49
H. McKinsi,ry

53

Granville S tuart

51

24

—

Total

J

209

HELENA— SHARPS CREEDMOOR
1

re-

Wm.

B. Jndd

52;II.

Samuel T. Hawser

51

Thos. H. Clark

49j

RIFLE.

Hewina

44

—

Total

196

Deer Lodge winning by IB points. Weather very unmost of the time, with strong wind,
veering once and a half around the compass during the
favorable, raining

match.
Name.

400 yds.
20

200 yds.

McOabe

18

Tofai.
51
45

600 yds.
13
10

—

19
16
Gordon
Two other contestants, their balls having barely touched
the margin of the target, were nowhere. The prize was a

silver cup.

Morsemere.— The

fourth competition for the club rifle
took place on Friday last, and the totals at both ranges
show much improvement in the scores. The highest yet
made in any match at 200 yards has been 41 but in the
;

competition five members have each gone beyond it.
The following are the scores:—
Total.
500 vds.
200 yds
Name.
40*
49
89
Smyth

last

Shonnard
Morse
Garrison
Underbill

Quinn
*H;indicapping 3 points.

45
40
40
40
39
30
40
30
39t
tHandicapping 5 points.

82
80
79
70

.37

Four others completed

their scores

on Wednesday,

as the

darkness prevented the match from being brought to a successful issue on the appointed day.
The Frost medal, the second competition, was shot for
on Wednesday, and the following are the best scores:
4

Shonnard

Smnh

5

Jocelyn
Garrison

4

5435555455554
5434555555 5 54
44444545 5 355 5
543444525544 3

5-G9
4-09
4-61
5-61

A

fee, fifty cents.

A new

communiwhich was used on Wednesday in
is

the telegraph

cating with the butts,
bell is placed
the match for the Frost Medal.
butt, and the marker is required to remain within
rings. So quickly is the whole thing done that the
the shooter has
is effacing the shot mark before

A

in each
until

it

marker
time to

from his position.
Four challenges, we hear, are pending for team matches.
Poughkeepsie, Mount Vernon, Irvington, and the ScottishAmerican Kifle Club, The challenge of the Yonkers Rifle

rise

Association, to shoot for the citizen's trophy, has been accepted by the Hudson River Rifle Association of Poughkeepsie, Colonel Bodine, President, and the day has been
fixed for Friday, November 19th, at ten o'clock.

1st.— The second competition for the Remington Sewing Machine, took place today; the highest scores were as follows:

Glen Dkake— Saturday,

A. W. Peck
H. E. King.....
G. O. Starr..
Robert Grooers

Nov.

32 Colonel Underbill
20 Captain E. Cardoza
19
..15

Captain J.

W. Coburn

A. H. Heutz
23,C. P. LeRreton
33|P-»H. McHlhrnnev
Wr.ght
23
22 M. Doane
AT 150 TARDS.

A. F.Klose
8. N. Morris
C. Bnrgans

2

A. Rhawi ler
L.

P Peck

Wm

2!

21

1

.

H. Morris

33!

E. C.

31
30
29

Snook

This was followed by a team match between the Unions
and Nationals. Five men on a side; five shots each. The
Nationals made 93, the Unions 99. The winning team
only lacking one point of making 80 per cent., made remarkably good shooting.

Saturday, November 20th, at 11 A. M., Luther badge.
November 13th and 27th, Seventh Regiment shJls. No-

vember

20th, Seventh

.15
14
13

Saturday next practice and subscription matches. Challenges from the Scottish-American Rifle Club, and from

Regiment

Rifles,

challenge badge.

The Morrison medal, Scottish-American Rifle Club, on
each Wednesday throughout the month. On Thanksgiving Day, November 25th, the special match of the ScottishAmerican Rifle Club will be held. The Hepburn match
on the 27th.

—

Princeton — Princeton, N. </., Nov. 8th.
The Secretary of the Long Branch Amateur Rifle and Pigeon Club, of which I am a member, informs me of several
new by-laws, of which I give you the substance. The rifle shooting will hereafter be governed by the laws of the

The Rifle

in

Club. Matches will take place every Saturday, instead of every ten days, as heretofore; members not able to be present will be allowed substitutes by
paying a fine, said substitutes to be chosen by lot from
those present. The champion badge of the club having

N. R. A.

been won by George Hoey, the next prize will be a handsome bronze setter, which must be held through three successive matches.

A fine new

sented to the club by Mr.
this

500 yard target has been preHoey, and will be set up

Wm.

Lounger.

week.

—

Rahway Rifle Cltjb. A club has been formed at Railway, N. J., with the following gentlemen as officers: President, Hon. B. A. Vail; Vice President, George M. Hard;
Secretary, Nelson Carpenter; Treasurer, J. W. Martin.
Their range is 1,000 yards in length, and the roll comprises
The range is within five minute's walk
thirty members.
of Scott

Avenue Depot,

in

Rahway.

Twenty-second Regiment Reception.

SWISS RIFLE SHOOTING.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
In No. 10, Vol. V., issue of October lith, you say "it seems that the
Swiss are getting uneasy in regard to their rifle laurels," etc. The writer
of this thinks himself a better authority than your informant. There
was no team shooting at all at Stuttgart. Each shooter shot for himself individually.
The first four goblets were won by four Swiss. To
get a goblet each one had to make 180 points, equal to about 120 bullseyes
at Creedmoor; and the marksmen who made those 380 points were first
Mr. H. Kuceht, of St. Gall, who made them in forty minutes; second'
Mr. El were, of St. Gall, who made them in forty -six minutes; third, Mr,'
Schupp, of Etlikon, another Swiss shot, who made it in one hour and two
minutes. The Swiss shooters took half of all the prizes which were
offered, and therefore I do not think they feel very uneasy. In fact
their confidence is so great that some of them will most probably cross
the ocean naxt year and compete with the well-known American team.
T will give yon, as soon as possible, the details of the shooting festival
at Stuttgart, by which it will be seen that in six days over a million of
shots had been fired at tha targets. How long would it take to accomplish the same thing at Creedmoor under the present arrangements and

Your authority states "that the German soldiers have to
about 300 cartridges each year,' but he does not mention that in
Switzerland each shooter, aud there are thousands of them, fires from
two to three thousand shots each year.
*#*
1

fire

[We have

to

thank our correspondent for a

correction.

Our information was derived from a leading English
thority in regard to the

Stuttgart shooting.

We

most famous marksmen

too glad to learn that the

au-

are only
of the

world have not lost their cunning. Any Swiss riflemen
coming to this country would be warmly welcomed.
Would our correspondent kindly give us distances, weight
of rifle, of ball, charge of powder, and character of sights
used by the Columbia Association? Ed.]

«**-

.

RIFLE SHOOTING AT FORT WAYNE.
Fort Wayjo,

Ind., Oct. 28, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
Michigan, Illinois and Indiana had an interesting rifle contest jesterday at Pleasant Lake, Ind., Michigan being represented by a team from
the Jackson Rifle Club, Illinois by a team from the Chicago Rifle Club,
and Indiana by a team from the Indiana Amateur Rifle Association of
Fort Wayne. The weather was raw and decidedly unpleasant, with a
perfect gale blowing down the lake, across which the shooting took
place. Col. C. A. Gallinger, of Fort Wayne, was executive officer. The
match was to have been shot at 20C and 500 yards, but a 200-yard range
could not be conveniently had, and the 200-yard shooting occurred at
J75 yards, two sighting and five scoring shots, off hand. The weather
moderated somewhat before the 500-yard match began, which was shot
in any position under rules of N. R. A., two sighting and five scoring
shots.

The following

is

the score:—

JACKSON TEAM.
200 yds. 500 yds.
Harrington
15
19
G. H. Wolcott
10
Geo. Blair
T.J, Conely, captain.. 9
A. S.Firield
J.A.Parkinson
10
9

200 yds. 500 yds.

.9

10
17

17
20

13

CHICAGO TEAM.

34IM. Doane
34 A. F. Klose

C. Bureaus
O. P. LoBreton
S.

2a
22
22

II

1

will probably be shot

new match will be shot for on each Friday, in place
of the one for the club rifle, and to distinguish it from that
The prize will
it has been called the Marksman's Match.
Le a rifle, similar in all respects to the one now being shot
It will be open to
for, but under different conditions.
The distances
those only who have no long range rifle.
are the same— 200 and 500 yards, with two sighting and
seven scoring shots. The prize has to be won three times
before it becomes the property of the winner. Entrance,
feature on the range

San Francisco. On October 30th, an interesting match
took place at Harbor View. We append the scores:—
AT 200 YARDS— WIMBLEDON TARGE.T.

Rifle Engagements for November.— Saturday, No
vember 13th, at three P. M., Turf, Field and Farm badge.

69

his services

regulations?
17

20

Deer Lodge winning by 18 points. Target unfavorably
placed towards the sun, and much obscured by clouds of
This was the first long range match ever
dust at times.
shot in Montana.
The next day, October 2d, another match was shot on the
fair grounds at Helena between the Deer Lodge four and
another Helena team, for a Sharps Creedmoor No. 1 rifle,
offered as a prize by the fair association; distance 500
yards, old style Creedmoor third class target (bullseye, two

each range, with the following

f or

participate in the shooting matches to take place at Glen

R

sults:

his

—

Rifle Association of

1

Stock Exchange Riflemen.— Long range or short
range, long or short, bulls and so on, must be familiar to
the members of the Exchange. We report, then, a match
held early last week at Coney Island, distance 200, 400, and
000 yards, five shots

orchestra in the middle of the room, and a choice selection
of promenade music was performed.

DEER LODGE— SHARPS CREEDMOOR RIFLE.

29

300

Thanksgiving day. Co. G-, 71st regiment Infantry, and Go. B, 27th regiment Infantry, N. G. S. N. Y.,
for

Thos. Stuart

SO
30
29

4 5 3 4
3

made

old

39
38
38
38
37
37
36
36
35
35
35
35
35
34
31
33
33
32

245542520
0353335
3 444244530
3 24 3 424442
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the Yonkers Rifle Club, were received and referred to the
executive committee. Extensive preparations are being

—The

drill sea-

son was formerly opened by this regiment with a dress parade and concert at the armory in Fourteenth street on

Tuesday evening. A large number of invitations were issued, and the galleries and reserved seats on the floor were
The regiment being formed on
filled with spectators.
three sides of a square, the command was turned over by
The dress
Adjutant Waydell to Lieut. -Col. Campe.
parade was gone through with in a very creditable manner,
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At this stage of the 500-yard match it became so dark that we could
not see to shoot, and the sport for the day closed, as it was not possible
for the Chicago and Jackson teams to remain and finish the match this
morning. By consent the match entire was declared off, and it was
agreed to shoot it over again at Jackson, Mich., on the 10th of November, shooting only at 500 yards, seven scoring and two sighting shots.
The match was and will be for the championship of the States represented and for a handsome silver ice pitcher set, given by Mr. V. E.
Simmons, of Pleasant Lake, who entertained all of us in fine style We
had a good day's sport, and shall have more of it in the future.
J. C. B.
Yours truly,
'

«+**.

SHORT

vs.

LONG RANGE

RIFLES.

Philadelphia, Nov. 6, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream :—
I was interested in comparing in your paper of Nov. 4th the description of the requisites of a hunting

rifle

with the views of the writer of

the amusing article on the country gunsmith and his rifle immediately
following. It reminds me of the old story of the quarrel of the knights
over the silver and golden shield. The Creedmoor man looks with perfect contempt at the country rifle because it could not hit the target at
500 yards. On the other hand, the rural practitioner, knowing that with
his rifle he can knock the head off of a squirrel with no more deliberate
aim than I can kill a quail with my shot gun, and about as surely, de-

wind gauges, levels, and other paraphernalia,
whose use he does not comprehend.
The truth is, that each rifle is good in its place and not good out of it.
The "Express" tries very ingeniously to reconcile the antagonistic conditions of long and short range, but not with perfect success. I must
say a good word for my Winchester. I can put up a six-inch ring, and
with my open sights unchanged, can go backward from 40 to 100 yards,
firing from the shoulder, and hit it nearly every time.
This may look
like coarse shooting beside some of the fine targets published by you,
spises the elevating sights,

but. it

answers

throw

five

my purpose.

more

into the

If

my

ball does not stop a deer I can

first

same spot before he can get away.

a grizzly instead of a deer

I

think
,

„, . ,

I

If it

were

should like heavier projectiles.

«» .»

T. C. C.

—

,

—

The Mauseb Gun. The following description of this
gun, the weapon used by the Prussian soldier, may be of
interest.
Mr. Latham, of England, considered the best
authority on military arms, thinks the Mauser not as good
as the Martini, and writes as follows in regard to the Prussian arm:

"The Mauser resembles in appearance both the Prussian
needle gun and the Ohassepot. It is a self-cocking arm,
having four motions opened, loaded, closed, and fired.
The opening is effected by raising the handle of the breech
This
bolt to a vertical position and then drawing it back.
compresses the spiral mainspring and cocks the arm, and
the novelty of the action consists in the way this is ef-

—

FOREST AND STREAM.
The breech bolt is divided into two parts, to the
hinder of which the firing pin is attached, while the fore
part contains the spiral mainspring. These parts <vre joined
two interlocking cam surfaces which move on each
other when the bolt is turned round, and separate the parts
pin end is caught by the sear. When the bolt
till the firing
back to its place the firing pin is free to move foris turned
ward without any resistance from the cam surfaces, those
curves are now opposite to each other, and can enter, without friction, a movable frontispiece, called the recoil block,
moves with the bolt, but does not turn with it, and thus
serves as a safeguard against accidental discharge, as the
pin can only pass through it when the gun is cocked, and
This is a strong, sound movement
the bolt fully home.
which is instantly understood by a soldier accustomed to
the needle gun, but it is a mistake to suppose, as has been
asserted, that it is either a better arm than the Martini, or
that it is perfectly free from the sources of danger which
The Germans are far too' practical
exist in all bolt guns.
and clear-sighted to make any such claim for it. In a very
complete and elaborate explanation of the Mauser system,
hy Capt. Hentsch, of the Prussian army, published at Berlin in 1872, he concludes by saying that the future of breech
loading belongs to the block s}^stem, and that the cylinder
(or bolt) movement may be considered as antiquated, and
no longer suited to the times. He only claims for the
Mauser system that it is certainly the most complete and
I am compelled to join issue
test constructed of its class.
with liira even there, for I cannot help thinking that Green's
weapon does the same work as efficiently wiih a simpler
movement. The Mauser has a calibre of .48 inch, is rifled
with four circular grooves, and is fired with 77 grains of
powder and 385 grains of lead. The bore, bullet, and
powder charge are therefore less than the Martini, but the
arm itself is much heavier, the weight of the rifle being 10
10
lbs. 8 ozs., and the brass handled sword bayonet 1 lb.
fected.

w

additional,

ozs.

without scabbard."

Quail are also scarce, no Western birds being reand but few from the State— price, $3 75a$4 50
per dozen. English snipe are coming from New Jersey in
fair quantities, and bring $3 75 per dozen.
Woodcock are
abundant at 75c. to $1 per pair. Canvas back ducks arc
worth $2 50 per pair, red heads $1 50, black heads 75c.
per pair; these varieties all come from Havre de Grace.
Mallards sell for $1 25 per pair; widgeon, $1; black ducks,
75c.a$l; brant, $1 25; wild geese, $1 each; the latter varieties are from Long Island.
Venison, from the Adirondacks and Minnesota, 25c. per pound. Rabbits, 75c. per

—

Riflk Shootingl No class of men need exercise more
something that changes the current of their
thoughts from books and briefs, and allows the weary brain
There is, perhaps, no exercise that is belter calcuto rest.
lated to relieve an overburdened bruin than rifle shooting.
It would seem that the beucli and bar of this city so regard
Club.
it, for they are well represented in Ihe Chicago Rifle
Among its active members are: Judge Jameson, author of
an able work on constitutional conventions; the Judge is
regarded as good in shooting as in law; Senator Thompson
is its efficient Secretary, and thinks it poor shooting unless
he makes twenty-two points out of a possible twenty-five;
George VVillard, the railroad attorney, is an excellent shot,
and will hit the bullseye three times out of five at 500 yards;
Mr. Root, the lawyer and politician, is a member of the
Executive Commiltee, and is as much at home in handling
his rifle as he is in pulling the wires that conduct a political campaign; Gen. R. W. Smith, Senator Dow, Mr. Adams,
B. F. Ayer, George Campbell, Walter Burnham, and Judge
Bradwell, and many other members of the bar. belong to
this club, as do Mr. Handy, the abstract man, Mr. Burnham, the official reporter, who is a dangerous shot; Gens.
White, Ducat, Maun, Mr. Schailer, of the health lift; Dr.
Edwards, of the Northwestern Christian Advocate; Mr.
Blackmer, the publisher; Thomas Bradwell, of the Legal
News stereotype foundry; Mr. How, the architect; Capt. H.
W. S. Cleveland, the author of a work on rifle practice,
who has a little Maynard rifle with a barrel only twenty
inches long that shoots a thousand yards.
Judge Bradwell
has what is called the Cleveland rifle; it is a sample gun,
and is the only one of the kind; it is a Maynard made upon
the suggestion of Capt. Cleveland, for long range shooting,
with a larger chamber than any other Maynard, and, as a
consequence, it carries a larger ball, takes a greater charge
of powder, and shoots a greater distance than any other
Maynard. Mr. Butenmueller, the gunmaker, belongs to
organization as well as to the German sharpshooters.
regarded as the second best shot in Chicago. The
members of the Chicago Rifle Club are among our best
citizens, and we have no doubt it will make a record of
which our city and State will be proud. Its members are
rapidly increasing.
There are more experienced riflemen
among the members of the Chicago bar than can be found
among the bar of any other city in the Union. If the legal
gentlemen of any other city do not agree with us, let them
challenge the legal portion of the Chicago Rifle Club to a
match, and the result will show that we are not mistaken.
this

He

is

[The above, taken from the Chicago Legal News, is quite
point and happily put.
It seems as if legal gentlemen take quite naturally to rifle practice. Creedmoor owes
to the

Wingate, one of our leading New
not only shoots himself, but has just
compiled by far the best work on rifle shooting yet published.
Col. Giidersleeve, captain of the American team,
is also a jurist.—
Ed.]
a great

deal to

York lawyers,

Col.

who

-*-*Pistol Shooting Extraordinary.—Mr. James S. Conlm sends us the following, which, he thinks, is the best
pistol shooting ever made at his gallery:—
"Mr. Frank H. Lord hit 3 bullets out of five shots, at 60
and made 46 out of a possible 50 at a miniature 200
yards target; bullseye, 1 inch in diameter; distance, 12
feet,

paces.'

%nn\t !§%$ mid %nn.
—
GAME IN SEASON IN NOVEMBER.
Moose, Alee Amerlcanus.

PKotWapisi, Cervus Canadensis.

Kea Deer, Cervus Yirginianus.
^arioou, Rangifer caribou.
wares, Leporince.
r l8, Soi urince.

w™

^n

F ke > Meleagris gaUomvo.
Rnff
i Grouse,
nutted
l

T

'

Woodcock, PhUohela minor.
Plovers, Charadriinw.
Willets, SympkemM semipalmata
Snipe, Godwits, Curlews, and Bay
Birds, Scolopacidce.
Sandpiper. Tringce.
Reed or Rice Birds, Dohchonyx oryz-

Bonasa umbellus.
voriis.
^mnaied Grouse, Cupidonia eupido.Wild Ducks. Anatince.
Quail,

Ortyx Virginianus.
•

Game

Market.

—The

•

supply of game has greatly
week, and prices have advanced accordingly.
Ruffed grouse are scarce at $la$l 25 per pair,
the best birds coming from
Connecticut. Pinnated grouse
(prairie chickens), are very scare, no
good birds having
been received for a week; those
on hand sell for ifl 50 per
in

fallen off since

last

Kansas— Oct.

pair.

ceived,

pair.

—We

are informed

by a resident of

Islip, L. I., that

thirty-one deer have already been killed on the island since
the 1st of November. The law permits deer shooting only
from the 1st to the 15th of this month.

—Mr.

S.

W.

Green, of Sayville, L.

his hands, near his residence, a

was too young

to fly.

An

I., caught a quail with
few days since. The quail

excellent

commentary upon the

change in the game law permitting quail
October 1st.

to

be shot on

—W

e are pleased to learn that C. M. Johnson, who was
accidentally shot a few days ago, while out shooting on
Staten Island, is rapidly recovering.

— Arrangements

have been completed for th« pigeon
match between Mr. James Gordon Bennett, of this city,
and Mr. Travis Van Buren. They are to shoot at 100 pigeons each, 35 yards rise, 80 yards boundary, with
oz.
shot, from five traps placed five yards apart, English rules,

U

for $2,500 a side.
The match is to lake place in this State
—probably at Babylon, L. I.— during the second week in
December. Both gentlemen are expert wing shots, and

great interest
than lawyers;

219

is

manifested in the contest.

New York— Staten

Island, Nov. 5th.— At a special meetStaten Island Shooting Association, held at
Louis Villa, New Brighton, Mr/ Garret Simonson, the
Chairman of the Executive Committee and Supervisor of
the town of North field, was the recipient of an elegant
gold-headed cane, presented by Ihe members of the association for the many services he has rendered them during
their organization.
Through him a bill was passed, making it unlawful to kill rabbits in Richmond county, except
during the months of November and December, under a
penalty of $50, or to trap or ensnare them at any time.
He also had the board appoint several special police to act
as game constables, who have brought quite a number of
violators of the law to grief, and in case the State fails to
stop the shooting of robins at any time, we shall, through
him, try and have a law passed in this county to stop the
slaying of these innocents.
The woods have swarmed with "tontons" this Fall, but
their bags of the songsters have not been very large.

ing of the

Mortimer.

—Ducks

were never more plenty
on tile Sandy Creek ponds than this Fall. P. D. Clark and
C. E. Thomas went out Wednesday and got a number of
ducks, and one wild goose measuring live feet two inches
from tip to tip.
Adirondacks.— MeacJiam Lake, Oct. 27. Entered these
woods from Westport on the 1st of the month, it being my
nineteenth trip since 1854. Very stormy about the Au
Sable ponds, and all the sportsmen gone. We took a fine
dry doe at the Upper Au Sable; grouse and small game very
seldom met with. Grouse very scarce in the Keene "Valley.
Woods too wet to cross to Upper Iron Works and ascend
Mount Marcy. We had Max Trcdo, of Keene Flats, one
of the best of the Adirondack guides.
Thence we simply
walked by easy stagas to the Saranac. Grouse quite abundant between Scott's and Martin's. Approaching Meacham
Lake from Paul Smith's thorn woro m^ny grouse by the
Syracuse,

Nov.

2d.

—

Wayside.
Considerable hunting thk, JTa.l atiiMt Meacham.
Last week four deer were taken from the lake and connecting streams, oue of them a buck of 2b7 pounds weight
after being dressed, and another of heavier mould.
For
the benefit of the sporting world uninformed of these parts,
let me say that this fine lake, situated in the wilderness, is
but twenty-rive miles from Malonc, over a good road, and
has a well kept hotel with guides and boats. No other
house about the lake. As "Paul's" is but twelve miles distant, Malone is a good point of entrance to the wilderness.
A. R. Fuller keeps the Meacham House, and may be addressed at Malone, N. Y. The woods were full of beech
nuts, and partridges, not as abundant as last Fall, are still
to be had by toil, skill, and a Scott gun. And, by the way,
my new Scott throws with great force. W. C. Wcnola.

Massachusetts— Cohasset, Nov. 8th.— Our season is now
closed for 1875; ducks all gone south, and it is too cold to
lay off for a few stragglers that are left.
Very few geese
Our wood gunning would be good but for the
last week.
snares, which get alt the young birds.
I have shot out this
week quails that were not one-third grown. This is the result of twice breeding, as they were not at most over six
weeks old. Woodcock all gone; thermometer at 25 is too
much for them.
S. H., Jr.
Salem, Nov. 7th.

— Shooting the

past

week has been

Maryland— Snow
were

Hill, Nov. 6t7i.— Over 250 partridges
by the sportsmen of this town on Monmay be well to add that a great many of the

killed

day last, but it
" boys " were in the fields. The birds are much scarcer
than was anticipated, and, as a general thing; small, the
first coveys having no doubt been drowned by the heavy

Summer

rains.

Messenger.

YmGwiA—Leesburg, Nov. 7th.— The sportsmen here have
commenced to skirmish with the bob whites, but report

Two of our good shots bagged 24
that birds are scarce.
birds to day, and another couple 30.
The campaign has
not fairly opened yet, and may be the gunners are mistaken.
Minnesota— Shakopee, Oct. 29^.— Ducks and geese are
"lighting out" for the South, but the first snow will soon
be here, and will no doubt bring in some venison from the
central part of the county.
215 pound buck was killed

A

Blue Earth county, near Mankato, by H. Shaw, of the
Mankato Sportsmen's Club, on the 26th.
The ruffed
grouse also will be coming to market by the dozen.
in

menced

25th.—T)uc\z shooting thus far this Fall has
Rain has comreported.

Some very good bags

fair.

which promises good

to fall,

Wilson snipe,

for

ducks and geese.

Plover have been quite plenty. Quail
are plenty, but the writer has not been able to make good
bags, on account of rank growth of grass and weeds.
Chickens coming^n to corn and stubble fields in large

They are killed in this mouth and November by
flocks.
going into cornfields in the morning by eight o'clock,
and "driving them out into the grass.' About noon
you can go into the grass and prairies and kick them up
and get good shooting, sometimes raising single birds after
you have gone over the ground several times.
Several very good
2d.
Fort Scott, Nov.
bags of
ducks during the past week. Sandhill crane quite plenty,
but too much for our sportsmen generally. One of our
gentlemen sportsmen bagged on last Saturday, four woodcock.
We have a few of these birds here. Wilson snipe
Yellow legs
quite plenty in our marshes, but very wild.
not very plenty, but in fine condition. Hunters for market are bringing in quantities of prairie chickens and

—

quail.

S.

Canada— Cormcall,

—

Ont., Nov. 7th.
The lake below here
(Lake St. Francis) is just swarming with ducks now, and
there are several large flocks of geese also.
Both ducks and
geese are very shy yet, but will take the decoys better as
soon as the weather gets colder.
Geo. JET. W.

—The members of

the Trap and Field Club, of Minnechampion badge again last week, the

apolis, shot for the

conditions being six birds each at twenty-one yards rise.
The following is the score:
A. C. "Rand
1111 *-i\W,c^v S. Pease.. ..1 1 1 1 1 1—6
E Grimshaw
10 1 0-2 R. S Williams... .11111 1-6
A. li. Rand
1 llli 1-^6 0e:»rg« Parmort.,
1-3
..1
J Haley
10 1 0-2. D. F. SmitU
..11101 1-5
1

P. L. Morse
1
G. A, Camp
1
G. W. Tinslcy
L. O. Shepley
G. S. Tuckermati....l
*Fell out of boun'ds.

11100-i Charles Hepp
1 1--4 A. W.Heifeman
1111 1—5 John Harvey
1111 1-5 A. If, B&ckett
1111 1—6 Baldwin Brown

..101110-4

1110 1
110
*
1
1 1111

1

....1

1

1

1

1—5
1—5
0—3
1—6

R

S. Tuckerman, R.
S. Pease,
Williams, and Baldwin Brown having each killed six
birds, shot off at twenty-six yards, when Mr. Tease, being
the only one 1o kill two birds consecutively, was awarded
the medal, which, as this was the last inateli of the season,
he will wear until Spring.

Messrs. A. B. Rand, F.

S.

St. Louis, Nov.

1,

1S75.

Editor Forest and Stream:—

A

v«ry pleasant party of gentlemen, members of the Gun Club and
friends, met at the club grounds October 31st to «vTfcnesig a match between
If. C. Pierce, bolder of the club's champion medal., and Taylor Bissell
for $100; 20 pair t;;me pigeons at 21 yards ri-'e 80 yardd boundary: four
H and T plunge traps set ten yards iip.irt. Col. Clias. M. Williams and
C. F. Schilling judges: J. A. Wherry referee. ffte following is the
score :—
II. C. Pierce-11 11 10 11 10 11 11 !0 11 11 11 11 11 11 10 11 11 11 11
11-36.
Taylor Bissell— 11 11 11 10 10 11 li 00 11 00 10 11 10 00 11 10 10 11
11 11-28.
Considerable interest was centred in his match, as Ihe parties were
acknowledged the best single bird shots in the club, and this match originating in a challenge from Bissell, was expected to settle the superiority
of one over the other at double birds. The result was agreeable to the
winner, his friends, and satisfied the loser
Afterwards a sweepstake
match was shot at five siugie birds, 21 yards, best score to take the
I

purses-

Hunt

P. Wilson
H. C. Pierce
Lucas
Capt. Sedan

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

J. B. C.

1

..1111

C. Tfodsman
t— 5|JE.
5
1— 'Cornelius Voorhis
1— 5|Ceo. Kinkle

1-5|

1110 —3|

Taylor Bissell

Wm.

—1
—1
—0
—0

1

1

Winter

Ties.
26 yards.

31 yards.

Wilson

1

1

Pierce

1

1

Lucas

1

1

1—3 Wilson.
1—3 Pierce
1—3 Lucas

11 1—3
11 0-2

-0

REMARKABLE FIELD SHOOTING.
»

Port Richmond, Nov. 5, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream —
As it may interest some of your readers I want to give yon the score
made on English snipe by Mr. John E. Lovelaud, Jr., of Point Pleasant,
Ocean county, N. J, In a conversation after a pigeon match, when he
had taken third money, a wager was made that he could kill more English snipe in a certain number of shots than any one of the gentlemen
who participated in the match., or they would back him against any three
men in the county at $100 even on each man. These offers ware not accepted, and it was then proposed to let him shoot at twenty birds, but
after considerable talk a bet was made and accepted that he would kill
:

eighteen birds out of twenty -five in or out of gun shot, or in that promore or less birds on the marsh, and the 19th
day of October was selected. Everything was got in readiness tire night
before, and at 5:50 A. M. Tuesday momma, Mr. Lovelaud, in company
with his friends and his black and white pointer Ponto, stepped upon the
bogs at the head of Barnegat Bay to begin his work, the following being
the score. The stars are birds flushed but not shot at, being out of
portion, should there be

reach:— 1

1

1

1

1

1

* 1 1

1

1

111110***1111111.

1

1 1

1 1 1 l 1 1 1 * *

Out of

o

1 1 1

42 shot at he killed 39.

1

l

l

i

Whole

number

of birds put up 48. Four times he made double shots. If this
can be beat we should like to hear from some of them, or let us hear of
seme large scores made at the same birds. It must be remembered that
any amount of ground had to be traversed, and several times a horse
and wagon was used in carrying the party from one ground to another.

fair

in the brush; 12 quail and 2 snipe to two guns in one day,
but the quail are small, and in many cases not fully feathered; also report a few woodcock and partridge.
Duck
shooting is dull; smelt fishing ditto. Geese have been flying the past week in considerable numbers.
Teal.
(quails)

been

«$~*4*»

MR.

_

Mortimer.

GREENER ON———CHILLED SHOT.
•

*

Birmingham, England, October.

1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
In reply to "Check Cord" on the subject of chilled shot, allow me
to
inform him that the fine results achieved at the late Meld gun trial with
my choke bore guns are not entirely due to the advantages of chilled

own my puns are bored for that particular shot. I refer
London Meld, February 27th, 1875, signed "EnLouis. He will rind that one of my choke bore guns made

shot, although I

him

to an article in the

gineer," St.

an average pattern of 240$, and penetrated thirty-four sheets with
soft
shot, taking the average of forty -eight shots in both still and
windy
weather. This gnn was shot against a Parker and a Deugall, beating
both by a good average in pattern and penetration. In the gun trial
of
1866 they took the average of the deepest shot only. In the last trial—
1875 they took the three deepest shots, which makes a difference
of
more than six sheets. The wear and tear trial was intended to prove the
endurance of the new system only, not as a test for pattern and penetration; in fact, they were not the same guns as those shot in
the trial
proper. Our winning gun made a pattern of 214, and penetrated
with
three shots thirty-four sheets, which is equal to forty with one
shot
The shooting eclipsed all private trials that are boasted of by different
makers as being personally conducted by the editor of the Field.
We
recommend "Check Cord" and his friends to use the hardest shot they
can obtain in America. They will find.it perform better in
any gun
bored upon the old or new plan.
w,

—

W. ®BEBNir

—

;

SPORTING IN DAKOTAH.
Fabgo, D. T., Oct.

22, 1875.

Kthtob Fordst aht> Stream:—
Mounted on a spirited American horse with a

trusty needle gun in
exciting and eshiliaratmg sport chasing the buffalo over these
northern plains. Hunting the black bear from the numerous groves of
•timber skirting the streams in this vicinity, and^pccasionally an elk, a
black tailed deer or antelope, is also practicable, and frequently followed,
but all these require time, perseverance, and endurance, while few are
able to afford the cost necessary to equip a party for the successful pursuit of any of this game. The pursuit of game birds and water fowl,
however, affords sport invigorating, useful, and enjoyable, and the country in this vicinity abounds in both and in great variety; is vast in extent, pleasantly varied by woodland and prairie, fresh water lakes, and
clear sparkling brooks.
it is

Parties from St. Paul, Chicago, Detroit, Philadelphia, Boston, and Toledo, Ohio, have visited us this season for the purpose of shooting game
Mrds upon our beautiful prairies, finding game plenty and pleasant entertainment at Headquarters Hotel, Messrs. Hubbard and Tyler being

deservedly popular with the dog and gun fraternity. Pinnated grouse
are quite numerous this season, but not as plentiful as last. The prairies burned over unusually late, and many of their esgs were destroyed.
J. R. Creston, of London, England, reports the largest number as the
result of one day's shoot, having bagged forty-eight brace of grouse,
four brace of duck, and a fifteen-pound brant. Ruffed grouse are found

along the Red River, usually in the scrub oak and iron wood thickets,
We killed three by moonlight last week from tree tops they appeared
to be budding, but it is unusual for them to resort to the tree tops for food
at this season. There i* not sufficient heavy timber or of the right kind
for the wild turkey. I have never seen one in the Red River Valley, and
I am sure they do not abound here. Neither have I ever seen a single
specimen of the quail. The quail does not like to nest in the timber or
on the open prairie, but prefers hedge rows or a dilapidated Virginia rail
fence, overgrown with grape vine and bitter sweet; they are working
north rapidly, however, and are now found on the line of the St. Paul
and Northern Pacific Railroad in Minnesota, where a few years ago they
had never been seen. The snipe, woodcock, golden plover, curlew, and
gray or upland plover abound in great numbers The curlew we consider
excellent eating, althongly-eldom shot, and hardly considered a game
bird. The canvas back duck is not as numerous with us as we have seen
it in ether localities, especially on Miaome Bay, but the mallard is, and
with others, I consider the mallard fully equal to the canvas back.
Blue and green winged teal, widgeons, red heads, etc., are arriving in
large floeks from the far northern lands of British America, and several
varieties of duck with which I am in nowise familiar; neither have I
ever seen them in any of the waters over which I have shot. I think
Gid Fayette, who used to have a name for every bird that flew over Miaome
Bay, would be at a loss to name some of my specimens. The Canada
goose, brant, several varieties of Mexican geese, swan, and pelican
abound in great numbers, the heaviest weight so far being a Canada
goose killed by Mr. M. Beatty, conductor on the Northern Pacific, that
weighed 28£ pounds.
The best shooting season for all kinds of game is about the 1st of October. Grouse can be shot from the 15th of August. At this season
game of all kinds is wild, and if chickens are flushed they are apt to sail
away for miles befave taking cover, but for the keen sportsman there is
yet fine sport. TheiK>right October days are very enjoyable on these level
prairies, and the nights are not too cold for camping out.
G. J. Kebney.
;

.

NOTES FROM THE NORTHWEST.
Brainerd, Minn., Oct. 29, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream.:—
The close season for deer expired on the 1st of the month, and at once
the many hunters in and around town, amateur and professional alike,
commenced operations with varying success. The neophyte, got up in
good style in garments of the right cut and color, with new breech loading rifle full of cartridges, started out, head up and "blood in his eye,"
only to return at nightfall -some of them were back at dinner timetired, dirty, muddy, and with long stories of how many deer he ran, how
his "foot slipped just as he was ready to shoot," how his gun missed
stillfire, and a thousand and one other excuses, while tee old and wary
hunter, who maybe has "grassed" two or three deer the same day, on?
the same ground, sits silently by, with a half smile on his face, "taking
go to-morrow. Through the
it all in," and thinking of where he will
lovely days of the Indian Summer just past, the hunters were out every
sportsday, but the woods were dry ani noisy, the deer kept hid, and the
men were not very successful; but about a week ago a couple of inches
hardly an ableof dry, light snow fell, and by daylight in the morning
bodkd man nor a gun that would go off could be found in town, and for
killed deer, some
the three or four days that the snow lasted everybody
plenty all along the
of the best hunters three or four. Deer are very
C.
Northern Paciflc Railroad, and at this writing in splendid order.

_
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THE MEGANT1C

DISTRICT.

can attest that in Minnesota, in four years out of five, young woodcock
are well enough grown by the first week in July. But it seems equally
undeniable that migratory birds desert regions where they are persecuted
(even as adults!) on their breeding grounds. The North and South Meadows, above and below Hartford, Conn., are a perfect natural paradise for
cocks, and about thirty-five years ago a fair bag could be made there,
though even then their numbers were rapidly decreasing. Summer
shooting has been the rule during most of these years, as before. What
report can our Connecticut brethren make to-day of that unsurpassed

west of here. There were a large number of deer killed here during the
deep snows last Spring, which makes them scarcer than formerly, though
wilderness along
they are to be found in considerable quantities in the
towards and about the
the still waters of the Salmon River, and eastward
Megan tic and Spider lakes. The more noble game— moose and caribou

found throughout the same section. A friend of mine,
who is a crack shot, had three fair shots one forenoon at as many differon exament moose near Spider Lake, and missed them all. He found
ining his rifle that by accident or otherwise the sights had been moved,
which ciused him to shoot wild. Of fur-bearing animals, bear, fox,
mink, marten, and muskrat are quite plenty. Otter and fisher are also
some localities, while a few beaver are still to be found about
plentiful
the Sa'mon and Arnold rivers. Experienced sportsmen would have no
trouole in making goed bags of game anywhere in this district. Those
fond of deer hunting I would recommend to make their headquarters at
either Mallory's Hotel, Eaton Corners, and get "Sunbury" for guide, or
go to French's House, Scotston, and take Archie McDonald as guide.
The close season for deer does not begin until February 1st, but the
month of November is the best time to hunt them, as the rapids are not
hounds. I
frozen up, and they take to the water at once if chased by
would caution parties visiting here against paying the guides exhorbitant
price; and the same
r>rices— one dollar a day and found is the regular
sum per day is the charge for board at the hotels east of Sherbrooke.
with you from New York,
Bring your dogs, but do not bring liquors
third the cost in Sherbrooke and save
for you can procure them atone
Stanstead.
and expense with the Customs department.
al-o to be

m
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—
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SUMMER

W OODCOC K

SHOOTINO.

Louisville, Ky., October 25th, 1875.

the birds are at all crowded in those bottoms?
Near St. Paul, Minn., four years since, a bag of twenty-three couple of
woodcock was considered an extraordinary day's work for three guns, of
which the writer carried one. Some six years before forty birds before
breakfast to one muzzle loader was thought nothing very wonderful.
Every Summer shooter knows that if he go to a cover where there are
say fifty cock, and bag them all, his sport there is at an end for the Sum-

if

Third in the race

were.

the Hartford, though they actually
won more games than the Athletics, still they count third
on the list in the games, from which the pennant record
is
made up. Their "full score is as follows :—
is

Games won
Games lost...
Games pliyed.
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championship record on the basis of which
table the pennant will be awarded is as follows
full

:

But go in the Autumn, after the southern migration has begun,
you can every bird in a swamp, and in a day or two yeu may duplicate your bag on the same ground, the flight birds continually replacing their predecessors until frost seals the mud.
mer.

Club.

kill if

To

prolong close time for woodcock, however, until October 20th, as is
States, seems an absurd extension. In the New England
States this cuts off a large part of the migrating period, and in the northwest would entirely abolish cock shooting. Is there any objection to
September 1st as the beginning of the season for woodcock, at least in
Keg.
the northern tier or States?
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— The best averages of
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first-base

—
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52

made up from

the

of games played in and not as they should be,
from the number of times at the bat is as follows for 1875:
Games.
Base Hits.
Name and club.
Average

number

Barnes, Boston
Force, Athletic
Pike, St. Louis
Meyerle, Philadelphia
Burdock, Hartford
Hines, Chicago

Holdsworth, Mutual
Boyd, Atlantic
Luff,

—

140
122
102
92
102

78
77
67
65
74
66
70
35
36

1

New Haven

1,79
1.58
1.52
1.39
1.88
1.38
1.30
1.20
1.19

91

91
42
43

The Centennial Nine.— The following are the names
who have already signed to play in the clubs

of the players

named

:

Chicago.

Boston.
McGruley, c.
Borden, p
Murnan, 1st b

White,

Louis vrLLB.
Snyder,

c.

c.

Spaldiug, p.

Devlm,

McVey,

Carbine. 1st b.
Gerhard t, 2d b.
Haug, 3d b.

1st b.

p.

Beals, 2d b.
Schafer, 3d b.

Barnes, 2d b.

Geo. Wright,
Leonard, 1. f.

Peters,

s. e.

Glenn,
Jones,

1.

c. f

Hastings,

c. f.

Addy,

r. f.

Chapman,

r. f,

Anson, 3d b.

s. 8.

O'Rourke, c. f
Manning, r. f.
St. Louis.
1st b.

Batten. 2db.
Miller, 3d b.

Mack,

e.

f.

Fisher, p.

Burdock, 2d b.
Ferguson, 3d b.

Gould, 1st b.
Sweazey, 2d b.
Boolh, 3db.

Carey,

Fields,

York,

s. s.

Snyder,

1. f.

Remsen, c.
Cummings,

r. f

s.

Cincinnati.
Pierson. c.

Allison, c.
Bonel, p.
Mills, 1st b.

Clapp, c.
Bradley, p.

Dehlman,

Fulmer,
Ryan, 1.

f.

Hartitobd.

Pearce. 8. s.
Cuthbert, 1. f.
Pike, c. f

be given.— Ed.]
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Athletic

Below will be found a full and complete table
" Chicago " games of the season

29, 1875.

factories, instead of catering
a rifle solely for shooting at a
target at great distances, pay more attention to the wants of the hunter
and frontiersman, and get up a repeating gun, one that will shoot a long
caitridge of 46, or better still, 50; that will carry in the magazine eight
or nine cartridges, shoot accurately for 300 yards, and weigh, loaded, ten
to twelve pounds? The preference all through the Northwest and along
the frontier is for a repeating gun, and the improved Winchester "has
the call" so far, but the bullet is too small, and there is not powder
deer or any large animal has to be shot just in
enough in the shell.
the right place or they will not be secured, whereas if the gun carried a
46 or 50, with plenty of powder, the game would either be killed in its
tracks or be recovered without the long "stern chase" inevitable in most
great many letters have been
all cases when shot with a small ball.
received by the writer asking for information regarding the much advertised Ward-Burton rifle, to which we were obliged to say that beyond
the information contained in the circular we knew nothing, and could
get no reply to letters addressed to Mr. Burton in New York.* If the
guns are what the circulars claim for them, then they certainly are the
have lately recoming gun, both for the hunter and target shot.
ceived a W, & C. Scott No. 10, 32 inch, pistol grip choke bore breech
loader, which "is all its name implies," aud we must here take the opportunity to "cast our pebble on the cairn" of testimony in favor of
choke bored guns, and we do so more confidently as the gun has been
tested, and well tested, too, in the field shooting at a paper target. The
gun put in 239 pellets of shot, No, 6 (243 only being in the charge,) at 30,
40, 50 and 60 yards and over, with four and five drachms of powder
and 1 to 1£ oz. shot. In the field the gun has killed stone dead, grouse
flying at 92 yards, and at 50 and 60 yards, if held right, it will kill every
time. At duck shooting it is perfection. When loaded with 1£ ounces
of shot and Ave drachms of powder the gun is so heavy and so much
weight in the breech that the recoil, even with this heavy charge, is not
at all unpleasant. It is stated that a choke bore shoots too close, does
not scatter enough. To this objection we say, load with one light wad
over the powder; let your bird get well underway, and it will be bagged,
provided always the gun is held on the bird when discharged. To those
who state that its close shooting powers tears the game, rendering it unfit for use, we can only say we have never yet seen one do it, unless the
bird was shot at when within a few yards of the muzzle. Keep cool
when the bird rises, let it get off a reasonable distance, and there will be
no fault found with a choke bore, One has to hold closer with a choke
bore than with one that throws shot all over, but this fact is going to
make bettei shots of poor ones; they will be obliged to be steady, careful, and cool in the field or their game bags will not "bulge out" much
T. P. C.
at the close of a day's shooting.

directly to the wishes of those

Boston

—

Brainerd, Minn., Oct.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
Why does not some one of the

S
«

q

Games Lost

ANOTHER GUN WANTED.

s. 8.
1.

f

Clark, c. f.
Kessler, r. f.

f.
r. f

'aHotwl Hzgtintes.
BASE BALL— THE PROFESSIONAL ARENA.

The season of 1875, as far as the professionals are concerned, had ended, and the honors of the campaign, in
every respect, have been borne off by the Boston Club,
whose record is one unparalleled in the annals of profession al playing both as regards the skill displayed and the
honesty which have characterized their career.
For the fourth season in succession the *' Reds " of Boston have won the championship pennant, and they will
have the right to fly it during the whole of the Centennial
season of 1876. The record of the Boston Red Stockings
for 1875, in won aud lost games—not including forfeited
games is as follows
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Wright, s. s.; Leonard, 1. f
O'Rcurke, c. f. ; Manning, r. f. and change pitcher, asSecond on the list comes the Athletic
sisted bv Beals.
Club of" Philadelphia, with the best record* known in their
Their record of games won and lost, exclusive of
history.
forfeited games, is as follows:—
;

Schafer,

of nearly forty years in
appear to ignore a point which an experience
its bearing
most important of any
field sports has lea me to think the
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—The Cincinnati Club closed play for the season on Nov.
1,

when they

defeated a picked nine by 13 to

—On Nov. 6th the Boston base

7.

nine played against
ten of the stockholders of the association, giving them the
advantage of five outs to an inning, and pitching and
throwing left-handed, and batting with one hand. Yet?
with these odds the Bostons were victorious by a score of
25 to 23 in a full game of nine innings. A dinner in the
evening closed the season of the, club.
ball

3d, at Easton, Pa., the Actives played the old
latter played Devlin in place of Haug, whose
hands were disabled. The game was very finely contested,
darkness preventing the playing of a tenth inning. Score:

Eastons.

The

Easton, 7; Active,

7.

was the scene of an unparalleled game
for that section on Oct. 20th, as the score below i-hovvs,
the contestants being nines of the Atlantic and Muthn
Clubs ef St. John, the eleven inning score being as follows:
Muffin, 3; Atlantic, 2.
B.,

The Billiard Tournament.— A billiard tournament
open in Tammany Hall on Monday evening next, ia

will

which Messrs. Maurice Daly, Cyrille Dion, A. P. Rudolphe,
Joseph Dion, S. F. Slosson, William Sexton, and Aloert
Gamier will take part. Mr. Gamier has charge of the arrangements. On the opening night Mr. Sexton, a pla} er
r

.

upon

Games

Rule to pitch, by 11 to

—On Nov.

oj

The team which achieved such a noteworthy triumph included White, c. Spalding, p. McVey, 1st b. Barnes, 2d
b.

BASE BALL NOTES.
About 2,000 people witnessed an interesting contest at
Prospect Park on Nov. 6 between nine of the old Nassau
and Amity Clubs, the former including Barnes, Cassidy,
Brown, Daly, Doescher, Palmer, Connolly, Bunce, and
West. This nine beat the Amity side, with Roche to catch

—St. John, N.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
woodcock shooting
The writers of most communications on Summer

by "Mac" on page 150 of your
southerly parts
current volume, in an average season, even in the most
the 4th of Julyof our country, the young birds are fairly fledged by
bird be slain,
large enough to take care of themselves should the parent
either
and "worth a shot and a gridiron," though not to be compared in
bird. I
point of view with the plump, strong, white-fronted Autumn

would have been nearer the goal than they

Hartford.

The custom of Summer shooting has prevailed in Illinois and WisconWhere now are the cock which, within my recollection, literally
sin.
swarmed along the marshy streams on the western shore of Lake Michigan? Will some of your Chicago and Milwaukee correspondents tell us

October 22d, 1875.
Ruffed srouse (Canada or spruce partridges) and rabbits are very numerous this Fall, and here is a fair sprinkling of ducks on the larger
be found if
rivers and lakes. TJndouotedly plenty of woodcock could
townships
they were looked for, as they are found in the older settled

or they

cover?

Editor Forest and Stream:—

—are

.
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hand,
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53
20
nl 78

might have been,

comparatively a stranger, will make his first public appearMr. Slosson will be accompanied by a party of proance.
fessional and amateur players from St. Louis aud other
Western cities. Maurice Daly, the present champion, ana
Cyrille Dion, will play a match game of 600 points
a side and the championship, at the close of the tournament, on the g3d inst.
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Hazard's
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Fancy and Hunting Dogs,

-

Premium

and 5 lb. canisters
and 6J and 12J- lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very
close,
and with great
remarkably
shooting
clean,
penetration. For field, forest and water shooting
other brand, and it is equally services
it ranks any
In

to 5 (coarse).

1

The

•

Hazard's "Kentucky Rifle."
'-Sea Shooting" FG-, in kegs of 25
and 6± lbs. and cans of 5 lbs. Fb'FG is also
Burns strong ana
and
in
1
| lb. canisters.
packed
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands
for ordinary sponin?, and the "Sea Shooting" FG

m
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Have now in store an extensive assortment of Breech Loading Shot Guns, made by JAMES PURDEY, E.
M. REILLY& CO., WESTLEY KlUHARDS, W. & C. SCOTT & SON, P. WEBLEY & SON, W. W.
GREENER, ;and a large variety of cheaper grades. Also bukech loading*, central fire, double rifles,
and rifle and shot guns of superior quality. Implements, ammunition, and all other articles appertaining
to Breech or Muzzle Loading Fire-arms generally. Illustrated Circular sent by mail when requested
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sending photographs. JACOB GLAHN, Manager,
Formerly Supt. of Parker Bros. Engraving and Ornamental Department.
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and Workmanship, they areUnsurpassed.
REVOLVERS OF VARIOUS SIZES,

4

and Press combined. Can be carted in the Docket. Has long
been used in ^Europe, and now
manufactured in this country for
the first time. Sent post paid on
Address
receipt of 50 cents.

to

OIL

CASINS,

injured by wetting and
drying— always soft and
easy to the feet, and
VERY DURABLE—being made of the very best of
stock in three different styles, and warranted the gen-,
nine article, different from anything before offered
Illustrated Circular and Price List free.

Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation.

Materials

called

is

GOODS

worn by sj)ortsmen.

^

For Simplicity of Construction,

office,

WALh.is.rt oi

Hooks,

aug26-ly

88 Wall Street, New Yorlc.
FOtc

Tacit le,

AND

OF

ny's agents in

our

ZFisliIng-

Secretary,
Ptony Brook, Long Island, N. Y.

UFACTURED TO ORDER.

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Compaevery prominent city, or wholesale at

Boston.

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN

THOS. SMITH,

Address

mailed free.

list

blefor muzzle or breech loader.

pfFG FFG, and

Etc.

Etc.,

COMPETITION OPEN TO THE WORLD.

Hazards "Duck Shooting."
(fine)

St.,

Poultry, Pigeons, Song and Ornamental Birds, Flowers, Fur-lbearing Pets, Deer,

»

!

374 Washington

2d and 3d.

1st,

A GRAND DISPLAY OF

Hazard's " American Sporting."
In 1 lb. canisters and 6} lb.
(coarse).
TCos. 1 (fi ne j0 s
fine grain, quick and clean, for upland and
a
A
bee
Well adapted to short guns.
prairie shoeliug.

•ktos

li£c$hneou8

IN

CITY OF BROOKLYN, Nov. 30th, Dec.

Powder.

'Electric"

to 5 (coarse). "Unsurpassed in point of
Packed in square canisstrength and cleanliness.
ters of 1 lb. only.

i_

Island Poultry AssociationFIRST ANNUAL EXHIBITION

l (fine)

-flos

221

for it,
at once-M&
3§"beco?ne subscribers for the sake of your little
Stones, as well as because you will find its col-.
-B»umns most attractive for"your own readm:

'

H. L.

The conductors of this magazine have
^.spared neither pains nor money in order to,
gjpnake it what it is to-day— an instructive and=_f|S
~
||2

DUNCKLEE'S
PATENT

CAMPING and MINING

^entertaining desideratum for- every house-.
|Oiold. Its pages are devoted to popular lit-

and the degLvelopment and maintenance of' the moral in-

'literature, science, art, education,

|Ouence

of home attractions.
Its character-.
feature is comprehensiveness.
The.

luetic
^manuscripts now on hand, from noted pens,
|J_and others especially engaged, embrace an.
Hjmusnally attractive list of Sketches of_J§cll!
^.Travel, absorbingly interesting Serials, __I§3!
I^Tales, Poems, Popular Essays, Literary =Jl£_
"Miicisms, etc., etc. In the EDITOR'S.
|P,STUDY, Important and Pressing Ques^lionsof the Day, will be treated with fear-.
|LJe?s uncompromising independence, and.
|Lnn8wervin_; lovalty and devotion to Truth,
|L Justice and Right.
(

|» A list of

brilliant attractions

Letter A, showing solid head; b b showing]",nickel anvils for Berdan Primer, Ely's central
Company's caps.

fire

Union Me-

or

tallic

Hart's Sportsman's Favorite Metallic Shells.
Endorsed by the leading sportsmen in the United

States, and pronounced superior to anything now offered
to the public.
full description of Shells and Patent Loaders with prices, may be obtained from anv
o f the
leading sportsmen's depots througnout the country. Manufacturers of Aluminum, Celluloid, and
German ilver Reels for Trout, Salmon, and Bass* fishing.
GEO. E.
CO Newark
J
F. S. HARRISON, Agent.
may'l3-ly

A

HART &

From Captain Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot

N

of America.

Messrs. George E. Hart & Co.,
Gentlemen- -The fifty shells I received from you to-day suit me better than any I have ever u«ed
They
are stronger and better in every respect, and I shall use them in all my shooting^hereafter.
Yours truly.
A. H. Bogardus.

of 1876 will.

|L appear in
>

SgLt'cribers

the December Number. New sub-.
who send in their subscriptions for.

|LJ876, before Dec. 15, will receive

FREE the=^J

SNEIDER

SLNovember and December numbers— both ___|3II
•sFoeing ailed with rich literary matter.

W*

Address
'.

0.

Box 3,267.

^Agents
Write to

Household Publishing Co.,
41 Park Row, M. Y.

Wanted Everywhere.
us— slate where you saw

this.

BREECH

LOADING

SHOT

Wholesale and Retail Dealers
GUN.

PRICES, $50.00 TO $250.00.
Muzzle-Loading Guns Altered tc Breech
Loading.
AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD'S SHOOTING SUITS.
Send

GRASSES,

Address P. O. Box

40,

PIC-

-A-

N. Y.

the following highly-hred dogs at
stock:2_- years old setter, Irish
'na Gordon stock; well broken.
$!00.
!H)N. a year old black Gordon, out of Mr. Belmont's
^ported brace. $50.
vvo 9 months Setter Puppies, black, tan and white,
I » Mr Bennett's imported brace, brtd by Sir Wm.
*U, Ecgland. $50 each.
tour i months Setter Puppies, red and red and
*wte, from the finest stock in the kennel: cannot fail
•o be good
ones. $40 each.
APPl> to
DOCK STEWART,
TohnPon' « Station. Orange county. N. Y.

_T9,

Ac

.

"Seth Green Fish Ponds"
Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.

J

-

A.

8.

COLLINS,

OYV

SHOUT,

cares, 20c,

A/TAPLE
^-1.

^0

1L6

in-

GBOCgia BWA F!QN[la.
mm. formation aboutGeor-

or "Florida should subscribe
subscri
for the Morning
_,_wa, published at Savannah, Ga. Daily, $10; WeekAdvertisers desiring customers in
ly, $2 per annum.
these States should use its columns. It is the best pa'
per in the Southeast. Specimen copies sent on receipt
of 5. cents. Address J, H, ESTILL, Savannah, Ga,

SYRUP

IJST

gallon cans, $1 50 per gallon.

L GRAY^ S
*

—Parties wanting

nobby escorting

Novelty Co., Mechanic.ghurg, Pa.

Gents, 30

'

Sunderland,

AIR-TIGHT
No
Yt

t

charge for

and an oven that

will roast 15

collar, 8 ft.

pounds

funnel

beef.

Sold by

all

dealers.

Send for

HAYDEN BELT WORKS,
Sep30-6m

circular.

Columbus, Ohio

Proprietor.

Eggs, Fry, Yearlings, «fec. of Brook Trout, Salmon Trout, Salmon, White Fish, <_c.
Also Bass, Gold Fish, Silver Fish, and stock for
Aquaria, Wire Cloth, Hatching Trays, Patent Spawning Kaeea. and evetvthinsr nertaitiine to fish cult-ro

,

K

square pans, dipper, gridiron, tent

FOR BREECH LOADERS.

l

'!.

22, 1875.
Outside dimensions, packed, 12x12x20 inches

Weighing only 25 pounds, very durable, will "cook
for ten persons, and is especially adapted for
campim*
purposes. The ware consists of 8 qt. kettle, 6 qt
tea
kettle, 2 qt. coffee pot, fry pan, round tin
pan 8

for Circular.

offer for sale

e * n order t0 diminish
°mUA^DY, a liandsome red

PATENTED JUNE

Etc.

New Utrecht,

HuoidLox*.
THE NEW YORK KENNEL CLUB 214 "V. .Pratt st., -Baltinriore. Revolving Cartridge Belt
01a_rl_:

STOVE.

IN

JULEP AND BRIGHT COLORED STRAWS,
TURE FRAMES, NATURAL DYED

irtridge.

No

creasers, turners,

or topwads required. Loads
in half the time usually required. Fifty percent,
better distribution and greater penetration secured
Send to vo'ir gun dealer for sample.
Ju3-ly^

The ware

m the
_

is so constructed that it nests
and nacka
oven, and the oven and funnel pack
inside th«

stove, as represented in cut 2, leaving
room for packing half a dozen plates, knives, folks,
spoons
UUiih ana
and
drinking cups. Price, complete, $15

^

Crystal Springs Fishery,
Randolph, Cattaraugus County,
20,000

m

Orders solicited and
Srqt

New

York.

BROOK TROUT EGGS FOR
THOALAS &

$50.

promptly
ABBEY, Proprietory

filled

>

SEND FOR CIRCULAR
H. L. 1IUW0KLEE,

1

gia
iu

For

sale at

SPORTSMANS°f

M^SuTSs

^"Afieats wanted tu eTery towa.

oemm

.

,

m

FOREST AND STREAM.
^goijtBtnetts §ood§.

'pfSggartpmen,

M

ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,
The

strongest and cleanest Powder made. Nos. 1
packed only in sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
sizes especially are recommended to owners of fine

OAKLAND, California.
JOHN M. LAWLOR & CO., Proprietors.

to

AT THE TERMINUS OF
SITUATEDTrans-continental
Railroad;

7,

breech -loading guns, giving great penetration with
very slight recoil.

the great
40 minutes from San Francisco; 200 rooms, with, hot and
cold water in every room; delightful drives and splendid scenery; a favorite home for tourists.
july22-6m

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,

BREECH LOADING GUNS,
Made

For water fowl. Very strong and clean
Nos. 1 to
Packed in metal kegs of 6£ lbs. each, and in canis
ters of 1 and 5 lbs.
.

Soutliern Hotel, St. Louis*, Wo.
streets, $3, $3.50, $4,
to floor and location

FINE ENGLISH

5.

Very quick. For woodcock and quail Nos. 1 to 4.
Packed in metal kegs of 12£ lbs. and 6£ lbs., and in
pound canisters.

and$4.?0

per day, accovding
of room.
During the past year this hotel has been thoroughly
overhauled, repaired, re-frescoed, re-carpeted and refurnished from top to bottom, and is first class in all
respects.
The Southern is located, near the centre of

ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,

FROI¥l_STOGK.
10* ef?&&j£>^£

The hest for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g, FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest and
most used. Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25
lbs., 121 lbs., and 6} lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and
£ pound.
All of the above give high velocities and less residuum than any other brands made.

business, the theatres and all places of amusement.
The tables are supplied with the best the market affords, and there is in rhe hotel building the neatest
restaurant in the city for ladies and gentlemen.

are built in six qualities
They are now imported direct to our
(or brands.)

Hotel and table are in

...

Pioneer,
Tolley,
Standard,- National, Challenge, -

MANUFACTURING

-

-

180

«•

225

"

"

and others

re-

specially built,

on

Without Extra Cost.

CO.

Y NEW IMPROVED POWDER
can novv be loaded from an ordinary powder
flask; grains hard.
Use it now like Black Powder.
No fear of overloading. Burns slow now. No foul-

Proprietors.

ing of the gun. Little or no smoke. Little or no recoil.
Not very loud report. Less heating of the barrel in rapid firing.
Good penetration and good pattern.
Safe to keep, as it does not explode if set on
fire, except well confined.
Shells furnished loaded

This houseis a favorite resort for gentlemen sportsof the United States and Canada.

Kinsey's Ashley House, Barnegat Inlet.

JD

"
«

our new system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
with increased PENETRATION, can have their wishes
carried out WITH DESPATCH

Toronto, Canada.

BRANT AND DUCKS.

with powder only,

nm OR FALL SHOOTING ADDRESS

Guns

quiring

Gold.

90
115
140

-

...

Paragon,

all

men from all parts
GEESE,

-

$65

-

-

-

TRAP SHOTS

fourth floor, $2:50; fifth floor, $2. L. A. PRATT,
formerly proprietor of the Spencer Hou?e, Cincinnati,
Sepl6
Ohio, and the Gait House, Louisville, Ky.

SHEARS & SON,

N. Y.

(Opposite Asxor House .)

respects
first-class, while the charges are moderate, and
such as similar accommodations cannot be obtained
elsewh-re. Rates— firar, second aM third floors. $3;

Rossin House,

NEW YORK
trie ManuSPORTSMEN at

OFFICE, and soM by
facturers to
the following prices.

io.

St* Louis,

THE

Row,

21 Park

¥ These Guns, celebrated for
genuine high class workmanship
and No. 1 SHOOTING POW-

ERS,

Sep2-16fc

Barnum's Hotel

Order

±o
OB

AUDUBON POWDER,

ROOTING ON FOURTH, FIFTH
TP
_JJ
and Walnut

j,

my

J.

None genuine without
DI TMAR,

if desired.
signature on the can.

CARL

Send for

illustrated descriptive particulars

'

trials at Wimbledon by Editor
of the Field to possess the GBEATEST PENF
and therefore LONGEST
thugCircle, 30 inches; 300 pellets-, average, 191; penetration, 37.
The Editor's trial of Greener guns with 340
pellets of same shot and same charge of powder, gave
180,and penetration 30, although there were 40 more pelShould any controversy arise as
lets in each charge.
to the durability of these new systems, we herewith
warn all beforehand that our system is our own invention (though founded on the American idea) and is DURABLE, a fact remarked on by the Field, that the
guns tried had been in use during last season, and references permitted to the owners
Send for Illustrated
Circulars to

RANGE—

.

59 St. James's Street London.
*sT

and price

NEW YORK

Maiden Lane,

Birmingham, Enelnnd

THE

guns

No. ljCourtlandt

H.C. Squires,

New

st.

of the Silver Cup,

will kill

from 80

to 100 yards,

loaded with large shot, and will
shoot well with small shot with a
less powder charge than guns bored
upon the old system. For report of
the Gun Trial apply to Messrs. McLaran, Williams & Co., Agents, St.
Louis, U. S. A. Address

York.

GJ-IMEIA.T

London Gun

CLOSE - SHOOTING

Winner

value 40 guineas, at the Great Loudon Field Trial 1875, beatiug 33 competitors with 68 guns, also winning
in all the other classes for the Improved System of Boring. These

CITY.

MANUFACTORY, PIONEER^ORKS,
1yl

'S

DOUBLE
GUNfe.

BRANCH OFFICE, 29

»

TlloiMaas Sparks,

SHOWN by

GUNS.

(Title registered.)

TRATION

sheets to our

Neponset. Mass.

W. Kinsey, Barnegat Post Office, N. J. To insure e'ood gunners, write oiie week in advance.
octl4

EXPRESS SHOT

VV.

Trial,

1875.

W. GREENER,

Mary's Works, Birmingham, England.

St.

PHILADELPHIA AND SOUTHERN
Mail Steam ship Company's line to Savannah,
Ga., sailing every Saturday, from Pier 22, below Pine
street, Delaware River, at 12 o'clock noon, making
close connections through to all points South. The
line is composed of the steamships JITNIAT4 and WYOMING. The Wyoming does not cairy passengers.
The Juniata is a favorite ship with the traveling public, having passenger accommodations of the most
superb character, She has recently been refitted and
elegantly furnished with everything requisite to the
comfort, and convenience of. passengers.
Families en route for FLORIDA, Georgia, Alabama,
and even as far as New Orleans, will find the Savannah route the most desirable for comfort, as well as
he most economical. Through trains of the Central
Railroad of Georgia, and Atlantic and Gulf Railroad,
Florida, leave Savannah every morning and evening..
The Florida steamers leave Savannah three days in the
week for all points on the coast.
For through passenger tickets and bills of lading to
all points in Florida, Georgia. Alabama and Tennessee, apply to WM. L. JAMES, General Agent, 416
South Delaware avenue. Philadelphia
.

TO YACHTSMEN YISITINO FL01UDA.

Office.

1

meet them at Cedar Keys or Key West, whichever is most suitable to them: only let me know
WM. S. BENNET,
when to meet them.
Capt. schoniT-r C-u-v M.
Novl'lt?
will

FOR SALS CHEAP.
UNDIVIDED HALF INTEREST

in a Splendid Fishery, weil stocked, with 30
ponds, and room and water for 10i> more. Sixteen
acres of land, and a fine green house filled with plants,
For particulars, enqui.e of H. H. THOMAS, RanoctcS tf
dolph, Cattaraugus county, N. Y.

THE TRAP

SHOOTER'S REFEREE
CONTAINS THE

'

other maker, and

Rulesfor Pigeon Shooting
of all of the prominent Gun Clubs of the United
States and Canada, including the Rules of the Hurlngham and London (English) Gun Clubs. Price 50
cents.

by Gunsmiths everywhere, and at
of Forct and Stream, or mailed on receipt

For

the office
of price by
bers street,

sale

CHAS. SUYDAM,
New York City.

Cham-

Publisher, 149

Sept. 2tf

The Sportsmen's Depot.
Corner Second and Walnut

Sts.,

Philadelphia.

IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN
Guns? llifles, Pistols, and Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech

Loaders

SALE
FOR
brown
paper

CHEAP— E LEY
shells, 10

viz.,

most

PATTERN, PENETRATION,

and REGULARITY OF SHOOTING.
Mr. HENRY C. SQUIRES, of No. 1 Cortlandt

New

York,

is

es-

St.,

now importing my DOUBLE CLOSE-

SHOOTING GUNS

to order, an invoice of which
him on the 1st July, and can be examined about the 15th. All special orders given to
Mr. Squires will be carefully filled. A full report of
the GREAT TRIAL, showing the marked superiority
of my guns over guns made
by Dongai, Pape,
Tolley, and others, will shortly be published, and can
be had on application at No. 1 Cortland St.

Mary's Works, Birmingham, England.
HENRY C. SQUIRES, of No. 1 Cortlandt street,
St.

has just received an invoice of these close-shooting
guns, and from him any information in reference to
the results of the Great Trial can be obtained on ap-

REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

DOG

BISCUITS.

JOHN BEATTIE,
93

Chambers

street.

SALE.—A SPLENDID BREECH

rOR

made by E. M. Reily &
Co., London; cost 80 guineas, gold; is now offered at
$125; sold for want of use. Address II. SMITH, at
Loading, Express

T " 24

'

Winners of tlie^Tixr-f, TTielxl
and ITariM." GJ-a.11 Trials.

THERE CAN BE NO GREATER

POR-

tability without serious defects They are the only
portable boats that are equal to the very best whole
jy29-ly
ones for local use.

Ducking

Craft for Sale.
OF THE LARGEST, BEST Ap-

ONE

and complete, with every
crafts in the country.
requisite for successful sport. Duly

CHAS. GREEN,
Manufacturer of

Breecli Loading Shot Guns.
strongest and most durable snap action made.

Shooting qualities

first-class.

MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH

pointed, and most

8-fim

commodious

DUCKING

New

REGISTERED AND LICENSED TO SHOOT ON
THE FINEST DUCKING GROUNDS IN
THE UNITED STATES,
Located within easy distance of New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore,

The

craft is

and Washington.

now

Manned »y an Experienced Captain and
Crew,

LOADERS.

action as new guns. Send for circular and
price list, No. 3 West Main street, Rochester, N. Y.

Same

arrange to remain with purchaser.
Trie shooting since Nov. 1st has been very fine.

who would

EDITOR "FOREST AND STREAM,"

Addres

or Post Office box No. 2,420 Philadelphia.

NovlLSt

Indian birch canoes, but are
much stronger and faster. Weight about 60 pounds.
Peterborough,
at
$25 gold. Just what sportsPrice
ang!2-4m
men require
qualities of the

___

FOR

SALE— A STEAM YACHT,

feet long, !0i feet

Riil>lbei'

-AND
Goods of Every Description.

(See issue October 3d, 1873.)
In which competition the committees have awarded
our guns, First and Second for POINTS OF MERIT

OF ACTION, MATERIALS, PROPORTION, AND
SHOOTING QUALITIES combined, in all the four

»7 MAIDENLANE, W. Y

cabins, a stateroom completely furnished in first-class
order, ready for use. Just the boat for a Winter trip
to Florida. The yacht has a surface condenser and
Satisfactory reasons for selling,
all improvements.
and will be sold low. Apply at this office, novl 3t

SALE—A NEW
FORYACHT;

.

THE PREMIER GU J.
W.

&

C.

SCOTT & SON

attention to their
very FINEST weapon, combining all their recent immarked
trie
rib
between
their name
provements,
on
and London address the brand— "TH Hi PREMIER
call

QUALITY"

Medium and fine guns bear full name and address,
and plain guns full name and "London" only.
Each gun is numbered and the actions are stamped
with name and trade mark.
SON, Sole makers of the
W.
C. SCOTT
Patent Top Lever, solid, Double Locking Bolt Breech

&

&

Loader, bearing the full name of the firm. W. & C.
SCOTT & SON caution sportsmen against imitations
Guns bearing the name
of their patent and name.
abbreviated, or with different initials, are not genuine.

AT

FIELD TRIAL
1875.

Express Rifles, Double and Single,
.360, .400

and .450 Bore.

IfclGmY'S Celebrated
MUZZLE-LOADING MATCH RIFLE.
PRICE LISTS, &c, ON APPLICATION TO
24 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or

JAMES STREET,LONDON.

Rifle Manufacturers,

Sportsmen of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, STRENTH and DURABILITY of their New Patent "SIMPLEX" Breech loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
The parts in this new action are so few (only two,)
thorough, and the
its mechanical soundness so
strength and simplicity of the action so great, that
W. & P. feel sure it will supercede all the complicated
use, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any double, treble or quadruple
grip now used. In this new action LEVER and GRIP

and manifold grips now in

ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OP STEEL and the ANGLE of the BODY is left in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.

Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on apand orders may be forwarded through any
of the best houses in the States for execution in the

plication,

Spring.

Guns guaranteed
230 with No. 6

NO.

to

make

patterns of from 160 to

SHOT AT 40 YARDS,

25

as desired.

SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.

aug26-tf

Established 1780.

The Up-Town

Clias.
Factory,

Sportsniaii's

L, Eltzmann
943 BROADWAY
114 Centre Street.

Depot.

&

Co.,

(above S2d

St-)

TRIAL OF SCOTT& GREENER'S NEW SYSTEM
OF BORING, BY THE EDITOR OF
"THE FIELD," LONDON.
(See The Field, January 30th, 1875.)
a comparison of the two tables it will be

SHAW, BROWN &

IRON STEAM
Apply

to

seen that with Walker's shot, Messrs. Scott iguns
showed a marked superiority over Mr. Greener's,
both in average and in the highest score made. Indeed, with the left barrel, in his third shot, Mr. Scott
got a selected group pattern of 239 and a penetration
of 37, equalling the highest pattern made by Mr
Greener, and exceeding the penetration of that particular shot by eight sheets."

London

55

beam, 42 inches draught, two

speed, 18 miles.

for Price List,

HIGHEST PENETRATION

"From

CANADIAN BASS WOOD CANOES.
WM. ENGLISH, Peterborough, Canada.
THESE CANOES POSSESS ALL THE

Leggings and Boots,

40

Call the attention of the

on receipt
Vermont.

SepSOtf

6,

yards.

WILLIAMS & POWELL,

4-ly

ONE HUNDRED CHEMICALLY PREpared Circular Gun Swabs sent to any address
of fifty cents. R. L. GRAVES, Sunderland,

ing IS Bore,

11-8 No.

Gun and

Rifle,

offtfiP..

our Close- Shoot-

7» ST.

1

SPRATT'S PATENT

Eifles,

Pattern ""«*^ by

will be shipped to

Has constantly on hand a full assortment of Rods,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair Trout Lines, &c.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of CaneReeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds Eggs and Birds' Skins in great varieties.—
Taxidermy in all its branches.

BROS.

gauge, for pin-Are breech

loader?.
nov4 4t

$eiM

far superior in the three

plication

Fire Breech Loading Gun, second hand;
AFo, a fine thoroughbred red Setter, nine
months old, with first class pedigree. Address H. S.
oct28
at this office.

India

sential points,

is

W- W. CREEPER,
Maker,

tral

Anr

first

Oliainpion Grixn

price $60.

The

the

SALE—A FINE DOUBLE OEN-

FOR

this

begs to inform his numerous
very suc-

prize, a silver cup, value 40 guineas— elass 2 for 12
bores; also winner in class 1 for 8 and 10 bores, and
class 4 for 20 bores.
He has won in all the classes for
improved boring, which is upon a different plan to any

JOHN KBIDEB,

this Winter I will furnish a schooner yacht of
eleven tons, that will accommodate about a dozen
persons. 1 will let them have her and two men to
run her, and a small boat, for eight dollars a day. I

Manufacturers of Tine Guns and

2 Walnut St. Philadelphia.
W; W. GREENER

SPORTSMEN VISTING FLORIDA

AN

1

clients- in the United States that he has been
cessful in the above trial, having secured

Sakasota, Manatee county.

TO

1808.]

[Established

10 Great

oct28

3t,

St.,

Offices

Regent

ham

Circus, near

Lang-

Hotel.

Chief address:

Guns, Rifles, PistoSs,FishingTackle
Remington Rifles and Shot Guns, Holabird Shooting Suits, Cartridge Vest, Belts and Pouches, implements for both muzzle and breech leading guns,
Sportsmen's Goods and Ammunition of AH RinAa*
take muzzle loaders in exchange for breech
and have always some fine second-hand guns
on hand cheap.
,„
TT ,,*
Goods sent C. O. D. to all parts of the United

We

loaders,

States

Lancaster Street, Birniingliani.

WHOLESALE.

HOLMES

CO., Bordentown, N.J.

Castle

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OP

Octl-6m

Ivory and Pearl Stocks put on Pistols. Repairing
=._
of all kinds artistically executed.
Cartridges for Breech Loading Shot Guns, reauy
loaded/put up in boxes of fifty, or loaded to oraer.
aug5-6ni

1

.

.

"

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
\pa\hmmn %oo&%.

^mneh

ffie

223
liMzlhnecmg,

\i$cdlmt$ou8.

'S
SUCCESSORS TO

CLERK Sd CO.

H. J.

.....

young Pointers and Setters for
Dogs boarded and cared for in the best manner
per month. Pedigrees guaranteed. dogs broken
finest strain of

The
sale
at fi5

A.lVXHRli.W
48 Maiden Lane,

02 Nassau

1

:

Mar11
f^M _____
I HAVE TEN MORE FERFERRETS.—splendid
fellows; $12 per pair.

St., M. Y.

N. Y.

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS

We offer to

VS.

1

h

rets ready;

1

On hand the largest and best assortment ever exhibited in the United States. They particularly call
attention to their

Pontiac, Michigan.

Hounds

Scotch Deer

for Sale,

FIVE DOG WHELPS

HAVE
T August

OF

Sired by Kirk; bred from General
Ouster's'stock by the late Hon. K. C. Barker, Detriot,
was by Mr. R. Hoe, Jr."s, imported
She
out of Daisy.
Sorinc, out of Fanny, bred by the late Hon. K. C.
Price, boxed and delivBarker from his old sto^k
weeks old, $25 each. Will
ered at express office at six
weaned.
Price $50.
are
whelps
after
Daisy
kpII uaujr
sen

TROUT, SALMON AND BASS RODS.
Every variety of Salmon and Trout Plies, and Hooks
on Gut. Cutty Hunk and Basque Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Braided Silk Lines, every size and quality of

36.

OAKLKIGH THORNE,
Millbrook, N.

oct7-tf

t^URE BRED, THOROUGHLY BROken

_L

and pointers for

setters

All guaran-

sale..

MORRIS, Camp-

L. IT.
teed to he first-class dogs.
Ohio.
bell's Station, Guernsey County,

SETTER

mHOROUGHBRED
months

five

R. L.

dog.

old.

GRAVES,

Sepl6tf

PUPS,

Price $20 per pair.
$15 per
Novll 5t
Sunderland, Vt.

— A THOROUGHBRED

TjX)R~ SALE.

marked and

well broken,
two and a half years old. Sired by the celebrated
"Bismarck." For further particulars address C. C.
FARNUM, northwest corner llth and Washington
Novll-lt
avenue, Philadelphia.
setter dog, beautifully

JJ

"DOG CHEAP," TWO

SALE

TT^OlT

orange and white setter dogs, between two and
Handsome snd
three years old, hunted each season.
Price $35 each. Address E. SHERtrained.
well

Jj

MAN PEASE.

Canaan, Conn.

fancy pigons, etc., two well trained setters and
two whelps from the best Gordon stock in America.
Addiess AMATEUR, Delaware City, Del.

Jj

AND

.TMtANGE
\J for sale,

broken on ruffed

rid,

W. M.

Address

arouse.
b
Uo vll-tf

_

WHITE SETTER

months

13

Price §40.

Price$15.

Those desiring something light and durable for
camping purposes will find this stove exactly right;
weighs only 25 pounds; will cook for ten persons.
The ware consists of Kettle, Tea Kettie, Coffee Pot,
Fry-pan, round Tin Pan, two square Pans, Dipper,
Gridiron, Tent Collar, and eight feet Funnel Stove
PiDe, with oven that will roast 15 pounds beef, all of
which nests and packs inside of stove, which only oc-

R

FXSSH

CAMP LOUNGES.

full

pedigree given.

Bamboo, Tront and Salmon Rods and Reels

Split

a Specialty.
Sole ImSt. Lawrence Pishing Co.
porters of Warrin's Celebrated Drilled

Eved Needles

D.,

A. B. Shipley & Son
Oliallc

American Dog Biscuit,

GREENHEART WOOD a specialty.
FINE ROD MOUNTINGS.

Full line of Tackle for Brook, River and Sea FishAgenrs for John James & Sons celebrated Fish
hooks and Neidles.
SILVER MEDAL awarded by the FRANKLIN
INSTITUTE, 1874, "for SUP KRIOR QUALITY and
FINISH of RODS and TACKLE.
Aprl-6m

and

fishing, running rapids, lightetc.; the. best light ever invented.
3?6 25,.

J.
DRAB

BLUE BEAVER and ERfEZE.
Wading Boots, Fishing- Stockings, Rubber Clothing', &e.

Game
THOMSON'S FISHING AND HUNTING SUITS,
water-proof duck, light tan color,
especially adapted for concealment in blinds or sedge
grass, or for approaching game in the woods. Light,
durable and very cheap.
English style; extra
pocket
back for cartridges. Entire suit, $15.
best quality of

Hart's Metallic

Sliells.
The best shell ever offered to sportsmen.

303

pp.,

The most complete

GEO.

Outlii for

Sportsmen.

Hints for Southern Hunting.
Coastwise Route? of Travel.
Qame Animals and Bird;-! of Florida.
Game Fish of Florida.
Three Months in Florida for One Hundred Dollars.
Supplementary Hints for Cheap Recieation.

,

>

Up

the St. John River.
Indian River.
Florida the Promised Land.

•

,

SHOOTING &F1SHING GARMENTS.

styles.

$3,

"The Ampersand."
COLVIN'S CANVAS BOAT.
s^ace of less than half cubic foot.
reach of all.
No. 1, 8 feet, weight 8 pounds
No 2, 10 feet, weight 10 pounds
No. 3, 12 feet, weight 12 poun ds
8ep9

$25 00
32 00
40.00
.

riobert Rifles.

IE

I

fublislied

Box 5,109.
No.

102

Vienna, Austria, Nov. 30, 1873.
S. Kimball & Co.:
Sirs— A friend of mine sent me, with a transport of
Indian skulls, two pounds "Vanity Fair, which I declare io be the best tobacco I ever smoked
have
very good tobacco in Vienna— Turkish and Hungarian
- but Vanity Fair is the King of all, by its aromatic
flavor and the right sort of strongness.
My friend in
New York got an appointment in California; by that
reason I apply immediately to you, begging you to
send me, for the enclosed ten dollars, a supply of V unity Fail, and send with the next steamer to Germany.
If there is a German firm that sells your excellent
Vanity Fair, I beg you to enclose me the address
Your respectful servant,
Dr. Joseph Hyrtl,
Prof, of Anatomy in the University of Vienna.
1 .''

.

Sportsmen's Emporium,

Nassau

street,

New York

City.

hj Forest and Stream Pub-

Like

IBERS SENT TO THIS OFFICE IN

From C.A.Woruen,

ADVANCE

OF PUBLICATION WILL BE

** This is a book that
»nter tourists to Florida
i,

The

has long been needed by
and persons seeking set'le-

ler e
li g5ves a ful1 classification of the game
u 1
fish of the Southern
Peninsula, routes of interior
ja coastwise travel, the agricultural
resources of the
gantry, and sites for settlement,
hints for camping
t, resorts
for game, hotels, and such other infornian as will be of great benefit to visitors seeking
"

'

JOSEPH

1

„
nt

health,
settlement

pleasure, exploration, or penna-

..,

k

U. S.

Camp Lounge Co.

TSQY,

f

1T.I. Circulars Free.
olda

Yery Small.

|
g$
&

&

Price

^^^v

a~

(5

1\

5 «

C.

Oane Breech Loading Shot

to

to the
Write for illustrated catalogue.

Gun.

the
1

.'_

»>

SI
lW
w.

&

EXPLANATORY CIRCULAR

pay Large Profits. Railroad
Stocks, Bonds and Gold bought
on Margins.. Interest Six Per <£ P t\ f\
Ceut. allowed on deposits sub- J)uUUi

t

ject to sight draft.

Buckwaiter

Bankers and Brokers. No* 10
Wall Street, New York.

«fc

Co.,

W.

H.

HOLABIRD,

Valparaiso, Ind.

je!7

The Piseco

Breeeh Loaders.

how &IO TO igoQO invested in
SENT Stock
Privileges has paid and

rnrr
fniX

and most desirable

AMATEUR SPORTSMAN.

Ever Offered

LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN.
Solid Breeeh Snap Action.
EASIEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAFE PROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.
Muzzle Loaders Altered
my27

GOOD S

best, the cheapest,

DANE,

MANUFACTURER OF THE

will

'"'Sheridan Lounge, $5 plain; $10 quilted,
ard w th sportsmen. Sold at Eaton
a
\
Nassau
et. and E. S. Harris,
17T Broadsvay.

Lieut. 7thlnf'y, Fort Ellis, M.T.
never smoked better tobaeco
t han your Va nity Pair.
I assure

PROMPTLY FILLED.

II

We

It is like your first love— fresh, genial and rapturous.
that, it fills up all the craving of your soul.

lishing- Co.

I

It is shaved from the best
Natural Leaf, for Meershaum

Mews. Wm.

order, or registered letter to

P. O.

liiiii!

WM

Sole agent in New York city for J. H. Batty, U. S.
Taxidermist. N. A. birds and eggs for collectors,
Back's heads, and game birds a specialty. Orders
filled with dispatch.
We furnish every article necessary for the outfit of
sportmen in the camp or field. Goods sent everywhere by express. Remit only by draft, Post Office

to Tourists.

111.

and Cigarettes.
Does not make the tongue sore.
Liberal sample on receipt of money. Highest award,
Vienna, 1873. Send for circular.
S. KIMBALL <& CO.,
Peerless Tobacco Wouks,
Rochester, N. Y.

9-Tampa.
12— Suggestions

Elkhart, Logan county.

Sep16-tf

use.

for

-Price 50 cents.

River.

street.

FIELD, COVEK AND TRAP SHOOTING,

Bogardus' IVew Book, "Trip to England."
are made and hints to sportsmen

Mounds and Canals.

CO., Agents, 119 Nassau

by the same author. A practical book of information
and instructions concerning game birds, their bannts
and habits, and the most effective methods of their
pursuit, with the correct system of using the dog and
gun. One volume, 12mo, fancy stamped cloth, with
steel portrait of the author, and an engraving of bis
champion medal, 400 pp., price $2. Address'
CAPT. A. H, BOGARDUS,

LITTLE NOISE. PERFECTLY SAFE.
and ready

containing a nar-

ship badge of the world by him, giving complete
scores and other details; embracing also an account
of the great International Bifle match, with illustrations of American and English styles of shooting,
championship badge, Lorillard badge, portrait of the
author, etc., 181 pp. price fifty cents-, to be had postpaid from the author, CAPT. A. H. BOGARDUS,
Elkhart, Lotran county, 111.

AMERICAN NEWS

Prices within

.

TRIP TO ENGLAND,

rative of the visit to Great Britain of Bogardus and
his matches in England, T. eland and Wales, with the
leading shots there, and the winning of the champion-

;

$5 50 and $6.

With how guns

.No. 10— Subterranean Streams.
JI'No, 11—A Sportsman's Paradise.
Mo.

HOLASIRDS

man.

~~¥V the Caloosahatchie
£~Visit to Okeechobee.
-Indian

C.

$18.00.
Special attention paid to selection of guns for gentlemen at a distance by an expert and an old sports

No. 1— Fernandma to Cedar Keys.
No. 2— Manatee Sarazota and Gasparilla.
No. 3— Among the Keys.
No. 4-Meteorology.
Mo, 5-Punta Rassa and Caloosahatchie.

8

woods; three different

and Salmon.

IIENMNG,

410 Seventh Street,
WASHINGTON, D.

£9 ly

for Tront, Bass
it.

oader.
Uses either Ely's paper, or Hart's me*
12 gauge.
Just the article )oc young sportsmen.
tallic shells.

The Okeechobee Expedition.
'UTHWEST FLORIOA

:

C.

Y.

country of the

Green Heart Rods,

ever published. Send for

to order.

The Phoenix Single Barrel Breech

Cruising Along Shore.
Shooting ar gait Lake.

0,

list

IN.

in this

celebrated

free.

$10, $12, $18. Just
the arm for first lessons by Young America in acquirfor
requisite
skill
a
position
the
in the Rifle Team,
ing
and i,ure death to cats in the bae£ yard.
sep9

Among the Seiiunoles.
In the Cypress Swamps.

nt
No.
No.

All sizes

and Samples

Moccasuis, Oil Tanned,
for the

Sighted

fortCapron.
Fishino- at y 6- Augustine.
Black Bass Fishing on Spruce Creek.
Banting the Panther.
The Environs of Tallahassee.
Private Dougherty and the Bass.
Pet Birds of St. Augnstiue.
Steam Yachting on the St. John.

v°'

Apr

£SO [Fnlton St.,
N. B.--Sole manufacturers

Ventilating Pockets.

Illustrated Price List

The most complete portable boat constructed. The
Can be packed in
largest size weighs but 12 pounds.

Introductory Chapter.
Bird:- eye Glance at Florida.
..

on hand and made

12mo.

CONTENTS:]

Crook & Co.,

DIjCR, COROITROY,
FUSTIAN, REPELLANT

$14 per pair.

Eond-Book for Sportsmen and Settlers.

B.

Manufacturers and Importers op

HEGEMAN'S PORTABLE CANVAS BOATS.
BOND'S METALLIC BOATS.
MILES JOHNSON'S PIGEON TRAPS-Price,

(

1

ing.

for sale, medicines adapted to
diseases. Dealer in sport -ng dogs of

Uil

Lines.

JETisliiiig-

The celebrated

Jack Lamp,
ing camp,

and

FINE BASS AND TROUT FLY BOBS.

of nutritive bone and muscle making material,
and is the only portable food for dogs made in this
country. Put up in packages of 10, 23, and 100 pounds,
and warranted not to spoil in any climate. Price,
10c. per pound.
for niuht shooting

street, Philadelphia.

Manufacturers of

m

JO

DUANE ST., (near
New York.

lOS

503 and 505 Commerce

'

LY on hand and

1

kinds.

Broadway)

CAMP TENTS,
for four persons, 7. 6. sonars, weighs 15 lbs.; Can
be packed in knapsack. Price $10. Ten feet square
for six persons, $15.

H\S CONSTANT-

Dogs trained for reasonable compenOct 22
No. 111 South Fifth ave.. N. Y.

all

Fishing Tackle.

T., this office.

very variety.
at.ion.

lOl &

Agents for the
4-29

of

Manufactured and Imported by

fitted

Price $5,

VONDERSMITH.

H. B.

BEXRV GARDNER, M.
all

ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.

BREECH AA D MUZZLE LOADING GUNS,

When folded is about the size of an ordinary shawl
strapped. A light, durable, compact, and comfortable couch. Sent by express C. O. D., $5, including
side and supporting sticks at the head. Just the thing
for the camp or lawn

Lancaster, Pa.

he cure of

Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and other fishing.

out with appropriate Tackle for the
Rocky Mountains and Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
the Adirondacks, &c, <fcc.
Parties

Rods and Reels

Fly

OP THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.

;

SETTER PUP, FIVE

v-1

Bamfjoo

Split

And Sportsmen s' goods

cupies a space of 12x12x20 inches.

months old, out of Gipsey. Gipsey sired by
|ndman's Da?h, out of Fan; Fan'a dam imported.
Sice $35. Cordon setter shit, eight months old, out
Giu is out of Jmies R. Tilley's steck, and
>f Gin.
Lowest price $25.
lery hard to beat on all game.
< >

HOOKS.

every Variety and Style of

Rods, Reels, Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets,
Baits, Fish Hooks, &c.

________

,

ED IRISH

n

And

$20.00
6.00

Made

EXCHANGE FOR

THORNS ALE OR

LINEN AND COTTON LINES,

SILK,

HOLABIKD'S CELEBRATED SUITS.
Waterproof and Mildew proof, complete
"
"
Wading Jackets

DUNCKLEE'S CAMP STOVES.

Y.

most complete

Fishing Tackle,

W. H BRUMMITT,

Rn23tf

dealers and sportsmen a

assortment of

IT,

A LL
-Z3_

DEVICES NECESSARY FOR

loading or re-loadmg shells of two calibres
Avoids the necessity
of cutting or shortening the shell for light loadsneeds no wooden table or bench to fasten it to while
in nse. Can be taken to pieces by removing one
screw with a jack knife, and stows in a gun case.
Mallesble casting, nickel plate finish. Complete for
two gauges. Price $10, boxed.
BROS. & CO., 96 Liberty street.
Jel7-6m

combined in one instrument.

WALTON

you that

I

TSielosslevolving CartridgeHolder.

(HARRIES PAPER
\~J

SHELLS,

OR METALLIC

either end up, revolves on centre
weighs but 1| pounds, and is only li inches
wide. Holders flare at top so as to quickly receive
the shells, and, being elastic, securely clasp the same.
For ease of action and rapid shooting it excels anything of the kind invented.
PRICE, C. O. D.,$6.50.
In ordering, give the size of shells and a looseme&burement outside ef vest.
N. s. GOSS. Neosho Palls, Kan.
jy22-ly
elides,

Magic Lantern and 100 Slides for &10O
& H.
& CO., "591
rVVu BroadwaJ.N. Y., opposite Metropolitan Ho-

ANTHONY

npfi

Chromos and Frames, Stereoscopes and Views
Graphoscopes, Megalethoscopes, Albums and
Photo-,

tel,

graphs of celebrities. Photo-Lantern Slides
a specialty.
Manufacturers of Photog raphic materials

Awarded
ftUB^ly

First

Premium

at

YiennS

£JS? t5n

,

FOREST AND STREAM.'

ARM^CO MpA ^ v

REPEATING

*&&&

NEW

HAVEN, CONN.,

U.

A.

S.

REASONS FOR BUYING

THE WINCHESTER REPEATING

RIFLE.

UNSURPASSED RAPIDITY OP PIRE,
STRICT ACCURACY AND EFFECTIVENESS,
SMOOTHNESS OP MANIPULATION,
PERPECTION OP WORKMANSHIP,
m
Cheapness of its Reloading Ammunition.
About 200,000 now in use, in all Parts of the World.
For

Illustrated

Pamphlet and

SPORTING PRESENTS

I»rice List,

Address
SCKUYLEK. HARTLEY & GRAHAM,
19 Maiden Lane, 20 & 22 John street,
Y.

MILITARY, SPORTING, HUNTING AND TARGET.

Breech Loading-

in

Hi.

BMfles.

BREECH LOADING GUNS
A SPECIALTY.

ALSO

Solid Silver

Double

and

AND

Rifle Combined.
Repeating,
I£evol>nha^,
Derringer and Vest

Gun and

Shot

Pocket Flasks,
Cigar Stands,
Cigarette Cases,
Cigar Lighters,

Match Boxes,
Ash Stands,
Tobacco Boxes,
Snuff Boxes,
Ale Tankards,

CARTRICES,

N. Y.

SCOTT & SONS

Box 3994.

237

ILION,

HERKIMER

CO., N.

for the following celebrated makers:
C. SCOTT
SONS (winners at the International Gun Trial of 1873); J. P. CLABROUGH &
BRO.; P.
SONS, and

W. &

&

State

111.

HOLABiRDS Shooting SUITS,

DIXONS & HA WKSLE Y'S SHOOTING TACKLE
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,
BUSSEY'S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP

WITH CASE. AND 100 BIRDS.
Black's Patent Cartridge Vest.

Y

This Vest affords the best

The Sportsman's Warehouse.

I

EDWIN S. HAEEIS,
Late

^So.
Genuine Breech Loaders.
WINNERS OF THE GUN TRIAL OF

New York.
Broadway,BE1AIL

AGENTS:

as

when brass shells are used,
when carrying them with the

head up the weight of the shot often forces the wad forward, when
bad shooting is the result.
measurement around the cnest.

M

ordering

send

PRICE

WHOLESALE AND

BREECH LOADING

1873-

Report of Gun Trial sent on application.

Union

$7.50.

AGENTS FOR THE
Metallic Cartridge

Com-

pany's Ammunition,
WARRANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKBI.

_

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

1

& SONS,
Boston.
Hail

-

Sq.
3 Faneiiil
makes: -Greener, Westley

,

all

other

Richards,

Webley, Remington. Moore, &c.
Loading Gun, $25 np.
A genuine Scott Muzzle
Maynard Ballard, Remington and Sharp's Rifl.es.
"Ballard's breech loading Sporting Rifles $1811"

Bo"-ardus' New Book— 50 oents, by mail.
Bn'saev's Gyro Trap, for shooting practice.

yar-fctSansdrons.

SSND FOR CIRCULARS.

LOADERS
CONVERTED INTO BREECHLOADERS,
and

ON THE MOST APPROVED PRINCIPLE,
all kinds of BREECH LOADING work effected.

Mortimer & Kirkwood,
24

ELM

Street, Boston,

Klinds

Cartridges,

Matt

l>otlx

Brass and

OF ALL KINDS, CARTRIDGE VESTS, COATS AND BELTS, FLASKS,
*ni7«rm?s^AND.AMMUNITION OF ALL KINDS. EVERYTHING IN MY LINE FOR
CASH TRADE PRICES.

at co
SO
AL

Fine Fishing Hods and Tackle.
Flue Bronze Yacht Guns on mahogany carriages,
Complete, as furnished the New York and Boston

Pistols

OF ALL

,

Also

r-imr m* 4 TIBIALS

KhZ^^BXPOETTRADB,
HAVE iTrGE STOCK OFMUZZLE LOAJDING QUN8 & RIFLES VERT CHEAP
C. S. T. I\
oftlrfleads toNortunl
$10 $50, $100
of the Wall Street Review and
AT LOWEST

5

Send for a copy
Pamphlet, showing the various methods of operaBrokers,
ting. J. HICKLING & CO., Bankers and
Pec 23
72 Broadway. N. Y.
in Stocks and
Invested
€1
<fl»1tfl +£\
tU
SKlV
Gold pays 200 per cent
5
a month. Pamphlet free. Tumhridge & Co., Bankers.g Wall street, N. "XV

fl AAA

WV

Trout Eggs
BLACK BASS IN SEASON.
COLD SPRING TROUT PONDS,

Novll-Sm

Chariestown,

ar-

rangement yet in vented for carryThe weight is
ing cartridges.
so evenly distributed that it is
Cartridges can be
scarcely felt.
with the heads down in
carried
this vest, which is of great importance

COOPER HARRIS & HODGKINS,

17*7

WESTLEY

WEBLEY &

RICHARDS.
Chicago,

street,

Armory and Manufactory

THE GORHASV8 COMPANY,
C.

O.

AGENTS

to

REMINGTON & SONS,
281 and 283 Broadway.

WESTERN BRANCH,

Inkstands.

&

Shooting,

«S&c,

P.

DESIGNS AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

W.

ON
llifle

Sets,

BOND STREET,

For Treatise

Illnstrat'd Oatalog-ne*

E.
Caryer

SEND

Pocket Pistols.

Claret Pitchers,
Paper Knives,

NO. 1

Guns.

Shot

Barreled

Single

New Hampshire.

PROFIT ON $100,
THIS MONTH BY PUTS
means.

$1,200

MADECALLS.
and

Invest according to your

$10, $50. or $100 in Stock Privileges, has
small fortune to the careful investor.
when and how to operate safely. Books

brought

We

J
advise

win

ran

ana
information sent fiee. Address orders bv mail
<#•
telegraph to
Bankers and Brokers, 17 Wall street, N. X.

BAXTER *

Novll-6m

HAVANA LOTTERY.
NOTICE.
IMPORTANT

ow.
For the coming drawings, commencing January
we have reduced the prices of tickets as follows.
•*'
$5; 15
Whole, $20;
$10;
1-10, $2; 1-20 $1.
Days.
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no more zealous fishermen than sailors, and
whose devotion is so ill rewarded. I have yet to see
that sailor who considers himself as fully and satisfactorily
equipped for a voyage without an assortment of fish hooks
in his "donkey" {anglice, chest,) mostly of the formidable
His joy is complete
size, and the largest gauged with wire.
calls a
if he can add to these a spinning spoon, which he
"squid," ox oiie of those nondescript images one often sees
displayed in the window of shops devoted to the sale of
Ishing gear, and which cause in the mind of the observer
are

Motions of unmitigated wonder at the sublime imbecility
>f the fish which could possibly mistake it for the image
He takes exceeding care of these
)f any living creature.
reasures, stows them away in the inmost recesses of his
:hest, packed in grease or browned flour, that no speck of
•ust may mar their beautiful blue gloss, takes them out ou
sunday mornings to see if, in spite of his precautions, the
usidious sea air may not have penetrated to them, and
laving carefully inspected each one he spreads them in the
^un, and gazing upon them and smoking his pipe the while,
He cannot help feeilie heart of him is exceeding proud.
ng, and to the observing eye showing, a sense of supeiority to the shellback devoid of fish hooks and destitute
"if squids.
But he shows this in a negative way, by a manler which seems to say that he could be proud of these
reasures, but that he is saved from this by good breeding
nd a high sense of the beauty of humility when evinced
f

|

deed, often as far back as the eyes. The dolphin is most
frequently captured with the "grains," an instrument not
unlike Neptune's trident, but having as high as nine
prongs, arranged in two rows at right angles to each other.
These numerous points aiford at once a better chance of
striking the narrow beck of the dolphin, snd a surer hold
when struck, than the single point of the harpoon. The
dolphin is a wonder of speed and proportion. In front his
head presents a cutting edge to the water not much thicker
than an ordinary paper knife. From this the thickness of
the fish increases by a very gradual convex swell until it

reaches

its

maximum— about five

same distance behind the
in a

still

length

is

gills,

or six inches

from whence

the

diminishes

The

finer line to the deeply-indented tail.

about

— about

it

entire

five feet.

You

generally notice a dolphin first during a light breeze.
is attracted by a rather small fish which is
playing around the vessel. The perfect grace, the utter ab-

Your

attention

charm

the eye.
So far as
you can see he moves without any muscular exertion whatever, simply his volition seems to carry him whither he
will.
The breeze is freshening, but the swifter motion of

sence of effort in his evolutions

the vessel does not in the least incommode him; with the
is still ahead, abeam, on either bow; still the
breeze strengthens, the clipper has about as much as she

same ease he

wants to carry whole sail. The mate glances a wary eye
at the royals and orders, "Everything clear to let go and
clew up royals; stand by flying- jib halliards and down-

.

demeanor of fortune's favorite. And, after all, he
';ever catches any fish. Not that he don't try to.
He fishes
,pou all possible— I had nearly added, and impossible—occasions.
I recollect that on my first voyage one of my
iliipmates was the proud possessor of one of the beforeil&iitioned Images (if that can properly be called an image
/Inch represents nothing but itself,) which was supposed
be an accurate counterfeit of a flying-fish, and to be,
Jjj
"aerefore, singularly well adapted to the beguilement and
estruciion of dolphins, bonita, and all other vovacious
If
sh which prey upon those persecuted little creatures.
ny dolphin was ever capable of detecting any likeness to
»a the

,j,

flying-fish (or anything else) in this effort of genius, his
ower of perceiving resemblance must have been such as
[lie English language is impotent
to describe, and to aproach it, believing it to be alive, would exceed the courage
f most creatures, marine or terrestrial,
My own opinion
;
ihat it would put a first class scare on an average right
,;7kale.
But in this fetich Harry (the owner) believed with
n ardor and constancy that time could not cool or failure
'

if

.

i

liake.

\

It

is

my

belief that

between Boston and Hong

uoug Harry was perched on the head-gear about three
undred hours, and dragged his flying-fish (?) through two
uousand utiles of salt water— and never a bite. Once he
ame into the forecastle with a gleam of joy in his eye and
old me how "one bonita come mighty close and looked as
frf he might bite."
That was the sole reward of his exer|

1

The ship is making thirteen, fourteen, fifteen knots.
You have kept your eye on the dolphin. What at first

haul."

looked like a fish became at first a dark spot, then a streak,
as the speed increased but fish, ^pot, or streak he is still
ahead, alongside, or astern, just as suits him, and as easily
You begin to feel as if you would like to beat
as ever.
him or make him work a little for his victory, anyhow.
Just then he ranges alongside, not two fathoms off, and for
four or five minutes keeps his nose in line with the main
channels. You think he is getting enough; that though he
has the go you have got the stay, Just as you arrive at this
comforting conclusion something— a rope's end dropped
overboard, another head above the rail, nothing but his own
;

sweet will, perhaps— starts him again. The fish is gone.
For an instant you see a dull streak in the water extending
toward the bows. Now that is gone, too. Dolphin, Esq.,
has taken leave, has passed you as if you had been at
anchor. Yes, and would have done had you been making
Sometimes, however, he
thirty knots instead of fifteen.
receives an invitation to stop too pressing to admit of any
"regrets." In one of those intervals when he is maintaining his position alongside, the grains eomes hissing through
piercing his marbled back and scoring his silvery
in a few seconds from the time when he was so
gracefully and joyously sporting in the blue water he is
gasping out his life in the lee scuppers, while his cruel capthe

air,

and

sides,

J

tors stand

admiring the beauty of the

tints

developed by

l

j

;

Upon
ittle

A

agony

"Last scene of all," the cook's galley, where he fills the
and cabin plates with his white but rather

forecastle pans

tions.

"

his death

other subjects Harry was as good natured a
fellow as ever knotted a rope yarn.
You might borall

row, use, abuse anything else he had you might criticise
jiimself with any reasonable degree of severity; you might
^ensure his seamanship, asperse his moral character, or
loubt his assertion that he owned a farm in Connecticut
.jthis last, however, must
be elapsed "extra hazardous,")
nd still entertain a reasonable hope of escaping any worse
onsequences than a broadside of salt water blessings; but
past one reflection on that flying-fish, "one look of scorn,
lime word of insult," and you would assuredly get your
iiead punched, if Harry's utmost exertions could afford
'y'ou that trifling accommodation.
With the grains or the
parpoon a dolphin or porpoise is occasionally captured, and
Diying-fish are sometimes taken in considerable numbers by
IJnspending a lantern in the rigging just above the rail.
j!jlimicg in their flight at the light, they clear the nearest
jjail, but bring up, head on, against the farther one.
The
;

1

<

.

must be considerable, for the colliinvariably kills them, shattering the head, ia»

[elocity of their flight
fclmosfc

coarse and insipid flesh, affording a grateful variety (in the
monotonous round of beef and
word of warning here. Bebiscuit, lobscouse and duff.
ware of dolphin taken on soundings; the flesh of such is
piece of silver placed in the kettle
often poisonous.

forecastle, at least,) to the

A

A

while cooking is said to furnish an infallible test,
turning black if the fish is bad, but retaining its natural

with

color

it

if it is

The

harmless.

porpoise, less elegant in form and speedy in its mois nevertheless very amusing to

tions than the dolphin,

watch
just in

gambols. While its propensity for playing
advance of the cutwater and directly under the

in its

head- gear gives a much better opportunity of striking the
porpoise, its size and strength render the capture a much
more exciting affair than is that of the dolphin. The porpoise is always taken with the harpoon the feeble grains
could not withstand for an instant the frantic efforts of the
powerful and frightened animal, Even with the harpoon
it is necessary to run the line in sharply directly the iron is
;

fast, as if the

opportunity

is

given

him

to get

a good surge

18,

Volume

(

1875,

)

5,

Number

15.

17 Chatham St. (CityHallteqr.)

or two on it he will either tear the iron out, or worse yet,
The flesh of
part the line and make off with the harpoon
the porpoise is extremely dark, and not very palatable, but
the liver is a bonne, bouche not to be despised even ashore.
I was once ou board the same craft with a native of Manila,
who, having accumulated in the whale fishery a sum sufficient to render him a ''bloated aristocrat" among his
.

primitive people (£ e. about $1,500,) was returning to his
native country with the laudable design of spending the
remainder of his days amid the scenes of his boyhood as a
gentleman of elegant leisure. He had paid his passage and
}

second table in the cabin, and was penea sense of the dignity which all these advanHe
tages, present and prospective, conferred upon him.
was in the habit of promenading the decks with a demonstrative air of having nothing to do inexpressibly aggravating to the men, by whom, u%der ordinary circum-

"grubbed"

at the

trated with

would have been decidedly snubbed and put
down, and this abnormal state of affaire produced rather a
coolness between Rogers (the Manilamau) and the "gentle-

stances, he

rope haulers" who received a consideration for their
presence on board, insomuch that at times remarks vituperative of "blubber hunters" in general, and of "Kanaka
blubber hunters" in particular, were made in his hearing
in a manner which, to a sensitive mind, might have hinted
Luckily his was not a sensitive
at a personal application.
mind, and no more serious complications arose. But there
were times when Rogers forgot his dignity and the hands
their aversion for Kanakas and blubber hunters, and these
seasuns of truce were whenever a school of porpoises made
Rogers was a matchless harpooner. Never
its appearance.
did a truer eye measure the distance for a throw, or a surer
hand send the iron on its murderous errand. No sooner
was the first puff heard or the first glimpse caught of a
gray back darting through the water than he was over the
bows and down on the back ropes, steadying himself by a
breast/line attached to the martingale, the iron in his hand,
and his keen eyes following every motion of the agile creatures. Everybody on deck but the man at the wheel rushes
forward. Some man the line attached to the harpoon,
while one or two old hands stand by the cathead ready to
pass a running bow-line over the prey as soon as may be
Lookout now; here they come; they
after he is struck.
will either cross the bows, or better yet, pause there to play
One or two of the leaders dart past
their usual gambols.
Rogers eyes flame, but his arm does not
like lightning.
don't he throw?" mutters one immove. "Why the
patient youngster. Even as he speaks the main body comes
up, and turning nearly at right angles to its former course,
they commence to leap and dive just in advance of the
rushing prow. There comes a big fellow toward the surface right in front of the dolphin striker. The brown ai
rises higher, descends, and the iron flies straight as a Title
The wounded animal leaps
ball to the centre of his back.
"Haul in," roars Rogers,
a dozen feet clear of the water.
and in comes the line despite the frantic plunges of the
"Quick, there, with the bow-line, the iron's drawprey.
ing; over his head with it. Ah! there it jams.
We've got
him hard and fast. That night we have porpoise liver for
supper, and nobody says "Kanaka" or "blubber hunter"
porpoise is about as large
for three watches or more.
game as can well be taken with the iron from a vessel in
motion. On this same ship and passage there was an attempt made to go a little better than a porpoise, which

men

1

m

A

ended rather disastrously.
The most Irish Irishman I ever met was Barney, who, to
use his own words, "Favored the port watch wid" his
"powerful assistance and instructive conversation." Barney was the genius of blundering incarnate. If you could
imagine any possible way of making a hopeless mull of any
given job you might be sure Barney would take that way—
if he didn't take some worse one— and if you couldn't
imagine any way, in nine cases out often he could, and
Withal as good a fellow as ever lived ; brave as a lion
did.
—was once popularly supposed to be— and as open-handed
and kind-hearted as a genuine Irishman always is. Barney
was a lake sailor, and this was his first passage on salfe
water. The exploits of Rogers with the iron h.ad greatly

m
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excited him, and filled his breast wita an ardent desire to
emulate, perhaps surpass, the Manilaman's prowess. The
opportunity at length arrived. One day porpoises appeared
and Rodgers did not. It was, moreover, Barney's watch
below, and he could therefore do as he liked. Being very
busy about some special job, none of the watch on deck
paid much attention to his motions except myself, who
happened to be on the forecastle when Barney came rushing up, iron in hand. Lying on the forecastle was a coil' of
entirely new and very strong line.
Grabbing one end of
this Barney pulled off a turn or two and pitched it to me,
requesting me to "make it good fast somewhere," and capsizing the coil made the other end fast to the harpoon. I
obeyed the direction to make it "good fast" very effectually
by catching a turn or two around the forward capstan and
hitching the end. Meantime our Irish Triton had tumbled
over the bows and down on to the back ropes with all
speed, where, finding Rogers' breast line attached to the
dolphin striker, he passed it over his own chest, managing
in so doing to get three or four turns in it, which, as will
be seen, proved a lucky thing for him in the end. Hardly
had the amateur harpooner got fairly in position when his
game made off to windward at a great rate. The cause of
their alarm soon became apparent in the shape of a school
of "blackfish," which in a few minutes passed under the
bows. These fish are twenty-five feet and upward in
length, very thick, and powerful in proportion to their size.
Blackfish is the sailor's name for them, but they are, I believe, a small species of whale.
Whatever they may be,
there they were under the Curlew's bows, and there was
Barney on the back ropes, iron in hand, and burning with
the desire to "work to windward of Ould Rogers intirely."
Here was his chance, and as the leader passed beneath him
with his broad back just below the surface, Barney hurled
the iron with all the force of his brawny arm, sending it in
up to the socket, and accompanying the blow with a yell
that

would have

electrified all

Donnybrook

Fair.

Whether

the yell or the blow scared the quarry most may be a question, but as to the aggregate effect there can be no question
whatever; it started him to windward at a rate which would
have made a lightning express train turn pale with envy, and
passed Harry Bassett on the homestretch as easily as that
gallant steed would outstrip a mud turtle.
The first mate was walking the weather side of the poop
deck with that peculiar dignity which marks a first mate,
which is sui generis and unattainable by any other created
being. Suddenly the weather leaches of the royals flut"Keep her off," he
tered, then the head sails flapped.
"Hard up. Are you tryyelled to the man at the wheel.
ing to lay her aback?" "Hanged if I know what's the
matter with her," growled the injured mariner as he whirled
the wheel around. "I believe something has got hold of
her forward," lie added, as the craft took another wild
shear right against th£ helm. In a dozen bounds the mate
gained the forecastle, where he found "something" had
"got hold of her" sure enough. Barney's fish, to wit. As
soon almost as the harpoon line began to run out it fouled,
with the back rope on which Barney stood, the seizing
parted, and he would probably have ended his mortal career there and then had it not been for all the turns he had
got in the breast line, which rendered it too tight to slip
over his arms easily, but held him jammed against the dolphin striker long enough for him to clutch some of the
gear above his head. And there he hung, unable to climb
up. The line held him; he was unable to clear himself
from the line, for he needed both hands to retain his hold.
Finding his run to windward did not clear him of the terrible shaft in his vitals, the quarry tried a rush in the opposite direction, and just as the mate reached the forecastle
the harpoon line came in contact with the remaining back
rope, carrying it away, and eliciting another yell from poor
glance showed the officer the situation of afBarney.
fairs, and convinced him that this "cutting out work" had
"Out the line," he yelled, but Barney
better be stopped.
had all the line he could attend to twisted around him, and
the mate had no knife. I had seen nearly the whole performance, having been attracted by Barney's first warwhoop. The whole thing had passed so quickly, and I had
been so convulsed with laughter as to be perfectly unable
to do anything, but at the mate's order I drew my sheath
knife and made a slash at the taut line, and away went the
blackfish with our iron in his back and about forty fathoms
of line skipping after him, like a remarkably attenuated
specimen of the sea serpent.
Poor Barney! He was pretty well used to being laughed
at, but this last exploit so much exceeded all his former
feats that every man girded at him afresh, and it was many
a long day before he heard the last of his "ironing that
blackfish." Well, his blunders and his jokes are over now.
The blue waves roll above his bleaching bones

A

"His body's resting under hatches,
His soul has gone aloft.

Hardy Lee.

SHOOTING IN THE SOUTH.
*

to me a matter of surprise that the Sea or Port Royal
Islands, lying just off South Carolina, are not in greater
repute among the sportsmen that go South, either for their
health or to indulge in their favorite pastime. Two most
delightful Winters have I to record, spent there in collecting and preserving specimens of birds, hunting deer, and
The climate of these islands in Winter and Spring
fishing.

IT

is

cannot be too highly recommended.
pered by the sea breezes is through

The atmosphere temthese

seasons

warm

and comfortable, and does not possess the debilitating effects of some other localities, being bracing and appetizing.

of character afforded by the negroes, decidedly the most primitive in manners and speech of the
Southern blacks, is extremely interesting. The food is
good, and the entire change of scene afforded is most beneAdded to these advantages is
ficial' to the health seeker.
the ease of reaching any given point by water, and the
For the sportsman,
facilities for shooting water birds.
here is game of every description in haunts wild enough
to make its pursuit romantic; sea, beach, marsh, pond and
thick woods. Here flock the birds from the North
to winter in endless profusion; curlew, plover, duck
godwit, peep, yellowlegs, snipe, etc., and in the Spring
come from the farther South, herons, nonpareils, gannets,
pelicans, etc. ; then there are also many birds that are to
be found in all seasons— mocking birds, wild turkeys,
cranes, partridges (quail), etc. Deer hunting I am convinced is here unexcelled. Wild hogs used to be found,
but are now scarce.
I recall with great pleasure, weighed with regret at the

The study

slaughter caused, a trip to a little spot in St. Helena Sound,
called Egg Bank.
This isolated island at high tide is not
much more than two acres in extent, but at low tide is
made much larger by the uncovering of the sandy shoals
around it. At dusk, flock to it countless numbers of sea
birds, that have been feeding in the marshes among the
larger islands during the day, for nightly shelter.
In the
breeding season the females deposit their eggs to hatch
with the aid of the warm sand. I have been told that in
"old times" (before the war) the negroes often used to secrete themselves on the island before sunset, and after the
arrival of the birds, which settled on the beach, sally forth
on the , instant, with sticks, killing by simply knocking
their victims over.
I can believe this, for the confusion
produced by such numbers of birds is so great that they
are easily approached even now, after so much experience
with guns.
We,
brother of the gun and myself, selected for our
excursion a beautiful day in April, at the full of the moon.
The distance from our house, on Ladies Island, to Egg
Bank, was about twenty miles. The journey was performed entirely by water.
had finished a luxurious
game dinner and were enjoying a sociable pipe when a little darkey popped his head in at the door and said, "He
boat, Massa." This was the signal for us to pack our traps
and step onto the wharf, projecting into the creek, directly
behind our house, an old southern mansion with broad
piazzas, large, high studded rooms, and chimneys built
out-side, formerly occupied by the plantation overseer, an
important personage in those times. Our boat notwithstanding its antiquated appearance, (an old naval gig, I
think) was of a comely shap?, and our oarsmen, four lusty
blacks, fairly made it hum iJirough the water.
The captain of our crew was a negro by the name of Sergeant
Parker. He had been in the army I believe, was a kind,
obliging fellow who understood his place thoroughly.
What servants these colored men are. The art of serving is
with them innate. The scenery was enchanting under the
mellow rays of the sun which flooded broad marshes,
covered with bright green reeds, and the woods bordering
them with golden and purple lights. The calm creek, its
bosom unbroken, except by the row boat as it surged along
under the strokes of our Charons, reflected the soft blue
sky and a few snowy-white clouds. Flocks of wild birds
flew by, at which we occasionally popped, and in the upper air soared majestically an eagle. The tide, which here
runs strong, being against us, we were obliged to hug the
took our seats
shore to get into a favoring eddy there.
astern and listened to the songs of our boatmen, sung to
the time of their oars. These songs were all religious, (I
never recollect hearing but one of an opposite character
during my stay among the negroes), introducing solos and
choruses with appropriate parts. The effect was beautiful,
for the ear of these people for music is truly wonderful.
They are certainly a much more musical race than are their
white brethren. I have heard boys and girls under twelve,
who never saw a note of music, sing alto and other parts
without the least discord. Passing an island on our way,
where some negro cabins stood in an orange grove near the
water, the oarsmen sang a song addressing their friends on
shore by name, for instance:

my

We

We

"Oh WaitBrndder William,
Wait a little while,
Den well sing de new song."
I

the island, notwithstanding that

geant begged us to leave all arduous duties to him, and began to make a camp. Observing a man near by standing
knee-deep in the water, darting a harpoon here and there
vigorously, I strode up and accosted him; found he was
on a "shoot," like ourselves, and that he was harpooning
The sting-ray is a fish in thape like a skate,
sting-rays.
and derives its name from the barbed, horn-like sting
under its tail, which if provoked it doubles up and endeavThe -wound Is sometimes
ors to dart into the aggressor.
very, dangerous, as the serrated edge of the "sting" tears

These fish had come
the flesh terrib ly when extracted.
I have never seen
into shoal water in myriads to spawn.
them eaten, although the negroes are said to like them.
The spearing was a simple operation, and the rays being
small, about a foot in length and about the same breadth,
not very exciting. The twilight drawing rapidly on we
loaded our guns and held a council of war to decide upon
Our plan of action
the best place of capturing the game.
was as follows: In the centre of the island for about the
space of an acre was a place like the ring of a circus, hollowed out in the centre and enclosed by great banks of
sand thrown up by storms. These banks were covered
with a long growth of grass. As they afforded perfect concealment we determined to hide ourselves behind them in
the hollow space, ana awaiting the arrival of the birds,
This plan gave all a shot,
fire into them simultaneously.
including he of the harpoon, with whom we joined forces.
I could not again consent to such an expedient, as it involves too much slaughter. The sun had set and the moon
was just peeping above the eastern horizon when we secreted ourselves. Not a word did we speak. I sat watching the gulls and terns flying gracefully overhead, now and
then dipping with a screech into the water in pursuit of
food, and looking at the picturesque but lonely land]N[ot
scape, over which the moon shed her soft light.
a living thing but birds was in sight, and but one house
In
that peeked in the distance from among thick foliage.
front lay the open sea as far as eye could reach, its waves
breaking furiously on the point of Johnson's Island, both to
the right and on several reefs, in a long white line. To the
left were beautiful islands scattered about; Morgan's, and
the others, with picturesque palmettos dotted along their
sandy margins. No vessel was in sight, but the spars of a
"square-rigger" loading with phosphate in Bull River,
peeped over the trees far away. Not only was this pause
romantic, but exciting. Flock after flock of birds, curlew,
plover, peep, &c, flew swiftly up as it grew darker, wheeling suspiciously around for a minute before alighting on
the beach near our stand. It seemed as if the air was full
of them, and as if the incoming flood tide drove them more
and more into a bunch; it seemed impossible for them to
neighbor
settle without alighting upon each other.
nudged me. "Are you ready to fire?" he said in a whisper.
"Yes." "All ready." All were. Fourteen barrels were
aimed at the helpless creatures on the beach. "One, two,
blaze of light
three—fire," said our chosen spokesman.
followed his words, and we leaped through the dense smoke

—

My

A

we picked

out the

laro-er

from among them. Frequently a cloud would obscure the
moon and the more romantic of us catching faint glimpses
of the the flocks close to where we stood, then not seeinothem at all, but hearing their fatal screams, felt as if on an
enchanted island peopled by winged spirits that we had

We

disturbed in their peaceful resting places.
secured
two barrels of game. An interesting sight were the birds
that composed it, to the greedy taxidermist, as they were
laid out, side by side upon the beach, that he might select
specimens therefrom.
agreed to desist from any more
slaughter, and leaving the birds in possession of the sands
now bared by the ebb-tide, sat around the blazing camp
fire.
The negroes were grouped around their own fire at
a respectful distance eating their store of provisions contained in one iron kettle, consisting of hominy with the
addition of a few birds. We, of the white, or "plain"
skins, as our dusky friends are pleased to call us, made
an ample meal of a more luxurious character, and chatted
merrily till late hours. The next day beheld us returning
under sail blown by a favoring breeze. We cannot sufficiently praise Sergeant Parker and his men for the able
manner in which they administered to our comfort, the
modest fellows keeping only a few birds, and charging us
nothing for the trip. As for shooting on Egg Bank, the
only sportsmanlike way is to scare up your birds and pick
them off magnanimously upon the wing.
Gene,

We

Brookline, "~Mass.

-~

"THE GREAT LONE LAND."
J. G. BAKER & CO- have a trading post
on Old Man's River, situated 200 miles northwest
from Fort Benton, Montana, and near Fort McLeod, the
headquarters of the mounted police of the Northwest Ter-

ESSRS.

ritory (British Possessions,) of
letters

have appeared in

w hich
r

this journal

several descriptive

from a member

of the

Adams, Stevenson & Co., of Toronto, Canada, have published a volume descriptive of this territory,
under the title of "The Great Lone Land," which gives
fullest information of the most interesting character. Now,
Fokest and Stream has several subscribers in this far-off
locality, one of whom, Mr. A. B. Keeler, formerly a resi-

force.

Messrs.

dent of Brooklyn, has sent us occasional letters from

the

Benton and Belknap Agencies, where he has been eraOnly recently he removed to Fort
ployeci for some years.
McLeod, and in a letter dated August 28th, and but lately
at

was very pleasant to see matronly dames and comely
younger women, dressed in red neat calico and showily
turbaned, come to the water's edge and exchange compliments, and to see the men wave tlieir hats and say "howd'ye." The sun had not yet set when our boat's keel
grazed the beach of Egg iBank, and out we sprang. SerIt

'

from our hiding place. The scene was one I never can
forget. The screams of thousands of the unwounded
birds
that came between the moon, like a great cloud, filled the
air
the dead lay in piles upon the beach, while helpless sufferers
with broken wings and legs vainly endeavored to escape
My first care was to put these out of pain. I chased a
marble godwit with broken wing for many rods to see it
look forgivingly with its beautiful eyes as I twisted its neck
May I afways kill my bird dead. We endeavored to dispatch all the wounded, but frequently, while strolling; in
the dark we came across a poor sufferer crouching down
on the sands. Those who had escaped, flew wildlyaround

hand, he writes to this paper:

"The Rocky Mountains loom up grandly about fifty
miles from here, and the Porcupine Hills smile down on us
twelve miles distant. This portion of the country, and for
a distance of 300 miles north, has been made famous by
Butler in his "Great Lone Land" and "Wild North Land;'
also by Lord Milton in a work whose title I have forgotten,
The latter gentleman spent several years in traveling about
here, and I am informed that, Lady Milton, a dusky maiden,
still resides at Fort Edmonton, 800 miles north of us
From all that I can learn, the history of this almost un
known country reads like a romance. The streams here
about are running with fresh mountain water all the yeat
round, and nearer the mountains the festive trout disport!
himself with none to molest or make afraid. In the rnoun
tains the wild grizzly, cinnamon, and black bear cavon
around in the wildest manner; there is game within thirty
miles of here till you can't rest. This region is far prefer
able for a temporary sojourn to the Milk River country

where I have been/ Here we have finer prairie views anc
All the rivers join the South Sas
finer mountain views.
catchewan; from thence they flow into Hudson's Bay. W<
can take a boat from this point and reach Hudson's Baj
by making two or three portages. As soon as I aca.uain
myself more fully with the country I will give the Fores'!
a letter as interesting as I can make it.
written of some one seeing me at Fort Bel
must have been J. H. Batty. He was out witl

and Stkeam

You have
knap;

it

drat
the Boundary Survey last year. I inclose with this a
of a mountain trout which I caught in Old Man's River
It is no trick t(
thirty miles from here, a few days since.
catch them in these mountain streams. They snap at |\
All a fisheiman need do is to sit on the bant
bait at once.
and haul them in. There was a large pike caught abou
100 yards from the fort to-day. It measured thirty-mm
drat
inches in length, and weighed 14£ pound*. I send a
is callec
mountains
the
in
prettiest
fish
caught
The
of it.
oui
It is spotted like
the salmon trout bv people out here.
color
Eastern brook trout, and the flesh is of a rich salmon
caught severa
They grow quite large, so I am told.
day
small ones. I am going to Chief Mountain in a few
here
out
plenty
are
Elk
for a little fishing and hunting.
and the fishing in St. Mary's River, they say, "cant
beat." On my return I will send you a letter."

We

^

The Value op Minnesota Ckops.— The

State of

Mm

mm

nesota produced this last year, after all deductions are
tna
for losses in consequence of the wet harvest, not less
oats
28,000,000 bushels of wheat, 15,000,000 bushels ot
o
12,000,000 bushels of corn, with considerable amounts
buuer
barley, potatoes, hay, beans, pork, beef, mutton,
cheese, etc., in addition to these more prominent stap w
After deducting the quantity reserved for seed, 25,UUU,w
aoo
bushels remain for export and home consumption, or
daniag
22,000,000 bushels for export alone. Allowing for
croi
to quality, her farmers will realize from their wheat

.,

.

,« f

u>

not less than $20,000,000, while it is safe to estimate
are
cash proceeds of all other farm products, which
JJSA
t
consumed in feeding working animals, at not less isca
*
be
Here are $30,000,000 scattered, or to
$10,000,000.
a
tered, within the ten months from September 1st,
crop, wv
the farmers of Minnesota as the avails of a single
w;
child
more than $50 for every man, woman, and
-

^°S

m
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FOREST AND STREAM.
PORTABLE APPARATUS FOR TRANSPORTING SPAWN.
tf

Kochester, November

10th, 1875.

EDITOB J?OBES»T AND STREAM!—
I send you a description of a spawn- carrying box, and wben it was Invented. In July, 1872, ray brother, M. A, Green, constructed a box for
the purpose of carrying fish spawn. In the Fall of 187-5 we carried salmon trout spawn from Cape Vincent, and wbiteflsh spawn from Detroit,
jlich.,totheNew York State Hatching House at Caledonia, and have
continued to do so every season up to the present time, and I have the
same boxes now that were made in the year 1872. In 1864 1 experimented
with spawn by packing them in moss in tin and wooden boxes, and on
sand and gravel and cloth, and have experimented every year since more

recommend, if there is no attendant, to pack the spawn in tin
same as I have for the last eleven years. But if there is an
attendant, I recommend the box my brother got up in 1872.
This box
of any size. The size we have been
is a plain one, and can be made
using for the last four years is about 12x16 inches.
It has a door on one
side, the full length of the box, which is kept closed by two hooks, at the
top and bottom, and has a handle on top to make it more convenient for
carrying. It is fitted and filled with trays made of seven-eighths stuff.
The trays are covered on one side with cotton flannel, stretched tightly.
The top tray has a cover on a hinge; the frame, made of pine, is also
covered with cotton flannel. "When the spawn is to be shipped, the trays
are all taken out. A tray is then taken and sunk in a pan or tub of
water, and filled nearly even full by taking the eg?s from the place where
When placed on the trays they are setkept with a dipper or fine net.
I

or less.

boxes, the

by gently shaking the tray while in the water. It is then placed in
Each tray is filled in a like manner until the box has its full
complement. When the box is unpacked the trays are taken out, one at
a time, and by tipping them up slantingly under the water, and with a
gentle motion, the eggs will roll off into the trough.
Seth Green.
.
<~*4,
tled

the bos.
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PROGRESS OF FISH CULTURE IN CALIFORNIA.

\

San Francisco, October

Editor Forest and Stream :—
It is

a very great pity that

we have

San Francisco

so

many

seals,

24th, 1875.

or sea lions, so near

Bay—the

Golden Gate- which devour such
immense quantities of fish of al kinds, and among them, of course, the
young salmon, or grilse, which are now so numerous, thanks to our Fish
Commissioners and our Acclimatizing Society, and which about this time
and next month enter the bay, bound chiefly for the Sacramento River,
and part of which will next year be heading for the San Joaquin and the
Sacramento, owing to the public spirit and liberality of Governor Stanford and Charles Crocker, of the Central Pacific Railroad, who, at their
own expense, have lately placed in the Sacramento and San Joaquin
rivers, as well as in Kern River, to the southward, from the Government
hatchery on the McCloud River, one million and a half of young salmon.
All the professional and amateur fishermen ardently desire that our legislature would enact some law to remedy this great consumption of fish
from the seals, even if it involved their destruction near our famous
Cliff House and Roads, for what is the value of seals, which are merely
to gratify sight seers, compared with our fisheries and the public angling,
recreation, and sport on the bay and up our great rivers.
At any rate,
the entrance to

should our representative at Sacramento, our capital, decline to interfere
our fisheries and amusement will be greatly diminished,
and that seriously, for the seals are multiplying fast, and there will be a
great contest between them and the precious inhabitants of the waters.

in the matter,

now existing for the pres.
they consume at least one half of the salmon provided by the judicious pecuniary expenditure of the State.
trust
that the next report of the Fish Commissioners will advise the repeal of
the law in favor of the seals; but I believe this has been oftentimes
suggested, and no favorable response has taken place.
A quarter of a million of young salmon have been planted in the
Truckee River, flowing into Lake Tahoe, and they are flourishing finely.
In the mountains near the coast, and even for some
distance in the interior, in the rivers and streams there
are plenty of brook trout, but in Tulare
and Kern lakes the water seems to be, so far as tested, rather
too warm
for them; and it may be so, too, for salmon,
but the experiment with
them is about to be again made. It was either from this cause,
or from
alkali, that one lot of fish was lost lately.
Probably these Southern CaliIt is

estimated that, in consequence of the law

ervation of the seals,

We

fornia lakes

and rivers, away from, the coast, would be more suited for
and large German carp
A few young salmon, with some old ones, have been taken in our bay
by bait fishing and on the lines of
the professional smelt fishers, but the
great bulk of them will not, It is
likely, be found there till December or
January. One fish of seventeen pounds
weight was taken on a smelt
line, which was very
long, and provided with a succession of hooks and
wooden floats. The fish had a very long line, and its weight
in the water,
with the heavy floats to contend
with, consequently he wore himself out
completely before the fisherman got
hold of the line. The fisherman
said that at first he
thought he had got hold of one of the large sturgeons
the valuable

that are so

common

in these waters.

In about a year and a half,
it is hoped,
good effects of the Stanford

we shall be experiencing the
and Crocker supply of young fish, in addiFish Commissioner's lot, which will gambol and feed around
the bay before they
ascend the large rivers to spawn .
E.J. Hooper.
tion to the

^
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Fish Culture in

-

-«^

America.— In

low, Mr. A. S. Collins,
of the
donia,

.

N.Y., summarizes in

few words that folHatch House at Calethe most admirable manner
the

State

the condition of fish
culture in this

country.

We clip the

from London Land and Water. As a specimen of
literary conciseness
it 'is hard to excel, and we are most
happy to extend to
Mr. Collins this compliment. Many
Who have read much about fish
culture will wonder, after
article

jading

this,

that there

was

so

much

of the subject that

they

had not heard. We copy :—
''
P
8 y° ur readers may be
interested in some notes
f5^P
q1
aoout
fish culture in the
United States. At first the only
r
Wa made b y P ri vate individuals in a small way,
^f- ?
last few y ears appropriations have been
mnd f on
tbe Government funds for the purposes of fish
L
culh
Commission ors are now appointed from seventepn
een q?
btates, with more or less money
at their disposal, for
locking and improving
the waters. Besides this, so many
« -our streams
run through different States that, through
ecessuy, a United
States Fish Commissioner was appointseneral operations.
The appropriations range from
tw„H
tn
°
°usand to fifteen thousand dollars (currency) for the
S,
owes, and about fifty
thousand dollars for the General

K

'

;

1
1611
In a feW 0f the Sfcates the thil1 is a mere
S
Srce ?? sa*;
/anes of the commissioners nearly consuming
thp n
0pnatlou
But ia most of the Sfcates the commissinnt
Serve wifchout Pay, and by definite and well-condiint« ?
per tions are i&creasing the food supply. The
*r7ftt
w ° n5? er in connection with a business of such recent t
Wt ls the Gumber of private establishments, Which
not Ju°
-

-

\°

TW £

e lst "° ut make fish raising
a profitable business,
"ere are ^
two or three which are nearly as well-known in
>

England as in the United States, about twenty-five more
well-known here, and two or three hundred engaged in fish
culture in some shape. The fish raised are chiefly the
brook trout, salmon, salmon trout, and whitefish. Grayling and goldfish are also raised to a limited extent.
The
returns, however, do not come from the sale of fish for
market; and the success of the business depends just now
upon the fact that our country is full of natural trout
streams that have been fished out or run out, and there is
a great demand for eggs and young fish for restocking. So
long as this demand lasts (and it is likely to be permanent)
the nursery business will be more profitable than raising
fish for the table.
Thus far all the experiments have been
made by persons with little means. Many of the investigations have been patient and thorough, yet the need of a
Government establishment for the pursuit and study of fish
culture is urgently felt. For instance, I have now in my
ponds five species of the Salmonidce, raised from the egg
and of fit age for spawning. I would like to cross these
and watch the result, but have been deterred thus far by
the inevitable expenses.
What we need most in our country just now is a fish for warm waters,
lakes, and streams whose waters are too
gish for trout.
have several good fish,
factory in all respects.

We

—
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e.,

for ponds,
slug-

warm and
but none

satis-
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SPAWNING SALMON.
1TH

the close of the present month and the opening of next commences the spawning season of
the salmon.
With the exception of the Tweed, where
angling will be carried on for a month or so longer, our
rivers generally are supposed to have passed into the annual close season, during which period it is illegal to kill
salmon by any means whatever, or even, indeed, disturb
them on the spawning beds, to which at this time of the
year they are pushing up, and on which in due course their
eggs will be deposited and hatched. During this season
measures are taken by local fishery boards and others interested in the fisheries of the different rivers to protect the
parent fish as much as possible from poachers and enemies
of every kind, at all times dangerous, but particularly so
when they make their way up stream into small tributaries
and shallow streams. Unfortunately, however, the means
at command to carry out the effectual protection of the
spawning fish during the Winter months is totally inadequate for securing them immunity from slaughter. In the
few favored districts where sufficient funds are forthcoming, and where conservators and proprietors are active,
the salmon are, indeed, fairly protected; but on many rivers, where little money is subscribed, and where combined
action on the part of the persons interested is wanting, the
poachers have it almost their own way. Fish are indiscriminately slaughtered, openly sold in the neighboring towns,
or surreptitiously exported to the Continent, where they
find a remunerative and ready sale.
Bad as the state of
things is at present, previous to the Salmon Act of 1861,
the appointment of fishery inspectors, and the formation
of fishery boards, matters were in a far worse condition
and were it not for the restrictions which have been piaced
on poaching since that year, and the assistance given by
the Fisheries Acts for ensuring some protection for the
breeding fish, it is very probable that the produce of our
fisheries generally, instead of increasing immensely in value,
as they have since 1.861 would have fallen off as rapidly.
On
the grounds, therefore, that with only a partial protection
of the spawning beds our fisheries have increased some
fourfold or more, we urge that it is of the utmost importance that every exertion be made to promote and extend
as strict and thorough an observance of the close season
for salmon as possible.
At present there appears to us
particular reasons for insisting upon this.
The annual
yield of salmon taken generally throughout our rivers
within the last few years has not unfortunately shown the
advance which marked the improvement of previous years.
In several important districts the falling off has been considerable, a circumstance which appears to us to be altogether due to "over fishing." Our rivers have not yet been
sufficiently resuscitated to allow of too much fishing below
by nets, more especially when the limit of spawning
grounds above us is, as at present, of so prescribed an area
and so inadequately supplied with stock or breeding fish.
These remarks on the importance of ensuring a due observance of the annual close season for salmon have been suggested, not so much from the fact of that season having
just commenced, as from two questions in relation to our
salmon fisheries which have lately cropped up— one in reference to the disappointment felt at the wretchedly poor
yield of this year's salmon, and the other the announcement that one of our most important rivers, the Wye, was

1

saying that he could not get the fish to spawn. I
asked him if he had placed any plants in the pond, and he
said he had not; whereupon I told him he could not expect to getthe fish to spawn if no plants were in the pond.
I asked him to allow me to place six plants in the pond,
and was allowed to do so, and placed the following six
plants: one Valisneria spiralis, one water-soldier, two waterlilies, two Anacliaris, all in plant pots
surroundsd with
rockery to keep them steady. Some time after I visited
the pond, and found the plants growing most beautifully,
particularly the Anacliaris.
I did not see the pond again
for some months, when the gentleman sent for me, and
after,

we

visited the

young gold

pond

fish.

together.
I found the pond
There were thousands of them.

full of

We

got

a dip-net and thinned them out for a minute; the gentleman did not like to destroy them in that way, so another
large pond was built, and the fish thrown into it.
Thousands of fish have been given away from these ponds. The
Anacliaris plants, when grown too large, should be taken
out twice a year. When the plant has grown too long, nip
off some of the young sprouts and place them in some
fresh earth in pots to replace the old plants, which may be
thrown away. This plant grows very fast. I would not
recommend it for a very large pond or sheet of water, as
it will
soon choke it up, unless swans are kept there.
These birds feed on it, and thrive well. I think our aquarium tanks are too small for the spawn of gold fish to come
to anything.
I kept a large tank for twelve years, and
never got any gold fish from their spawn, after trying ail
sorts of ways.
To keep the gold fish healthy in the aquarium you must only give them a small fly or a small red
worm. If you can get enough plants of Valisneria, do not
place in any others. Above all things do not give the fish
biscuit, oread, or meat, as it will cause a disease in the fish.
The fish like a little gravel at the bottom. They take it in
their mouth occasional! v; it does them good, and cleans
the mouth of the fish.

\ktuml
r

l J7iis Department is now under the eharge of a competent Naturalist,
indorsed by the Smithsonian Institution, and will henceforth be made a
sjiecial feature of this paper.
AIL commvni cat'ions, notes. Queries, remarks, and reasonable observations wilt receive careful attention.]
,
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THE DESERTION OF PENEKESE.
•

THEPenekese

abandonment

School of Natural History
will be remembered as the
last public work of the immortal Louis Agassiz long after
its details have been forgotten, will be regretted by every
reader; for no school, large or small, ever took such a
deep hold upon the interest of the whole nation. A brief
sketch of this unique enterprise may be interesting.
at

of the

Island,

which

In 1872 Prof. N. S. Shaler, of Harvard College, proposed
Agassiz the establishment of a station at Nantucket, where, during the Summer months, a limited number of persons might have an opportunity to study animal
life in the most practical, experimental way, and learn
chiefly how to observe, while at the same time they might
receive the benefit of lectures on special subjects from speto Prof.

,

likely to be left almost totally unprotected this Winter on
account of disputes betweenthe upper and lower proprietors.
Owing to these circumstances it appears of importance to take steps to arrest a decline in the salmon fisheries,
which heretofore have advanced satisfactorily, but which
unfortunately are showing signs of mismanagement and

retrogression.—Pall Hall Gazette, London,

**

^ Breeding-

Oct.

2Mh.

We

these

beautiful

New York

City, offered Prof. Agassiz the gift of Penekese,
a small island at the mouth of Buzzard's Bay, Massachu-

and $50,000 in cash if he would found this proposed
school there. Prof. Agassiz— for by this time Prof. Shaler
setts,

had gone to England for the benefit of his health— gratefully accepted the gift, buildings were put up as early as
the weather permitted, and on July 9th Professors and students and friends gathered there, and the Anderson School
of Natural History was organized.

Among the Faculty were Profs. Burt Wilder, Waterhouse Hawkins, A. Guyot, A. S. Packard, E. Bicknell,
Count L. F. de Pourtales, Dr. T. M. Brewer, and Mr!
Reuyter. The students numbered about fifty, all teachers
of normal or high grade schools in various parts of
the
country, except three or four from Prof. Agassiz's

museum

Cambridge.
Prof. Agassiz lectured frequently on subjects connected
with geology, and especially upon the general features
of
the glacial theory. Prof. Wilder gave a fine course
of instruction on anatomy, illustrating by dissections, and
conin

stantly aided students in the use of the knife.
Prof. Bickshowed how to use the microscope, and Prof. Packard
described the natural history of iuvertebrate animals,
while
nell

Count Pourtales took out dredging parties every fine
day
which Mr. C. W. Galloupe had put at the disposal of the school. But between times, from
daylight to
in the yacht

of Gold Fish.—
have had numerous enquiries as to the breeding of gold fish. The following extract from Hardwicke's Science Gossip, will be found of interest as containing much valuable information regarding

the culture of
family

Prof. Agassiz seized upon the idea and elaborated it. But the money was wanting. At this juncture,
in the Spring of 1873, Mr. John Anderson, a merchant in
cial students.

specimens of the carp

:

"To breed gold fish in any numbers your pond ought
not to be less than eight feet wide and two and a half feet
deep, with a smaller tank two feet deep near the centre,
for the fish to go in when the pond is cleaned out.
The
following plants should be placed in the pond: three of
Valisneria spiralis, two of the water-soldier (Stratiotes), two
of the water-lily, and three plants of the Anacliaris, which
is the best
plant I have discovered for a pond that will
cause gold fish to breed in it. The fish will always find
food where the anacliaris grows, and will eat it, hide in,
and spawn on it. I lent a gentleman a self-air-acting can
some five years ago to bring home two dozen gold fish
from Paris. I was to have half of the fish for the use of
the can. Two dozen were put in the can at Paris; only
nine fish arived safe; I would not take any of the fish from
him, as he was making a new pond, and I was fitting up a
fresh water and salt water aquarium for him.
I placed
two of the smallest of the gold fish in the fresh water aquarium; the remaining seven gold fish I placed in the new
pond. The fish lived all right, but did not spawn in the
pond. The gentleman came to me some eighteen months

dark, the little tables in the long laboratory were
f unoccupied with an industrious company seeking
knowledge at
the fountain-head, working with knife and
tweezers, microscope >nd pencil among the bones and tissues of
various
animals, comparing and contrasting, sketching and
noting
down. And the hardest worker of them all was the
great
Professor himself, who found new materials for
investigation every day.

The following Winter Professor Agassiz died, but his
thought was for the school, and he enjoined its
continuance upon his son, Mr. Alexander Agassiz. In
July of

last

1874, therefore,

many

of the old students gathered again,

and the school started a second time with every appearance
of success, but at the end of a hard-working
session itw\as
found that no promise of opening it a third season
could
be made, and that was really the end of it,
although the

was not formally wound up until a short time
ago
trouble was a want of money to render
the school
self-supporting.
Very few of those who sought its advantages had wealth, and while the original fund
of the o-o ne oui
giver of the island was insufficient to
fully endow the
school, the needed sum in this depressed
season was not
forthcoming. It is unfortunate for both
Mr. A-assiz and
affair

The
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Mr. Anderson that such an end has come to the undertaking, but neither is to blame, and both alike attribute the
result to the sad loss of the great naturalist, which ended
the hopes both entertained regarding the establishment of
what was to be a national school.
But, as the Tribune has well said, "Though the dormitories are torn down and the aquariums are sold, and the seagulls have again taken possession of Penekese, the work
that was done there has not been thrown away.
The impulse that was there given to the study of natural history
by the method of direct investigation has produced already
a marked effect throughout the country. * * * No
portion of Mr. Anderson's liberality or of the gratuitous
labors of men eminent in science expended on that now
desolate island are lost. Measured only by present results,
that which they have done for science and for the youth of

America

is

worthy even of the high hopes which Prof.

Agassiz indulged."

-.»
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Sea Island Sheep.

—_-

~~~

— A curious race of

sheep exists on a
small island in Englishmen's Bay, on the coast of Maine.
The island is about two miles square, is open on the east to
the full ocean, and about half of it is heavily wooded.
The sheep are mixed breed, showing traces of the merino,
Southdown, and long wooled breeds. They are nearly as
wild as dear, and before the great storm of October, 1869,
blew down so many trees, they had paths where they always
ran, so that it was not difficult to drive them into a carrol
when they were wanted for shearing, but now it is next to
impossible to get them at all. Consequently the bucks and
ewes are always together, and the latter begin lambing
inJVlarch and get through by May 1
The early lambs
are hardier than the late ones, and stand the Winter better.
Few of the sheep, apparently, die from disease, and many
seem to live out their full allotted time. If not caught
every year they usually wear their fleeces until sheared,
so that three fleeces are sometimes found, one on top of
another.
In Winter they are divided into flocks of from fifteen to
twenty -live, and live near a place where they can get to the
shore for sea- weed and into the woods for shelter. Their
principal living in Winter is some of the varieties of seaweed, principally dulse. They also eat the branches of
nearly ail the trees that grow on the island. They like fir
better than spruce, are very fond of mountain ash, eating
branches as large as your finger, and also the bark elder
and raspberry; also the moss from the old stumps and logs.
In the Spring, when the tide runs out very low, they go
out on the rocks as far a3 they can get, and sometimes the
When this is the case
tide will come up all round them.
they will not wade through water a few inches in depth,
but will stick to the ledge till the tide takes them off. By
that time their fleeces are so full of water and heavy that,
although they can swim ashore, they cannot get out readily, bat c r awl out a little way, and ihen wait for the water
If there is any sea
to drain off, and crawl a little farther.
going it washes them back again, and they drown.
.

•*.«*.

—Mr. RM.
Monday

Stivers' eldest son

found a

live

woodcock

last

in the area of his house in East Thirty-first street,

and had him

in a small cage feeding him on mocking bird
food. This bird no doubt struck a telegraph wire, which
understand
crippled him so that he was unable to fly.
that he died Monday night. Mr. S. will have him set up.
have before this noticed instances of woodcock having
been caught alive in this city and Boston, and of the at-

We

We

It seems evident, however,
to rear them by hand,
that these birds will not thrive in confinement. As the
flight of woodcock is comparatively low-, and generally
made by night, it is not singular that the birds frequently
strike the innumerable obstructions that traverse and fill

tempt

our aerial world above the chimney pots.

—

It is
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Humble Bees for New Zealand. — Mr. Frank Bucksucceeded in getting a colony of humble bees
Zealand, where none exist, and wT here they
urgently
needed to fertilize the clover, there being no
are
insect native to that island having a sufficiently long proboscis to penetrate the clover flowers. Mr. Buckland, for
a long time alter he decided upon the experiment of their
transportation, was unable to procure any live bees, but at
last got a colony, which were sent to him in a box about
eighteen inches square with one division. They were well
The nest— earth and all— had been sent just as
and.lively.
it was dug, and the young bees were hatching out daily.
In just this condition the bees were intrusted to a Mr. Hall
who was going out to New Zealand, and who promised to
care for them. In order to feed them during the voyage
thirty pounds of honey were packed up, which will be fed
to the bees in little bird cage tins through holes in the box.
They will also require water to drink. If any more nests
of live bees can be obtained another exportation will be
made.
lias just

started to

New

—John McDonald,

keeper of the lower lighthouse in
three woodcock and four small
birds last Sunday morning which had flown against the
light and killed themselves. He says it is no unusual thing
to find dead birds lying on the roof of the house next to
the light in the Jfall, and in several instances he has found
Last March there were three geese killed at this
dilck.

Newark Bay, picked up

lijght."

—

The Cake op Canary

Birds. Says a writer on canaanswer the question of 'how I had
such luck with birds.' Simply by allowing the birds to
attend to their own affairs, and by letting them understand
that their master would never harm them. Also by accustoming them to plenty of light and air and company,
rather than, as recommended in books, keeping the cage
in a dark room for fear of frightening the birds. Make
just half the fuss directed in bird books over the matter,
and you will have double the success in raising birds.
Never give them sugar, but all the red pepper they will
eat; it is the best thing for them.
And if your bird feels
hoarse at any time put a piece of fat salt pork in the cage,
and see how the little fellow will enjoy it, and listen for
the result. Give him flaxseed once in a while, and if he
appears dumpy occasionally give him a diet of bread and
water, with red pepper sprinkled in. Open the cage door
and give your pels the freedom of the room. Soon they
will come at your call, and fly to meet you whenever your
voice is heard. I had one who came regularly to my desk
as I sat writing each day, and disputed, with fluttering
wings and open beak, my humble right to the inkstand
And when I reasoned him out ot his mistaken notion he
would perch himself on my penhandle (no very comfortable proceeding for me), and watch me gravely as I wrote.
I have many a time, also, discovered him in the act of eating off the corners of my paper, even to the title of my
article.
Another thought nothing of trotting about on my
head and shoulders, and even hopped under my throat to
nestle against my chin.
He would take his bath as I held
the cup in my hand, and coolly dry himself on my head.
Another would fly up or down stairs whenever I called
him, and many a time when I have been out he has welcomed my return by flying down the stairs and singing at
the top of his voice all the while, until at last, perched on
my shoulder, he would accompany me to my room."
It is said that if left a day and a night without rood, canaries will make an attempt upon each other's life, and
those that are killed will be eaten by the survivors. The
professional gentleman above referred to had a dozen birds
in a cage, and while out of town on business five of them
were killed in this way, after the water and food were all
used up. Rape and canary seed is the standard food for

ries:

— "Inthiswayl

canaries.

During the present "corner" in canary seed, the economical will give their pets a mixture of rape and millet
seed.
A half peck of rape costs seventy-five cents, and
an equal quantity of millet thirty-one; this is nearly equal
to mixed canary seed, and costs a small fraction over thirteen cents a quart. A half peck of canary seed, costing
$1 25, may be added, making a mixed food equal to what
retails for forty cents, and which will cost less than twenty
cents a quart.

+++.

The Capture op Hyenas. — The following mode of

tying

hyenas in their dens, as practiced in Afghanistan, is given
by Arthur Connolly in his "Overland Journey," in the
words of an Afghan chief, the Shikaree Syud Daoud:
"When you have tracked the beast to his den you take a
rope with two slip-knots upon it in your right hand, and
with your left holding a felt cloak before you, j^ou go
boldly but quietly in. The animal does not know the nature of the danger, and therefore retires to the back of his
den, but you may always tell where his head is by the glare
You keep moving on gradually toward him
of his eyes.
on your knees, and when you are within distance, throw
the cloak over his head, close with him, and take care he
does not free himself. The beast is so frightened that he
cowers back, and though he may bite the felt, he cannot
turn his neck round to hurt you, so you quietly feel for his
fore legs, slip the knots over them, and then, with one
strong pull, draw them tight up to the back of his neck,
and tie them there. The beast is now your own, and you
can do what you like with him. We generally take those
we catch home to the krail, and hunt them on the plain
with bridles in their mouths, that our dogs may be taught
not to fear the brutes when they meet them wild."
Hyenas are also taken alive by the Arabs by a very similar method, except that a wooden gag is used instead of a
felt cloak.

The

similarity in the

mode

of capture in

two

such distant countries as Algeria and Afghanistan, and by

almost impossible to raise any apples in New
Zealand and neighboring islands on account of the plant
The Aucklice {Aphides,) which ruin the fruit in the bud.
land Acclimatization Society are concerting measures for
the introduction of the various species of GoccinellcB (lady
bugs, etc.,) which prey upon the plant lice, and thus put a
stop to their ravages.

land

—

—

two races so different, is remarkable. From the fact that
the Afghans consider that the feat requires great presence
of mind, and an instance being given of a man having died
of a bite received in a clumsy attempt; we may infer that
the Afghan hyena is more powerful or more ferocious than
his African congener.

•*

— Sir R. Christison, in

a communication to the Royal
Society of Great Britain, has given the results of a chemical analysis of clean salmon ({. e. those in good condition,)
and of the same species where exhausted or "foul."
mean of several trials gave, for clean salmon, oil, 18.53 per
cent.; nitrogenous matter, 19.70 per cent.; saline matter,
0,88 per cent. water, 60.89 per cent. for the foul salmon,
oil, 1.25 per cent.; nitrogenuous matter, 17.07 percent.;
saline matter, 0.88 per cent. water, 80.80 per cent.
y

A

;

:

;

•**-»»

—The

red corpuscles of the blood of the salmon family
are the largest in size of those of any of the bony fishes,
and consequently are the best for novices in microscopy
who desire to study the blood of fishes to begin on. Those
of Balmo fontinalis have a mean length of 1-1455 of an inch.
.

•«.««>
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— At

Geelong, Australia, the remains of an immense
kangaroo, of a species now extinct, were found recently at
shaft was sunk forty-three feet,
a depth of fifteen feet.
but no bones were found at a greater depth.

A

_
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CENTRAL- PARK MENAGERIE.
«

Department op Public Parks,

New

York. Nov.

17th, 1875.

Animals received at Central Park Menagerie for the

I

week ending

lock.
Bird,

Minus

pollygloVus.

Presented by Dr. Stephen

cis

gray Squirrels, Sciurus Carolinensis.

^ntm and %ardm.

IMPROVED FLOWERS.
The Qermanlown Telegraph thus discourses on the results
of the propagation of new varieties of favorite old plants
by our

florists:

When we

were boys and girls our gardens teemed with
cabbage roses, with hundred ]eaved roses, white damask
and provence roses, and roses with the York and Lancaster
stripes.
It was "a joy forever" to walk through the garden then. Most of us can smell the fragrance of those
rose-bedecked gardens yet; and then the rose leaves were
gathered and preserved, and even, materially speaking, the
rose oder was ever with us.
But the modern florist came and laughed at us. Those
old fashioned things were of no account. We should have
the double roses, China, tea, and barbon roses roses that
bloomed all the time. We took his advice, and now what
we have for roses are as much like real roses as coffee is
like beans.
Many, indeed, who have gardens hardly know
what a real rose is. It is fortunate that old Tom Moore
lived in the last generation, or our sympathetic young ladies would not be able to quote, with a sigh,
"Yon may break, you may scatter the vase as you will,

—

The odor
for our roses
kind.

of ro«es will ciing to

Presented by Master Fran-

P. Magoun.

Three Axis Deer, Axis maculata. Bab. India.
Three Tigers, Felts tigris, one year old. Bred in the Antwerp Gardens; raised on a dog.
Two Nylghans, Fortax plcta. Hob India. Bred Lin the AcclimatizaW. A. Conkuh, Director.
tion Garden, Bois du Boulogne, Paris,

it still,

would never have suggested anything

of that

only has the genuine good old rose been improved
it is so with other fine old flowers.
Every
good garden had gay hollyhocks, but the improver got
hold of them. They figured for awhile at exhibitions as
double dahlias, but they are now gone, single and double
alike.
Nobody sees scarcely a hollyhock nowadays, nor
sweet Williams, polyanthuses, daisies, carnations, pinks,
pansiea, and so on.
Where are they all now? We have
JSTot

to death, but

it is true, but we have to get them from the florevery Spring. The good old hardy pansy, which came
into use so late as our own generation, has been improved
so much that it will hardly grow at all any more.
A. good
set of verbenas is among the rarest sights in the gardens of
the present day, yet scarcely a dozen years ago we depended so much on them that it was not unusual for one florist
to ask another, "Wonder what they did for garden towers
before they had verbenas?"
At this season of the year we miss particularly the good
old chrysanthemums, of which we have two kinds a large
blushing white and a golden yellow. It was no trouble to
grow them. They were set out in the flower borders, and
came up as regularly every year as an ox-eye daisy. October was quite gay with the garden chrysanthemums.
But the improvers introduced a new set with small flowers
pompon es and matricarias getting the flowers reduced
down to the smallest possible size, and the plants to mere
dwarfs, that we grew ashamed of our old friends and took
to the new, and now we have none.
Improvement is all very well, but we may keep on pointing our peg till we whittle it all away.

pansies,
ists

—

—

—
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—

Wintering Bees. A correspondent of the Practical
Farmer, referring to the care of bees in Winter, says "the
Winter of 1869 was disastrous to bees in this State, many
losing their entire stock. My bees were sheltered in a cave
built in the side of a dry hill; all came out in good order,
while other apiarians in this section lost nearly all. There
is nothing on the farm that seems to give life to all around
of bees.
The question is often
asked, 'What makes your bees so smart and make such lots
1
If the
of honey?
don't get honey from our bees.
bees are allowed to nearly all die through the Winter it
will take nearly all Summer to recuperate, and then be
weak. The plan I take is to keep my bees strong in numbers, remove the honey board, put straw mattings over the
comb frames, see that they are well ventilated at the bottom, place them in Winter quarters before hard freezing,
let them remain quiet until it becomes warm and pleasant
The longest
in Spring, and not get them out too early.
time or latest period of bees being kept in cave was till the
4th of July. They were then taken out, and have done
finely.
This goes to show that bees will live a long time
I consider noise or
if kept qui^t and still in a dark place.
occasional light disastrous to bees in Winter quarters. They
will eat double the honey and bee bread, and dirty up every
part of the hive. I doubt whether bees can be wintered
successfully where there is a great amount of noise. Build
a place for your bees; it is money well laid out.
as a well cared for stock

We

^^s.

for Horses and Sheep.— A favorite and
rather new kind of mash for horses is coming into use,
composed of two quarts of oats, one of bran, and half a
The oats aie first placed in the stable
pint of flaxseed.
bucket, over which is placed the linseed; add boiling

New Food

water, then the bran, covering the mixture with an old rug
and allowing it to thus rest for five hours; then stir the
mass up. The bran absorbs while retaining the vapor, and
the linseed binds the oats and bran together. A greater
quantity of flaxseed would make the preparation too oily
and less relished. One feed per day is sufficient. It is
easily digestible, and is specially adapted to young animals,
adding to their volume rather than to their height—giving
substance to the frame. Prof. Sanson reminds us not to
overlook the food in the nourishment question in connecHe considers
tion with the amelioration of live stock.
oats, as so generally given lo sheep, as objectionable and
approaching the unprofitable. Rams generally receive one
pound of oats daily, ewes half that quantity. Oats, forming an exciting food, are especially suited for rams, but for
hastening the development of young sheep they only build

up

the bones, not the flesh.
_

< »
»

—With suitable

—

preparation and management, not only
does a healthy horse suffer no distress from trotting a moderate distance at the top of his speed, but enjoys it as highly
The match trot.er is peculiarly gifted with
driver.
as his

Kelly.

Two

oodfandt

J

November 13th. 1875:—
One Bald Eagle, Hcdiaetus cencocephalus. Presented by Mr. Abel Whit-

One Mocking

r

powers of locomotion, and

his

wonderful mechanism can

peronly be appreciated when in full operation. To most
sons a closely contested trot is a beautiful and attractive
a
spectacle, and experience proves that nothing aflords
promore delightful or harmless amusement for the people
tne
vided the superintendence and associations are ot
proper kind.

—

—

•

.

FOEEST AND STREAM.
Feeding Dogs.—We have found that but few

sports-

now

pointers

Brottghaix Cottage, Whitchurch;
Shropshire, England, October 8th,

Memphis, Tenn., November
Forest and Stream Publishing Compant:—

Food given them at such times is absoMany dogs thus fed throw up
nothing.
than
worse
lutely
the food soon after they commence to work, and then

to gratefully

taken to the field.

again,

it

their

powers of scent for several

champion
set,

The evening before the

shoot,

meat with Indian meal, and even this food
after being boiled.
A dog working
baked
if
improved
is
day after day should be fed at night as much food as he
will gorge, and then placed in comfortable quarters, not by
Some
the fire, but where he will not suffer from the cold.
years ago, while camping out in Illinois with Messrs. Samuel and Chas. Sunderland and the late Robert Gamble, we
shot full three weeks over three setters Bruce, Cone, and
Dash killing to our four guns about one hundred head of
game per day, mostly "chickens" (pinnated grouse,) with
some ducks and plover. When we made our camp at nighc
upon drawing the birds we selected the livers, gizzards and
hearts, threw them into a camp kettle, boiled them to ribbons; then stirred into the mess a large quantity of Indian
meal, which was again boiled thoroughly, and with this

boiled scraps of

—

as well as the laudable objects promoted, entitle

President.

receipt of a photograph of the splendid kennel

Newton, N. J., comprising seven
orange and white setters with black points, and one thoroughbred Irish setter. The picture was taken after the
dogs were ordered to "charge," and all are in good position.
Such a picture is of much interest to all sportsmen,
who know how difficult it is to get eight dogs in position,
and to hold them there long enough to be photographed.
It is an evidence of the wonderful skill with which Mr. M.
of Mr. Theo. Morford, of

controls his dogs.

-*

—

we fed our dogs just as much as they could gorge,
them in comfortable beds made of prairie
placed
and
grass under our "prairie schooner," and then in the morning they would get out, empty themselves, and go to work,
and at the end of our three weeks' shooting trip they were

to very

P. H. BRTSON,

A. WHEA.TLEY,

We are in

you

friends remain legion.

Secretary and Treasurer.

and then again in the

evening after the day's work is done, is the proper time to
feed, and then they should be bountifully fed with good
strong, wholesome food; and nothing is better than well

of the Tennessee State Sportsmen's Association we desire
acknowledge your munificent gift of plate, awarded to the
field dog of America.
The elegance of design, usefulness of

many thanks. May your

W.

hours.

10th, 1875.

On behalf

the

—

Cocker Spaniels. Mr. Robert Walker, of Franklin,
Delaware county, N. Y., has forwarded us photographs of
his fine cocker spaniels, Which and Nellie, both being, as
far as can be judged from a photograph, very handsome
dogs. Mr. Walker advertises a litter of puppies by these
dogs, and guarantees a pure pedigree.

food

condition for hard work.

in perfect

The Coming Chicago Show.— The Bench Show
to

of

Dogs

be held in connection with the National Poultry AssoJanuary next promises to be one of the largest

ciation in

an issue in this country.

ever yet brought to
special

The

premiums already contributed foots up very

list

largely,

is

it

A

ern sportsmen

miums

will

do the same for native

English Dogs for Sale.—Mr. T. B. Bowers, of The
Bars, Chester, England, sends us a long list of dogs he has
The list can be seen at our office, but we hardly
for sale.

warranted in publishing it except in the form of an
advertisement. There should be a limit to good nature in
these matters, and we do not feel warranted in gratuitously
advertising dogs, even if the bluest blood of Britain runs

setters.

also be given for pointers

and

Special pre-

spaniels.

in their veins.

of

estimated that thejj total value will be not less
novel feature of this exhibition will be
than $10,000.
that the exhibitors will have the privilege of choosing two
out of the three judges in each class, the Executive ComMr. Luther Adams, of Bosmittee appointing the third.
ton, gives a special prize for best English setter as a stock
dog, to be shown with not less than two of his get. Westand

-+++•

feel
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The

companies have agreed to return all stock coming
Chicago through their hands free of charge, or, in other
The following
words, to carry articles at one-half fare.
railroads have agreed to bring and return dogs free of
charge, and to return owners and attendants over the lines
by which they came for one-fifth fare: Vermont Central,
Grand Trunk Railway of Canada, Erie Railway, New York
to Buffalo, Michigan Central, Pittsburg, Fort Wayne and
Chicago, Illinois Central and branches. Chicago, Alton and
St. Louis, Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific, Chicago, Burliugton and Quincy, Chicago and Northwestern and all its
branches, and the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul.
It
will be observed that by the arrangement with the Michigan Central, Grand Trunk, and Vermont Central the association has secured reduced rates to Boston, and by the arrangement with the Michigan Central and Erie reduced
rates have been secured to New York via Buffalo.
express

—

-+*»

—Mr. Theo. Morford, of Newton, N. J., has sold his fine
orange and white setter, Trump, for the handsome price of
$200. Trump is by the famous Joe, now the property of
Mr. Shipman, of Brooklyn, out of Northrup's Dell.
•'

IRISH SETTER, KITTY.
Born in 1872. Imported in 1874 from R. LI. Purcell Llewellin,
de-la-Zouch, England, by W. Jarvis, of Claremont, N. H. Now
F. H. Bierbower, of Maysville, Ky.
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Philadelphia, Pa., November
Editor Forest and

11th, 1875.

Stream:—

written

is

written In self-defense against injustice.

In conclusion, I take this opportunity to statr I have no feelings but of
pleasure and gratification at any gentlemen here or in America breeding
dogs equal or superior to mine from the pure stock, which originally
came from me, or any crosses the result of ndmixture of blood. As for
me, I shall keep the Laverack blood pure as long as I live.
Sincerely yours,
E. Laverack.
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FISH IN SEASON

INNOVEMBER

*
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Striped Bass, Boccus Uneatus.

Weakfish, Cynoscion regalis.

SOUTHERN waters.
Pompano, Trachynotu* earolinm. Grouper. Epinephelpns vigritvs,
(two species.) Family Scicc- Tront (black bass,) CentropristU

Drum
L

8 »

J

a

SI
?8

rttdxz.

atrarhfft.

Kingfish, Jfflifidmw vebxaosus.
Striped Bass or Rockfish, Roecug
Sea Bass, Kcicenops ocellat.us
Hmatvs.
Sheepshead, Archosargw probato- Tailorfi«h, PomatrmvR saltatrix.
cephalus
Black bass, Microptems salmo'ides:
Snapper, Lutjanus caxus.
M. nigricans.
*

[Under

the

head of "Game and

Fi,sh in Sfeaxon" we can only si/eclfv in
general terms the several varieties, bemuse the laws of States
so much
that were we to attem.nl to particularize we could do' no less than pubHsh
those entire sections that relate to the kinds of game in guestion.
would require a great amount of our spare. In denanating aame we are.
guided by the laws of nature, upon which all legislation, is founded, and

wry

is

:

I reluctlantly notice the silly charge that the most successful Laveracks of late years were not bred by me, for so weak an invention of
the adversary is almost beneath contempt. That I have not always
chosen to exhibit, is certainly my own business; and that dogs of mv pure
blood have been successful, by whomsoever exhlhited, one would suppose is equally to the credit of the Laverack blood. Last year, of my
three entries at Crystal Palace, Old Dash took champion prize, Bine
Prince took second, to Hemming's' Rock 1st, (of my own blood, though
bred by Mr. Pilkington), and Cora a third prize. My Old Dash was. as
is well known, the sire of Pilkington' s Dash, whose dam, Lill, was a
Laverack. I bred both the sire (Pride) and the dam (Belle) of Mr. Dickens' Peter, whose winnings my detractor would distort into triumphs over
mel Was there ever such a lamentable or more futile exhibition of rl
diculous malice? Can it be that this pitiable rage comes alone from
envy of Pride's and Fairv's successes in America? or has it other causes
connected with the history of one or both of those dogs, than which I
herein state there are no better or purer bred in my possession, nor In
any kennel in England?
And now for the cream of Buckell' s impudence. He gives as a reason
against breeding Laveracks that "it is nearly impossible to breed them,
owing to their excessive weakness when young." A more slanderous
and gross assertion was never penned! No breed are stronger in constitution, better feeders, or more healthy. He may not know how to mate,
or breed, or rear them. But, then, how has he the assurance to sell ana
send to America dogs said to be pure Laveracks, whose progeny, if bis
charges (or confessions) are true, are worthless and cannot be reared?
Is not this peculiar? Can it be honest? I will now give my reasons for
writing this lengthv letter. They are:
To correct misstatements made to annoy at so great a distance an old
sportsman, who prudently, as the record shows, preferred to claim and
recover his own.
To expose an unworthy attempt to detract from the merits of Mr.

to

.

life

who

currence

\*\

to

w.

again or compensate his owner for his loss,
we trust that Mr. Brooks will spare no effort in fixing the
blame of this outrage where it belongs. In this instance
intiit probably does not rest with the baggage master, as
mated by our correspondent, but with the express messen"Biz" to

-+2.

OS

CO
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Of Pride of the Border, Buckell sneeringly says: "In this country he
never won a prize, though often exhibited." It is true Pride was exhibited twice— nevermore; and everyone knows the prejudice here against
liver color. But I have seen as good and as handsome livers as any, ani
if a dog has a good formation, working properties, and pedigree, I should
never object to color. As a stud dog he is invaluable; his stock in England are inferior to none. Blue Prince, his son, is a wonderful worker,
both on grouse and partridge. Mr. Daintry Hollin's Silk, the most powerful setter I know, is a daughter of Pride's, and his Tory is a son, both
out of Dickens' Belle. Peter, referred to in B.'s article, is also by Pride.
Gentlemen who have shot over him in Scotland—Messrs. Arkcoll, Maidstone, Kent; Ellis, the Court Lodge, Yalding, Kent: Robins, 55 Nile
street, Sunderland; Dickens, owner of Belle (dam of Peter); and Murray, at Port Mahomack, Tarbetness, and my keeper, Sunderland— can all
These gentlemen's testimony is
testify to Pride's merits in the field.
certainly of far more weight than a man's in Buckell' s position, and the
moiives which catise him to traduce an animal of which he knows nothing, except his success in America, are too transparent to deceive. Envy
and jealousy can go no further.

the character of my breed of setters a<rain?t a wholly unand unprovoked attack, made by way of a distant country; and
To place the plain facts before the American public, satisfied that their
verdict will do me justice.
Please distinctly understand that I have no dogs for sale, and nothing
herein is set forth intended to eulogize any I may have. What I have

rVI

but a few weeks since we
printed a letter from that ardent sportsman, Mr. David
Brooks, of Philadelphia, descriptive of his recent shooting
trip on the prairies, and his eulogistic account of the admirable working of his celebrated setter, Bismarck, was
readily understood and appreciated by all who knowr of the
excellent qualities of that paiagon of dogs. It is with pain
that we now record the death of poor "Biz," and the ignoble manner of his taking off, ignominiously smothered to
death in a crowded and illy ventilated express car, will excite the indignation and the sympathy of every sportsman.
Although no amount of pecuniary damages will bring poor

hibit her.

called for

s

It is

}

To defend

a

a

i

—

5.
1875.

Editor Forest akd Stream:—
On my return from my shooting quarters—Tarbetness In Tain, Rossshlre, Scotland—I read in your columns an article signed G. T. Teasdale Buckell, who acts in the capacity of trainer, breaker, and salesman
for Mr. Llewellin. But for the reasons hereinafter given I should treat
this writer's article as I shall treat everything emanating from that
source— with the same silent indifference with which his similar attacks
have been regarded by me in England
In this communication, dated August 28th, 1875, it is stated that Fairy,
when the property of Mr. Llewellin, wen, etc. I here most positivelystate that Fairy never was out and out the bona, fide property of Mr. Llewellin, and I still retain letters of the latter to prove this assertion. He
was repeatedly told, both personally and in writing, that I would not sell
for any money either Fairy, or her brother, Pedigree, which dogs, when
youngsters, I loaned to him conditionally. In one or his letters he asks
if Fairy might be called his, for trials, in reality mine for breeding purposes. He did exhibit her at a Welch show where, I believe, she took
This was
first prize, and also at Birmingham, where she took second.
done without consulting me, and I wrote him that he had no right to ex-

Raymond's dog.

J-ir*
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Death of Bismarck.

IN AMERICA.

MR. LAVERACK'S REPLT.

in this country:

men give proper attention to the feeding of their dogs. It
to give them food just before they are
is altogether wrong

from

LAVERACKS

was not photographed as we had requested. We can inform the possessor that the dogs are all portraits, and comprise some of the best representatives of both setters and

%t MmntL

detracts

220

North Wales Dog Show,

1873.
*2d prize,
t2d prize, Crystal Palace, 1873, 2d prize, Birmingham, 1873; and 1st
prize for setters in braces with Sampson, at Lincolnshire Field Trials,

in 18; 4, beating the celebrated Ranger and Lucy.
list, prize, Caledonian Gamekeeper's Dog Show, Glasgow, 1874; 2d
prize, Crystal Palace, 1874; 2d prize, Birmingham, 1874; 1st prize, Crystal Palace, 1875.
<rw ,
§lst prize, North Wales Dog Show, 1873.

TMs

our readers would do well

to provide themselves with the laws of their respscttve States for constant reference.
Otherwise, our attempts to assis
them will only create confusion.']

'

The sportsmen of the United States will be pained to hear of the
death of Mr. David Brooks celebrated setter, Bismarck. Poor Biz! with
a very promising young bitch, was shipped lrom State Centre, Iowa, byAdams Espress, both boxed securely. On the arrival of the dogs at
Philadelphia they were found smothered in the box, and entirely covered with Turkeys and chickens, many of which were also suffocated.
The car was insufferably hot, and without ventilation, illustrating the
gross carelessness of many baggage masters having live stock in charge.
Mr. Brooks certainly has the sympathy of the sporting community.
1

Homo.

.

2d prize, Birmingham, 1873.
IDog Shows --1st prize, Boston, 1870; 2d prize, Crystal Palace, 1870;
1st prize North Wales, 1872. and champion enp for the best setter in
the show'; champion cup, North Wales, 1873. Field Trials— Shrewsbury 1870 2d prize; Shrewsbury stakes; Vaynol, 1870, 1st prize for setters •' Vaynol, 1871, 1st prize in the Borough stakes; Vaynol, 18? 1, 1st
prize with Countess in the Bodfel stakes; Southampton, 1871, divided 2d
prize with Shot in the Hampshire stakes; Vaynol, 1872, 2d prize with his
son Marvel in the Bodfel stakes.
**2d prize, Birmiugham, 1868; breeder, Hon. D. Plunket.
tt2d prize, Islington, 1863; 1st prize, Islington, 1864; 1st prize, CreII

1864; champion cup, Birmingham, 1864.
Wist prize, Birmingham, 1862; 1st prize, Islington, 1863; breeder, Hon.
D. Plunket.
§§This dog was sold at Dycer*s at auction, for £73 10s.

mome,

The Late Memphis Field Trials.

— We are

in receipt

of the following letter relating to the service of plate pre-

sented

meeting of the Tennessee
We have designed puban engraving of the plate, which comprised pitcher,
and goblets, but through an omission ,the service

by

this

paper

at the late

State Sportsmen's Association.
lishing
salver,

All sportsmen interested in the breeding of the red Irish
country in purity, will be pleased to
learn that we have it in all its perfection on this side of
setter, so rare in this

the Atlantic.

Fish in Market.—The supply during the week has
been fair, although we note a falling off In variety. The
smacks have followed the bluefish south, and below Norfolk they are taking fine large fish weighing from eight
to
twelve pounds in abundance; price 12^ cents per pound.
Some fine hauls of stripped bass have been taken on the
Long Island coast during the week, one man taking 1,000
pounds at one haul; they retail for 20 to 25 cents. Green
smelts from Maine are very abundant, and have sold as low
as 15 cents, although the larger fish bring 20 cents
per
pound; salmon, frozen, are worth 50 cents; mackerel, one
catch coming from Newport, bring 25 cents each;
white
perch, 18 cents per pound; Spanish mackerel,
frozen, 50
cents; torn-cods, 10 cents; halibut, 20 cents;
haddock,' 16
cents; codfish, 10 cents; blackfish, 10 cents;
floundersT!©

—

»

FOREST AND STREAM.

230
cents; eels, 18 cents sheepshead,frozen, 25 cents; whitefish,
18 cents; pickerel, 15 cents; salmon trout, 18 cents; hard
shell crabs, $5. per 100; scollops, $1. per gallon; lobsters,
(Boston), 10 cents per pound; green turtle, from Key West,
20 cents; terrapin, from Savannah, $12. per dozen.
;

Bluefish off the Capes.— On the 29th

It is probable that the size of fish is diminishing in England, as in the United States, and from the same causes, the

constantly increasing

of anglers,

and the increasing
fishing out of sea-

ten
are

—

—

— The

anglers of the Susquehanna have given up bass
fishing for the season.
plenty of small fry are observed
in the river.
During this season a few fish weighing three

A

and a half

to four

pounds have been taken.

—

Some of the Bridgeliampton fishermen have had extraordinary luck recently. One night last week Lawrence
Jennings caught, with a seine, at the inlet to Mecox Bay,
between 400 and 500 dozen eels. Daring the week he caught
about 900 dozen. Luther Burnett caught in the ocean, opposite the same inlet, on the morning of November 2nd,
4,000 pounds of striped bass.
that

is,

of blackfish.

—A

cuttle fish or octopus, measuring eighteen inches
across and three feet in length was caught at St. Augustine,

a few days since.

angling

by no means confined

male
For instance, Lady Dufferin, wife of the Govsex.
ernor-General of Canada, is one of the most successful and
expert salmon anglers known. We recall to mind another
lady, the wife of a prominent lawyer in Washington city,
who keeps always on hand a fishing suit, even to the boots.
Wherever she goes, in the season, she carries with her rods,
manufactures her own artificial flies, and will
lines, &c.
talk "fish" from morning till night; she has most entertainin

is

to the

;

ing reminiscences to relate of her exploits in the Adirondacks and the interior of Pennsylvania. She is a nieee of
Daniel Webster, and has all the enthusiastic delight in fishDid our angling
ing, rpossessed by her illustrious relative.
friends ever read Curtis' Life of Webster? He, Webster,
had been selected to deliver the oration on the occasion of
the laying of the corner stone of the Bunker Hill Monument. Just previous to its delivery he had gone on a fishing excursion to the coast of New Hampshire. By a single
throw of his line he caught two immense fish at the same
instant.
Just at the time he was conning over his oration,
and addressing the fish he exclaimed: "venerable men (the
Revolutionary soldiers presumed to be present) you have
come down to us from a past generation."

The Oregon Salmon Fisheries.— Some

idea

of

the

magnitude of the fisheries on the Columbia River can be
obtained from the fact that during the past season of three
months 350,000 cases of canned salmon, each containing
forty-eight pounds were prepared for market, the aggregate value of which is nearly $2,000,000. The men employed in catching the fish received from twenty to twentyfive cents each salmon, some of them last season earning
during the season $1,500. About 10,000 were caught, for
which over $200,000 were paid. A considerable number
of salmon are also prepared in other way& for the market
salted, smoked and dried— probably one-third as many
more. The salmon fisheries were first established on the
Columbia in 1851, and are increasing every year. The oil
of the fish is utilized at some of the fisheries, and sold for
The profit to the packers last
railroad and other purposes.
season amounted to $1 per case, one establishment putting

up 40,000 cases.
Comparative Size of Trout in Europe and America.

—The river,

or yellow trout of Europe, Balmo fario, seems
Larger specimens are
to vary in size in different waters.
taken in the Thames than elsewhere; those of five and six

be common; eight or ten pound fish are
occasionally reported in the sporting papers, and that
trout weighing as much as fifteen or eighteen pounds have
been killed in that river, is a well established fact. These
large trout are in England usually killed with a minnow upon
trolling tackle. In other English rivers the trout seldom go
over seven pounds, and in Scotland,to judge from the reports
of fisheries in the "Field," they will probably not average more than three or four ounces. Of course large fish
are sometimes taken. Stoddart, in "The Angler's Companion," mentions one taken in the Don, 1853, which
weighed eleven pounds; in the Tweed, 1850, seven pounds;
in the Til), 1849, seven and a half pounds; Teviot, 1848,
The Leet, tributary of the Tweed,
six and a half pounds.
Stoddart says, has the largest trout that he is acquainted
with, and in 1841 he took there with the fly, twenty-six
trout that weighed twenty-nine pounds; in 1846, fortyone trout, twelve of which weighed a pound each, and one
of three pounds. Professor Wilson (a great angler) killed
in Rutherford water, with minnow, eighteen trout, of one
and half pounds each, and as many of one pound, but

pounds appear

to

these trout are evidently considered
of extraordinary size.

the

under four pounds.
It was asserted by H.

W. Herbert, the first writer who
our game fishes, that the American
brook trout, Salmo foniinalis, was much smaller than the
European species, but Herbert was familiar only with the
well fished streams of New York and New England. Since
his day, the Rangely Lakes and Moosehead waters have
been opened to the angler, where, according to Wm. C.
Prime, trout of seven, eight, ten and even eleven pounds
have been taken; Lake Superior, in the South shore
streams, of which trout of four to six pounds are taken
every year; on the north shore of this lake they sfYe
found still larger; in the Nepigon, a day's catch of sixty
trout has averaged three pounds; five, six and seven
pounders are common, and Forest and Stream reports a
true speckled trout of seventeen pounds weight killed in
treated at length of

[

—A

Florida correspondent of the Atlanta, Ga. Herald
an interesting communication regarding
Florida fisheries, says:— "The best fishermen in
Florida
are the pelicans and ospreys.
pelican consumes about
a peck of fish a day. They flock about the straits and
inlets by thousands.
Supposing there are 2,000,000 pelicans
in Florida— and there are certainly more than that—
thev
would eat 500,000 bushels of fish each day, or 182,500 000
bushels per year. The millions upon millions of white and
blue cranes, herons, curlews, gulls, fishhawks, kingfishers
and other water fowl, devour thousands of bushels of fish
every twenty- four hours. An experienced cracker estimated that 700,000 bushels of fish a day are required to
feed the birds of Florida alone. This would make 225 500,000 bushels each year. Add to this the billions of fish
swallowed by sharks, bass and others, and the sum total
will reach nearly 2,000,000,000 bushels, destroyed by
feathered and finny fishermen on the peninsula in twelve
months. At first glance these figures appear enormous
but let any man make his own estimate, and carefullv
figure it up, and he will find them under, instead of over.''

A

—
All communications
later

large trout have been taken.
In the head waters of the
Platte and in Lake Tahoe up to ten and twelve pounds,
as we have been informed, but it is possible that these
were a different species from 8. fontinalis; perhaps 8.

from

*

and friends slwuld

Secretaries

than Monday in each week.
4

be mailed no

„

HIGH WATER. FOR THE WEEK.

these waters, a size fully equal to the largest Thames trout.
About 1847, a brook trout was taken "at the Sault Ste.
Marie, by an Indian, which weighed eight pounds. It

was brought to Major Kingsbury, commanding at the Fort,
from whom the writer had the statement.
In the lakes and streams of the Rocky Mountains, very

,

in the course of

Date.

Boston.
H.

Nov. 18
Nov. 19
Nov. 20
Nov. 21
Nov. 22
Nov. 23..
Nov. 24

3

4
5
6

8
8
9

,

M.
53
52
48
42
34
19

5

New
H.

eve.
1

2

3
4
5
5

York. Charleston.
M.
89
31
33
28
19
3
50

h.

U

at.

1

53
52
48

2
3

42
34

4

19

5

5

eve.

Lewisii.

London black fishermen report brilliant catches;

— Skill

The largest trout taken in the Thames in 1875, weighed
pounds— others of nine, eight, seven, six and and five,
reported.
The whole number taken in this river for
season being fifty-seven fish, a large proportion of them

son.

says the

ult.,

number

demand, which encourages poaching and

Lewes, Delaware, Light, the bluefish were again chasing
and devouring the moss bunkers, and thousands in their
efforts to escape the ravages of "the bluefish ran high and
dry on the beach. Near the little light-house on the cape
where the high tides overflow into the valley, several thousand bushels sought refuge, but were even followed over
the flats by their formidable enemies, and many of the latter were caught on the flat sands, where the water was but
a few inches deep. After the tide fell off, these fish were
left to die, and many of them were hauled off into the
country by the farmers, who use them as a fertilizer. It
is somewhat singular that these fish should make their appearance here in the manner stated just at this season
this year and last
while nothing like it was ever seen or
heard of before, at least along the coast.

—New

—

by the writer

as being

There is a river in Canada called the Nouvelle, which
flows into the Bay of Canada, where the trout appear to
be all large. The writer, in 1871, killed there one evening
with the fly, a string of trout, fifteen in number, which
weighed thirty-seven and a half pounds, none of them less
than two pounds.
A late Boston paper reports the capture of a brook trout
in the Adirondack waters last Summer which weighed over
seven pounds. Such a fish as this was not supposed to exist in those
much vexed waters, except, perhaps in the
Rev. Mr. Murray's romances. Perhaps the big trout there,
as in the Thames, are so thoroughly educated as to-be
proof against the wiles of common anglers, and only succumb to the most skillful, under peculiar conditions, which

seldom occur.
g. c. C.
The Fisheries.— There have been G9 arrivals of the
fleet the past week as follows: 20 from Georges, 25 from
the Banks, 9 from the Bay, and 15 from off shore.
The
receipts are 160,000 pounds Georges codfish; 20,000 pounds
Georges halibut; 1,160,000 pounds Bank codfish; 1,500
barrels Bay mackerel and 2,000 barrels of shore mackerel.
The mackerel fleet are hauling up, the business being about
over for the season.

now

The Newfoundland herring

business

attention.
Some thirty-five of the
staunchest vessels in the fleet will engage therein and be
ready to start about the last of the month in season to supply the early Georges fleet with bait.— Gape Ann Advertiser,
•
Nov. 5th.

will

engage

—

The following is a list of bass caught by
nans, at Newport, during the season of 1875:

Thomas WiI

Bass, Weight of each Bass in pounds.

Date.

July 14...
July 30...
July 31,..

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug,
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

|

5
15
9

15
9

16, 20

3...
5...
6...
19...
6...
8...
9 ..
17 ..
20...
25..

and 42

78

13
4

13
15
188
7
205
124
17
270
*5

and

11
36, 31,

54,

23,

16,

and

13

10...

7
42, 34, 29, 29, 25, 25,
56,^22, 20 and 26
17

and

21,...

49, 47, 40, 39, 35, 30,

and

30....

25

Totel

9H

37

Average weight,

Tot weight
each Day.

2(5£

pounds.

Br THOMAS WHISTLE B, AT NEWPORT, SEASON OF

BASS CAUGHT

1875,

wah't
jBasp Weight of Bass caught each Day! each Day.
jTot'l

Date.

June

11

5

July
July
July
July
July

12
15
23
24

30
4
30

31

20

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
An?.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
17
19
20
21
27
28
29

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

1

5

30
4

31, 27,

and

30
83
20
38

35.

12
4
40, 40, 37, 19, 19,

and

23....

178
7
18

7
18
9,

4,

3,

14, 6, 4,

and 4
43, and 3

20
34
36

36
4

4
36
96
28

36
35, 32,

and 29

16and

12

1

4

n

4
17

18
4
17

,

4
5
6

7
8
9

27, 25, 15 and 5
51, 43, 41, 37 and 35.
50, 41, 41, and 41...

49, 23, 17, 13

31

13,

and

231
81
101
8
109
61
37
10
72
207
173

10..

53

and

7.

and 30

37
10

6 and 3
33....

9

33
26
50
37
3
16
7
25
10

26
50
37..

4
7
g
10

been

to yacht

cups.
To obviate the difficulty arising from a variety of
racing rules, an association has been formed to be known
as the Yacht Racing Association, with the object of putting yacht racing in somewhat the same position as horse
racing, by forming an association which should elect a
committee whose operations would be similar in nature to
those of the committee of the Jockey Club. The duties
of this committee will consist in deciding disputed points,
in codifying existing yacht racing rules and to make such
alterations and modifications as they may deem desirable,
and to classify yachts for racing. The association now
numbers over one hundred members, including the owners
of all the best known racing yachts.
The advantages of
this new arrangement are that a universal system of measurement and rules will be adopted, and by which all
yacht matches will be governed. The penalty for sailing
in any regatta where these regulations are not in force is
to be expulsion, and the question arises, What will English yachts do when they come to this country?
Probably
their sailing under our rules will be overlooked.
It is anticipated that every yacht race sailed in British waters during 1876 will be governed by the new rules, and perfect
harmony be the result of the new departure.

A Book

for Young Yachtsmen.

— There

is

nothing in

which would better fill a long needed want
than some intelligible bock on the construction, ligging,
aud sailing of yachts and small boats. There are several
English works on the subject such, for instance, as "Vanderdecken's Yacht Sailor"— but the methods of building
and rigging are so different to those pertaining to this
country that the book is valueless to our young yachtsmen.

the literary line

—

We

are in constant receipt of inquiries on this subject, and
will hail with pleasure the appearance of some handy little

volume which

will describe in plain language the whole

mode of building, rigging, sail-making, and navigation.
Rowing in England. —A rowing match for £200 a side
and the championship of the Thames occurred on

that

river on the 15th inst. The contestants were Joseph H.
Sadler, of London, the present holder of the championship, and R. W. Boyd, of Gateshead, Durham. The course
was the usual one, from Putney to Mortlake, a distance of
about four miles and a quarter. The race was won by SadConsiderable importance was attached in aquatic cirler.
cles to the race and the surroundings, as, whether defeated
or victorious, Sadler had announced that he would never

go into training again. Sadler, the winner, is thirty-six
years of age, stands five feet ten inches in height, and
weighs 160 pounds. He rowed in this country in 1870. He
has defeated all comers for the championship of England
since 1870.
Boyd is twenty years of age, stands five feet
nine inches high, and scaled, when he stepped into his
boat, 158 pounds. Boyd recently beat Sadler in a mile race
for £200 on the Tyne, after an obstinate struggle, by threequarters of a length in 6 minutes 10^- seconds. With his
partner, Henry Lumsden, he also won the pair-oared championship of England.

6

17
20

3

annoyance

owners, by the different regulations regarding measurement
existing with various clubs, and which has led during the
past season to unpleasant results; in one case, at least, the
dispute being carried into court. The number of yacht
clubs with and without the prefix of "royal" in the empire is enormous, and it is the custom among owners of
racing cutters to cruise from one port to another during
the regatta season and enter their vessels for the various
little

4
60, 48, 35, 31, 13, 21,
52, 20 and 9

",6,8, and

21

caused in England, and no

8
4

10
12
13
34
15
16

25
27
29
30

Yachting in England.— Much confusion has

3
11

and

5..

9

and
5 and 5
5, 6

Total...

Average weight, 21 pounds..

4

i

2,056

—

«

Yale —In

the last

game

of base ball in the series for the

championship between the Juniors and Sophomores, the
former were victorious by a score of 8 to 13.
The crew which is to represent the college in the regatta
of 1876 has been chosen, and have commenced gymnasium
work in earnest. Three of the men pulled in last years
regatta, and two were in the Freshmen crew of 1874
In the foot ball match with Rutgers, on last Saturday
week, Rutgers won the first goal after a struggle lasting
four
one hour and twenty-eight minutes. Yale won the
following goals and the game.

A

Hahvaed.— rifle club, composed of undergraduates,
bewill be formed this Winter, and target practice will be
tar
not
secured
range
been
in
the
Spring.
has
gun early
Uie
from the Square, and all obstacles to the formation of
club are now removed,

A

FOREST AND STREAM.
tlie University crew are at present
The men
in pair oars by Mr. Loring, '69.
coached
bein«three evenings in the week, but the captain
run four miles
Fresh Pond, around
expects them soon to begin to run to
back to the Square, a distance of six miles.
the pond, and
stationary seats is being prepared for the crew,
A. boat with
to keep them on the river until the
Sid the captain intends
closes the channel, which will probably not occur be-

The candidates for

ice

fore Christmas.
at

of football was played on
A very spirited gamepicked
fifteen of Yale, in

New Haven with

Saturday

making four goals and four touchvard was victorious,
downs, Yale making neither goal or touch-down.
Princeton. The foot ball twenty of Columbia played
twenty on the 12th. The result was a victhe University
by a score of 6 goals to 2. Columbia
tory for Princeton
won the first and fourth goals. The playing of Lyman,
Weeks, Price, Webb, and Train, of Columbia, was espethe Princeton side those who distinguished
cially good. On

—

themselves were Denny, Co wart, Whittlesey, Mann, Woods,
and Parmley, the renowned '"Princeton
Scott, Ridgelev,
Our twenty will probably play in
giant'' of last Summer.

York next Saturday against Columbia, though defiLounger.
arrangements have not yet been made.

the Beecher-Tilton trial, has written a book entitled "A Woman in the
Case," which Carleton <fe Co. will publish this week, with a portrait of
the author, photographed by Bierstadt.

Julie P. Smith's

which was

won

in 5:18,

and the standing high jump

k feet.

—

follows: —
the various events were as
One hundred yards dash — Fourteen

entries,

First.

Time, 10£

L. Geyelin, '77.
'Second. Standing

bvH.

jump— Three

won

sec.

entries,

won by H.

L.
Distance, 9 ft. 6 in.
Third. Throwing the hammer, weight 9 pounds— Pour
Distance, 77 ft.
entries, won by H. L. Willoughby, '77.

"WiHoughby.

8iin.
Fourth. Three-mile

Law,

—Five

Time, 27 min. 33

'77.

Fifth.

walk

Running high

entries,

entries,

Height, 4 ft. 6 in.
Sixth. Throwing base ball- Five entries,
Andrews, '76. Distance, 345 ft. 4 in.

Bond,

won by

Ernest

won by

Running long jump

— Three entries, won by H.

'77.

—

—

son, '76,

and L. H.

W. Walsh,

'79.

Iktmnul Uptimes.

—

Base Ball Notes. The amateurs took advantage of
the fine, weather on Saturday last to play a match at Prospect Park, at which over a thousand people were gratified
spectators, the fielding, as a general thing, being first class.
The contestants were leading amateurs of Brooklyn, who
played uuder the title of the "old Nassaus and Anatees,"
the former winning in a full nine innings game by 8 to 2.
•"On Saturday the Nassau team will play the Chelseas, and
a good game is expected, provided the weather i3 favorable.
The Lowell club have been declared amateur champions
of Massachusetts, and the Olympics, of Paterson, have

been awarded the champion flag of New Jersey.
:
The professional clubs are requested to send in their
championship tables to Mr. Bulkley, of the Hartford club,
so as to enable the committee to award the pennant.
S At the Professional Convention, in March next, only one
club will be allowed to enter for the pennant from each
also

:

..feity.

The Billiard Tournament.— On last Monday TamHall was largely attended by a very respectable asserahlage of ladies and gentlemen, the occasion being the
apening night of the second grand tournament at the

,;:niany

I

"The

entitled

French three ball game.

is

is

&

Co. will publish

the spicy

title

it.

by W. P.

given

The

contestants include those
noted experts— Daly, Gamier, the Dion brothers, Rudolph,
'Slosson, and a "colt" named Sexton, who is a new candidate for billiard fame.
The prizes amount to $3,500, of
which $3,000 were given for the purpose by Mr. Lorillard,
;jand $500 by Delaney, the billiard manufacturer, Gamier
^having the tourney in charge.
Games will be played after(JJnoon and evening until the23d instant.
The first contestants to enter the lists were the Dion brothers, and after an
ordinarily played game Cyrille defeated his brother Joseph
by a score of 300 to 235, Cyrille's average being ten, and
best run 43; Joe's best run was forty-eight.
The next
((competitors were Daly and Rudolph, and, though the game
was close up to the seventeenth inning, in the nineteenth
virtually won by a splendid run of 124, he finally
liPoming in victor by 300 to 125, it being the worst defeat
l|mudolph has sustained in a billiard tournament.
On Tuesji-uay Sexton
and Slosson entered the lists, but our paper
went to press before any result was arrived at.
The ar/ rangements of the tournament are. excellent, and some very
/ nne
play is likely to mark the contests.
i Bicycling. We published recently an account of a long
nue on a bicycle, or velocipede, made by a gentleman in
Ohio, and which wa's unquestionably the best on record
in
-~ country.
This pastime, which appears to have been
f
put short lived with us, has taken firm hold across the
water, and apparently ranks next to boating among
ath^tetic sports.
Since we noticed the event alluded to, Mr. J.
^•K-eene, in a match at the Lillie Bridge grounds, near
Lon•imn, has covered ten miles in the unprecedented time of
/nirty-three minutes, thirty-five seconds and a half.
Some
junie since Lieutenant Zubowitz, of
the Austrian army,
'iPjle his mare Ceradoc from Vienna to Paris, a distance of
ijpwj miles, in fourteen days, which
was considered— very
Uu Justly, we
think— a remarkable feat.
few weeks since
^e Mr. Laumaille rode a bicycle over the same ground,
only reversing
the route, in twelve days and four hours,
f;Oyer horrible roads, tough and knee
deep in places with
fewua. Not to be outdone, Mr. Stanton, the
English long
!

;

i

J;

WM
ii>

fMy

—

|

ji;

A

&

about to publish, with Carleton

Ne w

Co., a novel,

Miller of Silcot Mill.

Peterson's Detector.

This excellent publication, of

incalculable advantage to every one in business, is even
the present time than it has been in the past, and insures

ing counterfeit money.
copy, free.

Price

only $1.50 a year.

more
all

Send

perfect at
against tak-

for a sample

As there is a great furore now about Old Coins, we
would advise all to get a copy of "Peterson's Coin Book," containing
perfect fac similie impressions of the coins of the world. It will be sent
Bros.,
by mail, postage paid, on receipt of $1. ByT. B. Peterson

&

Philadelphia, Pa.
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won by H. W.

—

>

Orleans society belle,

Jas.

Distance, 17 ft. 10 in.
Three entries, won by A. W. BidEighth. Hurdle race
Time, 15£ sec.
die, medical department.
Two entries, won
Ninth. Running hop, step and jump
Distance, 37 ft.
hy H. L. Willoughby.
Four entries, won by
Tenth. One mile running race
Time, 5 min. 42 sec.
Addinell Hewson, Jr., '76.
Geyelin's time in the 100 j^ards dash was half a second
less than that made at Saratoga in the inter-collegiate conJuly last. The following gentlemen were the
tests of
judges:— C. P. Blight, '76; G. P. Philler, '77; J. C. PatterTimekeepers, W. H. Patterson, '78; L. H. Walsh, '79.

Willoughby,

Carleton

West India Pickles

'77.

Seventh.
L.

is

Talboys to a humorous book, in the press of Carleton & Co., being the
diary of a yacht cruise last Winter among the West India Islands

sec.

jump— Three

and Farming,"

Mrs. Marie Darlington Deslqude, a well-known

The Athletic AssociaUniversity op Pennsylvania
held its semi- annual contests on the
tion of this college
grounds of the North Philadelphia Base Ball Club, at Oak
Lane Station, on the 6th insfc. The entries and winners for
.

novel, "Courting

"Betsey and I are Out" had such marvelous success that
is now printing an illustrated book for young people entitled

"Little Folks Letters."

of

new

in the press of Carleton & Co. The other books by this author, including "Widow Goldsmith's Daughter," etc., have sold to the extent of
nearly 40,000 copies.

nite

run,

i

?

Miss Bessie Turner, so famous as the piquant witness in

the author

j

;

ANNOUNCEMENTS.

Jjew

Amherst.— The "Aggies" devoted two afternoons to athThe best figures were those for the mile
letics recently.

,

distance champion, commenced a fortnight since to cover
the same distance, but in seven days. On the first day he
rode, including stoppages, 100 miles and 1,200 yards between 6:20 A. M. and 5 P.M., and in three days (since
which time we have no report) he had covered, between
nearly the same hours, 296 miles. This riding, however,
was being done on a prepared path, not on the road. The
feat, if accomplished, will certainly be a remarkable instance of endurance.

which Har-

a
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JVo Notice

Taken* of Anonymous Communications.

W. M. F., Newport.— See Wingate's Manual, or the rules of the
teur Eifle Club.

Ama-

Hbnrt Yingling, Hanover.- -You had better write to Livingston
Stone, Charlestown, N. H., for information about your black bass pond.
Lymak, Boston.— For full information about Currituck, address either
Andrew Po»veli, 31 Park Row, "New York, or George II. Wild, Red Bank,

New Jersey.
Carter.— Will you kindly inform me which work is the best, or a
good one, on the birds of North America, both game ana song? Ans.
Baird, Brewer and Ridgway.
S., Pousihkeepsie.—Is not the snaring of pheasants in violation of
law? Ans. Yes; in this State. In Massachusetts aud Connecticut oae
can snare on his own premises at certain seasons.
J. N. R.— Where can I obtain the oar-locks, such as are used on the
Adirondack or Long Lake boats; they are cast, I believe? Ans. Of Peck

&

Snyder, No. 126 Nassau street, this city.

E., Hartford, Conn.— We do not know of any arm yet filling the requirements you ask for. We have urged makers to manufacture them,
but heretofore without success. It could, however, be readily made for
yon.
J. W., New York. You do not state the distances atwhichthe shoot-

H.

—

ing was made. Conlin's targets are the exact reductions of the Creedmoor ones, and their size is calculated according to proportionate distances.

P. H. R., New York.— Please inform me in your nest issue to whom I
have to apply in regard to the next Bench Show in Brooklyn? I have a
dachshund which I wouid like to exhibit. Ans. Mr. Thomas Smith,
Stony Brook, L. I.
Constant Reader.—You will confer a favor by informing me where
there is shooting of any kind within a distance of twenty miles of New
York? Ans. We will leave it to any of our readers if this "Constant
Reader" is what he represents himself to be.
Morewet, Bridgeport.— Can you inform me if the Cape Ann oilcloth
suits are made to measure, and where they can be ordered, and oblige?
Ans. Address L. Ennis, Nos. 116 and 117 South street, this ctty; or
Bennett & Marr, Gloucester, Mass.

L. W. F., Mid die town.— Could satisfactory results be obtained by
breaking a pup on partridge in locations where quail are not abundant?
Ans. Yes; a dog well broken on ruffed grouse (partridges) would surely
be a good quail dog.
H. F., New York.—A 22 calibre rifle should shoot exceedingly close at
the range you mention. Weight of projectile and proportionate charge
of powder at the distance you state give almost a straight trajectory, theConsult the scores made at Conlin's gallery.
oretically.
E. B. C, Beverly, Mass.— 1. Would you prefer an English gun costing $180, to an American gun costing the same? 2. Is the 10 bore better for general shooting than 12 bore? Ans. It would depend upon who
prefer 12 gauge for upland
made the gun and the style of it. 2.

We

shooting.

Quid Melius, New York. - 1. Would you

advise

me to buy a

$100 En-

glish gun, in preference to a $75 American gun? 2. Would a $100 Amercan gun be as good as a $100 English gun. Ans. 1. Yes. 2. You could
probably buy a second-hand English gun for that price which would suit

you better.

Oregon Inquirers.— Correspondents inquiring about

the hunting and

fishing of Oregon, and the class of animals indigenous to the region, are
referred to the long series of exhaustive papers on the zoology of that
country, which appeared in our editions of 1874, over the "pen" name of

"Mortimer Kerry."
J. E., New Bedford.—Will you give m? tha address of some parties
that are owners of the best fox hounds in the country— dogs that have
the best nose, most endurance and good speed? I want the very best
chat can be got— dogs that will follow a fox, but not hares and rabbits.
Ana. Address Peter Knox, Newton, Sussex county, N. J,
J. L. S., Hamorton, Pa.— Can you recommend to me a reliable and good
party in New York city to whom I could ship canvas back and other
ducks from Norfolk this Winter? I think of going near there to remain
through the duck season, and want to learn of a party from whom I can
get regular returns.

Ans. Messrs. E.

&

A. Robbius, Fulton Market,

this city

A. H., New York.— Where, near New York, can I find good duck
shooting for the 25th? Is Babylon, L. L, a good place? Are there any
f
boats to hire, and is there any ho el or farm house where a party of four
or five could stop all night? Ans. Babylon is a fair place, and you will
find every convenience there; or go on a little further to Sayville. Go to
Ike Bedell's and inquire for Capt. Ed. Danes.

H. H. R., Rockford, 111.—I wish to know if the water that is carried
through cast iron pipes, if it is continually changing, would do to use
for a trout pond? We have the Holly Water Works here, and if the
water can be used I wish to start a pond, as I have a good location for

one. Who can give me the necessary information and fry for this? Ans.
Address T. B. Ferguson, 192 North Charles street, Baltimore, or Thompson & Tagg, New Hope, Bucks county, Pa.
Secretary Luzerne Co. Sportsmen's Cltjr, Wilkesbarre, Pa.
Will you inform us where we can buy live quail (bob whites), also live
pinnated grouse (prairie chickens)? We desire to stock certain portions
of our county with these birds, and do not know where we can procure
them. Ans. From Kaiser & Co., 10 Ohio street, Sedalia, Mo. ; have
both quail and pinnated grouse. Live birds can often be bought, of
Whiteley & Morris, Washington Market, between Barclay and Vesey
Price about $4 per dozen.
streets, this city.
G. H., W., Cornwall, Ont.— What will it cost to have the choke bore
barrels maae for my gun such as you mention? My barrels are too thin
to bore over; also, do you think a pair of 10 gauge barrels could be fitted
to it, the gauge being now No. 12? An ordinary quality of barrels would
suit me well enongh, so long as they would stand 31- drachms of strong
ritle powder.
I think the decarbonized steel would do as well as any.
Ans. A good pair of choke bored barrels of 12 gauge can be fitted to
your stock for $25, with which you could use 8J- or 4 drachms of the
best powder.

Gerry/, New York.— Will you pleaee inform me where I can go duck
shooting on Thanksgiving, some place within twenty-five or thirty miles
of this city, so that I conld leave on a late train the evening before;
where to stop, the name of some gunner I might write to to meet me
who would furnish boat, decoys, etc. What is about the usual price
paid to a gunner for the day ? Ans. Write to W. E. Lane, Good Ground,
L. I., or Capt. Ed. Dane, Sayville, L. I. Both have decoys, etc; charge
for same and batteries from $5 to $6 per day. We know of no place
nearer.
S., New Haven, Ct.— Please inform me what locality in the South to
go to for the best duck shooting— canvas back and other ducks. I should
want to find some place where the shooting ground is not all leased or
bought up, and where I could shoot in a sportsmanlike manner and not
be molested. What should you consider a fair average of a day's sport
in the locality you may name? Ans. If you do not desire to visit Florida, we should decidedly recommend Port Royal, S. C, or Newbern, N.
C. Every accommodation can be had at either place, with ducks and
other wild fowl in superabundance.

to inform me where,
Pennsylvania Railroad, between New York and Philadelphia, would be the best place to drop off for a day's shooting? Some
civilized settlement where one could engage a liberal-minded, modestpriced, intelligent and well-posted guide with a good dog preferred?
Ans. You could find but little shooting on the line of the road you mention.
But on the Camden and Amboy route, at Old Bridge, or Spottswood, if you could find a good guide with a good dog, you could get
some good shooting, but we are not acquainted with such a person.
N. J. S., London, Ont.—I have a very handsome and lively setter dog
over a year old; he has a fine nose and great endurance, but is unbroken; I have no time myself to attend to him, as I only get an occasional
day's shooting. I ask, through the medium of your paper, if there are
any dog breakers in this section of Canada? I have inquired all around,
but can find none. What is the usual fee for breaking a dog? Woodcock, snipe and partridge are the principal game in this immediate district.
Ans. We are not acquainted with any breaker in Canada, but
could have your setter broken by a breaker in New Jersey. The cost of
breaking depends upon the length of time reqnired to perfect him.
Inquirer, Grand Central Depot, New York. —You must elevate the
sight beyond 60 yards.
A ball begins to fall the moment it leaves the
barrel. If you put in too large a charge of powder your ball is liable to
tumble (go end over end)
If you should lengthen the chamber for 70
grains, increase the ball in proportion. We would not advise, however,
your having the rifle rechambered, unless you want to fire over 200
yards. We think we know your gun, and with the charges you have,
most accurate shooting has been done at Creedmoor. If you will feel
your way patiently with your rifle there is no doubt but that in time you

Neophyte, Brooklyn.— Will you be kind enough

on the

line of the

.

will secure that accuracy.

Nimrod, Boston.— The following

is

the result of testing the

W. W.

Greener choke bore gun at 40 yards, at 30 inch target, with 4 drachms of
powder and l£ oz. No. 6 shot: Left ban el—284 pellets within the circle;
right barrel— 223 pellets within the circle. I find the best loading for
my gun to be 4 or 5 drachms of powder and 1£ oz. shot, with the pinkedged wads on the powder, and one ever the shot for long range and
concentration. For scattering the shot, I make use of 3 drachms of
powder and 1 to l£ oz. shot, one pink-edged wad over the powder and
the same over the shot. I have made a very good target at 60 yards,
but have not the record at hand.
F.

Tall Henry, Thomaston, Conn.— Can I stop a man from snaring
upon land which does not belong to him. but upon which he has the
owner's permission to snare? I have a Tolley gun, bored on the old system, which, at 40 yard?, puts 175 No 6 shot and 200 No. 7 into a 30-inch
circle.
I have shot partridges with it at 76 and 80 yards; but with a concentrator I can kill them at 100 yards. How is that? Ans. We are inclined to think you can. The Connecticut game law is very explicit as
to giving permission only to land owners to snare only upon their own
ground. At all events it would be a good test case, and perhaps lead to
measures that would stop snaring altogether. 2d. You should be well
satisfied with your gun; no choke bore could equal it but those paces
must have been very short for a tall man.

—

Sub, Chicago.— Please inform me as to the greatest number of cansecutlve bullseyes made at 500 yards? Ans. Some one in ScotlandMr. Ross, we think—is said to have made 18 bullseyes at 500 yards; but
we have looked over the records time and again, and have not yet found

We

think Col. J. A. Shaffer, of your Chicago Rifle Club, has done
the best shooting at 500 yards we have yet seen recorded.
publish
the Colonel's score to-day— 22 bullseyes out of 23 shots, 114 in a possible
There is getting to be a rule, as in racing, that scores, though cred115.
ited, do not have full weight, unless recorded in a positive match.
Mr.
Farwell made, on October 23d, at Creedmoor, 20 consecutive bullseyes
at 800 yards; 5 of them on th® match, the other 17 not scored on
the

it.

We

match.

Crack Shot, Philadelphia.— 1. Is the Ballard rifle that Wra. Read
Sons, of Boston, advertise to sell for $18, finished as well as a Wesson
and how do they compare in shooting qualities? 2. Can a skeleton
stock be obtained that will fit a Colt revolver, and if so, can they

&

be ta-

ken

off

and put on

the cost?

3.

Wnat

at will?
is

Where can they be

had, and what would be
the price of a muzzle loading rifle, such as
are

used by backwoodsmen? Can Belmontyle oil be obtained in Philadelphia, and will it prevent fire-arms rusting in damp climates?
Ans. 1.
The Ballard rifle sold by Wm. Read & Sons is an excellent gun for the
price; but the Wesson rifle is a higher finished guu. Both are
good
shooting rifies. 2. Any of the gnnmakers advertising in our columns
can
have a skeleton stock fitted to your revolver, the cost of which would
be
about $5. 3. About $30. 4. Yes; from John Krider, Second
and

Walnut

streets, Philadelphia.

Minn.—Will you "please explain to me the meaning of such figures as appear below, in an account of rifle shooting
at
Croton Falls, taken from 3 ten shot strings 220 yards. 1st, G. W.F.,
& and
1-16 inch, 871
2d, 14 31, etc.
My idea of string measurement is,' measuring from centre to centre, and the above figures are all Greek
to me.
Again, is not an average of two inches on a five or ten shot string
10}
yards, off-hand, open sight, first-class shooting? To what
association
should I write to get rules, etc., containing a description of such
measurements as reported above, or by which such shoots are governed?
C. A. S., Shakopee,

.

.

Ans"

The American backwoodsman,

in measuring a string of shots,
would use
a string, measuring thedistanee from the center of mark to
the center
1
Thus
in
diagram
2
of shot.
3,0 is the bullseye
If the
ball struck at 1, it would measure 1; if the second
shot hit at 3 the
whole measure of the two snots would be 1 plus 3, or 4.
Records of
string shots have been rarely preserved.
think that of two inches
to the.shot to be excellent. _ Could not feive you any
books to refer to

We
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FOX AND STAG HUNTING.

A

NOTICE

has been going the rounds of the papers to
the effect that a club was about being formed in this
city for the purpose of fox hunting on Long Island or in

New

Jersey.
Aside from the Southern States, where
packs of hounds have been for many years used for hunting the fox, the sport in this vicinity has been confined to
an occasional run with a scrub pack, the unfortunate fox
more frequently meeting his fate at the hands of some
farmer armed with a gun than at the teeth of the hounds.
Or a 'bagman" or half tamed fox has been turned loose
to fall an easy prey after a short run.
It is a question
whether our country, at least this portion of it, affords proper facilities for the prosecution of fox hunting. Admitting
the presence of foxes, the gathering together of a suitable
k
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as a serious grievance is easily
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.

pack of dogs, and the still more difficult question of discovering horsemen capable of following them, the greatest
stumbling block would be in finding a line of country suitable for riding across without unpleasant contact with
owners of the soil. The relations between landlord and
tenant are so different in England from anything which ob
tains with us, the sympathies of the rural population are
so strongly with their betters in the prosecution of the
national sport, that what would otherwise be looked upon

condoned by a mild applia party of horsemen and

Fancy

pack of hounds riding over a Jersey farmer's land, trampWinter wheat and breaking down his fences;
hounds, horses and riders would be in limbo in as short
time as it would take to get out a warrant.
Some idea of the magnitude of the sport as carried out
in England may be obtained from, the fact that there are
one hundred and thirty-six packs of foxhounds in England
and Wales alone, besides those of Scotland and Ireland.
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average the dogs at thirty couples for each pack—
Quorn have sixty- four and fifty- five
respectively we find over eight thousand dogs used for fox
hunting, which number of course does not include all the
young or not entered hounds. Besides these there are
ninety-four packs of harriers and innumerable beagles
used for hunting hares. The studs for mounting the
masters, huntsmen and whippers-in require about as many
houses as there are hounds. The number of packs of
hounds this year exceeds that of any previous season,
and the increase of late years is remarkable. It is a startling fact to consider that on every hunting day of the seaIf

we

the Pytchley and the
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To Correspondents.
'
All communications whatever, whether relating to business or literary
Correspondence, must be addressed to The Forest and Stream Publishing Company. Personal or private letters of course excepted.
All communications intended for publication must be accompanied with
real name, as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be published if
objection be made. No anonymous contributions will be. regarded.
Articles relating to any topic within the scope of this paper are solicited.
We cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brief
notes of their movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this paper
to become a medium of useful and reliable information between gentlemen sportsmen from one end of the country to the other and they will
find our columns a desirable medium for advertising announcements.
The Publishers of Forest and Stream aim to merit and secure the
patronage and countenance of that portion of the community whose refined intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that
nor pervert
s beautiful in Nature. It will pander to no depraved tastes,
the legitimate sports of land and water to those base uses which always
tend to make them unpopular with the virtuous and good. No advertisement or business notice of an immoral character will be received on any
terms ; and nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that
;

not be read with propriety in the home circle.
We cannot be responsible for the dereliction of the mail service, if
snoney remitted to us is lost.
Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday o* each week, if possible.

may

(JHARLE8 HALLOCR, Editor,

WILLIAM

C.

HARRIS,

Business Manager.

TnE Intercolonial Railway.— The

recent completion

of the Intercolonial Railway of Canada from Moncton,
Brunswick, to Campbellton, gives easy access by an
hunting and
all rail route from Boston to one of the finest
situated on
is
Campbellton
Ameriea.
fishing regions of

famous Restigouche River, about twenty miles above its
mouth, where it empties into the Bay Chaleur— the latter
beinff the reservoir of all the splendid salmon river3 of New
Brunswi-jk and the southern slope of the Gaspe Peninsula.

The Restigouche

district is

in great

part a wilderness,

abounding in fur bearing animals, ruffed grouse, and large
game like the caribou and moose. No doubt the facilities
thus afforded by the Intercolonial will induce an increased
number of sportsmen to go thither in coming years, especiCampally when the salmon and trout are taking the fly.
a
Matapedia,
the
of
miles
eighteen
within
also
is
Hon
lie]
splendid salmon river, along whose bed tne railroad is to
run when completed next year, following its course for
twenty five miles, and then continuing on to connect with
St.
the present northwestern terminus at St. Elavie.
Flavie is eighty-five miles east of Riziere du Loup; from
that point to Quebec the route is familiar to the tourist.
This railroad is claimed *o be the best built in America,
and cost about $42,000 per mile. The rails are all of
The two branches of the
steel, and all bridges of iron.
Mirairrichi and the Restigouche are crossed by seventeen

gpans of 200 feet each.
__

—.»»
Weather-wise. The Eimira Advertiser claims that frogs
are
are going down into nine feet of water this Fall, and
can
lining their nests with cotton batting. It says you
double and
look for a Winter which w',11 bend shade trees
.

—

We

don't believe it.
out of hitching posts.
freeze the
The hornets are building their nests close to the ground,
and the bluefish have just doubled Cape May. If that
what does.
don't indicate a mild Winter we don't know
life

growth of but a century and a half, but in reality is the
outcome of the peculiar social system of the country, the
law of entail and a large standing army. Officers of every
branch of the British service are hunting men, and their
skill in

the saddle

is

proverbial.

It is the prosecution of this

and kindred manly and

athle-

sports that has given to England her sturdy, healthful
sons; has given them the backbone to stand tropic heats
and arctic winters, and has been the main cause, and one
tic

time recognized by her statesmen, which has enabled
with only a little island as a point d'appui, to extend
her arms and her civilization over a large portion of the
It is gratifying to know that we are on the same
globe.
highway, and if this fox hunting scheme should be the
nucleus of a larger interest in and expansion of athletic
in all

her,

New

I

son, at least twenty thousand men, mounted for the most
part on valuable horses, will take part in the chase in
Great Britain. This wonderful out-turn is the actual

«»»»
annual festival of the Staten Inland Shooting
Association takes place at Phenixville on the 25th inst,
correspondent says " We shall do
Thanksgiving Day.
.

pastimes in this country, it will be a matter for national reGibbon says that the decline of Rome's greatness
joicing.
as a nation commenced from the day when her sons aban-

doned the sports of the

field for the

more

sensational and

vicarious pleasures of the circus and its games.
Apropos of the new fox hunting club, a correspondent
writes us suggesting paper hunting as a substitute for the
fox until profieiency in the saddle is attained, an idea
His letter is as follows:
well worthy of notice.
New York, November 15th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
From your late issne I learn, a fox hunt is to take place at an early day,
I feur, Mr. Editor, it will
after the most approved English fashion.
prove a hunt withoat hunters; for I doubt if it is possible to muster a
Our
i-coreof respectable cross conntrv riders at a meet near New York.
young bloods are more accustomed to a gentle canter down Fifth avenue
leaping
or throuph the park on a quiet h ck, thau scurrying acros fields,
horses here are trained for
di ches, fences and the like; besides very few
such work, evtn if riders could be found. I v\ouH lead onr inexperienced youth by an easier method at first, to acquire the necessary amount
of stamina and dash to become a follower of hounds.
In Quebec there is a club cillel tne Stadaeotu U int. which follows—
not the hounds— but paper droppings. The day being; appointed, a man
of the meet to lay the trail and secure
is sent out some time in advance
f the farmers through whose land it passes; taking care to
the const
avoid too t-ying places, he fo.lows a circuiuoas route of some miles in
extent. The finish is a largs pid of paper, which does duty as a brush,
and the first to arrive at it is declared the best man of the day, and carvictory.
All then return
ries home with him the paper as trophy of his
There is sufficient excitement in the
to town, and a eood time follows.
above for the novice, until he could take a five barred fence without a
tremor; and then, and not nuiil then, bring out the hounds. We must
creep before we w alk, is peculiarly appiopnate to foxhunting in this
G. M. Faiuchild.
Very truly yours,
case

m

»

.

have been rather surprised that paper hunting,
on foot, has never been taken up by our colleges. It is a
sport productive of much amusement, and n:> healthier exercise could be found.
In addition to fox hunting, we have had a narrow escape

We

Samuel Greenwood, of the schooner Anthony Kelly, belonging
to the
well known oyster dealers, Van Name Bros. He was captured
in th»
James River by Captain G. and two of his men aft"r an exciting
chase
and considerable trouble. It appears that in coming down the river
ono
of the

men sang

out to the

man

at the

wheel to keep her

off,

that there

was a buck ahead, when Captain G. ran forward and discovered a
deer
making for the lee shore. He immediately put the helm up, launched
the yawl, and away they went, overtaking him just before he reached
the
shore. Had he swam to the windward he could not ha e been
overtaken, as it was blowing a gale at the time. They rolled the fellow
in
the boat, and in getting him on his back one of their sweeps was lest
overboard, and as they saw no way of reaching the schooner that
nieht
against a strong current, they made for a sloop that was at anchor sora«
distance below, and after securing their boat, and while tying their prize
their oar drifted by them and was secured, when they pulled back for
the
schooner, which had dropped anchor. They put him in the hold, arid
thought they had properly secured him, but the second day he got loose
and one of the men, who has had considerable experience with these fill
lows, got down in the hold to secnre him, when he made a rush for him
and had the Captain not come to his assistance with a ladder, would
no doubt have killed him. In the tussle he injured himself, but this was
not known until after his death, when he was opened, and they foui.d
that an abscess bad formed in the upper part of his bowels. It is a great
disappointment to us, as we had anticipated giving Staten Island one of
the greatest days it has seen for years. We had made arrangements to
have Mr. Joseph Donohne's dogs take part in it, and were about comin»
up to see you, to have yon try and get the subscription pack from Long
Island. Mr. Tranter, an old sportsman from the ''other side,'" had not
been able to sleep thinking what a time was in store for us, and he never
left the buck a minute from the time he first showed symptoms of distress
until his death.
He thought he cculd save him, but it was ail in vain,
and the poor fellow died licking his hand. We have written to that
prince of sportsmen, Captain Peter Van Name, of Gloucester, Va to see
if he cannot get us another, but I fear there is little hope.
We shall,
however, have a couple of bag foxes to let go this Winter, and trugt you
Mr. Robert B. Mint urn carried off the brush
will be on hand this time.
last year, and if he gets it this year from Mr. Stokes he has cot to get up
lively, as Mr. S. seems determined to be tne first in at the death.
Mortimbr.
____«_
«»»»
,

——

.
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FLORIDA EXPLORATION.
OKEFENOKEE SWAMP, is to be explored the coming Winter by an expedition fitted out at the
expense of the Atlanta (G-a.) Constitution. No doubt
much important information will be elicited. We are
glad to find others able and disposed to follow the example set by the Forest and Stream. What Government
accomplishes in this respect with its ample resources the
individual can do in his humble way. The smallest iota of
geographical knowledge contributed to the general fund of
information has its value; it may be inappreciable, and yet
most important in its relation to the future of the country.

Forest and Stream, from the earliest date of its publication, has signalized itself by its efforts in this direction.
Anticosti, Newfoundland, the northern shore of Lake SuNorthwest, including both the United
and British territory, have in turn been the subjects
of voluminous articles relating to their geography, climatThis Winter we propose to
ology, and natural history.
continue our researches in Florida, under the joint labors
u
of "Al Fresco" and Fred. Beverly," both of whom are now
They will ascend the St. John River,
busily fitting out.
descend the Kissimee, crossing Lake Okechobee; then
ascend the Fish Eating Creek, cross the prairie to Fort
Thompson, and thence follow the Caloosahatchie down to
the Gulf of Mexico, On five occasions parties have at
tempted to force their way out of the Lake to the CaloosaAs Dr. Kenworthy, we believe,
hatchie, and have failed.
sure that;
is tie only one acquainted with the route, we feel
perior, the great

States

programme will be fully filled up.
Meanwhile, our readera will be content in the perusal of
our new book entitled "Camp Life in Florida, which inthe

the results of the two expeditions sent out by the
haveditors of this journal at considerable expense, boats
the
ing been constructed at the North for special service on
This
South.
coast and in the interior and transported to the

cludes

all

volume contains, as advertised, full information concernof
same and fish of the Southern Peninsula, routes
of
resources
interior and coastwise travel, the agricultural
camping
the country, and sites for settlement, hints for
information
other
such
and
hotels,
game,
for
out, resorts

ing the

for
benefit to visitors seeking Florida
settlement.
health, pleasure, exploration, or permanent

as will be of great

^T The publication of "Camp Life in Floiuda"

22a.

promised by the binder on Monday next, November
eniire ediOrders have already been received for nearly the
deunavoidable
the
at
mortified
tion printed, and we feel
follow
immediately
shall
We
book.
the
delivering
in
lay
our

first

edition by one

much

larger.

-»»^

"The Dear Old Woods."— Last week we

receiver!,

YM

a pack-

through Dr. J. R. Romeyn, of KeesevP.le, N.
from tne
age of stereoscopic views of Adirondack scenery,
eome
are
There
artist, Mr. G. W. Baldwin, of Keeseville.
interesting
most
two dozen of these views in all, giving the
Lakes.
points on the Upper Saranac and St. Regis

^W

specimens
are beyond question the most perfectly-executed
rece e
the
of Photographic art that have emanated from

^no

with
North Woods, and any one familiar
reviving
of
desirous
and
delineate,
they
scenes which
find a m
experiences through which he has passed, will
w n^
series
the
of
gratifying reward in the possession
l,,
moon
Mr. Baldwin has so satisfactorily secured. One
Marling
Smith's
scene on Saranuc is simply superb. Paul
familiar pom
Bartlett's, Ampersand Mountain, and other
of the

old

from having a stag hunt. The sporting community of
Staten Island had a treat in store of this nature, having received a fine deer from Virginia. Unfortunately it died,

are reproduced with vivid effect.

pigs and sack and wheelbarrow racshooting, and confine ourselves strictly to rifle and pigeon
**
Frank Johnson, of Bond street, New York, has preing.
sented us with a Parlor Health I4ft, to be given as a prize

but they are endeavoring to procure another. The following letter explains the circumstances:—
Port Richmond, Nflyekibef J ifch, 1875,
Editor Forest and Stream:—
We have just met with a misfortune in the death of a three year old

Revenue service among
on
always wears a Holabird water-proof suit when
one.
without
He says he would not be
official duty.

m

buck, which was presented to the association by

—The third

A

away with greased

ijfle

shooting.*'

:

my

old friend, Captain

now

is

.

— Capt.

T. Benton

-*

Reed,

»»

TJ- S.

A.,

now

to

engaged

the mountains of the Blue

AM

ft!

a

>

se

manufacture
say we all of us." Holabird, the Valparaiso
garments.
has his hands full filling orders for these

,

—

•

—
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FOREST AND STREAM.
AMERICAN AMMUNITION.
—

GAME PROTECTION.

«

WE

mentioned recently, in an appeal to American
manufacturers to give us home made ammunition
of a quality at least equal to the imported and high priced
article, an instance of a friend with whom we were shooting, and who used American paper shells, having a large

Our remark called forth a reply
percentage of raissfires.
(which we published last week) from a number of sportsmen, residents of Jacksonville, Illinois, who stated that
they bad never

known

a missfire while using paper shells

of the Bridgeport make. As we anticipated at the time,
the other side of the question is now making itself heard.

print below communications on the subject from
two prominent sportsmen, and are informed that their experience is that of many others. We wish our readers to

"We

we

understand that

agitate this subject solely in their in-

and with the hope that in so doing we may stir up
our manufacturers to a sense of the fact that we are paying
large prices for imported articles which we have"a right to
expect could be produced of equally good quality at

terests,

home:—

New

Yokk, November

15th, 1875.

Editor Forest akd Stream:—
In reeaid to the quality of the Bridgeport brown paper shell, as compared with the Ely brown paper shell, allow rae-to state that within two
years I have bought three hundred of the former, and so many of them
mi^ed fire (at lta^t twelve to fifteen out of one hundred) that I gave my
Sin' e that time I have used the cheap brown Ely
lasr fifty shells away.
shell, and not more than two or three out of every hundred have missed
I find throughout the country where I shoot that nearly every one
fire.
has had the earae experience with the Bridgeport shell. Another serious
fault that I found with them was that in extracting the cartridge, after
firing, the head was very liable to come off, leaving the cartridge in the
gun, and causing delay stiid vexation. I have shot this Fall every day for
three w«-eks, using nothing but the Ely shell, and not one cartridge has
been kft in the gun by the extractor pulling off the head. I trust that
nest week some of the gentlemen of Hampden county, Mass., will give
yoti furiher information in regard to the matter.
W. S. Webb, M.D.

Janesville, Wisconsin, November 12th, 1875.
Editou Forest ani> Stukam :—
I have never used the Bridgeport cartridges, but I heard some very tall
swearing d>ne by a friend of mine this Fall, who showed me eight shells
which be sai't had missed fire out of one box of a hundred. That was
enough for him, and for me also.
A. M. Valentine.
_+•*.
Florida. The tide of travel is already setting strongly

—

"Land of Flowers," and the St. Augustine
Press of November 6th says that all the boats and trains
arriving in Jacksonville from the North are crowded with
passengers.
The St. John River boats have commenced
their Winter trips, and several of the fashionable hotels
are already open for guests.
The Magnolia Hotel, at St.
Augustine, opened on the 10th of November, and all will
be ready by December 1st. A great many additions of
toward the

mad 3

being

value are

to the facilities for transportation.

New Haven, and the Stamford,
capable of accommodating 1,900 per-

The steamer Pastime, of
of Boston, the latter

go to Florida. The latter will run either on
John or ply between Jacksonville and St. Augustine.
The steamer Mayflower is to ply three times a week
between St. Augustine and Malanzas beach. The fishing
sons, are to

the

at

St.

Matanzas

now

is

The run

of mullet along
other day a fishing party cap-

excellent.

The
mouth of the St. Sebastian River
and brought it to town. The Indians who are captives in
Fort Marion called it "buffalo in the water." They tasted
it and declared it "no good." Shark fishing is also in order
shore has

commenced.

tured a porpoise at the

head of the wharf, and several have been caught.
The St. Augustine
ess says:
"The wild ducks »re becoming again troublesome at the
light house.
At night, during their" flight, they are blinded
by the light, and My recklessly against the iron net work
Surrounding Ihe gla-s windows and reflectors, which were
put up for iheir protection.
It appears that the net work
fails to break the force of the ducks sufficiently, and they
have been doing much damage in the way of breaking the
glass windows, which are one-fourth of an inch thick.
One morning recently nine ducks were picked up about
thy light house."
The same paper gives the names of a hunting party of
ten who had just started to the Twelve Mile Swamp for
venison, taking seventeen dogs.
Altogether the season
opens most auspiciously, and the number of visitors, it is
believed, will be unprecedented.
at the

—

P

•

--»

The survey for the proposed extension of the Bangor
and Piscataquis Railroad from Abbot to Moosehead Lake
is completed. The distance is twenty-two and a half miles.
The route

thiough Monson, Blanchard and Shirley into
Greenville, the station being at West Cove.
It is expected
by the officials that operations will commence this Winter.
is

.«-»«.

To oun German and Swiss Fiuends.

— We

particular attention to the various prizes and
of shooting which will be adopted by the

Swi^s

would

call

the methods

German and

clubs at the coming Buuderfest, to be held at the
Centennial.
The information imparted by our correspondent,

rifle

L

of the

which will be found in our number of today, is
most valuable character. The Forest and Stream
,

will endeavor,

when

reports of these

—We

the time

comes, to publish the fullest

most interesting matches.
_
<««»

hope our wealthy friends will not overlook the
present uuusual opportunity, referred to in an advertisement of a "Ducking Craft for Sale," of securing one of
the best appointed yachts in the country.
The purchase of
this vessel carries

with it all the shooting privileges of the
Susquehanna River, in the vicinity of Havre de Grace, a
point widely known for the splenuid sport it affords among
the canvas backs.
Last year the first six days' shooting
afforded 800 ducks.
On Nov. 1st of the current year the
return was 1G I ducks- The shooting on the Havre de Grace
Fiats is now very fine.
Fulloot rv.?\iouUirs can be obtained
at this oliice.
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The following

Permission from an owner of land does not justify the
game upon it; the owner himself does not possess that privilege out of season.
Mr. Wild has done so
much in the cause of protection that his intentions can
hardly be questioned, but the example remains in full
force. There are so many who will say, "If So and So
does it, why should not I?" that leading sportsmen in every
community should be the first to set the example of strict
observance of the statutes. We willingly acquit Mr. Wild
of any wrong intent, and publish his explanation with

killing of

pleasure :—

Creedmoor.— Turf, Field and Farm Challenge
Badge —On Saturday last, the 13th, this interesting conThe weather was beautiful, and a great
test was renewed.
many marksmen were on the ground. The match was
promptly on time, and by 3 o'clock was under way.
There were sixty-three entries, and we are pleased to state
that the National Guard were fully represented, the prize,
indeed, having been carried off by Mr. John Beattie, of
Company D, Twelfth Regiment. Conditions— Any breech
callei

loader within the rules; distance, 200 yards; shots, ten.
Prize to be won three times before becoming the property
append the best scores:—
of the winner.
Score.
Name.
Score.
Name.
38
42 Colonel J. Bueger
John Beattie

We

Bed Bank, N. J., November 8th, 1875.
El>ITOB FOBEST AND STREAM:
Seeing in your paper an article nnder the head of "Game Protection,"
written by "Check Cord" of Shrewsbury, which reflects upon me, though
not directly, I consider it my duty to answer. Thursday, October 28th,
I started from my home for a few days' shoot among the woodcock, with
my friend Tom Taylor, of Colt's Neck. I was met in the village of
Shrewsbury by "Check Cord," who inquired my destination and what I
was going to do with Ace, my setter, that was with me at the time. I
told him I was about purchasing Taylor's Duke, and Ace was going to
change hands; also that before concluding to part with Ace, I took him
to see if he would retrieve; and that I had shot over his points two quail.
He rejoiced in saying that he would immediately give me a rattle in the
sporting papers. This I paid no attention to, nor would I, until I saw by
this last issue of your valuable paper that he has carried out his (to him)
piece of great satisfaction in seeing his nom deplume in print. The two
quail killed were found on the land of Nathaniel Roberts, Esq., of
Leonardville, N. J a very intimate friend of mine, who has given me
permission to shoot on his lands. I would not have thought anything of
killing twenty birds, if I had wanted to; but my object was gained in the
And when I did so I immediately returned
killing of the two quail.
home. What has "Check Cord" ever done for the protection of game?
Can anybody answer this question? if so, let them speak through the
columns of Forest and Stream. Writing up articles and casting rewi'h his
flections upon enthusiastic sportsmen is very easy; but let h
heart and finances do somethiua for game protection, as I have done.
Let him get a copy of the New York Citizen, published a few years ago
by Robert Boose velt, Esq., and he may find howl worked. vVho ordered and paid for and distributed some 1,500 notices to game dealers in

W.

New York? These notices were worded for me by Bobert
Boose velt, Esq., of New York, who was instrumental in bringing to
grief some game dealers in the city of New York? Who wrote and

Sergeant II. B, Kelsey
Lieutenant A. T. Decker
Sergeant J T. McHugh
Private J. Rozell
Sergeant C. A. Fuller

,

:

m

the city of

of all big guns found in use on Havre de
(Chesapeake Bay)? Who wrote the articles and worked for
the proteciion of wild fowl at Havre de Grac3 flats? Who wrote the article for the Governor of Maryland (then Bowie's) consideration? Echo
need not answer who. I will answer it my self —the undersigned. Messrs.
Editors, if "Check Cord'" had in his composition a fifty- thousandth part
of the love for field sports that I have, he would himself have done the
same thing, knowing well that he would not have violated any game law.
If a land owner has not the right to do as he sees fit with any game on
his lands, the law must be altered. Come, "Check Cord," be a man;
shoulder a gun— we presume you have one— go forth these fine mornings
in search of the woodcock; they have not all left us. A tramp, if only
Go out; look upon
for one hour, will make you feel like another man.
nature human nature included. Don't kill any game before the law is
up, even if you get permission to do so. Give us some sporting news
from your section of the country. We will have pigeon shooting again,
brother "Check Cord," and I think you will join us, as we never saw
you shoot a gun at pigeons, or anything else. I know some of the boys
at th% village will be more than pleased to see you aim the destructive
tube. I shall be pleased to have you at my shooting shore on the Bird
Biver, Md., as I know you are in for the protection of game, and I am
satisfied that they will be very safe when you are in the blind.
Yours,
G H. Wild.

worked for the destruction
Grace

flats

—

Port Bichmond,
Editor Forest and Stream:

—

L. I

,

November

12th, 1875.

I trust you will use your influence this Winter in having a law passed
to Ptop the shooting of quail, except during the months of November
and December. I had some birds brought to me yesterday, and among

them was one that the dog had caught, being too small to fly. A week
or so a«o two of our members were out and the dog came on a point, and
they walked in, when up went two quail, and both were killed. They noticed the dog pointing just at their feet, and on looking down saw sevOf course this may have
eral young biids about as large as a sparrow.
been a late brood, but it only goes to show that October is at least one
month too early to shoot them. I will guarantee to show any one young
quail to-day (Nov. 12th) that can hardly fiy, and no doubt the old birds
have been killed off, and these poor hi tie things compelled to take care
of themselves. Law, or no law, I for one shall decline shooting these
Mortimer.
fellows until the first of November.

Illegal Fishing in Onetda Lake.

—

The waters of
Oneida Lake, it is said, are being illegally netted of the fish
with which it was stocked a short time since at Ihe expoliceman of Rochester who was
pense of the State.

A

recently visiting at Fort Brewster says that the netting is
carried on to such an extent that he saw a number of fish
cars filled with fish taken in this manner. The Rochester
Express publishes the name of seventeen persons engaged
in this illegal fishing, one of whom is a game constable.
The lake is now being stocked with salmon trout, and
operations might as well be suspended if men are to be allowed to take the fish out with nets as fast as they are
put in.

*— The Auburn Advertiser directs the attention of the
Auburn Sportsmen's Club to the fact that poachers are out
every night on Owasco Lake spearing trout, as many as a
ampires

plying their business of a single
Id November these fish swarm along in shallow
night.
water near the shore to deposit their spawn, and are
pounced upon by the law breakers and pot-hunters.
The quail season in Pennsylvania as authorized by the
State law opened on the 1st inst., but according to the
the pot hunter's season had been open
Eastonifyee
for a month, and the law-abiding sportsmen found only
broken covies thinned out to one-third or one-half. The
general report is that quail in that vicinity are yet scarce;
that is, that they have not recovered to one-fifth of their
numbers a few years ago, and that if they were let alone
this year, with a favoring Winter, they would be as abundant as ever next season.
—The Pennsylvania State Association for Protecting
Game and Fish meets at Harrisburg to-day.
are promised a report of the proceedings

dozen of these

T

^iflt*

foe

reply to one published in this
column in our issue of November 4th. As to the merits of
the case, we are of the opinion that Mr. Wild was wrong
in shooting quail before the expiration of the close season.
letter is in

—

Pms

We

C.

3. I.
T. R.

41 V.

Clark
C. Clark

40
40
40
39
39
39
39
38

Murphy

George Crouch
L. Price

J.

M. Crane

J.

A. Dutch

W.S.

38
38
38
38
3*
37
ST
37
37

42 J. L. Farley

Elmendorf

8.

Duke

T.

W.

Collins

G.
J.

B.
S.

C.Noone
W. Smith
Bnckbee
G. Doughty
G. Perry

Colonel D. E. Austen
W.B Farwell
J.

Le

Boutillier

It must be borne in mind that the 42 out of a possible 50
was made by Mr. Beattie with a military rifle and open
sights.
As this is possibly the last match for the Turfr
Field and Farm Badge for the season, the winner will have
the chance of sporting the handsome trophy during the
Winter. This match, due to our worthy contemporary,,
has been signally useful in founding the most necessary

school of off-hand shooting.

—Last week the annual

match

rifle

of the Washington)

Grey Cavalry Rifle Club took place. The weather was exeThe
crable, the wind blowing a reefing gale at times.
Conditions Remingshooting, however, was fairly good.
ton military carbines; distances, 100 and 300 yards; seven
The five prizes were awarded as folshots at each range.
lows:—

—

Yards.

Name.

100
29
27
29

300
25

Total.
54

Prize.
Firpt prize.

19

47
43
4i
40

B'onrth piize.
Fifth prize.

24

19
38

29

It

Second prize.
Third prize.

In the Consolation Match Private S. M. Megie, Jr.,
The second prize
the first prize with a total of 48.
awarded to Corporal M. Timmum, who made 39.

won
was

— The Hepburn trophy,

it should be remembered, will be
time on Saturday November 27th.
The badge is an exceedingly elegant one, octagon in shape,
supported by rifles, and of solid gold. The conditions allow
ail members of the National Rifle Association to compete
for the trophy, exclusive of the two international teams of
1874 and 1875; distances, 800, 900 and 1,000 yards; fifteen
shots at each range; without sighting shots or previous
practice on the day of the match; weapon, any breech
loading rifle, to be loaded only at the breech entrance

shot for for the

first

;

fee, SI.

—The following important resolution was offered by CoL
Judge Gildersleeve (in either a military or
gentleman will be found equally competent,) and adopted by the Executive Committee of the
N. R. A. "That all special matches hereafter to take place
at Creedmoor shall be shot at such time and at such distances as conform to the rules of the range governing the
Gildersleeve, or

judicial function this

:

practice thereof."
will very

much

The

positive enforcement of this rule

facilitate business at

Creedmoor.

Conlin's Shooting Gallery.— The second contest for
the Turf, Field and Farm Cups was held on Thursday, November 11th:— Conditions: Ten shots, off hand, 110 feet,
200 yards miniature target reduced in proportion for dis-

Wimbledon

tance,

rules.

Prizes,

first

cup,

best score;

second cup, to best score nearest 35; third cup, to best,
score nearest 25
Score.
Name.
Name.
Score,
T. C. Noone, 1st badge
46 Geo. W. Hamilton
3<j>
P. W.Pape
43 Krtd Keeslar
3^
M P. Lenudn
43 H. F^her
Thos. Lloyd
43 Joseph Woodward
36
Chas. A. Cheever
42 U. C Blydenbnrgh, (2d badge).. .35Robert Faber
41 M. W. Doian
35.
Ceorsre Schnltz
Mar^h
..." 34
,.41 A
:

^

.

Robert

40 C. E. Blvdenburg
39 T. C.Bank*
".".".".'
39JJ S. Wiiyht. ...
?,9R. Offiey
on W. H.
xj
t>„..iPark

Nliley

J. B. Blydenbnrgh

Wm. Mosr.

-Jr.".

J. J. C. Clark...

Thomas Bixbee
Sone
Prank Hyde
M. G. Duffv
Wilson MacDonald

—At a late meeting of the Board of
Shaler presiding, measures were taken
ing of riflemen from all nations at the
anniversary to be held at Philadelphia,
matches

1876.

33
33
„_

3 J. O. Wright
.7.7.31
37 P. H. Lord
27
37 W. TT. Richaids, (3d badge)" 7.'.!! 25
36 R. F. Sculley....;
..7. ...16
36

L. V.

and Fall of

...3$

Mw

T. C.
n Bruce.
P.nir.i3
L.

series of rifle

34
".'

the N. R. A., Gen.
to further the meet-

coming Centennial
and

to inaugurate

a

place during the Summer
In pursuance with the following resoto

take

lution, "that the

fer

Executive Committee be requested to conwilh the Centennial Commission and ascertain to what

extent said Commission will co-operate in carrying out such
a programme as this association may adopt for the occasion
referred to," the Executive Committee and Board of Directors left yesterday to hold a conference

with Gen. Hawley
and the Centennial Commissioners on the location of a
range and other preliminaries of the international match
next year.

—We

are led to believe that a new rifle gallery having
quite an extent of range wiU shortly be opened on Broadway, near the City Hall, and that there is a movement on
hand to establish an off-hand club, with over 135 feet of
range for the exclusive use of its members.

FOREST AND STREAM.
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The Neyaba Badge —Beyond

the cavil of a doubt
Forty-eighth Regiment, of the Twenty-fourth
Brigade, represented by a team of forty -six men, have
won, and won not only the badge gallantly, but in a most
preponderating kind of way. It is a triumph, indeed, and
we most heartily congratulate the Oswego soldiers. In the
analysis of the score there is much to comment upon. The
distances being 200 and 500 yards, and the shots five at each
range, a natural excellence of shooting at the shorter range
is evident; of course there are exceptional cases where the
500 yard shooting by individuals is better. But the match
was won by the good marksmanship at 200 yards. Corporal

Company A,

yards 23, at 500, 22; total 45. There
An average
40s, and 39s and 38s.
of over 27.75 to each one of the team, with the little practice
the Oswego men have had, shows what sound material they

Fingerhut made
are

at 200

two several 41s and

Regiments composed of individuals drawn
from towns and cities in the interior of the State, where
the men are more used to arms than are our city men, will
and must develop skill. As our excellent contemporary,
the Army and JSavy Journal has it, to win the Nevada
Badge '-demands a full company of bona fide members, a
real military entity, not a paper skeleton. It demands that
every man shall shoot not a mere picked team. It deare

made

of.

;

mands not only

the smallest

number

necessary to constitute.

company, but every man has to be there." The Oswego
team was a perfect company, having been represented by
its officers,

,

1

—
.

—

.

.

1,275

Total.

Totals of th© other teams:— Company I, Seventh InfanCompany H, Seventh Infantry, 830. In neither
of the scores made by these teams higher than 41 was

try, 866;

reached, and then only once by a member of Company H.
The lesson given our own city is an excellent one, and we
hope they will profit by it. It must be understood that
military shooting is the foundation on which Creedmoor
must stand. Let us be well grounded in our prose gen-

The secerally, before we try the poetry of rifle practice.
October
for
down
set
is
Badge
Nevada
for
the
ond match
ade.

time

We shall see then what improvement has been

Look out

who

hail

for certain military

marksmen about

that

from San Francisco.

Union, referring to the shooting of the
Oswego company for the Nevada Badge, says: "The secret
of their success lies in the fact that their rank and file are
tnade up of men more intelligent than the average of soldiers, and that for two years they have been practicing on
This is so conveniently situated
their range in Oswego.

—The Rochester

that in summer one may shoulder his musket after tea, go
to the range, fire a few rounds, and return again before

dark."

1. Subscription Match.
to 1 P. M., and 1:30 to 4 P. M.
Distance 300 yards; any rifle; trigger pull, three -pounds;
position, off-hand; entrace fee $1; half of entrance money
for benefit of association; balance divided between three
highest scores. 2. All-comers' Match. Conditions—Distance, 300 yards; any rifle; trigger pull, three pounds; po-

entrance $1. Prizes five in number, rang3. De Peyster Badge Match
to $5.
value
in
from
$35
ing
(presented by Gen. J. Watts De Peyster, value $300.) Third
competition. First winner, Cspt. C. F. Bobbins, Seventh
Regiment, N. G. S. N.Y.; second winner, Lieut. J. A.
Gee, Eighth Regiment, N. Y. S. N. Y. Distance 300
yards; open to aDy bona fide member of the National
sition, off-hand;

military

rifles

only;

position,

off-hand;

trigger

pounds; seven scoring shots, two sighting shots;
contestants must shoot in uniform (sec. 7, article 16 of
Rules and Regulations.) This must be adhered to in this
pull, six

match. Entrance fee $2. Badge must be won three times
by one person before property passes. 4. Old Time Turkey
Shoot. Distance 100 yards weapon, any ammunition fur;

nished by the association; entrance

;

per shot.
G, Seventy-first Regi-

fee, 15 cents

Team match between Company
ment, and Company B, Twenty-seventh Regiment.
5.

Officer

Joseph H. Porter. The Seventy-first
Regiment Band'will be in attendance. Three more targets
Entries can
are being erected by the Range Committee.
Trains
match.
the
of
day
the
on
on
made
the
grounds
be
leave Grand Central Depot, New York, New Haven and
Hartford Railroad for Pelhamville at 9:5 and 10.05 A. M.,
12 M. and 2 :20 P.M.: return at 12:30, 2:25, 5:15, 6:5 and
8 P. M. Stages will run from depot to range on arrival of
Fare to those purchasing excursion tickets, 75
trains.
railroad ticket entitles holder to range and
Betura
cents,
of the Day, Capt.

without extra charge. The challenges rethe Scottish-American Rifle Club and the

Yonkers Rifle Association have been accepted, and the
team will be selected next Saturday by the Executive Committee.

Morsemere.

— This range seems to be in

and
matches are of every-day occurrence. Challenges have
been sent to the Mount Vernon, the Irvington, and Scottish-American Rifle Clubs. On Friday next, the 19th inst,
the first association rifle match will take place on this
range between the Hudson River Rifle Association, of
PougLkeepsie, and the Yonkers Rifle Association. The
team selected to represent the association is as follows:—
Douglas Smyth, Frederic Shonnard, L. M. Ballard, A. H.
Jocelyn, G. L. Morse, H. L. Garrison, Henry Quinn, and
W. F. Underhill. But should the team consist of only six
members two of these will be withdrawn and held in refull

blast,

among the shooters. The day ended up with a meeting of the teams in the parlors of the Hibbard House, at
vailed

which Major Fulton was chosen Chairman. Presentations
of prizes were then in order. Col. Thompson presented
the Jackson team with the prize they had won a silver ice
pitcher and made a few appropriate remarks, after which
a fine gold headed cane, valued at $35, was presented to
Col. Thompson, as he had made the highest individual
score, 35 out of a possible 35; a fine silk muffler, also won
by him at 800 yards. Gen. A. F. Devereaux also received

a fine silk muffler for the second highest score at 500 yarns.
The following are the scores. Distance 500 yards, out of
a possible 35:

CHICAGO TEAM.

—

Trains carry passengers to within forty rods of the
The selection. of
1,000 yards firing point fare six cents.
the range and preparation of the same is in most judicious
hands. The committees of this association are elected, and
city.

—

the election for Chairman, of the

Range Committee

fell

an accomplished civil engineer.
Before beginning work on the range a map was made, and
There wr ill be an emspecifications to the smallest details.
bankment 240 feet long and 20 feet high, surrounded by a
crib 10 feet high, with a fence for the whole range, which is
100 yards wide and 1,000 yards long. The ground has been
thoroughly grubbed and cleaned from trees, and graded in
the uneven spots, and the markers' trench completed and
ready for the targets. Surely the path of the Syracuse
The opening meetshootist has fallen in pleasant places.
ing will take place next Spring."

upon Major R.

Griffin, Jr.,

New Jersey on

Thanksgiving Day.
The New Jersey Scheutzen Corps, Capt. W. F. Schuman,
will have a prize shooting at Scheutzen Park, Union Hill,
N. J. on Thanksgiving Day, to which they invite all riflemen and lovers^of the sport. The targets are open to all
Prize Shooting in

,

"Target of Honor," ring target, are poultry
worth $1.50; tickets for three shots, $1; number of tickets unlimited, but each shooter can get only one
On the target "Union," ring target, are twenty
prize.
prizes, valued at $150, to be divided as follows:— First

comers.

On the

prizes, etc.,

prize, $25; last prize, $2; tickets for three

shots cost $2;
number of tickets unlimited, but each shooter can win but
one prize. On the Man Target are "ten perpendicular

twenty prizes of the value of $150;

lines," also

$25;

first,

$2; tickets for five shots cost $2; number of tickets
unlimited; rule same as above. Bullseye targets— The visual or false centre on this target is 12 inches, the bullseye 4
last,

inches in diameter; fifteen shots for $1; number of shots
unlimited. After deducting all the expenses the receipts
Pool
will be equally divided among the bullseye shots.
bullseyes,
most
second,
the
for
premiums,
$5;
shooting,
Shooting commences at 9 o'clock A. M.,
$3; third, $1.
at 4:50 P.

M.

Intermission between 12 and

1

o'clock.

Plainfield (N. J.) Rifle Association will have a
the Pioneer Rifle Club, at Plainfield, on
with
contest
Thanksgiving Day. The associations will be represented by
teams of six, and the prizes offered are a handsome rifle to
the successful team, and a gold medal to the maker of the

The

The Plainfield Rifle Association
members Capt. Edward Feckner, of

highest individual score.

comprises

among

its

Company K, Twelfth Regiment;

Capt.

Wing

Burton, In-

spector of Rifle Practice, Twenty-third Regiment,
eral members of the same company.

and

sev-

—

Chicago. The following are the scores made by the Chicago Rifle Club at their late practice at the rifle range at
South Park, November 6th. Distance 500 yards, ten shot
:-

Name.

A

Score.
Name.
27 T. D. Williams
.....32 George E. Adams
.19 A. S. Thompson

Name.
Sexton
George Willard
George Buttenmueller

S. B.

Score
gj

25
"'..35

Total

Boston. The rifle organization in Boston seems to be
fast approaching perfection. Last week a meeting of prominent gentlemen and citizens was held at No. 55 Broomfield
street, Dr. Hazeltine presiding, and Mr. A. C. Sawyer ofMessrs. W. H. Jackson, C. E. Sanficiating as Secretary.
born, and E. W. Messenger were appointed to select the
proper locality for a range. Neponset will probably be the
place chosen. All the leading journals in Boston favor the
rifle movement.
The Rochester Union says: "In Syracuse the Rifle Association of the Sixth Division are making progress with
their range.
It is situated in De Witt, three miles from
Syracuse, on the New York Central Railroad, east of the

S. B.
R. S.

—

—

serve.

and ceases

—

American Rifle Association. This association presents an attractive programme for Thanksgiving Day,
Thursday, November 25th. Hours of shooting, 10:30 A. M.

Guard;

in stages

ceived from

—

musicians, and privates.

Consolidated Report of Rifle Practice by Co. A, Forty eighth Regiment, Twenty-fourth Brigade, Sixth Division, N. G. S.N. Y., at Oswego, on October 28th, 1875.
Yards.
Yards
Name and rank. 200 500 T'tl.
200 500 T'tl
Name and rank.
31
private.
Ungues.
13
James
18
H. B. Heron, 1st lieut..6
20
prvc.18
2
18
30 Sain'l
Sam ! Leighten, prvt..
12
T. W. Goodsell, 2d It.. 18
21
14
7
41 Joseph Lupin, prvt,
21
J. S. Barton, sergt....20
15
34
40 D. E. Miller, private. .19
19
C. A. Barton, sergt..21
7
27
27
McGraw,
privt..20
Wm.
15
J. C. Harding, sergt..l2
prvt
Montague,
...13
5
18
38
M.
19
sergt
19
Barnes,
L.
L.
29
13
45 P. McCarthy, private.. 16
22
Chas. Fingerhut,corp .23
6
26 Wm. McGufl'age, prvt. 6
5
21
L. Dale, corp
prvt.
Nicholson,
15
12
2?
24
T.
C.
10
14
corp
R. T. O'Niel,
15
8
7
34 J. NehfiE. private
15
19
A. Kimer, corp
16
35 John Parsons, private. 16
14
21
J. E. Slight, corp
private
24
....
16
Paine,
8
12
A.
2
C. A. Cleming, Corp.. 10
14
10
21
38 J. Roland, private
16
22
L.Miller, corp
12
27
23 A. II. Smith, private.. 15
19
1
A. J. Hooker, corp
private..
Smith,
17
10
27
31 Wm.
-<J.E. SchafEer, mas.. 22
privt..li
Sanford,
17
40
H.
H.
3
...18
J. Bennett, private
32
11
38 F. J. Torbett, privt..21
15
S3
G. Crav, private
Wm. Chauncey, privt.20 12 32 D. S. Tift, private ...19 9 28
16
33
24 J. B. Wallace, private. 17
M. Canlfleld, private.. 13 11
21
29
8
34|F. Walker, private
18
J. Caultteld, private.. 16
16
38
39;J. L. Wood, private.. 22
17
22
A. Cavalier,private
13
28
16| Wm. Harper, private.15
4
J. Donovan, private.. 12
.15
Hall,
private.
12
27
P.
31;
J.
13
A. Harness, private.. 21

'28th, 1876.

back

Sexton

Thompson

H. Simouton

George Willard.
J. A. Shaffer...

Name.
Score
48 S. W. Bnrnham
48 A. G. Alford
...44 S. E. Bliss
42 H. W. S. Cleveland
42

Score.

H. G. Howe

Forty-eight out of a possible 50

is

41
40
38
36
31

very fine shooting.

The Inter-State Match at Jackson, Mich.—The inPleasant Lake,
ter- State match which was commenced at
Ind. on the 27th of October, and was left unfinished on
account of darkness, was again shot at Jackson, Mich.,
10th, as per agreement, resulting in a victory for
the Jackson team of 22 points over the Chicago team, and
11 points over the Fort W«yne team. The teams were the
same as before except in the Chicago team, where Mr.
Adams took the place of J. B. Brad well, and on the Fort
Wayne team, Mr. Rundel taking the place of Z. Hopkins.

November

Mr. R. was on the original team, but had been unable to
attend the first match. Major H. Fulton was present and
chosen referee by the teams. The weather was very disagreeable in the forenoon, raining part of tie time, but

The match
clearing up about noon it was quite pleasaut.
passed off very smoothly, and the greatest harmony pre-

159

FOKT WATK3 TEAM.

C^Beeks

J.

W. W.

28;T. F. Cordery
30iC. Kundel.
29;A. F. Devtraux.

Stinnett

D.D. Weisel

21

22
33

Total

iro

JACKSON TEAM.
32| J. H. Harrington

G. H. Wolcott
J. A. Parkinson
C.H. Blair

33

32 T. J. Conely
...22|A. Fifleld

31
,..33

Total....

181

After the team match the Coltrin c% Purdy cane match
was shot for. Distance 500 yards, with three shots. This

was won by Col. Thompson, of the Chicago
The following are the scores:
Name.

Thompson

14 Z.

S. B. Sexton

C.H. Wolcott
R.
C.

Haire

J.

Bundel
Col.

Name,

Score.

Colonel R. S.

Thompson and

which resulted

as

Hopkins

Score
1

A. Fifield

13
13

Coptam Bogardus

JO

Stinnett

7
ll

Sexton then shot

S. S.

follows: Col.

A defective cartridge

o

14
13

W. W.

Rifle Club.

Thompson,

off the

3.

cost Mr. Sexton one miss.

— The following scores wtre made by the
Club of Jackson, Mich.,
Distance 500 yards;
Name.

tie,

5; Sexton,

at their practice

out of a possible
Name.
Score.

Jackson
on the 9th

George Blair
H. Harrington

J.

inst.

35:—
Score.
33
33

34 T. J. Conely
34 A. S. Fifield
35

J. A. Parkinson

Rifle

Total

169

Des Moines. — Still they come, more and more rifle assoThe tens of thousands of riflemen who made
ciations.
Stuttgart their rendezvous this year will be insignificent lis
when we come to hive all our riflemen one of these

to size
fine

days in some grand convention. The following are the

City Rifle Association of Des Moines,
B. Baker; Vice President, Gen.
R. V. Ankenny: Secretary, Col. John C. Parish; Treasurer, Major M. T. V. Bowman; Executive Committee, Col.
C. J. Clark, Polk city; Mr. O. D. Morris, Stuart; Capt. M.
officers of the Capital

Iowa:— President, Gen, K.

T. Russell, Mitchelville; Col. F.
S. Sabin, Des Moines.

Olmstead, Des Moines;

Major F.

California. —The annual prize meeting of the California Rifle Association passed off in a highly creditable and

The Sumner Guard, Company E,
satisfactory manner.
Regiment Infantry, carried off most of the prizes in-

First

dividually, besides taking second place in the military team

The Remington Creedmor rifle was won by
David Watson, of that company, who also carried off the
Kellogg Cup, besides which five other members of the
shooting.

company captured prizes. Mr. Sheldon J. Kellogg, formerly a member of Company A, Twenty- third Regiment,
Brooklyn, won a gold medal of the first class, value $40,
presented by the association. The prizes were distributed
on October 29th, and addional eclat was given to the proceedings of the C. R. A. by a grand promenade concert
and other jollifications.
Canada.— On the 29th of October the Northumberland
County Rifle Association had their meeting. The first
match was open to all members of the association; ranges,
400, 500 and 600 yards; five rounds each; Wimbledon tarWe give the leading scores :—
gets.
Points.
Points. jNo. Name.
No Name.
49
53k- Andrew Day
1— James Ferguson
47
McDonald
Huga
53'5—
2— James Pallen
46
.50|6-Herbert Pallen
3- John McRae
The second match was open only to members of the as- .

sociation who had never won an association prize previous
to the present meeting. The ranges were 400 and 500 yards,
The winners, with their scores and
five rounds at each.
prizes,

were as follows:

Name.
Donald Cameron

—

Points.
30
27

Mc Adam
The annual match

Peter

Name.

Prize.

Points.

$5 001W. N. Bain
4 50 David Paterson

24.

20

i

Prize.
$4 00
3 50

Cup presented by
No. 7 Battery of Artillery took
The scores of the competiplace at the Chatham Range.
follows:
as
were
tors

Hon. Peter Mitchell

to

Points.! Name.
40 David Paterson
.46 H. PaJlen
46|P. McAdani

Name.
M. J. O'Keefu
James Pallen
J. W*. Frazer

Mr. O'Keefe

for the Challenge

is

Points.

«
»

,

<>*

consequently the possessor of the cup

for

this year.

written a letter to
Gazette
in regard to the
Service
the editor of the Volunteer
at Creedmoor.
their
late
match
in
Canadians
the
defeat of
He says: "No safe conclusion can be drawn as to the qualweather
ity of the shooting at Creedmoor in relation to the

Foreign Notes.— Mr. John Rigby has

on the day of the match.

The comparison

of

rifles is

by
equally unsafe." He further states that the rifles used
Remingthe
that
and
make
were
old,
the Provincials of his
Mr.
tons and Sharps were new. This we freely grant

His concluding sentence

is:

"£>n the other hand r

FOREST AND STREAM.
by superior judgment or the greater weight of their
ammunition, they were more successful in dealing with
laterial deviation, and secured many more bullseyes and
Their knowledge of the range, on which the Cacentres.
nadians shot for the first time, would sufficiently account
either

That

for this."
-want

is it

Rigby

exactly.

more powder and more

rifles

for long ranges

lead.

<**«.

.

SHOOTING EXTRAORDINARY.

RIFLE

Chicago Gtxn Club, Chicago,

111,,

Nov.

9th, 1875.

and Stream:—

Editor Fokest

of our club— Col. J. A. Shaffer— did the best shooting that has
been done on our range. Has it been beaten at Creedinoor this
year? The following is the score at 503 yards, Remineion Creedmoor

One

ever

55555554555555555555

rifle:-5

5,

114 out of a possible

We

Major Fulton arrived here to-day.

have 120 members piid
np in our club. The Inter-State match comes off to-morrow at Jackson,
Mich. Major Fulton accompanies our team.
W. R. R.
115.

GERMAN AND SWISS RIFLEMEN AT

THE CENTENNIAL.

Philadelphia, Oct.

28, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
One part of the preparations of the Philadelphia Rifle Club for the
Centennial celebration of next year has been nearly completed, and the
programme has been concluded upon. The committee in charge of this
matter have held their sessions every other week, and are now prepared
to submit their shooting programme to the Committee Of Organization
and Board of Directors for approval. The main portion of the programme embraces the "Bunderfesr, i. e., the meeting'of the rifle clubs
forming; the "Schuetzenbund of the United States of North America."
This great rifle contest will commence on June 26th and close on July
1st next, the distribution ot prizes to take place on July 3d next.
On
July 5th it is proposed t&at a competition between the cadets of the
July 6th is set apart for a contest of teams
united clubs will take place.
selected by clubs everywhere from among their members, and July 7th
for a competition of teams organized by nationalities.
At the Bunder1

'

be put up five classes of targets, all for individual competition,
two of them only for members of the Schuetzenbund, viz.: the "target
11
1
of honor and the "stich target, ' and three open to all comers on payment of $1 entry, viz.: the "man target, ' field target," and "bullseye

fest will

1

target.

The ranse

11

SCO yards and the rule off hand shooting, standing
description of the different targets may be interesting

A

at all targets.

is

and Stream who may probably

some readers of Forest

to

take part in

the sport.

The "target of honor

1

is a ring target with twenty-five half inch rings,
which those numbering from 1 to 13 are white, those from 14 np to 25
form the black centre. On this target each shooter who is a member of
the association is allowed three shots, the ticket costing $5.
The highest
possible score is 75.
The "stich target" is a bullseye target, the black
'

of

which

visual centre of

is

twelve inches in diameter; on this centre rests

a black circular bullseye six inches in diameter.
i-ssociaticn are

Only members of the

permitted to shoot at this target.

The shots

are limited

price of ticket $5.
No ticket for this target can be obtained by
any rifleman unless he has taken a ticket for the target of honor. The
to three;

best bullseye of
different

each shooter

is

taken into account; the bullseyes of the
measurement, which is taken by -a

shooters range according to

gauge which measures to the 1-800 inch from the centre of the bullseye to
the centre of the bullet hole.
The prizes for these two association tar-

honorary gifts and the regular contributions of the assoand will probably amount to $10,000 or more. The "man
target represents the upper portion of a man's body and is
divided in
half inch wide horizontal lines.
The middle line counts twenty points,
the next line on each side is nineteen, and so on down to one
point on
the extreme right and left.
This target is open to all comers who have
made their entry. The ticket costs $10, allowing the shooter two series
of five shots each, of which the better series is taken into
account, and
the lesser one only to decide ties between the former.
Each marksman
can obtain but one target.
Two thousand dollars will be divided in 100
prizes from $150 down to $5, all to be distributed to winners
on this target.
The "field target" consists of a black oval 17 inches high by 11
inches in width, in which i» described an inner oval with
diameter 9x3
inches.
Open to all comers like the man target. The inner field counts
two points, and the outer one point, on tickets for ten
shots for $1,
while on tickets for five shots for $1 the inner counts four
and the outer
gets consist in
ciated clubs,
11

two points.

The number of

For 120 points a sila Centennial medal, and for 20 points a
points shot by one shooter before the rest
a silver cup worth $25 to $30 will be awarded. The
"bullseye target" has
a black visual centre of 12-ii ch diameter
with a 4 inch black bullseye;
open to all comers; twenty tickets for $i; number of
tickets unlimited!
On this target the best bullseye of each shooter counts for
prizes; the
measurement is taken in the same manner as on the stick target;
$1,000
will be distributed in seventy-five
prizes from $75 to $5. Besides 'the
prizes premiums of
$1 are given for the first and last bulleeye shot every
forenoon and afternoon; $35 in premiums
distributed every day among
those ten shooters who have
made the most bullseyes during the day, and
¥250
tif teen premiums from
$60 to $5 among those who have obtained
»e most bullseyes during the week.
tickets is unlimited.

ver cup is giveu, for 60 points
trade dollar.
For the first 120

m

In the match proposed for July
6th any team of seven belonging to an
organized rifle association can engage for
$50. The entry must be made
before May 15th next,
and the money paid by June 15th next, in the office
of the Secre'ary
of the Schuetzenbund, 534 and 536 North

Third street,
Targets are the same as the above described target of
Conditions-Offhand shooting; position, standing; rifles, any
nan bore without magnifying
glasses or telescope contrivances. The
seven forming a
team must be members of the same rifle association and
miildel Phia.

,

flonor

not a combination
of

members of different organizations; no shooter is
shoot in two teams, and no organization can
be represented
y more than one team.
Bach team can have reserve men, and has to
nsh an umpire, who has
serve
to
on the committee controlling the
EaCh 8h00ter is allowed ten scoring shots, and sighting
shots
at T-lft ,
before the beginning of the match at
10 A. M. Reserve men canoe take a
part in the match after the shooting has
commenced. Targets
t0 e * ch team are
to be distributed immediately before the begin.
or
the
shooting by drawing lots, and at the same time
g
the umpires
their P° st » assigned by the shooting
master, so that each of
° 0n
the scorin S of another team than the one he
belongs to
Th7
eiewill be one valuable
prize given to the team scoring the most
V6 ty 8h0ts 250 beiug the highesfc
P° S8 iWe individual score,
gwwed

to

&W\

2

>

Zr,.
1

and

i

T~-n

bad J'/
ers
in

K

i,

t.

'

hlghesfc P° ssiole score for
A champion
» team.
awarded for the highest individual score among all shoot-

?
8ol(iba<3 Se8
;77 eam

"
«rh
l"ier

* ame princi le8
P

wm

°e arranged the international match, to
° a July 7Lh next with tMs
differen ce, that the teams are or°!
nationalities. The number of riflemen
constituting

Ukert*
fianlyi.

of differen t values for the highest individual score
This will be decided by counting twenty-five shots
on
then fche twenty . four shot8> and go on
-

i

Slde>

'

i

SErf?

bebJt,
m " the

mllbc

a na-

fis ed

,

closing

day

when

entries have
/or entrieS-

been made,

wdI

lfcd!!Ej/^

May

15th next

as for the internathankfully accepted from rifle clubs whose members
IMtenri
1
th Philarlel P hia Schuetzen Park
either as competitors or
a*
f
fr °
friend8 of the 8P° rt Gif ts not specially assigned
fort ,pT11
atCh *
be C0Dsidere d as made for the association match
and e an ?
*
S e(i among the prizes on the target of honor
L
'•

sdXJ

*'

bHT

m

m

'

The American Riflemen Abroad.—The

235

Volunteer Ser-

an able resume of the year's shooting in England, has the following:—
"We have said that we should have more to say of our
American guests. The famous American team, including
nearly all the men who beat the Irish at Creedmoor last
year, came over to Ireland in the Summer and fired the return match at Dollymount, near Dublin. Victory again
remained with the American 'Six,' who, in bad weather,
and on a strange range, made the wonderful average of
161.16, 'Old Wimbledon' points, higher than the highest
individual score that has ever been made in the Elcho
Shield contest. Many persons were very anxious that these
wonderful marksmen should, with the addition of their
two reserve men, try conclusions with our Eights, and a
proposal was made to the Council of the National Rifle
Association to permit the American team to shoot side by
side with the Elcho Eights, though not, of course, for the
Elcho Shield. A valuable cup had been presented by the
Committee of "Lloyds," which was intended to be the
prize for the winning team in this special contest. But the
Council decided, as we think rightly, that such a course
would be open to great inconvenience, and proposed instead to organize a match with a composite United Kingdom Eight against the Americans. The Americans, however, though they might perhaps have strained a point to
shoot in the great Shield match, were not disposed to accept any more challenges, and the end of the matter was
that the Council of the National Rifle Association gave a
challenge cup to be shot for by the members of the American team. It was won with a splendid score of 133 out of
150, at 1,000 yards, by Mr. Fulton, and will be shot for
annually by the New York Rifle Association. The shooting of the Americans was nothing less than wonderful
throughout, and their courteous and genial manners made
vice Gazette, in

We

them great

favorites at Wimbledon.
expressed at the
time, and now repeat, our regret that a match worthy of
the competitors and of the occasion was not organized at
a much earlier date.
There is, it appears, to be a great
match at Philadelphia next year, which may possibly prevent a team from the United States from coming to Wimbledon; but in 1877 there is every probability of their repeating their visit, and on that occasion they will certainly
find a match worth shooting in,"

Scotland.— Captain Horatio Ross has been elected President of the National Rifle Club of Scotland.
better
choice could not have been made. The latter portion of
his letter of acceptance is as follows:—

A

"People should, however, bear in mind that, in supporting a high class of rifle shooting, they are encouraging
what is more than a mere feat of skill and strength, such
as a boat race or cricket match— much as I admire both.
The rifle has now taken the place of the old long bow, the
fate of nations will be decided by it in the future, and that
country is the strongest which can place in line of battle
the greatest number of highly skilled, well drilled marks-

men."
—"Competitive

shooting" says the Volunteer Service
Gazette is looking up in the Regular Army, and we hope
that year by year we shall have more of it to report.
On
the 3d of this month there was a match at Aldershot between a Brigade Major and five Adjutants against a Brigade
clerk and Sergeant Major.
So there was some mixing of
ranks.
The musicans of the 2d Battalion shot with a
team of the Tenth Regiment. The prizes were dinners to
the losers.
The Volunteer Service Gazette states that "the

match between

we imagine,

rifle

officers

and non commissioned

a novelty in the Regular

officers

is,

Arm v."

-

GAME

altered their color for better or worse.

And

"

the porcelain

was hard and harsh, heating and unabsorbent; so the question finally lay between meerschaum and brier. Now, than
a fine piece of true meerschaum nothing is more fascinating, sweeter, handsomer.
Mark its tender creamy
tint, its soft, fine lustre, its smooth texture.
Lift it— it is
light as a sponge; and you can almost indent it by the
pressure of your fingers. You fill it (rather, if you are
wise, you fill a false bowl set on to it,) and as you draw in
the smoke you can almost see the delicate brown flushing
deeper and deeper through the white. By slow degrees
lest you overheat it, with most jealous care, lest you chip
or scratch it, do you prosecute the experiment, until after
some weeks or months the point: of perfection is attained.
There is nothing comparable to the warm, intense brown,
mottled and shaded, rich and polished, which is now diffused around the bowl. It is not like moss agates, or original marbles, nor precious woods, yet it brings all these
delicately to mind.
The color lies in clusters, as it were,

yet shaded off uniformly toward the lip, which is burned
white. Around the neck it is deepest and thickest, and
just here you can hardly call it less than black.
There is a
similar difference between the pipe now and in its primitive
purity, to that between a sunlit cloud at mid-day and the
same gilded and empurpled by the splendor of sunset. Not
always, however, nor indeed often, is such success in
meerschaum-coloring met with. In the first place, instead
of meerschaum, it turns out to be "chip," which is shavings of meerschaum welded together and so recut; the
pipes look well enough in the shop, but all the sponginess
and delicacy is lost; the oil cannot penetrate, or comes out
in blotches here and there; the bowl becomes rusty and
dirty, all the perique in the world can produce nothing
better on it than a dirty yellow tint, irregularly distributed,
and the draft gets easily clogged. Similar is tho result
should the pipe prove—meerschaum, indeed, but— of a
hard, impenetrable variety. Nothing can be done; you

may boil it and burn it, and make it all sorts of colors
but you deceive neither yourself nor any one else into
thinking it comparable to the -genuine,, inimitable "sea-

foam."— Galcuvy.

Woodcock, PMlohela minor.
Plovers, Choradrhnoe.
Willets, Symphemia semipalmata
Snipe, Godwits, Curlews, and Bay
Birds, Scolopacidce.

Sandpiper. Tringa.
Wild Turkey, Meleagris gallopavo. Reed or Rice Birds, DolicJionyx oryzRuffed Grouse, Bonasa urabellus.
vorus.
Pinnated Grouse, Cupidonia cupido .Wild Ducks. Anatmce.
Quail, Ortyx Virginianus.
Squirrels, Sciurinoe.

—

Game

in Market. There is a scarcity of Western game
market that can only be accounted for on the ground of

in

a short supply.

The weather,

it

is

true,

is

somewhat

against keeping, and with a freezing temperature shipments

more liberal, but the late and severe Spring has unquestionably thinned out the "chickens."
quote pinnated grouse at $1.50 per pair; ruffed grouse, $1.25a$l.$0.
Some Western quail are being received, but the hulk of
the supply is from New Jersey and Connecticut, mostly
full grown birds; price $3.50a$4 per dozen.
Woodcock
are worth 75 cents per pair; the supply is decreasing, and
the demand has been light through the season. English
snipe are very scarce, the few in market bringing $3 per
dozen.
Some fine wild turkeys have been received from
Ohio, and sell for 30 cents per pound. Ducks of various
descriptions are now received from as far South as Currituck; the finest birds, however, are shot at Havre de Grace.
will be

We

Canvas backs are worth $2.50 per pair; red heads, $1.50;
Western birds, such as mallard, bring $1.25:
black ducks, 75 cents; widgeon, 75 cents; teal, 75 cents;
wild geese, $la$1.25 each; rabbits, 50 to 75 per pair; Canada bunting, 75 cents per dozen; venison, 25 to 30 cents
per pound.
brant, $1.25.

—

Especially at this time, at the beginning of the duck
shooting season and the approach of the holidays, come
frequent inquiries where to go for wild fowl, with a reasonable prospect of a full bag.
endeavor to so direct
our friends that they may not come back to heap anathemas on our heads for wasted time and misspent money,
but the fact is, that from Currituck to Montank, all avail-

We

able points are leased, pre-empted, or held in possession

by

gentlemen sportsmen or market shooters, who claim exclusive privileges within the limits of specified areas.
To be
sure of unqualified sport, one who is not a member of
some club must possess the open sesame to the shooting
box of some generous friend, or the good will of those

who make duck

shooting a livelihood. There are numerous places on the Sounds of North Carolina \vhere one
may shoot ad libitum, but there are no convenient means of
access thereto, and no lodging accommodations.
So also
on the Chesapeake, along the New Jersey coast, and on
the shores of Long Island there are localities where one
may shoot without his right to do so being disputed; nevertheless, it may be considered reasonably certain that no
eligible stand is without its claimant, either by title, absolute possession, or the right which might gives.
In this

know that within the past
has been opened up to the duck
shooter, most easy of access by rail, where wild fowl congregate in untold numbers, scarcely disturbed by the few
gunners that occasionally drop in among them. This district is comprised within the two counties of Virginia
known as Accomac and Northampton, dividing the waters
of the Atlantic from those of Chesapeake Bay, the outer
shores of which are flanked by innumerable islands and
month

'

SEASON IN NOVEMBER.

Moose, Alee Americanus.
Elk or Wapisi, Cervus Canadensis.
Red Deer, Cervus Virgmianus.
Caribou, Rangifer caribou.
Hares, Leporinm.

dilemma,

Pipes.—In styles of pipe I have experimented largely;
have sounded the gamut of plain el-iv, crambirr, meerschaum, (and chip) charcoal, poreeUiu &--.J. brier. The
plain clay— the cutty— is workmanlike and democratic; I
think I would adopt it if I were running for high office.
Gambier is rather fantaslic, but colors as easily as sweet
sixteen; to me it is an objection that, being made in molds,
I know not how many thousand people may be pulling at
the twin brother or sister of that between my fingers.
As
for the charcoals, they promised well, and were not without their season of popularity; there was something of
classic elegance and simplicity in their smooth black dress
and silver trimming. But they did'nt wear well, somehow;
they broke and got incurable croup, and of course never

IN

a

it is

new

a satisfaction to
district

among which

the ducks gather unmolested.
The
known as the "Capes." Here are
the famous islands of Chincoteague, Mockhorn, and Hog
Island, besides scores of others scarcely known by name,
even to the few dwellers on the adjacent coast. These are
islets,

southernmost point

is

reached from Lewes, Delaware, by a railroad running down
nearly the entire length of the peninsula, and to Lewes one
may go by all rail from New York, or by the Old Domin-

M

ion Company's steamers, leaving here at 4 P.
and reaching Lewes next morning. Where one has a big bag of decoys and other impedimenta to carry the latter is preferable.
Any information respecting this shooting ground
will doubtless be furnished cheerfully at the company's

Greenwich street.
Of other available places not wholly preoccupied, we
may safely recommend the Eastern Shore of Maryland,
office in

along St. Mary's county, including Choplico and Brittain's
Bay, Egg Harbor, Barnegat Bay, the Great South Bay of

Long

and the Connecticut River near Saybrook. At
good lodging accommodations and experienced gunners can be found. We might designate, for
instance, as places of rendezvous, Leonardtown, Maryland;
the hostelries of E. H. Frame and J. W. Kinzey, at Barnegat, and Wm. Lane, at Good Ground, Long Island. Other
names are recommended in our correspondents' column
all

Island,

these places

We

mean that our readers shall -learn to look to
us for information in all things relating to sport; and while
we cannot continually fill our columns with hints and directions, yet much knowledge of localities, the flight
of
tc-day.

birds and wild fowl, and the condition of the shooting,
can
always be gathered by reference to the weekly reports of
our correspondents in different States that appear in
this
department of our paper.

—If those of our readers who don't believe there is good
duck shooting now on Long Island had seen the bunch
of
scaups brought into our office on Tuesday last, they
would
surely be convinced of the fact. These fine fowl
were jsent
to us by Geo. B. Eaton, Esq., of the
Sportsman's EmporiunvlOS Nassa^street, and were a, sample of eightv-eighi
;

FOREST AND STREAM.
by him in the course of two days' shooting at "Bill
Lane's," Good Ground, Long Island.
heartily thank
the good giver for this donation; if he doubts our sincerity
he should see us at dinner time!

'killed

of

—A

correspondent states that a few days ago at Meacham
Lake, N. Y M he killed a loon from a boat with his 12 bore
Scott gun at a distance of 15 rods. Charge 3 drachms Orange
powder, and. l£ oz. No. 4 shot with a few pellets of No. 2.
The loon was hit in five places. It is an unusual feat to
kill a loon with shot.

game

to be assisted

SHOOTING ON CAPE COD.

New Hampshire— Madison,

November lQth, 1875.—First
season, clearing off with five inches on
mild, and very favorable for hunting.
Bears are quite plenty this Fall, ranging the lower lands
more than usual, probably owing to the superiority of mut
ton and acorns over other bear provender. One has made
his rendezvous on Staycey Mountain, four miles below
Mad -on depot, and has regaled himself on the carcasses of
thirty one sheep, taken in the course of the Fall.
Joshua
N. Piper, the noted bear and deer hunter, and son, with
the undersigned, taking advantage of the recent snowfall,
went for him, but failed to capture him. He had doubtless got into Winder quarters before the snow fell.
Members of the craft who would like to find good sport will
€nd Mr. Piper on hand for a bru?h. The route is from
Boston to West Ossipee, via Eastern, Great Falls and Conway road; five hours ride; stage conveyance irom West
Ossipee to Chocorn in about one hour and a half; time
enough left the same day to go out and knock over a brace
of partridges just back of the house.
Charles Coon.

Boston, Mass., October 28th,

snow storm of the
a level. Weather

Wisconsin— Montello, November

15th, 1875.

My finsers burn with indignation, for if I can trust my
New Hampshire correspondent, ''Quail," boasts in his letter

to be in my native State shooting his patronymics out of season,
and in direct violation of the laws of the State. As Artemus Ward says,

came

'•This is too
I sincerely

thirty -five quail at $25

is

A

Very

Making Game of a Sportsman.— During

—

Arrangements have been completed for a pigeon match
for $6,000 between Mr. B. DeForrest, of this city, and Mr.
A. V. Grubb, of Philadelphia. The conditions of the
match are for each to shoot at 100 single birds, thirty-five
yards rise, 100 yards boundary, with one and a half ounce
of shot, from five traps placed five yards apart, English
The match is to take place at the
rules, for $3,000 a side.
Pimlico Track, Baltimore, on the 30th. Mr. Grubb is a
gentleman amateur of Philadelphia, and figured in several
handicaps last July and August at Newport, R. I. Mr. B.
DeForrest is a noted shot, and has participated in several
matches. He is a member of the Long Island Gun Club,
and well known in Wall street. The gentlemen are quite

sportsman.

1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
A pigeon match was shot to-day

for the Eldridge champion medal,
between Mr. O. Stimpson, the present champion, and Charles A. Loud,
of this city. The match was at fifteen birds each, under the Eldridge
medal rules. The Bhooting was considered good on both sides, as will
be seen by the score:—

*0

1—12

*0
1100 011111111 birds 1-12
on hand,
!

1

1

1

1

making a tie; there being no
on Friday, November 12th, which resulted in
it wa-j decided
a victory for Mr. Loud, he killing all three birds to Slimpson's two. Mr.
Srimpson is one of the best shots in the State, and has proven himself
so by winning the medal and retaining it four successive times.

Each man

Just as

if

a thoroughbred

sportsman

ever

could be a successful politician! Whereupon, a fellow
sportsman and friend of the persecuted and non-combative
candidate took up the cudgel in his defence in this wise,
through one of the local papers:—
"The joke-makers have been trying to excite prejudice
against our nominee for Senator on the ground that he
Well, it is
takes his recreation by following field sports.
fortunate that they can say nothing worse about the gentleman, and indeed it is not a very serious offense to take a
day's shooting once in a while. A certain George Washington was an ardent sportsman, and I believe he made a
respectable figure in other capacities. One Daniel Webster
loved to bag the wild ducks and snipe around Marshfield.
He even bred famous breeds of setters, but he was none the
powder the sophistries of Hay ne.
less able to crush to
But there may be some who regard familiarity with firearms as an evidence of unspeakable turpitude. To such,
Mr. T. can handle a gun with
I would say that although
he
is opposed to overloading the
cocked;
gets
never
he
skill
people with taxes; he has snap in him, he is a man of
does not break off
action- he would lock up thieves; he
with his friends because they are not rich his private
character is not checkered; he is not the butt of his assocan "take stock in; he would
ciates- he is a man the people
put on guard; he is
not muzzle the press; he can safely be
of his life is not pernot a political tumbler; the mainspring
man of calibre, and I'll
sonal <*ain- he is not a bore, but a
en-aaae'yvmhe a good official he would not rifle the sav's barrel ortreasury. Can
ings of the poor or the State
him, or dare they deny that he is a
e:an say as much for
mere "Hash in the pan," a blank cartridge, a squib; who
opened fire on worthy public officers to make them "shell
courage to push home his
out " but did not have the
is not
Let them, if they can, prove that
charges.
what Jefferson called Aaron Burr, mz: "A crooked gun
whose aim you can not be sure or, ana then we shall hold

^

1

recent

sidered "an Israelite in whom there was no guile." So
invulnerable to ordinary slings and shafts of the enemy
was his armor, that the opposition essayed to damage his
chances of election by twitting upon the fact he was a

.

1

the

canvas in this State, a gentleman well known in
scientific circles was nominated for State Senaand
literary
never figured as a politician, and therefore
had
He
tor.
bore an unblemished character. Indeed, he might be conpolitical

»

1

Geo. Henderson.

respectfully,

killing 12 birds
to shoot off

QrjAli,.

;

Titustille, Pa., November 9th, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
The Titusviile Association and Sportsmen's Club shot a prize pigeon
match yesterday, aud'as the score was not up to the standard I will not
send it to yon. The prize was presented by C. W. Isham, Esq., and
the bowl five inches in
consisted of a silver cup fifteen inches in height,
bas relief of frosted
diameter, lined with gold, and surmounted by a
work finely engraved. The shooting was not good, to the surprise of
upon their
everyone, owing probably to the weight of the cup resting
occasion. This,
shoulders, together with the large pool improvised on the
you know, is apt to unnerve the young experimentalise at the trap, and

;

—

measure for the low scores.
In a contest with the Erie Club, at Erie, on the 8th of October, they
did far better, making 78 out of 100, which is not bad. Mr. Henry HarThis club is not regularly
ley, well known in New York, won the prize.
organized, but is in a fair way to be so. They begin to be awake to the
true interest of sportsmen in the protection of game and fish,^ through
the teachings and admonition of your valuable paper, which is highly
Bappreciated here, as everywhere else.
will account in a great

[All very well,

and we

hail "with pleasure the formation

•

contempt"
But all would not do. Although T. run far ahead of his
wave,"
caught in the reflux of the "tidal
ticket, he was
**and his political hopes rendered for the time 'demnition

him

in a little less

moist."
,

AS

anything relating to the merits of the new system
of
boring guns must be of interest to our readers
we
copy the following from the Illustrated Sporting and Dramatic News. The system alluded to in the first paragraph
was what was known here as the "Roper." Other American makers claim to have bored guns on the present so
called new plan, many years since.
The competition for
the cup to be presented by our English contemporary to
the gun making the "best pattern" for general shootinowould afford our makers an excellent opportunity for trying their guns against those made across the water:—

"In previous numbers we pointed out that the originator of the "choke bore" system in America only intended
the part of the barrel that was "choked" to screw on the
barrels of guns of the ordinary length when used for shooting wild fowl at long ranges. For other sport the guna
were used with the barrels in their normal state, and without the "choke part," which was a piece of barrel six inches in length. Our contemporary, the Field, says Mr,
Pape, of Newcastle, invented this— the choke bore system!
challenge our contemporary or Mr. Pape to prove his
claim to it. About eighteen months before the Field gun
trial, Mr. Dougal, gunraaker, of St. James street, told us
that he was trying to develop a system of boring—American which would revolutionise the boring of the present
day. This was the "choke bore" system. Mr. Dougal

We

—

was the

—in London, at any rate —who to
knew anything about the matter. Shortly
Field gun trial we happened to be at Nunhead

first

gun maker

our knowledge

before the
shooting grounds seeing a "choke bored" gun shot by another maker. Having finished the shooting, we strolled
over to another target, where some one was shooting with
double barrelled guns; the "pattern," shot after shot,
averaged from 190 to over 200 pellets on a 20-inch circle at
We found upon inquiry that this was Mr.
forty yards.
afterwards found that these
Dougal's son trying guns.
guns were bored on what is know as the "modified" choke
bore system. Mr. Dougal, like a sensible man, had found
out where the "choke bore," pure and simple, was a failon the target,
ure
i, e., "balled" or "clubbed" the shot
and he developed the system into the "modified" choke
And the natural conclusion we come to is, that he
bore.
had been at work upon it since he had mentioned to us
eighteen months before that "he was developing a new
system of boring." Not one word did anyone hear during
this period about Mr, Pape or Mr. Greener being acquainted with "choke boring," or "modified choke boring." It
will be seen, too, upon reference to the back numbers of
the Field, that that paper was as ignorant of the existence
of any such system, as it usually is about improvements in
gunnery. So much for the Field, Mr. Greener (so called
inventor of the system), and Mr. Pape (also credited with
The pure choke bore was never intended for
its invention).
general shooting. It is almost useless in the hands of a
man accustomed to use a ''wide-patterned" gun on the old
system.
The following letter, which has appeared in a recent issue of the Field, best explains the situation, pro and con,
as regards choke bored guns:—
Balgbeggan, Stranraer, Oct. 4th, 1875.
Sib- Again in this last week's Field there is no account from the pub-

We

—

ford excellent sport fishing for trout, various kinds of perch, white cat,
The wood* abound in squirrels, wild tu-keys, rabbits, and deer;
the fie'ds with quail, doves, larks, etc., and in Winter, snipe, ducks,
woodcock, robins, wild pigeons, etc. Transportation is abundant and
very cheap. Parties who go with the intention of camping generally
send the conveyances back, to return for them at a specified time.
carryall with seats for fifteen persons, four horses and driver can be had
for il2 per day. Board, $1.50 to $2 per day; by the month, $30 and $^5.

*

1

If there is

etc.

PIGEON MATCHES.

1

in size

Baton Rouge, to Livonia, in the parish of Point Coupee, twenty-eight
miles, and from tbence is graded twelve miles to the Atchaf ulaya River.
The country is level, and where not reclaimed, is swamp and dense canebrake, abounding in deer, bear, wild turkey, etc. It is subject to overflow from the Mississippi, in case of breaks in the levees. Bayous Grosse
Tete, Foxdoche, and smaller streams run through the country, and at
low water afford good fishing for trout, perch, white cat, etc. The
trains run twice a week now from Allen Station, about a mile above the
town of Baton Rouge, and make connection with a steam ferryboat to
the town. The accommodations on the line of the railroad are poor,
there bema: little or no travel beyond the actual settlers. The country
on this side (east) of the Mississippi is high and rolling; the streams, of
which the principal are the Amite and Comite Rivera, are clear and af-

Pinckney.
Canada.— Cornwall, Nov. 6.—Duck shooting on the St.
Lawrence is said to be excellent in this neighborhood. Two
gentlemen of Ogdensburg killed 150 ducks and three geese
a few days since. Snipe and plover are also abundant.

1

compare favorably

Baton Rouge, La., October 28th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream.:—
The line of railroad (Baton Rouge,Grosse Tete and Opelou<?as) of which
I was secretary, rnnB from the Mississippi River, in the parish of West

A

1

jam satis.

SPORT IN LOUISIANA.

R

Stiuipson

apiece— Ohe!

our correspondent in his indignaone thing worse than a violation of the
law in one's own State, it is going into a neighbor's and
slaughtering his birds.—Ed.]

My

Loud

ever guilty of the like again that

[We sympathize with

tion.

—

Poktsxuouth, N. H., November 9th,

is

with a good plump English
sparrow. I hear the poulterers give 12\ cents apiece for them, so that a
very able-bodied man might possibly earn in a day the astounding sum
of one dollar and twenty-five cents! if he was active and persevering.
Under Grip.

Pennsylvania— Harrisburg, November 15th, 1875. The
ishooting season has been fully inaugurated in this section
•of Pennsylvania.
Quail, or partridge, as our people insist
upon calling them, have been tolerably plenty this season,
but are so no longer, as many have fallen victims to the
aim ot our practiced Nimrods. Recently a colored man
named Wilson Hopkins, in the employ of Harry McCormick, one of our most respected and wealthy iron manufacturers, left for a week's shooting in Adams county, south
He returned at the end of a week, having
of Gettysburg.
in his possession 246 birds, several woodcock, and a brace
The colored amateur sport insists
or two of ruffed grouse.
that he shot the game, assisted by his brother, but report
says he used greenback gun wads to some extent. Woodfriend,
cock are remarkably scarce in this locality.
Mr.
A. Roumfort, who owns several fine pointers, was
out the oi her afternoon in the favorite resort of the "timber toodle," Wetzel's Swamp, where years before it was
to bag from ten to a dozen woodnot unusual for Mr.
cock, but he only "raised" one and five jack snipe during
few wild turkeys have been brought in
the afternoon.
from the mountains, but the birds are far from being fat.

evenly matched.

"Quail"

fatuity of allowing quail to be killed, even as early as October 15th,
finely illustrated this season hereabouts, in the fact that about fifty per

cent, of the birds

—

—

if

The

— The season's

C

hope that

more reasonable proportion to his wickedness,
and at least restrain him from a parade of his crime, by publishing it in
the leading sporting journal of the country, before the eyes of more
scrupulous sportsmen who regard the laws. As it is, he is convicted
on his own testimony, and stands indebted to the Old Bay State for

the sport quite fine.
The latter species
flights daily
one at daylight from Puck&way Lake, six miles eastward of this village to Buffalo
Lake, one hundred rods west of this place, where they
remain until the shades of evening are approaching, when
they fly with the same regularity back to Puckaway. In
these nights the ducks pass directly over the village and
;afford sport to numerous gunners for about half an hour
.each evening
Deer are reported plenty in Northern Wisconsin, and bears more numerous than for years previous,
giving promise of sport at the first fall of snow. Fred.

have two regular

much."

his discretion will bear a

(*".

make

eyes, your
of October

17th of having killed thirty -five quail at Eastham, on Thursday, September 30th and Friday, October 1st. Now, as our Massachusetts la,v makes
a close season for qnail until October 15th, will the gentleman please
"rise and explain" how it happened that he, an "outside barbarian,"

shooting is fast drawing to a close in our northern districts,
d-rouse shooting is practically over. Mallards are far from
plenty, but a fair amount of canvas backs.
Myriads of
•scaup ducks
e., blue or broad bills, In local vernacular)
-suffice to

1875.

Editor Porkst and Stream.:—

i

CHOKE BORES.

new

sportsman's club, but how is the protection
by trap shooting? On the contrary,
we fear that the ostensible objects of association are forgotten in the momentary excitement of the match, and
protection relegated to that "sweet by and by," to join other
good intentions in assisting to form the pavement of a spot
prepared, we trust, for poachers and law-breakers. Ed.]
of every

We

he performance of their choke bores on game. Allow me to state
opinion of the merits of the choke bore as a gun for ordinary ehootmv. I in common with many of your subscribers, had a pair of N<>. 12
ch7)ke bore barrels tltttd on to the stock of an ordinary gun. On taking
the choke barrels out snooting the increase in weight was at once felt.
Then the
My barrt-l* by Lansc weigtt 1 lb. more than oidinary barn-Is.
new choke barrels are longer, and the 1 lb. not bems; distributed o^er
latal
the barrels, bur. mainly at the muzzle, makes the sun top heavy— a
stumbling block to brilliant xhootim*. I do not find in the field that exchoke
my
find
I
expected.
that
one
ranges
tra killimr power at long
shots at
barrels cause me to miss many snap and cramoed shots— many
come into
snipe. I should be very sorry to tee the ordinary game shot
shot
be-one
^onld
how
know
it
my turnips, with a choke bore. I
should
at fifteen yards, and the next at eighty. F->r grouse when wild I
boring as a most decided improvement, or for any
conskter toe
litpowerful. steadv-ny ing bird, as ducks or black ^.ame. To show how
one third ot me
tle my humble self cares for the new toy, 1 am asking
Sckutatob.
price I gave for the choke barrels.
lic

of

my

mw

Writers in the Sporting Gazette and Land and Water echo
the opinions expressed by "Scrutator." So that the ignorance of the Meld newspaper as to the failure of the pure
"choke bore" system in America, seven years ago, has led
too
that paper to recommend it to the British public, and a
away
money
their
thrown
have
public
British
credulous
over "choke bores." Next year we shall offer a handsome
and valuable silver plate (similar to the one hundred guinea
cup given by this paper to be competed for by the Irish
the
and American riflemen at Dublin) which will become
make
property of any gunmaker possessing a gun able to
also may
the "best pattern" for general shooting. Gunmakers
Hem
be assured that the Illustrated Sporting and Dramatic
in their
hands
their
put
to
competitors
the
ask
not
will
pockets to defray the expense of making the targets.

The Growth op American Cheese

Production. —A

and
writer in Harper's Magazine gives some very interesting
Amof
growth
astonishing
the
to
curious facts in relation
In 1850 the aggregate value of
erican cheese production.

amounted
the butter and cheese exported from this country
Oneida
in
farmer
a
time
this
About
to only $334,000.
originated the
Williams,
Jesse
named
York,
New
county,
great that
cheese factory system, and his success was so
follow his
to
began
State
the
farmers in other sections of
that there
example. The system has developed so rapidly

m the

cheese factories in New York alone, and
As a result,
entire country about ten times that number.
$3,334,631, ana
the exports of cheese in 1861 amounted to
$12, 000,uuu
reached
continued to increase until in 1874 they
In 1874 tn
still.
larger
be
1875 the figures will
are

now 500

and for

exports of cheese from the port of
96,834,691 pounds, and

Canada

New York amounted to

in the

same year exP 01te "

cheese-producing btate
20 000,000 pounds. The principal
Massachusetts.
are New York, Ohio, Vermont, Illinois, and
and the D
food,
Cheese is a very nutritious article of
Europe ana
in
meat
of
The scarcity
substitute for meat.
w
laboring classe
other European countries has led the
V
el
lar
is
'
S
adopt cheese as a substitute, and to this fact
.^
American
increased demand for the product of our
»

the

cheese factories,

..

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
THE

Long Island Poultry Association.

POWDER

HAZARD

CO.,

FIRST

MANUFACTURERS OF

GUNPOWDER.

CITY OF BROOKLYN, Nov.

2d and 3d.

1st,

Fancy and Hunting Dogs,

Hazards "Duck Shooting."

Preminm

to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
and 6i and 12* lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close, and with great
Ctration. For held, forest and water shooting

aks any other brand, and it is equally services
We for muzzle or breech loader.

mailed free.

list

THOS. SMITH,

Address

Secretary,

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.
aug26-ly

BreechLoading,Sportina:
And

Military

Your attention is called to
OIL TANNED MOC-

GOODS

CASINS,

88 Wall Street, INe

ACCURACY,

w York.

Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation.

Workmanship, they areUnsurpassed.
REVOLVERS OF VARIOUS SIZES,

PIPE.

DESIRABLE IN

Novll

W

Whitney

____

QPAWN, FRY,

O

OF BROOK

ETC.,

Trout; also Salmon Trout, Black
everything pertaining to fish culture.
Price lists sent upon application to

Bass,

112 Fulton

free- of charge.

New

afreet,

YorK.

JOS.C.
GRUBB&CO.,
Market
^1££

JXJ8T OUT!!

street,

FRANK GOOD,

Manchester. N. Hi.

st.

SPECIALTY.

Jk.

SEAMLESS

BRUSSELS,
MISFIT
GOOD
INGRAIN CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, &C, VERY CHEAP, AT THE OLD PLACE,
Sent to any part of the United States

Elm

Water Pipe

Conn., U. S. A.

and

Mrs. J. H. SLACK,
Bloomsbury, N. J.

nov!8 5t

New Haven,

Gomp.,

MISFIT CARPETS.
THREE-PLY AND
ENGLISH
SECOND HAND AND

.

Troutdale Fish Ponds.

Arms

Whitneyville, near

al<CH, 212 Main street, Buffalo^. Y.

3m

ALL RESPECTS.

Send for Circulars.

Pick, Spoon,

and Press combined. Can be carded in the pocket. Has long
been used in Europe, and now
manufactured in this country for
the first time. Sent pott paid on
Address
receipt of 50 cents.
et>

1209

Materials and

AN INDISPENSABLE ARTICLE
THtiJ

thing ever

best

easy to the feet, and'
VERY DURABLE— being made of the very best of/
stock in threedifferent styles, and warranted the gen-,
uine article, different from anything before offeredi
Illustrated Circular and Price List free.

For Simplicity of Construction,

FOK EVERY SMOKER.
FOR

the

worn by sportsmen. No
injured by wetting and
drying— always sort and'

ny's agents in
office,

ortsmenl

Rifles.

f

GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POWDER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANThe above can be had of dealers, or of the Compaevery prominent city, or wholesale at

Hookst

ITisli

AND

OF-

_,

SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.

UFACTURED TO ORDER.

Fishing" Taclcle,
Fishing- Kods,

The 3J[ost Approved System
*

FFFG, FFG, and "Sea Shooting" FG, in kegs of 25
FFFG is also
12*, and (j± lbs. and cans of 5 lbs.
packed in 1 and £ lb. canisters. Burns strong ana
and
FFG are favorite brands
moist. The FFFG
for ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting" FG
is the standard Rifle powder of the country.

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN

Stony Brook, Long Island, N. Y.

•

Hazard's "Kentucky Rifle."

Etc.

Etc.,

COMPETITION OPEN TO THE WORLD.

(fine)

\VAi,iviiiC

Boston.

St.,

Poultry, Pigeons, Song and Ornamental Birds, Flowers, Fur-bearing Pets, Deer,

Hazard's "American Sporting."
lb. canisters and 6£ lb.
Nos. 1 (fine; to 6 (coarse). In 1
kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for upland and
adapted
to short guns.
Well
prairie shooting.

our

&
874 Washington

A GRAND DISPLAY OF

ters of 1 lb. only.

1

30th, Dec.

tffligcqttmeom

BRADFORD

IN

1 (fine)

Nos.

EXHIBITION

ANTSrXJA.IL,

Hazard's "Electric" Powder.
to 5 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point of
strength ana cleanliness. Packed in square canis-

Nos

237

W ATE R PIPE
Lap Welded, Wrought Iron

From

One-half Inch to Fourteen Inches diameter: in
lengths from 16 to 20 feet. Capable of Sustaining
a Pressure of 1,000 lbs. to lhe square Inch. Manufactured by the

National Tube Works Co.,
Boston, Mass., and McKeesport, Pa.

3?Iiila<lelj>lxia,

COATED INSIDE AND OUT WITH AN

AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE

n

INDESTRUCTIBLE ENAMEL
WARRANTED.

i;ilie

in

Joints are connected by our Patent Sleeve Couplings, preventing all leakage.
Specimens can be seen and obtained on application
at the Company's Offices, 8 Pembeiton Squaiv,
Boston .and 78 William street New York.
Oc2M?w

By CHARLES HALLOCK,
AUTHOR OF THE FISHING TOURIST.
This

is

a

Celebrated Breech Loading Shot

most seasonable book for Sportsmen, Tou-

Invalids, and Settlers, and has been long needed
by Winter tourists to Florida and persons seeking settlement there. It gives a full classification of the game
and fish of the Southern Peninsula, routes of interior
and coastwise travel , the agricultural resources of the
country, and shea for settlement, hints for camping
out, resorts for game, hotels, and such other information as will be of great Denefit to visitors seeking
Florida for health, pleasure, exploration, or permanent settlement
rists,

34§

pp., iSnio.

Published by Forest

Price,

$1

314

Guns— Unoqualled

in Fine

Work manship and

James
JPiuriley,
street, London,

HVXadLo \>y
l-£2
Oxford

Ensrland.

Have now in store an extensive assortment of Breech Loading Shot Guns, made by JAMES PURDEY, E
M. REILLY& CO., WESTLEY KIOHAKDS, W. & C. SCOTT & SON, P. WEBLEY & SON, W. W.
GREENER, and a large variety of cheaper grades. Also bkebch loading, central pibe. double rifles,
and rifle and shot guns of superior quality. Implements, ammunition, and all other articles appertaining
to Breech or Muzzle Loading Fire-arms generally. Illustrated Circular sent by mail when requested.

W. EVSERIDEN, CONN.

50.

Special attention is given to first-class work. Extra*
sketches and
PORTRAITS cut to order bv

DOG

and Stream Pub-

sending photographs. JACOB GLAHN, Manager,
Formerly Supt. of Parker Bros. Engraving and Ornamental Department.
Feb 11

lisliing Co.*
No. 17

And

CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK,

for sale
age prepaid,

ENGLISH

by all booksellers. Sent by mail, poston receipt of price at office of publica-

tion.

THE AMERICAN

NEWS COMPANY, AGENTS.
Letter A. showing solid head;
Company's caps.

tallic

.naveu from the best
Natural Leaf, for Meershanm
Does not make the tongue sore.

*nd Cigarettes.
i-iDeral

sample on receipt of

Vienna, lb78.

Send

'
•

£EERiEgs Tobacco

-

2;)

cents. Highest award,

for circular.
S.

WM

KIMBALL

Wouks,

«fc CO.,
Rochester, N. Y.

Does not make the Tongue Sore.
Smoke Vanity Fair.— There must be some magwai properties in it,
akin to the wonderful Eastern
giant that made
cap tive those who inhaled it.

c

«i l
with
Vanity Frir.

is

Best dealers have

her

are tlraes and places tolerant only of the
Cil
» Hen derly white and sweetly fragrant. Vanul
*air is the
»y w
correct thing for Cigarettes.

^

•

For Sportsmen.
moklng * 3 an elevated mental and psychological
re wnen on e uses
that splendid article, Vanwl
Fair. Best dealers
"J,v
have it.
'

;

dZ^y

Pair will be your constant companion
«/ ana night; in merriment and in distress-

by

Fair is a genuine natural product, nothing
.hi*"}'?'
Mont
It artifici al
except the cutting.

Cloth

and Paper Targets of

all

H. BATTY,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer

SNEIDER
LOADING

SHOT

IN

GUN.

PRICES, $50.00 TO $250.00.
Muzzle Loading Guns Altered tc Breech
Loading.
AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD'S SHOOTING SUITS.

Clark

for Circular.

&z

Sneicle:i%

S14 W. IPratt St., Baltimore.

Address P. O.

PIC-

GRASSES, Etc.
Box 40, New Utrecht, N. Y.

61:

Rjfle,

Cedar

and Cole

street,

New

n

sep9-eow

Agent

for

U.

S.

Ycrk,.

America!

a
Georgia and
Florida.-

or "Florida should subscribe for the Morning
News, published at Savannah, Ga. Daily, $10; WeekAdvertisers desiring customers in
ly, $2 per annum.
these States should use its columns. It is the best paSpecimen copies sent on receipt
Southeast.
per in the
of 5 cents. Address J. H. ESTILL, Savannah, Ga.

NY Y. Xewspaper Mailing Ageiic

FOR BREECH LOADERS.
Sold by

all

dealers.

Send for

HAYDEN BELT WORKS,
Sep30-6m

circular.

tort,

J AMES BRAD? Manager and Proprietor.

"PRACTICAL FARMER,"

the best Agricultural

Weekly

PREMIUM LIST

published.

CLUBBING
"PRACTICAL FARMER,"

Address

Randolph, Cattaraugus County,

Wte*

New

York.

BROOK TROUT EGGS FOR

Orders solicited and

9

Magic Lantern and 100
& H.

filled

nov4-eow6t
Slides for

ANTHONY

8100.

& CO., 591
Broadway> N. Y., opposite Metropolitan HoIfu
tel, Chromos and Pram j.-, Stereoscopes
and Views
Graphoscopes, Megale iioscopes, Albums and Photo-,
'

graphs of celebrities,
t
Manufacturers
7-

No creasers, turners, or topwads required. Loads
in half the time usually required. Fifty percent,
*
better distribution and greater penetration secured
Send to your gun dealer for sample.
JuS-ly"*"-

20,000

E

Splen-

MEW

and

i

Columbus, Ohio

Kay Shot Concentrating Cartridge.

v

With the latest improved Newspaper folding and

sample copy of

Box 5,722, New York.

Revolving Cartridge Belt

Partie8wantingin
gia

Send your names and address on Postal Card

TERMS.

Mailing Machines, No. 29 Rose Street, "Near Frank-

A0T18UJ

and 8 Superior

W. STITT,

did

Crystal Springs fishery,
....$1 00
.... 1 50

DIAMOND GRAIN.

Harvey's

Hawker's Ducking.

for

JULEP AND BRIGHT COLORED STRAWS,
TURE FRAMES, NATURAL DYED

Descriptions for

.

&

2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7,

J.

Rifle Practice.

ange Creedraoor Target, paper.
ShnS l
*aon
Hange Creedmoor Target, cloth..
Can be sent by mail.
«.
^<UUttt P, O. Box 86, Taunton, Kim.

Nos.

Messrs.
Gentlemen- -The fifty shells I received from you to-day suit me better than any I have ever used. They
are stronger and better in every respect, and I shall use them in all my shootingihercafter.
Yours truly.
A. H. BOGARDUS.

Send

'nlA»

Curtis

in the

From Captain Bogardns, Champion Wing Shot of America.
George E. Hart & Co.,

BREECH

For Cigarettes.

i

Union Me-

HART

a sweet pipe

it.

anvils for Berdan Primer, Ely's central Are or

United States, and pronounced superior to anything now offered
to the public. A full description of Shells and Patent Loaders with prices, may be obtained from any o t the
leading sportsmen's depots throughout the country. Manufacturers of Aluminum, Celluloid, and German liGEO. E.
«fc CO., Newark, N. J
ver Reels for Trout, Salmon, and Bass fishing.
F. S. HARRISON, Agent.
may 13-ly

in weariness or trouble; a solid re-

t m Winter and rough weather,

b b showingl'nickel

Hart's Sportsman's Favorite Metallic Shells.

Endorsed by the leading sportsmen

For Meerschaums.

A trusty friend,

AMERICAN

TIXJE

Material,

$50.

Awarded

First

au5-ly

hoto-Lantern blides a specialPhotog rsphic materials.

of

Premium at Vienna Expos

tion

Magnificent Establishment.
A LAKGE 16* TEAM OF BAY Horses—

°ne can trot a mile in three minnfee— a Brew-f"Vn
ster
Clarence, Campbell Coach Harness,
Blankets and
Robes, for sale at, a great sacrifice. Cost
over $1 ?00
Can be purchased at once for $1,500.
Also

handsome Park Phaeton, by

man wants

promptly.

THOMAS & ABBEY, ftoprietais,^

x

noTlS st

a place.

J.
Address-.

£ Lawrence
^ <twreilce
R

-

S
a Vert

-

t>oacn»

WV LEAVITT,

FOREST AND STREAM.
\$ot[hmmn §aad$.

Orange Sporting Powder.

TUBBS' HOTEL,

OEANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,

AT THE TERMINUS OF
SITUATEDTrans-continental
Railroad; 40 min-

the great
utes from San Francisco; 200 rooms, with hot and
cold water in every room; delightful drives and splenjuly22-6m
did scenery; a favorite home for tourists.

Southern Hotel,

strongest and cleanest Powder made. Nos. 1
to 7, packed only in sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
sizes especially are recommended to owners of fine
breech-loading guns, giving great penetration with
very slight recoil.

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,
For water fowl. Very strong and clean
Nos. 1 to
Packed in metal kegs of 6} lbs. each, and in canis
5.
tersof 1 and 5 lbs.

THRONTING ON FOURTH, FIFTH
and $4.50
of room.

in the hotel building the neatest
restaurant in the city for ladies and gentlemen.

The best for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g, FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest and
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25
lbs., 12i lbs., and 6i lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and
i pound.
All of the above give high velocities and lessresid
uum than any other brands made.

and Walnut

streets, $3, $3.50, $4,
to floor and location

per day, according
During the past year this hotel has been thoroughly
overhauled, repaired, re-frescoed, re-carpeted and refurnished from top to bottom, and is first class in all
respects. The Southern is located near the centre of
business, the theatres, and all places of amusement.
The tables are supplied with the best the market af-

and there

fords,

is

W.
TOLLEY'S
FINE ENGLISH

BREECH LOADING GUNS,
Made

AUDUBON POWDER,
Very quick. For woodcock and quail Nos. 1 to 4.
Packed in metal kegs of 12* lbs. and 6J lbs., and in
pound canisters.

JD'

J.

.

Mo.

St. Louis,

&

The

OAKLAND, California,
JOHN M. LAWLOR & CO., Proprietors.

FROM_STOCK.
W

These Guns, celebrated for
genuine high class workmanship
and No. 1 SHOOTING POW-

ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,

ERS,

& RAND POWDER Co.,
21 Park Row, N.

LAFLIN

(Opposite Astor House .)

fourth floor, $2.50; fifth floor, $2. L. A. PRATT,
formerly proprietor of the Spencer House, Cincinnati,
Sepl6
Ohio, and the Gait House, Louisville, Ky.

Toronto, Canada.

Rossin House,

SHEARS & SON,

Proprietors.

This houseis a favorite resort for gentlemen sportsUnited States and Canada.

men from all parts of the

Kinsey's Ashley House, Barnegat
GEESE, BRANT AND DUCKS.

Iulet.

-rnOR FALL SHOOTING ADDRESS

J.

Florida.

PHILADELPHIA AND SOUTHERN
Mail Steamship Company's line to Savannah,
Ga., sailing every Saturday, from Pier 22, below Pine
street, Delaware "River, at 12 o'clock noon, making
close connections through to all points South. The
line is composed of the steamships JUNIATA and WYOMING. The Wyoming cfoes not carry passengers.
The Juniata is a favorite ship with the traveling public, having passenger accommodations of the most
superb character. She has recently been refitted and
elegantly furnished with everything requisite to the
comfort and convenience of passengers
Families en route for FLORIDA, Georgia, Alabama,
and even as far as New Orleans, will find the Savannah route the most desirable for comfort, as well as
he most economical. Through trains of the Central
Railroad of Georgia, and Atlantic and Gulf Railroad,
Florida, leave Savannah every morning and evening.
The Florida steamers leave Savannah three days in the
week for all points on the coast.
For through passenger tickets and bills'of lading to
all points in Florida, Georgia, Alabama and Tennessee, apply to WM. L. JAMES, General Agent, 416
South Delaware avenue, Philadelphia.

MANUFACTURING

MY

an ordinary powder
flask; grains hard. Use it now like Black Powder.
No fear of overloading. Barns slow now. No fouling of the gun. Little or no smoke. Little or no recoil.
Not very loud report. Less heating of the barrel in rapid firing.
Good penetration and good pattern. Safe to keep, as it does not explode if set on
except well confined. Shells furnished loaded
with powder only, if desired. None genuine without
fire,

my

this Winter I will furnish a schooner yacht of
eleven tons, that will accommodate about a dozen
persons. I will let them have her and two men to
run her, and a small boat, for eight dollars a day. I
will meet them at Cedar Keys or Key West, whichever is most suitable to them; only let me know
S. BENNET,
when to meet them.

Thomas

FOR SALE CHEAP.

in a

ponds and room and water for 10o more. Sixteen
acres of land, and a fine greenhouse filled with plants.
For particulars, enqui.e of H. H. THOMAS, RanocU8 tf
dolph, Cattaraugus county, N. Y.

A FINE DOUBLE
TnOR SALE—
Breech Loading Gun, secofid

Sparks,

[Established

Office. 121

Walnut

Jj

brown paper

shells, 10

rOR

CONTAINS THE

Rulesfor Pigeon Shooting
by Gunsmiths everywhere, and at
the office of Forest and Stream, or mailed on receipt
of price by CHAS. 8UYDAM, Publisher, 149 ChamFor

sale

New York City.

bers street,

Co.,

Rifle,

made

street.

by E. M. Reily

Sept 2tf

The Sportsmen's Depot.

&

Jn24

sent to

pared Circular
fifty

cents. R. L.

GRAVES,

address
Sunderland,
Sep30tf

CHAS. GREEN,
Manufacturer of

Breech Loading Shot Guns.
The

strongest and most durable snap action made.

Shooting qualities

Corner Second and Walnut

Srs.,

Philadelphia.

IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN
Guns, Rifles, Pistols, and Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech

first-class.

REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

SPRATT'S PATENT DOG BISCUITS.

New

st.

York.

shoot well with small shot with a

powder charge than guns bored
upon the old system. Eor report of
less

the Gun Trial apply to Messrs. McLaran, Williams & Co., Ageuts, yt.
Louis, XL S. A. Address

W. W. GREENER,

Trial,

St.

Mary's Works, Birmingham, England.

Manufacturers of Fine Guns and

W; W.
begs to inform his numerous
clients in the United States that he has been very successful in the above trial, having secured the first
prize, a silver cup, value 40 guineas— elass 2 for 12
bores; also winner in class lfor 8 and 10 bores, and
class 4 for 20 bores.
He has won in all the classes for
improved boring, which is upon a different plan to any
other maker, and is far superior in the three most essential points, viz., PATTERN, PENETRATION,
aud REGULARITY OF SHOOTING.
Mr. HENRY C. SQUIRES, of No. 1 Cortlandt

New

York,

is

St.,

now importing my DOUBLE CLOSE-

SHOOTING GUNS

to order, an invoice of which
will be shipped to him. on the 1st July, and can be examined about the 15th. All special orders given to
Mr. Squires will be carefully filled.
full report of

the
of

A

GREAT TRIAL,

showing the marked superiority
guns over guns made by Dongal, Pape,

my

Pattern

t

12 Bore,

ing

1 1-8 No. 6,

4-ly

.

Breech Loaders.
mm

40

yards.

HIGHEST PENETRATION
AT

FIELD TRIAL
1875.

Express Rifles, Double and Single,
.360, .400

CATST BE NO GREA.TER PORTHEREwithout
the only
serious defects They

are
portable boats that are equal to the very best whole
jy29-ly
ones for local use.

Ducking

Craft for Sale.
OF THE LARGEST, BEST Apmost commodious

New

and complete,
crafts in the country.
Duly
requisite for successful sport.

DUCKING
with every

REGISTERED AND LICENSED TO SHOOT ON
THE FINEST DUCKING GROUNDS IN
THE UNITED STATES,
Located within easy distance of New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore,

The

craft is

and Washington.

now

Manned oy an Experienced Captain and
Crew*
arrange to remain with purchaser.
shooting since Nov. 1st has been very fine.

who would
The

EDITOR "FOREST AND STREAM,"

or Post Office box No. 2,420 Philadelphia.

Novll-2t

INDIA RUB
Fishing Pants,
Leggings and Boots,

BLANKETS,
RUBBER CAMP
COMPLETE
Sporting&CampingOutfits
-ANDIudia RuWber Goods of Every Description.

D.HODGMAN&CO.,
»7 MAIDENLANE, N.Y

1 VA/fJUllrJt
<s

Addres

8-fim

WUlrJUUl

__

CANADIAN BASS WOOD CANOES.
WM. ENGLISH, Peterborough, Canada.
THESE CANOES POSSESS ALL THE

qualities of the Indian birch canoes, but are
much stronger and faster. Weight about 60 pounds.
Price at Peterborough, $25 gold. Just what sportsaug!2-4m
men r equire

THOR SALE—A STEAM YACHT,

IRON STEAM

THE PREMIER GUN.

pctgS

3t,

&

&

SON call attention to their
C. SCOTT
very FINEST weapon, combining all their recent improvements, marked on the rib between their name
and London address the brand— "THE PREMIER

W.

QUALITY"
Medium and fine guns bear full name and address,
and plain guns full name and "London" only.
Each gun is numbered and the actions are stamped
with name and trade mark.
SON, Sole makers of the
C. SCOTT
W.
Patent Top Lever, solid. Double Locking Bolt Breech

&

&

Loader, bearing the full name of the firm. W. & C.
SCOTT & SON caution sportsmen against imitations
of their patent and name. Guns bearing the name
abbreviated, or with different initials, are not genuine.

Celebrated

PRICE LISTS, &c, ON APPLICATION TO
24 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
72 ST. JAMES STREET,LONDON.

Gun and

Rifle Manufacturers,

Call the attention of the

ITY
and

of their

New

Sportsmen of America to the
and DURABIL-

STRENTH

Patent

"SIMPLEX"

Breechloader

INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.

The

action are so few (only two,)
so thorough, and the
strength and simplicity of the action so great, that
W.
P. feel sure it will supercede all the complicated
and manifold grips now in use, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any double, treble or quadruple
and GKI1
grip now used. In this new action
its

parts in this

new

mechanical soundness

&

LEVER
ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OF STEEL and the ANGLE of the BODY is left in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.

Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on apand orders may be forwarded through any
of the best houses in the States for execution in the
Spring.
Guns guaranteed to make patterns of from 160 to
230 with No. 6 SHOT
40 YARDS, as desired.
plication,

NO.

25

AT
SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.

aug26-tf

Established 1780.

The Up-Town

Sportsman's

Chas. L, Ritzmann
Factory,

943 BROADWAY
114 Centre Street.

Depot.

&

Co.?

(above 32d

St.)

TRIAL OF SCOTT& GREENER'S NEW SYSTEM
OF BORING, BY THE EDITOR OF
"THE FIELD," LONDON.
(See The Field, January 30th, 1875.)
a comparison of the two tables it will be
seen that with Walker's shot, Messrs. Scott iguns
showed a marked superiority over Mr. Greener's,
both in average and in the highest score made. Indeed, with the left barrel, in his third shot, Mr. Scott
got a selected group pattern of 239 and a penetration
of 37, equalling the highest pattern made by Mr.
Greener, and exceeding the penetration of that particular shot by eight sheets."

"From

London
10 Great

Castle

St.,

Office:

Regent

ham

Circus, near

Lang-

Hotel.

Chief address:

Manufactory Premier Gun Works,
Lancaster Street, Birmingham.

WHOLESALE.

HOLMES

speed, 18 miles. Apply to
CO., Bordentown, N.f.

HHAW, BROWN &

OP ACTION, MATERIALS, PROPORTION, AND
SHOOTING QUALITIES combined, in all the four

55

feet long, 10£ feet beam, 42 inches draught, two
cabins, a stateroom completely furnished in first-class
order, ready for use. Just the boat for a Winter trip
to Florida. The yacht has a surface condenser and
Satisfactory reasons for selling,
all improvements.
and will be sold low. Apply at this office, novi 3t

JJ

SALE—A NEW
FORYACHT;

(See issue October 3d, 1873.)
In which competition the committees have awarded
our guns, Eirst and Second for POINTS OP MERIT

and .450 Bore.

RIGBY'S

Mary's Works, Birmingham, England.
HENRY C. SQUIRES, of No. 1 Cortlandt street,
has just received an invoice of these close-shooting
guns, and from him any information in reference to
the results of the Great Trial can be obtained on ap-

Eifles.

— «"»«s by

our Close- Shoot-

St.

Winners of tlie Turf, ITlelxl
and Farm" Gun Trials.

pointed, and

-

proved System of Boring. These
guns will kill from 80 to 100 yards,
loaded with large shot, and will

1875.

•

LOADERS.

Same action as new guns. Send for circular and
price list, No. 3 Y/est Main street, Rochester, N. Y.

gen* for Price List.

No. l ? Courtlaiidt

plication

Has constantly on hand a full assortment of Rods,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair Trout Lines, &c.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of CaneReeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds' Eggs and Birds' Skins in great varieties.—
Taxidermy in all its branches.

MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
Apr

Rirmintrham. Endanfl

W. W. GREENER,
Champion Grn.n IMstlier,

JOHN KKIDER,

CHEMICALLY PRE- ONE
ONE HUNDRED
any
Gun Swabs
on receipt of
Ve rmont.

Maiden Lane,

H.C. Squires^

CLOSE SHOOTING

Winner

of the Silver Cup,
value 40 guineas, at the Great London Field Trial 1875, beating 33 competitors with 68 guns, also winning
in all the other classes for the Im-

Tolley, and others, will shortly be published, and can
be had on application at No. 1 Cortland St.

tability

London; cost 80 guineas, gold; is now offered at
want of use. Address H. SMITH, at

$125; sold for
this ofnce.

W. W. GREENER'S
DOUBLE

CITY.

St. Philadelphia.

of all of the prominent Gun Clubs of the United
States and Canada, including the Rules of the Hurlngham and London (English) Gun Clubs. Price 50
cents.

59 St. James's Street London.

1808.]

SHOOTING.
PIGEON
TRAP SHOOTER'S REFEREE
T

.

and price

GREENER

HE

all beforehand that onr system is our own invention (though founded on the American idea) and is DURABLE, a fact remarked on by the Field, that the
guns tried had been in use during last season, and references permitted to the owners
S end for 111 ustrated
Circulars to

•warn

MANUFACTORY, PIONEER;WORKS,
1yl

LONGEST RANGE—

thugCircle, 30 inches; 300 pellets; average, 191; penetration, 37.
The Editor's trial of Greener guns with 340
pellets of same shot and same charge of powder, gave
180,and penetration 30, although there were 40 morepelShould any controversy arise as
lets in each charge.
to the durability of these new systems, we herewith

GUNte.

London Gun

BROS.

SALE.— A SPLENDID BREECH

Loading, Express

on

trials at Wimbledon by Editor
to possess the GREATEST PENE-

and therefore

extreme SIMPLICITY,

JOHN BEATTIE,
Chambers

re-

specially built,

illustrated descriptive particulars

NEW YORK

CEN-

gauge, for pin-fire breech
93

"

and others

of

THE GREAT

hand;
Fire
price $60. Also, a fine thoroughbred red Setter, nine
months old, with first class pedigree. Address H. S.,
oct28
at this office.

CHEAP—ELEY

Guns

BRANCH OFFICE, 29

DI I TiVIAR,

tral

loaders.
nov4 4t

-

-

«•

by
SHOWN
the Meld

TRATION

GUNS.

(Title registered.)

sheets to our

Shot and Bar Lead

M.

HALF INTEREST
N UNDIVIDED
Splendid Fishery, well stocked, with 30

Send for

Nepqsset, Mass.

WM.

Capt. schooner Cary

CARL

signature on the can.

SPORTSMEN VISTINO FLORIDA

TTIOR SALE

-

"
"
"

90
115
140
ISO
»25

EXPRESS SHOT

Without Extra Cost.

CO.

NEW IMPROVED POWDER
can now be loaded from

Sarasota, Manatee county.

JJ

Paragon,

-

-

-

our new system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
with increased PENETRATION, can have their wishes
carried out WITH DESPATCH

DITTMAR POWD

TO YACHTSMEN YISITING FLORIDA.

ISTovH tf

...
...

quiring

IT W. Kinsey, Barnegat Post Office, N. J. To injure good sunners, write one week in advance.
octi4

JE^ox*

Standard,National,
Challenge,

TRAP SHOTS

respects
first-class, while the charges are moderate, and
such as similar accommodations cannot be obtained
elsewhare. Rates— first, second aed third floors. $3;

A
./A

by the Manu-

sold

SPORTSMEN

Y.

all

im-

facturers to
at
the following prices.
Pioneer-, - - - - $65 Gold.

St. Louis,
Hotel and table are in

now

NEW YORK

OFFICE, and

Tolley,

Barnum's Hotel

TO

are built in six qualities

brands .) They are
ported direct to our
(or

most used.

Sep2-16t

THE

Order

to

Octl-6m

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OP

Guns, Rifles, Pistols,Fishing Tackle
Remington Rifles and Shot Guns, Holabird Shootiming Suits, Cartridge Vest, Belts and Pouches,
plements for both muzzle and breech leading guns.
Sportsmen's Goods and Ammunition of AH Rinds.

We

take muzzle loaders in exchange fea* J^rij
and have always some fine second-hand guu»
on hand cheap.
„ ,.
—..oiJa
Goods sent C. O. D. to all parts of the Unitea

loaders,

States.

_

.

.

ng

Ivory and Pearl Stocks put on Pistols. Repairing
*v
of all kinds artistically executed.
reauj
Cartridges for Breech Loading Shot Guns,
loaded, put up in boxes of fifty, or loaded to order
aug5-6m.

.

—

a

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
SmmL

Wi*

\$o\fammn §oad8.

239
\izceJhneon$,

\i£ttlhn$otm.

'S
SUCCESSORS TO

Newton, N.

Kennel,

Breeding

AJS T>ttHSW

J.

young Pointers and Setters for
Dogs boarded and cared for in the best manner

sale.

Pedigrees guaranteed. ; dogs broken

month.

at $5 per
for $50.

Mar

1

02 Nassau

St., N. Y.

$12

rets ready;

We offer to

IHPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

dealers

and sportsmen a most complete

assortment of

11

Pontiac, Michigan.

On hand the largest and best assortment ever exhibited in the United States. They particularly call
attention to their

Scotch Deer Hounds for Sale.

HAVE
T August

FIVE DOG WHELPS

OF

Sired by Kirk; bred from General
Custer's stock by the late Hon. K. C. Barker, Detriot,
out of Daisy. She was by Mr. R. Hoe, Jr.'s, imported
Spring, out of Fanny, bred by the late Hon. K. C.
Barker from his old sto^k. Price, boxed and delivered at express office at six weeks old, $25 each. Will
Price $50.
sell Daisy after whelps are weaned.

OAKLEIGH THORNE,
Millbrook, N.

oct7-tf

THOROUGHLY

BRED,

PURE

BRO-

All guaranken setters and pointers for sale
L. R. MORRIS, Campteed to be first-class dogs.
SeplGcf
bell's Station, Guernsey County, Ohio.
.

mHOROUGHBKED
months

five

R. L.

old.

GRAVES,

SETTER

PUPS,

Price $20 per pair. $15 per
Sunderland, Vt.
Novll 5c

TWO

SALE "DOG "CHEAP,"

FOR

orange and white setter dogs, between two and
Handsome snd
three years old, hunted each season.
well trained. Price $35 each. Address E. SHER-

MAN PEASE,

Canaan. Conn.

fancy pigons, etc., two well trained setters and
two whelps from the best Gordon stock in America.
Address AM ATE OR, Delaware City, Del.

AND

T^YRANGE,

WHITE SETTER

months

\_J for sale, 13
grouse. Price $40.

HOLABIKD'S CELEBRATED SUITS.
Waterproof and Mildew proof, complete
"
"
Wading Jackets

on raffed
T., this office.

broken

old,

Address

W. M.

Novll-tf

IRISH SETTER
REDmonths
out
Gipsey.

FIVE

PUP,

of
Gipsey sired by
Rodrann's Dash, out of Fan; Fan's dam imported.
Price $25. Gordon setter slut, eight months old, out
of Gin. Gin is out of J 'lines R. Tilley's steck, and
very hard to beat on all game. Lowest price $25.
H. B.
Full pedigree given.

LINEN AND COTTON LINES,

SILK,

And

FISH HOOKS.

$20.00
6.00

Those desiring something light and durable for
camping purposes will find this stove exactly right;
weighs only 25 pounds; will cook for ten persons.
The ware consists of Kettle, Tea Kettie, Coffee Pot,
Fry-pan, round Tin Pan, two square Pans, Dipper,
Gridiron, Tent Collar, and eight feet Funnel Stove
PiDe, with oven that will roast"15 pounds beef, all of
which nests and packs inside of stove, which only oc-

every Variety and Style of

out with appropriate Tackle for the
Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
the Adirondack^, *&c., <fcc.
Parties

Split

fitted

Bamboo, Trout and Salmon Rods and Reels
a Specialty.
Lawrence Pishing Co.

St.

porters of Wan-in' s

CAMP LOUNGES.
When folded is

And

Sportsmens' goods of

Sole ImCelebrated Drilled

all

kinds.

Manufactured and Imported by

BARTON,

AL,
lOS DUANE ST., (near
Broadway) New York.

lOl &

Fishing Tackle.

Price $5.

about the size of an ordinary shawl
strapped. A light, durable, compact, and comfortable couch. Sent by express C. '). D., $5, including
side and supporting sticks at the head. Just the thing
for the camp or lawn

CAMP TENTS,
for four persons,

be packed

7.

6.

knapsack.

in

squaro, weighs 15 lbs.; Can
Price $10. Ten feet square

A. B. Shipley

for six persons, $15.

American Dog Bi«cnils 5

Made

street, Philadelphia.
Manufacturers of

Oliallc slucI

is

for

ni'2-ht

J^islilug-

HAnes.

FINE BASS AND TRO UT FLY RODS.

GREENHEART WOOD a specialty.
FINE ROD MOUNTINGS*

The celebrated

jack Lamp,
ing camp,

& Son

503 and 505 Commerce

of nutritive bone and muscle making material,
the only portable food for dogs made in this
country. Put up in packages of 10. 25, and 100 pounds,
and warranted not to spoil in any climate. Price,
10c. per pound.

and

old,

shooting and fishing, running rapids, lightetc.; the best light ever invented.
%Q 25.

Full line of Tackle for Brook, River and Sea FishAgents for John James & Sons' celebrated Fish
hooks and Needles.
SILVER MEDAL awarded by the FRANKLIN
INSTITUTE, 1874, "for SUPERIOR QUALITY and
FINISH of ROT)3 fl.nrl TAfrrrT.^ "
Ar>rl_K m
Aprl-6m
ing.

YONDERSM1TH,

Lancaster, Pa.

iiov4

ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.

Eved Needles

4-29

Reels

Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and other fishing.

Rocky Mountains and

Agents for the

aoii

!y

OF THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.

BREECH AND MUZZLE LOADING GUNS,

cupies a space of 12x12x20 inches.

EXCHANGE FOR

SALE OR

FOR

:

Every variety of Salmon and Trout Flies, and Hooks
on Gnt. Cutty Hunk and Pasque Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Braided Silk Lines, every size and quality of

DXJNCKLEE'S CAMP STOYES. Price$15.

Y.

RodSjIieels, Lines* Artificial Flies, Nets*
Baits* Fish Hooks, &c«

TROUT, SALMON AND BASS RODS.

26.

_1_

Tackle, Fishing Tackle,

Fishinsr

pair.

W. H BRUMMITT,

an23 tf

dog.

CO.

;

I HAYE TEN MOREFERF~ERRETS.—splendid
fellows;
per

JL

CLERK

&>
48 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

finest strain of

The

THOR SALE—A LITTER OF THOR-

OUGHBRED COCKER SPANIEL PUPS.
ROBERT WALKER, Franklin, Dela-

Jj

Stock from imported; pedigree guaranteed; price $25

ware county,

New

novlS

York.

SALE-I NOW OFFER MY
FORDERSLEEVE
BELLE

tf

GIL-

setter bitch
at $150.
If
ehe does not prove to be a first class hunter, as well as
exbreeder, then the purchaser can return her at
L. R. Mi )RR1S,
pense C. O. D.
Campbell Station, Guernsey Co., Ohio.
novl8 4t]

my

NICE PUPS AND

SALE-TWO
FOR FINE
SETTER,

Come and

well broke.

a

try

THEODORE MEYER,

hiix

QETTERS AND POINTERS TAUGHT

Hunt, To Heal, High On,
Toho. and controlled by hand or whistle, for $50. ExTricks taught. Dogs boarded
tra field practice, $50.

BOATS.
BOND'S METALLIC BOATS.
MILES JOHNSON'S PIGEON TRAPS-Price,

FRANKLIN SUMNER,

Blue Hill, Mass.
R. Schaefer, gunmaker, 61
novlS

Reference: Urn.
Street, Boston.

offer for sale

low rates in order to diminish stock:- DANDY, a handsome red 2£ years old setter, Irish
and Gordon stock; well broken. $100.
DON, a year old black Gordon, out of Mr. Belmont's
imporied brace. $50.
Two 9 months Setter Puppies, black, tan and white,
out of x\Ir. Bennett's imported brace, bred by Sir
Call, England.
$50 each.
Four 2 months Setter Puppies, red and red and
white, from the finest stock in the kennel; cannot fail
to be good ones.
$40 each.

Wa

no\

DOCK STEWART,

Johnson^ Station, Orange county. N. Y.

^

HENRY GARDNER, M.

D.,

HAS CONSTANT-

LY

on hand and for sale, medicines adapted to
the cure of all diseases. Dealer in sporting dogs of
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable compenOct 22
sation.
No. Hi S'outfr Fi fth ave., N. Y.

MAPLE

SYRUP

AIR-TIGHT

IN

gallon cans, $1.?0 per gallon.

cans.

R. L.

No*t1

GRAVES,

No

charge for

Sunderland, Vt.

pl-

gS

y

—^

U. b.

\

Camp Lounge Co.,

TW£,

Blnstrared Price List and Samples free.
The most complete list ever published. Send for

GEO.

The

best shell ever ottered to sportsmen.

on hand and made to

|

N. Y. Circulars Free, g £

for the woods; three different styles.

The most complete

$3, $5 50

and $6.

portable boat constructed.

The

Can be packed in
largest size weighs but 12 pounds.
soace of less than half cubic foot. Prices within
reach of all.
No. 1, 8 feet, weight 8 pounds
$25 00
32.00
No. 2, 10 feet, weight 10 pounds
40.00
No. 3, 12 feet, weight 12 poun ds
sep9

Flohert Rifles.

The Popular Sheridan Lounge, $5 plain; $10 quilted,
the standard with sportsmen.
Sold at Eaton &
g o^'s, 10.3 Nassau st., and E. S. Harris, 177 Broadway.

Sighted and ready for use. $10, $12, $16. Just
the arm for first lessons by Young America in acquiring the requisite skill for a position in ihe Rifle Team,
sep9
and mre death to cats in the back yard.

Single Barrel Breech Loader
Uses either Ely's paper, or Hart's meJust the article for young sportsmen.
shells.

The Phoenix
12

gauge.

tallic

TRIP TO ENGLAND,

$18.00.
Special attention paid to selection of guns for gentlemen at a distance by an expert and an old sports

Sepl6-tf

P. O. Box 5,109.

No.

Sportsmen's Emporium,

Nassau

102

street,

New York City.

is

only

H

PRICE, C. O. D., $6.50.
T
in ordering, give the size of shells and a loose measurement outside of vest, s
]y22-ly

N.

S.

111.

OOSS. Neosho

Falls,E:an.

W7 H. Holabird,
SOLE MANUFACTURER OF

C

BANE,

Tire Piseco

Dane Breech Loading Shot

Gun.

LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN.
Breech Snap Action.
EASIEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAFE FROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.
Solid.

Muzzle Loaders Altered

to

Breech Loaders.

my-27

EXPLANATORY CIRCULAR C
TO
in
how $10

Waterproof

$500

invested

Cj) \

Stock Privileges has paid and

pay Large Profits. Railroad
Stocks, Bonds and Gold bought
on Margins. Interest Six Per
Cent, allowed on deposits sub-

I

ft
[J

+n

10

will

SHOOTING
Valparaiso, lucliana.

FREE

An
Egr*

y^~

Young and Old
—
--o

'^"Examine
jjgpr^zes!

(The

list

-i|2

of

announcement in the Maaazine«Jl?l
Prizes j&ow Offered to.^gj)
Workers."
^^
will
you
well
to act upon our advice. °^q"
pay
%W+t
pi^'full, see

^

^"headed "Grand

^~
%W

DEVICES NECESSAEY FOR

is

first

-f|

I

-

Grand Pri-~j|p«
one Elegant Rosewood" ^!

the brilliant

igr-PIano, retail price $500.) "The publishers"^!
ISP"" now offer these prizes Tor subscriptions. in"~|§*
g^°"addition to the commission, which is thirty °1lr$
fcW-centa for every subscriber. For terms jn""®^*

—

ONLY

«^3

o

one dollar a year!!„J|3&

Postage 10 cents extra.
o

nrjp-8-

ALL

Monthly for-^3

Attractive

d

BeuCi a ^ once f° v a copy of
this excellent, chaste and-^J
publication— examine it carefully:*,
word for it,
at once.
I

j

pt^sparlciing

gfTand,

QUE

YOU WILL

loading or re-loadmg shells of two calibres
in one instrument. Avoids the necessity
of cutting or shortening the shell for light loads";
needs no wooden table or bench to fasten it to while
in use. Can be taken to pieces by removing one
screw with a jack knife, and stows in a gun case.
Malleable castings, nickel plate finish. Complete for
two gauges. Price $10, boxed.
BROS. & CO., 96 Liberty street.
jel7-6m

^3g become subscribers for the sake of your little,*
(jggpones, as well as because you will find its col-^„
nJg=»umns most attractive for your own reading. «^fl

THE

home attractions. Its character- ..^sa
feature is comprehensiveness. The«gjgl
lll^rnanugcripts now on hand, from noted pens,=j|3l
s-gUand others" especially engaged, embrace an^jigS
jjg|L,nnusually attractive list of Sketches of^^f
sgg^Travei, absorbingly interesting Serials, «^8
PfZTales, Poems, Popular Essays, Literary„i§g3J
J^fLCriiicismg. etc., etc. In the

combined

WALTON

'

The conductors of this magazine have^^S
~
Hl^, spared neither pains nor money in order to»
gjlmake it what it is to-day— an instructive and.
pg^ entertaining desideratum for every house-.
^ILJhold. Its pages are devoted to popular lit-.
Ill^erature, science, art, education, and the de-.
^^velopment and maintenance of' the moral in-.
fc~|L,

Jj^gLfl-uence of

I^Jstic

EDITOR'S^

£|LSTUDY,

Just the Thing for Home
and Camp Use,
Supplies a want which smokers have long felt—
pipe which shall give simply the taste and odor of tobacco smoke. This pipe never accumulates rank
smelling liquid in stem or bowl, but is always clean

and sweet. The bowl and mouthpiece are permanent
but the stem is of porous paper, to be laid aside after
a few days' use and a new one fitted. Extra stems
accompany each pipe. The price of extra stems
when not furnished with the pipe, is as follows: Four
and a half and seven inches, 5c. twelve inches, 15c
Sold by pipe and cigar dealers generally, or a complete
sample sent by mail for $1 by

Important and Pressing Ques-„^8
||{Ltion9.of the Day, will be treated with fear-«^!
independence, and.Jgl
|^U.less, uncompromising
fglunswerving loyalty and devotion to -Truth, «^&
~

pfL Justice and Bight.
Pgl A list of brilliant attractions

.

of 1876 will.

|||^appear in the December Number. New sub-=
sjSg^sctibers who send in their subscriptions for„£g:
&gL,1876, before Dec 15, will receive FREE the „^J
^^^November and December numbers— both„H3l
iBl? being- filled with rich literary matter.

Address

Household Publishing Co, «j§^|
*

41 Park Row, ?t.y.

jg-P.

O.

||p

Write to ns— state where you saw

Box

3,287.

;

r n fl
4)3UU«
(£

Bankers and Brokers, No. 10
Wall Street, New York,

«fe

with Choice^gS
Reading and Useful Information.

2ES?~ 1-^1* All tf"Q
ei/Il^JlLO

ject to sight draft.

Buckwaiter

Pf, Profusely Illustrated— Replete

(jplp'Subgeription,

PIPER STI

MANUFACTURER OP THE

f||„Ttae Best Periodical Ever Published for^^J
the Family Circle.

j^-

inches

JOSEPH

l^-lllnstrated Household Magazine,;^
—Now in its 17th Volume—
_^|

||!^

street.

end up, revolves on centre

pounds, and

wide. Holders flare at top so as to quickly receive
the shells, and, being elastic, securely clasp the same.
For ease of action and rapid shooting it excels anything of The kind invented.

|j|Zare heartily advised to send ten cents for a=J§3!
jgf^
specimen copy of the
=Jg8

111.

CO., Agents, 119 Nassau

Elkhart, Logan county,

Bogardus' New Book, "Trip to England."
"With how guns are made and hints to sportsmen

CO.,

CAPT. A. H. BOGARDUS,

and instructions concerning game birds, their haunts
and habits, and the most effective methods of their
pursuit, with the correct system of using the dog and
gun. One volume, 12mo, fancy stamped cloth, with
steel portrait of the author, and an engraving of his
champion medal, 100 pp., price $2. Address
CAPT. A. H. BOGARDUS,

man.

Price 50 cents.
Sole agent in New York city for J. H. Batty, U. S.
Taxidermist. N- A. birds and eggs for collectors,
Buck's heads, and game birds a specialty. Orders
filled with dispatch.
We furnish every article necessary for the outfit of
sportmen in the camp or field. Goods sent everywhere by express. Remit only by draft, Post Office

containing a nar-

FIELD, COYER AND TRAP SHOOTING,
by the same author. A practical book of information

CARRIES PAPER OR METALLIC
1J-

and Salmon.

C.

;

paid from the author,
Elkhart, Loean county,

The Goss Revolving CartridgeHolder
either

for Trout, Bass

rative of the visit to Great Britain of Bogardus and
his matches in England, Iveland and Wales, with the
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THE NOTTOWAY REGION.

WEKE

I asked to describe the wildest and most deso-

late section of this State, I would unhesitatingly
name this part of Virginia, which lies on the Nottaway
River, commencing at Stony Creek Station, on the Weldon

Railroad, and continuing to Southampton county. These
Sussex and Southampton beat anything in
the way of desolation and solitude that I ever saw. The
celebrated slashes of Hanover is a dreary place; so is the
famous Wilderness, where the surging lines of blue and
The Wilgrj>y crimsoned the thin soil with their blood.
derness! What a scene does that word conjure up, and
many a veteran, as his eye rests on these words, will in
imagination recall that dark, forbidden place, that ground
of horror, where, when the order to advance was given,
the officers had to charge at the head of their men, not
with drawn swords, but with a compass, for not a rod in
advance could they see. Yet this region was not always
Before the war Sussex was a wealthy county; there
so.
were many large landholders, who, owning many slaves,
raised large crops of cotton, and lived in baronial state,
kept open house, lived generously, rode fearlessly, and
gave liberally. They were then the keenest, and probably
the most accomplished, sportsmen in the world. With
horses of the finest strain, dogs of the best breed, and a
large pack of hounds, the Virginia gentleman lived an easy
and genial life. Much of their time was spent in sporting,
and they would take extraordinary pains to protect and
multiply the game, and during the sporting season their
hospitable doors were thrown wide open and throngs of
city huntsmen would assemble to participate in the slaughAs I sit by the tire and listen to the tales
ter of the game.
told of the glorious deer drives, the exciting fox chase, and
the rollicking coon hunts in those happy ante helium days,
I am tempted to wish that, unlike Ponce de Leon, I could
find the waters of age, and sitting before a hickory fire,
like an old gentleman I wot of, live in the past, dream of
other days, and take no thought of the ills of the present.
This place I am writing from, "Tower Hill," used to be
a famous rendezvous once for the gentleman sportsmen far
and wide. Many a noted statesman and naval officer used
to bring their dogs and guns and have rare sport in the vast
cotton patches and wheat stubble fields, and the woods and
clearings resounded with the loud report of the double-barrel, the sharp crack of the rifle, and the stirring blast from
the master of the hounds. Alas! all that is changed now!
The once well-tilled cotton and wheat fields have grown
up again in their primeval wilds; the hospitable mansion,
once the picture of comfort, has now gone to wreck and
ruin the shutters hang by one hinge, and the clap-boards
drop off; the stables, once full of garnered grain, now stand
with open door, the abode of bats, and the well-kept
grounds are grown up in broom sedge. The negro quarters, where I remember when a boy seeing the groups of
contented slaves basking in the sunshine or dancing by the
sound of the banjo on moonlight nights, are falling down,
and the roof tree gone, and it only needs an old superannuated Uncle Ned to sing in feeble tones the song
'"Old times come again no more,"
to make the scene complete
This is the picture of every large estate in this section of
Virginia without a single exception. Of course in such a
thinly settled and rarely hunted country there must be
much game. Well, I assert from actual observation, that
there is more game in this section of Virginia than anywhere in the Middle States. There are, it is true, many
negroes who squat on land and till their small patch of
corn and cotton, and all of these have guns, generally an
old army musket, and they have pretty nearly thinned out
all the turkeys, rabbits, and squirrels, but they do not have
a pack of hounds— they cannot afford to keep them— so
they cannot drive, and the deer are safe from their huntNeither do they possess pointers, and the partridges
ing.
roam at will undisturbed by the report of a single gun.
Speaking of this reminds me to write that there is not a
single pointer in Sussex county, and the birds are in proHook a two hours' hunt yesterday after breakfast
fusion.
in the fields surrounding Tower Hill, and within an area of
about one mile found eight large covies. To sportsmen
with good dogs, a breech loader, and moderate skill it
would be difficult to enumerate the amount of birds that
could be killed. I well remember the first partridge hunt
I ever took; it was just after the war, and the birds were
as tame as barnyard fowls. I had to make my own shot,
for I was too poor then to buy any, and my powder I extracted from the last supply of cartridges that the Confederate Government ever issued. I had a double barrel, which
had been hid beneath the floor during the war, and I rode
ten miles to borrow a pointer, who was the only one left in
the region, and he could in truth cry out in his dog lan-

two counties

—

—

try,

covered by large forests of pine mostly, and a

little

and there a mill pond of several miles in
extent.
These ponds are the most desolate, weird, and
They are the Dismal
utterly forlorn places I ever was in.
Swamp over again on a small scale. As you paddle up one
you can easily imagine it was a fitting entrance to one of
the hells in Dante's "Inferno." The water varies from five
Huge cypress
to twenty feet, and looks as black as ink.
trees raise their gnarled trunks from the water and tower at
an altitude of five-score feet. The silence is intense and
oak, with' here

profound; not a sound breaks the dread stillness, save perhaps the dip of the fish hawk in the unruffled water, or

the splash of a sliding turtle in the calm depths. There is
good fishing in these ponds in the Summer, both by line
and bobbing, for chub. The darkies kill many pike in the
moonlight nights by prowling along the shores and cutting
them with an old sabre as the fish lie in the shallow water.
These mill ponds are surrounded by swamps and lowlands,
and it is extremely difficult to reach them on foot. There
is no game to be shot within them; they are the haunt of
the coot, the crane, and the heron, whose nests can be seen
on the tops of the- lofty cypress, and whose shrill cries can
be heard as the boats advancing startle them from their
The wary fish hawk breed in
patient watch after fish.
these inaccessible haunts, and turtle known as the snapping turtle or "loggerhead" are here in countless numbers.
I have counted hundreds ot them basking in the sun on the
fallen trees on a Summer day, many of them as large as a
bread tray. They can be caught in any quantity by tying
to a stout cord of about three feet in length a stout hook
baited with a toad frog that kind of sociable toad which
we see at twilight hopping around our houses. Many epicures prefer them for soup to the large salt water turtle.
In these ponds and marshes are more snakes than the
worst patient afflicted with the mania a potu or delirium
tremens ever dreamed of. They are as numerous as the
turtles, and are the water moccasin; some of them are monsters, fully five feet long; every fallen tree is covered by
them, and their bright^gleaming eyes are all around you,
and their forms are seen glancing in the sunbeams hanging
to every bush, and you feel as you paddle up the black
waveless waters that you are really in the land of shadows.
These swamps were the great rendezvous for the slaves before the war, and many a stolen banquet of hog, hominy,
and chickens have they witnessed. In these wildernesses,
organit is surmised, that the great "Negro Insurrection,"
ized by Nat Turner in 1833. was concocted. Nat was an
ignorant cornfield hand, but he was a fanatic, and so secretlv was the plot carried on that not a single suspicion
was aroused until the cloud burst, and then Nat, with a
score or so of followers, mounted on stolen horses and
armed with guns, knives, pitchforks, and scythe blades,
commenced their bloody work. Neither age nor sex was
spared, and they rode rapidly from house to house committing their murd'erous deeds. Their first check was at the
house of Mr. Blount, who was away, but his eldest son, a
lad of sixteen years, defended his home and drove off the
gang, after killing the leader with a double barrel shot gun,
for which gallant act he was presented with a cadetship at
the Naval Academy, and rose to the rank of Captain in the
United States Navy. Nat Turner was, as I said, an ignorant slave; the secret of his power was that he was a
preacher, and induced the credulous blacks to believe that
he had, like Mohammed and the Mormon Smith, received
his command direct from heaven, and that his mission was
to slay all the whites. Just about that time a most wonOne night the very
derful natural phenomena took place.
heavens seemed ablaze with shooting stars that crossed and
recrossed and left long lines of light in their trail; it was,
in fact, a great meteoric shower, and Nat told his superstitious followers that this was the sign that he was waiting
in twenty-four hours
for, and so the insurrection began,
for their
the' rising was put down, and the actors fleeing
lives; but several families were massacred, and the country
large reward was offered for Nat Turrose as one man.
lying
ner, and as he was not seen it was thought he was
concealed in a swamp. Hundreds and thousands of citizens were searching for him night and day, and he was
found near his home hid in a cave in the ground. Of course
punishment.
all the conspirators met speedy and prompt
There was more excitement over this in Virginia and>in
the Southern States than over the John Brown raid. It
was thought that this was but the muttering of a tremendous storm that was to burst in all the Southern States,
and throughout the South for many long days afterward
the citizens kept watch and ward over their homes, and
mothers pressed their children closer to their breasts and
trembled in the night at the bark of a dog or any unwonted
This rising took place in Southampton county, a
noise.
short distance from where 1 write, and around every hearthstone you will find some venerable member of the family
the conversation around to the old times of
who will
and narrate with never-failing
insurrection,
howl
Turner's
melancholy
Nat
guage with a
garrulity the traditions of that terrible epoch. The swamps
"I am the last of my race,
place for the hatchiug of
Friends and kindred have I none."
I have described seem a fitting
soon reached a large field such dark and damnable plot3, more worthy of the bloody
So I and Stokes started.
heath where
and Stokes pointed. I made him "hie on," and a tremen- and merciless projects than even the wasted
comes
the witches met Macbeth. I hope if any sportsman
dous covey rose up and I banged away with both barrels,
in these
in this vicinity he will spend a couple of days
hut didn't touch a feather. Loading up I sent my dog on,
then say if my
and before he had gone twenty yards Stokes came to a swamps, especially the Dismal Swamp, and
description is overdrawn. They will doubtless agree with
beautifully. I thought, of course, it was a single

—

the chase. When he puts his hounds out he is as certain
to start a deer as he is to jump a jack rabbit.
I went out
the other morning to a drive and was placed on a stand
alongside a road with a dense pine wood on either side
and within one hour four deer were started and crossed the
road in plain sight, but too far away for a shot. Waiting
on a stand for deer is not my idea of sport, and I infinitely
prefer shooting over my pointers, but to those who choose
big game let them come up here and hunt with the Captain
and they can shoot deer in abundance. The only method
ever practiced here is by driving the deer with hounds, and
as they either cross the road or river at certain points, the
chances are always in your favor of bagging the game!
Fox chasing is "the sport of this part of the world. Abont
Christmas there is a grand meet, and the farmers rendezvous at some mansion and bring their hounds, and the
whole of the holidays are generally spent in this most exhilarating sport; it requires the hunter to be well mounted.
Capt. Blow has a fine pack, and as I write their lithe,
sinewy bodies are stretched arouud the blazing fire, dreaming probably of many a dashing run. Do dogs ever dream 9
I often watch them growling and starting in their sleep,
and wonder if the brutes have imagination. Sir Walter
Scott, in the "Lady of the Lake," embodies the idea beautifully.—
" The stag houuds, weary with the chase,
Lay stretched upon the rushy floor,

And urged in dreams the forest race
From Teviot's Stone to E^kdale's Moor.'"
The gray fox is the most common kind, and they have
so increased that they have nearly destroyed the rabbits.
In the Nottoway River there is an abundance of beaver
and otter, and there have been, I am told, no professional
trappers in the vicinity for a long time. There is a»fine
opening for such a class.
In conclusion I will say that I have written up this section just as I found it, and I believe it is the paradise of a
^sportsman who is willing to rough it. Capt. William Blow,

,

Office address is Littleton, Sussex county, Va.,
He has lived in Suswill cheerfully answer all inquiries.
sex county all his life, and what he says can be accepted
The Captain is a genial gentleman, a
as the frozen truth.
true sportsman, and a gallant soldier, being a graduate of
West Point, and he can probably be induced to take as
boarders a few gentleman sportsmen, who either want
quail shooting, deer hunting, or fox chasing. The route
here is by Petersburg to Stony Creek Station, on the Petersburg and Weldon Railroad, from there twenty miles by

whose Post

private conveyance.

;

A
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We

stand

bird, but instead a whole covey arose with a whirring
sound, and the old gun roared out a salute, hut the birds
must have been made of cast iron, for not one dropped.
Old Stokes, as he trolled off to find the birds, cast back &
reproachful look, and I loaded up. This time I increased
pellets
the charge of shot, and poured a handful of jagged
over
in each barrel. Soon my trusty pointer was standing,
at double quick, I
going
and
away,
mile
a
of
quarter
a
kicked
soon had up a fresh covey. This time the gun nearly
shoulder off; where this immense amount of shot went
dropped, and Stokes deliberately
I can't tell but not a bird
written in his hanging
off home with utter disgust

mv

walked
"111
head and drooping tale. "Well, never mind," I said,
kill every bird."
get my hand in presently, and then I'll
for
There was no need of a dog— the birds were too thick
that-and I fired as fast as I could load. I tried every way;
shots and single
I made snap shots and long shots, cross
and finally in
shots: I fired with one eye open, then both
trigger
desperation I trusted to blind fortune and pulled
with both eyes closed tight. Vain hope! Not one bird
feared the
filled my bag, and I then got superstitious, and
devil either was in me or the quail, and that it was useless
tne
to shoot anv longer. However I persevered, and late in

evening, after shooting innumerable covies, I got only one
partridge, and he flew against a pine tree and killed himself.
The topography of this section is entirely of a fiat coun-

the words of the poet—
" If there's a place that's hell below,
More damned and full of horriiuess,
Where devils stay and villains go,
That place must needs be this."
The great sport of this section is deer hunting, and as
true
strange as the assertion may seem, it is nevertheless a
before. There
ever
than
now
deer
more
are
there
that
one
the two princiare many theories to account for this, but
the farmers are
pal and certainly the true ones, are that
they time to
too'poor to keep a pack of hounds; nor have
of the cultivated
two-thirds
again
then
and
them,
hunt
emancipation of the slaves
lands have since the war and the
limited means
been turned out to run wild, for with their
and impoverished condition under a new regime the farmlabor on a limited area,
ers have had to concentrate their
speedily grown up in
has
uncultivated
left
land
and the
nine thickets that are impassable, and in these safe retreats
in undisturbed
the deer breed and bring forth their young
The country fairly swarms with them. The
security
owner of Tower Hill is Capt. Blow, and he is the only one
around here that has a pack of hounds. The Captain used
to be an inveterate sportsman in the ante belhcm days, but
now he hunts only when out of meat, and generally kills
between twenty-five and thirty every season; his porch is
covered with scores of anthers, the fruits of his prowess of

Chasseur.

.

——
Massachusetts Anglers' Association .—The regular
fortnightly meeting of this society was held at their rooms,
The routine
in Boston, on Wednesday evening, 17th inst.
business having been attended to, Hon. Daniel Needham
addressed the members upon the question and importauce
of the inland fisheries. He referred to the fact that there
were 200,000 acres of ponds in the State of Massachusetts
unprotected which, under the influence of proper protection and cultivation, might be made sources of income and
benefit to the people of the

State.

He

urged the impor-

tance of educating the people to the fact that there should
be a close time during their natural spawning season for
the
all fish, and that during that season they should have

He believed the work of the
association to be an important one, and that it should he
the
their aim so to create public sentiment as to result in
special
objects.
worthy
its
early accomplishment of
committee was appointed to appear before 'the Legislature

full protection of the law.

A

and ask the enactment of laws for the further protection
Needof our fisheries, composed as follows Hon. Daniel
ham, B. P. Ware, and S. W. Hathaway. Remarks were
after
also made by Walter BrackeU, Esq., and others,
which the meeting adjourned.
:

*+*+*
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The Yonkers Game and Fish Protective

Society

support,
intend, if the citizens of Yonkers give sufficient
to stock
wherewith
fish
of
culture
artificial
to introduce the

can
the streams and ponds of the country. Permission
when
reservoirs,
without doubt be obtained to stock their
restricbuilt, and allow fly-fishing therein under certain
reThe fish would also tend to purify the water by
tions.
might
which
animal,
moving impurities, vegetables or
and rearotherwise collect. The processes of hatching
afinspection,
ing the fish would also be open to public

fording entertainment and instruction.
associations
This is one of the most vigorous and active
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FOREST AND STREAM.
Kentucky.—Earnest efforts are now
stock the waters of Kentucky with fish.
beino* made
Foremost in the good work are Hon. Jas. B. Beck, of Lexington; Gov. Robinson, of Georgetown; Lewis Sublett, of
Col.
Versailles; Col. R. W. Wooliey, of Louisville;
Owens, of Maysville; Judge Hines, of Bowling Green, and
Judge Duvall, of Frankfort. Mr. Beck is President of the
Kentucky State Sportsmen's Association. It is expected
Legislature this Winter bills looking
to lay before the
of game and the propagation and
to the protection
Fish Culture in
to

protection of

fish.

Much

correspondence has

passed

quest of information as to the best mode of procedure
Prof.
in all matters relating to the subject in general.
his
assistance,
as
the
subjoined
letter
furnished
has
Baird
in

shows:—
United States Commission Fish and Fisheries,
Washington, November 4th, 1875.

}
j

My Dear Mr. Beck: Yours of the yd is received, and in reply 1 beg to
say that it will give me great pleasure to do all I can to assist in the landI have not
able enterprise of stocking the Kentucky waters with fish.
had much to do with the enactment of laws for the regulation of the inforthcoming
report
will
contain
a
very
elabomv
although
tenor waters,
showing the measures adopted in foreign
rate disquisition on this subject,
countries towards this same object. I send you a draft of a law prepared
for regulating the ponds on the New England coast, which may perhaps,
give some hints in regard to the matter of police, but will not be much
o'herhelp to you.
I will write to one or two of my brother commissioners of the State,
asking them to send you anything that they may have in the way of legislative enactment.
If there is any particular part of the State of Kentucky whose waters
you wish provided with the California salmon, please write to Mr. James
W. Miluer. Waukegan, 111., at once. I have had large numbers of California salmon hatched out in Michigan for distribution to the interior of
Yours
the country, and now is the time to take action on the subject.
Spencer F. Baird, Commissioner,
very truly,
Hon. James B. Beck, Lexington, Ky.
,

•+•&•
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A public-spirited citizen
English Soles in America
of Boston, Mr. J. G. Kidder, has offered to be at the expense of attempting to introduce the English turbot and
sole into American waters, and Prof. Baird has written to
Frank Buckland for information in regard to the habits of
these animals, that will throw light upon the subject, as to
the best season and method of accomplishing this importMr. Buckland gives little encouragement,
ant enterprise.
though he thinks success not impossible. He says:
"I am afraid that the task of introducing and naturalising
turbot and soles in America is very problematical, but it
should be tried, and I shall be glad to assist in any „way I
.

can."

«*•**

—The new Dominion

•

fish-breeding establishment has re-

been completed at Bedford, near Halifax, Nova
Scotia, and is already in operation, under the superintendence of A. B. Wilmot, who has charge also of the hatch-

cently

ing houses at

We

•SMH*

Seth Green's Work.— Seth Green has
from a month's stay

—As a

source of nutriment, as a field of
extending enormously the area of food
production, admitting of vast expansion, which can be
worked at every season of the year, requiring no outlay in

Fish as Food.

stimulants to renew their
harvest (for the fisherman reaps where he has not sown
and gathers where he has not scattered), the British sea
fisheries deserve the consideration of all who feel how
largely (he comfort and well-being of a people rest upon
that humble but solid basis
abundant and low priced food.
seed or tillage,

and no

artificial

—

It may be roughly estimated
that London actually consumes 800,00(ffat cattle, which at an average of 600 weight
each would amount to 90,000 tons of beef.
At the present
time there are certainly not less than 900 trawling vessels
engaged in supplying the London market with fish; and
assuming the annual take of each vessel to be only ninety
Ions, this would give a total of 80.000 tons of trawled fish;
but this computation is irrespective of the vast quantities
of herrings, mackerel, sprats, and fhii caught by lines,
drift-nets, and seines.
An acre of land properly tilled will
produce every year either a ton of corn or three hundred
weight of mutton or beef; but an area of good fishing
ground of the same extent at the bottom of the sea will
yield to a persevering fisherman a considerably greater
quantity of nutritious food every day in the year.
It was
computed by the late Mr. Mayhew, in his work on the
"London Poor," that during the months of October and
November, or what is termed the costermongers' fish season, 800,000,000 herrings are disposed of in the streets of
London alone, providing a cheap and wholesome meal for
thousands and tens of thousands of the humble' classes of
the metropolis.
The prejudice against a fish diet, which
was long current, was based upon the assumption that it
yielded but little nutriment.
The result, however, of an
analysis of various kinds has proved that they contain
nearly as much albuminous matter as the flesh of quadrupeds—hence, as flesh producing, fish is nearly equal to
beef^ The herring contains, moreover, a large. quantity of
oleaginous matter in addition to its albuminous principle,
by which its nutritious properties are considerably increased.
It is evident, therefore, that fish were designed
to occupy an
important place in the sustance of mankind,
and it certainly contributes agreeably to that variety of
diet by which the
human frame is maintained in its highest
degree of vigor and health.
Nitrogen i3 a well-known and
important vital stimulant, and the proportion of nitrogen
ve ^ t0 cai'k° u estimated in grains, is in flesh meat as
i«n
lw to 2,580, and in herrings 817* to 1,435. Fish is a flesh
and muscle, not a fat, producing aliment, as is obvious
trom the appearance of our seafaring population, who are
spare, sinewy,
and strong, and free from those mountains
0r flesh and
masses of blubber which characterize the
prosperous beef eating Englishman, and have from time
immemorial typified the traditional John Bull.—Blackwood.
>

*.»*»

Hatching House. —The first specimen of salmon
appearance on Sunday morning. Prof. Mather

its

Presided at the accouchment, with
Pivsician.
This representative

just returned

Cape Vincent, where he superintended the taking of 3,000,000 spawn of the salmon trout,
the season having proved an unusually successful one. The
eggs are now all at the State hatching house at Caledonia,
and the fry will be hatched and delivered during the
Spring.
There will also be distributed at that time 1,000,000 brook trout. These will be placed in public waters
only.

at

Syracuse Standard, 14th,

Dr. Pater as consulting
California made his
uebut in marching order,
with haversack and six weeks'
aiions in it.^ He
has been joined by several of his coneres, all similarly
accoutred and provisioned. These
we the avant garde of a grand army one hundred
thousand
Wong, which will the coming Spring
populate our
streams.—Lexington {Va.) Gazette,
5th;
of

A Model Museum.—Mr. Booth of Brighton, England,
has built a spacious hall of brick, lighted entirely from
above, around which are being placed 306 cases of birds
One point
shot by himself and Mrs. Booth in Britain.
about the fixing of the cases^is worthy of mention.
framework is constructed about three feet from the wall,
This prevents any damp from the
into which the cases fit.
walls, too frequent in museums, and allows- of the easy
moving of the cases. As the cases are arranged in three
tiers and there is abundance of light, every bird can be
well seen, and the width of the hall is sufficient to admit
The most
of viewing the groups from different positions.
important feature, next to the careful stuffing of the birds,
is the fidelity with which the characters of the habitat is
reproduced. Various stages and changes of plumage in
the same birds are also presented. Nature says that, "as a
collection illustrating our British birds in their native
haunts, this is probably unique."
If a similarly well and intelligently mounted suite of
American birds, with their characteristic surroundings and
by the side of their nests, could be exhibited at the Centennial next year, how gratifying it would be to every naturalist, and how much it would do for the advancement of the
beautiful study of ornithology in this and other countries!
If such a collection, complete or partial, showing a fauna
wide-spread or local, is forthcoming, we will guarantee a
place for its exhibition.
~^«e~*^
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Deposits in the Stomach op the Moose. Some time
ago there was published in Forest and Stream an account of concretions found in the stomachs of horses.
Dr. J. D. Caton, well known for his studies upon the deer
family, informs us that similar deposits are sometimes
found in the stomach of the. moose, and refers us to page
72 of Capt. Hardy's "Forest Life in Acadia." Capt. Hardy says: "I have often heard it asserted by Indian hunters
that a large stone is to be found in the stomach of every
moose. This, of course, is a fable; but a few years since
I was given a calculus from a moose's stomach, which I
had sawed in two. The concentric rings were well defined,
and were composed of radiating crystals like needles. The
nucleus was plainly a portion of broken molar teeth which
the animal had swallowed.
A short time afterwards I obtained another bezoar taken from a moose.
The rings
were fewer in number than in the preceding, but the nucleus was a very nearly perfect and entire molar." Dr.
Caton thinks that it would be interesting to know what
were the nuclei of the calculi found in the stomachs of
the horses mentioned.

•+++-
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——
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his Department is no<w uncle?' the eharge of a competent Naturalist,
indorsed by the Smithsonian Institution, and will henceforth be made a
special feature of this paper. All communications, notes, queries, re~
marks, arid seasonal observations will receive careful attention.]
\_'i

profitable industry,

Fish
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The Hatching House.— About, the 1st of ^November
the trout are preparing to spawn in many localities, and if
the house has not yet been put in order for the season,
no time should be lost in doing it. Dry out the troughs,
clean them thoroughly, and coat with coal or gas tar thinned with spirits of turpentine and applied with a paint
brush. If the troughs are new, give two or three coats; if
old, one may be sufficient.
Treat the wire-cloth spawnframes in the same manner. No one uses gravel nowadays, and if you have been reading the older publications
on fish culture that recommend its use, abandon it and use
the frames. Make them about thirty inches long and a
half inch narrower than the trough; let the sides be of
inch stuff and the ends only half an inch thick, so that
when placed on top of each other there will be a flow between them; tack wire-cloth, No. 10 or 12, on the bottom,
first tarring the frames; have the wire-cloth in a long strip
and well tarred on some fence or out-building, and when
dry put it on a roller, with ends projecting for handles;
tact one end of the wire to a frame and stretch tightly
with the roller, tack it, and cut off at the end; see that the
frames for flannel filters, if you use them, are in good
order; look to the spawn-pans and see that they are free
from rust or grease; examine the Ainsworth screens, if you
take spawn that wT ay, and treat them as recommended for
spawn-frames; look for rust in the sprinkling pot, cribbles,
and all tin ware; lay in a stock of feathers, and at spare
times whittle out egg-nippers.
prefer the homemade wooden nippers to steel ones', bulb syringes or
spoons.
To make them, get a piece of straight grain pine
or cedar seven inches long and an inch square, slit it up
five inches, and with a pen-knife work it out so that the
points will stand open a quarter and the upper end half
an inch; work the points down to suit, and lound them or
whip on loops of fine brass wire with waxed silk; a feather
can be inserted in the head. These, if properly made,
will have a delicate nip, and a live egg can be picked up
by an expert without injury.
have not mentioned the
Coste tray nor the new glass jars of Ferguson's, because
the first is a glass toy, made by substituting glass rods for
wire-cloth, and the latter we regard as only suitable for experimental or fancy work. But for businessvone man will
do more work in taking care of eggs on wire-cloth than in
any other manner. Live Stock Journal.
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NEW VA RIETY

OF QUAIL.

JOHN

KRIDER, of Philadelphia, has been fortuR.
nate in securing for his ornithological collection a
magnificent specimen of a hybrid quail, or one mismarked
by a freak of nature. The bird is a male, and has a dark
band half an inch in width running from the base of the
lower mandible over the white patch on the throat, ending
at the top of the breast; the curved pencilings on the
breast are much darker and broader than on the common
quail, and the colors are more brilliant in every respect.
When killed by Mr. Foster, of Philadelphia, from whom
Mr. Krider obtained the bird, it weigheJ seven and onehalf ounces.
It seems to be a cross between our common
quail and the California variety, as a number of the latter
have been let out in both Maryland and Delaware. Mr.
Krider has .given his new quail the name. Ortyx Hoopesii,
black-throated quail, a variety of Ortyx Virginianus. The
bird will thus bear the name of Mr. Bernard
Hoopes,
President of the Philadelphia Sportsmen's Club.
*

'Homo."

[This appears to be an accidental abnormalty of plumage of the common quail, Ortyx Virginianus. The general tendency in this species is to darker colors toward the
South, as instanced in the recognized O rtyx Virginianus, var.
Floridanus, (Coues). The extreme of this case is witnessed in
the Ortyx castaneus of Gould, so that Mr. Krider's bird, being not a distinct species, is probably already provided
have seen some other variously blackwith a name.
ened examples of this species in the collection of Geo. N.

We

Lawrence of

this city.

Ed.]
—
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Eagles on the Susquehanna.

—

"Audubon' writes to us
from Harrisburg. Pa., that the bald eagle {Haliaetus leucocephalus) is still found in that section, especially along the
mountain spurs of the Kittatining and Blue Ridges, skirting the eastern and western shores of the Susquehanna
River, north of that city, where several of these birds have
It is not unusual for them to stray down the
their eyries.
river as far as the city, especially on sunny days, and our
correspondent graphically describes an incident in which a
bald eagle figured. He was observed hovering over Independence Island, nearly opposite Harrisburg, moving in
slow and measured circles over a certain spot. The island
is

'

directly opposite the city water works, about 600 yards

river.- Suddenly making a
swift circle, the bald-pated hunter dropped with the velocity of a falling stone, and striking the water sent up a
powerful field glass in the hands of one
sheet of spray.
of the spectators disclosed the fact that the eagle had seized
a black duck, and skimming leisurely over the surface of
the water, reached a broad rock some 200 yards off. Holding the writhing duck in one of his talons, the eagle thrust
the other talon into its belly, tearing out the entrails and
causing the hot blood to spurt out over the surface of the
rock.
Each thrust he made with his powerful beak tore
away a shred of quivering flesh; and so the hungry bird
kept on until disturbed by the approach of a skiff. The
duck had been more than two-thirds consumed before the
eagle took wing aud sailed leisurely northward to his eyrie
on the Kittatining.

from the eastern shore of the

A

Singular Boldness op a Partridge. --The story of the
sparrow which was bred up by the servant maid in England, and became so much attached to its benefactress,
which was printed in our issue of Nov. 11, has called out
the appended letter from B F. S. Carde", of Flint, Mich.
The facts therein stated may cause a strain on the credulity of ornithologists, but they are vouched for by our correspondent and his references as literally true, and we
give them on his authority. Matters of intelligent obser.

vation are always desirable; but it is important that we do
not allow ourselves to be deceived. The narrative is as
follows
"Willie Ackerman, a boy in the employ of Mr. George
Bolster, started from his employer's house to go to the
wood lot for a load of wood. While on the way a partridge (ruffed grouse?) alighted on the wagon, rode some
distance, and then flew off, but returning, alighted upon
the shoulder of the boy, who then caught it.
The bird at
last escaped.
Willie got his wood and returned for another load.
Some distance from where the partridge first
made his acquaintance the same bird came and again
alighted on the wagon, showing not the least fear, and
again on his return to the house Willie caught it. This
time he took the bird home aud built a cage for it. The
bird ate well from the first, and on "the approach
of the boy would fly and endeavor to get out to
him. It was found dead several mornings after. Mr.
Bolster thinks its head was caught between the bars and
that the bird received injuries in the night which caused
its death.
You know too well how wild a bird the partridge is for me to comment upon the singularity of this
circumstance."
:

—

-#-^*>

—Paragraphs have appeared

in several

New England

newspapers lately mentioning the occurrence of "white
partridges" at several points. It would be interesting to
know whether these were all albinos of the common ruffed
grouse, or whether some were ptarmigans. The latter,
which is white in Winter, can be easily told from an albino
grouse by the fact that the whole of its toes are warmly
feathered, while the foot of the grouse is naked; and by
the absence of any tufts of broad soft feathers about the
neck. F. W. M. writes us from Boston that a ruffed
grouse perfectly white has been shot by Henry F. Thayer
at West Bridgewater, Mass.
This albino will be mounted.
The shooting of an albino partridge in the North of England lately, is mentioned in the last Land and Water as a
noteworthy circumstance.

—
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—filature announces that Mr. Gould will shortly issue the
second part of the "Birds of New Guinea," an important

work, which will supplement "The Birds of Australia" by
the

same author.

—

Nature for November 4th opens with a flattering review of the work done in Colorado by the United States
Geological Survey un der Dr. F. Y. Hayden. It is from the
pen of the eminent geologist, Prof. Arch. Geike.
:

—A general scarcity

«> »

»

—

of birds has been remarked durinothe past season in England, collectors finding only
about
three-fourths as many nests as usual.
At the same time the
breeding and departure of numerous species has been
extraordinarily late. The hard frosts of last Winter
are mentioned as a possible reason.

—

m

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
Buckell's letter as a matter of courtesy, but should much
prefer that the subject should be transferred to the side of
the water on which it properly belongs. Ed.]

%* Mmtteh

CARE OF SPORTING DOGS.

"WHISKY."
our last issue we made some suggestions as to the
IN proper
food and time to feed dogs when in use during
shooting season; and now let us say that, in order to keep
our dogs in good health and condition during close time,
much more attention should be given them than they generally receive.
After a dog becomes fully grown, he does
not require much more than half the amount of food to
keep him in good condition as it would require to keep a
youngster while growing. Those persons who keep but
one or two dogs are very apt to let them get out of condition by giving them too much or too little food, and not
When dogs are allowed to get oversufficient exercise.
fat their usefulness in the field is, in a measure, destroyed;
and then again they are constantly subject to skin diseases,
mange, canker, etc., particularly if they are fed too much

meat. In a family where there are scraps enough from
the table to feed one or two dogs, no better food can be
given them. Every person owning a good dog (no others
should be .kept) ought by all means to have a proper kennel or other arrangement prepared for their comfort and
cleanliness.
During the Summer we give our dogs no bedding, but in cold weather they are not allowed to suffer
with the cold; neither are they allowed to sleep near the
fire.
Many fine dogs are injured and become permanently
superannuated by sleeping and baking their brains near a
hot fire, where they will lie if they are allowed to have
When it is necessary to keep dogs
their own way about it.
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Camden, Del., November 4th, 1S75.
Westcott:
Dear Sir—Your favor of 25th nit., inquiring in regard to Old Tip, as
of Camshe was commonly called, being directed to Canterbury instead
hope
den, causing some delay in its delivery, is this day in hand, and 1

may be in time for your uses
Old Tip was pupped in the Spring of 1843, in the town of
of her
Frederica, Kent county, Del., and given to me by the owner
old—
mother, W. Sipple (a great sportsman). She was about five weeks
was soon
a pitiable, bad-looking object indeed, but by careful attention
valuabrought out, and at a very early age showed signs of becoming a
I think

Mr. Griffin's
[Dash.
I

is

retrieve, but
over the hill for her followers. *' I could not teach her to
in her
never knew her to kill or even crush a bird, always holding them
her
paws until taken from her. She seemed to know from the first that
the hamduty was to lie down until the gun was loaded; but as soon as
waa
mer was driven back for capping, she would proceed again. She
She live
feet.
her
on
stood
rarely
points,
very
her
and
all
very firm in
causea
about eight or nine years, and suffered much from cancer in dug,
sent out
from the bite of a large hound whilst eating. All the pups
(nearly) a
from her were got by a dog colored and marked the same

herself.

« u °
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A gentleman who shot over Whisky this Fall writes: "I
have never yet seen a young dog— and I may add, very few
old ones who seemed so thorougly to understand her busiShe covers
ness, and who seemed to enjoy it so keenly.
her ground perfectly, and even with her fine coat and skin,
will show many a heavier coated setter how to go through

He was called Don, and his
Don was of great bottom and

mother, Clio, was of imported
ifo

speed, which unfitted hini
and he die
hunting single birds, he never having been properly broken,
at
little teaching,
but
required
Tip
Old
years.
twelve
of
at the age
known or
never
have
natural.
I
seemed
qualities
and
her knowledge
though a
badpup from poor Old Tip; neither have I known her equal,
into net
taken
until
ones,
of
them
crack
have hunted many dogs, some
Mastin, the :mpoiter,
with her. The Fitzgerald pup I sent to M. M.
have often
who turned her over to Fitzgerald. Of her reputation I promisea
She was several months old when sent to Mastin, and
stock.

—

her

which she did, as all persons that ever followed or shot over
been
She was white colored, with pale yellow spots. I have
testified.
was close
t.dd that both her father and mother were entirely black. She
not very long,
built, heavy body, short legs, short, light tail, and hair
blood, Fur
fine head and nose, and never reported as being of imported
after once
carefulness, industry, ingenuity in the hunting up of birds
for continscented, obedience, and I may add, affection, with durability
well)
ued hunting, she could not well be surpassed. Was always (when
to anyone
attention
pay
or
not
follow
but
would
to
go,
ready
and
willing
though
but me her master; seemed not to tire, running with great ease,
a hill top,
not fast or far off, and if missed only for a few moments over
and look
persons would say, "Old Tip has birds, or else she would come
ble dog,
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looked upon as a setter among setters. The information Mr. GilderMr. Absleeve does not possess of Tip's descendants, and which he says
myself,
bott, of Philadelphia, has, you have already published through
Homo.
Mr. A. kindly furnishing it to me.
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sleeve setter strain derived its name, I think will prove interesting to
you and the readers of the Forest and Stream. As you have been the
owner of one of the dogs he speaks of, once in the possession of Mr.
Kay, of Philadelphia, it may carry you back to the time when Bruce was

C. S.

Nell.

i

Juno, 8d prize

a ©

Philadelphia, Pa., November 15th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
The following letter from Mr. Jonathan Gildeisleeve of Camden, Del.,
the owner of the once famous setter bitch, Tip, from which the Gilder-

Lord Derby's

i
f

I

SETTERS.

Nell. 1st prize

4th, 1875.

week printed a letter over Mr. Laverof
statement
the
confirming
signature
now print Mr.
our correspondent, "A. Y. Y., Jr,
last

The New York Kennel Club. —This
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V. V., Jr., in your paper of October 21st,
contradiction to statements of mine, that Mr. Lleweilin never
you,
owned Fairy. He gives Mr. Laverack. as his authority for saying so, and
assures you that what he says is fact. I have no doubt that he (whoever
be may happen to oe) believes it to be fact, but he takes care to put the
responsioilny of the contradiction on Mr. Laverack's shoulders instead
of giving his own name with his statement.
Mr. Puicell Llewellin gave Mr. Laverack £50 for Fairy, on the understanding that he was to name the dog she should be first put to, and have
half her puppies. Mr. Laverack afterwards wrote to Mr. Llewellin,
complaining that Fairy had not been sent to his dog. Upon this, Mr.
Llewellin replied that, rather than bandy words with him, he would be
glad to let him have Fairy back at the same price she cost. Mr. Llewel-

aciv's

Inman Line steamship

Mr. Bispham's picture, reproduced in
some time since, and should be good ones.

«**«•-

charge of his head keeper, instructing him to receive
sent her back
the money befoie parting with the bitch, which he did.
Fairy is called Fanny in the first volume of the Kennel Club Stud
Book (a mistake which is corrected in the second volume), and her number is 1,491. Sue is entered as Mr. Liewe.lin's, with tne record I gave in
my letter to you.
These, sir, are facts which Mr. Laverack will not deny in the face of
the agreement and his letters on tne suuject, however envious he may
Q. T. Teasdale-Buckell.
fed and speak in private.

the

setter in

A person signing himself A.

Uu

— On

Monday, the 22dinst., Mr. Raymond
received the three-quarters Laverack setter bitch, Plash
bred by Mr. Wm. Wardlaw Reid, of Peckham.Rye England.
She is orange and white, very shapely and bloodlike, and is by Brierley's Fred, out of a full sister
to Mr
This bitch was selected
Reid's pure Laverack, Sam.
bv
our correspondent "Viatores" while in England last
Summer, and is imported for Mr. Dudley Olcott, of Albanv

Dr. Strachan's

Editor Forest and Stream:—
telis

Importation.

Chester, arriving here

New

f«

ENGLISH SETTERS IN AMERICA.
November

and
she seems to set about finding birds in a more matter
of
fact way than any dog I have ever shot over."

f

therein.
>

Her

.

,

chained to their kennels, in order to keep them from straying away and frequently hunting on their own hook, they
cannot be kept in perfect health and condition unless they
are freed from their chains at least twice a day for a few
minutes, in order that they may relieve themselves by a
little exercise; and then again, let us caution our brother
sportsmen against allowing their dogs to lie too long
upon the same bedding. From neglect of this matter most
of the diseases in dogs arise. Horses are generally fresh
bedded every night, while dogs are generally allowed to lie
If
upon the same bed for weeks, and sometimes months.
.dogs are fresh bedded, say once in two weeks, given
a little exercise morning and evening, and a supply of pure
water kept near their kennel, they will always be in good
We have kept a kennel of
health and ready for the field.
setters and pointers since— well, our friend Col. Skinner
says *'ever since the Declaration of Independence,"— and
we can thankfully say we have never had a single case of

a
training reflects great credit upon her owner
has given her the only lessons she has ever had

spaniel.

gree of this capital specimen of a pointer. Whisky was
broken by her owner, Dr.
S. Webb, and has proved to
be thoroughly staunch on game. Her breeding, as will be
seen from the pedigree, cannot be excelled, her father,
Flash, being the son of the celebrated dogs, George and
Peg, whose pictures, taken from the painting by Bispham,
in the possession of Dr. Russell Strachan, have already,
appeared in these columns. Whisky took first prize in her
class at the Springfield Bench Show in April last, and will
be entered at the Chicago Show to be held in January.

pected to

brush and briers. As for water, we had no difficulty
in
sending her across a stream that was too deep for
our
boots, and even though the mercury indicated several
degrees below the freezing point, she took the water
like

w

heard

'

well.

Kay, the gunsmith, of Third

street,

had two of Old Tip's

descend-
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I think he told me $
ants' for which large sums were offered.
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was bought oy
pups
her
©f
finest
the
One
of
them.
of
one
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offered
from Bonwell, near Canterbury.

a Captain Bavington of Green street,
the watcluaea,
Sif name was Nero, and be wag killed by one of
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FOREST AND STREAM.
may have some knowledge. I do
cause and particulars of which you
getting into the hands of Eobinson of
not remember any of the stock
Wilmington; if so, it was through other hands. I have a dog now about

that was given me (a pup) by Massey, and is
the same- build of Old Tip
her qualities, but cannot hunt long
related to Old Tip. He has some of
Old Tip often took her little ones, two to four months old
at a time.
hunting, as though wanting to teach
and three or four i n number, out
what to do. If vou know Redman Abbott, who has shot many

them

birds over her,

he perhaps could give you some ideas, he being a great

eportsman. or used to be.

Having been disturbed in mind from

my

affliction lately in

family, I

am

you all the points I would like to remember, and
presume I have forgotten some. You may, from what I have said, think
Tip— poor old dog!— as among the best and
that I still remember Old
most valuable dogs I ever knew; and so I do.
Hoping the above may be of service to you, as well as satisfaction, I
Jonathan N. GiiiDERSLEEVE.
am very respectruHy,
,
«».»»
hardly prepared to give

—

,

THE MONTREAL DOG SHOW,
Montreal, November

13th, 1875.

JEDITOR FOREST AND STREAM:—
I inclose you a list of prizes, etc., given at a Dog Show here a few days
to arrange the list properly and
ago. I am sorry I could not get time
give you a short description of it, but will look out and do so the next
time. The show was a perfect success, both as regards the attendance,

being said that no less than 6,000 tickets were sold, and the variety and
The Eink was nicelv decorated, the platform
class of the dogs sho-vn.
near the centre being ornamented with piles of stacked rifles with protruding bayonets and shields, around which gleamed a formidable row
represent the motto, "Armed
of glistening bayonets, which might well
it

At the end of the Rink was a stage, from which during
were exhibited. The dogs were all fine, and those
obtained prizes were really first class. The following was the prize

at all

points"

the evening tableaux
that

list:—

For greyhounds, three entries—P. Hogan, 1st, fawn color; A. Strathy,
lemon and white.
Scotch deer hounds, two entries— F. Torrance, 1st, a large brindle dog;

id,

Andrew Allan, 2d, fawn color.
Fox hounds, two couples entered—Both prizes taken by the Montreal
Fox Hounds. The huntsman, Wm: Drysdale, entered a pair of kennel
terrier?, and got an extra prize, which was well deserved.
Setters, five entries— Charles Boyer, 1st, with red Irish setter; W. H.
Ma&terman, 2d, lemon and white.
Pointers, two entries— William McGibbon, 1st, and J. M. Perrin, 2d.
Miss Annie Cuthbert, 1st, with very
Irish water spaniels, three entries
handsome brown dog; A. Stenhouse, 2d.
Clumber spaniels, eight entries— Joseph Hickson, 1st; II. A. GalarAll these dogs were of good class and caused much difficulty
neau. 2d.

—

to

award the prize.

Newfoundland, seven entries— George Kinnear, 1st; F. A. Jackson, 2d.
St. Bernard's, six entile"— Andrew Allan, 1st, dark brindle dog, very
The latter dog was the largest dog in the exhilarge; Mrs. Brydges, 2d.
Mr. Joseph Hickson obbition, and must have weighed 150 pounds.
tained an extra prize.
Mastiffs, two entries—

W.

Gaherty,

1st,

fawn colored dog; T. E.

large

Beever, 2d
Scotch colley, three entries— Andrew Allan, 1st; Edgar McDor.gall, 2d.
Bulldogs, three entries— George Anderson. 1st, with very handsome
The letter's dog apbrindle dog; R. Springle, 2d, with a white dog.
peared us if he had just come from the wars
Bull terriers over 15 pounds, six entries John Hyland, 1st, very hand-

—

some white dog; E. Mild, 2d.
Bull terriers under 15 pounds— John Hyland, 1st and 2d.
Fox terriers, seven entries— J. S. Allan, 1st; W". E. Esdaile, 2d, very
handsome black, tan and white.
Black and tan terriers under 6 pounds, ten entries—George Anderson,
1st; A. Grant, 2d.
Black and tan terriers over 6 pounds, five entries R. A. Allen, 1st
and 2d.
Skye terriers, nine entries— Miss Maud Winfield, 1st, with a very handsome imported dog; Miss Annie Shaw, 2d; James Renohen, extra prize.
Scotch terriers, twelve entries— Henry Starnes, Jr., 1st; J. Toner, Jd;
H. Brehaut, Esq., extra prize.
Poodles, six entries— James Renohen, 1st; A. Kay, 2d; Mrs. C. Robb,

EUREKA

245

NUT.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
I think you have found it. I mean the balm for canine ills and ails in
the areca nut. Col. R. H. Gallaway's fine pointer, Savoy, had been given
up for a "dead dog" by him; he reported the case to me. We gave two
doses, one of thirty and the other forty grains of powder, and the dog is
today as well as ever. The cure was effected in three days. The dog
seemed to be suffering from paralysis; was unable to move himself, and
did not stir for days at a time. Col. Gall away says you should call it
S.
Eureka nut, and requests me to extend his thanks to the "Squire."
~+ « »^

—

A

Snake Terrier.— The following singular statements
come from a mo3t trustworthy source. No similar case
has ever come under our notice
:

U AQTJADALE,' Wenonah, N. Y., November 21st, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I notice in your Philadelphia correspondence, under the head of Natural History, a reference to the oft repeated assertion that mother snakes
swallow their young for protection, &c. One of the institutions of
"Aquadale" is an exceedingly sharp little English terrier named Joker.
Now Joker is as inveterate an enemy of snakes as if he were sprung
from the other island. Although water is as repngnant to him as to a
cat, still if he spies a water snake in the stream or ponds of the premises
the snake rarely escapes. A few months ago I saw him make a spring
into the stream, and come out with a water snake fully four feet long,
which he instantly had snapping through the air like a frantic whip lash.
Noticing what I took to be pieces of intestines dropping in all directions,
my eye followed one which dropped near my feet, when I discovered it
to be a young snake about six inches long, and upon looking about I discovered several of them, which the mother had reluctantly disgorged.
But as shrewd as Joker is, he does not know the difference between a
snake and an eel, or if he knows he makes no discrimination, for he
must have caught at least forty the past season. During the few weeks
that they were making their annual up stream excursions, Joker would
watch the stream for hours together, and when one attempted to pass a
shoal he would pounce upon him and take him to a safe place upon the
grass plat. After giving him a rew vigorous shakes he would return to
his watch. I saw him take out three large ones within a ppace of ten
minutes of time. Fifty dollars is the valuation placed upon Joker by
M. P. P.
his mistress, but he is not for sale.
,

-

tjJUJoodhnd,

<$%tm mid $»rdm.

—
GARDENS AND

Morristown, N.

J.,

November 6th,

1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
I seldom write to the papers, but I see my name occasionally in the
sporting press, coupled with Jersey lightning and out door sports among
the old hills of Morris county.
I also observe many familiar names of
sportsmen and what they have done with their dogs. I have had the
good fortune to kill many woodcock this Fall, mostly over my old bitch,
Qyp, the meanest-looking dog bred, but one that never takes a back seat
with any of better looks; and her offspring, by Mr. Salter's Dash, now six
months old, will trouble some of the crack dogs to beat. I have never
hid a very high opinion of English or Irish setters, as all imported dogs
over which I have shot did not amount to much in our cover.
After seeing the imported Laveracks, Pride of the Border and Fairy, and hearing
much gossip about thorn, I applied to that clever old bachelor, Mr. Raymond, their owner, for permission to shoot over them, just to satisfy
my curiosity. Much to my surprise I was beaten for once, and badly,
considering the condition of the dogs.
In company with Mr. Banks, of
New York, I took out Pride, Mr. Banks having with him his fine dog
Don, and we found the Englishman on his bird every time. He backed
well, found well, pointed dead bird, and was very staunch.
The first
trial was in cover, and it is not necessary to explain to a sportsman who
ehoots Fall woodcock in "New Jersey what cover means.
On one day in
October I shot sixteen woodcock and three partridges (ruffed grouse)
over Pride and Gyp, and I must say that the former made some of the
finest points I ever saw.
Pride's style of pointing makes you feel good;
hunts with his head well up in the air, and if that dog had been broken
in this country and
to our game and cover, I doubt if he could be beaten.

The close season for quail having expired on the 1st of November in our
State, although it was a cold, raw day, with an inch of snow on the
ground in the morning, I went out with three friends and a trio of setters, and we killed
a number of the little whistlers.
The Englishman
took

Pride, like most English dogs, is headstrong, but I
think so well of the dog that I think we cannot fail to improve our
American stock by crossing with him— at all events I shall try it.
tirst

It will

prize.

pay every lover of dogs to call at

ish dogi

Fox Farm and see these fine
truly,
E. M. Quimbt.

and their genial owner. Yours
-*-*-

KIRBY'S PROGENY.
Leesburg, Va., November

20th, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream.;—
Stepping into Capt. J.

W.

Foster's office this morning to wait for the
mail 1 found that his new Field Trial bitch, Kirby, (purchased from "Mohawk," and in whelp by Raymond's Pxide of the Border,) had been
•afely delivered of five
beautifully-mamed puppies, anl the cry was
"still they come" when our
friend, with the solemnity of a midwife,
would stalk in from the kennel with a new one caiefudy wrapped up in
his arms.
T. W.

Later,—Eirby's

Utter consists of five dogs

and four bitches.

three inches deep, straight as an arrow; drop the seeds into
every four feet; turn a furrow over them, and repeat
every four feet. By so dropping that the rows are straight
both ways some crop may be cultivated between the
it

young shoots next year. The trees should be cultivated
the same as any other crop, cutting off the lower shoots

and branches so as to give the trees as much sap as possiIn this
ble, and secure a straight and comely growth.
way, at a very moderate expense, a thrifty forest growth

may be secured in a very few years. The hickory nut,
black walnut, butternut and chestnut are perhaps the most
convenient as well as desirable trees for forest cultivation.
Any time in the late fall before the ground is closed with
On almost every
frost, is a suitable time for planting.
farm there are rough, unsightly spots, rocky hillsides, etc.,
where the seeds of forest trees could be profitably plantedo
—Experiments in Germany on frozen potatoes prove that
the freezing in nowise alters the chemical composition of
The change is simply physical, and even if
the tubers.
frozen hard they are still fit for distillation, or they may be
pressed to get rid of the water, and then ground into very
good meal adapted for feeding cnt\\e.—Seribner.
-#.«^-

the most useful plants of New Mexico is the
soap weed, the roots of which are used as soap. The Mexicans prefer it to soap, claiming that it extracts all dirt and
grease and restores the lustre of the goods.

—Among

\m and Miver
FISH IN SEASON IN NOVEMBER.
Weaknsh, Cynoscion
SOUTHERN WATERS.

Striped Bass, Boccus lineatus.

regall*.

Pompano, Tt^achynotus camhnus. Grouper. Epinephelpus
Drum (two species.) Family Scice- Trout (black bass,)

nlgritus,
Centropristis

atrarius.

nidce
Striped Bass or Rockfish, Boccus
Kingflsh, Menticiirus nehulosus.
lineatus.
Sea Bass, Scicenops ocellatus.
Sheepshead, Archosargus probata- Tailorflsh, Pcmat mns saltatrix.
Black baps, Micropterus salmoides;
cephalus.
M. nigricans,
Snapper, Lutjanus caxus.
*

{Under the head of "Game and Fish in Season'' we can only syecify in
general terms the several varieties, because the laws of states vary so much
that were we to attemnl to particularize tve could do no less than publish
This
those entire sections that relate to the kinds of game in question.
would require a great amount of our spare. In designating game toe are
and
legislation
is
founded,
all
guided by the laws of nature, upon which
our readers would do well to provide themselves with the laws of their rsOtherwise, our attempts to assist
spsctive Stales for constant reference.
them will only create confusion.']
1

Market.— The

Fish in

WINDOW

WINTER

FERNERIES.

A LADY

correspondent desires some practical hints
about window gardening, and more especially about
growing ferns iu-doOrs. A window garden may be very
readily made by fitting a box twelve to eighteen inches
wide and eight inches deep across a window having a sunny
exposure. Cover the bottom with charcoal, to secure
drainage, and fill the box within an inch of the top with
half garden earth and equal parts of well-rotted manure
Let this compost be well baked for an
and leaf mould
hour to destroy all embryotic life. Peter Henderson, in
his "Gardening for Pleasure" gives the following list of
plants suitable for the parlor or sitting room, requiring a
Azeleas, abutimoderate temperature at night, say 50°
lons, carnations, cinerarias, callas, chorizemas, geraniums,
.

ENGLISH DOGS ON OUR GROUND.

.

slabs continue to be fairly sup-

-

extra prize.

Pomeranian or Spitz, six entries—Mrs. C. Boyer, 1st; Dr. Major, 2d.
Ladies' toy dogs, nine entries, consisting of a miscellaneous collection
— S. Dobby, 1st, pair of fawn colored pups; William Pickering, small
white poodle; Mrs. Dickinson received an extra prize for a Japanese
dog, the only one of the kind exhibited.
Best bitch and litter of pups, six entries of six different kinds—J. S.
Allan, 1st; fox terrier with four pups, J. J. Russell, 2d; bull terrier, five
pups; a very handsome black retriever, owned by Frank Redpath, received an extra prize.
White English terrier—Miss Lizzie Shaw, 1st.
The judges were Messrs. F. vV. L. Penton, A. W. Alloway, and A. M.
Esdaile, who appear to have given satisfaction on the whole, although
in the much disputed question of "best dog" it was impossible to please
all the owners.
Yours, etc.,
R. A. Alloway, M. D.

— *» » —
Tree
Seeds.—Plow a furrow two or
Forest
Planting

—

Good Dog! A friend writing from the New Dominion,
and remarking on the anecdotes of dogs which have appeared from time to time in Forest and Stream, relates
an instance of remarkable sagacity shown by a common
cur, and of which he was an eye-witness:
A sportsman by the name of Guinard, accompanied by
his dog, was sent out shooting one (lay on Morrison Island
opposite Berthier, P Q., and noticed a large flock of black
ducks feeding in a field. There being no object between
the hunter and the ducks behind which he could conceal
himself to approach them, he laid down and motioned the
dog to get on his back, and while dragging himself along,
the dog kept in motion, attracting the attention of the
ducks until his master got within range, when he blazed
away and bagged eleven of them. The dog at the time
Jean.
was old and deaf as a post.

——

family-being the best.

*****

—

W

moist (but not too moist) and porous; leaf-mould gathered
from around rocks and trees—the native haunts of the fern

:

hibiscus,

hyacinths,

myrsiphyllum,

—

(smilax), mo*bernias,

primulas, stevias, roses, violets, and many varieties known
Hot house plants require a higher
as greenhouse plants.
temperature, say 60°, at night; of these the above authority
names bouvardias, clerodendrons, euphorbia?, epiphyllums,
fuchsias,

heliotropes,

poinsettia,

or less of these, with

many

roses,

tuberoses,

may

etc.

be selected
More
by the aid of a reliable seedsman's catalogue. The mignonette makes a pretty window plant, and is easily grown
Sow the seeds carefully and cover by sifting a
in Winter.
Thin out to three or four inlittle white sand over them.
ches apart, and support with neat stakes, as their growth
demands. Don't water too much. The lily of the valley
makes a showy winter flower, and is at home in the moist
atmosphere of the Wardian Case, to which reference is
made below.
It is not absolutely necessary to maintain the ranges of
temperature stated, but they are given as according with
the experience of those who have been most successful
with winter garden culture, and the best, where a special
fire is kept for the conseryatory.
Winter ferneries require a more moist atmosphere, and
we again draw from Mr. Henderson, who recommends
the form commonly known as the Wardian Case, which
has a base or tray about six inches deep, lined with zinc,
with glass sides and top. This may be of any size desired,
to occupy a window, table, or a niche in a bow window.
A small and less expensive form is made of terra cotta, or
earthen ware, round or oval in shape, covered with a glass
The top of the Wardian case is on hinges, to
vase.
admit of the escape of excessive moisture; the vase may
be raised from the bottom for the same purpose. The
ferns may be gathered from the woods the green crested
lastrea, prickly poiysticlium, red-veined wild caladium,
great variety may be purchased from the florists,
etc.
such as the draceenas, the gay-leaved eranthemums, begonias, etc.
The epjl for the fernery should be kept light,
others,

—

A

but fish cannot be said to be
time large catches of striped bass
are usually expected from the south side of Long Island,
but so far only small takes have been reported. Bluefish
have made their appearance in large numbers off the coast
of North Carolina, and are in splendid condition, on many
of them the flesh on the belly being an inch in thickness.
Among the novelties at Mr. Blackford's we saw some Virginia hog fish, considered by the F. F. V.'s to be the best
They resemble porgies in appearance. The
of pan fish.
white perch now coming from Centre Moriches, L. I., are
splendid fish, many of them weighing two pounds. Our
quotations are as follows: Striped bass from L. I., 18 to
20 cents; smelts from Maine, 20 cents; bluefish, 12 to 15
cents; salmon, frozen, 50 cents; mackerel from Massachusetts, 10 cents each for small and 25 cents for large; white
perch, 15 cents per pound; Spanish mackerel, refrigerated,
50 cents; green turtle, 20 cents; terrapin, $12 per dozen;
frost fish, 8 cents; halibut, 20 cents; haddock, 8 cents;
codfish, caught off Sandy Hook, 8 to 10 cents; blackfish,
plied with

most

abundant.

About

varieties,
this

12 to 15 cents; flounders, 8 to 12 cents; sea bass from South
Carolina, 20 cents; eels, large, 18 cents; lobsters, Boston,
10 to 12 cents; sheepshead, frozen, 25 ^cents, seollops, $1
per gallon; soft clams, 40 to 60 cents per 100; whitefish,
18 cents; pickerel, 18 cents; yellow perch, 12 cents; salmon trout, 20 cents; hard crabs, $5 per 100; pompano, $1
per pound.

—A

Brook Trout in Salt Water.
few days since some
fishermen found in their fyke,which had been set in Coney
Island Inlet, a fine brook trout a genuine Salmo fontinalu

—in

—

and weighing three-quarters of a
pound. Although it is not unusual to find brook trout in
salt water, it is generally near the mouth of some estuary.
In the present instance it is rather a problem where the
captured individual came from, as there is no trout stream
capital condition,

We

trust the energetic officers of the New
Society for the Protection of Fish and Game will
overlook this infraction of the close season.
large mullet, weighing 5£ poinds, was taken a few

in the vicinity.

York

—A

days since at Noank, and word sent to Mr. Blackford,
will secure

it

who

for Prof. Baird.

— Smelt fishing in
some good

sport,

Massachusetts waters has lately shown
twelve to twenty dozen per man hav-

ing been caught.

Whitefish.— The

catch of whitefish on Detroit River
last season netted over $60,

and the adjacent lake shores
000, besides

horses.

finding

So far

employment

this season the

for 260 men and 60
catch has not been nearly

which fishermen attribute to high winds and low
temperature, but which experts say can be traced to a
course of gradual extermination, resulting from greatly increased demand, and, to some extent, to the impedithe deposit
ments to
of spawn
and the growth
the
young fish, which exist at the
of
so good,

pref-

'

—

—

—

—

FOREST AND STREAM.
ent day. Mr, Gauthier of Sandwich, lias in operation
on the bank of the river a considerable establishment for
freezing w-hitefish, and this season, unfavorable as it is, he
will dispose of $12,000 worth in that way.
They are sent
to market frozen, and may be taken from the package next
March as fresh as when drawn from their native element.

The

other fishermen preserve theirs alive until the season*
over by placing them as soon as caught in "pounds," or
enclosures in the rivers, through which the water flows
freely, but which is made too tight for the fish to escape
from. Whatever may be the facts as to quantity, the size
of the fish brought to our market during the present season
exceeds anything seen previously.
is

—

Last week we were pleased to examine some magnificent rods which Thad. Norris, Esq., of Philadelphia, has
just completed for the Centennial Exhibition.
One is a
salmon rod of greenheart, with combination tip of bamboo, weighing thirty ounces, and valued at $80. Its length
is 17 feet 3 inches.
The other is a split bamboo trout rod,
with cedar but, 11 feet 3 inches in length, and weighing 4f
ounces. One could not ask for more beautiful or better
working rods than these. Most professionaLanglers have
their favorite makers, but ¥m. C. Prime, Esq., swears by
the "Norris rod. One peculiarity in their construction is
the tip, which, in the salmon rod, is made in three sections, the lower paft being of greenheart, the middle one
of split bamboo, and the extremity of wrought bamboo,
unsplit In his split bamboo rods the lower section is fishjointed into a handle of cedar.

—The

seiners

on the beach below Norfolk, Va., have

given. up fishing for the season.

Seth Green ok Needle Points.— This veteran

angler

has given us a new wrinkle as respects fish hooks. We
should like to pnt his views to a practical test. Who of
our readers has ever tried needle points without beards ?
Many of us tried pin-hooks in our boyhood; these had no
beard, and our success in fingerlings was most gratifying.
Seth saith :—
Agreeable to your inquiries as to the best kinds of fish hooks for tying
on, my opinion is that there never were any made right except those
that I have made of needles. There was a lime when I made nearly all
of my hooks for trout fly fishing. I annealed the needles and bent them
the proper shape, tempered them, and tied nearly all the flies I used for
years on them. I could take twice as many trout with the same number
of rises as I conld with any hook with a beard on it. When I used the
common hooks I used to take a pair of pincers and break the beard off
to ge f a better point, and to get rid of the shoulder; but then I did not
fly hook does not need any beard, and no fly
have a needle point.
fisherman should ever use one. Keep a steady strain on the fish, and the
rod will not let him get slack enough to unhook himself. A fly hook for
salmon or trout should have a needle point, and they can't be made if
there is a beard on the hook. The great cause of missing so many rises
when fishing for small trout is dull hooks. Another reason why fishermen miss is the quick stroke when the fish makes the break. The needle
point overcomes that, for there is no need of scarcely any stroke. The
fish will hook himself, and if it gets away it is the fault of the man and
not the hook. All fly hook makers are more than twenty five years behind the times. Any man with ordinary skill who once uses a fly tied
on a hook with needle point and no beard will never use any other. If
he does there is something wrong in his upper story. That is, if he can
Seth Green.
can get them. I can't get the hooks.
flies

,

A
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Gill Net and Seine Fishing.

—Fred

Mather, Esq.

,

in

the piscatorial department of the Live Stock Journal, thus
discourses wisely of the waste of fish life caused by seines

and

gill

nets

:

"The idea that our fisheries were inexhaustible, and that
the sea, the lakes, and the rivers would forever furnish a
supply of food under any circumstances, has proved fallacious, as can easily be seen by a comparisen of the statistics of the catches of the past ten years and those of any
previous decade. Yet improvident fishermen, while acknowledging and lamenting the fact, still pursue the old
course of destruction, and often wantonly destroy immature and unsalable fish on the shiftless principle of letting
'to-morrow take care of itself.'
Our attention has been particularly called to this matter
the present season while in the service of the United States
were sent to Virginia to try to inFish Commission.
crease the future supply of shad in the Pamunkey Elver,
and were warmly-welcomed by the fishermen, who, appreciating the necessity of having the river restocked, afforded us every facility, and showed by their kindnesses that
they had faith that their river could be made to swarm
again with fish as had been done in the case of Northern
ones; but our surprise at their criminal carelessness (that
is the proper name for it) in allowing hundreds and even
thousands of young fish to die on the shore for want of
thought or cere enough to return them to the water, was
so great that we could not help remonstrating against it.
Although the seines used were two-inch mesh measured
the largest way (which is the only correct method), yet
there would be hundreds of small fish not over an inch
long on the shore at each haul. These fish could have gone
through a mesh one quarter this size, but on the low, sandy
flats would be kept in shore by the presence of the larger
fish who kept close to the net until they were all huddled
together in the bag and quickly landed. The small fish
were largely of the Glupeidae, and probably consisted of
shad, herring, (Pomolobus psuedoharengus) and "winter
shad" (P. mediocris) but too small to be identified with certainty. The large shad, herring, winter shad, catfish, rockfish, (striped bass of the North, Boccus lineatus), sturgeon
and eels were taken up in baskets, leaving a living mass of
gars, rockfish, yellow and white perch under five inches
long, as well as the small shad, catfish, silver perch, (or
strawberry bass, Pomoxis hexacanilms) and sunfish (Powotis).
After handling the shad for eggs, we would sort over
this mass and return such as were living to the water.
handled many rockfish, but found none ripe, and when the
proprietor of the fishery expressed a wish that the "rock"
could be increased by artificial means, we showed hire the
young ones dead on shore, and plainly told him that we
did not care for those already growing, and that each fish
there four inches long, which had passed the critical period
of babyhood, now represented at least a hundred hatched
a year ago. Of the waste occasioned by the use of gill
nets, we have not space now to speak, but would refer
those interested to the paper prepared by Prof. Milner, on
the "Fisheries of the Great Lakes,." and published in the

We

We

-

report of the United States Commission for 1872-73, where
he shows how nets which have broken loose in storms
have kept on fishing until sunken with the weight of fish
caught, and that when the men are dragging a grapnel for
nets recently lost, they often find one that has been missing
for a year or more, filled with the skeletons of fish.
There are perhaps places where no other net can be
profitably used, as in the great lakes, but it does seem to be
too destructive a mode of fishing in many other places, as
so many fish are killed that never are utilized.
Fish taken
in gill nets are often dead, twenty-four hours before being
taken from the water, and Prof. Milner states that in
stormy weather it is often impossible to visit the nets for
several days, when the entire catch is unfit for food.
This mode of fishing is illegal in many small inland
lakes and streams where there are but few fish, and these
mainly protected for sporting purposes, and we raise the
question, why not forbid them in the commercial fisheries?"

— An English magazine
to the best

method

remarks

in this sensible

way

as

of angling for trout:

"The best trout in a pool is always' in
The strongest fish in a pool will invariably

the best place.
lord it over the
others, and hold the 'coign of vantage' against all coiners.
Should he be caught, then the next strongest fish will take
his place
will succeed to the throne and become king of
the pool. If a man, therefore, have wit enough to judge
which is the choicest bit of water, wherabouts the securest
lurking place, and where the most insect food comes floating by, he will know where the very heaviest fish is lying;
and it is always good to try for such a fish in a pool first,
and before the water has been disturbed. Now, in the
case before us, a single glance tells us where these conditions are fulfilled.
broad belt of water descends vertidally a little to one edge of the pool, within a yard of a
huge slab of stone half covered with water. Just where
the water falls its turbulence is too great for any living
thing to exist, but between the actual downpour and the
stone the water ceases to boil and bubble, and, where the
eddy slackens a little at one spot, a thin sheet of foam
bubbles lies on the surface. Throw exactly on this frothy
scum. Let it be rightly done, and there is not merely a
chance of tempting a good fish, but a certainty. The flies
rest a moment on the froth, then fall through and di'sap
pear.
At this instant a broad, fan like tail breaks the surface for a second, and in the next the rod is bent double,
and the winch is revolving with the most satisfactory rapidity.
What has happened is this the monarch of the
pool has taken the fly as it sank, he has turned to dive below, and in doing so has discovered his tail above the surface.
This has constituted the 'rise,' which the angler has
seen only, for the noise of falling waters has .not let him
hear the splash. He strikes a little late, but scarcely too
hard for so heavy a fish, and his quarry is now making his
first desperate rush into the watery abysses."

—

A

—
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Those Trout Among the Wiihe Hills.

who

— A correspond-

naturally inclined to be critical in all matters
relating to angling, opens the following mathematical
broadside upon a statement recently printed in this paper:
Editor Forest and Stream:—
There is a well written article in your issue of November 11th entitled
"Trouting Among the White Hills.
I say "well written," for the
author has an eye foi the beautiful in nature and knows how to describe
it.
But let me ask you and your readers, is he a sportsman? Fisherent,

is

1

'

he may be, but not in its true sense an angler. On his second day
out he comes to Jefferson Brook, and concluding "that whatever fish
were taken from it must be with something other than a fly/ 1 resorts to
his worm box.
"Oh, but it was lively work!' 1 he writes. "The fun
grew hotter and hotter, without any sign ol abatement, but the lengthening shadows warned me to get out of the bush. Emptying my creel
on a mossy bank I found that my catch had yielded me 237 fish, * *
marly of them running np to ten inches in length. Now, Mr. Editor,
and any of your readers who profess to be anglers, let us halt heie, although not on a "mossy bank,' 1 and do a- little sum in arithmetic. Suppose "J. G. M.' 1 over these initials the author writes had a creel of
the largest capacity, say one that would hold fifteen pounds, or two hundred and forty ounces, and emptied from this creel "on a mossy bank"
237 "fish," as he calls them, what would be the average weight? I think
the answer is one ounce and 3 237. He goes on to say: "They were a
handsome mess of trout, many of them ranging up to ten inches .in
length." Let us assume that there were a dozen and a half that measured ten inches and call that number 'many, and as trout of ten inches
average about three to tbe pound, let us deduct sis pounds and eighteen
fish and see what the remainder of his catch averaged— i. e., 219 "fish"
to nine pounds, or 154 ounces. "Whv, just three-quarters of an ounce!
"Oh, shade of Walton!" J. G. M.'s" catch the succeeding day was only

man

—

—

in the two days 473 of these fingerlings. Is it any
wonder our streams are depleted when young gentlemen are let loose
from the cities to commit such havoc among the infantile troutlings?
And then record it in print. 1 have seen the picture of "The Murder of
X. Y. Z.
the Innocents," and now I read about it.

one

less,

The

making

— There

have been 26 arrivals of the
from St. Lawrence, 6 from
Georges, 11 from the Banks. The receipts are 142,000
pounds Georges codfish; 263,000 pounds Bank codfish;
45,000 pounds Georges halibut; 135,000 Bank halibut;
fleet

Fishekies.

this

week

as follows: 9

840 barrels Bay mackerel; 400 barrels of shore mackerel.
The catch of mackerel is over for the year, and the sto^k on
hand is very light for the season. Georges and Bank codfish are firm at $5£ and $4f per qtl., with a good demand.
The herring fleet are getting ready, while the other vessels
Gape Ann Advertiser,
are being hauled up for the Winter.
Nov. 19th.

—

^

^

Conneaut, Ohio, November

Editor Forest and Stream:—
To give you an idea oi sporting facilities at
fishing is excellent six or more months hi the

15th, 1875.

this place, I will say that

year, either in Lake Erie
or in the river that enters it here. Black bass, pike, and perch are the
principal kinds caught with hooks; but it is not unusual fur several tons
of whUefish to be taken off this harbor with gill nets in a single day.
Conneaut River abounds with fish, and large mascalonge are caught in it
many miles from its mouth and above several mill dams. Judging from
the quantity of fish in this s tream, it was rightly named the Conneaut

over a century ago by the Seneca Indians, which means in their language
many fish. At the date of my letter, some parts are fairly swarming with
They are in such countless numfish from one to four inches in length.
bers that a barrel could be filled with them in five minutes by ating a
small minnow scoop to catch them wi h. Duck shooting has not been
good this Fall, on account of very low water in the marshes. Squirrels
have been quite plenty, and a few miles south of here any quantity of
partridges can be found. They are reported as unusually plenty this
Fall.
Conneaut is on the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railroad
II C. A,
twenty-eight miles west of Erie, Penn.

Jzchting
All communications
later

the next thing to a hen stealing:
cock robin, of course.
is

Why,

and

friends should be mailed no

HIGH WATER. FOR THE WEEK.
Date.

Boston.
n.
9

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

25.
26.

10

27.
28.

11
11

Dec.

1.

w.
49
31
14
56

29.

morn.

30.

37
22

1

New
H.

6
7
r

8
9
10
10

t

York. Charleston.
M.
35
16
56
39
23
8
44

H.

M.
49

«

31

7
7
8
9
10

14
56
37
22
7

Yacht Cruise to the West Indies--. Our Salem, Mass.,
correspondent, "Teal," informs us that "the famous yacht
Julia, built in 1852 by Geo. Steers, has just cleared from
that port for a cruise South, and possibly to the West InAfter being altered many times and passing through
dies.
various hands she is at present owned by a Mr. Tudor, (of
Nahant, I think,) who, with a party of four others in the
cabin and six to work the yacht, completes the. list of those
onboard. The party, 1 understand, are well fitted with
sport ng implements, and 1 should think were bound for
some sport both 'on the wing and wave.' She is a fine
yacht though an old one, and, judging from the hasty inspection I made of her last Thursday A. M., was as well
She is the hands of her old
fitted for sea as could be.
sailing master, Capt. Lloyd, who will do her justice. The
party expect to return in four or five months."
PltOSPECTUS OF THE INTERNATIONAL REGATTA TO BE
Schuylkill Navy has issued a

Held Next Yeah.— The

prospectus of the projected international regatta, to be held
on the Schuylkill River next year, containing the following pregramme, which has been approved by Director General Goshorn
international race will
First.
:

An

be held, open to all regularly organized boat clubs throughout the world, to be
rowed in accordance with the rules of the National Amateur Rowing Association of the United States; the prizes
to be a piece of plate each for fours, for pairs, for doubles,
and for single sculls, and in addition, medals to be presented to each man rowing in the race, to be of gold for
the winning crew, for the second crew of silver, and the
remainder of bronze.
Second. An international college race for four-oared
shells will be held, the prize to be a piece of plate, with a
gold medal to each member of the winning crew, open
only to under graduates.
Third. An international graduates* race wilt be held for
four-oared shells, open only to graduates of colleges or universities, the prize being a piece of plate, and a gold medal
to each member of the winning crew.
No person will be allowed to row in both the international college race and international graduates' race.
Fourth. Professional races will beheld, open to all crews
throughout the world, for four oared and single sculls for
suitable purses, the amounts of which will be announced
by the 1st of May, 1876.
The races will be held between the 20th of August and
the 1.5th of September, and the entries shall be closed on

July 15th.

An

entrance fee of $25 will be charged for fours; $15
and doubles, and $10 for singles. This fee will
be returned to all boats starting on the races, and is demanded as a guarantee of good faith in making the entry,
and to justify the committee in making the necessary arrangements for properly housing the boats of the entering
crews.
The amateur races will be rowed in heats one and a half
mile straightaway. The professional races will be rowed
three miles, one and a half mile and return.
Besides the above prizes the "Jury on Rowing" of the
United States Centennial Commission, who will have au
oversight of all the races, will award the diploma and
medal of the commission to the victors.
The National Amateur Rowing Association will bold
their annual regatta over the same course (the national)
either previous to or immediately after the above internafor pairs

tional races.

The following definition of an amateur oarsman, with
the required pledge, will be strictly enforced for all entries in the regatta:
The president or presiding officer and secretary of each
club entering either of the amateur races or regatta controlled by the Schuylkill Navy will be required to certify
on honor, in writing, that each member of the crew entered
is strictly an amateur, and is not paid, directly or indiby place, emolument or office,
of his being a member of the
club; that he "does not enter in open competition for
eiiher a stake, public or admission money, or entrance fee,
or compete with or against a professional for any prize,
and has never taught, pursued or assisted in the pursuit of
athletic exercises as a means of livelihood, or has been employed in or about boats or in manual labor on the Avater.'
These races, while under the control of the United States
Centennial Commission, will be under the management of
the Schuylkill Navy, a boating organization composed of
nine clubs, whose boat houses are cm the east bank of the
The leading boating organriver within Fairmount Park.
izations of the country have consented to co-operate.
The Schuylkill Navy, besides furnishing quarters for the
rectly, for his services either

as a

member, or by reason

boats of visiting crews in their own boat houses, purpose
erecting temporary boat houses in the park, and will thus
be enabled to accommodate all who may accept this invitation to take part in the races. The following is the Regatta

Committee:— A. Ivrumbhaar, Philadelphia Barge Club,
Executive Committee National Association, Chairman;
Undine
S. Miles, University Barge Club; W. R. Tucker,
Boat Club;*v G. W. Parker, Quaker City Barge Club, Exective Committee National Association; -F. W. Murphy,
Pennsylvania Barge Club; Isaac Bedichimer, Malta Boat
Club; H. R. Barn ham, Crescent Boat Club; H. V. StillColwell, West Philadelphia Boat Club; Dr. Daniel Bray,
lege Boat Club. James M. Ferguson, Commodore.
John Hockley, Jr., Vice Commodore.

&

Jonathan Gillingham,

j

Secretary,

New Haven. — An

interesting and long anSaltonstall on the
ticipated
afternoon of the 17th inst., the contestants being Mr. Juliaa

Sc JLLiNG at

a

Secretaries

than Monday in each week.

r

—What

from

Hud Ranting.

match was rowed on Lake

>

FOREST AND STREAM.
Kennedy, Professor of Physics in Yale College and Mr.
amateur of this city.
B- Bainbridge the well known
The two distance was two miles. The men were started
by Mr. James Watson, the referee, at a little after half
getting away first with a lively
past four, Bainbridge
him ahead of his opponents. Kennedy,
stroke that carried
however, was rowing a slow but powerful stroke that soon
the turn he was several lengths acarried him even, and at
bad turn however, and Bainbridge
head. He made a
catching him before he was around they started on the
Kennedy, however, soon
homeward journey together.
went to the first again and passed the line amidst the
most enthusiastic demonstrations of the Yale students,
some fifteen lengths ahead. Time, 14m. 57£s. Bain42|s.
Kennedy rowed a slow
bridge's time was 15m.
strok throughout while Bainbridge pulled as high as 35
-q

or 36.

Ackoss the Ocean in a Doey.— Two men, Eben McAuley and Oluf Henrikson, of Gloucester, Mass. propose
making the attempt to cross the Atlantic in
in June next
an open dory, such as is used by the Bank's smacks in
They advertise in the Cape Ann
their fishing expeditions.
Advertise?' for subscription to assist them in carrying out
The first name has the familiar whaleman ring
the feat.
speaks of a Norse origin. The combination
to it and the
should be successful in almost any undertaking where salt
water is concerned, but we doubt the wisdom of even ensimilar trip
couraging Ithese foolhardy experiments.
with a life raft, or some new life saving invention, might
be productive- of some benefit, but the present trip is likely
of the three G-othamites.
to end as did that
,

A

—In the academic part of Michigan University the students have organized a boating association, and purpose
giving a series of entertainments during the "\V~mter to
raise the necessary funds for the maintenance and proper
training of a navy.
Boating at Halifax.— A race was rowed in Halifax
last week between Obed Smith, of the Smith NickThe
erson crew, and George Beazeley of Purcell's Cove.
race was an easy one for Smith who had his man safe the
entire distance, Beazeley finally rowing into Market Slip
and complaining that his wrist had given out.
Harbor

C. Carrigan who was previously
elected to act as senior delegate to the Intercollegiate* Rowing Association, has also^ been elected President of the
Dartmouth Boating Association. All six of the crew of
75 will be upon the University crew of '76 and it is probaMr.
ble that five at least of the crew will consent to row.
Barron of the Twin Mountain and Crawford Hanns was
tendered the '75 crew and the Boating Association a complimentary dinner.

Dartmouth.— Mr. E.

\i\lm\d§.

low averages in the present tournaanswered by saying that the cushion he played on
in St. Louis was entirely different from the one in use at
Tammany, and he felt as if a heathen Chinee had hold of
.liim whenever he struck a ball.
However, it is our opinion that if Slosson had come on from St. Louis sooner, and
had had more practice, instead of being down among the
dead men he would certainly have been first or second in
the grand race, as his run of 104 proves to our satisfaction
that he was improving in his play and getting the cushion
down to a nicety. Sexton, the not-known, is a prodigy'
and a curiosity as a billiard player, this being his first bout
with the stars, and having a nerve of steel and an abandon
that looks almost careless.
Sexton is without doubt a'
"wonder," and before many moons pass over will make
others wonder why the ducats leave their pockets so very
fast.
Another most remarkable circumstance connected
with this tournament is that one of the artists fainted after
winning a game, and another is laboring under the idea
tioned in regard to his

ment, he

that he has the disease of the heart.
The fact is that the
young ones made the place too hot for their older competitors, and the strain upon the nerves was more than some
of them could stand.
Cyrille Dion covered, himself with
glory by maintaining the title given him in clays gone by,
his superior judgment making him
a general indeed.
Maurice Daly played in bad luck throughout, and, of
course, gets nothing, while the first and second prizes go
to the representatives of Montreal.
Financially, the tournament is uot much of a success, the depressed times no
doubt being one of the principal causes.
Appended is the
summary of the tournament giving the number of games
won and lost, with the highest run and the best average of
each player:—
Games
Games
Highest
Best
,

•

won.
5

1

5
2

4

Albert (iarnier

8
3
3

A. P.

Ruoolpue

run.
89

lost.

wnlieDion
JasepLiDion
Maurice Daly
William Sexton
George Slosson

aud $100. Sexton won both, getting back his losses on
game with Gamier. Dan. Strauss was very jubilant at
the result of the late tourney. James Kernarr, after an
extended trip, is back to Gotham. George F. Glosson attributes the poor show he made in the tournament to the
fact that he was unable to obtain a table to practice on.
D. S. Giralds has opened an eating house in Montreal. A
three-ball tournament is to be inaugurated at Rochester.
Y. There will be three prizes— $100, $60, and $40.
The entries are Kinney of thiscity,Eugene Sprague of Danville,
Y., Frank Twitchell, Eugene Kimball andFurgnson of Rochester. Simon Burns left for Texas on the 20th

122
124

1

3
3

3
6

•

119
136

U4

Average.
80
14 2^7

28 1-13
30
15
16 2-3

62

—

The Championship Contest. The fourth match for the
championship of America, the Delaney badge, and $1,000
was played on Tuesday night in Tammany Hall, the
contestants being Maurice Daly, the champion, and Cyrille
jUion, winner of the first prize in the Gamier tournament.
the interest evinced by the spectators showed that the
Popular love for billiards had suffered but little from the
tournament just past. Dion won by 3 points. Dion's av
erage, 12|; Daly's average, 11 29-48; Dion's laigest run,
52;
Daly's largest run, 104; time of game, 3h. 28m.
Brevities.— Clake E. Wilson at 57 Cedar street, lately
Pertormed the unparalleled feat of pocketing fifteen bails
atter the break in
their numerical order.
Ralph Benjamin
<u Portchester,
and Gersham B. Hubbell of Hanford,
yere \ n town last week. Charles A. Frink is temporarily
jnthecit.v.
At Chris O'Connor's on Saturday night last,
Rudelpfac played two, games (French^ fr-

lew

his

K

K

The party or parties who arranged the order
of playing in the late tournament, would have displayed
great diplomacy, if Sexton'f play had been as anticipated.
Joe O'Connor is now mine host of the Queen's Hotel, at
Guelph, Canada. Our exchanges speak of some tall pigeon shoeting done by genial Joe. John O'Conner represents his interest with Capt. Tom Murphy at the Columbia
Rooms, this city. M. H. Hewins is now reported at the
Hot Springs, Ark. The ma'ch for the championship of
the Northwest and Southwest, between Maggioli and Barleigh, will take place January 8th, the clay on which the
celebration of the battle of New Orleans takes place.
What has become of the one-armed tournament that was
to be held at A. R. Samuels', Brooklyn? It is about time
some of the billiard men in that city got out of their lethargy.
John Keane went to New Orleans Nov. 23d to set
up J. A. Walker's tables. Joe Martin is in Philaoelphia.
Billy Goldthwaite expects to open a room at the South End,
Boston, with six tables. The "Red Room" at the Palais
Royal, Boston, is again used for billiards. Since John J.
Murphy added a gymnasium to the Hub Billiard Palace,
he is kept constantly employed. When does that fifteen

Augusta Evans' new novel, "Infelice," bids

tourney come off?

ball

by the

The Centennial tournament,

in-

now

pretty freely canvassed
among biiliardists, and we should not be surprised to see
George Slosson
the purse swelled to the tune of $10,000can be found at Thomas Bros, room, 1239 Broadvvry. J.
A. Walker, of New Orleans, had shipped to him on Saturday eighteen standard American tables from the factory
of H. W. Colender. Mr. Walker has recently purchased
the old Crescent City room, originally opened in that city
by the late Col. Merriam. Pool selling was very brisk at
Maurice Daly's during the past week. Sexton can be
backed for $1,000 each game against any or all the contestants in the late tourney.
stil ued

Clipper, is

UtUon;il §§H$timt&.

— Stanton, the English

long distance champion, to whom we alluded last week. as having undertaken
the task of riding 650 miles in seven days, successfully accomplished the feat with over an hour to spare. The following table shows the time of starting and the distance
ridden each day

Bicycling.

Tuesday, October 26th

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday.........

Saturday

Sunday

Monday

Stopped.
h. M.

Started.
H. m.
6 20
7 15
7 3
7 15
7 3
7 12
6 57

."

5
5 23
5 6
5 13
4 51

5

4 47*

Distance.
Yds.

Miles.
100
94
100
90
90
85
87

1,200
1,128
1,120
1.080
1,080
1,020

323

Skating. —Preparations

are already being made for the
skating season of 1875-6, and the first in the field to prepare facilities for the sport are Messrs. Weed and Decker,
who now have their ball grounds flooded with water, ready
The programme for Winter
for the advent of Jack Frost.
sports at the Capitoline Lake this season will include carnivals, ice boat regattas, races on skates, children's festival
coasting track is talked of,
days, and several novelties.
to extend from the rising ground, at the northeast corner of
the enclose and to continue to the opposite corner, with a
turn extending to the west side of the lake. This will be
In fact, the Capitoline Lake will be a pubquite a feature.
lic resort for all kinds of winter sports this season, and,
as usual, the Ladies' Hall, heated and made cosy for the
fair sex who do not participate in the sports on the ice except as spectators, will be a feature.

A

—

Columbia. A match game of football was to have been
played on the St. Georges Cricket Grounds at Hobol^en on
Saturday between Columbia and Rutgers Colleges, but the
In order not to
latter college could not get a team together.disappoint the spectators, Mr. Price, Captain of the Columbia team, selected an eleven to play an eleven selected by
Mr. King. Mr. Price's side proved victorious by two
goals against one gained, by Mr. King.

Princeton.— Princeton College and Stevens
ton

won

Institute

Princeton on Saturday. Princesix straight goals in one hour and seven minutes.

had a game of football

at

fair to riva

Carleton & Co. the publishers, are negotiating with a large dealer for the enormous number of 50,000 copies,
including "the market."
"St.

Elmo

1'

B.

T.

in advance orders.

,

& Bros., Philadelphia, announce that
week a new novel by the popular and well-known
Miss Eliza A. Dupny, entitled "A New Way to Win

Peterson

they will publish next

Western authoress,

It will be published complete in one large duodecimo
ume, bound in morocco cloth, gilt back, price $1.75.

a Fortune."

instant.

—

—

The Late Tournament. The billiard tournament
which commenced at Tammany Hallon the evening of the
The ushers, in their gay ribbons, were
15th. has closed.
very polite and obliging to all strangers, and especially so
A remarkable feature of the
to members of the press.
tournament was the surprise created by the excellent playing of the two youngsters, Slosson and Sexton, both of
whom did wonders, although the former did not play
within fifty per cent, of his game, as a few weeks ago in
St. Louis, playing for a wager he made the astonishing run
Being quesof 285, and averaged 55 6-7 in 500 points.

Players.
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The Language and Poetry op Flowers.—Mrs. Martha Ewing, the gifted poetess of Rochester, N. Y., has issued a little
hand book with the above title— a book, indeed, for the vest pocket, and
filled with sweet thoughts suggestive of the fragrance of the rose and
the fragrance of the lily. It is illustrated, aiso, and the glowing words
depict the flowers in radiant colors which no pigment can supply.

Wm.

Mr.

L. Stone

haa just published his "Keminescences

of Saratoga and Ballston" in a handsome volume. It is filled with entertaining accounts of those popular watering places, and of the noted
characters tbat have frequented them.

Jfnxwep §}a
Wo

IVotice

Taken

of

<^ori[e%gandent$.

Anonymous Communications.

Mich.—The weight

Snipe, Monroe,

of the grizzly bear in Central

Park

800 pounds

is

Youno Sportsman, Warerville.— Please inform me where I can obtain
a pair of carrier pigeons, aud the price? Ans. Address Jos. M. Wade,
Philadelphia, Pa.

New Haven.— Where

F.,
for

males of same species?

can I obtain female wood ducks in exchange
Ana, Possibly from Fred. Mather, Honeoye

N. Y.

Falls,

H. B S., Chestnut Hill, Mass.— You can get a second-hand Remington
gun by addressing Br. Henry Schoenfield, Miamisburg, Montgomery
county, Ohio, or H. Morgan Jones, 30£ North Fifth street, Philadelphia.
Auburn, N. Y.— Will you have the kindness to inform me if
such a gunmaker as Harlow in Birmingham, and if so, what is
his standing as such? Ans. The name of John Harlow is not on the list
J. H.,

there

of

is

gunmakers

of

Birmingham.

C. W. W., Charlestown, N. H.— What book can I get to post me up
on poultry houses and best breeds of poultry to raise for market and
eggs? I want to go into raising on a large scale. Ans. Address Fancier's Journal, Philadelphia, Pa.

C- S. R., Niagara Falls:— Will yon please tell me if there is any danger of pin-fire shells not being manufactured and not obtainable, and if
so, how long before they will ran out? Have been told there are no mora
pin fires manufactured. Ans. The supply will last as long as the guns.

A. F., City.— Please give me the address of a good manufacturer of
muzzle loading guns and rifles. Ans. You can have a shot gun or rifle
made to order by most any of the gunmakers of this city, who advertise
in this paper, or by John Krider, corner of Second and Walnut
street s .Philad. elphia.

to Dr. It. A. Alloway, SO Radigoude street, Moninformation respecting Megantic district of Canada. TheophileBeauchamp, St. Hyppolite de Richemy P. O.. Providence of QueThere is good fishing and shooting in season,
bec, is a good guide.
salmon trout, brook trout, and bass in abundance, with plenty of small

Baqubttb.— Write

treal, for

game.
A. H. K.. New York.— Is there good rabbit shooting in the vicinity of
Holmdell, N. J.? Are there any quail or pauridge in same locality
Could you. tell me of any better place for rabbit shooting nearer New
York? Ans. You could find some rabbit and quail shooting in the vicinity of Holmdell, also near Old Bridge and Spotswood, in Middlesex
county, N. J.

R. R., Jr., New York.—How do you give the pepper recommended to
canaries in your issue of November 11th? Ans. Mix with some favorite
food, such as soaked cracker or the yolk of an egg, boiled hard, a little
red pepper, and keep it wbere the bird can eat of it as much and as long
as it likes, but be careful at the same time to provide plenty of other
food, so that the birds need not be confined to a pepper diet.
L. L..New Haven.— 1st. Which of the two London gunmakers—
Scott or Tolley— turn out the most serviceable breeeh loader for $35?
3d. Which of the three States— Arkansas, Missouri, and Iowa— afford
the best general shooting the year round, and what part ©f the State decided upon is the best? Ans. 1st. We are at a loss to say which is the
best gunmaker; both are first class. 2d. Missouri and in the vicinity of
Jefferson City.

What kind of a dog is the best for rabbits, a common
2d Where can I procure one or two good pups, and
same? Would like to get them in a month or two. 3d.

SpaFvKill.— 1st.

hound

ox a beagle?

the cost of the
What is the cost of ferrets apiece.

4th. Is the

improved Dittmar pow-

We

preder as good as ordinary black powder, and as safe? Ans. 1st.
2d. Address Mr. H. Bergen, Road
fer beagles or harriers for rabbits.
4th. The Dittmar
Hall, Middlesex county, N. J. 3d. From $i to $8,
powder is much used iu the West and Northwest and approved of.
cannot speak of its merits as compared with black powder by our own

We

experience.

Choke Bores. —We are glad to perceive that our state
ments with regard to the fallacy of choke boring guns are
indorsed by our American sporting contemporaries. The
New York Forest and Stream thus speaks on the mat-

"We notice that in all the reports commendatory of
the new system chilled or hard shot is spoken of as being
used; and if the wonderful results of pattern and penetration claimed can only be obtained by the use of this hard
shot, the chDke bore is not the gun for general work in
For pigeon shooting it certainly possesses
this country.
advantages, but we believe a modification or abondonment
What
will be the result of another year's experience."
does our contemporary the Field think now of its new
" t0
Illustrated Sporting and Dramatic News.

ter:

yf
A Proper

Assertion of Dignity.—From the

teer Service Gazette

"As we have

we

Volun-

take the following;—

lately noticed,

many matches have

recently

taken place between Regular and Volunteer soldiers, in
which officers have shot on both sides. Hitherto it has
been rather the custom for the Volunteer team to be made
up of all ranks, while the Regulars sent noue but noncommisioned officers and rank and file. This may of course
be accidental in some cases, but it is not a desirable state
of things, and we believe that Volunteer commanding officers would act prudently in making a rute that none of
their officers should take part in a match firing against a
'Regular' team, unless at least one officer formed part of
the latter. At a recent match at Brighton there was no
officer in the Scots Grey's team, though there was one in
the Volumes

C. B., Philadelphia.—Will you inform me what is the proper charge of
powder, amount and No. of shot, size and distance from target which is
in common use by gunmakers as a standard to test guns by (breech loaders?) How many shot should a No. 10 bore breech loading shot gun put
in a target of proper dimensions, with correct load, etc., as a test of its
shooting qualities? What is the standard of penetration? How do you
try a gun in that respect? What should a No. 10 bore gun do in regard
to penetration? Ans. FourMrachms of powder, l£ oz. No. 7 shot. Target 30 inches in diameter; distance 40 yards; £90 pellets, evenly distributed, is good; thirty -five sheets of hardware paper, usual thickness, is

good penetration.
Brainerd.— You speak in an editorial of the Evans repeating
Ans. Most modern magait like and where is it made?
zine guns, of Which character is the Evans, have the cartridges introduced in a tube parallel with the barrel. The Evans carries its thirtya short tube in the stock, so that the weight is against
four charges
the shoulder and not at the extremity of the gun. Tbe feeding mechanism is highly ingenious, consisting of an archemedian screw, which revolving, places the cartridges in the chamber. The rifle functions comprise a down movement of the lever, the cock strtking upward. When
the lever Is used the old shell is ejected, the new cartridge is chambered,
and the piece cocked. There are no spiral springs, all. being direct lever
and ordinary spring movements. Calibre is .44; centre fire; lengths, 25,
23 and 30 inahes; weight, 9 pounds. The Evans rifle was perfected and
placed in the market some six months ago. It will fire with great rapidity. The agents are Messrs. Merwin, Hurlbert & Co,, No. 83 Chamb3rs street, New York.
T.

rifle.

C,

What is

m

—As geese were the salvation of ancient Rome, so ihe
perpetuation of our New England Thanksgiving Bay ret
on Turkey.

*

.

.
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TRESPASS.

bugs—but

about one hundred chinch

not one grain of

corn.
is an unfortunate circumstance that our laws of tresIT pass
in contiguous States are as much at variance as

same localities, and
uniform regulations are as much to be desired in the one
instance as in the other.
In New York, for instance, the
land owner is compelled to post nodces of specified dimensions in conspicuous positions, to protect his premises from
trespass and to preserve the game thereon for his own purposes.
In New Jersey the mere going upon land with a
gun constitutes trespass and renders the trespasser liable to
a fine; while in Pennsylvania a notice published in a local
paper is all sufficient, and the luckless stranger may at any
moment be rendering himself liable to a fine and perhaps

the laws governing close seasons in the
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Terms, Five Dollars a Year,

A discount of twenty per cent,

Strictly in

gun
presumed

that the sportsman visiting a State other than liis own, will place himself under
the guidance of some one well posted as to the locality,
but a general law such as that in force in this State, would,
while amply protecting the farmer, also save innocent per-

&0t$zt mid gtrtmq §uhltehittg §otn$m{$t
17

the confiscation of his
it

is

to be

sons from much annoyance and mortification. Numerous
instances have been reported to us where the fines have
been inflicted apparently solely for the gratification of

Advance.

petty malice, or for the sake of pocketing a few wretch-

ailowed for five copies and upwards.

edly earned dollars.
Advertising Kates.
In regular advertising columns, nonpareil type, 12 lines to the inch, 25
Cents per line. Advertisements on outside page, 40 cents per line. Reading
notices, 50 cents per line. Advertisements in double column 25 per cent,
Where advertisements are inserted over 1 month, a discount of
extra.
10 per cent, will he made; over three months, 20 per cent; over six
Sionths, 30 per cent.

NEW YORK, THUB8BAY, NOVEMBER

18,1875.
.

To Correspondents.
,

—

All communications whatever, whether relating to business or literary
Correspondence, must be addressed to The Forest and Stream Publishing Company. Personal or private letters of course excepted.
All communications intended for publication must be accompanied with
real name, as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be published if
Objection be made. No anonymous contributions will be regarded.
Articles relating to any topic within the scope of this paper are solicited.
cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brief
notes of their movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this paper
to become a medium of useful and reliable information between gentlemen sportsmen from one end of the country to the other and they will
ftnd our columns a desirable medium for advertising announcements.
The Publishers of Eorest and Stream aim to merit and secure the
patronage and countenance of that portion of the community whose re-

We

;

fined intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that
s beautiful in Nature. It will pander to no depraved tastes, nor pervert
the legitimate sports of land and water to those base uses which always
tend to make them unpopular with the virtuous and good. No advertisement or business notice of an immoral character will be received on any
terms ; and nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that

may not be read with propriety in the home

circle.

We

cannot be responsible for the dereliction of the mail service, if
money remitted to us is lost.
Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday of each week, if possible.

CHARLES HALLOCR, Editor.
WILLIAM

HARRIS,

C.

Business Manager.

THANKSGIVING.

THE

present

issue

of our paper goes

to

its

many

—

We

country to be suitably prepared for the purpose. Some
idea of the magnitude of this work may be gathered from
the fact that almost on the same day were received in the

white whale and ground shark from the Gulf of
Lawrence, each about fifteen feet in length; a noble elk
with a superb pair of antlers, from Cheyenne; a seal weighing three hundred pounds, from Boston, and a considerable
number of fishes from New York, contributed by Mr.
Blackford, besides numerous minor articles

flesh a
St.

——

We

~

next week an interestChoke Bobes.—
("Gloan") on choke
Logan
A.
Thomas
Mr
by
ing article
"It is time that this efiort to
bores. Mr. Logan writes:
make a gun put its whole load into a saucer, was checked.
* * You are doing good work with the paper, and
you have— more and probably greater than you dream of
—the good wishes and God- speed of the gentlemen of the
shall publish

-<^->-

—

of a sea
Visitors to Florida who dread the sickness
voyage can avail themselves of the very liberal excursion
being issued
tickets to Jacksonville, Fla., and return, now
by the Pennsylvania Railroad. These tickets are good until

May

and are sold very low.
of the company.

31st, 1876,

ticket offices

g^r u CAMF Lra<E
s

tion.

The

first

measures for protecting his property, since, to the average
robin killer, when out of luck, a good fat fowl offers
a temptation scarcely to be resisted; but the genuine sports-

man, when in game districts, has the right to expect the
courtesy of a notice to leave before either being summarily ejected or dragged before a country magistrate. Unless
one has a friend in the neighborhood it is really difficult at
the present day to find a spot within easy distance of the
city where it is safe to gun, without a fair prospect of
meeting with the unpleasant results before mentioned; and
a principal cause which has led to this result is the fact
that farmers have found it exceedingly profitable to snare
their quail and grouse and ship them with their other home
products to the nearest market.
York and Lancaster counties, in Pennsylvania, must be
at the same time the paradise and purgatory of sportsmen,
as a correspondent writing from Columbia, in the latter
county, states that, while game is very abundant, the farmers, most of whom are well to do, strictly preserve the
birds for trapping and sale in the York and Lancaster markets; and he mentions as one among many similar occur-

how oneKeeler had a man arrested for merely crossing his premises, although he had not fired a gun, and
mulcted him to the extent of seven dollars and fifty cents.

rences

relates

another case,

were turned, and the would-be gun

where the tables
was soundly thrashed.

All

this

seizer

unpleasantness might be

—

avoided, if notices such as one sees on Long Island, for
instance were posted in conspicuous places. Nor can we
blame the farmer so much, when he is actuated by other
than such selfish and even lawless motives as snaring and
trapping. Many Western land owners are awakening to
the fact that their prairie chickens are great destroyers of

—

grasshoppers and noxious insects, and whether from this
corresor other causes are becoming close preservers.
pondent writes us from Lawrence, Kan., very pertinently
on this subject as follows :—

A

of this State prohibit shooting on anyone's
While this
preserves without the consent of the owner.
does not so much affect grouse shooting early in the season when the birds are principally on the prairies, it does
give a great deal of trouble later, when they are on stubble
or in the corn, and almost results in putting a stop to quail
shooting entirely. Owing to our visitations of grasshoppers last Fall and Spring, a large number of our farmers
are taking strong grounds against allowing any birds to be
killed on their premises; so much so that in some sections
1 mention this that
it almost amounts to total prohibition.
parties coming here from the East to shoot may be forewarned, and be led to shape their course accordingly. In
some localities permission to shoot is cheerfully accorded
to gentlemen sportsmen, if they will take the trouble to
ask for such favors; but very often either permission is refused entirely, or parties not making the request are sum
marily ordered off the premises. There is less trouble on
this score in the southern and southwestern parts of the
State, than in this and the other older settled portions, but

"The laws

have already referred to the
The Centennial.—
the Smithsonian for making a
at
progress
in
preparations
satisfactory display of the animal and fishery resources of
Specimens are conthe United States at the Centennial.
all parts of the
from
Institution
the
at
tinually arriving

*****

curmudgeons and misers. In the neighborhood of large
where every hoodlum who can muster a gun starts
on a crusade after the luckless robins or bluejays, we can
sympathize with the farmer, who takes the most vigorous

The same correspondent, however,

friends on an auspicious day, and adds, we trust,
its mite towards the attractions and enjoyments of the fesOur daily contemporaries will so fully do
tive occasion.
we refrain from all allusions to the Pilth*t
the historical
grim Fathers, pumpkin pies, or even roast turkey. Suffice
it to say that the custom which originated in New England
has now become truly national, and from Maine to Georgia, from the Atlantic to the Pacific, the occasion will be
observed, families will be re-united, and general peace and
good will prevail. "May good digestion wait on appetite
and health on both."

»»»

;

cities,

i

—

Where farmers are themselves sportsmen and desire to
preserve their game for their own shooting, not an atom of
fault can be found with them but such as possess the
sporting instinct themselves are generally the first to grant
the required permissions, and the refusers ar e frequently

For sale

at all

in Florida" is now ready for distribue&tion nearly exhausted. See advertise-

there

is

enough anywhere."

Assuming that the question of
game birds is really being agitated

protection to crops by
at the

West,

it

may be

interesting to know that in England the value of the pheasIt is stated that
ant to agriculturists is being appreciated.

upwards of twelve hundred wire worms have been taken
from the crop of a hen pheasant, and if this were but a
single meal, what must the total for the season amount to?
Indeed it has been complained that in some districts they

have entirely extirpated the grasshoppers. We find it stated in an exchange that a farmer's boy in Phio, observing
a flock of quails in his father's cornfield, and finding that
they were pursuing a very regular course of foraging, first
up one series of rows and then down the next, feared that
that they were destroying the corn, and fired into them.
But one bird was killed, and upon opening this one he
found in its Graw one cut- worm, twenty-one viae bugs and

Before leaving this subject

we

should like

to call atten-

tion to another kind

of trespass, far worse than any unauthorized shooting over a farmer's land.
We allude to the
indiscriminate and wanton destruction of game by stran-

where the residents have been trying to
preserve and increase the number of their birds. The Norfolk Virginian claims that recently a party from New York
camped near Suffolk, and were slaughtering quails wholesale for shipment to and sale in this city, shooting over relays
of dogs, and fairly exterminating the birds. We join with
our contemporary in calling upon the county supervisors
To make the matter worse
to put a stop to this slaughter.
the heavy rains destroyed nearly all the first broods, and
the others are scarcely half grown. For our part, we should
not regret a law which would limit the killing of birds by

gers in localities

one person to a certain number on each day.

—

>»

>
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AMERICAN ARMS ABROAD.

THERE

are two reasons why such large quantities of
arms for military purposes are manufactured in this
country for foreign powers. Of course, the principal reason is the paramount excellence of the arm, its cheapness,
and the facility with which it can be produced. The second cause a minor one, it is true nevertheless exerts a
The United States, free from all entangcertain influence.
ling alliances, can take contracts for arms with any foreign
government. In times past, a New England arms company has been known to manufacture, at the same armory,
pistols and carbines, identical in form and pattern, to be
used by two belligerent powers then in active strife. It
has been stated, and with reason, that warlike movements, likely to occur thousands of miles away from us,
are first heralded in Maiden Lane or on Broadway before
they are even rumored abroad. The purchase of a few
thousand stand of arms from the Remingtons, Winchesters, Sharps, Colts, Whitneys, or Peabodys, ordered in a
quiet way by some foreign purchaser, usually portends
In fact, it is by no
the breaking of the peace somewhere.
means out of the way to assert that to-day, wherever the
crack of the rifle is heard, no matter in what part of the
world it is fired, whether in sport or in anger, to lay low
the bounding deer or to slay one's fellow-man, some bullet
chambered in an American breech loader, and speeding
from an American barrel, flies on its errand of death.
There are some novel points which are now apparent
when we consider this important subject of arm manufac-

—

—

turing in the United States. In the late Rhode Island contest at the What Cheer Range, our correspondent took special notice of the Peabody and Martini rifle, used there in
public competition for the first time, and their performance
was highly commended. Here we have a peculiar phase
foreign gun was taken
of American arm production.
in this case, improved upon, turned out in large quantity,
and its manufacture absolutely diverted from England to
America. This special arm, now being made in Providence
for the Turkish goveanment, may be pointed some day by

A

the soldiers of the Ottoman Empire against Russia or the
Khedive. It was curious to notice that quite lately, on the
occasion of a visit of a gallant English admiral to Newport, R. L, he was presented with an elegant Peabodyand
Martini rifle, made in Providence. This was indeed a case
of sending coals to Newcastle.

France, Spain, Egypt, Denmark, Turkey, Sweden,
Greece, China, Japan, Russia, and all South America buy
our arms. It may be safely stated that for the last fifteen
years there never has been a minute when American tools,
with American brains and hands to manage them, have

not been employed in manufacturing arms for other countries.

In a comprehensive article on this subject, published in
the New York Commercial Bulletin, we find it stated that
"the first large contract tor American small arms by a foreign power was made in September of 1870 with the Pro

government of France, which negotiated with Mr.
in
S. Remington, the head of a private armory in Ilion,
our own State, for 50,000 stand of the approved calibre of
visional

Before the lot was
completed a second contract for 70,000 stand of arms was
awarded, while occasional purchases were made of smaller
The aggregate of service rifles manufacturned and
lots.
11-millimetres, or 0.43

of an

inch.

shipped to France by the Remington Company alone since
added
the date mentioned reaches 154,120. To this may be

making a
France by the Remingtons of

18,777 carbines and 40,850

army

revolvers,

of arms furnished to
247." Prior to this, however,

total

214,-

we are cognizant of the fact
the
that Colt carried out a large contract for arms for both
war.
Crimean
English and Russian governments during the
is &
Spain, with her constant troubles at home and abroad,
have
heavy purchaser of arms, and 250,000 breech loaders
more.
just been delivered to her, and she is likely to want
the

seeing the possible dismemberment of
arms
Turkish power, is well stocked with American small
The©
hand.
in
and artillery, and has always a contract
Ameriare some cases, as in Denmark and Sweden, where
IP
royalty
can patents for arms have been purchased, and a
made
when
of
weapons
such
paid for the production

The Khedive,

Ji

foreign arsenals.

But it is not in arms alone that we lay a heavy contribuan
The cost of ammunition is
tion on other countries.
certain
important item which has to be added. It is pretty
that, taking the

average of years, ths expense of ammuniarn
equal the first cost of the

tion per annum
Th© Winchester, Remington,
will about

m d Metallic

Cartridge Com*

>

—

.

—

—

;

;
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FOREST AND STREAM
panles export annually no less than 50,000,000 cartridges.
J^ow, taking 600,000 arms to be about the yearly exportation, and setting them down at the exceedingly low figure

we have

of $15,

the large

amount

of $9,000,000 paid to us

THIS

it

requires

The

the

is

tools

our warlike weapons.

already at hand.

Gunning Accidents.— Mr. James Ritz Burns, of Lewistown, Pa., while last week in company with Mr. J. P.
Bteiner of Phillipsburg, Rev. Wilson, Rev. Gearhart, and
one or two other gentlemen, in the mountains about twelve
miles from Phillipsburg, was fatally shot in the head by an
accidental discharge of his gun.
He was standing on a
runway at the time. Mr. Burns was a highly respected
member of the Methodist Episcopal Church, and his funeral was attended by a large number of friends.
Our occasional corresponden, Emlen Cresson, Esq., of
duck shooting last Thursday on Bush
River, about twenty -five miles from Baltimoie, was acciPhiladelphia, while

it is believed the wound is
unable to be brought home. He has
our hearty sympathy and earnest desire for his speedy re-

dentally shot in the head, but

not

He was

fatal.

covery.

Elijahs. Cassell, of Pleasantville, N. Y., ruptured his
main artery while out hunting on the 13th inst. in company
with Wm. Light, and died in a short time.
Mr. Ward B.
Cassell says.
He was well known as a dog breaker and
' k

breeder of setters,

and was a

He was Game

Stream.

Pleasant, and, prior to

warm friend

Constable of

his

—

,

—*•»

-
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—The

Surveyor General of Washington Territory, who
sends a club of five subscribers, writes, saying:
"I consider that your journal has done more to properly educate
the sportsmen of this country than all the other publications put together.
I shall induce every true sportsman to
become a subscriber that I can,"

——

—

^^—

—Our

old friend Justus Roe, late of Roe's Hotel, Long
with whom we have had many pleasant fishing ex
cursions, is about to publish a hotel guide for the benefit
of both hotel keepers and travelers, that seems not only
quite novel in itself, but must be of service to all concerned.
We regard Mr. Roe as entitled to the confidence
of all landlords and hotel keepers with whom he may correspond, and trust that he may be successful in his peculiar
Island,

—

undertaking.
«•>

—Holabird's Hunting

»

Suits are essentially waterproof.

idea of a meet.

—
AMERICAN AMMUNITION.
«•*-•-

This subject will be thoroughly ventilated next week,
and we regret that want of space prevents us from now
publishing some letters from Mr. Hobbs of the U. M. C.
Co. A Boston correspondent writes:
Brojefield House, Boston, November 12th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—

— —
»

—The

steamer Hampton, of the Old Dominion Steamship line, has been placed on the St. Johns River, Florida,
for the coming season
She is an elegant day passenger
boat, with plenty of cabin room, is swift, and is in charge
.

Capt.
Starke, a good sailor, a thorough student,
and a gentleman. He is a man of universal talent, and
"will be appreciated by genteel sportsmen and tourists.

«».»

The New Paper Stem Pipe. — This is a pipe designed
do away with the unpleasant accumulation of nicotine
ia the bowl. The stems, which fit outside of the projection
on the bowl, are made of paper, and absorb all saliva and
to

able

changed as often as desired, a fresh, agreealways obtainable without the necessity of

"Being

smoke

is

See the advertiser, en
...

.

•

«»«>.

Thanksgiving Means Satiety — Onco ea^i ye >r every
resident of New Englan
is supposed t
bp kapsj on a
plethora of good victuals,
I

1

-'

time I have been surprised at hearing American ammunition berated, and now the ball is in motion I would like -to give my
experience. I have used various kinds of powder, both of English and
American, and the difference is too fine a point for me to detect in ordinary shooting. I find the difference, if any, between some fancy grades
and tbe Oriental at twenty-five cents per pound, and only be discovered with a series of careful experiments. I have used about three thousand paper shells of Bridgeport manufacture, and have yet to see the
For guns, I use one of W. & O. Scott & Sons and one
first miss fire.
of C. H. Pemberton, London, neither of them fancy, but well made
guns, and without hesitation I think miss fires are generally the result of
some irregularity or misfit in the mechanism of the locks or firing pins,
and it is not unusual to find inequality in the chambering of guns, so
that the metallic shells used in one will not fit another of the same bore.
These faults sometimes occur in fine English guns, but are perhaps most
common in those gotten, up by Americans to meet the demand for a
cheap breech loader. One weakness in Yankee ingenuity is to Invent
something cheaper than his neighbor regardless of durability. I am an
dvocate of the rule that the best is the cheapest, but the simple fact
a>
weight in, my 4©eiaioB
that
auttele J*
fereig<r )m
J£,
It is not. the first

of

cleansing.

Association for

Game and

the Protection of

Pish was held in Philadelphia on Friday at the hall of the*
Mr.
College of Physicians. Dr. J. La Conte presided.
the Secretary, read a report giving the;

Charles Hallock,

and progress of the Association, which was.
ordered to be printed in pamphlet form for distrihution<
among the members. Letters from President Robert B.
Roosevelt and other members in Canada and the United
The
States, regretting their inability to attend, were read.
following communication was read from W. F. Wkiicher,,
Esq., the Dominion Fish Commissioner, illustrating the
necessity of co-operate or uniform laws:—
origin, objects,

Ottawa, October,

iMy

M. C, No.

1875.

New

York:
Dear Sir: Much as I would like to be present at the meeting of
the Executive Committee of the International Association for Protecting Game and Fish, notified by your circular of 22d inst, it is impossible for me to visit Philadelphia, as the approaching Mixed Commission at
Halifax, under the Washington Treaty, will engage my personal attenThere is, however, a subject of common interest to us which detion.
serves active co-operation, and it seems to me as if the present associaI
tion might quite properly, if not indeed very profitably, deal with it,
refer to the enforcement of some reasonable system of protection for
spawning and youne: fish in our border lakes and their river links. Of
course you are aware that in Canada these fisheries are worked .under
pretty severe restrictions. In both the Spring and Autumn fishings, and
as affects the summer fry, our laws aim at securing four leading der

on. R. B. Roosevelt,
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street,

siderata:—

That fish should be unmolested during periods of reproduction.
That they shall be afforded free access to breeding and feeding

1.
2.

places.

That the young fish when not sufficiently grown to be a fair marketcommodity shall not be destroyed.
4. That the meshes of nets and the situation of them shall be such as
to admit of the escape of immature fishes, and amount in practice to a
3.

able

reasonable and economic fishing.
Other minor prohibitions hinge on these main provisions of our fishery
laws. They are enforced by a staff of fishery officers, exercising respectively magisterial functions and detective capacity.
The restrictions to methods and periods ©f fishing thus imposed on
Canadian fishermen necessarily very much curtail their operations, ro
Such deprivations would,
strict their trade, and reduce their profits.
however, in the usual course and under ordinary conditions, be fully
compensated by an increased supply and improved quality of fish, giving
But
also assurance of permanence to their industry and investments.
in the case of those waters through which runs an imaginary boundary
between the United States and Canada, across which the schools of fish
pass to and fro at all seasons, the case becomes in many important respects quite exceptional. The fish which are bred and fed in our waters
are captured in yours without any regard to their condition or growth.
Thus, while Canadians are prohibited from catching spawning fish or injuring the fry of valuable commercial kinds, United Slates citizens are
actually and continuously engaged in the immediate vicinity in catching
tbe gravid fish and destroying the young of each previous hatching.
They thus command their own market with fresh fish that pass and repass daily or nightly between us. This state of things you will readily
perceive creates the strongest possible dissatisfaction among our own
fishermen and other riparian inhabitants. In fact, we find ourselves at
present obliged, as it were, in deference to the anomalous position in
which these people have been so long placed, to relax the stringency of
our system. Meanwhile, it is proposed to communicate with the Federal and State authorities to ascertain if any uniformity of conditions
can be brought about by legislation or by assimilating and enforcing
such laws as may already exist.
I inclose for your information a copy of the fishery regulations adopted
iast Spring, and of the modified'regulations by which it has been found
necessary to relax our otherwise stringent system. These alterations,
to you who know how necessary and beneficial is every protection that
can be afforded to breeding fish, will no doubt appear (as they also do to
myself) cause of sincere regret.
I am, my dear Sir, yours very sincerely,
W. F. Whitchbr, Commissioner of Fisheries.

Standing committees of the Association were appointed
as follows:

On Nomenclature and Geographical Distribution of
species— Dr. Elliott Coues, U. S. A., Chairman; A. Agassiz, Cambridge, Mass.; Dr. J. L. Le Conte, Philadelphia;
Prof. Theodore Gill, Washington, D. C Prof. E. D. Cope,
Philadelphia; Rev. A. B. Lamberton, Rochester; Prof.
G. B. Goode, Middletown, Conn.
On Habits of Species— M. G. Ellzey, Blacksburg, Va
Chairman; George A Boardman, Calais, Me.; Fred. Mather,
Honeoye Falls, N. Y. Bernard A. Hoopes, Philadelphia;
Nahum E. Ballou, Sandwich, 111. T- B. Ferguson, BalNewell, San Francisco, Cal.
8. A.
timore; W. A.
Wilmot, Newcastle, Ontario, and Fitz. Cochran, Halifax,
;

,

;

;

;

Nova

Scotia.

B. Roosevelt, New York city, Chairman; Manasseh Smith, Portland, Me. J. P. Ordway, Boston, Mass.; Major T. W. Walker, Vineland, N. «T. Wright
Rives, Washington, D. C. Alex. Mosely, Richmond, Va,
West, Newbern, N. C. Thomas A. Logan, CincinI. E.
nati, Ohio; J. F. Crosby, Houston, Texas; R. L. Ogden,
San Francisco, Cal., and John Bertram, Peterboro,

On Law— Robert

;

;

;

;

One old sportsman does not carry a canteen any more; he
merely dipa a couple of quarts of water into the pockets
ana then pushes into the bush. When he is thirsty he
makes for the nearest spring or branch and takes a long
drink of cool pure water.

nicotine.

ternational

the opening of the

.

Forest and
the town of Mount
of

election, there could be heard
more guns on a Sunday in the woods and swamps than on
week days. But now it is a rarity to hear the report of a
gun on the Sabbath in that vicinity." He was regarded as
authority on all matters by his brother sportsmen, by
whom he was much esteemed. His dog had to be dragged
away from the friend's house where he died, and has noticed no person since.
.

we can remember

buggy, their hunters being ridden to the
meet by light-weight grooms to save them for the severe
work ahead. Besides these, the party comprised **Young
Joe," a chip of the old block, who acted as huntsman, first
whip, and whipper-in; Capt. James McCullough, well
known with all fast things in the "Midland," mounted on
his war-worn gray; Mr. A. W. Clason, on the celebrated
steeple chaser, Modoc, anxious for scalps; Mr. Belmont
Purdy, on a good-looking nag; Mr. Harry Blasson, on Jack
Horner, an old time winner on the flat; C. Levy, on Remorse; Mr. J. R. Carpenter of the American Jockey Club,
on a brother to the celebrated Monarchist, and many othAfter leaving the town the party was reinforced by
ers.
several gentlemen from Englewood, all well mounted.
Reaching the trysting place, Old Joe took charge of the
hounds, and crossing a couple of fields, cast them in a
swamp that was thought to harbor a fox. There were
seven couple of hounds in all, tbe bluest and best blood to
be found on this side of the Atlantic. Round the swarnps
and in and out worked the hounds, encouraged by Young
Joe; but all to no purpose. The swamp was blank, and a
move was made for Garrison's wood, where the impatient
fox hunters were not kept long in suspense; for soon the
familiar notes of old Leander's bass were heard, and the
music was taken up by hound after hound, until "the
woods were full of it." The fox headed towards the road
with the hounds close after him, and he would have made
a straight break away over a good line of country, but the
excited horsemen headed him— nay, surrounded him, until
there were men to the right of him, men to the left of him,
and he doubled back to the wood. Presently, however, he
faced the open fields to the north, and after running a mile
doubled back to the wood again. From here they soon
routed him, and going away again the old fox headed for
FollowSaddle River, with only half the pack after him
ing the hounds closely were "Young Joe" and Mr. Biasson, the latter riding "like a bird," and soon the whole,
The fences were stiff and not
field were in close pursuit.
easily negotiated; five bars morticed into heavy posts do
not afford the most attractive prospect, and in spite of
'jumping powder," many declined; and where they did
not the horses did, and frequently horses and riders occupied different fields. But on they went, a chosen few keeping fairly up until four hard miles had been covered and
Arrived on its
the hounds had disappeared over the hill.
summit, the horsemen strained their eyes in vain for either
hounds or. fox both had disappeared in the dark brakes
below. Presently the hounds appeared one by one— all
but Greeley, and where, oh! where, was he? Mr. Donahuelooked for him until further search was useless, and the
entire party, hungry and tired, returned to Hackensack.
And now to sum up: That fox hunting is practicable in
this country is beyond a peradventure; horses and men to
ride them will be found, and also hounds to hunt with.
In the present instance the error was made of having one
hound much faster than the others; so much so that he
kept ahead of the pack and finally, having the fox all to
A slow pack would be
himself, discouraged the others.
Both horses and men are also new to
better to begin with.
the country. We do not despair of seeing before many
months a "run" that would do no discredit to an older and
more practiced hunt. Our picture which we present to our
readers on the first page of to-day's issue, will convey some

»*»

.

as near as

in the former's

same attention and the same inventive

we have

is

famous old hunting song, and Mr. Joe Donahue and
must have heartily echoed the chorus, when, on
Monday morning last, they stepped into the crisp morning
air and felt the frosty breeze blowing from the Hackensack
hills.
But the frost looked as though hunting would be
doubtful, unless a warm sun should thaw the ground into
condition for holding scent.
Notwithstanding, the hounds
were put into Tom Robinson's big rockaway and the
"Master" followed by his clienteUe, who had passed the
night at the Mansion House, started for the Half-way
House, between Paterson and Hackensack, where it was
proposed to put the hounds into cover. Donahue and the
veteran fox hunter, Col. Skinner, were comfortably settled

be increased than diminished.

facility.

International Association for Protecting Game and
Fish.— A meeting of the Executive Committee of the In-

his friends

The following are the principal manufacturers in this
country: The Remingtons, at Ilion; the Winchester company, of New Haven, the Sharps, at Philadelphia and
Hartford; the Colt company, at Hartford; the Providence
Tool company, the Brown Manufacturing company, at Newburyport; the Smith & Wesson, at Springfield, various
companies at Chicopee, and, in addition, special manufacturers, such as the Ward-Burton, Ohoate, Evans, and many
others too numerous to mention.
In this necessarily brief article we have endeavored to
give some slight insight into the magnitude and importance
of the arms and ammunition business of the country, for
we certainly are the largest private producers of perfected
weapons in the world. It is impossible not to draw a manifest corollary from this most indisputable assertion of ours.
It stands to reason, then, that since we can make and sell
military arms of the best patterns to the world* the time
will not be far distant when our sporting guns will be as
All

"Bright chanticleer proclaims the morn,
And smiling breaks the dawn
The lowing herds now leave the vale-

*

Hark! the huntsman's horn."

arms alone. In ammunition, taking the 50,000,000
even three cents each, which is fully within the
rounds
limit, we have the amazing sum of $1,500,000 to be spent
We may then
in powder, ball, primer, and metallic case.
be prepared to state, within bounds, that the military arms
and ammunition business is worth to the United States fully
$10,000,000 per annum, and that this demand is more likely
at

freely in use in other countries as are
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Canada.
It devolves upon these gentlemen to correspond with the
persons named in the Auxilliary Committees hereinafter
designated, and with such others as they may consider
proper, with a view to gather and digest all the information that can be obtained upon the matters that come within their respective

The Law Committee
game and fish laws upon

spheres of duty.

will draft its plan for protective

the information obtained respecting the habits of the crea-

aim to protect.
Auxilliary Committees.

tures they

—

Fish.— Salmoides.— W. F.
Whitcher, Ottawa, Canada; Dr. R. A. Alloway, Montreal;
Col. C.R. McMurdo, Westfield, Kings Co., New Brunswick; Everitt Smith, Portland, Me.; Walter M. Brackett,
Boston, Mass.; Seth Green. Rochester, N. Y.
Charles
Hallock, New York city, Thos. Williamson, Leesburg,
Va. George Clark, Ecorse, Michigan; A. Palmer, Boscobel, Wisconsin; Dr. D. C. Estes, Lake City, Minnesota; E.
J. Hooper, San Francisco.
Percoids and other Northern Fish.— Robert E. Strickland,
PeterbOro, Canada; N. H. Parker, Nashua, New Hampshire; F. W. Messenger, Boston, Mass. Albert A. Mowry,
Putnam, Conn.; W- W. Hill, Albany, N. Y. Charles W.
Torrey, Yonkers, N. Y.; Milton P. Peirce, Wenonah,
$J. J,j B, W. JiiQh.ards, Philadelphia; Asa Wall, Winches,
;

;

;

;

;;
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Virginia; D. H. Fitzhugh, Bay City, Michigan; Dr.
G. A. Stockwell, Port Huron, Michigan; George Hayden,
Jacksonville, Illinois; A. B. Kockwood, Salt Lake City,
ter,

Utah.
Southern and Coast Fishes.—Dr. John P. Ordway, Boston, Mass.; S. C. Clarke, Jamaica Plains, Mass.; Zelraar
Goodsell, Bridgeport, Conn.; Kichard T. Miller, Camden,
New Jersey; W. H. Seabury, Norfolk, Ya. Dr. H. C.
Yarrow, Washington, D. C. Theo.F. Davidson, Ashville,
North Carolina; Geo. C. Eyrich, Jackson, Mississippi; C.
J. Kenworthy, Jacksonville, Florida; John E. Leet, New
;

;

H. B. Metcalf, Montgomery, Alabama;
Orleans, La.
Joseph Labadie, Galveston, Texas.
Mammals.— Archibald Munn, St. Johns, Newfoundland;
Capt. J. W. Coventry, Nouvelle, Gaspe, Canada; Kobert
Morrow, Halifax, Nova Scotia; Rowland E. Robinson,
Ferrisburg, Vermont; Verplanck Colvin, Albany, N. Y.
Warner Lewis, LawIsaac Hinckley, Philadelphia, Pa.
renceville, Virginia; Prof. F. V. Hayden, Washington, D.
C; Rawlings Young, Corinth, Miss.; Geo. A. Alden, New
Smyrna, Florida; J. M.Buckley, Monroe, Michigan; L.
M. Wyatt, Fond du Lac, Wisconsin; Ad. Paul, St. Louis,
Missouri; S. B. Buckley, Austin, Texas; Dr. J. H. Janeway, Kansas; Wm. B. Blackwell, Washington Territory;
;

;

M. Murphy, Portland Oregon.
Robert Bell, Montreal;
Small Game Animals.—Prof.
Manasseh Smith, Portland, Maine; W. H. Cowing, Boston,
Mass.; Jacob Glahn, West Meriden, Conn.; Col. George
worth,
A Flower, Waterto wn, N. Y. Henry S. Hollings
Scotch Plains, N. J. Chas. E. Coffin, Muirkirk, Maryland
Chas. M. McLaren, Weldon, North Carolina; Capt. Aug.
K. Egbert, Atlanta, Ga.; G. V. Young, Columbus, Miss.;
Frank Card, Flint, Michigan; Dr. C. A. Kitchen, Rockford Illinois; H. C. Magoon, Monroe, Platte Co., Ne-

on the
Tuesday

ciation be held

first

Tuesday

;

;

;

braska; Maj. G. K. Sanderson, Fort Sill, Indian Territory;
D. O. Joice, San Francisco, California; J. W. Sprague,
Kalama, W. T.
AT
Gallinaceous Birds.—Thos. J- Eagan, Halifax, Nova
StillE.
M.
Canada;
Toronto,
Marsh,
Herbert
Scotia; T.
wight Francis., Pittsfield, Mass.;
well, Bangor, Maine; J.
Ethan Allen, Pomfret, Conn. C. W. Hutchinson, Utica,
-

D

;

Geo. Bird Grinnell, New York city; Edward S.
Clarke Philadelphia; G. S. Brown, Baltimore; Jacob
Wagner, Wvtheville, Va.; Dr. Geo. H. Moran, Marion,
North Carolina; Col. James Gordon, Pontotoc, Miss. Geo.
New SmyrE Alden, Savannah, Georgia; George A. Alden,
Michigan;
G. H.
Marquette,
Mather,
Henry
Florida;
na
Seward Piano, Illinois; Richard Valentine, Janesville,
Wisconsin- 0. A. Crandall, Sedalia, Missouri; J. F. CrosFort Concha,
by, Houston, Texas; Col G. W. Schofleld,
Texas; D. J. Staples, San Francisco, California; J. C.
Ainsworth, Portland, Oregon.
Bucks and Wild Fowl— John Ludgate, Peterboro, Canada-Rev M, Harvey, St. Johns, Newfoundland; John H.
Thompson, New Bedford, Mass.; F. W. Lawrence, LexConn.; Fitz
ington, Mass. H. B. Harrison, New Haven,
Batty Bath Long
James Fitch, New York city; J.
Wright Rives,
Island; Ed. Wheaton, Baltimore, Md.
Washington, D. 0, W. H. Seabury, Norfolk Va.t Hon.
Kenworthy,
E West, Newbern, North Carolina; C. J.Orleans,
I
La.
Jacksonville, Florida; John E. Leet New
Henry J. Allen. Schoolcraft, Mich.; P. R. Hoy, Racine,
F. A.
Wisconsin; D. L. Dickinson, St. Louis, Missouri;
California
Saciamento
Redding,
B.
B.
Florida;
Ober,
Peterboro,
Woodeock and Migratory Birds.-C A. Post
M. MessenCanada; Manasseh Smith, Portland, Maine; E.
Mowry, Putnam Conn.; Dr.
ger, Boston, Mass.; Albert A.
York; Dr. J. R Romeyn,
New
Lockport,
Peck
L. J.
B. White, Shrewsbury,
Robert
York;
Keesevilie, New
New Jersey; J D.
New Jersey; T. W. Walker, Vi*eland;
Clarkson, Bndgeville
Sergeant Philadelphia, Pa. W.
Asa
D. C.
Delaware- H. W. Henshawe, Washington,
MaryPark
Walters,
L
P.
Va.
Wall Winchester,
Carolina; H. O Collins,
land; C. S. Russell, Weldon, North
New .Albany Ind.; Dr.
Hillsboro, Ohio; W. B. Rosenbaum,
Dr. D. C. Estes Lake
Wis.;
Milwaukee,
Henshall,
J. A.
Austin, Texas; Dr. John H.
City Minnesota; S. B. Buckley,
San FranR. L. Ogdeii
Kansas;
Wallace,
Janewav, Fort
Colorado Springs,
California; Charles E. Aiken,
•

;

;

H

;

;

R

;

;

^^r

;

,

cisco

C

^sla)ion.-lion. W. W. Fowler, Durham Conn H.
Conn. G. W. Clinton, Buflalo,
B Harrison, New Haven, Fitch,
New York city; B. W.
New York; Fitz James
John Lambert, do; Jacob
Richards, Philadelphia, Pa.
Hillsboro Ohio;
Wagner Wytheville, Va.; H. 0. Collins
;

;

Louis,
G.
Valparaiso, Indiana;
WHHo Chambers
Davis, Denver, Colorado; Rawlings
C.

bird,

Cole, St,

C.

Mi'ssouri;

H. C. Magoon, Monroe, Nebraska.
Younff
g Corinth, Miss.;
that on Nomenclature, were emexcept
commktees,
The
their discretion.
powered to add to their numbers at
P
Association expressthe
Coues
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On motion of Dr.
and activity ot their Secretary
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Pinckney.]
[Reported for Forest and Stream by

-This associPennsylvania State Game Association.
fish met in the Senate
and
game
of
protection
ation for the
Col John H. Berat Harrisburg, last Thursday,
Chamber,

Twenty-eight delegates were
acting as chairman.
The committee on permacounties.
thirteen
present from
officers:following
reported the
nent organization
Philadelphia; Vice Presidents,
President A. B. Hughes,
rvhill

D. W. Seller, Harrisburg; J.
Robert Dalzell, Alleghany;
Dr. Qeo S. M. Bailey UnionHaven;
G! kinsloe/Lock
Recording Secretary, B. F. Doitown, Payette county;
Secretary, Amos G.
Corresponding
rance Wilkesbarre;
Treasurer,^James D.
county;
Juniata
Bonsall, Miffiintown,

I

ZZZ

Sa^d'ldolpl

B-OMsi^adelphia; Com-

Rohrer Lancaster, E. B.
mittee on Fish Culture, Major J.
Wilkesbarre.
Gates,
Westfall, Sunbury; and H. C.
and peimaconstitution
on
committee
the
The report of
approved.
nent organization was unanimously
adjourns,
motion was made that when the convention
third Tuesday
to meet at Harrisburg on the

A

adjourn
January 1876.

m

it

It

was moved

Agreed
that the

to.
.first

annual meeting of the asso-

in

October, 1876, and

October in each and every year
thereafter shall be the day for the annual meeting of the
that the

first

in

association.

Various resolutions relating

to

game and game

fish

were

referred to the proper committees.

On motion (seconded) it was resolved that the association
send two delegates— with power to appoint substitutes— to
the national convention at Chicago at its next meeting,
and that the President make the appointments of said delegates and report their names at the next meeting.
motion was made, seconded (and carried) that the recording secretary be instructed to have 500 copies of the
constitution and by-laws of the association printed to distribute among the various associations, and that copies be
sent to each club of the association.
The thanks of the association were tendered to the President, Col. John H. Berryhill, and to Messrs. Jas. D.
Dougherty, D. C. Phillips, and J. B. Speise, Esq., officers

A

of the association, for valuable services rendered.

such penalties may be recovered in the like manner in any court of record in the State; but on recovery by the plaintiff in such case for a less
sum than fifty dollars, the plaintiff shall only be entitled to costs to an
amount equal to the amount of such recovery; and it shall be the duty of
any district attorney in this State, and he is hereby required to cornine' ce actions for the recovery of the penalties allowed hereby, upon receiving proper information, and in all actions bi ought by such district
attorney one half of the penalty recovered shall belong to the person
Hiving information on which the action is brought, and the other half
shall be paid to the treasurer of the county for the support of the poor.
All judgments hereafter recovered by or in the name of any person, in
pursuance of the provisions of this act, with the interest thereon, may
be collected and the payment thereof enforced by execution: and any
person imprisoned upon any such execution shall be so imprisoned for a
period of not less than five days, and at the rate of one day for every
dollar or fractional part thereof of such judgment and interest when the
same exceeds five dollars. And such imprisonment shall not be satisfaction of such judgment. But no person shall be but once imprisoned
upon any such judgment or execution. And any execution issued upon
any such judgment against the body shall either recite the fact or have
an endorsement thereon to the effect that such judgment was recovered
for a violation of said act."

Amendments such

as suggested,

and a few convictions

for infringe-

ment

of the statute, will give to the honorable sportsman a successful
day at the ducks on the waters of Stratford. ]f I failed in the immedinisit, I did not fail in having a most enjoyable day in
ate object of

my

J.

N Y

—

:

Trapping Ruffed Grouse.

— According

to the

Pough-

keepsie Press, these birds are being trapped or snared unblushingly in that vicinity, over 2,500 having been shipped
by the Erie Railroad to this market alone. It calls upon
President Wittsie of the Hudson River Association for the
Protection of Game, to notice the fact, and, if possible,
In the present coninflict the penalty upon the offenders.
Make the
dition of the law this is almost a hopeless task.
possession of snared birds an offense, and call for the shot
holes as evidence, and there may be some prospect of preventing extermination. Even then the poachers aud pothunters might play one of Ah-Sin's tricks. Once upon a
time, when foreign residents in the Flowery land declined
to buy game that had been netted, the cunning Celestial
would shoot his iron shot into the dead carcasses, and
thereby make the outside barbarian believe that his game

had been

fairly killed.

Game Laws

of Connecticut.

November

12ih, 1875.

Editor Eokkst and Stream:—

An invitation extended by a kind and valued friend to try ray ten
choke bore Jtigby at the ducks in the river and buy at Stratford, induced
me to spend a day in that beautiful village. Accompanied by my butler,
we reached the hospitable mansion of J. C. B. on Tuesday evening, the
9th hist., and after partaking of all the luxuries and enjoyments of a refined and happy home, the conversation was directed to our prospective

My ardor was damped by a threatening rain
storm and by the announcement of my friend that, owing to defective
laws for the protection of game, the poachers and pot hunters of the
neighborhood had banished every duck from the river, inlets, and bays,
and that we need not expect to see a bird. Having always entertained a
favorable opinion of New England saints and Connecticut Yankees, and
believing that they were not disposed to "kill the goose that laid the golden eggs," I learned, upon inquiry, that. the law breakers were not more
culpable than the law makers.
The ninth section of the laws of Connnecticut of 1872, entitled "Protection of Water.'owl," provides: "Every person who shall kill, keep
when killed, or expose for sale, any wild duck, goose, or brant, in May,
June, July, August, or who shall kill or take any such fowl with any
other pun than such an one as is commonly raised at arms length and
fired from the shoulder, or who shall shoot at any such bird or other wild
fowl from any vessel propelkd by steam or sails, or from any boat or
structure attached thereto, shall be fined seven dollars."
This section is wholly imperfect and ineffectual, and the legislators by
whom it was framed and made a law must have been "unacquainted with
the nature and habits of the birds it intended to protect. It opens the
door and gives to the stealthy, prowling poacher unrestrained libeuy by
night to destroy all kinds of waterfowl on their feeding grounds, thus
sport the following day.

driving the

game

to sea or to

more humanized

localities.

One shot

happy home.

B.

Protection Needed in Louisiana,
New Orleans, October

Editor Forest and Stream :—

29th, 1875.

Being a constant reader of your excellent paper, I will take occasion
here to say That I am an ardent sportsman, and would hail with delight
any movement among our Nimrods here to bring about the enactment
and enforcement of game laws such as you have in your section. The
difficulty most to be dreaded is the fact that a large proportion of our
fishing and hunting population— in short, those who make their living
that way— are hidden in the swamps and bayous of the surrounding
country, where they shoot and fish in season and out of season, and
where it would be almost impossible to enforce the law. This is an obstacle, however, which might give way, as many greater obstacles have
done, before the combined effort of enlightened and. experienced minds;
and it is to this end that I write you. Can you not, by reason of your
popular and commanding position, induce our amateur sportsmen to
take a livelier interest in this subject? There are numerous "knights of
the trigger" here, who have the leisure and capacity to correspond with
you intelligently on this subject, and who would, upon the proper hint,
Adelbbrt Murchison.
no doubt be glad to give you their views.

*

,

the society of a true hearted sportsman, who, unlike the great majority
of hard-worked editors, merchants and lawyers, lives in the shadow of
retirement, enjoying that otium cum dignitaie the offspring of an honored business life, surrounded by loved ones, who adorn and enliven his

at

ducks on their feeding haunts after nightfall is more destructive to sport
than a dozen battues by day. Between nine o'clock ou Tuesday night
and two o'clock on Wednesday morning volley after voliey was heard on
the marshes, and for one bird that is retrieved twenty escape wounded to
decay and die, and thus the truth of my friend's remark, that we would
not see a feather. If suitable and humane game laws were in force in
Connecticut, there is no locality iu that State superior to Stratford, where
every honorable sportsman could enjoy the pleasure of duck shooting;
but until the legitimate sportsmen unite in forcing from their legislators
a wholesome code of laws, the reckless and thoughtless will have their
sway, and duck shooting by day will be a thins of the past.
Stratford is but four miles from Bridgeport, where a body of gentlemen
have formed a society for the protection of game. What have those
gentlemen done? What have the gentlemen of Stratford done? Are
they aware ttiat the law of 1872, instead of protecting wildfowl, gives a
cat te blanche to the poaches to drive every bird from their waters? The
poacher is naturally a thoughtless, improvident, drunken outcast, and
nothing short of a rigorous, stringent law, rigidly enforced, will restrain
the miscreant from evil. Almost every State in the Union, with the exception of the sanctified State of Connecticut, prohibits the shooting of
wildfowl by night. A few lines tacked on, by way of amendment to the
ninth section of the act of 1872, would cure the evil. I have always felt
a deep interest in the protection of game of all kinds, and I suggest to
my Connecticut friends, and to the Sportsman's Club of Bridgeport in
particular, that they prepare such code of laws as may be easily understood, making them as brief as possible, and submit the same to their
next Legislature; but the truth is, that all local State laws for the protection of game will never reach the desired end, and until the several
Legislatures shall adopt a new and simple code of game laws, uniform in
States, as their genera and climatic condition
its application to all the
fur, fin, or feather, cannot be
will permit, game of all kinds, whether
properly protected. This plan of uniform, or co-operative game laws,
has been most ably discussed in Forest and Stream. It has worked
and in this country the advantages would be
to a charm in Great Britain,
more conspicuous, not only in preventing the enactment of special laws,
their incongruity, but by putting an end to
that invite transgression by
in one State, and its open sale in
the shipment of game illegally killed
another where the law does not forbid such sale.

remarks to discourage our Connecticut
It is not intended by these
defective statute. Such amendfriends from amending their present
ment will prove an auxiliary to general and comprehensive uniform game
amendment- -"No person shall kill
laws. Let me suggest the following
sunset, under a
any wild duck, goose, or brant before sunrise, or after
after said time. In case
penalty of $25 for each one bird kited before or
upon him pursuant
of failure by any person to pay the penalty imposed
the common jail of the county for
to this act, he shall be committed to
rate of one day for every
a period of not less than five days, and at the
dollar of the judgment where the same exceeds five dollars. All penalwith costs of suit, by any perties imposed b^this act may be recovered,
county where
son, in his own name, before a justice of the peace in the
the offence was committed, or where the defendant resides, where the
asaouBt recovered does &oi exceed the jurisdiction of such justice, ftnei

[Any information which our esteemed correspondent
choose to communieate regarding the subjects which

may
we

have at heart, will be thankfully received, and we
consider ourselves fortunate if others in his section
Ed. J
will favor us in like manner.
all

shall

a^*^.

ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE CENTENNIAL.
The Act of Congress which provided for '-celebrating the one hundredth auniversary of American Independence, by holding an International Exhibition of Arts, Manufactures, and Products of the Soil and
Mine," authorized the creation of the United States Centennial Commission, and entrusted to it the management of the Exhibition.
This body
is composed of two Commissioners from each State and Territory, nominated by the respective Governors, and commissioned by the President
of the United States.

one,

and

not, as has

The

enterprise, therefore, is distinctly a national

sometimes been stated, the work of a private corpo-

ration.

The Exhibition will be opened on May 10th. 1876, and remain open
every day, except Sunday, until November 10th. There will be a fixed
price of fifty cents for admission to all the buildings and grounds.
Tne Centennial grounds are situated on the western bank of the
Schuylkill River, and within Fairmount Park, the largest public park in
p; ox.mity to a great city in the world, and one of the most beautiful in
the country. The park contains 3,160 acres, 450 of which have been enclosed for the Exhibition. Besides this track, there will be lar^e yards
near by for the exhibition of stock, and a farm of 42 acres has already
been suitably planted for the tests of ploughs, mowers, reapers, and
other agricultural machinery.
The Exhibition buildings are approached by eight lines of street cars,
which connect with all the other lines of the city, and by the Pennsylvania and Beading Railroads, over the tracks of which trains will also run
from the North Pennsylvania and Philadelphia, Wilmington and Baltimore Railroads. Thus the Exhibition is in immediate connection with
the entire railroad system of the country, and any one within nin ety
miles of Philadelphia can visit it at no greater cost than that of carriage hire at the Paris or Vienna Exhibition.
The articles to be exhibited have been classified in seven departments,
which, for the most part, will be located in appropriate buildings, whose
several areas are as follows

DEPARTMENT.
1.

2.
3.
5.

Art
Machinery..

6.
7.

Agriculture
Horticulture

4.

BUTLDING.

Mining & Metallurgy
Manufactures
Education & Science

ACRES COVERED.

)
>•

Main Building

21.47

)

Art Gallery
Machinery Building
Agricultural Building
Horticultural Building

1.5
li.
10.

1.5

Total
48.47
This provides nearly ten more acres for exhibiting space than there
were at Vienna, the largest International Exhibition yet held. Yet the
applications of exhibitors have been so numerous as to exhaust the
space r and many important classes of objects must be provided for in
special buildings.

An important

be made by the United States
being prepared under the supervision of a Board of
Officers representing the several Executive Departments of the Government. A fine building of 4J acres is provided for the purpose, space in
which will be occupied by the War, Treasury, Navy, Interior, Post Office, and Agricultural Departments, and the Smithsonian Institution.
The Women's Centennial Executive Committee have raised $30,000 for
the erection of a pavilion in which to exhibit every kind of women's
work. To this collection women of all nations are expected to contribspecial exhibition will

Government, and

is

ute.

The list of special buildings is constantly increasing, and present indications are that their total number will be from 200 to 250. Most of the
important foreign nations— England, Germany, Austria, France, Sweden,
Egypt, Japan and others— are putting up one or more structures each,
for exhibiting purposes, or for the use of the commissioners, exhibitors
and visitors. Offices and headquarters of this kind, usually of considerable architectural beauty, are provided by the -States of Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, New Jersey, New York, Connecticut,

New Hampshire, Missouri, Kansas, Virginia, West VirNevada, Wisconsin, Iowa and Delaware; and it is likely that others will follow the example.
large
A. number of trade and industrial associations, which require
amounts of space, will be provided for Jn special buildings. Among
Massachusetts,
ginia,

the
these are the photographers, the carriage builders, the glass makers,
cracker bakers, the boot and shoe man ufslayers, heaifl* piffle a Miip.ba?

FOREST AND STRExlM.
.

251

.

.

,
;

;

exhibitors. The great demands of space will probably
of individual
render this course necessary to a considerable extent, especially for exIn the main
hibitors who have been tardy in making their applications.

Exhibition .Building, for example, 333,300 square feet of space had been
applied for by the beginning of October by American exhibitors only,
whereas the aggregate space which it has been possible to reserve for the

United States Department, is only 160,000 square feet, about one-third of
which will be consumed by passage ways.
The Machinery Building, like the others, is already fully covered by
There are about 1,000 American exhibitors in this departapplications.
countries— which is
ment,. 150 English, and 150 from ether European
Extra
about 250 more than entered the Vienna Machinery Exhibition
provision is being made for annexes to accommodate the hydraulic machinery, the steam hammers, forges, hoisting engines, boilers, plumbers,

The Luther Badge,— This— the
place on
weather.

Art Gallery.

The Secretary of the Navy has arranged that a United States war vessel shall call next Spring at convenient European ports, to collect and
transport hither the Exhibition the

works of American

artists resident in

Europe. Among the ports thus far designated are, Southampton for
England, Havre for Fiance, Bremen for Germany, Leghorn for Italy, to
which, if decirable, others may be added.
Mr. Bell, the eminent English sculptor, who designed the groups for
Albert Memorial in Hyde Park, London, is reproducing in terra cotta. at the celebrated works in Lambeth, the one
the plinth for the. great

which symbolizes America. The figures in this group are colossal, covIt will probably be placed in the
ering a ground space of 15 feet square.
great central gal'ery, opposite the principal entrance.
Tne Art Exhibition will include, in addition to the works of contemporary artists, representative productions of the past century of American
art— those, for instance, of Stuirt, Copley, Trumbull, West, Alston,
These, as well as the works ofSully, Neagle, Elliot, Kensett, Cole.
fered by living artists, will be passed upon by the Committee of Selection, who wili visit for the purpose, New York, Boston, Chicago, and
o'ber leading cities, in order to prevent the needless transportation to
Philadelphia of

works of

art not

up

standard of admission.
A large number of orders and fraternities have signified their intention to hold gatherings at Philadelphia during the period of the Exhibition. Among those which may now be enumerated are, the Grand Lodge
of Pennsylvania, Independent Order of Odd Fellows; the Grand Encampment, Independent Order of Odd Fellows; Grand Lodge, United
States, Independent Order of
Odd Fellows; Grand Commandery,
Knights Templar; Grand Army of the Republic; Presbyterian Synod;
Caledonian Club; Portland Mechanic Blues: Welsh National Eistedfodd;
Patriotic Order Sons of America; California Zouaves, of San Francisco;
an International Regatta; the Life Insurance Companies; National
Board of Underwriters; State Agricultural Society; Second Infantry N.
G. of California; Philadelphia Conference, Methodist Episcopal Church;
Cincinnati Society; California Pioneer Society; American Dental Convention; Catholic Total Abstinence Union of America; Independent
Order of B'nai Berith; National Alumni Association; Salesmen's Association; Fifth Maryland Rejment; American
Romological Society;
Master's Association of the United States; Army of the Cumberland;
Humboldt Monument Association; Christopher Columbus Monument
Association; Board of Trade Convention; International Typographical
Congress; Rifle Association of the United States; Centennial Legion;
Phi adelphia County Medical Society; International Medical Congress;
old Volunteer Fire

Mr

.

~<&*-c»*

MtiRifAY

and Deer Killing.---We

liave

ie

a notice printed

some time since to the effect that Mr.

Murray had been

deer illegally:—

Putnam, Ct., October 24th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
The article in your paper with reference to Rev. W. H. H. Murray's
mode of #eer hunting in the Adirondack Mountains is erroneous. In a
recent conversation w ith Mr. Murray about the article he stated
the following to me: In the first place, he never killed but two deer in the
water in all his hunting, and those under justifiable circumstances.
In
regard to his "hounding deer, Mr. Murray says he "never" shot
a deer
before a hound in his life.
It has been my privilege to camp in the Adi
rondacks many years, and I know nearly all the Long Lake guides who
nsnally go with Mr. Murray, and from what they have told
me I am sure
he has made a truthful statement, and in justice to Mr. Murray the
above
facte should be made public.
E. T. Whitmore.
1

'

^.+.

very high latitudes, are no longer of
and that hereafter the efforts of Arctic explorers should
be chiefly in the direction of a systematic and careful scientific investigation
of the physics and
meterology of the region about the pole, and close study
effort to attain

superior importance;

of

Us botany, zoology, and, geology.
To this end stations
tor scientific observations
at Nova Zembla, Spitzbergen,
Greenland, Behring Strait and at the mouth of the Lena
hiver, forming a girdle round the North
Pole, are .f
pro>

posed.

—In the report of the Director of the Meteorological Observatory in Central Park, which has lately appeared, Dr.
draper discusses the question whether American storms
cross the Atlantic to

p

6.

Europe, and decides in the affirmaLeaving out of view the economical interest con-

nected with this fact,
gists in

valuable as a hint to ornitholo-

number

of species of

American

rds 7~ upwards of

thirty— which have been found in Great
Lritain or on the Continent, and which in
many cases have
p

i5

j

been borne across

by gales in the Spring. The reveise fact,
very few European birds have been found wild on our
shores, accords
with the other fact that the prevailing winds

,;

;;

it is

accounting for the

.'«uat

^across the Atlantic
our birds blow

during the season of the migration of

toward the

:

east.

In Re Turkey.— Whether it be
better to die an ignominious death by decapitation, or fall before the bullet of.
jjgwa.e sharpshooter,
is to me a question of little moment.
Death loves a shining mark"— and there are laurels for us
|
pn-r&jtibr. Canto the Last

I

-

u

Choke bores"

for the Trap,

.21

Seventy out of seventy-five

and "Scatter guns"

for the

Total.
70
61

1000 vds,
25

u

21
23
..23

J. Crouch. .....

20

21

12
16

16
10

51

47

—The Seventh

Regiment

shells at 200 yards.

strong shooting for Mr.

is

Club

Kifie

Lieut. J.

competed

for the

Amory won them by

19 out

of possible 25.

—

The last match of the season will be the contest for the
Hepburn trophy next Saturday, at 800, 900 and 1,000 yards,
fifteen shots at each distance.
The competition will be
open to all members of the National Rifle Association.
The Coming Man.— If we have not yet the running deer
at least

you

see

we have the sliding man at Creedmoor.
it and now you don't" figure made his

This

"now

debut on Sat-

range. At the 200 yard target there pops
out a figure of a man, with a target on his breast, and
manipulated by a marker by means of a cord and a rubber
band.
He appears for a few moments and then vanishes,
his presence being restricted to about five seconds.
The

urday

last at the

"coming man"
assist in

will undoubtedly be

developing rapid

arm

to use the

firing

of the future

a favorite, and will

and the knowledge of how

— the repeating gun.

iu regard to the

rifle

matches

who

place.

fourth

contest

Forest and Stream

for the

badges took place at Conlin's Gallery, No. 980 Broadway,
on Thursday, Nov. 18th. Conditions Ten shots, off
hand, 110 feet; 200 yards target reduced in proportion to

—

Wimbledon

rules:
Score.

Thos. Lloyd (first badge, beet score)
W. B. Farwell
Chas. A. Cheever
Win. Mosir, .7r
A. Marsh, (second badge, average centres).
L. V. Sone
Robert Miley.
Wilson MacDonald
Chas. Blydenburgh
P. Lermon

M

4 4 5 5 5
:.

5 5 3 4 4

4 4 3
3 4 5
5 3
i, a o
5 4 2
-;

Frank Hyde
O. Wright

J.

'1.

36
36
36
36
35
35
31
34
34
33
32
32
32
30
29
29
28
28
28
21

4 3 3 5 3
3 3 2 3 5 4 5
5 3 3 3 3 4 3

.4 2 5 3 3

5 5
3 4 3
5
3 5 3
3 2
33 3
2 2 5

434522432
5353520
5 5 4 3 5 4 2
3333344

Van Zmlen

D. L. Beckwith
R. Strong

3 4 3 2 3 3 5

0443 52 4253

333525322
3342235322

E. Blacklev, (third badge, average centres)

2

W. H. DeKay.

2-3033335
322
5032

J.
J.

.

. .

.

3 4
3 3 5 2
4 3 2 24
3 44
3 3 3 3 4
5 2 5

.
.

Will Sherwood
W. O. Saxton
Charles S. Nelson
(
'harles J. Blauvelt.

F. C. Kunster

r

Burdon
Turf,

.36
36
36

433

H. Furrel!
Banks

—The

•;

223343 4555
2435533254

T. C.

to.

'i

4 4 5 3 4 2 4 4 3 3
2 4 3 4 3 5 3 3 4 5
2 55
3 3 44
2 5 3 4 5 3 4 4 3 3

John Waydell
M. W. Dovan
J. B. Blydenburgh
C. J. Folmer
A.F.Ferris
J. E. Whitley

James

i 4
4 4

3234435444

L. C. Bruce
P. W. Pope

Everhard
McGiensey
Frederick Backof an

5 5
4 3
3 4

544 3435533

C. U. Zeitler

J.

5 3 5

3535553554
53 5 5354543
3 3 4 4 4
5 3 4 3 4

'.

Dully....

Total.
44
43
42
3 5 4 4 4
41
40
5 4 4 3 5
.39
3 5 4 4 4
39
5 3 3 3 4
39
15 3 3 4
3S
5 3 4 4* 3
38
i
3 5
38
3 13 4 5
38
38

'4 4

...5433443554

.

W.J.

—

HUDSON

Score.

Major F. Shonuard..
G. L. Morse
J)

..

H. Quinn
Jocelyn
L. M.Ballard

A H

.

Total

, .

.

434550000
000230325
50023003 3 2
.....2 223003 3 22
2200222050

18

15

Field and Farm Cups will be shot for on
All are invited to compete.

Thanksgiving day.

A New Rifle Gallery. —Mr. Homer Fisher,

J.

S.

C.

having obtained possession of the old pnenmatic tube, has opened a
new rifle gallery at No 260 Broadway, with a range of 100
yards. We have been shown a very handsome challenge
badge costing $100, which will be shot fcr the first time
.

on the 8th inst. A down town gallery will be well patronand afford opportunity for more continued practice.
Mr. Hellwig, whose shooting gallery is located at No.
273 Eighth avenue, offers as prizes for general competition
a gold medal, a Remington rifle, and a Colt's revolver, to
be shot for every Wednesday evening, commencing on the
1st of Dec." The novelty of tbis match is, that it will be
ised

—

shot in a lying position, the target, placed at a distance of
eighty feet, being reduced to correspond with the Creed-

moor 500 yards range..
—The American Rifle Association

will celebrate to-day,

not only in the graver way, but in a manner both festive
and gay. It is proposed that they shall slay the full, fatbosomed turkey, and combine science and play. At j^lhamville, then, on Thanksgiving, in addition to the orthodox turkey snooty there will be a subscription match, any

.

.

528

,

YONKKBS TEAM

Name.

T H.Sargent
Col.

...

Jolm Bodine

L. Geiger

H

J. Schroeder
N. Winslow
.

4 5 4 5
4 4 5 4
5 5 4 4
3 4 3 5
3 3 4 4
.2 3 4 3

Score.
5 4 5 4 5 5 4 5
4 5 5 5 5 1 5 4
5
5 5 4 5 4 4
3 5 4 3 5 5 5 5
5 5 4 4 5 5 4 5
4 5 4 5 4 4 5' 5

Total.
5 4 5 5 5 5 5 5. ...94
5
5 5
4 5 5 4 5. .. 92
4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5. .. .89
5 4 5 4 5 4 5 5.
.87
5 5 5 5
4 5 5. .. .85
5 4 5 5
5 4 4.. .80
.

.

.

Total

527

Yonkers won by the one

— 95 out of

a possible

Major Shounand's score
magnificent shooting, though

point.

100— is

one inner is visible. All the approximating scores are excellent, and notably Mr. Sargent's 94.
The
in Mr. Geiger's line of figures aro'e from a shot on the wrong target.
The match was an exciting one for the reason that in the
tenth shot the Hudson River team led by three, which advantage was afterwards lost. The material for future
teams, which will not only shoot very close, but be of lasting quality, is very evident.
Goshen.—At Goshen, on the 17th, the American rifle
team, who were present at the opening of the What Cheer
Range, and who won the silver service, were to have had
a contest as to the eni ire ownership of the prize.
Owing,
however, to the forced absence of three of the gentlemen,
the shooting was postponed
A match was shot, however,
in which members of the Goshen Leather Stocking Club
took a hand. Distance, 800 yards; shots, seven. The following are the scores: W. B. Farwell, 29; R. C. Coleman
28; Gen. Dakin, 27; H. S. Jewell, 23; GMW. Yale, 23; R.
R. Murray, 23; L. C. Bruce, 20,. J. W. Booth, 19. At the
1,000 yards range— Dakin, 25; Bruce. 21; Jewell, 18; Farwell, 14; Booth, 12; Coleman, 6; Yale, 5.
In the match
for the Landlord's prize of $50 at, the 200 yards range, in
which four m embers of the American rifle team and twelve
others contested, C, W. Coleman, the marksman's brother,
scored 19 out of a possible 25; R. C. Coleman, second';
Farwell, third; Booth, fourth. A stiff raw wind was blowing all day. The attendance of spectators was not large.
Syracuse.— The good Forty-eighth, of Oswego, who
culled the Nevada State badge, have been gathering fresh
laurels at Syracuse on the 17th.
Teams from the Fortyfourth Battalion of Binghamton, Forty eighth Regiment of
Oswego, Fiftieth Battalion of Ithaca, and Fifty-first Regiment of Syracuse met and had their contest. It was a
storm match in every sense of the word. The wind
howled and snorted, and the snow came down in a blinding and bewildering manner. Now and then the snow
'

would cease for a moment, when it would rain, and occasinally it would snow rain sleet and hail.
ConditionsDistances, 200 and 500 yards; five shots at each range;
teams of twelve:
Regiment.
Forty-eighth
Forty- fonrtn

.

Fifty-first.....
Fiftieth....

19
1?

Total.

.5 5 4 5 5 4 5 5 5 3 5 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 5 5.
.95
5 4 5 4 4 5 3 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4. .. .92
5 5
5. ...90
....4
3
3
4. ...87
4 5 5 5 5 4 5 5
4 4 5 5 4 4 5 4 2 5 4. .. .83
45
4
5.. ..81
..

45344555 34554
54 55
44 5545545 5544455
520 4455345 554525

Smvth

.

TEAM.

RIViSR

Name.

elegant gilt bronz

"America," given by the State of New York for
competition at Creedmoor last month, and won by the
Seventh Regiment, together with a splendid copy of Cortot's "Soldier of Marathon," selected as the first prize in
the first Inter-State match, and won by the New York
team, may be seen at Tiffany & Co's. The bust of Achilles,
offered by Mayor Wickham as the first prize in the MidRange match, and won by Mr. A. Anderson, and the silver
cup presented by Messrs. Brooks Bros., and won by the
Twenty-third Regiment, of Brooklyn, are at the same

Wright

The targets were of the Wimbledon pattern, and
marking was rapidly and accurately managed. Of
course great interest was centered in the match, as both
Messrs. Bodine and Ballard had been connected with the
American rifle team in prior International matches. Conditions Distance, 500 yards; two sighting and twenty
scoring shols.
Prizes, six gold badges, presented by the
citizens of Yonkers to the winning team.
gets.

the

Lieut. Col. A. F. Liudley

figure of

J. S.

—

of the targets to assist them in coaching, and a telegraph
wire communicated between the firing point and the tar-

J.

The Creedmoor Trophies.— The

Klein

six, selected

—

vis-

requirements.

Wm.

from the Yonkers and Hudson River
This match, which has been in preparation for some time, was carried into effect on Thursday,
Nov. 29th. The Poughkeepsie riflemen had for their chief
Col. Bodine, while the Yonkers team was commanded by
Col. Ellis.
Shooting commenced at noon, each team occupying one target. The sky was slightly clouded not too
much so and though the wind blew across the line of fire,
Both sides had diagrams
the effects were imperceptible.
teams of

to be held

on the occasion of the Centennial, do not Teport any positive progress as yet.
The visit seems to have been fruitless, no grouud having been seen that would answer all the

distance;

Regiment.

MORSEMERE— YONKERS TEAM YS. HUDSON RlVER TEAM.
—An admirable contest took place on Thursday between

.

— The committee of gentlemen from the N.R. A.
ited Philadelphia

—The

A

Rifle Associations.

Geiger.

S.

.

—The impression seems to be gaining ground that minute
geogrophical topography in the Arctic regions, and the
mere

900 vds.

Name.

ceived the following letter in relation to
killing

800 yds

L. Geiger
W. B. Farwell

Department of Philadelphia.
.

Rev.

to the

very bad

first

Name.

will

more than four times the exhibiting space afforded by the great MemoProvision for the surplus will be made in temporary firerial Hall.
proof buildings, though all exhibiting nations will be represented in the

match— took

We

H. L. Jewell.

be chiefly supplied by a pair of monEach cylinder is 40 inches in diameter, with a
ster Corliss engines.
stroke of 10 feet: tbe fly-wheel is 31 feet in diameter, and weighs 55 tons;
thehorse power is 1,400, and the number of boilers is twenty. This en*
gine drives about a mile of shafting.
For the Art Exhibition, the most eminent American artists are understood to be at work, and it may be confidently stated that, especially in
the department of landscape painting, the United States will present a
Quite aside from
finer display than the pnblic has been lead to expect.
the contributions of American artists, applications from abroad call for

fifth

notwithstanding the

last,

winning:

carpenters, etc.

central

Saturday

Conditions, open to members of the A. R. C.
distances, 800, 900 and 1,000 yards; rounds, 5. There were
six entries.
append the four best scores, Mr. Geiger

.

Power in the machinery ball

distance 300 yards, off-hand; prizes, half the entrance
fee to be divided between the makers of the three highest
All comers' match, any rifle; distance 300 yards,
scores.
off-hand; prizes four in number, ranging in value from $35
to $6. The DrPeyster badge will be contested for the third
time this vear; open only- to members of the National
Guard; military rifles; distance 300 yards, off-hand.
match will be contested on the same date between Company G, Seventy-first Regiment, and Company B, Twentyrifle,

.

Total.
356
229

Average.

.

29. <6

.

19.08
15.67
15.41

..188
135

If the schoolmaster is wanted abroad, certainly the
rifle
instructor is.
Strange that there are people who do not
see the use of rifle ranges.
Of course very good excuses
can be made for the low scores made by some of the contestants; but when in 120 shots a trifle less than one-half
of these shots hit the target, somebody must want rifle instruction.
Of course all this will be remedied before long.
should advise the rudimentary lessons to be taken in
the drill rooms this Winter. The "Forty-eighth Regiment
has good stuff in it. Mr. Barnes' 19, 17, 36; Mr. Caralier's

We

35 show good shootin g in a snow storm.
Massachusetts.— The Massachusetts Militia Rifle Association held its first prize meeting on the new range at
South Farmingham on the 16th of Nov. Twenty-three
teams of five were in attendance. Conditions— Any State
military rifle; 200 yards; five shots.
The following are
14, 21,

the best scores

:

Co. C, First Regiment.
Co B, Second Corps Cadets
Co. ~D, First Corps Cadets
Co. A, Second Corps Cadets
Co. E, Sixth Regiment.
Co. I, Eighth Regiment
Co. A, Tenth Regiment
Co. G, First Regiment...

'"'

.

gl
75

.71

70
qq
'V.l'.Y'.

'.'.',['.

[

"

'.]'.'.'.''.'.'.[[['.

-66
fi«

",m

The total scores shot by 115 men was 1,348, avera^m*
58.6 per team and 11.6 per man. The Prescott Post
team
of live were on the ground and made 84.
There were

three prizes— a cup and two rifles-which were
adjudged
to
J
the three leading teams, as indicated above.

Boston.—In our last

we gave notice of a meeting
who were desirous of forming 3©

issue

of gentlemen in Boston

.

—

—

—

—

.

rifle.
The committee, of
Dr. Hazleton and C. A. Sawyer, Esq., are members,
have reported progress, and there is every reason to suppose that next year, as soon as Spring opens, Boston will
not be without a rifle range. As it is, a preliminary match
was held thi* week, at Spy Pond, perhaps to see what it

association for practice with the

whom

There are now forty names registered, a book
having been opened for that purpose at the office of Messrs.
Remingtons, No. 146 Tremont street. The rifle movement in Boston, is in energetic hands, and will certainly
like.

result in the establishment of a range

and Canada skins will find a ready market.
All the
poorer qualities of furs have been neglected in Europe,
and large stocks held over. For the following quotations,
which represent prime skins only, we are indebted to
Messrs. C. G. Gunther's Sons of this city, who will hereafter furnish us with semi-monthly quotations:
FROM C. G. GUNTHER'S SONS.

BEAR— Northern, arcording to size and quality, prime
Southern and Northern yearlings, prime
BEAVER—Northern, per skin, parchment, according
size and color.
Western, according to size and

—The

fourth competition for the Hamilton, Rowe & Co.
badge, by the Chicago Rifle club, took place at their range
at South Park, on Saturday, Nov. 13th.
The weather was
very unpleasant, the wind blowing a gale, consequently the
'entries were very few and the attendance light. The badge
T
was won by Capt. Shaffer, he making the highest score.
The second prize a life membership was won by Mr. M.
W. Lyman, he making the second highest score. Conditions, two sighting and seven scoring shots; distance, 500
yards
Total.
Name.
Name.
Total.

—

—

:

J.

A.'Shaffer

31 T.

M. W. Lyman
S. W. Burnham.,..,
C. B. Prouty....

D

.

Williams

.19
19
.15
7

26 J. B Bradwell
25 T. Bradwell
22 Walter Burnham
SI
j

H. G. Howe..........

I

—

knack of managing their matches well,
and make them very pleasant for all who attend. Some
It will be
•eighty competitors entered in matches 1 and 2.
remembered that the Hamilton team had the honor of
winning the Association Cup at the matches la^t year, but
which bad to be won two consecutive years before becomsociation have the

ing ihe property of the winners. This year they won the
which now belongs to them. The following are
:the scores of the winners:
Tirst match— 200 and 300 yards; five shots at each range; jopen to all;

•cup again,

Snider Enfield.

Name.

Name.

Score.

"Private Murison
Sergeant D. Mitchell
Private A Willis
•Captain J. J.Mason
.

Ensign James

Adam

-F. Bradley.

Sergeant Gordon
•Lieutenant Armstrong

Captain Morden
E, D. Lewis

five shots at

each range; open to

all;

'

rifle.

Name.

Name.

Score.

Sergeant D. Mitchell
Cruit.

Ensign James
W. Robertson

30
30
30
30
29
29

32 Captain Brown
32 Captain Gibson
31 Private Fish

John Thorn

W.

31
31
31
31

33 W. Kobertson
33 W. Cruit
33 Lieutenant Choate
33 R. ^. Woodcock

31

Snider

Score.

34 Captain Stephenson
34 H. E. Jones

Second match—400 and 600 yards;

Adam

Lieutenant Laing
Lieutenant Armstrong

N. Killihan
Colonel Attwood

35
29
29
28
28
27
27
26
26

C.

Score.
26

Johnston

Captain Morden
Lieutenant Thorn
G. Galloway
Sergeant Gordon

26
26
24
.23

Private Murison
Corporal T. Mitchell

22
22

Sergeant Taylor
21
21
Dr Kerns
Private Mummery
20
26 S. Bradley
Private Willis
Third match— 200 and 4o0 yards; confined to members of the County
.

of Oxford.

Name.
Lieutenant Laing
Captain Brown
Se'geant Gordon
Captain Ellis
Dr. Kerns
R. A. Woodcock
E, B. Lewis
G. Galloway
James L. Grant

Name.
Score.
36 H.F. Jones
Williamson
Captain
35
34 John Greenlees
32 W. H.Hoare
32 Lieutenant Galbraith

Score.
28
26
25
23
23

Mathew Day

31

21
21

30 Benjamin Minkler

A.W.Grant....

30

20

.30

Fourth match— Association match; 200, 300, and 600 yards; five competitors from each association; five shots at each range; Snider Enfield.

Name.

Score.

Name.

203 Twenty- sixth Battalion
Thirteenth Battalion
193 Ingersoll Rifle Association
Any Rifle Association
Highest Individual Aggregates.
»

Score.
183
171

;

Name.

Name.

Score.!

Sergeant Mitchell

691

Lieutenant Armstrong

Ensign James

62

W. Robertson

W.

Adam

Score.
59
59

60|

uruit.

color,

$10 O0a$15 00
5 00 a 10 00
to

2 50 a
1 50 a

prime

prime

a
a
a
a
a
15 a

50
20
50
40
05

'.

BADGER— Prime
CAT— Wild, Northern

and Eastern States, cased, prime..
Wild, Southern and Western, prime.....
House, ordinary, if large, prime
House, black, furred, prime
FISHEK— Northern and Eastern, according to size and
color, prime
Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Western, ditto, prime
Southern, ditto, prime

00
00
00
00
00
1 50
1 25
75
7C
50
40
30

7
5
3
15
3

FOX--Silver, ditto. prime.
Cross, Northern and Eastern, ditto, prime
Red, Northern and Eastern, ditto, prime
Red, S. Penn N. J., and N. Ohio, ditto prime
Red, Southern and Western, ditto, prime
Grey, Northern and Eastern, cased, ditto, prime
Grey, Southern and Western, ditto, prime
Grey, Southern and Western, ditto, open, prime
,

Kitt, ditto,

prime

100
150

MARTIN— States, ditto, prime
MINK—New York and New England,

;

Woodcock, Philohela minor.
Plovers, CJwradriince.
Willets, Symp hernia semipalmata
Snipe, Godwits, Curlews, and Bay
Caribou, Rangifer caribou.
Birds, Scolopacidce.
Hares, Levorinm.
Sandpiper, TringcE.
Squirrels, Sciurince.
Wild Turkey, Meleagris gallopavo. Reed or Rice Birds, Dolichonyx oryzvorus.
Ruffed Grouse, Bonasa iimbellus.
Pinnated Grouse, Capidonia cupido.Wild Ducks, Anatince.
Quail, Ortyx Virginianus.

Moose, Alee Americanus.

Elk or Wapisi, Cervtis Canadensis.
Red Deer, Cervus Virgiuianm.

m

1

00
50
60
50
08
25

ditto, prime
3 00
Canada, Michigan, and Minnesota, ditto, prime
2 00
1 00
S. New York, N. J., Penn., and Ohio, ditto, prime.
75
Md., Va., Ky., Intl., Wis., and Iowa, ditto, prime.
Southern,
ditto,
all
prime
50
Missouri, and
I/O
MTJSKRAT— N. New York, and Eastern. Spring
00
Western, including Penn. and Ohio, Spring
23
Northern and Eastern, Pall and Winter
u 20
Western, including Penn. and Ohio, Winter
15
Southern, prime.
12
Southern, Winter and Fall..
Northwestern,
Eastern,
and
according
Northern.
OTTER—
10 00 a 12 00
to size and color, prime
8 00 a 10 0l)
Penn., N. J., Ohio, and Western, prime
6 00 a 8 00
Ky., Md., Na., Kansas, and vicinity, prime
4 00 a 6 00
North Carolina, prime
2 00 a 4 00
South Carolina and Georgia, prime
18 a
30
OPOSSUM— Northern, ca?ed, prime
Northern,
prime
12 a
open
and
15
Southern
RACCOON- -Mich., N. Ind., N. Ohio, Indian handled,
80 a 1 00
dark, according to size and color, prime
50 a
65
111., Iowa Wis., and Minn., prime
65 a
75
New York and Eastern States and N. Penn. prime.
50
40 a
N. J., S. Penn., 111., Mo., Neb. and Kan., prime. ..
30 a
40
Maryland, Virginia, Kentucky and Tenn., prime
Ark.,
Florida
and
prime.
15
a
25
Ga.,
Ala.,
Car..
and
S.
N.
x
02 a *> 03
RABBITS —Prime cased
00 a 1 30
SKUNKS -Prime black, I cased
000a 1 00
Prime black, I., open
00 a
80
Prime black, $ white streak, IT., cased
(X) a
50
Prime black, $ white streak, II.. open
20
15 a
Prime whole streaked III. and IV
.

,

,

.

Prime scabs

WOLF SKINS—Mountain,
Prairie, average age,

large

prime skins

00a

03

200a

3 00

75 a

25

1

— The agent of

Mr. J. D. Dougall of London, manufacturer of the well-known "Dougall gun," is now in this
city, and can be found daily, except Saturdays, from 2 until 5 o'clock, at the store of Messrs. Abbey & Imbrie, No.
48 Maiden Lane, where a number of specimen guns will
'

be on view.

—The Babylon, Long

Island, Signal complains

that fire

hunting ducks is constantly practiced in the bay opposite
The process consists of going on the roosting
that town.
grounds at night with a light in the bow of the boat, which
dazzles the eyes of the "birds, and the gunner can come
close upon them before they are aware of his approach.
In this way large numbers of birds are annually killed, and
those not taken are driven from the bay, it being a natural
instinct with the wild fowl to give a wide berth to waters
where they are disturbed at night. The law is very severe
against this practice, imposing a fine, we believe, of $25
We hope to see this just provision of
for each off ense
the law rigidly kept in force during the present shooting
.

season.

Harrisburg Patriot says that at Cove Forge, Perry
about a mile and a half below Duncannon,
located
county,
two wild turkeys were recently captured while floundering

—The

in the river near the Perry county shore. The Susquehanna
above point, and the turkeys in
is about a mile wide at the
undertaking the flight from the Dauphin county to the
Perry county side of the river gave out and were easily

captured.

—
GAME IN SEASON IN NOVEMBER.

Game

2 50

a 12 00
a 8 00
a 5 00
a 50 00
a 5 00
a 1 65
a 1 50
a 1 00
a 1 00
a
60
a
60
a
50
a •2 00
a 2 00
a 4 00
a 3 00
a 1 50
a 1 25
a
75
a
00
a
00
25
a
23
a
a
20
a
15

—Messrs. Ditmas, E. H. Madison, and P. H. Duffy

»

3 50

Southern, and ordinary, per skin, according to size,

LYNX-Ditto, prime

Ingersoll Rifle Association, Canada. Our valued
correspondent, "Shooter," so well known as a leading Canadian rifleman, sends us the following: "The annual
matches of the Ingersoll Rifle Association .came off on
Wednesday of lasr, week and the following day, at the
ranges on Hyslip's Farm. The day was anything but favorable for good shooting, it being cold, and opening in
the morning with a snow storm, which made the target almost invisible at 200 yards. As a consequence no very
The matches were, however, a
large scores were made
success in every way. The gentlemen of the Ingersoll As-

irifle,

.
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___^___
Market.— Game of all

descriptions,

if

we

ex-

cept wild fowl, continue scarce. Ruffed grouse are worth
from $1.38 to $1.50, the few in market coming principally
from Connecticut. Pinnated grouse have also advanced
Quail are worth
in price and are had at the same figures.
$8.25 to $3.50 per dozen; woodcock, 90 Cents to $1 per
There are no
pair- the flight, however, has passed South.

English snipe in market. Canvas-back ducks are worth
$1.75 to $2 per pair; red-heads, 75 cents to $1; mallards,
$lto $1.25; widgeons, 75 cents; black ducks, $1; teal,
75 cents; brant, $1.25 to $1.50; geese, 75 cents to $1.25
each; rabbits, 65 cents per pair; venison, 30 cents per

pound.
Furs, and Skins .—-The season for American Raw Furs
and Skins does not open with very favorable prospects, as
the Fall foreign sales brought large losses to our shippers,
and the German markets hold laige stocks unsold. For
home consumption the demand promises to be limited, and
dealers»must look abroad for a market. For mink, especially Western and Southern grades, there is no hopes of im*
pr0Y§sa©»tj oulv ih© choice grades of £Tew Yoirk, Eastern

re-

turned last Friday from a pretty successful trip to Pike
county, in ti e neighborhood of Blooming Grove Park.
They brought backbone deer, the result of Mr. Madison's
thirty-five ruffed grouse,
skill with the gun, besides some
The cold weather has set in pretty severely in
rabbits, etc.
Pike county, and the lakes will soon be bound in their
frozen fetters and then good bye sport for this year. The
open time for shooting deer in Pike county ends Dec. 1st.
Deer shooting is now good at Cape Cod, and venison
from that section is constantly served at the restaurant of
Messenger Brothers, in Boston.
correspondent residing in North Adams, Mass., sends
us an account of the killing of a large bear near East
Pownall that has been for some time committing depredaThe brute was
tions upon the sheep folds in the vicinity.
cornered in a large ledge of rocks, and died facing the
enemy no less than twenty-one rifle balls having' been
before he succumbed. He
fired into his head and shoulders
weighed 400 pounds. The hunters are in search of two
more of the same tribe that are known to have been com-

—A

rades of this one.
—Several Philadelphians and residents of New Jersey
brought fair bags of quail last week from the vicinity of
Cape May but all complain of the traps that are set in all
directions! Billy Young, of Philadelphia, had his setter
hung up by the hind leg three times in a single day.

Capt. Bogardtjs and the St. Louis S. P. C. A.— It was
supposed that the prosecution of the champion wing shot
exhibition of his skill at killing
of the world for giving an
pigeons at St. Louis had been allowed to drop, but such it

seems was not the case. On the 15th inst. the case was
called in the Court of Criminal Correction and Capt Bogardns put on trial. The Judge charged that the killing
and cruel, and Capt. Bogardus was fined
fis unnecessary
The St. Louis Sportsman's Club were represented by
&e case appealed to a, higher co\iyt go it vet
GQuiigel
.

m%

fll

remains to be seen whether or not this was a viotory for
Mr. MacDonald's association.
Nova Scotia correspondent writes: "Everybody, Indians included, concur in asserting that, for fishing and
shooting, the season has been, and is, the most meagre

—A

known

Nova

in

Scotia for forty years.

—

'

»

—

Massachusetts. Salem, Nov. 21st. Ffly-seven geese
went south Friday. They were quite low; shot a pair of
sheldrakes last Wednesday, the first this season. Whistlers
or golden eyes are along. No dippers yet; some coots'
yet left. Loons and other divers seem to be scarce. About
loons, you say "it is an unusual feat to kill them with shot."
Now I would say that I have shot a number of them, and
always with shot and nothing over No. 4, and usually No:
My best string was in Nov. '72, when I shot fivej
6 or 8.
exceeding fifty-four pounds in weight, and one of them

was shot

at

by others

five

times before I

fired,

at

Boa's

Head, N. H. The killing of loons, as they fly over, is
counted a regular thing in the Fall of the year. I think
you will find at least on our eastern sea-board that certainly
as many loons are killed with shot as with ball. In looking over these lines you may say I use rather small shot,
but I tell you, take No. 6, backed up right, and they will
"tangle a bird up nasty" most anywhere inside of forty
yards, and often farther with close shooting guns held
friend killed a lone winter yellow-leg last week
right.
and saw a black-breaster; these are probably birds that
have been hurl, and so stop later. Also have to report a
chicken-bill rail with one wing shot off close and healed
over; said bird was caught with an eel spear, and was very
Sportsmen about here are disgusted with the quail.
fat.
Woodcock gone, snipe ditto; partridge are here, nine out of
nine shots being lately shot at Rowley by a friend. How
Rabbits are scarce.
is that?
Teal.
New York. Malone, Franklin Co., JSfov. 19. A son of
Mr.
R. Jones, of this village, was the hero of quite an
exciting adventure, occurring last week near Wolf Pond,
a body of water buried in the depths of the "wild woods,"
some twenty miles southeast. Pie was engaged alone in
hunting for deer, and when putting out the dogs, discovered a large bear, upon which, in great trepidation, he immediately opened fire. The first shot missed its mark, and
the second one also failed to take decided effect. Here
bruin, awakened to a true sense of his situation, made a
ferocious charge upon the young hunter, and approached
so near that when his career was interrupted by a third
discharge, he fell dead within a few inches of his destroyer.
The boy, in this encounter, was fortunately armed with
one of the Winchester repeating rifles, (a superb weapon,
which carries eighteen charges, that may be fired in nine
seconds) or he might not have returned to "present his re-

A

W

—

—

.

port "

The Meacham Lake district may be classed with the very
Deer and
best sporting territory of the Adirondacks.
trout, when scarce elsewhere, are generally plentiful here.

E.R.W.

New Yowl.—Babylon,

L. I., Nov. 20th.— Wild fowl of
A
all kinds are unusually plenty in the Great South Bay.
large number of geese have been shot, which is something
unusual for this part of the bay and at this season. Oak
Island, opposite this place, is a favorite resort for gunners.
Rube Anderson can be found at the steamboat wharf, and
his hut on the island will accommodate any number up to
a dozen.
Maryland.— Snow Hill, Nov. 18th,— All kinds of game
are scarcer this Fall than ever before, and the universal demand is for a more stringent game law. Rabbits are plenty
on Elk Neck. Squirrels and partridges very numerous in

Dorchester county.

Virginia.— Norfolk, Nov. 17th.— We have had

a very'

warm and

Quail shooting has been poor,
pleasant Fall.
We have
as the birds are scarcer than usual this season.
a few snipe; they generally give us the £0 by in the Fall.
Ducks arriving pretty freely from Currituck and the
sounds. Some wild turkeys coming from James River.
Game of every description in this section is scarce this
The partridges, of which we had a prospect about
year.
their hatching time of abundance, being drowned out in
the heavy rains last Summer. Ducks seem to have been
driven to other quarters by the incessant warfare on them,
and comparatively few have been killed by cur sportsmen.
number of gunners from New York were in the city
last week, and before starting for the ducking giounds
J. 0. A.
tried for partridges with poor success.

A

which
island,
18th.— This
Chincoteague, Va., Nov.
belongs to Accomac county, is separated from the main*
land by the bay of the same name, four to six miles in
width and from twenty-five to thirty miles long. Although
fishing and oystering are the principal occupations of the
inhabitants, the island and contiguous waters furnish an
abundance of game of almost every variety. Just now
ducks are arriving in vast numbers, and during the Summer all descriptions of bay birds frequent the shores.
There are two hotels on the island, and it is rumored that
next season will see a first class watering place established
under the auspices of the Ola" Dominion Steamship Company and some citizens of Maryland. Chincoteague can
be reached by steamer to Lewes, Del., thence by railroad.
Leesburg, Va., Nov. 20.— Sportsmen report quail more
easily found than at the opening of the season, though still
far from numerous. A few pheasant (?) are killed here
now and then Breckinridge, who killed the biggest bass,
in
(five pounds, six ounces,) killed a large cock pheasant
the ridge near our Fair Grounds; and several have been
killed there by other men. If every man having game in
pot
his possession during the close season should be fined,
hunters and their patrons would be flanked in their murT.
derous practice.
North CARaiuniA^rMorgantowti, Nov. 19th.— Qu^n are
not abundant, but a good walker can get fair' shooting. 1
have killed 170 since the season opened. Have not seen a
woodcock this season. Rabbits are numerous, and I kill a
good bag whenever I get anyone to carry them. I put U P
and killed a rail, E. Virginianus, in a little marsh last week
ia
Was he not a little out of his reckoning to get so far up
way,
the mountains? I stuffed and mounted him. By the
weeii,
a gull (don't know the species) was sent me last
°from
here.
twenty-miles
killed
which was
of
Louisiana.— New Orleans, Nov. 15th.— Large flocks
stopping
favorite
their
daily,
over
passing
are
ducks
Late
places being along the upper line of Canal street, the
Swamp, and Little Lake. The ponds around Millers
Bayou, on the Mobile Road, are favorite shooting grounds,
are
and large numbers of teal, canvas backs and red heads
_

\

.

j

W

being killed there.

^

|

|
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JLong Island Poultry Association.
FIRST

GUNTHER'S SONS,

G.

C.

ASOCtTAJCj

THE

EXHIBITION

IN

NOS. 502

AND

BROADWAY,

5<H

CITY OF BROOKLYN, Nov. 30th, Dec.

1st,

2d and 3d.

A GRAND DISPLAY OF

CALL ATTENTION TO THEIR STOOK OF

Poultry, Pigeons, Song and Ornamental Birds, Flowers, Fur-bearing Pets, Deer,

Ladies'Furs
ALSO TO THEIR ASSORTMENT OF

IS

mailed free.

Etc.

Nos.

f HOS. 8MITH, Secretary,
Stony Brook, Long Island, N. Y.

Address

The

THE LARGEST AND MOST COM-

TWtost

GUNTHER'S SONS,

NOS. 502

AND

Approved System

And

Hazard

1

FFFG, FFG, and "Sea Shooting" FG,

in kegs of 2fr
FFFG is also,
121, and 6± lbs. and cans of 5 lbs.
packed in 1 and J- lb. canisters. Burns strong ana
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands^
for ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting" FG
is the standard Rifle powder of the country.

SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.

ACCURACY,

GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POW-

Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation.

and Workmanship, they are Unsurpassed.
REVOLVERS OF VARIOUS SIZES,
DESIRABLE IN

ALL RESPECTS.

Senci for Circulars.

Whitney

Kaldenberg,

Fred. Julius

DEALER

IN.

from photographs cut on Pipes and Holdand Pipes of any design or
ers, Monogram Crests
Repairing done in all
patberm made to order.
specialty.
a
N. B .— By a new process
and
branches
pipes are ooiled so that the color remains, no matter
how much or how hot it is smoked.
Portraits

mail

Pipes sent by

to all

P.O. Box

Nassau
and John sts 6 Astor
House, Broadway,

Stores: Corner of

st. >

91.

Conn., U. S. A.

BRADFORD

G

;

\

New York

Send for Illustrated Catalogues
nov25-3m

374 Washington

MISFIT CARPETS.
THREE PLY AND
ENGLISH
00D SECOND HAND AND
112 Fulton

Sent to any part of the United States free of charge.

street,

New

YorK.

JOS.C.GRUBB&CO.,
71S
Market street:, Philadelphia,

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN

Fishing- Tackle,
Fishing- Rods,

Fish Hoolcs*.

FAIR.

SMOKE

AND

It is shaved from the be*t
Natural Leaf, for Meershanm
and Cigarettes.
Does not make the tongue sore.
Liberal sample on receipt of 20 cents. Highest award,

Send

Peerless Tobacco

Boston.

St.,

BRUSSELS,

MISFIT

INGRAIN CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, &C, VERY CHEAP, AT THE OLD PLACE,

AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE

Vienna, 1S73.

ANTHONY,

&

parts of the world.
)

and 6 John

Factery, 4

New Haven,

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Company's agents in every prominent city, or wholesale at
our office,

8® Wall Street. INe w York.

Arms Gomp.

Whitneyville, near

DER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,,
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.

AND RETAIL

MANUFACTURER,' WHOLESALE

"Duck Shooting."

(fine)

1

Hazard's "Kentucky Rifle."

Itifles.

For Simplicity of Construction.
Materials

s

to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
and 6J and 12^ lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close, and with great
penetration. For field, forest and water shooting
it ranks any other brand, aud it is equally services
blefor muzzle or breech loader.

Nos.

Military

In 1 lb. canisters and 6 J lb.
quick and clean, for upland and
Well adapted to short guns.

8 (coarse).

A fine grain,

prairie shooting.

BreechLoadingjSportina:

BROADWAY.

604

Unsurpassed in point of
Packed in square canis-

Hazard's " American Sporting."
1 (fine; to

kegs.

PLETE EVER OFFERED.

G.

to 5 (coarse).

1 (fine)

strength ana cleanliness.
ters of 1 lb. only.

OF

C.

GUNPOWDER.
Nos.

SEAL SKIN SACQUES
WHICH

Etc.,

COMPETITION OPEN TO THE WORLD.
list

CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Hazard's "Electric" Powder.

Fancy and Hunting Dogs,
Premium

POWDER

HAZARD

for circular.
S.

WM

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.
aug26-ly

RLYIBALL

Works,

«fc CO.,
Rochester, N. Y.

The Book

Does not make the tongue Sore.

Smoke Vanity Fair. --It is a wonderful solace,
it works no injury is the re
freshed feeling you awake with next morning, conscious that there is no reasonable task you could not

Celebrated Breech

and the best proof that

perform

314
Have now

Loading Shot

Guns— Unoqualled

3J[adLo Iby
1-S5

Oxf<>rdL

in

Fine

Work

It has a
serve your turn, and still is ready for a fresh bout.
That pipe is always ready for its fill of Vanity Fair.

and Material.

James
Purdey,
street, London,

EixsrlaadL.
WEBLEY

an extensive assortment of Breech Loading Shot Guns, made by JAMES PURDEY, E.
CO., WESTLEY JKIUHARDS, W. & C. SCOTT & SON, P.
& SON, W. W.
GREENER, and a large variety of cheaper grades. AIsobkeech loading, central fire, double rifles,
and rifle and shot guns of superior quality. Implements, ammunition, and all other articles appertaining
to Breech or Muzzle Loading Fire-arms generally. Illustrated Circular sent by mail when requested.
in store

M.
For Meerschaums.
permanent existence; again and again does

uuus*hij>

REILLY&

for the Holidays.

Our Poetical

Favorites.

SECOND SERIES.
By Prof. A. C. Kendrick, of the Rochester University.
One voi. large 12mo. Printed on Ro^e-tinted
Paper, and very elegantly bound in combined black
and gold stamping. Price $2.

it

It will

This volume is made up of selections
choicest longer English poems.

For Cigarettes.

A cigarette

an interlude to the serious habit; a
graceful make-believe for spare hours.
For cigarettes Vanity Fair ha 3 no equal
Best dealers have it
is

great success of the "First Series or
Our
Poetical Favorites" will secure to this volume
a

We

For Sportsmen.

Best In the World. Ask your Dealer for It.
Wiih Vanitj Fair yon can commune sweetly all the
oay lon°; incense lor your success; mourner
in ashes
tor your disappointment.
Best dealers have it.

Vanity Fair.— We wish those who hear of this tooacco the first time to ask some friend
about it. Many

know

People

it;

they invariably praise.
C. 8TEHT, 347 Broome
»st..3 doors from Bowery,
under Occidental Hotel, recommends his large assortment of Meprechaum Pipes
and Cigar Holders, suitable
for CHRISTMAS and

YEAR S PRESENTS.

NEW

Monograms on Pipes and Cigar
Holders

artistically

CAMP LIFE IN FLORIDA.
CANVASSERS WANTED.— 1NTELLIeent

men acquainted with

this city

otijs

Letter A. showing solid head; b b showingTnickel anvils for Berdan Primer, Ely's central Are or
Company's caps.

tallic

and other

Hart's Sportsman's Favorite Metallic Shells.

Endorsed by the leading sportsmen intbe United States, and pronounced superior to anything now offered
A full description of Shells and Patent Loaders with prices, may be obtained from anv of the
leading sportsmen's depots throughout the country. Manufacturers of Aluminum, Celluloid, and German ilGEO. E. HART «fc CO., Newark, N. J.
ver Reels for Trout, Salmon, and Bast fishing.
F. B.

HARRISON,

may

Agent.

From Captain Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot

Late

^fo.

HAEEIS,

COOPER HARRIS & HODGKINS,

1*7 7 Broadway, PTew
WHOLESALE AND BE1AIL

the press.

w.,

l,

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING
Ch atham street. New York city.

SYRUP
MAPLE cans
gallon

^omit

IN

$1.50 per gallon.

GRAV»3,

AIR-TIGHT
No

Sonderlaad, Vt,

charge for

and

RECENTLY PUBLISHED.
LEAH: A
AN

Bv Mrs.

WOMAN

C.

OF

FASHION..

™ jgj,^ O-™..

Lectures to
By Rev.

My

H. Sptjr&eon.

Svo.

Paper,

Students.

One

vol.

12mo.

Price.

Yo_rl_.

BREECH LOADING

STANDARD JUVENILES:
Which every Bookseller ought
Tour in Europe.
Hollo Books
per
Abboit's American History.
Hollo's

who

writes to know anything about
Florida should not fail to get this work,
as it wiil tell
mom more about the '-Italy of America"~-how
to cret
tnere, the game, fish, soil,
productions, and the best
Places to go--t ban any other work
ever issued from

in both paper

binding.

13-ly

The Sportsman's Warehouse.

EDWIN S.

new edition ov

FIRST SERIES.
Uniform with the new volume

of America.

Messrs. George E. Hart & Co.,
Gentlemen- -The fifty shells I received from you to-day suit me better than any I have ever used. They
are stronger and better in every respect, and I shall use them in all my shooting^hereafter. Yours truly.
A. TL Bogardus.
___

wanted to canvass for "CAMP LIFE IN
NOW FOR SALE AT THE BOOKSTORES,
RAILROAD DEPOTS,
AND ON THE RAILROAD TRAINS.
_
everybody

have also ready an entirely

Our Poetical Favorites.

Union Me-

to the public.

exe-

Call and examine
cuted.
my stock and get Price List.

from the

The

.

Vanity Fair calms the brain, caresses the nerves,
and a* a semi-conscious a^t furnishes
sufficient
j is t
nucleus for floating thoughts and fancies to crystalize
about. Best dealers have it.

be by far the most elegant of the year for
the price.

Implements,

Cartridges,
ALSO. GUN MATERIALS OF ALL KINDS, CARTRIDGE VESTS, GOATS AND BELTS FLASKS
POUCHES, AND AMMUNITION OF ALL RINDS, EVERYTHING IN MY LINE'foR
BOTH HOME AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE PRICES.

HAVE LABQE STOOK OF MUZZLE LOADING GUNS & RIFLES YEMT CHEAP

vol.,

.

A

ele

^

.

^™
.

y mUSt?ated and bou » d

sfy les

per vol. ftj oo
63o4 or l ®>
, 'ZZ
per vol
yQ
{ J.^g
™}'
J
J -J*
* °*

^J

Arthur'. Home Stories..
'Jhe Spectacle Series
.._
Walter's Tour in the East. /. V//.
Picture, and Stories of Animals.
tra cUv e

to haye.

p er

*

"

vol'.

1

oT

the most at,

Either sent by mail,
post-paid, on receipt of
the*

SHELB0N & COMPANY,

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

2&
§ otitis md j§e§art8 fforgportgmen.

\$ot[hmmn

TUBBS' HOTEL,
OAKLAND, California.
JOHN M. LAWLOR & CO., Proprietobs

St. Louis,

strongest and cleanest Powder made. Nos. 1
to 7, packed only in sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
sizes especially are recommended to owners of fine
breech-loading guns, giving great penetration with
very slight recoil.

CHANGE DUCKING POWDER,

Mo.

For water fowl. Very strong and clean
Nos. 1 to
Packed in metal kegs of 6J lbs. each, and in canis
5.
ters of 1 and 5 lbs
.

Jj

and Walnut streets, $3, $3.50, $4, and $4.f0
per day, according to floor and location of room.
During the past year this hotel has been thoroughly
overhauled, repaired, re-frescoed, re-carpeted and refurnished from top to bottom, and is first class in all
respects. The Southern is located, near the centre of
business, the theatres, and all places of amusement.
The tables are supplied with the best the market affords, and there is in the hotel building the neatest
restaurant in the city for ladies and gentlemen.
Sep2-16t

.

Y.

)

NEW IMPROVED POWDER

can novv be loaded from an ordinary powder
Use it now like Black Powder.
fear of overloading. Burns slow now. No foul-

flask; grains hard.

No

ing of the gun. Little or no smoke. Little or no recoil.
Not very loud report. Less heating of the barrel in rapid firing.
Good penetration and good pattern. Safe to keep, as it does not explode if set on
fire, except well confined.
Shells furnished loaded

with powder only,

None genuine without
DI I TMA R,

if desired.
signature on the can.

my

CARL

1808.]

[Established

Mail Steamship Company's line

Office.

1

2 Walnut
1

St. Philadelphia.

PIGEON SHOOTING.
1MW TRAP SHOOTER'S REFEREE
CONTAINS the

Rulesfor Pigeon Shooting
of all of the prominent Gun Clubs of the United
States and Canada, including the Rules of the Hurlngham and London (English) Gun Clubs. Price 50
cents. For sale by Gunsmiths everywhere, and at
the office of Forest and Stream, or mailed, on receipt
Publisher, 149 Chamof price by CHAS.
Sept 2tf
bers street, New York City.

SUYDAM,

The Sportsmen's Depot.
Corner Second and Walnut

SPORTSMEN VISTING FLORIDA

Sts.,

Has constantly on hand a full assortment of Rods,
Hooks, Lilies, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair Trout Lines, &c.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of CaneReeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds' Eggs and Birds' Skins in great varieties.—
Taxidermy in all its branches.

'

.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
UNDIVIDED HALF INTEREST

in a Splendid Fishery, well stocked, with 30
ponds, and room and water for lOo more. Sixteen
acres of land, and a fine green house filled with plants.
For particulars, enqui.e of H. H. THOMAS, Ran-

SPRATT'S PATENT

DOG

BISCUITS.

4-ly

CAN BE NO GREATER PORTHEREwithout
the only
serious defects They

are
tability
portable boats that are equal to the very best whole
jy29-ly
ones for local use.

JOHN BEATTIE,
street.

SPLENDID BREECH
TpOR SALE.— A Rifle,
made by E. M. Reily &

CANADIAN BASS WOOD CANOES.
WM. ENGLISH, Peterborough, Canada.
THESE CANOES POSSESS ALL THE

Loading, Express

London; cost 80 guineas, gold; is now offered
$125; sold for want of use. Address H. SMITH,

t h-jg office

H. C.

at
at

Ju24

_____

qualities of the Indian birch canoes, but are

much

Water Pipe

Weight about 60 pounds.
Peterborough, $25 gold. Just what sports-

stronger and faster.

Price at
require

aug!2-4m

men

.A- SPECIALTY.

Lap Welded, Wrought

Squires/

1
*

of the Silver Cup,
value 40 guineas, aft the Great London Field Trial 1875, beating 33 compeiitors-wrthr68-guns7 also winning
in all the other classes for the Improved System of Boring. These
guns will kill from 80 to 100 yards,
loaded with large shot, and will
shoot well with small shot with a
less powder charge than guns bored
upon the old system. For report of
the Gun Trial apply to Messrs. McCo., Agents, St.
Laran, Williams
Louis, U. S. A. Address

^l

andtst

THE GREAT
London Gun
1

CLOSE - SHOOTING

UCNb. Winner

Hirming-ham. England

}y1

Trial,

&

875.

W. W. GREENER,

Mary's Works, Birmingham, England.

JOHN RIGBY
W; W. GREENER

begs to inform his numerous

clients in the United States that he has been very successful in the above trial, having secured the first
prize, a silver cup, value 40 guineas— elass 2 for 12
bores; also winner in class 1 for 8 and 10 bores, and
class 4 for 20 bores
He has won in all the classes for
improved boring, which is upon a different plan to any
other maker, and is far superior in the three most essential points, viz., PATTERN,

PENETRATION,
REGULARITY OF SHOOTING.

and
Mr. HENRY C. SQUIRES, of No. 1 Cortlandt St.,
New York, is now importing my DOUBLE CLOSESHOOTING GUNS to order, an invoice of which
will be shipped to him on the 1st duly, and can be examined about the 15th. All special orders given to
Mr. Squires will be carefully filled. A full report of
the GREAT TRIAL, showing the marked superiority
of my guns over guns made
by Dougal, Pape,
Tolley, and others, will shortly be published, and can
be had on application at No. 1 Cortland St.

&

CO.,

Manufacturers of Fine Guns and

Rifles.

Pattern -—"»^ by

our Close- Shooting 12 Bore,
1

1-8 No. G,

40

yards.

HIGHEST PENETRATION
AT

FIELD TRIAL

.

W.W. GREENER,
Champion Gun Maker,
Mary's Works, Birmingham, England.
HENRY C. SQUIRES, of No. 1 Cortlandt street,

1875.

Express Rifles, Double and Single,

St.

.3G0, .400

and .450 Bore.

RIGBY'S

Celebrated
MUZZLE-LOADING MATCH RIFLE.
PRICE LISTS, &c, ON APPLICATION TO
24 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
72 ST. JAMES STREET,LONDON.

Breech Loaders.
WILLIAMS & POWELL,
Gun and

Rifle Manufacturers,

Call the attention of the Sportsmen of America to the

Winners of the "Turf, Field
and Farm" Gun Trials.

THE PREMIER GUN.

gauge,

Co.,

DOUBLE

MANUFACTORY, PIONEER^WORKS,

0Ci2S

Chambers

W. W. GREENER'S

Maiden Lane,

extreme SIMPLICITY, STRENTH and DURABILof their New Patent "SIMPLEX Breech loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
The parts in this new action are so few (only two,)
its mechanical soundness so
thorough, and the

ITY

1

'

strength and simplicity of the action so great, that
W. & P. feel sure it will supercede all the complicated
and manifold grips now in use, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any double, treble or quadruple
grip now used In this new action LEVER and GRIP
.

BROS.
TpOR SALE CHEAP—ELEY
for pin-fire breech
93

59 St. James's Street London.

CITY.

OF ACTION, MATERIALS, PROPORTION, AND
SHOOTING QUALITIES combined, in all the four

Fire Breech Loading Gun, second
price $60. Also, a fine thoroughbred red Setter, nine
months old, with firdt class pedigree. Address H. S.,

Jj

NEW YORK

(See issue October 3d, 1873.)
In which competition the committees have awarded
our guns, First and Second for POINTS OF MERIT

QCtC-8 tf

SALE—A FINE DOUBLE OENhand;

shells, 10

.

and price

plication

Loaders.
REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

only let me know
WM. S BENNET.
Capt. schooner Gary M.

most suitable to them:

brown paper

on

Philadelphia.

IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN
Guns, Rifles, Pistols, and Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech

this Winter I will furnish a schooner yacht of
eleven tons, that will accommodate about a dozen
persons. I will let them have her and two men to
run her, and a small boat, for eight dollars a day. I
will meet them at Cedar Keys or Key West, which-

_D

re-

specially built,

has just received an invoice of these close-shooting
guns, and from him any information in reference to
the results of the Great Trial can be obtained on ap-

JOHN KBIDEB,

Sarasota, Manatee county.

loaders.
n ov4 4t

"

and others

RANGE—

.

TO TACHTSMEN VISITING FLORIDA.

at this office.

«•

trials at Wimbledon by Editor
of the Field to possess the GREATEST PENETRATION and therefore LONGEST
thus:
Circle, 30 inches; 300 pellets; average, 19i; penetraThe Editcr's trial of Greener guns with 340
tion, 37.
pellets of same shot and same charge of powder, gave
180, and penetration 30, although there were 40 more pelShould any controversy^ arise as
lets in each charge.
to the durability of these new systems, we herewith
warn all beforehand that our system is our own invention (though founded On the American idea) and is DURABLE, a fact remarked on by the Field, that the
guns tried had been in use during last season, and refSend for Illustrated
erences permitted to the owners
Circulars to

Sparks,

MANUFACTURER,

Ga., sailing every Satuiday, from Pier 22, below Pine
street,, Delaware 'River, at 12 o'clock noon, making
The
close connections through to all points South.
line is composed of the steamships JUNIATA and "WYOMING. The Wyoming does not cdiry passengers.
The Juniata is a favorite ship with the traveling public, having passenger accommodations of the most
superb character. She has recently been refitted and
elegantly furnished with everything requisite to the
comfort and convenience of passengers.
Families enroute for FLORIDA, Georgia, Alabama,
and even as far as New Orleans, will rind the Savannah route the most desirable for comfort, as well as
he most economical. Through trains of the Central
Railroad of Georgia, and Atlantic and Gulf Railroad,
Florida, leave Savannah every morning and evening.
The Florida steamers leave Savannah three days in the
week for all points on the coast.
For through passenger tickets and bills of lading to
all points in Florida, Georgia, Alabama. and Tennessee, applv to WM. L. JAMES, General Agent, 416
South Delaware avenue, Philadelphia.

tral

«
»
"

(Title registered.)

SHOWN by

St.

Thomas

Proprietor,

PHILADELPHIA AND SOUTHERN
to Savannah,

rOR

-

Gold.

115
140
ISO
225

illustrated descriptive particulars

Neponset, Mass.

furnished at the

dolph, Cattaraugus county, N. Y.

-

-

Guns

BRANCH OFFICE, 29

CO.

MY

Proprietors.

Good Ground Post Office,
Suffolk county, Long Island.

AN

-

-

-

$65
90

at

Without Extra Cost.

Shot and Bar Lead

is

Paragon,

-

our new system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
with increased PENETRATION, can have their wishes
carried out WITH DESPATCH

POWDT
MANUFACTURING

The most experienced guides and gunners,

Novlltf

Pioneer,
Tolley,
Standard,- National, Challenge, -

TRAP SHOTS

DITTMAR

SHOUTING.—THE ATTEN-

when to meet them

SPORTSMEN

...

Send for

Bay View House.

ever

by the Manu-

EXPRESS SHOT GUNS.

sheets to our

tion of sportsmen is called to the fact that
the best shooting ground within three hundred miles
of New York city is Shinnecock Bay. More ducks of
all kinds in the bay now than has been for a number
of years, and sportsmen are bringing in bags of birds

TO

so'd

facturers to
the following prices.

less resia

I

(Opposite Astor House

This house is a favorite resort for gentlemen sportsmen from all parts of the United St at es and Canada.

nov25

and

& RAND POWDER Co.
21 Park Row, JSf.

LAFLIN

Toronto, Canada.

ORVILLE WILCOX,

NEW YORK

OFFICE, and

quiring

fourth floor, $3.50; fifth floor, $2. L. A. PRATT,
formerly proprietor of the Spencer House, Cincinnati,
Sepl6
Ohio, and the Gait House, Louisville, Ky.

etc.,

are built in six qualities
(or brands.) They are now imported direct to our

uum than any other brands made.

respects
Hotel and table are in
first-class, while the charges are moderate, and
such as similar accommodations cannot be obtained
elsewhere. Rates— first, second and third floors, $3;

with boxes, battues, decoys,
Address

ERS,

rifles

i pound.
All of the above give high velocities

all

DUCK

3£r*»

and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g, FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest and
most used. Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25
lbs., 12£ lbs., and 6J lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and
best for

DOUGALL'S

D.

J.

These Guns, celebrated for
i@P^(^-aja-^a*^ genuine high class workmanship
and No. 1 SHOOTING POW-

*A

-riE

ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,

St. Louis, S¥io.

SHEARS & SON,

FROSVTSTOCK.

Very quick. For woodcock and quail Nos. 1 to 4.
Packed in metal kegs of 12£ lbs. and 6£ lbs., and in
pound canisters.

The

to Orcler
OR

AUDUBON POWDER,

Barnum's Hotel

Rossin House,

W.
TOLLEY'S
FINE ENGLISH

Made

The

TPRONTING ON FOURTH, FIFTH

THE

&

J.

BREECH LOADING GUNS,

ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,

.

the great
utes from San Francisco; 200 rooms, with hot and
cold water in every room; delightful drives and splenjuly22-6m
did scenery; a favorite home for tourists.

Southern Hotel,

(§aod§.

Orange Sporting Powder.

AT THE TERMINUS OF
SITUATEDTrans-continental
Railroad; 40 min-

daily.

.

.

.

SALE—A STEAM YACHT,

FOR

55

feet long, 10& feet beam, 42 inches draught, two
cabins, a stateroom completely furnished in first-class
order, ready for use. Just the boat for a Winter trip
to Florida. The yacht has a surface condenser and
Satisfactory reasons for selling,
all improvements.
and will be sold low. Apply at this office, novi 3t

iron

WATERPIPE, E&

Magic Lantern and lOO

One-half Inch to Fourteen Tnches diameter; in
of Sustaining
lengths from 16 to 20 feet. Capable
a Pressure of 1,000 lbs, to the square lueh. Manufactured by the

From

Slides for

ANTHONY &

$lOO.
CO., 591

Broadway, N. Y., opposite Metropolitan Ho.
Chromos and Frame:?, Stereoscopes and Views
Graphoscopes, Megalemoscopes, Albums and Photo->

tel,

First

Premium at Vienna Expos

tion.

Spring.

QUALITY."

230 with No. 6

Medium and fine guns bear full name and address,
and plain guns full name and "London" only.
Each gun is numbered and the actions are stamped
with

name and

trade mark.

&

W.
O. SCOTT cfc SON, Pole makers of the
Patent Top Lever, solid, Double Locking Bolt Breech
Loader, bearing the full name of the firm. W. & C.
SCOTT & SON caution sportsmen against imitations
of their patent and name. Guns bearing the name
abbreviated, or with different initials, are hot genuine.

TRIAL OF SCOTT& GREENER'S NEW SYSTEM
OF BORING, BY THE EDITOR OF
"THE FIELD," LONDON.
(See TJie Field, January SOth, 1875.)
a comparison of the two tables it will be
seen that with Walker's shot, Messrs. Scott
guns
showed a marked superiority over Mr. Greener's,
both in average and in the highest score made. Indeed, with the left barrel, in his third shot, Mr. Scott
got a selected group pattern of 239 and a penetration
of 37, equalling the highest pattern made by Mr
Greener, and exceeding the penetration of that particular shot by eight sheets."

London
lO Great

Castle

St.,

Office:

Regent

ham

Magnificent Establishment.
A LARGE 161 TEAM OF BAY Horses—

INDESTRUCTIBLE ENAMEL.
WARRANTED.

Joln+8 are connected by our Patent Sleeve Couplings, preventing all leakage.
Specimens can be seen and obtained on application
at the Company's Offices, 8 Pemberton Square, Bqs
OcSl-lSw
ton and 78 William street New York.

_/-"V One can trot a mile in three minutes— a Brewster Clarence, Campbell Coach Harness, Blankets and
Robes, for sale at a great sacrifice. Cost over $4,000.
Can be purchased at once for $1,500. Also, a very
handsome Park Pheston, by J . R. Lawrence . Coachman wants a place. Address

r

•

x>OTlS£t

^ LEAyiTTf £
Flushing, L,

NO.

to

make

patterns of from 160 to
as desired.

SHOT AT 40 YARDS,

35

SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.

aug26-tf

Established 1780.

The Up Town

Clias.
Factory,

Depot.

Sportsman's

L, Bitzmaim
943 BROADWAY
114 Centre Street.

&

(alcove

Co.,

23d

St.)

Lang-

Hotel.

Manufactory Premier Gun Works,
Lancaster Street, Birmingham.

WHOLESALE.

Octl,6m

Remington Rifles and Shot Guns, Holabird Shooting Suits, Cartridge Vest, Belts and Poaches, implements for both muzzle and breech leading guns.
^Sportsmen's Goods and Ammunition of AH Kind**

We

take muzzle loaders in exchaage for breech
and have always some fine second-hand gno*
. , ,.,
on hand cheap
Goods sent C. O. D„ to all parts of the United

loaders,

States.

CHEMICALLY PREONE HUNDRED
Gun Swabs
any
pared Circular

on receipt of
Vermont.

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Guns, Rifles, Pistols.Fishing Tackle

Circus, near

Chief address:

Boston, Mass., and McKeesport, Pa.

Guns guaranteed

"From

au5-ly

COATED INSIDE AND OUT WITH AN

Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on apand orders may be forwarded through any
of the best housos in the States for execution in the

plication,

provements, marked on ttie rib between their name
and London address the brand— "THIS PREMIER

graphs of celebrities, x hoto-Lantern Slides a specialManufacturers of Photog raphic materials.
ty.

Awarded

National Tube Works Co.,

H.

W. & C. SCOTT & SON call attention to their
very FINEST weapon, combining all their recent im-

ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OF STEEL and the ANGLE of the BODY is left in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.

fifty cents,

sent to

R. L.

GRAVES,

address
Sunderland,

,,

._-

,

Ivory and Pearl Stocks put on Pistols. Repairing
of^fi kinds artiltlcauy^executed
Cartridges for Breech Loading Shot Guns,ye*ay
loaded, put up ia boxea of fifty, or loaded to draw.

aug5-em

FOREST AND STREAM.
r

^mneL

TJ\t

255
i8celhneoti§ t

k (Saods.

'S

A. C.

SUCCESSORS TO

Newton, N.

Kennel,

Breeding

young Pointers and Setters for
Dogs boarded and cared for in the best manner
sale.
Pedigrees guaranteed. ; dogs broken
at $5 per month.
finest strain of

The

Mar

for_$50.

an 23

Hounds for

On hand

the largest and best assortment ever exhibited in the United States. They particularly call
attention to their

Sale.

OAKLEIGH THORNE,

SETTER

months

five

dog. R. L.

old.

GRAVES.

PUPS,

Price $20 per pair. $15 per
Sunderland, Vt.
Novll 5t

nmolTsALE-A PAIR OF BLACK SET_D ter pups (male and female.) They are from
Address E.
stock, four months old.
food imported
hov25
R OBBINS, Wethersfield, Ct.

Waterproof and Mildew proof, complete
"
"
Wading Jackets

good for turkeys and partridges. Price $50: no less.
Sold on account of departure for Oregon.
J. D. THORNE, Littleton, N. C.
B o v25-3t

IRISH SETTER
REDmonths
Gipsey.
out

FIVE

PUP,

Gipsey sired by
of
Rodman's Dash, out of Fan; Fan'o dam imported.
months old, out
eight
slut,
setter
Price $35. Gordon
of Gin. Gin is out of Jmnes R. Tilley's steck, and
very hard to beat on all game. Lowest price $25.
H. B,
Full pedigree given.
Lancaster, Pa.
ll ov4
old,

VONDERSM1TH,

TpOR SALE— A LITTER OF THOR-

OUGHBRED COCKER SPANIEL PUPS.
Stock from imported; pedigree guaranteed; price $25
each. Address ROBERT WALKER, Franklin, DelaJj

ware county,

New

novl8

York.

SALE-I NOW OFFER MY
FORDERSLEEVE
BELLE

And

!F !

$20,00
6.00

Price$15.

Those desiring something light and durable for
camping purposes will find this stove exactly right;
weighs only 25 pounds; will cook for ten persons.
The ware consists of Kettle, Tea Kettie, Coffee Pot,
Fry-pan, round Tin Pan, two square Pans, Dipper,
Gridiron, Tent Collar, and eight feet Funnel Stove
Pipe, with oven that will roast 15 pounds beef, all of
which nests and packs inside of stove, which only oc-

H HOOKS.

every Variety and Style of

S

and sportsmen a most complete

Rods, Reels, Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets,
Baits, Fish Hooks, &c.

CAMP LOUNGES.

Split

Bamboo

Rods and Reels

Fly

OF THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.
Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and other fishing.

ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.

appropriate Tackle for the
Rocky Mountains and Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
the Adirondacks, &c, &c.
Parties fitted out with

BREECH AND MUZZLE LOADING

And Sportsmens' goods

of

all

GUJV8,

kinds.

Manufactured and Imported by

Bamboo, Trout and Salmon Rods and Reels

gplit

a Specialty.
Sole ImSt. Lawrence Fishing Co.
porters of Warrin's Celebrated Drilled

Agents for the

Eved Needles

4-29

IOI &

DUANE ST.. (near
New York.

103

Broadway)

cupies a space of 12x12x20 inches.

,

SALE—A THOROUGHBRED
F~OR
liver colored setter, three years old next Spring;

LINEN AND COTTON LJNES,

SILK,

HOLABIRD'S CELEBRATED SUITS.

DUNCKLEE'S CAMP ST0YES.

Y.

Millbrook, N.

rpHOROUGHBRED

X

Every variety of Salmon and Trout Flies, and Hooks
on Gut. Cutty Hunk and Pasque Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Braided Silk Lines, every size and quality of

26.

o ct7-tf

offer to dealers

TROUT, SALMON AND BASS RODS.

OF

Sired by Kirk; bred from General
Custer's stock by the late Hon. K. C. Barker, Detriot,
was by Mr. R. Hoe, Jr. "a, imported
She
out of Daisy.
Spring, out of Fanny, bred by the late Hon. K. C.
Price, boxed and delivBarker' from his old sto^k
ered at express office at six weeks old, $25 each. Will
weaned.
are
Price $50.
whelps
after
Daisy
sell

August

We

Tackle, Fishing Tackle,

Fishine

$12

FIVE DOG WHELPS

OO.
assortment of

Pontiac, Michigan.

Scotch Deer

Y.

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IK

W. H BRUMMITT,

tf

T HAVE

X

;

<Ss

11

TEN MORE FERF~ERRETS.— I HAVE
per pair.
fellows
rets ready; splendid

CLERK

48 Maiden Lane, N.

A.NrWEni.W

J.

Fishing Tackle.

Price $5.

When folded is about the size of an ordinary shawl
strapped.
light, durable, compact, and comfortable couch. Sent by express C. '>. D., $5, including
side and supporting sticks at the head. Just the thing
for the camp or lawn

A

CAMP TENTS,
for four persons, 7. 6. square, weighs 15 lbs.; Can
be packed in knapsack. Price $10. Ten feet square
for six persons, $15.

A. B. Shipley

American Dog-

street, Philadelphia.
Manufacturers of

Olialk ana Fishing- Lines.
FINE BASS AND TROUT PLY BODS.
GREENHEART WOOD a specialty.
FINE ROD MOUNTINGS.

The celebrated

Jack Lamp,
for nieht shooting and Ashing, funning rapids, lighting camp, etc.; the best light ever invented. %Q 25.

Full line of Tackle for Brook, River aud Sea FishAgents for John James & Sons' celebrated Fish
hooks and Needles.
SILVER MEDAL awarded by the FRANKLIN
INSTITUTE, 1874, "for SUPERIOR OTJA LIT Y and
FINISH of RODS and TACKLE.
Aprl-6m
ing.

tf

GIL-

If
at $150.
setter bitch
she does not prove to be a first class hunter, as well as
exreturn
her
at
breeder, xhen the purchaser can
L. R. MORRIS,
pense C. O D.
Campbell Station, Guernsey Co., Ohio.
nov!8 4t]

& Son

503 and 505 Commerce

JBfecnilPj
Made of nutritive bone and muscle making material,
and is the only portable food for dogs made in this
country. Put up in packages of 10, 25, and 100 pounds,
and warranted not to spoil in any climate. Price,
10c. per pound.

my

well broke.

a

Come and

try

318 Eighth street, Jersey City.

novl8 2t

YORK KENNEL CLUB
THE NEW the
following highly-bred dogs
offer for sale
low rates in order to

at

diminish stock:-

a handsome red 2£ years old setter, Irish
and Gordon stock; well broken. $100.
DON, a year old black Gordon, out of Mr. Belmont's

Imported brace.

$50.
Setter Puppies, black, tan

Two 9 months
out of Mr. Bennett's

THOMSON'S FISHING AND HUNTING SUITS,
best quality of

DANDY,

and white,

importtd brace, bred by Sir

Wm.

England. $50 each.
Four i months Setter Puppies, red and red and
Tvhite, from the finest stock in the kennel; cannot fail
to be good ones.
$40 each.
DOCK STEWART,
Apply to
Johnson's Station, Orange county, N. Y.
no>4
Call,

DOG ^ TRAINED.
4

GETTERS AND POINTERS TAUGHT

Hunt, Charge, To-Heel, Hieon, To-ho, and controlled by hand or whittle, for $50
Extra field practice, $50 Tricks taught. Dogs boarded
for $6 per month.
FRANKLIN SUMNER,
Brush Hill Road, Milton, Mass.
P. O. Address, Blue Hill, Mass.
Reference: Wm. R. Schaefer, gunmaker, 61 Elm
street, Boston.
novl8 6m
D.,

HAS CONSTANT-

LY on hand and

for sale, medicines adapted to
the cure of all diseases. Dealer in sporting dogs of
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable compensation.
Oct 22
No. 111 South Fifth ave., N. Y.

water-proof duck, light tan color,

especially adapted for concealment in blinds or sedge
approaching game in the woods. Light,
English style; extra
durable and very cheap.
pocket
back f or cartridges. Entire suit, $15.

m

HEGEMAN'S PORTABLE CANVAS BOATS.
BOND'S METALLIC BOATS.
MILES JOHNSON'S PIGEON TRAPS-Price,

U. S.
;

1

Camp Lounge Co., |

SEOY, H.Y.

Circulars Free. g*f

Folds Very Small.

pi
h

Hart's Metallic Shells.
The best shell ever offered to sportsmen. All sizes
on hand and made to order.
Moccasins, Oil Tanned,
for the woods three different styles. $3, $5 50 and $6.
;

"The Ampersand."
COLYIN'S CANVAS BOAT.
The most complete

portable boat constructed.

The

Can be packed ia
largest size weighs but 12 pounds.
snace of less than half cubic foot. Prices within
reach of all.
$25 00
No. 1,8 feet, weight 8 pounds
32.00
No. 2. 10 feet, weight 10 pounds
40.00
No. 3^ 12 feet, weight 12 poun ds

The Popular Sheridan Lounge, $5 plain $10 quilted,
the standard with sportsmen.
Sold at Eaton &
Co. s, 102 Nassau st., and E. S. Harris, 177 Broadway,
;

is

The Goss Revolving CartridgeHoIder

HARRIES PAPER OR METALLIC
V-'
SHELLS,

either

end up, revolves on centre

elides,

weighs but 1J pounds, and is only 1* inches
Holders flare at top so as to quickly receive
ti
tne
shells, and, being elastic, securely clasp the same.
or e £se of action and rapid shooting it excels anyt f
thing of the kind invented.
PRICE, C. O. D., $6.50.
in ordering, give the size of shells and a looseme&burement outside of vest.
_Jv8My
N. S. OOSS. Neosho Falls.Kan.
i

LITTLE NOISE. PERFECTLY SAFE.
and ready for use. $10, $12, $16. Just
the arm for first lessons by Young America in acquiring the requisite skill for a position in the Rifle Team,
sep9
and mre death to cats in the back yard.
The Phoenix Single Barrel Breech loader
1-3
gauge. Uses either Ely's paper, or Hart's meJust the article tor young sportsmen.
tallic shells.

man.
Bogardus'

New Book,

With how guns

are

"Trip to England."

made and

hints to sportsmen.

Price 50 cents.
Sole agent in New York city for J. H. Batty, U. S.
Taxidermist. N- A. birds and eggs for collectors,
Buck's heads, and game birds a specialty. Orders
filled with dispatch.
We furnish every article necessary for the outfit of
sportmen in the camp or field. Goods sent everywhere by express. Remit only by draft, Post Office
order, or registered letter to

EATOfi
102

CO.,

Sportsmen's Emporium,

P. O. Box 5,109.

No.

&

Nassau

street,

New York

City.

JOSEPH

Breech Loading Shot Guns.
The
strongest and most durable snap action
snooting qualities first-class.

LOADERS.

n-5

„^
H(m
°'

c

Apr 8-6m

new

Gun.
LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN.
Solid Breech Snap Action.
EASIEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAFE FROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.

OLH

I

N Y

EVERY SMOKE JR.

FOK,

AN INDISPENSABLE ARTICLE
FOR THh; PIPE. Pick, Spoon
and Fress combined. Can be car-

Loader, Crimper and Cap Expeller.
A LL DEVICES NECESSARY FOR

job- loading
combined

in

or re-loadmg
one instrument.

shells of

two

WALTON

tied in the pocket.
Has long
been used in Europe, and now
manufactured !* +bi« rmnn>*v <v, r
the first f rr e
Sent post-paid o 1
receipt of t>o cen^o.
^u^y-ao

calibres

Avoids the necessity

of cutting or shortening the shell foi light loads;
needs no wooden table or bench to fasten it to while
in use.
Can be taken to pieces by removing one
screw with a jack knife, and stows in a gun case.
Malleable castings, nickel plate finish. Complete for
two gauges. Price $10, boxed.
BROS.
CO., 96 Liberty street.

&

iel7-6ir>

THIS

Breech Loaders,

'

WALKER So WELCH, 2\Z Main street, Buffalo,N. Y.
Novll 3m

-

Troutdale Fish Ponds.

Spawn,

pay Large

Profits.

Railroad

Bonds and Gold bousht
on Margins* Interest Six Per
Ceut. allowed on deposits sub-

CD EX

ject to sight draft.

Buekwaiter

«fc

Co.,

Wall

Bankers and Brokers, No* 10
New York,

Street,

fry;,

of BROOK

etc.,

Trout; also Salmon Trout. Black Bass,
everythirg pertaining to fish culture.
Price lists sent upon application to

Mrs. J. H.

PIPER STEM

PIPE.

nov!8

and

SLVCR,

Blooinsbnry, N. J.

5fc

Just the Thing for Home
and Camp Use.
Supplies a want which smokers have long felt—
pipe which shall give simply the taste and odor of tobacco smoke. This pipe never accumulates rank
smelling liquid in stem or bowl, but is always clean
and sweet. The bowl and mouthpiece are permanent,
but the stem is of porous paper, to be laid aside after
a few days' use and a new one fitted. Extra stems
accompany each pipe. The price of extra stems,
when not furnished with the pipe, is as follows: Four
and a half and seven inches, 5c; twelve inches, 15c.
Sold by pipe and cigar dealers generally, or a complete
sample sent by mail for $1 by

J.
novl8

H, Hubbard,

Selling Agent, Cambridge, Mas3.

tf

'hayden^

Revolving Cartridge Belt
all

dealers.

Send

\

J

1

Fl

By CHARLES HALLOCK,
AUTHOR OF THE FISHING TOURIST.
This Is a most seasonable book for Sportsmen
rists, Invalids, and Settlers, and has been lono-

Touneeded

by Winter tourists to Florida and persons seeking settlement there. It gives a full classification of the game
and fish of the Southern Peninsula, routes of interior
and coastwise travel, the agricultural resources of the
country, and sites for settlement, hints for camninff
out, resorts for game, hotels, and such other
informaUon as will be of great benefit to visitors seeking
Honda for health, pleasure, exploration, or permanent eettlemenr.
s

348

pp.,

^

12mo. Price, SI 50.

Published »y Forest and Stream Pub-

for circular.

lishing Co.,

Columbus, Ohio
No. 17

Kay Shot Concentrating Cartridge.
No creasers, turners, or topwads required. Loads
in half the time usually required. Fifty percent.
better distribution and greater penetration secured
Send to your gun dealer for sample.
JuS-ly"™-

CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK,

And

for sale by all booksellers. Sent by mail postage prepaid, on receipt of price at office of publication.

THE AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY, AGENTS

Crystal Springs Fishery,
Randolph, Cattaraugus County,

New

York.

BROOK

TROUT EGGS FOR %Q.
2O O0O
Orders solicited and filled promptly,
o 1.2" 3m
THOMAS <fc ABBEY. Proprietors.
;

how $10

Stocks,

in this country of the

Green Heart Rods.

C.

Stock Privileges has paid aud
will

rilLL

guns. Send for circular and
*** Street* RdcixeBter »
>
*

to

CIRCULAR
CT AIT EXPLANATORY
TO $500 tested in

made.

MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
B n

Dane Breech Loading Shot

Muzzle Loaders Altered
my3 7

Manufacturer of

t>H*-

DANE,

C.

MANUFACTURER OP THE

CHAS. GREEN,

N. B.--Sole mauufacturers
celebrated
for Trout, Bass and Salmon.

Sep'.0-8m

Waterproof

tf

it.

The Piseco

HAYDEN BELT WORKS,

SOLE MANUFACTURER OF

Valparaiso, Indiana.

TACKLE
IV. Y.

£>0 Fulton St.,

FOR BREECH LOADERS.

HOL A_Bi:BE£I>'S
novlg

410 Seventh Street,
WASHINGTON, D.

29 ly

Sold by

H. Holabird,

GOAT

Apr

ever published. Send for

HENNING,

C.

Manupactukkks and Impobtebs op

free.

Flobert Rifles.

,

W.

GEO.

list

sep9

$18.00.
Special attention paid to selection of guns for gentlemen at a distance by an expert and an old sports

,-,._

The most complete

Crook & Co.,

B.

$14 per pair.

Sighted

£

and Samples

Illustrated Price List

grass, or for

to Retrieve. Point,

HENRY GARDNER, M.

J.

CORDUROY,

DL-UK,

FUSTIAN, REPELLANT,
BLUE BEAVER and FRIEZE.
Wading- Boots, Fishing- SJocking-s, Rubber Clothing* Ac.
Game Ventilating Pockets.

THEODORE MEYER,

hin.

O

DRAB

NICE PUPS AND

SALE-TWO
FOR FINE
SETTER,

Wholesale and Retail Dealer
IN
JULEP AND BRIGHT COLORED STRAWS, PICTURE FRAMES, NATURAL DYED
GRASSES,

Address P. O. Bos

40,

New

Etc.
Utrecht,

N, Y,

BREECH

LOADING

SHOT

GUN,

PRICES, $50.00 TO $250.00.
Muzzle Loading Guns Altered tc Breecli
Loading.
AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD'S SHOOTING SUITS
«*-»«.

Clark

Send

for Circular.

&;

Sneiden

81 ^W. I?ratt st., Baltimore.

—

1

,

FOREST AND STREAMS

256

WIN.CHESTEK KEPEATING EIFLE.

Sectional

Yiew

of Rifle with Set Lock.

Position of parti after firing

The

Strength of

The

Parts,

its

all

Simplicity of

The

Rapidity of

impossibility of accidental discharge in loading

The

Construction,

its

its

commend

it

Fire,

to the

attention of all

have use for a Rifle for Defense, Hunting, or Target shooting.
For

Illustrated

Pamphlet and Price

List, address

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS

SPORTING PRESENTS

TARGET
Loading* Mifles.

MILITARY, SPORTING, HUNTING AND

Breech

IN

CO.,
NEW HAVEN,
19 Maiden Lane, 30

A SPECIALTY.

Solid Silver

Double

Pocket Flasks,

Shot Gun and Rifle Combined.
Repeating-*
RevolYitig»

FOR GENTLEMEN.

Cigar Stands,
Cigarette Cases,
Cigar Lighters,
Match Boxes,
Ash Stands,
Tobacco Boxes,
Snuff Boxes,
Ale Tankards,
Claret Pitchers,
Paper Knives,
Carver Sets,
Inkstands.
DESIGNS AND ESTIMATES FUENISHED.

AND

Derringer

W.

&

C.

BOND STREET,

SEND
For Treatise

Vest

and.

ON

Shooting,
Illastrat'd. Catalogues
«fcc, to
llifle

Pocket Pistols.

CARTRICES,
&C.y &C,

REMINGTON & SONS,
281 and 283 Broad-way.

E.

&cP.

O.

Box 3994.

WESTERN BRANCH,

237

N. Y.

HERIilMER

ILION,

Nos.

&

Harvey's

2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7,

and

8

TRIAL. OF 1873.

Report of Gun Trial sent on application.

AGENTS:

1

3 rFaneuil
makes:—

,

Greener, Westley Richards,
Also all other
Webley, Remington. Moere, &c.
Loading; Gun, $25 up.
Muzzle
Scott
A genuine
Maynard, Ballard, Remingtonand Sharp's Rifles.
Rifles $181
Sporting
"Ballard's breech loading
Bogardus New Book— 50 oeuts, by mail.
Bussey's Gyro Trap, for shooting practice.
Fine Fishing Hods and Tackle.
Fine Bronze Yacht Guns on mahogany carriages,
Complete, as furnished the Tsew York and Boston
Ya^t Squadrons. SEND FOR CIRCULARS.
1

Cedar

Your attention is called to
GOODS OIL TAN NED MOCthe best

thing ever

worn by sportsmen. No
injured by wetting and
drying— always soft and
easy to

the

feet,

and

VERY DURABLE—being made

of the very best of
stock in three different styles, and warranted the gen-,
before offered
anything
nine article, different from
Illustrated Circular and Price List free.

FRANK GOOD,

1 209

Elm

st.

ON THE MOST APPROVED PRINCIPLE,
of BREECH LOADING work effected.

imd all kinds

Mortimer & Kirkwood.
Botton, Mass
U SLM
Sfereet,

HOLABIRD'S Shooting SUITS,
•

Patent

Manchester.

THEAMERICA1N

Novll-2m

Til OUT.

Charlestown,

New

BIRDS.
Cartridge Test.
100

This Vest affords ;the best arrangement yet invented for carryThe weight is
ing cartridges.
so evenly distributed that it is
Cartridges can be
scarcely felt.
carried
with the heads down In
this vest, which is of great importance when brass shells are used,
:ib
when carrving them with thfi
head up the weight of the shot often forces the wad forward, when
ia
bad shooting is the result.
measurement around the chest.
PRICE $7.50.

BL4CK BASS IN SEAMW.

PONDS,

Hamr>«nire.

ordering

TDl

send

AGENTS FOR THE

Fishing Pants,
Leggings and Boots,

Union Metallic Cartridge Company's Ammunition,

WARRANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET.
SRND FOR CIRCULAR.

RUBBER CAMP
BLANKETS, $1,200 PROFIT ON $T00.
COMPLETE
Sporting &

Camping Outfits
AND—

N .jL

India Rubber Goods of Every Description*

D.

HQDGMAN
& CO..
27 M UDENL

THIS
MADECALLS.

MONTH BY

PUTS

Invest according to your means.
brougnca
$10, $50 or $100 in Stock Privileges, has
vim
small fortune to the careful investor. We ad
run
when and how to operate safely. Books with a*"i
mall
information sent free. Address orders by
CO.,
telegraph to

and

BAXTER &

Novll-6m

Bankers and Brokers,

17

W

all st.,

IN.J^

Send for Price

€111
r ^/

«P

CONTESTED INTO BEEECH LOADERS,

Chicago,

DIXONS & H A VVKSLE Y'S SHOOTING TACKLE
»
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,
BUSSEY'S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP

COLD SPRING

street.

ortsmen!
CASINS,

& SONS,
WM. READ
Hall Sq. Boston.

61

New York,
Agent for U. S. America.

sep9-eow

WINNERS OF THE GUN

street,

Trout Eggs

Superior Rifle, and Col

W. STITT,

WESTLEY

WITH CASE. AND

Hawker's Ducking.

Genuine Breech Loaders.

State

O. S. T. I\

DIAMOND GRAIN.

3

&

WEBLEY &

Black's

SPORTING GUNPOWDER.
Curtis

&

CO., N. Y.

ENGLISH

SCOTT & SONS

AGENTS

for the following celebrated makers:
W.
C. SCOTT
SONS (winners at the International Gun Trial of 1873): J. P. CLABROUGH &
BRO.; P.
SONS, and

RICHARDS.
111.

Armory and Manufactory,

THE CORHAM COMPANY,
NO. 1

Guns.

Shot

Barreled

Single

& 22 John street, N. Y.

BREECH LOADING GUNS

ALSO

and

CONN.

W. MERIDE®!, CONN.
Special attention is given to first-class. work. Extra
sketches and DOG PORTRAITS cut to order, by
sending photographs. JACOB GLAHN, Manager,
Formerly Sunt, of Parker Bros. Engraving and Orna-

mental Department,

Feb 11

9

List.
1 NE, N.Y
(t^(\ <k~l(\(\ Shares in Wall street
^P*M/? tJU'Jl/ often leads to fortune.

Send for a copy of the Wall Street Review and
Pamphlet, showing the various methods of operating. J. HICKLING & CO
Bankers and Brokers,
72 Broadway. N. Y.
Dec 28
,

AAA

Invested in Stocks and
(felA 'W
trk &1
ipAjlMJO Gold pays 200 per cent

$!"

a month.

Pamphlet free.
er«,gW*Uatreet.N. Y.

Tumbridge

& Co., Bank-

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
For the coming drawings, commencing January

we have reduced the

Whole, $20;

h

prices of tickets as follows:

$10;

h

$5;

1-5,

oca,

W

1-10, $2; 1-20 $1.
Drawings take place every seventeen Days. «*»
We are prepared to fill all orders. Circulars
npon application. Highest price paid for Spanish Ban*
CO.,Bankers,
bfils, CSovernments,
II Wall at., fltew ¥©***
P/O. BOX4.448.

M. TAYLOR *

Terms, Five Dollars a Year.
Ten Cents a Copy.

NEW

)

j

YORK, THURSDAY. DECEMBER

For Forest and Stream.

There are various streams in this vicinity, and I fished
them with success. Starting off in the morning
with horse and chaise, and wading for six hours together
at a time, surrounded with animating scenery, I would return with choice treasure and that cheerful happiness which
only anglers know. I fished in the Saco and caught certain whitefish and nondescripts, but missed there my favorites.
I fished at Jackson, some five miles north of Conway, where the Ellis River branches east and west, and
there found special, great success, filling my basket to the
brim not only, but with larger tenants than I had elsewhere
found. This place received its name from Old Hickory,
severai of

§rip to th% $$hifc cffonntHinB.

WHO

has not visited the White Mountains, except
who ought to visit them, and others who
ought not? In writing on this subject I feel that I have to
do with familiar things, and cannot hope to impart information, save only in respect to the peculiarities of my own
The
visit and the impressions of personal experience.
mountains are evermore the same, as is also the granite of
New Hampshire; but as no two individuals are alike, so
neither are the circumstances of any two excursions. The
elements which compose a lovely landscape are few and
easily numbered; but the light and shade which fall on
them are ot infinite variety. The season, the object in
view, the modes of travel, the disposition or occupation of
the traveler, alike affect, and dissimilarly, the charcter of a
visit to any locality.
I propose only to review the peculiarities, or, if you please, eccentricities of my own excurthose

because all its voters voted solidly for him.
Mt. Washington, snow-crowned and attractive, was continually in view, and I looked forward, hoping for nearer
and more intimate acquaintance. Bidding a reluctant
farewell to Conway, on the 17th of June I rode onward to
the Glen House, fascinated all the way with the sublimity
of surrounding scenery, pausing at the Glen Ellis Falls and
the Crystal Cascade, whose white waters descended leaping,
laughing, exulting in their course, and noon found me at
the base, not of the royal, but the republican Mt. Washington. It had been my inteniion to rest at the Glen House
till morning, but looking upward I beheld the summit
bathed in golden sunlight; and not willing to risk a certainty, as I regarded it, for an uncertainty with respect to
the weather, I determined to make ascent the same after*
noon; so at 3 o'clock I commenced the "going up." It
was very warm below, but I knew well what rough cold
breezes the evening shades and airy heights had in store

region named, to fix them more permanently in
remembrance, at the same time inviting the company of

sion to the

your readers.

At the close of May, 1862, I
dence for
ity,

Not

left

the city of

my

resi-

North Conway, to pass a few weeks in that vicin-

may be regarded

It

that I

as a peculiarity that I went alone.
would not gladly have welcomed agreeable com-

panionship, but that I long since learned the advantages of

I have often gone alone on these exunmindful of the poetic truth-

not being dependent.
cursions, not

There

is

society

me; so wearing my lightest coat, but having on my
arm the heaviest one, I proceeded slowly on. I was fully
resolved to enjoy the occasion at all events, and as I was
not ascending on a wager, would not be in a hurry. There
was a good carriage way all the way, so that two carriages
for

where none intrudes,

but also as one of two, of three, of four, of eight, of thir-

In circumstances and on all occasions I have gathered
only delight, enjoyment, pleasure, health, abounding satisfaction but it is not always practicable to secure companionship to go just where you wish to go, and when I frequently find congenial society, if not fraternity, at the

ty.

;

might pass each other or move abreast— but railroad conveyance was in the future: I discovered after awhile that
the mountain was on fire, or that fire was on the mountain,
and at one point heaid a crackling at my right, which

place of destination, and never have felt the ennui in the
woods of lonesome solitary hours. I pursued a ziz-zag
course en route, proceeding by rail up to Rutland, then
down and across Vermont to Bellow's Falls, then straight
up the Connecticut to White River Junction, then east by
rail to Lake Winnipiseogee, where I took private conveyance to North Conway.
God and nature have done much
for this delightful station, but man has accomplished very*
little. «Fine prospects break upon the view in all directions.
There lies the charming valley of the Saco in rich

rae of danger, I perceived that a large tree, burnt
asunder near the roots, was about to fall directly across

warned

path. Instead of retreating, I hurried up and forward
when turning, I saw the tree lying at full
length upon the road I was going up, and on I went, stopping at the springs which I was so glad to welcome, and
other places, not only for rest, but to take a progressively
higher view of the magnificent panorama which lay spread
beneath. X met several parties and individuals coming
down, and held converse with them respecting the realms
above. In one instance we met where there is a sharp angle in the road. After scraping acquaintance for a few
moments with each other, they descended while I went up,

my

for a space,

with towering hills and granite curiosiThere is the lofty pyramidal Kearsarge Mountain,
surmounted at the time referred to, with indications of an
house founded on rock indeed, but given to the winds.
There is the Crystal Horse and Diana's Bath, so called, not
because "Great is Diana of the Ephesians," or because
Diana ever bathed there, but because .1 reconnoitered all
these grounds to my heart's content, passing several weeks
among them most enchantedly. I visited Diana's Bath and
filled my basket full of her precious little trout.
stream
comes down there over a granite base, which in the course
of ages has scooped out large basins filled with water,
ready for an humble washing.
I ascended the Kearsarge
Mountain to its very apex, first through the woods till I
could look down on them, and then forward over bare
rocks, and only rocks, till finally I had to climb almost perpendicularly upward; but I paused not until I stood six
feet higher than the highest step of that bleak, demoralized, crazy building.
Nor did I stop even there; for to my
surprise and delight I beheld on the heights beyond, apparently accessible, a summit lake, which I thought to visit,
and descended on the farther side for the purpose; but the
more I traveled the farther off it seemed to be, till satisfied

perspective, begirt
ties.

but in such directions that we repeatedly signalled to each
other and exchanged salutations, waving handkerchiefs
when we were a mile apart. Higher up my path lay through
snow, which a dozen men were seeking with their shovels
I could extend my hand without stooping and
to remove.
take up the snow. Long ere I reached this elevation I had
felt the need of my other coat, buttoning it over the first,
and had secured my hat so that no sudden gust should
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by an optical illusion I had miscalculated the distauce, my sober second thought was to retrace my steps.
§ Need I say that I felt abundantly repaid for all my effort
and exertion? Looking down on the plains below, reposijjing in sunlight, the lovely valley of the Saco, like another
Jordan, the quiet village of North Conway, and even on
I surrounding peaks, excuse me if I thought of Moses on the
height of Pisfiah and the borders of tha promised land.
f
1

blow

The route became steeper and more
and more breezy, darker, drearier, but
struggled on, till five hours were passed, when at 8
far

it

steep,

away.

colder

I
o'clock, turning a short round,

still

Top House and

a

man

entering

I dimly descried the Tipit

with wood.

You may

believe that I followed him.

After a friendly chat and supper I went to bed—but not
to sleep, only to lie awake and listen to the supernVi roar.
Thinking what a terrible thing it would be to travel in the

Tip-Top House to the bottom of Tuckerman's ravine, and
all in the dark, I arose and sought the housekeepers for

that as

"Oh! this is not much of a blow," said one,
calm assurance remanded me to my bed till mornThen I thought it rained; but we were in the clouds,
ing.
and fierce winds drove them against the fortified window
panes with the effect of rain. When full daylight appeared I arose, opened the front door, and shut it again in

consolation.

f,

and
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his

& hurry.

The

adjoining ravine seemed, or steamed, like
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an immense -cauldron, whence boiling water was sending
up hot vapor as from a hell. I inquired what proportion of those who attained the summit to see the sun
rise were so gratified, and was answered, about one in
nine.
"Mount Washington," wrote Daniel Webster in
the "Record Book," "I have traveled far and toiled to see
you, and you have given me a cold reception." My experience was much the same. However, about 10 o'clock
the clouds withdrew, and I was favored with an extraordinary prospect. For miles around I looked down on the
summits of surrounding peaks, which appeared like strange
excrescences on Mother Earth. I gazed in the direction
where Portland lay, but did not see it satisfactorily, and
recalled the Byronic sentiment,

He who ascends to mountain tops will find
The loftiest peaks most wrapt in clouds and snow.

There are, or were, two houses on this height; one the
Summit, cabled clown firmly and used only as a dormitory,
the other a little higher, and so called Tip-Top, used chiefI heard there of a proly for reception and a dining hall.
jected barn, to the end that the house might be supplied
with milk. These houses of course, or properly, were only
one low story high. I climbed ambitiously to the topmost
rock and stood the highest man in all New England— 6,226
Having seen all that was
feet above the level of the sea!
to be seen and bade adieu, I made a descent upon the Glen
House much faster than I came up, and reached it safely,
having accomplished probably once for all in life, an eightmile climb a feat which I am not anxious to undertake
There I learned that the guests had been enteragain.
tained the previous night in gazing on the burning moun-

—

tain below, all lighted up with fires, while we, in our serene elevation and retirement, heard or saw nothing of it.

H:>w nature inclines to cluster her attractions. I have
often thought of this in the Adirondacks. Where mountains are there are also lakes, islands, forests, deer and
All these, with streams,
trout, and there the eagles fly.
falls, rocks and springs are clustered together, instead of
being distributed. So here Mt. Washington, grand enough
to stand alone, sustaining solitary dignity, is accompanied
by other presidential heights but little inferior in their own
majesty; Adams, Jefferson, Madison, Monroe and FrankNor
lin are well represented with classical monuments.
only so; for a pleasant drive, at times under beetling crags
and lofty ridges, opens to view all the attractions of the
Notch. Another leads onward to Franconia, and the natural wonders gathered around the Profile House; the high
perpendicular Eagle Rock, the Old Man of the Mountains,

with stern features set like flint; the Pool, the Basin, and
the Flume. Who that has visited this favored region but
has felt heart and miud expand, as well as lungs, under the
influence of its inspirations, and realized with profound
convictions, that
CTtica,

God

alone

Oct. 28th, 1875.

is

Amateur.

great?
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Race Between a Locomotive and a Deer.—A few
days since the engineer of a train on the Honesdale Branch
of the Erie Railway saw a deer jump from the woods in
front of the locomotive onto the track. Putting on steam
a lively chase ensued, until, being too closely pressed the
deer leaped over a ledge of rocks into the Lackawana
River. It escaped into the woods, but was followed by
Ed. Malone, an old hunter, and his sons. Malone succeeded in killing it in Big Tink Pond, five miles from
where it jumped into the river. Its saddles weighed over
200 pounds.
«»« »'

—In

eastern
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-

North Carolina they make pine top and China

berry and tangle-foot whiskey—three grades. The first
enables one to see things as clear as he can see a fox squirrel in a tall pine; the second makes one mistake a pride of
China tree for a grape vine, and the third enables one to
go through a tangle of the densest cat briers without mind-

ing the mortification of the flesh
+.«,

—

.or

clothes.

—The Northern Railway of Canada is now open the
whole distance, from Toronto to Gravenhurst, on Muskoka.
Lake. It will eventually be pushed to Lake Nipissing,

.
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FOREST AND STREAM.

THE WEST TWENTY YEARS

AGO.

To giTe the rising generation of sportsmen a glimpsa of what the chivalrous old sportsmen of twenty yeara ago, when "Frank Forester"
(Herbert) and other genial writers, contributed to tho sporting press, I
have compiled a sample sketch, showing Minnesota as a territory, and
the resort of buffalo and elk. The suggestions
sound, and worthy of consideration.

Mendota, Minnesota

of.

"Hal-a-Dacotah 1 ' are

Fred.

Territory,

My old Friend Porter:—

Aug.

28, 185G.

I have it from undoubted authority that you are about to
sever your connection with the old ^Spirit," with a view to
the establishment of another sporting paper to meet the
peculiar wants and wishes of that fast animal, "Young
America." As one of your old friends and correspondents
I greet you heartily, and wish you a full measure of success in the new enterprise; and although many long months
have passed since "Hal-a-Dacotah" last paid his respects
to your readers, he must now occasionally lay aside the
cares of business and dress up for Porter's Spirit some of
his experiences in the field.
It is high time that our sporting friends, who in days of
yore were wont to commune together through the medium
of the Spirit of the Times, should do their part in restoring
field sports to their ancient popularity, and unite with their
brethren of the trigger throughout the country in putting
down the miserable pot hunting practices which, unless
soon repressed, will result in the extinction of the game of
America. True, the onward march of civilization, the
heavy and ceaseless tramp of the tens of thousands of
white men who are seeking a home in the far West, necessarily results in forcing the larger animals, such as the buffalo and elk, farther and farther toward the Stony Mountains, to be met and finally exterminated by the pale faces
from the Pacific. But so much more desirable is it, therefore, that the deer and smaller quadrupeds and the feathered game should be protected from wanton slaughter by
stringent laws, enforced by an enlightened public opinion.
It is disgusting to every lover of fair play to witness the
ravages committed by the pot hunter, who coolly murders
the deer by torchlight from a dug out or canoe during the
Summer months, or who entraps the grouse and the quail
In his villainous nets for the sake of filthy lucre.
Let the
game, in the proper season, be open to every one alike, to
be destroyed in a legitimate way, for I am in favor of the
largest liberty in that respect, and opposed to all enactments in favor of any privileged class but no meAber of
the community should be permitted to slaughter wild animals the flesh of which, when in season, is designed for
the food of man, at a period of the year when it is unfit for
that purpose. I charge you, friend P., "and you love me,"
to rebuke and denounce the whole tribe of pestiferous animals who sport in the lives of little birds merely to gratify
a propensity for useless shedding of blood, and who crawl
stealthily upon a covey of grouse or bevy of quail which
are huddling closely together on a fence rail on a cold December day, merely to boast of having massacred a host of
his shivering and unsuspecting prey at a single shot.
If
chronicled at all, such a performance should be stigmatized
as a disregard of manly sport, and as displaying on the
part of the actor a total want of kindly and humanizing
;

instincts.

Having now vented

my wrath,

which has been bottled

up for a proper occasion, je reviens a mes moutons. In our
happy and beautiful Territory, where we have no bloody
Kansas scenes to deplore, there yet roam the buffalo and
elk, but they are gradually retiring before the avalanche of
white settles who are precipitating themselves upou us. "It
is probable that many of your readers have but a faint perception of the process by which the mighty northwest is
transformed from a wilderness into a populous State in an
incredibly short space of time. Let them picture to themselves a magnificent prairie, studded with fine lakes and
interspersed with luxuriant groves of oak and other timber, with a camp composed of conical skin lodges in the
distance, and a troop of daring Dacotah horsemen, accompanied by a single white man (your friend Hal), urging the
chase of a herd of buffalo. Let them regard that as a true
scene of 1850, or even later, and then asit them to call up
the same landscape in 1856, and from the picture will have
vanished Indian men, women, and childen, buffalo, dogs,
and lodges, leaving the solitary white man to gaze with
amazement, not untinged with melancholy, upon thriving
villages, countless farms, teeming with laborers engaged
in securing the abundant harvest, and all the other evidences
of happiness and comfort which characterize the settlements of juvenile America. Let them conceive the whole
vast area of 160,000 square miles, a very small part of
which they have looked upon, as containing six thousand
whites, all told, in 1850, and of that same area six years
later with a population of two hundred thousand of the
prime men, women, and children of the whole land, and
they will be able to realize to some extent how Minnesota
has been changed, as by the wand of a magician, and how
infant communities of the "Great West"
it is that the
spring into full strength and manhood almost as instantaneously as armed Minerva from the head of Jove.
To an old hunter like myself, accustomed to the solitude
of forest and prairie, these changes are, as I have before
hinted, not unattended with the lingering regret which we
feel when some fair but wild vision disappears suddenly
from our enraptured view. The Indians with whom 1
lived and hunted for so many years— where are they? The
powerful and haughty tribe of Dacotahs, who possessed
the fair land, and boasted that they were, and ever would
remain, its only masters what is their fate? Turn to the
history of the Six Nations, and of the other bands, whose
graves are numberless on both sides of the Alleghanies,
and you will need but little aid from the imagination to
enable you to reply correctly to such interrogatories. Broken treaties and unperformed promises on the part of the

—

Government, and the presence of a power which the

In-

dians feel their inability to resist, these are but a repetition
of the old story, and the humbled and degraded Dacotahs
can look for no redress of their grievances on this side of
the "spirit land." Their country has passed into the possession of a race who can appreciate its beauties and develop its riches, and my only regret is that the Government,
and its agents have failed to use the opportunities presented
to them, to place the poor Indians in a position to be treated
kindly and fairly, and to be protected in the possession of
the rights secured to them by solemn treaty.
But I will no longer pursue a strain so lugubrious. Let
us leave the settlement of these questions in the hand ©f
the Great Father of all.
Since the removal of the larger game from my old hunting grounds, I have been ©bilged, to content myself with

I am now paying due attention to the
which are full fledged and numerous. As they are
deprived of life secundum artem, I imagine the poor things

The fire was low and I saw I must have
"Fred," said I, "what's the matter."
time.
"Matter, why that confounded skunk has been here and
woke me up by sticking his cold nose in my face. Hark!
there he is now." I could plainly hear some animal making through the woods less than thirty yards off. On he
revolver, and determined to fire as
came. I cocked
soon as I got a chance. Out from the shadow of the great
I saw him scarce twenty feet off.
tree trunk he came.
The hammer of my revolver came down and I was out on
"Fred, you galloot, it's the
the ground in an instant.
didn't you
hound; come here, Phil; lie down, sir.
look for the dogs before you woke me?" "Well," said
Fred, dryly, "let him try it on you and see what you 11
look for. Put some more wood on the fire and come to
bed." In I went again, and as we lay dozing something
between a scream and a shriek came sharply through
the woods. I had never heard anything like it before. It
seemed to come from all sides at once. It lasted perhaps
twenty seconds, and when it ceased it seemed as if aU life
went with it— nothing breathed, nothing moved, when suddenly the familiar who-who-who-o-o of an owl came loudly
down from a lofty tree top. I knew then what it was, but
never before had I heard the shriek the great barred owl
gives over its freshly captured prey. For some time we
lay awake discussing the singing powers of the barred
owl, but finally dropped off, and slept undisturbed till
morning. An hour before daylight we were astir. Coffee
was made and wT e breakfasted. The first glimmer of dayIt was Fred's turn at the paddle,
light found us afloat.
and mine at the gun. The east was growing rosy, and the
heavy mist over the river beginning to lift. As I strained
my eyes to see as far as possible, two ducks came out of
the shadows of the left bank and swam quickly down
stream about fifty yards in advance of us. 1 gave a slight
hitch to the canoe, the signal for caution. The paddle is
handled with skill— put well under the water before the
force is put on, and withdrawn from the water so as to
make no splash. All was quiet. Presently, about thirty
yards ahead, appeared a solitary duck, swimming down
silent sweep
stream. I tapped the starboard gunwale.
of the paddle checked the canoe and pointed her bow to
Bang! The duck dove like a Hash. The canoe
the right.
Here he is. Fred gave him a shot, but the
started again.
nimble bird was under water before the shot reached him.
He is headed down stream, and means to take his longest
dive and then take wing. Down stream we go. There he
"Op went my breech loader, and at
is, and on the wing.
long shot
the report he fell into the water a dead duck.
picked him up, and he
full forty yards.
for No.
proved to be a pintail. After changing places, I taking
the paddle, we proceeded down the stream. Just below
the next bend we came upon the two ducks we had seen
before, and Fred killed them both with one barrel. They
proved to be wood duck, one a drake in full plumage.
little farther down stream we were each obliged to take a
paddle, as there was a rapid to be run. Once over that we
proceeded on down the river, getting no more shots at ducks
until noon, when we landed, and after luch went on a short
separated and started up a hillside. Soon
shoot.
"mark-mark" from Fred and a yelp from Phil, then bang,
and I heard Fred's voice saying, "I've got that guffer." A
little farther on, in a thick hazel copse, Flash put up some
quail, but no shots were fired, as the thick cover reached
three feet above our heads. In the next field I whistled
up Flash and sent him into a suspicious looking clump of
bushes. Ha! I thought so. Out pops a rabbit, and jumping a stone wall, takes across the open field, while the dog
stands with his fore paws on the wall looking after him.
Bang, bang! and at the second report Mr. Bun turns a

less exciting sport.

looked around.

grouse,

slept

pass out of existence with a feeling of consolation that
they have been dealt with scientifically and artistically, and
not been subjected to the tender mercies of the mere pot
hunter. The season for deer and water fowl is fast advancing, and I hope I shall be about when the time comes.
Ducks of almost every variety are abundant in this region
in the Spring and Fall.
I recollect that when I was in
your sanctum on one occasion several years [ago, some
wiseacre insisted, in my presence, that no veritable canvas
backs were ever to be found so far inland as the Upper
Mississippi.
I intimated in my civil way that the gentleman was mistaken, and when I returned home I took some
pains to prove my assertion by knocking over a few individual canvas backs and forwarding to our friend "Frank
Forester" a male and female, duly prepared, and it is quite
possible they are still to be found at "The Cedars." If you
hereafter have the question mooted in your hearing whether
we have or have not the simon pures, please refer the
doubters to "Frank," who will carefully exhibit the
proofs.

But this rambling epistle has already been extended beyond proper limits, and I close by repeating my hearty
wishes for the full success of Porter's

Spirit.

Thine, as of

Hal-a-Dacotah.
N. B. Since the foregoing was committed to paper, I
have received the first number of Porter's Spirit, and have
perused it clear and well printed pages with great satisfaction.
Really, it "out Herods Herod," and I almost shrink
from thrusting myself forward into so brilliant a galaxy of
correspondents, with "Frank Forester" at the head. However, my modesty goes to the wall for the nonce, and I
must try to do better by and by.
old,
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For Forest and Stream.

CANOE CRUISING.
^VERY

pleasant episode, indeed, in the life of one
spends six of every seven days in the city is a
seventy mile canoe cruise in the first week of November.
Yes, November is the month; then all game is in season,
the nights are cool and frosty, and one may sleep even in
New Jersey bogs without fear of chills. Dead leaves are
at hand to start a fire or make a bed, and mosquitoes are
Reader, if you
not, to make such a bed uncomfortable.
have never enjoyed a canoe, cruise begin to make preparations ;or next season. It is now too late to be afloat.
Choose some river that you are a little acquainted
Take a good map and compass, and above all a
with.
good companion. Take a canoe of not over one hundred
pounds weight, and start prepared to overcome all obstaYou will never regret it. The Passaic River is not
cles.
noted for ils scenery. Running as it does most of its length
through a low, level country, it is not particularly attractLiving within three miles of this
i re to the sportsman.
river, my friend Fred H. and 1 concluded to take a trip
from Newark to Chatham. In February, 1874, we commenced to build our canoe; the last week in March saw it
completed. It was thirteen feet long by twenty-eight
inches wide, built of half inch pine, and would weigh
about eighty pounds. In April, 1874, we cruised up the
river to Chatham, a distance of about seventy miles, in
four days. Three of these days were rainy, consequently
little shooting was done, though we did bag a few snipe.
On the 3d of November last we started on our return down
the Passaic. About four o'clock in the afternoon we
rounded a bend in the river and sighted our old camping
The boat was run alongside the steep bank, the
place.
blankets and provisions hoisted out, and eamp speedily
prepared. Everything looked natural, and a fire was soon
We gathered dead leaves and covblazing in the old spot.
ered a spot five by seven feet to the depth of a foot or
more; over these we spread a large rubber blanket, putting
logs along the sides to keep it in place.
This was our bed,
and a good one it was. A few strokes of the axe provided
wood enough to last all night, as the weather had been dry
and there was plenty of dead wood at hand. By this time
darkness, which at this season of the year quickly follows
the setting of the sun, had drawn a curtain round us, and
the only things discernible outside of the circle of light
were the branches and trunks of the great trees clearly deThen came supper seasoned
fined against the blue sky.
with fatigue and hunger— corned beef, bread and butter,
chocolate and toast; not sliced bread, dried over a slow
fire, but a chunk broken from the loaf and quickly roasted
between two bright blazes. Toast made in this way, broken up and eaten with good butter, in the woods, is most
Supper over, the provision chest is repacked,
delicious.
and all made snug for the night. The dogs are fed and

who
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told to lie down at the foot of the bed.
The blankets are
spread out near the fire to warm, and stories are told till
sundry motions of the under jaw admonish us that it is
time to turn in. The guns, in their waterproof covers, are
The blaakets are spread out,
laid alongside of the bed.
and we carefully get beneath them and tuck ourselves in.
1 had just fallen asleep when a slight shake and a low spoken "hist" awoke me. I turned to Fred for an explanaHe said, listen. I did so, and plainly heard some
tion.
animal raking over the dead leaves in the vicinity of our
provision chest. I looked at the foot of the bed both
dogs were there and asleep. Now, when in the woods,
snug in bed, you do hate to get up, for you know that it
will take at least fifteen minutes to get settled again, and
ten to one if you can arrange the blankets then to your
Well, though we hated to, we got up. Fred took
liking.

—

.

a large firebrand from the fire and I drew my revolver. As
we made in the direction of the retreating animal, Fred
said "call the dogs." I replied, "No, maybe it's a skunk,
don't go too near." As I said this Fred was on the point
of making a dart at the unknown with his firebrand.
My
words stopped him, but not the brand, which he hurled at
the luckless skunk. The flaming stick tore through a small
bush and landed in a pile of dead leaves, scattering them
in all directions and setting them on fire.
It was now a
fire hunt, and we had some trouble extinguishing those
dozen fires; but at last it was done, and the cause of the
trouble consigned to the camp fire. As we came up the
dogs looked at us as if to ask what we had been about.
More fuel was added to the fire, and we turned in for the
for the second time. I for my part was soon asleep.
I
must have slept nearly two hours when I was awakened by
a tremendous dig in the ribs. As I started up, Fred cried
4
out, 'Where's your revolver quick. ° That useful weapon
was at once produced. I raised myself ©a my el&ows and
;

some

my
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double somersault and strikes the ground dead. I discovered the bulk of my first load of shot lodged in a fence rail,
which satisfactorily accounted for my miss. We returned
At four
to the boat and proceeded on down the river.
o'clock we selected a place, and, drawing the boat upon
shore, took our guns and looked up a good spot for our
camp. We had scarcely gone twenty yards when Flash
put up a black duck near Fred, who dropped him in good
style with my gun, which he happened to bave in his hand
As the weather was threatening, we decided
at the time.
It was accordingly filled with
to sleep in our canoe.
leaves, over which a blanket was spread, while over the
whole, boat and all, the rubber blankets were arranged
by the help of two crotches and a sapling, so as to form a
pretty good roof, A supply of firewood was cut, then,
taking our guns, we went prospecting. We got a good supply of birch bark for torches, but no game. We ate a
hearty supper and turned in. The night passed without
incident.
At daylight the next morning we had a warm
breakfast, after which we launched the canoe and proceed-.
ed on our voyage. We reached Pine Brook at eleven
o'clock without seeing a duck.
We went to the little store
and post office combined, 'mailed our letters, and obtained
a fresh supply of bread. At one o'clock we went ashore.
After lunch we tried shooting. Though we .were more
than an hour we saw not even a meadow lark. Down the

As we rounded a bend Fred drew in his padriver again.
mallard duck was coming up
dle and seized his gun.
the river on the wing. Fred gave him a shot, but old mallard had seen us in time and got away with a whole skin.
I fired a shot into a passing flock of blackbirds and killed
At the lowlands opposite
three, which we ate for supper.
Horse Neck I went ashore with Flash. He put up two
black ducks from a swale. I marked them down in a sim-

A

ilar

place about five

hundied yards away.

Fred and

1

started to stalk them, but a farmer was before us, so we
took positions behind stumps aud awaited further developments. The farmer crept cautiously along, but the ducKJ
were wild, and thougli he fired where they got up he did
no harm. As they passed me, at about eighty yards, l
sent them
compliments in the shape of an Ely gun cartridge, which produced no effect.
We reached our olu

my

camping place (where we spent a night on the way up) at
half past four o'clock, and worked hard to get camp ready

ana
slept in the boat, rigged as before,
before dark.
passed a very comfortable night, though Fre^tomplamea
ana
in the morning that Flash had laid on his foot all night
bemorning
next
half
was
six
past
twisted his big toe. It
fore we were fairly off. We went down to Two Bridges,
naa
where we were obliged to run a rapid, the worst we
wen*
yet passed. About a mile below Two Bridges I
a
ashore with Flash. I sent him into the bushes along
myshOi
at
fence, when out flushed a woodcock, which,
Fred came
fell into the river and was picked up by Fred.
ashore, and we proceeded to beat out the cover thoroughly*

We

one of which Fred kiheoaowfr
I Ired a double shot at the other and missed. On

We put up two more woodcock,

/
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Falls.
the river to Little

I

went ashore

after

some

cider,

dropped a grey squirrel from a
and while I was gone Fred
bank. After disposing of the cider we
tree on the river
placed
went ashore and caught a red squirrel alive.
for want of a better place, in my gun cover, and the
holes through the waterproof
voting rascal gnawed several
As we could not keep him, we let him go.
cloth.
carried our canoe and baggage to the top of tu© high river
Dinner over, we embank, and then ate a hearty dinner.
barked on the Morris canal with a pull of twenty miles beportage around Stonehouse Plain.
fore us, including a
Ii was dark
passed through Paterson at half past two.
when we got over Stonehouse Plain. On the canal I shot
bat to stuff. It was nearly eight o'clock,
a kingfisher and a
and pitch dark, when we reached Sunfish pond, the end of
our trip by canoe, though we had a three mile tramp before
We reached home before nine o'clock, rather tired.
USi
The next day we agreed in saying we should like to try it

We

Mm

We

We

Magca.

again.

I
]
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CULTURE

FISH

IN CHINA.

account of the Chinese mode
THE following interesting
fry upon the Yang Tsze Kiang,

of collecting fish
although a contribution to the columns of our contempofrom the pen of a valued friend
rary, Land and Water, is
of oar

own, Mr. H. Kopsch, for

many

years pa3t an officer

Customs service of China. In
of the Imperial Maritime
addition to a long residence in the empire— our own acquaintance with him dating back to Uie first opening of

—

1862 or thereabouts Mr. Kopsch posaccomplishment, an intimate acquaintance
with the Chinese language an advantage which enables
him to acquire information not merely superficial, but of a
In fact, it is a "consumpositive and valuable character.
mation devoutly to be wished" that our knowledge regarding all branches of industry in a country so remote, so ancient, and so strictly conservative as China, could always
The Abbe
be obtained through sources equally authentic.
Hue, to whom Mr. Kopsch refers, although accepted as
authority upon matters relating to that portion of the
"Middle Kingdom" but recently opened to foreigners, has
been found repeatedly to be in error, to put it mildly, in
points wherein accuracy of statement was most to be de-

Yang Tsze

the

in

sesses that rare

—

gired:—

"Fish culture having attracted much attention of late
Europe and America, a few notes on the manner
in which it is conducted in this part of China, the province of Kiang-si, may be of interest.
It is well known that the Chinese have long bestowed
more attention on pisciculture than other nations, and with
hem it is truly a branch of economy tending to the injrease of the supply of food and the national wealth—not
nerely as it seems to have been among the Romans, an ap>liance of the luxury of the great.
Fry fishing commences here (Kiu-Kiang, on the Yang
'sze,) about the middle of May, and lasts from ten to fifiendays. The preliminaries for this kind of fishing are
The net, which is of course gauze, dyed
ot numerous.
rown, is fixed on to its proper frame, and the whole cast
longside the river bank f where there is a moderate cursnt, sufficient, however, to keep the net in position, and
sweep the fry into the trap.
A single frame as it floats upon the water represents our
Iter V, and measures about fifteen feet long and eight
iet across the mouth. The net attached to it is submerged
)Out a foot, thus serving to collect the fry as they are
ifted by the current into the trap at the end of the frame.
he bottom of this V-shaped frame is not closed together,
little space being left to allow the spawn to pass through
e throat of the net leading into the trap, which floats
irpendicularly, and to prevent its collapsing is tied to
lints run through the four corners of its frame.
As many as four and six of these V-shaped frames are
tacked to a long bamboo moored close to the river bank
rows one above the other, at distances of from fifteen to
enty feet apart, where they are left all night and day.
But let us look into one of these traps. The net tender,
10 lives in a mat hut on the river bank hard by, or in
2 sampan (small boat) used to visit the nets, readily gratis our curiosity.
Taking an ordinary sized rice bowl he dips it into one of
3se cages, which it should be noted appear to require
iptying every hour, and hands us abcut a quart of muddy
er water, perfectly alive with wriggling transparent-lookfry measuring from an eighth to two-eighths of an inch
length, with heads and eyes greatly out of proportion to
size of their bodies.
Even in the muddy water there
s no difficulty
in discerning them, as one would
led to suppose from Abbe Hue's statement, 'that it is
possible to distinguish the smallest animaleulse with the
ced eye.'
Experts are said to be able to detect the difent kinds of fry as soon as they are caught, but as they
aid be too small to handle their knowledge would be of
le practical value; in a week or so they become large
•ugh to distinguish one from the other.
After the frycollected from the small traps they are put into a floatreservoir made of net, where they are kept until pursed for conveyance inland.
'hose sold for breeding in the neighborhood are carried
the shoulders of coolies in water-tight baskets to the
ids and lakes, of which there are a great number in this
'uit.
Along the Yang Tsze fry is sold by the jar or
disaccording to the quantity of fish it contains, and
n five to six hundred cash (equal to 50 to 60 cents,) aprs to be the average price per jar, according to the state-

years in
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of the

of the fry is conveyed inland by boats, which come
u the interior for the especial purpose of loading with
freight.
These peculiar looking craft generally hail
n Kan chow-f u, a large town to the south of the prov',
on the Khan River; also from Kuei-hsi-hsien, in
uighsin department, to the east of the province; and
,,>e that load
here generally rendezvous at Kuanpai chra,
iall village about a mile west of Kiukiang, on the south
.k of the river. Tea boats are likewise used to cany
but not so extensively as those from Kan-chow.
For/) residents on the Yang Tsze are too well acquainted
the craft to need any description.
tost

!

boatmen.

*m

The Kan-chow boats or Yu-Miao-Chuan (spawn boats)
are of much larger carrying capacity, and measure about
seventy-eight feet long, fifteen feet beam, eleven feet from
bottom to top of mat cover, and draw when loaded from
three to four feet.
They are built in water-tight compartments, and are propelled by sails, tracking, or yuloeing—
that is, by long sculls rigged out about eighteen inches or
two feet from either side of the boat, on outriggers forward of the mainmast, and worked parallel to the side of
the boat by four or six men at each scull.
About twenty
men comprise the boat's crew, who also attend to the fish
in turns, their wages averaging two thousand cash (equal to
The boats are worth from 450
$2) per month, with food.
to 500 te&Js* each ($600 to $660.) Their cargoes brought to
this port consist chiefly of timber (hewn as if for railway
sleepers) wood for making coffins, planks, water chestnut,
water chestnut flour, grass cloth, and sundry sweet-smelling flowers; probably small speculations of the crew, such
as Keui hua {01ea fragrans,) Mo-li-hua {Jasminum,) Lan hua
(Epidendrum,) and Tag-lai-hsiang {Stephanotis,) etc., which
fetch a good price here.
But as several of these boats are nearly laden it will be
curious to see how they stow their freight.
From the bottom boards of the boat to the level of the
gunwale would find the hold filled with red earthenware
jars (made of flower-pot clay) each measuring eighteen
inches in diameter and twelve inches deep, arranged in
tiers one above the other five high, and as we counted
eleven jars on the lop row amidships of the two tiers put
into a compartment, between which room is left for a man
to pass, we may roughly estimate one hundred jars in each
compartment, or five hundred jars in the five sections into
stout plank about five inches
which the hold is divided.
broad is laid across the wide mouthed jars to support the
upper ones, and to spread the weight more evenly, but the
plank is not so wide as to interfere with the bailing out of
the vessels.
The jars are fastened to the sides of the compartment by a little splint of bamboo, made fast to an eye
in the bulkhead, and which is made to catch under the inturned rim of the jar, on the same principle that a smallmouthed vessel is lifted by a piece of wood being put crosswise into the opening. To strengthen the rim it is sometimes bound round with a bamboo hoop. On the upper
row of jars another plank is laid to receive the water-tight
baskets,' which, beinar much lighter than the jars, are placed

A

on the

top,

and piled up from the

level of the

gunwale to

thereof of the b#at. The baskets are securely lashed to
poles braced athwart the boat to prevent their sliding out
of position, as at such a height a slight knock would capsize them, although they are placed in a wicker-stand to
steady them and ease the strain on the sides of the baskets.
As the number of these baskets appear to be about the
same as that of the jars we have a total of, say 1,000 jars
and baskets of fry in one boat. After all the internal arrangements are completed the fry are poured into the jars
and baskets, and when all are full the boat proceeds on her
voyage. Kan-chowfu, as I have remarked, is the chief
market for spawn, but much of it finds its way into the
Cauton, Fu kien, and Chekiang provinces, when it has to
be carried across the boundary range of mountains, about
a day's journey, before gaining the water-ways of the neighboring provinces.
The water is changed day and night, and after the muddy
Yang Tsze and Po-yang Lake have been left the young fish
icquire feeding, chopped 3^olk of hard-boiled egg being
the food administered to them, with a certain amount of
bread paste. A cargo of fry is estimated to be worth from
400 to 500 teals ($533 to $666,) but on arrival at its destination realizes fully 1,000 teals, or $1,400, the fish being then
sold at so much apiece instead of by the jar.
Reliable in formation as to the mortality en route could
not be ascertained, but all agreed that it was considerable,
though chiefly dependent on the 'good luck' accompanying
the boat. The distance by water to Kan-chow is 1,055 h\ cr
350 miles, and occupies from ten to fifteen days, accouling
to the weather; the navigation is against the stream all the
Avay after entering the Po-yaug Lake. During the journey
the fish are separated into different jars; the most important thing to be observed is to keep the 'wild fish' {yay yu)
from the domestic fish {chia yu,) the former, said our informant, being of a restless nature, will not live peaceably
in confinement, but commence to prey on the ethers.
The Kan yu or pike appeared to be the 'wildest fish,' and
most to be dreaded. The fry caught here and conveyed
inland is chiefly that of the Pang iouyu, Kuei yu (perch,)
Lien yu (bream,) and Huenyii
The Pang tou yu often attains a weight of 20 to 24 pounds,
and 4 feet in length. Its flesh is rather coarse and flavorless, which is the chief complaint of most Yang Tsze fish.
^ai (May,)
\i
season ui
of the
m^ jyear
for 40 cash,
tui» ocmuu
at this
UC1C ttt
sold here
IS SOIU
It
11 is
and a third. This
say 4 cents per catty, equal to a pound ai
Kueiyu (perch,) or manis, of course, river-caught fish.
om the fact of its
darin fish,' as our 'boys' often call it, froi
being the best fish to be found in the market almost at all
times of the year, grows to a large size, and is of excellent
Those of average size
flavor, and very firm if full sized.
measure 23 inches in length, 18 inches round the body, and
weigh between 7 and 8 pounds. The price ranges from 40
to 60 cash, equal 4 to 6 cents per catty (1 1-3 pounds,) according to season and tine of day, but even at the latter
price ^mandarin' fish would not be a very expensive luxury, yet the lower classes seldom indulge in it. After the
Kuei yu the Lien yu ranks next, being a rich and firm fish.
It often grows three feet long and 20 pounds in weight.
The JLuen yu, though a coarse looking fish, has an excellent flavor, and in the proper season is a very acceptable
change at one's table, after the everlasting perch with which
our cooks continunlly supply us. The fry of the SMh yu,
or shad, which ascends the river in May to spawn, does not
4

system of taking spawn by forcible parturition as practiced
in the United States a long description of which was
given in Harped's Magazine for June, 1874— does not appear
to be known along the Yang Tsze, and it is a question
which fish culturists can decide, whether the Chinese
method of spawn collecting, or that adopted in America
and Europe, is the most effective.
It is said that at Canton fish are caught and their spawn
expelled, and afterward impregnated with the milt of the
male fish, as described in the magazine quoted, but the
statement has yet to be verified.
H. Eofsch."

—
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when the delicate,
transparent Ashlings will burst their shells and emerge into
their future element, to be retained in a suitable tank only
long enough to acquire strengh with which to provide for
themselves, when they will be deposited in the river. la
three years they will attain full growth.
The house will be capable of receiving and hatching
100,000,000 eggs, but it is questionable if more than half that
number ©an be put down this season. Eggs that are deposited in the rivers and creeks in the natural way suffer
dreadfully from natural enemies before hatching, only from
four to six per cent, escaping, whereas about 80 per cent,
of the artificially hatched eggs yield mature fishes.
Away out in the river an induction pipe is laid, connecting with a. large well under the building, by means of
which the well is filled with pure, filtered water up \o the
level of the river.
From this well the supply required i%
pumped by a little upright 6team engine, built at the Waterous Engine Works at Brantford, in'o reservoirs, raised
so that the bottom is slightly higher than the top of the
pipe
troughs or vats in'o which the egga are placed.
connect the reservoir with the vats, and a faucet enables
a greater or less flow to be let on. The headway allowed
is just
sufficient to create a steady current and constant change of water, just as would be the case naturally.
The vats are all connec ed by pipes, and the water entering at the upper end passes through the multitudinous
compartments into which the vats are divided, and emerges into a tub at the low»,r end, from which it escapes back
to the river.
Pure fresh water of a particular temperature,
plenty of light, and scrupu'ous cleanliness are all that is
necessary to make success a certainty; and the Petite Cote
establishment is as well designed and situated to ensure
these as could be desired.
continued until the month of April,
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was discontinued.

of these waters grow to a very large size, the
dimensions of one specimen being 49 inches long, 21 girth,

The pike

.
'

Lixtus Falls, N. T, , Nov. 21, 187S.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
A moat interesting, and but for accident a most auccessf ul experiment,
in domesticating various, members of the salmo family has lately come
to an untimely end in our village. Some six years ago Mr. James M.
Smith, druggist, arranged a commodious aquarium on one of his counters, which was fed by a stream of pure spring/ water, which was supposed and hoped to be unfailing, and which in Summer or Winter varied
from a uniform temperature of 50 # Fahrenheit. The stock put
brook trout. The^e throve fine y, and the
largest from a five-inch troutling had become a noble trout of nearly two
pounds weight, and the others followed him up so. closely that the aquarinin, ample at first in its accommodation, eeemed\ crowded.
A broken
glass lost nearly all the water and bnt two, the argent, survived the mishap, and the aquarium was restocked with small trout, and the big ones,
which, well cared for and fed with minnows, did not molest them.
Not long after the water stopped and the trout were shifted to a tank
in the cellar and kept there two weeks. The darkuess of the cellar, the
want of clean gravel, and perhaps the deleterious odors likely to occur in
the cellar of a drug store, sickened the fish, and when they were replaced
in the aquarium they were sickly and were affected with a blue mould,
and soon died.
In January, 1875, Seth Green presented Mr. Sm!th with three California and two Kennebec salmon, all yearling*, and about five inches long*
These, with several brook trout of aoont the same size, were pot in the
aquarium which was again started. All throve well and kept healthy,
the brook trout outgrowing the others. In about two months one Kennebec salmon jumped out and was found deal on the floor; three months
after the water was found in the morning to have stopped during the
night, and the remaining Kennebec salmon was dead; the others recovered. Bnt a month ago, after several days low water, during which the
water wa* kept well iced, the supply gave out at night, and in the morning the whole lot were found dead.
The experiment cad been so well carried out, and the fish had furnished so much entertainment to all trout lovers, that it was felt to be
almost a calamity. Mr. S.'s facilities are good, and he is a thorough fisherman. I think a new supply, including: grayling, would be most advantageously placed in his depopulated aquarium.
Puibjco.
but

little

in consisted of nine small

1
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about the middle of May to the third week in June. In
former years this fish used to be taken from Nanking to
Peking for the Emperor's table, but the labor of getting it
there fresh was so trying to the people engaged to carry it
that the Emperor was induced to forego this luxury, and

—

Artificial Hatching of Whitefish. Mr. Wilmot,
who is not inaptly termed the father of, pisciculturists in
Canada, appears to be almost ubiquitous in the Dominion.
Now we hear of Shim at the newly erected hatchery of
Petite Cote, a few miles below Windsor, on the Detroit
River, superintending the hatching of whitefish in the
buildings which were erected at his suggestion. The
Windsor Record says that a good deal of difficulty, owing
to various causes, has so far been experienced in piocuring
female fish from which to take the eggs; but it is believed
that f r om this date they will be supplied as rapidly as
needed. The process is this: A female ready to spawn is
relieved of its eggs, which are placed in a vessel and impregnated with melt taken from a male, after which the
eggs are spread evenly, one layer deep, in seives, containing each 10,000, and submerged in vats beneath river water, which, by clever contrivances, is kept continually running in regular quantities over and between them. Once
in twenty-four hours the tray or seives are taken out and
the eggs carefully examined and the faulty ones removed,
in order that the most perfect cleanliness— an im perative
condition of success— may be observed. This routine U

Department op Inland Fisheries,
WiNeaasTKB, Mass., Nov.. 27,

Editor Forest and Stream:—
In the Bod and Gun *»f Nov. 13

is

1875.

J

J

the following statement attributed

to Fred. Mather:

"This expensive affair (the Holvoke flshway) seems
to be condemned by everybody except the inventor, who sticks to it and
growls at suggestions for its improvement wi'h 'Yes, I've thought of ail;
you can suggest nothing but what I have considered. " Regarding Mr.
Mather as a gentleman and a maa of veracity, and knowing tht> above
'

statement so far as regards me to be utterly untrue, I feel bound to beotherwise informed, that he has been misrepresented.
The statement in regard to the fishway is equally incorrect. The plaa
was adopted by a unanimous vote of the Commissioners of the four
States interested, and I am not a* are that any of the Commissioner
have met with any one whose expetience in such maters entitled his
opinion to any consideration who aas found fauki-Mtb the r^hway
* A tad of pyce° (diver) is equal to one and a third dollars (gold,) bearproper, which, alone constitutes its value as an invention, Tuat the sur«
ing the same re lauon to he dollar tkat the eatty weigkt dees to "war
1 fundings at the foot of the fl&away may be UaproYsd, the Ccauaissioa.
pound, viz., cue -laird more,

and weight 36 pounds. All attempts made by Europeans
at fishing with hooks appear to have failed, few even being
rewarded with as much as a bite, nor are Chinese often
seen angling with rod and line on the Yang Tsze. The
i

lieve, until

*

FOREST AND STREAM.
ere of this State, probably long before Mr. Mather saw it, were fully
aware of, bat with the limited means at our disposal everything cannot
be done at once. Shad went over the Holyoke fi&hway during the last
season, and it is the only ftshway yet built over a dam of any considerable height where ihad have positively been known to pass.
B. A, Bbackbtt, Commissioner of Inland Fisheries.
»

—

Iowa's Fish Commissioner, Haynes, states that 300,000
salmon have been hatched at Anamosa, and are now ready
for distribution. By January 1,500,000 trout will be ready
to distribute

among

the

Iowa streams.

[7hi8 Department is now under the eharge of a competent Naturalist,
Indorsed by th& Smithsonian Institution, and will henceforth be made a
special feature oj this paper. All communications, notes, queries, remarks t and seasonal observations will receive careful attention.']

"

ORNITHOLOGY OF THE BLACK
HILLS.

the report of Mr. George Bird Grinnell, of New
IH Haven,
upon the birds observed by him during Capt.

Ludlow's expedition to the Black Hills in 1874, we have
a valuable contribution to our knowledge of the ornithology
of the Territories. One hundred and ten species are catalogued, which is a large number for such a trip, conGrinnell also
sidering the other duties which Mr.
had to,, occupy his time; and nearly every species
The birds
has attached notes of very great interest.
about Fort Lincoln have already been well described by
Dr. Coues, Prof. J. A. Allen and others, and we shall only
have space to review the notes made in the hitherto almost unknown hill-region which culminates in Harney's
Peak.

The robin and Rocky Mountain blue bird, {Sialia arctica)
were common throughout the Black Hills. A single specimen of the dipper was seen on Elk Creek, which is probably the eastern limit of their range. The long-tailed chickadee and the slender billed nut-hatch were common in
the timber, and a single family of the red-bellied nut-hatch
was seen. The house wren bred everywhere, but the
rock wren {Salpinctes obsoletus) only occurred among the
bad-lands along the little Missouri. A single specimen of
Audubon's warbler was taken near Harney's Peak, August
The purple martin, and the cliff and violet-green
1st.
swallows, and the lead-colored vireo, (Vireo sohtarius var.
plumbeus), were & found abundant in the Hills. A single
one of the Vireo gilvus var. Swainsoni was also taken near
Bear Butte. The cedar-bird, white-winged shrike {GoUurio
ludovicianus var. exeubitorides), and Louisiana tanager the
latter in three stages of plumage were also collected. Mr.
Grinnell's account of the Fringillidae abounds in valuable

—

—

observations.

Thus he says of

the chestnut-collared bunt-

ornatus), "the male sings
sweetly on the wing;" but McCown's bunting is considered
the more melodious songster. "It rises briskly from the
ground after the manner of the lark bunting, until it attains a height of twenty to thirty feet, and then, with outstretched wings, and expanded tail it glides slowly to the
The
earth, all the time singing with the utmost vigor.
male and female exhibit an unusual degree of attachment
for one another. * * * I noticed that they kept close to
one another, generally walking (not hopping) side by side.
If one ran a few steps from the other to secure an insect or
a seed, it returned to the side of its mate almost immedi
ately." The nests and eggs of these two species, and of
the lark bunting (Galamospim bicolor), are also described
It is a curious circumstance that only in the nests of the
Gotumiculus
latter bird were cow-bird's eggs ever found.
passerinus var. perpallidus, Ghondestes grammaca, Junco

ing, or longspur, (Plectrophanes

'

hyemalis var. Aikeni, JSpize la socialis var. arizotim, Spizella
pallida, Gyanospiza amrnna and Pipilo maculatus var. arcticus
•were more or less common west of the Little Missouri.
The male of the lazuli finch is represented as sitting
all the morning on the topmost limb of a dead tree, at short
intervals uttering a screaming little song, much resembling
that of G. ciris. It probably raises two broods at Fort
Lincoln. The arctic towhee also breeds around the Fort.
The nests of the characIts song is a monotonous trill.
few
teristic shore larks were found early in July.
Canada jays, which were seen on Elk Creek, are described as very shy; a new feature in that bird, which
usually shows anything but timidity in finding its way to
the scraps about the camp fire.
Among the flycatchers, the Arkansas, Say's, and the
olive-sided are noted; and the western wood pewee (Contopus wrens v&t . Biehardsoni) was very common in the pines
on the mountains. The black-billed cuckoo, Lewis' and
the red-headed woodpeckers, and both the flickers were
The long-eared, short-eared and greatalso observed.
horned owls were common, and many dresses of the Sioux
were ornamented-with their feathers. Falco lanarius var.

A

polyagrus was abundant everywhere on the plains, feeding
on the buttes, but was not seen in the Black Hills.
most entertaining account of the habits and haunts of this
lonely falcon is given, which we wish we had the space to
Quote.
,
,
Other hawks peculiar to the region, and breeding on the
numbers. The golden
considerable
buttes were noticed in
and bald eagles occur all through the country between the
Missouri River and the Rocky Mountains; The tail feathers
of the former are so much prized by the Indians to adorn
their war head dresses that two golden eagles are worth a
horse, or $40 to $60, among s the Sioux.
Among the game birds: Dusky grouse (Ganace obscurus)
and sage cocks were rare; the sharp-tailed grouse [Pedicecetes
phasianellus var. eolumbianus) was found in all the river
bottoms and throughout the Hills; and the western ruffed
grouse, {Bonasa umbellus var. umbelloides) was also abundant among the mountains. Plovers, sandpipers, curlews,
cranes and rails in good numbers bring the catalogue down
in
to the geese and ducks, which were numerous late
August on the streams and lakes. The three mergansers,
the ring-billed gull, loon and horned grebe complete a
valuable and very pleasantly written list of the birds west
gi Fort Lincoln.

Remakkable Success in Taming Woodcocks. —It has
heretofore been found extremely difficult, in fact apparently impossible, to keep woodcocks long alive in confine-

ment, although they have frequently been captured, and
have seemed to become tame.
letter upon this subject
from T. R. W., of New Brunswick, K. J., is therefore of

A

He describes a case where several of these
had been brought up from the nest by a farmer, and
had become well domesticated. These birds (four in number) their owner said he had found in a nest and brought
home with him, not expecting that they would live. But
he found that by holding worms before their bills they
would swallow them, although they would not pick them
off the ground.
In a few days they became very tame,
and as they grew older and acquired their full plumage,
they would take short flights about the farm, but always
returning to the house and roosting beneath the stone slab
forming the kitchen door-step. When the tamer and our
informant went into the garden, the birds, attracted by
their owner's voice, came hopping out of the brush and
flew upon his shoulders, manifesting not the slightest fear,
but not permitting his companion to approach them After
taking food from his hand they again flew away. Watching the birds feeding, it was observed that they would rap-

great interest.
birds

.

idly drive their bill into the soft ground, constantly boring
until they found their worm ; they would then give a peculiar
twist, draw it out its full length and gulp the worm down.

—

Habits op the White Pelican. Thomas H. Estey
sends us some interesting notes from Nicasio, Marin county, Cal., on the habits of the white pelican (Pelecanus
trachyrynehus).
These birds are to be seen in immense
numbers circling about in long irregular lines, and the
question arises as to how they manage to obtain sufficient
food, as they do not, like the gray pelican, (P. fuscus) dive
for it. In the shallow lakes below Sacremento, after
alighting in the centre of the lake they spread out in the
form of a half-circle, just as a fishermau would fix his
seine.
After approaching within ten or fifteen yards of
the tule, each bird beats the water with its wings until the
line has driven all the fish before it into water only a few
inches deep. Then a number swim inside the circle and
feed, catching the fish easily in the shallows, until they
are satisfied, when they fall back to stand guard and others take their places, until the whole flock has had its
meal. Mr. Estey says he has many times seen them feed
in this way on Mead Lake, twenty-two miles south of Sacramento, where he shot from 1849 to 1861.
American Naturalist, which has heretofore been
Putnam and Dr. A.
published and edited by Prof. F.
S. Packard, Jr., has passed into the hands of H. O. Hough-

W

.

ton & Co., of Boston, who will continue its publication.
Dr. Packard will remain its editor, and the first number
under the new arrangement will be issued in January. It
is to be hoped that it will not be so heavy a financial burden to its owners in the future as it has in the past. There
seems little hope of making a strictly scientific periodical
even self -supporting in the United States at present. " 'Tis
true 'tis pity, and pity

't is 't is

true."

-*.

—We shalPbegin

publishing in the next, or a following

number, a series of occasional papers on North American
Oology, embracing the latest facts which have been brought
to the notice of ornithologists.

IS

HYBRIDITY IN DUCKS INCREASING?

Editok Forest and Stream;—
Some months ago a friend, who is an ardent sportsman and acute observer, mentioned to me as a remarkable fact, that hybrids among our
species of wild ducks were much more frequently met with now than in
former years. If it be so, it is not only a remarkable fact,. but a most
important fact, in its philosophical bearings. Although, a prioroi, from
the views I have formed from caief ul study in other branches of natural
history, I am prepared to believe that at the present time, and in past
geological time, certain genera have been addicted to 'miscegenation, a
confirmation of such views by careful notice of the progress or the mixture of species can hardly be overestimated in the actual condition of
speculative science.
I would, therefore, pray yon to ask your correspondents, many of
whom are now in active pursuit of water fowl, to transmit to you any
opinions they may have formed upon this subject from their past experience. I would also beg that they may send you, for record in your
journal, any instances that they may observe of the occurrence of hybrids.

[We

Very

feel

of

whom

special

study.

some

naturalists,

hybridism

John L. Le Conte.
that
the
appeal
assured
of
our
correspondent will be heeded by our

truly yours,

distinguished

a

we know have made
The question is most

and

the facts of increased hybridism, if
help to explain how new species are
evolved and how certain genera become extinct, and are
succeeded by others analagous in their anatomical strucEd.]
ture and habits, but distinct in new characteristics.
interesting,

ascertained, will
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SNOWY OWLS-tt Nyctea.
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Harrisburs, Nov. 29, 1875.
Editor Forest ani> Stream :—
Will you please inform me where the species of large snowy owl (strix
nyctea) belongs? One or two have been shot here on the ice two years
ago, one of which was prepared and mounted, and is still in the collection of an amateur ornithologist. Saturday, Nov. 27th, a large specimen was again seen on the river front in the vicinity of McClay street,
but the siy Nimrod who was after it failed to get a shot at it. It crossed
over the Susquehanna Elver to Bunker Hill, on the Cumberland county
side of the river. Mr. Beckord, keeper of the toll-gate at Harrisburg
Bridge, has a pair of full-grown birds (the common large variety found
in all forests in Pennsylvania,) which were captured when very young.
They roost among the fowls, but will not attack them. They destroy
rats readily.

Audubon.

Answer.— It is exclusively a northern species. It is met
with in the United States only in midwinter, and is much
more abundant in some years than in others. Individual
specimens have been occasionally noticed; as far south as
South Carolina, but very rarely. It has been observed in
nearly every part of the United States.— Gone*' North Americon Birds,

SCAUPS.
Broohline, Mass., November,

1875.

Editor Forest and Stream :—
Speaking of ducks, I am glad to see that one or two of your correipondents speak of the blackheads as scaups. Although not a very euphonious name, it could and should be used all over the country, so that
a Chesapeake Bay man would understand that his black head was spoken
of, a Long Islander his broad bill, and a Westerner his bluebill.
This ia
but one instance out of hundreds which will come before your International Committee on Nomenclature. Yours truly,
F. W. L
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ERGOT.
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LETTERS

recently received from the regions border^
ing the western slope of the Rocky Mountains, but
especially from Idaho, state that a disease has appeared!
among some of the indigenous grasses that causes animals;
eating them to be taken seriously ill, and in some cases to>
lead to their death. It has, in a few instances, attacked fields*
of rye and barley also, with destructive effect. Its presence
is the cause of much trouble to the farmers, as they do not
understand its nature, nor do they know even what it is.

Judging from the description given of its results, it seems.
to me to be ergot, as the first plants that it attacked were
grasses, the species to
the rye, brome and festucca
which it seems most attached, and these are the most abundant in that section.
If it is ergot, the fact can be readily learned by examining the seeds of the grains and grasses on which it appears, for it is much larger than the normal seed, and more
corneous or horn-like in composition. The outer portion
is scaly and seamed with cracks that expose the inner surface; and it varies in hue from a purplish black on the exterior to a whitish or purple on the inside; the latter portion being very compact in appearance. It contains a very
large proportionate quantity of oil composed of oleic and
palmatic acid, with a small quantity of butyric and acetic
This oil has a peculiar odor,
acid, and some glycerine.
and an inky taste; its ordinary color is a brownish-yellow,
the coloring being produced by ergotine and ammonia.
The origin of ergot has been clearly proved, and it is now
known to be a parasitic fungus. In a few days after it attacks plants it exudes from between the glumes, and enveloping the whole seed prevents it from attaining scarcely
any size by excluding the air and spreading its penetrating,
choking oils over the whole surface.
As each ergot cell has the power of free germination, it
takes only a short time to ergot an entire field, or even
a neighborhood, especially if rye or the grasses mentioned
above are abundant. It frequently attacks barley and
wheat, but the latter is less subject to its attention than any
of the cereals, and if. care were used by farmers it might be
checked entirely in many instances. Ergot can be propagated in two ways, that is, either by the spores of the matured fungus, produced by the ergot, or by the spores of
its earlier life

when

in a

sphaceliac condition.

When

the

ergot falls to the ground in the harvest season it lies dormant during the Winter, but as soon as the bright, vivifying rays of Spring appear, it sends forth its contents, and

the result is a large crop of the perfect parasitic fungus.
As it does not ripen until the cereals and grasses are in
bloom, it can fasten on the flowers immediately through
action of wind and rain, which carry it about
showers large enough to spread over- an extensive area

the

in

of

country. Even if a small portion of the parasite obtained
a foothold amongst grain or grass, its power of free germination for every spore acts as a producing pod— would
When
scatter it over the country in one or two seasons.
the fungus attacks a field of cereals no power can remove
extremely difficult matter to select
it, as it would be an
the grain which it assails, and even if it were found, it
would be impossible to pick it, owing to its extensive
range
The first effort of the farmer who desires exemp-

—

.

tion

from

its pestilential

presence should be to secure

per-

he is planting cereals, and this he can
readily tell by its freedom from dark or brownish spots.
Although this will not always save his crops, as the ergot
may be imbedded in the grasses that skirt the fields, yet it
will aid him materially, and he will have the satisfaction
of knowing that he exercises proper discrimination in preventing its presence. If the grasses bearing it were carefully cut down, so as not to let it fall on the ground, the
grain crop would be assured; but wherever it appears one
year, care should be taken that the same field is not cultivated the following, as it would be only a waste of time
and money. By noticing the condition of the graminee anil
fectly clean seed, if

cereals early in the season, the presence of the fungus will
be detected, and by keeping cattle from them the farmer
will save his stock, for if they eat of it they will assuredly
be attacked by a gangrenous disease that may cause their
death. Even persons eating ergotted grain are liable to
the same malady, hence prudence would dictate that its
appearance among cereals be carefully noted.
The grasses which it seeks are the brome, festucca,
conch, rye, barley, and timothy, and one or two other
setvarieties; but as few of the higher graminse, which it
dom visits, grow wild in the Rocky Mountain di| t " ct
especially on its western border, the stock-raisers of that
region should note the appearance of their cattle, ana
when they find cows and mares suffering from a )orA10 J|
them
ate births, or gangrenous diseases, they should drive
aie
to some other grazing fields, as it is evident that they

^

t

\

'

'

.

suffering

from the

effects of ergot.

.

.

be possible that the disease from which tne
iron
cereals in Idaho suffer, is bunt or pepper-brand, but
me
was
it
that
effect on animals, I should deduce
its
know*
deathly fungus, and to get rid of that, no way is
except the exercise of the precautions given,
It

may

"

\
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FOREST AND STREAM.
A WORD FOR THE HORSE.

§h* Urnm!.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
Will yon let us give you an article on horses? Much has been written
and said in their praise, but can we overestimate them? We say, no. A
horse is the noblest beast upon earth. We fancy some friend who dotes
npon his beautiful dog will say, "Hold! You must except the canine
race. Our setters, pointers, shaggy Newfoundland, and even the tiny
'black and tan, are not they all equal to the horse in intelligence
We
are a dear lover of dogs, and consider some of them almost marvels of

P

intelligence, but the horse, in nobility, certainly excels
The Book of
Books speaks everywhere of the former in terms of contempt, but listen
description
Job
gives of the war horse: "Hast thou given
to the glowing
the horse strength? Hast thou clothed his neck with thanks? Canst
thou make him afraid as a grasshopper: the glory of his nostrils is terriHe pauseth in the valley and rejoiceth in his strength. He goeth
ble.
on to meet armed men. He mocketk at fear, and is not affrighted;
The quiver rattleth against
neither turneth he back from the sword.
.

him, the glittering spear and the shield. He swalloweth the ground with
fierceness and. rage; neither believeth he that it is the sound of the trumpet. He saith among the trumpets, 'Ha, ha!' and he smelleth the battle
afar

off,

the thunder of the captains,

and the shouting." Among the
the dogs rau in troops, hungry and without owners, but the

Orientals
horse has always

been held in high esteem. We know people who have
a great antipathy to dogs, but have never known a person who really disMany fear him, and he is certainly "a vain thing for
liked the horse.
safety," but oh!

how many

cherish a strong affection for him.

a gentleman who has had great success in training horses and
It is firmness mingled with
ticed his mode of management.

We know
have nokindness.

His love for this animal is almost intense, and he believes that its intelligence is but little inferior to man's. He helps the beast over hard places
by speaking persuasively and in a reasoning tone to it; tells" it of

the

and that he loves it, and will do all he can to aid
the animal will not yield to kindly treatment
it is
whipped, not because the master loses his patience, but because he
is
conquer
the
stubborn
will; and it is wonderful to see
obliged to
the effect of his very voice upon a horse accustomed to its sound.
Three
years ago when the epizootic prevailed this friend had the misfortune
to
lose a beautiful horse that he had trained from colthood upward.
"Ah!"
said the mournful man, "to me this is losing a friend, and he
"was my
friend; we understood and loved one another;" and the tears
trickled
down his cheeks as he spoke to tell the sincerity of his grief. The horse
refer
which
we
of
was
choice
to
breed, a sorrel in color, with a handsome
head, clear, bright eye, which seemed to speak of knowledge,
an arched
He was a great favorite, and was taught many
neck, and graceful form.
curious tricks, such as faking off his master's hat with his
teeth and replacing it again, shaking hands, following a person round
and round in
a ring, and other tricks.
He was raised on a farm, and many a time
svhen a colt has he walked into the large farm kitchen, helped
himself to
some bread from the table, lifted the cover from the boiling pot
upon the
;tove, and then walked out again, not at all disturbed by
the commotion
le had created.
When driven before any sort of vehicle he was lively
ind pleased to go, but has been known to stop and stand
stock still in
he road because his master was eating an apple behind him,
and no urgng would induce him to start on until he was given a piece
of the same
necessity of the case,

When

in the matter.

no fiction, but a fact.
The horse, as well as the dog, is a social animal. He loves
company
3 fond of his own kind, but will associate with other
brutes rather than
ive alone.
One poor old beast who was kept because of its former
useulness, would anxiously watch when the other
horses were driven away
nd trot joyfully to meet them when he espied them
This is
,

returning. The
lemory and affection of the horse are very strong. Our
own dear father
old one to a friend, w ho has since visited us,
driving the said horse
It
curious to see the delight of this animal when brought
to his old home
nd also curious to observe his memory. He knows
the old stable the
asture, the spring where he has been wont
to slake his thirst the' tall
ak under which he used to stand, and even distinctly
remembers the
>ad to and from church. He needs no guiding,
but takes the right turns
ithout hesitating or making a mistake.
That the horse is a faithful
sast is a well-established fact, and when
we see the great,
!

strong beau
bending his neck to the burden we are often touched
to the
There are, it is true, what we call baulky
horses, but how

creature

fal

3art.

sw they are; the

many

and toil with a faithfulness and persesee.
Tramp, tramp, tramp, go their iron-

will try

ffance that is

wonderful to
ad feet over the hard roads. If well kept, they
are grateful; if ill kept
«>y are uncomplaining; and many a poor, faithful
beast suffers martyr>m from starvation and neglect. Great men of
all ages

have had their

vonte steeds, which goes to prove that the horse
is worthy of love and
teem. Let us give this beast his due
of praise and love. Feed him
ell, caress him
(for he is very fond of caresses,) and
tenderly care for
m, for "he is worthy for whom we should
do this."
A.

D. W.

Fond op Horses.—The Contra Costa Cal., News tells
the
"Little Charley Van Anden, who is not quite
iree years old, resides in San
Francisco, and is occasionly brought to Pacheco on a
visit.
He betrays an extra•dinary fondness for horses, and when
at home can hardbe kept away from them, where he plays
with a pet
rtlowing:

without fear, and, as it seems, without danger. He
Jliglits in crawling beneath
the horse and between his
et, while the animal
moves only his head and extends his
irsashe watches the child's gambols. Charley
was in
>wn the other day and tottled off surreptitiously.
When
8 absence was discovered he was sought for
in alarm and
as finally found in a
stable stall with an unbroken and
iruly colt.
The child had fastened a short rope around a
ad leg of the colt, and when found
was 'playing hoss'
>rse

the utmost glee.
'I would'nt have tried that trick for
said the hostler. «If it was'nt a baby that
did it he'd
ye been kicked to death, sure.'
Well, now, it does seem
u horses, liks dogs and good-hearted men, are fond

W

itn

,

of

.lldren."

—A surgical examination

of the

body of Lexington, the

Kentucky race horse, has. disclosed a singular cause
r his death.
That part of the skull under the left eye,
iere the ailment of the animal
seemed to be, was filled
tn at least a quart of masticated
food, which had been
reed into the cavity through an opening in the
upper
jpfwi caused by the loss of a tooth.
eat
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Indian

«'»

—

Summer,—The

question arises, "What is Indian
fttomer?" The Rev. John Lyon has expressed
himself
•on the subject as follows:—
"The leaves generally bei to fall in
October, after the first frost, and continue to
so during the month.
Then very generally, when all
o

;}

k leaves have

fallen, there comes a cold rain and a bitter
fermentation and decomposition of vegetation. Great
is produced by decomposition,
which adds warmth to
earth, causing that warm, misty atmosphere
which
pntmues until nearly the end of November.
And it is
.firing this warm spell in November
that tradition says, in
;iis latitude, the Indians
laid up their corn for the Win«at,

m
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SETTERS, POINTERS

AND

If your dog should show lameness in either foot, look thoroughly for
a thorn. I have taken them frequently from my dog's feet an inch long
after hunting for it a long time, in consequence of being broken off close

pad and difficult to discover. Attend well to these matters, and I
yon no human being would appreciate the kindness more than
your canine friend; Tours truly,
J. H. Fttohet-

SPANIELS.

to the

assure

TN regard to the

relative merits of setters, pointers and
spaniels for ruffed grouse and woodcock shooting,
we
can say, that many years ago, while residing at Trenton,

X

—We

are in receipt of a line from Mr. F. W. Lawrence
of Brookline, Mass., owner of the famous setter, "Flip,"
who secured the Forest and Stream Cup at the Spring-

where game was very abundant and we were doing
much shooting, we secured a brace of thoroughbred
cocker spaniel pups of a choice strain, from the. kennel of
the late Samuel Forman, Esq., of Philadelphia, a
gentleman who gave more attention to the importation, breeding
and breaking of such dogs than any one in his day. Those
pups we raised with the greatest care, and broke them
merely with the view of ascertaining practically their useN.

J.,

Bench Show? saying that he has kept a brace of orange and white pups by Flip, out of Kate, a very fine, high
bred setter, both from the fennel of our Field Editor, and
that the youngsters are very beautiful and promise to be
filed

equal to their illustrious predecessors.

—The "Squire" indignantly denies that the pup mentioned in the following paragraph was an offshoot of his

fulness.

The opinion we then formed, after a full and fair trial,
and which we still retain, is, that for ruffed grouse and
woodcock shooting no variety of spaniel is to be compared
with a good, steady, well broken setter or pointer. The
only places we found where our spaniels were better than
setters was in coverts where the shooter could not follow
his dog.
A properly broken setter will do anything in the
way of hunting that any spaniel will do, except giving

kennel:—

"A Covington lady desired a setter pup. Her husband
bought her one and she named it Ed. Ed has been at the
lady's house just two weeks.
Up to this time he has
killed nine chickens, chewed up one matrass, carried off
two pairs of shoes, and destroyed one parasol and two
pairs of stockings.
The pup has also run every cat from
the place and eat the pig's tail off, besides poking its mouth
into every dish and plate of eatables which has been
cooked on the place. No eggs have been found since the
first day the dog arrived,
In a month Edward will be
large enough to kill sheep, and then the good lady will
have a few hours of peace."

tongue when the game rises; but we consider that the
pointing of the setter is far more important and satisfactory to the shooter than the noise of the bark, and then,
the setter being much the stronger dog, will do much more
hard work.

^«»
Kennel Produce.—Dr. Webb's

For those persons who reside in a section of the country
where impenetrable "thickets" abound, a strong, well broken spaniel is an exceedingly useful dog to have; and then
again, for those who use dogs to tree ruffed grouse and
shoot them sitting, a spaniel would be the best dog for the
purpose— but it has always been a question with us if such
a shooter will reach the "Happy Hunting Ground."
cannot agree with our correspondent below that the spaniel
is the coming dog for this country.
New Yokk, Nov. "*
22, 1875.
™
*
™
Editor Forest
and Stream:—

black and white pointer, Whisky,
whose portrait and pedigree were published in our last issue, whelped
on the 27th inst., the produce being four dogs and two gyps, sired by
Mr. Schuchardt's Jim. Four of the puppies are marked like the mother, and two are dark liver-colored.

w

My experiences in shooting this Autumn have confirmed me in the
opinion that, for covert shooting in the Middle and Eastern States,
where the undergrowth is usually thick and often very briary, we require
a dog more of the spaniel breed, or better still, a cross of the spaniel and
setter. I think that "Viatores," (in your issue of 4thinst.,)is
correct
in his remarks concerning the employment of clumber or Sussex
spanwoodcock, and all covert shooting!" Unless very
well kept in hand, which can only be maintained by daily training in
the
field, a setter ranges too widely and fast and puts up the birds too
far off,
while a slower dog with a good nose, as the cross above would have, can
be kept working nearer the gun without so much exercise of restraint
and command, and thus leave the sportsman more at liberty to use his
own eyes and ears. This is especially the case with ruffed grouse, who
take alarm so easily and get up so far off; so that sometimes in partridge
shooting I would almost prefer to walk the birds up myself, reserving
the dog for retrieving, etc. I am persuaded by what I hear from brother
sportsmen that the spaniel, or a cross between clumber and Sussex spaniels and the setter, is the "coming" doc
In regard to snaring birds in
iels" in ruffed grouse,

Connecticut, can't it be stopped? It is bad enough anywhere, but in that
State it iB becoming more and more prevalent and unendurable, and is
openly practiced. I think you are wrong in the use of glue or mucilage
over wads in cartridges. The heat of the discharge melts the gum or
glue, and thus fouls the barrels with stickiness as well as accumulation
from the powder.
Manhattan.

GAME

Bismarck.

—We noticed recently the

death of this well-

of the series of suits likely to arise from the loss was decided in Philadelphia a few days since, it having been
brought by the Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals against Jacob Brailler, the messenger who had the
dogs in charge. The result was that Brailler was fined $10
in each instance and costs, making in all $25.
This decision is important, and indicates that Mr. Brooks will have
no difficulty in recovering the value of his dogs.
understand that the Express company tendered him the amount

We

of freight paid- at the point of shipment, which he very
This is a case in which all sportsmen

properly declined.

and Mr. Brooks has the sympathy and
support of the entire fraternity.

are interested,

warm
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HOW

TO FEED DOGS.
West Trot,

Editor Forest and

Stream: —

1ST.

T., November 36th, 1875.

Being greatly interested in reading anything pertaining to the care and
comfort of sporting dogs, and believing much good comes from the suggestions of different persons of experience, if in order I will give your
readers my way of feeding, both in and out of season.
We all know vegetables are a healthy diet when mixed with something
more substantial. Out of season I feed exclusively potatoes, carrots and
cornmeal of following proportions: I take an iron pot and put in about
three gallons of water and a little salt, cut up six large potatoes and one
large carrot, set the pot on the stove until the potatoes and carrots are
well boiled, then take them out and mash them, put them back in the
pot, and while boiling stir in enough coarse meal to make it stiff; then
set aside (uucovered) to cool. Feed once a day, at night, all they will
Dogs are very fond of it, and it costs but two cents a day for a
eat.

good feeder.
In season, when hunting every day, get a beefs head, put it in a large
tin kettle with a little salt, and let boil until the flesh falls from the
bone and to pieces; then stir in cornmeal until stiff. Feed at night, after day's

work.

from an old sportsman, an Englishman, with whom I
have traveled many a hundred miles, and made many a handsome bag.
This was years ago, when I had no home of my own and a family of
young sportsmen growing up. I used to leave my traps at his house,
and his kind lady used to do the cooking for his own and my dogs, and
never failed to have it ready for them upon our return at night after a
day's tramp. I always see my dog attended to before myself
A good
way to get dogs in condition for work, is to commence about two weeks
before season and give them a run each day behind a wagon on a hard
road, and also exercise them in a newly cut field: this toughens their feet
and fits them for field work. The reason of so many dogs giving out is
their feet become sore by being soft, the pads wear down thin, and
the grass cuts them between the toes. If taken in a stubble field for exercise, they soon become tough.
If their feet should become tender,
wash them each night with brine and old beer.
1 learned this

.

IN SEASON IN DECEMBER.

Moose, Alee Americanus.
Elk or Wapisi, Cervus Canadensis.

Red Deer, Cervus Virginianw.
Caribou, Rangifer caribou.
Hares, Levorince-.

Game

in

Wild Turkey, Meleagris gallopavo,
"Ruffed Grouse, Bonasa umbellm.
Pinnated Grouse, Cupidonia cupido.
Quail, Ortyx Yirginianw.
Wild Ducks, Anatinm.

Market.— The

cold snap is apt to bring game
abundance, and the effects are already
noticed in increased receipts of Western quail. Ducks are
being received in vast numbers from the Chesapeake and
Currituck regions, and from Long Island, and prices have
been materially reduced.
Our quotations are:— Ruffed
grouse (partridges), $1 25 per pair; pinnated grouse (prairie chickens), $1 25; quail, $2 75 for Western birds, and
$3 25 per dozen for State; no English snipe, and only refrigerated woodcock in market.
Canvas back ducks are
worth $1 75 to $2 per pair; red heads, $1 to $1 25; mallard, 85c. to $1 per pair; black ducks, 75c. to $1; teal, 75c.
to $1; brant, $1 25; wild geese, 50c. to $1 each; rabbits,
55c. to 60c. per pair; gray squirrels very abundant at 10c.
to 12ic. each; venison, 30c. per pound for steak, and
15el
to this

market

in

to 20c. for carcasses.
:

—Canada
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known dog, through the carelessness of the Express company who were transporting him from the West. The first

§xg mxi $nn.
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We

is

.
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frozen solid from end to end; navigation

wholly ceased last week. Snow lies several feet deep in
many parts, and pot hunters are having lively times among
the "yards." While the open season continues, venison is
likely to be cheap and abundant.
The only practicable
locomotion is on snow shoes. Bird shooting is essentially
over, and unless Venator goes to Florida his occupation
is
gone. Among our correspondents who have recently returned from the hunting grounds are Messrs. Colin Camp.
bell and Kutherford Stuyvesant.
The latter gentleman is
owner of the beautiful yacht Palmer, and, while at home
on the ocean brine, is not the less a backswoodsman for
all
that.
He is one of the most thorough and persevering hun-

ters we know of.
He spent some portions of the angling
season at the Bay of Islands and other localities inNewfoundland, catching salmon and sea trout, and has but
now
returned from the Megantic district of Canada, which
lies
back of the "Northern Vermont and New Hampshire boundary lines. He has much to say of illicit and unseasonable

hunting in that section, which, however, is not as fruitful
game as he riad expected to find it from hearsay. Mr.
Campbell is also a "thoroughbred." He is interested
in
some mines on the north shore of Lake Superior, in
the
Nepigon region, and came through the Sault Ste Marie
jusi
in time to escape the nipping ice. We are indebted
to him
for a bunch of ruffed grouse and several pounds
of dried
venison, prepared by the Indians on Lake Huron.
This
in

meat is cut down the grain, so as to keep the natural juices
and then cured by being dried on basswood poles laid

in,

over a

fire.

It is

very nice provender

and cannot get anything

Snow

when one

is

starving

else to eat.

deep in the northern part of

New York State
predicate an unusually severe Winter upon the very large number of Arctic or
snowy
owls that have been seen and captured lately in low
latiand

in

tudes.

lies

New England. We can

The weather up north is too severe for them, degame they feed on and compelling them to

stroying the

come south

for comfort

—Major H. W.

and subsistence.

of New Kochelle, has just
r©.
Wisconsin, and Northern Michigan,
where he committed fair havoc among the ducks and
black
squirrels.
The Major is convinced that there are
black

turned from

Merrill,

Illinois,

squirrels in Illinios.

—Mr. Emlen Cresson, of Philadelphia, who was
aceidently shot recently by a companion, will soon
recover it
The result was from gross carelessness.
is said.
We sin.
cerely hope for a speedy restoration

FOREST AND STREAM.
—It is asserted that ittdre geese have been shot this season In the Great South Bay, Long Island, than during any
season for ten years past.

—Our

correspondent, Fred Pond, of Montello, Wisconsin, regrets that the lakes and streams in his section froze
bo suddenly as to prevent his sending the editor of Forest
akd Stream a goodly bunch of ducks, as he had desired.
If warmth of good feeling and earnestness of purpose on
our friend's part had availed, the water would have remained open to this day. There shall be no coldness between us on account of this disappointment, that is certain.

—The loudest

complaints of scarcity of quail seem to
to go, or, having
found the right locality, do not know how to find the game
or point their guns when found. Gunners who have visited Chesapeake or Delaware Bay have brought back lots
of ducks, while big bags of quail repay the visitor to Maryland and Virginia.

come from those who do not know where

—Daniel W. Lindsay,

Esq,, is now in charge of the hoPoplar Branch, Currituck county, N. C, and is prepared to entertain duck shooters, having live decoys and
every appliance that may be required. This house was
formerly leased by a Boston club. The marshes afford
some of the best shooting on the Sound, and join the premises of the old Currituck Club.
believe that W. H. Holabird, of Valparaiso, Indiana, was the first to introduce the water-proof linen shooting suits to the notice of sportsmen. Since he began to
advertise in Forest and Strram, his business has rapidly
increased until he can scarcely supply his orders. Those
who once use these garments will not be satisfied to take
the field without them.
tel at

—We

—

In reply to several inquiries put to us respecting the
Connecticut Lakes that lie in the extreme northern border
of New Hampshire and Connecticut River, we say: To
reaeh these lakes, take Grand Trunk Railroad to North
Stratford station, stage to Colebrook, and wagon twentysix miles further.
Second Lake is the largest, being about
three miles long by a mile wide. It lies four miles from
First Lake. There is a good bark shanty there. Third
Lake is still two or three miles further. One correspondent says:
"Game of various kinds is abundant in this region. Mooae are numerous in some localities, and deer without number tange the hillsides.
Some of their runs are beaten hard. Also otter, mink and sable are in
such numbers that the trapper sets well paid for his time and labor.
The lumbering business has not been carried on in this locality, conse-

We

the paradise of hunters and trappers.
made this delightful place our home for ten days, and succeeded in capturing about
four hundred speckled beauties, from one-foarth of a pound to two
pounds in weight. I think we could have caught as many mare, if we
had given more time to fishing."

quently

it is

We

have printed one or two sketches in previous numbers of our paper giving much information of this section.
Besides the Connecticut Lakes, there is the Unknown Pond,
near Stewartstown, N. H., at the head of Diamond River,
which empties into the Megalloway, reached by wagon
from Colebrook. These waters are filled with trout.
Yore— Schroon Lake, Essex county, Nov. 26ih—This

New

charming locality seems to be rising into prominence,
not only as a beautiful Summer resort within striking distance of the grand Adirondacks, but as a very fruitful
sporting territory. Deer hunting is all the rage at this
time. In fact, deer have not been so plentiful about here
for several years, and no doubt there will be a rejoicing
among them on the 1st of next month, as the law will then
protect them from the unerring rifles of such sportsmen as
Capt. Russell, George Pardo, George Wickham, and others.
For the benefit of those who are victims of that distressing malady, hay fever, I would call attention to the
fact that a few weeks sojourn in the season in this section
invariably proves an infallible remedy that disorder.
Ye who are thus afflicted will wisely make a note of this.
hotels of Schroon Lake are exceptionally excellent.
Island and the Ondawa are admirable establishments,
of whose superior accommodations and management any
town in the State might be proud. Besides this their
charges are hardly half as high as those of the perhaps
more fashionable, but certainly less desirable watering
E. R. W.
places.
The Adirondacks.—Mr. Frank Bolles of Springfield,

The
The

ha? fa versa us with a letter from C. Fenton, Esq., residing
at "Number Four," Lewis county, N. Y., which states
that "the grouna in that region has been covered with snow
Bince the 30th of October. I think that this is the earliest
Winter I ever knew. It has been so cold that the leaves
on the ground under the snow have been so frozen that
there has not been any still hunting, save one day, and
that was last Friday. It thawed that day, causing the
snow to fall from the trees, and I thought I would see if I
could find a deer. After hunting some time I came upon
a large doe and two fawns. I could only see the legs of the
doe, while the body was entirely hidden by spruce brush.
I took aim and fired through the brush, but missed her.
A.t the report of my rifle one of the fawns jumped out in
I turned the second barrel upon the
full view and halted.
fawn and killed it. The doe now walked out from behind
the bush and halted. Oh! how I wanted another charge
in my rifle. I fell to loading with all possible speed, casting covetous glances at her splendid proportions meanwhile. All is ready but capping, and still she stood; five
seconds more and she would have been a dead doe, but as
I was bringing my rifle to my shoulder she raised her flag
and darted oft into the woods. I followed her for two
hours, but it was of no avail, so I had to be satisfied with
my fawn.

New York—Pen Tan, Nov, 2Qth.—But comparatively
few ruffed grouse and woodcock have been bagged by us
in Yates county so far this season. They don't seem to be
here.
Of quail there is a pretty fair show. A good many
black and gray squirrels have been killed. Everybody
shoots them.
Bayville,

L

E.
.

i*.,

plentiful in our

shooting

Some

has

visitors,

Nov.

20.—Wild fowl were never more

bay than during

this

Fall,

and battery

been very good, considering the weather.
however, have carried away from forty to

seventy birds

My bag for the last

.

Expenses, board, one dollar per day, battery and decoys
with man, eight dollars; for two batteries wiih two men,
twelve dollars.
E.Danes.

Massachusetts— tialem, Novemb&r 27th.— Since my last
week's report I have shot both whistlers and dippers, so
that the Winter quota of the fauna of our coast is about
full.
Geese are going by us, off an on. Grouse and quail
are shot occasionally.

Teal.
Jersey Kinsetfs Ashley House, Bamegat Inlet, Novembw 27th, 1875.— Brant, geese, and black ducks never
more plenty. Quite a number of broad bills, but they

—

New

decoy poorly. The score for the week ending the 27th
footed up 71 brant, 24 geese, and 32 ducks.
B.
Pennsylvania
Harrisburg, Nov. 2C>th
Two well
known gunners returned from a gunning excursion -up the
Cumberland Valley Railroad yesterday with sixty-seven
quail and three rabbits, the result of one fair day's shooting.
They captured a covey of forty five birds on one
farm. Deer are not as plenty in Clinton county. John
Tyson has captured three bears on Shade Mountain, near
Mifflintown this year.
wild cat five feet long was killed
near Titusville a few days ago.

—

—

A

Wisconsin— MonHlo, November 27th, 1875.—Duck shootis now over.
The rivers and lakes are frozen, and the

ing

few ducks still with us linger around the spring holes and
water channels. Before, or rather just after the first hard
freeze, which closed up Puckaway Lake, excellent shooting
was enjoyed for a few days in the open river, and one gunner killed seventy-five ducks, mostly canvas backs and
mallards. Deer hunting is fine in Northern Wisconsin,
and a few sportsmen are now enjoying the manly pastime.
Tex as— Gainesville, Nov. 22d—A. E. Dodson, of the Gazette, has just returned to town from a trip to the buffalo
range.
Two others accompanied him with a wagon. They
were gone ten days, killed four buffalo and many turkeys.
Capt. Rowland and a large party are now in the Indian
Territory after deer. I learn from a gentleman who was
with them two days that they killed thirty deer in that
time.
We who are left behind have to content ourselves
with quail, pinnated grouse, and an occasional turkey.
Missouri— Jefferson Gity, Nov. 20th. Game scarce here;

—

quad

small, all late broods.
Several flocks of turkeys in
this vicinity.
Ducks will not stop with us this Fall, I
think at least they have not so far; not much venison
brought in yet, but what we have has been verv fat.
H. 0. M.

—

A

Ptoeon Shooting.— couple of marches were shot on
Ira Paine's grounds on Thanksgiving day.
The first, between Capt. Nat Clark, the well known "sailing master of
the yacht Magic, and Sol Saxton, resulted as follows:
Saxon
t
11 1—10
Clark

I

"GLOAN" ON CHOKE BORES.

few days has been—

18th, 9 broadbills, 1 grouse, 3 old-wives; 19th, 10 quail;
20th, 7 broadbills, 2 shelldrakes, 5 trout and 1 whistler.

111110 10
01011010010-6

The match was

for $25 a side, the winner to pay for the
There were sixteen birds killed, and Mr. Paine's
bill for birds was just sixteen dollars.
If the men had
tied and it had taken about ten more birds to shoot the tie
off, how many dollars would the winner be to the good?
The second event was a sweepstakes match, w on by Mr.
birds.

r

Jones, who killed five birds without a miss. The Babylonians were on hand in force, and many carried home reminiscences of the event in the shape of shot pellets in various portions of their anatomy.
The members of the Long Island Shooting Association
held the monthly contest for their challenge cup on the
same day, with the following r#sult: There were fifteen
entries, to shoot at seven birds each, with twenty-five yards
Following is the score: Wingate, 7; Wynne, 2;
rise.
Hartshorne, 4; Posten, 8; \an Buren, 6; Eddy, 5; Ridden, 7; Captain, withdrew; Fendick, withdrew"; Bayliss,
4; Gildersleeve, 3; Walton, 3; Staufleld, 1; Aten, 2; Parks,

withdrew. The tie between Wingate and Ridden was then
shot off, each shooting at three birds. The former killed
one, the latter won the cup, securing two.
Some sweepstake matches, participated in by nearly all the members,
followed, the shooting in whioh was much better than that
for the cup.

<t »

»

You ate entirely correct in stating that the "Roper gun" was the first
public application of the choke bore system in this country during
the
last twenty-five years.
The plan, however, was known to local gunsmiths here for years before the Roper. Soldering a rim of lead Inside
the muzzle and beating in the muzzle itself were temporary equivalents
resorted to by the early shooters of the West, and marvelous tales
are
told of the performances of their guns.
Mr. Pape claims to have invented it, and the Field awarded him a prize
for the invention. He was not entitled to it, and the paper afterward
excused itself by saying he was the only claimant In England. Papa
says he invented it and practiced it years before the Field gun trial, and
offered to produce guns bored by him then on that plan. He abandoned
it, not becanse of its superlative shooting, but because he did not
consider it fit for the field. I notice three things in this connection—first
that the gentlemen to whom he says he sold these early guns have never
testified over their own signatures nor produced the guns for inspectionsecond, that albeit he must have had confidence in the system when he
it, he never used it when he was competing for the gun trial.
everything at stake there which a man can possibly have at stake,
and it will not be believed that he forbore at that time to shoot a choked
gun when fame and fortune waited on its use; third, although he says
that the choke bores which he made and sold so many years ago are still
extant, and did then and will now beat Greener's winners at the last
Field trial, yet no gunmaker in England ever heard till lately that Pape
was boring extraordinary shooting guns, nor did any owner of one of
them ever make known the fact that he possessed a gun better than the
ordinary run of guns in those days. Every man who knows anything of
English sporting matters knows that every gun which is an unusually
good one immediately acquires a reputation all over the island, and is
deemed a treasure by the owner. The fact
regard to the introduction
of the choke bore in England is precisely as stated in the article from
the Illustrated Sporting and Dramatic Neivs which you quote, and that
is, Mr. Dougall introduced it there.
In the Fall Of 1872 I saw a Roper used daily for weeks, and witnessed
As the sudden contraction of
its incredible shooting at long ranges.
the cup piece screwed on at the end of the muzzle seemed to me to be in
defiance of all theories of shooting, I wrote to Mr. Dougall in regard to
In the Spring of 1873 Mr. Dougall was in this country, and we disit.
cus?ed the question in every aspect. Upon his return he set about making those experiments which are referred to by the editor of the News.
From time to time he wrote me in regard to his progress, as embodied iu
a gun which he was then building for me— a gun which, by the way, has
exceeded all that was done by the winner of the. last trial. This gun
was the first one which Mr. Dougal turned out with his "modified
choke." As the editor of the News, "Mr. Dougall, like a sensible man,
had found out when the 'choke bore,' pure and simple, was a failure,
i. «., 'balled' or 'clubbed' the shot on the target, an i he developed the
system into the modified choke bore." Those who are aware of my
views, as published frequently, are aware that I am opposed to excessive
choke boring. We are running to excels on that point, and wblle the
fi'ield trial has served to make it fashionable, and while the winnerof the
trial will make a fortune from it, yet there will come a necessary reaction
for field guns.
Then the "modified choke" of Mr. Dougall, which retains all the virtues of the new system aud discards all its vices, will be
properly appreciated, and as Mr. Dougall has not patented it but left it
free to all, it is not too much to predict that it will be generally adopted
in both countries.
Gloan.

was using

He had

m

We

we have taken on this
endorsed by so eminent an authority as our correspondent above. We shall keep our readers posted on
the choke bore question, and report its progress, whether
retrograde or advance, from time to time. Ed.
are glad to find that the stand

question

is

4*-*-*
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TO FASTEN WADS IN PAPER SHELLS.
Saratoga Springs, N.
Editor Forest and Stream:—

Y m Nov.

19, 1875.

In your issue of the 11th I notice that a correspondent asks how he can
keep the wad over the shot (in shells for breech loaders) from falling
out. I use a kind Of punch which tears small holes in the paper of the
If your correspondshell, and the small pieces of paper hold the wad.
ent would go or write to J. & W. Tolley, Maiden Lane, he could get exacily what he wanted. I am very sure that he could get the punch from
any gun dealer or sportinsr goods house.
Q. A. White.

fHchting
from

All communications
later

PiiNN Yak, Nov.

.
.

Editor Forest and Stream:—

and Routing.

Secretaries

and

friends should be mailed no

than Monday In each week.

24, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—

HIGH WATER, FOR THE WEEK.

On

the 18th Inet. a few sports indulged in a trap shoot here under the
rules—21 yards rise, SO yards boundary, ]£ ounces shot.
This was the result:—
13 out of 14! SI ay ton.... ............ 7 out of 1C
Sheldon
4 out of 14 Amadon
5 out of 10
Smitn
9 out of 12|Conklin
Gilbert
4 our, of 10
Also on the Hth of last month the same sort of a performance was
done here with the following; result, ten biids being shot at:—
9iConklin
Pratt
5
8 Tompkins
Smith
5

New York State

j

Sheldon

7 ftlmentiorf
6 WyckofL

.-

4

1

Gilbert
Capell...

6

c.

51

Lexington, Ey., Nov. 20, 1S75.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
quarterly
match
came
off at this place.
On the 19th our
Tt was a club
affair, and for the club badge, a gold medal with appropriate engravings. Everything was as pleasant and enjoyable as could be, with
exception of the weather, it being very cloudy, and most of the time a
misty rain falling. All was in readiness at two o'clock promptly at
Major John R. Viley's, about three miles from the city, (and in whose
honor the club is named.) The contestants and their Ecores are as follows:—
F.

W. Woolley

S. vV.

6 D.
...7 C.

McChesney

Kmkead

Knoble, Jr
Bradley

5

W.

6
2
5
8

Peck
W. Headley

H. P.
C. M. Johnson

4 C. Y.
7 J.
2 L'hos.

R. Gilmore

Martin

H. Davidson
Mr. Thos. Martin won the bad^e. The event of the day was a leather
medal, to be awarded to the most humane shot (according to Bergh,)
and was tied for by your humble and Mr. O. Y. Peck, who would have it
and did get it, missing his first bird in the tie. Our judges were Messrs.
A. G. Morgan and Major Joel Higgins; referee, Dr. B. W. Dudley, (all of
the Hunters' Club.) and to them the thanks of the Vileys are due— with
"hats off "—for the very satisfactory manner in which they discharged
Mr. J. T. Viley and Dr. T. J. Clay acted as scorers. If
their duties.
all our meetings are as pleasant as this one the club will be a success.
R. Gilmore, Secretary.
Yours respectfully,
J.

".

»

'

Makshalltown, Marshall county, Iowa, Nov.
Editor Forest and Stream:—

A pigeon match took
ticipants being

25, 1875.

place this afternoon on our Fair Ground, the parof our club. The weather was not favorable,

members

being dark and eloudy.

Birds "strong

flyers.''

The

following in the

score :-r-

H. P. Williams
J. T. Blackburn

Wm.

Mason.

..."
.

4
7
8

1

Perry Woodruff,

.6

Smith

6

S. L.
|

John T. Blackburn.

Date.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
j)er..

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Boston.

2
8
4

.

.........

5
fi

7..

.

8

H.
2
a
S
4
5
6
7

M.
7
«t
36
24

New

M.

H.

M.

35

10

56

morn.

11

51

B.

11

23
11
59

morn.

1

1

13

2
3

hi
46

2
3

6

1

13
8
1

York. Charleston.

24

Measurement for Time Allowance.-— We

1

noticed in

our last issue the formation in England of a Yacht Racing
Association, the object of which is to adopt a universal
code of regulations, and to place all yacht racing under the
jurisdiction of a committee,

which

shall exercise the same

powers as those devolving upon the committee of the
Jockey Club in horse racing. The project appears to meet
with much favor, and is likely to prove a success. Many
of the leading yacht owners of Great Britain have become
members, among whom we find our old antagonist, Mr.
James Ashbury, M. P., and most of the owners of prominent racing yachts. There is one rule proposed, however,
which seems to us as arbitrary and likely to lead to complications, that is, one causing forfeiture of membership on the
part of the yacht sailing in any regattas or matches where

We

the association rules are not in force.
are led to notice
this at this time more particularly from the fact that a Centennial International regatta is now under serious consideration, and, if properly managed, likely to be brought to a
very satisfactory conclusion. In this event it would be a
very serious drawback if English yachts were fallowed to
compete only at the risk of a loss of membership in their
own home association. For an event so very much out ox
the common a dispensation could probably be procured,
and the races might be sailed under regulations of a give
and take or meet-me-half-way nature, to be decided upon
by those having the matter in charge.
Certainly no better occasion will ever be offered for revising our own standard. of time allowance, or for adopting

tome" general system of measurement which

come

the njMtierous objections to the

shall over-

many now

in vogue.

FOREST AND STREAM.—
.

we have been

struck with the simplicity
In this
Mr. O. F. Burton
and feasibility of the plan advocated by
issue of "Manning's Yachting Annual." In this
in the last
upon the sum of the dimenIan {i m e allowance is based
as the disposition of so many lineal feet
sions of a yacht,
and depth in the best proportions prointo length, breadth
duces also the greatest capacity for rpeed and buoyancy,
and designers are untrammeled in their efforts to build the
which require certain proporbest yacht by considerations
obtain the best allowance of time. By
tions in order to
Mr. Burtcn's plan, in measuring for dimensions the extreme length on deck, extreme beam and extreme depth to
garbord stroke are taken, leaving keels to offset centreThe maximum time in which the race is to be
boards.
made being given, the difference between that and the time
made by the first yacht in is taken a3 the basis for deterscale of
mining the time allowance of all the j achts.
graduate! s corresponding with the dimensions of each
yacht is used, which, being multiplied by the difference of
lime as above, reduced to minutes, the product will be the
allowance in seconds and decimals for each yacht respecThe great
tively to be deducted from their actual time.
advantage of this plan is, that whatever the condition of
the wind, the yachts are placed nearer upon an equality ; in
a calm, where a small yacht would drift as rapidly as the
larger one, the smaller vessel gains no undue advantage, nor
in a strong breeze would the larger and heavier yacht have
the advantage over a smaller vessel in the same class.
With regard to the Ceutennial regatta, we trust that the
direction will be placed in the hands of persons who have
the confidence of the yachting community, that no jealousy or bickering may mar its perfect success.

connection

A

«**-£
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Philadelphia, Nov.

29, 1875.

.Editor Foke&t and Stream:—
The Schuylkill rowists have come to look forward to an eight-oaied
for Thanksgiving Day, and as these race*
shell race as a sort of a fixture

have without exception been very exciting, their announcement needs
good attendance. The
bat the dawning of a pleasant day to secure a
steamer Rockland, which left the Undine's slip at 10:15, had on board

and a goodly array of guests, among whom I
Wm. C. Harris, of the Fobest and Streak.
Closely following the steamer were the two crews, who, upon the argiven a splendid send
rival at Rockland, at once got into line, and were
Before the spectators were hardly aware that the
eff by the umpire.
race was begun the boats were "striving mightily" to make the bridge

the umpire, timekeeper,
was "lad to see Mr.

It was almost a repetition of the race in the Spring, the Crescents
first.
proving themselves the better starters, but they lack stay. The pulling
of both crews was better than in the last race, the "time' in the Albion
being almost perfect from beginning to end.
THE EAOE.
Crescent Boat C7«&— Eight-oared shell Longfellow; position, east—
Geo. Milliken, Jr., (stroke), 145 pounds; O. D. Tatmau (2), 155 pounds;
H, K. Hinchman (3), 142 pounds; F. W. Lewis (4), 105 pounds; Chas.
P. Taster (5), 144 pounds; H. W. Perry (Q), 110 pounds; C. E. Steel (7),
ld4 pounds; Al. Sperling (8), 153 pounds; coxswain, W. C. Brown, 124
1

•

pounds.

Undine Barge Club— Albion—I. M. De Haven (stroke), 154 pounds; J.
C. Allison (3), 158 pound?; B. M. SwD. Baker (2), 145 pounds.
ing (4), 173 pounds; De Witt C. Smith (5), 158 pounds; Geo. Bright (6),

Wm.

151

pounds;

W.

C. Madeira

(7),

-4

147 pounds; P. Heeser

Gillingham, coxswain, 185 pounds.
Course— One and a half miles straightaway,

(8),

!53

pounds:

from Peter's Island

to

Rock. Umpire— Alex. Krumbhaar. Timekeeper --W. R. Tucker.
Judge—Robt. C. Skinner. Prize—A flag.
The Crescents, as usual, got away first, but the advantage was not
great.
On nearing Columbia Bridge by a spurt they gained a quarter
The heavy current catching the
length, and got under the bridge first.
stern of the Undine boat as it rounded th« pier, threw the bow on, and
came within a shade of going into the Crescents, but a free use of their
rudder saved the foul, although it lost several feet. From here to the
Goose Pen the racing was beautiful, Crescents leading, but with a slow
but regular and telling stroke. Well backed up by his whole crew, De
Haven forced his boat np level, and after passing the rolling mill wharf
the Undines without any great effort took the lead. In shooting the
Connecting and Guard Bridges the Crescents were forced to row in the
* wash of the leaders, who were increasing" their lead until at the finish
the clear water between the boats was about four lengths.
Time— Undine, 9 minutes 28£ seconds; Crescent, 9 minutes 43 seconds.
Sgtjlls.
Turtle

263
rr.

head as a memento of the parade of the Second Division
at Brooklyn,
The Dean Brothers threaten the citizens of
that city with some new and novel attracticns this Winter.
.The proposed Boston and Chicago tournaments are yet
in embryo.
Alderman Tom Foley, of Chicago, and John
.

.

J. Murphy, of Boston, are the
... .A match between Clarke E.

men

to take

them

in hand.

Wilson, of this city, and
being again agitated. The
At the opening of the Clifton House Billiard Parlor at Niles, Mich., on Nov. 19th,
Wm. Burleigh, Henry Rhines, John Dunnicombe, and J.
Shafer exhibited their skill with the cue. Burleigh is
practicing very assiduously for his coming match with
Maggiol.
.The veteran player Ralph Benjamin is in
quest of some position. He is almostin as good condition
physically as when he played his memorable game with
the late Michael Phelan for $2,000 in Philadelphia, Dec.
30th, 1867.
Some of the speediest amateur players in
this city may be found nightly at the Columbia Room,
corner of Broadway and Twenty-second street, where Sexton presides.

Ned Bryan, of Providence,
game to be fifteen-ball pool

.

is

.

.

.

All Sorts.

—

—

has been suggested, in order to aToid
the unpleasantness that at present prevails in billiard circies, that in the future all tournaments be decided by the

,

It

grand average of the players, instead of the highest number of games won.
This would be well enough, if the
/first prize
pool
is sufficiently high, and there were no
boxes in the immediate vicinity.
.Slosson is willing to
play Sexton for $500 and back himself
are authorized to state that Sexton can be matched for $500 or $1,000
.

.

We

against Joseph Dion
"Rudolphe recently, at Dan Strauss',
recovered $175 from Sexton at the three ball game. . . .After every tournament high-ball has the call at Flynn& Maroa's.
0. Dion is reported to have won $1,500 there on

Sexton's purse was diminished $200
of the Kevere House, Toronto,
Canada, are getting up a billiard tournament,, to be held
in that city next January.
The entries are to be confined
to players living in Canada, and the winner of the majority of games is to be titled Champion of the Dominion.
Money and other prizes are to be given. Mr. Samuel May,
the proprietor, is a veteran player, and participated in the
'first tournament in Canada, held at Music Hall, Toronto,
from Nov. 21st to 26th. 1864. He received the second
prize, and also that for highest run, aa ong seven contestants
At the Rudolphe and J. Dion game in the late tourney
the 27th, while
Messrs, Riley

& May

htm

md

•

•

•

.

i!

,

',

holders of tickets on Rudolphe, while sitting in their seats
awaiting the result of a game which they thought would
deter mine their

'pockets

told that the money was in
John Bessunger of
bettors

money, were

of the

opposite

•Philadelphia, is playing very strong billiards.
He has
fmade several ineffectual attempts to enter into tourna-

charges of collusion made against some
players in the late tourney are not satisfactorily explained away, billiard
tournaments will no
'longer
have their former patronage.
We trust the
management will rise to explain
The scarcity of billiard people at the late tourney was particularly noticea;,ole.
The professional billiard players are in a position to
)
fknow tae true value of the modern tournaments. .;. .Bilreceptions are again becoming very popular in the
li'Cityof Churches. In the interest of the fair sex, gentlemen
^Players should give them all the encouragement possible. ...
j|Capt. Tom Dean has fully
recovered from the effects of
/JU« late accident, and exhibits a "star" on the top of his
|toehts
of the
i

|;

I

If the

of

*—

Anonymous Communications.

PEMI-MONTHLT QUOTATIONS—FROM

O. G.

GtTNTHER'S 80NB.
$10 00a$15 00
5 00 a 10 00
to

and color
Western, according to size and coior, prime
Southern, and ordinary, per skin, according to size,
prime
BADGER— Prime
CAT— Wild, Northern and Eastern States, cased, prime..
Wild, Southern ana Western, prime
House, ordinary, if large, prime.
House, black, furred, prime
FISHER— Northern and Eastern, according to size and
color, prime
Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Western, ditto, prime
Southern, ditto, prime
size

2

»

FOX--Silver, ditto.priine
Cross, Northern and Eastern, ditto, prime
Red, Northern and Eastern, ditto, prime
Red, S. Penn N. J., and N. Ohio, ditto prime
Red, Southern a»d Western, ditto, prime
Grey, Northern and Eastern, cased, ditto, prime
Grey, Southern and Western, ditto, prime
Grey, Southern and Western, ditto, open, prime
Kitt, ditto, prime
LTNX-Ditto, prime
,

MARTIN— States, ditto, -prime
MINK—New York and New England,

Wa

3 50

a

2 50

50a

100

20 a
50 a
40 a
0."> a
15 a

50
GO
50
08
25

1 50

7 00 a 13 00
5 00 a 8 00
3 00 a 5 00
15 (X)a 50 00
3 00 a 5 00
t 65
1 £0 a
1 25 a 1 50
75 a 1 GO
7C a 1 00
80
50 a
50
40 a
50
80 a
100 a 2 00
150 a 2 00

300a 400
ditro, prime
2 00 a 3 00
Canada, Michigan, and Minnesota, ditto", prime,
1 00 a 1 50
S. New York, N. J., Penn., and Ohio, ditto, prime..
75 a 1 25
Md., Va., Ky., Ind., Wis., and Iowa, ditto, prime. ..
75
ditto,
prime.
50 a
Missouri, and all Southern,
U) a
00
MUSKRAT-N. New York, and Eastern. Spring
00 a
00
Western, including Penn. and Ohio, Spring
23 a
25
Northern and Bast em, Fall and Winter
o 20 a
23
Western, including Penn. and Ohio, Winter
15 a
20
Southern, prime
12 a
15
Southern, Winter and Fall
and
according
Eastern,
Northwestern,
Northern.
OTTER—
10 00 a 12 00
to size and color, prime
8 00 a 10 0J
Penn., N. J., Ohio, and Western, prime
6 €0 a 8 00
Ky., Md., Na., Kansas, and vicinity, prime
4 00 a 6 00
North Carolina, prime
2 00 a 4 00
South Carolina and Georgia, prime
18 a
30
OPOSSUM— Northern, ca?ed, prime
12 a
15
Southern and open Northern, prime
RACCOON- -Mich., N. Ind., N. Ohio, Indian handled,
80 a 1 00
riark, according to size and color, prime
50 a
65
111.. Iowa. Wis., and Minn., prime
65 a
75
New York and Eastern States andN. Perm., prime..
40 a
50
N. J., S. Penu., 111.. Mo., Neb. and Kan., prime...
prime
a
Kentucky
and
Tenn.,
30
40
Virginia,
Maryland,
15 a
25
N and S. Car., Ga., Ark., Florida and Ala., prime.
02 a ? 03
RABBITS—Prime cased.
a
130
00
SKUNKS -Prime black, I., cased
00 a 100
Prime black, I., open
00 a
80
Prime black. £ white streak, II. cased
50
00 a
Prime black, $• white streak, II.. open
20
15 a
Prime whole streaked lit. and IV
.

.

,

Prime scabs

.

.

WOLF SKINS— Mountain,

large
Prairie, average age, prime s kins

00 a
2 00 a
75 a

03
3 00
1 25

«*»*.

Fashions in Fmts.— Sable skin, king of furs many years
ago, has become obsolete, and mink, which held sway
Even ermine, called royal
later, is now but little ustd.
from its high favor with European rulers, rules no longer.
Seal is king, and sealskin sacques the most fashionable arBacques are longer than they
fur for ladies' wear.
were, and, although the raw skins are higher in value on
account of the gread demand, the made up articles are sold
at a somewhat lower rate because of the competition in
this branch of business, and in view of the depressed state
of commerce; The price of seal sacques ranges from $60
Of light colored furs, the silver fox is among
to $500.
popular skins, and the soft gray chinchilla of long ago has
been revived. Black silk sacques, lined throughout with
the poorer parts of squirrel skins, are worn in Autumn
and early Winter, but they are not sufficiently warm or
heavy for the freezing and inclement days of midwinter.
x

***4>

—

Mr. T. S. Newhouse, of the Oneida Community, a
well-known manufacturer of traps, and author of "The
Trapper's Guide," is now in Brunswick county, Va., making a raid on the beavers and other fur bearing animals of
that region. Mr. Newhouse took a large number of traps
down with him, and informed us that he was prepared to
During the past year he has sold
trade as well as trap.
about $20,000 worth more traps than last, and as many as
he ever sent out in any one year previously.

^ew —jguhlic&tions.
*"

West India

Sickles.

Stools.—M. W. Clark, of Danville Junction, Maine, raises wild geese.
Morris-town.— "Camp Life in Florida," just published, and for Bale
at this office, will tell you ail you wish to learn.
Major.—Thos. P. Cantwell, of Brainerd, Minn., will furnish you with
pin tail or sharp tail grouse at $2 per pair.
—Where can I get "Chapman on the American
A. J. T., Catskill, N.
Rifle?" Ans. Book out of print, we think. Ormstead was the publisher.
W. F. Hannibal, Mo.— Of whom can I purchase English chilled shot,
and the price per 25 pounds? Ans. W. R. Schaefer, No. 61 Elm street,
Boston. We do not know the price.
Mitchell, New York.—How is Bellport, L. I., for ducks and quail?
Ans. Fair for ducks; quail pretty well killed off by this time, although
they were plenty early in the season. A good hotel has been built at
live

Y

,

Bellport.

W. H., Newark.— A and Bare throwing

R.
bets

B

has beat

dice.

A

throws 11 and

B throws three trays and claims that he
Please inform me who is the winner. Ans. A wins; the

that he cannot beat
11.

it.

.

fragging.

BEAR— Northern, according to size and quality, prime
Southern and Northern yearlings, prime
BEAVER—Northern, per skin, parchment, according

f

:

Taken

three trays count only for 9 in throwing with three dice.
W. L., Middletown.—How could I obtain a cadetship at West Point,
and what studies would I be examined in, and what is the age necessary
to go there? Ans. Cadets at West Point are appointed by Members of

ticle of

-

——

,

I¥o Notice

.

.

THE SCHUYLKILL EIGHT-OARED RACE.

J.

*

,

u

By W.

P.

Talboys:

a.

W.

Carleton & Co. : New York.
If there is one event more rare than that of a foreign trip by an American yacht owner, it is a readable description of the same by himself
Lord Dufferin's "Letters from High Latitudes"
or one of his guests.
has heretofore held the highest place among narratives of this description, bnt Mr. Talboys' exceedingly pleasant and readable little book is
well worthy to oe placed on an equality with the production of the noble
Governor of the Canadian Dominion. Most of our home readers are
aware that the good schooner yacht Josephine, of the New York Yacht
Club, is the property of Mr. Lloyd Phenix. It was in this vessel, under
the command of her owner, that the voyage was made which forms the
subject of the work. Sailing from New York in November the Josephine shaped her course first for St. Thomas, but owing to heavy weather having set her to leeward, Porto Rico was made the first stopping
point, and from thence Santa Cruz, St. Thomas, and through the Leeward Islands, stopping at many points until the South American coast
was reached at Laguayra. Landing here the yachtsmen proceeded to
Caracas, in Venezuela, and thence up the Caribbean Sea to Cuba. The
whole story is told in a bright goseipy manner, and the description of
the places visited are excellent. The vein adopted is exaetly suited to
the character of the trip itself, and Mr. Talboys develops rare faculties
as a raconteur. It should be noted as well worthy of imitation that
throughout the voyage Mr. Phenix was his own captain and navigator,

Congress and the President.

Apply

to the Representative of

your

dis-

trict.

C. S. R., Niagara Falls.— Will yon please tell me the name and propbulb which I inclose. It grows around stumps, and has a slender stem with small berries on it in the Fall, and when tasted produces
a choking sensation. Ans. It is a conn of the Indian turnip (Ariseema
erties of

irifolia.

River, Mass.—Have the kindness to inform me the
Orange powder manufactured by Laflin & Rand and oblige a
constant reader. Ans. Orange lightning, $1.25 per pound; Orange ducking, in pound canisters, $1 per pound; Orange ducking, in 6$ pound can-

N.

II., Jr., Fall

price of

isters, §3.45.

Ritbt, Fulton, N. Y.—Mention is made In Forest and Stream of th©
Houvelle Kiver, in Canada, (winch empties into the Bay of Canada.)
Please give location of the same. Ans. The Nouvelle River is in Bona.
venture county, P. Q., and empties into the Bay Chalenr, near the extremity of the peninsula of Gaspe. Port Daniel is at its month, to which
place a coastwise steamer runs from Dalhousle in the Summer, beginning about rth May,

Trat, Gardiner. Me.— 1st. I have a dog who Is troubled with small
worms. Please inform me where I can procure some powdered areca
nut, what dose should be given (the dog weighs about eighteen pounds,)
with directions and effect on system. 2d. Where can I get a couple of
strong nosed, good sized, pure bred, well broken fox hounds, say one to
two years old? Ans. 1st. Have sent you some areca nut, with directions
for its use. 2d. Address Peter Knox, Newton, Sussex county, N.J.
Valentine, Janesville, Wis.— What is the best work on taxidermy for
one who wants to learn how to set up birds, etc.? Ans. Coues' "Field
Ornithology," Dodd & Mead, 762 Broadway, New York. Davies' "Practical Naturalists'' Guide," and "Avis Bird Preserving" are useful little
works, published in Great Britain and for sale here by importers. Ap-

W. Ford, with Pott, Young <fc.Co., Cooper's Union, city. Ho
import books at 30 cents, gold, to the shilling, or 85 cents, currency.
D. M. S , Rogers, West Va.— How can I tan wild cat and bear skins
with the fur on?^ I wish to make a cloak of the wild cat skins. Should
I cut a gore from the centre of the skin at the top or cut from the sides
to give the cloak the circular form which it should have? Ans. To taa
skins with the fur on put them into a pickle of alum and saltpetre until
they become like leather; then dress the flesh sides, dry them elowly,
and rub tbtm with a little butter, and dry them by rubbing or treading
them out in vaneer sawdust. We cannot tell you how to cut your cloak.
Any dressmaker can give you a pattern, which is the same as for a lady's
ply to G.
will

"circular."

W. A. L., Yarmouth, N. S.— 1st. What make of rifle corresponds
with your description of wha't a sporting rifle ought to be? 2d. What
quantity and grade of powder should I use for ball cartridge in a 12
gauge, 8f pounds, 28-inch double shot gun? Sd. Which would be best, a
conical or round ball, for a ibofc f«nn, and should the ball fit tightly?
Some one of your correspondents asks how to prevent displacement of
If he will Are the barrels alterwads in metal shells while in the gun
nately he will probably have no trouble from this cause. Successive
shocks will start even large wads.. Ans- 1st. See our issue of Nov. 4th
fur article on various kinds of rifles. 2d. Four drachms medium grain.
3d. Round ball, and it should fit tight.

W. H., Newburgh.— 1st. Where can I go for a day's duck shooting in
December within twenty miles of New York and find good shooting? If
there is none within twenty miles, please tell me where the nearest is,
and if I can go and return the same day. 2d. What would the cost be
for the day? What is the right charge to use for duck shooting with a
muzzle loader? Ans. There is no dnck shooting of any consequence
within twenty miles of New York. In order to get a day's duck shooting anywhere it is necessary to be on the point by daylight in the mornAddress W. N. Lane, Good Ground, L. I. where you would in all
ing.
probability find good duck shooting. 2d. The proper load depends entirely upon the size of your gun, which you do not give us.
J W. A., Boston.- -Will you have the kindness to inform me how I
,

.

my pointer dog, viz., how often I shall wash
him, and in what manner and what with; how I shall keep fleas, etc.,
from him; what I stall give him to eat? How long ought a pointer to be
useful, and at what age do they play out generally? I have just purchased a goo& dog; I want to take proper care of him. Ans. You will
find in our kennel column of this week an article upon the subject of the
proper care of dogs. In order to keep your pointer clear of fleas wash
shall take proper care of

occasionally with common brown or carbolic soap, and keep him in
We have owned pointers which were serviceable until
a clean place
they were ten or twelve ye*rs of age, but they were properly fed and ex-

him

.

ercised.

Goose, Jefferson City, Mo.—Will you be kind enough to inform me
the proper way of using live wild geese for decoys? The shooting is on
a large bar in the river, where the geese come after feeding. Should
the decoys be placed in the water near the edge of the bar, or should
they be placed on the sand? How should they be fastened? I have a
pair that I have tried for decoying several times, fastened with a cord by
one leg, but they make such continued efforts to get loose that they do
more harm than good. Ans. Your geese should have a leather strap
attached to each leg connecting with a string, arranged In what the sailThey should always be in water where
ors call a bridle, tied to a stake.
they can touch bottom, in which case they can swim if so disposed, or
stand on one leg. Some of our baymen teach their geese also to call at

command.
A. K., Hannibal.—I want to go on the plains, and probably as far
west as the mountains. Which would be the best to take, a muzzle
loading double barrel shot gun or a rifle? If a rifle, which of those
named would be the best, taking into consideration cheapness of ammunition, working of guns, etc. ? 2d. Is 23 inches too short a barrel for
good shooting and for general use? 3d. I have a Colt's revolver, five
shots, using caps, .36 inch calibre; is that too small, or had I better
trade it for a larger one, say a Colt's army? Is the new Colt's revolve?
the right kind for Western use? 4th. Can you give me the address of
the maker of the Ballard rifle? Ans. We should prefer the first of the
rifles you mention, but a breech loading shot gun, with metal
shells for
reloading with ball or buckshot, to either. 2d. 23 inches we consider
too short for general use; 28 would be much better. 3d. The new aimv
size revolver is the best for Western use. 4th. The Ballard rifle
is
being manufactured now.
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OPEN AIR EXERCISE

VS.

RABBITS AND HARES.

RUM.

our medical men,
IF alarmists,

who

philanthropists, and we may add,
are endeavoring to discover a remedy
a cure for the evil of intemperance,

and
would recognize, endorse and urge the beneficial influence
of pure air upon the unfortunate, their efforts would probably be sooner crowned with success. Even as a substitute
for liquor, ozone, when taken in proper doses and at

for the effects,

proper times,
like
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is

far superior to those

opium remedies, have for

paration of the drug

preparations which,

their base, a disguised

A trip

pre-

lumber regions
of Maine during the working season would convince any
skeptic of the truth of this assertion.
It is customary there
for men to go into the woods after prolonged sprees, with
shaky limbs and incipient horrors. Liquor is allowed for.
a few days only and then the pure air effects the cure. The
surroundings, too, are of a nature calculated to draw the
mind from the cravings of a depraved appetite. The
itself.

to the

desire for artificial stimulant is gradually lost in the excitement of healthy labor, and both brain and body resume

,
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door
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their natural functions
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Advertising Kates.
In regular advertising columns, nonpareil type, 12 lines to the inch, 25
Cents per line. Advertisements on outside page, 40 cents per line. Reading
notices, 50 cents per line. Advertisements in double column 25 per cent,
extra.
Where advertisements are inserted over 1 month, a discount of
10 per cent, will be made; over three months, 20 per cent; over six
jaonths, 30 per cent.
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To Correspondents.
.

_4

All communications whatever, whether relating to business or literary
Correspondence, must be addressed to The Forest and Stream Publishing Company. Personal or private letters of course excepted.
All communications intended for publication must be accompanied with
peal name, as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be published if
objection be made. No anonymous contributions will be regarded.
Articles relating to any topic within the scope of this paper are solicited.
We cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to'favor us with brief
notes of their movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this paper
to become a medium of useful and reliable information between gentlemen sportsmen from one end of the country to the other and they will
And our columns a desirable medium for advertising announcements.
The Publishers of Forest and Stream aim to merit and secure the
patronage and countenance of that portion of the community whose refined intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that
s beautiful in Nature. It will pander to no depraved tastes, nor pervert
the legitimate sports of land and water to those base uses which always
tend to make them unpopular with the virtuous and good. No advertisement or business notice of an immoral character will be received on any
terms ; and nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that
may not be read with propriety in the home circle.
;

We

cannot be responsible for the dereliction of the mail service, if
money remitted to us is lost.
Advertisements should be gent in by Saturday of each week, if possible.
.

CHARLES H ALLOCK, Editor.
WILLIAM

C.

HARRIS,

Business Manager.
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Mr. Bee oh and Turkey Shooting. The American
were to have had some old fashioned

Rifle Association

turkey shooting at their Pelhamville range on Thanksgiving day, but Mr. Bergh put a veto on that portion of the
programme and it was omitted; the turkeys being first decapitated and theii heads only put up to be shot at. We
have been in accord with Mr. Bergh in many of his efforts
at alleviating the condition and sufferings of the brute
creation, but in this instance we must accuse him of most
woful ignorance of he subject or a fresh outbreak of that

meddlesome spirit which does so much towards neutralizing the effect of his better attempts. Mr. Bergh may not
be' aware that in a well conducted turkey shoot— and that
the Pelhamville shooting was such is instanced by the subsequent proceeding the head only of the turkey is exposed as a mark for the shooter. In this case regulation
muskets were used, the ball weighing nearly an ounce.
The effect of such a mass of lead striking a turkey's head
would be much more decisive than hacking at it with an
It may
axe, and productive of much less pain to the bird.
be remark-ad that those "dead heads" were struck by one

—

rifleman five times in seven.

Now

Mr. Bergh had been traveling in the direction of
Long Island, on that pleasant Thanksgiving
day, he would have seen a specimen of turkey, or chicken
if

Gravesencl,

shooting, which would have excited his wrath and comlarge party of men
miseration to the b guest extent.
were engaged in shooting at chickens with shot guns and
One unfortunate
fine shot at a distance of sixty yards.
hen, valued probably at fifty cents, had yielded, at ten

A

handsome sum of eighteen dollars before
defunct and handed to the winner.
pronounced
was
she
He must have found her armor-plated, and we trust his
Here was a case of real cruelty,
teeth paid for his sport.
cents a shot, the

torture in fact, but in the turkey shooting

no cruelty

we contend

that

exists

-«#t^

Brooklyn Review —The

success of the Brooklyn (N.
three years ago under
started
which
T.) Sunday Review,
auspices not the most favorable, has begun to astonish
even its most sanguine projectors and friends. Its entire
make up and appearance, typographical, editorial, and
physical, have been much improved of late, and the pungent satire and humor which season its columns indicate the
employment of talent of marked ability. Its principal
owners are Amos G. Torrey, manager of the New York
Colosseum, long known in local literary circles, and the
Messrs. Sidebotham, father and son, the elder of whom
wa:s attached to the Brooklyn Daily EagU for twenty-six
years*

under the invigorating

effect of out

life.

of stimulant upon the inhabitants of
and more disastrous than upon the
countryman will hardly be denied. Given two men, one
of whom drinks his allowance while perambulating from
one bar-room to another, or engaging between whiles at
some sedentary occupation, and another who imbibes a

That the

effect

cities is far greater

similar quantity while following the plough, felling trees,
digging stumps, or poling up stream, and the latter will

show none of the marks of dissipation which are invariaConstant activity keeps
bly fixed upon the city drinker.
open the pores of the skin and the poison, or much of it,
escapes in that way, instead of being carried in due course
to the brain to finally result in a softening of that organ
do not argue that farmers,
and an attack of delirium.
lumbermen and voyageurs, because of their occupation,
can drink with impunity; on the contary, no class are
more liable to the results of excess, as can be witnessed by
a short study of any country bar-room. The very labor
which would effect a cure in their case is abandoned, and
broken fences, neglected buildings, old hats in the windows, and general decay and ruin, bring into more frightWhat we do argue
ful prominence the destroyer's work.
is, that if those who find themselves giving way to indulgence and have still strength to form and keep resolutions,
would fly to the mountains, indulge in sports of the field,
and aided by natural stimulants, overcome their unnatural
appetites, the probabilities of their being finally cured
would be far greater than if they resorted to drugs, or one
of the Asylums for Inebriates.
Keep busy! Idleness cloys: nature demands excitement;
chance interviews with other loungers bring a temporary
relief to the monotony of living, and liquor at the bars
and tap-rooms supplies the temporary stimulant. Then
comes the excess, and afterwards the reaction, total prostration, and a waste of vital forces which only long abstinance and careful diet can restore. The repetition of these
excesses, increasing in frequency from month to month,
brings wear and tear, decay, and premature wreck. Oh!

We

We

the woes and bane of idleness and sloth!
have suggested the remedy. Let the victim of thirst follow it and
be cured. Let him become farmer, trapper, hunter, bullwhacker, surveyor, chopper, anything that will keep his

muscles in constant exercise, and send the stagnant and
polluted blood through his veins and out of the system
cause all the secretory organs to resume their healthy functions, and perspiration to ooze from his dry and feverish
will the system be cleansed. Once clean, it
no alcoholic stimulant, and manhood and selfOh, the luxury of
respect will again assert themselves.
skin.

Thus

will crave

feeling oneself a

man
«*^e.

Florida Items.— The

,

Augustine Press of November
20th publishes between 6ixty and seventy arrivals at the
The St. James Hotel, at Jackson ville>
Magnolia Hotel
The St. Augustine Hotel opened December
is now open
The steamer Huntsville, from New York to Fernan1st
The
dina, took eighty-eight passengers on her last trip.
Georgia, of the Quintard line, sailed full last Wednesday
from this city. All the lines are pressed with business
Seventy
Green peas at Jacksonville sell for $1 per peck
immigrants reached Orange county last week
St. Augustine is to have a first class market. .. .The hotels of
Florida are now equal to those aisewhere, both in table and
The colored man who sells "Camp
general appointment
Life in Florida" on the trains and steamboats at Jacksonville is making a small fortune on commission.
***>
Florida Travel.— The steamer Urbana, to run in connection with the New York and Fernandina (Fla.) steamship line has just commenced her trips. She takes the inside
route to Jacksonville, and thence up the St. John River to
She is 168 feet in length.
Enterprise.
St.

:

«»»».

—Bartolo

Picetti, at

Mosquito

^
inlet,

mouth

of the Hali-

fax River, Florida, can accommodate two or three boarders
The house is neat and comfortable, his wife
this Winter.
is a neat housekeeper and good cook, especially on fish,
which with oysters and sea turtle, is the chief diet.
Board $10 per week. The fishing is full as good as that at
Lowd's Hotel, four miles distant, and Bartolo is the best
fishermen on the coast. Deer, turkeys, bear, and wild
cats, can be found close by, to say nothing of rafts of
ducks. This is the favorite stopping place of our correspondent S. C. Clarke, who will be there next month,

THE swamps
United

of the more northern portions of the enStates are now filled with the great hare
(Lepus Americanus.) An expert hunter, accompanied by a
good dog, and armed with a shot gun, are all that is necestire

This species never burrowssary to bag a goodly number.
it simply inhabits cavities beneath the roots of trees or
under fallen brushwood, therefore a dog can readily find
them. They nearly always travel in beaten paths, which

formed by them, and which are plainly indicated
through the woodlands, so that the hunter, by standing in
a favorable position near one of these spoors, may secure
a shot as his dog drives the timid animal past him. As a
frightened hare moves like the wind, the gunner must be
able to snap short in order to catch him as he bounds
through the bushes. At this time these animals are brown
in color, but later in the season they become nearly pure
white. This is only one of the many instances where Nature furnishes her charges with protective color. It is dif-

are

ficult to see the

brown rabbit

in

Summer,

as its

hue

cor-

responds quite nearly with surrounding objects; but it
would be plainly visible when the snow covered the ground
did it not put on a mantle similar in color to that of the
garb assumed by the earth. To accomplish this change
the hare moults twice annually, and when adopting a new
coat is often parti-colored. This species is replaced in the
West by the jackass, or mule rabbit {Lepus callotis)^ and in
the Arctic region by the polar hare, {Lepus glacialis.)
The gray, or cotton tail rabbit {Lepus sylmtecus), is usually called a rabbit, whereas we have no species which
should bear the name. The true rabbit, of which the domestic variety from Europe is an example, live in colonies,
and bring forth their young in burrows, whereas hares are
more solitary in habit, and simply construct a form or
nest wherein their offspring are placed.
rabbit are born blind and naked, while

ways covered with

The young
little

of the

hares are

al-

and have

their eyes open at birth.
Rabbits are very helpless for several weeks, but hares are
The gray hare
quite active when only a day or two old.
fur,

differs from the Southern species in living in burrows during Winter, and consequently they are not so easily run by
dogs. They may be hunted quite successfully, however,
on a day when there is a slight rain or snow which precedes a storm; they are then moving about in search of
food, and the sportsman may secure many good shots by
hunting along by the margin of swamps. This species is
represented on the plains by the little sage rabbit {Le. arte-

and farther West by two or three other species.
also a swamp rabbit {Le. palustris) found in thickalong rivers and lakes of the South.

misia),

There
ets

is

,
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AMERICAN AMMUNITION.
We publish with

pleasure the letter below from Mr. A.
Hobbs, President of the Union Metallic Cartridge Company, of Bridgeport, on the matter of American Paper
Shells; and we may add that after a careful examination
C.

we recognize the strength of his remarks
of uniformity in the chambering
necessity
the
regarding
guns.
commend this subject to
loading
breech
of
English as well as domestic manufacturers of guns, feeling
assured that when uniformity is observed the complaints
of miss-fires will be largely reduced, if not altogether disposed of. It is conceded that our rifle ammunition is alinto the subject

We

most perfect, and the cause assigned, a perfect uniformity
in the bore of rifles, may easily be applied to shot guns:—
Bridgeport, Conn., Nov. 25, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
The contradictory statements that for the past few weeks have appeared in the Forest and Stream, the honest intentions and truth of
which there are no reasons to doubt, tend rather to confuse than give
any reliable information to yonr readers regarding the meiits or demerits
as all the different results named by yonr corof American Paper Shells,
respondents are d'ie to the difference in the guns that were used by the
parties that shot them. Having been connected with the manufacture of
American sporting ammunition from the early introduction of breech
loading shot guns into this country, I will attempt to give what informathe difficulties connected therewith, and the
tion I can regarding some of
cause of some of the complaints that are being made. In order to do so
guns in which the ammunition is being used.
I will first refer to the
In breech loading shot guns the cock or hammer, instead of striking
the muzzle loaders, strikes a movable pin.
the cap on a fixed anvil, as in
These pins vary in both length and the form of the end which strikes the
at an angle ot about forty-five degrees; the
cap; the pins are also driven
counter bore of the chamber (that is, the recess in which the head of the
a slight variation in either its depth or
shell is held) is so rounded that
diameter will allow the head of the shell to sink in the counter bore, and
thereby carry the cap or primer, which is in the head of the shell, double
the distauce of the variation of the counter bore in consequence of the
indirect motion of the firing pin. All tne variations mentioned occur in
different guns, and all tend to make breech loaders liable to miss fire, as
the shells cannot be fitted to eacii particular gUD.
The first attempt to supply the demand for breech loading shells ia
the Berdan patent metallic shells.
this country was the manufacture of
A gun of one of the best English manufacturers was selected as the
standard, gauges were prepared conforming exactly to the dimensions of
the chambers, and shells were made to fit the gauges. Hundreds of
rounds were fired in the gun, and the shells, so far as any test in that
gun could determine, were perfect. These shells were sold, and soon
complaints came that they would not go in some of the guns. These
complaints led to an examination of the chamber of different guns, and
out of several hundred that were examined no two of different makers
were alike, and in many cases the two chambers of the same double gun
other.
differed so' much that a shell fitting one barrel would not go in the
To provide against the difficulty of the shells being too large for the
chambers of any of the guns that were already in the market, naw
gauges were made conforming in dimensions to the smallest chambers
of these gauges were sent to the
that could be found, and several sets
some of the largest importers, with
different gunmakers in England by
Having
orders to have their guns chambered to conform to the gauges.
for
done all that was thought necessary to insure uniformity in the guns
smaller gauges,
the future, metallic shells were made to the new and
prevented further complaints of the shells not going in the guns.

which

As

turned, the
the metal shella^r'made of one piece, and the heads are

FOREST AND STREAM
and thickness of the heads are slight, but from the
nature of the materials of which the paper shells are made and the
number of thicknesses required, it is impossible to keep them as near
alike as the metal shells, consequently there is much more variation in
the diameter and thickness of their heads, and in order to have all the

GAME PROTECTION.
*_

variations in the size

guns that were selected as the standard, all the variation
must be on one side— that is, smaller than the gaugeg. Starting on these
premises the manufacture of paper shells was commenced. For the purpose of testing the shells In the course of manufacture two guns were
ordered from New York without any special directions as to dimensions.
The Ho. 10 has the name ©f P. Webley & Son, London, and the No. 12
W\ Wellington, Birmingham. In these guns thousands of the paper
shells have been fired, and during more than two years of xonstant use
but one single miss fire has occurred.
6 bellsgo

in the

Soon after the sale of the shells commenced occasional complaints
were heard, and on the 7th of June last a letter from W. B. Hanworth,
Qnincy, 111., in reply to an inquiry was received, which says: "Please
My gun is
find Mith this fifteen of youi shells that would not explode.
$300 Foster & Abby, of Chicago; I think her one of the best ever
made. The last time I was out I took two of the shells and snapped
them twelve times to see whether they would go or not." I examined
the shells, and although the caps appeared to have had a good blow, I
saw that the pin struck below the centre of thecap,"and on such an angle
I tried severai;of the shells in our
that the anvil in the cap was missed.
gun, including one that had been struck twelve times; they all went
promptly. I then returned the balance to Mr. Hanworth, telling him
On the 2M of June an answer came saying: "I
what the trouble was
had some fears all the time that fcome of the fault lay in my gun. At the
same time that I sent you the shells that would not go I also seflt my gun
to Joseph Butler, gunsmith, Chicago, telling him to overhaul her and do
as he thought best. I received the gun back a few days ago.
He said
there was too much pfay for the shoulder of the shell, and he bushed her
pieces
into
the breech of each barrel so that the shells
out and let in new
I have just tried the shells that you returned me that would
fit snug.
not explode in my gun before, and they all went off first pop. I am satisfied that the fault lay in my gun more than in the shells.'
Since the
above occurred I have investigated other cases, and all with the same
\

.

1

result.

I have examined a great many guns, and any close-measuring mechanic
would be astonished at the want of uniformity in the dimensions of the
chambers and counter bores of breech loading shot guns, even oft.be
highest price and otherwise the best finish, and in most every case the
miss fires can be attributed to the excessive variation in the chambers of
To avoid the chances of miss fires as much as possible the
the guns.
paper shells are now being made with thick heads, and when any Jlxed
standard can be established for the chambers of breech loading shot
guns, and all the gunmakers will conform to the standard, American am.
munition for shot guns will take the same position that American am-

now has for breech loading rifles, viz., the best in the world.
But so long as some gun makers make holrs in their gun barrels regardless of size and shape, your correspondents and other sportsmen may
well congratulate themselves on having only "three miss fires out of
every hundred shells;" while recently in the inspection of military
cartridges over 160,000 consecutive shots haVe been fired without a miss
muiiition

fire.

No one

better than the writer

can appreciate the feelings of a sportsa gun with a canvas back, mallard, woodcock, or quail
within thirty yards of the muzzle and a miss fire. Short words are excusable even when applied to tne manufacturer of cartridges.
If the
Pobbst and Strbam and all sportsmen will join in demanding the same
uniformity of dimensions in the chambers of shot guns that is required
in Government rifles, the complaint, not unjustly bu twithout knowledge
of the cause, now being made, will be of the past.
A. C. Hobbs.

man

at the butt of

The head of the unexploded shell alluded to by our corwas re forwarded to this office, and exploded on one of our guns at the first trial:—

respondent below

Jackson viljlb,
Editor Forest
I

am

111.,

Nov.

23, 1875.

and Stream:—

pleased to see that the sportsmen of this country have one paper
up to any particular manufacturer. In relation to the shell

that is not tied

question I will say, 1

have used about 180 of the Bridgeport shells since
wrote to you, and still not a single miss fire. I have used over a thousand of them, and never knew the head of one to pull off, nor one to
miss fire. I can say this, that the Bridgeport shell is good enough for
me; my experience sustains me in saying so. That the experiences of
sportsmen differ is undeniable.
relations with the Bridgeport comI

My

pany

no more than any other sportsman of this country, and I never
write anything that I can't put my name to.
Mr. Richardson Vasey, one
of our best sportsmen, has brought me one of the Bridgeport shells
that
he had miss fire since he put his name to the testimony published in
jour paper. He says: "It is the first I ever had miss fire. I reload them
twice, and sometimes three times.
I have never known the head of one
is

of these

Bridgeport shells to pull off."

I

have sent the

shell referred to

above to Bridgeport. I hope you will continue to let all sportsmen that
are honest and reliable express their views and experiences through
your
paper,

and

country.

let it

You

be seen that sportsmen have one impartial paper in this
have my support as far as it goes. Geo. Hatden.

shall

—Another

correspondent writes from Salem "I never
hadaU. M. C. shell miss- fire; but for reloading they are
next to worthless.
English shot are not creating much of
a sensation about here."
:

.

«»«».

.

—

Fox Hunting. Mr. Donahue and a party from this city
and contiguous Jersey towns were out with hounds on
Monday, but met with but poor sport, Bears Nest and Big
Swamp being both drawn blank, and the party were
obliged to return to Hackensack minus a fox.
have

We

several letters

on the subject of fox and paper hunting,
which are unavoidably left over for our next issue.

A

Good Rifle

Work

in Brooklyn.

—Mr. Robert Miley

have a rifle tournament at his gallery, to commence on
December 3d and lo be continued every Monday and Friday until the 7th of January, for the benefit of St. Peter's
Hospital, under the charge of the Sisters of St. Francis.

"Will

•*-*+.

—

Wakeman Holberton, the artist and fish painter, has
removed his studio to 1,193 Broadway, room 21. He is
now engaged on a black bass picture from studies made
among the Thousand Islands last Summer.
a charming and life-like result.

We anticipate

<».
—Messrs, Freund Bros., of Cheyenne, W. T., have sent
of two ingenious patents due to Mr.
F. W. Freund.
One is an adjustable pistol grip to a rifle or
fire-arm stock, which is exceedingly simple in character and
we should think would speedily come into use. The other
patent is for an improvement in sights on fire-arms. The

us the specifications

serious objection to

the clipped spring sights now in use
oeing their liability to displacement, or moving under a
stock or jar. Mr. Freund's improvement certainly does

away with these troubles, and in a very
easy and practical

way.

625

Boston, Mass., Nov. 20. 1S75.
Editor „
Fobest and Stkeam:—
Your New Hampshire correspondent, "Quail," may be a very good
any decent kind of a shot can kill his quail at thi* season
of the year in Massachusetts. My friend Brown and I were in the woods
one day last week, when my setter made a point on a bevy of quail. Geting ready to fire I let the dog go in, but the quail refused to fly, and the
dog succeeded in capturing one of them. On examination it proved to
be but two-thirds grown and but half feathered. Therefore I say to
' Quail," refrain from
shooting them this month, hoping that next month
they will be in better condition for shooting. The sportsmen in this vicinity hope to have a law passed at the next session of the House of
Representatives that will prohibit shooting quail prior to the 1st of December. I fully indorse ''Under Grip's" able protest against the killing
v

of quail before the season opens.

Bbeech.

Pittsburgh, Penn., Nov.

unharmed

true sportsmen have entered into to perserve

oil

until a certain eligible date agreed upon,

when

all

sportsmen may nave an equal chance, and even the birds a fairer chance
by their adult powers of flight, and in principle and effect any one of us
assuredly takes an unfair advantage of the rest, who by anticipating the
date agreed upon and rendered binding by act of Assembly, if even for
the final examination and the award of a diploma to a favorite setter,
we kill just two birds out of season. No, Mr. Wild, don't shield yourself behind the permission of your friend who owns the land on which
the birds were shot. While the disposal or ownership of birds on one's
own land is not a question that is legally settled; it ought to be settled
that they are the sportsmen's property to protect, at least, and whether
the sportsman be the landowner or his friend, there should not be a
question of the propriety of letting the birds alone until the law permits
them to be killed; and the landowner, whether he be sportsman or not,
ought to be a law-abiding citizen in this as in all other respects.
Woodcock or pheasant were your birds, Mr. W., and your fair reputation would then never been the subject of the apparently friend'y and
well-meant badinage of "Check Cord," who must now, at least, lay
claim to credit for having done something "for the protection of game."
By the way in which Mr. W. kicks back it seems that he is vexed, not
only that he did it, but that anything was said about it, but all will
doubtless be right when "Check Cord" accepts the invitation to the Biid
River shore to practically protect game by trying to shoot it. Then
must the amusement afforded to Mr. W. more than compensate for all
the chagrin he has endured from his friend "telling the truth too much
on him."
To change this subject a little to one that is of the same character, but
legalized and wrong in effect, I wish to add some testimony to the great
need of making the opening season for quail to be at the earliest on November 1st, or better, the 15th. On the 15th of October a friend, an accomplished and observing sportsman, made a visit with me to the farm
of a gentleman in Ohio for a day's quail shooting. Rain coming on after
two or three hours we were obliged to desist, but before doing so we
found three bevies of quail, the first nearly, if not quite, full grown,
strong-flying birds, that could take care of themselves; the second bevy
was little more than half grown, as was tested by one being killed for
comparison; the third bevy was of birds so small as to be scarcely able
to fly, and certainly not more than two weeks old, the old dogs pointing
them almost under their feet. In brief, these facts, in conjunction with
those set forth by "Mortimer" and many other of your correspondents,
call at least for an extension of the close season in some of the more
South Fork.
Northern localities. Yours,

With

respect to the soundness of the views advanced in

the concluding clause of our worthy correspondent's letter,
we wish to adduce the evidence of our observations during
the entire month of Iaa& October in the middle and north
era portions of Virginia, Tennessee, and North Carolina,
which discovered not only the fact that the quail were not

grown

in either, but they prove the entire practicauniform game law to apply to those States.
Moreover, the data received from the Middle and New
England States show that the law governing quail shooting there can very properly be made to coincide with the
law to govern the three States first named. An enactment
extending the close season to November 1st throughout the
entire latitudinal range would meet all the contingencies of
fully

bility of a

the case squarely, constituting in itself a constituent part
of the proposed scheme for a general uniform law to apply
to the several varieties of

game

that

This problem

man's category.

is

come within the sportsbeing gradually solved

to the satisfaction of all interested.
-+**>
.

—Bernard A. Hoopes, Esq., President of Ihe
phia Sportsmen's Club, was elected President of

Philadelthe Penn-

sylvania State Sportsmen's Association, at the late Harrisburg Convention. One reporter wrote "A. B. Hughes."
««»»»

— The number

of

by summary proceedings
was 11,955,

offences

against the English Game Laws in 1873-4
against 10,870 in the proceeding year.

—

Col. Geo. W. Wingate, General Inspector of Rifle
Practice, has issued an order directing the attention of In-

spectors of Rifle Practice and regimental commanders to
the necessity for thoroughly instructing their commands in
rifle practice at their respective armories during the drill

Creedmoor range, he remarks, is intended solely to apply the knowledge gained at
Each regimental commander, upon application to
drill.
Gen. Knox, Chief of Ordnance, can obtain 1,000 solid
headed shells, and 50,000 extra strong primers for candle
season.

The course

The

practice.

of practice at

returns of

rifle

practice of all organiza-

must be forwarded to brigade headquarters on or before December 1st to insure their publication at headtions

quarters.

—The

millionaire,

Wm.

B.

Astor, died in this city on

Wednesday of last week, aged eighty-four years. He
owned 2,500 houses and lots and the total value of his
property

is

estimated to be about $150,000,000,

22

,

Total.
43
86
85
S3
33

1?
15
15
15
14

20
18
18
17

Fairtlough..

81

Total

211

COMPANY
Name.

M.

L.

B.

200 yds.
20

F.J. Fagan

avowedly accomplished in the matter of sportsmanlike protection of game, yet we "more in sorrow than in anger" say
that the slaughter of even two quail out of season cannot be extenuated
on the plea of former good deeds done to the cause of protection. Tlae
free-to shoot-at- woodcock, or the ready- winged pheasant, would have

covenant that

500 yds.

21
19

Thomas Henwood
Thomas Askell
George W. Booth
Thomas Harvey

>

A.

200 yds.

John Correy

acts he has heretofore

the birds

—

i

COMPANY
Name.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
The correspondence between "Check Cord" and Mr. C. H. Wild is
calculated to awaken attention from all sportsmen from its personal nature and spicy quality, as well as the more important bearing it has upon
a case of non-observance of the game laws.
While we say all honor to
Mr. Wild for the great interest he has taken, and the many substantial

alter the

..

— This range was crowded on Thanksgiving

Day, practice shooting and match competitions going on
The day was delightful, there being just sun
side by side.
enough to be pleasant, and no wind. Two teams from the
Fourteenth Regiment, companies A and B, contested for a
handsome gold medal, the first named company winning
by 13 points. We give the scores:—

19, 1875.

tested Ace's retrieving qualifications quite as well as the forbidden quail:
and the permission of the friendly landholder to "fire away" can never

»

•

Creedmoor.

shot, but I say

McGwin

500 yds.
21
18
17

]9

J.J.Clancy
J. C. Erkenmark
M. Smith

18
17
15

J.J.White

15

Total.
41

37
36
32
27
26

15
12
11

Total.

198

Members

C and

D

companies of the Ninth Regiment
had their contest for three badges, which were taken by
Captain Auld, Sergeant Engel, and Private Huggard, with
the following scores.—
of

Name.

200 yds.

Capt. Auld
Sergeant Engel

19
17
16

Totah

500 yds.
8
6

27
23

W.IIuggard
5
21
Company G, of the same regiment, also held a contest
for an elegant badge.
Captain Pryer and Private Hover
tied on 18, when the Captain, without cavilling, gracefully

awarded

it

to

Mr. Hover.

The Eighty-fourth regimental rifle club has three

prizes
the Conklin and the Boylan badges, and one other trophy,
often merited but rarely called for, proudly designated as

the Duffer's badge.

We

Conditions— 500 yards,

fifteen shots.

give the four leading scores:

Drum Major

Nolte
Sergeant Randall, Co.

F

"9
38

1

J

Sergeant Osborne, Co.
Sergeant Levey, Co. E

C

37
85

Drum Major Nolte took the Conklin badge, and Sergeant
Randall the Boylan. Who gloried in the happy possession
of the Duffer badge will, so far as we have anything to do
with it, never be made known.
Three companies of the Seventy-ninth Highlanders, B,
D, and E, shot for prizes. Ten shots at each range of 200
and 500 yards were the conditions, but owing to the lateness of the hour when the match commenced it remained
and was declared off for the present. Company 13 had offered no less than twenty-four prizes. A
French clock was, however, won by Sergeant Duncan McPherson by the following very excellent score: 200 yards
4—42; 500 yards— 4
4—38; total, 80. The first prize of Company D was won
by Lieutenant D. E, Van Nett, and of Company E, a gold
watch, by W. Stevenson.
In company G, of the Twenty-second, a medal offered
by Private Herts was won by Private Scranton, who made
unfinished,

445444445

54345342

20 out of a possible 25 at 200 yards.
Among the many good scores made
that of Sergeant T. J. Dolan,

of

we may mention
Company D, Twelfth

Regiment, who, at 500 yards, made 31 out of a possible 35.
In the afternoon a match was shot between the members
of the Scotch-American Rifle Club for the Morrison badge,
but unfortunately a protest was entered by Captain Clark.

However, we give the
Name.
A.Pyle
Copt. W. C. Clarke
Thomas Duke

W.
W.

Stevenson
Bobertson

scores:
200 yds.
3?
38
37
..37
38

500 yds.
40
38
38
3T
23

Total.
77
76
75
74
61

—On

Saturday, Nov. 27, the Hepburn match took place,
which may be considered as the last engagement of the
rifle season of 1875.
The badge presented by Mr. L. L.
Hepburn, who was the winner of the Remington Diamond
Badge, was in fact a quid pro quo offered by him, with the
very excellent idea of encouraging the formation of a new
team outside of the former champions. The weather was
rather cold, and a raw wind blew from XII right down the
range.
There were fifteen entries, but early in the match
the scores of some of the leading shots were, without being very strong, sufficient to intimidate the weaker ones,
who withdrew. Conditions—First competition for the
Hepburn Trophy; open to all comers, excluding members
of the American International team of 1874 and 1875;
rounds, fifteen each, at 800, 900, and 1,000 yards; weapon,
any breech loader, to be loaded at the breech only; prize
to be won three times before becoming personal property
of winner. The following are the best scores:
Name.
800 yds.
900 yds.
1,000 yds.
Total.

W. B. FarwelL
55
A. V. Canfleld, Jr.. 62

F.Hyde
R. Kathbone
H.S.Jewell

H

Fisher

L. C. Bruce

A.

E

.

....59
60

64
...57
...51

66
63
66
58
61
57

56

59
54
43
48
87
38
83

Hennion, Jr.
A. Perry
J.

]80
179
168
166
162
152
140
...124
1]8
114

E.H. Raymond
During the shooting of the Hepburn match, another was
in progress made up of the team who had won the silver
trophy at the What Cheer range. It was decided to dispose of this by single competition to the team, and after a
postponement from Goshen, in consequence of the stormy
weather, the shooting came off at Creedmoor. The rounds
were seven each at 600, 800, and 1,000 yards. Messrs.
Bruce, Hyde, and Coleman retired from this, and Major
Fulton, who was of the team at Providence, was not
present.

The

scores give the prize to

W,

B. F&rwell*

FOREST AND STREAM.
with A. V.
having 31 to

who

tied on the grand total
beat him on the longest range,
and, according to the rule in
score stood as follows:—
900
800 vds.
Hame.

W.
A.

use, took first place.

25
31

35

27
33

24

H. S.Jewell

...33

33

Glek Drake Ran&e.—It
to notice the progress the

The

Total.
88
86
84
80

1,000 yds.
31

Canfield, Jr.. 30

G.W.Yale

but

17

especially agreeable for us

is

American- Ri tie Association has

made, and how rapidly not only the many difficulties in the
way of perfecting an organization, but of building up a
This association, which
range, have been accomplished.
dates back in reality but a few months, has already
achieved a marked success, and must draw the riflemen
not only from those portions of the counties in its neighborhood, but their range will- be used by many of the military organizations in the northern part of the city. There
is abundant scope for both Creed moor and Glen Drake,
end the time is not far distant when other ranges in the
neighborhood of the metropolis will be wanted. The officers of the American Rifle Association, from their worthy
President, Col. John T. Underbill, to their active Secrethe greatest credit for the
energy, tact, and patience they have displayed. On Thursday, Thanksgiving Day, the range was thronged, the military display having been remarkably fine. The day was
superb, the sun just pleasantly warm, the wind being
scarcely perceptible. Company G, of the Seventy -first
Regiment, under Captain Webber, were the guests. Company B, of the Twenty-seventh Regiment, under the command of Captain E. Cardoze, receiving them. The New
York company were accompanied by their band. Teams
of twelve were selected from each company, and a match
was shot for a superb trophy, prerented by Colonel Vose
of the Seventy-first, and Colonel Underbill of the TwentyConditions— 200 yards, rive shots. Company B,
seventh.
Twenty-seventh Regiment, were the successful contestants, scoring 151 to 149 made by Company G, of the Seventy-first, so the trophy remains in Westchester county.
The Subscription Match was then in order. Conditions
Distance, 400 yards-, any rifle; trigger pull, three pounds;
One half of entrance
position, off hand; entrance fee, $1.
money to be for benefit of association, balance divided
betweeu three highest scores. The following are the best,
scores
4 4 4 4 3— 19
3 4 5 5 3-20 A. F. Decker
jp Hyde....
4 4 4 3 4—19
5 5 4 3 3-20 F, Backofen
J 'A. Gee
4—19
Hyde
F.
......4
4 3 5 3-J9
3
4
4
4
Capt. E Barker
In the All Comers' Match the following were the conditions—Distance, 300 yards; any rifle; seven lounds; enFirst prize, $35
trance, $1 to members, $1 50 to others.
value; second prize, $25 value; third prize, $6 value, subscription to Army and Navy Journal fiee for one year;
fourth prize, $5 value, subscription one year to Forest
and Stream free. The following are the best scores:
i 3 4
4 5 8-23
p Backofen
3 3 4 4 5 3 4-26 8. E. Condon
4 3 4
4 3 4-22
v'crook?pire....3 3 3 4 4 3 4-24 F. Hyde
4-24
Teets
D.
H.
4
2
4
4-22
4
4
4
4
4
3
2
5
Scott..
Col G D.
3-24 Capt. Barker
3 4 4
2 4 4—2!
A French. ...3 2 5 3 4 4 4-23
J.A.'Murphy....33 3 4 3 3
Mr. W. A. French secured the Forest and Stream
tary, G. O. Starr, Esq., deserve

—

:

1

|

}

W

|

prize.

For the De Peyster badge, third competition, the conditions were Distance, 300 yards; open to any bona fide

—

of the National Guard, military rifles only; seven
scorino- shots; contestants must shoot in uniform; badge
must be won three times by one person before property
The interest taken in this match, the prize being
passes.

member

a superb gold badge, was very great. It had been won
by Captain C. F. Robbins, Seventh Regiment, and a
second time by Lieutenant J. A. Gee, Eighth New York
On this occasion it fell to Private F. Backofen,
Infantry.
append the ten leadof the Forty-seventh Regiment.
ing scores:
Score.
Total.
Name.

first

We

4
F.Backofcn, 47th "Regiment
3
Capt. E Barker, 8th Regiment
Regiment
3
T. R. Murphy, 8th
4
W. A. French. 7th Regiment
«
M. Cochrane, 8th Regiment
4
S. E. Condon, 47th Regiment
4
E H. Sanford, 7th Regiment
4
I ieut. J. A. Gee. 8th Regiment
3
Col G. D. Scott, 8th Regiment
Lietit. O. C. Hoffman, 71st Regiment... 3
Regiment
4
27th
Burns,
B.
.

3 4 3 4 4
4 4 4 5 2
3 3 4 4 2
3 4 2 3 5
3 8 4 3 4
3 4 2 4 2
2
3 3 2 4 2
2 4 3 4 3
3 3
4 4
4 2 2 3

3
3
5
3
4
4

34343

4
2
3
3

25
25
24
24
23
23

23
22
21

20
18

old fashioned turkey shoot was in full blast almost all day. Early in the morning the good Mr. Bergh
liad issued his fiat that no live turkeys should be shot at.
Obedient to the authorities, the Glen Drake turkey committee procured inanimate birds, all nicely plucked and
By guillotining
trussed, instead of the feathered gobblers.
the defunct bird, and suspending the head, wattles and
all, by means of a string on a post, a shining mark was
made. In nothing has the gratifying improvement of our
National Guard in rifle shooting been shown more brilliantly than by their skill in hitting this peculiar mark—
Whether the turkey
turkey's head instead of a bullscye.
shoot was remunerative to the association remains yet to
should rather think not. At fifteen cents a
be seen.
shot, and ten pound turkeys, not to be had for less than
twenty cents a pound, the entrance fee was insignificant;
saw one well made, handsome
but the skill was great.
little National Guardsman, the embodiment of martial
grace, step deftly to front with his military rifle, and at 1G0
yards' in seven shots bag no less than "five noble birds.
Who will tell us now thai skill with the rifle is not in the
ascendant? In the evening a grand collation was offered
by the Mount Vernon soldiers to Company G, of the SevThe room was handenty-first, at the regimental armory.
somely decorated, appropriate toasts were given, and late
in the"night the festivities of the American Rifle Associa-

A grand

We

We

were brought to a happy close.
Saturday last the Remington Sewing Machine Match was
won by George O. Starr with a score of twenty-five, made
with a Whitney rifle. Hereafter the range will be open
Saturdays memfor practice on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
ber's matches will take place.
Morsemeke.—Here, too, Thanksgiving was celebrated.
Prizes were various, from a gold medal down to a cabbage.
Shooting was at 500 yards, fifteen shots, with the following
tion

scores
D. Smyth
H. Quinn
G. L. Morse.....
J\ Shonnard
:

71

70
69
t8

I

|

I

ner, the match between himself and Mr. Shonnard being
very close, the latter having made a full score at 500 yards.
Conditions— Ten shots at 200 and 500 yards:—
tt n„;™
H
Q amn

J

J. 8. Perry.
J. Chirk

E. Conneli

64
........49
44

I

Mr. Smyth's 71 in a possible 75 is very excellent shootOn Wednesday the competition for the sporting rifle
ing.
•was held at Moraemere, when Mr. Quoin became the win-

3442534

200—4

tt^a
Fred. oh„„„.^
Shonnard

j

-

4 5-38

455 5 5 45-47
440 3 5444 3-34

H00-4

-

yds.

B. Farv*rell......80

V

Caufielcl,

(Janfield's 25,

5 5

200—3

„ 55555555 5 _50

500 5
,.i..80 Douglas
-j

\

(.

j"

fi4

84

1

Rockwell

.

45

A W.

38

Tice

.

|

TEAM— SHARPS CREEDMOOR.

SECOND

24
46

J. L. Thompson
Ara Bartlett

I

|

37
41

148

Total

—Last week the
Scores

H

The
:—

club at Middleton, Conn., had their
conditions were 200 yards, five shots each.
rifle

Woodward

.

S3
20
-20
20

Aleop

Judd
Coles

19
19

Lyman
I

silver cup.

The third contest for the Turf, Field and Farm cups
took place at Conlin's Gallery last Thursday. Conditions
shots, off hand, 110

feet,

200 yards

miniature

First
get reduced in proportion, Wimbledon rules.
best score, second cup to nearest score to 35, third
nearest score to 25:

Name.
(first

W.

J.

W. Pope

J.

D. Hexter

31
31

G

L. Volk
M.J. Dally

3K
3S
68

\.

ri.

rcher

E.

J.

3

30
30
30
30

Ludwig

Burdon
O. B. Murray
W. H. Emerson
Coddington (third cup)

38 J. S.

Kinney

W.

O. E. Batersbury

4* II. P. Morice.
40 BE A. Peabody
89 P. E. Burgoyne

.37
37

T. C. Banks
N. E. DeVise
W. B. Ostium
T. B. Rome
VV. Sevbell (second cup)
L.

34
33
33
33
32
3i
32

D. Cheever

41 J.
41

C. J.BIauvelt.
T. G. llaight
G. W. Smyth
J. C.

Score.

J.

4-i

W. B. Fanvell
Fred. Kesslar
T. E. Broadway
Q. A. Penney
D. L. Beckvvith
F.

to
to

4f)

Lennon
Sherwood

P.

tar-

cup
cup

A. J. Pollock
O. Wright
4:
Benj. EL Louder
42 II. A. Gould

cup)

Chas. A. Chee ver
.

Name.

Score

L. C. Brace

M

2!-t

<9
27

25
24
24
23
21

.

36 \R. T. Scully

W. Woods

..3«IJ.

Knnster
Parsons

841 P. C.

Sarony

3

1

H. A.

1

—

Tbe rifle match of the Taunton Sportsman's Club took
place at Taunton, Mass., Thanksgiving Da}'. The day was
Conclear, but the wind was uncertain and capricious.
ditions— 200 yards; ten shots; N. R. A. rules. First prize,
a gold badge, to be won three times; second, a field glass;
third, a sportsman's vest; fourth, subscription to Fobest
and Stream; fifth, Wingute's Manual. The following
were the best scores:—
Total.
Names.
Total.
Names,
33
3fi
W. P. Parmelee
H. D. Atwood..
32
S6 J. A. Cushman
Graham
N.
Lovermg
32
W.
Hon
O.
35
W. H. Bent
32
35 W. C. Perry
H. P. Cope.land
32
SB Edward King
Dr. S. D. Presbrey

C

.

J. C. Sprout

34
34

Lieut. Col. Fred. JViaaon
Jas. Woodward

32

92 W. B. Allen
90 T. 1). Williams

M. W. Lyman
A. G. Alford
Fuller

W. Burn ham

8t
7
76

75

Geo. Willara

Mr. Sexton not entering for the prize the same was

by Colonel R.

S.

won

Thompson, he making the highest score

Owing to darkness, Colonel Thomp"in the first ten shots.
son was unable to finish his score for position on the team,
having two more shots.

—

m

Brooklyn. The members of the
Rifle Range
Division Staff are talking seriously of the institution of a
short range for rifle practice in the vicinity of Brooklyn,
and Bay Ridge and Fort Hamilton are mentioned as desirIt is not improbable that steps looking to
able locations.
the leasing of lands and fitting up such a range will soon
be taken. If no better plan presents itself, a range is spoken of to be managed and controlled by a joint stock

A

*-

-

Grautvillb, Mass., Nov. 28, 1875.
Editor Forest anj> Stream:—
At the meeting of our rifle club at Spy Pond, on Saturday, the 27th of
November, tbe new targets, 5x4 feet, with bullseye, centre and inner
used. The club is gainof the same size as in Wimbledon targets were
were made, the gentlemen
in^ strength every day. The following scores
present being divided into three squads of ten each. Spy Pond Range—
Conditions-Distance, 200 yards; rifle, any; position, standing. Wind,

from the targets:—

Mp^eneer
LSkSS''....
'

•-

Sr

39
..27

-....40

39
87

Wemv SS5 C. C

1

Robinson.

••41
•••80

Gerrish
Short.

26

c.

Souther
Shattuck
Hazeiton

.11

36
17
11

Sanborn

40
6i

—

B.

Souther
I

squad

Sawyer
Oegeod

Average

SQUAD

:::::::::::^|wffieV-:::-":v:::::::::::::i

V.'.'.V.V.V.'.V.
34 9.
Average—
*

Chaffln

[Under tTis head of "Game and Fuh in Season" toe ean only specify in
general terms the several varieties, because the laws of States vary so much
'that were we to attempt to particularize we c&uld do no less than publish
those entire sections that relate to the kinds of ga?ne in question.
This
would require a great amount of our spare. In designating game we are
guided by the laws of nature, upon which all legislation is founded, and
our readers would do well to provide themselves with the laws of their reOtherwise, our attempts to asskt
spsciive States for constant reference.
them will only create confusion.']

—

Fish in Market. Tbe cold snap of the present week
has interfered somewhat with the operations of the fishermen and temporarily lessened the supply of fish. "We
quote striped bass from Rhode Island, 20 to 25 cents per
pound, according to size; smelts, from Maine, are abundant at 18 cents; blufish are still being caught in quantities
in southern waters, and sell for 12 cents per pound; frozen
salmon, 50 cents; mackerel, 20 cents each; white perch,
15 cents per pound; Spanish mackerel, frozen, 60 cents;
green turtle, from Key West, 20 cents per pound; terrapin,
from Savannah, $8 to $12 per dozen; frost fish, 10 cents
per pound; halibut, 20 cents; haddock, 10 cents; codfish,
10 cents; blackfish, 15 cents; flounders, 10 cents; eels, 18
cents; lobsters, 10 cents; sheepshead, frozen, 25 cents;
pompano, frozen, $1; whitefish, 18 cents; pickerel, 18
cents; salmon trout, 16 cents; brook pike, 10 cents per
pound; hard shell crabs, $8 per 100; scollops, 80 cents per
gallon; soft clams, 40 to 60 cents per 100.
We saw last week an old relic in the shape of a CastleConneli rod, which did duty seventy years ago on the Dee,
the LiU'ey, and Shannon, when poachers and close seasons
were unknown, and all the efforts of the anglers of the
day could not deplete the populous streams of Ireland.

—

implement of greenheart,

a ponderous

It is

feet in length, in three

sections,

twenty
and looks

full

splice jointed,

though it could lift a hundred yards of line if thero
were only muscular power enough at the but. It is the
as

property of T. C. Clarke, Esq., of Philadelphia, President of the Phenixville Bridge Company, and we regret
that we have forgotten who was the original possessor.

We know,

however, that he was contemporary with the
Izaak; and in contemplating tie
rod we are jealous that it cannot speak and tell of its vicearliest disciples of old

long ago, when fly-fishing was in its infancy,
with its primitive excellences. It was
the best of its day and generation, but must now take second place to ihe inimitable split bamboo, which, we are
informed by friends on both sides of the Atlantic, is rapidly gaining favor with tranatlantic anglers, who are conlarge number of
strained to concede its superior merits.
split bamboo and trout rods have been exported to Europe
within a few months, and no angler considers his repository complete without one; just as our sportsmen are fain
to include an English gun in their field outfits.
tories

won

art coeval

A

great many whitefish are now being
spear and net in Keuka Lake, Yates county,
They are large and fat.

A

— Shad

have made

taken with
York.

New

their appearance in the

St.

Johns

River, Florida. The editor of the Jacksonville Press devoured the first one caught.

— The city of
ter

A

Rochester

is

to

be supplied with pure wa-

from Hemlock Lake, situated twenty- five miles

correspondent says this lake

is

noted for

its fish

distant.

and

fish-

ing; in the Summer months it is a favorite place of resort.
"At the foot of the lake is the Jacques House, a large
and commodious building that is thronged during the Bummer months with visitors, who ever delight in the kind
hospitality of the proprietor, Mr. A. Kendall. On the
western side is the Lake Shore House, a newly erected
structure of modern style, under the immediate supervision of Gough Brothers, whose courtesy will ever be remembered by their many visitors. Situated also on this
side are many cosy cottages, the property of private indiOn the eastern side is located the Lima House,
viduals.

Mr.F. P. Bishop, manager, and Half-way House, made famous by the abundance of trout caught in that vicinity,
Green, that plies
the lake."

RIFLE CLUB.
BOSTON —

yss

Grouper, EpintpJielpus nlgrltm,
Trout (black bass,) CehtivpHstte

for the steamer Seth
regularly each day to the head of

and the regular stopping place

company.

SS
Clark.

Scice-

atrarius.
Striped Bass or Rockfish, Boccut
Kingfish, Mmtldrrus nstntlosus.
lineatvs.
Sea Bass, Scicenops octUatus.
Sheepshead, Archosargus probato- Tailorfi*h, Pomapmvs saltatrlm.
Black bass, Microptems salmotdes:
cephaliis.
M. nigricans.
Snapper, Lutjanus caxus.

84

K. Rodgers
88 T. Bradwell
G. E. Adams
891 J.

C. B. Prout

fresh

Family

(two species.)
nidm.

and the

The CniCAOO Rtfle Club.— On the 20th of November
the Chicago Rifle Club met at their range to compete for a
prize and positions in the team to shoot at the coming
Inter-State match, to be shot in Chicago at an early day between the same teams that shot at Jackson, Mich., on the
10th of last month. The prize for the first ten shots was
The total score was twenty shots
for a handsome book.
for positions on the team, but owing to the darkness coming on before a number could finish their scores the match
was unfinished till the following Tuesday, when those who
had not finished their scores were flowed to do so. The
first day the weather was very fair "the second, Tuesday,
not quite so much so, the wind blowing quite hard. Conditions—Three sighting and twenty scoring shots; distance,
500 yards; N. R. A. rules. The following ia the score out
of a possible 100:
ST
95 It. S. Thompson
J. A. Shaffer
86
95 O. C. Blackman
S.B. Sexton
U.'

Drum

20

Russell
Harris

I

\

Mr, Woodward was the winner of the

—
—Ten

Pompano, Trachynotus carohnus.

Cynoscion regatts.

177

Total
G. H. Benedict
C. A. Van Wagener

match.

Weakflsh,
Rooms ilmatus.
SOUTHERN WATKRS.

Striped Bass,

,

—On

N

FISH IN SEASON IN DECEMBER.

~

8a

f

75
Smyth
Thanksgiving Day a rifle contest was held by the
rifle club at Ellenville, Ulster county, N. Y., teams of four
Distance, 500 yards. Score:—
contesting.
FIRST TEAM—REMINGTON CRBBDMOOR.
47
47 A. B. Mead
E. H. Wnnson,

L. Morse

Of.

\tn Hitd Bcivtr

39
82

,

Dittman...

e^rj-AB D.

.....0

Hebbard
jlxxtxt

I

Parker....

I

^rsons
J.- Wemyss, Jr

...87

Adams.....
.

Kirkwood '.'.['";..'.

Hobbs
Average— 36,3; grand

.39

ac,
^ii
Tn
3D)Kneeland

,

;,

average, 35,1.

,

.56
.38
,a»

?i
.18

*

way

—The Lancaster Examiner says: "Yesterday while a raft
belonging to Mr. Weaver, at Marietta, was passing down
the Susquehanna River, just at the Conewago Falls, above
Collins Station, it was beset by a school of black bass numbering probably 200, all of which leaned up out of the
water on to the raft. The raftsmen tried to secure the fish
and succeeded in getting about twenty-one of them, which
weighed in the average from three quarters to two and a
halfponnds. Judge Libhart is ,our authority for this item,
and he also informed our reporter that several boys who
were lifting outlines, a day or two ago, in the Susquehanna River, were astonished somewhat when

five black bass
leaped into their boat."
Black bass have a propensity to jump over obstructions,
and incidents are frequent where they have leaped into
boats and been captured.

Fisheries. —There have been 40 arrivals of the
from
the past week, as follows, 29 from the Banks, 9
0U J
Georges and 2 from the Bay. They have landed 1,450,
codnsh,
Georges
pounds
63,000
codfish,
Bank
of
pounds
hau116 000 pounds fletched halibut, 45,000 pounds Bank
barrels of Bay
but*, 2,700 pounds Georges halibut, 150
.mackerel.

The

fleet

tf-i.l.

its

/

m

FOREST AN® STREx\M.
There is one Bayman yet to arrive, the Abigail Brown,
which will wind up the business. The Georgesmen are
There will be
being hauled up as fast as they arrive.
about fifteen sail of vessels follow the La Harve Bank and
Georges fishing through the Winter. Six of the herring
fleet have sailed the past week, two for Newfoundland and
The shore Winter fleet comfour for New Brunswick
prising about thirty sail of vessels, have now commenced
operations, and are doing a fair business in supplying the
fish dealers.— Gape Ann Advertiser, Nod. 27£A.
.

—Since January 1st up to the present date there have
been one hundred and five men lost in the fisheries from
The entire loss in 1874 was sixtythe port of Gloucester.
In 1873 there were one hundred and seventy -four
eight.
lives lost.

correspondent "Oconomowoc," of Milwaukee,
described the coming bass rod long ago, writes to
offer the following testimony in favor of the Orvis reel in
take pleasure not only in acceding to his
bass fishing.

i)(

—Our

who

We

wishes, but in endorsing his opinion:
"The angling fraternity will rate Mr. C. F. Orvis a true benefactor for
the invention of his excellent reel. I have fully tested it, and have realized

all

that its inventor claims for

it.

It is

simple, cheap, durable, and
is neat, well finished, and

and as regards workmanship
comely. The perforations render it very light, and assist very much in
drying the line and freeing it from sand and grit. Its price—five dollars
—places a good and reliable reel within the reach of the most impecunious angler. For fly-fishing it is as good as any other click reel costing
twice as much, while In fishing with the minnow for black bass, pickerel,
pike perch, etc., it is eminently fitted. For bass fishers who find a diffi-

practicable,

multiplying reel in casting, the Orvis
from its narrowness, takes
up the line evenly without any guidance from the angler, so in casting
culty in controling a free-running

the great desideratum; for as the reel,

reel is

the click exerts just enough of resistance in casting the minnow to preminnow can thus be cast
vent over-running of the line upon the reel.
thirty yards with ease, while the reel, as it were, takes care of itself.

A

1

This will be 'just the thing for a majority of bass anglers. Being nickel
plated, it will not rust or tarnish, and although not a multiplying reel,
takes up the line qui! e rapidly on account of its extreme narrowness.
Mr. Ovis has proven himself a true friend to his brother anglers by fur-

and reels of unusual excellence at m^re nominal
no doubt be rewarded by large sales during the coming
season. They would make very appropriate and acceptable 'holiday
presents, which our sportsmen's wives, sweethearts, and sisters will
Oconomowoc. '
make a note of.

nishing ihem with rods
prices,

and

will

1

1

<jH<^

.

SALMON

ON THE NOYO
ON THE NORTHERN PACOAST OF CA LIFORNIA.
FISHING

RIVER,
C1FIC

,

San Francisco, November, 1S75.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
On the 30th of October my nephew, P. F. Hooper, and I started from
this city bound for the River Noyo, which flows into the Pacific Ocean
about 200 miles north of San Francisco. We took steamer to Donahue
Landing, and thence railroad to Cloverdale City. Here we remained for
the night. From Cloverdale we went by stage to the North Fork of the
Navarro River, which was one day's journey. There we elept, and the
next morning proceeded by another stage— a journey of filty miles— to
the place of our destination— a small tavern on the banks of the Noyo,
which we will speak of hereafter. The journey from Cloverdale to the
vast forests of redwoods {Sequoia 8empervirm$)—& timber in great request for building purposes here— was through a most attractive and
beautiful country, chiefly of softly rolling hiils and rather lofty mountains, all covered with the lovely vegetation characteristic of the finest
valleys of this State, such as the live oak, white pine, madrona, with its
red berries and glossy laurel-shaped foliage, manzanita, with crimson
bark, buckeye or horse-chestnut, and numerous other handsome trees,
shrubs, and evergreens, mostly of fine i?hape, with natural pastures
among them, parti-like, and appearing in many points of view as though
planted with the most skillful ait of the best landscape gardening, the
chief features of the scene being a mixture of pastoral and agricultural.
A portion of this region is called Anderson's Valley and Round Valley,
affording splendid landscape views, such scenery as would certainly inPart of our traveling was through the redwood forests,
spire a poet.
which, on this north coast, extend about 150 miles north and south and
about fifty miles east and yvest. In these immense woods there are many
lumber camps and mills, though the latter are mostly at the mouths of
Many of these
the many rivers and creeks emptying into the Pacific.
giants of the forest— the redwoods— are over 300 feet in height and from
In our passage through the for12 to 15 feet in diameter at their base.
ests we encountered some heavy rains, but on emerging from them on
the shores of the ocean the weather cleared up delightfully, the sun shone
brightly, and the grand Pacific, with its enormous breakers beating
against the rocky shores, opened clearly and grandly upon our enchanted
vision.
We reached the Noyo River late in the evening, just about sundown, but with sufficient light to notice the numerous salmon, which had
lately entered the stream, leaping and breaking the water in all directions. The next morning, you may be sure, before the sun made his
glorious appearance above the horizon we were ready in our boat, armed
cap-apie for our contest with the most valuable and highest esteemed
Our mode of warfare in these waof all our fishes— the lordly salmon.
ters at this season was with the large red and silver spoon bait armed
with a triangle of hooks, trolling with rod and reel from the boat's stern.
One of us rowed alternately while the other fished. Our boat was rather
too heavy to row very fast, which we found the best way to entice the
fish to our spinning spoon bait. The first day or two we only took seven
flsh, but we soon discovered what was the most killing spoon, which
was a rather large one with much red about it— that is, one side of the
spoon red with a small bunch of red worsted between the triangle of
hooks. In seven fishing days at this point we captured seventy-three
talnion, weighi g in all 642£ pounds, and averaging £$• pounds each.
They were of the hook-bill species, of good game qualities, but iuferior
for the table compared with the Sacramento River salmon, being rathe
r
dry and not near so tender in jlesh. Their average weight is also far
from being as large, as the biggest we took was only thirteen pounds,
while the finer shaped and much better flavored Sacramento quinnaf,
species average 27£ pounds each.
Neither is the hook-bill kind so hand,
some in the mouth and head as the San Francisco market salmon from
its bay and tributaries.
The hook-bill has its upper jaw projecting un
fler its lower, both jaws being armed at their ends with tushes or teeth,
which are much larger in the males, as are also their hooked bills. Toward Winter the finer and more perfect Sacramento sort appear in the
northern rivers after the hook-bills, as do also toward Spring the still
more valuable salmon trout, that are longer in their bodies, more delicate
and nice in their flesh, which is of a much lighter red color. They very
much resemble the best species of our salmon in their silvery lustre, but
their heads are slightly smaller, and the shape of their tails are nearly
square compared with the forked ones of the former. These salmon
Will only take the fly in the Spring of the year, as we were informed and
found by our own experience If acceptable to you I will say something
concerning the other game we saw as well as several kinds of vegetation.
.

had nearly forgot to mention the excellent accommodations we enjoyed at the Noyo House or tavern, kept by Mr. John Byrnes, our most
obliging landlord, who did all he could to make our visit pleasant and
enjoyable. The fare was very good and varied, and was better than we
have ever experienced in any part of California outside of San FrancUco. The terms were only $1.50 per day, with the use of boat. The
whole amount of our expenses for two persons for the trip was a very
I

little

over $100.

E.J Hooper

.

Angling: in Norway. —Occasionally an American anway to Norway, but it is very seldom. Henry
Harbeck, Esq., who is well known to sportsmen here, has
spent two seasons there. He has recently returned to
Paris, France, where he now resides, and has Mndly favored us with a synopsis of his last Snmmer's trip, giving
routes, distances, fares, etc.
Doubtless the information
will be useful to some of our readers, whom his glowing
accounts may induce to visit the Norway rivers for salmon
r

gler finds his

and

trout.

Here

is

his

log:—

bbu

Paix,
No. S3 Rue
Pabis, France, November, 1875.

\

j

KpiTon Forest and Stream:—
„
I started from London and went to Paris, on to Cologne, about twelve
hours and a half by rail; from there to Berlin, another twelve hours,
from there to Hamburg, about five hours, but between Cologne and Berstopped at a beautiful city called Hanover, formerly a separate kingdom, but now included in Germany; from Hamburg to Copenhagen,
about fourteen hours—five by rail— the balance from Keil to Koeson
(Keil in Schlesweig, to Kosaon in Denmark) by steamboat. Keil i6 quite
an important naval port of ©ormany. It formerly belonged to the
Danes— Schlesweig-Holstein. The friendly feeling between the two nations is not great or strong. One route, by which you can get quicker to
Hamburg, is direct from Cologne to that place in about twelve hours.
At Christiana, the capital of Norway, there are good hotels. It takes
aoont sixteen hours, and by the beet boat from fourteen to sixteen.
They touch Gottenburg, in Sweden, on the way. These are small steamers, but one is a very fine boat which travelers, if they can spare time,
should always wait a day or two for. Copenhagen will be likely to interest them anyhow, it being a fine city of old palaces, fine squares and
a neat and polite people. The English language is spoken by many, especially at the hotels.
Yon c in make them easily understand you on
the steamboats. From Christiana you get carrioles, which are onehorse conveyances; you drive yourself, and horses are furnished you at
from one to one and a half Norweigan miles; they make about seven of
ours. The station masters are appointsd by the Government. The
price of horses is about two marks the mile, and four to six shillings
for the post boy— that is, the boy that brings the horses back from one

lin

station to another.

lings to a

mark.

A mark is about twenty-six cents, twenty-four skilThe average expense for lodging, horses, etc., is about

pound a day.

Feod and lodging can be obtained at almost all the stathey sometimes have no meat, they have bread, eggs, coffee,
cream, and often trout. But this is only a little description of the best
way to travel through the country. Now, as to the fishing. I leased a
part ef a river for salmon fishing in the Summer of 1874, for which I
paid £10 sterling, or about forty-five Norweigan dollars; but that is
cheap, as the best rivers frequently bring from £40 to £140. I believe I
am the only American angler who visits Norway. The rivers are mostly
fished by Englishmen.
The climate is very fine, and I have never been
troubled by mosquitoes, or black flies, or punkies. I arrived at the river
the 20th of Jnne, and it being very early in the season for that river did
not get fast to a salmon for four days. That was in the morning. In
the afternoon the river, or my pools, became very muddy, caused by a
c!ay bank washing away, which had often taken place for many years.
Then I stopped fishing and went away to another part of the country;
came back in about a week and the water was too high, but it lowered in
a few days, and in three weeks time I killed about 130 pounds of salmon
and sea trout. The sea trout are different from the Canadian trout in
their game qualities, they being the strongest f reeh water fish I ever saw
of their siza. I caught none over six pounds weight, and as to the salmon in that river, I never saw such strong ones, although I have fished
wild rivers in Canada and Ireland. They immediately take down stream
and are like race horses. They are a long fish and terrific runners. I
never saw their equals. The rivers differ, though; in some they are
rather more gamey than in others. They were not large, the largest being only eleven pounds; but in game I never had more sport with a
twenty pounder. They run 6mall in that river, though. This Summer,
being oetler acquainted with the country, I had much heavier fishing;
but the river brought a considerable higher rental. If you have any
brother of the rod going to that country I would be happy to give him
any information I can, and tf possible put him in the way of some anH, Harbeck.
gling.
I will write you further at some future time.
a

tions.

—

If

—

m

Yale. The Record,
commenting upon the recent
sculling match, in which Kennedy won such an easy victory over Bainbridge, remarks that the event has a significance which has not been noticed, and considers that it
should be attributed mainly to the merits of the English
stroke, and not to Kennedy's greater endurance and physical strength, as Bainbridge had before met and defeated
men who were greatly the superior in this respect to his
late antagonist.

Stevens Institute.— A match game of

foot ball

was

between a twenty of the Stevens
Institute, headed by Kingsland, captain, and a twenty of
Rutgers College, headed by Mil ken as captain. Kent of
'76, Stevf ns and Owen of '78, Rutgers, were umpires, and
Price of Columbia, was referee. Stevens won the first
Stevens also won the
goal on a splendid kick by Shippen.
second goal in 16 minutes and the third in 22 minutes Rutgers won the final goal in the remarkable time of 8 min-

played on Thursday

last

i

utes.

Dartmouth.— The Faculty of Dartmouth College are
arranging a plan for representing the college at the PhilaSamples of student's work will be
delphia Exhibition.
sent, and other methods of showing the workings of tho
college will be employed.

—

A circular letter, signed by the Presidents of the Yale
and Harvard Athletic Clubs, has been sent to all the colleges which were represented at Saratoga last year, inviting them to send delegates to Springfield on the 4th of December to form an athletic association.
Scottish-American Games.— The members

of the Scot-

tish-American Athletic club spent Thanksgiving day in deciding their first annual athletic competitions at Jones'
Wood. The performances commenced with the light hammer throwing, in which there were twelve competitors;
Charles McLetchie, allowed 15 feet, throwing it 98 feet 4
Following this was a 100 yard race, run in heats,
inches.
A. Tasker and L. D. Robertson tieing in the first, F. Dykes'
Jr. (8 yards) winning the second, J. Grassick, (7 yards) the
third, and D. B. Fleming, (7 yards) the fourth.
The final
heat was won by Grassick in il-£ seconds.
The next was a one mile walk, which was won by Thos.
McEwen. John Knox, Jr., in the running high leap, leaped
The half-mile race was won
5 feet three inches, and won.
by B. Greig, in 2 minutes 9^ seconds. In putting the light
stone, John Gassick (scratch) was first, he throwing ha
In vaulting with the pole John
stone 37 feet 7 inches.
Knox, allowed 2 feet, vaulted 9 feet. 3 inches; Frank Duke
The quarter mile race was won
(scratch) 8 feet 4 inches.
by David F Knox, who had an allowance of 28 yards, iu
seconds; Thomas McEwen, allowed 20 yards,
1 minute
was second. In throwing the 56-ponnd weight, A. Thomson, allowed 3 feet, threw the weight 31 feet 3 inches; II.
Graham, allowed 5 feet, threw it 20 feet 2 inches. The
sack race was won by D. F. Knox, allowed 35 yards; L,
D. Robertson, allowed 60 yards, was second. The one
mile race was won by William Parker (scratch) in 5 minutes and 20 seconds; William Hume, second, allowed 50
yards. In tossing the caber, M. F. More (scratch) tossed it
37 feet 8 inches, and R. Williamson, allowed 1 foot 6 inThe three mile walk was won by
ches, 35 feet 8 inches.
Thomas McEwen (scratch) in 28 minutes; John Low, allowed 2 minutes and 15 seconds, was second.
The judges were George and Mathew Goldie, D. M.
Sterns and Mr. Giles. The entertainment did not come to
an end till long after dark.
I

H

—The gladiatorial

Is thy servant a dog that he should do this thing?"
The despicable meanness which is signified by the sentence
quoted above, shows the odium in which dogs were Imld
bvthe Jews about four thousand years ago. Have dogs,
then, advanced in civilization with mankind? Undoubted'

ly they have; for as it must ever be, the higher nature
Dogs sre the companions of men,
raises the lower one.
and partake of their vices and virtues, seldom being more
depraved than their masters, but often morally superior to
them. If evil communications corrupt good manners, so

do good communications improve bad manners; and thus
the dog has been elevated by communion with human beings, although we must admit that the reverse seems to be
Perhaps, however, the elevation of the dog is
the case.
not the least among the many reasons which may be £iven

humanity to animals. It is no small thing to achieve
—the cultivation of a jackal, or wolf, or fox, until it has

for

reached the high standard of a well-bred gentleman's dog.
This alone would repay dog lovers for their devotion, because a nature has been developed capable of sympathizing with man under many varied feelings and circumstances of life, and is made available in times of danger for
the protection of life and property. Some people say when
"Well, he was a
a noble dog has saved a human life:
good dog; buthe only followed his nature. Dogs of his
breed could scarcely do otherwise. There is no proof of
courage in the narrative, for the animal simply followed
When a human being has accomplished a
his instinct."
daring and brave act, medals or other decorations are bestowed on him, poems are composed to his honor, and his
friends assemble and embarrass him with extravagant lauNo one thinks of saying to him: "You could not
dation.
have done otherwise. Considering; what your training and
avocations have been, it would have given you pain to decline the daring exploit." However true such observations may be and they are true in many cases— no one
is
due to
brave man the honor that
grudges a
him, nor thinks of detracting from his achievement. It
may be objected that the difference between a dog and a

—

risking their lives for the good of others resides in a
consciousness in man, which is not present in the dog,
that he submits himself to danger, even in the presence of
responsibilities of a social and domestic nature; and that
such consciousness provokes a struggle in his own
breast which is finally overcome by a sense of duty. While
we de6line to vouch for the degree of consciousness present in a dog's mind when he performs a daring act, we
dare venture to say that in many cases in this respect a noHe rushes through
ble dog is not inferior to many men.
flames which he knows will consume him; leaps from
heights, attacks armed men, and in other ways exposes
himself to death voluntarily in defence of his master; and
what higher evidence can we find of fidelity and true
courage in the human being?—Animal Kingdom.

man

-

tournament which was held durino"
Gilmore's Garden, better known as the
Hippodrome, was brought to a conclusion on Saturday
evening last. The entertainment during each evening comprised fencing, boxing, bicycling, Graaoo-Roman wrestling,
club swinging, and feats of purely muscular strength with
dumb bells and cannon balls. In each instance a champion, selected by the house, was pitted against all comers
and bravely did they uphold the honor of the selection!
Mike and Joe Coburn were resrecftvdy the house champions in light and heavy sparring, M. Regis Senac defended
himself with the foil, Mr. R. A. Pennell was the Samson
of the occasion, and "brought down *.he house," while Mr.
J. Messinger played with cannon balls as though they
were marbles. The bicycle races were unusually good
Mr. McClelland doing five miles in excellent time, and M.'
M. Chnstol, Bauer, Du Morlier, and Grace distinguished
themselves as GraBco-Roman wrestlers. In fact, this performance constituted tho, piece de res?stance of the enter
taiument. Equally interesting, however, was the set-toon
the past

week

at

Friday evening between Chambers and Edwards, champion light weights of the P. R. Altogether the tournament was a grand success, affording gentlemen an opportunity of witnessing those contests requiring strength, agil*
ity, and science, without any debasing concomitants.
Mr.
Fred J. Englehardt, under whose supervision the affair was
conducted, is entitled to much praise for the admirable
manner in which it was managed.

THE KECOTiD FOR
As

1875.

we

publish exclusively the full table of the
championship contests of 1875, which gives the date and
score, as well as the name of each of the contesting clubs
in every match game won and lost as the championship
The table in question see another pgge—
scores of 1875.
contains the totals of won and lost games, but not the
drawn games or those forfeited, neither being included in
the table list of games played. The list of drawn games
was eleven, which with the 333 games won and lost makes
The club names are
a grand total of 344 games played.
placed in the order of the percentage victories. Thus Bosion as 71-8; Athletic, 53-20; Hartford, 54-28, making
them first, second and third on the list. Of the seven
clubs which played their quota of six games with each
other, the Mutuals stand last on the list.
The following is
the record of drawn games not included in the table:
in 1874

—

May 27—Boston

vs. Athletic, at Philadelphia, ten

innings

3

*
'10
June 28- Boston vs. Athletic, at Philadelphia, ten inniugs
"
Aug. 3— Mutual vs. Chicago, at Brooklyn, five innings
.
\
Mutual,
at
vs
Brooklyn,
Hartford
ten
5—
Aug.
innings
1
Aug. 12— Mutual vs. Hartford, at Hartford, nine inning?.
...
i
Sept. 2—Boston vs. Philadelphia, at, Philadelphia, ten innings'"
8
&
\

.

Sept. 14—Hartford vs. Chicago, at Chicago, nine innings. .
1
Sept. 27— St. Louis vs. Philadelphia, at Philadelphia, nine innings' 5
Oct. 14— Hartford vs. Athletic, at Hartford, i.ine inuin«s
10
" 1
Oct. 19— Athletic vs. Chicago, at Philadelphia, eight inniiigs'
"."
Oct. 29—Mutual vs. St, Louis, at Brooklyn, seven mnings.
6
'

'

3
10
%
1

1

8
1

5
10
1

$

*
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FOREST AND STREAM.

FURS!
FUrtS!
ESTABLISHED

GUNTHER'S SONS,

G.

C.

NOS. 502

AND

504

CALL ATTENTION TO THEIR STOCK OP

&

BROTHER,
No, ^O Mercer

Call attention to their

LARGE

and

NO.

3t

449

BROADWAY, THROUGH TO NO.

ORIENTAL

THE LARGEST AND MOST COM-

PLETE EVER OFFERED.

st„ Boston; 19 Exchange
all

St., Buffalo; 9 State St., Chicago; 327
the principal Cities in the Country.

504

CHAMPION GUNS

BROADWAY.

N. Second

St., St.

Louis
Dec2

[Rifles.

"Duck Shooting."

s

5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
and Qi and 12J lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close, and with great
penetration. For field, forest and water shooting
It ranks any other brand, and it is equally service*
blefor muzzle or breechloader.

Nos.

1

(fine) to

•

GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POWOP ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.

For Simplicity of Construction,

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Company's agents in every prominent city, or wholesale at

ACCURACY,
Materials

12-Gauge, Choke Boring.

our

and Workmanship, they areUnsurpassed.
REVOLVERS OF VARIOUS SIZES,
DESIRABLE IN

Exhibitor.
Greener.
Davidson.
Pape.

let-Greener
2<1—Pape

8d—Pape

Arms

weeks in succession, when its average score only took
24th place, its very best score being greatly below the
scores of the besi six guns.
12-Gauge, Old Sporting Bore.
1875.
Exhibitor.
Maker of Gun.

Davidson.
Davidson

1st— Pape

2d—Pape

Long Range, 60 yards, Choke Bores.
Davidson
Long Range, Sporting Boring.
Davidson
1st—Pape
Those champion Long Range guns, only 7 pound

VVhitneyville, near IVew

8.

A.

MISFIT CARPETS.
112 Fulton

60 yards,

weight, with a charge of 3i dr. to 1£ oz„ shot.beat the
best 8 bore Greener gun at 60 yards; weight, 15 lbs.
6 drachms and 2£ oz. shot.
The Sportsman's Sub. Cup, valued at £45,
1875.
was also awarded to W. R. Pape, for the original invention of choke boring. Winner of the London Gun
Trials of 1858. 1*59, 1866.
Address

street,

New

AND

YorK.

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN

Fishing- Tackle,
Fishing- l^ocls,

Fish Hook**.

JOS.C.GRUBB&CO.,
fl*^ Market street, [Philadelphia,

AND

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.
aug26-ly

AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE

The Book

NORTH OF ENGLAND GUN WORKS,
Newcastle on Tyne, England
Dec2
NO AGENTS.

for the Holidays.

Our Poetical

Favorites.

SECOND SERIES.
By

Prof. A. C. Kendrick, of the Rochester UniOne vol. large 12mo. Printed on Rose-tinted
Paper, and very elegantly bound in combined black
and gold stamping. Price $2.
It will be by far the most elegant of the year for

AH."

versity.

THE

Celebrated Breech Loading Shot

INDIANAPOLIS SUN.

314

The leading Independent Reform Weekly

political

the special advocate of Na-

;

Boston.

St.,

Comp.,

Haven, Conn., U.

1875.

1st— Pape.

&
374 Washington

SECOND HAND AND MISFIT ENGLISH BRUSSELS, THREE-PLY
GOOD
INGRAIN CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, &C, VERY CHEAP, AT THE OLD PLACE,
Sent to any part of the United States free of charge.

office,

88Wall Sti-eet. ]New York.

ALL RESPECTS.

Send for* Circulars-

Out of a class of 68 guns, 3 out of the 6 best were
made by Pape. The Greener gun was protested
against on the spot for having its score false counted,
the fact proven there, and afterwards confirmed by
same gun being shot for two days per week for six

"It Shiuesfor

of 25

DER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,

Stand unequalled in every contest. Their performance at the London Trials of 1875 beats the records of
any maker in the world.

Maker of Gun.

'

and 6* lbs. and cans of 5 lbs. FFFG is also
packed in 1 and ± lb. canisters. Burns strong ana
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands
for ordinarv sportine, and the "Sea Shooting" FG
is the standard Rifle powder of the country.
12*,

SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.

Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation.

tional Legal Tender Paper Money (the Greenback system) as against Bank Issues on the Gold Basis fallacy
and the Interchangeable Currency Bond as against
the High Gold Interest Bond.

SUN

A

Hazard's "Kentucky Rifle."
FFFG, FFG, and "Sea Shooting FG, in kegs

BreechLoading,Sportina:

Unrivalled Sporting Guns

The

lb. only.

Hazard's "American Sporting."

Hazard

OF

PIPE'S

prising the
age.

1

1

AND

newspaper in the Union

ters of

In 1 lb. canisters and 6J lb.
1 (flne> to 3 (coarse).
fine grain, quick and clean, for upland and
Well adapted to short guns.
prairie shooting.

The Most Approved
System
OF
j^ikI

1875.

1 (fine)

kegs.

Grain, Falcon Backing, Western Sporting and Bucking.
Also, Mining and Blasting Powders.

OFFICES—13 Broad

GUNPOWDER.
Nos.

BRANDS— Diamond

GUNTHER'S SONS,

NOS. 502

MILLS,

GUNPOWDER.
Agencies in

G.

MERCER STREET.

I^OT^X^JbSIfc

MANUFACTURERS OF

Nos.

MANUFACTURERS OF SUPEBIOR TARGET AND SPORTING

.

C.

26

CO.,

Hazard's "Electric" Powder.
to 5 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point of
strength and cleanliness. Packed in square canis-

Ladies' Fur Trimmings, Sleigh Robes, and Gauntlets.

SEAL SKIN SACQUES
IS

Ladies' Furs.

Also a Full and varied line of

Dec2

POWDER

HAZARD

Street,

ELEGANT ASSORTMENT of

Seal Saeques and

WHICH

THE

449 Broadway, through to

IVo.

ALSO TO THEIR ASSORTMENT OP

Ji$cqtkmean8

1 853.

BOOSS

F.

BROADWAY,

Ladies' Furs

26©

Guns— Unoqualled

in

Fine

Work manship and

Material.

Made \>y James Purdey,
X-2 Oxford street, London, England.

the price.
This volume

made up

of selections
choicest longer English poems.

Have now in store an extensive assortment of Breech Loading Shot Guns, made by JAMES PURDEY, E.
M. REILLY& CO., WESTLEY RICHARDS, W. & C. SCOTT & SON, P. WEBLEY & SON, W. W.
GREENER, and a large variety of cheaper grades. Also breech loading, central fire, double rifles,
and rifle and shot guns of superior quality. Implements, ammunition, and all other articles appertaining
to Breech or Muzzle Loading Fire-arms generally. Illustrated Circular sent by mail when requested

The

from the

great success of the "First Series of Our
will secure to this volume a

Poetical Favorites"
large sale.

We

have also ready an entirelt

new edition of

Our Poetical Favorites.

has a corps of able correspondents, compolitical economists of the

FIRST SERIES.

most eminent

One page devoted entirely to Agriculture
Miscellany of the choicest selection, adapted

is

Uniform with the new volume

in both paper

and

binding.

to all

classes of readers.
The latest General

RECENTLY PUBLISHED.

News and Market Reports.
Terms $1 .75 a year post paid.
Sample copies and terms to Agents sent free on application. Address
INDIANAPOLIS SUi\ CO.,
Indianapolis, Ind.

LEAH: A
By Mrs. Annie Edwards.
$1.00.

Letter A. showing solid head;
Company's caps.

tallic

Hart's

b b showing nickel anvils for Berdan Primer, Ely's

central Are or

Union Me-

%-a w3K*»»ajBiiSaai
Sportsman's Favorite Metallic Shells.
'

I

in the United States, and pronounced superior to anything now offered
full description of Shells and Patent Loaders with prices, may be obtained from anv of the
to the public.
leading sportsmen's depots throughout the country. Manufacturers of Aluminum, Celluloid, and German fiGEO. E.
CO., Newark, N. J
ver Reels far Trout, Salmon, and Bast fishing.
may 13-ly
F. S. HARRISON, Agent.

My

Lectures to
By Rev.

C. H.

One

Paper

vol. 8vo.

Cloth, $1.75.

Spurgeon.

One

Students.
vol.

12mo.

Price,

$1.25.

Endorsed by the leading sportsmen

A

HART &

From Captain Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot

Send your names and address on Postal Card
*>r sample copy

of

"PRACTICAL FARMER,"

the best Agricultual

Weekly

published.

Splen-

PREMIUM LIST and NEW CLUBBING
TERMS. Address "PRACTICAL FARMER,"

did

Box 5,722, New York.

J.

B.

nov4-eow6t

Crook & Co,,

Mantjfaottjreks

and Importers

OB"

Messrs. George E. Hart & Co.,
Gentlemen- -The fifty shells I received from you to-day suit me better than any I have ever used. They
are stronger and better in every respect, and I shall use them in all my shootingjhercafter. Yours truly.
A. H. Bqga rdus
.

.

The Sportsman's Warehouse.

EDWIN S. HAEEIS,
Late

SO Fulton St., N. Y.
N. B.—Sole manufacturers in

this

country of the

celebrated

COOPER HARRIS & HODGKINS,

Wo. 177 Broadway, New York.
WHOLESALE AND RE1AIL

GUNS

Bass and Salmon.

MAPLE

SYRUP

IN

gallon cans, $1.50 per gallon.
cant.

ft.

l.

GRATES,

AIR-TIGHT
No

Sunderland, Vt.

©barge for

to hare.
Tour in Europe. .,
per vol. $1.00
Rollo Books
per vol., 63c. or
1 OO
Abbott's American History. ... .....per vol.
1.35

Rollo's

.

Arthur's Home Stories
The Spectacle Series
Walter's Tour In the East ........
Pictures and Stories of Animals.
.

. .

All elegantly illustrated and

.

.

per vol
per vol.
per vol.

.per vol.

bound

in the

1 OO
1 .OO
1 OO
1 .OO
.

.

most

at-

tractive styles.

Either sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of the
price.

nov25

2fc

SHELDON & COMPANY,
NEW YORK.

rpjIERE CAN BE NO GREATER POR_1_ tability without

serious defects They are the only
portable boats that are equal to the very best
whole
ones for local use.
iy29-ly

AND

Green Heart Rods,
Jor Trout,

STANDARD JUVENILES
Which every Bookseller ought

BREECH LOADING

TACKLE!

FISHING

of America.

Implements,
Oartx-idLsres^ \>othL

also, gun materials of^ all rinds,

Brass
cartridge

vests,

KZiracis.

Paper.
coats and belts, 'elaskg
audi

Touches, and ammunition of all rinds, everything in my line for
both home and export trade, at lowest cash trade prices,

MA YE LARGE STOCK OF MUZZLE LOADING G UN8 & RIFLES VERT CHEAP

CANADIAN iBA^VFOoFcAlfOESr
ENGLISH, Peterborough, Canada.
TWM.
HESE CANOES POSSESS ALL THE

of the Indian bircb canoes, but are
stronger and faster. Weight about 60 pounds.
Price at Peterborough, $25 gold, Just what sports*
men require
aullWm
.qualities

much

.

.

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
\^o\tnmm% §ood$.

}ot$b m&^e$ort8f0t§gort§men.

TUBBS' HOTEL,
OAKL/OJD,

Orange Sporting Powder.

California.

JOHN M. LAWLQR &

CO., Proprietors.

OKANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,

AT THE TERMINUS OF
SITUATEDTrans-continental
Railroad; 40 min-

The

strongest and cleanest Powder made. Nos. 1
packed only in sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
recommended to owners of fine
breecb-loading gnna, giving great penetration with

the great

to

utes from San Francisco; 200 rooms, with hot and
©old water in every room; delightful drives and splenjuly22-6m
did scenery; a favorite home for tourists.

Southern Hotel,

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,
For water fowl. Very strong and clean. Nos. 1 to
Packed in metal kegs of 6£ lbs. each, and in canis
5.
tersof 1 and 5 lbs.

JD and Walnut streets, $3, $3.50, $4, and $4.f0
per day, according to floor and location of room.
During the past year this hotel has been thoroughly
overhauled, repaired, re-frescoed, re-carpeted and refurnished from top to bottom, and is first class in all
respects. The Southern is located near the centre of
'

ERS,

NEW

SPORTSMEN

The best for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g, FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest and
most used. Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25
lbs., 12* lbs., and 6* lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and
J pound.
All of the above give high velocities and lees resin

num

!

respects

H qttse

.

our

Y.

MY

my

CARL

on the can.

DI I'TMAR,

Neponbet. Mass.

HOLIDAY

The moat experienced guides and gunners,
etc.,

signature

furnished at the

-

Guns

-

"

90
115
140
180
225

"
"

«•'

"

and others reon

specially built,

for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
PENETRATION, can have their wishes

illustrated descriptive particulars

BRANCH OFFICE, 29
NEW YORK

Maiden Lane,

Birmingham. England

Qn
Q Q No
HPO.OlfUUGd,
New
THE OIWESAT
1 1 1

r

»

ljCourtlandt

st.

York.

.

London Gun

Trial,

WY-

JUNIATA

The Wyoming does not carry passengers.

Received the Prize at the Paris Exposition, 1W67.

is a favorite ship with the traveling publie, having passenger accommodations of the most
superb character. She has recently been refitted and
elegantly furnished with everything requisite to the
comfort and convenience of passengers
Families en route for FLORIDA, Georgia, Alabama,
and even a8 far as New Orleans, will find the Savannah route the meat desirable for comfort, as well as
he most, economical. Through trains of the Central
Railroad of Georgia, and Atlantic and Gulf Railroad,
Florida, leave Savannah every morning and evening.
The Florida steamers leave Savannah three days in the
Week for all points on the coast.
,
For through passenger tickets and bills of lading to
all points in Florida, Georgia, Alabama and Tennessee, applv to WM. L. JAMES, General Agent, 416
South Delaware avenue, Phila delphia.

The Juniata

Kaldenberg,

Fred. Julius

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN. AND
MANUFACTURER OF
Amber Goods, Meerschaum Pipes, Cigar
Holders, etc.
Monogram and Crests cut on Pipes and Holders.
Portraits made from Photographs. Pipes and Holders
ofany design, or mada to order.
N. B —By a new process I boil Pipes so that the
color remains, no matter how much or how hoc they

begs to inform his numerous
clients in the United States that he has been very successful in the above trial, having secured the first
prize, a silver cup, value 40 guineas— elass 2 for 12
bores; also winner in class 1 for 8 and 10 bores, and
class 4 for 20 bores.
He has won in all the classes for
improved boring, which is upon a different plan to any
other maker, and is far superior in the three most essential points,

Pipes sent by mail

parts of the world.
Stores: 4 and 6 John St., one door rrom Rroadway;
N. W. cor. Nassau and John sts ; 6 Astor House
Broadway, New York. P. O. Box 81. Send for Dlustr ated Catalogues.
novg5-3m

Sarasota, Manatee county.
_1_
this Winter I will furnish a schooner
eleven tons, that will accommodate about a dozen
persons. I will let them have her and two men to
I
run her, and a small boat, for eight dollars a day
whichwill meet them at Cedar Keys or Key West,

most suitable to them; only
ever
WM. £
when to meet the m
.

Cap*- schooner Gary

M.
~~

has just received an invoice of these close-shooting
guns, and from him any information in reference to
the results of the Great Trial can be obtained on application

yards.

HIGHEST PENETRATION
AT

FIELD TRIAL
1875.

and .450 Bore.

.360, .400

PRICE LISTS, Ac, ON APPLICATION TO
»4 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
72 ST. JAMES STREET, LONDON.

DUNCKLEE'S

WILLIAMS & POWELL,
C un a nd

Rifle

Manufacturers,

Sportsmen of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, STRENTH and DURABILITY of their New Patent "SIMPLEX" Breech loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
The parts in this new action are go few (only two,)
its mechanical soundness so
thorough, and the
strength and simplicity of the action so great, that
Call the attention of the

10C more.

with plants.

fillecI

^>^\

40

IfclOJBY'S Celebrated
MUZZLE-LOADING MATCH RIFLE.

FOR SALE CHEAP!
H

12 Bore,

Mary's Works, Birmingham, England.
HENRY C. SQUIRES, of No. 1 Cortlandt street,
St.

A N UNDIVIDED HALF INTEREST
30
/\_ in a Splendid Fishery, well stocked, with
Sixteen
and water for

ing

1 1-8 No. C,

Express Rifles, Double and Single,

CAMPING and MINING

BJSJNJN K 1,

Rifles.

our Close-Shoot-

PATENT

>

CO.,

W. W. GREENER,
Champion Grim Maker,

H. L.

me know

let

St.,

will be shipped to him on the 1st July, and can be examined about the 15th. All special orders given to
Mr. Squires will be carefully filled. A full report of
the GREAT TRIAL, showing the marked superiority
of my guns over guns made
by Dougal, Pape,
Tolley, and others, will shortly be published, and can
be had on application at No. 1 Cortland St.

.

is

&

Pattern — «^ by

PATTERN, PENETRATION,

New York, is now importing my DOUBLE CLOSESHOOTING GUNS to order, an invoice of which

to all

THE RISING GENERATION

rpo SPORTSMEN ViSTLNGr FLORIDA
yacht of

viz.,

and REGULARITY OP SHOOTING.
Mr. HENRY C. SQUIRES, of No. 1 Cortlandt

are smoked.

TO YACHTSMEN YISITIiNG FLORIDA.

acres of land, and a fine green house
H.
For particulars, enqm.e of
dolph, Cattaraugus county, N. Y.

Mary's Works, Birmingham, England.

Manufacturers of Fine Guns and

W: W. GREENER

Mail Steamship Company's

ponds, and room

W. W. GREENER,

St.

JOHN RIGBY

sailing every Saturday, from Pier 22, below Pine
street, Delaware River, at 12 o'clock noon, making
©lose connections through to all points South. The
and
line is composed of the steamships

~~

of the Silver Cup,
value 40 guineas, at, the Great London Field Trial 1875, beating 33 competitors with 68 guns, also winning
in all the other classes for the Improved System of Boring. These
guns will kill from 80 to 100 yards,
loaded with large shot, and will
shoot well with small shot with a
less powder charge than guns bored
upon the old system. For report of
the Gun Trial apply to Messrs. McLaran, Williams & Co., Agents, St.
Louis, U. S. A. Address

CITY.

MANUFACTORY, PIONEER;WORKS,
1y1

CLOSE - SHOOTING

Winner

GDIV8.

Proprietor,

,

NovlUf

W. W. GREENER'S
DOUBLE

^IWEiSEINTrS.

PHILADELPHIA ANDlineSOUTHERN
to Savannah,
OMING.

.

and price

CLJ
Ga

RANGE—

59 St, James's Street London,

Good Ground Post Office,
Suffolk county, Long Island.

nov25

(Title registered.)

trials
of the
to possess the
TRATION and therefore LONGEST
thus:
Circle, 30 inches; 300 pellets; average, 191; penetration, 37.
The Editor's trial of Greener guns with 340
pellets of same shot and same charge of powder, gave
180,and penetration 30, although there were 40more pelShould any controversy arise as
lets in each charge.
to the durability of these new systems, we herewith
warn all beforehand that our system is our own inveation (though founded on the American idea) and is DURABLE, a fact remarked on by the Field, that the
guns tried had been in use during last season, and references permitted to the owners
Send for Illustrated
Circulars to

sheets to our

NEW IMPROVED POWDER

flask; grains hard.

SHOUTING.—THE ATTEN-

-

-

DOUGALL'S
EXPRESS SHOT GUNS.
at Wimbledon by Editor
by
SHOWN
GREATEST PENEField
D.

J.

Without Extra Cost.

can novv be loaded from an ordinary powder
Use it now like Black Powder.
No fear of overloading. Burns slow now. No fouling of the gun. Little or no smoke. Little or no recoil.
Not very load report. Less heating of the barrel in rapid firing.
Good penetration and good pattern. Safe to keep, as it does not explode if set on
fire, except well confined.
Shells furnished loaded
with powder only, if desired. None genuine without

SON, Proprietors.

ORVILLE WILCOI,

-

-

WITH DESPATCH

)

DITTMAR
POWDER
MANUFACTURING CO.

Toronto, Canada.

with boxes, battues, decoys,
View House. Address

Paragon,

-

-

new system

with increased
carried out

Send for

tion of sportsmen is called to the fact that
the best shooting ground within three hundred miles
or New York city is Shinnecock Bay. More ducks of
all kinds in the bay now than has been for a number
of years, and sportsmen are bringing in bags of birds

B;ty

-

TRAP SHOTS

& RAND POWDER Co.,
21 Park Row, N.

(Opposite Astok

This houseis a favorite resort for gentlemen sportsUnited States and Canada.

daily.

Standard,National,
Challenge,

than any other brands made.

LAFLIN

Mo.

men from all parts of the

DUCK

....

quiring

while the charges are moderate, and
such as similar accommodations cannot be obtained
elsewhere. Rates— first, second aEd third floors, $3;
fourth floor, $2.50; fifth floor, $2. L. A. PRATT,
formerly proprietor of the Spencer House", Cincinnati,
Sepl6
Ohio, and the Gait House, Louisville, Ky

SHEARS &

facturers to
at
the following prices.
Pioneer-,
$65 Gold.

Tolley,

first-class,

Rossin House,

are built in six qualities

(or brands.) They are now imYORK
ported direct to our
OFFICE, and sold by the Manu-

ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,

Barnum's Hotel
all

JW ^Cr*»>. ^ These Guns, celebrated for
iG& &z£$te&^^ genuine high class workmanship
and No. 1 SHOOTING POW•roE

Very qnick. For woodcock and quail Nos. 1 to 4.
Packed in metal kegs of 12* lbs. and 6i lbs., and in
pound canisters.

business, the theatres, and all places of amusement.
tables are supplied with the best the market affords, and there is in the hotel building the neatest
restaurant in the city for ladies and gentlemen.
Sep2-16t

Hotel and table are in

OB

FROSVM5TOCK.

AUDUBON POWDER,

The

THE

Maxle ±o Order

7,

very slight recoil.

THRONTING ON FOURTH, FIFTH

St. Louis,

W.
TOLLEY'S
FINE ENGLISH
BREECH LOADOG GUNS,

sizes especially are

Mo.

St. Louis,

&

J.

1HOMAS

Ranocu» tr

W.

& P.

feel sure it will

supercede

all

the complicated

and manifold grips now in use, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any double, treble or quadruple
grip now used. In this new action LEVER and GRIP
ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OP STEEL and the AN-

Water Pipe

GLE

BODY is left in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.

of the

Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on apand orders may be forwarded through any
of the best houses in the States for execution in the

plication,

Spring.

Guns guaranteed
*'"•««,

SEAMLESS
Lap Welded, Wrought

STOVE.
PATENTED JUNE

Iron

WATER PIPE,
National Tube Works Co.,

and an oven that

Pa.
Boston, Mass., and McKeesport,

Fo r

our Patent Sleeve CoupJoints are connected by
obtained on application

be

8VI

eers chaum

& Ci garettes

C.

STEHT, 347 Broome

seeSd

"ras,

ommends
ment

of

his large assort-

Meerschaum Pipes

CONVERTED INTO BREECH LOADERS*

Holders

AN INDISPENSABLE ARTICLE
FOR THS PIPE. Pick, Spoon

LOCK.

and Press combined.

BoHoa.

Can be

car-

nockot. Has long
been used in \Europe, and now
manufactured in this country for
Sent post-paid on
the first tim-j
ried

EXTRA BARRELS FITTED AND CHOKE BOEED
IE DESIRED. STEEL DAMASCUS
FROM $30 AND UPWARDS.
Street,

beef.

in

the

receipt of 50 cents.

VA^ii&tt
*

4»

SevU-8»

Address

W-tti-CH, 812 Main street, Buffal0,N.

X

DANE,

C.

Dane Breech Loading Shot
LA.

Gun.

CROSSE, WISCONSIN.

Solid Breech

Snap

Action.

EASIEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAFE FROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.
The ware

is so

constructed that

it

nests

and packs

in the oven, and the oven and funnel pack inside the
stove, as represented in cut 2, leaving room for packing half a dozen plates, knives, forks, spoons, and
drinking cups. Price, complete, $15.

Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech Loaders.
my27
„____=_

-

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
H. L. DUNCKLEE.

exe-

FOK EVERY SMOKER.

ADJUSTED TO ANY GUN.

ELM

artistically

Call and examine
cuted.
my stock and get Price List.

Rebounding Lock

84

Established 1780.

MANUFACTURER OP THE

nograms on Pipes and Cigar

OUB PATENT

Mortimer & Kirkwood,MsM

pounds

doors from Bowery,
under Occidental Hotel, rec-

YEAR'S PRESENTS. Mo-

I»EI£

will roast 15

•St.. 3

Muzz^
^4

patterns of from 160 to
as desired.

SOUTH CASTLE STREET,

JOSEPH

and Cigar Holders, suitable
for CHRISTMAS and NEW

Electric

make

LIVERPOOL.

VANITY FAIR,

ENAMEL.
INDESTRUCTIBLE
I1,UV
WARRANTED.
SoecSeS

25

aug26-tf

Smoke the Coming Tobacco,

COATED INSIDE AND OUT WITH AN

S
ggagtr

NO.

to

SHOT AT 40 YARDS,

22, 1875.
Outside dimensions, packed, 12x12x20 inches.
only
pounds,
very
durable, will cook
25
Weighing
for ten persons, and is especially adapted for camping
purposes. The ware consists of 8 qt. kettle, 6 qt. tea
kettle, 2 qt. coffee pot, fry pan, round tin pan, 2
square pans, dipper, gridiron, tent collar, 8 ft. funnel,

Inch. Mana Pressure of i,000 lbs. to the (square
ufactured by the

lln

230 with No. 6

BOX

For

sale at

B'vu street,

St.

Paul

street,

City,

102 Nas-

and by R. H. KILBY, 346

Montreal.

Agents wanted

iu

every town.

Magic Lantern and 100
H.

E&

2710, BOSTON.

.SPORTSMAN'S EMPORIUM,

New York

Slides for

ANTHONY &

oot28

fit

8100.
CO., 591

Broadway, N. Y., opposite Metropolitan Hotel, Chromos and Framo.«, Stereoscopes and Views,
Graphoscopes, Megale hoscopes, Albums and Photo-,
graphs of celebrities. xhoto-Lantern Slides a special
Manufacturers of Photog raphic materials.
ty.
Awarded First Preaaiuaa at Yieana Expo* tion,
•

auS^if

BREECH

SHOT

LOADING

GOT.

PRICES, $50.©O TO #250.00.

Muzzle Loading- Guns Altered

t€ JJreech

Loading.
AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD'S SHOOTIN Q SUITS.
Send

for Circular.

Clark Ac SixeidLer.
J
-T' ^14 W. ;Pra,tt mt* Baltimore
9

FOREST AND STEEAM.

271
iutlhnton§t

ia

$5 P

_

•

W_

at

»J

•mERRETS.-I
rets ready;

Jj

Mar

__

02 Nassau

1

U

St., N. Y.

Sired by Kirk; bred from General
26.
etGck by the late Hon. K. C. Barker, Detrlot,
was by Mr. R. Hoe, Jr.'s, imported
She
n,
of DaisyFanny, bred by the late Hon K. C.
•lug, out of
i^A-er from his old stork. Price, boxed and delivweeks old, $25 each. Will
•K»<f at express office at six
Price $50
after whelps
v are weaned
Daisy *l
S5 Daisy

HOLABIKDS CELEBRATED
"

Ci

SETTER

THOROUGHBRED
months

five

R. L.

flog.

old.

GR AVES.

PUPS,

Price $20 per pair. $15 per
Novll 5t
Sunderland, Vt.

^^Ile^Xpair
and

of black SETThey are from

female.)
ter pups (male
JJ
Price $25 for
old.
wTod imported stock, four months
thersfield, Ot»
epair Address E. J. RQBBINS,

We

S

THOROUGHBRED

SALE-A

IFOR

Spring;
jj liver colored setter, three years old next
good for turkeys and partridges. Price $50; no less,
for
Oregon.
departure
of
account
on
gold
J. D. THORNE, Littleton, N. C.
DOY35-3t

SALE—A VERY

TTtOR

SUPERIOR,

thoroughbred, well broken, retrieving setter.
Also a splendid brace of Bine Belton pups, 6 months
tf
Address 11. hMITH, at this office.
old.

Jj

NOW OFFER MY

TT10R RALE— I
Jj DERSLEEVE setter

bitch BELLE

If

my
L.R.MORRIS,

O.D.

Price$15.

Those desiring something light and durable for
camping purposes will find this stove exactly right;
weighs only 25 pounds; will cook for ten persons.
The ware consists of Kettle, Tea Kettie, Coffee Pot,
Fry-nan, round Tin Pan, two square Pans, Dipper,
Gridiron, Tent Collar, and eight feet Funnel Stove
Pice, with oven that will roast 15 pounds beef, all of
which nests and packs inside of stove, which only oc-

hooks.

:

Agents for the

St.

a Specially.
Lawrence Fishing Co.

iiovl8 4t]

Campbell Station, Guernsey Co., Ohio.

rpi-IE

NEW YORK KENNEL CLUB
doga at

ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.
1

lOl &

DANDY, a handsome red 2£ years old setter, Irish
$100.
and Gordon stock; well broken.
DON, a year old black Gordon, oat of Mr. Belmont's
Imported brace. $50.
Two 9 months Setter Pnppies, black, tan and white,
ont of Mr. Bennett's imported brace, bred by Sir Wra.
$50 each.
Call, England.
Font 2 months Setter Puppies, red and red and
stock in the kennel; cannot fail
finest
white, from the
$40 each.
to be good ones.
Apptj to
-Johnson's Station, Orange county, N. Y.
no* 4

QETTERS AND POINTERS TAUGHT

O

Hie$50
Tricks taught. Dogs boarded

to Retrieve. Point, Hunt, Charge, To-Heel,
on, To-lio, and controlled by hand or whi-tle, for

Extra field practice, $50
for $6 per month.

FRANKLIN SUMNER,

Brush Hill Road, Milton, Maes.
P. O. Address, Blue Hill, Mass.
Reference: Wm. R. Schaefer, gunmaker, 61 Elm
nov!8 6m
str eet, Boston.

HENRY UAHDNBa, M.

D.,

HAS CONSTANT-

for sale, medicines adapted to
the cure of all diseases.
Dealer in sporting dogs of
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable compenOct 22
sation.
No. 111 South Fifth ave., N. Y.

LY on

I,

airl

CAMP LOUNGES.
When

Fishing Tackle.

Price $5.

folded is about the size of an ordinary shawl
light, durable, compact, and comfortstrapped.
able couch. Sent by express C. '.». D. $5, including
side and supporting sticks at the head. Just the thing
for the camp or lawn

A

,

A. B. Shipley & Son,

CAMP TENTS,

503 and 505 Commerce

for four persons, 7. 6. sqnaro, weighs 15 lbs.; Can
be packed in knapsack. Price $10. Ten feet square
for six persons, $15.

Folds Yery Small.

K "|
| #

$3

||

TEOY, N.?.

Circulars Free.

Price

GREENHEART WOOD a specialty.
FINE ROD MOUNTINGS.

The celebrated

Full line of Tackle for Brook, River and Sea FishAgents for John dames & {Sons' celebrated Fish
hooks and Needles.
SILVER
awarded by the FRANKLIN
INSTITUTE, 1874, "for SUPERIOR OUALITY and
FINISH of RODS and TACKLE."
Aprl-6in
ing.

pound.

Jack Lamp,

MEDAL

for nisht shooting and fishing, running rapids, lighting camp, etc.; the best light ever invented $(5 25.

The Sportsmen's Depot.

JOHN KlilDEH,

Corner Second and Walnut

DRAB

THOMSON'S FISHING AND HUN TIN u SUITS,
best quality of water-proof duck, light tan color,
especially adapted for concealment in blinds or sedge
grass, or for approaching game in the woods. Light,
English st\le; extra
durable and very cheap.
back for cartridges. Entire suit, $15.
pocket

DUCSi,

CORDUROY,

FUSTIAN, REPJBLLANT,
BLUE BEAVER and FRIEZE.
Wading Boots, Fishing- Stockings, Rubber Clothing:, &c.
Game Ventilating Pockets.
Elnstrared Price List and Samples free.
The most complete list ever published. Send for

GEO.

C.

m

HEGEMAN'S PORTABLE CANVAS BOATS.

BOND'S METALLIC BOATS.
MILES JOHNSON'S PIGEON TRAPS-Price,

Apr

HEW WING,

410 Seventh Street,
WASHINGTON, D.

29 ly

it.

best shell ever offered to sportsmen.

The

on hand and made

All sizes

A LL DEVICES

to order.

-O,

Moccasins, Oil Tanned,
for the

woods

;

three different styles.

$S,

$5 50

and $6.

'The Ampersand."
COLVLN'S CANVAS BOAT.
The

portable boat constructed.

Can be packed ia
largest size weighs but 12 pounds.
soace of less than half cubic foot. Prices within
reach of

No.
No.
No.

1,

2,
S,

all.

8 feet, weight 8 pounds
10 feet, weight 10 pounds
12 feet, weight 12 poun de

$25 00

NECESSAEY FOR

loading or re-loadmg shells of two calibres
iu one instrument. Avoids the necessity
of cutting or shortening the shell foi light loads;
wooden
needs no
table or bench to fasten it to while
in use.
Can be taken to pieces by removing one
screw with a jack knife, and stows in a gnu case.
Malleable castins, nickel plate finish. Complete for
two gauges. Price $10, boxed.
BROS. & CO., 96 Liberty street.

combined

WALTON

THE

40.00

Kt

Th- Popular Sheridan Lounge, $5 plain; $10 quilted,
the standard with sportsmen.
Sold at Eaton
Co.'s, 103 Nassau st., and E. S. Harris, 177 Broadway.

&

is

The Goss Revolving CartridgeHolder

rURKIES PAPER OR METALLIC
\y SHELLS, either end up, revolves on centre
weighs but H pounds, and is only 1| inches
wide. Holders Hare
quickly receive
slides,

at top so as to
being elastic, securely clasp the same.
For ease of action and rapid shooting it excels anything of The kind invented.
PRICE, C. O. D.,$6.50.
In ordering, give the size of shells and a loose meatarement outside of vest.
1v22-ly
N. a. OOSS. Neosho Falls.Kau.

the shells, and,

CHAS. GREEN,
Manufacturer of

made.

MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
LOADERS.
Same
Price

Sighted and ready for use. $10, $12, $16. dust
arm for first lessons by Young Auaerica in acquiring the requisite skill for a position in the Rifle Team,
sep9
and sure death to cats in the back yard.
The Phoenix Single Barrel Breech loader
12 gauge. Uses either Ely's paper, or Hart's me
Just the article or young sportsmen.
tallic shells.
the

action as new guns. Send for circular and
No. 3 West Main street, Rochester, N. Y.

list,

$18.00.
Special attention paid to selection of guns for gentlemen at a distance by au expert and an old sports

man.

Bogardus' New Book, "Trip

With how guns

are

made

to England."
and hints to sportsmen.

PAPER STEI

PIPE.

N o.

102

Nassau

The Up-Town

Chas.

street,

New York City.
Depot.

& Co.
L943 Ritzmann
22d
BROADWAY
(above

T^OR SALE.—A SPLENDID BREECH

-L Loading, Express Rifle, made by E. M. Reily &
London; cost 80 guinea*, gold; i* now offered at
r
}}p\ sold for waftt ft* ui». Addreis H, SMITH, at
-<

father,

John

.

FRY,

nov!8

ETC.,

OF BROOK
and

Mra. J. M. SL*CR,
Bloomsbury, N. J.

5t

1
i

Supplies a want which fmokers have long felt—
pipe which shall give simply the taste and odor of toT!iis pipe never accumulates rank
bacco !-moke
smelling liquid in stem or bowl, but is always clean

and sweet. The bowl and mouthpitceare permanent,
but the stem is of porous paper, to be laid aside after
a few days use and a new one fitted. Extra stems
accompany each pipe. The price of extra stems,
when not furnished with tbe pipe, is as follows: Pour
and a half and seven inches, 5e.; twelve inches, 15c.
Sold by pipe and cigar dealers generally, or a complete
sample sent by mail for $1 by

J.
novl8

H. Hubbard,

Selling Agent, Cambridge, Mass.

tf

114 Centre

FOR BREECH LOADERS.

5

St.)

Sold by

all

dealers.

Send

IMPORTERS ANB MANUFACTURERS OP

Columbus, Ohio.
___^

or topwads reqnired. Loads
in half the time usually reqnired. Fifty percent,
better distribution and greater penetration secured
Send to your enn dealer for sample.
JuS-ly ^
creasers, turners,

Remington

and Shot Guns, Holabird Shooting Suits, Cartridge Vest, Belts and Pouches. Implements for both muzzle and breech leading gnns.
Sportsmen's Goods and Ammunition of All Rinds.
We take muzzle loaders in exchange for breech
loaders, and have always some fine second-hand guns
on hand cheap.
Goods sent C. O. D. to all parts of the United
Rifles

States.

Ivory and Pearl Stocks put on Pistols. Repairing
of all kinds artistically executed.
Cartridges for Breech Loading Shot GnnH, ready
loaded, put up La boxes of fifty, or loaded to erdex.
»Qg$*6tt

New York.
BROOK TROUT EGGS FOR $50.

Orders solicited and

o

im 3m

filled

promptly.

THOM \S & ABBEY.

This is a most seasonable book for Sportsmen, Tourists, Invalids, and Settlers, and has been long needed

by Winter tourists to Florida and persons seeking settlement there. It gives a full classification of the game
and fish of the Southern Peninsula, routes of interior
and coastwise travel, the agricultural resources of the
country, and sites for settlement, hints for camping
out, resorts for game, hotels, and such other informal
tion as will be of great benefit to visitors seeking
Florida for health, pleasure, exploration, or permanent settlement.

34% pp., 12mo. Price, $1 50.
Published by Forest and Stream PubAnd

tion.

THE AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY, AGENTS.
EXPLANATORY CIRCULAR
ft *Z
how $*0 TO $500 invested in J> II TO
fl»

£!ock Privileges has paid and

will
1

GRASSES,

FDrC
niX

«& Co.,

Wall

W.

Railroad

Bankers and Brokers, No. IO

Street, JVew

York.

H. Holabird"
SOLS MANUFACTURER OF

PIC-

Etc.

B« 40, Mew Utr««it, H. T,

Profits.

Bonds and Gold boneht
on Margins. Interest SixPerrfrnn
Ceut. allowed on deposits sub- J)0lJU.
<k*»«#vi

IN

t Address P. 0.

pay Large

Stocks,

Profrietorj.

AND BRIG ST COLORED STRAWS,
TURE FRAMES, NATURAL DYEB

f

I

Wholesale and Retail Dealer
JtTLEP

CHATHAM STREET,? NEW YORK,

for sale by all booksellers. Sent by mail, postage prepaid, on receipt of price at office of publica-

Buck waiter

Randolph, Cattaraugus County,
80,000

By CHARLES HALLOCK,
AUTHOR OF THE FISHING TOURIST.

ject to sight draft.

Crystal Springs Fishery,

Guns, Rifles, Pistols.Fishing Tackle

in

lishing Co.

Kay Shot ConGentratmg Cartridge.
No

mb

No. 17

for circular.

HAYDEN BELT WORKS,

Street.

OONTiUNS THB

ONE HUNDRED CHEMICALLY PRE-

my

MeBride, in the manufacture of fishing tackle, I feel
competent to continue the business and supply the
custom with the same quailty as heretofore. Parties
supplied with casting lines and artiiicial flies for
Pennsylvania trout streams, Adirondacks, the Maine
Woods, Lake Superior, Thousand Islands, Canadiau,
nnd other waters
Anglers not acquainted with the
nomenclature of these dies, by mentioning the local*
ity where they intend fishing, I will have the varieties
best suited to these waters sent to them. Flies copied
trom any natural insect or pattern desired. SARA
J McBRIDE, (Successor to John McBride) Mumford,
Monroe county, N, Y.
DecSly

'

Revolving Cartridge Belt

Sportsman's

Rulesfor Pigeon Shooting

pared Circular Gun Swabs sent to any address
on receipt of fifty cents. R. L. GRAVES, Sunderland,
Vermont.
SepSOtf

Flies.

BEEN FOR THE PAST

Just the Thing for Home
and Camp Use.

a. CO.,
EATOn
Sportsmen's Emporium,

P. O. Box 5,109.

TRAP SHOOTER'S

of the United
the Rules of the Hurlngham and London (English) Gnn Clubs. Price 50
cents. For sale by Gunsmiths everywhere, and at
the office of Forest and Stream, or mailed on receipt
of price by CHAS. SUYDAM, Publisher, 149 Chambers street, New York City
Sept 2tf

McBride

4-ly

KJ Trout; also Salmon Trout, Black Bass,
everything pertaining to fish culture.
Price lists sent upon application to

1

Price 50 cents.
Sole agent in New York city for J. H. Batty, TJ. S.
Taxidermist. N. A. birds and eggs for collectors.
Buck's heads, and game birds a specialty. Orders
filled with dispatch.
We furnish every article necessary for the outfit of
sportmen in the camp or field. Goods sent everywhere by express. Remit only by draft, Post Office

PIGEON
SHOOTING.
mBG
REFEREE
Gun Clubs

SPRATT'S PATENT DOG BISCUITS.

Troutdale Fish Ponds.

Sep0-6m

of all of the prominent
States and Canada, including

in all its branches.

i

Factory,

.

1

Taxidermy

qPAWN,

order, or registered letter to

Breech Loading Shot Guns.
The strongest and most durable snap action
shooting qualities first-class.

LITTLE NOISE. PERFECTLY SAFE.

a full assortment of Rods,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair Trout Lines, &c.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of CaneReeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds' Eggs and Birds Skins in great varieties.

1P.17.fitn

32 .00

Flobert Rifles.
^^T^atf

Loaders.
REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

years associated with

Hart's Metallic Shells.

Philadelphia.

Has constantly on hand

HAYING
twelve

Tlxo Piseco

$14 per pair.

Sts.,

IMPORTER. MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN
Guns, liilles, Pistols, and Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech

C.

sep9

.

AND TROUT FLY MODS.

FINE BASS

of nutritive bone and muscle making material,
is the only portable food for dogs made in this
country. Put np in packages of 10, 25, and 100 pounds,
and warranted not to spoil in any climate. Price,

The most complete

Camp Lounge Co M |

Flslilngr Lines.

Oliallc a.n<l

and

10c. per

street, Philadelphia.

Manufacturers of

American Bog Bfccnitg,

find

U. S.

DUANE ST., (near
New York.

103

cupies a space of 12x12x20 inches.

DOCK STEWART,

DOGH TRAINED.

kinds.

Broaclv^ay)

offer for pale the following highly-bred
low rate« in order to diminish stock:-

_L

all

ALEXANDER & WALLER,

BARTON,

Sole Im-

Eved Needles

of

Manufactured and Imported by

porters of Warrin's Celebrated Drilled
4-29

Rods and Reels

Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and other fishing.

fitted

Bamboo, Trout and Salmon Rods and Reels

Split

Fly

And Sportsmens goods

out with appropriate Tackle for the
Rocky Mountains and Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
the Adirondack.8, &c, &c.
Parties

Made

GIL-

at $150.

hunter, as well as
she does not prove to be a first class
exbreeder, then the purchaser can return her at
iHaweO.

6.00

Bamboo

OF THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.

BKEBCH AND MUZZLE LOADING GUNS,

every Variety and Style of

w%. m-y£

$20.00

Wading Jackets

DUNCKLEE'S CAMP STOTES.

Y.

Millbrook, N.

And

SUITS.

Waterproof and Mildew proof, complete

.

OAKLEIGH THORNE,

LIKEN AND COTTON LINES,

SILK,

t

oct.7-tf

Artificial Flies, Nets,

Baits, Fish Hooks, &c.

Split

TROUT, SALMON AND BASS RODS.
Every variety of Salmon and Trout Flies, and Hooks
on Gut. Cutty Hunk and Pasque Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Braided Silk Lines, every size and quality of

s

gell

Eods 5 Heels, Lines,

attention to their

Sale.

e

,

Fishing Tackle,

On hand the largest and nest assortment ever exhibited in the United States. They particularly call

DOG WHELPS OF

FIVE

and sportsmen a most complete

assortment of

e

|ggg^
Michigan.

Hounds for

We offer to dealers

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Pontiac,

Scotch Deer

fwer

CO.

HAVE TEN MORE FER-

splendid fellows;

tf

HAVE
T August

«&>

48 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

f

^j 3

CLERK

J^OSJXE^^W

young Pointers and Setters for
Dogs boarded and cared for in the best manner
J? ea1£ree8 guaranteed. ; dogs broken
er m° nttl

finest strain of

The

aevl»

t£

FOREST AND STREAM.'

256

r&& REPEATING ARMS^CQ M pAiVy

NEW

HAVEN, CONN.,

U.

A.

S.

REASONS FOR BUYING

REPEATING
WINCHESTER
THE
EIRE,
UNSURPASSED RAPIDITY

RIFLE.

0~F

AND EFFECTIVENESS,
SMOOTHNESS OF MANIPULATION,
PERFECTION OF WORKMANSHIP
Cheapness of its Reloading AmmunitionSTRICT ACCURACY

About 200,000 now
For

Illustrated

Pamphlet and Price

use, in

in

Parts

all

World.

the

of

List, address

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS

CO.,
NEW HAVEN,

SPORTING PRESENTS
IN

SCHUYLEH, HARTLEY & GRAHAM,
19 Maiden Lane, 20 & 22 John street,
Y.

MILITARY, SPORTING, HUNTING AND TARGET
Breech Loading* Stifles. ^*+\

IV.

BREECH LOADING GUNS

ALSO

Solid Silver
for

g-eivtl"e:m:e;n'.

AND
Rifle Combined.
IS epeating,

JBfcevoVvixigf,

Cigarette Cases,
Cigar Lighters,

Match Boxes,
Ash Stands,
Tobacco Boxes,
Snuff Boxes,
Ale Tankards,

For Treatise
ON

Illustrate! Oatalogme*

CARTR1GES,
&c, &c.

•fee.,

Sets,

P.

Inkstands.

BOND STREET,

IV.

HERKIMER

ILION,

W. & C SCOTT & SONS
Nos.

&

Harvey's

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

Hawher's Ducking.
sep9-eow

X

3 Fanexiil
makes
all

and 8 Superior

W. STITT,
Agent

,

81

Rifle,

Cedar

U.

S<£. ,

other

S.

is

called

to

FRANK GOOD,

Office, 1 2 1 Walnut St. Philadeinhia.

Now

Hampshire.

Fishing Pants,
Leggings and Boots,

"THEAMERICA1N

Sporting& Camping Outfits
AND

n

D.

4.

Send

&

ilA
j^AV

4-gx

IU

AAA
fljVUV
<2*"|

Pamphlet free.
§r*,8Wiaietn»£lS,Y.

MONTH BY PUTS

Invest according to your means.
a
$10, $50. or $100 in Stock Privileges, has brought
small fortune to the careful investor. We a £ vl9f.
fall
when and how to operate safely. Books with
information sent free. Address orders by mail and
CO.,
telegraph to
_Y^
ovll-6m Bankers and Brokers, 17 Wall at..

and

BAXTER &

Invested in Stocks., and
Gold pays 200 per/ cent
Tombrjdge & Cq.; Bank.

N

HAVANA LOTTERY.
IMPORTANT NOTICE.

street

for a copy

a month.

THIS
MADECALLS.

RE, N.Y

Shares in Wall

often leads to fortune.
of the Wall Street Review and
Pamphlet, showing the various methods of operating, J. HICKLING
CO., Bankers and Brokers,.
72. Broadway. N. Y.
Pec 88/

«P

Veb SI

List.

iKA &1AA
«P^"? f 1 ""

®\i\
X "?

mental Department,

$7.50.

N

HODGMAN&CO..
27 M AIDENL

Send for Price

Special attention is given to first-class work. Extra
sketches and DOG PORTRAITS cut to order, by
sending photographs. JACOB GLAHN, Manager,
Formerly Supt. of Parker Bros. Engraving and Orna-

PRICE

AGENTS FOR THE
Union Metallic Cartridge Company's Ammunition,
m
WARRANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET.
SEND EOR CIRCULAR.

.

India Rubber Goods of Every Description.

W. MERiDEN, CONN.

send

This Vest affords the best arrangement yet invented for carrying cartridges.
The weight 18
so evenly distributed that it i*
Cartridges can be
scarcely felt.
carried
with the heads down In
this vest, which is of great importance when brass shells are tuedi
as when carrying them with the
head up the weight of the shot often forces the wad forward, when
Bi
bad shooting is the result.
measurement around the cheat.

RUBBER CAMP
BLANKETS, $1,200 PROFIT ON $100.
COMPLETE

Manchester. N. H.

JTIioma^ Sparks,
I8O8.]

Charlestown.

ordering

_

[Established

HOLABIRDS Shooting SUITS,
DIXON8& HA WKSLEY'S SHOOTING TACKLE
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,
BUSSEY'S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP
WITH CASE, AND 100 BIRDS.

America.

r

Shot and Bar Lead

111.

COLD SPRING TROUT PONDS,

injured by wetting and
drying— always soft and
easy to the feet, and
best of
VERY DURABLE—being made of the verythegen-.
stock in three different styles, and warranted
offered
before
anything
from
different
nine article,
Illustrated Circular and Price List free.

Elm st.

CLABROUGH
WESTLEY

WEBLEY &

BLACK BASS IN SEASON.
Novll-2m

GOOD'S OIL TANNED MOCCASINS, the best thing ever
worn by sportsmen. No

1209

&

Trout Eggs

and Col.

street,

New York,
for

&

O. S. T. I\

DIAMOND GRAIN.

Your attention

:-Greener, Westley Richards,
Weblev Remington, Moore, &c.
Gun, $25 up.
AgemiS?Soott Muzzle Loading-Sharp's
Rifles.
Maynard, Ballard Remington and
$181!
Rifles
Sporting
"Ballard's breech loading
Bogardus' New Book— 50 oents,by mail.
Bussey's Gyro Trap, for shooting practice.
.Fine Fishing Rods and Tackle.
Fine Bronze Yacht Guns on mahogany carnages,
Complete, as furnished the New York and Boston
YaootSauadrons. SENT) FOR CIRCULARS.

Also

Chicago,

I

.

SONS,
&
Boston.
Hall

street,

Sportsmen INDIA RUBBER

1873.

AD

State

3

Black's Patent Cartridge Test.

SPORTING GUNPOWDER.

WINNERS OF THE GUN TRIAL OF
Report of Gun Trial sent on application.
AGENTS:

237

CO., M. Y.

ENaLISH
Curtis

^G-EIVTS

for the following celebrated makers:
W.
C. SCOTT
SONS (winners at the International Gun Trial of 1873); J. P.
&
BRO.; P.
SONS, and

RICHARDS.

Armory and Manufactory,

Y.

Genuine Breech Loaders.

Box 3991.

WESTERN BRANCH,

THECORHAM COMPANY,
NO. 1

O.

to

REMINGTON & SONS,
981 and 983 Broadway.

E.

Claret Pitchers,
Paper Knives,

DESIGNS AND ESTIMATES FTJENISHED.

Shooting,

llifle

Pocket Pistols.
f

Carver

SEND

Vest

and

Derringer

Cigar Stands,

A SPECIALTY.

Gun and

Shot

Pocket Flasks,

CONN.

For the coming drawings, commencing Jan nary 6th.

we have reduced the

Whole, $20|

h

^ W

prices of tickets as follows:

$10}

h

$5S

1-10, $2,* 1-20 $1.
Drawings take place every seventeen Days.
are prepared to fill all orders. CircularsseM

We
QUO

m

Bank

Terms, Five Dollars a Year.
Ten Cents a Copy.

NEW

J

J

YORK, THURSDAY. DECEMBER

TALLY-HO!

a great variety of excellent hardwood timber, interspersed
Much of the timber is very valuable for manufacturing purposes. The country along the coast of the
Gulf of Mexico is level, with light sandy soil, covered

with pine.

fox enjoyed a solemn grin
THEWhen
but him had
all

fled;

The

lanterns of the whippers-in
Shone 'round his little bed.

How beautiful and
He scorned

with yellow and pitch pine timber and grass. It is interspersed with rich tracts or bodies of hammock lands. It
is a good stock country, and when cleared up and put in

bright he came;

to be decoyed;

Gaunt was his frame, his tail aflame
Like Watson's asteroid.

good cultivation it produces fair crops. Peaches, grapes,
sugar cane, and vegetables of all kinds grow very finely,
and many think that it is equal, if not superior, to the

"0 keeper, may

I now light out?"
Whispered the fox serene;
"You may;" and leading all the rout

stiffer soils for

bold, bloodthirsty

Another slew a Maltese cat;
Another banged his nose;
Another, hunting for his bat,
Broke down a line of clothes.

.

.

—

huntsman stood

Four hours beneath a limb
Of a big tree in Lodi Wood

He

of food.

thought the beast had clim.

And then arose a pleading sound,
"0 Reynard, where are you?"
Ask of the hounds that far around
Send up their "TJllaloo!"
For, ah, the dogs have lost the fox,

And riders

lost the dogs,

While horses, minus

riders,

browse

Down in Passaic bogs.
To see the wounded all brought
The stragglers and the pack,

in,

Calm Reynard waits with cheerful grin,
Out back of Hackensack.— Daily Graphic.
jFor Forest
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and Stream.

^hridn.

tittdfy

i

one of the

countries in
All along her sea coast are beautiful^
through the country are fine rivers, beauis

finest

the world.

bays and inlets;
tiful

lakes,

and pearly brooks. She has grand and wonderwhose medicinal virtues are known in all

ful springs,

She has magnificent forests of pine, cypress, and
hard wood timber, ornamented with the beautiful magnolia and other
flowering trees and shrubs. She has vales as
delicious as Arcadia, and fields as fair as those of Enna—
" Where Proserpina gathering flowers,
Herself a fairer flower, by gloomy dis
lands.

Was
Her
fish,

carried off."

lakes, rivers, bays,

and

inlets

are full of excellent

Her sea coasts have an abundance ot oysters,

fish,

^rtle,

and sponges. Her forests abound in a great variety
tf game. Her
gardens yield the finest vegetables, and have
the most beautiful
flowers in bloom all the year. Her
orchards bear the

most delicious

fruits

and

berries,

and

her vineyards
the finest

grapes that make the best of wine.
It is here
the man with delicate constitution can escape
from the cold, frost, ice, and snow and enjoy "sunny skies
and soft and balmy breezes."
It is here the poor consumptive finds relief
" Tis here the
that medicine cannot give.
balm of nature's breath,"
borne on the soft breezes of the
wulf of Mexico,
charged with the healing resinous exhalations of the
pine forests, finds its way into the most remote tissue of the
diseased lung, and by its mysterious
>pwer doing what no drug or medicine has yet done in reviving the blood
and bringing to the pallid cheek the bloom
of health.

Bound awes,

Topogbaphy, Etc.—Middle Florida is
bounded on the north
by Georgia; on the east by the Suwannee River; on the south
by the Gulf of Mexico, and
°* th e west by the Apalachicola
River. It is from 120 to
140 miles in length,
and from 70 to 80 miles in width. The
andsback from the Gulf of Mexico are rolling or undu*&ng, with fine
chocolate soil, supported and sustained by
a ^gaiflcent
clay subsoil, rendering them -not-oirfrTery
JKwuotiYebut extremely durable,

based upon limestone,

—

awful two-rail fence;
Another plunged into a brook
And has'nt been heard of "sence."

sagacious

soil is

through this region are found beds of genuine marl.
Peculiabity. A peculiar feature in Middle Florida is
the great number of lakelets of clear pure water scattered
all over the country, varying in size from half an acre to
They, as a general thing, are
an acre or more in extent
very deep, have no outlet, and contain an abundance of
They seem to have been placed here for a
excellent fish
wise purpose to supply the wants of every family at their
own doors, without hire or reward, with a splendid article

huntsman took

An

And one

The

called rotten limestone, which, besides carbonate of lime, contains also salts of iron and sulphur.
All

A yellow flash was seen.
One

them.

commonly

Tl»

Another striking feature is the number of creeks, streams
and even considerable rivers, rising out of the earth, after
coursing a short distance, and frequently many miles, suddenly disappearing in the earth and are lost to all further
knowledge, while others are known to reappear and flow
regularly to the Gulf of Mexico. Near Tallahassee there
are several "sinks" into which small streams flow and disappear. These sinks vary in size, and many of them are
Quite a number have neither any inlet
of great depth.
nor outlet, so far as anything visible is concerned, being no
doubt fed by subterranean streams, and subject, in some
instances, to sympathetic action with the tides of the Gulf
of Mexico. Fourteen miles south of Tallahassee is the
far-famed Wakulla Spring, "Ponce De Leon's Fountain of
Youth," whose waters are so transparent that when a person is sailing over its surface in a boat he feels impressed
as he gazes below that his frail bark is suspended in the
air, the water having such an exact resemblance to the sky
above. A silver five-cent piece on the bottom seems as
"The spring will," it is said,
plain as if in your hand.
"fathom near one hundred feet by five hundred across its
surface." It is situated in a dense forest of shrubs and
trees, and in looking over it the color resembles the deep
blue sky, except near the border, where it has a slight tinge
of green from the reflection of the surrounding verdure,
which hangs over it in drooping branches and waving festoons.

"The beauty

of the fountain, the luxuriance of

the foliage around it, render this one of the most charming
spots" that Florida affords, or that can be found anywhere.
The spring is nothing more nor less than a mighty river
gushing out of the bowels of the earth, large enough to
float vessels drawing six feet of water into the Gulf.

—

Medicinal Spbings. Nature seems to have destined
Middle Florida to be a resort for invalids to recruit their
health and repair broken constitutions. Scattered here and
there all over the country are chalybeate and sulphur
springs, whose medicinal waters, prepared in the deep laboratories of nature, give strength to the blood and color to
the cheeks of the poor frail invalid. But little or no effort
has ever been made to bring these springs into notice, or to
abroad. No
let their wonderful curative powers be known
suitable buildings have been erected at any of them for
bathing or for the aecommodation of invalids. Persons

have frequently come miles and camped by some of them
during the Summer season to bathe and drink the waters,
and in this manner wonderful cures have been performed.
The Climate.—Middle Florida has the finest Winter
climate in the world, and the steady heat of Summer is not
so prostrating as the short but frequent bursts of Summer
heat in the Northern States. The thermometer rarely goes
below 40° Fahrenheit in Winter, and in Summer it seldom
indicates a greater heat than 90° in the shade. The heat is
tempered by the almost constant sea breezes from the Gulf
of Mexico. The nights are almost always pleasant. The

©euntry contains \ so-called rainy season is in

Summer, usually commencing

j
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in May and ending in September.
It commences by daily
showers for one or two weeks or more, and then a week or
two of dry weather, and then the rainy season will come
on again. This rainy season is by no means one continuous
rain fof days without letting up. The rain comes in showers of from a half to one hour or more in continuance, and
between the hours of 12 M. and 4 P. M. These showers
come up quickly, it rains hard, is soon over, and then is
sunshine. They are seldom attended with thunder and
lightning.
They cool the atmosphere and make the air
pure and refreshing. They come up with such regularity
that they need not interrupt business, labor, or pleasure
only during their continuance, for timely preparation to
avoid them can be made if desired. Fogs are seldom seen,
and a damp, cloudy, drizzly, rainy day is of rare occurrence.
Winter is the driest season, and Spring the next.

Health.—From careful observation and
we are led to believe that in no portion of

diligent inquiry

the Union are
there as few diseases as there are in Middle Florida. The
ratio of mortality is unusually low, and a remarkable ex-

emption exists from all epidemic and contagious diseases.
In Summer, bilious remittent fevers, usually of a mild type,
show themselves, and intermittents in the Fall. The chills
and fever prevail to some extent where persons expose themselves too much in the night air and in inclement weather.
Fob Invalids,—Middle Florida is superior to every other
section of the Union for invalids. Its temperature is never
too high nor too low to restrain the invalid from taking all
the out-door exercise he is equal to. The country is less
exposed to the frequently prevalent northern and north-

and fierce, penetrating blasts, and having
good roads for driving or walking, renders it the most desirable place for the invalid and the visitor to spend their
Winters, or for the immigrant to settle in.
eastern storms,

Fob the Spobtsman. — In

all

the counties along the Gulf

of Mexico, and in nearly all the heavily timbered lands in

the others, are to be found all kinds of game, such as bear,
deer, wild turkeys, panthers, catamounts, wild cats, etc.

Deer and turkey are abundant. In all the
and creeks are an abundance of the finest
trout, perch,

On

jack or hake,

the coast there

lakes, rivers,

such as
bream, etc.

fish,

catfish, blackflsli,

the finest of oysters, clams, turtle,

is

During the Winter
etc. hav;e an abundance of every variety of water fowl. Sportsmen should
visit Middle Florida by all means and take a hunt and a fish
down on the coast.
and every variety of
all

salt

water

fish.

the lakes, ponds, bays, inlets, rivers,

,
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Pboducts. All the grains, fruits, and vegetables that
are raised in the temperate zone can be 3ultivated with
more or less success in Middle Florida. Cotton has heretofore been king, and the people seemed to care but little
about raising any other kind of crops. Under the new
system of labor planters are beginning to study more the
nature of the soil and its productions, and are fast finding
out that they can raise a greater variety here at a profit than
in any other section of the Union.
Sugar came is one of
the most remunerative crops that can be raised. It has less
things to contend with than almost any other field crop. It
is seldom injured by insects, dry weather, or frost. It takes
about the same labor to cultivate as it does a crop of corn.
The manufacturing is the most expensive. The mill, boilTo manufacture ten
ers, furnace, etc. cost about $400.
acres of cane would require the work of six men for forty
days, one pair of mules, horses, or oxen at the mill, and
another pair to haul the cane from the field. The profit of;
ten acres planted in eane, from actual experiment, omitting
capital required for boilers, mill, troughs for crystalizing*
houses for draining, teams, etc., is as follows:
,

Dr—10 days work of team to
1

hreak up land at $1.50 per day.,

M

24,000 seed canes at $10 per
15 days' work planting, at 75 cents per da

"

........
10 days' work with hoe..
15 days' work with cultivator and plow
,.,
days
work,
equal
to
240
manufacturing,
days,
men
40
etc.,
6
,
at 75 cents per day
.....
2 pair of oxen 40 days, at $3 per day
... ..,.„..,....,
Barrels, etc
:.............

Total...

....

Cr—By 3,700 pounds
per pound
Showing a net

.......

$15

00.

240 00
1125.
7 50
23 50
i<go

00

120

00-

60-

50

$656 75

sugar per acre, or 37,000 pounds, at 7 cents

„
profit of

,

,

..,,......„,. $2,5R0. 00
........................ $1,93B 25

_

.

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
Some

of the best planters have raised as high as 4,400
Cane requires natural
single acre of land.
strong land, or well manured light land, the latter making
a better quality of sugar. After the first planting there is
no more expense for seed cane.
Cotton does well everywhere in Middle Florida. The
caterpillar is its worst foe, and some years the crop is severely injured by it. Like cane, it requires about the same
cultivation as corn.
man can easily cultivate ten acres
in cotton and raise enough of other things besides to keep
himself, family, and stock on during the year. The profit
of ten acres of cotton is as follows :—

pounds from a

-

A

work of team to break
Seed....... ........
Planting
Hoeing and thinning

Dr-^-io days'

15 days cultivating.
Picking and ginning
Bagging, bailing, and strap iron

up the

land, at

i

.50

per day

"....."

1

i.

,

Total

Cr—By 5,000 pounds of lint cotton,
Showing a net profit of

at 12J- cents

per pound

—

$15 00
20 00
6 00
20 00
22 50
75 00
21 20

$179 70
625 00

$445 25

Upland rice is a very remunerative crop, and yields from
forty to sixty bushels per acre. The tobacco raised in Middle Florida commands .the very highest price in market,
being considered fully equal to the Cuban article by competent judges. The peanut grows very finely, and yields
one hundred bushels per acre. Castor bean grows luxuIrish potatoes grow nicely all Winter, and are
riantly.
ready for market in March, April, and May. By care and
Sweet
attention they can be made to grow all the year.
potatoes grow almost spontaneously and very large.
Garden Vegetables.— All varieties of garden vegetables grow to greater perfection in Middle Florida than in
any other section of the Union without doubt. They grow
at all. seasons, and there is not a month but what a family
can have vegetables fresh from the garden to put on the
The raising of vegetables for Northern markets is
table.
already becoming quite a business, and is very lucrative.
The demand is getting greater every year with our increased
railroad facilities.
Fbuit.— For fruit growing Middle Florida is equal, if not
superior, to any other section. Almost every variety can
From February to December
be" cultivated with success.
there is one succession of ripening of fruits. Bananas,
oranges, lemons, limes, citrons, shaddocks, and some other
varieties require a little protection in Winter from frosts.
Every variety of grape does well, and the day is not far
distant when this section will excel California in grapes and
wine. It is stated that two thousand gallons of sparkling
wine have been made from a single acre of grapes, worth
at present prices $3.50 per gallon. Strawberries grow very
large and fine, and ripen in February. Dewberries, whortleberries, blackberries,. plums, crab apples, etc ., grow wild
in the woods in the greatest abundance
Grasses.— There is quite a variety of wild grasses growing in the woods and in the fields suitable for pasturage
and for hay. They contain a good deal of nutriment, and
stock keep in as good order as they do anywhere on the
wild grasses. Tame grasses have never been tried to any
extent, and it is not known whether clover could be raised
here or not.
Stock Raisings— One great trouble with Northern people who come South, is they expect to find a perfect paradise of fruits, vegetables, "cereals, and tame grasses of
every kind, and that man and beast will have nothing to do
but eat and sleep, moving only now and then for the purpose of circulating the blood, etc. When they do not find
things as they were in the Garden of Eden they complain
bitterly of the country. Some of them wonder how cattle,
horses, and sheep can be raised without timothy and clover
hay and blue grass pastures. They should recollect that
stock in all new countries subsisted on the native grasses
and on coarse wild hay in Winter. It is the same in Middle Florida, only here the stock live the year round in the
woods on the wild grass without any other food or shelter.
The mildness of the Winters, together with the abundance
of pasturage afforded by the forests and numerous reed
branches (wild canes) make the raising and keeping stock
a matter of little expense and trouble. It is stated on the
best of authority, and it is a well ascertained fact, "that
live stock of every kind—horses, cattle, sheep, and swine
—are less subject to epidemic diseases in Middle Florida
than in the more northern latitudes."
Poultry Raising. Fowls of every kind do well, and
the raising of them for Northern markets could be made a
very lucrative business.
Bees.—This is the country for the apiarist. The great
abundance and variety of flowers that are always in bloom
afford fine pasturage for bees, and the raising of honey for
Northern markets could be made very profitable.
Timber.—Timber is abundant everywhere. In the forests "are the walnut, red bay or Florida mahogany, ash,
beech, every variety of oak, cherry, olive, kickory, magThe mannolia, gum, yellow and pitch pine, cypress, etc.
ufacturing of all kinds of wooden ware, agricultural implements, furniture, and lumber could be carried on extensively anywhere in Middle Florida.
Railroad Facilities .—The Jacksonville, Pensacola and
Mobile Railroad passes through the centre of the northern
It is completed from
tier of counties of Middle Florida.
Jacksonville to Chattahoochee, on the Apalachicola River.
There is also a road from Tallahassee to St. Mark's, on the
Gulf of Mexico, a distance of twenty-one miles. The great
need of the country is a road from St. Mark's and Tallahassee due north to Louisville, Ky., so the planters could

—
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ship early fruits and vegetables direct to the Louisville,
Cincinnati, Indianapalis, and Chicago markets; also fish

and

oysters.

Water Communication.—A

steamboat runs up the Suwannee River from Cedar Keys to Troy in Lafayette county
once a week. It could run up to Ellaville, Madison county,
The Apalachicola River is one of
if business demanded.
the finest navigable rivers in the world, and boats run from
Chattahoochie River,
its mouth up to Columbus, on the
and Bainbridge, on the Flint River, in Georgia. There are
a number of other rivers that are navigable a short distance
up from the Gulf of Mexico. Along the coast of the Gulf
of Mexico are several bavs and inlets where sloops and

schooners could lie at anchor in safety and deliver and receive freight. St. Mark's is at present the principal seaport.
conseIt has not recovered from the effects of the war,
quently but little business is done there. Men of energy
and capital could make it a fine shipping point, and the location in a good one for a commercial city. Near the west
end of James Island is a fine harbor for the largest vessels;
some say it is the best on the Gulf of Mexico. The Brit-

The
ish fleet daring the war of 1812 hovered in there.
largest seagoing vessels can enter in safety.
Principal Towns. Tallahassee (the capital of the State
and county seat of Leon county,) is the largest city in Middle Florida.
It is nearly 800 feet above the level of the
Gulf of Mexico, and twenty-one miles from it. The streets
are wide and adorned with the most beautiful live and
water oak shade trees, which add much to the picturesqueperson as he wanders
ness and beauty of the city.
along the wide streets or loiters under some grand old oak,

—

A

with the long Spanish moss hanging from its branches,
feels almost like he was in the fabled land of the gods.
There is a beauty about these grand trees that is indescribable, and one loves to lounge under their wide-spreading
branches.
Scattered all over the city are beautiful squares
The State House stands on a
full of these splendid trees.
large square near the centre of the city, and is surrounded
by a beautiful grove of the native trees of the forest. It is
Three squares to the
a plain three-story brick building.
north is the Leon county Court House, a three-story brick
building.
The business houses are located principally on
one street, and are all built of brick. The dwellings are
principally frame, painted white, with green shutters, and
have nice yards in front, adorned with the most beautiful
flowers, that are always in bloom, and back are splendid
gardens. The city contains about 3,000 inhabitants, a great
number of stores, two newspapers. The Floridian, published by C. E. Dyke, Sr., & Son, is the oldest and ablest
newspaper in the State, and is doing more for immigration
than any other. The Catholic, Episcopal, Methodist, and
Presbyterian denominations each have nice church edifices
and able and talented ministers. Tnere are good schools
for both white and colored children. The City Hotel is a
large and commodious building, capable of accommodating 200 guests. There are a number of excellent boarding
houses in the city. Society is as intelligent and refined as
can be found anywhere. There is a, cotton factory near
the city. The Jacksonville, Pensacola and Mobile Railroad
There is a railroad to St. Mark's,
passes through the city.
a seaport on the Gulf of Mexico, twenty- one miles distant.
The city ia surrounded by a high, rolling, beautiful, and
fertile country.
Quiacy, twenty-four miles west of Tallahassee, on the
Jacksonville, Pensacola and Mobile Railroad, is the county
It is surrounded by a beautiful
seat of Gadsden county.
country, and has been a beautiful place, containing elegant
public buildings and nice residences "before the war." "The
buildings now look old and dilapidated, but they show that
On enrefined taste was exercised in their construction.
tering many of them a person will see elegant libraries of
old and standard authors, fine paintings, etc., showing that
their occupants were persons of culture and refinement.
The population is about 900. The village contains a number of stores, a hotel, and a boarding house, eight lawyers,
a newspaper, (the Quincy Journal, whose editor has enterprise enough to print all his paper at home,) three nice
church buildings Methodist, Episcopal and Presbyterian
good public schools. Prior to the war there was an excellent ana flourishing seminary there, but it is now closed.
Chattahoochee, forty-four miles west of Tallahassee, is
on the Apalachicola River. It is the present terminus of
the Jacksonville, Pensacola and Mobile Railroad, and has
regular steamboat communication with Bainbridge, Ga.,
Eufaula, Columbus, and Apalachicola. The penitentiary
is located there. There is a fine farming country around it.
Monticello, thirty-one miles east on a branch of the Jacksonville, Pensacola and Mobile Railroad, is the county
There is a splendid country
seat of Jefferson county.
around it. It contains about 1,100 inhabitants. The Episcopalians, Baptists, Methodists, and Presbyterians have nice
churches. There is a fine brick Court House and several
It has an able and
fine business houses and residences.
well conducted weekly newspaper, the Constitution, refined and intelligent society and good schools.
Madison, fifty-five miles east of Tallahassee, is the county
It has once been a beautiful and
seat of Madison county.
flourishing town, and the abode of wealth and refined so-

(
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it out.

Orange Culture.—-The orange, lemon, lime, citron,
and shaddock can be successfully cultivated in Middle
Florida, and as fine varieties are raised as in any section of
the State. In Leon county there are 752 bearing orange
In Liberty county there are some very fine groves
trees.
ot the very best of oranges that bear bountifully every
On what is known as the "Belmont Place," in Jefyear.
ferson county, there was for near a quarter of a century
previous to the late civil war a large orchard of the finest
sweet oranges that bore bountifully every year, and many
were shipped from it to Northern markets. When Gen.
Taylor was in Florida during the Indian war his army was
supplied with oranges from the Belmont orchard.
One advantage that Middle Florida possesses over the
eastern portion of the State is that it has a rich and productive soil and a splendid subsoil (both of which are essential to make an orange orchard grow and bear bountifully,) consequently no muck or manure are required to be
put around the trees annually to make them grow or keep
them alive. Trees sometimes require protection from frosts
in Winter, just as a peach tree does in the more Northern
urove of trees or a forest on the north side of an
States.
orchard to protect it from the north winds makes it bear
much better. It is much easier to protect a tree from frost
than to be constantly manuring it to keep it from dying.
person by bestowing the same care and attention to the
culture of orange trees that the fruit growers of Ohio and
Michigan do to their trees, could always have oranges
Oranges require strong, rich land, and
in Middle Florida.
for that reason they can be more successfully cultivated in
the rich lands of" Middle Florida than in the sandy pine
lands in East and South Florida. There is another consideration to be thought of. The lands of East Florida are
not good for agricultural purposes, while those of the middle section are, and of the best quality, and the farmer can
always have something growing ready for market besides
Oranges are successfully raised in Portuhis orange crop.
gal, Spain, France, Italy, and Greece, where it is colder
than in any part of Middle Florida. Oranges and lemons
have been cultivated in the open air in England. It is
stated, "At Hampton Court there are many orange trees,
some of which are said to be over 300 years old."
The banana grows very finely everywhere, and could he
made a source of great profit if the people would pay more
One gentleman in Tallahassee has
attention to its culture.
in his garden a few trees or shrubs, on which can now
H. C. Rippey,
(Sept. 6,) be counted over 200 bushes.

A

A

—
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The location is really beautiful, and surrounded by
an excellent farming country. The population of the town
It contains Methodist, Baptist and Presbyis about 600.
The town some years
terian churches and good schools.
ago was nearly destroyed by fire, which has never been reciety.

The
of the buildings have been neglected.
Labor and money could make Madisociety is excellent.
son one of the most lovely places in Florida.
Ellaville, seventy miles east of Tallahassee, is the greatIt is
est lumber manufacturing town in Middle Florida
situated on the Suwannee River, and at the head of navigation, where the Jacksonville, Pensacola and Mobile Railroad crosses the river. Immense amounts of lumber are
manufactured and shipped daily to Northern and foreign

built.

Three miles below New Port is St. Mark's, once a flourishing commercial place. It has dwindled down to almost
nothing. Vessels once in a while come in. It is at the
junction of the St. Mark's and Wakulla Rivers, and is really
T
e don't see anything to hinder it
a fine site for a city.
from being one of the best commercial cities in Florida.
What it needs is capital and labor used judiciously to bring

Many

markets.
Jasper

The population

is

about 500.

the county seat of Hamilton, the northeast
county in Middle Florida. It is located on the Florida
branch of the Atlantic and Gulf Railroad, and contains
about 150 inhabitants. It is surrounded by a healthy and
pleasant country.
Troy is the county seat of Lafayette county, is on the
Suwannee River, and is at present the head of steamboat
navigation. It contains about fifty inhabitants. It is near
one of the finest regions for hunting in all Florida.
Crawfordsville, the county seat of Wakulla county, is
twenty miles south of Tallahassee and twelve miles from
St. Mark's, and situated in an oak grove and surrounded
by a pleasant, productive, and healthy country. It conIt is a
tains three stores, a Methodist church, schools, etc.
small place.
Bristol is the county seat of Liberty county, and is located on the Apalachicola River. Near it are some splendid orange groves, which produce the finest oranges raised
is

'

in the State.
New Port, on the St. Mark's River, six miles from the
Gulf of Mexico, was once an important commercial place.
Ships drawing twelve feet of water could come up there
from the gulf, but it is now deserted, only a few houses
remaining. Rev. Charles Beecher (brother of Mrs. H. B.
Stowe,) resides there, and has a nice little orange orchard.
Above the town is one of the finest sulphur springs in the
State, whose waters contain great curative powers, and
have performed almost miraculous cures. Before the war
invalids from nearly all parts of the Union resorted there
to drink of and bathe in the health-giving waters of the
springs. Across the St. Mark's River, opposite, are the
finest hunting grounds in the South in all probability. Bear,
deer, turkeys, etc., are in the greatest abundance. It ia the
paradise for sportsmen.

REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONERS OF
FISHERIES OF THE STATE OF
CALIFORNIA FOR THE YEARS
1874 AND 1875.

THEwards

first

effort of

the California Commissioners

to-

introducing the fish of the Eastern coast in
1874 was a repetition of the attempt of the year before,
when, by the breaking of a railroad bridge their aquarium
car and contents were entirely destroyed. The present attempt was made also under the supervision of Mr. Livingston Stone, who arrived in June w ith an assortment of
black bass, glasseyed perch, catfish, hornpouts, silver eels,
salmon, (salmo salar), and rock bass, of fresh water varieeels,
ties, and a number of tautog or black fish, salt water
These
alive.
arrived
three
but
latter
which
of
and lobsters,
commissioners
fish were all placed in suitable waters and the
7

number have found congenial
Black bass have, during the
spawned.
have
homes,' and
numpresent season, been caught in Napa Creek, and large
placed
bass
bers of the young have been seen. The black
been
in Alameda Creek have been seen, but none have
Sacracaught. One of the glasseyed perch placed in the
mento River has been caught in a slough, to which it was
probably repairing for the purpose of spawning.
The Schuylkill catfish and the Mississippi catfish,
and
placed in the San Joaquin River, have grown rapidly
the
of
many
and
fish,
large
of
the
spawned, but several
the
young ones, have been caught by the fishermen near
river.
the
to
San Joaquin bridge, and have been returned
By another year they will be so numerous that they maywould
be caught with safety and shipped to market, as it
fishing.
be impossible to exhaust the river by ordinary
Chamhornpouts, a species of small catfish from Lake
are satisfied that the greater
'

The

inin the lakes near Sacramento,
been
have
creased so abundantly that nearly one thousand
and transported to the various lakes and sloughs

plain,

which were placed

m

caught
were
the Sacramento Valley. Several hundred of them
which
in
placed in lakes containing brush and dead trees,
The acclimatizait would be impossible to seine them.
ValSacramento
the
in
fish
these
of
perpetuation
tion and
amoun
no
ley is assured, as they are now so situated that
of fishing will exhaust them.
the bacOf the fresh water eels placed in a tributary of
ramento River, one was caught in Willow Slough,
?h°
in leng^
county, which had grown to be more than a foot
None of the Eastern salmon have been seen since
to
were placed in the Sacramento River. It is hardly
douo
without
as
yet,
as
expected that they should be,
the bpn f,
they have gone to the ocean, not to return until
years,
It will be interesting to learn, in after
of 1876.
produce
and
salmon
they will cross with the Sacramento

M
<

n ew

variety.

The rock

bass,

placed in

.
»e« n
Creek, have not
„
water eels, and spawni

Napa

heard from. The tautogs, salt
never De
lobsters, placed in San Francisco Bay, have
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crustaceans, resembling young lobsters have,
season been caught in the Bay of San
present
duwng the
Francisco, but it is not determined as yet whether any of

restrained in their mode of catching them.
Taking advantage of this, white men, for purpose of gain, employ Indians to catch trout from the various mountain streams

them are the young of the Eastern lobsters.
During the past Winter the commissioners have received
through Prof. Baird, 20,000 white fish eggs from Lake
Michigan, which were deposited in Tulare Lake, the
waters of that lake being of the proper temperature and
containing suitable food, the eggs having been hatched at
Berkeley on the grounds of the University of California.
The cans containing the young fish were carried in a boat
some two hundred yards from shore and the fry turned out
among the tulles where they could not only find an abundance of their natural food, but protection from their

with grab-hooks, baskets, and all the other methods which
ingenuity has devised for the trapping and catching of fish,
without regard to the season. Legislation should be had
to prevent the Indians from taking fish, except in the manner to which they were accustomed before the advent of
white men.
Sawdust, and mining deposits have so affected certain
streams, such as the American and Feather sivers that no
salmon frequent them now, certainly above certain points,
where the spawning beds have been destroyed.
In Canada and other of the British Provinces where

Many

geen.

enemies.

there are extensive lumber interests,

eggs of the Eastern brook trout, which
had been purchased at Charlestown, N. H., were also
hatched at the same place with a loss of four per cent., and
were distributed, 20,000 in the lakes and streams of Mendo-

each sawmill is required to have a furnace attached, in
which the sawdust as fast as made is consumed. The
expense of such a furnace is but trifling, and in those
countries the fish is preserved and the law obeyed without
objection. A similar law is suggested for this State, and,
while great objection is made to it on the part of mill
owners, yet, probably, the millmen on the Truckee River
and its tributaries have already expended more money in
the publication of pamphlets, and in other means to defeat
legislation on this subject, than would be sufficient to build

Sixty thousand

Sonoma, Napa and Yolo counties; 10,000 in the
North Fork of the American River, iu Placer county; 10,000 in Prosser Creek, Nevada county, and 20,000 in Calaveras Creek, in Alameda and Santa Clara counties, and in
other streams emptying in the Bay of San Francisco.
No shad have been hatched during the past two years, as
A supply is
the U. S. Government had none to spare.
promised for next season, however, and the attempt to
introduce this fish into the Pacific will be persevered with.
"With regard to salmon, the commissioners have thought
public importance to increase this valuait to be of so much
ble variety of fish in its native waters, that during the past
year they considered it advisable to expend one thousand
dollars in the hatching of a million more fish, to be placed
River.
They therefore applied one
in the Sacramento
thousand dollars of the small appropriation to this purpose,
and the fish have been successfully turned loose.
The appropriation being about exhausted, it will this
year pay for the hatching of but half a million more fish.
Ex-G-overnor Stanford has requested the commissioners,
however, to cause to be hatched at his expense, during the
coming season, one million salmon, to be turned into the
cino,

Sacramento River, and at his desire some hundred thousplaced in Kern River and Lake Tahoe.

and have been

furnaces for

The

from the GovernSalmon were more

more.
plentiful in the Sacramento River; during the season of
1875 than ever before since Americans had knowledge of

ment, probably half a million

This is attributed to the close season which
taking of salmon between the 1st August and
November 1st, as also to the quantities of young salmon
turned Ioosa from the hatching establishments.
It is anticipated that after three years there will be found more
profitable fishing than has hitherto been known.
An apthe country.

prohibits the

asked for
dollars

from

thousand dollars yearly is
instead of the pittance of twenty-five hundred

propriation of

Much

attention

by

is

for the reason

latitudes

given to the Sacramento salmon (Sahno
and by fish culturists in other coun-

scientists

comes

spawn in
much lower and in waters much warmer than
variety yet known.
Large numbers pass up the
that

it

into rivers to

any other
Ban Joaquia River for the purpose of spawning in July
and August, swimming for one hundred and fifty miles
through the hottest valley in the State, where the temperaat noon is rarely less than 80° Fahrenheit,
and where the average temperature of the river, at the bot-

ture of the air

tom,

is 79°,

San

Joaquin

and at the surface, 80°. The salmon of the
River appear to be of the same variety as
those in the Sacramento, but average smaller in size.
Their
passage to their spawning grounds at this season of the
year, at so high a temperature of both air and water,
would
indicate that

they will thrive in

all

the rivers of the South-

ern States,

ous

whose waters take their rise in the mountainregions, and, in a few years, without doubt, the San

Joaquin salmon will be transplanted to all of those States.
The weight of salmon caught during the past season in
tlie waters of the
Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers is estimated at 5,098,780 pounds, in addition to 92,000
pounds
of fresh salmon
shipped in ice to the
York market.

New

One of the most important paragraphs in the Report is
which contains the suggestion that the law protecting
the sea lions and seals in and near the
Bay of San Francisco, should be repealed.
It is claimed that these cetaceans have increased a hundred fold during
the past two
years, and as they weigh from two to five
hundred pounds
that

each, their daily

the mills on that river.

<*

—The

grayling experiment, which created such a sensation among the pisciculturists and anglers a year ago, does
not, the N. Y. Commissioners think, promise such results

*

as to warrant its continuance.
t

tf

Grayling

m Europe. —We have

received the following

through the courtesy of our correspondent in Munich
To the Eon. Secretary of the Fisherman's Club:—
Sir— The artificial breeding of grayling {Thymallus viceillifer, Agase.)
was successfully carried out in Bavaria by Mr. Kufiter, Royal fishermau,
letter
:

in the year 1854 to 1856, in the garden of the Royal Veterinary School.
Mr. Jhis, fisherman in Dachan, has also bred grayling in the year 1860,

and continues

to

do so in the river Amper on his own grounds, which
Db. mkd. Max Gemhinger,
Custodian of the 7oological Museum, Munich.

I

certify as requested.

i

«
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X
San Francisco, November 26th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I am happy to be able to inform you from good authority here, that
the fish commissioners have petitioned the members of our Legislature
to repeal the act or law protecting the very large number of seals which
inhabit the Seal Rocks and the vicinity of the Cliff House, on the shores
of the Pacific, about seven miles from the heart of the city. The Legislature owe this repeal of the law to their constituents and the people, in
order to protect our fisheries, especially of our bay, as well as outside of
in order that fish may be cheaper than they now are in our markets—
E. J. Hooper.
particularly in the interests^of the poorer classes.
it,

+*+.

TROUT AS VEGETARIANS.
Grafton, Vfc., November, 1875.
X
Editor Forest and Stream:—
In your issue of August 26th I noticed a letter from Dr. M. Goldsmitb,
one of the Fish Commissioners of Vermont, entitled "Trout as VegetaShortly after that, while on a visit to Rutland, Dr. Goldsmith
invited us to visit the ponds. They are now owned by Mr. Franks
They con
Hale. There are about a dozen of them, all of small size.
tained at the time of our visit about 14,000 trout of good size, and al
healthy. Mr. Hale informed us that he commenced feeding them with
bread in December, 1874, uud since that time he has seldom fed any meat
or liver. The bread which he uses is composed principally of Indian
meal, to which is added a small proportion of wheat and coarse sugar or
molasses. We saw the trout fed on this bread in all of the ponds, and
must say that we have never seen fish feed more greedily, scarcely a
crumb reaching the bottom. Mr. Hall breeds some trout, but depends
mostly for keeping up his stock upon purchases made from men and
boys, who catch and bring them to him. When wild trout are received
at the ponds they are placed into a receiving pond and remain there until they become accustomed to the bread diet, which they at first refuse,
but in a few days are ready to adopt it, and thrive upon It. Theyaro
then transferred to the other ponds. Dr. Goldsmith, we believe, claims
for the bread diet that trout are more healthy than with the meat. A
wound on a bread-fed fish will heal soon, when on a fish fed exclusively
on animal matter it usually results in death. We have with us a small
trout pond where the trout have recently been fed on buckwheat cakes
rians."

and thrive thereon.
The food question in trout raising appears to us to be the principal obstacle to raising them in any quantity. We have in Vermont many hill
farms which have a good supply of water for this purpose; but the owners cannot go into the business, owing to the impossibility of procuring
suitable food. If trout can be educated to eat a vegetable diet and thrive,
this obstacle will be removed. The law protecting trout which was
passed in 1868, has been pretty generally observed in this vicinity, and
the result is a marked improvement in size a nd quantity of trout taken
S. W. G.
each year.

consumption of fish can not be less than
twenty pounds. As they exist in thousands the
quantity of fish they eat is more than the total
catch of

Fish,

the fishermen,

passed

—Frank Cod was
somewhere
off

recently

married to a Miss. Minnie

in Connecticut.

It is said

the affair

swimmingly.

Middle Florida.— We beg

leave to call the attention of

our readers to the leading article in this paper entitled
"Middle Florida," prepared from eminent authority. This
journal has always made it one of its especial labors to develop the resources of Florida and settle up the State,
whose products alone might be made to liquidate the public debt.

Vanity Fair.

&

—We have received from Messrs. Kimball

some choice specimens of their celebrated "Vanity Fair" tobacco in neat metal cases holding
a pound each; and after most thorough trial do not hesitate
to concede to it all the good qualities which its manufacturers claim for it. It is a most superior article and a great
comfort to discriminating smokers.
Co., of Rochester,

BIRDS.

TOBEK.

food and loodging in the
a question that as often enters the
child's mind as that of any of his elders.
But the child is
easily satisfied, as the old nursery rhyme bears witness.
"What will the robin do then, poor thing?" is answered by
imputing to red-breast a doze in the lawn to keep himself
the birds do for

Winter,

warm, with

is

head under his wing; and the child pathe"poor thing. " And with this memory of childhood are often associated pictures of Robin— for he is not
a shy bird when necessity gives him courage knocking
at windows for relief, disarming hostility and getting food
by his confidence.
his

tically adds,

—

One would think
annual

that the birds

that conclude, in their

migrations

southward, to stop in our latitude,
would find it somewhat hard work to keep body and soul
together.
The swarms of butterflies and bugs that fluttered and buzzed through the summer days have disappeared. The caterpillars and grubs are safely ensconced
in their cocoons, or have finished their crawling lives.
the leaves, the berries which men and summer birds
overlooked, have nearly all dropped and decayed,
and there seems to be a slim chance for the cold-weather
birds.
But these flutterers on the edge of Winter appear

With

may have

merry enough, nevertheless. The possibility of an empty
larder never seems to strike them, nor does 'the cold weather
seem to have any terrors for them. Their delicate bodies
seem hardly

fitted to

and chilling

blasts.

come in contact with ice and snow
Sometimes, however, in unusually se-

weather, when the mercury loses itself away down
below zero, the little ones appear to get disheartened. The
sparrows that make their homes in large cities often suffer
in this way.
Many have been seen in New York, flutter-

vere

ing

almost

helplessly in the gutters, so

find themselves hardly able to escape

ten to

and materially affects the supply. It is recommended that the law be repealed and again re-enacted
after nine-tenths
of them have been destroyed.
More stringent regulations are suggested with
regard to
the different
modes of catching fish by traps, nets, etc.
The Chinese, it is claimed, use in their shrimp
catching a
n et of a mesh so small
that hardly any of the young of the
valuable varieties of fish escape.
There must be several
hundred Chinese fishermen engaged in fishing
for shrimp
J u the
Bay of San Franeisco, for that market. When it is
remembered that many of the most valuable varieties
of
sea fish come into
the bay seeking for shrimp as their natural food, it is a question
whether unrestrained and unregulated fishing for this
crustacean will not, in time seriously
effect the fisheries of the bay
and harbor.
Under the existing haw relating to trout, Indians
are un-

law

Mr. Livingston Stone, with which the
commissioners close their pamphlet, have already appeared
in these columns.

granted.

quinnat)
tries,

six to ten

of

reports of

There were to have been placed in the waters of the State
during the present season two million of salmon, and
should the State receive her usual share

all

by provision

[lki8 Demriment is notv under the charge of a competent Naturalist,
Indorsed by the Smithsonian Institution, and will henceforth be made a
special feature oj. this paper.
All communications, notes, queries, re-marks, and seasonal observations will receive careful attention?}

or mischievous urchins.

benumbed

as to

from predatory

cats

Many have been

picked up, after

cold "spells," frozen to death.
Nature however looks after these smaller birds kindly—
the larger ones are not in question here. With all the buffeting and froliching of Summer, their coats have become
tattered and torn, and in many cases they doff their wornout summer suits and put on more sober-colored but
warmer garments. Indeed many a one of them would not
be recognized, in his dark overcoat, as the brightly colored bird of Summer. Perhaps one of" the most surprising
changes of raiment, is that of the goldfinch. When the
apples are harvested and they are reduced to a diet of
seeds, then they exchange "their gay uniform for undress
suits of Quaker drab,' so that their disappearance in
Autumn
and reappearance in June is only a change of plumage "
The wild birds do not seem to suffer from the cold as much
as the half domesticated sparrows.
Possibly this is only in
accordance with the rule that all animals, as they accept
protection, need it.
However, that may be, some of the
Winter birds seem to revel in snow and ice
The snow
bunting, aptly called "snow-flake," seems to choose
the
bleakest, coldest spots for its Winter haunts.
Next to the matter of feathers— probably before it in the
bird's eye— is that of food.
Probably at first sight the city
sparrows would seem to live luxuriously, feeding everyday, if they choose, upon a bounteous manna of
crumbs
from charitable hands. Indeed we may readily believe
that the birds would not stay here if they did
not find
plenty to eat. And they can be as dainty in their
di<H as
the Summer birds.
There is not the same evidence of
plenty, for Nature, wise provider, has hidden
much of it
that, her guests may take needed exercise in
searching for
it.
The dreary picture of possible famine fades away beJ
fore the reality.
There are succulent grubs gnawing a path through
trees
and logs, and many of the birds know how to tap so
that
a door shall be opened to them, though they are

come

unwel

The

two little wood-peckers that stav with
Winter, though perhaps they do not do as
effective
work as their larger brethren can, still keep up the
cease
less warfare against the insect hosts.
If they cannot die
deep into the trees, and pick big stumps to pieces
thevcan
peck into the crevices in the bark, or with their
strong
bills pry off the loose pieces, and find many
a dainty mor
sel.
So with many of the smaller birds— and larger
ones
too, for that matter. They need not even go
to thai trouble'
The moss is easily pulled from the rocks and the dry
leaves
can be turned over and reveal much more
than Mother
Hubbard's bare larder ever contained.
Indeed, in the matter of insects alone there
is a plentiful
store tpr the experienced bird, and they
can be found in
all their stages of life.
Eggs are abundant, soldered in
dozens on the naked twigs or on the backs of
the dead
leaves or under the bark, and the birds probably
enioy as
much as we do, deftly cracking the shell and mixin/and
eatmg the white and the yolk, even without salt or
Then if they want a larger morsel, or have not the pepper
pat^n^
to open so many eggs, they can look' under
the stones or
under the bark, and they will find many a drowsy
cater
pillar, snugly awaiting the approach of
Spring and fr eedom. Even more successful would be the search
for crvs
alids
They could hardly tear open the tough
cocoons
which many insects emerge from, but there are
many
toilsome workers of that tribe that lie among
the
under moss or bark, or only a short distance in
the OT
that only have thin shells to separate their
juicy
from hungry birds. Then many of the perfWt i«t %
hybernate. There is the mourni/g cloak/cL"
"ofth 1?ft
butterflies in the open woods in the
-Sprino- «tuJ «
6W
others which hide around in crannies of
Jtl £
wa
us

guests.

all

W

W«t
rS'
«S™

.

that offers concealment

and moderate

5w

^SS^
Un

e
e
da ^ged and colors
£ded
rf^
T ngSaremaysoftbe and
but their r?£ ?
bodies
tasty.
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who is given to poking around the woods in
Winter often disclosed whole colonies of beetles by strip-

every one

ping

a layer of bark.
though a meat diet is very good, and the Esquimaux find it the best Winter meal, it would alone be very
cloying to us, and we can imagine that some of the more
particular birds find it so, and want a change. It'will not
take very long to find it, though it is more in the nature of
a dessert the nuts and raisins of our own dinner table
Indeed, the sparrows in all their varieties, white throats,
snow birds, crossbills, pine finches, and red poll linnets,
seldom come in until the dessert and join the robins, cedar
birds, and blue jays.
It is not worth while to say much
of the jays; they are regular gourmands, and eat anything
and everything almost. A good variety is set out, too. All
around the meadows, the dried stalks and leafless branches
of Summer's weeds and flowers offer miniature walnuts
and filberts to be had for the cracking. The berry pickers
have not labored so thoroughly that a few dried blueberThe partridges and
ries do not yet hang from the bushes.
quail can find many a checkerberry under the leaves, or
can look higher and pick off the seed vessels of the past
season's roses. Then in the dark pine woods the crossbills
and the finches, with their blushing breasts, tear open the
cones and find hearty meals in the meaty kernels. All
these are dainty birds compared with some, almost like the
spoilt child who cried for plum pudding and would eat
nothing else. No one would accuse the crow of being
dainty.
He might sit at table with them, but he would be
off

Still,

—

An

old college song accuses him of an appetite for old horses and of
holding confabs with other crows about their meals. His
appetite, which craves anything, from an unfortunate
mouse through the whole bill of bird's fare, justifies one
crow will
part of the song; the other part needs none.
even so far depart from the habits of his forest brethren as
to dig clams or go fishing when necessity or appetite inThe owl and hawk, though too dignified and wise
spires.
to adopt all the low tastes of the crow, sympathize with
him in his taste for live food, rats and mice and such
"small deer." Perhaps the owl goes further than the hawk,
for a nice fat beetle never comes amiss to him. The butcher
birds come in the same carnivorous set, serving their dinners of mice or birds on the point of some sharp thorn.
And so the thoughtfulness of nature might be traced out
almost indefinitely in the care for the birds of the forest,
meadow, and stream. The woods do not seem so full of
birds and bird music as in Summer, but those that follow
the fortunes of Winter are just as light-hearted and careless of want, and twitter just as merrily as their warm
weather cousins. Many of them, indeed, are taking their
vacations, after the laborious cares of courting, house
building, and rearing a family, and preparatory to the same
loving work another year in a much more inclement climate. And so they spend their time, some gossiping together in the shelter of bushes or vines, or others communing with their own little selves, perhaps thinking of former
mates, and still others sailing gleefully in the cold winds
that make us shiver and retreat, and are contented and
happy, for they need nothing.
*» .»
liable to eat his hosts as well as their dinner.

A

—

.

Habits of Bees and Wasps.— Sir John Lubbock has
been experimenting upon ants, bees, and wasps, the results
of which he has communicated to the Linnean Society.
Previous experiments had satisfied him that bees did not
always bring their friends to share stores of food which
they had discovered. This was questioned by bee-keepHe put a bee
ers, and Lubbock repeated his experiments.
to some honey concealed in a flower pot so arranged that
the bee had only a small orifice through which to enter.
Under these circumstances, from early morning until dusk
she made fifty-nine journeys, and during the whole of this
time only one other bee found her way to the honey. He
also discovered that bees soon accustomed themselves to
look for honey on papers of particular colors. He placed
a bee to some honey on a slip of glass on green paper,
and after she had made twelve journeys to and from the
hive, red paper was put where the green had been, and
green paper with more honey about a foot away. The bee
returned, however, to the honey on the green paper. He
then gently moved the green paper with the bee on it back
to the old place, and when the bee had gone he replaced
the green paper by a vellow one and put the green again a
foot off. She again returned to the green. He repeated
the same proceeding with orange, white, and blue papers
with the same result, but the reversed position of the similar colors, blue and green, slightly confused the bee. This
adherence of the bee to the green was not because of any
fondness for that particular color, as further experiments
proved that the insect would return to any color where
they had become accustomed to find honey. As regards
wasps, similar experiments showed that for three successive
days the secret store of honey made known to one wasp
was not found by any other. In respect to color, Lubbock
found that wasps were capable of seeing color, though they
appeared to be less influenced by it than were the bees.

-•*

,

correspondents have
been inspired by the mention of albino grouse shot in New
England, to send us further notes. "Teal" tells us that he
has seen at Goodale's, in Boston, three albinos of the ruffed
grouse, none of which were perfectly white, but a pale
markings,
flesh or cinnamon color with the characteristic
"Audubon"
ptarmigans.
for
mistake
would
one
which no

More About Albinos.— Several

(Harrisburg, Penn.,) writes that several years ago a wellknown sportsman of Harrisburg, Wm. J. Magloughlin,
captured a white meadow lark (Stumella magna) inside of
year or so previous Mr.
what is now the city limits.
Magloughlin shot an albino quail— perfectly white— on the

A

premises of Mr. Eberly, Milltown, Cumberland county
Penn The following is clipped from the Lancaster (Penn.)
Duchman, of
Intelligencer of recent date:-"Mr. G. W.
East Earl, in this county, captured a very small and beaua corn-field.
tiful white squirrel while it was feeding in
This small animal measured about seven inches from its
nose to tip of tail; weighs about two ounces; it is entirely
white and has red eyes; its countenance is sharp, and the
animal is very neat, clean, and supple. Another of the
game kind was seen but escaped."

_—_

«»»».
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from Colorado have
taxidermist,
at No. 19
Wallace,
to
J.
sent
been
lust
$*orUi WUliana street, for mounting.

—Some immense

pairs of elk horns

Barntjm's Sale.— It is very rarely that an establishment
founded on the mammoth scale of the late Hippodrome is
Many speculations are rife as to
brought to the hammer
the cause of the break up, and those who are, or profess to
be, well posted, intimate that the bulk of the property will

CENTRAL PARK MENAGERIE.
Department of Public Parks,

New York, Dec.

.

return to the possession of the veteran showman. The
prices paid for the animals can scarcely be taken as the
measure of their value, there being little or no competition,

and were far below what they originally cost. The fox
hounds, which were brought from England with some of
the horses, with the exception of three reserved by Mr.
Barnum and presented to Gen. Custer, brought but $7

The elephants realized from $3,000 to $4,500; the
dromedaries, $200 to $250; giraffes, $1,000; ostriches, $300;
polar bears, $575 and $6^5; sea lions, $400 and $500; the
gnu, or horned horse, brought $1,250; a lion, lioness, tiger,
and leopard realized $2,400. Many other animals were of-

4th, 1875.

)

f

Animals received at Central Park Menagerie for the week ending
December 4th, 1875:—
One Deer, Gariacm Jlrglnianw. Presented by Mr. W. B. Dinsmore.

One young Panther, Felis concolor, from Central America. Presented
by Captain S. G, Parker, steamship Andes.
One Black Bear, Ursus Americanus, from Madison county, N. C. Presented by Mr. Fab. H. Bushbee.
Two Lions, Felis leo. Bred in the menagerie.
W. A. Conklin, Director.

each.

fered but not sold.

—Mr. P. H. Storer has observed

hood of Boston the common
sonius) is responsible for

that in the neighborred squirrel (Sciurus hud-

much damage

to the fruit crop,

exceeding the most troublesome birds in the destruction of
The flower is
the flowers, especially of the cherry tree.
bitten from its stalk precisely as a nut would be, and held
between the paws of the little animal, while he eats the
morsel of an ovary at the base of the flower. The flower
squirrel will thus destroy
is tjien dropped unmutilated.
200 flowers in the early morning of a single day. Freshly
opened blossoms are preferred, and the destruction begins
with the first of the season. When the flowers become
mature they neglect them and wait for the ripened fruit.
The squirrel has long been at enmity with the American
gardener because of his depredations on pears, which he
gnaws in two for the sake of the seeds alone. Mr. Storer
also accuses the field mice of aiding in the devastation of
the orchard by eating the flowers.
<+•»

A

—The doctrine chiefly advanced

Weyprecht,
which we mentioned not long ago, that the aim of future
Arctic explorers must be to make simultaneous scientific
observations extending over long periods, on the natural
philosophy, meteorology, botany, zoology, and geology of
high latitudes, and only in the second place on the discov-

by

Lieut.

ery of geographical details, has resulted in a decision of
the German Arctic Commission not to recommend the
sending of an expedition to the North Pole this year. They
recommend instead that fixed observing stations be established, a principal one on the eastern shore of Greenland,

and

at least

two secondary

stations,

one

at

Jan Mayen, and

the other on the western shore of Spitzbergen. The cooperation of other countries in extending the circle of observers is asked for.

^»»-

—In Wiedersheim's recently published book

is described
Sola mandrina perspicillata, a tailed amphibian, found only
in the western half of Italy, which in its organization
seems to connect the amphibia with the reptilia. It is a
prettily colored, small and slender animal, which lives on
land rather than in the water, feeds upon insects, and during the dry Summer months sleeps for the most part, but
All the anatomical characters of
in Winter is very active.
its skull elevate it above the salamanders, and are such as
characterize reptiles. The development of the vertebrae,
the numerous bones of the wrist and ankle, and the divided kidneys, furnish additional support to the same view.

—

The work of removing the collections belonging to the
Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences from the soThe
ciety's old building to its new one is now going on.
delicate handling and slow motion necessary to the success
of this undertaking will probably delay the arrangement
of the cabinets in their quarters until some time in Jan-

—

uary.

«i»

—

We have been assisting the Zoological Society of
Philadelphia for more than a year in their efforts to obtain
live moose, and are now informed by Mr. John Wagner,
the superintendent, that he is now expecting soon to receive three moose calves, which are preferable to grown
animals, as they thrive better if put into the Garden when

young.

—

*•**.

—

There is in this neighborhood a cat which lost its
She
left fore paw in a trap about four or five years ago.
has had innumerable litters since the accident, and none of
her kittens have had any abnormal formation until the
other day, when she brought two into the world, one of
which had a left fore paw with only one finger to it, and
the rudiment of a thumb without any claw. The case is
remarkable in this—that no abnormality occurred in the
offspring until the cat was aged, and her fecundity began
to decline, as

Land and

shown by the

Water.
,

__

last

litter

being so small.

—«*^^— —

Brooklyn, December 6th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream: —
In answer to Prof. Le Conte's question about hybrids in ducks, I would
say I have found the dasky and mallard cross quite often; have now
three or four mounted in my collection. I once found a cross between
what looked like a redhead and pin tail, and think perhapB such changes
are now observed more than in former years. I have found no crosses
within five or six years. I would like to ask if the male mallard does not
change its plumage in Summer. They are not common with us.
Geo. A. Boardman.
-*+*$*,
BosTON,£November 30th, 18T5.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
.

—

I have been sufficiently interested in your late account of the "singuboldness of a partridge" to tell some of my own experiences. Last
year, when at Moosehead, I shot a chicken partridge (though in the

lar

and as I stooped to pick it up another, evidently an older bird,
dropped its wings and came up within six feet of me, and then flew off.
I once remember seeing one on a nest of eggg within half a gunihot of
where m«n were blasting granite, and the bird batched a brood.
Your*,
TS4L,

night),

—

—

HOW

$mdm.

*

TO SELECT A HOME IN FLORIDA.

first question to be decided by persons who -pur.
pose moving to Florida, is the kind of business they
wish or intend to pursue for a livelihood; if farming,
what kind of crops they intend raising; if fruits, what
kind or class of fruits; if vegetables, it must be to supply
the demand at the North and West for our early products.

For the raising

of

corn, short staple cotton, oats and

rye, the northern belt of the State, comprising that portion
lying north of thirty degrees, covering a territory of 375

miles long from east to west, and having an average
breadth of forty-five miles, should be selected, where
there is heavy clay soil, rich in vegetable matter—more
Labor if abundant, with railespecially the western part.
road and steamboat facilities to carry the crops to a near
market. This portion ought to supply all the demand in
the State for corn and oats, and stop the importation from
the North and West; and when properly developed will do
so. Tobacco has proved to be a profitable crop in this
section,

and being a superior

article,

commands

a high

price.

Should the immigrant select fruit-growing as his occupathen the portion of the State included between the
parallels of twenty-eight degrees and thirty degrees north
latitude, denominated Central Florida, comprising part of
the peninsula, should be carefully examined, especially
tion,

southern tier of counties, as they are peculiarly
adapted to the growth of semi-tropical fruits, such as
the orange, lemon, lime, and grape-fruit, the fig, banana,
In this section
pine-apple, and the more tender fruits.
the curculio never attacks the peach
The settler need not confine his attention entirely to
This is the country in which to plant sugar-cane,
fruits.
which proves a sure and profitable crop. Corn and oats
do well, and our long staple cotton has a high reputation
Good wheat has been made on clay soils. In
in market.
addition to these, we have arrowroot, cassava, jute, sweet
Many portions of this belt possess steampotatoes, &c.
boat and railroad transportation facilities. New railroad
routes are being surveyed, so that ere long all points will
be within reach of markets. The country is rapidly settling up with an energetic population, who are mainly
devoting their attention to fruit-culture. Labor is scarce
the

and high-priced.
Those who wish to

raise early vegetables for market will
They should
find this belt well suited for such enterprise.
locate at such points as will afford rapid and certain transportation of their products, as they must be placed in
market as soon as possible after being gathered. Watermelons can be raised in the open air and be ready for
market the latter part of April and first of May. Grapes,
especially those belonging to the Scuppernong family, do

well wherever they have been tried.
That portion of the State lying south of twenty-eight
degrees is sparsely settled. The more tender semi-tropical
fruits succeed, as it is but seldom that fiost is ever seen
Raising cattle is the most profitable business that
there.
can be entered into in that section. They require no feeding, as the large extent of savannas and prairies afford
This is the paradise of the
fine pasturage all the year.
hunter and herdsman.
Probably there is no State in the Union that possesses so
great a variety of soil and is adapted to the production of
such a variety of plants and trees. From the stiff clays
of the northwestern portion to the prairies of the south all
In the central and
classes and grades may be found.
southern portion the general character is sandy loam,
though some sections have a clay soil. Northern and
Western farmers, when they first see our soils, think they
must be worthless, forgetful that such a luxuriant growth
as it produces could not grow in pure sand; it requires
humus, alkalies and clay to do such wonders.
The first choice of land will be dry hammock; the soil
generally contains a large amount of vegetable matter.
Some of our hammocks have a light, sandy soil, are thin,
and become exhausted in a few years, and require manure;
while others, though heavily cropped, retain their fertility,
and are apparently inexhaustible; these often have a marl

One great advantage possessed by these lands
over pine land is, that as soon as cleared and broken up
they are fit for the reception of any kind of crop, and
produce well the first year.
To persons of limited resources the pine land offers a
ready means of obtaining a healthy homestead and fair
farming lands at a small cost, and the expense of clearing
Fruit trees, sweet potatoes,
is much less than hammock.
cotton and peas can be planted on them the first year, but
not corn, as the land requires to be sweetened for this
subsoil.

-

HYBRID DUCKS.

,

<$Mtn and

THE

»!»»
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,
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%Hlfaadlmd,

crop.

T
The question is often asked by strangers, How am I to
make a selection, where soil, climate, and productions are
tot
so different from those we have been accustomed
When you come to look at the country do not be in too

take
great haste to locate. If compatible with your plans,
bee
time to look around, or rent land for the first year,
sucmost
the
are
and
what
are
raised,
crops
of
what kind
intelligent
cessful modes of cultivation; converse with
asfarmers; learn what are the indications of good land;
certain what are the peculiar advantages or disadvantages

and when you have made your
probably be satisfied.—Florida Agrim*

of different localities;
selection,

/

you

will

FOREST AND STREAM,
The Largest Grapevine in America.—We

Death of Some Noted Dogs.—Dr.

learn from
famous grapevine from Santa Barba-

an exchange that the

Strachan has had
misfortune to lose his fine setter bitch Flora, well
known throughout the South and West. The New York
Kennel Club will greatly miss Flora, but still they can
hardly complain, as out of eight litters there have been
but three deaths after the puppies have reached the age of
two months. Dr. Strachan believes in the "selection of
the fittest" and but little, if any inbreeding. We have
also to report the death of Sir Frederick, owned by Mr.
Steele, of Piermont, by Dr. Strachan's Don I, formerly
the property of Sir Frederick Bruce. Sir Frederick was a
fine dog, five years of age; the cause of his death has not
been communicated to us. The breeding of Flora can be
seen from the following abstract of pedigree:

which is reported to be the largest grapevine
has been taken up and securely packed, and
Centennial, The history of the vine
will be shipped to the
and its age is placed at between
romantic,
and
peculiar
is
It has
different traditions.
40 and 100 years, according to
of an old house, about three miles
court-yard
the
in
rown
ff
and a half from the town of Santa Barbara. The trunk
four feet four inches in circumference at the
is about
It begins to branch six or eight feet from
largest part.
on a frame work, which
the ground, and is then supported
supported,
it covers an acre of
Thus
roof.
a
as
covers
it
ground. Several of the limbs are ten inches in circumferthe
ence at a distsnce of twenty-five or thirty feet from
The annual yield of grapes is from 10,000 to 12,000
trunk.
pounds, and the clusters of grapes average, when ripe,
from two to two and a half pounds each.

in'the world,

—The

The

4th,

was the

largest ever held

Kentuchy.

The

sum

—

total

•+•

realized

—

+

wa3

$79,000.

A

Youngstown & Pittsburgh Railroad;
Coldwater & Lake Michigan Railroad; Cleve-

Railroad; Ashtabula,

&

Pittsburgh

Railroad, have

issued the following

baggagemen:—

Chicago, Nov. 24th, 1875.
Nov. 24th, the rule allowing train baggagemen to collect on dogs and guns as their perquisites will be discontinued.
Hereafter, baggagemen will not be allowed to make any charge on a
dog or gun, but may receive any gratuity when voluntarily offered by the
passenger. They will be required to receive dogs and guns in the baggage car when offered for transportation by a passenger going on same
Baggagemen will be held respontrain, and carry them free of charge.
They will also make a
sible for the care and prompt delivery of them.
memorandum of them on their reports, naming the article or animal,
Hknry Starring,
stating where received and where left.
Gen'l Baggage Agt.
F. R. Myers, Gen'l Pass. & Ticket Agt.

From and

after

These regulations seem to cover the ground satifactorily,
inasmuch as they insure transportation, (which has heretofore been denied on some railroads,) and fixes the responsibility of safe carriage

and care upon certain

specified

There has been a difference of opinion as to
whether this plan should obtain, or a mileage tariff be
adopted. The Missouri, Kansas & Texas R. R., and other
railroads, have chosen and put in operation the latter system.
The charge is not exhorbitant, and will be cheerfully paid
provided safe carriage and proper care of the dogs is guaranteed.
In the respect that this plan makes the companies
responsible—we presume for damages, in case of loss by
negligence—we prefer it. Besides, the sportsman knows
in advance precisely what he has to pay, and does not run
the risk of vexatious higgling with such baggagemen as
choose to be exacting; for certainly no gentleman would
think of accepting their services wtihout proffer of remuneration, although payment is optional.
Neither can it

persons.

be expected that

will pay the same careful
charges without reward, as in case of

baggagemen

attention to their
Pay.

desirable that a uniform regulation be
the Railroad Companies. It is a satisfaction to know, in these days when sportsmen travel great
distances in quest of game, that transportation for their
In any case,

adopted by

dogs
is

is

it is

all

assured.

The number of gentlemen who thus travel

very large, and increasing constantly, and railway

offi-

soon learn, if they have not already done so, that
their patronage constitutes a very considerable item of
revenue.
We feel that their action will benefit all concerned, and must offer our congratulations upon the adoption of a liberal policy and enlarged views.
cials will

^*+»

—

—

Blub Blood. A correspondent of the Turf, Field and
Farm asks for information, as to what constitutes blue
blood in dogs, and alleges that the "Squire" in his report
of the Memphis Bench Show and Feld Trial, holds that

Now

only blue blood exists in imported dogs.
let us
say that the "Squire" did not, to his regret, attend the

Memphis Bench Show, did not write the

article alluded to,
and does not, after many years of careful breeding, believe
that dogs from what are called the best kennels of Europe
are better, in

any respect, than some strains which have
country since we first commenced to
We do not wish to be understood as under-

been bred in this
shoot in 1825.
rating foreign

bred dogs, or to discourage the importation
of them, for by breeding to such, as we have recently to
Pride of the Border, we obviate the danger from inbreeding, a system which is, in our opinion, carried to too
great an extent in some kennels of England.
We have
owned and shot over a few imported setters and pointers
which were good ones, but by crossing them with American bred stock we have found the produce to be stronger,

more

stylish looking,

and

Di,

bred by Capt.

Rosslyn's blood,
who took the 20 gui-

Bruce,

Dawn,

Castle
Ireland,

out of Flirt by
Fred'k, she by
Duke of Gordon's celebrated dog, Dandy.

,

Cora was sister to Countess and Nellie, owned by Mr. Llewellin, and
Duchess was own sister to Mr. Laverack's champion dog, Dash, sire of
Cora.
Court, Herre-

In addition to the above we have just learned of the
death of Mr. Chas. E. Coffin's fine old pointer bitch Meg.
Meg was of imported stock, twelve years old, and died of
old age.
She was a dog of considerable local reputation
and it was said of her that she never got a bad puppy.
There is a young Meg in whom we have a personal interest,
and if the young one only inherits the good qualities of the
dam, we shall be satisfied.
*»»+.

The Brooklyn Dog Show. —It is

better dogs in every respect,

a matter for regret

bench show held in a locality so easy of access as
Brooklyn should have turned out such a wretched failure
For this, however, the
as was the attempt last week.
gentlemen of the Long Island Poultry Association have
only to thank themselves. It could hardly be expected
that any owner of a valuable dog would run the risk and
that a

care of a three days exhibition for a five dftlar bill. Had
the same amount been invested in silver collars or appropriate trophies of

more

attractive.

some kind,

Upon being

it

would have been much

solicited

we

presented a cup

of the value of fifty dollars which we presumed was to be
Upon receiving the
offered as a prize in the Bench Show
catalogue we were astonished to find that our cup had
.

been donated for a coop of chickens, and we had barely
time to substitute a more appropriate offering, for the
handsomely embellished affair which would have found a
suitable resting place only on the sideboard of some ardent
sportsman. Mr. Yon Lengerhke's orange and white setter Dash took the first premium in his class.

^»»

—

-*.*-

particularly farmers,
have a habit of keeping large and ferocious dogs upon
their premises, which make it dangerous for either friend
Many of these dogs, instead
or foe to approach the house.
of watching their master's home at night, are predatory in
their habits, and wander about the country, killing their
neighbors' sheep. Thus, farmers often incur heavy losses
while the authors of the mischief frequently remain unknown. But again, ferocious dogs are of no use to anybody. Thieves are never scared by them. The only way
a dog can be of real service to a family is to keep a small
one in the house at night, letting him have the run of the
They are better than any
hall or entry and kitchen.
"alarm" arrangement costing hundreds of dollars. Qermantown Telegraph.
«i. i »..

setter bitch

Queen (Blue

Belton),

purchased by J. J. Seitzinger, Esq., of Philadelphia, from our Field
Editor, recently whelped thirteen pups by his fine setter Count, and every mother's son of them are bitches. Let us hope that at the next effort in the family way that Count and Queen will do better. All but two
or three of the pups have been destroyed.

writer in the Fanciers'* Gazette
suggests garlic as a cure for distemper. The remedy is not
a new one, as we tested it many years since and with sucStill it may be new and of service to some of our
cess.
This is what the writer in question says of it
readers.
:

I am anxious to ask jr our readers if any
have tried garlic as a prophylactic to distemper. Some
years ago there was a letter in Land and Water from a
breeder who had suffered greatly from distemper in his
kennels, and he had been induced, after considerable hesitation, to try garlic, and, as he wrote, with wonderful success. I have tried it, giving a piece about the size of a bean
of the raw bulb twice a week to puppies till they are nine
months or a year old, and I have had no fatal cases where
sir,

has been given from puppyhood or for a lengthened peOne of the chief predisposing causes of distemper
riod.
is cold, and every one is aware of the heating and warming properties of the onion tribe. If garlic is a preventive
of distemper (I say if, because I have not tried it long
enough to be sure, that is the reason I am asking for the
experience of others,) it is a medicine so simple that it is
well worth being known. I have noticed, too, that most
of the reputed patent specifics in the shape of pills smell
strongly of garlic. I know the natural feeling there is at
pooh-poohing 'nostrums' of any kind, but I trust that none
of your readers, if they reply, will sneer at garlie unless
they have tried it fairly, and found it to fail"
it

atrarius.
nidm.
Striped Bass or Rockflsh, JRocetts
Kingfish, Menticirrus nebulosus.
lineatus
S ea Bass, Sdmnops oceUatus
Sheepshead, Archosargus probato- Tailorfish, Pomatrmus saltatrisg.
Black
bass, Micropterus salmoidett%
cephalus.
M. nigricans.
Snapper, Lutjanus caxus,
.

—-*.—

___

Season'''' we can only specify in
general terms the several varieties, because the laws of States vary so much
that were we to attempt to particularize we could do noAess than publish
This
those entire sections that relate to the kinds of game in question.
would require a great amount of our space. In designating game we are
guided by the laws of nature, upon which all legislation is founded, and
our readers would do well to provide themselves with the laws of their reOtherwise, our attempts to assist
spsctive States for constant reference.
them will only create confusion.]
-

[Under the head of

"Game and Fish in

Fish in Market.— The supply of fish during the week
has been fair and quite equal to the demand, although the
variety is confined to fewer descriptions of seasonable fish,
and a few refrigerated kinds. Our quotations are as follows: Striped bass from Ehode Island, 25 cents per pound;
smelts, from Maine, are rather scarcer and command 22
cents; bluefish, from Norfolk, 12£ cents; salmon, frozen,
50 cents'; mackerel, 15 cents each whiteperch, 18 cents per
pound; green turtle, from Key West, 20 cents per pound;
terrapin, from Savannah, $10 to $15 per dozen; frost fish,
15 cents per pound; hallibut, 25 cents; haddock, 10 cents;
codfish, 10 cents; blackfish, 15 cents; herring, 10 cents;
flounders, 12 cents; pompano, $1; eels, 18 cents; lobsters,
10 cents; sheepshead, 30 cents; scollops, $1 per gallon;
soft clams, 40 to 60 cents per 100; whitefish, 20 cents per
pound; pickerel, 18 cents; salmon trout, 18 cents; brook
pike. 18 cents; hardshell crabs, $6 per 100; Spanish mackerel, frozen, 50 cents per pound.
English Soles and Turbot in America.—In our issue
of Nov. 25th we referred to the proposed effort to introduce these fish into our waters, the subject having engaged
the attention of Prof. Baird, Mr. J. G. Kidder, of Boston,
Frand Buckland, of London, Mr. Henry Lee, and other
prominent naturalists, between whom much correspondence has passed. There seems to be doubt of success in
the experiment, though opinions differ widely. Mr. Lee
says that absolutely nothing is known concerning the impregnation of the ova of these fishes, and therefore the

He thinks,
transfer of their eggs is out of the question.
however, that the young soles and turbot can be brought
across the Atlantic without much trouble. He recommends that the experiment be made with soles from three
to five inches long,

and turbot three

to four

inches in

diameter.

Leaving aside all conjectures as to whether these fish can
be transported across the Atlantic and propagated here,
the question arises where is the necessity for so doing
when they already abound in our waters? We have
Skinner, Field Editor
a statement from Col. F. G.
of our contemporary, the Turf, Field and Farm, that Ad-

who commanded

the British fleet off the har-

New

York, during the war of 1812, informed the
late John S. Skinner, who, with Francis Key, as Commissioner for the exchange of prisoners, had much intercourse
with him, that turbot were caught in abundance just outside, if they would only fish deep enough
Every Spring
the herring fishermen bring them here in considerable quantities and possibly if the English mode of fishing for them
was adopted the number might be largely increased. That
they have not been more appreciated is owing to the fact
that while the fish is comparatively a new comer its qualities are almost unknown to our people.
Turbot can be
seen on the slabs of any of our fish dealers during the season and have sold as low as four cents per pound.
A Fine Trout.— While at Bridgeport a few days sinca
we had the pleasure of inspecting a splendid specimen of
trout which fell before the skill of Mr. A. J. Hobbs at
Lake Mooselucmaguntic, Maine, on the 26th of September
This fish, which was pronounced by Mr. Agassiz to
last.
be a genuine salmo fontinaln, weighed nine pounds and
was taken with the fly in fair casting, on one of H. L.
Leonard's seven ounce split bamboo rods. Mr. A. J. Colburn of No 31 Boylston street, Boston has preserved and
mounted the fish in splendid style, and the trophy is one
bor of

N

.

of

Cure for Distemper. — A

"And now,

eOTTTHEBH WATEKS.
Pompano, Trachynotus carohnvs. Grouper, Wpinephelpus nlgrUus,
Drum (two species.) Family Scice- Trout (black bass,) CentroprieU»

.

Useless Canines. —Many people,

Kennbl Produce.— The splendid

FISH IN SEASON IN DECEMBER.

miral Coffin,

—Mr.

Stanley, the Herald^ African explorer, has found, near Lake Victoria, in the interior wilds,
near the shore of the lake, a breed of dogs so large as to
dwarf his large English mastiffs.

Enormous Dogs.

and Miver

;

Flora was half sister to Dr. Strachan's zed setter, Rake, one of the
handsomest setters going, in or out of the field, and was bred by Dr.
Gautier of this city.

Ft.

general order to train

Dandy, by Mr. JobDandy, of Ld

ling's

nea prize at Newcastle, out of Mr. Langstaff's
Moll, who, three generations back, descended
from Sir Wm. Redley's Grouse.

Company, operating the Pittsburgh,
THE Pennsylvania
Wayne & Chicago Railway; Erie & Pittsburgh
Mansfield,

Moll 3d.

Dan.

Dandy and Di were obtained from Mr. Kendward, Esely

DOG FARES ON RAILROADS.

land

(iLaverack.)

ford, Esq., by Dr. Gantier of this city.

in the Adirondacks promises to be very
number of heavy contracts have
lively this winter.
been taken by the lumbermen for timber, and the parties
will have to secure the services of a minature army of
men. Lumbermen are paid from $25 to $35 per month and
boarded, according to their worth.

—Lumbering

Cora.

Duchess. Dash.

Jet.

three highest prices paid

were, $4,500
in Canada.
Duke
of
Airdrie,"
bought
by A. Mc"Seventeenth
for
Clintock of Millersburg, Ky.; $4,000 for "Kirkleighjton
Duchess, Eighteenth," bought by H. Cochrane, Compton,
and $3,700 for "Oneida Bose," bought by B. B. Groom,
of

Mystery.

draught horses, and Cotswold

December

sheep, at Toronto,

FLORA.

Rnby, imp. by Dr. Qautier.

^» »»

sale of short horns,

tar

the

ra California,

___
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which Mr. Hobbs may well

feel proud.

—A salmon weighing a pound and a half

was caught off
Provincetown, Mass., a few days ago among some mackerel seined by the fishermen engaged in that business.
Mr. Blackford had him on exhibition, placed alongside of
two magnificent specimens of salmo salar weighing thirtyfour pounds each and just received from the refrigerator of
Mr. Enoch Piper, of Bathurst, N, B. These fish looked
as fresh as though just taken from the water, and are preserved by some process known only to the manipulator,
Mr. Piper, who is the father of fish refrigerating, he having adopted and patented his plan many years since.

—A

seal, a very rare visitor to these parts at this
season
of the year, was caught off Montauk Point a few
days

since.

—Almost as rare an arrival as any of the foregoing was
a lot of three thousand pounds of pompano received
from
Norfolk, they having been taken on the coast of
North
Carolina.
No finer fish have ever appeared in this market
twenty of them averaging five pounds each. This

fish*

however,

is

for the rich

alone,

its retail

price

being one

dollar per pound.

—Frank

Burritt shot a seal weighing 125

walk harbor

last

Wednesday.

pouadg ia Nor-

—

—

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
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Shad, Oh!-— In our issue of Dec. 2d we announced the
appearance of shad in Florida waters on the week previous.
Almost simultaneously, or about the 25th of November, they
were caught in the Savannah River, and in the Neuse River,
below Newbern, N..- C. This is early for shad, even in those
waters. This fish is a luxury, but not to be enjoyed exclusively by our Southern friends, it seems, for Middleton
& Carman, of Fulton Market, and Chappell & Storer, soon
after received some fine shad from both sections, and sold
them here on our own slabs. Enterprise, money, and
steam will accomplish most anything.

—

Massachusetts at the Centennial.— Capt. Henry W.

Hunt, of the Aquatic Department of Massachusetts at the
Centennial Exhibition, has recommended Mr. Paul Butler,
son of Gen. Butler, and Mr. John W, Frazer, of the Boston Boat Club, as the delegates on the Executive Committee of the International Rowing Regatta.
The Eastern
Club, at a meeting on Friday evening, appointed a committee to take action in regard to a proper representation
at the Centennial.

\ntionnl §z$times.
THE CENTENNIAL NINES.
The season of 1875 had no sooner ended than preparations were commenced for the Centennial campaign, which

Georges. The receipts of fish are veiy light, comprising
225,000 pounds of Bank codfish, 80, 000 pounds of Georges
codfish, 25,000 pounds of Bank halibut, 2,800 pounds Georges halibut
There is not a great stock of marketable fish
in the market, and business is remarkably good for the
season.
Mr. David Eldridec/of Nantucket, during the last five
years, since the first bed of sea clams was discovered on
the flats, has dug eighteen thousands three hundred buckets, which he has sold at an average of twenty-five cents
per bushels—in the shell, amounting to $4,575, or nearly
$1,000 per year.
The whales taken on the Northern Coast the past season
were very large, with very heav}^ bone. One whale made
284 barrels of oil, and two others made 540 barrels.
The catch of the Arctic fleet will average about 1,350
barrels to each vessel, and the amount of whalebone, including that taken in trade, will be about 270,000 pounds.
Prince Edward Island oysters are sent to England packed
in oatmeal, and by the time they reach London they are
plump and wholesome, commanding about sixty cents a
dozen.

grand tournament of 1876. First on the Jist comes the
Chicago Club, which the coming season will be run for
the first time on the "Boston plan." Their Centennial
team will be White, c, Spalding, p., McVey, lb. and
change pitcher, Barnes, 2b., Anson, 3b., Peters, s. s.,
Glen, 1. f., Andrus, c. f., and Addy, r. f. Next come,
the Hartf ords, with D. Allison, c, Cummings, p., Mills,
lb., Burdock, 2b., Ferguson, 3b., Carey, s. s., York, 1. f.s
The Bostons, in 1876, will
Remsen, c. L, and Bond r. f
present McGinSey, c, Borden, p., "Josephs," Murnan,
lb., Beals, 2b., Schafer, 3b., George Wright, s. s., Leonard, 1. f., O'Rourke, c. f., and Manning r. f.
The first
Southern representative professional nine to enter the

The Newburyport

fishing fleet will

Portsmouth from

ters at

date

this

make

their headquarduring the Winter

months.
Codfish are being shipped from Halifax
Cape Ann Advertiser, Bee. Uh.

.

to

Newfound-

land.

— San

Francisco has a whaling fleet of eleven vessels,
and the catch this season yielded 16,000 barrels of oil, 150,000 pounds of bone, and 20,000 pounds of ivory, the aggregate valuation being $500,000.

promises to be the most brilliant year of base ball playing
known in the history of the game. Before the present year
expires, eight clubs will have prepared themselves for the

.

arena, will be the Louisville nine, which will consist of
Snyder, c, Devlin, p., Carline, lb., Gerhardt,2b., Hague,
3b., Fulmer, s. s., Ryan, 1. f., Hastings, c. f ., Bechtel, r.l,
and change pitcher, Chapman is the club manager. The
St. Louis nine for 1876, will include Clapp, c, Bradley, p.,
Dehlman, lb., Battrie, 2b., Miller, 3b., Pearce, s. s., CuthThis is a strong
bert, 1. f., Pike, c. f., and Mack r. f.
team, but it will need better management than it had last
season to succeed.

—

The local professional nine known as the Mutuals,
will consist of Hicks, c, Mathewes, p., Start, lb., Farrell,
2b., Nichols, 3b.,
f.,

c.
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steam yacht Skylark, hence for St. Augustine,

was reported

—

at

—

—

College Rowing Association. The sixth annual convention of the Rowing Association of American Colleges
was held at the Massasoit House, Springfield, on the 1st
inst.

Fourteen colleges were represented, and the follow-

ing officers were elected for the ensuing year:— President,
Oliver Stevens, of Bo wdoin; Vice President, B. E. Warner,
of Trinity; Secretary, N. W. Cadwell, of Hamilton; Treasurer, J. H. Haynes, of Williams.
Trinity was readmitted
into the association and given a vote in the convention, her
failure to be representedln the last regatta being owing to
the death of Mr Cameron while the crew were in training.
It was decided to row the next year's race in heats in case
the selected course shall be too narrow for fourteen crews
to row abreast, the crews to be divided by lot in two equal
fleets, which are to row on the same day, the third Wednesday of July, both races to come off within the space of an
hour, and the two winning crews to compete for the championship on the day following.
motion to have coxswains in future regattas was lost by a strong vote. The
most important business of the committee, however, the
selection of a location for the regatta of 1876, was finally
left to be decided by a special convention to be held at the
Fifth Avenue Hotel, in this city, on the 4th of January,
and appearances indicate a strong want of unanimity on
this point.
The courses at Springfield, Saratoga, and New
London are to be examined by a committee, who will report at the next convention. The English universities,
Oxford and Cambridge, and Trinity College, of Dublin,
Ireland, are invited to row against the winning crew some
time next Summer, soon after the university race, the race
to be a six oared race, without coxswains, and to be rowed
on the course chosen for the next regatta. The convention
elected Thomas Hughes, M. P., of England, as umpire,
and Mr. Chitty, of the London Rowing Club, to serve in
case Mr. Hughes will not accept. If neither will serve the
umpire will be chosen by the captains at their meeting next
Summer, The Regatta Committee for 1876 comprises B.
F. Rees, of Columbia; J.E. Eustis, of Wesleyan, and S..

—The Athletic Club have not yet selected their team,
but Al. ReaclWs to manage it, and the players will include
Coons, c, McBride, p., Fisler, lb., Sutton, 3b., and
s

.

s.

A. McCall of Dartmouth.
5

the

members

friendly contests."
There is to be an annual field meeting held at the
time of the annual college regatta, under the direction of
the Committee on Athletic Sports. All races shall be decided by judges, one from each college represented. All
disputed questions are to be referred to an umpire who
is to be chosen at the annual
convention, and whose decisions are to be final.
Prizes are to be given by the association in all of the contests, but no objection will be made
to receiving prizes from outside parties.
Another convention is to be held at the Fifth Avenue Hotel in this city on

Greco-Roman Wrestling.—The match between Andrew

.

January

and Prof Bauer, the California champion, will be
decided at the Grand Opera House on Saturday evening of
this week, the balance of the stake money, $1,000, in all
having been deposited. Col. T. H. Mostery has been
chosen referee, and there will be no restrictions as to grips,*
the winner of two falls in three taking the stakes. This
Christol

f

5th.

Rules For Foot Ball.— We have been asked

to prio

t

he rules for foot batl, as observed in the games played in
our American colleges. The rules vary very considerably
with different colleges; but the following, being those
adopted by the delegates from Harvard and Yale, appointed to select and arrange them, may be taken as the standard. They are the Rugby Rules somewhat modified:—
concessionary rules.
I. The grounds shall not be more than 400 feet nor less
than 300 feet long, and one-half the length in width.
II. The goal posts shall be 20 feet apart.
III. The number for match games shall not exceed 15
nor be less than 11.
IV. Time of game shall be left to the discretion of the
captains, but shall in no case exceed two hours, and that
side shall be declared victor which, at the end of the allotted time, shall have secured the majority of goals. To secure a goal the ball must pass between t he goal posts and
over a cross line ten feet high.
V. After a goal has been won sides shall be changed and
the losing side shall kick off.
In the event of no goal
being won at the lapse of half an hour, ends shall be
changed.
VI. The ball may be caught on the bounce or fly, and
carried; the player, so carrying the ball, may be tackled or
shouldered, but not hacked, throttled, or pummelled. No
player may be held unless he be in actual possession of
the ball. No. batting with the hands is allowed.
VII. When the ball passes out of bounds the player first
touching it shall advance to the point where the ball went
out and throw it in at right angles to the line.
VIII. Every player is on-side, but is put off-side if he
enters a scrimmage, upon his opponent's side, or, being in
a scrimmage, gets in front of the ball, or when the ball has
been kicked, touched, or is being run with by any of his
own side behind him (that is, between himself and his
goal line). Every player when off-side is out of the game,
and shali not touch the ball in any case whatever, or in
any way obstruct or interrupt any player until he is on1

side.

Club, at a recent meeting, adopted
a resolution requiring their club officials and players to go
before a magistrate and take oath that they would not
"sell" a game, or allow a game to be "sold" or "given"
away. Before this was adopted, it was proposed to engage
Higham, Zettlin, Malone, Nelson, Radcliife, McGeveny,
Since then a new nine
Treacy, Craven and McMullin
has been selected.

A

player being off-side is put on-side when the ball
IX.
has been lacked by, or has touched the dress or person of
any one of the opposite side, or when one of his own side
has run in front of him, either with the ball or having
kicked it when behind him
X- In kick-offs, the winner of the toss shall have the
choice of side or kick-off. The ball must be fairly kicked
—not babied, from a point— (to be decided by the captains.)

XI. Until the ball is kicked off no player shall be in advance of a line parallel to the line of his goal and distant
from it (to be decided by the captains).
XII. Two judges and a referee shall be determined upon

promises to be the best of these contests as yet witnessed

by the two captains of the contesting sides.
XII. In match games a No. 6 ball shall be used, furnished by the challenging side and becoming the property

in this city.

of the victors.

XIV. The

—The foot

race on Saturday afternoon at Mott Haven,
between W. P. McNaughton, of Greenpoint, Long Island,
and William Harris, of Norwich, Conn., two hundred
yards for $250 a side, was won by McNaughton, by one
foot. Time—23 1-5 seconds.

—

Recently there was a lifting match at Eureka, Nevada,
between two men, for a prize of $200, the winner lifting a
fifteen pound dumbbell at arm's length the greatest number of times. The loser lifted it 1,130, the winner 1,144
times.

—Skating for the season of 1875 and '76 was inaugurated
on the Capitoline Lake, Brooklyn, on December 1st, on
which day a clear, glassy surface of ice three inches thick
cevered the lake in question. The sport was enjoyed there
to Saturday afternoon, when the ice began to soften
away to the rise of the temperature. The Prospect Park
lakes, too, were covered with ice three inches thick, on
Friday, but no skating was allowed there as the lake is
nearly seven feet deep.

ball cannot

cept for a kick, and

where

it

it

be taken from off the ground, exmust be kicked from the poiut

was taken from the ground.

XV. No

hacking, throttling, tripping up or striking
allowed under any circumstances. No one shall
be allowed to wear projecting nails, metal plates, or guttapercha on any part of his shoes.
shall be

XVI. In case of foul the referee shall throw the ball perpendicularly into the air to a height of at least 12 feet from
the place where the foul occurred, and the ball shall not
be in play until it has touched the ground. On continued
transgression of these rules by any player, the side to
which he belong shall lose him.

up

—

.

A

Booth, 1. f., Halds worth,
and change pitcher.
The

s. s.,

f.

.

York. Charleston.

Savannah recently.
The Brooklyn Ice Boat Clubs—the Prospect Park and
Capitoline were favored with ice clear and strong enough
last week to launch their boats on, and consequently the
latter club placed the Flyaway on the ice on, December 1st,
and Capt. Hallock enjoyed the first sail of the season. On
Friday, Dr. Chadwick, of the Park club, sailed his Lady
of the Lake on the large lake at the park before a light
breeze, and on Saturday Mr. Culyer's boat, the Icicle, was
launched, but the thaw which set in on that day stopped
the sport. Capt. McLoughlin and Mr. Weed, of the Capitoline Club, will launch new boats the next day the ice will
admit of sailing, and four new boats are to be added to the
Prospect Park Club fleet on the large lake.

Florida,

r.

—The Philadelphia

HIGH WATER. FOR THE WEEK.
Date.

Halliman,

and Cassidy

Cincinnati Red Stockings will enter the arena in 1876 with
the appended team. Pierson, c, Fisher, p., Gould lb.,
Sweasy, 2b., Clark, 3b., Kessler, s. s., Suyden, 1. f., Jones,
c. 1, and Field, r. f.

Jones,
Aticamrjiunications

The name of
of American
constitution

.

A school of whales made their appearance off Southhampton, Long Island, on Saturday last.
The FrsHERiES.— A quiet week with the fishermen, as
the Georges and Bank fleet are mostly hauled up, and the
intensely cold and blowy weather has been unfavorable
for any very extensive operations with the shore fleet.
There have been 13 arrivals, 7 from the Banks and 6 from

.

the same being adopted by the convention.
the association is "An Athletic Association
Colleges," and its object, as expressed in the
is "the promotion of athletic sports among
and its respective colleges by meetings and

«

—From

new

catalogue of Yale Callege it appears
that its officers and students number all told 1,250.
Of
students, there are in the undergraduate classical department 582, distributed as follows: Seniors, l5o; Juniors,
122; Sophomores, 155; Freshmen, 180.
The latter is the
largest class ever entered at Yale.
Then comes the Scientifics of the Sheffield School, distributed into three classes,
viz.: Seniors, 52; Juniors, 63; Freshmen, 72.
The rest are
graduate students, special students and 217 in the professional colleges of Theology, Law and Medicine.
the

—

College Athletics. In pursuance with 'a call issued
by G- W. Greene, of Harvard, and G. C. Webb, of Yale,
number

of delegates representing various college athletic
met at the Massasoit House, Springfield on
the 4th inst., for the purpose of forming an intercollegiate
The convention was organized by the
athletic association.
election of Mr. Greene, of Harvard, as Chairman, and Mr.
Marquand, of Princeton, as Secretary pro tern. Ten colleges
were represented, as follows: Amherst, Columbia, Cornell,
Harvard, Princeton, Union, Williams, Wesleyan, and Yale!
It was unanimously voted that an association be formed
which should have entire control of the athletic sports to be
held in connection with the intercollegiate regatta, Messrs.
Wallace, Plait, and Hammond, were appointed a Committee on Permanent Organization and after consultation they
reported, with same slight exceptions, in favor of the constitution which hud been prepared by Mr. \V;ebb. r of Yale,

a

associations,

Obituary.

—We are called upon to chronicle the death

of

Mr. Christopher O'Connor, which occurred Friday, December 3d. No person in the billiard world was better
known than Chris O'Connor, as was also his famous establishment, Nos. 60 and 62 East Fourteenth street, this city.
One great secret of Mr, O'Connor's success was that for
one of his liberal instincts and profound love of sport he
was remarkably attentive to business, foregoing many a
personal gratification in order to insure the comfort of his
patrons.
He was charitable to a fault, beloved by his intimate friends, and those with whom he mav have differed
at times on matters appertaining to billiards will now
look in vain for some one who can fill his place. Particularly will American players miss him, as he was always
_

over- zealous in their interest

and that

of

American

bil-

Mr. O'Connor leaves a wife but no children. It is
proposed to inaugurate a tournament shortly for the benefit
of his family, and Mr. Sheridan Shook has kindly offered
the use of the Hippodrome for that purpose, or any other
that may be deemed advisable to further the same object.
All Sorts.— Gamier has challenged Cyrille Dion for
that medal. Report says that Maurice Daly has a challenge
in, which is two days older, and Cyrille Dion will forfeit, in
which event the former wins a second time without a struggle that mysterious piece of gold.
.Charles E. Bladen,
who was in 1865 superintendent of the St. Nicholas billiard
room, was elected last week President of the Press Club
in Centre street
Dan Strauss, of University place, has a
boy of tender years who is wielding the ash in an astonishing way. H. W. Collender made the young expert the
liards.

. .

a 4 by 8 table. .. .MacWarble goes this
Charleston by steamer in company with three
Simon Burns
Collender tables for the Charleston Hotel
proposes taking a sea voyage this week,- his destination being Galveston
For $100 a side at Terre Haute,^
Ind. Grades Frost, ol that place,- beat R. Lowther, of

present

week

,

/

to

of

FOREST AND STREAM.
two straight games. The games were fourscore of Ihe first was 1,000 to 372, and that of
hall and the
.Eugene B. Kimball is at Westto 520.
the 'second 1,000
Banker's, Rochester, 1ST Y. , practicing assiduously
fall &
At the Bay
tournament to be held in that city
for the
Paris Ind.,

.

.

.

State Billiard

Rooms, Worcester, Mass. Manfred E. Gould
,

and John Brooks lately contended for $50 at the American
Gould won the game by 85 points,
game, 1,000 points up.
with an average of 21.31, while Brooks' average was 19.46.
Referee, Byron
Best run for Gould, 114; for Brooks, 162.
Time of game, 2 hours 15 minutes.
Hill.
f,

——

QUOTATIONS EROM C. G. GUNTHER'S SONS.
$10 00a$15 00
BE \R— Northern, according to size and quality, prime
Southern and Northern yearlings, prime.
per skin, parchment, according to

5 00 a 10 00

BEAVER— Northern,
size

and color

2 50 a
1 50 a

...

Western, according to size and co;or, prime
Southern, and ordinary, per skin, according to size,
prime

20
50
40
05

Northern and Eastern States, cased, prime..
Wild, Southern and Western, prime
House, ordinary, if large, prime
House, black, furred, prime
FISHER— Northern and Eastern, according to size and

CAT— Wild,

15

prime.
Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Western, ditto, prime
.

,

,

Southern, ditto, prime
FOX- -Silver, ditto .prime

;

Northern and Eastern, ditto, prime
Ked, Northern and Eastern, ditto, prime
Red, S. Penn., N. J., and N. Ohio, ditto prime
Eed, Southern a&d Western, ditto, prime
Grey, Noithern and Eastern, cased, ditto, prime
Grey, Southern and Western, ditto, prime
Grey, Southern and Western, ditto, open, prime
Kitt, ditto, prime
LYNX— Ditro, prime
MARTIN— States, ditto, prime...
MINK— New York and New England, ditto, prime
Canada, Michigan, and Minnesota, ditto, prime,
S. New York, N. J., Penn., and Ohio, ditto, prime.
Md M Va., Ky„ Ind., Wis., and Iowa, ditto, prime.
Missouri, and all Southern, ditto, prime
MUSKEA.T-N. New York, and Eastern, Spring
Western, including Penn. and Ohio, Spring
Northern and Eastern, Fall and Winter
Western, including Penn. and Ohio, Winter
Southern, prime

2 50

050a 100

BADGER— Prime

color,

3 50

Cross,

.

i

a
a
a

50
60
50
08
25

a
a

7 00 a 12 00
5 00 a 8 00
3 00 a 5 00
15 00 a 50 00
3 00 a 5 00
150 a 165
1 25 a
1 50
75 a 1 00
75 a 1 00
50 a
60
40 a
50
30 a
50
100 a 2 00
1 50 a
2 00
3 00 a 4 00
2 00 a 3 00
1 00 a
1 50
75 a 1 25
50 a
75
bO a
00
00 a
00
23 a
25
23
20 a
15 a
20
12 a
15

Winter and Fall..
Eastern, and Northwestern, according
color, prime
10 00 a 12 00
8 00 a 10 0-)
Penn., N J. Ohio, and Western, prime
6 00 a 8 00
Ky., Md., Na., Kansas, and vicinity, prune
prime
Carolina,
4
00 a 6 00
North
2 00 a 4 00
South Carolina and- Georgia, prime.
18 a
30
OPOSSUM— Northern, cased, prime
Southern and open Northern, prime
12 a
15
RACCOON- -Mich., N. Ind., N. Ohio, Indian handled,
dark, according to size and color, prime
80 a 1 00
50 a
111.. Iowa, Wis., and Minn., prime
65
65 a
New Yoikand Eastern States andN. Peon., prime.
75
40 a
50
N. J., S. renn., 111., Mo., Neb. and Kan., prime...
Maryland, Virginia, Kentucky and Tenn., prime
30 a
40
Soul hern,

item of expenditure. Moreover, when the fashion has
gone, they can go with it, and nobody hurt'.
The new silk paletots, which are almost invariably lined
or trimmed with fur, have especially suggested this solution to many a difficulty.
Silk is not any more expensive
than good cloth; a flannel lining, edged with fur, is" cheap,
better than fur on many accounts, and just as effective,
make a muff to match with an edging of fur and a
band of it, the same in shade but of better quality, round
the centre, and the outfit, with the exception of the boa,
is complete.
Black velvet is beautifully utilized in this
way, in fact, the cost of a really handsome set of furs goes
a greist way towards providing a complete velvet suit.
These fashions in furs, in color and kind, rather than
in styles, have changed so within the past few years as to
produce a feeling of uncertainty very unfavorable to a
steady, popular trade. There was a time when a set of
mink was sine qua non of the average woman's existence.
The business reputation of a husband who could not afford
his wife a set of mink was compromised, while their possession was the indubitable evidence of a certain standing
and respectability. Since the decline of mink no other
fur has reached or occupied the same position.
The diversity is so great that it has become a mere matter of
taste, and as few can tell the difference between the real

and the imitations, or know, indeed, the names of the almost infinite varieties which they see about them, they
shut their eyes and buy that which suits the condition of
their purse, since society no longer imposes any special
obligation upon them in this direction.
Feather trimmings divide the honor with the fur, and
this again impairs the prospects of the fur fanciers.

Worse still, it is the more expensive and profitable class
of trade that they cut into. Feather trimmings cannot be
imitited; they require hand-labor and care in their preparation. All this makes them prized and sought for.
Feather trimmings are newer also than fur, much more
varied, and adapted, therefore, to a great diversity of
fabrics.
The tints and shades and prismatic hues blend
with the colors of fabrics, and match the ornaments of
the hat, perhaps even the composition of the fan. There
is no end to the uses to which the soft, delicate or brilliant
plumage of birds can be put, and ladies who can afford
to preserve the unities in this costly way, find their excuse iu the exquisite results.
Cor. Hartford Times.

OTTER— Northern,
to size

and
.

N. and

S. Oar.,

Ga.. Ark., Florida and Ala., prime.

EABBITS-Prime cased

SKUNKS -Prime

black, I., cased
Prime black, I., open
Prime black, i white streak, II., cased
Prime black, \ white streak, II., open
Prime whole streaked III. and IV
Prime scabs
WOLF SKINS— Mountain, large.

15
02
00
00
00
00
15
00
2 00
75

a
a
a

a
a
a
a
a
a
a

25
^ 03

130
100

80
50
20
03
3 00
Prairie, average age, prime skins
1 25
f3F There will be no change in our fur-quotations until the middle of
January
*.

Furs and Trapping.— Ottawa advices of the 1st inst.
say: The fur market is unprecedentedly dull this season,
acd prime skins are uncommonly scarce.
One of our
largest city dealers says he has seen but one bear skin and
two beaver skins in seven weeks.
The prices are un-

—

Changes in the Skin of Fur-bearing Animals. The
obvious difference between the fur Of animals in summer
and in winter is found by Donhoff to be associated with
an equally striking difference in the texture and thickness
of their skin.
Thus, the average weight of an ox-hide in
winter is seventy pounds; in summer, fifty-five pounds;
the hair in winter weighs about two pounds, and in summer about one pound; leaving fourteen pounds to be accounted for by the proper substance of the skin.
These
differences are quite as decided in fcetal animals as in
adults.
Calves born in winter have a longer and thicker
coat than those born in summer; moreover, there is a difference of more than a pound in the weight of their skins
after the hair has been removed.
Similar facts may be
observed in the case of goats and sheep.
That these differences are not to be ascribed to any corresponding change
in the diet and regimen of the parent animals, is proved
by the fact that they are equally manifest in the

young

of

kept under cover, and on the same food all the
year round .— Popular Science Monthly.
And now the Canadian trappers say the winter will be
mild, because the muskrats have not built their houses
yet, and the beavers have laid in only a very small stock of
their usual provisions.
These animals are an invariable
individuals

—

almanac

—

The Nottoway Beavers. A note from Mr. Kewhouse,
of the Oneida Community, dated Poplar Mount, Greenville
county, Virginia, says: "I have just got started in ^my
trapping business, and will send yeu some account for
your paper before long." Mr. Newhouse, it will be remembered, started last month for that section of Virginia
that is suffering from the depredations of beavers, taking
traps

enough to clean out the colony.
Funs and Feathers. The question of furs has resolved
Jtself nearly into a question of trimmings.
The introduction of fur trimmings actually threatens to kill the fur
trade.
The reason is this: Fashion insists upon harmony
between the different parts of the costume.
It is convenient to have a fur-trimmed cloak or jacket, but it is not
convenient to pay the price for minE: or sable, or black
martin trimming to match the "sett," which we already
wear.
What is to be done? Perhaps new furs are required
&8 well as a new jacket, and immediately an idea strikes

—

,

the thrifty mind of
w ul make jacket, or

modern woman. She
winter suit and muff, out of the same
g&th, and trim them both with the same fur. This method
the ingenious

enable her 'to use a much cheaper fur as trimming,
the necessity for a new suit, a most important

^

The December

The Galaxy.

number- of

this popufrom the pen of Miss Anuie

magazine opens with a new serial
T. Howells, entitled "Reuben Dale," a pleasant story of American life,
which promises to be of equal merit with similar serials before produced. Mr. Justin McCarthy's story, "Dear Lady Disdain." is continued, and approaches a denouement. Mr. Willie Winter contributes a
fair share of the poetry in "Itclics," and Mr. A. II. Guernsey gives us an
insight into the life and times of Walter Savage Landor. Richard Grant
White, the irrepressible, spite of a recent severe illness, attacks us
with another jaw-breaker— "Cynicasterism, an Egotistical Dissertation
Concerning Dog's Tails"' why not foxes? The fellow in the fable was
equally anxious to set a fashion. Henry James, Jr., describes the great
French novelist, Houore de Balzac, and Mr. Albert Rhodes discourse th
of "The Marriage Question." The Scientific Miscellany is valuable,
lar

—

and the Drift

Wood

Scribnefs for

brilliant.

December opens with an

interesting illus-

"The Tour of the Nile."
Dr. Holland's story of "Sevenoaks" is concluded, and Mr. Bret Harte's
new serial, "Gabriel Conroy," is continued and rather increases in interMr. Noah Brooks contributes an article on Japanese Pictures, in
est.
trated article by Charles Stuart Welles, entitled

which the subject

of perspective, as applied to antipodeau art, is ably

The present issue is well supplied with poetical articles,
among them one by John Boyle O'Reilly, entitled "The Last of the
Norwhale." The table of contents is lengthy and varied, and the editodif-cussed.

rial

altered.

w ul

MAGAZINES.

,

departments well fillet with Useful

tains its high reputation as a leading

The American

nii.scellany.

Smidner's well main-

American magazine.

This valuable monthly pub-

Agriculturist.

yo'ume with the December number. To
f aimers, it is one of the most useful periodicals printed, and without
doubt scands at the bead of journals of its class. To sportsmen and
naturalists, as well as to the more general reader, it-gives much valualication completes its 3-ith

It is always profusely illustrated,
ble information of a practical kind.
at the low price of $1.(50 per annum, comes within

ana being furnished

reach of persons of most moderate means. The Agriculturist has prepared a formal editorial notice of its new volume for the use of those
editors exchanging with it wno are too lazy to write a good one for it,
which we think is very considerate. It very properly regards itself
"worthy of even a fourth the attention usually given to the higher priced
but not more costly magazines." This exception we consider as very
well taken. It seems to be the set custom on the part of nearly all
newspapers to advertise gratuitously, and with most fulsome commendation, each issue of the Monthly magazines and some two or three favored weeklies, without regard to the intrinsic value of their contents.
Woodcuts and sentimental stories present more attractions to favorable
notice than the more substantial pabulum furnished in the agricultural
and scientific papers, and others affording a constant supply of more in-

structive material.

The American Naturalist, formerly published by the Peaof. Science, has passed into the hands, as publishers at
Messrs. H. O.Houghton & Co.,;of Boston, to whom subscripyear, should be sent.
tions' for Vol. X, whicli commences with the new
The November issue, which is just at hand, is devoted largely to two
papers, the first, the address of Prof. H. A. Newton to the members of
the American Association for the Advancement of Science, and the
other, an illustrated paper by Dr. A. S. Packard, on the "Life -Histories

body Academy
least, of

of the Crustacea

and Insects."

No Notice Taken

—

of

Anonvmous Communications.
*

-

Cochin, Haverstraw.— Tobacco stems mixed with a little hay, and
cure for lice on
placed in the laying boxes, is said to be an excellent
fowls.

^

party who
g. C.— Will you tell me of some
pistols, old style, loose ammunition, so as to'be

change Colt's army or
used with metallic
George Hayden, 143 Fulton street, New York.
cartridges? Ans.
the London adA. H. S., Mar3hsll, Tex.— Be kind enough to give me
News? Ans. No. 198
dress of the Illustrated Sporting and Dramatic
Strand, London,

W.

C.

where the "Standard" revolC. F., Lyndonville, Vt.— I wish to learn
you be kind enough to invers are manufactured! If you know would
form me? Ans. They are made at New Haven and sold at the gun
stores advertising in our columns.

Titusville.— A.t a pigeon match shot under the rule where a cap
explode shooter is entitled to another bird, one of the contestshot, bnt had powder. Was
ants mhsed fire, but shell proved to have no
should have another
he entitled to another bird? Ans. The shooter
II. J.

does

the last few days he has been unwell, refuses food, seems dull and mopy, has diarrhea, and think he may have worms. Can you tell from this
description what ails him, and, inform me how to treat him. He has had
distemper. Ans. Give him the powdered areca nut we have mailed to
you, with directions for its use.

W., Hollidaysburg, Pa.—I have

a setter 26 inches high and 29 inches
pure dogs grow so large? He is from English stock, nearly all white, with orange ears, hair 6 inches on tail and
haunches; about 10 months old; learns very rapidly, but is rather headstrong in the field. 2d. Where can I find quail in Central Pennsylvania?
Ans. 1st. Occasionally pure bred setters get to be as "large as your do?,
Mr. Colburn's Dash is 27 inches high. 2d. In York and Juniatta coun-

around the chest, not

fat.

Do

ties.

York, Pa.— 1st. What is a choke bore gnu, and how does it differ from
way of boring? 2d. Where can I obtain rules governing dog
shows, and is there any standard by which judges are guided in their
duties? Ans. 1st. Choke boring, we are informed, is done by enlarging

the old

barrel eight or ten inches below the muzzle and contracting it near the
muzzle. 2d. For rules governing bench show of dogs, address J. H.

Whitman, Esq., Chicago,

111.

P., Gloucester.— 1st. What are shot concentrators and how
are they used in the gun, or how do you load a gun with them? What
do you think of them; are they an advantage in shooting, or not? 2d„
Which do you think the best gun, a $50 muzzle or a $50 breech loader?
Ans. 1st. Concentrators are small cylinders of paper open at both ends,

G.

W.

fitting inside of

the shell around the shot.

Many sportsmen

think well

Our experience with all concentrators is rather unfavorable,
having found them irregular in th jir operation 2d A $50 breech loader.
of them.

,"

.

Wis.—Please

W. C,

me the way, if there is any, to tell a
What is the distance for shooting chick-

Racine,
blood pointer or setter. 3d.
ens in a match with a shot gun? 3d. How heavy should' a gun be loaded
for shooting chickens in. a match, the bore of the gun being No. 15,
muzzle loader? Ans. 1st. There is no certain way to tell if apointeris
pure blood by his appearance. We have seen a cross of pointer and
hound, and also of pointer and bull terrier, with all the points of a pure
bred pointer. 2d. Any distance agreed to; 40 to 60 yards its common. 3d.
full

tell

Use 3 drachms of powder and 1 oz. No. 7 shot.
Nimhod, Newton, Mass.— Through your paper I want to thank "T."
for the report of the trial of his Greener's choke bore, which was very
satisfactory. And now I have a question or two to ask concerning the
construction of the ice-boats on the Hudson. I had a boat made last
Will you
year, and owing to some fault in the runners it did'nt sail.
please tell me how the runners and rudder are made, and how the edge
is ground? 2d. How is the mast secured? Ans. The runners and rudders of ice boats are generally shipped on pivots in the centre, to enable
them to pass with ease over obstructions. The angle of the runner,
which is of steel, is sharpened, and it is on this that the boat runs. The
mast is placed in a step and stayed with wire shrouds.
P. W., Worcester, Mass.— How can I break my dog of running in
when a bird is flushed? I have a good pointer, fifteen months old, works
well, and stands his game well, but when a bird is flushed he will run in

and chase it if you do not kill it, and if you do kill the bird he will fetch
to you before you have time to reload. Ans. No dog will break shot
Your
if he i i skillfully handled and properly punished for the fault.
best way is to nunt your dog with a short check cord, and when he comes
to a point let a companion shoot while you hold the cord, and the instant
he starts bring him back with a sharp jerk, and make him down charge
until the gun is reloaded and until he is ordered to fetch dead. A few
rough turns with the check cord may be enough. We have found, too,
that with a three-foot rawhide any dog can be broken of any fault if it
The trouble aiises very often from the fact that
is judiciously applied.
many shooters rush for the bird the instant it falls, thus setting the dog
a bad example, which he very naturally follows, and of which it is difficult to break him.
it

mine and myself have had a disagreement as to
S. H. H.— A friend of
whether the length of the barrel of a rifle increases the range. I maintained that the length of barrel increased the range up to a certain
length, and after that length was attained each inch added to the barrange of the rifle. Also inform me at
rel proporti cm ately decreased the
what length of barrel a rifle shoots the farthest. I think it is about 36
inches, but don't know exactly? Ans. The length of the barrel depends entirely upon the charge of powder used. The great principal of
the barrel, aside from ths idea of an apparatus for giving an accurate
flight to the projectile is, it shall be in such proper proportion as to allow of all the powder to be consumed. The more powder used, then the
more barrel. After the proper proportion of barrel to powder is ascertained, any additional length would be rather detrimental than otherwise, increasing friction, and consequently retarding the force of the
No positive length of barrel con Id be fixed as a limit. Modern
ball.
decided tendency towards extreme ranges, is conrifle practice, with its
stantly augmenting the quantity of powder, and may, therefore, increase
length of barrel. Thirty-four inches is about the extreme length of barrel

now

used.

Some time ago we received a photograph of
J. C. B. and Shooter.—
a rifleman in the act of firing. It represented the marksman in a reclining position, the face to the right, the left arm and hand parallel with the
gun, clutching the butt, the right hand over the gun drawing the trigger.
What was novel about the picture was the use of the strap or leather
The strap
string of the piece, which was attached to the trigger guard.
or sling was apparently, in the picture, held taut by the foot of the left
leg— at least it seemed so to us, though photograph does not include the
muzzle of the rifle. In the question sent us by J. C. B., whether this
was in order in match shooting, taking the practice of the N. R. A. , we
incline to the negative, never having seen it used. (See issue of Nov. 11
We have received from our
in Answers to Correspondents, *'J. C. B. ")
friend "Shooter," of Canada, the following: "Are you not mistaken in
your answer to "J. C. B., Secretary A . R. R.," inquiring .'can a strap
be used in any way in shooting according to the rules of the N. R. A.1*
You must know that nearly all military rifles have straps (or slings,
which is the same thing,) attached to them. Consequently I do not see
how any association could legally prevent any competitor from using
them to the best advantage, being a bona fide part of the rifle. I know
that they are commonly used on sporting rifles at Wimbledon, and also
on military rifles, and I don't know of any clause against using them in
the rules of the N. R. A. Will you please to give your authority in
your next issue?"— Shooter.

*

navy

279

no'o

bird.

E. D. S., Philadelphia

—T have a setter pup eight months old, anfi for

As the question is put to us by "Shooter," whose skill with the rifle is
only equalled by his knowledje of the rules governing its use, we consulted an officer of the N.Ti. A. (submitting the photograph to him)
whom we deem to be about the highest authority on this subject, and
have received the following reply: "In the case of a military or other
rifle having a sling, there would be no objection to twisting it around
the arm or knee in firing. In Russell on "Rifle Practice" mention is
made of a well known shot, who fired while sitting with the sling of his
Still, the sling must be used
rifle around his left arm and knee.
as a
sling only, and as attached to the rifle. To use a Creedmoor rifle not
made for a sling when firing lying down, by attaching a strap to the
trigger guard, and passing a loop at the other end on the foot, as shown
in the photograph, is not using it as a sling, but as an entirely distinct
apparatus, equivalent to an artificial rest. I do not think it would be allowed at Creedmoor." We should be very glad to have further ideas on

and would like to have from our readers some short comments made in regard to using slings, or how they may be employed in
Of course a nian may wrap the sling around his leg or
rifle practice.
arm; but can he stretch it between his leg and arm, or hand or fooC so
as to receive an additional support or brace from it? 'Military arms have
ramrods; could they be used in any way? They are integral parts of the
arm, and by stretching a point could be made to serve the same purpose
as the old-fashioned/owfc^, or fork, early arquetmsiess used, which\\:m
this subject,

an

artificial rest.

— —

—

—
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weapons and at the same distances as those of the volunteers, and their example should be followed in this country.
A match next Fall with military rifles, shot "offhand" at 200 yards, and lying at 500 yards, would be undoubtedly participated in by most of the colleges, and, it is
to be hoped, will be included in the next programme of the
National Rifle Association.
For our own part we are quite willing to lend what encouragement we can to this movement by offering a badge
as a prize for students' competitions, either at Creedmoor
or at other ranges to which they have access.

2^**
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©n its own merits without bolstering. With this written
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testimony before us we feel safe in urging our patrons at
this time to press its claims upon the attention of their
friends. Under the promise and prospect of better times
to come, our circulation should be doubled during the year
before us, and it can be, with very little effort on the part
of those to whom we appeal.
The time has now come
when we desire to avail ourselves of the many kindly proffers of service that have been extended to us, and to test
their sincerity and worth.
We have labored faithfully and
like beavers throughout a long period of financial depression to supply a want in journalism which the public recognize.
If anything is lacking, an increase in our ready
resources will enable us to fill the deficiency. What we
desire

To Correspondents.
—

All communications whatever, whether relating to business or literary
Correspondence, must be addressed to The Forest and Stream Publishing Company. Personal or private letters of course excepted.
All communications intended for publication must be accompanied with
real name, as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be published if
objection be made. No anonymous contributions will be regarded.
Articles relating to any topic within the scope of this paper are solicited.
cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brief
notes of their movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this paper
to become a medium of useful and reliable information between gentlemen sportsmen from one end of the country to the other and they will
find our columns a desirable medium for advertising announcements.
The Publishers of Forest and Stream aim to merit and secure the
patronage and countenance of that portion of the community whose refined intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that
s beautiful in Nature.
It will pander to no depraved tastes, nor pervert
ihe legitimate sports of land and water to those base uses which always
tend to make them unpopular with the virtuous and good. No advertisement or business notice of an immoral character will be received on any
terms ; and nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that
may not be read with propriety in the home circle.

We

;

We

cannot be responsible for the dereliction of the mail service, if
to us is lost.
Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday of each week, if possible.

money remitted

CHARLES H ALLOCR, Editor.
WILLIAM

C.

HARRIS,

Business Manager.

COLLEGIATE RIFLE MATCHES.
*HE movement
troduce

and

rifle

that has recently

practice

among

been instituted to

in-

the different colleges,

an annual "Intercollegiate Rifle Match" at
one that is deserving of commendation, All
attempts to excite an interest in manly sports among the
young men of the country are beneficial in the extreme.
The hold which athletic exercises have taken in the various
colleges is a strong proof of their value.
Through the influence of th-e press and the support of the common sense
to initiate

Creedmoor,

of the

is

community the

interest in this subject is constantly

increasing, and the attempt to add rifle practice to the list
©f college sports will undoubtedly be a great success.
There are many advantages connected with this practice

that do not belong to the usual college amusements. Unlike boating, walking, or gymnastics, it requires no unusual strength or stature to excel. As no training and but
little practice is required, the time taken from study is

comparatively small.
ness, nerve,

It

develops those qualities of cool-

and sound judgment which are not only valu-

able in themselves, but the cultivation of which, as they

involve abstinence from dissipation of all description, cannot but have the best effect upon young men. The advantages that will result to the public from having the youth
of the country trained to the practical use of the rifle will
be great. The defense of the nation, in the future as in
the past, will depend upon volunteers from the people, and
their value will be more than doubled if expert shots.
At Wimbledon the annual contests between the public
schools and colleges is one of the great events of the meeting. Teams from Rugby, Winchester, Harrow, etc., are
as regular competitors as those of the volunteers, and the

Oxford and Cambridge match excites fully as much attention as the contest for the Elcho Shield.
It is to be hoped that steps will be taken at once to follow the example of Harvard and Middletown and organize
teams in the various colleges for a grand intercollegiate
match next ye^ar. Columbia, the University and the College of New York, from their proximity to Creedmoor,
should set the example. The Alumni of the different colleges should take up the matter and offer a few prizes for
competition; the rest would follow a matter of course.
It should be recollected, however, that the practice to be
cultivated is "yfhilitary shooting with military rifles" and particularly shooting from the shoulder.
Long range shooting is well enough in its way, but will always be confined
to the few. It is also too expensive to enable it to be popular. In England all college matches are shot with the same

—

estimation in which Fokest and Stream is
its readers is attested to by hundreds of

held

print

.AT
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THE highby

is

this

:

That each subscriber now on our lists will exert himself
to influence an additional name.
Let each induce a friend
to take the paper, and the result we seek for will be attained.

most

is

The

individual service

but the aggregate

is slight,

potential.

In this Holiday Season, when gifts are in vogue, no
present will be more acceptable to many than a

trifling

year's subscription to

Forest and Stream.

The benefit
and continuous. To the youth

accruing will be substantial
will yield more lasting pleasure and profit than a toy or
trinket; to the adult it will prove a source of constant and
unfailing information.
In every large mercantile establishment and manufactory there are many employes who
it

much

which this journal
welcome recognition
of their services could be bestowed by their employers than
a year's subscription to our paper. On the frontier army
posts, isolated from civilization, are many officers to whom
the Forest and Stream would be most acceptable, as it
now is to dozens of them who subscribe to it and write for
it.
It just meets their wants and their tastes.
Let their
are

interested in the subjects of

especially treats; no

more

fitting

or

home make

To students of natua note of this.
persons interested in field and aquatic
sports; to members of rifle clubs, now rapidly multiplying
all over the land; to the tourist or invalid in search of new
fields of discovery or rest, the paper is invaluable.
Each
week its columns are filled with information of the most
useful kind. The attractions of remote and unknown sections are weekly brought to notice in our pages.
Useful
friends at

ral history,

and

recipes for all
is collated

all

manner of

from most

requisites are given.

Instruction

intelligent sources in all the arts that

pertain to the sportsman's craft. New devices and inventions are developed.
Solutions are constantly given to the

problem of how to employ the leisure hour with pleasure
and profit; to recuperate wasted energies; to enjoy nature

we

No

other journal in this country, in its several departments, attempts to cover a scope so wide as ours.
entered a field three years ago which we found open
and unoccupied, and are not weary in our efforts. With
increased encouragement these efforts shall be redoubled.
The test of experience has enabled us to secure a corps of
most competent editors, whose chief incentive is the interest they take in their work.
May we not then bespeak a special remembrance from
as

find

it.

We

our friends to us in this Holiday Season? and while they
are giving good gifts to others, let their gift to us be the
simple and inexpensive one we ask, namely, an increase of
our Subscription List. Let each of our patrons send in a
new name. Is it asking too much ?
.«.*.».

—The Daily

.

Graphic of Saturday

contains an illustrated article on Blooming Grove Park, Pa.
There are
views of Lake Giles, Lake Laura, and the Club House,
which for a sportsman's club is the finest in this country,
and commands an extensive view of lake, forest and mountain scenery. It was designed by John Avery, architect of
the club, and is most admirably adapted to the wants of
last

sportsmen and their families. It is a charming retreat
either in Summer or Winter.
The attendance of members
the past season has been large.
-+ • +
—
are informed that our friend R. Schmiedeberg,
Esq.. of Hoboken, N. J., is about to leave us for Leipsic,
Germany, to assume the duties of Field and Kennel Editor
of Ber Weidmann, a prominent sporting paper published
in that city by Fr Von Ivernois.
Mr. Schmeideberg, as
President, has been a most active and efficient member of
.

—We

Hoboken Club, established for the protection of game,
and we regret to loose from among us, so useful and skillful a sportsman, and genial gentleman.
He will, however,
have our best wishes for his future welfare.
__-.
"» * ?
—Eighty- eight passengers arrived on the steamer Montgomery fram New York to Fernandina, Fla. 9 on the SQth.

ON WHAT DO SALMON FEED?
.

p.

OUR

correspondent, E. J. Hooper, Esq., of San Francisco, recently made some observations bearing upon
this vexed question in the course of a recent expedition
to
the north coast of California, the results of which he has
transmitted to our journal. In the course of conversation
there with those who had been in the habit yearly of capturing them, it was remarked by one that he had never
found any food whatever in the stomach of the salmon
and he was therefore at a loss to understand upon what
they fed. He thought that they could not live upon fish
or shell fish, mussels, <fec, or he would have found some
remains of them in their intestines. Mr. Hooper also ex-

amined them and found nothing

of any kind of food withThis led him to reflect upon the cause of their
stomachs being entirely empty of any substance whatever.
Like his companions in the discussion, he began to wonder
what they fed on, and where they went to feed He at
once concluded that the digestion of the salmon must be
so extremely rapid as not to leave any traces of food to
be found in their stomach. On this subject, referring to
Bertram's work, the "Harvest of the Sea," we find him
stating that "hundreds of salmon were dissected in order
to ascertain what they fed upon but only on very rare occasions could any thing of the nature of food be found."
What then do salmon live upon? was asked. It is quite
clear that salmon obtain in the sea some kind of food for
which they have a peculiar liking, and upon which they
rapidly grow fat; and it is very well know that after they
return to the fresh water they begin to lose their flesh and
fall off in condition.
The rapid growth of the fish seems to
imply that its digestion must be rapid, and may, perhaps,
account for there never being food in its stomach when
found; although we are bound to mention that one gentleman who writes on the subject accounts for the emptiness
of the stomach by asserting "that the salmon vomits at the
moment of being taken." Does this gentleman mean by
this, that vomiting takes place when the fish is landed or
in them.

.

;

at first hooked?
We presume the former, of
"In the many salmon we took on our northern
trip," Mr. Hooper remarks, "I did not observe anything
of this kind when they were lifted into our boat."
With all the advantages of the salmon's migration there
is yet a great deal to be ascertained as to their birth, breeding and food, although of late years much has been discovered. With regard to the food, guesses have been
made, and it is likely they approximate to the truth these
conjectures are that fish and various Crustacea, with many
other sea animals constitute, at any rate, their chief sustenance. To anglers especially, the very rapid growth of
the young salmon or grilse is very satisfactory. After
grilse reach four pounds and journey to sea and back
again, it has been ascertained by marking them that in two

when

it is

course.

:

months they grow into
nine to fourteen pounds
There

grilse.

is

beautiful salmon, varying from
in weight.

They never

also an instance quoted in the

return a

"Harvest

marked by

of the Sea," of a fish of ten pounds being

a re-

sponsible party, which was caught at a place forty mile*
distant from the sea, traveled to the salt water, fed, and
returned in the short space of thirty-seven days. When it
again arrived it was found to weigh twenty-one pounds
and a quarter. Thus may we fishermen rejoice in the fact
that all that our fish commissioners and other patriotic
gentlemen do, in planting so many thousands of salmon

and

and streams, will
sport and benefit that in a short time will

their congeners in our rivers, lakes,

provide

much

be realized therefrom, thanks to them

all.

Among the Nutmegs. — We

took a run to Meriden, Conone day last week, and found that Forest and
Stream was an open sesame to the hearts of the many
sportsmen of the place. Our good friend Jacob Glahn,
President of the Central Sportsmen's Club, took us in
charge and made our short visit most pleasant. To be sure
they have a local option law in Meriden, but "Shank" is
no bad substitute for lager, or "Tonic" for old rye. And
then they must be harmless, as the Chief of Police drinks
them occasionally.
Bloxham*s picture gallery is alone
worth a visit, to say nothing of meeting that genial and
well-known rifleman, Major Bixby. Through the courtesy
of Mr. Wilcox, President of the Meriden Brittania Comnecticut,

pany, we saw all that was interesting in that extensive establishment, not the least so to us being the sketch prepared by Mr. Hirschfield, of the Forest and Stream Cup
for the Chicago Bench Show.
have yet to see anything
of this nature which can equal the beauty of the design,

We

\

and we are greatly indebted to the Meriden Company for
having gone to an expense for models, ete which exceeds
fourfold the advertised value of the cup. We must not
omit to mention a call on Messrs. Sanford & Lohman, the
.,

,;

whom our readers are indebted for
the capital portrait of Whisky. Messrs. S.
L. have now
and Mr.
Bess,
in hand portraits of Mr. Salter's Dash and
Jarvis' Dick, for this paper.
By the kind permission of
eminent engravers, to

&

Parker Bros, we were allowed to go over their extensive
works, where guns were being turned out in numbers which
bespeak a lively demand for their excellent specimen of
American manufacture! Our friends in Meriden will ac*
cept our best thanks for their kind attentions.

\

v

the

—

.

——

in Florida. "—The editorial notices of this
book received since its publication are very flattering. The
sale of the work is larger than expected, the binder being
now at work upon the Third Thousand No one going to
Floridashould be without a copy. 850 pp., 12mo. Price

"Camp Life

\

%

^

.
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AMERICAN AMMUNITION.

——

REALIZING

the importance of this subject, which for
some time past has been agitated in these columns,
and being desirous of imparting to our readers such infortion as might help solve the question as to the quality of
ammunition of home manufacture—referring in this instance more particularly to paper shells— we recently
made a visit to the works of the Union Metalic Cartridge
Co. at Bridgeport and gave to the manufacture of this
branch of American ammunition a most thorough examiA description of the details of this most ingenious
nation.
and even wonderful process, so characteristic of a country
productive of labor-saving machines of every kind, must,
for want of space, be left for another time; a summary of
In a
results will be all that we can at present present.
letter published last week from Mr. Hobbs, under whose
direction the paper shells, and in fact all the ammunition
of the Bridgeport Company, is manufactured, it was stated
that the miss-fires of

American

shells

was owing

to the

want of uniformity in the chambering of guns. It is unquestionably this want of uniformity, which, by allowing
in some instances the head of the shell to sink below the
position in the breech intended for it, thereby increasing
the angle at which it is struck by the firing pin, to which
In preparing for the
the whoie difficulty can be traced.
manufacture on a large scale of an article of this description, for which expensive and elaborate machinery is required, it is necessary to start with a standard which shall
Out of a number of guns Mr. Hobbs
ensure uniformity.
chose the smallest in order to avoid making a shell which
would not enter the chambers of some guns. In four
guns we examined, all purporting to be number twelve
guage, we found a difference of one hundredth of an inch
After the Bridgeport shell
in the bore of the chamber.
has passed through the last stage of manufacture it is still
passed to another person, whose duty it is to examine
each individual shell, and those in which the heads are
found to be below the standard are rejected, branded and
packed and sold separately at a reduced price, the pur-

These shells are
chaser taking the chance of miss-fires.
marked and known as 3 C. Any sportsman finding this
mark on his Bridgeport shell, may know that it is sent
from the factory thus stamped to show that it has not
We experimented first with some
passed inspection.
hundreds of these 3 C shells. In the guns with the largest
chamber a number of them, perhaps from five to seven
These same shells placed in the gun
per cent. missed
with the smaller chamber were exploded in every instance,
with the exception of one or two where the first blow from
It will
the striker had probably displaced the fulminate.
.

,

be borne in

.

mind

that these

were condemned

shells.

We

exploded a hundred or more of the regular
shells in all the guns without one miss-fire.
To procure a uniform thickness of head is the great
The difficulty
object in the manufacture of these shells.
of so doing can be realized when the multiplicity of processes is witnessed.
In England, owing to the cheapness
of labor, much of the work which here requires machinery,
is done by hand.
The question of paper alone was one
most difficult to solve. The Messrs. Eley take all of one
manufacture, and it was long before an American house
could be found to turn out an article which would consubsequntiy

form in all respects to the requirements. To sum up, if
guns were all chambered with the uniformity observ-

shot

we should hear no more
we now do from the latter;

ed in the manufacture of our rifles,

from the first than
were made to act more direct, as for
instance in the case of the Parker guns, we believe the
same results would be reached. By the bye, we would
like to hear from some one who has used the Bridgeport
shell in the Parker gun; the action of the firing pin with
them is almost horizontal, and unless a chamber was so
large as to permit the shell to pass beyond the reach of the
pin, no miss-fires should ever occur.
Of one thing we
are convinced, the Bridgeport shell is made with all care,
the materials used are first-class, and the same as enter into
the manufacture of their rifle ammunition, which is admitted to be excelled by none.
The letter which we print
below explains very clearly the cause of miss-fires and suggests a remedy, which coincides with all that we have
of miss-fires

or if the firing pins

written:—
Pittsbttcsh, Penn,, November 30th, 1875.
Bditob Forest

and Stream:—

I have read with interest the various communications that have appeared in the columns of Forest and Stream in reference to American

ammunition, and have concluded to give my experience with Bridgeport
give reasons why so many of them fail to explode. I
have used upwards of 350 of them during the last five weeks, and only
shells; also, to

failed

on two.

Editor, one thing is certain- -we need ammunition that does not cost so much as Eley's, but we want it reliable.
I
useaW. C. Scott & Sons 8* pounds, No. 12-gauge breech loader, and
have used both Eley and Bridgeport shells. When I first bought my gun

Now, Mr.

I

used American shells, and fully twenty per cent, failed to explode.
The query then was, what was wrong? I studied the matter over thoroughly, and while examining the exploded and unexploded shells my
attention was attracted to the difference in the indentation mark on the
•aps. Having here a clue, I took the barrels off the stock, pushed the
extractor down to its proper position, and put the unexploded shells
in and pushed
them down with my thumb, I then laid a straight edge
across the breech end of the barrels and noticed the distance from the
face of the shells to the edge of my straight edge by fitting a piece of
wood between them. I marked them, and proceeded with my investigations. I now took two exploded
shells and went through the same formula, and I detected the difference instantaneously, viz., the exploded
shells were thicker in the head.
As the barrels were already chambered
and countersunk for the shell head, this could not be easily remedied, so
wfcat was the alternative here? Mycnn hm m(: idirg locks.
While
I was hunting
a remedy for the disease i acoideu tally pulled the trigger
hack, and with my thumb shove i the hauuner ahead on the pin and had
my attention called to the fact that the hammer had to move one sixteenth of an inch before .it to an bed the end of the firingSpin
,
Sera w

m
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a good clue to work on. I argued that the one sixteenth additional
length would reach just that much farther, and reach thejshells with
thinner heads and make a deeper indentation and strike harder on the
anvils in the caps. I went to a machine shop, made two new firing pins,

put them
this

in,

on the

and found that only about six per cent, missed fire, and
hand barrel. While drawing back the hammer I noticed
hand spring was stronger than the right, and also noticed it

left

that the left

was perceptibly harder to shove forward. I took the locks off, took out
the spring, eased the spring on the rebounding side, and now, Mr. Editor, I have no trouble with the Bridgeport shells not exploding.
The
English gun

evidently chambered for Eley's shells. I never had any
pnll off at the head while extracting. Just let persons troubled as Dr.
Webb was try my experiment, keep his shells dry, and give the firing pin
one eighth of an inch of a movement more if possible, and they will
is

without doubt be better satisfied with the results.
Allow me to make a suggestion to our Bridgeport makers, and that is,
alter your dies to make a thicker and more uniform head, and put stiffer
and harder paper in them. Their caps for recapping paper shells are
splendid. I have used hundreds of them in recapping American and
English shells, and never had a miss-fire unless I was in too big a hurry
to get my shells recapped and forced them in crooked, which had the
effect of pulverizing the fulminating powder, rendering them useless.
When the cap does not go in straight and smoothly, reject it, for a missfire may be the result.
Here is another item. When you find a shell does not explode, examine the head and you will see that it is invariably forced into the countersink intended for the head, and that the blow of the firing pin has
struck the cap just hard euough to pulverize the fulminating powder before the shell is tight and firm against the shoulder, and that the indentation on the cap is made after the shell is forced tight against the

shoulder and after the fulminate has been powdered and shaken out of
the cap.
Friend op American Workmen and Sportsmen.

RIFLE TYPES— MO. VI— CONCLUSION.
The Grumbler and Protestor.—The cosmogony

of

Whereas you can stand the first, when the latter
takes a persistent form he is insupportable. Grumbling
may be defined as epidemic— protesting, fortunately, is
only endemic.
man may, however, start out as a mild
carper, merge into the confirmed grumbler, and end by becoming a chronic protestor. The grumbler "wants to know
species.

A

why every officer— every man jack ©f them— ain't on the
range; what they were elected for, if they never come on
the ground? Why must he stand in line to get his shooting
when he saw Bill Wiper get his ticket without any
such fuss?" He can't see why he "can't come down any
day, or at any time, and fire at any target he pleases. Ain't
it a free range and a free country?
He would just like
any man to tell him why they always made it a point of
putting him to shoot on No. 4 target Oh! he knew why
ticket,

of privileged fellows, who seemed to
their's, and did just what they pleased.

think the range was
He was'nt going to fire off a single shot more until he knew
where his last shot had hit. What was a range officer for,
but to find it out for him? Suppose he had to run down
a thousand yards or so to the target every time he wanted
him? Was'nt the range officer put in office just for that?
They would'nt let him fire all his shots, but he was late
and the match was ended. Was it his fault he missed the
boat?" Generally the grumbler expects that all the rules
and the entire machinery of the range shall be stopped or
started according to his pleasure, and that every officer of
the association should be at his beck and call. He never
can see that exactly the thing he insists shall be done is imHis personal grumbles are incessant.
possible.
"That
man's rifle," he says, "has got one band too many and it
ain't right," or "that other man's position was'nt fair; he
shot fully six inches nearer the 1,000 yards target than I

own arms and ammunition are fruitful sources
grievance to him. "He never yet got a decent car-

of

tridge,
alike,

His

and never expected to. Powder never was twice
and it was'nt lead the bullets were made of, but dross.

There never was a gun kicked like his, nor a piece that
caked and fouled so." Then the sun and wind have always combined to bother him. Even when it rains, that
natural

phenomenon

surprises

every

and aggravates him.

He

is

human

being on the ground, from
the waiter in the restaurant to the markers, are conspiring
to defraud him of his rights and privileges.
The grumbler is invariably a miserable shot, and deserves to be one.
He frets, fumes and worries so much over any and every
trifle that his nerves are entirely gone.
At first when you
are thrown in. companionship with such a captious creature,
his presence is irritating to a degree.
It time you get to
pity what is truly only an unfortunate form of insanity.
If, however, charitable people look on the grumbler as a
nuisance, the protestor is held to be a pest, and when he
assumes the chronic stage, he is the most noxious animal
As there are sea lawyers, so
to be found on the range.
there are range lawyers. He does not attend a match in
order to shoot, but to litigate. He is only so far learned
in the laws of the N. R. A. as to quibble with them.
He
is ever on the watch to find his neighbor at fault.
If there
should happen to be a single rule which might, by the most
malicious twisting and ingenious straining, have a double
or doubtful interpretation, he will wait patiently until his
opportunity comes, and then he will manufacture a firstThen only is he happy, and out comes an
class snarl.
elaborate Protest. He has such a respect for this word, and
gloats over it so much, that he never writes it without a
certain, too, that

capital P.

He

passes most of his useless

life

in concocting,

compiling and eliminating protests. He watches positions,
and should an unluckly man only put the thumb of his
left hand the sixteenth part of an inch out of regulation
drill, he notes it, and this is the ground work for some future voluminous protest.
He has been known to interrupt
a man who was in the very act of firing, by unrolling a
protest as long as a piece of wall paper and fluttering it in
his face. He wrote a protest of fourteen pages, founded
.

him," and he ends by endeavoring to create ill feeling, invariably singling out the most meritorious officers in the
organization and maligning them with false imputations.

The best— the only remedy

the Rifle Range would be incomplete without the Grumband Protestor, two characters by no means of an amusing kind. These individuals are sometimes distinct as to

did."

singular characteristic— that of being wrong ninetynine times in the hundred. Either his protest is badly
framed, or sent to the wrong officer, or directed against an
innocent person, or at variance with the facts. Nevertheless he considers these matters as minor points, and insists
on a judgment in his favor. Not satisfied with decisions
dead against him, based on common sense, he protests
again and again against official judgments. Next he breaks
out in appeals, and from what was a cinder heap he constructs a Himalayan mountain.
From the Executive Committee he appeals to the Board of Directors, and if he had
his own way would carry his nonsense before the Supreme
Court of the Uniten States. This disagreeable being is the
enemy of mankind in general and the deadly foe of rifle
associations in particular. But what is worse, having hampered everything for a while, should his claims be ignored
he never ceases bewailing what he calls "the injustice done
this

down on

in a case of this nature

—

is

to

crush him out. Some
rather honest yet hasty men on rifle ranges have thought
that if an accident should occur, such as the discharge of
his own rifle, so that he might be made lame for life, or
incapable of coming on a range at all, that this would be
considered by them as a merciful visitation of Providence;
but we are not of this opinion. To give him the cold
shoulder and to back up the decisions of the officers is the
best plan; then send him a letter signed by the majority of
the club politely requesting him to sever his connection
with the association, and he has his quietus. This duty is
an imperative one, or the chronic Protestor will ruin all
the profit or pleasure to be derived from your rifle range.
Such a man as we have endeavored to describe would keep
on protesting and appealing in the kingdom of the blest.
sit

ler

just to favor a lot

on the fact that Corporal Buster of the 277th, had the fifth
regimental button on his military coat not properly secured
in its appropriate buttonhole, and another document of
equal length was directed' against Private Sloven of the
772d, who certainly did his firing with unblacked boots.
While ruining himself in stationery, and flooding the Executive Committee with protests, the protestor himself has

the protestor

i.

e. t

to

«»»»»

Opinions of the People.— We are pleased to quote
what some of the leading journals say of our new book
entitled "Camp Life in Florida," as well as a few private
opinions:
Fifty per cent, of the people going to Florida this Winter will, I bebuy your hook. It is most seasonable, and decidedly a hit—Com.
L. A. Beardslee, XT. S. N.
It is just the book for every one eoing to Florida, and every one that
stays at home. It must go off like hot cakes.— Geo. A. Boardman.
lieve,

very interesting, and I am sure the public will appreciate a book
needed.—Major H. W. Merrill, U. S. A.
Charming in its style, and valuable for the information it contains;
Detroit Public Leader.
All necessary information in its pages.—Phila. Inquirer.
One of the best guides issued.—JW. Y. Daily Graphic.
Valuable and indispensable work.—New Bedfoi*d Standard.
Can find nowhere so much or so accurate information about Florida
It is

so long

—

Evening Mail.
Cannot fail to interest.— Richmond Dispatch.
From personal observation we can recommend

it

as a capital guide.

Yonkers Gazette.

A

most interesting contribution on the natural history and geography
of Florida.—Kentucky Live Stock Record.

Has met with overwhelming approbation.— £2. Augustine

Press.

—

Highly interesting matter for the tourist, health or pleasure seeker
N. Y. Bulletin.
No one could follow to Florida a more intelligent and genial guide.—
Washington Sunday Herald.
Sportsmen will be delighted with this book, as it contains just the information they are constantly in pursuit of.— Chicago Field.
A great deal of information not to be picked out of common guide
books.

Rod and Gun.

A mass of

information that has not been hitherto readily accessible
will gladly avail themselves of its assist-

and all visitors to the South
ance.— 2V". Y. Times.

Altogether refreshing.— Scientific American.
Supplies a want long felt.— Tallahassee Floridian.
Renders essential service not only to sportsmen and health hunters but
to the State of Florida itself .—Brooklyn Union.
'

^H »

"Camp Life in Florida."— The Forest and Stream
Publishing Company have sent out 200 copies of "Camp
Life in Florida" to the editors of leading newspapers. Any
of our exchanges who have not received copies, and wishing them, will oblige us by notifying us to that effect.
-»i»»
—Col. Skinner, of the Turf, Field and Farm, has published a letter in which he makes decided objection to
Mr.
Bergh's suggestion to the New Jersey farmeis to shoot
him for hunting foxes over their lands. This is quite

—

and we don't wonder at it. Better
we think— and send Mr. Bergh to Utica.

natural,

shoot the foxes

—While

Dr. M. G. Ellzey, President of the Virginia
Agwas hunting for quail
last week, he had a very narrow escape from
death, his
dog having knocked his gun from a log in such a way
'that
it was discharged within a few inches of his
head. The
accident did not prevent his bagging fourteen quail,
howricultural College at Blacksburgh,

ever.

Now Let
Man Hurrah, Give
Thanks, and Sing!—Postmaster Jewell, in his Post Office
report says:—
"I recommend that the postage on transient newsmnpr*
and periodicals, books, printed matter of all sorts
graphs and maps, sheet music, photographs and
warm
Every Newspaper

K

scripts designed tor publication, shall be reduced
to m,,
cent for each two ounces or fraction thereof which w»*
the rate before the enactment of the law advancing it dnV
*
ing the dosing hours of the last Congress."

—

—

.

—

—

.

,

FOREST AND STREAM.
Florida. —Our correspondent, "0. K.," who is a resident of St. Augustine, writes from that city under date of
Nov. 25th :—

"The improvements here during the past Summer have
been wonderful. Our hotel accommodations have been
doubled, and the city is prepared for the crowd that is advancing. The place to-day entertains a very large number
The present influx exceeds anything yet reof visitors.
corded. Never before has the season commenced so early.

The Magnolia has opened, and

its

proprietor,

W. W.

Pal-

mer, is truly astonished at the many people applying for
accommodations. The hotel has been refitted, etc., and its
table

is,

as

usual, unexcelled

in the

South— surely

in

the State. Our friend Ponce, of 'the Oriental, has done
a fair business the entire Summer, and is now doing fairer.
The St. Augustine Hotel, which now looms up twice its
It has
original size, will open on the 1st of December.
beea entirely refurnished, and a new dining room has been

added, also an annunciator—in fact, everything that is required to make it first class in every respect. Capt. .Vaill
The Florida House, by J. H.
will command, as of old.
Remer, will probably open this week, after a thorough
overhauling. The boarding houses generally have been reconstructed, and the accommodations this Winter will surNew buildings have
pass those of any previous season
and thus year by
made,
been
have
gone up, improvements
year St. Augustine is steadily attaining the grand success
.

that has been predicted for

it.

The

facilities for attracting

and pleasing the visitors have been increased extensively.
This Winter we will possess a miniature Long Branch, situated on the north beach, fronting the Atlantic Ocean. A
are to erect large tents, bathing houses, etc., that
livery stable
will afford a desirable retreat for visitors.
will also be established on this beach. Throughout the
city there are improvements that are evidences of a pros-

company

perous and

A

pleasant season.

The St. John's Railway from Tacoi is
A new engine and cars have been added

in fine condition.
to the rolling stock

company. There will be four trains daily each way,
and close connections made with all steamers on the St.
of the

John's River. At the St. Augustine depot the trains will
connect with the Irwin Bros', line of omnibuses, which
t

from New York. Another great and desired improvement here— that has long been wanted— is the
opening ®f a first-class three-dollar-a day house, which has
It is a new building (now in
at last been accomplished.
course of construction,) and will be known as the Marion
Hotel. It is situated on Charlotte street, near the St.
Augustine Hotel, and will be managed by R. Palmer &
Co., and is to be decidedly first class, with accommodations

new and

are

just

for one hundred guests.

The hunting and fishing in our neighborhood never was
nor the game more plentiful. It is no rare occurrence for one of our young hunters— say Jim Ponce, Paul
better,

Mickler, or others—to start out in the morning with gun
and dogs and return in the evening with three deer, besides
ducks, quail, and other small game. It was but last Friday that the said famous Jim Ponce gained the woods in
search of deer, when before he had gone three miles he
killed

The venison is sold for from
per pound. The wild ducks surround

two in succession.

nine to twelve cents
us on every side, and the rivers and ponds are a perfect

mass of moving

The
is

fishing here

oversupplied.

feathers.
is

Ducks sell

at present

our market

trout, sheepshead, bass,

and black-

always good, but

The

for fifteen cents each.

Parties to Matanzas for the purpose of
hunting and fishing are very frequent. On Thursday, the
11th, we figured in a party of this kind, and visited the
above named place, where we encamped for a week. Our
party consisted of Mr. Geo. W. Fox, the United States infish bite nicely.

joyed fully as

much

as their spectators did.

A brave Kiowa

Ah ke-ah, invariably led the dance, while another,
beat the tom-tom. Their peculiar song and loud
war-whoop were anything but enchanting. One evening
entertained two guests from farther South on their way

warrior,

Zo

torn,'

we

The Indians were in good form and
to St. Augustine.
song, which our guests
spirits, and kept up an incessant
caused them no little
which
songs,
war
understood to be
uneasiness, but when the scalp dance was reached our vis'

skedaddled unceremoniously. This, of course, amused
redoubled
the Indians, who, appreciating the situation,
Finally peace again
their efforts and yelled the louder.
reigned, the Indians retired, and we were all soon fast

itors

asleep.

Life in Florida" has just reached me. You
have done well, and succeeded in publishing the book that
and travelers. It
is eagerly sought after by the sportsmen
and may success crown
is a handsome and interesting work,
You? useful and untiring efforts for Florida."

Your "Camp

Thursday, Dec. 9th, commencing at 4 P. M.
vited.

Secretary of
the "International Association for Protecting Game and
Fish" has just issued, per order of Executive Committee,
a sixteen page octavo report, with cover, of the proceedings of that body, showing its origin and progress,
and, we trust, making it clear to every one what its objects

and how it is proposed to accomplish them. Three
hundred copies have been printed for distribution among
the members.
are,

It is gratifying to state that

the Secretary has received

from the most influential and intelligent members
of the Committees on Nomenclature, Habits and Legislation, recently appointed, expressing their purpose to push
forward the work assigned to them with vigor, and to leave
nothing undone that is within their power to accomplish.
The Yonkers Game and Fish Protective Society have is-

letters

—

sued a circular giving the close seasons for all descriptions
of birds in the State of New York, and also the local laws
applying to the county of Westchester. Copies may be
obtained from the Secretary, Henry T. Keyser, Esq. This
society has done much of late to break up Sunday shooting.

—A number of

Sportsmen's Association, electing the following named as
President, W. H. Gregg; Yice President, J. Stewart Hill; Secretary, L. M. Millspaugh; Treasurer, G. H.
Waite. It is organized for the protection of game and
gyro practice.
officers:

Hellwig's Gallery.

—The

season for deer hunting closed in Pennsylvania
1st.

first

All are in-

competitive shooting in

Remington

and a

rifle,

new gallery, No.
The following are

revolver, took place at Hellwig's

Colt's

273 Eighth avenue, on Decembe: 1st.
the scores
Name.
Name.
Score
H. Fisher
39 P. G. Moore
:

A. V. Canfield....
B. C. Vannett
F. N. Dewitt
L. C. Bruce..
W'.lliam Lindsay,

45
45
32
45
46
36

1st prize

Alexander Pyle
Bin Ginger
James Barrev
James Shand.

Score.
33
44

Peter Farley
John Clark.
R. G. Chambers, 3d prize
F. Moore..
F. Kessler
D. L. Beckwith, 2d prize

.24
.25
31

38
39

T. C. Banks
37 M. L. Fiiggs.

.44

;

35 P.
39

L. Bird

35
46
45

Femming

—

Morsemore. On Friday last, the third competition in
the marksman's match came off. There were four entries,
with the following scores.
200 yards.
oOOya-ds.
Name.
Total.
26
25
George Langram
53
22
26
H. W. Blakemore
48
E. Connell

25
21

J. Clark

On the same day the fourth com
with the following results.
Name.

200 yards.

H. Maynard
G. Langram

—

December

—The

a lying position for a gold medal, a

gentlemen have just formed the Elmira

J.

21
17

itition

Clark

was mtered
(

5Q0vards.

29
27
26
29

B. Blakemore

46
38

Total
54

28
25
18
14

52
44
43

On December 10th, the ch allien ge sent by the Scottish
American Rifle Club to the Yonkers, R. A. will come off.
Conditions, ten shots at 200 and at 500 yards. Shooting
commence at 12 o'clock. Train leaves Thirtieth
depot at half-past ten o'clock.

to

street

•»

Bridgeport,

Ct.,

December

Boston.— On November 4th, the Boston Club had their
Distance 200 yards, ten shots. The
at Spy Pond.

1st, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—

match

It is to be regretted that a trip to Stratford with, a "Rigby choke bore
and a butler" should have afforded so little sport to your correspondent,
B, But that there shall be no cause of complaint for having his inqui
ries and suggestions pass unnoticed, it is desirable to have him informed
that the gentlemen living in "Bridgeport, four miles from Stratford,"
who formed a society for the protection of game, think they do know all
about the game laws of "sanctified Connecticut" and the other States in
the Union. So can any one who reads Forest and Stream. These
gentlemen in Connecticut, with the State Association for the Protection
11
which provide
of Game and Fish, did have "adequate laws framed,
for stopping both night and Sunday shooting, and did try to have them
passed at the last session of the Legislature, but failed to get them
through. These p-entlemen think they know just what laws are required,
and by what means they should be enforced. They also know that the
night shooting is not all done by "thoughtless, improvident, drunken
11
outcasts, but by some who call themselves gentlemen sportsmen, under
the unsportsmanlike plea that if they do not shoot when they can, others

following are the leading scores:
Total.
Name.
Name.

the fun. The section of the law that B. quotes accomplishes
just what was intended, namely, to protect the ducks that feed in Long
Island Sound along the shores of Connecticut from being driven from
will

have

all

grounds by steam and. sailing yachts from New York and
11
other places with their swivel guns, and not by the "poor pot hunters.
The members of the Bridgeport club feel grateful to B for his kind
suggestions, and in return advise him to get posted before he again attempts to lecture "New England saints" or "Connecticut Yankees" on
H.
their want of knowledge and the requirements of game laws.

their feeding

U. S. Mint, Carson, Nev., Dec.

2d, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
Being well aware of your interest in the preservation and increase of
our country, and of the fish in our bays and harbors, I would
ask leave to call your attention to the enclosed article, clipped from the
San Francisco Chronicle of November 11th. If these important facts
are noticed in your paper it will awaken a deeper feeling of indignation
at the wanton piracy practiced by the Chinese and other foreigners in onr
woods and waters, and call forth other communications to our Western

game

m

papers, thereby agitating the subject and tending to secure more stringent enactments of our Legislatures in accordance with the necessities
E. B. Barnes.
of the case.

[The abuses to which our correspondent refers are dwelt
upon by the California Pish Commissioners, of whose annual report we present an abstract in our current issue.
Ed.]

Total.

I

46 C. C. Werayss
44] J. Wemyss. Jr

E. J. Osgood
J.

H. Frost

The rooms

of the Boston

4'1

41

Club will probably be located

rooms of the Massachusetts Angler's Association.
I.
A match took place on the 4th of December at the range in Middletown for a Creedmore rifle.
There were twenty entries. Conditions, 500 yards, five
at the

—

Newport, R.

shots.

We give the

best scores.

Name.

Score.

I

Name.

Score.

Samuel Powel, Jr
J. Engs
J. Engs

23|W. C. Cozzens. Jr
23iSaniuel Powel, Jr
32 N. R. Landers

Charles Potter

22jOharles Potter

.

.

21
81

20
20

Waverly Club.— On the 22d of October Capt. R. C.
Coleman, of the American team, assisted at the inauguration of Riverside Range, a most convenient spot on the
bank of the Susquehanna River, near Sayre, Pa. The interest manifested on the occasion for rifle shooting was
very gratifying to the club. Coleman's shooting at 1,000
yards was magnificent, he making 38 out of a possible 40.
In the evening a dinner was given to Capt. Coleman at the
Hotel Warford, at which were present every member of the
organization and most of the prominent citizens of the
On the 18th of November the Ithaca Rifle Club
shot a match with the Waverlys. Conditions—400 and 500
yards; ten shots at each range:
town.

ITHACA.

•WAVERLT.
Yards.

Name

400
40
41

MandeviDe

Raymond
Gr^en
Glatk

_

33
35
SS
33

Blair

Baker
Total— 414.

Yards

£00
37'

A. Hildebrand

400
4?
rt 40

.

40 Finch
27 Wells

,'

Wm.

Hildebrand
32 Campbell
27 Fish
30'

45

500
44
43
45
37

.39
45

28

r .49

31

Total— 493.

i

On the 23d the Waverly Club shot in a match with the
Ithaca Club on the Ithaca Fair Grounds. The day was
Conditions Ten shots at 400 yards:—
cold and stormy.
ITHACA.
WAVBRLT.
Name.
Score.
Name.
Score.

—

I

|

A. Hildebrand

IVJandeville

44 Fmch
28 Wells
45 Klase
43 Campbell
39 Knapp

Raymond
Green

now

captives in the fort; Mr, Jcs.
Whitney, and Mr. J. O. Whitney,
The
of this place, and ten young, well-disposed Indians.
yacht Water Witch, Capt. R, Pinkham, was our means of
transport. A beautiful sail of two hours— eighteen milesbrought us in sight of Matanzas fort, which, together with
the Custom House, comprises Matanzas itself. We were
landed, and the Water Witch, after leaving us a canoe, left
We had been kindly offered the use of
for St. Augustine.
The game was
the Custom House, which was accepted.
The
dinner.
game
a
wanted
fcr
plentiful, and we never
fun
for
the
often,
and
early
fished
We
fish.
the
with
same
was great. Sheepshead were caught weighing five pounds
of, we
each. At night, after the supper had been disposed
or
some
dance,
war
a
instituted
and
Indians
the
assembled
other kind of a dance, in which they all joined and en-

terpreter of the Indians
B. Burroughs, Mr. S. G.

GAME PROTECTION.
International Game Association. — The

Forest and Stream Badges.— The fifth contest for the
Forest and Stream badges took place at Conlin's GalNo. 930 Broadway, on Thursday, Nov. 2d. W. B.
Farw ell having won the first badge once he is barred out
Conditions Ten shots, off hand,
for the second badge.

Clark.
Blair

Baker

lery,

T

—

110 feet; 200 yards target reduced in proportion to distance; "Wimbledon rules:

Name

Score.

D. L. Beckwith, 1st "best score
J. B. Blydenburgh

1

'

badge

5

Chas. A. Cheever...
B. B^arwell
11
L. V. Sone, 2d "centre badge
A. B. Hayburn

W.

MP.

35

M.J.Duffy
T. G. Dodworth

Andrew Fowle
T. E. Broadway
H. H. Hines

Moser, Jr

C. Blackie

Captain

9

4444

4
2 3 3 3 4 4 5 4 4 3
8
5

Frank Lord
J.

53

43 42 43 443

D. Cheever.

C.Banks

W.

3

454343534 4
5335444443
533443 5 345
5 334355434
3 434444444
3 454435343
5 4 2 4344543
5 553334540
3 320453402

. . . .

Lennon

A. Marsh,
William J. Sherwood

J.
T.

Total

.....5534443533
3 5 35334 5 45

L.C.Bruce
Wilson MacDonald.

345445455
455344355
542545445

5
4
4 4 3 3 4 4 5 5 4 4

W. H. DeHart.

.......3

433534442
323442533
432444334
432335532

52-322*45332

Wood

3 3 3 5 3 5
2 4
George Black
3
Chas. E. Blydenburgb, 3d "inner" badge
..........2202254553
W. B. Allen

333344250
2 333343404
2 43553322
3 23023252 5
..3 3 2 2 3 3 3
3 4
.3 442232303
0320403455

N. Saltus
John Wavdell....

ThomasJ.

Carlton
T. Kindelon....

,

Samuel Robinson

Wm.

Klein

L. D. Spencer
J, McGlensey
A. F. Ferris
Frederic DeWitt
W. J* Jones
J. O. Wright
J. D. Potter
Charles J. Biauvelt
-

The

Tv/rf Field

2
3
....3

2

3 3 4 4 3 4 3
3 4 3 3 2 4

333

00323

2
2 3 3 3
3 3 2
2 2
4 4 3 3 2 3

,....0023503502

..,....,.... =
......................2

3330003

3

.....2uS0550026
and Farm cups

will be shot ioi

44

43
42
40
40
40
40
39
39
39
39
38
38
38
37
36
35
8<5

35
35
32

.31
31
31

30
30
29
29
27
26
26

26
25

34
24
23
23
22
16
16

q\

Total

49
46
..45

39
43

j
.'

..... .37

Total

247

259

This club will be larger in the Spring, and promise to
make it "red hot" for any "granger" club who may tackle
them.
Vernier.
The Rochester Amateur Rifle Club seems to bein a
most flourishing condition. The Club has an excellent
shooting gallery of its own, where a clear 150 feet can be
There are four targets, with all the proper arrangeused.
ments for recording the shots
The Rocliester Union declares the shooting gallery of the Club to be one of the
finest in the 'State.
The same authority states that "It is
not a money-making institution, merely a sonial arrangement for the amusement and education of the club, and
therefore the price of shooting has been fixed at the low

—

.

rate of fifteen cents for ten shots. Any respectable citizen
can obtain entrance to the gallery and shoot as much as
he may desire, complying, of course, with the rules. The
gallery is kept open from nine o'clock in the morningaintil nine o'clock in the evening.
The targets are reduced
from those used at 500 yards on a regular range, the bull's
eye being two inches in diameter. The scores which count
over 40 out of a possible 50 are numerous. No one has
yet succeeded in making a full possible, and it is doubtful
if it ever will be done.
In a short time Rochester will
have the largest amateur rifle club in the State."

Chicago Rifle

Club— Immense Shooting!— The

fifth

competition for the Hamilton Rowe & Co. badge, valued
at $100, came off at the Southern Park Range Saturday,
November 27th. The day was very fine. The following
score will show that everything must have been favorable.
Three sighting and seven scoring shots; distance, 500

yards:—
Name.
S.B. Sexton...... 5
5
Mneiv,\.
5
J.- A. Shfiffer
Qm. WiUav#,. ,V.5

J.

.

Score. Tot'lj Name.
Score.
5—35|R. S. Thompson.. 5 5 5 5 5 4
5 5 555 5—3510. H. Proaty.,.,5
5 5 5 5 5 5-35' O. C. Blaokmer..4 4 5 5 4 4
5 § 5 5 $ §—§4iC, Fuller

5 5 5 5 5

.

Tot'l

5-34

55555 4-84
5-31
..555455:

FOREST AND STREAM.
Muer and Shaffer having tied, made five addisame range with the following result:—

Sexton,

tional shots at

S

54555
5555 3

:'•

Name.

Tot'll

Score.

Womp

J2f,5

Score.

24 Shaffer

5 5

**{„

.

554

Tot'l
24

m

.

,

The above shooting is about the strongest in a general
made by five men out of a
wa y we have yet noticed; 272

may be called stunning. If this is not sufsuppose we look at the following as a score made on
the same club. The weather was very cold
the 28th by
the wind blowing quite hard.
Condidisagreeable,
and
tions—Distance, 500 yards; two sighting and twenty scorThe following are the scores out of a possible
shots.

possible 280
ficient

ing

100:Score.

Name.

«q

Sexton
Mnir

t

Oh. Fuller.'.

Thompson

S

i?

W C Blackmer
W E Strong

AG

Alford

M'Loomis

T

C.

Prouty

B*.

Total.
98
98

5555o455o54o5
5 5 5 5 5
5 5555 5 554555555 5 5 545
6 555 5 5555555555 5 55 5 4
5 5545555545545555555
55 55545 5 544555554555
4 45544555 5 55555 5 5554
55554555555845525554
55 4 45445455555455554
3 4555555555545445 5 53
55555454454545 555025

orge Willard

96
96
95
94
93
92
87

whole row of points of exclamation are insufficient to

A

express our opinion

Nov.

Omaha,

brought out the

match was

first

28ih.~ The presence of Major Fulton
marksmen of the Omaha Rifle Club. The

at

200 yards, five shots, with the following

results:—
Total,
20

^ame
Fdlton

Name.

j

Total.

B add

11

Thurston..
17[Hoffmeyer

16
17

I9i

p e t y.
Kennedy

At long range, 800 yards, fifteen shots, the scores
Kennedy

67 Eichards
56 tioffmeyer

Petty

53

Fulton

were:—

Name.

Total

Kame.

Total.
49
43

California.— In our issue of the 18th of November
last, it seems we did not give to Co. O, 1st Regiment, full
In the three
credit for the many prizes won by them.
days rifle contest held at the Presidio, to Cu. C were
awarded no less than nine prizes, and to Co, E seven.
JSspecially in the team shooting were they in the front, the
'Silver Challenge Trophy, the Commander-in-Chief's Medal
and the GoldMedal, three out of the five prizes having been
When the shooting was so very genadjudged to Co. C.
erally

good.it was, of course, difficult for us to discriminate.

—

Crescent City Rifle Club, of New Orleans. We
are in receipt of a brochure containing the charter and bylaws of this association, of which Col. W. J.Benhamis
President, Col. W. T. Yandry, Vice Present; John K.

and S, Mullen, Secretary. The laws
necessary to govern the Crescent City Club seem to us to
have been carefully considered, and are, in our opinion,
models of good sense, and as we are frequently asked
what are the general rules to be used in order to conduct
a rifle association, we should advise the adopting of just
such by-laws as those employed by the rifle club in
Orleans.
Renaud, Treasurer,

New

Dittmar Powder in the Rifle. — Some exDittmar powder by a member of the
American International Rifle Team, may be of interest. It
must be understood that we by no means advocate the use
of the Dittmar powder, as a few trials of this particular
material cannot determine its merits. Explosive compounds
Using the

periments with the

innumerable kinds exist; chemistry is adding each day
another to the already large list, and though fulminates
may have their use, common gunpowder, with its slower and
more gradual generating power, seems as yet the substance
best adapted to our wants.
The Dittmar powder use;
of

—

grades the coarsest, the intermediate, and the
finest grain.
Prior to loading the shells an English flask of
approved make was used as a measure of bulk, charges of
F. G-, Hazard and the Dittmar being afterward carefully
weighed from such measurement:-of the three

Hazard's

Dittmar's

FG powder.
Charge i-94
"
V

2-93*
3-93 2 10
4-93 1-10
5-93*

grains:
•

large grain.
36 grains

"
"

Total.... 467 3-10
Average... 93 ^3-50

Distance fired at

;:

So*
35*
3i
86*
179*
35*

was 500 yards.

having been acquired with the

"

Dittmar's Dlitmar's
small gr. finest gr.
42 7-10
38*
38*
38
38];

38f
192
38 2-5

The proper

42
41*
43 7-10
42 1-10
2.1
42 1-5

elevation,

common powder, two

bulls-

eyes

were made. Shells filled with the Dittmar were next
hied, and eighteen shots
were fired, the first ten of which
with the usual cleaning of the barrel, then eight more

without cleaning, the first two of which latter shots were
placed on a target in a direct line low, about six inches unfor me bullseye.
The elevation having been 1.10, an increase was made to
Altogether eleven bullseyes
1.11-J-.
were made, and the seven other shots not on the bullseye
•were close, the furthest being about 11 inches off.
The
second experiment T
w ith the Dittmar and with the same rifle
;

.with a slightly

lower elevation, from 1.9i to 1.10, gave in
jfforty-f our
shots the fo] lowing results: The .first seventeen
y-shots
were not on at all. This was caused apparently by
w * n(^ aad tn e absence of flags to determine the direcn
|^° and because the marker could not locate the first balls.
/Trying a second time,
there having been some delay in or|uer to load more
With
cartridges, the results were better.
'ffi adjustment of the wind gauge the first two shots were
$w the target, and of the twenty-seven shots, eight were
fipiuseyes, and the remainder close, the furthest sixteen
inches from the bullseye. With some slight precaution
jji|iere was
not, so our experimentalist informed us, any difsiaculty i n loading the
shells. After firing, the rifle was perfectly clean. The shells showed no trace of usage.
After
,j,yusiDg the
same shell four times it could be chambered without any difficulty. The recoil was slight. It is necessary
.

iii;

>

,f» add that
'

marker stated that the bullets seemed to
to have been driven with
great force on the target,
,»vca harder
than with ordinary powder,

'Wm

the

.
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TheElcho Shield.— On the occasion of the presentation of this magnificent trophy to the gallant Irish team in
Dublin the ceremonial took place amid much eclat, and in

shoot at very long range or not at all; but Inordinary practice at such
as Is shot with a rifle, the range rarely reaches two hundred yards,
is of tener less than one hundred, and demands a quick off hand shot.
Every sportsman will bear me out in the assertion that, in the pursuit of
game with the rifle he Are* a hundred shots at a distance less than two
hundred yards to every one that he fires at five hundred. I do not, of
course, include antelope and buffalo hunters, neither would I be understood as arguing that long range shooting is a useless accomplishment,
but simply that men who think they have acquired practical skill in rifle
shooting by the method and with the weapons now so much in vogue
will discover their mistake the first time they stand in a runway and try
to shoot at a deer as he runs past them at an uncertain and constantly

game

A

the presence of a large assemblage.
procession having
been formed, a gun carriage bearing, the Shield was escorted
from the castle by a squadron of the Fourth Dragoon
Guards, with their band, and by fifty men of the Sixtieth
Rifles and a body of artillery.
The members of the team
present were Messrs. S. S. Young, W. Rigby, E. Johnston,
J. Rigby, J. Wilson, R. 8. Greenhill, and Mr. Foster.
Lieut. Fenton was absent, being on Government duty in

shifting distance.

Lord Mayor, Alderman Manning, the City
Marshal, and many other gentlemen whose names are familiar to our riflemen in the United States.
The Lord
forget to^say a kind

word

in regard

to

would, like their brothers across the water, be in a position
to say that they would shoot against any team in the world.
Probably another opportunity would be presented to the
Irish team across the Atlantic next 3 ear, when he hoped to
be present, and would be glad to be accompanied by some
r

He

of the Council.

trusted that the Irish team

would, on their return, be bearers of another triumph such
as that, and that a similarly interesting proceeding would
take place in the City Hall."

— The United States ordinance ofncer
lowing
lar

in regard to the

new

rifles to

transmits the

j
J
«

his

American guests who had contested with the Irish riflemen
at Dolly mount.
"He hoped that the Irish eight, who so
nobly won that distinction, might continue to represent
their country, and be the bearers of, if possible, more signal triumphs in their after struggles.
Their success was a
proof that ere long the little check they received at Dollymount would be forgotten, and that when the Irish eight
had given themselves more thoroughly to practice they

members

I

the

Mayor did not

fol-

be used by our regu-

soldiers:—

"The manufacture of Springfield rifles and carbines at
Armory has been carried on during the past
year with all the economy and success that the very small
appropriation would admit of. Not more than 1 7 ,000 arms
will be made under existing appropriations.
Up to this
date the entire army has been supplied with new rifles and
carbines, calibre 45, and we have now in store a reserve
At

the end

of the

may

reach a total of
40,000 arms of the new model and calibre, about enough in
case of war to arm one corps d'armee. It is not to be expected that in war our armies will be better satisfied with
arms of obsolete patents, discarded models, than in the
early days of the rebellion they were with the offscourings
of foreign markets.
Men who are to meet the enemy in
battle have a right to demand of their country, in whose
defense they are willing to imperil their lives, to be placed
on an equality with the foe, and be armed with the best
weapon that ingenuity and workmanship can produce, and
in our country, where armies are to be improvised, made
up on the instant by recruits from the anvil and the plow,
the want of military discipline and training should be, as

much

possible, compensated by the quality of the
soldier is to use. Our arsenals should be, therefore, well stocked at all times with a large reserve supply
of the best rifles and carbines, and Congress should, in the
spirit of economy, appropriate liberals for their manufacture."
as

weapon the

The

best

rifle

in the

world

than the old brown Bess,
dle them.

if

is

men

worth, however, no more
do not know how to han-

SHORT AND LONG RANGE.
Chicago, December,

1875.

Editok Forest and Stream:—
evident that rifle shooting is destined to be, for the coming year
a subject of absorbing interest to great multitudes of people in
All the nations of Europe have been invited
this country and abroad.
to compete with us at Philadelphia next Autumn, and while they are exerting themselves to the utmost to retrieve the defeat they have suffered
at our hands, all America is going into training to sustain the honors
achieved for us by the delegates from Creedmoor. liifle clubs are organized, or in process of organization, in every considerable town and
city in the country, and the class of men who compose them, and the
zeal with which they have entered upon the work, afford sufficient evidence that the ball is fairly set in motion, which is destined next year to
sweep over the country with a furore which nothing can stay.
At this early stage, therefore, it is well for all who are interested in the
movement to consider seriously its objects and the best mode of attaining them. The want of such consideration is obvious in the reports of
the clubs in all sections of the country, which are laid before us in the
weekly issues of Forest and Stream. The universal ambition seems
to be to report good scores at long ranges, and every new club begins almost at the outset to practice at the distances at which any position is
allowed. Tyros in shooting are surprised and delighted to find that by
distorting themselves into a position which only on very rare occasions
they would be able to assume, either in military or sporting service, and
using a weapon which no man would ever burden himself with in the
pursuit of game— a piece of artillery, in fact, with an astronomical observatory attached to it—they are enabled to make bullseyes and centres
It is

.at least,

at

j

j

practical value.
It is to be hoped that in arranging the matches to be shot at PhiladeL
phia due regard will be had to the development of all the essential points
for actual service of both the shooter and his weapon. Off hand shooting, or shooting in positions which are readily assumed, as kneeling or
sitting, should take precedence of the more elaborate positions which
secure a rest for the gun; and rifles which are simple in their construction and manipulation, and require no very great care in cleaning and
keeping in order, should have preference over those which are liable to
cause delay and vexation by their elaborate construction or the necessity
of very careful treatment. Vernier and wind gauge sights, or better
still, as I said before, telescope sights, ought to be admitted at ranges of
eight hundred yards and upwards, but I enter my protest, and hope that
others will endorse me, against awarding the highest merit to such shooting as requires their aid, and I would liave them vigorously excluded
all matches which are intended as tests of men and weapons in any
but extraordinary emergencies of sporting or military service.

from

H. W.

will never make skillful riflemen for the exigencies of sporting or military service In shooting antelope or buffalo on
the plains, and occasionally in lake or river shooting, it is necessary to
.

Cleveland.

[Differing from our correspondent as to the last clause of
communication, trusting that at the Cen-

matches of every kind, short and long range, will
be shot, we think it would be better to allow the public to
discriminate as to the exact amount of applause the champions of short or long range may merit. But we most
tennial,

heartily indorse the writer's views in regard to the tendency

young organizations have

at present of

making

rifle

shoot-

Our
ing at 1,000 yards the sine qua non of their ranges.
correspondent's letter is a thoughtful one, and in many respects

is

exactly to the point.

GAME

Ed.]

—
IN

SEASON IN DECEMBER.

Moose, Alee Amerleanus.
Elk or Wapisi, Cervus Canadensis.
Red Deer, GervM Virgbiianm.
Caribou, Eaiigifer caribou.
Hares, Levori/ue.

Wild Turkey, Meleagris gallopaw*
Huffed Grouse, Bonasa wnbetlus*
Pinnated Grouse, Cupidonia cvfido.
Quail, Qrtyx Virginianus
Wild Ducks. Andtmca.

Game in Market. —Until sufficient snow has fallen to
allow Western market hunters to trap prairie chickens
these birds will remain scarce.
At present the market is
almost depleted, and they are worth $1.50 per pair. Ruffed
grouse or partridges are more abundant, and sell for $110
to $1.25 per pair, the former price being for Maine birds,
which do not attain the size and plumpness of those killed
in our own and adjoining States.
A few woodcock have
appeared in market during the week, said to have come
from Long Island, but more probably from Southern New
Jersey.
They were in fine condition, and sold for $1.50
per pair. Quail are worth $3 to $8.25 per dozen. Canvas
back ducks from the Chesapeake bring $2.25 per pair;
red heads, $1 to $1.25; mallards, $1 to $1.25; black ducks,
75 cents to $1 widgeon, 50 to 75 cents; broad bills, 50 to
60 cents; teal, 50 to 75 cents; brant, $1 to $1.25; geese, 75
cents to $1 each; rabbits, 50 to 65 cents per pair; venison,
saddles, 22 to 25 cents; steaks, 25 to 30 cents.
;

—

Four gentlemen of Alexandria, Virginia, have been
hunting in the viciuity'of Albermarle and Currituck
Sounds, 1ST. C, since November 20th. In a few days they
killed 42 deer and 60 turkeys.
They went up the Roanoke
river as far as Shell Landing.

—

Holabiid's Hunting and Fishing Suits are especially
adapted to service in Florida. Not only are they nearly
impervious to water, but they are invulnerable to briars,
burs, ticks, etc.
One can hunt in them with far more
comfort than in corduroys. They answer admirably as

Now,

welcome to do so.
But such practice alone

S.

his very excellent

enormous distances.

if the only object in view is to train men for the Philadelphia
matches, and those matches are to consist exclusively of trials of skill
at very long ranges, and with all the mechanical arrangements that can
be contrived, I grant that such training is all right and proper, so far as
enough, for in the first place
it goes; but I submit that it does not go far
are in fact the
it excludes artificial rests, while the positions it allows'
same in the result, only Dy a more awkward and elaborate process. It is
perfectly easy to make an artificial rest \vhich a man can carry in his
pocket, and which can be adjusted in less time and with less difficulty
than is necessary to put oneself into the positions assumed by many
modern shooters. Then, again, it excludes telescopes, which are available in any actual service in which vernier and wind gauge sights can be
used, while they are far superior in power. For such shooting, therefore, artificial rests and telescopic sights should be allowed, and anybody that cares to contend in matches where such machinery is used is

object with every

allowed to advance in proportion to the skiil he acquires. He should be
exercised, r,r should exercise himself, in judging distance and in quick
Thus
sighting, which he can acquire by home practice of cap-snapping.
will be laid the foundation of his education, which, if he is ever called
into active service, he will find to be infinitely the most important. If
he is ambitious to train himself for election to a representative team be
can go on with his practice to any extent he pleases; but there are multitudes of good riflemen all over the country who have no such wish,
who know that off hand practice at from two to five hundred yards with
a good sporting rifle involves the exercise of more skill than thousand
yard shooting with the elaborate machinery and preparation it requires,
while it possesses greater intrinsic interest and is of infinitely greater

the National

supply of these arms of about 26,000.
present fiscal year our reserve supply

first

cal service.

ting his inability to attend the reception of the shield, having been called to England. Appropriate speeches were

made by

rifle club should be to train men for practiOnly such weapons and such sights should be allowed as
would be available for such service, and preference should be given to
those of the simplest construction, and possessing the greatest facility
of manipulation, combined, of course, with sufficient power for any required sporting purposes. Provided with such a weapon, the shooter
should be forced to begin with off hand practice at short range, and only

The

England, and Surgeon Major Hamilton was at sea on his
voyage to India. Major A. B. Leech sent a letter regret-

overhauls for general service.
,

—Rabbits are so

4

numerous in Nevada as to cause enormous damage to crops. One farmer lost $500 worth of
cabbages in a single night, another had fifty acres of the
finest

barley destroyed.

They

are trying to poison the

vermin out of existence.

Maryland— Beer

Park, Dec. 6.— Game is very plentiful
I have never known as many ruffed
grouse to be in the stores for sale before, their price being
sixty cents a brace. Rabbits are more numerous than ever,
and hundreds of them are killed every day. What is the
matter with the quail this Fall? I have found within the
past week several nests with eggs in them, which xvere evidently deserted, and have been shown young birds that
were shot which are, not, lare'p.r than rnhins

and getting cheaper.

ALLEGHANY*

1

.

1

m

FOREST AND STREAM.

Holmes, Shaw, Brown & Co., Bordentown, N.

J.,

BUILDERS OF

Fast Iron Steam Yachts, Launches, and Torpedo Boats.
Biiilxlers
CONTINENTAL

(50 feet),

YiRGmiA—Blacksburg, Nov. 21.— Quail are plenty here
and in fine condition. Ducks plenty on New River— mallard and golden eye, called hereabouts "whistlers," and

many fish-eating mergansers.
North Carolina— Newbem,

of the Famous

speed 17.84 miles per hour;

PIREFLY

(50 feet), 17.94

JLron.

Steam Yachts

miles per hour;

MINNEHAHA,

about having the gun right on the bird every time. Nonsense! A correspondent writing in Forest and Stream of November 4th hit the
mark when he said, how many men can hit a bird on the wing with a
rifle ball?
G. H. Moran, M. D., U. S. A.

«•**»

—A

small party
Nov. 30.
of us have just returned from the Lakes with three wild
.geese, eight ducks, five of them black ducks, one red head,
and two canvas backs, with several small birds, and one
loon not a very large bag, but excellent in quality. The
mild open weather keeps the fowl in open waters, but a
cold snap Will drive them in-shore, where the sportsman
will be able to reach his game. Fishermen and others Irom
down the Neuse report the Pamlico Sound and Neuse
River full of geese and brant, and say they never saw so
many before.
started seven deer, but were so unfortunate as to kill none, the weather being very unfavorable,
high winds with rain
One passed within ten feet of the
writer, but not having gun in hand at the time, lost the
I. E. West.
chance.

—

We

.

—Messrs. T. C. Van Buren and Mr. Belmont Purdy shot
a match at fifty birds each, thirty yards rise, for $150 a
side, English rules, at the grounds of the Long Island Gun
Club, on Saturday last. Mr. Van Buren used a Grant and
Mr. Purdy a Scott gun the former was declared the winner by six birds after forty -five had been shot at. Several
sweepstakes were shot the same afternoon, in which Messrs.
M. Van Buren, T. Van Buren, Count Menzelzi, and Mr.
Classon were the winners.
;

—The members of the Capital Sportsmen's Club of Topeka, Kansas, shot a match November 12th for a silver tobacco box, the conditions being ten single birds, 21 yards
rise, 80 yards boundary. Nine persons shot, none of whom
ever engaged in a pigeon match before. Messrs. J. W.
Barney and Geo. B. Palmer shot off ties of eight; won by
Palmer. Messrs. A. M. Autler and T. D. Sanborn tied on
six birds.

MR. PAPE

ON THE

ENGLISH GUN

TRIAL.
New York, November,

1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
in this country my attention has been called to an arEnglish gun trial, appearing in your issue of Sept. 16th.
over the signature of "Fair Play," and believing in the old Latin axiom,
''audi alteram partem," I have taken the liberty of asking for sufficient
space in your columns to reply to the same. The impressions "Fair
Play" has collected, appear to me to be from a very one-sided medium,
and the circulation of such misapprehensions and errors can in no way
benefit American sportsmen; but, on the contrary, be very apt to confuse and mislead the majority, who have never cared to wade through
the mess of the late English gun trial. The remarks of your correspondent, I hold, are an injustice to myself, from being in that position
not at all to be envied, assuredly as the maker of the guns which were
placed second and third at the trial, and in consequence of this circumstance I was forced to a line of duty, or accept the position of cringing
cowardice when I witnessed the most infamous trickery. I could not
hesitate, whether I did succeed or not, my duty was clear.
First— "Fair Play" asks: "What did the London trial of guns decide for sportsmen, anything or nothing?"
It proved nothing more than what Mr. Walsh of the Field had told us
could be done in 1867, that guns can be made to average regularly from
175 to 200. The choke bores of 1875 did not average this; therefore
nothing new was proven. Seeond— "Was it a big advertising scheme,
for some gunmaker?" The private trials wers all got up for the advantage of fresh advertising gunmakers, whom the Field stated as having
just made a revolution in gun making, by a new discovery. called choke
boring, and withheld my letters on the subject, which I wrote to explain
that this so-called new boring was nothing more than my old patent
boring, which was well known and referred to by the Field in 1867. One
of their contemporaries— the Land and Water published some of my
letters, and announced a trial under their own anspices, when the Field,
to stop this, hurried their' s forward.
Third— "How much did the Field pocket by it?" Mr. Walsh gave out
I
at the trial that it was gotten up by the Field for business purposes
hardly think that they do business for nothing.
Fourth— "The Field wanted to know what gun in all England was the
best to answer the oft-asked question: 'Who makes the best gun?' Not
a breath unfavorable has been uttered against the Field for its part of
the programme. It wanted the best gun to win, and worked honestiy
for that end." If so, why were soldiers allowed to count the targets,

Since

ticle

my arrival

on the

late

—

.

Detroit, Mich., December 3d,

1875.

Editob Forest and Stream:—
The first contest of the home and home match between Chicago and
Detroit pigeon shooters occurred yesterday, resulting in a victory for
Detroit. By the annexed score you can see that some good shooting
was done. The conditions were—Two teams of ten men each, to shoot
& T plunge traps, 1£ oz. shot,
at 25 birds each, at 21 yards rise, from

H

use of one barrel:—

DETROIT.

CHICAGO

Name.
Hawkins

Name.

Total.

Total.

19 Haskall
19 •"aniff
.22 Dubois
21 Long
21 Stenton

Morris

Sherman
Phillips
Gillespie

21
23
21

24

Wilson
Merton

20 Eldridge
13 Cristy

Stagg
Turrel..

18 Littleton
20 Baker

Abbey

19 Gillman

Total
The return match

to

come

24
24
23
22

Total

194
is

.23
21

off in

225

Chicago some time in January.
Port.

Tours respectfully,
are indebted to our correspondent "A.

[We

J.

K."

for

another report of this match.— Ed.]
Port Richmond, November 26th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
The third annual festival of the Association was held on the 25th
(Thanksgiving day), when the club badge was again competed for with
the score below. Prizes-$30, $25, $20, $18, $15 and $7.
Shoot for badge, 10 birds each, Staten Island rules, members handicap'd.

Name.

Name.

Score.

Tranter— 28 yds.

Rathyen— 28 yds
Yreland-25 yds.

.

Score.

Tarker- 28 yds.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
.. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
.0 1
1
1 1 1 1 1

.. .1

...1111110010

Barnes— 25 yards. .1 110 10 1110
Van Clief-^1, yds. .0 011110110
0101110
Hart— 23 yds

Dlsosway— 21 yds. 0010001011
Ill 101011 Reardon-21 yds .0 1 1 1 1 1
Piper—28 yds
Ties at 30 yards, first miss out— Tranter, 1 0; Rathyen, 1 1, Rathyen
winning the medal with his new "Greener." A number of sweeps
.

were shot, also
prize in the

rifle

and turkey shootine; Mr. Reardon wianing
shoot— one of Johnson's parlor health lifts.

rifle

first

Mortimer.
Philadelphia, December

Editor Forest and Stream:—
I append a score of amateur shooting which took place
yards rise, 80 yards boundary:—
Geo. Twaddell.-l
Geo. Dixon. ... .1

1

Total

00

1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

.

1-8
1-8

W. Twaddell
W. Rose

16

a

.

Total

. . .

3d, 1875.

to-day.

^

21

11111111 1-10
1101111111-9
1

19

the first of a series of matches to be shot by the Woodland
Sportsmen and Kennel Club. I will report anon our doings, etc.
C. W.

This

is

_

*****

Post op Morgantown, N C. November 19th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream :—
I have been much entertained lately by the articles in Forest and
Stream written by admirers of the choke bore, and I smile to think of
the fine appearance they would present shooting here, where five birds
out of six must be shot inside of twenty yards or they will be out of
sight. They would either cat their birds all to bits or miss them en.

tirely, principally

the latter.

,

a tolerably fai? shot,
shoot worse, and yet tbej? will t&lfe

I only pretend to be

but I very of tea meet sportsmen

who

who had been disqualified for false scoring at Wimbledon rifle shooting,
and who actually put the prize up to the highest bidder, I myself being
asked what I would give if I won? The proof of honesty lay in a nutThe targets were the receipts of honesty and the leveller of all
shell.
disputes; but they had to be hidden from the light of day; they could not
stand the gaze of honesty, although the remarks of the Field led the
competitors to believe that the targets could be certified, inspected, and
even photographed, if required. The unfavorable comments and charges against the false scoring that appeared in various sporting papers, is
a sufficient answer to such remarks.
Fifth— "How was the decision arrived at— by taking closest pattern
and greatest penetration?" The decision, as far as the Greener score
was concerned, was arrived at by the soldiers having overcounted every
one of those sheets from 5 to 8 points more than the gun had made. Myself and three other witnesses can prove the fact from actual recounting; every shot hole was numbered and my name written on the false
sheets. The scrutiny was only stopped by the one man power when he
found fraud was discovered.
Sixth— "Fair Play" "admires the way Mr. Greener's agent talks for
him, and is ready to shoot against any other gun." If this is not tall
talk, I am glad to find the agent so far ahead of the principal. Although
Mr. Greener styles himself champion, he has never seen his way clear
to accept my challenge to shoot my guns against his; but as his agent is
quite good ensugh for me, I will extend the challenge to him, and meet
him half -way between New York and home (St. Louis) and shoot two
choke bores and two sporting bores against the same number of Mr.
Greener's make, tho looser to pay his loss to the nearest charitable institution to where we shoot. Immediate communication with the office of
Forest and Stream, No. 17 Chatham street, New York, will be attended to.
Seventh— "Fair Play" says: "The wear and tear tests which the winning guns in the London trial were subjected to proves the durability of
the system, they standing two thousand five hundred shots unchanged."
This argument is most preposterous. The report proves the very reverse. The winning gun that made the extraordinary score when a prize
was to be got shoots for six successive weeks, two days a week, and
never once can it make the string of shots given it by the soldiers. Not
even once in that time does it come near the scores made by either of the
three best guns. It cannot average above the twenty-fourth position of
the trial, its total average being only 336.5, not even third, fourth, or
sixth rate, and yet we are told this is unchanged. I could not fancy a greater
change in the shooting of a gun, and I fancy "Fair Play," would think
the same if he purchased a gun that could play such variations; but it
played a marvelous tune at the proper moment, which it will never do
again. Such writings, so wide of the truth, must confuse, and convey
false impressions to sportsmen. The score made by the soldiers for the
Greener gun was 405.5; the average score in the six week's shooting
336.5, while the second gnn by Pape made 382.7, and the third gun made
and bored by Pape makes 376.5; but it must be remembered that scores
were changed for the wear and tear test, while competitors had been
taught their lesson. "Fair Play" must see something extraordinary in a
gun which heads its class one week and cannot average a twenty-fourth
place in the next six weeks. If the targets were honestly counted, why
did not Mr. Walsh at once confute my charge by turning up the targets
and settling the point then and there? Ten minutes would have proven
or disproven the charge. He could have Won aay bet of ^50, or my oSm

building (55 feet), 18 to 20 miles an hour.

same amount to any London charity if the targets could be
counted to show that Mr. Greener's gun had made this score. Seeing
that neither justice or reason could prevail, I left for London and took
the best legal advice with a view to have a judge's order to seize the targets; but, unfortunately, counsel's opinion was that the targets were
private property, and as such no order could be got for their detention,
otherwise I should have exposed the infamous fraud. All I had the
power to do was to lodge a written protest of the false counting, which I
did, and for this Mr. Walsh, in the next class shooting, debarred the best
gun of the class as dangerous to life, because it cracked the common
Mr. Walsh, by tbis, meant
sheet iron on the face of the target.
dangerous to the men behind the targets. No such excuse could exist,
because the gun had not shot out its round; conditions or no rule gave
any such power, and the gun would not have been disqualified had not
every man who watched the targets through field glasses made the remark that this was the winning gun. In alluding to class 3, the Field
states— "Without doubt in our minds, Mr. Davidson, the second in class
3, is entitled to be considered the best on the genuine old plan, since his
barrels were not choked in the slghtest degree." This gun also was
made and bored by me, although exhibited in the name of Mr. Davidson.
Trusting that you will pardon me for taking up so much space of your
Wm. R. Pape.
valuable journal, I remain, very respectfully yours,
to donate the

[Notwithstanding that the battle has been one thoroughly
fought out in the columns of our English cotemporaries,
we felt bound to give place to Mr. Pape's letter, not only
on account of the subject being one of interest to our
sportsmen, but because while the Field trial was fully reported in this country we are not aware that Mr. Pape has
ever had a hearing. If Mr. P's remarks are not all strictly
parliamentary it must be borne in mind that if his version
of the story is correct, and he undoubtedly honestly thinks
it is, he has much to complain of.— Ed.]

BOOKS RECEIVED.
Log Book of a Fisherman and Zoologist.

By Frank

Buckland, M. A, Illustrated. London, 1875, pp. 400.
Whoever buys this handsome volume expecting to find piscatory lore
will be disappointed, since the only fishing alluded to is that of the sea
fish brought to London, and an account of the drawing of a net in that
muddy puddle near London, known as the Serpentine, which being
cleaned out led to the capture of "about 5,000 roach and tench of two to
four inches long, with a few larger ones, and one trout eight inches
long." The love of angling must lie deep and strong in the Briton to
be sustained by such scanty aliment.
There is an interesting chapter on the Brighton Aquarium, where is a
fine collection of sea fish, among them a grilse, which there, for the first
time under the eye of a naturalist, has been evolved from a smolt, showing the genesis of the salmon. In another tank is a good-sized octopus,
squid, or cuttle, called by Victor Hugo the devil fish, which name really belongs to the giant ray of Southern seas, the vampire of the ocean,
Ceratoptera vampirus. Mr. Buckland also gives a full account of the
monstrous cuttles recently captured on the coast of Newfoundland,

which verify the storiee long current among American whalemen of the
existence of these formidable creatures in the Pacific Ocean.
Our author gives an amusing account of a dinner at the Langham HoThis began with American oysters,
tel, composed of American game.
which the writer is good enough to describe as "by no means unpalata*
ble." Terrapin soup he thinks 'exceedingly good," and suggests that
terrapins might be made to breed in English green houses, thoughwhether by slips or cuttings, he does not say. Buffalo meat, quails and
and
prairie hens met his approval, as did also the wild turkey, elk meat
canvas back duck; and here Mr. Buckland was introduced to cranberry
But
sauce, which seems to have agreeably titilated his insular palate.
what a sad picture is presented of the poverty of the British Isles, where
has
a man of mature age and apparently in comfortable circumstances,
at
hitherto lived in ignorance of this viand! An American sat near him
dinner to explain these strange dishes, and he appears io have stuffed
also to
the zoologist with some tough yarns, as well as tender slices, and
verse*
have amused him with our national songs, among them the classic
respecting "the grasshoppers that sat upon the sweet potato vine.'
An interesting part of the book is that devoted to the wild animals of
those
Scotland-the red deer, the wild cat and the wild cattle, if indeed
bought
can properly be called wild, which have been owned, counted,
seem
and sold with the land for hundreds of years. In fact, the eagles
islands.
to be almost the only wild creatures left in those thickly peopled

One sentiment produced in our mind by reading these books by Britu
naturalists

is,

tures of fur,

creagratitude for being allotted to a country where wild
and feather will remain for some time longer.— S. 0.

A Woman in the
leton

C

fin,

Case.

By

G. "W. Oar-

Bessie Turner:

& Co., New York.

an
Whoever conceived the design of bringing out this young person as
more
authoress and presenting her portrait as a frontispiece, deserves
for the
credit for the ingenuity of the idea as a source of profit, than
titw
quality of his wares. Those who are tempted by the catchpenny
weaK
into reading it, will find it even below the average of the mass of
expectanovel writing with which we are flooded; and if they have any
tions of finding even an allusion to the great scandal

trial, let

them

at

public

once abandon the idea. If Miss Turner had appeared before the
portrait,
without such adventitious aids as a delusive title and her own
her efforts would have been worthy of more praise, even if productiv
of lees profit.

Johnny Ludlow.

G.

W.

Carleton

&

Co.,

New

York.

should
the authorof this book is not given; but why he
is
keep his light under a bushel we are at a loss to imagine. There
hot
freshness about "Johnny Ludlow" that reminds us strongly of
picture*
Henry Kingsley and "Tom Brown." The sketches are perfect
forms
of English rural home life, drawn in that pleasant way which
-*
such an attraction in Mr. Kingsley's works— notably in his "Stretton
In italbeit not wrought in any form of plot. Each chapter is a sketch

The name of

and the old Squire and Tod, and even Johnny
Meads,

self,

old

himself, eeem
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Nos.

1

(fine) to

8

"Duck Shooting."

5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
12J lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very

and 6J and
clean, shooting remarkably close, and with great
penetration. For field, forest and water shooting
it ranks any other brand, and it is equally service*
ble for muzzle or breech loader.
•

1

Rifles.

I

A fine grain,

Hazard's "Kentucky Rifle."
FFFG, FFG, and "Sea Shooting FG, in kegs

Breech Loading, Sporting:

Third Edition.

In 1 lb. canisters and6i lb.
quick and clean, for upland and
Well adapted to short guns.

to 3 (coarse).

1 (fine;

Hazard

Boston; 19 Exchange St., Buffalo; 9 State st., Chicago; 32? N. Second st., St. Louis
Agencies in all the principal Cities in the C ountry.
Dec2

31!ost

only.

prairie shooting.

Grain, Falcon Docking, Western Sporting and Ducking.
Also, Mining and Blasting Powders.

The

1 lb.

Hazard's "American Sporting."
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kegs.
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Ladies'Furs
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'

of

35-

and 6± lbs. and cans of 5 lbs. FFFG is also
packed in 1 and I lb. canisters. Burns strong ana
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brand©
for ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting" FG
is the standard Rifle powder of the country.
12*,

SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER,

GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POW-

DER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,

OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.

For Simplicity of Construction,

book

^

'

a most seasonable

[REVOLVERS OF VARIOUS SIZES,
DESIRABLE IN

for Sportsmen,

Arms

ountry, and sites for settlement, hints for camping
at, resorts for game, hotels, and such other informaon as will be of great benefit to visitors seeking
lorida for health, pleasure, exploration, or permaent settlement.

pp.,

Whitneyville, near

New Haven,

Comp.,
Conn., U. 8. A.

MISFIT CARPETS.

12mo. Price, $1 50.

SECOND HAND AND MISFIT ENGLISH BRUSSELS, THREE-PLY
GOOD
INGRAIN CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, &C, VERY CHEAP, AT THE OLD PLACE,

CONTENTS:
Introductory Chapter.
Birds-eye Glance at Florida.
Outfit for Sportsmen,
Hints for Southern Hunting.
Coastwise Route? of Travel.

112 Fulton

Sent to any part of the United States free of charge.

Qame Animals and Birds of Florida.

^Game

Pish of Florida.
in Florida for One Hundred Dollars,
Supplementary Hints for Cheap Recreation.
Up the St. John River.
"Indian Kiver.

"Three Months

Florida the

ALL RESPECTS.

Send, for Circulars.

iement there. It gives a full classification of the game
nd fish of the Southern Peninsula, routes of interior
nd coastwise travel, the agricultural resources of the
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New
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JOS.C.GRUBB&CO.,
713
Market street,

Philadelphia,,

AGENTS FOR THE SALE OP THE

Creek.

Celebrated Breech Loading Shot

4—Meteorology.
5-Punta Rassa and Caloosahatchie.

6—Up the Caloosahatchie River,
7—Visit to Okeechobee.
8— Indian Mounds and Canals.
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Work manship and

to.
to.

Have now in store an extensive assortment of Breech Loading Shot Guns, made by JAMES PURDEY, E.
M. REILLY& CO., WESTLEY RICHARDS, W. & C. SCOTT & SON, P. WEBLEY & SON, W. W.
GREENER,;and a large variety of cheaper grades. Also breech loading, central fire, double rifles,
and rifle and shot guns of superior quality. Implements, ammunition, and all other articles appertaining
to Breech or Muzzle Loading Fire-arms generally. Illustrated Circular sent by mail when requested

for sale
prepaid,
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Company's caps.
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he leading Independent Reform Weekly political
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From Captain Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot

$4 Per Year.
PRE-PAY THE POSTAGE.
Price

A
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of America.

Send for Prospectus.

«» «

Messrs. George E. Hart & Co.,
•*4 «.
Gentlemen- -The fifty shells I received from you to-day suit me better than any I have ever used. They
are stronger and better in every respect, and I shall use them in all my shootingj,hercafter. Yours truly.
A. H. Boqardus.
_„

The Sportsman's Warehouse.*" _
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BREECH LOADING
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in the United
full description of Shells and Patent Loaders with prices, may be obtained from any o f the
to the public.
leading sportsmen's depots througnout the country. Manufacturers of Aluminum, Celluloid, and German ilGEO. E.
CO., Newark, N. J.
ver Reels for Trout, Salmon, and Bass fishing.
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F. S. HARRISON, Agent.
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$o. 1—Pernandina to Cedar Keys.
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Elkhart, Logan county.
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by the same author. A practical book of information
and instructions concerning game birds, their haunts
and habits, and the most effective methods of their
pursuit, with the correct system of using the dog and
gun. One volume, 12mo, fancy stamped cloth, with
steel portrait of the author, and an engraving of his,
champion medal, 400 pp., price $2. Address
CAPT. A. H. BOGARDUS,

Times.

Shooting at Salt Lake.
The Okeechobee Expedition.

Ho.

NEWS

present popularity is the result of pure merit.
Commercial, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Druiamg Along Shore.

So.

paid from the author, CAPT. A. H. BOGARDUS,
Elkhart, Logan county, 111.
AMERICAN
CO., Agents, 119 Nassau street.
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The Environs of Tallahassee.
Private Dougherty and the Bass.
Pet Birds of St. Augustine.
Steam Yachting on the St. John..
kmeng the Seminoles.

.

rative of the visit to Great Britain of Bogardus and
his matches in England, Ii eland and Wales, with the
leading shots there, and the winning of the championship badge of the world by him, giving complete
scores and other details; embracing also an account
of the great International Rifle match, with illustrations of American and English styles of shooting,
championship badge, Lorillard badge, portrait of the
author, etc., 184 pp. ; price fifty cents, to be had post-

Sepl6-tf

Promised Land.

Fishing at St. Augustine.
Black Bass Fishing on Spruce
Hunting the Panther.

No.

CAPTAIN
BOGARDUS'
BOOKS.
TRIP TO ENGLAND, containing a nar-

FIELD, COVER AND TRAP SHOOTING,

PortCapron.

[nthe Cypress

office,

88 Wall Street, IV ew York.

Materials and Workmanship, they areUnsurpassed.

Toaists, Invalids, and Settlers, and has been long needed
Florida
persons
and
seeking set>t Winter tourists to
is

our

Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation.

By CHARLES HALLOCK,
AUTHOR OP THE FISHING TOURIST.
This

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Company's agents in every prominent city, or wholesale at

ACCURACY,

)

CANADIAN luB^WOO^CANois^
WM. ENGLISH,

Peterborough,

Canada
POSSESS ALL THE
THESE CANOES
of the Indian

GUNS

qualities
birch canoes but are.
stronger and faster. Weight about 60
Bounds
Price at Peterborough, $35 gold. Just what snorts!
men require
^u U3-4m

much

AND

'

^

Gunning€r^ibFciiarterI

Kinds,

Implements,

t>otli Brass and 2?aiper.
Cartridges,
COATS AND
CARTRIDGE
TLASKS.
ALSO GUN MATERIALS OP ALL
KIIVDS,

VESTS,

BELTS,

Touches, and ammunition of all kinds, everything in my line for
BOTH HOME AN© EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE PRICES,

'

HAVM LARGE BTQOK OF MUZZLE LOADING GUN8& BO'LES VMMT CMMAP

The undersigned is prepared to charter his craft and
crew for a month or six weeks' shooting in the water*
of North Carolina. Can accommodate
three or
gentlemen. Address

£&

to* ft

mm * tooi JlSp^

;

FOEEST AND STREAM*

286
fyfyfa

mdQe§0tt8for^ort§mm.

^$at[hmmH ($$ood§.
s

W. W. GREENER'S

DOUBLE

CLOSE - SHOOTING

GUNS. Winner

OAKLAND,
JOHN M. LAWLOR &

the great Trans-continental Railroad; 40 minutes from San Francisco; 200 rooms, with hot and
cold water in every room; delightful drives and splendid scenery; a favorite home for tourists.
july22-6m
;

ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,
"^The strongest and cleanest Powder made. Nos. 1
t© 7, packed only in sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
sizes (higher numbers) especially are recommended
to owners of fine breech-loading guns, giving great
penetration with very slight recoil.

St. Louis,

"THRONTING ON
JU

m

CO., Propribtoks.

SITUATED AT THE TERMINUS OF

Southern Hotel,

FOURTH, FIFTH

streets, $3, $3.50, $4, and $4.F0
per day, according to floor and location of room.
During the past year this hotel has been thoroughly
overhauled, repaired, re-frescoed, re-carpeted and refurnished from top to bottom, and is first class in all

respects. The Southern is located near the centre of
business, the theatres, and all places of amusement.
The tables are supplied with the best the market affords, and there is in the hotel building the neatest
restaurant in the city for ladies and gentlemen.
Sej>2-16t

Barnum's Hotel

any maker

in the world.
1875.
12-Gauge,

For water fowl. Very strong and clean
Nos. 1 to
Packed in metal kegs of 6£ lbs. each, and in canisand 5 lbs.

ters of 1

ORAAGE RIFLE POWDER,
The best for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g. FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs., 12* lbs.,
and 6i lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and $ lb.
All of the above give high velocities and less regionum than any other brands made.

BLASTING, MINING, AND SHIPPING POWDER OF ALL GRADES AND SIZES PACKED IN
WOOD OR METAL KEGS OF 25 LBS.
SAFETY FUSE AND ELECTRICAL BLASTING

APPARATUS.

Exhibitor.
GreeDer.
Davidson.
3d Pape
Pape.
Out of a class of 68 guns, 3 out of the 6 best were
made by Pape. The Greener gun was protested
against on the spot for having its score false counted,
the fact proven there, and afterwards confirmed by
same gun being shot for two days per week for six
weeks in succession, when its average score only took
24th place, its very best score being greatly below the
scores'of the besi six guns.
1875.
12-Gauge, Old Sporting Bore.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor.
Ist— Pape
Davidson.
2d—Pape
Davidson.
Long Range, 60 yards. Choke Bores.
1875.
,

.'

2d— Pape

—

1st— Pape

while the charges are moderate, and
such as similar accommodations cannot be obtained
elsewhere. Rates— first, second -and third floors, $3;
fourth floor, $2.50; fifth floor, $2. L. A. PRATT,
formerly proprietor of the Spencer House, Cincinnati,
Sepl6
Ohio, and the Gait House Louisville, Ky.

LAFLIN

first-class,

& RAND POWDER Co,
21 Park Row, N. Y\
j

Sole proprietors and manufacturers of the celebrated
brand of GUNPOWDER. Recommended and used by Capt. A H. BOGARDUS, the
"Champion Wins Shot of the World.'"

ORANGE

.

k

Toronto, Canada.

Rossin House,

SHtiARS & SON, Proprietors.
This house is a favorite resort for gentlemen sportsmen f rom all parts of the United States and Canada.

DUCK

SHOUTING.— THE ATTEN-

tion of sportsmen is called to the fact that
the best shooting ground within three hundred miles
of New York city is Shinnecoch Bay. More ducks of
all kinds in the bay now than has been for a number
of years, and sportsmen are bringing in bags of birds

The most experienced guides and gunners,

daiiy.

with boxes, battues, decoys,
Bay View House. Address

furnished at the

etc.,

ORVILLE WILCOX,

MY

1st— Pape

Davidson

NORTH OF ENGLAND GUN WORKS,
Newcastle on Tyne, England
NO AGENTS.

NEW IMPROVED POWDER
now be

loaded from an ordinary powder
Use it now like Black Powder.
fear of overloading. Burns slow now. No foul-

can

flask; grains hard.

No

ing of the gun. Little or no smoke. Little or no recoil.
Not very loud report. Less heating of the barrel in rapid firing.
Good penetration and good pattern.
Safe to keep, as it does not explode if set on
fire, except well confined.
Shells furnished loaded
with powder only, if desired. None genuine without
DI I TMAR,
my signature on the can.

FINE ENGLISH

BREECH LOADING GUMS,
Made

<&/•

-riS

;

3£r*>

1

class

PHILADELPHIA AND SOUTHERN

NEW YORK

SPORTSMEN

'

TO YACHTSMEN YISITING FLORIDA.
Sarasota, Manatee county.

TO

SPORTSMEN YISTING FLORIDA

this Winter I will furnish a schooner yacht of
eleven tons, that will accommodate about a dozen
persons. I will let them have her and two men to
run her, and a small boat, for eight dollars a day. I
will meet ttiem at Cedar Keys or Key West, whichever is most suitable to them; only let me know

WM.

when to meet them.

AN

S.

Tollev,

in a Splendid Fishery, well stocked, with 30
ponds, and room and water for 10b more. Sixteen
acres of land, and a fine green house filled with plants,
For particulars, enqui.e of II H. THOMAS, RanocU8 tf
dolph, Cattaraugus county, N. Y.
.

etc.
Monogram and Crests cut on Pipes and Holders.
Portraits made from Photographs. Pipes and Holders
ofany design, or mada to order.
N. B. By a new process I boil Pipes so that, the
color remains, no matter how much or how hot they
are smoked.
Pipes sent by mail to all parts of the world.
Stores: 4 and 6 John St., one door rrom Rroadway;
N. W. cor. Nassau and John sts
6 Astor Ilonse,
Broadway, New York. P.O. Box 81. Send for Illustrated Catalogues.
nov25-3m

—

;

WM.

SEAMLESS

CO.,
Rochester, N. V.
Sore.
be

some mag-

,:->.(,

One-half Inch to Fourteen Inches diameter; in
lengths from 16 to 20 feet. Capable of Sustaining
of 1 ,000 lbs. to the (square Inch. ManPressure
a
ufactured by the

From

National Tube Works Co.,

i

i

iii

i

i

There are times and places tolerant only of the
Cigarette; tenderly white and sweetly fragrant. Vanity Fair is the correct thing: for Cigarettes.

For Sportsmen.
Smoking is an elevated mental and psychological
pleasure, when one uses that splendid article, Vanity Fair.

Best dealers have

it.

COATED INSIDE AND OUT WITH AN

ENAMEL
INDESTRUCTIBLE
WARRANTED.

Vanity Fair will be your constant companion by
dey and night; in merriment and in distress
Vanity Fair is a genuine natural product, nothing
about it artificial except the cutting.

by our Patent Sleeve Coup-

lings, preventing all leakage.

C.

Specimens can be seen and obtained on application
at the Company's Offices, 8 Pemberton Square, BosOcai-12w
ton and 78 William street New York.

STEHT, 347 Broome

^st.,3 doors

ommends
of

rechis large assort-

Meerschaum Pipes

and Cigar Holders, suitable
for CHRISTMAS and

uzzle Loaders

NEW

YEAR'S PRESENTS. Mo-

Send

BRANCH OFFICE, 20
NEW YORK

OUB PATENT

FOJbft

3EVERY ^MIOKER.
AN INDISPENSABLE ARTICLE

ADJUSTED TO ANY GUN.

FOR THE

LOCK:.

EYTRA BARRELS FITTED AND CHOKE BORED
IF DESIRED. STUB DAMASCUS
FROM $30 AND UPWARDS.

Mortimer & Kirkwood,
Mws

PIPE.

and Press combined.

Pick, Spoon

Can be

car-

Docket. Has long
been used in "Europe, and now
manufactured in this country for
the first time
Sent post-paid, on
ried

in

the

receipt of 50 cents.

Address

Rifles.

mdea by

Pattern

our Close-Shoot-

12 Bore,

ing

-

11-8

IVo.

6,

40

yards.

HIGHEST PENETRATION
AT

FIELD TRIAL
11875.

Maiden Lane,

Express Rifles, Double and Single,

CITY.

Q
HPU. C OUO,
New
THE GREAT
f1

1

1 1

v

No. 1 ,Conrtland t

Oljllll

,

and .450 Bore,

.360, .400

XtXOJSY'S Celebrated

Birmingham, England,,

iyl

st.

York.

Trial,

MMCH

MUZZLE-IOADING

RIFLE.
PRICE LISTS, &c, ON APPLICATION TO
24 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
72 ST. JAMES STREET,LONDON.

®MDJ*^dJRifle Manufacturers,
Sportsmen of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, STRENTH and DURABILof their New Patent "SIMPLEX" Breech loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
The parts in this new action are so few (only two,)
its mechanical soundness so
thorough, and the
Call tke attention of the

ITY
*

^QT7

j

W: W. GREENER

begs to inform his numerous
clients in the United States that he has been very successful in the above trial, having secured the first
prize, a silver cup, value 40 guineas— elass 2 for 12
bores; also winner in class 1 i'or 8 and 30 bores, and
class 4 for 20 bores.
He has won in all the classes for
improved boring, which is upon a different plan to any
other maker, and is far superior in the three most esviz,,

PATTERN, PENETRATION,

and REGULARITY OF SHOOTING.
Mr. HENRY C. SQUIRES, of No. 1 Cortland t

St.,

New York, ie now Importing my DOUBLE CLOSESHOOTING GUNS to order, an invoice of which
shipped to him on the 1st July, and can be examined about the 15th. All special orders given to
Mr. Squires will be carefully filled. A full report of
the GREAT TRIAL, showing the marked superiority
of my guns over guns made
by Dougal, Pape,
Tolley, and others, will shortly be published, and can
be had on application at No. 1 Cortland St.
will be

8t.

Mary's Works, Birromgham, England.
C. SQUIRES, of No. 1 Cortlandt street,

has just received an invoice of these close-shooting
guns, and from him any information in reference to
the results of the Great Trial can be obtained on ap-

Magic Lantern and 100
H.

E&

strength and simplicity of the action so great, that
W. & P. feel sure it will supercede all the complicated
in use, its one rxnverfhl grip
being far stronger than any double, treble or quadruple
grip now used. In this new action LEVER and GRIP

and manifold grips now

ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OP STEEL and the ANGLE of the BODY is left in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.

Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on apand orders may be forwarded through any
of the best houses in the States for execution in the
Spring.
Guns guaranteed to make patterns of from 160 to
230 with. No. 6 SHOT
40 YARDS, as desired.
plication,

NO.

25

AT
SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.

aug26-tf

Established 1780.

JOSEPH

C.

DANE,

Slides for

ANTHONY &

$10O.
CO., 591

Broadway, N. Y., opposite Metropolitan Hotel, Chromos and Frames Stereoscopes and Views,
Graphoscopes, Megalcmoscopes, Albums and Photo-.
graphs of celebrities. rhoto-Lantern Slides a special
Manufacturers of Photos raphic materials.
ty.
Awarded First Premium at Vienna Expos tion.
.

.

MANUFACTURER OF THE

Dane Breech Loading Shot

plication

Gun.

LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN.
Solid. Breech Snap Action.
EASIEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAFE FROxVI ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.
Muzzle Loaders Altered
my27

to

Breech Loadera.
•

auo-Iv

Stereoscopic Studies of

Florida Scenery.
Embracing views of the most interesting portions
of the State. Scenery, vegetation peculiar to this semitropical peninsula, and of cities, towns, and rivers
having historic interest.

Only views in existence of Lake Okeechobee and
Indian River.
Faithful studies of St. Augustine, the St. Johns,
Ocklowaka, the North Coast and the Gulf,
Sets of twelve selected views enclosed in an illustrated envelope.
For catalogue and prices, address

ODER brot:

WALKER^&WELOH, %12 Main street, Buffalo,!*, Y
NovlliSm

Manufacturers of Fine Guns and

MANUFACTORY PIONEER; WORKS,

Holders

artistically
executed.
Call and examine
my stock and get Price List.

Circulars to

sheets to our

nograms on Pipes and Cigar

CONTESTED INTO BREECH LOADERS*

Rebounding Lock

from Bowery

under Occidental Hotel,

ment

Street, Bostoa,

-

-

HENRY

Boston, Mags., and McKeesport, Pa.

guns tried had been in use during last season, and references permitted to the owners. Send for Riustrated

for illustrated descriptive particulars and price

sential points,

a solid re-

source in Winter and rough weather, is a sweet pipe
with Vanity Frir. Best dealers have it.
i i ii iii ii
l iiiiiiiiin^ramffMiMTriTB^ M iJ iu iii .iniTao
For Cigarettes.
iii

WATER PIPE,

U MM

-

-

"
'
"

Without Extra Cost.

KIMBALL &

8.

Peerless Tobacco Works,

For Meerschaums.

PER

-

-

"

TRAP SHOTS

il is shaved from the best
Natural Leaf, for Meershaum
and Cigarettes.
Does not make the tongue sore.
Liberal sample on receipt of 20 cents. Highest award,
Vienna, 1873. Send for circular.

A trusty friend, in weariness or trouble;

^4t

Paragon,

115
140
180
235

-

-

-

London Gun

properties in it, akin to the wonderful Eastern
plant that made captive those who inhaled it.

^K-OM

-

-

our new svst.em for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
with increased PENETRATION, can have their wishes
carried out WITH DESPATCH

ical

Electric

Standard,National,
Challenge,

Kaldenberg,

Holders,

Title re°istered.)

trials at Wimbledon by Editor
of the Field to possess the GREATEST PENELONGEST RANGE-thus:
therefore
TRATION and
Circle, 30 inches; 300 pellets; average, 191; penetration, 37.
The Editor's trial of Greener guns with 340
pellets of same shot and same charge of powder, gave
180,and penetration 30, although there were 40 more pelShould any controversy arise as
lets in each charge.
to the durability of these new systems, we herewith
warn all beforehand that our system is our own invention (though founded on the American idea) and is DURABLE, a fact remarked on by the Field, that the

-

and others re
quiring Guns specially built, on

Does not make the Tongue
Smoke Vanity Fair. — There must

Joints are connected

-

-

M.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
UNDIVIDED HALF INTEREST

Lap Welded, Wrought

-

Received the Prize at the Paris Exposition, 1867.

BENNET

Capt. schooner Gary

Novlltf

Gold.
----- $65
90 "

Piotieer-,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN. AND
MANUFACTURER OF
Amber Goods, Meerschaum Pipes, Cigar

(

SHOWN by

for

are built in six qualities
(or brands.) They are now imported direct to our
OFFICE, and sold by the Manufacturers to
at
the following prices.

Fred. Julius

EXPRESS SHOT GUNS.

workmanship

SHOOTING POW-

ERS,

.

DOUGAU'S

59 St. James's Street Lortdon.

These Guns, celebrated

ggs$$&JS>^& genuine high

*£#*

and No.

Mail Steamship Company's line to Savannah,
Ga., sailing every Saturday, from Pier 22, below Pine
street, Delaware 'River, at 12 o'clock noon, making
The
close connections through to all points South.
line is composed of the steamships JUNIATA and WYOMING. The Wyoming does not carry passengers.
The Juniata is a favorite ship with the traveling public, having passenger accommodations of the most
superb character. She has recently been refitted and
elegantly furnished with everything requisite to the
comfort and convenience of passengers.
Families en route for FLORIDA, Georgia, Alabama,
and even as far as New Orleans, will find the Savannah route the most desirable for comfort, as well as
he most economical
Through trains of the Central
Railroad of Georgia, and Atlantic and Gulf Railroad,
Florida, leave Savannah every morning and evenmy.
The Florida steamers leave Savannah three days in the
week for all points on the coast.
For through passenger tickets and bills of lading to
all points in Florida, Georgia. Alabama and Tennessee, apply to WM. L. JAMBS, General Agent, 416
South Delaware avenue, Philadelphia.

D.

J.

FRoreijnrocK.

Neponset, Mass.

HOLIDAY PRESEMTS.

Order

to
OR

CARL

Proprietor,

Good Ground Post Office,
Suffolk county, Long Island.

nov25

POWDi
DITTMAR
MANUFACTURING CO.

Boring,.

Those champion Long Range guns, only 7 pound
weight, with a charge of 3£ dr. to i* oz. shot,beat the
best 8 bore Greener gun at 60 yards; weight, 15 lbs.
6 drachms and 21 oz. shot.
1875.
The Sportsman's Sub. Cup, valued at £45,
was also awarded to W. R. Pape, for the original invention of choke boring. Winner of the London Gun
Trials of 1858. 1?59, 1866. Address

Dec2

W. W. GREENER,

Mary's Works, Birmingham, England.

St.

Davidson

Long Range, Snorting

60 yards,

St- Louis, i¥lo.
Hotel and table are in all respects

Choke Boring.

of Gun.

1st— Greener

.

5.

Stand unequalled in every contest. Their performance at the London Trials of 1875 beats the records of

Maker

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,

Fo*

and Walnut

THE

of the Silver Cud
value 40 guineas, at the Great London Field Trial 1875, beating competitors with 68 guns, also winning
in all the other classes for the Ini«
proved System of Boring. These
guns will kill from 80 to 100 yards
loaded with large shot, and will
shoot well with small shot with a
less powder charge than guns bored
upon the old system. For report of
the Gun Trial apply to Messrs. McLaran, Williams & Co., Ageuts, St
Louis, U. S. A. Address

Orange Sporting Powder.

California.

dec9

tf

BKEECH

LOADING

SHOT

GUN.

PRICES, §50.00 TO $5550.00.
Muzzle-Loading Guns Altered tc Breech
Loading.
AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD'S SHOOTING SUITS.

Clark

Send

for Circular,

Ac

Sneiclers

TaTW. Pratt; St., Baltimore.

FOREST AND STREAM.
\$o\tetnm% §oodz.

fennel.

tyft

To be Sold.
of the celebrated Kanger and Lncy
mother; price £5 ?s. each.
hlood iust taken from the
champion Plunket blood,
Al«o fonr of the strain of
to Plunket) and Shirley;
sister
(own
out of Music
ship at Liverpool. Bank orders
rrice £5 5s. on board
choice in priority. Just weaned—
first received have
the genuine blood,
getting:
of
opportunity
rare oppu

f

,

^

deC9

LANJDRE MAODONA.
^ West
Eng

.

02 Nassau

SUCCKSSOK8 TO

CLERK &z CO.

AlVI>X&lL,W
48 Maiden Lane,

St., N. Y.

largest

TROUT, SALMON AND BASS ROBS.
Every variety of Salmon and Trout Flies, and Hooks
on Gut. Cutty Hunk and Pasque Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Braided Silk Lines, every size and quality of

at $5 P er

;

Mar

torSgO-

Hounds

Scotch Deer

Waterproof and Mildew proof, complete
"
"
Wading backets

OF

Sired by Kirk; bred from General
Custer's stock by the late Hon. K. C. Barker, Detriot,
Mr. R. Hoe, Jr.'s, imported
out of Daisy. She was by
Spring, out of Fanny, bred by the late Hon. K. C.
Price, boxed and delivBarker from his old sto^k
ered at express office at six weeks old, $25 each. Will
are
weaned.
Price $50.
whelps
after
sell Daisv
26.

BUNCKLEE'S CAMP STOVES.

Millbrook, N.

five

months

old.

GRAVES.

R. L.

PUPS,

FISH HOOKS.

And Sportsmens' goods

out with

fitted

Bamboo, Trout and Salmon Rods and Reels
a Specialty.

Split

Agents for the

St. Lawrence Fishing Co.
Sole Importers of Wan-in' s Celebrated Drilled

Eved Needles

4-29

colored setter, three years old next Spring;
good for turkeys and partridges. Price $50: no less.
Sold on account of departure for Oregon.
nov.25-3t
_. D. TU ORNE. Littleton. N. G.

SALE— I NOW OFFER MY
FORDERSLEEVE
BELLE

Amor can Dog
i

10c. per

Oil alls: and.

GREENHEART WOOD a specialty.
FINE EOD MOUNTINGS.

The celebrated

Pall line of Tackle for Brook, River and Sea FishAgents for John James & Sons' celebrated Fish
hooks and Needles.
SILVER MEDAL awarded by the FRANKLIN
INSTITUTE, 1874, "for SUPERIOR OUALITY and
FINISH of RODS and TACKLE."
Aprl-6m
ing.

pound.

Jack Lamp,

The Sportsmen's Depot.

my

JOHN KRIBEii,

MORRIS,

Campbell Station, Guernsey Co., Ohio.

^

offer for sale

Corner Second and Walnut

DRAB DUCK, CORDUROF,
FUSTIAN, REPELLANT
BLUE BEAVER and FRIEZE.
Wading Boots,

Fishing" Stockings,
ber Clothing-, Ac.

THOMSON'S FISHING AND HUNTING SUITS,
best quality of water-proof duck, light tan color,
especially adapted for concealment in blinds or sedge
grass, or for approaching game in the woods. Light,
durable and very ctieap. • English style; extra
pocket in back for cartridges. Entire suit, $15.

DOCK

HEGEMAN'S PORTABLE CANVAS BOATS.
BOND'S METALLIC BOATS.
MILES JOHNSON'S PIGEON TRAPS— Price,

DOGS TRAINED.

GETTERS AND POINTERS TAUGHT

Hart's Metallic Shells.
The best

D.,

Oct 22

U. S. Camp Lounge Co., |
\
'J^O'-T, if.?. Circulars Free, v £

gg

luce $A

Sg.

^

to

$10 g %

man.
Bogardus' New Book, "Trip to England."
With how guns are made and hints to sportsmen
Price 50 cents.
Sole agent in New York city for J. H. Batty, TL S.
Taxidermist. N- A. birds and eggs for collectors,
Buck's heads, and game birds a specialty. Orders
filled with dispatch.
We furnish every article necessary for the outfit of
sportmen in the camp or field. Goods sent everyRemit only by draft, Post Office
where by express
order, or registered letter to

top so as to

kind invented.

PRICE, O. O. D.,

$6.50.

In ordering, give the size of shells
urement outside of vest.

_ivjgj y

N.

S.

.

and a

QOSS. Neosho

foose meas-

EATOPI

Falls. Kan.

The Up-Town

Manufacturer of

Loading Shot Guns. Chas.

The strongest and most durable snap action made.
Shooting qualities first-class.

&

Same

Sportsman's

Depot.

&22dCo.,
L943 Ritzmann
BROADWAY
(al>ove

Tlxe JPiseco
Loader, Crimper and Cap Expeller.
A LL DEVICES NECESSAKY FOR

loading or re-lcadmg shells of two calibres
in one instrument. Avoids the necessity
of cutting or shortening the shell for light loads;
needs no wooden table or bench to fasten it to while
in use.
Can be taken to pieces by removing one
screw with a jack knife, and stows in a gun case.
Malleable castings, nickel plate finish. Complete for
two gauges. Price $10, boxed.
BROS.
CO., 96 Liberty street.

combined

WALTON

&

St.)

THE

m

piper stem

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OP

Guns, Rifles, Pistols.Fishing Tackle
Remington

and Shot Guns, Holabird Shooting Suits, Cartridge Vest, Belts and Pouches. Implements for both muzzle and breech loading guns.
Sportsmen's Goods and Ammunition of All Rinds.
We ^ake muzzle loaders in exchange for breech
loaders, and have always some fine second-hand guns
on hand cheap.
Goods sent C. O. D. to all parts of the United

Publisher, 149 Chani-

Sept 2tf

Vermont.

sent to

address
Sunderland.
SepSOtf

Rifles

Gfofga

CHEMICALLY PREONE HUNDRED
Gun Swabs
any
GRAVES,

374 Washington

'

father,

John

Boston.

St.,

i

Supplies a want which smokers have long felt—
pipe vvhicn shall give simply the taste and odor of tobacco smoke. This pipe never accumulates rank
smelling liquid in stem or bowl, but is always clean
and sweet. The bowl and mouthpiece are permanent,
but the stem is of porous paper, to be laid aside after
a few days use and a new one fitted. Extra stems
accompany each pipe. The price of extra stems,
when not furnished with the pipe, is as follows: Pour
and a half and seven inches, 5c; twelve inches, 15c.
Sold by pipe and cigar dealers generally, or a complete
sample sent by mail for $1 by"

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN

Filing: Tackle,
Fisliing' Rods,

1

J.
nov!8

IF'issIi

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.

augS8-ly

H. Hubbard,
Troutdale Fish Ponds.
FRY, ETC., OF BROOK

Selling Agent, Cambridge, Mass.

tf

HooJks,

AND

OPAWN,

Revolving Cartridge Belt

kJ Trout; also Salmon Trout, Black Bass,
everything pertaining to fish cnltnre
Price lists sent upon application to

FOR BREECH LOADERS.
Sold by

all

dealers.

Send for

HAYDEN BELT WORKS,

how.

circular.

$10 TO $500

invested in

Stock Privileges has paid and

Columbus, Ohio.

or topwads required. Loads
in half the time usually required. Fifty percent,
better distribution and greater penetration secured
Send to your gun dealer for sample.
JuS-ly"^

*

Ivory and Pearl Stocks put on Pistols. Repairing
of all kinds artistically executed.
Cartridges for Breech Loading Shot Gnns, ready
loaded, put up in boxes of fifty, or loaded to order,

aug5-6m

Randolph, Cattaraugus County,

pay Large Profits. Railroad
Stocks, Bonds and Gold bought
on Margins. Interest Six Per
Ceut. allowed on deposits sub-

will

Buckwaiter

3m

filled

W.

Bankers and Brokers, W©»

Street, iVew

York.

m

H. Holabird,
SOLE MANUFACTURER OF

$50.

Proprietors.

Wholesale and Retail Dealer

alparalso* Indiana.

.o,M

~

JULEP AND BRIGHT COLORED STRAWS,
TURE FRAMES, NATURAL DYED
i Address P. O,

Co.,

Wall

promptly.

THOM AS & ABBEY,

IN

&

York.

BROOK TROUT EGGS FOR

Orders solicited and
oc'2<?

New

.

EXPLANATORY CIRCULAR

creasers, turners,

20,000

and

Mrs. J. H. SLICK,
Blo omsbury ,N. J

ri, M
" OYl85t

Crystal Springs Fishery,

ngham and London (English) Gun Clubs. Price 50
nts
« ^ or sale b y Gunsmiths everywhere, and at
th
ine office of Forest and Stream, or mailed on receipt

cents, R. L.

my

twelve years associated with

ject to sight draft.

of all of the prominent Gun Clubs of the United
states and Canada, including the Rules of the Hurl-

pared Circular

Flies.

MeBride, in the manufacture of fishing tackle, I feci
competent to continue the business and supply the
custom with the same quailty as heretofore. Parties
suppaed with casting lines and artificial flies for
Pennsylvania trout streams, Adirondacks, the Maine
Woods, Lake Superior, Thousand Islands, Canadian,
and other waters. Anglers not acquainted with the
nomenclature of these flies, by men tioning the locality where they intend fishing, I will have the varieties
best suited to these waters sent to them. Flies copied
from any natural insect or pattern desired. SARA
J Mc BRIDE, (Successor to John MeBride) Mumford,
Monroe county, N. Y.
Dec2-ly

FREE

Rulesfor Pigeon Shooting

.on receipt of
fifty

H—

MeBride

AVTNG BEEN FOR THE PAST

Just the Thing for Home
and Camp Use.

No

CHAS. 8UYDAM,
New York City.

~

je17-fim

action as new guns. Send for circular and
No. 3 West Main street, Rochester, N. Y.

R-firti

of price by
oeva Btreet,

a full assortment of Rode,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair Trout Lines, &c.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of CaneReeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds' Eggs and Birds' Skins in great varieties.
Taxidermy in all its branches.
SPRATT'S PATENT DOG BISCUI TS. 4-ly

Sep30-6m

CONTAINS THE

I

C.

£"9*

Factory, 11-4 Centre Street.

TRAP SHOOTER'S REFEREE

.

410 Seventh Street,
WASHINGTON, D.

S9 ly

list,

A or

,

Apr

it.

HEN WING,

C.

CO.,

MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
LOADERS.
price

GEO.

Sportsmen's Emporium,
P. O. Box 5,109.
No. 102 Nassau street, New York City.

CHAS. GREEN,
Breecli

Dlustrated Price List and Samples free.
The most complete list ever published. Send for

REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Has constantly on hand

.

shells, and, being elastic, securely clasp the same.
.tor ease of action and rapid shooting it excels any-

thing of The

arm

$18.00.
Special attention paid to selection of guns for gentlemen at a distance by an expert and an old sports

is

\

and ready for use. $10, $12, $16. Just
for first lessons by Young America in acquir-

Sighted
the

ing the requisite skill for a position in ihe Rifle Team,
sep9
and sure death to cats in the back yard.
The Phoenix Single Barrel Breech Loader
12 gauge. Uses either Ely's paper, or Hart's meJust the article lor young sportsmen.
tallic shells

HARRIES PAPER OR METALLIC
SHELLS, either end up, revolves on centre
v-f
weighs but
pounds, and
only H inches
holders A are at
quickly receive

Th
the

The

constructed.

LITTLE NOISE. PERFECTLY SAFE.

The Goss Revolving CartridgeHolder

1-J-

Ventilating Pockets.

Flobert Rifles.

The Popular Sheridan Lounge, $5 plain; $10 quilted,
is the standard with sportsmen.
Sold at Eaton &
Co/a^ioa Nassau st„ and E. S. Harris, 177 Broadway.

slides,

and $6.

Can be packed in
largest size weighs but 12 pounds.
Prices within
st>ace of less than half cubic foot.
reach of all.
$25 00
No. 1, 8 feet, weight 8 pounds
32.00
No. 2, 10 feet, weight 10 pounds
40.00
No. £ 12 feet, weight 12 poun ds

compen-

Loaders.

Rub-

-£A_

$3, $5 50

styles.

The most complete portable boat

HAS CONSTANT-

Saiifll.

woods; three different

"The Ampersand."
COLVIN'S CANVAS BOAT.

medicines adapted to
Dealer in sportmg dogs of

Folds Very

All sizes

Moccasins, Oil Tanned,
for the

sale,

the cure of all diseases.
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable
sation.
No. 111 South Fifth ave., N. Y.

shell ever offered to Bportsnien.
to order.

on hand and made

.

on hand and for

Game

$14 per pair.

Bunt, Charge, To-Heel, Ilieon, To-ho, and controlled by hand or whittle, for $50
Extra field practice, $50 Tricks taught. Dogs boarded
for $6 per month.
FRANKLIN SUMNER,
Brush Hill Road, Milton, Mass.
P. O. Address. Bhie Hill, Mass.
Reference: Wm. R. Schaefer, gunmaker, 61 Elm
nov!8 6m
Street, Boaton
to Retrieve, Point,

LY

Philadelphia.

St§.,

IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN
Guns, liiiles, Pistols, and Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech
1

at

low rates in order to diminish stock:-DANDY, a handsome red 2$ years old setter, Irish
and Gordon stock; well broken. $100.
DON, a year old black Gordon, out of Mr. Belmont's
Imported brace. $50.
Two 9 months Setter Puppies, black, tan and white,
out of Mr. Bennett's imported brace, bred by Sir Wra.
$50 each.
Call, England.
Four 2 months Setter Puppies, red and red and
white, from the finest stock in the kennel; cannot fail
$40 each.
to be good ones.
STEWART,
Apply to
Johnson's Station, Orange county, N. Y.
no"* 4

HENRY GARDNER, M.

Fisliing" lAxies.

FINE BASS AND TROUT FLY BOBS.

for nisht shooting and fishing, running rapids, lighting camp, etc.; the best light ever invented. $6 25.

GIL-

street, Philadelphia.

Manufacturers of

Biscuits*

YORK KENNEL CLUB
THE NEW the
following highly-bred dogs

KJ

DUANE ST.. (near
New York.

103

Broadway)

503 and 605 Commerce

If
at $150.
setter bitch
she does not prove to be a first class hunter, as well as
exbreeder, then the purchaser can return her at
4t]

lOl &

Waterproof,

of nutritive bone and muscle making material,
and is the only portable food for dogs made in this
country. Put up in packages of 10, 25, and 100 pounds,
and warranted not to spoil in any climate. Price,

SUPERIOR,

L. R.

kinds.

all

Fishing Tackle.

Made

well
retrieving setter.
Jj
Also a splendid brace of Blue Belton pups, (i mouths
tf
AddreBsH. SMITH, at this office.
'old.

COD.

of

Manufactured and Imported by

appropriate Tackle for the
Rocky Mountains and Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
the Adirondack^, &c, &c.
Parties

for four persons, 7. 6. sqnara, weighs 15 lbs.; Can
be packed in knapsack. Price $10. Ten feet square
for six persons, $15.

liver

pense
nov!8

ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.

BREECH AND MUZZLE LOADING GUNS,

every Variety and Style of

CAMP TENTS,

THOROUGHBRED

SALE— aTeRY
^ORthoroughbred,
broken,

Price $5.

When folded is about the size of an ordinary shawl
light, durable, compact; and comfortstrapped.
able conch.
Sent by express C. '}. D., $5, including
side and supporting sticks at the head. Just the thing
for the camp or lawn

Price $20 per pair. $15 per
Sunderland, Vt.
Novll 5c

SALE— A

r~~OR

Price$15.

OF THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.
Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,

and other fishing.

A

SETTER

rpHOROUGHBRED

CAMP LOUNGES.

ew Yoik,

IN

$20.00
6.00

cupies a space of 12x12x20 inches.

FOX HOUNDS.

P thoroughbred imported English
Address J. B. SHBRIDEN, 737 10th Ave.,
where the dogs may be seen

dog.

Y.

SALE—A" FEW VERY FINE

TjioR

And

Those desiring something light and durable for
camping purposes will find this 'stove exactly right;
weighs only 25 pounds; will cook for ten persons.
The ware consists of Kettle, Tea Kettie, Coffee Pot,
Fry-pan, round Tin Pan, two square Pans, Dipper,
Gridiron, Tent Collar, and eight feet Funnel Stove
Pipe, with oven that will roast 15 pounds, beef, all of
which nests and packs inside of stove, which only oc-

OAKLBIGH THORNE,

oct7-tf

LIKEN AND COTTON LINES,

SILK,

HOLABIRD'S CELEBRATED SUITS.

for Sale.

FIVE DOG WHELPS

HAVE
T August

11

and sportsmen a most complete

Keels, Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets,
Baits, Fish Hooks. &e.

particularly call

HUUlUil,

Dogs boarded and cared for in the best manner
month. Pedigrees guaranteed. dogs broken

sale

They

young Pointers and Setters for

If

offer to dealers

ana best assortment ever ex-

hibited in the United States.
attention to their
finest"strain of

We

assortment of

Fishing Tackle,
Tackle, Rods,

Fishing
On
hand the

The

N. Y.

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Kirby, Cheshire,

Hilbre House,

3fc

1

5

\iutlhn$on§f

li$celfan$ouB.

Ml.

A few poppies

287

GRASSES, Etc.
Box 40, New Utrecht,

N".

Y,

PIC-

"A/fAPLE
JSof«-gt

SYRUP

m

AIR-TIGHT
'

FOREST AND STREAM.
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WINCHESTER

Target made by C. W.RENNEL, Esq.,
Keeseville, N. Y Aug. 9, 1875.
,

REPEATING

Target

FLANDERS

RIFLE.

THE

Position, off-hand.
Bullseye, 22 inches.
Distance, 400yards.
Possible score, 25,
Score, 25.

made by IRA

Esq., Saranac, N. T., July, 1875.

Position, off-hand
Bullseye, 22 inches
Distance, 400 yards.
Possible score, 50.
Score, 46.

'.

Hunter's and Sportsman's Favorite.

)

Target

Consecutive Shots, made by Gen. W. E.
Peshtigo,Wis., March 11, 1875.

made by Dr. E. H. PARDEE, San

Francisco

California.

STRONG,

&=,

The

aocompaxiyixig- are authentic copies
o±*

targets

Position, kneeling.
Bullseye, 24 inches.
Distance, 500 yards.
124
SIBullseyes
129
48 Centres
28
14 Outers.....

gfu.ii

made

>vitli tine

style of

represented above.
80 consecutive shots.
Distance, 1 10 yards.
String, 32| incaes.

Average, 1 9-100.

281 out of a posible 852.

For

Illustrated

Pamphlet and Price

List, address

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS

SPORTING PRESENTS

NEW

HAVEN, CONN.

SCHUYLER. HARTLEY & GRAHAM,

TARGET

MILITARY, SPORTING, HUNTING AND

CO.,
19 Maiden Lane, 20

Solid Silver

Double

Pocket Flasks,

Rifle Combined.
Shot
ating;,
e;pe
Re volvine:,
*"
Vestand
J>erringr e

FOR GENTLEMEN.
Cigar Stands,
Cigarette Cases,
Cigar Lighters,

Match Boxes,
Ash Stands,
Tobacco Boxes,
Snnff Boxes,
Ale Tankards,

send

U

For Treatise
ON

Rifle Shooting,
Tirustrat'd. Catalogue,
«&c, to

Pocket Pistols.

CARTRICES,
&c, &c.

E.

Ac-

Carver Sets,

Box 3994.

O.

P.

REMINGTON & SONS?
S81 audi S83 Broadway.

WESTERN BRANCH,

Inkstands.

237

State

street,

Chicago, 111

C.

BOND STREET,

N. Y.

ILION,

SCOTT & SONS

HERKIMER

Nos.

Harvey's

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

Hawker's Ducking.

Genuine Breech Loaders.
WINNERS OF THE GUN TRIAL OF

18TS-

Report of Gun Trial sent on application.

and

W

61

Cedar

Trout Egj

& SONS,
WM. READ
Hall Sq. Boston.
,

Greener, Westley Richards,
all other
Webley, Remington, Moore, &c.
Loading Gun, 885 np.
Muzzle
A genuine Scott
Maynard, Ballard, Remington and Sharp's Rifles.
"Ballards breech loading Sporting Rifles $1811"
Bogardus' New Book— 50 oents, by mail.
Bussev's Gyro Trap, for shooting practice.
Fine Fishing «oda and Tackle.
Fine Bronze Yacht Guns on mahogany carnages,
Complete, as furnished the New York and Boston
Ya«M Squadrons. SEND FOR CIRCULARS

COLD SPRING TROUT PONDS,

Novll-2m

Sportsmen!
Your attention

is

called

CASINS,

the best

and Price

1209

Elm st.

^t

[Established

1808.]

BLANKETS,
RUBBER CAMP
COMPLETE

free.

Manchester. N. H.

Sporjing & Camping Outfits
and
India Rubber Goods of Every Description*

D.H0DGMAN&C0..
M.Y
27MA1DENLA

Send for Price

W. MER1DEN, CONN.

<lfc1

mental Department,

Febil

i\

AA
flvv
<^1

Shares in Wall
of ten leads

street

Union Metallic Cartridge Company's Ammunition,

WARRANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKB1.
^

me«w.
and CALLS. Invest according to yonr
has brongbt a
$10. $50 or $100 in Stock Priv leges,
adnse
small fortune to the careful investor.
fnu
w»f ana
when and how to operate safely. Books mall
by
orders
information sent free. Address

We

,

Mm
:.

i

bankers and

HAVANA

Br^^gg Ag^
LOTTERY.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

otu.
For the coming drawings, commencing January
we have reduced the prices of tickets as follows.

Whole, $20;

+,

1-10,

J^

$10| h
$8; 1-20 $1.

15

»

W

to fortune.

copy of the Wall Street Review and
Pamphlet, showing the various methods of operating. J. HICKLING & CO.,, Bankers and Brokers,
r
Dec 38
i 2 Broadway, N. Y.

Send

i

J»E,

List.

<Ife£sl

tPA\J 5 fptH/j

Special attention is given to first-class work. Extra
sketches and DOG PORTRAITS cut to order, by
sending photographs. JACOB GLAHN, Manager,
Formerly Snot, of Parker Bros. Engraving and Orna'

Off ice. 121 Walnut St. Philadelphia.

send

ordering

Fishing Pants,
$1,200 PROFIT ON $100.
Leggings and Boots, MADE THIS MONTH BY "PUTS

Sparks,

Shot and Bar Lead

Hampshire.

SEND FO R CIRCULAR.

.

TlioiWLsa,®

New

INDIA RUBBER

to

thing ever
worn by sportsmen. No
injured by wetting and
drying— always soft and
easy to the feet, and
of the very best of
made
VERY DURABLE—being
stock in three different styles, and warranted the gen-,
nine article, different from anything before offered
Illustrated Circular

Charlestown,

AGENTS FOR THE

TANNED MOC-

OIL

,

BLACK BASS IN SEASON.

street,

GOODS

The weight is
cartridges.
so evenly distributed that it is
can be
Cartridges
felt.
scarcely
with the heads down ffi
carried
ihis vest, which is of great importance when brass shells arensea,
as when carrying them witn tne
head up the weight of the shot eiten forces the wad forward, wnen
J*
bad shooting is the result.
measurement around the cnest.
PRICE $7.50.
ing

and Col

New York,
Agent for U. S. America.

sep9-e ow

AGENTS:

1 3 Fanenil
makes :—
Also

8 Superior

Rifle,

This Vest affords the best arrangement yet invented for carry-

O. S. T. I\

DIAMOND GRAIN.

STITT,

HOLABIRDS Shooting SUITS,
WITH CASE. AND 100 BIRDS.
Black's Patent Cartridge Test.

SPORTING GUNPOWDER.
&

WESTLEY

WEBLEY &

CO., M. Y.

ENGLISH
Curtis

&

DIXONS «& H A WKSLE Y'S SHOOTING TACKLE
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,
BUSSEY'S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP

Armory and Manufactory,

THE CORHAM COMPANY,

for the following celebrated makers:
SONS (winners at the InternaC. SCOTT
tional Gun Trial of 1873); J. P. CLABROTJGH &
SONS, and
BRO.; P.

W.&

RICHARDS.

DESIGNS AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

&

street, M. Y.

AND

Gun and

f

Claret Pitchers,
Paper Kniyes,

W.

22 John

A SPECIALTY.

ALSO

NO. 1

«fc

BREECH LOADING GUNS

IN

for a

F?0. Box 4,448.

11 Wi»H *.» »«* * of*•

,

Terms, Five Dollars a Year.

Ten Cents a Copy.

NEW

J

J

YORK, THURSDAY, DECEMBER

For Forest and Stream.

}m punting in
*

Minnesota.
.

—

Twill snow to-night, I think;

if it

docs, be at the

crossing at six o'clock and we will see what we can
So the note ran, written by a good
with the deer "

'I
o

•iend of

sted on

ours,

and handed to us by a small boy, who inWriting "yes" in large letters across

an answer.

we sent him back and begun to get ready.
we looked at the heavy double barrel gun,
kichis the gun for hunting deer in the brush.
As they
the day time, and often
'iep hid in cold, dry weather in
mp within a few yards of the hunter, a glimpse or two
a rifle is almost
all ODe gets of them in the brush, and
ie

note,

First,

Next, we loaded some cartridges with 5$ drachms
powder and a dozen buckshot; got out the old "larragans," or rather the Canadian moccasins, and made them
pliant and soft with oil, put a morsel of tobacco and a
brier root pipe in one pocket of the blanket, wormers and
extractor, compass and matches in another, locked the
safe, blew out the lights, and proceeded homeward through
At four o'clock the storm had
the fast falling snow.
ceased; about three inches of dry light snow had fallen,
a breeze from the north swayed the tall pine trees, and at

useless.

of

six o'clock, as

we

got to the crossing just under the hill

where the little cotton streamers over the graves of the Indians fluttered weirdly in the gray morning light, our
friend came along the trail, his well-trained dog— a cross

PEER

SHOOTING,

in,

1875,

j
"I

Volume 5, IVumber 19.
17 Chatham St. (CityHall 8qr.)

between a blood and fox hound— following at his heels.
Said F
"You go to the south end of the little swamp;
go as fast as you like. I'll go north a mile or so and swing
around that way. If I start anything, or find a fresh
track leading into the swamp, I'll let Juno go, and then
look out?" To the swamp we went, and waited till F
:

made

his appearance.

No deer— not

a track

—was the re-

and the willow clumps on the Long Lake trail was
the next point selected. This necessitated a walk of about
four miles, and on rounding the shore of Gilbert Lake
several fresh tracks heading for the willows aforesaid gave
us what our old friend Fay used to call "great hopes.' 3
Juno whined to be off, but we were not ready and she was
ordered to stay in. Along the trail we went for a mile or

port,

—
FOREST AND STREAM.
more, till the huge clumps of willows on the Big Meadow
loomed up ahead of us, and while F
went on, so as to
enter the brush from the north, we went into the meadow
along a runway that went into and through the largest
clump. Having taken a stand that commanded two or
three open spaces, on a fallen tree, from which we could

"Here we
muffling, as

•

see all over the tops of the brush, we waited patiently for
an hour; then the brush in front of us cracked once or
Silently the gun triggers sprang to full cock, as we
twice.
peered cautiously into the thicket. Crack, crack, again
went the dead twigs, and we confidently expected a deer
to show himself; but the wary animal refused to come out,
and after snorting once or twice, retraced his steps. At
the upper end of the willows we now heard a yelp from
the dog, accompanied by a command to "come in," followed at once with one, two, three shots f rom F
's
Winchester, and climbing up on the fallen tree as high as
possible, we saw the deer break cover and run as only a
scared deer can run, and plunge into the nearest clump.
In a second or two F
appeared in sight on the track
and motioned to us to come where he was
In a few moments we were with him. The red drops on the snow, the
long and regular leaps, told that the deer had been hit, but
time
not badly wounded.
kept the track, gave F
to skirt the brush and get ready, and then went on, more
intent on driving the deer out than shooting him. By
main strength we crashed through the brush, starting the
deer twice, which seemed determined not to leave his
again for courcover, till we gave it up and sought F
age and advice, which resulted in taking our stands and
letting Juno go in, which, she did willingly, and brought
the deer out into the meadow in short order, when F
shot him again, breaking his fore leg, and again through
the shoulder, bringing him down. The first shot had
struck him in the neck just cutting the flesh. To dress
the deer— a four-prong buck was the work of half an
hour, and then we attempted to corral the deer that had
saluted us with his whistle; but the firing and noise had
been too much for his nerves, and his trail out of the
brush into heavy timber told us we might as well let him
go for the present.
"Let us try the willows on the side next to Long Lake,"
was
's next suggestion, and the same operation as becould not do anything
fore was gone through with.
without Juno's help, and when he let her go she drove the
deer out in the wrong place and went off in full cry, her
bugle-like voice sounding fainter and fainter, till we could
as he lit his
hear her no longer. "Well," observed F
pipe after luncheon, "it is human intellect against animal
cunning. In order to get another deer the science of the
must hunt
still-hunter must be brought into play.
those fellows who know we are here; who have all the advantage of a thorough knowledge of the country; who
can smell us for a hundred rods who have grown gray in
getting out of the way of the Indians, and I reckon we
mentioned a French
can go home with only one deer."
quotation, which means "it depends upon circumstances;"
to meet us at the "Crossing" at night,
and telling F
long, lonesome walk through the "ever
we struck out.
nodding" pines brought us to the meadow through which
Hay Creek runs. As we struck the meadow we noticed
several fresh tracks leading across the meadow into the
oak openings beyond; and skirting the meadow in order to
get the wind in our faces, we began to look the oaks over.
It was cut up with tracks, new and old, like a sheep
yard. Here the lordly buck had been courting with the
does here the torn up ground and long sliding tracks of
a fierce struggle between a couple of bucks. Mixed up
with these were the tiny tracks of the fawns and yearlings.
As we stood undecided which course to take, a small bushy
oak in front of us began to shake, and stern first, his tail
erect and quivering, came a buck, backing out! What he
was doing remains a. question. Whether he was going to
sail into another buck, getting ready to paw, or whether
he was "showing off" to a doe, we cannot state.
dropped on one knee, in order to get a better sight, and at
that moment he saw us. As we wheeled the gun cracked,
and as he rose in air at the second jump we fired again
through the leaves and brush. Both charges struck him,
and when we got to him, a dozen rods away, he had no
more frolic or right left in him. Prone on his side he lay,
were near the
the bright blood staining the snow.
railroad track, and knowing that the section men would
soon be along with their hand-cars, we stopped them as
they came along, and with their help dragged the buck to
the track, put him on the car, and "pumped" our way into
T. P. C.
town.
JBminerd, Minn., Nov. 25/A, 1875.

—

For Forest and Stream.

LATE PASS AND RIVER SHOOTING.
aX o'clock

A. M.on the 15th of November of last
year found the "Koronis Club," once before mentioned in these pages, dashing over the last quarter of a
mile of the road to the Wilcox Farm, behind a splendid
team of horses, drawing a spacious shooting wagon, the
contents of which, to any ordinary observer, disclosed our
mission at once. Although with great coats buttoned up
to the chin, and silently flitting through the foggy and
frosty night we ran some risk of being taken for smugglers, but as we were not near the "line," and with Prince
and Ponto— our retrievers— dashing along behind, we were
in no great danger of that.
Starting from Litchfield, Minn., about two o'clock in
the morning, roused from our warm and comfortable beds
at the hotel and chilled by the keen night air, we were not
in good condition to enjoy the moonlit and very frosty
landscape, and we looked anxiously for dawn, whi®h
consequently
would see us near our destination.
hailed With joy the first rays of the morning sun, and it was
but a short time before he began to assert his power by rolling off the mist in clouds, unfolding to us a scene of extreme
beauty in the rich Autumn pastoral landscape, every leaf
and blade of grass glittering like diamonds under his inwhirled by thrifty-looking farm houses, the
fluence.
rosy-tinted smoke ascending lazily from the chimneys and
joining the fog, and together rolling into great banks ot
clouds, through which the sun's rays gleamed like dagger
points.
The rapid motion of the mist, under the influence
of a gentle breeze and the constant changes of the cloud
masses, gave a kaleidoscopic effect to the scene, needing
only a few more colors to make it gorgeous. It required
some such a scene to arouse us from the half stupor into
which our long dreary ride had thrown us, and for the
first time since our start were we at all social.

O

We

We

"

—

—

"Ducks won't fly till the fog lifts from the Pass don't
take much stock in your Pass shooting, no how; guess I'll
take Major and beat you all at the river." But J
could'nt wait, and shouldering his gun left hastily for the
lakes. Not much le3s anxious than the aforesaid impatient
boy, we double-quicked it after him through the belt of
woods that intervened.
Wilcox's Pass differed not materially from any other,
as nearly all are, but a narrow strip of land between two feed lakes, and as we all knew the ground
thoroughly, we were not long in posting ourselves in good
The dense fog still hung over all, rendering futile
cover.
our efforts to pierce the veil and discover the game, which
our ears plainly told us had begun to stream over. We en
dured this state of things for a while, the dogs beginning
to manifest their impatience by running backwards and
forwards, and gazing wistfully into the air when the ducks
went over witn their peculiar thrilling whistle of the
wings. At this juncture of our affairs we hear a loud
at the same
honking in the direction of Mud Lake, Wtime singing out sonorously, "mark goose!" Knowing
him to be in the eentre of the goose pass, we hurried to his
Not trusting them
side, the dogs following our example.
and Jimplicitly, however, in this emergency,
each straddled one of the animals for further security.
What a feeling about in extra pockets there was for B B
shells, and what "goose ague" and nervousness was shown
as the honking grew louder and drew nearer, will never be
and
known outside of the Koronis Club. H
on the right, and the writer on the
in the centre, J
left, our eyes fixed, and our guns pointing in the di ection

rods distant there fed a large flock of brant geese and
After a whispered consulquite a large flock of mallards.
tation, it was decided to give them a barrel each on the
water and the balance on the Wing. Bill gave a shrill
whistle; instantly every neck went up in alarm, and then
we sent in our fire, and again as they rcse, covering the
water with the dead and wounded. We dashed into the
river with our long boots and retrieved four brant and five
mallards, besides allowing a few cripples to escape.
Sitting around Bill's cheerful fire that night and listening
to the howling of the storm, which had set in with great
fury, he recounted graphically to us his experience during
the Indian massacre of '62, how he was compelled to
abandon his comfortable home and leave everything to the
mercy of the red devils; his return with a neighbor after
a few days in the dark to look after his stock and liberate
them, so they might not starve, the neighbor going to his
own home, agreeing to meet Bill at a certain place; how
he met the Indians at his well, and how, by his nerve and
coolness he outwitted them; the pursuit, and his final escape,
and how not finding his neighbor at the rendezvous, he
became uneasy, and after hunting for him finding his dead
body with a hole in it, he then left hastily for the nearest
settlement and returned with an escort, drove off the Indians and buried his friend. Midnight found us still up
and listening to our host's adventures, and those of our
party who had participated in the Indian war retired to
dream over again the stirring incidents of those terrible
Alsace.
days long gone by.

being,

;
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We

We

telling effect,

became difficult to move about in
the number of ducks lying in it.

when the team hove in sight,
and were soon aboard with our precious load, and dashing
swiftly over a good road down stream after Bill and
H
whom we espied directly, crawling on their hands
and knees towards a clump of" willows which hid them
from the river. The noise of our approach reaching them,
they motioned to us to join them, and on all -fours we accomplished the feat. What a sight met our gaze! The
river at this point was fully fifty feet wide, and but a few

My

,

We

it

We

mouth waters at the thought of them. "Don't
stop.
be in a hurry, boys," was Bill's frequent expression, as he
saw us becoming fidgety after surrounding our victuals,

We

;

was not long before

the boat, on account of
were quite willing to quit

Swede boy) "and take care of the gentlemens' horses; and
you boys, shaking us cordially by the hand, you must be
cold and hungry; come in." Then turning, he led the
procession into the house, the windows of which had been
It did not take
filling up with inquisitive childish faces.
long for Mrs. Wilcox to set a few extra dishes, nor for us
Such coffee and biscuit, and such "flapto empty them.
jacks," smothered in cream and white sugar! but I must

—

A

it

—

We

We

,

house appeared through an opening in the trees, "let's
wake 'em up."
Pent up in a city for almost the entire Summer, it is
hardly to be wondered at that our enthusiasm broke out in
divers ridiculous and undignified ways, and yelling at the
top of our voices, we dashed through the open bars into
Wilcox's yard, scattering pigs, chickens, ducks, geese, turkeys and calves in dire confusion, and arousing the ire of
the resident dog, Major, Who met us and our canines bristling and snarling with rage, until getting the wind of our
party, he changed front and gave us a true canine and
rather unpleasant welcome. Just then the door of the
house opened and Wilcox, or "Bill," as we familiarly call
him, thrust his head out, and looking real provoked at the
"What in thun " and recogliberty taken, exclaimed:
nizing us, changed to "Well, well, bovs, how d'ye d:>?
By gracious! you reminded me of a pack of '62 Indians
don't want any more of them in mine; but you are welcome, sure enough been looking for you these three days.
Look here, fly around!" (this to a scared and sleepy-looking

.

F

no warning, we delivered our shots with

are," ejaculated II
from the depths of his
a large, white, two-story, clean-looking farm

I

W

W

of roast goose, we formed a model tableaux. How we
knew
blessed the fog— never so dense. On they came.
that by the sound, and suddenly enough they appeared,
not over five yards high, the leading gander with neck outstretched, looking^as he emerged from the fog, as large
as a barn.
Our guns went
"Ready, boys!" exeitedly from
ringing report, and the old ganup quickly. "Pull!"
der and two of his companions hurled themselves upon
each quietly seated
and J
our little group.
upon a dog, and thoroughly absorbed in the sport, had forgotten what a mine they sat upon; but the dogs had'nt. At
the report, and faithful to their retrieving instincts, they
gave tremendous leaps gooseward, throwing their riders in
one direction and their guns in another, causing the dignified secretary to stand on his head in the moist sand, while
posed just as artistically but a few feet distant.
J
insisted there was nothing to laugh at,
and J
and I laughed until the tears rolled down our
while
cheeks.
freezing wind set in from the northwest, benumbing
our fingers and causing our poor wet retrievers to shiver
until their teeth fairly rattled, and as the flight, in consequence of the extreme cold, was very poor, we concluded
it was but an act of mercy towards man and beast to reThis we did in good time, casting back many a lintire.
gering glance at the Pass over which we had shot, both in
anticipation and reality so often. As we staggered through
the woods to the house with our load we consoled ourselves
with the reflection, that if we had not quality, we could
not complain on the score of quantity. It did not revive
our spirits one bit when we discovered the large lake frozen over, and a solitary goose walking on the ice as if to
test its strength, showing us conclusively that our Pass
shooting was over. Literally, speaking, we were a blue
crowd on reaching Bill's cosy sitting room for our feelings
rivalled the color ^of our noses, and we began seriously to
discuss our return homeward. Just then the door opened
and Major sprang into the room, his shaggy coat covered
with ice, followed by his master, Bill, with a fine back
"Well, boys," he exclaimed, "how 'dye
load of mallards.
make out?— did'nt hear you shoot much; told you I'd beat
you on the river." Tnen seeing how matters stood, he
told us to cheer up, that the river was full of mallards and
red heads, and a fine afternoon's sport was before us; this
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A

W

W

W
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A

;

at once revived our spirits, and we responded promptly to
Mrs. Wilcox's call to dinner.
Giving Bill the management of the afternoon's hunt, he
advised a separation of the party, three to take the team
and carry the section boat a few miles up Crow River,
while he took down stream with the remaining one of our
preferred accompanying Bill, so
party.
brisk
j
and myself drove up stream with the boat.
trot of a few miles and our boat was afloat, its bow well
concealed by flags and wild rice stalks. My companions
knelt side and side, guns inhand, in the bow, while I guided the boat with a paddle, my own gun lying across my
glided along silently through the heavy wild rice,
lap.
the mallards getting up within easy range, and affording
beautiful shots. Now and then I would succeed in getting
in a right and left after my friends had emptied their guns.
Every bend and turn of the stream harbored more or less
of the noble birds, and a$ our silent approach gave them
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE FISH COMMISSIONERS OF THE STATE OF VIRGINIA.

THE

first

duty of

ginia Fish

the

gentlemen forming the

Commission upon receiving

Vir-

their ap-

pointments, was to consult with Professor Baird, U. S.
Commissioner of Fisheries, and in company with Mr. Jas.

W.

Milner, of the same Commission, and Prof. Goode
and Major Ferguson, of the Maryland Commission, to
visit the various fishing stations on the Potomac River.
The object of this trip was to gather information regarding
the condition of the shad fisheries, sufficient of which was
gained to satisfy the Commissioners that by artificial propagation,

clearing

the

stream of

all

obstructions to

its

few wholesome regulations as to close time,
of mesh and fixed nets, the river might be made to

source, and a
size

yield food for millions of people.

As the shad season was rapidly passing, the first requirement was to secure an expert. Mr. Seth Green's offer of
the free use of his hatching boxes was accepted, and also
Prof. Baird's tender of the aid of one of his most experienced experts, Mr. Fred Mather. After examining several
Fish Haul on the
James River,
on the
points
Pamunkey River was selected as the place for Mr.
But the weather
Mather to commence operations.

continued so cold and harsh, that though he remained
three weeks, prepared to hatch a million a day, if spawn
could be had, he did not find one perfectly ripe female
shad. The run of fish becoming smaller, and being unremunerative, the proprietor of the seine "jut out," which
at

put an end to further operations, or rather expectations,
that point.

,

In the meantime, Mr. W. H. Marks, of Mr. Greens
corps, had been assigned to Greenlaw's landing, Tobago
Bay, on the Rappahannock, a most famous fishery, where
as
there are three large shore seines, and in former times
many as 6,000 shad have been c&ught by one of them at a
But there was heard the same complaint as elsehaul.
where— yery few fish, and those not mature. The catch
of a day by all the seines and the gillers, above and below
the bay, in sight, did not reach a thousand. Nevertheless
Mr. Marks, by extraordinary energy, succeeded in hatching
and turning into the river upwards" of a million of fry. He
was prepared to hatch a million a day, and could have done
it with ease, if spawn had been obtainable.
The Commissioners and their agents were most kindly
received by all the fishermen, both gillers and shore menwho proffered every assistance in their power, and manie
ripe
fested great interest in the success of their work. All
the
fish were freely turned over by them to the use ot
understanding
an
having
Marks,
Mr.
by
Commission.
with the gillers, that they should raise a flag whenever
send
they caught a live and ripe fish, for which he would
auspices
a boat, obtained many fine spawners. Under the
millions
of the United States Commission, some five or six
these
of shad were hatched in the Potomac, and most of
otnei
turned into that river. A portion was distributed to
were
impoverished streams, of which a hundred thousand
deposited in the Staunton, where the Mildland Railroaa
,
crosses that river.
The attention of the Commissioners was next turned
irg"ua
the various water courses of the State above tide,
oi
being blessed with six distinct and well defined basins
cnausuitable
a
With
slope.
water sheds on the Atlantic
nsu,
nelatthe Great Falls of the Potomac anadromous
such as shad, herring, rock, salmon, etc., might ascena
vve»
the Aileghanies, in Maryland, Pennsylvania and
or vn
Valley
the
Shenandoah,
up
the
Virginia, and by
The basins of the RapP ail 1"
ginia, to Augusta county.
nock, the James, the York, the Chowan, and the
iou
and their tributaries were in turn examined, and all
ot an
production
the
advantage
for
every
possess
|
to
mense quantity of fish of various kinds, all on
i
now lost by the great number of dams which,
stances, bar their courses.
.
p j-n.
Crossing the Alleghany in Southwest Virgi

w
.

V
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-
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FOREST AND STEEAM.
the Kanawha, Big Sandy, and Tennessee, are
u tartis of
The Holston and Clinch have long
,i
figh.
^ ne waters for
black bass— there called black perch—
with
stocked
been
numbers of late years are reported not very large.
l it their
that they devour every living thing
Thev are so voracious
then devour themselves, or each other.
within reach, and
tributaries of the Sandy also have black bass, and

The
abound

which did not meet the approbation of the great mass of
the community. But, as already stated, from what they
saw and. heard in the country, there is a strong and decided feeling among the people to enforce a law, wisely
framed, to attain the ends desired.
The report contains a voluminous and interesting appendix, with statistics concerning the different rivers of the
State.
Being a first report, there is naturally much concerning the origin and progress of fish culture, which,
while new and particularly interesting to the people of the
State, has already appeared in these columns.
have
already alluded to the fact of fish culture having been introduced into the State colleges and other institutions of
learning, and from the energy displayed by the Commissioners in this, the first year of their efforts, it is evident
that Virginia intends to take and maintain a leading position in this most valuable and interesting of State enterprises.
With this slight resume of her Fish Commissioners' first Report goes forth our most earnest wishes for her
success, and an assurance that every movement made in
the good work will be most anxiously looked for and carefully reported.

New

River has in its main stream little
in trout.
there are many fine stretches of deep wahut catfish, but

which might be well suited to the land locked salmon
But for anadromous fish, the Great
trout.
and the lake
Kanahwa constitute an insuperable barrier,
Falls of the
could be circumvented, the rapids of the
and even if they
New River, where it passes through the mountains, premiles a succession of whirlpools and sharp
sent for ten
so destructive in character as to be a
and jagged rocks,
perpetual and insuperable barrier to the ascent or descent
ter

of fish.

Of the

fish

now

We

existing in the wafers of Virginia, and
to introduce, the Commis-

which it is proposed
of others
:—
missioners speak as follows

THE ROCK OB STRIPED BASS

-**-

next to the herring and the shad, the most abundant
The Chesapeake and its triband valuable of our waters.
utaries are known to be its favorite resorts, but to what exJames River appears to be uncertain.
tent it ascends the
ascertained that the eggs of the striped bass
It has been
can be manipulated just as shad's are, and the discovery
No
will enable pisciculturists to multiply them greatly.

is

DISTRIBUTION OF CALIFORNIA OVA.
The following table shows the condition in which the
California salmon eggs are reported to have arrived at their
destinations:

Name

we except perhaps the salmon.
CALIFORNIA SALMON.
This anadromous fish, the Commissioners think, will be
found well adapkd to Southern streams having their sources
iu the mountains, from the fact of its ability to sustain
itself in water of a much higher temperature than can the
The Sacramento fish occupy a
Atlantic coast salmon.
river which passes through one of the hottest portions of
These facts seem fully to justify the
the United States.
expectation that this salmon will prove a success in Virginia waters, and be a great accession to the fish supply.
Thus persuaded, they have obtained from the United
on the McCIoud, 340,000
States hatching establishment
eggs, which are now being hatched at Lexington and
Blackshurg, under the superintendence of the experienced
expert, Mr. Fred Mather.
gamer

fish

swims,

if

BLACK

New

Jersey
Pennsylvania
Maryland
Virginia

Michigan
Illinois

Wisconsin
Minnesota
Iowa....
Colorado

Utah
Canada
New Zealand

Northville, Michigan,
for the United States. 1,000,000
Kern River, Cal
250,000
Truekee River, Cal
250,000
.

The black

bass

is

.

Good; four per

cent. loss.

First rate.
First rate.

.

The thermometer averaged 95° in the shade on the days
these eggs were packed. They were loaded into wagons

BASS.

they have time to propagate.

Condition.

of egs,a.

Good.
80,001
Splendid; very few dead eggs.
48C,000
Not good.
340,000
Not heard from.
80.000
Apparently very nice.
320,000
480,000. .Remarkable success; one per cent. lost.
560,000. .Beautiful condition; couldn't he better.
Fine order.
320,000
800,000
Very little loss; eggs superior.
80,000... Excellent; not over two per cent, loss,
Splendid order.
80.00C
Excellent; line condition.
400,000
Fine condition.
300,000
Good order.
240,000
Two per cent. loss.
160.000
Very good.
80.000
Not heard from.
50,000

Rhode Island
New York

Some twelve or thirteen hundred of these fi3h have been
distributed in various streams east of the Blue Ridge,
enough in each stream to stock it, if not poached out before

Number

of State.

Massachusetts
Connecticut

noon, and were eleven hours on the road before reaching
a railway station, after which they were conveyed by rail
over three thousand miles. The only lot that arrived in
at

very

nearly allied to the fish enoneously called the Southern
chub, but differs from it organically and in its habits. The

poor condition was the Rhode Island consignment, and
this is accounted for by their being three days on their
way from New Torii to Providence. The same thing
happened last year through the unaccountable and unpardonable negligence of the express agents between New
York city and Providence. After deducting losses for
transportation, it will be seen that about five million
(5,000,000) living young salmon reached the Atlantic States,

chub does not possess the gameness of the black bass, and
usually lies near a log or stump, and when struck attempts
to break away by aid of the log.

BROOK TROUT.
The streams on both sides of the Blue Ridge are admirably adapted to trout, and once abounded in them, though
now, owing to the many diabolical devices employed for
are very scarce in most of
their destruction, the trout
them. The same may be said of the streams emptying
into the Shenandoah from the North Mountain, the headwaters of the James, and throughout the Alleghany range
and Southwest Virginia.
Artificial culture and protection
could readily restore to all these streams an abundance unknown in the earlier days.
There are some other varieties which may be worthy of
a wider circulation.
The red-eye, a fish not found north
of the tributaries of the Chowan, is said to be a fine pan
fish, and game, and grows to the weight of three pounds.

besides

two million

(2,000,000)

which were successfully

hatched and placed in California waters, making a complete total of seven million (7,000,000) salmon added to the
stock of salmon in American waters from the McCIoud
fishery this year.
-*-*«*

—The Sag Harbor Express says that sometime ago G-. W.
Thompson, a returned Californian, purchased the old mill
pond and premises at Noanck and went into the business,
or increasing the business already begun, of raising trout.
Since then he has been busily at work, clearing up the
grove in the rear of the pond, digging out the springs, and
doing other work necessary for the purpose, until he has
got one of the prettiest little trout preserves to be found on
Long Island, and of that attractive nature that persons
from Sag Harbor visit it almost daily to look iuto the art
and mystery of trout culture. He has already some 20,000 fish of different sizes, and has thus far this season taken some 20,000 spawn, expecting to have from 150,000 to
200,000 daring the season. He now has occupied by fish,
or had whpn we were last there, nine boxes, 14 feet long,
with 10 inches fall to the 14 feet, and 65 feet of boxes in
different sections, for different sizes of fish; also a spawn-

proposed to distribute these fish In all Virginia rivers
The red-belly perch of the Nottoway (the
redbreast bream of the South) is also represented to be a
It is

next Spring.

The
fish, and may be found worthy of distribution.
Commissioners also think it probable that the red bass of
Florida (red snappers) may be found to succeed in these
waters— a gamy fish and capital for the table.
In some of the mill ponds of Charles City and New
Kent, fed by streams that flow through sandy districts and
are never roiled, a fish called by some the "bachelor," and
by others the "sand perch," was formerly, and may be
still found, a cross between the yellow-belly perch and the
silver; and the impression that they were a non-fertile hybrid was suggested by the fact, that even in the few ponds
where found, they were not abundant. It is regarded by
those who know it, as one of the best fresh water fish.
In shape it 13 nearly round.
In biting, it nibbles like a
sucker, aud its favorite bait is the fresh water shrimp,
though it will take worms and small minnows. It is found
only in deep water with sandy bottom, and bites near the
bottom. If not an unproductive hybrid, it may merit attention.
The little white perch, which attends the shad
in its ascent, is also worthy of mention.
Being a delicious
pan fish, it is a welcome visitor to every housekeeper, and
its advent diffuses
general joy among the boyhood of all
tidal streams.
In the deep waters of the James, the York,
Rappahannock and Potomac, they may be caught throughout the Summer and Fall
sometimes quite a pound in
good

ing box 12 feet long. He is also now building a reservoir
24 feet long, 2 feet wide, and 2 feet deep; an aqueduct 80
feet long, and a filtering tank which will hold 300 gallons.
He has also 4 rearing boxes, and is soon to have 16 or 20
more.

2gf"State Fish Commissioners will oblige us by sending
Annual Reports for review as soon as issued.

their

—

During Winter they drop back to sea, though
some have continued in fresh/ water, and thereby suggest
that they may be content with it as a permanent abode.
The report contains some suggestions as to fish ladders
and legislation which are welf considered, and doubtless
weight.

The present laws reand game are severely criticised, aud the Commissioners state that they were assured wherever they went
jn the State by the gentlemen whom they met, that new
laws of this character would be welcomed by the people,
and clubs or associations would be formed in every neighborhood to insure their enforcement. They are aware of
the popular aversion to all prohibitory game laws and of
die difficulty in enforcing them.
There would seem to be
a strong
propensity with civilized men, amounting almost
*o an imperious
instinct, to kill everything wild. We have
reached that point that both self-interest and reason combine to admonish us that if we continue to enjoy the provmential bounties of streams and fields, we must restrain
that propensity, we must subdue that instinct.
We must
practice forbearance.
must, during the breeding seaWe
sons, protect fish
and game from all attacks, and at all
tunes from wanton and wholesale destruction. This can be
effected by the voluntary individual and collective resolve
ot the whole
community; or, in the absence of unanimous
concurrence, by a stringent law to restrain the vicious and
aid those who
would save something from the general and
impending wreck, it would be useless to enact a law
will

[lliis Department is now under the eharge of a competent Naturalist,
indorsed by ike Smithsonian Institution, and will henceforth be made a
special feature oj this paper. All communications, notes, queries, remarks, and seasonal observations will receive careful attention.]

meet with legislative attention.

THE NESTING OF AMERICAN

lating to fish

j— the robin— {Turdus

migratorius, Linnseus,

BIRDS.
Wilson,

Audubon, Baird, Coues.)

THE

robin is distributed in the breeding season over
the whole of the United States, except the extreme
South, and over the most of British America. Everywhere
it is one of the earliest birds to nest, and in the southern
part of its range raises two broods in a season. In the
Middle States the robins have paired by April loth, and

-

have begun to build before May 1st.
The nest is a clumsy affair and familiar to all, but the
pains with which its walls are laid up, may not be- so familiar.
My own impression has always been that both
birds work at it together, but the weight of evidence seems
"She probably
to be that the female is the real architect.
considers him incapable of so great an undertaking," says
Mrs. Mary Treat, "as to assist in the construction of even

is very watchful and solicwork, and during incubation; and
when the young are hatched he does as much for their
support while in the nest as the female, and as soon as

a

mud

cabin.

Nevertheless he

itous while she

is

at

they leave the nest she shirks all the responsibility of protecting and providing for them upon him, while she proceeds to build another domicile, or fit up the old one. By
this judicious management upon her part she succeeds in
rearing three broods, while most other birds rear but two."

The situation of the nest is extremely varied, and little
concealment seems to be attempted. A fork, or the upper
surface of a large iimb in an old orchard tree, is a favorite
site, but woodland trees, the protruding end of a fence
rail, a stump, a ledge of rocks, or a bush in the midst of a
a colony of noisy blackbirds, is also frequently occupied.
Ranging through such a wide extent of country, and coming under such multifarious conditions, the nests^naturally
vary as much in construction as in situation. Eleven distinct varieties have been noticed in New Jersey alone.
Sometimes the bird displays a strong lack of sense, as in
one case in Ueneva, N. Y., where a robin took possession
of a sort of trough which had been nailed up under the
eaves of a barn. The bird began building a nest in it, but
seeming unable to fix upon any particular spot, deposited
the mud and straw along the entire length of the trough,
about ten feet. After working several days she abandoned
the task. Another similar instance is recorded where a
robin attempted to plaster its nest along the cornice of a
house for thirty feet. When *a place has been chosen, a
little mud is .first brought and patted by the feet into a
suitable shape for the foundation. Upon this is laid a platform of coarse grasses, and walls of the same materials
with a plentiful
are gradually erected, intermixed
allowance of mud, smoothed >nd compacted by the feet
and breast of the bird. This is allowed to fully dry before
the wall is further increased, and each addition^is supported by an additional plastering of mud, until the proper
height of wall is reached, when the whole is given plenty
of time to dry before the rim is overcast with grass, so as
not to break under the mother's feet while she feeds her
young, and then the lining of soft grasses is put in. Sometimes one or the other will bring material unsuitable for a
of the construction. This will not be
certain stage
thrown down 'and forgotten, but simply laid one side and
A curious deviation
used when the proper time comes
from the mud walls was noticed by.one writer near this
.

Two robins built nests in the same orchard. One
was after the ordinary pattern, the other used for the main
body of the structure fine fibrous roots and twine; she
then added clean damp moss [sphagnum) instead of mud,
which she must have gone at least a mile to obtain. To
hold the moss in place she interwove long horse hair and
city.

took her four or five days to complete
mud nest was completed the
same day it was begun. The robin's nest, when finished,
is about four inches in internal diameter and two inches
Its construcdeep, but very rough and bulky externally.
tion usually occupies the birds for three or four busy days,
after which, if the necessities of nature be not too urgent,
and especially if the weather be damp, sufficient time is
given for the mud to dry; while on the contrary it sometimes happens that the first eggs must be laid before the
walls are fully done, and the finishing touches are put on
afterwards. "They are extremely solicitous for the safety
fine

dry grass.

It

the structure, whereas the

of the nest, and jealous of intrusions, rousing- the whole
neighborhood with their fuss and clamor when disturbed;
but by keeping a quiet and formal distance and making
slow advances, you can easily win their confidence.
The eggs are four or five in number, of a beautiful bluish-green, or sea-green color, and are the largest of all the
They will average 1.10 by .80 of an
true thrush's eggs.
inch in dimensions. The wood thrush's eggs resemble
them most closely, but are slightly smaller and more slender.
The eggs are dropped daily until the nest complement is complete. The female sits eleven days, by which
time the young have all come out of the shell, and on the
following day their eyes are open; but they remain in the
nest from ten to fifteen days longer. For a long time they do
not recognize their parents, opening their mouths as widely
for food, and crying just as eagerly if a cat approaches the
nest, as when they hear the fluttering wings that are really
bearing it to them. When the young are able to fly they
are piloted about and fed for two or three days by the
male, while the female builds another nest and prepares
for the second brood, often in close proximity to the first
home. The old nest is left in a very dirty state, although
it had been kept clean of all offensive matter during its occupancy. But the vermin with which the young are usually at first covered
soon leave them. The nest once
abandoned seems rarely to be returned to. The robin has
numerous enemies which commit cruel depredations on his
household, so that it is probably rare that two full broods
reach an adult age. The crow, blue jay, crow blackbird,
and cuckoo are all accused probably with good reason—
of destroying the eggs.
It is said that after she has thus
been robbed, the female robin will steal into the nest of
one of her own kind, during a temporary absence of the
owner, and appropriate it as her own, depositing a remaining egg of her clutch, or mayhap more, and, if plucky,
will drive off the legal' owner, and, taking bold possession,
bestow all her care thereon, but she never disturbs the
rights of other birds.
Occasionally in cases of extreme necessity, she drops a single egg into a sister's nest and leaves
it; but the act is never malicious or voluntary, and is always, due to her own nest having been destroyed.
The Cape St. Lucas robin [Tardus confmis. Baird) is regarded as only a variety of the Eastern bird, from which
its general habits are not known to differ.
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Three Curious Discoveries.-— A recent examination of
the bottom of an old Roman well, located near the hot
springs of Bourbonne les Bains, in France, has resulted in
three remarkable discoveries. After the excavation had
been thoroughly drained, and a thick layer of refuse penetrated, the first discovery was made, in the bringing to
light of thousands of metallic ornaments, statuettes and
coins, dating baek to the time of Nero and Hadrian
Beneath the layer of ornaments, etc., a second layer was
found, composed entirely of fragments of sandstone,
.

—

.

—
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w%
which, together with the metallic objects, were completely
covered and held in masses by metallic crystals, evidently
deposited by the water above. These crystals were*f such
a nature that geologists would unhesitatingly describe their
formation to natural causes, working through ages. That
such is not the case is plainly evidenced by the known
It will
eras of the coins above which they have formed.
be seen that this circumstance may throw serious doubt
over a large quantity of important geological deductions
as to lapses of time, when the same, as is the fact in many
instances, are wholly based on supposed slowness of formation of similar deposits.* The third discovery relatesto
the fragments of sandstone. By comparing these with
other pieces, already found in similar localities, the investigators have concluded that such fragments were thrown
into the wells as votive offerings to local divinities by the
ancient inhabitants of the country, and that the same custom, continued through centuries, accounts for the preschain of
ence of the much more recent Koman money.
proof mainly circumstantial, has been elaborated, which
refers the stone fragments to the neolithic epoch, in prehistoric ages, and further shows that the pieces probably
represent the earliest money used by man.
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come again. This time he apRoque, South America. Jfe was
fighting with a whale— a cachelot, it must have been— which
he wound himself about, and twirled with tremendous veu had two coils around a full-sized
This monster
locity.
each
end, "
at
clear
feet
thirty
with
whale,
himself
"raised
over
he
was
rumpus
the
when
and

peared

off

serpent" has

Cape

St.

sixty feet out of the water." Pretty large serpent! An anaconda thirty feet in length would be a giant. The whole
story rests upon the authority of the Zanzibar correspondent of the Western Morning News, who has written up an
account, told with a sailor's latitude in details, of what
Capt. Driver and the crew of a collier bark thought they

saw.
.
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—Two young lions, three weeks

progeny of the

old, the

lions at Central Park named Lincoln and Jennie, are being
reared by a terrier whose puppies were taken away. She
has grown very fond of them and caresses them continually.

NEW

BIRDS -FROM MINNESOTA.

—

+

On the 22d of September, 1875, a fine specimen of the sanderling ( Cahdrls armaria) was shot in the vicinity of Minneapolis by Mr. W". L.
Tiffany. There were two of them on the sandy beach of one of our
many lakes, but only one was shot, the skin of which I have in my colfind regarding this bird, I
lection. From all the quotations that 1 can
infer that it is seldom found in the interior. On the 23d of Oct. '74,1
shot a cardinal grosbeak ( Qardmalis Virginianus,) in th 3 midst of large
woods, abo at six miles from this place. The specimen was a male in
I have seen it mentioned in the American, Naturalist
"brilliant plumage.
that this bird has been found in the central counties of Iowa; but do not
know that it has been taken in Minnesota before. On the 9th of May,
1874 while riding through an open, scrubby section of country, some
seven or eight miles from Minneapolis, I saw large numbers of the HarI shot two specimens, one of which is
ris' finch (Zonotrichia querula)
now in the possession of Dr. Hatch, of this city. On the 16th of the
same month I shot the last specimen that has been seen in this locality,
_ although constant and thorough search has been made each Fall and
Spring since. They were seen in abundance only on the first day mentwo days afterward;?, not a
tioned, and the same section being visited
be found. Besides the three men
single individual of the kind could
collected in Minnesota
tioned above, I have in my possession specimens
catalogue of the birds of this State,
of the following species, not in the
published by Dr. Hatch in 1874:—
Wilson's thrush, Turdus fuscescens. Probably common.
Golden-crested wren, Eegulus satrapa. Occasionally met with during
.

migration.
Red-bellied nuthatch, Sitta Canadensis. Rare.
Short-billed marsh wren, Cistothorus stellaris.

Summer

resident; not

.,*-,,.»bummer

Golden-winged warblers, Helminthopliaga chrysoptera.

resi-

Tennessee warbler, Helminthopliaga peregrina. Abundant during the
Spring migration of 1875.
Seen occasionally
Blackburnian warbler, Dendroica Blackburniae
during migration
Black-poll warbler, Dendroica striata. Taken during migration.
Cape May warbler, Dendroica tigrina. Five specimens were taken
during the Spring and Fall migrations of 1875,
migraCanadian flycatcher, Myodiocles Canadensis. Occurs during
.

tion.
rare.
Yellow- winged sparrow, Goturniculuspasserinvs. Not
Black-throated bunting, Euspiza Americana. Abundant during the
Summer of 1874, but none appeared during the Summer of 1875.
resident, but rare.
Olive-sided flycatcher, Contopus borealis. Summer
common in heavily
Pileated woodpecker, Hylotomus pileatus. Not

timbered sections.
heavily
Yellow-bellied woodpecker, Sphyrapicus mrius. Common in
timbered sections.
taken.
Baird's sand-piper, Tringa Baadii. Several specimens
Not common
Forster's tern, Sterna Forsteri
.

Thomas

S.

Egberts.

recent arrivals at the Philadelphia

Garden op the Zoological Society,
f
Fairmotjnt Park, Philadelphia, Dec. 13th, 1875.
the Duncannon
One Wild Turkey, Meleagris gallopavo. Presented by
Iron Company, Penn.
I

One Jaguar, Felis onca; 2 Beavers, Castor Canadensis;
Bactrian, Camelus
Camels, Camews dromedarius, and 4
^One^Yellow-cheeked Amazon, Chry soils autumnalis.
Miss Abbott, of Philadelphia.

One Horned Grebe, Podiceps comutus.

Common

4
buctrianus,

Presented by

Presented by J. S. Champitt,

of Philadelphia.
One Florida Gallinule, Qallinula galeata.

Delaware.

Presented by H. B. Phil:

Purchased.
One Yellow-footed Rock Kangaroo, Petrogale xanthojias.
One King Vulture, Oyparc/ms papa. Purchased.
W.SweisOne Horned Grebe, Podiceps cornutus. Presented byJ.

fort, of Philadelphia.

One Leopard, Fetis pardus. Purchased.
One Wild Goose, Bemicla Canadensis. Presented by

J.

M. Wilson,

of Washington, D. C.

Natural History section of the Long Island Hisof the Socitorical Society will hold a meeting in the hall
on the eveBrooklyn,
streets,
Livingston
and
Court
at
ety,
ping of, December 30th.

—The

C. S.

W.

[We
word

gladly give space to this inquiry, but would offer a
of caution against substituting hearsay for personal

Anything that stimulates close and intelligent observation of the habits of our birds is welcome to

observation.

our columns

.

Ed. ]
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Class §8.— For best English setter bitch, over one year old, with not
than two of her pups, under one year old, special prize, presented
by Chicago Field, value $50. For best Irish setter bitch, with not less
than two of her pups, under one year old, pecial sprize, $50.
Class 29.— For best pointer bitch, over one year old, with not less than
two of her pups, under one year old, special prize, value $50, presented
less

by Pod and Gun.
Class 30.-— For best Irish water spaniel bitch, over one year old, with
not less than two of her pups, under one year old, special prize, value
$50, presented by Forest and Stream.
Class 31.— For best setter bitch of any breed, special prize, value $35.
Class 32.— For best imported English setter dog, for stock purposes, to
be shown with not less than two of his get, special prize, value $50.
Class 33. For best English setter dog, for stock purposes, to be shown
with not less than two of his get, special prize, value $50.
Class 34.— For best Russian setter dog or bitch, over one year old, special prize, value $35.
Class 35.— For best red Irish setter dog for stock purposes, to be shown
with not less than tw© of his get, special prize, value $50.
Class 36.— For best brace of imported English setters, known as the
"Field Trial Breed," over one year old, pedigree required, special prize
value $35.

—

_

Cost of Keeping Dogs.—It

not an unusual thing for
us to hear gentlemen say, that they would keep a good
dog, or a brace, but for the expense of feeding, or for the
expense of boarding them daring the close seasons. Let us
say that a full-grown setter may be kept in first rate condition at such times at an expense not exceeding twentyOne pound of cornmeal, costing
five cents per week.
rather less than two cents and a half, a pound of scraps
costing one cent, when well boiled, is sufficient for one

kind of food will keep
on this food, and
know that when regularly fed as above they keep in first
While dogs are being worked during
rate condition.
shooting season, in addition to the above, they should have

dog per day.
a week.

During Winter

We have kept dogs

this

for years

some meat.

— «»»
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months old and sired by How's Duke. Flirt's
gree was published in No. 2 of our present volume.
eight

pedi-

Mr.
Fisher still has his red setter Belle, who took second prize
at the Mineola show, and is expecting shortly a litter of
puppies sired by Hamilton Thompson's Duke.

29th

The Birmingham Dog Show of 1875 opened on the
November and continued untill the 2d inst. Entries

comprised an even thousand dogs, being something

less

The largest class was the Fox Terriers, of
which there were one hundred and eighteen exhibited.
The pointers numbered seventy-six, and the setters, of the
three varieties, English, Irish and Black and Tan, one
hundred and twenty-one in all. Of Collies, or Sheep dogs,
sixty-three.
there were fifty-seven, and of Retrievers
Cocker Spaniels are not mentioned, but of Clumbers,
there were twelve and also eighteen Sussex Spaniels. The
awards had not been published when the last mail left
-•*•
The Second English Field Trial Derby for setter and
pointer puppies of 1875 is announced to be run in April
1876. The ground will be the same as on the last occasion,
than last year.

Horse Heath, near Linton, Cambridgeshire.

The entrance

ten shillings, to be raised to four guineas for starters, and
the winner receives fifty pounds. Entries close Jan. 1st.

is

^*e*

The Chicago Bench Show. — We have
prize

list

received the

of the National Poultry Association,

their first exhibition at Chicago
The principal prize
of January.

who

hold

commencing on
is

the 20th
"special" presented

a

at

$150, (nominally,

its

awarded for the- best
display of sporting dogs or bitches of any one breed or
variety by one exhibitor. There are in all forty classes with
prizes as follows: Our space only permits us to mention
the sporting dogs or the most valuable of other varieties.—

real value

much more)

being

to be

—

Class 1.—Imported English setters, or their progenv, over one year old.
For best dog, premium cup, value $35; second best, cup, $25; third best,
For best bitch, premium cup, value $35; second best, cup, $25:
$10
'

third best $10.
,
Class 2.—Imported red or red and white Irish setters, or their progeny,
over one year old. For best dog, premium cup. value $35; second best,
cup $25; third best $10. For best bitch, premium cup, value $35; second' best! cup, $25: third best $10.
Class 3.— Imported black and tan Gordon setters, or their progeny, over
one year old. For best dog, premium cup, value $35; second best, cup,
$25-* third best $10. For best bitch, premium cup, value $35; second
best, cup, $25; third best $10.
Class 4 .—Native English setters, over one year old. For best dog, premium cup, value $35; second best, cup, $25; third best $10. For best
bitch premium cup, value $35; second best, cup, $15; third best $10.
Class 5 —Native black and tan setters, called Gordons, over one year
For best dog, premium cup, value' $35; second best, cup, $25;
old
For best bitch, premium cup, value $35; second best,
third best $10
cup, $25; third best $10.
Class 6.—Native red or red and white setters, called Irish setters, over
one year old. For best dog, premium cup, value $35; second best, cup,
$25- tlrrd Tbest $10. For best bitch, cup, value $35; second best, cup,
.
|25; third best $10.
,
Class 7.— Pointers, over fifty pounds weight, over one year old. For
second
best, cup, $25; third best $10.
value
cup,
$35;
best dog, premium
For best'bitch, premium cup, value $35; second best, cup, $25; third
.

.

_
._
_
best $10.
_,
,..,
,
Class 8.—Pointers, under fifty pounds weight, over one year old. For
second
best,
cup,
third
value
best
cup,
$25;
$35;
$10.
premium
doobest
For best'bitch, premium cup, value $35; second best, cup, $25; third
. .
_*
best $10
_^
...,
,
Class 9—Irish water spaniels, over one- year old. For best dog, premium cup, value $35; second best, cup, $25; third best $10. For best
bitch premium cup, value $35; second best, cup, $25; third best $10.
old.
For best dog or bitch,
Cla'«s 10 —Cocker spaniels, over one year
cud value $35; second best, cup, $25; third best $10.
class 11 —Clumber spaniels, over one year old. For best dog, premium cup value $35. For best bitch, premium cup, value $35. For
be*t pup under one year old, premium cup, value $25.
Class 12 —Black retrievers and Chesapeake Bay dogs, over one year
old "For best dog or bitch, premium cup, value $35; second best, cup,
$25"; third best,- $10.
Class 13.— Retrieving spaniels, other than pure Irish, over one year old.
For best dog or bitch, cup, value $35; second best, cup, $25; third best,
',

$10.

SPECIAL CLASSES.
Class 23 —For best native English setter pup, under one year old, prize
best $5 ;
cup, value $25; second best $10; third
Class 24 —For best English setter pup, from imported stock, under one
year old, prize cup, value $25; second best $10; tnird best $5.
Class 25.—For best pointer pup, under one year old, prize cup, value
$25; second best $10; third best $5.
Class 26.— For best Irish water spaniel pup, under one year old, cup,
value $25; second best $10; third best $5
Class 27.—For best spaniel pup for retrieving ducks, under one year
old other than pure Insh, cup, value $25; second best $10; third best $5,

vs
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SETTERS.

Franklin, New York, December 3d, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
It is stated in your issue of December 2d that for ruffed grouse
and
woodcock shooting no variety of spaniel is to be compared with a good
steady, well-brokan setter or pointer.
Now, I have had some experience
with all the above named dogs, and I have yet to see the setter or pointer
that Is equal to a well-broken cocker spaniel for woodcock and ruffed
grouse. To say they are perfect don't express it. Again, it is stated
that the only places we found where our spaniels were better than setters
was in coverts, where the shooter could not follow his dog. Now, I ask
is not that just the place where we mostly find cock and grouse?
Where
Is the sportsman who has not found the most grouse in raspberry brush

and second growth beach and birch, blackberry and other matted undergrowth? Those are the places where whole broods are found in early
Fall.
Often have I made an aperture in thick woods for my dogs to enter, and yip, yip, and a whirr, whirr, bang, bang.
Then to say they are
fine retrievers don't

Mr. Joseph E. Fisher, of Brooklyn, who had the misfortune to lose his fine Gordon setter bitch Flirt has had
the loss supplemented by the death, by distemper, of a
This fine pupy was
daughter of Flirt, Queen of the Field

-»»»>

SPANIELS

is

by Forest and Stream, valued

dent; rare.

The following are
Zoological Garden:—

nest, or build another, as does the robin?

17th, 1875.

Editor Forest'and Stream:—

common.

New York, December 9th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Will you be kind enough to ask your correspondents for a note of
such birds as they surely know to rear more than one brood in a season? I can only start the list with the robin and bluebird from actual
observation. Also, whether such birds breed a second time in the same

-

Minneapolis, Minn., Nov.

lips, of

"

.

express

Now, who

it.

in fairness will say that for

woodcock a spaniel has any equal? for in the Eastern and Middle States
and in Canada, woodcock inhabit river and creek flats, densely covered
with willows, also broom corn fields, where your dog cannot be seen
I would as soon walk up my birds as go In
at all fully half the time.
search of a setter on a point. Again, it is stated that a setter will, when
properly broken, etc. Mr. Editor, notice the "properly broken." Yes
but it will cost as much to properly break him or her as you can buy a
first class pair of cockers for, and will cost you ten times as much to
feed and keep them properly broken; and if yon please, sir, they give
you a few seconds notice—i. e., yip, yip— before the bird rises, to shoulder your gun. And is not that far more important to the shooter than
to follow your setter say twenty rods and then walk up your birds?
Again—"He is a much stronger dog; will do much more hard work.
Now, where is he stronger according to size and weight? I claim that a
spaniel, say thirty pounds, will propel hiraeelf far easier than a setter of

and

sixty pounds,

any

man

for cock

do just as much work, and he is fast enough for
and grouse. The only trouble with a setter, or the

will

is. they are too fast for this kind of work.
Perhaps the
writer of the article referred to would have the readers of Forest and
Stream believe that a draught horse will propel himself easier and do
more hard roading than a horse half his size and wr eight. If the setter
is superior to a spaniel for this class of work, why in the name of com-

worst trouble

mon

sense and reason do they use the spaniel in England for pheasant
and woodcock, and why are they so careful in breeding and breaking this
beautiful, keen-nosed, intelligent dog? I have traveled all that country,
east, west, north, and south, and there is not in all England woods or
thickets to be compared with the Eastern and Middle States of this
country, and yet nearly every nobleman's kennel contains favorite breed
or strain of spaniels. Bye the bye, I notice an article in Land and
Water, treating of woodcock shooting, that refers to using a good brace
of spaniels for that purpose
To sum up, I have used pointers and setters, and have come to the
conclusion that they are unfit for this section, where the ruffed grouse
.

and woodcock is the game, and have discarded them accordingly and replaced them with a pair of cocker spaniels, and I am a thorough believer
in that breed of dogs, and if any one says aught against them I am on
They are keen scented, quick and intelligent and good retrievtiptoe.
ers on land and water, and if I miss my bird on the wing, and it is treed,
and I shoot the bird sitting, why that's my business; I want the birds.
Your correspondent, Manhattan, is in error in regard to a cross between the setter and spaniel, as in all the crosses of the kind that I have
seen they will not point, nor yet will they bark, and it would be hard to
tell when game was scented, and wonld require the constant watch of
the shooter, and the game would be for the most part lost because it
rises unexpectedly.

In

all

else I endorse

Manhattan, for I have never

known a time when spaniels were so much enquired for amongst sportsmen as at the present time.
Delaware
fin our article upon the relative merits #of setters, pointers, and spaniels, we did not intend to discourage the use
of cocker spaniels in sections of the country where the
shooter cannot follow his dog, but we contend that such
grounds are rarely met with. We commenced our shooting in 1825, have shot in more than half the States in the
Union, and have in all probability killed more game, legitimately, than any one else in this country except Captain
Bogardus, yet we have scarcely ever found shooting when
spaniels would have been more serviceable than well broken setters or pointers; and when our correspondent alleges
that it costs ten times as much to feed and keep them properly broken, we cannot agree with him. We admit that
but
it would cost a trifle more to keep a setter or pointer,
after they are properly broken any skillful sportsman can
keep them up to their work. But even a spaniel, in order
to be useful, should be well broken, unless he is used to
tree birds for his master to shoot sitting, but, for such
purposes, perhaps little or no breaking is requiredOur correspondent states that in England, cockers are
.

preferred to setters and pointers for woodcock shooting.
In that country we are informed, that men are also used
Their shooting
as beaters for this game and for pheasants.

must be very

different

from ours

make it sport.
The strongest argument

such means

is

to

in favor of setters and pointers,

woodcock and ruffed grouse shooting

for even

country,

to require

in this

that at least nineteen twentieths of the shooters

—

use them instead of spaniels whereas if the latter were
superior the fact would have been discovered long ago and
they would have taken the position in the hearts and kennels of our sportsmen which our correspondent desires for

them.— Ed. 1

—

The Legislature of Ontario, Canada, has just passed an
amendment to the Game Laws allowing snipe to be shot on
the 15th August, which is not considered too early in that
Province.

FOREST AND STREAM.
TURNER'S "ELCHO" AND "LOO

PERCEPTION
OF
—

II."

St. Louis, Mo., December, 18?5.
Hditob Forest and Stream:
Charles H. Turner, of St. Louis, a young gentleman of wealth and
refinement, and an enthusiastic admirer of fine stock, is doing more,
perhaps, at present, for improving American dogs than any one person
in the country. A few miles west of St. Louis he has built a kennel,
perfect in its arrangements and attractive in appearance, and has seven
pure bred red Irish setters, imported: two Irish water spaniels, import
ed and an imported beagle bitch with a litter of seven pups. He has
His last imporalso imported several pointers and hounds for friends.
tation, through Mr. Cooper, of Limerick, was a pair of beautifully
foroied and feathered red Irish setters— Elcho and Loo II— deep blood
The following letter came with them,
red in color, and rangy in style.
written by Mr. Eobert S. Greenhill te Mr. Cooper, which, with Mr. Tur-

—

ner's permission, is given to the

pub !ic.

November 6th, 1875.
Dear Sir—I give you particulars of my red Irish setter, Elcho.
He is by Charlie out of Nell, both of which were specially purchased

for their good pedigree, and sent out to Russia for breeding purposes.
They are the property of Mr. Oppenheimer, of St. Petersburg. Charlie
was by Mr. Purcell Llewellin's Pat, out of Juno by Grouse, out of Ina,
ny Derby, out of Rhue. Nell was by Heather, out of Nance, by Dane,

Loo by Bone, out

The dog and

come directly from the strain of both Lord Waterford's and_Marquis of Ormond's breed, and were originally owned by Captain Irwin. You can
no better blood in Ireland. Elcho was pupped May 1, '74. I trained
out of Loo;

fet

im myself, and

is

the best

raising the hand, and at the
I have no fault to find with

of Quail.

bitch

first season dog I ever had.
He will drop to
word "Tono!" will be steady, and also on shot.
him, and had I kept him over, I expect as a

dog he would be heard of to advantage. On looking over the list he
has beaten at thiH last show, you will see that some have taken prizes
elsewhere. I can only say that it is the opinion of many that he should
have had first prize here. I regret having sold him, and it is only beHis puppies
cause I have so many dogs coming on that I part with him
In case you should send him to
will be very like him in another year.
America, it will probably interest whoever may get him across the Atlantic to learn that he is called after the Elcho Challenge Shield, which
cnne this year to Ireland by the last shot which was fired by me at
Wimbledon this year. By this victory the American Rifle Team are
supposed to have thrashed creation, having beaten Ireland in the rifle
match, Ireland then beating England and Scotland. I showed the dog,
Elcho, to some of the Americans when they were here; but he was not
then for sale, or possibly he would now be in America. I shall be glad
The bitch you purchased I think is
to hear how your friend likes him
particularly good looking. Puppies out of her by Elcho should be val(Signed)
Robt. S. Greenhill.
uable. I am, yours truly,

prize

.

.

,

mid Miver

fe#

FISH IN SEASON IN DECEMBER.
SOUTHERN "WATERS.
Pompano, Jb'achynotus carohnus.

Drum

Family

(two species.)

Scice-

rtidCE.

Grouper, Epinephelpus nigritus,
Trout (black bass,) Centropristls
air arms.
Striped Bass or Rockfish, JRoccus

Kingfish, Menticirrus nebulosus.
lineatus
Sea Bass, Scicmops ocella tus
Sheepshead, Archosargus probato- Tailorfish,

Pomatcmus

saltatrix.

Black bass, Micropterus salmoides;

cephalus.

M. nigricans.

Snapper, Lutjanus eaxus.

a recent number of Chambers'
IN article
illustrating intelligence
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Journal there

is

an

in fishes of various

kinds; for instance the carp, which comes for its food at
and others that distinguish persons. An anecdote is
told of a trout which was in the habit of taking red worms
from the hand when offered, but which, having been once
deceived with a long slender radish very like a worm in
shape and color, never could be humbugged again. He
intuitively distinguished them apart, and although he
ceased to come out for the one, he was prompt enough in
coming for the other.
Now here, we concede, is an argument in favor of those
call,

critical
flies.

anglers

who

affect a multiplicity of patterns in

The most uncompromising

of us old fogies, admit

we study seasons, temperatures, conditions of clouds,
atmosphere, water, and the liek, in the selection of our flies
for the time being; but we have never been willing to allow that trout can distinguish the real from the unreal with
the nice perception that our ladies judge of laces and furbelows.
However, we have to yield a point when we find
a trout able to instantly detect a spindling radish from an
earth worm at a distance of several feet. Indeed we are
so wide open to conviction that we are prepared to believe,
on evidence, that a trout can instantly, or at second thought
certainly, tell not only the difference between a green drake
and July dun, but the difference between a natural hackle
and a dyed one. It is obvious that if a trout rushes more
than once at the same deception he must be a stupid felAfter the second or third
low, and without discernment.
rise, we must either change our flies or our casting stand,
at least, so far as the particular trout in question is concerned. Experience has proved this to every old angler.
Sometimes, when striking successfully we secure each
on its first rise, we find that we can take a
fish
dozen from the same pool; if we bungle in our business, and by missing to hook, give the trout a chance to
detect our deception, we may thrash the water in vain, or
with only two or three foolish fingerlings to answer our
endeavors. Trout No. 1 has undoubtedly communicated
his discoveries to his neighbors.
Well, this is a curious world, and peopled with curious
creatures, all having intelligences that we little conceive
of; and perhaps the fish that swim have as much acumen
in their peculiar sphere as lawyers have in theirs, or as creaQuisn sabef
tures that belong to higher orders of creation.
that

-***{Under the Mad of "Game and Fish in Season" we can only specify in
general terms the several varieties, because the laws of States vary so much
that were we to attemvl to particularize we could do no less than publish
This
those entire sections that relate to the kinds of game in question.
would require a great amount of our space. In designating game we are
guided by the laws of nature, upon which all legislation is founded, and
•our readers would do well to provide themselves with the laws of their reOtherwise, our attempts to assist
spsctive States for constant reference.
ithem will only create confusion.]

Fish in Market.
quite a

number

—The slabs this

of novelties, chief

week have presented
among which may be

mentioned an invoice of about 100 Savannah shad, in good
order for the season; they sold for $1 each.
By the same
steamer a few very handsome red snappers came to hand
and were sold for 18 cents per pound. The last steamer
from Key West brought a number of Sprnish mackerel in
capital condition, the largest weighing nine pounds.
marked peculiarity in the largest of these fish was the presence of a lateral stripe of the same color as the spots usuStriped bass,
ally found; they sell for 50 cents per pound.
from Mirimichi, are worth 25 cents per pound; smelts,
from Maine and Nova Scotia, of unusually fine quality
bring 15 cents per pound; bluefish, from Cape Hatteras,
12£ cents; salmon, frozen, 50 cents, mackerel, 18 cents
each; white perch, 15 cents per pound; frost fish, 8 cents;

A

halibut, 25

haddock, 8 cents; codfish, 10

cents;

cents;

sea bass, 20
sheepshead, 30 cents; whitefish, 18
cents; salmon trout, 20 cents; black bass, 18 cents; pompano, $1; green turtle, 20 cents; terrapin, $12 per dozen;
lobsters, 10 cents per pound; scollops, $1 per gallon; soft
clams, 40 to 60 cents per 100; hard shell crabs, $4 per 100;
soft shell crabs, the first of the season, $1 per dozen.
blackfish,

cents; flounders, 8 cents;

12 to 15

cents; eels, 15 cents;

Capt. J. W.
catch a few days since,
brought in nine fine large shad, taken while bluefishing at
sea off Chickacomica wood, twenty miles north of Cape
Hatteras.
It has been suggested that these shad, which

More Shad.— The smack

E.

A. Baker,

Mosier, -which arrived with her

by the bye weighed four and a half pounds each and were
without roe, were Northern fish on their way South, but
we have before contended that shad do not migrate, but
after spawning go out to sea and return in due season to
their own river.
We believe that the fish in question were
probable denizens of the Delaware or Chesapeake, although
caught in a very unusual manner. The Baker's catch of
bhiefish

numbered

4,900.

T. Gaflick, of Cleveland, Ohio, who is well known
for the interest he has taken in fish culture, prints a letter
in Rod and Gun, in which he attests to having cultivated a

—Dr.

attained a weight of six pounds and
This.fish gained three-quarters of a pound

speckled trout until
three ounces.

a year in weight.

it

It

was

exhibited, with

two

others, at

Dr. Garlick says that many
years ago, speckled trout were frequently brought by
Indians to Fort Brady, at the Sault Ste. Marie, which
weighed orer nine pounds. So, this personal identity of
salmo fontinalis of great sizes is being continually subThere
stantiated and placed beyond question or doubt.
are giants and pigmies in almost everv separate form of

two of the Ohio State

fairs.

to stock the ocean, but from
the fact that but a very small part escape the many enemies
that feed upon the spawn and the small fry, comparatively
few become even small sized fish.
nities for observing, and spent no little time at the ponds
of Mr. Clark near Detroit.
He gives a succinct, but
thorough description of the act of spawning, showing him
In no case
to have been an extremely careful observer.
does he mention this habit; he says, however, that "a few
fish ova are frequently found in the stomach of the whitefish," but he don't say whitefish ova.
If such had been the

would supply spawn enough

FISH.

—A

Hamilton, Ontario, correspondent of the Montreal
Herald says that on the morning and evening of Dec. 4th,
a peculiar phenomenon occurred in that city, in the shape
of millions of young herrings about one and one-half inches
in one instance
in length, coming through the water taps
about half a gallon in full came through.
;

FISHES AND FISHING OF THE GREAT
LAKES.

he would undoubtedly have mentioned it, and his account leads me to believe that he observed nothing of the
kind.
The most careful of observers among old fishermen
assure me that the males who linger on the beds are employed in covering the spawn.
Whitefish of Lake Erie ascend the Detroit River and
pass through the lake into the Ri\ er St. Clair for the purpose of spawning, but seldom, if ever, go higher than
case,

r

Mooretown— eight miles from the outlet of Lake Huron.
Again, Lake Huron fish ascend the St. Marie River for the
same purpose; but

it is

established fact that none

a well

descend these rivers from the wr aters above for a like purpose.
Lake Huron whitefish rarely enter the River St.
Clair, except after a heavy and continued northeast storm,
then they are driven into the river in large schools.
The average whitefish is of two or three pounds weight;
a large one six or seven; rare specimens are caught, however, of much greater weight, sometimes turning the
scales at twenty pounds.
Those of Lake Superior and the
Straits are larger, fatter and finer in flavor than those of
the lower lakes.
In the rapids of the Sault Ste. Marie
they are taken in large quantities by theChippeway Indians
in dip nets and are of very superior flavor.
The fish of
Lake Huron and Upper Lake Michigan are very fair, but
those of Lake Erie are decidedly inferior, which is probably due to the difference in temperature of these waters.
Few travelers ever taste whitefish in perfection except
they have visited the northern resorts. As eaten upon the
hotel tables of Buffalo, Chicago, and even Detroit, it is
comparatively a tasteless fish; as a meal for an epicure it
must be had fresh from the icy waters at the Straits or of
Superior, and cooked as soon as may be after it is caught.
Then, to our thinking, the whitefish is one of the most
toothsome fishes that swim, superior even to the salmon or
brook trout.
Formerly the capture of whitefish was conducted by
means of seines, but the wholesale destruction on the
spawning beds has caused rill and pound net to supersede
them. They do not take the hook readily. The food of
this fish was long a matter of conjecture, but is now
believed to consist mainly of the minnte crustaceans and
mollusks that inhabit these lakes. This is rendered probable from the fact that the mouth is constructed for nibbling along the bottom, being directed nearly downward.
The frequent failure to find food in the stomach of the
whitefish, is doubtless due to their capture in pound nets,
where they would remain sufficiently long to digest the
contents, but those caught by gilling have generally food
partially digested.
It is asserted that whitefish are migratory; how true this is I do not know, except it be for
spawning purposes; they do, however, seek the deeper and
cooler waters as Summer advances.
The presence of large
fishes in numbers at certain localities, of a size never taken
anywhere else, would suggest a local habit, with n@ disposition for long voyages.
Archer.

—Our whilom

correspondent, *G. M. Fairchild, sends
from his memoranda:
"Last Summer a friend and self were fishing in the
Jacque Cartier, when the following occurred: My friend,
who was grubbing it with a worm on the bottom, felt a
tug on his line; he struck, and a magnificent trout broke

\)(

this note

FIRST

WE

commence

PAPER— THE
this

week

WTHTEFISH.

a series of articles relating to

comparatively little known field of investigation,
prepared from personal observations of a leading citizen of
Michigan who must be considered eminent authority.
Little conception can be formed of the trouble of obtaining information hereupon, as nothing reliable, positive or
negative, can be gathered from the fishermen, and it is
only by sifting and combining, that any satisfactory results
this

can be reached.

Editor Forest and Stream:

—

After a series of extended trips I find that the principal
fishing is done on Lakes Huron and Michigan, as the bold
shores of Superior preclude the employment of nets to any
great extent.
whitefish (Coregonus albu*) is among the best of lake
being second only to the Siskowit, and by many pronounced superior to the great trout. The spawning begins
in November, terminating in December, and is indicated
by the fish leaving deep water and appearing in immense
numbers on rocky shoals. Formerly they frequented the
streams for this purpose, but, at the present time, there are
but few streams emptying into the great lakes that are
free from saw mills and their attendant dust, which are
At the first day's netting on the
offensive to these fish.
spawning beds the catch is wholly males, apparently well
stocked with milt; on the second, a few females appear,
plump with spawn. The proportion of females increases

The

fish,

day by day, until after a week or ten days, when there are
two or three and often four times as many females as
males, after which they gradually disappear, until the
latter preponderate, as they are the last as well as first upon
the beds. The best opinion seems to be that the males
precede the females only to prepare the ground especially
as they at that time assume an extraordinary roughness of
scales, and employ themselves constantly in scraping up
gravel, on which the spawn is subsequently deposited.
Some, however, believe that the mere inclination to milt
causes them to seek the proper position without reference
to the presence or absence of the females; others still are
of the opinion that they precede only to wait for the
females, and do not commence milting until spawning
This latter opinion is undoubtedly the true one,
begins.
fo? Mr. Milner has established the fact, that the act of
spawning in the female and milting in the male, is carried
on at the same time, and with a slight, though decided
orgasm. The males have been accused of lingering for
the purpose of feasting on the spawn, but this is contrary
to nature and undoubtedly a slander; however, this is a
mooted question. Seth Green says "as soon as the eggs
are thus spread broadcast, all the fish in the neighborhood
start for them and eat up all they can find, while the
parents themselves are not backward about taking their
I think it more than likely that Mr.
fair proportion."
Green is in error. Mr. Milner has had the best of opportu;

the surface of the water a second afterwards, apparently
My friend played it until he thought it safe
well hooked.
to bring his fish alongside the boat for me to land it.
I
took the line, but the moment the full weight of the 'fish
came I felt something give way, and I landed, not the
trout, but a two-inch gudgeon as lively as a cricket.
The
gudgeon had gorged the worm and hook, and a second
afterwarls the trout came along and bolted the gudgeon.
The hook being buried in the gudgeon there was nothing
&
to hold the trout."
•

Doings op the Fishing Fleet.— There have been 17

arrivals of the fleet the past week, 13 from the Banks and
4 from Georges. The receipts are 300,000 pounds Bank
codfish, 40,000 pounds Georges codfish, 62,000 pounds

halibut and 40,000 pounds Georges halibut. Bank
halibut are in good demand, and Georges very* scarce
sales yesterday at 16 and 11 cents per pound for white and
The shore fleet have had a good week of weather
gray.
consequently the market has been a little glutted, which
has brought fresh cod and haddock down to $2 per hundred
weight, against $4 and $4.50 paid last week. The whaling
business of New Bedford has been successful this year
They ship two tons of smelts some days by railroad from
Waldoboro, Me.— Gape Ann Advertiser, Dec. 10th.

Bank

—Mr. B. P. Ware, one of the Executive Committee of
the Massachusetts Angler's Association, reported at
its
recent meeting that the fisheries on the east coast
of
Massachusetts employ 138 vessels, 5 of which are steamers
The following table shows where they hail from the
number of men, and the number of hooks employed in
trawl fishing:
P°rt
Vessels.
Men.
Hooks
-

Boston

40
40
5*
Swampscott
.....15
Marblehead and Beverly......... 8
.-

Gloucester
Gloucester

SSi7aS

400
400
50
150
80

400 000
800,000
150 000

Sjj

™;Z
**fa

lfdmt
80 000

n
:.'v:::::--:::-:::::i

.steJe"-

'

38

^

The Boston and Gloucester

fleet are mostly for bay
fishbe seen that the vessels average about ten men
each, and each man cares for from 1,000 to 3,000
hooks
the greatest number being handled by the
steamers'
owing to their greater abilty and quickness of moving
about. The hooks are attached to lines five feet anart a«
Un
" }
thp line malrirxr in tlm afmraMtn 1A AKA Ann

ing.

It will

.--

,

.

.

that each vessel on an average takes 400 to 600
small un
merchantable codfish daily that are substantially
of no"
value, the fleet destroying probably from
80.000 to 100 000
daily.
Doubtless a comparatively small number
of fish

—

,

FOREST AND STREAM.
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June 29th, regatta at Little Bay Side. Three Brothers
get second class, and Gracie third class, win.
July 1st, at New Hamburg; C. H. Y. C. regatta. Le
Mary Emma second class, and Lulu third class, win.

§§Mktmg and Ranting.
—»

I

.

HIGH WATER. FOR THE WEEK.
All communications from Secretaries
later than Monday in each week.

Bate,

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

and friends should

New

Boston,.

16

H,
2
3
4
5
5

.,

17...
18.

19
20.........
21

6

7

22.........

M.
40
29

M.
22
14
5

B.

1

6
54
44
36

2
3
4

1

H.

M..

10

40
29

11

eve.

52
40

1

30

2
3

1

21

OF REGATTAS FOR

LIST

mailed no

A. Y.

B

18
6

54
44
36

1875.

prize,

OF ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE LIST.

C—Atlantic yacht club.
C— Beverly yacht club.

L.

I.

Y.

M. Y.

C—Long Island

C.

C—
C—
—

H

C—
C—
C—
C—

C—
C—
C—

C—
C—

|

—"We print below our annual
»

list

of regattas and matches

American waters during the season of 1875.
There are doubtless some inaccuracies and omissions in it,
but we have endeavored to make it as complete as possible.
Next week we shall publish a list of winning yachts, both
here and in English waters:
February 6fh, at We vv Hamburg; N. H. I. Y. C. regatta. First class,
mailed in

Flying Cloud second prize; second class, Qui Vive
first prize, Whiff second prize; special class, Zephyr first prize, Flying
Cloud second prize
February 13th, at Hew Hamburg; N. H. I. Y. C. regatta. Second
class, Puff first prize, Whiff second prize.
February 23d, at Dorchester; Ice Yacht regatta. Nonpareil wins.
February 25th, at St. Augustine; St. A. Y. C. regatta. First class,
sloops. Seminoie first prize, Cricket second prize; second class, sloops,
Columbia first prize, Traveller second prize; cats, first class, Carrie first
prize, Eagle second prize; special class, Henrietta wins.
May 10th, at Philadelphia; D. R. Y. C. regatta. Adelphia first prize,
Wm. B, R. Selby second prize, Fashion third prize.
May 10th, at Camden; Cam. Y. C. regatta. J. C. Dubman first prize,
John P. Felden second prize.
May 20th, regatta at Charleston. Coquette wins.
May 22d, at Dorchester; D. Y. C. first championship regatta. Centre
boards, Eva first class, Mabel second class, no race in third class, Tulip
fourth class; keels, Lidie first class, winners.
May 29th, regatta at Marblehe.d. Magic first class; second class,
sloop, Georgie; t-Chooners, third class, Rambler first prize, Leader sec-

Quickstep

first prize,

ond prize, Avis third prize.
May 30th, at Perth Amboy; P. A. Y. C. regatta.

Chemaun

first class,

So-So second class.

May

30ih,

match

at

Hoboken.

Charm

beats Ripple, both of N. J.

Y. C.

May

31st, regatta at

Savannah. Eleanor wins.
New York. Idler, S. Y. O., beats Palmer, N. Y»

June 5th, match at
Y. C.
June 5th, at Quincy; Q.Y.C. regatta. Nettie first class, Mabel second
class, Rocket third class, winners.
June 7th, matches at Brooklyn. Frank, L. I. Y. C, beats Robert Russell, L. I. Y. C, and Short Branch, L. I. Y. C\, beats Only Son, L, I.
Y. C.
June

Williamsburg; W. Y. C. regatta. Victoress first class
Sorceress second class, J. M. Sawyer third class, Pidgeon fourth class,
winners.
Juue 10th, at South Boston; S. B. Y. C. first championship regatta.
Centre boards, Eva first class, Mabel second class; keels, Starlight,
8th, at

winners.

June

14th, at

New

York; S. Y. C. Corinthian sloop match.

Addie

Voorhis wins.

Hoff

June 14th, at Philadelphia; Ph. Y. C. regatta.
Brewer second class, Millie third class, winners.
June 15th, regatta at Whitestone. Harry Hill first

first class,

class, H. A. Brush
Fidget third class, winners.
June 15th, at Chester; Chester Y. C. regatta. First class, King first
prize, Lizzie Artis second; second class, Fanny first prize, Stella second;
third class, Lawrence first prize: fourth class, Mommy first prize, Shoo
Fly second; fifth class, Coates P first prize, Lizzie second, winners.
June 16th, at New York; N. Y. Y. C. regatta. Schooners, Palmer

second

first

class,

Comet second

class

sloops, Yision

first

class,

class;

keels, subscription cup,

Madcap second

class;

Wanderer;

steamers,

Luriine,

winners.

Nabant; D. Y. C. regatta. Centre boards, first class,
second; second class, Mabel; third class, Bristol;
fourth class, Tulip and Virginia tie; keels, Sunbeam, winners.
June 19th, at New York; Bk, Y. C. regatta. Schooners, first class,
Comet first prize, Madeleine second; sloops, second class, Schemer first
prize, Maggie B. second; first class, Undine first prize, White Wing second; third class, Wm. T. Lee first prize, Victoria second, winners.
June 19th, at Lynn; L. Y. C. regatta. First class; Lillie; second class,

June

17th,

at

Nimbus first prize, Eva

Fleetwing

first prize,

Nellie J. second; third class, Georgie

first prize,

Nymph

second, winners.
June 21st, at Halifax; R. H. Y. C. regatta for challenge cup. Petrel
and Wavelet third class, win.
first class, Cygnet second class,
June 21st, regatta at Halifax. Bernice wins first prize, and Circe sec-

ond.

Swampscott; E. Y. C. regatta. Schooners, Halcyon first
Nimbus second class, winners.
class, Fearless second class; sloops,
June 22d, at New York; A. Y. C. regatta. Schooners, Triton; sloops,
Undine first class, and Kaiser Wilhelm I. second class, win. Undine also
June22d,

at

takes the Livingston cup.

June

22d, at

M. second

Y. C,
July
Ripple
July

C—
C—
C—
C—
C—

—

Emma

first class, Annie
J. Y. C. regatta.
third class, G. W. Dilks fourth class, winners.
York; C. Y. C. regatta. Lillie first class, G. B.

Hoboken; N.

class,

Charm

June 23d, at New
Deane second class, Tough third class, winners.
June 24th, at Toms River; T. R. Y. C. regatta. Lulu first prize, Rover
second prize, Charry Hooper third prize.
June 24th, S. Y. C. ocean schooner Corinthian match. Palmer first
class, and Peerless second class, win.
Jane 26th, regatta at Springfield. Zephyr wins.
June 26th, at East Boston; E. B. Y. C. regatta, Gael first class, Fanny
second class, and Lidie third class, win.
June 28th, regal ta at Onset- Bay. Edith- Rose first class, and Phosie
second cl$*»-Win.

Gracie second

Jennie third

Amboy; P. A. Y.

Chemaun second; second

C. regatta.

class,

Emily

First class, Susie T.
P. first prize,

William

class,

Lightfoot fourth class.

August 21st, regatta at Duxbury. Pollywog first class, Wanderer seo
ond class, and Nina Foster third class, win.
August 22d, at Halifax; R. H. Y\ C. first class race for the Governor
Squirrel wins.

General's medal.

South Boston; S. B. Y. C. second class centre board
Posey wins.
regatta. Tie to be sailed off
August 24th, at New York; L. I. Y. C. regatta. Joe Saunders wins.
August 24th, at Portland; P. Y. C. third class match. Rival beats

August

23d, at

.

Mist.
'

August
August

24th,

match

New York.

at

Three Brothers beats Aunt Jerusha.

24th, regatta in Buzzard's Bay.

First class, Ariel

first prize,

lone second; second class not decided.

August 26th, match at Flushing. J. P. Midgeley beats Minnie A.
August 26th, at Haverhill; Hv. Y. C. first class regatta. Waverley
first prize,

Eva second

prize, Princess third prize.

?

C—
—
C—
C—
C—

C—
C—
C—
C—

first class,

Ideal

F. second; third class, Lulu first prize, Fidget second.
July 5th, Boston city regatta. First class, schooners, Fearless, E. Y.
C. first prize, Edwin Forrest, Pilot No. 2, second; sloops, Coming, E.
Y. C, first prize, Tartar second; second class, schooners, Vanitas, B. Y.
C, first prize, Enigma, Bn.Y. C, second; centre board sloops, Clytic, E.
Y. C, first prize, Eva, B. Y. C, second; keel sloops, Gael, S. B. Y. C,
first prize, Lothe second; third class, centre boards, Wanderer, D. Y. C,
first prize, Mabel, D. Y. C, second, Queen Mab, B. Y. C, third; keels,
Volante, D. Y. C, first prize, Sunbeam, D. Y. C, second, Fearless, Bn.

y. club.

—Manhattan yacht

C—
C—
G—

C—

first class,

August 19th, at Newport; War. Y. C. regatta. Dolly wins.
August 20th, regatta at Oak Bluffs. Schooner Alice, of Providence,
and sloop Maggie B., Bk. Y. C, wins; cats*, Luella first prize, with and
without allowance, Sea View second.
August 21st, at Quincy; Q. Y. C. championship regatta. Nettie first
class, Mabel second class, winning cup; Edith third class, Annie fourth
ciass, winning cup; second prizes, Lena first class, Flora second class

Annie second.

first prize,

club.
Beaufort yacht club,
Bea. Y.
N. Y. Y. C.-N. York yacht club.
Brooklyn yacht club.
Bk. Y.
N- J. Y.
N. Jersey y. club.
N. Rochelle y. club.
Bn. Y. C. Boston yacht club.
N. R. Y.
Burlington yacht club. N. H. I. Y.
N. Hamburg Ice c.
Bur. Y.
Portland yacht club.
Y, O.— Bunker Hill yacht club P. Y.
B.
Pv. Y. C. Pavonia yacht club.
C. Y. 0.— Columbia yacht club.
Perth Amboy y. club.
Camden yacht club. P. A. Y.
Cam. Y.
Ph. Y. C.— Philadelphia y. club.
Carolina yacht club.
Car. Y.
Quincy yacht club.
Chester yacht club.
Ch. Y,
Q. Y.
Queens county club.
Chicago yacht club.
Chi. Y.
Q,. C. Y.
C. H. Y. C.-Cen. Hudson y. club. H. C. Y. C.~Roval Canadian club.
Royal Halifax y. club
D. Y. C. Dorchester yacht club. P.. H. Y.
Raritan River y. club
Del. River yacht club R. R. Y.
D. R. Y.
Seawanhakay. club.
S. Y.
E. Y. C. —Eastern yacht club.
St. Augustine club.
Boston
St.
A.
Y.
East
club.
Y.
B.
y.
E.
S. Francisco y. club.
S.F. Y.
Genesee yacht club.
G. Y.
Hamilton yacht club. IS. B. Y. C.-^South Boston y. club.
Hoi. Y.
Toms River y. club.
Hv. Y. C —Haverhill yacht club. |T. R. Y.
Williamsburg y. club.
H. R. Y. C —Hudson River y. club W. Y.
Warwick yacht club.
International yacht club. War. Y.
I Y.
Lynn yacht club.
L. Y.
Y.

Viva

Fid-

July 5th, at Oyster Bay; S. Y. <J. regatta. Schooners, Idler; sloops,
Vision first class, Chrystie second class, Fei Seen third class, Mary Emma
fourth class, winners.
July 5th, at Cotuit. Winners of the second and third classes not
known; second class won by Waquoit, B. Y. C.
July 5th, regatta at Wakefield. Alice wins.
July 5th, at Quincy; Q. Y. C. regatta. First class, Fiona first prize,
Florence second; second class, Massie first prize, Wildfire second; third
class, Rocket first prize, Jennie second; fourth class, Lightfoot first
July 5th, at Perth

•LIST

Roy

July 1st and 2d, ocean steam yacht match around Long Island.
beats Lookout, both of N. Y. Y. C.
July 3d, at Portland; P. Y. C. regatta.
class, and Rival third class, win.

York. Charleston.

11
eve.

18

be

first class,

third.

Wilmington; Car. Y. C. regatta. Little Walter first prize,
second, Rosa third.
Georgie first class, Hattie Hull second
5th, regatta at Savannah.
5th, at

Maggie third class, winners.
July 5th, regatta at San Francisco. Carrie Hay ward wins.
July 6th, regatta at Newport. Annie M. first prize, Dick second, Sap-

class,

•

pho

third.

July 7th, at Beverly; B. Y. C. first regular regatta. First class, Spray
first prize, Fanchon second prize and pennant; second class, Ibis first
prize and pennant, Curlew second; third class, Tulip first prize and pennant, Avis second.
July 7th, at Beaufort, Beau. Y. C. regatta.
July 8th, at Gloucester; D. R. Y. C regatta.

Sunny Side wins.
First class.Willie Klintz

Wm. H.

Clymer, second; second class, Ida May, first prize,
Chas. Abel second; third class, Robinson, first prize, Millie Keyser second; first class double end boats, John Brugan first prize, Florence second; second class double end boats, James Hagen first prize, Little
Charlie second; first class skiffs, Louise first prize, Myers second; second
class, Wm. Eckenbrien first prize, Wm, Taylor second; special class, H.
O'Neal first prize, Saule second; Delaware River yachts, Bianca first
prize, Adelphi second; sloops, Stella first prize, Eliza second.
July 8th, at South Boston; S. B. Y. C. second championship regatta.
First class, centre boards, Eva; keels, Slarlight, win for second time and
take the championship; second class, centre boards, Posey wins, ticing
Mabel; keels, Unknown wins.
July 10th, at Dorchester; D, Y. C. second championship regatta. First
class, centreboards, Lillie wins, tieing Eva; second class, Wanderer wias
tieing Mabel; third class, Bristol wins; fourth class, Rocket wins, tieing
Tulip; keels, first class, Mariquita wins, tieing Lidie; second class, Mac-

first prize,

duff wins.
July 12th, regatttat Albany.

C. B. Knowles wins.
July 13th, regatta at Cape May. Schooner Madeleine and sloop Vindex win.
July 15th, at Genesee; G. Y. C. regatta. Seth Green wins.
July 17th, regatta at Bayonne. Argonauta wins.
July 19th, at Beverly; B. Y. C. regatta for prizes presented by Wm.
Sohier, Esq.. Eva first class, Ibis second class, and Tulip third class,

Win.
July 22d, at New York; M. Y. C. regatta. J. M. Sawyer first class
Oriole second class, and Skip Jack third class, win.
July 24tb, regatta at San Francisco. Freda wins schooner prize, and
Gazelle sloop prize.
July 24th, regatta at Duxbury. Count first class, Die Loralei second
class, and Otto third class, win.
July 24th, regatta at Isle of Shoals. First class (race a total failure);
second class sloops, centre boards, Shadon, E. Y. C, first prize, Magic.
L. Y. O.j second; keels, Tartar, of Boston, first prize, Mariquita, D.
C, second; schooners, Vanitas, B. Y. C, first prize, Sparkle, P. Y. C.J

Y

second.
July 24th, regatta at Chicago.

first

prize,

Lucy second, Annie

winners.
July 26th, at Detroit; I. Y. C. regatta. Third class, Collins first prize,
*
Mattie second.
July 31, at San Francisco; S. F. Y. C. regatta. Schooners, first class,
Freda; sloops, first class, Gazelle; second class, Virgin, winners.
July 31st, Isles of Shoals match. America beats Resolute, N.Y.Y.C.
August 2d, Isles of Shoals match. America beats Resolute, N.Y.Y.C.
August 2d, atNahant; B. Y. C. second regular regatta. First class,
Eva first prize and pennant, Waif second; second ciass, Water Lily first
prize and pennant, Ibis second; third class, Tulip first prize and pennant,
Virginia second prize.
August 4th, regatta at

Newburg. First class, Fidget, C. H. Y. C,
Journeyman, C. Y. C, second prize; second class, Mary
Emma, D. Y. C, first prize; Fidget, New York, second prize.
August 4th, race at Newport. E. O. Matthews wins.
August 4th, regatta at Sea Cliff. Anna wins.
August 6th, at New Hamburg; match for champion pennant of the C.
Mary Emma beats Fidget.
H. Y. C
August 6rh, at Quincy; Q. Y. C. first championship regatta. Lena
first class, Mabel second class, Red Lion third class, and Annie fourth
class, win first prizes; Florence first class, Flora second class, Jennie
third class, and Lightfoot fourth class, win second prizes.
August 7th, at Haverhill; H. Y. C. regatta. Waverley wins.
August 7th, at South Boston; S. B.Y. C. championship regatta for
prize;

.

prize for keels; Queen Mab wins in cenwith Posey and Mabel.
July 19th, regatta on Shrewsbury River. First class, Edward Minturn
first prize, Claudine second; second class, Frank first prize, Eliza second;
cats, Florence first prize, Ocean Spray second.
August 12th, Washington match. Witch of the Wave beats the Mary

second class.

Unknown wins

tre boards, tieing

Au'gn st 13th, regatta at Oshkosh. Firs class, Niobe Jfirst prize, My ra
Bell second; second class, White Cap first prize.
August 13th, at Newport; N. Y. Y. C. regatta for Commodore's cups.
Schooner Clio and sloop Windward win.
August 14th, at Swampscott; B. Y. C. third annual regatta. First
class, Queen Mab first prize and pennant, tieing with Fane lion and Eva
for the pennant, Ariel second; second class, Water Lily first prize and
pennant; third class, Tulip first prize and pennant, Virginia second.

August 17th, match at New Orleans. Adela beats Cayuga.
August 17th at Newport; N. Y. Y. C. regatta for Vice Commodore cups.
Schooners, Rambler first class, Restless second class; sloops, Vision first
;

class,

Genia second

class,

winners.

August 18th, at Newport, N. Y. Y. 0. regatta for Bennett cups.
Schooner Mohawk and sloop Vision win.
August 18th, at Gowanus Bay; L. I. Y. C. regatta. Reveille first class,
Joe Saunders second clasp, and Four Brothers third class, win.
& a iie M. beats Annie B
N< vficxr
ABgUsi IBih, taaU
tj

26th, at Portland; P. Y. C.

match

for second class.

Georgie

beats Cisco.

August 26th, regatta
second

class,

Mary

Sands Point.

at.

Emma first prize,

First class, Gracie

first prize;

Fidget second.

August 28th, at Halifax; R. H. Y. C. regatta. Squirrel first class, and
Cloud, or Xiphias, second class, win; third class undecided.
August 28th, at Swampscott; B. Y. C. fourth regular regatta. First

Eva first class, Ibis second class, Avis third class; second prizes,
Water Lily second class, Virginia third class; pennants, Eva first class,
holding it; Ibis second class, tie'mg with Water Lily.
August 28th, at Chicago; Ch. Y. C. regatta. First class, Frolic first
prize, Zephyr second prize, Annie Louise Carey third prize; second class.
Lulu first prize, Lucy second prize, Lincoln third prize.
September 1st, match at Fire Island. Windward, N. Y. Y, C, beats
Wayward, no cluo, and Annie.
September 1st, regatta at South Boston. Syzyg first class, and Nellie

prizes,

second

class,

win.

September 2d, at Boston; Bn.Y. C. regatta. First class.no race;
second class, Eva first prize, Magic second prize; third class, Wanderer
first prize, Queen Mab second prize.
September 3d, at Quincy; Q. Y. C. third championship regatta. First
class, Nettie wins, taking the cup, Indian second prize; second class,
Secret second prize; third class, Lily wins, tieing with Red Liou and
Edith.
4th, at Dorchester: D. Y. C. championship regatta. Lillie
centre board, Mariquita first class keels, Rocket fourth class
centre board, win for the second time and take the cups; Fannie second
class centre board, wins, tieing with Wanderer and Mabel; Ruby second
class, keel, wins, tieing with Macduff, and Water Witch third class centre
board, wins, tieing with Bristol.
September 4th, at Hamilton; Hm. Y. C. regatta. Ina wins.
September 4th, at New Rochelle; N. R. Y. C. regatia. Sloops, Susie
second class; cats, Luiline first class, Fidget
S. first class. Mary
second class, Susie third class, winners.
September 6th, at Toronto; R, C. Y. C. regatta. Surprise second
class, wins.
September 7th, at Toronto; R. C. Y. C. regatta. Race for championship, etc., Annie Cuthbert wins; race for Prince of Wales' cup, Oriole
wins; race for Commodore's challenge cups, first prize for centre boards,
Oriole; for keels, Geraldine; Brunette second prize.
September 7th, race at Jersey City. Ella first class, Only Daughter
second class, Aunt Jerusha third class, win.

September

first class

Emma

September
pennant.

9th, at

Swampscott; R. Y. C. sixth regatta for second

class

Ibis wins.

September 9th, regatta at Cedar Point. Isabel, of Westport, wins.
September 11th, at Burlington; Bur. Y. C. regatta. Ina first prize
Dauntless second, Lady Standley third.
November 11th, regatta at Niagara. Ina

first prize,

Brunette second,

Oriole third.

September 13th, at Boston; B. H. Y. C. regatta. Schooners, Annie
M. first prize, Vesper second; sloops, centre board, Napoleon; keels,
Quimper, winners.
September 13th,' regatta at Coburg.
prize, Annie Cuthbert second; second

First cla^s,

Lady Standyly first
Nioma

class, Surprise first prize,

second.

September

Zoe

Louise Carey third.
July 25th, at Greenport; Bk. Y. C. regatta for sloops. Sadie first class,
ana Schemer second class, win.
1
July 26th, at New York; H. R. Y. C. regatta. First class cabin sloops
W. II. Hamilton; open sloops, Carrie S.; second clasp, Andrew Blessing,

first

August

Wave

14th, at Charlotte;

G. Y. C. regatta for second

class.

Ocean

wins.

September

15th, at Charlotte;

G. Y. C. regatta for

first

class.

Ina

G.

beats

wins.

September

15th,

match

at

New

York.

Madeleine, N. Y. Y.

Mohawk, N. Y. Y. C.

New Hamburg; C. H. Y. C. regatta. Le Roy first
Freaks second class, and Blunt third class, win J
September 16th, at Swampscott; E.Y.O. regatta. First class schooner
Halcyon, and second class sloop Shadow win.
September 20th, at Dorchester; D. Y. C. fifth regatta. Centre boards,
Eva first cla?s, Fanny second, Water Witch third, and Virginia fourth,
win; keels, Volante first prize, Sunbeam second.
September 20th, regatta at Southport. Isabel first class, and Mary
second class, win,
September 21th, regatta at Belleville. First class, Ina first prize, Lady
Standly second, Dauntless third; second class, Leo first prize, Enid second, Katie Gray third; third class, Sunberry first prize, Troubler second.
September 21st, at Williamsburg; W. Y. C. regatta. Victoress first
class, Endeavor second class, and Rossina third class win.
September 23d, regatta at Jersey City. Ella first class, Alice second
class, and Aunt Jerusha third class, win.
September 22th, at New York; A. Y. C. regatta for small yachts.
Vanita wins.
September 27th, at Little Bayside; Q. C. Y. C. regatta. First class,
Octoplexara first prize; second class, Journeyman first prize, Eleanors
second; third class, Rosina first prize; prize for best corrected time of
any Queens county yacht, Gracie.
September 27th, regatta at New York for championship of Staten island Sound, Chemaun first prize, Annie C. second.
September 30th, at New York; N. Y. Y. C. regatta for Commodore's
| September 15th, at

class,

cups.

cond

Schooners, Atalanta
winners.

first class,

Comet second;

sloops, Sadie sec-

class,

October 2d, at
Addie V.

sloops,

October 2d, at
sloops,

Undine

New

S. Y. C. ladies regatta. Schooners, Idler;
Alert second class, winners.
York: Bk. Y. C. regatta. Schooners, Comet;

York;

first class,

New

first class,

October 6th, match at
lute, N. Y. Y.

Lizzie L. second, Victoria third, winners.
York. Estelle N. Y. Y. C, beats Reso.

New

C

October 8th,, match at
N. Y. Y. C.

New York.

Comet, N. Y. Y. C, beats Resolute

October 9th, at Perth Amboy; P. A. Y. C. regatta. Cynthia wins.
October 12th and 13th, Cape May. course regatta. Resolute heats
Dreadnaught and Vesta.
first class,

October 14th, at Boston; E. B. Y. C. regatta. Keels, Gael
wins; centre board sloops, Mignon wins; schooners, Banshee
White Cloud second.

first prize,

Lucy

first prize,

October 19th, on Raritan River; R. R. Y. C. regatta.
White- Wing second.

beats
October 26th, matches off Sandy Hook. Dauntless, N. Y. Y. C,
and Sadie, N.Y.Y.C. beats Eugenia, N.Y.YJ
October 27th and 28th, Cape May course match. Dauntless

Mohawk, N. Y. Y. C
: Resolute*

,

N.Y.Y.C,

FOREST AND STREAM.
—

yachts at New HamIce Boattng. The fine fleet of ice
points on the Hudson
burgh, Poughkeepsie and other
put in order for the winter campaign.
river are being
Probably the most interesting event of tjAseason will be
the Challenge Ice Yacht Pennant of Ametbe regatta for
by the New Hamburgh Ice Boat Club, and
rica now held
which is open for competition to any Ice Yacht Club in
are indebted to Mr. Irving
America and Europe.
Grinnell, Commodore of the New Hamburgh Club, for the
yachts in the clcb and the regattas arfolic wing list of
ranged for the cominSwinter
First class— measuring 350 square feet of canvas and over.
Owner.Area of sails.
Name

hm

:

C. Lawson
P. A. Mesier Van

43t
366$
429
478
462$
431
620

Gr.

gertie

phantom

Wm.

Quickstep
Zephyr.
Zero

J.

s

-

Wyck

Leroy
R. Lawson
"W". Johnson and P. Leroy
Leroy and H. Millard

ZigZag

J-

filing Cloud

Irving Grinnell

Second Class— whose area of sail is less than 350 square
-L E. Losee
Magic
Chas. Leroy
J- Grinnell

Whiff

QUOTATIONS FROM

'.

active

members.

The followiug races are to come off this season
Club Regatta. Two prizes in
1. The Regular Annual
first-class; two prizes in second-class.
2. The Regular Annual Regatta for non-active members.
Two prizes also in the first class; two prizes also in. the
:

second class.

The above

is

-

.

.

.$10 00;i$l5 00
5 00 a 10 00

to
...

color,

prime

,

FOX- -Silver,

ditto,prime
Cross, Northern and Eastern, ditto, prime
Red, Northern and Eastern, ditto, prime
Red, S. Penn., N. J., and N. Ohio, ditto prime

'

Red, Southern aad Western, ditto, prime
Grey, Northern and Eastern, cased, ditto, prime
Grey, Southern and Western, ditto, prime
Grey, Southern and Western, ditto, open, prime

prime

LYNX—Ditto, prime
MARTIN— States, ditto, nrime
MINK—New-York and New England,

ditto, prime
Canada, Michigan, and Minnesota, ditto, prime,
S.
York, N. J., Penn., and Ohio, ditto, prime.
Md., Va., Ky., Ind., Wis., and Iowa, ditto, prime. ..
Missouri, and all Southern, ditto, prime

New

MUSKRAT-N. New York,

and Eastern, Spring
Western, including Penn. and Ohio, Spring
Northern and Eastern, Fall and Winter
Western, including Penn. and Ohio, Winter
Southern, prime

,.

Southern, Winter and Fall

OTTER— Northern, Eastern, and Northwestern,
to size aud color, prime
Penn., N J., Ohio, and Western, prime

3 50

a

2 50

5'J

50 a
20 a
50 a

States, cased, prime..

.

Kitt, ditto,

2 FiOa
1

Wild, Southern and Western, prime
House, ordinary, if large, prime
House, black, furred, prime
FISHER— Northern and Eastern, according to size and
color, prime
Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Western, ditto, prime. .....
Southern, ditto, prime

tOa
05 a
15 a

100
50
60
50
08
«5

7 00 a 12 00
5 00 a 8 00
3 00 a 5 00
15 00 a 50 00
3 00 a 5 00
1 65
1 50 a
1 50
1 25 a
75 a 1 00
75 a 1 00
60
50 a
50
40 a
30 a
50
1 00 a
2 00
150 a 2 00
3 00 a 4 00
2 00 a 3 00
1 00 a
1 50
75 a 1 25
50 a
75
00 a
00
00 a
00
23 a
25
20 a
23
20
15 a
15
12 a

according

.

Ky., Md., Na., Kansas, and vicinity, prime
North Carolina, prime
South Carolina and Georgia, prime
OPOSSUM—Northern, cased, prime
Southern and open Northern, prime
RACCOON -Mich., N. Ind., N. Ohio, Indian handled,
dark, according to size and color, prime

10 00 a 12 00
8 00 a 10 00
6 00 a 8 00
4 00 a 6 00
2 00 a 4 00
30
18 a
15
12 a

80 a 1 00
65
50 a
75
65 a
50
40 a
40
30 a
25
15 a
03
02 a
00 a 130
00 a 100
Prlmeblack, I., open
00 a
80
Prime black, $ white streak, IT. cased
50
00 a
Prime black, £ white streak, II.. open
15 a
20
Prime whole streaked III. and IV
03
00 a
Prime scabs
2 00 a 3 00
SKINS—Mountain, large
75 a 1 25
Prairie, average age, prime skins
There will be no change in our fur quotations until the middle of
-

.

Iowa, Wis., and Minn., prime
New York aud Eastern States and N. Penn. prime.
J.,
N.
S. Penn., 111., Mo., Neb. and Kan., prime...
Maryland, Virginia. Kentucky and Teun., prime....
N. and S. Car., Ga.. Ark., Florida and Ala., prime.
RABBITS— Prime cased
SKUNKS -Prime black, I., cased
111.,

,

WOLF

fW

January.

^-••*

TRAPPING

IN

N ORTHE RN MISSISSIPPI.

in the club.

November,

A

legatta by boats of the second-class for the silk
4.
club singnal also presented by Commodore Kidd, which
is also a challenge flag to be sailed for only by the second
class boats of the club.
regatta between the
Hamburgh Club and
5.
Poughkeepsie Club, for a flag held b}r the latter, called the
Ladies' Pennant, open to a challenge from any club on the
Hudson. The
Hamburgh Club sent a challenge to
the Poughkeepsie Club to sail for said flag last winter, but
owing to the shortness of the ice yachting season, although
the challenge was accepted, the race did not take place,
but will undoubtedly occur this season.
In addition to all the before mentioned regattas, the
Hamburgh Club now holds and offers for competition to

New

A

New

New

yacht clubs in any part of the world a magnificent
silk pennant, known as the "Ice Yacht Challenge Pennant
of America," the conditions of which I enclose for your
all ice

perusal.
The greatest speed in any of last year's regattas was in
the regular annual regatta of the
Hamburgh Club,
when the winning boat made the twelve miles of the course

New

26| minutes.

in a race to a

It

must be borne in mind, however, that
return, half the distance must

mark boat and

almost always be sailed over against the wind, when the
speed of an ice boat is at least one-third less than when
running with the wind three-fourths free, so that unless
there be a straiglit-away race the time made in a regatta
can hardly ever equal that frequently made in running
from point to point on the river on some favorable day.
The officers of the New Hamburgh Club are as follows:
Commodore, Irviug Grinnell; Secretary, P. A. Mesier Van
Wyck; Treasurer, Jas. It. Lawson; Measurer, Charles
Leroy.
The first regular meeting of the club takes place on Monday next, when a Regatta Committee will be appointed, and
other arrangements made for the contests of the coming
seasou
The prospects of a good season are favorable. The upper Hudson is already frozen; the water here is very cold
and freezes easily for so early in the season, and one heavy
snow storm, followed by another cold snap like the last,
will close the river here.
It is rarely, however, that the
season fairly opens before Christmas, though four inches
of new black ice will cany the largest ice yacht.
There are quite a number of ice yachts up the river near
Athens and Alban}'-, but we believe'there is no club formed
up there, though one may be organized this winter.

—

The Centennial Regatta. The cirulars and invitations for the ; Centennial Regatta" are now ready for distribution, and Secretaries of all rowing clubs are requested
to send their addresses as soon as possible to the Secretary
of the Regatta Committee, Jonathan Gillingham, that he
'

may be

GUNTHSB'S SONS.

Southern, and ordinary, per skin, according to size,
prime.

BADGER—Prime
CAT— Wild, Northern and Eastern

—
filo

,

a race especially for the benefit of non-aclive boat owners, in which all the non-active members draw
by lot the several boats of the fleet, and boats so chosen are
represented pro-tern by the respective non-active members
so drawing them, and the prizes are to be awarded to the
non-active members representing pro-tem the winning
This is a new order of regatta, and produces much
boats.
satisfaction among those members of the club who are not
fortunate enough to be owners themselves.
3. A regatta by boats of the first-class for the beautiful
silk pennant presented to the club last season by ex Commodore Kidd, of the Brooklyn Yacht Club, and which is
a challenge flag to be sailed for only by the first-class boats

in

O. G.

size and color
Western, according to size and

210
292$
306

la addition to the above, at least two new boats will be
added to the club, both belonging to Commodore Grinnell.
One is for exhibition at the Centennial; spreads 316 feet of
canvas; is finished in the most thorough and handsome
manner, and will be sent on to Philadelphia in the Spring.
The other new boat is cat rigged, an experiment in ice
yachting, tried for the first time by the Commodore last
This year the new
season, but in a very crude manner.
cat rigged ice yacht has been built in such a manner that
great speed and perfect control is confidently looked for by
her owner.
There are 12 active members or boat owners, and 14 non-

—__

BEAR— Northern, according to size and quality, prime,
Southern and Northern yearlings, prime
BEAVER— Northern, per skin, parchment, according

feet.
185

J. Grinnell

p n ff
Q n i Vive ,....•

——

—

mid ^nipping.
«

We

295

able to forward the circulars to proper parties.

—

Orange Culture in Florida. If oranges are not golden apples, and the groves of Florida a new Hesperides,
there are indications that the culture of this fruit is coming
to be very profitable.
Palatka paper mentions that
Dummitt's grove, which only cost $1,000 per annum,
yielded last year 600,000 oranges, for which the proprietor
received $11,000; and that, with proper care, it would give
from $50,000 to $75,000 yearly. H. L. Hart's grove, at
Palatka, yields him an income" of $15,000 to $20,000 per
annum. Arthur Ginn's grove, at Mellonville, of 1,10G
trees, pays him $12,000 to $15,000 yearly, and is worth
$100,000.
Mr. DeBarry, of New York, has a grove near
Enterprise of 20,000 trees. Mr. Charles S. Brown, of New
York, has one opposite Palatka of 1,200 trees. It will be
strange if the handsome profits of the business do not
stimulate the culture of a fruit which is always sure of a
sear and ready market,

A

Editor Forest and Stream:—
Having some friends living on
Miss., we accepted their welcome
them and enjoy some sport with
trapping our principal sport,

1875.

the Coldwater River, Tunica county,
invitation to -spend the Winter with
trap and gun. Expecting to make

accordingly took along wi'h us a fair
No. 1 and 2 traps, added to which we took

we

complement of "Newhouse"
also a good shot gun and Winchester rifle.
Within the last few years many of the once good trapping grounds of
Wisconsin, Minnesota and Northern Iowa have betn so tnoroughly
trapped out as to no longer pay the expert of the trap, and consequently
many yearly make their way southward in small boats, seldom stopping
until far

below St. Louis, where, in the extreme southeast part of Mis-

and northeast Kansas, and parts of North Mississippi otter, coon,
mink and wild cat abound, andin some sections beaver are quite plenty.
The Coldwater Is a deep, narrow, sluggish river, running south
through the eastern part of Tunica county, parallel with and some fifsouri

On the east of the Coldwater, through
parts of Tunica and Panola counties, runs a line of bluffs, along the
foot of which the wolves frequently gallop and give tongue to their melodious howl. Ducks are plenty the early part of the Winter, and geese
and brant frequently find their way in from the "Father of Waters" and
become easy prey to a good sportsman from behind a thick clump of

teen miles from the Mississippi

.

Frequently on either side of the river, back from one
hundred to five hundred yards, arc to be found cypress "brakes"—i. e.,
ponds of water from one to five feet deep, eneircled by great cypress
These
trees, among which grow up innumerable cypress "knees."
"brakes" are fine places to trap in, being nightly frequented by most of
the fur-bearing animals in the neighborhood. The day following our
arrival at Hudson's Ferry we took a light skiff, and putting sorre traps
into it, stepped in and pulled down opposite a long lake, about a mile
below, where, fastening the skiff, we packed our traps back some four
hundred yards to the lake.- We soon found "sign" of otter, and getting
a forked stick drove it into the ground through the ring of the trap
chain, and set a No. 2 double spring trap in the otter's path, some three
feet or more from where he came out of the water, taking care to
sprinkle the place well with water for several feet around to take away
We passed on
ail scent, for the otter's sense of smell is very acute.
switch cane.

around the lake, setting occasionally a small trap for mink or coon; but
seeing no more "sign" of otter, we returned from whence we came.
The followiug day we again visited the lake, but only found two coons;
but on the second day, on going to our double spring trap, we were
pleased to find a large otter jingling at the chain, which we soon killed
and skinned without splitting, to be afterwards stretched on a thin
board five feet long and seven" inches wide at one end, tapering to six
inches at the smaller end, with the tail drawn over the end and tacked on

C.,

Taken

Notice

Taunton.— In regard

tors of the

of

Anonymous Communications.

to targets,

address Mr. Conlin, or the proprie-

Creedmoor Junior Range, No. 260 Broadway, N. Y.

Weasel, Norristown— W. H. Brummitt, of Pontiac, Michigan, has
Perhaps you can buy them of him.

twenty-five or thirty ferrets.

Brooks, Stamford.—Be kind enough to send your present address to
we can perhaps anange the Florida party to your satisfac-

this office, as

tion.

FtsORiDA.— If the gentleman who wished to purchase a shot gun for
two German friends going to Florida, will call at this office we can show
bim a first class weapon for sale at half price.
Seneca, Syracuse.- -I have a five shot revolver, muzzle loader, made
by Allen & Wheeiock. Can I get it altered to a breech loader, and if so,
where? Ans. Yes; D. Kirk wood, Boston, or Clark & Snider, Baltimore.
Madison, Madison, Wis.— Will you inform me whether the Western
Gun Works, of Chicago, is a reliable firm or not? Ans. The Great Western Gun Works are located at Pittsburgh, Penn., and are considered reliable.

F. R., Randolph, Mass. —Can you tell me tbe name of the Secretary
Boston? Ans. Address Dr.
new rifle association forming
Hazelton or C. A. Sawyer, Boston tiifle Club, care of the Messrs. Remington, 148 Tiemont street, Boston
Boston.— Please give dimensions of Conlin's target. Ans. Total diameter, 6| inches; ballseye, 1|; from middle of hullseye to the centre

m

of the

from centre of bullseye to inner, 2 5 16; from centre
We mail you a taiget.

ring, If;

of buliseye

to line ef outer, 3f.

I— Will you tell me where the Rob Roy canoe
and the probable cost of one? Ans. William
Byles, Harlem; J. Everson, Greennoiut; and Mr. Jarvis, Watkins, N.Y.
Cost from $100 to $180, the latter rigged with sails, etc.
H.B

is

.,

made

Providence, R.

in this country,

A. F. D., Philadelphia.—I have a pointer pup, seven months old, and
on the 21st of November he swallowed a silver half dollar. Please give me
your opinion what well become of the half dollar. Ans. If the half dollar
was pure silver it was probably passed within six days from the time he
swallowed it. If it was a counterfeit he may have tried to pass it without success.

Perdrix, St. Louis.—Is there a fixed rule to determine the position
of a centrehoard, as to distance from stern or bow? Ans. The centreboard of your boat should be one third of its length, and the centre of
the trunk should be six inches forward of the centre of the keel. Will
the wild rice of Minnesota grow an far south as Tennessee, and how is it
Write
to be planted? Ans. Certainly; it grows naturally in Indiana.
to W. H. Holabird, of Valparaiso, if you wish to get it. For modes of
planting, etc., see

Forest and Stream, Vol. IV., page

39.

Joseia'N, Charleston.—What is the difference hetween a bowline and
a bow line? Ans.
bow-line is any line run from the bows of a vessel
in warping or making her fast, in contradistinction to stern fasts and
breast lines (that is, lines from amidships) but a bowline is either a
knot, of which there are three kinds, the bowline, the running bowline,
and bowline-on-a bight, or a small line used to haul the weather leech of
a sail out when close on the wind. Something like the difference betwen a facsimile and a sick family— you see not much for sound, but a

A

;

good deal for sense.

Secretary, Ithaca, N. Y.— 1. Can forest lands be hadjin the vicinity of
Indian River, Florida, on the homestead act? Ans. We do not know;
address Florida Agriculturist, Jacksonville. 2. Is there good fishing and
hunting throughout the year in Eastern Florida? Ans. One or the other.
3. Can Northerners live in the 24th latitude during the Summer months
without injury to health? Ans. Certainly. 4. If a person has rheumatism,
would the climate of Florida be for or against him. Ans. Depends upon
the locality; some parts of Florida are very unhealthy, and others quite
the reverse.

Frank, East Liverpool, Ohio,— 1. How can brass shells be cleaned
without using any bard substance in scraping them inside? 2. My dog
has been almost blind ever since he had the distemper. His eyes are
large, and have a glassy look, and when in the field he cannot see me if
over forty yards away. What is the remedy? Ans. 1. Metallic sheila
may be cleaned with turpentine and a stiff brush; but we have found
shells to work best when not very clean, as they hold the wad in its place
2. Try a drop or two of molasses in your
better, and shoot as well.
dog's eyes occasionally.

C—

1. Please inform me of the best authority
H. S., Washington, D.
on the breeding and raising of black and tan terriers. 2. I have a black
and tan terrier bitch, six months old, weighing only four pounds, and
wish to have a good litter of pups from her. Do you know any one in
Washington who has a good dog of the same size, and «f pure breed?
Ans. 1. A work was published in England some years since entitled "Turton on the Terrier." It has long been out of print, but by application
to some second hand book dealer in London a copy might be picked up.
Perhaps some of our readers
2. We do not know of such a dog there.
can in form us.

Augtjstin, Pittsburgh.—Would it be advisable for me to have my setpup broken this season? He is now six months old, and I see by
your paper that many dogs are working finely in the field at that age.
My idea was to housebreak him myself, and have him broken next seaWould you adson, commencing on ruffed grouse about September 1st.
vise having him broken by a professional dog breaker or hy an amateur
(a friend of mine), who could break him alone? Ans. Your pup should
be housebroken, and worked moderately on game this season. If the
amateur you speak of has skill, and will give the youngster proper attention, it would be as well to place him in his hands.
ter

Flushing,

New York.—Will

you be kind enough to

tell

me what one

In stretching all hides that are cased, we insert a
smooth stick under the skin from one end to the other, which, on heing
withdrawn when the hide is dry, will permit of the pelt being easily
pulled off the board. We visited some six or eight "brakes" during our
stay on Coldwater, and in most of thea had good success with beaver,

of William English's canoes, Peterborough, Ont., will cost delivered in
New York? His price for No. 2 is $25; is that gold or currency, and

and coon. Mink are scarce in this section, and muskrat are almost unknown to many of the residents,and we have thus far only killed
three. We will give some further account of the beaver and their habitations which, here, can be studied to good advantage. Their paths
from the river bank often led us to discover new ponds and "brakes,"
where often the first thing that would meet our sight would be the identical "Beaver house," as described and pictured years ago in some old
Natural History. These habitations look like a massive piles of mud and
sticks. They are from four to five feet high, and will readily bear the
weight of a man. One day our curiosity led us to take along an old axe
and with it we cut a square hole into the top of one of these houses
large enough to admit our bodies. The top was from twelve to fifteen
inches through, and inside, raised some six inches above the level of the
watar, was the floor, through which was a single entrance from the water
beneath to admit the beaver and allow them to bring an occasional supply of willow branches and bark. The house that we examined w as
large eneugh on the inside to admit of an upright sitting posture. Bea-

Ship via Port Hope, Canada, and Charlotte Harbor (if boats are running)
New York Central Railroad. A neat triangular sail is made for use in
these canoes, if desired, costing $5 additional.

the opposite end.

otter

m

durvers frequently use hollow cypress trees for the purpose of laying
ing the day, instead of buiiding a house. We caught three all in one
trap and in one tree, by cuttinga hole in the tree and setting the trap on
their landing inside, and arranging a sliding pole to drown them by in
deep water. We kept the hole well darkened during the day. Beaver
are plentier in Northern Mississippi than in Arkansas. We know of one
trapper who caught ninety-eight in one Winter, in Horn Lake, Miss.

will be the best way to have it shipped so as to save expense? Can
a sail be used, and will it carry two persons and their baggage? Ans.
About $50 currency delivered in New York, freight and duty included.

what

to

T. and L. R.,

New York.—Please

let

us

know how

to get to Florida

Ans. Pay as far as your money will go, and work your passage
the rest of the way. 2.[Can two men feed themselves by hunting, fishing,
and eating fruit from the groves without going to the necessity of buying food? Ans. Certainly; the Indians do it, and so do some of the "poor
whites." 3. What is the price of powder and shot in Florida? Ans. Any
possible advance sellers^can get on prices here. 4. Will the inhabitants
ouy the skins of animals, or trade them for powder, shot, caps, or food?
Ans. Oh, yes! The natives will trade anything under the sun. They
even brag on skinning the Yankees every Winter.
for $15.

Y.— 1. Can umbilical hernia on a dog be cured? I
puppy four months old that has it. 2. I wish to try the
new worm remedy— areca nut— spoken of in Forest and Stream.
WT here can it be obtained? Ans. 1 We have had several cases of hernia
X., Rochester, N.

have a

setter

.

own

kennel, but could not effect a cure In consequence of the difIn cases of umbilical
ficulty in using anything in the nature of a truss.
hernia, if the patient is tractable, or if a muzzle is used to prevent interference, a pad might be applied, by aid of a bandage, with some prospect
of success. It would, however, require care and great patience. 3.
in our

you some powdered areca nut, wife directions for

Have mailed

to

It Iw the best

knows remedy lor worms

is

fep,

its

use/

—

—

,

—

.
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base without being put out. It is sufficient, that he cannot
make a base on a foul ball without his being doubly punished by being put out.

Another proposed amendment referring to foul balls is
the one which will allow the base runner to run a base on
afoul fly catch, just as he does on a fair fly catch. At
present while a base runner on third base can leave his
base and run home on a fair hit ball caught on the fly, the
moment the ball is settled in the hands of the fielder, such
base runner cannot leave his base on a similar catch of a
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high foul ball until the ball is held by the pitcher. There
is no reason why such a distinction should be made.
It
may be said that the amendment will lead to fielders making more efforts to catch foul balls on the bound than on
the fly, as the latter catch will hold base runners to their
bases but this is not a just conclusion, for the very uncertainty of the rebound of a foul ball obliges {fielders to do
their best to take all such balls on the fly.
Moreover, the
majority of high foul balls are such as the catcher and the
first and third basemen generally attend to, and under such
circumstances it would be almost impossible for a base
runner to make home base from third, or third from second,
his only chance being to run from first to second; besides
which, the amendment would afford more opportunities
for points on play than fielders are at present aware of.
It is proposed to take the rubber out of the ball, and to
have its color red instead of white. While no change in
the size and weight of the ball is needed or desirable,
the removal of the rubber of it will ensure a deader ball
than some which were used in the championship arena
last year, and the amendment will be a desirable one. As regards the color of the cover there can be but one opinion
on that question, as the change from white to red, or some
dark color, is very desirable. For the first two or three
innings of a game on a bright sunshiny day it is difficult to
judge the white ball for a catch while it is high in the air,
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To Correspondents.
All communications whatever, whether relating to business or literary
Correspondence, must be addressed to The Forest and Stream Publishing Company. Personal or private letters of course excepted.
Ail communications intended for publication must be accompanied with
real name, as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be published if
objection be made. No anonymous contributions will be regarded.
Articles relating to any topic within the scope of this paper are solicited.
We cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brief
notes of their movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this paper
to become a medium of useful and reliable information between gentlemen sportsmen from one end of the country to the other and they will
find our columns a desirable medium for advertising announcements.
The Publishers of Forest and Stream aim to merit and secure the
patronage and countenance of that portion of the community whose refined intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that
s beautiful in Nature. It will pander to no depraved tastes, nor pervert
the legitimate sports of land and water to those base uses which always
tend to make them unpopular with the virtuous and good. No advertisement or business notice of an immoral character will be received on any
terms and nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that
may not be read with propriety in the home circle.

the color— or lack of color rather— making it dazzling to the
eyes. For fifty years past red has been the color of the
cricket ball, and it has been found to be the best for fielding purposes.
In base ball a red ball can not only be seen

by the fielder, but also by the batsman and catcher
when coming from the hands of the pitcher. There is
better

absolutely nothing to commend a white ball, while there
everything in favor of a red one.

;

;

We

cannot be responsible for the dereliction of the mail service, if
to us is lost.
Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday of each week, if possible.

money remitted

CHARLES HALLOCR, Editor.
WILLIAM

C.

HARRIS,

Business Manager.

BASE BALL.
AMENDING THE RULES OF THE GAME FOR

1876.

4

,

THOUGH the existing code of playing rules governing
the professional clubs is as nearly complete as it
still the experience of the past season has
shown that in the practical working of some of the sections
•well

can be,

a revision is necessary, especially in regard to an equalizing
of the powers of the attack and defense as represented by
the pitching and batting. It has been plainly shown by
the play of last s eason that the pitcher, by the existing rules
governing his movements in the delivery of the ball, has
too great an advantage over the batsman, inasmuch as the
former is permitted by the rules to deliver nine wide balls
balls out of fair reach of the batsman before he can be
punished by inflictirg the penalty of giving the batsman a
base on called balls; whereas, the batsman is allowed but
three fair balls before he can be given out on called strikes.
In other words, the batsman has to strike at every fair ball
delivered to him, while the pitcher can deliver three unfair
This
balls before even one " ball " can be called on him.
is manifestly unjust, and it is proposed to amend the rules
so as to limit the pitcher to a delivery of but six unfair
ball " on every second unfair ball deballs, by calling a
livered, and to extend the batsman's powers by allowing
him to let one fair ball pass him before a "strike" can be

—

'

'

called,

by requiring him

to strike at

the second fair ball

which passes him, instead of the first as now.
Another amendment which is favored by prominent pro.
fessionals is that which proposes to allow a base runner to
return to the base he leaves

when

a foul ball

is

struck

without being put out. As the rule now works it punishes
a base runner very unjustly. By way of illustrating the
point we will quote an example of the play in question
batsman makes a fine hit, on which he easily earns his
first base— that is, makes his base without giving a possible
chance to be put out The next batsman then takes his
:

A

and hitting a ground

ball close to the foul ball line,
the ball fair, as does the base
thinking
starts'for his base,
runner, who attempts to reach his second base. The
umpire calls "foul," on which the batsman leisurely
returns to his position, while the base runner finds the ball
—first held by the pitcher and then by the first baseman—
at the base on his return, and, of course, has to retire from
being put out. Now, it will be plainly seen that the skill.
iul batsman who has earned his base is unjustly punished

stand,

poor batsman in hitting a foul ball. The
rwle in this case should allow the baseman to return to &is
fry the act of the

is

THE FOREST AND STREAM INTERCOLLEGIATE CHALLENGE PLATE.

ON and Stream

the editorial page of the last issue of the

(December

Forest

9th) appeared an article ad-

vocating College Rifle Matches. Since its publication we
have been more than gratified by the notice taken of this
subject, first suggested by us, and would particularly call
attention to an able article advocating Collegiate Rifle
Matches, published in the New ~Yovk Evening Post,of December 10th, from which we have quoted. Believing that the
ground is already perfectly prepared, Harvard and Middle-

town having their rifle organizations, and other universities and colleges throughout the country being anxious to
join the movement, the Forest and Stream proposes
to offer a grand prize to be awarded to a team at an Intercollegiate Rifle Match to be held during the Centennial celebration in 1876.
The conditions which we
think will be best adapted to such a match, we will state
in full, explaining the reasons which dictate them.
1. The prize to be called the Forest and Stream Intercollegiate Challenge Plate.
2. To be shot for by teams of not less than twelve, composed of undergraduates from any regularly chartered university or college in the United States.
3. The distances to be 200 and 500 yards; seven shots
at
each distance, with two sighting shots; position, standing
at 200 yards, any at 500 yards, but the head of the man to

be towards the target.

Weapon, any military rifle, in actual use in the'TJnited
Army, or in the National Guard of the State to
which the college team belongs.
5. Members of such collegiate teams must have been
4.

States

matriculated

in their university or college at least six
to the match.
6. The prize to be awarded to the team making the
highest score. This prize to be subsequently shot for by
the members thereof at such time and place as they shall
decide upon, and the prize to be finally awarded and to belong to the member of the winning team making the highest score
7. The Intercollegiate Match for the Forest and Stream

months prior

Challenge Plate to be shot as one of the
Centennial Matches of the National Rifle Association and
at such time and place as they shall prescribe.
Intercollegiate

We will now

enter

somewhat

into detail in regard to

under which the Forest and Stream Intercollegiate Challenge Plate is to be contested for.
A team'
stipulations

of twelve will better develop the shooting ability and training of a collegiate organization, and will allow their marks-

manship to be compared with the teams of the National
Guard and aiso with those of Oxford and Cambridge
A team composed of twelve could not
in England.
rely for success on two or three crack shots, who might
bring up the average of the less skillful men. In team
shooting, the good average of every man is more desirable
than the brilliant shooting of one or more individuals.
The distances 200 and 500 yards, we insist upon as better
within the scope of useful practice. The 200 yard range
will develop off-hand shooting, so necessary in the school of
the soldier. The 500 yard, "any position," save that the head
of the marksman must be towards the target, while allowing

admirable practice to be made, is a military position.
to the weapons, which must either be the United
States
Army rifle or those in use by the National Guard of the

As

stand

collegiate

team

belongs;

the

rea-

military arms in

it,

common use.

The advantage of a final disposition of the Forest and
Stream Intercollegiate Challenge Plate is manifest. While
a team w ould have a perfect right to coach its individual
T

members, and take
ing

when

all legitimate advantages due to
trainthe final result was to be determined, il is proba-

marksman in all our colleges would
believe that all the universities
the prize.
and
colleges throughout the United States,not only the students

ble that the very best

We

get

but the Principals and Professors will take a direct interest
in this match. With many of the leading collegiate seats
of
learning we have been already in communication, and all
of them thoroughly endorse the rifle movement. The following letter sem to us from Amherst, coming from the
Massachusetts Agricultural College, shows us whatastronohold rifle practice has even now among the students:
Editor Forest

Stream:—
you make some very

Amherst, December 9th,

1875

ajsto

In a recent issue
pertinent remarks upon the desirability of our colleges taking up the practice of rifle shooting
as "a
field sport.
Allow me to say that one New England college— the Massa
chusetts Agricultural— has already set the example. As yon well know
the military is a conspicuous feature of this institution. During the
past Summer there has been rifle shooting, or target practice as a regular
exercise.
This has met with such general favor that recently a shooting
association has been formed, from which a team of the six best shots
will be chosen in the Spring to shoot with any competitors. One
match
has already been arranged with the Boston Institute of Technology, to
come off in May next. The Creedtnoor rules and targets have been
adopted, and shooting will be practiced when possible during the Winter.
An admission fee of $2 is charged members, for the purchase of
cartridges, etc. Some members use their own rifles, and others are supplied from the college armory. It is a very economical sport. At the
Fall athletic contests the rifle came in for a share of the attention, and
some very good scores were made, though I haven't the figures at hand.

The

prize was a handsome Hatfield revolver. It is unnecessary to repeat your remarks upon the good effects of the practice upon participants in the sport, which I fully agiee with. Although this college has
dropped out of the College Rowing Association, in which the Aggies
won a proud name at first regatta, in the event of a College Rifle Association being formed she will not be found wanting.
Lennox.

Though adhering

«*•«»

.

which the

State to

son for this will be found just and conclusive. There
are
many young men in our universities and colleges who
would not h^jfce the means of equipping their teams with
any other weapons than those indicated by us. Our clause
determining the absolute character of the arm, will preclude the "special arms," which are often brought with
military team matches, which are not strictly, as we under-

to the

essential points of the fore-

which have not been hastily determined, hut
have occupied no small amount of careful thought on our
part, we will be glad to hear any suggestions from colleges
in regard to it. At some later date we will publish such
going,

regulations as to time of entries, as the National Rifle Association may suggest.
will as soon as possible give a
detailed description of the Forest and Stream Intercolle-

We

giate Challenge

among

which we

Plate,

the handsomest

will

endeavor to make

trophies ever yet

offered in the

United States.
«•-•-*»

PROTECTION OF GAME.
,

*

THE

regular monthly meeting of the New York Association for the Protection of Game was held on Mon-

day evening

Mr. D. H. Lawrence, No. 6
Royal Phelps, President, in the
chair. The President read a large number of communications from all parts of the Union, some asking for copies
of the Society's by-laws and general information on the
subject of the preservation of game, and suggesting uniform game laws in every State, and others bearing testi-

West

at the residence of

Fiftieth street, Mr.

mony to the noble labors of the New York Association,
not only in protecting game within its own jurisdiction,
but in preventing the sale of game and fish brought from
other States in the close season. Mr. Hallock called the
attention of the Association to the wholesale netting and
snaring of game birds in New England and New Brunswick during the close season; the shooting of deer in the
Adirondacks, of which general complaint was made by
the residents, and the killing and shipping of venison from
Quebec. The sense of the meeting seemed to be that if
the sporting gentlemen in the Adirondacks and other localities who complained of the wholesale destruction of
game were too apathetic to organize, or hire a game constable to prevent it, they were undeserving of any sympathy from the New York Association, which had done so
much already. Mr. C. Whitehead, Counsel of the Association, as Chairman of the Committee on Amending the
Game Laws, reported an act to be submitted to the next
Legislature amending the existing Game Laws so as to
prohibit the killing, having in possession, or shooting, between sunset and sunrise by the aid of lights or lanterns,
any wild duck or wild goose between the 1st of May and
the 1st of September, under a penalty of $5 for each bird;
the killing of wood duck between the 1st of January and
the 1st of September; the killing of English and other
varieties of snipe between the 1st of January and the 1st
of July; restoring the law in regard to quail by keeping
the season closed, as originally, from the 1st of January to
the 20th of October, under a penalty of $25 for each bird,
and the snaring or trapping of grouse or quail under a similar penalty.
Mr. Whitehead also reported progress in the
suit for the recovery of the judgment against marketman Racey. The report was adopted, and a vote of thanks
tendered the committee. Mr. Phelps requested the members of the Association to use their utmost endeavors to
co-operate with him in enforcing the law for the preservation of game during the ensuing season, and congratulated them on the flattering recoguitio n accorded their labors
in that direction by the sporting gentlemen in other States.
The meeting then adjourned,— Times,

—

—

;

—

—
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Ontario Provincial Association for Protecting

—

Fish and Game. Last Summer the managing editor of
this paper exerted his influence through personal interviews with Dr. Jas. Ross, Stephen He ward, J. Maughan,
Bertram,
Clifton Shears, of Toronto, 0. A. Post, John
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of foxes with dogs, in this section of the
at least, appears, for the time being, to have

subsided none the less necessary, however, is it that the
foxes should be kept down if we would have any game
;

Maj. Bolton, John Ludgate of Peterboro, the editors of the
Mail and Globe, and other gentlemen of the Province of
Ontario, as well as by letter to many, to induce the organization of a Provincial

Game

to our State Association.

Association

similar in character

Whatever weight these

efforts

had, modesty forbids us to enquire; certain it is,
however, that such an association has just been formed,
Some
with every promise of the support of the public.

may have

ninety gentlemen met last week at the Rossin House in
Toronto, when a committee composed of Messrs. Marsh,

Coyne,

Shears,

Heward, and Bos well was appointed to
and report to a general meeting at the

resolutions

draft

earliest possible

day.

movement

but the precursor of similar action in
the other Provinces, and the succeeding natural step will
be the organization of a Dominion Sportsmen's Associasimilar in its composition
and objects to our
tion
have laborNational Sportsmen's Association.
ed earnestly to bring about this consummation, for we
appreciate the grave importance of systematic correspondence and cooperation between the United States and Canada in this matter of game protection; resting as much upon
the enforcement of salutary laws in years to come, as in
In no way can this
their present or immediate enactment.
co-operation be secured so completely as by the formation
This

is

We

Dominion Protective Association, exercising jurisdicThese two separate bodies, existing in separate countries, but acting in accord and conjunction with each other, will be most potent; for it is
possible that by the time the lately constituted committees
of the "International Association" have completed their
draft of the desired game laws, the Dominion and subordinate associations will be fully organized and prepared to
act in accordance with their provisions, if enacted by the
several Legislatures of the two countries, as it is hoped
of a

tion over the local clubs.

they

may

be.

Of the laxity of protective laws in Michigan an esteemed
correspondent writes:
Id this State (Michigan) the laws are violated in the most open and flagrant manner, and I am yet to hear of a single prosecntion. Those who
are bound together by associations are not infrequently among the most
open violators* Members of the Detroit clubs haunt the flats and Monroe marshes during the close season, slaughtering game, and no attention
is paid to the fact farther than the daily papers extol the prowess of the
sportsman (?) The laws regarding the spearing of fish are violated daily
in the Traverse region, and that, too, by prosecuting attorneys, State offiIn New York
cers, and others whose duty it is to prevent such abnses.
Oneida Lake is poached by all kinds of traps
things seem to be as bad.
and nets, in direct violation of the existing laws, but no attention is paid
Ruffed grouse that were snared are shipped
to it as far as I can learn.
every season on the lines of railway. I have seen circulars from houses
in New York city, marked private and confidential, instructing how to
snare, pack and ship, and to mark as butter, poultry, etc., and in almost
every instance the station agents know what the packages are and how
procured. The game constable is almost always inefficient, and will be
until' the office is held by other means than by political favor.
I am sorry
to see that "sportsmen's associations" are proving themselves associations for the promotion of trap shooting rather than the protection of
game. Look at the State association that met at Oswego a little more
than a year ago. "What was done toward improving the existing laws?
But there was a big trap shoot; just that and nothing more. The wholesale trapping, with no close season, is rapidly depleting the great lakes
of the finer fish, and if thorough measures are hot established whiteflsh
and trout will be as scarce as the salmon in Lake Ontario. Localities
where these fish were abundant five years since are now almost barren,
and the numbers of such increase yearly.
Why will not the people awaken to these facts, and why will not sportsmen set the example? It is time for deeds, not words. A gentlemen
whom I met in Oswego said to me, "I would prosecute my own brother
or father, even if I had to pay their fine, if they violated the tip end of

game law." And I believe he would, and
wish that such were the rule instead of the exception. Canada enforces
her laws, but the States seem to enact such only for the purpose of
*
breaking them.
the northeast corner of the

Editor Forest and

Deer Park, Maryland, December
Stream:—

6th, 1875.

I have noticed in the

Northern papers several times lately brief paragraphs on the scarcity of small birds. I think that the subject is worthy
of investigation, for it seems to be the cry throughout the Northern and
Middle States,. I know that in
own neighborhood there is not a

my

snow

that
congregate around our doors in the Winter. An occasional bine jay or
a small woodpecker are the only birds seen save those that are strictly
game.
bird, sparrow, robin, or

any other of the cheerful

little visitors

The subject of new game laws has at last been taken up, and our
country papers are doing all they can for it, but, as is the case everywhere, the strongest opponents it has are the cidevant sportsmen, who
think that all they need to merit the name—i. e., that of sportsman— is
a breech loader, a dog, a vivid imagination, and self-conceit proportionate to their own ignorance.
We have several of this kind of bagpipers,
and to give you an idea of their "airs" I will give you the gist of a conversation held with the greatest of them some time since.
We had been
talking about the International Society for the Protection of Game and
"It is all a humbug," said he; "the fellows who get up anything
of that kind are of no account whatever; all they want is for you to keep
the birds from being killed by any one .else, and when the law is up
Fish.

come to help yon slaughter it all in a few days. I know all about
yon can't tell me anyihing in regard to sech kinds of associations.
Besides that, you can't stop people from killing game whenever they
wish, and it is all nonsense to think you can," &c, &c.
Such are the
arguments that are nsed against us and our efforts by men who, from
their position, ought to know better.
they'll

'em;

Obituary. —Mr. Charles Bell of the United States Fish
Commission, died or" typhoid fever at Waukeegan, 111., on
the 4th inst.
He was a young fish culturist of rare promise
had heen at the fish farm at Honeoye Falls since its establishment; was a graduate of the A.cademv at Broekport;
and had for some years been studying medicine. He was
engaged this season by the Commission in the work with
the shad, and was on his way to Michigan to distribute salmon when he was taken sick. His age waa twenty-two.

more particularly the ruffed grouse, which appears to
be a dainty much affected by master fox, probably because
of his being a "convenient" bird, not like the Irishman's
left,

turkey, "a

little

too

much for one and not quite enough for
it may sound to our English cous-

there are no foxes, but just for the fun of the thing. There will be another meet on Saturday next, an account of which I will send you.
On Thanksgiving day a number of guests assembled at Spring Bank,
and indulged themselves in tilting at a ring and hurdle racing over hurdles two feet six inches, three feet six inches, and a brush hurdle three
feet eight inches

The

.

absence of more legitimate
means of hunting them, that we should shoot our foxes,
and the mode of doing so in Massachusetts is described in
the following letters:
is

Brockmne,

Mass.,

November

26th, 1875.

I attended an old fashioned fox hunt a short time ago on Cape Cod,
near Hyannis—ho horses, but with an excellent pack of dogs (six of
them) and six men. We take stands behind rocks, trees, bushes, or anything that will conceal, a man, and the dogs are started into the brush.
The place is called Great Island, is owned by one of our prominent Boston merchants, and is connected with the main land by a narrow neck of
sand; and by stationing one person, or even by hanging up an overcoat
or blanket at the point where the neck joins the island, the foxes are
kept from going off, and as the island is only about a mile long and half
as wide, the fox is sure to give someone a shot sooner or later. This
time we bagged three in about two hours— one very fine old dog fox and
two of this year's cubs. The two cubs came out of the woods almost
immediately, and were killed, but the old one gave the dogs a splendid
run of about an hour before he came within range, and then I had the
honor of rolling him over with a charge of No. 1 shot, at about forty
yards. This, of course, is not quite as high toned sport as your New
Jersey fox hunters expected to have last week, but the results are much
more satisfactory. On the cape foxes are considered as vermin, for
they do a great deal of damage to the hen roosts.
Lawrence.

"One moment the noise indicated that he was coming nearer, the next
the sound became fainter and fainter, and almost died out; finally, he
took a direction towards a road whicti passed on the north side of the
swamp. One of our party, Fred. S., who is an enthusiastic sportsman
and an excellent shot, after stationing us in a favorable place, with the
injunction to keep our eyes peeled, started for the road. Upon reaching this he perceived by the fresh prints in the mnddy road that it was
not a rabbit, but a fox that the dog was chasing. Knowing that the fox
would probably come back this road again, he hastened forward and finding a suitable place he crept into the bushes. Hardly had he concealed
himself when the noise of the dog showed that the fox wa§ approaching.
Pretty soon he saw him coming down the road like a streak of lightning:
as he went past him he gave him one barrel, intending to put in the
other if he did not kill him. Not seeing him go by an open space he
concluded that his shot had met with success, and on running out he
found him kicking his last in the road. The peculiar circumstances connected with this hunt are not often met with in this vicinity. The time
of day- -as the early morn is considered the best time; the short time
that passed between the starting of the fox and his being shot, it being
about an hour; the size of shot used, being No 7, as we did not expect
to see anything larger than a rabbit, and had no other size. The fox
was a red one, of medium size, would weigh about twelve pounds, and
"D."
was killed within fifteen miles of Boston.

Bromeield House, Boston, December

5th, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream :—
On reference to our market price

list during the season now past, we
readily prove that the ruffed grouse in the Eastern States has been unusually scarce. In our own experience we have not found one fourth the
birds we bagged last year. This difference offers a good ground for

speculation as to the real causes, which, if discovered, might be of much
importance to assist us in framing our protective laws. Although accounted for in various ways, it is a fact worthy of notice that in oar ramblings of last Winter we found the tracks of the prowling fox unusually
prevalent. Imagine an area of a square mrle, inhabited by a dozen
grouse scattered about, and perhaps only one fox occupying the same
ground. When the excessive cold nights of our Winter forces them
from their usual perches in the trees to seek a warm bed in the snow,
what shall protect those helpless birds from falling a prey to their natu-

enemy.

having no natural enemy more formidable than the domestic hen, can be dealt with only with the dog and gun, and the sport
involves so much real work and a natural tact and cunning, educated hy
a certain amount of experience, that few sportsmen are willing to devote
their leisure days to it. Even if successful, and the "brush" is bcrne
home in triumph, he has no choice offering for the table of himself or
friend. The sportsman hunts the game bird for pleasure, the market
shooter hunts him for profit. The fox hunts him to suck his warm blood
and feast on his white and delicate flesh. So we all go hunting the game
bird, and every "hoodlum" (Forest and Stream) gets in a »hot and occasionally kills his game, while the fox is left to prowl by night, stealing
the unsuspecting chicken from the shadow of our dwelling, or surprising the beautiful ruffed grouse in his hiding place beneath the curtain of
snow. After skillfully dodging the guns of a neighborhood all through
the Autumn he escapes us, but we find his feathers and bones where he

Now the fox,

died so ingloriously.
I am gratified to see that a move is being made in New York tending
to increase the interest in, and popularity of, fox hunting, and hope it
Although the good old English style is
will extend over New England.

impossible here, we can bring out a brace of good hounds and listen to
them as they scud across the valley, and when they circle the adjacent
hill and their deep voices ring out mellow and rich in the morning air,
then is the time to bound forward and take the stand. And I would
suggest, in conjunction with our protective laws, which have already
done so much good, that our Legislature be urged to offer an appropriate
bounty for every fox killed in season, thus increasing the attraction for

M.

the business gunner.

Apropos of fox hunting comes the following

letter

from

our Philadelphia correspondent regarding paper hunts.
This is a sport which can be followed everywhere and by
everyone, either on foot or on horseback, and we look forward to the day when it shall be part of the regular pastimes of our large schools

England

forty,

among whom

the

—
BORES.

-^.»

CHOKE

necessary, in the

Editor Forest and Stream:—

ral

numbered about

good share in the numbers, but in the exhibition of skill in horsemanship.
Our hunters are not reduced to the necessity of chasing "bagmen," for
foxes are not at all scarce, even in the immediate vicinity of the city.
There will be a number of hunts in the coming few weeks, and of some
Sculls.
of them you will hear.

two." However frightful
ins, it

riders

ladies not only claimed a

and

colleges, as it is

now

in

:

Philadelphia, November

39th, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
I am glad to see that the fox hunt, of which you gave such an interesting account in the last number of the Forest and Stream, has proved
that Mr. Fairchild was mistaken when, in his letter of the 15th instant,
he predicted that it would be a hunt without riders. He certainly would
have no difficulty in mustering a "score of respectable cross country
riders" in this city. To be sure, the number has greatly increased in
the recent past. Fox hunting, steeple chasing, hurdle racing, and "hare
and hounds," are sports that are looking up in this quarter, and are
worth looking up in all the other quarters. Mr. Ellicott Fisher's "hare
and hounds at Wakefield," a few weeks a go, was a decided success, and
•

brought onr^oths

fine riders

and some

The "paper hunt'
rough riding, or because

fine riding.

Wfta instituted not because the riders feared the

The writer of the first of the following letters, if he rereads the article from the Illustrated Sporting and Dranmtic
News, will find that the writer only claimed that Mr. Dougall had so improved on the choke bore system as to prevent the balling or clubbing of the shot on the target.
With regard to the second letter, we suggest that if our
correspondent, in his challenge, had offered to test his gun
against the other for something besides quality of material
and beauty of

finish, it

The

ness like.

fact

would have been a little more busigentlemen, your favorite makers

is,

and as for the ehoke bore, it will be forgotten before your guns are finally laid upon the shelf.
By-the-by, we wonder if it was with a choke bore that
Lord Henry Lennox shot Captain Montague at a partriclgedrive the other day.
Col. Bodine, the eminent rifle shot
and member of the American Rifle Team, has just informed us that he has one of Mr. Dougall's modified choke
bores that for pattern and penetration is something reare both good,

markable

:

Jackson, Miss., November

30th, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
If the figures in your article on "choke bores," copied from London
Illustrated Sportinq and Dramatic News are not erroneous, then that
paper knows nothing about choke bores. I presume No. 6 shot was
used, about 280 pellets to the ounce; the pattern, shot after shot, averaged from 190 to 200 pellets on a twenty inch (say twenty inch) circle at
forty yards. If that is not choke bore, what is it? Was the shot balled
or clubbed, and where, then, does Mr. Dougall's discovery come in, that
"choke bores, pure and simple, are a failure?" I make three points:

Mr. Dougall never made average targets as above. 2. Mr, Dougall
never will. 3. The Illustrated Sporting and Dramatic News did not see
it, either.
Geo. C. Eyrich.
1.

New York, December 5th, 1875
Editor Forest and Stream:—
In your issue of December 2d appears an article from "Gloan" on
choke bores. I have read it carefully. I seems to me to be written for
two purposes— first, to give his favorite maker another puff, and second,
to assail the reputation of an eminent gunmaker, whose guns need no
puffiing, because they speak for themselves.
This he does by insinuaHe says "Mr. Pape was not entions, and by a misstatement of facts.
cup as the inventor of choke boring; that the only reason
was because he was the only claimant in England." Can
it be possible that "Gloan" does not know that what he states is not a
fact? If Mr. Pape was the only claimant, why should the Field wait two
months before deciding who was entitled to it? Again, he says, "What
gunmaker ever heard, until lately, that Pape was boring extraordinary
shooting guns." Let me ask "Gloan" if he ever heard of the gun trials
of 1858, 1859, and 1866? Does he not know that Mr. Pape won all these
trials; and that in the 1875 trial, out of a class of sixty-eight guns, three
out of the best six were made by Pape? What position did Mr. Dougall
get in these trials? In the 1866 trial his gun was fifteenth in a class of
thirty-two suns, and in the last trial he took the very worst position,
being out shot by small makers that were never heard of in America
before. If Mr. Dougall makes such extraordinary shooting guns, why
did he not accept Mr. Pape's offer to shoot six guns against his for any
sum he might name. "Gloan" says, "Every one knows that he is opposed to excessive choke boring," and at the fame time he tells us that
his last gun has exceeded ail that was done by the winner in the last
Surely he don't wish us to believe that a gun that will do this is
trial.
a "modified choke?"
Now, sir, I have owned one, and seen a number of Dougall's guns,
and in my humble 'opinion they are not the eQual of Mr. Pape's. In
fact, T have so much confidence in the Pape gun I now own that I make
"Gloan" the following proposition: I will place my gun in the hands of
Col. Skinner, of the Turf, Field and. Farm, or the editor of your paper,
and let "Gloan" send on the finest Dougall he has. Let these gentlemen, or some one they may select, decide between the gnns on the following points— first, quality of material; second, beauty of workmanFurthermore, I will shoot my gun against any 12 gauge sporting
ship.
bored Dougall gun he has in his possession for any amount he may
name, or for reputation.
E.L.
titled to the

he secured

it

Norfolk, Va., December 10th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream .—
As promised in my last, and requested by yon, I propose giving my
experience with my Scott choke bore gun on quail. For open ground it
is perfection, and in the field I rarely miss getting two birds from a covey, finding no trouble in killing them clean at forty and fifty yards; but
as most of our shooting at quail is in thick brush, to 'which they invariably resort when flushed, the choke bore then proves a failure, as the
shooting has to be done so quickly that the biri is either torn to piece?
or missed altogether, more frequently the latter. So far as my experience goes, I much prefer a modified choke for general shooting, and
while a poor shot will at first miss frequently with such a gun, I am satisfied it will in less than one season improve his shooting far more than
it would be by a "scattererun," and am rather surprised that you, who
insist so strongly on every fish being killed scientifically, should wish
the birds killed by accident. In my estimation they occupy a much
higher position on the game list, and, although I am only an ordinary
shot, I am perfectly willing for all to escape on which I fail to hold a
correct aim.

Do not understand me as advocating choke bores for "double close
shooting," as I think such guns must invariably prove to be useless toys
in the hands of their owners, except for trap shooting, or an occasional
long shot at a stationary object. Mine shoots far enough for me, as I
recently killed a black duck with No. 2 shot at least one hundred yards
off, and with No. 4 or 5 shot I consider fifty to sixty yards an easy range.
As a further evidence of its hard shooting power, in October I killed a
fawn weighing one hundred pounds, with No. 8 shot, running straight
from me at about twenty to twenty-five yards. I hope you will net be
so severe on choke bores in the future.
Alfred.
St. Louis,

December

11th, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—

When

"Fair Play" wrote his article on Greener's guns he believed sil
he wrote. Since then he ha^ gotten one of the guns, and he still believes
it the best gun he has seen.
As Mr. Pape desires to shoot in this country, his own against Mr. Greener's gun,"Fair Plav" accents his proposal,
and will leave here to-night with his gun, and will meet Mr. Pape in your
office some day next week and arrange a little private gun trial, to take
place the day of meeting or the next day, the result in full to be published in your paper. This arrangement will not cost Mr. Pape a dollar,
and "Fair Play is sincere in saying he hopes if Mr, Pap@'s gun is the

—

—

—
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better, it will

win.

knows nothing

of

Mi".

Greener

my acceptance

paper only arrived one hour ago.

[We

regret that Mr.

1

*

agent

is

away from the

city

NOTES OF A SPORTSMAN ABROAD.

now, and

W. Munson.
England
be unable to meet

London. November
Editor Forest and Stream:

— —

Besides the direful effect of the excessive rains of late
and inundations, it has caused a sad damper to
field sports of all kinds.
It has fallen hardest of all, perhaps, on the fox hunting set.
The fields are miry fetlock
deep, the streams are swollen to rivers, the rivers to floods,
and the whole country is heavy with too much of water
for those who love to follow the hounds.
One must be
well mounted indeed to hold his place to the end of a
half hour's hunt after a straightaway running pack,
through mud and mire, over ditch and river which is
more poetry than the hunters find in their sport just now,
In spite of these great drawbacks, however,
I imagine.
in floods

—

the effect that the English turbot already exist in our
To be corrected by such unquestionable authority
waters.
as Prof. Gill is alone a sufficient compensation (to us) for
the appearance of an error, and in view of its having
brought forth a communication from the learned gentleneed enlightenman, we do not regret the occurrence.
ment on such points. Prof. Baird, the United States Commissioner of Fisheries, also writes us that the statement indicates a poor opinion of the sagacity and industry of American Naturalists to suppose that in the interval between
the visit of Admiral Coffin nearly seventy year since and
the present time, no second specimen has been obtained.
fancy that the key note to our own mistake is to be
found in the closing paragraph of Professor Gill's letter,
in which the necessity of a more thorough system of nomenclature is argued. The fish to which we alluded as
being a turbot, so called by the Banks fishermen and dealers, is, it, appears, the Beinhardtius Hippoglossoides, a fish
more closely allied to the halibut family than any other.
Poor old Admiral Coflin may also be pardoned for his mistake, as seventy years since the able corps of scientific
gentlemen who now devote themselves to the study and
elucidation of Natural History were not in existence, and
the gallant sailor was necessarily deprived of those aids

The wet weather has

—

of rising in thick covert these birds often get

.

The contrary names which have been applied to our .fishes and the erwhich they induce, sufficiently show the need for the institution of

a committee of nomenclature, such as has been lately appointed by the
International Association for the Protection of Fish and Game. I be-"
lieve that the English turbot and sole are occasionally imported and
sold in our markets, and it is probable that one of our other flatfishes is
also sold sometimes under the name turbot; but those facts do not, of
course, affect the position that neither of those species are found in our

Sir George Gore's Luggage.—A Norfolk
correspondent writes us:— "Some of the natives here, as
well as the "intelligent contraband" don't understand why
in the world "sum white folks has so much baggage to
travel wid." Lord Gore sent his baggage down from
Boston on the steamer a few days since. The pile was
quite extensive, as you can imagine from the freight bill
of eighty dollars. There were five servants, or attendants.
darkey happened to see the pile as it landed, and asked
Approachin^him he said
to see the head man.

A

"Boss.

—I wants a situation."

"Well what can you

do, can

you cook?"

as that sportive gent's
is

it

usually shot

"hung up"

The darkey was very much demoralized when he was
informed that it was not that kind of show."

Out Door Exercise. — That open
ercise constitute the best medicine,

air

and plenty of ex-

shown

in the case of
H. Holabird, of Indiana, the well
is

our correspondent, Wm.
known inventor and dealer in Holabird's hunting suits.
He writes us in this happy strain:—
"A few years ago I was nearly broken down. Close
confinement in business sixteen hours a day, had reduced
me to a mere nothing in flesh, and the common remark
was, "how miserable you look," 1 removed to this city
and commenced a life of freedom. With my dog and gun
I visited nearly every portion of our country. I became
familiar with every pond and lake, and in fact began a
new study, that of nature. I have no regular physician
now, don't need any. I take my tonic in the woods and
on the prairie. God's pure air, with healthy exercise,
tekes the place of drugs and bitters."
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*•+Snedecor's Art Gallery.— Last week Mr. John Snedeaddition to his
cor opened to the public a most charming
apartment
popular Art Gallery at 176 Fifth Avenue. This
exhibithe
to
adapted
well
so
is
and
is lighted from above
best advanthe
to
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is
one
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that
paintings,
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There
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Position, lying.

Score.

I

Lindsay, first prize
A. B. Vanhauseii
J.

are the best scores:—

Score.
Name.
47 Big Ginger
45lD. L. Bj'ggs, second prize

Wm.

,1

1

Woodward

A. H.Bogardus
P. Flemuiing
D. C. Vannett
F. Kessler

45'

Green Smith

44

L

.43 F.

-•*»

™

C. Bruce.........

§£
j£

M. Dewitt

42 T. C.Banks
.....421). L. Beckwith
.41 J. McGlensey, third

James Barry

^

*{
<*

j^rize

u

—The

rifle tournament for the benefit of St. Peter's hosBrooklyn, opened in a most brilliant manner at Mr.
Robert H. Miley's rifle gallery, in Court street, Brooklyn,
on Dec. 3d. The prizes offered were the Turf Field and
Farm cup, and a medal presented by Col. B. E. Valentine

pital,

former

and Mr. Miley.
Name.
S.

Wilson

C. E. Hoyt...

:

n«tLtwa?its

The following

Name.

Mississippi, under date of Dec. 6th,
days, writing from
to its
"T took Porter's Spirit from its commencement
I have seen
Porter.
of
death
the
to
up
is
rlose that
equal until I subscribed for Forest
Stream, Long may you wave.

women

—The second weekly competition at Hellwig's gallery,
No. 273 Eighth avenue, came off on the 8th inst. Prizes, a
gold medal, a Remington rifle model, and a revolver.

—

—A well-known contributor to Porter's Spirit

excellent

respectable

target reduced, Wirnbledon rules. First cup, highest score;
second cup, score nearest 35; third cup, score nearest 25.
W. B. Far well won the first, with a score of 46; J. O.
WT right, second, with a score of 35; Frank H. Lord, third,
with a score of 25. The sixth contest for the Forest and
Stream badge takes place to-day at 4 o'clock P. M.

marvellous
of
and include not only the originals from the easel
of HartTrumbull,
Gurdon
artist,
celebrated
that alreadv
transbut 3hromos of the same, so perfectly
ford Ct
except
them
from
distinguished
cribed as' to, be scarcely
connoisseurs. It was our purbv the nicest perception'of
of these paintings this
description
critical
a
write
nose to
compels us to defer
space
our
week but a pressure upon
were exechromos
the
that
here
state
We will merely
it
to Mr. Snedecor, and are
expense
great
a
at
Paris
cuted in
which places them within reach of perfor sale at a figure
We urge our readers to pay a
means.
sons of moderate
for themselves, and thus
examine
and
gallery
visit to the
and recommendation
enthusiasm
determine whether our
_

all

—The fourth competition for the Turf, Field and Farm
cups came off at Conlin's gallery, 930 Broadway on Thursday evening, 9th inst. Want of space compels us to give
only the winning scores, which were as follows: Conditions— 10 shots, off-hand, 110 feet, 200 yards, miniature

acter

:

Directory.— This most

offers to teach

such employments as are suited to their
capacity, will hold a grand fair this week at the Masonic
Temple, corner or Twenty-third street and Sixth avenue.
Among the many useful articles on sale will be a very fine
Remington f porting rifle. This rifle will have tickets sold
for it which the holders can vote with for such member
of the American Rifle team whom they think most of.
The gentleman wath the majority of the votes will have
the rifle presented to him.
This same rifle has been
thoroughly tested by General Dakin, and at 500 yards the
following scores wr ere made by him: 70 out of a possible
75, and 48 out of a possible 50.
A personsl inspection of
the gun has assured us that a more perfect weapon never
was made by the Remingtons.

last.

are well placed.

which

free of charge,

choked— the one

Prince has yet to come to Cincinnati:

td:e Ladies'

institution,

in India, telegraphhed

jap

of the

will run upon a track seventy-five fe£t long, which is to be
placed upon an inclined plane. The deer being started
from one end of the track will travel rapidly, with a loping
motion, which will be sustained by a simple arrangement

Accounts of the sport enjoyed by the Prince of Wales

says

arm

the

— The Winchester Arms Company will introduce a novel
feature into their rifle range at

,

Boss, but I can drive; I could drive the tent wagon,
or I could drive the animal wagon."

"No

is

spirit to the

best to have only one barrel

is

The repeating arm

firing.

and we have wondered why, before this, some of
the manufacturers of this peculiar system of weapon had
not placed a running mark at Creedmoor. A new school
of marksmanship will now be produced, and some of the
hunting element will certainly come to the front.

absorption of a large space
presenting any new feaTalking with an experienced sportsman yesterday,
tures.
the choke bore was heartily approved by him for pheasant
and grouse shooting. It is generally coBceded, however,
that

»

future,

in the sporting papers, without

rors

(Virginia)

know,"

The "choke bore" controversy

with undiminished

held.

Theo. Gill.

accord, you

of doing.

,

«***-

play rapid

long enough to give the gunner a resting mark, which is
sometimes quite as perplexing as a quartering one.
The shooting season seems to bring, this year, more than
its usual chapter of gun, accidents, one of the most distressing of them being the loss of an eye by Capt. Montague, by a careless shot from the gun of Hon. Mr. StanIt is only surprising there are not more of such acley.
cidents in this country, where so many nincompoops of
Winkles go into the field, whose "guns will go off of then-

own

——

A Running Deer at Creedmoor.—The Winchester
Repeating Arm Company have in a very handsome
manner presented the N. R. A. with all the machinery
necessary for a running deer. This novel target will be in
readiness this coming Spring. It will certainly add very
much to the interest of Creedmoor, and will bring into

—

This fish is not caught fnrther southward thau the banks of Newfoundland (from which it is brought with the frozen herring), and until
lately was not known from any waters except from those of Sonthern
Greenland. I am well aware that the statement is often made that English turbot are caught in our waters; but you may rest assured that
You or your correspondents
there is no basis in fact for the assertion.
may at any time see specimens of all the species of flat fishes of our
waters and those of England, such as soles, turbots, etc. in the Smithsonian Museum, and a view of them side by side, will show the great
difference betwen tne species called by the same name.
It may be remarked, also, that we have a relation (Lchi?*us lineatus) io
the English sole (Solea vulgaris) in our waters, but it is a "poor relation,"
very rarely brought to market, and a couple of the popular names applied to it (hog-choker and cover-clip) will serve to show the contempt

-.

.

Ma-rksman's Badge.— In the Fifth Regiment twenty-nine
men, of whom seven were commissioned officers and
twenty-two non-commi3sionee officers and privates, are entitled to wear the marksman's badge.
In the Eighty-fourth
Regiment twenty-six men, eight of whom are commissioned officers, and in the Ninety-sixth, six, of whom one
is a commissioned officer.

shops overflow with an abundance and variety of
birds, including ptarmigan and sickle-bill curlew.
I notice that woodcock are scarce, however, and cannot
learn that there is any really good woodcock shooting in
the south of England. What a noble bird the English
woodcock is, so much larger and heavier than our own.
But I do not think in color of plumage it equals our bird
in its rich and vivid shades of brown. In the "notes
of
one of the sportsmen's journals
and queries"
discussion) is going on whether a wooda learned
cock ever gets caught or entangled "embarrassed" is the
on being flushed in thick
stilted phrase one writer uses
Can anyone who has had even one season's woodcovert.
cock shooting doubt this common occurrence? I can recall
several instances of it in my own experience this season.
In one case I doubt if the bird could have extricated itself
without the aid of a few shot. In the fright and confusion

cies.

Respectfully yours,

affected the shooting in a less

erers'

generations:—

this.

flgir No one contemplating a visit to Florida should go
there without buying a copy of "Camp Life in Florida."
It will save him a great deal of inconvenience and expense.
For sale by all dealers and at this office. Price, $1.50.

game

The English
as the basis of the paragraph, is, however, erroneous.
turbot (Bhombus mafimw) is not, and never has been, found in our WaIt is true that a species somewhat related to the turbot (the
ters.
Lnphopsettamaculata) is found here, and is variously known under the
names "spotted turbot," "window pane," "sand flounder," "water
flounder," and "day light." This, however, is an almost worthless fish,
and is but distantly related to the turbot of Europe. No one acquainted with the two species tfould think of identifying this fish with the
turbot of England. A fish has, however, within a few years past, been
brought to the New York market and sold under the name "turbot,"
which is nearly equal in its table qualities to the true turbot of the Old
World. Specimens sent by Mr. Blackford show that it is the Reinhardtuis Mppogloasoides—Si very different fish, belonging even to a different
sub-family, and is more closely related to the halibut than any other spe-

waters.

Remember

degree, but greatly to its discomfort. Pheasants and partridges are said to be very plentiful this year.
The poult-

Smithsonian Institution,
?
Washington, D. C, December 9th,18?5. )
Editor Fokest and Stream: —
In your issue of December 6th, apropos of English soles and turbot in
market, you indicated that turbot already abound in our waters, and refer to statements of Col. F. G. Skinner and Admiral Coffin in confirmation of their occurrence. The statement of the Admiral, which serves

it is

on with great spirit in most parts of
Foxes are said to be unusually plentiful and

never ran away with straighter necks. I saw yesterday
several fox hundters hurrying to a meet down in Hampshire county.
Their boots and breeches were spotless in
the purity of their unblemished black and white, a condition I fancy they will not retain at the end of a thirtyminute gallop over the miry country.

We

in which

is fond of the dog and
gun, he can scarcely make him a more acceptable Christmas present than one of Holabird's Hunting Suits, which
are advertised in our columns. It will suit him perfectly.

this sport is carried

the country.

-*-

.

— If any person has a friend who

—

We

later

29, 1875.

—

sailed for

-^*English Turbot iist American Waters. The following letter from Prof. Gill of the (Smithsonian Institute,
qualities a statement which appeared in our last issue to
,

Jacksonville

Palatka and return each day, viz.: the Hampton, General Sedgwick and one of Brock's Line.
Besides, the
steamer City Point, from Charleston runs there every
Monday, the Dictator, every Thursday, the Lizzie Baker
from Savannah, every Thursday; the Lollie Boy, every
Monday, for Palatka and Dunn's Lake; t&e Tuskawilla
Thursday, for Palatka and Silver Springs, on the Ocklawaha; the Hattie Barker, for Palatka and Mellon ville on
Tuesday's and Friday's; the Yolusia fof Palatka and Enterprise every Saturday.
All the intermediate landings
along the route are touched at by these boats.
to

J.

•

Pape should have

knowledge enjoyed by

Florida Travel.— Three boats run from

of Mr. Page's proposal to shoot, as your

on Saturday last, and will, therefore,
our correspondent in person. We fancy, however, that a
representative Pape gun can be obtained from either our
friend "Warwick" or E. L., who writest above, and that
the trial may come off. Ed.]

to

.

The following

John Burns

Mayo Fulton
Distance, 100 feet.
-

are the best scores:—

Score.
Name.
......7±
C. E. Degraff
..79-16 J as. F. Hallagan
J. S.

Case

v

ty2 h
8°- lb
};i
]

.1$
10*

T.J. McCab3
Shooting every Monday and Friday

evening up to Jaauary 7th;

—

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
Creedmoor Jr. Range, No. 260 Broadway. —The
opening of this range took place on the 8th of December
and was numerously attended. Creedmoor Jr. range prebeiug an underground range, and
The
we hear the rumble of the vehicles on Broadway
of
sents the peculiarity

.

distance, 100 yards, gives full opportunity for developing
Very certainly if a man can make
accurate shooting.
bullseyes in a gallery, he is certain to make them at
In fact, we are inclined to think it is a
Creedmoor.

more

trifle

run up a good score in a gallery than
The prizes were superb. The first was

difficult to

on the field range.
a large

gold badge, presented by the Union Metallic Cartwhite and black enamel

ridge Co. having for its centre a
of the target.
,

Morsemere— The

Scottish- American

299

and the Yonk-

ers Team.— This most interesting event came off on Friday Nov. 10th, with a team of seven from each of the two
associations.
Captain L. Bruce acted as captain of the
Scottish- Americans, and Col. Ellis acted for the Yonkers

At

team.

made 246 out

the 200 yard range the Scots

of a

Yonkers had 12 points more, but some
necessary handicapping in the first team allowed for three

possible 350, but the

military

rifles,

somewhat

lessened the total score of the

Yonkers. At 500 yards the Yonkers riflemen came out
very strong, and won the match cleverly. In fact the
shooting was superb at the longer range. ConditionsChallenge match between teams of Scottish-American Rifle
Club and Yonkers Rifle Association, teams, seven men
each, ten shots each at 200 and 500 yards, with privilege of
sighting shots; any rifle allowed; military weapons to be
allowed seven points each; light fair; wind changeable,
mostly from VII; Creedmoor targets.
YONKERS TEAM.
Name.
200 yds.
500 yds.
Total.
Fred Sh®unard
L.

37
37
37
38
35
35
35

M. Baltard

A. H. Jocelyn
H. L. Garrison

H. Quinn

G.L.Morse
Douglass Smyth

Grand

48
46
46
44
45
43
42

85
83
^3
82
80
78
77

total

568

SCOTTISH-AMEKICAN TEAM.

Name.

Wm

.

200 yds.
40
37
34
35
38
34
28

Robertson*

W.C.Clark*
L.C.Bruce
D. E. Vannett

W.

P. Edmonstone
P. Duke*...
Captain W. Lindsay

Total.
89
83
77
77
76
72
68

500 yds.
42

88
43
4?
38
31

40

Grand total
*These three gentlemen used a Remington 50 military

541
rifle,

and were

consequently allowed seven points each, according to the conditions.
It may be particularly noticeable
how much stronger both sides were

hand shooting

off

The Rifle

is

in
at

the above match
500 yards. More

wanted.

in Wisconsin.

—Major

Fulton, in his pere-

grinations, seems to inoculate all he meets

with the rifle
This leading marksman attended a turkey shoot at
Higham, Wis., last week, and fully explained the method
Several meetings
of shooting as adopted at Creedmoor.
were held with the idea of organizing systematic rifle shooting, at which Major Fulton was present, and he was
tendered a vote of thanks for his valuable suggestions.
The Milwaukeeans and Highamites met in friendly contest
over no end of turkies on the occasion. The distance
shot was 550 feet, bullseye IS inches, from a rest. Fully
two-thirds of the shooting measured not more than 2f.
Mr. Hill must be considered as the champion, as he carried
fever.

The second
appropriate
revolver.

was an elegant gold badge, with
and the third prize an elegant regive designs of the firsi and second prizes.
prize

devices,

We

)nn\e

j§n$ nnA %nn.

Moose, Alee, Americanus.
Elk or Wapisi, Cervus Canadensis.
Red Deer, Cervus Virginianw.
Caribou. Rangifer caribou.
Hares, Levorinat.

Wild Turkey, Meleagris gallonavo.
Ruffed Grouse, Bonasa umbellue.
Pinnated Grouse, Cupidonia eupido,
Quail, Ortyx Tirginianus.
Wild Ducks. Anaiince.

in Market.— Western gnmo m still scarce, but
the present weather, if it continues, will bring for ward! a
Ruffed grouse
plentiful supply and lower prices will rule,

Game

worth trom $1.12 to $1.25 per pair; pinnated grouse (prairie chickens) $1.40 to $1.50 per pair;
quail, $2.50 per dozen for Western and $3 for Long Island
birds; canvas backs, $2 per pair; redheads, $1 to $1.25;
mallards. $1 to $1.25; widgeon, 75 cents to $1; broad bills,
50 to 75 cents; brant, $1 to $1.50; black ducks, 75 cents to
$1; teal, scarce at 75 cents to $1; geese, $1 to $1.25 each;
hares, 75 cents per pair; rabbits, 50 to 60 cents; venison,
20 to 25 cents for saddle and 25 to 30 cents for steaks. At
Messrs. Smith & Lewis', No. 177 Fulton Market, we saw a
fine collection of the American hare {Lepus Americanus) and
fine specimen of
spruce partridges, all from Maine.
(partridges) are

The following are the best scores:—
Name.

*'

W. H. Dellart
McG lensey
E. W. Smith

*»

41J.

.

Samuel Wilson
J. H. Stearns

40
39
J. L.Marvin
38
J. Woodward
38
F.
38
Holton
T.M. Henderson
37
J. Mahony
3?
J. D. Cheever
37
D. L. Beckwith, second badge.... 37

H

Name.

Score.
42

F. Backofen....
T. C Banks

Score^

.

W.

f>

Fream

J. G.

B.

£
36

Webb

A. V. Canfield, Jr

H

£5
34
34

Leslie
Dr. J. L. Parley
F. N. Dewitt
C. H. Webb, third prize
.

.*j
.33

3d

W. H. Beebe...
There were 43 entries in all. The subscription match
was opened yesterday, Wednesday the 15th December.
—The Scottish-American Rifle Club will have a contest
with the American Rifle Association at the Glen Drake
range next Saturday.
The distance will be at 300 and 500

We

take the folIntercollegiate Rifle Matches.—
lowing from the Evening Post of December 10th:—
'Another feature of the Centennial exercises in this direction which is worthy of every encouragement is the
proposed intercollegiate rifle match, which, like that
between the States, is meant to be of annual recurrence,
and for which proper trophies will doubtless be provided.
Rifle shooting is not only a manly and healthful exercise,
in which students mav prooerly engage with considerable
zest, but it has the advantage overall other college sports that
regard to their
it is equally open to all students without
possession or lack of special endowments in the way of
muscular strength.
'Tt is worthy of consideration, also, that the skill to be
acquired in rifle matches and in the training which must
precede them, is of actual and permanent value both to the
individuals engaged in it and to the country whose military
material they are and in every way the introduction of
rifle shooting in our colleges is an excellent thing, that
should receive all possible encouragement during the Cen1

;

tennial year."

Boston.— The rifle club in Boston are now taking their
weekly practice, and will probably continue doing so as
long as the weather permits. On Saturday there was quite
a meeting at Spy pond, and the shooting was excellent;
distance, 200 yards, ten shots. We give the leading scores:—
Name.

Score.,

F. T, Osgood

E.W.Souther
T. A. Lockhart

43 A.

.„-.....,.

.401 E,

Scor
?A
40

Name,

44 W. A. Jackson
43,C. E. Sanborn

«. Burni

A

black bear, f weighing 400 lbs. arrived in market from Minnesota a few days since and was secured by Mr. Wallace,
the taxidermist,

yards.

P

.

M.

40

-

40
Clarke
Messenger. „.,-........ .-40
.

.

the

same

who

also

bought a black

tailed deer,

from

locality.

—A friend called in our office a day or two since and informed us that in reply

to a letter

he had written to one of

the professional gunners at Havre de Grace he was advised that he could have a day's duck shooting on the
Chesapeake for forty, dollars. If this is the regular charge
in that region for a day's amusement we would suggest

would be a good plan

that

it

men

to buy

— We

for a

Chesapeake Bay and

few New York sportsgunning privileges.

its

acknowledge the receipt of two pairs of prairie

fowl in excellent order, from Jacksonville, 111. the present
These
of a correspondent who desires to be nameless.
frequent attentions on the part of our friends are very
They keep the wife good-natured and the
gratifying.
+

cook busy.

—We

received a call last week from the champion,
Capt. Bogardus, who had come from the West to be present at the match between Messrs. Bennett and Van Buren.
The Captain has returned home, but will be with us again
in January,

when he has some matches

on.

—See Capt. W. A. Myers' advertisement of gunning
craft for charter in North Carolina waters.

—A pigeon match
nett
last,

between Messrs. James Gordon Benand Travis C. Van Buren, was shot on Wednesday
on the grounds of Mr. Wm. P. Douglas, at Flushing

Bay, L.

I,

—

A gentleman of Philadelphia, well known, and of unquestionable varacity says
While shooting on the Isle of White Bay I made a most
remarkable chance shot at a swan with my No. 4 gun,
with 12 drachms ©f Hazard No. 4 powder, and 8oz. S.
G. shot, the swan being killed in the air, the distance
being so great that we measured it with a tape line, it being
186 yards, one shot striking it and breaking its neck. Mr.
John Krider says that it is one of the most remarkable
shots he has ever heard of. He is now setting it up.
C. P. T.
.

!

—

Massachusetts— #a/m, Dec. 13th. Last Saturday morning three of us started for the islands outside our harbor
did not expect to come back loaded, but
in a dory.
pulled
thought we might see something, and we did.
over some fifteen miles of ground, or water and saw a
good many fowl, though in small bunches and shy, such
as whistlers, old squaws, sheldrake, white winged coots,
I noticed the guillemots and waterwitches
gulls and loons.
seemed more numerous than usual. I also enjoyed quite a
novelty, at least in this section, and at this time of the
year, namely the shooting of some waders the purple
sandpiper, or rock bird which name is very appropriate,
as they confine themselves mostly to rocky ledges and to
those that are farthest out from shore, and as weather, &c,
has to be favorable to go so far at this season, it makes the
They are gregarious. I found
sport quite a novelty.
about sixty in one bunch, and though shooting but eight,
could have taken many more, as they were quite tame.
They are in excellent condition, and I am told eat well,
though I shall preserve (to look at) the best of them. I
have often heard of these little fellows, but never shot one
There have
before, and greatly enjoyed the privilege.
been some fair bags of quail made since I last wrote, but
sportsmen have only three days more before the season
Rabbits are beginning to be taken since we have
closes.

We

We

—

—

had some

light

Teal.

snow.

New York — E.izabethtown,

—

Essex Co., Nov. 2Qih. Game
On the
is very abundant in Pleasant Valley this season.
16Lh half a dozen deer and two bears were killed in this
neighborhood. Between fifty and sixty deer have been destroyed within a fewr weeks past. Although these timid
animals are just as wild as when found in the deep recesses of the woods, yet they have frequently, this Fall,
bounded into the door-yards in the village. At such times
business is entirely suspended, and the men and boys and
"other dogs" engage in pursuit and capture. Elizabethtown is delightfully situated eight miles west of Lake

Few

Champlain.

localities

have surroundings more charm-

Twelve miles further west is that gem of
ingly romantic.
the famous Keene Flats. They
alL the Adirondack valleys
are both favorite resorts of artists and people of refinement generally in the Summer months.
E. R. W.

—

SEASON IN DECEMBER.

IN

ning.

—

off thirteen turkeys.

GAME

birds each, English rules; stakes, $2,000 a side. Many
prominent amateur pigeon shots were present, and the professionals, Capt. Bogardus, Miles Johnson, and Ira Paine
were also on the ground. Capt. Bogardus handled for Mr.
Bennett, and Miles Johnson for Mr. Van Buren. After
the forty-fourth bird had been shot at the score stood at
27 for the latter to 19 for Mr. Bennett, and Mr. Bennett
gave up the match, there being no possibility of his win-

The conditions

of the

matck were; Fifty

single

Babylon, L. L, Dec. lltJi. During the late cold snap the
Great South Bay closed in with ice very suddenly, many
gunners being overtaken and kept away from home for
several days.
Among them were Messrs. H. C. Poppenhausen and Mr. Funke of the Central Railroad. Their boat
was caught in a floe, and after drifting for some distance,
became wedged. For three days the unfortunate gunners
were thus detained as prisoners. However, they brought
home a whole boat load of geese, brant and ducks.

—

New

Jersey Kinsey's Ashley House, Barnegat Inlet,
Deo. 12th— Geese and brant still plenty. Joel Ridgway
and S. Soper killed 3 geese, 4 brant, and 18 black ducks on
the 10th. Jesse Birdsall and Weiks Conrad 12 geese same
On Mondy, Kinsey, Ridgeway, and Soper killed 14
day.
B.
.geese, 22 brant and 12 black ducks.

—

Pennsylvania— il^fefl^s&wr^, December 1th. The season for hunting has not been very auspicious in this section,
Although the woods were thoroughly hunted, very few deer were killed. The law forbidding the use of dogs in deer hunting will have a salutary
effect in pursuing game, as great was the disappointment
of many in the lack of success at still hunting a practice
not in accordance with their accustomed chase through the
mountains. The hard Winter here, as elsewhere, has
killed off the birds, so -that the brush and forest sports
may be said to have been a failure. A great many have
turned their attention to rabbit hunting, and are introducing beagles to aid them in what is claimed by some to be
an ignoble chase. Several imported beagles have been introduced into various sections, and the mountains will be
made vocal this Winter by the charm of their muisic.
either for birds or deer.

—

Barker.

— Norfolk,

Virginia

—

Dec. 10th. First ray of sunshine
to-day since the 3d, and "beastly weather" we have had
the past week. The carters from Back Bay, Princess Anne
county, are bringing in a very fair supply of ducks, a few
geese and some swans. The steamer 'Cygnet has a good
freight of them every trip.
Every week the Boston
steamer brings down parties bound to- Currituck. There
ought to be some good boats on Currituck Sound, as these
parties generally bring fine boats with them, but.it is very
rare that they take them back.
In future ages, when the
sound will have become dryland, some geologist will report the discovery of a very singular deposit of lead not
in the shape of ore, but. layers of irregular pellets.
Then
there will be learned discussions in the scientific world as
to the origin of the deposits.
Took a day in the fields a
short while since with a friend and had very fair sport—
"
18 quail, 4 hares.
W. H. S.

—

—

Florida—JSt. Augustine, Dec. Ath. All the hotels are
open, a large number of visitors and sportsmen are here,
and the season has fairly commenced. Judging from appearances the rush of tourists and hunters will be unprecedented
Wild ducks predominate. Deer and wild
this Winter.
turkeys are now plentiful, and the market for venison- well
kept up. The trout are biting very briskly, and those
caught have been large, some weighing four pounds.
Recently a party of hunters, Alonzo Hernandez and D. S
Masters, of St. Augustine, with John and Wm. Mickler,
of Deigo, were hunting on Deigo plains, Mr. Hernandez,
in one shot>.-.kiUed ten ducks, ~Ee killed thirty in all is £

.
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few moments, while the rest of the party also did good
work. During the day they killed three deer, and struck
the fresh trail of a bear, but having no suitable dogs
abandoned it. The game in this region is abundant. The
young sportsman, just from New York, Mr. N Edgar,
visited Anastatia Tsland last Friday with the famous Indian
doer trailer, U-wah ne. Three deer were started, but the
island being mostly under water, they were not successfully
followed. There are a number of excellent hunters among
the Indians here.
0. A. K.
Iowa Davenport, Dec. Qth. There has been poor shooting here this Fall—no game at all, so far.
H. B, P.
-

—

—

Indiana— Valparaiso, Dec. 8th. —Pinnated grouse (Gupidonis cupido) were abundant, and are'still. I made several
good bags over
dog, Ned, who, by the way, is one of
the best in this section of country. Duck shooting was a
failure.
Our Kankakee marshes were full of water,^ and a
remarkable growth of wild rice rendered it almost impossible for the shooter to reach them, or for the dog to reQuail are not in great numbers, but sufficient
trieve them.
They were thirty days late in hatchto afford good sport.
ing this year, and I heartily favor a law making the close
season until Nov. 1st or 15th; let it be uniform at all
Ruffed grouse are found in all our groves and
events.
thickets, and I have thus far bagged enough to afford me
Wild turkeys are reported to be
several excellent dinners.
more than usually plenty north of us, about ten miles, and
deer shooting in the Kankakee swamps will be excellent,
if the ice makes and snow falls before the close season
comes on. This will not matter much to many lawless
Any
characters, who regard neither law nor reason.
sportsmen coming this way will receive a hearty welcome.

my

W. H. HOLABIED.
4^.— Game is game in this

Michigan— Birmingham, Dec.
Woodcock are where the "woodbine

section.

twineth;"

partridge are "wild as hawks" and "scarce as hen's teeth;"
quail are few and far between, though some of our shootGeorge H. Toms and J.
ers once in a while get a fair bag.
O. Beattie bagged 7 quail and 3 partridges one day, the larIf you know to a certainty where a bevy of
gest yet.
quail are, the farmer is sure to tell you "he has not seen
them since the latter part of seeding time." Turkeys are
not yet heard of. Squirrels have been very plenty, as well
must have a game law to prohibit shooting
as rabbits.
of all and everything for five years, and then something
may increase. Although our country is full of lakes, the
ducks could lay without crowding in a wash-tub.

We

J.

Allen Bigelow.

Qth.— Owing to the mild
weather with thaws and bare ground, that has succeeded
the second cold snap, with its snow and sleighing, the
chances are that our deer here in the valley will pretty

Minnesota— Shakopee,

much
Dec

Dec.

escape for the balance of the season, which closes
*

15th.

Canada— Montreal,

Cauchon brought into
morning four magnificent cariboo which he
Dec. 4th.—Mr.

market this
had captured in the mountains back of Cuateau Bigat.
This makes eight the redoubtable hunter has already captured this season.

-*

GATLING SMOOTH BORE FOR SNIPE.
Jackson, Miss., November 27th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I wish to say a word for the benefit of such of your readers as count
birds by the hundred in a few hours' snipe shooting on Barnegat Bay and
call it sport, where a man and his son killed thirty-seven robin snipe
with three barrels out of one flock; to market shooters, who "turn her
loose" where "she will do most execution at birds auywhere and at all
times; and for the benefit of such men as "Zack Light" last Winter,
who, while on a buffalo hunt one day squatted down in a buffalo wallow
(after crawling and getting a stand on a herd of buffalo) and killed seventy-four head of buffalo j'ist where he sat in the wallow. He killed
that Winter 2,300 head. "The rest of us killed about 1,200 head." (See
circular of Sharps Rifle Company ) To all such men I would recommend
the idea of a townsman of ours, who wrote to the Chief of Ordnance at
Washington, in regard to having a Gatling gun built to shoot ducks. The
chief referred the gentleman to Dr. Gatling, who wrote that he had never
1 '

.

thought about the practicability of using one of his guns for flock shooting.

A

flock of ducks or robin snipe, partridges, or grouse
Just think of it!
annihilated with one turn of the crank. Let the grouse pack as much
as they like; the more the better. The Gatling will get them. And the
buffaloes! why, bless my soul, the Gatling will soon exterminate them.
I tell you, sir, we will then have sport! Think of the notices you will be

Barnegat yesterday with his No, 2
little while, and one turn of
his crank at a flock of robin ^tfpe brought down 301 of them; that was
the best shot of the season so far. Our shootists say that bay birds are
really oecoming scarce."
Think what a splendid chance you will have to report about the P. O.
T. Hunters club's expedition after grouse on an Illinois or Kansas prairie, twenty members, with ten Gatling guns abreast, going slowly ahead
and turning "her" loose as covey after covey of chickens get up. What a
bag! Bag; Pshaw! train loads of chickens. Think of the philanthropy of
the thing in the way of cheap food. No more bloated aristocrats eating
No doubt those miserable grangrouse. No, chickens for the million
gers would be eaten tip with the grasshoppers, and a few old fogies
would complain that it was not sport, but rest assured that they are intiquaries with a 12-bore shot gun men behind the times old impracti cables
who must be swept aside like cobwebs and not impede the march of civable to

:

give— "Mr.

Gatling gun.

S. P. Orfc

was

at

He bagged 1,399 bay

birds in a

!

;

;

ilization.
I have not patented the idea, Mr. Editor. It belongs to the same gentleman who built a dam across Pearl River, with a trap attached, to catch
Said dam was swept away by the first rise,
all the fish that would go in.
as we intend to sweep away the old fogy notions of that class of gunners
Hurrah for the Gatling "sporting"
calling themselves true sportsmen.
Geo. C. Etrich.
eDn
*
+*+~
!

"
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PANTHERS

IN

VERMONT.

Grafton, Vt., November 29th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
We have in our quiet Green Mountain town a small club of gentlemen
styled the Northwest Fur Company, who devote their energies to fox

hunting. Their President, Mr. Leveret Phelps, informs me that their
success this season has been better than usual, and that foxes are very
numerous on our hills. Last week a party of six gentlemen, with dogs,
from Taunton, Mass visited us and had very fine sport, taking home
with them the skins of nine foxes, one live fox, and a large showing of
ruffed grouse and rabbits. Of the former our woods are foil, and as we
have very few local sportsmen, and the boys have never been initiated
into the mysteries of snaring them, the birds have a chance to live and
.

,

grow. I know of no better hunting ground for this game. Rabbits are
not as plenty as they have heretofore been, which may be accounted for
ft day
by the numbers of foxes. Of racoons we have numbers; one
or two since captured four.

mm

Our neighboring town of West Wardsboro had quite an excitement a
few days since. Two men discovered the tracks of some large animal,
which they supposed to be a bear, and followed them up to a small piece
of woods. It being nearly night they abandoned the tracks and organized a hunt for the next day. About fifteen men and dogs the following
morning surrounded the woods; three of the men took up the track
through the woods, and shortly came to the remains of a hedgehog,
partly eaten, and then to the bed of some large animal. The dogs which
they were leading became frantic; the game was evidently close by. Soon
one of the party discovered an animal in a tree near at hand, and firing
his shot gun brought down a panther. He was wounded in the breast,
and in the fall broke one of his shoulders. On falling, the dogs attacked
him, and a lively scene ensued. The panther leaped over a fallen tree
The men came up and grasped
top, taking two of the dogs with him.
the animal's tail, the dogs still attending to the other end of the beast,
who again jumped another tree top, leaving the men on the other side
still attached to the caudal extremity, when one of them bethought himHe was finally quieted
self of his revolver, and emptied that into him.
by having his throat cut with a jack knife. The animal weighed 105
S. W.G.
pounds, and measured seven feet from tip to tip.

DEER HUNTING.
Sunbury, Penn., November 29th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
For the benefit of those of your readers who are fond of deer hunting,
I give you a brief description of a trip, from which I have just returned,
to Sinnemahoning, a station on the Philadelphia and Erie Railway, up
the west branch of the Susquehanna in Pennsylvania. I and two friends
left Sunbury on Wednesday noon of the 17th of November, and at half
past five in the afternoon were at our destination, the Sinnemahoning

M. Shaffer, proprietor, a quarter of a mile from the depot at
the junction of "first fork," and main stream of the Sinnemahoning,
hunted six days,
and prepared to fix up business for the morrow.
ran from two to five deer each day, and five deer came to grief ahead of
our dogs, two ©f which were shot by outsiders. This is essentially a
place for driving with dogs, the topography of the country being broken
into narrow defiles and steep ridges.
On Monday, the 22d— for we rested on the seventh day— we went for a
drive in the "Carthouse Range." Our first start resulted in a failure of
any of the party securing a shot, but the second was more successful,
Joe M., our host, a thorough sportsman and gentleman, detecting a fine
forked buck endeavoring to sneak away from Fida, who was working up
He gave him a charge of buckshot at about sixty yards,
the cold track.
Hotel, Joe

We

Httmytl$.
All

Sobts.

—Affidavits are the latest sensations in billiard

circles.
Maurice Daly took the initiatory by
last week to the effect that he did his best to

making one
win his last

This was done to decide a bet
Cyrille Dion.
of $50 against $10, made between Charles A. Fink and
Tim Flynn, the former laying the odds that Daly would
Gamier won a pair of oxen at the
not make such affidavit
Jewish Fair held at the Hippodrome. The ticket cost him
Cyrille
$5, and a butcher gave him $350 for the steers
Dion has not decided yet whether or not he will accept
Garnier's challenge. He has ten days to consider
For
the past week two gentlemen of this city have been strenuously endeavoring to get on a match between Slosson and
Sexton, but neither player appears to be satisfied with the
Sexton, however, authorizes us to state that
conditions.
he will play Slosson for $500, but not on a wire cushion.
The entries for the Tournament, at Toronto under the
management of Sam'l May, will close Wednesday December
The Rochester, N. Y., tournament has fallen
15
through owing to the absence of some of the principal
Simon Fitzgerald on Friday night lost the first
players
game of a series of ten for $25 each game. His opponent
is an amateur of no mean skill, and the games are half and
half, three and four ball. . .James Cusick is in charge of
the Union Square Rooms, owned by the late Chris O'Connor. ..Maurice Daly left on the 8th inst for Florida via.
steamer to Savannah. The trip is purely in the interest of
his health, and his stay there will be governed accordingly.
Gotham is threatened with a tournament at fifteen-ball
prominent sporting man of Providence is willing
pool
to back Clarke E- Wilson against Ned Bryan of that city for
The game to be fifteen-ball pool, best in twenty-one
$500.
Cyrille Dion and Gamier
games, and played in this city

match with

.

.

.

.

A

exhibited at Hoboken last week. Two games were played
—four-ball 500 points, and three-ball 200 points. Gamier
won both.. ..The tournament sometime since, started at
the Fifth Avenue Hotel, between a number of amateurs for
an elegant champion cue, valued at $25, was completed at
tied with Mr.
and
the Columbia Rooms. Mr.
won. The various games created
the play-off Mr.
on
but alas, the music of the hounds grew faitly less till lost in the dim dismuch excitement among the players and their friends, and
tance. On our return at night we heard with mingled satisfaction and
the struggles to obtain possession of the trophy won on
disappointment that our dogs had brought the buck to water about a
Saturday last will prove a source of great enjoyment
mile above the house and quit it, the deer crossing the river and taking
The Billiard
the winters to the parties contesting
through
compelling
felt
sure
of
him
We
to
side.
go
to
other
the ridge on the
H. W. Collender, conpublished
by
December,
for
Cue
out;
where
he
went
but
the
fates
ordered
water again the next morning
tains a finely executed illustration, entitled: "Monkeys as
otherwise, for after getting him afloat, and bringing him to the brow of
An unknown player called Drew has
Billiard Players "
the mountain, sore from a buckshot wound in his brisket, he declined to
been stirring up the New Orleans players lately. He says
take the descent, and suddenly wheeling went straight up the ridge and
he is from Texas. Henry Miller took hold of him, giving
back into the mountains.
We had taken out with the pack two four months old hound pups to the odds of discount, but finding that too heavy, went
down to fifty points in 300, at which odds the Unknown
receive their first lesson; one soon gave up, but the little black and tan
captured $25. This got Henry's blood up, and he would
fellow followed in grand style, tongueing his level best in the rear of the
match was finally made for $75, which,
only play even.
old dogs. After holding our stands until it became apparent that the
deer was not intending to take his back track to water, rain and sleet
after a protracted struggle, was won by Miller, with 38
The question now agitating the billiardists is:
having set in, we returned to the hotel. Dinner over, and all the dogs
points.
" Who is Drew ?"
Albert Hoa has come into possession
back but Lead, Fido, and the pup— let us christen him Ginger— "Speaker
Jim," a brother of Joe M., donned his rubbers and started out to find
of $40,000 through the decease of a relative. .-.The Union
that pnp or perish in the attempt. He was back in two hours with the
Club of this city have ordered six tables from the factory of
buck and Ginger. The dogs had brought him to bay at a place called
Ralph Benjamin is at Durand's room,
H. W. Collender
Turtle Hole, in Grove's Run, Lead, Fido, and Ginger holding him there
Phillip
corner of Broadway and Thirty-second street
from the gray of morning until two in the afternoon. If you want to
Tieman, of Cincinnati, is making arrangements for a tourknow the price of that pup you must ask the "Speaker." I will only say,
nament to take place in that city next month. The entries
further, that I regret that the close season is no near at hand— 1st of Deare restricted to the amateur players of Ohio, the following
inclined
the
one
pleasure
of
chase
there
so
a
cember— as to debar any
of whom have signified their willingness to compete
this season, but there are other seasons to follow, and I wish to say, in
Ratteman, Wm. Meyers, John Meyers, Nick BerFrank
meed of the Shaffers, that they keep a hotel in the true sense of the
William West. The prizes have not yet been
and
nard,
word for sportsmen, know their wants and requirements, and are preOn the evening of December 8 a meeting of
decided on
pared to meet them. They keep a fine pack of hounds, wagons and horses,
professionals was held at E. H. Nelms', where
Philadelphia
will
find
that
he
hospitality
will
placed
their
be
essays
who
one
and any
resolutions of sorrow and sympathy were passed on the
upon the best stands, where he can kill the deer himself if he knows
Miggioli vs. Burleigh— At Odd
death of Chris O'Connor
how, with no ulterior motive of driver or placer trying to steal the shot
Fellows Hall, New Orleans, on December 9, the long-talked
ahead of him, and will find in Jim Batchelder a sober and indefatigable
of match between William Burleigh, formerly of Kaladriver, who is not going to let a deer lie quietly in his bed if he is anymazoo, Michigan, and Frank Maggioli (champion), of
where in those woods, nor will he be a great distance behind the hounds
New Orleans, took place before a large and enthusiastic
in coming in at the death. Indian Joe, a cousin, and Christopher C,
assemblage. The contest was for the championship of the
familiarly known as "Lum" Shaffer, another brother, are clever fellows
Northwest and Southwest. The badsre representing which
and good hunters, and there are others also who will vie with each other
On the whole, its accessibility, combined now goes back to Chicago, where it was originally won in
to make the trip pleasurable
Henry Miller, of New
with the sport and accommodations, make it a good place' to go to, and
the tournament of last April.
if I were in the proprietor's place I would advertise in and subscribe for
Orleans, who won it at that time was subsequently chalForest and Stream. I have a pleasant recollection of as fine a basket
lenged by Henry Rhines, of Chicago, whom he defeated on
of trout as I have caught in many a day, taken from Wykofi 's Run, diJuly 8. Frank Maggioli, of New Orleans was the next
rectly across from the hotel, then kept by Perkins, nine years ago, when
challenger. The game took place on September 9. Magsmall
up in that region surveying pine timber lands. There are also three or
gioli winning: by a score of 500 to 354, with the
four other good streams accessible from this point. Grouse are also said
The northwestern people selected
of '5 60-88.
average
to be abundant in the early season. We saw but few, owing to the fact
another warrior in the person of Wm. Burleigh and desthat they are now in packs upon the mountains. I had the satisfaction
patched him to the Delta to see what he could do. Their
of clipping one fellow's head off with my rifle, for I don't shoot buckconfidence was not misplaced, as the result of this game has
A. F. Clapp.
shot.
proven, he beating Maggioli by a majority of 135 points.
•++*•
Burleigh was the favorite prior to the game at the odds of
$100 to $60, no doubt occasioned by the poor show made
by Maggioli in his practice games, he having been beaten
New York, December 7th, 1875.
easily the night before by Schafer, 290 points in 500.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Schafer credited himself with an average of 16f and a run
In your valuable paper, under date of December 2d, is an interesting
The following is the summary Odd Fellows
109.
of
article on rabbits and hares, which suggests much fun to an experienced
Orleans, La., December 9, 1875. Third regular
Hall,
New
hunter by the judicious use of a hound and shot gun. If the expericontest for the three-ball Championship of the Northwest
rifle
instead
of
shot
gun,
I
loading
a
breech
use
a
were
to
enced hunter
and Southwest; the badge ind $500 a side, between Frank
think he would get as much game and have more sport. I have just reMaggioli (champion), of New Orleans, and Wm. Burleigh,
turned from the Adirondacks, where, finding the snow too noisy for sucof Chicago. Game, 500 points on a 5x10 table, with H.
cessful deer hunting, I turned my attention to the hares, and used a
W. Collender cushions. Score—Burleigh, 500; Maggioli,
Smith & Wesson revolver, with a shoulder attachment, and a couple of
Averages— Burleigh, 9 14-54; Maggioli, 6 47-53. Best
365
hounds, while my guide used a shot gun. The result was one more hare
Burleigh, 69; Maggioli, 33. Referee— Louis Abrams.
runs—
killed
gun
half
the
hares
by
were
but
the
pistol,
the
for
than
gun
the
for
hounds,
pigs.
As
the
the
cats,
and
given
to
were
they
that
so mutilated
shooting in the swamps is of necessity at very short range— say ten to
Gbecq-Roman Wkestling.— The last of these events
twenty yards—it does not require a very expert marksman to put a ball
was decided on Saturday evening at the Grand Opera
through the head of a hare if it is sitting upright; and if a hare had the
House and provided one of the finest exhibitions of athleappearance of having a pressing engagement in the next swamp I found
The participants were
tics ever witnessed in this country,
that the report of the pistol always induced it to stop and look about to
Messrs. Andre Christol, whose massive yet agile form
ascertain, if possible, what was the matter, thus giving plenty of time
has become familiar to New Yorkers, and Prof essor Bauer,
for a careful shot, whicii at so short a range always proved fatal.
recently from San Francisco, in which city he has haa
Moral: When in a hurry, don't stop. Please explain, if you can, why
The rounds
several struggles with his present antagonist.
the little fools stop so quickly when shot at? Unless an experienced
on Saturday evening were short but displayed won-

M

W

M

,

A

.

.

HARE SHOOTING.

:

hunter can use a shot gun better than my guide, I would suggest the substitution of a light breech loading rifle, so that his game may be fit for
F. G.
the table.

—

Articles of agreement have been signed for a velocipede race between A. P. Messenger and W. E. Harding
The race will take plaee at the American
for $250 a side.
Institute Building, on Friday, December 17, commencing
and continuing twenty-six hours. One
at eleven P. M.
hundred dollars of the stake money has already been deposited, and the balance will be placed in the hands of F.
5. Englehardt on the 16th inst,
,

derful skill.

Christol

won

the

first

fall in eight

minutes,

Bauer winning the second and third and the stakes,
amounting to $1,000 in twelve and twenty -five minutes respectively.
The last fall was splendidly contested. Again
and again they locked arms and struggled and panted,
sometime one or the other being thrown completely over
his
his antagonists head but always escaping without both
shoulders touching the ground. Finally, Christol, inmaKwas
ing a herculean effort to hurl Bauer to the ground,
himseii
carried with him and before he could extricate
Bauer grasped him around the peck and turned his shoulders firmly down.

.
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FOREST AND STREAM.

Holmes, Shaw, Brown &
T

mi

Borden town, N.

Co.,

J.,

BUILDERS OF

T7-

Fast iron Steam Yachts, Launches, and Torpedo Boats.
Builders
,

l-i

of the Famous Iron Steam Yachts

CONTINENTAL

GUNTHER'S SONS,

G.

C.

(50 feet),

AND

NOS. 502

504

speed 17.94 miles per hour;

FIREFLY

(50 feet), 17.94

miles per hour;

MINNEHAHA,

building (55 feet), 18 to 20 miles an hour.

FURS!
FURS!
ESTABLISHED

i§i$lfomoun.

THE

% 853.

BOOSS & BROTHER,
No. 449 Broadway, through
No. SOpercer

TO THEIR STOCK 0F

Ladies'Furs

Call attention to their

ASSORTMENT OP

SEAL SKIN SAC QUE S
WHICH

IS

G.

C.

AND

504

It is certainly the

best

NOS. 502

u

zines.—Express, Buffalo, Jy.

Agree

the Best

BROADWAY, THROUGH TO NO.

ORIENTAL

credit to

(fine) to

5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
lb. kegs.
Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close, and with great
penetration. For field, forest and water shooting
It ranks any other brand, and it is equally servicea
blefor muzzle or breech loader.
J

and 6J and 12j

•

Hazard's "Kentucky Rifle."
FFFG, PPG, and "Sea Shooting" PG, in kegs

of 25

12*, and 6± lbs. and cans of 5 lbs.
FFFG is also
packed in 1 and I lb. canisters. Burns strong ana
moist. The PFPG and FFG are favorite brands
for ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting" PG
is the standard Rifle powder of the country.

BreechLoading,Sporting:

SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.

Hlfles.

GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET PON111
GRAIN OR PROOF MANSSASJrS^
UFACTURED TO ORDER.
DER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES POR EXPORT,

^

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Company's agents in every prominent city, or wholesale at

For Simplicity of Construction,

our

ACCURACY,

office.

S8 Wall Street, INew York.

Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation.

Materials

and Workmanship, they are Unsurpassed.
REVOLVERS OF VARIOUS SIZES,
DESIRABLE IN

ALL RESPECTS.

Send, for Circulars.

American

literature."— Philadelphia Press.

Whitney

Pre-pay the Postage.

had with either "Harper's
Weekly" or "Bazar," or «Appleton's Weekly," for $7.50.
foe

New

THERE CAN BE NO GREATER

Comp.,

Haven, Conn.. U.

8.

A.

Gunning Craft

112 Fulton

street,

New

gentlemen.

YorK.

a

Address

W. A. MYERS,
Havre de Grace, Maryland.

„

dec9 2t

JOS.C.GRUBB&CO.,
2
Y1

for Charter.

The undersigned is prepared to charter his craft and
crew for a month or six weeks' shooting in the waters
of North Carolina. Can accommodate three or four

MISFIT
BRUSSELS,
GOOD
INGRAIN CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, &C, VERY CHEAP, AT THE OLD PLACE,
Sent to any part of the United States free of charge.

POR-

tability without serious defects They are the only
portable boats that are equal to the very beet whole
ones for local use.
jy29-ly

MISFIT CARPETS:
ENGLISH
THREE-PLY AND
SECOND HAND AND

a monthly visitant for

AT ONCE,

Arms

Whitneyville, near

«*•

can

A

Hazards "Duck Shooting."
Nos.

all

1876?

It

8 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and 6i lb.
fine grain, quick and clean, for upland and
prairie shooting.
Well adapted to short guns.

System
Approved
OF
IMilitary

lb. only.

1 (fine; to

kegs.

Also, Mining and Blasting Powders.

IMLost

1

Hazard's "American Sporting."
Nos.

st„ Boston; 19 Exchange St., Buffalo; 9 State St., Chicago; 327 N. Second St., St. Louis
Dec2
Agenciea in all the principal Cities in the Country.

The

Who would not give $4,00 to se-

We

M ILLS,

Diamond Grain, Falcon Ducking, Western Sporting and Ducking*

OFFICES— 13 Broad

1 (fine)

ters of

GUNPOWDER.

and Most Ably Edited

SUBSCRIBE

.

MERCER STREET.

thfct

"A model periodical; a

cure such

26

FOT^IDJtSIfc

American Magazine.
periodical

Hazard's "Electric" Powder.
to 5 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point of
strength ana cleanliness. Packed in square canis-

Nos.

MANUFACTURERS OF SUPEBIOR TARGET AND SPORTING

.A-iicl

The Galaxv
Is

449

T.

Newspapers

Leading

The

NO.

BROADWAY.

of American Maga-

Ladies' Furs.

Ladies' Fur Trimmings, Sleigh Robes, and Gauntlets.
3t

BRANDS—

GUNTHER'S SONS,

GUNPOWDER.

ELEGANT ASSORTMENT of

Also a Full and varied line of

THE LARGEST AND MOST COM-

PLETE EVER OFFERED.

and

Seal Saeques and
Dec2

ALSO TO THEIR

LARGE

CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OP

Street,

to

CALL ATTENTION

POWDER

HAZARD

F.

BROADWAY,

H. L.

DUNCKiJEE^s"
PATENT

Market street, Philadelphia,

CAMPING and MINING

AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE

Sheldon &> Company.

NEW

YORK.

Water Pipe

SPECIALTY.

A.

SEAMLESS
Wrought

Lap Welded,

Celebrated Breech Loading Shot

Iron

Water pipe,

prom One-half Inch to Fourteen Inches diameter; in
^tus from 16 to 20 feet. Capable of Sustaining
a Pressure
of l,GOO lbs. to ihe Square Inch. Man-

i6

314

Guns— Unoqualled

in

Fine Workmanship and Material

31!a<ie Jyy James J?ixi*dey 9
±~2 Oxford streets London, England.

Have now in store an extensive assortment of Breech Loading Shot Guns, made by JAMES PURDEY, E.
M. REILLY& CO., WESTLEY RICHARDS, W. & C. SCOTT & SON, P. WEBLEY & SON, W. W.
GREEN ER,' and a large variety of cheaper grades. Also breech loading, central jure, double rifles,
and rifle and shot guns of superior quality. Implements, ammunition, and all other articles appertaining
to Breech or Muzzle Loading Fire-arms generally. Illustrated Circular sent by mail when requested

PATENTED JUNE

22, 1875.
Outside dimensions, packed, 12x12x20 inches.
Weighing only 25 pounds, very durable, will cook
for ten persons, and is especially adapted for camping
purposes. The ware consists of 8 qt. kettle, 6 qt tea
kettle, 2 qt. coffee pot, fry pan, round tin pan,
2
square pans, dipper, gridiron, tent collar, 8 ft. funnel.

ufactured by the

National

Tube Works

Boston, Mass.,

<j

Co.,

and an oven that

and MeKeesport, Pa.

will roast 15

pounds

beef.

COATED INSIDE AND OUT WITH AN

INDESTRUCTIBLE ENAMEL.
WARRANTED.

T
.Joints
gjg connected by our Patent Sleeve Coupi^s, preventing all leakage.
e( men8 can k
seen and obtained on application
ftt .tK
ri
S„ Company's Offices, 8 Pemberton Square, Bos-

'»

j2g_»DQ78

William street

New

York.

Oc31-1gw

Letter A, showing solid head;
Company's caps.

~CHAS. GREEN,

tallic

weech Loading Shot Guns.
e 8tron e8t and moat durable snap action
g
fi^
B&ooting qualities first-class.
.

made.

MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
~
LOADERS.

Hon ** new guns.

Send for circular and
rgJtatKa. 8 West Main street, Rocneater, N. Y,
»»2r

c
iP.J

II

central Are or

Union

Me
The ware is so constructed that it nesf* «««=! ™»^c
and the oven and funnel pack
stove as represented in cut 2, leaving
room for oack
inghalf a dozen plates, knives, forks,
Soon^
BpoonsPand
and
drinking cops. Price, complete, 815
>

Sportsman's Farorite Metallic Shells.

in the oven,

and pronounced superior to anything now offered
Endorsed by the leading sportsmen in the United
with prices, may be obtained from any o f the
to the public. A full description of Shells and Patent Loaders
Aluminum, Celluloid, and German illeading sportsmen's depots throughout the country. Manufacturers of
«fc CO., Newark, N. J
GEO. E.
ver Reels for Trout, Salmon, and Bast fishing.
may 13-ly
Agent
p. S. HARRISON,
«-/-"-.
* *
States,

Manufacturer of

*'.J_

Hart's

b b showing nickel anvilsfor^Berdan Primer, Ely's

HART

From Captain
& Co.,

Messrs. George E. Hart

w
Bogardns, Champion Wing Snot
oi.

^

SEND FOR CIRCULAR
H. L. DUNCKLEE,

*
of America.
-

For
.

Gentlemen— The fifty shells I received from you to-day suit me better than any I have ever used. They
are stronger aad better in erery respect, and I snail use them in all rny snootingihereaiter. Yours truly.
4. H.AMUSDTO,

SJffi

A

sale at

SPORTSMAN^fM^iuTS^

laTAgenla wanted to every town,

_

.

;

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
\^o%inmmn

TUBBS' HOTEL,
OF
QITUATED AT THE TERMINUS
Railroad; 40 miniO

the great Trans-continental
utes from San Francisco; 200 rooms, with hot and
cold water in every room; delightful drives and splenjuly22-6m
did scenery; a favorite home for tourists.

Rossin House, Toronto, Canada.
SHEARS & SON, Proprietors.
This houseis a favorite resort for gentlemen sportsof the United States and Canada.

SHOUTING.— THE ATTEN-

tion of sportsmen is called to the fact that
the best shooting ground within three hundred miles
of New York city is Shinnecock Bay. More ducks of
all kinds in the bay now than has been for a number
of years, and sportsmen are bringing in bags of birds

The most experienced guides and gunners,

with boxes, battues, decoys,
Bay View House. Address

etc.,

ORVILLE WILCOX,

strongest and cleanest Powder made. Nos. 1
packed only in sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
sizes (higher numbers) especially are recommended
to owners of fine breech-loading guns, giving great
penetration with very slight recoil.

The

to

7,

ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,

furnished at the

The best for rfffes and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g. FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the .finest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs., 12* lbs.,
and %\ lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and i lb.
All of the above give high velocities and less resicuum than anv other brands made.

BLASTING, MINING, AND SHIPPING POWDER OF ALL GRADES AND SIZES PACKED IN
WOOD OR METAL KEGS OF 25 LBS.
SAFETY FUSE AND ELECTRICAL BLASTING

APPARATUS.

Proprietor,

Florida.

JE^ox*

PHILADELPHIA ANDlineSOUTHERN
to Savannah,

Mail Steamship Company's
-Ga., sailing every Saturday, from Pier

22, below Pine
o'clock noon, making

Delaware 'River, at 12
close connections through to all points South. Die
line is composed of the steamships JUNIATA and
OMING. The Wyoming does not carry passengers.
The Juniata is a favorite ship with the traveling public, having passenger accommodations of the most
superb character. She has recently been refitted and
elegantly furnished with everything requisite to the
comfort and convenience of passengers.
Families en route for FLORIDA, Georgia, Alabama,
and even as far as New Orleans, will find the Savannah route the mest desirable for comfort, as well as
he most economical. Through trains of the Central
Railroad of Georgia, and Atlantic and Gulf Railroad,
street,

WY-

Florida, leave Savannah every morning and evening.
The Florida steamers leave Savannah three days in the
week for all points on the coast.
For through passenger tickets and bills of lading to
all points in Florida, Georgia, Alabama and TennesL. JAMES, General Agent, 416
see, applv to
South Delaware avenue, Philadelphia.

WM.

LAFLIN

& RAND POWDER Co.,
21 Park Row, N. Y.

Sole proprietors and manufacturers of the celebrabrand of GUNPOWDER. Recomted
mended and used by Capt. A. H. BOGARDUS, the
"Champion Wing Shot of the World."

ORANGE

Out

:

TMAR,

CARL

Neponset, Mass.

Long Range,

1875.

60 yards.

Davidson

60 yaras,

Long Range, Sporting Boring.

Davidson
1st—Pape
Those champion Long Range guns, only 7 pound
weight, with a charge of 3£dr. to l\ oz. shot,beat the
best 8 bore Greener gun at 60 yards; weight, 15 lbs.
6 drachms and 2£ oz. shot.
The Sportsman's Sub. Cup, valued at £45,
1875.
was also awarded to W. R. Pape, for the original invention of choke boring. Winner of the London Gun
Trials of 1858. 1*59, 1866. Address

NORTH OP ENGLAND GUN WORKS,
Newcastle on Tyne, England
NO AGENTS.

&

BREECH LOADING GUNS,
Order
FROMJ5TOCK.

BXa<le to

V

are huilt in six qualities

OFFICE, and

sold

Excursion

Tickets

--&SB3

SflOMBgr

AT

==3LZ>^

Keel lie eel Hates
are

now for

sale to

t

Manufacturers of Fine Guns and

im-

at

at the following Ticket Offices of the

Pennsylvania

Railroad:—
Boston --203 and 205 Washington street.
New York—No. 1 Astor House, Nos. 526 and 941
Broadway, Desbrosses and Courtlandt Street Ferries.
No. 182 Market street, Newark; and Pennsylvania Railroad Depots Jersey City, Newark, Elizabeth, Rahway, New Brunswick and Trenton,
Decie-tf

re-

specially built,

on

Without Extra Cost.
for illustrated descriptive particulars
sheets to our

Send

Kaldenberg,

Fred. Julius

WHOLESALE 'AND RETAIL DEALER IN. AND
MANUFACTURER OF
Amber Goods, Meerschaum Pipes, Cigar
•Holders,

etc.

Monogram and Crests cut on Pipes and Holders.
Portraits made from Photographs. Pipes and Holders
ofany design, or mado to order.
N. B.--By a new process I boil Pipes so that the
color remains, no matter how much or how hot they

BRANCH OFFICE, 20
NEW YORK

Sabasota, Manatee county.

TO SPORTSMEN VISTING FLORIDA

this Winter I will furnish a schooner yacht of
eleven tons, that wDl accommodate about a dozen
persons. I will let them have her and two men to
run her, and a small boat, for eight dollars a day. I
will meet them at Cedar Keys or Key West, whichever is most suitable to them: only let me know

Pipes sent by mail

Novlttf

Maiden Lane,

lyl

e^
THE GREAT

H.C. Squires/

i

-

trated Catalogues.

3EX>iC

Rebounding Lock

the

in

Docket,

been used in
manufactured in

Muzzle Loaders
Electric

Can be carHas long
"Europe, and now

and Press combined.

the

first

this country for
Sent post paid on
Address

time

receipt of 50 cents.

WALKER & WELCH, 212 Main street, Buffalo,N. Y
Novll 3m

EYTRA BARRELS

DESIRED. STUB D piASCUS

IF

FROM

$80

AND UPWARDS.

Mortimer & Kirkwood,
24

ELM

Wa»»

Street. Boston.

Tlxomas Sparks,
Shot and Bar Lead
MAINrUFAOTXirfcEIR,
[Established
1

SMOKE

It is shaved from the best
Natural Leaf, for Meershaum
make the tongue sore.
not
Does
and Cigarettes.
Liberal sample on receipt of 20 cents. Highest award,
Vienna, 1873. Send for circiuar.

*J
I

WM.

S.

KIMBALL & CO.,

Rochester, N. Y.

Peerless Tobacco Wouks,

make

a wonderful solace,
and the best proof that it works no injury is the renext morning, conwith
freshed feeling you awake
scious that there is no reasonable task you could not
is

perform.

1808.]

Trial,

C.

STEHR, 347 Broome

ommends
ment

of

GREENER

W;

hegs to inform his numerous
W.
clients in the United States that he has been very successful in the above trial, having secured the first
prize, a silver cup, value 40 guineas— elass 2 for 12
bores; also winner in class 1 for 8 and 10 bores, and
class 4 for 20 bores.
He has won in all the classes for
improved boring, which is upon a different plan to any
other maker, and is far superior in the three most essential points, viz.,

PATTERN, PENETRATION,

will be shipped to him on the 1st July, and can be examined about the 15th. All special orders given to
Mr. Squires will be carefully filled. A full report of
the GREAT TRIAL, showing the marked superiority
by Dougai, Pape,
of my gnus over guns made
Tolley, and others, will shortly be published, and can
be had on application at No. 1 Cortland St.

W. W. GREENER,
Champion Grim. Maker,

^^_^

plication

The Up-Town

Factory,

Sportsman's

Depot.

L Bitzmann &

943 BROADWAY
114 Centre Street.

Co.,

(aUove 23d

St.)

exeartistically
Call and examine
cuted.
my stock and get Price List.

For Sportsmen.

weighs but 1* pounds,
wide. Holders flare at top so as to quickly receive
the shells, and, being elastic, securely clasp the same.

For ease of action and rapid shooting it excels anything
S of the kind invented.
PRICE, C. O. D., $6.50.
In ordering, give the size of shells and a loose meas-

mement Otttti<te
jy^ly

ot vest.
Sf. S,

-_

GOSS, Neoahe FaIls,KaE,

extreme SIMPLICITY,

ITY
and

of their

New

Sportsmen of America to the
and DURABIL-

STRENTH

Patent

"SIMPLEX"

Breechloader

INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.

The jmrts

new

action are so few (only two,)
its mechanical soundness so
thorough, and the
strength and simplicity of the action so great, that
W. & P. feel sure it will supercede all the complicated
and manifold grips now in use, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any double, treble or quadruple
and GRIP
grip now used. In this new action
ARE
SOLID PIECE OF STEEL and the ANGLE of the
is left in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.
Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on application, and orders may be forwarded through any
of the best houses in the States for execution in the
Spring.
Guns guaranteed to make patterns of from 160 to
230 with No. 6 SHOT
40 YARDS, as desired.
in this

LEVER

ONE

BODY

NO.

25

AT
SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.
Established 1780.

aug36-tf

JOSEPH

DANE,

C.

MANUFACTURER OF THE

Dane Breech Loading Shot

Gun.

to

Breech Loaders.

________

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Holders

slides,

Rifle Manufacturers!

Muzzle Loaders Altered
my27

A

nograms on Pipes and Cigar

The Goss Revolving CartridgeHoIder
METALLIC
CARRIES PAPER up,ORrevolves
centre
\J SHELLS, either end and is only on
1£ inches

PRICE LISTS, Ac, ON APPLICATION TO
24 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
72 ST. JAMES STREET, LONDON.

LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN.
Solid Breech Snap Action.
EASIEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAFE FROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.

For Cigarettes.
cigarette Is an interlude to the serious habit; a
graceful make-believe for spare hours. For cigarettes Vanity Fair has no equal. Best dealers have it

YEAR'S PRESENTS. Mo-

and .450 Bore.

.360, .400

has just received an invoice of these close-shooting
guns, and from him any information in reference to
the results of the Great Trial can be obtained on ap-

his largff assort-

and Cigar Holders, suitable
for CHRISTMAS and NEW

Express Rifles, Double and Single,

Mary's Works, Birmingham, England.
C. SQUIRES, of No. 1 Cortlandt street

For Meerschaums.
has a permanent existence; again and again does
bout.
it serve your turn, and still is ready for a fresh
That pipe is always ready for its fill of Vanity Fair.

Meerschaum Pipes

11875.

Gun and

It

St.. 3 doors from Bowery,
under Occidental Hotel, rec-

FIELD TRIAL

Call the attention of the

Chas.

21 Walnut St. Philadelphia.

AT

HENRY

the tongue Sore.

Smoke Vanitt Fair.—It

HIGHEST PENETRATION

WILLIAMS & POWELL

St.

Does not

40

1875.

REGULARITY OP SHOOTING.
Mr. HENRY C. SQUIRES, of No. 1 Cortlandt St.,
New York, is novv importing my DOUBLE CLOSESHOOTING GUNS to order, an invoice of which

VANITY 'FAIR.

6,

Celebrated
MUZZLE-LOADING MATCH RIFLE.

and

ADJUSTED TO ANY GUN.

I»ER LOCK.
FROM #4FITTED
AND CHOKE BORED

TVo.

RIGBY'S

EVERY SMOKER.
AN INDISPENSABLE ARTICLE
FOR THU PIPE. Pick, Spoon

mdea by

yards.

dtBt

nov25-3rn

ried

OUB PATENT

London Bun

Rifles.

12 Bore,

ing

1 1-8

CITY.

Rirminerbam. England

GO.,

our Close-Shoot-

MANUFACTORY, PIONEER;WORKS,

;

.

CONVERTED INTO BREECH LOADERS,

world.

Stores: 4 and 6 John St., one door rrom Broadway;
N. W. cor. Nassau and John sts
6 Astor House,
Broadway, New York. P.O. Box 81. Send for Illus-

S BENNET,
Capt. schooner Cary M.

WM.

then to meet them

to all parts of the

Pattern

and price

are smoked.

TO YACHTSMEN YISITING FLORIDA.

Office.

Guns

and others

our new system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
with increased PENETRATION, can have their wishes
carried out WITH DESPATCH

Received the Prize at the Paris Exposition, 1867.

Jacksonville, Florida,

Pioneer, - - - - $65 Gold.
90 "
Tolley,
"
Standard,- - - - 115
140 "
National,
«•
Challenge, - - - 180
** ara g°»>
a*5 "
quiring

&

JOHN RIG6Y

by the Manu-

now

SPORTSMEN

TRAP SHOTS

59 St. James's Street London,

NEW YORK

(or brands.) They are
ported direct to our

HOLIDAY PRESEiN^S.

(Title registered.)

trials
of the Field to possess the
thus:
TRATION and therefore LONGEST
Circle, 30 inches; 300 pellets; average, 191; penetraThe Editor's trial of Greener guns with 340
tion, 37.
pellets of same shot and same charge of powder, gave
180,and penetration 30, although there were 40 more pelShould any controversy arise as
lets in each charge.
to the durability of these new systems, we herewith
warn all beforehand that our system is our own invention (though founded on the American idea) and is DURABLE, a fact remarked on by the Field, that the
guns tried had been in use during last season, and refSend for Illustrated
erences permitted to the owners
.

These Guns, celebrated for
riE
<4£/xj^ *
irtS^ (L^ifar^s)^ genuine high class workmanship
and No. 1 SHOOTING POW-

ERS,

DGUGALL'S
EXPRESS SHOT GUNS.
at Wimbledon by Editor
SHOWN by
GREATEST PENED.

J.

RANGE—

W.
TOLLEY'S
FINE ENGLISH

Reason of'18^^5-0.
Trip

Mary's Works, Birmingham, England.

Choke Bores.

1st— Pape

facturers to
the following prices.

Round

St.

Davidson.
Davidson.

st— Pape

2d—Pape

NEW IMPROVED POWDER J.

ing of the gun. Little or no smoke. Little or no recoil.
Not very loud report. Less heating of the barGood penetration and good patrel in rapid firing.
tern. Safe to keep, as it does not explode if set on
Shells furnished loaded
fire, except well confined.
with powder only, if desired. None genuine without
DI I
mV signature on the can.

W. W. GREENER,

against on the spot for having its score false counted,
the fact proven there, and afterwards confirmed by
same gun being shot for two days per week for six
weeks in succession, when its average score only took
24th place, its very best score being greatly below the
scores of the bes t*ix guns.
12-Gauge, Old Sporting Bore.
1875.
Exhibitor.
Maker of Gun.

POWDER
DITTMAR
MANUFACTURING CO.

can novv be loaded from an ordinary powder
flask; grains hard. Use it now like Black Powder.
No fear of overloading. Burns slow now. No foul-

were

The Greener gun was protested

made by Pape.

Dcc2

MY

.Davidson.
Pape.

of a class of 68 guns, 3 out of the 6 best

CLOSE - SHOOTING

GUNS. Winner of the Silver Cup,
value 40 guineas, at the Great London Field Trial 1875, beating 83 competitors with 68 gnus, also winning
in all the other classes for the Improved System of Boring. These
guns will kill from 80 to 100 yards
loaded with large shot, and wili
shoot well with small shot with a
less powder charge than guns bored
upon the old system. For report of
the Gun Trial apply to Messrs. McLaran, Williams & Co., Ageuts, St.
Louis, U. S. A. Address

Stand unequalled in every contest. Their performance at the London Trials of 1875 heats the records of
any maker in the world.
12-Gauge, Choke Boring.
1875.
Exhibitor.
Maker of Gun.
Greener.
1st— Greener

2d— Pape
3d— Pape

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,
For water fowl. Very strong and clean. Nos. 1 to
Packed in metal kegs Of 6£ lbs. each, and in canis5.
ters of 1 and 5 lbs.

Good Ground Post Office,
Suffolk county, Long Island.

nov25

DOUBLE

Unrivalled SportingGuns.
ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER.

men from all parts

daiiy.

W. W. GREENERS

CHAMPION GUNS GF ENGLAND

Sporting Powder.

OAKLAND, California.
JOHN M. LAWLOR & CO., Proprietors.

DUCK

(§ood$.

Guns, Rifles, Pistols,Fishing Tackle

Vanity Fair calms the Drain, caresses the nerves,
and as a' semi-conscious act furnishes just sufficient
nucleus for floating thoughts and fancies to crystalize
about. Best dealers have it.
.

Best fn the World. Ask your Dealer for it.
With Vanits Fair you can commune sweetly all the
day long; incense for your success; mourner in ashes
for your disappointment. Best dealers have it.

Vanity Fair,— We

wish those

who

hear of this to-

bacco the first time to ask some friend about
people know it; they invariably praise,

it.

Many

Remington Rifles and Shot Guns, Holabird Shooting Suits, Cartridge Vest, Belts and Pouches. Implements for both muzzle and breech loading guns.
Sportsmen's Goods and Ammunition of All Rinds.
take muzzle loaders in exchange for breech

We

and have always some fine second-hand guns
on hand cheap.
Goods sent C. O. D. to all parts of the United

loaders,

States.

Ivory and Pearl Stocks put on Pistols. Repairing
of all kinds artistically executed.
Cartridges for Breech Loading Shot Guns, ready
loaded, put up in boxes of fifty, or loaded to order.

aug5-6m

SNEIDEB
BREECH

SHOT

LOADING

GUN.

PRICES, &50.00 TO $250.00.
Muzzle.Loading Guns Altered tc Breech
Loading.
AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD'S SHOOTING SUITS.

Clark

M

Send

for Circular.

Smolder.
S14W. J?ratt ®t. Baltimore.
s

£

;

a

.

s

FOREST AND STREAM.
fennel.

fife

Ipoitmm's §00$%.

30-

fUjHigcelhnqom.

To be Sold.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,

Ranger and Lacy
fpw puppies of the celebrated
from the mother; price £5 5s. each.
>,innd iu«t taken
Plunket blood,
champion
of
strain
the
a i«n four of
(own sister to Plunket) and Shirley
f of Music
Liverpool.
Bank orders
on hoard ship at
rire'fiS 5s
W*i received have choice in priority. Just weaned—
getting the genuine blood,
J* onoortunity
3 of
rareoppouuu
a

STJOCESSOES TO

CLEKK

,

1

02 Nassau

CO.

ATXI>IilL,W
Sd
48 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

St., N. Y.

We offer to

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

West Kirby,

Hilbre House,

dec9 3t

Scotch Deer

Hounds

Cheshire,

Eng

She was by Mr. R. Hoe,

Jr.'s,

the largesi and best assortment ever exhibited in the United States. They particularly call
attention to their

Every variety of Salmon and Trout Flies, and Hooks
on Gut. Cutty Hunk and Pasque Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Braided Silk Lines, every size and quality of

OAKLEIGH THORNE,

Millbrook, N. Y.

TjIOR SALE— A VERY
V thoroughbred, well broken,
Ai«n a sniendid

retrieving setter.
brace of Blue Belton pups, rj months

SMITH,

Addres s H.

old

at,

this office.

tf_^

YORK KENNEL CLUB
THE NEW the
following highly-bred dogs

at
offer for sale
diminish stock:- low rates in order to
2^- years old setter, Irish
red
handsome
a
DANDY,
broken. $100.
and Gordon stock; well
DON, ft year old black Gordon, out of Mr. Belmont's
$50.
_
imported brace.
Two 9 months Setter Puppies, black, tan and white,
imported brace, brtd by Sir
ont of Mr. Bennett's
$50 each.
Call, England.
Four 2 months Setter Puppies, red and red and
white, from the finest stock in the kennel; cannot fail
$40 each.
to be 'good ones.
Apply to
Johnson's Station, Orange county, N. Y.
ncM

"

DOCK STEWART,

......

6.00

Those desiring something light and durable for
camping purposes will find this stove exactly right;
weighs only 25 pounds; will cook for ten persons.
The ware consists of Kettle, Tea Kettie, Coffee Pot,
Fry-pan, round Tin Pan, two square Pans, Dipper,
Gridiron, Tent Collar, and eight feet Funnel Stove
Pioe, with oven that will roasf 15 pounds beef, all of
which nests and packs inside of stove, which only occupies a space of 12x12x20 inches.

CAMP LOUNGES.

Price $5.

When folded is about the size of an ordinary shawl
strapped. A light, durable, compact, and comfortable couch. Sent by express C. O. D., $5, including
side and supporting sticks at the head. Just the thing
for the camp or lawn
7.

6.

square/weighs 15

be packed in knapsack.

Ten

Price $10.

lbs.;

*I>OGrH TRAJCrVEIIK

O

to Retrieve. Point, Hunt, Charge, To-Heel, Hieon To-ho, and controlled by hand or whittle, for $50
Extra field practice, $50 Tricks taught. Dogs boarded
FRANKLIN SUMNER,
for SO per month.
Brush Hill Road, Milton, Mass.
P.O. Address, Blue Hill, Mass.
Reference: Wm. R. Schaefer, gunmaker, 61 Elm
novIS 6m
street B oston.

Parties fitted out with

appropriate Tackle for the

Agents for the

Lawrence Fishing Co.

Sole Importers of Warrin's Celebrated Drilled
St.

Eved Needles

4-29

Waterproofs
AND

feet square

pound.

TROY,

17. Y.

Folcls

Circulars

Jock Lamp,
for night shooting and fishing, running rapids, lighting camp, etc.; the best light ever invented. $6 25.

v„
>|10gS<

The Popular Sheridan Lounge, $5 plain $10 quilted,
the standard with sportsmen.
Sold at Eaton &
Co.'a, 103 Nassau St., and E. S. Harris, 177 Broadway.
;

is

"Third. Edition.

best quality of water-proof duck, light tan color,
especially adapted for concealment in blinds or sedge
grass, or for approaching game in the woods. Light,
durable and very cheap.
English style; extra
pocket
back for cartridges. Entire suit, $15.

HEGEMAN'S PORTABLE CANVAS BOATS.
BOND'S METALLIC BOATS.
MILES JOHNSON'S PIGEON TRAPS-Price,
The

i

best shell ever offered to sportsmen.

on hand and made
for the

in

AUTHOR OF THE FISHING TOURIST.
This is a m^st seasonable book for Sportsmen, Tourists, Invalids, and Settlers, and has been long needed
by Winter tourists to Florida and persons seeking setueniant there. It gives a full classification of the game
aud iish of the Southern Peninsula, routes of interior
and coastwise travel, the agricultural resources of the
country, and sites for settlement, hints for camping
out, resorts for game, hotels, and such other informaturn as will be of great benefit to visitors seeking
Florida for health, pleasure, exploration, or permanent settlement.
_

pp.,

12mo. Price, $1 SO.

CONTENTS:

The most complete portable boat

constructed.

The

Can be packed in
largest size weighs but 12 pounds.
soace of less than half cubic foot. Prices within
reach of all.
No. 1,8 feet, weight 8 pounds
$25 00
No. 2. 10 feet, weight 10 pounds
32.00
No. 3, 12 feet, weight 12 poun ds
40.00

Land.

Sighted
the

arm

for

and ready for use. $10, $12, $16. Jnst
first lessons by Young America in acquir'

New Book,

"Trip

to

England."

made and

hints to sportsmen.
Price 50 cents.
Sole agent in New York city for J. H. Batty, U. S.
Taxidermist. N. A. birds and eggs for collectors,
Buck's heads, and game birda a specialty. Orders
filled with dispatch.
We furnish every article necessary for the outfit of
sportmen in the camp or field. Goods sent ^erywhere by express. Remit only by draft, Post Office
are

EATON &

CO.,

Sportsmen's Emporium,
P. O. Box 5,109.
No. 102 Nassau street, New York City.

toteam

Yachting on the St. John*
the Seminoles.
the Cypress Swamps.
Cruising Along Shore.
Shooting at Salt Lake,
lne Okeechobee Expedition.
Southwest Florida.
emau <iina to Cedar Keys.
5n' *~£
alee Sarazota and Gasparilla.
w« ~~ » raoil
?~^
g the Keys.
w«"
No. 4-Meteorology.
anta Rassaand Caloosahatchie.
S«' 5~
v"" "—Up the Caloosahatchie River.
Okeechobee.
w« I-y^ 11
w« 5 m dlan Moimds and Canals,

Among

m

^

9— Tampa.

Sn }?-Subterranean Streams.
]}~£ Sportsman's Paradise.

u— Suggestions to

rubli&iied
XT

ii««

tion.

'

*ftl&t

n

Crook &Co^

MA.NTJE'ACTURERS

AND IMPORTERS OP

FISHING

m

AIR-TIGHT

n
No
P er S allon
£»
GRAhM}^°
VES, Sunderland,
-

Vt.

c flar ge for

TACKLE!

SO Fulton St., IV. Y.
N.

B.— Sole

manufacturers in this country of the

celebrated

Creen Heart Rods,
for Troai* Bass

and Salmon,

John

natural insect or pattern desired. SARA
(Successor to John McBride) Mumford,

McBRIDE.

Monroe county, N. Y.

Dec2-ly

It.

374 Washington

St.,

Boston.

C.

Loader, Crimper and Cap Expeller.
A LL DEVICES NECESSARY FOR

J-A_

loading or re-loading shells of two calibres
in one instrument. Avoids the necessity
of cutting or shortening the shell for light loads;
needs no wooden table or bench to fasten it to while
in use. Can be taken to pieces by removing one
screw with a jack knife, and stows in a gun case.
Malleable castings, nickel plate finish. Complete for
two gauges. Price $10, boxed.
BROS. & CO., 96 Liberty street.

combined

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN

Fishing: Taclcle,
Fishing- Hods,

Fish

WALTON

THE

Ho airs?

AND

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.

je!7-fim

aug26-ly

EXPL ANATOflY CIRCULAR
CEMT how
$ 10 TO $500

i

invested in
Privileges has paid and
will pay Large Profits. Railroad

I

fetock

PIPEi

i

STEM PI.

Just the Thing for Home
and Camp Use.
Supplies a want which smokers have long felt—
pipe whicn shall give simply the taste and odor of tobacco smoke. This pipe never accumulates rank
smelling liquid in stem or bowl, but is always clean
and sweet. The bowl and mouthpiece are permanent
but the stem is of porous paper, to be laid aside after
a few days use and a new one fitted. Extra stems
accompany each pipe. The price of extra stems,
when not furnished with the pipe, is as follows: Pour
and a half and seven inches, 5c; twelve inches, 15c.
Sold by pipe and cigar dealers generally, or a complete
sample sent by mail for $1 by

Bonds and Gold bought
Interest Six Per
Cent, allowed on deposits sub-

Stock*,

Cprr

on Margins.

rflkL

J. H.
novl8

Hubbard,

Buck waiter

ds Co.,

Wall

W.

Street. iVew York.

H. Holabird,
SOLE MANUFACTURER OP

Waterproof

SHOOTING
Valparaiso.
Senn

No creasers, turners, or topwads required. Loads
in half the time usually required. Fifty percent,
better distribution and greater penetration secured.
Send to your gun dealer for sample.
Ju3-ly

Indiana.

for Ulussrated Cireular.

novl8

tf

Magic Lantern and 100 Slides for $10©
"IT;
& H.
& CO., 591
BroadwaJ>N. Y., opposite Metropolitan Ho
dfi'i
tel, Chromos and Pram.jP,
Stereoscopes and Views.
Graphoscopes, Megale noscopes, Albums and
Photo-

ANTHONY

graphs of celebrities,
^^"cturera
7
a
'

Awarded

First

New

Orders solicited and

$50.

promptly.
H. H. THOM 48. Proprietors.

3m

^^

filled

o. ©. t.

r> ,

Trout Eggs
BLACK BASS IN SEASON.

New Hampshir e,

Troutdale Fish Ponds.

QPAWN,

FRY,

ETC.,

at

Photog raphic materials
Vienna Expos tion

OF BKOOK

KJ Trout; also Salmon Trout, Black Bass,
everything pertaining to fish culture.
Price lists sent upon application to

Florida Scenery.
Embracing views of the' most interesting portions
of the State. Scenery, vegetation peculiar to this
semitropical peninsula, and of cities, towns, and
rivers
having historic interest.
Only views in existence of Lake Okeechobee and
Indian River.
Faithful studies of St. Augustine, the St.
Johns
Ocklowaka, the Nortli Coast and the Gulf.
Sets of twelve selected views enclosed in
an illustrated envelope.
'

For catalogue and

COLD SPRIKG TROUT PONDS,
Charlestown.

holo-Lantern slides a special
of.

Stereoscopic Studies of

York.

BROOK TROUT EGGS FOR

20,000

x

Premium

au5-iy

Crystal Springs Fishery,
Randolph, Cattaraugus County,

-ttwtt 5t

i

Bankers and Brokers, No. lO

Selling Agent, Cambridge, Mass.

tf

Kay Shot Concentrating Cartridge.

oct2«

i

ject to sight draft.

1

Novll-gm

NEW YORK,

NEWS COMPANY, AGENTS.

JVTAPLE SYRUP
J

Co.,

STREET,

by a11 booksellers. Sent by mail, post°n receipt of P rice at office of Publica-

^_AKERICAN
ctniT if

SUYDAM,

J.B.

Tourists.

lishiiig"

.

8a e
]

Rulesfor Pigeon Shooting

father,

The Piseco

CONTAINS THE

of all of the prominent Gun Clubs of the United
States and Canada, including the Rules of the Hurlingham and London (English) Gun Clubs. Price 50
cents. For sale by Gunsmiths everywhere, and at
the office of Forest and Stream, or mailed on receipt
of price by C1IAS.
Publisher, 149 Chambers street, New York City.
Sept 2tf

by Forest and Stream Pafo-

^OH^THAM
And ft
aS

PIGEON
SHOOTING.
TRAP SHOOTER'S REFEREE

THE

tromany
J.

EWNINO

410 Seventh Street,
WASHINGTON, 1).

29 ly

my

free.

ever published. Send for

C.

LITTLE NOISE. PERFECTLY SAFE.
ing the requisite skill for a position in the Rifle Team,
and sure death to cats in the back; yard.
sep9
The Phoenix Single Barrel Breech Loader
Uses either Ely's paper, or Hart's me12 gauge.
Just the article tor young sportsmen.
tallic shells.

Flies.

MeBiide. in the manufacture of fishing tackle, I feel
competent to continue the business ani supply the
custom with the same quality as heretofore. Parties
supplied with casting lines and artificial flies for
Pennsylvania trout streams, Adirondacks. the Maine
Woods, Lake Superior, Thousand Islands,' Canadian,
and other waters. Anglers not acquainted with the
nomenclature of these flies, by mentioning the locality where they intend fishing, will have the varieties
best suited to those waters sent to them. "Flies copied

OLII

order, or registered letter to

£K

S„'
mo.

Apr

and Samples

list

Flooert Rifles.

Bogardus'

gisW-hg at St. Augustine.
Slack Bass Fishing on Spruce Creek,
hunting the Panther,
'he Environs of Tallahassee.
v
Don g h erty and the Bass,
p£
jettfirds of St. Augustine,

wo.

GEO.

sep9

With how guns

^ame Animals and Birds of Florida.
Game Fish of Florida.
three Months in Florida for One Hundred Dollars.
Supplementary Hints for Cheap Recreation.
Up the St. John River.
PortCaprou.

;

man.

Sportsmen.

Bints for Southern Hunting.
Coastwise Routes of Travel,

Indian River.
Florida the Promised

Moccasins, Oil Tanned,
woods three different styles. $3, $5 50 and $6.

$18.00.
Special attention paid to selection of guns for gentlemen at a distance by an expert and an old sports

Introductory Chapter.
Ei ids-eye Glance at Florida.
Outfit for

All sizes

to order.

"The Ampersand."
COLVIN'S CANVAS BOAT.

By CHAltLES HILLOCK,

348

The most complete

$14 per pair.

Hart's Metallic Shells.

Li

Illustrated Price List

m

n

i

ber Clothing-, &c.
Game Ventilating Pockets.

4-ly

FOR THE PAST

associated with

DRAB DUCK, CORDUROY,
FUSTIAN, REPELLANT
BLUE BEAVER and FRIEZE.
Wading Boots, Fishing- Stockings, RubTHOMSON'S FISHING AND HUNTING SUITS,

in all its branches.

BEEN
HAVING
twelve years

FISHING,

OF

Free.gf

Philadelphia.

Srs.,

IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN
Guns, Rifles, Pistols, and Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech

McBride

TRAVELING,

|

KItlBEJi,

SPRAT T'S PATENT DOG BISCUITS.

AND

Very Small.

Price

JOHN

Corner Second and Walnut

HUNTING,

on hand and for

tamp Lounge Co.,

uit,

i

lOl & 103 DUANE ST.. (near
Broa<±way) New York.

Taxidermy

FOR

the cure of all diseases.

U. b.

unu

full assortment of Rods,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Eefels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair Trout Lines, &c.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of CaneReeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Bird v Eggs and Birds' Skins in great varieties.—

GARMENTS

of nutritive

HAS CONSTANT-

D.,

kinds.

Loaders.

Moth-proof

sale, medicines adapted to
Dealer in sportmg dogs of
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable compenOct 22
No. 111 South Fifth ave., N. Y.
sation.

LY

all

Has constantly on hand a

is

10c. per

of

Manufactured and Imported by

REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Can

bone and muscle making material,
the only portable food for dogs made in this
country. Put up in packages of 10, 25, and 100 pounds,
and warranted not to spoil in any climate. Price,
and

ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.
AJVD MUZZLE LOAD11VG GUNS,

And Sportsmens' goods

The Sportsmen's Depot.

American Dog Biscuits,
Made

Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and other fishing.

BREECH

Rocky Mountains and Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
the Adirondack^, &c, &c.
Split Bamboo, Trout and Salmon Rods and Reels
a Specialty.

CAMP TENTS,
for four persons,

If"
OF THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.

every Variety and Style of

for six persons, $15.

QETTERS AND POINTERS TAUGHT

MEJVRY GARDNER, M.

And

FISH HOOKS.

$20,00

DUNCKLEE'S CAMP STOYES. Price$15.

'

Wm.

Wading Jackets

LIKEN AND COTTON LINES,

SILK,

HOLABIKD'S CELEBRATED SUITS.
Waterproof and Mildew proof, complete

SUPERIOR,

Fishing Tackle,
Rods, Reels, Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets,
Baits, Fish Hooks, &c.

TROUT, SALMON AND BASS RODS.

imported

out of Fanny, bred by the late Hon. K. C.
Price, boxed and delivw^rirpr from his old sto^k
office at six weeks old, $25 each. Will
express
ered at
are weaned. Price $50.
Daisv after whelps
«p11
seliuaisya
*

Z rine

oct7. tf

J

On hand

August 26.
<Wer's°stock by the late Hon. K. C. Barker, Detriot,
of Daisy.

Tackle

Fishinsf

for Sale.

DOG WHELPS OF
T HAVE FIVE
Sired by Kirk; bred from General

„,,

and sportsmen a most complete

dealers

assortment of

G; DE L ANDRB MAO'DONA.

and

Mrs. J. H. SLACK,
Bloomsbury, N, J,

,

prices, address

ODER BROTHERS,

...

decJtt

Fernandina, Fl orida.

Revolving Cartridge Belt
FOR BREECH LOADERS.
Sold by

all dealers.

Send

for circular

EN BELT W0RKS

Sep3^

'

Columbus, Ohio.

FOREST^ANDISTREAM.

WINCHESTEK REPEATING-

Sectional

EIFLE.

View

of Rifle with Set Lock.

Position of parts after firing.

The

Strength of

The

Parts,

its

all

Simplicity of

The

Construction,

its

Rapidity of

The impossibility of accidental discharge

in

loading

its

commend

Fire,

to the attention

it

of all who

have use for a Rifle for Defense, Hunting, or Target shooting.
For

Pamphlet and Price

Illustrated

List, address

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS

CO,
NEW

SPORTING PRESENTS

MILITARY, SPORTING, HUNTING AND

HAVEN, CONN.

SCHUYLtH, HARTLEY & GRAHAM,
19 Maiden Lane, 20 & 32 John street, N. Y.

TARGET

BREECH LOADING GUNS

IN

A SPECIALTY.

Solid Silver

Double

Shot

and

AND

Gun and

Cigar Stands,

X>erring:eic'

Cigarette Cases,
Cigar Lighters,

Match Boxes,
Ash Stands,

Rifle

Combined.

For Treatise
ON

CARTRIGES,
&C.| &c,

E.

Carver Sets,
Inkstands.
DESIGNS AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

Nos.

&

Harvey's
and

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

ILION,

Hawker's Ducking.

W. STITT,

New
IT

.

York,
America.

S.

Late

attention

OIL

is

called

street,

Chicago, 111

CASINS,

WITH CASE, AND

Black's

Yox*k:.

the best thing ever
worn by sportsmen. No
injured by wetting and
djg&ng always soft and
easy to the feet, and
the very best of
VERY DURABLE— being made of
and warranted the gen-,
styles,
different
three
stock in
uine article, different from anything before offered
Illustrated Circular and Price List free.

—

st.

h

$5;

Send your names and address on Postal Card
for

"PRACTICAL FARMER,'*

sample copy of

i

1-5,

5th,

$4;

$1,200 PROFIT 0NSI0O.

J

Wholesale and Retail Dealer

AY

IN

ONE HUNDRED CHEMICALLY PRE-

JULEP AND BEIGHT COLOEED STEAWS,
TUEE FEAMES, NATTJEAL DYED

Gun Swabs sent to any address
GRAVES, Sunderland,

cents. R. L.

gep3Gfcf

the best Agricultual

Weekly

published.

Splen-

PREMIUM LIST and NEW CLUBBING
TERMS Address "PRACTICAL FARMER."

did

.

Vermont.

Brass and

VESTS, COATS A1VD BELTS, FLASKS,
Gm MATERIALS OF ALL KINDS, CARTRIDGEeverything
in my line for
pouches andAmmunition of all rinds,
CASH TRADE PRICES.
LOWEST
AT
TRADE,
BOTH HOME AND EXPORT
BA VJS LAME STOCK OF MUZZLE LOADING GUNS & RIFLES VERY CHEAP

We

pared Circular

send

WxlEEANTED THE BEST IN THE MAEKET.
SEND FOE CIECULAE.

ALSO

1-10, $21 1-20 $1.
Drawings take place everv seventeen Days.
aie prepared to fill all orders. Circulars sent
npon application. Highest price paid for Spanish Bank
T
LOB «& CO., Bankers,
Mils, Governments, <fcc.
tt W»ll at.. Stow York,
P Q Bot4.44S.

on receipt of fifty

ordering

Kinds,

Oaj~trdcl<2re£*, !>otli

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
$101

The weight is
cartridges.
30 evenly distributed that it is
Cartridges can be
scarcely felt.
with the heads down in
carried
ibis vest, which is of great importance when brass shells are used,
as when carrying them with the
head up the weight of the shot often forces the wad forward, when
la
bad shooting is the result.
measurement around the chest.
PRICE $7.50.
ing

ii

Implements,

Manchester. N. H.

For the coming drawings, commencing January
„e have reduced the prices of tickets as follows:

h

ar-

carry-

OF ALL

LOTTERYWhole, $20;

This Vest affords the best

AGENTS FOE THE

AND

FRANK GOOD,

Elm

BIEDS.

Union Metallic Cartridge Company's Ammunition,

}

GUNS

100

Patent Cartridge Test.
rangement yet invented for

COOPER HARRIS & HODGKINS,

>•

1209

HOLABSRDSShootsngSUITS,

CO., N. Y.

BREECH LOADING

to

TANNED MOC-

CLABEOUGH
WESTLEY

WEBLEY

DIXONS cfe HA WKSLE Y'S SHOOTING TACKLE
STUETEVANT BEASS SHOT SHELLS,
BUSSEY'S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TEAP

IVew
^o. ITT Broadway,
BE1AIL
WHOLESALE AND

Sportsmen!
GOODS

&

EDWIN S. HARRIS,

and Col

61 Cedar street.

Agent for

sep9-eow

HERKIMER

&

The Sportsman's. Warehouse,

DIAMOND GKAIN.
8 Superior Rifle,

State

Armory and Manufactory,

N. Y.

SPORTING GUNPOWDER.
Curtis

237

1

for the following celebrated makers:
W.
C. SCOTT
SONS (winners at the Interna&
tional Gun Trial of 1873): J. P.
BEO.; P.
& SONS, and

RICHAEDS.

P. O. Box 3994.

THECORHAM COMPANY,

ENGLISH

REMINGTON & SONS,
981 and 983 Broadway.

WESTERN BRANCH,

AG-ENTS

to

&>e.,

Paper Knives,

BOND STREET,

Shooting,

llifle

Illnstrat'd Catalogue,

Claret Pitchers,

NO. 1

SEND

Pocket Pistols.

Tobacco Boxes,
Snnff Boxes,
Ale Tankards,

^J% T5"

Repeating-,
and Vest*

ReTolTing,

Pocket Flasks,

Guns.

Shot

Barreled

Single

>

\

I Address P. O.

GEASSES, Etc.
Box 40, Hew Utrecht, N. Y,

PIC-

THIS
MADEGALLS.

MONTH BY PUTS

and
Invest according to your means.
$10, $50, or $100 in Stock Privileges, has brought a
small fortune to the careful investor
advise
when and how to operate safely. Books with full

We

information sent free.
telegraph to

Kovli-6m

Address orders by mail and
BAXTER «fe CO.,
17 Wall St. N." Y,

Bankers and Brokers,

,

Box 5,722, New York.

^jiov4jeow6t__

&1AA
$1

Shares in Wall street
dfel ft
&K.f\
IRF often leads to fortune.
5J£XU 5
Send for a copy of the Wall Street Review ana
Pamphlet, showing the various methods of °P e ™r
Bankers and Brokers,
ting. J. HIC&LING

IpOUj

<fe

T8 Broadway, N. Y.

CO.,

*>**

m

Terms, Five Dollars a Year.
Ten Cents a Copy.

NEW

\

YORK, THURSDAY, DECEMBER

For Forest and Stream.

A

—

FEW

We went from

weeks since, wliile busily at work in ray office,
I was surprised by a call from your traveling correspondent, and still more surprised when I learned from
him that his object was to ask me to contribute to your
paper some reminiscences of my sporting experience in
The bare mention of it sent the blood tingling
other days.
through my veins, but the second sensation was akin to
that of poor old Rip Van Winkle, when looking for his
former comrades after his long nap. Visions of jovial
days in camp and field arose in my mind, and thoughts of
Porter's Spirit of the Times, and of "Frank Forester" and
George W. Kendall and many another less known, but not
less dear, companions of the days of "auld langsyne" came
over me, and made me feel my lonesomeness, and that anything I could contribute on sporting matters would be but
a raking of dead leaves and a conjuring up of spirits from
the past.
My visitor was kind enough to say that I was

LILLY, Lemon and White
and that

my

still

count of a trip
son,
ests

"Down

the Allegash,"

by Dr. E.

J.

Thomp-

which called up such reminiscences of the Maine forthat I cannot resist the temptation to tell you something

my experiences in those regions nearly forty years ago.
In the latter part of May, 1839, I went over much of the
same route described by Dr. Thompson, and spent the
of

whole

Summer

in the region of

Chamberlain and Eagle

lakes,

which at that time were part of the territory in dispute between the United States and Great Britain, the line
claimed by the latter being the dividing line between the
waters flowing into the Penobscot and those which emptied into the Bay of Fundy.
Notwithstanding the dispute,

however, the party, of which I
States of

Bangor by stage

Munson, and then
woods to the
foot of Moosehead Lake, having sent our two batteaux and
one canoe, and three months' provisions for twelve men,
There were two houses at the foot
in advance by teams.
of the lake, where Greenville now stands, but no other
dwellings on the lake or north of it. A steamboat, or
rather a mud scow with an engine in it, was in service on
the lake for towing rafts of lumber, and we chartered her
to carry our party and traps to the head of the lake, which
we reached just at night, and the next morning got our
boats, provisions, etc., ashore, and began the real labor of
traveled twelve miles on

was one, was sent by the
Mains and Massachusetts to make surveys of

to

foot through the

carrying across the ten mile portage to the Penobscot.
No such advanced elements of civilization as the "hay
rack, with two horses attached," which Dr. Thompson deOnly a rough
scribes, existed in that region in our day.

bushed out by the axemen, facilitated our labor.
Through this the batteaux were dragged, and the barrels
track,

Pointer, the Property of

"Hints to Riflemen" were
quoted in sporting circles, and that an occasional bit
of gossip from my pen in the pages of your journal would
possess interest for some of your readers,
And so he got
from me a sort of half promise that I would now and then
dr op you a line, and perhaps that would have been the end
of it, but a late number of your paper contained an acnot yet forgotten,

lakes and rivers, and run township lines in the vicinity of
the above named lakes.

W. Arthur

i

23, 1875.

sions, carrying
last a

week or

1

Volume 5, Number 20.
17 Chatham St. (CityHall Sqr.)

hard bread and pork in our knapsacks to
ten days,

and returning for a fresh supply,
boatmen to meet us with,

or leaving directions with the

In surveying Teat some point on the lakes.
Lake we took the levels across to Webster Pond, on
the line where the canal, of which Dr. Thompson speaks,
was afterwards constructed.
Of course the experience of several months of such a

such supply

los

life,

in such a country, could not fail to comprise

many

in-

thought of
which rises in my mind like the memory of a dream, or a
vision of a previous existence. Hardship and exposure
was our daily lot, and the labor was such as only men selected for the purpose could endure. We had shelter tents,
teresting incidents

and

stirring adventures, the

but after the first excursion we left them at the home camp,
preferring to do without them, or to make a camp of bark,
if the weather made it necessary, rather than have the
trouble of carrying a tent. Sometimes our line would run
through cedar or hackmatack swamps, where, with the
utmost effort, we could not make more than a mile or two

Wheatley, Esq., of Memphis, Tenn.--See Page 309.

and half barrels of pork were packed on the
shoulders of the men, slung on a pole and carried between
two of them. It was here that we discovered the herculean
strength of one of the party, which afterwards proved of
inestimable value to us on more than one occasion. Stuffing his knapsack full of blankets, he got his comrades to
lash a half barrel of pork on top of it on his shoulders,
and actually carried it across the whole portage (two miles)
without taking it off, and only once or twice resting by
backing up against a tree. The feat was done on a banter,
and established the reputation of the performer, whose
name was Gove, as the strongest man in the party, which

in a day, and the misery of toiling through such a region,
under a broiling sun, with a heavy load of pork and hard
bread on one's back, guiding the axemen ahead by sighting
through the instrument, and keeping the topographical

of bread

notes, while the black flies

and mosquitoes were in swarms
and could only be kept off by continually smearing the
face, neck and hands with a piece of salt pork, is such as
no man can realize who has not tried it. Sometimes we
could not get through a piece of work in the time we had
calculated, and were forced to put ourselves on allowance
to make our provisions last until we could return to the
home camp for a fresh supply; and there was scarcely a
day that we were not obliged to work more or less in the

was made up of rugged woodsmen.
Our route was the same described by Dr. Thompsondown the Penobscot to Chesuncook, and thence via Mud
Pond (the odor of which I well remember, as every stroke
of the oars brought up the filthy mire from the bottom) to
Chamberlain Lake, where we built a home camp and established our headquarters for the Summer on a point not
far from the mouth of the inlet,
From this point we wont out on our surveying excur-

water, and a change of clothing was out of the question.
Yet we never had a man on the sick list for a day; and
this

corresponds with

all

my

experience of

camp

life

which goes far to convince me that the evils of civilization, which renders necessary such elaborate, machinery to
supply our wants without endangering our lives, are but
inventions of the evil one.
After completing the work of running out twelve town-

k
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and mapping the lakes and rivers within their limits,
returned to civilization at the end of August by the
same route on which we went out, except that the return
voyage down Moosehead Lake was made in our batteaux
instead of the steamboat.
Our last camp was on the neck of land connecting Mt.
Kineo with the main land, and the next morning we ascended Kineo and took the height of the precipice, which,
if I recollect right, was 800 feet; but all my notes and
journals of that and similar expeditions were destroyed in
the Chicago fire of 1871.
On one of our surveying trips I slipped while walking on
a burned log and sprained my knee so severely that my
comrades were obliged to take me in a boat to the home
camp and leave me to rest and recover by myself. Before
leaving me they arranged that I should meet them in one
week at the foot of Eagle Lake, where they expected to
One of the batteaux had been left
arrive at that time.
there on a previous excursion for them to return in to the
home camp, but as it would be uncomfortably crowded
with the men and instruments I agreed to come down in
the birch canoe and thus relieve them on the return voyMy solitary
age, the distance being about twenty miles.
week at the home camp I have always remembered as one
of the distinctly marked and peculiarly delightful experi
ences of my life. My comrades were ten or twelve miles
distant, and no other human beings within a hundred
The sense of solitude was indescribably impressmiles.
ive, and I revelled in the luxurious feeling of independence and freedom from conventional cares and restraints.
My lameness obliged me to keep as quiet as possible, but
I used to take my rifle and fishing rod and hobble down to
the lake shore and sit on the rocks and fish, or get into the
canoe and go on exploring voyages up the bays and inlets.
I improved the opportunity to put my camp clothes in
thorough repair, and found no difficulty in keeping myself busy in sedentary pursuits, and with the aid of diligent rubbing night and morning with opodeldoc I got my
injured limb into serviceable condition, and before the
week was out found myself able to put in practice a proOn one
ject which had occupied my mind all the while.
of my excursions I had discovered the mouth of a very
considerable brook, which entered the lake within a mile
or two of the main outlet, through which I must pass to
reach the Eagle Lake. Its mouth was much choked with
drift wood, but half a mile above it was a beautiful, clear
stream, well stocked with trout. My plan was to spend a
day there on my way down to Eagle Lake, and catch a
mess of fish for the boys, well knowing how gladly tney
would welcome such a change from the regular camp fare
of hard tack and pork frizzled on a stick. I started, therefore, early in the morning, and the wind being fair 1 found
a dry, light spruce pole, which I rigged as a mast in the
canoe, and with my camp blanket tor a sail, and a good
load of stones for ballast, I ran down the shore merrily,
and reached the mouth of the brook before ten o'clock.
Then I dragged the canoe over the drift wood, and paddled
up stream to a suitable point for camping, and then landed
and hauled up the canoe and got out my fishing tackle
and made my way carefully to a point a few rods above,
where the brook made a sudden turn, just above which
was a deep hole, with two great beech trees hanging over
In this
it, their gnarled roots projecting from the bank.
pool the trout were lying in schools close together, and at
first bit readily at a piece of pork, with which I caught a
good many, but all at once, as if by common consent, they
refused to meddle farther with it, and I then caught a
number of moose flies, somewhat smaller than bumble
Before night I
bees, and found they rose to them at once.
had caught so many that when cleaned and split they filled
a firkin, in which 1 placed them in layers with a little salt.
ships,

we

finished just before night, I built a tire and cooked
hemlock bed
and then stretched myself on
for the night. Next morning, after breakfast, I resumed
voyage, running down to the outlet with my sail. This
outlet, which is now dammed, as described by Dr. Thompson, was then a very rapid stream, requiring skill in canoe
management to run through in safety. By the time I
reached Eagle Lake the wind had increased from the northwest to such a degree that I could no longer use my sail,
way
but by keeping under the lee of the shore 1 made
till near noon, when I came to the entrance of a bay running up three or four miles, but not more than a mile
across at the mouth. The wind blew fearfully right down
the bay and across the lake, which was about two miles

Having

my

my supper,

my

my

which can only be realized under similar circumsl ances,

when the simplest comforts of ordinary civlized life become so difficult of attainment as to assume the character
of luxuries.
I know not

tea tor

my

do and having determined to make the attempt to cross,
I piled in a heavy load of ballast, hoisted my blanket, and
shoved off. By dint of hard paddling on the leeward side

was rejoiced to find that the birch held her course better
than I had hoped, making but little lee way and shipping
but little water, and by the time I had got half way across
all at once my
I felt easy and confident of success. But
mast snapped short off, and my blanket sail was the next
instant dragging in the water. I hauled it on board as soon
as possible, and resumed my paddling, but shortly found it
a hopeless tasK to try to reach the other side of the bay,
I

as the canoe, in spite of all my efforts, was drifting bodily
across the lake. All I could then do was to try to select the
best place to run ashore, and fortunately I was able to do
breaking, so
this on a sandy beach, where the waves were
whole canoe
that the bows had no sooner touched than the
was filled with water. I of course sprang overboard and
hauled her up on the beach as soon as possible, threw out
water,
the ballast, and turned her over to empty her of
and was rejoiced to find she had received no injury. Then
comfortable, but thinking it
I set about making myself
would be coming up the
comrades
my
that
not unlikely
blanket as a flag on a
lake in the batteau, I hoisted my
canoe, to attract
nole which I stuck in the sand beside the
rods back in the woods,
their attention. Then I went a few
a fire and busied myand, selecting a good spot, kindled
preparing a bed. This occuself drying my clothes and
to think of suppied me till near sundown, wnen I began
the fire, and got ready
per, and had just hung my kettle on
and running down
to fry some fish, when I heard a shout,
into the batteau
to the shore found my comrades crowded
signal.
and coming in shore to learn the meaning of my
The wind by this time had subsided, and they landed withhad
out difficulty, and upon learning of the provision I
made for them they at once decided to go no farther that
Of course there was no end of fun and banter over
night.
mishap, but the trout supper was the object of prevail-

my

ing interest, and its enjoyment in anticipation, realization,
and subsequent discussion, afforded a degree of pleasure

Nor do I believe any one need fear that they will
exterminate other fish inhabiting the streams with them.
M. G. Ellzey.

trout.

my

companions on that
The two officers who were associa-

a single one of

expedition still lives.
ted with me have been many years in their graves, but as
I recall the incidents of that Summer in the wilderness
their spirits rise vividly before me.
I hear their quaint
jokes and merry laugh at the evening camp fire when recounting the occurrences of the day. I see the graceful
waving of hemlock boughs as the bright flame shows them
in strong relief against the surrounding blackness, and for
the moment I fancy myself once more young and active,
and enjoying the freedom of forest life; and as the vision
fades away, and leaves only in its place the realities of today, I am still thankful for the possession of even the
memory of scenes and events with which I have so many
pleasant associations.
H. W. S. Cleveland.
Chicago, December 12t7i, 1875.
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KELTS AND SMOLTS.

lX

The following instructive correspondence appears in the
London Meld of Dec. 4th. Let our fish breeders preserve

it:

Sir:— There can be

little doubt that the preservation of
In an ordinary
kelts after a certain date is a mistake.
season, and when the natural flow of water during the
Spring months carries most of the spawned fish down to
the sea, little mischief is done; but occasionally, as in
such a season as 1875, an immense number of foul fish lie
about the pools of a river and eat up everything within
their reach.
I suppose it may be accepted as a fact that
what is called a well-mended kelt, either male or female,
has flourished upon food of some sort.
what can
this food possibly be, except what has been fairly intimated

Now

by your correspondents during the last few w eeks? After
spawning, kelts must and ought to be protected. They are
then, as eveiy salmon fisher knows, weak, deformed, repulsive in appearance, and altogether incapable of escaping
the poacher. If Nature allows it, and there is a good
r

THE BASS QUESTION.
[From the Live Stock Journal.]
reply to Mr. Yeomans' letter in our October number,
we will say that his complaint of the bass growing
scarce in the Columbia reservoir and the lake in Coventry,
after devouring the other fishes, is precisely what has been
reported of the Potomac, but which is now denied.
The Journal has steadily opposed the introduction of
As a
this fish where waters were to be stocked for food.
sporting fish it is good, but we have repeatedly asked the
question, to which as yet no reply has been made: "Where
is the bass fishery that yields thetons of food furnished by
the shad, herring, sturgeon, whitefish, cisco, and the lake
trout fisheries?"
In answer to the questions of Mr. Yeomans, as stated
above, it is a disputed point whether black bass are dedo not think tlyit they are
structive to all other fishes.
more so than pickerel or yellow perch (the ring perch as it
is called South), still too much so to be a profitable fish.
They will take a good sized minnow. The character of
the bass may cause the difficulty in catching; they are a
capricious fish, taking the fly readily at some seasons and
places, and in other localities refusing it altogether.
They are a Summer fish, and it is doubtful if they feed at
To find the
all in Winter; they probably hybernate.
most killing baits in your locality you will have to experiment. Try the artificial fly of different patterns, live minnows, troll with spinning bait; if your waters are large
enough use a sail or row boat and a spoon on two hundred
feet of line with eight-foot rod and reel, or if small ponds
throw the spoon near the weeds with a stiff rod and draw
it sideways from the bow of the boat, or skitter with arFor still fishing, use the tail of a crawtificial minnow.
fish which is very killing; or better than all baits for this
fish,' go up a swift stony brook and turn over the stones, and
when you see a horrible looking creature about two inches
lono- and half an inch wide, with a head and pincers like
a beetle, body compressed vertically, six legs on thorax,
and a lot of rings on the body, with a fringe to each one
that at first glance looks like legs, color dirty brown, body
terminating in two short tails, with two small hooks on
each, pick him up, he is harmless; get as many as you
want, and if bass don't bite at that they don't want anyThe above very unthing, or there are no bass to bite.
scientific description refers to the larva of the hellgramite
fly {Gorydalis cornutus), and is called by the name of the
"hellgramite" in Pennsylvania, "dobson" in eastern and
"hellion" in western New York, besides other cognomens.
do not know the range of thi3 insect, but find it in
the limestone waters of New York, under fiat stones in
swift streams.
In this connection we would refer to the communication
of Prof. M. G. Ellzey, one of the Fish Commissioners of
Virginia, who being both a naturalist and a sportsman, his
opinions are entitled to great consideration:—
THE PREDATORY HABITS OP BLACK BASS.

IN

We

We

I have noticed that many writers have taken the ground
that black bass {Gristes salmoides) will in time destroy all
other sorts of fishes which may be found in the waters
interest as a sportsinto which they are introduced.
duty as a Fish Commissioner of Virginia,
man and
have led me to examine the question. I have repeatedly
fished in the upper waters of the Roanoke for two years
past, where bass have been plenty for many years, and
find the usual varieties of catfish, suckers, sunfish, chubs,
minnows, etc., existing in great abundance in the same
pools in which I have been in the habit of catching the
I have recently observed the same thing with rebass.
gard to Goose creek, "a large tributary falling into the Potomac near Leesburg, in which I have fished ever since I

My

my

some

;

old, having been born upon its banks.
Notwithstanding the presence of great quantities of bass,
the white chub, sunfish, stone-roller, etc., have never been
more abundant in that stream than now. Notwithstanding what has been said and supposed, the bass fishing on
the Potomac has never been better than this season, nor
have the smaller varieties of fish appreciably diminished
In almost all the streams tributary to the
in that river.
Ohio these fish exist, along with great abundance of other
sorts, and here they have existed ever since the discovery

was four years

of that country. It is, therefore, plain that as a general
thing these fish are incapable of exterminating other sorts
In confined ponds
in the open waters of running streams.
the case may be different, for in such places there are few
weeds, rocks, shoals and other places affording protection
to small fry from the attacks of their predacious enemies.
Nor is the black bass by any means a pond fish, but during
the whole season, from early Spring to late Autumn, is
found in the rapids, only retiring to deep still water at the
approach of Winter. The Gristes nigricans, on the contrary, scarcely exists in running streams, and is by nature
exclusively a pond fish. Very inferior in every respect to
the former species, it is nevertheless often confounded
with it. In some waters, at certain seasons, this fish can
scarcely be taken with a hook, and may in small lakes and
ponds so diminish the supply of other fish as to spoil the
But the
fishing, being itself a very capricious biter.
Gristes salmoides is truly a game fish, and may always be
taken with certainty either with minnows, crayfish (or
crawfish), small frogs, or with the artificial fly. Fly fishing for them is scarcely inferior sport to fly fishing for

flow of water, they soon drop down to the sea, are out of
harm's way, and instantly begin to recruit for their succeeding voyage up the river. On the other hand, perhaps
the river is almost dry; large, long, deep pools afford a
convenient asylum for days, weeks, even months. From
these lairs they issue, and, I firmly believe, live on their
children and grandchildren. How many times has every
rod fisher rued the destruction of some favorite and valuable fly, a good casting line, perhaps even a strained rod,
owing to the voracity of these wolves of the pool, wellmended or otherwise. But I will not further allude to the
annoyances the rod-fisher has to contend with in consequence of the late migration of kelts. I am, however,
convinced, after an experience of many years, that there
should be some date fixed for the termination of their anwell-mended kelt after tiiat date
nual preservation.
would be good for your gillie, if not for yourself, and you
would have some small satisfaction in landing and killing
a stout, strong fish, which you may very possibly have
taken for a clean one until it is actually on the bank and
I maintain that more good than harm is done
cut into.
by killing such a fish. He and his numerous allies have
been doing unmeasurable mischief, and at least he does'
friend of mine is now just renot return to do more.
I wonder how
turning from a certain northern river.
many legally clean fish he has killed, and how many ova
those legally clean fish contained! Rest assured that, in
any season, very little mischief could be done by killing
kelts after a certain date, and in many positive good would
accrue from the practice. But I would allow the gravid
fish of October and November to go up their rivers in
A. R. T.
peace.

A

A

Sir-.— That smolts and also much larger fish are not too
big for kelts to eat, I think the following will prove:—
Early this Spring I went to fish a deep "catch" on the
Verniew. When just about to throw, 1 saw a trout of, I
am certain, much over half a pound indeed, I believe him
to have been nearer a pound— taking some small duns as
they came down the stream. I stopped a moment, hoping
he would swim off, when suddenly a large kelt dashed at
him and carried him away in his mouth. I saw the trout
for a moment out of the water in the kelt's mouth, and
noticed both the long hook on the lower jaw of the latter
and his lankness as well as the color of his scales. I am
therefore sure, though he took his prey across the middle,
he was not a pike
The trout was on the top of the water, and the kelt
came at him, not with a run, but a regular head-and tail
rise, in tne way a salmon so often takes a fly.
\f
H. Owen Johnes, Conservator of the Severn.
Trederwen House, Llansaintffraid, near Oswestry, Nod. Wth.
[Nothing could be more to the purpose than the ahove
Similar instances have been mentioned within our
case.
memory in the Field years ago, and no doubt when attention is called to the point there will be no lack of con-

—

firmation.— Ed.
the Quaker
an Elk county, so named from the abundance of
Elk that once roamed its forests. Some six years ago the
exterminated by the market
last of this race passed away

The Last of the Pennsylvania Elk.— In

State

is

—

A. correspondent of the Germantown Telegraph
tells the history of the exploit in the following words:
"Six years ago, we had in our woods the only wild elks
left in the State of Pennsylvania, (seven in number.) They
had been hunted hard for two Winters, but had escaped
the hunter's rifle. I saw the fresh foot-prints of these
noble deer in the Summer. One old bull had a track as
large as a two-year old steer. But a deep snow fell in the
following March, and after it came a light rain, this freezhalt
ing on the snow formed a hard crust. Then came a
dozen worthless half breeds, from the Indian Reservation
shoes.
in the State of New York, with dogs and snow
They found the poor half-starved beasts yarded in the
deep snow. The men and dogs could run on the crust,
their
but the elk, trying to escape, broke through up to
I hey
prey.
easy
an
became
soon
this
way
backs, and in
their
took out one (a calf) alive, the rest they killed for
Thus perished tne
hides, taking but little of the meat.
State oi
last of a noble race— the last elk I believe in the
Pennsylvania."
The same writer says that by the change made last Winhunting
ter in the game law, by which the close season for
and
September
of
months
two
the
to
deer was restricted
adand
Elk
October, hundreds of deer have been saved to
hunters.

—

Decemjoining counties. More deer have been killed in
oi
many
year;
the
of
rest
the
all
in
ber heretofore than
runways,
them having been taken by steel traps set in their
the
the animals beating themselves to a jelly, rendering

meat black and

unfit for use.

—An honest California farmer
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There
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usually, but not always, preferred.
clay bottom near
bt. Joseph, Mich., is said to be frequented
by trout for this

purpose.

FISH IN

SEASON IN DECEMBER

Fishermen claim the principal food of the lake trout to
be whitefish, and assert that they are often caught in their

SOUTHERN -WATERS.
carohnus.
Grouper, Bpinephelpus nigritus,
Pompano, Trachynotus
(black bass,) Centropristis
(two species.) Family Seta- Trout
atrarius.
nebulosits.
Striped Bass or Rockflsh, Roccm
Meniicirrus
TT?nff£h,

pS

^Pftfiass,

lineatus.

Scicznops ocellatus.

Archosargus probato- Tailorfish, Pomafrmus saltatrix.
Black bass, Micropterus salmoidesx
cephalus.
caxus.
M. nigricans.
Snapper. Lutjanus
Sheepshead,

we can only specify In
the head of "Game and Fish in Season'
several varieties, because the laws of States vary so much
antral terms the
to attempt to particularize we could do no less than publish
that were we
sections that relate to the kinds of game in question.
This
those entire
a great amount of our space. In designating game we are
require
ld
nature, upon which all legislation is founded, and
matted by the laws of
do well to provide themselves with the laws of their renet readers would
constant reference.
Otherwise, our attempts to assist
c tiw States for
will only create confusion.}
1

Wnder
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m

'

L

them

Market.— The supply during the week has
for the demand.
In fact, with the great
ample
been
abundance of poultry the consumption of fish is not as
will be after the commencement of the New
large as it
bass continue to be received in a frozen conStiped
Year.
the Mirimichi and sell for 20 to 25 cents per
dition from
size; smelts, from Maine, are worth
pound, according to
bluefish,
caught off Cape Hatter as, 12^
cents;
20
15 to
salmon, frozen, 50 cents; mackerel, 20 cents each;
cents;
are arriving in fair quantities and sell
shad from Savannah
the present supply, however, is
each;
cents
75
to
60
for
Fish in

and prices may any day advance. White
cents per pound; Spanish mackerel, 50
15
bring
frost fish (torn-cods), 10 cents; halibut, 20 cents;

only a spurt,

perch
cents;

haddock, 10 cents; codfish, 8 cents; blackfish, 10 to 15
cents; sheepshead, 25 cents; whitecents; flounders, 12
fish,

18 cents; pickerel, 18

salmon trout, 16 cents;
from Key West, 20 cents;

cents;

green turtle
from Savannah, $10 to $15 per dozen: scallops,
flper gallon; soft clams, 40 to 60 cents per 100; hard
crabs, $1 per dozen.
shell crabs, $4 per 100; soft

black bass, 18 cents;
terrapins,

FISHES
SECOND

AND FISHING OF THE GREAT
LAKES.

PAPER— THE SISKOWIT AND MACKINAW

TKOTJT.

*

nets while robbing them of these fish; however, Milner
says in every instance that came under his observation the
supposed whitefish proved to be ciscoes, yet he does not
doubt the fact of their preying upon whitefish to some
extent
Archer.
-

—The

subjoined letter from Seth Green has additional
interest in connection with the foregoing paper:
Rochester, November

v"

29th, 1815.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
Agreeable to your inquiries as to what I think of the probability of
re-stocking our great lakes with white fish, I will say that I have hatched
white fish every Fall for the last ten years, and I have no doubt that
they can be stocked in four years' time equal to the best that they ever
were. This Fall Mr. Gerome made arrangements with me to put the
Holton hatching bos in a house in Detroit, Mich., which has been done,
and there are eight million white fish spawn in the house at the present
time, doing well. When I say eight million, I mean that there is not
one spawn less. My brother, Mr. M. A. Green, took the spawn, and
Owen Chase, one of my men, has charge of them. If all concerned
will visit the house they will see for themselves that, by using the Holton hatching box, all our great lakes can be stocked, and the price reduced one-half iu four years' time. Yours,
Seth Green
-

.

.
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A Few Fishes.—Among the many remarkable paintings
on exhibition at Snedecor's Art Gallery, 176 Fifth Avenne,
are several studies of Fish by Gurdon Trumbull, Esq., of
Hartford, Conn., which we noticed briefly in our last issue.
One of these is a croppy, or roach, which may be referred to
as an almost perfect photograph from nature, in color. If
colors could be photographed, the artist's occupation would
be a precarious means of livelihood. As this art has not
yet been discovered, though long sought, our only dependence is upon the brush and pigments, and most enviable is
he who can wield them with a master hand. The brilliant
hues of the croppy render it a most desirable subject for
artistic study.

Fish No. 2 is a black bass in deep water, with a hook and
a section of taut line in his mouth; only this and nothing
more. The position and attitude of the fish with his head
slightly depressed, his tail undulating slowly, and the shining leader running perpendicularly to the upper wr orld,
that we cannot see in the picture, enables us to appreciate
the situation at a glance. The bass is evidently in that
mood, so trying to the nerve and patience of the angler,

head of the list of fish inhabiting the Great Lakes
stands the siskowit (Sahno siskowit), found only in the

called "sulking," and we can easily imagine the angler
with the but of his rod advanced, the line reeled well in,

basin and there confined to Lake Superior,
only found in northern Lake Huron.

and the much tested rod bent to a dangerous curve by the
which the weight and strength of the captive have
brought to bear upon it. Now, when a fish sulks, it is
after he has essayed his most ready artifices to escape.
Our invisible angler has already played this determined
and obstinate fellow for several minutes without discovering evidences of distress. He has watched with the exhilaration an d anxiety of the occasion his flying leaps, his
furious rushes, and his counter runs, has heard the humming of the reel and the intermittent click of its retrieving,
and felt the varying forces that have animated the swaying
rod, judging of the strain meantime with nicest perception,

AT

the

waters of this

and in rare instances

was formerly asserted, and is
he siskowit was not a distinct

[t

now believed by many,

that

species, but

a hybird of
This could hardly be
,he whitefish and Mackinaw trout.
relieved, even if science had not definitely settled the
juestion, for the difference in the spawning season of these
ish, and the fact that they are seldom, if ever, caught in
ocalities where the siskowit abounds, precludes such a
A few moments intelligent observation would
)ossibility.
lave set this matter at rest long since, but no one deemed
moment until a few years since. Even
t of sufficient
?ere it originally a hybird as some claim, it has one characeristic

uncommon

to the class, viz.

:

prolification.

The siskowit spawns in August and September, and
.lways in deep water; in fact, the fish is never taken in
The fattest of all known
nuch less than forty fathoms.
ish, it has no unpleasant or oily odor, and for the table is
This fish has been extensively
alued above all others.
aaligned by ignorant newspaper writers, as unfit for eating
a a fresh state; that it was insufferably oily and rank,
hough all united in its praise when salted. With the con/urrence of such authority as Agassiz, I have no hesitancy
pronouncing it food fit for an Emperor in either state,
.'here is, however, a species of white meated trout of very
idifferent quality, so closely resembling the siskowit, that
is largely sold under that name, by which means the
obler fish is undervalued, except where well known.
'Ws, I believe, is known to the Indians as the "bear trout,"
nd I presume is the fish that furnished ground for critiism. to the detractors of the siskowit.
The siskowit
'eigil from five to twenty pounds.
Another favorite fish is the Mackinaw salmon or trout
almo namaycush).
This trout attains the greatest weight
f any of the lake fishes, the sturgeon excepted.
For these
•»cal names there is no reason whatever, as this fish is found
I'om Buffalo to Duluth, Chicago, and throughout the lakes
f British North America.
(The Yukon river in Alaska, I
fi

strain

lest the supple wand should break, or the line part, or the
hook tear out, or be ejected in consequence of an incauNow comes a critical period. The
tious relief of tension.

The Mackinaw trout is
excels in these fish.)
tfgely known as the lake salmon, but truth compels us to
iate that for the table, he is inferior to the salmon of salt
wter.
As compared with the whitefish his most ardent
dinners will generally concede a point in the favor of
Ue latter; still, like the siskowit, the trout has suffered at

When taken from the icy
hands of the ignorant.
vaters ot the Straits or Superior, and boiled, plunged into
he pot alive, or as nearly so as your conscience
and Mr.
iergh
Sa:mo namaycush is not so inferior as
will permit.
apposed.
This trout is not a game fish in any sense of the
? ord,
and he is so gross a feeder as to bite at anything
rom a minnow to a corn cob, and when once hooked, surenders readily, with scarcely a struggle.
Nevertheless,
rolling for trout is a favorite pastime of the residents and
°nrists of northern Michigan
It is said that the Mackinaw
tie

—

—

.

Large and solitary
when he
pecimens are frequently taken— sometimes with the graft"
'lone—while swimming at the surface of the water.
These
•re known
as "racers," and are always thin. The average
height is about five pounds, but monsters weighing from
iity to one hundred are heard of.
The largest that ever
a nae under the writer's observatiou weighed fifty, three
(ounds seven ounces, and was caught near Elk Rapids, or
^averse Bay. I had never before seen any that exceeded
'fteen pounds.
The spawning season begins in October
a d ends early in November. But very little seems to be
ftown of their habits at this season. Rocky bottoms are
rout bites best

is fullest.

fish and of the falling water
as in the act of happening, but the slight motion of the
disengaged line drawing through the foam leaves the flash-

ing trail of its feeble resistance.
In the bass picture there is a great deal more facial expression in the fish and motion in the body.
fish with
its immobile features, its stony armor that hides the play
of the muscles: who would think that expression and
nobility eould be discerned or made apparent in these?
The physiognomy of this bass is something striking. He
has evidently been running out many yards of a too tautly
held line with great vim, and now by a desperate lateral
sweep and simultaneous dive has broken himself free,
carrying off the fly and and part of the leader. The
course he has taken is indicated by the sharp foam
tracings which the sweep of the line makes through
the deep water. His back bone is bristling and rigid;
the muscular action of the body and tail required in
the effort are apparent; the protruding eye indicates
desperate energy combined with alarm, while we can fancy
that there is just an appreciable pleasing consciousness of
escape in the intelligence that gleams from it.
Surely one cannot but marvel at the genius that can ac-

A

We

complish all this— on canvas.
judge of the merits of
the paintings from an angler's standpoint chiefly and not
with the eye and technical phraseology of a professional
critic,

but

we feel certain that no one will

procure in Paris chromos of these pictures, which are
as to be scarcely distinguished by
the best connoisseurs, when placed side by side. One
hardly knows which most to admire— the genius that can
conceive and create, or the successful imitator and copyist.
to

so perfectly imitated

The price of the chromos are $24 cash; for the originals
something like $4,000 were paid, we believe.
Speaking of fisb, there are two other paintings at the corner of Fifth Avenue and 16th street, said to be equal to
these in merit, which we shall take accasion soon to examine and report upon.
—Anglers in Great Britain, as well as those at home,
should be pleased to receive a statement that is authentic,
some of the fishing done in American waters— at present
date almost wholly Canadian, owing to the barren condition of our once well-stocked waters of the United States.
of

We

therefore give herewith the salmon scores of one of
the chief rivers of Canada for the years 1874 and 1875:—
statement or salmon pishing at river godbout, from 27th of
JUNE, to 7th OF JULY, 1875.
No. and weight of Salmon by each rod.
A. Gil- D. Law, D. M. R. W. Shepmour,
Gordon
herd,
Total Total
Ottawa. Mont'al Ottawa.
Montreal
No. weight
i

Date.

CO

a
W
June
June

5
4

27.
29.

July
July
July
July
July
July

7
IS

n

1

1T4

I

i

camp.

54

•-

in 9

265
269
408
452
221
523

6
*

2820

51
82
99
72

91

7

74

21

2
*

18

221

9

r

m

|1240

34

396

2

19

17

167

707

36

415

264
9

2987
90

273

3077

on days so marked.
Caught afterwards by Napoleon A. Comeau, (River Guardian) the best
fishing ever done in the world.
fishing

Date.
July 8....
July 9

Pish. Weight.)

July
July
July
July

pieces representing a trout and a black bass, each weighing about three pounds, a size sufficient to require careful
work and afford good sport. Regarded in the light of an ichthyological study alone, these are most valuable as showing
the anatomical structure of the two varieties of fish, the

Date.
July 18
634jJuly20...

7

14
15
16
17

282Juiy21
36llJuly22.

*

4381 July 23

394 July 28...
186 July 31

37

257

Grand

1

total

The water was

103
257
5

1054
2800
19

355

8873

good medium height all the season, being the beit
condition for successful fishing on the Godbout.
STATEMENT OF SALMON FISHIN G AT RIVER GODBOUT, BT 3 RODS FROM
28TH JUNE TO 8th JULY.'

of head, jaw, opercles and
ings and coloring of each.

The only suggestion we have
too deep an olive. In nature
we have usually remarked a greener tinge The careless
observer is not apt to note the marked difference in the
characteristics of the fish which they casually examine. It
is the province of the artist to note all this, and upon his
critical observation his success depends.

at a

'

is

.

Number and weight of salmon

by each rod.

David Law, |K. W. Shepherd
Mnntr/Jtil
ivrnntrrpftl
Montreal.
Montreal.

Ko'bt Muir,
Montreal.

!

:

Date,
r-(

In his representations Mr. Trumbull prefers to leave
much to the imagination of the viewer, and by this he pro-

l

duces the happiest and most staking effects. In each of
these paintings, as in the one already examined, Ave see only
the fish, a section of the casting line, and a small area of
water. Both have freed themselves the bass by breaking

June
June
June

—

July
July
July
July
July
July

attempt to give this life to a fish seems almost presumptuous; but here we have both the/water and the fish in action.
The trout has unhooked himself at the very verge of the
fall, and as he is swept over, followed by the visible fly
and a yard of trailing line, (bad handling on the angler's
part,) he exhibits a look of helpless passivity, distress, and
fright,

and a bewilderment

at his

sudden release which we
facial muscles of a fish

28.
29.
30.

July

The

bass is in
still water; the trout in the act of passing over a foaming
cascade. It has been considered a high artistic attainment
To
to portray an animal, or even the waves in motion.

would hardly suppose the eye and

19

".'.".*.'.'.

Total.

28001

63
80
33

3
3
2

1

16

Grilse

of their fins; the size of scales; shape
tail, and the distinctive mark-

6

""

253July24
172 July27

,.16

Total....

Fish. Weight.
2l
286
27
273
'"13
124
'20
198

)

57
25
34
40
25

J'lly 10
July 11
July 13

collection are not these.
wished especially to consider are two companion

away, and the trout by slipping the hook.

221

21

Caught by the Guardian

*No

46J

247'

G3 ,686

73

625

4
7
8

30
48
85
122
68

a

1167

M

24
26
35
40
21
45
36
20

O

120

1184
1336

8

fish

daily*

fc

132 3
103 5
141
7
118 10
153 7

*

|

But the choice pictures of the

to offer is that the color

52
36
83
140

of

fish

daily
<t-t

£

Occasionally

work, color, and anatomy, characteristic of all of this
work. We might venture to say that there are
precis ely the same number of scales here that there were
on the original live fish. The price, we understand is $500.

number and shape

of

.a

chiefly on day V
of arrival at

artist's

What we

consider our judgMr. Snedecor has been at great expense

ment misplaced.

We

-

elieve,

downard movement of the

571

by no means quiet, but keeps up a peculiar tugging
motion. This motion is not usually visible to the angler,
but is made perfectly intelligble by Mr. Trumbull's picture,
and this is- where the success of the artist's effort lies.
can see "just how the whole thing works." This painting
manifests a most elaborate and painstaking detail of scale
fish is

Not only can we conceive

were capable of expressing.
the

Total.

*

I

6

64

4

40

12

2
20
7
4
7
5
9
16
5

23
280
73
43

5
8

61

1

47
97
163
49

8
6
3

81

930

39

91

3
3

60

si

Eh

1

3

fi

i

158"
11

22
8
24
16
12

262'
95
824
155
128
148
156
223
235

33

1

11

8
31

26
30
76

8
5
3
7
5

62
26

14

74
54
31
79
50
10
135

15
22
23
22

210

393

57

613

177

|1936

1
|

13

July 9— Caught by Mark Molson and his son, Montreal, 8 fish,
weight
not known. Caught shortly after by P. Macnaughton and son,
Quebec '
not
known.
21 fish, weight
'

—The Live Stock Journal says that S. W. Goodridge of
Grafton, Vt., has an order for three fly rods for the
Pai'nce
few years ago Englishmen thought that no
of Wales.
fine rods could be made in this country.

A

J

FOREST AND STREAM.

308
Those "Needle Points."— Our very attentive correspondent, Seth Green, Esq., whom his intimate friends
have learned to call "Uncle Seth," though he may deferen
tially be called the father of fish culture in the United
States, has sent us the following characteristic letter:—
Rochester,

NY., Dec.

16th, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
I see that there are some unbelievers still living. Well, there is nothing
strange in that. I expected there would be when I wrote you my experience in using a fish hook made of a needle. I do not charge anything
for it. I published it for the benefit of my brother anglers, and I would
like to have those who are possessed of some skill try it. I see my old
friend Phil Freas, of the Germantown Telegraph, is one of the unbelievers. He says he has not tried it.
Phil, try it, and if you get the
right bend and point and temper, your success will be so great that you
will wish you had an india rubber arm that could reach from Philadelphia to Rochester to shake hands with me. If you could invest that
arm with the power of the electric telegraph, yeu would send a message
to me that would read
"Bless you, old fellow, I took one-third more
fish to-day with the needle trout hook than I ever caught in any one day
Seth Green.
before with the same number of bites." Yours,
:

Onr

celebrated tackle dealers, Messrs. Abbey and Imof Warrin's needles; we do not
that they can do better, pecuniarily, than to turn

brie, are large importers

know

their needles into fish hooks, just as the nations are in-

structed to beat their spears into pruning hooks, so that
there shall be no more warrin' among them.

•—Mr. D. H. Fitzhugh, of Bay City, Mich., thinks that
the grayling are fated to run out, like other varieties of
game fish. In a cordial invitation to us to fish the Manis"We shall have only'afew years
tee next year, he says:
at the gaayling, as they are fast being used up, and there
are only a few localities where they thrive."
correspondent tells the folTruckee River Trout.—
lowing big fish story
"Certain officers connected with an Eastern railway, commonly known
as the "Pan Handle' route, lately visited California, traveling in their
own private commissary car. While e?i route westward, hearing of the

—

A

:

1

superior quality of Truckee Kiver trout, one of the gentlemen, with the
intention of agreeably surprising the party with a rare fish breakfast,
telegraphed for two dozen brook trout to be in readiness on the arrival
of the train at Truckee Station, for the use of tha occupants of the car.
When the train drew up to the depot two Indians approached the car
with a huge package. At first they were directed to the baggage ear, as
the private car was not suitable for freight; but insisting that the package was intended for said car, judge of the feelings of the gentleman
whose wish was to surprise his traveling companions, to find his order
for brook trout consisted of twenty-four magnificent fish, weighing
from three to five pounds each, with the bill for the same, amounting to
$12.75 coin, which was promptly paid to the Indians under a charge of
gecresy. Two or three of the trout were ample for the breakfast of the
party, and the remainder were distributed gratuitously among the train
men. Moral: Truckee Kiver brook trout are not sardinee."

—A

California correspondent, referring to one of his
vacation excursions in that State, says:
"The country around the McCloud and Sacramento Rivers, at their
head waters, is the finest game and fish country in the United States.
We killed only for food as we needed them seventeen deer in five days,
while without exaggeration we could have killed fifty. The fact that
during that time we caught alive six little fawns, will show how numerous the deer are. Our largest catch of salmon amounted to 296 pounds
for three of us in two hours. We also caught the Dolly Varden trout,
so called on account of the large red spots peculiar to the trout of the
McCloud River only, and the gamest trout in the country."

Our

Fisheries.

— Occasionally

our

fishermen

return

and finding a bare market realize remarkably handsome amount for the time occupied and capital
invested. Among the best fares made by Gloucester
smacks during the past season may be mentioned that of
the sch. E. C. Dolliver. She weighed off on her last trip
92,154 pounds halibut, her stock amounting to $4,678.72.
with a

full catch

Time absent, four weeks. Crew shared $185.87 each.
Her entire stock for the year is $20,100.
Sch Alfred Walen, made her trip in eighteen days, the
.

She weighed off 94,000 pounds
shortest but one on record
of halibut, 4,000 pounds of codfish, her stock amounting
to $3,320.
Sch. Gertie E. Foster, Capt. Edward Morris, has landed
the past year, 668,517 pounds of halibut and 19,220 of
cod, stocking $26,071.56 net.
Sch. Chester R. Lawrence, Capt. Thomas Hodgdon, has
landed the past year, 401,612 pounds of halibut, and 304,517
pounds of codfish, stocking $22,800.16 net.
Sch. John S. Presson, Capt. William H. Greenleaf, has
landed the past year, 319,917 pounds of halibut and 331,815 pounds of coddsh, stocking $20,913.22 net.
Sch. Lizzie K. Clark, Capt Edward Morris, made the
shortest Bank trip of which we have any record, in March,
She was absent seventeen days and landed 85,810
1874.
pounds of halibut, stocking $4,676.
Capt. Thomas Hodgdon, of sch. Chester R. Lawrence,
has the honor of landing the largest fare of halibut ever
brought into Gloucester on a single trip, 126,526 pounds.
His stock was $4,708.
Sch. S. R. Lane, Capt. Solomon Jacobs, arrived from
Georges with 123,115 pounds of codfish, and 862 pounds
Cook's share, $156.62;
of halibut, and stocked $2,544.
average share, $90.01. Time absent, thirty days.— Cape
.

Ann Advertiser.
Doings of the Fishing Fleet.— It is quiet about the
wharves, and the fishermen, as a general thing, are taking
a

rest.

Some

little activity

prevails in rigging the

new

ves-

and in fitting away the balance of the Newfoundland
But one misses the bustle and activity which prefleet.
vails' when the trips of halibut and cod aie being unladen
from the vessels. There have been 13 arrivals of the fleet
the past week, five from the Grand Banks, seven from
Georges, and one from Newfoundland. The receipts of
fish are 60,000 pounds Bank halibut, 210,000 pounds Georges
cod and one fare of herring. The shore fleet have not had
Prices are $2.50 per hundred
a very successful week.
weight for cod and haddock. Gape Ann Advertiser, Desels

cember 17th.

•

Bass Fishery.— The bass fishermen of the Northwest
Miramichi have made some very large catches this season
through the ice. The largest was made on Friday night
26th of November, when an aggregate quantity, estimated
Nets of mesh under regulation
at three tons, was taken.
size are being used and the overseer has more work than
he can do in^ preventing illegal fishing. The number of
men engaged in catching bass is as great as two hundred
some nights. Within three weeks, overseer Hogan has

made

three seizures of illegal nets,— Chatham {Canada)

Advance,

WHAT DO SALMON

—

Mr. Wilkins, Fishery Inspector, Belleville, Canada,
reports the capture of one of the largest whitefish ever
caught in the bay of Quinte, which was taken by the fishermen at Lawrence's Point, about three miles west of the
town, last week. The fish weighed ten pounds one ounce.

Intuml !§wtorQ.
_

BIRDS.

II.— The Varied Thrush— (Turdus

naevius, Gmelin, Audubon, Cooper, Coues; T. migratoriwy&\. naevius, Baird,
Br. and Ridg.
«

—

_—

an essentially west coast species, and is known
in many places as the Oregon robin
Its range extends from the Rio Colorado to the Yukon, and eastward
through the Rocky Mountains. In the Spring it retires to
the extreme north to breed, and to Mr. W. H. Dall we are
mainly indebted for what we know of its nest, several of
which he discovered in Alaska. One, found May 22d,
was built about 2i feet from the ground, upon a pile of
rubbish which had been drifted into a clump of willow
bushes. The situation— as in all other cases— was a seis

.

cluded one, close to the river bank.
The nest was 6 inches in diameter, and 2£ thick, but the
depression of the cavity was slight. It was composed of
dry mosses and lichens well compacted, and fragments of
dry stalks of grasses. Another nest, found by Dr. Minor
The outside
in Alaska, was a more finished structure.
consisted of a basket of slender twigs, within which was
an inner nest of interwoven fine dry grasses and long gray
The eggs, in number, size, shape and groundlichens.
color, are closely similar to those of the eastern robin, but
are very distinctly spotted with a dark umber brown,
nearly black, which make them indistinguishable from the
egg of the mavis, or song thrush (Tardus musicus) of

Europe.

—The

way

in the

difficulties

I have read the editorial in your paper of Dec, 9th. referring to the
communication of E. J. Hooper, of San Francisco, about the habits of
the salmon on the Pacific coast, and as I have lived thtre all my life and
fished a good deal, and especially spent last Summer fishing for salmon
on the McCloud and Sacramento Rivers, I know something of tbe hab-

of the fish.

When

the salmon first arrives from the sea and enters the Sacramento
a bright silver fish, lively and fat, and is then in season as an
article of food. After a short time it commences to inn up the river
to
spawn
From that time until it returns from spawning it does not eat
anything. I arrive at this positive conclusion, first, from personal observation, as not a single fish we caught in the two rivers mentioned had
a morsel of food in its stomach; also, the old hunters and Indians say
the same thing, while the assertion of a proprietor of one of the Oregon
fish canneries, whom I met on the stage, that out of ninety-five thousand fish which he had cut up and canned that season, only three had

River

it is

of obtaining the precise

anything in their stomachs, ought certainly to prove what I say. It
would be impossible, out of the thousands of fish caught in the seines
used for the purpose, that there should not be at least a large percentage
of fish who had just eaten—if they did eat. I never saw or heard of a
salmon vornring, either on being hooked or landed. I spoke of catching these salmon, and of course the question will naturally arise: l, If
they will not bite, how is it possible to catch them?
This is just where
a curious anomaly makes its appearance. When a female is caught, she
is opened and the roe taken out; it is quite large and moderately firm.
This is used for bait, and at this and this only will a salmon bite. The'
hunters and Indians say that just as a bull runs at a red flag, there is a
kind of irresistible fascination which causes them to swallow the eggs^
of their own kind; and moreover, while the salmon are in the river the
trout will not bite at anything but salmon eggs. By the time the fish
arrive at the head waters of the rivers they have changed from a smooth,,
lively fish, to a tired, battered, sometimes finless creature, of no acconnt
whatever for food, and eaten only by the Indians. At this lime theyr
develop huge dog-like teeth in tneir jaws, and the males fight savagely
with each other. I have often seen them shaking each other like balldogs. The labor of preparing a spawning place still further reducesthem, tiil at last a great many die of the wounds they have received'
from fighting and turning over the rooks to spawn. I have seen them
collected in pools in hundreds and thousands, waiting to get strength
enough to run the rapids, while their very backbones were protruding
through the e kin, a ghastly white color. The men who have lived long
in the region say that they never get back to the sea, but die, just as a
butterfly does in the chrysalis; that, in fact, the spawning is a final act
of the fish, and it is certain that multitudes do die, so as to make the
very stream polluted and. raise a stench to be smelled for some
1

from "C. S. W.," published in Forest and Stream last week, are illustrated
by the correspondence now going on in the English outdoor papers over the question whether their common starIt is quite as common
ling raises more than one brood.
and domestic a bird as the sparrow, and nests in holes

distance

about the houses; yet not one person in ten who has written letters, is able to say that two broods are raised, or that
they are not. It is to be hoped that habits of more careful
scrutiny into the ways of familiar birds will be promoted

\)(

knowledge asked

by

1875.

.

1

THE NESTING OF AMERICAN

THIS

November,

Editor Forest akd Stream:—

its

[2 his Department is now under the eharge of a competent Naturalist,
indorsed by the Smithsonian Institution, and will henceforth be made a
special feature oj this paper. All communications, notes, queries, remarks, and seasonal observations will receive careful attention.,]

EAT?

*

v\

for in the letter

this controversy.

—

Abnormal Plumage of the California Quail.
Mr. John Lucas, of San Raphael, lately shot and sent to
me at Nicasio, Cal., for mounting, a singularly marked
specimen of the California quail (Lojjhortyx Califamicus).
Head,
It was a female, and the following is a description:
neck and throat light ash neck dotted with small, round
white spots; breast dark ash; abdomen white, each feather
bordered with -ark slate; plume at base light ash, changinto a deeper shade at the apex; sides or flanks having each
feather with a central, lance-shaped white stripe bordered
with light rufous; primaries and secondaries very light
ash fading into white; back wings and upper tail-coverts,
a soft rufous tint; under tail coverts with a dark slatecolored stripe bordered with a rich rufous; tail light bluishash; feet and legs horn-color. There is a white individual
in the same covey, and Mr. Lucas is very anxious to secure
it, but I consider the one described above as more of a curiosity, as I have seen several pure white. C. A. Allen.
;

—

Work

'

Livingston Stone was asked his opinion on the matter when he first
there, and replied at once that they did not return. A little
while afterwards he "did'nt know," and so the matter rests. lama
native of California, and shall be happy to give you any information respecting the Pacific Slope.
R. Tallant, Harvard College.

went up

Philadelphia, December, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Your enterprisng correspondent, Mr. E. J. Hooper, who is doing so

much

to enlighten

your Eastern readers as to the

Pacific Slope, is at a loss, as

meny

fisli

old anglers are, to

and

fishing of the

know what

salmon

But a more pertinent question suggested to Mr. Hooper's
mind is, "where they went to feed?" and the answer is a solution
of the supposed mystery of the empty stomachs of all salmon taken by
feed on.

the angler.

Anadromons fishps, such as Ihe salmon, shad, and river herring, acquire all their growth, fat and flavor not far beyond soundings, where
the sea fairly teems with the lower orders of life. Dr. Knox, an angler
as well as a scientist, mentions the eggs of various ecJiinodermata and
Crustacea. Amongst the latter, Prof. Baird includes the Mysis, to
which order shrimp belong; and there is no doubt that on their marine
feeding grounds a salmon's stomach would be found pretty well distended wilh either or all of these. Canoemen who have attended me in
my salmon fishing have assured me that they have speared salmon in
bays and estuaries at the mouths of rivers, where the water was strongly
brackish, which had been feeding voraciously on smelts, and on their
congeners, the sparlings, which are about half their size, and that they
have taken a score or more of the latter from the throat and pouch of a
single fish. But as far as my search has extended— and I have examined them until I was convinced of tbe fact— I have never, in the fluvial
portions of rivers where salmon rise to a fly, found anything but a stomach shrivelled to the size of my little finger, and filled only with hard,

curdy substance.

of the Challenger. Dr. Wyville Thompson's
summary of the latest work on board the Challenger,
during its cruise from Yokohama to Honolulu, is as follows:—
"We were particularly successful during this cruise in
getting good samples of the fauna from great depths; and
we found the fauna of the North Pacific at depths of from

all who have investigated and given thought, to tha
anadromons fishes ascend rivers to breed, not to feed; thit
it is only the reproductive instinct that impels them thitherward; audit
is not unlikely that this gradual depletion of body from the time they
leave the salt water is necessary to maturing the ova and milt. As we
all know, shad and salmon are unfit for food after spawning, and many
die from their long fast and the exhaustion caused by breeding. Why,

2,000 to 3,000 fathoms, although not very abundant in
For each of six dredgspecies, by no means meagre.
ings and trawlings, at depths greater than 2,000 fathoms,
we found, along with a few fishes, a fair representation of
all the larger invertebrate groups; and in one dredging,
No. 253, at a depth of 2,125 fathoms, we took a small
sponge, a species of Cornularia, an Actinia [sea-anemone], an
are again struck
annelid in a tube, and a bryozoon.
with the wonderful uniformity of the fauna at these great
depths; if not exactly the same species, very similar representations of the same genera in all parts of the world."
From fourteen to twenty albatrosses followed the ship

cial or occasionally to

We

from the coast of Japan
lulu,

to within

when they suddenly

two daj 's

disappeared.

—

cats attain.
in a
— Sea-gulls are said to be caught alive
through

A

—

stick

unique way

put

the tail of a
small fish, and then it is left upon the sea shore where it
can be seen by the birds. They then seize and attempt to
swallow it head first, and succeed remarkably well until
they come to the stick, when a stop is made. They cannot swallow it further, and it is equally impossible to raise
and fall over, when they
it, and so they choke, strangle
ere captured.
Desert.

is

may

be asked, does a salmon, shad, or herring rise to an artifia natural fly, or the salmon of California take a
spinning bait, or even a minnow? Sir Ilumphery Davy, I think, answers
this query conclusively, that it is a remnant of its old predatory instinct;
for a young salmon, before it goes to sea, is in no respect different from
young shad has teeth
a trout in its habits and manner of feeding.
which the mature shad has not, and feeds on flies like a trout or young
then,

it

.

A

salmon. So also do our river herring, or alewives, as they are called in
England. And yet all of these fish have shrivelled, empty stomachs while in our rivers, the occasional natural fl es they may rise to
Thaddeus Norbis.
never distending or being detected in them.

New

CENTRAL PARK MENAGERIE.

HonoThe distance was

—

Mount

conceded by

sail of

about 4,000 miles.
The ages of domestic animals, which are from time to
time reported as remarkable, are more frequently estimated than ascertained. In the present instance, that of a
cat, a writer in Ihe Field is able to furnish dates of birth
and of death, showing that he survived his twenty-first
birthday by eight months a length of life to which few

at

It is

subject, that

At Airsaig House, near Glasgow, Scotland, bees are to
be found every Spring, although the nearest hives are four
miles away, and seperated from it by two broad arms of
the sea. It is a good instance of how far bees sometimes
go to pasture*

Department op

New

Ptjbtjo Parks,

York, Dec.

19th, 1875.

I

I

Animals received at Central Park Menagerie for the week ending
December 18th. 1875:—
One Brown Pelican, Pelecanus fascus Presented by Mrs. S. G- East.

man, of Poughkeepsie

One Red-billed Grebe, Fodilymbus podiceps Presented by Mr. Wm<
H. Kirby, New York City.
Two pairs of Wood Ducks, Aix sponsa. Received in exchange.
One Prince Albert Curassow, Crax alberti. Received in exchange,
One King Vulture, Gyparchus papa.
One Cape Buffalo, Bubalus coffer. Bred in the Menagerie.
W. A. Conklik, Director.
.

Utica Park Association,
Utica, n. Y.. December 11th, 1875.

f

Editor Forest and Stream:—
At the regular annual meeting of- above date

Assoof the TJtica Park
unanimously
were
gentlemen
following
the
for
1876,
officers
for
ciation

W. Hutchinson, President; Hon. Miles C. CornVice-President; Thomas R. Proctor, 2d Vice-President
Charles R. Weed, Secretary, and Alexander Buell, Treasurer.
Chas, R, Weed, Secretary.
Very tiply, yours,
Hon." Charles

-

:

stock, 1st

FOREST AND STREAM.
r

MmmL

which great credit is due to
Lohman, of West Meriden, Conn., engravers, is
ford and
of this well-known prize winner.
Lilly
likeness
capital

bling old Dash, but he has not such a good head as his ancestor, being a bit broad across the forehead, and the shape
has not altogether the remarkable Laverack carving, as it
were, about it, which marks this breed of setters. The
success of a Pride of the Border will be read with interest
by our American cousins, for Mr. Laverack sold this dog
and Fairy together, and an American has recently told me
Pride of the Border is the best dog that has been imported.

and is lemon and white. She is out of
by Lancaster's Sam— all lemon

The Montkeal Hunt Season op 1875.— The "Montreal

iht
Gtjido's

Lilly.— The

a

on our first page, for
Messrs. Jacob Glahn and Sand-

illustration

was born in May 1873,
Arthur Gibson's Lilly and

superb field dogs. Gibson's Lilly is out of
and white, and
white, said by her owner, Atkinson, of
Fanny, liver and
Memphis, to have been imported at Baltimore, Md. Lilly's
from kennel of Col. James Gordon, of
is Morgan,

sire

Sam's mother
Pontotoc, Miss.
imported
sire
his
^hite, and

was imported by Wm, T.
by Col. G. W. Morgan, of

This strain is noted for rare
and exquisite rose. May, Lilly's sister, won
at Memphis, 1874; her younger brother Noname won
at Memphis, 1875, and Lilly won first at Mineola, 1875,
was broken by T. M. Horsfall, and was his prime

Botetourt County, Virginia.
(intelligence
rfirst

iflrst

;She

*-

favorite.

—

*&*+.

Hunt" held

their first

—

live the pace!

THE MEMPHIS FIELD

——

THE BIRMINGHAM DOG SHOW.

THE FIELD

noticed in our last issue that the entries to the

We

have
above show numbered one thousand.
and
the
comments
upon
awards,
the
same
of
list
the
now
by English papers, although we notice quite a variety of
The following is from
opinions upon the same subjectBirmingham Herald:—
The pointers, though numerous, were not up to the Birmingham standard. The champion prize for large sized
dogs, and Messrs. Elkington's cup for the best pointer in
by Mr. Wippell's Wagg. The prizes
all classes, was won
for large sized dogs were taken by Mr. Mason's Marquis
md Mr. Salter's Duke. Mr. Whitehouse and his lemon
ind white blood was still to the fore, although in the meiium size champion dog class his Joke had to "cave in" to
blood), looking as sleek
MU*. Brierley's Sultan (Whitehouse
Mr. Prior's Neil took the prize for bitches. In
ts a seal.
he small sized classes Pax and Cedric, Lady Pearl and
the chamRosalie reigned supreme, with one exception
the prize was taken by Mr.
)ion elass for bitches, where
In the meliver's Luna, also bred by Mr. Whitehouse.
liura class for dogs Mr. Norrish was first with Don the 2d,
ucl Mr. Parr second with Don
The English setters are admitted on all hands to be the
The foremost of
feme de la creme of the show this year.
Mr. Laverack,
ur setter breeders were well represented.
conspicuous by
le veteran breeder of this century, was
is absence, but representatives, and worthy ones, too, from

the

—

kennels of Messrs. Jones, Macdona, Price,
ower, &c.,well supplied this deficiency, all of
le best Laverack blood in their respective strains.

Llewellin,

le

whom have

In the
Mr, Jones had an easy victory with
Rap looking as well as ever full of
uslity, good loins, stern and coat, and as sound feet as a
could have. In the champion bitch class
i)g of his age
Jones' Flash had to give in to Mr. Llewellin's Petrel,
tis latter
being without any pedigree given in the cata-

(tampion dog class
ap over Quince II.

—

,

vi\

igue

—why

bitors

wj3 don't

know.

It is

last

not fair to the other ex-

who comply with the Birmingham Show

rules,

by

requested in the schedules, that their
oney should be given in prizes to competitors who exbit dogs in violation of the rules of the show by with)kliug the pedigrees of the dogs entered.
In the open
ass for dogs the first prize goes to a pure Laverack dog
imed Dash, by Pride of the Border, out of Dicken's
she; the second merit to Mr. G. de Landre Macdona's
and young dog, Ranger II. son of his champion field
inner, Ranger, from Wonder, No. 1,567 in the Kennel
no Stud Book, and winner of the stakes at the Devon
id Cornwall Field Trials, 1873.
This young dog won the
cond prize in the open class at the Crystal Palace Show
3t Summer; he
was the best sterned dog in the show,
d is faultless in his head, having a long, lean, intelligent
ce, full of expression.
He is very much improved in
ndition, and is a young dog that must "come with a
sh" to the front as soon as he is full grown, his pedigree
both sides being long and illustrious, and his appearce all but perfect.
Mr. Bower's Bandit deserves special
&ntion, as he is somewhat of a celebrity, being by Mr.
>n's Jock (own brother to Mr. F. R. Hemming's Rock),
m.
a Mr. Bishop's held winner Judith.
The English setter
iches were a grand class; in fact, the best in the show;
"% Jones' Rival being
one of the handsomest we have
for a long time, though she succumbed to Phantom,
f > winner of the first prize, and Dorothe Second, belong/l to Miss H. Alderson.
In
ifThe black and tan setters were a very good class.
s champion class we regret we cannot endorse the judge's
huon, as Lang, which was passed over, was immeasuraThough showing a
i superior to Mr. Meyrick's Rock.
w gray hairs in his muzzle, yet Lang's grand head and
•
rfect limbs, and well ribbed flanks, are as perfect as of
re.
In the bitch class Regalia, the property of Mrs.
ood, won the champion prize, and looked in brilliant
,^001 of coat.
In the open classes a new exhibitor, Mr.
viag the pedigree as

,

M
1

''

,;

Taunton, showed in Grouse and Floss—
took the second prize for dogs and the first for
:ches— a very beautiful brace, in splendid coat and congou, evidently evincing the patient care and attention
L. Parsons, of

rich,

IS

TRIALS.

THE TOUCHSTONE.

Memphis, December 6, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
The report of the Memphis Field Trial as given in the Forest and
Stream, leans so strongly toward the defeated Bine Beltons and Field
Trial strain of setters, in spite of results already crystalized into history,
that this critique is to defend the home and winning dogs, for whom no

arm nor

voice has been raited, and

who

who

are

so freely pronounced

run anything against them superior, of
which the plate, the purses, and the whole results wherever they were
entered, are silent and eloquent witnesses. I honor the liberality,
pluck, and chivalry of " Dogwhip," " Mohawk," Adams, and Taylor,
in coming so far among strangers whom they left enduring friends, and
am glad to know they came, and will come again not for gain, but for
glery and for the good cause. They may in 1876 and thereafter, be able-to
demonstrate what they so staunchly believe: that the imported strains
can surpass in the field our best natives; and when we see it we f ball be
heartily converted. But, this is not to detract from their merits— they
are beautiful and good— but when the golden apples of the Hesperides
shall germinate African crabs, or the virtuous loves of sentient Caucasians sball engender Siamese twins, then shall I believe a noble
race of pure native setters whose parents, grandparents, sons and
brothers, have already proven capital field dogs, able and willing to
beat the scions of imported stock before a cloud of witnesses, should be
rejected as inferior, and accomplished facts discarded for an unfulfilled
prediction of evil. In excess of enthusiasm, your own reporter has
canonized faults as virtues, for he says " Maude and Paris, both flushRomp and Rake-flush for Romp in corn, and
ing, were taken up.
well done. " Had he but pointed, what eulogies and encomiums might
we not have been favored with In the genesis of this critique I wish to
clearly state I base it on figures and awards we have had, and which I
deem a bulwark of defence against imputations of unworthiness, shielding the natives with the a3gis of protection from ingratitude, and let us
forgive them even for the capital crime of having beaten, both in the
brace and champion single stakes in all they ran for— the sons and
daughters of the magnificent Leicester, of the queenly Dart, of
Llewellyn's Prince, of Jerome's imported Shot, and of the near blood of
the Marquis of Anglesea crossed on the Tilley Gordons. We adopt
inferior by those

f lue Irish setters were as fine a lot as have yet been exjbited at Birmingham, and Mr. Sandell gains first in dogs
/ ill Palmersion, the great winner at Irish shows; and Mr.
';
ircell-Llewellin second, with Kite.
The prizes for
s went to
Mr. McHeffies' Mina and Mr. Kennedy's
,

us

-

A correspondent of

//He

is

by saying they had already had many thousand head of game killed to
them, showing they had been elegant workers and perfect successes.
That is what we want, and while their meritorious past is thus inadvertently admitted, he would have us adopt untried dogs for the
future. This argument is like "vaulting ambition which overleaps
Is proof of ability, will, and success,
itself and falls on the other side."
a bar? If so, I call on Mr. Clickener and Mr. Williams, (of McLaren &
Williams, St. Louis,) to join me in drinking the health of the Campbeil
dogs, pronounced by them, disinterested witnesses, the best dogs of
Guido.
the entire trial to draw blood over.

BelVs Life says of Dash:—
a blue Belton, of the size and somewhat resem-

FOOD FOR DOGS.
*

Editor Forest and Stream: —
I was much amused at Mr. Fitchet's idea of the proper way of preparing food, and ere long will give you mine. All I could say in favor of
mine is, that I seldom have a case of sickness of any kind, and not a
single case of perceptible distemper within the last ten years, and during
that time I have at no time had less than ten to twelve dogs in my kenE. A.
nel, and at present I number sixteen.

By

—

" declaration that the Tilley Gordons are more closely
imported than native strain, and this imported strain
being bred to the English Blue Beltons of the Marquis of Anglesea,
classifies Romp and Rake as nearer the imported than the native strain,
I am specially glad that in these genuine English Blue Beltons the

"

Mohawk's

allied to the

and May, had adults (four years old) and broken,
and here worked by the acknowledged prince of trainers, Mr. Thomas
M. Horsfall, to contend with. Over the Field Trial entries it is conceded the natives had an advantage in age, but this should have been
more than balanced by the claimed extreme superiority of blood, and
was certainly reinforced by the more careful breaking also of the royal
entries. If tiie royalists aforesaid must have equality at least, at all
points in order to compete at all with native setters, their superiority is
native brace,

Tom

not evident as sunlight, but per contra, is so occult as to demand a
microscope. While we are sincerely glad the imported strains contested in the Memphis Field Trials, giving the natives worthy foes and
beautiful prisoners after the test was over, we will have passed America's
second Centennial ere practical sportsmen will utterly discard winning
republicans, doing royal work under the poorest handling (as did Campbell's

Tom

and May,

means give us your mode of feeding dogs so as to

all

Ed.

get rid of distemper.

Kennel Produce.— On

the 16th inst. Mr. J. E. Fisher's red Irish
dropped four strong pups to Hamilten Thompson's Duke.
comprised two dogs and two gyps, all a rich blood red, and

setter, Belle,

The

litter

doing well.

MAGAZINES.
The promise made by the editors of this
St. Nicholas.
charming magazine that its December number should excel any of its
predecessors appears to have been faithfully fulfilled. A perfect plethora of good things has been served up as a Thanksgiving dessert for
all the good little boys and girls (and aie there any who do not?) who
read St. Nicholas. Very appropriately, the portrait of the great story
teller, Hans Christian Anderson, adorns the frontispiece, surrounded
with illustrations from his own inimitable stories. Mr. Noah Brooks'
story, "The Boy Emigrants," is continued to the fourth chapter, the
only serial, by-the-bye, in the number. Nearly all of the articles are
illnstrated,and cne of them, "One Hundred Christmas Presents and How
to Make Them," is accompanied by no less than twenty illustrations and
diagrams. Mr. Trowbridge's "Bass Cove Sketches" are continued, the
present one being entitled "Off to the Island." Jack in the Pulpit continues his pleasant week day sermons, and the Riddle Box offers a handsome model yacht as a prize to the best guesser.
The Popular Science Monthly for December contains the

!

Tom

again

when he won

the

American champion-

ship) for royal losers, doing less perfect work with far higher scores for
breaking. It will be after the asserted superiority of the Beltons and
the Blues shall have been clearly proven and their defeats covered
up with victories yet in the dim uncertain distance, ere our pure, fast,

staunch, and oft-tried winning natives can shake their gory locks at us
and mutely say, as we discard merit for fleecy beauty: "Ingratitude,
thou marble-hearted fiend, how sharper than a serpent's tooth it is!"
Gentlemen, when you shall have won the laurels, it will then be time
enough to wear them; do not anticipate and claim them in undue confidence, for your pleasure and renown will be lessened when you shall
have reached the now unwon goal; and should you by any chance again

some of the foremost
Barnard contributes an interesting illustrated article entitled "Opossums and Their young,'' which
treats in an elaborate manner of Didelphys 'Virginia. It is a little remarkable that this our only marsupial is found neither in Europe, Asia,
or Africa. Mr. Herbert Spencer discourses of "Idol and Fetich Worship," and Mr. Hezekiah Butterworth gives close attention to a very
worthy subject— 'Strange Mental Faculties in Disease." The place of
honor is accorded to a valuable paper by Prof. Tyndall, entitled "Martineau and Materialism." We desire to congratulate Prof Youmans,
editor of this magazine, upon his safe return from his European trip.
usual

number

of valuable papers, contributed by

scientific writers of the day.

Prof.

W.

S.

.

The sixth number of this new publica*
by Ella Cameau, and issued from the press of Messrs D,
Co., is before us. It is wonderful how the children of this

Wide Aioake.
tion, edited

Lathrop

&

generation are catered for. Here is a rival to St Nicholas springing up
and already taking hold of the affections of the little ones. The present
issue is a perfect mine of treasures, comprising illustrated stories for
The favorite story of "Little Silver Hair and the Bears" is
all ages.
done in rhyme, and birds, beasts and fishes all come in for notice.
"Kim's Last Whipping" points a moral, and "The Magic Carpet" is like
a glimpse of the "Arabian Nights." Wide Awake has been consolidated
with the California juvenile magazine known as Sunshine, and the combination promises to

work

successfully.

The Traveler's Official Guide

is

published monthly

by the National Railway Publication Company of Philadelphia. Being
the recognized organ of the National General Ticket Agents' Association, it is thoroughly reliable, besides being the most comprehensive publication of the

kind issued.

The December number

is

now

out,

fatfiting Httd j§aatmg.
HIGH WATER. FOR THE WEEK.
All communications
later

from

Secretaries

and friends should

than Monday in each week.

1874, your Pharphar and Abana of Hope
will again be tinged with the Marah of an annual defeat. If those who
are more than satisfied with their own true Blues, and are more than disentries were
satisfied with the native ready Reds, assert the Campbell

be

mailed no

be beaten in 1876 as in 1875 and

are quite sure those who have known them longest and
calibre, a whole race of
best, proclaim them all flukes of the same
flukes without a known exception. I doubt not the defeated have
abundant plausible excuses, but the most numerous excuses are the
most barren substitutes for success. However, they may prove sorely
needed crumbs of comfort— manna steeped in honey. Had the case
flukes,

we

Let not the blue
bloods again say (for their own credit) their dogs had been run too
much, were exhausted, for the extreme limit of each race was two hours,
and allowing them to have run the full time of each race consecutively
(which they did not), they had to run but six hours in two days. If that
pumped them out I do not admire their system of water works. And
have been

of this,

/i

above, and prove her superiority over our best natives. The record
shows 53 out of 100 for her and her mate, and their most partial friends
knew that to be a most liberal score of their earnings. The statement
that Maude, Paris, and others of the Belton and Llewellyn strains were
put down at the worst time of day, and the natives when birds were
feeding and it was cooler, is a weak begging of the question, proven by
the fact rthey were taken up, and again put down at [most favorable
times. Did I not feel assured this is an omission of the writer referred
to, I would not fail to say svppressio ven is cognate to suggestio falsi,
but he shall have tne benefit of the doubt. One commentator, whose
eyes can see but an imported mouse, although a home mountain were
between, endeavors to put Tom and May, the winners, to disadvantage,

failed to

altered,

it

Date.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec,
Dec.

might have altered the case.

What will Summer prairie shooters think
men who have hunted dogs under eighteen months old, the same

this, too, after several frosts.

4f?

day, and her score the lowest of the entire meeting. One point, with
her tail awag all the time, and five flushes, made among hard lying
quail in sedge-grass, was the evidence she gave to support the authority

—

—Mr. Theo. Morford, of Newton, N. J., has sold his
and white setter, Duke, bred by himself, by
•fine orange
to a gentleman of this city, for the
Nellie,
of
Joe out
handsome price of $300. Duke is now two years old, and
was worked on the prairies during the past season.
—
-**•

WE

autumn meet

at the "Kennels," 10th
on the 13th November, at the village of St. Henri, nearly a fortnight sooner than ordinary
seasons.
The meets were well attended, the average
number of horsemen present being about fifteen or twenty.
The pack consists of twenty-six couples, about twenty
being the average hunted each day Tuesdays and Saturdays. The covers usually drawn were situated within an area
of from 20 to 25 miles on either side of Montreal.
It may fairly be assumed that the best horses in the
Dominion are hunted with the Montreal hounds, and that
in no portion of Her Majesty's Empire is to be found a
stiller country over which to ride than the Island of
Montreal the usual height of the post and rail fences and
stone walls being 3£ to 6 feet. The best commentary
upon a sharp and severe run of over an hour or so, is that
of a field of thirty horses not more than three or four can

September and the

309

length of time in one day, without distress, and repeated it merrily on
the morrow? But one writer says it is the produce of imported dogs
that is destined to sweep the natives from the field. For us, "Shamrock," he is a Cassandran prophet, but all his demonstrations are as yet
castles in the air of the futuie; but let us see how this idea works retrospectively, for exactly such an animal ran in the late Field Trial at
Memphis, the Gordon bitch " Mab," aged and worked by her trainer,
the chiefest among ten thousand, Mr. T. M. Horsfall. I do not fear
contradiction from any witness or any reader of the record, when I say
her work was extremely poor, her chances the most favorable of the

-

23
24

Bostm,
H.
8
9
10
10

25....

26
27
28
29

10

M.
27

New

York. Charleston.

H.

Iff.
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12
2
50
39
18
6

13
4

54
36
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20

WINNING YACHTS OF

WE

M.
4.

5

6
I

7
8
9

27
16
4
54
36
20
iz

1875.

week published a list of regattas and matches
American waters for 1875. We now print a
list of winning yachts in our own as well as English waters.
We may make the same remark as we did last week, that
there are probably some omissions and inaccuracies, but
such are almost inseparable from a work of this kind.
The American list comprises oyer three hundred vessels
and the English but seventy-four, but in the latter case
ouly yachts of live tons and upward are noted, and if the
liet had been continued to the same limits as our own the
numbers would have been more equal. It must be borne
last

in

in

mind

that across the water a vast

number

of yachts are

FOREST AND STREAM.

310
used for cruising purposes whose names never appear in
lists of entries, and that the vessels below are almost ex-

3
o

A

clusively racing craft.

We cannot see that the past season has

been productive
of anything of unusual interest as tending to determine any
of the vexed points in yachting matters. The question of
keel versus centre board for large yachts still remains in
statu quo, and while bearing in mind some of the really
meritorious performances of the Mohawk, we think
that the balance of the testimony tends in favor of the
keels.
The coming season, however, promises to be
fraught with incidents of much importance. The occurrence of the Centennial, and the establishment in England of
a Yacht Racing Association, indicate a thorough revision
on both sides of the water of all rules applying to time al-

lowance and measurement for tonnage, where the
forms the basis for allowance.
UST OF ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE LIST.
A. Y.
B. Y.

C— Atlantic yacht club.
C—Beverly yacht club.

L.

I.

C— Long Island y. club.
C—Manhattan yacht club.

Y.

M. Y.

C—

Beaufort yacht club.
Bea. Y.
Bk. Y. C. —Brooklyn, yacht club.
Boston yacht club.
Bn. Y.
Bur. Y. C. Burlington yacht club.
Bunker Hill yacht club
B. H. Y.
Columbia yacht club.
C. Y.

C—

latter

N. Y. Y.
N. J. Y.
N. R. Y.

C.—N. York yacht club.
0.— N. Jersey y. club.

0.—N. Rochelle y. club.
N. H. I. Y. C.—N. Hamburg Ice c.
P. Y.
Portland yacht club.
Pavonia yacht club.
Pv. Y.
P. A. Y.
Perth Amboy y. club.
Ph. Y.
Philadelphia y club.
Chester yacht club.
Quincy yacht club.
Q,. Y.
Chicago yacht club.
— Queens county club.
Q, C. Y.
— Ceil. Hudson y. club. K. C. Y. C. Royal Canadian club.
Dorchester yacht club.
R. H. Y.
Royal Halifax y. club
Del. River yacht club R. R. Y.
Raritan River y. club
Eastern yacht club.
Seawanhaka y. club.
S. Y.

—
C—
C—
Cam. Y. C- -Camden yacht club.
Car. Y. C— Carolina yacht club.

C—
C—
C. H. Y. C
D. Y. C—
D. R. Y. C—
E. Y. C—
E.B. Y. C— East Boston y. club.
G. Y. C.~ Genesee yacht club.
Hm. Y. C— Hamilton yacht club.
Ch. Y.

Chi. Y.

C—
C—
C—
C—
C—
C
—

C—
C—
C—
St. A. Y. C— St. Augustine club.
S. F. Y. C— 8. Francisco
club.
y.

Y. C.-^South Boston y. club.
Toms River y. club.
Hv. Y. C —Haverhill yacht club.
T. R. Y.
H. R. Y. C —Hudson River y. club W. Y.
Williamsburg y. club.
International
yacht
club. War. Y.
Warwick yacht club.
I Y.
Lynn yacht club.
L. Y.
S. B.

C—
C—
C—

C—
C—

u

SA

O
a>

o
a
tf

Club or Port.

o
6

&
Addie V
Adela
Adelphia

S.

Y. C

Providence
Jersey City
Wakefield

America

Bn. Y.

Andrew Blessing
Anna
7

B

H.R.Y.C

— Q.Y.

Glen Cove

Annie
Annie C
Annie Cuthbert
Annie Louise Carey..
Annie
Annie M
Annie M
Argonauta

M

C

...

Atalanta
Au Revoir

Bernice.

Bianca
Blunt....

Brewer...
Bristol

Brunette
C. B. Knowles
Carrie
Carrie Hayward
Charles Abel

H. Y. C
Newport
Bayonne
B.

Bn. Y. C
N. Y. Y. C

I

I

Halifax
H. R. Y.

Ch. Y.

Comet
Comet
Coming

,..

Coquette

St.

Curlew
Cygnet
Cynthia

B. Y.

H

Endeavor
Eaid

Enigma
Estelle

Eva
Fannie
Fashion

1

1

1

2

2

1

1

C

Belleville

1

Ch.Y. C

1

1

1

1

1
1
1

1

i

1

1

1

1

1

C

3

C

Q.Y.C

d

Lincoln
Little Charlie

ch. Y. C
D. R. Y. C

fc

Little

2

2

1

1

1

ICh.

B. R. Y.

Chicago.
Cotuit
C. H. Y.C
P. A. Y. C
T. R. Y. C

1

Lucy.

2

Luella

1
I

Lulu
Lulu

4

Lulu....

1

Madeleine

Mageie
Maggie
Magic

1

1

3

2

1

1

1

C

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

12

6

6

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

2

2

1

1

1

8

1

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

5

6

1

i

1

1

1

1

2

1

1
1
1

Q.Y. C
K. Y. C
Duxbury
Oshkosh

4
3

3
2

2

2
2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Dorchester
L. Y. C

1

1

1

1

Nymph
Qcean Spray.
Ocean Wave

Shrewsbury
Canada

i

1

1
1

1

1

i

1

1

1

.

3

1

1

1

1

1

.C. Y.C
.R. Y. C.
R. C. Y. C

3

1

1

1

&

1

1

1

4

3

2

2

M. Y. C
Duxbury
N. Y. Y. C
A. Y. C

1

1

1

1

R. H. Y. C

1

1

1

1

4
4
2
2

2

a

2

1

i

1

6

2

2

1

2
12

1

1

1

2

1

>

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

N.Y.Y. C

4

1

1

1

Marblehead

1

1

1

1

Q, Y. c.

5
9

3

1

1

4

2

2

Y. C....:

I.

2

N.Y.Y.

4

L.I. Y. C

1

1

Car. Y. C
P. Y. C.

D.R. Y.
B. Y. C

Y.C

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

2
1

6

3

4

3

'

9,

Pv. Y. C
T. R. Y.C
B. Y. C
N. Y. Y. C

1

i

2

3

1

1

5

2

3

C

U. S. Navy...:
Chi. Y. C...
C Y. c. ...... ./.:....

N.J, Y. C.

.........

R. H. Y.C
Hv. Y. C

Cloud

Wing
Wing

,

1

,

2"

1

1

1

1

Swampscotr..
P. A. Y. C

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

W. Y. C
P. Y. C

2

1

1

1

Sparkle

1

1

Spray

B.

Squirrel
Starlight

R. H.

3
3

1

2
2

2

1

I

9

i

1

Belleville

1

l

1

Syzygy

Dsrchester

Boston
Jersey

City...

1
1

i

1

1

1

i"

2

i

'2"

1

1

....

1

1
1

5
1

....

T"

i"

1

1

1

....

2
1
I
1

1

1

....

1

1

1

1

1

3

1

2

a

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

....

1

|

l

1

1

187?

a;

1
....

1
1

1

l

I

2

2

1

1

1

3

2

2

2

1

1

1

2

1

2

1

1

i

1

1

i

1

i

PI

. .

1

9
32
16

40-SirP. Goocli
160—N. Wood
140— J. Richardson
92-H. Hall
40—T. W. Weeding
110— D. Richardson

14
IS

17

23
11

'170— Mr. William
15— Sparvel Bayley
152— Mr. Mulholland

3
r?>

n

10— Mr. Murray
7-H. Toms

.

—cutter

,

15-S. G. Sinclair
78— E Boutcher
20— D. West
136— W. Jessup

—

Hypatia— cutter
Ildegonda— cutter
Ioua— cutter
Ivanhoe— cutter
Kriemhilda— cutter
Lady Isabel— cutter.

.

17
4

18
,

,

1

1

u

n

68— Sir A. Fairbairn
35-E. Rushton
1%B—J. G. W. Griflith
92- Major Ewin£
18— G. B. Thompson
45—W. Gordon
15—Mr. DeWolfe
66— J. Ashbury
20— E. Thompson

13
9
19
13

10

18

&y
is

l05— Count Batthyany

64— J. M.

. .

45— Mr. Forrester
10— Mr. Leitch.....
305— J. Houldsworth
10— Mr. Hannay
40— D. McMaster
8-H.C. Fox
10— G. Putland
20— C. Weguelin
10— Mr. Littledale
50— N. B. Stewart
62-Mr. Holmes Ker
40—H. Crawford
40— Major Ewing

—cutter

Phosphorens— cutter.
Playmate— cutter

Inglis

10—Mr. Rainey
160— Mr. Rowley
20-J.Reid

Merle— cutter
Myosotis— cutter
My rrha— schooner
Mystic

tons— H. Fox

165—J. Wylie
217— J. A. Hankey

13
21

2
9

23
8
16
22

...
,

12
17

20
21

)2

20
.

n

20— Captain Byng
50— Mr. Bowlby
B. Forwood
20—

4
1

W

.

15— Mr. Anderson..
10— Mr. Jamieson
20- D. Fulton
12— T. Chamberlayne
12— G. Murney
14o—H. Taylor

.

20— P. French.....
105—Mr. Jamieson
20— D. Mclver
54 — Mr. Lambert
14— R. Lambert
25— Mr. Stirling..
27— G.Wells

—

Speranza yawl
Sunshine;— cutter
Surf— yawl

Sweetheart— yawl

Thought— cutter.
Thyra— cutter.....
Vanessa— cutter..

20—Mr.

Sinclair

36—Mr. Freke
40—H. Willis

6— L. Moore
104— Col. Markham

Virago— cutter
Vol-au-vent-— cutter

Wyvern— cutter

[

Zpphyr— cutter

[

7
17

•

fi
4

5
8
15
3
14

8
r>

9

Lilburn.

20— J. M.

— cutter..

10

23
13
9
11

14

6— C Napier
10— H. Little..
.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
At the regular annual meeting

of the

New Hamburgh Ice

14th, 1875,

Boat Cluo,

^

e ^'
held Dec. 13th, 1875, the following officers were duly elected for
Commodore, Irving Grinnell; Vice Commodore, James
suinf, year:
Drake;
Johnson; Secretary, P. A. M. Van Wyck; Treasurer, Wra.
Ab m
Measurer, Charles LeRoy; Regatta Committee, Philip Schuyler,
P. A. M. Van Wtck.
Meyers, Charles Hasbrouck. Yours.

<•»

.

W

,

this college, which weighed
more
thirty to forty pounds
oy »
replaced
been
have
Saratoga
Lake,
on
boat
than any
10
erew
The
gig.
pair-oared
lighter six oared shell and a
memnext season will probably consist of four of the oid
respect
bers, with an addition of two men who are in every

now

•<

'

Jh as

Hamilton. —The boats of
last year 201 pounds, or from

1

2

2
3

1

2

New Hambukgh, N. Y, Dec.

2

2

5

—cutter

Vigilant

1
.

.

Y. C
D. R. Y. C
Ch. Y.C
D. Y. C.

Three Brothers

1

tons— T. Chamberlayne.
15- E. Packard
40—Marquis of Ailsa.
40— Captain Hartwell
14-H. E. Bayley

Veronica— cutter.

i

1

Tartar....

1

2
2

1.15

-

Surge— cutter

1

C.

,

....

Tonnage and Owner.

of Yacht.

Queen— cutter

i

i

Y.C

2

1

Y.

....

1

N.Y. Y. C

Quickstep— cutter
Quiver— cutter
Ripple— cutter
Sea Belle— schooner.
Shulah— cutter

i
1

1

R.C. Y. C
N. R. Y. C
L. I. Y. C

1

4
3

C

R.R.

Queta— cutter

2

1

S. B.

1

1

1

Q.Y.C

Panelope —schooner .. ..
1

1

;

Y C

2

1

1

3

Niobe— cu tter
Norman — cutter
Oimara— cutter
Olga— schooner

1

1

Y.C

3

1

1

E. B. Y. C
Bk. Y. C

Neva— cutter

.

C

L. I. Y.

s

1

2
2

N. H. I. Y. C
Oshkosh

Cap

Nadtjda— cutter
Naaid— cutter
Neptune—yawl

3

1

Y.

C

B y C

—

1

2

CH.

c

Y.C

B. Y.

Lily— cutter
Lufra yawl

....

1

Bea.

6

y y

T

1

Duxbury
B. Y. C

Lena— yawl

2

1

2

Surprise...

1

Glance— cutter.
Glide— cutter
Gwendolin— schooner

.

1

2

C

!.

1

1

1

Susie
Susie S.

1

Hinda— cutter

1

1

Sunny Side

1

n'
D.

Fleetwing— cutter.
Florinda— yawl
Gertrude—yawl

1

2

.

1

1

Ellie

1

i

1

1

Shrewsbury River.
W. Y. C...

2

1

Elaine— cutter

1

1

....

1

2
2

Frank

2

1

Dudu- -cutter
Egeria— schooner

1

B. H. Y. C

.

2

1

Latona— yawl
Leander— cutter

1

N.H.

.

6

Lancer

1

Quickstep

Sunberry

1

—

1

i

.

1

River.

N. H.I. Y. C
B. Y. C
N. H.I. Y. C....

Sunbeam

1

,

1

1

Waretown
Duxbury
S. B. Y. C

Stella
Stella

1

Cygnet cutter
Cythera— cutter
Dauntless—yawl

i

1

G.Y. C
E. Y. C
Ch. Y. C

.

1

Fiona— cutter

1

1

D. R. Y.
Shrewsbury River.
N. H.I. Y. U......
l. i. y. a...

Viva
Volante
W. H. Hamilton'.'.".' ILR. Y. C
Waif
B Y C

Fairlie— cutter

1

1

••

2
4

—

1

Q. Y. C
St, A. Y. C

L.Y. C
Q. Y. C
Q. Y. C

1

2
4

Coralie— cutter
Corinne— schooner
Corisande yawl

1

Ch. Y. C
D. R. Y. C
Oshkosh
B. H. Y. C.
S.B. Y. C
L. Y. C

Sorceress.

1

Aveyron— cutter
Bloodhound— cutter.

1

7

1

C

1

2
4

Adele— cutter
Arrow- cutter

1

1

Q. Y.

8

ia§

1

....

2

New York

Y.C

.....

1"°

1

1

2

Fidget.....

1

B'.

Cuckoo— cutter

1

Cotuit

Fiona
Fleetwing

1

6

Name and rig

2

1

Bk. Y. C

Y. C

1

1

Buccaneer— cutter

1

Schemer

CH.

1

Britania— cutter

1

fi

Cobourg

M. Y.

2

1

1

is £

1

1

D.R. Y. C
N.Y.Y. C

Seminole

2

2
4

I

. . .

2

Moma
Mommy

Seth Green
Shadow.
Shoo Fly
Short Branch
Skip Jack
Smuggler
So So

1

C
Y. C
S 'F Y. C

N Y Y.
P.' Y.C
D y C

....

'1"

S

1

1

C

Mohawk

Secret

2

Y
Y

ENGLISH LIST OF WINNING YACHTS FOR

8

6

E. B. Y.
Ph. Y. C

1

1

1

1

Y.C

I.

1

1

2

5
4

S.Y. C

Mattie

Mignon

1

i

Y.C

Car.

C

TST

1

1

1

-

2

1

1

1

1

D.Y. C

'

1

2

Witch of the Wave.. Washington
Zephyr
IChi. Y. C
|Springfield
Zephyr
Zoe
'Chicago

1

1

1

Q.

—

1

1

1

1

Soutnport

-.

1

1

1

a

Mary
Mary

i

1

2

4

C

,

1

Maisie
Mariquita

Bell......

1

W Y

.'""'

1

2
.

L.Y. C

Keyser

4

2

Y. C
B. Y.

....

"i"

1

1

3
5
5
5

Emma

6

10

1

Y. C

Savannah
Bk. Y. C

B

1

3

1

N. Y. Y. C.

3
2

6
3

3

8
2
2

....

1

Y.C

Bk

Windward

2

1

Chi. Y. C
N. Y. Y. C
N. R. Y. C
D. Y. C

Mabel
Macduff
Madcap

1

8
3
2

2

Boston
ID. R.

1

1

1

C.

jBk.Y.

1

:'

1

"

I

1

William Eckenbrien. ©. R Y. C
William F
P. A. Y. C
William H. Clymer.. D R. Y C
Win. B. R. Selby... D. R. Y. C
William T Lee
Bk Y. C
William Taylor
B. R Y C
Willie Kleintz

2

1

Y. C
Y. C.

|Car.

1

Wildfire
1

fi

C

L.Y. C

Walter

1

2

1

.

Y.C

Y.

1

C

White
White
White
White

1

1

fc

1

1

1

A YC
B Y C
B H.Y. C

Whirl

3

Sea View

Y. C

...

l

Newport

S.

Freda

1

D. R. Y.

Fei Seen
Fidget

Frolic
G. B. Deane....
G, W. Bilks.,,.

1

Sappho

Y.C

Frank..

i

Saule

D.

Frank Pidgeon
Freak

1

1

Bn. Y. C
N. Y. Y. C
B. Y. C.

E.Y. C

Flora
Florence.
Florence
Florence
Flying Cloud..
Four Brothers

3

Sadie

Fearless
Fearless

,

2

Belleville

D. Y. C
E. B Y.C
Ch. Y. C
D.R. Y.

Fanny

2

1

C

Ruby

Fanchon
Fannie...

2

1

Robinson
Rocket
Rosa
Rosin a
Rover

C

1

1

Queen Mab
Qui Vive

Y.C

1

1

Restless
Reveille
Ripple..
Rival

I.

1

2

Shrewsbury River
Boston Pilot

N. J. Y.
Pv. Y. C

1

1

3

S.

Wanderer
Wanderer
Wanderer
Waquoit
Water Lily....
Water Witch
Wavelet
Waverly

1

2
2

Resolute

L

1

....

4

Cotuit

Emily P
Emma. ..

1

9

Puff....

N.R. Y. C

1

Q.Y. C

Pollywog
Posy

Shrewsbury River

2

4

D. Y. C

Edith Rose..,
Edward Minturn
Edivin Forrest
Eleanor
Eleaaor
Eliza....
Eliza....
Ella.....

3

Lidie
Lightfoot

Peerless
Petrel
Phosie.

Q. C. Y. C
Charleston
D. R. Y. C

1

1

Q.Y.C

E. O. Matthews

1

2

Lillie
Lillie

1

C

]31j

Virgin
Virginia
Vision

3

3
4

1

Edith...

Dolly...

1

1

Eagle..

Dick
Die Loralei

1

Belleville

Quimper
Rambler
Rambler
Red Lion

Dauntless
Dauntless

1

2
8
5
3

1

Y. C....
P. A. Y. C
N. Y. Y. C
Bur. Y. C
Newport
Duxbury
War. Y. C
Newport
St. A. A. C
R.

4

4

Otto

C

4

4
3

C H. Y.

Palmer

A. Y. C

Cricket

5

Marblehead

Oriole
Oriole

Charleston

1

3

Ch. Y.

Only Daughter

Duxbury
E.Y. C

1

1

C. Y.
A. Y.

Bur.

Octoplexara

Y. C
A Y. C
N. Y. Y. C

1

1

Nonpareil

St.

1

1

i

Nina Foster
Niobe

I.

Columbia

1

1

l

Nimbus

C

1

O
1

B.

P.

W

fc

1

1

A. Y.C
^ Y. C...
Cape Vincent

Vindex

1

Nellie
Nellie J
Nettie

E.Y.C

P

1

R.Y.C
L.I. Y.C

Napoleon

Shrewsbury River
N. Y. Y. C
R. II. Y. C

2

1

Q.Y.C

Myra

C

1

2

OQ

N
V.

=*

1

St.

Vanitas
Vapor.
Victoress
Victoria

1

D.

,

Myers

C
P. A. Y. C
,Y. C

1

Lena
Leo

Millie
Millie

Y. C

J.

1

2
2

a

Bavside
C.'Y.

V ain't a

....

5

Lucy

3
3
6
4

1

1

Louise

1

1

3

1

1

1

2

1

2

4

.

Traveler
Triton

1

2
4
6

1

1

1

3
2

Unkown

,

0,

EH

Three Brothers.
Tough....

Leader

1

T. R, Y.

Clytie
Coates,
Collins

£

fc

Undine

Journeyman
Kaiser Wilhelm
Katie Gray
King
Lady Standley
Lawrence
Le Poy

N.J.Y

Charry Hooper

Cloud

d

£

1

Y.C

QO
0>

.3
"C
P.

w O

O

O

1

Joseph Saunders

2

N.

Clio

fri

EH

1

1

Club or Port.

d

1

Lily

0> «J

a

p.

d

1

J. P. Felden
J. P. Midgely....... Flushing.
D.R. Y. C
J. P. Slaven
D. R.Y.C.
James Hagen
Q.Y. CJennie

Lurline
Lurline

Charm

Claudme

ft

d

Name.

SO

1

,Y. C
Marion
Westport
Cam. Y. .0
W. Y. C
{Cam. Y. C

John Brugen

r3

2

D. R. Y. C

M. Sawyer.

Lulu

(Albany.
...St. A. Y. C
ISan Francisco
ID. R. Y. C.

Chemaun

ft
+3

J.

3
2

3
2

TO

5

0D

.2

.

<x>

rs 03

Savannah
R. C. Y. C

N.Y.Y. C

Dnbman.

1

s

ft

Troubler
Tulip

Ph. Y. C
B. Y. C

.

1

R.C. Y. C

Chrystine
Circe
Clara S

O

.

5

Jersey City
B. Y. C
E. B. Y. C
Halifax.
D. R. Y. C
C. H. Y. C
Ph. Y. C
D. Y. C

Avis
Banshee

80 03

~£

India.

Eh

s *

%
a?

IK (3

1

Hm. Y. C

Isabel.
J. C.

fc

Pi

.«

Pi

2

Savannah
St. A. Y. C

lone

d

a^

2
2

,

E. Y. C....
Whitestone

Ina

fl

1

W. Y. C
D. R. Y.C

,

arj

2

Bay Side

Ibis
Ida May
Ideal...
Idler

£ a

32

1

P.

Hattie Hull
Henrietta
Hoff

u

N
£

N
H

N

a>

O

DU
a>

to
a>

.

2

Gracie.

,

ts

*3

$

L.Y. C

H. A. Brush.
H. O'Neal
Halcyon
Harry Hill

®

<a>

5

N. Y. Y. C
P. Y. C

Georgie
Georgie
Georgie...
Geraldine
Gracie

Stat en Islnnd Sound.

New York

Aunt Jerusha

>

N

E. B. Y. C
S. F. Y. C

...

Gazelle

R. C. Y. C
Chi. Y. C

B.Y.C

Ariel
Ariel

00

02
03

Gael

.

& 2*

Club or Port.

2
2

1

C

S. Y.

Alert
Alice
Alice
Alice

+J S3

m
o
N

NAME.

Lizzie
Lizzie Artis
Lizzie L
Lottie

7

New Orleans
D. R. Y. C

£a>
o
A

*s

A

+3

It is thought
better qualified than those of last year.
the place
that the crew will select Oneida Lake and river as
course,
good
a
that
of pvaciice, as it has been ascertained
four miles in length, can be had on the river.

FOREST AND STREAM.
we would

MmH

rat, if

O. 0.

GTJNTHER'S SONS,

"Northern, according to size and quality, prime
\ 10 00a$15
5 00 a 10
Southern and Northern yearlings, prime
according
parchment,
to
Northern, per skin,
2
50 a 3
color
and
size
1 50 a 2
Western, according to size and color, prime
Southern, and ordinary, per skin, according to size,
50 a 1
•
prime
20 a
Prime
50 a
PAT— Wild, Northern and Eastern States, cased, prime.
40 a
Wild, Southern and. Western, prime
05 a
House, ordinary, if large, prime
15 a
House, black, furred, prime
Eastern,
according
to
size
and
FISHER— Northern and
7 00a 12
color, prime
5 00 a 8
Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Western, ditto, prime
3 00 a 5
Southern, ditto, prime
15
00 a 50
prime
ditto,
FOX- -Silver,
3 00 a 5
Cross, Northern and Eastern, ditto, prime.
1 50 a 1
Red, Northern and Eastern, ditto, prime
1
1 25 a
Red, S. Penn., N. J., and N. Ohio, ditto prime
75 a 1
Red, Southern axd Western, ditto, prime
7Ca 1
.
Grey, Noithern and Eastern, cased, ditto, prime
50 a
Grey Southern and Western, ditto, prime

BEAR—

BEAVER—

•

•

«

BADGER—

.

|

00
00

50
50
00
50
60
50
08
25
00
00
00
00
00
65
50
00
00
60
50
50
00
00
00
00
50
25
75
00
00
25
23
20
15

40 a
and Western, ditto, open, prime
30a
prime
2
1 CKJa
LYNX-Ditto, prime
prime
1
50
ditto,
a 2
States,
MARTIN—
3 00 a 4
MINK—New York and New England, ditto, prime
2 00 a 3
Canada, Michigan, and Minnesota, ditto, prime,
Ohio,
ditto,
prime..
1 00 a
1
Penn.,
and
J.,
York,
N.
S. New
75 a 1
Md., Va., Ky., Ind., Wis., and Iowa, ditto, prime. ..
50 a
Missouri, and all Southern, ditto, prime
00 a
MUSKRAT-N. New York, and Eastern, Spring
00 a
Western, including Penn. and Ohio, Spring
23 a
Northern and Eastern, Pall and Winter
20 a
Western., including Penn. and Ohio, Winter
15 a
Southern, prime
12 a
Southern, Winter and Fall.
OTTER— Northern, Eastern, and Northwestern, according
10
00
a 12 00
prime
color,
and
size
to
8 00 a 10 0)
Penn., N. J., Ohio, and Western, prime
6 00 a 8 00
Ky., Md., Na., Kansas, and vicinity, prime
4 00 a 6 00
North Carolina, prime
2 00 a 4 00
South Carolina and Georgia, prime
18 a
30
OPOSSUM— Northern, ca?ed, prime
prime
Northern,
12 a
15
open
Southern and
Ohio,
Indian
handled,
Ind.,
N.
N.
-Mich.,
RACCOON
80 a 1 00
dark, according to size and color, prime
50 a
65
ID.. Iowa, Wis., and Minn., prime
prime..
65 a
andN.
Penn.,
75
Eastern
States
and
York
New
50
40 a
N. J., S. Penn., 111., Mo., Neh. and Kan., prime...
40
30 a
Mrtryland, Virginia, Kentucky and Tenn., prime
prime.
Ala.,
15
25
Florida
and
a
Ark.,
Ga.,
Car.,
N. and S.
02 a 103
RABBITS— Prime cased
00 a 1 30
SKUN KS -Prime black, I. cased
00 a 1 00
Prime black, I., open
00 a
80
Prime black. \ white streak, IP, cased
50
00a
Prime black, \ white streak, II. open
15
a
20
prime whole streaked III. and IV
00a
03
Prime scabs
2 00 a 3 00
WOLF SKINS—Mountain, large
75 a 1 25
Prairie, average age, prime t-kins
fur quotations until the middle of
JSP"" There will be no change in our
Grey, Southern

Kitt, ditto,

.

,

,

January.

For Forest and

Stream,.

REMINISCENCES QF AN OLD TRAPPER.
AST

SLA.NCt' and the "South SlaDg!" Since the
Green Mountain boy set up here his household gods and began his "betterments" in the heart of the
great wilderness which covered all this fertile plain, these
tributaries of Little Otter have borne these euphonious
names. Rich fields were they, and for many a year were
The
the haunts of the otter, the mink, and the muskrat.
otter lias long been a thing of the past in these waters, to
which he stood godfather even in the aboriginal days, for
"Wonakakatuk"— the river of otter— was it known to Abe"Riviere La Loutre" the French explorers chrisnaquis.
tened it, and the English only translated the name again
first

The last otter seen in this region was shot
Otter Creek.
at by Piatt Gage, in the South Slang, thirty years ago, and
the last killed succumbed to the long smooth bore of old
to

George Charnplin, longer ago, in Lewis Creek, hard by.
Such a fertile trapping ground was this that L., who
lived at the falls, when hard pressed by creditors to name

and the father of fox hunting here, according

trapper,
the

to

New England

fashion.
Mink have become scarce since their fine fur grew so
valuable, and will soon be numbered with the extinct unless they fall from gracing the forms of the fair sex, and to
such cheapness as they bore in the days of my boyhood,
when Bill Berch caught thirty-six one Fall, and was thought
to have been on the high road to fortune when he sold them
for seventy-five cents eacli.
They were plenty as squirrels
==== dotted their way
then, and "their regular tracks
through the snow from hollow log to hollow stump all
along the shore of this stream.
Then C- W. and I trapped
with one trap a double spring one fit to hold a wolf, and
given to me by Sile Baily, having come into his possession
in some mysterious way, and we seldom failed to get a

==

—

—

for each setting.
I remember well how we found
where a uiink had dragged a large perch all the way down
from Lewis Creek to the Slang, a mile at least, and had
left some crumbs from his bounteous feast at the door of
his house, which was the hollow stump of a great water
maple, standing in the marsh, and these fragments we used
for the baiting of the trap, set with such pious care as became young trappers, and how upon going next morning
to the place I fouud unmistakable signs that the mink had
been caught; but he was not there, only the trap, all in
pieces, but neatly piled up, and some small tell-tale boot
tracks leading away.
These I followed, and ran the young
thief to cover in his father's house, a mile away, and re-

miuk

covered

The
rade

my

old

stolen furry.

stump and old trap are gone, and my old comthe great West, engaged in greater and more lu-

is in
crative business

than trapping mink at seventy-five cents a

skin, but never happier, I'll warrant, nor as free from care,
as when he and 1 were vagabondizing on the shores of Little

and the East Slang.
The muskrats— "mushrats" we called them— were innumerable in those days, and towards the close of a bright
April day we would seat ourselves on an old log and see a
dozen of the sleek fellows at a time clearing the calm
waters on their silent way to a neighboring burrcw, or to
some bog or log, on to which they would crowd with a
clumsiuess so different from the ease and grace of their
movements in the water, that one might think the animals
underwent some magic metamorphosis on emerging from
their most congenial element.
Then we would "sqeak"
them up to us, simulating the cry which they utter in the
season of their amours, which resembles the whining of
Otter

-g

puppies.

.

struggling bravely to the last gasp, would
splash and spatter furiously for a moment, turn on his
back, and with a few final kicks give up the ghost; or per-

to death, but

QUOTATIONS FROM

t<

Then our
blaze away with our charge of BB's
he was ours, riddled through and through, and done

When

our victim was within easy range

haps dive, and when he had been lost to sight until hope
had died within us, would pop suddenly to the surface
stone dead, with his jaws full of the bottom sedge and
rushes, to which he had fastened with a death grip. But
too often, alas, for the satisfaction of our thirst for his innocent blood, he would disappear at the flash of our gun,
and as instantaneously would go his way under water,
and we would see no more of him till he was far out of
range.
Then it was the gun that hung fire, or the shot was
too light, or anything but the flurried aim of the too certain shooter.
And so we would continue blazing away till
the shades of night came down, and the sw imming rat
could not be seen; only the bright wake, at which we would
shoot just where its brightness clove the darkness of the
shadowed water. And then, when sights were undistinguishable, we would gather up our dead and wind our way
homeward, splashing through puddles, stumbling over
logs, tired, happy, and hungry.
Here, now, is a log an
ancient log Darkless, mossgrown at its landward end,
smooth and water-worn towards the stream in which its
smaller end lies, at right angles with the shore, and notched
all along at intervals for half its length, on the upper side,
by the axe of the trapper. Here, nearest us, is a waterworn trap notch, made thirty years ago, perhaps, by the
axe of old Josh, who said "the rats were decreasin' faster
than they diminished." It was high water that Spring,
and the water was over this notch then, as the brown turf
is now over the man who cut it. There towards the farther
end, where you see a forked stick in the water, is a trap
set now, in a notch iikethis, about two inches underwater,
and into that forked stick is slipped the ring of the trap
chain.
Just this side of the trap you see a little "sign,"
showing that the favorite old log is still in favor with the
few surviving members of the house of Musquash, and no
doufet when our friend, the trapper comes to-morrow he
will be rewarded by pulling to the surface the humped up
and water soaked body of a "drownded" rat. If the trap
is not so set that the rat will drown, he will leave the trapper nothing but his toes as a memento of his brief captivity.
But there comes the trapper now, making his daily
round, poling his "tottlish" craft through the tangle of
button bushes and the sprouts of the water maple. Now
his quick eye detects signs on that old log; he levels a
place for his trap, sticks his tally pole, has his trap set in
five minutes, and goes on his way towards that remnant of
muskrat house. There is a feed bed, and a trap set in
Now he comes toit, and, see, he has taken a rat there.
wards us, and hauling up alongside our log he sees his trap
is not on it, as we supposed it was, so he takes out his trap
hook much like a gaff, only with a longer handle and
groping on the bottom soon gets foul of the trap chain,
and directly brings up a muskiat, stark dead and dripping,
with one forepaw in the trap and his scaly tail curved
downward, shaped like a cimeter.
7

—

—

—

—

"What

luck?"

"Only seven to-day out of twenty

traps I've been to;

thev haint no rats."

These fellows are always grumbling that there are no
muskrats, while it is their own fault that the animals are
not plentiful, for they trap for them in the Fall, catching
many worthless "kits," and in Winter aud Spring they also
trap them, leaving the poor, persecuted brutes unmolested
only during the Summer, and they would not give them
even that respite if the skins would then bring five cents
each.

The trapper will land to chat with us, and skin his rats
while the feast of reason is progressing. You see that he
begins at the head, ripping from the chin to between the
fore legs, and, skinning the head, he strips the skin off
whole to the tail. How readily he does it. He will have
the seven skinned in twenty minutes. Those rods of
"nancy bush" in his boat are bows for stretching these
He will bend them into the shape of a snow shoe
skins.
and draw the skin on, flesh side out, and then fasten it at
the ends of the bow by cutting a cleft therein with his
This he
knife, into which the skin draws and is held.
will not do till he gets home, as the stretched skins would
make an awkward' bundle. And now our trapper goes his
way, leaving the carcasses of the muskrats lying on the
ground; and a royal feast will they make for those hungry
crows cawing in the tree tops yonder.
Make a note of the fact, in case you should ever wish to
catch a mink, that there is no better bait for him than a
It will attract him quicker than fish even.
bit of muskrat.
Awasoose.
«***.

>

How to tiiap Foxes.—The trapper selects a spring as
near as may be to the line of travel followed by the foxes.
This is dug out so that the water may occupy a pool at
The brook or streamlet issuleast four feet in diameter.
ing from the spring should be so arranged that the trapper,
approaching the latter, may do so by walking in the water,
for if a human foot track is ever found about the premises
no fox will come near it, save with the greatest suspicion.
The trap— the common steel one is placed in the water of
the spring, just so deep that the pan of the trap is under
The position of the trap,
it not more than half an inch.
in reference to the margin of the spring hole, is about that
The baitof the distance of the length of the trap spring.
is placed in the water beyond the spring, in the direction
of the middle of the spring, about the same distance from
the trap that the trap is from the margin. The trapper
then cuts a little pole about six feet long, and, balancing
it upon his finger, to find the middle of it, drives into it
there a staple, and thus fastens the chair of the trap to the
The best bait is a piece of a skunk with the hair
pole.
on. This is placed upon a stone so that the hair side shows.
The trap being in its place, the pan of it is to be covered
with a bit of moss so arranged that while it covers the pan
The jaws are to be covered
it does not touch the jaws.
with leaves, and the chain also, if it cannot be hid in the
mud at the bottom of the pool. The whole spring should
have its bottom strewn with leaves. A few drops of the
musk of the skunk should be left on the ground, within a
In all the work
foot of the pool, on some hard dry spot.
which these directions involve, the utmost care is necessary
that the human hand shall touch nothing except that whicn
The bait has to be handled with sticks.
is under water.
The pole should be, if possible, sunk in the mud of the
outlet. Neither the hand nor the foot of the trapper should
touch the ground around the pool for twenty rods, if possiThe trap should be visited once in tw o days. If the
ble.

—

7
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gone the track of the game can be easily followed
snow. In any case the fox cannot go far before the
He commonly goes
toggle catches and brings him up.

trap

is

in the

hill.—Eutkmd (Vt.) Herald.
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forward 50
F. F. J Springfield.—To obtain "Fur, Fin and Feather,"
cents to Chas. Suydam, No. 149 Chambers street, thiscily.
E. M., New York.—Mr. W. P. Pape has returned to England, but, we
,

understand, will be here again in the Spring.
Batter, Port Hope.—The Bazar oflice. 32 Wellington street, London,
have just published a six penny work on ferrets, with instructions concerning their breeding, management and working. It is well spoken of.

Conn, Danbury, Conn.—Please inform me where I can get a safe and
good gun for $25, what make; breech loading? Ans, There is no good
We have a good secondsafe breech loading gun made at that price.

hand gun for sale at $35.
D. W., Chicago.—I would very much like to get your opinion as to
which gun would have the greater recoil, a large or small bore, everything else being equal, as length of barrel, weight of gun, same style
and material, same charge each of powder and shot, etc., with reasons
therefor? Also, would it follow that if either bore has greater recoil that
Ans. The larger' bore would, in
it shoots the stronger, or the reverse?
equally as strong, if not
all probability, have the least recoil, and shoot
stronger.

G. S.

Is a Remington gun, 10 bore, Si pounds, perdrachms of good powder as its charge? 2. I am about
want one that I can use at the tragel 500 yards; want the

J.,Keene.— 1.

fectly safe with 4
to

buy

a

rifle;

death to a deer, if well directed. What
Ans. 1. Yes. 2. We cannot recommend any
particular rifle. You have half a dozen to choose from among those advertised in our columns.
F., Pike county.— Do the Sharps sporting rifles correspond with your
ideas of a short range iifle? If not, whose make does correspond in the
ball as small as possible, yet to be

will be the right thing?

twist

What

and penetration?

is

the objection to the

old-fashioned

Sharps rifle that used paper cartridges and caps? There must have been
some, or they would not have quit makihg them. What is the address
of the maker of the sporting rifle? Ans. Yes. The objection to the old
style was the use of the cap, whereas in the new rifle, fixed ammunition
is used. Messrs. Mervvin, Hubert & Co., are the makers of the Phenix
rifle.

manufactured for gun barrels as lamistate process of manufacture? Ans.
Laminated steel is used for all the best gun barrels; the process may be
briefly described as twisting narrow strips of metal spirally round, and
welding them together. 2. Can you tell me the season of the year the
worm flsh (called fall fish) spawn? Ans. Don't know. Has Blooming
Grove Perk lately suffered by forest fire? Ans. Up to last month it had

Blue Jay.— Is such an

nated

steel,

and

will

article

you please

not.

W.

Livingstone, Rutland,

Vt.— 1. Where would I

be most likely to

mounted by myAns. Advertise in Forest and Stream, or write to C. J. Mayreference to employment to the
nard, Newtonville, Mass. 2. Write
Secretary of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge, Mass.,
or to the Society of Natural History, Boston, also stating your wish to
coliect in the South. 3. Your liability to fevers in the South will depei d
on various localities and other circumstances, and cannot altogether be
decided beforehand. 4. Do you know of any rifle shooting a single B
shot that I could get cheap? Ans. We know of no rifle of so small a
calibre, unless it is the Hobert parlor rifle; price $10 to $15.
sell

a case of

Vermont

birds, containing over 100 kinds,

self?

m

Bismarck, Hackettstown.— I have a very fine Bismarck pup eight
months old. When about two months old I washed him with carbolic
soap to destroy fleas, and three days after he went blind in both eyes and
remained so for two weeks, when the right eye came to and the left eye
remained blind four weeks, and when the left eye came to, the right eye
went blind again, and enlarged twice the natural size, and remains so
yet. I would like to ask your opinion, whether it will make any material
difference in his hunting or not; and if there is any cure for him, and
what? Ans. We have doubts if your dog can be cured; but the
an eye will not materially affect his hunting. The famous Sancho, belonging to Mr. Forman Taylor, has but one eye, yet it has been
offered to hunt him against any dog in the country.
if so,

loss of

Ontario, Cleveland, Ohio.— 1. In your issue of Nov. 11th you have
an article headed "Pistol Shooting Extraordinary," which induces me to
ask your opinion of the enclosed target, made by myself with a Colt's
navy, 5 consecutive shots,- 100 feet. What do you think of it? 2 What
is the cost of the Wesson rifle, and where is it manufactured or sold?
Ans. 1. We have never seen better shooting than that represented by
the target you sent to iis. 2. The Wesson rifle is manufactured at Worcester, Mass., and is sold by the gun dealers advertising in our columns.
Prices vary according ta size and finish; the rifle mostly used is sold for
$27.

R

Conn.— 1. Will you be kind enough to inform me
, Danbury,
B. M.
in regard to the points of an Irish setter? I bought one, which was reccommended to me as such, but have been told that he was not. Mine is
except the chest and toes, which
his shoulders; nose
not very broad; large, fine formed head— a fine-looking dog in every par*
2. Another question I would like to ask:. Did the Irish Rifle
ticular.
Team, the first time tney came over here to shoot, bring with them an
Irish setter for breeding purposes? If so, who had the dog, or who did
they leave it with when they returned? Ans. 1. We cannot tell from
your description if he is an Irish setter or not. 2. We have no knowledge
of the Irish team having brought out any dog with them.
large

and high standing;

color, red,

are white; he has soft silky hair

and curly around

T.H. M., New York.— A friend of mine, a few weeks ago, had
knocked down to him at an auction sale, a fine 12-bore, top snap, rebounding hammer gun marked "Wm. Moore & Co.. London," for the
sum of $72. On taking it to a practical gunsmith, however, to be looked
over with admiration, he was somewhat disconcerted to be assured that
the gun not only never came out of Moore's shop— if there is any such
place—but was never made in England at all, being evidently of Belgian
manufacture; that the gun wa*, however, a good piece, and worth the
money. Is there really such a firm as Wm. Moore & Co., and if so, how
do their guns stand, and do they have an agent in this city? Ans. There
is no such firm now in existence, but if your friend has a gun worth the
money paid for it, why should he be dissatisfied? We should not, however, consider, an auction sale as the place to pick up a really fine gun,
unless, indeed, it was a sale of the effects of some sp orteman gone to
the happy hunting grounds, or otherwise Jwrs du combat.

—

Aleck, Hannibal, Mo. I am troubled with bronchial and throat disand have been advised by my physician to go to Colorado next
Summer and "rough it." Please state if the enclosed list is a proper
Ans. Forty pounds, in addition to a rider of average
outfit, etc.?
weight, is all that prairie travelers are willing to pack on a horse's back.
Blankets, extra clothing, etc., are strapped on the counter; the saddle
bags contain little conveniences; it is quite practicable to carry your
On the
flour, etc., in bags, as yon susgeet, if you can only keep it dry.
plains good horses can be bought for $40 each, and an extra animal is
usually taken along for a pack horse. The best mount yon can have is
a mare, and a mule to follow. Matches are often carried in a bottle to
keep them from the damp, but a bottle may break. A vulcanite
rubber box will not break, sink, get wet, or burn. A gun and rifle are
necessary. For a trout rod, cut a sapling in the mountains, whenever
you require to use it. It would be quite unwise to travel alone, but there
are generally parties that you can attach to. Holabird's clothing makes a
very desirable over-suit, and is becoming much ia vogue,

ease,
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SUGGESTIONS TO

NEW

RIFLE ORGAN-

IZATIONS.

FOR

at the commencement of a
organization use military arms, for such weapons
are exceedingly accurate at all ranges up to 500 yards.
One great point to be gained by employing these particular
arms, is, that they are inexpensive and readily obtainable,
but what is more important is the fact that by using military arms National Guardsmen are naturally led to become
a part of such association, and regimental officers of all
grades are ready to give their assistance. Having a pre-

practical purposes,

rifle

ponderence of military
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-*+Chbistmas for Poor Children. The Children's Aid
Society, which has been an important agency for the relief
of the suffering poor, appeals to the benevolent, young and
old, for means to enlarge its usefulness during the approaching holidays. The Society desires means to send

—

out a party of homeless children to the West, to furnish
clothing, shoes and food to thousands of destitute children
in the city, and to give good Christmas dinners to the inmates of the Lodging Houses. Donations of provisions
and clothing may be sent to the Central Office, 19 East
Fourth street; money may be tent to W. A. Booth, President, 100 "Wall street, J. E. Williams, Treasurer, Met.
L. Brace, Secretary, 19
Nat. Bank, 108 Broadway, or
East Fourth street, New York. This society has cared for
about 14,000 boys and girls in its five Lodging Houses,
during the year, of whom over 4,000 have been provided
with homes; over 10,000 children have attended the various
schools of the Society, and many thousands more been furnished with meals and lodging. The almoners of such wideextended and important charities deserve encouragement.

C

A Kindly Act.—The fish

dealers of Gloucester, Mass.,

have forwarded to the Howard Mission of this city a present of 3,000 pounds of cured fish, which, with the potatoes
supplied by other charitable persons will make a hearty
meal for many a hungry family this Winter. The generosity of sailors is proverbial, and in this instance the virtue
is extending to the shore division of the calling.

—

From the West. — We

«*>
recently received a pleasant call

St. Paul Sportsman's Assophotographs of himself and
with
ciation, who presented us
also one of Mr. G. W.
Occie,
and
Fuller
dogs,
splendid
his
Baldwin, who for two years past has held the champion
badge of Minnesota against all comers at the trap. If they
shoot as well as they photograph in Minnesota, their

from Mr. Zimmerman of the

must be at the top of the tree.
the bye, speaking of photographs, we are indebted
to Rev. Joseph Waugh, principal of the Hollidaysburg
(Pa.) Seminary, for another, showing a perfect pyramid of
4

'artists"

By

game, and indicating that the
which Mr. Waugh presides

institution of learning, over
is admirably adapted as a

place for teaching the young idea

how

to shoot.

is

of vital

employed.

At 200

yards, as an extreme range, outside of the military
arms there are innumerable rifles which do capital work,
and which are readily purchasable at a low figure. Most
especially develop, then, offhand shooting, for the simple
reason that in a very short time, with a moderate amount
of practice, the members will be amazed at the skill acMost individuals in a rifle association are acquired.
customed to shoot off-hand, but have never been taught
of elevation, nor
to appreciate distance, nor effects
any of those simple corrections for light or wind, which
enter so largely into accurate shooting. As there is nothing
very new or not readily comprehensible to those shooting offhand, as to position alone, these more novel points
Off- hand
corrections may be readily inculcated.
shooting, predisposing to composure of nerve and steadiIt may be taken
ness, is the first great school of the rifle.
pretty much as a fact that a man who can score bullseyes

as to

offhand at 200 yards, will find no difficulty in doing the
same thing at 1000 yards, while there are a great many
skillful riflemen who may be dabsters at extreme ranges,
who would not make an average of centres at 200 yards.
Some men can dance very elegantly who walk very
awkwardly. A good leaven of military men in all country
rifle associations, on account of the discipline which they
It is true that
bring into it, is of the greatest advantage.
the country soldier does not rendezvous in a palatial armory,
nor can he be resplendent in a showy uniform, nor does
there exist the esprit de corps which is found in the crack
Even his drill may be looser, and martinet
city regiment.
officers exceptional, but what he has is, in the first place,

greater familiarity with arms in general, and what is better,
more time, more leisure than the city man which he can

devote to practice.
to find

It is

extremely

difficult in a large city

men, engaged in any business, members of military

who can find the opportunity
men are not so entirely absorbed

In

organizations,

to shoot.

the country

in their busi-

ness.

A MERRY CHRISTMAS

in the association

importance, as it entitles it to public support.
It is exceedingly unwise at the initial movement of the
rifle range to devote too much attention to long range shootAs it is, we are all inclined to think that a great
ing.
many associations outside of New York are giving too
much of their time to this branch of rifle practice. Let us
have prose first, and afterward we may indulge in poetry.
In order, then, that men should be somewhat accustomed
to their arms, is the reason that we advise at first the use
of the military rifle. As the taste increases, more accurate
and elegant arms, adapted for distances over 500 'yards,

may be

A discount

men

The

distance to be traveled over in

New

York, for

instance, in order to get to a range takes several hours,
and it is a whole day's business to go and return. In the

country, a mile off from the town centre, a squad of men
could practice, and accomplish in a couple of hours or so,
what would have taken the New York man all day to get
through with. So certain are we that the country possesses
the stuff out of which the ablest marksmen are to be made,
that we believe, in time to come, in the next three or four
years, that the champion men in some future American
team, will be in the major part drawn from the country
and country towns, and not from the larger cities. The
best proof we can now bring forward, in defending this
prophecy, and of the excellence of country organizations,
is the skill developed in the Fourth regiment, of Oswego,
and it is no small feather in their cap, that a company of
them beat clean out of sight such crack city companies as
those of the New York Twenty-seventh and Twenty-third
regiments. It was a familiar early acquaintance with offhand shooting which gave the Oswego men almost fifty
per cent, better scores than their competitors.
It might be well, in order to interest a certain class of
marksmen, who, though good as off-hand riflemen, do not
care for the monotony of regular target shooting, and who
are used to sporting rifles, to practice on a moving target.
Such targets could be made out of sheet iron, either in the
shape of a man or a deer, and fastened on a track and alinclined plane. For such a purpose
the inclined track should be about 50 feet long and the
volocity imparted to the figure ought to be about 7 to 8 miles
an hour. This kind of work would be sure to bring out
the hunting element, the men certain to knock a deer over
when running through the woods. That coolness and
quickness of aim which is found so abundantly in the
country could show its prowess here. Before a running
deer on a range the country marksman would develop such
wonderful skill that the city man would play a ridiculous
In regard to "the running deer" it seems singular
figure.
of repeating arms have not seen
manufactureis
that the
before this the advantage of such a moving mark, as the
use would essentially help to establish the claims to exIt would be a triumph
cellence urged by various makers.
of marksmanship and of arms to see a man hit a running
deer three or four times as it passed over a space of fifty
Such a target is about being provided at Creedmoor.
feet.
The system of monthly matches for badges, to be shot

lowed

to pass

down an

won by

for until

the

same individual three

times, has done
than anything else. It allows the inexperienced opportunities of measuring their
strength against veteran shots.
It keeps up a pleasurable
excitement and occupies the range. It induces many indifferent shots to enter into the association, and men of
means are never found wanting, who are not glad to offer
prizes for such a worthy cause as the development of

more

to stimulate rifle practice

rifle shooting.
Lastly, by all means propitiate
the local press. Never on gala occasions neglect having a

military

Peess Match.

Creedmoor and the National Rifle Associawhole rifle movement in the United States,
owes a great deal of its progress to newspaper men.
Treat your local editor and the reporter who comes on the
ground with the utmost courtesy. If he does not understand it all at a glance, you may be sure that he will be at
the very bottom of it in a remarkably short time. Ink and
paper, though they are noiseless, keep up a din of an incessant character no rifle can make. Then it is best always
to advertise your matches.
Above all, remember that
ranges and rifles associations are made chiefly for the
soldier, and that the element so unfortunately called "the
sporting man" must have no place on it.
Sedulously keep
tion, in fact, the

down all bets, or wagers, or anything likely to convert
your association into a gaming club. So far in this country, and it may be one of the reasons for the great success
of the rifle movement, no missionary association has ever
been purer, nor freer from the gambling pollution than our
rifle

organizations.

GAME PROTECTION.
of our paper, which we make
THIS special department
at the present time,
so prominent

is

most valuable,

not only reflects the opinions and personal observations of our leading sportsmen all over the country,
but serves as a receptacle for valuable information and
discussion respecting the habits of creatures, the proper
times for fixing close seasons, the rights of farmers and
landowners, the depredations of poachers, violations of
law, &c. &c. all of which will eventually be of great
service to any committee appointed to investigate these

because

it

;

matters.

With regard to the difficult problem of law to stop violagame laws and punish offenders, in face of a

tions of the

strong public prejudice against their enactment, which
makes prosecutors odious, too much wisdom cannot be
One correspondent whose influence and reputasecured.
tion is wide, writes as follows regarding the abuses in the

Adirondack^

:

"I need not assure you that I am interested in the preservation of our
Adirondack game; at the same time I must confess that I have become
sick of the game law business. The law has been changed so often that
I have little confiiencein its being made efficient, and still less in keeping it so, if perchance the right policy should ever be adopted. You
know that hotel keepers, guides, and hunters break the law in relation
to deer, and have always done so without fear of consequences. Can
you suggest any way to make the law operative in the woods?
"You know my views in relation to the market question. TheAdi.
rondack territory cannot afford to furnish venison for our large city
markets. I may remark here that with a dead letter law that forbids
killing deer after Nov. 10, the market season is kept open until Feb. 1st,
the natural effect of which in respect to still hunting, needs no comment. If there is really any intention to improve the law and make
it more efficient for the preservation of game, I shall rejoice, and will
do all in my power, but I very much fear, from past experience, that
nothing will come of it. If night hunting and still hunting in deep
snows could be suppressed, leaving August, September and October
open for hunting, the deer would increase rapidly. I should by all
means advise an early closure of the market season in respect to venison."

We

take few exceptions to the law as it now stands,
good enough, if enforced. One remedy has been
suggested by a prominent resident in the Adirondack
country. It is to secure the services of detectives appointed by the State, and paid for out of a special appropriation, to visit the lakes and known hunting grounds with
power to arrest the first person caught violating the laws.
When caught, the offender should be punished. In the
wilderness the news of the arrest, fine, or imprisonment,

which

is

would spread like wild fire, and from his knowledge
men there, he feels certain that it would have the effect
deter all others from infringing the laws, except in out
the

way

of
to

of

places.

In our opinion, to make any good law wholly effective,,
there should be a Chief Game Commissioner, appointed by
the Governor of the State, having jurisdiction over its entire territory; the State should be divided into districts
and each district be placed in charge of a Deputy Game
Commissioner to be appointed by the chief; these in turn
to select proper overseers and wardens and employ them

on sufficient salaries to police the river courses and forest
ranges assigned to them— the salaries to be provided as
hereinbefore suggested. This system is in force and successful operation in Nova Scotia andean easily be adopted
here.

the collecting of game for wholesale
shipment to market, we have long been aware of the ex
tensive operations in the West and Middle States, but did

With regard

to

same system was in vogue
and the British ProEngland
to any great extent in New
says that for the
England
New
in
informant
One
vinces.
past few years market shooters have come far and near,
and made it a business to go through the country towns,
loaning cheap guns to the farmer and supplying them
with ammunition, and paying them five to ten cents for
each ruffed grouse they would bring in to the nearest
Boston
office, and then ship the game thus obtained to the
and New York markets. An officer of the Eastern ExOctopress Company has stated that on a single day last
not

know

until lately that the

FOREST AND STREAM
company shipped 1,500 pounds of ruffed grouse to
and that they bad carried more
on and New York,
dared
to say.
Away off in the
he
than
season
this
these game collectors are also
Brunswick
New
of
p ovince
county they have been engaged for
I a Charlotte
busy.
ducks. They select the spot most
netting
past
two months
uented b y tne f ow l and set a lure by strewing corn on
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r
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st

f

This is repeated until the birds
the lake.
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number;
great in
the ducks are well under it, the net is
when
that
so
justed
when a general butchery is proceeded
dropped on them,
birds with stout sticks.
They are
the
with by dabbing

the border of

quickly as possible, gathered together, put in barsent on their way to the American market.
and
rels
of Quebec, a leading journal annouuces
la the Province
parties are making preparations to export venison to

then, as

that

prairie fowl are exported from our own
Europe just as our
can long stand such a drain upon it,
locality
No
ports.
unless something is done to prevent, no game will be
and

pass a law progame
beyond
of
the limits of
exportation
hibiting the
doubts
our
about
the conhave
Province.
or
the State
but the difficulty can be obvistitutionality of such a law,

One remedy that suggests

left

itself is to

We

Game Commissioners and

by the appointment of

ated

De-

advised.
tectives as already

—Forty Americans who had gone into the Province of
the commenceOntario for the purpose of killing deer after
arrested.
1st.)
been
have
(Dec.
season,
close
the
ment of
Norfolk, Va., December 13th,

1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
session, and there will be some resolutions
Our Legislature is now in
to game laws. What is needed is a more uniform set
offerer! in regard
the country. W. E. Taylor, a gentleman of this place,
of laws through
interested in the subject, and I think intends to call the attenis much
with whom he is personally acquainted to the detion of the members
the existing game laws. He is an active member
of
improvement
sired
starter of the Norfolk Game Protective Association.
and

original

Saw some

Weather clear and cool to-day.
grown,.
only three-quarters

quail in

market

last

week
8.

Portland, Me., December,

1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
We have a good deal of legislative work on our hands in this State the
Among our proposed alterations
coming session, and hat few workers.
the fish laws; additional protection to deer and
are auentire revision of
including, if possible, an appropriation for
caribou, as well as moose,
some measure to prevent the wholesale
the pay of wardens; also
I trust that fhe next year will show some
slaughter of ruffed grouse.
respectable
improvement in our laws, and that in time we may make a
appearance in this respect,

even by the side of your model State.

Manasseh.
have received a copy of the constitution and by-laws
which was organDf the Bay Club of Sodus Point, N. Y.,
zed a few months ago for the protection of fish and game,

We

md now numbers 125 members. Sodus Point offers fair
Our correspondent,
^vantages to anglers and gunners.

—

Wood, furnishes the following notes:
"The town is situated on Lake Ontario, about mid-way
between Oswego and Rochester, or its lake outlet Charextendotte, and is built on a small elevation or ridge
almost separates
.ng•alons* the long narrow point which
intermingling with
lie dark°blue waters of the lake from
point
;be silvery wavelets of Great Sodus Bay, save at one
where the government piers bv running out into the lake
The bay is from two to two and
seep the channel open.
half miles in width, embellished by three small wooded
slands, whose sandy bars and shaded holes the black bass
md pickerel know and love right well; and a fourth islet
ibout twenty feet by fifty feet in length covered with
narsh grass, where I have stopped the swift career of
Many a wild fowl. In Summer a fair bag of plover, yelow legs, and now and then a curlew may be made on the
Later on, the ruffed grouse and English
feach and point.
Charles

i

particularly the former, are plenty in this vicinity,
tnd I could once have added woodcock to the list, but for
some reason unknown to the writer, this bird has completely deserted its old haunts this last season.
-*»»snipe,

r,

k

REVIEW OF

A.

YEAR'S EFFORTS.—

WHAT ADVANCE HAVE WE MADE?

Summer is past and the rod, gun, and
are, for a while laid aside, it seems
basket
collecting
proper we should review the Summer's work, and every
made, whether in the field, in the
effort that has been
forest, by the stream, or in the study, and see if in any-

NOW that

thing

the

we have advanced.

with angling. There is no disputing the
that every year adds much to our stock of knowledge
in this art, also that there is yet much to be learned. None
e&n he blinded to the fact, that the art is not only a gentle
If we
art, but that it is
fast advancing to a refined one.
continue thus to advance, the day is not far distant when
..angling will become a fashionable pastime for both sexes,
Well! let that day come
especially for the higher classes.
quickly, for angling facilities will then be increased in pro-

We commence

fact,

then become fashionable to have fish prestreams and lakes, until all our waters
stock
to
shall yield a tribute to the enterprise of the people and
give room for many thousand anglers.
portion.

serves

It will

and

we have made

advance during the
Jyear: We have become more familiar with what we have,
'Vdmore qualified to decide which is best and most suitable
We think it is now demonstrated
waters.
f for different
Jtliat the split bamboo rod, is the rod of rods for trout angImg; but that an eight ounce rod of this character is too
light for bass fishing; certainly it is for our Western lakes.
-'There we often hook two, and sometimes three black bass
i'M one cast.
And then we are likely at any moment to
In
itch on to a twenty or twenty-five pound pickerel.
either case, with an eight ounce rod, one may make up his
nund to devote the rest of the day to landing his fish. A
In angling goods

f

i

;'

'i

li

this
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bamboo or Japanese, with lancewood tip, we bebe the most comfortable and safest bass rod ever
used.
As to hooks, we believe that about all anglers will
agree in saying that the Sproat and O'Shaugnessy are two
of the best hooks ever invented.
We prefer the former for
all bait and fly hooks, and the latter for spoons,
spinners,
and artificial minnows. In lines, the fine waterproof silk
are the best on the stream, and the braided linen for lake and
sea.
In flies there has been but little change; however, we
are learning some important lessons: First, that many styles
made with no resemblance to anything that flies, creeps, or
swims, proves to be very successful. Second, that hackles
or palmers are after all the standard flies, and had we no
others, these would be sufficient.
Every year we are more
and more inclined to the hackle flies, and now provide
ourselves with a greater variety than ever before. In
bass flies there is this advance: they are in greater
demand, and more have used them the last year than ever
before. The fly should be large and gaudy and shotted
for deep fishing; in shallow water use the same as trout
flies.
We trust all have learned these simple lessons. If
they have, then we have gained something. It is gratifying to see that very few now prefer bait fishing. Fly angling is practiced now more than at any time before in our
history.
As a consequence light and delicate tackle has
been in greater demand the past season. Thus we are
making greater advances in the gentle art.
Field Sports. In field sports we have also gained
much. Certainly in the breed of our dogs we have made
great advances, and in time the pure bloods will entirely
displace the mongrels whose numbers are legion. The
jointed

lieve to

—

bench shows and

continued, will create a unstrains.
Again, in a very
few years we shall not be under the necessity of importing dogs.
shall have them of our own breeding.
The demand for the best dogs is constantly on the increase,
and the few who have been instrmental in introducing and
breeding in this country the pure strains, are entitled to
great credit, and should be encouraged by every lover of a
good dog. As to the treatment of the diseases to which
dogs are subject, we in this locality feel that we have
made no advancement. About one dozen of our most valuable local bird dogs have succumbed to the distemper the
last season. Mayhew's or Stonehenge's treatment proved of
no avail, neither was the skill of our best physicians sufficient to save them.
The first attack seemed to be par
Under this they went down at first,
ralysis of the spine.
and it was impossible to raise them to their feet again. It
is humbling to us as dog fanciers, that we could not save
our valued servants. But not only here, but all over the
country, we hear of many dogs dying with this complaint.
Therefore it is plain to see that a new treatment must be

iversal

demand

field trials,

if

for the purest

We

found or a specific discovered.
Guns. In guns there has been this progress: The breech
loader has steadily advanced and occupied the whole
countrjr so that in a very short time theie will not be a
single muzzle loader left save'as the relic of along and illusIt seems to me, among many lessons we have
trio us career.
learned regarding improvements in guns, there is one very
important one, ms: that our own American guns can be

—

,

made equal

to the

we can

that

true

be&t in the

furnish

a

world. Now if it is
of our own manu-

gun

facture as good as the guns we have been in the
habit of importing, then it is an advance of which every
American should feel proud. The choke bore question is yet
in abeyance and although s ome of our best sportsmen are
using them their superiority, except for trapshooting, is not,
,

we

think, unquestionably demonstrated. [Infixed
tion and in all shooting apparatus there have been
improvements. Our cartridges, powder, sho t,

ammuniimmense
hunting

and our camp

equipage, are equal to the imported.
It is unnecessary to particularize, but in all these Ihings
our achievements have been very great and very satissuits,

factory.

—

that the enterprise kas
cannot set any bounds to
it accomplishments, and it is gratifying to see that almost
every State in the Union is waking up and now beginning
If the members
to comprehend its value and magnitude.
of our various State Legislatures have been reading and
observing men during the last year, we may hope for
ample appropiations to carry on the work during the year
We expect to see, yet in our day, fresh water
to come.
fishes more abundant than was ever known before in the

a century.

become national

in character,

we

history of the world.

Game Laws and Protective Societies.—It

is

yet im-

possible to estimate the value of the various game laws
the States have already given us. But this much we can
say, thus far, they are working out a great good, and if
the States shall unite, as they ought, and give us co-opera-

laws, with extreme penalties for violations, it
what the country, even at this late day, has

will be just

come

to

demand.

more

and we are only astonished that
comprehended by the sports-

fully

men and by the people. Strange it is that all sportsmen in the country cry out for a game laws; yet there are
many places where sportsmen are many, in which a sportsmen's club or a protective society cannot be found, or does
ndt exist. Until Congress or the States adopt such a
system as will hold the officers, in a degree, accountable for the violations of

protective laws,

we must form

and rely upon our own efforts.
It seems to me that a part of our business should be this
Winter to induce the legislatures not only to give us pro-

societies for this purpose,

per game laws, but to provide for the faithful execution
But if sportsmen will have a little more reof the same.
spect for each other, and unite to elevate and execute,
must not tire in this work.
great will be the result.

We

We

have made great advances the last year, but we shall do
more than this, if we unite for action. Again, it is encouraging that this subject has become national aud internaAnd we apprehend that the International Associational.
tion for Protecting Game and Fish will accomplish a work
which will astonish us by and bye. Societies auxiliary to
this should be found all over the country, whose mission
should be the protection and study of game and fish. Before our work is accomplished we shall, no doubt meet
with many discouraging results, but w e have advanced,
and shall still advance.
7

—

Natural History. It is gratifying to see that every
year the study of this branch of our out-dcor pursuits is
more and more attracting the attention of sportsmen. To
the naturalist sportsmen we are greatly indebted for very
much that we know regarding the habits of our game and
fish, and we have reason to expect much more from them
Again, it is gratifying to see that the masses
in the future.
are beginning to respect the sportsmen and naturalist.
well remember, and not many years ago, when we returned
from the fields and streams burdened not only with game,
but curious creeping and flying creatures, singular things
animate and inanimate, that we were made the laughing
stock for almost a whole community, and men said, "he
had better throw his collection out of the window and do
something more useful." Our great field at present seems
to be to study more fully the habits of our food fishes, for
the more thoroughly we understand this subject the more
successful we shall be in fish protection
For the next year
let us all see how much we can learn regarding the habits
of our fish, and having learned, let us report, that all may
share in the knowledge we have gained.

We

.

Literature and the Press.— Who among us does
when he sees all around him the good effects

not feel elated

of the press, our special advocates.
It is impossible to
estimate its value, not only to us as a class, but to the
whole people. How feomes it that Legislatures and the
best of our people begin to open their eyes, and are making

haste to help us in our efforts to protect and increase the
supply of game! How comes it that the secular press begins to notice us, occasionally copying an article from our

papers! It all comes because of the existence and wide
spread influence of the Forest and Stream and kindred
papers. The former is doing more to win the secular press
and the people to our favor than all else besides. What
we have gained in this respect the last year is astonishing.

What we want now, is also the influence of the local press,
and we think the time has now come when it is demanded
of every secular paper in the land to devote at least a small
portion of its space to this kind of news and to the advocacy of fish culture, games laws, and protective societies,
and also to encourage and laud the efforts of those engaged
in these pursuits.
If they will do this we shall have but
little difficulty in obtaining and enforcing all the protective
laws we demand or require.

Now,

in conclusion, let us say to our colaborers, during
come let us make a greater effort to learn, and

improve upon everything, and above all, to see what
to encourage and sustain our literature, for
without this medium our hopes and aims are hopeless.
Again, let us see what can be done to induce our local
press to aid us in our efforts to create a public and popular
sentiment in favor of game laws and game protection;
against poachers and pot fishers; and in favor of gentlemen sportsmen and humble naturalists.
Lake City, Minnesota.
D. C. Estes, M. D.
to

we can do

Now

last quarter of

game

of good,

the year to

Is it not wonderful how long we have
Fish Culture
been in learning the simplicity and value of increasing the
supply of food fishes. Again, it is wonderful to what exWhat we have already
tent this enterprise can be.carried.
accomplished is but the beginning of an immense public
work, which is certainly the greatest enterprise of this age.
Our depleted and heretofore barren waters will soon teem
with unnumbered millions of edible fish, proving a greater
blessing to the masses than any other discovery of the

tive

immense amount
their value is not

The good
the laws we

results

—The
prising

Toronto Weekly"C7fofo? has just undergone a surand most creditable metamorphosis. By one single-

effort of exceptional enterprise

ble In every respect.

which have followed

already have, are apparent to
the execution of
every observer. But, have as many game laws as we desire, they will be void, or almost useless/without the aid of
protective societies to enforce them. These are doing an

it

has quite outstripped the.

whole of its Canadian contemporaries, and now appears in
a form and character that would do credit to the best journals printed in the United States.
The Provinces of the
"Dominion" have never been distinguished in their journalism, most of the papers being laggard in news, primitive in their letter-press and form, and decidedly unmetropolitan in every aspect.
Quite recently the Montreal
Gazette adopted the folio sheet, and is now greatly improved and quite creditable to the chief city of Canada.
The Globe, however, eclipses it, appearing as a twenty page
paper, printed with exquisite typographical taste, and including a great variety of departments that meet the requirements of a mixed constituency and render it accepta-

Camp Life

-*-

in Florida.— Editors of newspapers who
have not received copies of this seasonable book for review
and wishing them, will oblige us by notifying us to that
effect.

FOREST AND STREAM.
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Florida. After two weeks of stormy weather, the sun
shone out on the 10th instant, to the delight of the inhabitants and sojourners in the "Land of Flowers." Friday morning early there could be discerned a glistening
white frost, covering the grass in many places.
The St. John's railway is now running four trains a day
each way between Tocoi and St. Augustine.
St. James Hotel at Jacksonville has nearly one hundred
guests, and the other hotels are doing well.
The tide of
permanent settlers is drifting towards Marion County,

which contains some of the

The

Florida.

richest land in the

residents give visitors a

State of

warm welcome.

The St Augustine Press completed its fifth year on the
11th December, and in a review of the period since 1869 it

—

Forest and Stream Badges. The sixth contest for
Forest and Stream badges, took place Thursday,
December 16th, 1875, at Conlin's Shooting Gallery, 930
Broadway. The conditions were as usual, viz: ten shots,
off hand range, 110 feet, 200 yards target reduced in proportion for distance, Wimbledon rules. The winners were,
L. C. Bruce, first badge; score, 44; "Centre" badge, by L.
V. Bone for the second time, scoie, 39; "Inner" badge, by
The following is a sumJ. O. Wright, with a score of 30.
mary of the six competitions for the Forest and Stream
the

badges

:

COMPETITION NO.

that time, the only hotel receiving visitors was a
small portion of the present Florida House, and capable
This was all the hotel
of accommodating about 40 guests.
accommodation that was required for the visitors of the
Winter of 1869. There were several boarding houses, but
their accommodating capacity was limited.
Probably,
that season, the total number of guests in St. Augustine,
did not exceed 500, all together. Last year, 1875, the
number of visitors reached nearlv, if not quite, 10,000.
This is but a simple illustration of the great advance St.
Augustine has made in five years, in all branches of trade,
and the rise in real estate has been of a corresponding
character.
Property which could be bought in 1869 for
"[), to-day is worth and will bring $5,000."

"At

"

—Prof. Robt. Bell, of the Dominion Survey, has just
completed the seventh year of his explorations in that extensive region lying between Lake Huron and James Bay.
The territory comprises many millions of acres, and is
found to abound in Huronian rocks which are rich in meValuable distalic ores and other economic minerals.
coveries of copper, iron, serpentine, soapstone, etc. have
been made. Coal exists in large quantities to the northward of this great Huronian area, and gympsum along the
lower part of Moose River. Fish were not found to be
generally abundant in the lakes and streams passed over,
nor in the southern part of James' Bay; and game was
very scarce except around the shores of the bay in the
,

Badge.
1—Win. Klein
42
2— C. A Cheever..44
3—Thomas Lloyd.. 44
4—W. B. Farwell,. 45

Hentz
8.

Center Badge.
G. W. Hamilton. .<0

1st

R.Wiley

....39
....40

A. Marsh

Inner Badge.
J E. Whitlev
G. W. Smith.
C. Blackie

LeBreton
Snook, E.
30
30

John Ross Browne, the famous American

traveler, died

Oakland, California, last week. Mr.
Browne traveled over the greater part of the United States,
and very extensively in Europe, Asia, and Africa. Having acquired a fair ability as a sketcher, he made pictures
of whatever struck his fancy. The result was the publication of a number of humorous works, which attained
wide popularity. Among them may be mentioned "Yusef,
or the Journey of the Fangi; a Crusade in the East;"
"Washoe," which grew out of an inspection of the new
mining regions of the Pacific, under an appointment from
at his residence in

"An American Family

the Government;

in

Germany;"

The Land of Thor" and "The Apache Country." In 1868,
Mr. Browne was appointed Minister to China, which post
he held for two years. He was fifty-eight years of age.

The

L. C. Bruce..... 40
L. V. Sone
40
39
L. V. Sone

O. E.

Dnnn

formed under the title of
the Virginia and North Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock
Association, and the following officers were elected A. M.
Bowman, of Augusta county, President; First Vice President, R. T. Fulghum, Raleigh, 1ST. C. Second Vice President, Dr. L. R. Dickinson, Richmond; Third Vice President, V. M. Firor, Charlestown, West Virginia; Fourth
:

Virginia and North Carolina.

Camp Life

in

Florida.— Of our new book

the Albany

Journal says:

"We have already noticed this admirable volume on
Florida, and the more we read of it the better we like it.
It contains valuable information for every one, but it is especially valuable and interesting to the angler and sportsman; for it shows Florida to be a very paradise for these
No one should go to that 'happy hunting ground'
classes.
without

this

volume with him."
-**-»—

Forest and Stream

We find

it

finds its

drawn to its
which enables

way to our

table regularly.

claimed for it. It has
columns a corps of learned contributors,

invaluable for

all

that

is

editors to present to their readers a jour-

its

nal unexcelled in

its

specialty.

Philadelphia Farmer's Jour-

nal.

—In

the East River, the other day, a sea gull was so
it had caught, that it was run

persistent in securing a fish

comers. Distance, 100 yards; position, off-hand; entrance
50 cents. There were 102 entries. One-half the entrance
money was divided between the first, fifth, tenth, fifteenth
and twentieth best scores. The winners were: Herman
Funke, Jr., score, 24 out of a possible 25; W. B. Farwell,
score, 28, but as no prize was given for second best, his
shooting was too good for second prize, for which there
was a tie between C. C. Harris and J. L, Allen, which was
shot off and won by Mr. Allen. For the third and fourth
prizes there were ties between T. C. Banks, R. Rathbone,
F. Backofen, J. L. Allen, A. J. Holcombe, and M. J.
Duffy, which has not yet been decided. There being no
limit to entries, Mr. Farwell came in for fifth prize, on a
second entry, with a score of 20. Wednesday the 29th the
second subscription match will take place.

PIellwig's

Gallery.— The

third competition shooting

lying position for a gold medal, a rifle, Remington
model, and a Colt's new model revolver, took place at
Hellwig's new gallery, No. 273 Eighth avenue, Dec 15. The
following are the winners: A. B. Vanheusen, first prize,
46; D. L. Beckwith, second prize, 40; J. McGlensey, third
All below twenty one not counted.
piize, 30.
.

Miley's Gallery, Brooklyn.— At the tournament for
the benefit of St. Peter's Hospital, now being carried on
following are the best targets as yet
Conditions, ten shots string measurement. Mayo
Fulton, 6 5-16; John Burns, 6f James F. Halligan, 7£;
P. Cadden, 7£; James Connors, 8f; T. J. McCabe, 9;
Owen McShane, 11 1-16 P. Baker, 10 15-16; A. Dougherty,
at

this gallery, the

made:

;

;

10 11-16; J. S. Case, 1011-16; P. H.McMahon,10 1516; J.
H. Dougherty, 13 15-16. The shooting will continue every

Monday and Friday from
The first prize is
1876.

2 to 12 P. M., until January

7,

a cup from the Turf, Fie'd and
Col. B. E. Valentine, and the

third Mr. Miley presents.

—

MoiiSEMEKE. On Friday last the members of the Yonkers Rifle Associatian held their fifth competition in the
Mr. Langram made the highest
marksman's match.
score yet accomplished in this match. The following are

,

—

A very appropriate present for a friend addicted to
the soothing influence of the weed, may be obtained at C.
Stehr's, 347 Broome street, dealer in meerschaum pipes
and cigar holders.

—Sunflowers prove to be the most perfect preventive
against chills and fever that has yet been tried.

—Some New York

engravers are trying the
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following result:—
Name.
A.F.Kloee

The Yonkers riflemen have declined the challenge of the
American Bifle Association, of Mount Vernon, on the
terms proposed by that organization, at least for the present
season, but are thinking of shooting a match with the
Chicago team, by telegraph, but have not fully decided on
By the use of the Geiger boards no bullseyes on the
it.
wrong target are now possible.
programme

Rifle Association

have

for Christmas Day, Saturday next.

Twelve prizes are distributed in the different matches,
which will consist of an all-comers' match, a ladies" match,
a subscription match, and the De Peyster Badge match.
distance for all the matches will be 300 yards, shooting off-hand. The matches will commence promptly at
10:30 A. M., and close at 4 P. M.
Trains leave Grand Central Depot, New York, New
Haven and Hartford Railroad, for Pelhamville, at 9:05 A.
M. ? 10:05 A. M., 12 M. and 2:20 P. M.; return at 12:30 P.
M., 2:25 P, M., 5:15 P. M., and 8 P. M. Stages will run
from depot to range on arrival of trains.

The

31
31

13

200 yards.
26

500 yards.

Total.
45

19

high.

fifty feet

—A

rifle club to be known
as the Elgin
Club, has been formed at Elgin with the
following officers: O. Chisholm, Esq., President; Frank
Leman, Vice-President; J. S. Dumser, Secretary and
Treasurer; Executive Committee E. Hancock, M. S.

Illinois.

Amateur

liifle

—

Moulton, Charles Lightner, D, M. Turner, and M. D. E.
Lull.
Last week Major Fulton visited the Club and
participated in a

match gotten up

for the occasion.

The

distance was 500 yards, and the Major made a long succession of bullseyes.
Of the other participants Mr. D. W.

Rogers' score of 21 out of a possible 25 was the best.

Intercollegiate Rifte Matches.

— With regard to our

proposed badge for a match to be shot by undergraduates of
American colleges we have received the following letter.—
Harvard College, Dec. 15th, 1875.
Editok Forest and Stream:—
In regard to our rifle club here, of which I am a member, I am afraid
your generous proposition to present a cup to be shot for by colleses,
with military rifles, will not meet with much encouragement here, as
we all use sporting rifles, and our aim is to become good shots with
them. I am happy to say that at last a great deal of interest is taken in
the club, and that it is to be formed in the Spring beyond a doubt. We
have had several trial shots best score, 40 out of a possible 50, at 300
Yours,
R. Tallant.
yards, off-hand, but hope to do better.

—

the objects which governed us in naming military
the equality under which the contestants would
be likely to shoot, and because we conceive it to be proper
that the use of the military rifle in large institutions should

One of
was

rifles

be encouraged in preference to that of a purely sporting
weapon. At Amherst, and we believe some of the other
colleges, military drill is practiced, and it would add greatly
to the effectiveness of our volunteer force if it was made
a part of the curriculum in all institutions of learning.
of a military

rifle

would not prevent the

from using any other weapon for amusement or

so

yards.

Ifi

16
15
15
14
15

—

™

—

40
87
37
38
35
35
33
82
32
32
32
32

The riflemen of Auburn claim to'have a natural rifle
range with a dead level of 1,000 yards and a natural bluff

We

range. Some of the "Glen Drakes" should go over.
Christmas will be a gala day at Morsemere. Besides the
Harris Trophy mentioned above, a match will also be shot
between members of the Yonkers team Major Shonnard,
A. H. Jocelyn, L. M. Ballard and H. J. Quinn on one side,
against Capt. Smythe, H.L. Garrison, G. L. Morse and Dr.
Perry on the other. Conditions: forty shots each at 500

41

17
McComb
24
31
The California Guard Light Battery have been entrusted
with the charge of the Gatling Battery which has replaced
the old Parrott guns belonging to the State.

on

this

19
19
17
17
J5
16

General

AR
46

the tapis at this range is that for the
"Harris Trophy," a beautifully mounted Sharps rifle, presented by Mr. G. L. Harris, of New York. The conditions
are twenty shots for each contestant at 300 yards; this
range being selected so as to put outsiders on an equality
with the Yonkers riflemen, the latter never having shot at

18

Mr. Klose, President of the Shooting Club, invited Gen.
to try a match, to dedicate the range, with the

48

A6

24
17

McComb

The use
51

.4 4 £ 5

jv00

55

f

*....

Beaver

riflemen
practice.

should be glad to hear the sentiments of college men
our badge, and stand ready to

this subject as applied to

amend

the conditions as to

make them

satisfactory to the

greatest number.

The next match on

issued a

-4-M»

magnolia as a substitute lor boxwood,

the scores:
Geo. Langram.

Glen Drake. —The American

over by a ferry boat and drowned.

Sirae

Creedmoor Jr. 100 yard range, a Subscription
Match was shot on Wednesday Dec. 15th, open to all

;

Vice President, Dr. E. C. Withers, Danville, Va.; Fifth
Vice President, W. S. Thorn, Wythe county; H. Theodore
Ellyson, Richmond, Secretary and Treasurer. Mr. Ellyson is one of the proprietors of the Richmond Dispatch,
one of the ablest journals in the South. This new association will doubtless be of much benefit to the States of

Robertson

A.t

17
23
18
19
18
20
17
lb
16
17
17
18
16
18

T

J.

takes place Thursday, December, 23, commencing at 4 P.
M. All are cordially invited to participate in the contest.

—

H

Smith, C.

N

Sherman
McElhenney

Waydell
30
Blydenburgh..30
J. O. Wright
3q
fifth competition for the Turf, Field and Farm cups

5—D.L.Beckwith..44
6— L. C. Brace. ...44

Farm; the second, from

— An association has just been

Mailer,

,...30

in

Autumn.

San Francisco.— The National Guard Shooting Club
held a monthly competition for their medals last week.
The range of this club is located at San Bruno, where bulkheads have been fitted up for two targets at 200 yards, one
at 500 yards, one at 600 yards, and one a 1,000 yards.
Everything has been done to enable the markers to indicate the shots with the greatest facility.
Adjoining
this range the Union Guard, Co. A. Second Infantry, have
established a range, with bulkheads for targets at 200 and
500 yards, and the ground surveyed for a bulkhead at 1,000
yards.
This range was inaugurated on the same day.
The scores made by the Nationals were as follows, there
being five shots at each distance:
Name.
200 yards.
500 yards.
Total

-*+»•*»

THE USE OF THE

.

STRAP.

Hamilton, Ont., December 13, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I inclose you a card of myself, lying down in the position of shooting,
with a strap attached to the rifle and around my knee, the object of
which is not for a brace, or to steady the rifle, but simply to receive the
Now, my opinion is,
recoil on the knee instead of any other part.
according to the various positions which riflemen are permitted to shoot
in now, that the nee of the strap is just as fair as the use of a pad on the
butt, or anything else that would tend to make it easier to shoot. But

we will take it for granted that the strap might be objected to; the
individual using it might go to work and get a stock made with a curve
on it to fit the knee, which would answer the same purpose, which I
I don't think couid be objected to, as there is no law which prohibits
any pattern of stock which a rifleman may choose being uped. For
example, take the pistol stock: it is a recent invention, and of course is
an advantage, otherwise it would not be so generally used, and no objection was ever raised against it. But I am of the opinion that all
those positions where the barrel of the rifle rests on any part of the
"
body are unfair, and that the intention or definition of "Any Position
ia
strictly, that no part of the barrel should rest beyond where it
supported by the left hand, when shootins from the shoulder, because
stone, a
if it does, it ie simply a solid rest, and might as well rest on a
stump, or anything else. And as for nerve, the most nervous individual
of steel.
is just as good in that position as the individual with a nerve
not
This brings the whole matter down to who has got the best rifle, and

means

Assoa test of men at all. Again, I understand that the National Rifle
position
ciation disallow sshooting with the Military rifle in the back
Why is this? Because 1 believe there are numbers of men who could
necessary
not by any means twine themselves into tbe knots which it is
shooting
to do to hold the rifle perfectly steady, and of course those men
against
in the front position would be at a great disadvantage shooting
on
men whose peculiar formation of body enabled them to shoot lying
Rifle Associatheir back or side. I think the executive of the National
But I know
tion of New York acted very wisely in enacting this rule.
than I
many of your readers are more conversant with the subject
using the
am, and I would like to hear their opinions on it. As to
on it
ramrod for a rest it could very easily be done, by having a hinge
out
pulled
be
could
IS
required.
might
be
it
half-way, or where
muzzle
when shooting and test on the ground, or stuck in so that the

— ——

—

—

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
would rest perfectly steady; but that would be opposed to the rule
which says, " No part of the rifle must rest on the ground, the ramrod

Yours

being a part.

Jambs Adams.

truly,

maica road,

[We think that our correspond ent errs in his remark
that the lying positian brings all riflemen on an equality,
and that the shooting becomes merely a test of rifles. At
the distances at which the prone position is allowed the
nicest judgment as to elevation and allowance for wind is
As

far as the use of the strap is concerned,
published in our issue of the 9th inst., upon the au-

required.

we

known

thority of a well

riflemen the following remarks:

"In the case of a military or other rifle having a sling,
there would be no objection to twisting it around the arm
In Russell on "Rifle Practice" menor knee in firing.
tion is made of a well known shot, who fired while sitting
with the sling of his rifle around his left arm ana knee.
Still, the sling must be used as a sling only, and as attached
To use a Creedmoor rifle not made for a sling
to the rifle.
when firing lying down, by attaching a strap to the trigger
guard, and passing a loop at the other end on the foot, as
shown in the photograph, is not using it as a sling, but. as
an entirely distinct apparatus, equivalent to an artificial
I do" not think it would be allowed at Creedmoor."
rest.

For our

own

part

we look upon

the increased use or

desire for adventitious aids in rifle shooting, as

perservered

if

in,

likely to result in

— Whether artillery practice on

wrong, and
Ed.

much harm.

the Creedmoor principle

exactly within our scope we are not prepared to state;
but our National Guard are following out what the volun-

is

teer service

has been doing for some time in England.

We

give place, then, to the following, taken from our exchan"The new Parrott Rifle battery of the Twentieth
ges:

Brigade at Elmira, has started an artillery Creedmoor of
There are four sections in the
its own, at 1,200 yards.
battery, and they commenoed practice Nov. 11th, at 1,200
yards, targets twelve feet square, bullseye three feet by six

each section firing twelve shots in a high cross wind.
The result of the practice was as follows: Section I
seven outers, five misses; Section II one bullseye, four
one bullseye, six outers,
outers, five misses; Section III
One bullseye, five outers, six missix misses; Section IV
The examaple sefby Captain Walker's battery is one
ses.
In militia artillery accuracy of fire is the first
to follow.
thing requisite, and by no means impossible of attainment.

feet,

—

—The

—

—

removal of Sharps

rifle

works from Hartford

to

Bridgeport will be completed about the 1st of next FebruThe new works in that city are located about a mile
ary.
west of the railroad depot, and include three buildings, all
The main building is 250 by 40 feet, four stories
of brick.
and a half high. The blacksmith shop is 160 by 40 feet,

The cartridge shop (including store room)
and one story high.
—The scores made by the members of the Yonkers Rifle
Club have not yet been beaten.

one story high.
is

40 by 70 feet,

imn* j§xg nnd %nn.

GAME

IN

SEASON IN DECEMBER.

Moose, Alee American™.
Elk or Wapisi, Cervus Canadensis.
Red Deer, Cervus Virginianus.
Caribou. Rangifer caribou.
Hares, Lewrince.

Pigeon Shooting.—Ira A. Paine and Miles Johnson

Wild Turkey, Meleagris gaMomwh
Huffed Grouse, Bonasa utnbellus.
Pinnated Grouse, Cupidonia cupido.
Quail, Ortyx Virginianus.
Wild Ducks, Anatina.

Monday last, at Dexter Park, on the JaLong Island. The conditions of the match

shot a match on

were, to shoot at seventy-five single rises, each to furnish
half the birds, for $250 a side, English rules, twenty-seven
and a half yards rise. The match resulted in favor of
Paine by the following score:
Paine-l 011101111 1001111 Johnson— 1111111111101

llllllOOlOllllllllOlllllllllOlllOlOHOOllOlll
1111 111 11) 01 1001 11 110

0110 11111 1— Killed

56;

1010101 100111000 10011
1111110 11 1—Killed 50;

111

missed II

jmissed 20

16.

— Capt.

Bogardus has accepted the challenge of Mr.
John G. Clark, Jr., of Dallas, Texas, to go to that State
and shoot a field match at quails. The champion also
publishes a counter challenge to Mr. Clark, inviting him
come to Illinois and shoot a*match at prairie chickens.

to

-^',*-

MOOSE

THE MEGANTIC

IN

BASIN.

December 6th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
After the thaw here November 25th and 26 h the weather suddenly
chanfied cold, and bade fair to make a hard crust on the snow, favorable
for hunting moose. On the evening of the 27th the writer and a friend
from Long Island stood at the railway station in Robinson anxiously
awaiting French's team to convey us to Scotston. After a pleasant drive
of an hour and a half we reached Scotston, where we found Archie MacDonald, who was to accompany us as guide and trail leader. Early the
next morning we drove up the Megantic road to a camp situated at
the base of the northeastern part of the mountain, built by Messrs. Low
and Pierrepoint, of your city. The first day we hunted in the swamps
and over the spruce ridges north and east of the camp, but saw no signs
of either moose or deer. The next morning we crossed over the mountain into the busin, where we soon found a moose yard, but there was
little or no crust on the snow, which was at least two and a half feet
deep, which made it impossible to run them with our dogs, or to still
hunt them successfully, as our snow shoes would sink into tin snow with
a crackling sound at every step we took. This would alarm them, and
keep us from getting a shot. We however satisfied ourselves that there
are an abundance of moose in the upper parts of the basin. The low
alder flats along the brook is one immense deer yard. We there shot a
Should there be a heavy fall of snow,
fat buck to replenish our larder.
or a thaw, and settle the present snow, so that it would be possible to
use dogs, there could be some rare sport had in that basin befoi e the
close season (February 1st) commences. In croseiug over the mountain
from the camp we mounted a peak to the left of the trail, where we had
one of the finest views imaginable of the surrounding wilderness. North
and east of us lay a long stretch of level country, dotted with small
whose waters must be teeming with speckled beauties, and many
of them as yet unvisited by the "knights of the rod." Nearly due north
we could see Nicolet Mountain, and to the right of it, and farther away,
the St. Francis. Both mountains are near lakes of the same name. In
the east were seen the boundary mountains, with lakes Megantic and
Spider at their base. "Under our feet, at the south, we had a birdseye
view of the basin, with the main mountain in the rear for a high backlakes,

ground. At the west we caught occasional glimpses of the Salmon
River, near the "still waters, 11 and back of the river the forests of Ditton
and Newport, with the eastern township mountains in the far distance.
I must again protest against parties who come here from New York or
elsewhere paying those that they employ here such exhorbitant prices.
This was a cheap country for sportsmen, and woula remain so if you
New Yorkers would refrain from pajing Adirondack prices. A man
here is willing to work with his team for three dollars, and you come
here and pay him ten dollars, and also pay the men who act as guides
two dollars, when they u*ed to be well satisfied with one dollar or a dolYou may be able and willing to pay ?uch
lar and a quarter per day.
prices, but in so doing you do a great injury to us brother sportsmen
who are not able to pay such fancy figures, for after you have establshed
such rates we must either pay them or abandon our old sporting grounds.
Perhaps you are not aware of the cheapness of labor here in this district,
or perhaps you have been imposed upon by those whom you have employed. If the latter is the case please inform me of it, and we will try
Stanstead.
and remedy the matter at once.
P. S.— We christened the peak where we had our view "Hot Draft
Peak, 11 as a strong current of warm air issued from a crevice in the
rocks near the top.
S.

We

emphatically endorse the protest of our friend, which
not without cause. We recall an in^iame tint came under our personal observation on the piazza at Paul S.uith's,
u Moses, here!" called
in the Adirondacks, three years ago.
sportsman
of
wealth to his guide
out a prominent Brooklyn
who was passing, "if you'll drive a deer into the lake for
the Judge to-morrow morning I'll give you $20!" The
Judge sat near, and was doubtless pleased with the attention of his friend, the guides were tickled by the liberality,
the impecunious were awe struck by the display of wealth
that could afford so great a largess, the greenhorns gaped
in admiration at the prowess of the hunter, the latter enjoyed the opportunity to patronize the judge and to have
his vanity gratified, the dogs liked the run, and in fact
everybody was happy except the poor fawn (as it proved),
which took the water and yielded the ghost in the scorching month of July. Ed.

is

Game in Market.— The supply is still more scarce than
should be for the season, the receipts of Western game
being extremely limited and prices continuing high. Ruffed
grouse sell for $1.25 per pair, while prairie chickens are
worth $1.50; quail bring $3 to $3.50 per dozen, mostly
Long Island birds; canvas backs are higher than when last
quoted, say $2.50 to $3.50 per pair. There are no red
it

heads in market, unless it be a few refrigerated birds. The
supply of ducks during the week from the Chesapeake
and Currituck has been limited; at the latter place gunners
say there are plenty of birds, but that the weather has been
too mild to bring them inside, and consequently there is

Mallards are worth $1 to $1.25;
"flighting,"
$1.25; widgeon, 75 cents to $1; black ducks, 75
to $1; broad bills, 60 cents; teal, very scarce at 75 cents to
$1; geese, 75 cents to $1.25 each; hares, 75 cents per pair:
but

little

brant,

rabbits, 50 cents; venison, 25 to

—A party from Mineville,

30 cents per pound.

Essex County,

killed in the North Woods, four deer,
to 275 pounds each.

K Y.

:

whose weight ranged

Recoil Check for Guns.— This is an invencheck the backward blow of a gun by

tion intended to

neutralizing the effect of the recoil" through the medium
of a spring.
Providing that the result would not be to
lessen the penetration of the gun the idea is a good one.

The

illustration in

principle

our advertising columns explains the

upon which

it

#»»

—
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THE

.

ADIRON-

DACKS.

recently

from 200

A New

.

STILL HUNTING

acts.

—At

the November meeting of the Board of Supervisors,
Green County, New York, a resolution was passed,
making it unlawful to kill rail or expose them for sale
between the 1st of January and 20th September, under
penalty of $25 for each bird. This excellent provision
was secured through the influence of prominent sportsmen
of Catskill, and will meet with general approval.
of

—Messrs. Burwell (proprietors of the Ondawa hotel,
Schroon Lake Village), Pardo, and several other gentlemen, have just returned from a hunting excursion to Crane
Pond, where they enjoyed glorious sport for several days.
But think of camping out when mercury stands 20° below
zero! They brought out several deer, numerous ruffed
grouse, and other small game.

Springfeu), Mass., Dec. 12th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I have received a letter from Mr. Fenton, of No. Four, Adirondacks,
dated Dec. 6th, in which he narrates a hunting adventure which, I think,
would be interesting to the numerous sportsmen who read your valuable
paper. We quote:—
"There has not been much hunting since I wrote yon, but J have been
out just three days and bagged three deer— I am mistaken, I have been
hunting four deys; it took me two days to kill one. The first day I
In about a week from that day there came
killed a three-year old buck.
another favorable time for still hunting; the wind howled through the
woods, the trees clashed together, and the snow fell thick and fast. I
crossed the lake and entered the woods in search of new tracks of deer.
I traveled rapidly for two hours, when T came upon a buck's fresh tracks
where he had just risen from his bed and gone slowly on, feeding as he
went. 1 advanced cautiously, being confident that he was not far away.
I soon ran on to him, and as he raised his head I brought my rifle to my
shoulder and fired rather quickly. He wheeled at a light angle and made
a few quick bounds and stopped short. I brought the other barrel to
bear upon him, but he was too quick for me, for he sprang just as I
drew the trigger, and the ball passed harmlessly by him; he only made
a few jumps and then halted again. Ahl then if I only had had a
breech loader, I could load up again, but he was off. I felt sure ef him,
for the first shot must have given him his death wound. I struck across
the angle to his track, expecting to find blood on the snow where he ran,
but what was my chagrin to find none. What did it mean? It can't be
possible that I missed the first shot. I went back to where he stood,
and found some hair that the ball had cut from his side and carried it
twelve feet beyond, and never drew blood. But I soon found another
traek, made about an hour previous, which I took and followed perhaps

—

buck
one mile when, as I came over the brow of a hill, I met a monster
coming up the hill not fifty yards away. He looked much surprised to
quickly
see such a looking object as I was, and eyed me keenly. I
he
brought my rifle to bear on the point of his shoulder and fired; but.
was too massive for the penetrative powers of my rifle, for the bullet
smashed against his shoulder and was torn into a dozen pieces, breakthe naing the shoulder bone, but penetrating no deeper. When I saw
He
ture of the wound I knew I should have a hard hunt to get him.
made no halt for a mile, when he laid down. I saw him and prepared to
give him another shot, but he anticipated my kindness and sprang to
his feet and made away at the top of his speed, on three legs, as fast as
most deer go on four. He now made for Beaver River, and I expected he
would cross it, but he only went to the edge of the water and ran back
into the woods, where I started him again without seeing him. He now
took directly up the river, and after pursuing him more than half way to
Wardwell's (the distance from No. Four to Wardwell's is eleven miles) I
g^ve up the chase. I had a very serious time in getting home, for darkness came upon me when I was more than two miles from Beaver Lake,
It would take a
It was fearfaily dark and I was completely exhausted.
good mathematician to enumerate the number of my falls. Once I came
to a perpendicular ledge of rocks, and in order to get down I crawled off
on to a tree which grew up from the base of the cliff, and slid down to
the bottom. I reached home at eight o'clock, weary and disheartened
over the misfortunes of the day. The following day, although feeling
foot sore and tired, I started at daybreak for the old fellow's track, six
I started him about a
miles away, which I reached at half past ten
quarter of a mile from where I left him on the previous ni^ht. All hope
died within me when I started him without even seeing him, and I saw
that he ran as fast as on the previous day. I knew that only strategy
could capture him, as it was so noisy under foot that I could not approach him without his quick ear detecting me. I well knew that he
would make for the river, and I pushed on with all possible speed to. see
if I could catch him in the water; but in this I was disappointed, for he
plunged in and got across without my even getting a glimpse of him.
little way above, at a still place in the river, the ice was frozen across
strong enough to bear me. I crossed and kept well back from the river, to
come upon him in an opposite direction from wtiich he was expecting
me. I knew he would soon lie down after he came out of the water, and
.

A

was right, for I soon saw him rise on of his bed and fly at fearspeed through tho woods. Quick as thought I sent a bullet flying
after him, which struck him in the flank and passed forward, causing
him to fall, and after filing four more shots into him, I succeeded in
dispatching him. I have killed no larger deer in a longtime. The
in this I
ful

saddles weighed 105 pounds."
Yours for the woods,

The above method

Frank Bolles,

Jr.

of "still hunting" will receive no re-

monstauce from any sensible person, all hough some of our
correspondents have decried it. It tests the skill, strategy,
endurance, and general knowledge of a hunter more than
any other mode known. Indeed one has to work hard for
his venison.

ANOTHER DEER CHASE.
Savannah, Ga., December 9th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stre a sirSeeing in your paper of the 2d inst. an account of a race between a
locomotive engine and a deer, I thought I would give you an account of
a similar race which happened under my observation. In making one
of my reeular pay trips of this road, and while on the Florida Division,
running at about twenty-five miles per hour, a buck and a doe jumped
on the track just ahead of the engine about seventy -five yards. The
engineer gave chase, increasing speed and gradually gaining on the flying deer. The race was for about a mile, and when we were almost
upon them we came to a small trestle. The buck took one side and the
doe the other, and our train passed between the two at the rate of forty
miles per hour.
C S ansst
.

.
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BREECH LOADERS AND THEIR

AC-

TIONS.
Editor Forest and Stream .—

Boston, Mass., December

10th, 1875.

Judging from the interest exhibited in guns through your columns, a
few words upon the necessary points of the breech loading action may
not be inappropriate. In the number of guns which at different times
I have had the opportunity of examining, and which have betrayed symptoms of determined weakness, it has struck me forcibly that the purchaser, with merely the most common elements of criticism, could have
foreseen that which must prove to be the ultimate weakness of his sun.
In the first place, a breech loading action, to be effective must be upon
a good principle. The numerous improvements and inventions which
have taken place during the last twenty years goto prove that the public
upon the one side seem struggling to secure a breech loader which will
fulfill all requirements, and the inventor, upon the other hand, trying to
cater to the public want. It cannot be doubted but that safety and solidity
seem to have been the first requisites, and, curious to say, when this
necessity was met on the part of the inventor by the introduction of the
double grip, it had not even the support of a patent, the first builder of
the same being Jones, an action tier, who introduced it fifteen years
ago; no one can doubt that for safety and simplicity nothing has yet
superseded the double grip Lefaucheaux.
The next effort seems to have been automatic closing, or the introduction of spring and snap work to secure the barrels to the action.
In this
class of work there seems hardly to bo a mechanical motion but what
has been tried for the purpose mentioned, and few that have been based
upon principles good enough to last above a year or two; in some cases
not even that long. It is in this class of guns that the purchaser requires
to exercise a closer scrutiny, as the incentive

to

make

his

upon

the part of the

maker

guns close with a click limits very much the chances of a

durable gun.
Believing that, in the case of sporting guns, inventions seem to have
culminated in the tipping up or dropping of the barrels as the preferable
method, I confine myself to that principle particularly. One of the first
points to be observed in a breech loader is that -there is a good distance
between the axle upon which the barrels hinge and the face of the action upon which the base of the cartridges rest, and in addition, that the
axle is as close to the plane of the action as is commensurate with the
strength of points upon which the barrels hinge, the more direct that
the axle is in front of the line of fire the less is the strain upon the bolt
which holds the barrels to their place. The next important part is that
the gripping, or bolting, takes place at the extreme end of the barrels
The extended lump in this case claims some attention, but as it must
necessarily be narrow, or make an ungainly action, it prevents it having
that abrading surface or breadth cf bearing which is so essential to contending surfaces under great strain. If the lump attached to the barrels
extend as nearly as possible flush with the breech end, a great advantage
is secured in the case of all snap actions.
I look upon the failure of the
side snap, in comparison to a number of other actions, as being purely
from the fact of the gripping taking place so far along the body of the
action and not at the extreme end of the lump. Make the side snap
action with the gripping near the end of the barrels, and it makes a durable and simple action
There is no more important point to be observed
than that the line of motion of the bolt moves in a line direct with the
centre of the axle upon which the barrels hinge. This mu^t
be an oovious necessity. During the moment of strain upon the action by
explosion, a tendency to separate is the result, and in the case of
a bolt not at
its biting part moving in the direction of the axle, a heavy
abrasive motion is the consequence, and which in the course of time
shows itself in
a rickety and shackling action. In the case of an action bolted
in the
direction of the centre of its hinge, when the tendency
to spring- takes
.

—
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place during explosion, pressure is the only result between the contending surfaces. In the case of extended lumps, pass a straight edge along
the surface of the bite an I it will miss the centre of the axle by nearly,
and sometimes over, half an inch, and the top of the bolt, whio.h is likewise essential, will be a great deal worse. Here then we have the advantage of a very powerful grip while it lasts, more than neutralized by
a shaer mechanical loss. In addition to this, there is much more power
in forcing the barrels into position when the bolt runs in its proper direction, and in snap actions, where the power of the spring requires to
be economized, this forms an important consideration.
Another feature, adopted in higher qualities of guns, is the practical
value of the extended and projecting rib which continues back into the
action. This rib, in having to work into the action at an angle sufficient
to clear itself as the barrels move upon the hinge or axle, does not admit
of that efficiency in holding the face of the action to the face of the barrels so necessary at such a place; but it must not be forgotten that in the
case of actions carefully bolted they spring slightly beyond the bolting
from a neutral axis nearly half way between the face of the barrels and
the very back of the breech piece. Here, then, the extended rib helps
restrict, though not thoroughly, the tendency to separate between the
two faces. This style is likewise useful in presenting lateral motion,
making it a great assistance in the case of double rifles made upon the
drop down principle and using heavy charges of powder. To assist in
euch cases, a multiplicity of bolts have been adopted, forgetful of the
fact that if there is one effective place in the action for the bolt to operate to its best advantage, then the power of the spring had best be expended on that one than lavished away at other parts to counterbalance
the friction thus introduced. Tnis more particularly alludes to bolts
which labor under a mechanical disadvantage. To possess the extended
rib to its best advantage, it should, when looking down upon the top,
appear to put out suddenly to each side and then round off at the corners, instead of being nearly circular, as they are generally made.
When safety and solidity have been well attended to it is not too muchto say that certainty of fire is one of the most urgent requirements of
the breech loader, and, while speaking of this, I must differ from your
opinion in Forest and Stream oi December 9th
To the eye of the
sportsman it looks well to see the strikers or plnngers lying parallel with
the barrels. Now, were it possible to have the motion of the hammer
take place from a centre directly or vertically below the end of the plunger
where it has to strike, no one could dispute the efficiency of such a blow,
so that it took place at a sufficient distance from the centre of the turn
bier, and thus secure velocity; but gun locks, as they are ordinarily attached, render it impossible to have this done without spoiling the appearance of the gun, and the question etauds, How can the greatest certainty of fire be secured with the present means at disposal? I would
urge that principle which gives the least friction at the point of contact
between the hammer aud plunger, and which gives the greatest or generates the luost sudden heat at the point of contact of plunger and percussion. To effect this no better method can be adopted than to make
the plunger operate in the direction of a right angle with the axle of the
tumbler, the top of the plunger being the corner of the angle. If this
be done no force is lost in grating along the face of the hammer. But
jt is contended that it is lost at the front of the plunger.
This will be
admitted, and also that it is the very place the force should be lost; and,
seeing that it is attrition, it merely means heat. Any one can notice in
those guns with direct strikers how the no3e of the hammer seems grated
down, and the amount of surface that seems to have been traveled over
before the blow has been completed. This means lost force, which
should have been expended at the other end of the plunger. It must not
be lost sight of that in the direct strikers the blow from the hammer is
given at a part nearer the centre of the tnmbler than is the case with
the oblique plungers. The consequence is less motion on the part of the
plunger, and, still more, less velocity. This is everything when certainty
of fire has to be taken into consideration, and gives conclusively the
preference to the oblique striker, so long as the obliquity does not exceed 45°
This excessive angle is merely the result of pitching the locks
too high and too far back; otherwise, with care and a good thick breech
piece, it need not exceed an angle of 30°, if that much.
.

.
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MATCH RIFLES— MUZZLE LOADERS
BREECH LOADERS.
Dublin, Ireland, December

vs.

2d, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream :—
In yours of the 18th of November you do me the honor to quote from
a letter of mine to the Volunteer Service Gazette. 1 could have wished,
however, that your extracts had been made so as to enable your readers
to see that my letter was not written for the purpose of disparaging the
American victory over the Canadians, nor yet to excuse the defeat of the
rifles used by the latter, which any reader of your paper would suppose
were all "Eigbys," whereas there was only one of my rifles in the
match, the other "Provincials" using Metfords. I wrote to correct an
erroneous comparison made by the Volunteer Service 9azelte, and incidentally remarked that the score showed that the American rifles did not
hold their elevation so well as the Metfords, inasmuch as about twice as
many misses were scored to the Americans as to the Canadians. You
ought, I think, to have quoted this remark as well as the sequel from
which you draw the conclusion that my rifles "want more powder and
more lead for long ranges.'' As the reputation of my rifles nas been
made by their shooting in strong winds at 1,000 yards, I can hardly take
this as proved; but as there is practically no limit to 'the charge which
may he used with a muzzle loader, except the ability of the shooter to
endure the recoil, whereas the charge of the breech loader is limited to
the capacity of the cartridge. No superiority can be claimed for the
latter on that ground. I have shot with both breech and muzzle loading
rifles for fifteen years, and for target practice have no hesitation whatever in prefering the latter. They need no cartridges; no previous preparation of ammunition, and no cleaning between the shots. They will
give equal velocities with less powder than the breech loader. Whenever the progress of art gives breech loaders which, without cleaning,
will equal the performance of muzzle loaders, I am ready to reconsider
this opinion. I am, yours truly,
John Kioby.
-

.
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SHOOTING IN BAVARIA.
Editor Forest and Stream:—

Munich, November

14th, 1875.

I spoke in my last of the hare shooting here, and having now the leisure time I send you a short account of it. Yesterday I bad the pleasure
of attending one of the first treib jagden of the season in the Kyi Elver.
About seven in the morning we met at the depot, some twenty or twentyfive guns, most of them oid and well known sportsmen.
I would like
here to say one word in regard to the politeness and attention of the railroad officials to sportsmen. As an illustration, one ol the company was
late, and hadn't sufficient time to procure his ticket, so when the guard
came round he stated the case to him. "It makes no difference," said
the guard, "you can buy a return ticket in Dachan (the name of our destinatioa), and then give it to me." They also issue tickets for dogs,
which yon take with you in the cars.
But to continue. At last we arrived at Dachan, after a half hour's
ride through a country all of which is preserved by the king. We saw
plenty of game from the car window, and anticipated good sport. On
arriving we were met by the head game keeper and about twenty boys,

and carry the bares. After a glass of beer in
the wirihsham we started out, and were soon at work. In the first boden
we had the best luck, and shot about thirty, of which I had the good
fortune to kill five. For about five minutes I had pretty warm work, for
the hares came so fast that, between my loading and shooting, several
escaped that I could have easily killed if I had been prepared. And so
the day passed away in excitement. On every side was heard the constant shooting and the yelps of the dogs that were retrieving the wounded
called treibers, to collect

About half past three the horn was heard telling us that the
shooting was over, the result being 115 hares and some six partridges
which was not up to the average. We then returned to the wirthsham
where we found a good dinner waiting for us, to which we did ample
justice; after which we rode home in our car, attached to a freight train.
Enclosed you will find the statement about grayling, which I promised
some time ago to send you. I send you the original in German, and the
hares.

translation.

Now, one word more and then I am finished. In your paper for October 21st there is a picture of a so-called dachshund. I have shown it to
several of my friends here, and they all say it can be no real dachshund.
I shall send you a photograph of what is called here the real dachshund,
as soon as I can find one.
W. Gt. M.

--

ANOTHER CHALLENGE.
Editor Forest and Stream:

New York,

your

—

is

of forty-five; bald,

Greco-Roman Wrestltng.— A match has been made
between M. Louis Carter on,, who is said to be champion of
Europe, and Professor Miller, the late antagonist of Andre
Christol. to be decided at the Brooklyn rink on Christmas
The stakes are $1,000. and the articles of agreenight.
ment permit of any hold. Christol is anxious to have another bout with Professor Bauer, three falls in five, to be
decided before the close of the year.
The ball was hoisted at the Capitoline Lake again on
Friday, 17th instant, and on the 18th there was a large congregation of skaters on the lake, the number of ladies on
No skating was at command
the ice being noteworthy.
either at Central or Prospect Park, as the ice was not thick
or strong enough to admit of safety with such a crowd on
it as would throng the park lakes when the skating signal
goes up. At Prospect Park on last Thur- day, though there
was no skating, the ice boats of the Park club were out on
the lake, and rapid sailing was enjoyed, the Lady of the
Lake flying from the south end to beyond the dam in about
a minute and a half. As soon as the ice is in condition

—

December,

1875.

suggestion of testing shot guns of different makers, for pattern, penetration, and merit of workmanship, material and design, and as 1 have two guns for which I entertain a very high
opinion, I should he pleased to have them shot against any guns of the
same bore by any maker with reference to above claims to excellence.
Both of my guns are made by W. W. Greener, 10 bore, one weighing
9 pounds, the other 13} pounds, the heavier, modified choke bore, the
lighter, choke bored; charge for the heavier gun to be 5 drachms powder, 1± oz. shot, and of the 9-pjund gun 4} drachms powder and 1} oz.
shot. Competing guns to use the same quality of powder and size of
shot. Chilled shot not allowed. The loading to be done by a party mutually agreed upon. The targets to be at 40 yards range, and of uniform
size and thickness.
Knowing that many of your readers have guns of high excellence, I
should be pleased to extend this challenge to all who may wish to comI notice in

a quiet, good natured, gentlemanly looking person
short, portly, of round, florid face,
fringed with light, soft whiskers. He moves the pieces
gently, but without hesitation, and plays an interesting
game for lookers on to observe.

Bird

last issue a

show which is the "champion gun." The match to come off
any time within two weeks of acceptance, and I hope that Mr. Scott's
and Mr. Pape's guns, or any other maker's guns of equal excellence,
Each owner of guus enwill come forward and compete in this trial.
tered to name a judge, and both parties to agree on an umpire. The
heavier gun is perfectly plain, the lighter gun engraved. Each competiThe ground selected to be within five
tor to bear his own expenses.

pete, to

miles of this city.

there will be a regatta at the lake, in which boats of the
Park and Capitoline clubs will race for the pennant. A
base ball match will be played on the large lake at the
park on Christmas day, by which time no doubt skating
will be at command.

—

The National Curling Association committee have decided to have the grand annual match, North vs. South, at
Prospect Park this season, instead of at Central Park, as
The large sixty acre lake at ^Prospect Park
heretofore.
will be placed at their service for the occasion, and on this
thirty rinks can be laid out with ease, as it is half a mile
long and nearly a quarter wide.

P.

'ntioml jj$x$Umt8.
Crtcket.— A meeting of cricketers was recently held in
London, at which it was resolved to send a representative
"gentlemen's eleven" to the United States during the CenThe visit will be a combination of the
tennial Exhibition.
pleasures of a tourist party and of cricket, as the company
(which will include about twenty-five cricketers) will visit
.Niagara, Saratoga, and other places of note.
Their principal matches will be those played in Philadelphia.
The
Philadelphia cricket clubs will shortly hold a meeting in
that city to arrange a grand international centennial cricket
fete for next July, in which representative elevens from
England and Canada will compete with the American
eleven the sides being equal this time, there being no
longer need of odds being given to our American club

—

team.

— A g3me has

recently taken a step towards popularity
fair to be the commencement of a
rapid increase in public favor throughout the country, and
As played here and in Philadelphia— in
that is rackets.
which city it has become quite a favonte recreation for the
Winter season it differs from the English game somewhat, inasmuch as it is played with a small wooden bat
instead of the racket bat used in the English game. Moreover, the ball is larger and more elastic than the regular
racket ball. In all other respects "American rackets," as
the new version of it is called, is the same as the old game.
It requires gieat agility of movement, keen sight, and
quick perception, and it is an exercise which brings into
healthy action every muscle of the body in running, stooping, jumping, and in the active use of both arms in batThe best racket court now in this city, and the only
ting.
complete one, is that of Barney McQuade, located in Madison street, near the junction of Grand. On Friday, December 17th, a grand match was played there between Oscar Manning, Philadelphia's champion player, and Barney
McQuade, New York's strongest exemplar of the game, it
being the first six games of a series of eleven, the other
five having to be played in Philadelphia.
The match beand it was continued until near dark,
gan at 2:20 P.
at which time each player had won three games, Manning,
however, scoring the most aces, or points. In the first
game McQuade was the victor by a score of 21 to 19, the
game occupying twenty-five minutes, it being admirably
contested throughout, the manly character of the play and
the courtesy shown each other being marked features of
The grace and activity of movement of Man
th 3 match.
ning, and his gentlemanly deportment, won for him high
commendation from the crowded assemblage of spectators.
He easily won the second and third games, by scores of 21
to 9 and 21 to 10, but the fourth ended in favor of McQuade by 21 to 17. This left the score of games at two
for each side, and the closing play was watched with deep
interest. In the fifth game Manning handled his bat in
handsome style, both in "serving" and in his "returns,"
and the result was his success by a score of 21 to 9. The
last game, however, was won with ease by McQuade, it
being nearly dark, Manning falling off in his returns. The
score wT as 21 to 6 in favor of McQuade, leaving the tally of
games at three to three. It will be seen, therefore, that
the match is in an interesting position for the concluding
games in Philadelphia.
On Saturday, 18th instant, a four hand contest took place
in this city

which bids

—

M

,

at McQuade's between Manning and Moore on one side,
representing Philadelphia, and McQuade and Lenahan on
the other, the two latter winning three games out of the
five constituting the

match.

A splendid racket court

in process of construction in
a private club, the outlay
In fact, quite a
for the building reaching over $100,000.
revival of rackets is promised, as it is eminently a game
suited for those of sedentary employment, ouch as our
merchants, bankers and commercial men, not forgetting

Twenty-sixth

is

street, this city, for

and newspaper men.
of Mr. H. E. Bird, of the London chess
club— one of the most noted of its members, and a wellknown writer in the European chess magazines in the
metropolis, has given quite an impetus to the game in the
chess circles of the city. He has met our leading chess
experts at the game, and only Captain McKenzie has been
able to cope with him successfully. He defeated Mason
with ease in four games out of five, Mason playing his
favorite Ruy Lopez gambet, and on Saturday night last he
polished off Signor Alberoni at the Brooklyn chess club to
the tune of four out of six games, one being drawn. Mr.
literary

— The advent

—

Slosson after Sexton.— Since Sexton beat Slosson

at

Tammany

Hall tournament, the latter has been extremely anxious to get on a match with his old antagonist,
as he attributed his defeat at that time to his want of
Considerable talk has bee% indulged in pro and
practice.
eon, but the friends of neither party could effect a match
Slosson has now gone at it in a business like way, as the
appended challenge to the editor of the Sportsman will
show, and we have been assured that Sexton, who has
just returned from Ihe East will accept:
I hereby challenge William Sexton to play me for $500
a side. The game to be three ball, 600 points up, governed
by the rules for the three ball championship of the world,
and to take place in this city. The date of play and other
In earnest of my indetails to be mutually agreed upon.
This chaltention I enclose $250 as a preliminary stake.
lenge to remain open ten days from date.
Geo. F. Slosson.
All Sorts. Rudolph Wendolake, aged 17, who had
charge of the fifteen ball pool table at Loton and Murphy's,
this city, died suddenly on the 19th instant from the effects
.Sexton and Gamier exhibited at the
of a spider's bite.
Bay State House, Worcester, on the 17th instant. In a
three ball game of 250 points Gamier went out with a run
Sexton scored 102. A
of 125 and an average of 17 6-7.
four handed game was then played, two prominent local
This game, which was four ball, caused
players assisting.
a great deal of amusement, as the amateurs seemed not
over courageous when they found themselves in such distinguished company. Sexton and Gould, and Gamier and
Brooks played as partners. Brooks opened the game with
three, and Gould followed with thirty, the largest run made
by either of the local billiardists during the game. At the
close of the eighth inning the game stood Gamier and
the late

—

.

.

—

Brooks 1,158, Sexton and Gould 852, and the game was
.Henry A. Horn, of billiard notoriety,
brought to a close.
repeats his lecture on "Drumming as a fine art" at Boston
Patsy Fitzgerald is now in charge of the
December 23d
As the proposition to
fifteen ball pool table at Garnier's
match Wilson, of this city, against Ned Bryan* of Providence, for $1,000, best in thirty-one games at fifteen ball
pool, has not been accepted, the backers of Mr. Wilson
now propose to play two games, one in Boston and one in
New York, for $500 a side each game, and to be played
The balls to be 2J inches in size, the fiften days apart.
teen ball to be placed outside of the bunch, and the games
Joseph Gerstel is
to be played on a Collender table
working at his trade, that of a jeweller, in Newark, N. J.
Lawrence Farrell, formerly a partner with Maurice
Daly, recently opened a wine room at 63 Nassau street
William Zarringer, who marked the recent Burleigh-Maggioli game, is superintendent of the Jewell billiard room
Charles D. Quaid is at the Crescent hall,
at New Orleans.
and John Ouerlander at the St. Charles room, in the same
George F. Slosson ran 216 recently in a three ball
city
At Ypsilanti, Mich., December 15th, Albert Hargame
.

.

rington, clerk of the Hawkins House, that city, ran 1,266
James Kernan, the veteran pin
at the four ball game
pool player, is now with John T. Reeves, 234 Broadway.
He talks very seriously of getting up a pin pool tournaNeil Bryant was in Chicago on the 16th instant.
ment
.The Drew of Texas proves to be Schafer, of San Francisco, who, together with Gates, were at New Orleans last
week
WmrBurleigh, considerably enriched in pocket,
It is thought that Eugene Carter will
is back at Chicago.
be the next challenger for the badge unless Louis Shaw, of
Frank
Indianapolis, Ind., has not changed his mind
Parker/who beat Rudolph at Buffalo for the four ball
championship of the world, has opened a pin pool room at
Tom Foley's place, Chicago
Up to December 15th the
result of the games played at Phillip Tieman's, Cincinnati,
fcr the amateur championship of the State of Ohio, were
as follows: West won two and lost none, Graham and
Meyer each won one and lost one, while Jones and Radcorrepondent writes that the
cliff had each lost a game.
attendance has been large, and considerable interest was
Cyrille Dion
evinced by the billiard players of that city
has published a card, giving his reasons for not accepting
.

.

.

A

An amateur tournament is now in
Garnier's challenge
progress at Newark, N.J. .'. .The tournament for the championship of the Fifth Avenue Hotel was concluded last
week at the Columbia room. Mr. Wright won the first
prize, Mr. Ives the second, and Mr. Massey the third
The room of Yan Oleaf, in Brooklyn, is offered for sale,
the proprietor going into other business.
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Bordentown, N.
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Fast Iron Steam Yachts, Launches, and Torpedo Boats.
speed 17.E4 miles per hour;

(50 feet),

Famous

the

;Ouil<lers of"
CONTINENTAL

FIREFLY

(£0 feet), ir.94

Steam Yachts

Iron

MINNEHAHA,

miles per Lour;

Paper and Metallic Shells

MILLER'S RECOIL CHECK FOR GUNS.
PATENTED NOVEMBER

2,

TOR

1875.
Repels and neutralizes the lecoil, per
mits steadier aim. insures greater perietraticn, and cun be attached to any gun.
It is a great protection to the piece, and
to those

who

It is the

use

Breech Loading Shot Guns,
Manufactured by the

it.

result of

and experiment.

It

many

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE

years' study

has been thoroughly

tested by experienced and scientific men,
and pronounced a wonder of simplicity,
a perfect success, and as gr eat an improvement in firearms as was the percussion lock. The inventor expects to be
ready to fill orders by January 1st, 1876.
Tne attention of experts and dealers in

IA Europe and Americi is
The

THE STURTEVANT SHELLS are the easiest reloaded.
not have to unscrew the head nor use an awl to remove
the exploded caps. THE PATENT MOVABLE ANVILS,
made of steel wire, will wot bend or break.
THE BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, new model, with

Do

New York is

Hobu's
iiislily

NORMAN,

BROWN

MILLS,

GUNPOWDER.

st.,

SECOND HAND AND MISFIT ENGLISH BRUSSELS, THREE PLY AND

001)

Boston; 19 Exchang! St.. Buff do; 9 State st., Chicago; 32? N. Second
Agencies in all the principal Cities in the Country.

Tine

MISFIT CARPETS.

Grain, Falcon Ducking, Western Sporting and Ducking-'

Also, Mining and Blasting Powders.

OPFICES-13 Broad

Louis

at., St.

waterproof primers, never miss fire, and are
sll that have used them.
repeated experiments and great

outlay for improved materials, and machinery made expressly for the purpose, we can now warrant our
PAPER SHELLS equal to any imported. They are sure
fire, and will not burst in the gun.
Enquire of any of the dealers in sporting materials for
theU. M. C. Co. '8 Shells.
dee23 tf
Not sold at retail by the manufacturers.

MANUFACTURERS OF SUPEBIOR TARGET AND SPORTING

I—Diamond

patent,

prized by

PAPER SHELLS.— By

825 Broadway.

DPOTSTDJttnR

CO.,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

invited.

inventor's agent in

A. J.

TJk.lL,

building ^55 feel), 18 t© 20 miles an hour.

G- INGRAIN CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS,

&C, VERY CHEAP, AT THE OLD PLACE,
113 Fulton street, New YorK.

Sent to any part of the United States free of charge.

-i>eca

System
Most Approved
OE

BreechLoading,Sportina:
And

Military

Ifcifles.

|

GUNTHER'S

C. G.

AND

NOS. 502

501

BROADWAY,

CALL ATTENTION TO THEIR STOCK OP

I have now in stock a complete assortment of Rifles
of all well known and reliable makers, and having
made special arrangements with themanufactnrers,am
able to sell at their prices. Have just received a stock
of

NEW

LINE OP LONG RANGE AND
OFF HAND RIFLES.

SHARPS

Riflemen are invited to call
will be cheerfully shown to all
in Rifle Shooting.

1

For Simplicity of Construction;

REMINGTON, BALLARD, WESSON, AND STE-

ACCURACY,

VENS RIFLES,

ALSO TO THEIR ASSORTMENT OP

Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation.

Materials and Workmanship, they areUnsurpassed.

SIZES,
REVOLVERS OF VARIOUS
ALL RESPECTS.
DESIRABLE IN

Send. lor Circulars.

all

SEAL SKIN SACQUES
WHICH

IS

i

THE LARGEST AND MOST COM-

lengths and calibre.

Every Rifle purchased can be tested in the 100 range
on ihe premises.

Send

for illustrated circular.

dec23 3m]

•j

New Haven,

Conn., U. S. A.

0.

C.

GUNTHEITg
AND

NOS. 502

"THE QALAXY

Marketstreet, Philadelphia,

is

S0KS,

a

literary necessity,

reading 'public could no more do
without it than it could do without the salt
which flavors its daily meat.'" Boston Tran-

and

AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE

—

THE GALAXY.
THE JANUARY NO.,
Beginning Vci. 21
NOW READY.

A new serial

Material.

Jyy James I*iM-dey 9
314 1-2 Oxford street, London, England.
Cans, made by JAMES PURDEY.E.
Have now
store an extensive assortment of Breech Loading Shot
bUJN,
W
M "RTTTTTV on WE^TT
UTVHARDS W & C. SCOTT & SON, P. WLBLEl &dotjb^
rifles,
AIwbbmoh loading, central vm%

Made

in

,

t^SSr^i^
mS^^J^^^nS^S&,
TTY"

fc-

GREENER

VV

.

by

WILLIAM BLACK
»liel«ion

«&>

Company.
NEW YORK.

SPORTING PRESENTS

and

Implements, ammunition, ancLall.other^aru^s appertaining
requested
to Breech or Muzzle Loading Fire-arms generally. Illustrated Circular sent by mail when

FOR

OENTIirEiMElV.

Poeket Flasks,
Cigar Stands,
Cigarette Cases,
Cigar Lighters,

Match Boxes,
Ash Stands,
Letter A,

Ely's central
showing solid head; b b showing nickel anvilsforLBerdan Primer,

taliicco^^scaps.

>g

t
Salmon, and Bast

or Union

Me

Shells.
favorite Metallic
superior to anything now offered

Endorsed bv the leadin- sportsmen in the United
tothenubUc AfufldS^

leadin|?pommtn'sdepoS?hrou a

fire

States,

and pronounced
with Prices,

may

be obtained from any of the

HAB1 & CO.,363 and 3b5 Market ^ewaik, J
may id-iy
_.
i, x A # *«»»{„„
From Captain Bogardns, Champion Wing Shot of America.

ver Reels for Trout
F. S. HARRISON, Agent.
,

fishing.

St.,

.

fl

jn

GUNPOWDER.
Hazard's "Electric" Powder.
to 5 (coarse). Unsurpassed in point of
strength ana cleanliness. Packed in square canis-

Nos.

1 (fine)

ters of

1

lb.

^torton*^™*™***.

They

^^gjjjjj^

only.

Hazard's "American Sporting."
Nos.

1

(fine; to 3 (coarse).

In

1 lb.

canisters

A

and 6}

Ibi*

fine grain, quick and clean, for upland and?
prairie shooting.
Well adapted to short guns.

kegs.

Hazard
Nos.

s

"Duck Shooting."

to 5 (coarse), In 1 and 5 lb. canister e
and 6i and 12£ lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close, and with great
penetration. For field, forest and water shooting
it

!

(line)

ranks any other brand, and it is equally services
muzzle or breech loader.

•

ble for

Hazard's "Kentucky Rifle."
FFFG, FFG, and "Sea Shooting" FG, in kegs

of 25

12*, and 6* lbs. and cans of 5 lbs.
FFFG is also
packed in 1 and i lb. canisters. Burns strong ana
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands
for ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting" FG
is the standard Rifle powder of the country.

SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.

GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POWOF ANY REQUIRED GRAB* OR PROOF MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.
DER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Company's agents in every prominent city, or wholesale at
our office,

88Wiall Street, IVew York.

Tobacco Boxes,
Simii Boxes,
Ale Tankards*
Claret Pitchers,
Paper Knives,

Carver

.

ft

from you to-day suit me
and better In every respect, and I shall ues them in all my shootw&hereafter.

^SuSn-'Thefi^Ihell^Veceiyed
are stronger

GEO. E.

CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OP

y

Workmanship and

N. Y.

the great

script.

Celebrated Breech Loading Shot Guns-Unoqualled in Fine

St.,

POWDER

HAZARD

BROADWAY.

504

FISHER,

Warren

THE

PLETE EVER OFFERED.

Whitneyville, near

HOMER

260 Broadway, cor.

'

712

and examine. They
who take an interest

DESIGNS AND

Sets,

Inkstands.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

THEGORHAM COMPANY,
WO. 1

BOND STREET,

It,

Y,

CAN BE NO GREATER
THEREwithout
serious
tability

POR°

defects They are the only
portable boats that are equal to the very best whole
ones for local use
jy29-ly

.

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

318
}afyl*

-;

.

wd §t$ort8 forgff0rt$mm.
TUBES' HOTEL,

\$ot[temmn §00$.

CHAMPION GUNS OF ENGLAND

Unrivalled SportingGuns.

ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,
AT THE TERMINU8 OF
The strongest and cleanest Powder made. Nos.
SITUATEDTrans-continental
minRailroad;
40
to
packed only m sealed lb. canisters. The coarser
the great
1

1

7,

utes from San Francisco; 200 rooms, with hot and
cold water in every room; delightful drives and splen-

home

july22-6m

for tourists.

Toronto, Canada.

Rossin House,

SHEAES & SON,

Proprietors.

This house is a favorite resort for gentlemen sportsmen from all parts of the United States and Canada.

DUCK

SHOUTING.—THE ATTEN-

tion of sportsmen is called to the fact that
the best shooting ground within three hundred miles
of New York city is Shinnecock Bay. More ducks of
all kinds in the bay now than has been for a number
of years, and sportsmen are bringing in bags of birds

The most experienced guides and gunners,
with boxes, battues, decoys, etc., furnished at the
Bay View Hon?e. Address
daily.

ORVILLE WILCOX,

Proprietor,

sizes (higher

For J^lox-Iclab.
"PHILADELPHIA AND SOUTHERN

Mail Steamship Company's line to Savannah,
Ga sailing every Saturday, from Pier 22, below Pine
street, Delaware 'River, at 12 o'clock noon, making
close connections through to all points South. The
line is composed of the steamships JUNIATA and WYOMING. The Wyoming does not carry passengers.
The Juniata is a favorite ship with the traveling public, having passenger accommodations of the most
superb character. She has recently been refitted and
elegantly furnished with everything requisite to the
comfort and convenience of passengers.
.Families en route for FLORIDA, Georgia, Alabama,
and even as far as New Orleans, will find the Savan1

Maker

penetration with very slight recoil.

1st— Greener

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,
For water fowl. Very strong and clean. Nos. 1 to
Packed in metal kegs of 6} lbs. each, and in canis5.
ters of 1 and 5 lbs

ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,
The best for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g. FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs., 12Jlbs.,
and 6J lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and i lb.
All of the above give high velocities and less resiau*
um than any other hrands made.

AND SHIPPING POWDER OF ALL GRADES AND SIZES PACKED IN
WOOD OR METAL KEGS OF 25 LBS.
SAFETY FUSE AND ELECTRICAL BLASTING
BLASTING, MINING,

AP ir*AR ATU S

LAFLIN

& RAND POWDER Co.,
21 Park Row, N. Y.

Sole proprietors and manufacturers of the celebraRecombrand of GUNPOWDER.
ted
mended and used by Capt. A H. BOGARDUS, the
"Champion Wing Shot of the World.' 1

ORANGE

.

,

nah route the mest desirable for comfort, as well as
he most economical. Through trains of the Central
Railroad of Georgia, and Atlantic and Gulf Railroad,
Florida, leave Savannah every morning and evening.
The Florida steamers leave Savannah three days in the
week for all points on the coast.
For through passenger tickets and bills of lading to
all points in Florida, Georgia. Alabama and TennesL. JAMES, General Agent, 416
see, applv to
South Delaware avenue, Philadelphia.

WM.

Stand unequalled in every contest. Their performance at the London Trials of 1875 beats the records of
any maker in the world.
1875.
12-Gauge, Choke Boring.

to owners of fine breech-loading guns, giving great

Good Ground Post Office,
Suffolk county, Long Island.

nov25

numbers) especially are recommended

POWDER
DITTMAR
MANUFACTURING CO.

MY

Use

flask; grains hard.

it

now

like

Black Powder.

fear of overloading. Burns slow now. No fouling of the gun. Little or no smoke. Little or no recoil.
Nor, very loud report. Less heating of the barGood penetration and good patrel in rapid firing.
tern.
Safe to keep, as it does not explode if set on
fire except well confined.
Shells furnished loaded

No

with powder only,

mv

2d— Pape
3d—Pape

Davidson.
Pape.
Out of a class of 68 guns, 3 out of the 6 best were
made by Pape. The Greener gun was protested
against on the spot for having its score false counted,
the fact proven there, and afterwards confirmed by
same gun being shot for two days per week for six
weeks in succession, when its average score only took
24th place, its very best score being greatly below the
scores of the bes tsix guns.
12-Gauge, Old Sporting Bore.
1875.

if

desired.

signature on the can.

None genuine without
CARL DI » TM % R.

weight, with a charge of 3i dr. to 1£ oz. shot,beat the
best 8 bore Greener gun at 60 yards; weight, 15 lbs.
6 drachms and 2£ oz. shot.
1875.
The Sportsman's Sub. Cup, valued at £45,
was also awarded to W. R. Pape, for the original invention of choke boring. Winner of the London Gun
Trials of 1858. 1?59, 1866. Address

NORTH OF ENGLAND GUN WOPKS,
Newcastle on Tyne, England
NO AGENTS.
Dec2

TOILETS

BREECH LOADING GUNS,
Made

Order
FROMJBTOCK.

Excursion

if& ^--SlE^c)^

Neponskt, Mass.

-^ «

at the following Ticket Offices of ihe

TO YACHTSMEN YISITING FLORIDA.
Sarasota, Manatee county.

TO SPORTSMEN VISTING FLORIDA

this Winter I will furnish a schooner yacht of
eleven tons, that will accommodate about a dozen
persons. I will let them have her and two men to
run her, and a small boat, for eight dollars a day. I
will meet them at Cedar Keys or Key West, whichever is most suitable to them: only let me know

WM.

when to meet them

S

.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN. AND
MANUFACTURER OF
Amber Goods, Meerschaum Pipes, Cigar
Holders, etc.
Monogram and Crests cut on Pipes and Holders.
Portraits made from Photographs. Pipes and Holders
ofany design, or mada to order.
N. B.—By a new process I boil Pipes so that the
color remains, no matter how much or how hot they
are smoked.
Pipes sent by mail to all parts of the ivorld.
Stores: 4 and 6 John St., one door rrom Rroadway;
N. W. cor. Nassau and John sts ; 6 Astor House,
Broadway, New York. P.O. Box 81. Send for Illustrated Catalogues.
nov23-3m

DrTOJfcC

EVERY
FOR

M.

Electric

PATENT

Rebounding Lock

THIS PIPE.

Pick, Spoon

Can be

car-

pocket. Has long
been used in Europe, and now
manufactured in this country for
the first time
Sent post-paid on

Muzzle Loaders
OTJB

in

the

receipt of 50 cents.

Address

WALKER & WELCH, 212 Main street, Buffalo.N. Y
Novll 8tn

EYTRA BARRELS

IF DESTRED.

FROM

$30

STUB DAMASCUS
AND UPWARDS.

2i

ELM

Thomas

Street. Boston.

Mm*

Sparks,

Shot and Bar Lead
MANTTF^OTTTJEWEIfc,
[Established

Office .121

1808.]

Wal nutSt. Philadelphia.
C.

&TEHR, 347 Broome

St., 3 doors from Bowery,
under Occidental Hotel, rec-

ommends
ment

of

his large assort-

Meerschaum Pipes

and Cigar Holders, suitable
for CHRISTMAS and NEW-

YEAR'S PRESENTS. Mo-

nograms on Pipes and Cigar
Holders

artistically

exe-

Call and examine
cuted.
my stock and get Price List.

The Boss Revolving CartridgeHoIder
METALLIC
riARRIES PAPER ORrevolves
on centre
end up,
\J SHELLS,buteitherpounds,
and is only 1* inches
glides,

weighs

1*

receive
wide. Holders flare at top so as to quickly
the same.
the shells, and, being elastic, securely clasp
For ease of action and rapid shooting it excels anything of the kind invented.

In ordering; give the size of shells and a loose meas-

^ISy

°K

GOBS. Neosho Fall^au.

-

-

-

-

-

-

Paragon.

$65
90
115
140
180
» 25

at

Gold.

"
«
"
«•

Without Extra Cost.
illustrated descriptive particulars

TRY
1 111

Vanity Fair.
IT
XI
from

it is shaved
the best NatuMeerschaum and Cigarettes. Does not
Liberal
sample
on receipt of
sore.
tongue
make the
20 cents. Highest award, Vienna, 1873. Send for cirWM. S. KIMBALL tfc CO.,
cular.
Rochester, N. Y.
Peerless Tobacco Works,

From G. V. N. Ogden, Rye IVeck.
The Vanity Fair tobacco arrived all right. There

only one fault I can find with it— it has a peculiar flavor, exclusively its own, unlike any tobacco I have
heretofore smoked, and of such exquisite sweetness
that it seduces a poor frail human being into smoking
much more than he would of any other tobacco. This
fault is, however, counterbalanced by the fact that it
does not burn or bite the tongue, nor affect the head
as most all other tobacco does. The effect of smoking Vanity Fair is to permeate the smoker with a
"good will-towards-allmen" sort of feeling.

Does not make the Tongue
Smoke Vanity Fair.—There must

Birmingham. England

iyl

H.C.Squires/

-

1

who

From

Isaac I. Hite, Mellonviile,
I have by accident gotten hold of
your Vanity Fair, and find it better
this market. It sells at double the

^^^

THE GREAT

Best in the World.

Ask your Dealer

and

sell

London Gun

for

know it;

MAPLE

it.

all

the

they invariably praise.

SYRUP

m

gallon cans, $1.50 per gallon.

Trial,

cans.

». L. GRAVES, Sunderland, Vt.

Hortl-fc

AT

FIELD TRIAL
I18T5.

and .450 Bore.

.360, .400

Celel>i*ate<l

RIFLE.
PRICE LISTS, &c, ON APPLICATION TO
24 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
72 ST. JAMES STREET,LONDOi\.

Gun and

Rifle Manufacturers,

Call the attention of the

W; W. GREENER

begs to inform his numerous
clients in the United States that he has been very successful in the above trial, having secured the first
prize, a silver cup, value 40 guineas— elass 2 for 12
bores; also winner in class 1 for 8 and 10 bores, and
He has won in all the classes for
class 4 for 20 bores.
improved boring, which is upon a different plan to any
other maker, and is far superior in the three most essential points,

viz.,

PATTERN, PENETRATION,
St.,

will be shipped to him on the 1st July, and can be examined about the 15th. All special orders given to
Mr. Squires will be carefully filled. A full report of
the GREAT TRIAL, showing the marked superiority
by Dougal, Pape,
of my guns over guns made
Tolley, and others, will shortly be published, and can
be had on application at No. 1 Cortland St.

W. W. GREENER,
Champion Gun Maker,

extreme SIMPLICITY,
ITY" of their

and

New

Sportsmen of America to the
and DURABIL-

STRENTH

Patent

"SIMPLEX"

Breech loader

INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.

The parts in this new action are so few (only two,)
mechanical soundness so thorough, and the
strength and simplicity of the action so great, that
W. & P. feel sure it will supercede all the complicated
and manifold grips now in use, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any double, treble or quadruple
grip now used. In this new action LEVER and GBIP
ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OP STEEL and the ANGLE of the BODY is left in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.
Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on application, and orders may be forwarded through any
of the best houses in the States for execution in the
Spring.
Guns guaranteed to make patterns of from 160 to
230 with No. 6 SHOT AT 40 YARDS, as desired.
its

NO.

25

SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.
Established 1780.

aug26-tf

Mary's Works, Birmingham, England.
C. SQUIRES, of No. 1 Cortlandt street

HENRY

has just received an invoice of these close-shooting
guns, and from him any information in reference to
the results of the Great Trial can be obtained on application

The Up-Town

Sportsman's

Depot.

Chas. L Ritzmaim & Co.,
(aUove 2»d
^43

Factory,

BROADWAY

114 Centre

St.)

Street.

JOSEPH

C.

DANE,

MANUFACTURER OF THE

Dane Breech Loading Shot

Gun.

LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN.
Solid Breech Snap Action.
EASIEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAFE FROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.
Muzzle Loaders Altered
my27

to

Breech Loaders.

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Guns, Rifles, Pisfols FishingTackIe
and Shot Guns, Holabird Shooting Suits, Cartridge Vest, Belts and Pouches. Implements for both muzzle and breech leading guns.
Sportsmen's Goods and Ammunition of All Hinds.
We take muzzle loaders in exchange for breech
loaders, and have always some fine second-hand guns
on hand cheap
Goods sent C. O. D. to all parts of the United
Rifles

States.

AIR-TIGHT
No

HIGHEST PENETRATION

9

day long; incense for your success; mourner in ashes
for your disappointment. Best dealers have it.
Vanity Fair.— We wish those who hear of this tobacco the first time to ask some friend about it. Many
people

40

1875.

Remington

With Vanit} Fair you can commune sweetly

6,

MUZZLE-LOADING MATCH

Orange Vo., Fla.

tobacco.
I have a drug store, and would like to keep
your tobacco. Please quote price, &c.

IVo.

yards.

RIGBY'S

it.

a few packages of
than any brand in
price of any other

1 1-8

Express Rifles, Double and Single,

Sore.
be some mag-

inhaled

mdcu by

ing 12 Bore,

8*

akin to the wonderful Eastern

ical properties in it,
plant that made captive those

^

Rifles.

our Close-Shoot-

and price

BRANCH OFFICE, 29 Maiden Lane,
NEW YORK CITY.
MANUFACTORY, PIONEERIWORKS,

St.
is

Pattern

GO.

sheets to our

New York, is now importing my DOUBLE CLOSESHOOTING GUNS to order, an invoice of which

ral Leaf, for

Mortimer & Blrtwood,

-

-

and REGULARITY OF SHOOTING.
Mr. HENRY C. SQUIRES, of No. 1 Cortlandt

ADJUSTED TO ANY GUN.

3PE2R LOOK.
FROM ^4FITTED
AND CHOKE BORED

-

SMOKIER.

and Press combined.
ried

OONYERTED INTO BREECH LOADERSj

-

AN INDISPENSABLE ARTICLE

BENNET,

Capt. schooner Cary

Novlttf

Kaldenherg,

Fred. Julius

Decl6-tf

Manufacturers of Fine Guns and

im-

WITH DESPATCH

Send for

Pennsylvania

so'd

&

JOHN R1GBY

by the Manu-

now

with increased PENETRATION, can have their wishes
carried out

Received the Prize at the Paris Exposition, 1867.

59 St. James's Street London.

NEW YORK

"
"
"
f
lEnflNEwgr
TRAP SHOTS and others re
1L~>^
quiring Guns specially built, on
our new system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,

s j le to

Railroad:—
Boston -203 and 205 Washington street.
New York— No. 1 Astor House, Nos 526 and 941
Broadway, Desbrosses and Courtlandt Street Ferries.
No. 182Ma-ket street, Newark; and Pennsylvania Railroad Depots Jersey City, Newark, Elizabeth, Rahway, New Brunswick and Trenton.

Pioneer,
Tolley,
Standard, National, Challenge,
-

Tickets

Jacksonville, Florida,

for

facturers to SPORTSMEN
the following prices.

Keduced Bates
now for

celebrated

are built in Bix qualities

OFFICE, and

'iKIM'll

(Title registered.)

trials
to possess the
of the
thus:
TRATION and therefore LONGEST
Circle, 30 inches; 300 pellets; average, 191; penetraThe Editor's trial of Greener guns with 340
tion, 37.
pellets of same shot and same charge of powder, gave
180,and penetration 30, although there were 40 more pelShould any controversy arise as
lets in each charge.
to the durability of these new systems, we herewith
warn all beforehand that our system is our own invention (though founded on the American idea) and is DURABLE, a fact remarked on by the Field, that the
guns tried had been in use during last season, and refSend for Illustrated
erences permitted to the owners
Circulars to
.

They are
(oi brands.)
ported direct to our

HOLIDAY PRESETSTS.

DOUGALL'S
EXPRESS SHOT GUNS.
at Wimbledon by Editor
by
SHOWN
GREATEST PENEField
D.

J.

genuine high class workmanship
and No. 1 SHOOTING POW-

ERS,

AT

are

to

3£f»^ " Taese Cuns,

JV

rt£
v

season ofl875-6.
Trip

Mary's Works, Birmingham, England.

RANGE—

FINE ENGLISH

Florida Excursions
Round

W. W. GREENER,

St.

Exhibitor.
Maker of Gun.
Davidson.
: st— Pape
Davidson.
2d—Pape
1875.
Long Range, 60 yards, Choke Bores.
Davidson
1st— Pape
60 yams, Long Range, Sporting Boring.
Davidson
1st—Pape
Those champion Long Range guns, only 7 pound

NEW IMPROVED POWDER

can novv be loaded from an ordinary powder

loaded with large shot, and will
shoot well with small Bhot with a
less powder charge than guns bored
upon the old system. For report of
the Gun Trial apply to Messrs. McLaran, Williams & Co., Ageuts, St.
Louis, U. S. A. Address

Exhibitor.
Greener.

of Gun.

CLOSE - SHOOTING

GUIVfe. Winner of the Silver Cup,
value 40 guineas, at the Great London Field Trial 1875, beating 33 competitors with 68 guns, also winning
in all the other classes for the Improved System of Boring. These
guns will kill from 80 to 100 yards,

Orange Sporting Powder.

OAKLAND, California.
JOHN M. LAWLOR & CO., Proprietoes.

did scenery; a favorite

W. W. GREENER'S

DOUBLE

charge for

Ivory and Pearl Stocks put on Pistols. Repairing
of all kinds artistically executed.
Cartridges for Breech Loading Shot Guns, ready
loaded, put up in boxes of fifty, or loaded to order,

aug5-6m

BREECH

LOADING

SHOT

GUN.

PRICES, $50.00 TO $250.00.
Muzzle«Loadingr Guns Altered tc Breech
Loading.
AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD'S SHOOTING SUITS.

Clark

Send

for Circular.

Sneider.
314 W. Pratt «t., Baltimore.
&o

-

.

a

.

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
\yottemmz %oo&n.

lentteL

3

\i§celhttqow.

'i8cettmtou$,

To be Sold.
A few puppies of the celebrated Ranger and Lucy
Wood just taken from the mother; price £5 5s. each.
strain of champion Plunket blood,
Also fonr of the
sister to Plunket) and Shirley;
nnt of Music (own
board ship at Liverpool. Bank orders
mrice £o5s.. on
in priority. Just weaned—
choice
have
flr*t received
opportunity of getting the genuine blood,
rare
raieoppu

SUCCESSORS TO

^IX^^iL.W CX^EHK
102 Nassau

48 Maiden
N. Y.

St.,

CO.

«&>

.Lane, N. Y.

We offer to

IMPORTER8. MANTJFAOTURERS AND DEALERS IS

q/DE LANDRB MAUDONA,
West Kirby,

Hilbre Hou°e,

deC g 3t

^iTsALE-A VERY
broken,
thoroughbred, well

Cheshire,

Fishing Tackle,

Eng

SUPERIOR,

On hand

the largest ana" best assortment ever exhibited in the United States. They particularly call
attention to their

retrieving setter,

vkn a splendid brace of Blue Belton pups, 6 months
tf
Address H S ML1TH at this office
Jld
.

,

FpgoROUGHBRED BETTER DOG

TROUT, SALMON AND BASS RODS.

and

L bitches, broken and unbroken, and setter and
nointer whelps, low. Address Amateur, Delaware

dogs at
offer for sale the
stock:low rates in order to diminish
DANDY, a handsome red 2i years old setter, Irish
$100.
ond Gordon stock; well broken.
DON, a year old black Gordon, out of Mr. Belmont's
imported brace . $50.

Two 9 months Setter Puppies, black, tan and white,
imported brace, bred by Sir
out of Mr. Bennett's

Wm.

$50 each.

England.

fiall

Four 2 months Setter Puppies, red and red and
stock in the kennel; cannot fail
white, from the finest
$40 each.
to be good ones.

DUNCKLEE'S CAMP STOVES.

O

to Retrieve, Point, Hunt, Charge, To-Heel, HieTo-ho, and controlled by hand or whistle, for $50
Ettra field practice, $50 Tricks taught. Dogs boarded
for ^5 per month.
Brush Hill Road, Milton, Mass.

Blue Hill, Mass.
R. Schaefer, gunmaker, 61
novl8

P. 0. Address,

Elm
6m

Wm.

Eeference:
street, Boston.

KEIVRY GARDNER., M.

D.,

HAS CONSTANT-

medicines adapted to
sportmg dogs of
Dealer
the cure of all diseases.
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable compenOct 22
Fifth
Y.
South
ave..
N.
111
No.
sation.

LY

on hand and for

sale,

m

Parties

fitted

out with appropriate Tackle for the

Rocky Mountains and Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
the Adirondack^, &c, &c.
Split Bamboo, /Trout and Salmon Rods and Reels
a Specialty.
Sole Importers of Warrin's Celebrated Drilled

Agents for the

St.

Lawrence Pishing Co.

Circulars Free,

g

the standard with
103 Nassau st M

a full assortment, of Rods,
Hooks, Lides, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair Trout Lines, &c.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of CaneReeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds' Eggs and Birds' Skins in great varieties.—

American Dog BipenilPj

Taxidermy

m

)

in

4-ly

McBrMe
BEEN
HAVING
twelve years

and

fishing, running rapids, lightetc.; the best light ever invented.
$6 25.

Flies/
FOR THE PAST

associated with

DRAB DUCK, CORDUROY,
FUSTIAN, REPELLANT,
BLUE BEAVER aud FRIEZE.
Wading Boots, Fishing- Stockings, Rubber Clothing-, Ac.

HEGEMAN'S PORTABLE CANVAS BOATS.
BOND'S METALLIC BOATS.
MILES JOHNSON'S PIGEON TRAPS— Price,

in all its branches.

SPRATT'S PATENT DOG BISCUITS.

Jack Lamp,

best quality of water-proof duck, light tan color,
especially adapted for concealment in blinds or sedge
grass, or for approaching game in the woods. Light,
English style; extra
durable and very cheap.
pocket in back for cartridges. Entire suit, $15.

1

1

Philadelphia.

Sts.,

Loaders

of nutritive bone and muscle making material,
and is the only portable food for dogs made in this
country. Put up in packages of 10. 25, and 100 pounds,
and warranted not to spoil in any climate. Price,
10c. per pound.

THOMSON'S FISHING AND HUNTING SUITS,

i!

uniUMi,

<*

DUANE ST.. (near
Broadway) New York.
103

Has constantly on hand

jj

Edition.

nLi.nniiui.il

l,

lOl &

IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN
(Jims, Rifles, Pistols, arid Fishing Tackle,
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breeeh

Made

sportsmen. Sold at Eaton &
and E. S. Harris, 177 Broadway.

Tl*ir<l

Manufactured and Imported by

REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Popular Sheridan Lounge, $5 plain; $10 quilted,

Til-

Co.'s,

ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.
AIVD MUZZLE LOADING GUNS,
And Sportsmen s' goods of all kinds.

JOHN % AIDEK,

Folds Very Small.

ls

Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,

and other fishing.

Corner Second and Walnut

Price $5.

CAMP TENTS,

ing camp,

Rods and Reels

The Sportsmen's Depot.

for four persons, 7. 6. sqnaro, weighs 15 lbs.; Can
be packed in knapsack. Price $10. Ten feet square
for six persons, $15.

for nieht shooting

Fly

OF TSE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.

Eved Needles

4-29

camp Lounge Co.,

.

Bamboo

Split

BREECH

folded is about the size of an ordinary shawl
strapped. A light, durable, compact, and comfortable couch. Sent by express C. 'J, D., $5, including
side and supporting sticks at the head. Just the thing
for the camp or lawn

0>i

FRANKLIN SUMNER,

Price$15.

HOOKS.

every Variety and Style of

W-\&."tt

Rods, Reels, Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets,
Baits, Fish Hooks, &c.

cupies a space of 12x11x20 inches.

When

HETTERS AND POINTERS TAUGHT

And

$30.00
6.00

Those desiring something light and durable for
camping purposes will find this stove exactly right;
weighs only 25 pounds; will cook for ten persons.
The ware consists of Kettle, Tea Kettie, Coffee Pot,
Fry-pan, round Tin Pan, two square Pans, Dipper,
Gridiron, Tent Collar, and eight feet Funnel Stove
PiDe, with oven that will roast 15 pounds beef, all of
which nests and packs inside of stove, which only oc-

CAMP LOUNGES.

Johnson's Station, Orange county, N. Y.

P ov*

LIKEN AND COTTON LINES,

HOLABIRD'S CELEBRATED SUITS.
Waterproof and Mildew proof, complete
"
"
Wading Jackets

BOCK STEWART,

Apply to

Every variety of Salmon and Trout Plies, and Hooks
on Gut. Cutty Hunk and Pasque Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Braided Silk Lines, every size and quality of

SILK,

KENNEL CLUB
NEW YORK
following highly-bred

rpHE

\

Dcc23-tf

CiivJDel.

most complete

dealers and sportsmen a

assortment of

Game

The most complete

Apr

and Samples

list

John

free.

ever published. Send for

it.

374 Washington

HENJNING,

C.

410 Seyenth Street,
WASHINGTON, D.

29 ly

father,

Ventilating Pockets.

Illustrated Price List

GEO.

my

Meiiiide. in the manufacture of fi~hing tackle. I feel
competent to continue the business ati'l supply the
custom with the samp quality as heretofore. Parties
supplied with casting lines and artificial files for
Pennsylvania trout streams, Adirondacks, the Maine
Woods, Lake Superior, Thousand Islands, Canadian,
and other waters. Anglers not acquainted with the
nomenclature of these flies, by mentioning the locality where they intend fishing, will have the varieties
best suited to those waters sent to them. Plies copied
from any naiural insect or pattern desired. SARA
J McHRIDE, (Successor to John McBride) Mumford,
Monroe county, N. Y.
Dec2-ly

St.,

Boston.

C.

THTJE

$14 per pair.

Hart's Metallic Shells.

By CHARLES HALLOCK,
AUTHOR OF THE PISHING TOURIST.

,

best shell ever offered to sportsmen.

The

on hand and made

Moccasins, Oil Tanned,
for the

This

is

a in st seasonable

book

(

_

and Stream Put).

lishinsr Co,,

No. 17

And

CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK,

for sale
prepaid,
age

by all booksellers. Sent by mail, poston receipt of price at office of publica-

fHK_ AMERICAN

NEW S COMPANY,

AGENTS.

•rjABPBNTER'S MANUAL..—A

practical guideTo
use of all tools and all operations of the trade;
Y drawing
uso
for carpenters, forms of contracts, specifications, plans, etc.,
with plain instructions for beginueis, and full glossary of terms
used in trade. 11grtmed, 50c. of booksellers or by mail. JESSE
U^NEi & CO., 119 Nassau street, N. Y.
2t

woods; three different

styles.

$3,

$5 50 and $6.

"The Ampersand."
COLYIN'S CANVAS BOAT.

for Sportsmen. JTour-

Invalids, ai d Settlers, and has been long needed
by Winter tourists to Florida and pesons seeking set'wepiant there.
It gives a full classification of the game
rud fish of the Southern Peninsula, routes of interior
and coastwise travel, the agricultural resources of the
country, and sites for settlement, hints for camping
out, resorts for game, hotels, and such other information as wilt be of great benefit to visitors seeking
Morida for health, pleasure, exploration, or permanent settlement.
[?ts,

Published l>y Forest

All sizes

to order.

The most complete

portable boat constructed

.

The

Can be packed in
largest size weighs but 12 pounds.
soace of less than half cubic foot. Prices within
reach of all.
$25 00
No. 1, 8 feet, weight 8 pounds
32.00
No. 2, 10 feet, weight 10 pounds
40.00
No. 3, 12 feet, weight 12 poun ds
sep9

Flooert Rifles.

LITTLE NOISE. PERFECTLY SAFE.
Sighted and ready for use. $10, $12, $16. Just
the arm for first lessons by Young Avuerica in acquiring the requisite skill for a position in ihe Rifle Team,
sep9
and sure death to cats in the back yard.
The Phoenix Single Barrel Breeeh J oader
12 gauge. Uses either Ely's paper, or Hart's me.
Just the article tor young sportsmen.
tallic shells.
$18.00.
Special attention paid to selection of guns for gentlemen at a distance by an expert and an old sports

man.

Bogardus' New Book, "Trip to England."
With how guns are made and hints to sportsmen.

Price 50 cents.
Sole agent in New York city for J. H. Batty, U. S.
Taxidermist. N. A. birds and eggs for collectors,
Buck's heads, and game birda a specialty. Orders
filled with dispatch.
We furnish every article necessary for the outfit of
sportmen in the camp or field. Goods sent everyRemit only by draft, Post Office
where by express
.

EATOPi
Iron

(WATER PIPE,

/Prom One-half Inch to Fourteen Inches diameter; in
lengths from 16 to
20 feet. Capable of Sustaining
At ressure of 1,000 lbs. to the square Inch. Manaf.ictured by the

&

PIPE.

Supplies a want which smokers have long felt—
pipe whicb shall give simply the taste and odor of tobacco smoke. This pipe never accumulates rank
smelling liquid in stem or bowl, but is always clean
and sweet. The bowl and mouthpiece are permanent,
but the stem is of porous paper, to be laid aside after
a few days' use and a new one fitted. Extra stems
accompany each pipe. The price of extra stems,
when not furnished with the pipe, is as follows: Pour
and a half and seven inches, 5c; twelve inches, 15c.
Sold by pipe and cigar dealers generally, or a compleie
sample sent by mail for $1 by

J.
novl8

No

H. Hubbard,

Tube Works

Boston, Mass.,

jt

Co.,

and McReesport, Pa.

COATED INSIDE AND OUT WITH AN

^DESTRUCTIBLE ENAMEL.
WARRANTED.

T
domtg
are connected by our Patent Sleeve Couptap, preventing all
leakage.
-ispecimens can be seen and obtained on application
j^tuio Company's Offices,
8 Pemberton Square, Boslg]j_*ndf8 William street New York.
Oc3M»w
'

or

topwads required.

I

f

'

Breech goading Shot Guns.

h 8tr ongest and most durable
snap action made.
RhL f.
iBQOoting
qualities first-class.

I

I

MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
~
LOADERS.

nriW^r

*
'

OcilJta?

new Suns. Send for circular and
WC8t Ma3LD 8treet Roche8ter N y
>

a&

11

3

'

*

-

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.
EXPLANATORY CIRCULAR

New

Orders solicited and

oc^* 3m

H. H.

filled

pay Large Profits. Railroad
Bonds and Gold boueht
rppr on Margins. Interest Six Pep
Ceut.
allowed on deposits sub-,
rilLL
Stocks,

i

«fc

Bankers and Brokers,

Co.,

Street-, IV

H.Holabird,

Senn for Ulussrated

E&.H.

at

Crook&Co.,

FISHING

TACKLE!

SO Fixlton St.,
N. B.—Sole manuff cturerB

1ST.

Y.

in this country of the

celebrated

Creen Heart Rods,
lor Treat* Bast

and Salmon,

First

COLD SPRJSG TBOUT PONDS,

Nov! 1 -2m

the office of Forest and Stream, or mailed, on receipt
of price by CHAS. SUYDAM, Publisher, 149 ChamSept 2tf
bers street. New York City.

J.B.

tf

ANTHONY &

$100.
CO., 591

Charlesr.own,

FISHERY TO

of the Connecticut
River, Long
below the bridge, three miles in
length, will be leased for a term of five years or more,
to a company. Attached is the snipe shooting of the
South Beach, close to the river. Address
T. SMITH,
Brookhaven, L. I.
lease.

Island,

EGBERT

ortsmen!
GOODS

OIL

CASINS,

the best

.«»

is

called

the feet, and
of the very best of
three
different
stock in
styles, and warranted the gen-,
uine article, different from anything before offered
Illustrated Circular and Price List free.

FRANK GOOD,

Elm st.

tion.

Indian River.
Faithful studies of St. Augustine, the St. Jobns,
Ocklowaka, tbe North Coast and the Gulf.
Sets of twelve selected views enclosed in an illustrated envelope.

For catalogue and

prices, addrpss

OBER BROTHERS,
Fernandina. Florida.

decQtf

and

easy to

VERY DURABLE— being made

1209

Vienna Expos

Embracing views of the most interesting portions
of the State. Scenery, ve.setation peculiar to this semitropical peninsula, and of cities, towns, and rivers
having historic interest.
Only views in existence of Lake Okeechobee and

thing ever
*« worn by sportsmen. No
injured by wetting and
soft

at

Florida Scenery.

to

TANNED MOC-

drying— always

koto-Lantern Slides a special
Photos: raphic materials.

of

Stereoscopic Studies of

New Hamp shire.

Your attention

j

Premium

au5-Iv

BLACK BASS IN SEASON.

CONTAINS THE

by Gunsmiths everywhere, and

Slides for

Broadway, N. Y., opposite Metropolitan Ho
.
Chromos and Frames, Stereoscopes and Viev s
Graphoscopes, Megale noscopes, Alburns and Pho o-"

SHOOTER'S REFEREE

sale

novl8

Proprietors.

I*.

TROUT
Rulesfor Pigeon Shooting qPLEKDID
The Trout Fishery
O
For

Indiana.

Cireular.

tel,

of all of the prominent Gun Clubs of the United
States and Canada, including the Rules of the Hurlingham and London (English) Gun Clubs. Price 50
cents.

10

SOLS MANUFACTURER OF

Magic Lantern and 100

O. S. T-

Rto.

York.

Waterproof

Awarded

THE TRAP

ew

SHOOTING
Valparaiso,

$50.

promptly,

THOM VS.

<

invested in

will

Loads

York.

BROOK TROUT EGGS FOR

TO $500

how $10

Stock Privileges has paid and

Wall

Crystal Springs .Fishery,
20,000

Hooks<

aug26-ly

graphs of celebrities,
Manufacturers
ty.

Manufacturer of

'

ITi&h.

in half the time usually reqnired. Fifty percent,
better distribution and greater penetration secured
Send to your gun dealer for sample.
Ju3-ly

Randolph, Cattaraugus County,

Rods,

AND

W.
creasere, turners,

CO.,

Manufacturers and Importers op

"CHAS.- GREEN,.

l^isliing-

Bnekwaiwr

Selling Agent, Cambridge, Mass.

tf

1

((National

Fishings Tackle,

ject to sight draft.

Sportsmen's Emporium,
P. O. Box 5,109.
No. 102 Nassau street, New York City.

ij

;

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN

Just the Thing for Home
and Camp Use.

order, or registered letter to

SEAMLESS

Up Welded, Wrought

PAPER STEM

Manchester, N, H.

Revolving Cartridge Belt
FOR BREECH LOADERS.
Sold by

all

dealers.

Send for

HAYDEN BELT WORKS,
Sep30-6m

circular.

Columbus, Ohio,

320

FOREST AND STREAM.

l'l

NEW

HAVEN, CONN.,

U.

S.

A.

REASONS FOR BUYING

THE
WINCHESTER
REPEATING
UNSURPASSED RAPIDITY OE EIRE,

RIFLE.

AND EFFECTIVENESS,

STRICT ACCURACY

SMOOTHNESS OF MANIPULATION,
PERFECTION OF WORKMANSHIP,
Cheapness of its Reloading Ammunition.
About 200,000 now in use, in all Prts of the World.
For

W.

&

C.

Illustrated

Pamphlet and Price

List, address

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS
MILITARY, SPORTING, HUNTING AND

SCOTT & SONS

Breech Loading*

TARGET

CO.,

BREECH LOADING GUNS

Jz&ifies.

A SPECIALTY.

ALSO

Double

Report of

Gun Trial sent on

other

For Treatise

Vest

ON

Rifle

Pocket Pistols.

Illtistrat'dL

CARTRIDGES,

w

•fee.,

&C.j &c» f

,

all

and.

SEND

application.

vwnv,
llbflW
Boston.
Sq.
Hall
ITaTieiiil
13
Also

Guns.

AND

Derringer

1873.

AGENTS:

II

Shot

Barreled

Single

Shot Gun and Rifle Combined
Repeating,
Revolvitig,

Genuine Breech Loaders.

WINNERS OF THE GUN TRIAL OF

and

E.

&c-

makes:— Greener, Westley Richards,

Webley, Remington. Moore, &c.
$25 up.
A genuine Scott Muzzle Loading Gun,
Maynard, Ballard, Remington and Sharp's Rifles.

Shooting,
Catalogue,
to

REMINGTON & SONS,
281 and 283 Broadway.

for the following celebrated makers:
C. SCOTT
SONS (winners at the Interna&
Gun'Trial of 1873): J. P.
BRO.; P. WE*BLEY
SONS, and WESTLETt

W. &

WESTERN BRANCH,

"Ballard's breech loading Sporting Rifles $18 It"
Bogardus' New Book— 50 oents, by mail.
Bussey's Gyro Trap, for shooting practice.

237

HBRRIMER

CO., W.

street,

Chicago,

HOLABBRDSShootingSUITS,

111.

DIXON8 <& H A WK8LE Y'S SHOOTING TACKLE
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,
BUSSEY'S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP
WITH CASE.i^ND 100 BIRDS.
Black's Patent Cartridge Vest.

Y

This Vest affords the best arrangement yet invented for carry-

The Sportsman's Warehouse.

The weight is
cartridges.
so evenly distributed that it is
Cartridges can be
scarcely felt.
with the heads down in
carried
this vest, which is of great importance when brass shells are used,
toe
as when carrying them with
head up the weight of the shot et*
ten forces the wad forward, When
J»
bad shooting is the result.
measurement around the cnesi.
PRICE $7.50.
ing

EDWIN S. HAEEIS,
Late

1*7 7

5o.

CLABROUGH

&

RICHARDS.
State

Armory and Manufactory,
ILION,

&

tional

P. O. Box 3994.

Fine Fishing Hods and Tackle.
Fine Bronze Yacht Guns on mahogany carriages,
Complete, as furnished the New York and Boston
raoat Squadrons. SEND FOR CIRCULARS.

iinEHLi.1 w uiiniirtiiii
& 22 John street, N. Y.

if

19 Maiden Lane, 20

COOPER. HARRIS & HODGKINS,

Broadway, I^ew York.

ordering

WHOLESALE AND BE1AIL

BREECH LOADING

send

AGENTS FOR THE

Union Metallic Cartridge Company's Ammunition,

IN THE MARKK1.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

WARRANTED THE BEST

GUNS

ins. Pistols

AND

F^3^
Oartrltfsres, tooth

is to open in the Exposition
Building, Chicago, January 20th, 1870. is an assured
success. The large Cash Prizes, aggregating

The Exhibition which

(

lmplements,

OVER NINE THOUSAND DOLLARS,
and the reduced rates to exhibitors over all the leading Railroads, and the free return of all stock by the
Express Companies, will draw more fanciers to Chi-

4&KA

<fe1 AA
IvV
f

Shares in Wall

Nos.

Wholesale and Retail Dealer

street

IN

JULEP AND BRIGHT COLORED STRAWS,
TURE FRAMES, NATURAL DYED

for a

%

Address P« 0.

GRASSES, Etc.
Box 40, New Utrecht, N. Y.

Harvey's

DIAMOND

and 8 Superior
.

W. STITT,

THIS
MADECALLS.

Cedar

and

,

Col.

,

street,

IMPORTANT

om,
For the coming drawings, commencing January
we have reduced the prices of tickets'as follows.

MONTH BY PUTS

Whole, $20|

Invest according to your means.
$10, $50, or $100 in Stock Privileges, has brought a
advise
small fortune to the careful investor
when and how to operate safely. Books with full
mail
orders
by
and
Address
information sent free.
VO.,
telegraph to

h

$10*

h

«5j

1-5,

&s

1-10, $2; 1-20 $1.
Drawings take place every seventeen Days.
Circulars
<gg
are prepared to fill alt orders.
upon application. Highest price paid for S$ n gJXJf
biSs, Governments, &C.
%1 Wall »*., Sew Yor«.
P. O. Box 4,448,

We

BAXTER &

flankers and Brokers,!? Wall St., N. Y.

,

HAT AN A LOTTERY.
NOTICE.

and

Novll-6m

61

GKAIN.

Rifle,

New York,
_Ag^nUoj^S^Ajnerica^

sep9-eow

We

PIC-

&

2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7,

Hawker's Ducking.

$1,200 PROFIT 0NSI0O.

J

often leads to fortune.

copy of the Wall Street Review and
Send
Pamphlet, showing the various methods of operating. J. HICKLING & CO., Bankers and Brokers,
»ecS3
Ti Broadway. N.Y*

Curtis

1

ad

aia

-

HA YE LARGX STOCK OF'MUZZLE Lokl)TNG GUNS & RIFLES VERY CHEAP

cago than ever before met in America.
Entry Blanks now ready, and
Premium Lists
may be had on application to
CHARLES P. WILLARD, Secretary,
Chicago, Illin ois.
dec23 3t

Spivrj tptlUj

SPORTING GUNPOWDER.

"^
Paper.
Brass and™£
ds

&

JAYLOB & ^Va*,

Terms, Five Dollars a Year.
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a natural fly,
of a hint that for regular feed,

indulgence was not his need.

and dusty, a trout was found.

littered,

'Twas the brave old prince of the shady pool,
Caught with a bait in the evening cool;
Exclusive science

left

empty dish,

But a common temptation beguiled the

fish.
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most noted sporting grounds in Central

Illinois,

not in the whole State, lie upon the Illinois River
about twenty-five miles
below Peoria. Hither come anif

ally, Fall and Spring, but

less in the latter, numerous
the surrounding country to hunt,
ash, or trap.
Indeed, this habit so long pursued, has
anally passed into a
regular custom throughout all the surrounding counties; hence the sportsman on every side,
whether he hails from the city,
village, or farm, now looks
•'porting parties

from

all

|

forward with the greatest
anxiety
corning season ;" the glorious

and impatience for the
October and November. Nor

this all,

'8

toore

p

*

"%

for hither

come

also other parties

remote, from Chicago, Indianapolis, Ind., Rochester,
&c. All come armed and equipped "cap-a-pie,
"and
prepared to enter, heart and soul, into the thrilling

.,

^Pastimes of these rural
sports.

I

i

i!

?

tunes the

whole

Yes, they

come

indeed,

till

and surrounding lakes seem peo[Pled wi th
their presence, and the air itself to be hallowed
with the sweet
music of their pleasures. And yet, I have
ever seen in
your generous columns, any special notice of
ese grounds,
or of the game in which they so richly
ound.
Hence I am assured that your numerous readers
wu l rightly appreciate
my motive, if I venture to post them
u

|g
(i

from distances

forests

Pou this subject.

I am the
better prepared, since
om my third Fall's sporting

I

have just returned
and speak from

in this place,

Personal observation.
j

Hunting GiiorjNDs.-These lie both
on the east and west
River, and nearly in equal portions.
^e part west of the river is in Fulton
county, and that
B *st in
Mason county, Havana, a small village on
the
aes of the Illinois
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are those generally killed; to

might be added many others, and to include quite
our inland and some of the salt water species, but

this list
all

this I will omit.

Of geese, the brant and the common wild goose are
the only kinds I saw. These are quite plenty and sometimes very numerous, especially late in the Fall, and again
in the Spring.
They sometimes make the whole welkin
resound with their "honk-honk" music, This season there
were

is

less

than usual.

Other Birds and Quadrupeds.— The white
sand

pelican,

herons, water turkey, coot, plover, snipe,
common hawk, owl, bittern, curlew, loon, dipper, quail,
pinnated grouse, racoon, muskrat, mink, and large fox
squirrels are some of the animals to be found here; some
hill crane,

plenty in their season, and others scarce. In the proper
season I think splendid wookcock, snipe, and plover
The
shooting over a good dog could be had here.
grounds are favorable, beside we saw ard killed some
woodcock, &c, and have seen many snipe.
Fish. nearly all these lakes and the river abound in
fish, but they are seldom caught by sportsmen with hook
and line, but mostly by net and seine for profit, and sold
for about three cents a pound to the farmers, steamboat
stewards, or village fish dealers. The main varieties sold
are the cat, buffalo, pike, and bass.
The other varieties
include most of our ordinary fresh water fish. The best
of bass, and, I think, pike fishing, may be had in most of
the large waters of Illinois, but the country is generally
level and agricultural, and not strikingly romantic, hence
not much visited by the fishing tourist. These grounds
amply supply in season, all the fish required by the surrounding country.
I have omitted to mention the names of these lakes. The
most prominent are, Thomson's, Johnson's, Slim and
Duck Island, in Fulton county; Flag, Spring, Mud, and
Clear in Mason county. These are from a mile to four
miles long, and two of them are of beautiful clear waters,

—

and from the same.

often laud

j

}

fat.

The above named ducks

Steamboats from above and below
on the ground, hence Peoria or
Pekin, from the north, are good initial points, besides a
perfect outfit for camp may here be purchased. But when
to

mountain tavern there came that night
A pedestrian party in broad moonlight;
And among their rough knapsacks, thrown on the ground,
the

Leaf

good;

ing, lie about twenty lakes, sloughs, and ponds, and varying in size and length from three miles and a half down to
the ordinary pond. These, about ten on each side, stretch
along at about equal distances apart, from north to south,
throughout the eight miles of hunting grounds. As before
stated, they are convenient from the river, where most of
the tents are pitched, but many are located back on the
different lakes, since the river does not afford much huntCamps are generally pitched so as to command
ing.
Each side of the river presents
several of these lakes.
about equal advantages to the sportsman, and hence each
generally has about the same number of camps and hunPersons living in the vicinity, either on the river or
ters.
on the uplands, will always be ready to conduct strangers
to the best camping grounds, or haul their camp equippage

"Piscator Dapper" spent all one day
Changing his casts with dt xterous play,
But all in vain, for at set of sun,
Safely Prince Trout was watching the fun.

To

near their upper

generally about three hundred yards wide with a slow current, and has hard sloping banks, and is very pretty and pleasant indeed. On
each side of this, and back at convenient distances for hunt-

He would lazily swallow
By way

States

on almost every side. The country back of
mile belt of forest, is upland and divided into
Thus lies the land— now for the water.

The Lakes, &c.~ The river

He was up to all the tricks of trade,
Knew every fly that was ever made;
When the gay deceits were near him thrown,
He waiched and wiggled— but let alone.

Artificial

across the Illinois

30, 1875.

the specimen is a prize to my collection. I especially admire the "dashing white" hood, &c.
8. Sheldrake, diver, rapid flier, fish eater, and not very

a good initial

They

farms.

play.

Here dwelt, securely, in moss-grown hold,
Prince Trout, in vesture of red and gold,
Feeding on grasshopper, worm and bug,
Lusty and keen in his covert snug.

then rising, alert and

is

The United

this tkree

Nestling near the foot of the stream
Was a shady pool, where the flickering gleam
Stole through the green canopy overhead,
To kiss the place where the dimples spread.

Now and

dam

and

easily entered

no trout could swim,

would hover, and touch, and

railroad or the river.

some places open, except brush, flags, weeds, &c. They
are lower back from the river than on its banks, which are
open, hard, dry and fine for camping, with plenty of wood.
Blind wagon roads intersect them generally, so they are

;

But, soonet or later, would strike for him;
As thistledown soft in such plausible way,

His

by

arc about eight miles long and three broad, or
one and a half miles on each side of the stream. They are
"bottom lands," and generally heavily timbered, but in

Thus daily abjuring all grovelling things,
Bis taper line fluttered its dainty wings
Quite confident he that

near the south end of €Hiem,

constructing a

end.

"Piscator Dapper" displayed his skill,
With spotted victims his creel to fill.

Worms

river, is

point, either

and down, the range of the brook,
With artistic cast of feathered hook,

All lures but the fly he held in scorn

,

;

.

parties right

not too inconvenient I would recommend a full outfit to
be taken from home. A small skiff or boat for crossing
the waters and getting the game when killed, is almost indispensable, and should be brought along, as there are but
few if any to hire. India rubber boots with high leggins,
are another necessary article of outfit. Most of the game
The lakes
killed may be got by wading from the shore.
are generally shallow and some may even be waded; some
are open, but most are broadly belted with wild rice, flags,
Indeed the shallow ones are sometimes covered
grass, &c.
with these throughout, especially in a dry season. These
lakes during the Fall and Spring months are fairly alive
with ducks, brant, geese, <fcc, which in passing south and
north stop here to feed and recruit. Nowhere throughout
the whole course of the river are so many waters found
huddled together in so small a space, or none where the

the rest less clear.

From about the 10th to the 20th of October is the best
time to camp here. The air is then purified and purged
of mosquitoes by the frosts, and the country subdued
and beautiful. Then all the lakes are stirred up by sportsmen and the game kept on the wing from lake to lake.
Shooting is generally along the borders, and a retriever
will add much to the sport.
Come at this season of the
year and I will warrant the game to be on hand, and the
balance I leave with the sportsman. You will find shooting.

"true knights" of the trigger love to contend.

To the "Farmington Sportsmen's Association," of Fulton county, I desire to give my thanks for the many kindnesses received at their hands.
They are alwr ays ready for
action, and ever found well represented on the banks of
the pleasant Illinois.
Old Scout.

Duces. 1,— Mallard, very abundant, and sometimes by
the tho usand; one of the principal ducks killed— very
fat and delicious.
2. Wood, or Summer, very abundant, and breeds here
during Summer; is the first hunted in early September;
a beautiful but small duck, fat and good eating.
3. Teal, blue-winged, very numerous, large flocks come
early in September before the mallard, and is hunted
with the wood duck; color, brownish; very fat and the
essence of good eating.
4. Teal, green-winged remarks as above.
Both are
very rapid fliers huddle in the water.
5. Widgeon, very abundant and comes early; not large,
but a fat and fine duck; swift on the wing, and huddles.
6. Canvas back, common, but not abundant; he is the
pride of the epicure. Give me theteal in preference.
7. Hooded merganser, small and very beautiful, has a
"hood" (or crown) of white feathers on the head with a jet
black border, the head (otherwise) and neck jet black
breast, white with a black belt around it; bill, straight,
black and narrow, and hooked at the tip; he is a great
diver and fish-eater. So beautiful is this little duck that
I placed one in the hands of a taxidermist at Canton City,
and had it mounted, Thanks to Gen, Pinegar tor the bird;

A Famous Hunter Killed.—Jackson Frailey, known
throughout the State as the "Deerslayer," and the Nimrod
of the Conewago, was killed in a fight with an immense
catamount on Welsh Mountain, near Martinsville, Penn.
last week.
His body, when found, was terribly lacerated
and the clothing completely torn from it. A mile distant
was discovered the catamount; it was shot between the
left shoulder and had a deep stab made with a hunting
knife.
Near by the hunter's rifle, with both barrels discharged, and his knife, the blade covered with blood, were
found. It is surmised that after shooting the animal and
supposing him to be dead, he placed his gun against a
tree and approached the catamount to turn him over, when
the beast sprang upon him and a terrible fight ensued.
Frailey is said to have killed over 2,000 deer, 200 bears*,
twemty catamounts, three panthers and numberless wolves'
and foxes. In his tenth year he killed one bear and six
deer.
His experience in the woods embraced many hand*
to-hand contests with bears and wounded bucks, from all of
which he came out victorious, and his body was covered
with scars, the retult of these battles. He was only lortv
years of age, but followed the calling of hunter and tranper for thirty years

gives such ample food. I will now mention the names of a few of the game birds to be found
here, and against which so many manly "braves" and

wild

rice,

&c,

—
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—

*
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FOREST AND STREAM.
For Forest and Stream.

THE RIVERS OF COLORADO.
COLORADO,
ritories,

like

many

has a large

of the

Western States and Terof long, winding and

number

rapid streams, which have been raised to the dignity of
rivers, although, except for their length, little deserving of
the name, None of the rivers within the confines of the
Territory are navigable, or of any use whatever to inland
trade or commerce.
They are to the country what the
veins and arteries are to the human system— they supply
health and vigor to the earth, they stimulate agriculture,
are of vast benefit to mining undertakings, furnish power
for mills, and supply the indispensable water to cities,
towns and villages. On the map these rivers appear of
great magnitude and importance, threading the county, as
they do in all directions, and containing within themselves
the germs of wealth for the future State
short description of these rivers may perhaps interest the general reader, as they are somewhat different from ihose in the Ea^t
or Europe.
The Platte River has its source immediately under the
snowy crest of the main range of the Rocky Mountains,
and is divided into two main branches the South Platte
and its north fork. The north fork of the South Platte
and the river proper unite in Jefferson county, about twenty-four miles south and twelve miles west of Denver, not
very far from where the turbulent waters of Elk Creek
flow into the north fork. From their junction these two
rivers receive the name of South Platte, and flow through
the most picturesque mountain scenery until they reach
the plains, at an elevation of about 5,600 feet above the
level of the sea.
In the mountains they are rapid, sinuous,
narrow, of crystal clearness, and abounding in trout of the
On reaching the plains, and on their way
finest character.
to Denver, these waters become shallow, of great width,
and full of sand banks and quicksands. The tall pines
and waving spruces disappear, and the banks of the river
are fringed with a scanty growth of willow and cottonwood, with here and there the delicate foliage of the
"quaking asp," a species of poplar. The country on both
On the banks
sides of the Platte is of varied character.
of the little brook which forms its source are the log huts
of the settlers, the board buildings of the miners, or the
white tents of Summer tourists. On all sides rise dark,
pine-clad mountains, gray precipices, snowy peaks and
waving pines. All is nature nature as undisturbed by
the handiwork of man. Mountain sheep browse on the
steep inclines of the mountains; the stately elk and timid
deer peer from the willow thickets; the beaver is busy on
his dam; the squirrel chirps from the top of the pine tree;
grouse and ptarmigan flutter among the grass, and the waters of the bubbling brook seethe and foam in their mosscovered basins, as if impatient to be on their way to the
great plains of the east. Further down, the waters in.

A
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—

crease in volume and pour past the lonely mountain farms,
or skirt the mountain road. Here they are crossed by a
rude bridge of unhewn logs. Down the opposite hill lumbers the red mail coach, with its freight of adventurous
travelers; it rumbles over the bridge, the bright waters
leap upwards and then pass on to the abode of man. Leaping over rocks, surging around stumps, boiling in deep holes,
roaring over gravelly reaches, turning the wheels of many
saw mills, past high mountains, through deep ravines, pleasant meadows, and by picturesque log houses, it pours through
its final ravine and enters the wide spread plains below,
just as the setting sun lights up the broad expanse of emerald with an effulgence which creates a sort of mirage on
those pampas or steppes of the West, In the mountains
'"Twas pebble, rubble and fallen tree,
'Twas babble, double,, through every mile;
on with a shout and shock,
And white with foarn was the rugged rock,
And dark were tbe heml*cks all the while,
Till the road grew broad and the creek ran
while here, on the plains,
It battled

free."

"It creeps away in the tangled grass
"With a voiceless flow and a wandering will."

in the mountains from which the Platte enters
plains is a beautiful spot, and called the Cation
of the Platte. In the foreground are green meadows dotted with innumerable flowers of countless hues; tall grasses
wave and nod in the passing breeze; the river ripples over
its gravelly bed, and clumps of willows display their silvery buds and delicate foliage. Further back, to the right
of the river, is a solitary farm house, surrounded by fields
of grain and grass, and the background is formed by gently
rising hills, bare of trees; pine-clad mountains and peaks
covered with glistening snow. Over all is a clear, blue
sky, dotted with fleecy white clouds, with here and there a
floek of birds winging their silent way to their nests in the
mountain solitude. Further down the river it is crossed
by a long pile bridge, over which the heavy laden train
rushes with a continuous roar on its way to the south
Farms, more or less cultivated, frame in the river on both
sides. Waving fields of grain, serried plots of potatoes, emerald stretches of grass, bristly meadows dotted with mounds
of fragrant hay, snug farm houses with their diminutive
groves, herds of lowing kine, and long lines of freight
wagons, like an Eastern caravan, form the chief features
of the scenery of this portion of the Platte.
Beyond Denver the river passes through a vast expanse
of prairie, dry, cactus grown, and full of the wild sage.
Long irrigating ditches stretch out to the distant horizon;
patches of glistening gravel or silvery sage dot the plains;
to the right sit countless prairie dogs, barking and frisking
Here and there is a solitary farm house with
in the sun.
outbuidings; the well has the old-fashioned sweep; fields
of growing crops are scattered about, and many a towheaded urchin waves his battered hat as the train from

The gap

upon the

Cheyenne rushes by on its way to Denver, the "Queen
City of the Plains." It would be useless to describe the
lonely way stations, the thrifty villages or the rising towns
which overlook the turbid and shallow waters of the
Platte, for they all have the same general character, and
would not prove of interest to the reader. Out on the
boundless plains the river, with its fringe of foliage, pre
sents an agreeable change to the monotony of the grassy
Herds of buffalo cross a ford; groups of graceful
level.
antelope bound over the plain; the shy coyote skulks
among the sage brush; a long line of mounted Indians
skirt the horizon, or a straggling train of white canvascovered wagons toil along the river banks. It is difficult
to give full justice to the scenery of the Platte, for it is of
so varied a character that each view would seem to demand
a separate description. To ^Eastern people, used to the
grand scenery of the Hudson, the romantic views on the
Susquehanna, or the rural beauty of the Houstonic, the
,

rivers of Colorado may appear tame and uninteresting;
after a short residence in this country they will find
many points of interest which they, in their nonchalance,

still,

have overlooked.

H.

W.

Pollitz.

For Forest and

THE NOTTOWAY REGION.

8trea?n.

EER hunting,

by this time, is getting rather unprofitable sport; not that the deer migrate or leave— but
they seem to learn wisdom, and instead of being driven to
certain points by the hounds, they run in erratic routes,
and baffle the calculation of the sportsmen, who wait patiently for hours on a stand, in the hopes of getting a shot.
In the Summer or early Autumn, five deer can be killed
where one is now, and the explanation is simple: In warm
weather, when started by the hounds, they strike in a direct line for the water, and whether it is a mill dam or a
river, the huntsman knows exactly where his game will
cross the road, and is nearly certain to get his shot. But
in cold weather it is different.
The deer take to water, it
is true, when hard pressed; but in the usual drive the}'
don't seem in a hurry to escape the hounds, and make for
the woods and thickets, and the very number of animals
is their safety in a long run.
Other deer are certain to be
started, and the tracks crossing and intermingling baffle
the hounds, and confuse them so that they generally give
up the chase.
As I said before in a former letter, notwithstanding their
being hunted, the deer of this section are steadily increasing in numbers.
They can only be killed by driving with
dogs, and as but few farmers keep a pack, it is impossible
to steal upon them, or to shoot them by night; the forests
may be full of them, and one could walk the woods until
doomsday and get but a chance look at them. Their
hearing is good; the cracking of a twig, noise of a footstep
the very rustling of a leaf, makes them bound from their
resting place and fly, even when the wind is from you; but
their great safeguard is their scent.
It is marvelous to see
how they are gifted in this respect. I have seen them running at full speed directly for the spot where the huntsman lay concealed, with throbbing heart, bounding pulse
and cocked gun in his eager bauds, certain of his game;
and I have seen them at a hundred yards detect their hidden enemy by their exquisite sense of smell, and turn obliqel y without any reduction in their speed, leaving the patient but unlucky shooter staring with open eyes and drawn
down mouth at the form fast vanishing in the distance.
The rutting season commences now, and the bucks have
desperate battles when they meet, and it is of common occurrence to come across plain evidences of the combat, the
ground being torn up by their hoofs and the sod flecked
with blood. The doe brings forth her young in the early
Summer, one generally, sometimes twins at a birth; the
fawns can keep up with their mother in a few days. They
make beautiful pets, and are* domesticated in a short time.
Any one desiring to get these fawns can communicate with
Capt. Wm. Blin, of Littleton, Sussex county, Ya., who
can obtain all he wants. The negroes catch many of them
to sell in the Petersburg markets.
I saw a gentleman in
Sussex who found two pairs of antlers in the woods, so interlocked and so interlaced that he could not separate
them, Near by was a pile of bones, the remains of the
two bucks, who had clearly got into a struggle during the
"rutting season, and in the furious battle their antlers had
gotten the prongs so firmly fixed that they fell linked togother, and died on the field from slow exhaustion and
starvation. It is an exciting thing to see a deer running in
full view, and I can understand easily why novices or
the amateur hunters have what is called the "buck ague."
Yet I think it is unjust to charge a man with having a
tremor of the nerves and not being able to fire off his gun;
the delay in shooting frequently arises from anything but
nervousness. I can understand the feeling now. Not very
long ago I was hunting partridges, and was slowly riding
through a field, my pointers searching a cover of chestnut
and oak at the bottom, and right before me jumped up a
buck with at least ten points to his antlers. He did not see
me, but stood for a moment, with starting eye and heaving
flank, gazing at the dogs.
As quick as thought I extracted my bird cartridges and slipped in a pair of Ely's wire

—

1
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with buckshot, which I had handy in
The buck by
this time was fifty yards away, running parallel to the
fence, not going fast, but in an easy lope, with here and
there a high bound. It was the most magnificent sight I
ever saw in my life. The atlered head thrown high in the
air, the delicate figure, the movements
the very grace and
poetry of motion. I did not fire, but only stared in honest
admiration at the "monarch of the glades," and let him
I could
pass, free as the very air to go where he listeth.
have as soon pulled trigger at a child playing in the abandon of glee, as to have shot that noble and graceful animal. I told my tale to the captain when I reached home,
and in half an hour his pack of hounds was trailing his
lordship splendidly. We had a fine run and that was all.
I believe I spoke in a former letter of the want of a
game law for this section The curse of this region is the
negroes.
The majority of them wont work, but squat on
somebody's land, build a hovel, and live by hunting, trapping and stealing. They are generally armed with an old
army musket, and will sit all day under the trees watching
cartridges, loaded

my vest

pocket, and then cocked the gun.

—

.

and creep along all the paths in the late evening and shoot every old hare who is taking his evening
prowl; then they trap every living animal that can be
caught. I was out hunting one day and I passed along the
edge of a corn held about a mile in length, bordering the
low grounds. A short distance away was the Nottoway
In these low grounds are immense trees, that
River.
seem to have lived since the flood, and in them used to
be countless hordes of squirrels, raccoons and 'possums;
but now they are scarce indeed, and no wonder. They
In this one cornare baited and trapped out of all season.
field bordering the swamp, in the distance mentioned, I
counted sixty-eight log traps baited and set. They were
placed at regular intervals of about ten yards distant; and
a thousand could be given. I
this is just an instance
gave sixty-eight kicks and sixty-eight traps fell. I performed
An old darkey, telling the Capthis duty religiously.
"De debble must a bin a meddlin' wid
tain about it, said:
dem traps; dey was all down, and no varmints caught,
for a squirrel,

Holy Writ. She still retains the same remarkable mind,
well stored with ancient lore, and her charming conversational powers that she was noted for in the Old Dominion
a half a century ago.
She is familiar with all the old traditions and historical records of Southeast Virginia, and
can present a melange of facts that are worth knowing.
In the early days of Virginia, Col. Byrd, of Westov'er
a famous country seat lying on James River, afterward the
manor of the Selden family, was selected by Virginia to
run the dividing line between his State and the State of
North Carolina. Col. B}a-d was, at that time, one of the
most learned and accomplished men of his day, and the
high honor conferred on him was worthily bestowed. In
the performance of his duty he selected the sites of the future city of Richmond, at the foot of the falls on James
River, and also of Petersburg, on the Appomattox River.
The size and prosperit}^ of these twin cities show what
marvelous judgment and far-reaching sight the Col. had.
On his way back, he mentions in his chronicle which
was published in the old Farmers' Register, the great gentleman's sporting journal of that day, which was published
in the State that he camped on a stream called Sappony
Creek, a branch of the Nottoway River, in the upper part
of Sussex county, and gives a long account of the great
profusion of game, and the large number of Indians, and
also what excited his astonishment and wonder was the
large specimen. of silver ore which one of the Sappony Indians brought to him in exchange for knives and axes.
Col. Byrd says he closely questioned those swarthy sons of
the forest in regard to this silver ore, and they assured him
that there were^mines of incalculable wealth on the Nottoway River, but that their chiefs had forbidden them to reveal them to the whites, for fear that they would come and
destroy their hunting grounds. Col. Byrd, in his memoirs,
lays great stress upon the richness of the specimens in his
possession, and affirmed his belief that there were rich
veins known to the Indians.
It was his intention to explore carefully the whole country, and to discover, if possible, the whereabouts of the silver, but old age and increasing infirmities prevented him from carrying out his
plans; but he always, to the day of his death, spoke of his
firm belief in these undiscovered mines.
My historian believes it thoroughly now; she told me of an old hunter
named Simmons, who lived on the banks of the Nottoway
in her girlhood, who was very intimate with the Indians
indeed almost one of them. He "took up" with a squaw,
and lived in a small hovel on the river. Simmons often
brought deer, turkeys and coons to sell at her father's
house, and the old huntsman was a great favorite of her
brothers.
Old Simmons ussd to bring back something besides the spoils of the chase— something that would be
more eagerly coveted than the fattest buck that ever
cleared a ten rail fence, and that was a nugget of silver.
He said that he knew where the mines were situated, but
that he was sworn to keep the secret undivulged. Every
argument, threat and cajolery was used on old Simmons
by her young brothers to get him to carry them and show
the spot where he fouud the nugget, but all to no purpose.
Old Simmons could not be bribed fame or power he never
heard of; money he did not know the value of; luxuries
he had a contempt for, and so he kept his faith truly, and
when he died his secret died with him. This is a true tale,
and I write it for the benefit of those who desire a future
easily won, and not for that class whose motto is, "By Industry
Thrive," and who are content to plod along,
walking steady and hoping earnestly, and waiting trustingly for their "ships to come home from sea." From what
I have heard, the old traditions have convinced me and I
believe that there is a veritable "El Dorado" in this wild
section which will make the discoverer richer and more
powerful than the Genii of Alladdin's wonderful lamp,
and will throw in the shade the Oomstoek and the Gun-

—

—

;

We

powder

he, in his primitive state, wild, untutored, yet with his savage virtues not as he became after contact with the white
men, who had cowed him, and the pale face's fire water
had completely demoralized and brutalized him, until he
became an Iskmael among men. I must confess that I nave
a strong sympathy for the Indian; lie is as God made him,
and he was robbed of the fairest inheritance on earth, his
game killed, his lodges defiled, and he kept like Joe, in
"Bleak House," always a moving on, with his face to the
setting sun, seeking for rest and peace and finding it not.
Is it any wonder that he turned at last and learned what
his white friends taught him
that revenge was sweet?
But it is time I was putting on the brakes. In my next

—

—

I will describe some of the fox hunts of the olden timethat same old glorious time when a Virginia youth had but
three things to do, go to court on court days, ride and
hunt, and drink the best of home-brewed apple jack. But as
old Uncle Manuel used to say: "Dem times aint dese
Chassetjr.
times," and we all sigh an affirmative.

Home-made Apotbegms. —Hard worn and no pay
enough, but no pay and no credit
be forgotten.

The Forest am> Stream

There is an old lady here— once the celebrated belle of
the State--who lives near this place— a very old lady, one
of the ancient matrons which many have seen in faded
portraits, but few have met face to face
well, my friend
has passed long since the limit of human life spoken of in

—

is

is

is bad
worse than to die and

much

quoted, but seldom

mentioned.

—

nutker!"

lode.

During the Indian and French war there marched from
this region six hundred warriors, by name called one of
the six nations, to fight against Braddock's army, and but
few returned from the war. It is a singular fact that in
Southamptou, the county adjoining Sussex, there is a tract
of land of six thousand acres, which was granted to the
Southampton Indians by the State of Virginia, which has
never been revoked or repealed. The descendants of those
Indians live on the track yet, but they have amalgamated
so thoroughly with the negroes that the trace of their descent and lineage is nearly obliterated; they only show
their blood by their hatred of labor and their love of the
chase.
It is a common thing to pick up relics of them in
the shape of an arrowhead of flint, or a tomahawk of
fieldspar.
Whenever I find such relics it always sets me
dreaming, and I picture to myself the noble red man, as

The Toronto
column and
it

week

appropriates a

matter and gives no
so habitual that no one now looks

of our editorial

This neglect

credit.

to

Sporting Times of last

a half

is

for original articles.

The Nashville (Tenn.) Mural Bun copies two full
umns in like manner. We have exchanged with it

col-

just

two weeks; and yet we are not happy!

The

devil

change

is

may

get his due, but the rural newspaper ex-

a hard creditor.
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FISH

FROM WATERS TO BE RE-STOCKED.

4
The question, so often asked, how to rid ponds and
THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE HATCHING HOUSE.
streams of pickerel and other objectionable fish, that trout

—

'

K

may

be substituted, is partly answered in the following
letter from Mr. Milner, originally addressed to Hon. J. B.
Beck, of Kentucky:
United States Commission, Fish and Fisheries, )

NEARLY A HALF MILLION OF YOUNG SALMON.

RECEIVING an invitation from the Superintendent, Mr.

Mm

pay
a visit, I reached Marietta
little
after
a
12 M., on the 15th of
Susquehanna,
on the
December. I found him awaiting my arrival, and after an
hotel, we jostled over the lumpy, frozen
early dinner at the
Jno. P. Creveling, to

Donegal Springs, where the State hatchbeen established.
ing house has
This is a substantial wooden building one hundred
wide. The water, drawn by a six inch
feet long by thirty
pipe from a copious spring a hundred yards above, is conducted to a tank outside the building, and then through a
feed trough running the whole length of the house inside,
by faucets through thirty-three hatching
is distributed
troughs, each of them fourteen feet long, and placed at
In each of the hatchright angles with the supply trough.
ing troughs, which are eighteen inches wide, there are six
divisions, which receive as many trays just two feet long,
are covered with tarred woven wire,
the bottoms of which
inch lengthwise, and three-quarters of an
five wires to the

Watjkegan,

Dear Sir—Your

from the eggs,

Mr. Creveling allows five
as he can place them in
double, i e., one above another, he can hatch sixty thouSo the hatching capacity of the house
sand in a trough.
of a million of eggs.
By running a
is now little short
supply trough on the opposite side of the house, and
doubling the number of troughs, he can hatch two million,
and then by putting in tiers of trays three or four deep
he can triplicate or quadruple his present hatching capacity.
Having ample room and an abundant supply of clear
sprint water of uniform temperature, he does not think it
expedient to use the Holton or Ferguson apparatus, as he
oan remove the fry and attend to them more easily by his
ihey are free

thousand eggs to each screen,

jresent

and

method.

found his fry, which had absorbed the umbilical sacs a
veek before, all thrifty, uniform in size, and feeding
The following is a summing up of his record
teartily.
;eptfrom day to day:
Received from Cali Fornia, ova
Oct. 13.
480,000
Loss in transportation, bad eggs
5,131
I

474,869

Commenced

hatching.
Sacs absorbed.
Dec. 8.
jossin eggs in troughs......
Oct. 26.

jossin

young

fish

11,313

4,663— 15,976

.

Fry ready for distribution
440,893
Of the loss in young fish there were about 2,000 malformed, some double headed, some joined in pairs at the
sac, and some with tails drawn up to the head, all of which
nevitably die, and which would reduce Mr. Creveling's
oss to 13,976.

As soon after coming from the eggs as the fry can be
noved say within two or three days they are brushed
Tom the hatching trays into tin pans, the loose shells
icreened out, and the young fish placed in vacant troughs
o await the absorption of the sac.
So careful is Mr.
leveling to give his fry plenty of room that he already
iad fifteen boxes, 4x2 feet, with wire gauze bottoms and
'.nds, floating in a pond outside, each of the boxes containng from three to four thousand.
These he feeds as reguarly, morning and evening, as those under roofs.
Mr. C. feeds daily to his fry a week old a beef's heart,
vhich, with the nerves and veins out, weighs about four
>ounds.
At two weeks old he doubles the allowance,
;radually increasing the quantity until the fry are all disnbuted to the various streams to which they are allotted.
Ie prefers the heart to the liver, which, as he justly says,
ioes not run so much to liquid.
His manner of preparing
is in a revolving upright cylindrical chopper, being careul to keep the knives very sharp.
After a thorough
hopping, the minced meat is mixed with water and
trained through a fine wire gauze ; all that will not pass
hrough is chopped again. As the fry increase in size,
oarser seives are used
The feed, mixed with water, is
aken up in a bulb syringe with a wide nozzle, and squirted
long the length of the troughs
the persons feeding passag backwards and forwards several times in doing so, that
glut of food may not be administered instantaneously.
The cans used in transportation hold each from four t®
ve thousand fry.
The water is aerated by means of a
ylindrical plunger four or five inches in diameter, as long
s the depth of the
can, and perforated with minute holes.
ls the plunger is
pressed down, the water in the cans rushes
a through the holes,
and as it is pulled up the pressure of
he air above causes it to rush back into the cans.
This is
ae best invention I have ever seen for oxygenating the
?atei\
It is an invention of Mr. Creveling's.
Mr. C. was
)lid in
his commendation of Mr. Stone's method of pa^k-

—
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a
g salmon eggs, by which only one per cent, was lost in
unsporting them a day's travel over a rough road in a
? agon,
and three thousand miles by rail. Mr. C. practices
r y impregnation
in fecundating his trout eggs, and loses
jut a very small
per centage. During a cold snap in Noember be visited a farmer, four miles or so away, who
'ad some trout in his brook that were just beginning to
pawn, and having no impregnating pans handy, or any way
'f taking
the fecundated ova home, by considerable dexer
he pressed the ova into one bottle, and the milt into
mother, and an hour after doing so, put the two together
Q his pans, and,
mixing them well, placed them in his
etching trough.
The result was eighty per cent, of perectly fecundated
eggs, in which the embryos were easily
'

r

%

een,

i

found in a partition in a pond adjoining the hatching
number of wall-eyed pike [Lucio perca), twenty-two
>i them,
Mr. C. informed me, averaging two and a half
rounds each. He intends trying to express the ova and
wllea tnev are 1Q the proper condition, which will be
\l
<« March or April, and, if successful, hatch the eggs in his
I

louse a

'

rou gh8,

Thaddeus Norris.

November,

1875.

[

and
you

I gladly send what
desire.
To begin, there is an experiment very important and
especially desirable to be carried out this season, that I
have refrained from proposing to any locality we expect to
visit this fall, because, unless it is rightly managed, it will

road four miles to

inch apart crosswise, so as to allow the avelings to fall
tiirough the screen to the bottom of the trough as soon as

III.,

letter of the 9th arrived yesterday,
information I can in the direction

be an unpopular measure.

The young

fishes deposited in the streams of course have
fishes of prey in the
loss is more or less

run the gauntlet of the larger
streams where they are put. The

to

according to the various conditions of different streams.
would be very desirable to test results from a stream in
which all the other species had been either removed or
destroyed.
This would not be impracticable if some small
stream of not too much or too little current near the head
is selected, and a good wire-screen placed at the proper
distance below.
As destruction of life is a repulsive and rather heartless
act, especially on so large a scale, some philanthropic, or
philoicthyic citizens might volunteer to see the larger portion
of the fishes seined out and the fishes carried below or to
other waters. Then, by placing quick lime in the upper
head waters, the lurkers that would not permit themselves
to be taken with the seine could be destroyed, and the
stream in a week or ten days would be clean and clear for
a stock of healthy young salmon.
These could, as well, be
kept under such conditions until they had attained a year's
growth. At this time they should be from five to eight
inches long, and with the strength and activity of the
species would be entirely able to save themselves from any
enemies they would be likely to encounter.
By skillful management in turning the young salmon
through the wire-screen at the time they are ready to
migrate down the current, the number that had survived
would be known precisely.
It is not alone because of the definite knowledge that
would be obtained of the numbers surviving, but because
of the survival of so large numbers, more rapid results
might be expected in the waters.
The seeds of coculus indicus would perhaps answer better
purpose than the lime. Considerable judgment and care
will be necessary in applying either to prevent injuring
further dowu the stream than is necessary.
It is easy to see that this measure would be very unpopular, unless managed by persons capable of explaining
satisfactorily the greater advantages to ensue.
When the salmon descend toward the sea I think we
could promise to restock the stream with some of our lately
imported fishes, or rather their progeny.
This experiment will be an entirely new and original
idea, and would give interest and note at once to the work
of your Commission, if the£ carry it out.
Though the
suggestion is not entirely new, the gentleman who has
urged its application in our work is Professor Albert D.
Hager, an elderly and active man, and who expects to
unite with me in our work this fall. He was formerly
Geologist of Vermont, afterward of Missouri, and between
times Fish Commissioner of the State of Vermont,
It

.

Yours truly,
Jas. W. Milner.
Hon. James B. Beck, Lexington, Ky.

—

-*..-

Terre Haute, Ind., December

In reading the Report of several different State Fish Commissions, it
has occurred to two or three of our fishermen to ask if we have any
None seem to know here.
State Fish Commission in this State.
Can you tell us anything about it, how we should proceed to get one, if
there is none, etc.? What we want is a start. Some shad spawn was
put in our river (the Wabash) some two years ago, but by whom we here
do not know.
Crumbs.

[There is no Fish Commission in Indiana.
Efforts
have been repeatedly made through the Legislature (the
proper source) to establish one. One of the most energetic
and prominent workers in this movement is our friend W.
H. Holabird, of Valparaiso, to whom our correspondent
can apply for aid or information. Should a Fish Commission be established in Indiana, we should be pleased to see
Mr. Holabird appointed thereto, as he would render disinEd.]
terested and efficient service.

tntnl j§iMtorg.
[IhU Department is now under the eharge of a competent Naturalist,
indorsed by the Smithsonian Institution, and will henceforth be made a
special feature of this paper. All communications, notes, queries, remarks, and seasonal observations will receive careful attention.]

THE NESTING OF AMERICAN BIRDS.
The Wood Thrush— (Turdus mmtelinus Gmelin, Au-

III.

dubon, Nuttall, Baird, Coues; T. mdodus, Wilson.)
or

in the

thrush breeds throughout

States,

where

it is

its

distinctively

range

an

east-

found north to New England and Canada
West; west to Dakota, and south, in Winter, to Central
America. Through the central portion of its range all
have paired by May 1st, and the nest is usually completed
by the 15th of the month, except in New England, where
the date is somewhat later. Although very common in
wooded and thickety districts, especially in the Ohio Valley and northward to the lakes, they are more shy than the
robins, and conceal their houses with much greater care,
often contriving to have long leaves and trailing vines
curtain them.
The nest of this thrush is nearly as bulky as the robin's,
but often has no mud in its composition. It is placed upon
the horizontal branch of a forest tree, anywhere from six
ern bird.

It is

The

and

grasses.

wood thrush

nesting

fine roots

While

it is

away from

not common to find the
the woods, Dr^ Brewer

and Mr. Burroughs both mention instances where It built
in gardens close to the house so long as it was left undisturbed. Whatever its situation, the type is well adhered
to, and the foundation of dead beech or oak leaves is a
characteristic; but I remember one case in which ribbonThe books say that but
like grass had been used instead.
one brood is raised in New England, but I am inclined to
think otherwise.

Mr. Maynard says the usual time of

nesting, near Boston, is June 1st, although he has found
the young on the 4th. Mr. Samuels places the date as the
20th of May. During the Summer of 1873 I spent several
weeks at Norwich, Conn., where these thrushes are abundant. On June 2d I found one of their nests, containing
four eggs, which had been set upon, and on June 4th another
similar on^; the following day an unfinished nest was
found; from this time constant search met with no wood
thrush's nest until the 21st, when another was found, containing four fresh eggs, which I then considered a second
brood, not seeing why this pair should have delayed their
building until all their neighbor's young were hatched.
This trip furnished another curious note. On the 5th of the
month I found a nest of the wood thrush, nearly finished,
on the lower limb of a large oak. Visiting it again on the
Did
18th, it contained three eggs only slightly addled.
these eggs belong to the original builders wT ho were so
dilatory; or had the nest been abandoned and afterwards
taken possession of by another pair?
Along Lake Erie, where they breed in great numbers, the
eggs are laid by May 15th, and are usually four in number,
but sometimes only three. It not unfrequently happens
The eggs
that a cow-bird's eggs is also found with them.
are uniform deep blue, not inclining to green so much as
the robin's, and one-fifth smaller, more slender and pointed.

Their behavior when the nest is approached is very different in different individuals. If the female is sitting she
will usually remain upon the nest, watching you intently,
until you reach out your hand to touch her, when she will
suddenly slip away, and caunot be induced to show herself
while you remain in the vicinity; but sometimes, with an.
unnatural courage born of her terror, she stands her ground,
bristles up, and whistling, screaming and hissing, repeatedly darts at your head with the utmost fury.

—Watts T. Loomis, of Little Falls, N. Y., tells us, in
answer to "C. S. W.," that a phcebe bird {Contopus mrens)
raised two broods of young in the same nest each year, for
two successive years, building her nest on the top of a
column under a piazza.
<«»»

A List op Albino Birds.— Mr. W. Russell Robinson, of
Richmond, Va., sends us, in a communication which is
unfortunately too long for us to print in full, a list of cases
of albinism and melanism which have come under his obAs he says, few persons who have not paid
servation.
special attention to the subject, know how common the
former variation from nature is, and how it may in some
degree be accounted for as governed by laws of geographiThe only other list of albinoes which we
cal variation.
remember was published by Dr. Coues in the American
Naturalist for May, 1868.
He records only a single instance
of melanism, the black guillemot, which had been described as a distinct species. Mr. J. A. Allen, last year,
showed us a striking example of melanism in the red-

headed woodpecker.
21st, 1815.

Editor Forest and Stream:—

THE woodUnitedsong

above the ground, or in the forks of a sapling.
materials are twigs, coarse grasses, and dried leaves—
of which latter, in damp situations, there is often a great
thickness underneath— finely combined, and lined with
to forty feet

The

first

on Mr. Robinson's

list is

the quail (Ortyx Virginianus), many of which have been
found pure white, or mottled with white, by hunters in
Virginia. Mr. Abbott, a taxidermist in Reading, Pa., had
among his specimens a perfect case of melanism in this
bird.
It was evenlv black everywhere.
Two specimens
each of the snipe [GaUinago Wihoni), and of the sora rail
{Porzana Carolina) and several of the meadow lark (JSturnella magna) and robin (Turdus migratorius), are also deOne of the robin was all white except its red
scribed.
breast.
"A very beautiful specimen of albinism in my
collection," says the writer, "is a cedar bird {Ampelis cedrorum). It was shot from among a normally colored flock,
on one of the islands in the James River, in March,
1874.
The wing- coverts are rich brown; the bend at each
wing has a spot of the same color, and. there is a round
spot on the tips of three of the secondary quills on each
wing; the abdomen ends of the tail feathers, and a narrow
line immediately behind the crest, across the head, are
pale yellow and very glossy; the red 'sealing-wax' appendages on the inner quills are very bright; everywhere
else the bird is pure white."
The snow-bird (Junco hyemalis), the English sparrow [Pyrgita domestica), and the chimney swallow {Clmtura pelasgia), conclude the list. The list
has an additional value, as coming from so southern a lo-

Richmond.
Birds with Teeth.—Prof. O. C. Marsh prints in the
American Naturalist an account of the fossil birds with
teeth (Odontorinthes), which occur in the cretaceous rocks
of this country. Among them are figured and described
cality as

two, probably aquatic, species of birds about the size of a
pigeon, with long powerful wings, and many teeth set in
sockets in the lower jaw, indicating carnivorous habits.
very interesting one is the Hesperornis, a gigantic diver,

A

found in Kansas in 1870. Its skull is similar to that
of the loon.
The jaws are massive, and have throughout their length a deep, inferior groove, which was thickly

first

with sharp-pointed teeth. These teeth had no true
and in some other respects resemble those of some
fossil reptiles.
But the jaws were covered with a horny
beak. The Hesperornis was larger than any known aquatic
bird, the length from the tip of the bill to the ena of the
toes being between five and six feet.
The habits are
clearly indicated.
"The rudimentary wings prove that
flight was impossible, while the powerful swimming legs
and feet were peculiarly adapted to rapid motion through
the water. The tail appears to have been much expanded
horizontally, as in the beaver, and doubtless was an elScient aid in diving, perhaps compensating in part for the
want of wings, which the penguins use with so much effect
in swimming under water." Its food was probably fishes.
set

sockets,

-
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—Among

the variations from the normal markings in

observed in England, W. A.
Forbes has exhibited to the members of the British Entomological Society, as reported in Nature, a specimen of
%ygaena Mpendula with yellow spots.
J. M. Wood, of
London, has reared a variety of \Vanessaio without the minute black striae on the costa of the fore wings, and on the
whole under surface, which is somewhat lighter in color
than usual, some of the nervures being marked with a
light ochreous tint.
butterflies

and moths,

lately

—Prof. F. H. Snow, of Lawrence, Kansas, has found a
full sized horny crest, hitherto supposed peculiar to the
male, upon the beak of a female white pelican {Pelecanus

—According to the abstract of the report of the English
Fish Commissioner on the fishes of Norfolk, given in Nature,
it appears, as a remarkable fact, that large numbers of
sea trout are annually caught off the coasts of that county,
though the rivers which flow through it are naturally incapable of producing Salmonidce. The fish thus caught are
visitors from the salmon rivers in the north, viz. theTyne,
the Tees, the Coquet, and the Tweed. The object of this
visit to the coasts of Norfolk and Suffolk is to find food,
which exists in abundance in the shape of the spawn and
:

fry of the
waters.

many

varieties of fish

which abound

— The weather was extraordinarily warm
rising almost to 60°.

As

last

in those

week, the

a consequence the bats

recovered from their torpidity, and came out in the dusk;
and the sparrows pursued their wooing with Spring-like
vigor.

,

r

aadhnd, «$%tm mid %nrdm.

To Bake Canvas Back Ducks.— Have

the duck dry
to be put into the
salt.
Place the

picked, the head left on. No dressing is
and
a little pepper
bird, except
if
you care to
duck in the pan on its back;
add a slice of dryed English bacon, not smoked,
do so. Put no water in the pan. Your oven must be hot,
but not enough to burn. Baste the duck frequently while
cooking. About thirty minutes is the allotted time. During the last few minutes dredge some flour on the bird and
quicken the fire, in order'to brown the outside.
The above are general directions for an ordinary range
or cook stove; but it is impossible to give the exact time
that a canvas back duck should remain in the oven, as this
depends altogether on the size of the oven, the condition
of the fire, the number of ducks to be cooked at the same
time, whether the ducks have just come off of the ice,
You can tell the temperature of the oven by holding
etc.
your hand in it a moment, and if you are familiar with
your oven you will know just what it will accomplish. If
you have baked the canvas back as it should be baked, it
must have a plump appearance when taken out of the
oven; in color it must be a delicate brown. The flesh,
when cut in two, should be moist and juicy, and in color
somewhat red— not Hue.
birds in general, and canvas back ducks in particto a certain amount of heat for a
certain length of time before that chemical transformation
can take place in their flesh and blood necessary to make
apparent to the human palate that flavor peculiar to the
In the uncooked bird the flavor is present in a dibird.
lute form; it needs heat to drive off the water and thereby
concentrate the juices. In the overcooked bird you have
approached too near to charcoal, a substance without flaJust where to stop between these extremes we have
vor.
endeavored to instruct you.
The man that wants hi3 bird dried to a crisp does not
like the flavor of that bird, and would have you destroy
The man that says, "cook my canthat flavor with fire
vas back twenty minutes by the clock," and then to eat it
covers a warm slice of the raw, blue flesh with currant
jelly, or Worcestershire sauce, does not know much about
the delicious and delicate flavor of the canvas back duck.
tender shelldrake, or anything to form a foundation for
Have all your game as
jelly or sauce, will do for him.
fresh as you can get it after the animal heat has passed off.
Putrefaction does not add to to the flavor of any game.
To any one fortunate enough to possess a "spit," to him I
say, never trouble your oven with a game bird. II. DeO.,
in Forest and Stream.
-

Game

must be subjected

.

A

i

—
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Improved Flowers. A Mississippi correspondent comments as follows on the extract from the Germantown Telegraph on improved flowers, which appeared in this column
a few weeks ago
:

That

must have been written by the same old gentleman who
a finer apple than that grown in his grandfather's garden; who

article

never ate

sighs for the locomotion in the old stage coach, for steam takes his breath
firelock the ne plus ultra of firearms.
He
misses the flash in the pan, sighs over the retrogression to the percussion, and thinks breech loaders playthings. The old gentleman sighsthink of it, ye floriculturists—for a "cabbage" rose. Ye gods and little
Caboage is what smells so sweetly to his nostrils that he cannot
fishes
now detect a rose when he walks through rose-bedecked (sic) gardens,
and hence hardly knows what a real rose is. He says: "What we have
for roses now are as much like real roses as coffee- is like beans." Really
be is hard to satisfy. I never saw coffee not composed of beans, except
in Confederate times. If the old gentleman were here to-day (Novem
ber 27th) I could show him sweet Williams, carnation and other pinks",
verbenas as pretty as any that grew beside his cabbage, loses that even
he would recognize as such— aye, and praise, too— chrysanthemums everywhere, oceans of violets perfuming the air, sweet olive (Oleaf/agrans),
with its unpretending blossoms gladdening every passer-by with its fragrance; mignonette, self-sown from early plants gone to seed, and a few
cape jessamine (Gardenia Jiorida), with beautiful zinnias for a back-

away; who thinks the old

I

ground, and all in the open air.
To decry improved flowers, in view of such results, is unjust to the
horticulturist who succeeds in his endeavor to give us a new flower,
and who sends us seed for a small sum that will sprout into plants with
innumerable beautiful eyes turned to heaven to praise the Giver of all
for letting the sun shine on them as well as on old fogies.

George
f

Our Germantown contemporary, who

is

C. Eyrioh.

fully able to de-

fend his own views on horticultural, as well as other topprobably did not intend to decry all progress in florid

ics,

culture, but simply to enter a playful protest against the
mania for new varieties, which, it must be admitted, has

opened up an expensive field of experiment, and does not
always result in an improved quality or quantity of flowers.
It is akin to the "chicken fever," which a rural friend
declareshas prevailed with him until it takes half his corn
crop to feed his overgrown "blue-blooded" varieties, while
eggs are not as plentiful with him as in the days of the
plain old dunghills.

—-
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Florida Healthy?— Correspondents who purpose
settling in Florida ask us almost every week if Florida is
Is

We

healthy.

give herewith the opinion of a Northern
wholly disinterested, and whose knowledge of
Florida enables him to answer ex cathedra:—

man who

erythrorhynchus.)

lar,

§
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Jamaica Plains, Mass., December 20th, 1875.
Editor Forest ahd Stream:
Take it all the year round, I believe Florida to be the healthiest State
in the Union. The proportion of deaths among young children, I think,

—

smaller there than elsewhere, as well may be the case where scarlet
fever and diptheria are almost unknown. The remarkably low death
rate among United States troops stationed in Florida has often been
is

mentioned as a proof of the salubrity of the climate, and it is a convincing one. Among the diseases of adults to which the climate of
Florida brings relief are rheumatism, neuralgia, and affections of the
throat and lungs.
I knew a middle aged man who came to East Florida from Illinois four
years ago, being, as it seemed, a confirmed consumptive. He was poor,
and was obliged for many weeks to live with his wife and children in a
tent, which had been loaned to him.
But he continued to improve in
health, and after awhile got some land under the homestead law, on
which, with the aid of his neighbors, he built a hut of palmetto leaves.
In this he has lived, and has recovered his health, so that now he has
gone into the orange business.
I myself was driven to Florida five Winters ago by rheumatism and
neuralgia, which made my life a burden. Since I landed on Florida soil
I have never known a day's illness from either of these diseases, Laving,
however, continued to visit the State every Winter.
Much has been written by casual visitors about the low, swampy, and
malarious character of the country, and the dampness of the climate;
but it must be remembered that nine tenths of the Winter visitors see
little

Lake

of Florida. Tney ascend the St. John as far as Enterprise, or Salt
at the farthest. So a man might go up the Mississippi, from New Or-

know little of the West. I think there is less mathan in the Mississippi Valley, and for the reason that in
Florida the soil is much less rich. There are plenty of swamps, but
they are not bottomless, like those on the Western rivers. Uuder a few
inches of mud you find usually a solid bottom of sand or limestone.
All over the State of Florida one f>nds beautiful clear lakes, with bottom and shores of clean white smd, and surrounded with pine forest.
Even the low and often submerged lands are not usually boggy. I have
ridden miles upon miles over low prairies in East Florida, where the
water lay from one to two feet deep, without getting "slewed," as they
call it in the West, where the wagon and horses disappear in a mud hole.
As to fog, one can see more of it in a week of Summer on the coast of
Maine than one would find in a Florida Winter.
S. C. 0.
leans to St. Paul, and

laria in Florida

—The

Government sanitary maps indicate that
some portions of Florida are as healthy as any in the world,
while others are subject to yellow fever and malarious afEd.
fections.
Remark.

Watering Poultry.— It is
many of the diseases incident

the belief of the writer that
to poultry are due to neglect
in providing them with pure water; particularly do I believe such to be the case in the majority of instances where
chicken cholera prevails. The omission to furnish fowls

with suitable drinking water is one of the worst features
of cruelty to animals.
It is a neglect that is decidedly adverse to success, hence tends to diminish individual fancy
for fowls, and works detriment to poultry interests. Those
whom we occasionally hear say that "there is no profit in
poultry" are not qualified to have the management of the
same, and in their attentions may be classed with the
thriftless and neglected parties who keep fowls that get
drink when it rains. Farmer's Journal.

-*.-

ARTIFICIAL _
INCUBATION.
,

Englewood, New
Editor Forest and Stream:

—

While

Jersey,

December

:5th, 1875.

hatching is absorbing so much attention, an acchicken hatching establishment of W. C. Baker,
Esq., at Alpine, on the ILudson, may be interesting to your readers from
the novelty of its conception. Mr. Baker for years has been experimenting in hatching in a quiet way, and as the result of his experiments
he has lately erected an establishment at a cost of over $50,000, and now
purposes to breed chickens and eggs for market on a scale heretofore unprecedented in artificial culture, and we have no doubt but that his investment will pay him a handsome rate of interest, judging by what we
saw. Mr. Baker was soon found, and in answer to our request that we
might be permitted to look through his establishment, a courteous ''Certainly, I will accompany you myself," was vouchsafed.
Our first visit was to the spacious house wherein the incubation is carried on. Here, also, is the work shop, boiler room, nurses' apartments
—as Mr. Baker facetiously calls his attendants— offices, &c. Following
Mr. Baker up stairs, we are ushered into the hatching room, a light, spacious and well ventilated apartment, across which run the tables, eight
in number, each capable of holding 1,000 eg»s, which are placed in trays
one above another, and through which run the hot water pipes. The
great trouble in artificial hatching has been the difficulty of preserving
an even temperature during the entire period of incubation. Mr. Baker
entirely obviated this Iby a most ingenious automatic connection from
his hatching trays and the gas jet which furnishes the heat for the large
A variation of one quarter of a degree will either turn the
tin boilers.
gas higher or lower as required until the proper temperature is again attained. The heat, dryness, or moisture is also regulated in a similar
manner. Should anything get out of working order in the room, an annunciator connecting with the attendant's room loudly proclaims the
fact, and a dial at once locates the room where the trouble occurs.
Mr. Baker showed hs several eggs in different stages of advancement,
through a strong light in a little darkened closet. The young bird
showed unmistakable signs of disgust at this unusual treatment by
squirming about in the shell in a most animated manner. The minute
the chick is hatched it is placed in a large warming hox until it is comcompletely dried, thence it is transferred to a large glass house, to which
Mr. Baker then conducted us. This building is laid out somewhat in
the manner of a green house, with rose buds growing in great profusion
for the sake of the parasites which devour them, and which in turn are
devoured by tha chicks. It is divided into nurseries, each capable of
accommodating about a hundred of the young fledglings, and a fine wire
screen separates them from each other. All arc furnished with a fosterf
mother— a low, flat cylinder, filled with hot air, and covered with a blan-^
ket, under which the chicks appear even more contented than under a
natural mother, for here there is no crowding or jostling one another out
into the cold. The building is kept at a pleasant Summer heat the year
round. Numbers of little Maltese kittens were playing about, and in
answer to our inquiry as to why they were there, Mr. Baker informed us
that they were for the purpose of keeping out all vermin in the shape of
artificial fish

count of a

visit to the

and mice, and by being brought up among the chickens they would
After a three weeks' probation here the young birds
are removed to the hennery, which we next vi?ited.
Here we found chickens in all stages of maturity, and seemingly delighted with their warm, comfortable lodgings, and a noisy cackling
as
we entered proclaimed the fact that laying was still going on The
building is 456 feet long by about twenty-five feet deep. Mr. Baker's
intention is to lengthen it to 800 feet next Spring. A tramway runs
the
entire length, on which is conveyed the food, and eggs and offal from
the
coops, for the same system is preserved here of confining only so many
chickens together, about twenty-five to each coop being the allotted number. Water is conveyed to each coop, or, more properly speaking, perhaps we should say pen, by iron pipes. The use of wire partitions is
resorted to to secure better ventilation, and each coop of birds has a
corresponding coop outside, where they are allowed to run during fine
rats

never molest them.

.

weather. This is covered with a wire netting, to protect the chickens
from the inroads of hawks and other rapacious birds.
Turkeys, as all yonr agricultural readers are aware, are very difficult to
rear in the natural way, the young birds being so susceptible to wet
and
cold. By Mr. Baker's process it is no more difficult to raise them than
other fowls. Ducks also come in for their share of attention. We saw
one very handsome coop of mnscovies. Mr. Baker even contemplates
at no distant day the raisins: of ostriches, if he can procure a few eggs
to start with. The feathers of one bird alone are worth yearly about $150
so Mr. B says . He is very enthusiastic over what he has accomplished!
and certainly everything that experience could suggest or money accomplish has been done. In his first attempts Mr. Baker mad.j many
failures from inexperience, but by his untiring energy and ingenuity in
perfecting and devising new machinery, much of which he has letters
patent on, he has overcove all trouble of a serious nature, and now his
path will be one of ease. He will put about 250,000 fowls and Spring
chickens on the market yearly, to say nothing of the eggs. Hiaestab*
li8hment is undoubtedly the largest in the world, and may he reap all the
benefit he deserves for his efforts.
We left with the hope that at some
future day we might be enabled to again visit this unique place and enjoy the ride above the Hudson.
G. M. Faircuit.d, Jr.
.

IMPORTED AND AMERICAN BRED
DOGS.

THIS subject has received much attention recently, not
only through the sporting papers, but the New
the Graphic have given considerable space
in their columns to the discussion.
But let us say that the
writers alluded to, with a few exceptions, have, in our
opinion, overrated many English breeders, and underrated
the breeders of this country.
The English breeders, it is
true, have kept a record of the pedigree of their dogs,
which we approve of but from our long experience with
imported and home-bred dogs, we do not believe that even
those dogs which have been imported from what are said to
be the best kennels in England, are to be compared with
ours, either in appearance, or for service in the field
We
allude now to the importations of the past two or three
years.
We recently asked the question of an English gentleman residing in this country, who has made his name
prominent as an importer of dogs with very long pedigrees,
"How is it that better specimens of setters and pointers
are not sent to this country?" His reply was this: "They
do not send their best specimens, but keep them for their
own use." If this is the case the importation of dogs by
practical sportsmen will soon cease. We admit there have
been a few right good specimens of setters imported within a few years; but of the pointers we have seen, they certainly are not desirable.
Those imported twenty, thirty,
and even forty years ago, were much better in every respect; and then, too, many years ago, during the life-time
of Col. John Hare Powell, of Philadelphia, the Messrs.

York Times and

;

.

Logan, of Germantown, and the late Henry Becket, who
purchased and lived on the Bonaparte property at Bordentown, N. J,, imported
many full-sized stylish
dogs, some of which fell into our hands, and from
which we bred such stocii as any sportsmen would be
proud to own.
Although but few sportsmen and breeders of this couutry have kept a recorded pedigree of their dogs, it does not
follow that the thousands of dogs bred here are not thoroughbred.
We doubt if any breeder in Europe lias taken more
care than we have during the past forty or fifty years to
breed the right kind of setters and pointers, constantly
keeping in view their style and usefulness, never inbreeding, nor from dogs whose only merit w as their pedigree.
Among the best breeders that we have known intimately
are Mr. George W, McKelway, of Trenton. N. J. Mr.
Theo. Morford, of Newton, N. J.; and Mr. E, V. Drake,
of Mercer county, N. J., and the dogs they have turned
out from their kennels, very many of which have fallen
into our hands, were just such as would fill the eye of any
skillful field sportsman.
The latter gentleman bred decidedly the finest litter of pups which ever came under our observation. They were from a dark liver colored setter bitch,
and by Chief Justice Beasley's famous dog, Holla. The
litter consisted of nine dog pups, all of which were raised
and broken, and most of them, with the bitch, fell into
our hands. Three of that litter, after they were brokenArch, Cain and Pilot— we sold to the late Mr. Audrew
Staley, of Philadelphia, an English gentleman of large
experience as a field sportsman, both in this country and
in England, who has frequently told us he never saw in
England as good and as stylish dogs as those. Holla was
a large-sized, deep chestnut and white, ticked on the legs,
and with a well feathered, silky eoat, and was in all probability as good a dog as ever has been seen in this country.
That fact arose from his fine nose, his sagacity, his industry, and from his having fallen into the hands of one of the
most accomplished and skillful sportsmen of our country,
with whom we did much shooting for fifteen years, and
T

;

until his professional duties called
-**»>

——

him from the
«

field.

.

—The doge of the Pawnee Indians refuse to follow their
masters to the new reservation in Indian Territory, so the
old haunts are occupied by a legion of howling, starving
creatures.

.
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Pennsylvania Poultry Society. We have repremium list of this society for their poultry,
and clog show, to beheld at Pittsburgh, Pa., on

W~kst

ceived the

pigeon

Prizes of $10 each are offered for the best
setters, also for the best pointer dog.
prizes
of
also
$5 each and second premiums of
are
There
Some of our
$2.50 each for almost every variety of dog.

January 12th.
native

and imported

sportsmen might take this fair in while en route to the

Chicago Bench Show, which commences on January
It would be a pleasant break to the journey, and
dogs would be none the worse for the rest.

great
20th.

the

The Bod and Gun Club, of Springfield, Mass., whose
bench show last Spring will long be remembered as a
most successful affair, have assumed the management of a
show of grand dimensions, to be held at SpringFsbruary next. All New England will be interested.
In March the Rod and Gnn Club will give their second
bench show, which promises to be as successful as last
The gentlemen having the matter in charge are
year's.
sportsmen of energy and will spare no pains.

pleasure in imparting that knowledge to his patrons,
these experiences oftentimes adding very materially to the
pleasure of a party In camp.

Duck Shooting at Currituck.— Members of the Monkey
Club have been and are now making their annual pil-

Isle

grimage to that paradise for duck shooting, the sporting
grounds at Monkey Isle, Carrituck Sound, N. C. To give
our readers an idea of the sport they enjoy, we append a
copy of the scores of Messrs. C. P. Keeler, B. F. Ricker,
and Noah Curtis, three members of the club from Boston,
during the twenty-three days shooting they had there together during November and the first of December, aggregating in all 1,489 duck, 881 of which were canvas back, 21
geese and 8 swans.

poultry

Ducks.

We hear from

all

parts of the country of sportsmen

who

and exhibiting their dogs. The
prizes are more numerous and valuable than have ever
before been offered in this, or probably in any other
propose visiting in person

country.

Bowers Bandit.

—In an extract from
week's issue,

Herald, published in last

it

Birmingham
was stated that

the

Bandit was by Mr. Lorts' Jack, etc. This
was a mistake on the part of our English contemporary, as
The error probably
Bandit is by Pride of the Border.
arose from copying from the Kennel Club Stud Book, the
pedigree of the dog following Bandit being that given.
Sir Walter Scott's Dog "Camp.— "The wisest dog I
Mr. Bowers'

ever had," said Sir "Walter Scott,
I taught him to
bull dog terrier.

"was what

called the
understand a great many
words, insomuch that I am positive that the communication betwixt the canine species and ourselves might be
greatly enlarged.
Camp once bit the baker, who was
bringing bread to the family.
I chastised him and explained the enormity of his offense; after which, to the last
moment of his life, he never heard the least allusion to the
is

whatever voice or tone it was mentioned, withup and retiring to the darkest corner of the
room with great appearance of distress. Then if you said
the baker was well paid, or the baker was not hurt after
all,
Camp came forth from his hiding place, capered,
barked and rejoiced.
When he was unable, towards the
end of his life, to attend me when on horseback, he used
to watch for my return, and the servant would tell him his
master was coming down the hill, although he did not use
any gesture to explain his meaning.
Camp was never
known to mistake him, but either went out at the front to
slory, in

go up the hill, or at the
F, 0. Morris, 1>.

—

back to get down to the moor side."
in Bogs and their Doings.

A

,

«o.^».

A STAUNCH DOG.
Mercer county, N.
Editor Forest

J.,

December

20th, 1875.

and Stream:—

and Hervey went to Mr. Fisher's, on the Hunterdon county fide of the mountain, to shoot, taking with them Bragg, Jr.,
his eons, Spy and Fashion, out of Fannie, both Bragg, Jr .,, and Fannie
being by Old Bragg (inbred). After a long walk to Rainbow and back
by Rattlesnake Hill, and nearing the starting point, the dogs pointed.
They put up the birds, killing three. The lirst flight took them to where
four large oak trees had fallen with the leaves on, making a dense cover.
As the doss approached the spot, they pointed
Upon coming up a bird
was flushed and killed and Bragg brought it in, Spy still at his point.
After considerable beating about, another quail was raised, killed and
bagtjed, Spy still gliding.
After thrashing the tree top? without success, Algernon to#k Bragg and Jack and went under the "flte wood."
Bragg soon retrieved a crippled bird, when Algernon saw a quail run
in the crotch of
aliuib and he caught it
It fluttered like everthmg, of
course— Spy as staunch as a rock— and it was not until the bird that Spy
was pointing was put up, would he move.
Farmer.
Last Fall Algernon

.

4&+9*!

-Mr. W. R. Hobart's red Irish bitch Ruby has visited Judge Pratt's
Uan. Ruby is from a pair of red Irish setters imported by Gen. A. C.
uncat, of Chicago.
Dan is by Rodman's Dash out of Susan, a red Irish
"ten. The pups bid fair to be Al.

——

.
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GAME IN SEASON
lares,

brown and gray.

IN JANUARY.

Wild duck,

geese, brant, &c.

FOR FLORIDA.
Deer,Wild Turkey .Woodcock, Quail, Snipe, Ducks, and Wild Fowl.
.

,

^ame ik Market.— Game lias been easier during the
)ast week and prices are somewhat lower.
Ruffed grouse

November 6
November 8
November 9
November 10
November 11
November 12*
November 13
November 15
November 16*
November 17
November 18
November 19
November 20
November 22
November 23
November 21.
November 25*
November 26
November 27
November 29
November 30
December 1
December 2
December 3
December 4
December 6.

J

°ug Island birds.

Dealers will note that the close season
°i'
this Slate commences on the 1st January, and that
>y though ihey are allowed to sell Western birds for a
on ger period they will be required to prove the time and
locality of killing.
Canvas back ducks bring $2.50 to $3
»er pair;
red-heads, $1 to $1.50; mallards, $1 to $1.50;
^# ant $1.50; black ducks, 90 cents to $1; widgeon, 60 to
(p cents; broad bills, 60 to 75 cents; sprig tails, $1; wild
^';eese, 75 cents to
$1 per pair; hares, 50 to 60 cents per
&%&] rabbits, 50 to 60 cents.
1

>

y —Tlie many friends
Jmpormm

|j

t|,o

and

of Messrs.

Eaton

& Co., Sportsmen's

Camp Outfitting Establishment, will

learn that they are fast recovering

be glad

from the effects of
^ he disastrous fire in Nassau street. They have fitted up
m&T salesrooms at No. 17 Ann street, where they will be
Jeaeed to fill orders or welcome their sporting friends.
Jar, Eaton, an old camper- out, knows just what is
requisite
comfort and a good time in the woods, and takes
(

stand

Made.
2

30
4t
23

2

11

1

1
1

22
S3

2

1

24
2
72
50

66
17
20

2

16

4
3

103
92
59

24
37

1

19

107
7
23
115
12
16
7
14

28
6
16
37
5

1

33

1

2

1

4'i

On Wednesday

friends Hector and Crosby returned home, but the day
excitement. The pony had a load of two bucks and a fawn
to go in with that night, and we all had a seven mile walk after dark.
We made what perhaps you have heard of when we got in— a square
meal. Thursday we started to return to Petrolia, with the intention of
making two or three runs on our way, but ere we had gone the eighth of
a mile the dogs winded a deer and broke from us; and away they went,
six noble fellows that made the woods ring, and we, too, scattered lively
for the runways; but the deer and dogs crossed ahead of us, and our
hunjwas over for the day. Friday we packed up, and on Saturday
started for home, after bidding friends goodbye. Monie, Hector, and
Crosby were at the station to see us off. Farewell, good friends, may we

was

full of

Hiram E. Griffith.

meet again.

*-»»

8

1

2
1

1

3

1

2
2
2
2
2

2

2

863

608

1

vices.
If I believed'in any private trials, such as E. L. proposes (and I do not,
because they settle nothing, and their only result is to serve as gratuitous advertisements), I would nevertheless wait until Mr. Pape makes
his defiance good. He is a manufacturer, and naturally desires to bring
He issued a challenge, which was instantly
his gun before the public.
accepted by telegraph, I am told, by a gentlemen of St. Louis, who
started to New York on the first train. It is reported that as he stepped
on the cars Mr. Pape stepped on a steamer, and I see by this morning's
paper that "the gun which caused Mr. Pape to sail for England in the
first steamer can be seen on exhibition in Cortlandt street."
Whether
this report is true or not is nothing to rae, and does not in the least alter
my opinion either of the utility of such private trials or of betting bombast, whether emanating from Mr. Pape, or E. L., or anybody else. I
am not in such business, and when it comes to pass that discussions as
to priority of inventions, or as to the merits of guns, or as to any other
topic which should be dealt with only as elevating sport and sportsmen,
in tne highest and best sense, are to be carried on with acrimony, or
loaded with personalities, or bullied through by bets, I shall immediately
decline any further participation with them.

1

2

j

1

21

2

1
1

8

1

The best individual scores were: Nov. 8, by Mr. Keeler,
98 ducks (70 canvas-backs) and 2 geese; Nov. 26, by Mr.
Ricker, 100 ducks (79 canvas backs); Nov, 30, by Mr.
Curtis, 95 ducks (71 canvas-backs) and 1 swan.
Members of the club are still there enjoying the' grand
sport the locality affords.
«+.«»

MODERN FOX HUNTING.
Staten Island, December

Editor Forest and Stream:—

1

2
1

13th, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—

To come

In several of the leading local newspapers in the vicinity of New York
considerable attention and angry discussion has arisen between the
philanthropic President Bergh and the New Jersey lovers of fox hunting.
What fox hunting is iu Canada.New Jersey,South America or Long Island
I know not, but of my native country (Scotland) I can speak with assurance. Throughout the lower parts of Scotland there are meetings twice
every week, aud such meetings are attended by the most respectable, responsible, and intelligent gentlemen of the district, the majority being
practical country farmers and men of honesty and moral worth. Such
meetings there are not attended by the class of humanity represented by
President Bergh— "the perfumed, the drowsy, the hangers on of sobut by the worthiest represenciety, the frequenters of taverns,"
tatives of the country, namely, the Johnsons, Dalziells, Griersons,
Scotts, &c; men whose ancestors fought with the cold steel to secure
their rights and privileges. Over the heather of Scotland, where now
the fox is hunted, have been enacted some of the most tragic wars that
have runs in the ears of humanity. Over that heather and among those
glens has been spilt more Christian blood, and more bravery has b^en
displayed, more real heroism and self-sacrifice, than many pages of recorded history can boast of. I feel certain that any one acquainted with
the primary principles of physiognomy will attest to this fact: that
very little degeneration has occurred in that nation, that the Scotch people would not descend to any so called sport unworthy of their characIt will be necessary
ter, their nature, or their time honored nobleness.
and sufficient for Mr. Bergh in the meantime to show by natural and
forcible proof that fox hunting, in any way or form by hounds, is a violation of natural laws, or not consistent with the order of creation.
Throughout the whole phase of human and animal existence we find the
principle of destruction. Small fish are devoured by larger fish, aud
they in turn succumb to others; flies are devoured by spiders and birds,
and they in turn succumb to other destroyers, such as hawks, eagles, &c.
The whole ocean, air, and earth is one struggle for existence, the fittest
being the survivor. In short, the vast universe is one immensity of destruction, of death, and to exist in perfect harmony and maintain its
equilibrium must ever be so, for the decrees of the Eternal are fixed,
unchanging, and unchangeable. By fox hunting, then, we destroy a
a destroyer by natural means, and so assist in adjusting the harmony of
the universe. Nature will accomplish her own work and produce better
agents and detectives than can the hand of the human artificers. Could
Mr. Bergh only hunt down the thousands of human foxe3 who frequent
our corners, byways, and places of nocturnal dissipation; could he only
trap with steel, iron, or gnnpoweer the myriads of parasitical public officials who daily and hourly swindle, cheat, and steal the hard earned
money of the industrious millions of this country! Our human fox
hounds cannot trace them, cannot find out their secret hiding places.
The former hounds are true 10 their trusts and instincts. Let the latter,
or the human, speak for themselves. Actions speak louder than w ords.

&c—

—
DEER HUNTING

James Dempster, M. D.

«*•<•»

Editor Forest and Stream:—
The Doctor and I started alone with

IN

L.

2

1

i

E.

If E L. has read my article carefully, as he says, I regret that he has
not read it more understanding^, for I will not think he has perverted
I said that Mr. Pape was not the inventor of
its meaning intentionally.
the choke bore system, and was not entitled to receive the Field prize
for inventing it. E. L. says that he was, and that I have misstated the
facts; and, going beyond that, he offers to bet, and stoops to personal
inuendoes. I shall utterly disregard these. 1 desire to hold E. L. to
the proof of his assertion, and am not to be lei off by any such de-

1
I

9

2
33

GLOAN'S REPLY TO

1

1

Denotes rainy days; no shooting done.
Eighteen canvas backs were Bhot on the island during the above time,
making a grand total of 881.

CANADA.

therefore to the points in issue.

had invented the choke bore, and

it

was

Mr. Pape says he
customers for some
denied that, and said no owner

in use

First:

by

bis

time prior to the issuing of his patent. I
in England had a Pape gun which at that time was celebrated for its
wonderful shooting; that is to say, for shooting with as much superiority
as the present choke bore would have shown over an ordinary gun of
Second: Mr. Pape's patent was issued to him before the
that date.
Field trial. His winning gun only won by a small margin of pellets,
and did not show the present immense choke bore patterns. I said if
he knew of choke boring then he would have demonstrated the system
But he did not do it,
for that trial, as it has beeu demonstrated since.
although it would have given him fame and fortune. Not only did he
not do it, out neither any of his patrons, nor yet any gunmaker in the
country, ever suspected the wonderful discovery. Third: I said that
this country long before the Roper gun, and
choke boring was known
that consequently the principle of the Roper antedated Pape.
E. L. denies these propositions. The simple way by which he can
refute them, if he is correct, must be plain to him and to all others. He
has voluntarily taken the affirmative, now let him do that which throughout all these controversies Mr. Pape has persistently omitted to do. Let
him produce Pape's patent! Then we can see the date of it, and we can
see whether it mentions or includes modern choke boring at all, which I
doubt. The written instrument is the best evidence, and the only proper
way to determine what Mr. Pape invented and when he invented it, is to
produce the instrument or an authenticated copy of it. When E. L.
does this we can get the date of the Roper patent and see what it claims,
and Mr. Pape can, if he wishes it, get the early history of choke boring
among the pioneers of the West, and learn when they commenced it. It
may be of interest to him.
As to the Field prize. In the first place, it was not given by the Field.
It was th« offering of an anonymous contributor, and sent to the Field
to be awarded. In the second place, no American competed for it (the
Roper Company having dissolved long since), and no Englishman bu
Pape had the hardihood to claim it, and it was given to him solely on

m

the assumption of his patent.
Everybody seemed to recognize that the choke bore was an American
invention, and I account for the delay of the Field in holding the award
two menths, upon the theory that they knew Pape was not entitled to it,
and were in hopes that some other claimant would appear. Certain it
that they were strongly remonstrated with for giving it to Pape. They
did not attempt to deny its American origin, but excused themselves by
saying that he was the only claimant, and they could not help themis,

selves.

Of all the mistakes E. L. has made, he has made none greater than to
suppose I have any prejudice against the Pape gun, or any out good feeling for Mr. Pape himself. If I have a preference for any one maker, it
is because I believe his gun to be worthy of my preference.
And I submit to E. L. that it is better to be actuated by this feeling, even though
there may be an error of judgement in it, than to indulge in detraction
because of a business misunderstanding and a personal disappointment
When E. L. produces the proof I have mentioned, he can make it
known.

Grisley, the hound.

Gloan.

We struck

W. R. R. at Clifton. By nine o'clock P. M. we were in Petrolia,
our destination, having been on the road since one o'clock. We slept
soundly that night, and used up the following forenoon in getting ready
and chatting with friends. After dinner we made two runs, but failed
in starting anything. The next day we bounced a deer or two out of the
forest, but in the opposite direction from where we had carefully selected
our runnings. It was lucky for them, I think, that they doubled on the
dogs. The next day we had the same ill luck. The old hunters we
found were equally as unsuccessful as we had been, so we still had hopes.
On the day following the Doctor and I made another run or two. The
dogs started deer again, but they would not run our way. On our arrival home we heard that Monie, the Doctor's brother, had returned from
the Red River country? I saw a new light in the Doctor's eye as he
whispered, "A deer over yonder to-morrow, sure, boy; Monie knows
where they sleep." So we laid our plans that night, and sure enough ere
nightfall on the succeeding day we were the owners of a fine buck. The
day after was stormy, so we did not go out, but helped Monie unpack a
small pair of horns that had followed him from the Northwest, the reSaid horns were five feet
sult of a careless shot among the mountains.
across the flat horn, and some fifteen inches wide, with thirteen prongs
on each side. The animal's head measured two feet three inches from
the G.

the nose to the ear— a trophy the like of which I think no other man owns.
Sunday evening we went to Oil City, meeting our good friend Hector,
whom we induced, after much persuasion, to accompany us. Daylight
saw us breaking our fast, and I was shortly after posted at a black stub,
which Monie called a dead run, and which it proved to be before eleven
o'clock, as I killed a fine doe, dropping her with the first barrel full fifty
yards from me. After lunch we started the dogs again, but without success. In the evening friend Crosby joined ub. Tuesday the Doctor got
a fine spike horn buck before noon, and in the afternoon we saw the
rare sight of a wounded stag at bay, which stag the Doctor, after crossing and recrossing the creek, with water to his waist, felled with his
fowling piece.

,

15

*

worth $1 per pair; pinnated grouse (prairie
Quickens), $1.25, the receipts from the West being some/hat larger. Quail bring $2.50 for Western and $3 for

^{

Numbers

(of

102

70

.

Total

partridges) are

•

J

Swan.

Geese.

Can. back Other var.

out getting

—Dr.

1

Date

flefd in

The Chicago Bench Show which opens on the 20th
January promises to be a very grand and successful affair.
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Niagara Falls, Dec.
Editor Forest and Stream:—

27th, 1875

.

I enclose herewith the score of two shooting matches that came off on
Christmas. The first was by boys under nineteen years of age for a
purse; 10 birds each, New York State rules, 1J oz. shot, usual rise and
boundary.

Name.
James H. Evans

NaTme

Total.
8
....8

TtT

W.

Uiz

H.H

-

Total.
«

Seldon..
g
The wind was blowing very hard from the score, and carried the birds
The first two used Parker guns,
a good ways, even if they were killed
the others muzzle loaders. The second match was for $5 a side, ten
birds each, betwhen Messrs. George E. Curtis and S. T. Murray, of the
Niagara Falls Shooting Club. Mr, Curtis killed two out of ten, 21
yards, and Mr. Murray 6 out of 10 at 26 yards. Mr. Curtis shot a small
16-bore pinfire French breech loader, while Mr. Murray shot Ms heavy
Greener muzzle loader. Next came a shoot at two birds each, $1 entrance fee. S.T.Murray won first money, $>5; -James Pierce, second,
$4; H. T. Fulton, third, £3. Then came a chicken aad turkey shoot, in
which the chickens brought about SO cents and the turkey 20 cents. And
this is not the first time, ather, that the Juniors have beaten the score
s
of the older ehootists.
Junior,

C. S. Rice

.

—

—

—A

P'Lexington,

match was shot at this
Kentucky.
place on the 21st inst., the conditions being ten single birds,
21 yards rise, 80 yards boundary. The wind was blowing
The following is the score: strong.
VILEY CLUB.
hunter's club.
Name.
Score.
Score.
Name.
F.
C.

W. Woolley
W. Bradley

7 J. A. Higgins
5 A. G. Morgan
5 J. M. Taylor............
7 John R. Viley
9 James B. Beck

Knoble
G. A. DeLong.
Jun. Smith
M. D. Richardson
.

.

Grand

4
5
5
6
6

W.R.McCaw

McChesney

S.

1

—

—

.

;
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D

— —

—

.

7,

Grand

44

total

4

Frank Waters

IG

.

40

total...

—

The Seventh Regiment Rifle Club has prepared a programme of gallery shooting, to take place in the basement
of the regimental armory during the Winter season, as follows: Individual Practice Jan. 15, Feb. 12, March 11,
April 1 and 15 " The Rifles "—Jan. 8, Feb. 5, March 4,
and April 8; " Seventh Regiment Rifle Club Badge "—Jan.
"Regimental Badge "
22, Feb. 9, March 18, and April 18
—Jan. 29, Feb. 26, March 25, and April 29. The latter
match will be open to teams of three from each company,
and will doubtless be an interesting affair. In addition to
the foregoing matches, a " diamond badge" has been presented by a member of the club, to be shot for upon the
following conditions, at the armory or at Creedmoor, in
favorable weather Match to take place once each month
open only to members of the regimental rifle club; distance
200 and 500 yards seven scoring shots each competitor
entrance fee twenty-five
to shoot with a different rifle
cents, which shall be used to defray the expenses of marking at Creedmoor.
Creedmoor Jr. Range .—The second competition for
the Union Metallic Cartridge Co.'s badges was shot at the
above range, located in the old pneumatic tube, at No. 260
Broadway, on Wednesday last. There were in all 55 entries, the conditions being ten shots at 100 yards, off-hand.
The prizes were awarded to the first, tenth, and twentieth
scores, as follows
Score.
Total.
Name.

—

;

;

:

*.

;

;

We

have reThe Ik ter- Collegiate Rifle Match.—
ceived letters from, various Colleges inquiring as to the
conditions under which the Challenge Plate given by this
paper would be shot for whether they would apply only
to academicians, or include the law, divinity, scientific and
other contemporary schools. In reply, we would say that
inasmuch as the origin of this match was for the purpose
of encouraging and extending as widely as possible the
practice of rifle shooting in the colleges, it will be open to
suggested the use of the military
all undergraduates.
;

We

and trust that collegians who propose to participate
in the match will, in the general interests of rifle practice,
see the force of the following arguments in their favor:
1. They can probably be obtained gratuitously by any
college either from the State or United States, and the car-

:

42
8 454444455
D. F. Davids, first
39
3 3 4 4 4 5 4 5 4 3
G. O. Starr, second
36
3 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 3
J. F. Apgar
The third of these open competitions was to have been

rifle,

tridges

cost just half the price

Creed moor
2.

They

those used with the

of

rifles.

will shoot just as well at 200

Creedmoor

as well at 500, as the

rifle,

yards,

and almost

while the ordinary

shoots no better than the military at 200, and
(unless it has a wind guage) worse at 500 yards.
3. They enable the team scores to be compared with
sporting

;

rifle

those of the National Guard.
The aim and end of the N. R. A. is to promote military
shooting with open sights, and thus create a class of riflemen who will not only be skillful in time of peace, but
The tendency is towards the
efficient in time of war.
finest rifles with the most complicated sights, and if any
deviation is allowed from a strictly military weapon, there
is no stopping short of a $125 Creedmoor, which is out of
the reach of most collegians. Moreover, with the latter
the art of handling open sights is entirely neglected, dependence being placed entirely upon the wind guage and
when men go into long range, i. e., over 500 yards, they are

shot yesterday.
Subscription Match came off on Christmas day, at
this range.
Terms, ten shots, off-hand; entrance, $1; onehalf entrance money to be divided between first, fifth and

—A

tenth best scores. The winners were C. G. Zettler with
a score of 44, first prize; H. Fielding, score 41, second

W.

prize;

L. Burton, score, 31, third prize.

—

The followa record of the best targets made to Dec. 27th ten
shots each distance, 100 feet
Score
Name.
Name.
Score.
Miley's Shooting Gallery, Brooklyn.

ing

is

apt to neglect off-hand shooting.
There is no object in colleges beiug encouraged to get up
long range teams there are many for their practicing with
military rifles. With the former, so much time and skill is
required tbat their studies would be greatly interfered
;

with, and even then they would never make much

of a

display. With the latter, they could vie with the best
teams from the National Guard, and neyer take any time
from their duties. The one is for the few, the other for
the many, and its adoption is the only way to make the
thing receive the support of the public.
The right thing to do would be for the colleges to organize a company of sharpshooters, and make application to
They
the State authorities for rifles and ammunition.
could probably obtain the use of any military range adjoining.
If they go into the long range business, they can
expect ho such support.
From the following letter, for which we heartily thank
the American Rifle Association, it will be seen that one
range has already been thrown open free to such college
teams as choose to avail of it.

5 3-16 S. Wilson.,.
5 9 16 T. J. McCabe
6 5 -16 P. Cadden.

J. L. S. Kellner
F. Burns

John

Mayo Fullon
L. C. Bruce

Charles E.

6*
7£

7i

Hoy t

—

:

48

first prize,

;

William Lmdsay, second

prize, 40

;

Henry

Ellingen, third prize, 29.

American Rifle Association,
county, Dec. 27th, 1875.

)

)

Glen Drake.— The matches arranged

for Christmas
Association drew together a
large number of marksmen in spite of the disagreeable
The targets were at times distinct, but the
weather.
greater portion of the day they were shrouded by a dense
fog which rendered good shooting impossible.
Four
matches were contested, the first and most interesting
being the De Peyster badge match. It had been won once
by Capt. C. F. Bobbins, of the Seventh regiment, Lieut.
J. A. Gee, of the Eighth regiment, and Private F. BackMr. Backofen was sucfen, of the Forty-seventh regiment
cessful on Christmas day, which places him twice among
the winners. The following were the highest scores:

day by the American

.

respectfully,

The Allcomers match contained five prizes; first, fruit
dish, valued at $20; second, cake dish, $15; third, butter
dish, $10; fourth, chow-chow cruet, $6, and fifth, napkin
Thejbest scores were as follows:—
ring, $3.
Name.

Cambridge.— The Harvard College Rifle Club was formally organized on Monday of last week, and the following officers were chosen: S. Sherwood, President; W. E.
Russell, Secretary and Treasurer; Sigourney Butler, Field
Committees were appointed to conduct the
Inspector.
and to draft a constitution for the
members
election of
A match took place on Tuesday afternoon at the
club.
range opposite Mount Auburn. Distance, 200 yards. PosThe following is the score:—
sible score, 50.
Score.

Rifle.

H.

Sherwood, Sharpe
C. Leeds,

—The

Score.

Rifle.

39 W. F. Weld, Ballard
39 W. E. Russell
SfrjW. O. Riggs, Maynard

J. L. Du Fais, Sharpe
W. Bacon, Ballard
S.

Name.

I

Remington

.37|M..

L. Crosby,

Maynard

33
33
28
27

and Farm cups,

fifth contest for the Turf, Field

was shot Thursday, Dec. 23d, 1875, at Conlin's Gallery,
930 Broadway. Conditions:— ten shots; rifle; offhand;
200 yards; Wimbledon target, reduced for the 110 feet
range. The first cup was won by Chas. A. Cheever with
a score of 40; second cup by J. Wright, for second time,
with a score of 34; third by J. Woodward with a score of
24 points.

The following

and Farm cup

a

summary

of the

Turf

Field

score.

Robert Faber...
T. C. Noone
L. C.Bruce
W. B. Farwell
C, A. Cheever

41
46
44

Second cup -nearest Third cup— nearest score

M.

score to 35.
J. Duffey

to 25.
35 J. Burns........

H. G.Bl.ydenburgh..35 W. H. Richards
.

F.A. Seybell.....,..35;(J. Coadington
35!F: H. Lord.
46 J. O. Wright...
..34,J. Woodward
J. O. Wright

25
25
25
25
25

The Forest and Stream badges will be shot for ThursAll comers are invited to
day, Dec, 30th, 1875, at 4 P. M.
participate,

Score.
19

26 Geo. H. Thompson, Rem. mil
19
24 A. W. Peck, Rem.mil
18
23 Col. J. T. Underhill, Rem. mil... 18
23

.

A

toilet set, cologne set, and book, constituted the prizes
They were valued at $15, $10, and
in the Ladies' match.
$6, and won by the following acores:

Name.
Score,
20 G. W. Bradley

Name.

F

Gee

J. A.

Score.

j

Backofen

.

18

181

The winning

scores in the Subscription

match were

as

follows:
Score.

H. Fisher
Geo. H. Thompson

I

18

Name.
H. Fisher

Score.
16

16|

were in use and gave general satisFor the comfort of the shooters fires and tents

The canvas

targets

faction.
were erected at the firing points; the telegraph worked admirably and prevented all mistakes in scoring, as well as
saving much time. The directors of the association in
conducting matches, rain or shine, evidently wish the public to feel that the rifleman and the National Guard are
not intended for fair weather soldiers only.
The American Rifle Association will have a match for
the "Association Cup " on Saturday next, open only to
members. Hours of shooting 10 A. M. to 3 P. M.

— The Hudson River Rifle Association, whose headquarPoughkeepsie, have decided to provide a 1,000
yards range in addition to those at 200 and 500 yards, to be
Col.
so arranged that all can be used at the same time.
ters are at

of the Association, is giving
his personal attention this winter to the duties of Inspector
of Rifle Practice in the Fifth Division

John Bodine, the President

Chicago.— At Fuller's shooting gallery, Kos. 118 and
120 Washington street, the following scores were recently
made, the conditions being 10 shots, off-hand, 60 feet, 200
yards miniature target reduced; possible score, 50; Creed-

moor

contests:

cup— best

First

is

Rifle.
Score.
Name.
26 H. Fisher, Sharp Sport

Rifle.

Bevan, Sharp mil
Edward Barker Rem. mil
T Duke, Ballard sport
Lt. Morle, Rem, mil
F. Backofen, Rem. mil
S.

Name.

Geo. O. Starr, Secretary.

Name.

A.E.Brown, 47th
W. Peck, 27th

Capt. A.

Score.
24
24
20

—

of this Association, appreciating your efforts to create and promote an interest in the use of the rifle, have authorized me to inform you that they have resolved to offer the use of
"Glen Drake Range," without charge, to such teams of colleges as shall
enter for the Forest and Stream Tnter-collegiate Plate, for practice at

may select. Yours

Score.] Name and Regiment.
26 M. Cochrane, 71st
26 Capt. E. Barker, 8th
26|Lt. Morle, 47th

Name and Regiment.
F. Backofen, 4?th

The Executive Committee

such times as you

Rifle

rules to govern

Name.
J, A. Schaffer,
S. B.

first

prize

Sexton

M. F. Kalmbach
S. B. Sexton....

Bangs

'.

Geo. Barnard
S. B. Sexton, second prize
M. F. Kalmbach
E. P. LeWolf
J.

A. Schaffer..

M,

F. Kalmbach.,,...,.-.

:

Score.
Name.
45 C. S. Gerrish
44 C. S. Gerrish
44 W. E. Webb
43 T. E. McFarland
42 H. T. Stirling
42 J. Hyde Fisher
41 S. b\ Sexton
41 John
...41 John
.39JT. E.
39

Muir
Muir
McFarland,

Score.
36
34
34

34
33
33
33
.33
31
third prize,.,,. 30

456789
45444
4454
1110
12

Shots.

7 9-16
7*
7 9-16
8

James Connors
Hellwig's Galleky. The fourth weekly competition
for a gold medal, a rifle (Remington model), and a Colt's
revolver, was shot at this gallery, No. 273 Eighth avenue,
Dec. 22, 1875. The winners were as follows M. L. Riggs,
James F. Halligan

Wm.

Massachusetts combination principle:—

:

;

Lt.

"To do away in degree with the dissatisfaction, the committee introduced a target which was primarily of the
Then inside the large rings were
Creedmoor pattern.
drawn others two inches apart, and numbered outward
from the centre (which was '12')— 11, 10, 9, 8, 7, &c. The
markers indicated by small targets bearing corresponding
figures where each shot struck, and the rifleman by this
means was informed almost immediately within two
inches where his bullet hit, while at the same time it was
feasible to keep the score by the Creedmoor system.
To
carry out the principle to its furthest limit it would be
only necessary to increase the number of rings and have
them only so far apart as the diameter of the bullets used.
If it was desired to make a very close comparison of shots
fired by different individuals, this would perhaps be the
most feasible way of doing it. If the element of competition is not to enter into this practice it matters little,
perhaps, what the target is. Without competition, where
is the interest?
With it, why not draw the lines fine?"
To illustrate the working of this plan we give below the
best five scores in the match alluded to above, counted on
both plans. It will be noticed that the man making the
best score on the Creedmoor plan is second best on the

;

;

Mouet Vernon, Westchester
Editor Forest and Stream;—

—

Boston. The Massachusetts Rifle Association, held a
meeting on Saturday week on their grounds at Spy Pond
in which twenty gentlemen participated, the distance being
200 yards, off-hand. According to the Boston Herald, the
Massachusetts riflemen are dissatisfied with the Creedmoor
mode of scoring, claiming that "a man might put ten
shots into the target, each one verging on the outer edge of
the bullseye and measuring 50 inches from the centreanother might put ten shots into the same ring and on the
outer edge thereof, making a string aggregating, for example, 140 inches," and yet, according to the Creedmoor
system, making as good a score as the first. "Why not
return to string measurement at once? but this is the way
the Massachusetts men propose to arrange it:—

W

T

E.

W.

Tarpon

•••1i

Souther.
I

10 10

7 11

11 10

7 10 12
3 4 4
6 8 7

i
.<

A H.
H Hebbard
HPhhard
A.

i

Total.

42

4

9 10 10 10......... 98
5
43
9 9 8 11
94
40
4 5 4 4
10 1110 9
88
39
4
10 8 8 9
85
~
4
b9
5
12 4 5 10
80

7
4 4
8 10

444434444
433554 33

9

-j

C c.
C jieDoara
Hebhard
c.

10

544445444

4

A r.
P i^anie
Clarke
A.

3

io io

-j

9

3

7

9

6

9

6 11 12

8

— Lieutenant

Jlenry Metcalf, of the Ordnance Department, U. S- Army, has been tendered a medal by the
Turkish Government, in recognition of his services in examining the arms purchased by them in this country. The
consent of Congress is required for the acceptance of the
medal.

—

Texas Jack, the well-known dramatic interpreter of
Indian tragedy, a few days ago carried off the prize in a
rifle

match

at

with a small

New

rifle,

Orleans, scoring 23 out of a possible

25,

at a distance of forty yards.

-**^-

EXPERIMENTS AT MORSEMERE.
New

York, December,

1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—

The following experiments were made solely in the interests of modrifle shooting.
The facts set forth are the result of actual and care-

ern

and the opinions derived therefrom are advanced not as definite
hope that other experiments may be made to
substantiate or correct them, and throw more light on the obscure and
knotty points of rifle ammunition. A can of coarse F Dittmar powder
was used in a breech loading, long range rifle, at 500 yards, and comparisons established with Hazard's FG powder in regard to bulk, weight,
power, and recoil; also as to safety, accuracy, cleanliness, noise, and
smoke. This can contained five and three quarter ounces of the powder, which was divided up into sixty-three charges, carefully weighed,
and poured into brass shells two and five eighths inches long. The
cartridges made were ten of thirty-five grains, twenty of forty grains,
twenty-three of forty-four grains, and ten of forty-five grains.
ful tests,

conclusions., but with the

A charge of thirty-five grains appeared to equal in bulk ninetyfour grains Hazard; a charge of forty grains appeared to equal in bulk
107 grams Hazard; a charge of fourty four grains appeared to equal in
bulk 120 grains Hazard. To fire with foity-five grains required care and
patience, and was found to be the greatest possible charge, entirely filling the shell. Each charge was pressed down lightly with a stiff wad,
without grease, and loaded with a 500 grains patched ball, oiled. The ten
35 grain charges were first fired off-hand at 200 yards? giving about the
same elevation on the Vernier scale as with ninety-five grains of Hazard.
The score made was fair, but being from the shoulder, and depending on
the steadiness of holding, could give no correct idea as to the ammunigun
tion. The recoil, however, was very slight, though quick, and the
was left quite clean.
at 500 yards, Fulton position, at regubullseye, without wiping. Twenty-three

The heavier charges were used
lation target, twenty-two inch

shots were fired in the morning, and thirty in the afternoon. The wind
was strong, increasing to a gale at noon, bringing snow-flakes from the
of
west; it moderated later in the day, having given a fair amount
first
trouble in managing the wind gauge. The forty grain charges were
used, and the scale set at an elevation of fifty-five, the average elevation
for 102 grains Hazard. The first shot struck the ground at the foot.of
the
the target, showing a lack of power. During the next three shots
elevation was changed, ana found to be accurate at sixty-six, or eleven
points higher than at the start. In changing to forty-four grains 64J
of
points are found to be the correct elevation, showing a decrease

one and a half points, and consequently flatter trajectory. The fortyelecharges seemed to do the best work with sixty-four points
accuracy
vation. The uniformity of the ammunition was shown in the
of the shooting, which can best be judged by the score made. Twenty4
three shots with forty and forty-iour grains Dittmar, 500 grain ball:--0
five grain

25555555454454455054 4. Thirty shots with forty-four
and forty five grains:— 5 555555555455555555555555
not
but
5 5 5 4 5, or 148 out of a possible 150. The recoil was quick,
The
more severe than would be felt from a fifty grain charge of Hazard.
in fact
rag showed very little fouling after these thirty shots— not more
discharge
than after a single shot—from which it would seem that each
This is percleans the gun and leaves the barrel in a uniform condition.
wipmg
haps more favorable for accurate shooting than the mogt elaborate
o.
with black gunpowder, as the great advantage
very
smoke
sharp,
but
slight
was
The
noise
obtained.
uniformityis
an
This powder is certainly quick as compared with Hazard FG,
thin.
expenaea
from the slight recoil it was thought that much of the force
the case,
must be lateral, or rending. This, however, was found not to be
the usua
as the shells were all perfect, and less expanded than with
no signs o
charges. Some of the shells were old ones, but showed
the gn
This would go to prove that there can be no injury to
strain
bn Sj^
from forty-five grains of Dittmar. The barrel, after wiping, was

after each shot fired

.

showing no trace of discoloration or corrosion.

The

shells

were

e.

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
and found to contain less deposit
ined as to cleanliness,
ordinary gunpowder.
cleaned with acid, after the use of

From
recoil is

formity

these tests the following facts may be safely laid down:— 1. The
about one third as great as compared with Hazard FG. 2. Uni3. The rending or
of composition in the contents of one can.

bursting force is
is

than do shells

entirely

4. Wiping the rifle
The shells can be reloaded without cleaning,
Dittmar powder will sputter and burn, but not

no greater than in black powder.

unsecessary.

5.

Heaped up loosely
ordinary gunpowder; it is therefore much safer to handle.
in the gun is quick— a disadvantage, as if made to burn
7 The explosion
more slowly it would have greater projecting force and less recoil. 8. A
The only means of judging this fact were by
decided lack of power.
the scale, and although these do not admit of nicety inthe elevations on
6

flash like

they give a very tolerable idea of the difference between the two powders. At 500 yards a charge of l'»2 grains Hazard FG
of fifty-five and a half points; at 500 yards a
takes an average elevation
charge of forty grains Dittmar F takes an average elevation of sixty-six
points; at 500 yards a charge of forty-fcur grains Dittmar F takes an
From which we conaverage elevation of sixty-four and a half points
clude that four grains Dittmar=one and a half points elevation; that the

calculating the force,

.

between forty -four grains Dittmar and 102 Hazard=nine points,
and that sixty-eight grains Dittmar would about equal 102 grains Hazard
rough estimate two grains Dittmar=three grains
in elevation. From this
Hazard in power, or at least will give the same flat trajectory. But in
equal bulks the Dittmar appears to be one third the weight of Hazard,
or one grain Dittmar=in power one and a half grains Hazard; but one
Therefore with equal
grain Dittmarr=in bulk three grains Hazard.
Notwithstanding
bulks the Dittmar has one half the force of Hazard.
this difference in force the Dittmar seems to be sufficiently powerful for
At 1.000 yards it would probably require about thirty points
500 yards.
mote than the ordinary elevation at that distance, giving a very high trajectory, and making accuracy impossible except on a perfectly calm day.
Improvements, it is said, are being made, both in reducing the bulk and
quickness of this powder, which are absolutely necessary to warrant its
Of the perfect accuracy, docility, and
introduction into long ranges.
cleanliness of this powder, as used at 500 yards, there can be no quesNow let it be made equally serviceable for 1,000 and 1,500 yards,
tion.
and a great improvement will have been made over our ordinary ammudifference

nition.

necessary to state that there has been a difference of opinion in
the change of elevation needed for a higher charge, some claiming that a
heivier charge needs a greater elevation. This fact, if proved, would
It is

Experiments were made on

destroy the conclusions arrived at above.

day to decide that point. Twenty shells were filled, five each with
85, 95, 105, and 115 grains Hazard FG-, all poured in loosely except the
They were all fired at 500 yards, with 500
last, which had to be tapped.
gram balls, within a short space of time, the rifle being cleaned after
each discharge. The elevations were found with perfect accuracy, four
shots being fired with each weight of powder, and finally four shots were
fired, one of each different charge, the elevation being changed before
firing, and giving with four different elevations (with a total variation of
eight points) four successive bullseyes.
The elevations were— with 85
grains, 60 points; with 95 grains, 57£ points; with 105 grains, 55 points;
with U5 grains, 52 points.
Showing a decrease of about two and a half
points in elevation for every additional ten grains of powder; the extra
difference of one half point In elevation between the two last charges is
owing to the fact that the 115 grains were packed more closely than the
105 plains, having therefore greater power.
These conclusions, carried
out, would give about seventy grains Hazard as an equivalent to fortyfive grains Dittmar in power, which would seem to prove the opinions
reached above. There was very little perceptible difference between the
recoil from 85 grains and that from 115 grains, which, by analogy, would
suggest that the recoil of 45 grains of Dittmar being very slight, that of
68 grains Dittmar would be not much increased, and consequently much
less than that of its equivalent, 102 grains Hazard.
Experiments were also made with four charges similar to the above,
with a short or 414 grain bullet, which gave less recoil, and from four to
a calm

five

points less elevation than the

same charges with 500 gram bullets.
seem to be in favor of

This lessened recoil and lower trajectory would
using a light ball at 500 yard ranges, and would
diction of the

theory that the recoil of a

gun

be an apparent contra
the pro-

is in the-ratio of

Douglass Smyth.

pelling force of the charge.

«Q^*»

1873.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
At a turkey shoot held here recently, under the management of the
Bille Practice Club, open to all comers, a fair field and no favor, the result was that of seventeen turkeys set up and knocked down, fifteen
were killed by the writer. Sharp rifle with the Beach combination open
sight, in the hands of parties, most of whom never shot it before; thus
satisfactorily proving to all present that breech loading rifles, as made
unexcelled, I may say, in any particular. But I am
thoroughly convinced that these old fashioned chicken and turkey
shoots savor too much of the unmerciful, and ought not to be allowed,
as they belong more properly to more ancient and barbarac times.
In
fact, 'tis but cruelty in
Target shooting is by far more
its fullest sense.
satisfactory, and besides the hen or turkey not only escapes a sore trial
hut is awarded to the winner in good order, live and sound, instead of,
being bruised and mutilated, as is the ca.*e in the not good old way.
Eor one I would like to see this practice of setting up the "live bird"
discountenanced teetotally, and I am glad to add that others hereaway
to whom I have
urged my protest indorse my views in this respect.
friend has a $45 Remington
shet gun, purchased on my recommendain these days, are

A

on the strength of Forest and Stream's advertisement, and has
same right along since last Sprin?, and thus far it stands the
wear and tear apparently as well as any, and shoots as strong, too. One
word for the Bridgeport shell«: The brown ones we used to get here
were good enough, strong
and durable; the white ones we now get (only
we dun't buy them when we can get Ely's) are a nuisance
S.

tion
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FISH IN SEASON IN JANUARY.
SOUTHERN waters.
Pompano, Trachynotus carolmus.

Drum

(two species.)

Family

Scice-

Grouper, Epinephelpus nigritus,
Trout (black bass,) Centropristls

l(ke.

atrarius.

T'

Jungrish, Menticirrus nebulosus.
Bass, Sciamops ocellatus.

feea

sueepshead,

Archosargus

cephalus.

Striped

Bass or Rockfish,

Eoccm

lineatus.
probato- Tailorfish, Pomatcmvs saltatrix.
Black bass, Micropterus salmoide8\

Snapper, Lutjanus caxus.

M.

nigricans.

*

{Under the head of "Game and Fish in Season" we can only specify In
terms the several varieties, because the laws of States vary so much
to attempt to particularize we could do no leSs than publish
uiose entire sections
This
that relate to the kinds of game in question.
tooitid require a great
amount of our space. In designating game we are
yuiaed by the laws of nature, upon which all legislation is founded, and
our readers would do well
to provide themselves with the laws of their respsaive States for constant reference.
Otherwise, our attempts to assist
9»n.eral

mat were we

Mem

will only create confusion.]

*

Fish in Market.

.

—The supply during the week has been

plentiful, particularly that

of shad, which are unusually
abundant and cheap for this season of the year. Fine
shad can be bought for 50 cents each; last year at this time
they brought $1.50.
On the 23d inst., near Oregon Inlet,
oa the North Carolina shore, a large school of bluefish
weighing 8 to 10 pounds each were taken, and are now
v

into

market; an unusually

late catch;

they

sell

mon

cents; salmon, frozen,

trout, 18 cents; black bass, 18 cents; ciscoes, 10 cents;

pompano, $1; green

turtle,

20 cents; terrapin,

$12 per

pound; scollops, $t per
60 per 100; hard shell crabs, $1 per

dozeri; lobsters 10 to 12 cents per

gallon; soft clams 30 to

for

Doings op the Fishing Fleet.—The shore fleet have
much the past week, owing to a sjarcity of bait.
There have been five arrivals from La Have Bank, bringing
110,000 pounds of codfish and 11,000 pounds of halibut.
The number of vessels in the herring business comprises
63, 31 of which have sailed for Fortune Bay, NewfoundThese
land, and 32 for New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.

not done

among the staunchest of the fleet. Reports
from Newfoundland show a scarcity of herring in that
section, and many of the vessels are expected to go to
Fortune Bay to finish their cargoes.— Cape May Advertiser,
December 24th.
vessels are

—The

a braided fly rod, sold by Abbey &
Imbrie, of 48 Maiden Lane.
have the assurance that
they possess all the requisites of a perfect rod, while it is
quile impossible to break them by roughest usage.
They
are made of ash and lancewood at present, but it is expected that any of the usual materials can be employed,
such as split bamboo, cedar, greenheart, majaja, etc. The
rod we have examined is quite a curiosity in its wajr, and
an ingeni ous piece of work. The price is $20.
latest

novely

WILLOW

is
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FISHES AND FISHING OF THE GREAT
LAKES.
THIRD PAPER— MASKINONGE, PIKE PERCH, GAR PIKE AND
STURGEON.

Editor Forest and Stream •—
Maskinonge (esox noMltor).

THE
proper mode

of spelling the

What may
common name

be the
of this

am

unable to decide, for there are at least half a
dozen different methods. Mr. Thompson, in his appendix
to the "History of Vermont" (1853), says the word is not
of Indian origin as generally supposed, but of Canadian
French, being derived from masque (face), and allongi (elonThe maskinonge
gated); hence, he spells it masquallonge.
is peculiar to the basin of the Great Lakes and is the largest
It is a
of pickerels, weighing from ten to eighty pounds.

fish,

I

Walnut

tf

—

—

maskinonge is toothless.
Another fine fish is the pike perch

of the

known

the fishermen of

(tuoo-perca), better

This

is called by
Lake Huron and our Canadian brethren

as the glass or wall-eyed

pike.

the pickerel, and with like perversity they call the true
pickerel a pike. Again, it is known to the Lake Erie fishermen as a salmon. This is a fine and well-flavored fish,
weighing from two to ten pounds, and, excepting herring and suckers, is the most plentiful of all lake fish.

Although common to all these waters, it cougregates in
numbers in Saginaw and Green Bays. The catch
The spawning season is in April and May.
is enormous.
Although the pickerel proper is found, they are not in
sufficient numbers to disturb the better fishes.
The gar pike (Lepidosteus) is occasionally found in these
waters. It is a singular animal, and the only living representative of the fishes that existed in the early ages of the
earth's history, and which by its formidable array of teeth,
its impenetrable armor, and its swiftness and voracity,
gives us a faint idea of the terrible creatures that peopled
Wilder,
the waters of that period. According to Prof.
the young gar possesses two tails, the one serpent-like and
the other fish -like. The first is snake-like in motion as
well as in form, and is largest and most active in the very
young. As the fish increases in size and age so this serpentine appendage correspondingly decreases, until at
adult age it is obsolete. Prof. Wilder's investigations show
that this temporary tail is a vestige, a reminiscence, a surThe ancestor of the gar was a reptile, and the
vival.
young fish still carries the reptilian tail ("Popular Science
Monthly"). The manner in which the gar pike seizes his
prey differs from all known fishes, resembling more the
act of reptiles, as it does not swallow immediately after
seizing, but by a series of movements places it in the most
convenient position and disposes of it similar to the saurians, while the food is seen to distend the body in passing,
The gar is often discovered sleeping,
as with ophidians.
apparently, upon the surface of the water and gently
carried around by an eddy for half an hour at a time, parWhen in pursuit of
ticularly on warm and sunny days.
prey he often leaps high out of water, and is so swift and
strong a swimmer as to stem the most furious rapids. It
Though not a
is well that these fishes are not numerous.
food fish, I have inserted this pike because it is but little
known as an inhabitant of these waters.
The sturgeon (acipenser rubicundus) is the leviathan of
the lakes, and is abundant in localities; more particularly
near the Apostle Islands in Green Bay and the Western
Lake Erie and Lake St. Clair. He is often caught in nets,
but is no desirable customer, as in the eyes of fishermen he
has no value, besides the liability of breaking the nets and
allowing the smaller and more profitable fish to escape, and
when caught is killed and usually thrown upon the offal
heap. Sturgeon are generally taken|in four to eight fathoms. The quality of the flesh is very fine, and when properly cooked is said to be with difficulty distinguished from
veal cutlets. Of late smoked sturgeon lias become quite
an article of commeree, the demand being far greater than
Caviar!
the supply, and it is said to be superior to halibut.
The sturgeon is
is also prepared, but to no great extent.
an exception among cartilagineous fish, being oviparous
and depositing spawn in a similar manner to the bony
This act takes place in June in the confluent
fishes.
streams, at which time they are followed by vast schools
of herring and w all-eyed pike for the purpose of feasting
very superior quality of lamp oil may be
on the ova.
obtained from this fish, but whether the enterprise would
Archer.
be profitable or not, I am no judge.

A

•

BASS RODS.

Hill, Fayette county, Ky., Dec. 13th, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:

—

your attention to the common yellow willow as a mateI had a walking stick of willow, and was struck
rial for bass rods.
with its extreme lightness, great strength and elasticity— all necessary
qualities for bass rods. I made a rod of it and tried it on black bass
The entire rod
this Fall, when it performed to my entire satisfaction.
was of willow. Rods of different wood are necessarily Imperfect from
I

wish

to call

the difference in weight, density, elasticity, etc. Another Berioua obnow made, is the enlargement behind the reel for
hand hold, which throws an increased strain in front of the reel, which

jection to the rods as

the weakest part of the rod.
I have not written this with a view to publication, but would prefer
your experimenting with the wood and, if satisfactory, give the
The willow is common to all the streams of the Mississippi valresult.

is

It will
I don't know if it grows east of the mountains or not.
season sufficiently for use in one month from the green tree. Inputting up a rod of this wood certain conditions are necessary to be observed. Try a single experiment. Take a crooked willow stick and
bend it with force in the opposite direction; notics the spring and
whether it returns to its original shape. Next note the strength, by
bending with sufficient force to break the stick. If these simple experiments give you any confidence, I will give you all necessary informaDr. T. J. G.
tion.
ley.

—

,

f¥o Notice

Taken

of

.

Anonymous Communications.
N. Y.— When dots the close season

H. H. Thomas, Randolph,
brook trout commence and close in the State of
season from loth September to 15th March.

New York?

for

Ans. Close

G. B Rochester.— Can you tell me who manufactures the Ward-Burton magazine rifle, and give me the address? Ans. The arrangements
for the manufacture of this rifle, we are informed, are not yet com.

very handsome and game fish, and is the tyrant of these
waters, devouring everything smaller than itself, even of its
own species,though its favorite food is the whitefish, which is
supposed by many to accou nt for its superior flavor. It is
one of the best of fresh water fishes. The Northern pike
is sometimes confirst described by the late Agassiz
founded with this fish, but maybe easily detected, as it has
the lower jaw filled with teeth, whereas the anterior half

**•*»

.

100; soft shell crabs, $1 per dozen.

largest

'

Shakopee, Minn., Dec,

Striped bass are worth 22 to 25 cents;
50 cents; mackerel, 20
cents each; white perch, 15 cents per pound; Spanish
mackerel, 40 cents; frost fish 8 cents; halibut, 20 cents;
haddock, 8 cents; codfish, 8 to 10 cents; blackfish, 12 to
15 cents; flounders, 12|- cents; sea bass, from Charleston,
15 cents; whitefish, 18 cents; perch (yellow), 12 cents; sal12 cents per pound.

smelts, 15
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M. H. L., Decatur, 111.—Will Pride Of the Border be taken to Chicago
during the exhibition in January, 1S76? Ans. Pride having been worked
pretty steadily in the field this Fall he will probably not go to Chicago.
Fairy and some of her progeny will go.

—

Subscriber, Long Branch. Is there anything I can use to remove fly
from the leaves of a book? Ans. Nothing will remove the stains
without more or less injury to the paper. By binding the leaves tightly
together and rubbing gently one way with alcohol and water in the proportion of one part to three, you might accomplish it without any
serious demage.
F. W.. Lexington, Ky.—I saw in one of your issues some time .ince
that a deer was killed on a railroad, and its "saddles" weighed 200
pounds. How was that? The largest I ever knew of was in Nebraska,
and ttie whole carcass, dressed, weighed 219 pounds. A deer whose saddles weighed 200 pounds ought to weia;h, whole, over 300 pounds. Are
your Northern deer larger than our Western and Southern ones? Ans
Northern deer are larger, especially those of Pennsylvania, We have
seen a Pike county doe that weighed. 250 pounds, dressed.
stains

.

W. W. Co.— 1. Do you know a gunmaker by the name of J.
& Son, London; does he make a good gun, and what are his guns

F. C.

Holhs

worth? 2. Do you think the papers (Forest and Stream) of one year,
two volumes, can be bound into one book, or will it make the book too
large and heavy? Ans. 1. They are good, reliable makers of Birmingham, having a branch of their business in London. Their prices are
moderate, but vary according to material and finish. 2. We would not
advise yon to have two volumes bound in one, as the binding would be
expensive, and the book too large.

Top Boots, Newark, N. J.— 1. Is the all red setter the only true type
of the Irish breed, or can they be of any other colors. 2. Is it so considered that a pup born from Rake and Fan a full brother to a pup born
of the same pair two years la*er, or an indefinite period afterwards, so
long as the father and mother are the same. Ans. 1. There are undoubtedly thoroughbred Irish setters of all colors. The predominant
color of those imported to this country is red, but it does not follow that
those of other colors are not equally as pure bred. The best Irish setter
we have ever met with was Shot, a splendid deep red and white dog, imported for us by the late R. Gaaible, Esq., of N. A. 2. Yes; a full
brother.

F., Philadelphia.—Does your answer in last Forest and
to the question relating to centreboards, apply to cat rigged
boats? If not, what is the rule for them? To obtain the length for centreboard on a cat rigged boat tweoty.seven feet long on deck and twentyfour feet on the water line, do you take one third of the length on deck
or of the length on the water line? What should the length of mast be
for such a boat? Ans. The same rule applies, the length on water line
always being taken. Sometimes, however, in the case of small boats to
be used for fishing, the centreboard is placed forward of the middle
thwart, in order to give more room. The length of a mast depends
much upon the model of a boat, and the purposes for which she is to be
used. About the right thing for cruising would be a mast twenty-seven
feet long, with twenty -two feet hoist of sail.
S.

M.

Stream,

T. W., Lexington, Ky.— Do you hear any complaint about choke bores
not shooting buck shot. My Scott gun, 32-inch, No. 12, 7J- pounds,
will not shoot loose buck shot; have to use concentrators, or run tallow
ou the shot in the shell. Eley's wire cartridges are too irregular. Have
tried several choke bores— Greener's and others— but all have the same
Ans. Yours is the first experiment we have heard of in the way
fault.
of using buckshot in choke bore guns, consequently it is a new thing tous. In getting the opinion of a practical gunmaker upon the subject, he
thinks that if the size of the buckshot is selected so as to chamber evenly
in the cartridge it will shoot very close in a choke bored gun. In the use
of Eley's cartridges we nave found the same difficulty you complain of—
They sometimes make a magnifitheir shooting being very irregular.
cent target, and at other times break up in the gun, and are not equal to
loose shot.

Planners, Hudson, N Y.— 1. Do you think that a spayed bjtch (setwould be as good, generally speaking, as "one that was no! would
2. Can you give me
it not have a tendency to make them fat and lazy?
ter)

;

Joseph E. Fisher's address? Ans. 1. We have repeatedly tried the experiment of having bitches spayed, and are fully convinced that for any
one who does not wish to use dogs for stock purposes there is no kind of
dog for service more desirable than a spayed bitch, if she is spayed at
the proper age, and they should by all means have the operation performed, before they aie ten weeks old. A skillful person can succesffully perform the operation after they are four weeks old, and then th«
y
grow up in proper shape, and have no more tendency to get lazy or n &
to fat than other dogs. But if they are allowed to become fully developed before the alteration they run to fat and become lazy and of little
use. 2. No, 108 Sackett street, Brooklyn,

i
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GAME PROTECTION.

you

will no doubt hear of us as a power where we are now
hardly known
regards our name, it was one among a dozen presented,
and was
adopted by a unanimous vote.
are all lovers of the Forest
and
Stream, aud Bod and Pun, and the Field comes in for its
share

As

We

THE FLORIDA SNAP LAW.

WE

A WEEKLY JOURNAL,
Devoted to Field and Aquatic Sports, Practical Natural History,
jji.-«*
*i t-ture, the Protection of Game,
Preservation or Forests,
akd the Inculcation in Men and Women oy a healthy
interest
EJ Out-door Recreation and Study
:
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have been notified of a law how in operation in
Florida, that imposes a penalty of not less than
$50, nor more than $500 upon any non-resident detected
in shooting game of any kind, for the purpose of carrying
it out of the State, unless he has paid a license of $35, socured from the county in which he proposes to hunt.
We
question the validity of this law, believing it to be entirely
unconstitutional, and in this opinion are backed by the
most eminent legal counsel of several States. Its hardship is insufferable and its provisions ludicrous, for, as
very few sportsmen would be likely to confine their hunting and fishing to any one county, the license expenses for
the half dozen counties they would wish to visit would

amount

to a large

sum.

We believe in the

17

CHATHAM
127

AT
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NEW

letter and spirit of our Constitution,
which guarantees the same privileges and immunities to

YORK,

2832.

SOUTH THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHIA.
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Advertising Slates.

NEW YORK, THURSDAY, DCEEMBER

§0,1875.

To Correspondents.
*

.

All communications whatever, whether relating to business or literary
correspondence, must be addressed to The Forest and Stream Publishing Company. Personal or private letters of course excepted.
All communications intended for publication must be accompanied with
real name, as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be published if
objection be made. No anonymous contributions will be regarded.
Articles relating to any topic within the scope of this paper are solicited.
cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brief
notes of their movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this paper
to become a medium of useful and reliable information between gentlemen sportsmen from one end of the country to the other ; and they will
And our columns a desirable medium for advertising announcements.
The Publishers of Forest and Stream aim to merit and secure the
patronage and countenance of that portion of the community whose re-

We

fined intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that
8 beautiful in Nature. It will pander to no depraved tastes, nor pervert
Hhe legitimate sports of land and water to those base uses which always
tend to make them unpopular with the virtuous and good. No advertisement or business notice of an immoral character will be received on any
terms ; and nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that
may not be read with propriety in the home circle.

We

cannot be responsible for the dereliction of the mail service, if
to us is lost.
Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday of each week, if possible.

money remitted

CHARLES HALLOCR, Editor.
WILLIAM

C.

HARRIS,

Business Manager.

third time the

to extend

its

wish them, according

Forest and Stream

congratulations to
to

1876.
its

is

permit-

patrons,

and

time honored and gracious cus-

Happy New Year!

The intercourse that we have
had from the beginning we trust has proved mutually
pleasant and advantageous. The times have been distressing, and fatal to the vitality of special publications, whose
existence is at the best precarious; for statistics show that
tom, a

of each fifty that spring into existence, foity-nine die in
The law of natural selection asserts its
supremacy here as elsewhere, and the weaker go to the
wall. Nevertheless, our journal has been favored with a
their infancy.

steady accession of subscribers from the date of its announcement, and to-day its success is more fully assured
than ever. It is a pleasant duty we owe to the hundreds
of contributors who have voluntarily aided us, to thank
them for their friendly and inestimable services. We
shall endeavor by assiduous exertions to continue deserving of this most comfortable support.
This is the season of the year for renewing good resoluMetaphorically,
tions; the time for wiping off old scores.
to "spit on
said
be
may
man
every
when
period
the
is
it
his hands and take a fresh hold;" and if all is not lost in
the letting go, there

is

certainly

much encouragement

for

the future. We, in common with the great mass of the
people, hope for a marked improvement in business in the
course of this Centennial Year and if the proud consciousness of a completed Century do not brace up and stiffen the
energies of our semi-demoralized nation, and stimulate the
wisdom and action of our law makers and tariff manipulators, then we have no faith in the efficacy of age to make
good wine better, or to improve the quality of the spirit of
1776. There are some who place no trust in the bow of
promise that hangs over the great exposition at Philadelphia, and who will affect as much surprise at the return of
universal prosperity as the friends of Jonah did when he
;

was thrown up on

shore!

a day or a year may
tingencies and happenings
Momentous suggestions of

But since no one can

bring forth,

may

who

shall say

tell

what

what con-

not hang upon a Century!

what may be dwarf and obliterOne
ate the speculations as to what might have been.
thing is certain; the New Year's cup of promise is always
of
full, and ardent hopes are interwoven with the chaplet
So, then, a bumper to the
flowers that twines about it
"Happy New
all for a
wish
a
to
and
Goddess,
fickle

Year!"

that no

Officers

SUte has the
upon its border,

right to station

Custom

to levy a tax or duty of

$25 dollars upon every quail and egret carried out of Ike
we should soon be able to stop the wholesale
shipment of prairie fowl, quail, and ruffed grouse from
sundry States to our metropolitan markets, where dealers
stand ready to buy and sell them out of season, in defiance
of law, thus offering premium and pretext for disobedience.
While we are anxious that some method shall be devised
to prevent this shipment we feel that it cannot be accomplished by such a measure as the one in force in Florida.
It will not meet the necesssities of the case, nor the expectations of those who secured it.
The detention or arrest
of supposed offenders is usually left to the discretion of
ignorant, inpecunious, and avaricious men, who have always in mind the reward of one half the fine collected,
which the law adjudges to them, and who will not readily
discriminate between the market hunter and the scientist
who is shooting only for specimens. Naturally, every
man with a gun will be challenged and examined for his
license, and if found without it, arrested on the slightest
suspicion that he is something else than an innocent pleasure seeker spending his Winter vacation in the pastime of
shooting and fishing. Such proceedings will keep every
sportsman out of Florida, and shut up all the hotels and
sources of revenue that are now making that lately impoverished State rich.
case was brought to our notice last Spring, where an
eminent entomologist was brought to a halt with his bugportfolio, in Brevard county, the ardent prosecutor insisting that he required a license under the game laws—he

A

maintaining that insects were game!
We commend this matter to the attention of the Florida
Legislature and shall personally press it next month.

Detective Leagues for the Protection of Game. —

HAPPY NEWYEAR!

FORtedthe

House

State; else

In regular advertising columns, nonpareil type, 12 lines to the inch, 2E
cents per line. Advertisements on outside page. 40 cents per line. Reading
notices, 50 cents per lice. Advertisements in double column 25 per cent,
extra.
Where advertisements are inserted over 1 month, a discount of
i0 per cent, will he made; over three months, 20 per cent; over six
months, 30 per cent.

,

We

the citizens of one State that it does to another.
believe that the regulation of internal commerce belongs
to the General Government and not to individual Stales.

has long been a prevailing impression on the part of
sportsmen in various parts of the State that an appeal to
It

the

New York

City Association for the Protection of

Game,

and the reporting of any violation of the game laws,
was all that was necessary to insure the prosecution of the
offender by that organization.? Not even an offer of co-operation is usually made by the country sportsman, but he
assumes that gentlemen residing hundreds of miles from
his own district will undertake to redress his wrongs and
preserve the game for his own delectation and amusement.
The work of the above mentioned association has been
bravely done in prosecuting dealers, who are after all
the evil geniuses of the pot hunter, and by providing a
market for his unlawfully captured birds and fishes, aid,
abet and encourage him. Country sportsmen should either

form themselves into Game Protective Societies or into
"Leagues," after the model of the one alluded to below.
There is another method, one thal-we have advocated
before and that we hope soon to see adopted, more particHere, over
alarly with regard to the Adirondack region.
country,
the
settled
individual
thinly
of
expanse
a vast
sportsman could scarcely be expected to act either as detective or prosecutor; what is required then, is the appointment by the State of an official, or officials, who shall be
above the fear of local disrepute or odium, and who shall
be invested with full powers to arrest and prosecute to conHe, or they, should be appointed
viction any offenders
than the one in which they are to
locality
other
some
from
officiate, on the principle adopted by the Chinese, who
never send a man to govern in his own province, arguing
.

very justly that ties of locality are the first and most apt
to cause dereliction of duty. What we want are detectives,
appointed, in secrecy if need be, who will ferret out offenders and bring them to justice;—
Pbotedence, R.

I.,

December

Editor Forest and Stream:—
The "Forest and Stream League, Elk Horn Lodge,"

10th, 1875.

of Providence, R.

by the Chief Com. and
I
The following were gazetted officers
officers of the National Lodge.
of the lodge for the ensuing year:—
H. Carlisle; Deputy,
Chief, Vincent W. Wilson; Vice Chief, Wm.
CharlesH. Hodges; Clerk, Wm. Green; Guide, James Murpa; Sentinel,

was organised Thursday evening.December

9th,

Thomas Carlisle; Picket, Edward Green.
Elk Horn Lodge of this League is organized for defending our ga'me
main feature of
laws, and for the protection of game in this State. The
for the
the League is the formation of an independent detective force
the offenders
ferreting out of violators of the law, with power to bring
are all young men from eighteen to thirty years of age
to justice.
enf orcelthe law
are engaged in this work, and fully determined to

We

who

our command) to its fullest extent. Our motto is
and gone
"Death to Pot Hunters," and before another season haa passed

(with the

means

at

of

our favor.

Our rooms are*open every evening from 9 to 11 o'clock; our location
Burlingame's Block, No. 18 Cranston street, where we would be
pleased
to see all true sportsmen, whether resident or visiting, at any time.
AH
the popular papers and magazines, games, foils, dumb bells, and
other
artie'e.* of amusement, always on hand.
We receive members with a
form of initiation, full of instruction and reality, which binds us more
closely together in the mystic tie of fidelity. The Deputy Commander
is prepared to furnish full information to those desirous of organizing
a
lodge of this League. His address is V. W. Wilson, D. C. C., No. 236
Washington street. These lodges should be established in every city
and town throughout the country. More anon.
Kepotak.
Jastesville, Wis., December 18th, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
It is desired to secure, during the coming session of the Wisconsin
Legislature, the passage of a law prohibiting the use on Wisconsin waters of batteries, sneak boats, scull boats, and in fact all illegitimate

means

for hunting waterfowl.
In order to overcome any opposition that may arise to the passage of
such a law, it is thought best to prepare petitions, to be presented to the
Legislature. I wish to state to the sportsmen of Wisconsin, therefore,
through your eolurns, that printed heads for such petitions are being
prepared here, and applications for them to the writer will be promptly
attended to. If the sporting clubs throughout the State will take hold
of the matter, there will be no difficulty in securing the passage of such
a law, which we all know is much needed, if we would protect our water
fowl from the depredations of the market hunters.
You will remember that this matter was talked over during your visit
to our club house at Koshkonong this Fall, and I am sure your sympathy
is with us in the matter, and that you will aid us as much as possible.
Our lakes, and especially Koshkonong, are becoming more aud more celebrated for canvas back shooting, and if the ducks can ba protectei from
all but legitimate shooting, the sport will grow better instead of worse.
Let us hear from other sportsmen who are interested in the matter.
A. M. Valentine.

For several years we did much shooting in Maryland,
upon Chesaper.ke Bay, and the rivers empting into that
hay, and have had ample opportunity of observiug
the effect of shooting wild fowl from batteries and sneak
bouts; and we are fully convinced that if the State
had not passed laws prohibiting such shooting, and had

laws not been strictly enforced, those splendid
fowl, the canvas backs, red-heads, and other
water
game
delicious ducks, would have been exterminated or driven
from those waters long ere this. You have our full sympathy and shall have our warmest support.
—The "Capital Sportsmen's Club," of Topeka, Kansas,
have resolved not to shoot any more quail during the rethose

mainder of the open season, which continues until March
1st; this in view of the present scarcity of these birds.
The same club is striving to secure a law to prevent wholesale destruction of game and its shipment to markets outside the State, an effort which should be imitated throughout the whole West.
—The Fish and Game Protection Club of the Province
of Quebec, Canada, held its annual meeting, last week,
McPherson Lemoine, Esq., in the Chair. The following
gentlemen w ere elected officers:—
McPherson Lemoine, President; E.M. Copeland, VicePresident; A. N. Shewan, Secretary; W. H. Rintoul,
Treasurer; Maurice Cuvillier, R. A. Alio way, D. D. 8.,
George A. Drummond, W. II. Kerr (legal adviser of the
Brady, James Esdaile, H.
club), F. W. L. Pentou, F. J
W. King, D. B. Willv, and R. H. Kilby, Committee. The
Chairman stated that""the club is determined to use every
effort to see that the fishing and game laws are carried out,
both by offering rewards for the conviction of offenders,
by employing detectives to watch suspected persons and
places, and by circulating copies of the laws concerning
rish and game printed in both the English and French
languages."

In view of the noble and pertistent efforts that the SecSbewan, has made for the protection of game
state
in Canada for years past, we are proud to be able to
retary, Mr.

as the general agent of Forest and
Quebec and Ontario for a long period.
following amendments were made in the Quebec

that he has served

Stream

—The

in

game laws during

the present session:— Elk, moose, caribou

and red deer or their fawns are not to be killed or taken
between the 1st of March and the 1st of September for the
districts of Quebec, Chicoutimi and Saguenay, and between
rest
the 1st of February and the 1st of September for the
of
of the Province; no otter to be taken between the 1st
May and the 1st of October; no beaver between the 30th
inuskrat
of April and the 30th of September, and no
between the 1st of June and the 1st of April following for
the districts of Quebec, Chicoutimi, Saguenay, Montmagny,
Kamouraska, Rimouski and Gaspe, and between the 1st ot
May and the 1st of April following for the rest of the ProNo wild duck to be killed between the 1st of May
vince.
&c.,
and the 20th of August, nor any wild swan, teal, &c.,
between the 1st of May and the 1st of September in the
between
parts of the Province west of Three Rivers, nor
duck,
the 15th of May and the 20th of August for wild
for
September
of
1st
the
and
May
of
15th
the
and between
lnree
ot
east
section
in
the
mentioned
other game above
May ana
No snipe to be shot between the 1st of partridge
Rivers.
the 20th of August, nor any grouse, ptarmigan
1st oi
and woodcock between the 1st of March and the
September.

—Within two weeks past a party from Winooski, Vt.,
ana
have killed a dozen deer among the Adirondacks,
many.
another party from Burlington destroyed nearly as
Too much w^^ste, gentlemen

#-

-

copies of the issue of Forest
great
5th, 1874, will render us a

—Any persons having spare
of March
hy mailing them

and Stream
service

cannot bind volume
the
will cheerfully refund

to us, as

II complete without them.

We

we

price.

Florida.— Parties who buy our "Camp

Life

m Florida

1'

expenses,
can save twenty -five per cent, of their travelling
by its purchase

—

!

—
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One bull,
of each respective breed, consisting as follows:
four cows, none under fifteen months, and bulls and cows
of various ages.
Fat and Draught Cattle.

—

Fat cattle must be weighand in general those will be judged best which have
Athe greatest weight with the least surface and offal.
wards will be made for: best fatted steer of any age or
breed; most powerful yoke of oxen; most rapidly walking
yoke of oxen; most thoroughly trained yoke of oxen; most
thoroughly trained team of three or more yokes of oxen.
Breeding Sheep. Awards will be made to respective
breeds for the best pen of five animals of same flock
and including one ram, the ewes all having had 'living
lambs the past Spring, also rams two years and over; ewes
in pens of three, all having had living lambs.
Fat Sheep. Awards will be made for pen of three
best fatted sheep of each breed; pen of three best fatted
ed,

dealers in fishing tackle, as to the character of the exhibition, that is to be under the charge of Prof. Bnird
It is
in no way competitive in]its character.
It is intended rather

—

sheep of any breed.

Breeding Swine.—Every competing sow above one
must have had a litter, or be in pig, and the owner

year old

must bring proof of these facts, if required. Awards will
be made to respective breeds for: the best pen of one boar
and two breeding sows; for pen of sow and litter, also
boars and breeding sows of various ages.
Fat Swine. 1st, 2nd and 3rd prizes will be awarded
for pair of best fatted hogs of each breed; pair of best
fatted hogs of any breed.
Dogs. Awards will be made to respective breeds for
dogs of two years and over; dogs of one year and under

—

—

two; pups.

A pweepstake award will be awarded for the best dog of
sweepstake
any breed displayed by a foreign exhibitor.
award will be awarded for best home-bred dog of any
breed.
Awards will be made to respective breeds for
bitches of two years and over; bitches of one year and un-

A

der two; bitch pups.

A sweepstake award will be

awarded for the best bitch

any breed displayed by a foreign exhibitor. A sweepward will be awarded for the best home-breed bitch
of any breed.
Poultry.— Poultry can only be exhibited in coops made
after specifications furnished by the Bureau of Agriculture.
Awards will be made to respective breeds for: pairs
of one year and over, of chickens, turkeys, ducks, geese,
swans, pigeons, guineas and ornamental birds; for pairs
under one year.
Fish.—Living fishes will be displayed in both fresh and
Awards will be made for largest dissalt water aquaria.
play of fish of each species; largest display of fish of all
of

stake

species.

circular is addressed to those who may
disposed to aid the Bureau in their efforts to have

The following

the^isplayof food fishes as comprehensive as possible:—
Philadelphia, December

10th, 1875.

of Agriculture, International Exhibition, is charged
with the display -of all foods in the various conditions and processes of
management of wild, cultivated, and manufactured forms. Under such
a comprehensive system is included an exhibition of fish, both alive and
Sir:

FLORIDA.

The Bureau

preserved in their various commercial conditions.
It is admitted by all who have made a study of fish cultute that food
can be much more cheaply produced from the water than from the land,

and to familiarize the people with the best food producing species of
fish, and the appliances used in their propagation, culture, and capture,
To thorwill certainly be the pleasure oi all friends of pisciculture.
oughly illustrate the vast extent and importance of fish foods, it is necessary that the exhibition of living fish in tanks, be made as comprehensive as possible.
very satisfactory dieplay can be n.aie by the

A

expenditure of a
volved.

sum

insignificant as

compared with the

interests in-

The regulations of the Commission require all exhibitors to provide at
their own cost all show cases necessary to the display of their products,
and even in the exhibition of fish these rules will be adhered to. Fisn
have not the same incentive to make a display as
have breeders of cattle, and can hardly be expected to assume a corresponding expense in providing apparatus for an exhibition of six months.
If they furnish the fisn in quantity and variety it may be all that can be

breeders, however,

expected.

The Bureau has received propositions for the erection of twenty-five
tanks of approved construction, ranging from two to twenty feet in
length, and from one to six feet in depth, the aggregate affording three
thousand cubic feet of water. The estimated cost of these aquaria, the
apparatus for erecting and filtering the water, cost of freight in specimens, and cost of attendance, amounts to six thousand dollars. The
Bureau is promised from responsible parties constant supplies of both,
fresh and salt water fish, the list ranging from the smallest minnow as
stock food to sharks and porpoises of largest size.
To make this exhibition a success, will you present this circular and
the accompanying form to sueh parties of your acquaintance as would
be favorably disposed to contribute to this purpose by the purchase of
one or more ten dollar shares of Centennial stock, the money, though
going into the general fund, to be understood as contributed to the fiah
exhibition.

Very

tespectfully,

Burnet Landreth:,

Chief of Bureau of Agriculture.
President Centennial Board of Finance,

John Welsh,

Indianapolis, Ind., Dec. 20th, 1875.

.

to be illustrative ot the art of angling

and seining, and of
American progress and proficiency therein, both as to acquired knowledge and invented modes and methods of capture.
The competitive exhibition, which will include all
the appliances for taking fish will be in the Agricultural
The printed form of exhibitor's application for
space, with rules to be observed, of which we have a few
Hall.

can be had by addressing Gen. A. T. Goshorn,
Director General, or Mr. Burnet Landreth, Chief of Bureau
of Agriculture, 904 Walnut street, Philadelphia.
copies,

The governmental display, under the direction of Prof.
Baird, will not be competitive, and only include articles of
American manufacture, while that in the Agricultural
Hall will be open to foreigners. In the governmental display it is not desired to have duplicates of the minor tackle,
such as floats, sinkers, spinning bait, &c, or numerous
contributions of rods and flies of the same kind. The ob-

we understand him right, is, to have
a complete collection of such articles as are made in this

ject of Prof. Baird, if

country. Some, it is supposed, will be presented and a
small portion may be purchased. At the close of the exhibition this collection will be transferred to Washington to
form a museum of all the appliances for taking fish, made
in this country, those of the aborigines as well as the
white man's. Those who wish to exhibit in the Government Building should write Prof. Spencer F. Baird at
Washington. Exhibitors can send their wares to either or
both of the displays mentioned.

-

—

fell

ANCIENT MOUNDS OF INTERIOR

Fishing Tackle at the Cente nnial.—A missapprehas been created in the mind's of some of our

hension

have received from the Bureau of Administration an advance copy of the classification for
prizes to be awarded to exhibitors of live stock at the InThis display will be held within
ternational Exhibition.
the months of September and October, fifteen days being
allowed to each division, as follows:—Horses, mules and
asses, from September 1st to 15th; horned cattle (of all
September 20th to October 5th; sheep,
varieties), from
from October 10th to 25th. Poultry
dogs,
and
goats
gwiee,
•will be exhibited from October 28th to November 10th.
With certain exceptions, such as trotting stock, matched teams, fat and draught cattle, pedigrees will be required, in accordance with the printed list issued.
Breeding Horses— Includes running, trotting, and
draught mares and stallions from two to four years old.
Running and Trotting Horses Are to be judged by
their record up to August loth, 1876, and awards will be made
for running horses having made fastest record; trotting
stallions having trotted a mile within 2:30; mares and geldWalking horses
ings having trotted a mile within 2:25.
Awards will be made
will compete in the matched teams.
for matched teams, looking to speed, height and weight.
Breeding Asses. Jacks and asses from three to six
years old and over.
Neat Clttle. Awards will by made for the best herd

\
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[Letter

from "Al

my former letters

an interesting
I route or trip for adventurous sportsmen and tourists;
that of reaching the Gulf Coast via St. Johns River to
Melonville; wagon, 33 miles to La-hop-ta li ga, Kissimmee
River, Lake Okeechobee, and the Caioosahatchie River to
Charlotte Harbor.

I referred to

I fully intended taking the

trip

this

Winter; and proposed erecting a guide post at that much
sought after point, the outlet of Lake Okeechobee. But
from the best information attainable, I must postpone my
trip until the Fall of '76.

To

prevent, as far as possible,

from a letter received to-day from Capt. McQnaig, of Orlando, who is one
of the best guides for Central Florida and the Okeechobee
region.
I communicated with him in order that I might
arrange for the transportation of a Bond's boat and proThe Captain is the owner
visions to the outlet of Lake O.
of the "Forest and Stream," the boat used by Fred. Ober
The Captain and others
in his explorations on the lake.
have vainly searched for the outlet, which, as far as I am
aware, is unknown. The Captain writes as follows:
others being disappointed, I shall quote

"I received your letter to-day with Mr. Ingram FletchI am pleased to read such letters, more especially from one who is determined to know the outlet of
Okeechobee. I have just returned from a short trip, as I
went down as far as the Kissimmee Lake. My object in
taking the trip was to ascertain the condition of the Little
River from Lake To-hop-ta-li-ga to Lake Cypress. I found
I left ray
it completely closed up with lettuce and grass.
boat there, as it is impossible to get through Little River
without considerable work. I guess the balance of the
rivers are clear of drifts, except a small one below Lake
er's enclosed.

Kissimmee."
Having enjoyed some experience working a passage
through such obstructions as those referred to in the
Captain's letter, and, as he states in another portion of his
letter, "that he is not disposed to undertake the job," I
shall not reach the outlet this Winter.

In this connection,
temptation of quoting from a private
days since from a wealthy gentleman
letter received
of Indianapolis, one who is a lover of nature, one who
can enjoy life, "Al Fresco," and one who has thoroughly
I

cannot

this city,

who

has spent

Winters hunting and fishing in Florida, wrote to

me

my own

observations in the State, more
especially in reference to the mounds and remains of the
interior.
His letter and my reply are herewith enclosed:
I find two serious mistakes in all maps of Florida. The

on the subject of

Kissimmee River runs through, notby,Lake Hachinnahaw,
which is very near both Lake Cypress and Lake Kissimmee. Neither does the river enter Lake Okeechobee at
the extreme northwestern part; on the contrary, it enters a
bay five miles south of the False Bay at the northwest.
I

have two objects in furnishing the accompanying map.

point out the location of the mounds; the
and travelers to
the fact that below the oaks on the Kissimmee River there
At the mouth of the river on
is no place fit for a camp.
the point is one place marked E, that will do for a camp,

The

first is to

second

is

to call the attention of hunters

hut is hard to find. On the south of the bay down to island marked "Good Camp," good camping places may be
found. Bird, or Observation Island, and an i.land ten
miles southeast, also afford camps. All the rest from
"Good Camp" to Cypress Point is a mangrove swamp.

Your commissioners
a square yard of dry ground.
while exploring this part of the lake had to lie in their
boat two nights. No party should come to the lake without a map like this.

Not

False Bay, six miles north of the mouth of the river
around toCypress Point is one almost continuous clear
white sandy beach, the finest in the world.
Tourists may as well abandon the idea of reaching Okeechobee by any other than the Kissimmee River route,

From

Jacksonville, Dec. 12th.
one of

six

clear

Fresco."]

FLORIDA EXPLORATIONS.
1ST

Editor Forest and Stream:—
Some weeks ago a gentleman of

resist th«

tW

explored and examined Okeechobee in the Winters of

'72

He was piloted by Capt. Mc'73, and '73 and '74.
Quaig, and for days examined every indentation and bayou
around the margin of the northern and western portions of
the lake; but owing to the collection of large masses of
The gentlefloating lettuce they failed to find the outlet.
man referred to writes as follows
and

:

"In regard to maps, I forgot to say to you that my experience was similar to yours, as to the corrections of those
lines'and tracings made by various gentlemen supposed to
know a great deal about Florida.
"You can make the entire circuit of Lake Okeechobee
But all these lakes are
in three days in fine weather.
Really the specific gravity of the water
treacherous!
seems lighter in these Florida lakes. I have explored
three years in the region from Marquette on Lake Superior
to Selkirk's settlement in the north, and in the west to
Devil's Lake, and yet I never saw a sea get up so quick and
so unexpectedly as in the lakes connected together by the
Kissimmee River.
"When you shall have gone the entire length of the Kissimmee, and circumnavigated that large lake, Okeechobee,
you will fully agree with me, that it will be the future
line of travel for tourists, who will take a railroad or stage
at Melonville or Lake Joseph running to Lake La-hop-tali-ga; thence by steamer or rail on those Summer seas, and
down that wonderful river (the Caioosahatchie) skirted by
such lovely hammocks
"I have decided to do some missionary work down there.
my intention to see thaLa steamer shall gladden those

It is

solitary places."

Al

Fresco.

while the river route affords a fine field for observation
A. M. C.
and sport

Indianapolis, Ind., Sept. 9th, 1875.

A. M.

Mr

Esq:—
Deau Sin— The
Conlclln,

Interesting letters in the Forest and Stream,
written from South Florida by "Al Fresco" have brought up afresh tne
plea?ant trips we took down the Kissimmee River, and the explorations
in and around Lake Okeechobee. The discussions we then had relative
to the apparent cuts and artificial canals made along the prairies and
Hammocks, and about some of the Indian mounds, are again revived.
Will you please give me your theory in regard to these excavations and
channels, as well as your views as to the Indian mounds?

Very

Inouam Fletcher.

truly,

Mr. Ingram Fletcher:—

Dear

Sir

— Your kind

note calls

up pleasant

recollec-

tions of our first

meeting under the old live oak at Daughters, on the lower Kissimmee, and the enjoyments incident to our subsequent voyaging on lake and river. Your
reference to the

Forest and Stream brings vividly

to

my

mind

meeting on Lake Okeechobee with the party,
headed by Fred. Oder, sent out by that enterprising periodical, and it gives a zest to the pleasure, adds, as it were,
a finer flavor to the recollection, to know that the gallant
Col. Yon Buskirk, that mountain of a man, thought me a
native in search of a cow range, instead of an enterprising
Bohemian, in search of that variety which is alike the
spice of life and the life of a wideawake progressive journal.
The mere mention of the mounds and ancient remains of the Kissimmee country, brings even more vividly
to mind a year of wandering in the "Summer Land," amid
such an infinite variety of strange new beauties that the recollection even now is perfectly bewildering.

Of the tens

of thousands of persons who each Winter go
Florida in search of health and pleasure, few, if any
even hear of this delightful interior country, which is as
little known to the outside world as Amazonian forests
East Indian jungles, or the lakes of equatorial Africa.
The southern terminus of the line of travel usually folto

lowed

which,

known
five

Mellonville, on Lake Monroe, and here the
stands on the border of the uxexplored region

is at

tourist

when

its

beauties and

many

attractions

become

most popular resort in America. Thirtymiles south of Mellonville, in Orange county, commenwill be the

ces a chain of

lakes,

Summer

seas,

consisting of Little
Cypress, Hach-in-ahaw, Kis-sim-mee (mi) and 0-kee-cho-bee, (ki-bi) "The
Great Unknown," which together with the connecting
river, and its various windings extend more than four hunTa-ho-pe-ka-li-ga,

Ta-ho-pe-ka-li-ga,

dred miles, although the distance in a direct line is but
Rolling pine clad hills, dotted with deep
clear lakes; the broad savanna, level as a meadow, with the
river or lakes on one hand, and the dark background of
pines on the other, studded with groves of live oaks, palm
and magnolia, like islands in the ocean, marked with
clumps, or crossed with lines of tall stately feathercrowned palms, while here and there a line of a purplish
tint, delicate as frost work, indicates the position of the
huge cypress bordering some water course; lakes reflecting
the blue of the cloudless skies above in the limpid depths
below; islands like emeralds, a mass of verdure from the
top of the tallest palm, down, down, clear to the water's
edge, the deep green of rhe foliage relieved by the
many
colored flowers of the huge climbing vines which
twine
themselves into a thousand fantastic forms; land-locked
bays on the unrufiled bosoms of which float the
one-third as far.

huge

leaves of aquatic plants and the large white flowers
of the
water lilies, and deep narrow streams, mark the
promm-

—
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nent features of the country. Merely to mention the pine,
the stately palm, the live oak the king, as the magnolia is
the true queen of trees— the cypress and the water lovin g
bay tree, crowned with flowering vines and draped with
the funereal Spanish moss, calls up visions of beauty, while

—

the infinite variety of forms under which they are presented are as indescribable as are the charms of the magnificent semi-tropical climate.
The air fresh with the salt of
the ocean, and balmy with the breath of the pines, is invigorating as in the Northern Spring time. Lights and

shadows, gorgeous beauties of sunset, and tints and coloring worthy of famed Italy, and a soft summery haze
making every object look dim, distant, and unreal, like

trace out the remainder of this work.
About a mile to the
southwest, across Pleasant Lake, on a hill, are other remains, but rather indefinite in character and extent.

feet in height.
They probably mark the places where
once stood the dwellings of the race which reared these
works.

One mile farther west, on Pine Island, is another work
worthy of special nttice. It is situated at the edge of the
marsh which separates the islands, and consists of a mound
surrounded by a wall. On the west and north narrow
openings, or gateways were left in the walls, and the southeast is a wide opening, which was evidently intended for

Four miles south of Pine Island, on the west side of a
beautiful peninsula, which extends into the waters of Lake

the reception of a fleet of canoes or small boats when there
in the wash than there is at this time.

was more water

A

Ta-ho

work similar to the one at Pleasant
located in a hammock and is near a fine landAlong the eastern side of Ta-ho-pe-ka-li-ga are
of small mounds, and at the place of Charles

pe-ka-li-ga, is a

Lake. It
ing place

.

is

number
McQuaig on Lake Cypress, are two of the ordinary round
topped mounds. Twenty miles southeast of Lake Kissima

the figures of mirage, invite the pen of the poet or the
brush of the painter to no unworthy labor. Flowers
bloom in the wild wood and nature's miracles of life and
growth go on for ever. Hunting, fishing, boating, bath-

walking in the warm sunshine, or camping beneath
the light of the stars, furnish occupation for all, where
there is no fear of Winter's cold or storms, and where, as
ing,

in the island of the blessed,

it is

was amid these beauties

It

always afternoon.

of nature that

my

researches

were made, and although not rich in matter for scientists,
they were full of interest to myself personally, and a history of them, may serve to please the readers of the Forest
and Stream, and may even succeed in turning in that
direction, the attention of some one better qualified than
myself to carry on an investigation, which will no doubt
yield an abundant return in facts of scientific and historic
importance.

The first of the Kissimmee system of mounds is near the
south bank of Boggy Creek, a stream which flows to the
southeast and empties into the northwestern bend of Little
Ta-ho-pe-ka-li-ga.
The second mound is about four miles
farther south/near the edge of Fennel prairie, which is a
marshy savanna serving as an outlet for the waters of
Little Ta-ho-pe-ka-li-ga.
These mounds are very much
alike, being about fifty feet in diameter and not over ten
Fennel prairie is a half mile wide and with
feet high.
Cross prairie, which is a mile wide, and the lakes, bounds
Barber's or Paiton's island, which is a mile and a half
from north to south and three from east to west. On
this island are to be seen a greater number and variety of
mounds than any other place.
Near the center of the island is a mound which has received more attention and provoked more inqury than any other.
For convenience, I shall call it Parton's Mound and a
rough plan of the works is herewith presented:

A—Mound. B— Space
top of wall,

They

c c

enclosed.

0—Incomplete

consist of a

mound

K— Way to

work.

c—Ditch, xh y—Approaches, t— Trees

in wall.

(A) fifty feet in diameter,

ten

abover the general level and partly surrounded by a
ditch (c c) five feet in depth. To the northwest of the
mound is a level space enclosed by a breast-work, from
feet

The length of the enclosed
five feet high.
seventy yards, and the greatest breadths twentytwo yards. The interior of the space is clear of trees,
but on the north wall near the mound are three trees
The incomplete
(t 1 1 ) evidently hundreds of years old.
circle (C) at the northwestern extremity is twenty yards in
diameter, thrown up about two feet above the level and
surrounded by a shallow ditch. At (K) a walk leads to
the top of the wall. So far this work does not differ materially from many others, but parts of the work are
worthy of special attention. On the north of the mound
is a crescent shaped work (x) (h) (y) about fifty yards in
length with the convex side toward the mound, which it
approaches to withiu about fifty feet; the highest part of
the bank being at (b), directly over against the mound.
The earth from the interior of the work has been carried
forward to form the bank, as is done in running a sap.
From (h) a level way extends back about fifty yards to the
edge of the pine woods; all of these works being in a hammock. The deepest excavations are at (x) and (y), where
the earth has been taken to form the level way and the
three

space

to

is

embankment.

The purpose for which the mound was originally built is
entirely a matter of conjecture, but the outwork as it now
exists, was evidently a fortification, of which the mound
served as the citadel, while the works on the north are the
approaches of a besieging enemy; the banks being constructed by digging the earth and carrying it forward as is
done in modern engineering, while the level way in the
rear of (h) served as a road on which was brought up the
heavy material used in the siege.

One mile

above described works,
overlooking Pleasant Lake,

to the northwest of the

in the edge of a hammock
are the remains of a very large

fortification, of

which

I

could trace out but one angle, shaped like the letter V, the
point being toward the southest. The walls are nearly

twenty

The

walls.

and from three to eight feet high.
work, or mound, is a little higher than the

feet in thickness

interior

Owing

to the

density of the

hammock

I failed to

to the north of the mound there is a passage
through the tall marsh grass, to the main island, and it is
still used in crossing cattle from one island to the other.
In the interior of the island, which is two or three miles in
diameter, other mounds may be found which do not differ
materially from the one at Boggy Creek and many others.
In addition to there larger remains, the main island has on

few yards

its surface some two or three hundred smaller mounds,
usually about thirty feet in diameter and two or three

mee

another large mound. It is at the southwestern ex
sand ridge, at the edge of the pine land, but
not far from the prairie, above which it rises to a height of
thirty-five feet.
From the top of the mound, were there
no trees in the way, a view could be had of all the country
to the pine hills beyond the lake and river, and it is probable that the pine trees have grown up since the mound
was abandoned. It is built of sand taken from the ridge,
and is forty yards irr diameter, [lerel 01/ top, and quite steep
is

fcremity of a

—
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toward the southwest, where there is a
and two walls which extend to a pond, distant
one hundred and fifty yards, where they gradually decline
The way is broad and
in height and approach each other.
if
for
the
march
as
of a whole people to
easy,
ascent
the
the services of a temple of the sun, and the man who will
walk from the pond, along the covered way, and up the
slope, will not need a very vivid imagination to enable him
to repeople the solitude with the train of vanished worshipers, the robed priests, the swinging censers and the victims
on

all

sides except

long slope

ready for the sacrificial altar.
About a dozen miles southeast of this mound, which is
called the Hope Mound, in the neighborhood of Old Fort
Drum, are two other mounds similar to it, but I had not
time to visit them.
All down the Kissimmee, mounds are to be found, of
which the largest and most important is at Daughtery's,
on the west side of the river, four miles northwest of
Fort Bassenger, the place at which Gen. Taylor crossed the
river on the way to the disastrous battle field of Okeecho-

This fort, like all others in this part of the country,
only in name.
Before proceeding to describe the mound, it is necessary
to say a few words in regard to the lay of the land, which
is a kind of island, called Istokpoga (commonly pronounced
l&-ta-po-ga), bounded on the northwest by Lake Istokpoga
and a creek of the same name, which empties into the Kissimmee River. The river bounds the island on the northOn the south is Lake O-kee cho-bee, with
east and east.
its impassable five-mile-wide marshes, and on the west a
marshy prairie dotted with palm islands, the whole forming an almost absolute protection against the approach of
any enemy, except one coming by water. The island is
about twenty five miles in length from northwest to southeast, and about fifteen miles in extreme breadth.
The mound is situated at the northeastern extremity of
the island, of which a good bird's eye view may be had
from the summit. It is forty yards in diameter, thirtyfive feet high, and with a double crown, the northern one
(c), being four feet higher than the other (d).
bee.

exists

where there
•s a gradual ascent from the enclosed space (B), which is
forty-five yards from north to south and thirty -five from
east to west, and is enclosed by an embankment five feet in
height.
The covered way (0) extends north to the river, a
The

sides are quite steep, except to the west,

The mound is built of a
clean-washed sand which must have been brought from the
river.
It is evident that the occupants of these works
obtained their supply of water from the river, and the
covered way was built, no doubt, for protection, like the
long walls at Athens.
At a distance of one hundred yards
distance of oue-fourth of a mile.

west of the mound is a singular bank, which is half
high as the large mound, and is fifty yards in length
from north to south. For what purpose was that isolated
to the

as

embankment constructed?

I

must confess

my

inability to

may have

been raised by enemies,
or it may have had some connection with theological system of these sun worshippers, and was possibly intended to
teach the doctrine of tke perpetual eonfiict between the
powers of light and darkness. So at each of their temples
or sacred places a counter work was erected representing
the approach of evil.
If this is the true theory it will aid
in explaining some seeming inconsistencies which other-

solve the

problem.

It

The Forest and Stream party,
Palmer was a member, visited the Istokpoga

wise I cannot understand.
of

which Dr.

mound

in February, 1874, but were not able to discover
anything worthy of mention in its position or surroundings, and did not, I believe, give any account of it in the
history of their

voyage and explorations.

Eighteen miles to the southwest of this monnd, in the
marsh which bounds the island, is a part of a wall, which
is a mile in length, if it is correctly described to me by
keen-eyed, cool-headed cow hunters, who know all about
the mounds and remains, and only require a little questioning to cause them to furnish many facts of interest, but at
the same time they consider the mounds so much of an
everyday matter that they would lead the traveler right by
any of the mounds or walls, and never mention the fact of
their existence, except to ask for an opinion of the why or
wherefore of their construction while gathered at the camp
fire preparing supper.
Hereafter this will be changed, and
the smallest boy in the range will point out the mounds as
objects of interest.

A gentleman named Smith, an old resident, described a
remarkable work on the Ca-loo-sa-hat-chee River, which he
s upposed was part of a canal
around the rapids of that
stream,

and which he thought had been dug by the

Spaniards, forgetting that they only dig for gold.
southeastern extremity cf Little Ta-ho pe ka-li-ga

At the
Lake is

a

work

similar to the Parton

Mound

already described, but

and with approaches more distinctly marked. Mr.
Bass, the gentleman who described it to me, had served in
the army, and spoke of the main work as a fort and of the
outer works as the approaches of an enemy, similar to
those he had seen in the army.
So far, my work has been plain sailiug. These works
were evidently constructed by a long- vanished and almost
forgotten race, of which remains nothing save these monuments and faint echoes of shadowy legends that ever float
farther and farther away, like mournful music in the depths
of limitless forests, yet still the echo remains, and doubtless, here and there among the Seminoles, an old man may
be found who knows, by tradition, of the fate of these
sun worshippers, driven out by cruel and warlike enemies
who have in turn given place to the merciless Spaniards as
they to another aggressive, domineering northern race.
But there are other works more difficult of classification,
and it cannot be certainly determined whether they are
works of nature or of art. Along the Kissimmee River
are embankments, apparently raised by the hand of man,
but Mr. Fletcher and Mr. Humphrey, of the party which
visited Lake O-kee-cho-bee in the boat sold by the Forest
and Streajvi party to Col. Parker, decided against me,
holding that the banks had been thrown up by the action
of the river, which may be accepted as one solution of the
problem, but, on the other hand, the fact remains that in
many places these embankments run for long distances in
a straight line and have been cut across in two, three, or
many places by the current of this, the very crookedest
stream in all creation. Some at least of these same keeneyed cow hunters, who dread being ridiculed, stoutly maintain that they are levees thrown up to protect the prairie
from inundation, and even now they look as though they
larger

might, with a very

little labor, be utilized for the protecand they will no doubt be made useful
when the Kissimmee prairie is reclaimed and again brought
under cultivation.
While all agree that the mounds were erected by the
hand of man, the date of their construction remains an impenetrable mystery. They were ancient, venerable, sacred
to the untutored Indians, when De Soto found the chief
building of the tribe erected on one of them when he
landed at Tampa in 1548, and as little was known about
them then as is known now. In many places articles have
been discovered which, had they been properly preserved,
might have aided in clearing up the mystery. In most of
the mounds glass beads and other articles, evidently modern,
have been discovered near the surface, while at a greater
depth articles of an ancient date have been found. In one
of the mounds on the St. Johns River, Mr. W. M. Humphrey, of Mellonville, found a skeleton of a manjburied in
In the Parton Mound,
a sitting posture, facing the east.
on the Little Tahopekaliga, John Evans, ex- sheriff of
Queens County, exhumed fifty-four skulls which had been
buried close, together forming a circle. Some of the skulls
were of a large size, and one that I found in the same
place would cover an ordinarily large head like a cap.
Bones have been found which must have belonged to men
eight or nine feet high, a femur being long enough to reach
from my hip down half way from my knee to my ankle.
Mr. Humphrey was very reticent, but if I understood him

tion of rice fields,

rightly, expressed the opinion that some, at least, of the
mound builders were giants, and that opinion is concurred
in by all with
I have conversed who have any knowledge of the subject. At McQuaig's* Mound on Lake Cypress, the point at which the Kissimmee explorers have
begun their voyages, a piece of gold, inscribed with characTt Was hamters in some unknown tongue, wns fniiut
mered, not coined, and sold for sixteen dollars, which was
probably much less than itslvalue.

whom

The Hope Mound, near old Fort Drum, has not been disturbed, and offers, with others near it, a fine field for the
antiquarian.
The articles taken from the Doughtery
Mound are all modern, consisting of an immense variety
of beads.
Some small as a pin head, and others an inch
in length, of various colors, some of them gilded; glass
ear drops, a piece of silver about three inches in diameter,
and about equal in thickness to a silver half dollar beaten
out to that size; two steel axes, each one ten inches in
length, one four and a half and the other five and a half
inches on the blade. On the sides of the axe are several
markings made with a cold chisel. All of these articles
were found near the surface. Were the mound dug into,
others of greater antiquity, if not of greater value, would
no doubt be found.
This lower country contains objects of interest for persons beside the antiquarian, who, dry as dust himself,
delves into dust piles for broken fragments, mementoes of
long-forgotten ages.
For the man who is tired of civilization and wishes for
once to give free play to the Bohemian roving spirit which
at times possesses all of us, there is no finer field under
the sun than is afforded by the chain of "Summer seas"
through which the Kissimmee River, like a ribbon of silver
through a row of brilliants, winds its way down to the
American tropics. The man who can not swim, wade,
walk and carry a load, handle fishing tackle, or a gun and
ammunition, or an axe, or an oar; who can't drive an ox
team, sleep on the ground without protection, and dine contentedly on fried cabbage and jerked beef, or even make a
supper of raw cabbage (the cabbage being the edible bud
of the palm tree, as is known to all lovers of Xenophon),
will not be able to extract all the pleasure that is to be
found, although he may make the trip and obtain a fair
share of enjoyment.
Interior Florida is the true hunter's paradise, in which
every form of animal life, of earth, air and water ply,
hoof, wing and fin. High over head bald eagles circle, uttering from time to time their shrill startling screams;
huge blue herons fly slowly along; fish hawks perch on the
branches of old dead cypresses, ready to dart on their finny
prey, with which the waters below fairly teem.
Great
crowned cranes and gannets stalk in the pools and shallows; flocks of bright winged paroquets flit through the
forests with discordant cries; mocking birds build their
nests near the settler's cabins; and all our northern birds
make their Winter homes and sing their songs in the hammocks in the tall marsh grass the rice birds utter their
tinkling call as they weave their breeze-rocked nests; the
tall sand-hill cranes match through the high pine land, but
;
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that it tests the skill of the best of hunt
bring one of them down; wild cats, wolves and
panthers skulk in the depths of the hammocks. Occasionally a bear is seen, while wild turkeys are found in the
forests or timbered islands of the prairie, and herds of
deer dash over the savannas and through the pine lands.
Fred. Beverly's Forest and Stream party were not fortunate as hunters, but the parties who have since used their
splendid little boat have been more successful. In coming
up the Kissimmee, we saw two bears swimming the river,
but they escaped to the hammock and we had not time to
pursue them. While we were at Daughtery's the dogs
were heard baying, just at daylight, and Mr. Fletcher went
out and in a quarter of an hour brought in a line wild cat;
wild turkeys were heard the same morning, but the wild
The next morning a fine
cat was a greater attraction.
larsre wild turkey was shot by the same member of the
On Istokpoga deer are usually found in herds of
party.
but five or six at a time, while forty miles to the west in
Manatee County, thirty or forty pairs of antlers are often
seen together. With fishing tackle wonderful catches are
made, but the ordinary troll abundantly supplied the wants
of our party, eight or ten fish being frequently caught in
going a short distance. One of the fish caught with the
troll, a bass, was twenty-six inches in length and twentyone inches around, audit was really good eating.
A married sister of the Daughtery's lives near the crossOne night, when her husband was away from home,
ing.
a panther, here called a tiger, killed a hog within twenty
yards of the house. Tom Daughtery went up and killed
the tiger, and its skin, nicely dressed, is in possession of
Mr, Gus Bergner, of Indianapolis. It must be confessed,
however, that the crowning pleasure is a dash across the
prairie on a hardy Cuban pony after a wild turkey, which
is run down and captured before it reaches the timber, or
after the half wild cattle which are as shy and fleet footed
as deer, or finally, a chase after a wild cat, such as we had
one day. After a brisk run over the prairie, and many
windings and attempts to hide in the palmetto scrub, it was
at last, brought to bay and then we had a chance to assist
the dogs, and with the buts of our cow whips forced it to
The cat was as tall as a dog
yield each of its nine lives.
and measured over four feet in length.
These disjointed sketches cannot be considered as in
any sense a description of interior Florida, but if they
contain enough of interest to direct the attention of hunters, pleasure seekers and invalids to the attractions of this
delightful country I shall feel that my object has been
abundantly and successfully accomplished.
A. M. CONKLIN.
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The Withdrawal of Yale Considering how soon it
followed the Convention at Springfield, the withdrawal of
Yale from the Rowing Association of American Colleges
was as unexpected as, we are forced to admit, it was premature. With challenges issued to the great English Universities, in the name of the association, still unreplied to;
with the Centennial year close at hand, when the full resources of the organization would be required to give eclat
to the regattas to be held, this split in the camp, which
threatened at one time to break up the college regatta, was,
we consider, to say the least, adopted at a very inauspicious time. That Harvaid will follow the example of
Yale there appears but little room to doubt, as at the recent
meeting of students, held for the purpose of considering
the question, as well as that of the challenge of Yale to an
eight-oared race, the majority were in favor of withdrawal,
although the matter was finally left to a committee of
students and graduates to report upon.
It was reported that the example of Yale would be followed by Columbia, Bowdoin and Princeton. The manly
letter of Capt. Nicholl, of the latter, dispels any such intention on the part of Princeton.
In fact, the pith of the
question is reached in two paragraphs of Capt. Mcoli's
letter, which read as follows:
"We are resolutely opposed to following the footsteps of
Yale and Harvard. On the contrary, every consideration
of duty and courtesy forbids us deserting the Intercollegiate Association.
Notwithstanding the very natural wish
to avoid the public gaze on the part of the seceding universities, anfl their horror of degrading their contest into a
mere spectacle, it will not be denied that the regatta, as
now constituted is a respectable and manlv method of
competition, and not only to collegians, but to many
others, a great and attractive feature of the Summer season.
Next year every phase of American life will acquire increased importance by being submitted to the friendly
criticisms of all foreign nations.
proper respect for our visitors compels us (as we had
hoped it would compel every other member of the Rowing
Association) to sacrifice individual preferences, and to lend
our aid toward making the '76 regatta a memorable success.
Moreover, the Intercollegiate Rowing Association, at its
last convention, invited the English universities to be present at the regatta of '76 and challenged them to race.
How, in common courtesy, can we, unless the challenge is
declined, abandon, or in any way impair the existence of
this association, whose invitation and challenge our English
cousins will probably accept ?"
have reason to believe that the sentiments of the
majority of Columbia coincide with those expressed above.
As the case stands, then, the Rowing Association of Aaieri'can colleges will continue to exist, in spite of the action of

A

We

Yale and Harvard.

That everything connected with the last regatta was as it
should have been, or that all the colleges have complied
with the requirements of the rules of the Association we
cannot admit, and if the obligations contained in the now
celebrated Boston Advertiser letter are correct* the
matter

—

.
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calls for

immediate attention on the part

of' the. colleges
the Association. It is asserted that last year
Amherst, Cornell and Columbia were improperly represented— Amherst, because two members of their crew, M.
A. Goodnow and S.
Johnson were not studying for any
degree
Columbia, because G. M. Hammond was not
studying for any degree
Cornell, because not a single
man allowed to row, except J.
Ostrom, who is
to be an
engineer, was studying for a degree.
Of
those allowed to row, King was studying for a degree
in architecture,
Jarvis in natural history, Gillis in
the mechanical arts, Barto in literature, Waterman in

now forming

R

;

;

K

mechanic arts. At Brown, Amherst, Williams, Hamilton
and Trinity, all the undergraduates study for an A. B. At
Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Cornell, Union, Columbia,
Dartmouth, Wesleyan and Bowdoin, the undergraduates
study for various degrees, but in all of them there is a department which studies for an A. B. Thus it will be seen
that the department that gives a degree of bachelor of arts
is the only one which they all have in common.
Hence it
would be the fairest and simplest to require all the crew to
be of this department; then there could be no mistake.
Neither would there be any greater discrepancy in numbers
than exists in the present division, by which Harvard has
over a thousand to choose from, and Trinity sixty-six. To
show the number which each college would have had to
select from, the number of students studying for an A. B.
in each college is appended:
Columbia, 151; Dartmouth,
26o; Yale, 537; Wesleyan, 170; Bowdoin, 105; Harvard,
71G; Trinity, 66; Brown, 218; Williams, 160; Union, 52;
Princeton, 383; Amherst, 325; Hamilton, 138; Cornell, 33."
The above suggestion is sound and worthy the attention
of the Convention which is to be held at the Fifth Avenue
Hotel, in this city, on the 4th of January.
An enthusiastic meeting of the Dartmouth Boat Clnb
was held at Hanover Monday night, and delegates to the
new Convention were instructed to vote for New London
for the next regatta.
It was unanimously decided to stand

—

by the

association.

National Association of Amateur Oarsmen.— In accordance with a request signed by a large number of the
members of this organization, a special meeting will be
held at the Metropolitan Hotel, on Thursday, the 20th of
January, the object being the consideration of certain
amendments to Article 3 or the Constitution. Each club
is requested to send delegates, furnished with proper credentials, and as business of vital importance to the amateur fraternity will be transacted, the committee hope to
see a full representation.

Empire Boat Club.

Offer to Row Against the World. — At a meeting
men at St. John, New Brunswick, last Monday,

of boating

was decided

the necessary funds to send the
celebrated Paris crew, of St. John, N. B., to compete in
the four-oared shell race for $5,000 at the Philadelphia
centennial regatta.
sum of $5,000 is also to be raised to
match the Paris crew against the champion four-oared
crews in the race for the championship of the world.
to

raise

A

—

An International Regatta, under the auspices of the
Centennial Commission will take place in the iiaibor of
New York on or about June 22, 1876, open to all yachts
belonging to organized yacht clubs. The Commission will
award medals and diplomas to the winning yachts of each
class, in addition to the prizes offered by the yachting organizations.
The arrangements for the regatta have been
placed in the hands of the following committee George S.
Kingsland, Commodore of the New York Yacht Club,
Chairman
John 8. Dickenaon, Cemmodore Brooklyn
Yacht Club, Secretary John M. Forbes, Commodore
Eastern Yacht Club, Bostou
W. L. Swan, Commodore
Seawanhaka Yacht Club W. T. Garner, Vice Commodore
New York Yacht Club S. Nicholson Kane, Rear Commodore New York Yacht Club.
It is hoped that some of the representative yachts from
across the water will be presect to compete, and that the
affair will be so conducted as to give general satisfaction.
:

;

;

;

;

;

Idtioml ?§njltimt%.
Greco-Roman Wrestling.— Professor Wm. Miller and
M. Louis Carteron, the latter of whom has been in this
country only a fortnight, wrestled in this now popular
style at the Brooklyn Rink on Christmas night for a stake
After rive closely contested rounds, Miller was
of $1,000.
declared the winner, he having gained three fails in Ave

—The New Haven

Club, fully re-organized, is now ready
The club
to open the Centennial campaign in April next.
has elected new officers, has increased its capital stock, and
Seward, Nichols,
will present the following team for 1876
Cassidy, Somerville, Spence, S. Wright, Paber, Waitt and
Herbert, with Goldsmith and Knowdell to assist.
:

—

He wauts
Lettlin was in Brooklyn before Christmas.
He says he is tired of Philadelphia.
to go to California.

—

The Chelsea
Rule, Dunn, W.

tea:

Wes

American Rackets was played
the result of which was a
victory for Messrs. Malloy and Sullivan over Hicks and
Gleason as will be seen by the appended score:
First Game— Malloy and Sullivan, 21; Hicks and Gleaat

Brooklyn for 1776 will be
llcCabe, Haurigan, Cassidy,

t

Second
van,

Game— Ricks and

Gleason, 21

Malloy and

;

Sulli-

9.

Third

Game— MnWoy and

Sullivan, 21

;

Hicks and Glea-

Clare,

and Dodge.
—The Lowell Club will be semi-professional in 1876,
with the following team: Michael Doyle, Manager; Charles
Foley, Louis Brown, James Woodhead and Michael Doyle,
John Firth, of the BartJr., of the Lowell Baseball Club
letts, of Lowell
Lewis Say and Wesley Blegg, of the Experts of Harrisburg, Pa. James Macullar, of the Rhode
Island Club, of Providence; Edward Coggswell, of the
Rollstones, of Fi chburg, and Thorndike Hawks, formerly
of the Live Oak Club, of Lynn.
—The Chicago Club has released Jones from the contract by which he bound himself to play with it in 1876,
and he will now engage with Cincinnati.
Gilden, who alternated between pitcher and fielder of
the Chicago last season, will be with the Covington Stars
in the coming campaign.
;

—

By George

Florida.

J. Alden.

Mr. Alden, in his

lit-

pamphlet, has compiled much that is of interest and value to the
tending settler in Florida. In a series of questions and answers
all
formation regarding routes, localities, modes of agriculture and
tle

and

son, 18.

eral topics is given,

To-morrow Messrs. James Moore and R. M. Dore play a
match of handball against Arthur McQuade and James
Kirby for $100 to the winners of the first five games.
Another match for $100 is to be played on Friday, when
Messrs. Carry and Sullivan test their skill against Messrs.
Barry and Reagan, the best of five games.

cultivation of specialties,

author

is

New

it

also contains

in-

in-

genvaluable papers regarding the
etc. The address oF the

such as sugarcane,
Smyrna, Volusia county, Ma.

Wrinkles and Receipts

is the title of a handy little
American by Park Benjamin. To
the artisan in particular it is of immense value, as presenting in
compact and concise form a great number of valuable hints and
recipes,
while the amateur mechanic, the engineer and the farmer will find
in its
pages a store of useful knowledge. Even taxidermy is treated of,
and

book compiled from the

Scientific

every branch of practical technology.

The Travelers' Grab-Bag.
Company:

Slosson and Sexton Matched.— On Dec. 23d William
Sexton covered the money put up by George F. Slosson,
as per the latter's challenge published in our last number.
The match is consequently now en. The date of play is
fixed for Thursday evening, January 27th, 1876, and Tammany Hall has been secured for the purpose. We anticipate this match will be one of more than usual interest, as
both players are young, American born, and in the front
rank of professionals. In the tournament last November
Slosson defeated Gamier, Daly and Rudolphe, while Sexton, who made his debut to the public, beat Daly, Rudolphe
and his present challenger. Slosson came from St. Louis
to participate at that time, and he and Sexton were slated
for the third game, the former being beaten by 68 points
in 300.
Slosson having had only a week's practice, felt
that he had not met Sexton on unequal ground, and hence
his desire to have another show.
This match has been
made without any of the. wrangling and bickering that
have of late characterized matchmaking, but in the good
old-fashioned way when our four ball champions were in
the field.
Sexton's letter of acceptance appears in the last

number

Ohio.

— The

tournament held at Cincinnati met the fullest anticipations of its
projector, Phillip Tieman.
His place, 210 Vine street, was
crowded nightly, many being unable to see the games.
Frank Jones won the first prize ($100) and the title of Amateur Champion of Ohio, he having won three games out
late

by Myers. Myers, West and Graham
each winning two, and in the'play-off West captured
both his men and the second prize of $50. Graham then
defeated Myers and won third prize— $25. The games
were 200 points up, three-ball, played on a Brunswick
Balke table, furnished with II. W. Collender's cushions.
The prizes were presented in a happy speech by the veteran, Tieman, when all present joined hands in toasting
one another's health, and requesting "Phil" to institute a
like affair at an early date.
All Sorts.— Messrs. Stedecker & Gleason's room, No.
384 Third avenue, which was opened on the night of Dec.
22d, is elegantly fitted up, and contain* seven H. W. Col
lender tables. Joseph Dion and William Sexton "obliged"
with a game of three-ball, 250 points. Result: Sexton,
250; Dion, 236.
A display of fancy shots by Dion wound
up the entertainment. Among the celebrities present were
John Gleason, Tim Flynn, Clarke Wilson, Jim Kernan,
and Robt. E. Willmarth
Wm. H. Marshall (ironsides)
recently, at the Dean Bros, room, Brooklyn, counted fortyone at a single shot in skittle-pool. This is the best we
have ever heard of. The pins in the aggregate count fiftyone.
.Capt. D. A. Moore, of Providence, R. I., died on
the 17th iust. at his place of business, from apoplexy. He
was well known in billiard circles throughout the country,
and served with distinction during the late war. He lost a
leg at the battle of Antietam
Robt. E. Willmarth has
the rif teen-ball pool table at the Columbia Room. .. .M.
Bensinger, of Chicago, is in town
The frog tournament
on exhibition in the window of the Thomas Bros., is attracting considerable notice.
It is immensely funny, and
must be seen to be appreciated
Louis Shaw, of Indianapolis, has challenged Eugene Carter, of Toledo, Ohio, to
play him for $25t/ or $500 a side. Carter is professional
champion of Ohio.
tied,

.

.

Chiustmas fob our Printers.— Our cheerful composibeg to acknowledge with many thanks the following
unexpected and gratifying favor from Messrs. Kimball &
Co., and to wish him many returns of this Holiday season.
We join in the hope that this life may prove to them
something more than a "Vanity Fair," and that their
anticipations of the future may not end unhappily in
smoke:
W. S. Kimbaj.l & Co.'s Peerless Tobacco Works,
tors

\

Rochester, N. Y., Decembar 23d, 1875.
[
Chas. Haixock, Esq., New York:—
D.ear Sir— Yours of yesterday at hand, and in reply beg leave to say
that we send you by Am. Express Co. tc-iay, six boxes "Vanity Fair,"
as requested, and beg to be allowed the privilege of contributing our
little mite for the pleasure and gratification of your printers.
With our best wishes for the continued success of your valuable paper, and tbe compliments of the season, we are,
Yours very truly,
Wm. S. Kimball, & Co.
-•*•>
Holabird's Shooting Suits are justly very popular all

One

over the country.

of these days they will be just as

smoking sportsman as his pipe and
tobacco are, and much more prized by those who don't
smoke. They are a very acceptable Holiday Present.
a requisite to the

—The

hand organ and monkey have already reached

the ancient precincts ©f St. Augustine, Florida.

—
—There

-»h»-«9,

are twice as

there were at the

many

same time

visitors

now

in Florida as

last year.

«4-,^.

Camp Life

in

Florida.— Our Handbook

Tourists, Invalids,

and

and

for Sportsmen,
should be in the hands
Price $1.50—for sale by deal-

Settlers,

of every visitor to Florida.
ers

at this office.

-—The petty and quarrelsome Central American States
Guatemala originated the proa Union.
posal, which is a good one,

now contemplate

"An Old
sketches,

The Authors' Publishing
°

New York.
Traveler"

some

light

has compiled in this pamphlet a number of
and others more serious in their nature, the object

being to provide his brother travelers with entertaining reading matter
and at the same time to protect his purse. Ffty cents invested in a book
of this description will sometimes enable one to pleasantly wile
away
the otherwise tedious hours of a journey, and even soothe the disappointment caused by a belated train. No traveler should be without it.

Nearer My God to Thee.
The

Lee

letter press of this beautiful little

&

Shepard.

Boston.

holiday volume consists mere-

ly of the words of the familiar hymn taken for its title. Every verse
however, is accompanied by an engraving designed, by MissHumphery
and executed by John Andrew and Son. There are in all fifteen typical
designs, graceful in conception and execution. The book is printed on
highly finished paper, so thick that the twenty leaves contained within
the covers make up quite a volume. It is one of the prettiest holiday
gifts of the year.

A New Way to Win a

By

Fortune.

Miss Eliza A. Du-

T. B. Peterson & Bro., Philadelphia.
Dupuy is already favorably known as an authoress of several
entertaining works of fiction, and this, her latest book, is also her best.
The plot is carefully constructed, and the characters drawn with great

puy:
Miss

fidelity,

of the Sportsman.

Amateur Championship of

;

;

ffluMimfions,

BOOKS RECEIVED.

son, 20.

much

Devyn

lew

McQuades December 27th,

of four, being beaten

— This

enterprising rowing organization, whose headquarters are at Hoboken, have recently
contracted lor four new boats, and have put their boathouse in thorough order. The Empires will be heard from
next Summer, when the boating season opens. The officers elected a short time since areas follows:—
W. S,
Church, President; Dick Hill, Jr., Vice President; B. F.
Quackinbush, Recording Secretary; T. J. Moran, Financial Secretary; J. T. Headley, Jr., Treasurer; H. E. Babcock, Captain; Will H. JYliehales, Lieutenant; Executive
Committee—Hill, Church, Garrett, Headley, Van Court,

it

—An interesting match

at

and the story

told easily

and gracefully.

Brought to the Front. By
haid & Dillingham, New Yoik.

Elijah Kellogg;

Lee, Shep-

It has been our pleasant duty to review others of Mr. Kellogg's works,
and always with great satisfaction. The present work is one of the
"Forest Glen" series, being a story of frontier life descriptive of the
adventures of boys who were born in the wilderness, with natures developed only by the wildest associations, and yet self sacrificins and
brave. It will be found of great interest by young readers, though, If
anything, a little too full of the horrors of scalping and other Indian
atrocities.

Going West.

By

&

Oliver Optic: Lee
Shepard, Boston,
book is such a household word all
over this broad continent, that the mere announcement of another work
from his pen is sufficient. "Going West is the first of a new series to
be known as the "Groat Western," and is dedicated to the boys of the
West. The story, however, is complete in itself, and can be read without reference to the other volumes to follow. The scene is located on
one of the great lakes, and the hero, a yonng sailor, passes through
many vicissitudes and adventures. The works of this author are not

The name

of the author of this

1

'

only entertaining, but invariably healthy in tone.

Ballads op Home.

Edited by

M.

J.

Baker:

Lee

&

Shepard. Boston.
This is a beautifully gotten up holdiday book with forty full page illustrations. The table of contents comprises five selected poems by
well known authors, all bearing on the subject of home and its joys.
Of course the best of all, John Howard Payne's sweet song is not omitted and Mrs. Hemans, Longfellow, Tennyson, Dr. Holmes and ethers
of almost equal note have contribited some of the-^e choicest verses in
illustration of tbe title of the book.

Courting and Farming.
Carleton & Co., New Yoik.

By

Julie

P.

Smith:

G.

W.

The previous works of
ularity

which

will

this authoress have obtained a degree of popbe greatly enhanced by her latest production. Im

possible as the plot is, there is something happy in the idea of the college student hiring himself out as a farm hand, and winning a wife and
upholding the dignity of labor at the same time. Of course it is impossible to prevent novelists making youths of twenty exhibit a degree of

knowledge and thoroughness which

is only occasionally attained by exceptionally gifted individuals when their hairs have turned to silver; but
we condone this very general fault for the sake of the pleasure afforded
by an entertaining story.

Running the Blockade.

By W.

II.

Thome.*:

Lee

&

Shepard, Boston, and Lee, Shepard & Dillingham, New Yoik.
This is a very handsome work, descriptive of stirring scenes in the secret service during the "late unpleasantness." The author, Mr. Thomes,
is well known as the "Gold Hunter of Australia," and his other works
descriptive of sea adventure have attained a wide celebrity. The book
is very handsomely hound, and will be among the most attractive of the
holiday prod notions.

The Amateur Trapper and Trap Maker's

Guide,

by Stanley Harding. New York: Dick and Fitzgerald. This usefu
little book is a complete treatise on the art of trapping, snaring, andl
nesting, and will be found of great assistance by the youug trapper not
only in guiding him as to the manufacture ani disposition of his traps,
but in preparing his skins when captured. It also contains lessons
taxidermy, and useful recipes for the various preparations used in that

m

art.

Dr. Samuel Kneeland, Professor of Zoology and Physiology in the Massachusetts Inttitute, Boston, is out with a new book,
entitled "An American in Iceland. " Dr. Kneeland was one of the party
of Americans who visited Iceland at its millenial celebration in Aug.
1874, and his description of the island and its inhabitants is very instructive

and

interesting.

Illustrated Household Magazine.
It is a satisfaction
to us to he able to speak with unreserved praise of "The Illustrated
Household Magazine," with which has been incorporated "Wood's
Household Magazine." The eighteenth volume begins with the present
number. It is the cheapest and most attractive magazine printed in the
country, giving 50 pages of illus'rated reading matter each month at the
very low rate of $1 per ysar. While it is readable and interesting to the
most cultivated reader, it is peculiarly adapted to meet the wants of a
large class of readers who cannot afford the luxury of a four dollar periodical.
For this reason its circulation is very large, and often it is the
only book of light literature fonnd in the humble cabin. Its original
stories have a pure and healthy tone. The selections are made with
taste and judgment, combibing fancy and humor with instructive facts.
It has a fashion department, illustrated children's corner, a housekeepNotaoly prominent among its
er's department and. an editor's study.
January contributions are: "The Nature, Importance and Management
of Time," by Rev. E. DePuy, of this city; the conwnencement of a serial story, entitled "Centennial Fruits; a Romantic Story of To-day," by
the author of tho "Dream Picture." "A Day's Gleaning," etc., etc.
There appears in this number also a timely article on tho Public Schools
(second article) by Helen Kadcliffe. We notice that an English edition
has been issued, commencing with this (January) number, for circulaion in Great Britain,
Published by Household Publishing Co., 41
Park Row, N. Y,

The

^
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Holmes, Shaw, Brown & Co., Bordentown, N.

t—

T

---

J.,

BUILDERS OF

-_.,_

Fast Iron Steam Yachts, Launches, and Torpedo Boats.
Builders of
i

Famous

tlxe

CONTINENTAL

(50 feet),

speed 17.94 nrles per hour;

FIREFLY

(60 feet),

1

Steam Yachts

lroix

7.M mile s per hour;

MINNEHAHA,

building (55 feet)

18 to 20 miles

,

an hour.

Paper and Metallic Shells
tor

Breech Loading Shot Guns,
gendfor illustrated circular.

HOMER

Manufactured by the

FISHER,

260 Broadway, cor.

Warren

St.,

N.Y.

dec23

3m

UNION METALLIC CARTKIDGE

CO.,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

THE STURTEVANT SHELLS are the easiest reloaded.
not have to unscrew the head nor use an awl to remove
tie exploded caps. THE PATENT MOVABLE ANVILS,
made of i-teel wire, will not bend or break.
THE BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, new model, with

MANUFACTURERS OF SUPERIOR TARGET AND SPORTING

GUNPOWDER.

Do

—Diamond Grain, Falcon Ducking, Western Sporting and Ducking*

Ilobb's patent waterproof primers, never miss fire, and are
highly pri*ed by all that have used them.
PAPER SHELLS.— By repeated experiments and great
outlay for improved materials, and machinery made expressly for the purpose, we can now warrant our
PAPER SHELLS equal to any imported. They are sure
fire, and will not burst in the gun.
Enquire of any of the dealers in sporting materials for
the TJ. M. C. Co.'s Shells.
Not sold at retail by the manufactu.' ers.
dee23 tf

Also, Mining and Blasting Powders.
OFFICES—13 Broad

St.,

Boston; 19 Exchange St., Biffilo; 9 State St., Chicago; 32? N. Second
Agencies in all the principal Cities in the Country.

St., St.

Louis
Dec2

BROWN

The Mo^t Approved System
OF

ch Loading, Sporting
Military

|

MISFIT CARPETS.
SECOND HAND AND MISFIT ENGLISH BRUSSELS, THREE PLY AND
GOOD
INGRAIN CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, &C, VERY CHEAP, AT THE OLD PLACE,

Xtifles.

112 Fulton

Sent to any part of the United States free of charge.

For

HAZARD

A.OCTTX&A.OY,
Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation,

REVOLVERS OF VARIOUS
DESIRABLE

W
Send ior

_

Our Readers

K

Materials and Workmanship, they areUnsurpassed.

Ig|p=are heart: ly advised to tend ten cents for a ==
specimen copy of the
^jgj
l^r°

^j
^p^lllnst rated Household Magazine*.^
—Now in its 17ih Volume—
«Jg3J
JEW"

SIZES,

ALL RESPECTS.

Oireulai-s.

jgp^The best Periodical ever published
Family Circle.
JEW

Whitneyville, near

New Haven,

Conn., U. S.

HP An

A

Examine

(he brilliant

list

of

Grand

1 (fine)

W& Market street, Philadelphia,

"Grand
It

AGENTS FOR THE SALE OP THE

Now

Offered to Workers."
will pay you well to act upon our advice.

|||h Subscription ONLY one dollar a year!<~|pj[
{b|==
Postage 10 cents extra.
«J||
*||_ L

<8jI

CIl

4jO

this excellent, chaste and~Hf
**
s^|==>sparkling publication--examine it carefully;'
I

YOU WILL

OUR

^•ind,
word for it,
at once
zSg=-bec(,me subscribers for the sake of your liitle==|p|
|3|=.one8, as well as because you will fiud its col-=^j||
most attractive for your own reading. =j§|§

^nmns

The conductors of this mazazine have
|S=spared neither pains nor money in order to
Je|P

5^=make
in

it what it is to-day— an instructive and
^^-entertaining desideratum for every house
.hold.
Its pages are devoted to popular lit-

Fine Workmanship and Material.

IMfecle j>y James Purdey,
314 l-«2 Oxford street, London, Engrland.
Have

V
REENpr

n

erature, science, art, education, and the development and maintenance' of the moral in-

fluence of home attractions. Its characteristic feature is comprehensiveness.
The

an ex tenslve assortment of Breech Loading Shot Guns, made by JAMES PURDEY, E.
WESTLEY RICHARDS, W. & C. SCOTT & SON, P. WEBLEYT & SON, W.
^
anaaJar Se variety of cheaper grades. Also breech loading, central fire, double rifles
ifDBiPTTTI
SH T GnN8 of superior quality. Implements, ammunition, and all other articles appertaining
iBreppb
n7\?
? r
<^n oi
muzzle
Loading Fire-arms generally. Illustrated Circular sent by mail when requested.

Bmr t

8t re

a.

?.

W

C0 "

manuscripts now on hand, from noted pens,
and others especially engaged, embrace an
unusually attractive list of SU etches ol
JgS^Trave!, absorbingly interesting Serials,
§2™ Tales, Poems. Popular Essays, Literary.
«k|L,Cririeisnis, etc., etc. In the EDITOR'S.
Impotant and Pcssing Ques-=
||L,iions of the Day, will be treated with fear--^
uncompromising
independence, and=4!£f
*iiL,less,
£3fL,nnsYverving loyalty and devotion to Truth,.
gljustice and Right.

(fine) to

3 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and 61 lb
kegs.
fine grain, quick and clean, for
upland and
prairie shooting.
Well adapted to short guns.

»^

Prises

Unsurpassed in point of
Packed in square canis-

Hazard's "American Sporting."

Prizes!'

-®

to 5 (coarse).

strength ana cleanliness.
ters of 1 lb. only.

one Elegant Rosewrod Piano,
$; 00). The publishers now offer-

l§Uretail prico,
p|p- the ?e prizes for subscription, in addition to«*s|«
!k||— the commission, which is thirty cents for-sgj
j^^=every subscriber. For terms in full, see an
nouneemeot in the Magazine, headed °^SJ

CO.,

Hazard's ''Electric" Powder.
Nos.

Attractive Monthly for-fg
Young and Old.

|jpiff=tthe first is

POWDER

GUNPOWDER.
Nos.

'

YorK.

MANUFACTURERS OF

for the«JgS
«J§3S

ro<usely Illustrated— Replete with choice«^efl
leading and useful information.

Loading Shot Guns— Unoqualled

New

THE

Simplicity of Construction;

Celebrated Breech

street,

1

A

Hazard

s

"Duck Shooting."

^WiofW-

In
aud 5 lb canisters
l
lb. kegs.
6*
Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close,
and with areat
Vemjmhon. for field forest and water SootiS

and

it

-

and 12*

ranks any other brand, and it is equally
servicea
muzzle or breech loader.

Hazard's "Kentucky Rifle."
FFFG-, FFG, and "Sea Shooting" FG, in
kecs of 25
12* and 6* lbs. and cans of 5 lbs.
FFFGi«aifo
packed in 1 and * lb. canisters. Burns
stron- ana
TheFFFG and FFG are favorite
brands
for ordinary gportine, and the
"Sea Shooting'' FG

MM

is

the standard Rifle

powder of the country.

SUPERIOR MINING ANtTbLASTING POWDER
GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET paw*
Ha ALSO 8PKCIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT
SS
OP ANY
REQUIRED GRAIN OR PRonw
m iii*~
° 0i MAI{
UFACTUREI) TO ORDER
;

The above can be had

S«<XS!

S

m

of dealers, or of the
e

6Very Pr ° mineat cAy or
'

Comnn
P
whoiesaS at

SS^Tall Street,New York.

g&TUDY,

Box

C.

3,267.

4 4 Park Row,

i\.

G.
NOS. 502

Household'Publishing Co.,

Address
P. O.

Y.

AND

504

BROADWAY,

CALL ATTENTION TO THEIH
STOCK OF
jEs?~

Write

to us

— state where you

saw

this.

Ladies'

L

A sno win g solid head;
m}nl
"^ company s caps.
'

.

b b showing nickel anvilsfor Berdan Primer, Ely's

central Are or

Union

ALSO TO THEIR ASSORTMENT
OF

Me

SEAL SKIN SACQUES.

,

i
l<

11 ^*'®

Enfl
the iiw-

Y
.

91 ?

Sportsman's Favorite Metallic? Shells.
leading sportsmen in the United States, and pronounced superior to anything

now

offered

WHICH
HAliRISON, Agent.

Er

m

Ca tain

may

13 ly

C

•

'

s£SS

.

THE LARGEST AND MOST
COM.
PLETE EVER OFFERED.

IS

.

Bogardus, Champion Wing- Shot of America.
j^r* n, 6E 2 HartP
& Co -»
r ti en
h flf ty shells I received from you to-day suit me better than any I have ever used.
!
They
y?better in every respect,
~
ovronger and
and I shall use them in all my shooting hereafter. Yours truly.
A. H. BoeAsous.

G.

GUNTHEB'S SOUS,

NOS. 502

t

-

•

ble for

AND

504

BROADWAY.

;
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CHAMPION GUNS OF ENGLAND

GRAND NATIONAL HOTEL, Orange Sporting Powder.
Jacksomille, FJa.,
$4

George McGin ley, Prop.

ELEGANT and COMMODIOUS
THIS
brick house of modern structure, and furnished
with elegant furniture,! a situated within two hundred
yards of the railroad depot, and is unsurpassed by
Dec30-tf
any bote! in the South.

TUBBS' HOTEL,
OAKLAND, California.
JOHN M. LAWLOR & CO., Proprietobs

Rossin House, Toronto, Canada.
SHEARS & SON, Proprietors.
This houseis a favorite resort for gentlemen sportsof the United States and Canada.

men from all parts

ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,
The best for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g. PP.g, EPP.g, the last being the finest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs., 12* lbs.,
and 6} lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and i lb.
All of the above give high velocities and less resionum than any other brands made.

BLASTING, MINING, AND SHIPPING POWDER OP ALL GRADES AND SIZES PACKED IN
WOOD OR METAL KEGS OF 25 LBS.
SAFETY FUSE AND ELECTRICAL BLASTING
APPARATUS

Sole proprietors and manufacturers of the celebrated ORANGE brand of GUNPOWDER.
Recommended and used by Capt. A H. BOGARDUS, the
"Champion Wing Shot of the World."
.

Address

Bay View House.

ORVILLB WILCOX,

Proprietor,

Good Ground Post Office,
Suffolk county, Long Island J

nov'ib

TROUT FISHERY TO

QPLENDID
The
O
Long

Trout Fishery of the Connecticut
Island, below the bridge, three miles in
River,
length, win be leased for a term of five years or more,
to a company. Attached is the snipe shooting of the
South Beach, close to the river. Address M , rT __
lease.

EGBERT

T.

SMITH,

Brookhaven, L.

I.

Florida.

JPoir

PHILADELPHIA ANDlineSOUTHERN
to Savannah,

Mail Steamship Company's
Ga., sailing every Saturday, from Pier 22, below Pine
street. Delaware 'River, at 12 o'clock noon, making
The
close connections through to all points South.
line is composed of the steamships JUNIATA and 'WYOMING. The Wyoming does not carry passengers.
The Juniata is a favorite ship with the traveling public, having passenger accommodations of the most
superb character. She has recently been refitted and
elegantly furnished with everything requisite to the
comfort and convenience of passengers.
Families en route for FLORIDA, Georgia, Alabama,
and even as far as New Orleans, will find the Savannah route the meat desirable for comfort, as well as
he most, economical. Through trains of the Central
Railroad of Georgia, and Atlantic and Gulf Railroad,
Florida, leave Savannah every morning and evening.
The Florida steamers leave Savannah three days in the
week for all points on the coast.
For through passenger tickets and bills of lading to
all points in Florida, Georgia, Alabama and Tennessee, applv to WM. L. JAMES, General Agent, 416
South Delaware avenue, Philadelphia.

Muzzle Loaders
CONVERTED INTO BREECH LOADERS,
OUB PATENT

Electric

& RAND POWDER Co.,
21 Park Row, N. Y.

LAFLIN

Rebounding Lock

ADJUSTED TO ANY GUN.

I»EI£ LOCK.
FROM ^4FITTED
AND CHOKE BORED

EYTRA BARRELS

DESIRED. STUB DAMASCUS

FROM

$30

AND UPWARDS.

Mortimer & Kirkwood,
24

CAB

of

his large assort-

NEW

YEAR'S PRESENTS. Monograms on Pipes and Cigar
artistically
exeCall and examine
cuted.
my stock and get Price List.

Holders

The Goss Revolving CartridgeHoIder
DARKIES PAPER OR METALLIC
V_y SHELLS, either end up, revolves on centre
inches
Elides, weighs but li pounds, and is only H

wide. Holders flare at top so as to quickly receive
the shells, and, being elastic, securely clasp the same.
For ease of action and rapid shooting it excels anyof the kind invented.
nine:
fe
PRICE, C. O. D.,$6.50.
In ordering, give the size of shells and a Zoose measurement outside of vest.
N. S. GOSS, Neosho Falls, Kan.
jy22-ly
-

Water Pipe

SPECIALTY.
SEAMLESS

Lap Welded, Wrought

Iron

WATER PIPE,
the Square Inch. Man-

ufactured by the

Works

Co.,

Boston, Mass., and McKeesport, Pa.

COATED INSIDE AND OUT WITH AN

ENAMEL.
INDESTRUCTIBLE
WARRANTED.
Joints are connected by our Patent Sleeve Couplings, preventing all leakage.
Specimens can be seen and obtained on application
ftt-theComuauy's Offices, 8 Pemberton Square, Bos

SHnd S Wtom street New York,

* Oc21-13w

Unrivalled SportingGuns.
1875.

Maker

12-Gauge, Choke Boring.

of Gun.

Exhibitor.

Greener.
.Davidson.
2d— Pape
Pape.
3d—Pape
Out of a class of 68 guns, 3 out of the 6 best were
made by Pape. The Greener gun was protested
against on the spot for having its score false counted,
the fact proven there, and afterwards confirmed by
same gun being shot for two days per week for six
weeks in succession, when its average score only took
24th place, its very best score being greatly below the
scores of the bes tsix guns.
12-Gauge, Old Sporting Bore.
1875.
Exhibitor.
Maker of Gun.
..Davidson.
'st— Pape
2d—Pape
Davidson.
Long Range, 60 yards. Choke Bores.
1875.

Those champion Long Range guns, only 7 pound
weight, with a charge of 3idr. to If oz. shot, beat the
best 8 bore Greener gun at 60 yards; weight, 15 lbs.
6 drachms and 2£ oz. shot.
The Sportsman's Sub. Cup, valued at £45,
1875.
was also awarded to W. R. Pape, for the original invention of choke boring. Winner of the London Gun
Trials of 1858. 1559, 1866. AddreBS

NORTH OF ENGLAND GUN WORKS,
Newcastle on Tyne, England
Dec2
NO AGENTS.

&

I.

W.
TOLLEY'S
FINE ENGLISH

BREECH LOADING GUNS,
Made

Order
FROMJSTQCK.
to

and No.

are built in six qualities
They are now im(or brands.)
ported direct to our
OFFICE, and sold by the Manuat
facturers to
the following prices.

NEW YORK

SPORTSMEN

...

..

'^g^m%X

^SS@
•^tpiONEW*^
'fiTB

Pioneer,
Tolley,
Standard
National, Challenge, -

P a ™g°»>

Guns

$65 Gold.
90 «
115 «
140 «
180 «•
»25 «

-

-

-

-

-

-

TRAP SHOTS
quiring

and others

re-

specially built,

on

our new system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
with increased PENETRATION, can have their wishes
carried out

WITH DESPATCH

Without Extra Cost.
Send for

DOUGALL'S
EXPRESS SHOT GUNS.
at Wimbledon by Editor
SHOWN by
GREATEST PENE(Title registered.)

trials
of the Field to possess the
thus:
TRATION and therefore LONGEST
Circle, 30 inches; 300 pellets'; average, 191; penetraThe Editor's trial of Greener guns with 340
tion, 37.
pellets of same shot and same charge of powder, gave
180,and penetration 30, although there were 40 more pelShould any controversy arise as
lets in each charge.
to the durability of these new systems, we herewith
warn all beforehand that our system is our own invention (though founded on the American idea) and is DURABLE, a fact remarked on by the Field, that the
guns tried had been in use during last season, and refS end for Blustrated
erences permitted to the owners

RANGE—

59 St. James's Street London,

illustrated descriptive particulars

Pattern

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN. AND
MANUFACTURER OF
Amber Goods, Meerschaum Pipes, Cigar
Holders, etc.
Monogram and Crests cut on Pipes and Holders.
Portraits made from Photographs. Pipes and Holders
ofany design, or made to order.
N. B.— By a new process I boil Pipes so that the
color remains, no matter how much or how hot thev
are smoked.
Pipes sent by mail to all parts of the xvorld.
Stores: 4 and 6 John St., one door rrom Broadway
N. W. cor. Nassau and John sts ; 6 Astor House'
Broadway, New York. P. O. Box 81. Send for Illustrated Catalogues.
nov25-3m

ORE

and Press combined.

car-

in

manufactured in this country for
the first time
Sent po«t paid, on
receipt of 50 cents. Address

CK

I

Can be

the Docket. Has long
been used in Europe, and now
ried

WALKER & WELCH, 213 Main street, Buft'alo.N. Y
Novll

3m

TRY
A
L

V

X

IT
A A

Vani'y Fair

shaved from the best NatuDoes not
ral Leaf, for Meerschaum and Cigarettes.
Sample on receipt of 20
sore.
make the tongue
award. Vienna, 1873. Send for cirHiehest
cents
S
CO.,
WM. 8. KIMBALL
cular
Rochester, N. Y.
Peerless Tobacco Wokks,
it is

&

Fort Yuma, Cai.
I have the honor to acknowledge the reeeipt of
your favor of Sept. 13th, 1875, a'so of the Vanity Fair
sent by you same date of the letter. I can only say
that it is delicious and surpasses all my expectations.
Please not delay in forwarding my order, as I do
not want to smoke any other tobacco again, especial-

From an

ly the stuff

we

Officer V. 8. A.,

get here for three times the price of

BRANCH

Killes.

mdea by

ing 12 Bore,

11-8 No.

6,

40

yards.

HIGHEST PENETRATION
AT

FIELD TRIAL
11875.

MANUFACTORY, PIONEER^WORKS,
Birmingham. England

1yt

Squires/

H. C.

i
-

ew v r
n rt 1

dt9t

London Gun

Express Rifles, Double and Single,
and .450 Bore.

.800, .400

„

RIGOBY'S Celebrated

THE GREAT

MUZZLE-LOADING MATCH

Trial,

1875.

RIFLE.
PRICE LISTS, &c, ON APPLICATION TO
»4 6UFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
T» ST. JAMES STREET,LONDON.

WILLIAMS & POWELL,

Cun and

Rifle

Manufacturers,

Sportsmen of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, STRENTH and DURABILITY of their New Patent "SIMPLEX" Breech loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
Call the attention of the

GREENER

W;

begs to inform his numerous
W.
clients in the United States that he has been very successful in the above trial, having secured the first
prize, a silver cup, value 40 guineas— elass 2 for 12
bores; also winner in class 1 for 8 and 10 bores, and
class 4 for 20 bores.
He has won in all the classes for
improved boring, which is upon a different plan to any
other maker, and is far superior in the three most essential points, viz., PATTERN, PENETRATION,

and REGULARITY OF SHOOTING.
Mr. HENRY C. SQUIRES, of No. 1 Cortlandt St.,
New York, is now importing my DOUBLE CLOSESHOOTING GUNS to order, an invoice of which
will be shipped to him on the 1st July, and can be examined about the 15th, All special orders given to
Mr. Squires will be carefully filled. A full report of
the GREAT TRIAL, showing the marked superiority
by Dougal, Pape,
of my gnus over guns made
Tolley, and others, will shortly be published, and can
be had on application at No. 1 Cortland St.

The

new

action are so few (only two,)
so thorough, and the
strength and simplicity of the action so great, that
W.
P. feel sure it will supercede all the complicated
and manifold grips now in use, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any double, treble or quadruple
grip now used. In this new action
and GRIP
SOLID PIECE OP STEEL and the ANGLE of the BODY is left in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.
Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on application, and orders may be forwarded through any
of the best houses in the States for execution in the
Spring.
Guns guaranteed to make patterns of from 160 to
230 with No. 6 SHOT AT 40 YARDS, as desired.
its

parts in this

mechanical soundness

&

LEVER

ARE ONE

NO.

25

SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.
Established 1780.

aug26-tf

W. W. GREENER,
Maker,

Ohaxnpion. Grim
St.

Mary's Works, Birmingham, England.
C. SQUIRES, of No. 1 Cortlandt street

HENRY

has just received an invoice of these close-shooting
guns, and from him any information in reference to
the results of the Great Trial can be obtained on ap-

JOSEPH

plication

The Up-Town

Chas.

Sportsman *s

Factory,

114 Centre

St.)

Street.

For Cigarettes.

C.

Dane Breech Loading Shot

Gun.
LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN.
Solid Breech. Snap Action.
EASIEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAPE PROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.
Muzzle Loaders Altered

There are times and places tolerant only of the
Cigarette: tenderly white and sweetly fragrant. Van-

DANE,

MANUFACTURER OP THE

Depot*

&23dCo,,
L943 Bitzmann
BROADWAY
(al/ove

Vanity Fair.

ity

CO.,

our Close-Shoot-

and price

OFFICE, 29 Maiden Lane,
NEW YORK CITY.

&

JOHN R1GBY

Manufacturers of Fine Guns and

sheets to our

Kaldenberg,

D.

J.

SHOOTING POW-

1

ERS,

HOLIDAY PRESENTS.

Fred. Julius

Mary's Works, Birmingham, England.

.

"*• The8e
Guns, celebrated for
<t>E JVv ^trfr**.
if£^ ar-£^E^>^J* genuine high class workmanship

TM

Received the Prize at the Paris Exposition, 1867.

W. W. GREENER,

St.

Davidson
1st— Pape
60 yams, Long Range, Sporting Boring.
Davidson
1st—Pape

Neponsbt, Mass.

Meerschaum Pipes

and Cigar Holders, suitable
CHRISTMAS and

for

of the Silver Cup
value 40 guineas, at the Great London Field Trial 1875, beating 33 competitors with 68 guns, also winning
in all the other classes for the Improved System of Boring. These
guns will kill from 80 to 100 yards
loaded with large shot, and will
shoot well with small shot with a
less powder charge than guns bored
upon the old system. For report of
the Gun Trial apply to Messrs. McLaran, Williams & Co., Ageuts, St,
Louis, U. S. A. Address

Stand unequalled in every contest. Their performance at the London Trials of 1875 beats the records of
any maker in the world.

No

STEHR, 347 Broome

ment

National Tube

be loaded from an ordinary powder

Use it now like Black Powder.
fear of overloading. Burns slow now. No fouling of the gun. Little or no smoke. Little or no recoil.
Not very loud report. Less heating of the barrel in rapid firing.
Good penetration and good pattern.
Safe to keep, as it does not explode if set on
fire, except well confined.
Shells furnished loaded
with powder only, if desired. None genuine without
my signature on the can.
I, DI •
A R,
flask; grains hard.

AN INDISPENSABLE ARTICLE
FOR THK PIPE. Pick, Spoon

ommends

lbs. to

MY

CO.

NEW IMPROVED POWDER
can novv

FOK EVERY SMOKER.

Street, Boston.

St., 3 doors from Bowery,
under Occidental Hotel, rec-

a Pressure of 1,000

MANUFACTURING

Mui

ELM
C.

DITTMAR POWDER

CLOSE - SHOOTING

GUNS. Winner

1st— Greener

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,

SHOUTING.—THE ATTEN-

tion of sportsmen is called to the fact that
the oest shooting ground within three hundred miles
of New York city is Shinnecock Bay. More ducks of
all kinds in the bay now than has been for a number
of years, and sportsmen are bringing in bags of birds
The most experienced guides and gunners,
daily.
with boxes, battues, decoys, etc., furnished at the

Jk.

penetration with very slight recoil.

.

the great
utes from San Francisco; 200 rooms, with hot and
cold water in every room; delightful drives and splenjuly22-6m
did scenery; a favorite home for tourists.

IF

The strongest and cleanest Powder made. Nos. 1
to 7, packed only in sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
sizes (higher numbers) especially are recommended
to owners of fine breech-loading guns, giving great

For water fowl. Very strong and clean. Nos. 1 to
Packed in metal kegs of 6* lbs. each, and in canis5.
ters of 1 and 5 lbs.

AT THE TERMINUS OF
SITUATEDTrans-continental
Railroad; 40 min-

DUCK

OKANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,

per Day.

W. W. GREENER'S

DOUBLE

to

Rreech Loaders.

_

my'27

Fair is the correct thing for Cigarettes.

From Assistant Observer V.

SNEIDEK

8. Signal Service.

Having tested thoroughly the Vanity Fair you kindly sent me, I have come to the conclusion that it is
the best smoking tobacco I have ever tried. I have
been in the habit of smoking Perique and Granulated
mixed for the last two vears, but greatly prefer your
I have shown the tobacco to several of
Vanity Fair
cay friends, and they are very favorably impressed

I have had more solid comfort out of your tobacco
Please accept thanks
than I have had for some time
for your promptness in answering my letter.
.

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Guns, Rifles, Pisto!s,Fishing Tackle
Remington Rifles and Shot Guns, Holabird Shooting Suits, Cartridge Vest, Belts and Pouches. Implements for both muzzle and breech loading guns.
Sportsmen's Goods and Ammunition of All Rinds.
take muzzle loaders in exchange for breech

We

loaders,

and have always some

fine

second-hand guns

on hand cheap.

For Meerschaums.
Smoking is an elevated mental and psychological
pleasure when one uses that splendid article, VanBest dealers have it.
Vanity Fair will be your constant companion by

ity Fair.'

day and night; in merriment and iu distress.

Goods sent C. O. D.

to all parts of the United

States.

Ivory and Pearl Stocks put on Pistols. Repairing
of all kinds artistically executed.
Cartridges for Breech Loading Shot Guns, ready
loaded, put up in boxes of fifty, or loaded to order,

aug5-6m

BREECH

LOADING

SHOT

GUN.

PRICES, $50.00 TO $250.00.
Muzzle-Loading Guns Altered tc Breech
Loading.
AGENTS POR HOLABIRD'S SHOOTING SUITS.

Clark

Send

for Circular.

Sneider.
814 W. Fi-att St., Baltimore.
MAPLE SYRUP IN AIR-TIGHT
No
Sc

gallon cans. Si. 50 per gallon.

©an*.

E. L. GRAVES, Sunderland, Vt.

HtofUtft

charge for

,

a

.

,

1

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
fennel

jpjru

SALE—A VERY

TiiOR

Spoitmm's §oodB.

OM.

SUPERIOR,

thoroughbred, well broken, retrieving setter,
vun a srjlendid brace of Blue Belton pups, 6 months
tf
Address H. SMITH, at this office.
old

h

^THOROUGHBRED BETTER DOG

ABBEY &
AIVDIOl.W

and

broken and unbroken, and setter and
whelps, low. Address Amateur, Delaware

pointer
City,

W Ann

Dcc23-tf

Del.

St. f N. Y.

We offer to dealers and sportsmen a

IMPORTERS. MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

hand the

TROUT, SALMON AND BASS BODS.

Setter Puppies, black, tan and white,
imported brace, bred by Sir
ant of Mr. Bennett's
each.
$50
England.
Call
Foar 2 months Setter Puppies, red and red and
stock in the kennel; cannot fail
white from the finest
$40 each.
to be eood ones.

Two 9 months

DOCK STEWART,

Johnson's Station, Orange county, N.

noVi

Tog

Y.

trained.

Hunt, Charge, To-Heel, Hieand controlled by hand or whistle, for $50
practice, $50 Tricks taught. Dogs boarded
FRANKLIN SUMNER,
month.
for 86 per
10
* v
Brush Hill Road, Milton, Mass.
Hill,
Mass.
Blue
Address,
p. 0.
Reference: Wm. R. Schaefer, gunmaker, 61 Elm
to Retrieve, Point,

on To-ho,

Rt'tra field

novl8

Boston.

6m

WHITE

nm0R~8ALE.— A LIVER and

Waterproof and Mildew proof, complete
"

$20.00
6.00

Wading .Jackets

Those desiring something light and durable for
camping purposes will find this stove exactly right;
weighs only 25 pounds; will cook for ten persons.
The ware consists of Kettle, Tea Kettie, Coffee Pot,
Fry-pan, round Tin Pan, two square Pans, Dipper,
Gridiron, Tent Collar, and eight feet Funnel Stove
PiDe, with oven that will roast 15 pounds beef, all of
which nests and packs inside of stove, which only occupies a space of 12x12x20 inches.

CAMP LOUNGES.

Price $5.

When folded is about the size of an ordinary shawl
strapped. A light, durable, compact, and comfortable couch. Sent by express C. '_>. D., $5, including
side and supporting sticks at the head. Just the thing
for the camp or lawn

M. D., HAS CONSTANTHENRY GARDNER,
and for sale, medicines adapted to

for four persons,

A

LY on hand

Dealer in sporting
the cure of all diseases.
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable
No. 111 South Fifth ave., N. Y.
sation.

dogs of

compenOct 22

And

FISH HOOKS.

HOLABIRD'S CELEBRATED SUITS.

months old. A liver
Hayden's revolving
Cheap. Address M.
A
It
P McC OON, Franklin, Del, county. N. Y.
Cocker spaniel bitch, 19
and white Cocker bitch pup.
shells.
cartridge belt for 12

JJ

LINEN AND COTTON LINES,

SILK,

DUNCKLEE'S CAMP STOVES. Price$15.

getters and pointers taught

street,

Every variety of Salmon and Trout Flies, and Hooks
on Gut. Cutty Hunk and Pasque Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Braided Silk Lines, every size and quality of

Wm,

ADPl¥ to

Parties fitted out with

Rocky Mountains and

Camp Lounge Co., %

TEOY,
._

17. Y.

Circulars

Free.gf

Folds Very Small.

Price

$3

And Sportsmen s' goods

Waterproof,

6.

galaxy.

"he

THE JANUARY FO.,
Beginning Vol. 21,

NOW

A new

serial

READY.

1

SPRATT'S PATENT DOG BISCUITS.

McBride

HUNTING,

BEEN
HAVING
twelve years

DRAB DUCK, CORDUROY,
FUSTIAN, REPELLANT,
BLUE BEAVEB and FRIEZE.
Wading Boots, Fishing Stockings, Rubber Clothing, &c.

ndisap llolet.

Chapters I. and II. By William
Black.
»out '-Bankers." T*y Richard B. Kimball
otter Savage Landor.
By A. H. Guemnsey.

The

best shell ever offered to sportsmen.

for the

By the Editor.

time to Subscribe.

$4

T^Ti«ii*>er.

per year, including postage.

END FOR

styles.

PROSPECTUS.

Sheldon &> Company.

THE

NEW

YORK.

reach of

PIPE.

Thing for

Home

Camp

No.
No.
No.

1,

2,
3,

8 feet, weight 8 pounds
10 feet, weight 10 pounds
12 feet, weight 12 poun ds

$25 00
32.00
40.00

sep9

The Phoenix Single Barrel Breech Loader
gauge.

Uses either Ely's paper, or Hart's meJust the article lor young sportsmen.

man.
Bogardus'

New Book,

With how guns

are

"Trip to England."

made and

hints to sportsmen.

Price 50 cents.
Sole agent in New York city for J. H. Batty, U. S.
Taxidermist. N. A. birds and eggs for collectors,
Buck's heads, and game birds a specialty. Orders
filled with dispatch.
We furnish every article necessary for the outfit of
sportmen in the camp or field. Goods sent everywhere by express. Remit only by draft, Post Office
order, or registered letter to

J.

102

Nassau

street,

Manufactureks and Importers op

SO Fulton St., IV. Y.

fe

N. B.— Sole manuf > cturers in

this

country of the

'

m
each
^ Panyfurni

pipe.
The price of extra stems,
shed with the pipe, is as follows: Four
n
and8eyen inches, 5c; twelve inches, 15c.
Idh
P 1De an d cigar dealers generally, or a complete
/nr.iJ
/aple
sent by mail for $1 by

?°L

rt

celebrated

Green Heart Rods,
for Treat* Baas

and Salmon.

Address "

LIST and NEW CLUBBING TERM*.
PRACTICAL FARMER," Box 5,722«

New

York.

dec30eow2t

H. Hubbard,

pAlNTERSMANUAL.-Houseand

sign painting,
graining, varnishing, polishing, kalsorr.ining, palettering, staining, gilding, etc., 50c. Book
of Alphabets, 50c.
Scrolls nnd Ornaments, $1.
Watchmaker and Jeweller, 50c
Soapmaher. 25c
-*-

perms,

Taxidermist, 50c. Hunters' and Trappers Guide,
Dog Training, 25c. Of booksellers or bv mail
JESSE flANEY & CO., 119 Nassau street, N Y
Dec30-2t

I*,

WM.

D.

BLACK BASS IN SEASON.

}

f

|;2^2m
'

i
f

f

U)iors,

Nature in Pencil and Water
and Drawing and Painting in Colored
frona

n s; * Practical instructor; illustrated, only 50c.
oooksellars or by mail. JESSE
& CO.,
Nas sau srteet,
Y
Pec30 St

h,?

i

%

Send

dealers.

for circular.

Columbus, Ohio

Sep30-6m

-»PPPC
rilLL

Bnckwaiier

&

W.

H.Holabird,

Co., Bankers and Brokers. !¥«.
U'nll Ktreet, TVt»w York.

New York.
BROOK TROUT EGGS FOR $50.

20,000

Orders solicited and

BANET

oct28

am

H

.

H.

filled

promptly.

THOMAS, Proprietora, %

lO

SOLE MANUFACTURER OF

2, 1875.

Waterproof

made
manuf ac

to

ture the Re-

Check in
sufficient

coil

qu ant i

Valparaiso.
Senn

lies

to supply the
trade.
The

r

Ixidliaixa"

for Illuss rated Cireu'ar.

r

novl8

'

tf

Sparks,

l?lio*ixas

manufacturer hopes to
fill all orders
by the 1st of
Feb. A gim
with the K

C.

MlAISTTTF^LCTTJI^Elia,

attached,

on exhibition at H. C. Squires., 1 Courtlandt stieet.
Send to your g 'n d aler for circular.
De c30-1

[Established

is

1808.]

OJficejmWaln^

cha1Tgreen7

IN

Manufacturer of

Solid Silver
FOR
GENTLEMEN.

,

Breech Loading Shot Gims.

aSss^^sai?^
hams %ctkm

o^ ?%„

Match Boxes,
Ash Stands,

_

Tobacco Boxes,
Snuff Boxes,
Ale Tankards,

snap action

Carver Sets,
Inkstands.
DESIGNS AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

THEGORHAM COMPANY,
WO.
BOND STREET,

If.

new guns. Send for circular and
We8t Main 8treet Roenest<£™* Y

E

'

Magic Lantern and 100
& H.

&10G

glides for

ANTHONY &

CO

Broadway, N. Y., opposite Metropolitan 591
Ho
tel, Chromos and Frames,
Stereoscopes
Graphoscopes Megale noscopes, Albums and Views
and
Pho-ographsof celebrities, i hoto-Lan tern
Slides a BDecial
P
ty.
Manufacturers of Photon rnnhi> nf«,f
1 *'
Awarded First Premium at VtennS ExP os
p
I.

.

i

Kay Shot Concentrating
Cartridge.

No creasers, turners, or topwads
reauired
in half the time usually
I

t!L*

^
^£^J£* SSSSf"
required

bettet.distribution

Y,

-

as
3

S™

Claret Pitchers,

1

made

MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
«i^tt
LOADERS.
Pr

Crystal Spriags Fishery,
Randolph, Cattaraugus County,

i

Ceut. allowed on deposits sub-

ject to sight draft.

Paper Knives,

COLD SPRING TROUT PONDS,
Charlestown, New Hampshire.

(KETCHES

all

HAYDEN BELT WORKS,

,

being

Revolving Cartridge Belt
FOR BEEECH LOADERS.

pay Large Profits. Railroad
Stocks. Bonds and Gold boneht
on Margins. Interest Six Per

Arrangements
are

Cigarette Cases,
Cigar Lighters,

Sold by

,

Stock Privileges has paid and

MILLER'S RECOIL CHECK

For Shot Guns & Rifles. Pat. Nov.

„

fTrout

aug26L-ly

QTAJT EXPLANATORY CIRCULAR
Otll I how $10 TO $500 invested in

1

20c.

Selling Agent, Cambridge, Mass.

C. S. T.

Fisli Hooks?
AND
ANGLING IMPLEMENTS

will

Pocket Flasks 9
Cigar Stands,

,

fcovl8 tf

Fishing- JE^ods,

Send your name and address on Postal Card for
sample copy of " PBACTICAL PARMER," the
best Agricultural VVoekly published.
Splendid

•

J.

Boston.

St.,

Fishing TaoUle,

TACKLE! SPORTINGTMsMTS

FISHING

:

.

New York City.

B. Crook & Co.,

Use.

..applies a want which smokers have long felt—
>e winch
shall give simply the taste and odor of to",?. enK»te.
This pipe never accumulates rank
•iiing liquid
in stem or bowl, but is always clean
weet. The bowl and mouthpiece are permanent,
CDe steni is of
porous paper, to be laid aside after
:
ew aays' use and
a new one fitted. Extra stems
;

John

C.

all.

EATON
& CO.,
Sportsmen's Emporium,

STEM

and

374 Washington

PREMIUM

CANVAS BOAT.

portable boat constructed. The
Can be packed in
largest size weighs but 12 pounds.
soace of less than half cubic foot. Prices within

The most complete

No.

ust the

and $6.

*<The Ampersand."

COLVIN'S

P. O. Box 5,109.

Pi

$3, $5 50

$18.00.
Special attention paid to selection of guns for gentlemen at a distance by an expert and an old sports

Literature,

price,

410 Seyenth Street,
WASHINGTON, D.

Apr 29 ly

it.

HENMWG,

C.

All sizes

to order.

woods; three different

tallic shells.

Miscellany,

Price 35c. a
OBcnptum

father,

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN

MoccasiiiH, Oil Tanned,

12

Philip Quillbet.

Now is the

ever published. Send for

Hart's Metallic Shells.
on hand and made

National Purveys. By Charles W. Raymond.
Oman's Occupation*. By Albert Rhodes.
euben Dale. By Miss Annie T. Howells.
>ly A Voice.
Bv M.
te Japanese Stage.
Theatkes in Yeddo,
ie English Interregnum.
By Justin McCarthy.
pple Blossoms.
By Kate Hillard.
ing, Church, Nobles, and
Sinecures.

•bulae.

GEO.

list

$14 per pair.

jte

irrent

my

MeBiide, in the manufacture of fishing tackle, I f«el
competent to continue the business anl supply the
custom with the same quality as heretofore. Parties
supplied with casting lines and artificial flies for
Pennsylvania trout streams, Adirondacks, the Maine
Woods, Lake Superior, Thousand Islands, Canadian,
and other Avaters. Anglers not acquainted with the
nomenclature of these hies, by mentioning the locality where they intend fishing, will have the varieties
best suited to those waters sent to them. Flies copied
trom any natural insect or pattern desired, 8*RA
J MchRIUE, (Successor to John McBride) Mumford,
Monroe county, N. Y.
Dec2-ly

Ventilating Pockets.
and Samples free.

The most complete

THOMSON'S FISHING AND HUNTING SUITS,
best quality of water-proof duck, light tan color,
especially adapted for concealment in blinds or sedge
grass, or for approaching game in the woods. Light,
English style; extra
durable and very cheap.
pocket in back for cartridges. Entire suit, $15.

"The Strange Adbegun in this No.

Lady Disdain. By Justin McCarthv.
irlmg The Mrong. By Hjalmar Hjorth Boyesen.

lentitic

Flies.

Illustrated Price List

ear

By

4-ly

FOR THE PAST

associated with

AND

OP

by

CONTENTS:

Ift.Wood.

in all its branches.

HEGEMAN'S PORTABLE CANVAS BOATS.
BOND'S METALLIC BOATS.
MILES JOHNSON'S PIGEON TEAPS-Price,

WILLIAM BLACK,
nthor of "A Princess of Thule,"
sutures of a Phaeton, '' etc., etc., is

Philadelphia.

Moth-proof

FOR

Game

Srs.,

Has c^°tantly on hand a full assortment of Rods,
Hooks, L\es, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterprot> Silk Lines, Silk and Hair Trout Lines, &c.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of CaneReeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds' Eggs and Birds Skins in great varieties.—

TRAVELING,

—

JOHN KRIDElt,

Corner Second and Walnut

Loaders.

PISHING,

GALAXY

ST., (near

REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

for nisht shooting and fishing, running rapids, lighting camp, etc.; the best li^ht ever invented. $6 25.

is a literary necessity,
great reading public could no more do
tJiout
it than it
could do without the salt
'itch flavors its daily meat,"
Boston Tran-

DUANE

AND

The Popular Sheridan Lounge, $5 plain; $10 quilted,
the standard with sportsmen.
Sold at Eaton &
.V. 103 Nassau st., and E S. Harris, 177 Broadway.

"THE

103

Broadway) New York.
The Sportsmen's Depot.

lildew-proof,

pound.

id the

lOl &

Taxidermy

Jack Lamp,

kinds.

all

IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN
Guns, Hilles, Pistols, and Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breeeh

GARMENTS

American Dog* ltiseuif?t 5
of nutritive bone and muscle making material
and is the only portable food for dogs made in this
country. Put up in packages of 10, 25, and 100 pounds,
and warranted not to spoil in any climate. Price,

of

Manufactured and Imported by

Canada, Maine,

Eved Needles

equaro, weighs 15 lbs.; Can
be packed in knapsack. Price $10. Ten feet square
for six persons, $15.

10c. per

ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.

BREECH AND MUZZLE LOADING GUNS,

CAMP TENTS,
7.

Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and other fishing.

appropriate Tackle for the

Pacific Coast,

Rods and Reels

Fly

OF THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.

the Adirondacks. <fcc, &c.
Split Bamboo,.Trout and Salmon Bods and Reels
a Specialty.
Agents for the St. Lawrence Pishing Co. Sole Importers of Warrin's Celebrated Drilled
4-29

Bamboo

Split

every Variety and Style of

Made
U.S.

Reels, Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets*
Baits, Fish Hooks, &c.

largest and best assortment ever exhibited in the United States. They particularly call
attention to their

$50.

Imported brace.

Fishing Tackle,
Tackle, Rods,

Fishin?
On

diminish stock:- DANDY, a handsome red 2* years old setter, Irish
$100.
stock; well broken.
B T,d Gordon
DON, a year old black Gordon, out of Mr. Belmont's

,

most complete

assortment of

offer for sale
rates in order to

O

clerk &CO.

48 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

YORK KENNEL CLUB
THE NEW the
following highly-bred dogs at
lo«r

INIBRIE.

SUCCESSORS TO

bitches,

I

335

and
Send to you* gun dealer for eample,

mil

'

Jgg*;

.
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Target made by
Keeseville,

WINCHESTER

C.W.RENNEL. Esq.,

N.

Y

,

Aug.

9. IS' 5.

Target made by IRA. FLANDERS
Esq.., Saranac, N. Y., July, 1875.

ATING RIFLE.
THE

Position, off hand.
Bullseye, 32 inches.

Position, off hand.
Bnllseye, 3 J inches.
Distance, ^00 yards.
Possible score, 50.
Score, 46.

Distance, 400yar<l-<.
Possible score, £5,
Score, 25.

Hunter's and Sportsman's Favorite.

Target

Consecutive Shots, made by Gen. W. E.
Peshtigo,Wis., March 11, 1875.

made byDr. E. H. PARDEE, San

The

are aixthentie copies

aocoIllpallyillg

,

o±"

targets

Position, kneeling.
Bullseye, 24 inches.
Distance, 500 yards.
124
31 Bullseyes

48rentres
14 Outers

gg-vxxi.

made

>^ith the style of"

represented above.
30 consecutive shots.
Distance, 110 yards.
String, 32J- inches.

129

28

Average,

281 out of a posible 352.

For

Illustrated

Pamphlet and Price

CO.,
NEW

&

C.

SCOTT & SONS

Breech

HAVEN, CONN.

SCHUYLtH. HARTLEY & GRAHAM,

TARGET
Loading" Uifles.

MILITARY, SPORTING, HUNTING AND

19 Maiden Lane, 2U

Genuine Breech Loaders.
WMNER8
Report of

OF TUB GUN TRIAL OF 1873.

Gun Trial sent on

application.

and

.

READ

& SONS,

Mall Sq. Boston.
3 Faneuil
Westley
makes:—
,

Richards,
Greener,
Also all other
Webley, Remington, Moore, &c.
Gun,
Loading
$25 up.
Muzzle
Scott
genuine
A
Maynard, Ballard, Remington and Sharp's Rifles.

Shot

~ ~

Pocket Pistols.

For Treatise

*"

CARTRIDGES,

'

ON

Shooting,
Illustrat'd. Catalogue*
Itifle

<fec,

&c. v &c. v

to

REMINGTON & SONS*
S81 and ^83 Broadway.
P.

O.

Box 3994.

WESTERN BRANCH,

Fine Bronze Yacht Guns on mahogany carriages,
Complete, as furnished the New York and Boston
ySStSanadron*. SKND FOR CIRCULARS.
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HERKIMER

for the following celebrated makers:
C. SCOTT
SONS (winners at the Interna&
Gun Trial of 1873); J. P.
BRO.; P.
SONS, and

W. &

&

WEBLEY &

Chicago,

street,

111.

HOLABIRDSShootingSUETS,
DIXGN8 «fe H A WKgLEY'S SHOOTING TACKLE
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,
BUSSEY'S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP

WITH CASE. AND 100 BIRDS.
Black's Patent Cartridge Vest.

CO., N. Y.

This Vest affords the best arrangement yet invented for carry-

The Sportsman's Warehouse.

The weight is
cartridges.
so evenly distributed that it is
Cartridges c»n be
scarcely felt.
carried
with the heads dawn in
this vest, which is of great importance when brass shells are need,
as when carrying them with the
head up the weight of the shot ofing

EDWIN S. HAEEIS,
Late

COOPER HARRIS & HODGKINS,

New
York.
Wo. 177 Broadway,
BE1AIL
WHOLESALE AND

BREECH LOADING

POULTRY, PIGEONS AND DOGS.
The Exhibition which is to open in the Exposition
Building, Chicago, January 20th, 1876, is an assured
success? The large Cash Prizes, aggregating

lis,

all

ofterTleads
$10 $50 $100
of the Wall Street
5

to fortune.

Cartrido-es.

Brass

lootli

CARPENTER'S MANUAL. --A practical guide

to
use of all tools and all operations of the trade;
speccontracts,
forms
of
carpenters,
for
drawing
also
ifications, plans, etc., with plain instructions for beginners and full glossary of terms used in trade. IlJESSE
lustrated, 50c. of booksellers or by mail.
St
GO,, X19 Nassau street, N. Y,

NEY &

PRICE

$7.50.

AGENTS FOR THE
Metallic Cartridge

Union

Com-

pany's Ammunition,
WARRANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET.

ENGLISH

Pistols

Curtis

sxna.

Jr»aper.

Nos.

&

Harvey's

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

HA VK LARGE STOCK OF

MTTZ7J.E

LEADING OUNR & RTFLKb VKHY LHHAF

H. BATTY,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer
J.

IN

JULEP AND BRIGHT COLORED STRAWS,
TURE FRAMES, NATURAL DYED
GRASSES,

Addreei P, 0, Box

40,

and

DIAMOND GRAIN.
8 Superior Rifle,

Etc.

New Utrecht, N. Y.

PIC-

$1,200 PROFIT 0N$I00.

M

ADB THIS MONTH

BY PUTS

Invest according to your means
.
brought a
$10, $50, or $100 in Stock Privileges, has
advise
small fortune to the careful investor.
when and how to operate safely. Books with full
mail
and
orders
by
Address
information sent free.
CO„
telegraph to
HotfMu Bankers and Brokers, 17 Wall at., N. Y. k
_jl_

and C ALLS

We

BAXTER &

and Col.

Hawker's Ducking.

W. STITT,

for a
.

forward, when
In
result.
the chest.

OF ALL

stock by the
Chi-

Review and
copy
Pamphlet, ehowine the various methods of operating. J HlCKLlNG & CO , Bankers and Brokers,
T)ftc23
72 Broad way, N. Y.
Send

send

ordering

wad

bad shooting is the
measurement around

Chicago, Illinois.

d e(£3 3t

g

ten forces the

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

DOLLARS,
OYER NIN^ THOUSAND
the leadto exhibitors over
all

CLABROUGH
WESTLEY

tional

RICHARDS.

State

Armory and Manufactory
ILIOtf,

Express Companies, will draw more fanciers to
cago than ever before met in America.
Premium Lists a d Entry Blanks now ready, and
may be had on application to
CHARLES P. WILLARD, Secretary,

Y.

SEND

Fine Fishing Hods and Tackle.

and the reduced rates
ing Railroads, and the free return of

If.

Guns.

Shot Gun and Rifle Combined
RevoMnff, Repeating
Vest
ancl
.Derlrill.g:eJ:•

"Ballard s breech loading Sporting Rifles $181!"
Bogardus 1 New Book— 50 oents, by mail
Bussey's Gyro Trap, for shooting practice.

.«.tWHf&£RXi

street,

AND

AGENTS:

1

22 John

A SPECIALTY.

Barreled

Single

«fc

BREECH LOADING GUNS

ALSO

Double

1 9 100.

List, address

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS
W.

Francisco

California.

STKONG,

£8

Agent

sep9'-eow

61

Cedar

street,

New
for

U.

S.

York,

Ameri ca^

HAVANA LOTTERY^
IMPORTANT NOTICE.

For the coming drawings, commencing January
we have reduced the prices of tickets as follows:

Whole, $20$

h

h

5th,

$4,*
$5,' 1-5,
$10|
1-10, $2* 1-20 $1.
Drawings take place everv seventeen Days.
are prepared to fill all orders. Circulars sent
upon application. Highest price paid for Spanish Bank
CO.,Bankei*
bills, Governments, &c.
*1 Wall *., Wew York,
IT©. BQXM48.

We

TAYLOU *

—

Terms, Five Dollars a Year.
Ten Cents a Copy.

THE FLIGHT OF

NEW

)

j

THE WILD GEESE.
,

HOWNK!

honk! on stormy wings they cleave the upper air,
On gusty breeze, above the seas, their onward cohorts fare;
They come from frosty solitudes, where broods the Arctic night,
Where deserts grim, spread vast and dim, in the auroral light.
The Esquimaux with bended bow, fast paddling his canoe,
Their flocks hath chas'd, o'er icy waste of waters heavenly blue;
On frozen shore of Labrador the Indian's steel hath sped,

and vain the fowler's lead.

In twinkling gleam of cold moonbeam, their dusky files I trace;
In wedsre-like throng, in column long, they speed the tireless race;
O'er craggy mountain sides, and over torrent tides,
The suadow of each column, in swift procession glides.
far-resounding surge, on the dim horizon's verge,
dark battalions on winnowing pinions urge;
Ver Lake Superior's sheet their clanging pinions beat,
Vhere Western plain and golden grain spread sumptuous pastures

D'er the
:

see their

sweet.
n

November cloud casts down its snowy shroud,
ind the throbbings and the sobbings of the wind 3 are swelling loud;
he bleak

Che snowdrift hides the grass, the lakes are crystal glass,
So warned the geese-flock legions to gentler regions pass.

For Forest and Stream.

f^mi*

——
*

which borders the Pacific Ocean
rHAT
north of California is now the most alluring field
>r immigrants, tourists, and the lovers of the rod and gun,
it cannot be excelled
for agriculture and stock raising,
great region

1

possessed of scenic attractions that are not sur*
by any portion of the world, while its immense forts teem with
a profusion of animal life, and its many
reams, cold as snow and pure as crystal, swarm with so

id is

issed

wonder

at

Washington Territory

is

any finny denizens that the angler

number and variety.

Of

all

that magnificent

area,

is

most interesting sections, as

lost

in

yet a virgin
'hntry, being occupied principally by a few farmers, some
ock raisers, and half breeds and Indians, who are too inle

of the

dent to utilize

the wealth

that

it

is

surrounds them.

As

the cry with a large number of
srsons who wish to forsake the sterile fields and inhospible climate of the Eastern States, I have concluded to
eat this territory from three standpoints for the Forest
n~d Stream— namely, its
topography, its mineral and agMltural resources and climate, its scenery, and the op>rtunities it presents to the lover of the chase and the
Howers of Walton and Cotton.
The Territory has an area of 65,000 square miles, or
westward ho !"

I

I

I

is

now

41,000,000 acres, and of this over one third is coved with forests so dense that only the tropics will show

>out

»y thing

hile

to

compare with them in luxuriance of growth,
and dimensions by

they are only exceeded in altitude

•e redwood
The wooded portion,
forests of Calif ®rnia.
hich occupies the entire area between the Cascade Range
.

!

M
W

the Pacific

Ocean,

is

known

as

Western Washington,

present I shall devote my special attention to
being the most interesting to all classes except those

for the

vpt.it

H>o desire to learn the extent of the grazing districts.
Tins region joins the State of Oregon on the south, being
'faded from it by the Columbia River, which acts as a
pundary line between both commonwealths for a distance
SCO miles.
Its physical conformation is similar to tbat
Western Oregon, being a series of wooded valleys,
prmed by eroism in, apparently, the Miocene epoch, as it
founds in fossiliferous shales and metamorphic rocks hav;,;•

[

ji

a basaltic base.
Iu gazing at it from an elevated ridge it seems one mass
dark green leaves, which extend to the horizon in every
if
ijfc

pection,

bia River, about 120 miles from its mouth. This was called
after Vancouver, the celebrated English navigator, who
surveyed the Columbia as far as this point in the year 1796,
It

against her when she subjected it to arbitration. She made
a strong effort to retain the country, however, by giving
the Hudson Bay Company the exclusive privilege of hunt-

ing in the region, and governing the Indians by British
They erected a chain of forts throughout the entire
area, from the Pacific Ocean to the Rocky Mountains, and
garrisoned them with Canadian voyageurs, friendly moashes,
and adventurers from Caledonia, whose duties were to not
only defend the country from the attacks of the treacherous red men, but also to trap for for- bearing animals, and
Vancouver was the most
to barter with their dusky foes.
important of these posts, its situation being central, so that
the furs could be shipped directly to England, as vessels of
Since the
5,000 tons burthen could load at its wharves.
vacation of the country by this British monopoly, the town
has lost its prestige, and is now remarkable only for being
a military post and the Athens of the Territory. Its inhabitants are largely composed of ex-United States soldiers,
and their occupation in nearly every instance is to sell
laws.

tov%.

eir

I entered the Territory from Oregon, and made my first
tarry at Vancouver, a small hamlet situated on the Colum-

its discovery by Captain Gray, of Boswas from the fact that the survey was made by a
British officer that England laid claim to the entire region
watered by the noble river of the West; but as the assumption was a mere quibble, the case was of course decided

where the orange and the lime,
bloBSom'd fruits, perennial shoots, are ever in their prime;
To paradise ambrosial, to banks of spic'd perfume,
Where forests wide and river side are prodigal with bloom.

-**

stern sublimity.

ton.

To the balmy Southern clime,

in ffaBhingtoq

analyzed the effects of scenery upon himself must know
that subdued, gloomy tints, combined with wildness, expanse, and altitude, arouse emotions akin to awe and a
weary loneliness. If one wishes to thoroughly learn how
insignificant an atom he is in life, he has only to visit that
primitive solitude to be made aware of it, as he is there
surrounded on every side by rugged grandeur and cold,

immediately after

V7ith

pmbHngz

broken by a range of snowy peaks, which loom upwards
on the east and 1101th, and the heavy masses of
white flecked, cumulus clouds that loiter along their crests
during the Summer and Autumn months. These contrasts
of color, and the lack of the more pleasing hues, impress
the traveler most forcibly with a feeling of strangeness
which it takes some time to overcome, as everything seems
to have been created on the largest scale; and whoever has
to the sky

BY ISAAC M'CLELLAN.

Bat vain the shaft,, and vain the craft,

YORK, THURSDAY. JANUARY

and whose gloomy, monotonous hue

is

only

whiskey whose merits are open to criticism. The garrison
grounds afford, I think, the handsomest view of any military post in the world, for water, forest, and snowy pinnacles greet the eye on every side.
I visited the town to enjoy a deer with my friend Major
who was kind enough to consider that my love for
"W
the chase should be bestowed upon some Worthy objectAfter spending a night among congenial companions,
,

whose hospitality is proverbial, I retired to the simple
couch in use among bachelor officers, and slept soundly
until the boom of the cannon aroused me in the morning.
A hasty breakfast was soon dispatched, and I was ready
for the sport which promised so much buoyant, virile pleaOur party was composed of five persons, including
sure,
an orderly, who had charge of half a dozen borrowed
honnds, and a French half breed, who acted as guide. In
half an hour after leaving camp we were in the midst of a
dense forest of those gigantic firs for which the Northwest
is famous, and a few moments later the dogs were set to
work on a fresh trail. They soon gave tongue, and their
melodious tones rang through the silent woods with a clearness I had never before heard equalled. This was the signal for a scurrying race to get to some convenient points
The guide, who accompanied me,
in order to have a shot.
placed me on a promising runway, and I had scarcely taken

my

place ere a magnificent black-tailed stag {Cerous Colum-

twenty paces from me. His head
was high in the air, and his antlers were thrown back, so
that he appeared in his most majestic view. I gave him a
low whistle; he halted to learn its import, and ere he could
decide upon moving I planted a load of buckshot in his
neck and shoulders. Before I could give him the second
barrel he was bounding through the shrubbery with those
bianus) broke cover not

6, 1876.

|

|
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jumps for which he is noted, and the last I saw
him was an erect caudal clearing the branches of a fallen
tree.
I was of course much piqued at my bad shooting,
and still more so when I was rejoined by my companions,
who commenced chaffing me most unmercifully, and predicting that we should have no luck that day, as I had
missed the first deer. The feeling of chagrin was bad
long, high

of

enough, but

to

be taunted good-naturedly with spoiling the

amusement was the acme of depressing pride. I insisted that I had wounded the animal so seriously that he
day's

could not run very far, but this only elicited a sarcastic
laugh, and the query if I did not think I ought to challenge
Buffalo Bill and other presumptuously redoubted hunters to
engage in a week's contest to test superiority. My victory
soon came, however, lor the guide, who was sounding a
mellow cow's horn to bring the pack, reported that they
must have overtaken the quarry, or they would have returned in answer to his peremptory summons. This induced
two of us to follow the trail, which we did quite readily
by noting the condition of the fallen leaves, and we had
not proceeded half a mile ere we came to a brook, and on
its bank we found the
animal dead as a stone, and the
hounds grouped about him. A joyous halloo from our
party soon brought the others, and I was the recipient of
theatrical congratulations, which were given demonstratively as an antidote to the previous wounds.
We dressed
the stag in a few moments, gave the entrails to the hounds,
placed the carcass on the limb of a tree, and then resumed
our sport.
The dogs were next sent into a dense fern brake that
reached nearly to our necks. They were there about a
minute when a simultaneous cry from all startled us, and
ere we could recover our wits two does of the white-tailed
deer species {Gervus lueurus) bounded into our midst with
such suddenness that they were twenty yards away before
any one thought of shooting. It was then too late, as the
shrubbery was so dense that no shot could penetrate it, except by mere accident, so we contented ourselves by expressing how surprised we were, for each person seemed
anxious to have some excuse.
"We can get them yet, sir," said the half breed," for
they are white-tailed deer, and after running a short time
they will make for the river, and we can get there before
them,"
To the river we accordingly ran at our best speed, but
that was slow enough, owiug to the quantity ol fallen timber that strewed the ground, and the tropical luxuriance of
the salmon and whortleberries that were entwined together in thick, tangled masses.
were there, however,
and had our posts taken, before the musical chorus of the

We

pack began

to

approach

Every eye then peered vigiwoods as if they would peneand all assumed an air that indicated
us.

lantly into the gloomy, silent
trate the leafy coverts,

a thorough determination not to be caught napping again.

The cry now became loud and clamorous, and very close,
so every weapon was held near the shoulder. Bang! went
a gun in the glades, and bang! went another to my right.
These were followed by a joyous "hoo-pee," which indicated that the nimrods were successful.
On arriving on
the ground we found both animals dead, and their slayers
proudly gazing upon them.
Congratulations were bestowed upon them, which they received as a matter of
course.
One curious incident about the run was that both
animals kept together from the start, for nothing of the
sort had ever before come under the notice of our experienced guide. The only way in which he could account
for it was that they were pressed so closely by the hounds,
w ho were famous for their fleetness, that their wits were
scattered so that they were not able to employ their usual
stratagems.
They were, besides, quite young, so that
r

their inexperience, as much as any other circumstance, was
the means of leading them to death. One peculiar fact in
connection with the running of the two species of deer
common in Western Oregon and Washington Territory Is
that the black-tailed species heads for the hills and ravines

the moment he
when all other

started, and makes for the water only
stratagems have failed, while the white-,
tailed prefers to run on the lowlands and in the forest, an4
is

,'

FOREST AND STREAM.
resorts to a brook or river as soon as he can get the opportunity.
Hunters avail themselves of these characteristics,
and act accordingly; and so quick are they in detecting
which species is started that the pack will not be in motion
five minutes ere they hie either to the hills or the stream.
The white-tailed deer also runs in a more direct line than
his congener, as if he would outstrip the dogs bv his fleetness, but the other doubles like a hare, and chooses the
most rocky and difficult ground, as if he knew that the
scent would be lost more readily in such places, and that
his means of escape would therefore be greater.
The
former has also the greater speed, but lacks'the endurance
of the other, who is a splendid type of cervidean strength
and power, and, in
opinion, the best of his family for
giving the dogs a run that will test their pace and bottom.
The white-tailed species is the most abundant, and is usually found in clearings and in the fir groves bordering prairies, while his congener prefers the heavy forests, whose
silence is disturbed only by the notes of the little peewee,
or the scream of the wild cat and panther. The former is
also less timid, and the result is that the groups are so numerous around the cabins of pioneers that they have to be
poisoned, or constantly worried by dogs, to prevent them
from destroying the tender vegetables and cereals, of which
they are very fond. The slaying of a deer, which is so
uncommon an event in many of the Eastern States as to
induce hunters to dwell with self-satisfied unction upon it,
is there so ordinary an occurrence that those who have
brought hundreds to the green sward hardly ever think of
referring to the matter, hence I would add, parenthetically,
that he who desires to satiate himself with deer stalking
should hie away to the shores of the Pacific. One week
there will cause him to listen with contemptuous disregard
to such tales as refer to the slaughter of one or two in a
month, or even in a week, for he can in most instances do
better than that in a day if he has the most ordinary luck.
To those who desire hunting to their hearts' content, from
hare coursing to slaying the panther in his leafy retreat,
I would then say by all means "go West," and do not stop
until you reach the shores of the Pacific, and when you
return you will be a veritable nimrod among the pigmy
chasseurs of your acquaintance. I would give the same
advice to anglers, but as I hope ere long to show them the
rich treasures of the region, I shall postpone any remarks
on their loved subject at present. And now to return to
first hunt in the Territory.

my

my

Having cleansed the last animals, we suspended them
from trees and left that section, as we presumed that the
dogs had scared away all the deer in the vicinity. We had
not proceeded half a mile before a fine buck leaped out of
a glade in front of us, but the guide brought him down
before he had gone thirty paces. A little further and another full grown stag bounded from his foliaceous retreat
and dashed away with the hounds in full cry behind him.

"No

use going after him," said the guide; "he'll go for
the hills, so we had better wait here until the dogs lose
him, and then go for another."
sat down accordingly, like men who were powerless,
and devoted half an hour of our time to discussing the
points of each dog according as we detected his rich notes
echoing through the soughing forest, and the merits of
cigars that would not burn.
At the end of that time we
heard new canine Rickmonds in the field, and as they were
approaching us we jumped to our feet and eagerly ran for
cover, as we expected the quarry at any moment.
waited about five minutes, when a buck dashed past, but
ere he could disappear four barrels had sent their contents
into his palpitating sides, and he fell crying piteously. Ere
we could reach him the hounds had throttled him, and
were fighting for a mouthful of his tender flesh. We soon
appeased their hunger, and they threw their wearied bodies on the ground beside their prey, while we prepared it

We

We

for transportation.
As the day was declining, we concluded to return home,
for we were well content with our day's amusement, which
enabled us to enjoy some fine runs, and at the same time
to reap the reward of vigilance.
hired a farmer's
wagon to take the animals to town, and in the evening,
over a dish of savory venison, washed down with some
"Veuve Clicquot," we discussed the events of the day, and
brought from the perspective of memory recollections of
former hunts which had long laid dormant. From the
conversation of that evening, and my own experience, I
have eoncluded that to hunt deer successfully in the forest one must use buckshot, as the shrubbery and undergrowth is so dense and matted that a rifle ball is apt to be
swerved from its course. But apart from that, is the fact
that all shooting is done at from forty to sixty yan4s, for
beyond that distance one cannot see very well, owing to

much interested. This was a shrub from three to five feet
high, with broad, smooth leaves, reddish flowers, and covered with stout thorns, that looked as if they would prove
disagreeable opponents. On examination, I found it to be
the Epinanonox horridum, or devil's walking stick, a cognomen worthily bestowed and richly deserved, as I subsequently learned by experience. On this journey as elsewhere in the wooded portion of the Territory I found the
red flowering currant (Bitus sanguineum) exceedingly
abundant, and noted that each species of flower guarded
its own ground with a combativeness worthy of the buffalo
grass of the Wyoming plains; and the latter I concede to
be the most tenacious of its habitat of any species of the
graminas I have ever seen, if not of the vegetable kingdom. After traveling about forty miles we emerged on an
open, sandy prairie, covered with a short thin grass, which
affords a meagre pabulum to sheep for three or four months
in the year.
few houses dotted it in several places, so I
felt glad that we were approaching the abode of man. This
is called Mound Prairie, from a large mound some forty
feet high, and containing several acres of land, which rises
at its western terminus. It is also covered with smaller
mounds, varying from a few inches to a couple of feet in
height, and having a circumference of from ten to one
hundred feet. Their origin has been the cause of much
speculation among scientists, but nearly all differ in their
deductions. The lamented Agassiz stated that they were
the nests of a species of fish, now extinct, that inhabited
the region when it was covered with water, while others
attribute them to the uprooting of trees.
little study
and examination would have caused all these theorists to
have changed their opinion, for they were evidently formed
bv whirlpools in, probably, the Miocene epoch, when the
Puget Sound basin formed a portion of that great inland
sea which extended from British Columbia to California.
That they were not produced by a fish is evident from the
fact that they are confined to a very small area, and that
they differ in form, extent, and altitude; and that they are
not the result of the uprooting of trees I should deduce
from the mode in which the forest grows; while in contradistinction to these theories the evidence of their being
the result of eddies is quite apparent in their distribution,
the material of which they are formed— rounded pebbles
of shales, schists, and sedimentary fragments and their
paucity of vegetation, for nothing thrives upon them but
a species of fern (Pteris aquilina) and that expression of
meagre nutrition, the pycranthemum. It therefore follows
that if they could afford support to the economical fir in
tli e past they could at present
but that they do not, carries its
own lesson, and proves that they could not have been formed
by the uprooting of trees. I refer to this fact in detail,
because they are frequent subjects of speculation among
travelers who have seen them.
I took the stage at this
point to
to Olympia, fifteen or twenty miJes distant, the
railroad not approaching any nearer the town, as it continues its way directly north of Tacoma, the terminus on
Puget Sound. The route led me over several small prairies, composed of such poor soil that it is capable of producing only a meagre growth of grass and a few vegetables,
but it abounds with that curse of the country, the pugnacious fern.
Farmers settled on these prairies at one time,
but hunger soon made them leave, for they found that they
could raise only a small quantity of tuberous roots and
some cabbage. They are not even tit for grazing, except
during a couple of months in the year, and the poor cayuses, or mustangs, that are forced to live upon them are
as sorry specimens of their race as can be found on the Conlinent.
Passing beyond them, the stage dashed through
woods of plutonian darkness, then emerged on a hill which
gave me the first view of Olympia and the Mediterranean
of this country Puget Sound
whose beauties are so numerous and unique as to defy description.

—
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From Vancouver I went back to Portland, Oregon, thence
took the little stern-wheel steamer that plies to Kalama, the
headquarters of the Northern Pacific Railroad. This is a
hamlet composed of unpainted, primitive, wooden structures, devoted almost exclusively to the sale of intemperate
drinks and pioneer edibles. The scenery en route is magnificent in the literal sense of the word, as the Columbia
River reflects the mighty forests on its banks with mirrorlike fidelity, and high above all other objects loom the
white-shrouded peaks of Hood, St. Helens, and Rainier,
while interest is added to the trip by some trap terraces
that were formerly used as burial grounds by the Flathead
Indians. The most remarkable "of these is called Coffin
Rock, and upon its sloping sides may be seen the remnants
of canoes in which reposed the bones of the rude forefathers of the present children of the forest.
At Kalama I took the cars for Olympia, the capital of
the Territory, distant about sixty miles. The train consisted of one car and the locomotive, and the passengers
were confined to a squaw, two Chinamen, and myself.
The route the entire way led through a heavy forest of firs
and spruces, whose gloom was only relieved by dingles of
cornel, ash, or maple trees, but along the Cowlitz River an
occasional coppice of cottonwoods appeared. One peculiar
fact in relation to these attracted my attention, and that
was that they grew only on one side of the river, while the
coniferae occupied the other. Had they been confined to
lowland I could have readily surmised the cause to be the
fear of the firs to approach the water, but I saw that they
were not, and that they first appeared on one bank and
then on another, as if they grew without any affinity f or
soil and humidity.
Having no opportunity of inspecting
their surroundings, I could only indulge in speculations,
but out of them "my botanical lore could not extricate me,
so I refer to it to iearn if anybody else has noticed the
same thing. At a station on the road I also encountered
another botanical peculiarity of the region, in which I was

—
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looked so much like rain that we returned to camp to find
the Squire frying some venison with fresh pork, which he
had brought along. He was also roasting his deer's head
for the brains. A couple of gentlemen living within a few
miles of camp visited us, and invited us to partake of their
hospitality, but we were doing well enough, and declined.
They promised to come over at night and go turkey hunt*
Our turkey hunt at night did not promise much, as
ing.
Just before night Ed.
it was cloudy, and no moonshine.
brought in his deer, and P. brought in another turkey. AV'e
had quite an argument about the best kind of shot to be
Ed. and I were in favor of small shot (No. 1), and
used.
T. was in favor of No. l's, mixed with the smallest size of
buckshot.
It was now time to start, and we mounted our horses and
rode up the creek for about a mile to the roost. It was
not quite dark when we arrived there, and they began to
It soon became dark, and Ed. and T.
fly at our approach.
began to advance. I remained behind lest I should cause
them to fly, and bring down their swift imprecations upon
my head. But when T.'s 10-gauge, laminated steel, broke
the silence of twilight with a report but little less than
that of a young mortar, and a turkey came with a thug to
the ground, I could no longer desist, and advanced hastily.
Ed.'s gun next broke the silence, and thrash, quit, qui
came another turkey. The firing now became general, and
caused the birds to seek the tops of the tallest trees. I
came on one of them in the top of a large burr oak, and
as I had my right charged with buckshot and bone dust
from a wire cartridge, that I had torn up in the evening,
I now
I used that barrel and brought down a fine gobbler.
charged with four and half drachms of powder and one and
a half ounces No. 1 shot, for across the creek in the very
tops of some large cottonwoods 1 saw several turkeys, and
knew it would take lots of powder to reach them. I was
soon under them, and fired first the right and then the left
without even making them fly. I recharged my gun the
same way, but at this juncture they all flew but one. I
fired twice at him before he flew, and 1 then thought it
time to change my tactics, so pouring down four and a
half drachms powder I scooped up a handful of small
buckshot out of my pocket and counted eighteen into each
barrel.
It was now quite dark, although the clouds had
blown off, and the stars were shining. Ed. and T. were
keeping up a constant fire down the creeks. With each
barrel I now brought down a turkey, and as I had got off
some distance from my horse I concluded not to kill any
more. Having on two coats I had become quite warm,
and thought best to shed them before taking up the line ot
march- Two coats, a nine pound gun, and three turkeys
4hat would weigh forty-five pounds were as much as I
could drag through the briars in the dark. I finally reached
my horse, but found that I had lost one coat. Ed. had
four, and F. had five, which, with my three, made twelve
turkeys in less than an hour. Just as we got to camp the
boys that had promised to come and hunt with us rode up
with a turkey they had killed on the way. Mr. P. went
out with them, and they killed eight more, making for the
day's hunt two deer and twenty-eight turkeys. During the
night a norther blew up. I stayed with the boys till twelve
o'clock, and the bag for that day was two turkeys by T., and
two wounded deer. With many good wishes I left them
I

of us, with a two horse wagon and a two horse
SIXhack,
started about ten o'clock for Red River and
vi-

It was a beautiful, clear,
cinity for a few days' camp.
frosty morning on the 24th of November, 1875. Ed. F. and
I were on horseback, and as we rode leisurely along he recounted many of his adventures in the early settling of
Cooke county, also how he had stalked the black-tail deer
in Colorado. He carried across his saddle bow an oldfashioned muzzle loading rifle of a suitable calibre for
deer.
As we passed a wheat field we observed a large
flock of wild geese picking at the tender wheat near the
Hastily dismounting, Ed. began to load, and here I
road.
gained a new idea for capping guns." He was in the act of
pushing down the ball when the whole flock took wing
(being some 150 paces distant), and came almost directly topocket for a cap, and was
wards us. I hastily felt in
surprised to see Ed. raise his gun and fire before I could

my

produce the caps from my pocket.
capped his gun so quickly he showed

and plunged into the wild woods, all on horseback except Esquire F. and D., who went up the creek
bottom. Crossing the creek I rode up through the bottom
on the opposite side. The leaves were damp, and I made
very little noise. I had not gone more than a "quarter"
when I discovered an open prairie valley to my left and
thought I would go and see if there was not an old buck
scampering around the edges of that prairie. I had advanced to within about 100 yards OTFit when the sharp report of a rifle broke the stillness of the morning very close
to me and in the edge of that prairie.
I knew it was the
Squiie and D.,soI called out, "What are you shooting
at?" Squire F. answered back. "I've killed a fine buck,
come over and help hang him up." Dismounting I crossed
the creek, and just in the edge of that prairie" lay a nice
four pointer, with the hot blood spouting from an incision
made by the Squire's knife. "Pretty well clone, Squirehow old are you?" "Sixty-five." "You shoot well for a
cloudy day; did you kill him in his tracks?" "Yes; he
was standing looking at you ." By this time the Squire'had
taken out his entrails, and we hung him up in a tree. I
now concluded to advance on foot, and, sticking my shot
gun under a log, I hitched my horse, loosed my Ballard
rifle from the saddle, and traveled up the creek for a mile
without seeing any game larger than squirrels. Yes except
once I got a glimpse of a turkey, running like a streak of
lighting.
Looking at my watch, I saw that my time was
nearly up, and hastily returned to camp to find that W. P.
had killed a turkey, and Ed. soon returned with another."
We had concluded to advance farther up the creek, and
were soon under way. We traveled until near twelve
o'clock, when it began to rain, and we stopped and
stretched our tent, and eat dinner.
We started "out again
after finishing our meal, and Ed. fired at a doe within 300
yards of camp, but missed it. We advanced for half a
mile, when I heard both barrels of T.'s gun down to my
Looking that way I saw a flock of turkeys sailing
right.
directly towards me, which alighted before they got to
where I was, and as I dismounted, two of them hove in
Without thinking, I fired my right (charged with
sight.
buckshot), and missed. This caused the second to stop in
the tall grass, when I advanced and brought him down
with my left. I now recharged my right with buckshot
and my left with No. l's, and when flushing the first one I
had shot at, I again fired the buck at him and missed.
Just previous to this I had heard Ed.'s rifle to my left, and
now heard him calling for help. P. rode up and found he
had killed a large buck. As I was crossing a ravine a turkey flew over my head, and I fired from" my horse, but
without effect. T. now came up with three turkeys tied
on his saddle, which he had killed at his first shot. It
his course

On asking how he
me a leathern tag at-

tached to his belt, which had ten or twelve caps fastened
its lower extremity, each on a separate nipple or tube.
We soon came to Fish Creek, a clear, bold stream,
abounding in black bass, perch, catfish, etc. Here we
stopped for a lunch. Late in the afternoon we came to
Red River, just where some five years since I killed a panther in the night.
I had never seen the place in daylight,
and was surprised at the denseness and extent of the junAll the scenes were vividly recalled to my mind, and
gle.
I realized how much danger I would have been in had I
broken a leg and brought the panther to a hand to hand
combat in those briars. The bed of Red River here is
about 600 yards wide, but only seventy-five or 100 yards of
this space was covered with water, and it was quite shallow. If it was not so wide, and the channel did not change
with every freshet, there might be some hope of making it
to

navigable, for it drains a tremendous amount of territory.
T. and I were in the hack when we observed a covey of
quail run across the road into some grass that was almost
Seizing our shot guns we jumped out of the
waist high.

hack and waded into them. We both fired as they rose, but
got only one bird. Ed. had killed a prairie chicken just
before we reached the river. We now went into camp for
the night on a small creek, and I killed a squirrel to make
out a "mess." We built a roaring fire beside a huge log, ate
supper, cracked jokes for some time, and, as the night was
clear and warm, instead of stretching our tent over a pole
we spread it on the ground before the fire, laid down our
blankets, and went to sleep. Next morning we awoke to
find it thick, cloudy, and thundering.
By daybreak we
had eaten breakfast, and, loading our guns, each man chose

and turned my course homeward, wishing that I could stay
a week.
On the night of the 28th it rained heavily, and
turned severely cold, then I was not sorry I was at home.
The day after I left the party T. succeeded in killing a
doe, and at night they killed quite a lot of turkeys
Captain J. T. Rowland and nine others have just returned from a two weeks' hunt. They killed seventy-three

oi
deer and sixty-eight turkeys, the Captain killing forty
the deer. I do not see why some of your Florida visitois
might not spend a Winter pleasantly" in Texas. We are
only thirty miles from the M. K. and T. R. B., with a dairy
But I must close, for it is likely that this article is
stage.
Texas.
already too well itemized.

Qaimmlle,

Coolce county, Texas, Dec, %d, 1875.
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REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONERS OF
FISHERIES OF THE STATE OF MAINE
FOR 1870.
"E are in receipt of the ninth annual report of the
Maine Commissioners which recites in detail their
operations for the past year.
The demands made upon
them for surveys and plans for fishways by wealthy corpo-

and mill-owners, the continued and never ceasing
application for black bass, land-locked salmon, and sea
salmon, to stock rivers and ponds, the requests for information, instruction, and advice, have occupied all of their
time, and show no signs of diminution.
Observation
during the past year would indicate that salmon do not
return every year to spawn, from the fact that certain
fishes that were marked at Bucksport two years since, after
being spawned, (stripped?) and then turned back into the
Penobscot, did not again make their appearance until this
year, when they were again caught in the weirs; and the
hitherto prevailing opinion among ichthyologists that salmon returned to the ocean soon after spawning,to recuperate,
would seemingly be contradicted by their having caught
rations

marked

some twenty-five miles
above Bucksport, the Spring after they were turned loose
Mr. Lewis Lazell, of this city, also
at the latter place.
informed them that the rivermen of Canada were unanimous in the statement that the spawning fish stayed in the
river the whole Winter, and did not go down until the
breaking up of the ice in the Spring.
There were this year distributed in the waters of Maine
several

at Veazie,

fishes

some 700,000 salmon fry. From the United States there
were received, through Mr. Livingston Stone, 100,000 eggs
of the California salmon {Salmo quinnaf), from these were
hatched 30; 000 healthy young fry.
These eggs were a free
gift from the TJ. S. Fishery Commissioner.
Of the quota of Penobscot salmon from the Bucksport
Works, 30,000 were put into the Seboors river at and near
Howland; 15,000 in the Penobscot at the mouth of the
Madaccunk stream; 5,000 in Salmon stream four miles
from Med way; 45,000 in the Mattawamkeag river at Bancroft; 45,000 at Danforth; 84,000 at Kingman.
Two hundred thousand salmon eggs Were sent to the Sebec HatchiDg Works.
Of these, 45,000 were turned into Salmon
stream, a tributary of the Piscataquis river; 35,000 into
Skip Pond stream, the connecting stream of Ship Pond
and Sebec lake; 25,000 in Wilson stream, a tributary of
Bebec lake; 5,000 into Bear brook; 5,000 into Salmon brook,
a tributary of Sebec river; and 5,000 into Beaver Bank
cove.
Fifty thousand eggs were sent respectively to Machias and Dobsis to be hatched and turned into the streams
at ft ose places.
Fifty thousand salmon eggs were hatched
at Disfield and turned into the Androscoggin river
at that
place.
Fifty thousand were hatched at Norway, intended
for the Presumpscot river.
Ten thousand were distributed
in Bear brook, Harrison.
The balance were turned into
Crooked river at Byfleld Bridge. Two hundred thousand
salmon eggs from Bucksport were hatched and distributed
in the

Penmaquan

and tributaries.
The correspondence which has appeared
river

columns
at various times relative to the land-locked
salmon and its
various cognomens and habitat is reproduced, and
the Commissioners repeat from their report of last year
the remarks^of Prof. Agassiz on the same subject, that whether
known as the Salmo gloveri, the winninish, or by any other
name, the land-locked salmon, whether of Sebago,
Sebec,
or St. Croix, is a distinct
species.
The Commissioners
in these

here explain, for the

information of the public, that the
Maine, through her Commissioners of Fisheries,
can have no traffic in her fishes.
Permits to take spawn
State of

at

proper seasons will be freely given, upon the condition
that the parent fish is
returned to the water alive after
being used, and that they
hatch and return to the same
waters twenty-five per cent, of the spawn
taken from them.

The Commissioners last year purchased
14,000 ova of the
Sebago salmon. One of the fish from
whom these eggs
were taken weighed 17 pounds.
A small hatching house
na3 been erected for
the experimental hatching of these
fish, which, if
successful, will be continued on a larger
scale,
A small stock of these fishes have been distributed
w Ship Pond stream Two thousand of the Sebago
salmon fry were turned into "Weld pond, Franklin County;
ie remainder
into Rangely and Mooselucmaguntic lakes.
Seven thousand were
turned into Mattanacook pond in
,

Lincoln.

The Commissioners state that the great size and
cellence of flavor of the salmo gloveri
have led to a proPosition to substitute it
for
introduction into New England
any further the experiment of
But it must be borne m mind
an anadromous fish and does not

rsin place of pushing
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Its fe-

cundity is remarkable. They have been introduced into
various waters as follows:
Weld pond, 2,000; Wilton
pond, 1,500; Songolook,500; Bear brook, (Long Pond, Harrison), 1,000; Whitney pond, Canton, 1,000.
Petitions having been received asking for fishways to be
constructed over the dams on the Narragaugus river, orders
will be served upon the parties interested to erect five fishways before the Autumn of 1876. Three very ingenious
fishways, with an arrangement by which a stated amount
of water is always admitted, without regard to the water
in the stream, have been constructed by Dr. Everleth, of
Waldoboro, on the Medomac. Two new ones are required
at Warren, which it is hoped will be erected before Spring.
The fishway on the Presumpscot was finished last Spring,
and two have been built at Saccarappa; four others on the

Presumpscot will be completed by May. Fishways are
petitioned for from different parts of the State faster than
the Commissioners can find time to attend to them, in connection with the pressure of the large amount of other
work, that the enthusiasm of the people in the restoration
of fish, their ponds and streams, has precipitated upon
them
The desired fishway over the dam on the Kennebec
at Augusta has not yet been built, although an order had
been served upon the agent of the A. 'and W. Sprague
Manufacturing Company to build the Brackett fishway,
according to certain plans and specifications, before the
1st of September, 1875. No attention, however, has been
paid to the order, and the dam at Augusta still remains
without any passage for fish.
The Commissioners call for additional legislation relating to the taking and breeding of fish, as well as the enforcement of our fish laws when infractions are committed;
and the report concludes with a letter from Mr. Chas. Q.
Atkins relative to the work at Bucksport and Grand Lake
stream establishments, and an abstract of the laws relating
to game and fish.
The Commissioners are to be complimented, not only
on the success of their efforts to increase the supplv of
food fishes, but upon the energy and discrimination which
they have brought to bear upon their work.
.

-»•
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Fishways.— Seth Green,

Esq., has sent us a model of a
fishway for inspection, which he thinks will serve its purpose if the dam be not too high. It is simply a sluiceway

wood or stone, cut through the dam; or rather the fishway should be constructed first, and the dam then built
over it. We copy the description in Mr. Green's words:—
"The water forced through the hole would make a gentle
of

current through the passage, and the question is, can the
force themselves through the hole? I know they can
in a four feet dam.
The passageway must be all under
water, so that when the water passes through the hole
that it strikes solid water, the fish will have an easy passage to the hole, and will make a run and go through.
The upper end of sluice should be covered with plank two
or four inches thick and should be four feet long, and the
width of the plank according to the depth of the water.
If the water was one foot deep at the lower end, the plank
should be one foot wide. If the sluice was four feet wide
at the upper end, it should be twelve or fifteen feet wide
at the lower end.
The hole in the plank should have a
gate so that it could be left open or shut, and should be
built of an oval shape.
I have experimented some.
I
send you this to set the people thinking, and perhaps some
one will work it out. It is more difficult to get an idea of
fish

what we want than it is to work it out.
straighten the model and set it on a table, you

If you can
will get the

idea."
"***"

'

*
The Holyoke Fishway.- In our issue of December 2d
we published a letter from Mr. E. A. Brackett, one of the

Commissioners of Inland Fisheries, referring to a statement which appeared in the Rod and Gun and attributed
to Mr. Fred. Mather, reflecting upon the Holyoke fishway
and its iuventor. We are now in receipt of a communication from Mr. Brackett enclosing another from Mr. Mather,
in

which the

attributed to

latter

emphatically contradicts the statement

him by

the

Bod and Gun.

He says:—

"I feel it due to us both, that I shonld say to you, that I did not write
the article in question; it was originally sent to me through the Live
Stock Journal. 1 believe I have never heard you say anything about the
"way," that I rememher, but have heard more from others; in fact, I do
not remember to have expressed an opinion as to its merits or demerits,
even in private, most certainly not in public.
Fbed Mather.

—Mr. A. S. Collins, the former proprietor of the Caledonian hatching houses, is editing the Fish Column in the
Rochester Express.
*«».
Y Lifting Trout Spawn.— The disadvantage of lifting
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trout spawn in the natural way is this:
commence to run up the stream in this

the large old trout
latitude the middle

and in about two weeks they have done spawning and gone back. Next comes a smaller or younger
class; and the last some time in November or December
of September,

two-year-olds. Now, trout will not eat their own eggs,
but are sure to choose the very nests where others have
laid, and will eat them up and lay their own, so that it
happens that most of those that finally remain are a small
class; and if it were not for the fact that Nature's laws are
always compensating, trout would degenerate; but after
hatching they soon show a vast difference in size, as the
first season the large eat up the small ones; this keeps
them

of regular size.
1 can endorse the fact set in the Telegraph that fish, and
especially trout, will readily adapt themselves to Vegetable

such as bread, Indian pudding, pancakes, &c. Curd
or Dutch cheese, without salt, is as good food as can be
obtained, and diluted with water is good enough for young
fry. There is no easier or surer stock to keep for a farmer,
or any one with a brook or spring, than brook trout.
In
this section some have buildings one hundred or two
hundred feet long, covering their ponds or canals, so they can
be locked up as safe as goods in a store, and make it pay
largely.
All trout need is pure cold water and plenty of
food, and they will fatten up the soonest of any
animal
known.—A. X Binds, of Patchogue, L. J., in Germantown
diet,

Telegraph,

Fish Culture in Kentucky.— A number of prominent
citizens will meet in convention at Frankfort, Ky., on
January 20th, for the protection of fish culture throughout
the State.
Kentucky is far behind most of her sister
expect the
States in this most important enterprise.
convention to take such steps as will place this subject in
its proper light before the Legislature, and secure from it
such an appropriation as will stock the principal waters in
the State. At the same time we would suggest to the convention the propriety of framing a more efficient law, one
that will prevent the wanton destruction of our game, and
punish offenders. Live Stock Record.

We

— »»
New Hampshire.—Fish
«

.

California Salmon for

Com-

missioner O. H. Noyes, of Henniker, has received 25,000
California salmon, which he proposes to plant in the headwaters of the Merrimack. The}'- were 50 days old on the
1st inst. and are about 1£ inches long.
Fifty thousand
more are to arrive soon. These salmon return to the sea
in from two to four years, and are said to be better adapted
to these waters than the Penobscot salmon.
The fishway
over the dam at Lawrence has lately been repaired at considerable expense, and it is hoped is now passable.

p%

intnl

[lhl8 Department is now under the charge of a competent Naturalist,
indorsed by the Smithsonian Institution, and will henceforth be made a
special feature of this paper. All communications, notes, queries, remarks, and seasonal observations will receive careful attention.}

THE NATURAL HISTORY OF LONG
ISLAND.

THE Natural History
met

Section of the

Long

Island His-

rooms at Court and Jeralemon streets, Brooklyn, last Thursday night, Mr. E.
Lewis, Jr., in the chair. The meeting was held in the
museum of the society, and various accessions were announced. Among them were a bald eagle, a peregrine
falcon, a great blue heron, a dusky shearwater, an English
widgeon and several thrushes a large saw of the3awfish; a
horseshoe crab {Limulus) with two distinct tails; a fine preparation showing the tunnels of the carpenter bee; and a
large number of geological and mineralogical specimens.
Particular attention has been paid lately to fossils from
torical Society

at their

;

Long Island deposits, but thus far the tooth of a shark
(Garcharodon megalodori), and some fine pieces of lignite,
from the clays near Huntington, have alone awarded the
These fossils prove the tertiary age of those clays.
search.
In the sands overlying these clays, shells of recent species
(clam and oyster) are found embedded. In the unmodified

no

whatever have been found; but in the
sands and gravels shells have been found at Lakeville, Flatbush, and several other points in digging wells,
at a considerable height above tide level.
All the geologidrift

fossil shells

stratified

cal investigations

and collections made by Mr. Lewis and

other members fully confirm Mather's previous conclusions
respecting this and the Connecticut shore. Many minerals

have been acquired by breaking up the boulders of the
drift.
No place affords a better chance for observing the
character of this glacial drift than the excavations for the
boulevards at Prospect Park, Brooklyn; there may be seen
boulders scratched, scored and polished by the ice in every-

way. The swamps, in many places in the island, yield
good examples of ferruginous conglomerates and wood,
the latter with the appearance of the grain well preserved.
The principal topic of the evening was the geological history of Long Island, presented by Mr. Lewis, who has recently studied the subject with "care.
It has long been
known that the stratified gravel and sand of the plains was
also to be found on the ridges and low hills.
It is now
found that the very highest hills—Harbor Hill, 384 feet
high, and Wheatley Hill, 376 feet high— consist of, and
are topped with, this same stratified sand and gravel.
This
proves satisfactorily that Long Island has been entirely sub-

merged since the glacial period. During the Champlain
it was all under water.
After that time it rose, and

period
is

now

again undergoing a process of gradual submersion

in common with the whole Atlantic coast from Labrador
to Florida.
Much interesting evidence of this was brought
out in the discussion, showing that, on both sides of the
island, but particularly on the souih shore, salt-meadows
forests, and even cultivated lands have been flooded by
the
sea; and in many places yet, at low tide, the stumps
of
the trees may be seen near shore.
Especially is this tree
of the region about Fire Island Inlet, where the whole

bay was once, it is well known, a fresh-water swamp
The
Hackensack meadows between Jersey City and Newark
were once covered with heavy pine timber; but none would
grow there now. Along the whole coast heavy storms
every year tear up sods and pieces of sunken logs and
cast them ashore, showing that the bottom for some
distance from shore was formerly a peat bog.
Westward
from Islip, Indian shell heaps abound along the shoresbut eastward from that point, not one has ever been found'
showing that that part of the bav is of recent orio-ih and
that the beach where once the Indians roasted clams'
has
since been eaten away by the sea.
The next meeting of the Section will be held on the last
Thursday m January, when Dr. Raymond will read a
paper, illustrated by the stereopticon, upon the
horseshoe
crab and other Crustacea.

Hybrid Duck.— There

are

living in

Mount Auburn

Cemetery, near Boston, nine individuals of different generations of a hybrid duck, which is a cross between
a male
mallard and female Muskovy, or Cayuga Lake duck.
This
hybrid is sometimes met with in a wild state also.
It has
the reproductive powers perfectly developed, and
is said to
transmit its peculiarities with great fidelity.

—During

a recent exploration of the Baxter
Elver in
Guinea, a boa-constrictor was shot 15 ft.
3 in long
having a protuberance in his body 14^ inches
in diameter'
wmch, when cut open, proved to be the body
of a whole
kangaroo only partially digested.

New

.

.

.

—

—
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—"We learn from Nature oi Dec. 16th that a large new
rapacious bird has been recently discovered by the naturalist E'Albertis in New Guinea, which is described by Count
Salvadori under the name of Harpyopsis noveae Guineae.
The existence of this bird probably gave rise to the exaggerated report of the enormous "eagles" which were
seen during the voyage up an unexplored river in New
Guinea, recently published in several papers,

^ .».
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THE RED-TAILED HAWK.

THE
The

hawk

red-tailed

is

young

adult and

generally called the hen-hawk.
of this species differs so greatly

that no one except an experienced naturalist
to recognize them as the same.
Its length is
to twenty inches,

and

its

wings expand from

would be apt
from nineteen
forty-five to

The

female, as is the case with all our rapacious birds, is considerably larger than the male. The
head of the adult is large and flat; tip of the bill much incurved, with the entire upper parts brown, with fulvous

fifty inches.

edging on the head and neck. The tail is bright rufous,
tipped with white, and a little rounded, with the subterminal band of bUck. The throat is white with longitudinal strips of brown, and the under parts yellowish white
with longitudinal brown spots; the under tail-covers are
yellowish, legs yellow, and the iris hazel. In the young
the upper parts are lighter brown than in the adult, with
more white and- fulvous spots; the tail has nine or ten
transverse brownish black bands, and is tipped with white
the subterminal band is about an inch wide; the under
parts are white with large ovate spots of brownish black;
the under tail-coverts are spotted with brown. The smaller
wing-coverts are rufous, and similar to the red-shouldered
hawks, only not as bright rufous.
From the above it will be seen that there is very little
resemblance between the adult and young. The only distinguishable resemblance is in the general form of the head,
Is it, then, any wonder that eminent
bill, legs and claws.
naturalists have mistaken tkem for some other species?
Nuttall took, aad described them as the American buzzard
{Falco buteo); Pennant as the great hen hawk (Buteo milgario); while Wilson named it Falco leverianus, but says,
however, "It is with some doubt and hesitation that I introduce the present as a distinct species from the Buteo

My

reason for inclining to consider this a distinct
species is the circumstance of having found the present
Falco leverianus two or three inches larger than the former,
B. borealis."
Ornithology in those days was not advanced to the exact
science of the present day, and its devotees were not generally aware that the young of many of our birds of prey
were longer than the adult, which absurdity is explained
by the fact that, after moulting, the long feathers never attain their former length. This is very marked in the case
oorealis.

ef the

goshawk and bald

made up of a
In the Spring
and Summer months snakes form a prominent item, but in
the cold season, the wild game of the woods and the poultryyard are drawn upon to satisfy the cravings of hunger.
From the fact of its making frequent inroads among our
domestic fowls the name of "hen-hawk" is derived. The
nests of these birda are composed mostly of sticks and
twigs, are large ana somewhat flat, and generally located
where it is almost impossible for any human being to get
In these nests they lay from two to four or five
at them.
eggs, of a dull white color sparsely covered with dark
brown spots. The male assists the female in the duties of
incubation.

is

H.

«»»

W.

REPETITION OF NESTING IN BIRDS.

THE

subject of the repetition of incubation in our
birds being under discussion in the Forest and
Stream, I will quote irregularly from my field notes of
several Summer's back, with reference to this matter, for
the benefit of your readers. The birds that I know of as
breeding twice in a single season, may be arranged under two
headings: First, those that regularly do so; second, those
that occasionally do so. Of the species that I have found
breeding twice, as a rule, I have the following noted down,
with details of circumstances, making it quite certain that
such was the case. These details will perhaps be given in
a separate article on the subject of the breeding habits of
some of our birds. Those usually breeding twice are:
(Turdus migratorius).
1. Hobin.
:i.

4.

5.

Cat-bird.

Blue- bird.

{Galeoscoptes Carolinensis).
(Sialics, sialio)

House wren. {Troglodytes cedon)
Yellow warbler, (uendroica cestiva).

English sparrow. (Pyrgita domestica).
isay-winged bunting, (Pooccetes gramineus).
Chipping sparrow. {Spizella socialis).
(Melospiza melodia)
9. Song sparrow.
(Lcterus spurius).
10. Orcnard oriole.
6.

7.
8.

.

Those occasionally breeding twice
1.

White breasted nuthatch.

2."

Scarlet tanager.

are:

{Sitta Carolinensis)

(Pyranga rubra).

{Chrysornitris fristis).
3. Yellow-bird.
4' Chewink.
{Pipilo erythroplWialmus)
5 " Baltimore oriole.
Icterus Baltimore)

.

<

e!

Purple grakle

.

(

Quiscalus purpureus)

species that I believe, at least generally,
New Jersey, and more likely habitually
do so, I believe all will build new nests, unless they are
kept 'in the immediate vicinity of the first nest by an
abundance of food, and the nest itself escapes injury from
Indeed, I have
rains and occupation by spiders, etc.
long thought that birds would always build a new nest
rather than clean out an old one. Gleaning out and refitting an injured nest is not an undertaking for which a
bird is physically well adapted; and nest building de novo
"comes natural" to them. Any how, it is not a very difficult process, nor half so wonderful as many people think it.
The cat-bird I have known, in one instance, to commence
laying while the first brood were yet hovering about the
parent birds; and the second brood were hatched and ready
to fly within a week of the day I last noticed the old and
the young of the first brood together. The blue-bird,

Of the list of ten
raise two broods in

house wren, English sparrow, and orchard oriole remain
about their first nest during the Summer, and simply add a

few additional bits of lining of feathers, hair or fine grass,
the ease may be, the latter bird not doing even so much.

p

A pair of

orchard orioles built in a pine tree in

my yard,

The first ap1875, raising two broods.
peared about the 20th of June; the second brood about
the 1st of September. The parent birds and both broods
remained about the yard and its tall pine trees until November 3d, after which date I have not noticed them. I
think there is no doubt but that the Summer warbler raises
two broods. If so, the same nest is not used, The more
restless habits ©f this bird have made it more difficult te
the past

KINGLETS AND WARBLERS IN CAPTIVITY.

Summer,

determine.
Of those birds that I have mentioned as occasionally
breeding twice, a word in conclusion. The second brood
follows immediately after the first, and seems to have been
caused by some unusual excitement of the ovaries, causing
a second series of eggs to mature. My attention was
called to this subject several times, by observing mai-ked
nests of the species mentioned, to note down length of
period of incubation, etc., and I was surprised to find that
occasionally eggs were laid within a day or two of the
departure of the first brood. I occasionally noticed a somewhat similar case in the common chicken, where a setting
hen will occasionally drop a shelless, but otherwise perfect
egg towards the close of the period.
y

Chas. C.Abbott,
Prospect

HiU

y

Trenton,

New

M.D,

Jersey.

—

Habits of Foxes. We found the following paragraph
and having doubts of its correctness, sought
the opinion of one whose familiarity with these creatures
enables him to speak with accuracy :—

circulating,

"Some one has informed a correspondent that red foxes
run out the grays wherever they go, and he writes to us for
information on the subject. This is true to a certain extent.
The grays seem to live in terror of the reds, and
unless hard pushed by dogs never encroach upon the range
of the latter.
One pair of reds (the species being in some
sort migratory) will drive out an entire colony of grays.
The reds are slowly going in a westerly direction. The peculiarities here mentioned are notorious among fox-hunters."
append our correspondent's letter:

We

Ferrisburgh, Vt., December
Editor Forest and Stream:—
If the gray

fox referred to in the inclosed slip

is

23d, 1875.

Jersey City, K. J., December 24th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
My husband brought home, at different times, last October, several
kinglets, one of which was the ruby-crowned, and the other the goldencrested, that had flown into his office in the top of the building, at mid night. They were all let loose in the house, and soon became very tame.
At one time a gold-cest and a pine-creeping warbler were brought home
by him,, which we had for a night and day. For the first five or six hours
they kept flying from the top of one door or window «*sing to the top of
another; but after that the kinglet became bolder, and began to investigate the premises, and later in the day he would alight on the heads of
every" person entering, and allow himself to be handled even by
our little two-year old. For food, he appeared to pick up crumbs, and
helped himself to lice on some plants in the window. Catching sight of
himself in a hand mirror lying on the table, he immediately hopped
upon the glass, and began an energetic flapping of his wings, at the same
time chirping loudly, as though to attract the attention of his vis a vis.
I remarked it as a curious fact that, while he paid so much attention to
his reflection, returning again and again to the mirror, he never noticed
the warbler, or attempted to strike up an acquaintance with him. This
kinglet, like all the rest, seemed entirely at home, and even when the
window was opened and he was pushed out, he came flying back several
times before he could make up his mind to leave us. But at last he did,
and the last we saw of the gay little chap he was gleaning among the
grape vines. Meanwhile the warbler seemed perfectly untamable, and
would let no one come near enough to touch him. As night came on he
became very restless, and threw himself against the window panes in
This violence was very different from his defrantic efforts to get out.
meanor during the day, since, although sad and shy, he made no attempt
to escape from the room, and I regarded it as an indication that it was
his invariable habit to migrate at night, remaining quiet during the day.
Seeing his distress, we opened the window and the captive joyfully
darted out, and shot like a roeket up into the southern sky. Two whitethroated sparrows were also caught at the office, and are mentioned,
among others, in Forest and Stream of Nov ember 4th. They were
taken home by a gentleman of our acquaintance and caged. He succeeded in reconciling them to confinement, but one died without any
apparent cause, after four or five weeks. The other became so tame
that he was given the liberty of the room, and would not leave even when
the window was open. At last, only a few days ago, as he was standing on the sill of the open window, a sudden movement frightened him,
Mrs. E. I.
and he hastily flew away.

any and

Vulpes Virginianus,

I can tell you nothing about it, as this species, if not quite unknown
here, is so rare that Thompson was unable to obtain a specimen when

preparing his description of the animals of Vermont. If the silver gray
fox is meant, I should say most decidedly that the statement is incorrect.
As this fox is only a variety (argeniatus) of the red fox, as is the cross
fox (var. decussatus), it is not at all likely tbat any such antipathy exists
between them, any more than between horses of different colors. A
man—whose word in this instance I have no reason to doubt—told me
that he once saw a red and silver gray fox trotting amicably through the
They crossed the road so near him that he could not be
fields together.
mistaken in them. The silver gray fox and the cross fox are both rare
here, as I believe they are every-where, but are sometimes seen and
killed, the cro?s fox oftenest.
R. E. R.

***^-

THE FOOD OF SALMON-HOW THEY
DIGEST.

eagle

The bill ©f fare of the red-tailed hawk
variety of food, according to the season.

2.

,

San Francisco,

Cal.,

December

17th, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
I have read the article headed "On What Do Salmon Feed?" published
in your issue of the9thinst. Mr. E. J. Hooper, of this place, states
that he has "never found any food in the stomachs of the salmon he has

caught. " It seems to me that Mr. Hooper should know that salmon, on
the Pacific coast, at least, feed in large part on young fish. In common
with myself and others, he caught a great many salmon last season at
Oakland Railroad Pier, where the bait most successful was young smelt
He has also caught saland belly strips of the adult fish.
mon in the Nozo River and othar places with the spoon
in
motion, resemble a young
These, when
or spinning bait.
His own observation at Oakland Pier must have shown salfish.
mon making rushes at the young fish swimming near the surface, which
indicates the latter was the former's food. To settle the question definitely, I will State that Mr. Joseph Perkins, of Oakland, has frequently
found young smelt in the stomaens of the salmon he has caught, some
being in a partly digested state, and others apparently just swallowed.
I have never made a personal examination, so cannot speak of my own
It has also been remarked by many persons catching salknowledge
mon at Oakland, that when schools of young fish were numerous the former could rarely be taken with hook and line.
As regards salmon vomiting up the contents of their stomachs when
hooiced, I believe such is the case where the fi3h hag gorged the hook,
and it is fast in some vital place. When hooked in the mouth I think ihey
retain their food in their stomachs. That fish digest their food rapidly,
I can readily believe, as an instance occurred giving proof within my
own knowledge. A few weeks since I was fishing for what is here known
as the blue codfish, at Fort Point Wharf. About 10 A. M. I baited my
hook with a young live sea trout, about five inches long. In a short
time the bait was gone, and I renewed it with another young fish of a
different variety. Probably an hour and a half elapsed from my first
baiting, when I caught a blue cod weighing about five pounds. While
holding it with my foot to disengage my hook from its jaws, it threw up
the body of a small fish, which, from its shape, I knew to be a sea trout,
and from a hook which was in its body I recognized as the one which I
had first baited with. When disgorged, the skin, fins, entrails and head
were gone, and the flesh whitened and tender, as if boiled for a long
time. I judged that in half an hour the entire mass of flesh would have
been dissolved in the cod's stomach.
As regards what salmon feed on at sea, I believe they live on the young
of herring, sardines, smelts, and other small fish, countless millions of
which frequent the northern seas during the Summer months. These
fish are so abundant in the North Pacific that salmon could have an inexhaustible supply of food, taken without much exertion or labor.
One variety of these small fish that frequents the coast of Alaska is extremely fat, and is known as the candle fish, the Indians in the vicinity
of Stickeeu River drying them for use as candles. The salmon of this
coast have a horny substanee with small teeth on the tongue, and a similar substance and teeth on the roof of the mouth, some little distance
inside of the jaw teeth proper. The tongue is very muscular, and I can
readily believe that tbe salmon has force to crush shrimps and small
Crustacea, and, at times, doubtless does use them for food purposes.
While on the subject I may state that young salmon have been caught
They are not very numerous
at Oakland Pier for nearly a month past.
as yet, from fifteen to twenty beiug caught daily, varying in weight from
one and a half to six pounds. Some larger ones have been hooked, but
owing to improper tackle, have in every instance escaped. The tackle
generally used is a bamboo pole, with a line of some length tied to the
tip, the party fishing standing on the pier, from six to ten feet above
water, with a four-foot fence in front of him. Under such circumstances nine-tenths of the fishing for salmon is done, and it is no wonder

H. D. Dunn.

that the largest always escape.
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oranges are rapidly superseding Havana and

Sicilian in

house in the

«,

New York and Philadelphia. A single retail

latter city advertises 15,000 just received

;

;

all,

and

let it

remain until growth commences.

Do

—A very graphic description of the
will appear in our next issue.

Brighton Aquarium
now in England,

is

not

allow any buds or leav.es to grow below the grafts, and rub
or cut them off as soon as they appear; they rob the scions
of their proper share of the sap of the plant. This is called
cleft-grafting, and should only be resorted to when stocks
By this mode large bearingof a large size can be had.
trees can be had in a much shorter time than in any other

way.
Another, and much the easiest mode is by grafting by
approach, or in-arching. A small stock about a foot high,
raised from seed is grown in a small flower pot, and the
pot set on a shelf or propped up by a stick so that it is on
a level with the bearing tree. Then with a sharp knife
make a shallow cut in the side of the bark of the stock,
and a cut of exactly the same size in the side of a small
shoot of the bearing tree. The cuts should be of an oval
shape and deep enough to remove the bark, and a very
of the woody part; then the two cuts are accurately
matched together so that the bark of the scion shall join
little

the bark of~the stock. Then bind them together with soft
lamp wick, but not too tightly, cover with wax, and in
about six weeks they will" unite and commence to grow
when the scion should be cut from the bearing tree, and
the process is complete. There is a third mode of grafting
called budding or inoculation which cannot be described
without a woodcut, but the quickest and easiest and most
certain is by inarching. Before leaving the subject let meagain urge the importance of enriching the ground intended for a orange grove. For without this you are sure
to be disappointed in the result. Almost any kind of animal
manure is good. If sandy peat can be procured burn it
Horse or
and mix the charred remains with rich soil
cow manure makes an excellent dressing.
.

December,

from our correspondent Druid, who

from

Grove, Palatka. The large profit connected
with the business will probably induce many to embark in
it, and for their benefit we append a few general remarks
on the culture of the whole Citrus tribe which embraces
the orange, lime and lemon, &c. All this family are gross
feeders, and therefore their growth and productiveness are
greatly promoted by a liberal supply of manure in liquid
form, ^or a top dressing of recent horse manure, some
three or four inches deep over the roots, or of an inch or
two of night soil mixed with an equal part of swamp
muck, or rich earth. If wild orange plants can be obtained
with stems of say an inch in diameter within two feet of
the ground, the lower branches should be carefully removed, then the top should be cut off in a slightly slanting
then with a sharp
direction with a sharp fine-tooth saw
chisel, make an incision of about half an inch deep, and
across the whole stem; then with the same chisel making
another incision of the same depth at right angles with
the first both these incisions should reach from these, and
through the bark on one &ide to the other. Then procure
four grafting scions, and from one to three inches long,
with stems the size of a goose quill. They should be taken
from bearing trees of a good variety. The ends should be
sharpened with a sharp knife into a wedge shape, and
inserted in the clefts made by the chisel so that the bark
of the scion shall unite, or join the bark of the stock, then
have some good grafting wax made by melting equal parts
of rosin,' and beeswax together, heat it so as to be almost
in a liquid state, and when the scions are secured in their
proper places with a band of soft lamp wick, a small
quantity of the grafting wax is poured over them to exclude the air; then to prevent the sun from scorching the
scions before they begin to grow tie a piece of muslin over
Col, Harts'

Editor Forest and Stream:—
So much Has been written on

1875.,

this subject, and often with more enthusiasm than judgment, that many persons come to Florida expecting
ana many
to grow rich in. a few y ear g from the profits of an orange grove,

—

—

—

.

—

FOREST AND STREAM.
I should estimate—are doomed to disappointment.
As in gold mining, we hear of instances of great success; but the failures are not spoken of. If one-half the groves which have been planted
since the war had borne fruit as quickly and freely as we are told by
newspaper correspondents and land speculators, the whole United States
could have been supplied with oranges from Florida, and the fruit vessels could be now running to Jacksonville and St. Augustine, instead of
Such is my impression, after five Winters spent
to Sicily and Palermo.
Here is the experience of a sober, inin various parts of East Florida.
dustrious and intelligent Northern man, whe settled seven or eight years
ago in a rich hammock a few miles from Mnsquito Inlet. He has planted
many thousands of small seedlings, and budded many hundreds of wild
stocks with buds from the sweet orange, and according to all theories he
ought to be at this time sitting under the shade of full bearing trees, and
receiving an income often or fifteen thousand dollars a year but he
has not had an orange to sell. His enemies have been insects, drought,
and blight, the last caused apparently by the cold north winds, which
Worse than these has been the plague of bad
often occur in Winter.
neighbors, who have three times in six years attempted, with more or
less success, to burn him out, and last Winter they succeeded in this
way in destroying a fine youn^r grove of Beveral hundred thrifty trees.
This man had been tempted by the richness of the soil to settle in a
neighborhood of Florida crackers. His hogs and poultry disappeared,
but that he was willing to attribute to the bears and wild cats; but these
beasts, however rapacious, do not drop matches in the dry scrub, and always to the windward of the fields and groves. The moral of this is,
that immigrants to Florida should settle in communities, where they
can protect each other.
I have lived many years in Illinois, and I know that not all who settle
on those rich prairies succeed in making themselves independent. But
many do succeed, and I believe that the same amount of industry, perseverance and common sense, wh5ch commands success in the West,
would as surely and easily do the same in Florida, whether it be exerI do not becised in the cultivation of oranges, figs, grapes, or Bugar.
lieve that pine apples or bananas can be grown with profit north of 27°
N. latitude. I have seen many trials, but no successful ones. S. 0. C.
**+•*of

them— two-thirds,

—
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good remedy for the common maw-worm (Ascaris vermieularis), but my
The areca nut I have
self prefer Indian Pink {Spigdia Marylandica)
never seen tried, and only know it through the columns of your paper,
and through "Stonehenee's" "British Rural Sports," well called the
"Sportsman's Bible " He recommends it for the common red and white
worms, but doubts its efficiency for the tapeworm, I wish, as you are
distributing the areca nut generally, that you would send me a small
modicum thereof, that I may try it personally. Why does not some one
write a book on "diseases of dugs and their treatment?" It seems to
me there is a wide field open, and that Dinks, Mayhew, Hutchinson, etc.,
are now behind the age of modem discoveries. (This is a hint to your
Mac.
Kennel Editor).
If all those having dogs affected with distemper would

Death of Ruby. — Mr.

Chas. H.Raymond, of Fox Farm,
has met with a sad loss in the death of his pure Laverack
bitch Ruby, who died on the 28th ult. of inflamation or
congestion of the lungs, notwithstanding that she received

.

.

the best of care, medical attendance, and nursing.
Ruby
was bred by Mr. Laverack, was by Mystery out of Cora,
and was imported by Dr. Gantier. Among her offspring

were Crown Prince (Mohawks), Daisy Dean, owned by
Mr. Thos. Rodman, of Frankfort, Ky, and Diamond, the
property of Mr. J. T. Blackburn, of Marshalltown, Iowa.
,

-*«*»
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Mr. Milner's Dogs.

suggestions of our correspondent
valuable dogs would be saved, particularly during
have scarcely ever known a dog to recold weather.
cover from that disease unless he was kept comfortably
warm. In regard to the areca nut, we have assurances
from persons in all sections of the country, to whom
we have sent it, of its wonderful good resnlts, not only in
cases of common red and white worm, but also in cases of
carefully follow the

—We were

asked the question, recently, whether the Irish team brought any dogs to this
country with them, but from the way the query was
worded understood it to apply to the returned American
team, and replied in the negative. We are aware that Mr.
Milner of the original Irish team brought over a pair of
dogs, as

we

With regard

offered
to

him

a shelter for

their future

them

at

many

We

the time.

disposition, a correspondent

worm. Nothing but the want of time has prevented
us from publishing such a book as you mention.—Ed.
Savannah, Ga., December 30th, )875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I send you a receipt which was given to me by an ardent sportsman
and physician, Dr. J. M. Schley, (now dead), for the cure of distemper,
and in all cases where the medicine was given in time, and no other drug
tape

writes us as follows:
December,

1875.

Editor Forest an© Stream:—
I write to say that Mr. Milner, of the Team, brought over two red
and that they are, and have been since arrival, in possession of Robert Sullivan, Esq., of this city (Brooklyn).
Respectfully yours,
F. S. M.

Irish setters,

-*».

—Mr.

used to interfere, have never

T. Harlan, of Barnesville, Ohio, has just received a brace of red Irish setter puppies out of the imported Irish bitch Kitty\by her sire Plunket. The puppies, a dog and bitch, ailf named Khan and Katrine.

,

Commissions

Allowed Gardeners. — A case

fore the English courts disclosed the fact that a

among nursery and seedsmen

vailed extensively

recently be-

custom

is

also largely prevalent

in

therefore advise all employers to
«**<^

this country

.

pre-

of allowing

a commission to gardeners on all purchases, and
reason to know that this custom is not confined to

but

we have

England
We would

do their own purchasing.

The Potato Bug has proved
now more

humbug
and of better
quality than usual, and also selling at very low prices;
good potatoes are now selling in Philadelphia market in
*lots of not less than one hundred bushels as low as forty
species, as potatoes are

cents per bushel.

first

to belong to the
plentiful,

-*•«-

.

—On

the 22d day of

'

February next Florida

will hold her

state fair

—The Commissioner of the Land Office decides that the
planting of seeds or cuttings is not a compliance with the
Timber Culture act, but the General Land Office does not
If seeds or
inquire how the required trees are produced.
cuttings produce healthy growing trees, the law is comLands containing valuable deposits of mica
plied with.
maybe patented on mining claims. Such deposits arc
excepted from all railroad land grants.
•+***

,

—Ripe strawberries, some of them three and a quarter
inches in circumference, were picked on the 13th of December, near Nevada, California, grown in the open air at
an altitude of 2,350 feet above the ocean, with huge banks
of snow three or four feet deep in sight, and not thirty
miles distant.

}u MmmJ.
r

An Elegant Work of Art.— The cup

presented by
this paper as the principal prize to be given at the Bench
Show of dogs, to be held in Chicago this month, under
the auspices of the National Poultry Association, will be
on exhibition, during the coming week, at the New York
office of the manufacturers, the Meriden Brittania Company,
No. 550 Broadway
That we may not be accused of os.

tentation in the matter

of this prize,

we would mention

magnificence

is

due largely

to

Every casting or model used in this cup is original and
made for the purpose. The engravings ornamenting its
of celebrated dogs, as are also the
medalion heads which surround it, and the solid figures
at its base.
more detailed description will appear in a
panels are portraits

A

future issue.

-**»»

.

—

"Let Dogs Delight to Bark and Bite ."—Contrary to
this sentiment of the poet, the Aldermen of New York
have this week adopted an ordinance making it unlawful
for any person to own or keep upon his premises any dog
or other animal "whose barking, howling, or any offensive
noise in any out-house, yard, or in the street may be annoying, disagreeable, or injurious to any person or persons
residing in the vicinity."
of this ordinance is $5
.

,

The penalty for the
The ordinance also

violation

provides

that any police magistrate may order the removal "from
beyond the city limits, or the killing of any such animal,"
Upon the complaint of any two or more reputable citizen.
A great many of the old boots hitherto wasted upon dis-

One of
agreeable canines can now be given to the poor.
our afflicted neighbors reports that a disreputable cur that
is never seen in the day-time, comes regularly to his house
to

howl

at night.

We now

recommend an ordinance

to

suppress Cat Concerts.

—Mr. Wm. H. Archer, of Sharon, Pa., has purchased a
dog puppy named Kcenig, out of the imported Irish bitch
Kitty.
The puppy is by the celebrated Plunket, as is,
also, the

dam

Kitty.

Setters at Birmingham.— "Peverill,"

in

Bell's

Life,

thus describes the winner at the late great show at Bir-

mingham:
"Amongst the English

setters Were some well worth
Messrs. Furness and SudalPs Dash is a beautiful
dog, but I fancy too small, as all the present generation of
the same breed are. Dash is darker in color than most of
the blue beltons. His head is short and not well cut,
nothing like his brother Peter's, but with this exception he
beats that dog, for he has more bone and is slightly bigger.
His sides are too flat. With these exceptions he is one of
the best dogs which have come out for years; he has, notwithstanding the want of spring in his back ribs, a good
back and no lumber anywhere. His brother Peter is a
He is very like
lighter and, in my opinion, nicer color.
Dash in shape, and I could not see how one could win
without the other getting second at Birmingham, so utterly different is the type of these dogs from that which
was second, that it is certain they cannot both be right. I
should have no hesitation in declaring strongly against the
hollow-backed, long-loined, out-at-elbow type, but that I
see your reporter is against me. But to return to Peter, I
Were I his
see some one has called his head bitch-like.
owner I should try and breed them all bitch-like then. I
thought it most beautiful. His neck is shorter and thicker
than I like them, and he has the same fault about the back
ribs as his brother Dash, but with the same powerful back,
a combination not often seen. I do not know whether
either of these young dogs is yet a sire, but they cannot
fail in that respect, their sire, Pride of the Border, having
done well at the stud, and their dam, Belle, being one of
the best bitches that ever won at Birmingham, and a Dash
and Moll too. Mr, Fletcher's Dash has distinguished himHe is a big,
self as a sire of winners at Field Trials.
strong dog of blue belton color, but is of a different type
to the Dogs just described; he is taller and not so long,
with good shoulders and quarters, nevertheless. He has
more bone, and is, unfortunately for him, thicker through
the chest, but his thickness is carried well back, and he
beats Peter and his brother in the back ribs and loin and in
power behind. His head is not nice; it is badly cut under
the eyes, and his ears are set higher than they should be;
but a dog which can get a Sam and a Diamond in one litter
ought to be remembered, and would, no doubt, if his pedigree was not kept a secret, for which there can be no object, as he is known to be a Laverack."

notice.

-*.«^.

Fatal Distemper Among Dogs.— The Hamilton

(Canwell-known d#g fancier informs us
ada) Times says
that a distemper resembling the epfzootic is committing
ravages among dogs in this city, and that some very valuHe himself has buried four
able animals have died.
thoroughbred imported setters, thus sustaining consideraTwo veterinary surgeons pronounced the disble loss.
temper to be contagious and fatal, owing to the choking up
The disof the breathing tubes and lungs with matter.
ease commences with a cold aod runs its course in a day
or two, few or no cases recovering if remedial measures
It is recommended that as soon as a dog
are delayed.
loses the brightness of his eyes, refuses to eat, and looks
ill, he should be given a small dose (say half a teaspoonful)
of sweet nitre in milk, becanse this medicine has been
found to be good in checking the distemper. If the animal is sufficiently valuable the assistance of a veterinary
surgeon should be secured. It would be well if owners of
dogs bore this in mind and made endeavors to protect their
pefs from the contagion.
:

the manufacturers,
who, desirous that we of this section should be represented
at the West by a work of art worthy of the largest Bench
Show yet held in America, have spared no expense, and
gone far beyond our modest limits in its preparation.
that its

•++>
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DISTEMPER

—

.

IN DOGS.
13th, 1875.

As

he

garlic

will probably recover.

to garlic, I have never tried

ifc

for distemper, but

know

that

it is

to fail

:

First,

make

the

dog com-

than formerly, and we are frequently appealed
remedy. The above recipe we consider well worth
a trial. Ed.]
Areca Nut for Worms.— Our Boston correspondent,
late years

to for a

"Nimrod,"

says:

"I have tried almost every remedy known to canine therapeutics, but
have found nothing equal to the powdered areca nut for the relief and
cure of worms among my dogs. I have seen it mentioned several times
in your paper with favor, but too much cannot be said for it. It? action
It is a sure cure for that annoying disorder,
is quick and decisive.
worms, so common among our cauine friends."
«*«^«

—

LAVE RACKS

IN AMERICA.
London, December

17th, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
Although it is your wish to see the end of the controversy on the ownership of Fairy— a matter of no importance to 3 anyone— I must beg for
space to defend myself as publicly as you have allowed me to be attacked in your paper.

Your remark, that Mr. Laverack has corroborated your correspondent,
seems to me unjust. Your correspondent said Fairy was "never the
property of Mr. Llewellin." Mr. Laverack says, "never was out and
out the bona Jide property of Mr. Llewellin." This is qualifying the
former, and in as much as Mr. Laverack has an interest in half her puppies,
as I told you in my former letter, is perfectly true, and I confess it
would have been more correct to have given you the history of Fairy,
when I had occasion to name her, but life is too short for such extreme
accuracy about

trifles.

I have just disposed of a brace of setters to an old friend on condition
he shall never get rid of either of them. Were I to say the dogs were
not his property, it would be ridiculously untrue, and analagous to your

former correspondent's statements, but were I to use the words, Mr.
Laverack has qualified these statement with, it would be true enough.
Tn writing you, I had no intention of doing more than show the true
state of things with regard to Laverack setters. If Mr. Laverack chooses
to take offence because a man gives hife experience of the various
breeds of dogs he has thoroughly tried, he can do so; of course it is
nothing to me, but allow me to say, had I intended to attack Mr^ Laverack, which, contrary to his assertion, I have never done, either in England or America, or anywhere else, I should not have don« so by attacking his dogs, but himself, in a way which, now that he has attacked me,
I shall consider myself at liberty to do, although he is a very old man.
My only reason for having kept dark what I know, and can prove to his
disadvantage, but since he sneers at me for attacking him (as he calls it)
so far off, I will indulge him, when I begin, in England.

Mr. Laverack thinks I attack Mr. Kaymond's dogs. Why, I don't
know, I merely gave that part of the history of Fairy and Pride which
it appeared to me Mr. Laverack had kept dark, that history was as much
to the advantage of Fairy as the reverse to Pride— where was the attack?
I showed one had been successful, the other unsuccessful, at English
shows.

Mr. Laverack says I know nothing of Pride. I saw him out at Mr.
Laverack's place, in his field, and saw what his action was. I know
nothing of his work, nor did I hint that I did. I will say now what I
have never said before to my knowledge. In comparison with other
dogs of the breed I do not like him; he is too thick and heavy, but his
stock are very beautiful when they come from light framed active bitchAnd I have, ever since Pride has been in
es, like Mr. Dicken's Belle.
America, named him as one of the three best imported sires to every
one I have had occasion to write to on the subject. Whether I have attacked Mr. Raymond's dogs, his friends in America are best able to let
him know. Indeed, that gentleman is indebted to me through Mr.
Arnold Burgess for the correction of the pedigree of Pride from Fred

Dash

II. as his sire.

the best Laveracks of late years not having been bred by Mr.
Laverack, 1 have only to say, I have only seen one first-rate animal bred
by him since his loss of old Moll, that is Mr. Price's Bess. I did not intend to distort the fact into a triumph over him; if he feels it as such I
cannot help it. I did not look at it in that light.

As to

as a preventive of distemper, and should be glad to hear of cases—if
there are any— where it has worked a cure. The remedies for distemper
are legion, bnt the cures are few. I do not pretend to be an expert in
the treatment of this disease, but unfortunately have had a good deal of
experience therein, both in my own kennel and those of my friends, and
have tried, or seen tried, most of the "popular remedies." I have come
to the conclusion that the safest cure is good nursing— i. e., clean bed,
warm quarters and careful diet— generally a low diet, rice I prefer in the
early stages, and in the latter stages, when the dog is dying from exhaustion, strong beef tea in small and frequent doses, with no solid
food. Of course these are simply general rules. The particular treatment of each case must vary with the symptoms, and I have never yet
seen two cases of distemper where the symptoms were alike, or where
I would only say to
(in several cases) the treatment should be the same.
the unfortunate owner of a dog suffering from distemper: Don't kill
him with nostrums, but nurse him carefully, and if he has a good constitution

it

nux vomica in a saucer of water, alternating with tinct. aconite, given
By
in same way and same dose, each three times a day for one week.
Then
that time you will find the discharge from the nose more thin.
smoke the dog's nose with tar and feathers, to entirely remove the ball
of mucus that clogs the brain. After that stop the other medicines, and
give ten drops three times a day for one week of tinct. Pulsatilla, to dry
up the discharge. If the above is carried out, you will not fear the disG. T. N.
temper.
[Distemper in dogs appears to be more difficult to cure of

II. to

Portland, Me., December

Editor Forest and Stream:—
I saw in your last number that some correspondent recommends

known

fortable in his kennel, by cleanliness and bedding, and feed with proper
strengthening food— (strong beef soup). If he will not eat, pour it down
Then
his throat, for his strength has to be kept up to resist the disease.
give, according to the strength of the dog, from five to ten drops tinct.

W.

a

it is nearly impossible to breed Laveracks, I only give my
experience, confirmed by the words of Sir R. Garth (Lord Chief
Justice of Calcutta) and Mr. Statter, among all others who have spoken
to me on the subject. Mr. Statter's words were: "Not half the puppies
can be brought to suck the dam," I said nothing against the strength
of them when reared; that is another subject.

In saying

own

Mr. Laverack suggests that I do not know how to mate, or breed, or
Mr. Llewellin, with the assistance I have been delighted to
give him, has bred three better Laverack bitches in one litter than in
any three (the off-spring of one litter) Mr. Laverack has ever bred. They
are Petrel, Phantom and Princess. They have between them, though
only just over two years old, succeeded in winning two first and one
champion at Birmingham, one first at the Crystal Palace, and dividing
first and extra cup at Wolverhampton, the only places any of them
have been to.
rear them.

342

better.

In this I am corroborated by the only man in America in a
position to
judge between the two sorts; the only man who owns first-rate
imported
dogs of each breed, Mr. L. H. Smith, of Strathroy. He has Victress,
who Mr. Laverack has of ten advised Mr. Llewellin to buy, and he also
has Dart, Leicester, and Paris, of the Field Trial Breed,
G. T. Tbasdale-Buckbll.
--;*:
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PLURALITY OF

SIRES.
December, 1875.

-

Editor Forest and Stream:—
The possibility of a plurality of sires has already been discussed at
some length in your columns, and I will not re-open the subject, but for
the very positive

assertion

such a thing cannot

be,

of one of your correspondents that
and that there is a decided variation between the
pups of any litter; this is due to throwing back; that the first dog to
which the bitch is bred gets all the whelps of that litter, etc. Your
correspondent would do well to write more modestly, or else get better
posted, since every man who has had any experience in breeding knows
well that superfetation is not only possible, but certain, if the
two connections occur within a reasonable time. The best medical authorities
of the world cite cases where this has occurred in animals and
the human
family, and any man can satisfy himself, if he will experiment,
selecting for his sire dogs of such marked differences, both from each other
and from the bitch, that the pups got by each may be easily recognized.
I have seen several undeniable cases of superfetation, and
unintentionally had two cases of it in my own kennel. In 1860 I owned
a very fine
black setter bitch. She came from a stock that for twelve years had
thrown only black or black and white whelps. This bitch I bred to her
own brother, belonging to a friend of mine. When he brought the dog
to my kennel he had with him a white Pomeranian dog belonging to his
wife. Just before leaving, this dog was missing, and we found him in
the very act of connection with the bitch. From this litter came six
pups— four all black setters, and two veritable Pomeranians, one pure
white, and one white with a black head. Every mark of the Pomeranian
sire— his size, shape of head, ears, even the cut of his tail, was faithfully reproduced in these two. This was no case of throwing back; for
the stock had been owned by my friend and myself for twelve years, and
in all that time the bitch had been carefully bred, and no variation from
the true line had appeared in even a single instance. One of these nondescripts died before leaving the dam; the other, the white one with
black head, was alive when I last heard from my friend, some seven
years since. In the second instance an imported pointer bitch, which had
thrown a number of fine litters, all free from marks of impure blood,
was bred to a fine pointer dog, owned in my neighborhood. I owned at
the time a blue skye terrier, very heavily haired, and a strongly marked
dog in all respects. This dog escaped from my yard and went to the
barn where the pointer bitch was kept, where some boys put them together. The litter consisted of three good-looking pointers and one

nondescript, blue in color, haired so that his eyes could scarcely be
seen; a long body and short legs—in fact a skye in all but size, which
was somewhat too large. I kept this dog three years, till he was killed
by a colt. During his life I showed him to a numbei of persons who
knew the bitch and the dog, to which, besides my own, she was bred,

recognized this as a true case of superfetation. 1 could name a
of other instances as strongly marked as these, but will not,
simply because they are the very ones in which I have had an ownership; but I will say that, so certain am I of the possibiliiy of this
dual conception, that I would agrte to demonstrate it in nine cases out
of ten, where the connections followed close upon each other. I say
this because I don't pretend to assign any time to which this impregnaall

number

tion is possible

or impossible, and

I

prefer to

within the limits of what I believe certain.

confine

my

assertions

Arnold Burgess.

Boston, Mass., December

30th, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—

Dog

advertisements in our sporting journals always have a certain

charm for me, notwithstanding an experience of some thirty years has
proved many of them to be but shadowy illusions. But Waaaell has revived my waning faith, by sending me, in answer to an order, a brace of
superb pointer whelps, three months old, by Old Phil, out of Queen, a
Dream bitch. Good blood, surely, and these handsome pups would do
honor to the kennel of even the great and invincible White house, and
certainly reflects great credit upon Mr. Waddell's stock. For the ben-

my brother sportsmen who may meditate purchasing, I wish to
express my sense of the very handsome manner in which Mr. Wad dell
has treated me, as also my high opinion of his breed of pointers. Nothefit

—

"

FOREST AND STREAM.

AS to its being unfair to sell Laveracks, let those I have sold them to
complain if they don't like it. Not Mr. Laverack, X am, and
always
have been, a great admirer of Laverack setters; if I like another
breed
more, it is not because I like the Laveracks less, but the others

and

—

"

;

of

ing can be finer than these whelp3. I believe I can the more gracefully
say this, as there is not the slightest taint of puffery about it, but only
simple justice to Mr. Waddell, to whom I am an entire stranger—but he
did not take me in. My only knowledge of him arises from the
fact that he had the good sense to advertise in Forest and Stream.
He has used me like a gentleman, and I wish him the success his fair
dealing deserves.
Under Grip.

— •«**FOOD FOR LARGE KENNELS.
,

Pompret Centre, Conn., December 24th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
As I proposed, I now give you my experience in feeding dogs, with
the result, I do not claim that some other mode is not equally as good, or
•

perhaps better, than mine, yet the health and thrift of the majority of my
kennel will compare favorably with any within my knowledge.
To gentlemen keeping only one or two dogs, the scraps from his own
table will generally furnish a sufficiency of the best of food to keep
them in as good condition as any one can possibly have, and this without any seeming cost or extra outlay. But when we come to multiply
In numbers, some substitute is needed to take the place of the refuse of

the dining table, on account of the insufficiency of the amount required. In years past, in my younger days, I was taught to believe that
Indian meal made into hasty pudding, and served with sweet milk was
the proper thing to take the place of the refuse from the table, until experience taught me better. This experience cost me the loss of many a
fine dog that a proper mode of feeding would have prevented.
In those
days my dogs were constantly getting sick, and scarcely a season passed
without the loss of several, not only with the distemper, but dropsy.
Palsy and blain were of frequent occurrence, and frequently terminated
fatally. I then practiced feeding three times per day.
They consequently often got cloyed, and were seldom thrifty in appearance. I accordingly came to the conclusion that Indian meal without animal
food to counteract its tendency to produce costiveness was alone the
cause of nine-tenths of the ills that afflicted my kennel. Canned meat
is the most relished, and consequently the most natural food for dogs,
and a certain amount of animal food is, in my opinion, absolutely necessary to secure the health of the canine race. I also found that, thongh
a certain amount of milk was beneficial, too much milk combined with
cooked Indian meal alone tended to irritate the bowels and often injured the coatings and produced dysentery in many cases.
Now, the question arose, What could I obtain as a substitute without
incurring too much expense. It occurred to me that scraps would supply this want, consequently I gave them a trial, with the best results.
Both pork and beef scraps are good, mixed in proper quantities in Indian meal pudding. But scraps fed alone relax the towels too much.
One part scraps to four parts meal, well cooked in hasty pudding
form, constitute one of the most healthy diets, and this, with an occasional addition of sweet milk, for young, growing puppies, is all that is
necessary, if properly fed, to insure both health and thrift. I would

further say that, although I often see salt recommended to season food
for dogs, I never use it, believing it has a tendency to generate mange
and other diseases of the skin. I feed grown dogs that are unworked but
once per day, but growing puppies and hard worked dogs I feed twice.
I prefer beef scraps to pork, especially in the warm season of the year,
as there is less fatty and more lean matter, and they are generally
better
relished by the dog. Those that are ground are most convenient to
buy.

They are then ready for use without the labor required to reduce the
whole cakes to a proper form for use. During the Winter months I buy
and kill maimed and worn-out horses, and carcasses of cattle that die
from accident or disease, and feed some of the meat occasionally to the
dogs. Dogs kept in this way not only remain in a good healthy state,
but often, if not restricted, get too fat. My dogs are kept chained to
separate kennels in the open air, eachsme having only a warm nest of
clean straw, with a daily supply of fresh water. Since I have adopted
this mode of feeding I seldom have a sick dog.
For the last ten years
I have not had a case of distemper, palsy, dropsy, or mange
requiring
the least care or medical treatment. I breed my own dogs, and never
use a mangy or diseased dog or bitch to breed from, nor would I allow a
mangy dog yard room, however valuable he might otherwise be.
Young puppies, as soon as they are old enough to lap milk, I feed liberally with the scrap and Indian meal pudding, adding what warm
milk,
just from the cow, they will con sume without cloying. Many are of the
opinion that new milk, unless it has been previously been boiled, generates pin worms; but my experience is to the contrary— that its tendency
is to expel them.
I have never lost a dog by this kind of worm, and I
generally raise from two to three litters per year. I let my young pups
run loose until from four to five months old, and by this means get them
used to domestic fowls and accustomed to outside people. My kennel
now numbers sixteen setters, from five and one-half months to six years
old, and one St. Bsrnard, all in good health and fine condition,
and all
reared and grown in this manner. Yours,
Ethan Allin.

ha and

Oliver

FISH IN SEASON IN JANUARY.
SOUTHERN WATERS.
Pompano, Trachynotus carohnus. Grouper, Epinephelpus
(two species.) Family Scion- Trout (black bass,)

Drum

mace.
Kinghsh, Menticirrus nebulosus.

nigritus.
Centropristis

atrarius.

Striped Bass or Rockfish, Roccm
bea Bass, Scicenops ocellatus.
lineatus.
Sheepshead, Avchosargus probata- Tatlorflsh, PomaUmns saltatrix
cephalus.
Black bass, Micropterus salmotdesi
Snapper, Lutjanus caxus.
M. nigricans.

[Under the head of " Game and Fish in Season" we can only specify in

terms the several varieties, because the laws of States wry so much
that were we to altemot to particularize we could do' no less than
publish
those entire sections that relate to the Mnds of game in Question.
This
would require a great amount of our space. In designating game toe are
guided by the laws of nature, upon which all legislation is founded, and
our readers ivould do well to provide themselves with the laws of their respscave States for constant reference.
Otherwise, our attempts to assist
them will only create confusion J\
general,

Fish in Market.— The supply of fish during the past
week has been unusually liberal, the mild weather per
mitting active operations on the part of the fishermen.
A
large number of codfish have been caught off the
Fire
Island beach, close in shore, the fishermen using long set
with the sea clam found on the surf beach.
Shad continue to be unusually cheap and abundant for the

lines, baited

season.

Our quotations vary but

little from those of last
Striped bass, 20 cents per pound
smelts, 15 cents; bluefish, 12 cents; salmon, frozen,
50
cents; mackerel, 20 cents each; shad 50 cents each; white
perch, 15 cents per pound; Spanish mackerel, 40 cents;

week, and are as follows

:

frost fish,

8 cents; halibut, 20 cents; haddock, 8 cents;
codfish, 10 cents; blackfish 12i cents; flounders, 12
cents;'
eels, 18 cents; sheepshead, 25 cents: whitefish,
18 cents';
pickerel, 18 cents; perch (yellow), 12| cents; salmon trout,'
18 cents; black bass, 15 cents; green turtle, 20 cents; terrapin, $12 per dozen; scollops, $1 per gallon; soft clams,
35 to 60 cents per 100; hard shell crabs, 50 cents per

dozen;

soft shell crabs, 75 cents;

pompano, $1 per pound.

—Large catches of "Christmas fish" (flounders), have
been made along the shores of the inlets at Danversport,
Mass., the past week. Two persons took eighteen dozen
at one run of the tide, and all have been well rewarded.
At this particular season the flounders run close to the
shore, and are readily taken with a dip net having red flannel fastened in the meshes near the bottom.
—Messrs. C. H. Read, of the Hoffman House, and Dr.
Geo. H. Glenney, caught 34 fine pickerel through the ice
on Lake Giles at Blooming Grove Park, last week. The
Club House is open ail the year round.

—The latest news from Eastport, Maine, reports the
Winter fishing there almost entirely a failure. Over sixty
vessels are there, but none have a cargo.
There are no
herring between that port and Back Bay.
—It seems to be certain, from absolute statistics shown,
that the Canadian fishermen, so far from having suffered
under the Fisheries Treaty, have been largely benefitted by
its workings.
The profit is on their side; the Yankees
have the worst of the bargain.
—That veteran angler, Geo. Dawson, Esq., of the Albany Journal, than whom few ever whipped a trout stream
more deftly, has been discoursing charmingly in a few brief
chapters upon his last Summer's vacation, passed beside
that famous Canadian salmon river, the Caspapedia. Discoursing as yeterans do who have grown old in the service which early engaged their heart and enthusiasm, he
holds out his hands toward the great father of anglers
conscious that the lapse of years is carrying him on toward
the time that bounds the "land of ailments and decrepitude," and exultantly says: "It is the glory of the exhilaits devotees never grow old.
The muscles
relax and the beloved rod become a burthen, but the
of enthusiasm kindled in youth is never extinguished."

rating art that

may
fire

Of the pursuit of angling he avers
"There is nothing
so invigorating as the pure air of the mountains; nothing
so soothing, after the toil and worry and fret of business
as the silence of the woods; nothing so pervading in its
mellowing influence upon nerve aud brain and spirits as
the pleasant murmurs of the flowing river; nothing so
:

health-giving as the aroma of nature's grand forest laboratory; and nothing so exhilarating as the rise and swirl
and
rush of trout or salmon."
It is satisfying tc hear such testimony from sogreat a
witness.
It should stir the desires of those who have
never

experienced a longing for such pure and unadulterated

"Angling scatters no seeds from which the
remorse may grow to sting the conscience or
drive sunshine from the heart; but like the unclouded
friendship of youth, it leaves only joyous memories," It
beneficence:
nettle of

is true enough that the pleasure of angling does not lie
in
the mere catching of fish.
"Half the -pleasure and^ncrve-

camp

he says, "depends upon where you pitch
"Whoever has imbibed the gentle and poetic
spirit of the old masters must have pleasant surroundings
or they soon weary of the sport. To enjoy the pastime in
full measure there must be rapid and cascade, rock and
mountain, forest and flower,- song-bird and murmuring
waters.
The rise and strike and play of a mammoth trout
or salmon is to the angler what the stir and bustle and
push of commerce is to the man £>f business. They give
of

your

life,"

tent.

.

buoyancy

to

the spirits, elasticity to the step, aotivity to

and a quick er flow of the life-currents of the
whole system. But this season of busy activity finds delightful relief in the quiet repose of a pleasant home.
The
tug and swirl and lusty play of a twenty-pound salmon
thrills the nerves like an electric current, makes every
muscle tingle with ecstacy, and sends the blood coursing
through the body as if each particular vein was the highway of an aurora borealis. But even in the midst of the
the brain,

fierce struggle his

eye takes in the scenic beauties with

which he is encompassed. He sees the deep pool encircled
by the white foam of the swift moving walers; the ponderous boulders which rise like water-giants all around him;
the foaming rapid whose approach is as smooth as glass,
and which reflects back the sun's rays like a polished mirror; the luxuriant foliage which fringe the* stream and
which is re-produced in even righer hues by the transparent water into which it casts its refreshing 'shadows; and
the cloud-capped hills which are around him 'as the mountains are round about Jerusalem.'

w

— Capt.

1ST.

a story teller

W.
by

Beckwith,

who

is

pretty well known 'as
following inci-

this time, contributes the

dent for our Angler's column. It tells
ketched it for going a-fishing on Sunday:

how

Billy Smith

"B-b-b-billy, S-a-sa-mith was, as he nsed to say himself, the 'cuc-cucenc-ussidest s-s-s-t-t-t-ntterer between the t-t-to hoo-h-h h-oceans." However, his defective speech is less the subject of consideration herein than

a certain angliug feat of his In boyhood's happy hour. It was on a certain calm and holy Sabbath, when the village bellCeVs were summoning
to the sweet hour of per-rayer, that Billy Smith, instead of going reverentially to Sabbath school, went off a-fishing.
Now, Billy was the son
of a godly man—a good, pious deacon, too, which enhances Billy's enormity beyond measure. He cribbed the old man's chalk line, attached
thereto a trout hook, stolen the day before from Tommy Jones (who always went to Sunday school), crammed the pocKets of his go-to-meetin'
pants with nasty, muddy angle worms and odoriferous sow bugs, skedaddled over the back ferice, levanted up the pasture, whooping like an
Injun— and all to go a-troutin' on that holy day, like the unregenerate
boy he was. Let no reflections be made upon the memory of Billy's parient, pious reader.
As deacons do, he has tried his level best to bring
•that boy up' in the way he should go— and this was the result! But then
the old man's name was also Billy, and he stuttered, t-t-t-t-too. Deacon

went to meetin'. There he discovered that Billiam, Jr., was not
amidst the congregation. Then he instituted an inquiry; which elicited
the fact that his hopeful progeny had'nt been to Sunday school, either.
Then the deacon swore
as deacons do,
With an "I do vum," and an "I tell yeou," *
that he'd make it lively for Billy when he did come to time, by which
the reader will infer— as the culprit himself might have done could he
have heard his wrathful sire— that the best thing for him, under the circumstances, would be not to come to time. But he, all unconscious,
pursued the even tenor of his way along the brook side, and did'nt even
tumble in once, let alone getting drowned, as he should have done, to
point the moral and adorn the tale of the Rev. Brimstone Blueblazes'
next contribution to the literature of the Sunday school. But such is
the way of the transgressor. No, not a darn tumble did Billy turn. He
did'nt so much as tangle that solitary hook in his trousers, or have a
'judgment' of any sort fall upon him that was worth the expense. But
he just dived into the bushes, yanked out an alder rod, slapped the old
chalk line on to the end of it, rove a squirmer along the hook, and went to
snaking out the trout at a rate unparalelled since the days of Izaak Walton. Such luck as that graceless young reprobate met with! Six mortal
hours of steady killing punished him for his sin. At the end of that
time, tired, splashed, muddy, hungry, and happy he desisted from farther sport, and reckoning up his catch, found that he had taken no less
than twelve dozmxed spotted beauties. Then Billy shouldered his string
and trudged homeward, trusting for a continuation of his good luck to
slip into the house unobserved, and get behind marm before dad knew
anything about it. But it was not so to be. 'Dad' was on the watch for
the Sabbath violator, and as he stole miching up the back lane, rose suddenly before him, armed with a rod of a different complexion. 'Woooo-oo-illyum!' thundered the outraged deacon, 'cue- cue-come here! I'll
larn ye t'go a tuttererutterer-r-r-outin' on a Suttin-uttin-n-n-unday.
H-h-heow many did ye kek-kek-etch, hey?' 'Tut-tut- welve didid-ozen,
didid-addy.' 'Twelve dozen
Gee whiniger! that's a smart boy! Go in,
my son, and tell yer mar ter cook ye some fur yer s-snittin-itten-nitteU"
titten-n-n-n-npper.'
N. W. Beckwith.
Billiam.

'

—

!

—

Needle Points. Here
Seth Green's fish-hooks

is

some

gratifying testimony for

:

Englewood, N.

J.,

January

1st, 1876.

Editor Forest and Stream;—
Uncle Seth Green is not far wrong about needle hooks. In times past
I used them frequently for taking goldfish for the home aquarium, and
rarely missed a fish with one after he once bit; besides, the fish thus
taken thrived much better than when caught with a barbed hook, as it
inflicted a much slighter wound, and the fish were taken off with little
or no handling. I have also taken perch in some of our Longlsland
ponds in a similar manner, and with much success. I prepared my
needles by burning over a lighted paper, when they were easily bent the
required shape.
G. M. Fairchild, Jr.

^4^Doings of the Fishing Fleet. —During the past week
there have been ten arrivals of the fleet— five from La Have
Bank, three from Western Bank, and two from Newfoundland, with salt herring.
The receipts are 135,000 pounds
of codfish and 49,000 pounds cf halibut.
The latter were
sold at 15i and lOi cents for white and gvB.j.—Cape Ann
Advertiser, December SQtJi.

FOREST AND STREAM,
AND FISHING OF THE GREAT

FISHES

LAKES.
FOURTH PAPER—BASS, PERCH, HERRING AND SUCKERS,

We

Editor Forest and Stream:—

PERCH abound in all waters

except mere brooks, and

are constantly caught, but never preserved in any way.
They are taken in incredible quantities with hooks and

and with so much facility that even children hook
them with bent pins, and spear with sharpened rods. By the
way, do any of the readers of the Forest and Stream
know anything of the poisonous properties of the first dorI have met, in a professional way,
sal fin of the perch?
with several such cases, and all quite severe; in one case
causing the loss of the hand. It is always the sharp spines
of the first dorsal fin that causes the trouble; so say fishspears,

ermen,

Of bass, there are several varieties caught the year round,
the black bass (Grystes fasciatus) being the most prominent.
The St- Clair Fiats furnish excellent bass fishing, and are
annually resorted to by numerous sportsmen for the purThe black bass is a very
pose and the pursuit of wild fowl.
active and voracious fish, with large hard mouth, and is
The average weight is from three-fourths of
very gamy.
a pound to three pounds, occasionally "kicking the beam"
Their food, when small, seems to be
at six and seven.
worms, minnows, and insects of all kinds; when older,
the smaller varieties of other fish, although they never
abandon entirely their early habits. In the Winter, the
bass retires to the deep, still waters, and apparently hide
under rocks and logs; anything, in fact, which will afford
them shelter, and there remain until about the 1st of April,
when they ascend the small streams to find suitable places
for spawning, which commences about the middle of May,
varying a little, according to the warmth of the season.
When this event is about to take place they separate into
pairs, male and female, and together seek some retired
place or nook where the water is about eighteen inches in
depth, and still, but adjoining deep water.
The herring (Argyrosomus harengus) is probably the most
numerous of all lake fishes. This may be accounted for
in part from the fact that they are least sought after by
fishermen, as they are not a favorite fish in the market,
and the low price and expense of dressing is so great that,
the profit is far less than on other fish.
Lake herring,
when smoked, are far superior to those of salt water. As
these fish are spawn eaters of the worst character, and in
conjunction with suckers and sturgeon are always hovering after whitefish during their spawning season, the damage done by them is incalculable.
As herring spawn about
the same time with whitefish, it is not uncommon to find
•

spawn intermingled.
The lake suckers (Catastomus), though presenting many
things in common to the inferior fish of the same name of
most western rivers, are very superior in quality for eatthe

To avoid the ill-repute attached to the name sucker,
they are usually sold under the name of lake shad, a name
founded merely on caprice and for the purpose of fraud,
for they are not supposed to bear the least resemblance to
shad.
Suckers are usually taken with seines, early in the
Spring, at the mouth of rivers and creeks.
They frequent
particular shores in June, but whether for spawning or
some other purpose I have been unable to ascertain. They
are taken in enormous quantities, and often secured for
fertilizing purposes alone.
The annual capture of fish of all kinds is almost incredible.
I hoped to obtain positive statistics, but find it impossible.
The amount passing through first hands, as reported by Mr. Milner, is upwards of thirty-two million of
ing.

Pounds, with a value of one million six

—

~

hundred

dollars.

Archek

««»

.

PRODIGIOUS SALMON SCORES.
New York,
and Stream;—
In Forest and Stream of last week

December

27th, 1875.

I read that the guardian of the

River

Godbout took in one day's fishing fifty-seven salmon, weighing
hundred and thirty-four pounds, an average weight of about eleven
and one-eigbth pounds. Do the people who furnish these reports expect
six

be believed by any one who has been salmon fishing?
Some time since I ventured to ask an explanation of these immense
scores, apropos of the feat accredited to Mr. Gilmour, forty-six fish in
one day, and after a little cyphering, raised the question whether salmon
had not been overestimated as a game fish, if they could be bodysnatched at any such rate. Premising that from some experience on
another stream, I know that this explanation will not hold good.
Let
us examine this last fish story in the light of a little common sense and
arithmetic, and see how it looks.
Suppose the angler to be a very strong man and capable of wielding
his salmon rod for twelve hours in the day.
Every one who has had experience knows that a salmon is
not hooked at every cast;
that they will

not every fish that is hooked is landed; that in catching fifty-seven fish there must have been a good many changes of fly,

•that

renewals of casting lines, and other things to reduce the time actually
consumed in killing the fish. One hour would be a very moderate allowance for all this
have then eleven hours left for taking fifty seven

We

salmon, averaging more than eleven pounds, or at the rate of more than
per hour, or less than twelve minutes for each fish .
Is not the ab-

five

Of course we know that much larger
fish than these are sometimes killed in as short a time; but, on the other
band, some would fight twice or thriee as long.
I say, then, that it is
Dot possible to hook and kill in one day the number of fish of the
surdity of

such a story palpable?

weight stated. It is almost incredible that a man should have strength
and endurance to go through such a day's fishing, if it were otherwise
possible. And if the story were true, how would you like to have such
* guardian on a river of which you were lessee?
Littell
.

seems to us that the points of our correspondent are
very well taken.
"We venture no further criticisms, although we observe that there is a remarkable agreement or
correspondence in several of the published scores, as respects
Magnitude of weight and number.
For comparative
scores, gee Forest and Stream, vol. 1, 363 and 412; vol.
3> 70 and 108; vol. 4, 408; vol. 5, 117.— Ed.]
[It

.

JJ

—Upwards of seventy-five

deer have been slaughtered
Ke_w York, through the

the vicinity of Elizabethtown,

months.

being thrown away.

Schools of mullets have been blown
torpedoes, the dead bodies floating about the river in
a putrid state. The destruction by birds, sharks, and porpoises is prodigious, and this, with the help of man, is lessening our supply of cheap food. Our lakes and rivers
are public farms, furnishing us with nutriments without
any labor, except that of gathering it. They should then
be protected by the public. There is already a law in existence to that effect, but it does not cover the matter sufficiently.
The fish should be protected in the breeding
season, and their catching and sale at those times prohibited.
The sorts of nets used should be defined by law,
and certain kinds prohibited, and the seasons defined.
Those who are now occupied in the fisheries should call a
convention, and consult as to the best manner of protecting the fish, or they will find that their business will decrease year by year.
As with fish, so is it with game. They are killed at ail
times of the year. Quail can be seen on sale in our market in the breeding season. Deer are killed at the same
time, and it is no unusual thing to see a hunter carrying a
young fawn in his arms, while the carcass of the mother
is hanging across his saddle, and others are shot when in
young. Other States of the Union have found out too late
the injury they have suffered by not protecting their game,
and are now turning their attention to it.
must not
be behind hand, but take care to protect ours in good

up by

^

We

time.

— Florida Agriculturist

2£H*T>on't fail to buy a copy of "Camp Life in Florida"
before going South. It is a hand-book for settlers, tourists,
and invalids, as well as for sportsmen. Appleton's Journal
says: "Its title, suggesting as it does, a simple narrative of

-

adventure, does scant justice to a very useful book.

—

Gun.— Our

Herbert's

special

1

'

correspondent,

M. M.

Barker, has picked up an old relic of Frank Forester's at
Hollidaysburg, Pa. He writes:
"H. S. Yan Tries, Esq., of this place— by the way an sccomplished
sportsman— has in his possession a veritable gun of 'Frank Forester,'
which was presented to him by Maj. J. VV*. Duncan, of Pittsburgh, who
advanced $100 or. it.
Poor Herbert! like many other men of
genius, he was afflicted with impecuniosity and could never redeem it.
It is a double barrel muzzle loader, 30- inch barrels, No. 15 gauge, plaIt is handsomely engraved,
fcina vents, free bar locks and box triggers.
having as many as nine pointers and setters on the locks and mountings. The maker was 'James Spurting, gunmaker to the Royal Family,
England.' Your veteran Kennei Editor, H. S., will quite likely remember the gun by the description, as he has probably many a time had
The case
a tilt with Herbert through the fields and marshes in Jersey
is of solid mahogony, with solid brass corners, lined with morocco, having the name of Henry W. Herbert elaborately engraved on a brass
plate on the cover. The whole has beeu preserved with great care and
.

and is as good to-day as when it was parted with, and will continue so as long as in the posession of one who almost deities the name
of 'Frank Forester.' Its shooting qualities are pre-eminently superb,
as it is pronounced by the owner, who has challenged, at divers times,
the best guns in this section of the country. From tne kit of implements connected therewith I secured a relic which I shall boar home to
H. S who, I am impelled to believe, will prize it highly,"
attention,

,

Notice

Taken

Trapper, Altoona, Pa.'— What can I buy an Irish setter pup three
months old for? i\us, For $20; address H. Smith, at this office.
Jenleins —Spearing is an art to be learned only by practice, as the
refraction in the water always makes a fish appear to be where he is not.
11
J, L., Kanawha, Va.—The price of "Camp Life in Florida is $1.%.
DealIf not sold by your book dealers, it can be obtained at this office
ers are supplied by the American News Company.
N. P. L„ Montreal. --In your Answers to Correspondents will you
kindly give me the address of the Commissioner of Fisheries for the
State of Vermont? Ans
M, C. Edmonds, Weston, and M. Goldsmith,
.

Rutland.
J. S. W., Gloucester, Mass.— The inclosed pearl is a specimen from a
large number in my possession. I send the same to you in order to rind
out its value and the species to which it belongs. Ans. This is simply
the inner layer of some nacreous shell—perhaps the pearl oyster—sand

has no commercial value of consequence.
A and B are
J. J., New York.— Please decide the following bet:
throwing dice (raffles) A throws two sixes and an ace; B throws two
Who wins? Ans. In throwing raffles the highest pair
lives and a four.
wins. A, therefore, wins, in the same manner as though he held a pair
of sixes against a pair of fives in playing poker.
.

H. B. S., Chestnut Hill, Mass.—Please give me the address of the
company which manufactures and sells the Ballard rifle. What is the
best calibre for a

kinds of shooting, viz: hunting and target
Messrs. Schoverling & Da?y, No. 84 Chambers street,

rifle for all

Ans. 1.
are manufacturing the Ballard

practice,?

C.

W., Danbury, Conn.— 1.

Barber gun, made

2.

rifle.

I

at Syracuse.

wish
2.

44-calibre.

to inquire of the standing of the

The gun

offered at

in advertising in Forest and Stream:
says: "No creasers, turners, or toproads
required," and in his printed instructions for their usa says; "Ram
down with the rabbetted end of the loader, and invariably crease or turn

P., Peterboro,

Canada.— Kay,

his concentrating cartridges,

the shell in." How is this thusly? Ans. In shooting light loads we have
found Kays' concentrators to answer very well without the shell being
creased or turned down; but in shooting heavy loads it is better to
crease or turn down the shells.
J. H. K., Bayfield, Wis.— What has been the result, financially, of
raising brook trout in private ponds and streams to those who have engaged in it for making money? I own large tracts of land, through

which run magnificent streams that abound in brook trout, and have
been tempted to try the experiment for its financial advantage, but have
been told that it will not pay. Ans. Testimony is quite conflicting on
this point.
The preponderance of evidence is to the ^effect that more
money can be made by raising fry for stocking other ponds than by
growing fish for the table or for breeders.

Breech Loader, New York,—J

What

length and weight barrels are
Are pistol stoeks any
better than old style? 3. Which is the best material for shells, metal or
paper, as far as shooting qualities are concerned? Ans. 1.30-inch barrels and about eight pounds weight. 2. With large guns and heavy
loads the gun may be held firmer in pistol grip; but for guns of eight
pounds or under, we would not recommend it. 3. There is very little
difference between metallic and paper shells as to the shooting, if both
ar-e loaded properly.
use paper shells because we do not care to reload them. For ducks and large game, metallic shells are generally preferred; and then they are less expensive,
preferable for 10

.

bore, for general shooting? 2.

We

New York.— I

have a hound of rather questionable parentage
so close to any unfortunate deer he may find that when it
reaches water, which is generally done without much time being wasted,
the dog is at its heels, and plunges in without paying the slightest regard
Fearing the dog will some day be drowned in a vain ento distances.
deavor to follow a deer across the Atlantic, I should like to know how to
put a stop to this little nautical amusement of his. Is this a common
thing for a hound to do, or is it only a common hound that would be
F. G.,

that runs

guilty of such a thing? Ans. It is no unusual thing for honnds to follow deer into the water, and if your's contemplates a trip across the Atlantic,

it

would be well to provide him with one of Capt

,

Boyton's

suits.

G., New Bedford. —Which target, Wimbledon or Creedmoor, is now
most generally used in America which is now used at Creedmoor, and
please state the dimensions of each. The reports of matches puzzle
me sometimes by not stating which target w^s used. Ans. The target
now generally used throughout the United States, and which was
adopted at Creedmoor last year, is what is known as the "new Wimbledon," having -circular bullseyes, centres, and outers, instead of the old
square ones, The sizes are as follows: Up to and iucluding 300 yards
;

— bullscye, 8 inches in diameter;

centre, 2^ inches do.; inner, 46 inches
do. outer, (.square), 4 feet by 6, or rest of target. Over 300 and including 600 yards— bullseye, 22 inches in diameter; centre, 38 inches do. inner, 51 inches do.; outer, 70 inches. All distances over 600 yards
bullseye, 36 inches in diameter; centre, 54 inches do.; inner, (square),
6 feet by 6; outer, 6 feet by 12, or rest of target.
;

;

Olive, St. Louis.— Has a Remington rifle 44 cal. He asks: 1. Can
reduce charge in order to make hunting rifle of it? Orange Lightning,
No. 5, fills the shell nearly full. 2. What is the best grade and weight of
powder? 3. What is the weight, lengtn and shape of ball? 4. Is patched
or cannelured ball best? 5. My shell has a movable anvil, liable to lose
on extracting primer. Is there a better one made, and who makes it?
Would a nickeled shell work well? 6. How far will Winchester rifle,
new model, shoot accurately? Ans. 1. Use 50 or 60 grains. 2. We prefer FG Orange rifle, instead of Orange lightning, which is almost too
quick. 3. A conical bali, weight about 400 grains, 1J- inch in length; 4
The Union Metallic
5.
either would answer; patched would do best.
Carl ridge Company make a shell having primer fastened to a cross bar
instead of anvil; the Remingtons are making similar ones, we understand. 6. Good shooting has been done with it up to 500 yards.
I

—

Subscriber, Columbus, Ohio. Six gentlemen one gunsmith, two
boss machinists, one jeweler, oae hardware and tin and stove merchant,

Anonymous Communications.

of

A

—

J$tt8w$i[8 $j;a (^0ri{tnymi&ml$.
rVo

Ely's and Kays' shot cartridges are sold by all gun dealers
advertising in our columns.
gun properly choke bored does not require any kind of concentrators.

gunmaker.

swimming

.

Editor Forest

.

Our Fish and Game. —In conversation with the old inhabitants we are informed that there is a great falling off
in the supply of fish from what it was a few years ago.
This they attribute to the use of gill nets, and the fish being
caught out of season.
have ourself seen mullets
caught for the purpose of extracting the roe, the flesh

343

$35— what

is

the

&

LaFevre, of Syracuse, are
length, weight, calibre, etc.? Ans. Barber
good reliable gunmakers. 2. The gun at $35 isa second-hand Whitney
breech leader, 12 gauge, 30-inch barrels, and weighs aoout eight pounds.

H. G. Fowler, Auburn, N. Y.— 1. The nearest point a* which you
would be tolerably sure to find the Bohemian waxwing at this season is
among the highest Adirondacks; but if cold weather and deep snow
come together, you may find a few in your own region. If so, let us
know. 2. For a taxidermist in- California, address C. A. Allen, Nicasio,
Marin county.
Henry, Syracuse, N. Y.—I think of having a Whitehall boat made
here. How can I get a model to work by; do you think this the safest
boat made for family use; and have you any illustration showing the
shape of said boat, as there is none here that I know of? Ans. Address
Messrs. Ingersoll & Co., boat builders, No. 159 South street, for price
No„safer boat.
list, which probably contains model.
J. L., Quebec—I see that P.Powell & Co. advertise a $21 gunWhat do you think of it, and have you ever seen any of them? Ans.
The gun you allude to is said to be cheap at the price, but it will be a
long time before any practical knowledge of their safety can be obtained from us. Such low-priced guns may be entirely safe, but we intend to rely upon the judgment of others as to the certainty of it.
H. W., Chicago.— Is the Remington double'Cshot gun a choke bore,
and if so, could I use Ely's or Kays' shot cartridges in the same, and
where can the latter be bought? Ans. The Remington gun is not choke
bored; but their 12-gauge guns could be choke bored by almost any good

and the undersigned— all, more or less, experienced men, have "cussed"
and discussed the "D. W., Chicago," article 5th, in your Answers to
Correspondents of last week, and all agree that the large bore gun shoots
the strongest; yet insist that, all things being equal, the large bore will
recoil more than the small bore— just the reverse of what you have it.
What say you now? Ans. All- we have to say is, that we have shot with
all Bized guns, running from]4 up to 18 gauge, but never have tested them
carefully as to recoil, being well convinced that in all modern guns the
depends upon the quantity of powder, shot and wadding used. If

recoil

properly loaded, the recoil is of no great consequence. Those
so much about recoil are bunglers, and use too
powder or lead for the size of the gun.

the gun

is

persons

who complain

much

J. H. D., Nashua.— I have a very flue Eugllsh setter dog, 21 years old,
well broken in the field, but he has got the habit of running away fr*m
home, and will not come back-. I have to keep him tied all the time. I
have thought of castrating him, but am afraid to, for fear it will spoil

What do you advise? Ans. We have occasionally
with dogs given to the bad habit of running away from
home to hunt on their own "hooks," or for some other purpose, but
have broken up their "little game" by investing a shilling or two in a
four-foot rawhide, and placing it in the hands of one who would catch
the dog from homeland give him a good baker's dozen the full length of
his back. No dog will often leave tbe protection of his home, if this
remedy is properly administered. The other remedy you suggest would,
in all probability, in a considerable degree, destroy his usefulness in the
him

for hunting.

been

afflicted

field,

Sinbad,

New York.-^My friend's
him

setter will stand over a

warm

trai/,

go ahead, unless his master takes the
lead a step or two and urges him, when he will move on, but so slowly,
by reason of the extreme caution he appears to exercise, that after passing over a hundred yards of ground and seeing no birds, one's impatience begins to be aroused. In some_ instances he has trailed birds in
this way 300 yards. This behavior on the dog's part is a sure sign we
But is'nt he too slow? He has had no training to speak
shall see birds.
of, but seems to know his business as well as the "collegians" when he
gets where the birds are. Ans. It is not an unusual thins, for a pup or
young dog having a fine nose to be too cautious in approaching game;
with such, a little time and work on game gives them confidence in
themselves, and the difficulty is overcome. Bui when this trouble exists in aged dogs, the shoo'er must have more patienj^ thon ourselves to
continue to shoot over him.
R. A. S., Doylestown, Pa.— We have a lemon tree, now about twenty
years old, and five years ago changed it from its earthen pot to a wooden
box. We tarred the box inside, and set the tree, dirt and all, into the
box. Just b'eiore Fall it withers up, but does not freeze, and we have to
keep a fire where it sits in Winter. What is the matter with it? 2. Is there
any law to prevent shooting pike in the Spring, when they are rutting?
3. What kind of bait can be used instead of live bait for fishing for pike
through the ice? Ans. 1. Old age is probably the difficulty. Possibly
by pruning some of the superfluous roots you might induce a healthier
upper growth, but your tree is undoubtedly past bearing. 2. There is
no law to prevent the shooting of pike, except during the close season,
which is from the 1st of March to the 1st of June. 3. In Lake Huron,
where pike fishing through the ice is carried on very extensively, a,
wooden hire fish, or a herring prepared for the purpose, is used; but
then a spear is used. We should think an artificial minnow itanswer

and nothing

.

will induce

to

Ui
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CALIPASH AND CALIPEE.

number

game law in Monroe county.
served summons upon ten different
parties for fishing with nets in the Bay.
The Express says
that "the wagon loads of fish almost daily brought
into
Rockester show conclusively that nets are being drawn
almost every night, causing the destruction of thousands
of fish which happen to be unseasonable.
Altcona, Penn., December 30th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
of violators of the

Last week Mr.

THE
reached

by

ait of preserving edibles

among

a point

the sciences.

which almost
It is

air-tight

entitles

it

canning has
ranked

to be

very natural, therefore, that to

whose interest the great advances in the canning business were first made, should furnish us with the
latter delicacy, which is by this means brought within the
reach of the weary traveler in the desert or off the Cape,
as well as the gourmand who takes his turtle at Delmonico's.
California, in
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To Correspondents.
AH communications whatever, whether relating to business or literary
correspondence, must be addressed to The Forest and Stream Publishing Company. Personal or private letters of course excepted.
All communications intended for publication must be accompanied with
real name, as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be published if
objection be made. No anonymous contributions will be regarded.
Articles relating to any topic within the scope of this paper are solicited.
We cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brief
notes of their movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this paper
to become a medium of useful and reliable information between gentlemen sportsmen from one end of the country to the other ; and they will
find our columns a desirable medium for advertising announcements.
The Publishers of Forest and Stream aim to merit and secure the
patronage and countenance of that portion of the community whose refined intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that
s beautiful in Nature. It will pander to no depraved tastes, nor pervert
the legitimate sports of land and water to those base uses which always
tend to make them unpopular with the virtuous and good. No advertisement or business notice of an immoral character will be received on any
termB ; and nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that
may not be read with propriety in the home circle.
We cannot be responsible for the dereliction of the mail service, if
money remitted to us is lost.
Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday of each week, if possible.
C.
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Importing English Hares and Rabbits.
.

the traveler to Florida returns with what ap-

.

polished, are

made

into charms, lockels, sleeve but-

tons and ear-rings, mounted in gold, and form very attracThese beans grow in the West Indies,
tive ornaments.
and being washed into the sea by freshets, are afterwards
thrown up by the Gulf Stream on the Florida coast. The
new comer, however, can always be indicated by the possession of an orange wood cane; these are made, usually,
from the roots of the wild orange tree, although the lemon
and other trees are sometimes used, and they are frequently
very handsomely carved. Feather flowers are also made
to a considerable extent, the variety of birds of gay plumade being so large as to furnish an almost endless supply.
Fish scale work is also done, and some shell work, although most of the latter is imported from Nassau. At
St. Augustine and Fernandina a large business is done in
palmetto work, hats, baskets, napkin-rings, etc., being

made of it.
Some of the

stores will

remind the

visitor of

Niagara

we

are thankful to say that the extortions
of that favored spot have not yet traveled so far south;
when they do, may the alligators retire to the deepest recesses of the swamps, and the sea cease to throw its beans
Falls, although

upon the Florida sands; may the palmetto wither ere the
knife of the basket maker can reach their stacks, and may
all the beautiful birds fly away to some undiscovered land
where they may keep their feathers for their own adornment.
«-*»>

i

— Gentlemen purposing to
Bench Show, and
at this office.

desiring

his exertions

GAME PROTECTION.

Business Manager.

pears to be one of his own incisors, handsomely
mounted in gold, dangling at his watch chain, and informs
his admiring auditors, with a sportsman's nonchalance,
that it is only the tooth of a big alligator "I killed on
Indian River," his hearers can have no conception of the
amount of business transacted in these and like curiosities
and souvenirs; and the mighty hunter may be getting
credit for a prowess, the trophy of which first caught his
admiring gaze in Damon Greenleaf s "Free Museum of
Curiosities" or Gilbert's jewelry store, both at JacksonIt is estimated, says the Florida Agriculturist, that
ville.
at least one hundred thousand dollars is invested yearly by
Next
visitors to Florida incuriosities of every description
These,
to alligator's teeth, sea-beans are in demand.

when

and distributing them, and it was through
and care, that the percentage of loss wa3 so small.
The committee have made arrangements to secure a large number of
live grouse and quail, which are to be kept through the season until the
efforts in obtaining the fish

•*-*-•»

FLORIDA CURIOSITIES.

WHEN

it

we now enjoy through

CHARLES H ALLOCK, Editor.
WILLIAM

Rutland, Vt., December 24th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Allow me to throw out, throw your paper, a suggestion: would it not
be well worth the trial to import the English hare? The habits of this
animal are, in many things unlike tho^e of our mountain hares, which
turn white in the Winter. The range of the English hare is very wide—
from Italy away to Denmark, if my memory serves me. There is hardly
a State in the Union in which it would not do well. It lives upon the

—

rudest fare; it thrives well iu forest as well as in cultivated fields; the
food it would consume in our country is not worth reckoning; it affords
fine sport, either with dog or gun; it weighs from seven to nine pounds,
and its flesh is most excellent for the table; it breeds rapidly, though
not as fast as the rabbit does; it is not so easy a prey to the foxes or
hawas, as our coney and mountain hare; and unlike the coney, it does
not run to earth; it does not stick to covert as our hare does, but runs
free and wild, like a fox almost; it is more easily followed; it has more
speed than the fox, but less bottom; it may be shot over setter and
pointers. The cost of importing them would be small; whether they
carry well I do not know; they could hardly be turned out at any place
in the country amiss, and it would take but few colonies and a few years
for them to have a fixed place in our game list.

Would not the English rabbit be, too, an acquisition. This animal
can be carried to any distance. Its fecundity is as proverbial as is its
value for food. What do you think about it Mr. Editor?

A

Traveler.

We once thought so well of

our correspondent's suggestion that, as an officer of the Blooming Grove Park Association some years ago, we attempted the introduction of
Some twenty
these species into the Association's territory.
pairs were shipped from England in 1872, but only a single
individual arrived alive, and the attempt has not been since
renewed. With ordinary care no risk need attend their
Of late, however, we have regarded the
transportation.
propagation of hares and rabbits with some apprehension.
In our early life we devoted many years to rabbit culture,
and then learned, at some pecuniary cost how destructive
they were to orchards and garden patches, and how difficult it was to eradicate them when once established. Lately
the devastations in Nevada, of rabbits
or hares, where they are regarded with about the same
consideration as the grasshoppers are, owing to their extreme abundance and boldness. So, also in parts of Kentucky. The destruction they cause annually seems almost
incredible, and astonishing. Instances of their depredaCertainly, it does not
tions are given in the local papers.
seem necessary to go to the trouble and expense of importing, since we have a superabundance within our. own

we have remarked

limits.
;

exhibit dogs at the Chicago

premium

lists,

can procure them

Being well aware of your interest in the preservation and increase of
in our country, I would ask leave to call your atteution, or more
properly the Sportsmens Club of Pittsburgh, Ihrough your columns, to
the fact, that there is an effort being made to prolong: the game laws' of

game

occurs to us that the solid comfort, almost blessthe increased cuisine facilities
Pennsylvania, particularly that clause relating to deer: that no deer
afforded by the canning process are not sufficiently acshall be taken or killed after the 1st of December, and that petitions are
knowledged or appreciated. To be sure, steam has short- now being circulated, asking our Legislature to extend
the time to Janened sea voyages, but even now a large proportion of the uary 1st. I think the present law the best we have ever had, and
am
perfectly willing to give up this genuine sport, and to me, my greatest
vegetables served to the passengers are first canned.
read of the horrors of scurvy in the old days when Jack enjoyment, on the 1st of December, anl could I, or did I have the power
would have or make the law read November 1st for at least five
had nothing perhaps for months at a time but salt beef and come, to allow this noble animal to propagate and populate our years to
forests.
pork; now an occasional allowance of vegetables spares
An amendment to our State law, making it a penalty for running deer
him this curse, and in the cabin there is scarcely a delicacy with dogs, would meet the approbation of many sportsmen, who hunt
not for the market, but for the pleasure it affords. Hoping the Sportswith which the skipper cannot regale himself.
men's Club of Pittsburgh will take a note of this, and use^their influence
On the west coast of Mexico experiments have been re- to defeat any amendment of the kind.
Sportsman.
peatedly made in canning the green turtle which thereWhere restrictive measures of an extraordinary character
abouts abound, and after many failures we now learn that
are required to enable barren districts to recuperate, most any
success has at length been achieved and the first lot of 200
sacrifice of pleasure or convenience may be submitted to. In
dozen cans has been received at San Francisco from New Jersey there is a five year fence season for pinnated
Guayamas. The Gulf of California is well known as a grouse; on Long Island a total prohibition of deer shootgreat resort for turtles, and their flavor is said to be quite
ing excepting for the first fifteen days in November, and
equal to those taken in the Gulf of Mexico or in the West
recently a five years close season for quail in Nova Scotia
Indies.
It is said that Guayamas can alone furnish 200 tons
a three years total prohibition of moose killing; and like
of the meat annually, and that already received in San
If a temporary prohibition
restrictions in other localities.
Francisco is reported to be excellent. Alluding to the subof deer killing is needed in Pennsylvania, to cover, say
ject the Alta- California says:
two or three years, an act to that effect could probably be
"The cans so far used weigh, when full, two and a half gotten through the Legislature; but unless its provisions
pounds. The meat is boiled in its own abundant juice,
are made to apply to the whole State, it will be found
without the addition of any water, and the can, when
practicably inoperative.
opened cold, is found to be filled with meat inclosed in
jelly.
The meat is thoroughly cooked and slightly salted AEditor Forest and Stream:—
As many of your subscribers are members of The West Jersey Game
and spiced before the can is sealed, so that it can be eaten
Protection Society, and no doubt would be pleased to learn what has
without further preparation. The green turtle of the westdone by the Committee on Purchase of Live Game and Pish since
Now been
ern coast of Mexico is called Gahuma in Spanish.
the annual meeting of the society held September 15th last, please give
that the art of canning is understood in Guaymas, we
following statement a place in the columns of your paper, if possible.
may expect to receive also canned lobster, cuttlefish (Gala- the
Since the 9th of October, 830 live black bass have been obtained from
mares), rock cod, totoba— a fish like a rock cod and other
the upper part of the Delaware and Potomac rivers and distributed as
delicacies caught in the Gulf of California."
follows:
wonder that this experiment has never been tried on Lake at Malaga
80 Cotrausey Creek
50
Lake at Hammonton
... 100 Saletn Creek
50
our coast. The eastern shore of Florida, as well as the
Headwaters Great Egg Harbor
Alloway's Creek
49
Gulf, furnishes an abundant supply. Many of those re40 Cooper's Creek
River
50
Headwaters
Tnckahoe
Paver... 51 Mantua Creek
84
ceived here, that have been shipped alive, are dead on arMaurice River
75 Lake at Wenonah
25
Woodbury Creek
46 Died in transporting and after
rival, and the very mention of turtle as an article of ordinary
Raccoon Creek
50
arrival
30
diet conjures up visions of extravagance, to say nothing
Oldman's Creek
50|
Total
830
Then, again, to
of subsequent aldermanic proportions.
Four hundred belonged to the State of New Jersey, and were placed
prepare a turtle for cooking is a piece of work beyond the
in the hands of the committee for distribution through Doctor Benj. P.
ability of the average cook, an objection that would be obHowull, of Woodbury, one of the Commissioners of Fisheries, and were
viated could it be purchased in cans. Let us have cheap
let out in such streams as he directed.
Much more would have been accomplished if the committee had been able to commence earlier. Great
turtle, and who knows what effect it might have in restorcredit is due to Mr. Milton P. Peirce, of Wenonah, New Jersey, for his
ing a condition of political honesty.
ings,

Bejoted to Field and Aquatic Sports, Ppactical Natural History,

Brown

—The

Eochester Express commends constable Brown
for his efforts, in large part at his own expense, during the
past year in causing the arrest and conviction of a large

proper time arrives in the Spring to let them out.
Inclosed you have articles taken from several of the newspapers of
South Jersey, showing how the efforts of the society are regarded.
Yours,
A. Membee.

We

are convinced that the West Jersey Game Protective
Association is accomplishing a great deal of good. We do
not endorse all its measures, or rather the methods it has
chosen, to correct and prevent abuse, but we wish its energy
and efficiency could be imitated all over the country. It
would soon make poaching as unprofitable and unfashionable as child-stealing. The favorable testimony of the local pi ess is before us.

Valparaiso, Dad., December 29th. 1S75.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
The long rainy season has effectually protected game from extermination. But few quail have been killed, and deer, which are quite numerous in the Kankakee swamps, are still living in perfect safety. They
are absolutely out of reach. Were they to be let alone two years we
would hive fine shooting. The mildness of the season thus lar leads
me to think that birds will be abundant next year. I wish I could be

sure of January and February, but there's the rub.

W. H.

HOLABIRD,

—

Too much praise cannot be awarded to the Canadians for the energy with which they are enforcing the
hear of arrests being made
game laws across the line.
have
in all directions and in every Province, of men who
taken fish and game out of season. The wholesale arrest

We

recently of forty deer slayers at once will have a most saluthis
tary effect on all offenders. Every proceeding of
kind aids very materially the efforts of our own prosecugame. It
tors, by preventing the sale here of unseasonable
disposed
are
we
if
enforced
be
laws
can
the
that
also
shows
It cannot be denied
to take the matter seriously in hand.
part of
that there is great apathy and negligence on the
protecthe
for
avowedly
formed
been
have
that
our clubs
for
tion of game—the very associations to which we look

no end to the complaints we reindifference of these clubs,
and
ceive against the inaction
has
One gentleman residing in Central New York, who
eflScient service.

There

'

is

in individual effort to punish
he applied to two of the
that
asserts
violations of the law,
presenting
leading clubs in his section to assist him in
of spearact
in
the
guilty parties who had been detected
one or
from
except
help,
no
could
get
ing lake trout, but

spent

;

much time and money

vve
two individual members. This is a serious charge,
laxity
the
and
abuses
cannot wonder at the continuation of
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of such facts, which
of the
do not apply to one section only, but to all parts

j*

country,

\

of laws,

when we

are

made cognizant

FOREST AND STREAM
—The annual

meeting of the Mississippi State AssociaFish and Game, will be held at
Madison on the third Wednesday of January, 1876, (January
R. H, Strong, President, M. T. Bailey, Sec19th, 1876).
tion for the Protection of

retary.

%

*

Buffalo.

—The report on the

geology and resources of

save a cartridge from bursting than the ordinary double bolt, and the
former is what I use. I fully agree with Mr. Hobbs, that there
should be a standard for the chambers of breech loaders, and when I
can get American ammunition to suit me, will use no other. As for the
head pulling off, I never saw that happen. The complaint I have is, that
some of them fit my gun "too much." Does any sportsman who has
ever read the Forest and Stream believe it anything but an impartial
journal, Mr. Holden?
Mortimer.

I could learn, I believe

twelve to fourteen years will see the
destruction of what now remains of the great northern
band of buffalo, and the termination of the trade in robes
and pemican, in so far as regards the country north of the
Missouri River."

—The people of Islip have been in the habit of fishing
with pound nets, and those of Patchogue with fly nets, and
each has insisted that the practice of the other was ruinous.
It is understood that Supervisor John Wood, of Islip, and
the Hon G. F. Carman, of Patchogue, have decided that
the difficulty can best be settled by entirely prohibiting the
use of nets of any description until the close of the spawnIt is probable that the
ing season, or until the 1st of July.
baymen of both towns will accede to this proposition, as
it is regarded as directly in their own interest by tending
Babylon
to promote the continued success of the fisheries.
Signal.

**•*.

AMERICAN AMMUNITION.

WE

have received a number of communications from
on the subject of paper shells of American manufacture, from which we make the following exIt must be admitted that the balance of opinion is
tracts.
in favor of the home made article, and when a uniform
system of boring the chambers of guns shall have been
adopted we have no doubt that the Bridgeport shell will be
t>ur readers

One correspondent, writing from
the one generally used.
Randolph, Mass., thinks that the superiority of English
ammunition over ours

lies in

the fact that across the water

pay more for a good article than
think that he is wrong, or why the

sportsmen are willing to

own.
enormous sale

are our

We

of Ely's

production ?

The

fact

is,

that the

between the two countries
enables the English manufacturer to produce an equally
good, if not better, article at far less cost to himself, and
some compete with us in our own market. When the increased use of American ammunition will enable our makers
to realize a profit from larger sales, any difference there
difference in the price of labor

may now be

Our correspondent adds:
"Bat, in justice to one American firm, I am bound to state that I have
bought of various dealers, (and to all of whom I am unknown, thus prewill disappear.

chance for partiality), and shot during the four months endthousand rim fire, No. 38 calibre, rifle cartridges, without a single missfit- or missfire; cartridges made by Union
Metallic Cartridge Company, of Bridgeport, Conn., and I have never
succeeded in making so good even shooting (at target) with any other
make of fixed ammunition, whether American or foreign made.
cluding

all

ing October 1st, 1875, four

c,

A

CORRESPONDENT who has

recently visited Mr.
Dittmar's works near Boston writes us the following
description of the mode of manufacturing the explosive.

is a secret, we presume Mr. Dittmar alone knows the
proportions of the different ingredients. With regard to
its safety we are assured, by Mr. Dittmar, that on that
point there is nothing to fear, hut we agree with our correspondent that the results of various tests, as already published, do not decide the question entirely in the affirmative.
It would be very satisfactory if some decisive tests
could be made, of a nature to set at rest the vexed question,
is, or is not, the Dittmar a safe powder to be used in shot
guns:
Hartford, Conn., December 10th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Recently while in Boston I met Mr. Dittmar, and although I did not
at that time learn much of the composition of his new powder, I was

As it

struck with the many advantages it had if it equalled his expectations.
The following description of its composition and method of manufacture may enable many to understand its working, and why there were so
many different opinions. It consists in taking any suitable kind of vegetable fibre, in the raw or manufactured state, such as flax or old linen or
cotton ra<*s, reducing them to a fine pulp, pressing this pulp into sheets
of suitable thickness, which are properly drieo. and then reduced to
grains or powder of suitable size in a cutting or grinding machine.
These grains are then treated with acid, or a mixture of nitric and sulphuric acids, in the same manner in which gun cotton is made. Before
subjecting it to the action of the acids it may be soaked in a solution of
sugar, mannite, amylum, or inuline, taking care to clear it of any superfluous acid by applying to it a solution of alkali or soda. It may also be
soaked in a solution of nitrate or chlorate of potash. After being subjected to the action of the acids, and dried and desaicated, it is ready for
use. The mixture of the vegetable palp with the sugar, etc., produces
a very powerful explosive compound, and overcomes the dilliculty experienced in preparing, without the pulp, either of such matters with acids.
For improving the powder for blasting purposes, it may be soaked in
nitro-glycerine, or have applied to it soda or saltpetre in a fine state after
it is dried. All the above compounds, without the use of nitro-glycerine,
can be used fev gunning or artillery purposes, and can be kept wet and
transported in that condition with safety, it being impossible to set it on
fire or explode it by concussion.
Before use it is to be dried in the sun
or otherwise, the grains remaining whole, and losing none of their
strength. Owing to the elasticity of the matrial,it is claimed to be safer
than any other similar explosive, and it may be so. The only similar explosives I can find are Shultze's sawdust powder, and gun felt, which I
believe are sold only in loaded cases for sporting purposes and not
in bulk, as they are considered too dangerous to be used by persons
not acquainted with the proper methods of using them. In appearance
the Dittmar powder resembles fine cork, being of nearly the same
color and specific gravity. I am not acquainted with the English laws
regarding gun cotton, etc., but as I find it advertised in a London
paper— "sold only in loaded cases, with or without shot" I am led to
the conclusion that it is subject to some special restraint.
W. R. C.

—

December,

—

Parker gun, I will give you my experience in that line. My
pounds. I have always used the Bridgeport shell, and
have used five hundred this season, and I have not had any troubie with
them, and not one missfire as yet.
Holden Bird Shooter.
shell in the

gun

is 10 bore, 9J-

Clinton, Iowa, December 13th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I have got a Parker gun, and have used these shells and others
I
never had a missfire. I ain greatly troubled with the shells bursting, or
rather ripping, apparently up the seam. Now the shells fit the chamber
of my gun as nice as any one could wish. Where the trouble lays I
don't know. I have thought that they were a poor material, or were not
fastened right. If any others have had the same experience I should
like to know their views on this subject.
Geo. Dinnie.
.

We

published some time since a letter from Mr.

Hanworth, of Quincy,

111.,

who had had much

W.

B.

difficulty

with missfires. He now writes
"I can now say that I have shot over two hundred of the Bridgeport
paper shells since I had my gun fixed by Joseph Batter, of Chicago, and
:

over three hundred of the Ely shells, and have not had a single missfire.
I use the 2 J inch shell in the field, and 3 inch blue shells over the trap.
Before my gun was repaired I used to average about six out of a hundred missfires with Ely's shells, and of the Bridgeport sheils, at least

them would miss fire. I am glad to say that the fault lay
and that I found it out, and that I have now got something
reliable.
I think the American shells just as good as the Ely shells,
aud would just as soon have them, and if they do not make any No. 12,
3 inches and 2| inches long they ought to do so, as these lengths are used
in No. 12 guns for trap shooting and ducking.
W. B H.
one-fourth of

in the gun,

.

The Union
the 2£

Metallic Cartridge

and 3 inch

Company

are

now masing

shells.

Port Richmond, December 3d, 1815.
Editor EoreisT and Stream:—
Last Spring I purchased 1,000 of the U. M. Co. cartridge paper shells,
an£ had at that time a first-class breech loader. For the first two or
three days every cap exploded, and I felt well pleased to think that we
would now be supplied with American paper shells; but the next morning American shells had lost all favor with us, as I pulled on a wood
duck aud both barrels missflred. The same thing happened on an English snipe, and I began to get provoked, and would have sold the balance
of shells I had for a song, but I did not know but that I had made some
mistake in loading, and that evening I loaded some more, being very
particular.
Out of eleven shots that day one shell missfired, and I
never used any more until last Fall, when I tried them in my new
"Greener." She never allows any missfires, audi shot nearly every
day the first part of the season, using and giving away something like
1,200 of these shells, and never a missfire.
But now my objection to
them, and that is, their not being uniform in size.
have two shells to
Bend you that you may judge for yourself. One of them fits the chamber very nicely and the other jams, and when once in, it is impossible to
extract it. I have had to take my gun across my knee to unlock it for
<

the purpose of putting a new cartridge in after firing. At first I attributed the fault to my using too large a wad, and never discovered the cause
until recently, so I use no more TJ. M. C. shells until I am sure I can
get
them out of the chamber without being obliged to fire them off or use a
stick.

The

latter is

a

method

I don't approve of, and I caution all
sportsmen not to try it too often. As for parties loading them twice, it
may be done, but I never used, or saw one used, that was suitable for
unloading; and a "treble wedge fastening" I consider
more likely to

ice, this

book offer it to the new-comers at the
Jacksonville depots, they are very often met with the negative reply that they bought the book before they left the
North. No visitor to Florida who possesses a copy would
be without it, and every one who has heard of the book
purchase it before leaving home. It is a volume of 350
One hundred times its cost
pages, and is sold for $1 50.
can often be saved by buying it. Copies can be supplied

My

own experience with the
disagreeable. I sent last year to Mr. Dittmar for
a sample, hoping to find it all that it was represented. I received by
mail a small can, and loaded some metallic shells with 3J drachms, (by
measure, not weight), using aDizox charger. I put one red-edged wad
rank

it

far

above the old explosive.

new powder was most

over the powder, and struck the loading plug twice only witn the palm
of my hand, so that the powder could not have beon too tightly compressed. Six of those shells, fired from two different guns, burst both!
They were fine breech loaders, of high price aud approved makers, so
AsT am not a millionaire, or dethst the fault did not he in the guns.
sirous of going to the happy hunting grounds yet, I shall let others experiment for the future, and stick to the black powder till I see better
reports of the new than I have seen yet. As for the comparative shooting of the black and Dittmar, I can only say, that I was out one day this
season with a friend who was shooting Dittmar powder, and he constantly wounded birds that he failed to kill, while mine fell dead. I
told him that his powder did not shoot, etc., gave him some of my
shells, after which he killed his birds as cleanly as myself.

Arnold B urges.
•»-*»

'
!

Transportation of Game.— Live game is a kind of
much coveted by express companies, some of
which we think decline to receive it on any terms. Therefreight not

we are not quite sure that we shall do our friends of
the United States Express Company, a kindness by volunteering an expression of satisfaction at the very excellent
condition in which consignments of game, both dead and
alive, is received by their lines
have had occasion to
ship at one load as many as ten live deer a 1,200 miles journey; while our receipts of dead birds, fish, &c, have been
many. In no case ^have we known of suffering or loss
through neglect or inattention.
understand that a
fore

.

this

at

Dealers

office.

are

News Company.

We

We

great deal of this kind of freight

passes through their
hands, and inasmuch as the Company is now "in for it,"
and in view of the probable increase of game and fish all
over the country by attempted propagation by artificial
culture, it may possibly result that we shall have improved
methods of transportation and special trains running. Indeed, many attempts to obtain portable refrigerators for

dead game, and suitable conveyances for live animals, have
been, and are being made, but we believe that no result
has been reached that is perfectly satisfactory, if we except the one or two cars built by the Alligrett Refrigerator Company.
It has been definitely rettled that as a means
of preserving meats or fish, the new method in which, by
a packing of ice, an equal temperature of about 20° is
maintained, is far superior to the old. Trout have been
kept fresh by the Alligrett process for a year^or more,
and strawberries and other fruits are preserved so that
even the leaves retain their freshness for a very long period.
Indeed, the immense refrigerators used by our large fish
and game dealers, have entirely superceded the old ice

furnished by the American

«+-

Advertise in Forest and Stream!—Mr. H. H. Thomas,
Randolph, N. Y. in renewing an adverI recently put
into your paper of '20,000 Brook Trout eggs for Sale,' has
brought me a sale of 260,000 eggs." This is the testimony
that we receive from nearly all who have tested the utility
and advantage of our columns as an advertising medium
and yet there are some dealers who probably would not beThe advantage in
lieve "even Moses and the prophets."
using our paper is that nearly every one of its readers are
purchasers; they are men who can afford to buy luxuries;
and needing what they deem essential to their gratification,
they are constantly searching our columns for those articles
they desire. For this reason each 1,000 circulation of
pisciculturist, of

,

"The advertisement which

tisement says:

;.

Forest and Stream

is equal to 10,000 circulation of the
daily newspapers, as a very large proportion of those who
buy the latter cau scarcely afford the cost, much less the

money

for luxuries of life. Let any one
glance at these lines, make a note of it.

who

chances to

<*-•-»»

—Robert

of North Elba, so well
Headley's & Street's fascinating
volumes on the Adirondacks, recently died, after a long
illness.
His age was nearly seventy-one years, and this
patriarch of the mountains had spent the most of his life in
the sublimely mountain-girded home, from which "his
spirit took its flight."

Obituary.

known

G.

Scott,

to the readers of

-+•+*.

Warm! —The warm

weather of the past week opened
windows, set vegetation to sprouting, brought out the
wasps, flies, and garter snakes, liberated frozen-up craft,
spoiled market truck, and retained the tide of trarel to
Florida. There is scarcely any snow in New England anywhere now. At Danversport, Mass., last Saturday the
mercury indicated 110° in the sun: so a correspondent
writes, but we guess he pinched the thermometer a little.
-«•-*•

1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
I have watched with much interest the experiments made by your correspondents with Dittmar's powder. Beyond all question, if the powder
can be made safe, and as effective as black powder, its other qualities
will

in Florida."— When the agents for the

Camp Life

sale of this valuable

F. R.

Worcester, Mass., December 13th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:
As you wish to hear from some person that has used the Bridgeport

with

that disastrous loss
contact with ice. The exigencies of trade demand a more
perfect system of transportation for fish and game, and it
wij.1 be found in the construction of these double framed

THE DITTMAR POWDER.

that at the present

rate of extermination,

of" a hollow casing or iron tubes
low temperature is maintained without
of juices which is the result of actual

Now, by means

chests.
filled

cars.

the region of the thirty-ninth parallel, from the .Lake of
the Woods to the Rocky Mountains, by Mr. Dawson, says:

"From what

345

—Richard Henry Lee,

of Clarke county, Va., has been
selected to read the Declaration of Independence at the
Centennial celebration at Philadelphia July 4th, 187G. Col.
Lee is a grandson of the Richard Henry Lee, who, in the
Continental Congress, moved "that these United Colonies
are, and of a right ought to be free and independent States "

He

is the nephew of Charles Lee, Washington's AttorneyGeneral, and nephew, also, of Light Horse Harry Lee,
the father of General Robert E. Lee.
He was a gallant
soldier, aud is universall respected as a gentleman of irre-

proachable character and great intelligence.

More Foxes.— Mr. Clarence H. Johnson of the Staten
Island Sportsmen' Association, who is now in Virginia
writes us that he has been presented by Mr. Wm. H. Martin of Gloucester Co., with two live foxes which he will
bring on with him for a hunt on Staten Island on his return.

some

They

he says, in good condition, and will afford

are,

capital runs.

A

party of thirty gentlemen started out from Norfolk,
Virginia on New Years day for an old time fox hunt!
They had two brace of hounds with them. When last
heard liom, the fox was ahead and likely to run until the
next Centennial.
*»«».
:

.

A Noble Charity.—The Infant Asylum Grand Ball will
be held at the Academy of Music in this city on the 13th
inst.
Of all our many charities none are more deserving
of countenance and encouragement than this, the one
that
provides a home for little waifs of fortune thrown
adrift

on the world's wide sea. The ball itself is under the direction of ladies and gentlemen who hold the first
position in
our social and business circles, and thore of
previous
years have been noted for their elegance and success.
.

'

— ^ «»

»

The Health Lift.—Known

also as the Cumulative
an invaluable aid to boating
men, and others who desire to fit their frames and lungs
for continued exertion. It is said that ten minutes
a clay
with one of these machines will double the actual strength
in three months, while it does not fatigue or
exhaust, but

Exercise and Lifting Cure

is

rather refreshes and invigorates. For those suffering
from
the effects of sedentary occupations it must be invaluable.

— »»

.

-No
whales
OX

wonder

when

so

much

W

.

r

said about the blubber
of
they have often such a right trying
time

lti.

is

-^-

—Stories of panther encounters are
current now
We
have two fromVermont, two from
Pennsylvania, and one
from Texas. Bear adventures are too
in fact, there

common to mention

is

trouble IrmirC

all

over the woods

•

FOREST AND STREAM.
'he

was the winner with a score of 75 out of 100. The score
was as follows, the distance being 309 yards:—

H£ifle.

list

Conlins Gallery.— The Fobest and Stream Badges
were shot for on Thursday, December 30th, 1875. It was
a spirited contest

and many of the best "off-hand" shots

conditions were. 10 shots; rifle; 200
yards target reduced for the 110 feet range; Wimbledon
rules.
The following are the best scores for the respective

badges:— 1st badge, best score, T."""'C. Noone, 43; John D.
Cheever, "41. 2d badge, average centres, A. G, Hellwig,
40; Ghas. A. Cheever, 38; L. V. Sone, 37.. 3d badge, average inners, F. N, DeWitt v 30; H. A. Hynes, 29; T. G.

On Hew

ing

is the score:
Name.
John Tragesser, first

.

.

'

prize

Name.

Score.
47

Captain Joseph. Ross
L. Riggs.
...
Dr. T. B. Austin

M.

A. B Vanhusen
J Brodigan
Capt. L. C. Bruce
D, L. Beckwith
.

John Dutf ill
47 Capt. William Lindsey
47 T. C.Banks
46 J. McGlensey, second prize
46 F. N. DeWitt

45 D. E. Vannett
45 F. Carpenter
45 B Ginger
44 W. P. Gillette
43 Geo. Grentzer, third prize

.

.

A. G. Holcomb
Frederick Kesler
P. Fcnning..

4.2

John Bryan

42

William Grentzer

Score,
42
42
41
40
40
40
40
38
35
28
20

Mr. Hellwig has added another prize of a double barrel
shot gun, to be won three times by the second best score,
the same as all the other prizes. The next competition
will take place Wednesday evening at 6 o'clock P.M.,
5th, 1876.

Glen Drake Range. — The matchea
Rifle Association in

of the American
honor of the opening of the centennial

drew together a large number of the members of the
The first day of the year bright, clear, and warm,
was just the day to shoot; the result was a day of pleasure,
good scores and a certainty that the marksman would
awake the next morning with clear heads and bright eyes,
which might have been otherwise had they followed the
time honored custom of the day. Col. J. F. Underhill, the
President, was first upon the ground; under his superintendence the range has been prepared for the day, presenting an unusually attractive appearance. The contests were
for the Association cup, valued at $50, and a subscription
year,
club.

"We give a summary of the shooting.
Association Cup Match.
Distance, 500 yards; any rifle;
10 scoring shots; military rifles allowed five points if of
fifty calibre; cup to be won twice before property passes.
The best scores were:
match.

—

Name.

Score.

David F. Davids

3 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

C.A. Hodgeman

5
55 55
4 5 5 4 5 2 4 4 5 5

53553

H. Fisher

R

C.

5 554525444
5554404 55 4
5 343443425

Rathbone
Dusenbury

Col. J. T.

Year's day, this range

Two

Underhill

Total.
47
46
43

43
41

37

16

56

.,

was open for off-hand

matches were in progress

day.

all

follows.

Name.

weekly competition shooting, lying position,
for a gold medal, a rifle, and a revolver, took place at
Hellwig's new gallery, No, 273 Eighth avenue, under the
Grand Opera House, on December 29th, 1875. The follow-

January

J W. Goodale
b8 G. W. Maiison
59,S. S. Leo

shooting only.

Score.

Total.
79
73
72
71

443545544454434443
443444443 4 4344453305
.433334 3 3434445444334
3 2434434343344534443

H. Quinn
Geo. Frazier.
D. Smyth
H. L. Gaarison

Turf, Field and Farm cups will be shot for Thursday, Jan. 6th, 1876, commencing at four P. M.
Shooters
are invited.
fifth

Score.
44
40
23

'.'.'.'.'.70

The Harris match for an elegant short range Sharpe rifle.
The conditions were 20 shots, standing, 300 yards. H.
Quinn was the winner with thfe^wy handsome score of
79 out of a possible 100. The four best scores were as

29.

™The

Score. ~ Name.
75 B. Cullen

,

E.Cornell
G. L. Morse....

The

,

Name.
Smyth

.

H. J. Quinn
H. Maynard

The

participated.

Moore,

D

3 3

This trophy must be won three times before becoming
the property of the holder.
Capt. D. Smyth won at the
first competition on a score of 75.
An all-comers match for a nickle plated revolver was
shot at the same time. The conditions were 10 shots, offhand, at 200 yards, the prize to go to the best score made
during the day; competitors being allowed to enter more
than once. There were thirty-six entries
Mr. Morse was
twice the victor, having made on his first score 44 out of
50, and on his second entry, 41.
The best six scores were
.

as follows:
Score.

3544545455
444 445 44 4
4544444444
3 4
4 5 4 4 5 4 4
444434 4 544
5433545443

Morse
H. Maynard
F. Shonnard
G.

Ti.

E.

Connell
P. Constable

Total.
44

4

41
41

40
40

this letter

they have received no answer.

Hartford.

—

The Connecticut Rifle Association has
formally organized with the following officers
and a ecood membership:— President, Gen. Joseph R. Hawley; Vice President, Nathan Washburn; Secretary and
Treasurer, B. P. Blakeslee; Executive Committee, O. E.
Pilard, G. W. Yale, J. C. Linney, Major L. A. Barbour
and T. F. Plunkett. The Manchester range has been decided upon, for the present at least, as it offers better advantages for long range practice than any other brought
before the notice of the committee appointed to make the
selection.
The initiation fee to the association is $3 with
monthly dues of fifty cents.

.

.

.

.

—

Creedmoor Jr. Range. The second of the popular
subscription matches inaugurated at this gallery (corner
Warren street Broadway) was shot on Wednesday the 29th
ult.
All day long the riflemen thronged the 100 yard under ground range. The "ninety and nine" could have
been found there as there were just that number of entries.
The lost odd one put in appearance after six P. M., but
"It was too late to enter now." The winning scores were
as follows:
Name.
Score.
Total.
4 4 5 5 5—23
T. C. Banks, best score
5th
best
4—22
score
.....5 4 4 5
W. H. Sabin,
P. Backofen, W. H. DeHart, and F. H. Holton
4 4 4 5 4—21
tied for third prize, 10th best score
4 5 4 4 4—21
W. B. Farwell, 15th best score
score
best
20th
Jewell,
5 4 5 3 4—21
H. S.
In deference to the wishes of many of the contestants in
these matches the entrance hereafter will be $1, and the number of shots 10, as there will be less tieing of scores. Also
the day of shooting wT ill be changed to Tuesdays, both
There will be
for subscription and badge matches.
matches shortly arranged for any position shooting with
something unique and elegant in the way of prizes.

Morsemere.— The dense fog which prevailed on this
range during Christmas day, prevented the shooting of the
matches which were arranged. On the Tuesday following

1

61 J. L. Parkinson
52|R. J. Haire

have just had the pleasure ofc inspecting a gun
Mr. N. P. White, of Palatka, Florida,
by J. & W. Tolley. The gun is of their Paragon brand,
and in poise and workmanship we have rarely ever seen
one more desirable.

319

Score.
Name.
6810. C. Blackroev
..64|K.

tember,

69
67
64

64|George Willard

A. G. Alford

S.Thompson

Total

386

INDIANA RIFLE ASSOCIATION, OF FORT WAYNE.

Name.

W. W.

Name.

Score.)

Total

of 57.

1st prize

G. Buttenmuller
S.

B.

j

Sextonf

47 C. S. Gerrish
43 S. A. Murray
42 T. J. Conley..
lsher
de
4C J

T
2d n ZP "40
lieonK5apze
'

,

39
41

The Centennial,— Major

-

S.

T.

H7

A.

J

Murray

I

Tip
nVe
lieon,<ja
on 2d pze

j

J. Conley, 4th prize

Gen.

Shaler,

*

and alone."

Choke-Bores.— A correspondent of Turf, Field and
Farm, writing from London under date of December 8th,
does not speak very enthusiastically regarding choke-bores,
as we find the followiug paragraph in his letter: "My object in writing this letter is to give publicity, through your
ubiquitous columns, to the many American sportsmen
whose minds may be in suspense, to the fact that chokebores have failed here as they have done with you, that the
Field trial has established nothing, and that a great deal of

worry, trouble and nseless discussion has been the only
actual result, unless I add the annoyance given to sportsmen by having had their expectations unduly raised, and
the probable injury to the gun trade through suspension of

38
86
35
35

orders."

—

Wm. Fage, who has held the gold medal of the Onondaga Sportsmen's Club for some time, was last week obliged to part with it to Thos. Kimber, Jr., who won it in a
match in the town of Onondaga, the followiug being the

-

-35

31

commanding

the First Division N. Y. & N. G.; Gen. Woodward, Adjutant General on Governor Tilden's staff; George W.
Wingate, Secretary of the American Rifle Team, and Gen.
K, Knox, Chief of Ordinance on Governor Tilden's staff,

t

— William True-

twelve turkeys. The Winter has been very mild and dry
so far, and geese and ducks have not been so plentiful as
they generally are at this season. I saw a mocking-bird
(Mitnm Polyglottus) yesterday, and do not remember ever to
have seen one so late in the season before, and what is
more strange, only one bird, appearing to remain " solitary

the targets, materially affecting the scores. At the club
room, in the evening, Mr. J. A, Parkinson, of Jackson,
moved that the Chicago Rifle Club Association be empowered to make preliminary arrangements for the organization of a Northwestern Club, and that they call a convention of all clubs organized in the West at as early a date as
possible, each club to have an equal vote in said convention; and, further, that the Chicago Association draft a
constitution and by-laws to be submitted when the convenThe motion was unanimously adopted.
tion is held.
In a match for prizes, shot at Fuller's Snooting Gallery
December 30th, the following scores were made at sixty
feet range; Creedmoor target reduced:-—
Scoie,
Name.
Score,
Name.
B. Sexton,

Co., Dec. %0lh

love, Dr. Salmon and Ed. Flectcher spent one day and two
nights in the *' Nation" last week, and killed two deer and

310

T.J. Conley....
S. B. Knight

S.

Texas. — Gainesville, Cooke

The Chicago team winning by 67 points over the Michigan team. In the afternoon a thick mist almost obscured

S.

Scott,

we have more

tember.
Score.
65
59
36

46|D. D. Weisell
891 J. H. Stophlet
.65|A. F. Devereux.

Stinnets

J. C. Beeks
C. Bundel

—

Dec. 27th. As I predicted last Sepquail than ever before for six or
eight years, and the finest sport ever known. Prairie
chickens are here by the thousand. On bright sunny days,
at noon, they lie as close to the dog in the grass as in Sep-

Kansas

Score.

I

J. A. Shaffer
S. B. Sexton

to order, for

— Fort

CHICAGO RIFLE CLUB.

M. W. Lyman

shot for on Wednesday, under
which makes it obligatory to shoot all matches
postponed on account of the weather, on the first day on
which shooting may be possible, Capt Douglas Smyth

—We

made

52

k

Total

of

cents; steak, 25 to 30 cents.

Score.
54
42

I

T. E. McFarland

:

game during the
Ruffed grouse (partridges) are being received largely from Maine, and sell for
75 cents to $1 per pair; pinnated grouse (prairie chickens)
are worth $1 to $1 25 per pair; quail, $3 per dozen; canvas-back ducks are much lower, many of the birds received from Havre de Grace and Currituck not being in firstrate condition, they sell for $1 50 to $2 50 per pair: redheads, $1 to $1 25; mallards, 75 cents to $1; widgeon, 50
cents to 75 cents; black ducks, 75 cents to $1; broad bills,
50 to 75 cents; sprig-tails, 75 cents to $1; teal, very scarce,
75 cents to $1 25; brant are also scarce and sell for $1 to
$1 50 per pair; wild geepe, 75 cents to $1 25 per pair;
hares, 40 to 60 cents per pair; venison, saddles, 20 to 25

:

George Langran won, for the third time, the Marksman's
Match, and the prize became his personal property. His
score was the best yet made. At 200 yards he scored 23
out of 35, and 500 yards 34 out of 35, making a grand total

the rule

—

Game in Market. Fair receipts
week and prices are somewhat lower.

JACKSON (MICH.) RIFLE CLUB.
Score.
Name.
58 J. T. Harrington....

geese, brant, &c.

FOB FLORIDA.

ent, as

Name.

-

Wild duck,

Deer, Wild Turkey, Woodcock, Quail, Snipe, Ducks, and Wild Fowl.

centre,

Name.

P.M.

The Harris Trophy was

,

Rifle Club,

G. H. Wolcott
J. A. Parkinson
T. J. Conley

IN SEASON IN JANUARY.

Hares, brown and gray.

.

Hodgeman. ..5 5 5 4 4
23|
The arrangements are such that practice can be kept up
all Winter at this range, comfortable quarters having been
provided from which the shooter can fire without exposure
The election for officers for the ensuing
to the weather.
year will take place at Mount Vernon, on Thursday, Jan.
11th, 1876 at 5

GAME

Chicago.— The Inter- State Rifle match between clubs
from Chicago, Jackson, Mich., and Fort Wayne, Ind.,
came off on the 29th ult. at the range of the Chicago

C. A.

&%8 wul @lun.

)*m*

now been

and Fort Wayne the left. Major Fulton was preswere many others prominently interested in rifle
The following are the scores, there being two
shooting.
sighting and fifteen scoring shots

•

48 out of a possible 50, at the latter distance. They now
intend to practice at the 500 and 600 ranges, and by-and~
by some first rate shots at all ranges may be looked for at
the Wauwatosa Range. As there are now clubs at Chicago,
Elgin, Jackson, Milwaukee, and other prominent cities~it
would be a capital idea to get up a Northwestern tournament for a badge, or some other prize to be shot for bv
teams next Summer.

Yon-

Association; balance to three highest scores; entrance fee,
Best scores were:
$1.
Score.
Total
Name.
Score.
Total
Name.
24!B. C. Gould
5 5554
54345 21
H. Fisher
23jR. Rathhone
45 4 55
21
II. Fisher
5 3 544
23 D. F. Davids. ...
5 4 4 5 5
.5 4 5 tf 5
21
G. H. Thompson,
I

;

kers Gazette.

South Park. The prizes consisted of a magnicent silver urn, presented by Giles Brother's, jewelers of
Chicago, and a beautiful gold and silver mounted revolver,
presented by Mr. Alford, agent for Messrs. Remington.
The range was 500 yards, and shooting commenced at 11
o'clock, Chicago taking the target to the right, Jackson the

.

A

Milwaukee, Wisconsin.—
Rifle Association has recently been organized here with over fifty members. The
following gentlemen were elected officers President, John
Nagro Vice-President, Gen. Edward W. Hincks Secretary, Q. B. Fran khn burger
Treasurer, John Johnston.
Executive Committee— John Nagro, Chas. L. Pence, D. B.
Frankenburger, James H. Walker, Rev. Myron Reed.
Finance Committee— O. B. Hopkins, W. A. Collins, H. H.
West. Range Committee— Col. J. M. Arnold; J: C.Welles,
C. Simonds.
Through the courtesy of General Hincks,
the Association has one of the finest ranges in the country'
at Wauwatosa.
The members have so far principally practiced at 200 and 400 yards, and a good many can now make

41

4

have been second if he had not
had thejnisfortune to make a bulls-eye on the wrong target.
In the subscription match there were thirty -seven entries.
It was also shot at 500 yards, open to any rifle; entries not
limited; five scoring shot9; one half of entrance money to

Mr Dusenbury would

^

;

—

To

The Use of the Strap.— This question, which has been
discussed in these columns, is likely to be brought more
prominently forward, as the riflemen of Great Britain have
adopted it and desire to use it in the next international
match. 'Says the Times : Sir Henry Halford, Bart., of
Leicester, England, has written a letter to Col. Gildersleeve, in which he announces that he has been
chosen
Captain of the English team which will be selected to contest in the international rifle match during the Centennial
celebration at Philadelphia next year.
Sir Henry states
that the British marksmen have adopted the back position
in shooting, and to lessen the recoil, use a stirrup which
they attach to the trigger guard and in which they place
the foot, and requested information as to whether such a
contrivance would be permitted in this country. It is
probable that it would not be allowed in an international
match. Col. Gildersleeve states that while he will devote
all the time possible to the selection of a competent team
to represent the United States in the Centennial matches,
he will be unable to take any active part in the contest.

;

As our item, a week or two ago, concerning the
relations of the Yonkers Rifle Association with the American Rifle Association, of Mount Vernon, was misunderstood by some to mean that our riflemen had "backed out"
of the proposed match, we will correct that impression by giving the facts.
The Yonkers Rifle Association challenged the American Rifle Association to shoot
a match at 500 yards.
The latter club returned an answer
proposing that instead of 500 yards the range be 300 yards,
off-hand shooting. The Yonkers Rifle Association replied
proposing to settle the affair satisfactorily to both sides by
shooting a certain number of shots at both 500 and 300
yards,

ottered.

:

Name.
G. L. Morse

W.

were in Philadelphia last week, as an executive committee
of the Rifle Association of New York, trying to
get ground
for a rifle match at the Exposition. They require
1 000
yards for a match in which all the foreign teams are
'expected to join. Prizes reaching $35,000 in value are
to be

score, fifteen birds

each:—

Thos.
J

W,

Kimber, ....1

Page,....,,.....^

111n^irnrrr
01 M0JJ
o
o

Total

Score.

Name.
1

1

i

1

i

I

1
2

13
10

FOREST AND STREAM.
—A match was shot

on the 21st ult. at Major J, R. Viley's
Lexington, Ky., between the Viley Shooting
Olub of that place, and the Hunter's Club, resulting in a
victory for the Viley Club, by the appended score:—
hunter's shooting gltjb.
Total.
Name.
J.

4
5 0.
5 D.

A. Hig^lns

G. Morgan..
j'M. Taylor
J, F. Viley
j*
B. Beck
\V R. McOomb

A

y,"

YJXEY SHOOTING CLUB.

Name.
P. W. Woolley

Total.
7
5
5
.. 7
9

W. Bradley

Knoble......
G. A. DeLong,

Smith

6-J.

M. D. Richardson....

4

Waters

10!

W.

G. McChesney, Jr

"..

4
7

The day was windy and the birds strong. The Vile.y
Club was to have shot a match with the Junior Club of
Paris, Ky--., on the 2@th ult., and another with the Hunter's

on the 31st

ult.

We

when

publish scores

shall

re-

ceived.

A Challenge.— Mr. William

Parks, President of the

Gun Club, makes the following proposition to
Chicago Gun Club: He will name four members of
Long island club to shoot with an equal number of the

Long Island
the
the

Chicago club a match at pigeons, on or about January 20th,
for $500 a side; match to be shot on the Long Island club
grounds, twenty-five birds each, twenty-eight or thirty
vardsrise; any gun allowed; English rules; birds furnished
If Mr. Parks would only take his four
by the club free.
members to Chicago with him there would be every prospect of an interesting match, but on the 20th of January
the great Bench Show of dogs commences in that city and
it is highly improbable that any of the Chicago sportsmen
would care to be absent at that time.

The Long Island Gun Club.— This organization had a
day at Dexter Park on Wednesday last, to which
members of all the shooting clubs in the vicinity had been
The match between Ira Paine and Howard Raninvited.
som for $25 a side, 18 birds each, 30 yards rise from 5
The scores were as follows:
traps, Hurlingham rules
10 11110 Howard '-Ransom" (B)—
Ira Paine (B)-l
1
1-Total :0, killed ?, missed 3.
110 1 0— Total 10, killed 4, missgala

.

ed

A number

6

were

of sweepstakes

shot, in

which Messrs.

Woodward, Winn, Talbot, Bassford, Thomas and others
were successful.
«*HH»-

Windekmen, Montgomery
Forest and Stream:—

Editor

1st, 1876.

The Chicago Sportsmens Clab rules were adopted, with the
1

following result:—

Score.
1

1

J.N. DeHaven

1

A. S. Eoberte, Jr
Edward Wain, Jr...,,,.. 1 ,0
There being no birds on hand, the tie

Haven was postponed

till

1

1

1

1

1

1

between Mr. Frost and Mr. Be

WAGES

Bodine

——

«»»
*

1

Brooklyn, N. Y., December
Editor Forest and Stream:—
In your i a g t issue, in an article on

.

THE MEGANTIC.

IN

,

24th, 1875.

"Moose

New York sportsmen

of

in the Megantic Basin," the
paying Adirondack prices, as

though they did so through preference. Allow me to sta^e the facts:
When I went to that country I was under the same false idea in regard
to its being a cheap country, as he seems to have been, but was soon disabused of it by finding myself in the hands of men that not only had

the Yankee, but that of the Canadian thrown in. Being
and consequently new to the regular charges, we were in their
power, as they well knew. As to teams being had for $3 when we paid
$10, 1 can only say that we did our best to reduce this charge and in the
end did not pay it.
We even went so far as to write several letters to
parties in Scottstown, inquiring the regular charge for teaming on the
Megantic road, and were told that we were only charged at the usual
rate.
Our guides we took with us, employing men that had been with us
on previous occasions, as we knew none in the district. Archie McDonald we hired to work on the camp, but not as a regular guide, and
he refused to work for leas than $2 per day. Mr. French
we found a
ffiau of ability in his positron, aud one
that we could count on when ordering provisions, etc., being always prompt;
but then he was exorbitant in his charge, more so than men in parts of
the Adirondacks.
I write that you may .tell Mr. Stanstead that
we did not go there to
throw away money, but as sportsmen. If we have in any
way interfered
with his "old sporting grounds" I am very sorry, being
sorry also that
they were no better.
The bills were all worked over carefully and
amounts criticized before payment. If we have overpaid, let this
be
our excuse: "We were strangers and
they took us in. " Pierrepont.
[This information may be of service to future visitors to
the cunning: of

strangers,

this locality.

position

1

size

and color

......
Western, according to size and color, prime.
Southern, and ordinary, per skin, according to

BADGER—Prune
OAT— Wild, Northern and Eastern

00
00

,
'.

States,' cased, prime
Wild, Southern ana Western, prime.
.,
House, ordinary, if large, prime
House, black, furred, prime
FISHER—Northern and Eastern, according to size and
color prime
Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Western, ditto, prime
Southern, ditto,, prime
\

50
60
50
08
25

ww

^
LYNX—
MARTIN—
MINK—

.

MUSKRAT—

OTTER—

,

,

.

"

,

.

'

,

.

.

Better to shun a place than to submit to im-

.—Ed.]

SHARPSHOOTING EXTRAORDINARY.

—

-

.

.»

,

Providence, R.

I.,

December

26th, 1875.

Suitor Forest and Stream:—
A short time ago one of the members of the American Team was on a
visit to a friend
in Providence, R. I., and some of the amateur riflemen
of that vicinity
invited him out to shoot. At Valley Falls, about four
Miles from Providence,
there is a very nice range of five hundred yards,
which has been used by the amateurs
for practice, to which Mr. F
was invited. Near by the
range one of the amateurs has quite extensive works for
the manufacture of horse shoes, where the party assembled previous
to going to the range. "When all weft reatry«Sfr.
took a place on the
seat of the wagon beside tho driver, Mr.
, who
has made quite
a reputation as a rifleman, and Mr.
jumped into
the tail end of
the wagon, and Mr. P
Mr.
and Mr.
followed on foot
The path pursued skirted a small inlet of tne Blackstone
Klver, at the
further end of which Mr. F
espied several ducks serenely floating
on the water. He ordered the driver to stop, and immediately loaded
his rifle. By this time P
and Yhad come up, and
wey wanted to have a
little of the sport.
's sights

F

R

M

K

,

Y

,

.

Y

—

_

+.+

The Fur Seal.— From

Mr. Henry Elliott's report on the
condition of affairs in the Territory of Alaska, the following new facts in regard to seals are extracted. Mr. Elliott
is employed now in the Smithsonian Institution, and is a
young man of most superior attainments:—

"The male fur seal at the age of six or seven years is
described as an animal that will measure six and one-half
to seven and one-quarter feet in length from tip of nose to
end of tail, and weighs at least four hundred and sometimes as much perhaps as six hundred pounds. The head,
in comparison with the immense thick neck and shoulders'
seems to be disproportionately small, but as we come to
examine it we find that it is mostly all occupied by the
brain; the light frame work of the skull supports an expressive pair of large, bluish-hazel eyes, and a muzzle and
jaws of nearly the same size and form observed in any
Newfoundland dog, with the difference of having no flabby, hanging lips; the upper lips support a white and yellowish-gray mustache, long and In Y ;!;-;• t, (-imposed of

heavy stiff bristles. The fore feet or hands are a pair of
dark bluish-black flippers, about ten inches broad. The
shape of the flipper is strikingly like a human foot, providing the latter were drawn out to a length of twenty or
twenty-two inches, the instep flattened down and the toes
run out into the thin, membraneous, oval-tippod points,
only skin thick, leaving three cylindrical, grayish, horn
colored nails, half an inch long, back six inches from these
shining toe ends, without any nails to,mention on the big
and little toe. As we look on this fur-seal's progression,
that which seems most odd is the gingerly manner in
which lie carries those hind flippers. They are held out
at right angles from the body, directly opposite the pelvis,
the toe ends and flaps slightly waving and curling above
the earth.
The neck, chest and shoulders of a fur-seal
bull comprise more than two-thirds of his whole weight,
and in this long, thick neck and fore limbs is embodied°the
larger portion of his strength; when on land with the fore
feet he does all climbing over rocks, the -hind flippers being gathered up after every second step forward. These
fore feet are the propelling powers in water, the hinder
ones being used as rudders chiefly.
The females, or cows, like the males, vary much in
weight, but are much lighter, only weighing from eighty
to one hundred and twenty pounds.
The strong contrast
between the males and females in size and shape is heightened by the air of exceeding peace and amiability which
the latter class exhibit. They are from four to four and a
half feet in length from head to tail, and much more
shapely in their proportions than the male, the neck and
shoulders being not near so fat and heavy in proportion to
the posteriors. The head and eye of the female are really
attractive; the expression is exceedingly gentle and intelligent; the large, lustrous eyes, in the small, well- formed
head, apparently gleam with benignity and satisfaction
when she is perched upon some* convenient rock and has
an opportunity to quietly fan herself."

were pushed

,tle:r

case but the party waited for him to adjust them,
and the ducks
accommodatingly waited to be shot at. They agreed that Mr.
>

very

M

saould count,
and at the
ucks and four shooters,

word "three," all should fire. There were three
so it was arranged that two should take the
haDd blrds and two take the two ri ht hand ones
,'
At tn e word
£
«U°
oree all blazed away,
and there was great joy among the party that
either of the
ducks escaped, for there were their black carcasses floatg on the water.
The riflemen were .congratulating themselves upon
ueir marksmanship,
when a countryman spoke up and said: "Them
ttamps have been there ever since
I kin remember."
J JUStiCe
t0 the rifiemen ifc may perhaps
be well to add that the
co,L
'

-

'

'

eT

aftenvard3 reported that there were three speckledbaol
here,ffMcl1 were P fobabl sunning themselves on
y
the
^ttips, t0 wWch ft dnck.
Uke air wag giyen bjrtbe tnnles moying about<

«1

1

J.

A, M.

—A

letter from Meacham Lake, Franklin County, New
York, says that the season, thus far, has been very unfavorable for trapping, feed being so plentiful that the
fur-bearing animals will scarcely take the " bait."

—The

vicinity of Pesth, Ontario, Canada, is a fine trapping region. It lies on the Upper Ottawa River. Last

week Messrs. Thompson and Brady brought to Brockville
52 dead and 3 live deer, 4 live mink, 110 mink skins, 450
muskrat, 600 brace partridge, % dozen otter, % dozen beaver, 1 dozen fisher, 2 dozen fox, 4 doien coon and
a lot of
woodchuck skim,

friends tthovid bs mailed no

HIGH WATER. FOR THE WEEK,
Date,

a
a
a
a
15 a

20
50
40
05

and

Secretaries

than Monday hi each week.

50
50

7 oo a 12 00
5 00 a 8 00
3 00a 5 00
FOX- -Silver ditto.prnne
15
a 50 00
Cross, Northern and Eastern, ditto, prime
3 00 a 5 00
Red, Northern and Eastern, ditto, prime
1 50 a
1 65
Red, S. Penn,, N. J., and N. Ohio, ditto prime
1 25 a
1 50
Red, Southern a&d Western, ditto, prime
75 a 1 00
Grey, Northern and Eastern, cased, ditto, prime. ....
7C a 1 00
Grey, Southern and Western, ditto, prime
50 a
60
Grey, Southern and Western, ditto, open, prime
40 a
50
K'tt,.ditto, prime
30a
50
T
Ditto, prime
j 00 a
2 oo
States, ditto, prime
150 a 2 (X)
New York and New England, ditto, nrime
"...
3 00 a 4 00
Canada, Michigan, and Minnesota, ditto, prime,
2 00 a 3 00
S. New York, N. J., Penn., and Ohio, ditto, prime..
1 00 a
1 50
Md., Va., Ky., hid., Wis., and Iowa, ditto, prime.
75 a 1 25
Missouri, and all Southern, ditto, prime
50 a
75
N. New York, and Eastern, Spring
00 a
00
Western, including Penn. and Ohio, Spring
00 a
00
Northern and Eastern, Fall and Winter
23 a
25
Western, including Penn. and Ohio, Winter
20 a
23
Southern, prime
15 a
20
Southern, Winter and Fall..
12 a
15
Northern, Eastern, and Northwestern, according
to size and color, prime
10 00 a 12 00
Penn., N. J., Ohio, and Western, prime
8 00 a 10 00
Ky., Md., Na., Kansas, and vicinity, prune.
6 00 a 8 00
North Carolina, prime
4 00 a 6 00
South Carolina and Georgia, prime
2 00 a
4 00
OPOSSUM— Northern, cased, prime....
28 a
30
Southern and open Northern, prime
12 a
15
RACCOON- -Mich., N. Ind., N. Ohio, Indian handled,
dark, according to size and color, prime
80 a 1 00
111.
Iowa, Wis. and Minn. prime
50 a
65
New York and Eastern States andN. Penn., prime.
65 a
75
N. J., S. Penn., 111., Mo., Neb. and Kan., prime...
40 a
50
Maryland, Virginia, Kentucky and Tenn. prime.
30 a
40
N. and S. Car., Ga., Ark., Florida and Ala., prime.
15 a
25
RABBITS— Prime cased
02 a ^ 03
SKUNKS -Prime black, I. cased
00 a 1 30
Prime black, I. open
00 a 100
Prime black, \ white streak, IL cased
00 a
80
Prime black, i white streak, II open
00 a
50
Prime whole streaked in. and IV
15 a
20
Prime scabs
00 a
03
SKINS-Mountain, large
% 00 a 3 00
Prairie, average age, prime skins
75 a 1 25
%m~ There will bo no change in our fur quotations until the middle of
,

later

size,

'.

from

All communications

.$10 00a$15
5 00 a 10
to
2 50 a 3
1 50 a
2

. .

rl

January.

7
6

dryer and more favorable weather.

.

accuses

Total.
8
4
8

10 10 110
011111110
111101101
01011110

H. Burroughs

writer

O. G. GUNTHTSR'S SONS.

WOLF

NameA. B. Frost

GUIDES'

QUOTATIONS FROM

BEAR—Northern, according to size and quality, prime.
tb n
2? d Nortner yearlings, prime
aw
a ^ri?S
^
BEAVER—
Northern, per skin, parchment, according

and Ranting*

tzchting

Sfr»p$in$.

,

Co., Pa., Jan.

A pigeon match was shot here to-day, between five members of the
Undine Barge Club, of Philadelphia. Considering that the participants
were not so familiar with the trap as with the oar, I think the score not a
bad one.
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The College Regatta —As we

York. Charleston.

go
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to press the dele-

Rowing Association of
session at the Fifth Avenue

gates to the Convention of the

American Colleges are in

The principal object of the convention is to solve
the question as to where the college regatta for this year
shall be held.
Representatives of the interests of the three
points under discussion were, on Tuesday, mingling with
the delegates, each singing the praises of his own particular
course, and working as strenuously in the interest of his
own hotel keeper as ever did lobbyist for a fat bill. It
was generally understood that two reports would be presented, one, the majority, favoring Saratoga, and the
minority voting for New London. The general impression, however, was that Saratoga would finally be chosen,
the drawbacks of that course in its liability to be disturbed
by high winds, being overbalanced by the lack of hotel
accommodations at the others. Nor, aside from the ques^
tion of the course itself, can we see any good reason why
the regatta should not be held at Saratoga.
The gambling
proclivities ascribed to that place are absurd when considered in this connection; nor are college men to be considered as boys.
If they are, a letter addressed by each
President to Mr. Morrissey, would probably ensure them
his protection, as well as immunity from
temptation.
At no other place would the event be attended with so
much eclat and there are especial reasons why, during the
Centennial year when we are supposed to be overrun with
visitors, the regatta should not be held at some point which
has the advantage of abundant hotel facilities, in addition
to its being a representative place of Summer resort.
With regard to the challenges sent to Oxford, Cambridge
and Trinity, a reply to but one of them has been received.
A letter from Cambridge, states that the challenge has
been received, but must remain unanswered until the return of the students now absent on their vacations. The
letter to Thomas Hughes, inviting him to act as referee,
has not been heard from, and it is feared that it has misHotel.

crried.

The withdrawal

of Yale from the association continues
be a matter for much acrimonious discussion. It is now
a settled fact, however, that her example will not be followed, this season, at least, by Harvard or any other college.
Captain Ostrom, of the Cornell crew, in a published letter, intimates that one reason for Yale's withdrawal is, that by adopting the eight-oar, which is in accordance with tne English University system of rowing,
she may make a race with Oxford or Cambridge, to the exclusion of all other colleges. But he claims that both
Columbia and Cornell have both men and money to ento

able them to sustain the credit of American colleges, and
that they have the right to contest with Yale and Harvard
for the honor.
He gives the following table of averages to
substantiate his claim-.

Time
Year of
Race.
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875

Total

Average

Time

of

Harvard.
Min. Sec.

of
Yale.

Min.

18.30.50
16.57.00

18

17.11.00
16.54. 00

Sec.

Time of
ColumL>ia.
Min. Sec.

Time

of
Cornell.
Sec.

Min.

ii66

17.05.75

16.59.00
not taken.
17.14.75

17.58.00
18.42.00
17.04.25

16.53.25

86.38.25
17.19.65

52.76\25
17.28.91

52.44.25
17.14.75

51.52?75
17.17.58

17.28.60
17 -31.00

The Boston

Journal, however, controverts this statement, and claims that '71 and 72 should have been
left out
01 the calculation, as none of the other colleges
contestedbut taking the average for 1878-4-5, when the
four crews
were all contestant, the total should be as follows
"Harvard's total 51 minutes 10:75 seconds; average,
17 minutes
3:58 seconds
Y ale's total, 34 minutes 13:75 secondsaverage, 17 minutes 6:87. Cornell's total,
51 minutes 52-75
a er ag e I? minutes 17:58 seconds.
T
Columbia's
fJ^rfe
total, 52 minutes 44:25 seconds;
average, 17 minutes 34-75
seconds
Cornell and Columbia have nothing
ashamed of in connection with their recent boatingto be
contests, but judging by averages, as
Capt. Ostrom
-

»

suggests

these two colleges are outrowed by Harvard
and Yale- the
former college, according to Mr. Ostrom's own
figures' and
principles, being the one fittest to represent
American colleges in an international race.
The Convention decided upon Saratoga as the
course for
the next regatta.

Another Challenge.

-Through the columns of the
N. r. limes the Princeton Boating
Association sends the
following challenge to Yale and Harvard
lo the Editor of the Isew York Times
rlnc
US
n ? 0lle S e does not iDtend t0 withdraw
1?
t°
trom the n
College
Rowing Association, yet the following
crew does hereby challenge Yale or Harvard
to row aS
eight oared

fJ^^

with coxswains, four miles straightaway
between the 1st and 15th of. June'
1876, the course to be agreed upon hereafter.
The crew is*
Benjamin Nicoll, stroke and Captain; Theodore
W. Hunt*
Frederick Vinton, J. Stillman Schauck, Henry
C. Cameron
Joseph Karge, Lyman H. Atwater, S. G. Peabody"
race,

he race to come

off

'

-d
*™
j
By
order
of W.
New York, Thursday,

Secretary, P. B. A.
^
A. Buttler, President P. B A.
Dec. 30, 1875.

—The

following officers have been elected for
the
ing year by the Nereid Boat Club: Joseph
P. Earle Can"
tain; Wi ham Wise
Jr., Lieutenant; Charles
President; W. D. Johnson, Vice President;
P. B

mm

RE"
RoW
S

\
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Florida Harbors. The following directions for entering the various harbors on the Florida coast, together with
the depth of water on the bar of each, have been furnished
the New York Board of Underwriters by Mr. Thomas S.
Eels, of Jacksonville^—
Fernandina Bar. Low water, 10 feet; high water, 17
feet; Spring tide from 18 to 21 feet.
If the wind is easterly there is a full tide.
If westerly, the tide falls off.
Course from sea buoy, inward bound, S.W., W. to No. 4
buoy; thence W. by NfN. to No. 6 buoy; thence N.WiW.
to No. 1 buoy; thence follow the buoy and range up to the
harbor; plenty of water inside the turn buoy.
Nassau Inlet Bar.— At low water, 7£ feet, and from 11|
to 13 feet at high water; Bring tide, 14 to 15 feet, governed

formerly owned the Columbia Room. Mr. O'Connor is well
known in billiard circles and Cris' Mantle, could not have
fallen

writes: " Vignaux
lately played an interesting match with a new aspirant for
billardistic fame, a Mr. Piot.
The contest was for a purse
of 4,000 francs and the game, French, 5,000 points up, requiring several days to bring it to a terminus. Vignaux
proved the conqueror." Vignaux is expected to arrive in
this country during the month of February, and in all probability his late antagonist will accompany him.
will be the next challenger for the Collende rcup emblamatic
of the three-ball championship of the world?

Maurice Vignaux.— A'correspondant

—

by the winds

—A

John's Bar.
short bar; only about 150 yards over
subject to changes.
heavy N.E. storm will sometimes
close up or shoal the water over the north channel and
deeoenthe south channel. The average depth of water
during the last year has been from 6 to 7 feet, low water;
high water, from 10 to 13 feet; Spring tide, from 13 to 16
feet, governed by the wind.
Vessels do cross the bar
drawing 111 to 12 feet. Plenty of tugs here to tow vesSt.

it,

sels in

and

A

out.

Auyustine Bar.— Low water, 7 feet; high water, 11|
to 14 feet; Spring tide, from 15 to 16 feet.
The bar is
changable, but it is only about 200 feet over it. No tugs,
but good pilots.
Mosquito Inlet Bar. Low water, from 4^- to 5 feet; high
water, trom 8i to 10 feet. Good pilots, but no tugs; dangerous bar for vessels drawing over 8 feet.
Indian River Inlet Bar. Low water, shoals out of water;
high water, about 4-| feet. Nothing can cross over 4 feet;
No other inlets south of Jupiter.
St.

—

—

—The room

St. Augustine, Fla. Yacht Club is
banners flying, and all has an appearance of business and life. A yacht race took place on
Christmas day between the Henrietta, Brooklyn Belle,

now open

of the

daily, its

Lucy and Maud.

—

Ned Bryan at last replies to the challenge of Clarke
E. Wilson. He says he will play for not less than $500 a
side, the games to take place in any two New England
cities
He also offers to play any man in the United States
for $1,000 a side at his place of business in Providence.
What does Cyrille Dion say to that?
.

—

A CORRECTION.
New York, December 27th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In your issue of December 16th, among the list of winning yachts for
1875, the Octoplexara is mentioned as the winner of the Queens County
regatta, when it should have been the Chester A. Arthur, which now
holds the cup and pennant. Your correspondent, no doubt, was misled
in the matter from the fact that the race was sailed twice, the judges deciding the first contest (won by the Octoplexara) unfair. The second
contest was won by the Chester A. Arthur, which was awarded the prize
Geo. W. Looan,
above mentioned.
Chester H. Southwortu,

—

Geo. Coffin,
owners Chester A. Arthur.

tytwtml Uptimes.

—

The chess contest between Messrs. Mason and Bird
has progressed so far as to indicate a promised victory for
the American player, Mason. When the two met in the
series of exhibition games played at the Cafe International,
Mr. Bird had the best of it, winning the majority of games
without apparent difficulty; but in the money match now
in progress, Mason seems to be developing his full strength,
and to give promise of being one of the coming American
chess players in the Centennial Tourney. Up to the 4th
inst twelve games had been played between Messrs. Mason
and Bird, and of these Mason had won six and lost but
They have to play until one or
three, three being drawn.
the other wins eleven games. Bird has now to win eight
and Mason but five. Of course no such brilliant play has
been shown as in the exhibition games, both players being
too anxious to win the. purse in the money match, to run
the risk in dashing moves, which they do in most exhiThe match is a good thing for chess in
bition contests.
this city as it has quite revived interest in it, the daily
papers now recording the scores of the games played,
though generally very incorrectly.

—

The National Chess Association from some cause or
other seems to have lost the confidence of the chess fraternity of the country, at least to the extent of giving it influence enough to successfully organize a grand Centennial
tournament. Action should have been taken last year in
organizing this tourney; but nothing of importance was
done, and now we find the Philadelphia Chess Club the
most influential chess organization of the country— taking
the subject up in earnest, as will appear from the appended
circular which they have recently issued:
Whereas, The Philadelphia Chess Club has been frequently importuned by numerous chess organizations throughout the country to hold a
tournament under its auspices during the Centennial year; therefore,
Resolved, That the Philadelphia Chess Club offers playing accommodations and the sum of $250, at least as a nucleus for a fund for a grand
international chess tournament, to be held under the auspices of the
Philadelphia Chess Club, during the Centennial Exposition of 1876:

and

Resolved, That in accordance with the above resolution the Centennial
Board of Management of the Philadelphia Chess Club requests each
chess organization subscribing to a fund for this tournament to delegate
the said Board
one member as a representative of such organization
to arrange the rules of plays, distribution of prizes, &c.
Resolved, That we cordially iavite the co operation and assistance of
the various chess organizations and all chess players throughout the
Jos. M. Bennett, President.
country.
W. H. Sayen, Secretary,
By order of the Board— L. D. Barbour, Corresponding Secretary.

m

Every chess player in the country should promptly respond to this call of the Philadelphia club. Let each club
at once get up a Centennial subscription list in its rooms,
to which every chess player can subscribe to the extent of
Tournaments in the several clubs to assist the
his means.
fund too, would be a good thing to do. It is to be hoped
that the Brooklyn Chess Club and the Down Town Club,
will at once take action in response to the Philadelphi a
club's circular.

_

Square Rooms, which, since the death of
Chris. O'Conor nave been run in the interest of his
widow, were sold Dec. 31. "We are gratified to learn that
the sale does not necessitate any change in the former
name, and that as of yore they will be styled " O'Oornor's
Union Square billiard rooms." The purchaser is Mr. John
D. O'Conor, who in conjunction with Capt. Tom Murphy,

Oliver Optic:

Lee

&

Shepard

r
'
Boston.
This book, originally issued twenty-one years ago, is reprinted and republished at the request of many friends of the author. Some of the
sketches appeared in different periodicals originally, but all are sprightand pointed, hijting some

ly

social absurdity or vice.

Fungi; Their Nature, Influences and Uses.

By M. C

A., LL.D. Edited by the Rev. M. J. Berkeley, M A* F
HenryS. King & Co., 65 Cornhill, and 12 Paternoster Row*

M.

Cooke,
L. S.:

London.
This

The

is a

book that

much

will prove of

illustrations are very

value to students of science.

numerous.

The Reading Club.

By

Geo. M. Baker:

Lee

&

Shep-

ard, Boston.

This little book is a "handy speaker," comprising selections in prose
and poetry of serious, humorous, pathetic, patrioile and dramaticsketches for readings and recitations. The young elocutionist will find
it a convenient pocket companion, and the general reader derive much
amusement at odd moments from its perusal.

All Sorts. The posters announcing the coming match,
Jan. 27th, between Slosson and Sexton, have a very suggestive heading: "Native experts to contend at last at
three-ball American game."
Slosson is working like a
beaver practicing continually from morning until night,
and expected to beat Daly's unparalleled run of 212. He
has several times done it, but not in a match where it must
be performed to get a record. Sexton and Gamier were to
have left for Baltimore and Washington on the 2nd inst.,
on an exhibition tour under the management of Dr. Taylor. Upon Sexton's return it is his intention to settle down
to uninterrupted practice, under the membership of Garnier, if such a thing is possible
Joseph Dion has been
the recipient of a gold medal on which is engraven: "Presented to Joseph Dion, champion of the Billiard tournament held at Tammany Hall, Nov., 1875
The games
for the medal offered by the Dion bros. closed Dec. 31st.
The prize was for the best record at fifteen-ball pool, and
confined to the amateur patrons of the place.
Two
players tied for it, each pocketing fifteen balls in a single inning.
.Wm. Grey, of Dublin, who contended with
Foulkes in 1857 for the Racket championship of the world,
is suffering with the consumption
Over 1,500 ladies
and gentlemen inspected the rooms of Major J. A. Walker
in New Orleans, Dec. 23d,
The prizes for the Canadian
Tournamentare $500; first, $200; second, $150; third, $75;
fourth, $50; fifth, $25. Entrance five percent, of whole
money. Game, 3-bail, 300 points up, for residents only
handicap tournament is now in progress in Massachusetts.
It is proposed to play three games a week alternately in Salem, Lynn and Swampscott, which will prolong it to nearly four months. The prizes are an elegant
silver emblem and $75 for first; $50 for second; $30 for
third, and $15 for fourth.
The contestants are George F.
Balchalder, of Swampscott, James O'Gorman, Frank Baker, Mr. Cheney, and Lyman Hayes, of Ljnn, and E. H.
Marshal], James Sullivan, David Riley, and Frank Ladd,
of Salem
Davenport, Iowa, also boasts of a tournament.
The game is four-ball, 300 points up, and the managers are
the Messrs. Hawley Brothers, of Hill's block.
Nine
contestants participated, in the persons of H. Moore, J.
Haupt, T. S. Buck, E. Hart, W. Dolan, L. Martia, G. G.
Shanks, C. Davis, and W. W. Woods. On December 27th
H. Moore had the lead. He had won five games and lost

a massing and distributing of incongruous ingredients, such lavish use
of garnishes and wines, such utilizing of improbable and outre portions of
the animal anatomy, such phenomenal juitapositions of miscellaneous
messes, would not only require tribute from every known resource, but
absolutely appal and confuse the man of simple tastes. Yenator could
not thmk of serving on primitive dishes of birch bark the wonderful
Turbans of Ox Palates a la Perigueauz, the Souffles of Partridge, Salmis of Woodcocks Tongues, Fillets of Larded Rabbits, the boudius
(entrails) of Whitings, Calves Ears a la Tortue, and the fourteen hundred other dishes here offered for his selection. He could not toast any
of these on a stick, or frizzle them over the coals. Indeed, we find very
few plain dishes. There is only one recipe for Hash, we regret to say,

one.

and to manufactu r e

.

A

.*.

Wonders of New Guinea.— A new book

has just made
appearance in England, entitled "Wanderings in
Guinea," by Capt. J. Lawson, of the ship Nautilus. Among
the wonders he describes is a mountain, said to be 30,000
Capt. Lawson
feet high, the highest by few in the world
assended it to the height of 25,000 feet, when his party became almost frozen and insensible, the blood gushing from
their eyes, mouths, and ears, and they were compelled to
return.
They also met with a race of large apes, of which
he shot two specimens, the male measuring five feet three
inches high and the female five feet high; a cataract 900
feet wide with a fall of 179 feet, throwing Niagara quite in
the shade; butterflies with wings a foot long; scorpions
ten inches long; a tree 337 feet high; and other things in
.

proportion.
It is this old skipper, we believe, who witnessed the combat between a sea serpent and a whale, the former raising
himself sixty feet out of water, and the whale taking his
punishment without a sign of weakening or blubber. Capt,
Lawson evidently has not gone to see for nothing.

What Correspondents Ask.— We have a most indulgent constituency. We print herewith a few extracts from
friendly letters received this week:
"Why don't yon print more horse?"
"Give us more dog and gun, and less rifts reports and yachting."
"What do you want to touch base ball for. The game is played out,
and your space is too valuable."
"I am glad you have got a new Natural History editor. If you will go
a little more into fish culture, your paper will be nearly perfect."
"Why don't you print fuller reports of rifle and pigeons matches?"
"You have a very neat engraved title; but I would suggest that you
add the word "Ocean" to Forest and Stream."
"What have you taken up billiards for? I do not encourage my children to play billiards."
"Give us more miscellaneous

sketches;

You

used to print three or

four pages."
"I am glad you have taken to printing poetry again. It is one of the
most attractive features of your paper. I give herewith a package of
contributions for the "Poet's Corner."
"Would it not be well to revive your Art and Drama Departments?
We would like to see these treated from a brighter stand-point than the
,

other papers do."
"Why don't you print more humorous articles? Your paper is sometimes a little dry."
"I like your paper very much, but would prefer more attention given to
agriculture and gardening. I think it would benefit your paper.

These are specimens of the friendly attentions we conThe fact is, our journal is so complete
and pleasing to everybody, that each one is eager to add
just that feature which he thinks will make it perfect, and
then he fancies that all will be satisfied. At this beginning
of the year, these hints, come in abundantly with new subscriptions and renewals, and in acknowledging our appreciation thereof, we can only promise to continue our best
'efforts to please.

By Augusta Evans

Inpelice.

New

Wilson:

York.

G-.

Carleton & Co.
Mrs. Wilson, or as we more familiarly know her, Miss Evans, has a reputation almost world-wide, through her other works, cf which, perhaps,
"Beulah" has been trie most popular. In the present volume we have a
plot of great interest, with a denouement carefully worked up, and culminating in a satisfactory manner. The works of this authoress are all
pleasantly told stories, and command the attention of the reader from

W.

title

page to

finis.

The Modern Cook.

A.

practical guide to the culinary

By Charles Elmo Francatelli. Illustrated;
Philadelphia. T. B. Peterson &> Brothers, publishers.
regal
emphatically
a
cook-book, prepared by the chef de cuisine
This is
of Her Majesty Queen Yictoria. In addition to English cookery, it
comprises the most approved systems of French, Italian and German
cookery, and teaches those who are able to comprehend its instructions
the most ingenious methods and contrivances for disguising and meta morphosing the commonest viands out of all semblance and favor of
their original properties. In it all the mysteries of Tourtes, Chartreuses,
Fricandanux, Pates and Souffles are exemplified and explained by numerous illustrations, without which the ordinary mind would be bewildered and befogged. Only the professional caterer can grasp the situations, and educated palates only can be gratified.
This is true of the
book in its greater part. In its ministration to the wants of the inner
man, it is so far above the comprehension and pecuniary means of impecunious plebians, that only toe aristocratic and wealthy should venture to look between its covers. For the latter it is eminently adapted.
Any aspirant for distinguished reputation as a high liver, can here duplicate the dinners set before the Queen of England, and in the gustatory delight that altends the serving and the swallowing, almost imagine
himself a prince of the loyal blood, and be happy in the extravagance
and temporary illusion. Eating, a la mode, as exemplified here, need
not be aspired to by the simple sportsman in his backwoods life.
Such
art in all its branches.

Havey

this,

en

regie,

we must have pepper and

salt,

chopped

mushroom

catsup, a half pint of broth, and sippets of toasted bread! On the whole, the exposition of Francatelli is
wonderful; that his talent is appreciated, is shown by the fact that his
onions,

its

stantly receive.

—The Union

By

In Doors and Out.

Who

.

•^*»-

—

§uhlication8.

JBtw

.

on better shoulders.

source,

book has run through nine editions

in

Europe.

We

can therefore freely

recommend it to young housewives here, especially those of New England, who desire to astonish their palates, provoke the gossip of the
neighbors, or pass their leisure hours in experimenting.
600 pages, and the price is five dollars.
>«m-*-

It

comprises

1

MAGAZINES.

Horticultural Magazine.

The

Horticulturist,

the oldest

horticultural magazine in the United States, has recently been purchased
by the proprietors of the Gardeners' Monthly, publishedin Philadelphia,
and edited by Thomas Meehan, Esq., of Germantown. The two maga-

zines will hereafter be united.

The American Naturalist.

— We have been

watching with

for the appearance of this, the first number under the
new regime; and now that it is here, we cannot but express some disappointment The old Naturalist was, at best, always good as a biologi-

some attention

magazine.

cal

It

needed an element of popularity, the lack of which fi-

nally resulted in its failure financially . In this respect the present number

no better. Nor does its new dress and type become it any better. The
was extremely good. Trie list of contents includes "Burs in the
Borage Family," by Prof. Asa Gray; "The Florida Chameleon," a capital
article, by the Rev. S. Lockwood; "The Availability of Certain Bartramian Names in Ornithology," by J. A. Allen, discussing Dr. Coues' recent
paper in the Proceedings of the Philadelphia Acade~y; "The Harvard
Summer School of Geology," by Prof. Shaler, which was printed word
for word in the New York Tribune of Nov. 26th, 1875; "Ancient Euins
is

old

in

Southeastern Colorado," a rehash of the explorations of

Wm.

H.

Jackson and Ernest Ingersoll in the United States Geological Survey of
illustra1874, printed in the Bulletin of the Survey six months ago. Its
tions are borrowed from that Bulletin. There are two other short and
technical papers, and a review, with illustrations of the stag, reindeer
and elk, of Caton's "Summer in Norway." The departments are Botany, Zoology, Geology and Paleontology, Anthropology, Geography and
Exploration, Microscopy and Scientific News, all of which are full of inBut, although the improvement in the Naturalist is not
teresting notes
yet so easy to be seen, it is nevertheless an interesting and useful magit
azine, and one which ought fully to succeed; and we heartily wish
every bit of the success which it deserves. It stands alone in publishStream
ing the result of American naturalist's studies, as Fobest and
.

stands alone in recording their deld observations.

—We acknowlege

the receipt of an invitation of the
Cuvier Club of Cincinnati to attend their second annual
that so much space
reception on New Years day. Alas
should have intervened to prevent our accepting. In spirit
present, and acknowledged with thanks the kind
!

we were

no
invitation which " circumstances over which we had
manner.
material
more
in
a
met
being
prevented
control,"

—Daniel Coon, of Chesterfield, New Hampshire, has
trapped one hundred and thirty-three foxes within five
years, sixteen this f all all done with st eel traps.
;

F. Stone, the veteran billiard player, died of
heart disease on Tuesday, Dec. 28th, at his residence
He was fifty-five years of age.
this city.

—Thomas

—

J. Warner won the first prize of $100 at the
three-ball tournament, just closed.

m
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FOREST AND STREAM.

Holmes, Shaw, Brown & Co., Bordentown, N.
BUILDEfiS

J.,

OF

__.

Torpedo Boats.
Launches, and
Fast Iron Steam Yachts,Famous
Iron Steam Yachts
Builders

CONTINENTAL

(50 feet),

of* tlie
FIREFLY

speed 17.94 miles per hour;

(50 feet),

1

r.94

miles per hour;

building (55 feet), 18 to 20 miles an hour.

MINNEHAHA,

Paper and Metallic Shells

National Rifle Depot.

FOR

in stock a complete assortment of Rifles of all well known and reliable makers, and having
arrangements with the manufacturers, am able to sell at their prices. Have just received a stock
RIFLES. Riflemen are invited to
LINE OF LONG RANGE AND OFF
SHARPS
They will be cheerfully shown to all who take an interest in Rifle Shooting. REMINGrill and examine
Every Rifle purchased
and
lengths
TON BALLARD, WESSON, AND STEVENS RIFLES, all arrangementscalibre.
made with clubs and associaLiberal
on he premises.
i«im be tested in the 100 yard range
FISHER, 260 Broadway, cor. Warren St., N.Y. dec23 3m
Send for illustrated circular.
T

h&vp

now

mofiP snpoial

T

Breech Loading Shot Guns,

HAND

NEW

Manufactured by the

i

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE

HOMER

tions.

ORIENTAL

DPOWIMbOR

IMC

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

ILLS,

are the easiest reloaded.
THE STURTEVANT SHELLSnor
use an awl to remove
not have to unscrew the head
MOVABLE ANVILS,
PATENT
the exploded caps. THE
break.
or
bend
not
will
wire,
steel
made of
TUB BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, new model, with

MANUFACTURERS OF SUPERIOR TARGET AND SPORTING

Do

GUNPOWDER.

;

patent waterproof primers, never miss fire, and are
highly prized bv all that have used them.
PAPER. SHELLS.— By repeated experiments and great
outlay for improved materials, and machinery made expressly for the purpose, we can now warrant our
PAPER SHELLS equal to any imported. They are sure
fire, and will not burst in the gun.
Inquire of any of the dealers in sporting materials for
the U. M. C. Co.'s Shells.
dee23 tf
Not sold at retail by the manufacturers.

Hob^s

—Diamond Grain, Falcon Docking, Western Sporting and Ducking.
Also, Mining and Blasting Powders.
OFFICES—13 Broad

St.,

CO.,

Boston; 19 Exchange St., Buffalo; 9 State St., Chicago; 32? N. Second
Agencies in all the principal Cities in the Country

st., St.

Louis
Dec2

BROWN

The Most Approved System
OF

MISFIT CARPETS.

BreechLoadingjSportinff
And

Military

t

ENGLISH BRUSSELS, THREE-PLY AND
OOD SECOND HAND AND MISFIT
n
AT THE OLD
&C, VERY
(jT INGRAIN

Rifles.

PLACE,
112 Fulton street, New YorK.

CHEAP,

CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS,

Sent to any part of the United States free of charge.

THE

For Simplicity of Construction.
Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation.

Materials and Workmanship, they are Unsurpassed.

SIZES,
REVOLVERS OF VARIOUS
RESPECTS.
DESIRABLE IN ALL

Send for Circulars.

i

fi~ Illustrated Household J^agazmc,^
-JO
||r»
—Now in it? 17th Volume—
||p~The best Periodical ever published for

Arms Gomp,
Whitney vi He, near f¥ew Haven, Conn., V.

S.

A.

Philadelphia,

AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE

Monthly for-jg

Attractive
the brilliant

list

of

Grand

Prizes!

1

.these prizes for subscription, in

ONLY

o

I

j

YOU

WILL at onceword for it,
.become subscribers for the sake of your little
.ones, as well as because you will find its col-.umns most attractive for your own reading.

OUR

The conductors of this mazazine have
.spared neither pains nor money in order to
.make it what it is to-day— an instructive and
entertaining desideratum for every household. Its pages are devoted to popular literature, science, art, education, and the development and maintenance of the moral in.iluehce of home attractions. Its characterThe
istic feature is comprehensiveness.
.manuscripts now on hand, from noted pens,
an
embrace
engaged,
especially
others
jdEIand
£gLunusually attractive list of Sketches op
Serials,.
interesting
»=1|-Travel, absorbingly

£811

Guns— Unequaled

in

Fine Workmanship and Material.

James

UPm-dey,
]>JLade Jyy
314 1-2 Oxford street, London, England.
Have now In store an extensive assortment of Breech Loading Shot Guns, made by JAMES PURDEY, E.
M. REILLY& CO., WESTLEY RICHARDS, W. & C. SCOTT & SON, P. WEBLEY & SON, W. W.
"KEENER,, and a large variety of cheaper grades. Also breech loading, central fire, double rifles,
and rifle and shot guns of superior quality. Implements, ammunition, and all other articles appertaining
to Breech or
Muzzle Loading Fire-arms generally. Illustrated Circular sent by mail when requested.

Hazard's
Nos.

1 (fine)

Nos.

1 (fine; to

'

'Electric"

to 5 (coarse).
strength ana cleanliness.
ters of 1 lb. only.

Powder.

Unsurpassed in point of
Packed in square canis-

Hazard's "American Sporting."
8 (coarse). In 1 lb. canisters and 6 J lb.
kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for upland and
prairie shooting.
Well adapted to short guns.

Hazard

addition to«

commission, which is thirty cents for>
.every subscriber. For terms in full, see an-<~~
beaded-®^
.nouncement in the Magazine,
."Grand Prises Now Offered to Workers."
.16 will pay you well to act upon our advice.'
.the

one dollar a year!!
Subscription
Postage 10 cents extra.
?end at onee for a c °P y of<
J3o-i*£kTiicj
. til Cli LB
this excellent, chaste and.sparkling publication— examine it carefully;-

Celebrated Breech Loading Shot

GUNPOWDER.

Young and Old.

(the first is one Elegant Rosewrod Piano,retail price, $f 00). The publishers now offer-

.and,

MANUFACTURERS OF

«J@I

Family Circle.

^An

CO.,

tlie„^

-£3
g=
Profusely Illustrated—Replete with choice-Jgj
Hr
-J&I
reading and useful information.
Egr

famine

JOS.C.GRUBB&CO.

I

Our Readers,

Se£=are heartily advised to tend ten cents for a^jgjj
specimen copy of the
||L.
„^J

Kgr*

719 Market street,

POWDER

HAZARD

ACCURACY,

Nos.

!

and

s

"Duck Shooting."

5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
and 12£ lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very

(fine) to
b'£

clean, shooting remarkably close, and with great
penetration. For field, forest and water shooting
it ranks any other brand, and it is equally services
ble for muzzle or breech loader.
•

Hazard's "Kentucky Rifle."
FFFG, FFG, and "Sea Shooting" FG, in kegs

of 25

12$, and Hi lbs. and cans of 5 lbs.
FFFG is also
packed in 1 and i lb. canisters. Burns strong ana
mom. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands
for ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting" FG
is the standard Rifle powder of the country.

SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.

GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POW-

DER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,

OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Company's agents in every prominent city, or wholesale at
our

office.

@@ Wall Street, New York.

l!2~Tales, Poems, Popular Essays, Literary—
I^Criiicisms, etc., etc. In the JjSDITOR'ti-ig
J^~STUDY, Impotant and Pcssing Ques2£^~uoii9 of the Day, will be treated with fear^less, uncompromising independence, and
.unswerving loyalty and devotion to Truth,
'ustice and Right.

Household Publishing Co.,
Address
4 1 Park Row, i\. Y.
ffJ=P. O. Box 3,267.

Agents Wanted Everywhere.
Write to u=

Hart's

Sportsman's

Favorite

Metallic

Shot Guvs.
Breech Loading
Head
extracted from

Shells

— state where you

saw

this.

for

POULTRY, PIGEONS AND DOGS.

These Shells are easily loaded, and the c-ips easily
inside.
solid, and much thicker
than any shell now made, giving a solid seat for cone or anvil, which prevents it from driving through or
springing away, thereby causing missiires.
The cone is made of nickie and fastened solid in its place. It
neither rusts or corrodes fast like moveable anvil made of steel.
The nickie cone also prevents rnisefire
when cap has been left on shell for a few days, which is liable to occur either in steel or iron. These shells
We finely finished, and made any length ordered, from 2£ to 3£ inches.
Shells and Loaders, and description Price Lists, can be obtained from all the leading sportsmen's houses
throughout the country. GEO. E.
CO., 363 and 365 Market St., Newark, N. J.

HART &
From Captain Bogardns, Champion Wing" Shot

_,

-Messrs.

George E. Hakt

of America*

&

Co.,
Gentlemen- -The fifty shells I received from yoi to-day suit me hetter than any I have ever used.
are stronger and hetter in every respect,
and I shall u&e them in all my shooting.hereafter. Yonrs truly,

nmt-ly

They

A.H,Booasdi?s,

The Exhibition which is to open in the Exposition
Building, Chicago, January 20th, 1876, is an assured
success. The large Cash Prizes, aggregating

OYER NINE THOUSAND DOLLARS,
and the reduced rates to exhibitors over all the leading Railroads, and the free return of all stock
bv the
Express Companies, will draw more fanciers to* Phi

CAN BE NO GREATER
THEREwithout
serious defects

cago than ever before met in America.

POR-

tabiiity
They are the only
portable boats that are equal to the very best whole
ones f or localuse
jy§9-ly

Premium

Lists and Entry Blanks
application to

may be had on
a*** o,
<tec38 8t

CHARLSS

P,

now

WXLXARD,

ready,
*«»ujri and
nuu

Secretary,

Chicago, Illinois,

FOREST AND STREAM.
mm $ Moat

[CHAMPION GUNS OF

GRAND NATIONAL HOTEL, Orange Sporting Powder.
Jacksonville Fla.,
5

George McGinley, Prop.

<g>_

ELEGANT and COMMODIOUS
THIS
brick house of modern structure, and furnished
with elegant furniture,is situated within two hundred
yards of the railroad depot, and is unsurpassed by
any hotel in the Sout h.
Dec30-tf

OAKLAND, California.
JOHN M. LAWLOR & CO., Propiuetoks.

SITUATED AT THE TERMINUS OF
the great Trans-continental Railroad; 40 minutes from San Francisco; 200 rooms, with hot and
cold water in every room; delightful drives and splenjuly22-6m
did scenery; a favorite home for tourists.

Toronto, Canada.

SHEARS & SON,

Proprietors.

This house is a favorite resort for gentlemen sportsof the United States and Canada.

men from all parts

DUCK

daily.
The most experienced guides and gunners,
with hoses, battues, decoys, etc., furnished at the
Bay View House. Address

ORVILLB WILCOX,

FISHERY TO
SPLENDID TROUT
Fishery of the Connecticut
The Trout

River, Long Island, below the bridge, three miles in
length, will be leased for a term of five years or more,
to a company. Attached is the snipe shooting of the
South Beach, close to the river. Address
EGBERT T. SMITH,
Brookhaven, L. I.

For

Florida.

PHILADELPHIA AND SOUTHERN
to Savannah,
Mail Steamship Company's

line

Ga., sailing every Saturday, from Pier 22, below Pine
street., Delaware "River, at 12 o'clock noon, making
close connections through to all points South. The
line is composed of the sieamships JUNIATA and 'WYOMING. The Wyoming does not carry passengers.
The Juniata is a favorite ship with the traveling public, having passenger accommodations of the most
superb character. She has recently been refitted and
elegantly furnished with everything requisite to the
comfort and convenience of passengers
Families en route for FLORIDA, Georgia, Alabama,
and even as far as New Orleans, will find the Savannah route, the meat desirable for comfort, as well as
the most economical. Through trains of the Central
Railroad of Georgia, and Atlantic and Gulf Railroad,
Florida, leave Savannah every morning and evening.
The Florida steamers leave Savannah three days in the
week for all points on the coast.
For through passenger tickets and bills of lading to
all points in Florida, Georgia. Alabama and Tennessee, applv to WM. L. JAMES, General Agent, 416
South Delaware avenue, Philadelphia.

Muzzle Loaders
CONVERTED INTO BKEECH LOADERS*
OUR PATENT

Electric

Rebounding Lock

ADJUSTED TO ANY GUN.

FROM

PER LOCK.

<$4

EYTRA BARRELS FITTED AND CHOKE BORED
IF DESIRED. STUB D AMASCUS
FROM $30 AND UPWARDS.

Mortimer & Kirltwood,
34

ELM
C.

Street, Boston,

M»sp

STEHR, 347 Broome

doors from Bowery,
under Occidental Hotel, recSt., 3

ommends
ment

of

his large assort-

The best for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g, FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs., 12* lbs.,
and 6£ lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and i lb.
All of the above give high velocities and less residuum than any other brands made.

BLASTING, MINING, AND SHIPPING POWDER OF ALL GRADES AND SIZES PACKED IN
WOOD OR METAL KEGS OF 25 LBS.
SAFETY FUSE AND ELECTRICAL BLASTING

APPARATUS.

I

J»)

Row,

21 Park

N. Y.

Sole proprietors and manufacturers of the celebrated
brand of
Recommended and used by Capt. A H. BOGARDUS, the
"Cbampion Wing Shot of the World."

ORANGE

GUNPOWDER.
.

DITTMAR POWDER
MANUFACTURING

MY

and Cigar Holders, suitable
CHRISTMAS and

NEW

YEAR'S PRESENTS. Mo-

nograms on Pipes and Cigar
artistically
exeCall and examine
cuted.
my stock and get Price List.

Holders

The Goss Revolving CartridgeHolder
PAPER OR METALLIC
C\ AERIES
revolves on centre
\J SHELLS, either end up,
and is only \\ inches
weighs but \\ pounds,

wide. Holders flare at top so as to quickly receive
the shells, and, being elastic, securely clasp the same.
For ease of action and rapid shooting it excels anything of the kind invented.
PRICE, C. O. D.,$6.50.
In ordering, give the size of shells and a looseme&fr
arement outside of vest.
N. S. GOSS, Neosho Falls,Kan.
jy22-ly

Water Pipe

SPECIALTY.
SEAMLESS

Lap Welded, Wrought

Iron

WATERPIPE,
One-half Inch to Fourteen Inches diameter; in
Sustaining
lengths from 16 to 20 feet. Capable of
a Pressure of 1,000 lbs. to the Square Inch. Manufactured by the

From

National Tube Works

Co.,

Boston, Mass., and McKeesport, Pa.

COATED INSIDE AND OUT WITH AN

ENAMEL
INDESTRUCTIBLE
WARRANTED.
Joints are connected by our Patent Sleeve Couplings, preventing all leakage.
Specimens can be seen and obtained on application
at the Company's Offices, 8 Pemberton Square, Bos
Oc31-l£W
tea ft&d 78 WuUam street New York.

CO.

NEW IMPROVED POWDER
can now be
loaded from an ordinary powder

Use it now like Black Powder.
fear of overloading. Burns slow now. No fouling of the gun. Little or no smoke. Little or no recoil.
Not very loud report. Less heating of the barrel in rapid firing.
Good penetration and good pattern. Safe to keep, as it does not explode if set on
fire, except well confined.
Shells furnished loaded
with powder only, if desired. None genuine without
my signature on tne can.
flask; grains hard.

I»__E_~S
12-Gauge, Choke Boring.

1875.

of

Gun.

Exhibitor.

Greener.
Davidson.

1st— Greener

2d— Pape
3d— Pape
Out of a

,
-

.Pape.

class of 68 guns, 3 out of the 6 best

were

The Greener gun was protested

made by Pape.

1

1875.

Long Range,

60 yards,

Choke Bores.

.Davidson
1st— Pape.
60 yards, Long Range, Sporting Boring.
Davidson
1st—Pape
Those champion Long Range guns, only 7 pound
weight, with a charge of 3^- dr. to 1£ oz. shot.beat the
best 8 bore Greener gun at 60 yards; weight, 15 lbs.
6 drachms and 2$ oz. shot.
1875.
The Sportsman's Sub. Cup, valued at £45,
was also awarded to W, R. Pape, for the original invention of choke boring. Winner of the London Gun
Trials of 1858. 1859, 1866. Address

NORTH OF ENGLAND GUN WORKS,
Newcastle on Tyne, England.
NO AGENTS.
Dec2

of the

TOLLEY'i
BREECH LOADING GUNS,
Order
FROMJSTOCK.

*rjE J5& 3£f**^

1&y^ ar^$kt£i^

J^^^

to

OFFICE, and

fold

Paragon,

SPORTSMEN

-

-

-

-

-

Guns

quiring

-

lift

140
180
»25

-

-

$65
90

-

-

-

TRAP SHOTS

at

Gold.

our Close-Shoot-

"
re-

specially built,

on

WHOLESALE AND RETATL DEALER IN, AND
MANUFACTURER OF
Amber Goods, Meerschaum Pipes, Cigar
Holders,

etc.

Monogram and Crests cut on Pipes and Holders.
Portraits made from Photographs. Pipes and Holders
of any design, or made to order.
N. B.—By a new process I boil Pipes so that the
color remains, no matter how much or how hot they
are smoked.
Pipes sent by mail to all paints of the world.
Stores: 4 and 6 John St., one door from Broadway;

N. W.

Nassau and John

cor.

Broadway,

New York.

P. O.

sts

6

;

Box 81

.

NEW YORK

FOR THE

PIPE.

Pick, Spoon,

and Press combined.
ried

in

the

Can be carHas long

Docket.

been used in Europe, and now
manufactured in this country for
the first time
Sent post paid on
receipt of 50 cents. Address

I
WALKER „ WELCH, 21-2 Main

street, Buffalo ,N.

3m

Y
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Meerschaum and Cigarettes. Does not
Sample on receipt of 20
sore.
Highest award. Vienna. 1873. Send for cir-

ral Leaf, for

make

the tongue

cents.
cular.

WM.

S.

KIMBALL

Peerless Tobacco Works,

«fc

Rochester,

CO.,
IV. Y.

Fort Yuma, Cal.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of
your favor of Sept. 13th, 1875, also of the Vanity Fair
sent by you same date of the letter. I can only say
that it is delicious and surpasses all my expectations.
Please not delay in forwarding my order, as I do
not want to smoke any other tobacco again, especial-

From an

ly the stuff

we

Officer U. §. A.,

get here, for three times the price of

Vanity Fair.

MANUFACTOBY, PIONEER WORKS,

Fair

is

AT

^r^r"
THE GKEAT
London Gun Trial,

H. C. Squires/

11875.

8*

-

uuuuiu mum

,

wi.iq.m,

and .450 Bore.

.360, .400

IfclGrJBY'S Cele*>i-ated

MUZZLE-LOADING MATCH

RIFLE.
PBICE LISTS, &c, ON APPLICATION TO
24 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
72 ST. JAMES STREET, LONDON.

Cun and

W; W. GREENER

begs to inform his numerous
clients in the United States that he has been very successful in the above trial, having secured the first
prize, a silver cup, value 40 guineas— class 2 for 12
bores; also winner in class 1 for 8 and 10 bores, and
class 4 for 20 bores
ne has won in all the classes for
improved boring, which is upon a different pi an to any
other maker, and is far superior in the three most es.

PATTERN, PENETRATION,
REGULARITY OF SHOOTING.

sential points, viz.,

and
Mr.

HENRY

C.

SQUIRES,

of No.

1

Cortlandt St.,

New York, is now importing my DOUBLE CLOSESHOOTING GUNS to order, an invoice of which
him on the 1st July, and can be examined about the 15th. All special orders given to
Mr. Squires will be carefully filled. A full report of
the GREAT TRIAL, showing the marked superiority
of my guns over guns made
by Dougal, Pape,
Tolley, and others, will shortly be published, and can
he had on application at No. 1 Cortland St.

W.W. GREENER,
Champion Grnn Maker,
St.

For Meerschaums.
Smoking is an elevated mental and psychological
pleasure, when one uses that splendid article, VanBest dealers have

it.

Vanity Fair will he your constant companion by
day and night; in merriment and in distress
,.

Sportsmen of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, STRENTH and DURABILITY of their New Patent "SIMPLEX Breech loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
The parts in this new action are so few (only two,)
thorough, and the
its mechanical soundness so
strength and simplicity of the action so great, that
1

W.

& P.

feel sure it will

supercede

all

'

the complicated

and manifold grips now
being

far stronger

than

in use, its one powerful grip
any double, treble or quadruple

now used. In this new action LEVER and GRIP
ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OF STEEL and the ANGLE of the BODY is left in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.

grip

Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on apand orders may be forwarded through any
of the best houses in the States for execution in the

plication,

Spring.

Guns guaranteed
230 with No. 6

NO.

to

35

patterns of from 160 to

make

SHOT AT

40

YARDS,

as desired.

SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.

aug26-tf

Established 1780.

Mary's Works, Birmingham, England.
C. SQUIRES, of No. 1 Cortlandt street

has jast received an invoice of these close-shooting
guns, and from him any information in reference to
the results of the Great Trial can be obtained on application

The Up-Town

Chas.

Sportsmaii's
(above

Factory,

Depot.

L943 Bitzmann
&23dCoBROADWAY
114 Centre

St.)

Street.

JOSEPH

C.

DANE,

MANUFACTURER OF THE

Gun.
LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN.
Solid Breech Snap Action
EASIEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAFE FROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.

Dane Breech Loading Shot

the correct thing for Cigarettes.

Assistant Observer IT. 8, Signal Service.
Having tested thoroughly the Vanity Fair you kindly sent me, I have come to the conclusion that it is
the best smoking tobacco I have ever tried. I have
been in the habit of smoking Perique and Granulated
mixed for the last two years, hat greatly prefer your
I have shown the tobacco to several of
Vanity Fair
my friends, and they are very favorably impressed
with it.
I bave had more solid comfort out of your tobacco
than I have had for some time. Please accept thanks
for your promptness in answering my letter.

Manufacturers^

Rifle

Call the attention of the

HENRY

Muzzle Loaders Altered
my27

From

ity Fair.

HIGHEST PEWETRATIOW

Birmingham. England

1yt

40

yards.

FIELD TRIAL

For Cigarettes.
There are times and places tolerant only of the
Cigarette; tenderly white and sweetly fragrant. Vanity

1 1-8 Wo. 6,

Maiden Lane,

CITY.

will be shipped to

v

ing 12 Bore,

for Illus-

AN INDISPENSABLE ARTICLE

Novll

BRANCH OFFICE, 29

and price

mdea by

nov25-3m

FOK EVERY SMOKER.

CK

for illustrated descriptive particulars
sheets to our

Rifles.

Astor House

Send

trated Catalogues.

ORE

Send

GO.,

Manufacturers of Fine Guns and

«•

and others

&

JOHN RIGBY
Pattern

Without Extra Cost.

Kaldenberg,

59 St. James's Street London.

"
"
"

our new system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
with increased PENETRATION, can have their wishes
carried out WITH DESPATCH

Fred. Julius

ail beforehand that our system is our own invention (though founded on the American idea) and is DURABLE, a fact remarked on by the Field, that the
guns tried had been in use during last season, and refSend for Illustrated
erences permitted to the owners
Circulars to

warn

now im-

by the Manu-

facturers to
the following prices.

Pioneer, - Tolley,
Standard,- National, Challenge, -

1867.

LONGEST RANGE— thus:

are built in six qualities

They are
(or brands.)
ported direct to our

I^RESEJNTS.

the

to

and therefore

Circle, 30 inches; 300 pellets; average, 191; penetration, 37.
The Editor's trial of Greener guns with 340
pellets of same shot and same charge of powder, gave
180, and penetration 30, al though there were 40 more pelShould any controversy arise as
lets in each charge.
to the durability of these new systems, we herewith

.

^ These Guns, celebrated for
genuine high class workmanship
and No. 1 SHOOTING POWERS,

(Title registered.)

TRATION

FINE ENGLISH

Made

DOUGALL'S
EXPRESS SHOT GUNS.
at Wimbledon by Editor
by
SHOWN
possess
GREATEST PENEField
D.

trials

NEW YORK

Par-is Exposition,

Mary's Works, Birmingham, England.

St.

Davidson
Davidson.

st— Pape

2d— Pape. ...

Neponbet, Mass.

Received the Prize at the

W..W. GREENER,

against on the spot for having its score false counted,
the fact proven there, and afterwards confirmed by
same gun being shot for two days per week for six
weeks in succession, when its average score only took
24th place, its very best score being greatly below the
scores of the best six guns.
12-Gauge, Old Sporting Bore.
1875.
ExMbitor.
Maker of Gun.

CARL DITTMAR,

HOLIDAY

of the Silver Cuo
value 40 guineas, at the Great London Field Trial 1875, beating 33 competitors with 68 guns, also winning
in all the other classes for the Improved System of Boring. These
guns will kill from 80 to 100 yards
loaded with large shot, and will
shoot well with small shot with a
less powder charge than guns bored
upon the old system. For report of
the Gun Trial apply to Messrs. McLaran, Williams & Co., Agents, St
Louis, U. S. A. Address

Unrivalled SportingGuns.

Maker

CLOSE - SHOOTING

GUNS. Winner

Stand unequalled in every contest. Their performance at the London Trials of 1875 beats the records of
any maker in the world.

No

Meerschaum Pipes

for

__

ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,

Proprietor,

Good Ground Post Office,
Suffolk county, Long Island.

nov25-8t

slides,

For water fowl. Very strong and clean. Nos. 1 to
Packed in metal kegs of 6£ lbs. each, and in canis5.
ters of 1 and 5 lbs.

SHOOTING.—THE ATTEN-

tion of sportsmen is called to the fact that
the best shooting ground within three hundred miles
of New York city is Shinnecock Bay. More ducks of
all kinds in the bay now than has been for a number
of years, and sportsmen are bringing in bags of birds

lease.

The strongest and cleanest Powder made. Nos. 1
7, packed only in sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
sizes (higher numbers) especially are recommended
to owners of fine breech-loading guns, giving great
penetration with very slight recoil.
"

to

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,

TUBBS' HOTEL,

Rossin House,

ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,

per Day,

W. W. GREENER'S

DOUBLE

to

Breech Loaders.

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF
Remington Rifles and Shot Guns, Holabird Shooting Suits, Cartridge Vest, Belts and Pouches. Implements for both muzzle and breech loading guns.
Sportsmen's Goods and Ammunition of All Rinds.
take muzzle loaders in exchange for breech

We

and have always some fine second-hand guns
on hand cheap.
Goods sent
D. to all parts of the United

loaders,

CO.

States.

Ivory and Pearl Stocks put on Pistols. Repairing
of all kinds artistically executed.
Cartridges for Breech Loading Shot Guns, ready
loaded, put up in boxes of fifty, or loaded to order.

aug5-6m

SNEIDEB

BREECH

LOADING

SHOT

GUN,

PRICES, $50.00 TO $250.00.
Muzzle-Loading- duns Altered tc Breech
Loading.
AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD'S SHOOTING SUITS.
Send for

Circular.

Cla_-k &z Saeider.

Q14W. Fratt St., JBaltimore.

a

—

2

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
SALE—A VERY
FORthoroughbred,
broken,

SUPERIOR,

retrieving setter,
well
so a splendid brace of Blue Belton pups, 6 months

_

SMITH,

Address H.

old.

at this office.

T"

broken and unbroken, and setter and
whelps, low. Address Amateur, Delaware

48 Maiden

W Ann St., N. Y„

__Dec23-tf_

Del.

_

~

,

Hunt, Charge, To-Heel, Hieon. To-ho, and controlled by hand and whistle, for $50.
Extra field practice, $50 Tricks taught. Dogs boarded
FRANKLIN SUMNER,
for v
S6 per month.
Brush Hill Road, Milton, Mass.
P. O. Address, Blue Hill, Mass.
Reference: Wm. R. Schaefer, gunmaker, 61 Elm
novl8 6m
St reet, Boston.
to Retrieve. Point,

GARDNER, M.

XI-

LY on band and

HAS CONSTANT-

D.,

for sale, medicines adapted to
dogs of

Dealer in sporting
the cure of all diseases.
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable
No. 111 South Fifth ave.. N. Y.
sation.

U. S.

compenOct 22

Camp Lounge Co., %

TEO?,

tf.Y. Circulars Free.

Folds Very Small.

g|

And

Waterproof and Mildew proof complete

$20.00

,

"

"'•

Wading Jackets

DUNCKLEE'S CAMP STOYES.

6.00

Price$15.

Those desiring something light and durable for
camping purposes will find this stove exactly right;
weighs only 25 pounds; will cook for ten persons.
The ware consists of Kettle, Tea Kettie, Coffee Pot,
Fry-pan, round Tin Pan, two square Pans, Dipper,
Gridiron, Tent Collar, and eight feet Funnel Stove
Pipe, with oven that will roast 15 pounds beef, all of
which nests and packs inside of stove, which only occupies a space of 12x12x20 inches.

CAMP LOUNGES.

1

Tackle suitable
and other fishing.

ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.

HOOKS.

And

Bamboo,.Trout and Salmon Rods and Reels
a Specialty.
Sole ImSt. Lawrence Pishing Co.

lOl &

porters of Warrin's Celebrated Drilled

Eved-Needlea

Waterproof,

HELLWIG'S

1

CAMP TENTS,
for four persons, 7. 6. square, weighs 15 lbs.; Can
be packed in knapsack. Price $10. Ten feet square
for six persons, $15.

Loaders.

AND

REPAIRING OP EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Moth-proof

Has constantly on hand a full assortment of Rode,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair TroutLines, &c.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of CaneReeds. Bamboo :md Japan.
Birds Eggs and Birds Skins in ^reat varieties.

GARMENTS

1

HAVING
twelve

PISHING,

fishing, running rapids, lightetc.; the best light ever invented.
$6 25.

Every

facility for

shooting

Ventilating Pockets.
and Samples free.
The most complete list ever published. Send for

THOMSON'S FISHING AND HUNTING SUITS,
best quality of water-proof duck, light tan color,
especially adapted for concealment in blinds or sedge
grass, or for approaching game in the woods. Light,
English st.vle; extra
durable and very cheap.
back for cartridges. Entire suit," $15.
pocket

1

Courtland

my goods

C.

street,

carry

market.

HOLABIRD,

Jan6 it

Valparaiso. Indiana.

THE
PAPER STEM

PIPE.

Thing for Home
and Camp Use.

Just the

^Supplies a waut which smokers have long felt—
Pipe which shall give simply the taste and odor of tobacco smoke. This pipe never accumulates rank
smelling liquid in stem or bowl, but is always clean
and sweet. The bowl and mouthpiece are permanent,
out the stem is of porous paper, to be laid aside after
a few days' use and a new one fitted. Extra stems
accompany each pipe. The price of extra stems,
When not furnished with the pipe, is as follows: Four
and a half and seven inches, 5c; twelve inches, 15c.
oold by pipe and cigar dealers generally, or a complete
sample sent by mail for $1 by

J. H.
_Jiovl8_tf

Hubbard,

Selling Agent, Cambridge. Mass.

C. S. T.

_

styles.

$3,

$5 50 and $6.

portable boat constructed.

The

No.
No.
No.

1,

2.
3,

8 feet, weights pounds
10 feet, weight 10 pounds
12 feet, weight 12 pounds

$25 00
32.00
40.00

8ep9

The Phoenix
12

Single Barrel Breech L oader
Uses either Ely's paper, or Hart's meJust the article for young sportsmen.
shells.

gauge.

$18.00.
Special attention paid to selection of guns for gentlemen at a distance by an expert and an old sports

man.
Bogardus'

New Book,

With how guns

are

AT THE
Crystal Springs Fishery,
At prices clear down
Send for Price List,
fl.

H.

THOMAS,

Prop'r, Randolph,

New

Open

evei-v

day.

A large collection

Beasts, Birds, and Reptiles.
Children under twelve, 10 cents,

of Living Wild
Admission, 35 cents;
'

jan6 ly

York.

dec30

eow

Ann

street,

New York

ang26-ly

EXPLANATORY CIRCULAR

CEAIT how
$10 TO
GUI
I

2t

pay Large Profits. Railroad
Slocks, Bonds and Gold bought
on Margins. Interest Six Per
Ceut. allowed on deposits sub-

PAINTER'S

MANUAL.-House and sign painting,
J- * gramma, varnishing, polishing, kalsomining,
papering, le'termg, staining, gilding, etc., 50c. Book
of Alphabets, 50c.
Scrolls nnd Ornaments, $1.
Watchmaker and Jeweller, 50c
Soapmaker, 25c.
Taxidermist, 50c. Hunters' and Trappers' Guide,
Dog Training, 25c. Of booksellers or bv mail.
JESSE 11ANEY & CO., 119 Nassau street,
Dec30-2t

Buekwaiter

St reet,

1\

Bis*1

"*-", Sf»- l«J

PW YnrkX

W. H. HolabiKd,\
HOLABIRD'S
Waterproof
X

*

Valparaiso, Indiana.
for

Send

Illustrated Circular.

'

nov!8

tf

Thomas Sparks,
Shot and Bar Lead
ma:in-uf.a.otui£e:r,,
[Established

Office.

Director of Fashions.

Y.

^1Q BROADwAY,
D.

Y.,

INT.

FOR BKEECH LOADERS.
circular.

Columbus, Ohio

S£L& Z"«JSS?
Wall
Review

$10, $50, $100

Send for a copy of the
Street
and
Pamphlet, showing the various methods of operating. J HICKLING & CO., Bankers and Brokers,
'
73 Broadway, N. Y.
Dec3S

Same

Check
gun dealers

Inventor's address, 825 Broa dway,

N

.

Y.

'

[jan6 tf

THOR SALE—AW. & 0. SCOTT & SONS
_U .Breech Loader,
laminated steel barrels,

boimdmg

re-

locks 12-gauge; weight, eight pounds;
choke-bored
A magmfient field gun, and a modhard
P ° red byJam€ Bowu & ^on/Pittsburgh.
,
I one year;
Cost, $225; only been
used
good as newed
al
r W Ut 0f use lowes* ™sh
pric^;

ified

S\Jf

i°Ll %?
Srn
^
i$laQ.
Address
this office.

an g

'

tf

and Drawing and Painting in Colored
Crayons; a practical instructor; illustrated, only
50c.
Colors,

b

i

Q

19

^°? S«ellerf

Nassau

°I

nrteet,

J
£m
N. X,

h

most durable snap action made

first-class.

LOADERS.

action as new guns. Send for circular and
No, 3 West Main street, Rochester, N. Y.

E

Magic Lantern and 100
& H.

Slides for

ANTHONY &
Broadway, N.
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CO.,

591
Y., opposite Metropolitan Ho
.
Chromos and Framap, Stereoscopes and Views
Graphoscopes, Megalc hoscopes, Albums and
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First
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Shooting qualities

price las,

FOR SHOT GUNS AND RIFLES
To be had at principal

Revolving Cartridge Belt

Breech Loading Shot Guns.
The strongest and
MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH

MILLER'S

I&eooil

JWalnutSL_PhilarfelBhia.
Manufacturer of

AND FIFTH AYENUE HOTEL.
jan6
WM.

1

1808.1

~CHAS. GREEN,

Snorting Hats a Specialty.
STORES,

It,

Sep30-6m

i

SOLE MANUFACTURER OF

TACKLE!

Send for

Hankers and

Co.,

dfc

Wall

N Y

and Salmon.

dealers.

|

|

City.

1ST.
N. B.— Sole manufacturers in this country of the

all

I

ject to sight draft.

20c.

IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER, AND

for Troat, Baas

em*«
TQ

invested in J)

will

MANTJFACTTJKEBS AND IMPORTEES OP

SO Fultoxi St.,

$500

Stock Privileges has paid and

J.B.Crook&'Co.,
FISHING

Eish Hook«,

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.

Splendid

EATON & CO.,
Sportsmen's Emporium,

P. O. Box 5,109.
No. 17

HAYDEN BELT WORKS,

Zoological Garden.

published.

AND

Price 50 cents.
Sole agent in New York city for J. H. Batty, U. S.
Taxidermist. N. A. birds and eggs for collectors,
Buck's heads, and game birds a specialty. Orders
filled with dispatch.
We furnish every article necessary for the outfit of
sportmen in the camp or field. Goods sent everywhere by express. Remit only by draft, Post Office
order, or registered letter to

Sold by

N.Y.

Woekly

PREMIUM LIST and NEW CLUBBING TERMS.
Address " PRACTICAL FARMER," Box 5,723»

BLACK BASS IN SEASON.

400,000 Brook Trout Fry for Sale

Agricultural

to England."
hints to sportsmen.

Green Heart Rods.

COLD SPRING TROUT PONDS,
Nov! i- 9m
Obarlest.own, New Hampshire.

Taelcle,
Eis^ing- Rocl«,

"Trip

made and

celebrated

3P,

Trout Eggs

jgngjt]

D. C.

Send your name and address on Postal Card for
sample copy of " PRACTICAL FARMER," the
best

largest size weighs but 12 pounds. Can be packed in
space of less than half cubic foot. Prices within
reach of all.

tallic

SPORTSMAN'S CLOTHIER,
_

woods; three different

The most complete

Respectfully,

W. H.

WASHINGTON,

29 ly

Eisliingj-

"The Ampersand."
CANVAS BOAT.

in

Boston.

410 Seventh Street,
Apr

All sizes

COLVIN'iS

City,

St.,

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN

Moccasins, Oil Tanned,

SQUIRES,
New York

374 Washington

HENJNLNG,

C.

$14 per pair.

for the

stock for the year 1876, and
dealers can be supplied from him at the lowest possible rates. My goods for the present year will excel
that of the past in quality and general adaptation.
When you buy, be sure to get a genuine Holabird coat
or suit, as there are many inferior imitations in the
will

GEO.

it.

HEGEMAN'S PORTABLE CANVAS BOATS.
BOND'S METALLIC BOATS.
MILES JOHNSON'S PIGEON TRAPS-Price,
The best shell ever offered to sportsmen.
on hand and made to order.

MR. HENRY
No.

John

ber Clothing, &c.

Hart's Metallic Shells.

Trade.

Flies.

BEEN FOR THE PAST

Game

ITARY PRACTICE.

?\

4-ly

Illustrated Price List

m

Off-Hand or- In Lying Down Position
Special inducements offei ed for MIL-

BISCUITS.

years associated with ray father,

DRAB DLCK, COHOilBOV,
FUSTIAN, REPELLANT
BLUE BEAVER and FRIEZE.
Wading Boots, Fishing Stockings, Rub-

[271 and 273 Eighth Avenue,

Opera House.)

DOG

MeBiide, in the manufacture of fishing tackle, I feel
competent to continue the business an-} supply the
custom with the same quality as heretofore. Parties
snppJed with casting lines and artificial flies for
Pennsylvania trout streams, Adirondacks, the Maine
Woods, Lake Superior, Thousand Islands, Canadian,
and other waters. Anglers not acquainted with the
nomenclature of these flies, by mentioning the locality where they intend fishing, will have the varieties
best suited to those waters sent to them. Flies copied
trom any natural insect or pattern desired. SARA
J. MoBRIDE, (Successor to John McBride) Mumford,
Monroe county, N. Y.
Dec2-ly

AND

OF

(Under Grand

branches.

McBride

BUNTING,

and

in all its

SPRATT'S PATENT

FOR

Jack Lamp 9

jTWO 80 FEET RANGES.

1

Taxidermy

Bieciiiis,
Made of nutritive bone and muscle making material,
and is the only portable food for dogs made in this
country. Put up in packages of 10, 25, and 100 pounds,
and warranted not to spoil in any climate. Price,
10c. per pound.

TRAVELING,

NEW YORK.

Philadelphia.

Sts.,

IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN
Guns, KifieSj Pistols, and Fishing Tackle*
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech

Price $5.

about the size of an ordinary shawl
strapped. A light, durable, compact, and comfortable couch. Sent by express C. '). D., $5, Including
side and supporting sticks at the head. Just the thing
for the camp or lawn

ing camp,

ST.. (near

JOHN KIIIDEK,

Corner Second and Walnut

When folded is

for night shooting

DUANE

103

Broadway) New York.
The Sportsmen's Depot.

Agents for the
4-29

kinds.

all

Manufactured and Imported by

fitted

American Dog

The Popular Sheridan Lounge, $5 plain; $10 quilted,
Sold at Eaton &
Is the standard with sportsmen.
Co. '8, 102 Nassau st„ and E. S. Harris, 177 Broadway.

SpoTtsraens1 goods of

out with appropriate Tackle for the
Rocky Mountains and Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
the Adirondacks, &c, &c.
Split

Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,

for

BKEECH AND MUZZLE LOADING «UN8,

every Variety and Style of

E X S HL

Parties

Rods and Reels

Fly

OF THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.

LINEN AND COTTON LINES,

SILK,

Bamboo

Split

Every variety of Salmon and Trout Plies, and Hooks
on Gut. Cutty Hunk and Pasque Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Braided Silk Lines, every size and quality of

HOLABIRD'S CELEBRATED SUITS.

and sportsmen a most complete

Heels, Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets*
Baits, Fish Hooks, &c.

TROUT, SALMON AND BASS BODS.

'

.

QETTERS AND POINTERS TAUGHT

tTeIVRY

offer to dealers

hand the largest and oest assortment; ever exhibited in the United States. They particularly call
attention to their

DOCK

JO

We

assortment of

Fishing Tackle,
Tackle, Rods,

Fishine
On

at

offer for sale

JLane, N. Y.

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

YORK KENNEL CLUB
TlrB^EW the
following highly-bred dogs

low rates in order to diminish stock:DANDY, a handsome red 2i years old setter, Irish
and Gordon stock; well broken. $100.
DON, a year old black Gordon, out of Mr. Belmont's
Imported brace. $50.
.
,
,
Two 9 months Setter Puppies, black, tan and white,
out of Mr. Bennett's imported brace, bred by Sir Wm.
$50 each.
Call, England.
Pour 3 months Setter Puppies, red and red aud
white, from the finest stock in the kennel; cannot fail
$40 each.
to be good ones.
STEWART,
Apply to
Johnson's Station, Orange county, N. T.
nnv*

CLERK Sd CO.

AJSTKRJLTW

and

bitches,

ointer
City,

SUCCESSORS TO

tf

HOROUGHBRED BETTER DOG

>

JESSE

HANEY & CO.,
DecSQ St

Kay Shot Concentraiing
•w„ „_
N
a rs ^™rs, or topwads
required.

•

^f f

i_-

Send to your gun

Loads

"dually required. Fifty percent,
and greater penetration secured.
dealer for aample,
Ju8-ly

5!\*
!"L
better S
distribution

FOREST AND STREAM.

WINOHESTEE REPEATING

Sectional

RIFLE.

View

of Rifle with Set Lock.

Position of parts after firing.

The

Strength of

The

Parts,

its

all

Simplicity of

The

its

Construction,

Rapiditv of

The impossibility of accidental discharge in loading commend
have use for a Rifle for Defense, Hunting, or Target shooting.
For

Illustrated

Pamphlet and Price

Fire,

its
it

List, address

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS
W.

& C. SCOTT & SONS

CO.,
NEW HAVEN,

BREECH LOADING GUNS
A SPECIALTY.

ALSO

Double

Gun Trial sent on

Shot

Barreled

Single

Guns.

Shot Gun and Rifle Combined.
Repeating',
Revolving:,

WINNEItS OF THE GUN TRIAL OF 1873.
Report of

and

and

r>erring;ei'

application.

send
For Treatise

Vest

ON

AGENTS:
l*«.fl

HEAD

* all

'

other

Rifle

Pocket Pistols.

& SONS,

Illnstrat'd.

CARTRIDGES,

a,neuil Hall Sq.,Boston.
makes:— Greener, Westley Richards,

oley, Remington, Moore, &c.
A genuine Scott Muzzle Loading Gnn, $25 up.
Maynard, Ballard, Remington and Sharp's Rifles.
!"
"Ballards hreech loading Sporting Rifles $181
Bogardus' New Book— 50 cents, by mail.
Bussey's Gyro Trap, for shooting practice.
.Fine Fishing K-oda and Tackle.
Fine Bronze Yacht Guns on mahogany carriages,
Complete, as furnished the New York and Boston
YaMit Squadrons. SEND FOR CIRCULARS.

E.

Ac-

Shooting,
Catalogue*

REMINGTON & SONS'
ancl ^83 Broadway.

S81
P.

O.

Box 3994.

WESTERN BRANCH,

237

SPORTING PRESENTS

HERKIMER

AGENTS

&

&

State

Chicago,

street,

Ill
#

HOLABIftDS Shooting SUITS,

DIXONS & HA VVKSLE Y'S SHOOTING TACKLE
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,
BUSSEY'S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP

WITH CASE. AND 100 BIRDS.
Black's Patent Cartridge Test.

CO., N. Y.

This Vest affords the best arrangement yet invented for carry-

The weight is
cartridges.
so evenly distributed that it is
Cartridges can be
scarcely felt.
with the heads down in
carried
this vest, which is of great importance when brass shells arepedf
as when carrying them with the
head up the weight of the shot often forces the wad forward, when
in
bad shooting is the result.
ing

EDWIN S. HAEEIS,

3rTOI£

OEJ^TTJLEMEIV.

Late

COOPER HARRIS & HODGKINS,

Pocket Flasks,

BREECH LOADING

Cigarette Cases,
Cigar Lighters,

Match Boxes,
Ash Stands,

N. Y.

MANUAL.—A

practical guide to
tools and all operations of the trade;
also drawing for carpenters forms of contracts, specifications, plans, etc., with plain instructions for beIlginners, and fall glossary of terms used in trade
lustrated, 50c. of booksellers or by mail. JESSE
St.
CO., 119 Nassau street, N. Y.

use of

all

Wholesale and Retail Dealer

NEE &

APLE

SYRUP IN

gallon cans, $1.50 per gallon.

R. L:

GKaTSSj

IN

AIR TIGHT
No

$1,200 PROFIT ON $100.

J.

.

M

SPORTING GUNPOWDER.

^

DESIGNS AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

f

chest.

AGENTS FOR THE

Implements,^
-.,.-„
^ Paper.
andL
Brass
Oartaricleres, l>otliCARTRIDGE
AND BELTS, FLASKS,
COATS
VESTS,
AT SO GUN M4TEmALS OF ALL RIMS,
ALS
EVERYTHING IN MY LINE FOR
°POUCHEst Y^lMMUWrioS OF kl-RINDS.
BOTH HOME AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE PRICES.
HAVE T^^E^CKnFMrUZZLELokDTNGOUNFlA RTFLE8 VHRY CHEAP

Inkstands,

ClAflPENTER'S

the

$7.50.

Union Metallic Cartridge Com
pany's Ammunition, ^

AND

Sets,

BOND STREET,

PRICE

IN THE MARKET.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Claret Pitchers,
Pa})er Knives,

NO. 1

around

measurement

send

WARRANTED THE BEST

Tobacco Boxes,
Snuff Boxes,
Ale Tankards,
Carver

ordering

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Cigar Stands,

WESTLEY

WEBLEY &

The Sportsman's Warehouse.

IN

3

for the following celebrated makers:
W.
C. SCOTT
SONS (winners at the International Gun Trial of 1873); J. P. CLABROUGH &
BRO.; P.
SONS, and

RICHARDS.

Armory and Manufactory,
ILION,

CONN.

SCHUYLER, HARTLEY & GRAHAM,
19 Maiden Lane, 20 & S3 John street, N. Y.

MILITARY, SPORTING, HUNTING ANDITARGET
Breech Loading" XSiiies.

Genuine Breech Loaders.

of all who

to the attention

JTJLEP

charge for

AND BRIGHT COLORED STRAWS,
TURE FRAMES, NATURAL DYED

Sunderland, Vt,

4

MOrcfS P*

O,

GRASSES, Etc.
w
Box 40, Hew Utrecht, N, Y,

-TV/TADE THIS

MONTH BY PUTS

jL\_Land CALLS. Invest according to your means.
$ 10, $50, or $100 in Stock Privileges, has brought &

We

PIC-

advise
small fortune to the careful investor.
to operate safely. Books with full
information sent free. Address orders br mail and
CO., telegraph to

when and how

BAXTER &

NoyU4i» Bankers and Brokers,

J?

Wall fy s N. T.

Curtis
Nos.

&

Harvey's

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

Hawker's Ducking.

DIAMOND GRAIN.

and 8 Superior

W. STITT,

61

Rifle,

Cedar

and Col.

street,

New York,
Agent for U. S. America^

sep9-eow

LOTTERY.
HATANA
IMPORTANT NOTICE.

otn,
For the coming drawings, commencing January

we have reduced

the prices of tickets as follows:

Whole, $20;

h

$10;

h Jfri

1-5.

•**

1-10, $2; 1-20 $1.
Drawings take place every seventeen Days.
sent
are prepared to fill all orders. Circulars
^BanK
upon application. Highest Price paid for Spanish

We

3?.

Q.

BOX 4,448.

11

W»U •*., Mew York.

Terms, Five Dollars a Year.
Ten Cents a Copy.

MY
WHILE
A thing of

NEW

|

j

YORK, THURSDAY. JANUARY

For Forest and Stream.

VISITOR.

of the Dismal

is

one vast morass, with

tered here and there of solid ground.

and
thought one sunny morn,
perfect beauty born,

soft,

little

The

islands scat-

earth

is

and consists of vegetation and matted

spongy
roots,

lost in

Into my room was sent
A humming bird with taper win^s

Bedashed with

tints of ancient kings,

And

to

and fro

it

went.

WhUe bronze-like

colors decked its head,
From dark blue-brown to almost red,

With

iridescent hue,

with flashing radiance shone,
Chatoyant like some sparkling stone,
And thrilled me through and through.

Its eyes

The window closed, it could not passbuzzed and buzzed against the glass

It

And beat its crested head:
But soon Its mellow hum did cease
With anxious look for quick releaseAlas, my bird was dead
I

A constant humming was its

tune,
out and sung in June—
A song for every flower:
But now it sings a spirit's Bong,
A song that's sung the Ages long
And constant as the hour.

It

sung

May

T. D.

I.

For Forest and Stream.

M
r

M^wnl

^jjwmnp.

to the Dismal Swamp he speeds,
His path was rugged and sore,
Through tangled juniper beds of weeds,
And many a fen where the serpent breeds,
And man never trod before

"Away

.

THERE are but few people in

this country who have
Dismal Swainp of Virginia,
and in their mind's eye have not pictured an immense
section of land composed of quagmires, quicksands, morass, and bogs, all commingled together, and forming an impassable swamp, into whose depths the foot of man has

not heard of the great

This is the general impression, but it is enThere is much to see in the
tirely an erroneous one.
Dismal, much of varied loveliness and picturesque beauty,
and nowhere on this continent is there a region that will
give more
interest, amuse, and instruct the tourist, and
satisfaction to the sportsman, than this great swamp.
To those who like every varying scene, and who love to
see nature in all her aspects, they will be satisfied in their
It is so different from the mountains,
explorations there.
valleys, and seashore, so unlike any other place they ever
sawbefore, so weird, strangely solemn, s® utterly still
and silent, that it inspires the traveler with a nameless
The immense cypress
awe, and an intense fascination.
trees, with bare trunks and interlacing boughs, stand like
pillars supporting a fretted dome in some vast cathred'ral,
and the dim aisles stretch away off all around you and
One can stand and
powerfully excite the imagination.
imagine himself in Avernus, condemned to wander through
a vast unpeopled shade all alone, with no voice to break
the horrible solitude; doomed to be seeking some object
sentient with life, but never finding it; followed by grim
remorse wherever he fled, ever by his side, and never leaving him, except when his crime was expiated. De Quincey,
in his confession of an "Opium Eater," draws just such a
picture.
lie believed that he had committed such a great
sin that even the crocodiles shuddered when they heard it;
and he dreamed that he was hunted by Bramah, the Hindoo
god through the forest, the jungles, and swamps of the
Indies, but finding no rest.
In fancy, I could behold the
crouching figure of the cowering wretch hiding behind
the tree trunks, and fleeing in dim recessses of the forests.
never trod.

forming but a treacherous foo thold. It would be natural
to suppose that the swamp was lower than the surrounding
land, but this is not so; and singular as it may seem, the
greater portion of this vast morass stands higher than the
ground that surrounds it, some seven or eight feet higher
than its banks, as was ascertained by careful measurement
when the railroad was cut through. Another most singular of singular facts in connection with the fascinating
spot is, that the water flows from and not into it, there
being five rivers that draw their source of supplies from
the Dismal— the South Branch of the Elizabeth, the South
Branch of the Nansemond, the North and Northwest
Rivers, and the Pergamond.
Of these, the two first flow
into Virginia, and the three latter into North Carolina.
Follow all these livers to their heads and they will be lost
in the great Dismal, there being no signs of them above
ground. This vast amount of water is sucked up by the
spongy soil that retains it, and furnishes a never failing i
flow to these rivers. The extreme richness of the soil
causes a prodigious amount of luxuriant vegetation and
aquatic plants to spring up. There are a thousand different varieties, from the diminutive shrub up to the gigantic cypress. Much to my surprise, I found the temperature of the swamp very cold; it must be, I imagine,
to the constant evaporation of the moist soil, and also
to the trees keeping out the sun, and forming by their interwoven branches a never ending shade. Be that as it
may, the air feels as if you were at the bottom of an icehouse, except when you get into the weeds where there is
no shade, and then, on a sultry summer day, if there is
any place hotter this side of Hades, I have never felt it.
To those who imagine they have made their way through
thick cover in their hunting excursions, whether through
the laurel brakes of the mountains, or the weeds and briers
of a salt water bog, I commend to them a short trip in the
Dismal, and you can w*i£er your pet breech loader against
an old flint-lock musket that they will acknowledge they
never saw a road so hard to travel before. In the first
place the ground, though it supports for a time your
weight, has really no foundation. You may take a pole
ten feet long and shove it down into the treacherous soil out
of sight without using your strength.
And there are many

due

large tracts that have

are

immense patches

no

and in their stead
a hard place to get

trees whatever,

of reeds; this

is

through; the reeds are often ten to fifteen feet high, and
as thick as a cornstalk, and grow so close together that you
cannot thrust your arm through them. They spring up as
thick together as the fingers upon your hand, and the briers
entangle your feet and wind around your legs so that you
cannot extricate yourself, and can only struggle furiously
and tie yourself tighter, until you give up the undertaking
Some of the aquatic plants are of rare beauty
in despair.

and exquisitely colored, and by their vivid tints light up
the otherwise dreary region in some places; but, on the
whole, it may be called a horrible desert solitude, the very
"abomination of desolation"— a spot that his "Infernal
Majesty" must covet in his "Plutonic Realm," and he was
well pleased, for it gave him a hint for improving the
In some sections of the great Dismal
no living thing to be seen, not even a bird; and

prisons of Hell.
there

is

even the buzzards avoid circling over this Avernus, as the
exhalations taint the very air. Yes! I often used to think
I saw Satan sauntering among the everglades, and strolling
in his favorite earthly resort.
"From

his brimstone bed, at break of day,

A walking the devil
To
To

is gone.
the Dismal Swamp he wends his way,
see how subjects gets on."

States; one section

swamp used to be a famous place for bears in
the old days when the canal was first built.
The trapper
who accompanied the workmen kept them amply supplied

the other part lies in North
twenty miles long, and stretches in
a southward direction, but its width is much contracted.
Its aiea is some eight hundred square miles.
The "whole

with bear's meat, without ever going out of the path. An
old journal of one of the surveyors, speaking of the game
he saw, says: "The like of wild game was never seen
before; the numbers of nocturnal animals, such as coons

The Dismal
lies

in Virginia,

Swamp
and

is

in two
twenty-five miles in length, run-

lies

ning from east to west;
Carolina,

and

is

/

The

great

i
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and opossums almost surpass belief, and bears are seen in
abundance every day, and they are so tame that our trapper has stopped shooting, because the whole party has
sickened of bear-meat." There are still many bears in.
the Dismal, but they are very shy and wary, and keep concealed in the fastness and the impenetrable jungles. Dogs
are generally afraid of them, and wont attack them. The

most common way of hunting them

is

to

listen

intently

near midnight, and when you hear a scuffling noise and the
sound cf breaking limbs, you know that the bear is climbing a tree and seeking his favorite meal of acorns. Going
to the spot and camping, and keeping guard for the night,
Monsieur le Bruin is found comfortably squatting on the
forks of a tree. The next morning, and at the break of
day a long tube is leveled in his direction, a gleaming eye
glances along the barrel, a sharp crack, a heavy thud, and
all is over.
Wild cats also used to be abundant, but I
have met nobody who has shot one lately, though the
workmen all say they have seen them. By far the most
interesting and beautiful part of the great Dismal is Luke
Drummond. It is like an oasis in the desert, a beautiful 4 island in the ocean, a very jewel in the Slough of Despond.
As I said before, nobody for a long time ever
penetrated the swamp, and it was as late as the Revolutionary war that a hunter named Drummond first discovered
this lake.
It seems he went hunting one day, and, allured
by the wounding of a bear, he followed the trail far in
the interior, until he had hopelessly lost his way.
He was
the first white man whose footsteps ever trod this unknown
land, and he must have been terribly frightened, tor tradition, rumor, and superstition had made this swamp a
veritable enchanted land, within whose realms dwelt warlocks, witches, and goblins, and such uncanny beings.

There were talcs told, too, of vast wild animals of surpassingstrength and fierceness, the like of which mortal eyes
never saw before. The whole place was peopled by only
an immortal race. One cannot help fancying his feeling's
during his three day's wandering, his constant action, and
incessant struggles, and at last a helpless despair at ever
getting out of the labyrinth, and then his ecstacy and
delight

when he at last discovered the lake, placid in its beauty,
and gleaming like gold in the sunlight. Lake Drummond
is a splendid sheet of water, and is oval
in shape.
It is
seven miles long and four miles wide. There is no beach
whatever, the forest growing clear up to its boundaries.
The water looks black, but when examined in a glass it is
the color of light wine. It is tinted and tinctured
by juniper and gum leaves, and other decaying vegetable
matter.
This water is considered a fine medicinal drink; and
invalids aiflicted with pulmonary diseases
have ottea been so
benefitted by it as to remain several months in the
vicinity
where they would have daily access to its health-giving
waters. Another peculiarity is, that it keeps
pure for a*
great length of time, and is often used by ships
going on a
long voyage, who have their water casks filled
from Lake

A popular delusion was that this lake had
no bottom, but Commodore Barron, of the
U. S. Navy
once sounded it, and the greatest depth in the
middle was
only fifteen feet, the average being ten feet.
The bottom is
generally composed of mud, but sometimes
of pure white
sand.
The lake had always in my boyhood been a fabled
land; to me Moore's beautiful ballad had
ever made me
long to see it, and as I stood on the brink
it looked like
an enchanted realm. The setting sun rested
lovingly on
its surface, tinting its dark waters
to a rich golden wineDrummond.

like hue, casting the reflection of the
majestic cypress on
its mirror -like breast, while its
borders fringed with the
brilliant and varied colors of the myrtle,
the laurel, and

the yellow jasmine, made the whole
scene one of surpassing loviness, and the rich odor of the
jasmine made,
the balmy air redolent with its voluptuous

perfume

Aa

the sun sank slowly to rest, and the
"shadows increased
and the warmth died out of the lake, I could
swear that
phantom boats came and went, and the
tradition of the
two Indian lovers returned forcibly to my
memory and
along the banks, under shadow of the
trees, I could behold
the canoe paddled by the two lovers
come and go; and in
Uncyl could see the dark _ejesioUbe'i«.'
:

"

.
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gazing upward at the evening star, and hear the soft dip of
the paddle as the boat shot noislessly across the lake.
"But

oft

from the Indian hunter's camp,

The maid and her lover so true,
Are seen at the hour of midnight damp,
To cross the lake hy a fire fly lamp,

And paddle their white canoe.
Verily it is worth a trip to stand upon a spot that makes
us lose our head, ana forget for a time that we live in a
matter of fact world, and dwell for a time in an ideal
country, where the castle of Spain is but a common coarse
edifice.
The lake is but twelve miles from Suffolk and
twenty-two from Norfolk, In the interior of the swamp
it is perfectly healthy and entirely free from miasmatic

Some

years before the war, a speculator built a
hotel in the center of the swamp, with the intention of
making a summer resort, but by the first of August the
landlord, the guests, waiters, and all hands had cleared
out bag and baggage, for the mosquitoes, gad-flies, gallinipers, and yellow flies attacked the inmates in countless
swarms, and soon routed them. I was shown the site of the
hotel, it lies on an elevated plateau, but there is no sign
left of it now; it was either burned or taken down, probably the latter. The swamp is but little hunted, the dark,
forbidding exterior keeping the majority of "kid glove"
sportsmen out; none save the resolute tourist, or enthusiastic sportsman ever penetrated to the center; one has to
make up his mind to rough it, but to the true huntsman
this is all the better; so, to those who want true sport I will
say, that they can shoot as many turkeys, partridges, and
ducks as to satiate the most inveterate hunter that ever
pulled trigger. The Fall is the best time by far; any time,
in fact, after the middle of October, when several frosts
have fallen, and the mosquitoes and flies have disappeared.
This is the favored land of reptiles. Water moccasins
diseases.

grow to an enormous length, and are in immense numbers.
The shingle getters are sometimes bitten by them; out libwhisky

always cure the patient.
These moccasins will always run if they can, and only
when trod upon will they strike their fangs. Terrapins
are as numerous as the snakes, and can be caught in any
numbers; they make delicious soup. Frogs ("bloodhounds,"
as the boys call them,) lead a happy life here, and die of
old age in the swamp. They are a jovial set, even if they
have discordant voices; they keep late hours, and all night
they talk, halloo, gossip, whoop, make stump speeches,
and sing hymns, to their own very great satisfaction, at
least, until the "wee sma' hours ayont the hoal."
If some
wicked fairy of the swamp, or some witching Circe, who
was wont to transform men into strange shapes, like that
fascinating and ancient coquette did to Ulysses Argonauts,
were to suddenly appear to me, and, waving her magic
wand around my head, ask me out of pure politeness what
animal or shape I would be metamorphosed into, I would
unhesitatingly ask her "ladyship" to turn me into a frog,
which, being done, I would have a courtship and an opera
every night on my own account two things in this world
Oh, those frogs! Would that
that I most delight in.
I could understand their language. They evidently dorrfc
Many a time when there was
like to be intruded upon.
nearly a silence in the swamp, and when sentimental frogs
were gazing at the moon, silent in their reverie, have I blundered into their privacy, and such a tremendous uproar
would be invoked as would make me shake in my boots.
Tiny voices would squeak vixenish voices— shrill voices
of waspish wives the hoarse, expostulatory tones of the
old patriarch who resented the intrusion— fierce, abrupt
cries of the town's guardian, who, like our own city police,
were mad as hornets at being awakened from their sleep
by untoward commotion— and the quavering voices of wandering lovers, who had evidently been sitting up long after
all good frogs had retired to rest, and who no doubt were

eral potations of

will

—

—

—

afraid that all this turmoil would wake the old folks, and
bring the house over their ears. A Frenchman would here
be in his element. Such glorious fellows, fully twelve
inches long, that could be knocked in the head in every
branch. I skinned a pair of 1—, (I beg pardon) well, dash
it all, of legs, and, frying them, found that they were daintier eating than Spring chicken.
Before the war this place was the great resort for fugitive slaves, and when once in the recesses of the swamp they
never were retaken. The shingle getters, mostly blacks,
were friendly towards them, and supplied them the luxuIndeed, many of them were
ries in barter for their game.

employed in cutting timber, and no questions asked, as
they would work for half price. In many instances these
fugitives reared families in the swamp, the abundance of
game rendering that an easy matter.
The Dismal Swarnp, though a vast spot in the centre of
Its timber
a beautiful country, is not wholly valueless
trade is lucrative, and the "Land Company" have made
enormous profits out of shingles. This is the great source
of profit from the swamp, and is a regular business, wellconducted, with a heavy capital employed. The workmen
live in comfortable shanties, built on the high ground.
They are mostly negroes, with white foremen. The shingles made from the cypress are the most durable, and the
very best made. The cypress grows frequently 130 feet
high, and is as straight as the mast of a vessel. It splits
readily, and the wood, soft when green, hardens when dry.
The laborers are a well-fed, happy, careless set, and the
sounds of their fiddles and banjos make the gloomy woods
re-echo with their jovial strains. In their cabins I found
they were well-supplied with bacon, meal, potatoes, game,
and whiskey. It is a picturesque sight to see the long lines
of carts, each drawn by a mule, piled high with shingles,
moving in single file over the rough corduroy road to the
landing. It is absolutely necessary to have these roads
made, and they are always repairing them, and the soil is
always sucking the logs down. In many instances in these
clearings the shingle getters have to walk from shanty to
shanty on a plank scaffolding, made like a rustic bridge
.

across a small stream.
Many years ago a devastating fire occurred in the swamp,
that destroyed all the made shingles and burnt down thousands of magnificent trees. The fire lasted about a month,
and those who worked in the swamp had to fly to the
neighborhood of Lake Drummond for safety.
In the year 1725 Col. William Byrd made a minute survey of the Dismal Swamp, and in his journal speaks of
the almost unparalleled difficulties his party had to encounter.
Sometimes his progress would be but two miles a
day, The said survey was made in accordance to the
wishes of the Governor of Virginia, to investigate the feasiHis report was favorable,
bility of draining t,he swamp.
and a petition was forwarded to His Majesty, King George

the Third, by his loyal subjects of Virginia, praying that
a company be allowed to form for that object, they bearing
the expenses and taking the reclaimed land as payment,
and also asking that in consideration of their great expense
they should be excused from paying quit rent and taxes for
fifty years, the company binding themselves to finish the
work within ten years. What answer the third Georgus
gave to this petition the historian does not inform us. Hercules task of cleaning the Augean stables was child's play
compared to it, still it might be done, and can be done.
Yes, anything can be done; and if Napoleon ever said a
true thing it was when he uttered the immortal sentiment,
'Impossible! e'est le mot d ^un feu. "
trip to the great swamp is made by everybody nowadays, and from Richmond, Norfolk, and the surrounding
Last
cities, the belles and beaux make up parties to go.
Summer Commodore Rogers invited the elite of the city of
Norfolk to visit the swamp, and see it in all its glorious
beauty of tangled vines, waving reeds, and radiant jessamines; and the expedition, led by the little steam launch
of the Commodore's flagship, and followed by thirteen
others, steamed gallantly towards their destination, with
flags flying, voices laughing, and bands playing, and when
Lake Drummond was reached the martial strains o£ the
flagship's band floated grandly over the water with an unutterably sweet sound, that lingered in the ears long afterwards. The trip, in a pecuniary point of view only, did
not .pay, for of the fourteen launches that started out thirteen had their propellers broken by striking against snags

"me wantum stop
wigwam, bimeby snow, hugh."
"Gut enny munny?" demanded Flint.
"Mr. Flint," said Joe,

"No

•

made.
Flint was perfectly familiar with the locality described
Joe, and after breakfast he started with his two sons in
search of the deer. Joe saw them out of sight over the
hill, then picked up his rifle and started also, to resume
the chase of the hitherto unsuccessfully followed moose;
for the deer was only an evolution from the depths of Joe's
inner consciousness.
Months passed ere the twain met again, this time in a

by

different locality.

"Look-a-here, Joe," said Flint, "I couldn't never find
I rayther spect there warn't any, anythat deer o' yourn.
how, 'n I want you fer t' pay me fer them meals 'n
lodgin'."
sometime or nebber," said Joe. "You tink
"Pay
you make um mighty big bargain dat time, 'cause Joe half
You find um tree?" he continued.
starb and half froze.
"Yes, yes," was the eager reply.
"You find um big stone?"
"Yes, found it, too."

logs.
1 will end

my long letter by giving some good advice,
followed by the sportsman, pleasure-seeker, or
tourist, will give them unalloyed satisfaction, fine sporting,
and yield to me many thanks from unknown lips. If there
is any set of young men with money to spend, and who
desire to have a good time in shooting, fishing, and sightseeing generally, let them first go to Norfolk, and make
that city their base of supplies, always remembering that
the early Fall is the best time to start. At Cobb's Island,
four hours' ride from Norfolk, they can have splendid
sport in shooting ducks and bay birds; or let them write
to McKeon, at Cobb's Island, Va,, and make arrangements
with him to guide them to Hog's Island, twelve miles from
Cobb's, where the wreckers live a rough set but hospiMcKeon is an excellent guide, and also
table and honest.
an entertaining companion, who can while many a weary
hour away with o'er true tales of the traditions of Cape
Charles, its shipwrecks and its dangers. After getting
tired of slaughtering the brants, shufflers, and red-heads,
go back to Norfolk and take a deer hunt with Capt. Blow
at Tower Hill, in Sussex county, and while there ask the
Captain to get Gillem's and Thornton's hounds, call the
neighbors together, and have such an old Virginia foxhunt
as they never saw before. Then go to Suffolk, hire a guide,
cook, and lay in provisions, and take a week's sauntering in
the Dismal; and then, Messieurs, you will have taken a trip
that cost but little, but was as full of varied charms to
those who love nature and the manly sports, as a costly
journey to the canons of Colorado, or to the Yosemite
Valleyitself.
I know whereof I speak.
And now a few remarks of this great swamp and I am
done. To health seekers and invalids, I must add that

um

if

"No find um deer?"
"Couldn't see hide ner hair on't, n sarched 'n sarched
most all day."
"Well, dat two trut; only one lie. Dat not bad for Hinjun," summed up Joe as he turned and walked away.
N.

—

Hantsport,

of a hunt
LET me gi^e you a sketch
On the 4th

in

which

I

have

inst. your correspondjust participated.
ent and one other, mounted on mustangs, and two more
in a wagon, took our departure for the hunting groundsThe first
object, fun and meat, principally the latter.
camp was at Montague Village, forty miles; second camp
was at 'Squire Nichols' place, half a mile south of Cam-

bridge, in Clay county.
"Lives

In a

little

The
all

'Squire

alone,

brown house he

calls his

own,"

and has nothing to keep him company, except a half a
dozen cats— we thought he had enough to start a first-class

whom
famous moose
JOE COOP,
OLDHardy
"Fields and Forests
has celebrated
hunter,

of

Acadia," was well known to me when I was a boy, and that
acquaintance revealed to me other sides of Joe's character
than Capt. Hardy found space to. portray in his interesting
and instructive pages. He appears there only as the bold
and skillful hunter, which he certainly was; but there are
a few touches to show the peculiarities which made him a
character almost unique. Joe was especially possessed of
a certain ironical humor, which albeit not without parallel,

An instance is afforded in a celerare among Indians.
brated dictum of his, which indeed amounts, taken in all
He was
its bearings, to a positive stroke of philosophy.
getting away from a fur trader after the disposition of sundry packs of beaver, mink, and otter, and the imbibition
of sundry tumblers of John Company's fire-water, and
reeled against and nearly capsized a white frequenter of the
"Hillo. Joe," shouted the half angry settler,
locality.
"guess you got too much rum to-day." Joe swayed to a
brief stand-still, as he surveyed the "speaker in contempt
for the want of experience implied in his remark, and then
in his deep, chest tones axiomatically responded, "Hugh
too much lum, jus' 'nough," and wended deviously on, like
a man who had no time to waste with such an evident shalis

!

.

Joe early learned to appreciate the
white estimate of Indian character; and it was upon this
that the play of his irony was always directed. And there
practical
is one instance extant of his having turned it to
account which is worth recording. He had been on an unsuccessful moose-hunt for days, and at last found himself
near nightfall, at the foot of the Cobequid mountains; out
of food, far from the timber, and no human habitation
near, Indian or otherwise, save that of a certain notoriously
inhospitable hunks, whom I shall call Flint, because that
wasn't his name, and because I like to call niggard souls
hard names, anyhow. But notwitstanding his reputation,
Joe decided on trying the churl. So he walked down and
entered, just as Mrs. Flint was lighting the candle, and
"settin' the table for supper."

W. Beckwith.

20th, 1875.
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NOT BAD FOR INJUN.

low-pate.

Scotia,

A BUFFALO HUNT IN ARCHER COUNTY,

--

in his

Nova
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there is a pleasure resort, known as the Salt Sulphur
Springs, situated on the Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad,
three miles east of Suffolk, Va., and fourteen miles southwest of Portsmouth and Norfolk, the mean temperature
being 60°, thus permitting outdoor daily exercise all the
year round. I believe that these springs would be beneficial in a great degree to invalids who could not stand a
journey so far South as Florida, and they would have the
help of a mild Winter, and also the medicated waters of
Lake Drummond. I could write further on this subject,
but those desiring more light can get direct information
fom Col. William P. Moore, Suffolk, Va.
In conclusion, I beg leave to say that I have no interested
motive whatever in writing this article. I have but one
desire, and that is to point out to the gentleman sportsman
and amateur hunter a section where they can have the most
Simply this and nothing
diversified sport and pleasure.
more. And if this article will lead others to get as much
pleasure as I have received by my narrated wanderings,
Alexander Hunter.
then I will be content.

the

got."

—

and

—

No

"You no talkum too quick—me got urn deer dis afternoon; pay um you deer meat."
This put a different face on affairs, and Flint entered
into a negotiation by virtue of which Joe became entitled
to supper, lodgings, and Flint to the deer's hide and half
the meat, for such was his unconscionable greed. The
deer, Joe explained, he had been unable to bring in, owing
to lateness and fatigue— "berry fat deer; Joe's back mos'
broke walk so far" but he had hung it up on a certain big
maple tree, near which was a certain big rock, and Flint
could take horse and sled in the morning and "bring um
in no time," when the agreed upon division should be

A

which,

night

"Can't stop, then."

5

'

all

bush, no

Well, as we said, we camped at the
'Squire's, and through his courtesy we made down a bed
(cold) boon his floor, which was on mother earth's
som. Blankets being scarce we tried an experiment, (Lord
forgive us, we won't try it again), and that was sleeping
four in a bed. I sav sleep, but we did'nt, and that's what
remember while a hoy that
we are growling about.
on Christmas and such occasions we went to sleep three in

sausage factorv.

warm

We

a bed, but never thought of four large, healthy, full-grown
men sleeping together. Morning found three of us the
happy possessors of one blanket apiece, and the fourth
man had been frozen out, and was sitting by a fire, nodding to the tune of "Hard Times." At Henrietta we got
another Nimrod, whom we called "our man Friday." This
made five in all. The first was about fifty years old, and
was known as Uncle Joe; the next was his son, aged twenthe
ty-five; then a fat, lazy- looking genius that played
part of Murphy's boarder—i. e., never missed a meal or
paid a cent, and was good for nothing but to watch the
wagon and eat his rations; then ye reporter, who of course
was all right, and our man Friday, who was a little,
Frenchy -looking fellow, but a good man in camp. Our
animals corresponded with the men— some good, some inBorrowing the 'Squire's horse and gun we prodifferent.
ceeded westward. At the Little Wichita River we killed
on
a turkey, and now said, "farewell bacon, we'll live
bacon
the
longed
for
hope.
vain
alas!
But
turkey."
we left behind before we got any more turkey. The recent prairie fires had devastated the country, and turkeys,
deer and all game was run out of that section. On the
west side of the river we met a hunting party returning

We

Never saw men as hungry for tobacco in our life. Thevhad been out fer some time and
were out of the weed. We made our next camp at a lake
corn
in the midst of the burnt region, making supper on
waa
dodgers straight, and realizing the serious fact that it
VY hue
a poor hunter that could not kill his own meat.
thunder,
sitting around the fire telling tales of blood and
opposite
the
on
hoofs
of
clattering
the
by
aroused
were
we
to
heard
was
man
every
instantly
and
side of the gulley,
was
say "Indians!" In less time than I write it every man
The noise ceased
at the wagon, with his gun in his hand.
sorely
just as suddenly as it commenced, and now we were
eyes
our
and
minutes,
several
for
quiet
was
puzzled. All
mule.
were intently fixed on the ears of our favorite camp
Old Pete, who worked those attachments (ears) backward
heard
and forward like a jib sail on a nervous day. Soon we
sinstarted
we
forthwith
and
us,
below
lake
splashing in the
explore.
to
mystery
"this
gle file down the glen, like Poe,
deeds oi
Just as we thought that we would each perform
history,
valor that would immortalize us in the pages ot
tradition
in
man,
red
the
by
down
handed
and would be
cattle, and py
to ages yet unborn, we heard the lowing of
moon saw the reflection ottnc

from the buffalo range.

i,

the light of the rising
been
bruteSon the placid surface of the lake. They had now
was
fright
our
and
thirst,
their
quench
driven there to

crawled into
turned to jesting. We went back to camp,
cattle, mour blankets, and dreamed of stampeding
r3i*iTm

etc

almanac, was
Sunrise'the -next morning (which, by the
day) lounu
other
any
as
same
the
Sunday, but to us was
watei
took dinner at a pond of red
us on the road.
fork ot Uiand then drove to Harold's* Ranche on north

We

* Great stock raiser.
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Wichita, where we camped for the night; spent
the evening shooting at turkeys on the roost.
scared
them a good deal, but took breakfast again without meat
thinking, however, that when we got to civilization again
we would let any one try Dr. Franklin's vegetarian rule
that chose to, but none of it in our'n.
Early next morn-
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not seek the river at all to spawn, but the alewives or other
fish will.
The herring fishery will then of course be destroyed in such localities. This would indicate that it may
be useless to attempt to stock a river with fish that have
never existed there, for apart from the cause of excessive
fishing, fish will leave water that is not adapted to their
condition and seek some other locality.
" The report refers also to the new mode of catching herring by the weir. This, if not regulated in length by law,
will do more harm to the Potomac fisheries than all other
causes combined. If its use is persisted in it will drive the
fish away from our waters entirely.
" While so much attention has been paid to the culture
of the shad and salmon, etc., within the last twenty years,
it seems strange no attention has been given to the artificial
breeding of herring. It would not only be the means of
adding greatly to our wealth, but the supply of mackerel,
cod, blue fish, haddock, trout, etc., that feed on the herring, would return to our waters.
These larger fish, also
the black bass, pickerel, etc., are seen in large numbers at
the mouths of our rivers when the young herring are making their exit. Herring are more prolific than shad, and

near the deserted Wagefathe city, two of us came
United States fishing grounds on the McCloud
a. large bull buffalo feeding on the flat.
After crawlRiver, Shasta County, California, in charge of Mr.
ing a half mile we found ourselves near enough to shoot.
We shot, but our game looked up coolly, then trotted off Livingston Stone, have been set apart for fish culture by
the President of the United States through the intervenslowly for about three hundred yards, and stopped and
tion of Hon. Spencer F. Baird, United States Commisgazed at us. I then gave him a shot in the flank, when he
galloped off lively over the hills. My companion then
sioner of Fish and Fisheries. The Canadian Government
took his horse, that had been left some distance back and
long since saw the necessity of setting aside reservations
followed after him, giving him a chase. I left him to enfor the purpose of conducting their fish culture operations,
joy his fun as he might, and I took over to a bunch of four
and have five or six stations solely under Government conor five that I saw feeding by themselves.
I got within a
hundred yards, rested myself well, took a drink out of my trol. The action which our own Government has*taken,
flask of nerve quieter, then rested my gun on a large rock
at the suggestion of Professor Baird, could well be supand fired— but with the same success. They left me lying plimented by extending
the movement to other States in
there thinking myself anything but what I had boasted on
which there are public lands suitable for the purpose. By
being, and that was, "a crack shot." Just then my comso doing, aid and encouragement would be given to the
panion came up, and said that he had killed the buffalo.
The wagon came near, and we told them to go to the first State Commissioners, private enterprise be stimulated, and more hardy in their young state.
"Our efficient Commissioner Ffrom the Western Shore
camping ground they sould find, and we would go out for the incalculable importance of providing by artificial
has done much for the fisheries of the State thus far, havfound plenty. We walked about ten means for a restoration
more buffaloes.
or recuperation of a depleted fish
ing put over four million of young shad in the Potomac,
miles and shot at several, but the monsters would invarisupply be brought home to the people generally. Another
Susquehanna and other rivers, consequently we must exIt became very monotonous
ably go off with the bullet.
movement which we should like to see imitated is that pect an increase of shad in these rivers in the course of
to us, and we went back to camp as hungry as bears and
commenced in Virginia, by which pisciculture is made a three or four years."
After another lunch of our vegetas savage as Kiowas.
Mr. Pearson Chapman, Sr., a resident of the lower Poable diet we took a horse and a mule, and we two Nimrods
part of the curriculum in the colleges. An accurate acagain went out for camp meat.
My companion (whom I quaintance with its details is valuable to the possessor as a tomac, has watched the habits of fishes for fifty years, and
corroborates fully the theory of the members of the Seccalled Red Fox, because he shot at a snag, mistaking it for
trade or a profession.
tion of Ichthyology in the matter of excessive fishing, and
a red fox) rode the horse and I the mule. This aforesaid
The recommendation of the Secretary of the Interior, also the use of the gill-net. The latter, he says, catch only
mule was as intelligent an animal as Balaam rode when he
shad, while the seine catches great quantities of catfish,
With the President's endorsement, is given below. The
went out to cuss the Jews; but his intelligence ran the
wrong way. He knew a mesquit bush at sight; he knew description referred to in the President's order was pre- eels and mullets, which follow the shad or herring to prey
upon the eggs and young fish. He refers also in forcible
they had thorns on them, and when Bed Fox and I
pared by Mr. Stone from a rough survey of the fishery,
terms to the destruction of the spawn by the dragging of
"rounded in" a few buffaloes for a chase, imagine my temand covers a strip of land following the course of the the sinkers of the gill nets on the bottom of the river.
per to see this son of a donkey stop and run round a mesriver, 850 yards in length and 200 yards in width:—
He dwells at some length upon the importance to the
quit bush as carefully as though walking on eggs intended
State of an effort to hatch the spawn of herring as well as
egg-noggs.
Christmas
Red
Fox cut out a fine bull and
tor
u shad is the rich man's
shad, artificially, for while the
Department op the Interior,
chased him about two miles, while I and my mule brought
[
the
poor
herring
is
living."
man's
Washington,
luxury,
the
December
7th,
1875.
up the rear. When we got to him he stood at bay, and
Sir:—
The "glut" shad appears in the river about the 10th of
showed that he was badly wounded. I gave him a' shot
I have the honor to recommend the reservation for pisciculture, of the
March generally, and commences to spawn about the last
from my Burnside and he fell over, dead. I then cut off
smallest legal subdivisions within which the premises on McCloud Eiver,
of April. During May a species called the "May" shad, a
his scalp, the tip of the tail, and after cutting out a good
California, represented on the diagram herewith inclosed shall be
a fish of good flavor and fat, generally appears,
about four miles. It was dark
steak, we started for camp
found to be embraced when the lines of public surveys shall have been
This shad is now nearly extinct, chiefly because of the
when we left the carcass, and it was not a very interesting extended ever the same.
war
made upon it by the gillers. In the month of June a
ride; for although we had seen no Indians, yet we knew
The request is made at the instance of Professor Spencer F. Baird,
very
large and stout shad of another species makes its apat
their
tender
that we were
mercies should they happen
commissioner under the act of February 9tb, 1871, (16 stat. 594) and the
However, we rode to camp, tired Commissioner of the General Land Office, informs me that the records pearance. Its flesh is remarkably white, bnt soft and comto be in the vicinity.
paratively tasteless.
looked at the stars, said a verse
of his office present no objection to the reservation.
with our day's labor.
During the month of September, as the young shad are
(Signed)
and retired to our blankets. Several times during the night
Z. Chandler, Secretary.
returning
to the ocean, immense numbers are caught in
excited
dreams)
(in
our
saw
whole
we
herds of large bull
On the back of the Secretary's letter was endorsed the
gauze seines, to be used for bait. This practice he strongly
buffaloes.
At one time we were out on our favorite(?) sad- following order by the President :—
condemns.
dle-mule, and after wounding one of them, he chased us up
[copy.]
The "branch" herring makes its appearance about the
hill and down, till the mule gave out, and I then went on foot
same time as the "glut shad, and follows the creeks into
Executive Mansion, Dec. 9, 1875.
with Mr. Buffalo after me. I then made for a large cliff of
the small branches to deposit its spawn; hence its name.
Let the tract of land described within be measured for
rock, and the buffalo, it seemed, was still in hot pursuit,
It goes up the shallow streams as far as it can flutter.
his eyes glaring at me fiercely.
.Never had I seen so terpisciculture, as recommended by the Secretary of the InThe "branch" herring does not decrease in numbers as
rible a monster; he was as large as an Asiatic elephant!
terior.
U. S. Grant.
rapidly as the "glut" herring, for the reason, probably, that
Just as he seemed to be up to me I awoke to find myself
.*<H».
the latter spawns in the river, while the spawn of the forperforming several feats of a gymnasium on the wae^on
mer, being in small streams, is not disturbed by the gillwheel, upon which I had clambered, thinking it the cliff
nets.
of rocks.
My companion was growling about the blank- %ir
Rochester, N. Y., January 3d, 1876.
The "glut" herring is about half as large as the branch
ets I had just pulled off from him, and said he'd have a
Editor Forest and Stream :~
herring, of much finer flavor, has a small, round black eye
buffalo robe to sleep on next night, and would see if I
I see Dy your issue of December 80th, that some of your correspon(the eye of the branch herring is peculiar) and never goes
could rob him of his bedding in that manner. Early next
dents recommend putting lime in the headwaters of small streams in
into the branches
up
morning we took the horses and crossed the creek, over order to kill the fish that would eat the small fry that you wish to stock
Fifty years ago we had five distinct varieties of the herwhich we could not cross the wagon, and went to the car- the streams with, then to put a screen below, so that the obnoxious fish
herring;
the common
cass qf the dead buffalo and skinned him.
Red Fox and could not get up, nor the young fish could get below until they grow ring: First, the "branch"April, but insecond,
later years later in
"glut" herring, early in
large enough to take care of themselves. Now, my opinion is, that if
Friday went off, and the former returned shortly, saying
April, and for the last three years they did. not appear at
you put lime enough in any stream to kill the fish, you will not ouly kill
he had killed two buffaloes, and that the latter had lost his
all in April; third, the "poplar back," now extinct; fourth,
fish,
the
but
living
thing
that
is
in
the
creek,
every
and
when every living
returned to camp with the
gun and would look it up.
the "dunbellies." being of a light color underneath, now
thing is dead in the stream you may as well put your young fish on the
robe, hitched up the wagon, and drove to the carcass of
very scarce; fifth, a fine fat fish, called the "May flipper,"
land as to put them in water where there is no feed; for in both cases
one of the bulls, cut up the meat, took off the robe,
called so from jumping higher out of the water than the
they would surely die.
Seth Green.
and as it was now nearly night, and a "norther" was comother kinds; these are occasionally seen now, but not in
printed
a
good
have
already
deal
from
Seth
Green
ing up, we struck out for tali timber.
Darkness finally
and other authorities showing the objections to liming gluts.
compelled us to stop, as further traveling was impossible,
During the last fifty years the season has been growning
and we camped for the night in a cave at the side of a
waters for the sake of substituting one kind of fish for
half contury ago the shad and herring fisheries
later.
bluff.
The night was bitter cold, and we experienced con- another, but no one seems to have discovered a practical commenced from the 15th to the 25th of March, and ended
soon
had a large
siderable inconvenience from it; but we
method for accomplishing the object desired for instance, about the 1st of May. Now they commence about a month
fire, and with the addition of the two buffalo robes to our
later, and end about the 25th of May.
the eradicating of pond pickerel and the substitution of
stock of bedding, we put in a very fair night, all things
While shad and herring have been gradually decreasing,
can evoke no satisfactory informaspeckled trout.
considered. Many were the remarks of anxiety about
This may arise
the perch is as numerous as heretofore.
our lost man whether he had been thrown and had lain
Small ponds may be drawn partly from his pluck and courage in defending himself
tion from the best informed.
pn the prairie all the long night, or whether the Indians
off, and most of the worthless fish picked out, but more or
from his enemies, and partly because they spawn in shalhad taken him in "out of the wet," were the leading conlow water and late in the season.
less fish will always escape, and soon multiply four-fold.
jectures.
But, to our relief, when we arrived at the ford
The flounder is nearly extinct in the Potomac, but has no
With large bodies of water, the difficulty is vastly greater.
next morning we learned that he had crossed there, and
"war" loon, and kindred ducks, such
other than
One would have more success in attempting to clear a enemy "gogler," the
was, at that time, safely quartered at Harold's Ranche.
etc.
The Virginia, or winter shad is not
as the
After searching for his gun several hours he looked for us,
chamber of mosquitoes at midnight. Every one knows seen now. Its flavor is such that it is not in demand if
and not finding us, he directed his attention to the ford,
how satisfactory this procedure is. When every mosquito found. The gar is now nearly extinct about the middle
hut failing to find it, he camped just below it. He had
waters of the Potomac, but is still caught in great numbers
has been hunted down with a candle and threshed out with a
had nothing to eat since morning, and as he had no gun he
down the river, much to the annoyance of the gillers. The
retires to his bed, and no sooner
operator
the
towel,
wet
was compelled to go without rations until next morning.
While three a week
sturgeon is also becoming very scarce
He built a large fire, lariatted his horse to a large stone, gets into a drowse than new legions assail him with fierce may now be caught by one man, a boat load could once
and then sung himself to sleep in his saddle blanket. At
music and reduplicated attacks.
have been taken in two or three hours. But the greatest
the river we salted our buffalo beef, packed away our turdecrease of all fish is observed in the number of the shad
keys, of which we had a good many, and started for the
IN
and herring. From forty to fifty years ago, where the
settlements.
We got home after being out from Gainescatch at one haul (estimated) was from two to three huna recent meeting of the Maryland Academy of
ville ten days.
With the exception of suffering from
dred thousand, now from ten to twenty thousand is conscarcity of water for about four days of the time, we had
Science the report of the section of Ichthyology
sidered a great haul.
a very good time, and none regretted the trip. At the time
upon the subject of the preservation and increase of the
we camped in the cave in the mountain we had but one
food fishes of Maryland was read; from it we condense the
pint of water to drink between the four men, and doubtfollowing
less would not have had that but for the forethought of
EOOHESTEB, N. ¥.,
" The wealth of Maryland in food is greater than any
one of the men, who, after emptying a pint bottle of "chill
Young brook trout will be delivered free of expense at the New York
other State in proportion to its geographical area, yet we
tonic," filled the bottle with water.
buffalo hunt is a
State Hatching House>t Caledonia after February 15, 1876, to ail persons
are behind many other States in adopting adequate means
splendid place to teach a man temperance— even in water.
oesirine them to stock public streams or ponds in this State, or they wil
"artfiicial
cultivation,"
supply
by
and
our
of increasing
Buffalo Bill.
be sent to any address on the parties paying traveling expenses of a Btte»»
by protective legislation. The shad and herring are prob- senger to accompany them. For further particulars address
Gainesville, Texas, fiov. SOtJi, 1875.
ably the most profitable commercial fishes of the State, yet
Seth Green, Superintendent.
—
_
«*.«.
are rapidly decreasing in numbers, from excessive fishiug
Horatio Seymour,
Edward M. Smith,
The Northwest Passage.— Pacific whalemen have and other causes. The remedy recommended is not only
Robert B. Roosevelt,
to prevent excessive fishing or obstructions to their passage
roade an interesting scientific discovery this season.
Commifsioners of Fisheries.
up the rivers to their spawning grounds, etc., but to enfew years ago they reached the whaling grounds in August
courage 'artificial production.'
only to be obliged to leave them in September.
This year
" During the past fifty years the mountain streams feedThe head of a turtle, for several days after its separathey remained until October, and might have delayed
tion from the body, retains and exhibits animal life and
ing the Potomac have diminished in power from the denuAn Irishman had decapitated one, and some
sensation.
dation of forest land, and the supply of fresh water being
Jonger, so far as peril from the ice pack was concerned.
They went within eighty miles of the mouth of MeKenzie lessened, the salt water has replaced it, and thus the days afterward was amusing himself by putting sticks in
its mouth, which it bit with violence.
formerly profitable shores of the lower Potomac have been
lady who saw
River, where sailing vessels have never been before, aud
say that a steamer, aided by the currents, might have gone
abandoned for those higher up. The probability is that in the proceeding, exclaimed, "Why, Patrick, I thought the
turtle was dead!"
through to Baffin's Bay without difficulty, and tthus solved
course of time, as the supply of fresh water diminishes, the
"go he is, ma'am; but the crayther's
water oiUhe ocear. will faks ite I'lace, until the herring will not sensible of it."
Tiystery of the Northwest pass&
ing,

upon
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observer, a small eel, with black spots

on a reddish ground,
and a head from which the lower jaw projects like an undershot bull- dog's. It has gone to the Smithsonian In-

——

—
[7 hie Department is now under

the charge of a competent Naturalist,
indorsed by the Smithsonian Institution, and will henceforth be made a
special feature of this paper. All communications, notes, queries, remarks, and seasonal observations will receive careful attention.']

stitute.

WINTER HABITS OF THE RUFFED
GROUSE.

THE NESTING OF AMERICAN BIRDS
Turdus Pallasi—Cahsms; Baird; Ooties; Bd. Brew, and Ridgw. T. solitarius—Wilson; Audubon, (Birds of America); T. minor—Nuttall;
Audubon, (Ornith, Biog.) Griraud.
;

^HE

typical hermit thrush ranges all over eastern North
America, wintering in the Southern States, whence
at spreads northward in the Spring, reaching New England by May 1st. It breeds in the AUeghanies from Pennsylvania northward, but in New England only north of the
hilly parts of Massachusetts; thence to Labrador, the
islands in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and perhaps Greenland. Dr, C. C. Abbott says that this thrush seems to be

common urNew

JerseVgthan

Audubon

described

it

to

be and that about one in twenty which pass the city of
Trenton breed, retiring for that purpose about June 1st.
}

The

nest

usually

is

always built upon, or close to the ground,

away from the woods, and under bushes

swampy
Nova Sco-

in

Dr. Brewer mentions that inParrsboro,
one in the midst of the village, but in a
found
he
tia,
marshy place, nearly inapproachable. At Upton, Me., Mr.
Maynard found two nests on top of decayed logs, and Mr.
Samuels has several which he took from low scrubbjr
places.

Newport, December 23d, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I notice a communication from your Boston correspon-

—

IV.—Hermit Thrush; Swamp Robin.

less

bushes but these latter were in wet places. The materials
used are decayed, deciduous leaves, remnants of dried
plants, sedges, plants and grass mixed with twigs and
lined with fine matter. In the North much moss is used,
and sometimes exclusively among the pine woods. When
you have found their hiding place, and approach it, the
birds mournfully retire and keep silent; but it is said that
if a hawk or a crow, in search of young birds, comes near,
they attack it courageously.
The eggs are laid about the first week in June. Mr.
Maynard found a nest at Upton, Me., with three fresh eggs
on June 5th, and another with young on June 9th. Mr.
Samuels found full nests at Lake Umbagog on the 10th.
The eggs are of a somewhat elongated, oval form, and in
Wilson decolor light blue, with a tendency to green.
scribed the eggs as pale greenish-blue, "marked with
specks and blotches of olive, particularly at the great end."
Giraud, in his birds of Long Island; DeKay, in his Ornithology of New York, and Nuttall, in his Manual, all repeat
this statement; but, like Wilson, they were probably mistaken in the bird, and were describing another egg;
;

is no well-authenticated instance of the eggs of
the hermit being spotted. The eggs measure about .90 by

dent, "M.," concerning the present scarcity of the ruffed
grouse, as compared witk last year, and some remarks as
to the probable cause.
While fully indorsing his state-

ments with regard to their scarcity, I am compelled to differ
with him in relation to the cause, for the following reasons:
In the Autumn and Winter of 1874-5, a crew, of which
your correspondent was one, were encamped on a township on "Little Sebois," where the ruffed grouse were exceedingly plenty, not only in the Fall, but throughout the
Winter, as U M." himself, who visited the place in March,
can testify. Ee turning to the camp the latter part of May,

and remaining through June and July, we found numberless broods, frequently seeing five and six in a single day,
although it was noticeable that they contained fewer birds
than usual, which latter circumstance was undoubtedly to
be ascribed to an unfavorable Spring and late heavy rains.
In October I took a tramp of sixteen miles over the same
without flushing a single bird! But at night, coming to an
u old camping," I found two flocks within ten rods of each

The cause

of this unprecedented scarcity in a region where they usually abound was plainly owing to a
lack of food; for never, in the last twenty years, have the
forests been so barren in that respect as at the present season, and the checkerberry, plums, and tender cloves around
the "old camping" accounted for the presence of the two
coveys.
In this vicinity it is a rare thing for Reynard to take a
meal off ruffed grouse. The grouse seems incapable of
burying itself in the snow, while standing upon it, and invariably does so by hurling itself into it from a height, and
striking it at an acute angle, so as to project itself about two
feet horizontally and eight or ten inches vertical ly from the
point of entrance. Often and often, when on snow-shoes,
and the fleecy snow gave back no sound perceptible to huother.

man ears, I have endeavored to creep on to them when
seeing their holes in the snow, but never yet succeeded
Some instinctive sense, placed there by the great Creator
for their preservation, always gives them warning in time.
Another protection is the fact that when the snow is of
sufficient softness and depth to admit of their burying
themselves in the manner stated, it is very tiresome traveling for the fox, and he confines his operations chiefly to
much more formidable enfields, bag, and meadows.
emy is the great-horned owl, which, winging its way
noiseless, and observant, on moonlight nights or in the
gloaming, snatches many a savory meal from out the trees
and under the overhanging branches.
Penobscot.

A

since there
.62 inches.

In the West
the dwarf thrush (var.

there are

two varieties of tbe hermit thrush—
nanus), and Audubon's thrush (var.

The former

chiefly confined to the Pacific
It breeds
coast, but is also accredited to Pennsylvania.
from Oregon northwards, and in the Sierra Nevadas; and,
except in being smaller, its nest and eggs are like those of
the eastern bird. Audubon's thrush is more common, and
is southern in its habitat, extending from northern Colorado and Utah in Summer to Central Mexico, where it is
It breeds abundantly
resident upon the table lands.
through the southern Rocky Mountains, at high altitudes,

Auduboni).

is

Lake City, where Mr. Henry Henshaw found
Another nest, taken on June 7th, by him at Fort
Garland, Col,, he describes as built in the cavity of a
It
broken pine stub, about three feet from the ground
was composed almost wholly of strips of bark aud coarse
grasses, covered externally with mosses, and contained a
and

—

.

Nicasio, Marin Co., Cal., Dec. 26th, 1975.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
In answer to Mr. G. A. Boardman, whether the male mallard does not change its plumage in Summer, I would say
it does.
By the first of June the male and female are the
same plumage. Old and young are of the same plumage
the middle of October, when the males begin to put on
their winter colors. The males showing the brassy color of
the bill in old and young, the old females meanwhile
showing small black spots at the base of the bill.
till

Thomas H. Estey.

at Salt

its nest.

,

.*t>«<e»

Bur-

roughs writes that the pine grosbeaks {Pinicola enucleator)
appeared at Esopus-on-Hudson as early as Nov. 25th, and
are still to be seen. Last Winter they came first about
Dec. 10th. They are very tame, and evidently do not know
much about man and his ways...."E. S." writes from
Portland, Me., that a perfectly white live chipmunk or
ground squirrel may be seen there, which was captured in
Windham, Me. A robin was seen by him on Dec. 16th,
but the pine finches, which were abundant last Winter,
have not yet appeared. .. .N. Elmore, (Granby, Ct.,) informs us that a ruffed grouse, with a circle of pure white,
half an inch wide, surrounding the left eye, was shot in
."Teal" describes a peculiarity
Hartland, Ct., last week.
noticed in the tongue of a golden-winged woodpecker
which he dissected. Unlike those of this species, and
woodpeckers generally, the tongue, instead of dividing
into two parts on the skull as commonly in this family,
ended at the base of the skull. There was no appearance
Harold Herrick mentions that the
of accident about it
redheaded woodpecker was almost never seen in the
neighborhood of Newark, N. J., until three years ago last
After that very
Fall, when it appeared in large numbers.
few were seen until last Fall, when the bird was again
abundant.
.

.

"

.

—

-

Blackford, of Fulton Marto aid scientists in
endeavors
indefatigable
ket, in his
procuring specimens of our rare fishes, has fortunately,
within the past few days, come across one of the rarest

A Very

—

the ordinary budding flowers can be wintered successfully in a tight, tolerably dry
have a cellar provided with sash to
and light cellar.

We

Rare Fish.—Mr.

and least familiar ever found on our coasts. Some fishermen, while hauling their net near Yonkers, on the 10th
small, or
inst., found, in company with a number of
ties macptacantht
Cry
school bass, a "spotted, wry-mouth"
ulatus, Stover). This fish is described by DeKay as being
the only one of the genus known. Of its habits nothing
being
is known, one of the only three specimens extant
it
appearance
In
haddock.
of
a
in
the
stomach
found
>m,e what rese mble^ the wolf fish; or, to the unscientific

windows, and take up all our geraniums, helioand verbenas, with all their roots, and a small ball
of earth, put them in the cellar and pack them as closely
Sift plenty of
as they will stand in an upright position.
loose earth between them, and give them a good soaking
of water. They will require no other attention, except a
moderate watering once in two weeks. In very fine weather open the sash for. an hour or two during the middle of
the day. In this way we have kept a large stock of budding plants for the two last years. They will grow but
Before taking
little, but in the Spring make nice plants.
the

tropes,

in the Fall they should be severally cut down to
large quantity of budding
six or eight inches in height.
Fall, and the florists will
perish
every
to
allowed
are
plants

them up

A

not thank us for this hint.

American Beef

in

England.—During

the last

week

of the year just ended, forty-two tons of meat were sold
in the Smithfield market, London, which had been shipped
from New York to Liverpool, and thence by rail to Lon-

The market was closed on Christmas day and the
Sunday and Monday following, and the meat was consequently kept three days longer than would otherwise have
been necessary. Yet on Tuesday it was in excellent condition, and sold rapidly at an average of six pence (sterling)

don.

per pound.
is

no

The Germantown

Telegraph claims that there

difficulty in thus transporting fresh

meats between

country and Europe; that it was tested forty years
ago, and proved a success. If that is the case, there should
be no difficulty in shipping over beef in these days of
quick passages and refrigerating compartments, only don't

this

make our own meat any

A

—

dearer.

_— «» ».
Neglected Flower.— The marad
«

of Persia, or four
vulgarly called, is well worthy of attention
It possesses the
as an ornament to our flower gardens.
following good qualities; The colors are rich and gorgeous, and of endless variety; a, profuse bloomer j not af-

o'clock,

as

it is

planted out in the Spring. As a decoration for our public
parks and gardens it has no superior.
•*«»

A

Rare Chance.— A

the U. S-

Custom House

correspondent

now employed

in

at Pensacola, Fla., writes to us,

saying:—
"Should you know of any responsible party who intends starting an orange orchard on the gulf coast, and
who will only wish to spend his Winters here to enjoy the
hunting and fishing and delightful weather, and who will
wish some one to take entire charge of the place, keep
things in shape for him, etc., etc., please refer him to me.
I know there are such parties who are as desirous of meeting me as I am to meet them."

This correspondent,

whom we know personally,' is

a uni-

During the war he was a captain of cavalry.
Afterwards he planted Sea Island cotton for two
years.
He owns a yacht, and has cruised all along the
coast of Florida, is a first-rate sportsman and taxidermist,
and was the first northern settler on Sarasota Bay after the

versal genius.

war.

—A

New

new species of tulip has been discovTulips.
ered in Central Asia, said to be much more beautiful than
those which marked the celebrated tulip mania in Holland

many

mon

The

years ago.

It is
.

is much larger than the comwith black, and the bottom of

flower

tulip, orange, spotted

the cup yellow.

known

to botanists as Tulipa griegii.

<*M^»»

:
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to get Eggs in Winter. — With a warm

How

shelter and
suitable feed, pullets that begin to lay in the Fall will continue to lay through the Winter. It is mainly a question
of feed.
The staple feed is Indian corn, especially in the
West, because it is the most plentiful and the most convenient.
It furnishes plenty of fat, and keeps up the heat
of the fowls but is poor in albumen and the phosphates.
They want a variety of grains and vegetables, and, to do
their best, one feed daily of warm cooked meal and vegetMost farmers have milk, and if this can be added,
ables.
Butcher's scrap cake is good, and
it will be all they need.
may safely be kept in the poultry yard, where the fowls
can help themselves at pleasure. Boiled potatoes or turnips, mashed and mixed with Indian meal, make an excelFowls are particularly fond of
lent feed for laying hens.
cabbages and turnips at all stages of their growth, and eat
them raw greedily every day, if they can get them.
have found so good results from cabbages to laying hens,
Rethat we always lay in a large supply for the Winter.
fuse from the butchers, and offal from the fish market also,
furnish good material for making eggs. The laying bird
should have free access to gravel with sharp grit, broken
oyster and clam shells, which assist in reducing the grains

We

and forming egg

shells.

—American
-•*

Agriculturist.

j

How to Extricate a Mired Animal.— An animal
mired in a swamp gets into a worse predicament the longer
The effort to extricate it should be made in
it struggles.
an effective manner, so that the animal may not be encouraged to exhaust itself in repeated exertions, which
are useless, and only sink it deeper in the mire. The usual
method is to fasten a rope around the animal's horns or
neck, and while this is pulled by some of the assistants,
others place rails beneath the body of the animal for the
purpose of lifting it out of the hole. This plan is sometimes effective, but it often is not, and at best it is a slow,
clumsy, and laborious method. The materials needed for
the

—All

the windows, and about the I5th of November, before severe frost, we make a bed of light rich soil under one of

single light blue egg.

Notes from Our Correspondents.— Mr. John

•

Wintering Flowers.

by drought; the flowers expand in the cool of a
Summer's evening, the time when we usually walk in our
gardens, another good quality, and one that is not generally known by all. A bulbous or tuberous root is formed
which can be taken np, kept in a cellar, as dahlias are, and

fected

method here referred

to are all that are required for a

very simple, and two men can
operate it, and at a pinch, even one man may succeed with
strong stake or an iron bar is driven into the solid
it.
grouud at a distance of 25 feet or more from the mired animal. Two short rails, about 9 feet long, are tied together
near the ends, so that they can be spread apart in the form
long rope is fastened
of a pair of shears, for hoisting.
around the horns or neck of the animal, with such a knot
that the loop cannot be drawn tight, enough to do any
The rope is cast over the ends of the rails as they
injury.
are set up upon the edge of the solid ground, and carried
The end of the rope h
to the stake or crow-bar beyond.
fastened to a stout hand-spike, leaving about a foot of the
end of it free. This end is laid against the bar or stake,
and the other end is moved around it so that the rope is

much

better one.

This

is

A

A

it, drawing it up and with it drawing the animal out of the mire. The rope being held up to the tied
rails, tends to lift the animal and make its extrication very
American Agriculturist.
easy.

wound upon

—

^»-h»»

—Our native

wood

is, according to the Cabinet
Malcer one of the best materials in the world for furniture,
when oiled, approaching very near the color" of dark old
oak, and finishing much finer. The American walnut,
however, requires the grain to be well filled with a composition to resist the action of tbe heat in most dwellings,
and, to effect this, mere oiling is not adequate, as it leaves
the pores of the wood so open that it absorbs the heat;
thus, in a room at a temperature of some seventy -five degrees, the oiled walnut will absorb the heat to within five
degrees of the heat of the room, while varnished oak will
reflect the heat, and will not reach over forty-five to fifty
On this account the wood should be well seasondegrees.
oned and the grain filled with shellac, or other material, to
prevent shrinkage. Linseed oil hardens wood, and wellmade walnut work finished with it and shellac, wil',
it
in a few years, acquire a polish almost like bronze, and,
may be added, as beautiful in appearance.

walnut

y

To Clean Old Pork Barrels.— Old pork barrels,
whether tainted or sweet, should be thoroughly cleansed
elbefore being used for new pork. A very simple and
ashes
fectual method is to put in a peck of strong wood
or
and a couple of pails of water, and let it stand a day
-the
broom,
corn
with
a
stiff
thoroughly
scour
then
two;
which it
lye will take hold of all the greasy particles with
u
comes in contact, and the ashes, water, and broom will,

inse
vigorously used, leave them as sweet as new barrels. R
boiling
pour
then
the
all
ashes,
remove
to
water
cold
in
again
water all around the sides and wash clean, then rinse
in cojd water, a,nd the work is done,

FOREST AND STREAM.
—The London Builder recommends people who transplant trees to mark the north side of each tree with red
chalk before it is taken up, and replace it in its natural
larger proportion will then live, as in ignorposition.
ing this law of nature transplanted trees generally perish.
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LOCATION FOR FLORIDA SETTLERS,
Pensacola, Fla., December
Editob Forest and Stream:—
I

am much

gratired at the course

Forest and Stream

31st, 1ST5.

is

taking to-

ward building up my adopted State. I am warmly interested also in seeingit filled up with an enterprising and prosperous class of settlers. Ihave
no lands lor sale, so my advice is entirely disinterested. My service of a
year and a balf in the cavalry on the St. Johns, living for two years at
Stark, after the war, during the latter of which I rode horseback four times
between that place and Sarasota, each time over a different route, and
which I was employed betwen Cedar
still later, the constant cruising
Keys and Charlotte Harbor, have given me unusual opportunities to
look the State over, and with this extensive experience I do not hesitate
to advise settlers to seek a location on the Gulf Coast, in preference to
The lands are better, many excellent sites are still open for
St. Johns.
homesteading, and it is healthier. The only advantage they have upon
the St. Johns is that communication with New York is more frequent,
but that is an advantage which the gulf side will soon possess also, as
steamers are constantly being added which can run into the hundreds of
little inlets and harbors with which the whole coast is thickly studded
Vegetation is a fortnight earlier on the gulf side, at the same latitude as
on the Atlantic. Besides we never have those cold damp northeast
storms here. Our "northers" are always dry. Should anyone wish
for more explicit information, about any particular locality, I shall be
E. B. Staples.
pleased to give it if in my power.

m
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'OLD GROUSE."
are frequently asked the question, whether the
double nose in the setter is an indication of impure
blood; and recently, in looking over the answers to correspondents in the Chicago Field, we find it is there stated
that the double nose is an evidence of impure breeding,
and that such dogs should be looked upon with suspicion.
We wonder sometimes that Old Grouse can lie quietly in
Who
his grave while such things are said and written.
was Old Grouse? Let us say that many of the most skillful field sportsmen in New Jersey, and in other sections of
the country, will never forget the old fellow; and for the
information of the younger breeders and shooters of the
day, we will endeavor to give something of his history.
In the year 1838, while shooting with a friend in the vicinity of Lambertsville, Hunterdon County, N. J., we
were informed that a Mr. Taylor, a cabinet maker and
turner of that place (now residing in Trenton) was using
dog power upon Ms turning lathe, and that one of the
dogs he had used for a long time was a setter. We called
upon Mr. Taylor at his place of business, where we found
upon the wheel two large-sized dogs of mongrel breed, and
a full-sized, heavy moulded, liver and white double-nosed
setter, the liver color in some places shading to something
of a tan color; legs, indistinctly ticked; head, rather short;
eyes, rather light, but exceedingly bright; ears, well set;
tail, straight; back, short; and legs and feet good, and altogether presenting the appearance of a well-bred, serviceUpon inquiring of Mr. T. where the dog came
able setter.
from, he stated that about four years before that time the
dog was picked up astray somewhere on the line of the
Camden and Amboy Railroad, near Camden, and given to
him, and that he had worked him all that time on his
wheel; that during the time he had found that other kinds
of: dogs he had worked with
him would not last over two
years, but that the setter (Grouse) showed no sign of wearfor

but that he, having worked so faithfully
long a term, he was anxious to let him up

out,

so

and give him to any one in exchange for any kind of stout
dog to take his place on the tread-mill. This exchange
was soon made, and Grouse fortunately fell into the hands
of a good sportsman, and very soon gained the reputation of being a wonderfully good, staunch, well-broken
dog of great endurance. During the next few years he
changed hands repeatedly, and was much used for stock
purposes.
When Grouse was supposed to be eight or nine
years old we had a day's shooting over him near Lawrenceville. 1ST. J., with his then owner, Judge Holmes Stout,
and Mr. A. P. Lanning, of Mercer County, N. J. Both
gentlemen are still living, and no doubt well remember
how splendidly Old Grouse did his work that day. Some
time after that Old Grouse became the property of the late
John Hutchinson, of Mercer County, N. J., who was a
breeder, breaker,

and large dealer in

setters

sportsmen above mentioned, and by many others who have
shot over the descendants of Old Grouse.
Most of the old dog's pups partook of his peculiarity
the double nose but none of them ever showed any thing
of the pointer in their coat or appearance. But even if
Old Grouse did get his double nose from pointer cross,
(which we very much doubt), was not all the pointer bred
out of his descendants years ago? If not, what constitutes a pure setter? And then, again, the question arises,
Who knows to any certainty that the double nose originated with the pointer? For many years, not only we, but
many of our shooting friends, had great faith in doublenosed setters; but time and close observation convinced
us that there was nothing gained by that peculiarity, but
that it was when the nose was much divided, rather a
fault, as such dogs, while working, were often injured by
briers and rough grass passing through the crease.
Consequently we crossed the Old Grouse strain with imported
bitches and the Gildersleeve strain, in order to get rid of
the trouble; and if there are any more intelligent, more
stylish-looking, more industrious, and more lasting dogs
than those we have bred from such stock, we would go a
long way to see them.

—

—

Worms in

thji

-**
Heart.— There

is

a remarkable disease

which attacks all sporting dogs taken from England to
China, for which neither cause or remedy has, as yet, been
assigned.
In a recent issue of the London Field a correspondent, in describing a shooting trip to the country back
of Shanghae, mentions the death of one of his dogs. Upon
opening the body he found the cause to be that curse to
sporting dogs in China worms in the heart. The aorta
was found to be choked by a mass of thin white worms,
and the left ventricle was filled with clotted blood. The
Editor of the Field remarks in a foot note that about four
years ago he received from Japan the heart of a dog,
choke full of worms, which in appearance much resembled a tangled mass of 'fine twine. He submitted the specimen to Dr. Cobbold, who pronounced the parasites to be
Spiro-ptem sanguinolenta, particulars of which he had given
in a paper published in the "Proceedings of the Linnean
Society" for 1875. It is believed that no remedy is known
for the disease, which appears to be very common in dogs
in China and Japan, but unknown elsewhere.
Whether

—

WE

ing

357

the areca nut, which is so effectual in removing worms
from the intestines, would reach in its action the heart, is
questionable; but, if administered in time, it might possibly touch the origin of the disease.
The experiment

would be

at least

worth a trial.

—

Home for Lost Dogs. According to the London
Times there is a Home for Lost Dogs, which has been recently enlarged by the addition of accommodations for
150 or 200 more dogs. The average number of inmates is
dog
400, which are well fed and supplied with water.
is kept three days, and if not claimed in that time is sold.

We

;

—

—

—

—

—

star at field trials.

"Black and tans were somewhat better than at Birmingham. Mr. Coath's Lang stood alone in the Champion Dog
Class, while the bitches^proved a

blank altogether.

Open Dogs, Mr. Coath's Blossom (bred by Rev.

In the

J. C.

Mac-

dona) had a remarkably easy win; he is a dog that shows
himself wonderfully well, his carriage and corky action
being quite equal to his extraordinary richness of color and
exuberance of feather. Floss, the Birmingham winner,
repeated her victory by coming first in the bitches; she is
so good that it is impossible for the judges to get away
from her; her fine symmetry, depth of color, and length
of feather are alone sufficient to make their mark, but beyond these she possesses a deal of that true Gordon character that has been to a considerable extent lost.
"Irish setters did not bring out such an extraordinary
lotas were at Birmingham. The champion Palmerston
was again to the front, with Mr. Macdona's Shirley, or one
of his Shirleys, second for he exhibited a brace bearing
In Irish Bitches tbe judging was
the same name second.
a series of errors from end to end. Mr. Gordon Mactlaffie
showed his champion Mina, by champion Palmerston, and
Mina never looked fitter,
a very fair bitch called Bella.
and yet 'tell it not in Gath'— the judges spotted Bella to
win, and left her kennel companion without even a commendation. Maybe, not a patch on Mina, was placed
second."
;

—

Brookeville, Kansas, Jan.
Editor Forest and Stream:—

4th, 1876.

I am greatly interested in E. A.'s mode of feeding dogs
Hope he will
so that they shall be free from distemper.
not forget to tell us soon, as I have two setter pups growing up, and I wish, if possible, that they may come up to
doghood without having distemper. I raise every year one
or two dogs, but, so far, all of them have had distemper;
My setter bitch, Juno,
I have never lost one with it.
dropped, Nov. 17th, 1875, a litter of twelve pups, all alive
can beat that?
and doing finely.
L. C. W.

Who

<md %t8$$in$*

httn

A

The

cost of the buildings

is

£4,000, or $20,000— a most ex-

Who

has not witnessed the intense
suffering caused to a dog by the loss of his master? Darwin, in answer to the argument against his development
theory that man differs from the brute in that he has a religious sentiment, answered by saying that a dog's veneration for his master closely resembles a religious sentiment,
and th at his master is to him a divinity.
cellent institution.
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QUOTATIONS FROM

C. G.

GUNTHBB'S SONS.

BEAR—Northern, according to size and quality, prime
Southern and Northern yearlings, prime
BEAVER—Northern, per skin, parchment, according

$10 00a$15 00
5 00 a 10 00
to

.......
and color.
„
Western, according to size and color, prime
Southern, and ordinary, per skin, according to size,
prime
size

.

BADGER-Prime

CAT— Wild,

2 50 a
1 50 a
50 a
020 a
50 a
40 a
05 a
15 a

3 50
I

2 50

100
050

Northern and Eastern States, cased, prime..
Wild, Southern and Western, prime
House, ordinary, if large, prime.
House, black, furred, prime.
FISHER— Northern and Eastern, acco'ding to size and
7 00 a 12
color, prime
Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Western, ditto, prime
5 00 a 8
Southern, ditto, prime
3 00 a 5
FOX--Silver, ditto.prime
15 00 a 50
Cross, Northern and Eastern, ditto, prime
3 00 a 5
Red, Northern and Eastern, ditto, prime
1 50 a 1
Red, S. Penn N. J., and N. Ohio, ditto prime... .. 1 25 a 1
Red, Southern a»d Western, ditto, prime
75 a 1
Grey, Northern and Eastern, cased, ditto, prime
75 a 1
Grey, Southern and Western, ditto, prime
50 a
Grey, Southern and Western, ditto, open, prime
40 a
Kitt, ditto, prime
30a
LYNX— Ditto, prime
100a 2
:

Trap for Sheep-Killing Dogs.

—An Indiana man has

furnished the Agriculturist with a model of a trap for
catching sheep-killing dogs, which consists of a small pen
eight feet square, to be made in the field where sheep are
The pen is divided into
pastured, and fenced in tightly.
two parts, so arranged that when the dog rushes in to get
at the sheep, confined in one partition, he is made a prisoner in the other, while the other pen is opened and the
sheep liberated. This may be a very good plan; but if our
farmers, who are also wool growers, will pay some attention to importing collies, they will find no more trouble
from mutton-eating curs, and save the wages of one man
in addition.

A Correction. —In

our last issue we printed an interfrom that veteran sportsman, Ethan Allin, of
Pomfret Centre, Ct., on food for large kennels. The
types, however, made an error in the twentieth line of the
article, by substituting "canned meat," for cooked meat,
which quite changed the sense and force of the argument.
esting letter

and pointers,

and some of the older sportsmen will remember the advertisements of Mr. Hutchinson in the Spirit of tlie Times during Wm. T. Porter's time, when Mr. H. always advertised
his dogs as being of the Old Grouse stock.
The old dog lived to an unusual age, and was supposed
to be not less than seventeen years old when he died.
We
very frequently shot over him, and bred to him while he
was in Mr. Hutchinson's hands; and when he was twelve
or fourteen years of age it took an extra good dog to beat
him, and now it would be hard to convince us that any
dog ever produced better dogs than were the descendants
of Old Grouse, very many of which passed through our
hands. Among those we now remember as being wonderful dogs of their day were— Chief Justice Beasley's Rolla,
Maj, Robert Stockton's Hal, Mr. H. Van Schaick's Hal,
Mr. R. A. Drake's Arch, Cane, and Cone; J. J. Seitzinger's
Sancho, Hal, Dash, and Mack; Mr. Theo. Morford's Glen,
besides a host of others which we have forgotten, but just
such dogs as any good practical shooter would desire. We
doubt if a better strain of dogs ever lived than they, and
this opinion, we feel confident, will be sustained by the

cent texture of his coat, his pleasing Laverack color, his
make, shape, and sweetness of expression, we fail to see
understand he will be
how he could be improved.
forthwith prepared for the Field Trial Derby. Second
fell to the lot of Mr. Wardlaw Reid's Rothay, by Pilkington's Dash, out of a sister of the world-renowned Sam he
is a red and white
pure Laverack, of course and a good,
shapely dog. Mr. Hennings was well third with his black
and white puppy, Nob, a promising son of his Rock and
and Blanch. First in the bitches was awarded to a white,
black, and ticked Laverack, bred by Mr. Macdona, and
showing wonderful quality if any thing, too much in
other words she shows but too plainly the effects of inbreeding; her coat is not exactly first-class, but her carcass,
frame, and loins are very nice by no means inferior to
the Prince's bitch.
Mr. Macdona's beautiful blood-like
Peracame second; she does her breeder, Mrs. Geo. Lowe,
great honor.
Mr. Hemming's Liz, placed third, is full of
beauty, and blood-like. Mr. Bowers was unsuccessful
with a very grand young bitch called Bessie I, own sister
(same litter) to Pera, and which it is rumored will prove a

— Dr. Webb's "Whiskey" will not go to Chicago.
very promising family require all of her attention.

Her

——

——
_
^«»The Alexandria Palace Dog Show.— Closely
-

follow-

ing the bench show of dogs at Birmingham was one at the
above favorite place of exhibition, given under the manOur contemporary, the
agement of the Kennel Club.
Fancier's Gazette, thus discourses of the setters, which were
nearly as well represented as they -were at Birmingham :—
"The English Champion Dog Class rested between
Bandit and Rock, two remarkably good specimens of the
pure Laverack breed; the former is remarkable for his fine
symmetry, great depth, and big bone; Rock is quite his
equal in all but bone and size, and beats him in color, BanIn the Open Dog.Class, in which
dit being white and liver.
first went, very rightly, to Mr. Bowers' Rock II, a youthful son of champion Rock and Lillywhite, by Fred II,
out of Lort's Sal, by Withington Frank out of. Flask
Rock very much resembles his sire, being much after the
same pattern, but possessing in no small measure just
those very properties in which old Rock is so deficient;
the old dog. lacks bone, size, and substance, this is not so
with Mr. Bowers' dog, and when we look at the magnifi-

,

.

MARTIN— States, ditto, prime.
MINK—New York and New England,

150

a

2

60
50
08
25

00
00
00
00
00
65
50
00
00
60
50
50
00
00
00
00
50
25
75
00
00
2?
23
20

ditto, prime.
3 00 a 4
Canada, Michigan, and Minnesota, ditto, prime, ..... 2 00 a 3
1 00 a
S. New York, N. J., Penn., and Ohio, ditto, prime.
1
Md., Va., Ky., Ind., Wis., and Iowa, ditto, prime. ..
75 a 1
Missouri:, and all Southern, ditto, prime
50 a
00 a
MTJSKRAT-N. New York, and Eastern, Spring.
00 a
Western, including Penn. and Ohio, Spring.
Northern and Eastern, Fall and Winter
25 a
20 a
Western, including Penn. and Ohio, Winter
Southern, prime
15 a
Southern, Winter and Fall.. ,.
12a
15
OTTER— Northern. Eastern, and Northwestern, according
to size and color, prime
10 00 a 12 00
Penn., N. J., Ohio, and Western, prime....
8 00 a 10 00
Ky., Md., Na., Kansas, and vicinity, prime
6 00 a 8 00
North Carolina, prime
4 00 a 6 00
South Carolina and Georgia, prime
2 00 a 4 00
OPOSSUM—Northern, cased, prime
18 a
30
Southern and open Northern, prime
12 a
15
RACCOON- -Mich., N. Ind., N. Ohio, Indian handled,
dark, according to size and color, prime.
80 a 1 00
111., Iowa, Wis., and Minn., prime....
50 a
65
New York and Eastern States andN. Penn., prime.
65 a
75
N. J., S. Penn.. 111., Mo., Neb. and Kan., prime. ..
40 a
50
Maryland, Virginia, Kentucky and Tenn., prime.. ..
30 a
40
N. and S. Car., Ga.. Ark., Florida and Ala., prime.
15 a
25
RABBITS—Prime cased
02 a 103
I.
-Prime
black,
cased
SKUNKS
00 a 1 30
Prime black, I., open
00 a 100
Prime black, i white streak, If cased
00 a
80
streak,
open
II.,
Prime black. I- white
00 a
50
,

.

,

.

Prime whole
Prime scabs

fetreaked III.

,

and IV

15 a
20
00 a
03
SKINS— Mountain, large.
2 00 a 3 00
Prairie, average age, prime skins
75 a 125
J^g^ There will be no change in our fur quotations until the middle of

WOLF

January.

——

__
«« ,»
paid by the Alaska Commercial Company
under their lease of 1870 is $17,480 for rental of the islands
of St. Paul and St. George, and $1,057,709 as taxes on seal
skins; the latter is less by $16,458 than the tax that should
have been pud had 100,000 skins been taken each year
since 1870, or in other words 6,2G9 fewer skins have been
shipped than the lease permitted nearly every year. In addition to the seals killed by the company for the skins*
12,000 are killed annually under the direction of the Goverament agents to supply the natives with food.
.

— The duty

—

»
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FOREST AND STREAM.
For Forest and Stream,

trappers trail their bait along the ground from trap to trap,
holding that the animals will follow it. It can do no
harm, but is a little more troublesome than carrying it in

seized with an attack

your basket.
The remaining traps you will set, each in some such
place as we have used or I have told you of. No two will
be exactly alike, and you will have a chance to exercise
your judgment and ingenuity.
You may find where a
mink lives and where he goes every day in and out of his
burrow. No need of bait there; all you have to do is to
set your trap carefully at the door of Ms heme.
Or, perhaps, you will find where he has made a deposit of frogs
beside a pile of driftwood. If so, set your trap there.
Hollow logs near water, piles of driftwood, overhanging
banks with a screen of tree-roots, behind which he can
travel unseen, the stone or wooden abutments of old
bridges are haunts he loves, and when in any of these

TRAPPING MINK.
ago my nephew was
NOT long trapping
mania, which

of the
is almost certain to
lay hold of all live country hoys, and is outgrown in a
few years by most, but from which a few never recover.

The

has progressed with this youngster in the
mouse stage, which ran its course,
ending when he had caught a dollar's worth of these small
deer, at five cents a dozen, duly paid him by his grandfather in lawful currency of these United States. Then
the rat stage declared itself, and for a fortnight the kitchen
was littered every night like a capenter's shop with the
shavings he made in building "figgery fours," which,
somehow, wouldn't work— going off when they shouldn't,
or not going off when they should, and were at last consigned to the kindling basket with the shavings. Then a
few antiquated steel traps were borrowed of a neighbor,
and set with more satisfactory results, and rat after rat
was shown in triumph to the household till rats palled
upon his aspiring soul, and he sought a stronger foeman,
worthier of his steel. He found it in the skunk, and has
been so far successful as to patch the end of the woodshed with the skins of several of his captives, and to make
himself so odiously odorous that the ruling powers have
forbidden his seeking further distinction in this direction.
Now he thinks he has seen a mink track down by the
Slang, though likely it is only that of a large weasle, and
coming to me, asks: "How shall I set a trap for a mink ?"
I can show you better tkan I can tell you, my boy, though
I fear it will be of little use to you, for mink have become
scarce here, almost to extinction. However, let us go and
see what can be done. Here are half a dozen single spring
steel-traps, muskrat size, of the Oneida Community's make,
disease

usual way.

First, the

and there are none better. When I was of your age,
traps as good as these cost nine dollars a dozen, as they
were all hand-made, and good makers were so rare that
one was a noted man in his county. These we will take
in a peck-basket, which is a handy thing to have, as we
shall see, and a hatchet which we must have, and also a
gun, if for nothing else, to keep us from those glorious
chances so sure to befall him who goeth forth unarmed
through forest or by streams. And here we are on the
banks of the sluggish Slang, and sure enough, these tracks
in the mud are of a mink, and, judging from their size, of
one whose days have already been many in the land. Two
and two they go, side by side across this patch of mud,
unmistakable mink tracks. He turned out of his course a
little to go through that hollow log, as any true mink
would, and when he comes this way next time will pretty
surely do so again. So we will set a trap in the log here
where the hollow is narrowest. Cut a stout " tally stick,"
with a hook near the but and a fork at the top. Slip the
trap-chain on this, and if you cannot thrust it into the

ground firmly enough for security, tie the top to this overhanging branch of water-maple. Be careful about this,
for the mink is a strong fellow, and will make a lusty pull
Now cover the trap and chain careto regain his liberty.
fully, but lightly, with the matted moss which grows upon
this log, and hang a morsel of bait directly over the pan.
The head of the chicken that furnished our breakfast
fast is better than nothing, though I would rather have a

small fish, or best of all, as I think, a bit of muskrat. A
drop of musk on the bait will help to attract him. Some
use smoked herring for bait, but they never proved good
with me. It is said that a veiy taking scent can be made
by putting an eel, chopped small, into a bottle, and letting
it hang in the sun till it turns to oil, but I never have tried
having always found muskrat good enough. There
it,
swims one now, with his mouth full of weeds, building
material for his house. A charge of B.B.'s puts an end to
his earthly labors, and he will furnish bait enough for all
our traps, with plenty left for rebaiting. This railroad
culvert used to be a favorite haunt of mink, and we will
Place it here in this
set a trap here after another fashion.
slack-water, an inch or two below the surface, and lay two
or three of these sodden leaves over it. Hang the bait over
Stick the "tally" in the
it, just as in the other place.
deep water, as far off as the chain will reach, so that the
mink will drown, if caught. Many a mink have I done to
death here, and to show you the virtue of muskrat for bait,
I knew he was hanging
will tell you of one of them.
about here, for I had seen him, but he would not go near
my trap, for which I had no better bait than a chicken's
head. It had no charms for him, and my trap gaped unmolested for many days. So I went over to the camp of
Swaein Tahmont, a St. Francis Indian, down from Canada,
trapping, and got of him the carcass of a muskrat,with the
head of which I rebaited my trap, and went my way to
Returning this way only half an hour later, the
others.
chink Of the trap-chain greeted my ears as I drew near,
telling the tale of something caught, and sure enough,
there poor furry was, fast by a hind leg, but struggling
bravely for life and liberty. Now we come to a iong
stretch, somewhere in which we ought to set a trap.
There is no hollow log nor stump, nor hole^ in the bank
which we can use, nor any place to set a trap in the water.
If there was a standing tree with a hollow but we would
hang our bait in it, set our trap, covered with moss, at one
of the openings, and close all the others, but there are none
of these and we must make a place. This we will do by
making a s< cubby-house " about a foot long, half as wide,

and eight or ten inches high.
into the ground;

it

is

Its walls are sticks

driven

roofed with bark or any slabs of

looking the whole thing
at hand, and the less new
It has no opening but the doorway, which
is the better.
trap, and this we set in it,
is about the width of the open

wood

moss which
or iust inside of it, and cover with some of the
of these fallen pine
some
with
or
basket,
our
in
brought
we
needles which are lying all about it, for it is better, when
you can, to cover your trap with what will not look strange
and out of place. Snow, however, is a poor covering for
a mink trap, as it is apt to crust over hard enough to bear
so light an animal. Put the bait on a stick, well back in
the house, and scatter a shred or two of it about the door.
The tally is made fast just as in the other places. These
"cubbys" seem to be just as good -as natural places, and I

vt^pink-ono

Mils

one just like

this.

Some

places you find his "sign," his dark-colored excrement,
fresh and frequent, there set your trap, with or without
bait, as the case may be.
Remember that to be a successful trapper you must be a
close observer of the habits of the animals you are trapping. The more you can learn of them, the more ready
will you be with expedients for every case that presents
itself.
I never yet saw a good trapper but would say that
he was always learning something.
Now I will show you how to make a dead-fall. It is a
contrivance with which I never had any luck, but it is in
high favor with some trappers. Cut that smooth maple
sapling which is about two inches through at the butt, and
trim off the lower branches. Cut a piece a foot and a half
long off the larger end, and lay this short stick down on a
level place.
This is the bed*piece now cut four straight
smooth sticks, fourteen or fifteen inches long, for guides
sharpen and drive them into the ground, two on each side
of the bed-piece, and the two pairs about eight inches
apart.
Place the long sapling— the fall— with its larger
end on top of the bed-piece, lengthwise, and see that it
will rise and fall easily between the guides.
The upper
limbs are left on the fall to keep it from rolling when
raised.
Now build a house close up to the two inner
guides, like the one we made for the steel-trap. Next,
whittle out a standard of hard wood, two and one half inches
long, cut square at its upper end, and like a very blunt
wedge at its lower. Then a spindle, eight inches long, flat
on the lower side Of the large end, beveled to a blunt
edge on the upper side of the same, and sharpened at the
other end, near which should be a fork to keep the bait
from being pulled up on the spindle. When we have
weighted the fall with some heavy pieces of wood our trap
will be ready to set.
This we do by raising the fall and
placing the large end of the spindle on the middle of the
bed-piece, with the sharpened end baited, inside the house.
On the end of the spindle we set the wedge-shaped end of
the standard, directly over the bed-piece, and gently lowering the fall on its upper end, our trap is set. You see
that if any animal reaches in and tries to draw out the bait,
he will pull the inner end of the spindle toward the bedpiece; the standard will be thrown off the spindle, and
down will come the fall on his neck or back. It is a very
merciful trap, killing its catch outright, and for that
reason I wish it was a surer one, but I never could get
And
anything to enter it but skunks and once a raccoon.
now I will leave you to set your remainieg steel-traps,
;

;

and as many dead-falls as you please.
Fortune smiles most benignly on my young trapper, and
two days later he comes home from making the rounds of
his traps, exultantly bearing a large male mink, whose
thick fur is as dark as mink ever wore, and now the
"How shall I skin it, and how
youngster's question is
stretch the skin ?" So with a keen edged knife we fall to,
he holding the legs, I skinning. Rip from the ball of this
hind foot down the inside of the leg, across just forward
then skin out the hind legs and
of the vent, to the other
around the root of the tail. Turn the skin of the tail as
far as possible, then replace it, and slip it off the bone
:

;

without turning. Now strip the skin off to the fore legs,
which skin out carefully, then strip again to the head,
which must be skinned out, being all the while very careNow we will make our stretcher
ful not to cut the skin.
of a nicely planed piece of pine, two feet and a half long,
Cut
three inches wide, and three-eighths of an inch thick.
five or six inches of the end in a gradual rounding taper to
a point. Draw the skin on, wrong side out, the snout
holding on this point, stretching it as hard as you can
When it is
fasten it with several tacks at the tail end
thoroughly dry take it off the stretcher, turn it, shake it
Awahsoose.
well, and it is ready for market.
;

.

The Uses of Charcoal.— By keeping charcoal in a hog
pen there will be but little odor or disagreeable smell, sucl^
The hogs appear to thrive better and faster
as is usual.
strong smelling sty. They will consume quite a
which undoubtedly does them good. Some should
be powdered, and some left in chunks; the powdered absorbs the wet, and the hogs will eat the lumps as thej' deThe refuse makes a most excellent manure for
sire it.
omens or any vegetables. By putting a small quantity in
the horse stable every day under the horse, it will absorb
the wet and keep the "stable perfectly sweet and wholesome. As it is removed from the stable keep it under
shelter, dry it, and sow it on the meadows; the increase in
the crop will pay for the trouble. Cow stables will reIt is
ceive the same benefit and produce the same results.
also invaluable in the poultry house in keeping it whole
some for the fowls, and making a most valuable manure.
The fowls will consume a part of it, and are not so liable

than

in a

quantity,

It is also very desirable in the sheep pens or
to disease.
By putting a bushel or so of the powdered charyards.
coal down the water closet it will remove the disagreeable
smell which generally attends such places, and will remove the great objection there is to cleaning them out.
When charcoal is powdered and a little dropped into a potato hill when planted, it will double the crop, and will improve the quality beyond expectatiou. An objection to it
is that it is black and will blacken any person that handles
I have powdered it by pounding it on the barn floor,
it.
and also by putting it through an old cider mill, but it is
undoubtedly dirty work any way you can fix it. But "he
that would catch fish must not mind getting wet.

—

i,

«*«»

—

—Prof. Spencer F. Baird, of the Smithsonian

Institute,

the United States Fishery Commissioner, obtained a special
award at the recent fluvial exhibition in Paris.

GAME

—

IN SEASON IN JANUARY.
,

«

Hares, brown and gray.

Wild duck, geese, brant, &c.

FOR JT-OBIDA,
Deer, Wild Turkey,Woodcock, Quail, Snipe, Ducks, and Wild Fowl.

Game in Market .—-Ruffed grouse are still being received in fair quantities, principally from Maine, and sell for
DO cents to $1 per pair; pinnated grouse (prairie chickens)
and bring $1.15 to $1.25 per pair; last year
they were worth 75 cents
Quail are also
scarce, those in market purporting to be Western birds,
but if they could their little tales unfold,' we should probably have exposed a wretched list of violated game laws.
Canvas back ducks are worth $1-50 to $2 50 per pair; redheads $1.25 to $1.50; mallards, 75 cents to $1.25; widgeon,
75 cents to $1; black ducks, 75 cents to $1; sprig-tails, 60
to 75 cents; broad bills, 75 cents; teal, 75 cents to $1;
brant, $1.50; geese, $1 to $1.50. Southern birds have been
coming into market in rather bad condition, which accounts for the variation in price. A few green-winged teal
have been received from Norfolk. Hares and rabbits are
very abundant at 50 to 60 cents per pair; venison is worth
20 to 25 cents per pound.
are
at

still

scarce,

this time

.

Pennsylvania

—

—

Pittsburgh, January Sd.
Ruffed grouse
the only bird that has been plenty with us this year, and
they so wild as to render choke bores almost useless. Quail
have been scarce, and, fortunately for the supply next
year, the second brood did not get large enough to kill
until the season was more than half gone.
Augustine.

is

—

Greenville, Penn., is situated on the Shenango River,
sixty-three miles south of Erie, and eighty-six miles north
of Pittsburgh, in Mercer county, and contains about 4,000
inhabitants.
The Erie and Pittsburgh Railway runs
through the western portion of it, and the Atlantic and
Great Western Railway through the eastern portion. On
the 24th December last Messrs. J. T. Nelson, Nelson H.

Camp, Jack Holmes, and 'Top" Mills, bagged nineteen
grouse, four quail, and six rabbits on good shooting ground
about eight miles distant from Atlantic Station, on the A.
and G. W. R. R. There is a good hotel at Greenville, kept
by Fred Grubbe.
South Carolina

— Columbia, January

3d.

— The weather

warm

for this month, and consequently ducks are now
scarce; but a week ago, when there was a freeze up, mal-

is

lard, teal,

man

and Summer ducks were

plentiful.

killed eight out of ten mallards,

One

gentle-

and another four with

one barrel. Partridges can be found in laige coveys within
a mile of town; there never were more. Rabbits are plentiful and swamp hares are occasionally killed.
Deer can
be found by going ten or twelve miles in the country; a
good many have been killed this year. Doves are here in
numberless droves. The Saluda River is filled with geese,
but on account or their being out on the rocks in the river
not many of them are killed.
E. J. S.

—Pensacola, December

Florida
recommend

80.'

h.— I cannot honestly

tourists to visit Pensacola, either for its hunting or fishing, as there are so much better grounds to be
found in other parts of the State. It is very good here,
however, on the other side of the bay, in what is known
as the Live Oak Reservation.
acquaintance of mine
killed seven fine' deer there last Saturday; besides, numer-

An

ous turkeys and ducks have been brought in. Still, when
compared with Sarasota or Southwest Florida, the huntingis rather poor.
Should any of your friends happen this
way, please send them to me*, and I will see that they
have good guides, with dogs, boats, etc., at reasonable
rates

S.

—

Kansas— Brookville,

Saline county, January 4th.
I wish
to say a few words in behalf of the country situated beyond where farmers have men arrested lor carrying a gun,
and then turn in and trap and net the chickens and quail
•all Winter and ship them East.
I think there is no finer
chicken shooting in the United States than we have here.
Quail have always been very plenty till this year; but Hie
uncommonly severe Winter of '74 and '75 thinned them
out so much that we have made an agreement here among
the "shootists" not to kill any quail this year, and I believe
it has been religiously lived up to so far, although some of
us have had several sore temptation/. Knowing that we
should have no quail shooting, we early turned our attention to hunting jack rabbits with greyhounds, and I must
say that we have had any quantity of sport. Everybody
here, nearly, has got a Texas pony (and no better saddle
horses can be found), and six of us have greyhounds.
Rabbits are very plenty, and if by chance we find a herd
of antelope, which we frequently do, then the sport is
right royal.
Jack rabbits are harder to catch than antelopes, but when taken they do not make as good a show
hanging to your saddles as the latter.
S. C. W.

—

A pigeon match for $1,000 has been arranged between
Dr. Talbot, of this city, who won the sweepstakes open to
all comers, on New Year's day, at the Long Island Shooting Club, and William Hess, the champion of PennsylThe conditions are for each to shoot at fifty birds,
vania.
21 yards rise, 80 yards boundary, with one ounce of shot,
with double-barreled guns, but only one barrel to be used
during the match. The contest
ton, N. J., next Monday.

is to

take place at Burling-

— A match
stake,
Paine.

is also said to have been made for a similar
between the champions, Capt. Bogardus and Ira A.

**•«•

A GOOD SNIPE BAG.
*

—

Nicasio, Marin Co., Cal., January

Editor Forest akd Stream;—
In the Forest and Stream of November

1st, 1876.

11th, your correspondent,
"Mortimer," gives an account of remarkable snipe shooting, made by
Mr. John E. Loveland, in New Jersey; he also wished to hear of large
geese
scores made at same birds. A few years ago, while on a hunt for
and mallard in the lower part of Sacramento county, 1 found a large
In six and half hours I
number of snipe on ground lately burned ovei
bagged 109 snipe; using a No. 10 muzzle loader, and No. 5 shot, as I had
no other size with me; the wind blowing a strong. norther at the time.
had to
I shot down the wind, using but one barrel, as I had no dog and
go direc.ly for each bird as soon as shot. I think with a breech loader
and a good retriever, 300 snipe could have been bagged by one man that
Thomas, H. Estey.
day.
.

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

359

Tuesday in September, 1876. Match open to teams of
eight from each country. Any rifle within N. R. A. rules.
Distance, 800, 900, and 1,000 yards; thirty shots at each

Cbbbdmoor

Jr.

Range.— -The

third

match

Union

for the

Badges, open to all-comers came off at
Creedmoor Jr. range, 260 Broadway, in the old Underground Eailroad Tunnel, on Wednesday the 5th inst.
Terms of match: Entrance $1, ten shots, off hand; disyards; first badge value $100, to best score; sectance, 100
$35, to 10th best; third prize, S. & W. $15
badge,
ond
The winners were as folrevolver to 20th best score.

Metallic Cartridge

lows:—
Name.

Score.

Total.
45
39
37

445544554 5
4 444434444
44344 3 3543

ba<1ge
J B'ickofen. first
B. Farwell, second badge
Woodward, third prize
1

W
J.

The scores at this range are improving every week, showing that

practice

is

essential

The match

perfection.

to

days hereafter will be Tuesdays.

Subscription
Match at Creedmoor Jr.,
Conditions: Entrance, $1, ten shots,
Tuesday, Jan. 11th.
off-hand; distance, 100 yards: one-half entrance money di-

Third

The

and 20th best scores.
vided
The following are the winning scores:—
between

1st, 5th, 10th, 15th,

Score.

Name.

Total.
44
44
42

444545545
4 455455 3 45
....4544444544
5354444544
4444455434
4

John Tragesser, first
John Tragesser, second
K. Miley....

James Bryan
J, McGlensey

A

ing.

—The Viley Club, of Lexington, Ky., shot a match with
the Paris Jr. Club, Paris, Ky., and the Hunter's Club of
Lexington, on the 81st December, and 1st inst., respectively. The weather was extremely fine, with a very strong
southeast wind blowing, which probably accounts for the
scores:—
PAKIS

Name.

6Fr. Lewis
9 G. M. Davis

O. A. Gilmsn
A. K. Lewis

.3|Cal Goodman
1 |G. B. A'exander

Joe Rad-non

9,H.

Talbott

N. G.

I>

sr

B

%

n

TO

•J-i

Teams.

<~

41

Second Di-

the

Name.
June Smith
Win. D. Lyon

OS

John Lampl eir
McChesi ey
J. H. Davidbuii
John Heddley
C. Y. Peck

6 S

M

Johnson

.

<
a

414
12 405
121 338
12 332
12 283
12 209
121

1

Name.
M. Taylor
J. A. Hweins
A. G. Morgan

Name.

Total

E. Shelby

9

E.

6 ff.

McCaw

R. Morton
4,R. A. Thornton.
7 Dr. Duddlev
5|J. 11, Bodes

6 J.

Frank Waters
Jas. B.Beck
Jno. R. Viley

Total.
.8

F.
S.

Name.

I

W. Woolley

4 J.

MeChesney

A. DeLong
8| James Headley
7,C, M. Johueon

H. Gilbert

7 G.

Martin

7 0.
51

W.

Bradley

R. Gilmore

Total

CO

4

5

Total.
9

4
7

•-»

£2
g

!

p

27.66
23.5S
17.41

332 37.66
324 27 00
271 22.59
266 22.16
22i

168

18 19
14.00

17.25! 207112
12.2.51

153 12
I

13.501 162 12

13.66 164
10.25 123
8 56| 60

Although the improvement in marksmanship is general
throughout the Division, the greatest gain has been made
in accuracy at the longer range.
In 1874, out of a total of
420 shots fired at 500 yards in the Division match, 818,
more than seventy per cent., failed to hit the targets. This
year, out of the same number of shots, there were only
105 misses, or twenty-five per cent.

American Rifle Club contested for the
medal at Creedmoor on Wednesday of last week.
Captain W. C. Clark was the successful competitor, upon
a score of 93 out of a possible 100 points.
Hellwio's Gallery. The sixth weekly competition,
shooting in lying posiiion for a gold medal, a double-barrel shot gun, a rifle,
and a revolver took place at this gallery, 271 and 273 Eighth avenue, on January 5th, 1876,
with the following result.
Charles Morris, Chicago, first
prize, 46; F. N. DeWitt, second prize, 46; T. C. Banks,
40, third prize; Louis Cirker, fourth prize, 21.

club proposes building a

club house for the use of its members at Creedmoor, and
the following sums have been subscribed for the purpose:
Robert JSehennerhoru, $100; George Crouch, $100; E. H.
Sanford, $50; George S. Schermerhorn, $25; A. Alford,
The following are the committee appointed to obtain
$25.
a contract for building the house, provide plans, etc.:— H.
8. Jewell, Joseph Holland, George Crouch, and Jacob McIn response to an invitation from the National
G-lency.
Rifle Association, a committee of five have been chosen to
co operate with a similar committee for the purpose of conducting the grand international match during the CentenThe following gentlemen form the comnial Exhibition.
mittee:— Robert Johnston, George Crouch, W. G. Coughtry,
A. Alford, and G. 8. Schermerhorn.
-*"»*-

—

—

Gallery, Brooklyn. The tournament
m aid of St. Peter's Hospital, which commenced at Miley's Rifie Gallery,
on the 3d of Dec, 1875, closed on Friday evening.
The following are the winners, with their
targets, ten shots each:
John F. Burns, 4 5-16, first prize,
Turf, Field and Farm cup; J. L. S. Kellner, 5 3 16, second
Prize, medal,
presented by Col. B. E. Valentine; Robert
Simpson, 5-J, third prize, presented by Robert Miley.
Cohlin's

Gallery.—The sixth competition for the Turf,
Field and Farm
cup was shot January 6th, 1876. L. Y.
Sone won the first
cup—score, 42; Joseph Woodward, secrable flask

Banks, third cup,

25.

A

neat and du-

as a prize to the best score made on
range at 500 yards target reduced in proportion
for distance;
Messrs. W.
ten shots; any position allowed.
H. H. Sabin,
W. B. Farwell, L. C. Bruce, and L. V. Sone
tad on 50. These
ties were shot off on the 8th inst., Mr.
Bruce proving the winner. The following is a programme
°f the
matches at this gallery for the next two weeks
January 14th— Forest and Stream badges 18th— Lying
Down Position; 20th— Turf, Fie$ and Farm cups; 22d—
Subscription Match.
At the next competition for the
Fouest and Stream badges he will present two yearly

was given

the 60 foot

;

subscriptions to that journal to the two gentlemen who
m ake scores nearest to 25 and 35 respectively. All comers

*iU he welcome.

National Rtele Association.— The first Director's
Meeting for 1876 was held
January 5th, Gen. Shalor in the
chair.
Treasurer's balance, $4,334.65.
Gen. Woodward
^Ported that his committee inspected a piece of ground
Dl ue
miles from Philadelphia, and Major Fulton was revested to examine the proposed site for a range. The
P r °granime adopted, if the Centennial match is shot at or
"ear Philadelphia,

is

as follows;

Commence on second

I

obtain areca nut, and what is a dose? Ans. It was probHave sent to you some areca nut with directions

worm.

f

T. C. R.. Brooklyn.— I have a rifle R. Johnson, TJ. S., 1822; barrel 36
inches long, seven grooves with a twist once in full length; throws a half
ounce ball and has small back and top sights. Is it long or short range?
What calibre is it; would you advise any alteration of sights? About
how many grains of powder is needed for a charge? Ans. Your rifle is
34 calibre; use conical balls and 50 grains of powder for 500 yards and
Can say nothing about altering sights until we
more for longer ranges
know how it shoots with those it now has.
Fields, Fort Wayne, Ind.—-Will the foreign gun manufacturers be

re-

quired to pay the duty on guns which they exhibit at the Centennial Exhibition at Philadelphia, this year? Ans. No— unless they are sold, or
otherwise disposed of in this country. What does it cost to enter a gun,
and what assurance do they give that the gun will be taken care of and returned to the owner? Ans. There is no charge; the Forest and Stream:
has charge of the special Government Department, which will include
guns as an exhibit, and will take charge of such articles, returning them
to owner after the Exhibition closes.

Thompson, Talladega, Ala.— Please give me some information on

fish

Will the fish destroy their own
spawn; what is the best fish to raise that will not eat their young? Trout,
perch, and red horse are the kinds I thought of. Give me all the inforAns. We would advise you to communicate with the
mation you can
Fish Commissioners of Alabama, who are most familiar with your requirements and the waters of you» section. Address C. S. G. Doster, or
Robert Tyler, Montgomery, or D. R. Hundley, Courtland. D. R. Metcalf, of Montgomery, is a reputed authority on Southern fish, but we
never can evoke a reply from him, although we have addressed him repeatedly on important subjects.
T

have a small pond, one only.

.

New York.— I received of Messrs. Whitely & Morris,
on December 23d, forty-eight live quail, of which seven were
dead when I received them, one died next day, ten on December 25th, and
five on December 26th, making a total of twenty-three out of fortyeight; the balance hang their wings and heads and will no doubt die.
The food I give them is wheat screenings and buckwheat and sand. I
have opened several and find tfreir lungs are discolored. Have they possibly been chilled on their transit? This is discouraging to me, as I had
Ed. Schweyer,

of tbis city,

made preparations

Scottish

ond cup, 35; T.
C.

ably a tape

for wintering 200 this year, having wintered 100 last
Ans. For instruction how to raise and winter quail, see Forest
and Stream, Jan. 7th, 1875, illustrated article.
W. F. W., Gloucester, Mass.—I have a muzzle loading gun, 10 bore,
35 inch barrel, marked on rib between the barrels. Smith, London, bar
locks, weight 10 pounds; I have the gun on trial. Please tell me what
you think of the style of gun, and of the maker, if there is such a maker
in London; what charge of powder and shot should I use at 40 and 60
yards. I am using Orange Lightning No. 6. Is there such a rifle as
Sharps improved? Ans. The style of your gun is all well enough, but
the name Smith is indefinite as to the real maker. It is a name we
have frequently heard of, but not as a gunmaker of London. Four
drachms of powder and li ounce shot would be a good charge. The
present Sharps rifle has all the late improvements,
Tremont, Boston.— Is J. P. Clabrough & Bro. on the list of gunmakers? 2. How do their guns work compared with Scott's Greener's
or Tolley's? 3. What is your opinion of the quality and shooting pow ers of their No. 8 breech loading guns? 4. Will you please give me the
names and addresses of the Fish Comissioners of Maine, New Hampshire, and Virginia? Ans. 1. They are not London, but Birmingham
gun makers. 2. They do not rank with Scott, Greener, or Tolley, as gunmakers. 3. Their guns of all gauges are good reliable guns, and shoot
well.
4. Of Maine, E. M. Sillwcll, Bangor, and H. O. Stanley, Dixfield;
of New Hampshire, Oliver H. Noyes, Henniker, J. S. Wadleigh, Laconia',
and A. C. Fitield, of Enfield; of Virginia, Dr. W. B. Robertson, Lynchburg, A. Mosely, of Richmond, and M. G. Ellzey, M. D,, of Blacksburg.
year.

*

Morrison

Miley's Rifle

J. M. K., Philadelphia.— I have a very nice setter pup four months
I gave him a dose of oil and he passed
old that is troubled with worms
what I thought was a tape worm, the worm was flat and linked together,
and about five inches in lenghth. Please inform me whether it was a
tape worm or not, and if young pups are troubled with such worms.

3
8

75

Amateur Rifle Club. — This

Va

33 75
28.16

&

culture.

J<5

34.50

S. A. A., Rochester.— Can yon give any information respecting the
merits of the breech loading guns manufactured by Robert Mortimer
Sons, London? Also do you regard the double vertical bolt (for breech
loaders) as strong and durable as the Scott, or whether you have any
prejudice against that fastening? Ans. 1. There is no such firm of gunmakers in London. 2. The vertical bolt, such as is used in the Greener
gun, is as durable as any other kind of fastening.

5

VILEY CLUB
Total.

of the white-bait is a disputed question.

.

8
8

Total.

Name.

the counpelican is found? I have never met with it in
Florida. 2. What is the English whitebait? Is it a distinct species of
fish, or is it the small fry of ascertain species, or are the small fry of fish
generally so termed? Ans. The rough-billed or white pelican is a bird
of the Pacific Slope, accidental in the Eastern States. 2. The character
rough-biiled

for its use.

3

seeing the oper-

Brown Hackle, N. Y.— 1. Can you inform me in what part of

try the

.5
7

9

By

W. N. S., Philadelphia.— 1. Are Spencer repeating rifles for sale anywhere in the United States, if so where, and what are they worth? 2. Do
you consider the Wesson rifle, 41-100 calibre, accurate at 500 yards? 3^
What is your opinion of the Robinson repeating rifle? Ans. 1. The
Winchester Arms Co. now own the Spencer patent; the rifles are no
longer made. 2. The Wesson is a capital weapon at that range. 3. We
know nothing of the Robinson rifle.

Where can

74

J.

giving directions as to operations that we know of.
ation performed a few times one could learn the art.

Total.
4
5

&

ro
t!:

9

hunters' club.

D. Knoble
Jim. Smith
M. D. Richardson

r-.

—The

.

7
6
y Joian Gilbert

G. A. DeLong
C.

8
6
7

•t

a

Fifteenth Battalion

Name.

Total.

W. Woolley

V.

6

VILEY CLUB.

T. Martin

Tom

1874.

2>l

n

'

Hedges

Total

1W75.

hirty-secoud Regt
Fourteenth Regt
Thirteenth Reat

Spears

Total.
4

80
j

The badges have been won

Rifle Practice of

1

.-

Total

8.

Twenty-third liegt
Forty-seventh Regt,

fl.

9| Joe

42

N. Y., contains a summary of the pracIt is satisfactory
tice at Creedmoor during the past year.
Division matches exhibit an
to kuow that the scores in the
improvement in the average of each individual of more
In
than seventy per cent in every team in the Division.
the table of team scores below, the scores of this year have
been diminished, in order to compensate for change in
value of targets, by substracting twenty per cent to equalize the two styles of targets:
vision,

Name.

Total.)

Second Division Rifle Practice. —The report of Col.
Valentine, Inspector of

CLUB.

.TR.

J. E. Clay
J. E. Spears

Dud

There were 55 entries, and the scores were better than
The 4th compeever before made at this popular Range.
Metallic
Badges
comes
off next week,
Union
the
for
tition
Tuesday; open to all-comers.
on scores of 42, 42, and 45.

distance; each competitor firing fifteen shots each day.
to last two days.
The Amateur Rifle Club was requested to appoint a committee of five members to act
with a similar committee from 1ST. R. A. in the matter of
the International Match of 1876.
contract was entered
into with Mr. Poppenhusen, of the Flushing and North
Side Railroad, to rent or buy fifteen acres of land, lying
north and west of range at Creedmoor. The Winchester
Arms Company have offered to erect and present to the
range a "running deer target." The Range Committee
were ordered to inquire about renting more ground at the
southern extremity of the range, to make 1,200 yards shoot-

Match

J.H.C., West Troy.—Please inform me who spays bitches, and
whether there is any work on the subject I can buy, as I wish to leara to
perform the operation? Ans. Capt. Anderson, of Trenton, N. J., is the
only one we know who can spay a bitch properly. There is do book

No Notice Taken

of

Anonymous Communications.

Texas.—Where can I get prices curMaynard, Newtownville, Mass.
J. W. W., Boston.— Will you please tell me your opinion of Remington's $45 breech loading shot gun? Ans. It is a good serviceable gun.
E.J. B., Franklin, N. Y.—How much in bulk of areca nut, after
grated fine, is a dose for a pup six weeks old, for one suveu months old,
also one full grown? Ans. Give two grains to every pound of dog.
G. H. R., Gainesville, Cooke Co.,
rent for bird skins? Ans. Of C. J.

A. B. C, Boston.- -Where can I obtain "Dudley's Pocket Recapper,"
and what is the price? Can I have it sent by mail? Ans. Address Dudley & Co Pougukeepsie, N. Y. price fifty cents; sample sent by mail.
W. W. W., Unionville, Ct.— Will you kindly advise me what book will
teach me fly-fishing. Ans. We have no American work on fly-fishing.
Norris' American Angler's guide will give you as much information as
any single book.
J. S. W., Boston.—Will you please tell me in your Answers to Corres
,

;

if there is any law in Massachusetts prohibiting the shooting
from sailboats. Ans. No; if not done within the close season

pondents,
of ducks

or with a battery, swivel, or pivot gun.

—

Constant Reader, Syracuse. If you will sign your name to communications in future, we shall be very happy to answer your questions.
are always willing to respond to queries, but must call the attention
of yourself and many others to the notice at the head of this column.

We

W.

B. W... Boonsboro,

Md.— How are

barrels bored straight (cylinder)

barrels 30 inches long,

12-guage? Ans. Chokeboring consists in enlarging the bore a few iuches below the muzzle.
Any gun may be choke-bored if the barrels ate heavy near the muzzle.

to be

made choke-bore;

Uniontown.— Please inform me through your valuable paper of a
way of removing lice from a dog. Ans. By anointing your
dog with any kind of oil or grease, and then some ten or fifteen hours
after, washing him thoroughly with carbolic soap, you will rid him of
Q,.,

sure and safe

lice.

E. L. F., Central Falls, R. I —Will you give me a receipt for some
mixture of acid, or something else that will clean long range shells nicely
for reloading? Ans. Immerse your shells in diluted -sulphuric acid for
five or ten minutes, then wipe them out and put them on the stove to dry.
Vinegar would answer pretty well,

W. M. L Noblesville, Ind.— 1. I should like to have an extra pair of
laminated steel barrels for my No. 10 breech loader, made expressly for
shooting buckshot at long range. I should like the left hand barrel a
choke bore, and the other one a modified choke-bore, and the length of
barrels anywhere from 30 to 35 inches. About what would they cost?
2. If I send my gunstock to you, can I commission you to have it done
by some competent workman? Ans. 1. The expense would be just about
one-third the cost of the gun. 2. If you will send your stock to us we
will have it well done for you.
,

G.,New Haven.— Where

can I get from six to twelve pairs of live
and what will be their probable cost? I wish to keep them
through the Winter and then turn them out in Spring. Ans. Address
H. H. Tate, Greensboro, N. C, who can give you the n^me of a party
there from whom live quail can be obtained. Probably Whitely & Morris,
ail.
Of Washington MarkeSajMKgg^
quails,

'

1

'

J. E. S., Philadelphia.— 1. Will the Oriental Powder Co. inform me
through your paper where, in this city, I can procure their best coarse
I wish it for experiments. Is there a gun-smith
sporting powder.

Boston named Fonks, and if so, can you favor me with his address? 2. I have a 12-gauge 8 pound Scott breech loader, very broad at
the breech, (2-i inches) in fact, thicker at this point than my 10 pound
10 gauge duck gun. Can you give me the address of any gunsmith who
can fit a pair of 12-gauge barrels to the same stock, without interfering
with the working or fitting of the present one? The gun (with new barrels) to weigh 10 to 11 pounds; to be choked so as to pattern at least 240
under regular conditions? Ans. 1.
can ascertain nothing of the gunin

We

maker mentioned; perhaps some of our Boston correspondents will furnish the information. 2. We question if it could be done satisfactorily
in this country, and would suggest your sending the gun to the maker.

A

Subscriber, Baltimore.— 1 After reading "Camp Life in Florida,"
good part of my time with Mr. Jones, at Homosassa. Will it be necessary to engage accommodation there a long
time ahead? I should think, from "Al Fresco's" account of the place,
that a great many people would want to go there
Ans. Will probably
be crowded; engage at once. 2. Can I get ammunition at Jacksonville,
ar would you advise me to take a supply of shells, &c, from Baltimore?
Ans. Buy in Jacksonville. 3. How many paper shells ought I to take
from Jacksonville for a three weeks' stop at Homosassa. Ans. Two
hundred 4's, 7's, and 12's. 4. Could I have a fresh supply sent to me in
case they gave out? Ans. Not readily. 5. I have a 10 bore Greener gun
weight 8£ pounds; how should I load for wild turkeys? Ans. 4£ drachms
powder and li ounce No. 4 shot. 6. Is it safe to shoot buckshot with
my gun, and how should I load my shells? Ans. Chamber 1£ ounce of
buckshot so as to have them lie evenly. No danger in using buckshot.
7. Do you know whether Mr. Jones has any decoys? Ans. Do not
know. 8. Would you advise me to take my rubber boots to 'Florida?
Ans. No; we never advise their use.
4ife~r-—-—
.

I have decided to spend a

-——-„„
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ture about the size

an egg in

and shape

of a hen's egg.

By

purchased one hundred of them to begin with, his income,
should be very handsome. Ostrich farming has been carried on at the Cape of Good Hope, and in Algiers for years
but this is the first attempt in this country. "We think
that the Californian has the advantage in climate over Mr.
Baker, and yet we would wager that the latter, if he un-

holding

aperture, the strong light reveals all the
secrets of the inside of the shell, and the condition of an
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egg at any stage can at once be determined. In cracking
our hard-boiled egg at lurch when shooting, or fishing, we
notice a cavity at one end. In the live egg there is a
bubble of air which then appears to be in the yolk. Take
an egg which has been exposed but three or four days to
the incubating process, and by holding it in this aperture
we see this little bubble slowly rise to the upper surface of
the egg, and little fine dark lines shooting here and there
through the yolk, being, as Mr. Baker described them, the
forming blood vessels. In eggs only a few days older,
when thus exposed to the Argand light, the signs of animal life, the first movements of the embryo chick are
plainly visible. By this means all addled or unimpregnated eggs can at once be discovered and removed. The
Poultry World thus describes the regular developments:

dertakes

with

in the

"The heart may be seen to b^at on the second day; it
has at that time somewhat the form of a horseshoe, but no
blood vet appears. At the end of two days two vessels of
blood are to be distinguished, the pulsations of which are
visible; one of those is the left ventricle, and the root of
the great artery. At the fiftieth hour one auricle of the
heart appears, resembling a noose folded down upon
itself.
The beating of the heart is first observed in the
At the end of
auricle, and afterwards in the ventricle.
seventy hours the wings are distinguishable; and on the
head two bubbles are seen for the brain, one for the bill,
and two for the fore and hind part of the head. Towards
the end of the fourth day, the auricles already visible
draw nearer to the heart than before. The liver appears
toward the fifth day. At the end of seven hours more, the
lungs and the stomach become visible; and four hours
afterward, the intestines, loins, and upper jaw. At the one
hundred and twenty-fourth hour, two ventricles are visible,
and two drops of blood instead of the single one which
was seen before. The seventh day, the brain begins to
have some consistency. At the one hundred and nineteenth
hour of incubation, the bill opens, and the flesh appears
In four more, the breast bOne is seen-. In
in the breast.
six hours after this, the ribs appear, forming from the back,
and the bill is very visible, as well as the gall bladder.
The bill becomes green at the end of two hundred and
thirty-six hours; and, if the chicken be taken out of its
coveringt it evidently moves itself. At the two hundredth
hour, the eyes appear. At the two hundred and eightyeighth hour the ribs are perfect. At the three hundred
and thirty-first, the spleen draws near the stomach and the
lungs to the chest. At the end of three hundred and fiftyfive hours, the bill frequently opens and shuts; and at the
end of the eighteenth clay, the first cry of the chicken is
heard. It afterwards gets more strength, and grows continually, till at length it is enabled to set itself free from
its confinement."
But what astonished us most, was the impunity with
which the eggs, at any stage, were removed and handled. The
old idea that the hen must turn her own eggs, or that to
touch them with the hand was to spoil them, is exploded.
The hatching is done by means of hot water, heated by
lamps so connected with an electric battery that upon the
water becoming too hot, or too cold, the lamp is acted
upon, and the water brought again to the proper tempera-

to Mr. Fairchild's description,
may be novel arid of interest.
It

we

in the

some

of the ideas evoked

are rightly informed, the majority of the attempts

matter of

artificial

incubation, in this country at

least, have been in the nature of experiments, and have
not been conducted to that point where a profitable result
places the project beyond a peradventure, or a risk of
Many have hatched eggs by artificial heat, prof nil ure.
duced in a variety of ways, some with hot air, some with
hot water, and others again by iising manure as a substi

tute for the animal heat of the hen; but these efforts appear to have been fitful, and, whether from the exigencies
of another occupation, or a want of means, or from whatever cause, have not been pushed with vigor, or brought
prominently before the public as a tangible pecuniary sucBut Mr. Baker's enterprise comes under quite a difcess.
ferent category; being first assured of the correctness of
hir theories by long and patient experiment, he has in-

vested a large amount of capital, at least seventy-five
thousand dollars, in the business, and matured his plans
with that thoroughness which can only be accomplished
with a sufficient sum of money at command. In fact, here

we think is one of the great secrets of his success, for many
can invent and plan, who do not possess the means to complete; and thousands of promising schemes are "nipped V
the bud" for the want of cash. The other secret of Mr.
Baker's success will at once strike every visitor to his
and
place; the extreme, even fastidious attention to detail,
himself.
gentleman
the
of
ingenuity
mechanical
the great
contains
Visiting the hatching; room, which, by the way,
store,
goods
dry
a row of tables like those in a wholesale
only the drawers, when pulled out disclose, instead of
"goods," the layers of eggs (we don't mean the hens) in
their coverings of flannel, we are at once convinced that
the old injunction not to count your chickens before they
are hatched, is no longer applicable. In a little dark room
4hflre Is.^pLoweJ^iIArgand lamp, also inclosed,

trough a

little

aper-

Adjoining the hatching house

is

shall follow these matters

to almost suof this

country and of England, has had due effect upon yachting.
Not that the change is likely to be so rapid or complete,
however, for about yachting there is, when anything but
the important business of racing is considered, an indifference to the matter of expense in time which is a large conAnd yet the
tributor to the dolce far niente of the sport.
change has been so marked, and the increase in the number
of steam yachts so great, as to attract attention and be
worthy of remark. Any summer visitor to Alexandria
Bay will have observed the immense number of steamers,
of all sizes, from the little launch of one horse power,
with captain, engineer, creWj and passengers represented by one and the same person, to the handsome vessel
with gorgeous cabins, large enough for a sea voyage.
Everybody who owns or rents an island seems to have his
steam yacht, and makes his pleasure trips without regard
In the winter, the sojourner in
to wind or currents.
Florida finds the same condition of affairs, with many of
the little vessels for hire at prices that are very moderate.
And along our whole coast, every harbor acknowledges
the presence of these bustling little craft, many of them
dainty and airy in appearance, with light spars and rigging, more for show, apparently, than use; and others,
the veriest old ships' boats, fitted with an engine and propeller, all possibly the work, at odd hours, of some factory
mechanic.
Commodore Vanderbilt probably has the credit of building the largest, the North Star, a steamer of 2,000 tons,
with which he visited Europe some years ago. In her
case, however, the affix of .yacht was merely complimentary, as she was really intended for and was afterwards placed in his California line. Mr. Smith's America
of the burden of 800 tons, on the other hand, was veriShe was
tably a yacht built for pleasure purposes alone.
sold to the government during the Virginius excitement,
and has proved a very comfortable vessel for carrying Congressional committees, etc. Among the principal steam

vestigate too closely.

published a fortnight since a letter from Mr. Geo.
M. Fjiirchild, describing a visit to the establishment of Mr. W. 0. Baker, at Alpine near Englewood, in
New Jersey, where the process of artificially incubating
egg* and rearing chickens is being prosecuted on a very
extensive scale. Since that letter was written we have
visited Mr. Baker's place, and, although we can add nothing

We

revolution which has caused steam
THE
mercantile marine
persede canvas

This portion of the operation is very ingeniously
arranged, but as most of the contrivance is the invention
and secret of the proprietor himself, we did not care to in-

E

will succeed.

STEAM YACHTS.

ture.

ARTIFICIAL INCUBATION.

it,

interest.

the house of glass, a

of floral beauties, to which the young chicken is at
once introduced when he escapes from the shell. In reality
it is a large hot-house, the spaces on each side of the center

home

yachts hailing from this port, may be named the Day
Dream, of 78 tons, belonging to Mr. Lloyd Aspinwall;
Ideal, 200 tons, Mr. Havemeyer; Lookout, 76 tons, Mr.
Lorillard; Lurline, 71 tons, Mr. Phenix; Mystic, 50 tons,
Mr. Chapin; Skylark, 70 tons, Messrs. Leech; Emily, 70 tons,
Mr. T. W. Myers. But very recently the cost of a steam
yacht, both in building and in running expenses, was the
great bugbear to their more general use, but now-a-days,
what with surface condensers, compound engines (combining both high and low pressure principles), and other
economical and fuel-saving devices, the cost of a steam
yacht, that is, one to be propelled by steam alone, will not
exceed, even if it equals the cost of a sailing yacht of
equal tonnage. Iron is also used largely for building these
steamers, and for small vessels is probably cheaper than
wood. Nor are the expenses of running a steam yacht

walk, usually occupied by banks or stands of flowers,
much greater than those incurred by a sailing vessel; fuel
being divided by wire screens into little compartments,
is of course the principal item, but this is nearly offset by
planted with rose bushes, and communicating directly with
the difference in crew, and the wear and tear of sails and
the artificial mothers, into which the wee things run for
which any yacht owner knows is a never ending
rigging,
warmth and shelter. Occupying each side of the walk
demand on his pocket.
are rows of exotic plants the culture of which, together
But it is in England that steam yachting has taken the
obtain
their
the
chicks
which
from
roses
the
of
that
with
firmest hold, and made the greatest strides. And in Enginsect food, will go largely towarcAs defraying the exland both coal, iron, and mechanics' labor are so much
little
penses of this portion of the establishment. At a
cheaper than with us that the expense is greatly reduced.
ducks,
building
for
is
a
pond
a
by
separated
distance, and
now eight hundred feet in length, but which is shortly to There everybody, from the Queen, who has her sea-going
Alberta, with which she crosses the Solent at the rate of
be added to. Looking dewn the long alley which "lines one
miles an hour, and occasionally runs down a sailing
fifteen
with
to
for
a
car
feed
tramway
is
a
side, and in which
yacht for not keeping out of the way—not that the Queen
travel on, one is reminded of an enormous stable with a
although that there is
continuous row of box stalls, except that the upper half was to blame in the Mistletoe affair,
the aspiring cockney
doubts—
to
nobody
was,
who
lubber
a
wire
screeu.
with
a
Each
covered
of each compartment is
steam yacht or launch.
Terns,"
has
a
the
on
"willa
a
with
chickens
can
go
the
where
for
yard
its
has
pens
these
of
At the time of our visit many of In fact, the number of the latter vessels on the Thames
air, light, and exercise
has become a nuisance, and constant is the outcry of the
the pens had their quota of fowls, nearly all of whom had
The
white
damage done to the banks, and to silk dresses on less preLeghorns
reared.
and
hatched
artificially
been
tentious craft by their wash and swells. We all remember
appeared to predominate, magnificent sleek looking birds,
Turkeys
there
were, and] poor Leech's picture in Punch of the old gentleman sitting
with feathers as white as snow.
the
is
on
programme,
in the punt on his chair, contentedly waiting for a bite,
both
of
rearing
for
the
also ducks,
We don,t know whether it has occurred to Mr. Baker, and the two men in a wherry bearing down at full speed
launch, and
but it does to us, that the providing of such quarters for upon him. For the wherry substitute a steam
day. Old
to
of
picture
recurring
constantly
the
have
little
chicks,
should
of
the
we
those
his fowls, particularly
or paterspinning
gentlemen no longer enjoy a quiet days'
have a tendency to make the meat sweeter and more tender,
and riles
by
comes
launch
wheezing
puffing,
nostering; the
for the principal profits from artificial incubation will
same
the
at
temper
gentleman's
the
old
and
the
water
chickens
at
a
date
spring
when
of
probably be in the sale
time.
it would be utterly impossible for breeders on the old
Steam yachts are now built by Messrs. Holmes, Shaw,
plan to compete. There is a great and increasing de.

j

for spring chickens, particularly from the hotels,
and a half a pair is no uncommon price for
dollar
a
and
little things that would scarcely weigh as much in pounds.

mand

will probably not confine himself to the
breeding of chickens, he will doubtless follow the example
of Mr. Montgomery Queen^ a wealthy Californian, who

But Mr. Baker

has invested one hundred thousand dollars in th© enterprise, and commenced raising ostriches for their plumage.

hundred dollars worth
of feathers per annum, and, as Mr. Queen is said to have

Each

bird

is

said to produce two

Bordentown, N. J., the New York
guaranteed
Safety Steam Power Co., and others, with a
gentlemen
these
if
and
hour;
per
speed of 18 to 20 miles

Brown

&

Co.,

of

advertis-

have not yet felt the full result of their generous
is
ing they undoubtedly soon will, for in no other country
sputtering,
little
these
for
there likely to be such a demand
easily handled craft.
the
Wherever there are islands, either on the coast or in
interior, these little craft are likely to multiply, as

sorts

become more

visited.

the re-

In Passamaquoddy, Casco and

FOREST AND STREAM
Buzzard's Bays; in the Archipelago around Newport; at
Thimble Islands, on the Sound; on the sheltered waters
of the Great South Bay of Long Island; from the Cape of

Delaware to

Key West, through

sounds, islands,

all

the intricacies of the

and inside passages; on the

St. John River
Lake Erie; on the back
lakes of Canada; and among the Thousand Islands of the
St. Lawrence, in fact, wherever calms, baffling winds, and

among

in Florida;

the islands of

sudden squalls are frequent, these craft are found in greater
or less number, and for such waters are they eminently
adapted. They h&ve every possible advantage over sailing

have to depend upon capricious weather. Very
charming indeed is a voyage in one of these open steam
launches with their gay streamers and awnings, and jolly

craft that

crowds of passengers. There is no doubt that they will
become more and more popular year by year, and more
and more used as times improve and new resorts become
more frequented.
.*«.»_

The Indians at St. Augustine, Florida.— The wild
now imprisoned at the old Spanish fort at St.

Indians

Augustine constitute a first-class card of attraction to visitors, and almost daily furnish some new sensation for the
sight-seers and pleasure seekers.
War dances and scalp
dances are given con amove for the delectation of spectators; many of the Indians go hunting with the sportsmen; and all employ themselves in the manufacture of
trinkets which they sell for a little money. More than
this, they sometimes build bonfires and illuminate the old
fort; sometimes they are called to take a bath in the briny
ocean which they never saw until recently, or to witness a
yacht race, or balloon ascension, or to go shark-fishing.
Taken all together, the Indians and their visitors harmonize quite comfortably, and contribute to each others' enjoyment. Last week they had a genuine buffalo hunt
not a sham affair like that a year ago at Barnum's Hippodrome, but a real blood and bones prairie slaughter.
The following article from the St. Augustine Press will

show how these amusements are conducted; and, by the
who have friends spending the winter in Florida,
can keep constantly posted with respect to what is going
on down there by subscribing to the Press and having it
sent to them
"The fort was thrown open, when a general stampede
commenced, apparently to see who could gain the best
seat from which to view the mounted Indians pursuing the
bull, (which, by the way, was not quite as ferocious and
wild as was represented to be by the suppliers of the

bye, those

:

animal.)

"A

was chased to the Indians,
common, north of the fort, and the hunt
commenced. Owing to the docility of the beast, the hunt
was of short duration, when 'White Horse,' a Kiowa chief,

who

little

before three the bull

skirted the

bended bow an arrow that pierced far
causing its death in a few moments. The shot had been well aimed, and a vital spot
was hit. The arrow, with the exception of the feathers,
was buried into the bull, and also withdrawn by 'White
Horse,' before the 'buffalo' succumbed. It was the only
let

depart from his

into the side of the bull,

arrow shot, therefore the Kiowa chief claimed all honors.
Four Indian butchers were on hand, the beef skinned,
quartered, and carried within the fort, where fires were
being lighted for the cooking of the meat, for a feast for
the Indians, who, decked with plumes and adorned with
paint, began to assemble in the court yard of the fort.
The scene was a novel one, the Indians in full costume
dancing, whilst waiting for the beef to cook.
The crowd
of spectators within the fort now increased, and when the
Indians sat down to their frugal meal, the assemblage was
estimated at between twelve and fifteen hundred.
The
dinner ceremonies were for a time interesting, when the
crowd began to depart, and sundown found them entirely
gone, and the Indians still struggling with 'stewed buffalo.'
"Again, as early as seven o'clock in the evening, the influx to the fort was resumed, and at eight the gathering to
witness the war dance was equal to that of the afternoon.
Three large bright fires were burning, around which were
Indians wildly dancing. The doings of the evening consisted of a series of war dances, and were kept up with
good spirit until after ten, at which time the happy Indians
retired.

"The day passed off pleasantly, and alike did the entertainments, which were under the supervision of an appointed committee, who did all in their power to afford
amusement, and considering the disadvantages under
which they labored, the days' sport was a success."

—

Fish and Fishing at the Centennial. In the able
hands of the well-known house of Bradford & Anthony,
of Boston, the

exhibition of fishing tackle of American

manufacture at the Centennial appears likely to be one of
great interest and excellence.
It having been understood
in

some quarters that Forest and Stream were

to exercise

department, we would say that our
be confined to the collection of sportsmen's outmore particularly, including clothing, guns, pistols,

jurisdiction over this
efforts will
fits

We

and all the appliances of shooting, boats, etc.
shall
be happy, however, to receive and forward to Messrs. Bradford

& Anthony

that

may be

anything in the shape of fishing tackle

sent to us.

—

•**»

———

—

An Elegant

Prize. The enp presented by this paper
to the National Poultry Association of Chicago, as the
leading prize at their great Bench Show of Dogs, to be held
this month, is now on exhibition in the window of the MeridenBrittaniaCo., the manufacturers, No. 550 Broadway.
We would advise all those who love the dog, or admire the
beautiful in art, to see it.
A cut and description will appear next week.
.

^-Although this

.

.

.

^>^

....

said to be the warmest weather at
this season ever before known,
the record nevertheless
shows that last January, 1875, was just as warm at this
date,

is

and even warmer,
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A
January open for catching speckled trout in Ontario
more unfortunate privilege could not be granted for the
destruction of trout, as one can cut a hole through the ice
of any mill-dam or deep water and clear that pond or
stream in a few days of all the trout in it. It is a wellknown fact that trout in the winter inhabit the deep water,
consequently, where holes are cut they gather there in
shoals and are easily fished out.
We hope the Government will at once cancel that order
.

—The January meeting of the New York Association
for the Protection of Game was held last Monday night at
the residence of Clinton Gilbert, Esq., No. 20 West Tenth
Royal Phelps, President, in the chair. Among the
communications read were one from A. W. Lawrence,
street,

game constable

at Moose River, New York, recording the
successful prosecution of offenders, four-fifths of those arrested having been convicted and fined
Mr. John Page,
of St. Paul, Minn., complained of the difliculties of en-

making the

for the Province of Ontario,

close season

from

.

forcing the

game laws

being opposed to

in Minnesota, popular opinion there

To

communication Mr. Phelps
replied that the New York association had experienced
similar opposition some ten or fifteen years ago, but by its
persistent labors had convinced the masses that the protecit.

this

tion of game was a much greater benefit to them than to the
sportsman, and were continually convincing restaurant and
hotel keepers of the advantages arising from properly enforced game laws, thereby greatly diminishing the labors
of the thirty protective associations in the State.
He
added, that in order to protect the game of the West the
citizens should form associations and name constables, as
the New York associations did.
"It is not an uncom-

mon

thing," he said, "to see on our wharves during the
closed season at one time a hundred barrels of prairie

chickens and grouse en route for England, shipped at some
Western city, and fully addressed to their destination.*'
On motion of Col. Wagstaff, the Committee on Amending the Game Laws was authorized to substitute the word
"daylight" for "sunrise" in section 2 of the amended game
laws, relating to the shooting of ducks between sunset and
sunrise.

The

Secretary announced that he had sent copies of the
proposed amendments to the State association, and thirtysix other associations for the protection of game and fish,
in order that their members might use their influence in
having them passed by the Legislature. He also announced
that the association had obtained judgment for $125 from
a restaurant keeper named John A. Currier for violating
the game laws. The Treasurer's report for the year 1874
showed a cash balance of $74.34, carried over to the present year, after meeting all expenses, and a fund to their
credit of $4,000, invested in United States securities.
An election of officers for the ensuing year was then
hied, and the following gentlemen were unanimously reelected: President, Royal Phelps; Vice-President, Robert
B. Roosevelt; Secretary and Treasurer, Thomas N. Cuthbert; Counsel, Charles E. Whitehead; Executive Committee, B. L. Swan, Jr., Clinton Gilbert, and Francis H.
Palmer. The meeting then adjourned, and the members

were entertained by Mr. Gilbert.

—A correspondent of

the

Richmond Whig

writes to that

paper, saying that for twenty years he has protected and
multiplied the game birds on his farm by regularly catching all the hawks that visited it. His manner of doing
"I set steel traps of the
this he describes as follows:
mink and otter size, baited with red birds, blue birds, larks,
or any bird of bright and conspicuous plumage, at points
frequented by the hawks. If there be no stock in the
field, I prefer to set the traps on the ground, fastened by a

chain or line to a small stake. If stock run at large in the
adjust the trap on the top of a stake out of their
The best points for the location of the traps are
reach.
along and at the intervention of ditches, and near trees
upon which the hawks are in the habit of nesting. The
first year I commenced using these traps I caught thirtyI began with
three hawks, many being of the largest size.
I have never caught less
three traps, and now have eight.
than twelve or fifteen hawks a winter, when I keep the
Besides
traps baited. Last winter I caught twenty-six.
hawks, I also catch owls, minks, weasels, 'coons, 'possums,
and cats." Although he is an ardent sportsman, and shoots
constantly, birds are more numerous on hi» farm than anywhere else in the vicinity. Unquestionably hawks are terribly
field,

destructive to birds and their young, and so. also are foxes,
probably destroying dozens where the sportsman shoots
one, and, if they could be kept down, a rapid increase in
the quantity of game would be the result. Why do not
some of the sportsmen's associations turn their attention to
this matter? A small reward offered for each hawk would
be an incentive to the boys to trap them, and the results
would undoubtedly soon be apparent.

—

Although we have repeatedly called attention to the
wholesale slaughler of game in various localities, and its
shipment thence to available markets, few persons can
realize the extent of the business; and nothing will show
it so readily as a few solid facts which we herewith print.
They were obtained from the Superintendent of the Eastern Express Company, operating in New England and the
Canadian provinces. A transcript of the way bills over
two routes only show that over fourteen tons of venison
and ruffed grouse have been shipped out of the State of
Of this weight 17,000
Maine during the past season.
These figures do not cover the
pounds were grouse.
amount shipped by this Company from other routes; game
sent by other express companies, or as freight; nor, indeed,
all that was sent over these two routes; but only what was
known to be grouse. Many boxes containing grouse did
not have their contents stated. The data, however, would
indicate that forty tons would be a low figure of the amount
shipped out of the State by market shooters this fall
By some strange ignorance or oversight, such as too
frequently attends legislative tinkering with the game laws,
the recent Canadian Order-in-Council left the month of

—

15th September

till

1st of April.

—A

meeting of the subscribers of the fund for stocking
the Bu9hkill with trout, and enforcing the laws of the
State of Pennsylvania against illegal fishing, was held at
Reeder, Easton, on Wednesthe office of Messrs. Reeder

f

&

day evening, December 30th inst., when it was resolved
"that an association be formed to be designated as the
Bushkili Angling Association, the membership to be composed of those subscribers to the fund that may sign the
Constitution, property owners along the Bushkili, and
such other persons as may be admitted under the provisions of the constitution. Mr. Howard J. Reeder was
elected President; John P. Hess, Secretary; Samuel Arnold, Treasurer, and Nelson P. Cornel, Robert Arnold,
Harlem P. Hess, Charles Bercaw, and Benjamin Fleming
as the Executive Committee.
Mr. Reeder is well known
as one of the Fish Commissioners of Pennsylvania.

The Turf

Field and

Farm

of recent date contains a sug-

worth considering by those who are operating for an approved and improved law regulating close
seasons for game and fish. It says:
"The French system for the protection of game, as we

gestion

which

is

understand it; is as follows: France, containing 204,091
square miles, is divided into 87 Departments, just as the
State of New York, wrih its area of 47,000 square miles, is
divided into 60 counties. As the laws are administered in
the American States by elective governers, so in the French
Departments the executive power is confided to the Prefects, with this difference, however: the latter are appointed by the central power at Paris. These Prefects have each
an advisory council, called the 'consed general,' composed
of a certain number of the more prominent citizens of their
respective Departments. These councils decide upon the
opening and closing of the shooting season each year, and
this decision is promulgated by a proclamation from the
Prefect. The wisdom of this system is apparent, and con-

the fact that the exigencies of climate, the interests
of the farmers, and the protection of game, are all made to
harmonize. Thus, if the harvests are backward, or the
birds immature, as is so often the case in this country, the
opening of the shooting may be postponed until all interests are conciliated, or, if it be necessary for the protection
of game in any particular district, the close season may be
maintained for a year or more, as the Council may deem
expedient. In this way the vicissitudes of climate and other contingencies may be provided for as they arise, and
sists in

game more thorouhly protected than it possibly can
be under any system yet devised for this country.
the

—

The question of the rights of ownership in fish and
game found on one's premises is likely to engage discussion
to the end of time.
The following arguments in favor of
the land owner are advanced by the Vermont Watchman

—

and Journal:
"If it was the common law that hens, chickens, turkeys,
and geese belonged to nobody; that anybody might kill
and eat them at pleasure, it would not be long before the
race of domestic fowls would become extinct.
Nobody
would dare to leave an egg in a nest, lest some one else
should get it or leave a half-ripe chicken on the roost,
lest some one else should pick it.
Every man would slay
all he could lay his hands on.
Or if it was the common
law that sheep and lambs belonged to nobody, it would be
impossible to preserve them from utter destruction. Each
man, when he saw a sheep or lamb, would take and se;

quester
start of

it

for his

own

use, lest his neighbor should get the

him.

"There is no common or statute law protecting fish and
game, therefore our fish and game are rapidly disappearing;
in fact, have almost entirely been exterminated.
What
belongs to everybody belongs to nobody, hence our streams
and forests, which might produce enough fish and game to
pay all our taxes, and leave us a handsome sum besides,
are as barren and unproductive as a stagnant pool, or the
Desert of Siberia,

"What we need is a law, not simply protecting game and
fish— for such a law is as useless as any sumptuary statute
but one making game and fish the property of the owners of the land on which they are found, and the streams
through whose territory they run. Then, every man who
owned a forest or stream, would protect his property in
game and fish as much as he would protect his property in
poultry and sheep. A law protecting fish and game "can
provide no adequate means to secure the protection. A
law making the fish and game of the State the property of
those upon whose estates they are found, would make each
land holder in the State an interested keeper and guardian

—

of his property.
"The result of such laws would be, first, the enrichment
of the people of the State. Every farm would become a
breeding ground for the most delicate and luxurious articles of food for the table.
In every stream and forest
would be raised, without cost to the proprietor, food
enough to equal all the product of the poultry-yard and
sheepfold.
The annual increase of fish and game, under
favorable circumstances is greater than the annual increase of domestie animals.
The woods and streams
furnish abundant supplies of costless food to their denizens.
The proprietor, if he did not wish to secure his
own game, could lease the privilege of shooting or fishing
as is done in other countries, for a sum that would exceed
his interest and taxes, and would furnish in many cases a

handsome revenue.

It would turn what is now of no
especially if he should cultivate his forest and
streams, into a source of large and increasing profit.
"And the second result of such laws would be to the
advantage of the sportsman. Now, sport is a rapidly vanishing thing.
gun is of no use any more, except to
shoot at a target. Our fishing-rods are bemsv
the chimney-piece as memorials of an anck
profit,

A

'

'

— We

Pennsylvania State Association.
desire to call
the attention of sportsmen to the meeting of the Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association for the protection
of fish and game, which will be held at Harrisburg, on
Tuesday the 18th

inst.

Fishkill-on-the-Hudson, December 28th,

Editor Forest and Stream:—
There is a strong inducement to

There are two points upon which

should like to offer suggestions to the sportsmen of
Pennsylvania, if the object of the present convention is
lo provide for the amending of their game laws.
The
first is, that they should have a bill passed offering a

bounty for hawks, foxes, and polecats, and the other, to
make the penalties for trapping and snaring ruffed grouse
(pheasants)

more

severe, and, if possible, provide for the

better execution of those

now

in force.

—

Game Pkotection

in Canada. The January meeting
of the County of Peterboro Fish and Game Protection
Society was held last week. Reports were read from several of the district committeemen, stating that few or no
infractions of the game law have taken place in their localities since the formation of the society.
Communications were read from the Prescotfc and Russell Society,
suggesting means for the passage of game protective laws
to suit the different counties; from the Secretary of the
Guelph Fish Protective Association, expressing the hope
of seeing a Provincial game and fish protective society established on a proper basis, its membership list being composed of delegates from all the county societies throughout the Province; from B. C. Marshall, London, to say
that the keel had been laid for a strong and active game
protective club in that city; and from Mr. Samuel Wilmot,
Newcastle, concurring in the desires of this society of
having a further change in the fishery regulations regarding the close season for salmon trout in the small island
lakes. After the transaction of other business, the meeting adjourned to meet on the first Wednesday in February.
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The Sanford House has just
$10 per acre
been opened at Lake Monroe on the St. Johns River. It
will compare favorably with the hotels atLongRrahch
The Fort George Hotel is now open.

selling at

articles

.

I feel, perhaps, a special interest in this subject
on Game Protection
because 1 live in a region of country, where, if our game is not protected
it will soon, be exterminated.
I am happy to say, that our ruffed grouse shooting has been better this
year than for several years past. Our woodcock, alas, decrease in numNow, what is the reason for this? One single mis.
bers every season
take in our game law accounts for it all. Namely: that clause allowing
the shooting of these birds during the months of July and August, and
unless this is changed, woodcock shooting will soon be, for us, a sport
of the past. You are doubtless better acquainted with this subject than I,
but the greatest discouragement to the sportsman, is the practice by market shooters (and I fear others besides) of shooting woodcock, chicken,
and partridge together, from the first moment Saratoga hotels, and
other fashionable summer resorts are opened, where they are sold as
young woodcock, and placed on the table to delight the palate of our detestable snobs, who pronounce woodcock the most delicious of game
birds. Alas! for the education of our citizens! But, perhaps when the
Government sees fit to adopt measures for compulsory education, a generation may spring up that can tell the difference between black and
white meat
I have written this letter to you, thinking that I might learn through
your paper what the general sentiment of our sporting people is, in regard to the important question of summer woodcock shooting. The result of our summer shooting is, that the birds are almost entirely extinguished before the birds are able to take care of themselves, and that
many of our partridges are slaughtered when only half grown The
woodcock that chance to escape are very sure not to return to their old
haunts another year. The practice of killing woodcock in the middle of
summer, compels us to rely almost entirely on the migrating birds for
our fall shooting, and I think the birds not in their prime, either for
eating or shooting, until September. It follows also that when you hunt
for woodcock alone, that your dog often points on partridges, and the
fugitive birds disappoint not only your dog, but yourself. It is my
opinion, that in many parts of our State, the extending the close season
for partridge until September 1st, is useless, as long as the woodcock
season opens in July; and also that unless woodcock have more protection, our favorite sport will soon be a thing of the past.
For these reasons, and others that may occur to sportsmen of more experience than
I, let me solicit your earnest aid in having a law passed, extending the
close season for woodcock until the 1st of September. The result of
this would be satisfactory to every one but the pot-hunter and hotel
keeper— the greatest enemies to our game biris.
Mark.
.

.

ago, one of our shooting
friends called in to say that he had just returned from a

.

days' quail shooting in Connecticut, where he found but
few birds, yet those he shot were of an unusual size, and
upon carefully weighing a pair of the heaviest, he found
them to weigh 17£ ounces. Those were heavier than any
we have ever shot, and we will be glad to know if any of
our readers have ever found any so large.

--

—

from which disease many have died.
It resembles the Texas fever among cattle, and is believed by
some to have been communicated from the cattle.

section,

— The

_^

\m

,

defiance of the

While this can no longer exist, it still shows the
importance of having a uniform law between the two countries.
G. M. Fairchild, Jr.
prohibitory statutes.

.

Patten's Mills, January 5th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Can there mot be a law to limit trout fishing to one hook, as it is in
some of the New England States? If it could be it would accommodate
the majority of people that come to Lake George. There are a few

the skill and do nothing else but troll for trout, and as
they catch more in May and June than any other time, they catch large
amounts, and dispose of them as best they can, leaving poor fishing for
the man that comes to the lake later in the season. The bass in the lake
want protection from the 20th May to 15th July. These are the two ex
treme dates. I have seen bass making their beds as early as 20th May,
but commonly from 10th June to the 80th, when they are all in, and very
-~<«eldon3 r ve
before 15th of July unless compelled to do so.
ries.
No, 18« Ma^Kec-.^
to lgt of Novemb
and want protecfcion
vama Jtolroad Depots.
November br^ ok trout
t

«

,

atrarius.
nidca.
Kingftsh, Menticvrrus nebulosus.
Striped Bass or Rockflsh, Boccus
lineatus,
Sea Bass, Scicenops ocellatus.
Sheepshead, Archosargus probato- Tailorfish, Pomat<mus saUatrios.
Black bass, Microplerus salmolde8\
cephalus.
Snapper, Lutjanus caxus.
M. nigiwans.

forcement of their game laws, for although similar laws are in existence
in Canada, they have been virtually a dead letter, pwing to the country's
being so sparsely settled, and its inhabitants in full sympathy with the
violators, who also having a ready market across the lines were enabled

.

»

Grouper, Epinephelpus nigritust
Porapano, Trachynotus carolxnus.
Drum (two species.) Family Scice- Trout (black bass,) Centropristh

A

Jen*^^ mh
-Bshwsy, New Brunswick 8*\_

Miver

BOUTHKRR WATERS.

''The severity of the fine inflicted in a recent case in New York, of
violating the game laws, will attract attention to the excellent work
which the American Society for the Protection of Game is doing. In
this case the simple act of offering trout for sale during the close season
was regarded as making the dealers liable to the penalty; evidence
as to where the fish were caught being of no avail.
similar course of
procedure in the Boston markets completely broke up the traffic in unseasonable fish and game, though it could easily have been shown in
many instances that the shooting and fishing had not been done in the
United States. This mode of enforcing the law is far more effective than
any other, since, it only rarely happens that a sportsman returning from
the meadows can be arrested with his gun upon his shoulder and the
robins in his game bag."
Canada is indebted to the eastern cities and States for the rigid en-

J J:|WS
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FISH IN SEASON IN JANUARY.

Englewood, New Jersey, December 24th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
The Quebec Chronicle of a recent date contains the following:—

men who have

Compauy should

they are liable to injury, as it pays promptly, and insures
for such a low rate that every one can afford to be insured.
Mr. Dillbee, killed at the Westminster Hotel a few days
ago, was insured for $5,000 in it, and the sum was paid immediately.

Legislature.

V^

Hartford Accident Insurance

receive the attention of all sportsmen and gentlemen who
spend any portion of their time amidst scenes in which

published voluminous correspondence on this
subject, for and against summer shooting.
The opinion of
sportsmen is divided, but greatly inclining toward the
abolition of summer woodcock shooting, and efforts to prevent it in this State will be made this winter through our

game in

correspondent in Montgomery County, Kansas, reamong the deer of that

ports the black tongue as prevalent

We have

their relentless warfare against the

A.

speckled trout (Salmofontinalis).

—

Mesh Measures. — Land and
mesh measures,

{Under the head of "Game and Fish in Season" we can only specify In
general tsrms the several varieties, because the laws of States vary so much
that were we to attempt to particularize we could do no less than publish
those entire sections that relate to the kinds of game in question.
This
would require a great amount of our space. In designating game we are
guided by the laws of mature, upon which all legislation is founded, ami
our readers woidd do well to provide themselves with the laws of their respsclive Stales for constant reference.
Otherwise, our attempts to assist
them will only create confusion.]

—

Fish in Market. Up to the present cold snap the
supply of fish has been abundant, but the change in
weather is immediately felt, and the prices go up with a
decrease in supply.
Green turtle from Key West are very
scarce, there having been but one lot received for four
weeks-, price, 25 cents per pound".
A splendid lot of red
snappers came up during the week from the same port,
probably the finest ever seen in this market they sold for
20 cents. The flavor of this fish is something between
that of a striped bass and a sheepshead.
Striped bass,
from the Mirimichi, bring 25 cents per pound; smelts, from
Maine, 25 cents per pound, and 15 cents for frozen; bluefish, 15 cents; salmon, 50 cents; mackerel, 20 cents each;
shad are not so abundant as they were last week, those in
market having been taken in Florida waters, shipped to
Savannah, and from thence forwarded to this city; price,
75 cents each; a few, however, were taken off the coast of
North Carolina. White perch are worth 18 cents; Spanish
mackerel, 40 cents; codfish, caught off Sandy Hook and
the South Side of Long Island, 8 to 10 cents; blackfish, 51
cents; eels, 15 to 20 cents; sheepshead, 30 cents; whitefish, 18 cents; pickerel, 15 cents; sunfish, 10 cents; salmon
trout, 20 cents; pompano, $1; terrapins, $12 per dozen;
lobsters, 8 to 10 cents per pound; scollops, $1 per gallon;
soft clams, 30 to 60 cents per hundred; hard crabs, $3.50
per hundred; soft crabs, 73. cents per dozen.
;

Water says that as long as

in the shape of brass fishes

of various sizes, were carried by water bailiffs for the purpose of ascertaining whether the meshes of nets conformed
to the sizes allowed by law.
The plan is worthy of imitation at the present day.

^ —Mr.

J.

Ives Pease, of

Twin Lakes, Canaan,

the following timely instructions for

Ct.,

sends

Winter fishing through

ice:

"Fishing through the ice may not be a thoroughly artisoperation, but to the average sportsman it is certainly
exhilarating.
Given one of our pretty inland ponds
Twin Lakes, for instance a sheet of opaque ice not too

tic

—

thick, a score or

Large Quail.— A few days

.

just been
favored with a call from John
Mowatt, Esq., Fisheries Superintendent of the Restigouche
district, in Qanada, and well known to all anglers who frequent that section. Next Summer we hope to return* his
visit, and wet a line in the famous river over which he exercises watch and ward so efficiently.
We are glad to
know that Mr. Mowatt agrees with us in the opinion that
sea trout (Sahno Canadensis) are a different fish from

A Steam Fishing Smack. Messrs. Rogers & Edwards,
commission fish dealers of Fulton Market, are building a
steam propeller for the purpose of bringing the boats and
fishing gear to the ground and the catch to the market. The
new fishing craft is called the Gerret Polhemus, is 79 tons
burden, and 103 feet long. She will carry six fishing yawls,
15,000 fathoms of line and 15,000 fish hooks; she has also six
ice houses for the reception of the fish, and also wells.
She
will leave New York at night, arrive at the fishing grounds
around Sandy Hook in three or four hours, send out the
boats, each of which will be anchored with 400 fathoms of
line with 400 hooks attached set, pick them up with their
catch, and return in time for the opening of the maiket
on the day following the fishing, The great saving will be
in ice, which it is thought will pay for the fuel.

high
There are 150 guests at the St.
Hotel, Jacksonville, an excess of 40 over last year.
land ou the St. Johns River, opposite Jacksonville,

27, 1875.

—"We have

penalty be heavy) even if they can prove the game was killed in Alaska.
The idea of appointing a chief game commissioner is a good one, providing he would select deputies of the right sort. I was told when I
came here that they had a game constable appointed, but after conversation with said constable, I made up my mind that he was not a sportsman, and I found I was right, for before the law permitted the killing of
woodcock, (July 4th,) that man was one of a party that went to Orange
county to shoot woodcock. They arrived home July 3a. As soon as I
heard he had gone for that purpose, I had two men watch for his return.
They failed to see any birds in his possession, (but I think a search warrant might have found some). One grocery store in this place received
ruffed grouse by the dozen this fall, that the proprietor told me, (to use
his words,) "were trapped just above here." Now if the snaring of
groufce is prohibited, why not prohibit the selling of snared grouse, for
any marketman who cannot tell a snared grouse from one that is shot,
shouid not be allowed to keep a game market. For my part, as much as
I like my season's shoot, I would be willing to deny myself the pleasure
for a few years and give all the game a chance to increase, for 1 am satisfied that it will continue to decrease until the law is more eflic.ent. I am
now preparing a copy of a law for game birds that I should like to see
in force in this and adjoining States, with my reasons, &c. When I get
it ready I will send it to you as I woold
like to have you express your
views on it, and if you think it advisable, present it to the public through

stories

I read your paper with, great pleasure, because of its intrinsic merits,
and for the interest which it manifests in the constant growth of manly

I read with greatest delight

game out

if

for the Florida
State Fair is to be 140 feet long, 72 feet wide, and two

.

sports throughout the country.

kill

now

-^•»
Florida Items.— The new building

*»»

Albany, New York, December
Editor Forest and Stream:—

1875.

of season owing to the
the close season for deer, for instance, commences November 10th, close the markets December 1st at
the farthest. Better still have them closed with the commencement of
the close season, as you may be sure if there is one day's grace given to
the markets there will be game killed. Have the law alike in adjoining
States, and let the having in possession convict the parties, (and let the

ready markets for their sale;

we

on

—
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to carry

—
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two of well

set lines, plenty of lively
the sky slightly overcast, or with a light snow
falling, and it is a sport that even a Hackensack fox hunter might (just now) be glad to take to.
During the last
two weeks many fine strings of perch and pickerel have
been taken from the shallower of the 'Twins,' which was
first frozen.
All sorts of devices have been resorted to,
from stunning blows on the thin ice, over the half torpid
fish, or hooking up through holes cut for the purpose, to
the more legitimate mode ot hook and line, with a pond
shiner for lure. The old method was to cut holes with an
axe, plant a bush beside each hole, hitch the line, with a
little red flag, to a branch, and trust to luck.
More re'live bait,'

cently, many sorts of tilters, or tip-ups, have come into
One of the best consists of two sticks, set at right
use.
angles, with a cross-piece at their junction, by way of base,
one arm holding the flag and the other the line. The objection to this one is that it is liable to freeze in if the ice
is at all wet, and ihere is no place to wind the line when
all is done.
The best one I have yet used is that which
figures in this engraving. Any one with a
,..,,
'''
good gimlet, a little gumption, and a jack
>'X"
knife, may make a score of them in an even- /
ing or two. Take a piece of lath, eighteen
or twenty inches long, and at four inches
from one end make a mortice an inch or so
long, and wide enough to let a wire, holding
a sliding weight, (as described further on),
p*ss through it. At some distance from the
oilier end bore a hole to pass the iine
through, and scollop out the two ends of
the stick, so that the line can be wound upon it. Next
take a piece of wire' (brass preferred) about a footTn
length, and at lour inches from ihe end give it a turn round
the pin that is to hold it in the. mortice, so bending the
wire that the two ends may lie on opposite sides of the lath,
as shown
the engraving. Slip a leaden weight on each
end ot the wire, fasten a little red flag on the long end, loop
the line to a suitable bend at the other, and the 'tilter' is
complete. To set it, chip out a suitable slot in the ice a
few inches from the hole, incline the tilt at the angle that
will bring the line over it, loop the line to the top of the
wire, and when there is a bite down goes the tilt and up
goes the flag, and the pickere* is, or ought to be yours
"To cut holes in ice neatly, an iee-chisel is sometimes
used, but the writer has just tried a newly invented 'Iceaugur,' that bores a six inch hole, or rather takes out a plug
of that size and leaves the hole.
This augur consists (as
will be seen in the annexed engraving) of an
upright shaft some two feet long, to the bottom of which is fitted a small augur, and to
the top, a common bit stock. Two arms
project from this shaft at right angles, and
about a foot from the lower end, and are
bent down parallel to it, and at three inches
distant from it; into these arms are screwed
two steel cutters, in shape like the lip of a
centre-bit, and calculated to cut a groove
an inch or so wide ai ound the plug, as shown
in the dotted lines in the cut.
To stiffen
these arms a disk of sheet-iron (slit as in the
common post augur) is slipped to both shaft
and arms, where it serves to remove the
chips as the boring deepens. If the ice is
very thick then 'plugs' maybe chipped out,
and the boring continued till you strike water. The advantage of this ice-augur is, that it cuts a smooth hole,
without noise or great labor; leaves no chip-ice to freeze in
and catch the slack of the line, or make hubby-walking; is
easily carried, and with the aid of an ice-chisel, will bore
through ice of a thickness that can hardly be done in the
.,-

m

ordinary way,

— Here

an anecdote of Judge Fullerton, so honorably
with the long-to-be-remembered Beech er trial.
The narrator is George Dawson, Esq., of the Albany Journal, whose companion the Judge was last Summer during
a salmon fishing excursion to the river Caspapedia, in
is

identified

Canada :—
"The Judge entered upon his work with grace and skill.
His first casts were made with becoming caution asif
feeling his way for the open joints in the harness of a
prafty witness.
He was too wise an angler to drop his fly

—
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Like a wary genera]
into the centre of a pool abruptly.
ne worked his way to the keart of the citadel by "gradual
novice would have charged him with unapproaches."
due timidity, just as impatient lookers on sometimes accuse him of irrelevancy when carefully drawing the net of
his irresistible logic around his bewildered victim in the
witness box, during that famous Brooklyn combat of inHe knew what he was about then; he
tellectual giants.
knows what he is about now. He was too wise a lawyer
to thwart himself by inordinate haste; and he is too skilful an angler to hazard success by undue precipitancy.
Toot by foot his casts were lengthened, and swept graceFoot by foot he
fully across the current of the pool.
worked his way to the objective point, where rested what
And
he coveted more than the verdict of judge or jury.
now at last the fly drops gently upon the glistening surface
of the dark water, just at the point desired, when there
followed a rush and strike, and a momentary pause, as if
fish and fisher were alike astounded, and then click, whiz,
whir-r r went the reel, as if harnessed to a lightning train
Away went the fish
with a thunderbolt for a locomotive.
with two hundred feet of line, but stopping at that distance as suddenly as if arrested by a peremptory order of
Then came the tug of war; first, to hold him—
the court.
that required muscle; then to bear with him while he
sulked— that required patience. The Judge had both, and
For ten minboth were brought into skilful requisition.
utes not a fin stirred; but the taut line, as it resisted the
combined pressure of the current and the fish, thrummed
like an aaolian harp, and made every nerve tingle with deAs became the_watchful angler that he is, the eyes
light.

A

Judge were immoyably fixed upon his line as it
stretched out straight before him.
He believed the fish to
be near the opposite bank in a direct line with his rod, and
lie was looking intently for some sign of life from the spot
where he supposed his fish was sulking; when click! click!
whiz z z z, again went the reel, and a huge fish leaped his
whole length out of water a hundred "feet above him.
"Hello," said the Judge, "there's another fellow!"
"No,
that's youi\ fish," said the Indian gaffer.
'Blazes! you
What's he doing there? He's not within a
don't say?
hundred feet of my line." "It's your fish, sir. The swift
current makes your line bend like the new moon."
And
this was the fact; but the illusion was so perfect that it required several like experiences to convince him that his
ot the

*

was not "fooling him" upon that occasion.
"After an hour's struggle, and with a skill and judgment
which excited the admiral ion of all who witnessed the battle, the fish was killed and captured.
When he kicked the
beam at the twenty-eight pounds notch, the Judge was a
proud and a happy man. There are many things he will
forget as old Time weaves silver threads amid his auburn
locks, but he will never forget his astonishment when that
fish showed himself one hundred feet from the point where
Indian gaffer

was intently watching him."

lie

^++.

MORE NEEDLE POINTS— "SHARPS."
Boston, January

7th, 1876.

Editor Forest _nd Stream.:—
I find in your issue of November 25th, an article from Seth Green, in
which he recommends hooks made from needles, for salmon and trout
fishing, I am not surprised that the gentleman should prefer hooks
without beards for taking such trout as he has been in the habit of angling for; but I will confers to some astonishment that he should presume
to instruct old salmon fishers, especially as I believe he has never been
bo fortunate as to

have killed a sahno salar. I venture the opinion, that
Mr. Green should ever have the good Inck to fasten to a twenty-five or
thirty pound salmon in rough water, he would (
by the time the
fish had made two or three leaps, and perhaps bolted for the rapids) wish
he had one of those India-rubber arms, of which he speaks, long enough
to reach to some friend and brother of the angle, who had the good
sense to leave those needles at home for the benefit of his wife, and beg
from him a few flies made on No. 2 or 3 hollow-pointed Limerick hooks.
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BOAT.

a remarkable boat was brought into
Bradford & Anthony, 374 Washington street, to await transportation to the Centennial Exhibition with a large collection of implements which they
are now making
for the Smithsonian Institution and the
y* S. Fish Commission.
The boat came in a box not so
large as some
trunks we have seen, which, being opened,
revealed what at first sight seemed to be an oblong basket
with a

Saturday

last

the store of Messrs.

When

turned out on the floor it was taken
immediately drawn out to the
then was seen to be a lattice
frame of great
lightness and strength, a man standing in
the middle
of it while it rested upon supports at the ends.
P^er this frame a waterproof canvas cover was laid, and
ln ten
minutes it was ready for sea. Indeed, it hid already
^ade its trial' trip on the sound, carrying four men with
e ase, and
drawing only four inches of water. Its entire
carrying capacity
is half a ton, while its own weight is
out seventy-five
pounds. This is for the largest and heavlid.

hold of by two
men and
length of twelve
feet.
It

pattern, it being the intention of the builder to make
smaller and lighter
patterns down to the "valise" style for
°Qe or two persons.
The use of canvas for boats is not

le st

e ^-

Its

strength

is

greater than the ordinary birch or
and when made impervious to

JJ
cedar
used in light boats,
water by Mr. Tappan's

process,

Ail e

principle

makes the dryest

on which the frame

as

seen in

Lynn Yacht Club.— At the annual meeting of the Lynn
Yacht Club, held Tuesday evening, 4ih inst., the following
officers were elected for 1876:—
Commodore, George L. Babb; Vice Commodore, W. E.
Neal; Fleet Captain, C. H. Clifford; Secretary, F. L. Earle;
Treasurer, H. S. Marks; Measurer, J. M. Taylor; Trustees,
Q. A. Towns, Alvin Richardson, Wm. McMurphy; Regatta Committee, J. W. Haines, C. H. Clifford, Ed. Poland, S. T. Downs, F. H. Cars well.
The following resolution was adopted:
Resolved, That, in the opinion of the Club, Manning's
"Yachting Annual" is beneficial to the yachtsmen of today, and we hereby officially recognize the same, and instruct the Secretary and Measurer to furnish all information asked for the benefit of the book and refuse information to all others in opposition to it.

The College Regatta.— The Rowing Association of
American Colleges held its adjourned convention in this
city on Tuesday of last week.
The following colleges
were represented
Amherst, Bowdoin, Brown, Columbia,
:

Dartmouth, Hamilton, Cornell, Harvard, Princeton, Trinitv, Union, Wesleyan, and Williams.
Mr. Rees, of Columbia, gave the majority report, in the course of which he
read letters from W. Gordon Mitchell, Hon. Sec. of the
Cambridge W. B. C, and John R. Leslie, Vice President
of the Dublin
B. C. The former was unable to reply

W

that one of the

two delegates from

each, college

is

of boats.

constructed has

its

be a grad-

uate.

The con vention voted the thanks of the association to
the authorities of New London, for their kind atentions to
the Regatta Committee, and adjourned to meet on Dec. 2d,
1876, at the same place

—The
3d

Schuylkill Naval Board, at their meeting on the
the following officers for the ensuing year:

inst., elected

James M. Ferguson, Commodore; John Hockley, Jr.,
Vice Commodore; J. Gillingham, Secretary; W. R. Tucker, Log Keeper, and Calhoun Megarge was nominated for
Treasurer.

—The Seawanhaka

Boat Club held its annual meeting at
South Eighth-street, Williamsburg, on
Tuesday pvening, and elected the following officers for
1876:—
For President, Charles A. Girdler; for Vice President,
Daniel A. Moran; for Secretary, W. H. Goodnow; for Fi-

on

Snedeker's,

Secretary, W. A. Kelly; for Treasurer, J. L.
Wheeler; for Captain, R H. Orr; for Investigating Committee, A.Harris, Jr., Frank Adee, N. Guldenkircb; for
Trustees, C. Searle, Frederick A. Fox, J. M. Ranken, A.
W. Fiske, Charles D. Jones.

nancial

—

The National Amateur Regatta Associatiou, which organization is composed of all the principal amateur boat
clubs in the United States, is to hold a meeting in this city
on the 28th inst., to complete arrangements for the annual
regatta, aud to decide upon the "amateur question."
It is
understood that the National Amateur regatta next year
will be held at Philadelphia.

The Gbamercy Boat Club.— The members of the
Gramercy Boat Club met on Saturday to elept officers for
the year, and to consider the question of sending a crew
to the Centennial Exhibition. It was agreed that the Club
should build an eight-oared barge, and send to Philadelphia a picked crew. The folio wing officers were elected:
President, J. A. Baird; Vice President, C. I. Hudson;

John Kyle, H. R. Mills, R, Weisner, and C. F. Nathan.
The Argon auta Boat Cltjb— The Argonauta Boat
Club, of Bergen Point, has already begun preparation for
the coming contests.
A crew of seven men, with the janitor of the club, and a cook, are encamped about forty
miles above Enterprise, on the St. John's River, Fla.,
where they are said to be in active training. The members of the party are Messrs. Eldred, Smith, Stevenson,
Gunster, Dunbar, and Walker, and Eugene Mann.. N. Y.
World.

\ntiaml Uptimes.

.

the challenge until the close of the holidays would permit of a meeting of the captains of the C. U. B. C, and
the latter thinks it liignly improbable that a crew could be
gotten together to cross the Atlantic. The report decided
in favor of Saratoga as the location of the course for the
next regatta, which was confirmed by a vote of the colleges, Amherst, Brown, Bowdoin, and Dartmouth voting for
New London, and the rest for Saratoga. Yale's formal
letter of withdrawal was received and read, and her name
taken from the roll of the Association. Mr. W. F. Weld,
of Harvard, explained the position of his college, and presented a letter addressed to him by the committee appointed to decide the question of withdrawal, concluding as
to

College Athletics.— The Athletic Association of
American Colleges met on Wednesday last, at the Fifth
Ave. Hotel. Harvard. Yale, Columbia, Cornell, Amherst,
Brown, Dartmouth, Union, Hamilton, Trinity, Wesleyan,
Williams, and Princeton were represented. The College
of the City of New York was elected to membership.
It
was voted to hold the sports at Saratoga on the day after
the regatta.
The following programme of sports was

adopted: A mile run, three -mile run, half mile run, quarter mile run, hurdle race of 100 yards, dash of 100 yards,
mile walk, three-mile walk, running high jump, threelegged race, putting a shot, running low jump, and
base ball throwing; for graduates, a mile run and a
mile walk. The first prizes are to be of uniform values.
A motion to restrict the entries for the running and walking matches to two competitors from each college was lost,
as was a motion to invite the English Universities to compete.
Daniel M. Stern, of the N. Y. A. C. was elected
umpire.

"While Harvard may probably repudiate the notion that
she must remain permanently attached to the association,
which no longer fairly represents her interests, simply because it was her fortune to establish the association, there
Glen Drake. Matches were held at this range on
are grave, and, as it seems to the committee, insurmountSaturday, Jan. 8th, 1876. Geo. H. Thompson was the
and
unannounced
sudden
withdrawal
to
a
able objections
now, after the preparations for the next regatta have fairly winner in the Remington Sewing Machine Match, with a
score of 32. In the Subscription Match at 200 yards, the
begun. For these reasons you are hereby authorized to
state to the convention that Harvard will contribute her
following were the winning scores:
best efforts to the success of the next regatta, but that afName.
Score.
Total.
Capt. A. W. Peck
15 4 44
21
ter that event, whether she wins or loses, her connection
CaDt.
Jno
Coburn.
W.
4
4343
18
with the association will cease."
Alfied B. Fry
3 3 4 3 4
17
The selection of judges was next in order, and was acalso
There
was
Subscription
a
Match
at 500 yards; the
complished by the method of ballot peculiar to the associThe conditions were that judges be graduates of winners and scores were as follows:
ation.
Name.
Score.
Total
two years' standing, and that they be under the direction
Lieut. Geo H Thompson
55545
24
Each college nominated a candidate as
of the referee.
Lieut. Geo. H. Thompson
4
5
5
5
4
23
follows: Amherst, E. M. Hartwell, '73; Bowdoin, F. K.
Col. J. T. Underbill
4 4 5 2 5
20
Smythe, '68; Brown, Francis Laughtoa, '70; Dartmouth,
Matches will take place on Thursday next, open to memE R. Nutter, '65; Harvard;- Geo. F. Roberts, '71; Hamil- bers only.
Robert
Cross,
'63;
K.
Coton, E. G. Lull, '72; Princeton,
San Francisco.— The National Guard Shooting Club
lumbia, Robert C. Cornell, '74; Cornell, Rufus Anderson,
'73- Trinity, James H. Brocklesby, '69; Wesleyan, S. H.
held their monthly practice at the San Bruno range on the
2d inst. The day was stormy and cold, but Cunningham's
Olin, '66; Williams, P. C. Chandler, '72; Union, Wm. P.
Rudd, '73. The nominees of Amherst, Hamilton, Prince- roast goose afier the shooting warmed the marksmen up
again.
The following are the scores made, there being
ton, Columbia, and Cornell were elected judges for the reAn attempt was made to amend the constitution so five shots each at 200 and 500 yards— Springfield rifles:—
gatta.
as to exclude as members of crews all students excepting
Name
Total.
Name.
Total.
Burgans
....43 Muller
those who are candidates of the degree of Bachelor of
... ....36
Sherman
41
Hentz
it
was
strongly
but
opposed
Science,
of
35
Arts and Bachelor
Fold
.40 Dibble........
f.
35
by Columbia and Cornell, and, upon being put to ballot, Peterson
39 Griswold
31
was lost by a vote of 8 to 5. It was decided that the crews Snook
3? McElhinney
29
Sime...
39 Templeton
1
28
receive no prizes, except those offered by the association,
Raye
37 Kiose
....
.28
member
offered
to
each
be
of
to
memento
and a suitable
LeBreton
36
resolution was passed that the capthe winning crew.
Average, 35 7i each.
tain of every crew entered in the race submit to the ReAt a great outlay of time and money, a wagon road
gatta Committee, at least one week prior to the race, a cerhas been completed from the highway passing through the
tificate signed by the Presidents of their respective colleDelaware Water Gap to the summit of Mt. Minsi/the peak
ges, that each member of the crew has been a regular
member of the college for at least nine months prior to the forming the Pennsylvania walls of the gap. The mounA suspension bridge is to be built
tain is 1,000 feet high.
race and specifying also his exact status in college at the
from the summit of this mountain to that of Mt. Tamtime of giving the certificate.
On motion of Mr. Rees, of Columbia, it was voted that many, on the Jersey side of the river. This will be the
highest bridge in the world; it will be over half a mile
the race be rowed at 10 o'clock in the morning and that
The cost of the structure will be about $100,000.
long.
the Freshman and single-scull races be rowed the day beMr. Rees also moved that the
—.
fore the University race.
«* « ».
entire charge of the regatta be given to the Regatta ComWhen
a patient will not take beef tea in the ordinary
mittee, which should be at liberty to receive assistance
form, freeze it, and administer in small lnr-*-—
from the Saratoga Boating Association. The motion pre~
On motion of Mr. Luther, of Brown, a new sec- way it forms a most palatable article
vailed.
the
constitution,
of
providing
7
article
cases.
to
in
fever
added
was
tion

—

friends should be mailed no

than Monday in each week.

Bate.

first,

parture.
The builder is Mr. C. A. Fenner, of Mystic
River, Ct., who is thoroughly acquainted with all that belongs to water-craft.
At odd hours he has made cradles
and cribs for children on this extension plan, and has patents covering such work. The application of it to poitable boats, with some of the details, was suggested "by a
clergyman, who prefers to remain in the background.
Any desired information can be obtained by addressing
Mr. Fenner as above.

follows.

Yachting and Ranting.

Of strength

and of compressibility, where each
intersection moves upon a brass rivet.
After it has been
shoved together there still remains a space in which the
canvas is laid, with room for tent, clothing, and victuals.
Ihe whole is then closed by folding down the two seats
for a lid, and the boat is then a stout trunk,
which can be
placed in another box or not. As such, and fitted with
air-tight compartments under the seats,
it will be a very
convenient piece of luggage at sea, or in Florida. A
yachtsman seeing it, said: "I want one of those, to save
towing a boat; something that I can spread out and *ro
asnore with, and stow away when I come aboard." It
can also be used as a shelter tent. Jointed paddles are to
be used with it. Second, improvements will be made in
the next one that is built which have been suggested by
the construction of this one.
A perfected model will take
its place soon after its removal to Philadelphia.
It may be
seen for a few days at the above store, previous to its debridges,

.
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Founded July

4, 1808.

Pure Mastiff
applied for

If

whelped Dec.

10th.

immediately, fine Mastiff Dogs,
from an imported sire and dam,

of the purest breed and oldest pedigree known, which
will be eriven on application.
The price is seventyfive dollars each.
Apply to
McCREARY,

Thos, ^pai»l£s,

H. L.

Whelps,

HURST'S

DUNCKLEE'S
PATENT

Studies

-OF-

Natural History

THOMAS

coachman, at Dr. Wright's, Foster street, Brighton.
P. O. box 260, or at 100 Summer street, Boston.
JanlS 2t

FOR OBJECT TEACHING
AND

4

present popularity is the result of pure
merit."
Commercial, Pittsburgh, Pa.
''Its

Stereoscopic

CAMPING and MINING

IN SCHOOLS

PARLOR ENTERTAINMENT,

—

'*

There is not a dull page between its covers."—J¥. T. Times.
"In fact, the Galaxy is a 'Star' magazine,.'
Commercial Bulletin, Boston.
'

Shot and Bar Lead

1

We

''

—

Animals and Birds of North America.

THE GALAXY.
Manufacture r

IN THE

ral instincts.

112 Walnut

St.,

Philadelphia.

janl3 ly

We offer

PATENTED JUNE

NEXT NUMBER WILL BEGIN

Outside dimensions, packed, 12x12x20 inches.

Weighing only 25 pounds, very durable, will cook
for ten persons, and is especially adapted for camping
purposes. The ware consists of 8 qt. kettle, 6 qt. tea
kettle, 2 qt. coffee pot, fry pan, round tin pan, 2

GEN. GEO. A. CUSTER'S
Office,

To these will be added a second series of foreign
specimens, and various Animals and Birds in grotesque attitudes, never, however, violating their natu-

For 1876.

?

Reminiscences of the Late War.

square pans, dipper, gridiron, tent

and an oven

that will roast 15

collar, 8 ft. funnel,

pounds

beef.

These articles, it is believed, will be second to
"Gen. Sherman's Memoirs"— as vivid pictures of
army life and startling adventure.
(o)

Tliix-d

T

»

ft

ii

i

Ji

thor of

"Madcap
"A Princess

nnmber

of the

The

Edition.

Galaxy.

THE GALAXY FOR

i

i

onoa.

By CHARLES HALLOCK,
AUTHOR OF THE FISHING TOURIST.
a most seasonable book for Sportsmen ^Tourists, Invalids, and Settlers, and has been long needed
by Winter tourists to Florida and pesons seeking settlement there. It gives a full classification of the game
and fish of the Southern Peninsula, routes of interior
and coastwise travel, the agricultural resources of the
is

country, and sites for settlement, hints for camping
out, resorts for game, hotels, and such other information as will be of great benefit to visitors seeking
Florida for health, pleasure, exploration, or permanent settlement.
348 pp., 13mo. Price, $1 50.

PRICE

WE

to

do Without

EVENING
POST.
WITHOUT CHARGE.
Send your orders and you wUl receive the WEEKLY EVENING POST until January 1st, 1876, free.

and get the opening chapter of the
Miss Bellew," written by Thos. Gift.

50

SUBSCRIBE

NOW

serial,

"Pretty

with the Weekly Evening Post, $2.75, or Semi-

Weekly, $4.25.
"A good time-piece, of

simple, yet careful con-

struction."

ST. GERMAIN or STUDENT LAMP, (C. A.
Kleeman's patent,) large size (retail price $7) with
Weekly, $5.75, or with Semi-Weekly, $7.25.
"The best now in use. The light is steady and
bright, and therefore the eyes are not disagreeably
affected, as is the case in reading by gaslight or the
light of other lamps."—Engineering and Mining

THE

Journal.

THE UTILITY ADJUSTABLE TABLE

And for

sale by all booksellers. Sent by mail, postage prepaid, on receipt of price at office of publica-

tion*.

THE AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY, AGENTS.

$8)

ting and basting; a boon to the invalid; a treasure to
children; excellent for games, and useful for writing,
study, lunch, or pic-nic purposes."
WEBSTER'S
DICTIONARY, 1.840
passes quarto; 3,000 illustrations, latest edition,
sheep binding, (retail, $12) with Semi- Weekly, $10;
with Weekly and table, $12.50, or with Weekly and
the Student Lamp, $12.75.

UNABRIDGED

ARY,

Florida Scenery.
Embracing views of the most interesting portions
of the State. Scenery, vegetation peculiar to this semitropical peninsula, and of cities, towns, and rivers
having historic interest.
Only views in existence of Lake Okeechobee and
Indian River.
Faithful studies of St. Augustine, the St. Johns,
Ocklowaka, the North Coast and the Gulf.
Sets of twelve selected views enclosed in an illustrated envelope.
prices, address

OBER BROTHERS,
Fernandina, Florida.

1,040 pages, octavo, 600 illustrations; (retail
price, $5), with Semi- Weekly, $6; with Weekly and
the Student Lamp, $8.75; or with Weekly and table, $8.60.

WORCESTER'S

UNABRIDGED DICTIONARY.

$10), with Semi-Weekly, $10;
with Weekly and the StudentLamp, $12.75; or with
Weekly and Table, $'2.50.

Illustrated;

Pictures by GEO. EARL, the celebrated Animal Painter, photographed from the original Paintings by R. W. THRUPP.

Plain Photograph 12x10, in sunk Mounts, 24x18 $3.
Tell, St. Bernard, (rough) Rev. J. C. Ma-dona.
Nelson, Bull Terrier, (white) S. E.Shirley, Esq.
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white)
Gartle, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker, (liver and white) R. J. L. Price,Esq.
Beb, Spaniel, (liver colored) T. Burgess, Esq.

—

Rake, Irish W ater Spaniel, Captain Lmdoe.
Warrior, Scotch Deaihound, Joshua Dawes, Esq.
Michael, English Bulldog R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Small size Photo, 5x4 inches, plain, mounted, 75
cents.

(retail,

WORCESTER'S COMPREHENSIVE DICTIONARY
New illustrated edition (retail, $1.80) with Semi-

Weekly, $4; with Weekly and Table, $6.50, or with
Weekly and Student Lamp, $6.75.
A new and carefully revised
AESOP'S FABLES.
edition. By J. B. Rundell, profusely illustrated
with original designs, by Ernest Griset, 422 pages,
quarto, (retail price, $3.50), with Weekiy, $3.25; or

—

—

chison, Esq.

Rook, Skye Terrier, Rev. J. C. Macdona.
Bellona, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Bandie, Dandle Dinmont, Captain Lindoe.
Garwood, Esq.
Hylas, King Charles Spaniel,
Prince, English Terrier, (white) T. H. Murchison.
Master Macgarth, Greyhound, Lord Lurgan.
Garth, Esq.
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white)
Kent, Gordon Setter, (black and tan) S Lang, Esq.
Luna, Retriever, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Rake, Irish Water Spaniel, Captain Lindoe.
Roll, Laverack Setter (black and white.) S. Lang.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Monarque, St. Bernard (smooth,) Rev. J. C. Mac-

—

dona.

Hamlet, Pointer (lemon and white,) T. H. Whitehouse, Esq.
Jack, Pox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Reb, Spaniel (liver colored,^. T. Burgess, Esq.
Michael, English Bulldog, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker (liver and white), R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Tell, St. Bernard (rough), Rev. J. C. Macdona,
Warrior, Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Large size, 12x10, colored by hand, iu exact imitation
of the original, in Sunk Mount, $7.50 each.
Pippin, Pug, Mrs. B. Monck.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker (liver and white), R. J. L. Price.
Jack, Fox Terrier. T. H. Murchinson, Esq.
Garwood, Esq.
Duke, Blenheim Spaniel,
Warrior. Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Gartle, Ee q.
Drake. Pointer (liver and white),
Nelson, Bull Terrier (white), S. E. Shirley, Esq.,

M. P.
Radcliffe, Esq.
Gainer, Foxhound,
These Pictures will be forwarded on receipt of

Small size, postage paid, large size, subject to
express charge*.

price.
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Tickets

Beduced
are

largelv increase the circulaPOST, we offer to give to
will procure subscribers to the
POST any of the

WEEKLY

premiums mentioned above.

AT

I&ates

now for sale to

Specimen

copies containing further particulars,

and

giving the number of subscriber© which should be
obtained, sent free to those who apply for them.
Agents who prefer a commission in cash will be
liberally dealt with. Please send for our circular to

Club Agents.

Jacksonville, Florida,
at the following Ticket Offices of the Pennsylvania
Railroad :—

Boston— 203 and
New York— No.
Broad r

ay,

205 Washington street.

1 Astor House, Nos. 526 and 944
Desbrosses and Courtlandt Street Fer" street, Newark; and Pennsyl-°<v

City,

Newark,

id Trenton,

Eliza-

Sportsmen!
Your attention is called to
OIL TANNED MOC-

more

THE EVENING
those who
AND SEMI-WEEKLY EVENING
tion of

GOODS

CASINS,

the best thing ever
worn by sportsmen. No
injured by wetting and
drying— always soft and
easy to the feet, and
being
DURABLE—
made
of the very best of
VERY
stock in three different styles, and warranted the gen-,
nine article, different from anything before offered
Illustrated Circular and Price List free.
*>»•

We

continue to send the EVENING POST free of
postage, without premiums, at the former low club
terms, as follows: Semi- Weekly, five copies, one
year, $12; ten copies, one year, $22. Weekly, five
copies, one year, $7; ten copies, one year, $12.50;
twenty copies, one year, $22. These terms include
the postage, whicn will be paid by the publishers.
The above rates are as lo to as those of any first-class
newspaper published.

Address

C. BRYANT & CO.,
the Evening Post, Broadway, cor. Pul-

WM.

Publishers of
ton street, New York.

14.
15.
1«.

17.

20.
21.
22.
23.
2*.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

Mallard Duck
Great Horned Owl
Great Loon, or Diver

Anas Boschas.
Bubo Virginianus.
Colymbus

'Glacialis.

American Deer (A Ybinoe$>).,.Cervus Virginianus.
The American Bittern
Ardea Minor.
Ola Wife, or Squaw Duck
The Wild Turkey
The Beaver

Common American

Puligula Glacialis.
Meleagris Gallopavo.
Castor Fiber.
Scolopax Wilsoni.

Snipe

The Buff Breasted Sheldrake. Mergus Merganser
Anser Canadensis.
The Canada Goose
The New York Ermine Pulorius. .Noveboracensis.
Mergus Serrator.
Red Brested Sheldrake
. .

.

.

Pinnated Grouse
The Sand Hill Crane
The American Black Bear

Tetrao Cupido.
G-rus

Americana.

Ursus Americanus.

Red Tailed Buzzard
Buffle Headed Duck

Butero Borealis.
Fuligula Albeola.
Hystrix Hudsmius,
North American Porcupine
Orlyx Virginiana.
Virginia Partridge
Larus Zonorhynchus.
Common American Gull
Vulpes Virginianus.
Grey Fox
Fuligula Erythrocephalia.
Red Head
Tetrao Umbellus.
Ruffed Grouse
Procyon Lotor.
The Racooon
Flujigula Clangula.
The Whistler
Leuaocephalus.
Eagle
Halicefb's
Brown or Bald

42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

Red Fox

Vulpis Fulvus.
Anas Sponsa.
Stryx Pratincole.
Tetrao Canadensis.

Wood Duck
American Barn Owl
Spruce Grouse
Northern Lynx

51
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
58.

Black Duck
Belted Ki ng Fisher
Little Screech Owl
A merican Opossum
American Coot
Ptarmigan

59.
60.

Musquash

YL

Lyncus

Borealis.

Anas

Obscura.

Alcedo Alcyon.

Bubo Asia.
Virginiana.
Fulica Americana.
Tetrao Mutus.

JDidelphil

Anas

Shoveller, or Spoonbill

Clypeata.

Fiber Zi'Mhicus.

Cornell University,
Ithaca, March 14th, 1870. f
must congratulate you upon your great success in
|

I

If we can arrange
this new educational enterprise.
our amusements so as to make them impart instruction to the mind, it will be a step in advance in edu-

EZRA CORNELL,

cation.

By

the Dozen.
Prices i
By the Set of 5 Dozen, In Elegant Case,
These Stereoscopes are sold wholesale and

S3 OO
16 OO
retail

by

Forest and Stream Publishing Comp'y,
17

Chatham

St.,

(City Hall sq.)

P. O. box 2832

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

SCIENTIFIC^ FARMER.
A

16-Page Quarto, issued monthly, and full of original reading matter. It is devoted especially to science, as applied to agriculture, and is the only journal
in the world published with this avowed objectIt records alt true progress in agriculture, and the
latest results of scientific research. Chemistry, botany, veterinary practice, natural history, farm mechanics, rural art'and architecture, rural law and entomology, are all prominently considered in its columns.

AMONG

CONTRIBUTORS ARE:

ITS

S. Clark, of the Massachusetts Agricultural College, vfho has few equals as a writer on

President

W.

scientific matters.
Prof. C. A. Goessmann, who is acknowledged to be
the first agricultural chemist of America.
E. Lewis Sturtevant, author of the "Ayrshire Cow,
the "National Ayrshire Herd Book," &c.
A. S Packard, Jr., editor of the "American Naturalist," and State Entomologist of Massachusetts.
Prof. N. Cressy, who is one of the foremost of our
veterinarians, and is State Veterinary Surgeon of Con,

-

TO CLUB AGENTS.
still

S fREAM PUB. CO.,
Chatham street, New York.

FOREST AND

Gilt edges, beveled covers, (retail price, $5); with Weekly,
$3.75; witn SemiWeekly, $5.25.

In order to

13

—

with Semi- Weekly, $< 75

Florida Excursions

9.

41

Luna, Retriever, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Dawes, Esq.
Monarque, St. Bernard (smooth) Rev. J. C. Macdona.
Tell, St. Bernard, (rough) Rev. J. C. Macdona.
Colored, 5x4 inches, mounted, $2.50 each.
Crib, Dalmatian, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Bruce, Clumber Spaniel, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Cooper, Esq.
Tiger, Pomeranian,
Turk, Mastiff, F. Robinson, Esq.
Trimmer, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Duke, Blenheim Spaniel, -- Garwood, Esq.
Cato,#Jewfoundland, (black)
Atkinson, Esq.
Stella, English Terrier, (black and tan) T. H. Mur-

JESOP'S FABLES.

Reason of 1875-6.

janl3

every town.

.

(retail

with oemi-Weefely, $8.
'This table may be raised or lowered in height to
suit any person or purpose, and can be folded in a
moment for packing away. Valuable to ladies in cut-

WEBSTER'S NATIONAL PICTORIAL DICTION-

Stereoscopic Studies of

dec9tf

1

We offer to subscribers, In addition with THE
EVENING POST, the following useful articles:
A DETACHED LEVER CLOCK, retail price, $2.50

CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK,

For catalogue and

3 00

Weekly

HOLIDAY GIFTS.

lishing Co.,
No. 17

$9 00

Semi-Weekly

'

—

in

Dogs ofiEngland.

YORK.

THE NEW YORK

Private Dougherty and the Bass.
Pet Birds of St. Augustine.
Steam Yachting on the St. John.
Among the Seminoles.
In the Cypress Swamps.
Cruising" Along Shore.

Published by Forest and Stream Pub-

Montreal.

wanted

8.

10.
11.
12.

19.

From

These terms include the postage, which will be paid
by the publishers.

—
—

street,

6.

7.

18.

Ooiinx>aii>r .

«&>

Daily

Southwest Florida.
No. 1—Fernandina to Cedar Keys.
No. 2 Manatee Sarazota and Gasparilla.
No. 3 Among the Keys.
No. 4— Meteorology.
No. 5— Punta Rassa and Caloosahatchie.
No. 6— Up the Caloosahatchie River.
No. 7—Visit to Okeechobee.
No. 8— Indian Mounds and Canals.
No. 9— Tampa.
No. 10— Subterranean Streams.
No. 11— A Sportsman's Paradise.
No. 13 Suggestions to Tourists.

Fanl

fW.A pen ts

SEND FOR PROSPECTUS.

Indian River.
Florida the Promised Land.
Fort Capron.
Fishing at St. Augustine.
Black Bass Fishing on Spruce Creek.
Hunting the Panther.
The Environs of Tallahassee.

Shooting at Salt Lake.
The Okeechobee Expedition.

BOX 2710, BOSTON.
SPORTSMAN'S EMPORIUM, 102 NasNew York City, and by R. H. KILBY, 346

sale at
eau street,

REDUCED TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

John River.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
H. L. DUNCKLEE,

For

it.

PER YEAR.

NEW

Sportsmen.
Hints for Southern Hunting.
Coastwise Routes of Travel.
Game Animals and Birds of Florida.
Game Fish of Florida.
Three Months in Florida for One Hundred Dollars.
Supplementary Hints for Cheap Recreation.

is

PRE-PAY THE POSTAGE.

Introductory Chapter.
Birds-eye Glance at Florida.

the St.

$4.00

Wlielclon

Outfit, for

5.

so constructed that it nests and packs
in the oven, and the oven and funnel pack inside the
stove, as represented in cut 2, leaving room for packing half a dozen plates, knives, forks, spoons, and
drinking cups. Price, complete, $15.

St.

CONTENTS:

Up

THE

can Afford

American Wolf
Lupus Occidentals.
Wild Pigeon
Ectopistes Migraloiia.
Northern Panther
Felis Concolor,
Black Crowned Night Heron
Ardea Discors.
Woodchuck
Actomys Monax.
Red Necked Grebe
Podiceps Bubricollis.
Great Blue Heron
Ardea Herodias.
American Swan
Cygnus Americanus.
Red Shouldered Buzzard
Buteo Hyemalis.
American Woodcock
Rusticola Minor.
White Fronted Goose
Anser Albifrons.
Long Eared Owl
Otus Americanus.
Hooded Sheldrake
Mergus Oucullatus.
Horned Grebe
Pediceps Cornutus.
Golden Eagle.
Aquilla Chrysc&tos.
Prairie Wolf
Spotted Sand Lark
Totanus Macularius.
Marsh Harrier
Circus Uliginosus.

4.

The ware

Best American Magazine,
No Family

each specimen.
An experience of more than twenty-five years as
Taxidermist of the New York fc'tate Cabinet of Natural History, and in gathering his large collection of
native and foreign specimens, enables Mr. Hurst to
combine in every view the locality of the specimen,
with its appropriate rocks, woods or water, and coloring from the originals.
2
Wild Cat, or Bay Lynx
Lyncus Rufus.
2.
Snowy Owl
Surnia Nyctea.
•

the leading writers.

IT IS

teaching. The unerring fidelity of the stereoscope
transfers the animals and birds from their natural
habitat to the rooms of the student and the fireside of
our homes, where they cannot fail to have a lasting
impression of the form, color, habits, and locality of

3.

ALBERT RHODES. JUSTIN MCCARTHY, RICHARD GRANT WHITE, HENRY JAMES, Jr.,
all

these views not as pictures only, but as

studies from nature. One of the great moving elements in our modern system of education is object

.

1876

Will contain articles by

And

This

Violet," by Wm. Black, auof Thule," began in the last

Serial,

are prepared to furnish the first sixty numbers of
the first series of

1209

FRANK GOOD,
Elm st. Manchester. N. H.

EGCtlCUt.

Prof. Levi Stockbridge,

whose experiments

raising, by special fertilizers,
public interest.

Jos.

in crop-

have created astonishing

N. Sturtevant, Esq., South Framingham.

Richard Goodman, Esq., Lenox.
Prof. J. Wilkinson, Baltimore.
Prof. H. W. Parker, Massachusetts Agricultural
.

College.
,
..
Prof. S. T. Maynard, Massachusetts Agricultural
College.
.
,,
J. N. Bagg. Member of State Board of Agriculture.
D. P. Penhallow, S. B., Amherst.
.

•

SKETCHING

from Nature in Pencil and Water
Colors, and Drawing and Painting in Colored
Crayons; a practical instructor; illustrated, only 50c.
Of booksellers or by mail. JESSE HANEY & CO.,
19 Nassau srteet, N. Y.
Dec30- tf

AND MANY OTHER WRITERS OF NOTE.
Subscription price, only ONE DOLLAR a year, in
advance.

Postage

free.

Published by

MAPLE

SYKUP IN

gallon cans, $1.50 per gallon.

cans.

Nov.

R. L.

U—

GRAVES,

tf,

CLARK W. BRYAN &

AIRTIGHT
No

Sunderland, Vt,

CO.,

Springfield, Mass.

charge for

Under the patronage
.

of the Massachusetts Agricultujanl31t

raj College.

FOREST AND STREAM.

i—

~

Holmes, Shaw, Brown

&

Bordentown, N.

Co.,

BUILDERS OP

^._

365

J.,

Fast Iron Steam Yachts, Launches, and Torpedo Boats.
Builders of
:

,

Famous

the

CONTINENTAL

speed 17.94 miles per hour;

(50 feet),

FIREFLY

(50 feet), 17.94

Steam Yachts

Iron

miles per hour;

MINNEHAHA,

building (55 feet), 18 to 20 miles an hour.

"Taper and Metallic Shells

National Rifle Depot.
I have now in stock a complete assortment of Rifles of all well
special arrangements with the manufacturers,
able to sell

made

SHARPS

of
call

NEW

and examine.

TON, BALLARD,

will be

known and

reliable maker* and having
at their prices. Have iust received a «tnok
RIFLES. Riflemen a?e invited to
cheerfully shown to all who take an interest In Rifle Shooting
RIFLES, all lengths and calibre.
Every Rule purchased

am

LINE OF LONG RANGE

They

FOR

Breech Loading Shot Guns,

AND OFF HAND

REMING-

WESSON, AND STEVENS

Liberal arrangements
can be tested in the 100 yard range on the premises.
FISHER, 260 Broadway, cor.
Send for illustrated circular.
tions.

HOMER

made with

clubs

Warren

N.Y.

St.,

Manufactured by the

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE

and. associa-

dec23

3m

ORIENTAL

MILLS,

I*OWI>lin»

THE STURTEVANT SHELLS are the easiest reloaded.
t» unscrew the head nor use an awl to remove
the exploded caps. THE PATENT MOVABLE ANVILS,
made of steel wire, will not bend or break.
THE BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, new model, with

MANUFACTURERS OF SUPERIOR TARGET- AND SPORTING

Do not have

GUNPOWDER.

Hobb's patent waterproof primers, never miss
highly prized by all that have used them.

BRANDS— Diamond

Grain, Falcon Docking', Western Sporting and Ducking.
Also, Mining and Blasting Powders.

OFFICES— 13 Broad

st„,

Boston; 19 Exchanga st., Buffalo; 9 State sfc., Chicago; 32? N. Second
Agencies in all the principal Cities in the Country.

Most Approyed

Tire

CO.,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

st., St.

repeated experiments and great
outlay for improved materials, and machinery made expressly for tbe purpose, we can now warrant our
PAPER SHELLS equal to any imported. They are sure
fire, and will not burst in the gun.
Inquire of any of the dealers in sporting materials for
theU. M. C. Co.'s Shells.
dee23 tf
Not sold at retail by the manufacturers.

BROWN

Louis
Dec2

System.

KEEP THIS CHECK

OF

SICHT

IN

UNTIL YOU REACH

Breech Loading, Sporting:
TMQlitary

_Ajol<I

and are

fire,

PAPER SHELLS.— By

j

Ulfles.

A 3000
DOLLARS

252
New

Accident

General

POLICIES by
i

Broadway,

TICKET,

25 Cents

York.

for
$1,000 to

Hartford Accident Ins. Co.,

W.

For Simplicity of Construction

A.

ACCTJBACY,

THE

Arms Gomp.
New

Haven, Conn., U.

8.

A.

Market street,

I

Our Readers

£s|f»are heartily advised to send ten cents for a
specimen copy of the

lf»-

^Illustrated Household Magazine,
—Now in its 17ih Volume—
rip"
f^~The best

Family

Philadelphia,

AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE

Hazard's "Electric" Powder.

Attractive Monthly for-g
Young and Old.

Examine

—

o

the brilliant

list

of

Grand

Prizes!'

these prizes for subscription, in addition to.the commission, which is thirty rents for•every subscriber. For terms in full, see an-'
nouncement in the Magazine, headec"
."Grand Prises Mow Offered to Workers.'
.It will pay you well to act upon our advice.

OXLY

o

one dollar a

year!!-

Postage 10 cents extra.
send at onee for a copy

Pni»nnta
ITclIdltS

oi
this excellent, chaste anc
.sparkling publication- -examine it carefully;at once*
word for it,
,and,
.become subscribers for the sake of your little^
.ones, as well as because you will find its col-'
.umns most attractive for your own reading.'
i

I

YOU WILL

OUR

Guns— Unequaled

Ms,dLe Jyy

314

1-^

Oxford

in

Fine Workmanship and Material.

street,

London, England.

madebyJAMES PURDEY, E.
& SON, W. W.
RICHARDS, W. & C. SCOTT & SON, P.
CO.,
CREENER,and a large variety of cheaper grades Also b beech loading, central wbb, double rifles,
AND rifle and shot guns of superior quality. Implements, ammunition, and all other articles appertaining
to Breech or Muzzle
Loading Fire-arms generally. Illustrated Circular sent by mail when requested.
Have now in store an extensive assortment of Breech Loading Shot Guns,

^-

REILLY&

WESTLEY

Thie conductors of this mazazine have'
!£|L,spared neither pains nor money in order to<=gc»
fsElmake it what it is to-day— an instructive and-=g||
^-entertaining desideratum for every house--^
£J-hold. Its pages are devoted to popular litf|L„erature, science, art, education, and the deflJ-velopnient and maintenance of the moral in*§|Ufluehce of home attractions. Its character^-istic feature is comprehensiveness. The
^^manuscripts now on hand, from noted pens,
fllUand others especially engaged, embrace an
ffflunusually attractive list of Sketches of
$=g.TraveI, absorbingly interesting Serials,

-Hi-

James Purdey,
WEBLEY

.

Nos.

to 5 (coarse). Unsurpassed In point of
strength ana cleanliness. Packed in square canis1 (fine)

ters of

1

lb. only.

Hazard's "American Sporting."
Nos.

ithe firs-t is one Elegant Rosewrod Piano,«
.retail pric*, $£00). The publishers now offer-

.Subscription

Celebrated Breech Loading Shot

GUNPOWDER.

Circle.

Illustrated—Replete with cho
reading and useful information.

^An

CO.,

MANUFACTURERS* OP

Periodical ever published for the„J£fl

^"Profusely

JOS.C.GRUBB&CO.,
YXQ

POWDER

HAZARD

and Workmanship, they are Unsurpassed.

(REVOLVERS OF VARIOUS SIZES,
DESIRABLE 127 ALL RESPECTS.
Send for Circulars.
Whitneyville, near

or

ARMSTRONG, Manager-.

Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation.

Whitney

month

any

OF HARTFORD, CONN.

ONE DAT.

Materials

the

amount, from
$5,000, with weekly
indemnity in the ratio of $5 to
each $1,0C0.

year

1 (fine) to

In 1 lb. canisters and 6 J lb.
quick and clean, for upland and
Well adapted to short guns.

8 (coarse).

A fine grain,

kegs.

prairie shooting.

Hazards "Duek Shooting."
Nos.

1

(fine)

to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
Burns slowly and very
12J- lb. kegs.

and 6£ and

clean, shooting remarkably close, and with gnat
penetration. For field, forest and water shooting

ranks any other brand, and it is equally services
blefor muzzle or breech loader.

it

Hazard's "Kentucky Rifle."
FFFG, FFG, and "Sea Shooting" FG, in kegs

•

of 25

12$, and 6} lbs. and cans of 5 lbs.
FFFG is also
packed in 1 and \ lb. canisters. Burns strong ana
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands
for ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting" FG
is the standard Rifle powder of the country.

SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.

GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POW-

DER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.
The above can be had of dealers, or of the Company's agents in every prominent city, or wholesale at
our

office.

®@ Wall Street, lYe w Yorlc.
MANNING'S

llIZTales, Poems. Popular Essays, Literary
flUCriiicisms, etc., etc. In the EDITOR'S
f|§L,STUDY, Impotant and Pessing Ques§|jI,tions of the Day, will be treated with fear-«=-j|j
independence, and—
ffj-less, uncompromising
s
^-unswerving: lovalfy and devotion to Truth,
lustice and Right.

^

LI.
»

Address

H&. O. Box

Household Publishing Co.,
41 Park Row, J*. Y.

i^ox»

8,267.

Agents Wanted Everywhere.

Hart

Sportsman's

Favorite

Metallic

1 D'^

Price, 50c,

m

HART

_.

From Captain Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot
George E. Hart & Co.,

Messes.
Gentlemen- -The

TO THOS. MANNING,
BROADWAY, N. Y.

SUBSCRIPTIONS

INTERNATIONAL YACHT AGENCY,

—

CAN BE NO GREATER PORTHEREwithout
serious defects They are the only

A. H. Bo<*ahdu3.

portable boats that are equal to the yery best whole
jyg9-ly
ones for localuse

,
t ^
better than any I have ever used.
shooting.hereafter. Yours truly

received from you to-day suit me
are stronger and better in eyery
respect, and I shall u&e them in all my
aayl3-ly
fifty shells I

of America.

.>.hey

9

PUBLISHED IN MAY,

Shot Onus.
Breechthe LoadingHead
extracted from
c*ps

solid, and much thicker
inside.
These Shells are easily loaded, and
easily
than any shell now made, giving a solid seat for cone or anvil, which prevents it from driving througn or
It
its place.
springing away, thereby causing missfires. The cone is made of nickle and fastened solid
neither rusts or corrodes fast like moveable anvil made of steel.
The nickle cone also prevents missfire
shells
These
iron.
or
in
steel
either
^aen cap has been left on shell for a few days, which is liable to occur
are finely finished, and made any length ordered, from
,.-,..,"-.
2J to 3} inches.
.
,
t,
Shells and Loaders, and description Price Lists, can be obtained from all the leading sportsmen's houses
,,
J.
throughout the country. GEO. E.
«fc CO., 363 and 365 Market st., Newark, N.
#
•

is ro

WILL BE

tability

Office of

"MANNING'S YACHTING ANNUAL.
Yachts wanted, and others for
3anl3 tf

sale*

39

318

S

»

;

.

m

FOREST AND STREAM.
^a^fHtnm'B §ood$.

)at$h m&j§t$orfafar^port§mm.

CHAMPION GUNS OF ENGLAND

GRAND NATIONAL HOTEL, Orange Sporting Powder.
Jackson vi lie, Fla.,

$4

George MeGinley, Prop.

ELEGANT and COMMODIOUS
THIS
brick house of modern structure, and furnished
with elegant fnrniture,is situated within two hundred
yards of the railroad depot, and is unsurpassed by
any botel in the So ut h,
Dec30-tf

TUBBS' HOTEL,
SITUATED AT THE TERMINUS OF
the great Trans-continental Railroad; 40 minutes from San Francisco; 200 rooms, with hot and
cold water in every room; delightful drives and splenjuly22-6m
did scenery; a favorite home for tourists,

Toronto, Canada.

SHEARS & SON,

Proprietors.

This house is a favorite resort for gentlemen sportsmen from all parts of the United States and Canada.

DUCK

tion of sportsmen is called to the fact that
the best shooting ground within three hundred miles
of New York city is Shinnecock Bay. More ducks of
all kmds in the bay now than has been for a number
of years, and sportsmen are bringing in bags of birds
daiiy. The most experienced guides and gunners,
with boxes, battues, decoys, etc., furnished at the

cleanest

owners of

fine breech-loading guns, giving great
penetration with very slight recoil.

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,
ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,
The best for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g. FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs., 12* lbs.,
and 6J- lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and \ lb.
All of the above give high velocities and less resiciU'
um than any other brands made.

BLASTING, MINING, AND SHIPPING POWDER OF ALL GRADES AND SIZES PACKED IN
WOOD OR METAL KEGS OF 25 LBS.
SAFETY FUSE AND ELECTRICAL BLASTING
AP P ARATU

FISHERY TO
SPLENDID TROUT
Fishery of the Connecticut
The Trout

River, Long Island, below the bridge, three miles in
length, will be leased for a term of five years or more,
to a company. Atiached is the snipe shooting of the
South Beach, close to the river. Address
EGBERT T. SMITH,
Brookhaven, L. I.

For Florida.
PHILADELPHIA AND SOUTHERN
Mail Steamship Company's line to Savannah,
Ga., sailing every Saturday, from Pier 22, below Pine
street, Delaware* River, at 12 o'clock noon, making
The
close connections through to all points South.
line is composed of the steamships JUNIATA and WYOMING. The Wyoming does not carry passengers.
The Juniata is a favorite ship with the traveling public, having passenger accommodations of the most
superb character. She has recently been refitted and
elegantly furnished with everything requisite to the
comfort and convenience of passengers.
Families en route for FLORIDA, Georgia, Alabama,
and even as far as New Orleans, will find the Savannah route the most desirable for comfort, as well as
the most economical. Through trains of the Central
Railroad of Georgia, and Atlantic and Gulf Railroad,
Florida, leave Savannah every morning and evening.
The Florida steamers leave Savannah three days in the
week for all points on the coast.
For through passenger tickets and bills of lading to
all points in Florida, Georgia.. Alabama and Tennessee, applv to WM. L. JAMES, General Agent, 416
South Delaware avenue, Philadelphia.

Sole proprietors and manufacturers of the celebrated
brand of GUNPOWDER. Recommended and used by Capt. A H. BOGARDUS, the
"Champion Wing Shot of the World. 1

ORANGE

.

'

MANUFACTURING

1st— Pape

MY

24

ELM
C.

Street. Boston.

Man*

loaded from an ordinary powder

doors from Bowery,
under Occidental Hotel, rec-

ommends
ment

of

his large assort-

Meerschaum Pipes

and Cigar Holders, suitable
CHRISTMAS and NEW
YEARS PRESENTS. Monograms on Pipes and Ciear

for

Holders

artistically

exe-

either end up, revolves on centre
weighs but 1* pounds, and is only l* inches
wide. Holders flare at top so as to quickly receive
the shells, and, being elastic, securely clasp the same.
For ease of action and rapid shooting it excels anything of the kind invented.
PRICE, C. O. D.,$6.50.
In ordering, give the size of shells and a Zoose measurement outside of vest.
N. S. GOSS, Neosho Falls,Kan.
jy22-ly

SHELLS,

slides,

TOLLEfS

BREECH LOADING GUNS,
Made

Order
FROMJSTOCK.

iE

<A?-

to

££/*>^ ^ These Guns,

ie*2>

NEW YORK
SPORTSMEN

Gold.
m Pioneer-,----- $65
90 "
-

Tolley,
NrWr^/M/
MHJNGW/Sff/

.vTT

«^^-i^^

^tPlDKEtRC^

standard, National,
Challenge,

-

Paragon,

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

TRAP SHOTS
Guns

quiring

"

115
140
180
*25

"
«•

Send for

re-

on

illustrated descriptive particulars

and price

sheets to our

BRANCH OFFICE, 29

Kaldenherg,

NEW YORK

MANUPACTOBY, PIONEER WORKS,

The Up Town

Depot.

Sportsniau's

Chas. L. Kitzinann
943 BROADWAY
Factory, 114 Centre Street.

&

P RE

ried

CK

f

WALKER &
Novll

in

the

been used in Europe, and now
manufactured in this country for
the first time
Sent post paid on
receipt of 50 cents. Address

VViiLCH, 212 Main

street, Buffalo.N.

Y

3m

^

It is

shaved from the best Natu-

Does not
ral Leaf, for Meerschaum and Cigarettes.
make the tongue sore. Sample on receipt of 20
cents. Highest award, Vienna. 1873. Send for cirCO.,
WM. 8. KIMBALL
cular.
Rochester, IV. Y.
Pbkrless Tobacco Wokks,
of St. Paul, Minn.

yards.

AT

FIELD TRIAL
|1875.

Express Rifles, Double and Single,
and .450 Bore.

.360, .400

IfclGUBY'S Celelbx-ated
RIFLE.
PRICE LISTS, &c, ON APPLICATION TO
24 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
755 ST.
JAMES STREET, LONDON.

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

Guns, Rifles, Pistols, Fishing Tackle
Remington Riiles and Shot Guns, Holabird Shooting Suits, Cartridge Vest, Belts and Pouches. Implements for both muzzle and breech leading guns.
Sportsmen's Goods and Ammunition of AH Rinds.
We take muzzle loaders in exchange for breech
loaders, and have always some fine second-hand guns
on hand cheap.
Goods sent C. O. D. to all parts of the United
States.

Ivory and Pearl Stocks put on Pistols. Repairing
all kinds artistically executed.
Cartridges for Breech Loading Shot Gnns, ready
loaded, put up in boxes of fifty, or loaded to order.
ane5 fini

H.C.Squires/

-

i

ew v^
,

ndt8t

THE GREAT

&

From a Gentleman

40

HIGHEST PENETRATION

St.)

of

*•

13 Bore,

1 1-8 No. 6,

MUZZLE-LOADING MATCH

FOK EVERY SMOKER.
Can be carpocket. Has long

Kifles.

our Close- Shoot-

Co.,

(atove 22d

CO.,

Pattern mdea by

Birmingham, England

]yl

&

JOHN RIGBY

Manufacturers of Fine Guns and

Maiden Lane,

CITY.

—

Pick, Spoon,

RANGE—

59 St. James's Street London.

ing

and others

specially built,

Without Extra Cost.

PIPE.

W

«

our new system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
with increased PENETRATION, can have their wishes
carried out WITH DESPATCH

and Press combined.

(Title registered.)

imbledon by Editor
trials at
to possess the GREATEST PENEof the
thus:
TRATION and therefore LONGEST
Circle, 30 inches; 300 pellets; average, 191; penetration, 37.
The Editor's trial of Greener guns with 340
pellets of same shot and same charge of powder, gave
180, and penetration 30, although there were 40 more pelShould any controversy arise as
lets in each charge.
to the durability of these new systems, we herewith
warn all beforehand that our system is our own invention (though founded on the American idea) and is DURABLE, a fact remarked on by the Field, that the
guns tried had been in use during last season, and refSend for Illustrated
erences permitted to the owners
.

for

are built in six qualities
They are now imported direct to our
OFFICE, and so^d by the Manuat
facturers to
the following prices.
-

FOR THS

EXPRESS SHOT GUNS

ERS,

'm

AN INDISPENSABLE ARTICLE

DOUGALL'S

OlTTMllftTfl t"0

celebrated

genuine high class wprkmanshi.p
and No. 1 SHOOTING POW-

HOLIDAY PRESEiNTS.

Received the Prize at the Paris Exposition, 1867.

D.

J.

by
SHOWN
Field

FINE ENGLISH

(or brands.)

IT Vanity Fair
OR METALLIC

Davidson

„

Neponset, Mass.

Call and examine
cuted.
my stock and get Price List.

/CARRIES PAPER

Davidson

CARL BITTM4R,

STEHB, 347 Broome

St., 3

Mary's Works, Birmingham, England.

Long Range, Sporting Boring.

6 drachms and 2J- oz. shot.
The Sportsman's Sub. Cup, valued at £45,
1875.
was also awarded to W. R. Pape, for the original invention of choke boring. Winner of the London Gun
Trials of 1858. 1859, 1866. Address

Use it now like Black Powder.
fear of overloading. Burns slow now. No ioulingof thegun. Little or no smoke. Little or no recoil.
Not very loud report. Lees heating of the barrel in rapid firing.
Good penetration and good pattern. Safe to keep, as it does not explode if set on
fire, except well confined.
Shells furnished loaded
with powder only, if desired. None genuine without
my signature on tne can.

Fred. Julius

W. W. GREENER,

St.

Choke Bores.

60 yards,

,

60 yards,

No

Monogram and Crests cut on Pipes and Holders.
Portraits made from Photographs. Pipes and Holders
of any design, or made to order.
N. B By a new process I boil Pipes so that the
color remains, no matter how much or how hot they
are smoked.
Pipes sent by mail to all parts of the tvorld.
Stores: 4 and 6. John St., one door from Broadway
N. W. cor. Nassau and John sts ; 6 Astor House!
Broadway, New York. P.O.Box81. Send for Illustrated Catalogues.
nov25-3m

Mortimer & Kirkwood,

Long Range,

1875.

1st— Pape

flask; grains hard.

Cup

Davidson.
Davidson.

CO.

NEW IMPROVED POWDER
can novv be

OUR PATENT

EYTRA BARRELS FITTED AND CHOKE BORED
IF DESIRED. STUB DAMASCUS
FROM $30 AND UPWARDS.

.

2d— Pape

DITTMAR POWDER

Holders, etc.

FROM #4 PER LOCK.

.

NORTH OF ENGLAND GUN WORKS,
New castle on Tyne, England
Dec2
NO AGENTS.

(INVERTED INTO BREECH LOADERS,

Bebounding Loclt

—

1st—Pape

Muzzle Loaders

V_^

Exhibitor.
.Greener.
.Davidson.
.
2d—Pape
Pape.
3d—Pape
Out of a class of 68 guns, 3 out of the 6 best were
made by Pape. The Greener gun was protested
against on the spot for having its score false counted,
the fact proven there, and afterwards confirmed by
same gun being shot for two days per week for six
weeks in succession, when its average score only took
24th place, its very best score being greatly below the
scores of the best six guns.
12-Gauge, Old Sporting Bore.
1875.
Extibitor.
Maker of Gun.

Those champion Long Range guns, only 7 pound
weight, with a charge of 3Jdr. to 1i oz. shot.beat the
best 8 bore Greener gun at 60 yards; weight, 15 lbs.

RAND POWDER Co.,
21 Park Row, N. Y.

LAFLIN &

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN, AND
MANUFACTURER OF
Amber Goods, Meerschaum Pipes* Cigar

ADJUSTED TO ANY GUN.

12-Gauge, Choke Boring.

of Gun.

1st— Greener

Proprietor,

Good Ground Post Office,
Suffolk county, Long Island.

nov25-8t

Electric

any maker in the world.
1875.

of the Silver

value 40 guineas, at the Great London Field Trial 1875, beating 33 competitors with 68 guns, also winning
in all the other classes for the Improved System of Boring. These
guns will kill from 80 to 100 yards
loaded with large shot, and will
shoot well with small shot with a
less powder charge than guns bored
upon the old system. For report of
the Gun Trial apply to Messrs. McLaran, Williams & Co., Agents, St.
Louis, U. S. A. Address

in every contest. Their performance at the London Trials of 1875 beats the records of

Maker

CLOSE - SHOOTING

GUNS. Winner

Stand unequalled

Address

ORVILLE WILCOX,

lease.

to

SHOOTING.—THE ATTEN-

Bay View House.

and

Powder made. Nos. 1
to 7, packed only in sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
sizes (higher numbers) especially are recommended
strongest

For water fowl. Very strong and clean. Nos. 1 to
Packed in metal kegs of 6J lbs. each, and in canis5.
ters of 1 and 5 lbs.

OAKLAND, California.
JOHN M. LAWLOR & CO., Proprietors.

Rossin House,

The

DOUBLE

Unrivalled SportingGuns.

ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,

per Day.

W. W. GREENER'S

FIFE'S

London Gun
1875.

accident threw in my way some Vanity
I can onlv say that it is the best tobacco that
Fair
ever I smoked. "To quote the words of the great Sir
think like a
Isaac Newton, a pipe of it "makes one
1
I gladly add
philosopher and act like a Samaritan.
that
of
excellence
to
thousands
my testimony of its
smokers.
of other

A fortunate

WILLIAMS & POWELL,

Gun and

Rifle

Manufacturers,

Sportsmen of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, STRENTH and DURABILITY of their New Patent "SIMPLEX" Breech loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
Call the attention of the

The parts in this new action are so few (only two,)
mechanical soundness so thorough, and the
strength and simplicity of the action so great, that
W.
P. feel sure it will supercede all the complicated
and manifold grips now in use, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any double, treble or quadruple
grip now used. In this new action LEVER and GRIP
ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OF STEEL and the ANGLE of the BODY is left in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.
Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on application, and orders may be forwarded through any
of the best housos in the States for execution in the
Spring.
Guns guaranteed to make patterns of from 160 to
230 with No. 6 SHOT AT 40 YARDS, as desired.
its

&

NO.

25

SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.

aug26-tf

Established 1780.

Trial,

-

'

Water Pipe
.A.

SPECIALTY.
SEAMLESS

Lap Welded, Wrought

Iron

WATER PIPE,

One-half Inch to Fourteen Inches diameter; in
lengths from 16 to 20 feet. Capable of Sustaining
& Pressure of i,000 lbs. to Ihe (square Inch. Manufactured by the

From

National Tube Works Co.,
Boston, Mass., and MeKeesport, Pa.

COATED INSIDE AND OUT WITH AN

ENAMEL.
INDESTRUCTIBLE
WARRANTED.
Joints are connected by our Patent Sleeve Couplings, preventing all leakage.

Specimens can be seen and obtained on application
Ssgjfise Company's Offices^ 8 Pemberton Square, Bos
Os%V>mw
rcn i&l 7& WiWim stiW. N*
-

-

Best in the World. Ask Yonr Dealer.
will be conscious of a feeling of good humor,
and easy familiarity toward Vanity Fair a sentiment

C. DANE,
JOSEPH
MANUFACTURER OF THE
W. W. GKEENEK'S
Far-Killing Prize Guns.

You

will easily ripen into a warm regard or love for it.
Smoke Vanity Fair, if you want the brain soothed

to meditation and

From

J.

dreams of the better

life.

Seeman, Chattanooga, Tenn.
me by express double the amount

of
Please ship
I had a little pains to take
last invoice Vanity Fair.
at first in introducing Vanity Fair, but now those
who have used it would not smoke any other tobacco.

For Sportsmen
Vanity Fair calms the brain, caresses the nerves,
and as a semi-conscious act furnishes just Kufflcient
nucleus for floating thoughts and fancies to crystalize
about. Best dealers have it.
From Forest and Stream, W Y.
We have received from Messrs. Kimball «ft Co., of
Rochester, some choice specimens of their celebrated
Vanity Fair tobacco in neat metal cases holding a
pound each; and, after most thorough trial, no not
hesitate to concede to it all the good qualities which
It is a most superior
its manufacturers claim for it.
a great comfort to discriminating
article, and
smokers,

Winner 'of Silver Cup, value 40 guineas. Winner
in Class 1, for 8 and 10 bores. Winner in Class 4, for
20 bores. Winner in the Wear and Tear Trials, July,
1875. 2.500 shots fired without deterioration.
W. W. G. is the only maker who has made an average pattern of 214 shots in a 30-inch circle, at 40 yards,
with a 12-bore gun, at any pnblic trial either in England or America.
I have just received a consignment of these guns,
and shall offer to individual sportsmen, for a short
time, an opportunity to secure one of these celebrated
guns at a popular price, viz: $75, gold; extra for extreme close shooting, $10. This will probably be the
last chance to secure one of these guns at these very
3ow figures. All grades and styles in stock or imported to order.
Attention is also called to my stock of guns, by W.
Sons, which includes all their latest imC. Scott
provements. No old style guns in stock.
Sole New York Agent for Holabird's Hunting and
Fishing Suits. Trade supplied.
Send 25 cents for large Illustrated Catalogue of
Guns, and including Game Laws for all the States,
and summarv of Great London Gun Trial. Ready
janlS ly
March let,

&

&

Gun.
LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN.
Solid Breech Snap Action.
EASIEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAFE FROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.

Dane Breech Loading Shot

Muzzle Loaders Altered
my27

BREECH

to

Breech Loaders.

.-

LOADING

SHOT

GUN.

PRICES, $50.00 TO §350.00.
Muzzle-Loading Guns Altered tc Breech
Loading.
AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD'S SHOOTING SUITS.

Clark

Send

for Circular.

Ac

Sneider.

314 W. Fratt »t., Baltimore.

FOREST AND' STREAM.
j^mtuL

$fe

Sgojtmm'* §oofa.

^i$cellmt$oti8.

A SURE CURB FOR

Distemper
That Disease so

fatal to those

I

encyclopedia;

Animals.

1

Prepared and Sold by

I

CHARLES CLARKE,
179 Essex street, Lawrence,
_janl3
lJRE BRED SETTER DOGS
fit

j

NEW&REVI&Eb

Wood's Dog Remedy,

P

The experience of five years
has proved that this Compact
'and Reliable Work of General
Information is better adapted
to the wants of all classes of

the Dog,

in

? Ann&t. N.
v

he community than any other
jwork of the kind ever published.
It has been proven by

EDITION

Y.

AGENTS WANTED

Mass.

Numerous Commendatory Notices Re-

LOW

FOR

The

VERY SUPERIOR,

SMITH,

Address H.

at this office.

tf

DOGS TRAINED.

~

POINTERS TAUGHT
SETTERS AND
Point,

Hunt, Charge, To-Heel, Hieto Retrieve,
on, To-ho, and controlled by hand and whistle, for $50.
Extra field practice, $50, Tricks taught. Dogs boarded

FRANKLIN" SUMNER,

month.

for $6 per

Brnsh Hill Road, Milton, Mass.
P. 0. Address, Blue Hill, Mass.
Reference: Wm. R. Schaefer, gunmaker, 61 Elm
street, Boston.
novl8 6m

M.
HENRY GARDNER,
hand and

HAS

D.,
CONSTANTfor sale, medicines adapted to
the cure of all diseases. Dealer in sport mg dogs of
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable cornpenNo. 111 South Fifth ave., N. Y.
sation.
Oct 22

LY

on

THOR SALE—A W. &

It contains 150,000 articles, 3,000

SCOTT & SONS

0.
Breech Loader, lamiuated steel barrels, rebounding locks, 12-gauge; weight, eight pounds; modA magnifitnt field gun, and a hard
ified choke-bored.
Imported by James Bown & Son, Pittsburgh.
hitter.
Cost, $225; only been used one year; good as new;
offered for sale for want of use; lowest cash price,
Address this office.
$150.
;jan6 tf

_D

$20.00
6.00

DUNCKLEE'S CAMP STOVES. Price$15.
Those desiring something light and durable for
camping purposes will find this stove exactly right;
weighs only 25 pounds; will cook for ten persons.
The ware consists of Kettle, Tea Kettie, Coffee Pot,
Pry-pan, round Tin Pan, two square Pans, Dipper,
Gridiron, Tent Collar, and eight feet Funnel Stove
Pine, with oven that will roast 15 pounds beef, all of
which nests and packs inside of stove, which only occupies a space of 12x12x20 inches.

CAMP LOUNGES.

Camp Lounge Co., %

TEOT, K.I.

Circulars Free.

Folds Very Small.

$

g£

$3
*
$10 1

Price

1

Price $5.

When folded is about the size of an ordinary shawl
strapped. A light, durable, compact, and comfortable conch. Sent by express C. 0. D., $5, including
side and supporting sticks at the head. Just the thing
for the camp or lawn

to

Ellwood

(Successors to T.

PHILADELPHIA, T>A.

WANTED!]

ruam under party'is own
but few hours weekly.

Address BUCK WALTER & CO., Bankers and BrokWall street, New York City, P. O. Box 4,317.

Jack Lamp,

The Popular Sheridan Lounge, $5 plain; $10

the standard with
Co, '8, 102 Nassau St.,

"Best

1

''

GIFT,

Printing Press.

ONLY

with
\V. C.

$3.
Press, for

$6.

EVANS,

86 N. Ninth

+\j

WANT KD.—TO

street, Philadelphia.

LEASE

"

OR PUR-

chase, a Bucking Point or Shore, either in
Delaware, Maryland, or Virginia. Address POTNT,

at this office.

Janltf 4t

SUC0ES8OKS TO

ATVI>I*1^W

CLERK «& CO,

48 Maiden Lane, N. Y.
IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Fishins
On
hand the

THOMSON'S FISHING AND HUNTING SUITS,

TWO
1

80 FEET RANGES.

271 and 273 Eighth Avenue*

ISTEW
:

(Under Grand

best quality of water-proof duck, light tan color,
especially adapted for concealment in blinds or sedge
grass, or for approaching game iu the woods. Light,
English stjle; extra
durable and very cheap.
pocket in back for cartridges. Entire suit, $15.

HEGEMAN'S PORTABLE CANVAS BOATS.
BOND'S METALLIC BOATS.
MILES JOHNSON'S PIGEON TRAPS- Price,

YORK.
Opera House.)

Every

OffHnnd
'<

'

facility for

or In Lying

shooting

Down

for the

THE
PIPE.

Home

Thing for

$5 50 and $6.

use and a new one fitted. Extra stems
accompany each pipe. The price of extra stems,
when not furnished with the pipe, is as follows: Four
and a half aud seven inches, 5c; twelve inches, 15c.
Sold by pipe and cigar dealers generally, or a complete
sample sent by mail for $1 by
1

H. Hubbard,

And

appropriate Tackle for the

Rocky Mountains and Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
the Adirondacks, &c, Ac.
Split Bamboo, Trout and Salmon Rods and Reels
a Specialty.
Agents for the St. Lawrence Fishing Co. Sole Im-

I

NORRIS

pay Large Profits. Railroad
Bonds and Gold boueht
Margins. Interest Six Per

OT1

Ann

street,

B.

OTf

TACKLE!

FISHING

^

Creen Heart Rods,
for l^rcnt,

10

fV*.

H. Holabird,
Waterproof

you

HUNTING,

GOATS

FISHING,

Valparaiso, Indiana.
Send
for Illustrated Circular.

AND

OF

MAlNTTFAOTTTIfcEIfc,
[Established

Wading- Boots, Fishing* Stockings, Kubber Clothing-, &c.
Ventilating Pockets.
and Samples free
The most complete list ever published. Send for

Off ice, 121

Illustrated Price List

C.

C.

Walnut

CIIAS.

it.

HENNING-,

410 Seventh Street,
WASHINGTON. B.

Apr 29 ly

i

tf

Shot and Bar Lead

DRAB DUCK, CORDUROY,
FUSTIAN, REPELLANT,
BLUE BEAVER and FRfEZE.

GEO.

nov!8

Thomas Sparks,

TRAVELING,

SO Fulton St., IV. Y.

N. B.— Sole manufacturers in this country of the
celebrated

(ft* ft f|

GARMENTS

New York City.

Crook & Co.,

N ID

SOLS MANUFACTURER OF

EATON
& CO.,
Sportsmen's Emporium,
17

I

Ceut. allowed on deposits sub- J) DULL

FILL

W.

Bogardus' IVew Book, "Trip to England."
are made and hints to sportsmen
Price 50 cents.
Sole agent in New York city for J. H. Batty, U. S.
Taxidermist. N. A. birds and eggs for collectors,
Buck's heads, and game birds a specialty. Orders
filled with dispatch.
We furnish every article necessary for the outfit of
sportmen in the camp or field. Goods sent everywhere by express. Remit ouly by draft, Post Office
order, or registered letter to

No.

*~

fr Tfl

inV e S ted in J)

Buckwaiter <& Co., Bankers and Brokers.
Wall Street. New York.

Game

jan6 ly

TO $500

Stock Privileges has paid and

CD EX

With how guns

.

Open everyday. A large collection of Living Wild
Birds, and Reptiles.
Admission, 25 cents;

cmld ren under twelve, 10 cents.

how $10
Stocks,

32.00
40.00

MANXJPACTUBBltS AND IMPORTERS

iseasts,

EXPLANATORY CIRCULAR

Wfi

Uses either Ely's paper, or Hart's me-

for Sale

Zoological Garden

ANB

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.

Eved Needles

4-29

man.

J.

Fishing Taolcle,
Fishing* Rods,
Fisn Hoolcs,
aug86-ly

Just the article tor young sportsmen.
$18.00.
Special attention paid to selection of guns for gentlemen at a distance by an expert and an old sports

Crystal Springs Fishery,

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & BEALERS IN

porters of Warrin's Celebrated Drilled

AT THE
At prices clear down
Send for Price List.
jan6 6t]
fl. H. THOMAS, Prop'r, Randolph, N. Y.

Boston.

every Variety and Style of

FISH HOOKS.

$25 00

Box 5,109.

John

LINEN AND COTTON LINES,

SILK,

The Phoenix Single Barrel Breech Loader

Selling Agent, Cambridge, Mass.

400,000 Brook Trout Fry

St.,

ject to sight draft

gauge.

PAST

father,

Every variety of Salmon and Trout Plies, and Hooks
on Gut. Cutty Hunk and Pasaue Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Braided Silk Lines, every size and quality of

sep9

P. O.

374 Washington

will

reach of all.
No. 1,8 feet, weight 8 pounds
No. 2, 10 feet, weight 10 pounds
No. 3, 12 feet, weight 12 poun ds

12

associated

MeBiide, in the manufacture of li-hing tackle, I feel
competent to continue the business and supply the
custom with the same quailty as heretofore. Parties
supplied with casting lines and artificial flies for
Pennsylvania trout streams, Adirondacks, the Maine
Woods, Lake Superior, Thout-and Islands, Canadian,
and other waters. Anglers not acquainted with the
nomenclature of these flies, by mentioning the locality where they intend fishing, will have the varieties
best suited to those waters sent to them. Flies copied
from any natural inject or pattern desired. SARA
J McbRIDE, (Successor to John McBride) Mumford,
Monroe county, N. Y.
BecS-ly

particularly call

tallic shells.

Supplies a want which smokers have long felt—
pipe which shall give simply the taste and odor of tobacco smoke. This pipe never accumulates rank
smelling liquid in stem or bowl, but is always clean
and sweet. The bowl and mouthpiece are permanent,
but the stem is of porous paper, to be laid aside after

J.

$3,

They

portable boat constructed. The
Can be packed in
largest size weighs but 12 pounds.
soace of less than half cubic foot. Pfices within

and Camp Use.

_jwvl8_tf

styles.

Mc Bride Flies.
BEEN FOR THE
HAVING
twelve years
with my

i-ly

Tackle,

The most complete

PAPER STEM

a few days

woods; three different

in all its branches.

SPRATT'S PATENT BOG BISCUITS,

TROUT, SALMON AlVD BASS RODS.

"The Ampersand."
COLYIN'8 CANVAS BOAT.

ITARY PRACTICE.

Just the

to order.

Moccasins, Oil Tanned,

Position

inducements offered for MIL-

'

All sizeB

Taxidermy

and best assortment ever ex-

Parties fitted out with

Hart's Metallic Shells.
best shell ever offered to sportsmen.

on hand aud made

largest

hibited in the United States.
attention to their

$14 per pair.

The

full assortment of Rods*
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair Trout Lines, &c
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of CaneReeds, Bamboo and Japan,
Birds' Eggs and Birds' Skins in great varieties.—

Inventor and Manufacturer,

quilted,

S

Loaders.

REPAIRING OF EVERY BESCRIPTiON.
Has constantly on hand a

A PRACTICAL

ianl3

Philadelphia.

Sts.,

IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and BEALER IN
Ghins, Rifles, Pistols, and Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech

Sep 23 Cm

sportsmen. Sold at blaton &
and E. S. Harris, 177 Broadway.

^?Q

Corner Second and Walnut

ers, 10

Made

for nieht shooting and fishing, running rapids, lighting camp, etc.; the best light ever invented. $6 25.

JOHtf KRIDEK,

—A

party to fill a position
of trust in every County.
Must have from $300 to
Money to .e_ $500 cash.
control
Duties will occupy
Liberal salary to right party

Outfit,

pound.

ALEXANDER & WALLER,
& 103 DUANE ST.. (near
Broadway) New York.
The Sportsmen's Depot.

lOl

Janl3-12t

for four persons, 7. 6. square, weighs 15 lbs. ; Can
be packed in knapsack. Price $10. Ten feet square
for six persons, $15.

of nutritive bone and muscle making material,
and is the only portable food for dogs made in this
country. Put up in packages of 10, 25, and 100 pounds,
and warranted not to spoil iu any climate. Price,

Sportsmens' goods of all kinds.
Manufactured and Imported by

BARTON,

Street,

A
is

ARTIFICIAL FLIES BRESSEB TO ORBER.

BREECH AND MUZZLE LOADING GUNS,

And

Zell,)

17 and 19 South Sixth

CAMP TENTS,

10c. per

Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,

and other fishing.

BAKER, DAVIS & CO., Publishers,

America n Dog- Bi ecu its,
U.S.

engravings,

and eighteen handsomely engraved and colored maps.
The work is issued
parts, and a specimen copy,
with map, will be sent to any address, free of postage, for twenty cents.

flfos.

Rods and Reels

Fly

OF THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.

m

HOLABIRD'S CELEBRATED SUITS.
Waterproof and Mildew proof, complete
"
Wading, Jackets

wood

Bamboo

Split

edition of 1876 has been

THOROUGHLY BEViSED TO DATE.

thoroughbred, well broken, retrieving setter!
Also a splendid brace of Blue Belton pups, 6 months
old.

uniform

its

SUCCESS WITH AGENTS.

AMA-

most complete

Rods, Reels, Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets*
Baits* Fish Hooks, &c.

ceived,

And by

dealers and sportsmen a

Fishing Tackle,

BY THE

AND

bitches, broken and unbroken, and setter and
for cash, or wilUexpointer whelps for sale,
change for shot guns, books, pigeons, live quail,
or
anything
ferrets,
of
value.
fowls,
Address
TEUR, Delaware City, Del.
Dec23 tf

SALE-rA

We offer to
assortment of

IMMENSE SALES,

1808.]

St. Philadelphia.

GREEN,

Manufacturer of

Breech Loading Shot Guns.
The strongest

and most durable snap action made.

Shooting qualities

first-class.

MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
xu^va

Baas and Salmon.

LOADERS.

Same
s

FOR

Trout, Salmon, antl
rrout,

fa

Salmon, and Bass Flies, Reels,
Leaders, Fly -Books, &e.

Lines,

THADDEUS NORRIS,

g

-ly

gQ8

West Logan Square,

Philadelphia.

Blooming- GroTe Park.
One share in this
Paid to April, 1876.
sportsmen.
i.*,i o + *

J** 13 tf

Company

A

for sale.

Assessments

choice stock for Gentlemen

Address

R. M. SHURTLIFF,
No 44 We8t Thirtieth street,
New York City,
-

new

guns.

No, 8 West Main

Revolving Cartridge Belt
FOR BKEECH LOADERS.
Sold by

all

dealers.

Send for

HAYDEN BELT WORKS,

circular.

Columbus, Ohio

Sep10-6m

dklA
$X\J ?

Shares in Wall street
often leads to fortune.
Wall
Street Review and
of
the
Send for a copy
Pamphlet, showing the various methods of operaCO., Bankers and Brokers,
ting. J. HICKLLNG
Pec 33
72 Broadway, N,Y.

(frlAA
tp**"? ^11/lF
(feKfl

&

Send your name and address on Postal Card for
sample copy of " PRACTICAL FARMER," the
best

Agricultural

Woekly

published.

Splendid

PREMIUM LIST and NEW CLUBBING TERMS.
Address " PRACTICAL FARMER," Box 5,722*
New

York.

dec30 eow

WM.

B. MILLER'S

GUNS AND RIFLES.

To be had at principal gun dealers.
Inventor's address, 825 Broadway, N
.

Y

Slides for

ANTHONY &
Broadway,
H.

and
N. Y.

circular

$100.
CO., 591

N.Y., opposite Metropolitan Ho
•
Chronios and Frame?, Stereoscopes and Views'
Graphoscopes, Megalerhoscopes, Albums and Photographs of celebrities, x hoto-Lantern Slides a special
l
fact rers
of
p hotog raphic materials.
7?r
S
tel,

Awarded^.
First Premium
.

au5-Iv

at

Vienna Expos tion

2t

I^eooil Clieclc
SHOT

FOR

E&

Send for

street, Rochester.

Magic Lantern and lOO

Bass

ALSO

action as

price li»s

rjanS tf

Kay Shot Concentrating Cartridge.
No creasers, turners, or topwads required. Loadf
in half the time usually required. Fifty
percent,
better distribution and ^greater penetration
securest*
Send to your gun dealer _fQt g^mpi^,

M4f

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
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mMPANy

REPEATING AfrMS

NEW

HAVEN, CONN.,

U.

S.

A.

REASONS FOR BUYING

WINCHESTER REPEATING
UNSURPASSED RAPIDITY OE
STRICT ACCURACY

RIFLE.

EIRE,

AND EFFECTIVENESS,

SMOOTHNESS OF MANIPULATION,
PERFECTION OF WORKMANSHIP,
Cheapness of its Reloading Ammunition.
About 200,000 now in use, in all Parts of the World.
For

Illustrated

Pamphlet and Price

List, address

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS
W.

&

C.

REMINGTON &

E.

SCOTT & SONS

SONS,

Military,

19 Maiden Lane, SO

Genuine Breech Loaders.
WINNERS OF THE GUN TRIAL OF

1873.

Report of Gun Trial sent on application.

AGENTS:

AD

1

& SONS,

Hall Sq. Boston.
3 Faneuil
Westley
makes:—
,

Greener,
Richards,
Also all other
Webley, Remington, Moore, &c.
A genuine Scott Muzzle Loading Gnn, $25 up.
Maynard, Ballard, Remington and Sharp's Rifles.
1"
"Ballards hreech loading Sporting Rifles $ 181
Bogardus' New Book— 50 cents, by mail
Bussey's Gyro Trap, for shooting practice.
Pine Fishing Hods and Tackle.
Fine Bronze Yacht Guns on mahogany carriages,
Complete, as furnished the New York and Boston
Yarat Squadrons. SEND FOR CIRCULARS.

SPORTING PRESENTS
IN

Of Target made by
COL J. A. SHAFFER,

Double and Single
Barrelled Shot Gun?
and Shot Guns and

South

Revolving. Repeating, Derringer, and
Vest Pocket Pistols,
Cartridges, &c, &c.
Send for Treatise
on Rifle Shooting,
Illustrated C a t a -

logue,

&c,

Possible,

Agency,

Vgency, 810 Chestnut street.

Rifle,

St.

Lonis AgenN. Fourth

cy, 609
street.

AGENTS'

Baltimore AgenN. Charles

cy, 47
street.

115.

for the following celebrated makers:
SONS (winners at the Interna,
W.
C. SCOTT
tional Gun Trial of 1873); J. P. CLABROUGH &
BRO.; P.
SONS, and

MISFIT CARPETS,

HOLABIRDS Shooting SUBTS,

D1XONS & HA WKSLE Y'S SHOOTING TACKLE
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,
BUSSEY'S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP

WITH CASE. AND 100 BIRDS.
Black's Patent Cartridge Test,

The Sportsman's Warehouse.

This Vest affords the best arrangement yet invented for carry-

The weight is
cartridges.
so evenly distributed that it is
can be
Cartridges
felt.
scarcely
with the Tieads down in
carried
this vest, which is of great importance when brass shells are wed,
as when carrying them with the
head up the weight of the shot often forces the wad forward, when
in
bad shooting is the result.
ing

EDWIN S. HAEEIS,
Late

1*77

COOPER HARRIS & HODGKINS,

Broadway,

Wow

York.

WHOLESALE AND BE1AIL

ordering

BREECH LOADING

N. Y.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

ALSO, GUN MATERIALS OF ALL KINDS,

VESTS,

BELTS,

is

JULEP AND BRIGHT COLORED STRAWS.
TURE FRAMES, NATURAL DYED
Address P, 0,

GRASSES, Etc.
Box 40, N«w Utrecht, N. Y,

PIC-

IMPORTANT

For the coming drawings, commencing January
we have reduced the prices of tickets as follows:
Whole, $20|
$10*
Jfri I* 5 *
1-10, $2$ 1-20 $1.

h

and

BAXTER

%

DIAMOND GRAIN.

HAVANA LOTTERY.
NOTICE.

MONTH BY PUTS

Invest according to your means.
$10. $50. or $100 in Stock Privileges, has brought a
careful investor. We advise
the
small fortune to
when and how to operate safely. Books with full
information sent free. Address orders by mail and
«& CO.,
telegraph to
¥«
Novll«ttu Bankero and Broken* 17 Wall St.,

Harvey's

.

$1,200 PROFIT ON $100.

THIS
MADECALLS.

&

Rifle, and Col.
Nos. 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 Superior
*
..
Hawker's Ducking.
W. STITT, 61 Cedar street.
New York,
Agent for U. S. Am erica^
sep9-eow

POUCHES, AND AMMUNITION OF ALL KINDS. EVERYTHING IN MY LINE FOR
BOTH HOME AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE PRICES.
VW LARGE 8TOOK OF MUZZLE LOADTNQ GUNS & RfFLKSt VKRY CHEAP

H. BATTY,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer

liw wiiE"

Curtis

andAND Paper.
Brass COATS
FLASKS,
CARTRIDGE

l>otlx

J.

INVESTIGATE, OR SEND FOR
FULL PARTI 0,U LARS,

.

SPORTING GUNPOWDER.

Klincls.

Implements,

HA

Com

istoIs

Inkstands.

COMPANY,
THECORHAM BOND
STREET,

chest.

the

$7.50.

pany's Ammunition,
WARRANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET.

OF ALL

DESIGNS AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

around

measurement

AGENTS FOR THE
Metallic Cartridge

Union

AND
Carver Sets,

send

PRICE

D

GUNS

Tobacco Boxes,
Hnnff Boxes,
Ale TankardSt

WESTLEY

WEBLEY &

G

Wo.

Claret Pitchers,
Paper Knives,

&

RICHARDS.

001) SECOND HAND AND MISFIT ENGLISH BRUSSELS, THREE-PLY AND
INGRAIN CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, &C, VERY CHEAP, AT THE OLD PLACE,
112 Fulton street, New YorK.
Sent to any part of the United States free of charge.

Match Boxes,
Ash Stands,

IEALTH LIFT CO.

Chicago Agency,

&

Pocftet Flasks,
Cigar Stands,
Cigarette Cases,
Cigar Lighters,

)

Herki-

Y.

Tremont otrcet.
Ph ilade lphia

9, '75,

23 successive Shots, distance, 500 yards, Score, 114,

& SONS,

Solid Silver

MO. 1

Nov.

Remington Creedmoor

to

tory, Ilion,
Co., N.

mer

1^6

WITH A

REMINGTON

E.

111.,

Broadway. Armory and Mann fac-

Boston

Park Range,

Chicago,

a sPBCUi/nr.

283

237 State street.

AT

Rifles combined.

& 55» John street, N. Y.

BREECH LOADING GUNS
No*. 281 and

DIAGRAM

Sport-

Hunting, and
Tar°et Breech Load
ing
Rifles.
Also

CONN.

SCHUYLER, HARTLEY & GRAHAM,

MANUFACTURERS OF
ing,

CO.,
NEW HAVEN,

^

P. 0.

SOX 4,4*8.

h

otn,

W

%% WftU *•• «ew ¥«f*•

NEW

Terms, Five Dollarg a Year.
Ten Cents a Copy.
f
{

Fan' Forest

to

)v*rlm\&

K

YORK, THURSDAY, JANUARY

and Stream.

l§omoHnnm.

neatly fitted up; and last, though not least, her table can-

ida.

communication I referred to
overland
IN route from Silver Spring to Homosassa.the Becoming
tired of the monotony of city life, I resolved upon personally testing the matter, and shall briefly refer to it for the
benefit of

In

intending tourists.

company with

Monday, Dec. 20th,
staunch, fast, and comfortable craft, well known to every
New Yorker. We arrived at Palatka at 2 P. M. inter,

examined Moragne's huge citron,
and inspected the curiosity shop.
At 11 P. M. we took
possession of our berths on the steamer Tuscawilla for Silviewed Alligator Pratt,

ver Spring.

The

T.

is

a

new

boat, built expressly to navi-

Ochlawaha River, and 1 can unhesitatingly recommend her to tourists. For speed, she is not equalled
by any boat on the route, is well officered, and more than

gate the

Volume 5, Number 24.
17 Chatham St. (CityHallSqr.)

enjoying the blaze of a light

wood

fire.

rivers of Flor-

In company with "Uncle Henry," an interesting and oblig-

I shall not dilate on the wild, wierd,

and interesting

ing representative of the colored persuasion, I started in

features of the Othlawaha, or the unequalled attractions of

a boat for the residence of Mr.

tributary spring, but earnestly recommend every visitor
to the State to ascend this tortuous and remarkable stream,
and, as & finale, indulge in an examination of that great nat-

The dogs announced my approach, and on reaehing the
landing I was received (as are all) with a true and hearty
welcome. In a few minutes Jones and Frank manned the

its

ural curiosity, Silver Spring.

gentlemen I left Jacksonville on
on the steamer Gen. Sedgwick, a

six

my companions

1

by any boat navigating the

not be excelled

a former

j

20, 1876.

We

arrived at the Spring at

M. on Wednesday. Dr. DeM and the two W.'s, of
New York, resolved upon remaining on the boat and examining the Spring by daylight. Four of the party determined to push through, so we entered a hack in waiting,
and arrived at Oeala at 4 A. M. Upon arrival we unceremoniously roused Harris, of the Ocala House, from his
feathery couch, and ordered breakfast. 7 A. M. found us
2 A.

We

en route for Homosassa.
crossed the Wisluacoochie
and left the last house in the rear at 2 P. M., and at 1 A.
M. on Thursday, reached the old negro quarters at Homosassa.
Routing some Fifteenth Amendments, I soon had
,

Jones, distant three miles.

yawl, and with long and steady strokes were on the way
for the remainder of the party.
4 A. M. found the hungry quartette discussing the merits of Java coffee, sheepshead, venison steak, and home-made bread and butter, as
only wanderers can do after an eighteen hours' ride through
the balmy and invigorating atmosphere of Florida. The
cost of trip was as follows
Jacksonville to Silver Spring,
$8; Silver Spring to Ocala, $1; breakfast and lunch at
Ocala, 75 cents; fare from Ocala to Homosassa, $5— a to:

tal of $14.75.
But we will stop and tender advice: If
persons attempt this route, I would advise them to provide
a full lunch basket, including ground coffee and condensed

-^Mrafai%i
RED IRISH SETTER DICK-THE PROPERTY OF Wm.
Oeala, and to stop oyernight at a plantation two
south of Wishtacoochie River, reaching Jones' at

tojlk, at
toiles

about 2 P. Mi of the second day.
This
adopted hy Dr.
and the two W.s.

was the course

DeM

°f

The country between Ocala and a point within a few miles
Homosassa is elevated, undulating, and interesting. Many

of the hills
attain an altitude of nearly four hundred feet
above the Gulf, and the ever-varying and park-like scenery
Will wen repay
may remark that the
the tourist.

We

horses

and vehicles were good for Florida, and supplied
Q Mr.
y
Davis, an obliging and enterprising colored man of

Ocala. As usual, we found the sporting attractions all the
gunnist or piscator could ask.
previous
In addition to

my

remarks regarding this point, I may add that, if the fisherdisposed to do battle with his rod and reel, let him
use a White Hall
spinner No. 01, instead of a fly. By troll-

man is

ln

g with twenty yards of line astern lie will soon be regarded with a strike from a cavalli weighing from five to
af teen pounds,
and> from experience, I can unhesitatingly

by these fighting
and gamy fish. I captured eight with a hand-line, and
was forced to abandon the sport; for with fair play the
hooks of a ^Buell's No. 01 spinner were straightened and
Mr. E., of New York, whom I found at Homouseless.
sassa, had indulged in trolling, and between the capture
To
of channel bass and cavalli, his spinners were useless.
any one who proposes engaging in cavalli fishing, I will
say, visit a tinkers, and have him file off the hooks belonging to spinners where the bend unites with shank, and have
firmly soldered to the shanks three of Job Johnson's Virassert that the piscator's art will be tested

Chestertown hooks, for these alone are fit
and tugs of cavalli. Some of my
readers will say that I do not treat my hooks fairly; but to
such I will simply say, change your hooks, and use better
ones than those usually attached to spinners and spoons.
We can but remark that the sheepshead fishing was simply
ginia, or three

to withstand the rushes

would suggest the propriety of providing a stout ten-foot
bass rod, with a stout and strong reel capable of holding
from 500 to 600 feet of line, not forgetting a gaff hook.
Provide a bottle of water, lunch basket with crab or mullet bait, the latter preferred.
Take advantage of the ebb
tide rowing to the mouth of the river, distant from the
house four or five miles; the monotony of rowing is relieved by towing a spinner astern and occasionally landing
a cavalli or channel bass. Southwest from the mouth of
the river, one mile, will be noticed "Ship rock." When
the young flood makes, large red-fish, or channel bass,
ranging from two to four feet in length feed around the
rock, and lively times may be expected.
We would advise
the fisherman to pound up some mullet and throw it overboard, as this baiting process will cause the fish to keep a
weather eye open. By resorting to a large bait, using a
float,

casting

some distance from the rock, and allowing
away with the tide, the angler will soon

the bait to drift

superb.

To any one

JARVIS, Esq.

contemplating a

yisit

to Homosassa,

we

be rewarded with a "bite as

is

a bite."

When

tired of

—

-

FOREST AND STREAM.
hauling

red-fish, the piscator can row homeward, aided by
the tide, catch cavalli or red-fish on his return, and at the
house indulge in a dinner or supper of the best, and at
night retire to sleep in a good bed. At Homosassa 1 thoroughly tested the jack lamp manufactured by the White
Manufacturing Company, Bridgeport, Ct., and can assure
the readers of the Forest ahd Stkeam that I found it
more than satisfactory. The old-fashioned lire pan is not
to be compared to it for convenience and efficiency. The
first pair of eyes I saw lighted up by the lamp looked like
stars of the first magnitude.
To any and all who intend
engaging in night hunting I would say, provide a jack
lamp. For night hunting it is unequalled; for the camp it
is convenient and efficient, and for sailing or rowing at
night, it is unsurpassed.
Three of the party decided to remain at Homosassa, and
the remainder reluctantly left the dock at 7 A. M. on
Thursday. After a pleasant ride on the mill-pond like surface of the gulf for fifty miles, we reached Cedar Keys at
11 P. M.
left the Keys at 8 A. M. on Thursday,' and
arrived at Jacksonville at 10 P M. But one opinion was
expressed by those who returned, and that was, that the
dose might be repeated. In addition to the expenses referred to I will add six days' board at Homosassa, $12;
lodging and breakfast at the Keys, $1; dinner at Baldwin,
75 cents; fare from Cedar Keys to Jacksonville, $6. Total
for a ten days' trip, $3150, or $3.45 per day.

We

—— ——
--

—

fr*-»

Al

Fjresco,

"OT

IN

1858.

that I denied myself the pleasure of a fourth the

same year, fori took another which was the longest
and most enjoyed, and will require a separate letter properly to report it.
But the three winch preceded are naturally grouped together, as occurring in the same general direction, within six or eight weeks of each other, and as being alike brief, though very differently characterized. The
destination in each case was peculiar, as was also the sport.
The fourth was directly into the heart of the Northern
Wilderness; but the first, second and third were to places
along

its

northwestern frontier.

was walking in Genesee-street one day near the first of
June, when a friend, knowing my proclivities, announced
that a party was about to visit Redfleld in a day or two,
and inviied me to join it, which I accepted. That is a
I.

I

kind of invitation I never knew how to decline, if within
the range of practicability.
"Oh the fysshing companie
is the best companie."
Who ever saw an angling party set
out on an excursion with other than hilarious countenances
and a merry glee? If they return otherwise it is enough
to account for the change that the sport is past and the enjoyment over. I went home sooner than I intended, and
could think of nothing but getting my traps in readiness.
turned out that my friend could not go, so that the party
consisted of three, instead of four one whom I shall call
George, an excellent fisherman and citizen; another who
is entitled to be known by the name of Pickwick, having
many qualities in common with that redoubtable character, and myself.
I shall have occasion to speak of these
also in another letter.
All things in readiness we were off
for Camden by rail, and thence by stage to Redfield. This
place is in a higher latitude than tJtica, and as we approached it the weather grew no less colder very fast; in
The hofact, the clouds were flaky rather than otherwise.
tel was kept then by a Mr. Munger.
Having arrived in
the shades of evening, as soon as George was identified by
him the first inquiry was: "What brought you up here in
this snow-storm?" And yet he must have Known the true
answer; so George left him to his own reflections. It was
cold, the water was high, and the fishing none of the best;
still, we exercised not without reward.
It

—

George and Pickwick brought guns with them, and
their attention was turned to shooting. I heard Pickwick deliver himself as follows: "Now, George, the pigeons are alighting in that field. I want you to take this
blanket and your gun and go there, and be a stump. You'll
get some of them." But George did not wish to be
stumped in that fashion, and declined. After a while they
In
rod.
sauntered forth with their guns, while I took
the course of the morning, meeting George, we were surprised to hear in a neighboring woods very frequent reports
"Mr. P. must be finding game possibly a
or discharges.
roost."
"Oh, no," said he, who knew the man better than
I; "he came out to shoot, and shoot he will, at nothing or

my

—

At length the firing ceased and Pickwick
at something."
appeared, unattended by a single feather. "Where's your
game?" we asked. "Oh, I have'nt shot anything," he answered; "I only fired to hear the gun go off. I like the
music so." But I saw him, while there, bring down a pigeon on the wing as well as it could be done. And this reminds me to say that 1 caught the shooting fever from my
companion, to which, in early life, I was very subject.
George saw me then and there bring down a pigeon on the
wing three times in successive shots. I know that this is a
light affair in these days of wonderful shooting and bullseye hits at long ranges; but it will do for an amateur one
who has never yet reported himself as used to powder.
Yet in the long run I see an host of witnesses rise up more
against than for me, in the form of squirrels, gray, red
and black, partridges, plover, snipe, ducks, woodcock,
crows and pigeons- The last time I fired a gun I killed
two out' of three ducks, and brought them home before
breakfast. I remember when, with a party, having choice
of rod or gun, I chose the latter, and six gray squirrels
was the result. But in the North Woods, unless one leaves
the water courses with some peril of confusion, there is
deer I desurprisingly little temptation to carry a gun.
cline to shoot; amuskrat I don't want; a loon I could'nt
I
hit.
I never saw one shot in my life by any body.
might bring down an owl occasionally, but there is little
to reward one's extra efforts in going to the woods loaded
all shot pigeCms and we
down, as well as loaded up.
all caught trout.
I remember taking a large trout in a
meadow near the house—in full sight of it, and not many
rods away; and one day I followed down a tributary
stream, taking as many as I cared to take. The weather
daily improved while we were there, and we returned with
plenty and to spare for friends and neighbors.
II."
few weeks later, George, Ego, and son, entered into
partnership for a few days, to engage in the bass catching
business.
Our destination was the Fox and Grenadier
Islands, in Lake Ontario, which we approached by the way
of Chaumont. There, engaging the services of a captain,
with his revenue cutter, we took to the bay, enjoying a

—

A

We

A

breezy

sail

k

across

to the very

narrow isthmus or sand-

which separates it from the great lake. There, of
course, all hands disembarked, and tugged away at the boat
to bear her forward to broader waters.
She soon walked
them like a thing of life, so that in due time both Pox and
Grenadier were overtaken. Nor were these the only things

we

overtook; for our friends of the bass family were there
in vast numbers, in schools and out of schools, eager tu
show every attention to what appeared to be the wishes of
their guests.
I fed them on that occasion with spoon victuals, making use of a choice Buel, which did great execution, leaving nothing to be desired in its place, and finding me incessantly as much to do as I could possibly attend to. So also with George and son. Whatever there
is of delight in bass fishing
large, strong, numerous and
gamey we experienced on that occasion. They are indeed prizes worthy of the sportsman's steel, or whatever
he fishes with. They are not slow, dull, sluggish and inert, like a variety which I shall speak of presently, but active, spirited, brave; and the way they shook their heads at
us at the surface of the water, when they discovered that
by hook or crook, they are not their own, and "that things
are not what they seem," I have seldom, if ever, seen surpassed.
sailed around those islands repeatedly, always followed by live stock, seemingly anxious to come
aboard, whom we accommodated as best we could in such

—

—

We

laudable desire, till finding our arms sufficiently exercised
for the day with their pulling and jerking, we stepped
ashore.
house was there, such as it was, where we tarried for the night. As the shades of evening closed around
us we were supplied with a change of game. Bats were
plenty on the island and appeared to offer battle; so taking up the cudgels we attacked them, and rested standing
after the long sessions or Hie day.
The bats are artful
dodgers, but we laid low some of them, till darkness interfering, and not knowing what to do with them, we deBy the way, that Buel spoon did equal execution
sisted.
the next season, when I was with the Walton Club on the
Pulton chain of lakes. More pounds of fish were claimed
for it by my guide than were brought to camp by any
other tackle; audi have it in my power to demonstrate
that this opinion was generally concurred in. It rests
now, after a career of usefulness, at the bottom of Hemlock Lake, Livingston County.
Even there it brought
several white trout ashore, besides pickerel.
I lost it by
an act of gallantry. I had just before left the one house
there, and had commenced to trolllady followed to

A
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fine
bar,

A

whom

beckoned invitingly, to know if I
might have the pleasure of her company, Receiving an
the shore, to

I

affirmative, I returned too

directly, not allowing for the
length of line, so that the spoon sank to rise no more, becoming inextricably fastened down. Reqwiescat in p®Ge\
III. In the morniug our business was bass fishing again till
satisfied, when we returned to Chaumont.
There the part-

nership which had been was dissolved for the present by
mutual consent. George and son went home, while Ego
pushed researches farther northward, and brought up at
Alexandria. 1 took the steamer at Cape Vincent, and so
passed through or among the Thousand Islands, charmed,
of course, and delighted with the scenery. Mr. Crossmon
met me on the boat pleasantly, as his manner is, and I
abode with him. It is due to him to say that he was kind
and attentive while I was his guest as he could be, aud it
is well understood, and loug has been, that he is a genial
man. He soon named a guide for me one of the best
named Westcott, with whom I had several very successful
adventures. It was good to be there. The views from
his Gibraltar were enough amply to repay one for a visit.
How admirable, as a river, is the vast St. Lawrence, rolling a volume of water to the ocean sufficient lor a thousand noted streams, around a thousand lovely islands; and
the water is as fresh as it is copious. Not like the Missouri's turbid tide, but rather di inking water of the rain of
heaven. If the course of true love does not run smooth,
the Father of Waters should be apprized of it; for it is
said his course is much more troubled and worried after
marriage— i. e. after Miss Ouri becomes Mrs. Ippi.
I devoted a day to fishing for pickerel, dining on one of
the islands, and then resting over, the evening and the
morning were the second day. On the latter occasion we
passed on five or six miles down the river, tarrying over
night with a farmer, whose house was on the right bank
As soon as
of the river.
"Aurora, now fair daughter of the dawn,
Sprinkled with rosy light the dewy lawn"

—

took to our boat again, and commenced thinning out
the pickerel. The result of the two fishings was about
One of them
fifty of these slimy denizens of the water.
weighed eleven pounds, and in Utica was called a maskalonge; but I heard no such name applied to it on the St.
Lawrence. With all the natural charms of this region, all
the felicities which belong to it, and all the success which
attended my piscatorial efforts such, I suppose, as I could
not hope for again I yet must pronounce this style of
To sit
fishing very unsatisfactory to me as a sportsman.
for hour s, having comparatively nothing to do, positively
nothing in the way of skill or activity, watching the clumsy
tips of two clumsy poles, which the boat holds and not the
fisherman; to observe a jerk on one of them; then first to
lift the *pole aboard and lay it down; next to pull in a
clumsy fish, who makes no objection to the operation, but
comes forward like a stick or log; to hit him on the head
and place him in a basket, long, slimy, and repulsive, is
not at all my beau ideal of the art of angling. With no
fault to find in the matter with any one or any thing, I am
quite content to relinquish this kind of sport forever.
Even while on the ground I sighed for the North Woods,
and would gladly have taken a short cut to them away.
One who has enjoyed the pleasure of managing a speckled
trout weighing two or more pounds, with pliant rod and
spinning reel, amid his native haunts, and landing him at
length in beauty, covered with attractions, need not yearn
Amateur.
much to catch a pickerel.
UUca, Deo. 11th, 1875.
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WOODS.

WE

THE MAINE

woods of Maine. Imagprepared at the foot of Moosehead
Lake, and on board the steamer which was to carry us
some thirty miles towards the north pole, and there leave
While gliding over this charmus to shift for ourselves.
ing inland sea, we will lose but little time if we introduce
our guides in form.
were

to

go

to the north

ine us, then,

all

Uncle John steps out from the admiring crowd which
has already gathered around him on the forward deck.
Long white hair and beard give him a venerable appearance; a somewhat stooping form would seem to indicate
that age had already undermined his strength one eye was
all he could "go" on
anything, for the other had been
placed on the retired list some time since
A greenhorn
would decline to believe that when he looked "at Uncle
John he saw before him the most renowned hunter of the
Moosehead country; a man who had, by mere woodcraft,
conducted the surveying parties who ran the township
lines through what was then literally a pathless wild who
knows every hill, stream, pond, and brook in the State so
well that he not only can name them every one, but can
tell the direction of all from any stand-point he may choose,
and the distance of each from the other; and moreover,
we verily believe there is not a good "hole" for trout in the
Maine waters unknown to him. As for strength and skill,
he acknowledges no superior on shore or in a birch, which
he manages like a toy, and in which he will go where any
living man, white or red, can float.
Ike, our other companion, is a giant, physically, for to
his six feet and odd inches of length he adds breadth and
brawn enough for a Hercules; so straight that he bends
over backward, with an eye like a hawk and sinews like
iron; quick-tempered, but good-natured, a jolly good fellow, and true as steel. Born, reared, and educated in the
woods, it is only necessary to state that he is a pupil of
Uncle John's to place him in a rank second to none. As
for ourselves, we are modest.
;

.

;

The outfit which we found to answer all requirements,
combining what was absolutely indispensable with the least
possible amount of weight, consisted for each of an entire
suit of very heavy flannel underclothing, a heavy blue
flannel outside shirt, an entire suit of "moleskin," or corduroy, a rubber coat, woolen socks, (an extra pair convenient), stout shoes, felt hat, rubber blanket, and two woolen
ones; a wall tent for ourselves and a shelter for the guides,
a small cooking apparatus,, a shot gun apiece, one rifle,
ammunition, a fly rod and tackle for each, and an opera
glass apiece, with a few groceries.
Our rcute was that known as the "Baker Lake Route" to
the few who know anything about it, and is reputed the
wildest and hardest one in the State. As we were the first
party who had been over it for years, and as our guides,
before they reached the end, had repeatedly declared that
they would never come o^er it again, we concluded that
the reputation was a just one, the more especially as F.,

who

has seen all the head-waters in Maine, declares that he
has taken no trip whieh can compare with it for hard
work, long carries or portages, quick water, and no water
at all.

Leaving Greenville, a little village at the foot of Moosehead Lake, at about four o'clock on the afternoon of September 18th, we steamed up the lake against a miniature
nor' wester, and landed at the northwest carry at about
midnight. Here our woodland life began, and it was with
rather a feeling of newly-acquired responsibility that we
saw ourselves thrown entirely upon our own resources by
the severing of the last connecting link between us and
civilization by the departure of the "Governor."' No time
was lost, however, in speculation as to our future; each
went at once to work at his allotted task, and in a short

by the friendly light of a bright, full moon, a decamping ground was found, everything arranged,
and we in the arms of Morpheus.
At daylight next morning we were in our canoes, and
soon a pair of ducks and a "musquash" gave us our first
game, as well as our breakfast. A short paddle up the inlet, and a carry of about a mile and a half, brought us to
Penobscot waters, a lakelet in the Seboomook meadow.
While passing down the outlet of this pond, leading into

time,

lightful

we passed over the first
beaver dam we had seen. While paddling up the dead
water of the west branch we were at liberty to enjoy the
varied tints of Autumn foliage. In this latitude Winter
sets in early, and already the forest had begun to assume
the crimson aud gold, which blended with the varieties of
the evergreen and the still untouched leaves of the hard
wood growth, gave some of those gorgeous color pictures

the west branch of the Penobscot,

for which the American woods are so justly noted. The
perfectly smooth waters of the stream, reflecting with the
exactitude of a mirror the forms and tints on the banks,
heightened the effect greatly. Having reached Big Island,
we went into camp, and while the guides were preparing
for the night's rest, we went off for trout, and after about
an hour's fishing counted some thirty six, all told, averaging three-quarters of a pound, the best strike being one
whereby two fish, aggregating a pound and a half, were

The favorite fly at this seaat oue cast.
in this water, seems to be the "green fiy." The
red ibis also took well, while the Long Island favorite, the
brown hackle, was scarcely noticed. In short, a gaudy fly
is a killing fly in the upper Penobscot waters in SeptemAt this camp Ike set out a trap for beaver, and caught
ber.
From here two days' hard paddling, poling, and
one.
taken and landed

son,

and

to a point where we left the Penobsome three miles through the woods,
Johns pond, and the first of the St. Johns

pushing brought us
scot, and, carrying

reached the St.
This is easily related, but oh! the untold trials of
waters.
a carry! We remained in camp on the St. Johns pond two
days, on the second of which our party started out in
quest of caribou. F. and Ike went to the Abercognatic
bog, near the head of the west branch. After hunting
about for some hours, they paddled down through the bog,
when. F., by means of his glass, discovered some caribou
dead to leeward of him. He landed at once, and by dint
of much crawling, creeping, and running, managed to
get to leeward of them, and was fortunate enough to
The caribou, advancfind cover just where he needed it.
ing slowly, had meanwhile come up to within what our
hunter considered shooting distance This animal possesses
.

a great deal of natural curiosity, and the knowledge of this
fact induces the hunter, whenever he can get a shot at one
and kill, to lie quiet, and remain hidden after he has fired;
for though the rest of the herd will run off, still if there is
no sight or sound of the enemy to be had they will soon
return to try to discover what the trouble is with their
companion. In this manner, as many as half a dozen may
sometimes be killed from the same point, simply by the
hunter observing the precaution of lying perdu. F. then
being in position, waited till the game came within range,
and then, ignoring the stalking policy, stepped boldly forth
from his concealment and fired at the leader, a splekididolu
buck, dropping him in his tracks dead. The other; two, a
cow and calf, at once took up the line of march, an\d were
rushing off at a great rate, when a second shot f jrom *

FOREST AND STREAM.
She was staggered, but
struck the former in the shoulder.
not killed, so that another bullet sped on its fatal errand
and rolled her over lifeless. By this time the calf was
thoroughly demoralized, and, with his white flag hoisted
was streaking it along at his best pace, only asking to be
let alone, and had gone so far that he was hidden from P.
F. ran a short distance toward the
Tby a clump of bushes.
dead buck, and again caught sight of the calf, which was
going straight as an arrow towards the point whither Ike
had come. He was waiting to give it a warm reception
when, to his astonishment, he saw F. rush out from behind the intervening bushes and throw his rifle to his
shoulder, at the same time imitating the call of the old
As Ike was directly in range, he thought his time
ones.
had come.
"Don't shoot me," shrieked he.
"Get out of the way, then," came the answer, and before he had time to dodge, the rifle cracked, and the calf
ike, as soon as he had time, disrolled heels over head,
covered that he was unhurt, but badly frightened.
The
The one at the buck
shots were afterwards measured.
was 140 paces; the killing one at the cow, which struck
her while running, 177 paces, and the one at the calf 198
paces— the paces those of a six footer. When it is remembered that this shooting was made off-hand, and that between each shot the rifle, a breech-loading Sharp, had to
he reloaded; that the game was continually moving, and
.that three out of the four bullets struck so exactly in the
vitals as to cause instantaneous death, while the fourth
only struck an inch or so too high, we think no one will
dispute the assertion that it was admirable marksmanship.
The late matches between the American and Irish teams
developed some remarkable shooting, but, to our mind,
nothing done by any member of either team excelled this;
for it is one thing to shoot at a target, with the accessories
of position, 'windage, elevation, etc., allowed for and reckoned upon, and quite another to stand up and, off-hand,
deliver four successive shots at moving game, loading before each, after the first.
Not often, indeed, does the
sportsman get such a chance, and few and far between
are those who could improve it so well.
We have stated that our party separated. While two
went to the bog, the other two started for a pond said to
be some four miles from camp,
struggle which lasted
all day landed the adventurers, after dark, in the midst of

A

,

swamp, where there was as much chance for
on Broadway, and not till noon of the day
following did they succeed in reaching the pond.
A few
hours' hunt was all they could spare time for, and the rean alder

game

as there is

was— not

a sight of hide, hoof, or hair of anything in
the shape of game, and they had to return, tired, hungry,
and disgusted, to find their more fortunate companions,
and rejoice with them around the camp Are over their wonderful success.
The glorious fire of giant, logs, backed by
sult

the

sombre

forest, its

light playing over

and reflecting

all

surrounding objects.
On the morning of September 28th we left the St. Johns
pond, and, taking the outlet, started for Baker Lake. This
was the first time we had had the current in our favor, and
the sensation of being helped along was as new as it was
pleasant.
were, however, all day working about six
miles down stream, so it will be readily seeu that this sort
of traveling is not the one described by the tuneful individual who informs us what he does as he

We

"Floats

down

the river in a gum-tree canoe."

Night overtook us at a jam formed by drift logs in a
bend of the brook, and as we had to carry around it, and
had a terrific rain-storm, accompanied by flurries of snow,
we were not afloat again till the 80th, and did not reach
Baker Lake till late on the afternoon of that day. On the
morning after our arrival Uncle John heard caribou passing through the woods a short distance from where he was,
and we at once started in pursuit, leaving the guides in
camp. Knowing that there was a brook, bordered by open
meadow and emptying into the lake, its course being nearly
at right angles with the west shore of the latter, we thought
it probable we should
be able to find the game feeding on
the meadow.
So, one taking the shore of the lake, and
the other a line some three or four hundred yards from if,
"we started.
After working our way through the thickest
of thick woods with the utmost caution, from nine o'clock
m the morning till three in the afternoon, we reached the
brook, but could find no game, and had to drag our weary
legs back over the very ground we had been
so joyously
and hopefully traversing before. At such a time as this
one is apt to think a hunter's life not what it is said to be,
especially when, as in our case, the probability of a supperless and comfortless night is strong.
Fortunately, however, we soon discovered one of the guides in his canoe
looking for us, and soon forgot our fatigue, disappointment, and hunger satisfying the hunger from our wellstocked larder, assuaging the disappointment with quicklyaroused hopes and new resolutions, while boughs and
blanket*, compensated us for the fatigue.
Leaving Baker Lake October 3d, we passed down into
the main St. Johns River, which we found much
swollen
by the almost continuous rain we had experienced, and it
was while coming down the steep descent from the lake to
the river that we had
some favorable opportunities of seem S w hat was meant by running rapids.
distinctly recall the feeling which
accompanied us through one set of
rapids, where Uncle John's talents shone out supreme.
had been coming down a long stretch of dead water, which
tor ten or fifteen
minutes had been gradually changing into
a very quick stream,
when, coming suddenly around a
point, we were startled at the appearance of a long reach
°t apparently boiling
water directly below us, and by the
sound of its rushing, then first heard distinctly, as well as
by the cry of "lookout" from the other occupant of the
canoe.
One moment wT e seemed to pause; the next instant
the canoe, feeling the effect of a sharp stroke from
the
stern paddle, with a spring like that of a frightened deer,
started from the comparative repose in which she had
been lying, right into the breakers.
short rush, a dip, a
shiver of the little boat, the calls, oft and quickly-repeated,
ot 'hold,"
"paddle hard," "right," "left," the' foaming
r ouer as
it reared itself seemingly much higher than the
gunwale of the canoe, and apparently just about to board
Us then opening
or subsiding as though the touch of the
stera of our craft had magic
in it, the ugly, sharp, black
ruck dead ahead, the turn and twist
of the cockle shell,
occasiona l scrape as she dashes madly past some half
,
a
tjufden boulder, the swift, wild leap
as she rushes from a
danger seen into one almost undiscovered, the terrific force
°j the falling, surging water, all combined to send the
D1 ood
through one's veins with accelerated speed. With
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teeth hard shut, the muscles braced and
quivering with excitement, we rush on, paddle in hand, either resting
quietly
or working like a flail, as occasion may
require,

and

finallv,

we seem to be surrounded by flying foam, a last,
long leap over the final fall, and the canoe
glides out into
the still water again, the danger all
past, leaving but a
realization that scarcely anything is more
pleasant to
contemplate than difficulties and obstacles overcome by
strong personal effort. The effect is not unlike that
of
riding a swift horse at full speed. His strength has
become your own, your hand and will his only guidance; all
depends upon the rider, yet he is almost poweiless, for a
mistake would probably launch him into eternity. In both
cases coolness and courage are necessary, and he who has
not both had better try neither the running rapids or running horses.
On the evening of the 4th we reached a large lumbering
station, with farm attached, known as
Seven Islands. This
was the first taste of civilized life in nearly three weeks,
and though perhaps the accommodations would not compare with those of the " Windsor," we were nevertheless
hospitably entertained, and passed a pleasant night, starting on our way next morning refreshed. On our way down
the river from this point we encountered both fog and
snow, but succeeded, on the evening of the 7th, in getting
within seven miles of Grand Falls, where we found a
Frenchman, who kindly took us in; but as the manner is
somewhat peculiar, the incident may not come in amis3.
The story of the Irishman wrecked on the coast of
France, and attempting to borrow a gridiron, is familiar.
were reminded of it when Ike volunteered to ask for
lodgings in the vernacular, and as a specimen of his knowledge of it remarked that "Donnez moi un coup" meant
"Won't you have a drink?" However, he started, and
after some moments a shout informed us that he had been
successful.
Of course the Frenchman was surprised at
being asked in pantomime for a lodging by one who looked
as Ike did, and who used so little ceremony.
When, after
a minute or so, the second one of the party appeared,
just as

We

armed with an immense

When,

ten-bore, he was astonished.
after a short lapse of time, the third opened the

door and walked in, presenting arms with a savage looking
he was bewildered; but when the fourth one put in
an appearance, shouldering a delicate but wicked little
twelve, he began to have an idea that he and his family
were to be turned out of doors, and much of Ike's French
was necessary to assure him that it was all right, and that
there were no more of us.
So he kindly concluded to alrifle,

to camp on his kitchen floor, and after much intelligible but well-meant jargon on both sides, he determined
to retire, and all was soon quiet, the stillness only broken
by the heavy breathing of our tired party.

low us

On the 8th we started before daylight, determined to
roach Woodstock and the end of our journey before sleeping. Suffice it to add we accomplished the allotted task by
nine o'clock P. M., thus doing eighty-two miles in about
ten hours' actual paddling. If any one thinks that is not
a good day's work, let him try it and be convinced.
caught trout whenever we stopped long enough to cast a
fly, killed plenty of ducks, (embracing four different va-

We

some

and incidentals, such as the
Bear signs we saw, and, had time
permitted, could doubtless have added to our record the
capture of a specimen of the tribe of bruin. Otter and
miuk were seen. One of the former was indeed killed,
but as he sank in deep water before we could reach him
he was not captured.
Having spent altogether a most satisfactory three weeks,
we determined to advise every one who is fond of woodland life, and who will endure its hardships for the sake of
its pleasures and adventures, to try the Baker Lake trip.
rieties),
4

partridges,

'lordly heron," etc.
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ABSTRACT OF THE REPORT OF THE
COMMISSIONERS OF FISHERIES OF
THE STATE OF WISCONSIN.
the want
a
FORmissioners
have found
of

suitable appropriation the

commis-

impossible to give complete statistics as to the extent of the fish interests of their
State, a fact much to be regretted, as a knowledge by the
people of the extent of their fishery resources and the best
mode of utilizing them, would result in their endorsing the
very action on the part of their Legislature, which would
look toward an increased appropriation.
At Milwaukee there are four steam smacks, and two
sailing

a total

smacks engaged in

it

fishing.

These six smacks have

of sixty-five miles of nets.

an average of 400 pounds of

each

Each smack

takes

during Summer. During the month of October. 1874, each smack
took from 18,000 to 20,000 pounds of fish, while in November they increased the take to 32,000 pounds each. The
sailing smacks took about the same number each trip, but
they made less number of trips. The total of fish taken at
Milwaukee during the season of 1874, was not far from 270
tons of dressed fish. Each steam smack cost about $7,000,
The capital invested at that place is not far from $75,000.
In former days the fishermen used nets of a larger mesh
and took white-fish that weighed from eight to fourteen
pounds each, the latter figures being the largest known to
have been caught. Now they have to use smaller meshed
nets and take smaller fish, the large ones being almost unknown now.
At Racine there are employed four sailing crafts, using a
total of thirty miles of nets; each trip average about 400
pounds, making a trip every day unless interfered by
storms. During October and November the trips were
tripled.
large per cent, of the fish taken during the last
half of October and November were trout, as the spawning
grounds of this fish are no great distance from this place.
Tons of this magnificent fish were taken when filled with
There were taken about eighty tons at Racine
ripe spawn.
during the fish season.
Kenosha employs four smacks, with about thirty miles
of nets, and the catch is about equal to Racine. In these
places, Kenosha, Racine, and Milwaukee, there is a total
of one hundred and twenty-five miles of gill-nets used
There is a total of nets used in the waters of Lake Michigan sufficient to reach from one end of the lake to the
fish

other.
During 1875 there was a falling off of at least onefourth in the supply of fish so that it is evident that the
waters of the lake are being depleted.
Investigations have been made with a view to ascertaining the temperature of the water and nature of the bottom
of some of the larger of the inland lakes, so that it could be
determined what species of fish it would be best to introduce. In deep cold waters where the small species of
whitefish known as sisco's {Argyrosomus sisco) abound, there
the large lake trout, {Salmo namaycush, Penn) will thrive,
It is the intention of the commissioners to stock such lakes
with these fish.
It is suggested that fish culture be attached to the Agricultural Department of the State University, as, in a few
years it would be found that the harvesting of the waters
would be very profitable, besides furnishing skilled labor,

trip,

A

i;

which

is in great demand.
Since submitting their last report the commissioners
have received from the United States Fish Commissioner
twenty-five thousand Atlantic salmon spawn, but owing to
bad packing, only hatched eighteen thousand, or seventytwo per cent. The young fry were put into Elkhart, Cedar,
Rock, and Devil's Lake. They also received thirty-eight
hundred and fifty land-locked or Sebec salmon, of which
they hatched three thousand five hundred and thirty, or
ninety-one and a half per cent. These were divided among
the fish breeders of the State, a promise being exacted that
should they be successful in breeding them, they would
give the State the preference in the sale of their progeny.
It was thought that by doing this the State would get a
start in them sooner than to trust so few in a lake.
In this
fish, in common with other fish commissioners, as well as
fish culturists, they have a great deal of confidence.
As a
game and table fish, it is no way inferior to the sea-going
salmon, and unlike it, is not an experiment in introducing
them into our lakes, as their home is in the fresh water
lakes of the State of Maine, that in no material respect dif-

fer

from

their

own.

The commissioners

also hope to stock their rivers with
salmon and shad. Those put in the tributaries of the Mis«
sissippi would go to the Gulf of Mexico, as the streams
would not likely suit them after the second year, but when
nature moved them to propagate, they would return to the
fresh, pure water, as they can breed in no other. As to tha

distance, both fish are known to make longer journeys,
and although the experiment is now only in process of elucidation, success is hopefully anticipated.
At present, however, it is the fish native to the waters of
the State to which the commissioners desire particularly to
turn^their attention. Among these are the white-fish, salmon trout, lake herring, black bass, and the brook trout.
Considering the importance of stocking the interior lakes,
a temporary hatching house was started at Pensankee, on
the railroad twenty-five miles above Green Bay.
The attempt to secure Mackinaw trout spawn was a total failure.
Most unaccountably there was not a ripe trout caught there
this season, and the fishermen were unable to account for
it.
Neither were so many whitefish spawn taken as
had been expected, which was owing partly to inexperi.
ence, but mainly to the closing in of Winter so early,
which compelled the fishermen to take up their nets in
the midst of the spawning season of both white-fish and
herring.
In addition to 350,000 white-fish spawn there were taken
about 200,000 lake herring spawn. This fish is known in
Madison as white-fish>and Fourth Lake is very full of them,
a few of them having been put in there by ex-Governor

Farwell,

who no doubt thought them

to be white-fish, as
in flesh and size they are not quite
the equal of the while-fish, they are better for lakes wheie
netting is not allowed, as they will take the hook, (and be-

many

still

do.

While

ing very proliflic, a large one having about 20,000 eggs,)
and being superior to the fish native to our interior lakes,
they are thought well worth introducing.
An appropriation of $15,000 is asked for, which would
build hatching houses, ponds, etc., in necessary localities.
With this in hand and the experience of other States to" be
guided by, fish culture in Wisconsin would be an established success. This is but the second year of the commission, but it has demonstrated the
availibility of the
great water area of the State.
None is better situated for
producing an immense fish supply, and the blessing of
cheap and abundant food is sure to be the result of well
directed and intelligent efforts in this direction.

—Virginia
culture and

making rapid progress in the matter of fish
game protection, and has just now followed

is

example of several other States and established a
"State Association for the Protection of Game and Fish,"
with Alex. Mosely as President, and Peyton Johnson, Secretary and Treasurer.
Any person is eligible upon payment of one dollar initiation fee. Both the officers named
are enthusiastic in this new branch of economy.
Alex.
the

Mosely

is

an editor of the Richmond Whig, and one of the

State Fish Commissioners.

New Fishway.—Mr.

A. J. Hinds, of Patchogue, L.
has invented a fishway, so constructed that fish can
pass the highest dams. They can go up, but cannot return
the same way. He has used it for trout for over a year,
and it has proved a perfect success.
understand that
he intends to apply for a patent, but will explain its principles to those wishing to examine it, provided it will not
I.

,

We

compromise

his interest.
.

»«»
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SPAWNING OF GOLD

FISH,

Matsville, Ky., January

8th, 1878.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
I noticed a short time since an article in yonr paper taken from "Hard*
wick's Science Gossip" on tlie breeding of gold fish. As the writer's
experience differs somewhat, from mine, I thought perhaps it might in-

some of your readers to hear how I have succeeded.
have kept fish for about five years, and have a tank that contains
about twenty gallons of water. Last spring I had eleven gold fish,
and
have never seen more healthy lively fish than mine. I always feed
them
on raw beef, bread crumbs, and earth worms; they are very tame,
and
will take food from my hand. A year ago last spring my
fish spawned
much to my surprise, as I had read that they could not be propagated in
so small a tank. I lifted the eggs from the tank to a globe;
the fish
were hatched, but died in about tbree weeks. This year I have
been
more successful; my fish spawned on the 13th of May, and as soon as
possible I had a large washing tub filled with water placed oa the
porch.
terest

I

-

.
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Into this I put my gold fish, also a pot of Vdlisneria and Hippuris Vulgaris,
on which I noticed most of the spawn. I left the fish in the tuh until
nest day, unfortunately too long, as f found they had eaten most of the
spawn. After taking them out I partly covered the tub with hoards so
as to shield it somewhat from the rays of the sun. In six or eight days I
noticed the eggs were hatched. I fed them when about four weeks old;
but soon after two died, so I concluded to let them alone, as there was so
much vegetable growth of Conferva, T supposed they would find food
from that. They remained in the tub until September, when I placed
them in a glass tank. After this I fed them every few days on very
small particles of raw beef. I scraped the beef very fine, and only put
in just what I thought would be eaten; if any was left, I was careful to
take it out for fear the water would become impure.
The fish are little beauties. There is a wonderful difference as to size,
some are so much larger and stronger than others. I can't account
for it, as all are of the same age, nnd have received the same treatment.
Among my young fish are several that are without the dorsal fin. *

—

—
FISH CULTURE ON THE WESTERN
___

«» »»

Hillsboro, Ohio, January 3d, 1876.

Stream:—
Y Editor Forest and

Why are there no trout in

.

the waters of the North Flatte
Spencer F. Baird, who now seems
to have become Commissioner-in-Chief of the scaly tribes,
as he long has been of the birds and beasts of the country,
cannot solve the question, I suppose il may be set down as
one of the things "a fellah never can find out."
Here is a great river, the heads and tributaries of which
take their rise in the centre of the Rocky Mountains, and
interlock with the waters of Wind River, Big Horn, and
Powder Rivers on the north, Green River on the west, and
the Yampah, or Bear River, and the South Platte on the
south, all of which abound in the Balmo fontinalis, and yet
Its greatest tributary— the Sweetwater
is itself troutless.
—actually rises on the Pacific slope, and with New River,
Green River, and Lewis' Fork of the Columbia, is fed
from the perpetual snows of the Wind River range, and
flowing through the South Pass, within three or four miles
of Pacific Springs, has a total length of 150 miles- The
main North Platte rises in the North Park, in Colorado,
and its head mingles with those of Bear River running into
Green River, and those of the South Platte, and formed
If our friend

from numerous mountain springs and streams, takes

its

way

north to meet the Sweetwater near the great canon. From
the head of the Sweetwater in the Wind River range, or
its own sources in the Colorado Mountains to its junction
with the South Platte on the plains, it has a total length of
about 500 miles.

Many

of

its tributaries,

fed

by

never-failing springs and

melting snow, with clear, cold, swift water, would seem
Commencing with Lawrence
specially fitted for trout.
Fork, which runs at the foot of Court House Rock, and
going west, there are Horn Creek, Laramie River, and the
many streams running into it; Rawhide, Cottonwood,
Horse Shoe, Labonte, Lapeile, Deer Creek, Sweetwater,
and its western and northerly sources; the head of the
Platte in the North Park, and also Pan Creek, Medicine
Bow River, and Rock creek, the three latter being large,
never-failing streams heading in the Elk and Colorado
Mountains, and running through Laramie Plains. These
and many others look promising and abound in fish, but
there are no trout.
I have been thus particular in giving detail, that I might
make the statement pertinent and full, so that if there is any
doubt about the facts, or if any one can give the causes, all
may have more light upon the subject. Now that the rail-

road runs through this section, and the mountain country
is becoming fully explored and, to some extent,
by miners, herdsmen, and others, there is no reason

generally
settled

its natural history in all its branches should not be
These questions in relation to the habfuliy understood.
its and habitat of food and game fishes are becoming especially interesting and practical, since such skill and attention lias been directed to their propagation. And now,
lest I may be charged with assuming the facts, I will state
means of knowledge. In the year 1802 G3 64 and '65
I was in the military service in the Rocky Mountains.
headquarters were at South Pass the first Summer and at
Fort Laramie afterwards. During the entire period duty
called me frequently to all parts of the country drained by
the North Platte, and to the headwaters of the other great
The scattered condition of my
rivers I have mentioned.
command, together with military expeditions, scouting
parties, and fort posts, and herding camps, etc., from the
forks of the Platte to Utah, gave me special facilities for
knowing the country. Whenever opportuity offered, the
rod as well as the gun were put to use, not only for sport,
but from necessity, and to vary the regulation diet of pork
and hard tack. When ordered from St. Louis to the
mountain country by Gen. Halleck in March, 1862, anticipating the narrow fare and tendency to scurvy in that service I purchased a seine about twenty -five yards long, and

why

my

My

at Fort Leavenworth, where we received our
ontat for crossing the plains, until we reached South Pass,
a distance of about one thousand miles, each company had
detail of eight or ten men would often
its use in turn.
bring in several bushels from an hour's fishing. After
striking the main Platte at Fort Kearney no game fish are
found in it or the North Platte and its tributaries, except
the glass-eyed pickerel, as it is there called, but elsewhere
generally known as the wall-eyed pike, or pike perch.
This is found in nearly all the larger streams, averaging
from one to six pounds in weight, and is really a very respectable fish on the hook or the table. Most others, except the catfish, are of the sucker mouth varieties. In addition to our own opportunities to ascertain the inhabitants of these waters, the testimony of the celebrated Mai
Bridger, who was nearly three years with me as guide and
interpreter, and of the old trappers and mountaineers generally, could be added and all agree as to the non-existence of
trout, as I have stated. It is barely possible some may be
found in the extreme headwaters of Pass Creek, or some
of the small streams in the North Park, with which I am
less familiar, but it is improbable.
As to the causes of this troutless condition of the waters

commencing

A

.

*

We

PLAINS.

Biver?

of the North Platte none seem to be satisf actoiy
It is
true that many of these streams, where they run through
sandy or alkali plains, sink or dry up at certain seasons of
the year, or become strongly impregnated with mineral
soda; but their sources are usually pure and permanent,
and the same objection can be made to the tributaries of
the South Platte and Green Rivers.
There can be little
doubt that trout would live and flourish in most of the
heads of these streams, if they were properly stocked, and
it would be well xo suggest to our friend Baird, the Fish
Commissioner, that he drop a few trout or troutlings, or
cause a few eggs to be laid 'where they would do the most
good," along the line of the Union Pacific Railroad. It
could be done from the California fish car, and, indeed,
there are places where a boy with a bucket could make a
transfer of living trout from one stream to another in a
few hours. While on duty in the Rocky Mountains I had
occasional opportunities to give him slight aid in some
branches of natural history, of which I gladly availed
myself.
feel a national pride in his success in all the
branches to which he has specially devoted himself; but
there is probably nothing in which his labors will be found
more practical and useful than fish culture, where he is exhibiting his usual ability and enthusiasm. It is gratifying
to know that he is receiving the aid of the Government,
as well as the cordial ami earnest cooperation of the highVeteran.
est skill and experience in the country.

«.«-

.

—

California Shad. A shad sixteen inches long and
weighing three pounds was taken at Wilmington, California, a fortnight ago; a circumstance that argues well for
the success of the Fish Commissioners' efforts to propagate
this variety of fish by planting in the Sacramento and
other rivers three years ago

As

regards habits and mode of life, there appears to be
similarity in the trogons of all three continents.
They are universally forest-haunting birds, inactive in
habits, short in flight and feeding, whether their prey be
insect or fruit, mostly upon the wing.
Their brilliant colors offer the most remarkable compounds of emerald green
and various shades of crimson and golden yellow, as will
be sufficiently apparent to any one who turns over Mr.
Gould's splendidly-colored plates.
"We must indeed congratulate the author," says Nature for Dec. 28d, u on the
energy and success with which, prompted by the pure love
of science, he has brought out a second edition of one of
the first of his many important ornithological works."

much

"•*-
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Large Carp. —Berlin,

Prussia, has produced a monster
carp, weighing 27 pounds, and measuring 2 feet 10 inches
in length, and 1 foot 11 inches in circumference.
It was
sent to

Lord Odo

Russell, British

Ambassador at Berlin, by

a fishmonger, who advertised carp for sale up to thirty
pounds in weight. Frank Buckland, in Zand and Water,
says:
"Of course I shall make casts of this splendid fish,
and shall then present, in Lord Odo Russell's name, the
fish to Prof. Flower, for the Royal College of Surgeons.
The carp's bones are very firm and white, and the fellow
will make a splendid skeleton.
Carp certainly live to a
very great age.
correspondent in this paper not long
since recorded a carp that was known from positive facts
to be ninety years old.
I should not be at all surprised if
the fish now in my casting-room was not from 100 to 150
years old, and I am in great hopes that we shall be able to
get some evidence as to age from the appearance of the
bones of the skeleton. Carp, when very old, are said to
turn white. The origin of this story is that carp are very
much subject to a disease of white fungus growing on the

A

scales."
-+.-H-

.

inml

— A writer in Land

j§i8torg.

and Water describes the setting of a
swallow's broken leg as follows
The leg was carefully
adjusted, flexed, and placed close to the body, and then
soaked with gums, the feathers near it being treated in the
same manner, and then plastered over with flour. After
being kept perfectly still for an hour, it was found that
the leg was perfectly set and securely fixed. The bird
:

This Department is now under the charge of a competent Naturalist,
indorsed by the Smithsonian Institution, and will henceforth be made a
All communicati/ms, notes, queries, respecial feature of this paper.
marks, and seasonal observations will receive careful attention. J
[

—Nature records the success of an expedition sent to the
Pelew

Islands,

which are situated

in the

Northern

Pacific,

western extremity of the Caroline Archipelago.
One of the most remarkable facts is the occurrence of a
jungle fowl (G alius bankiva) being the species generally
recognized as the original of our domestic fowl in a wild
state.
It is possible, however, that this may be an introduction. It is singular also to note that the Nicobar pigeon (Galcenas nicobarica) has spread thus far to the west.

then flew

—

Noteworthy again is the entire absence, so far as
known, of parrots and finches iu these islands.

is

hith-

erto

4M>
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— Among

the common English sparrows in St. Louis,
Dr. James C. Merrill has observed many specimens of the
European tree sparrow, {Pyrgita montana), which closely
resembles the Pyrgita domestica, but is distinguished by its
chestnut crown, and the similarity of both sexes and the
young. It was noticed in New York several years ago,
and may be looked for now but it frequents the outskirts
of the town and the country, as is its habit at home.
;

Linen-Eating Moths. —Edward Newman, the English
entomologist, has recently been investigating the loss of
William Eccles, a linen manufacturer at Larne, Ireland,
through the depredations of the larvae of the ruby tiger
moth, Arctia rubigiriosa. Mr. Eccles found that his linens,
after exposure upon the bleach fields, were filled with holes,
generally not much larger than the size of a pin head. He
asked the advice of the Editor of The Field, through the
columns of which Mr. Newman answers. It appears that
this caterpillar, which feeds upon the broad-leaved plantain, and has been previously thought inoffensive, would
select the linen as suitable material for its cocoon, thus
causing the innumerable holes which threatened serious
Mr. Eccles. Mr. Newman was unable to offer any
remedy, but suggested that possibly, like our own Western grasshoppers, the visit in large numbers might never

loss to

recur.
<•**••

.

—

Short-Tailed Tern in Massachusetts.— The .handsome short-tailed tern {Hydrochelidon Jimpes) has been considered somewhat rare north of New York. I was fortunate enough to secure five specimens at two shots, on the
29th of August, 1875, in Ipswich Bay, north of Cape Ann,
Mass. I was fishing at the time, nearly a mile from shore,
in a small boat,

when

I

observed a flock of about fifteen

individuals approaching,

engaged in their own

fishing.

They came within gunshot, and I secured one. The flock
were so intent upon scanning the water that they did not
appear to notice me until I had fired. They then flew off
alarmed, but soon returned to hover over their dead companion, which is a trait of the whole family of terns, as
tar as my observation extends, and I then succeeded in
shooting four more. Only one of the whole number was
Previous to this I
in full plumage with the black breast.
have only known of two individuals being seen in this
State; one of which I shot (See C. J. Maynard's Naturalist's Guide, Part II, p. 157) August 11th, several years

ago.— J. Francis LeBaron.
,
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San Francisco,

Cal.,

January

3d, 1876.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
One of your correspondents remarks, in reference to my giving an
opinion in regard to the McCloud River salinon returning to the sea
after spawning, that I said decidedly at first that they did not return,

and afiervvards that "I didn't know," your correspondent adding that
the matter rested here. The fact is that, in my own mind, I have always
been convinced that these salmon died after spawning before they returned to salt water; but when I first announced the fact in 1872, it was
received with such skepticism by Californians, and such resolute opposition, that I thought I might possibly have been mistaken, and concluded
to reserve my judgment till I had auother seasons' experience. It was
then that I answered, when questioned on the subject, that "I didn't
know." The next season I built a dam over the river, impassable to
salmon, and this settled the question finally, and proved beyoud a shadow
of a doubt, that of all the thousands of Sacramento salmon that
spawned in the McCloud, not one in a hundred returned 1o the sea alive.
Since then I have been very emphatic in the expression of this opinion;
so it is not quite correct, as your correspondent puts it, that the matter

my saying "I didn't know."
good deal in the papers about what the salmon feed on, as if
there was some mystery in it. Now, whatever mystery there maybe
about other fish, in this particular, there is none whatever as regards the
Pacific Coast salmon. While in salt water they eat, and eat ravenously,
their food being smelts and other small fish, with some crustaceans.
After they enter fresh water they lose their appetite and eat nothing, a
good evidence of this being found in the fact furnished by J. W. &
Vincent Cook, proprietors of the Oregon Packing Co., on the Columbia
River, who stated to me that out of ninety-eight thousand ealmon examined by them in 1874, only three had anything in their stomachs, and
these three had the appearance of having just left salt water.
Livingston Stone.
rests with

I see a

«**•»

LATE APPEARANCE OF THE MOCKING-BIRD.
Gainesville, Cooke Co., Tex., Jan. 5;h, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
During the early part of November, a "norther" visited us and
swept our migratory birds to more congenial climes; or, at any rale,
out of sight. After the "norther" the weather became warm again,
Frequently of a
flowers bloomed, and the grass continued green.
morning, before sunrise, when the weather was still and damp, I was
sure I could detect the familiar musical notes of the mocking-bird. Iran undertone, but could never catch sight of him, until about two
wee&s ago, when early one morning I observed a mocking-bird perched
upon the ridge of a house across the street: and again on the morning
of December 28th, it eat perched for sometime upon the frame of a
grape vine in my yard, and within thirty feet of me. I have been living
in this county for nine consecutive years, and I am sure I have never
seen the mocking-bird so late in the season at any other time; and it is
evidently considered migratory here, for when it appears in the spring
it is frequently remarked by the farmers that "winter is broken; the
mocking-birds have come." Dr. Coues states, in his "Birds of the
Northwest," that it is "resident from the Carolinas southward," which
would embrace this place, which is about latitude 33° 30' north, longitude 97° west from London. The most remarkable feature in the case
It is possible, from the fact of this
is, that this bird seems to be alone.
bird being so rarely seen in the locality in which I know it to be concealed, that there are other mocking-birds in this part of the State;
but as my business (land surveying) brings me into field and wood,
bramble and prairie, more or less every week, it does seem as though I
would occasionally start one from its retreat if any more were there. I
will state, however, that the winter has been extremely mild.
G. H. RagsiUle.

—

The Trogons,— Mr. John

Gould, F. R. S., has completed a second edition of his magnificent work on the trogons, illustrated by life-sized colored figures of the fortyLike the parrots, the trogons are
six species now known.
widely diffused through the tropics of both hemispheres.
Though not so strongly marked in general characters as
the Psittacidse, the Trogonidae are separated from all known
birds by the peculiar conformation of their feet, having
the first and second toes permanently turned backwards,
which is not the case in any other form of the class "Aves."
Like the parrots, too, the trogons are most numerous in the
New World, thirty-three out of the forty-six species being
peculiar to Central and Southern America, whilst eleven
are found in the Indian region, and two only in Africa.

great ease.

HABITS OF PACIFIC SALMON.

at the

—

away with
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CENTRAL PARK MENAGERIE.
Department of Public Parks,

New

York, Dec.

19th, 1875.

\
J

Animals received at Central Park Menagerie for the week ending
January 15th, 1875:—
Two pair Angora rabbits, Lepus cuniculus. Presented by Mr. A. M.
Halsted.

One

eagle, Halicetus leucocephalus

.

Presented by Mr. H. H. Brock-

way.

Two pig-tailed macaques, Macacus nemestrinus.
Two black-faced spider monkeys, Ateles ater.
Two macaque monkeys, Macacus cynomolgus.
Three slender-billed cockatoos, Liemetis

tenuirvstris.

W. A. Cohkun, Dareetor,-

FOREST AND STREAM.
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Gardening in California.— The markets
cisco are almost perennial in
ables.

their supply of

of San Fran-

many

veget-

Lettuce, radishes, cabbages, and onions are always
New potatoes come in January and last until

in season.

midsummer; peas and beans from February to December;
tomatoes from March and April until the end of the year;
cucumbers, ditto; carrots,

cauliflowers,

parsnips, yams;

turnips, beets, parsley, spinach, cabbage, rhubarb, celery,

asparagus, and many other vegetables are in season the
There is scarcely a day in the
greater part of the year.

when

strawberries cannot be obtained, while the marsupply of figs, oranges, lemons,
limes, pineapples, grapes, bananas, pomegranates, pears,
apples, and all
cherries, peaches, apricots, nectarines,
kinds of nuts.
year

kets constantly afford a full

«*-

Pyracantha Japonica.— Our Southern readers will
hear with pleasure of the introduction of this beautiful
new hedge plant. It is too tender to stand Northern winters,

but

is

hardy south of North Carolina.

(Fiery Thorn) denotes, its

As

its

name

flowers are of a brilliant orange

scarlet, succeeded by crimson berries, while its wood is
tough and thorny, of dwarf habit, and will bear the shears
well, and will turn cattle, and, if kept low, even hogs.
With this plant and the Cherokee rose, we hope before long
see Southern plantations with elegant hedges, instead of
jfcp
the slovenly and extravagant worm fences; for we believe

these fences

occupy thousands of acres that might be cul-

— *<*-

tivated.

-

—

A

Tropical Nursery Wanted. Planters of orange,
lemon, and banana groves at the South feel the want of a
nursery where they can order their young plants. In
France, which embraces some tropical territory, all the
nurseries in the north keep a good stock of tropical and
tender fruits and plants, and so it should be in this counIf some of our nurserymen would keep a large stock
try.
of grafted oranges and lemons, bananas and figs, they
would find a ready sale for them.
«»»»
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Plants.— One

of our lady readers, remarkably successwith her house plants in the Winter season, giyes us
two points in their management. Every gardener and
florist knows the value of what is called "bottom heat."
A warm atmosphere— especially if a dry one—is often insufficient to bring about healthy growth and is sometimes
injurious.
What is wanted for many kinds of plants and
flowers is moist heat at the roots and fibres, where growth
early starts, and from which the stimulus is conveyed to
every other part of the plant. A thrifty growth below the
ground is sure to be followed by fruits and flowers above.
Our lady friend accomplishes this bv filling the saucers of
her flower-pots with hot water. This is, of course, absorbed and carried up to the roots and fibers, giving the required bottom heat.
Unthrifty plants, in addition to this,
she places on the mantelpiece over the kitchen-range,
keeping them, of course, well watered. It supplies heat
where it is most wanted— at the roots— and the benefit is
marked. In warm rooms the temperature is warmest at the
top, and the coldest near the floor where the pots are.
This
reverses the proper order, giving the roots of a plant the
coldest place.
Another important matter in house plants,
ful

to give them the morning sun.
Windows where flowers
are kept should, therefore face the East. The reasons are
not known, perhaps, but the fact is patent to all whose
business is to develop healthy growth in plants and flowers,
that an hour of morning sun is worth three hours of afternoon sun. Every one observes this, and it may be o wingto some electrical action at that time.— iV". E. Farmer.
is

The Use of Fallen Leaves. —In the Gardener's Monthly,
Mr. Meehan says:— These have to be gathered up. They
are excellent to mix with hot bed material, and, where practicable, should be saved for this purpose. They do not heat
so rapidly as stable manure, and in this have an advantage
as tempering its violence, making it last longer, and maintaing a regular heat.
They are excellent material to put
round cold frames to protect half hardy plants. A board
is put up the height of the frame boards, and about a foot
or more from them, and the leaves filled in between.
somewhat
in a few

tender, the bottom of the
feet with the leaves.
Much
heat is thrown off during the decomposition of the leaves,
which, though not enough to keep out severe frost, yet
modifies somewhat the temperature These leaves, after

If the plants

frames

are

may be

filled

they have been two or three years decaying,
ble stuff for potting and flowers in general

made admira-

—

Khododendrons. This beautiful flowering shrub is
England and on the Continent an "American"
plant; but to see it in perfection, we must visit some of the
London.

We

are pleased so learn that

—

one of them S. A. Warterer, of Waking, Surrey, Eng.
maintains a large collection of these plants in full bloom
One peculiarity of these plants is, that the time of bloom-

almost to a day, so that a gorgeous
be expected.

ing can be calculated
display

may

-*•«
New Ornamental Trees. Mr. Thomas Meehan, of
the Germantown Nurseries, has purchased H. C. ThompThe same
son's entire stock of new weeping dogwood.
nurseryman has introduced a new blood birch and yellow
weepiDg elm, both very ornamental— a most valuable addition to our hardy ornamental trees.
-*»^
Oiling Harness. A good harness is costly, but if proIf
perly used and cared for will last a good many years.
neglected it will soon need repairs, and in a short time become utterly worthless. In caring for a harness one great

—

—

A

work harness, in
point is to see that it is suitably oiled.
use on a farm, should be oiled twice a year, in the Spring
and Fall. It should be taken entirely apart; the places
where sweat and dirt have collected cleaned with a chip or
an old case-knife, then washed clean in warm water, in
which a little Castile soap has been dissolved. As they
are washed the straps should be hung on a pole to dry.
When the outside is nearly dry, but before the moisture
This
is all out of
the leather, the oil should be applied.
may be done with a clean paint brush, which is the best
moderthing for the purpose, a sponge or woolen cloth.
ate quantity should be used, and if it does not soften the
leather enough, another light coating may be applied when
the first one is well dried in.
This is better than it is to
put on a great deal at once.
Care should be taken to obtain a good quality of oil for
leather.
There are some patent preparations in which a
water-proof ingredient is added to oil and also a little coloring substance to make the leather look black and glossy.
An honest mixture of this kind is better than the crude oil.
Cheap oils are generally poor. When dry, the harness
should be rubbed with Castile soap, then with a dry woolen
cloth.
When this is done, it may be put together and used.
This work should not be neglected until the hurry of planting and hoeing time, but should receive attention now.—

A

Lim

Stock Journal.

Window Plants.— The

Horticulturist

and Gardener's

Monthly gives the following directions for their care:—
"Many of our readers have only a few window plants.
These are often kept too warm, too wet, have too little sunIn towns, in addition
light and have too many insects.
to all these, they have often too much of the fumes of
burning gas. Leaks or escapes from the gas-pipe are well
known to be an injury to plants, but it is not so well known
that plants suffer, though in a less degree, from the common burning of coal gas. The trouble with most room
cultivators is, to know when plants get too much attention.
Too many insects are easily known, one— a siagle
one— is by far too many. We still think there is nothing
very little,
like coal oil to destroy all kinds of insects.
just enough to make a colored scum on the surface of a
tub of water, is sufficient, and in this the insect-covered
plant may be dipped, inverting the pot, and plunging only
the plant and not the pot of course. If too much oil is used
the plant maybe injured.
Too wet, is when a plant seldom gets dry— a healthy plant should get dry, and have
light, dry-looking surface soil every two or three days. As
to heat, a temperature of about 55° or 60° h. best for room
plants; below that they do not flower freely; above they
grow weak, especially if they have not a great deal of
sunlight.
Indeed, heat should be in proportion to direct
sunlight on the plants."

A
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BUYING AND SELLING SPORTING
DOGS.

AS and

is increasing in this country,
persons who would indulge therein
have not the time to spare which is necessary to break
dogs for their own use, or are living in cities or places
where there is not game enough for the purpose; or have
not the necessary skill to break them, they are therefore
have
compelled to purchase dogs already broken.
frequently heard it argued that no man can have a firstclass, satisfactory dog to shoot over unless he breaks him
This view of the matter is entirely erroneous. It
himself.
would be just as absurd to say that no man could ever
drive a horse at his best speed unless he raised and broke
him; or that a shooter could not shoot a gun well unless
he made it. We admit that it is well for those who have
the facilities to raise and break their own dogs, if they
But let the best breaker
have the skill to do it.
in the country raise and break a dog, and after he
gets him broken let that dog go into the hands of a skillful
sportsman, who will continue to work him properly,* and
nine dogs out of ten will be improved. Eemember, we
say a skillful handler of dogs; but here the trouble arises.
Our long experience has convinced us that not more than
one man out of twenty who shoots right well has patience
enough, or will exercise skill enough, if he has it, to
keep a dog up to his work. And then again, very many
shooters spoil every dog they undertake to handle; and
from this fact arises the trouble which frequently tak^s
place between buyers and sellers. We are fully convinced
that if the best breaker that ever lived should sell twenty
of as good dogs as were ever whelped, to the same number
of purchasers, who had the privilege of trying the dogs,
and of returning them if they did not suit, that at least
one-half of those dogs would be returned and the seller
slandered. And this difficulty will continue, because almost every man who shoots well feels confident he knows
In our long experiall about the management of dogs.
ence we have never known more than four or five shooters
admit they could not break or manage a dog. We well remember one gentleman, whom we frequently assisted in
getting his dogs, who used to say that it was a wonderfully
good one that he did not spoil in one season's shooting.
A skillful handler of dogs has no difficulty in purchasing a good one, because he knows what to expect of a
strange dog, and how to work him into his ways. On the
other hand, there are many who purchase dogs who
never give the dog an opportunity to show his education.
This is a matter that should be carefully considered by
those who are compelled to purchase their dogs. It is

recreation.

JARVIS' DICK.
»

THE

illustration

on our

many

We

surely a fact, that where you will find twenty men who
shoot right well, you will scarcely find one who manages
To be able to shoot well is certainly a
his dog skillfully.
desirable thing, bnt there is no great difficulty in learning

In looking around we see plenty of men,
with a very small show of intellect, who are proficient but
to be able to handle a dog skillfully is a very rare and a
very desirable accomplishment— one well worthy the close
attention of every field sportsman, particularly those who

to shoot well.

;

is

a capital likeness

came Mr. Jarvis has been, as yet, unable to discover. That
they were well bred there can be no doubt. Dick is a rich
deep red in color, and his hair of which we have a lock
He is very stylish and
in this office is soft and silky.
fast, a capital field performer, has a splendid nose, and is
a good retriever. His nose itself is large, open, and of a

—

—

very dark mahogany color; eyes, brown. His tail, which
is of fine length, is never carried above the level of the
back. Dick's intelligence is something remarkable. He
will go back for any thing lost while driving, and find it,
no matter how great the distance; will go to market, or
for the papers will lead a horse, and bring his dish at
feeding time. Mr. Jarvis relates the following instance of
his sagacity:
Shortly after coming into his present owner's possession, Mr. Jarvis, Sr., and his son were staking
out a young pear orchard, using as stakes some made from
the remnants of a picket fence, and which were stored behind the barn at some considerable distance from the orchard. Dick followed them as they each took a few stakes
from the pile and went to the orchard. When nearly
through, however, the stakes gave out, and it struck Mr.
Jarvis that perhaps Dick knew enough to go back to the
pile and bring some.
So he called him to him, showed
him the stakes and started him. Dick soon returned with
a stake, dropped it at his master's feet, and looked up into
On
his face, as much as to say: "Do you want another?"
being ordered back he started off, and kept up the supply
all the afternoon.
Dick is a splendid stud dog, getting
good puppies. Mr. Jarvis' address is Claremont, N. H.
;

Detroit Bench Show.

— The

second annual exhibition
with the Michigan State Poultry Association, will be held at Detroit on
the 31st inst., continuing until February 7th, bidding fair
to be very successful.
In connection will be held a cat
show, and a baby department has also been arranged for

and other dogs,

in connection

the benefit of bachelors, from amongst which body the
judges will be appointed. Premium lists can be obtained
by addressing E. C. Skinner, Secretary, Detroit, Mich.

the taste for field sports
as

.

page

first

of this celebrated red Irish setter dog. Dick was
bred from a pair of pure Irish setters, imported from Ireland into Boston by Mr. Goodwin. From what stock they

of sporting

called in

large nurseries near

Those persons who
are compelled to purchase their dogs.
consider the matter beneath their attention had far better
dispose of their guns, and look for other sources of

•+*+•

—The name

is claimed for a black pointer
puppy, by Old Phil, out of Fanny, whelped on the 20th of
October, at the kennel of A. C. Waddell, at Newtown, N.
Fanny was bred by, and late the property of, Jacob
J.

of Phil, Jr.,

Glahnj Esq., of Merriden, Ct.
-e^^S*.

BLACK AND TAN SETTERS.
Baltimore, January 8th, 1876.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
I will be mnch pleased if you will

give me through, your paper a full
description of a black and tan setter. I have one here that, by popular
opinion, has been considered one of the handsomest in this State; I had
her at the dog show in this city on January 6th and ?th, but the geutlemen who served as judges did not think her hair was the proper style.
The owner of the two Gordons, Mr. Stromburg, of this city, to whom
the second prize was awarded, offered me his two dogs and $50 for my

Gyp. These two dogs are full brothers to the one that got the first prize.
All of these three dogs have very curly hair. You can see by the offer
Mr. Stromburg made me what a wide difference there is hetween judges
Mr. Stromburg thinks mine the best or he would not have
gentlemen at the show. I ordy
breed for pleasure and my own hunting.
Amateur.

aud owners.

made

this offer in the presence of ten

[The true Gordon setter should be, if a dog, not less than
twenty-three inches high; if a bitch, not less than twenty
inches high; coat, wavy and soft, by no means curly.
curly-coated Gordon setter, although he may be a good
dog, yet such a coat would detract materially from his
beauty, besides indicating a cioss with some other strain.
He should have a straight tail ears should be long, reaching to the end of the hair at the nose. Deep black and
rich tan is the most approved color, but we have seen
some very beautiful tricolor dogs— black, tan, and whitcj

A

;

—which we knew were

thoroughbred Gordons, and it is a
admire, as such are more easily to be
seen while working in cover. Ed.]
color

we very much

'

Tonks!!—-Last week a correspondent asked through our
columns for information regarding one, Fonks, or Tonks,
a gunmaker, Or Boston.
A small boy has been kept actively engaged ever since in opening the letters, which inform us that our correspondent must mean Joseph Tonks,
of 45 and 49 Union street, a gunmaker of excellent repute.

We find

that not to know Tonks argues oneself unknown,
and are glad that when we next visit the "Hub" we shall
go duly armed with this important information.
—
-!&*.<£>,

-?'

—A

correspondent of the Spirit oi the Times says that
Col. Caldwell, of the Brock House, Enterprise, Fla., has the
largest and most valuable library of sporting literature in
the South. It contains all the standard works of this
class from the English, French, German, and American
press.

—Attention is called to the poetical recommendation of
Vanity Fair Tobacco in our advertising columns. It, is
believed that the eulogium is entirely deserved, and smokers will do well to make its virtues the subject of an immediate experiment.

—

—
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GAME

HUNTING

Sifle.

IN SEASON IN JANUARY.

Hares, brown and gray.

Wild duck, geese, brant, &c.

FOR ffLOKIDA.
Deer, Wild Turkey, Woodcock, Quail, Snipe, Ducks, and Wild Fowl.

Game

Mabket.

—

The continued warm weather intershipment of game from the West, and prices
for such as is in market continue high. We quote: Ruffed
grouse at $1.25 per pair; pinnated grouse, (prairie chickens), $1,50 to $1.75; quail very scarce, at $4 to $5 per doz.
canvas-back ducks, $3 per pair; red-heads, $1.25 to $1.75;
mallards, $1 to $1,50; black ducks, $1 to $1.25; widgeon,
in

feres with the

75 cents to $1; broad-bills, 75 cents; spring-tails, $1; brant

very scarce, $1.50 to $1.75; geese, $1 to $1.50; rabbits, 50
cents per pairt hares, 50 cents; venison, saddles, 20 cents;
steaks, 25 cents.

Canada— Quebec, January 11, 1875.— Just returned from
a nine day's caribou hunt; experienced nothing colder than
20° below zero I think, but sufficiently cold one night to
partially congeal Lower Canada whisky. Plenty of caribou,
ptarmigan, ruffed grouse, snow buntings, hares, and a few
Canada grouse in the market, also red deer from Upper
Canada. Can hear of no moose having been killed this
Winter

Roamer.

as yet.

Massachusetts— Salem, January

15.

— Gunning and sport

generally is very dry now as it is close season, and of late
very cold. The law on partridges is a humbug about our
country towns, as they are both snared and shot whenever
a chance occurs, and parties are very defiant when spoken
to*about it. I think the weather thus far has been good for
wintering over the quail, and there arc a goodly number
of them in our county. An occasional fox is shot, and I
saw two coons lately that were shot at Middleton, Mass.

— We

Arkansas— Jacksonport, January 12.
live in one of
the best hunting and fishing countries in the Slates, probably, with the exception of Teaas.
Bear, deer, turkey,
and every imaginable kind of water fowl in the greatest
abundance, quail, snipe, woodcock, plover, etc., also are
plentiful.
And the fishing can't be beat; only day before
yesterday a couple of our townsmen caught seventy three
bass, trout and dominique perch in a little over two'hours.
From this you can imagine that sportsmen have a fine time,
even in mid Winter.

Lunik.

— Geo. H. Ragsdale, of Gainesville, Cooke county, Texas,
sends the following clipping from the Gainesville Gazette,

with the remark that "a notice from this place in Fokest
and Stream brought Mr. Presow over to this country:
"Messrs. W. L. Fletcher, Dunbar, Cain, and J. B.
Presow, (an English sportsman,) left here on 5th January,
for the West, to hunt deer, turkey, and buffalo.
They wili
remain out about a month."
Buffalo are running now, and this is a good time to hunt
them.

—Messrs. G. F. Gilders! eeve and M. Y. Bay lis, both
of the Long Island Shooting Club, shot a match
at the club grounds, Dexter's, East ISew York, in presence

members

of a large number of spectators.
The conditions of the
match were, fifty single birds each, twenty- one yards rise,
old club rules, for $250 a side. The match resulted in
favor of Mr. Gildersleeve by the following score:— G. F.
Gildersleeve— *0 01 1,*0 110 1, 10111, 0010

1,11010, 11011, 1*01*01, *01111,0001
1— Total

1

1,

M. Y. Baylis—
1 1,
1

1,

0,

50, killed 29,

110

*0
1
0— Total

1,

missed

1100

1,

21.

0010

1,

1110

1 1, *0 1 1 1 1,
1 1 *0 1, 1 1
Referee,
50, killed 27, missed 23.

Mr. Parks, of the Long Island Shooting Club. TimeTwo hours and five minutes. *Fell dead out of bounds.

—The champion,

Capt. A.H. Bogardus, having accepted
challenges of Ira A. Paine, and his friend Mr Gray, accepting their own terms, a match between these crack shots
now appears probable.

all

A. Curious Accident.— A correspondent writes us of
an unusual accident that happened, to a friend. He had
tried a Berdan cap on a brass shell to see if it would fit,
and in trying to expel it from the shell again the cap exploded and was forced into his eye. A cap should always
be exploded in the gun to be removed with safety.

-•-

THE MEGANTIC DISTRICT

AGAIN.

Editor Forebt and Stream:—

am happy

communication from Mr. Pierremine of December 23d. There were other parties
besides his who camped and hunted in the Megantic District last fall;
bat my letter referred more particularly to his party, as the prices he
paid were brought more directly to my notice. 1 visited Scotston shortly
after he left there, and when I came to pay my own bills, I found them
nearly double the amount of those charged on former occasions; and
was told that he paid without question the high figures mentioned in my
former letter. I protested against those prices, not only on my own acI

pout

iu

to see iu your last issue a

answer

to

count, but also for the many sportsmen who have been in the habit of
tic country every season for years, and hitherto for at
least one- half the expense that it has cost us when we go to the Adirondacks, or to the lower St. Lawrence districts. I am satisfied by Mr.
Pierrepont's explanations that he was badly imposed on by those that he
employed there, and was also misinformed by those that he wrote to for
information. I have viBited the Megantic District several times a year
for a long time past, and claim to be "posted" on prices for teams and
laborers, and would say to those who intend visiting that country: Make
your bargains with those you wish to employ before you engage them
and you will have no trouble in getting teams for $3 a day, and men who
are acquainted with the woods for $1 or $1.25 a day, or at even a much
less price.
There are other points to enter the wilderness than Scotston.
The most used route is through Stornoway to '-John Boston's" at the foot
of Megandc Lake. Another good route is up the Ditton road, and strike
the Salmon Kiver at the upper still water, or go down the Eaton road to
Newport, and then through to the Connecticut lakes, tncugh now that the
railroad is in operation between Sherbrook and Robinson the wilderness
is the easiest reached through Scotston.
In all cases procure j'our supplies in Sherbrook and take them with you, or have them forwarded to
some point where your guides could get them as you want them. I
regret that Mr, Pierrepont is "sorry 11 that our "old sporting grounds"
are no better. Experienced sportsmen, however, will have no trouble in
killing good bags of game there and in other sections of the Megantic
Stanstead ,
District.
"Come again and welcome" is our motto.
visiting the

—

—

;

Mr

IN GEORGIA.

verification thereof,

Columbia Co., Georgia, December 15th, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Far from the busy hum of city life, and twenty odd miles frsm the nearest railroad, it is with great pleasure I hail the coming of Thursday, our
mail day, and the advent of your welcome paper. I have imposed upon
your good nature to ask what will remove the cap from a shell— Sturtevant, I think— the movable anvil breaking off in three per cent, at least
of the shell before I can force the cap out. Another objection I find
shooting a 10 gauge Powell gun, altered by Clarke & Sneider, of Baltimore, who by the way do most excellent work, is that my met£& shells
expanded from constant firing, so that out of sixty shells I have only
twenty-three that I can force in my gun. I disagree most emphatically
with your correspondents, who claim that American shells are as good
as English, and for my own use, prefer Eley's brown paper shells to his
green, or to any American shell, metal or paper. I have used my breech
loader only one season, killing 127 quail, besides other game, but for
long range, and when I am doubtful of my opponents marksmanship, I
always take my old muzzle loader, disregarding the convenience of the
former. Crimpers and creasers I have tried to no satisfaction, mucilage
is my preference.
I noticed your strictures upon the riding of American
gentlemen; should not that have read northern gentlemen?
Southrons, are rather proud of that accomplishment, and I for one, now that
I am crippled, refer you to the fact that I once won a hurdle race, during
which one horse was killed and two riders thrown. I ought to know
how, for I followed Stuart and Hampton through enough of Virginia
and Maryland, and a small portion of Pensylvania, to enlighten the most
obtuse mind on the subject of equestrianship. As to fox hunting,!

have always kept a pack of hounds numbering from five to fourteen, and
catch a red fox occasionally I have only bagged three this season,
though my neighbors report several others. I claim neither fox or bird
that I do not bag- I was amused at the Tribune's comments on the subject of fox hunting in this country. I suppose that in my county we
average over two hundred foxes caught every season, and at least ten or
fifteen planters, like myself, who keep hounds, but none of us ride to
dogs like Englishmen; on the contrary, if we can ride hard enough to
keep in hearing of our dogs without killing our horses, we consider
that we have had a fine hunt. I caught a fox yesterday in one hour and
five minute?, and by chance was in at the death.
How many I lose this
deponent saith not. It would take one mounted on a Pegasus to follow
dogs over these gullies, rocky hills, and high rail fences. I am tempted
to record the capture of a wild cat--the largest I ever saw— after a two
hour's race. I thought she was some "cat" until I read in the columns
of Forest and Stream of one being captured measuring five feet; mine
only went thirty three and three quarter inches in length, and nineteen
;

Jarbl.

a misfortune inseparable from the use of the Sturtevant shell that an occasional anvil wili break, but there
is no reason why the metal shells should expand so as to
be worthless if they fit the chamber of the gun properly in
the first instance.
If our correspondent will look again
he will see that in the article on Fox Hunting we alluded
only to this locality. Ed.]
[ft is

Men mid

*

'Littell"

Ottawa, Canada, January 10th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
In Forest and Strbam of the 6th hist., I observed a communication
over the signature of "Littell," with the heading "Prodigious Salmon
Fishing, 11 in which the writer expressed his views rather dogmatically
on the subject of salmon fishing, while at the same time asserting that
the statements of Salmon Fishing on the Godbout, which have appeared
at different times in Forest and Stbeam, could not be correct.
It appears that "Littell,' in Forest and Stream some time ago, asked for
1

iiiver

an explanation of my big score of forty-six salmon, (on 10th July, 1865),
but I did not happen to see his communication, arsd so it passed unanswered. What I have now to say is, that I caught that number of
salmon of the aggregate weight of 426 pounds on the day above namedall in what is known as the Upper Pool on the Godbout— that I com-

FISH IN SEASON IN JANUARY.
SOUTHERN WATERS.

menced

Pompano, Trachynotus carohnus. Grouper, Epwephelpus
Drum (two species.) Family Scice- Trout (black bass,)

mdm.

If

;

We

iu height.

which we print below.

be not convinced by this written testimony of two
such
credible witnesses as Allan Gilmour and the
Dominion
Fishery Commissioner, then we can only pity his unbelief
as past all hope. He is a more obdurate doubter than
the
disciple Thomas, who, we may presume, was unable
to
account for the "miraculous draft of fishes," until the catch
was made plain to his comprehension. Moreover, in addition to their very lucid exposition of the conditions which
make these remarkable scores intelligible as well as practicable, we have a duplicate of the casting line in use
which Mr. Gilmour was considerate enough to forward to
us by mail. Never have we seen a single gut of such
quality and strength.
The fly is dressed upon a double
hook, which, once fairly fixed into the jaw of a fish, will
be likely to stay there. With a Castle Connell or Forrest
rod— far more ponderous implements than the bamboo
rods used by our experts on this side of # the border with
a gut that will lift ten pounds of dead weight; with a pool
favorable for play, and a scientific angler to handle the
captive; and with a shelving beach where the fish can
readily be run ashore and landed without a gaff—we can
easily conceive the possibility of the exploits related.
Neither do we gainsay the assertion or the fact that salmon
of the weight indicated can be killed in ten minutes, one
after the other, as fast as they are struck.
In rivers where
fish are so abundant that fifty or more can be taken in a
single day with a rod, the loss of a fish is trivial.
Ill luck
can be retrieved immediately. The tactics to be then employed are quick and hard work, and no play. The fish
are not to be handled tenderly until they gradu lly succumb from exhaustion, as would be the policy if fish were
scarce, and the loss of a single one to be deplored.
The
battle must be sharp and decisive, with the whole power
of the rod exerted from first to last.
No matter if the
hook tear out. It were better so than to waste an hour in
cautious handling of a fish insecurely hooked, only to lose
him in the end. Fish are plenty; we have merely to cast
again, and a speedy rise will reward the effort.
This is
the philosophy and the secret of big scores.

nigtitug,
Centroprlstls

atrarivs.

Striped Bass or Rockfish, Roccus
Kingflsh, Menticirrus nelwlosns.
(vieatvs.
Sea Bass, Sriamops oceUatns.
Sheepshead, Archosargus probato- Tailorflsh, Pomat^mus saUatrix.
Black bass, Micropterus sabnoides\
cephalus.
Snapper, LMjanvs caxus.
M. nigricans.

Fish in Market.— The supply of fish during the week
has been abundant. Two steam smacks are now engaged in
making daily trips to the codfish grounds outside Sandy
Hook, but the experiment is, as yet, too young to enable
an opinion to be formed as to its ultimate success. Striped
bass, from Delaware, are worth 25 cents per pound smelts,
from Maine, 15 to 20 cents; blue-fish, 15 cents; salmon, frozen, 50 cents; mackerel, 20 cents each; shad, 50 cents to
$1:50 each, the former price being for the Savannah fish,
and the latter for those caught in North Carolina waters;
white perch, 18 cents; Spanish mackerel, 50 cents; frost
fish, 8 cents; halibut, 25 cents; haddock, 8 cents; codfish,
8 to 10 cents; black fish, 15 cents; flounders, 12 cents; eels,
16 to 18 cents; sheepshead, 35 cents; white fish, 18 cents;
pickerel, 18 cents; sunfish, 10 cents; yellow perch, 10
cents; salmon trout, 20 cents; ciscoes, 10 cents; pompano,
$1; green turtle, 25 cents; terrapin, $12 per dozen; lobsters, 10 to 12 cents per pound; scollops, $1.25 per gallon;
soft clams, 30 to 60 cents per 100; hard-shell crabs, $4 per
100; soft, do., 75 cents per dozen.
;

—

It is a great saving of expense to our Long Island
whalers when they can simply launch out on the adjacent
waters and capture forty-barrel whales. On Wednesday of
last week a large right whale of this yielding capacity
was caught off Southampton.

Masktnonge.—A superb specimen

of this noble

fish,

monarch of the pike family, tipping the beam at forty
pounds, was received at this office on Monday last, from
Mr. Joseph A. Davenport, of Davenport, Iowa. The fish
was taken in the Wapsie, a tributary of the Father of
the

Waters, the Mississippi, near its confluence, twenty miles
above Davenport. The experts assembled in our office,
book in hand, claim it to be a genuine maskinonge. Turf,

and Farm.
Movements op the Fishing Fleet.— There has been
quite an addition to the La Havre Bank fleet, and it now
numbers forty-five vessels. The first arrival from there
this season was schooner David Sherman on Monday,
bringing in 60,000 pounds of codfish and 4,000 pounds of
The latter sold for 19|-, and 13| for white and
halibut.
Field

The Tragabigzanda arrived yesterday with 10,000
pounds of codfish and 2,500 pounds of halibut. The latThere have been live arrivals
ter sold for 16 and 12 cents.
from Newfoundland with frozen heiring, and now that the
weather has become colder the prospect of the fleet is much
enhanced.
Gfyfie Ann Advertiser, January lbth.
gray.

—

The Godbout Salmon Scores.— The

strictures of our
correspondent "Littell," in a recent number of this paper,
upon the published salmon scores of the Godbout River,
in Canada, have evoked some- distinguished testimony in

fishing at half past six in the

twelve— when
thirty salmon ashore.

I stopped half

half past seven, during

which time

half past

morning and fished steadily till
an hour for lunch— and had then

afterwards fished pretty steadily until about
I caught and landed sixteen more,
making in all the forty-six of that day. And I may add, that as the fish
were still taking, though not very freely, I might, had I continued, have
made that days sport up to fifty. But I felt quite satisfied wich what I
had done, believing, indeed, that I had made the largest days salmon
fishing on record, or off it
I was, besides, somewhat fatigued, and
having about two miles to walk back to our cabins, over a hilly and then
bad pathway, I concluded that discretion under such circumstances was
the better part of valor, and so left off and beat a retreat, though as I
then thought, and still do, not; from an inglorious field. Now, as to the
time required to play out a salmon of say up to eleven or twelve pounds,
it can be done frequently in three minutes and need not, nor seldom
does it take experienced fishermen with us, over five minutes. Larger
salmon will, of course, take longer time, somewhat in proportion to
size, though not always so; and with twenty to twenty-six pounds—
about the largest found on the Godbont— from fifteen to forty-five
minutes is about the range of time required to bring them to gaff. And
now, when I have got such skeptics as ''Littell ' to deal with, and hope
to convert, it may be well to give a few more facts.
On one occasion in
fishing on the Godbout (at t?he same pool above referred to), having let
my experienced gaffman go with a young fisherman and taken his gaffman, rather a novice also, I determined to give him as little to do as
possible, and on that day caught and landed twenty-two salmon running
from nine to twelve pounds, twenty -one of which I beached with the rod
and line, and only one was landed with the gaff. "Littell, 11 and very
likely many others, may wish to know what tackle we use in what it
seems to him are such impossible feats. We use rods of Forrest & Sons>
Kelso on the Tweed, Scotland; length mostly eighteen and a half feet;
silk lines, one hundred to one hundred and twenty yards in length, to
which is attached a treble gut, casting line of about nine feet, and to
that a single gut casting line of about live feet in length. The flies we
use are also nearly altogether on single gut, which we much prefer, getting, of course, the very best we can, and which will lift a dead weight
of eight or ten pounds, and some even more. In regard to "LitteHV
remarks respecting the fishing by the river guardian (in 1874), I may
state that it was by permission of the lesees, who that season fished only
eight full days, and it was after they had left the river that the guardian
fished, as may be seen on reference to Forest and Stream of 23d De*
cember last. And further that the lessees may safely be trusted to protect their own interests in allowing no fishing that would lessen the
supply of salmon so as to impair the magnificent sport with the rod
which the Godbout has for years heretofore supplied.
This communication will, I dare say, be found long enough for the
present, and so thinking I will close, with the assurance that the guardian's
fishing on the Godbout to which "Littell 11 referred may be accepted as
I

1

1

1

1

as correct as that for which I can and now
experience; while free to admit in both cases very
exceptional pieces of good luck— pretty well availed of— as they should
have been when so unlikely to present themselves often in the lifetime
Allan Gilmour.
of any fisherman.

perfectly reliable,

vouch as of

and quite

my own

V

Ottawa, January 8'h, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Your quasi endorsement of "LitteHV unbelief calls me out in support of the authenticity of

Godbout.

Already you

my friend Mr.

Gilmour's scores on the river
in favor of genuine

know my humble views

sport as contradistinguished from mere slaughter, and can therefore understand that in relating some earlier experiences of my own, I make no
boast of them, and do not wish even to excuse them in the light of later
knowledge. My sole object is to show, by personal trial, the probability
of these questioned scores being feasible; their accuracy is amply
vouched for by the practical ability and honorable character of Mr. Gilmour, who is known to be a most accomplished salmon fisher, and in
every respect a high minded sportsman. Several years ago, when fishing at river Morale, I undertook, for a small bet> to "hook," "play/
T
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"gaff,"

and "land" nine salmon, from a birch bark canoe, the whole

operation to be performed alone within the time between 9 A.M., and
luncheon at 1 P. M. Please remember that to accomplish this undertaking I was obliged to pole my canoe into a swift current, and either hold
her there with a setting pole, or anchor her by means of a slung stone at
the how, attached to a line passing through an auger hole in a piece of
flattened wood projecting out beyond the bow like a bowsprit, and run-

ning under the cross bars down to the stern where it was looped or held
my teeth for the anchor to be let slip, or hauled atrip at. will. Then,
after hooking each salmon and recovering my anchor, the canoe had to
he steered, towed, or drifted about till it reached one of three landing

m

two, Ave, and eight hundred yards from the
a spliced greehhart 18 feet long, made by
Bnright, of Castle Connel. My canoe was about the same length. At
12:45 I had secured eight splendid fish, and hurried back to complete my
Naturally, on anchoring the canoe, I struck the ninth salmon,
task.
and whilst regaining my anchor line the canoe swung across the current, and the fish rushing towards me, swiftly as an arrow, leaped clear
The tangling and conout of the water and tumbled into the canoe.
fusion which ensued can be imagined. I cut the casting line as soon as
reached, and hastened to rig a fresh cast; but time was cried
it could be
before another fish could be struck. Two of the canoemen (Hoffman's)
places, distant respectively,

fishing pools.

The rod used was

and Mr. Robinson, their steward, at the Parker
House, Boston, and who hung out the luncheon signal when time was up,
These nine
are, I think, the only living witnesses to this occurrence.
About four years since, at the same
fish averaged 16£ pounds each.
place, fishing from a small birch canoe, I killed a fine, fresh run and vigorous fish, weighing 23 pounds, on a toy rod of split bamboo, three ounces
in weight, with a light trout line of 40 yards, single trout gut and miniature fly, tho operation lasting about, three fourths of an hour.
The
belonging to the party,

belonged to Mr. Reid, of Boston; Mr. Turnel, of Hamilton, Out.,
ana Mr. John Brown, of Brooklyn were present.
On another occasion, in the river St. John, near Mingan, I killed in
one forenoon 20 salmon, the smallest of which weighed 17 pounds, and
In the afternoon of the same day, Mr. Watt, of
the largest 27 pounds.
Montreal, killed fifteen more, all from one cast called "Whitcher's
Hole " This work was done from a birch canoe with the aid of one
man. Being better acquainted with the cast, and more accustomed to
the canor, I could easily have killed double his number.
But haviug
fished all the forenoon with my left hand only, the other arm being disgladly
surrendered
to my companion. We had to
abled and in a sling,
run backwards and forwards through a sharp rapid between the fishing
pool and the gaffing ground.
Now these instances are convincing as to the feasibility of making
tackle

"prodigious scores," particularly if we recollect that the localities
named, and the circumstances of capture are so much more difficult
than at the river Godbout. Here the fish were caught between a fall of

and a steep pitch, where the pool is situated in a bend of
the river, formed by an extensive beach of gravel and boulders from
which it is easy to cast, and where the fish can be quickly guided to the
edge and gaffed. Probably not one in twenty would leave the pool, and
a skillful gaff man ought often to land the fish almost as soon as hooked.
With reference to your correspondent's remark about a guardian fishing in such extensive style, I am pleased to say that on calling. Mr. Gilmour's attention to the matter last season this indulgence was promptly
several feet

W.

withdrawn.

F.

Whjtchek.

fochUng %ntl Ranting.
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later

than
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Monday in each week.

Commodore, Alex. H. Scott, Esq., (unanimously re-elected);
Vice Commodore, John Pugh, Esq.; Rear Commodore,
William Hebb, Esq.; Auditors, J. A. Grant, Esq., and A.
Forsyth, Esq. Secretary and Treasurer, C. C. Vaux, Esq.
Assistant Secretary, H. H. Groom, Esq.
Sailing Committee—James Kerr, (re-elected); D. M. Story, Esq., Hon.
Robert Robertson, J. Townsend, Esq., and Captain H.
Langdon. House Committee, Flag Officers and Secretary—
W. G. Wiswell, H. J. Marshall, and A. H. Hart, Esq.
Measurers— D. McPherson and T. J. Bently, Esq.
•

—The third annual meetieg of the Hudson River Yacht
Club was held at their rooms, West Fifty-seventh street
and North River, on Tuesday, Jan. 11th, when the following gentlemen were elected to serve as officers during the
ensuing year:— John T. Lynch, Commodore; Robert Shaw,
Vice Commodore; John J. Finn, Secretary; Joseph Stilger,
Treasurer; John Klaus, Measurer; Adolph Joseph, Steward,
and Richard V. Freeman, Edward Wilson, and Charles
Frick, Trustees.
A committee was appointed to prepare a
set of engrossed resolutions to be presented to the retiring
Commodore, Richard V. Freeman, for his services during
the past two years.

Atalanta Boat Club.— On the evening of the 11th
instant the members of this, the oldest club in American
waters, held their twenty-ninth annual meeting at their
club rooms, Village House, Arlington Square, when the
following officers were chosen for 1876:— President, Geo.
B. Deane, Jr.; 1st Vice President, Frederick H. Clark; 2d

ant, George Roahr;
B. Smith, Philip C.

Board of Trustees— Messis. Martin V.
Benjamin, Charles Devoe, A. Byron
Cross, and S. H. Noyes.
The declination ol R. Parker,
Jr., to again be a candidate for the Presidency, was received with regret, but the members experience great satisfaction in the knowledge that their new chief officer, a
gentleman who is most favorably known to the entire community, will ably sustain the Atalanta's ancient and honorable record— a record of nearly thirty years of boating
history.

—The Pioneer Rowing Club, of Brooklyn, has just completed au elegant boat house on the water front at Third
avenue and Thirty-fourth street, which is reached by Fort
Hamilton cars. The building is replete with every convenience for the use of members, and the reception of the
boats. The room in which the latter are kept -is 60*25
feet; the reception room, 42 m 30 feet handsomely floored
and wainscotted. The doorway, which is furnished with
glass panels, and the French casement windows lead out
on the balcony on the water-front, from which a fine view
of the bay can be obtained.
On the water-front, leading
from the boat house, is a gangway communicating with
the float from which the boats are launched.
The structure is in fact furnished with every essential of a boating
club, and is quite an ornament to the water-front on Gowans Bay.

—The Meteor Boat Club,

of Hoboken, have decided to
about the 1st of July for the combined
purpose of witnessing the celebration and taking part in
any of the rowing events which may come off. They will
row in a six-oared barge, and are now having a new one
The crew will be composed as folbuilt for that purpose.
lows: Bow, William Hopkins; 2. R. A. Kammerer; 8. F.
A. Gunther; 4. F. Miller; 5. L. Meyer; Stroke, F. W.
Woiter. Substitutes, Messrs. Charles Eder and C. Miller.
The crew will soon go in training.

row

HIGH WATER. FOR THE WEEK.
Date.

Jan. 20
Jan.ai
Jan. 22
Jan. 23
Jan. 24

Boston..

.

Jan. 25.. ..
Jan. 26....,

....!!.!

Brooklyn Yacht Club.

H.
5

M.
57

6

5«j

7

51
48

8
9
10

42
31

11

18

—This

New
B,

3
4
5
6
7
8
8

York. Charleston.
M,
41
86
33
38
16
43

H.
1

2
3
4

5
6
7

At.

57
56
51

48
42
31
18

club held their annual

meeting on Wednesday evening at their club rooms, the
President, P. W. Ostrander in the chair.
After the Treasurer's report had been received, the election of new members and officers was proceeded wilh.
The following gentlemen were elected members of the club:— George L.
Kingsland, yacht Alarm; Charles J. Osborne, yacht Dreadnaught; J. D. Smith, yacht Estelle; 8. M. Mills, yacht

Edward P. Miller, yacht Cynthia; William Edgar
ledgers, Thomas Palmer, R. Eagan, G. M. Riley, R. Cornell White.
The following gentlemen were elected officers:— Commodore, John S. Dickerson, schooner-yacht
Madeleine; Vice Commodore, John B. Piatt, schooneryacht Clio; Rear Commodore, John G. Johnson, sloop
Lizzie L.; President, P. W. Ostrander; Secretary, William
T. Lee; Treasurer, Chauncey M. Felt; Measurer, John M.
Sawyer; Assistant Secretary, George G. Dunning; Fleet
Surgeon, Samuel Hall, M. D. Judge Advocate, Hon. John
Oakey. Trustees— Ex-Commodore Robt. Dillon, Commodore T. B. Aslen, Henry S. Woodland ex-Commodore M.
T. Davidson.
Committee on Membership S. L. Blood,
Vesta;

;

—

Samuel McElroy, and Wm. M. Ringwood. Regatta Committee—Barry Willard. Aloiifco Slote, and William Bishop.
Mr. John B. Norris offered a resolution for a special committee to meet a similar committee from the Atlantic Club
to take measures for the consolidation of the two clubs.
After remarks of ex-Commodore Dickerson, ex-Commodore Dillon, President Ostrander, and others, the question
was taken, and by a rising vote the club was declared
unanimous in favor of the appointment of this committee.
The following gentlemen were appointed such committee:
John B. Norris, M. T. Davidson, R. Dillon, B. Willard,
Henry Hentz, R. Huntly, and Commodore Dickerson.

Seawanhaka Yacht Club.— This club held a meetiug
Delmonico's on Wednesday of last week. Commodore
Swan, in offering his third annual report, recommended

at

that the

annual regatta be held on June 26th instead of
owing to the Centennial celebration at Philadel-

July 4th,
phia.

After the presentation of

some

of the prizes

—

won

were then elected: Commodore, Samuel J. Colgate; Vice Commodore, Rutherford
Sluyvesant; Rear Commodore, Robert Center; Treasurer,
Bayard L. Foulke; Secretary, Frederick De P. Foster;
Chaplain, Rev. Wm. Irvine, D. D.; Fleet Surgeon, Dr.
Corey; Measurer, A. Gary Smith.
Regatta Committee— M.
Hoosevelt Schuyler, James H. Elliott, Dr. L. DeForest
Woodruff, C. Wyllis Betts, and Thomas S. Young, Jr.
The following new members were elected:— G. W. Robins,
Jr.; Timothy M. Cheesman, John R. Suydam, Walter L.
Suydam, A. Floyd Delarield, Herman Oelrichs, Meyers
bayard Brown, and Robert C. Cornell.
Royal Halifax Yacht Club.— At a meeting of this
club, held last week, it being the eighteenth annual one,
nag officers were fleeted for ths eoming y§ar:^
last

year, the following

officers
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to Philadelphia

—

—

Mr. Thomas Hughes, in a private letter to B Frank
Rees, declines the position of umpire of the Rowing AssoHe nevertheless
ciation of American Colleges for 1876.
says he prizes the honor very highly, and regrets his inability to accept the office.

The International College Boat Row.

BeWs

Life

has an article on the proposed race, in which it says That,
owing to the late date at which the Plenley regatta will
probably be rowed this year, the English universities would
find it impossible to get their crews to this country and in
condition by the 19th of July. It says that our universities may take part in the international collegiate race, and
also the international regatta at Philadelphia, is the
wish of the whole country, but it will be necessary for our
friends across the Atlantic to fix a later day. The international regatta at Philadelphia is fixed for the end of
August. It is highly probable that England will be represented there by two or three crews independently of the
Why not hold the collegiate race at the same
Universities.
regatta or within a few days of it? When the invitations
from the New York Regatta Committee reached England
all three of the Universities had separated for the Christmas vacation. At. the resumption of the term the matter
will be discussed, and even if the date of the proposed contest is changed, it is impossible to say what the decision
will be; but as at present fixed, it will be impossible for
either of the Universities to accept the invitation.

\%twml $z$tim*B.
—

At a meeting of journalists and others connected with
the metropolitan daily and weekly journals, held in New
York on January 14th, a Press Base Ball Club for the
Centennial year was organized, and the following gentlemen connected with the Forest and Stream, Clipper,
Herald, Times, World, Tribune, Ban, Frank Leslies, Brooklyn Eagle, were elected as officers and members of the club
team for 1876: President, Mr. Henry Chad wick; Vice
President, Mr. Samuel McKeever; Secretary and TreasThe members of the team
urer, Mr. T. Bayerd Brasher.
are Messrs. Howard Crosby, Charles Blodget, J. H. 11amLoughlin, T. B. Brasher, J. R. Carpenter, Al
ilion, B.
Martin, J. Rankin, and C. Joy. The club will open play
at Prospect Park early in April, their practice days being
Tuesdays and Fridays.
-*>*«*.

Billiards.— M. H. He wins is home again at Hartford,
improved in health and twenty -five pounds heavier
Michael Geary expects shortly to open a room with twenty
tables, comer of Sixth and C streets, Washington, D C
H. W. Collender^ias anew table, which is pronounced
by connoisseurs a marvel of beauty. .The formal opening of the Columbia Room, on Monday evening, was a
grand affair. Slosson, Sexton, Gamier, and O. Dion gave
3o%®&% &*x%b?h of
e^iwblti™ of thm srfeil!
.

.

,

.

.

M^

-

writes that he will play anybody in the State of New Jersey for $250 aside.
.Gamier has not yet accepted Cyrille
Dion's challenge to play him for $500 or $1,000 a side
A. R. Samuells, of Brooklyn, is happy over some Centennial scheme, the field of which is Philadelphia, but he
won't divulge.
.A tournament commenced at Fall River,
Mass., Dec. 17th, at the Pocassett Hall. The entries are
W. H. Briggs and J. B. Sullivan, of Fall River; A. W.
Staples, Taunton; and W. R. Vance, New Bedford. BrisThere
tol county is expected to send one or twr o players.
A.
are two cash prizes— $80 to first and $20 to second.
P. Rudolphe, of New York, and Edward Daniels, of Boston, are matched to play in the latter city on the 20th inst.,
Joseph Dion
Daniels receiving the odds of 150 in 600
has gone to Montreal on. his annual visit, and will probably
stop at Toronto during the tournament for the championship of the Dominion
A youngster of fourteen is said
to have 'moled" forty-five balls without missing, lately, at
Baltimore
Daniel Strauss has made the celebrated
French expert, Mons. M. Digne, an offer to visit this country.
It is now probable that the Vignaux brothers, Digne,
and Plot will arrive in this country about the same time
Maurice Daly has been exhibiting at the Metropolitan
An amateur tournament is in
Hall, Jacksonville, Fla
The first prize
progress at the Union Square Rooms.
Jerry McLaughwill be a handsome
gold medal
lin receives a gold medal this week, emblematic of the
McKay
championship of the Nautilus Boat Club
won the gold medal at the Dion brothers' rooms, given to
McKay liberthe best amateur player at fifteen-ball pool.
ally returned it to be contended for again in March....
Clarke E. Wilson has deposited $50 as a preliminary slake,
in reply to the challenge of Ned Bryan, of Providence, and
selected Hartford and Boston as the cities to play in
A. Vereneseneckockockoff is the name of the billiard man
at the Grand Hotel, Cincinnati
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Wm.

Carter vs. Sbtaw.— The Adelphia Theatre, at Toledo,
Ohio, on the night of January 7th, was the scene of a Very
exciting match between Louis Shaw, of Indianapolis, and
Eugene Carter, of Toledo. The contest was brought about
by the result of a former one played in the same city Dec.
17th, where the Ohio champion was beaten by Shaw 89
points in 500.
On the night in question the game was the
same three-ball, 500 points up, for a stake of $500. Shaw,
as at the previous game, had it all his own way from the
Score Shaw, 500;
start, winning with a majority of 189.

—

—

Carter,

311.

Best runs

Averages— Shaw,

— Shaw,

108; Carter,

par, Norwalk, Ohio.
2 hours, 30 minutes.

^nmt\n

Marker,

15.5 33;
89.

Carter,

9.14-33.

Referee, Joseph Cas-

W. B. Bnrnham.

Time,

__^__

—

§£a ($ari[eM$andenf$,
t

No

Notice

Taken

of

Anonymous Communications.

Spinner, Trenton.— What kind of hooks shall I nse for sea fishing in
Ans. The Chestertown hooks are highly recommended by Dr.
Kenworthy. our correspondent. They can be bought of Abbey & Imbrie,
48 Maiden Lane, and presumably of other tackle dealers.
Florida?

Green Horn, N. Y.— I would

like to get a berth

on some smack

having no acquaintances in the business, I don't know to
to apply for such a berth, so I ask the benefit of your knowledge
proceed? Ans. Call on Mr. E. G. Blackford, Fulton Market.
fishing;

to

go

whom
how

to

W. H. K. Ronseville, Venango Co., Pa.— Please give me the names
of breeders of beagle hounds; want one for tunning rabbits. Ans. S.
Bestor, of Hartford, Conn., L. E. Handerson, of Vergennes, VS., or
W. A. Leonard, Ferrisburg, Vt., will teli you all about beagles.
J, E. S., Phila.—Messrs. E. K. Tryon, Jr. & Co., No. 19 North
Sixth street, Philadelphia, are agents in that city for the Oriental Powder
Co. In his inquiry about a gunsmith in Boston City named Fonks he
probably means Mr. Joseph Toriks, No. 45 Union street. His reputa-

tion is

A No.

1.

G. A. Jackson.—I have a very valuable bound that is constantly
shaking his head, and When walking around holds his head over on one
Please tell me what to do for him, and oblige. Ans. Your hound
side.
has canker/ Wash his ears with Castile soap, and pour into them a weak
solution of blue vitrol, four grains to an ounce of water.

H. P. E., Salina, Kansas.—I have a

fine pair of setter puppies,

say

ten months old, affected far inside the ear with innumerable small lice
or parasites about the size of grains of ordinary ground pepper, perfectly white, which crawl rapidly about in the ears.
The dogs seem to
hear well, and apparently are not troubled by the affection. Ears
sli&htly inflamed and offensive.
Ans. Rub a little red precipitate
ointment or mercurial ointment upon the parts affected.

B. G. D., Galveston, Texas.— 1. What American make and fize of
gunpowder corresponds nearest in size of grain and shooting qualities
with Curtis & Harvey's No. 6? 2. What is the cost of Curds & Harvey's powder in New York compared with similar American powder of
the best brand? Ans. 1. Dupont'sNo. 1, and Orange Lightning No. 6
correspond with Curtis & Harvey's No. 6. 2. The price of Curtis & Harvey's powder in New York is $1.50 per pound. We consider if about
equal to the best American brauds.

Mebctjtio, Alleghany City.—I am about to buy a fine high priced
English breech-l«>ading thot gun. Should I have it delivered in London,
and a friend should shoot it while there and leave it uncleancd, could he
bring it over for me free of duty, or would he have to make affidavit that
it is for .his own private use.
In other words, does it make any difference whether it is for his own use or mine so long as it is not for sale?
Ans. You could pass a gun in for yourself, but under the existing mode
of entering personal effects it would oe difficult for a friend to do it for
yon.

W. E. S., Boston.— 1. Can you give me the * 'regulation rules" for
accurate testing of guns as to pattern and penetration? 2. Where can I
find a detailed report of the London Gun Trial of 1375? 3. Have any
important results followed the introduction of the English "chilled"
snot? Ans. 1. There are no "regulation rules," the test used in the
Field trial being a certain number of shots at a Pettit pad 30 inches in
diameter, distance, 40 yards, 1 J ounces No. 6 shot, no restrictions as to
powder 2.
detailed report of this trial was published in the Turf,
Field and Farm of Dec. 13, 1815. 3 Not in this country, where its ute
is still limited.
Better penetration is claimed for it in England, and it
was used in the winning guns at the Field trial.

A

Alfred, Norfolk, V.—Please give me the following information in
regard to coot shooting. 1 Is it necessary to conceal the boat with
bushes or straw; if so, which is preferable? 2. Do you place the decays
to windward or to leeward, and how many decoys are generally used?
3. Is it necessary to have coot decoys, or will those used for black duck,
widgeon, &c, answer? Ans. 1. It is not usual to cover the boat, and the
bushes and straw would soon be washed off. 2. The decoys should be
anchored so as to head towards the boat, if more than one person is
shooting, on her beam. A buoy should be attached to the anchor rope
so that the boat could be used readily for picking up the dead and crippies. 3. Black duck decoys will answer. For further information regarding eoot shooting, see pages £47, 288, %V-

.
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INTER -COLLEGIATE
MATCH.

RIFLE

all these matches military rifles are called for.
The
Chancellor's Challenge Plate was instituted in 1862, within
two years after the establishment of the English National
Rifle Association.
The plate was given by the Duke of
Devonshire and hj the late Earl of Derby for annual competition between the volunteers of the Oxford and Cambridge University Corps. There are eight competitions on
each side. The distances fired over are 200, 500, and 600
yards, seven shots each.
From 1862 to 1870 inclusive the
long Eufield was required, but now the three-groove long
Snider, of 577 bore, is called for.
The Chancellor's Plate
is fought for by teams of eight from each university.
The
great interest, however, centres about the Ashburton Challenge Shield, competitors restricted to public schools having enrolled or unenrolied volunteer corps. The trophy
was given in 1871 by Lord Ashburton, and has been competed for with much spirit ever since. Each school sends
eleven representatives, who fire seven shots at 200 and 500
yards.
The rifles allowed are those in use at the school,
provided they are of military pattern and employ the National Rifle Association ammunition.
At 200 yards a
standing and at 500 yards any position is permitted. Each
"eleven" pays an entrance fee of $5. The competion for
many years lay between Eton, Rugby, and Harrow, but the
other schools have come to the front and passed the old fa-

TRUTH

is stranger than fiction.
It would be only
another version of this familiar maxim to say that
the domain of science and nature is more wonderful than
the realms of the imagination.
visit to the Brighton
Aquarium show s that all one has ever read in fiction or
romance of the mysteries that "the deep unfathomed caves
of ocean bear" is a truthful story.
There one realizes
that the fanciful pictures of Victor Hugo or Jules Verne
are only photographs from nature.
There one is enabled
to visit comfortably, and without putting on a Boyton's
patent diving dress, even without an umbrella— perhaps
the only place in England that one can go without it— the
mysterious chambers of Davy Jones' Locker, and return
from that bourne alive and with dry clothes. But it was
my intention to give you only some practical information
about this magnificent aquarium, which ought to rank as
one of the wonders of the world.
As long ago as 1866 the Brighton Aquaiium was proposed by Mr. E. Birch its engineer, he having seen a similar, but much smaller one at Boulogne.
It is now the
But it was not until the autumn
largest one in the world.
of 1869 that the work was entered upon. At Easter, 1872,
it was provisionally opened, and in August of that year it
was inaugurated with great ceremony on the occasion of
the meeting of the British Association of Science at
Brighton. Distinguished personages from the four quarters of the globe were present, including the ex-Emperor
and Empress of the French, the King and Queen of the
Belgians, the Japanese Embassadors, theKawabof Bengal,
the Patriarch of Autioch, the Bishop of Jerusalem, and
many others, showing the great interest that was taken in
The aquarium is situated close to
this novel enterprise.
the chain pier at the end of the Marine Parade, or fashionable drive and promenade of Brighton, and is sunk much
below the natural surface of the ground. Entering at the
western end, through a beautiful gateway of Oriental architecture, above which is a tower with an illuminated clock,
the visitor finds himself at the top of a flight of granite
steps twenty feet in width, leading to the entrance court

A
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vorites.
Marlborough, Winchester, Cheltenham, Rossall,
Derby, and Charterhouse have all taken part. The competiors are dressed in neat uniforms. The winning schools
have been: 1861, Rugby; 1862, Harrow; 1863, Eton; 1864'67, Harrow; 1868, Eton; 1869 70, Harrow; 1871-73, Winchester; 1874, Marlborough; 1875, Harrow.
The Public
Schools Veterans match was started in 1874 for the amusement of the 'old boys.' It is open to former pupils of
the public schools, five men from each, firing at 200 yards,
ten shots per man. Charterhouse and Westminster clubbed
their force in 1875, and took the prize, six other schools
competing. In 1867, with seven teams in the match, Rugby lead with 217 points to the possible 250. The rifle used
is the Snider, and the prizes are a silver N. R. A. tankard
to each member of the successful squad."

There are various ways in which the Inter-Collegiate
match can be assisted by those who are more particularly
One is by the difinterested in the colleges themselves.
ferent alumni offering small prizes, such as badges to be
shot for by the clubs, either in the competitions for places
on the team which is to represent the college in the match,
or in general practice. Something of this kind to arouse
a spirit of emulation is necessary. Had it not been for the
by the N. R. A. at Creedmoor, the Amateur

by forty feet. The front elevation of the buildeighteen feet high, and consists of five arches with
On the frieze round
terra cotta columns and enrichments.
the sides is this appropriate inscription. "And God said
let the waters bring forth abundantly the moving creatures
that hath life." From this outer court the entrance hall,
sixty feet

prizes offered

ing

Rille Club never would have produced an American Team.
The Faculty of each college should also be interested,
and upon their application the Government would undoubtedly issue the requisite number of Springfield rifles;
or the various State authorities would provide the State
arms. Gen. Townsend, the Adjutant General of this
State, than whom no one is more interested in rifle practice, would probably interest himself also in this match,

which

approached
is eighty feet by forty-five feet, is
through three doors. This hall is furnished with reading
tables, and is supplied with the serials, journals, and telegrams of the day
The first sensation on entering this beautiful and spacious
All the familiar
hall is the silence that pervades the place.
Long vistas
noises of the upper world have ceased.
stretch before the eye, walled by the pale green water of
the sea, ending in rocky grottoes and cascades. To increases the bewilderment, strains of distant music fall on
the ear, and at intervals the sharp bark of the sea lion is
heard, and, were it not for the presence of a few visitors
sitting about in this entrance hall, prosaically reading the
newspapers, one might imagine he had suddenly plunged
The architecture of the
into the realms of old Neptune.
composition
of Italian and
said
to
a
be
interior may be
Oceanic. Strong iron columns support the structure, but
there are many other columns of terra cotta, whose capi«
tols are moulded with figures of mermaids, Naiads, dolphins, etc., and friezes and bands of shells and coral run
around the sides. The roof is constructed of variegated
bricks, is grained, and rests upon columns of Bath stone,
On each side of
serpentine, marble and Scotch granite.
the main corridors the tanks, forty-one in number, are
These vary in size from forty to one hundred
placed.

and we have no doubt that an application to him would
meet with immediate response. In fact, it is to Gen.
Townsend that we are mainly indebted for Creedmoor. It
was upon his fiat that the question of the purchase rested,
and the result of his far-sightedness is the magnificent
record of our riflemen. Maine has already furnished one
hundred breech-loading rifles of the regulation pattern,
for the use of the students of the State College at Orono,
in their military drill. Prof. Chaplin is an accomplished
drill

master, and the students are very proficient in mili-

tary tactics.

THE

.

interest in rifle shooting, which culminated last
year with the victories of the American Team
abroad, remains unabated. Indeed, it is probable that
during this Centennial year many matches will be shot in
this country which are likely to awaken an enthusiasm
but little, if any, short of that which greeted the news
from Dolly mount. The avowed intention of Sir Henry
Halford to visit us with his picked team of British riflemen, the selection of a range near Philadelphia, and the
increase a notable feature in itself of galleiies for short
range shooting, the schools for riflemen, all indicate that
during the coming season there will be fifty crack shots
where one could be found two years ago.
Among the most important matches of the year will be
the Inter-Collegiate match, for which this paper donates a valuable piece of plate, or work of art, as a prize,
and we are pleased to note the interest with which our
proposition has been received, both by the colleges and the
press.
The Syracuse Standard, a paper which has done
much to further the rifle movement, thinks that "a military organization in every college in the country, which
should teach its members the rudiments of tactics, would
be a good and useful thing, and perhaps such an organiza-

—

—

tion, which some feeble and fitful efforts have been made by
Government to provide, can only be maintained under the
pressure of emulation, which college rifle matches furnish."
Some years since a bill was passed detailing an officer
of the army to each college to instruct the students in tactics, but we believe nothing ever came of it. At the South,

however, in many of the colleges, such as that at Lexington, Va., William and Mary, and others, there has always
been a certain amount of military instruction, the result of
which, perhaps, made itself felt in the late war. And,
after all, what is West Point but a college in which mili-

On the present
tary drill and discipline are preeminent.
occasion, however, we are not arguing for a military
course in our colleges generally, but for the formation of
rifle clubs, the result of which will be as productive of
recreation and permanent benefit as boating, without the
risks of training.
The journal before alluded to gives the
following interesting description of the English college
and public school matches:—
"Public school matches are among the most popular of
the many team competitions at Wimbledon, England.
There are on the programme there, four collegiate matches,

That some of our colleges have taken hold of the submatch energetically there can be no doubt, and
we hear of the college rifle clubs looking around among
Columtheir graduates for suitable men to coach them.
bia claims Col. Gildersleeve, and Williams will probably
call on Mr. Orange Judd, one of our most practical riflemen and expert shots. Other able men will, no doubt, appear in due time. With regard to the prize to be shot for,
we are as yet undecided between a solid silver tankard, or
We are ina work of art, such as an antique or bronze.
ject of this

clined to the latter, as it will not require to be locked in a
safe every night, or be a constant source of anxiety to the
propose that the value of this prize shall be
owner.

water.

We

ness.

neighborhood of Five Hundred Dollars.
We have another proposition to make to collegians in
this connection which maybe worthy of their attention.

artificial rockwork, but looking wonderfully real with its
overgrowth of mosses, shells, and aquatic plants. The
bottom is covered with fine clean gravel. The light to the
tanks is admitted from above, and is so disposed that the
fish cannot see the spectator, and therefore is not disturbed
by his presence. The finny prisoner rests or swims near
the glass wholly unconscious of the observation and criticism that he is undergoing, so that one sees the fish as he

the college rifle club, a member of which will furnish
us with the best appropriate design for a vase, or shield,
we will present a gold badge, to be shot for among themselves; said design to be engraved and printed in this paper as soon as accepted, due credit being given to the de-

To

signer.

formed

appears at his own fireside, so to speak. Thus a big codor a huge conger eel comes swimming toward you as
you stand looking into his tank, working his mouth in a
most ominous manner, as if he was hungry and had predaceous designs on the end of your nose, when, in fact, he
Owing to the aris not aware of its inviting proximity.
rangement of the light, and partly to the obscurity of the

the officers of college clubs already

will put themselves in

communication with

fish,

us, as

many points in the programme, as yet only outwhich may require alteration to meet unforseen con-

there are
lined,

College authorities generally have been so
and other matches that we feel certain
of their support in a project which promises all of the
eclat without some of the drawbacks of other Inter-ColleThe rivalry in rifle shooting appears to be
giate contests.
of a more generous nature than that which accompanies
most trials of skill or strength. Proficiency also becomes,
as it were, a benefit to the whole community, instead of to
the individual alone, and the man who may lack the lungs
or muscles to excel as a sculler or an athlete, may yet feel
all the joys of victory by cultivating his eye and nerve.
tingencies.

liberal in boating
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Buffalo,

— Messrs.

—

Walker

are manufacturing a little article

a deceptive appearance of vastness to the
in reality about ten feet from front to
are
tanks.
to
rear, the rockwork drawing to a point at the back, but
caves
mysterious
the looker on they seem like the vast and
The tanks are lighted by gas at night, by
of the ocean.
At the end of the eastern
jets suspended over the water.

water, there

is

much handier

the finger.

It

is

costs fifty cents,

for pressing

pretty to look

down

at,

is

They

coma large conservatory, one side of which is
picturesque
a
and
fernery,
a
rockwork,
posed of artistic
the
cascade. Here, also, the band plays at times during
tank
open
day. On one side of this conservatory is a large
side
in the floor, now devoted to seals, and on the other
corridor

& Welch, of
which will be

is

exhibiare six octagonal tables, of elegant design, for the
animals;
marine
tion of some of the smaller and more rare
hatchand at the eastern extremity apparatus showing the
another
In
trout.
and
salmon
of
development
and
ing
placed
place are a series of microscopes, under which are

found of service by all smokers. This combines a pick
and spoon for cleansing the pipe, and a stopper or press
that

The largest holds 110,000 gallons of sea
The plate glass of the front is one inch in thickThe sides and back of the tanks are formed of

feet in height.

in the

We shall be glad if

is

the tobacco than

and cheap, too— only
j|

FOREST AND STREAM
minute forms of marine

life for observation.
Just now
the eggs of the octopus, or devil fish, may be seen in the
various stages of incubation. And I may say here that

the octopus

is

now one

"star performers" of the

of

the -leading attractions,

aquarium.

or

The specimens here

were taken off the coast of Jersey, and, therefore, may be
supposed to be the little brothers of that giant devil fish
which figures so largely in Yictor Hugo's * 'Toilers of the
Sea." In fact, Victor Hugo made the fortune of the ocBut for him this marine curiosity might have
topus.
The keeper kindly fed some
dwelt in obscurity until now.
Small crabs were dropped into
of them for my benefit.
the tank, and the little victims came tripping down through
the water in their sidelong fashion, dancing to their horrid
doom. As soon as the devil fish espied the crab he unfolded and stretched out his horrible arms, drew it under
It was a sickening sight.
his body, and sucked out its life.
The specimens here are not very large, their bodies being
about the size of a man's fist, and their arms would stretch
perhaps two feet across. One of these devil fish, placed in
one of the octagonal vases for better inspection, sometimes
escapes at night through the meshes of the wire netting
This would
over the top, a space only two inches wide.
seem- to be impossible, but the fact that these fish have only
one bone in their bodies— it is in the head— and that one
about the size of a nickle, explains how it may happen.
The night watchman in his midnight rounds stumbles
over something on the floor, stoops and picks up— a devil
The sea water is pumped by a steam engine directly
fish!
from the sea into reservoirs constructed under the floor of
the building, and thence conveyed to the tanks through
pottery pipes by the same means. These reservoirs are
capable of holding 500,000 gallons of water, which quanThe
tity can be pumped from the sea in about ten hours.
water in the tanks is constantly aerated and kept in motion

by a stream of compressed air, supplied to the bottom of
tanks through glass or rubber tubes. The circulation thus afforded is found to be preferable to the more costly system
of pumping adopted by other aquaria, as it allows each
tank to be heated independently of its neighbors. The
whole of the. tanks, forty-one in number, are numbered
consecutively, and at the side is given the popular names
of the fish, plants and zoophytes which each contains.
I cannot attempt to enumerate here all the various fish
and marine plants that this great aquarium contains.
Some large tanks are given up to the zoophytes, anemones,
sponges, and the like, of which there are
most beautifui specimens. I saw a lovely tree coral from
the Red Sea, and some of the beds of anemones look like

jelly fish, corals,

a rich pasture of flowers

And here were coral-bowers,
And grots of madrepores,
And banks of sponge, as soft and fair
As e'er was moss-y bed
Whereon the wood-nymphs lie

to eye

With languid limbs in summer's sultry hours.
Here too were living flowers,
Whicb, like a bud compacted,
Their purple cups contracted,
in open blossom spread,
Stretched, like green anthers, many a seekirig head.
Ana arborets of jointed stoue were there,
And plants of fibres fine as silkworm's thread;
Yea, beautiful as mermaid's golden hair
Upon the waves dispread.
Others mat, like the broad banana growing,
Raised their long wrinkled leaves of purple hue,
Like streamers wide outflowing.—Kehama, xvi.,
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marine promenade on this coar t, it being in full view of the
sea; it is new undei going a change.
A large portion is to be
converted into a skating rink, not of real ice, but of asphalt, to be used with the parlor skates, a kind of amusement that is very fashionable in England just now.

A

large cafe

summer

is

to be fitted

use.

up on a portion

roof for
These extensive improvements involve a
of the

new stock has been issued to raise the
This has been taken by the old stockholders, so
that there is no question that such shows pay well in this
country. The admission fee is one shilling. Shall we not
soon see an aquarium like this in America?
Druid.
large outlay, and

money.

The Ruffed Grouse on Her Nest.— The current number of the Illustrated Sporting and Dramatic News publishes
an excellent cut of a ruffed grouse on her nest, the original of which we had the pleasure of forwarding to our
contemporary for its use. We believe that this is the first
instance on record of a game bird having been photographed from life during the process of incubation, and it
is to the patience of the photographers
Messrs. A. C. McIntyre&Co., of Alexandria Bay, River St. Lawrence— that
we are indebted for this interesting study.
While on this subject we should like to say a word
commendatory of the enterprise of our contemporary, the
Illustrated Sporting and Dramatic
News,
Putting the
"dramatic" on one side as being a department upon which
we do not feel ourselves qualified to judge, the rest of their
paper corresponds exactly with our ideas of what a gentleman's sporting paper should be.
trust that, with the
abundant patronage which is to be found in Great Britain,
and from her widely-scattered sons, our contemporary is
meeting with that meed of success which is due to honest

—

We

enterprise

and well-directed

talents.

-»*-
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Art Studies for Sportsmen. — We had the pleasure,
a few days ago, of a visit to the studio of Wakeman Holberton, the animal painter. Mr. Holberton, who is a
sportsman, as well as an artist, devotes his time principally
His studies of black
to painting game, fish, and dogs.
bass and brook trout are very faithfully rendered, and as
His last picture of
life-like as a painter can make them.
dead game, now at the Union League Club, is remarkable
for its round and feathery appearance, as well as being a
charming bit of color. He also showed us several bright
and sparkling water colors, which are to go to the coming
Water Color Exhibition at the Academy of Design. Mr.
Holberton complains that he receives very little encouragement from the wealthy sportsmen of the city, a class for
whom his pictures are specially adapted. Abroad, animal
painting rates very high; but here it seems to be little apIt is to be
preciated, and its difficulties little understood.
hoped that some of our rich sportsmen will remember Mr.
Holberton, and at least take the trouble to pay him a visit
at his studio, 1193 Broadway, and see his work.

5.

attractive and popular feature to the aquarium
the sea lions from California. They are two
young ones, and were received about a month ago, two
They are about halfothers having died on the journey.
grown animals, and now seem to be very healthy. Excursion trains run down from London, bringing large crowds

The most

now

is

see them.
They are quite docile, even affectionate,
towards their keeper when he enters their cage, uttering
to

—Initiatory steps have been taken in Boston for the formation of an Alpine Club, whose central field of labor
Among the benefits to be
will be the White Mountains.
derived from organized effort, it was suggested that much
might be done in determining the altitudes and positions of
various mountains, ascertaining facts relating to the animals and fauna of the high regions, in tracing glacial action, in arriving at some definite results in regard to the
nomenclature of mountains where the same eminences
were known by different names, or one or more mountains
by the same name, in making unfrequented peaks more
accessible, in preserving sketches and profiles of the mountains as seen from different points, in collecting maps and
oilier data, and eventually in publishing important results

which might be reached.

therefore, does not require the inevitable word "limited"
to be tacked to its title— with a capital of half a million

carried to land

has paid ten per cent, to its stockholders, and
stands at fifty per cent, premium in the mar-

It

now

success of this one— the first in this countryhas been so great that others are springing up, notably the
Westminster^ Aquarium in London, near the Abbey of
that name, which is to be on a very magnificent scale.
*
When it can be demonstrated that aquariums pay so handket.

our species, so that the same shall be known and uniformly
recognized in all States alike, and intelligent legislation be
thus secured for their protection.
The Committee on the Habits and Distribution of Species
work of
is aided by auxilliary committees, among whom the

examination is divided. These auxilliary committees comprise some one hundred and fifty competent observers resident in all sections of the United States and Canada, and
are assigned to an examination of the following classes
and species: Fish— Salmoides, Percoids, and other Northern fish not of the salmo family; Southern and coast

Large mammals; small game animals. Birds—
Gallinaceous; ducks and wild fowl; woodcock and migraIn order to facilitate labor, the chairman of
tory birds.
the Standing Committee has issued the following circular,
which has been distributed. Any information that per-

fishes.

members of the Association, may desire to communicate, will be most thankfully received by Dr. Ellzey.
The work sought to be accomplished is for the benefit of
all, and all should take an active interest in it:—
sons, not

Office of Chairman of Committee
J
on Harjts of Species, Va. Agric'l College,
Jan.
1876.
1,
Blacksburg, Montgomery Co., Va.,
)
Sir:—
The Committee hope to secure your active cooperation
j-

in furthering the objects of the Association.
The special duty of the Committee on Habits is to pro-

cure full information respecting certain points in the economy of each species, upon which to base intelligent, comprehensive, and effectual legislation for the protection of
game quadrupeds, birds, and fishes.
Points upon which information is specially desirable are
the following, among others:
1. Character of the species, whether a resident, a Summer
or Winter visitor, or a migrant; with dates of arrival and
departure of such as are non-resident.
of pairing, laying, incubating, and rearing
2. Time
young.
3. Time when in proper condition to afford legitimate
sport.
4. Principal or usual

food of each species at different
seasons.
5. Principal or usual resorts of each species at different
seasons.
6. Peculiar or characteristic habits'of each species at different seasons.
7. Comparative abundance of different species, now and
formerly, with causes which have led to their increase or
decrease in numbers.
8 List of the principal or usual game animals in each
.

.

The

somely as a financial scheme it is probable we shall soon
The Brighton
see one in Central Park or Boston Common.
in many
property
its
improving
Company is enlarging and
ways. The roof of the aquarium has hitherto been laid

9. Any special points affecting the game interests of parM. G. Ellzey, M. D., Chairman.
ticular localities.

powder in California for
Rosa Democrat says:
"Just now the salmon trout is on its travels to a spawning ground, which but few will reach. We are informed
by an eye-witness that, after a single discharge of giant
powder in Russian River, be counted twenty-seven large
salmon with their bellies upward on the surface of the
water, and a great number of larger fish of other varieties
and innumerable smaller ones, which were left to rot along
the bank. Austin Creek was once the finest stream in the
Giant powder has been exploded in its
State for trout.
waters until the fish have been killed. In tiie Lagoon giant
powder has been used, also in Mark West, and in the
streams throughout the country. The destruction of fish

—Speaking

—Mr. Gardiner G, Hubbard, in his paper on the "Daily
Press," read before the Social Science Association at Boston last week, shows how easy it is to start a journal in this
country, and how difficult it is to keep it alive. The very
few that succeed deserve all the creait that success commands. He says that, in 1840, there were in New York
eighteen daily papers; since then, 113 new dailies have
been started, but, after struggling for a while, most of
them have ceased publication, leaving the same number of
In Londailies in the English language now as in 1840.
don there are seven morning dailies, but only four of these
have a substantial hold upon the public.

— Captain Paul Boyton, who has

was carried down the bay, and
by a row-boat.
«•»»

—

returned to his native

finally

was picked up and

———

—On

January 14th the ice-boats Fly-Away and SnowBird, of the Capitoline Club, had a race for the clu b pennant on the Capitoline Lake, the Fly -A way winning the
pennant. It is to be raced for again this week, morning
being the time the ice-boats are sailed at the lake, as then
the skaters are very few.

««,»
—Skating was largely enjoyed at the Capitoline Lake
and Union Pond, Brooklyn, on January 15th, the weather
being very specially auspicious for the eager sport on that
.

day.

it is

absolutely necessary,

any at all, that prompt and decided action be taken
by the law-making power."

— The

St.

Paul (Minn.) Pioneer-Press prints a

letter

from

Mr. R. Warner, President of the St. Paul Sportsman's
Club, which corrects its statement that Judge Wilkin had

game law of that State unconstitutional, in
took private properly for public use without compensation, when it confiscated birds unlawfully shot and
handed them over to charitable institutions. The writer
"The suit has not been decided, nor has the law
says:
been declared unconstitutional, but the case will be tried
at the next term of the District Court."
declared the

that

it

— The West Jersey Game

Protective Society is now dispart of the State
and stocking the streams with black bass and other
game fish. To fish with a net in the streams so stocked
for three years, renders the violator of the law subject to
heavy penalties. The society has its agents, and intends
to enforce the law.
Tallahassee, Ma., January 7th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream :—
I notice in a recent issue of your paper some apprehension expressed
in reference to the new game law in this State. It is feared that it wUl
operate to the prejudice and cause annoyance to the true sportsman
among the visitors who annually pour into our State, as well as to the
tributing

.

of the use of giant

killing fish, the Santa

has reached such an extent tnat

waters, after his foreign exploits, has been experimenting
in the East River, in presence of large crowds. The other
day, when he jumped into the water off the Battery, he
struck a current which must have reminded him of Cape
Gris-Nez. Before he could reach the Brooklyn shore he

dollars.

investigating committees of this importmaking satisfactory and substantial
Association
are
ant
progress. The Committee on Nomenclature is composed of
Dr. Elliott Coues, chairman; Alexander Agassiz, Dr. J. L.
LeConte, Profs. Theo. Gill and E. D. Cope, G. Brown
Goode, and A. B. Lamberton. Their report is nearly complete, and when finished, will constitute one of the most
valuable additions to the scientific knowledge of AmerIt will afford the long-needed formula for designating
ica.

to save

-*-*

bark of delight whenever he approaches
them. They are fed upon herring several times each day.
The department of crustacse, lobsters, prawn, shrimp,
barnacles is very well represented, and the gentle ascidian,
which, according to the evolutionists, was our early ancestor, is here to be seen' struggling up— or down— into a
member of Congress. The present curator of the aquarium,
Mr. John Parnaby, formerly of the Trentdale fisheries in
Cumberland County, is quite well known among our own
fish culturists, having visited our country several years
ago.
I avail myself of this occasion to acknowledge his
courtesy to me on my visit to the aquarium. He accompanied me throughout, showing me all its varied mechanism, and allowed some of the fish to be fed for my amusement. Mr. Parnaby is one of the best practical fish culturists in England.
One of the most important facts connected with this enterprise is, that, as an investment of
Mark this, ye men
capital, it has proved a "good thing."
of Wall street, it pays splendidly. The Brighton Aquarium
was chartered by a special act of Parliament in 1868, and,
a sort of dog's

the stock

International Association for Protecting Game

and Fish.— The

locality.

And now,

just

GAME PROTECTION.

out into a beautiful garden, replete with flowers and plants
of every description, admitted to be the most delightful

game throughout the southern

taxidermist or aviarist in search of specimens of our native birds for
private or public museums.
reasonable construction and enforcement of the law in question
will not bring about the result you fear. Let me give you a summary of

A

provisions for the information of your readers:
Section one provides that from and after the 1st of June, 18." 5, it shall
be unlawful for any non-retident to hunt for game of any kind, for the
purpose of conveying it, alive or dead, beyond the State's limits^ without
first obtaining a license from the clerk of the county in which he proposes to hunt. The license costs $25; but six persons mayhem; undes
one license by paying five dollars additional each.
its

—

1
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Section two prescribes a penalty of not less than fifty nor more than
hundred dollars for a violation of the law— one-half to go to the informer.
Section three makes the drying, galling, canning, packing, oy. caging of
the game killed or caught by a non-resident prima fade evidence of an
intention to convey it beyond the State, and the onus frobandi is thrown
upon the accused.
Section four provides for the payment into the county school treasury
five

of all monies arising under the act.
This is the sum and substance of the game law. It was introduced
into the legislature, and its passage urged by members from the western
section of the State, who complained that poachers and pretended

sportsmen from Georgia ant Alabama were in the habit of crossing the
and invading their cattle ranges to the great destruction of their
stock, and it was thought that if these so-called hunters were compelled
to go to the county si*es and take out licenses, the publicity of the act
would d'ive off many and restrain the balance from stock depredations.
It looks like a curious way to reach such thieves, but still, in intelligent hands, there need be no trouble in the law to honest men. It is
true, the first section is loosely worded, and the statute is deficient in
that it does not contain a plain exception, so that the most blundering
officer could not err in reference to the true sportsman, who bans his
game for the true pleasuie it gives him, and the taxidermist in search of
those vara aves with which Florida abounds. As the law is, there is
line

some fear that ignorant officials in the backwoods may give the stranger
jgome trouble, and there are those here who will endeavor to secure *
modification of the law at the next session of the legislature. But that
is twelve months off, as Florida has got so poor under carpet-bag rule
that she can only afford biennial sessions of this august body.
Rrsidbht.

K

Twin Lakes, Conn.,

January, 1876.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
Fished to death is the cry constantly going up from all places where
were once caught in abundance. By way of emphasis, not less than
twenty different parties were out on the two lakes near which I write;
three on Waushining, and seventeen on Waushinee. On the former the
pickerel and perch were of a fair size; but on the other it is known that
the average catch is about five to the pound; and the question is, how
long will there be any fish left to catch? And another question comes up as
fish

to the wholesale destruction of of bait fish, "shiners," '"soup," &c, in
our lakes and small streams. Thousands are scooped out too small for

and

left on the ice to die, instead of being returned to the water;
a serious question, if this wanton waste of the food that feeds
the game fish is not the real cause of the rapid decrease of thj better
sorts of fish
Will our game protective societies think of this matter,
and act before it is too late?
Gyfsey.
*-«+»

bait,

and

it is

.

—

CHOKE-BORED GUNS.
We have received the following letters on the subject of
choke-bored guns, which, coming from practical men, we
give to our readers for their edification and guidance. We
have always admitted that for trap or duck shooting, a
choke-bored gun was quite the weapon to use, but we have
also claimed, and still remain of the same opinion, that for
the general sportsman, a gun which may be calle d an open
shooting piece, in contradistinction to the choke bore, is
the one best adapted for his wants. It is admitted by our
correspondents that for cover shooting the choke bore is
not the thing, and how much of our best shooting is not
in cover? That is, of the shooting that is accessible to the
majority of sportsmen, probably three-fourths is cover
shooting:

and I think that no living sportsman will "dispute that such a
a desideratum, and that such regularity of shooting is, of all
things, the one most to be desired.
Even "Gloan," I perceive, falls into the same error as Pape and others,
in making an assertion of having beaten the winner, at the same time
without showing that the charges were identical, or the trial conditions
complied with— whereas isolated shots and varied charges make all the
difference imaginable. The winning gun has considerably exceeded its
winning score by a very slight variation of charge.
The Trial was full, and rigidly carried out in every mlnutiaj, so that
the results are thoroughly reliable; but other shooting cannot fairly be
compared with it, unless carried out subsequently, and intentio nally
adopting the same stringent regulations.
Since writing the above, I regret to find I am slightly in error. Mr.
Dougall entered the trial in classes 1, 2, and 4; but only shot in class 2,
and withdrawing all his other guns— a proceeding most significant.
160 to

gun

1<?Q;

is

W. W. Greener,

hi'.

Marv's Works, Birmingham.

Olympia, W. T., November

25, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
I have been much interested over the various opinions expressed in
your valuable journal for the last few months comorning the desirability of choice bores over the old system for general shooting in the field,
and having had considerable experience myself in different ki:ds of
guns, I do not hesitate to advocate the superiority of any system of boring a gun that will secure the closest and strongest shooting qualities.
If we are to judge from the more recent trials of shotguns in England,
certainly the choke-bore excels, both in pattern and penetration, anything that has proceeded this system.
I have never yet known a sportsman, who claimed to be a good shot,
that would select a gun because it scattered more than another, both being equal in other merits, simply because the wide shooting gun increased his chances of killing the game. In fact, the object sought to be at-

tained in selecting a gun, is to secure the one, if possible, which will kill
the game at the greatest distance. In all shooting, except in the thickest cover, for woodcock or quail, the longest range gun, in good hauds,

has a great advantage.
As to the dnr bility of choke-bores, I am fully satisfied, provided tfie
barrels are a little thicker towards the muzzle. The reason that the durability of this system has been questioned, is not that the sys'em is a
new one, so much, as tnat the class of guns most sought in the English
trade has been what we would call light guns, viz: from seven to seven
and a quarter pounds in weight, thirty inch and twelve bore, which I
am informed by some of the best English makers, will not stand choke
boring. While they concede, that such a gun weighing from eight and a
quarter to eight and a half pounds, the increased weight being distributed
from breech to muzzle, would be durable and give more satisfactory results.
I think Gapt. Bogardus, with his heavy Scott, has clearly demonstrated the superiority of the heavy gun recently to the English. They attribute his success to his heavy loading. Admitting this to be true, he
could not certainly use such charges in a light gun.

For the last year I have been shooting a nine and a quarter pound
Scott thirty-two inch, ten bore-choked, and shoot from five to five and a
half drflcums of course powder, and one and one-eighth to one and a
quarter ounces of shot, and bave never vet received from it an unpleasant recoil, although shooting one hundred shots in a day without cleaning. And as "Alfred" says, "can stop a mallard or goose at seventy
yards," a thing I could scarcely ever do with any gun bored on the old
plan, although I have owned several of the very best make.
As to close shooting guns mangling the game at short range, I will
state, that I have shot thousands of the pinnated grouse on the Western
prairies, and as a general rule when with a good common gun, had to
allow the birds to reach a distance of thir y or forty yards to prevent
mangling them too much, and also to increase the chances of a surer
shot.

A

and surer shot can be had at snipe by waiting
steady from their zigzag flight, which always attend their
better

until they
first

start.

Any

Birmingham, England, January, 1^76.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
11
I have perused the letter of "Gloan, on choke-bores, in your issue of
December 2d, 1875, with some considerable interest and gratification, not
unmixed wi h a touch of amusement at his special pleading on Oehalf of
hia friend, Mr. Dougall, and I am reminded by his remark, that, 'an unusually good gun in England, immediately acquires a reputation all over

bird of the size of a grouse rising within ten to fifteen yards of the
sportsman, if shot immediately with any eoodgun, properly charged and
held, will receive more shot than is desirable for table use, but let it increase the distance to thiity-five to forty yards, and it will not be injured
for eatiug, even with the closest shootinsr gun.
I believe the cause of the most misses by sportsmea, is that they are
generally in too great baste to shoot as soon as the bird rises, fearing

the Island," of another Yankee, proud of everything stupendous in his
own land, as contrasted with our diminutive island, affirming that the
Britisher was afraid to walk out after dark, fearing to tumble into the
sea; still we love this little island-home of ours, and there is life and
energy in the old land yet. No doubt "Gloan 11 is mainly correct, for among the fraternity of sportsmen, an unusually good gun does soon obtain a wide reputation.
But, to the point, it is doubtless impossible to trace step by step the
cogent arguments of the former portion of "GloanV letter without being impressed and convinced by its plain and lucid reasoning; neverthe
less, the very identical arguments used against Mr. Pape, witu reference
to the late Field Trial, viz: "He had everything at stake there which a
man can possible have at stake, and it will not be believed that he forbore at that time to shoot a choke-bore gun when fame and fortune
waited on its use, &C., ' are equally applicable to Mr. Dougall, in the
same trial. If, as intimated by "Gloan,' Mr. Dougall had so early perfected his principle, and if, his first gun built for "GloauV own use,
would beat the winner of the trial; and if, principle itself were scientific,

be out of reach if not shot immediately, hence the bird is
often missed by the first barrel and killed by the second at twice the distance. In such cases I have often heard the sportsman blame his guu
for shooting too close when in fact the fault was his own, and the quality
of close shooting is just what would decide his choice in selecting a gun,
were he to test it with one which scattered more.
I have recently had an opportunity of testing the qualities of a close
shooting gun while on a tour east of the Cascade Mountains, killing
sixty-four sharp-tailed grouse one forenoon, with scarcely a single rise
under thirty yards. Many of these birds were killed clean at sixty and
seventy yards, with one and one-eighth ounce No. 6 shot. They were
found in a corn field, and rose wild and could not be killed until they
cleared the tops of the corn stalks.
While 1 would not advise any sportsman to discard a favorite gun
which had proved itself a good shooter at ordinary ranges, yet he must,
if using it, rest content, when others in the same field, equally skilled,
can kill birds clean, that he would not shoot at because they were out of
range of his gun. The close shooting gun will eventually come into
general use, and the mangling of game which we hear so much about
will be found to oe more imaginary than real, if the proper sized shot
is used and the game allowed to reach a distance that will insure a good

£

1

1

1

and unvarying, then Mr. Dougall could eae-ily
hundred equally good. But the trial itself
speaks volumes on this head; for although Mr. Dougall entered the trial
only in class 2d, for choke bores, upon which therefore he had the opportunity of concentrating all his energies, yet out of twenty-nine guns
shot on the first day of the trial, he was down 21th, and out of the thirtynine guns completing this round, he was 34th and 35th, thus you see very
near the bottom of the whole list. Then again, if, as "Gloan
states,
and iherefpre

make another

correct,

like

it,

or a

1

'

"Mr. Dougall, like a sensible man
has retained all the virtues of the
new system and discarded all its vices." Then he must have perfected
a weapon, which, if only moderate in pattern, shall be certain, uniform,
and thoroughly reliable, and also devoid of wild shots
Kefer, however,
to his first gun in the trial, and out of twelve shots, the highest was 192,
and the lowest only fifty-eight, with penetration ranging from 192 to
forty-eight, and his second gun from 209 pattern down to sixty-one, and
his third gun from 218 down to fifty-two. Is there anything good or reliable in this? The pattern of my two guns in the same round ranged
from 235 to 1*6, and 211 to 112, with penetration from 228 to 180, and 216
I believe my mfthod to be based upon truly scientific principles, and I
customers anything they may recan, therefore with certainty, give
quire, from the performance of the winning gun downwards, with reAt the same time I am fully aware that
liable accuracy and regularity.

my

methods adopted are utterly unscientific and unreliable.
Again, can Mr. Dougall pretend to lay claim to a speciality as a modified choke bore? And, is not "Gloan" joking when he recommends
guns occasionally making a pattern of upwards of 200, as a modified
choke? Refer to his third gun, which out of twelve shots, made three
bad ones, (under 100 pellet) viz: 52, 72, and 86; and one shot as high as
217—1 call this a bad full choke. Imagine such a gun in the field, and at
forty to sixty yards distance the bad shots would invariably miss, and at
twenty yards the good shots would riddle the birds, which would result
in disappointment and disgust to the sportsman. Indeed, it is worse
than the old system of boring, in which some of the guns were more regular, and only falling short by a few pellets in average pattern, whilst
absolutely exceeding in penetration, Mr. DougalPs choke-bores.
My idea of a modified choke-bore, and what I turn out as such, is a
gun of exceptionally equal and regular shooting; never deviating more
than from twenty to thirty pellets; and giving a uniform pattern of from
of the

it

will

aim and sure shot.

am

not an advocate of a particular gun for each kind of game, yet I
should consider a desirable gun for woodcock or quail in thick cover, as
unsuitable for ducks or grouse after they become wild in the fall of the
year, as for hunting grizzlies in the Rocky Mountains. My idea of a
perfect gun, is one that will make a pattern with one and one-eighth
ounce of No. 6 shot at forty yards, and a thirty inch circle, of say 180
pellets with the right barrel, and 220 with the left, with the best possible
penetration. All good guns should be warranted to do this, and the
man who cannot kill almost any game bird at forty yards with such a
gun, should practice until he can.
Pacific
I

Detroit, January

6th, 1876.

Editor Forest and Stream:—

m

files of your paper I find an article
your issue of
4 h, 1875, from "S. K., Jr.," headed Choke-Bores and Chilled
Shot, in which he states that "he would like to see a company of twenty
men at a pigeon shoot, twenty-one yards rise, all having something up,
and see how many would shoot choke-bores from choice.

In looking over the

November

to 156.

many

that

I will refer him to the two matches, just shot at Detroit and Chicago,
between the two clubs of these cities, as a specimen of choke-bore shooting on the part of the Detroit Gun Club, which now numbers some
thirty-five membefs, who shoot choke bores, and that from choice; and
it makes no difference whether there is anything up or not.
A. J. K.

Pittsburgh, Pa., January

Editor Forest and Stream:—
I have shot more or less ail through the season, and, as

7th, 1876.

far as I am
concerned, I am decidedly in favor of modified choke-boring. Birds
here have been very wild, and one wants a long ransre gun to reach
them. I believe that for every kind of game but woodcock the modified choke will be found far preferable. In the early part of the season
you may not need it, but later on you will. And it is easier to wait
until the bird gets a little away from you, after he gets up, than to call
him back afteir he is out of reach of anything hut a choke-bore.

—

National Rifle Association- The fourth annual
meeting of the National Rifle Association was held on
Tuesday, 11th January. General Shaler, the President,
called attention to the fact that the association

was out

of

and had some cash balance on hand, with assets still
more handsomer, also to the very generous present made
to Creedmoor Range by the Winchester Arms Company,
in the promise of a "running deer," with track, etc., comdebt,

The President reviewed

plete.

the military policy of the

and that policy, he declared, would be continued, making the main object of the association military
marksmanship. Judge Gilderslceve followed with the Secretary's report, reviewing the history of the year and refering to the Spring, International, and Pall meetings, and
their results. He spoke briefly of the change of the targets, voted April 7, to conform to the Wimbledon system,
and of the subsequent change of the third class targets, on
the plans of General Shaler,*" to their present form, mentioning in this connection that the lying down position was
permitted at Wimbledon with the third class target. Thirtyseven badges have been sold to life members during the
year, and a new medal struck for the association prize.
Forty life members have been admitted during the year,
association,

sixteen of whom won their privilege in matches. " The
terms of affiliation -offered by the association to other clubs
have failed to induce any to join during the past year, and
among military organizations Company K, Seventh New
York, is the only one that has joined as a body. Twenty
matches were shot at the regular meetings— live in Spring,
fifteen in Fall, and some ten matches for badges and trophies.
Private clubs have made some fifty matches for badges
and cups besides. The committee on International Code of
Targets, appointed last year, and consisting of General
Dakin, Colonel Gilderwleeve, and Major Fulton, found their
appointment useless, as no meeting on the subject was held
at Wimbledon.
Letters on the Centennial match have
been dispatched to all parts of the world, but with only one
official reply so far, from Canada.
The Flushing and North Shore Railroad are building a
double track to Creedmoor. General Dakin recommended
a more rational system ot handicapping sporting and special
military rifles by putting them at longer ranges, instead of
allowing points, as at present. In electing directors, thirtyone votes were cast and the following seven elected: Captain William C. Casey, George S. Schermerhorn, Jr., Major D. D. Wylie, Colonel Ira Beebe, Colonel George VY.

—

Wingate, Colonel John Ward, (vice Colonel Church, resigned), N. P. Stanton (vice Major-General Shaler).
The directors at a private meeting, elected the following
officers for 1876:— President, General Shaler; Vice President, General Woodward; Secretary, George S. Schermer-

McMahon.
Gallery.— The eighth competilition for the
Forest and Stream badges was shot Thursday, Jan. 13th.
Many of the best shots of the city participated and a
horn; Treasurer, General

Conlin's

hard fight waged between Blydeu burgh, Bruce, Farwell,
Yale, and Sone. C. E. Blydenburgh came off victorious.
The following were the winners of the different badges:—
BADGE.
43|W. B. Farwell

FIRj-T

C. E. Blydenburgh
L. C. Bruce

41

SECOND

W.

G.

Yale
L. V. Sone

T.

BA.DG-E.

A. Cheever

40i(Jhas.

,.

.

,..35

39}

THIRD BADGE.
291 H. A. Hynes

Joseph Woodward
<;.

40

j

BflMfes

28

38

r

and Farm cup competition will be shot
evening.
Subscription Match on Saturday Jan. 22.
All-comers are invited.
iiic 2'iirf, Field

A

this

An

Insurance Match.— On Saturday a match was conCreedmoor Jr., Range, No. 260 Broadway, between teams composed of the employes of the Continental
and Home Insurance Companies. The match was the result of a challenge from the former to the latter company,
and was won by the members of the Home team. Following are the scores :—
tested at the

HOME.
H. J. Ferris
J 11. Hitcbcock
W. H. Hobart

3 4 4 4 5 5 4 3 3
3
3
..4 4

II.

Sampson

53434
3424234
443034 3 34

II.

Racy

4 4 2 3 4

54

.

W.
W.

3 3 4
3 3 4 4 3 2 3 3

F. B. Southwick

4-39
3—37
4-34
3—31
4-

-31

4—29-201

CONTINENTAL.

23444434

C. E. Truslow

4

W. Towneend
W. Mlswonh

3
4
3 2 4 4 4

Lloyd Roberts
W. K. Oakley
C. Schermerborn

4 3

3224
5 4 3
432244 4 4

345

4

J.

3

3-35
4—31
4—34
3—33

4 4 4 3 4 2 4- 32

4044334

4-29—197

IlELLwm's Gallery.— The seventh weekly competition
shooting in lying position for a gold medal, a double-barrel shot gun, a rifle, and revolver, took place at this gallery, 271 and 273, eighth-avenue, January 12, 1876.
The
winners were: M. L. Riggs, first prize, 47; D. L. Beckwith, second prize, 46; J. McGlinsey, third prize, 40, and
C. D. Nixon, fourth prize, 28.

—

American Rifle Association.— The second annual meetMount Yernon, N. Y.,
on Tuesday, January 11th. The President, Col. Underbill, made a short address, referring to the success which
ing of this association was held at

had attended their efforts, and predicting a greater amount
during the coming year. Geo. O. Starr, the Secretary,
read his annual report, reviewing the origin and formation
of the association and the work Oone during the past year.

The Treasurer, Dr. A. Starr, presented his annual report,
showing a surplus of assets over liabilities of $10 88. The
election for officers for the ensuing year was next in order,
and resulted as follows: President, Col. John T. Underbill; Vice President, Capt. F. Whittaker; Treasurer, Lieut.
Geo. H. Thompson; Secretary, Major Geo. O. Starr; Directors, Hon. Chas. M. Scheiffelin, Hon. Geo. W. Davids,
Hon. S« D. Gifford, Homer Fisher, Esq., Edward Gay,
Capt. Okas. J. Chatfleld, Capt. John W. Coburn, Thou. S.
Drake,- Esq., and David F, Davids,. Es$.

—

FOREST AND STREAM.
by-laws to make an initiation fee of $10, was lost.
will meet quarterly instead of monthly in
Directors
The
to the

the future.

—

Last Tuesday the fourth competition for
trophy took place at this range. There were
Mr.
ten entries, and the shooting generally was good.
Blakemore wins it this time by a score of 74 out of a possiThe result thus far
ble 100, off hand, distance 300 yards.
for this prize is one each for Messrs. Sm\th, Quinn, Frazier
and Blakemore. The following is the winners score:— H.
W. Blakemore, 74. The other competitors made scores as
follows: H. Maynard, 71; G. L. Morse, 68; D. Smyth, 67;
G. Underhill, 66; J. S. Clark, 66; H. Quinn, 63; G. Frazier,
62; W. Underbill, 61, and E. Oonnell, 52.

Morsemere.

the Harris

The Next International Match.— Sir Henry Halford,
who has been appointed by the council of the National
Great Britain to the post of Captain of
the British team which is to visit this country during the
Centennial, is actively engaged with the preliminary arrangements. The team will be selected by a most exhausThe following are the regulations
tive competition.
reference
to the selection of the British
with
adopted
team.— 1. It is proposed to take a team of eight, and four
waiiing men. 2. The twelve to be selected by two competitions, to be held in 1876— cue in the course of the Spring,
and the other shortly after the Wimbledon Meeting. 3.
Each competition to last two days; fifteen shots each day,
In case of bad weather it
at 800, 900, and 1,000 yards.
shall be decided by ballot whether the competition shall
4. Rifles, position, &c, to be as in the "Any
continue.
6. No lighting shots
Rifle" competition at Wimbledon.
will be allowed, nor any previous practice on the range
within two clear days of competition. 6. The twelve to
he selected as follows:— (a) The three best total scores out
of the four made by each competitor will be taken as his
aggregate, (b) the sixteen competitors having the highest
aggregates will select the two first members of the team,

Rifle Association of

two will select a third, the three a fourth, and so
The captain (if not in the sixteen) and the adjutant
v;i\\ be e% officio members of each of these committees of
7. The twelve men selected must be prepared
selection.
to shoot together for two days after the competition, lor
accurate comparison and register of rifles, &c.
The Inter- Collegiate Match. The Volunteer Service
Gazette in refering to our proposed match between teams
from American colleges during the Centennial, says:
"The Americans have taken another hint from the old
The journal from which we
country, and a good one.
have just quoted (Fohest and Stream) offers a Challenge
Plate to be competed for by teams Jrom any regularly
these

(c)

on.

—

chartered university or college in the United States, with
any. military rifles in actual use in the Army or Natioual
shall look with great interest to the results of
Guard.
this match, which is to be shot at the ''Centennial" meeting of the United States National Rifle Association during
the present year."
number of the member of the MasMassachusetts.

We

—A

assembled

sachusets Rifle Association

range on Saturday
ing great

week

improvement.

at their Arlington

for practice, their shooting show-

Our correspondent did not men-

range but we suppose it to have been 500
The following are some of the leading scores:—
Creed.
Ma?
Creed.
tion the

B. Osborn
B. T. Osgood
C. 0. Wtinyss
C. E. Sanborn
W. F. Svraes
J.

47
45

44
41

42

10'
lOti

94
9.
93

Win. Pollard
J. Wemyss, Jr
S. Wilder
W. H. Jackson
Messenger
E.

M

yards.
Mas8.

43
43
42
40
39

91

90
90
86
84

Provincial Rifle Association.— This association,
whose headquarters are at Quebec, held their annual meeting last week and elected the following gentlemen to serve
as the council for 1876:-Col. Brmer, 66th II. Y. B. L;
Capt. Bland, 1st H. a. A.; Col. Pallister, 63rd H. V. B. R.;
Col.
Col. Mitchell, 1st H. G. A.
Col. Laurie, D. A. C.
Murray, 66th; Capt. Sanford, 1st H. G. A.; Col. McPherson, 2nd H. G. A.; Major Ritchie, CCrd; Col. MacKinlay,
Reserve; Capt. Walsh, 63rd; Capt. Graham, H. F. B.
Surgeon Trenaman, 66th; Major Yeomans, Reserve; Surgeon Slayter, 66lh. Col. Laurie and Major Ritchie were
;

;

appointed delegates to attend the
meeting in March. The opinion

Dominion Association's
was generally expressed

that some different arrangemet should be made for the selection of tbe Wimbledon team, as the system of holding

the competition at Ottawa is unsatisfactory, especially as
the $150 allowed this province to pay expenses, has not
been received from the Treasury of the Dominion Rifle

Association.

Powder Charges for Rifles.— At

the

meeting of

Board of Directors of the National Rifle Association
on Tuesday of last week, noticed elsewhere, Gen. Shaler,
President of the Association, presented a report embodythe

379

ammunition first named vary but little, being but 64-100 of
an inch between the highest and the lowest. It would

Palmer House after the recent inter-State match, requesting the Chicago
Rifle Club to take such steps as it should think best with a view to the

seem, therefore, that for 500 yards shooting, there is not
much choice between 100 and 105 grains, With or without
lubricant.
Indeed, it is reasonable to suppose that a repetition of the test might bring either of them at the head of
the list. Although the scores made cannot be used as a
test of merit, it may be added that the average value per
shot of three of the four kinds of ammunition first named
were the highest obtained at 500 yards, according to Creedmoor system of counting. In this practice twenty-one consective bulls-eyes were made with 100 grains without liibricant, followed by eleven with 105 grains without lubricant,
under a fresh easterly wind. At 800 yards the following

formation of a northwestern rifle association."
Mr. O. C. Blackmer, Treasurer, then made his report showing a small
balance on hand in the treasury, and that the club now had a membership of 74 "paid up" members, and that everything was in a flourishing
condition. The President stated that Major Fulton had presented the
club a handsome Remington pistol, to be shot for at a distance of 800
yards, and to be held by the gentleman winning it twice. On motion
the thanks of the club were extended to Maj. Fulton, and the exeeuti e
committee were instructed to make the donor an honorary member.
Mr. Fuller then moved that the election of officers be proceeded with,

results

were obtained,

viz:

105 grains, without lubricant, average deviation
"
<*
105
"
with
"
115
"
without
"
"
•'
" wilh
100
120
"
without
"
"
(30 shot)
"
"
95
" with
<!
"
110
without
"

"

90

»
"

8.18 in.
8.86 in.

«.

9 in.
10 in.

"
"

12 in.
12.74 in.
16.68 in.

«
"

"

"

with

from horizontal, 7.96 in.

As in the 500 yards practice, this shows but a slight difference between the deviations of the four kinds of ammunition first named, there being but 1.04 inches between the
highest and the lowest. It may also be said that the
scores made by the four first named were the four highest
out of eight. At 900 yards the results were as follows
115 grains, without lubricant, average deviation
120
"
(40 shot)
"
"
105
Willi

from horizontal,
••

'

105
90

mo
110
95

M
"

without
with

"

without
with

"

"
"

"
«•

•

"
"
"

"

*

8.80
11.30
11.64
11.68

in.
in.

in.
in.

U in.

13.54 in,
i4.a8 in.

16 04 in.

This table shows a difference of 2 50400 inches in the
deviation of the two kinds of amunition first named, but a
remarkable uniformity in the deviation of the second,
third, and fourth named, and between the first and the
fourth a difference of only 2 88-100 inches. As at 800
yards the scores made by the four first named were the
four highest out of eight. At 1,010 yards the results
were:
"

*'

"

120
100
95
105
95

"

"
"
"

with
without
"
with
"

without
with

M
"
"

"
"
"

*'

"

"
"
"

"
"
"
"

"

•«

•«

"
"
«

14-62
14.66
14 87
15.64
16 60
18 02
18

I

Jr. 100 Yard Range,— The fourth comUnion Metalic Cartridge Co.'s gold badges
came off Tuesday, January 19th. The following are the
4—
winning scores: W. H. H. Sabin,
4—39,
45, first badge; T. Daniels,
3—32,
second badge; Geo. O. Starr, 4 33

555444554
433 444445
342244

match next Tuesday.

portable, admirably suited for rifle
"Telescope," care Editor.

for sale.

-*•<*-

.

Washington, D. C, January

made by

& Bro. Birmingham, England.
TEN B1RD8 EACH.

J. P. Clabrough

Mr. Simons
Dr. Van Arnum
Mr. Barker

long range shooting.

The following

is

an abstract of the

report:—

The practice was with 50 shots each at 500, 800, 900, and
At 500 yards seven kinds of ammunition
were used; 90, 100, and 105 grains, with a lubricant, and
At 800,
100, 105, 110, and 115 grains, without a lubricant.
900, and 1,000 yards eight kinds of-ammunition were used,
viz: 90, 95, 100, and 105 grains, with a lubricant, and 105,
The
110, 115, and 120 grains, without a lubricant.
shells were all new, of the long kind, none being reloaded.
All the bullets, except a few used, were carefully weighed,
and those used on the same score, never varied as much as
one grain. The powder was also carefully weighed in ali
cases, and never varied one quarter of a grain to a charge.
Generally, the scores were made of 10 shots each, after the
1,000 yards.

correet elevations had been obtained.
of aim, ali the shots were fired over a

To ensure accuracy
camp stool.

The following is the result of the practice at 500 yards
with the different kinds of ammunition, placed in the
order of their merit as determined by the above plan:
100 grains, without lubricant, average deviation from horizontal, 4.80 in.
"
"
4.66 in.
Wo
"
with.
' w

100

p

110
115

90

"
"
«

"
»

It will

«
without
"
"
-with.

»
"
»
»

"
"
"
"

*«

"

"
"
"
"
"

4.92 in.
4.94 m.
5.19 in.
6 44 in.
7 36 m.

be noticed that the deviations in the four kinds of

,

Mr. Mills

9

8 Mr.
8

6

House

7

ElVE BIRDS EACH.
5 Mr. Barker

Mr Simons
Mr. Van Arnum

4

1

.*4J

FOUR BIRDS EACH,
4|Mr. Mills
4(Mr. House
TIES.
1 Mr. Barker

Mr. Barker
Dr.

Van Arnum

Dr.

Van Arnum

3
3

1
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THE DITTMAR POWDER FOR

RIFLES.

Nebonsbt, Mass., January 1st., 1876.
Will yon kindly inform your readers, that the powder Mr. Douglas
Smyth has used in his trials at Morsemore, was my F powder, which I
use for sporting purposes only. For long range, I recommend my F F
and F F F, of which I use 50 grains, and 53 grains respectively in a Sharps
Creedmoor shell, and which are equal by my trials to 110 grains of HazPor short range I use in Sharps
ard's F G in penetration and velocity.
Creedmoor 43 grains of my powder, and a ?80 grain bullet; on top of
powder I u#e a wad, as the lighter bullets, wbich the Sharps Co. furnish,
have a smaller diameter than the Creedmoor bullets, and no not confine
my powder enough. With a wad they work well, giving a very flit
trajertory and high velocity. This charge and bullet work well up to
500 yards. I recommend not to use any lubricant and not to clean
while shooting.
Although the F powder is not as strong as the two finer grades, I p r efer it for all ordinary shooting as it gives the least recoil. For sporting
purpose, I think i*; is strong enough, as lean shoot with my sporting
Remington, with 32 grains and a 470 grain bullet through twenty inches
of hard wood, the bullet having force enough to be flattened on the
rock behind the target. For this charge I use the same elevation at 200
yards as for 70 grains Hazard's F G, but I insert the bullet only 5-16 of
an inch. For the Remington Creedmoor, I am trying to make a heavier
powder, as I cannot get powder enough into the small shell they are
using now, therefore my powder in its general state can only be used in
those Remington Creednioor's bored for the largest shell like those in
Sharps. I can crowd powder enough in to get the same force as the
black, but the shooting is more even when tho powder is not pressed, besides it would strain the tjun. The reason that the F powder shows better in the Remington sporting, to compare wPh Mr. D. Smyth's trials in
the Sharps Creedmoor, is, that the bullet for the Remington sporting is
a liWe larger in diameter than the Creedmoor Sharps bullet, and being
inser ed deeper into the ? hell it confines the powder more. My powder
works best with the lightest fittiag bullet. This want of confinement is
the reason that some cannot make it work well in shot guns using but
small wads, while others are perfectly satisfied.
As so many of your readers are using my powder, I should 'ike that
some give their experience, it may be good or bad, that we all may learn
by it; I to make it better when necessary, and others how to use it right.
f

very powerful and

marking and sporting,

«««»

CHICAGO RIFJLE CLU B.— ELECTION OF
OFFICERS.

Carl Dittmar.

-*-

,

ing the results of a long'seiiesof experiments at Creedmoor
in determining the proper charges of powder to be used in

15th, 1876.

loader,

in.
in.

Creedmoor

{Subscription

In a practice shoot at the South Park range of the Chicago Rifle Clnb,
Weather
8t.h mst., the following scores were made at 500 yards.
cloudy; wind fresh:— Col. J. A. Shaffer, 73 out of a possible 75; GenW. E. Strono, 96 out of a possible 100; C. B. Prouty, 96 out of a possible 100; Walter Burnham, 96 out of a possible 100; C. Fuller, 96 out of
a possible 100. Fuller closed his score with eight consecutive bull's eyes,
which he ran up to tweuty-two, making a total of 166 out of a possible
Henry G- Johnson.
170, and quit, having run out of cartridges.

on the

m.

petition for the

—Fine Achromatic Field Telescope,

14th, 1876.

in.

in.

;

third prize.

Chicago, January

—

in.

in.

In this record there is a striking similarity to that of 900
yards in the difference between the deviations of the two
kinds of ammunition first named, and the uniformity in
the deviations of the second, third and fourth. In "fact
the entire tallies closely resemble each other, the principal
difference being found in the leap made by the 110 grains
from seventh position in the 800 and 900 yards' table to
that of third in the 1,000 yards' table, and an equal retrograde movement on the part of the 105 grains, without
lubricant.
It will be noticed that throughout these tests up
to 1,000 yards the 105 grains ammunition, both with and
without lubricant, has shown great merit. In the four
ranges the 105 lubricated stand second three times and third
once. The 105 without lubricant stand first once and
fourth twice, only at the longest range dropping back to
seventh position. It will also be noticed that while the
lighter ammunition produced the best results at 500 yards,
distances,
it gradually gave way, in falling back to longer
Thus the three first positions in the 500
to the heavier.
yards' table are filled by 100 and 105 grains; in the 800
yards' table by 105 and 115 grains; in the 900 yards' table
by 115, 120, and 105 grains and in the 1,000 yards' table
by 115, 105, and 110 grains. Also, that the 115 grains ammunition stand six on the 500 yards' table, third on the 800
yards' table, and first on both the 900 and 1,000 yards'
tables, and that in both the longer distances its average deviation from a horizontal is considerably less than tne ammunition holding second place. 1 ;m liius ,t may
reasoned that the longer the range the more powder should
be used, and so far as these experiments show such reasoning would be sound, bui the general opinion is that the increase to the powder charge which may be made to an advantage is very limited. Indeed, until recently it was
thought that the limit was reached at 100 grains.
i

Editor Forest and Stream:

Editor Forest and Stream:—
A match was shot to day, on the following conditions:— 21 yards rise,
1J" ounce shot, the use of one barrel, Rhode Island rules, the winner
to have returned to him his entrance fee. Mr. Arthur Marr, Referee;
Mr. Haywood, scorer.
The principal feature of the shooting was the clean killing power of
both guns used by the two winners, Mr. S. and Dr. Van. Mr, Simons
used a No. 12 gauge bteech-loader, made by Clark & Snyder, No. 13
West Pratt street, Baltimore. Dr. Van Araiim a No. 12 gauge breech-

HS^grains, without lubricant, average deviation from horizontal, 12.24 in.
105
11.0

which was adopted.
Colonel R. S. Thompson was nominated as President, and unanimously elee'ed. He was introduced by the retiring officer as one who
had a "true squint" and a steady nerve, and accepted the position in a
few appropriate remarks. Gen. W. E. Strong was put in nomination
for Vice-President, and unanimously elected. Mr. S. W. Burnham was
elected Secretary, Mr. O. C. Blackmer, Treasnicr, and the following
gentlemen the Executive Committee: Messrs. H. II. Handy, Dr. Arthur Edwards, D. B. Fisk, J. M. Loomis, and H. G. House. On motion
of Mr. Burnham, the Executive Committee were introducod to appoint
a first, second, and third officers of the day to take charge of the grounds
on the days of the shooting in case of absence of such officers, the
member having the lowest number to officiate. This was adopted, and
A. G. Amvrd.
the meeting adjourned.

Augusta, Ga., January 7th
Chicago, January

11th, 1876.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
regular meeting of the Chicago Rifle Club for the election of
officers and the transaction of the regular routine of business, was held
in the club rooms of the Sherman House on the 10th inst.
The President submitted the following report, which was received and

The

placed on file:—
"The Chicago Rifle Club has during the six months of its existence produced eight or ten men who, in shooting at 500 yards in a lying position,
of men in any other rifle
will make a better score than a like number
club in America, Creedmoor not excepted. I am proud to say that the
record of their scores at this distance excels that of any other club. I
yards and in a
regret that our practice has been almost exclusively at 500
practice at various
lying position. Marksmen, in my judgment, should
distances— be educated to estimate the distance with their eye and adjust
their sights accordingly.

would recommend the introduction of movable

targets for occasional
practice; that the club adopt the policy of refusing to take part in contests where off-hand shooting is entirely ignored; and that in practice
off-hand shooting should not be neglected. It is a fact known to all
riflemen, that continued and exclusive practice in lying position soon
destroys the accuracy of the expert off-hand shot.
I am of the opinion that the rules of our club should be so changed as
I

who desire to do so, to practice off-hand shooting up to and
including 500 yards, although it may be against the rules of the National
by-laws of the
Rifle Association. In my opinion, the constitution and
club should be revised and amended, a»d the rules relating to matches
and practice on the range be rigidly enforced.
passed at a joint meeting
I would call your attention to the resolution
heM at the
of the rifle teams of Indiana, Michigan, and of this slab,
to allow all

Editor Forest and Stkeam: —
The Richmond Rifle Club, of our city, held their
Match on New Year's day. The military of the city

first

1876.

annual Rifle

also took part in
the proceedings, there having been special prizes offered for competition
among them. There were seven teams of five men each, who partici-

The Church Rifles were the successful
team for first prize. The Irish Volunteers took second. The winning
teams made a score of 117 and 113 out of a possible 2^,0. Off-hand
200 yards. There was considerable amusement afforded the participants
in an Individual Match; open to all. The best shooting that was ever
witnessed here was done in this match, several having made 15 out of a
possible 16, the winner making the possible 16. A gentleman from Virpated in the military contest.

Mr. Rose, of Norfolk, won the prize. In the Individual contest
R. C. the shooting was exceedingly good. Mr. Dunbar cam©
out a winner, having made 25 out of a possible 28. The grounds were
ginia,

for the R.

full of spectators.

Among them was

visible the

well-known Western

Statesman, Mr, Pendleton, of Ohio, who seemed highly pleased with the
Mr. Editor, we have a flourishing club, and are
results of the matches.
about purchasing sporting rifles. We want your advice as regards the
merits of the Winchester, Remington, and Sharp rifles, suitable for
ranges of 200, 300, 500,800, 900, and 1,000 yards. Times are hard, and
we want the very best and cheapest we can get. With best wishes for

Forest and Stream.
M.
[Our correspondent will recognize the impossibility of
our advising him on the choice of a rifle, when all the
manufacturers advertise in our columns. Get the adyice

the

of

some experienced

stance,—Ed.]

rifleman,

like Ool.

WmgaiQ

for in-

—

—

.

.

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
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ODE TO VANITY

HURST'S

FAIR.

Stereoscopic
[From the Boston Traveler.]
sing us a song of the Pipe—
Of its struggles and triumphs and fears,
And confusion confounded to those
Who say that it shortens our years.
They may prate of dear woman's smiles;
But that with our theme won't compare;
To drive off a fit of the blues
Try a pipe full of Vanity Fair.

Come

The undersigned

are

now manufacturing

Patent XSifless, witH Mai-tin?** Improvement
AND WILL SHOETLY PUT THEM IN THE MARKET AT LOW PEICES.
Short and Long Range Cfeedmoor, Hunting, and Gallery Rifles
OF ANY CALIBRE, RIM AND CENTRE-FIRE.

BallarriP^

In war times,

3m

Nos. 84 and 86

By

Founded July

EVENING
POST.
WITHOUT CHARGE,
50

paid

will be

NOW

SUBSCRIBE

and get the opening chapter of the
Miss Bellew," written by Thos. Gift.

serial,

HOLIDAY GIFTS.
We offer to subscribers, In addition with THE
EVENING POST, the following useful articles:
A DETACHED LEVER CLOCK, retail price, $2.50

THE

ST. GERMAIN or STUDENT LAMP, (C. A.
Kleeman's patent,) large size (retail price $7) with
Weekly, $5.75, or with Semi-Weekly, $7.25.
"The best now in use. The lighc is steady and
bright, and therefore the eyes are not disagreeably

THOS. SPARKS,

affected, as is the case in reading by gaslight or the
light of other lamps," Engineering and Mining

THE UTILITY ADJUSTABLE TABLE

(retail

$8)

with oemi- Weekly, $8.
•'This table may be raised or lowered in height to
suit any person or purpose, aud can be folded in a
moment for packing away. Valuable to ladies in cutting and basting; a boon to the invalid; a treasure to
children; excellent for games, and tseful for writing,
study, lunch, or pic-nic purposes."
DICTIONARY, 1.S40
pages quarto; 3,000 illustrations, latest edition,
sheep binding, (retail, $12) with Semi- Weekly, $10;
with Weekly and table, $12.50, or with Weekly and

8HOT& BAR LEAD
MANUFACTURER,
Office,

121

Walnut

Street, PMIafl'a

Lamp,

$12.75.

Dogs

of

England.

WEBSTER'S NATIONAL PICTORIAL DICTIONARY,

1,040 pages, octavo, 600 illustrations; (retail
price, $5), with Semi-Weekly, $6; with Weekly and
the Student Lamp, $8.75; or with Weekly and ta-

From

Pictures by

mal

with Semi- Weekly, $10;
with Weekly and the Student Lamp, $12.75; or with
Weekly and Table, $'2.50.
(retail,

$10),

WORCESTER'S COMPREHENSIVE DICTIONARY
:New illustrated edition (retail, $1.80) with SemiWeekly, $4; with Weekly and Table, $6.50, or with
Weekly and Student Lamp, $6.75.

A new

^ESOP'S FABLES.

and

care'ully revised
edition. By J. B. Rundell, profusely illustrated
with original designs, by Ernest Griset, 422 pages,
quarto, (retail price, $3.50), with Weekly, $3.25; or
with Semi- Weekly, $> 75
^ESOP'S FABLES. Gilt edges, beveled covers, (re^
tail price, $5); with Weekly,
$3.75; witn SemiWeekly, $5.25.

In order to

the celebrated AniPainter, photographed from the origi-

W. THRTJPP.

still

more

largely increase the circula-

THE EVENING POST, we offer to give to
will procure subscribers to the WEEKLY
AND SEMI-WEEKLY EVENING POST any of the
tion of

who

premiums mentioned above.
Specimen copies containing further particulars, and
giving the number of subsciibero which should be
obtained, sent free to those who apply for them.
Agents who prefer a commission in cash will be
liberally dealt with. Please send for our circular to

We continue to

send the

EVENING POST free

of

postage, without premiums, at the former low club
terms, as follows: Semi- Weekly, five copies, one
year, $12; ten copies, one year, $22. Weekly, five
copies, one year, $7; ten copies, one year, $12.50;
twenty copies, one year, $22. These terms include
the postage, whicn will be paid by the publishers.
The above rates are as low as those of any first-class

newspaper pu blished

Address

—

*

.

WM.

C.

BRYANT &

CO.,

Publishers of the Evening Post, Broadway, cor. Fulton street, New York.

cents.
Luna, Retriever, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Blenheim
Spaniel,
Joshua Dawes, Esq.
Charlie,
Monarque, St. Bernard (smooth) Rev. J. C. Mac-

dona.

Rev. J. C. Macdona.

Colored, 5x4 inches, mounted, $3.50 each.
Crib. Dalmatian, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Bruce, Clumber Spaniel, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Cooper, Esq.
Tiger, Pomeranian,
Turk, Mastiff, F. Robinson, Esq.
Trimmer, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.

—

—

Garwood, Esq.
Duke, Blenheim Spaniel,
Atkinson, Esq.
Cato, Newfoundland, (black)
Stella, English Terrier, (black and tan) T. 11. Mur-

—

chison, Esq.
C.

Macdona.

Master Macgarth, Greyhound, Lord Lurgan
Garth, Esq.
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white)
Kent, Gordon Setter, (black and tan) S. Lang, Esq.
Luna, Retriever, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
.Rake, Irish Water Spaniel, Captain Lindoe.
Roll, Laverack Setter (black and white,) S. Lang.
Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Davies, Esq.
IMonarque, St. Bernard (smooth,) Rev. J. C. Mac-

Trip

Excursion

dona.

Hamlet, Pointer (lemon and white,) T. H. Whitehouse, Esq.
Jack, Fox Terrier, T. H. Murchison, Esq.
Reb, Spaniel (liver colored, T. Burgess, Esq.
Michael, English Bulldog, R. J. L. Price, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker (liver and white), K. J. L. Price, Esq.
Tell, St. Bernard (rough), Rev. J. C Macdona.
Warrior, Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Davies, Esq.
size, 12x10, colored by hand, in exact imitation
of the original, in Sunk Mount, $7.50 each.

Kates

U,eclii.oocL
are

now for

Tickets

Pippin, Pus, Mrs. B.

AT

sale to

Jacksonville, Florida,
at the following

Railroad

Ticket Offices of the Pennsylvania

:

Boston —203 and 205 Washington street.
New York— No. 1 Astor House, Nos. 526 and 941
Broadway, Desbrosses and Courtlandt Street Ferries.
No. 182 Market street, Newark; and Pennsylvania Railroad Depots Jersey City, Newark, Elizabeth, Rahway, New Brunswick and Trenton,
Decl6-tf

A PRACTICAL

GIFT.

"Best" Printing Press.

ONLY
Outfit,

with

W.

C.

$3.
Press, for

$6.

EVANS,

Inventor and Manufacturer,
ianl3

it

MAPLE
cans.

56 N. Ninth

SYRUP

street, Philadelphia.

IN

AIRTIGHT

gallon cans, $1.50 per gallon. No charge for
R. L. GRAVES, Sunderland, Vt.

Nov. 11—tf.

Taine.

By Marian Douglas.
By Jane G. Austin.
Two on Emerson. By John Burroughs.

A Word or

Reduction.

Wood. By

Philip Quilibet.
Scientific Miscellany.
Drift-

Current Literature.

By

Nebulae.

the Editor.

NEXT NUMBER WTLL BEGIN
tfEN. GEO. A. CUSTER'S

IN THE

Reminiscences of the Late War.
These
"Gen.

army

articles, it is believed,

will

be second to

Sherman's Memoirs" as vivid
and startling adventure.

pictures

of

life

SUBSCRIBE ~AT ONCE.
WE PRE-PAY THE POSTAGE.

Monck.

Charlie, Blenheim Spaniel, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker (liver and white), R. J. L. Price.
Jack, Fox Terrier. T. H. Murcninson, Esq.
Garwood, Esq.
Duke, Blenheim Spaniel,

Warrior. Scotch Deerhound, Joshua Davies, Esq.
Gartle, Esq.
Drake, Pointer (liver and white),
Nelson, Bull Terrier (white), S. E. Shhley, Esq.,
M. P.
Radcliffe, Esq.
Gainer, Foxhound,
These Pictures will be forwarded on receipt of
price. Small size, postage paid, large size, subject to
express charges.

FOREST AND STREAM PUR.
17

Chatham

street,

CO.,
York.

New

It

$4.00 per Year.

can be had with either "Harper's Weekly" or
„"Baz,ar, or "Appleton'g Weekly" for $7.50,

^lielclon

«&>

Company.
NEW YORK.

For catalogue and
dec9tf

prices, address

OBER BROTHERS,
Fernandina, Florida*

Rusticola Minor.

Anser Albifrons.
Otus Americanus.

Hooded Sheldrake
Horned Grebe

15.
1«.
17.
IS.

Mergus

Wolf

Spotted Sand Lark
Marsh Harrier
Mallard Duck
Great Horned Owl
Great Loon, or Diver

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
39.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

Cucullatus.

Pediceps Cornutus.
Aquilla Chn/soetos.

Golden Eade
Prairie

19.

Totanus Macularius.
Circus Zfliginosns.

Anas Boschas.
Bubo Virginianus.
Colymbus

American Deer (Albinoes)
The American Bittern
Ola Wife, or Squaw Duck
The Wild Turkey

.

. .

Cervus

Glacialis.

Virginianus.

Ardea Minor,

iuligula Glacialis.
Meledgris Gallopavo.
Castor Fiber.
The Beaver
Scolopax Wilsom.
Common American Snipe
The Buff Breasted Sheldrake. Mergus Merganser
Anser Canadensis.
The Canada Goose
.

.

,

The New York Ermine. Pulo?'ius...N'oveboracensis.
Mergus Serrator.
Bed Brested Sheldrake
Pinnated Grouse
The Sand mil Crane
The American Black Bear
Bed Tailed Buzzard

Tetrao Cupido.
Grus Americana.
Ursus Americanus.
Butero Borealis.
Fuligula Albeola.
Buffle Headed Duck
Hystrix Hudsonius.
North American Porcupine
Ortyx Virginiam.
Virginia Partridge
Lanes Zonorhynchus.
Common American Gull
Virginianus.
Yulpes
Grey Fox.
Fuligula Erythrocephalia.
Red Head
Tetrao Umbellus.
Buff ed Grouse

Procyon Lotor.

The Racooon
The W histler
Brown or Bald Eagle
Red Fox
Wood Duck
American Barn Owl

Flidigula Clangula.
Baliodos Leiccocepfialus.
Vulpis Fulvus.

Anas
Lyncus

Northern Lynx
BlackDuck

52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
58.

Borealis.

Anas

Obscura.

Belted King Fisher
Little Screech Owl

Alcedo Alcyon.

A merican Opossum

Didelphil Virginiam.
Fulica Americana.
Tetrao Mutus.

Bubo A sio.

American Coot
Ptarmigan

"j7.

flponsa.

Stryx Pratincola.
Tetrao Canadensis.

Spruce Grouse

51.

59

Shoveller, or Spoonbill

60.

Mu squash

Aims

Clypeala.

Fiber Zibelhicus*

Cobnell University,
Ithaca, March 14th, 1870.
T must congratulate you upon your great success in
If we can arrange
enterprise.
this new educational
our amusements so as to make them impart instrucJ

tion to the mind,
cation.

it will

be a step

in

advance

-in

edu-

EZRA CORNELL

S •* JO
Prices: By the Dozen
the Set of 5 Dozen, In Elegant Case, lb OO
These Stereoscopes are sold wholesale and retail by

By

1?

ROY
*

w

1

IT Vanity Fair.
* *

it is shaved from the best NatuMeerschaum and Cigarettes. Does not
make the tongue sore. Sample on receipt of 20
ral Leaf, for

cents.
cular.

Highest award. Vienna,

WM.

S.

Send for cirCO.,
Rochester, N. Y.
1873.

RIM BALL &

Pkerless Tobacco Works,

From

Seth Green, Supt. rV. Y. State Fisheries.
I find Vanity Fair to be the best article of tobacco
adapted to the wants of the sportsmun. Have used
your tobaccos for many yea.s, and know them all to
be

first class.

For Sportsmen.

A

trusty friend, in weariness or trouble; a solid resource in Winter and rough weather, is a sweet pipe
with Vanity Frir. .best dealers have it.

From A.

B, Lamborton, Rochester.
Having smoked your tobacco. Vanity Fair, by the
camp fire and by the hearth, I believe it in point of
faagrance and taste superior to all brands known to
me. Being in search of a tobacco that would not fire
the tongue and mouth, I was made acquainted with
your Vanity Fair, and found it to be the ne plus ultra
of natural leaf.

Embracing views of the most interesting portions
of the State. Scenery, vegetation peculiar to this semitropical peninsula, and of cities, towns, and rivers
having historic interest.
Only views in existence of Lake Okeechobee and
Indian River.
Faithful studies of St. Augustine, the St. Johns,
Ocklowaka, the North Coast and the Gulf.
Sets of twelve selected views enclosed in an illustrated envelope.

American Woodcock
White Fronted Goose
Long Eared Owl

12.

13.

Forest and Stream Publishing Comp'y,

Stereoscopic Studies of

Florida Scenery.

'

I

Price 35c. per Number.

—

Large

Bound

emu

Harherry.

—

.

season ofl875-6.

Minor French Novelists. By H. James, Jr.
Social and Domestic Life Under the Ancient
Regime. From tub Forthcoming Volume by

Bellona, Fox Terrier, T. II. Murchison, Esq.
Bandie, Dandie Dinmont, Captain Lindoe.
Garwood, Esq.
Hylas, King Charles Spaniel,
Prince, English Terrier, (white) T. H. Murchison.

x

Florida Excursions

By

Leap op History. By Hezekiah Butter worth.
Elizabeth. By L. C. W.
Suicide. By Albert Rhodes.
Transformation. By Nora Perry.
Palma and Rologna. By M. E. W. S.
Reuben Dale. By Miss Annie T. Howells.
The Tradition of Conquest. By Mrs. S. M. B.

II

each specimen.
An experience of more than twenty-five years as
Taxidermist of the New York t'tate Cabinet of Natural History, and in gathering his large collection of
native and foreign specimens, enables Mr. Hurst to
combine in every view the locality of the specimen,
with its appropriate rocks, woods or water, and coloring from the originals.
J.
Wild Cat, or Bay Lynx
Lyncus Eufus.
2.
Snowy Owl
Surnia Nyctea.
3.
Lupus Occidentalis.
American Wolf.
4.
Wild Pigeon
Ectopistes Mgraloria.
5.
Northern Panther
Felis Concolor.
6.
Black Crowned Night Heron
Ardea Discors.
7.
Woodchuck
Actomys Monax.
8.
Eed Necked Grebe
Podiceps Rubricollis.
Great Bine Heron
9.
Ardea Herodias.
1 0.
American Swan
Cygnus Americanus.
It.
Eed Shouldered Buzzard
Buieo Hyemalis.

14.

Small size Photo, 5x4 inches, plain, mounted, 75

Rook, Skye Terrier, Rev. J.

Club Agents.

"A

Anna Seward and Major Andre. An 0©scure

Army

Plain Photograph 12x10, in sunk Mounts, 24x18 $3.
Tell, St. Bernard, (rough) Rev. J, C. Ma dona.
Nelson, Bull Terrier, (white) S. E.Shirley, Esq.
Drake, Pointer, (liver and white)
Gartle, Esq.
Nellie, Cocker, (liver and white) R. J. L. Price,Esq.
Beb, Spaniel, (liver colored) T. Burgess, Esq.
Rake, Irish W ater Spaniel, Captain Lindoe.
Warrior, Scotch Dearhound, Joshua Dawes, Esq.
Michael, English Bulldog R. J. L. Price, Esq.

Tell, St. Bernard, (rough)

TO CLUB AGENTS.
those

GEO. EARL,

nal Paintings by R.

Illustrated;

Black, author of
Princess of Thule," etc.
Home-Rulers in the English Parliament.
Justin McCarthy.

Parson Kelly.

ble, $8.60.

WORCESTER'S UNABRIDGED DICTIONARY.

We

Piatt.

WEBSTER'S UNABRIDGED

the Student

By William

Violet.

of

offer these views not as pictures only, but as
studies from nature. One of the great moving elements in our modern system of education is object
teaching. The unerring fidelity of the stereoscope
transfers the animals and birds from their natural
habitat to the rooms of the student and the fireside of
our homes, where they cannot fail to have a lasting
impression of the form, color, habits, and locality of
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numbers
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ral instincts.
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WOW BEADY.

struction."

first sixty

To these will be added a second series of foreign
specimens, and various Animals and Birds in grotesque attitudes, never, however, violating their natu-

e'en from the lips of Carlyle

with the Weekly Evening Post, $2.?5, or SemiWeekly, $4.25.
"A good time-piece, of simple, yet careful con-

the

first series

Animals and Birds of North America.

the roadside his weary frame halted,

THE GALAXY.
FEBRUARY

"Pretty

Journal.

salted,

Here's a God-speed to any old pipe
When loaded with Vanity Fair.
jan20 It
Harry M. J.

3 00
1

the

Has incense unceasingly swung.
Firm f uend of the peasant and peer,
The charms are both varied and rare;

$9 00

Semi-Weekly.
Weekly.
These terms include the postage, which
by the publishers.

We are prepared to furnish

Great poets thy praises have sung,

And

REDUCED TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily.........

PARLOR ENTERTAINMENT.

Dread foe of the Hypos and blues-

Send your orders and you will receive the WEEKLY EVENING POST until January 1st, 1876, free.
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AND

the thought of his mother and home,
His heart full ot grief and despair,
He solaced himself with his pipe
And his ne'er failing Vanity Fair.

1808.

i,

FOR OBJECT TEACHING

When

CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK,

THE NEW YORK

Natural History

rations were scant,

And whisky with quinine was
When many a soldier errant

SCHOVERLIftG & DALY,
jan20

when

Studies

-OF-

Does not make the tongue Sore.

Smoke Vanity Fair.—It

a wonderful solace,
and the best proof that it works no injury is the renext morning, conwith
feeling
you
awake
freshed
scious that there is no reasonable task you could not
perform.
is

For Meerschaums.
has a permanent existence; again and again does
it serve your turn, and still is ready for a fresh bout.
That pipe is always ready for its fill of Vanity Fair.
It

For Cigarettes.

Chatham

P. O. box 2832

(City Hall sq.)

Water Pipe
A.

SPECIALTY.
SEAMLESS

Lap Welded, Wrought

Iron

WATERPIPE,
From One-half Inch to Fourteen Inches diameter; in
lengths from 16 to 20 feet. Capable of Sustaining
a Pressure of 1,000 lbs. to the Square Inch. Manufactured by the

National Tube Works Co.,
Boston, Mass., and McReesport, Pa.

COATED INSIDE AND OUT WITH AN

INDESTRUCTIBLE ENAMEL.
WARRANTED.
Joints are connected by our Patent Sleeve Couplings, preventing all leakage
„,«««
Specimens can be seen and obtained on application
i

at the

ton

Company's

Offices,

and 78 William street

DUCK

8

tf os
Ocil-l fw

Pemberton Square,

New

York.
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SHOOTING.—THE ATTEN-

that
tion of sportsmen is called to the fact
hundred miles
the best shooting ground within three
oi
ducits
of New York city is Shinnecock Bay. More
a nnmoer
all kinds in the bay now than has been for
bags ot Dims
of years, and sportsmen are bringing ing inner*,
daily. The most experienced guides and
at tae
furnished
with boxes, battues, decoys, etc.,

Bay
' View House.

Address

ORYILLE WILCOX,

A cigarette is

an interlude to the serious habit; a
graceful, make-believe for spare hours. For cigarettes Vanity Fair has no equal. Best dealers have It,

St..

Proprietor

Good Ground Post

nov§5-8t

Suffolk county,

Office,

Long

Island.
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Holmes, Shaw, Brown &

nm.

Co., Bordefltown, N. J.,

BUILDERS OF

Fast Iron Steam Yachts, Launches, and Torpedo Boats,
Builxiei^s o±"
CONTINENTAL

(BO feet),

speed 17.94 miles per hour;

KEEP THIS CHECK

the

FIREFLY

Famous

(50 feet), 17,94

Steam Yachts

Iron

MINNEHAHA,

miles per hour;

SICHT

IN

UNTIL YOU BEACH

252
New

DOLLARS
General

Accident

Broadway,

TICKET,

35 Cents

building (55 feet), 18 to 20 miles an hour.

National Rifle Depot.
now in stock a complete assortment of Rifles of all well known and reliable makers, and. haying
with the manufacturers, am able to sell at their prices. Have just received a stocK
special arrangements vvxt
RIFLES. Riflemen are invited to
of
LINE
call and examine.
They will be cheerfully shown to all who take an interest in Rifle Shooting KJiMliNUEvery Rifle purchased
RIFLES, all lengths and calibre.
TON, BALLARD,
IIhave

POLICIES by
j

York.

the

month

or

year for any amount, from
$1,000 to $5,000, with weekly
indemnity iu the ratio of $5 to

each $1,000.

Hartford Accident Ins. Co.,

made
3e

SHARPS

OF LONG RANGE AND OFF HAND

NEW

WESSON, AND STEVENS

Liberal arrangements
260 Broadway, cor.

can be tested in the 100 yard range on the premises.

Send

tions.

for illustrated circular.

HOMER

FISHER,

OF HARTFORD, CONN.

ONE DAY.

W.

BPOT^rfrJtilXS,

MILLS, I

MANUFACTURERS OF SUPERIOR TARGET AND SPORTING

Sporting and Ducking.
BRANDS—diamond Grain, Falcon Dncking, Western
Also, Mining and Blasting Powders.
0FFICE3—13 Broad st„ Boston;

19

St., Buffalo; 9 State st., Chicago; 32?
the principal Cities in the Country.

Exchange

Agencies in

all

N. Second

St., St.

Louis

BreechLoading,Sportinfi:

Family

jgp~

Military

Rifles.

1

Circle.
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Hazard's "American Sporting."
Nos.

o
the brilliant list of

Grand Prizes!
EsU(the first is one Elegant Rosewrod Piano,Sfl-retail pric*, $f 00). The publishers now offer«,-.

Examine

^."Grand

Now

Prises

pay you

Hazards "Duck Shooting."
to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
and 6i and 12£ lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close, and with great
penetration. For field, forest and water shooting

Nos.

Offered to Workers."
upon our advice.

well to act

Arms Gomp.
New Haven,

Conn., U. S. A.

this

1

YOU

ae conductors of thi3 mazazine haveled neither pains nor money in order toujJke it what it is to day— an instructive and

desideratum for every houseIts pages are devoted to popular litart, education, and the de-<
science,
^=erature,
.velonment and maintenance of the moral in-=
,fluehce of home attractions. Its character-

EDHOft'8^

pi-

Box

3,267.

Write to

Household Publishing Co.,
41 Park Row, ft. Y.

us— state where you saw

this.

Hazard's "Kentucky Rifle."
FFFG, FFG, and "Sea Shooting" FG, in kegs

„jg3S

SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.

our

office,

88Wall Street. NewYork.
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

FaTorite Metallic Shells for
Guns.
Breech Loading- Shotinside.
eke
and much
Head

A

16-Page Q.uarto, issued monthly, and full of original reading matter. It is devoted especially to science, as applied to agriculture, and is the only journal
in the world published with this avowed object.
It records all true progress in agriculture, and the
latest results of scientific research.' Chemistry, botany, veterinary practice, natural history, farm mechanics, rural art'and architecture, rural law and entomology, are all prominently considered in its columns.

AMONG

v
Messrs Geokge E.
Gentlemen- -The

Hart &

of America.

_
_.
Co.,
x ^
.vhey
fifty shells I received from yon to-day suit me better than any I have ever used,
are stronger and
better in every respect, and I shall use them in all my shooting hereafter. Yoars truly.
A. H. Booardus.
mayl3-iy
.

,

are
portable boats that are equal to the very best whole
jy29-ly
ones for local use.
tability

FOR

L,

Breech Loading Shot Guns,

For

Manufactured by the

CO.,

Prof. Levi Stockbridge,

whose experiments in crop-

raising, by special fertilizers,
public interest.

have created astonishing

N. Sturtevant, Esq., South Framingham.
Richard Goodman, Esq., Lenox.

Jos.

Prof. J. Wilkinson, Baltimore.
Prof. H. W. Parker, Massachusetts Agricultural
College.
Prof. S. T. Maynard, Massachusetts Agricultural
College.
J. N. Bagg. Member of State Board of Agriculture.
D. P. Penhallow, S. B., Amherst.

Paper andfMetallic Shells

AND MANY OTHER WRITERS OF NOTE.
Subscription price, only ONE DOLLAR a year, in
advance.

1876,

Postage

free.

Published by

CLARK W. BRYAN &

CO.,

Springfield, Mass.

WILL BE

Under the patronage

of the Massachusetts Agricultural College.

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

THE STURTEVANT SHELLS are the easiest reloaded.
not have to unscrew the head nor use an awl to remove
the exploded caps. THE PATENT MOVABLE ANVILS,
made of steel wire, will not bend or break.
THE BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, new model, with

PUBLISHED IN

fire,

BROWN
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attention
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C AS INS,
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called

is

Office of

"MANNING'S YACHTING ANNUAL."
Yachts wanted, and others for
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to

TAN NED MOC-

the best thing ever
worn by Sportsmen. No
injured by wetting and

drying— always

INTERNATIONAL YACHT AGENCY,

tf

Sportsmen!
Your

TO THOS. MANNING,
BROADWAY, N. Y.

SUBSCRIPTIONS

and are

PAPER SHELLS.— By repeated experiments and great
outlav for improved materials, and machinery made expressly for the purpose, we can now warrant our
PAPER SHELLS equal to any imported. They are sure
fire, and will not burst in the gun.
Inquire of any of the dealers in sporting materials for
the U. M. C. Co.'s Shells.
dee33 tf
ifat sold at retail by the manufacturers.

MAY

Price, 50c<

Do

Hobb's patent waterproof primers, never miss
highly prized bv all that have used them.

who has few

necticut.

CAN BE NO GREATER PORTHEREwithout
serious defects They
the only

MANNING'S

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE

Massachusetts Agriequals as a writer on

S. Clark, of the

Prof. C. A. Goessmann, who is acknowledged to be
the first agricultural chemist of America.
E. Lewis Sturtevant, author of the "Ayrshire Cow,"
the "National Ayrshire Herd Book," &c.
A. S Packard, Jr., editor of the "American Naturalist," and State Entomologist of Massachusetts.
Prof. N. Cressy, who is one of the foremost of our
veterinarians, and is State Veterinary Surgeon of Con-

.

From Captain Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot
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W.

scientific matters.
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FARMER.

SCIENTIFIC^

cultural College,

Sportsman's

r
tin
solid,
These Shells are easily loaded, and the c*ps easily extracted from
than any shell now made, givin-?
a solid seat for cone or anvil, which prevents it from driving through or
springing away, thereby causing missilres.
The cone is made of nickle and fastened solid in its place. It
neither rusts or corrodes
The nickle cone also prevents imssfirc
fast like moveable anvil made of steel.
^neu cap has been left on shell for a few days, which is liable to occur either in steel or iron. These shells
«e finely finished, and made any length ordered, from %\ to S\ inches.
Shells and Loaders, and description Price Lists, can be obtained from all the leading sportsmen s houses
throughout the country. GEO. E.
<& CO., 363 and 365 Market St., Newark, N. J.

of 25

cans of 5 lbs. FFFG is also
12J., and 6i lbs. and
packed in 1 and i lb. canisters. Burns strong ana
moist. The FFFG and FFG are favorite brands
for ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting" FG
is the standard Rifle powder of the country.

President

Hart m

•

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Company's agents in every prominent city, or wholesale at

feature is comprehensiveness. The*
^manuscripts now on hand, from noted pens,<
•and others especially engaged, embrace anmnustiallv attractive list of Sketches of^.Travel, "absorbingly interesting Serials,-^
JglLTalfS, Poems. Popular Es,ays, Literary-^*
^Criticisms, etc., etc. In the
k£-STUDY, Impotant and Pessing Ques-=|ga
^^Uons of the Day, will be treated with fear— |g|
fH-leps, uncompromising independence, and~^
**
.unswerving loyalty and devotion to Truth,^Justice and Right.
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ranks any other brand, and it is equally servicea
blefor muzzle or breech loader.

GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POW-

•y^g- entertaining

Address
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DER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,
OF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.

£a==hold.
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istic

Whitneyville, near

In 1 lb. canisters and 6} lb.
quick and clean, for upland and
to short guns.
adapted
Well

to 3 (coarse).

A fine grain,

prairie shooting.

one dollar a year!!
SI Subscription ONLY cents
extra.
Postage 10
onee for a c °P y of "ilf
^Poimntfl
gpl ill (311 lb f send excellent,
chaste and«j|J

Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation.

1 (fine?

kegs.

1

.these prizes for subscription, in addition to«
.the commission, which is thirty cents for«
•every subscriber. For terms in full, see an•nouncement in the Magazine, headed-
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Whitney

1 (fine)

ters of 1 lb. only.

Monthly
Young and Old.

Attractive

I

(REVOLVERS OF VARIOUS SIZES,
DESIRABLE IN ALL RESPECTS.
Send for Circulars.

CO.,

Hazard's "Electric" Powder.
to 5 (coarse). Unsurpassed In point of
strength ana cleanliness. Packed in square canis-

Nos.

j£§=»sparkling publication— examine it carefully;-^
WILL at once
word for it,
^sCaod,
'itecome kiibscribers for the sake of your little
f^Lones, as well as because you will find its colIpl^tmns most attractive for your own reading.

Materials and Workmanship, they areUnsurpassed.
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GUNPOWDER.
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For Simplicity of Construction,

i

dec23

MANUFACTURERS OF

fl

(^"Profusely Illustrated—Replete with choice
reading and useful information.

fli-iif will

.AjblcL

1
„^

a^j^j

|lr Illustrated Household JNagazine,„^
—Now in its 17ih Volume—
-fsS
pm~
^p"rhe best Periodical ever published for the.^£l

^"An

— OF-
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POWDER

HAZARD
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Approved System

Tlxe JMEomt

Our Readers

£|s=-are heartily advised to send ten cents for
specimen copy of the
$5B=»

GUNPOWDER.

clubs

St.,
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A. AlfcMSTROINO, Manager;
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made with

Warren

easy to

VERY DURABLE— being made

the

soft

feet,

and
and

of the very best of
stock in three different styles, and warranted the gen-.
nine article, different from anything before offered
Illustrated Circular and Price List free.

sale.
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FRANK GOOD,
Elm gt; Manchester, N, H
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CHAMPION GUNS OF ENGLAND

W. W. GREENER'S

DOUBLE

GRAND NATIONAL HOTEL, Orange Sporting Powder.
Jacksonville, Fla. 5
George McGinley, Prop.

$4

ELEGANT and COMMODIOUS
THIS
brick house^of modem structure, and furnished
with elegant furniture,is situated within two hundred
yards of the railroad depot, and is unsurpassed by
any botel in the South.
Dec30-tf

Rossin House, Toronto, Canada.
SH EARS & SON, Proprietors.
This houseis a favorite resort for gentlemen sportsof the United States and Canada.

men from all parts

PHILADELPHIA AND SOUTHERN
Mail Steamship Company's line to Savannah,
Ga., sailing every Saturday, from Pier 22, below Pine
street, Delaware River, at 12 o'clock noon, making
©lose connections through to all points South
The
line is composed of the steamships JUNIATA and "WYOMING. The Wyoming does not carry passengers.
The Juniata is a favorite ship with the traveling public, -having passenger _ accommodations of the most
superb character. She has recently been refitted and
elegantly furnished with everything requisite to the
comfort and convenience of passengers.
Families en route for FLORIDA, Georgia, Alabama,
and even as far as New Orleans, will find the Savannah route the most desirable for comfort, as well as
the most economical. Through trains of the Central
Railroad of Georgia, and Atlantic and Gulf Railroad,
Florida, leave Savannah every morning and evening.
The Florida steamers leave Savannah three days in the
week for all points on the coast.
For through passenger tickets and bills of lading to
all points in Florida, Georgia. Alabama and Tennessee, apply to WM. L. JAMES, General Agent, 416
South Delaware avenue, Philadelphia.
.

Muzzle Loaders
CONVERTED INTO BREECH LOADERS,
OUR PATENT

Electric

Rebounding Lock

ADJUSTED TO ANY GUN.

FROM

LOCK.

*£4

_?__X_
EXTRA BARRELS FITTED AND CHOKE BORED
IF DESIRED. STUB DAMASCUS
FROM $30 AND UPWARDS.

The strongest and cleanest Powder made. Nos. 1
to 7, packed only in sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
sizes (higher numbers) especially are recommended
to owners of fine breech-loading guns, giving great
penetration with very slight recoil.

ORANGE BUCKING POWDER,
For water fowl. Very strong and clean. Nos. 1 to
Packed in metal kegs of 6± lbs. each, and in canisters of 1 and 5 lbs.
5.

ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,

The

best for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g. FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs., 12ilbs.,
and 6J lbs., and in canisters of Mb. and i lb.
All of the above give high velocities and less resiauum than any other brands made.

BLASTING, IMTNING, AND SHIPPING POWDER OF ALL GRADES AND SIZES PACKED IN
WOOD OR METAL KEGS OF 25 LBS.
SAFETY FUSE AND ELECTRICAL BLASTING

APfARATUS.

LAFLIN

& RAND POWDER Co.,
21 Park Row, N. Y.

Sole proprietors and manufacturers of the celebrated
brand of GUNPOWDER.
Recommended and used by Capt. A H. BOGARDUS, the
"Champion Wing Shot of the World."

ORANGE

.

Stand unequalled

in every contest.
Their performance at the London Trials of 1875 beats the records of

MANUFACTURING

MY

CO.

NEW IMPROVED POWDER
can now be loaded

from an ordinary powder
flask; grains hard.. Use it now like Black Powder.
No fear of overloading. Burns slow now. No fouling of the gun. Little or no smoke. Little or no recoil.
Not very loud report. Less heating of the barrel in rapid firing.
Good penetration and good pattern.
Safe to keep, as it does not explode if set on
except well confined. Shells furnished loaded
with powder only, if desired. None genuine without
my signature on tne can.
CABL DITTM A It,
fire,

ELM

Street, Boston,

—

*st— Pape

2d— Pape

Davidson
60 yaras, Long Range, Snorting Boring.
1st— Pape
Davidson
Those champion Long Range gnus, only 7 pound
weight, with a charge of 3J dr. to 1 \ oz. shot,beat the
best 8 bore Greener gun at 60 yards; weight, 15 lbs.;

drachms and 2£ oz. shot.

6

The Sportsman's Sub. Cup, valued at £45,
also awarded toW.JR. Pape, for the original invention of choke boring. Winner of the London Gun
Trials of 1858. 1S59, 1866. Address
1875.

was

FINE ENGLISH

BREECH LOADING GUNS,
Made

FROIVIJSTOCK.

A

vd£
itf^

3£f*»

Just the Thing for Home
and Gamp Use.
Supplies a want which smokers have long felt—
pipe whicu shall give simply the taste and odor of tobacco smoke. This pipe never accumulates rank
smelling liquid in stem or bowl, but is always clean
and sweet. The bowl and mouthpiece are permanent,
but the stem is of porous paper, to be laid aside after
a few days' use and a new one fitted. Extra stems
accompany each pipe. The price of extra steins,
when not furnished with the pipe, is as follows: Four
and a half and seven inches, 5c; twelve inches, 15c.
Sold by pipe and cigar dealers generally, or a complete
sample sent by mail for $1 by

J. H.
novlS

Hubbard,

Selling Agent, Cambridge, Mass.

tf

'*"

for

genuine high class workmanship

are built in six qualities
(or brands.) They are now imported direct to our

OFFICE, and
to

NEW YORK
sold by the ManuSPORTSMEN at

the following prices.

...

Pioneer,
-iMU Tollev,
Standard,
"Wl
National,
Challenge,

WiT

-

-

-

-

TRAP SHOTS
Guns

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Paragon,
quiring

§65 Gold.
90 ««
115 "
140 "
180 ••
225 "

and others

re

on

specially built,

our new system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
with increased PE NETR ATION, can have their wishes
carried out WITH DESPATCH

Send

for illustrated descriptive particulars

Fred. Julius

Kaldenberg,

NEW YORK

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN, AND
MANUFACTURER OF
Amber Goods, Meerschaum Pipes, Cigar
Monogram and Crests cut on Pipes and Holders.
Portraits made from Photographs. Pipes and Holders
of any design, or made to order.
N. B.— By a new process 1 boil Pipes so thar. the
color remains, no matter how much or how hot they

CITY.

Pipes sent by mail

to all parts of the

(al,ove

St.)

Street.

«&>

48 Maiden

CO.

FOJtc

EVERY SMOKER.
AN INDISPENSABLE ARTICLE
FOR THK PIPE. Pick, Spoon,
and Press combined. Can be carried in the pockot.
Has long
been used in Europe, and now
manufactured in this country for
the first time
Sent post paid on
receipt of 50 cents. Address

WALKER & WELCH, 212 Main street, Buffalo, N. Y

Waterproof,

JLane,

Mildew-proof,

Tackle,

Remington Rifles and Shot Guns, Holubird Shooting Suits, Cartridge Vest, Belts and Pouches. Implements for both muzzle and breech leading guns.
Sportsmen's Goods and Ammunition of AH Kinds.
We take muzzle loaders in exchange for breech
loaders, and have always some fine second-hand guns
on hand cheap
Goods sent C. O. D. to all parts of the United
Ivory and Pearl Stocks put on Pistols. Repairing
all kinds artistically executed.
Cartridges for Breech Loading Shot Guns, ready
loaded, put up in boxes of fifty, or loaded to order.

aug5-6m

flTC.

Squires/

-

Tw"Sndt8t

THE GBEAT
London Gun

W. W. GREENER'S
Far-&iS!ing Prize Guns.

1

.

and manifold grips now in use, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than any double, treble or quadruple
grip now used. In this new action LEVER and GRIP
ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OP STEEL and tbe AN-

GLE of the BODY is left in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.

Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on ap*
and orders may be forwarded through any
of the best houses in the States for execution in the
Spring.
Guns guaranteed to make patterns of from 160 to
230 with No. 6 SHOT
40 YARDS, as desired.
plication,

AT

NO.

25

SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
Established 1780.

C.

DANE,

MANUFACTURER OF THE

appropriate Tackle for the

years associated with my father, John
MeBride, in the manufacture of fishing tackle, I feel
competent to continue the business ani supply the
custom with the same quailty as heretofore. Parties
supplied with casting lines and artificial flies for
Pennsylvania trout streams, Adirondacks, the Maine
Woods, Lake Superior, Thousand Islands, Canadian,
and other waters. Anglers not acquainted with the
nomenclature of these flies, by mentioning the locality where they intend fishing, will have the varieties
best suited to those waters sent to them. Flies copied
irom any natural insect or pattern desired. SABA
J. Mc BRIDE, (Successor to John McBride) Mumford,
DecS-ly
Monroe county , N Y

parts in this new action are so few (only two,)
so thorough, and the
strength and simplicity of the action so great, that
W. & P. feel sure it will supercede all the complicated

mechanical soundness

JOSEPH

FISH HOOKS.

HAVING
twelve

INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.

The

its

7

every Variety and Style of

Flies,

and

Trial,

LINEN AND COTTON LINES,

BEEN FOR THE PAST

Manufacturers,

LIVERPOOL.

Every variety of Salmon and Trout Flies, and Hooks
on Gut. Cutty Hunk and Pasque Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Braided Silk Lines, every size and quality of

McBride

Rifle

Call the attention of the Sportsmen of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, STRENTH and DURABILITY of their New Patent "SIMPLEX" Breech loader

aug26-tf

1 875.

GARMENTS

TROUT, SALMON AND BASS BODS.

Rocky Mountains and Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
the Adirondack s, &c, &c.
Split Bamboo,.Trotlt and Salmon Rods and Heels
a Specialty.
Agents for the St. Lawrence Fishing Co. Sole Importers of Warrin s Celebrated Drilled
4-29
Eved Needles

Celebrated
MUZZLE-LOADING MATCH RIFLE.

Gun and

Guns, Rifles, Pistols.Fishing Tackle

Moth-proof

the largest and best assortment ever exhibited in the United States. They particularly call
attention to their

Parties fitted out with

RIGBY'S

WILLIAMS & POWELL,

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

States

On hand

And

stud Single,

and .450 Bore.

nov2o-3m

AND

SILK,

.360, .400

;

trated Catalogues.

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Fishinsr

Express Rifles, Double

PRICE LISTS, &c, ON APPLICATION TO
24 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
72 ST. JAME8 STREET, LONDON.

world.

John St., one door from Broadway:
N. W. cor. Nassau and John sts
6 Astor House,
Broadway, New York. P. O.BoxSl. Send for IllusStores; 4 and 6

of

ANDREW CLERKN. Y.

AT

|1875.

Depot.

are smoked.

Novll 3m

SUCCESSORS TO

ETRATION
FIELD TRIAL

mtzmann & Co.,
22d
943 BROADWAY

111 Centre

40

yards.

Chas. L.
Factory,

by

ing 12 Bore,
1 1-8 IVo. 6,

Maiden Lane,

Sportsman's

Rifles.

onr Close- Shoot-

Birmingham, England

The Up-Town

mdeu

Pattern

and price

MANUFACTORY, PIONEER WORKS,
jyl

CO.,

Manufacturers of Fine Guns and

sheets to our

BRANCH OFFICE, 20

&

JOHN RIGBY

HIGHEST PEN-

Without Extra Cost.

Received the Prize at the Paris Exposition, 1867.

59 St. James's Street London.

SHOOTING POW-

1

facturers

(Title registered.)

trials
of the Field to possess the
thus:
TRATION and therefore LONGEST
Circle, 30 inches; 300 pellets; average, 191; penetration, 37.
The Editor's trial of Greener guns with 340
pellets of same shot and same charge of powder, gave
180, and penetration 30, although there were 40 more pelShould any controversy arise aa
lets in each charge.
to the durability of these new systems, we herewith
warn all beforehand that our system is our own invention (though founded on the American idea) and is DURABLE, a fact remarked on by the Field, that the
guns tried had been in use during last season, and refSend for Hlustrated
erences permitted to the owners
OiT*oii]flrs to
.

These Guns, celebrated

Gr&H&t^ and No.
_£W^
^Uf^s. ERS,
"

Holders, etc.

PIPER STEM PI.

Order

to

DOUGALL'S
EXPRESS SHOT GUNS.
at Wimbledon by Editor
SHOWN by
GREATEST PENED.

J.

RANGE—

rOTTOLLEn

•^vaM^-iifl^

THE

Choke Bores.

60 yards,

1st— Pape

Maae

elides, weighs but 1J pounds, and is only 1£ inches
wide. Holders flare at top so as to quickly receive
the shells, and, being elastic, securely clasp the same.
For ease of action and rapid shooting it excels anything of the kind invented.
PRICE, C. O. D.,$6.50.
In ordering, give the size of shells and a foose measurement outside of vest.
iv22-ly
N. S. GOSS, Neosho Falls.Kan.

to 100 yards,

Davidson.
Davidson.

....

Long Eange,

1875.

iPJEfcESEINTS.

The Goss Revolving Cart ridgeHoIder
piARRIES PAPER OR METALLIC
V7 SHELLS, either end up, revolves on centre

from 80

24th place, its very best score being greatly below the
scores of the best six guns.
1875.
12-Gauge, Old Sporting Bore.
Maker of Gun.
Extlbitor.

Mortimer & Kirkwood,
24

St.

will kill

loaded with large shot, and will
shoot well with small shot with a
less powder charge than guns bored
upon the old system. For report of
the Gun Trial apply to Messrs. McLaran, Williams & Co., Agents, St.
Louis, U. S. A. Address
VV. W. GREENER,
Mary's Works, Birmingham, England.

same gun being shot for two days per week for six
weeks in succession, when its average score only took

Neponset, Mass.

HOLIDAY

guns

any maker in the world.
1875.
12 Gauge, Choke Boring.
Maker of Gun.
Exhibitor.
1st— Greener
Greener.
2d— Pape
Davidson.
3d— Pape
Pape.
Out of a class of 68 guns, 3 out of the 6 best were
made by Pape. The Greener, gun was protested
against on the spot for having its score false counted,
the facr, proven there, and afterwards confirmed by

NORTH OF ENGLAND GUN WORKS,
Newcastle on Tyne, England
Dec2
NO AGENTS.

DITTMAR POWDER

CLOSE - SHOOTING

Winner

of the Silver Cup
value 40 guineas, at the Great London Field Trial 1875, beating 33 competitors with 68 guns, also winning
in all the other classes for the improved System of Boring. TheBe

Unrivalled SportingGuns.

ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,

per Day.

GUNfs.

DBAB DUCK, CORDUROY,
FUSTIAN, REPELLANT,
BLUE BEAVER and FRIEZE.
Wading" Boots, Fishing- Stockings, Rubber Clothing, &e*
Game Ventilating Pockets.
Illustrated Price List

The most complete

GEO.
Apr 29 ly

and Samples

list

C.

free.

ever published. Send for

HENNING,

410 Seventh Street,
WASHINGTON. D.

TO LEASE OR
WANTED.—
Shore,
Duckiner Point
chase, a

Delaware, Maryland, or Virginia,
at this office,

it.

or

Winner of Silver Cup. value 40 guineas. Winner
in Class 1, for 8 and 10 bores. Winner in Class 4. for
20 bores. Winner in the Wear and Tear Trials, July,
1875. 2,500 shots fired without deterioration.
W. W. G. is tbe only maker who has made an average pattern of 214 shots in a 30-inch circle, at 40 yards,
with a 12-bore gun, at any pnblic trial either in England or America.
I have just received a consignment of these'guns,
and shall offer to individual sportsmen, for a short
time, an opportunity to secure one of these celebrated
guns at a popular price, viz: $75, gold; extra for extreme close shooting, $10. This will probably be the
last chance to secure one' of these guns at these very
low figures. All grades and styles in stock or imported to order.
Attention is also called to my stock of guns, by W.
Sons, which includes all their latest imC. Scott
provements. No old style guns in stock.
Sole New York Agent for Holabird's Hunting and
Fishing Suits. Trade supplied.
Send 25 cents for large Illustrated Catalogue of
Guns, and including Game Laws for all the States,
and summary of Great London Qxm Trial. Ready

&

G.

PUReither in

Address POINT,
Janl8-4t

Marcnlst.

&

jan!3 ly

Dane Breech Loading Shot

Gun.

LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN.
Solid Breech. Snap Action.
EASIEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAFE FROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.
Muzzle Loaders Altered
my27

BREECH

LOADING

to

Breech Loaders.

SHOT

GUN.

PRICES, $50.00 TO $5850.00.
Muzzle .Loading Guns Altered tc Breecn
Loading.
AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD'S SHOOTING StSTS.
Send

for Circular,

Olarf* _te Sneidler.
S.M W.JPratt »t., IBaltimore*

FOREST AND STREAM.
____:

§Jfe^§mml
SALE — A
FORSPANIEL
BITCH,
Cocker Bitch, 19

FINE

A

SPRINGER

months

11
old.

months

Sfftfmm's §aad8.

A

A

old.

new W. &

shells.
Also, a
cartridge belt, for 12
Scott & Sons 12-bore muzzle-loader.

C.

F"^R^ATLE-A "SUPERB RED IRISH
SETTER

of

Rodman-Dash

the

inim

sman

s

1^ Ann

St.,

M. P. McKOON,
Franklin, Delaware Co., N. Y.

janSOlt

n

*

fine

Hayden'e revolving

We offer to dealers and sportsmen a

N. Y.

A SURE CURE FOR

AUTHOR OF THE FISHING

Wood's Dog Remedy,
HOLABIRD'g CELEBRATED SUITS.

Prepared and Sold by

CHARLES CLARKE,
179

Essex

street,

Waterproof and Mildew proof, complete
"
Wading Jackets

Lawrence, Mass.

Whelps,

Pure Mastiff

Mastiff Dogs,
If applied for immediately, fine
whelped Dec. 10th. from an imported sire and dam,
and
oldest
pedigree
breed
purest
known,
which
of the
The price is seventywill be ei ven on application.
live dollars

THOMAS McCREARY,

Apply to

each.

coachman, at Dr. Wright's, Foster street, Brighton,
p. O. box 260, or at 100 Summer street, Boston.
Jaul3 at

TyiJRE BRED SETTER DOGS AND
JT bitches broken and unbroken, and setter and

LOW

for cash, or will exwhelps for sale,
guns, books, pigeons, live quail,
anything of value. Address AMADcc23 tf
TBUB, Delaware City, Del.
pointer

change for shot
fowls, ferrets, or

SALE—A VERY
FORthoroughbred,
broken,

SUPERIOR,

well
retrieving setter.
months
Also a splendid brace of Blue Belton pups,
old.

Address H.

SMITH,

at this office.

6.00

Price$15„

cupies a space of 12x12x20 inches.

CAMP LOUNGES.

Price $5.

When folded about the size of an ordinary shawl
strapped.
light, durable, compact, and comfortable couch.
Sent by express C. O. D., $5, including
side and supporting sticks at the head. Just the thing
for the camp or lawn
is

A

CAMP TENTS,
for four persons,

7.

6.

be packed in knapsack.

square, weighs 15 lbs.; Can
Price $10. Ten feet square

for six persons, $15.

American Dog Biscuits*
Made

Hunt, Charge, To-IIeel, Hieon. To-ho, and controlled by band and whistle, for $50.
Extra held practice, $50. Tricks taught. Dogs boarded
FR \ NKLIN SU M NE R,
for $6 per month.
Brush Hill Road, Milton, Mass.
P. 0. Address, Blue Hill, Mass.
Reference: Win. R. Schaefer, gunmaker, 61 Elm
street, Boston.
novlS 6m
to Retrieve, Point,

BNBY UARDrYER, M.

DUNCKLEE'S CAMP STOVES.

$20.00

Those desiring something light and durable for
camping purposes will find tin's stove exactly right;
weighs only 25 pounds; will cook for ten persons.
The ware consists of Kettle, Tea Kettie, Coffee Pot,
Fry-pan, round Tin Pan, two square Pans, Hipper,
Gridiron, Tent Collar, and eight feet E'unnel Stove
PiDe, with oven that will roast 15 pounds beef, all of
which nests and packs inside of stove, which only oc-

tf

DOGS TRAINED.

QETTERS AND POINTERS TAUGHT

O

of nutritive bone and muscle making material,
the only portable food for dogs made in this
country. Put up in packages of 10, 25, and 100 pounds,
and warranted not to spoil in any climate. Price,

and

is

10c. per

pound.

Jack Lamp,
for nis_t shooting

and

fishing,

running rapids,
$6

ing camp, etc.; the best li^ht ever invented.

light25.

SALE— AW. & C. SCOTT & SONS
FORBreech
Loader, lamiuated

steel barrels, reeight, eie lit pounds; mod-

Imported by James

field

Bown &

cs-3

fft

\-

Camp Lounge Co., |

TEOY, K.7.
_

Circulars Free. g*|

Folds Very Small,

Price

£>

£

pp.,

13mo.

THOMSON'S FISHING AND HUNTING SUITS,
water-proof duck, light tan color,
especially adapted for concealment in blinds or sedge
grass, or for approaching game in the woods. Light,
English style; extra
durable and very cheap.
pocket in back for cartridges. Entire suit, $15.

HEGEMAN'S PORTABLE CANVAS BOATS.
BOND'S METALLIC BOATS.
best shell ever offered to sportsmen.
on hand and made to order.

The

for the

woods: three different

styles.

$3,

the St. John River.
Indian River.
Florida the Promised Land.

and 273 Eighth Avenue,

[(Under Grand

Every

facility for

shooting

Down

Off- Hand or In Lying
c
'n»cbil inducements oft'ei

Position

ed for MIL-

ITARY PRACTICE.

The

Ann

street,

New York

3M)6 6i]

h.

H THOMAS,
.

JOHN KlilBEK,

booksellers.

Sent by mail, post-

age prepaid, on receipt of price at office of publication.

main under party's own
but few hours weekly.

Revolving Cartridge Belt

Zoological Garden.
FAtRMOUKT PARK, PHILADELPHIA.
Open everyday.

A

large collection of Living Wild
25 cents;

leasts, Birds, and Reptiles.
Admission,
Wmd rep under twelve, 10 cents.

Loaders.
Has constantly on hand

a full assortment of Rods,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels, Ely Books, Salmon Plies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair Trout Lines, &c.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of CaneReeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds' Eggs and Birds' Skins in great varieties.

Taxidermy

to
a position
of trust in every County.
Mnst have from $300 to
i$500 cash. Money to .eDuties will occupy
control
Liberal salary to right party.

janfi

ly

NORRIS

Sold by

all

dealers.

Send

374 Washington

H. L. DUftSCSCLEE'S

CAMPING and MINING

ITisliing-

AND

E&

Salmon, and Bass.

H.

for

EXPLANATORY CIRCULAR

Lines,

THADDETJS NORRIS,
West Logan Square,

Philadelphia.

blooming* Grove Park.
One share

in this
Paid to April, 1876.

sportsmen.

3anl3 tf

Company

A

ft

TO $500

how $10

invested in 2)
Stoek Privileges has paid and
will pay Large Profits. Railroad
Stocks, Bonds and Gold bought
on Margins. Interest Six Per
Ceut. allowed on deposits sub-

I
S

n +_
U 10

i

.

ject to sinht draft.

Buck waiter

«fe

Co.,

Wall

W.

Bankers and Brokers,

10

SVo.

Ktreet. !\>w Vork.

H.Holabird,
MANUFACTURER OP

HOL A^_?I_^I>'S
SOL!S

22, 1875.
Outside dimensions, packed, 12x12x20 inches.
Weighing only 25 pounds, very durable, will cook
for ten persons, and is especially adapted for camping
purposes. The ware consists of 8 qt. kettle, 6 qt. tea
kettle, 2 qt. coffee pot, fry pan, round tin pan, 2
square pans, dipper, gridiron, tent collar, 8 ft. funnel,
and an oven that will roast 15 pounds beef.

Waterproof

GOATS,

ValT>arfiIii5o, In.clia__R.
S end for Illustrated Circular

.

novlS

tf

CHAS. GREEN,
Manufacturer of

ANTHONY &

Breech Loading

§100,
CO., 591

Awarded

Eirst

Premium at Vienna Expos

tion.

au5-lv

ALSO

208

ITisli XXook&f,

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.
au#26-ly

Columbus, Ohio

Magic Lantern and 100 Slides

FOR

Jaul3 -ly

Bods,

Sep-ffl-ftm

graphs of celebrities. xhoto-Lantern Slides a special
Manufacturers of Photog raphic materials.
ty.

Salmon, and Bass Flies, Reels,
Leaders, Fly-Books, dfce.

Boston.

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN
IJlsliiii^- Tackle,

Shooting qualities

for sale. Assessments
choice stock lor Gentlemen

Address

B. M- SHURTLIFF,
No. 41 West Thirtieth street,
New York City.

A
UJ

(jjti
Sfo

5

dfcKA
«pOl/5

AA
flvv
<2»1

Shares in Wall
often leads

street

to fortune.

copy of the Wall Street Review and
Pamphlet, showing the various methods of operating. J- HICKLING & CO., Bankers and Brokers,
Dee S3
72 Broadway, N. Y.

Send

for a

.

Guns.

first-class.

MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
LOADERS.

The ware is so constructed that it nests and packs
in the oven, and the oven and funnel pack inside the
stove, as represented in cut 2, leaving room for packing half a dozen plates, knives, forks, spoons, and
drinking cups. Price, complete, $15.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
H. L. i)UNCKLEE.

Kay Shot Concentrating Cartridge.
No creasers, turners, or topwads required. Loads
In half the time usually required. Fifty percent,
better distribution and greater penetration secured.
Ju3-ty
Send to yonr gun dealer for sample.

Sliot

The strongest and most durable snap action made.

Broadway, N. Y., opposite Metropolitan Ho
.
Chromos and Frarn^, Stereoscopes and Views
Graphoscopes, Megaleiboscopes, Albums and Photo-

Trout,

St.,

Address BUCK WALTER & CO., Bankers and BrokWall street, New York City, P. O. Box 4,317.
Sep 23 6m

tel,

Troixt,

4-ly

ers, 10

for circular.

HAYDEN BELT WORKS,

in all its branches.

SPRATT'S PATENT DOG BISCUITS.

fill

BKEECH LOADERS.

FOIl

Philadelphia.

Sts.,

IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN
(j mis, Hi ties, Pistols, and Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breeeli

REPAIRING OP EVERY DESCRIPTION.

CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK,
all

____

Corner Second and Walnut

lishing" Co.,

by

_?__..

iat

The Sportsmen's Depot.

PATENTED JUNE

Prop'r, Randolph, N. Y.

engravings,

_*«II_^I_»_____PIII__.,
Jan 13

City.

_"9<

wood

(Successors to T. Ellwood Zell,)
17 and 19 South Sixth Street,

& CO,,
EATON
Sportsmen's Emporium,
17

edition of 1876 has been

Nos.

order, or registered letter to

No.

uniform

BAKER, DAVIS & CO., Publishers,

Price 50 cents.
Sole agent in New York city for J. H. Batty, TJ. S.
Taxidermist. N. A. birds and eggs for collectors,
Buck's heads, and game birds a specialty. Orders
filled with dispatch.
We furnish every article necessary for the outfit of
sportmen in the camp or field. Goods sent everywhere by express, Remit only by draft, Post Office

AT THE

its

contains 150,000 articles, a,000

It

wide. Price, C. O. D., $6 50.
Special attention paid to selection of guns for gentlemen at a distance by au expert and an old sports

Crystal Springs .Fishery,
At prices clear down
Send for Price List.

IMMENSE SALES,

and eighteen handsomely engraved and colored maps.
The work is issued in parts, and a specimen copy,
with map, will be sent to any address, free of postage, for twenty cents.

PATENT

P. O. Box 5,109.

has been proven by

THOROUGHLY PEVISED TO DATE.

Bogardus' New Book, "Trip to England."
With how guns are made and hints to sportsmen.

Opera House.)

It

BY THE

man.

INTEW YOJ_t_£.

lished.

SUCCESS WITH AGENTS.

Published by Forest and Stream Pub-

eep9

1*271

EDITION; }\

&GENTS WARfTiO

Salt Lake.

at

for sale

Nevtr York.

ceived,

The Okeechobee Expedition.

And

ST.. (near

of five years
has proved thai this Compact
and Reliable Work of General
Information is better adapted
Pp the wants of all classes of
he community than any other
(work of the kind ever pub-

And by

linniing the Panther.
The Environs of Tallahassee.
Private Dougherty and the Bass.
Pet Birds of St. Augustine.
Steam Yachting on the St. John
Among the Seminoles.
In the Cypress Swamps.
Cruising" Along Shore.

No. 17

ttn___i>,

vx

Numerous Commendatory Notices Re-

Fort Capron
Fishing at St. Augustine.
Plack Bass Fishing on Spruce Creek.

Shooting

kinds.

DUANE

lOS

Up

—A party

The Goss Revolving Cartridge Holder.
The best thing of the kind ever inveuted. Carries
paper ov metal cartridges either end up with perfect
security. Weighs but \\ pounds, and only l£kiches

all

n__/imiLs_ii

.,

lOl &

NEW & REVISED

.

"Tne i.iiipersaiid.'?
COLYIN'S CANVAS BOAT.

Sportsraens' goods of

Manufactured and Imported by

.-'

Three Months in Florida for One Hundred Dollars.
Supplementary Hints for Cheap Recreation.

$5 50 and $6.

portable, boat constructed. The
Can be packed iu
largest size weighs but 12 pounds.
soacc of less than half cubic foot. Prices within
reach of all.
$25 00
No. 1, 8 feet, weight 8 pounds
32.00
No 2, 10 feet, weight 10 pounds
poun
ds
40.00
12
weight
feet,
No. 3, 12

FWO 80 FEET RANGES.

And

All sizes

The most complete

O_

ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.

BREECH AND MUZZLE LOADING GUNS,

The experience

Introductory Chapter.
BirdB-eye Glance at Florida.
Outfit for Sportsmen.
Hints for Southern Hunting.
Coastwise Route? of Travel.
Game Animals and Birds of Florida.
Game Fish of Florida

Moccasins, Oil Tanned,

rv

Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and other fishing.

:

THE AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY, AGENTS.

Hart's Metallic Shells.

Rods and Reels

Fly

Broadway)

CONTENTS

best quality of

$3

T_s Popular Sheridan Lounge, $5 plain; $10 quilted,
is the standard with sportsmen.
Sold at Eaton &
Co
10? Ka si'i n t., and E S. Harris, 177 Broadway.

Price, $1 50.

—

gun, and a hard
Son, Pittsburgh.

Cost, $225; only been used one year; good as new;
Offered for sale for want of use; lowest cash price,
$150.
Address this office.
janti tf

U. S.

Bamboo

OF THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.

—

LY

hitter.

318

No. 1— Fernandina to Cedar Keys.
No. 2 Manatee Sarazota and Gasparilla.
No. 3— Among the Keys.
No. 4— Meteorology.
No. 5— Punta Rassa and Caloosahatchie.
No. 6— Up the Oaloosahatchie River.
No. 7—Visit to Okeechobee.
No. 8— Indian Mounds and Canals.
No, 9— Tampa.
No. 10— Subterranean Streams.
No. 11 A Sportsman's Paradise.
No. 12— Suggestions to Tourists.

on hand and for sale, medicines adapted to
Dealer in sportmg dogs of
the cure of all diseases.
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable compensation.
No, Hi South Fifth avc,. N. Y,
Oct 22

bonnding locks, 12-gauge; w
ified choke-bored.
A magnifient

i

Soutiiwest FnORIDA.

CONSTANT-

D., n,\S

is a mnst seasonable book for Sportsmen, "/TourInvalids, and Settlers, and has been long needed
by Winter tourists to Florida and pesons seeking settlement there. It gives a full classification of the game
and fish of the Southern Peninsula, routes of interior
and coastwise travel, the agricultural resources of tho
country, and sites for settlement, hints for camping
out, resorts for game, hotels, and such other information as will be of great benefit to visitors seeking
Florida for health, pleasure, exploration, or permanent settlement.

This

ists,

That Disease so fatal to those Animals.

ja n!3 6t

TOTJiUST.

Bods, Keels, Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets,
Baits, Fish Hooks, &c.
Split

the Dog,

in

Fishing Tackle,

By CHARLES IIALLOCK,

k

Distemper

most complete

assortment of

two
years old, well broken in the field and to follow under
the wagon; is a good worker, staunch, handsome, and
has a fine disposition. Price, $75. Address W. G.
Norwich. Conn.
jan ?0 It
E.. P. O. box 11^3.
strain,

For
sau

BOX 2710, BOsTON.
SPORTSMAN'S EMPORIUM, 102 NasNew York City, and by R. H. KILBY, 316

S*me
pries

Or

tt*

action as new guns. Send for circular and
- No. 8 West Main afreet, Rochester, N. Y.

5 *«*»

J.B.

Crook &Co~

Manotactureks and Importers op

sale at

street,
St. Panl street,

pST A gents

Montreal.

wanted

in every town.

TACKLE

janl3

SKETCHING

from Nature in Pencil and Water
Colors, and Drawing and Painting in Colored
Crayons; a practical instructor; illustrated, ooly 50c.
Of booksellers or by mail. JESSE
t,N. Y.
119 Nassau srteet,
Dec30-tf

HANEY&CO.,

SO JTnltoii St., 3H. Y.

N. B.— Sole manufacturers in this country of t_3
celebrated

Green Heart Bods,
tot TfQf&fcs Bass

and Salmon,

.
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WINCHESTER

Target made by C.W.RENNEL, Esq.,
Keeseville, N. Y Aug. 9, 1875.
,

Target made by IRA FLANDERS,
Esq., Saranac,N. Y., July, 1875.

EPEATING RIFL
THE

Position, off-hand.
Bullseye, 22 inches.
Distance, 400yards.
Possible score, 25..
Score, 25.

Position, off-hand.
Bnllseye, 22 inches.
Distance, 400 yards.
Possible score, 50.
Score, 46.

Hunter's and Sportsman's Favorite,

I

Consecutive Shots, made by Gen. W. E.
Peshtigo.Wis., March 11, 1875.

Target

STRONG,

made by Dr. E. H. PARDEE, San Francisco
California.

Tlxe accompanying are aixtlientio copies
o±"

targets nxacle

Position, kneeling.
Bullseye, 24 inches.
Distance, 500 yards.
124
3! Bullseyes
129
43 Centres
14 Outers
28

guji.

style of

^vitli tlxe

represented above.
30 consecutive shots.
Distance, ilO yards.
String, 32f- inches.

Average,

281 out of a posible 352.

88

For

Illustrated

Pamphlet and Price

1 9-100.

List, address

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS

GO.,
NEW HAVEN,

W.

REMINGTON &

E.

& C. SCOTT & SONS

SONS,

19 Maiden Lane, 20 &^,2 John

MANUFACTURERS OF
Military,

Genuine Breech Loaders.
WINNERS OF THE GUN TRIAL OF
Report of

Gun Trial sent on

Of Target made by

Double and Single
Barrelled Shot Gun*
and Shot Guns and

1873.

application.

AGENTS:

Cartridges,

South.

&c, &c

Possible,

& SONS,

Also all other makes:— Greener, Westley Richards,
Webley, Remington, Moore, &c.
A genuine Scott Muzzle Loading Gun, $25 up.
Maynard, Ballard, Remington and Sharp's Rifles.
"Ballard's breech loading Sporting Rifles % 18!
Bogardus' New Book— 50 cents, by mail
Bussey's Gyro Trap, for shooting practice.
fine Fishing Hods and Tackle.

SPORTING PRESENTS
IN

Carver

Inkstands.

DESIGNS AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

THE CORHA^S COMPANY,
NO. 1

BOND STREET,

IV.

Y.

HEALTH LIFT

CO.

n

k

for the following celebrated makers:
SONS (winners at the Interna
C.
tional Gun Trial of 1873); J. P.
BRO.; P.
SONS, and

SCOTT &

HOLABIRD'SShootingSUITS,
DIXON8& HA WKSLEY'SSHOOTINtt TACKLE
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,
BUSSEY'S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP
WITH CASE. AND 100 BIRDS.
Black's Patent Cartridge Vest.
This Vest affords the best arrangement yet invented for carry-

The weight is
cartridges.
so evenly distributed that it is
Cartridges can be
scarcely felt.
with the /leads down in
carried
this vest, which is of great importance when brass shells are used,
as when carrying them with the
head up the weight of the shot often forces the wad forward, when
ing

COOPER, HARRIS & HODGKINS,

177 Broadway,

New

Yox-k.
ordering

BREECH LOADING
GUNS

bad shooting is the
measurement around

send

PRICE

the

chest.

$7.50.

AGENTS FOR THE
Metallic Cartridge

Union

In

result.

Com

pany's Ammunition,
WARRANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

es, Pistols

AND

OF ALL

Implements,.
Cax-ti-idLoro^, *>otli

Brass
CARTRIDGE

SPORTING GUNPOWDER.

Paper.
COATS AOT BELTS, FLASKS,
ai^d

VESTS,
ALSO», GUN MATERIALS OP ALL RINDS,
LINE FOR
POUCHES,
POUL_
AND AMMUNITION OF ALL KINDS, EVERYTHING IN MYPRICES.
BOTH HOME
"E AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE
VERY
CHEAP
>CK OF. MUZZLE LOADTNG QUNS & RrFLKR
HA YE LA RG E STOCK

$1,200 PROFIT ON $100.
IN

JULEP AND BRIGHT COLORED STRAWS.
TURE FRAMES, NATURAL ,BXJ3£
GRASSES,
Box 40* New Utrecht, N.
Etc.

.AOOrefM P, o.

CLABROUGH &
WESTLEY

WEBLEY &

RICHARDS.

WHOLESALE AND BE1AIL

E

^ Iw'yors T "

N. Charles

EDWIN S. HAEEIS,

Wholesale and Retail ^Pealer*
SEND FOR FULL PARTICULARS*

Baltimore Agen-

115.

The Sportsman's Warehouse.

J.
SIMPLE, SAFE, EFF UZr.7. ..ECONOMICAL
[Hi BR Al H PO WER, .Tl ME AN D ."M"ONE?i,.

srreet.

cy, 47
street.

Claret Pitchers,
Sets,

Louis AgenN. Fourth

G

[PC'bi.

Paper Knives,

St.

cy, 609

001) SECOND HAND AND MISFIT ENGLISH BRUSSELS, THREE PLY AND
INGRAIN CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, AC, VERY CHEAP, AT THE OLD PLACE,
112 Fulton street, New YorK.
Sent to any part of the United States free of charge.

Pocket Flasks*
Cigar Stands,
Cigarette Cases,
Cigar Lighters,
Match Boxes,
Ash Stands,
Tobacco Boxes,
Snuff Boxes,
Ale Tankards,

Rifle,

MISFIT CARPETS.

Late

FOR GENTLEMEN.

streets

W. &

1"

Fine Bronze Yacht Guns on mahogany carriages,
Complete, as furnished the New York and Boston
Y&cfot Squadrons. SEND FOR CIRCULARS.

Agency,

Tremont

hia
1
\gency, 810 Chestnut street.

23 successive Shots, distance, 500 yards, Score, 114,

REMINGTON

Herki-

P hi lade p

9, "T5,

Remington Creedmoor

Illustrated
Catalogue, &c, to

1 £5 Faneuil Hall Sq. , Boston.

Nov.

146

WITH A

Send for Treathe
on Rifle Shooting.
E.

111.,

tory, Ilion,

Boston

Park Range,

Chicago,

A SPECIALTY.

Broadway. Armory and Manufac-

237 State street.

AT

combined.
Revolving, Repeating, Derringer, and
Vest Pocket Pistols,

Y.

mer Co., N. Y.
Chicago Agency,

COL. J. A. SHAFFER,

Rifles

street, N.

BREECH LOADING GUNS
Nbs. 281 aud 283

DIAGRAM

Sport-

Hunting, and
Taroef Breech Load
ing
Also
Rifles.
ing,

CONN.

Y#

PIC-

THIS
MADECALLS.

MONTH BY PUTS

Invest according to your means.
$10 $50 or $100 in Stock Privileges, has brought a
small fortune to the careful investor. We advise
'when and how to operate safely. Books with full
information sent free. Address orders by mail and
CO., *?- /
telegraph to

and

BAXTER &

NoyIHhi Bankers and Brokers,

17

Wall

st. s

N. X* J^

Curtis
Nos.

&

Harvey's

2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7,

and

DIAMOND GRAIN.

^^

8 Superior Rifle,

Hawker's Ducking.

^

and Col.

New York,

Agent for U_L S 1 Arnmoa1_

gepQ-eow

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

;5ta,
For the coming drawings, commencing January
we have reduced the prices of tickets as follows:

Whole, $20|

h

$10;

h

$5;

1-5,

$4J

1-10, $2; 1-20 $1.
\
Drawings take place every seventeen Days, j
Circulars , gent
We are prepared to fill all orders.
upon application. Highest price paid for Spanish Rank

His, Governments,^.
P, O.

Sox 4,448.

^^"Sl^ft*
Mew Yot
W»U
11

•*.,

fc^

Terms, Five Dollars a Year.
Ten Cents a Copy.

NEW

J

J

YORK, THURSDAY, JANUARY

THE FLIGHT OF THE BUFFALO.

steamer, rushed into the house in a great state of exciteAs soon as he could catch sufficient breath, he informed me that the steamer had returned. This being so
unexpected I greatly feared some dreadful accident had

ment.

BT ISAAC

M'CI/BLLAN.

'TTTHEKE vast

and far the rustling grass burns with its russet stain,
O'er prairies lone, beyond the throne, of Rocky Mountain

W

chain,

The lowing herds, the league-long herds, of bisons roam the wild,
By streams serene, by meadows green, and where great cliffs are pil'd;

By willowy nook of

crystal brook, along each ice-cold brink,
The wallowing crowd, with bellowings lcud, the gelid nectar drink;
The juicy seeds, the tufted meads, delight their browsing ranks,
Wheie scarlet flowers and tangled bowers, drape all the bloomy banks.

In sluggish ease, beneath the trees, they pass the idle days.

While gleams the flood and glows the wood in early Autumn's haze;
But when the breath of wintry death from pallid Northland blows,
And drift from out celestial domes, the flaky, fluttering snows,

Then wide across those prairie-worlds, by hillock, crag, and lake,
Their armies vast, defiling past, their long migrations take;
In lengthen 'd line, those savage kine, impetuously pour,
Ab torrent swift, with wrack and drift, sweeps by a sullen shore.
The hoar-frost white, spreads wasteful blight, o'er smiling nature's face,
thin and dry the grasses sigh, wide o'er the pasture's spaci;
So, over hill, lhrongh pool and rill, the crowding squadrons flow,
With heavy tramp, like routed camp, when storm'd by raging foe.

And

On

and clank, each patriarchal sire
With lathing tail and coat or mail, and eyeball's flaming fire;
With forehead large, like iron targe, and horn like steelly hince;
With flowing manes, like hurricanes, lead on the grand advance.
either flank with clang

But haikt a yelll those fiends of hell, the Indian tribes are out,
The desert steed of matchless breed, is galloping on their route;
With brandish'd spear, in fierce career, the impish riders wheel,

The bow

1b

strung, the lance is flung, the cruel, crashing steel.

The pistol rings, the bullet sings, demoniac whoopings swell,
Those Arabs of the prairies exult with shriek and yell.
Vain all the flight, vain all the fight, the vengeful charges vain,

The

bulls are

down and

Gmnport, Jan.

corses

brown incarnadine the

plain.

Qth, 1876.
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happened

— some one drowned or killed— and I begged him

me

the worst at once. In a gasping tone he began
hurriedly to say that "the steamer—the Captain— the
whale, &c, &c, &o." I really did not know what to understand, but it was evidently something about a whale.
to

tell

"What do you mean?
"No, no," he

cried.

are you mad?" said I.
"The Captain wants to

mediately about it. Oh! it is such a monster
hundred feet long and big as a ship."

see

you imtwo

— about

young man by the shoulder and shook him
After a few minutes rest he was able to give
me to understand that twenty-four miles below the ancient
city, and one hundred miles from salt water, they had
found a large whale stranded on a sand bar, and had turned
back with it in tow, and the Captain wanted to see me
about it. I dressed and went down to the wharf, and saw
the Captain, who was full of importance and anxiety over
the matter.
I requested him to sit down and tell me what
it all meant.
"Well sir," he said, at once appealing to my good feelings.
"Of course you are master, and can do as you wish,
but I hope you will see fair play in this matter, and that I
am allowed my share of the prize; it is a fortune, and such
a chance may never happen to me again.
You and I can
make heaps of money out of it, and afford to be generous
to the crew in the bargain.
Will you go half the profits
and charge me with half the expenses? I am willing to
pay my share. Oh! yes sir, I'll do the right thing, and I
hope you will see to my interest. We are sure to make a
big spec out of that whale; there must be one hundred
barrels of oil in that whale, and the oil is in great demand,
notwithstanding the opposition made to it by coal oil."
The Captain certainly thought he had struck oil at
I caught the

into a seat.

last.

TN

"Captain,, it is a bargain," I answered. I'll do my best
for all parties concerned, (of course with a sharp eye to
No. 1, as I was to have all the trouble and furnish the
money); but do tell me where in the world did you get that

A

whale?"

the ancient city of Quebec lives a sportsman who
suddenly found himself the possessor of a whale
some seventy feet long and proportionately large around the
body.

Well, the only advantage the owner of the whale
possessed over the man who won the live elephant, was
that the whale being dead could do without eating, nevertheless its

and want of power ot motion,
eventually caused so much trouble that it would be difficult to say who was the better off, the owner of the elephant or the owner of the whale. I shall endeavor to relate to you the
experience of the owner of the whale in his
own words (as far as possible,) as they were given to me
great weight

hot long since,

during a pleasant evening spent in his
smoking-room, while enjoying a segar. This cosy little
retreat is decorated with guns, rods, several cases of stuffed
birds and fishes,
antlers of moose, cariboo, wapite, and red
deer, and hanging
against the walls, hunting scenes on
the marshes
and highlands, and Walter M. Bracket's four
|ife-like and beautiful
photos of "The Rise," "The Leap,"
"Last Struggle,"

and "Landed Salmon:"
morning of the 14th of August, 1872, 1 despatched one of the
steamers under my control on a surveying
** l
P to the Northern Channel, a duty annually performed

"On

the

oy that vessel
I expected her to be absent for several
days and had looked forward to this with great expecta.

tions as I
would then be free to take a run out to some of
|he lakes, trout fishing.
preparations,
I had made all
looked over
flies, lines, and rods, and arranged with a

my

my

congenial companion to leave early next day.
Little did I
|htn imagine the fish I was so
soon to struggle with. The
"eight of
fishing ambition was salmon and trout.
I
sever aspired to such monsters
After the deas whales.
parture of the steamer, I left my office in the evening for

my

home and at the usual hour retired to bed. At about midnight I was awakened by
a loud ringing of my door bell,
ana hurried down to see who
was there I opened the
when a young nephew, who had taken passage in the
»

"Well sir," said he, "After leaving the wharf, everything went on quietly until when about half way through
the North Channel. The look-out man cried out:
schooner cr barge, aground or upset on the sand bar, sir,
ahead to the right of us.' Several persons being on deck
at the time, all glasses were leveled in the direction of the
object, but none were able to make out what it was.
I
stopped the steamer and sent my mate with six men in a
boat to ascertain. Seeing no one near, we were in great
followed
anxiety to know what could have happened.
4

A

We

the men's movements with straining eyes, and saw them
cautiously approach the sand bar, and step out of the
boat, the tide being at half ebb, left a large portion bare
for a considerable distance from the object in view. The

men appeared very undecided what to do next, and huddled together with evident fear, but they kept on slowly,
approaching nearer and nearer, then halted, and consulted
together; finally they set to shouting with all their might
We carefully listened, and I
in their native tongue.
thought I caught the words, "Une baleine! une baleinef a
whale, a whale!" I could hardly believe this possible, so
However, I ordered another boat and
far up the river.
proceeded to the scene, which I soon reached. The men
on the bar came to meet me, all very excited and speaking
at the same time, saying it was a monstrous whale; two
of them declaring it was alive for they had seen it wink its
eyes, another that he saw its body quiver, but none had
dared to go near, as they feared it might turn on them and
with a fctroke of its enormous tail, launch them into
My presence appeared to inspire confidence and
eternity.
all looked to me to lead the party on, but I can assure you,
I did not fancy the idea at all, so after the men had called
each other cowards, and inferred as much of me, by their
looks, one Baptiste

who had plucked up more courage

the others, Yolunteered to go forward

if

all

than

would follow

27, 1876.
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This was acceeded to, and in singlewith a boat-hook, and pole
in hand, but when some distance off our leader came to a
dead halt and would proceed no farther, until he was
thoroughly roused to the task, by the bantering tones of
his followers, when with a sudden desperation he ran forward, gave the monster a poke, and dashed back into our
midst out of breath. The poor whale never stirred a muscle.
This appeared to embolden Baptiste, who tried it
again, with the same results.
We then mustered sufficient
resolution to storm the dead monster in a body, and everyone in turn poked at him with an oar or something of the
kind. The whale was really dead. I stared at the great
monster in astonishment.
Visions of barrels of whale
I felt I had
oil and heaps of money appeared before me.
struck oil and that prospects were decidedly bright, and
the old saying, that there is a tide in every man's affairs

and keep quite near.

file

we

started, Baptiste leading

when taken

at the ebb,

would lead

to a fortune,

was at

last

me. A long consultation was held to decide
what course to pursue next to secure the prize and safely
get it to the ancient city.
After a great deal of talking it
was determined that a hole should be cut in the monster's
jaw, a chain passed in and then fastened to the tail, then
to be verified in

attached to a hawser and made fast to the steamer, and in
The
the ebb-tide, to take it in tow and return to the city.
chain was sent for and soon made fast.

How anxiously we counted the hours and minutes which
passed waiting for the ebb that ebb tide which was to
lead to such glorious results
In due course it came, and
we started with our prize in tow; the whale swaging first
to one side, then
the other at times its high mouth
would open and almost stop the boat. I can assure you, I
was not trolling a minnow, and it was quite the reverse of
baiting with a sprat to catch a whale, and I never fancied
he was running any risk of being pounced on by any cannibal fish.
By dint of perseverance and a favorable tide,
we at last reached the wharf near mid-night, and I dispatched your nephew tor you. Now I know you expect
me to proceed again on my trip at daylight, and as I shall
be absent several days, I must leave all to you and hope
you will do the best yon can for me. As I said before,
charge me with half of all the expenses and give me half
the profits. We have got a big thing, and I would feel
very anxious about it during my absence, did I not know
that you will do the right thing.
"Very well Captain," I answered, "I'll do my very best;

—
.

—

so

make it secure."
The whale was made

fast to the

pier

and

I

bade the

Captain good bye again, and proceeded home quite delighted with our prospects. I sat up nearly the whole
night hunting over my books for some treatise upon the
subject of whales.
The only one I could find was an old
copy of "Chamber's Information for the People." In this
it is stated that for every foot in length, a Right whale is
calculated to give a barrel of oil. Now as the Captain told
me it was seventy feet long and a Simon pure whale, I put
down the probable produce at seventy barrels— figured
this up at fifty to sixty cents per gallon— smoked a pipe of
peace, smiled at our good luck, and laid down to take a
short rest, dreaming of whales from the one which swallowed Jonah to the one I now possessed. At an early
hour I was at the wharf and found crowds of people already assembled to see it, and a krge number were engaged

working it up on the rising tide in an ascent near the
wharf, where at low water it could be seen nearly its entire
length.
The fabulous prices stated by would-be knowingones as to its value, soon induced several speculators to
make me offers for its purchase, but finding I would not
sell, some proposed to form a joint stock company and
take shares. I was deaf to all such offers, and determined
that the Captain and I should be the only members of ihe
firm.
knowing old fellow proposed to exhibit at so
much per head, this struck me as an excellent idea, and I
let him carry out his plan, receiving with a happy countenance the money he frequently laid on my table. During
the day I was beseiged with people who wanted me to relate the history of the capture.
An excited individual also
in

A

'

presented, himself as a claimant of the whale,

declaring

—
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that lie liad harpooned it some two hundred miles down
the river several days before it was found, and threatened
me with all the rigors of the law if I did not deliver it up
to him at once. He said he was sure there were marks on
the body to substantiate his claim, but upon close examination none could be found, and consequently I would not
give it up to him. I had promised to look after the Captain's interest and intended doing so.
In the meantime
the exhibition was going on with the best of results, and
money pouring in. I came to the conclusion that if this
could continue for two or three days the result would be
splendid, especially as there was to be opened the next day
an industrial exhibition in the ancient city, and thousands
of visitors would rush to see such a great curiosity as a
real whale.
I can assure you, I began to think that we
had really struck oil, and something else too, and every
half hour added large sums to my first calculations of the
profits likely to be divided between the Captain and myself.
"Whale stock kept rising, rising, and rising again, but
all these great expectations were soon to be dashed to the
ground and trouble cast their shadows before.
The weather was very warm, the sun shone fiercely, and
I don't think that old whale had been accustomed to a
warm climate. The cold North would appear to agree better with him, for the old fellow soon began to manifest decided symptoms of suffering from the heat. The Port
physician had evidently scented that whale, for he came to
me in an excited manner and asked me whether I intended
creating some fearful disease by poisoning the atmosphere
will have the typhoid fever or
with that whale.
cholera, sir, raging in the city before twenty-four hours,
said he, if you don't get rid of that whale, sir, he must be
removed at once, sir. I tried all manner of arguments to
induce him to take a more favorable view of the matter,

it that the women loudly expressed their regret at
not being able to see the sight too. One stout old dame
with broad brimmed strawhat, umbrella and spectacles,
and apparently the chaperone, told them that she
knew how to get over the difficulty. "Just follow me,"
she cried. They all turned back and went into a field, and
were soon intently engaged in gathering some herbs, after
which the procession was reformed with the old dame at
the head.
When on they came, shouting and laughing
with a determined air to conquer all obstacles. When they
got up near enough, every one was found to have a bunch
of wild mint under their noses, and they chuckled greatly
over the success of the old woman's plan of seeing the
whale, while smelling the mint.
After several day's work I was rather astonished to find
that all the men had secured, was nine barrels of what they
assured me was whale oil, and there was no more. This
small result upset the Captain's and my own calculations
with a vengeance. The man who wrote the article on whales
in "Chamber's Information for the People," could not have
meant such a whale as ours. I can assure you, I would
have sold out my share very cheap, but whale stock had
lost its hold upon public confidence, and was far below
par. I found that the Captain, after inquiry, had lost all
interest in the speculation and did not claim any dividend.
However, I was determined to bring the matter to a
speedy close. I sent up the nine barrels of oil, and all the
materials used in the operation of securing them.
Being
fond of collecting specimens of Natural History, I had the
skeleton also taken up and laid out to bleach on the
wharf.
The oil did not please me, there was a smell about it
quite different from that of any whale oil I ever noticed
before, and one would have supposed that the old whale
but it was no use. He said, he was bound to see that had come back in its flesh again. So I accepted the first
whale away from the precincts of the city, and go it must.
offer I got, before the Pott \ hysician came around, and sold
You may imagine this was a damper to all my prospects. the nine barrels for thirty dollars on condition that it was
I got vexed, then cooled down a little to become more so,
removed at once. This was done and it became the propand finally told the Doctor to take the whale and do what erty of a dealer in junk and old stores. I was told he went
he pleased with it.
off boasting of his bargain.
Some day's after he found
"No sir," cried he in anger, I will not have anything a customer for it. As soon as he started the bung of the
to do with it- You must see to its being removed sir-, you
barrels to get samples, the contents rushed out and drove
are the responsible party sir."
himsef and customer away by its fearful smell. Those
At last we both decided to go out and have a look at nine barrels contained nothing'more than boiled whale in a
him, to see if it were not possible without danger to the high state of fermentation There was not an ounce of oil in
health of the inhabitants to keep it a couple of days longer.
It had evidently been afflicted
the old creature's body.
My hopes began to rise again, but one look at the poor old with some disease,worked himself up from the sea into freshfound him high water, died, and finally floated into the sand-bar where
creature, lowered them like a shot.
and dry on the slip, and such a sight, he was perforated in found, (to my cost). I put the best face 1 could in the
matter; had the skeleton laid out, and it soon became
every part of his body. He had been stabbed and stuck
white, and was really a great curiosity to many. The jawwith knives and other sharp instruments, by numerous inquisitive visitors trying the thickness of his skin, and
bones being each sixteen feet long.
1 now found myself proprietor of only a whale's skeleton.
looked as if seriously affected with the small pox, and I
had to admit that it did smell rather strong in that neigh- There is an old saying, that every man has a skeleton in
borhood. This made the Doctor more determined than his cupboard. I can assure you mine was not in a cupboard, for it was rather larger than I presume the generever, and about an hour after he left me, down marched a
ality of mankind are supposed to be haunted with.
sub-officer of police with three constables, who served me
1 was one day quietly examining the debit and credit
with a peremptory order from the Mayor to remove that
whale at once. Now, first fancy the fix I was in. How to side of the whale account, when I found n yself the loser
remove him? Where to put him? The man who owned by a considerable amount. Just as I closed the book, witli
much dissatisfaction, I heard a rap at my office door, and
the elephant was far better off than I was, for it was alive
came
and could be marched off; but my monster was immovable desired the person to walk in. A respectable
and could neither be coaxed nor driven away. Not even in and asked me whether I was Mr. McG? I answered
u No sir, that is not my name;" the gentleman he named
the claimant was at hand to relieve me. Obey I must, and
one trial should be made to save those seventy barrels of was President of a large company, a few blocks further
off, but our names sound a little alike.
oil and the whale bone, which 1 was sure would net
"Well sir," said he, "You will probably say whether
handsome profits. At last I decided to charter a tug steamer
and tow it off somewhere down the river. I was told that you are the person who owned a whale."
Not knowing better, I also chartered
"Oh yes, I answered, I am that unfortunate one. What
it would not float.
two barges, and on the rising tide the whale was got be- can I do for you sir?"
He said, "I am one of the members of the municipal
tween them, securely fastened with ropes, and off we
One of the bar- council of St. J., and also a church warden. You had a
started with the whale and barges in tow.
whale cut up at St. P Bay a few miles above us; a quantity
ges contained one hundred empty oil barrels, several large
of the offal has floated down with the tide; settled on the
iron kettles, axes, shovels, and everything necessary to
had no beach right opposite our church, and near our homes.
carry on the operations of collecting the oil.
The atmosphere is poisoned; we cannot remain in church,
idea where we could stop; we did not dare to land near
any habitation. At last we espied a quite bay, some dis- nor live in our homes, from the dreadful stench created by
that horrid whale, and I am deputed by the council to call
tance from the city, and decided the steamer should give
upon you and request you to have it "removed before we
the barges good head -way and run them as high on the
beach as possible. The condition of the tide favoring this all die of cholera or some other pestilential disease."
You may well imagine that this did not make me feel any
plan, it was carried out, and the whale was left snugly
moored to some large trees and on the receding tide it better over my whale speculation. I managed, however,
was high and dry in P's Bay. About fifteen or twenty to work upon the counsellor's good nature, and for a sum
men were engaged to cut it up, boil it down, and barrel of money he promised to get some persons to clear the
offal off the beach, and rid me of tins new trouble.
the oil. I then returned home, completely used up, beIn the latter part of September a friend, who is Presiwailing the hour that made me partner in a whale.
dent of a university in one of the United States, visited
I paid daily visits to my whaling establishment until I
our city and I had many pleasant hour's with him. Callcould do so no longer. The scent penetrated my clothing,
and prevented my eating for several days. The news of ing at my office, I showed him the skeleton of the whale,
he was very much pleased to see it, as it was the first, and
the great whale being at P's Bay, spread in every direcliou,
and people came from miles around to see it. It was certainly a great curiosity. He gave me several gentle
hacked and cut in pieces by curiosity hunters; some carry- hints that it would add greatly to the attractiveness of his
I told him that it
ing away pieces of the sRin to make razor straps, or to university's museum, if it was there
He then
cost me much trouble and considerable money.
cover old trunks. I forbid the men to say that I had any
to him,
forwarded
and
would
have
it
cased
if
I
that
said
one
every
appeared
no
use,
was
it
but
it,
with
thing to do
The newspapers pub- he thought the trustees of the institution would allow me a
to know that I' was the proprietor.
As he offered to pay for the packing, I
fair value for it.
lished the most ridiculous accounts of me in connection
with that whale, and for many days I got telegrams and consented, and had it forwarded via. of one of the western
steamboat lines. Several months passed before I heard
letters from friends all over the country, inquiring about
he
my whale, and some of them were very amusing. Several from him, when one day, I received a letter, in whichthat
wished to know whether 1 was not of opinion that
of my artistic friends caricatured me in one I was rewhale had been born to cause trouble to every one who
presented in bed surrounded by baby whales, beseeching
arme to return them their mamma. Really I don't think ever had anything to do with it. In due course it had the
rived at Chicago. Of this fact he was notified by
that the celebrated Barnum, as exhibitor of the Woolly
agent of the steamboat line, but perfectly dumfounded by
Horse, the What Is It, Mermaid, or any other great wonthe bill of cost the university being called upon to pay
position
than
did
at
that
prominent
I
more
a
der, occupied
$225 for freight and charges, and he feared under these
time. Presidents of Historical Societies and other learned
circumstances my prospects of any further allowance were
institutions called upon me for the history of that whale,
and my name was to be immortalized if I would donate very doubtful, indeed. So ended my adventures with that
provoking old whale.
the skeleton to their museums, but I waived aside all such
Should you ever chance to visit the museum of a certain
honors until I could consult my partner, the Captain, who
university in the State of Illinois, I presume you will find
I was sure would prefer turning everything into money—
curiosiand I always answered that he was absent and I could do the skeleton of the old monster, one of its greatest
in
connection
with
it is to be imname
my
Whether
ties.
nothing without his consent.
leave to future
Upon one of my visits to the whale, I observed a large mortalized or not,' I cannot say, and must
every thing pertaining to that old
barge about a quarter of a mile below us; it was filled with generations. However,
my view, and I am content
country people ^from the opposite side of the river, who whale has disappeared from
salmon,
trout, and smaller fry, as
with
struggle
again
to
were
about
There
had got up a pie-nic to visit the whale.
you found me when I first had the pleasure of making
sixty or seventy, old and young women among the rest.
day,
As there was no wharf near, a number of strong young your acquaintance, rod in hand, on a pleasant Julywhere,
Brunswick,
Chaiio,
River
New
of
the
banks
on
the
all
When
backs.
their
on
ashore
women
men carried the
were landed they formed into procession to march up to in company with Jack PI., we each killed a basket of fine

tales of
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the bay, but every step onward filled their nostrils with
such a scent as to nearly take their breath away. At last
they came to a halt, evidently unable to stand it any longer.
Several of the young men, not so fastidious as the others,
ventured up close to the monster and told such fabulous

Stadacona.

sea-trout.
:-*->-
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Plaster from old walls and ceilings is now rendered fit
for use by a method of treating with carbonate of soda,
w7 hich gives it all the properties of fresh plaster.

DUCK SHOOTING

For Forest and Stream.

IN MISSISSIPPI.

ON

the 18th of December last the sloughs, ponds, and
bayous were frozen over, and the ducks were driven
into the "river"-creek, as I call it.
Early in the morning
but he could not get off f
I hitched up and drove by for D
so I hsid to go alone. Arriving at the river, I blanketed
old "Cantharides," bolted a sandwich, and went for the
mallards. It was cold and frosty, the leaves very dry, and
the stream nearly level with the banks a condition of
things not very favorable for approaching the ducks. After
walking a short distance I saw seven mallards feeding near
There was no underbrush or cane to hide me,
the shore.
and no tree that I could "take on them." I tried to crawl
alligator fashion, prone on my face, but found that would
notclo, so I buttoned my canvas from top to bottom, and,
lying flat on my back, advanced on them like a capsized
mud turtle took the "back position" modified, keeping my
feet before, and by dint of rising, elbows and heels, managed to get along slowly through the leaves, gun on top.
The ducks could not make out what manner of beast I
.,

—

—

was, so I got up within fair gun-shot, and, rising suddenly
position, with both hammers at a cock,
the barrels.
Alas, right in the line of fire
hung a vine nearly as large as my wrist. I moved the gun
to the risht and then to the left of the vine, but it threw
me too far off either side. The ducks were in a row, and
I felt that I was so stiffened by my crawl that I could not
spring to my feet, and the low branches of the trees would
prevent me from shooting the instant the ducks took wing.
There was only a second left, so I «ut away right at the
vine.
Such a cloud of smoke you never saw; it hid everyWhen I did I
thing, and I could hardly rise to my feet.
saw three ducks flapping in the water, one of which got
up, but got down again at the crack of the second barrel.
Those drifting near the bank were hauled ashore with an
An examination of
old cane fishing rod that lay handy.
the vine showed that it had stopped the greater part of the
charge of shot. It was cut nearly in two.
probably a widowlittle further on a lady mallard
sharp crack,
rose with a quarck, quarck from a drift.
and she fell like a stone. Coming to a fresh water slough,
fed by springs and not frozen, I followed it a, short disThey
tance, when I saw a perfect swarm of blue-wings.
were the busiest little fellows wading and paddling, and
coming right towards me. I sat down at the foot of a tree

into a sitting

glanced

down

A

—

A

—

—

and watched them. Suddenly they all took wing a man
riding to mill had frightened them. If he had delayed his
trip ten minutes I think I could have bagged ten or a dozen
I followed the slough, until it emptied into the
without seeing another duck; then I tried the river

of them.
river,

again.
Soon I saw three mallards swimming down stream.
I slipped around a bend and headed them off, taking position behind a tree.
They all came by, two drakes in front,
right, and, as the
side by side.
1 upset them with
duck got up, winged her with the other barrel. She hid
under a drift, and it was some time before I could find her.
When I did I slipped in a shell loaded with No. 10 and
took the top of her head off. Farther up I saw four feeding, and crawling up behind a small log got within gunshot.
There was some thick brush growing in the edge of
the water, but the ducks found me out, and I had to take
a single one in the water, and one as they got up. The
one killed on the wing fell in the centre of the stream, and
I had to follow him half a mile to a drift before I could
recover him. While standing on the drift I saw an old
drake flying down stream; he came along within thirtyI let
five or forty yards, a few yards above the water.
him pass alittle beyond me, and drawing just ahead of
him cut away. He did not alter his flight in the least, and
I did not see a feather fall.
"Hanged if I didn't miss
him," thought I; but at that instant he changed ends, and
fell as if just fired at.
He had flown at least a hundred
yards around the bend of the river. I got another shot
This
just above at a passing duck, winged it, and lost it.
in some localities would be considered no duck shooting at
all, but here, where they are scarce and exceedingly wild,
and where the nature of the stream and surroundings

my

it almost impossible to approach them, it is to be
good sport.
Turkeys aie very scarce here. The Meleogris gallopaw
will soon be classed with the Dinornis, Dodo, and other
extinct birds, and the horned buck be a thing of the past,

makes
called

like the fossil elk of Ireland.
And now, as the end of the year draws near, I send
brother sportsmen, wheresoever disbest wishes to all
persed.
To "Old Pious," to "Guido," to "Dion," et ornne
genue.
May you all live and flourish through the next, and
through many, many years to come, and may you derive
health, strength, and happiness unalloyed from a rational

my

my

indulgence in all field sports. To you, Mr. Editor, longand happiness, and success to Forest and Stream.
Gtjyon.
Corinth, Mississippi, January, 1876.

life

For Forest and Stream.

A STAGE RIDE THROUGH ARIZONA.

ON

Friday, July 80th, I entered the stage at San Diego, California, for a 500 mile ride to Tucson, crossing, en route, the great American desert of the Colorado.
Our route for the first day was through a gently rolling
country, abounding in live oak and mesquite trees, until
about two o'clock, when we pulled up at a station for din-

ner and a change of horses. We remained here about an
hour, when we commenced the ascent of the mountains.
It was very hot, and until twelve o'clock at night we continued our slow and tedious ascent, when we arrived at
Here we got an excellent supper and splenHill's station.
our
did water; for as we were obliged to carry water
canteens it was a great consideration to get some good, and
here we filled up our one and a half gallon canteen and an
ordinary soldier's canteen. No one thinks of traveling
here wiihout one or more canteens of water.
At Hill's station we took on four horses, and continued
we
this dragging, up hill work until about daylight, when
roll up
to
us
requested
who
driver,
the
by
were awakened
and
the curtains, as the wind sometimes blew very hard,
or
might overturn us. Here we were on the very pinnacle
the mountain, some 4,500 feet high, and day just breaking.
very
Directly in front of Us was the rising sun, looking
were,
hot and angry in his redness, while down, down, as it
thouat our very~ feet, lay the great basin of the desert,

m

sands of feet below us.

Forest and stream,
"Now," says the driver— who, by- the- way, is as fine a
driver as I ever saw, and one that equals the famous Hank
Monk, of Greeley notoriety— "every one hold on;" and
drawing his long whip from the socket he stirs up the leadgentle reminder that Jean Bowers has them in
hand, and that a fault or misstep will he met with sure
punishment. This road on the mountain cannot be walked
down, but with a terrific rush off jumps the team along a
narrow, thread-like road, with high walls of stone on one
side, and on the other, within a distance of three feet, a
declivity, almost perpendicular, to the depth of a thousand
Down, down rushes the team, while with bated
feet.
Then,
breath 1 hold on, and scarcely seem to breathe.
too, the scenery is so awfully grand and sublime that you
do not wish any one else to speak— to break the spell, as it
On the seat above
were, for spell-bound you seem to be.
us, rigid as a marble pillar, with eyes fixed and teeth set,
towered the man who held our destinies in his hand.
Tims down, down we rushed until, just round a sudden
bend, we brought up in the corral of the Mountain Spring
House, having accomplished, in a very short space of time,
a descent of about 4,500 feet.
The wild yell of Jean Bowers broke the spell; then the
clenched hands unloosed their hold, the blood began to
move, and again we drew a natural breath. And now fear
begins to creep, or rather rush upon me. Suppose one of
the leaders, by a misstep, had fallen, nothing could have
saved us from rushing clown that awful precipice to cerhere again replenish our water and
tain destruction.
horses, for not another drop will we find for sixteen or
To get out of this basin, we wind along
eighteen miles.
over broken rocks through a narrow defile, walled up to an
immense distance on either side by rocks and boulders,
burnt black by the sun's rays, with not a spear of vegetation to be seen save a few bunches of cactus, and after
some eight miles we open upon the white and burning
sands of the great desert, so deep that we cannot get off a
slow walk, and oh, how hot! The reflected rays of the
burning sun upon this white sand is perfectly terrific.
Alter wading some nine miles we approach a station, called
Coyote Wells, named from the fact that a coyote, or prairie wolf, had found water by digging, and this stage company have improved upon Mr. Lupus, and sunk a splendid
well, so that plenty of water can be had for the stock.
And here we leave our four-in-hand and the visage of the
joyous Frenchman, Jean Bowers.
All day long and the following night was spent in toiling over this great desert; but the dawn of morning
brought us to the stream which has rushed through the
mighty Colorado canon, now as gentle as a lamb.
cross by a ferry some six miles below Yuma, and are soon
at the place noted as being the hottest place on the American continent. It is certainly the most barren, forsaken
I don't wonder
place that the sun has ever shone upon.
now why Charley Fisher, after a residence here of a few
years, can settle down in Washington and be contented,
for I think a man must have a residence of this kind somewhere to be contented to reside in Washington, D. C. At
Yuma we changed not only horses, but for our comparatively comfortable stage took a hack, which had only room
inside for two persons, and what with mails, blankets, etc.,
the position was anything but pleasant, yet I got through
with less fatigue than I imagined.
After leaving Yuma, we followed up the valley of the
Gila, and this location would be a perfect paradise for
Squire S. or Theodore, for on every hand can be seen hundreds of quail, jack rabbits and cotton tails, while in the
mountains several kinds of deer, bear, and wild turkeys
abound in the greatest profusion. About 100 miles from
Yuma, on the left of the road, and within a stone's throw
of it, rises a mass of boulders to the height of some 200
feet, all engraved in hieroglyphics, done by some race of
They are called
beings of which we have no knowledge.
the Scriptural, or Fainted Rocks.
At midnight we arrived
at Gila Bend, where we again took on water for ourselves,
and brought four pailsful in a keg for our horses, as we
start to cross a desert where for forty-five miles not a drop
can be had. About night we reached Maracopa Springs,
and had an excellent dinner served, which was presided
over by our host, and what did me the most good, in fact,
it was really refreshing, for there immediately opposite me
sat his wife, dressed in white, which I can assure you was a
real luxury, for this was the first female, civilized, that I
had cast my eyes upon since leaving the sea coast. God
bless her, may she always be there to cheer by her presence
the dust-begrimed and way-worn traveler.
On the afternoon of the fifth day we reined up in Tucson,.not halfas
tired as I thought.
Cucson, August
Tucson.
Auaust Qth,
Sti
1875.
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—Among the articles of interest to our readers in the
Popular Science Monthly for February, will be a long account of the natural history of the kangaroo by Lieut. Geo.
Mivart.
It is copiously illustrated, and discusses the charthe whole of this interesting and little known
which we have a distant relative in the opossum. "Life in Greenland," "Plasticity of Instinct," and
the Miscellany will also be read with peculiar interest by
acteristics of

family, of

zoologists

—The

"Florida Pathfinder," published by Mr. J. P.
Whitney, editor of the St. Augustione Press, is a most valuable little hand-book for the Florida traveler.
In addition
to an itinerary of points of interest to be visited, it contains a list of hotels, the latest schedule of routes, and a
variety of other information useful to the tourist.
The
pamphlet is distributed free atJSTo. 60 John street, and com-

some seventy pages.
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the last meeting of the French Academy of ScienM. Lortel read a paper on a fish, of the Lake of Ti-

berias,

the

Chrornis pateramilias,

which incubates

its

eggs

cheek cavity. The male fish sucks in the eggs from
a sandy hollow (where the female has deposited them) and
passes them in among the folds of his gills where they go
in the

through the usual stages.
M

—London Garden
set in

the

windows

—Mushroons

»,»i.

says that geraniums and calcerlarias
will keep flies out of a room.

to two pounds
each are a staple article in the Bakersfield (Cal.j market;

weighing from six ounces

3
This subject is one of vital importance to fish
culture; and the past summer, while at Holy oke, Mass.,
copied.

ffett {feultuq*.

learned that there are sixteen papermills there, and two
These mills have
across the river at South Hadley Falls.
from one to three machines in each—probably thirty machines in all— which use on an average 600 pounds of lime

we

—Our

Fish

abstracts of

are

Commissioners' reports

made from personal and careful examination of the text
as we receive it in the pamphlets sent to us.
Much labor
and attentive study is bestowed upon these, and we are,
therefore, fain to renew our request to the Fish Commissioners of the several States to forward to us their reports
as soon as printed.
have already received and re-

We

viewed those for Maine, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Pennsylvania, and California.
Fish Commission.— The New England
Fish Commissioners met on the 19th inst., at the State
House, Boston. It was voted to continue the Penobscot
salmon at Bucksport, Me., and land-locked salmon at

Grand Lake stream.

Crowell &Co., of Ludlow,

McKeon County,

by any means.

Trout as Vegetarians.— Dr. W. A. Pratt, State Fish
Commissioner, of Illinois, and one of the most intelligent
fish culturists in

the country, doesn't believe that trout pre-

buckwheat cakes to beef and liver hash. In a letter
to the Oermantown Telegraph he says;
"I saw only a few weeks ago, copied from Forest and
Stream, that trout would eat bread and vegetable food,
and grow and fatten faster than on animal matter. This
is very contrary to my belief, and I would like to know if
my old friend Collins takes any stock in that idea, or if
fer

there is any practical fish culturist in the East believes
that trout will grow faster and fatten better on buckwheat
cakes than on animal matter, as this correspondent claims.
I know that you can throw into a pond anything you wish
and the trout will take it into their mouths, but will throw
They will jump after a clover-blossom, will
it out again.
take bread, or a stone into their mouths, but only to throw
I would like to hear from more on
it out immediately.
this subject."
As analogies are traced through all species in nature,

who favor the vegetarian side of the question may
argue that the Trout Tribe is divided into bread eaters and

those

eaters, just as the proclivities of men lead them to
the diet of Dio Lewis, on the one hand, or of Sir Jack
Personally we incline to the belief
Falstaff, on the other.
that meat (which, of course, includes worms, grubs, flies,

meat

and the

like) is the natural diet of trout.

We

know

that

they are cannibals, which is a strong point in the argument;
and, besides, cooked food is a luxury that was not attainable by primitive trout in the early periods. No doubt
trout can be taught to eat bread and buckwheat cakes just
as dogs can be taught to eat Indian meal, or as Gen John
C. Fremont learned to eat grasshoppers and mule meat.
It is quite likely that they will grow fat on it and improve
Yet we don't imagine that they "hanker"
in condition.
after it any more than an Alderman does after "hard-tack."
We don't agree with Dr. Pratt that the trout merely mumbles
the bread crumbs, and spit them out. Not a bit of it.
They swallow them, Doctor, and no mistake. Just starve

your trout for a fortnight, and try

it.

Protection of Spawning Trout-— It is well known
up as far as they can possibly go to
spawn. They always choose gravelly spots, if to be found.
We frequently see them spawning with their backs out of
the water. It is a very easy thing to catch them at this
time. In order to protect them at this period I use the

*

that trout in the fall go

following improved self-protecting spawning race. I believe it is original with me, but any one is authorized to
use

it:

1st.

To

clear a stream

such as pike,

eels, etc.,

from

all

enemies to young trout,

the only sure

way

is

to dig a canal

from the source of the stream-dam as near the old channel
I dig
as possible and turn in the water through screens.
my canals twelve feet wide, nearly level, so as to have the
trout jump up at the lower end, a feat they can well perform if six feet high. It is necessary to dig to a giavel or
sandv bottom, or else draw gravel or sand and put it in.
Now", lay green oak or pine, or almost any boards will do
if green, say four feet apart, imbedded below the surface
If you want a board-race flatten two feet of
of the water.
the center of each on top, bore largs holes two feet apart
on a line; nail on your bottom boards, also one board on
each side; cut holes, say four feet apart, on each side for
the trout to go through to hide. Now, lay a long log, say
six inches in diameter, on each side of the boards; also
one of the same size against each bank; put on poles all
over; then put on sods, turf, or something to prevent the
going through; then cover with earth.
you must cut holes through the top of
the logs. This is a sure protection. You can dispense
with boards altogether by having a board race. After the
trout get through spawning you can nail up the holes and
keep the trout out. If you use a board race put in four to
six inches of fine and coarse gravel, but no sand, as it will
pack so that the young fry cannot get out, as the sac is
Trout
fast to the abdomen a week or so after hatching.
will spawn in sand, and they will come out, but only where
it is a springy bottom so as to keep the sand loose.
It will do no harm to cover the race with boards tight;
the fish need no light.
In planting eggs, cover two inches of gravel on boardrace; and if you have no old trout you can dispense with
the logs, or cover the eggs in sand or gravel as in natural
Put in above as mentioned.— A. J. Kinds, in
streams.
dirt

I forgot to say

Oermantown

Telegraph.
____

Icthyocide.

this fall, says:

for striped bass this season has been the
poorest I have experienced. I do not think that there has
been over a dozen taken. The largest weighed thirteen
pounds and the rest averaged about three. Sport has been
better with the black bass; but they, too, have become
scarce seem to be driven away. Very few young shad
of this years' catch are to be seen. I visited the south
side of the river on the 17th of of September, and such a
sight!
The water-line was one string of dead fish of all
kinds indigenous to the river— mostly fry from half an
inch to two inches long. It must be from the poisons
thrown in by the mills. I had a collection of them, intending to send to you, but lost them."
The writer of the above is a gentleman such as Isaac
Walton describes with his maximum term, "an honest
man, and a good angler."
There is but one way for those interested in this matter,
"The more you stir it," the sooner its
that is to agitate it.
odor will arouse the apathetic to ask for an abatement of
Cannot chemistry precipitate these poisons,
this great evil.
and make fertilizers or something else out of ihem?— Live
/Stock Journal.

—

•^

Pa., have about 10,000 fine trout to send to market this
season, which indicates that fish culture is not altogether a
failure,

oke

"Our angling

New England

—Mr. W. H.

and 300 pounds of chloride of lime per day— making 18,000 pounds of the former and 9,000 pounds of the latter—
in addition to 10,000 pounds of lime and chemicals from
the cotton factories and the three wrapping mills, which
will foot up nearly 40,000 pounds, or twenty tons of fish
poison thrown into the Connecticut at one point, six days
A letter from a gentleman who visited Holy
in the week!

— -»»»

—At the last meeting

of the

American Fish

we read a paper before them on
by poisoning the waters, which
at

—

the time and

the
at-

was widely

****•

and some very fine trout brooks in Illinois, and the
not distant when they will be stocked up with the
best varieties of game and food-fish. Our Legislature has
been very backward in making laws for the protection of
fish and fisheries in this State, and making appropriations;
but I think there will be less reformers in our next Legislature, and men who are alive to the interests of the State.
The fish and spawn which were received by me from the
General Government have been disposed of, the spawn
having been hatched and the fish all distributed in our
also expect soon to receive some of
lakes and rivers.
the spawn of the land-lock salmon, which, when hatched,
will be turned out in our small lakes supplied by our
spring brooks.
The spawing season of the trout closes in this State
about the first of January, and the spawn first taken has
already commenced to hatch. Fish Commissioner Pratt,
rivers,

day

is

We

in

Qermantown

Telegraph.
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T Fish Culture in Virginia. Col. Marshall McDonald,
who has had sole charge of the hatching house connected
with the Virginia Military Institute at Lexington, has made
a report of the result of his work to the State Fish Commissioners. From it we note that after it was definitely
determined to establish a hatching house at that place, a
site was selected easy of access from the Virginia MilitaryInstitute and Washington and Lee University, where is a
spring having a temperature of 53° Far., and water enough
for 200,000 eggs of the California salmon, and double that
number of brook trout. The house, having been constructed in accordance with specifications furnished by the
commissioners, was completed, and the first eggs placed in
the troughs, six in number, on the 24th of October; on the
evening of the 26th all were in. Three of the boxes were
opened, and the eggs transferred by Mr. Mather, who had
been ordered there from Blacksburg for the purpose.
The contents of the fourth box were transferred by Mr.
McDonald in person, Mr. Mather having been ordered back
The eggs in this had begun to hatch in
to Blacksburg.
the box, and the hatching went on rapidly, all of this box
hatching before some of the trays first placed in the
troughs showed a single fish. By the 8th of November all
had hatched, and the accumulation of dead matter was so
rapid that Mr. McDonald found he could not maintain
healthy conditions in the troughs with the inexperienced
labor at his command, and he was compelled to call Mr.
Mather back from Blacksburg to assist. He reports that
the troughs are now clean, the fish apparently very healthy
and vigorous, and growing rapidly. They were ready for
removal to the springs before Christmas. Unless some unexpected casualty occurs, they will have fully 120,000 salmon fry as the result of the first experiment.
.

number of eggs received was 160,000. Of these
3,500 were dead when the boxes were opened, 4,000 failed
to hatch, 1,500 were malformations, 5,000 were killed by
rock thrown through roof by blast, 6,000 have died since
The

total

hatching, and about 140,000 are now in the troughs.
In conclusion, Mr. McDonald says:
"I have not lost sight of the fact that a prime object in
establishing a hatching-house in connection with the Institute was to furnish facilities for training experts in the important art of pisciculture, but the press of construction
and handling has not allowed time for instruction as yet.
If the commission proposes to send eggs of the brook trout
to be hatched this Winter, I will be able to begin formally
the work of instruction and experiment."

—

-*»-#
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Fish Culture in Pennsylvania.— In his annual message, Gov. Hartranft, of Pennsylvania, touches upon the
question of fish culture, and urges upon the Legislature
the necessity of strengthening the hands of the commissioners by giving them a larger control over the streams.
His remarks, although brief, are sensible and pointed, and
will unojiestionably carry great weight with those to whom

—

He says: "It is is to be regretted
that the labors of the fish commissioners have been, in
some respects, almost fruitless, because the Legislature
has left them to their unaided exertions to procure protection to the fish, while the various processes for supplying our rivers are on trial. If authority is not given to the
they are addressed.

Culturists' Association,

murder of the fishes,
tracted some little attention

,

Trout Culture in Illinois. —Many of our trout
brooks, made by springs, are just the home for trout, and
we have several fisheries and more being established along
the valleys of the Fox river. We have fine lakes and

—

—

.

—

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
commissioners

to control the streams

while their experi-

singer shone.

This little musician had several snatches of
melody, which were often repeated. But in her repertory
were two notable ones, each of which deserved to be dignified as a professional role. The most frequent one was
the wheel song, which she gave when running in her revolv.
ingcage. More complicated in notation than this mellow
little strain was her grand role, which was strictly in the major
key of B (two flats); this is remarkable, because it has generally been supposed that the untaught cries of all animals
and birds was in the minor key. Dr. Lockwood records
one of Hespi&'s performances as follows:
"She was gamboling in the large compartment of her
cage, in a mood indicating intense animal enjoyment, having woke from a long sleep, and partaken of some favorite
food.
She burst into a iulness of song very rich in its
variety.
While running and jumping, she rolled off what
I have called the grand role, then sitting, she went over it
again, ringing out the strongest diversity of changes, by an
almost whimsical transposition of the bars; then, without
for an instant stopping the music, she leaped into the wheel,

ments are in progress, it is manifestly unwise to continue
the work, however important or promising of great results
it might be.
It is too late to discuss the practicability of
restocking rivers with fish, for that question has been absolved from doubt and its feasibility demonstrated in other
States, and is it not proper that we should make some efficient and systematic effort in this direction, or else forego
all spasmotic endeavors that are practically useless and afford us no enlightenment upon this important subject? I
however, that the past legislation in this behalf will
be supplemented with whatever is necessary to make a
sufficient test of fish culture in Pennsylvania.
"I transmit herewith a communication, received throngh
the State Department at Washington, from the British
Minister^ wherein he states 'that regulations have been
adopted in Canada to protect and promote the increase of
fish frequenting in common the frontier waters of this
country and the Dominion, and suggests the importance
of kindred legislation on the subject on the part of the
State of Pennsylvania/ to which 1 ask your attention."
trust,

«».»

-

—

—The hatching house

&

of N. W. Clark
Son, at Korthville, Mich., has turned out 4,000,000 whitefish for the
State and 750,000 California salmon for the United States.
li is said to be one of the best houses in the country.

—

~— -».»»

—A Philadelphia

—

_

started it revolving at its his highest speed, and went
through the wheel song in exquisite style, giving several
repetitions of it.
After this she returned to the large compartment, took up again the grand role, and put into it
some variations of execution that astonished me. One
measure, I remember, was so silvery and soft that a canary able to execute it would be worth a hundred dollars.
* * * So the music went on as I listened, watch in
hand, until actually nine minutes had elapsed. Now, the
wonderful fact is, that the rest between the roles was much
more than for a second of time; and during all this siuging
the muscles could be seen in vigorous action through the
entire length of the abdomen. This feat would be impossible to a professional singer; and the nearest to it that
I have seen was the singing of a wild mocking-bird in a

_

correspondent writes
have heard two gentlemen complain that, after catching good
messes of fish in the Schuylkill, they hart to throw them away, as they
were so impregnated with the taste and smell of petroleum and gas-tar
as to be unfit for the table. The large quantities ofgas-tar and the refuse
of petroleum distilleries thrown into the Schuylkill are ruining the fish:

"We

ing,"

grove."

Dr. Lockwood describes

further the scope and vacomparing the expression
and melody of portions of her different songs to the notes
of well-known birds; and calls attention to the fact that
most of the music was given when the animal was at play,
and very active, and that often she ate and sang at the same
time.
Her notes of anger, distress and terror, were very
different in timbre or quality from the song, which evidently expressed her satisfaction. Dr. Lockwood's rea-

VIM* Department is now tinder the charge of a competent Naturalist,
indorsed by the Smithsonian Institution, and will henceforth be made a
special feature of this paper. All communications, notes, queries, remarks, and seasonal observations will receive careful attention.]

MUSICAL MICE.

AN

English gentleman,

who had been

confined to his
room for several weeks by sickness, has written to
Land and Water (London) of a mouse that came into his
room, after a while became very tame, and afforded him
great amusement. At last the gentleman relates that he
heard occasionally a quiet subdued chirping, more resembling the singing of a teapot than anything else. "At first,"
the writer says, "we thought it must be a cricket; but one day
we found it came from the little mouse, and I have since
then watched him repeatedly while he gives forth his little
song. His voice seems to have grown stronger and louder

every day since we first heard him; and now he can be
heard quite distinctly when in an adjoining room if the
door is kept open. His voice is of great compass, and he
has a variety of airs. Sometimes one can almost fancy it
there are so many little runs
is a canary that is singing
and trills. Suddenly he changes his tune into a monotonous chirrup, sometimes fast, sometimes slow. He generally keeps on singing for about an hour at a time, and as
the noise in the middle of the night is so great as to put
sleeping out of the question, we have tried all expedients
to stop him, but generally without success."
There was a tuneful mouse exhibited by a showman in
London, several years ago, which gave occasion to the wits
Nevertheless, there have been
for no end of fun-poking.
mice which sang, and they are not so uncommon as most
persons suppose. One morning, a physician of Minneapolis, Minn., was sitting not far from a half-open closet door,
when he was startled by a sound issuing from the closet
"of such marvelous beauty" that he thought Bobbie Burns,

—

his canary,

had found

his

way into the closet, and wondered

him singing such a queer sweet song in
the dark. He procured a light, and found, not the bird,
but a mouse, which had filled an overshoe with plundered
pop-corn. The next evening his solo was renewed, and
the doctor crept close to him and watched him sing. "His
song was not a cldrp, but a continuous song of musical
what had

started

tone, a kind of to-witto-wee-woo-woo-wee woo, quite varied in

This one proved to be a prairie mouse, and the
doctor determined to domesticate it, if he could, but his
success has not yet been announced.
The sick man whom we first quoted thought that the musical power of his mouse might be due to an accident
which had injured its nose or throat. Others have considered that it was due to disease in the animal. But both
these ideas seem to be wrong, for nothing could be more
healthy and active than the few little minstrels whose history we know, and the young bred from them are among
the strongest and largest of young mice. One person who
kept a great many mice tells us that, after breeding nearly
300 white mice, with the hope of meeting one of these vopitch."

succeeded in getting one and no more;
yet, strange to say. this one never displayed his accomplishment more than three or four times in seven or eight
months. His master induced him to sing by the somewhat
cruel method of depriving him of all society and exercise
for several weeks. At the end the poor little mouse would
be so glad to get out of prison that he would sing for very
joy as he bounded in his revolving wheel. This same gentleman also possessed a hiccoughing mouse.
Several other domestic musical mice have been known;
but the best account of one of these gifted little creatures
is given by the Rev. Samuel Lockwood, in the American
Naturalist for December, 1871. He had as a pet one of the
white-footed, or deer, field-mice, called by naturalists Hesperomys. She came from Florida, and was named Hespie.
Hespie had innumerable pretty traits, but there is not space
for the whole story. It was at night that her genius as a
calists,

he

still

riety of Hespie's vocal power,

soning upon this musical ability

he

is

highly interesting, and

recalls the fact that several other rodents, rats, rabbits,
and ground squirrels, and woodcocks are capable of

tree

musical sounds, although not to be called singers.
•»•+»

years ago
Mr. M'Gloughlin, one of our crack shots, killed a white
meadow-lark near this city. The same gentleman, at another time, killed a partridge, the plumage of which was

Audubon, Harrisburg, Penn

A

cor-

respondent writes from Niagara Falls, under date of January 11th, that robins have been seen there during the
winter thus far
A Terre Haute, Indiana, correspondent
sends the following item, which is of interest to Ichthyologists:
"A few days since my next door neighbor was presented with a string of nice bass, fresh from our own
Wabash. In the stomach of one of the larger fish was
found an almost perfect (undigested) minnow of full four
inches in length. This would seem to disprove the theory
that the bass do not feed, but lie dormant during the colder
months."

—

.*«..*-

J. A. Allen, who
has long had charge of the departments of Mammals and
Birds in the museum at Cambridge, Mass., is preparing a
monograph of the American Loporidae, or the hares and
synopsis of the classification, based on a very
rabbits.

A

large series of specimens that have come under his examination has already been published.
Mr. Allen finds three

groups based upon anatomical characteristics. These three
groups comprise the following American species:— Lepus
timidus var. arcticus, the polar hare; L. campestris, the prairie hare; L. Americanus, the Northern hare, or white rabbit; L. tylvaticus, the gray rabbit; L. Trowbridgei, Trowbridge's rabbit; L. Braziliensis of South America; L: Galifomicus, the California hare; L. palustris, the marsh rabbit; and L. aquaticus, the Southern water rabbit.
Of L.
Americanus and L. sylmticus several varieties are ennumerated w hich have heretofore ranked as species, but which
owe their peculiarities to geographical causes. Mr. Allen's
work in this direction is greatly needed, and will have a
7

lasting value.

-*•-

,

in

England.—In

18G6 Mr. J. Clarke
wrote: In England, at the present day, the red deer exists
in a state of nature only on Exmoor, a wild tract of country
on the borders of Deoon and Somerset. The red deer still
occurs in Ireland, and abundantly in the Highlands of
Scotland. It formerly extended all over the British Islands,
and was exterminated on Dartmoor, Deoon, only three generations since by the stag hounds of the Duke of Bedford.

—

,

...
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TENACITY OF LIFE IN A PERCH.

at last

Bayfield, Wis., Jan. 6th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I was one of a party of five camped on the shore of Ashland Bay last
month, for the purpose of looking up hive timber to establish a logging
camp for the Winter. After returning from the woods to camp for the
day, we started out and caught several yellow perch, which we strung
upon a stick. Arrived at camp, the string of fish was laid upon the floor

\

of the shanty, and. remained there until after supper. After cleaning as
as was needed for breakfast, four or five fish were left upon the
stick and lay upon the door block all night. Next morning one of our
party noticed that one of the fish showed signs of life, and spoke of it.

many

We took

the fish off the stick, put him in a small pool of water near the
shanty, and left him lying upon his side in the water, appa-ently gasping
his last.
then started for the woods to run out some section lines,
and did not return until about five, when, to our astonishment and de
light, the little fellow was seen swimming around as lively as ever. He
had enlisted the sympathy of all, and it was unanimously voted that,
after so severe a trial for life, he deserved all the aid we could render;
so we put the little fellow in the creek, and he started down stream at

We

g

-

HYBRID DUCKS.
Nicasio, Marin Co., Cal., Jan. 6th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In answer to Prof. Le Conte's question concerning hybrids in ducks,

—

I would say that, in twelve years' active pursuit of wild fowl in
California, ending in 1861, 1 did not meet with a single hybrid duck; but in
the
Summer of 1855 I saw a female widgeon with seven young ones. The
old bird had been crippled in the wing, ana rendered unable to

pass

north with other ducks of that class, and the young birds were
about
half grown.
From what I could observe of them, I formed the opinion that they were crossed with the gad wall. Since 1861 1 have seen
three wild hybrids; two appeared to be ciosses between the mallard and
pintail, and the other one between a pintail and a gadwall.
All the examples that have come to my knowledge lead me to think that hybrids in
California always come from ducks that breed in the north, which are
crippled and unable to go to their proper breeding places, being found
by the male of some of the ducks that remain here to breed, such as Ihe
mallard, gadwall, red-head, wood duck, and blue-winged teal. That
new ducks do appear, I am positive. After an absence of six years I
made a visit to a lake where I had used to shoot, and found ducks that
were strange to me, looking somewhat like a female red head, with long,
light leas. My friend there told me they first came about four years before. He knew no name for them, but said the late Mr. Hepburn called
them Southern Summer ducks. Since then I have seen one specimen
mounted in San Francisco.
Thos. S. Estey.

January, 1876.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
I notice on page 339 of Forest and Stream th at certain hybrid ducks
are prolific, and "transmit their peculiarities with great fidelity.'
Is
1

this really so?

If so, it is contrary to

my teachings

and experience,
which has by no means been limited. In the Southern States, where I
have resided for many years, muscovies were reared largely, and often
in connection with the common paddle duck.
Crosses often took place
which were always sterile. I cannot say whether the cross was from the
male muscovy with tbe female common duck, or v.ce versa. This differerence may account for this productiveness, if such is the case. Please
call the attention of the Editor on Natural nistory to this subject.
I
once wrote articles on this subject of hybrids, which will be found in
the Fancier's Journal, Vol. I, in which I stated that they were sterile.
If I am wrong, I would like to know the fact.
Jas. S. Bailey,
D.
[The ducks referred to by Dr. Bailey, are those existing
in Mount Auburn Cemetery at Cambridge, Mass.
The

M

facts questioned were given by Dr. T. M. Brewer, in the
hearing of the Natural History Editor, before the Boston
Society of Natural History. Dr. Brewer vouched for their
truth; and that a certain race of hybrid ducks does maintain itself from year to year at Mount Auburn, is undeni-

"*+*

The following

are recent arrivals at the Philadelphia

Zoological Garden :—

Garden of the Zoological Society,
^
Fairmotjnt Park, Philadelphia, Jan. 21st, 1875. )
One Weeper Capuchin, Cebus capucinus. One Green Monkey, Cer*
copithecus callitHchus. Presented by Dr. O'Connor, Philadelphia.
Two Snowy Owls, Nyctea nivea. Purchased.
One Great Kangaroo, Macropus giganteus. Born in Gardens.
One Kit Fox, Vulpus velox. Presented by James A Storm, Missouri.
Three Muskrats, Fiber zibethecus. Presented by C. B. Russell, New
Jersey.

One Banded Eattlesnake, Crotalus durisus. Presented by Dr. A.
Beecher, Philadelphia.
One Weasel, Putorius fuscus Presented by J. Horan, Philadelphia.
One Snowy Owl, Nydea nivea. Presented by G. DeHaven.
Three White Deer, Capreolus caprce var. one Yak, Bison grunniens;
one Axis Deer, Axis masculala; one Zebu, Bos indicus. Purchased
.

;

.

American Hares and Rabbits.— Mr.

Wild Red Deer

—

able.]

Note3 from our Correspondents.— Several

as white as milk.

lightning speed, making for the waters of tne lake from whence
he
came. This story looks a little "fishy," but nevertheless is trne
in
every particular.

oodhndt ^ntm and §>arden.
An Easy way to Make a Hot-Bed.—This the sear

is

son for making hot-beds, and frames for planting seeds,
etc.
Take three short red cedar or chestnut posts about
four inches square and four feet long, plant them about
eighteen inches in the ground, then nail on them a oneinch board sixteen feet long and fifteen to eighteen inches
wide. This forms the back of the bed. Then plant three
more post, only two feet six inches long, eighteen inches
in the ground, and nail on them a board twelve inches
wide and sixteen feet long for the front of the bed; this
will make the pitch of ihe roof six inches, enough to shed
the water. Both of these boards should be set edgewise.
To form the back part of the roof nail a twelve-inch wide
board flat, but a little slanting to carry off the water, and
secure it by nailing it to the top of the back posts; then
procure a bundle of good strong four feet plastering laths
and nail them with lath nails, so as to be ten inches from
These will form the sash bars to receive
center to center.
the glass. Then procure a sufficient number cf 8x10 panes
of glass and lay them on the laths without putty or nails.
Each pane would have a bearing of one- half inch on each
side.
To water the bed, or to give air, take off a few
panes, and when no longer needed put the glass away in a
box for the next year. These frames are excellent for tobacco seed beds, tomatoes, egg plants, pepper, etc.

To Make Covered Walks.— An
the covered walks

easy

and drives of a country

way

to

lay out

seat is to use a

rope about half an inch in diameter, see that there are no
kinks in it; then fasten it to a stake at the point where the
walk is to begin, allow it to lie loosely on the ground for
about twenty feet, and then let the operator raise it and
move it about by his eye, until he has a true and graceful
curve. Mark it out as it lies for that distance, drive a peg,
and proceed with another twenty feet, and so on.

_

A Horse with a

«»<»

—

Silver Throat.— The Cincinnati Com-

mercial has this account of a horse with a silver throat:—
54
He was a kindly, hard-working beast, belonging to the

Cincinnati

Omnibus Company, but was 'wind-broken.' and
useless.
It was a pity,
as well to turn him out to die— he wouldn't sell

on that account had become almost
arid

a loss

f

FOREST AND STREAM.
was determined by Myers, the verterinary surgeon,
an experiment, an expedient in sliorl a 'kill or 'cure'
remedy. So, two months ago, he made an incision in the
animal's throat, and inserted a silver tube in the windpipe

—so

it

—

to try

leaving a sort of artificial nostril at
The device works like a charm,
the terrible wheezing has ceased, the incision has healed up
beautifully, and the horse is doing his full days' work, and
The silver throat can be removed
eats his full allowance.
and replaced at will for cleansing, but it is so arranged as
not to get out of place or cause any inconvenience to the

h$

horse.

for raising queens are to be found
in hives throughout the greater part of the year, and this
is a wise and most beneficent provision against accident or

sudden death to the important personage on whose life
the welfare of the bee community depends, for as soon as
the absence of the common mother is discovered, proceedings are at once instituted for supplying her place.
consent, certain larvse are fixed upon for

By common

and around them are built large cradles with
wax. But these cradles do not take a horizontal position, like common bee cells— they project from
the combs, and hang perpendicularly, with their mouths
When made on the face of the combs, all
downward.
other cells around them are destroyed; but where natural
swarming is allowed, they are generally suspended like
stalactites from the edges.
Now this mode of rearing
royalty— so different from the method employed in raising
workers— has caused considerable speculation, and the
why are queens placed in susquestion has been asked
pended cells, and made, as it were, to stand on their heads?
and for what purpose are their ceils loaded with far more
jelly ihan they can consume?
We think a reason can be given. In the first place, there
is not room for large horizontal cells between the combs;
and in the second place, if a cell for the purpose of isolation requires to be lengthened and bent into a new position, the bees find it more easy, because more natural for
royal honors,

thick walls of

—

1

them, to build it downward.
The position of the cell,
though turned upside down, does not affect in the least the
believethe late Dr. Leitch, of Monomail, was
embryo.
the first to intimate to the public the fact of heat playing an
important, if not the prime part in the evolution of queens.
It is really the case that princesses require a much higher
temperature for their development than common bees.
And what js rather curious, bees can command this
higher temperature whenever they please! They can elevate the degree of heat in any part of the hive, and localize or confine the heat to that particular place.
Thus, if a
piece of comb requires mending, the temperature must be
raised before they can manipulate it, but they can raise a
circle of heat around the breakage, and keep the heat there
within a limited sphere.
They can do the same thing to a queen cell. Having
isolated it from other cells, they inclose it in a halo of
caloric, two or three inches in diameter, and the heat in
the halo is much greater than in any other part of the hive.
In a uni comb hive, a distinct warm spot on the glass opposite the queen's cell can be felt by the hand.
The thick waxen walls of the cradle are designed to aid
the bees in maintaining an equable temperature around its
inmate, and prevent danger from rapid or easy chilling.
The superfluous jelly filling the bottom of the cell is put
in for the purpose of bringing the larva forward to a position where it can be properly attended to, and its softness
serves to keep the tender nursling from injury.
All these
things have the most perfect fitness.
English Agricultural

We

G-azette.
.*»-*•-

Sheep Feeding. — Sheep lequire during the long winter
some

pultaeeous food to take the place of succulent
grasses.
More diseases and losses are occasioned by an entire change from soft, succulent food to dry hay than from
too close herding, though the latter is often very injurious.
The best English feeders do not suffer a tithe of the losses
of the average of ours.
They feed roots, which may be
considered grass laid up for winter use; they also feed
much oil-cake, which has a very similar affect on the system of most herbiverous animals as grass.
American
farmers have not yet generally adopted root-culture, and,
therefore, are not prepared to adopt the English practice
in this respect; but they may use a small quantity of oilcake, at a less rate of cost than the English farmer, for we
export many thousand tons which ought to be used at
home. When large feeds of Indian corn are added to dry
hay, it only increases the difficulty, for corn is a very fattening and heating food, and thus excites a feverish state
of the system.
We would not discard corn as a sheepfood, but would always feed with it some laxative elements,
as roots, bran and oil-meal.
One pound to ten sheep, per
day, is sufficient to modify the effects of dry food.
This
would only require one ton for 100 sheep 200 days, and it
will lay on more value of wool and mutton than it costs,
besides improving the health of the sheep.
Live Stock
soft,

Journal.
:

—
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To Tell the Age op Sheep.—A lamb has

eight small

on the lower jaw, called the sucking teeth. When
it comes one year old past the two center
ones come out,
and two wide ones fill their places. Thus they change,
two coming out yearly until they are four years old past,
at which time they have a full set of these wide, short
teeth, setting closely together.
After this they grow long
and narrow, and in time will loosen and fall out. Sheep
will do well as long as these teeth remain firm, so they can
feed in summer,
We have known the native or coarse
sheep to live and do well until fifteen years of age.—N. T.
teeth

ANNOTJNCEMNT.
Gen. Geo. A, Custer, The brilliant cavalry

officer,

has

for a long time been thinking of preparing an account of his most exciting and interesting adventures in army life.
has been strongly

He

Gen. Sherman and others.
Gen. Custer was engaged in every battle fonght by the Army of the
i'oLomac, except Fredericksburg, and has perhaps seen as much of the
_ng and adventurous in the late was- as any general living. These
:s will begin in the February or March number of "The Galaxy. 11
^

is

great importance to those who are compelled to purchase
broken dogs, and in the hope of being able to impress upon
the minds of such persons the necessity of applying their

make the dog useful, and a comfort
we make the following suggestions. In the

place, it should be understood that there is no such
thing as breaking a dog so perfectly that when he goes
into the hands of a stranger, he will at once go to work
and obey him as he did his breaker or former master. Before a purchaser takes his dog to the field, he should first
surely get the dog to know his person and voice. This
can be done in the course of two or three days, if reasonable skill and a little patience is exercised
The purchaser upon receiving his dog, instead of at once
turning him over to another to feed and take care of, should
by all means take charge of and feed him himself, and
then, as soon as it is safe to let him loose from the chain,
walk out with him and by gentle coercion and kindness let
the dog know he has got a new master and must obey. If
he is taken to the field before he knows his master there
are ten chances to one that he will behave badly, and by
bunglers be condemned.
When a dog changes hands he will attach himself to the
first person who treats him kindly, consequently it is very
important that when a purchaser gets his dog, he should
see to it, that he does not attach himself to any other person: and then too, when the dog is first taken to the field
to be shot over, he should by all means be taken out alone,
as no skillful shooter would expect a dog in a strange place
and among strange dogs to do well. Generally working a
dog alone carefully a single day, or even half a day, will
get him started all right and save a "heap" of trouble and
first

vexation.
frequently

It

wonderful

is

manifested

Two

in

see what
management

to

the

stupidity
of

is

strange

have recently come^unOne gentleman had a brace of broken
our notice.
setters turned over to him, which were turned over to
to the care of a servant. After a few days he took them off
for a shoot, taking both to the field at the same time, although they had never been worked together, and besides,
he went out with three other gentlemen, each having a
dog, making four shooters and five dogs, and the result
was, the brace of dogs alluded to were condemned by the
whole party. The three other dogs were in the hands of
their owners, who had shot over them for a long time, and
they may have done well. Now any oue who would expect a brace of dogs to do well under such circum stances,
knows just as much about such things as a dog
knows about the Greek alphabet. Another instance we
would mention of unskillful management. An acquainance of ours purchased an exceedingly fine young setter,
just from the hands of one of the best breakers in the
country, the dog, well broken and staunch, and under perfect control with his breaker, but his new master took him
out for a day's shooting, and afterwards said he found
him unsteady and not disposed to obey, and being asked
the dog for his disobedience, his reply
if he punished
whip." Now, in our opinion, to underno
had
was, "he
take to work a strange young dog of that kind, and under
such circumstances without a whip, is about as reasonable
as it would be take a horse on the track for a trotting race
As we have before said, if
to drive him without lines.
those gentlemen who purchase broken dogs to shoot over,
could be impressed with the necessity of exercising good
judgment in the management of them there would be no
difficulty in purchasing good, staunoh, well broken dogs.
In consequence of the mismanagement, of so many persons, who purchase dogs, one of the best dealers of our
acquaintance will not sell a dog to any one unless he knows
to a certainty that the purchaser has skill and will exerOne of the best breakers of our acquaintance will
cise it.
not break a dog for a stranger for fear the dog will go
into the hands of a bungler and the dog be condemned.
dogs.

or

three

cases

Museum, on

—Dr. J. B. Alexander, of Henderson, Ky., has purchased
the puppy Kaiser, out of the imported Irish setter bitch
Kitty, by her own sire Plunket.
the 16th, John Neslemon and white Belle dropped six whelps, all lemon and white,
to Luther Adams' imported Rock. We have "great expectations" of
this stock, as Belle is first class, and Rock is making his mark as a stock

Kennel Pboduoe.— At Cambridge, Mass., on

bitt's

dog.— Under Grip.

\m and Mivtr
FISH IN SEASON IN JANUARY.
SOUTHERN WATERS.
Pompano, Trachynotm carolmus. Grouper, Upinephelpus nlgrltus,
Drum (two species.) Family Scice- Trout (black bass,) Centroprlstte
-

atrarius.
Striped Bass or Rockfish, Eoccus
Kingfish, Menticirrm nebulosus.
lineatus.
Sea Bass, Scicenops ocettatus.
Sheepshead, Archosargus probato- Tailorfish, Pomatomvs saUatrix.
Black bass, Micropterus salmold€S\
cephalus.
M. nigricans.
Snapper, Lutjanus caxus,
nidca.

—

Fish in Market. The supply of fish continues abundowing to the open season, and with some of the finer
descriptions at only half the price of beef, poor people
ought to be thankful for having such an article of diet
brought within their means. We quote: striped bass, from
the Mirimichi, 25 cents per pound; smelts, from Maine,
15 to 20 cents; blue-fish have gone so far South as to be
beyond the reach of our fishermen, refrigerated fish are
worth 15 cents; salmon, frozen, 50 cents; mackerel, 20
cents each; shad are worth from 60 cents each for Savannah fish, to $1.25 for those taken on the .North Carolina
coast; white-perch, 18 cents per pound; Spanish mackerel,
45 cents; frost-fish, 8 cents; halibut, 20 cents; haddock, 8
ant,

cents; cod-fish, 8 cents; black-fish, 18 cents; flounders, 10
cents; eels, 15 to 20 cents; sheepshead, 25 cents; white-

18 cents; pickerel, 15 cents; sun-fish, 10 cents; yellow-perch, 10 cents; salmon-trout, 20 cents; black bass,
20 cents; ciscoes, 10 cents; green turtle, 20 cents; terrapins, $12 per dozen; scollops, $1 per gallon; lobsters, 10
cents per pound; soft clams, 30 to 60 cents per 100; hard
crabs, $5 per 100; soft crabs, 75 cents per dozen; pompano,
fish,

$1 per pound.

— One of

the neatest and most successful fly-dressers

we

young widow of John McBride, late of MumLadies are proverbially
ford, Monroe county, New York.
nimble with their fingers, and we presume few men can
manipulate the delicate feathers and tinsel with the
same delicacy and artistic effect as Sara McBride. Those
wishing flies have only to indicate what particular waters
they are required for Adirondacks, Maine, Lake Superior,
Thousand Islands, Canada, &c, and their order will be intelligently and satisfactorily filled. We print this notice
without solicitation or hint, and hope that some patronage
will be bestowed upon an energetic little woman who has
taken up the implements of her husband's craft where they
have

is

the

—

fell in

—

an untimely hour.

— An

anonymous correspondent writes to recommend
bamboo fly rods made by John Keider, of PhilaThey are made of eight and nine strips glued todelphia.
gether, whereas the same kind of rod is usually made
of four or six strips, the greater number of these adding to
that split

the strength, quality, and finish of the rod.

We have never

We

seen the rods of this maker, but will give them a trial.
should judge from the excellent reputation of the maker
that they would be well worthy the commendation bestowed upon them.

—

The old fishing club now located at Grays Ferry on
the Schuylkill, probably the oldest society of the kind in
this country, if not in the world, has made application to
the Park Commission for a piece of ground at the mouth

Show this week will have
—Exhibitors
an opportunity to visit Detroit also, where a Bench Show
is to be held on the 81st inst., in connection with the
fifth annual fair of the Michigan State Poultry Association.
At this fair there will be an exhibition of cats, and also
one of fish, under the direction of the State Fish Commis-

whereon to build a new hall.
—We have in print some racy correspondence on Needle
Point Fish Hooks, in which prominent experts figure, but
want of space compels us to defer it untill our next issue.
Movements op the Fishing Fleet.— There have been
ten arrivals from the Banks the past week, and one cargo
The receipts of fish are 296,000 pounds
of frozen herring.
codfish, and 51,000 pounds halibut. The latter have been
sold for 11 and 12 cents for white, and 7 cents for gray.
The latest news from the herring fleet is not very encourag-

sioners, valuable prizes being #ffered for the best displays,
and also for essays on pisciculture.

secure fares.

.

at the

-#>•*-

Chicago

of the Wissahiccon,

Colder weather is needed, in order that they
Gape Ann Advertiser, January 21st

ing.

,

Cockers.— We are in receipt of a letter from Mr. M.
McKoon, of Franklin, Delaware county, New York,

P.

closing photographs of a pair of stylish English cocker
spaniels, from which he expects to breed some stock

weight of dog, twenty-nine
bitch, twenty-nine pounds.

—

and three-quarter pounds;

«*-»-**

one entries of setters and pointers for the Field Trial
Derby for puppies born in 1875, to be tried on partridges at
Horseheath, Luiton, Cambridgeshire, (England,) about the
end of April. Laveracks are well represented, Mr. T. B.
Bowers having seven, the get of Blue Prince, Bandit, and
Banda. Rock II, the Birmingham winner is in, and a
number of pointers of Mr. Whitehouse's strain. Mr. R.
Lloyd Price ha3 eighteen representatives of his kennel engaged,

—— —

«**•»

—

may

FISHING IN THE GREAT LAKES.

in-

The Field Trial Derby.— There are one hundred and

tribune.

advised to do eo by

our last issue the subject of the purchase and sale of
IN sporting
dogs was discussed. This
a matter of very

to shoot over,

paper has been published by Dr. Birch of the Britdifferent breeds of dogs known to the
Egyptians, as depicted in the drawings on the walls of
tombs. He finds that the variations of the animal were as
well marked then as now. Here's a chance for a pedigree.
ish

best efforts in order to

-<•-•«

Queen Bees. — Means

—A

Mmml.

ADAPTING SPORTING DOGS.

to facilitate breathing,

the point of insertion.
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fifth

paper— seines,

gill nets, pounds, bag nets, set
lines, trolling, snatching and spearing.

Editor Forest and Stream-—
modes of catching fish

THE

in the Great Lakes are vaSeining has largely given way to pound
and gill nets, but is still in use upon the beds during the
spawning season of whitefish, and is then the most profitrious.

Twenty barrels at such a time, with a
hundred rods long, is not Uncommon at a single
haul, and one hundred and forty have been taken; still,
there are few localities adapted to this fishing, as a smooth,
sandy, or shingly beach, and a bottom devoid of rocks is
Seines of all sizes are used. The seining
demanded,
season begins on the disappearance of the ice, and i&ioh
able of all fishing.
seine one

FOREST AND STREAM.

390
lowed with

profit only for a short time—from one to five
weeks, during the favorable nights, when various fish are
taken, suckers and wall-eyed pike predominating, though
whitefish are also captured in paying quantities. Large
hauls of these latter fish are made only during the three
weeks of the spawning season, as before mentioned, or
when they appear in shoals in the Spring, as they often do.
For what purpose whitefish thus congregate in the Spring is
unknown; but as they have been caught in July with ripe
ova, it has led many to believe that they spawn oftener
than once a season; this is probably only an exceptional
freak of nature.
Seines are worked by three or more
men, according to size, and a boat; one end is held or

fastened to the shore at the point of departure, and the
seine folded upon the stern sheets of the boat, is payed out
as the rowers make a circular sweep, ending at the starting point. The leading line is now fastened to a rude
windlass or capstan, and the net drawn into shallow wa-

The fish within the expanse of water encircled are
gradually drawn by the surrounding wall of net work, and
finally captured from the "purse," which the middle portion of the net assumes when it impinges upon the shore.
These seines are weighted upon the lower and buoyed
upon the upper edge, so that they assume the perpendicular while in the water.
Gill nets are largely used.
The season for gilling is from
April, or from the time the ice disappears until it again interferes.
By some, gill nets are used throughout the Winter by cutting holes and drawing the nets through them
ter.

underneath the

These nets are buoyed and weighted in
and are five or six feet in width,
and about twenty rods in length and used in "gangs." A
"gang" is made by bridling together several nets— from

the same

ice.

manner

six to twelve.

as seines,

If the nets

are designed for trout, four to
four and one half inch meshes are used; if for whitefish,
three and one-half, and three inches for herring.
Gill nets

are placed in boats in the same manner as seines, and tato some favorite resort of the fish
often ten or twelve
miles from land. When the ground is reached a stone an-

—

ken

chor

dropped, to which

is fastened a buoy and flagstaff.
from the nets of sufficient length
to allow the weighted edge of the gang to reach the bottom. The boat is now rowed in the desired direction,
until the further end of the gang is reached, when it is
also anchored and buoyed in the same manner as the first.

To

is

this is attached a line

The nets are now left in the water about three days, when
they are lifted, the fish removed, and the nets dried and repaired for a second setting. Twenty fish to a net is a fair
catch, but often four times this number are taken.
The
usually in from two to five
fathoms, but as the season advances and the fish retire to
deeper water, so are the nets carried farther and farther
out, until they are often set in fifty to one hundred and fifty fathoms; indeed, off the Fox Islands, gill nets have
been set with excellent results in water fourteen feet in
depth.
The largest fish come from deep water. Gill nets
destroy great numbers of fish during heavy storms, when
Ishermen are unable to visit them for days at a time,
two days being sufficient time during the Summer months
for fish to die and become tainted.
Again, when the nets
are lost, as not unfrequently happens, they continue to destroy fish by entangling Them, until the floats become
water-logged and sink.
Nets have been grappled and
raised two years after losing, and found full of decayed
fish.
As a great number of gangs are lost each year
through storms, or by leaving until the ice prevents recovery, it may be readily believed that the useless destruction
of fish by them is considerable.
Pound, or stake nets and bag nets. The principle is the
same in both. Each has a lengthened arm or leader stretching some distance out into the lake, with a trap at the end.
The bag net is anchored and buoyed, while, as the name
indicates, the stake net is fastened to stakes or spiles.
With the latter the leader is often three or more miles in
length, and furnished with pounds or traps at intervals.
These are set in water varying from five to one hundred
feet in depth, and the spiles to which the nets are fastened
are often ten inches in diameter and placed by a driver.
As the fish cannot pass the barrier formed by the leader,
and readily avail themselves of the apparent modes of escape, it is evident that fishing with pound nets is far more
profitable than any other; but the expense entailed for a
complete outfit deters many from using this mode of capture."
The pounds, or bags, are of the same material as
the leader, and the walls kept apart by anchor ropes, guys,
and light staves stop. Where the leader joins the bag
there are openings upon the mouse-trap principle, narrowing as they recede, admitting the fish into the chamber,
within which they may reside indefinitely almost, without
finding the narrow and now projecting slit by which it entered, and to which it constantly presents its broad side as
Night lines, or set lines,
it swims within its prison wall.
are also used, but to no great extent, and a description
would be superfluous.
"Snatching" trout is also practiced, especially in Winter.
The apparatus for "snatching" can scarcely be described
as a "stick and a string, with a worm at one end, and a fool
trout hook is made from strong steel
at the other."
wire, of from one-fourth to three-eighths of an inch in diameter, and weighted with lead— about two pounds— in
the shape of two cones with their bases joined, through
which the shank passes lengthwise. The line is a cotton
one of nearly, if not quite, the strength of a bed cord,
and from three to six hundred feet long. In fishing
through the ice, the moment a bite is felt the fisherman
throws the line over his shoulder and runs with all his
might until the fish is landed upon the ice, giving his capIf in a boat he allows him to
tive no time for resistance
run, occasionally feeling the line, until the fish is exhaustAs high as eighteen bared, when he is quickly secured.
rels of trout have been snatched by two persons, but four
Of trolling, it
barrels would be considered good fishing.
is unnecessary to say more than that the apparatus must
correspond in size and strength to thai for snatching.
On Saginaw and Green bays, more particularly, fishing
extensively during the Winter months, ana
is- carried on
the number of cabins, or shanties, upon the ice, occupied
first

gilling

for whitefish

A

,

is

by fishermen, is often so numerous as to form quite a city.
Saginaw Bay boasts of such a settlement each season. Last
Winter the fishing city was nearly thirty miles in length,
by twelve in breadth, and possessed a population of upwards of 2,500 soul?. Two years since the city was regularly organized

under the name of "Pickerelsville," with a

Mayor and Common

Council.
The shanties, or huts, are of
different sizes, the largest last Winter being ten by sixteen,
and used as a hotel. The ordinary shanty is scarcely more

than large enough for the inmate to turn around in, and
is cheaply but warmly made, being of culled pine lumber, covered with building paper.
A bunk at one end answers for sleeping purposes, while a shelf at the other
comprises the pantry and china (?) closet. At door at one
side provides entrance and exit, and light is obtained by a
small window at the opposite side, so" arranged as to be
readily darkened. A small sheet-iron stove, about a foot and
a half in length, and of corresponding height, answers for
warmth and culinary purposes. In the floor is a trap-doer,
some twenty inches square, which, upon being raised, reveals an opening through the ice.
When fishing, the window is darkened, and the fisherman, seating himself at one
side of the opening, lowers into the water, by a string dependent from the roof, a wooden lure fish, or a herring
prepared for the purpose. Herring are speared only as
wanted, and prepared by cramming into its gullet a strip
of lead some four inches in length, weighing a quarter of
a pound, as a sinker, a slip noose over the head, and all is
ready. The operator now lowers his decoy, and manipulates it with more or less skill so as to simulate the movements of a live fish. If the fisherman is fortunate enough
to secure a live herring, all the better, which is fed with
lead, and fastened in the same manner.
Attached to a
second cord is the spear; a nail fixed in the handle allows
it to be hung on the trap, so as to be always at hand, and
when the fish approaches the decoy there Is a quick dart,
and the victim is quickly secured and drawn out, the handle passing through a small opening in the roof made for
its

accommodation.

The spearing

of fish, which seems simple and easy to the
novice, will be found to demand no little skill.
The spears
used have from three to seven tines, and many possess
more than one barb to the tine. The darkening of the
apartment operates favorably by allowing the water to furnish its own light, and enables the operator to sec to a
great depth.
In almost every case the bottom may be
readily discerned.
The fish run best in the early morning, and after four
o'clock in the evening.
Some "use Limps, with reflectors,
that they may pursue their occupation at night.
As the
fish run in schools, the openings are often black from numbers, and as many as five are sometimes taken with a single cast.
The, catch is principally wali-eycd pike known
as pickerel to the "Kanucks" and "Wolverines"— although
a few whitefish and trout are obtained as well. Near the
Charity Islands many make a specialty of trout spearing.
These "use a small "coop," straw tick and blanket, the
shanty being used for living purposes only. The "coop"
is
made of hoops, something the shape of a skeleton
carriage-top, and is placed upon one side of the opening
through the ice, while the fisherman reclines at full length
upon the mattress opposite, with his head projecting over
the hole and under the coop. Now, by drawing his blanket over, all light is excluded, except as is reflected through
the medium of the water below.
The yearly catch of all kinds of marketable fish at this
fishing city is upwards of two millions of pounds, which
is sold at an average of rive cents per pound; never less
than three, and often as high as six cents is paid. Each
year the ice cracks from shore to shore, and large fields
float out into Lake Huron; so it may be readily surmised
that this occupation is not without its attendant dangers.
Indians ignore shanties, coops, and mattresses, using merely a couch of hemlock boughs, or cedar brush, either of
which seem to possess antidotal properties to frost, upon
which they recline, and cover the head and opening with
the blanket alone. They are very expert at catching sturgeon by this method, and possess seemingly the faculty of
ferreting out the haunts of this fish, which, in some localities, is their entire sustenance, or nearly so, during the
Winter. The spear used by them for this purpose is of
great strength, and usually of one tine only; but with four
or five barbs, all of which are on the one side, the handle
is thirty or forty feet in length, and of some heavy wood,
that it may penetrate the water with case.
The spear
proper is fastened to it but slightly, being pressed into a
mitre at the end, so that the first movement of the fish,
when struck, will disengage it, aud allow the handle to return to the thrower; but a stout cord, several fathoms iu
The
length, connects the head of the spear to the shaft.
reason for this is, that the struggles of a fish as large as the
sturgeon would snap the strongest handle, while the attached cord allows sufficient play, and is the final means
I have been unable to obtain anyof securing the captive.
thing like the average weight of lake sturgeon, or their
The largest ever seen by the writer measured a little
size.
over seven feet in length.
The boats used by fishermen are generally square-sterned
These latter are probably the best
dories, or Mackinacs.
small boats made for heavy weather. This Summer the
writer, with two others, rode out one of the heaviest storms
of the season on Lake Michigan, iu a Mackinac only
twenty-two feet in length, and suffered no great inconveThese boats have a good deal of shear, with greatnience.
est beam forward of amidships, and sharp at the stern,
which prevents the shipping of water aft while running
with the sea. I believe them to be unequaled for speed,
and the best surf boat known, for with proper handling
they may be beached at any time without serious danger.
I understand a few parties use small steam craft and
schooners in their fishing operations. It is said that one
firm alone in Milwaukee employs 1,000 men. This is unArcher.
doubtedly a gross exaggeration.

—

ANGLING FOR EASTERN SALMON {Salmo
salar) IN CALIFORNIA WATERS.

by about two pounds than last year. This was to be expected, as they are, of course, a year older. Most of the fish creeled
are from two to three and a half pounds in weight. The more I and some

is greater

others have examined these fish, and looked into the subject, the more
are we of the opinion that these beautiful and delicious fish are those, or
the proceeds of those Eastern young salmon from the Penobscot or
Kennebec rivers, the eggs of which were brought here by Seth Green
and hatched at the Company's breeding ponds on the McCloud River
and the infant fry placed in the Sacramento River. Nearly all intelli-

gent jadges agree that these young salmon, with which we are now
having such good sport, are not of the same species as our common
Sacramento salmon, but are longer and slimmer in body, of a rather
blue tint on their backs, and their flesh is much lighter in color aud
more delicate in its tissues and flavor. Some ignorant parties here
still persist in calling them salmon-trout, meaning, probably, identical
with, or a kind of what is called here by fish dealers a salmon trout,
a few of which are now to be seen in our markets and which first appear on our southern coast about Monterey, and gradually make their
way northward— a fish having a square tail, a long body, and a very
small head. This salmon-trout, as it is termed, is esteemed by our fishermen yet as superior to common Sacramento salmon, and sells higher
iu the ratio of one fourth at least, but is not quite so good as our young
bay salmon alluded to above, and which we are now taking. Our young
salmon have, like all the salmon family, a forked tail, unless our salmontrout just spoken of, and which, as I have observed have square tails,
are to be classed as true salmon, which I, for one, cannot suppose, as I
have told you in some of my former letters, these young salmon now iu
our bay take for bait our mussel-worm, or small fish, or a piece of a
smelt, either alive or dead, or both put on the hook at the same time, by
threading on the worm first over the shank and putting the small fish, or
slice of a smelt, just on the very point of the hook.

^.,^»
Batfield, Wis., January

in Forest and Stream of Dec. 23d,
speaking of the fishes cf the great lakes, states that, "siskowit
stands at the head of the list of fishes inhabitating these waters." I
would state for the information of "Archer," and all others interested
in trie matter, that the inhabitants on the shores of Lake Superior pronounce the white San far superior to either the siskowit or lake trout,
and we also consider the lake trout a better fish for the (able, while fresh,
than the siskowit. The siskowit is a very fat, oily fish, and is considered
much better salted and smoked than when fresh. Our citizens never
eat siskowit or lake trout when whitefish can be had in the market. We
also have in the waters of Lake Superior a hybrid of the siskowit and
lake trout, and one not accustomed to seeing tin se flsh together would
not mark the difference in the fish.
K.
1

'

1875,

GAME

JANUARY.

Hares, brown and gray.

Wild

Editor Forest and Stream:—
Angling for young salmon on the Oakland long wharf, opposite this
The^e grilse have began biting
city, commenced about eix weeks since.
about a month earlier than they did last year. They have not yet, however, come so plentifully into our bay (ultimately bound for their spawning ground up the Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers) the present
season.

Consequently, few a* yet, in comparison with last winter,
The average size of tho^ wln>h have been captured

have been taken.

&c.

FOR FLOKtDA.

Fow

Game in Market.— The continued mild weather and
absence of snow, renders Western game very scarce in the
market, and we still quote pinnated grouse (prairie chickens) at the unprecedented price for this season of the year,
of $1.25 to $1.50 per pair; ruffed grouse are worth $1 lo
$1.20; quails, very scarce at $5.50 per dozen; canvas-back
ducks, $3 to $3.50 per pair; red-heads, $1.50; mallard. $1
to $1.25; brant, scarce, $1.25 to $1.50; widgeon, 75 cents
to $1; black ducks the same price ;also sprig-tails; broadbills, 75 cents; teal, 75 cents to $1; wild geese, $1 to $1.50;
rabbits, 40 to 50 cents per pair; hares, 30 to 40 cents; venison, 20 to 25 cents per pound.
The wild ducks aud geese
are being received principally from the South, there being
but few Long Island birds in market.

— The Hazard Powder Company have an Agency in Jacksonville, Florida,

whereat sportsmen can replenish their

supplies without having to send North.

—It is said that ten years ago a gentleman imported a
number of the eastern "Bob White quail, and placed them
on an island near Walla Walla, W. T., and now they swarm
by the thousands, affording excellent hunting. The attempts
to acclimatize California quail on this side of the Rocky
1

'

Mountains have not been so successful.

Wild Turkeys Wanted.— The West

Jersey

Game

Pro-

want abont two dozen wild turkeys for
Can any of our Western readers supply them V

tective Society

breeders.

—

Long Island Shooting Club. At the annual meeting
Long Island Shooting Club, held in Brooklyn on

of the

the 19th inst., the following officers were elected for the
ensuing year: For President, W. M. Parks; Vice-President, Dr. H. F. Aten; Secretary, W. V. Baylis; Treasurer,
R. Robinson, and for Board of Directors, J.J. Walton,
Chas. A. Eddy, W. W. Wynn. The report of the Board of
Directors for the past year, through its chairman, Capt. A.
Elmeudorf, was very encouraging to the club, showing a
prosperous condition; also showing the shooting grounds
to be the most complete in all its details for the comfort

—

and pleasure of its members of any association in the
State; and the following resolution was proposed by the
Board and unanimously carried, to wit:— "That the mutilation of birds shall not be allowed under any circumstances
on the grounds of the Long Island Shooting Club by any
person whatsoever, and that this resolution shall be conspicuously placed on the club grounds."

Speingfield, Mass.— The Beaver Biver Sportsmen's
Club has been formed. The officers are:— President, A.
L. Bassett, of Pittsfield; Vice-President, H. K. Cooley;
Secretary and Treasurer, Frank Bolles, Jr.; Executive
Committee, Walter Clark, E. P. Doolittle, J. A. Bryan, F.
E. Cooley, C. J. Lyman, E.
Goodrich, of Hartford, and

W.
N.

Ely, of Chester, A. L.
P. Wills, of New Haven.

—

Massachusetts— Sa em January 24&h. Gunning still
very quiet. Ducks are scarce in our harbor just now,
owing to the open w eather, keeping out in the bay. Pine
t

fst, 1876.

drick, geese, brant,

Deer, Wild Turkey .Woodcock, Quail, Snipe, Ducks, and Wild

7

San Francisco, January

10th, 1876.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
Your corre-pondent "Archer,

r

grosbeaks are very numerous this winter, but shore larks
aud snow buutiniis scarce. Herring and saddle -back gulls
Smelting hrough he ice at Rowley has begun.
numerous-.
The Grant Rifle Club take advantage of the weather, and
have some good shots. I have asked for some of their
Teal,
scores, and hope to get them for you.
t

I

FOREST AND STREAM.
—A match was

shot at Philadelphia on the 18th inst.,

•between Capt. A. H. Bogardus, Miles Johnson, and W.
•Carson on one side, and Chas. Levatt, John Levatt, and J.
on lie other side. The conditions were, to
J?. Kleintz
ihoot at fifteen birds each, trap and handle lor each other,
The Levatt's are Pittsburgh
thirty yards rise, R. I. rules.
men, Kleintz and Carson from Philadelphia, and Bogardus
and' Johnson have been heard from before. The latter
both used Scott 10 bores, the Levatt's a 10-bore Greener,
and Kleintz and Carson their short, six-bore, single-barrel
As the match resulted in a tie, it was to
muzzle-to iders.
C. B. Levatt won the $50
iiave been shot off on Friday.
sweepstakes. The following are the scores:
I

Name.

Score.

1

A. H. Bogardus
J F. Kleintz
Miles Johnson

<sicte

killed

1
1
1

of bounds.

V\ missed

1

1

John Levatt

Bead out

Total.

.101011101011111

W, Carson
'Charles B. Levatt

1

1

1

1

J

1

1 1

1

I

1

1

1

1 1 1

1"0 1

1

1*0

1

1 1

I

1

1

11

14
13

1

1 1 1 1 1
1

11

1 1

13
12

1

10101111111111
1 1 1

1

1

1 1

1

1

Bogardus' side killed 37; missed,

8.

Levatt's

8.

—Mr. M. J. Close, of Pontiac, Mich,, is desirous of
shooting any man in Michigan a match at 100 single birds
from H. T. traps 2G yards rise, 80 yards boundary for $100
to $500 a side; each man to furnish one-half the birds, comdeposit in the hands of any remon house pigeons.
sponsible persoa in Jackson will be covered.

A

-*»>

.
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CHOKE-BORES.
Jackson vii.le,

111.,

Editor Forest and Stream:—
1

have read with interest, wliat ha3 been said in your paper relative to

My

opinion is, that it depends on the locality where
the above subject.
they are used, whether extra clo.-'e shooting guns are preferable or not.
In this part of the country where it is
shots are fired at over fifty yards to

mostly open shooting where two
one under that distance, at grouse

and duck in the months of October, November and December, when
most of the shooting is done, a close and string shooting gun is decid
edly preferable. I have been using close and strong shooting guns for
the past six years, made by E. C. Green, of Cheltenham, England, a
I have been using one of his 12
practical maker, worthy of praise.
gauge guns, the closest and strongest shooting gun I have ever nsed or
seen, "with the best of success in open shooting. Last Spring I was informed that there was English snipe and some ducks on the "bottoms,"
•''but, they are so wild you can't get within shot of them." Thinking I would
itry them, 1 loaded my cartridges with 3$ to 4 drachms Orange powder
and one ounce of No. 8 shot for snipe and one ounce of No. 4 for ducks.
In a few hour's shooting I bagged sixty snipe and nine ducks, mallards
and sprig-tail; making some of the longest shots I have ever seen
I am confident, had I used an open shooting gun, I should not
itt'ide.
have killed half the number. This gun will not do for cover shooting,
Thero is nothing in the out"the bird is cut to pieces at close jange.
ward appearance of this gun to indicate that it is a close shooting gun, it
I can use
is not thick at the muzzle like the choke-bores T have seen.
more powder without recoil than in any gun 1 ever used. It does not
lhis makn of cans
foul easily, and I use it all day without cleaning,
speaks for themselves wherever they have been tried. When some of
the great gunmakers saw at the New York Gun Trial in 1873, E. C.
Green's commonest guns, that had been in use from one to four years,
(without being re-bored) lead their best guns in shooting qualities, they
thought it high time they were doing something to improve their shooting or they would lose their prestige, hence the choke-bores are brought
out, and a great blow made about them.
I think the plan adopted by
Mr. Green, is the best for all shootiug— namely, to make the right barrel
shoot open, and the left close. These guns are made on this plan unless
oiherwise ordered.
"Give honor to whom honor is due," is the motto of

George Hayden.

New
Editoe Forest akd

Your., January. 1876.

Stream:—

between "Gloan's" former assertion in reference to the shooting of Mr. Pape's guns, and as he now qualifies and
explains it. No one would suppose he intended to convey any such
meaning; nor could 1 construe his letter different from what I did as it
was then written.
Neither shall I acknowledge that "Gloau'' goes
before me in anything that pertains to sport in its highest and best sense,
or in whatever courtesy is due between sportsmen.
As to the cup, if I am not misinformed, three or four English gunmakers publicly claimed in their advertisements to have discovered this
system of boring, and to settle the question, a party of gentlemen subscribtd towards a cup, to be given to the maker that made his claim
good. Now, if these men did not send in their claims to the Field office,
it clearly proves that they were claiming something they knew they were
not entitled to. As for Mr. Pape persistently refusing to produce his
patent, that I deny, as it was this very thing that gave him the cup.
He was prepared to show his guns, bored on this system years before, if
it was necessary, but there was no need of it.
What he did was simply
to show his patent to the Field committee, that they could not get behind.
If Mr. Papa sees tit to send a copy of it on to satisfy the cariosity of one
man, which 1 doubt, I will make it known.
E. L.
There

is

a vast difference

D1TTMAR POWDER.

O. A. C.
-*•-«»-

GAME

IN

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA.

In the vicinity of Lykens, Williamstown, and Grotz, Peters,
Berry, and Short Mountains, some fine specimens are killed. Occasionally a frightened buck or timid doe is run down to the Southern Slope of
the Kittaunny's into the farming districts, four or five miles north of
Harrisburgh, and Cox,s Island in the Susquehanna, four miles from
Harrisburg, is a famous resort for duck-slayers during the Fall and Winter, and for shad-seining in the Spring.
Wild turkeys are found in the
valley skirting the Kita tinny, Roberts, and Peters mountains— in Fishing Creek, Stony Creek, Clark's and Powell's- valley. Last Winter the
tant.

country Nimrods asked $5 per pair for wild turkeys, and from $2 to $4
The majority of our deer hunters go
for an extra bronzed breed cock.
up the Juniata River in quest of deer annually, to the Black Log, Tuscarora, and Bald Eagle mountains, and even beyond Altooua, along the
Eastern fclope of the Alleghany's.
Quail and woodcock are found within a few miles of the city. The
farmers are pretty strict, however, and forbid their killing except for a
money equivalent. The severe Winters of the few past years decimated
the quail family considerably, but hundreds of dollars were spent for
birds from Virginia and milder climates than Pennsylvania, and now
they are becoming plentiful.
York Hills, eight miles below the city,

is

a fair locality for rabbits,

grey squirrels and woodcock. Dp the river, on the flats opposite McCorraiek's Island, plover of the yellow-It gged variety are found in great
numbers along the marshy grounds on the Eastern Shore of Maryland
and Northern Virginia, They fly northward often when storms prevail
in the localities where they abound farther South than Harrisburg. They
differ materially, in color, size, and plumage, from the plover we used to
hurl stones at in cow-pastures and fallow-lands.
Jack-snipe may occasionally be shot along Hie river. Their feeding
grounds being principally along the marshy creeks and rivulets emptying into the river and on the edges of the grassy flats when the river is
low. Swans, wild geese, and wild dncks are shot above the city. Can
vas-back, rednecks, black, mallards, etc. The canvas- back bring $1,50
to $2 per pair, the others varieties 75 cents to $1,50, according to quality.
A stray brant, the first specimen seen here for years, was observed feeding off Foster's Island last Fall. It was captured by Mr. Robert McGlauchlin. The bird was about the size of a young goose, of pure white
plumage, having only three or four dark quills in each wing,
Toe Susquehanna and its tributaries are filling up rapidly with blackbass transplanted from the Potomac, within the last five yeats. There
Central Pennsylare also a number of private trout and bass ponds
vania. Recently a lot of twelve or fifteen fish averaging about two and
three-quarter pounds each were caught at Dunoannon, fifteen miles up
stream, and at 5:30 P. M. last Spring, while a party were fishing for
shad off Foster's Island along the city front, two strange looking fish of
the salmon species were caught amongjsorae others termed "Susquehanna
salmon." These were some sixteen or eighteen inches in length, handsomely spotted, or blotched, having broad sides and compact bodies and
peculiarly shaped heads. These were pronounced to be of Sacramento
River salmon variety, the spawn of which was hatched at Seth Green's
establishment. Since then a Harrisburg fisherman, while hunting crabs
for bait at the mouih of the Couneda Gwinnett Creek, (which empties
into the Susquehanna River opposite Harrisburg) surprised a fish of the
same description in deep clear water. He described it as bting of the
very same shape and color as those caught while assisting in shad sein
ing, and describes its movements to have been "quick as a flash."
Many persons appear to think that this fish, accustomed to the icy
mountain streams of California, has sought the head- waters of the river

m

Thompson

A correspondent

writes as follows regarding las experiwith the Dittmar powder in snipe shootMs anticipations at starling out not being very en-

thusiastic:

Swatara.

& Son, 338 Broadway,

use no sugar of lead in waterproofSugar of lead will not stand washing, and amongst old

sportsmen is considered detrimental to health, making them liable to
rheumatic attacks. Thompson's suits are guaranteed to be thoroughly
waterproof, even after being washed, and are as good aud cheaper than
jan27-tf
any other suits in the market,—Advertisement

first bird rose from the edge of a small meadow as wild as a hare.
dight crack, an almost imperceptible puff of smoke, and lo! Scolopax
was as dead as snipe could, would, or should be; and so for the balance
of the day, making some long shots, thus exciting the surprise of my

The

A

—

——*
i

No Notice Taken

of

Anonymous Communications.

1 have found it of much value and comfort on soggy days wheie
smoke nanus keavily-and drifts slowly, being enabled where two birds
rose to fire through what little smoke was evolved, and keeping sight of
the bird the whole time. My experience of the powder has now extended over a period of over eight months, part of the time being out
five mornings a week, and the results always the same.
Snipe, woodcock, grouse, and quail have succumbed to r, and so far not the slightest
unpleasant consequences have ensued; but when such men as Arnold
Burgess meet with mishaps with it, I must confess it shakes my faith—
nien of known ability and care in the use of their weapons, and who
make no idle assertions, it certainly makes a little cold water run down
Well,
one's back when he thinks of risking a favorite and only gun.
in short, my experience has been of a pleasant kind with Dittmar's

regard to obtaining landlocked salmon for stocking public waters?
Ans. Address Hon. E. M. Stillwell, Bangor, Me.
H. L. Farrand, Griggsville, III.—Hooker's Natural History, which
we study, says grizzly bears climb trees. Is this true? An? No; grizzly
bears never climb a tree, but only reach up as high as they can with their

little dirt, and little lamps of sawdust,
in the barrels, which are easily cleaned. Aiy
friend having seen the effects, has borrowed some to try;, and if his experience coincides with mine, will let yon know.
Chas. H. Hinkle.

Sons, Birmingham, England.

friend.

powder;

little recoil, less

rhubarb, or whatever

smoke,

it is

Sedalia, Mo., January 10th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I hailed with delight the advent of Col. Dittmar's invention, and
hoped that the objectionable features of black powder had been overcome, and when in Boston last summer procured a sample of it for a
•Hal; and I must say that my experience with it was most satisfactory.
I tried it at a'target first, at thirty and forty yards, and afterwards used
it in the field
wnh the most gratifying results At targets I loaded a No
12 breech-loader with 3£ drachms powder and 1J- ounces of shot, both
measured by Dixon measure; in the field ?. drachms powder 1$- shot, I

shooting
be had during this or next month? Ans. Nothing but duck
open. Address Capt. Ed Danes, Sayville, L. I., as to the Great
Lane, Good Ground, L. I.
South Bay; or

now

Wm.

Scott, Phila.— Can I get a good muzzle loader, made by Scott, Wesley
Richards, or Greener for $50? How would a 33-iuch barrel, 10 gauge, 9
pounds do for any game likely to be met in Pennsylvania? Ans.
can select a good Scott or Greener muzzle-loader for yon at about $50.
A gun the size yon mention would be a serviceable one if you have the

We

strength to carry

country of corresponding prices.
J.

in

ore paws.
fine

W. &

C.

Scott

&

Son

breech-loader, No. 10 bore, weighing 9J pounds. Can I have a pair of
12 bore barrels fitted to same stock, which will make the gun weigh 7£
pounds? Ans. Yes. by sending the gun to Messrs. W. & C. Scott

&

J. C. H., Oconomowoc, Wis.— I have a very fine Gordon setter pup,
nine months old, who is troubled wdth goiter. It does not seem to injure him; neither does it disfigure him at present, but fear it mty, if it
continues to gr >w. Can you tell me of any remedy? Ans. Try bathing the part affected \vi h kerosene.
C. S. R., Niagara Falls.— Can you tell me if there is a gun~aker by
the name of Thompson & Co. I have a fine English muzzle-loader with
that name on the lock, and don't know whether that was the makers'
name or not, as there is no other on the gun? Ans. There are several
!

England named Thompson.
New York.—Can you inform me of any place within
or one uunired miles of New York where shooting of any kind caa

gunmakers

.

C.
fifty

W.

in

A., Jr.,

P.,

New Haven.— I have read "Dinks on

the Dog," and would

give his address; and can he sell me a dog
that will fill his description of what a setter dog should be? I have
never yet seen one. Ans. "Dinks" has been dead many years. He was
is

Dinks?

Can you

a well educated English gentleman, who settled at Amherstburgh,
Canada West, where he kept a keunel of dogs and wrote his book.

A. F. D. Philadelphia, Pa.— With regard to the pointer pup I wrote
you about, that swallowed the silver half dollar, and which you said
in answer to correspondent, he would digest in six days, I beg to state
that he swallowed it on the 21st November, and passed it on the 10th
December, making 22 days to pass it. Ans. We can only say that it was
in consequence of the purity of the silver that it required so long a time
to digest.

Brooklyn.— Can the English chilled shot, such as was used at
gun trial, be obtained in the United States? 2. How does
No. 6 compare with Tatham's? 3. Will the chilled shot prevent leading in a choke bore gun? Ans. 1. It can. Mr. H. C. Squires,
No. 1 Courtlandt street, has just imported several tons. Schaffer, of
G.

B.,

the London
the English

Boston, also has it. 2. The English No. 6 contains 270 pellets to the
ounce; Tatham's No. 7 contains 291 pellets. 3. It will.
J.

W. W.,

never saw a

HI.— I am one of ,'those unfortnnates who
fly, and scarcely ever went fishing.

Bluff City,

fly" rod

or reel or artificial

what fish will I find in the Illinois River that can be taken with rod
and line and fly, and how shall I proceed to catch them, and what kind of
rod and fixings do I want? Ans. The black bass (Mycropterus salmoides)
Send to any
is the only fish that you would be likely to coax with a fly.
reliable dealer in tackle and he will fit you out with a rod line, reel, and
flies, at a cost of about $20.

Now

G.

F.—Yearli ng brook trout usually sell for $10 to $15
Two year- olds about $20. Larger fish according

(alive).

per hundred
to size.

We

do not like air-pumps for transporting fish, they are very hard work, and
kind of nui°ance generally; but prefer a can of fresh water, a dipper and
a pail. Water can be well aerated with the two latter, by pouring. To
draw off water from cans, the best thing is a rubber syphon (one-inch
tube) with a strainer-tube to go outside of it; this is what is used by the
men who have done the greater part of the transporting in this country.

—Fred. Mather.
C, L. I., Phila.— Will yon be kind enough to give me a little information in regard to a couple of muzzle loading guns that I possess— one

inscribed "Joseph Bourne, maker, No. 5 Whittall street, St. Mary's
W, Baden." On the other is "Renkin Brothers, Liege." The
I want to
last named is a Laminated steel gun— the other is a twist.
know why the name J. W. Baden is inscribed after the makers' name,
and also are these celebrated makers, &c. ? Ans There are such gunmakers, but their guns are not well known in this country. It is probais

square, J.

.

ble the

gun was made

for J

.

W.

Baden

C. G., Allegheny City.— I notice your advertisement in Forest
and Stream of thorough broken setter. Please give me information as
I have a thoroughly ed English bitch, which I had lined
to price, etc.
by a blood red Irish setter, which was imported at a cost of sixty pounds.
J.

he threw seven dogs and one gyp. all liver color with red legs, black
muzzles, and marked above the eyes like the Gordons. Is this uot odd?
The bitch is white and seal brown? Ans. Have written you describing
The colors of the pups from your English bitch
the setter advertised
are just'such as would be likely to follow from such a cross.
fr>

.

J. K. S. & Co., Phila. — 1. For target skooting what is the longest
range that you wodld consider a Wesson rifle, 44-100 calibre, 28-inch barrel accurate? 2. Is there any rifle club in Philadelphia, and if so, where
is their range; who is the President, and what is the cost to become a
member? 3. How far do you think a Colt navy revolver would carry accurately if it was screwed in a vice and pointed straight for an object?
4. Which is the best for common shooting Colt's navy revolver or Colt's
array revolver? Ans. 1. With long cartridge 400 or 500 yards. 2 Enquire of Edward Anschutz, gunmaker. No. 210 South Thirtieth street,
Philadelphia. 3. Seventy-five yards. 4. Not much difference.

—

M. P., Bridgeport, Conn. Can you give any information regarding
smelt fishing with hook and line in winter season? What would be the
proper size hooks, how arranged, what bait, etc., and whether they can
be caught in the Housatonic River, or in any of the harbors in the vicinity of Bridgeport, Conn., as I am informed there are in Boston and
the other harbors east of here? Ans. Smelts are fished for with the
lightest of tackle, say with Nos. 10, 9, 8, or 7 Limerick, or 20, 19, or 18
Kinsey hookp, of which three or four should be used at short distances
apart on the leader. Such tackle as wou'd be used for perch fishing,
only with more hooks. Clam makes good bait, or a piece of liver.
Smelts have become very abundant in Massachusetts Bay since they
have been protected. We doubt if they are often caught south of Cape
Cod, although we have been assured .by trout fishermen that they have
caught them on the south side of Long Island.

H. Y. Z Lima, Ohio.— Being a reader of your valuable paper, I take
the liberty of asking your opinion of a pointer dog I have seen as to its
being a good breed. It is good size and large bone, being only about six
months old; black head, and black on shoulders, with a few black spots,
the rest being white. Never having seen a pointer marked with such
clear black and white marks, did not know whether it was a poor or mongrel breed.
Please give your opinion. Ans. It is not possible to tell
,

by a written description of him. The most
expert cannot tell that a dog is certainly thoroughbred, even by
viewing him. Some half-bred dogs show all the points of thoroughbreds. One of the best dogs we ever shot over was half pointer and
half hound; he looked like a pure bred pointer.
a dog is thoroughbred

skillful

.

H. C, Jersey City.— I have a very

W.

ask who

if

H. C. Rippey.— Please send your address to this office.
Granitk, Bradford, N. H.—Will you please give me information

J.

it.

M., Buffalo.— Can yon give me any information regarding the
workmanship and shooting qualities of the guns made by Chas. Green,
but
of Rochester? Ans. We have never used one of Mr. Green's guns,
have heard them very highly spoken of; some of our best pigeon shots
have used them, and in workmanship they are equal to any in this

W. D.

to

Harrisburg, Pa.,
Editor Forest a rd Stream: —
For several years past quail, ruffed grouse, wild turkey, woodcocK,
eiiipe, plover, squirrels, and rabbits were scarce, owing to the indiscriminate slaughter by pot-hunters.
Thanks to our game laws this business
has been slopped and now game is beginning to multiply. We have no
deer kuntiag grounds nearer than Lykens Valley, about thirty miles dis-

ing their suits.

ence, last spring,
ing,

used the same loads in every particular of Orange Ducking Powder,
The trial showed that the white powder produced less noise, less dirt, and scarcely any smoke, with equally as good
pattern, and penetration about one-fourth greater than the Orange
powder. At quail in the field it did equally as well. The birds were
killed clean, and as often as with black powder.
Had nothing appeared
in print in regard to it I should probably laid in a supply, and used it in
all my shooting, but the nnsatis factory experience and accidents reported
to your paper by others led me to wait until more satisfactory trials had
been made. If all of it is made of the same strength and posesses the
same qualities as the sample given to me, it is good enough for anybody, and just as safe as black powder. But the question arises, has
Col. Dittmar arrived at such perfection in its manufacture that he can
make it allslike? Have not the unsatisfactory results and bursting of
guns reported been caused by mistake or carelessness in its manufacture? Since I read the article of "W. R C." in your paper last week, I
am led to believe that the fault lies in its manufacture, and not in its
use? By that article, it appears that it is made in a similar manner to
gun cotton, if so. it will be almost impossible to make two lots exactly
alike. I suggest that some means be taken to give it a fair trial, by
the parties interested, aud let the result be published. If it is as good
and safe as it appeared to be in my hands, every sportsman will encourage its manufacture; if unsafe, it oughtnot to be put into the market.

made by Lafflln& Rand.

where there are many springs.

«>«»

391

Fort Scott, Kansas.— I have a dog which, until recently, never
a "skip." Several times lately he has made false points; i.e.,
pointing where there was no game. I claim it is over caution superinduced by excessive house breaking. A sporting friend of mine thinks
it is "dunghill in htm."
He out hunts all our dogs here, and even with
his false points finds as much game as any of our dogs in same length
of time. My dog is a pointer, well bred on his mother's side, but his
father is not known to a certainty. He has recently been sick, and his
nose may have been affeeted; but I hope not. Do you advise a rest for
him? Ans. Many good dogs will make false points occasionally, but
when it becomes habitual it is a great annoyance, and no fault is more
To punish a dog severely for it would do no good. :It
difficult to cure.
would probably make him worse. Sometimes, by working them with
other dogs, and giving no attention to their points, except a little scolding when the points are false, they will give up the habit.
S.,

made

J^~A large number of
week;

also,

queries.

answers are unavoidably

left

over until next

owing to the absence of our Kennel Editor, several kennel
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.

-
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—A planter living about fifteen miles

from Tallahassee,
weighing

Florida,, has succeeded in raising a sweet potato

twelve and a quarter pounds,

—

—
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To Correspondents.

We

;

CHARLES

M

HALLOCK AGAIN

THEMr. W.

Editor-in-chief

IN

THE

FIELD.

accompanied by

this paper,

of

L. Biooks, of Stamford, Connecticut, sailed

for Florida on Saturday last in
pion, of the Quintard Line, for
stop first at Port Royal, where
days as the guest of Mr. C.

the elegant steamer,
a six weeks' cruise.

ChamThey

they will remain for a few
G. Kendall, who is well

with boats, decoys, etc., and who can show them
the Dest of both upland and bay shooting. From there they
go to Charleston and then to Jacksonville, from whence
they will proceed to "do" the State very thoroughly, going
down the St. Johns and visiting Indian River and the
Ocklawaha, finally crossing over to Cedar Keys and taking
the Steamer for Havana. Mr. Hallock's canoe has gone
forward by the Florida Line, of which Mr. Herman
Gelpeke is agent, they kindly offering to take charge of it
and transport it to Fernandina from whence it will be
transhipped to Jacksonville. Our unusually open season
has retarded the tide of travel to Florida very materially,
but we have yet February to contend with, and the steamers of both these favorite lines will undoubtedly be carryfitted

ing

complements of passengers before the season is over.
hope to have some of Mr. Hallock's letters to lay be-

full

We

fore our readers ere long.
The "Squire" is also absent, being in Chicago, attending
as one of the judges of the great Bench Show, now being
held in that city. By the bye, we had hoped in this issue
to have presented an engraving of the Michigan cup, manufactured for us by the Meriden Brittania Co., and which
forms the leading prize at the Chicago Show, but the en-

gravers have disappointed us„

— <«

,

A

»"

—

A. Atkinson, an associate on the
staff of this paper since its commencement, has purchased
from Mr. Wm. C. Harris, an interest in the Philadelphia
Trade Journal, and assumed entire editorial control of that
paper. Mr. Atkinson is widely known as an editor and
practical printer and business man, and our loss can but

Change.-— Mr.

S.

be a gain to the Trade Journal The latter is now in its
ninth year and is the representative paper of the manufacturing interests of Philadelphia. Under Mr. Atkinson its
already excellent reputation will be ably sustained.

—

_
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—To indicate how
lates,

we may

widely Forest and Stream circustate that in four days we received appli-

cations for sample copies

two Canadian Provinces,

the Massachusetts Central Commission, made a statement to
the members of the intentions of the committee, and suggested action of some sort by the association. On motion
of ex Gov Talbot, a committee of three was appointed to
confer with the Commissioners, consisting of Gov. Thomas
Talbot, Weston Lewis, and Dr. E. D. Miller. The President was added to the number. The subject of lobsters
and trout was discussed, and a close time was arranged for
the latter.
The President stated that there was no question
but the present Legislature would pass a law in comformity
with the laws of other States. Dr. Ord way read a letter
.

just as much innate in the young as others, the origin
of which is lost, we are inclined to consider all instinct,
so called, but the sum of inherited experience. The parent transmits to the young, not only its general form and

and not only its specific mental likewhich distinguish it as an
individual, and, to a less extent, those traits which it has
acquired during its life. Instincts are habits fixed by heredity and are unconsciously obeyed, and this rule admits
of few exceptions. Pointer pups taken into the field, unaccompanied by older dogs, will stand with muscles
strained and eyes fixed at the first partridge they see. The
young shepherd dog shows a disposition to guard stock.
ness, but also those peculiarities

from twenty-six different States,
England prance, and Ireland,

New York Fish
Commissioners, requesting in justice to that State, that a
close time should be made.
After the regular business was
transacted, the members did ample justice to an elegant
collation gotten up J. B. Smith, caterer.
The interest in
from Hon. R. B. Roosevelt, one of the

this organization is constantly

game. Certain races of Indians also inherit scent, and so do
negroes. Dr. James S. Bailey mentions a family of negroes who inherited this faculty in a remarkable degree.
No matter how stealthily a white person approached their
cabin at night, their conversation would immediately be
hushed, and they would discover his approach by their

But besides this, changes in the manner of life, habits
made necessary or caused by new conditions and environment are transmissible; and here enters that wedge of variation which seems to have been so instrumental in producing the present diversity of form among animals and
Before the settlement of this country all the
plants.
swallows nested in hollow trees, in caves, and under ledges
of rock, as they yet do in the far West and in the remote
But when farmers began
forests of the British provinces.
to till the land, and to keep cattle, and erect houses, the
swallows, probably at first attracted by the greater number of insects, seized upon the out-houses and chimneys as
more suitable places for building their nests, and have
gradually abandoned the woods in the settled parts of the
country altogether. Their young have not gone back to
the woods and caves although some of the first generation may have done so— and have little by little modified
the shape of the nest to suit the new situation, until there
is a very great difference between the nests built in our
barns and those built by the wild birds of the same species

—

Rocky Mountains.
was long ago found out

in the

advantageous
traits in horses and cattle could be perpetuated and augmented, the power to make these peculiarities more lasting
and more prominent increasing with each generation.
Examples of this are numerous and known to every breed
er, and it is upon this faculty of inheritance, under advantageous conditions, that Mr. Darwin hinges his doctrine
But, not only do good
of evolution by natural selection.
features perpetuate themselves, but evils and deformity
also come under the influence of inheritance, and are the
surest of all to descend from generation to generation.
It

Even those deformities

that certain

that arise

from

artifice or

accident

Many

Indian tribes of Peru, and some
bad peculiar modes of distorting the
heads of their children, and now many children are born
with their heads out of shape in this peculiar way. Esquimaux sledge dogs and Manx cats usually have to suffer
the loss of their tails, and their puppies and kittens are
often born tailless, and in rare cases the loss of a limb in
men has resulted in their children having but one arm or
Blindness, deafness, insanity, idiocy, and morbid apleg.
petites are all inherited, and statistics abound to show the
extent to which this influence has tainted the human race.
In view of these facts, which recent investigations have
are transmissible.
of the

Oregon

brought to

coast,

light, the

study of the heredity of disease, in

mankind,becomes one of the deepest interest
and importance. To a thoughtful man, it is fearful to consider how unwittingly men are daily sowing seeds of disease and infirmity in their frames, which, once rooted, can
never be eradicated, but which will reappear again and
again in one form or another. No man may contract
asthma, rheumatism, gout, consumption, or any disease
their relation to

which affects his blood, through carelessness or whisky,
or any other form of dissipation, and plead that it hurts
himself alone. If he have children he surely curses them
with an infirm constitution, and opens an ever-broadening,
ever deepening channel for a new stream of misery to flow
through the world. Our insane and idiot and inebriate
asylums, our hospitals for consumptives and scrofulous
patients, even our prisons, are witnesses of the certainty of
this result. It has been said that there never now occurs—
no such a thing is recorded in recent times— an original
case of syphilitic disease. This may be too strong a statement, for some physicians doubt its truth; but it is certain
that hundreds of innocent families bear in their systems
and faces to-day the living, loathsome marks of their remote forefathers' vices, who are not aware of the fact and
cause of their suffering. Not alone does the good men do
The iniquities of the fathers are visited
live after them.
upon the children even unto the third and fourth generaFor any one who cares for his race or his children,
tion.
could there be a stronger argument for leading a pure,
wholesome, careful life, than these facts contain?

on the

increase.

—The Ravenna {Ohio) Bepublican Democrat
destruction of

All spiders construct webs, yet each variety constructs its
web peculiar to itself. The dog not only inherits scent,
but also that which enables him to know a definite kind of

scent.

All communications whatever, whether relating to business or literary
Correspondence, must be addressed to The Forest and Stream Publishing Company. Personal or private letters of course excepted.
All communications intended for publication must be accompanied with
real name, as a guaranty of good faith. Names will not be published if
objection be made. No anonymous contributions will be regarded.
Articles relating to any topic within the scope of this paper are solicited.
cannot promise to return rejected manuscripts.
Secretaries of Clubs and Associations are urged to favor us with brief
notes of their movements and transactions, as it is the aim of this paper
to become a medium of useful and reliable information between gentlemen sportsmen from one end of the country to the other and they will
find our columns a desirable medium for advertising announcements.
The Publishers of Forest and Stream aim to merit and secure the
patronage and countenance of that portion of the community whose refined intelligence enables them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that
is beautiful in Nature. It will pander to no depraved tastes, nor pervert
the legitimate sports of land and water to those base uses which always
tend to make them unpopular with the virtuous and good. No advertisement or business notice of an immoral character will be received on any
fcerms ; and nothing will be admitted to any department of the paper that
may not be read with propriety in the home circle.
We cannot be responsible for the dereliction of the mail service, if
money remitted to us is lost.
Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday of each week, if possible.
HILLOCK, Editor.
WILLI \ C. H4RRI8. Business Afanaeer,

MR.

Massachusetts Anglers' Association —A large and
was held at their
rooms on Wednesday evening, January 12th. Dr. John
P. Ord way, the President, in the chair. J. V. Meigs, of
enthusiastic meeting of this association

external appearance,

§nhli$hing

CHATHAM STREET,

Vt

THERE are probably few persons now living who have

now

TTT

JHort&t

GAME PROTECTION.

paid the subject any attention, who are not inclined to contribute to the influences of inheritance many
more characteristics than were formerly assigned to that
source.
Less is heard of the term ^'instinct" and more of
the term "hereditary." It has been seen that much of
that which we call intuitive in animals and men, is only
the same knowledge, perhaps a little exaggerated, as their
parents possessed; and when, as in the case of the eave
swallow, we know the origin of certain habits which are
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HEREDITARY INFLUENCES.

all

game by
and recommends

small birds and

with their dogs and

ferrets,

deplores the
bag-hunters
a law sub-

jecting all such trespassers to a fine of $50, with confiscation of their dogs and ferrets.
One reason why the game
law so often proves a dead letter, it says, "is because they

almost always been drawn up by those who live
and passed through their influence, and
are consequently looked upon with distrust and suspicion by most people, who think and believe that the sportsmen (so called) desire to prevent the birds and other animals from being killed, even by the owners of the soil, in
order, at certain seasons of the year, that the country
may be invaded by them and their friends, sallying from
the cities to gratify their own pleasure in the destruction
of the game, to the exclusion of everybody else, they having the advantage of trained dogs always at hand." There
is no doubt that this feeling of jealously is prevalent in
Time only can eradicate it, improved by a
rural districts.
judicious use of enlightening influences, and a contact and
mutual understanding between the denizens of town and
country.

have

in large cities,

—The

West Jersey Game Protective Society held its
Camden on Wednesday, January
was very large; the action of the
committee on stocking forests and streams with game and
Their agent, Capt. Pierce, the
fish was highly approved.
South Jersey fish culturist, was congratulated upon his
quarterly meeting in
The attendance
19th.

success in connection with the mattter.

—

A powerful society for the prevention of cruelty to animals has been established in Brooklyn. Mr. George W.
Johnson is Superintendent and Secretary. The officers are

—

a3 follows: President, John De Grauw; Vice Presidents;
John W. Hunter, Samuel McLean, James Stuart Gillen,
Charles W. Russel, John Greenwood, Henry E. Nesmith,
Augustus E. Masters; Secretary and Superintendent, Geo.
Will Johnson; Chairman Executive Committee, Horace
B. Claflin, Agents, Frank O. Clark, Charles Crissey and
William De Nyse, assisted by a large force of special officers.

San Francisco,

lX

Cal., Jan. 1st, 1876.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
There is considerable controversy just now going on in our
whether our numerous seals or sea lions should be destroyed

papers,

or not.
that they are terrific devourers of our fish, and are destroying our fisheries; others, while they admit that they feed much on
fish, insist that their destruction of them is vastly overrated, and that
tbey eat more of the Crustacea and other kinds of ocean production.
For my own part. I consider that these animals do certainly live upon a

Some contend

amount of fish food, and thereby considerably diminish our fish
supplies; but lam decidedly of opinion that the many Chinese fishermen, by tbe use of nets permanently fastened to their many stakes
driven into the bottom of our bay in all directions, and these nets with
meshes almost as fine as a mosquito bar, effect an infinitely greater
amount of mischief, and it is a great wonder that they should have been
permitted to ply their business in the extirpation of small fish, and even
very spawn, so long as thev have. They send hundreds of tons of
large

their

made into a kind of paste, to China. However, I trust
Tnis nefarious proceeding of
their time of reckoning is nearly at hand.
wholesale slaughter is about to be put a stop to. The public is being
now aroused, and a pablic meeting of cur Italian and other fishermen,
these small fry

and some of our best citizens, has been held, and resolutions, have been
an enpassed with instructions to our legislators at Sacramento to make
small
actment to forbid the use of any nets whatever with meshes
disalenough to hold and destroy the young fish of our waters, and to
the bay,
low the use of stakes, which actually impede, in many parts of
the navigation of boats and vessels.

Whether c*ir Legislature will repeal the existing laws, which preserves
know; but I am one
the sea lions at the mouth of our harbor, I do not
least, being put hors du
of the advocates for a large portion of them, at
parsed the SenI am informed that the repeal of that law has
combat
in the other departate but what will be the fate of the law to repeal
trust that so great
ment of the legislative body I cannot yet tell. I only
as is now going
sport
angling
and
fisheries
our
to
an evil as the injury
as possible. Let us have
on, will, in all justice, be remedied as speedily
have the bentflt of your
vour sympathies, and we should be very glad to
numerous readers and corresponopinion, and that of some of your
seals for fish food
dents, as to the capacity and rapacity of
E. «J. .HOOPER.

on the
We were once engaged for three months in fishing
to latitude

Labrador

coast,

from the

Strait of

Belle Isle

be very deduring which time we found the seals to
degree as
that
to
not
but
structive to salmon fisheries,
mutilated
They
remunerative.
being
prevent the fishing
55°

more than they

ate.

Cambridge, Mass., Jan.

^/

15th, 1876.

.*
Editor Forest and Stream:—
fe
Commissioners of Calif omla
Every year we are told that the Fish
as
thousand
many
so
streams
other
placed in the Sacramento and

have

the case

may

be, of

salmon or

*>ther fry,

with a view

to the replenishing

-

FOREST AND STREAM
and bay with, salmon, and also the acclimation of eastern
such as the shad, black bass, lobsters, etc. Now, the supplies of
of San Francisco have been steadily increasing for a
fish in the Bay
number of years, and at last people in general have begun to take noThere is a law prohibiting the killing of the sea lions which
tice of it.
because they, inhabiting exclusively two
live at the entrance to the bay,
immediately below the Cliif House, are a sort of
or three large rocks
natural curiosity, and almost the only one we have to show visitors.
of the rivers

fish,

The Legislature

is

now recommended

to repeal this law,

on the ground

the fish. They undoubtedly musi. eat a conthat the lions are eating all
siderable quantity; but the real source of the diminution will be seen

from the following extract from the Antioch (Cal.) Ledger:—
"Only a few days since," says the Ledger, "we watched the modus
operandi of catching fish on the San Joaquin. Two Chinese iunks or
schooners appeared in the river, each holding the end of a remarkably
The schooners then separated and swept the waters with the
fine net.
net to the shore. Fish of all sizes are tnus caught, and none, not even
ever returned to the water. Those too
the smallest salmon trout, are
thrown on shore or fed to poultry. It is said by
snvill for market are
1
those familiar with the Chinaman s mode of fishing, that one of these
and
behind,
they are far greater enemies to their
salmon
young
no
leaves
propagatioa than the seals.

1 '

This will probably account for the non-appearance of the shad, etc.,
I
that the Commissioners took so much pains to put into our rivers.
have often watched the Chinamen fishing, and the operation is substanthe very smallest sardine escaptially the same as the above, not even
ing The fact that the Chinese export annually to China nearly $400,0u0
worth of shrimps and smad fish-try, speaks for itself. Besides these
seines, the Chinese have pole nets, which resemble mosquito netting in
textnre, and which remain set all the year, swinging with the tide on the
Some of the nets extend out almost half a mile
flats around the bay.
from the shore, and are murderous to the smallest fish, which, as the
Ledaer says, are never re' urned to the water, but are dried and exported
to China. The society of Italian fishermen are taking steps to memorialize the Legislature on this question, and unless something is speedily
Howard.
done about it, the Commissioners may as well 'give up.

Our correspondent "will ascertain, by reference to our
columns, that we have already had much to say upon the
Additional communications will also
subject of his letter.
be found under this head, and in the Sea and Kiver Department, of our current issue.

shot, the cub took to a tree, and on the securing of the cub, was where
the law'point came in. Said cub being valued at $40, and on this point
the evidence ran, '-thusly," to quote A. Ward, and the jury rendered a
verdict "in accoradance with the evidence." It seemed that Piper
brought the cub down, the lawyer put his coat around him, and thus enabled the hunter to secure him. The jury gave the cub to the man

that held the coat.
Hunting in New Hampshire is good if the hunter only goes to the
right place. In my next letter I will endeavor to indicate where said
spot is to be found.
F. D. J.

-*-»^

FEATS AND TRAITS OF SIR GEORGE
GORE.
HIS

WESTERN HUNT OF

1855-6-7.

MEN

of deeds are not usually men of words, and thus
happens that Sir George Gore, after two year's
of hunting exploits and adventures in the wilds of the
Far West, accumulating a fund of experiences, whose narration could not be other than fascinating to every lover of
the wild and perilous, went quietly home, and, however,
he may have enacted his deeds over again by his own fireside, never told the world anything about them in a book.
it

It is, therefore, a reasonable presumption, that many a
well informed reader of Forest and Stream never heard
of Sir George until his recent return to America in his
old charcter of sportsman and tourist. The writer himself

none too well acquainted with the Irish nobleman's earhunting experiences in our western wilds, but having
picked up here and there a few items of information in reference thereto, proposes to share them with his fellow
readers of the Forest and Stream, believing they will

is

lier

some interest.
Having procured from the Superintendent of Indian Af-

possess

passport through the Indian country,
George set out, in 1855, with probably the most extensive and well equipped purely pleasure outfit that ever
fairs at St. Louis, a

Sir

Ferrisbitcgh, yt., Jan. 15th,

\

1876.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
The Ferrisburgh Sportsman's Club held its annual meeting on the 14th
inst., when its officers for the ensuing year were elected as follows:—
President, Wm. A. Leonard; Vice President, John A. Cadwell; Secretary, R. E. Robinson; Treasurer, Byron W. Field; Executive ComHall, H. C. Martin, and R. Parker, Jr.;
mittee, Walker Field,

ME.

Doorkeeper, Joseph Birkett.
When the Legislature of 1874 enacted the first really effective, if not
the only, code of laws for the protection of jc,ame and fish which Vermont has ever possessed, a few persons here who felt a vital interest
in such protection, united in this organization for the enforcement of
these laws, and the promotion of all objects advantageous to sportsmen.
all of them taking a very lively interest
our achievements have not been great; but
nevertheless there is much to encourage us to continue our organization,
and to encourage the sportsmen in the towns throughout the State to
There has been but one prosecution for violaunite as we have done.
tion of the game and fish laws (for taking black bass out of season).
The simple fact of the existence of a body, standing ready to enforce
these laws, has bepn so effective that there has been very few violations
Doubtless there have been some, but so
of them in this neighborhood.
few and so slight as to work little harm. One of the earliest acts of the

Its

members being few, and not

in the objects of the club,

club was to request the Fish Commissioners to restock Lewis Creek
with salmon. This request was complied with, and on the 22d of May,
1875 Fish Commissioner Dr. M. C. Edmunds brought on from the
Chariestown hatching establishment 50,000 salmon fry, which were
turned out in Lewis Creek. If the experiment proves successful, a considerable share of the cre.iit will be due to this club for having called the
attention of Dr. Edmunds to it; for he was uniware of the true character of the stream as he was of its having been a favorite breeding place
for salmon in early times. Upon teeing it, he pronounced it as finelooking a salmon stream as he had seen in Maine or the British

Provinces.

The club has been strengthened by the acquisition of new members of
therUiht sort, and of late an increased interest has been manifested,
owing, in a great measure, to the introduction of discnssions of the habits of game and fish, and other subjects interesting to sportsmen.
R. E. Robinson, Secretary.

No doubt the format ion and existence of a protective
club in any locality, exerts a moral influence and effect of
the most salutary kind. People will not break laws with
the police officers in sight.
Sotjth

Farnworth, N. H. January

6th, 1876.

\ Editor Forest and Stream :—
New Hampshire

a Stute, where the earnest sportsman can find a
and where the hunter, that hunts for piofit, can still
make the business "pay." The Game and Fish League of New Hampshire, of which Col. John B. Clarke, an earnest and adroit sportsman
is President, has done, and is doing a world of good, in aiding the lovers
of sport to secure their just rights.
The slaughter of ruffed grouse at «U
times of the j ear is no longer allowed, and the increase in their numbers even in so short a time, has been remarkable, and the sport at the
right season, ha* become splendid.
The trout, that had become almost
exterminated, have already oegan to fill the streams, and Col. Clarke and
his associates can well congratulate themselves on having done a great
and good work.
But New Hampshire is a State that affords sports of another kind. Bears
abound among the mountains, and at least one man has more than a local
representation as aNimrod, and that is Joshua H. Piper, of Albany, a
back town, that is chiefly mountaius, having within its limits all of the
stately Cnocona Range and where Mr. Piper.remains, hunts and fishes,
monarch of the mountains. Yeais ago, before the present "Albany
hunter" was born, a man lived and hnnted there who bore that title,
and was known all over the State, a man whose life was a romance filled
with wild adventure. Stephen Allard was his name, and his memory
He was a man who could tell
is still cheiished among his native wilds
Btories of wild adventures, that those who did not know the man, were
inclined to disbelieve, and, with many, Mr. Allard passed as a modern
Baron Munchausen, while in fact he was a New Hampshire Davy Crockett, honest, simple, true hearted, and most respected by his townsmen,
who several times sent him to the General Court, where the "Albany bear
hunter" made a sensation, something like that created by Col. Crockett's
is still

field for Lis efforts,

appearance in Washington, to take his seat in Congress. He bore the
the stump of his left arm, which
mark of at lest one battle with bruin,
had been bitten off years before. The old hunter, dressed in "homefipun" with bis erect form, rough speech, and qnick wit, formed one of
the sights of Concord, when I^aac Hill was governor. In the last years
of his life, wnen questioned about the number of bears he had killed, he
rfplied that he had "kept count of between five and six hundred," a record that few readers of Forest and Stream can equal.
They had a remarkable trial by jury, in Carroll county in October

m

last,

turning on the ownership of a bear (dead) and a cub (live). The
were the "Albany hunter," Piper, and the Hon. De Wit C. Carof Ossopee county, lawyer and earnest sportsman. The party were

parties
ter,

hunting in Albany, and found an old bear and a cub.

The

bear, Piper

penetrated our western wilderness. The party consisted
men, comprising, as Marcy tells us, "secretaries, steward, cooks, fly-makers, dog-tenders, hunters,
servants, etc," and was provided with thirty wagons, loaded with equipage and supplies, many dogs and saddle
He had secured the services of the celebrated Jim
horses.
Bridger as guide and interpreter, a position for which the
latter's extended experience upon the frontier, eminently
It is not to be supposed that Sir George
qualified him.
was unsupplied with an assortment of the best guns for his
purposes that were obtainable, and accordingly we find
him in possession of a small arsenal of weapons of various
of forty-three

patterns and calibre, suited to the different varieties of
game, all by the best makers of that day, as Joe Manton,
Purdy, Westley Richards, and others.
Ascending the Missouri River from St. Louis, and following up the valley of the main Platte and its northern
fork, hunting as he went, through a region not then, as
now, partially secured to civilization, he finally crossed the
Yellowstone, where, at the mouth of Tongue River, he
built a fort.

Here, in a perfect hunter's paradise, a region

which the Sioux have since contended hotly and strewn
with the corpses of murdered whites, he remained nine
months, pursuing his hunting projects, and must it be
written? trading with the Indians. At least he is accused
of this breach of American law, and upon excellent authority, Indian Agent Vaughan, a fine Virginia gentlefor

—

of the olden time, having made official complaint
thereof to his superiors.
Bridger related to Marcy that it was Sir George's custom
to sleep till ten or eleven o'clock in the morning, when he

man

arose, took his

bath and breakfast, and then set out for the

day's hunt, usually alone. Frequently he remained out as
late as ten o'clock at night, generally returning successful.
He then ate dinner, concluding with several glasses of

wine, often inviting Bridger to partake with him. The
company of the old hero with his odd speeches seeming to
afford him much amusement, and closed the day by readbed-time. Sometimes his reading was aloud,
with Bridger for an auditor; and Marcy relates, in "Army
Life on the Border," two or three amusing specimens of
the criticisms upon the the authors read, which Sir George
drew out from the rough old frontiersman, but the reader

ing until

who goes

to that entertaining

volume

to enjoy them, is re-

warned by one who knew Bridger well, that his
speech was not quite so provincial as that which Marcy
spectfully

puts into his mouth.
The destruction of game by Sir George's party was so
great as to excite the indignation of the Indians and bring

upon their part, to which Agent
Vaughan gave official expression to the Government. The
Indians were willing that the party should kill all the game
forth a remonstrance

they needed as food, but objected to the wholesale slaughter for mere sport, the carcagses being left to rot upon the
That the remonstrance was well-grounded, and
prairie.
that Sir George met with abundant success in the sports
he had come so far to enjoy, will appears when we state
that the party destroyed one hundred and five bears, forty
of which were grizzlies; two thousand five hundred buffalo,
besides uncounted hundreds of elk, deer, antelope, and other
game. At last the Indians, in retaliation, drove off a considerable part of his horses in one swoop, and subsequently,
in the Winter of 1856-7, while he was quartered upon the

Missouri between Forts Union and Berthold, made a clean
sweep of the remainder.
In the Summer of 1856, Sir George broke up his encampment at the mouth of Tongue River, and dispatched his
wagons to Fort Union, at the mouth of the Yellowstone,
by land, himself with a portion of his party decended the
Yellowstone in boats prepared of some of the hides he had

393
secured, going into

camp

at the

mouth

of

that stream,

where he remained two or three weeks. While there he
endeavored to sell his wagons and other means of transporFort
tation to the Agent of the American Fur Company at
Union, but not getting the price he demanded, he made a
bonfire of all that was combustible and threw the rest into
the river. Having prepared a large Mackinaw boat, he
embarked his party and sailed down the Missouri, wintering upon that stream, above Fort Berthold, and the following Spring continued his voyage to the East.
Bridger's estimate of Sir George was, in the language of
Marcy, that he is "a bold, dashing, and successful sportsman, a social companion, and an agreeable gentleman."
Lest the sympathetic reader should be in dread that Sir
George rendered himself bankrupt by maintaining for two
years so extensive a party on so extended a tour, we hasten
to sav that he is reputed to be the possessor of an annual
And it is presumable that he received
income of $200,000
as it must have been, what to his
great
from the outlay,
apprehension was a sufficient equivalent, or we should not
see him again catering to his hunting proclivities upon our
If it is true, as stated, that he returned home with
shores.
renewed health, and probably ten years added to his life,
few will deny that with his ample revenues it was well
worth his while to pass two years among savage men, and
amid savage wilds in a manner so agreeable to one of his
Cavalier.
adventurous mind.
1876.
1st,
January
Montana,
Shaw,
Fort
««»•
.

i

Central New York Poultry Association holds its
third annual exhibition in the City Hall, Utica, on the 9th
February, continuing until the 16th. Entries for competiThe premium list, in addition to
tion close February 4th.
the gold and silver medals for the best and second best display of fowls and chickens, comprises money prizes for

—The

every variety of fowl dreamed

miums
and

of.

for song birds, pets generally,

trout.

There are also preand for salmon, bass,

-%-

.

A Worthy Member. —Mr. Wm.

Ward, one of the mem-

bers of the Toronto Gun Club, has recently been presented
by the members of the club with an address and a gold
watch for his bravery in rescuing the crew of the Olive
Branch. This was the eighth vessel's crew that Mr. Ward
had been instrumental in saving.
.*»+»

Conlin's Rifle

.

Gallery.— The seventh competition for
Farm cups took place on Thursday

the Turf, Field and

evening last. Mr. Chas. A. Cheever was the winner for
The second cup was won by
the second time, scoring 43
Mr. Frank Houghton; score, 35; and the third by Mr.
Handford Smith; score, 26. Thursday the 27th inst., the
Forest and Stream badges will be contested for. Messrs.
Cheever and Hays will have a match for'the championship
on Friday evening.
—Mr. J. S. Conlin first patented his Safety Shooting
.

Gallery,
1876.

16th, 1868; patent re-issued January 21st,
is the first man, as far as we can learn,

June

Mr. Conlin

received a patent on shooting galleries in the United
Mr. Conlin who from his ample experience is well
qualified, is now prepared to superintend the erection of,
or to furnish plans for shooting galleries on his system.

who

States.

Creedmoor,

Jr.,

Range.— The

fourth

Subscription

match; entrance, $1; ten shots off-hand; one-half the money
received to be divided between those making the 1st, 5th,
The winners were—W. B.
10th, 15th, and 20th scores.
Farwell, 45; W. H. H. Sabin, 44; J. Tragesser, 42; W. B.
Farwell, 41 ;R. Rathbone, 41. On Feb. 1st the competition
for the U. M. Car. Co.'s badges will take place at this
range; also, next Saturday, the employes of the Centennial
and Home Insurance Company will have their return
match.

—

Hell wig's Gallery. The eighth weekly competition
shooting in lying position for a gold medal, double-bairel
shot gun, a rifle, and a revolver, took place at Hellwig's
new gallery, No. 271 and 273 Eighth avenue, January 19th,
The winners were: First prize, T. C. Banks, 45;
1876.

—

second prize, Donald Cameron, 45; third prize, D.E. Vannett, 40; fourth prize, M. L. Riggs, 30.

—

Morsemere. The fifth competition for
phy took place on Thursday, ths 20th inst.

the Harris troMessrs. Smyth

and Garrison's scores resulted in a tie. They each had
one shot to decide who should occupy first place, Mr.
Smyth made 4 and Mr. Garrison 3. This makes two victories out of the necessary three for Mr. Smyth.
We append best scores
:

Name.
D. Smyth
H. L. Garrison

Score.

Name.

71 H.J. Qninn...
71 H. Maynard

G. Frazier.
Frederick Shonmrd.

70jG. Underbill.
......

.

Score.
67
....67
.

„

.65

.681

Glen Drake— On Thursday the 20th inst., Mr. Geo.
H.Thompson was the winner of the Remington sewing

machine; score, 39. A meeting of the directors was held
on Friday afternoon. A design for a badge for life members was adopted, and a committee was appointed to procure the same.
Rifle. —The journalists conof the weekly papers of this city
met at Creedmoor Jr. on Saturday last for the purpose of
sending a challenge to their brethren of the daily press,
with a view to the ultimate formation of a Press Rifle'
Club. Representatives of the Army and Navy Journal,
the Turf, Field and Farm, the Mod and Gun, and the
Forest and Stream were present, and a challenge was
sent to Gen. Millen, of the Herald, who had consented to
receive the same on behalf of the dailies.
Yesterday, the
86th inst, j at 3 o'clock, those of the daily press who desir§

The Press and the

nected with a

number

—

—

FOREST AND STREAM.
represent these journals were to meet at the rooms of
New York Press Club for the purpose of making arrangements for places on the team. It has been suggested
that a team of eight men a side shall contest at Creedmoor
Jr. as soon as practicable.
to

the

Who Next?—The tailors have
and two matches

rifle fever,

become infected with the
Creedmoor Jr. have increased

at

the temperature and pulse of these Knights of the Shears.
The employees of Messrs. J. A. Post & Co. held a contest
on Monday the 17th inst., at which some good scores were
made. On the evening of the 20th, Devlin & Co.'s hands
tried to win glory for themselves at the butt Of the rifle.
It was the first floor against the second floor.
As the shooting progressed the excitement grew, and odds were freely
offered that the target would not be hit. At the close of
the match each shooter became the happy possessor of a
medal bearing an appropriate motto. The "Duffer" receiving one which bore the emblem ,l C. O. D.," and
showed his knowledge of its meaning by asking all to
"come over and drink-"

Massachusetts.— The members
Rifle Association practice every

Spy

at their

We give

the best scores made at the last comthose using Mr. Dittmar's powder were
Range, 200 yards.

Point.

petition,

Massachusetts
range at

of the

Saturday

when

successful.

Name.

Score.
1

D. K.rkwood

"

C.E.Saoboru

F.R. Sba'tuck

fW

A P
A.
P. riarl-P
Claikc...

J

p B Torv
^•^Cory

>

8 10 13 11

J
5 13 10

'2

"

9

g

VI

K"
^

4
9

4444

4

7

(

4455U

Best possible score— Creed mor, 50; Massachusetts,
38.7; Massachusetts, 81 8.

1

120.

Grand aver

age— Creedmoor,

The Harvard College Club —Our

rifle

club

is

now

ir^

good working order, and the members intend shortly to cbal
lenge Amherst and Wesleyan Universily.
Their best
scores have crept up to 42, 43, and 46 out of a possible 50
at 200 yards, off-hand, and 23 out of 25 at the same dis

Rifle Association],

White's Natural History of Selborne.

We

We

"Perhaps, however, the most important novelty in the
competitions was the introduction of matches between
'teams,' all the shooting having been hitherto 'individual.'
And these matches were begun by two of the most
interesting tkat have ever been organized— viz., those between the Public Schools, and between the Universities of
Oxford and Cambridge. For the first, however, only three
schools— Eton, Harrow, and Rugby— entered, and in the
second, each University was only represented by two champions."

Nathan Washburn; Secretary and Treasurer, Major
B. F. Blakeslee; Executive Committee, O. E. Pollard,' of
the Independent Rifle Club, New Britain; G. \Y*. Yale
(American team); John C. Kinney, of Franklin Rifle Club,
Hartford; Major L A. Barbour, First Infantry, and T. F.
Piunket, of the Manchester Rifle Club. The organization
starts with a good membership and excellent prospects. At
n recent practice one of the members, although an amateur,
made a score of 48 in a possible 50, at 500 yards. With
such expert riflemen as General Hawley and Mr. Yale to
coach them, the club should turnout a very strong team
for the Centennial matches.
dent,

Rhode Island Amateur Rifle Club

—On

January
proceeded
to Mr. Perkins' range at Valley Falls, for the purpose of
the 15th inst., the

members

of this association

contesting for the champion badge. Distance, 500 yards;
highest possible score, 50. The best scores were:— Keyes,
44; Rabbeth, 44; Perkins, 40; Thomas, 40; and Howe, 30.

Saratoga Rifle Club.

— On the 13th the regular match

for the club badge of the Saratoga Rifle Club took place at

the Tompkins rar.ge. Ezra Davis won with a score of
45 out out of a possible 50, F. W. Miller, 40, W. Benson,
37, G. W. Ainsworth, 86, O.Gates and E.Allen, 30, A.
F. Mitchell, 29, J. Pitney and W. H. Hodgman, 27.

—

Syracuse. We have received some targets made at the
Yates Dragoon Rifle Range, a gallery in the above city.
The targets, all being at 120 feet, are not equal those made
We shall be indebted to our
at Conlin's or Creedmoor Jr.
correspondent for a report of the matches now in progress
at this range.

—

Milwaukee. Although mid-Winter, the weather on
was so mild and pleasant, a few of the Milwau-

Jan. 14th

kee Rifle Club could not resist the temptation of enjoying
their regular practice on the WanwatOfeO Range.
They
only took one sighting shot, and the distance was 500
yards with the following result:
Name.

Score.

Total.
47

.....5444555555

Fielding

Sketch
Welles

4 5
4
5
4 4
3 3

5 5 5 4 5 5 4 5

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
5 4 3 5 4 5 4 5
5 5 5 4 5 5 4 4

45
45
45
43
43

3355420055

36
30
30

555444554

Bangs
Williams

Meunier
Turner
Hhiks

"2442543543
4542 3 255

Ormsby

The Team of Great

Britain.

—

It

them

Gazette,

much

excellent contemporary, the

from Whose columns

about systematic

rmim4

rifle

of »the history of

attention

Volunteer Service

Of us have acquired so
shooting, we find an admirable
all

Wimbledon.

Two

extracts

—The game of rackets has again become popular in the
metropolis, and matches are played nearly every day at
McQuade's Court, 404 Madison street. Nothing of any
special importance in match playing has occured, however,
since theMcQuade and Manning contest of December. Tha
new club courts on Twenty-sixth street are progressing towards completion, and it is expected that the Centennial
year will see some fine displays of the beauties of the game
there.
Several fine racket players will visit the metropolis
from England, and of course they will be entertained by
t le club, as they are chiefly military officers.

—

Skating has become the fashionable winter pastime with
the English nobility this Winter. The severe weather in
England has coated the lakes and ponds with excellent
ice and the facilities for a full engagement of skating have
therefore been unusually great. American club skates are
all the fashion, and the American parlor skates
Plympton's
patent are all the go at the London skating rinks.

—

—

— The curlers of the metropolis, in December

last, when the
cold wave rushed over the city and gave promise of keen
ice for the sport, laid out a fine programme for the season's
games, but old Prcb. has "smashed their slate" with his
intervals of mild spells of weather, and the Scotchmen
have been rendered inconsolable by their inability to
"glide the stanes" over the glittering ice, and enjoy the
excitement of their winter contests. The grand match,
North vs. South, has been twice postponed on account of
thaws, and it is now doubtful if it can ba played here this
season.
The Inter- State match, too, New Jersey vs. New
York, named to take place at Paterson, has been twice deferred from the same causefirst

—The professional base ball clubs are
1st.

The Chicago and

been in similar training

editorially.

—In our

to

getting rcnly for

St.

Louis clubs on Feb-

ruary 15th, and the Cincinnati on February 10th. The
Bostons are ordered to report by the last week in February.
The Mutuals are practicing racket daily at the Racket
Court in Madison street, and the Philadelphia clubs have

necessary arrangements.
Sir Henry Halford has written a letter to the Volunteer
Service Gazette, wherein he says that "the team which will
shoot in America this year will be selected from the best
shots in Great Britain and Ireland, and will not be reAs the use of the word
stricted to Great Britain aione."
"British" was somewhat ambiguous it is satisfactory to
know that that point is definitely settled. Our contemporary copies from us the remarkable scores made by the
calls

in the metropolis, and now it is too late in the season
expect any more skating except after a cold spell or
two for a few days should cover the lakes with strong ice.

had

February

has been generally

Chicago Rifle Club on November 27th, and

—

The skating season bids fair to be of the short and
sweet order, or like the good coffee at one's boarding house,
"very good indeed what there was of it," Here it is the
2G(h of January, and not an hour's skating has been had,
either at Prospect or Central Park. The Union Pond, in
Brooklyn, was open a few day's atter New Yoars, and the
Capitoline Lake was crowded for about a week during the
present month, but that is all the skating we have thus far

the opening of the Centennial year campaign.
The Louisville club, the Southern champions, will call their roll on

thought that the team which is to be selected in England
for the international match would exclude residents of Ireland and Scotland. The latter were expected to be represented by teams of their own. Recent correspondence
between the representatives of the National Rifle Association in England and this country has decided that there
shall be no restrictions to places in the selection of the
team. At a meeting of the National Association, of Enggland, held January 22d, Sir Henry Halford was further
authorized to represent the Association, and to make all

to

fyUonzl $$Hpime8.

association for the promotion of long

range rifle shooting has been organized at Hartford, Conn,,
to be known as the Connecticut Rifle Association.
At the
meeting on December 29, 1875, officers were chosen as follows:— President, Genera] Josheph R. Haw.ley; Vice Presi-

we

Florida;

Its Scenerv, Climate, and History.
Sidnev
J
Lanier: J. B. Lippincott & Co., Philadelphia.
In turning over the pages of Mr. Lanier's book we meet with
many
an old friend in the illustrations of familiar placee. The author has
carefully gathered together much data of value to those interested in
the
progress of the State, and compiled it in an interesting and readable
form. The body of the work, in fact, is made up of pleasing descriptions of the beaten paths of tourists, which, while they amuse, give
us
but little insight into those deeper and more rarely visited spots of
which we would fain be informed. An historical account of the State
commences with the advent of Ponce de Leon and carries us down to
the last Indian war. There is a chapter for consumptives, with much
valuable advice to those afflicted, and another on the climate, with
abundant statistics. In fact, although Mr. Lanier's work is admirably
adapted for the pages of a magazine, in wbich shape it originally appeared, we look in vain for something that is new— for some information or f tatement which has not met our eye before. The appeudix con
tains papers originally read before the Florida Fruit Grower's Association, descriptive of the
culture of those fruits for
which the
State is becoming famod, and which are destiaed to be a souice of
great wealth. To the tourist, this book will be a pleasant companion
for his journey, and he will be enlightened as to other places of note on
his trip— Charleston, Savannah, Aiken, etc.— all of which share with favored spots in Florida the charms of a genial climate; but it will not
give him those points and details of information which we look for in a
guide-book, and which are indispensable to the tourist. The information is general and superficial, rather than introspective, and belongs to
Florida past, rather than to Florida present, with its infusion of latter
day enterprise and activity.

tance.

Connecticut.— An

§itbIUittians t

these early meetings there were, except for the
Duke of Cambridge's and the Duke of Wellington's prize,
and the Second Stage of the Queen's only two classes of
rifles— Enfield and other Government weapons, and "any
riffes."
The latter were restricted in weight to ten pounds,
and neither hair triggers nor magnifying sights were allowed^
have always believed that in imposing these restrictions the Council of the National Rifle Association intended to exclude any weapons other than those adapted to
either military or sporting purposes, and that they did not
anticipate that the ingenuity of gunmakers would enable
them to produce the beautiful instruments called Match
rifles, which, while they come within the conditions, are
of no use except for target shooting.
The meeting was
evidently an extremely successful one, though the number
of competitors, of course, appears to us now very smallonly 299 Volunteers being on the ground.
need not
here go into any analysis of the shooting, which was, indeed, not very remarkable.
The Gold Medal and the
Queen's Prize were won, as everybody knows, by Mr.
Edward Ross, then a mere lad. His score was 24 out of a
possible 60, and was made up of three centres (6 points)
and eighteen outers (18 points). There was no bulls-eye in
those days at the long ranges.
Among the competitors we
find many well known names besides that of Edward

1861.
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94-42
5 4 4 4 4J10
9 10 11
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9 11 9
4 5 4
8 7 10
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1860.

"At

Ross ."
[Mr. Ross has since then carried rifle shooting to its extreme range of excellence, and is President of the Scotch
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showing the improvement made, the other intercommencement of team shooting:—-

esting as indicating the

j
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take, one

—

all

the winter,

has been made by a few discontented
A
spiiits calling themselves the National Chess Association, to
upset the arrangements now being made by the Philadelphia
Chess Club to organize a grand international tournament.
The club in question is one of the most influential organizations in the country, and it is right and proper that they
should have control at the Centennial chess meeting in
Philadelphia. The so-called National Association is practically a defunct institution, and it is to be hoped that no
chess club will take any notice of their appeal for funds.
futile effort

—The

reorganization of the Gotham Club is the first step
to a revival of old amateur ball
playing during the Centennial year. The Knickerbocker
and Excelsior will take the field in May, as also the Star
Club, of Brooklyu, and no doubt the Empires and Eagles
will follow the lead of the Gothams.
***»in

amendment looking

—

— Safety lamps
watchmen

are used
of Paris, which

:

by the night policemen and
remain good for six months

without renewal. A small glass vial holds apiece of phosphorus Ihe size of a pea, upon which is poured boiling
olive oil, sufficient to fill up about a third of the, vial, which
In use, the cork is taken out for a
is then closely corked.
moment, admitting air to the phosphorous, the vacant
inner space lights up giving a clear light, which may be
revived by a tresh uncorking.

By

Gilbert White has been called the Father of English Natural History.
a clergyman of the Established Church, who made his home in
a vine-clad cottage at Selborne, on the southern coast of England, where
he lived quietly until his death, at the age of seventy-three,
1793.
At
Selborne, White was surrounded with a charming and varied landscape,

He was

m

and he devoted nearly the whole of his time to the observation of nature and the study of the antiquities of the locality.
These observations he recorded from time to time in a series of letters to Thos. Pennant, the celebrated naturalist, and to the Hon. Daines Barrington, a
patron of science and a friend of White. These letters were continued
through more than twenty years, and in 17^8 they were collected and
published in book form. Since that time a great many editions— simple
reproductions, and with notes by different editors— have been published
in England, and with each succeeding year the veneration in which Gilbert White is held has increased, until his book has become an English
classic.
The latest edition is before us. It is an elegant octavo volume

from the presses of McMillan.. Numerous excellent illustrations enliven
the pages, and the print is clear, open, and inviting. Between the
"Natural History" and the "Antiquities" is inserted 150 pages of notes,
observations, and additions Oy Frank Buckland, the well-known Editor
of L%nd and Water. Every other p^ige of White's text induces a halfpage note from Mr. Bucktaud, mo^t of which arc taken from his own
wide experience, or from the accounts of trustworthy correspondents
of his newspaper. They form a wonderfully valuable commentary upon
the pages of the older writei, and show that Frank Buckland is a disciple of which the "quiet country parson" mi^ht well feel proud. It is an
appetising book, and we wish every person in the country might read it,
and be stimulated by it to use his eves and ears in finding out, and his
pen in making known the natural history of his own Selborne, wherever
it

may

be.

-*-

MAGAZINES.
In one respect Scribner's for Feb-

Scribner's Magazine.

rnary is like Scribner's for every other month in the year, and it is full of
useful and interesting reading, contributed by some of the most thoughtful and intelligent minds.
will not anticipate the pleasure which
those who buy it will enjoy in its perusal, by a review or synopsis of its
-')•;:-, ;,ut cordially recommend it to all who wish to while away a
iJoiue hour, or seek instruction in its most attractive form.

We

Appleton's Journal.
This popular weekly journal is a
example of literary conservatism. Its selections are invariably
good. The issue of last week, among other interesting papers, contained an illustrated article on "American Historic Houses," valuable as
a record of the scenes of some of the earlier events in our history. Mr.
Christian Reid is contributing an interesting serial entitled "The Land
of the Sky; or, Adventures in Mountain By-Ways," descriptive of the
beautiful mountain scenery of Virginia, with a toupcon of romance for
spice.
As a record of science, invention, and discovery alone, the
capital

Journal

The

is

well worth the

Eclectic,

trifle- it

which

is

costs.

now

in its

twenty-third volume,

contains in the February number an unusually good selection of the
choicest articles from the foreign magazines and rsviews. Perhaps
"Modern Sorcery," from the British Quarterly Review, is equal to any
in importance, being an elaborate analysis of the recent works of Prof.
Wm. Crookes, Dr. Bollinger, Wallace, Man an, and others, bearing upon
modern spiritualism. For lighter reading, we have the continuation of
two serials, "Jonathan," by C. C. Fraser-Tyler, and "Her Dearest Foe,"
fine portrait of Wm. M. Evarts adorns the
by Mrs. Alexander.
frontipiece, and is accompanied by a slight sketch of the distinguished
lav/yer, contributed by the editor.

A

The Galaxy for February

is

ponderous, and

if

we have

a fault to find with this most excellent magazine, it is that there is not a
fair distribution of light literature and heavy; that the latter is allowed
to preponderate. Mr. Wm. Black's eerial, "Madcap Violet," opens the

present number, aud if this story is as good as his "Princess of Thule,"
it will be a good thing for the readers of the
Galaxy. Mr. Justin McCarthy follows with a heavy article on "Home Rulers in the English
Parliament," and Mr. Aloert Rhodes one on "Suicide," which is appropriately followed by a poem entitled "Transformation," by Nora Perry.
An anonymous writer, who is supposed to be Prof. John A. Church, has
an able paper on "Army Reduction," as applied to our Own estimates as
now being; considered by Congress, which is elaborately prepared and
sonndly argued. The valuable scien'ific miscellany, the regular reviews
of current literature, and

"Nebuke," by the

editor,

conclude the num-

ber.

to us this month fresh and cheery as
and with lots of entertaining matter for the girls and boys. The
story of the "Black Douglas" opens the number and furnishes the frontispiece.
Then we have Mr. ISoah Brooks' interesting serial of the

St Nicholas comes

usual,

"Boy Emigrants," who
ifornia,

and now

kill

are

s

ruggling across the plains en route for Gal'

their first buffalo.

Our friend Fred Mather con-

tributes one of his useful sketches, this time teaching the boys bow to
make and use a "toboggan," the sled used in Canada, where the snow is
deep and the light crust would be cut through by runners. The table of

contents is long and varied, nearly e\ery article illustrated, and that,
Buy it for the little ones.
too, in the nicest style.

—Dr, Charles

l,

Al Fresco"), whose Florknown, says of the Boudren
Lamp, manufactured by the White Manufacturing ComJ.

Ken worthy,

(

ida expeditions are well

pany, in Bridgeport, Ct. :—

am so

thoroughly satisfied with the lamp, fron t practical test, that
it.
To the sportsman J consider U an acquisition; and
the raanufactmerg claim for it,"

"I

I wish to notice
all

—

FOREST AND STREAM.
^uchting and Ranting.
4

All communications
later

than

from

Secretaries

Monday In each week.

and

friends should be mailed no

HIGH WATER, FOR THE WEEK.
Date,

Jan. 21
Jan. 28

Jan.29
Jan. 30
Jan. 31
Feb. 1
Feb. 2

TCE YACHTING.

WE

give herewith, for the benefit of our numerous
who have questioned us upon the subject, a cut of an ice boat, for which we are indebted to our
valuable contemporary the Scientific American.
Notwithstanding the fact that the present very remarkable and unusual season has interfered sadly with the ice yachtsmen
of the Hudson River, the interest in the sport continues
subscribers

unabated, and each year sees the launching of new crafts,
with later improvements and still more expensive fittings,
until now the fleet vessels
are built as expensively

and daintily as their floating sisters. The boat represented
in the engraving is the Haze, belonging to Aaron Tnnis,
Esq., of Poughkeepsie, who claims to have made with her
the remarkable time of nine miles in seven miuutes, or at
the rate of seventy-seven miles per hour.
The greatest
speed is made with the wind on the beam. No great speed

aft, (called the

rudder), are

steel shoes bolted

to

made

of 2 inch plank,

and have

them by means of

bolts tapped into
the shoe and running through the wood, having
their heads
countersunk therein so as to be flush. The shoes are fastened by 5f inch bolts tapped into them; they are ground
on the running edge to an angle of 90°, and are
If inches
deep.
The after-runner, or rudder, is smaller than the forward
ones, and is fastened to a rudder-post, which passes through
tne keel and terminates in a tiller, 2 feet 8 inches long
by
which the boat is steered.
The body is planked on the under side with inch boards
for a distance of about 7 feet from the after-end.
The mast is 20 feet high, 5 inches in diameter at the foot
and 3£ inches at the top, and has a top mast fixed into the
top 3 feet long, 2 inches in diameter at the large and 1 inch
at the small end.
The bowsprit is 16 feet long, 6 inches deep at the widest
part and 3$ at the ends, and is 3 inches wide on the bottom bevelling to 2 inches on the top. It is fastened to the
keel by means of an iron band three-quarters of an inch
wide, and also by a bolt running through both.
The boom is 29 feet long, 4| inches in diameter in the
centre, and 2| inches at the ends.
It is fastened aft of the
mast by means of an eye and a staple.
The jib boom is 15 feet 3 inches long,
inches in diameter at the centie, and 2 inches at the ends, and is fastened
to the forward end of the bowsprit.
The gaff is 8 feet nine inches long, 2 inches in diameter,
and has the jaws made to an angle, so that they set square
across the mast.
The sails are two in number, the maiusail and the jib.
The mainsail has the following dimensions: hoist, 14 i'eet
6 inches; foot, 28 feet; head, 8 feet; leach, 28 feet; the
lift of the mainsail at the end of the boom is 1
foot 6
inches.
The dimensions of the jib are as follows; hoist, 15 feet;
foot, 14i feet; leach, 22 feet; and it has a lift of one foot.'
The rigging is of half inch round iron aud wire rope.

U

The above definition does not prevent boat builders from
rowing unless in the case of an individual whom it can be
shown has practiced with the oar to an undue extent. The
sign of boat builders will not hereafter disqualify such
from rowing. Janitors of boat houses, however, are de-

A

barred.
resolution requiring that all prizes now in possession of winners be returned to the association to be disposed of to the best advantage, and flags substituted thereresolution was adopted indorsing the infor, was lost.
vitation extended to the principal rowing clubs of Europe
Amateur crews
to participate in the Centennial regatta.
from England, Ireland and France will certainly compete,
and also professional crews from the Thames and Tyne.
A very important resolution was also adopted, the effect
of which is to confine oarsmen who maybe members of
several clubs to enter from but one.
The next regatta
of the association will be held at Philadeladelphia, on or
about the 21st of August next, and prior to the Centennial
regatta.
The regatta committee consists of Alex. Kumbaar, Juo. E. Eustis, Marcellus Bailey, E. R. Craft, and
H, W. Garfield.

A

CENTENNIAL NOTES.
Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 24th, 1S76.
Editok Fobest and Stream:—
The action of the Convention of the Amateur Association on the 20th

New York, meets with very general approval here, as indeed the
action of the Philadelphia representatives would show. The feeling
against allowing men to row in amateur regattas who receive, indthctly,
inst., in

a remuneration

services, is very strong.
Suspicion has atnuraher of men who, having no visible means of support, seem to devote all of their time to the science of rowing. In this
country men generally do sometiug for a living, and it is no more than
natural that what a man seems to make his occupation should be considered the business by which he secures the necessaries of life. Rowing
here is a pastime and those who. making it a pastime, cau devote but their
leisure hours to the fport, feel more than an objection to competing with
quasi professionals. But even the new definition, with its explanatory
safeguard, will not avail, unless the Executive Committe of our National Association, and all the committees of amateur regattas, have the
pluck to rigidly enforce it.
As was anticipated by rhe Centennial Regatta Committee, it seems impossible that the English universities should accept the challenge of the
An lerican colleges to row July lil.h. The date of the Centennial was
fixed (or rather was left unfixed between August 20th and September
15th, to accommodate tho.«e crews which must appear at Henley.
But
the Schuylkill Navy would be glad to have their' races here, and would
make a place on their programme for them, and would he glad to offer
the hospitality of the Q.uaker City, as far as in heir power lies. The
Navy, I think, hopes that the College Association will so accommodate
the date of their regatta that they will seenre a genuine International

tached

for. their

itself to a

I

collegiate rac«j,

Messrs. Eustis & Rees will meet th« Centennial Committee here on
Friday, and some mutual arrangement will probably be made.
The Treasurer of the Royal Sport Nautique. Brussels, has sent a request for the circular and full particulars of the rogatta, and it may be
lhar, b sides the assured repret-eniation of Croat Britain and France,
there may be crews here from Belgium and Germany.
Sculls.

BOATING AT PRINCETON.
Piunukton, N.

J., Jan. 19th. 18^6.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
Sporting mailers are exceedingly dull here just now. The University
crew have begun some light training in the gymnasium, but 'Will not
settle down to hard work for some time yet.
Capt. Nicoll hopes that,
in spite of the loss of Messrs. Middle and Hall, and the resignation ot
Mr. Parm'ey. we may turn out a very fair crew. We have with us of
last year's crew only Mr. Nicoll and Mr. VauLenup.
The Freshmen
crew aro also doing some light work, and promise well. The University
ball nine have not yet thought of .organizing: hut we shaU probably have
a good team. Of last year's nine we lose only Moffat,
dinners here
are looking forward to a good English snipe season in the Spring.

Loungku.

<^?

illwdg.
V

Slosson vs. Sexton.— The excitement in billiard circles
on the qui vine as he date fixed for the youngsters to
contend for the supremacy draws near. Both players have
been doing tall things in their practice games. Sexton, on
the 21st inst., in a game with a gentleman from St. Louis,
went out with a run of 248, while Slosson, on the same
is

I

Humphrey 700 points against his 300,
won with an average of over 83, and two was over 100.
What ]e ^is so much interest to this contest is the fact of

date, playing Alort.

can be attained in going before the wind, as it is necessary
away from as well as against it, or otherwise the
wind would be left behind. The boat seen in the distance
is the Icicle,
owned by the Commodore of the Poughkeepsie club, John A. Roosevelt, Esq., claimed to be the largest
and fastest ice boat in the world. Her total length is 68
to tack

feet.

The frame-work
Width

is»32 feet in length

from mast-step

to rudder-post.

runners,

of frame, 6 feet; distance between
26 feet; length of forward runners, 7 feet six

inches; length of

bowsprit, 25 feet; length of boom, 43
length of mast, 32 feet; carries 1,071 feet of canvas,
Jo. 7 duck, single bited. The following description of the
dimensions and mode of building an ice-yacht of about the
eize of the Haze will give an intelligible idea of their confeet;

struction:

The body,

or boat proper, is made up of three principal
or centre timber, and two side timbers.
The keel is 24 feet 6 inches long, 3 inches wide, and 9
inches deep.
The two side timbers are each %\ inches
wide and 4 inches deep. They are joined at the stern to a
semi-circle of 15 inches radius, and at the mast by means
of a curved plank 12 inches wide, 3 inches deep, and 7
feet 4 inches long, which is bolted to them.
The runner plank to which the two forward runners are
bolted, and which is bolted to the under side of the side
timbers and running under the keel, which projects about
an inch below the side timbers.
The runners are three in number, two forward and one
parts

—the keel

The Amateur Oarsmen.— On Thursday

last a

meeting

Amateur Oarsmen was held
Metropolitan Hotel in this city. The following

of the National Association of
at

the

—

permanent officers were elected: President, Commodore
James F. Ferguson, Quaker City Boat Club, Philadelphia;
Secretary, Henry W. Garfield, Excelsior Boat Club, Detroit, Mich.
Assistant Secretary, Richard Neville, Nautilus Boat Club, New York.
Delegates from twenty-five
clubs having presented their credentials, the principarbusiness before the meeting, viz.: the amending of article
three of the constitution, relating to the definition of amateur, was proceeded with.
A committee of nine having
been appointed, the proposed amendment was submitted
to them for consideration and finally adopted, as follows:-—
An amateur oarsmen is one who does not enter in an open
;

competition, or for either a stake, public or admission
or entrance fee; or competes with or against a professional for any prize; has never taught, pursued, or assisted in the pursuit of athletic exercises as a means of
livelihood; whose membership of any rowing or other
athletic club was not brought about or does not continue
because of any mutual agreement or understanding, expressed or implied, whereby his becoming or continuing a
member of such club would be of any pecuniary benefit
to him whatever, direct or indirect; who has never been
employed in any occupation involving any use of the oar
or paddle.

money

thee: Ire ie youth of the players, neither being twentytwo ye<ua of age, and their debut to the public in a regular
contest for a money stake, although both participated in
the November tournament.
Their play is wonderful, and
so sanguine is Slosson ot* his prowess he informs us
lhat in the event of his winning this game he will challenge the world for $1,500 or $3,000.
Among the knowing ones Sexton is booked for the winner, basing their
judgment on his steady, but more particular round- thetable play, while his force and masse shots are executed
with that neatness and tone so peculiar to French players.
Slosson plays with great rapidity, as if he was confined to
a certain time to finish the game, or desirous of seeing the
end.
His particular forte is nursing; no one can compare
with him making fine caroms, and we predict he will keep
the referee busy enough watching his play in order to decide count or no count.
Through the liberality of H. W.
Collender both players have been provided with new clo:h
balls, cushions, etc.
So that they will be on equal footing
as regards the tools used, and in case of defeat no blame
can be attached to aught but inferior play. The contest
takes place at Tammany Hall, Thursday evening, January 27th.

Rudolphe

vs. Daniels.—About three hundred persons
in attendance at Bumstead Hall, Boston, on January
20th, a witness a contest between the above noted players.
In a game of 600 points, three-ball, for $500, Rudolphe
conceded Daniels 150. The game was all one-sided, the
odds giver winning by a score of 600 to 276 (exclusive of
odds).
Rudolpeh's best run was 68, while Daniels reached
Averages, Rudolphe, 13J; Daniels, 6£. Referee Lu44.

were

ther S. Brooks.

—Corn cobs have of late been extensively used for fire
lighters in France. They are steeped in hot water containing two per cent, saltpetre, and after being dried at a high,
temperature, are saturated with
matter,

fifty

per cent, of resinous

-
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TENTH ANNUAL STATEMENT

HURST'S

THOMSON & SON,

Stereoscopic

_OF—

Manufacturers of

OF THE

Canvas Shooting

J

U

!

Natural History

Suits,

DEAD GRASS COLOR, WARRANTED
WATERPROOF, STRONGLY SEWED,
AND EVERY POCKET RIVETED.

OF

Sole Leather, Enameled Cloth,
WATERPROOF CANVAS and BRIDLE LEATHER

I

Cases.

CrTXHL

189 Market

Office,

CANVAS

Street,

Gun Ammunition

Shot

NEWARK,

Cartridge

N. J.

Bags

Cases.

& Belts.

Rifle Cases.

IS^O.

1st,

RIFLE COVERS AND AMMUNITION CASES.

Holsters and Belts.
BAG LEATHER AND WATERPROOF CANVAS

PARLOR ENTERTAINMENT.
We are prepared to furnish the first
the

January

1st,

-

1875,

Received for Premiums,

DOG COLLARS,
ROD AND REEL CASES,
BASKET STRAPS,

$1,652,949.59

-

88,872,91

1

.

3.

$2,600,891.65

Office:

DISBURSEMENTS.

Factory:

338 BROADWAY,

NEW

JERSEY CITY HEIGHTS,

jan27

17.

Prairie

Spotted Sand Lark
Marsh Harrier
Mallard Duck
Great Horned Owl
Great Loon, or Diver

Paid Death Claims, Endowments and Annuities, -

$196,203.13

Paid Returned Premiums and Surrendered Policies,
Paid

Salaries, Rent,

-

-

-

Paid Commissions to Agents,

Paid Advertising, Printing, and Postage,

-

-

Paid Re-Insurance,

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

M.

8PRAGUB,

Manufacturer of

52,820.06

CEDAR BOATS,

75,315.67

jan27

Of any Desired Length and Size.
Parishville, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y.

3m

7

19,342.36

Tounded July

Paid Physicians' Fees,
Paid Taxes,

H.

210,069.56

---------------------and Contingent Expenses,

14.

15.

3m

4,

1808.

13,654,75

-

5,091.85
6,197.74

$578,695.12
52,022,196.53

------______
---------________
--------_______
-------ASSETS.

Cash

in

Bank and on hand,

Bonds and Mortgage held by Company,

$70,704.05

-

703,287.10

United States and State Bonds,

Loans on

call,

Real Estate,

Loans on

(secured

by U.

S.

Bonds and other

194,484.55
212,455.21

collaterals),

Premiums

in course of transmission,

and Deferred Premiums,

.

302,036.48

Wolf

Common American

i

Buffle

Headed Duck

Common American

Gull

Grey Fox

Vulpes Virgiuianus.

Red Head

Fuligula ErythrocephaMa.
Tetrao Umbdlus.
Procyon Lotor.
Fluligula Clangula.

Ruffed Grouse

The Racooon
The Whistler
Brown or Bald Eagle
Red Fox

ard of State of

New

Jersey,

Am. Exp.

4£-

-

per cent.,

Death claims not due and in process of adjustment,

-

Walnut

$1,437,332.00

-

$1,495,332.00
526,764.53

IT Vanity Fair,
~ • Tf
haa+. "Wntn
from t.Vi<*
the hest
Natuis eVia-irof?
shaved frnm
It ia
Meerschaum and Cigarettes. Does not
make the tongue sore. Sample on receipt of 20
cents. Highest award, Vienna, 1873. Send for cir-

A merican Opossum

Bidelphil Virginiana.
Fulica Americana.
Tetrao Mutus.

WM.

cular.

8.

KIMBALL

Peerless Tobacco Works,

________

of Policies Issued During the Tear 1875,

Insuring,

5135

From

«fc

Rochester

>

CO.,
IV. Y.

Seth Green, Supt. N. Y. State Fisheries.

Vanity Fair to be the best article of tobacco
adapted to the wants of the sportsmun. Have used
your tobaccos for many yea.s, and know them all to
I find

$9,775,050.00

be

first-class.

A

trusty friend, in weariness or trouble: a solid resource in Winter and rough weather, is a sweet pipe
with Vanity Frir. Best dealers have it.

OFFICERS:
H.

STEDWELL,

President.

C. H.

R. C.

FROST, Vice

President.

J.

J, B.

BURNET,

H.

BRINKERHOFF,
CANNIFF,

Anas

Clypeaia.

Fiber ZibetJmus,

Cornell University,

I

Ithaca, March 14th, 1870. )
I must congratulate you upon your great success in
this new educational enterprise. If we can arrange

our amusements so as to make them impart instruction to the mind, it will be a step in advance in edu-

EZRA CORNELL

Prices : By the Dozen.
By the Set of 5 Dozen, In Elegant Case,
These Stereoscopes are sold wholesale and

Secretary.

Cashier.

Medical Examiner,

1?

Chatham

$3 OO
16 OO
by

retail

st.,

P.O. box

(City Hall sq.)

2832

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

SCIENTIFIC^ FARMER.
A

16-Page Quarto, issued monthly, and full of original reading matter. It is devoted especially to science, as applied to agriculture, and is the only journal
in the world published with this avowed object.
It records all true progress in agriculture, and the
latest results of scientific research. Chemistry, botany, veterinary practice, natural history, farm mechanics, rural art'and architecture, rural law and entomology, are all prominently considered in its columns.

AMONG
For Sportsmen.

J.

Bubo Asio.

<

ral Leaf, for

Number

Obscura.

Belted Ki ng Fisher
Little Screech Owl

Forest and Stream Publishing Comp'y,

58,000.00

Surplus to Policy Holders,

Borealis.

Anas

cation.

Street, Philatfa,

Lyncm

Alcedo Alcyon.

THOS. SPARKS,

121

Anas Sponsa.
Stryx Pratincola.
Tetrao Canadensis.

American Barn Owl
Spruce Grouse

6,996.01

Office,

Halicetos Leucocephalus.
Vulpis Fulvus.

Wood Duck.

Due

Reserve on Policies in

Fuligula Albeola.
Hystrlx Hudsonius.
Ortyx Virginiana.
Larus Zonorhynchus.

North American Porcupine

Shoveller, or Spoonbill

MANUFACTURER,

Tetrao Cupido.

Grus Americana.
Ursus Americanus.
Butero Borealis.

Virginia Partridge

Musquash

31st, 1875, as per stand-

.

Pinnated Grouse
The Sand Hill Crane
The American Black Bear
Red Tailed Buzzard

60.

force December

Castor Fiber.
Scolopax Wllsoni.

.

59 .

LIABILITIES.

Glacialis.

Cervus Virginianus.
Ardea Minor.
huligula GlaciaMs.
Meleagris Gattopavo.

. .

7,651.62

SHOT & BAR LEAD

.

Snipe

American Coot
Ptarmigan

~,7.

$2,022,196.53

.

The Beaver

Furniture and Fixtures,
for Re-Insurance,

Colymbus
.

The Buff Breasted Sheldrake. Mergus Merganser
Anser Canadensis.
The Canada Goose
The New York Ermine Pulorius. .Noveboracensis.
Mergus Serrator.
Sheldrake
Brested
Red

58.

Interest,

Circus Uliginosus.

Anas Boschas.
Bubo Virginianus.

American Deer (Albinoes)
The American Bittern
Ola Wife, or Squaw Duck
The Wild Turkey

48,177.18

Accrued

Totanus Macularius.

Northern Lynx
BlackDuck

52.
53.
54.
55.
56.

414,848.79

Policies,

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

51

61,555.54

Lyncus Rufus.
Surnia Nyctea.

'

19.

10.
11.
12.

I*?.

YORK.

.

18.

9.

N. J.

Bay Lynx

American Wolf
Lupus Occidentalis,
Wild Pigeon
Ectopistes Migratoria.
Northern Panther
.Felis Concolor.
Black Crowned Night Heron
Ardea Discors.
Woodchuck
Actomys Monax.
Podiceps RubricoUis.
Red Necked Orebe
Great Blue Heron
Ardea Herodias.
American Swan
Cygnus Americanus.
Red Shouldered Buzzard
Buieo Hyemalis.
American Woodcock
Rusticola Minor.
White Fronted Goose
Anser Albifrons.
Long Eared Owl
Otus Americanus.
Hooded Sheldrake
Mergus Oucullatus.
Ped'iceps Cornutus.
Horned Grebe
Aquilla Chryscetos.
Go! den Eagle

6.

THOMSON & SON,

Cat, or

Snowy Owl

8.

&c.

Wild

2.

13 .

947,942.06

of

each specimen.
An experience of more than twenty-five years as
Taxidermist of the New York Ftate Cabinet of Natural History, and in gathering his large collection of
native and. foreign specimens, enables Mr. Hurst to
combine in every -view the locality of the specimen,
with its appropriate rocks, woods or water, and coloring from the originals.

7.

Comprising a complete line of Sportsmen's Waterproof Canvas aad Leather Goods.

$859,069.15

Received for Interest,

numbers

offer these views not as pictures only, but as
studies from nature. One of the great moving elements in our modern system of education is object
teaching. The unerring fidelity of the stereoscope
transfers the animals and birds from their natural
habitat to the rooms of the student and the fireside of
our homes, where they cannot fail to have a lasting
impression of the form, color, habits, and locality of

5.

Assets,

sixty

of

first series

To these will be added a second series of foreign
specimens, and various Animals and Birds in grotesque attitudes, never, however, violating their natu-

4.

Net

SCHOOLS

We

C*REEDMOOR AND SPORTING

JANUARY

IN

-AND

ral instincts.

Covers.

Oaxxi

FOR OBJECT TEACHING

Animals and Birds of North America.

HEAVY BAG LEATHER AND WATERPROOF

Home

Studies

From A. B. Lamborton, Rochester.
Having smoked your tobacco. Vanity Fair, by the
camp fire and by the hearth, I believe it in point of
fjagrance and taste superior to all brands known to
me. Being in search of a tobacco that would not fire
the tongue and mouth, I was made acquainted with
your Vanity Fair, and found it to be the ne plus ultra
of natural leaf.

CONTRIBUTORS ARE:

ITS

S. Clark, of the Massachusetts Agricultural College, who has few equals as a writer on

President

W.

,-,-,.£

scientific matters.

Prof. C. A. Goessmann, who is acknowledged to be
the first agricultural chemist of America.
E. Lewis Sturtevant, anthor of the "Ayrshire Cow,
the "National Ayrshire Herd Book," &c.
A. S Packard, Jr., editor of the "American Naturalist," and State Entomologist of Massachusetts.
Cressy, who is one of the foremost of our
Prof
veterinarians, and is State Veterinary Surgeon of Con-

N

Prof Levi Stockbridge, whose experiments in crophave created astonishing

raising, by special fertilizers,
public interest.
;

'

.

.

,

N. Sturtevant, Esq., South Frammgham.
Richard Goodman, Esq., Lenox.

Jos.

Does not make the tongue Sore.

OFFICE OF MIDDLE DEPARTMENT,

PREXEL BUILDING,

Corner of Wall and Broad Streets,

Smoke Vanity Fair.---It

a wonderful solace,
and the best proof that it works no injury is the refreshed feeling you awake with next morning, conscious that there is no reasonable task you could not
perform.
is

has a permanent existence; again and again does
it serve your turn, and still is ready for a fresh bout.
That pipe is always ready for its fill of Vanity Fair.
It

YORK.

For Cigarettes.

HENRY

W.

BALDWIN, Supt

-_

:

Agricultural

Cftll-P'ffG

Prof.S. T. Maynard, Massachusetts Agricultural

J N.Bagg, Member

of State Board of Agriculture.

D. P. Penhallow, S. B., Amherst.

For Meerschaums.

NEW

Prof. J. Wilkinson, Baltimore.
Prof. H. W. Parker, Massachusetts

A cigarette an interlude to the serious habit? a
graceful make-believe for spare hours. For cigarettes Vanity Fair has no equal. Best dealers have it.
is

AND MANY OTHER WRITERS OF NOTE.

Subscription price, only ONE DOLLAR a year, in
advance. Postage free.
Published by

CLARK W. BRYAN &

CO.,

Springfield, Mass.

Under the patronage
r

of the Massachusetts Agricuitural College.

janlS

U
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IVew Articles
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Chapman's German Propeller, Deeoy Bait, Trolling Pole, Line Holder, and Harpoon Combined.

Also, the Minnow Propeller, Bass, Boss, Reversible, Georgia, International Minnow, and Spring Baits.
agents employed.
To be had of all first-class dealers in Boston, New York, Chicago, Detroit, Philadelphia, Pittsburg,

No

Rods, Reels, Hooks, Lines, Etc-, at Lowest Rates.

Chapman's

Also,

and Montreal.

Electro Silicon Polish.

Enclose stamp, for Illustrated Catalogue, to

W. IX

Holmes, Shaw, Brown &
_^

Co.,

OJtf.

AIRMAN,

Bordentown, N.

<&>

SON, Theresa,

New Yorlc.

J.,

BUILDERS OF

Fast Iron Steam Yachts, Launches, and Torpedo Boats
Builders

CONTINENTAL

(50 feet),

of* the
FIREFLY

speed 17.94 miles per hour;

KEEP THIS CHECK

Famous

(50 feet), 1T.94

Iron

Steam Yaclits

miles per hour;

MINNEHAHA,

building (55 feet), 18 to 20 miles an hour.

SIGHT

IN

UNTIL YOU REACH

A 3000

252

DOLLARS
General

Accident

TICKET,

Cents

Broadway,

ACCIDENT
POLICIES by

the month or
for any amount,
from
$1,000 to $5,000, with weekly
indemnity in the ratio of $5 to

year
I

Ne^TV York.

I

Sharps New Long Range

Rifle.

Hartford Accident ,ns ' Co

ONE DAY.

-»hycHR|i|rr
ARMSTRONG, Manager;

OF HARTFORD, CONN.

W.

-A..

I

now in stock a complete assortment of Rifles of all well known and reliable makers, and having
special arrangements with the manufacturers, am able to sell at their prices. Have just received a stock

have

made

NEW

AND OFF HAND RIFLES. Riflemen are invited to
shown to all who take an interest in Rifle Shooting. REMINGAND STEVENS RIFLES, all lengths and calibre. Every Rifle purchased
can be tested m the 100 yard range on the premises.
Liberal arrangements made with clubs and associations.
Send for illustrated circular. HOMER FISHER, 260 Broadway, cor. Warren St., N.Y.
dec23 3m
SHARPS

of

call

and examine.

LINE OP LONG RANGE

They

will be cheerfully

TON, BALLARD, WESSON,

OJBLTJEnSTAJL,

FOWTMbfllfc

MILLS,

MANUFACTURERS OF SUPERIOR TARGET AND SPORTING

GUNPOWDER.

BRANDS—Diamond

Grain, Falcon Ducking, Western Sporting and Ducking.

Also, Mining and Blasting Powders.
OFFICES— 13 Broad

st„ Boston; 19 Exchange St.. Biff do; 9 Ssate st, Chicago; 327 N. Second St., St. Louis
Dec2
Agencies in all the principal Cities in the Country.

Tlxe

Most Approved System
OF

The undersigned

>

3JCIlItaL3-y

1

Klfles.

now manufacturing

Ballard's Patent Rifles, -with Martin's Improvement,
AND WILL SHORTLY PUT THEM IN THE MARKET AT LOW PRICES.
Short and Long Range Creedmoor, Hunting, and Gallery Rifles
OF ANY CALIBRE, RIM AND CENTRE-FIRE.

BreechLoading,Sportina:
And

are

jan20

SCHOVERLING & DALYY

3m

Koe. 84 and 86

CHAMBERS STREET, NEW

YORBT.

«

For Simplicity of Construction,

ACCURACY,

Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation.

Materials and

Workmanship, they areUnsurpassed.

SIZES,
REVOLVERS OF VARIOUS
ALL RESPECTS.
DESIRABLE IN

Send for Circulars.

Arms
Whitneyville, near

New Haven,

Gomp.,
Conn., U. S. A.

easily

easily
inside.
Head solid, and much thicker
than any shell now made, giving a solid seat for cone or anvil, which prevents it from driving through
or
springing away, thereby causing missfires. The cone is made of nickle and fastened solid in its
place
It
neither rusts or corrodes fast like moveable anvil made of steel. The nickle cone also
prevents missfire
when cap has been left on shell for a few days, which is liable to occur either in steel or iron These sheila
are finely finished, and made any length ordered, from 2} to 3i inches.
Shells and Loaders, and description Price Lists, can be obtained from all the leading sDortsmen's houses
8p0rt8men 8 noU8es
throughout the country. GEO. E.
CO., 363 and 365 Market St., Newark N 3

From Captain Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot

of America.

Messrs. George E. Hart & Co.,
Gentlemen- -The fifty shells I received from yoi to-day suit me better than any I have ever used
Thev
are stronger and better in every respect, and I shall nsa them in all my shooting hereafter
Yours truly
*
m *^3-ly
A. H. Bo*Aamrs.

FOR

Breech Loading Shot Guns,

,

Manufactured by the

H. BATTY,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer
J.

CO.,
j

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

These Shells are

Favorite Metallic
Breech Loading- Shot Guns. Shells for
loaded, and the c*ps
extracted from

HART *

Paper and Metallic Shells

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE

Sportsman's

Hart's

f

IN

THE STURTEVANT SHELLS are the easiest reloaded.
Do not have to unscrew the head nor use an awl to remove
tbe exploded caps. THE PATENT MOVABLE ANVILS,
made of steel wire, will pot bend or break.
THE BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, new model, with

Hob

>'s patent waterproof primers, never miss tire, and are
highly prized bv all that have used them.
PAPER SHELLS.—By repeated experiments and great
outlay for improved materials, and machinery made expressly for tbe purpose, we can now warrant our
PAPER SHELLS equal to any imported. They are sure
fire, and will not burst in the gun.
Inquire of any of the dealers in sporting materials for
thetr. M. C. Co. 's Shells.
Not sold at retail by the manufacturers,
deeS3 tf

BROWN

JULEP AND BRIGHT COLORED STRAWS,
TURE FRAMES, NATURAL DYED
GRASSES,
Address P. O. Box

40.

PIC-

Etc.

New Utrecht.

N.

Y

Blooming* Grove Park.
One share in this
paid to April, 1876.
Sportsmen.

400,000 Brook Trout

A

Sate

for sale. Assessments
choice stock for Gentlemen

street,

New York City.

Fry for

AT THE

Address

R. M. SHURTLIFF,
tf

POR~

Company

No, 44 West Thirtieth
jant3

THERE CAN BE NO GREATER

tability without serious defects They are the
only
portable boats that are equal to the very best whole
ones for local use.
jy29-ly

Crystal Springs fishery,
clear down
Send for Price List
H. H, THOMAS, Frop'r, Randolph] JR.J-

At prices

^ jan6 6t]

.

a

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

398
]§&tyh mti ^e£ort8for^gott§mBn.

Orange Sporting Powder. CHAMPION GUNS OF ENGLAND

F

Jacksonville,

I

a. 5

ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,
The

$4

George McGiniey, Prop.

per Day.

ELEGANT and COMMODIOUS
THIS
brick house of modern structure, and furnished
with elegant furniture,is situated within two hundred
yards of the railroad depot, and is unsurpassed by
any hotel in the South
Dec30-tf

stronge t and cleanest Powder made. Nos. 1
7, packed only in sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
sizes (higher numbers) especially are recommended
to owners of fine breech-loading guns, giving great
penetration with very slight recoil.
„

to

Toronto, Canada.

SHEARS & SON,

Proprietors.

This houseis a favorite resort for gentlemen sportsof the United States and Canada.

men from all parts

Maker

For water fowl. Very strong and clean Nos. 1 to
Packed in metal kegs of 6i lbs. each, and in canisters of 1 and 5 lbs.
.

ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,
The best for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes F.g, FF.g, FFF.g, the last being the finest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs., 12$ lbs.,
and
lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and I lb.
All of the above give high velocities and less resiauum than anv other brands made.

H

THE

AND SHIPPING POWDER OF ALL GRADES AND SIZES PACKED IN
WOOD. OR METAL KEGS OF 25 LBS.
SAFETY FUSE AND ELECTRICAL BLASTING
APPAR ATU s
BLASTING. MINING,

PAPER STEM

PIPE.

Just the Thing for Home
and Camp Use.
—

Supplies a want which smokers have long felt
pipe whicU shall give simply the taste and odor of tobacco smoke. This pipe never accumulates rank
smelling liquid in stem or bowl, but is always clean
and sweet. The bowl and mouthpiece are permanent,
but the stem is of porous paper, to be laid aside after
a few days' use and a new one fitted. Extra stems
accompany each pipe. The price of extra stems,
when not furnished with the.pipe.is as follows: Four
and a half and seven inches, 5c; twelve inches, 15c.
Sold by pipe and cigar dealers generally, or a complete
sample sent by mail for $1 by

J. H.

Hubbard,

Selling Agent, Cambridge, Mass.

tf

HOLIDAY PRESENTS.

LAFLIN

& RAND POWDER Co.,
21 Park Row, N. Y

DITTMAR POWDER

MY

CO.

NEW IMPROVED POWDER

can novv be loaded from an ordinary powder
flask; grains hard. Use it now like Black Powder.
No fear of overloading. Burns slow now. No fouling of the gun. Little or no smoke. Little or no recoil.
Not very loud report. Less heating of the barrel in rapid firing.
Good penetration and good pattern.
Safe to keep, as it does not explode if set on

^•rtiE

F' These Guns, celebrated for
genuine high class workmanship
and No. 1 SHOOTING POW-

4- *£dz^

l£^ ectf^tessT^^

ERS,

Maker

I

I

1

at— Pape

Long Range,

1875.

Paragon,

drachms and 2£ oz. shot.

The Sportsman's Sub. Cup, valued at £45,
1875.
was also awarded to
R. Pape, for the original invention of choke boring. Winner of the London Gun
Trials of 1858. 1?59, 1866. Address

The Up-Town

Sportsman's

Chas. L- Ititzmann
943 BROADWAY
114 Centre Street.

Factory,

-

-

-

-

-

90
115
140
ISO
225

"
"
"
*•

"

and others requiring Guns specially built, on

our new system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
with increased PENETRATION, can have their wishes

WITH DESPATCH

carried out

Without Extra Cost.
Send for illustrated descriptive particulars' and price
sheets to our

BRANCH OFFICE, 29

W.

NORTH OF ENGLAND GUN WORKS,
Newcastle on Tyne, England
Dec2
NO AGENTS.

-

...
...

TRAP SHOTS

Choke Bores.

60 yards.

weight, with a charge of Si dr. to l'i oz. shot,beat the
best 8 bore Greener gun at 60 yards; weight, 15 lbs.
6

National,
Challenge,

Davidson
Davidson.

NEW YORK

.....

Tolley,

Standard,.

12-Gauge, Old Sporting Bore.
Exhibitor.
of Gun.

2d—Pape

are built in six qualities
They are now imported direct to our
OFFICE, and sold by the Manufacturers to SPORTSMEN at
the following prices.
Pioneer-, - - - . $65 Gold.
(or brands.)

1875.

Those champion Long Range guns, only 7 pound

.

FROMJSTOCK.

scores of the best six guns.

e

ORANGE

W.
TOLLEY'S
FINE ENGLISH

BREECH LOADING GUNS,
Made to Order

12-Gauge, Choke Boring.

Exhibitor.
Gun.
Greener.
1st— Greener
Davidson.
2d— Pape
Pape.
3d— Pape
Out of a class of 68 guns, 3 out of the 6 best were
made by Pape. The Greener gun was protested
against on the spot for having its score false counted,
the fact proven there, and afterwards confirmed by
same gun being shot for two days per week for six
weeks in succession, when its average score only took
24th -place, its very best score being greatly below the
of

1st— Pape
Davidson
60 yams, Long Range, Sporting Boring.
1st—Pape
Davidson

Sole proprietors and manufacturers of the celebrated
brand of GUNPOWDER. Recommended and used by Capt. A H. BOGARDUS, the
''Champion Wing Shot of the World."

MANUFACTURING

Unrivalled SportingGuns.
Stand unequalled in every contest. Their performance at the London Trials of 1875 beats the records of
any maker in the world.
1875.

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,
5.

Rossin House,

&

J.

GRAND NATIONAL HOTEL,

novl8

'

.;

.

NEW YORK

Maiden Lane,

CITY.

MANUFACTORY, PIONEER WORKS,
Birmingham, England

jyl

Depot.

&

(aW>ve

Co.,

22d

St.)

except well confined. Shells furnished loaded
with powder only, if desired. None genuine without
my signature on ttie can.
CARL DITTMAR,
fire,

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

DOUGALL'S
EXPRESS SHOT GUNS.

THE

Guns, Rifies, Pistols.Fishing Tackle

by trials at Wimbledon by Edjtor
SHOWN"
of the Field to possess the GREATEST PENE-

POWDER

HAZARD

CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF
Received the Prize at the Paris Exposition, 1867.

Kaldenberg,

Fred. Julius

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER EST, AND
MANUFACTURER OF
Amber Goods, Meerschaum Pipes, Cigar

GUNPOWDER.
Hazard's "Electric" Powder.
Nos.

to 5 (coarse).
strength ana cleanliness.
ters of 1 lb. only.
1 (fine)

Holders, etc.
Monogram and Crests cut on Pipes and Holders.
Portraits made from Photographs. Pipes and Holders
of any design, or made to «*rder.
N. B By a new process I boil Pipes so tha*. the
color remains, no matter how much or how hot they
are smoked.
Mpes sent by mail to all parts of the world.
Stores: 4 and 6 John St., one door from Broadway;
N. W. cor. Nassau and John sts ; 6 Astor Hoiifce,
Broadway, New York. P.O. Box 81. Send for Illustrated Catalogues.
nov25-3m

—

FOK EVERY SMOKER.
AN INDISPENSABLE ARTICLE
FOR THhj PIPE. Pick, Spoon,
and Press combined.
ried

in

the

pocket.

Can be carHas long

been used in "Europe, and now
manufactured in this country for
the first time
Sent post paid, on
receipt of 50 cents. Address

WALKER & WELCH, 21Z Main street, Buffalo,N. Y
Novll 3m

—A party to

fill

a position

[of trust in every County.

Must have from $300

WANTED!]
I

j

to

$500 cash. Money to .eDuties will occupy

main under party's own control
but few hours weekly. Liberal

salary to right party.

Address BUCKWALTER & CO., Bankers and Brokers. 10 Wall street, New York City, P, O. Box 4,317.
Sep 23 6m

Packed

SHELLS,

V_y

either end up, revolves on centre
weighs but 1£ pounds, and is only 1$ inches
wide. Holders flare at top so as to quickly receive
the shells, and, being elastic, securely clasp the same.
For ease of action and rapid shooting it excels anything of the kind invented.
PRICE, C. O. D.,$6.50.
In ordering, give the size of shells and a loose measurement outside of vest.
elides,

N.

jy22-ly

S.

GOSS, Neosho
The experience

to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canister e
and 6i and 12$ lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very
shooting
remarkably close, and with great
clean,
rnetration. For field, forest and water shooting
ranks any other brand, and it is equally services
ble for muzzle or breech loader.

Nos.

1

(fine)

-

Hazard's "Kentucky Rifle."
FFFG, FFG, and "Sea Shooting" FG, in kegs

SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.

GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POWOF ANY REQUIRED GRAIN OR PROOF MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.
DER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,

The above can be had of dealers, or of the Company's agents in every prominent city, or wholesale at
office,

88 Wall Street. INew York.
The Sportsmen's Depot.

JOHN KRIDEK,

EDITION

IMMENSE SALES,
BY THE

Numerous Commendatory Notices Received,
uniform

SUCCESS WITH AGENTS.
The

Loaders.
REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Has constantly on hand

a full assortment of Rods,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk and Hair Trout Lines, &c.
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of CaneReeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds' Eggs and Birds' Skins in great varieties.—
Taxidermy in all its branches.
BISCUITS. 4-ly
SPRATT'S

THE GBEAT

CHAS. GREEN,
Manufacturer of

Breech Loading Shot Guns.
The

strongest and

Shooting qualities

,

age, for twenty cents.

BAKER, DAVIS & CO., Publishers,
(Successors to T. Ellwood Zell,)
17 and 19 South Sixth Street,

most durable snap action made.

first-class.

MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
LOADERS.

8«me tction as new guns. Send for circular and
prie* tir* No. 8 Vi'egt Main street, Rochester, N. ¥.

Qc 3*m

and therefore

LONGEST RANGE—thus:

Circle, 30 inches; 300 pellets; average, 191; penetration, 37.
The Editor's trial of Greener guns with 340
pellets of same shot and same charge of powder, gave
180,and penetration 30, although there were 40 more pelShould any controversy arise as
lets in each charge.

to the durability of these new systems, we herewith
warn all beforehand that our system is our own invention (though founded on the American idea) and is DURABLE, a fact remarked on by the Field, that the
guns tried had been in use during last season, and refSend for Hlustrated
erences permitted to the owners
Olf OTllilFfl to
.

59 St. James's Street London.

Trial,

OUR PATENT

187^

FROM ^4

I»Je;R,

LOCK.

EXTRA BARRELS FITTED AND CHOKE BORED
IF DESIRED. STUB DAMASCUS
FROM $30 AND UPWARDS.

Mortimer & £irkwood
U MIM

Street, Boston,

9

Mass

Rifles.

our Close-Shooting

12 Bore,

1 1-8 No. 6,

10

yards.

W. W. GREENER'S
Far-Killing Prize Guns.
Winner of Silver Cup, value 40 guineas. Winner
in Class 1, for 8 and 10 bores. Winner in Class 4. for
20 bores. Winner in the Wear and Tear Trials, Jnly,
2.500 shots fired without deterioration
1875.
W. W. G. is the only maker who has made an average pattern of 214 shots in a 30-inch circle, at 40 yards,
with a 12-bore gun, at any pnblic trial either in England or Ameiica.
I have just received a consignment of these guns,
and shall offer to individual sportsmen, for a short
time, an opportunity to secure one of these celebrated
guns at a popular price, viz: $75, gold; extra for extreme close shooting, $10. This will probably be the
last, chance to secure one of these guns at these very
low figures. All grades and styles in stock or imported to ordtr.
Attention is also called to my stock of guns, by W.
& C. Scott Sons, which includes all their latest improvements. No old style guns in stock.
Sole New York Aeent for Holabird's Hunting and
Fishing Suits. Trade supplied.
Send 25 cents for large Illustrated Catalogue of
Guns, and including Game Laws for all the States,
and summary of Great London Gun Trial. Ready
janl3 ly
March 1st.

HIGHE§T PENETRATION
AT

FIELD TRIAL
|1875.

Express Rifles, Double and Single,
.360, .400

and .450 Bore.

RIGBY'S

Celebrated
MUZZLE-LOADING MATCH RIFLE.
PRICE LISTS, &c, ON APPLICATION TO
24 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
T2 ST. JAMES STREET, LONDON.

&

WILLIAMS & POWELL,
Gun and

Rifle

Manufacturers!

Sportsmen of America to the
extreme SIMPLICITY, STRENTH and DURABILITY of their New Patent "SIMPLEX" Breeeh loader
and INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
The parts in this new action are so few (only two,)
thorough, and the
its mechanical soundness so
strength and simplicity of the action so great, that
Call the attention of the

W.

& P.

feel sure it will

supercede

all

the complicated

and manifold grips now in use, its one powerful grip
being far stronger than. any double, treble or quadruple
grip now used. In this new action LEVER and GRIP
ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OP STEEL and the AN-

JOSEPH

C.

GLE

DANE,

Dane Breech Loading Shot

Gun.

LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN.
Solid Breech Snap Action.
EASIEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAFE FROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.
to

of the

BODY is left in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.

Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on application, and orders may be forwarded through any
of the best houses in the States for execution in the

MANUFACTURER OF THE

Breech Loaders,

Spring.

Guns guaranteed
330 with No. 6

NO.

to

make

patterns of from 160 to

SHOT AT 40 YARDS,

25

as desired.

SOUTH CASTLE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.

aug26-tf

Established 1780.

W. W. GREENER'S

CLOSE - SHOOTING

DOUBLE

of the Silver Cup,
value 40 guineas, at the Great London Eield Trial 1875, beating 33 competitors with 68 guns, also winning
in all the other classes for the Improved System of Boring. These
guns will kill from 80 to 100 yards,
loaded with large shot, and will
shoot well with small shot with a
less powder charge than guns bored
upon the old system. For report of
the Gun Trial apply to Messrs. McCo., Agents, St.
Laran, Williams
A. Address.
u
Louis, U.S.
noun.,

GUNS. Winner

SNEIDEB

Rebounding Lock BREECH
ADJUSTED TO ANY GUN.

Electric

CO.,

mdea by

Muzzle Loaders
CONVERTED INTO BREECH LOADERS,

&

JOHN RIGBY
Pattern

London Gun

Muzzle Loaders Altered
my27

THOROUGHLY REVISED TO DATE.
contains 150,000 articles, 3,000 wood engravings,
and eighteen handsomely engraved and colored maps,
The work is issued in parts, and a specimen copy,
with map, will be sent to any address, free of post-

TRATION

Manufacturers of Fine Guns and

PATENT DOG

edition of 1876 has been

It

IVo8„

Philadelphia.

IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN
Onus, Kifles, Pistols, and Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech

of five years

NEW&REVISED

its

"gsffi**

-

of 25
is also

FFFG
12i, and 6* lbs. and cans of 5 lbs.
packed in 1 and J lb. canisters. Burns strong ana
are
favorite
and
FFG
brands
FFFG
The
moist.
for ordinarv spor tins, and the "Sea Shooting" FG
is the standard Rifle powder of the country.

Sts.,

H. C. Squires/

FaIls,Kan.

proved that this Compact
land Reliable Work of- General
information is better adapted
ENCYCLOPEDIA II to
the wants of all classes of
Jfhe community than any other
of the kind ever pub>;,- work
lished. It has been proven by

And by

Ivory and Pearl Stocks put on Pistols. Repairing
of all kinds artistically executed.
Cartridges for Breech Loading Shot Guns, ready
loaded, put up in boxes of fifty, or loaded to order.

aue5-6m

Hazards "Duck Shooting."

| has

ftGENJSMNTED

in square canis-

In 1 lb. canisters and 6 J lb.
kegs. A fine grain, quick and clean, for upland and
Well adapted to short guns.
prairie shooting.

our

and have always some fine second-hand guns
on hand cheap.
Goods sent C. O. D. to all parts of the United

loaders,

(Title registered.)

1 (fine> to 3 (coarse).

Corner Second and Walnut

The Goss Revolving CartrldgeHolder
/nAEKIES PAPER OR METALLIC

of

Hazard's "American Sporting."
Nos.

Remington Rifles and Shot Guns, Holabird Shooting Suits, Cartridge Vest, Belts and Pouches. Implements for both muzzle and breech leading guns.
Sportsmen's Goods and Ammunition of All Kinds.
We take muzzle loaders in exchange for breech

States.

Unsurpassed in point

D.

J.

Nevonset. Mass.

LOADING

PRICES, $ 50.00

Ta

SHOT

GUN.

$250.00.

Muzzle Loading- Guns Altered

tc .Breech

Loading.
AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD'S SHOOTING SUITS.
Send for

&

Circular.

Olaiarli: Ac Sneider.
^ 1 <£ W. Prktt1st., Baltimore.

w

St,

^.oiujHHjMBifc;.
Mary's Works, Birmingham, England.
^

.

.

FOEEST AND STREAM.

-Z&T

Mmm

$i*

A

\$Q\t%mmn

t*
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Third Edition.

i^aeds.

Jffliscttlanterttg,

CURE FOR

SUB.E

Distemper

the Dog,

in

That Disease so fatal to those Animals.

Wood's Dog Remedy,
"V

Prepared and Sold by

CHARLES CLARKE,

Ann

'--'

179

1anl3fit

Essex

Ma ss.

Lawrence,

street.

We offer to dealers and sportsmen

St., N. Y.
~jfk fT^^

By CHARLES HALL0CK,
=

AUTHOR OF THE FISHING TOURIST,

t5ureT bred setter dogs and
bitche-*, broken and unbroken, aud setter and
\_
pointer whelps for sale, LOW for cash, or will ex-

is a most seasonable book for Sportsmen, '.TourInvalids, and Settlers, aud has been long needed
by Winter tourists to Florida and pesons seeking setieinent there. It gives a full classification of the game
and fish of the Southern Peninsula, routes of interior
and coastwise travel, the agricultural resources of the
country, and sites for settlement, hints for camping
out, resorts for game, hotels, and such other information as will be of great benefit to visitors seeking
Florida for health, pleasure, exploration, or perma-

This

books, pigeons, live quail,
fowls ferrets, or anything of value. Address AMACity;
Del.
Dcc23 tf
laware
De
TEUR^

SUPERIOR,

thoroughbred, well broken, retrieving setter.
Also a splendid brace of Blue Belton pups, 6 months
tf
Address H. 8M.1TH, at this office.
old.

I)OGS TRAINED.

{O to Retrieve, Point, Hunt, Charge, To-Heel, Hieon. To-ho, and controlled by hand and whistle, for $50.

Extra field practice, $50. Tricks taught. Dogs boarded
SUMNER,
for $6 per month.
Brush Hill Road, Milton, Mass.
Blue
Hill,
Mass.
Address,
0.
p.
Reference: Win, R. Schaefer, gunmaker, 61 Elm
nov!8 6m
street, Boston.

FRANKLIN

GARDNER,

H~~~EMIY

M.

HAS CONSTANT-

D.,

for sale, medicines adapted to
Dealer in sportmg dogs of
the cure of all diseases.
trained
for reasonable cornpenDogs
every variety.
Oct 22
No. in South Fifth ave.. N. Y.
satiou.

LY on hand and

SALE—A W. &

SCOTT & SONS

0.
F"~~OR
Breech Loader, laminated steel barrels, rebounding locks, 12-gauge; weight, eight pounds; modA magnifient field gun, and a hard
ified choke-bored.
Imported by James Bown & Son, Pittsburgh.
hitter.
Cost, $225; only been nsed one year; good as new;,
offered for sale for want of use; lowest cash price,
jan6 tf
Address this office.
$150.

U. S.

Camp Lounge Co., |

TECI, N. Y.

Circulars Free.

Folds Very Small.

gg

HOLABIKDS CELEBRATED SUITS.
Waterproof and Mildew proof, complete
Ci

"

$20.00
6.00

.

Wading Jackets

DUNCKLEE'S CAMP STOVES.

cupies a space of 12x12x20 inches.

CAMP LOUNGES.

CAMP TENTS,
for fonr persons, 7. 6. square, weighs 15 lbs.; Can
be packed in knapsack. Price $10. Ten feet sqnare
for six persons, $15.

American Dog Biscuit*,
bone and muscle making material,

of nutritive

the only portable food for dogs made in this
country. Put up in packages of 10, 25, and 100 pounds,
and warranted not to spoil in any climate. Price,
10c. per pound.

and

is

Jack Lamp,
ing camp,

and

running rapids,
ever invented. $6

fishing,

the best

etc.;

litrht

348

light25.

The Popular Sheridan Lounge, $5 plain; $10 quilted,
Sold at Eaton &
is the standard with sportsmen.
Co.'s, 102 Nassau St., and E. S. Harris, 177 Broadway.

pp.,

12mo.

Price,

Introductory Chapter.
Birds-eye Glance at Florida.
Outfit for Sportsmen.
Hints for Southern Hunting.
Coastwise Router of Travel.
Game Animals and Birds of Florida.
Game Fish of Florida.
Three Months in Florida for One Hundred .Collars.
Supplementary Hints for Cheap Recreation.

the St.

Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and other fishing.

ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.

BREECH AND MUZZLE LOADING GUNS,
And

SUCCESSOKS TO

i*JNri>ItlL,W

best quality of water-proof duck, light tan color,
especially adapted for concealment in blinds or sedge
grass, or for approaching game in the woods. Light,

English style; extra
Entire suit, $15.

durable and very cheap.
pocket m back for cartridges.

HEGEMAN'S PORTABLE CANVAS BOATS.
BOND'S METALLIC BOATS.

on hand and made to

hand the

for the

order.

woods: three different

BLUE BEAVER and FRIEZE.
Wading Boots, Fishing- Stockings, Rub-

The Goss Revolving Cartridge Holder.

Ventilating Pockets.

GEO.

C.

W.

best thing of the kind ever invented. Carries
paper or metal cartridges either end up with perfeci
inches
pounds, and only
Weiuhs but
security.
wide. "Price, C. O. D.. $6 50.
guns
genfor
of
selection
to
paid
Special attention
tlemen at a distance by au expert and an old sports

The

free.

ever published. Send for

it.

HENMNG,

410 Seventh Street,
WASHINGTON. D.

M ly

Apr

and Samples

list

The

sep9

ber Clothing, Ac.
The most complete

constructed.

Can be packed in
largest size weighs but 12 pounds.
soace of less than half cubic foot. Prices within
reach of all.
_
nn „
..$25 00
No 1, 8 feet, weight 8 pounds
32.00
No 2, 10 feet, weight 10 pounds
40,00
No. 3, 12 feet, weight }i poun ds.

^

FCbTIAN, REPELLANT,

Illustrated Price List

and $6.

CANVAS BOAT.

COLVIN'S

The most complete portable boat

Game

$3, $5 50

styles.

"Tlie Ampersand."

DRAB DUCK,CORmiROY,

C.

H. Holabird,
OP

SOLE MANUFACTURER

Waterproof

H

H

man.
Bogardus' New Book, "Trip to England."
With how guns are made and hints to sportsmen.
Price 50 cents.
Sale agent in New York city for J. H. Batty, U.S.
Taxidermist. N- A. birds and eggs for collectors.
Bock's heads, and game birds a specialty. Orders
>
filled with dispatch.
of
We furnish every article necessary for the outfit
Goods sent everyheld.
or
camp
the
in
sportmen
where by express. Remit only by draft, Post Oflict
order, or registered letter to

EATON &
Valparaiso. Indiana.
pov18

Send for Illustrated Circular.

P. O.

No.

tf

E&

11.

CO.,

Sportsmen's Emporium,

Box 5,109.
17

Ann

street,

Masic Lantern and 100

REACTIONARY LIFTER.

THE*

,

A,FAMILY GYMNASIUM COMPLETE.
PRICE, $lOO.
At>LTR LIFT T A.iLORS F8R LADSES AND GENTLEMEN.
*• ^6 l.I^tvi STREET, NEW.YORK.
'

:

Three Months, oailV exercise,

$25.

Admission,
Beasts, Birds, and Reptiles.
children under twelve, 10 cents.

&]£\
&1AA
^1U 5 ®K£\
ChOU* tplUU

Shares in Wall

New lork

Slides for

ANTHONY &

graphs of celebrities,
Manufacturer*
ty.

Awarded

And

No. 1— Fernandina to Cedar Keys.
No. 2—Manatee Sarazoia and Gasparilla.
No. 3— Among the Keys.
No. 4— Meteorology.
No. 5-Punta K,a-*atmd Caloosahatchie.
No. 6— Fo the Oflloo-ahatehie River,
No. 7—Visit to Okeechobee.
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in Pencil
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Kaspan
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Photog rsphic materials.
Vienna Expos tion.

A QUARTERLY PERIODICAL

OF FIELD SPOUTS AND ANGLING,

porters of Wan-in' s Celebrated Drilled

chase, a Docking Point or Shore, either in
Delaware, Maryland, or Virginia. Address POINT,
Janl3-4t
at this office.

Eved Needles

4-29

BRADFORD

ANTHONY,

&

374 Washington

St.,

Boston.

Florida.

Mail Steamship Company's line to Savannah.
Ga., sailing every Saturday, from Pier 22, below Pine
street, Delaware "River, at 12 o'clock noon, making
The
close connections through to all points South.
line is composed of the steamships JtTNIATAandWYOMING. The Wyoming does not carry passengers.
The Juniata is a favorite ship with the traveling public, having passenger accommodations of the most
She has recently been refitted and
-mperb character
elegantly furnished with everything requisite to the
comfort and convenience of passengers.
Families en route for FLORIDA, Georgia, Alabama,
and even as far' its New Orleans, will find 'the Savannah route the me&t desirable for comfort, as well as
the most economical. Through trains of the Central
liailroad of Georgia, and Atlantic and Gulf Railroad,
Florida, leave Savannah every morning and evening.
The Florida steamers leave Savannah three days in the
week for all points on the coast.
For through passenger tickets and bills of lading to
ill points in Florida, Georgia. Alabama and Tennessee, apply to WM. L. JAMES, General Agent, 416
South Delaware avenue, Philadelphia.

Stereoscopic Studies of

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN

Fishing- Taclile,
Fishing: Rods,

FishHooks,
AND
ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.
aug20-ly

NORRIS

Fly Rods,
FOR

Trout, Salmon, and Bass.
ALSO

Indian River.
Faithful studies of St. Augustine, the St. Johns,
Qcklowaka, the North Coast and the Gulf.
Sets of twelve selected views enclosed in an illustrated envelope.
For catalogue and prices, address

013ER BROTHERS,
Ferrmndina. Florida.

decOtf

HELLWIG'S
Rifle

Gallery.

rWO 80 FEET RANGES.

P*EW YORK.
(Under Grand

Opera House.)

Game Laws

of the United. States and the Dominion of Canada,

And

a

Compendium

of

USEFUL INFORMATION FOR THOSE

WHO HUNT AND
Two
had of

FISH.

dollars a year; single copies, 50 cents, can be
goods. Can he had
all dealers in sportsmen's

at this office.

Lines,

THADDEUS NORBIg,
Janl3-ly

J.

208

B.

West Logan Square,

Philadelphia.

Crook & Co.,

Manufacturers and Importers

Florida Scenery.
Embracing views of the most interesting portions
of the State. Scenery, vegetation peculiar to this semitropical peninsula, and of cities, towns, and rivers
having historic interest.
Only views in existence of Lake Okeechobee and

Salmon, and Bas9 Files, Reels,
Leaders, Ply-Books, &e.

Trout,

ob

1

TACKLE!

FISHING

SO Pulton St., IV. Y.

N. B.— Sole manufacturers in this country of the
celebrated

Creen Heart Rods,
for

Tto-« Baa* and Salmon.

~~

MeBride

HAVING
twelve

Flies.

BEEN FOR THE PAST

years associated with my father, John
MeBride. in the manufacture of fishing tackle, I feel
competent to continue the business and supply the
custom with the same quality as heretofore. Parties
supplied with casting lines and artificial flies for
Pennsylvania trout streams, Adirondacks, the Maine
Woods, Lake Superior, Thousand Islands, Canadian,
and other wafers. Anglers not acquainted with the
nomenclature of these flies, by mentioning the locality where they intend fishing, will have the varieties
best suited to those waters sent to them. Plies copied
from any natural insect or pattern desired. SARA
J McBRIDE, (Successor to John MeBride) Mumford,
Monrop ennntv. "NT V
T>ec2-1v

HAYDEN'S"

Revolving Cartridge Belt
FOR BREECH LOADERS.

Being a Compilation of the

tf

OR PUR-

out with appropriate Tackle for the

tion.

THE AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY, AGENTS.

Every

facility for

shooting

Off -Hand or In Lying Down Position
~n<wi»l indnc mems offeied for MILIT ARY PRACTICE.

*^

1 19

fitted

Rocky Mountains and Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
the Adirondacks, &c, &c.
Split Bambuo,.Trout and Salmon Rods and Reels
a Specialty.
Agents for the St. Lawrence Fishing Co". Sole Im-

And for sale by all booksellers. Sent by mail, postage prepaid, on receipt of price at office of publica-

hoto-Lantern slides a special
of

Piemium

Fur, Fin and Feather,

and Water

Colors, and Drawing and Painting in Colored
Crayons; a practical instruclor; illustrated, only 50c.
Of booksell -rs or by mail. JESSE

every Variety and Style of

CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK,

an5-iv

street

often leads to fortune.
Send for a copy of the Wall Street Review and
Pamphlet, showing the various methods of operating. J. HICKLING & CO., Bankers and Brokers,
Pec «ft
7 2 Broadway. N. Y.

particu}arly call

LINEN AND COTTON LINES,

SILK,

271 and 273 Eighth Avenue,

25 cents;
Jan6 ly

They

TROUT, SALMON AND BASS BODS.

Broadway, N. Y., opposite Metropolitan Ho
tel, Chromos and Frani^, Steieoscopes and Views
Graphoscopes, Mtgale iioscope*, Albums and Photo-

Zoological Oar den.
FAIRMGUNT^ PARK, PHILADELPHIA.
Open everyday. A large collection of Living Wild

and best assortment eyer ex-

Every variety of Salmon and Trout Flies, and Hooks
on Gut. Cutty Hunk and Pasque Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Braided Silk Lines, every size and quality of

.

1

largest

hibited in the United States.
attention to their

PHILADELPHIA AND SOUTHERN

All sizes

Moccasins, Oil Tanned,

OF

Tackle,

Fishing
On

Southwest Florida.

JE^or

Hart's Metallic Shells.
best shell ever offered to sportsmen.

The

TRAVELING,

CO,

«&>

IMPORTERS. MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Private Dougherty and the Bass.
Pet Birds of do. Augustine.
Steam Yachting on the St. John
Among the Seminoles.
In the Cypress Swamps.
Cruising" Along Shore.
Shouting at Salt Lake.
The Okeechobee Expedition.

No. 17

THOMSON'S FISHING AND HUNTING SUITS,

AND

CLERK

48 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

lishing Co« 5

AND

FISHING,

kinds.

all

ABBEY & IMBRIE.

Published by Forest and Stream Pub-

HUNTING,

SporLsmens' goods of

Manufactured and Imported by

John River.

Indian River.
Florida the Promised Land.
Fort Capron
Fishing at St. Augustine.
Black Bass Fishing on Spruce Creek.
nuniing the Panther.
The Environs of Tallahassee.

Mildew-proof,

FOR

Rods and Reels

BARTON, ALEXANDER & WALLER,
lOl & 103 DUANE ST., (near
Broadway) New York.

—

GARMENTS

Fly

OF THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.

$1 50.

CONTENTS:

Up

Price $5.

When folded is about the size of an ordinary shawl
strapped. A light, durable, compact, and comfortable couch. Sent by express C. '.». D., $5, including
side and supporting sticks at the head. Just the thing
for the camp or lawn

Made

nent settlement.

Price$15.

Those desiring something light and durable for
camping purposes will rind this stove exactly right;
weighs only 25 pounds; will cook for ten persons.
The ware consists of Kettle, Tea Kettie, Coffee Pot,
Pry-pan, round Tin Pan, two square Pans, Dipper,
Gridiron, Tent Collar, and eight feet Funnel Stove
Pipe, with oven that will roast 15 pounds beef, all of
which nests and packs inside of stove, which only oc-

for night shooting

Moth-proof

Bamboo

Split

i

_P

QETTERS AND POINTERS TAUGHT

Fishing Tackle,
Rods, Keels, Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets,
Baits, Fish Hooks. &c.

ists,

change for shot guns,

t^OR^ALE— A VERY

most complete

a

assortment of

Kay Shot Concentrating Cartridge.
No creasers, turners, or topwads required. Loads
in half the time usually required. Fifty per cent,
better distributioa and greater penetration seemed.
JuS-lsp
Send to ycui gun dealer for sample,

Sold by

all

dealers.

Send for

HAYDEN BELT WORKS,
Sep30-6m

circular.

Columbus, Ohio

OrjUT EXPLANATORY CIRCULAR'S

OCR

I

how $10

TO ®SOO

invested In

Stoek Privileges- has paid and

nay Large Profits. Railroad
Stocks, Bonds and Gold bought
Margins. Interest Six Per if* _ ft f)
CDCC on
rnLE Ueut, allowed on deposits sub- ^wv%#«
1)0 ULL
ject to sight draft.
Buckwaiter <& Co., Bankers and Brokers. M_* lid
»"***
Wall Street, ftew York,
will
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WINCHESTER REPEATING

Sectional

RIFLE.

View

of Rifle with Set Lock.

Position of parts after firing.

The

Strength of

The

all

Parts,

its

Simplicity of

The

Construction,

its

Rapiditv of

its

impossibility of aeeidental discharge in loading commend
use for a Rifle for Defense, Hunting, or Target shooting.

The
'B

For

Illustrated

Pamphlet and Price

Fire,

to the attention

it

&

C.

REMINGTON &

E.

SCOTT & SONS

SONS,

19 Maiden Lane, 20

COLJ.

Gnn
and Shot Guns and
Barrelled Shot

Genuine Breech Loaders.
WINNERS OF THE GUN TRIAL OF

R

18T3-

Report of Gun Trial sent on application.

AGENTS:

WM. READ & SONS,
1

3 ITan.eu.il Hall Sq.

,

Boston.

Also all other makes:— Greener, Westley Richards,
Webley, Remington, Moore, &c.
A genuine Scott Muzzle Loading Gnn, $25 up.
Maynard, Ballard, Remington and Sharp's Rifles.
"Ballards breech loading Sporting Rifles % 18! I"
Bogardus' New Book— 50 cents, by mail.
Bussey's Gyro Trap, for shooting practice.
.Fine Fishing Rods and Tackle.
?iae Bronze Yacht Guns on mahogany carriages,
Complete, as furnished the New York and Boston
Ya^htSaaadrons. SKND FOR CIRCULARS.

For

combined

e8

.«

L

,

Late

"MANNING'S YACHTING ANNUAL."
__

A PRACTICAL
"Best" Printing
ONLY $3

EVANS,

Inventor and Manufacturer,
street, Philadelphia.

gallon cans, $1.50 per gallon.

van*.

R. L.

GRAVES,

Not, li-tf.

^rreet.

Baltimore AgenN. Charles
for the following celebrated makers:
C. SCOTT
SONS (winners at the Interna
Gun Trial of 1873); J. P.
BRO.; P.
SONS, and

&
WEBLEY &

tional

AI» TIGHT
No

Sunderland, Yt.

charge for

CLABROUGH &
WESTLEY

RICHARDS.

HOLABIRDS Shooting SUBTS,

112 Fulton

street,

New

YorK.

BUSSEY'S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP
WITH CASE. AND 100 BIRDS.
Black's Patent Cartridge Vest.

This Vest affords the best arrangement yet invented for carryThe weight is
ing cartridges.
so evenly distributed that it is
Cartridges can be
scarcely felt.
with the heads down in
carried
this vest, which is of great importance when brass shells are used,
as when carrying them with the
head up the weight of the shot often forces the wad forward, when
In
bad shooting is the result.
measurement around the chest*

HAEEIS,

177 Broadway,
AJSTI)

New

York.
ordering

BE1AIL

send

PRICE

Union

$7.50.

AGENTS FOR THE
Metallic Cartridge Com.

pany's Ammunition,
WARRANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET*
SEND FOK CIRCULAR.

es, Pistols

AND

OP ALL

Implements,

Oax*tri clares.

Nos.

GUN MATERIALS OF ALL KINDS,
IN MY LINE FOR
POUCHES, AND AMMUNITION OF ALL KINDS. EVERYTHING TRADE
PRICES.
BOTH HOME AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH
* RY OREA P
V7S LA ROE STOCK OF MUZZLE T,"A I) ING O UN8 & R TEL *>'

ALSO,

HA

SPORTING GUNPOWDER.
Kinds.
Curtis & Haryey's DIAMOND GRAIN.
Paper.
axicl
Brass
t>otlx
_m ^
CARTRIDGE VESTS COATS AND BELTS, FLASKS,
2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7,

Hawker's Ducking.

8 Superior Rifle,

and

W

STITT,

_,

61

,

Cedar

,

New

Aeent forU.

sep9-eow

and Col.

,

street,

S.

York,
America,

1

'

GIFT.
Press.

with Press, for $4.50.

Ninth

Agen-

N. Fourth

cy, 47
street.

115.

GUNS

Particulars fur-

janlStf

5Q N.

street.
St. Lo'Hs

cy, 609

BREECH LOADING

31 8

Office of

SYRUP IN

Agency,

nut
Eifle,

COOPER HARRIS & HODGKINS,
WHOLESALE

INTERNATIONAL YACHT AGENCY,

1anl3 tt

Possible,

EDWIN S.

.

MAPLE

9, '75,

23 successive Shots, distance, 500 yards, Score, 114,

Sent to any part of the United States free of charge.

Regatta Edition ..................... Price, «0 Cents.
'Club Edition, Cloth and Gilt Edged. ..Price, $1 OO.
Club Edition, Morocco Cover and Case, Price, $2.00.

C.

Nov.

GOOD
INGRAIN CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, &C, VERY CHEAP, AT THE OLD PLACE,

PUBLISHED IN MAY,

W.

Boston

& HA WKSLE Y'S SHOOTING TACKLE
SECOND HAND AND MISFIT ENGLISH BRUSSELS, THREE PLY AND DIXONS
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,

t>To.

TO THOS. MANNING,
BROADWAY, N. Y.

Y.

1<6 Tremont'otrcet.
P h i 1 a d e 1 p hia
Agency, 810 Chest-

MISFIT CARPETS.

1

SUBSCRIPTIONS

1*.

Clh'cpgo Agency,
237 State street.

W. &

WILL BE

Outfit,

111.,

WITH A
Semington Creedmoor

& SONS.

street,

tory, Hi on, HerkiCo., N.Y.

Park Range,

Chicago,

REMINGTON

E.

1876,

A large number of yachts for sale.
mi shed on application.

South

Cartridges, &c, &c
Send for Treatise
on Rifle Shooting.
Illustrated Gatalogue, &c, to

& GRAHAM

22 John

mer

A, SHAFFER,
AT

The Sportsman's Warehouse,

MANNING'S

YACHTING

i fl

Revolving, Repeating, Derringer, and
Vest Pocket Pistols.

«fc

A SPECIALTY.

Nos. 281 and 283
Broad w ay. Armory and "Manufac-

Of Target made by

Doable and Single

CONN.

BREECH LOADING GUNS

DIAGRAM

Sport

Hunting, and
Target Breech Load
ing
Rifles.
Als(
ing,

CO.,
NEW HAVEN,

SCHUYLfcK. HARTLEY

MANUFACTURERS OF
Military,

who

all

List, address

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS
W.

of

Philadelphia Residence.

FURNISH^O LET— A HANDSOME,
Germantown Junction, in the
ED

HOUSE, at
city of Philadelphia. Ten rooms, every modern imbeauprovement, large front, side, and rear yards.
Twenty-eight trains a day, and 2$
tiful residence.

A

hours from Jersey City; 15 minutes from Centennial
grounds; 25 minutes from business centre of Philadelphia. Will be let by the year, or during the Centennial, Addrese Bos 3833, New Xork Post-office,

$1,200 PROFIT 0NSI0O.

THIS
MADECALLS.

MONTH

BY PUTS

Invest according to your means.
$10 S50 or $100 in Stock Privileges, has brought a
careful investor. We advise
to
the
fortune
small

and

to operate safely. Books with full
information sent free. Address orders by mail and
<fc CO.,
telegraph to

when and how

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

For the coming drawings, commencing January 5th,
we have reduced the prices of tickets as follows;
$1$
15,
0|
Whole, $20;
1-10, $2; 1-20 $1.
Drawings take place every seventeen Days.

h

We

are prepared to

BAXTER

NoYlWto Sankere and Brokers,

I?

Wall

it.,

N. Y.

P, Q.

Box 4,448.

m

fill

hjf&

all

orders.

11 Wall

•*.,

Circulars sent

Mew Yew*.

Terms, Five Dollars a Year.
Ten Cents a Copy.

THE WINTER
~V"TT"IIAT ho! make way
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Mid

NEW

)
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For Forest and Stream.

KING.
for the ermined king,

his anreole of glory.

Clearer the blast of his bugles ring!,
Forward his glittering cohorts spring,
Prom coverts, on mountains hoary.

ho! give way to the king's array;
From the forest glens defiling.
With a victor's tramp in the sun's pale ray,
Crushing the blossoms that yesterday,
In the broad fair fields were smiling.

What

nia assemblies are!
Singular mixtures of nationalities!
In the present instance, for example first (and thus placed
out of respect for age) sat my uncle, E. Hooper, with his
silvery locks, the patriarch of this motley group; next the

—

But oh there's a snare for the chaste, cold king,
In the sun-land's ardent glances.
Over beds of roses, the love birds sing,
And the tangled vines will clasp and cling,

Enfolding his broken lances.

T.

turesquc.
It consists of wheat fields, vineyards, etc., surrounded by prettily wooded hills. Some gentle undulations, some rougher and more irregular in formation.
It
was quite dark when we arrived at Cloverdale at 6:30, and
were soon safely deposited with our baggage within the
walls of a rough-looking little country inn, but, though
rough, good enough for a couple of fishermen. "We met
at dinner a German of about 50 years, evidently a geologist
visiting the quicksilver mines in the vicinity.
After' dinner we took our places among the rough group of countrymen around the big log-fire. Queer groups these Califor-

W.

A.

German

geologist; then the keeper

of the tavern, a true

RED IRISH SETTERS BESS AND DASH, THE PROPERTY OF
For Forest and Stream.

M Sw Mn t° ^mdacitw (jaunty,
'nli/formn.

celebrities of

anything but intelligent appear-

Thus we sat cracking our jokes, telling annecdotes,
and smoking our pipes and cigars till bed time. We rose
next morning at 6, and, after a fair breakfast, started by
stage at 7, en route for the timber regions. The morning
was dark and cloudy. At about 8 (one hour after starting),
the clouds gathered thickly overhead and rain commenced,
increased, and hardly abated before dark; one steady downpour from 8 A. M. till 6 P. M. The country through
which we passed, when seen to advantage, must be some
ance.

TIIE following description

of the above excursion is
from the pen of my nephew, P. F. Hooper, sent to
his father in England and copied by me.
Although somewhat personal in its character, I think it may perhaps be

numerous piscatorial and other readers
your valuable paper. I enjoyed the pleasure of ac'Mnpanying him on the trip.
E.J. Hooper.

interesting to the
:)

Emerald Isle, from Bantry Bay; a rough
English miner, whose H'g were conspicuous by their absence when most requiied, and singularly abundant preThere were, besides, a
fixed to words requiring them not.
native of the

dozen local

k

N.

f

,:

San Francisco on the 30th of October last by the
bay steamer James M. Donahue, accompanied by my
uncle.
The day was exceedingly brilliant, with a gentle
"feeze from the southeast. The above steamer is by far the
"Qest in the Bay of San Francisco, and the fastest and most
commodious in. these waters. We arrived at Donahue
Landing at about, 4 o'clock P. M., and then took train along
* left

n ©w

noma

"V

alley to Cloverdale,

The

valley

is

very pig-

On leaving Cloverdale the road
of the finest in California.
begins a very steep ascent, and as the road winds round
and round the hillsides we could often catch a glimpse of
the village, most charmingly surrounded by a framework
of magnificently-wooded hills of every form and size, surmounted by an almost endless variety of foliage, partly of
evergreen, partly of trees loaded with, their brown, and

(

3, 1876.

i

Volume 5, Number 26.
17 Chatham St.(CityHallSqr.)

The journey, which
red, and golden leaves of autumn.
occupied ten hours and a half, seemed by no means long,
and we neither of us suffered from fatigue. Our first stopping place was 16 miles from Cloverdale. The next was
at a comfortable roadside farmhouse, 32 miles from our
The good
starting point, where we arrived at about noon.
lady of the house set before us an admirable lunch the
best of farmhouse fare.
Delicious home-made bread, tender meat, preserved fruits, and everything a hungry soul
could desire. It was enough to give us an appetite for our
food to eaten a glimpse of the old lady's good-tempered
sunny countenance, so full of jollity and merriment. She
seemed one of those happy creatures of light and joyous
temperament tb whom, looking on the bright side of all
things, the world is aLl sunshine and pleasure.
Feeling
greatly invigorated, we started on our journey, as giants

—

SALTUS, ESQ.

(See

Page

405.)

refreshed with grub, Soon we reached the regions of the
great redwoods. The whole journey is one continuous
series of vast wooded heights, the road passing through
most lovely valleys, rich with the great variety of undergrowth, wide-spreading oaks, raadronio, laurel, bay, buckeye, arbor vitas, and many others.
Through the thicker

redwoods the road becomes exceedingly rough indeed a
rougher piece of road I never traveled over. I thought if
the stage should turn a somersault occasionally it would
vary the monotony of the thing, or perhaps leave the socalled road and make a short cut along the bed of some
stream. Owing to the soaking rain there were singularlyintense effects of coloring in the woods, the stems of many
of the trees being covered by a moss of intensely vivid
color and prolific growth.
As we approached our destina;

tion for the night, the bumping and rolling became incessant, and to any body suffering from dyspepsia I wT ould
strongly recommend the journey.

Darkness had closed upon us by the time we arrived at
the "North Fork Hotel," a queer rough roadside inn. The
bar room, or general public parlor, was filled with a crowd,
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large bright log fire
of wood-choppers and such like,
"was burning, a sight very acceptable to us all coming in
from the rain.
yery cosy room was allotted to uncle and
myself. After supper we called in an intelligent young
fellow, who volunteered lots of information about deer
regular young country sport,
shooting and trout fishing.
whose leisure time, when absent from the saw-mills, is devoted to that delightful pastime. He informed us of the
great abundance of deer, a considerable number of small
bears, and of any amount of small game to be found
around that locality. The rain continued to fall heavily
all night.
Next day we rose at 5, and dressed by candlelight; at 6 we left in another stage, the rain pouring down
The road was very rough, and, owing to the
as before.
heavy rain, difficult to travel over. Soon after starting the
driver cooly asked us to get out and walk about five or six
miles, as the roads were so heavy and the horses incapable
of dragging s© great a load up the steep ascent of the Navarra Ridge, I should have mentioned before that the
North Fork Hotel (our previous nights' resting place) is so
called from being situated on the north fork of the Navarra
River, which flows a long distance through these great
forests. This stream abounds in trout, and in the proper
Our
season affords excellent sport with worm and fly.
route now lay through a dense mass of redwoods, the trees
being of gigantic growth some as high as 300 feet, and
many 13 and 14 feet in diameter. Uncle, the old gentleman of the party, was allowed to remain in the vehicle.
The rest of us footed it up the long road through the forest.

A

A

—

fine rain fell incessantly, but notwithstanding this, and
the fearfully muddy walk before us, we none of us complained, or felt otherwise than refreshed by the tramp.
There is a peculiar fragrance emitted by these redwood
trees, which, to my taste, is peculiarly delicious— this, too,
at length arin rainy weather is more perceptible.
rived at the summit of the great ridge of pine woods, after
which the decent was continuous almost all the way to the
Just as we emerged from the forest a peep of blue
coast.
sky appeared, then another and another, till at length the
storm clouds dispersed, and the sun shone forth once
more with all his genial warmth, truly gladdening outarrived at the Navarra Ridge Hotel, 16 miles
hearts.
from North Fork, a very respectable roadside inn, at noon,
and there we took lunch. From this hotel there is a fine
view of the ocean and the estuary at the mouth of the Navarra River.
And thus we emerged from these mighty forests (the redwoods), which extend on this Pacific coast for hundreds of
miles north and south. How wonderful is the contemplation in passing beneath the shade of those mighty giants,
whose crests have waved through ages past; whose heads
have bowed before the storms of centuries. Large sawmills abound along the coast of Mendocino. Wood-choppers' settlements are seen in plentiful abundance, and yet,
while this has been going on for years and years, where is
the perceptible diminution? Where the gaps in this vast
Man, with all the
Barely noticeable.
sylvan region?
means at his command, with all the conveniences of modern
travel, the appliance of human ingenuity, has but gathered
a few stray fagsots, as the gleaner from the woodland cot.
continued on our way along the coast with every now
and again a peep at the ocean to refresh us on our journey.
The day was indeed lovely, after the copious rain, and all
nature seemed rejoicing with us in the sudden change from

The

We

We

We

darkness to light.
We passed by several large saw-mills on Little River,
Casper Creek, Salmon Creek, and Albion River, We arrived at Big River, 80 miles from Cloverdale, at 8 o'clock.
This is quite a settlement, with several streets, and two
There is, a little south of Big
•upologies for churches.
River, an immense cave in the cliff, into which a brig was
driven by a storm some years ago, and never again seen.
Men have entered this cave a short distance in small boats,
in calm weather, but none have ventured far lest they might
share the fate of those on board the biig.
At u o'clock we were rejoiced by the first peep of the
Noyo mills and river. We alighted at the door of the
little hotel on the river banks, right glad that our rather
hard journey was ended. What a welcome sight met our
gaze! Salmon in great abundance leaping out of the water
We were delighted to find our little
close to the bridge.
inn quite comfortable; rough, of course, for city folks,
but having the advantage of perfect cleanliness, As to the
cooking it was exceptionallygood, indeed the house has the
reputation of being the best north of "Frisco." The table
was spread with everything one's heart could desire. Salmon, quail, duck, and delicious pastry. I presented my
letters of introduction to Mr. McPherson, the owner of the
mills, and lord of the country adjacent for many a wooded
mile.
1 found him an agreeable Scotch gentleman of
about 50 to 55 years of age. He expressed a desire to do
all in his power to make our stay in Noyo as pleasant as
possible. The following day we rose fairly before daylight. We had the use of the boat belonging to our landBeing anchored, or rather tied to a post
lord, John Byrnes.
20 yards from the hotel door, nothing could have been more
convenient; and having put our tackle together, we deemed
Uncle exit the best plan to fish and row alternately.
pressed a desire to see me kill the first fish, so he took hold
Very soon a grab was made at the spoon by
of the oars.
a small fish of three pounds, which, after the usual leaps,
was duly landed. In a few minutes, both of us having
missed a fish, the spoon was again seized, and, after a very
exciting contest, a nine-pounder was netted. After this
we couid do nothing till afternoon, when I killed a handsome ten-pound fish. Uncle was unfortunate, killing no
We, however, had the opportunity of
fish the first day.
looking well around us. Our favorite haunt was up the
river by the woods, where the scenery is truly magnificent.

slope to the water's edge, the undergrowth is
varied, rich, and prolific. Great varieties of fir abound,
growing to the greatest perfection. As far as the eye can
reach, away into the interior of the State, is seen one vast

The woods

of wooded mountains, completely covered with
these colossal redwoods towering in awful majesty toward
the skies. After a most enjoyable day, spent entirely upon
the river, we returned to our hotel to enjoy an admirable
supper. Total bag only 22 pounds— three fish.
Next day we had not been on the water long before
Uncle was into a lumper. The spoon-bait was seized near
the bridge ji)^ hotel, and the sport was therefore witnessed

panorama

The fish proved
several persons from those points.
very strong, and fought "like a Trojan" for half an hour,
making long runs up and down stream, and leaping many
times into the air. At length he was successfully netted,
and being weighed, turned the scale at 13 pounds; besides
nine,
this, Uncie killed a nine-pounder, and I three fish,

by

lows:— One and a half pounds, seven, eight, nine, seven
and a half, nine and a half, ten and a half, five, nine, nine,
and eight pounds; total twelve salmon weighing together
91 pounds.
The following day (Tuesday, Dec. 9th), was
the greatest triumph of all.
Our days' sport turned out

and seven and one-half respectively; our total catch
being five fish, weighing 4?i pounds. On that day we

nine,

saw mills at the mouth of the river
and took a walk along the seashore, but could not go far,
owing to the steep cliffs, which proved quite inaccessible.
We also rowed some distance up the river among the woods,
and this was afterwards a favorite excursion. Rounding
the two first bends, we came upon a great "boom," or log
barrier. This consists of an enormous mass of gigantic
logs built up one over the other, and fastened together with
massive chains, thus blocking up the river, and preventing
There are openings
the logs from escaping down stream.
through which a limited number of logs can pass when
necessary. After a series of very heavy rains, when the
rivers are swelled into mighty rushing torrents, the pressure becomes enormous; thousauds and thousands »f
great logs coming down with tremendous force, and, of
One of
course, accumulating all the time above the dam.
the most beautiful features of interest in that truly wonderful country, is the log-shoot, down which the logs descend
from the top of the hill into the river. I had occasion to

visited the extensive

describe these in my account of my trip up the valley of
the Truckee River two years ago. It was but a short distance from where our boat was moored that we witnessed
were first attracted
this most fascinating spectacle.
by a sound as of distant thunder over 1he woods; then,
looking up to the top of the s^teep incline, we could perceive the end of a massive log being pushed by steam
power on to the shoot. Once started The impetus became
tremendous. When about uventy feet above the water the
log leaves the shoot and plunges headlong into the deep
river, the snow-white spray rising into a mighty fountain
These logs follow each other in rapid
of often 150 feet.
succession. But description, however graphic, can convey
but a faint idea of the wonderful effect produced by these
mighty plunges. I have never witnessed the fall of one
I am told by the wood-choppers
of These mighty redwood.
Large trees, when falling
that this is literally awful.
from any eminence, unless coming in contact with those
of their own size and growth, carry everything before
them, finally buryiag themselves in the ground at the bottom of the valley.
Our third day (Thursday, Nov. 4th), proved a poor one,
There was, however, no lack of
as far as sport went.
amusement on the river. I took a small Ballard rifle
(breech loader), with which I diverted myself firing at
ducks, cormorants, divers, etc., making several very sucUncie caught a ten and a half pounder, I
cessful shots.

—

.

We

a sixqiound fish; total, 10| pounds.

Following day

1

(Fri-

day.

again remarkable.

We

We

We started
day, Dec. 5th), we had our hands full indeed.
The salmon
to fish after breakfast, i. e., about 8 o'clock.
were unable to resist our spoons, as the result at the end
Uncle killed six fish, ten, ten, seven,
of the day proved:
eleven, twelve, and eleven and a half pounds. 1 killed
nine fish, nine and a half, nine and a half, six and a half,
fceven and a half, ten, ten and a half, and nine pounds;
total, fifteen salmon, weighing altogether 140 pounds.
Knowing how lively fresh-run salmon from the ocean are
it will be seen that we had our hands full nearly the whole
The next day our bag was

as follows: Uncle killed ten fish, ten, nine, eight, ten,
eight and a half, eight, eight, eight, nine, and twelve
pounds; 1 killed eight fish, nine, nine, eight and a half,
seven and a half, seven, twelve aud a half, and eight
pounds. This was actually our last days' fishing. The
following day (Wednesday) we devoted to packing up our
could
traps for the journey south on the morrowT
not, however, resist the temptation of taking another short
spin under the bridge, when I succeeded in killing two
fine fish, one ten and a half pounds, the other nine and a
half pounds; total, 20 pounds, just byway of a wind-up
to our sport.
The result, then, of our eight clays' fishing
in the Noyo River, may be considered eminently satisfactory, indeed I doubt wiiether much finer sport can be obOur total bag in eight
tained in any part of the world.
days amounted to 73 salmon, weighing in all 644^ pounds^
thus giving an average of about 8| pounds per fish.
It will be observed that our fish ranged generally about
the same size. The largest weighed 13 pounds, the smallBy the above lists it will be seen that only
est li pounds.
two grilse were taken. I endeavored perseveringly to attract the lordly salmon to the surface with a fly, but to no
purpose, I never rose a fish. I am informed, however,
that in the spring time and early summer these fish rise to
enioyed our
a fly up the river in the fresh water.
best sport in the vicinity of the bridge by the hotel, just
above and below, -also a short distance up the river near
an old stump in a very deep bend. It was in the latter
hole that we almost invariably killed male fish, mostly
hook-bills, as they are generally termed. These fish have
ugly noses, curved round like a large hook, hence their
name "hook-bills." Of course these being fresh-run fish,
Many were the exciting
the sport they offered was great.
contest's, as the lively fellows darted up and down stream,
sometime leaping a dozen times several feet into the air
before they would finally turn over and shew signs of dis-

Uncle

eight fish, eleven, six, eight and a half, six, ten,
nine and a half, and twelve pounas; I killed eight, eleven,
twelve, seven, eight, eight and a half, eleven, eleven, ten,
and eight pounds; total, sixteen salmon, weighing together
147 pounds. That night (Saturday), the clouds gathered and
the rain iell heavily, continuing all next day almost without
The pleasantest locality that day was the
intermission.
corner by the big log fire which blazed cheerfully, and
proved highly attractive to the weather-bound ciowd inMany were the stories we listened to, described by
doors.
several old hunters of their encounters with grizzly and
Small bears
other bears, panthers, and California lions.
are plentiful in these woods, and panthers are occasionally
seen, but, as a rule, they steer clear of civilization. They
say that in the berry season laige numbers of bears may
be seen feeding on the banks of the Noyo River.
On Mondav 1 started before dawn accompanied by a
wood-chopper as a guide, with the hope of being able to
crossed the hills and followed the course
bag a deer.
of the river for a number of miles, passing through a very
rough country, densely wooded all the way. The scenery
is exceedingly grand far up the Noyo, and the views from
the summits of the woods looking down upon the water is
beyond all power of description. After following a trail
for about eight miles, we entered the forest to walk wherever we could find an available opening. The work was
tremendously laborious, the mountains being exceedingly
steep, and the woods dense and full of fallen trees, over
and under which we had to make our way. At one poiut
my guide came to a sudden halt, and, beckoning to me,
pointed out a magnificent deer standing still at a distance
of about 120 yards. I fired, but without effect, the bush
being very thick, and thus preventing a clear view. She
turned round broadside, and I fired again, this time with
decided effect. On receiving the shot, she leaped six feet
followed,
into the air and dashed into the thicket.
but alas, having no dogs, we entirely lost sight of her.
saw any quantity of
This was the only shot all diy.
My guide, while walking some
tracks, but to no purpose.
distance ahead of me, tired his revolver at a bear which he
saw bolting along at the bottom of the hill. 1 rushed forward on hearing the shot, and could hear the beast making
lor
off through the dense thicket, but though we hunted

killed

We

We

We

From dawn till
a lonsr time, we failed to turn him out.
sunset we fought our way through the thickest forests,
finally passing down the valley of Pudding Creek, so
named from its perpetual state of moisture. This valley
of the year the
is so situated, so shut in, that at this time
sun never shines there. From some cause or other the
trees and bushes are ever dripping, and nothing can exceed the chilling effect of the atmosphere. In consequence
of this perpetual moisture the foliage is marvelously proFerns and mosses seem to revel in the soft
lific in growth.
damp ground. Every tree, and especially the many fallen
trees are completely covered with beds of the deepest
moss, and ferns of extraordinary size and beauty. But
the result of the absence of the sun for a long season is,
that the ferns, mosses, and general plants are pale and lacking in brilliancy of color.
Our ramble extended over a distance of at least 25 miles
and lasted twelve hours. During that time I only sat
down for half an hour on a tree in the forest to eat my
lunch. During my absence, Uncle enjoyed excellent sport
on the river among the salmon, killing no fewer than twelve
Of course he had a man to manage the boat, otherfish.
wise he could have done but little. His fish ran as fol-

tress.

Our journey back to Cloverdale, and from thence to San
Francisco was but a repetition. We had been very desirous of varving the trip by going south by the sea, but were
recommended by Mr. McPherson not to atiempt it, as, at
this time of the year, many of the schooners become becalmed, and often occupying three weeks on the down
When we arrived at the North Fork hotel— our
trip.
sleeping place we found our young friend the sportsman.
Such is the abundance of deer in that part of Mendocino
that in early morning on the ridges sport is a certainty.
The night was fine and bright, so I took a long walk of
ten miles or a dozen miles aloug the high "opens" above
During our walk (the young sport being my
the woods.
guide), I saw far away on a high ridge a band of some
The
fifteen or sixteen magnificent deer running in line.
distance was, however, too great and the light too defective
to attempt a shot. I much regretted now that we did not
leave Noyo two days earlier to give me the opportunity of
bagging my first deer. If, next year, or the following, I
take my holidays at the same season, I shall devote the
At Cloverdale we slept
time to hunting exclusively.
soundly. We rose next morning (Saturday) at 5, and left
by the 6 train for the steamer, which carried us back to
P. F. Hooper.
San Francisco, December 19th, 1876.

—
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For Forest and Stream.

"CALE'

LORING.

those who knew Caleb G.Loring will these few
reminiscences prove interestiog I trust, and bring to
the minds of many surviving friends pleasant memories of
dear old "Cale," and happy days gone by. His heart was
tender and kind as that of a woman, but his physique enabled him to undergo the most severe exposures and fatigue
incident to hunting^ being extremely powerful; he was at
one time known as the "Iron Man." Possessing a great

TO

fund of wit and humor, and wonderful power of imitato
tion he would have won fame as a comedian equal
profession.
as
a
stage
the
adopted
he
had
Mathews
Charles
of
A keen observer of nature, his knowledge of the habits
On one
birds and animals was extensive and accurate.
occasion when at "the shanty" I callet} his attention to a
such a
flock of birds flying high in air over the marsh at
"Cale" watched them
distance as to be just discernible.
accustomed to
a moment and exclaimed "brant." Those
shooting know how difficult it is to distinguish, at

seafowl

white-winged
a distance, if a flock of fowl be brant gees>e,
every
coots or cormorants; but from his knowledge of
peculiarity of the flight of birds he distinguished the
rarely
species, and brant they proved to be, although very
Me.
are they seen flying over the marshes of Scarborough,
in deCale's wonderful power of imitation served him well
coying game, especially the marsh birds.
of the
Sitting on the piazza of the "shanty," one day
Indian Summer, we heard a faint whistle, so faint, indeed,
excepting Gale,
at first none among us recognized the bird,
a
and he answered in exact imitation of the whistle of
After
engine.
steam
a
rivaling
power
with
a
given
curlew,
many calls, and occasional faint replies from the bird, it
was seen approaching, and as it came uearer Cale gradually
dissoftened and modulated his call in proportion to the
house,
the
from
shot
finally
was
curlew
the
tance, and
calling
while hovering, anxious to alight by the side of the
When first seen the bird was near the mouth of the
one
Nonesuch River, a half mile distant, it being calm and
Ere dark a duck flew down
clear, and just before sunset.
decoys anthe river, and had passed without noticing the
attracted
chored in front the house, when a quack from Cale
and came
turned
immediately
it
duck;
the
of
attention
the
right barrel.
back, and fell a victim to deception and the
to tne
Not unfrequently several sportsmen would return
river to find that
"shanty," after a days' shooting down the
by ahootiug
Cale had made a better bag than any of them
nearly all
house;
the
around
the birds that had "come
they were
such birds came into the house, and not a few
might oe
Nearly every morn and eve the song of a robin
and one
house
the
of
rear
the
in
pines
heard among the
robin is
that
sweetly
"how
S.
by
morning, after a remark
wager a bottle
singing;" one of the party exclaimed "I'll
kitehen
."
6. stepped into the
of wine that it is not a robin
w h
buds
some
of
broiling
the
watching
Cale
where stood
still
song
s
robin
the
and
moving;
muscle of his lace
>

not a
wceptea
continuing S. returned to the adjoining room
but being un
bird;
the
to
find
out
went
all
wager;
and
the
,
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successful, returned,

and were undeceived by hearing Cale

repeat, at request, tlie ventriloqual notes that were so deDaring the day, when not in use, the guns were
ceiving.
placed together on gun rests on the piazza, and by imitat-

ing some plover whistle, Cale had not unfrequently called
out all hands, for the amusement of seeing the rush for
guns; but now a general wager was made that Cale could
cot again decoy any of the party out of doors if there
should be no game in sight. After this every one was on
the qui vive at the sound of a plover's whistle to know of
Gale's whereabouts, or else see some game from the windows ere rushing to the piazza for guns. But a few days
after this, Cale being out putting the boats in order, began
whistling plover calls, but as no birds could be seen from
the house no one therein ventured out until after some time
had elapsed, when the report of a gun brought them to
"I waited for
the door, to see Cale picking up dead birds.
yon to come out," said he, "until the birds started, and
then shot to wake you up." All then went into the house,
including Cale, who went up stairs to his chamber, and
thence, after a few minutes, stepped out on the upper piazza and gave the shrill whistle of a "yellow-leg" that appeared to those below to come from high in the air above
the house, and there was a grand rush for the guns on the
lower piazza, where they were greeted by a second whistle
from Cale, and the enjoinment "don't "shoot yet." The
bell was rung, and Cale came down to hear the verdict.
His powers were well shown in his original story known

culiarities.

Those

member

Many

who have heard Cale

tell this

story will long

re-

it.

times have I seen

him

call

ducks, giving exact im-

from the contralto quack of the
duck to the bass of the drake, and the soft, courting notes;
and many times have I made my throat sore endeavoring
After dining at my home, one
to correctly imitate him.
day, he accompanied me to my chamber, which is a sort of
museum of stuffed birds, guns, etc. and being pleased at
the many evidences of my taste similar to his own, asked
me if I made a will, to leave the contents of that room to
itations of all their notes,

;

him.

I called his attention

to festoons

of different vari-

hanging in a corner; taking one of them
he exclaimed "Isthisaleg-I-see? (legacy). At

eties of birds' legs

in his liana,

one time he took part in a shooting match in which a man
opposed to him was supposed to be a wonderful marksman, from the stories told (principally by himself) of the
shots made by him "at the Kedhouse in England."
And
in the preliminary arrangements of the match everything
was compared by him to the superior manner in which
such affairs were managed "at the Redhouse in England,
you know." When the trial came, Mr. Bragadocio suffered
a most signal defeat, but wr ould not acknowledge that his
opponent shot extraordinarily well, and gave profuse explanations, known as "gunners' excuses," of the causes of
his poor shooting, and had "oft beaten the field at the Redhouse in England, when every one there shot far better than
the best shooting of to-day." At the supper following this
match Mr. B in answer to interrogation, acknowledged
that Cale shot "very well
very well." "But," addressing
Cale, "but, Mr. Loring, you should see the shooting at the
,

—

in England."
Cale asks, "I understand you to
say that you have shot at the Redhouse in England?"
"Oh, frequently! frequently!" "Allow me to ask did you

Redhouse

fill %T7

One

of the farmers residing near the "shanty" related
good faith as a fact that he "saw three old squaws (longtailed ducks) flying up river one day as Mr. Loring was
coming down in his gunning -float, and as they flew by the
boat Mr. Loring killed one with each barrel, turned a backsomersault, picked up another gun and dropped the third.
How, that's quick shooting, I call it, for they say that old
squaws fly ninety miles an hour. He always has three
double-barreled guns in his boat when out gunning, and
fires them all about as quickly as most men can fire one."
Some of Cale's friends hearing this story, asked of him
the particulars.
He had not until then heard the farmer's
version, and explained, that as the ducks neared him they
divided and he killed one each side of him, but the third
one going directly over his head he was unable to turn entirely around in the boat quickly enough to cover it with
his second gun, but threw himself on his back and shot
with the gun held firmly in both hands above him, thus

in

killing the last bird.

Frequently, as on this occasion, when inconvenient to
turn quickly to shoot birds passing each side of him, he
would shoot on one side, and, changing the gun to the
other shoulder, shoot with the same unerring aim, always

.

among his friends to whom these facts are known but I
believe that the score has never before been published:
Day.
Birds.
Shots.
Shots.
Birds.] Bay.
First day.... .. 11
lOjFifth day.
10
Second day..... 7
27
7 Sixth day

shooting with both eyes open.
Although able to distinguish birds so readily he was "color-blind." I first became aware of this through taking to him for identification a sandpiper, of a species then new to me, although
very familiar with most of the genus.
He examined the
bird, told me that it was a "buff-breasted sandpiper," and
asking me to describe its color, said that all birds appeared
gray to him, although he could detect marked differences
in shades.
He added that this specimen was somewhat
Tare, and, although he had shot several on different occasions, he had never seen them in numbers.
I afterwards
compared it with the plate and description in Audubon's
"Birds of America," which confirmed its identity.
I
regret that I did not preserve the skin, for the species appears to be now extremely rare.
To the ordinary observer,
depending us he does, to a great degree, upon color in distinguishing the different species of birds, color-blindness
^ight seem a great obstacle; but this defect would render
one much less liable to be deceived by varieties of plumage, or colors of eyes, bills, and feet, incidental to the
same species of different ages, sexes, seasons, localities,
etc.

U was

rarely that any one but Cale's most intimate
had opportunity to see him show his skill in shoot•iog, except it were by accident.
In 1853 a wager was
Tuade among some of his friends that he could not kill
ninety woodcock in one hundred shots; the conditions requiring him to shoot at every woodcock that his dog
pointed or flushed. Of course not enough birds could be
found in one day, and the shooting extended over seven
days, and at several places, in Maine and in Massachusetts.
It will be remembered by those who witnessed it (Messrs.
Pratt, Morse, Tiltou, and others), and by many others
friends

#4 §nlhqe.

;

Third day
Fourth day

8

8
16

17

Seventh day

20

Total.....
ioo
Missed second, fortieth, forty-third, forty-fourth, forty-eighth, and
fifty-third shots.

'
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ABSTRACT OF THE REPORT OF THE
COMMISSIONERS OF FISHERIES OF
MARYLAND.

"

By

the score it will be seen that forty-one birds were
killed consecutively; as were also thirty-eight.
One of
the birds shot was brought to hand by the dog, and instead
of taking it from the dog's mouth as was his custom, Cale
told him to drop it; but the bird, being only wounded,
fluttered off and was knocked over again with the second
barrel.
This was counted as two shots, one bird. Sportsmen accustomed to shoot woodcock will appreciate this
wonderful score, for wonderful it must appear to even the
best of crack sportsmen of the day, or other days. Mr. Loring enjoyed the friendship of many distinguished gentlemen,
and widespread was the sadness caused by his death. He
died of kidney disease August 28th, 1868; and, to quote
from an obituary, "we all knew him, all loved him, and
we all feel sad that his pleasant jest will never again 'set
the table in a roar.' "
I write these few reminiscences in the hope that through
the columns of Forest and Stream many more will be
given from an abler pen than that of
The Boy.

Commission which
THEthough
without

For Forest and Stream.

A WOLF HUNT FIFTY YEARS AGO.
HAD

was appointed

in

1874, al-

the yield of
most valuthat
the
satisfied
become
yet
have
their waters,
able fisheries of the State are becoming less and less productive, and are being depleted of their supplies of fish
food to an alarming extent. The natural geographical adreliable statistics as to

vantages of Maryland are so great that no effort should be
wanting to make her waters, one-fifth the whole area,
cannot agree, howyield their utmost abundance.
ever, with the Commissioners in their statement that the
'rivers of the more southern States are year by year becoming more and more depleted, and their unhappy condition, both pecuniarily and politically, renders it improbable that they will be able for many years to do anything
towards the restoration of their fisheries. The spring fishes of the Chesapeake Bay, being the earliest in market,

We

*

the most remunerative prices." Her immeVirginia, is doing nobly in the cause of fish
neighbor,
diate
preservation, and the fish business of Norfolk is scarcely
exceeded by that of Baltimore itself, while Savannah is the
will

"Schoolboy Story."

After explaining the circumstances of being appointed a member of the school committee of the town, and going to a school exhibition, lie
gives a rendering of the whole exercises; the declamations, etc., by the boys, and the Yankee conversation of
the farmer who sat by him making aside remarks, and
giving a history of each performer and his individual peas the

403

command

just risen from the breakfast table one winter
morning, when a farmer from an adjacent settlement
drove into the door yard and informed me that the night
previous a wolf had entered his fold and killed several
sheep, and requested me to go and hunt the animal down.
I needed no urging, as from early boyhood hunting and
trapping had been my chief pursuit. My home was among
the green mountains, and bear, lynx, wolf, and smaller
game were quite abundant. Devoting, as I did, my whole
time to the pursuit, it was common for the farmers, when
suffering from the depredations of wild animals, to call

point of shipment for the catch as far south as Key West.
The shad being the most important of the food fishes of
their waters, the Commissioners paid immediate attention
to their propagation, and for this purpose put themselves
in communication with Prof. Baird and Seth Green. Their
first efforts at procuring spawn were frustrated through

upon me to

the Commissioners, in company with Prof. J. W. Milner,
Deputy U. S. Commissioner, representing Prof. Baird, and
two members of the Virginia Commission, examined the
fisheries of the Potomac, and then ascended the Patuxent

I

rid them of the pests.
In the present instance I was soon ready, my knapsack
packed with food and blankets, prepared for a longcha. e,
as wolf hunts usually were, and ten o'clock found me with
hound on the trail, the latter soon rounding far up the
mountain side. Ere long the wind had died away, but
about noon, on arriving at the summit, it was again heard
on a ridge beyond. I was descending towards the intervening valley, when the voice of the hound struck peculiOn listening, I plainly discerned that,
arly upon my ear.
In lieu of
instead of pursuing, the hound was pursued.
the long-drawn, clear-ringing tones there came an occasionBlucher was a powerful,
al ki-i ing and whimpering.
courageous fellow, as had been often proved in encounters
with the bear, lynx, and wolf, so that at first I was loath to
credit my sense of hearing; but as the sound drew near I
was forced to accept the situation, and prepared for it.
Removing my knapsack and snow-shoes, 1 took a position
beside a large tree a little way from the trail, ready for a
The hound came first in view, as I feared, the wolf
shot.
The latter had not detected my presence,
close upon him.
and when at fifty paces I drew up for the shot. At that
instant he turned, and received the charge in his hind legs,
breaking both off below the gambiel joint. He was crippled for an instant, but was soon out of sight on the back
track. Feeling sure of my game, I was in no hurry to
pursue. My poor hound was in a sorry plight. His rump
and flank were literally scarified by the fangs of the wolf,
and not until his wounds had been along time bathed with
snow did they cease to bleed. After a lunch of raw salt
pork and brown bread, I took up the trail, now doubly
But on old Blucher's part the fight
flecked with blood.
c

Neither threats nor entreaties would make him
over.
Night was approaching, and I had not
go, except at heel.
once sighted the wolf. It seemed marvelous that he could
proceed so fast, dragging himself by the fore legs alone. I
had for some time been looking for a place to camp.
giant hemlock that had been blown over down the steep
side hill, and resting on the roots for some distance, leaving an open space between it and the ground into which
the snow had not penetrated, was just the place. With
my hatchet I soon made a bed of boughs, then a thick
screen was set up of the same on each side, the tops resting against the body of the tree, against which, with a
snow-shoe, I piled the snow. The thick, dry bark and
limbs of the same tree afforded plenty of good fuel, and
with my tinder-box I soon had a roaring fire, where I
After a
broiled my pork spitted on the steel ramrod.
fragrant couch,
hearty supper and a pipe I turned into
where, with hound to feet, and well wrapped in blankets,
Daylight found
I slept the sweet sleep of a weary hunter.
me astir, and after a hearty meal, which emptied the commissary department, I took up the trail. It was noon ere
I reached the lair of the wolf— a shallow cave near the
summit of the mountain, where he lay cowardly subdued,
casting his eyes furtively around, but never once looking
me in the eye. Another charge of BB, this time in the
head, and I soon had his shaggy coat off oyer his muzzle.
Ascending a tall spruce, 1 got the bearings to a shingle
camp, which I reached ere sunset, and met with hearty
welcome, tarrying over night and returning home next day.
On stretching the p^lt it proved much larger than any I had
previously captured, besides being the last wolf ever seen
C. L. Whitman.
in that section.

was
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Dried Eggs. — A new

industry, that of drying eggs,
which is represented in this country, has been set on foot
at Passau, on the Danube, and the Prussian military authorities are about to give the product a fair trial for solThe London News says several German
diers' rations.
chemists, and Prof. Pettenkofer in particular, are very
sanguine as to the success of the experiment, and they
pronounce dried eggs to have lost none of their valuable
properties by the gradual evaporation of the water contained by them in their original state.
«*.*.*.

— Southern California

is

—

subject to terrific sand storms,

the sand being lifted in such masses as to resemble fog,
and so dense as to render objects invisible at only a few
One of these storms recently visited
feet of distance.
Bakersfield, blowing up from the Mohave desert through
the Tejon pass. At Wilmington, or old San Pedro, the
seaport of Los Angelos, the sand can sometimes be seen
piled up behind the fences like snow-drifts.

the sudden and deeply-regretted death of Dr. Slack, which
indeed put an end to operations for 1874. The following
Spring, in order to select proper iccalities for operations,

examining the fisheries on that river. They
found Freestone Point, lying between Powell's and Neabsco Creeks, admirably adapted for shad hatching, being
an excellent shad fishery, the ripe fish apparently selecting
the extensive flats at this point for spawning, with a safe
harbor for the hatching boxes. An arrangement having
been made with Mr. Seth Green for the use of his hatching
apparatus, Mr. Orin Chase, of Rochester, reported for duty
Mr. Chase being provided with a
on the 2d of April
complete outfit, with facilities for hatching a half million
of eggs daily, was located on the Patuxent, and Mr. Alex.
Kent was sent to Coppages Landing, on the Chester, simiIn the copy of the Report received by us,
larly equipped.
the appendix, which was to contain the report of Messrs.
Chase and Kent, was not attached, and we are therefore
There apin the dark as to the extent of their operations.
pears, however, to have been great mortality among the
eggs, which probably was attributable to the heat of the
surface of the water and the increased power of the sun.
This, Mr. Ferguson thinks, might be remedied by submerging the hatching boxes, and he so suggested.
The books of the owner of one of the largest fisheries
on the upper bay show that, in 1824, with a seine of 500
fathoms, his catch of shad during the season ending May
24th, amounted to 52,617 fish, whereas, in that of 1871 he
took with a seine of 1,150 fathoms only 17,800. At least
twenty-three fisheries above the mouth of the North East
that were in operation some forty years since, have disappeared—another evidence of the marked diminution in
as far as Bristol,

.

the

number of shad.
was observed that the

ripe males or milters made their
appearance in advance of the ripe females, and were much
more abundant early in the season. Quite frequently, toIt

wards the close of the season, numbers of ripe females
were found, and after taking the eggs, were abandoned for
want of milt to impregnate them. In some cases the milt
from the herring was used, and also one or two lots of
eggs were impregnated with the milt from the rock. After
hatching, as they had no means to keep them that their development might be observed, they released these hybrids.

The herring (Promolobus pseudo hare ng us) is scarcely less
important than the shad, and should receive the fostering
care of the State.
The fecundity of the herring is so wonderful and their numbers so immense, that it would stem
only necessary to protect them so that they might reach
proper spawning beds. The eggs are more adhesive than
those of the shad, and more difficult to handle. Fishing
with the herring net should be discontinued earlier in the
season.
The striped bass or rock, (Moccus lineatus), both for its
game and table qualities, deserves to be placed among the
most important of our native food fishes. They are taken
of great size in the shad and herring seines, and are called
"herring rollers" by the fishermen, who make war upon
them, believing that they consume a great many shad and
herring; a great mistake, as even if they were worthless aa
food, their predatory instincts cause them to follow the
schools of shad and herring, coneuming only the least
strong and vigorous, while the strongest are left to perpetuate their race.
The Commissioner 3 experienced -great
difficulty in finding ripe females, although many ripe male
fish were taken.
Regarding this fish the Commissioi erg

say:—

"We deem it of

the greatest importance that the time of

spawning be accurately determined, and, if possible, the
character of the spawning beds, etc. To enable us to procure the ova and increase this fish, we propose to select a
suitable locality, procure the fish in their first abundance in
February, and confine them until their eggs are developed.
Although impracticable for shad, this cuiTbe accomplished
at no great cost. At the Bucksport establishment the sal-

mon

are taken in the shore seines in the Spring, transferred

—

—

—

FOREST AND STREAM.
fresh water pond, and kept until ripe in the Fall,
the eggs are taken and hatched. In this way we confidently hope to be able to procure and develop many millions of rock during the coming Spring,"
Successful experiments were made in hatching the white
perch, and the Commissioners are satisfied that they can
greatly be increased by artificial propagation.
Though of recent introduction into the waters of Maryland, the black bass has become so plentiful as to be worthy
of mention among the native fishes. There are hundreds
of families residing in the region drained by the upper Potomac, who are saved thousands of pounds of meat annually by the introduction of this wholesome change of diet.
The Commissioners have stocked many of their rivers, and
and expect excellent fishing in four or five years in the
Streams so stocked, if the fish are protected.
They have received constant applications from all parts
of the State for trout for streams and pond3 fed by cold
springs, so they have made preliminary arrangements,
should the necessary means be placed at their disposal, to
distribute from fifty to seventy thousand trout immediately.
Their hatching facilities are such that they can, at
little or no additional cost, turn out hundreds of thousands
iry yearly, should they be enabled to procure storage
ponds for the breeding trout.
few eggs of the Salmo indea have been received from
California and hatched by Mr. Ferguson in his library, after which they were placed in a pond in Druid Hill Park,
where those remaining are doing well. The State has received 80,000 eggs of the salmon {Salmo salar) from the
Bucksport breeding establishment, presented by Professor
Baird. They were placed in charge of Mr. Kent at has
hatching house at Green Spring and disposed of, but how
we are not informed, as our report contains no appendix.
The Commissioners are not hopeful of success with this
fish, as he is an inhabitant of much colder waters.
few
thousand eggs of the salmon or lake trout were procured
and hatched out, and placed, some in Druid Lake and others in the small streams tributary to the Gunpowder, in
Baltimore county. Forty thousaud ova have been obtained from Seth Green, and are now in the hatching house
in Druid Hill Park.
large portion of the appropriation at the disposal of
the Commissioners has been devoted to introducing the
California salmon {Salmo quinnat) to their waters, a general distribution having been made through the waters of the
As the San JoState, and with fine prospects of success.
aquin valley is about isothermal with the Savannah, they
believe that the salmon will not suffer for want of cold
water in the Potomac, Patuxent, Gunpowder, and Susquehanna. 144,000 of these valuable fish have been placed in
the waters of the State. Prof. Baird having procured the
services of Mr. Rudolphe Hessel to proceed to Germany to
procure carps for the purpose of introducing them into
America, that gentleman returned to this country with 25
There
fish out of 800 and more with which he started.
were placed in Druid Hill Park, three common carp {Gyprinus earpis) one of that variety which is without scales
and so highly valued; twelve tench {Gyprmus tinea), and
seven golden tench {Tinea auratus). Of these ouly six
tench and two golden tench survive.
The well-known diamond-back terrapin comes in for notice, and it is suggested that there are hundreds of localities admirably situated in the terrapin producing regions
which could be made more productive, acre for acre, than
the best surrounding land, by the establishment of terrapin ponds. To construct these it is only necessary to fence
off the head of an inlet, or throw fences out into the creeks
by driving boards some eight feet into the mud, so as to
prevent the possibility of the terrapin burrowing under
them. The bottom of the pond should shelve off to a
depth of six or eight feet, and the fence should enclose a
portion of sand bank, extending some dozen or more feet
beyond high water mark, in which the adult terrapin can
deposit their eggs. During the Summer, floats should be
anchored out in deep water, on which the terrapin could
enjoy the sun, and there should be also a smaller pond for
a nursery. The female excavates a hole in the sand above
high water mark and deposits her eggs, carefully covering
them. In two months they are hatched, but for some time
the young terrapins show no disposition to take to the
water. At this period they are very vulnerable, as they
are encumbered with an umbilical sac, which presents a
salient point of attack to small fishes; they should be carefully protected from tnese casualties, and provided with
soft mud in which to bury themselves during their hibernation.
The Report goes into the subject of netting, and makes
some valuable suggestions on this point. Fishways are
also discussed, and the Commisbioners visited the great
falls of the Potomac to investigate the possibility of surmounting or overcoming that obstruction. The Report
concludes with a summary, by which it appears that the
Commissioners have distributed 4,340,000 young shad, in
addition to the 4,975,550 liberated in the Potomac by Prof.
Baird; 144,000 California salmon, 8,000 Maine salmon,
2,000 salmon trout, and 500 black bass; also, within two
weeks of the date of the Report, 91,500 California salmon,
and they have now in the Druid Hill Hatching House over
400,000* two months' old fish for distribution. There are
also excellent suggestions for the protection and increase
of the fish supply, which are worthy of the attention of
to a

A

A

A

the State authorities. The Commission has now been established but two years, and the amount of work complepleted in that time is enormous. Mr. T. B. Ferguson has
been particularly energetic, and the State of Maryland is
under great obligations to that gentleman, not only for the
beautiful Druid Hill Park establishment, but for his services generally.
.
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Fish Culture In Kentucky. —To a few
getic citizens,

of her ener-

among whom may be mentioned Gen. W.

Landram, Messrs. W. H. Kinuaird, W.

C.

Price,

J.

John

Sportsmens' Association, of which they are memis indebted for a probable large increase in
her fish supply. Within a short time past there have been
placed in the waters of Dix River thirty thousand California salmon, procured from the U. S. Fish Commissien at
no expense beyond that of transportation. This was the
result of a correspondence with Prof. James W. Milner,
who is now stationed at Northville, Mich, It is said that
three hundred thousand, salmon have been put into the
tributaries of the Mississippi during the past three weeks.
State

bers,

Kentucky

^jjiiMforg.

in doses

7 Ms Department is now under the charge of a competent Naturalist,
Smithsonian Institution, and will lienceforth be made a
of this paper. All communications, notes, queries, remarks, and seasonal observations will receive careful attention.
[
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THE RATTLESNAKE.

THE

treatment of a snake bite, but it must be taken
of several ounces. Its action is mysterious, and
cannot well be explained, yet according tp practical experience there is not much difference betwoen the potency of
the whisky and the oil, though to one not afflicted the
whisky would be preferred. Sportsmen, in camping, are
accustomed, after pitching their tents, to stretch around it
a hair lariat.
If a snake should attempt to cross a hair
rope, it will instantly retreat.
The short hairs on the rope,
which are always abundant, impart a disagreeable sensation, which causes the snake to retreat.
James W. Bailar in the

inml

when

Rattlesnake, though repulsive to most persons, is
It may be considered

interesting to the naturalist.

North America, as it is found in almost every part of this continent, but more are found in
Texas
the Southern States than in the Northern States.
has a large number of poisonous reptiles, and that section
of low, barren country lying between the Rio Grande and
Neueces Rivers, during the summer months,literally swarms
with such as the rattlesnake, moccasin, centipede, tarantula, scorpion, and alligator.
The rattlesnake is the most
as truly belonging to

It never strikes, unless in
excepting just before .and after its winter
The chief danger then lies in accidentally treading
sleep.
on it, which a person may do in walking where it abounds.
To strike it must be in close coil, with its head erect.
They often strike several times in quick succession, as may
be frequently seen by the marks of their hooked fangs
upon the legs of white pantaloons. It is capable of springing only a little more than half its length, unless lying on
an inclined plane, when it can then, by supporting itself
entirely upon its tail, spring much farther.
The remembrance of the first rattlesnake ever encountered by the
writer has left a vivid impression. It lay in the middle of
a well-traveled road, which ran over a steep hill. The
saddle horse was secured at a safe distance, and with a
slender pole of considerable length its capacity for springing was tested. This specimen contained fourteen rattles,
was nearly three feet long, and was as large around its

sluggish of the snake family.
self-defense,

body as the wrist of a large man. When teased its rattles
were set rapidly in motion. Its glossy skin indicated that
it had just emerged from its dormant state. A few touches
with the rod caused it to spring about three times its length
down the hillside, while on a level it could spring but little
more than half its length. After making the necessary
observations its life was sacrificed and possession gained of

The rattlesnake is said to possess a
its fangs and rattles.
strong odor when irritated.
There are several kinds of rattlesnakes described; but two
have come under the observation of the writer one the
inhabitant of the mountain region, and the other of the
prairie, the difference being chiefly in vividness of coloring of the mountain variety. The snake of the plains carries the rattles parallel with the ground when crawling,
which is not the case with the other. It has been asserted
that the rattlesnake is never found at an elevation higher
than 6,000 feet above the level of the sea, but recent exgentleman
plorers have found this statement incorrect.
connected with an exploring party has recently written
that he has killed rattlesnakes at an elevation of 8,000 feet.

—
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ley, M. D.
Albany, N. T.

its rattles

have so

by the Smithsonian
poisonous reptiles al-

rard's Catalogue of Reptiles, published

The end

ways terminates

of the

bluntly,

tail

in

while in the case of those that

are not poisonous, the tail tapers gradually to a slender
The prevailing opinion is, that the first joint of the
point.
rattle, or
it is

the "button," requires two years for its maturity;
a rattle is formed for each succeed-

also believed that

—

ing year that
teen years old.

is,

a snake having fourteen rattles

is six-

Hogs which roam at large in Texas destroy many snakes,
which they attack with savage ferocity. They are sometimes bitten, but the thick layer of adipose tissue which
protects the circulation in the hog, prevents the bite proving fatal. It may be that the fat neutralizes the effect of

the poison. The writer once during the late war lay concealed in the underbrush near the enemy, when not far

from him he heard distinctly the sound of a snake's rattle.
Imagine his nervous impression and the relief experienced
when he saw a wild porker advance, with bristles erect and
This
eyes flashing fire, and quickly dispatch the reptile.
scene only required a few seconds for its enactment. The
writer was compelled to lay quietly, for if his position had
been known, the sharp crack of the enemy's rifle would
have settled the question. It has been asserted that serpents do not travel at night, but this statement does not
accord with the writer's experience; for he has frequently
seen them gliding through the grass when riding by moon-

The venom

of the rattlesnake is also deadly to the
brute creation. Catlle, when feeding, are often bitten in
the jaws, and death is inevitable, though the poison does
not appear to be disseminated as speedily as in the human
Various remedies are suggested for the bite of
subject.
poisonous snakes, some of which are to be relied on, if the
poison is not communicate! directly to the circulation;
but in this case all remedies prove unavailing. The unprofesssional apply directly to the wound mud or a freshly
killed chicken, split open through the back and its warm
The latter is certainly effectflesh applied to the wound.
ive, for in more than one instance in a few minutes I have
seen the flesh of the chicken turn green and putrid where
it had come in contact with "he virus from the snake. The
remedy which is most certain in its relief is whisky or
brandy, used in large quantities immediately. It is estimated that, to counteract the effect of a severe bite, it requires at least one quart of Bourbon whisky, and that
nothing short of intoxication will insure immunity.
Drunkenness is never exhibited until the poison is counteracted, and when this condition is manifest the patient is
light.

considered safe.

correspondent, an

officer

his ship at Port Royal, writes

gion.
V
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A Voracious

— Within

a month I caught a small
pike {Esox reticulatus) which seemed unusually corpulent;
so I dissected him, and found that he had swallowed a
Umi).
This minnow I
large mud-minnow {Melanura
opened, and found that it had within it a pike about two
inches long, and within the pike was a still recognizable
minnow of the species above mentioned. To find a pike
with one of its own species in its stomach is a common occurrence, but to match this "four-in one" instance, I think
This mud-minnow
will be found a difficult thing to do.
is a very ravenous fish, and consumes an incredible number of newly hatched fishes. I have found that it is a common habit of the species to haunt the spawning beds of
many species and gobble up the fry as it makes its appearance, and it has learned or rather knows from inherited
experience, that the fry of some fishes are not palatable
and so seeks the ova. This is particularly the case with
the catfish, and it will follow the female fish and devour
the eggs in spite of all the efforts of the latter to drive the
minnow away. This curious risk is specifically the same
as the umbra, of Europe, according to Dr. Gunther; but
the habits of the
I

can determine.

Fish.

two species differ" considerable, so
Chas. C. Abbott, M. D.

far as
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RED FOXES VERSUS GRAY FOXES.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
Elizabethtgwn, Ky. January 17th, 1876.
Your doubt in regard to the popular theory that red foxes drive out the
,

rattlesnake and

often been described, that it is unnecessary to repeat the
description here. Persons having the curiosity to refresh
their memory can do so by referring to any standard work
on Natural History, such, for instance, as Baird and GiInstitution.

—A

us that he has on board two pairs of red-legged African
partridges, two cocks and two hens, and wishes to know
of some gentleman in that vicinity who would be likely to
take proper care of them, with a view to breeding them.
We have referred him to Mr. Hallock, who is now at Port
Royal, the guest of Mr. C. G. Kendall, an ardent sportsman, who would doubtless gladly undertake the task of
propagating these rare biids. From our correspondent's
description we are unable to learn whether these birds are
the common red-legged partridge {Gaccabus rufas) of Europe,
a strong bird distinguished by a black bar over the forehead,
behind the eye and around the breast, and which, since its
introduction into England from this continent, has almost
driven away the original breed in places, or the francolin
of Asia.
Baker alludes repeatedly to the francolin in his
Abyssinian travels, and Wood mentions another, the Sanguine francolin, {ItJiaginis cruentus), which inhabits the
Himalayan range, and is thought to be peculiar to that re-

A

The common Eastern

^«»»

•

Red-Legged Partridges.
of the U. S. Navy, now with

The use

of sweet oil

is

deservedly popu-

my

gray, attracted

I have always held that

attention a short time ago.

was a fact, but being rather uncertain as to whether my conclusion
was foundei on experience or popular theory, I have consulted some old
fox hunters, and will give you the benefit of their ideas. One tells me
that thirty years ago, when he covnmenced hunting foxes, he never saw
a red fox in this country, while the gray fox was in great abundance;
but after the red commenced coming in, the 'gray disappeared in the
same proportion as the red increased. Now-a-day's to bag a gray is an
it

exception to the rule, the catch being wholly red. This has been the
experience of all the hunters I have questioned, and my own experience
I nave
is that the gray have almost disappeared since I can remember.
had both kinds as pets, and they lived amicably together; but the same
can be said of dogs and pet coons which T have seen play together, as well
as pet rabbits and cats. There must be some reason for the exocius of
the gray fox from this country, and the most tangible one is, that the
influx of the re^d fox has had the same effect upon the, gray, as that
There being an iucompataof the Norway rat had upon the native rat.
bility, the weak gray had to give way to the red fox, which is the largest
and strongest, as well as the fleeter of the two. I know it to be a fact
that they never have their dens in the same place, and it is rare that a
gray and a red fox are started in the same woods. They will not in a
tame state breed across, as was demonstrated to me by my own pets, and
Their habits are somewhat differI never saw a cross in a wild state.
ent, the gray being the hardest to tame, but much inferior in cunning,
when wild, to the led. Boys frequently catch the grays in snares set
for rabbits. I have, however, yet to hear of a red fox being trapped in

"Lex.

that manner.

Nicasio, Marin Co., Cal., Jan. 6th,

Editor Forest and Stream

1'
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It may be of interest to your readers to know how many birds I have
noticed during the past season, which have built their nests and reared
their young in a live oak tree which stands in the centre of a corral,
where thirty cows are milked daily under its shade. About half- way up
the trunk of the tree is a small hollow extending into the heart of the
tree, which a Bewick's wren {Thryothorus Uemckii) has chosen for her

which are white, with fine brown
young birds had taken their flight, a yellow-bellied
flycatcher (Empidonax -/laviventris, var. difficilis) chose to build her nest
in the same hollow. Her eggs are there in number, and are creamy
white, with reddish brown and purplish markings at the larger end. A

home and
specks.

laid her five little eggs,

When

the

little to the right of this hollow, in the overhanging branches, a CiftJifW
nia house finch {Carpodacus frontalis) has made her nest and deposited
her five eSgs, which are pale blue, with dark brown spots. In another
the
part of the tree, about twenty feet from the ground, is the nest of
browntowb.ee {Pipilo funcus) containing three eggs, which are robin
little to one side of this,
blue, and aie spotted with shades of purple.
Parkman's wren {Trois an old dead limb, in the hollow of which the
abode and built he*
clodvtes (Eden var. Parkmanni) has taken up her
spotted
nest. She also laid five eggs, which are pinkish white, thickly
Then, on an old dead stump of a limb, a
all over with pink specks.
together and
turtle dov,e (Zenaidura Carolinensis) has put a few sticks
bug
called it a nest, and laid two white egg*; and last, but not least, a
Cochin hen goes regularly every morning and lays her egg on one of the
unlimbs, but they fall to the ground, and, strange to say, often escape
andbroken. Arter a box had been placed for her she continued to lay
thehatch her chickens. This wonderful tree stands on the ranch of
give
Estey Brothers. If any of the readers of Forest and Stream can
to hear of it.
a description of a more prolific tree, I should be happy

A

Mrs, Chas. A, AM,EK
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New York Yacht Club.— The election of
New York Yacht Club takes place to-day.

officers of

There are
headed by the name of Mr.
W. T. Garner, present Ylee Commodore, with Mr. C. A.
Minton for secretary, and the other advocating Mr. G. A.
Kingsland, present Commodore, for another term, and Mr.
W. B. Bend for secretary. The contest promises to be a
the

two tickets in the

field

— one

close one.

Boston Yacht Club— A regular meeting of this organization was held on Wednesday of last week at the Parker
House, Commodore Benjamin Dean in the chair, and Thos.
There were thirty members present, repDean, secretary.
resenting the yachts

Alice, Contest, Eva, Edith, Elaine,
Kelpie, Maud, Queen Mab, Sunbeam, Tempest, Una, Vqlante, Violet, Wraith, and Wanderer.
The subject of the proposed amendments to the constitution being in order, changes were made which provide
for the annual election of two measurers instead of one,
the province of one to be south of Cape Cod.
The time for the annual meeting for the election of officers was changed from the last Wednesday in April to the
Fannie, Ivy,

Wednesday in January.
circular from Captain Henry W. Hunt, Special Commissioner of the United States Commision. concerning
yacht representation at the Centennial Exhibition was read,
and the subject was referred to individual members of the
club, with authority to act as members of said club.

last.

A

The committee on the annual dinner reported that they
considered it expedient to indulge in sueb'a re-union, and it
was voted to have a dinner, the arrangements and time beiDg referred to the committee in charge.
—Several of the yacht clubs are moving in the matter of
securing a representation of the marine interests of Massachusetts at the Centennial Exhibition.
The Eastern, Beverly, and East Boston Clubs have already held meeting,
and appointed committees, and the Boston, Haverhill, and
Bunker Hill, and South Boston Clubs will probably follow
suit.
A large variety of models have already been received
by Capt. Henry W. Hunt, the agent of this department
for Massachusetts, and they are of all kinds and descriptions.
The response to the request for specimens for the
grand fleet of models exceeds anticipation.

Drum

(two species.)

Family

ScicB-

Gronper, Epinephelpus nigrltw,
Trout (black bass,) Centropristls

atrarius.
Kinglish, Menticirrus nebulosus.
Striped Bass or Eockfish, Eoccm
Sea Bass, Scicenops ocellatus.
lirwitus.
Sheepshead, Archosargus probato- Tailorfish, Pomatomus saltatrlx.
cephalus.
Blade bass, Micropierus salmoides\
Snapper, Lutjanus caxus.
AT. nigricans.

[Under the head of "Game and Fish in Season?'' we can only specify In
general terms the several varieties, because the laws of States vary so much
that were we to attempt to particularize we could do no less than publish
those entire sections that relate to the kinds of game in question.
This
would require a great amount of our space. In designating game we are
guided by the laws of nature, upon which alt legislation is founded, and
our readers would do well to provide themselves with the- laws of their respective States for constant reference.
Otherwise, our attempts to assist
them will only create confuslon.1

Fish In

Market.— The continued
and a

mild weather

is

favor-

plentiful supply continues to or-

nament the market slabs. Indeed, we notice that cod fishing excursions to Sandy Hook are advertised. We quote:
—Striped bass, 3 to 8 poinds, 25 cents; Smelts, 15 cents;
blueflsh, 3 to 8 pounds, 15 cents; salmon, frozen, 50 cents;
mackerel, large, 20 cents; small, laj cents; South Carolina
shad, 60 cents; white perch, .18 cents; Spanish mackerel,
50 cents; green turtle, 22 cents; terrapin, per dozen, $15
frost fish, 8 cents; halibut, 20 cents; haddock, 8 cents;
codfish, 10 cents; blackfish, 15 cents; herring, 8 cents;
flounders, 15 centg.; eels, 18 cents; lobsters, per lb, 10 cents;
sheepshead, 25 cents; scollops, per gallon, $1; soft clams,
per 100, 30 to GO cents; whiteflsh, 18 cents; pickerel, 18
cents; salmon trout, 20 cents; black bass, 18 cents; ciscoes,
12 cents; smoked haddock, 15 cents; smoked salmon, 22
cents; smoked mackerel, 8 cents; hard crabs, per 100,
$4;
soft crabs, per dozen, 75 cents; pompano, $1 per pound.

—Among

shape, same, except being considerably broader; taste and
and anal fin very much larger
than in the pompano. Specimens have been sent to Prof.

flavor the same; dorsal fin

Baird at the Smithsonian Institution.

Correction.— In the excellent article of our correspondent "Archer," on Fish and Fishing in the Great Lakes, in
weeks' issue, the types made him say that off the Fox
Islands nets are set in fourteen feet of water, whereas it

last

should have been fourteen hundred

feet.

—

A

a

Fishing Outfit. We had the pleasure of inspecting, on Monday last, at the store of Messrs. Conroy, Blissett & Malleson on Fulton street, an outfit of fishing tackle
prepared for his Majesty, the King of Siam. A handsome

starting points

case contains everything necessary for sea
elegant bass rod with reel, linen
line,floats, leaders, and everything requisite for catching the

—Mr. R. L. Ogden, of San Francisco, has just launched
new steam yacht, which is being fitted up for his use
about the Bay of San Francisco, where there is a great and
varied scope of wide water and river navigation of very
varied and interesting character, embracing many good
Steam Launches,— A correspondent writes us from
regarding the practicability of having a
steam launch not over 16 on 17 feet in length, and about
three feet, drawing but little water, and with boiler
and
engine on such a scale as to permit of the whole craft being
lifted bodily over a dam.
Does any of our readers know
of such a craft?
Who can build one, and the expense?
Louisville, Ky.,

Why have

the small Ericsson coloric engines never been
adapted to steam launches? They do away with the boiler
and water contained therein, which constitute the greatest
portion of the weight.
light steam launch suitable for
our inland waters could be sold by the thousand.

A

The Harvard and Yale Race.— The race between
which Harvard was

cight-oared crews of these colleges, for
challenged by Yale, will be rowed

on the Connecticut
June

River, opposite Springfield, on Friday, the
30th of
next— at least Capt. Otis, of the Harvard crew,

who has
examining the course at this place and at New London, has decided to report favorably
as regards the former place. The course chosen is the cue used by the
Ward
brothers and the St. John crew in their famous
contests,
and by Scharfl and the late champion, George
Brown, of
been

Halifax, in their five-mile, singlc-scull contests,
uiey all praised so highly.
It begins

and which

directly opposite the
city and extends
down the river for four or five miles.
It is said that the
Springfield Club and the Rod and Gun
tlub will both interest themselves to furnish
whatever assistance and courtesies in the way of providing
accommodation, a steamer to follow
lege boys
desire.

the crews,

etc.,

such as the col

may

International Rowing.— A meeting of the Oxford
boatmen was to have been held yesterday for

University
the

purpose of considering the

challenge.

New York

Association's

Cambridge

will also answer next week. There
is little
prospect of either of the universities accepting,
ihe Evening Standard says that Oxford
may send a
crew to contest in the Philadelphia regatta.
The regular
annual university boat race between the Cambridge and
Uxtord crews, has been fixed for Saturday, the 8ih of
April
The course will be the usual one from Putney to
iy tortlake,
or vies versa, a distance of four and a quarter
""les, and will take place at
about the turn of the tide
ironi high water.

Lee Belk, recently murdered in Mississippi, had some
queer adventures during
his life.
Once at" a show in
Austin Texas, he was beset
by roughs with revolvers and
mme knives, and took refuge in the lion's cage seeking
j-arety there,
which he knew he could not find outside. He
m lhe lion s caS e seventeen miles, and the noble
hrm
unite-nobler than the human brutes who pursued—
treateu mm with kind
indifference.
It is doubtless the only
insiance on record wherein
mortal sought and obtained
»uy Irom hls n f U riate fellows bvtakiug refuge
in a lion's
'

,

i

The Grayling

in

;

a lot of very fine pompano received from Pensacola by Mr. Blackford, of Fulton Market, were about fifteen fish that resembled the pompano so closely that, to
the unpracticed eye, there was no difference.
Color, same,

silver

mounted

and inland

fishing; an

red -fish fonnd on the coast, and also a lighter outfit, comprising fly -rod, reel, waterproof line, fly book, etc., for interior fishing.
We are rather ignoraut as to the fish supply
of Siam, and also as to the capabilities of P. B. S. P. B.
M. Chulalongkorn in casting the fly, but it is certain that
Messrs. Conroy, Blissett
Malleson are sending him an
outfit "fit for a prince."

&

— A raascalonge weighing 18| pounds,

and measuring 42
inches in length was taken through the ice on Saratoga
T
Lake last w eek.

this

art.

Most novices^

start

simply requires the exercise of
They lift
great muscular exertion to get out a long line.
their eight or ten ounce trout rod as if they were lifting a
sledge-hammer, and push it out with as much force as they
would use to render the blow of a beetle effective. But
no long cast was ever secured in that way. A quick but
gentle movement, requiring scarcely more muscular exertion than the natural swing of the arm, is all that is necessary— taking care, however, that the line extends its full
length backward before you force it to its forward movement. This is the simple single rule, by adhering to which,
after reasonable practice, any one may make as long casts
as are ever profitable.
The same rule holds good in wielding the heavy double-handed salmon rod except that its
greater weight requires greater exertion. But even here
length of line follows regularity of movement rather 1han
muscular force; and yet without springy and well-balanced
It is
rods neither skill nor muscle will be of any avail.
easier for me to cast eighty feet with one of my salmon
rods than fifty with another. In this one, every fibre,
from tip to reel, seems instinct with life, while the other
But, given a
is as rigid and irresponsive as a hoop-pole.
good rod and ordinarily skilful manipulation, no angler is
excusable who cannot easily cast his trout line sixty and
his salmon line ninety feet, where there are no obstructions
within the radius of the cast.
out with the idea that

nidce.

able for fishermen,

:

"But some never acquire

SOUTHERN WATERS.
Pompano, Trachynotus camhnus.

Boston,.

Feb. 3
Feb. 4
Feb. 5

with the angler who makes the longest cast, owing to the
when alarmed at the glint of a paddle or the shadow
of a rod changing their positions to perhaps fifty, eighty,
He
or a hundred feet from where you are anchored.
fish

FISH IN SEASON IN JANUARY.

maUed no

week.

Date.

405

Gazette says that this

Norway and Sweden

it

England.— The London Sporting
common in

delicate fish.(which is as
as

gudgeon and minnows are

in other

waters) does not flourish in England in such prodigious
quantities as it might, probably owing to the scarcity of
waters suitable to its peculiar tastes. It describes its habits and prefeiences as follows:
"It is the veritable fine dandy of British fishes, and is as
fastidious as possible about its food and its habitation.
Clear, rapid water running over a bright gravelly bed,
and an epicurean diet of dainty flies, are its delights, aud
it generally behaves
itself in an orderly and becoming
manner, never eating up anybody else's children, nor indulging in the rude pasjimes of 'other fishes. On one occasion, however, the grayling leaves its gentlemanly nature, and becomes as unrestrained as the ill-bred perch or
pike.
This is when its eye catches sight of thatmysserious
bait known as the 'grasshopper,' so called in spite of its
resembling that lively insect as little as it does a potato.
The 'grasshopper' is an artificial bait of green and white
wool or worsted, worked round a medium-sized flv-hook,
and resembles, as nearly as anything, a bloated caterpillar.
What it is intended to represent no one seems to know, notwithstanding that various conjectures have been made.
I don't know what the fish may think, but if I Avere one
of the finny persuasion I should certainly take it for a fat
caterpillar, and act*, on that impression.
Anyhow, whatever it is meant to be, or is taken for, one thing is certain,
and that is that no grajling, with an infinitesimal amount
of appetite remaining, can resist its allurements.
Worked
on 1he system of 'sinking and drawing,' it is most deadly,
the baskets made by its means being simply huge.
On
one grayling river its destructivenes was so great that the
bait was prohibited except on stated occasions, which were
only instituted as a species of angler's gala day, and not
from any remorse on the part of the proprietor, whose
wisdom in instituting the prohibitory measure he did I
cannot too highly commend. The 'grasshopper' is now in
full swing on the Teme, whose fortunate anglers seem to
be rejoicing at the captures made, but the best I can wish
them is that they may not iu a few vears' time stand on the
banks, as did Lord UJlin, and find their jubilee
" 'Chanafd to wailing.' "

Good

sport is one thing, wholesale slaughter
'Sinking and drawing' with the 'grasshopper'
slaughter."

is
is

another.

wholesale

—A

brook trout twenty-five inches in length, and weighing four pounds and twelve ounces is reported as having
been recently caught through the ice, with a hook and line,
in one of the brooks in the vicinity of Binghamton, N. Y.

— A Correspondent writes from West Meriden

regarding

trout fishing in that portion of Connecticut, as follows:
"Our trouting is on a par with our bird hunting.
Streams that once knew trout, know them no more. The
speckled beauties have departed; villianous midnight
prowlers with nets have swept them away, and when we
hear a man talk of gomg after trout, we know he is going
out of the State, to the Adirondacks perhaps, the Mecca of
many a Meriden tourist, since the days when their Prophet,
M. H. Murray, preached here.
Rev.
Von G.

W.

New Trout.—A lake

a mile and a half long by a mile
said to have been discovered in Idaho which is so
densely inhabited by trout that they appear along the
shores in immense numbers. It would be interesting to
know what they feed upon. At the same time we learn
that Mr. J. M. Hutchings, of Yosemite, has discovered in
the headwaters of Kern River, 10,500 feet above the sea, a
new and beautiful fish, which he named the "golden trout."
Its color was like that of the goid-fish, but richer, and
dotted with bluck spots a quarter of an inch in diameter
and with a black band along its sides.

wide

is

Fishing in the Delaware.— A bill has been introduced into the New Jersey Legislature making it lawful to
fish in the Delaware from the 1st of April until the 20th of
June each year (Sunuay excepted) at any point between
the mouth of the Penn Shawkin Cieek and the City of
Trenton.

Movements op the Fishing Fleet.— During
week

We

Mr. Saltus' Dash and Bess.—
present in this
issue a highly meritorious engraving of Mr. Saltus' famed
red Irish setters Dash and Bess. This picture is engraved
from an oil painting by Mr. A. H. Thayer, of Brooklyn,
and the likenesses, especially of Bess, are very striking
and lifelike. These dogs were exhibited for the first time
at the Watertown Bench Show last year, and each took the
first

prize in their class.

Bess was imported by Mr. Saltus in 1875, and was very
finely bred, being
by Hallian's Pat.
Her dam by
Hutchingson's famous Bob. She was in color a dark clear
red, with a fine flat coat and blood-like shape.
She had an

and had had, before leaving England, "a
killed over her." Poor Bess, died from
premature delivery of a litter by her picture companion.
Dash, the dog on the right of our picture, is one of the
best and most useful setters in this part of the country.
He comes of a famous strain of red setters, and his pedigree
will be read with interest by the many warm friends
and
admirers of that stock of dogs. He was sired by Gubner's,
afterwards Bob Robinson's Jack, a superior dark red
dog,'
and a valuable sire; he by Putnam's Dan, who was one
of
the handsomest and best dogs in America— a
brother to
Rodman's Dash, both being sired by Paul Meade's old
Dash
Jack's dam was Belle, imported from Major
Hutch
excellent nose,

cart load of

game

.

The dam of Saltus' Dash was his Frisk
a fine fielder, sired by Louis Schwartz's Irish dog,
also' of
the Paul Meade stock.
It is no exaggeration to 'say
that
the excellence of this last named stock of
dogs was the
origin of the great repute accredited to red
setters in this
country.
ing's Irish stock.

the past

there have been 20 arrivals from the Banks, and 4
with frozen herring. Total receipts of codfish, 415,000
pounds; halibut, 240,000 pounds. Sales of the latter at 7
and 3i cents per pound. The Georges fleet will soon be
underway, which will give employment to a large number
of fishermen.— Cape Ann Advertiser, January 2Qty.

Casting the Fly.—Mr, Geo. Dawson, whose letters on
Salmon Fishing on the Cascapeda, published in the Albany
Evening Journal, have been read with such interest, claims
tfeat in trout as well as salmon fishing success is always

Dash, as shown in his portrait, is handsomely
formed
and is of a rare dark red. He is as agile
and
supple as a cat, and for staying powers has never
been beaten
He is very superior on quail and snipe, and a reliable
and
stoutly built,

most delicate

retriever.

—

-

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
It is as a sire that Dasli proves the great excellence of
his breeding, and his get are most highly prized by their

THE GREAT CHICAGO BENCH SHOW,

owners.

THE

His whelps out of Dr. 8trachan's Belle are in
possession of Messrs. Sewell, Staples, Van Vechten,
Strachan, Yanderhoff, and Shipman. He was twice bred
to Raymond's Djype, and the strains "nicked" happily.
Some of the product are owned by Messrs. Foote and
Whitney, of Morristown, Waldo, of New York, and Capt.
Taylor, of Virginia. From Bess Mr. Saltus has had a line
litter, some of which are held by Judge Pratt, of Brooklyn, Dr. Crane, of Newark, N. J., and Mr. James, of New
Hampshire.
Mr. Tilly's Flirt, sister to Romp and Rake, is in whelp to
Dash, as is also Mr. Saltus' imported Irish bitch Lill HI.,
she by Shamrock, lately sold to the King of Italy, and her
dam was Kathleen, by Barton's Larry, out of Lill II. by
Cooper's Ranger. She is a first-class prize winner.
Dash is just in his prime, four years old, and may he
live long and go down famous to a famed posterity.
-***»

The Centennial.— We

are requested by Mr. Burnet
Landreth, Chief of the Bureau of Agriculture, to advise
our readers that he will attend the Bench Show of dogs, to
be held at Newark on the 26th February next, for the purpose of conferring with sportsmen as to the exhibition of
dogs to be held in connection with the Centennial. In the
mean time, as there are many sportsmen at a distance who
will be unable to be present at Newark, we gladly place
out columns at their disposal for a discussion of this mat-

believing that by this means we shall learn the general
sentiment of sportsmen as to how this great event should

ter,

One leading importer and breeder suggests
a Field Trial, and afterwards a Bench Show, including as a
distinct feature one of the stud dogs and brood bitches in
which a pedigree of at least five generations shall be required, and in which performances and progeny shall be
considered, and progeny shown, as well as other records, if
they have any. This will let in all classes, "blue," and
"red" blood, foreign and domestic. It would not be a
bad idea to have some of the judges appointed from
think, in spite of the views of some of our
abroad.
well-known kennel critics, that the visitors would admit
that we had some good dogs as well as horses native to
this country.
be conducted.

We

*+*+.

of New Brighton, has an
orange and white pup out of Brook's Bismarck; dam,
H. Hess' Gildersleeve; bitch, Flora, which, for his age,
(nine months on January 22d), is an uncommonly large
dog, being 26| inches at shoulder, 30 inches around chest,
and 46 inches from tip of nose to root of tail; his head is
9£ inches in length, and he weighs 68 pounds.

—Mr.

J.

J.

SaelJenburg,

«^**.

Cockers.—Mr. S

Conn., imported cocker spaniel bitch Juliette has a fine litter of
eight whelps, sired by Hon. F. W. Russell's imported Snip.
This, we believe, is the fourth litter Juliette has presented
her owner siuce her importation in 1873, and we are infor:) ed that Mr. Bestor finds ready purchasers for the
whelps from his sportsmen friends.
J.

Bestor's, of Hartford,

-*•Still Another.— The Rhode Island Poultry Society
will hold a Bench Show of dogs on February 11th and

Howard

Hall, Providence, the entries being coufiiied to pointers and setters, and also to dogs owned in the
This show is held at the suggestion of the Rhode
State,
Island State Association for the Protection of Fish and

12th in

Game, and

is

only a prelude to what

year.

— The

may

-+•»

be done

another

•

byAjax's Dash, out of Dr.
winner of first prize at Watertown, and

fine Irish biteh Bess,

Strachan's Belle,

owned by T. A. Diilenderffer of Lancaster, Pa., has visited
Plunket. As Bess has a reputation as a field performer,
second to none in that

vicinity, the

produce should be

first-class.

—Mr. Jesse Sherwood, of

Edina,

Mo

has lost his fine
Jack was well
setter Jack, from the effects of poison.
known throughout that section of the country as a fine
He unfortunately got hold of some
field performer.
poison put out for sheep-killing dogs, and paid the penalty
of anothers sins.
,

•*-•*_

DISTEMPER

IN DOGS.

Jackson, Mich., January

24th, 1876.

Editor Forest and Stream:—
I have bred, raised, and broken dogs for the past sixteen years, and I
you how I have treated distemper for the past twelve years with
almost miraculous success, never having lost but one case, and that when
the animal had small-pox as well. When I see the first symptoms of the
approaching disease, I give a mild physic, such as olive oil, from one to
four ounces, according to the size and strength of the patient. In a great
many cases this, with a good comfortable kennel, and light but nourishwill tell

food, will be a'l sufficient; the food being a porridge of oat meal and
A fter a lap*e of two days, if you see no implenty of good rich milk.
provement in the condition of your patient, clip the hair off close from
within a quarter of an inch of the end of the animal's nose to well up between the eyes. Then take a porous plaster and after having cut it to fit.
the spot, from which you have removed the hair, put on a thick coating
of shoemaker's wa,x £8 the preparation on the face of the plaster will not
Put this plaster on as hot as the
atick where there is a particle of hair.
animal can bear it. After it has been on for a day or two pick the holes
clear with an awl, or any other small pointed instrument; if this does
not do its work in, say two or three days, then I give from four to twelve
grains arsenic, according to the size of the dog. Ten or twelve hours
after having given the arsenic, give phybic as above. You need not be
airraid of giving too much, as I think it would be impossible to kill a.
dog with this poison, as it acts directly on the disease. Any one observing its action will notice that if the discharge of mucous from the nose
and eyes be yellow, or even black, before the arsenic is administered, it
will become white in from ten to twelve hours after the arsenic is given.
Canine.

[We would

advise caution in the use of arsenic, as

we

have in mind a case wherein this poison was recommended
by a contemporary, and we believe the bill for the value
of that dog still remains unsettled. Ed ]

which we copy from our contemporary, the Chicago.
Field:—

greatest

Bench Show ever held

country is
The three hundred dogs are
in this

a thing of the past.
scattered again to their various kennels, exhibitors, satisfied and disappointed, are once more at their homes, and
the great Exposition building no longer resounds with bark

and

yelp.
The portion of the building assigned to the
dogs was the art gallery, arranged with small stalls for each
dog with bed3 of sawdust and hay, and with railings to
keep visitors at a respectful distance. The feature of the

exhibition, as far as the prizes were concerned,

was the

magnificent cup presented by this paper, and manufactured for us by the Meriden Brittania Company. This was
offered for the best display of sporting dogs or bitches of
any one breed and variety by one exhibitor. The judges
appointed to award the cup, Messrs. P. H. Bryson, of

Memphis, John Davidson of Monroe, Mich., E. Sterling,
St. Louis, E. O. Greenwood, of Cincinnati, and M. Copeland, of Boston, decided that it was impossible to determine between the excellent families exhibited, and the
cup would therefore have reverted to the association, but
after a consultation between the judges and exhibitors it
was decided to present the cup to Mr. J. H. Whitman, not
only on account of the excellence of his family of Irish
water spaniels, but also for his untiring exertions
show a success.

in

making

the

On Tuesday morning of the 24th January
the building appropriated for the Bench Show.
left

we reached
Before we

home we felt convinced that the enterprising citizens
who had tbe matter in hand were capable of

carrying out anything they would undertake, and then, too,
we are well acquainted with Mr. J. H. Whitman, a skillful
energetic field sportsman and breeder of fine dogs, with

whom we

had about two weeks' grouse, duck, and snipe
autumn in Wisconsin, and who had worked
faithfully for many weeks in behalf of this" Bench Show.
We went there especially to see a great show, but our anticipations were by no meaus equal to Ihe reality, as it was
far ahead of anything of the kind ever gotten up in this
country.
We found upon our arrival two hundred entries
had been made, and during the day about one hundred
more fine dogs were added to the catalogue. And what
astonished us mostly was the vast array of stylish thoroughbred looking dogs, and so very few which could be railed
indifferent.
Nearly every dog on exhibition showed evidence of careful breeding, and we were agreeably disaplast

pointed in finding such a splendid array of imported setters, having within the past year or two met with so
many inferior dogs sent out from England and Ireland.
But, when we come to look over those entered by Mr.
Luther Adams, of Boston, Mr. C. II. Raymond, of 1ST. J.,
Mr. Turner, of St. Louis, Mr. Smith, of Strathroy, Canada,
Mr. Knox, of Pittsburg, Mr. Bruges, of Kentucky, and
many others, we found a large number of full sized,
well-formed stylish dogs; yet, in our opinion, there was a

very large number of American bred
quite equal in all respects to their
ries

Judges— Messrs. E.

Offered by proprietors Tremont
streets.

Second

Cud
y

best.
'

t<>v
*

'

'

John Davidson, and C. H. Turner
Dogs— 7 Entries'— 1st. Rock, entered by Luther Adams, Bostonbreeder, R. Grath, England. Rock is a magnificent lemon and white
F. Stoddard,

dog, with the finest head we ever saw. He is of the true Field Trial
blood, being by Barclay Field's Bruce out of Grath's (now Llewellin's)
Daisy.
2d. Leicester, entered by L H. Smith, of Strathroy, Canada; breeder
Mr. Llewellin. A very elegant lemon and white dog, with immense chest
and shoulders, but rather loose loin. He is also of tbe Field Trial
breed, and got by Llewellin's Dan out of Llewellin's Lill 2d.
3d. Paris.
Eutered by L. H. Smith, of Strathroy, Canada. Imported
in vltero from the Llewellin kennel.
Paris is a blue Belton Field Trial
by Leicester out of Smith's Dart. He has a fine head, but a heaw
J

body.
Bitches— 6 Entries.— 1st. Queen Mab. Entered by Arnold Burges, Mayeviile, Ky.; breeder, Mr. Llewellin. Mab is 17 months old, black, white
and tan, very finely formed, and hard to fault. Her blood is of tbe most
celebrated prize winning strain, she being by Llewellin's Dan out of
Llewellin's Nelly.
Entered by L. H. Smith, Strathroy, Canada; breeder, Mr.
2. Dart.
Llewellin. She is a blu* Belton Field Trial bitch, very fine in form and
quality, by Llewellin's Prince out of Llewellin's (now Adams) Dora.
Entered by L. 11. Smith, Strathroy, Canada; breeder,
3, Victress.
Mr. Lavtrack. Avery fine lemon Belton, of the true Laverack type.
She is full sister to the celebrated bitches Countess and Nelly, being by
Laverack's Dash, 2d out of Laverack's Moll 3d.

Class 2.— Imported Red, or Red and White Irish betters, or their
Progeny, over one year old. For best dog. Premium, Cup. Value,
Offered by Arnold Burges, Maysville, Ky. Second best, Cup'
Third best, $10.00 Judges— E. Orgill, Luther Adams, John

$35.00.
$25.00;

Knox.

Dogs. — 9 Entries— 1st prize, Elcho; entered by Chas. Turner, St.
A very fine, richly colored dog, lately imported by his owner.
He was the second prize winner at the late Dublin show. Pedigree not
reported. 2d, Erin, entered by rhas, Turner, which has a decided black
tinge.
Pedigree not reported. 3d, Rufus; entered by Arnold Burges,
Maysville, Ky.; breeder, Capt. Trench, Ireland.
Bitches— § Entries— 1st, Lou 2d; entered by Chas. Turner, St. Louis/
Pedigree not reported. 2d. Ruby 2d; entered by Gen. Dncat, Chicago.
Pedigree not reported. 3d, Rose, entered by Chas. Turner, St. Louis.
Pedigree not reported.
Class 3.— Imported Black and Tan Gordon Setters, or their Progeny.
For best dog over one year. Premium Cup. Value, $35.00. Offered
by Proprietors Matteson House, Corner Wabash avenue and Jsck.-ou
street, Chicago.
Second best, Cup, $25 00; Third best $10. 0d.. For best
Vriue, $35.00. Offered by Proprietors Gardner
bitch, Premium, Cup.
House, corner Michigan avenue and Jackson ritreet, Chicago. Second
best, $10,00. The following received the prizes:
Third
best, Cup, $25.00;
Nora, owned by A. F. Copeland, of Boston, was awarded first prize as
best bilch; Shot, owned by D. T. Elston, Chicago, second prize. Mike,
owneJ by D. T, Elston. third prize, as best dog.
Class 4.— Native English Setters. For best dog. over one year old.
Premium, Cup. Value, $35.00. Offered by E. C. Waller, ?4 Washington street, Chicago. Second best, Cup, $25.00; Thud test #10 CO. For
best bitch. Premium, Cup. Value, $35.00. Offered by Proj.rie;ois
Tremont House, corner Lake and Dearborn streets, Chicago. Second
Sport, owned by H. J. Edwards,
best, Cup, $15.00; Third best $10,00.
Chicago, the first prize Don, owned by F. G. Sheldon. Hudson, Micii.,
third.
owned
by
J.
Edwards,
The bitch owned by
H.
second, and Spot,
John Dason, Monroe, Micb., first prize; Belle, owned by J. B. Welch,
Hudson, Mich., second, and Gipsy, owned by H. J. Edwards, Chicago.
Louis.

of Chicago

shooting

Premium, Cup. Value, $35.
House, conv-r Lake and Dearborn
Third beet, $10.
Bitch.

on exhibition
illustrious contemporasetters

from abroad.

let us say that before we saw those
on exhibition at the great show we began to feel that they
were depreciating in this country. Many years ago, when
we did most of our shooting in central and northern New
Jersey, and Pennsylvania, we did much shooting over
pointers, having at that time a strain of full sized, rugged,
well-formed handsome dogs.
But when game became
scarce in those localities we were obliged, in order to find
game, to go to other sections of the country, and since
then we have done much shooting in Delaware, Maryland,
and in the southern parts of New Jersey where the catbrier, and other rough cover abounds, such as no pointer
will continue to face day after day; consequently we were
obliged to give up pointers, and make the breeding of
And then, too, we found that setters
setters a specialty.
were taking the place of pointers in nearly all sections of
the country, and consequently, of late years, the oldfashioned, serviceable, stylish pointers are rarely met with.
But in this exhibition quite a number of extra fine pointers, both of the large and small classes were entered, and
those entered by Mr. S. B. Dilley, of Lake City, Minn
and many others were quite equal to any we have seen.
Among the entries of small pointers, under 50 pounds in
weight, was Lilly, a very beautiful specimen from the kennel of W. A. Wheally, Esq., of Memphis, Tenn., illustrated in our paper a few weeks since, which we think
was worthy of the first premium of her class, but all
judges cannot see alike, and said bitch took third premium.
There was, however, an array of extra fine pointer bitches
from other sections of the country. Besides acting as one
of the judges of the classes of large and small pointers,
we also acted as one of the judges of Russian setters, and
five or six specimens were on exhibition, but our experience with this strain of setters has been limited, never
having met with but three or four, and shot over but one,
and that one was no better than the usual run of American,

In regard to pointers,

,

English, or Irish setters; yet if we intended to shoot in a
section of the country where grizzly bears and panthers
abo nd we would secure a Russian setter, as their appear-

third.

Class 5. Native Black and Tan Setters (called Gordons).— First prize
cup for dogs (offered by Commercial Hotel) awarded to Dash, owned by
John Davidson, Monroe, Mich.
Third prize for dogs a.vardedto Max, owned by Geo. B. Dougan.

Richmond. Ind.
/Same Class and Breed. — First prize cup for bitches (offered by Clias.
E. Felton, Chicago) awarded to Belle, owned by Benjamin Cornwell, No.
41

'!

hirty-ninth street, Chicaga.

bitches, awarded to Lulu, owned by Benjfcmin
as above.
Third for prize bitches awarded to Flora, owned by George B. Dougan, Richmond, Ind.
Class ti. Native Red or Red and white Irish Setters, (called Irish setFirst piize cup for dogs (offered by Sherman House, Chicago) aters).
warded to Ponto, owned by Rictiard Valentine, Janesville, Wis.
Second prize cup for dogs awarded to Patsey, owned by William P.

Second prize cup for

Cm well,

—

Hamson, Geneva,

111.

Third prize cup for dogs awarded to Trent, owned by W. A. Miller,
New Buffalo, Mich.
Same Clat-sand Breed— Second prize cup for bitches awarded to Fannie, owned by Alexander White, No. 884 West Madison street Chicago.
Class 9. Irish Wa er-spaniel.— First prize cup for dogs (offered by
Charles H. Turner, St. Louis, Mo.) awarded to Sinbad, owned by J. H.

Whitman, Chicago.

Second prize cup awarded to Bruce, owned by Charles H. Turner,

St.

owned by Charles H. Turner,

St.

Third prize

for

dogs awarded

to Pat,

Louis.

and Breed- First
Whitman, Chicago,) awarded

Same

Class

Second prize cup

for bitches

prize cup for bitches (offered by J. H.
to Queen, owned by J. H. Whitman,

awarded

to Liffey,

owned by

J.

H. Whit-

owned by J. H. Whittman,

Third prize for bitches awarded to Bridget,

Class'io. Cocker Spaniels (dog or bitch).— First prize cup (offerred by
Chicago Gun Club) awarded to bitch Nell, owned by E. T. Martin, No.
43 Clark street, Chicago.
Second prize cup awarded to bitch Queen, owned by J. W. Munson,

Third piize awarded to dog King, owned by J. W. Munson, St. Louis.
Class ;2 Black Retrievers.— First prize cup (offered by W. F. Millitan Chicago) awarded to Jet, owned oy W. F. Milligan, Chicago.
Class 13 Retrieving Srauiels, other than pure Irish.— First prize
cup (offered by Keunicott Club, Chicago) awarded to dog Sclineidtr,
owned by F. A. bowe, Chicago.
Second prize cup awarded to bitch Vic, owned by Robert Burt, BraidI

Third prize awarded to dog Charlie, owned by J. J. Gillespie, No. 48
Soutb Clark street, Chicago.
Class 15. English Beatles.— First prize enp (offered by Southern
Sportxmar.) awarded to entry by Charles H. Turner, St. Louis.
-^Third prize awarded to entry by Charles 11. Turner, St. Louis.
Class 16 English Greyhounds and Scotcb Deerhounds.— First prize
cup awarded to entry bv E. O. Greenwood, Cincinnati.
Second prize awarded to Dexter, owned by G. C. McLean, Janesville.
Wi - con si n.
Third prize awarded to Fleet, owned by Gen. D. S. Stanley, Detroit,
.

Class 17. Newfoundland* and St.
to Bross, owned by Joseph Hervey,
Second rrize awarded ro fcidelity,
tory, No, 143 Randolph street.
Third prize awarded
Chicago avenue, Chicago.

to Carlo,

Bernards.— First prize cup awarded

Oak Park, 111.
owned by the

owned by

* *

~

a

to-

20. Shepherd Dogs.—First prize awarded to Dan, owned by W.
'
"
.
Milligan, Caicago.
S coud prize awarded to Shep, owned by S. H. Wood, Union Stock

Class

F

Fidelity Safe Deposi-

A. Kauffman, No. 39? W.

J.

.

.

v.

,

Thiid prize awarded to Sheppy, owned by N. A. Paaren, No. 650
'
bash avenue.
h
rij j.

Class

Pomeranian or Spitz.— First prize awarded

21.

bv S. G. Myers, Geneva, 111.
"Third prize awaided to Julia, owned by
P

to Cuff,

Wa.

owne*

_
_
Tnmont House
,

W.

S. Eden,

Pointer Pup under one vear.— First prize cup awarded to
*Olass
Da.-h, owned by Stephen R Lilly, Lake City, Minn
Second prize awaided to Don, owned by R. M. Baker and J. C. Hatch,
2°5

*

Third prize awarded to Joe, owned by B. A. Turtle, 112 Loomis

St.,

ance indicates their ability to whip their weight in wild-

ClI?s2> Irish Wafer Spaniel Pup under one year old.— First prize
cup awarded to entry by J. H. Whitman, Chicago.
Second prize awarded to King of the River, owned by J. H. Edwards,

cats.

364

For some unaccountable reason the documents forwarded
us from Chicago containing the list of entries, awards,
etc, have not come to hand, although up to Monday the
latter had not all been reported.
We shall give in our
next what is omitted in this. The prizes awarded, as far
as

received, are as follows,

a portion

of the

report of

Lake

street.

Chicago.

prize awarded to entry by J. H. Whitman, Chicago
her
Class 28 English Setter bitch (over one year old) with two of
pups (under one year old).-Special prize (offered by Chicago Field)
Plains,
Morris
awarded to Fairy and two pups.owned by C. H. Raymond,

Thud

Class 2«* Irish Setter Bitch with two pnps (under one year old).
Whitman,
Special prize awarded to Gypsey and pups, owned by J. H.
*
(less
Cl5s'29. Pointer Bitch (over one year old) with two of her pups
x .;
than one year old).-Special prize cup (offered by Rod ana Vim,JS.

——

—

;

.

:

.

.

«

FOREST AND STREAM,
awarded to entry with three pups, owned by Stephen B. Dilly, Lake
city,

Minn.

Class

30. Irish

Water Spaniel Bitch

(over one year old) with

two pups
by Forest and Stream,

(less than one year old).— Special prize (offered
N. Y.,) awarded to entry by J. H. Whitman, Chicago.
Class 34. Russian Setters.— Special prize (offered by W. F. Million
=
Chicago,) awarded to Tom. owned by W. F. Milligan, Chicago.
Class 35. Red Irish Setter Dog for stock purposes, to be shown with
of his get.— Special prize (offered by the Western
not. less than two
Sportsman) awarded to Erin, owned by Charles H. Turner. St. Louis.
Black
Spitz.- Special prize (offered by S. G. Myers, GeneClass 40.
va, 111.,) awarded to Cuff, owned by S. G. Myers, Geneva, 111.
'

-—
BLACK AND TANS,
<•«.«**

,

ETC.

St. Louis, Mo., January, 1875.
Editor Forest and Stream: —
I noticed "Amateur's" article in your paper of 20th, on the black and

407

of the Brooklyn Eagle, Joe Howard of the Star, Mr. Carey
of the limes, Mr. Shanks of the Tribune, and Captain
Chadwick. Mr. Dana will pitch— he can't be beat at pitching— in— and Mr. Bennett will be the first baseman, and

C. S M Hudson, N. Y.— Will yon please inform me where I can buy
the fish called pompano, also how large is the fish? Ans, You can buy the
fish, dead of course, from Mr. Eugene S. Blackford, of Fulton Market.
They weigh from one to six pounds and the last received are from Peu-

Joe Howard will catch— he being used to "catching it" all
round. Mr, Hallock will cover ground in the out field,
and the captain will make a "short stop" of all balls coming within reach.
A supper of buttered muffins, well
toasted, wil! conclude each match.
Dr. Wood of the Sun,
will score the games, and he will "boil down" the details
to the smallest item in his usual style.
Mr. Croiev of the
Graphic, has promised to illustrate each contest of the season, and Frank Leslie has instructed G-ulic to make a specialty of the Press Club muffin matches in the Days Doings.

sacola.

A

me from

Slosson vs. Sexton.— Tarn many Hall, on Thursday evening, Jan. 27th, was the scene of a very interesting contest between the celebrated young experts, George F.
Slosson and William Sexton. The attendance was large,
the ladies being well represented.
The game throughout
was one of special merit, and the most interesting to oldtime billiard patrons that has occurred in this city for
years.
We append the summary:

SUMMARY.
%1th,
1876 —Contest for
$1,000 between William Sexton and Geo. F Slosson, both
of New York city.
Game, three-ball; 600 points up on a
5x10 11. W. Collender table, the rules of the three ball
championship of the' world to govern. Score— Sexton,
600: Slosson, 482.
Averages— Sexton, 15 15 39; Slosson,
12 14-39.
Best runs— Sexton, 73; Slosson, 110.
Umpires
—For Sexton, Charles Effler; for Slosson, Cyriile Dion.
Referee— Dudley Kavanagh. Marker— Robt. Willmarth.
Time of game, three hours.

«+•+_
M. Boyle's black

setter bitch dropped
handsome pups, live gyps and one clog, at New Brighton, on the 22d
VV. Knox's new dog, Belton.
Daisv is out of Knox's Lava.'-k bitch Dimple, by Theo. Gra> 's Gordon dog Don
S
six

ult,to J.

All

—On

New

New

New

New

The day following, the Caledonian Club, of
AVinter.
Brooklyn, played their annual "point" match at Prospect
Park, Messrs. Hugh Pollock and Galloway tieing each
other—9 to 9— and on playing off, the latter won. Since
that day there has been no ice for curling purposes, even
for a practice

—The

game.

Press Base Ball Club

members have gone

into

at McQuade's Racket Court, where they play
games at racket every other morning. Brasher
promises to be quite an expert.
—Freeman, of Shuffleboard fame, won the championship series of matches beteewn New York and Brooklyn,

training
practice

week. The game is being revived in the metropolis.
was quite popular here forty years ago.

last

It

—Bowling clubs are being organized in New York and
Brooklyn, in the Eastern District of the latter city there
has been a ten-pin furore this season.
McAuslan, of the
Eastern District Times, is running bowling now in good
style.

—It

Sorts.

—

Louis Shaw, of Indianapolis, has chalBurleigh, of Chicago, for the championship
of the northeast and southwest
John Fawley, of Cleve
land, has backed T. J. Galligher against Eugene Carter,
the friends of the latter wagering $300 against $200.
The
game is set down for February 16th. at Toledo, Ohio
Ned Bryan, failing to covtr Clarke Wilson's forfeit of $50,
the latter withdrew the money last week
A fifteen-ball

lenged

January 2Gth, the inter-State match between the
York and
curling clubs of
Jersey, took place on
the curling lake at Haledon— Gen. Haxey's estate— near
Paterson, and to the surprise of the
Yorkers their
rink had to succumb to their Jersey adversaries, the Paterson club bearing off the honors, as John Smith, of that
club, won the medal of the day.
The
Jersey clubs
defeated those of New York by 262 to 250.
This has been
the only curling event in the metropolitan district this

Hall—January

Tammany

Wm.

\atiannl $£n$timts.

B. C. H., Dangerfield, Texas.— Please inform me if the cat-fish will
do well in ponds? Ans. If you mean the common catfish, or horn-pout,
which has a geographical range extending from New Hampshire to Florida, it will, if there is food enough for them.
They increase and multiply
in favorable waters with wonderful rapidity.

Wm.

match would prove of much interest now. Cyri.le Dion
anybody
Charles Bessell, of St. Louis,
is in this city
Messrs.* Sluber and Sandt contended ou
the 17th inst., at Allentown, Penn. The game was fourball, 1,500 points up, Sandt winning by 291.
.John Deny
has a half interest in a billiard room at Oakland, Cal,
N. Goulette, of Pembroke, Can., in a recent match with
J. Burreite, ran 104.
The game was three-ball, 600 points
up.
Bunette, who, receiving the odds of discount, losing
by ten points. .. .Of the Centennial tourna stents, which
have been in embryo for sometime back, one has developed
itself.
The field of action is INew York, and the entries
says he will play

.

.

.

.

thus far are four in number.
The purse is said to be $5,.. .Joseph Vermeulen and
George Stone were announced to play a match at Galveston, Texas, January 20th,
for $500.
.The last game of the Canadian tournament at
Toronto, was to have been played on Monday afternoon.
At last advices the first prize lay between James G. Bennett and William Jacques.
000.

.

.

T. B. Peterson & Brothers, Philadelphia, have in press
and will soon issue a new work by Mrs. Catharine A, Warfield, author
of The Household of Bouverie" entitled "Monfort Ilali," which will
be followed by another by the game author entitled 'Miriam's Memoir's." They will be issued in uniform stylo with the '•Household of
Bouverie," published by the same hrm, and will no doubt prove to be
immensely popular.

B

Sodus, N. Y.—Is there any good hunting anywhere near Sowhere can I get a good fox-hound? 3. Where can I get the
game laws of New York ? Ans. We believe there is good duck shooting at Sodus Point on the lake. 2. Address Peter Knox, Newton, Sussex County, N. J. 3. "Fur, Fin and Feather," published by Charles
Suydam, No. 14!) Chambers street, contains the game laws of all the
,

2.

State:'.

W. H. C, Ludlow, Pa.— We have a fine stream which we propose to
stock with one hundred thousand trout-fry; when ought they to be put
in the streamy before the umbilical sack is off or after? Ans. Young
brook trout should be deposited in the stream as soon as the umbilical
sack is off. They should be placed in the little rivulets that, flow into
the stream and not deposited all in one place, but distributed all along
in the stream.
Enquirer, Warren, P.— Will you be so k'nd as to inform me through
your paper where, and at what price I can obtain five or six pairs of
English sparrows. I have a fine place to keep them here. Will Ihey
kill worms on fruit?. Ans. Chas. Reiche & Bro., No. 55 Chatham ptreet,
can supply yjaxx. Opinions vary as to their worm-eating qualities, and
many contend that they will eat worms—-only when they can get nothing else. They are undoubtedly pugnacious and will drive away other
birds.

W. J. W., New York.— 1 Will you inform me what work on Taxidermy
would be best for one to purchase who is desirous of learning how to
mount birds? 2. I would like to know also the way in which to construct a "rnnning deer" target. Any information in regard to such a
target and the manner of putting one up will be very acceptable. Ans.
1. Coues Field Ornithology, or the Taxidermist's manual.
2. AddreBS
the Winchester Arms Co., New Haven, Conn., for information regarding
.

target.

W. McM.,

Philadelphia.— My gun, 10-bore Remington, leads conanything which will remove this better than a wire
brush? Do you think the use of a wire brush continually will injure the
gun? What is the best w ay to k°ep a gun from rusting inside the barrels when not in nee? Ans. If you clean your gun immediately after
nsing, with a piece of flannel and bristle brueh it will not lead. A wife
brush will wear the barrels. Benzine will remove the leading, and Belmontyle oil prevent rusting.
C,

siderably.

Is there

r

New

Collegian,
York.— I
intercollegiate rifle matches.

Remington

am

would be excluded

rifle

interested

Please
in

tell

in your effort to promote
if the civil guard model

me

them;

also, if

you consider

it,

ac-

Where can I get a regulation U. S. Army rifle, and.
The civil guard model Remington is perfectly admis^
sible, being a National Guaid weapon.
It is as accurate as any military
rifle at that distance.
The new Springfield U. S. rifle cannot be purchased. The old 50-cahbre rifles can be had for $20 each.
F. R. B New York.— You will confer a favor by stating your object*curate at 500 yards?

Ans.

the price?

,

tions to rubber boots,

and also your advice as to best substitutes as to
imperviousness to water and enow, and warmth in Winter. Ans. Our
correspondent will remember that the question was asked with regard
to Florida. A cut in a rubber boot cannot be repaired there; a patch can
be put on a leather boot by the nearest cobbler. A pair of good leather
knee-high boots will outlast half a dozen pair of rubber ones. A thorough soaking with castor oil renders them perfectly impervious to water,
and soft to the feet. Under a hot sun, to walk in rubber boots is simply
torture, even if they are large.

'

stated that John Hatfield, well known in base ball
circles for his skill in throwing, is to be the left fielder of
the Mutual nine this season.
With Hicks in his old place
and Nelson and Higham in their's in the nine, and "Captain Jack" to assist, what a happy family the Mutuals
is

will be!

J$nzwei[8

%o

$ori{e8$0ndmt§

t

—The

base ball season for the Centennial year promises
to be one marked by a regular furore for the game.
Even
at this early period of the year clubs are organizing to take
the Held in March next.

No

Centennial year editions of Mr. Chadwick's base
ball books are now being prepared.
They are to be illustrated with cuts, and marked by special chapters on the

new points of

play.

Taken

Notice

of

Anonymous

C<

m nunicntiona.

Will "Amateur," of
please forward his

1ST
Y.,
address.

TJtica,

name and

.

who has

sent us a communication

Inquirer, Philadelphia.— Where in this city will the International Rille
Match be held? Ans. The range has not yet been definitely determined
upon.

—Mr. George Newhall has been

puccessful in his cricket
mission to England, and the result is that a grand International cricket fete will take place in August next, on the
grounds of the Germantown Club, near Philadelphia, in
which two representative twelves of English and American gentlemen players— professionals barred
will play a
grand match for the cricket championship of the American continent.

—

—The St. George Club of this city are negotiating
with promises of success for the advent of an all-Ireland
twelve this Summer, to play against a selected twenty-two
of New York.
Such a match would draw a large crowd

—

Hoboken.

—

E. B. S., Syracuse, N. Y. Will you please tell me through your paper the brist preparation with which to varnish a fly-pole? Ans. Dissolve shellac in alcohol and use it.
T., Taunton, Mass.— What is the best oil to use on the lock of a gun,
al«o the best for oiling the barrel? Ans. Belmontvle oil for barrels, and
a single drop of pure sperm oil for locks,

H. M. A., South Haven.— At Creedrnoor and in shooting galleries,
does a hit count, or must centre of bullet come inside the lings? Ans.
A hit counts for the highest score if it breaks the line.
B. G. D Galveston, Texas.— Can bullets for Express rifle3. 450 bore,
be had ready moulded in New York. If so, where, and at what price?
Aus. No. You will have to order them from England.
,

—Messrs.

J. C. W., Dansville, N.Y.— Our sportsmen's Club here wants a pair of
"plunge traps." Where can we get the best, and prici? Ahs. From H.
C. Squires, No. 1 Courtland street, this city; price $15 per pair.

—

E. D.—lam about to purchase a breech-loading shotgun. Is a $75
American gun as good as sn English gun at the same p ice. Which
would you advise me to pui chase? Ans. The latter by all means.
H. W. C, Boston.— '"an yon inform me where I can obtain a Charles
Murphy fly rod, or can you give me Mr. Murphy's address? Ans.
Send your order to Charles Murphy, 40 Halsey street, Newark, N. J.

Bird and McKenzie were in Pniladelphia this
week, consulting with members of the Philadelphia Chess
Club in reference to the proposed Centennial International
tournament to be held in Philadelphia.

The old cricketer and bowler, Alfred Marsh, has become quite a chess player. He and Lahore, the old wicket
keeper of the Long Island
at chess now.

Cricket Club, are playing a

match

—

best clubs in the land.

^ — The

Excelsior team
Dean, Chauncey, Milton,

P., Greenpoint.— What is the price of the "Traveler's Guide,"
and where can I get it in New York? Ans. Fifty cents per copy. For
sale by all newsdealers, or the publishers, 233 South Fifth street, PhilaF.

The Staten Island Club are going in to play base ball
on the Knickerbocker plan next season. They have a good
ground and plenty of members, and socially rank with the
1876 will probably include
Sweet, Sackett, Geo. Chauncey,
Dahrman, Earle, Benner, Maxwell, Mitchell, Whiting, and
for

W.

delphia.

C. P. J., Chicago.— Can you tell me whether there is any 11 rm in New
deals in steam road wagons, or where a second hand onecould be obtained? Ans. Messrs. Cooke & Beggs deal in steam road
wagons. They have written to you.

York which

Memphis.Tenn.— Will it injure a shot gun (muzzle loader)
same weight of quicksilver as the same weight of shoi ? Ans.
few discharges would certainly not injure the gun, and we would like

J. L. E. Jr.,

Murtha.

to use the

—

The Press Club ten for the coming season will be
Crosby, c; Blodgett, p.; Hamilton, 1st b. Laugiiliu, 2d b.;
Brasher, 3d b,; Carpenter, s. s. and captain; Martin, 1. f
Rankin, c. f .; and Joy, r, f., with Malone, r. s. Mr.
Chadwick is captain of the Press Club muffin team, which
will be ready to meet any press club team in the country
in June.
Chadwick's muffins will include James Gordon
Bennet of the Herald, Chas. A. Dana of the Sun, Captain
Kufus Coffin of the World, Chas, Hallock of the Forest
and Stream, Frank Queen of the Olipper, Eenward Phelp
;

.

Philadelphia.— Can you give me any information in regard
am about to describe. 1st. A laminated
steel gun, 12-gauge, 30 inch barrels, Renkins Brothers, Liege, the makers.
2d. A twist gun, 12-gauge, 30-inch barrels, inscribed on the plate,
"Joeepn Bourne, maker, No. 5, Whitehall street, St. Mary's Square, J.
W. Baden-" Are they celebrated makers, and are they in business yet?
Aus. We don't know the Leige gun maker. Some very good barrels are
made there but the manufacturers make no effort to establish a reputation.
We do not know if the London maker is still in business. The
C. L.

J.,

to a couple of shot guns that I

name Baden

is

that of the person, dealer or otherwise, for

whom

the

gun

was made.

—The

to

octavo.

das?

Baltimore of some of the other delam informed that a tplit-rtose pointer took first
cisions of the judges,
My informant asked one of the judges why the dog got first
prize.
prize, and was told that the judge once owned a pointer with a split-nose
that was good, and so he thougnt this split-nose dog ought to have it.
Another judge gave as his reason, that the dog was white and could be
seen farther in the field than the others. When asked why Slromberg's
liver-colon d pointer did not get first prize, a judge said he was too finely
bred. A red Irish pup, "Pat," the property of Joe Turner, of Baltimore
won the first prize, a silver collar. His dam, an imported black Irish
bitch, was passed by unnoticed, because she was black.
J. A. Smith
won first prize for a dog entered as "Field Trial," and the premium
ticket tacked on read "first for Laverack setter." Perhaps Mr. B. W.
Jenkins was right in not entering his fine dogs.
J. W. M.

Kennel Produce.— Mr.

,

A. S.

tan decision of the Baltimore Dog Judges. Wont some of those gentlemen be good enough to let us know through your paper, why such an
animal as ''Amateur's" seems to be, was passed by unnoticed?
very

numerous account reaches

J. H. A Beloit,— Can you tell me about taking up land in Florida
under the Homestead Act? Ans. For information to settlers and immigrants, send to C. II. Walton, publisher, Tallahassee, Fla., for Annual
Report of the Commissioner of Lands and Immigration, about 300 pages

A

to hear the result of

your experiment.

Jacksonport, Ark.— Is there any market for swan down,
and what is a skin worth? I know where twenty-five to fifty can be
Yes; a constant demand. Address Messrs.
killed in a night. Ans.
Mellen & Co., No. 142 and 141 Woith street, ihis city.
F.

W. L

W. H.

N., Valparaiso, Ind.— Will you kindly eive roe a receipt for
making lines water-proof. Ans. Stretch your line taut and paint it
neatly with shellac; then placing a piece of oil silk in the palm of the
hand draw the line through it so as to distribute the varnish evenly,

Pa.— I have a Scott breech loader, weight 711-16;
2. What kind
of boots would you advise me to wear in hunting for woodcock or snipe;
my feet are rather tender? 3. What do you think of Goodc's mocca
F. H. R.

Norristown,

,

U bore, 2| across the breech. How should 1 load it for duck?
Ans.

sins?
6 shot.

1.

?$•

to 4

drachms coarse powder,

Much depends upon

the gun. 2.

We

lj- to l£oz. No. 4 or No.
have always found a loose,

comfortably-fitting boot the best; but in snipe shooting, unless waterproof thigh boots are worn, we prefer common army shoes, with hides
at the toes to let the water out as fast as it runs in.
For wet walking we
cannot recommend moccasins; in the woods they are excellent. Mr.

Goode, however, makes knee moccasins, which,
who have used them, answer very well.

we

are told

by those

Novice.— In a recent issue of your paper your Field Editor states that
he had probably killed as much game as any sportsman in the country,
with the exception, perhaps, of Capt. Bogardus. Will you kindly inform me if this gentleman follows the modern practice of shooting at
birds with '"both eyes open?" I have over a half dozen of sporting
works, and but ont author recommends the shutting of one eye. Ans.
Snap shooting is only resorted to by skillful shooters in dense covers,
and at long driving shots. In such shooting there is no time to take
anything like deliberate aim, consequently there is no necessity to close
an eye; at all events we do not. But to make snap shots when the game
is near enough, and the cover open
enough to take deliberate aim,
would show a want of skill. We cannot say how Capt. Bogardus shoots;
but any man of his skill would close an eye in shooting when there
is
necessity for it, and such necessity frequently arises.
D. A.

Albany.— Do

which die naturally always float-to the suran occasional dead one in my pond floating,
but can eee many more dead at the bottom. Ans. Seth Green says
that about one trout in twenty which die in his pond float to the
surface.
He followed fishing on the great lakes for twenty years, and scarcely ever
saw any dead fish floating; but when fishing in deep water during heavy
storms, which caused a current at the bottom of the lake, his nets would
be filled with fi*h bones, and dead fish in all stages of decomposition.
Our own experience is, that fish taken from the waters alive and allowed to die in the air, will float when returned to the water. We have
seen thousands of moss- bunkers floating on the surface of the Great
South Bay, thrown overboard by the fly-netters, and last Summer thousands of young shad were seen floating on Lake Ontario, which had been
taken in nets and thrown back into the water. We think this can
be
explained from the fact that when fish are taken suddenly from
the
water, their air bladder remains filled with air, as any one may have
seen
in cleaning their fish.
When death arises from natural causes, this organ would probably be the first to cease its office, and the fish would reF.,

face of the water?

main

at the

!^~A
weekf

queries

bottom.

number of answers a^e unavoidably left over until next
owing to the absence of our Kennel Editor, several kevml

large

also,

fish

I find

.
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Southern Florida. The Florida, Agriculturist, in commenting upon the fact that while expeditions are continually being sent from this country, as well as Europe,
to investigate unknown portions of Africa and the Arctic
Zone, remarks that there is still within 200 miles of Jacksonville a country as little explored as any part of the
As regards the mounds, canals,
first mentioned continent.
and intrenchments discovered by Dr. Kenworthy and
others, and also as to the superior land on the Caloosahatchee River availing settlers, it says :—
''This is a subject we are much interested in, and one
that we intend fully to investigate, and write on from time
to time. The Forest and Stream is doing a gocd work for
our State. To them we are indebted for all we know at
present about this section. They have been at the expense

Cannot other enterprisof all the explorations hitherto.
ing mediums be found to assist?"
Ajit-—-The ninth annual exhibition of water color paintOn Saturday
is now open at the Academy of Design.
evening a private view was afforded members of the press
by the association. The exhibition, judged as a whole,
was equal, if not superior, to any of previous years. In
ing

i

whose work

familiar

addition to the numerous artists
there are many who are making their first steps in this
branch of art; a move warranted by its rapidly-increasing
are still a long way behind the foreign
popularity.
The difference, botli in drawing and coloring
schools.
is

We

"between, say, French artists and our own, can be decided
To an unpracticed eye works of the former
at a glance.
sometimes appear to have the color laid on with a whitewash brush, but it strikes the right spot every time, and

Mr. Wakeman Holberton has one
is ignored.
of his fine fish pictures on view, and Mr. B, .M Shurtliff
.contributes several scenes of out-door study, the result of
summers in the Adirondack^. The coloring of this rising
with
artist is particularly good— his trees look like trees
bark on them, not like peeled specimens around a lumber
camp. The pictures on Saturday were seen by gaslight,
defer
and that dimmed by a smoky atmosphere.

sandpaper

We

further

until after another inspection.

comment
.

at.

,

Advertising Kates.
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Where advertisements are inserted over 1 month, a discount of
extra.
10 per cent, will he made; over three months, 20 per cent; over six

WILLIAM

shall be glad to place their ideas before the society :—
AN ACT
To further amend Chapter Seven Hundred and Twenty One of the Laws
of Eighteen Hundred and Seventy one, entitled "An Act to amend and
consolidate several acts relating to the preservation of Moose, Wild
Deer, Birds, and Fish, 11 passed April 26th, 1871.
The People of the State of New Yo?% represented in Senate and Assembly.
do enact as follows:—
Section 1. Section Two of Chapter Seven Hundred and Twenty-one of
the Laws of Eighteen Hundred and Seventy-one, entitled "An Act to
amend and consolidate the several acts relating to the preservation of
Moose, Wild Deer, Birds and Fen," passed April 26th, 1871, is hereby
further amended so as to read as follows:—
§ 2. No person shall kill or expose for salp, or have in his or her possession after ihe same has been hilled, any Wild Duck, Goose, or Brant,
between the first day of May and the iet day of September, nor any
Wood Duck between the 1st day of January and the 1st day of September, under a penalty of twenty-five dollars for each and every one killed
or had in possession; and no person shall at any time kill any of said
birds between sunset and sunrise, nor pursue or lire at any of said birds
with the aid of any light or lantern, under tlie same penalty for each

+*+-

—A

correspondent writes us that "the Khode Island
Club has fitted up an old mansion, 171 Broad-st., Providence, in the most substantial and elegant manner, and it
Its parwill be opened for social service on the 26th inst.
wine
Jdrs, ante, and reception rooms, its billiard and
department,
cuisine
its
while
rooms, cannot be excelled,

under this able management, might excite the envy of
Delmonico."

Sec. 2. Section Seven of said Acts is hereby further amended so as to
read as follows :—
§ ?. No person shall kill, or expose for sale, or have in his or her possession after the same has been killed, any Q.uail between the 1st day of
January and the 20th day of October, under a penalty of twenty-five
dollars for each bird.
Sec. 3. Section Fourteen of said Act is hereby further amended so as
to read as follows :—
§ 14. No person shall, at any time or place within this State, take or
kill any Ruffed Grouse, commonly called partridge, any Pinnated Grouse,
commonly called Prairie Chicken, or any Quail, with any net, trap, or
snare; nor set any such trap, net, or snare for the purpose of taking or
killing any of said birds, nor shall any person sell or expose for sale, or
have in his or her possession after the same shall have been so taken or
killed, ary of said birds, knowing the same to have been so Taken or
And it shali
killed, under a penalty of twenty five dollars for each bird.
be lawful for any person to take and destroy any such traps, nets, or
snares wherever found set.
Sec 4. Section Thirty of said Act is hereby re-enacted and amended
so as to read as follows:—
§ 30. No person shall kill, or expose for sale, or have in his or her possession after the same has been killed, any English or other Snipe, Plover, Curlew, or other wading birds, commonlv called shore birds, between
the l«t day of January and the 1st day of July, in each year, under a
penalty of five dollars for each bird.
Sec. 5. Section Forty-one of said Act is hereby amended so as to
read as fallows :—
§ 4ls No person shall place in any fresh water stream, lake, or pond,
without the consent of the owner, any lime, or other deleterious substance, or any drug or medicated hair, with the intent thereby to injure,
poison, or catch fish, nor place in any pond or lake stocked with or inhabited by trout, any bass, pike, pickerel, or snnfh-h, or any drug or oth<\ny
er deleterious substance, with the intent to destroy such trout.
person violating the provisions of this Section shall be deemed guilty of
thereto,
and
in
addition
to any
a misdemeanor, and shall in addition
damage he may have donc.be liable to a penalty of one hundred dollars.

Section Forty-three of said Act is hereby re-enacted and
as to read as follows:—
§ 43. No person shall kill, or expose for sale, or have in his or her possession after the same has been killed, any Hare or "Rabbit, between the
1st day of January and the 20th day of October, nor shall any person at
any time kill or hunt any Hare or Rabbit with Ferrets, under a penalty
of "ten dollars for each Hare or Rabbit.
Sec 7. This Act shall take effect immediately.

Sec

6.

amended so

amendment

intended to prohibit the shooting
This
shooting
on
the
the
preserve
South
to
essential
is deemed
Side of Long Island. It is said that last fall the birds, although quite numerous, were for a while completely driven
out of the Great South Bay, and the shooting nearly ruined
for the season by this unsportsmanlike manner of shooting
them, which gives them no opportunity either to rest or
It is understood that the amendment has the apfeed.

The

first

of ducks, etc., at night,

is

commonly called "dusking."

proval of the bay shooters, and others most interested in
the matter.
The amendment in relation to quail simply restores the
law to what it has been for several years until changed for
some reason or other last winter. The former law is said
to have given general satisfaction, but we are of the

opinion that the majority of sportsmen would desire to see
the closed season extended to November 1st.
The third amendment gives the game birds a further
chance for their lives by prohibiting their being netted,
trapped, or snared. This will, no doubt, meet with violent
opposition from small boys in the country, but ought, we
should think, receive the support of every sportsman in
the State.

The amendment for the protection of snipe, etc., is an
Heretofore it has not been
innovation in this State.
deemed expedient to restrict the killing of these birds in
any way, owing to the fact that they are mere birds of
passage which seldom, if ever, breed here; but their growing scarcity and dearness in the market seem3 to render
some legislation of the kind proposed necessary.
The amendment in relation to "drugging" ponds, etc., is
only intended to correct a clerical error in the original act.
That in relation to hares and rabbits is substantially the
same as the act passed last winter, which was tacked on to
the section in relation to quail

where

it

had no business

to be.

Meetings of the Provincial as well a& the Dominion Associations could be held as frequently as seems necessary, at
stated or irregular intervals, the local clubs being notified
to send delegates, who should serve for one year.
The
functions of a Dominion association would be purely executive; those of the Provincial associations executive as
respects their own Provinces, and advisory in their action

and relations to the Dominion association. The result
would be a grand machine with all the parts perfect, and it
can be seen how easily local abuses could be reached and
remedied through its ramifications.
T

In Toronto a society with the

title

of Provincial Asso-

formed but, we learn, without
consultation with existing county associations, or giving
them representation or a voice in the matter. One of the
objects claimed for this organization is to do the work of
local clubs as efficiently and more cheaply than they themselves can do it.
But here we think they err. It' is proposed that when any member throughout the country becomes cognizant of an infraction of the law he shall notify

ciation has already been

the Secretary at Toronto,

who

will send a detective to ar-

and employ counsel to prosecute. But
here will be the detectives' and counsels' fees, and traveling expenses to be paid, all of which might be avoided, as
county societies can always have among their members a
lawyer who would act in his professional capacity without
charge. The result of a Provincial association on the
Toronto plan would be precisely the same as now holds in
the State, where the New York City Association, through
rest the offender

its activity, in prosecuting infringements of the game iaws
(more particularly as applied to dealers) is confounded with
the State Association, and we are constantly being written
to from country districts where there are no local clubs,
asking why they do not take cognizance of infractions of
the law a hundred miles away. Where a corporate body
like a Provincial association is expected to do police duty
for a State an apathy in the formation of local clubs is
sure to exist, and pot-hunters and poachers will carry on
their nefarious practices without interference.

Wild Fnvl

in

Canada.

That the Games laws of' the Dominion of Canada
our own, the conrigidly enforced than
are more
victions which repeatedly reach our eyes in the Canadian papers, would seem to place beyond a doubt, and yet
we hear a note of warning from that quarter to which it
behooves us, as having equal interests, to also give heed.

we except, perhaps, the brant, who find their bleeding
places on the more distant shores of Labrador, the majority
of the ducks that pay us a regular autumnal visit, are bred
on the numerous lakes and sunken lands which are scattered about the northern portions of the provinces of OnHere, among almost inaccessible motario and Quebec.
rasses, the 3 oung ducks are hatched and nurtured upon the

If

luxuriant growth of wild rice, until the approach of Winter drives both young and old to a more moderate climate.
Probably there is no spot in existence Which to day affords such excellent sport as Long Point, in Lake Erie.
And yet here, only a few years ago, the incessant pursuit
of the

ducks which seemed

to

make

resting

this a last

place before winging their longer flight across the lake and
to southern waters, had almost entirely diverted the flight
to other and widely scattered points. Now, however, under the fostering care and strict system of espoinage of the
Long Point Company, the old condition of affairs has been
restored,

and the great flocks of ducks which are

to

scat-

themselves over the whole United States, make Long
Point their point of departure. After leaving Long Point,
One body bears to the westthe ducks appear to divide.
ward and following the lakes finally scatter themselves
along the Mississippi and its tributaries as far south as the
Gulf of Mexico. The other body follows the lakes system
of our own State, and striking the coast, follow it down
until their favorite feeding grounds on the various sounds,
formed by the sandy islands that line our shores are reachThe close season for ducks closes in Ontario on the
ed.
ter

15th of August, at least a fortnight too soon, and a correspondent of the Toronto Globe mentions the fact that while
shooting on that date, in that vicinity, he saw many young
broods yet clothed in the soft down of young duck-hood,
and had an uncomfortable conviction that many of the
birds he shot were mothers rising out of the reeds to
reconnoitre, and distract the attention of the enemy from
The same writer argues
the ducklings still under her care.
that but two courses are open to prevent so great a calamity as the total extermination of their game— more especiThey are as follows:
ally of wild ducks.

Either to put a stop altogether to shooting for a term
was done on the Western Peninsula, to prevent
the extermination of quail; or,
encourage by Legislation, and the granting, if
2. To
necessary, of powers of expropriation by arbitration, the
formation of companies, such as the Long Point Company,
for the preservation of breeding grounds Wherever they
1.

Provincial Associations for Canada.

The formation
rious

of which could subsequently be substituted for
individual delegates. With us live members of each club
are usually appointed to attend the State convention.

of

game

protective societies in the va-

Canadian provinces, which shall embrace within

is a matter now receiving the attention of the sportsmen of the Dominion. If
carried out it will probably lead to the formation of a Dominion Association to which these Provincial bodies will
be tributary and cooperative. To be effective in producing these modifications and changes in the game laws which
experience has taught them to be necessary, these Provincial associations should correspond with our. State associations.
By making them purely representative bodies to
which members should be elected by the local clubs, the
interest is more widely diffused and the cooperation assured.
In townships where no local clubs exist, a certain number

their organization the local clubs,

of individuals could be eligible until clubs are formed,

of years, as

can be found of

sufficient

magnitude

to

make

it

worth

while, and, at the same time, to promote the formation of
game protection societies in every section of the Province,
supto protect not only ducks, but all kinds of game; by
plementing by Government aid any sum over a certain
amount which such societies may raise by subscription
among its members for the purpose of prosecuting parties
who shoot out of season; and by facilitating in every posknown to the- law-makers, the summary punishsible

way

ment of such offenders.
The first proposition is untenable
is

as far as this

country

concerned; the second has our fullest sympathy and co-

—

-

.

—

'

FOREST AND STREAM
In fact our interests in this
operation where possible.
matter are identical with those of our Canadian friends;
indeed, greater, for probably, putting the sporting question
on one side, there are a much larger number of persons
who follow wild-fowl shooting as a means of livelihood in
Yet we must look to them
this country than in Canada.
to preserve the birds for us during the breeding season
This is one of the points we have had: in view in advocating
the formation of the International Society, a system of co-

by which the

sportsmen as well as
the scientific men of both sides could meet, and by an exchange of information and ideas ascertain the real wants
of both, and by suitable and united action obtain such
legislation as would operate to the advantage of all.
If there is, indeed, this alarming decrease in the numoperation,

intelligent

wild-fowl that the writer alluded to claims, we
inclined to advocate, for a term of years
at least, the abolition of Spring shooting, that a larger
number of ducks might return to their breeding grounds
to come to us again with augmented numbers in the Fall.
Unquestionably they should have the fullest protection
while on the breeding grounds, as well as in other places
The
to which they may resort during the close season.
example of the Long Point Company is well worthy of
They have the satisfaction of knowing that by
imitation.
their exertions they have to-day the finest duck-shooting
in the Dominion, if not on the continent, all through a careful protection which has restored the confidence of the
birds and brought them back to their old feeding grounds.
The experience of many Canadian sportsmen, however,
who would fain follow the example, of the above company
is very similar to that of many of our own in their endeavLands utors to obtain possession of favorable "points."

ber of

would be

,

terly worthless

value

and unproductive now, become of untold
to buy or lease them.
The

when any one proposes

correspondent suggests that game protective societies should be assisted from the public purse.
have
urged the same thing here, by the appointment of game
Globe's

We

constables

and

detectives.

First,

however, our game

laws require a careful over-hauling, Those of Massachusetts and Connecticut are particularly faulty in permitting
snaring during certain months, a license which is most
grossly abused.

Those of

this State,particularly in the clause

which permits the sale of quail and grouse until March
1st, when the close season commences on the 1st January,
But above all, let us co-operate with
are equally as bad.
our Canadian neighbors in preserving and protecting the
wild-fowl in which we have an equal interest, before the
policy of extermination has been carried so far as to place
it beyond the reach of a remedy.

—A powerful

association has been

formed

London,
Ontario, under the title of the London District Fish and
Game Protective Society, with the following officers: —
President, Dr. Woodruff; first Vice, Col. John Walker;
second Vice, James S. Kiven, M. D. Secretary, B. C. Marshall; Treasurer, James A. Mahon; Solicitor, John Taylor,
Barrister; Committee, W. C. L. Gill, W. Hudson, J. A.
Smith, Thomas Smallman, J. V. Thompson, I. C. Merritt,
Henry Bruce. The society starts with a membership of
over one hundred, and the County of Middlesex will doubtin

;

less

soon feel the effects of their labors in the cause of

game protection.

Wisconsin.— At a meeting of the Wisconsin State Association for the Protection of Fish and Came, held at
Madison, January 19th, 1876, Hon. W. W. Corning introduced the following resolution, which was adopted:
Resolved, That in the opinion of the Wisconsin State Association for the Protection of Fish and Game, the artificial cultivation of fish is worthy of State aid, and to this
end we respectfully ask the Legislature now in session to
make suitable provision therefor, and a? asked by the Fish
Commissioners in their second annual report.
The following resolution was introduced by Col. R. M.
Strong, and adopted:—
Resolved, That Messrs. Bailey, Mayars, and Welch be
and they are hereby appointed a committee to codify the
game and fish laws of Wisconsin, general and local, and
to report the same to the association at the next adjourned
meeting thereof.
On motion of Mr. Burdick, the Secretary was instructed
to notify members and clubs, and other sportsmen of the
adjourned meeting.
An amendment to the game laws of Wisconsin intended
more particularly to preserve waterfowl from sneak-boat
and battery shooting has already been introduced into the
It now rests with sportsmen throughout the
State to shake off their apathy, and to interest themselves
in the matter by urging upon members the importance of

Legislature.

passing the

bill.

—An

exchange says that the Florida game law was
passed only for the purpose of preventing cattle stealers
from Georgia coming into the State under pretense of
hunting, and that it will probably be repealed at the next
session of the Legislature, when it is to be hoped that
another may be passed which, while protecting the game
a ad the true interests of

bear to frighten people

the State, will not act as a bug-

away.

—Mr. Graham has introduced
°f this State to

bill

in the Legislature

prevent duck, brant, and wild-goose shoot-

from floating batteries, on the ponds,
Monroe County.

1Q g,

°f

a

rivers,

and lakes

—The

409

Sportsmen's Association was held on the evening of the 21st
iusfc.
Committees were appointed among others to correspond with the State Commissioners relative to stocking the
public streams with brook trout, and the Forest and

Stream

relative to the introduction of prairie chickens.

SPORTSMEN OF TWENTY-FIVE YEARS

_^L

f

has been truly said that
IT mind
the gentleman's

"shooting has been time out of

amusement," but how many can
imagine the changes in the manner and mode of sportsmanship, since the days of Nimrod.
Nay, I will not put the
period so far back, but simply to the times of Forester,
the acknowledged authority on all that pertains to shooting
or fishing, if you may except for the latter, the grand mas-

Izaak Walton.
Twenty-five years

ter,

is a long space of time, and takes in
the greatest inventions in the line of sporting for the last
century. Nor is the change in this greater than the change

manners among sportsmen themselves. A quarter of a
century ago the brotherhood of sportsmen, although not
nearly so large, contained a greater majority of hardy,
chivalrous, generous, and out-spoken gentlemen than at the
present day. First in the grand rauk of brilliant, wholesouled sportsmen of that "elder day" was the renowned
Henry Wm. Herbert.
Plain, unassuming, and of unbounded popularity, with a common dress of the backwoodsman, a firm manly bearing and generous loyal heart,
he enjoyed as seldom a man ever did before, the respect of all
his acquaintances.
His writings for brilliancy and tone
have never been equalled by any other authors or writers
of

of the style of literature which h'13 versatile pen was so
well adapted to, i. e,, of shooting, fishing, and kindred
Samuel Swan, editor of the Southern Military Gasports.
zette, of 1855, gave the credit to "Frank Forrester" of being
the best living writer on sporting subjects, and Johnson J.

Hooper, author of that admirable little work entitled "Dog
and Gun," thus eulogised his writings: "Mr. Herbert's
descriptions have never been excelled; no living literary
artist equals him, in my opinion, in that sort of limning
which is accomplished by a few dashing strokes."
As a writer of high merit in humor, combined with a
touch of the sublime, Wm. P, Hawes, ("J. Cypress, Jr."),
undoubtedly was without an equal. The chief interest
of his sketches is in the inimitable piquancy and wit, with
the characteristic flow of unheard of quotations and adventures. His aim was. to amuse, and in this matter he
was particularly successful. "Fire Island Ana" is generally considered his masterpiece, as it embraces the full
scope of his various moods— humorous, sentimental, and
sublime. This work was published in "The American
Turf Register and Sporting Magazine" of thirty-five years
ago, and republished in book form, together with his other
productions, in a book entitled "Collideomania," a small

—

edition of

which

is

now

The

extant.

Ned Locus, and other characters of that sketch must
be read to be appreciated.
Another grand light in the phalanx of sportsmen of that

period, the editor of Porter's Spirit of the Times, well known
as "Yorks Tall Son," was a kindly, generous man, whom

the Southern Military Gazette thus described under the title
of "The Spirit and its Editor." The following is but a
brief extract:—

"And

still unchanged art thou, amidst the change of all
Dear Bill, serious or merry, solus, dear old Bill.

emn or sentimental, still so calm and serene and softly
smiling, in thy ruby-colored waistcoat, with thy soft, silky
hair, coolly disparted from thy high, white, unwrinkled
forehead; with the luxuriant "flow of that grand beard,
which a Mussulman might envy; with that mild, cleatblue eye; that almost effeminately sweet smile, singularly
contrasting the athletic frame; the six foot four in the
stockinged feet; the chivalrous, gallant spirit; the free,
open speech; the high soul, made up all of honor, the simple-minded, straightforwardness of thought and action,
which go together in thee to make up that noblest of God's
work a real man.
"Loyal and firm and kind and true,
That f e ar or falsehood never knew.

—

"Long mayst xhou
Spirit of the

rated

flourish, dear

Bill,

the

spirit

of the

Times, the glory of not yet utterly degene"
best, as the tallest 'son of York.'

Gotham, the

initial number of Porter's Spirit is an excellent
picture of its tall editor, William T. Porter, and
never did likeness show more plainly than this the impress
of one of Nature's noblemen.
Col. Wm. T. Stockton, known to the readers of sporting
literature twenty-five years ago as "Cor-de-Chasse " proved
a very fascinating and lively writer; his best productions,
which were published in the New York Spirit of the Times,

In the

life-like

s

and

Porter's Spirit of the Times, commanding wide-spread
One of his first sketches, entitled "The Big

attention.

Talugie Buck," is a marvel of ingenious thrilling adventure, resembling somewhat "J. Cypress' " highly-wrought
stories.

Among

the host of other gentlemen of that day who
were well known under their noms de plume, were "Hal-aDacotah," of the then territory of Minnesota, a dashing

more than moderate ability, "Omega," whose
stronghold was a humorous vein of literature, with an occasional touch of brilliant thoughts; Weston Fisher, H.
P. Leland, and others long since departed, or forgotten by
writer of far

Pennsylvania State Association for the Protection
and Game, which met recently at Harrisburg,
passed a resolution favoring the proposed amendment to
the game and fish laws of
1873.
The resolution will be

the new generation springing up. And of all those glorious
old sportsmen there now remain but a few who are known
Among those now livas either literary men or authors

submitted to the Legislature.

and themselves contributed not a little to the sporting press, are Genio C. Scott, the venerable and talented

°f Fish

—A

very successful meeting of the Dansville (N, Y.)

.

ing

who once knew and admired "Frank

friend,

but not so far and widely known as these three I have
mentioned.
Gen. H. ,H. Sibley, ("Hal-a-Dacotah"), still resides in
Minnesota, (at St. Paul), the foremost man of all in public
esteem, and time has touched lightly the vigorous athletic
frame. With his sixty-three years, the General is still erect,
his step as firm aftd buoyant as the majority of men at twentyfive.
The people, prizing him rightly as the suppressor of
first and most fitly-chosen
admission to the Union,
hold him to-day in their estimation as second to none of
He is still a most ardent
the many public benefactors.
and enthusiastic sportsmen, but in place of the chase of
deer, elk, and bear, which was his pride of yore, he now
takes his recreations in the less exciting, but still exhiliarating sport of grouse and duck sheeting. Long may he
live, and may his fame never grow less as a sportsman, a

the terrible Sioux war, and as the

Governor of the State upon

writer,

its

and a man.

poor "Tom Draw!" (Ward), he has long since passed
"that bourne," but his memory still lives revered and
strengthened through the mediumship of those unparalled
sporting tales, the "Shooting Box," "Deer Stalkers," and

And

"Warwick Woodlands." "Tom Draw," the original, quaint,
and humorous host of Warwick; the true friend of lamented "Frank Forester," what a multitude of incidents
are connected with his life.
To compare the standard of shooting and fishing literature of that day with the average of the present day would
be to find a superiorit}^ for the latter on one point, vis.:
less allusions to the free use of spirits in all anecdotes of
hunting or fishing tours. Though the use of whiskey may
be, and oftentimes is, beneficial in times of exposure to
rains, etc., it should not be extolled by any writer as an indispensible article on such occasions, as this gives a wrong
example to young sportsmen, and a worse impression to
the reading public, which, judging the class of gentlemen
anglers and gunners by the sketches of their exploits with the
bottle, imagine them a class of carousing topers whose chief
aim in seeking the field or stream is to enjoy a drinking bout
with their companions. We of the fraternity all know
that this is a very erroneous impression, and the least
written on using spirits will add to the right by raising the
standard of true sportsmen in the opinion of the public to
what they really are, a class of gentlemanly courteous
men.
Fjied.
-#-*#.

.

A

j

w rites us from St.
Augustine, under date of January 25th, as follows:
"The hotels are filling, new amusements, more hope, and, in fact,
Florida Items.—

correspondent

everything is lively, while the hunting is improving with the continuance of mild weather. The various salt water birds are numerous,
while the quail and alligators are very plentiful. The weather for fifty
two days has been sunshine and almost rainless, as but two very meagre
descensions of rain have occurred during this period. The St. Augustine Yacht Club is gradually going ahead, and they supply the city with
much entertainment. A pigeon sbooiing club has organized, composed
of sportsmen from the North, aud a range and trap have been selected
on the north beach, near the "Lunch Basket." The "Lunch Basket,"
by-the-way, is also something original, and has just been opened. It
consists of three tents— one 60x32 feet, used as a resting place and restaurant for pleasure and hunting parties. The little steamer May Flower
is now making daily trips to the beach, and affords a great convenience.
We °re in receipt of information to the effect that Mr. Charles Hallock,
your venerable (?) editor, will be here with us by the 1st of February.
We are impatient to welcome him among us, and will endeavor to characterize hts stay with pleasure and contentment.
There will be a grand
yacht race here next Saturday, instituted by the yacht club. The Indians are attracting considerable attention, as usual.
number of
them are now at Matanzes (a hunting ground) with the sportsmen
Geo. W. Fox of Philadelphia, H. C. Caruthers of Tarrytown, N. T.;
Joe Cowdrick, Toms ftiver, N. J.; and Dr. Lathrop, Kingston, Is. Y„
There are a number of sportsmen here, including Dan and N.
Edgar, Mr. II. C. Meinell, Dr. Caruthers and others, besides a number of excellent northern dogs, setters and pointers. "Fred Beverly"
was here last week, and has left for the Ochlawaba River. Also Dr. D©
M., "AlFresco's" companion during his last expedition, is here, and will
remain the entire Winter."
-

description of Oliver

Paul,

around

angler, and author of "Fishing in American Waters;"
Isaac McLellan, the poet sportsman, of Greenpoint, L. I.,
who still contributes his glowing poetry to the journals of
to-day; and George Wilkes, late editor of the Spirit of tU
Times.
Others undoubtedly there are of that old school,

Forrester" as a

A

— The

number

of miles of railroad built in the United
was 1,483, against 1,025 miles
in 1874, 3,883 miles in X873, and 7,340 miles in 1872.
The
first of the railroad
States is now Illinois, with 6,931
States during the year 1875,

miles.

York

Pennsylvania is second with 5,805 miles,
third with 5,450, and Ohio fourth with 4,405.

— Tom

New

Moore compares love to a potato "because it
"Or rather," exclaimed Byron, "bebecomes all the less by pairing."

shoots from the eyes."

cause

it

—

-»»-

——

—A steamer which lately arrived at

San Francisco from

Yokohama brought the materials for a Japanese temple
aud the men to put it up iu the Centennial Exhibition
grounds.
-^x~.;--

— Suggestive of

poker-playiug-

'ante"

rooms

in a club

house.

Fur, Fin and Feather.

Mr.

Suydam has

just issued a

new

edition of his capital compilation of game and fish laws of the various States and the Dominion Provinces. This book is a necessity to

every sportsman, and is now arranged with such care that it may be relied on for accuracy. It costs but 50 cents and can be had at this ofilce
s
or of the publisher, No. 149 Chambers street.
-

Thompson

————— »

& Son, 338 Broadway,

»

»-

.-,.

use no sugar of lead in waterproofing their suits. Sugar of lead will not stand washing, and amongst old
sportsmen is considered detrimental to health, making them liable to
rheumatic attacks. Thompson's suits are guaranteed to be thoroughly
waterproof, even after being washed, and are a ° £ ^u and cheaper tha
any other suits in the market.—Advertisement
j£n27-tf

— —

.

—

.

—

.

—

—

.

—

—

FOREST AND STREAMTHE INTERNATIONAL MATCH.

A

DISPATCH

from London informs ua that the Scottish National Rifle Club has resolved to accept the
challenge to come to this country and shoot for the championship of the world next summer; this resolution being
the result of favorrble answers received from a majority

best scores

the river. Woodcock are plentiful on the Hampton place,
five miles below, also partridges.
Rabbits and swamp
hares can be found almost anywhere, squirrels are abundant in the swamp, and geese are plentiful in the river,

Hellwig's Gallery.

—

team of such prowess as Scotland can send forth will visit
us, we trust that the International match will in no ways
be endangered thereby. If we remember aright, the National Rifle Association in accepting the challenge to shoot

John Treyesser

an International nfatch, stipulated that no "outside" teams
should be admitted to the match, and Sir Henry Hal ford,
in a letter to our contemporary the Volunteer Service Gazette, sta f ed, that "the team which will shoot in America
this year will be selected from the best shots in Great
Britain and Ireland, and will not be restricted to Great

Charles Morris?
M. L. Riggs._
P. C. Banks

eight,

The competitions
with two reserves,

as

is

of the small bore shots of Scotland.
will begin forthwith.

team of
"Welcome

it

to

know

that

a

in lying position, for

f

I

L. Rig«8

M,.

Now this was a direct invita lion to the
riflemen of Scotland to compete for places on the team,
so that the action of ihe Scottish National Rifle Club segms
to call for some explanation.
That Sir Henry Halford "means business" there can be
no doubt, and it behooves our riflemen to be on the alert
Britain alone."

and not

fall into

To

a state of apathy or over confidence.

repeat the victories of the last two years will require

some

hard work and preliminary practice. There is one thing
that our cousins have learned by the visit of Col. Gildersleeve and his companions, and that is, the necessity of
team organization. Major Drake, who has been appointed
adjutant for the English party, writes "It is to be hoped
that we shall get a very strong team, thoroughly determined
to shoot as a team" adding the significant words, "We
That this object will be canied out is evishall want it."
dent from the stringent regulations to which each member
of the team is supposed to subscribe before competing for
a place, and which are as follows:
"It is my intention to compete for a place in the team
which will shoot in the match in America next year, and
in the event of my being selected as one of the eight,
or accepting a place as one of the four men in waiting, i
hereby bind myself to the following:
1. To proceed to America at the lime and in the vessel
selected by the Captain of the team.
2. To conform to all regulations laid down by him; and
in the event of my not doing so, to forfeit my right to

—

shoot in the team.
3. To defray my

own expenses throughout.
To make no engagements in America, for

business or
pleasure, without the consent of the Captain, until after
the match shall have been shot."
There is no reason, however, why two teams should not
4.

but one could act as the
The other
representative in the International match.
would find plenty of occupation, particularly in off hand
The shooting at 500 yards of
or mid-range shooting.
some of our riflemen, both East to West, has never been
equalled across the water. It would be worth while for
some of the British riflemen to shoot for a while with our
riflts and demonstrate whether the superiority was in the
visit

rifles

us, although, of course,

or in the

men.

—

by the

The

officers of this association.

object

was

to pre-

sent to the General handsomely engrossed and framed resolutions, which constitute the General an honorary director
for

was

Col. J. T. Underbill

life.

to

have made the presen-

tation speech, but was detained at home by a serious acciIt therefore devolved upon Capt. F. Whittaker, the
dent.
Vice President, wjio did it nicely. Gen. De Peyster responded in a few eloquent and interesting remarks. The
officers left at a late

hour, well pleased with the interesting-

visit.

—

Conlin's Gallery. The ninth contest for the Forest
and Stream badges was shot Thursday, January 27th.
Mr. Cheever was ihe victor of the first badge for the second time. The winners of the badges are as follows:
C. A. Cheever, 42; J. B. Blydenburgh, (second badge, centres), 40; H. D. Blydenburgh, (third badge, inners), 80.
The Turf, Field and Farm badge will ,be shot for Thursday, February 3d, 1876, commencing at four P. M. All
comers are invited.
On Friday evening last a match was shot at this gallery
between Messrs Hayes and Cheever, resulting in excellent
scores and a very close contest, Mr. Hayes winning by one
Conditions Five targets, ten shots per target, 200
point.
yards target, (reduced in proportion to the range, 110 feet),
Wimbledon rules. Highest possible score, 250:

—

HAYJKS.

40
47

2nd. target.
42 3rd. target. ....
43 4th. target
45 5th. target

.42

2nd. target
3rd. target
4th.. target.
5th. target...

:.

1

.

Grand

CHEEVER.

I

39 1st. target

1st. target

...21!

total

Average per

target, 42.

42

Grand total

Another match

.40
41

210

will

be shot

soon.

—

Cbeedmoor, Jr. The fifth competion for the Union
Metallic Cartridge Company's badges came off Tuesday,
Feb. 1st. Mr. Backofen was the winning man again, on a
score of 45, and as this was the tiiird time he has won it,
the first badge was duly delivered to him as his property,
and we believe that among the many trophies this reliable
off-hand shot will wear as evidence of his skill, the U. M.
6. badge will be conspicuous for its size and beauty. The
w. nning scores were as follows:
Total.
Fcore.
Name.
F. Backofen. ...... .4 5 4 4 5 5 5 5 4 4
H. Sabin
W.
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 i 4 4
€K O. Stairr, ...-V.-.-JJ 4 4 4 4
2 3 2 4

H

M.

...48 Fred Kessler
47
46
47
45
49

L. liigga

45

I

McGltnsey

40! Louis Ciiker
40 C. L. JNixou..
40 M. L. I%ge
40 D. E. Vannett

T. C. Banks

McGlensey

J.

D.

K.

Vannett

DeWitt

P. N.

21

28
..30

80

4
,

Mr. M. L. Higgs,

be seen, secures the first prize,
having won it the third time, as provided in the conditions
of the match.
The shot gun, heretofore offered as second
prize, will be substituted for the first.
The competitions
will be continued every Wednesday evening, as usual.
it

will

—

New

Yohk State. The Ogdensburg Journal says in a
recent issue:
"There is a very decided improvement in
the shooting of the members of the Ogdensburg Rifle
Club. There are at least a dozen who are now good for 40
points off-hand at 200 yards.
Several have made scores of
Willi fair weather and steady improve41, 42, 43, and 44.
ment we expect to see some shots developed here that may
be considered worthy to shoot in a State or national contest.
The West Side team, Wednesday, made a splendid
general average.
Syracuse.

— The

new

range of the Sixth Division,
rapidly approaching completion.
storm-house is in preparation, from which shooting can be done on the range during the Winter.
N. U-

,

at .East

rifle

Syracuse,

is

A

— The Amateur Rifle Club, of

45
89
30

S.

duck shooting, when ducks are flying. To amuse ourwe take an early morning shot at the quail and gray

WINNERS OF "THIRD PRIZE.
WINNERS OF FOURTH PRIZE.
Name.
Total. [E.G. Chambers
29
MajorD. D. Beekwith
39 J. McGiensey
30
M. L. Kiggs
4()jJ. McGlensey
....30
Major D. L. Beekwith
.40 Henry Ellinger
29
Capt. Wm. Lindsay
40! Geo ge Grentzer
28
J.

H.

Port Royal, January 28th, 1876.— The unprecedented
warm weather has retarded the southward movement of
flight birds, so that, notwithstanding the attractions which
the intricate channels of the Sea Islands here present,
there are no wild fowl to speak of.
A few straggling waders, with an occasional bunch of teal and broadbills, are
all that are afforded to the sportsman.
A long drouth has
made everything very dry at present. Deer can be had in
abundance near here. The Hunting Islands, ten miles
away, are a famous resort for curlew and snipe, and an
hour's ride by rail will carry us up the Combahee to good
selves

Rochester, has challenged

amateur riflemen to a friendly team gallery match, to
be shot with rifle .32 calibre, 15 shots each man off-hand.
the

squirels,
to
the

while

as

young

to

they are

rabbits,

destruction

and so numerous
that the surface of some of the abandoned cottonfields, is absolutely covered with "signs" of the most distinctive character, as widely strewn as on the floor of a
warren. The weather is too wa^m to make long tramps
comfortable. Doubtless we shall have blustering weather
before the spring asserts itself. While sportsmen are expectant, growers are apprehensive about their orange buds.
Hal.
Missouri Hannibal, January 22d, 1876.— Col Buchanan,
Cornelius Voorhis, and J. H. Worihington, in two days'
shooting last month, bagged 95 quail, 3 grouse, and 14 rabbits, one of the party not shooting on the second day. Mr.
Voorhis did some remarkable shooting, killing 45 single
birds in fifty shots, and that in cOrn fields, timber, and
orange

trees,

—

.

He shot over his pointer Judge, who made
or three beautiful points while returning with a
dead bird in his mouth, which he has done before on several occasions.
Is this or is it not an uncommon feat?
"rag threads."

some two

J. H. W.
frequently had old dogs point with a dead
bird in their mouth.
Herbert mentions an instance in one
of his books, and, where birds are very abundant, we believe it would not be uncommon with first-rate dogs.
Ed.]

[We have

—

—

Dakotaii White Swan, Jan. 25. There are a great many
black-tail deer slaughtered here every day.
The weather
has been so fine that antelope stay back on open ground.
During the big snow of last Winter there were sixty-four
antelopes killed by two men in one week, at Bijou Hills
forty-five miles up river.

—On

%nn nnd

§hat

<3&

GAME

^ifle.

SEASON IN JANUARY.

IN

•

*

Wednesday last a well-contested pigeon match took
place near Jamaica, L. I., under the rules of the Long
Island club, and was numerously attended by the sporting
men of .Long Island. The weather was unfavorable to the
match, however, and the well-known participants did not
score as well as on former occasions. The match was at
27 yards rise, 80 yards boundary. The following is the
score
Total.
Total.!
Name.
Name.
lljs. Jones
9
Geo. H. Creed
:

Hares, brown and giay.

Wild duck, geese, brant, &c.

FOR FLORIDA
Deer, Wild Turkey, Woodcock, Quail, Snipe, Ducks, and Wild Fowl.

Thos. Lloyd
J. T. Brush..
C.J. Stewart

Wilkinson

7iJ.
71

H
11
9

A. J. Wilkinson.

9JL. R.

Ju»gar

R.

Market. — It seems singularly inappropriate to be
obliged to report prices of game that is long out of season
This is owing to the present law which
in our own State.

Game

grouse and quail to the uttermot t
The time for selling
venison expired on the 31st ult. hence this variety is eliminated from our quotations. Ruffed grouse are worth $1.25
to $1.50 per pair, and prairie chickens the same.
Quail
are very scarce, and well they may be, as Long Island and
Connecticut have been pretty well snared out; they sell for
$5.50 to $6 per dozen. Canvas back ducks are scarce at
$3.25 to $3.75 per pair; red-heads, $1.25 to $1.50; mallards, the same; widgeon, black ducks and sprig-tails
are worth $1 per pair; teal, 75 cents to $1; broad-bills and
whistlers, 00 to 75 cents; rabbits 50 to GO cents; hares 40
50 cents.

enables dealers to

sell

date permitted by any

other State.

A Dog Following a Deer into Water.— A correspondent wrote us some time since that he feared losing a
hound from his proclivity for following deer into water.
We now hear that Mr. John M. Perkins, of Jackson, N.
EL, started a deer on the 15th ultimo, which took to the
The deer was secured,
water, followed by a valuable dog.
but the dog was drowned.

— A lad of

fifteen

New Hampshire

shot a bear weighing 400 pounds in

and resolved to remain by his
game until help came, which he did. "How long would
you have stopped?" he was asked. "Until I had eaten
enough of the bear to have been able to carry the rest
home." And he would have done it.
recently,

— Over 10,000 rabbits have been shipped from Jonesport,
Maine, the past season.

—

—

Connecticut West Meriden, January 24th, 187G. Game
in this part Of the State has been very scarce for the past
One of our best sportsmen, with two
ten or twelve years.
fine dogs, hunted for several hours the other day without
have a game club, the members of
rinding a bird.
which are anxious and willing to do all in their power to

We

restock our fields and woods, but the game law is such a
miserable failure in this State that it is almost impossible
to convict and punish the innumerable pot-hunters with
Von G.
which the commuuitv is afflicted.

New

—The Long

tn

,

American Rifle Association. Maj. Gen. J. Watts De
Peysrer was visited on Saturday evening, Jan. 22d, 1876,

—

South Carolina Columbia, January 26th, 1876. We
had quite a cold snap here last week, and ducks were plen^
tiful.
I was out partridge shpoting, and flushed twenty
mallard ducks, of which all were drakes except one.
They were feeding m mud puddles, caused by a freshet in

The ninth weekly competition,
a gold medal, a double barrel shot
gun, a rifle and revolver^ took place at Hellwig's shooting
gallery, 271 and 273 Eighth avenue, January 26th.
The
winners were M. L. Riggs, first prize, 49; Fred Kessler,
second prize, 45; F. N. DeVVitt, third prize, 40; D. E.
Vannett, fourth prize, 30. The winners of the several
competitions at Hellwig's are as follows:
WINNERS OF FIK8T PhlZE.
WINNERS OF SECOND PRIZE.
Name.
Total.
Total.
Name.
Capt.-Wm. Lindsay..
4^
46 P. N. De Witt
Capt. Wm. Lindsay
47|M»jorD. L. Beckwith
.46
A. B. Van Heusen
41 (Donald Cameron
45

for the selection of a

—

The remaining two prizes will be shot for on conditions
which will be published in next week's paper.
Next Tuesday, Feb. 8th, will be the fifth subscription
match day. Open to all comers, one half entrance money
divided between first, fifth, tenth, fifteenth, and twentieth

— A friend

of mine scared up six English
the meadows near Hackensack
I note a number of
last Tuesday, the 25th of January.
woodcock have been Fe'en in that region within the last
week or two. Is not this a very unusual occurrence for
R. W.
this time of the year in this part of the country?

Jersey.

snipe as he

was crossing

[Yes; particularly as far as the woodcock are concerned,

and is to be accounted for only by the unusaally open
Winter and absence of ice and snow=— Ed,]

Island Shooting Ciub shot on January 28 for

There were twenty-two entries at seven
the Club cup.
The report is received at so late an
birds each; club rules.
hour that we are unable to print more than a few of the
best scores:
Tots!.
Total.
Name.
Name.
6
T. Broadway
R. Robinson
5
6 C Wlngate
Pi.Ihemus
IT.
.

±5.

Talbot

'....*>

Mr. Robinson, the Treasurer and a veteran pigeon shooter,

was

also, the

recipient

of a

handsome

pair of

silver

soup ladles presented by E. Thomas, Esq., gunmaker of
Chicago, to whoever should win the cup that day. This
shoot was the first in which the new rule of the club, in
regard to birds was enforced, which is as follows: That
the mutilation of birds shall not be allowed on the grounds
of the Long Island Shooting Club under any circumstances,
by any person whatsoever, and that this resolution be conspicuously placed on the club grounds. Hereafter no
shooting either by members or others, will be allowed on
the club grounds, unless the above resolution is strictly

B.

carried out.

—

A match was shot on Saturday at Deerfoot Park between Captain Bogardus and William King, the^conditions
being fifteen double rises, 21 yards rise, from s*pring traps
ten yards apart, each man to pull his own traps; stakes,
$125 a side. Bogardus was the favorite at long odds, and
won easily "by the following score:—
a 121 1121 100222 2-20
BojWdiiB
...1 0001021121111 0-12
King
Several sweepstakes were afterwards shot, in which
Messrs. Paine, Bogardus, Johnson, King, Gildersleeve,
and Connor entered.
—To-morrow there will be a match of double rises at
Dexter Park between Ben West and Dr. Talbot, followed
An interesting sweepstakes match of
by sweepstakes.
double rises is in preparation, to come off at the same
The
place, between ten weli-known shooters, $20 to enter.
time will be fixed this week.

Tournament at

New Orleans.— A

grand pigeon-

shooting tournament will be held at New Orleans commencing on the 26th instant, with class-shooting for all
amateurs, for a $1,500 purse, divided into three prizes of
shooting
$700, $500, and $300. On the 27th there will be
for similar prizes, and on the 28th there will be a grand
contest, open to all pigeon-shooters in the world, for a
$1,000 purse, to be divided into $500, $300, and a diamond
On the same day there will be an amateur match
badge.
On the 1st of March there will be a
for a $500 purse.
match for the amateur championship of the United States,
and a diamond badge. The sports will close on the 3d

with a match for the amateur championship of Louisiana,
and a diamond badge. In all matches, save that open to
the world, and in all, save the match for the United States
amateur championship, the shooting will be at ten single
In the latter match there will be ten single and five
birds.
double rises. In all matches the entrance money wilt
be $20.

FOREST AND STREAM.
—A

match took place on the 26th ultimo at Ashford,
Westchester county, between the city of Yonkers and
Greenburgh, five men on a side, five birds each, Long
Referee,
Island rules, 21 yards rise, 80 yards boundary.
The
A. Aichison; Judges, 8. Laurence and J. Willsea.
is the'

following

score:—

GHEENBUKGH

YONK.ERS.

Name.

Total.

Name.

Emmet

4

Total.

Jos. O'Brien....

Hauptman

Bronson
4 Jaa O 'Brien
Williams

X,ang.

5iAu8tin.

1

1

Roberts

Caperon

5

3
z

.

Total

14|

Total

12

Od the same day and ground a sweepstakes was
Score :—

three birds each .

Name.

Total.

Name.
Jas. O'Brien
Williams

—

•

,

Total.

2 Austin
3 Lang
2 Bronson ....
2 Deitzel
2

Jos. O'Brien...

Emmet

shot,

'Caperon

3
2
2

James O'Brien and Austin divided first and second
money, Joe O'Brien took third, and Williams fourth.

—

A Chance for the Champion. The Illustrated Sport—
ing and Dramatic News contains the following challenge:
gentleman will bet £600 to £500, or £300 to £250, no
one can kill thirty pigeons out of fifty; to shoot on any
fair ground in England, 30 yards rise, 80 yards boundary
He bars neither
five traps, both barrels, 1£ ounces of shot.
Further particulars can be obnation, kindred, nor color.
tained of H, M., 33 Cold bath square, or of Mr. J. Gardener, at the shooting at Winchmore hill on Monday next.
What a chance for Captain Bogardus!"

"A

411

shot, I perfectly agree with yon that we do not
for most of our shooting.
In our partridge

need a close shooting
(quail) shooting most
of the birds are killed in the open, within thirty yards, and very few in
the cover over twenty-five yards, mostly under that distance. For this
shooting I consider even the above gun shoots too close, and prefer to
use my 10-bore Holbis & Sheath gun, altered by Messrs Clark & Sneider
to a breech-loader, with their double bolt top action, which I think the
strongest and best motion I have ever seen. This gun makes a pattern
of 130 pellets No. 7 at forty yards, with 1£ oz. shot, with 3£ drs. of powder. It has more penetration than the lighter gun. It, I find, shoots
plenty close enough for me, and I am convinced that a choke-bore
would be useless in such cover as we have. The birds would be either
cut to pieces or missed. My advice to sportsmen who want a gun for

gun

general shooting is, to be careful how they invest in choke-bores, but to
get a gun of about 130 pellets.
The testimony of actual use in the field,
as given bY different correspondents of the Field, of London, is decidedly against choke-bores. My dogs have done well this season for the
little practice that they have had, as 1 have haa them out but little.
Partridges are very plenty now, and as it is tne close season 1 hope that
the season may continue favorable for them, and that we shall have no
snows to enable the pot hunters to lay a covey at one shot, as they will
do, if they get a chance.
The prospects now are good for an immense
number of birds next year, as comparatively few have been killed. I believe that every year the birds are harder to find, as they seem to frequent the woods more, and to be more wary, fly further, and lay closer
than ever. In fact, they are becoming educated, a^id by the selection of
the fittest, as only the slowest and least wary birds are killed, it will
soon require one to be an extra good shot to make aiy bag at all. The
weather here is quite warm, and I notice to-day that my maple trees are

Chas. E. Coffin.

in bloom.

SCAFFOLD SHOOTING IN WISCONSIN.
Marinette Station,

Wis., Dec. 27th, 1875.

Editor Forest and Stream.—

LIVE GEESE DECOYS.
January, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
As the result of considerable experience in the use of live geese decoys at Monocary and Currituck, I submit the following observations:—
In bar shooting they should not be staked out, for the following reasons: Very few Canada geese or brant used for decoys become properly
reconciled to their captivity. They remain more or less wild, and when
fettered, are apt to lose their footing, on account of sudden frights, etc.,
and fall forwards all in a sprawl. There they remain prone, tagging and
straining for hours until relieved. If wild geese are in the vicinity where
Moreover,
this occurs, good bye to the game; it will not be deceived.
the gunner should retain control of his decoys, in order to be able to
get them away, when necessary, from the spot towards which the wild
No one wishes to shoot his own birds, and many a
birds are heading.
time have I seen my decoy brant completely surrounded by the wild ones.
In such emergencies, a Btrong line running into the box or blind is the
only m< ans of extricating the decoys from the line of fire, and with me
To prevent twisting up and other entangleit was always successful.
ments, put a strong swivel at the junction of the two leather fetters. To
the other end of the swivel attach a piece of cord, say six feet longFasten yonr seese in pairs to a third swivel, to which attach your decoy
line, which must be large and strong in proportion to the size of the de-

In bar shooting always locate your sunken box, the only admiskind of ambush, within easy range of some tongue or spit of sand
extending into the water, and forming a natural landing-place for the
fowl to get their footing. Then give your decoys just scope enough to
keep them well short of the spot where you are morally certain he
quarries will land. If two pairs are worked, which are quite enough,
place one pair to the right and the other to the left, when practicable,
and Keep ttiem there. The fettered geese, as a rule, prefer to stand just
at the edge of the water, and get as far away from the shooter's position
They soon learn not to throw themas the line will allow them to go.
selves down by vain struggles, and when this by chance occurs a little
slacking up of the coy line enables them to recover their feet. Where
two pairs of geese are to be placed out in the same direction, keep one
The decoy geese
materially shorter than the other, to avoid tangling.
may be advantageously accustomed to the restraint of the fetters at

coys.
sible

1

home weeks before using on the

-*-•«»-
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QUAIL

Rtjstictis.

bar.

IN

MISSISSIPPI.

Corinth, Miss., Jan. 18th, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
I have just had a glorious day's sport after bob white, for which I
thank the immortal gods. There was never a brighter sky in Winter.
A light frost covered the ground, and the breath of boreas came as softly and mildly as an April breeze—just enough wind to take the scent to
the dogs.
LeNand I re 8 i early, aid after stewing away some breakfast, prepared for the day's work.
Taking a big lunch and a small bottle
marked "aqua Babcockii," albeit we are kinder temperance folk; but
the snakes have not hioernated up to date, and they do say that
"spenits" will make 'em fly straight— not the snakes, but the quail.
WehadL.'s setter and two of my pointers. We went on horseback.
Soon after getting out of town Old Nora climbed up on top of a high
fence, head up, taking the wind.
"We had just as well get down," said
L,, "they are in there." The dogs all went in, and in a moment were
as stiff as pokers.
The birds were feeding in a corn-field, and got off
wild.
Bach got in a shot and bagged one bird. We marked them down
in the woods, where they lay like stones in the dead leaves, and eleven
more were added to the bag.
Leaving only enough for seed, we went on after another covey. These
we found in a meadow and bagged three, the rest getting so near a
house that we would not go after them. Then, in a strip of woodland,
Pete, the setter, found a big covey, as I was in the field with the other
dogs.
got them well scattered in an old ledge field, where I bagged
tix, L. following some that went in the woods; got only a few shots, the

We

up wild. We then went into a field where the corn had
been gathered, and where the pea vines were knee high and loaded
to the top with peas.
Here we found several covies, and getting them
well scattered along a hed N e and in some old stubble, we had some as
L. is a big man, and shoots a big
fine shooting as a man could wish.
Tolley "challenge," and it would do any one good to see him knock
them. After eating our lunch we moved on, and shot until late in the
afternoon. When we reached home and counted out our bag we had
forty eight quail and one hare— could have killed a dozen, if we had
birds getting

not,

tried.

But perhaps we were not tired! The mud in the fields was just stiff
enough to hang on to our boots, and L. said hi did not have a piece of
skin as big as a postage stamp on either foot. We were in a condition
tc enjoy our pipes, our slippers, and our suppers, and afterwards a glorious night's slsep, such as
hunter.

comes only

to

the blessed, and to the tired

Guton.

MARYLAND NOTES.
Muirkirk Furnace, Md., Jan. 21st, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I noticed in your paper of week before last an inquiry in regard to J.
Tonks, of Boston. Mr. Tonks is a maker of good guns. I have one—
a 7 pound breech loader— made by him, that will, with a load of 2£ drs.
orange lightning powder, 1 oz. Balto., No. 7, make in six shots an average pattern of 150 pellets in 30-inch circle, at forty measured yards. This
it will do right along.
It has made as high as 176 pellets, same circle,
distance, and load,
Here let me say, while not claiming to be a good

—

,

NOTES FROM TEXAS.
White Rock P.O., January, 1876.
Editor Forest and Stream:—
The following extract from a letter written by William Boutwell, living
near the uorth line of Hunt county, Texas, though not intended for pubhas much of the genuine ring of "Old Daniel Boone" in it, and
will doubtless be read with pleasure, since it presents very focibly seveial
points of gvneral interest to many of your readers. This place is near
Dennison and the Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railroad, andiswiihin
four days of New York city. The country has open oak timber lands,
with turkeys and plenty of other tmall game in it, not deemed worthy
of particular mention by the writer. He says: * * * * "I was phased to have the privilege of reading another letter from you. Tt always
lication,

the fond n collection of the early dajsof
remembrance, when we "old Tet ans" enjoyed ourselves,
being in those days entirely free from fashion and pride, acd from any
political troubles, and when game of every description was plenty, and
peace and quietude prevailed. But alas! those days are gone, and our
country is wild on fashion, and distracted on politics, and is in a general
Our vast prairies that were once covered with buffalo
strife for wealth.
and wild horses, &c, are now all dotted over with farms, from ten to
five hundred acres each; the first settlers have mo.-t all gone farther
west (to the frontier), and now we have another class of people in these
parts, who live under different customs, and hunting has almost played
out, although game is tolerable plenty in my section. The oilier day [
saw eleven deer in riding two miles, and if 1 had some "old Texan." to
hunt with me, I could enjoy the old Texas custom again to a hi»h ex-

gladdens

Scaffold shooting is resorted to during the Summer and Fad months
on the Peninsula. The deer go north from Central and Northern Wisconsin in the Spring, and are then called "spring poor." Though the
game law prohibits it, I believe they commence floating for deer in July,
and also shooting from scaffolds. Scaffolds are generally built from ten
They gento thirty feet high, with a place on top for the hunter to sit.

advantage of small trees close together, and nail slats on
They are placed along the deer trails, which
here run nearly due north and south, unless there should be streams or
lakes near, when they diverge to them. For the month of July thoy
place salt licks early in the Spring, and shoot from scaffolds when they
come to the salt licks. From E-seonoba to Negamm the Chicago and
Northwestern Railroad runs northwest and southeast. As these deer
erally take

them

T will assist
and Cembahee region, or of any other region in the vicinity,
boats.
them so far as maybe in my power, with information, as also with
for want
decoys, &c of which I have a supply, but quite rusty withal
Should other varieties of game be desired, partridge are at
of use.
the whole
present abundant om my premises, not having been shot at
twelve miles
season. Deer can be had on the Hunting Islands, about
An hour's ride by rail will take them to a locality where pardistant.
I mistridges are very numerous; also snipe and some woodcock, but if
same lotake not, these latter migrate about the end of February. The
sportsman, and
cality will also yield wild turkeys to the persevering
ducks in variety. I have a boat on the sp"t, or at least had one there
I have forgotten to enumerate rail among our game, which
last Winter.
ere very numerous in the salt marshes, and can easily be bagged twice a
month when the spring tides occur. Their flight being slow and heavy,
of
they are just the birds for novices to practice upon. The families
waders are always well represented, especially in April and May, in
which months I often have excellent shooting over decoys at such birds
just
as jack curlew, black-breast plover, godwits, willits, &c, and this
Rustic us.
at my very doors.
-^»».

to serve as ladders.

some places, close together, some are called main trails and
some branches. They generally go back from the railroad track fifty to
one hundred rods, as it is nearly all woods along the line, and run a de«r
trails are, in

and medium trees, lapped over in one direcwith the interstices ft'led with small branches, etc. As this fence
is built parallel with the track, it cuts across several deer trails in a diagonal direction, so when deer are traveling eouth they reach the fence
and turn east to find an opening. This takes the travelers over several
trails, all down the fence, to the lower or southeast end, where the scaffold is placed. By cutting several small avenues through the brush, the
hunter can get a good range on the deer. They travel mostly from daybreak to nine o'clock, few crossing from eleven o'clock to dark, as they
then stop to feed. As the road runs in the direction northeast and southwest, the deer cross the track going south earlier on north end than on
the south end. From Little Lake south to Day's River are good hunting point?. They commence crossing at Littlj Lake about August 5th;
Helena Switch, about August 8th to 10th; McFarland'sHill (half-way between He ena and Centreville), 10th to 12th; Centreville, about 15th to
fence, consisting of small
tion,

and so on.
There is good deer hunting along the line between Menomonee and Esconoba in August and September. Though the law does not allow it,
hunting is done in these months. As the deer leave the peniusula so
much earlier than they go south in Lower Michigan, it is a manifest injustice to sportsmen to be prevented by the law from shooting them
when they are in their best condition, particularly as deer are abundant
in this section. I believe they have started a petition to the LeghlaAtire

my

Texas called

tent.

Wild bees

amend

the

game

law, as applied to the peninsula or part of the State,

and they will no doubt succeed. In the meantime the law seems to be a
dead letter. Deer are so plenty no prosecutions are made. There is a
good Winter hunting spot eight to ten miles north of Day's River, and on
Red Division (twelve miles north of Esconaba) on the Smith River. On
Bay de Noquet the deer congregate in a section of heavy timber, and
winter there. Splendid hunting may be had here in the minis of October, November, and D cember. Guides may be hui here at about two
Guides make their headquarters here, and this, wiihom,
dollars per day.
doubt, is the best point to fit out with everything necessary for the "trip,
half-breed, who lives at
with exception of arms and accoutrements.
Thunder Lake, on the Pesbtigo River, tells me this lake abounds in trout,
Joaeb.
and also the river.

A

—

SHOOTING
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PORT ROYAL,

S. C.

Editor Forest and Stream:—

Port Royal,

S.

C,

January, 1875.

and give your readers some idea of
the coast region of South Carolina, presuming that 1 know of no region
healthier than this from the time Autumnal fronts set in up to mid-SumAugust and September are the mouths most likely to bring sickmei
ness to unacclimated persons, and these are just the months when our
residents can best get away for their annual visits to Saratoga and other
northern watering places. Change of air is always beneficial, whether
from North to South in cold weather, or vice versa. A little investigation will show that the coast region of South Carolina possesses one
great advantage over Florida whether for sporting or agricultural operaWith but little difference in climate, and that difference a positions.
great
tive benefit lu my way of thinking:, with abundant game, and m
and easy
variety, the sportsman, visitor, or settler still maintains sure
communication with family and f rends at home. Steam and electricity
are both at bis service. Moreover, in comparison with most points
further South, his destination is quickly reached and no time wasted en
steamer, or stage, is
route, as is always the case where change of cars,
the day, and the
called for. In chess the best judge of position wins
time U not far distant when the unrivalled position of South Carolina,
and especially of the noble harbor of Port Royal, will challenge and at

With your approbation

I will try

.

world to its manifold merits. At present the
Dorado in the Land of
tide of travel lushes by, thinking to find its El
Flowers. Yet I have letters in my possession from agriculturists located
Middle Florida, who are desirOus of changing their base of operations
tract tlie attention of the

in

far from their markets to
to this point, for the reason that they are too
consumers
be sure of paying returns. Fruits and vegetables must reach
sound ana fresh, or the labor of producers is wasted.
common varieties of ducks
I believe I am safe in saying that the
abound on all the South Carolina rivers .where rice is cultivated. Malteal, and shovellers
lards, black ducks, widgeon, pin-tails, gadwalls,
and merring-necks, greater and lesser scaups, buffel-heads, ruddies,
Chesapeake,
gansers. All the foregoing will be found abundant. The
canvas back, red-head,
or Currituck habitue will miss the accustomed
and Canada goose. This latter is here replaced in some localities by the
roust make
white- fronted goose. To get at this kind of game the gunner
he can find to his field of operahis headquarters at the nearest house
a full out-fit of boat, decoys, &c. January and February are

tions,

with

roughest months of the
the best months, as they are the coldest and
if a party of gentlemen
year. I take this occasion to remark, that
Bull River
would like to visit these parts and test the shooting of the

are tolerably plenty here.

There

is

no person in

this part

follows hunting for profit, and but very few for ph;>sThe farmers have tame
ui-p, consequently deer and bees go unmolested.
bees from which they get plenty of honey.
have flush times
Texas is in a prosperous condition at this time.
There
in money, a lively trade, abundant supplies, and good health.
has not been a case of sickness in my neighborhood during the Summer
aie all very
and Fall* *. Lands are advancing in value.* * *

of the country

who

We

We

hopeful of bitter times politically under the new constitution. I cultivate two hundred acres and live near the timber, the weather, for the
season, is extremely mild; there has been no snow and but very litile
People are killing very fine beef off the range; cattle are
ice as yet.
standing in the shade for comfort; the grass is beautiful and green, &c."
This letter is dated January 6th, and shows what sport a man can expect to find in this wild and beautiful country. The scene of "Old
Scout's first buffalo hunt" is laid in this couuly, wherein the country is

more

fully described.

H. W. M.

-•»

A TEXAN HUNTRESS.

18th,

to

heart to have

to

January, 1876.

Editor Forest and Stream:—

A few years ago, when traveling with my wife in Texas, we were told
by some young ladies of the equestrian feats of a Mrs. McKinney,
whose husband owned a large stock ranche on Onion Creek, about six
She was said to often riae a very fast horse, so
down aud capture a mule rabbit
ted she could
that when
on the open prairie. Having repeatedly seen dogs chase these rabbits
in vain on the prairies of Texas, 1 had little faith in such reports, because there are few dogs (exc pting greyhounds) wtiich can overtake a
mule rabbit in a large prairie, and not even the greyhound can do it if
miles from Aaiitin.

mom

fleet

the rabbit gains

mn

woods or chapparal.

A few days ago I went with a

party of ladies and gentlemen of Austin

a fishing at the McKinney place. There Onion Creek runs over and tje-^
tween huge limestone./ocks, making rapids, falls, and deep pools, giving
These fibh are excelfine scenery and g od fishmg— trout, perch, etc.

but differ from those of like names at the North. Having known
ago, when she was a girl in her teens, since
which I had not seen her, accompanied by my wife and daughter I went
to see her at her house, pleasantly located amid trees on a rocky bluff.
Mrs. M. is now a widow past her prime, yet erect, hale, and hearty.
Never having had any children she u«ed often to go with her husband
ovet the prairies to look after the stock and hunt. I spoke of her reputation for skill in riding on horseback, and inquired if she had ever ran.
down a mule rabbit in the chase. She said that by running over them
with her horse she had, at different times, captured two.
She then told me oj a still greater feat. One fine day, when with her
husband, on horseback, they saw a large gray wolf on the prairie. Mr.
McKinney told her to give the 'volf a little chase. She hesitated, say-.
ing it would do no good; but he urged her, saying that he would followon with the dogs, and she might as well give the wolf a "little brush.""
Sho started. The wolf at first looked incredulous, but apparently convinced that she was in earnest, away he went. She became excited and
continued the pursuit over hill and prairie, leaving husband and dogs far
behind— so far that he lost all traces of her. After searching for hours
he went home without her. The chase was continued, until finally the
With one pair of the
wolf, exhausted, lay down and feigned death.
reins of her bridle she mad*, a slipping noose, and cautiously placed tfc
over the wolf's bead and around his neck. Then tieing the other end of
the rein to the saddle, she jumped on the horse and started, thus dragging the wolf home, the animal having soon been choked to de^th. Mrs.
M is a well educated lady, of great energy of character. She is a native
of Boston, Mass., has lived South since her girlhood, and at her present
lent,

Mrs.

McKinney many years

-

1

.

home

S. B.

for twenty-five years.

BucKLEr,

What's ra a Snowflake?— The Chemical Review

slates

from a single snowflake
and magnified 500 times, were found pieces of coal, frag*
ments of cloth, grains of starch, sandy matter, and an iin-.
mense variety of other substances, not a fragment of
which exceeded in diameter the three-thousandth part of;*

that in a drop of water obtained

an inch.

—Over 800 trees and more than 800 woody species of
plants are believed to be embraced in the flora of the Uai*
ted States, and of the trees 250 species are tolerably abundant in one region or another, 120 of them growing to. a
large size.

—The

length of a seal's intestine

is

50 feet ? or more.

.
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6,996.01

for Re-Insurance,

Thos.

$2,022,196.53

ard of State of

New

Jersey,

31st, 1875, as

Am. Exp.

Sparks,

MANUFACTURER,
per stan 1-

4£ per cent.,

Death claims not due and in process of adjustment,

W.

Shot and Bar Lead

LIABILITIES.
Reserve on Policies in force December

-

Office,

121 Walnut

St.,

Philadelphia.

$1,437,332.00

-

$1,495,332.00
526,764.53

ROY
^

Insuring,

________

-

Itis shaved from the best Natural Leaf, for Meerschaum and Cigarettes. Does not
make the tongue sore. Sample on receipt of 20

Highest award. Vienna, 1873.

5135

&

From

Seth Green, Supt. N. Y. State Fisheries.
Vanity Fair to be the best article of tobacco
adapted to the wants of the sportsmun. Have nsed
your tobaccos for many yea.s, and know them all to
be first-class.
I find

$9,775,050.00

For Sportsmen.

A trusty friend, in weariness or trouble; a solid resource in Winter and rough weather, is a sweet pipe
Best dealers have it.

OFFICERS:

with Vanity Frir.

H.

STEDWELL,

President.

C.

R. C.

FROST, Vice

President.

J. II.

J.

J.

B.

BURNET,

H.

BRINKERHOFF,
CANNIFF,

Club Agents.

We

continue to send the EVENING POST free of
postage, without premiums, at the former low club
terms, as follows: bemi-Weekly, live copies, one
year, $12; ten copies, one year, $22.
Weekly, five
copies, one year, $7; ten copies, one year, $12.50;
twenty copies, one year, $22. These terms include
the postage, whicn will be paid by the publishers.
The above rates are as low as those of any Jirst-class
newspaper published

IT Vanity Fair.

Send for cirWM. S. KIMBALL
CO.,
Peerless Tobacco Works,
Rochester, N. Y.

of Policies Issued During the Tear 1875,

Secretary.

Cashier.

From A. B Lamborton, Rochester.
Having smoked your tobacco, Vanity Fair, by the
camp fire and by the hearth, I believe it in point of
,

fjagrance and taste superior to all brands known to
Beirfg in search of a tobacco that would not fire
the tongue and mouth, I was made acquainted with
your Vanity Fair, and found it to be the ne plus ultra
of natural leaf.

Medical Examiner.

me.

Smoke Vanity Fair.—It is a wonderful solace,
and the best proof that it works no injury is the refreshed feeling you awake with next morning, conscious that there is no reasonable task you could not

OFFICE OF MIDDLE DEPARTMENT,

of Wall

and Broad

perform.

Streets,

BALDWIN, Supt

BRYANT &

CO.,

SCIENTIFIC^ FARMER.
A

16-Page Q.narto, issued monthly, and full of original reading matter. It is devoted especially to science, as applied to agriculture, and is the only journal
in the world published with this avowed object.
It records alt true progress in agriculture, and the
latest results of scientific research/ Chemistry, botany, veterinary practice, natural history, farm mechanics, rural art'and architecture, rural law and entomology, are all prominently considered in its columns.

AMONG

ITS

CONTRIBUTORS ARE:

W.

S. Clark, of the Massachusetts Agricultural College, who has few equals as a writer on

President

s
scientific matters.
Prof. C. A. Goessmann, who is acknowledged to be
the first agricultural chemist of America.
E. Lewis Sturtevant, author of the "Ayrshire Cow,"
the "National Ayrshire Herd Book," &c.
A. S Packard, Jr., editor of the "American Naturalist," and State Entomologist of Massachusetts.
Prof. N. Cressy, who is one of the foremost of our
veterinarians, and is State Veterinary Surgeon of Con-

necticut.

Prof. Levi Stockbridge, whose experiments in crophave created astonishing

raising, by special fertilizers,
public interest.

N. Sturtevant, Esq., South Framingham.

Richard Goodman, Esq., Lenox.
Prof. J. Wilkinson, Baltimore.
Prof. H. W. Parker, Massachusetts Agricultural
College.
Prof. S. T. Maynard, Massachusetts Agricultural
College.
J. N. Bagg, Member of State Board of Agriculture.
D. P. Penhallow, S. B., Amherst.

For Meerschaums.

AND MANY OTHER WRITERS OF NOTE.
Subscription price, only ONE DOLLAR a year, in
advance. Postage free.
Published by

For Cigarettes.

W,

C.

has a permanent existence; again and again does
it serve your turn, and still is ready for a fresh bout.
That pipe is always ready for its fill of Vanity Fair.
It

HENRY

WM.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

Jos.

Does not make the tongue Sore.

DREXEL. BUILDING, Corner

largelv Increase the circula-

premiums mentioned above.
Specimen copies containing further particulars, and
giving the number of subscribers which should be
obtained, sent free to those who apply for theni,.
Agents who prefer a commission in cash will be
liberally dealt with.
Please send for our circular to

Address

cents.
cular.

Number

more

Publishers of the Evening Post, Broadway, cor. Fulton street, New York.

58,000.00

Surplus to Policy Holders,

still

THE EVENING POST, we offer to give to
those who will procure subscribers to the WEEKLY
AND SEMI- WEEKLY EVENING POST any of the
tion of

61,555.54

-

-

Weekly, $5.25.

194,484.55

H

-

edition. By J. B. Rimdell, profusely illustrated
with original designs, by Ernest Griset, 422 pages,
quarto, (retail price, $3.50), with Weekly, $3.25; or
with Semi- Weekly, $1 75
AESOP'S FABLES. Gilt edges, beveled covers, (reT
tail price. $5); with W eekly,
$3.75; with Semi-

A cigarette

an interlude to the serious habit; a
graceful make-believe for spare hours. For cigarettes Vanity Fair hag no equaL Best dealers hare it.
is

CLARK W. BRYAN &

CO.,

Springfield, Mass.

Under the patronage

of the Massachusetts Agricultujan!8 tf

FOREST AND STREAM.
New

413

Articles for the Centennial Year.

Chapman's German Propeller, Deeoy Bait, Irolling Pole, line Holder, and Harpoon Combined.

Also, the Minnow Propeller, Base, Boss, Reversible, Georgia, International Minnow, and Spring Baits.
agents employed.
To be bad of all first-class dealers in Boston, New York, Cbieago, Detroit, Philadelphia, Pittsburg, and Montreal.

No

Rods, Reels, Hooks, Lines, Etc., at Lowest Rates.

W.

Holmes, Shaw, Brown &

Chapman's

Also,

Enclose stamp, for Illustrated Catalogue, to

X>.

Ol*AI?M.^:N,

Bordentown,

Co.,

Electro Silicon Polish£z>

SOINT,

Theresa,

New York.

J.,

H".

BUILDERS OF

Fast Iron Steam Yachts, Launches, and Torpedo Boats.
BSuilders
CONTINENTAL

(50 feet),

of the

speed 17.94 miles per hour;

KEEP THIS CHECK

FIREFLY

Iron

ITaiifions
(£0 feet), 17.94

Steam Yaehts

miles per hour;

MINNEHAHA,

building (55 feet), 18 to 20 miles an hour.

SIGHT

IN

UNTIL YOU REACH

A 3000

DOLLARS
General

POLICIES by

Accident

Broadway,

TICKET,

S5 Gents

year

New York.

I

Hartford Accident Ins. Co.,

for
$1,000 to

any

.the

month

amount,

or

from

$5,000, with weekly
indemnity iu the ratio of $5 to
each $1,000.

W. A.

ARMSTRONG, Manager;

ORIENTAL POWDER MILLS,

Rifle.

now in stock a complete assortment of Rifles of all well known and reliable makers, and having
special arrangements with the manufacturers, am able to sell at their prices. Have just received a stock
RIFLES. Riflemen are invited to
LINE
call and examine.
They will be cheerfully shown to all who take an interest in Rifle Shooting. REMINGand
calibre.
Every Rifle purchased
all
lengths
TON, BALLARD,
RIFLES,
can be tested In the 100 yard range on the premises.
Liberal arrangements matte with clubs and associations.
Send for illustrated circular.
FISHER, 260 Broadway, cor. Warren St., N.Y. dec23 3m
I

OF HARTFORD, CONN.

ONE DAY.

Sharps Kew Long Range
have

made
of

SHARPS

NEW

OP LONG RANGE AND OFF HAND

WESSON, AND STEVENS

HOMER

MANUFACTURERS OF SUPERIOR TARGET AND SPORTING

GUNPOWDER.

BRANDS— Diamond

Grain, Falcon Ducking-, Western Sporting and Bucking.
Also, Mining and Blasting Powders.

OFFICES— 13 Broad

st.,

Boston; 19 &xohang3 St., B iffilo; 9 State St., Chicago; 32? N. Second
Agencies in all the principal Cities in the Country.

Tlxe

Most Approved
OF

sfc.,

St.

Louis

Dec2

The undersigned

System.

—

AND WILL SHORTLY PUT THEM

Military

Itifles.

J

now manufacturing

IN

THE MARKET AT LOW PRICES.

Short and Lout* Range Creedmoor, Hunting, and Gallery Rifles
OF ANY CALIBRE, RIM AND CENTRE-FIRE.

BreechLoadingjSportina:
jAjxA

are

Ballard's Patent Rifles, with Marlia's Improvement.

jan20

SCHOVERLBNC & DALY,

3m

Nos. 84 and 86

CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK.

For Simplicity of Construction

ACCUBACY,

Penetration, Durability, Safety, Ease of Manipulation.

Materials and

Workmanship, they areUnsurpassed.

iREVOLVE^S OF VARIOUS SIZES,
DESIRABLE IN ALL RESPECTS.
Send for Ch'culars.
Hart's

Arms Gomp.

Whitney

New

Whitneyville, near

Haven, Conn., U.

Paper and Metallic Shells
FOR

S.

A.

Sportsman's

Favorite

Metallic

Breech Loading- Shot Guns.
loaded, and the ctps
extracted

Shells

for

These Shells are easily
easily
from inside. Head solid, and much thicker
than any shell now made, giving
dng a" solid seat for cone or anvil, which prevents it from driving through or
springing away, thereby causing
ing missfires. The cone is made of nickle and fastened solid in its place. It
neither rusts or corrodes fast like moveable anvil made of steel. The nickle cone also prevents missfire
when cap has been left on shell for a few days, which is liable to occur either in steel or iron These shells*
are flnsly finished, and made auy leneth ordered, from 2£ to 3J- inches.
Shells and Loaders, and description Price Lists, can be obtained from all the leading SDortsmen'a houses
throughout the country. GEO. E. HART «fc CO., 363 and 365 Market St., Newark N J
1

From Captain Bogardns, Champion Wing Shot

of America.

Messes. George E. Hart & Co.,
Gentlemen- -The fifty shells I received from yon to-dav suit me better than any I have ever used
Thev
are stronger and better in every respect, and I shall use them in all my shooting hereafter
Yours truly
mayl3-ly
Booabdits.
"

Breech Loading Shot Guns,

AH

Manufactured by the

UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE

CO.,

Wholesale and Retail Dealer

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

THE STURTEVANT SHELLS are the easiest reloaded.
Do not have to unscrew the head nor use an awl to remove
the exploded caps. THE PATENT
ANVILS,
made of ^teel wire, will pot bend or hreak.

MOVABLE

THE BERDAN PATENT SHELLS, new

Hob's patent waterproof
1

highly prized bv

all

primers, never miss

that have used

PAPER SHELLS.— By

them

model, with
lire,

aud are

.

repeated experiments and great
outlay for improved materials, and machinery made expressly for the purpose, we can now warrant our
PAPER SHELLS equal to any imported. They are sure
fire, and will not burst in the gun.
Inquire of any of the dealers in sporting materials for
theU. M. C. Co.'s Shells.
Not sold at retail by the manufacturers.
dee§3 tf

BROWN

JULEP AND BRIGHT COLORED STRAWS,
TURE FRAMES, NATURAL DYED
GRASSES,
Address P. O. Boy

40,

New

PIC-

Etc.

Utrecht. N.

Y

Blooming Grove Park

CAN BE NO GREATER
THEREwithout
serious defects

POR-

tability
They are the only
portable boats that are equal to the very best whole
ones for local use.
jy29-*y

1

One

share in this

paid to April, 1876.

Sportsmen
janl3

.

A

for sale. Assessments
choice stock for Gentlemen

No, 41 West Thirtieth
tf

street,

New York City,

Fry for Sale

AT THE

Address

R. M. SHURTL1FF,

*

400,000 Brook Trout

Company

At

Crystal Springs fishery,
down Send for Price List.

prices clear

3an6 ©tl

fl,

H.

.

THQM A3, Pjrop'r, Randolph, N, Y,

a

.

.

.

FOREST AND STREAM.

53E
Jpufefe mdj§e§ort8flor^gart§men.

Orange Sporting Powder. CHAMPION GUNS

GRAND NATIONAL HOTEL,
Jacksonville ? Fia. ?

ORANGE LIGHTNING POWDER,

per Day.

ELEGANT and COMMODIOUS
THIS
brick hmi3e of modern structure, and furnished
with elegant furniture, is situated within two hundred
yards of the railroad depot, and is unsurpassed by
any hotel in the South
Dec30-tf

Rossin House, Toronto, Canada.
SHtilRS & SON, Proprietors.
This houseis a favorite resort for gentlemen sportsmen from all parts of the United States and Canada.

TEIID

strongest and cleanest Powder made. Nos. 1
packed only in sealed 1 lb. canisters. The coarser
sizes (higher numbers) especially are recommended
to owners of fine breech-loading guns, giving great

Stand unequalled in every contest. Their performance at the London Trials of 1875 beats the records of

penetration with very slight recoil.

any maker

to

in the world.
1875.
12 Gauge,

ORANGE DUCKING POWDER,

Maker

For water fowl. Very strong and elean. Nos. 1 to
Packed in metal kegs of 6J lbs. each, and in canis5.
ters of 1 and 5 lbs

PIPE.

Just the Thing for Home
and Camp Use.
Snpplies a want which smokers have long felt—
pipe which, shall give simply the taste and odor of tobacco smoke. This pipe never accumulates rank
smelling liquid in stem or bowl, but is always clean

and sweet. The bowl and mouthpiece are permanent,
but the stem is of porous paper, to be laid aside after
a few days' use and a new one fitted. Extra stems

accompany each

The

price of extra stems,
when not furnished with trie pipe, is as follows: Four
and a half and seven inches, 5c; twelve inches, 15c.
Sold by pipe and cigar dealers generally, or a complete
sample sent by mail for $1 by
pipe.

Out

ORANGE RIFLE POWDER,

J. H.

Hubbard,

Selling Agent, Cambridge, Mass.

tf

HOLIDAY

PRK&EXNT'S.

Pape.

ERS,

'

2d— Pape
Long Range,

60 yards.

1st

Davidson

—

'.

weight, witn a charge of 3£ dr. to 1£ oz. shot.beat the
best 8 bore Greener gun at 60 yards; weight, 15 lbs.

ORANGE

6

drachms and

2% oz. shot.

The Sportsman's Sub. Cup, valued at £45,
1875.
R. Pape, for the original inwas also awarded to
vention of choke boring. Winner of the London Gun
Trials of 1858. 1*59, 1866. Address

W.

DITTMAR

Dec2

CO.

NORTH OF ENGLAND GUN WO"RKS,
Newcastle on Tyne, England
NO AGENTS.

The Up Town

NEW IMPROVED POWDER

Sportsman's

Factory,

943 BROADWAY
114 Centre Street.

Remington Rifles and Shot Guns, Holabird Shooting Suits, Cartridge Vest, Belts and Pouches. Implements for both muzzle and breech leading guns.
Sportsmen's Goods and Ammunition of AH Rinds.
We take muzzle loaders in exchange for breech
and have always some fine second-hand guns
on hand cheap.
Goods sent C. O. D. to all parts of the United
loaders,

WHOLESALE AND EETAIL DEALER IN, AND
MANUFACTURER OF
Amber Goods, Meerschaum Pipes, Cigar

Hazard's "Electric" Powder.
Nos.

1 (fine) to 5

are smoked.

Pipes sent by

mail

to all parts of the

world.

John St., one door from Broadway;
Nassau and John sts
6 Astor House,
Broadway, New York. P.O. Box 81. Send for Illustrated Catalogues.
nov25-3m
cor.

;

FOK EVERY SMOKER.
AN INDISPENSABLE ARTICLE
FOR 'JUri PIPE. Pick, Spoon,
Can be carpocket. Has long
been used in Europe, and now
manufactured in this country for
the first time
Sent po*t paid, on
and Press combined.
tied

the

in

Address

receipt of 50 cents.

Main

\V AjloyilR a, W'JiiLCH, 212

street, Buffulo.N.

Novll 3m

—A party to

Y

fill

a po«ition

of trust in every County.
Must have from $303 to
Money to .eg $500 cash.
control
Duties will occupy
Liberal salary to right party.

Address BUCKWALTER & CO., Bankers and Brokers. 10 Wall street, New York City, P. O. Box 4,317.
Sep 23 6m

I
The Goss Revolving CartridgeHolder
p<A_KRIES PAPER OR METALLIC
\y SHELLS, either end up, revolves on centre
weighs but 1J pounds, and
wide. Holders Hare at top so as

Ivory and Pearl Stocks put on Pistols. Repairing
all kinds artistically executed.
Cartridges for Breech Loading Shot Guns, ready
loaded, put up in boxes of fifty, or loaded to order.
of

aue:5-6m

(fine; to

1

A

kegs.

nO
Cn
HPU- CLjUn
CO,
New
THE GREAT
si

only 1£ inches
to quickly receive
the shells, and, being elastic, securely clasp the same.
For ease of action and rapid shooting it excels anything of The kind invented.
PRICE, C. O. D.,$6.50.
In ordering, give the size of shells and a looseme&bof vest.
outside
nrement
N. S. CiOAS, Neosho Falls.Kan.
j.ySMy
is

to 5 (coarse). In 1 and 5 lb. canisters
and 6i and 124 lb. kegs. Burns slowly and very
clean, shooting remarkably close, and with great
penetration. For field, forest and water shooting
it ranks any other brand, and it is equally services
ble for muzzle or breech loader.
(fine)

he community thau any other
of the kind ever published.
It has been proven by

work

FFFG, FFG, and "Sea Shooting" FG,

of Silver Cup, value 40 guineas. Winner
and 10 bores. Winner in Class 4. for
Winner in the Wear and Tear Trials, July,
20 bbraw.
2,500 shots fired without deterioration.
1875.
W. W. G. is the only maker who has made an average pattern of 214 shots in a 80-inch circle, at 40 yards,
with a 12-bore gun, at any pnblic trial either in England or America.
I have 31:1*4 received a consignment of these guns,
and shall offer to individual sportsmen, for a short
time, an opportunity to secure one of these celebrated
guns at a popular price viz: $75, gold; extra for extreme close shooting, $10. This will probably be the
last chance to secure one of these guns at these very
low figures. All grades and styles in stock or imported to ordtr.
Attention is also called to my stock of euns, by W.
& C. Scott & Sons, which includes all their latest improvements. No old Htyle guns in stock.
Sole New York Agent for Holabird's Hunting and
Fishing Sni-s. Trade supplied.
Send 25 cents for large illustrated Catalogue of
Guns, and including Game Laws for all the States,
and summarv of Great London Gun Trial. Ready
jan!3 ly
March 1st.

Loaders.
REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
assortment of Rods,
Hooks, Lines, Baits, Reels, Fly Books, Salmon Flies,
Hair
Trout Lines, &c.
and
Waterproof Silk Lines, Silk
Perch Snoods, China and Grass Lines. Also, a large
lot of Cane Reeds, Bamboo and Japan.
Birds Eggs and Birds' Skins in great varieties.—
full

4-ly

Dane Breech Loading Shot

first-class.

ceived,
its

uniform

SUCCESS WITH AGENTS.
The

LOADERS.

new guns. Send for circular and
West Main street, Rochester, N. Y.

action as

Muazle Loaders Altered
my27

wood

engravings,
It contains 150,000
and eighteen handsomely engraved and colored maps.
The work is issued in parts, and a specimen copy,
with map, will be sent to any address, free of postage, for twenty cents.

:R,

DAVIS & CO., Publishers,

(Successors to T. Ellwood Zell,)
Nos. 17 and 19 South Sixth Street,
iFanl3-12t

^

our Close- Shoot-

12 Bore,

|

40

HIGHEST PENETRATION
AT

FIELD TRIAL
|1875.

Express Rifles, Double and Single,
.3G0, .400

and .450 Bore.

RIGBY'S

Oelelbratecl

MUZZLE-LOADING MATCH

WILLIAMS & POWELL,
Cun and

Rifle

extreme SIMPLICITY,

ITY
and

of their

New

Manufacturers,

Sportsmen of America to the
and DURABILPatent "SIMPLEX" Breech loader

Call the attention of the

STRENTH

INDEPENDENT EXTRACTOR.
new

parts in this

mechanical

action are so

soundness so

Drawings of action and extractor will be sent on apand orders may be forwarded through any
of the best houses in the States for execution in the

Gun.

to

Breech Loaders.

Spring.

Guns guaranteed

to

make

patterns of from 160 to

SHOT AT 40 YARDS, as desired.
NO. 25 SOUTH CASTLE STREET,

330 with No. 6

LIVERPOOL.
aug26-tf

Established 1780.

GUNS. Winner

W. W. GREENER'S

OUR PATENT

Rebounding Lock BREECH

ADJUSTED TO ANY GUN.

ITROM ^4

]?EI£

LOCK.

Send

Mortimer & KirkwoodL,
Street, Boston,

Maes

LOADING

SHOT

GUN.

PRICES, $50.00 TO $350.00.
Muzzle Loading Guns Altered tc Breech
Loading.
AGENTS FOR HOLABIRD'S SHOOTING SUITS.

EXTRA BARRELS PITTED AND CHOKE BORED
IE DESIRED. STUB DAMASCUS
FROM $30 AND UPWARDS.

M elm

few (only two,)
and the

thorough,

CONVERTED INTO BREECH LOADERS
Electric

RIFLE.

PRICE LISTS, 4c, ON APPLICATION TO
»4 SUFFOLK STREET, DUBLIN, or
72 ST. JAMES STREET, LONDON.

DOUBLE

THOROUGHLY LEVISED TO DATE.

CO.,

mdea by

Muzzle Loaders

edition of 1876 has been
articles, 3,000

&

plication,

LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN.
Solid Breech Snap Action.
EASIEST MANIPULATED AND ONLY GUN THAT
IS SAFE FROM ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE.

Numerous Commendatory Notices EeAnd by

59 St. James's Street London.

ARE ONE SOLID PIECE OP STEEL and the ANGLE of the BODY is left in its ENTIRE STRENGTH.

JOSEPH
C DANE,
MANUFACTURER OF THE

MUZZLE LOADERS CONVERTED TO BREECH
3

.

in use, its one powerful grip
heing far stronger than any double, treble or quadruple
grip now used. In this new action LEVER and GRIP

strongest and most durable snap action made.

No.

RANGE—

and manifold grips now

Manufacturer of

.

(Title registered.)

strength and simplicity of the action so great, that
W. & P. feel sure it will supercede all the complicated

in all its branches.

Breech Loading Shot Guns.

'i*

D.

trials
of the Field to possess the
thus:
TRATION and therefore LONGEST
Circle, 30 inches; 300 pellets; average, 191; penetraThe Editor's trial of Greener guns with 340
tion, 37.
pellets of same shot aud same charge of powder, gave
180,and penetration 30, although there were 40 more pelShould any controversy arise as
lets in each charge.
to the durability of these new systems, we herewith
warn ail beforehand that our system is our own invention (though founded on the American idea) and is DURABLE, a fact remarked on by the Field, that the
guns tried had been in use during last season, and refSend for Illustrated
erences permitted to the owners

The

CHAS. GREEN,

Same

DOUGALL'S
EXPRESS SHOT GUNS.
at Wimbledon by Editor
SHOWN by
GREATEST PENE-

its

1

price

BY THE

Philadelphia.

IMPORTER, MANUFACTURER and DEALER IN
Guns, Rifles, Pistols, and Fishing Tackle.
Muzzle Loaders Altered to Breech

SPRATT'S PATENT DOG BISCUITS.

Birmingham, Ensrland

Winner

JOHN KRIDEK,

The

MANUFACTORY, PIONEER WORKS,
jyl

Pattern

Trial,

in Class 1, for 8

The Sportsmen's Depot.

Has constantly on hand a

Maiden Lane,

CITY.

Manufacturers of Fine Guns and Rifles,

W. W. GREENER'S
Far-Killing Prize Guns.

S® Wall Street, 3>Tew York.
Sts.,

and price

yards.

office,

Shooting qualities

NEW YORK

1 1-8 No. 6,

of dealers, or of the Company's agents in every prominent city, or wholesale at

Taxidermy

BRANCH OFFICE, 29

JOHN RIGBY

York.

FFFG

SUPERIOR MINING AND BLASTING POWDER.
GOVERNMENT CANNON AND MUSKET POWDER; ALSO SPECIAL GRADES FOR EXPORT,
OF ANY REQUIRED GRATN OR PROOF MANUFACTURED TO ORDER.

our

illustrated descriptive particulars

sheets to our

FFG

FFFG

and others reon

specially built,

Without Extra Cost.
Send for

ing

in kegs of 25
is also
124, and Hi lbs. and cans of 5 lbs.
Burns
strong ana
canisters.
lb.
packed in 1 and 4
are favorite brands
and
moist. The
for ordinary sporting, and the "Sea Shooting" FG
is the standard liijle powder of the country.

Guns

-

TRAP SHOTS
quiring

No. 1 ,Coiirtlamlt St.

Hazard's "Kentucky Rifle."

its

IMMENSE SALES,

f

London Gun

•

The experience

of five years
has proved that this Compact
and Reliable Work of General
Information is better adapted
to the wants of all clashes of

i

.

Hazards "Duck Shooting."
1

Corner Second and Walnut

slides,

States.

The above can be had

.

main under party's own
but few hours weekly.

of
in square canis-

£ (coarse). In lib. canisters and 6} lb.
fine grain, quick and clean, for upland and
Well adapted to short guns.
prairie shooting.

Nos.

Nos.

Stores: 4 and 6

N. W.

Packed

Hazard's "American Sporting."

Holders, etc.
Monogram and Crests cut on Pipes and Holders.
Portraits made from Photographs. Pipes and Holders
of any design, or made to order.
N. B —By a new process I boil Pipes so tha*. the
color remains, no matter how much or how hot they

Unsurpassed In point

(coarse).

strength ana cleanliness.
ters of 1 lb. only.

-

-

$65 Gold.
90 «•
115 "
140 "
180 *•
225 "

St.)

Guns, Rifles, Pistols.Fisliing Tackle

Gunpowder.

-

-

Co.,

(aLove »2d

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

MANUFACTURERS OF

-

Paragon,

-

-

our new system for DOUBLE-CLOSE SHOOTING,
with increased PENETRATION, can have their wishes
carried out WITH DESPATCH

J.

Co.,

...

Pioneer,
Toiley,

Standard,- National, Challenge, -

Depot.

Chas. L- Ritzmann &

can novv be loaded from an ordinary powder
flask; grains hard.
Use it now like Black Powder.
No fear of overloading. Burns slow now. No fouling of the gun. Little or no smoke. Little or no recoil.
Not very loud report. Less heating of the barGood penetration and good patrel in rapid firing.
Safe to keep, as it does not explode if set on
tern.
fire except well confined.
Shells furnished loaded
with powder only, if desired. None genuine without
mv signature on tnecan.
CARL DITTMAR.

SPORTSMEN

Choke Bores.

60 yams, Long Range, Sporting Boring.
Davidson
Pape
Those champion Long Ringe guns, only 7 pound

Co.,

N. Y.

Sole proprietors and manufacturers of the clebraRecombrand of GUNPOWDER.
ted
mended and used by Capt. A. II. BOGARDUS, the
"Champion Wing Shot of the World."

Kaldenberg,

NEW YORK

Davidson.
Davidson.

st— Pape

SHOOTING POW-

1

are built in six qualities
They are now im(or brands.)
ported direct to our
OFFICE, and sold by the Manufacturers to
at
the following prices.

of a class of 68 guns, 3 out of the 6 best were

1875.

MANUFACTURING

Guns, celebrated for
genuine high class workmanship

and No.

1st— Pape

& RAND POWDER
21 Park Row,

v These

Exhibitor.

The Greener gun was protested
against on the spot for having its tcore false counted,
the facr, proven there, and afterwards confirmed by
same gun being shot for two days per week for six
weeks in succession, when its average score only took
24th place, ir,s very best score being greatly below the
scores of the best six guns.
1875.
12-Gauge, Old Sporting Bore.
Exhibitor.
Maker of Gun.

AP r*AR AT U S

The Hazard Powder

Fred. Julius

Order
FROMJSTOCK.
to

Greener
Davidson.

Neponset, Mass.

Received the Prize at the Paris Exposition, 18G7.

Made

made by Pape.

best for rifles and for all ordinary purposes.
Sizes E.g. FP.g, PFP.g, the last being the finest.
Packed in wood and metal kegs of 25 lbs., 12£ lbs.,
and 6£ lbs., and in canisters of 1 lb. and i lb.
All of the above give high velocities and less resiouum than anv other nrands made.

LAFLIN

W.
TOLLEY'S
FINE ENGLISH

BREECH LOADING GUNS,

Choke Boring.

Gun.

2d— Pape
3d— Pape

The

MY

of

1st— Greener

AND SHIPPING POWDER OF ALL GRADES AND SIZES PACKED IN
WOOD OR METAL KEGS OF 25 LBS.
SAFETY FUSE AND ELECTRICAL BLASTING

STEM

&

7,

BLASTING, FINING,

i

ENGLAND

OF

Unrivalled SportingGuns.

The

$4

George McGinley, Prop.

novl8

;

A

for Circular.

Olaurk Ac Sneider.
Q14 W. Pratt St., Baltimore.

CLOSE - SHOOTING

of the Silver Cup,
value 40 guineas, at the Great London Field Trial 1875, beating 33 competitors with 68 guns, also winning
in all the other classes for the Improved System of Boring. These
guns will kill from 80 to 100 yards
loaded with large shot, and will
shoot well with small shot with a
less powder charge than guns bored
upon the old system. For report of
the Gun Trial apply to Messrs. McLaran, Williams & Co., Agents, St.
^ouis,
u S. A. Address
Louis, U.

^ w

GREENER,

Mary's Works, Birmingham, England,

.

.

FOREST AND STREAM.
Third Edition.

fennel.

PJfi!

A SUKE

FOB

CIIKE

Distemper

m

the Dog,

in

)

That Disease so fatal to those Animals,

Wood's Dog Remedy,
Prepared and Sold by
an 13

1^ Essex

fit

Lawrence, Mass.

street.

SALE— A VERY

SUPERIOR,

thoroughbred, well broken, retrieving setter.
Also a splendid brace of Blue Bel ton pups, 6 months

Add ress

II.

SMITH,

at this office.

tf

^ DOGS TRAINED.

HOLABIKO'S CELEBRATED SUITS.

QETTERS AND POINTERS TAUGHT

O

to Retrieve, Point, Hunt, Charge, To-Heel, Hieon. To-ho, and controlled by hand and whistle, for $50.
Extra Held practice, $50, Tricks taught. Dogs bonrded
FRANKLIN SUMNER,
for $6 per month.
Brush Hill Road, Milton, Mass,
P. 0. Address, Bine Hill, Mass.
Reference: Wm. R. Schaefer, gunmaker, 61 Elm
novlS 6m
street, Boston.

GARDNER, M.

itfRY

LY on hand and

D.,

HAS CONSTANT-

for sale, medicines adapted to
dogs of

the cure of all diseases. Dealer in sport ng
every variety. Dogs trained for reasonable

Oct 22

S AXE—A W. & 0. SCOTT & SONS
F~0R
Breech Loader, laminated steel barrels, rebounding locks, 12-gauge; weight, eiahtpounds; modA maeninYnt field ^un, and a hard
ified choke-bored.
Imported by James Bown & Son, Pittsburgh.
hitter.
Cost, $225; only been used one year; good as new;
offered for sale for want of use; lowest cash price,
janti tf
Address this office.
$150.

U. S.

Circulars Free.

Folds Very Small.

$20.00
6.00

Wading, ackets
I

|

gg

Price

Those desiring something light and durable for
camping mirposes will find this stove exactly right;
weighs only 25 pounds; will cook for ten persons,
The ware consists of Kettle, Tea Kettie, Coffee Pot,
Fry-pan, round Tin Pan, two square Pans, Dipper,
Gridiron, Tent Collar, and eight feet Funnel Stove
PiDe, with oven that will roast 15 pounds beef, all of
which nests and packs inside; of stove, which only occupies a space of 12x12x20 inches.

CAMP LOUNGES.

pp.,

folded is about the size of an ordinary shawl
strapped. A light, durable, compact, and comfortable couch. Sent by express C. '.». D., $5, including
side and supporting sticks at the head. Just the thing
for the camp or lawn

CAMP TENTS,
for four persons,

7.

6.

be packed in knapsack.

squ arc, weighs 15 lbs.; Can
Price $10. Ten feet square

for six persons, $15.
of nutritive bone and muscle making material,
and is the only portable food for dogs made in this
country. Put iip in packages of 10, 25, and 100 pounds,
and warranted not to spoil in any climate. Price,
10c. per pound.

Made

Jack Lamp,
ing camp,

and

fishing, running rapids, light$6 25.
etc.; the best light ever invented.

plain; $10 quilted,
Sold at Eaton
is the standard with sportsmen.
Co.'s, 102 Nassau St., and E. S. Harris, 177 Broadway.

&

12mo.

Price,

3

Introductory Chapter.
Birds-eye Glance at Florida.
Outfit for Sportsmen.
Hints for Southern Hunting.
Coastwise Route? of Travel.
'iame Animals and Birds of Florida.
Game Fish of Florida

Three Months in Florida for One Hundred Dollars.
Supplementary Hints for Cheap Recreation.

John River.

the St.

Florida the Promised Land.
Fort Capron.
Fiwhing at St. Augustine.
Black Bass Fishing on Spruce Creek.
Bnuijug the Panther.
The Environs of Tallahassee.

best quality of water-proof cluck, light tan color,
especially adapted for concealment in blinds or sedge
grass, or for approaching game in the woods. Light,
English style: extra
durable and very cucap.
pocket in back for cartridges. Entire suit, $15.

Hart's Metallic Shells.
The best shell ever offered to sportsmen.
on hand and made to order.
Moccasins, Oil Tanned,
for the

woods: three different

styles.

$3,

All sizes

$5 50 and $6.

"The Ampersand."
COLVIN'S CANVAS BOAT.
The most complete

CORDUROY,
FUSTIAN, REPBLLArVT,
BLUE BEAVER and FRIEZE.
Wading Boots, Fishing- Stockings, Rubber Clothing-, &c.

Game

Ventilating Pockets.
Ulnstrated Price List and Samples free.
The most complete list ever published. Send for

GEO.
Apr

C.

HENNLNGr,

410 Seventh Street,
WASHINGTON. D.

£9 ly

W.

portable boat constructed.

The

Can be packed in
largest size weighs but 12 pounds.
soace of less than half cubic foot. Prices within
reach of all.
$25 00
No. 1, 8 feet, weight 8 pounds
32.00
No. 2, 10 feet, weight 10 pounds
pounds
40.00
12
weight
feet,
12
No. 3i
sep9

The Goss Revolving Cartridge Holder.
best thing of the kind ever invented. Carries
paper or metal cartridges either end up with perfect
inches
security. Weighs but 1£ pounds, aud only
wide. Price, C. O. D., $tt 50.
genof
guns
for
selection
to
paid
Special attention
tlemen at a distance by an expert and an old sports

The

it.

H. Holabird,
SOLE MANUFACTURER OF

HOL ABIRB'S
Waterproof

H

Bogardus' New Book, "Trip to England."
With how guns are made and hints to sportsmen
Price 50 cents.
Sole agent in New York city for J. H. Batty, U. S.
Taxidermist. N. A. birds and eggs for collectors.
Buck's heads, aud game birds a specialty. Orders
filled with dispatch.
We furnish every article necessary for the outfit of
sportmen in the camp or field. Goods sent everywhere by express. Remit only by draft, Post Office
order, or registered letter to

Val|3furnis«o«,
_S end

GOATS,
Indiana.
novlS

for Illustrated Circular.

rpO LET—A HANDSOME. FURNISH-L

ED HOUSE,

at

city of

Germantown junction, in the
Ten rooms, every modern im-

Philadelphia.
beauprovement, large front, side, and rear yards.
tiiul residence.
Twenty-eight trains a day, and 2i
hours from Jersey Citv; 15 minutes from Centennial
grounds; 25 minutes from business centre of Philadelphia.
Will be let by the year, or during the Cen-

A

tennial.

Address Box

-2832,

New York

Post

EATOfi
P. O. Box 5,109.
Mo. 17

&

CO.,

Sportsmen's Emporium,

Ann

street,

New York City.

tf

Philadelphia Residence.

office.

Magic Lantern and 100
H.

E&

Slides for

ANTHONY &

children under twelve, 10 cents.

^1
ft <&K(\
tpAV
5 $01*5

&1AA
^IVV

jan6 ly

Shares in Wall
often leads

i\

graphs
Manufacturers
ty.

of celebrities,

Awaited

First

i

And

No. 1— Fernaudina to Cedar Keys.
No. 2— Manatee Sarnzofa and Gasparilla.
No. 3— Among the Keys.
No. 4— Meteorology.
No. 5-Puuta Ru.-baand Caloosabatchie.
No. 6—Up the Oaloosahatchie River.
No. 7—Visit to Okeechobee.
No. 8— Indian Mounds and Canals.
No. 9— Tampa.
No. 10— Subterranean Streams.
No. 11 A Sportsman's Paradise.
No. 12— Suggestions to Tourists.

\TTANTED.— TO LEASE

OR PUR-

of

out with appropriate Tackle for the
Pacific Coast, Canada, Maine,
the Adirondacks, &c, <fcc.
Parties

Kplit

Piemium

at

And for

a Specialty.
Lawrence Fishing Co.

Sole Importers of Wan-in' s Celebrated Drilled
St.

Eved Needles

4-29

BRADFORD

ANTHONY,

&

374 Washington

St.,

Boston.

sale

by

all

Sent by mail, post-

booksellers.

age prepaid, ou receipt of price at oTice of publication"

THE AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY, AGENTS.

I^lox*icla.
PHILADELPHIA AND SOUTHERN
JF'ox*

Mail Steamship Company's line to Savannah.
Ga., sailing every Saturday, from Pier 22, below Pine
street, Delaware River, at 12 o'clock noon, making
The
close connections through to all points South.
line is composed of the steamships JUNIATA and YvYOVliNG. The Wyoming does not carry passengers.
The Juniata is a favorite ship with the traveling public, having passenger accommodations of the most
superb diameter. She has recently been refitted and
elegantly furnished with everything requisite to the
comfort and convenience of passengers,
Families tn route for FLORIDA, 'Georgia, Alabama,
and even as far as New Orleans, will find the Savannah route the must desirable for comfort, as well as
Through trains of the Central
the most economical.
Railroad of Georgia, and Atlantic and Gulf Railroad,
Florida, leave Savannah every moining and evening.
The Florida steamers leave Savannah three days in the
week for all points on the coast.
For through passenger tickets and bills of lading to
all points in Florida, Georgia. Alabama and Tennessee, apply to WM. L. JAMES, General Agent, 416
South Delaware, avenue, Philadelphia.

OF FIELD SPORTS AND ANGLING,

Embracing views of the most interesting portions
of the State. Scenery, vegetation peculiar to this semitropical peninsula, and of cities, towns, and rivers
having historic interest.
Only views in existence of Lake Okeechobee and
Indian River.
Faithful studies of St. Augustine, tbe St. Johns,
Ocklowaki, tbe North Coast and the Gulf.
Sets of twelve selected views enclosed in an illustrated envelope;
For catalogue and prices, address

OBER BROTHERS,
Fern

dec9tf

si

nri in a.

Florida.

IiELLWIG'S

e

Gallery.

TWO 80 FEET RANGES.

NEW YORK.
(Under Grand

Opera House.)

a

Compendium

of

USEFUL INFORMATION FOR THOSE

WHO HUNT AND

FISH.

at this office.

Rods,

Hooks,
ANGLING IMPLEMENTS.
Fisli
AND

aug26-ly

"NORRIS"

Rods
FO^

Trout, Salmon, and Bass.
ALSO
Trout,

Salmon, and Bass Flies, Reels,
Leaders, Fly-Books, «fee.

|

Lines,

THADDEUS NORRIS,
Janl3-ly

503

B.

West Logan Square,

Philadelphia.

Crook & Co.,

Manufactureks and Importers of

FISHING
SO Fulton

TACKLE!
St., IS.

Y.

N

B. -Sole manufacturers in this country of the
celebrated

Creen Heart Rods,
for1>o-*

l*as« arid

Salmon.

~McBride

HAVING
twelve

Flies.

BEEN FOR THE PAST

years associated with my father, John
MeBiide. in the manufacture of fishing tackle, I feel
competent to continue the business and supply the
custom with the same quality as heretofore. Parties
suppded with casting lines and artificial flies for
Pennsylvania trout streams, Adirondacks, tre Maine
Woods, Lake Superior, Thousand Islands, Canadian,
and orher waters. Anglers not acquainted with the
nomenclature of these flies, by mentioning the locality where they intend fishing, will have the varieties
best suited to those waters sent to them. Plies copied
from any natural insect or pattern desired. SARA
J McBRIDE. (Successor to John McBride) Mumford,

Y

HAYDEN^

Monroe ennntv.

"NT

T)ec2-ly

Revolving Cartridge Belt
FOR BREECH LOADERS.

Every

facility for shooting

Off-Hand or In Lying

Down

Sold by

Position

Special inducements offeied for

And

ITisliing'

Florida Scenery.

Being a Compilation of the

(Same Laws of the United States and the Dominion of Canada,

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS IN

Fisliin^ Taclcle,

J.

Stereoscopic Studies of

A QUARTERLY PERIODICAL

ftttuii office.

Janl3-4t

Bamboo, Trout and Salmon Rods and Reels

Agents for the

i-dides a special

Docking Point or Shore, either in
Delaware, Maryland, or Virginia. Address POINT,
chase, a

fitted

CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK,

Photos rapliie materials.
Vienna Expos tion.

Two dollars a year; single copies, 50 cents, can be
had of all dealers in sportsmen's goods. Can be had

>V

every Variety and Style of

Rocky Mountains and

,

hoto-Lanteru

Fur, Fin and Feather,

y

HANEY &

particularly call

FISH HOOKS.

Southwest Florida.

au5-lv

SKETCHING

:

They

LINEN AND COTTON LINES,

SILK,

to fortune.

from Nature in Pencil and Water
Colors, and Drawing and Painting in Colored
Crayons; a practical instructor; illustrated, only 50c.
Of booksellers or by mail. JESSE
CO.,
119 Nassau srteet. N. Y.
DecSO- tf

Tackle,

TROUT, SALMON AND BASS RODS.

Broadway, N. Y., opposite Metropolitan Ho
.
Stereoscopes and Views
Chromos and Fram
Graphoscopes, Megale noscopes. Albums and Photo-

tel,

street

Send for a copy of the Wall Street Review and
Pamphlet, showing the various methods of operating, J. HICKL1NG & CO., Bankers and Brokers,
? g Broadway. N. Y.
Dec 23

Y.

Every variety of Salmon and Trout Flies, and Hooks
on Gut. Cutty Hunk and Pasque Islands Bass Lines,
waterproof Braided Silk Lines, every size and quality of

271 and 273 Eighth Avenue,

FAIRMOUNT^ PARR, PHILADELPHIA.

48 Maiden Lane, N.

hibited in the United States.
attention to their

Anii-mc the Seininoles.
In the C\ press Swamps.
Cruising Along Shore.
Shooting at Salt Lake.
The Okeechobee Expedition.

$100.
CO., 591

Zoological Garden,
Open everyday. A large collection of Living Wild
Beasts, Birds, and Reptiles.
Admission, 25 cents;

ABBEY & IMBRIE,"
SUCCESSORS TO
AJXDRl^W CLERK «to CO.

hand the largest ana Oest assortment ever ex-

Pet Buds of St. Augustine.
Steam Yachting on tiie St. John

man.
C.

ALEXANDER & WALLER,
& 103 DUANE ST„ (near
Broadway) New York.

Fishin?
On

Private Dougherty and the Bass.

No. 17

THOMSON'S FISHING AND HUNTING SLUTS,

1MJCK,

Manufactured and Imported hy

lishing Co.,

HEGEMAN'S PORTABLE CANVAS BOATS.
BOND'S METALLIC BOATS.

DRAB

ARTIFICIAL FLIES DRESSED TO ORDER.
MUZZLE LOADING GUN8,
And Sportsraens' goods of all kinds.

BKjSECH AND

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Indian River.

Mildew-proof,

GARMENTS

Tackle suitable for Maine, Adirondack, Canadian,
and other fishing.

lOl

Published by Forest and Stream Pub-

Moth-proof

Rods and Reels

Fly

OF THE FINEST WORKMANSHIP.

BARTON,

—

AND

Bamboo

Split

$1 50.

CONTENTS:

Up

Price $5.

When

for niedit shooting

The Popular Shendan Lounge, $5

318

DUNCKLEE'S CAMP ST0YES. PHce$15.

American Dog" Biscuits*

Camp Lounge Co.,

TEOY, N.Y.

Waterproof and Mildew proof, complete

compen-

No. HI South Fifth ave.. N. Y.

sation.

is a nV'St seasonable book for Sportsmen/.TonrInvalids, and Settlers, and has been long needed
by Winter tourists to Florida and pesons seeking setiepvent there. It gives a full classification of the game
and fish of the Southern Peninsula, routes of interior
and coastwise travel, the agricultural resources of the
country, and sites for settlement, hints for camping
out, resorts for game, hotels, and such other information as will be of great oenefit to visitors seeking
Florida for health, pleasure, exploration, or permanent bettlem^nt.

Fishing Tackle,
Rods, Reels, Lines, Artificial Flies, Nets 3
Baits, Fish Hooks. &c.

i

JlJ

old.

most complete

ists,

AMA-

glORr

We offer to dealers and sportsmen a
assortment of

Tins

LOW

for cash, or will expointer whelps for sale,
change for shot guns, books, pigeons, live quail,
anything
of
or
value.
Address
ferrets,
fowls,
Dec23 tf
TEUR, Delaw are City, Del.
J

una

in

AUTHOR OF THE FISHING TOUBIST.

SETTER DOGS AND
P~~URE BRED
bitches broken and unbroken, and setter and
_

n

By CHARLES HALL0CK,

CHARLES CLARKE,
i

415

MIL-

ITARY PKACTICE.

all

dealers.

Send for

HAY DEN BELT WORKS,

circular.

Columbus, Ohio

Sep W-fim

PPjUT EXPLANATORY CittCLLAtl
til I how $10 TO $500 invesred in
Stock Privileges has paid

Kay Shot Concentrating Cartridge.
No creasers, turners, or topwads required. Loads
In half the time usually required. Fifty percent,
better distribution and greater penetration secured.
Send to your gun

dealer for sample,

JuS-ly

and.

pay Large Profits. Railroad
Stocks, Bonds and Gold bought
rpCC on Margins. Interest Six Per
rilLL Ceut. allowed on deposits sub-

$10

to

will

ject to sight draft.

Buckwaitei-

&

Co.,

W»H

I? II fi fl

jbOUU,
^~w%,»

Bankers and Brokers, No*
street, New York.

W

,

m

;

FOREST AND STREAM.

.^

R REPEATING^ ARMS^CQ MpAjVy

NEW

HAVEN, CONN.,

U.

A.

S.

REASONS FOR BUYING

WINCHESTER REPEATING

UNSURPASSED RAPIDITY OP

RIFLE.

EIRE,

AND EFFECTIVENESS,

STRICT ACCURACY

SMOOTHNESS OP MANIPULATION,
PERPEOTION OP WORKMANSHIP,
Cheapness of its Reloading AmmunitionAbout 200,000 now in use, in all Parts of the World.
For

W.

&

Illustrated

Pamphlet and Price

List, address

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS
REMINGTON &

E.

SCOTT & SONS

C.

ing

WINNERS OF THE GUN TRIAL OF

1873.

Cartridges,

AGENTS:

South

all

,

Boston.

111.,

Nov.

Possible,

115.

Agency,

Philad elp

hia

Agency, 810 Chestnut street.
St. Louis Agency, C09 N. Fourth

Rifle,

23 successive Shots, distance, 500 yards, Score, 114,

REMINGTON

street.

1^6 Tremontotrcet.

9, '75,

Eemington Creedmoor

SUte

Boston

WITH A

&c, &c

3!,reet.

Baltimore AgenN. Charles

cy, 47
street.

& SONS,

other makes:— Greener, Westley Richards,

for the following celebrated makers:
SONS (winners at the Interna
O. SCOTT
tional Gun Trial of 1873); J. P.
SONS, and
BRO.; P.

Fi^e Bronze Yacht Guns on mahogany carriages,
New York and Boston

RICHARDS.

VERY CHEAP, AT THE OLD PLACE,
112 Fulton

Sent to any part of the United States free of charge.

street,

New

YorK.

Complete, as furnished the

yStSanadron«. SEND FOR CIRCULARS.

The Sportsman's Warehouse.

MANNINGS

For

I

18'70

Late

!

9

.Price,

50

TO T1IOS. MANNING,
BROADWAY, N. Y.

(SUBSCRIPTIONS

AND

i

"MANNING'S YACHTING ANNUAL.

1'

Particulars fur-

____——

l>otli

£*

Bx-ass sand
CARTRIDGE VESTS, COATS AND BELTS,

FLASKS,
ALSO GUN MATERIALS OF ALL KINDS,
POUCHES AND AMMUNITION OF ALL RINDS. EVERYTHING IN MY LINE FOR
BOTH HOME AND EXPORT TRADE, AT LOWEST CASH TRADE PRICES.

HA VE LA HUE RTOCK OF MUZZLE LQADTNG OUNR & ETFLE8 VERY CHEAP

-

A PRACTICAL

GIFT.

$1,200 PROFIT ON $100.

"Best" Printing Press.
ONLY S3
Outfit,

THIS
MADECALLS.

with Press, for $4.50.

W.

C.

EVANS,

Inventor and Manufacturer,

BO N. Ninth

SYRUP IN

TWTAPLE
jyJL
cans.

gallon cans, $1.50 per gallon.

R. L.

GR A.YES,

Nov, 11—tf.

'

A1K TIGHT
No

Sunderland, Yt.

charge for

MONTH

BY PUTS

Invest according to your means.
$10, $50, or $100 in Stock Privileges, has brought a
small fortune to the careful investor. We advise

and

street, Philadelphia.
•

AT

PRICE

In

result.

the

chest.

$7,50.

AGENTS FOR THE
Metallic Cartridge

Union

OP ALL

O artr dgro

bad shooting is the
measurement around

send

Com

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Implements,

Office of

ordering

es, Pistols

31^

INTERNATIONAL YACHT AGENCY,

The weight is
cartridges.
so evenly distributed that it is
Cartridges can be
scarcely felt.
with the heads down in
carried
is of great imporwhich
vest,
this
tance when brass shells are n«ed,
as when carrying them with the
head up the weight of the shot often forces the wad forward, when
ing

panv's Ammunition,
WARRANTED THE BEST IN THE MARKET,

GUNS

Cents.

Club Edition, Morocco

sale.

This. Vest affords the best arrangement yet invented for carry-

Yox-lc.

BREECH LOADING

..Price, gt.gO.
cS^Sl^lomandGmEa^
Cover and Case, Price, §3.00.

A large n umber of yachts for
nished on application.
jan lStf

New

WHOLESALE AND RE1AIL

PUBLISHED IN MAY,
.

WITH CASE. AND 100 BIRDS.
Black's Patent Cartridge Vest,

COOPER HARRIS & HODGKINS,

177 Broadway,

TN"o.

WILL BE

t?fl«rottn Rrlition.

HOLABERD'S Shooting SUITS,

DIXON8 & HA VVKSLEY'S SHOOTING TACKLE
STURTEVANT BRASS SHOT SHELLS,
BUSSEY'S PATENT GYRO PIGEON AND TRAP

EDWIN S. HAEEIS,

I

CLABROUGH &
WESTLEY

WEBLEY &

AND MISFIT ENGLISH BRUSSELS, THREE-PLY AND

SECOND HAND
GOOD
INGRAIN CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, &C,

&

W. &

MISFIT CARPETS.

Webley, Remington, Moore, &c.
Loading Gun, $25 up.
A genuine Scott Muzzle
Maynaid, Ballard, Reminjrton and Sharp's Rifles.
"Ballard's breech loading Sporting Rifles $18!!"
Bo^ardus' New Book— 50 cents, by mail.
Bussey's Gyro Trap, for shooting practice.
Fine Fishing Rods and Tackle.

tory, Uion, HerkiCo., N. Y.

237

Park Range,

Chicago,

Illustrated Catalogue, &c, to

3 Faneail Hall S<1-

A SPECIALTY.

Broadway. Armory and 'ManufacCh'cago Agency,

A. SHAFFER,
AT

COLJ,

Send for Treatise
on Rifle Shooting,

E.

& 22 John street, W. Y.

mer

Revolving, Repeatiuir, Derringer, and
Vest Pocket Pistols.

Report of Gun Trial sent on application.

Also

19 Maiden Lane, 20

BREECH LOADING GUNS

Of Target made by

Double and Single
Barrelled Shot Gnn>and Shot Guns and
Rifles combined

Genuine Breech Loaders.

HAVEN, CONN.

No*. 281 and '283

DIAGRAM

Also

Rifles.

NEW

SCHUYLER, HARTLEY & GRAHAM

MANUFACTURERS OF
Military,
Sporting, Hunting',
and
Turret, Breech Load

1

SONS,

CO.,

HOME AND'OUR^IOO AGENCIES/

SEND FOR FULL PARTICULARS. v:_ AGENTS; WANTED.
:

BAXTER

4

HEALTH UFT:C0.- lilwvSwJ"

when and how to operate safely. Books with full
information sent free. Address orders by mail and
«fe CO.,
telegraph to
WOYll-Gui Bankers and Broken, 17 Wall St., N. T.

I

SPORTING GUNPOWDER.
Curtis

&

Harvey's

DIAMOND GRAIN.

Nos. 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 Superior
Hawker's Ducking
•

W

.

Rifle,

and Col.

STITT.eiCedar^kee^
Aeent forH 1_S^Ameriea!_

sep9-eow

HAVANA LOTTERY.
NOTICE.
IMPORTANT

January Btn.
For the coming drawings, commencing follows.
we have reduced the prices of tickets as
1' 5 >
•**
$10; i,

Whole, $20|

h

m

f5l

1-20 $1.
1-10,
Drawings take place every seventeen Days. s6W
Circulars
are prepared to fill all orders.
upon application. Highest price paidLfor
^"•*"*^™'
hula. Governments, &c.
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